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CAN THE NUISANCE BE ABATED?

IN a report on the English sparrow recently issued by

the Agricultural Department, are a number of

recommendations looking toward the destruction of these

birds and the checking their increase and spread. These

recommendations naturally come under two heads; first,

recommendations for legislation, and second, recommen-

dations to the people. Under the head of legislation is

advised the repeal of all laws protecting this species, the

enactment of a law legalizing the killing of the bird and

the destruction of its nest, eggs and young at all seasons

of the year, the enactment of a law making it a misde-

meanor to feed or shelter the sparrow or to interfere with

those engaged in destroying it, the passage of a law pro-

tecting certain small predaceous birds which feed largely

upon it, and of other laws providing for the appointment

of duly authorized sparrow killers. The recommendation

that to feed or shelter the sparrow be made a misdemeanor

is one which will not appeal to public sympathy and can-

not be enforced, and, therefore, is not to be commended;
but the other suggestions are valuable. It is well said

that in towns and cities, where the use of firearms and
poison must be restricted to the hands of a few persons,

the destruction of the sparrows should be intrusted to

some public officer. In many towns this work would
naturally fall within the field of work of those officers

who have the charge of the public parks.

At the same time with the destruction of the sparrows,

every effort should be made to foster and encourage our

native birds, of which many species would return to live

in our cities, could the birds which have usurped their

rightful place be driven out. The subject of bounties is

intelligently discussed, and it is very satisfactorily shown
that this method of getting rid of the sparrows is exceed-

ingly expensive and quite inefficient. The recommenda-
tions to the people are more important than those which
concern legislation, though the two naturally go together.

If the plague of sparrows is to be abated it must be by
concerted action by the people. The suggestions cover

the use of firearms, traps and poisons, and the destruc-

tion of nests and disturbance at roosting places. The

sparrow is a very sagacious bird and speedily learns to

avoid danger. Thus, while it may be impracticable to

kill all the birds in a given locality, it is possible, by con-

stantly harrassing them, to drive away those which have

not been destroyed. Their wariness makes them a hard

bird to trap, and experiments in poisoning them do not

appear to have met with much success. The plan of dis-

turbing them at night, while roosting, and the destruc-

tion of their nests and eggs, promise to do much to drive

them away and to reduce their numbers. It is very evi-

dent that war can be mo3t efficiently waged against the

birds during the breeding season.

While many people appreciate that the presence of the

house sparrow in such numbers in North America is a

serious evil, but few, we fancy, understand that this

bird has become an actual curse, and that it destroys

millions of dollars' worth of property each year. The

chief sufferer by this destruction is the farmer, the

grain grower, the cultivator of small fruits and the

truck gardener. It is to the agriculturist that this re-

port especially appeals. He will be benefitted by a care-

ful study of its contents, and if he looks into the sub-

ject, will appreciate the necessity of taking active steps

to protect himself against the ravages of this bird.

The sparrow has obtained so firm a foothold in this

country that it is a very grave question if it can be exter-

minated, but concerted action all over the United States

and Canada would undoubtedly result in a considerable

reduction in its numbers. The farmers can no more af-

ford to suffer the sparrows to increase unmolested

than a grain dealer could to permit his bins to be over-

run with rats. They must protect themselves, if not

now, then later when the numbers of the birds which

plunder them shall have increased an hundred fold, and

when the prospects for success in the eradication of tlie

pest will have correspondingly diminished.

AMERICAN CLUBS IN CANADA.

THE rapidity with which desirable hunting and fish-

ing territory in Canada is being taken up by clubs

of sportsmen composed chiefly of Americans is not un-

noted by the Canadians themselves; and there is grow-

ing up a strong feeling against the system of leasing

these preserves to the associations from over the line.

This feeling crops out in many ways; one encounters it

everywhere in Canada, and expressions of it are current

among Canadian visitors to the United States.

The ground of the complaint is tbK There are vast

tracts of good fishing and hunting territory which are

the property of the Crown, and over which the Canadian

sportsman has been in the past free to roam at will,

without let or hindrance. If one now ventures upon
these lakes and rivers and woodlands, he is confronted at

every turn by a club warden or guardian, who warns him
that he is trespassing on forbidden ground; and if he does

not withdraw with becoming alacrity this guardian pro-

ceeds to put him under arrest. Thus the Canadians find

that the waters where they once fished free are now held

by clubs; the Government has given to these clubs exclu-

sive privileges, and will defend the holders in maintain-

ing these privileges. To be thus barred out is regarded

as a hardship, and complaint is naturally indulged in

against the whole system in general and the Americans
in particular.

It is impossible not to feel some sympathy with those

who make such complaints; and yet the more intelligent

of those who feel themselves aggrieved do not hesitate

to say that in spite of their personal hardship they ap-

prove the leasing system. It is beyond question that the

game and fish are more efficiently protected in the pre-

serves controlled by clubs than in the public domain. In
many cases the individuals loudest in berating the

American lease holders are persons who have in the past

paid no regard to the game laws, and in effect their

cause of dissatisfaction is that they cannot now pursue
their lawless practice in safety as in former times.

It is all nonsense to talk of the clubs as encroaching

upon the natural rights of poor people. As a matter of

fact no such rights are molested. The clubs actually

bring much money into the country; this finds its way
into purses which otherwise would be empty. Equally
unreasonable is it to entertain jealousy of the club mem-
bers because they are Americans and not Canadians, for

it is to be remembered that the Americans are invited by
the Canadians themselves to put their money into leases,

and the Canadian Government would lease its Jands quite

as readily to the Queen's own subjects as to foreigners,

on the same terms. To carp at Americans for doing

what Canadians have the privilege of doing themselves

but refuse to do, is only to act the part of the dog in the

manger.

PUTTING OUT THE FIRES.

FOREST fires constitute the most serious danger to

which the National Park is exposed. As far back

as we can remember such fires have raged in the Park

each season, and have usually devastated great tracts of

timber. Occasionally, during a wet season, such fires

would spread but little, and would cause no serious in-

jury to the forests, but at other times they might burn

for months and leave great sections of the Park mere

blackened wastes, which would disfigure the landscape

for many years.

It is interesting to watch the methods of Captain Bou-

telle, the new superintendent of the Park, and to find

displayed an amount of energy and decision which prom-

ises great things for the future of the Park.

As will be noticed in the letter from our special cor-

respondent, printed elsewhere, when the announcement

of the fire came, the whole command promptly started

out and put the fire out. Captain Boutelle was dining

when the fire was reported. He did not stop to finish his

meal, but gave orders to have "boots and saddles"

sounded at once, and in a few moments the troop was off.

There was no sending out of scouts who should look at

the fire, see whether it was much of a blaze or not, and

then report. Captain Boutelle just went out and put the

fire out. A delay of twelve or twenty-four hours would

have permitted the conflagration to assume such propor-

tions that it would have been beyond the control of any

body of men.
Intelligence and promptness are certainly above all

others the qualities needed in a superintendent of the

National Park.

SNAP SHOTS.

THE Niagara Falls cranks are at it again. Last Sun-

day, the papers report, Carlin D. Graham and

Walter Odell, a New York Central Railroad conductor,

set afloat a barrel, in which was strapped a Newfound-

land dog, and sent it over the Horseshoe Fall. If there

is no statute by which the men who do these things can

be jailed, the decent part of the community should see

to it that the penal code is amended.

We give to-day another of the Forest and Stream
pattern and penetration tests made at our range at Clare-

mont, New Jersey. It may be explained that in this

series the tests will be made from time to time as guns

are offered for the purpose; and it is not our intention to

hold a tournament where many different arms shall be

tested in competition. The testing apparatus has been

improved, so that it is now practicable to put a gun
through all stages of the trial at short order. The re-

sults obtained in these tests will supply a mass of valuable

data.

We do not often record side-matches in which compe-

titive anglers fish for a score; but there was a match of

that kind at Budd's Lake, New Jersey, last week, which
deserves to be noted because of its queer result. Two
men, Jacob Allen and Cap't. Johnson, fished for three

and one-half hours for the championship; and the con-

test ended in a draw. Each had the same score in num-
bers, weight and varieties, namely, five pickerel, fifteen

bass and four yellow perch.

The frequent rains in the Eastern States have materi-

ally affected the fishing, for the streams have been too

high to give good sport, and the scores have been

meagre. The muggy weather, too, has added unusual

hardships to the pursuit of the July woodcock spectre;

and the birds bagged in Jersey swamps have been se-

cured only by heroic endurance.

The Kentucky Fish and Game Club, with headquarters

at Louisville, has a membership of 340, in different parts

of the State; and it will take in hand at the next Legis-

lature a suitable game bill. Kentucky has no genera

law respecting fish, except one which forbids killing wiui

explosives, There is certainly need of a revision in thi

respect,
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GOOSE SHOOTING IN MANITOBA.
LAST fall, on deciding- to take a western trip over the

Canada Pacific R. E.. a friend advised me to take a
rifle and gun, as there was plenty of game at various
points along the line, and subsequent experience proved
there was opportunity to use them. At North Bay we
reached the C. P. R., and after rolling along comfortably
through a long stretch of wooded country came to the
beautiful scenery of the Lake Superior region, where the
road runs along the lake shore in many places, affording
on the one hand views of rocky cliffs of distinct and
brilliant colors, according to the rock formation, and on
the other the wide expanse of blue water, clotted here
and there with lovely islands not unlike the famous Thou-
sand Islands of the St. Lawrence. The scenery is, how-
ever, of a bolder and grander order.
We reached Nepigon about noon, and an inquisitive

passenger rushed about to inspect a tame fox. which
created considerable amusement for the crowd by leap-
ing playfully at our friend, who tumbled over backward
in his haste to avoid the supposed dangerous beast.
Brook trout grow large in the Nepigon River. Some

friends of mine fished there last August and caught
several weighing from five to six pounds each. I am
bound to believe it for I saw the fish.

"We arrived at Port Arthur about 3 P. M., but found
that we were an hour ahead of time according to the
"Central" standard time, and must turn our watches
back to 2, and then call that 14 o'clock, for we are now
to use the twenty-four hour system, counting 1 P. M. as
13 o'clock and so on to 24 o'clock (midnight) A little

troublesome at first, but when accustomed to it very con-
venient, especially in studying the time tables of those
railroads that have adopted it. It would be. a great boon
to the traveling public if it were to become unversal.
We are now about 1,000 miles from Montreal, one-third

of the distance across the continent, and have passed
from the first or Eastern Division to the Western Division,
which extends to the Rocky Mountain*; that part of thf
road from the mountains to the coast forming the Pacific
Division. Fort Wilham was a post of the Hudson's Bay
Company more than a century ago; but now a mammoth
grain elevator stands near the old fort, the fur house is

turned into an engine room, and the trade in furs and
pelts has changed to a thriving traffic in lumber, grain
and coal. Here we leave Lake Superior and run through
a rocky and timbered region until near Winnipeg, where
the prairie soon establishes itself and remains a fixture
for the next thousand miles.
At Winnipeg our attention was attracted to the finely-

mounted heads of large game in Hine's taxidermist shop.
Nearly all the larger game animals were represented by
very handsome specimens. There were several heads
each of both white and blacktail deer, elk, moose, and
two noble caribou heads. Most of these came from the
region not far removed from Winnipeg, while from the
western plains of Assiniboia and Alberta were antelope
and two grand heads of buffalo bulls, one of which was
reported to have been killed a few weeks previous in the
Saskatchewan River country, some distance north of the
railroad. The Rockies and other western ranges of the
Pacific slope contributed the bighorn sheep and white
goats, the "billies" with lung, venerable beards, the
"nans" with no whiskers ana smaller horns. A huge
timber wolf of formidable appearance glared at us with
his glass eye, and altogether there was so much game we
were reminded of the darky and his ejaculation, "Golly,
if I only had a gun!"
However interesting it was to examine these speci-

mens, we were quite willing to board our train and leave
the town for the country. On either side the level prairie
extended as far as the eye could reach. Here and there
the virgin sod had been broken by the plow, showing a
black fertile soil, and frequently we passed immense
fields of wheat, which had been cut and stacked ready
for threshing. These grain stubbles are the favorite
feeding grounds for grouse, both the sharp-tail and pin-
nated being well represented, and geese and brant of
several varieties resort regula ly to such fields in the
early morning and then again during the latter part of
the afternoon.
We accepted the invitation of friends at Virden to stop

for a few days, and when Ned remarked that he would
like to shoot a goose and intimated that he would like
company, I was soon ready to join him, and even though
our trip should prove a veritable wild goose chase. When
I found that we were to depend upon flight shooting
alone, I must confess that I was a little skeptical as to
our succe-s, for I had learned to regard wild geese as
abundantly able to keep out of range of the ordinary
amateur shotgun. My doubt was not entirely removed
when Ned's wife told him that she was tired of ducks and
he need not bring any more home. So, evidently it was
goose or nothing, and like the boy after the woodchuck,
"we'd got to git him."
We started for some .likely sloughs about ten miles

away calculating to reach them in time for the evening
flight. Our tough little pony took us along at a rapid
trot over the rolling prairie, and then we slackened our
pace as we descended the bluff, and reaching the valley
of the Assiniboine, pass over a wide strip of level bot-
tom land somewhat timbered, cross the river and soon
begin to climb the steep bluff on the other side. On
gaining the top, we look back and admire the beautiful
view of the valley dotted here and there with single
trees and clumps of timber, the river winding along, the
bluff opposite in some places almost perpendicular, in
others covered with autumn tinted foliage interspers ad
with evergreens sloping back to the broad prairie be-
yond. The sunshine was bright but not too warm. The
clear, pure air so invigorating that it was a luxury to
b.eathe.
Arriving at our destination, we stable the pony and

start at once for the sloughs. One long one is found to
be nearly dry, leaving it we proceed to another, and on
the way are cheered by the strange calls of some huge
cranes stalking about in an adjoining stubble, and at
frequent intervals, flocks of clucks and geese are seen
flying over.
On reaching the next slough we find it to be a large one

with considerable water in it. Some scattering flocks are.

on the water, or re-ting on the exposed mud flats around
the edge. We foohshly try to get nearer these latter, but

the cover is thin, and they are well beyond it and rise
quite out of range, so we console ourselves with the
thought that we are not after clucks anyway, and wouldn't
shoot any if we could, and moreover if we c'id, the geese
might be alarmed at the report of our guns. Thus forti-
fied against any disappointment at our failure to bag the
ducks, we pulled ourselves out of the mud and gained the
cover of a strong growth of rushes on the side of the
slough nearest a stuhble where we had observed many
geese flying. We took our stations some distance from
each other, so that any birds passing over midway be-
tween us would be within long range of either.
We waited some time, and I began to think all the

ducks in Manitoba were gathering on that stubble. Flock
after flock came flying as though coming our way, but
attracted by the calls of those on the ground, circled
around and settled. We could not see them, as they were
not only a long distance away, but also beyond one of
those long, lazy swells of land so characteristic of rolling
prairie. Some cranes came flying along with slow, labored
flight, and dropping down, added their music to the gen-
eral clamor with which all fresh arrivals were greeted.
We thought it might be that the geese were bragging

to the cranes of how on a certain occasion they save d
Rome by their timely gabble, and the cranes ietortecl
something about chestnuts, which had provoked a gen-
eral row, or maybe they were holding a caucus to nom-
inate candidates for the fall campaign. But the pow-
wow gradually subsided, and presently a small flock was
seen on the wing. Will they come to the water behind
us? Yes, they are coming our way. We crouch lower,
and hardly dare look again, for we think they will fly
near us, but they passed by out of range. Yet we are
glad to see them pitch into the water of our slough, for
we feel sure that others will come.
And soon another flock is flying toward us, but they

pass out of range, and we begin to wonder if we have
selected the wrong stand. Presently Ned tries a double
at a flock on his side, but they are too far away and fly-
ing pretty high. I accept a similar opportunity on mv
side and bang away with both barrels, but the geese
-^ail right along unharmed. "They fly high," 1 call to
Ned. "Yes," he replies, "but we must have 'em." It
may be that he had in mind his wife's parting injunction
to "bring home a goose, but no more ducks," for as the
next flock came they passed between us, near enough to
give him a good chance, which he improved by bringing
down his goose in fine style. At the report of his gun
the birds swerved a little toward me, and though they
were so far away that I did not expect to reach them T
could not resist firing one barrel, and was gratified to
hear the responsive thud of another goose as he struck
the mud stone dead.

I felt quite encouraged, and shouted to Ned, "Now,
bring on your geese!" The geese, however, brought
themselves on, flock after flock; but although we banged
away several times, we got no more, yet e felt that
sometimes the fault was with ourselves, as the birds
seemed near enough.
As we tramp back through the long prairie grass and

mire, in the deep mud of the long slough, we conclude
that we have all the geese thatwe can conveniently carry.
This feeling, however, does not prevent our planning to
turn out early the next morning, **nd before sunrise we
are on our way to the big stubble field again.
The wheat had been stacked ready for threshing, the

stacks standing here and there over the field in bunches
of four. I took my station at one of these stacks, and
Ned went to another a short distance away.
The previous evening I had evidently fired at birds way

out of range, and so I firmly resolved to risk no shots
unless they were near. The result was, that I did not
fire a shot that morning; but I afterward concluded that
I had gone to the other extreme, for the morning was
foggy, and consequently I erred in supposing that several
flocks which sailed by my stand were too far away, when
they really were within shooting distance.
The fog was so thick that I could not even see the

stacks where Ned had taken his stand, but I could hear
1 the report of his gun, and when he came up I saw that
he was successful again, and this time had bagged a gray
brant.

After breakfast we tramped to another slough covered
with patches of reeds affording good cover. Here we
found plenty of ducks, and as the bottom was hard,
waded in, jump-shooting a few at first and getting other
shots at those circling around near us. But after a while
the ducks around us took wing and circled too far out.
Ned, who had on wading pants, concealed himself in a
favorable clump of reeds some distance from the shore,
while I sauntered down the slough to a part where the
ducks had not been disturbed, getting a few long shots
myself on the way and giving Ned some fine shooting
as the birds circled about his head.
While engaged in this pleasurable occupation of help-

ing my neighbor, I spied a large flock of mallards ahead,
and worked down carefully toward them. I was moving
in rather thin cover closely watching the ducks when I

suddenly caught sight of a flock of geese beyond the
ducks, coming directly toward me. They were flying
low, but they caught sight of me almost as soon as I did
of them, and veered away. They were evidently about
to alight, but changed their intention in a hurry, rose
higher and kept on toward Ned. "There," I said to my-
self, "I'll bet that lucky chap will get a shot at those
geese." And sure enough, they passed directly over
him, and although they were flving quite high by the
time they reached him, tbey were not out of reach of his
little twenty gauge gun, and I was almost as pleased as
he could ha^e been, to see one of those big geese come
tumbling down in response to his shot. It proved to be
a Cmada goose of the largest size, and Ned afterward
told me it was comical to witness the efforts of his little

spaniel tugging away at the big bird and trying to
retrieve it.

The mallards had by this time taken alarm, so I kept
on clown the slough some distance further, and, on reach-
ing some scrubby trees growing out of the high bank, a
large bird, which I at first supposed was a marsh hawk,
took wing just ahead of me. A second look convinced
me that it was not a hawk, and I fired. The bird dropped
at my shot, but immediately rose and was off again when
I stopped him with mv second barrel. I found that I
hrtd secured a handsome specimen of thp Arctic variety
of great horned owl. When I showed my prize to Ned
he remarked that we could now have boiled owl as well
as roaot goose. I acknowledged that it took considerable

shooting to kill my owl, and he might be a trifle tough,
but probably not more so than his old gander. We
finally agreed that we would not boil the owl, and Ned
decided to present the gander to a friend who had a very
large family.
One of the smaller geese fell to Ned's wife, and was

served the next day in fine style, with all the embellish-
ments and accompanying dishes, and my experience
with that goose justifies me in saying that Ned's better
half can roast a goose fully as well as he can shoot one.
On our way back to town, we met two friends going

out. They came back the next day with four geese and
a big" white crane, besides a number of ducks. No
decoys are used. The shooting is all flight shooting,
such as I have described.
Judging from the number of geese that frequent this

country I should suppose that with the aid of decoys, a
large number might be obtained. But moderation can
nowhere be better practiced than in shooting game. We
do not &eek to exterminate it or drive it away from its
favorite haunts, and I am sure that a true sportsman's
chief pleasure does not consist in taking all the life pos-
sible, or entering into competition with others to decide
who can do the most killing.

I was informed by reliable parties that in localities
further west very fine flight shooting might be had at
not only ducks and geese, but swans, cranes and other
varieties of waterfowl, and judging from what I saw of
them from the car windows in passing. I do not doubt it

.

I was so favorably impressed, that I p'anned to stop over
at one or two points on my return from the coa^t, but
my stay was prolonged so that on my return I found
the lakes and sloughs all frozen over and the main body
of the birds had passed south.

I will in a future number try to give some account of
a hunting excursion in the Cascade Mountains.
Rochester, N. Y. C. H. K.

WITH SITTING BULL'S WARRIORS.
IN these days, when we hear much of the last of

the buffalo, let me tell you and your readers of
the last great buffalo hunt of the Sioux Indians, I

was one of three or four white men who happened to be
X>resent at the great and, what must be to ail there, a
never-to be-forgotten event.
On the 25th of October, 1883, about four hundred 'odges

of the Sioux left their camp at Standing Rock, on the
Missouri River, for their great buffalo hunt on the Grand
River plains, some two hundred miles to the westward.
The runners had come in with the intelligence that
Tatonkas were plentiful on the head of the H art, the
Cannon Ball and Grand rivers; so the hunt was calLd,
soldiers elected, councils held, medicine made, and we
were ready to start.

It was a grand sight that frosty October morning.
Hundred of gaily-dressed Indians, mounted on their wiry
little ponips, herds of pack animals, wagons, cirts and
long lines of travois loaded down with tepees and blan-
kets; old squaws and young ones, men and children
crowded the trails leading out upon the yellow plain.
As was their custom, not a gun was allowed to be fired.

The prairie chicken could sit and eat his buckberries
without fear of the riflo'a dcatVi-doalinpt ei-aolr; t.tiR ante-
lope could gaze curiously from the many little ridges;
his time was not yet ; the straggling bull would *tart from
some grassy hollow and lumber off, but no lead nor lance
sought to stay his flight.

After six days' marching we could see the crest of
Ramy Butte, but still some forty miles to the westward.
One evening we had made our camp on the banks of a
tributary of Heart River, and piles of buffalo chips were
smoking before every lodge, when the lookout sentinel
posted on the nearest hll signaled "Scouts coming."
Then in a short time the four Sioux sent out in themorn-
ing came riding into camp, going fin-t to the chief's lodge
to report; and soon the crier was heard, his resounding
yells reaching every part of the camp, It was the In-
dians' evening paper, and soon all knew the events of the
day, including the scouts' report. That evening a grand
council was held, and one hundred of the best riders and
hunters were elected for the morrow's hunt as killers,

for the scours had reported a large herd of buffalo only
four miles away.

It was a great sight that the sun shone upon the next
morning. A hundred of the picked Sioux, mounted on
their fleetest and fattest ponies, led by old Rain-in-the-
face, of Black Hill and Big Hum fame, filed out on the
broad prairie. Following these came the skinners ;»nd
packers. The herd was soon located. The number might
have been fifteen hundrt d or two thousand. Two of the
hunters were sent around to get in the wind of the game,
while the rest spread out to windward, carefully keeping
out of sight of the buffalo. We had not long to wait.
The animals soon scented the men, and away they went
charging over the prairie, head to the wind, at a rate
which soon brought them in sight of the waiting hunt-
ers. Seeing the.-e they sought to turn, but too late. The
yelling Sioux were around and among them. The sharp
crack of the short Winchester and Sharp carbines, min-
gled with the wild, triumphant cries from the hunters,
the incessant roar of hoofs, the clouds of yellow dust,
bellowing bulls, snorting ponies, ridden by half naked
savages, made a scene for excitement the like of which
it has never bpen my fortune to witness. The herd soon
became rattled, turning this way and that; met on every
side by their almost equilly active foe, their leaders shot
down "or crippled, they commenced to run in a circle

—

" milling," as it is called. This was just what the Indians
wanted. They now rode at the out-ide, sending their
lead down into the backs of the flying animals, and often
at such close range that the hair was singed by the pow-
der blast. Hundreds fell, until the plain seemed to be
one great slaughter yard. Breaking at last, the small
remnant of the morning herd tried to seek safety in a wild
da-h for liberty. Straight away over the plain they went,
stopping for nothing; and woe to the Indian or pony trying
to stop or turn them. It was during the winding up of
the chase that the daring riding of the Indians could be
seen. Singling out a flying buffalo an Indian would give
chase. Slowly the gap between pursued and pursuer
would be closed. With head down, tongue out, and
blazing eyes, the great shaggv brute swept along, taking
the p>airie as he found it. Close behind him came the
fleet Indian pony and rider, one as eager as the other.
No ground too rough, no hill too steep; across gulches,
over ridges, down ravines, went the panting bull, but
lead hJn where he would, the quick pounding hoofs be-
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hind him kept drawing nearer and pressing closer, until

at last, with a sudden burst of speed, the pony is along-

side, the rifle drops, a flash, a sharp crack, and the chase

is ended. The buffalo plunges to the ground, and with a

few struggles he is dead. Elsewhere an Indian is seen

running"down a bunch of ten or twelve ; sometimes it is

hard to tell if he is ridiug his pony or one of the buffalo,

so close are they; and the smoke from his rifle tells he is

not idle. Now'and then a great black mass drops and
rolls before him almost under his pony's feet, but with a
quick spring the wiry little animal clears the struggling

brute and is away again running side by side with the

others.
About 3 o'clock in the afternoon the chase was well

over; thirteen hundred buffalo had fallen, and many
others had escaped, but badly wounded. The prairie now
was covered with men, women and children, pack
animals, travois and wagon carts. Butchering was the
order of the day, and by sundown nearly everything of

the meat kind was at the main camp. Here a grand
feast in celebration of the hunt was given; all night long
the squaws were kept busy boiling and roasting, while
the bucks told tales of their prowess in the field, sang
songs or made speeches. Little did they think that it

would be the last great buffalo hunt of their people. To
the young ones of the tribe it will seem like a dream, or

as if the doors of the happy hunting grounds had been
opened to them then, and then after one glance at the
exciting scenes so dear to their people, closed upon them
forever. J. J. Fulton".

ADIRONDACK JOTTINGS.
PERHAPS the following paragraphs, wearing various

hues and colors, are worth a place in among the
mental archives of those who have found pleasure in

handling the rod and gun. The facts and incidents are
placed in paragraphs because they have no more con-
nection with each other than Artemus Ward's lecture on
"Babes in the Woods" had with its subject.

A good story has never been told in print of royal
Reuben Wood, that genial friend to everybody, whos'1

death was so widely mourned. He was a true son of
good old Izaak Walton, an enthusiastic and successful
angler, of course. One evening while in camp iu the
Adirondacks, he was challenged by a member of the party
whose knowledge of angling was but slight. The con-
ditions were that they should stand near each other by
the side of a favorite pool, each casting into the pool
during a period of fifteen minutes, the contest to be de-
cided by count. Uncle Reube's eyes glistened as the de-
tails of the match were considered, and at the same time
he set about "making up" a new cast of flies, that he
might be ab'e to dohis best when the struggle came the fol-

lowing day. It was prepared with all his wonted skill,

cunning and delicacy, and laying the new "cast" and his

cigar aside he lay down to dream of how he would lure
the dainty trout to his creel. At the appointed hour the
contest began, with the usual judges and a referee. The
challenger oft and repeatedly led beautiful trout to his

score, but Mr. Wood was less fortunate. He was not
successful in "striking" his "rises." and only now and
then did he secure a fish. Late iu the contest he ex-
changed the leader he had made up so carefully for one
which had been much used, and then his luck began;
but it was too late, for when the time for the contest ex-
pired he was badly beaten. The real reason of his failure
was kept a secret for some time, but it finally became
known that while Mr, Wood slept the challenger had
filed the barbs from his hooks. In no other way could,

that noble-minded man have been beaten.

Yes, it is true that larger frogs swallow smaller frogs.

I have been myself a witness to the process, and it is no
less certain that black snakes swallow both frogs and
trout, for I once found botu in the same snake. "When
a turtle finds such a combination he should have the con-
tentment of an alderman at the annual dinner.
Did you read the story of the frog that swallowed a

bumble bee and the attack of cholera morbus that fol-

lowed ?

"Sim" Washburn is a well-known guide at Loon Lake
in the Adirondacks. Like his father, he does not allow
himself to "get left" in telling stories. It was his father
who said he was once lost for forty-eight hours; that
when he came into a clearing on the morning of the sec-
ond day he met his brother, who called him by name.
"Am" said he had been lost so badly that he didn't know
his brother or his own name. But of '-Sim:" He tells

the story of a bear which he trapped, catching the ani-
mal by one hindfoot. The bear loosened the chain of
the trap, and dragging the trap to a tree, crawled up
the body thereof with his forefeet that he might place
the free hindfoot upon the spring of the trap and open
the jaws thereof . "But," said "Sim," "he wasn't heavy
enough, and you could see in the bark of the tree where
he put his toe nails in and pushed down to make him-
self heavier. In that way he opened the trap."

Saranac Lake guides will tell you that wires were laid

from the Saranac Inn to some of the principal fishing-

resorts in the vicinity that ex-President Cleveland's luck
might be telegraphed to an anxious world. This story is

somewhat "fishy," nevertheless tourists often hear it.'

Paul Smith now owns 15,000 acres of land and water
surrounding his summer habitation, which he proposes
to hold for a game and fish preserve for the guests of his
house. One of his sons is the manager of the Foquet
House at Plattsburgh, which Paul recently purchased.
By the way, did you know that his real name is Apollo
Smith? That he was for many years a guide and is now
worth half a million or more dollars? He was known
when a guide as "Pol" Smith, and the corruption has
progressed until Paul is now his accepted name. Why
not take one more step and prefix "Saint?" It would
accord well with his lake, St. Regis.

Ex-Mayor Bookstaver, of Syracuse, has several times
delivered a lecture, in which he takes the position that
the brute creation is endowed with souls, and that if the
spirit of man lives in the hereafter, so must the spirits of
brutes. This is no new idea, to be sure, but he fortifies

it with exceptionally strong proof, scriptural and other-
wise. He relates wondrous instances of the intelligence

of animals, even more surprising than that which is

shown in this ibmi which I found somewhere:
"I have a collie puppy, sprung from a breed noted for

its remarkable intelligence, whom I have continually
had to chastise for his persistence in selecting the best
sofa for his afternoon nap. He apparently set his mind
to reasoning over this and came to the right conclusion

—

that he was punished for the damage to the sofa cover.
Accordingly the other day he rolled up the piece of car-
pot which has been set apart for his nightly accommoda-
tion in the servant's hall, and having carried it in his
mouth to the drawing room, spread it out carefully on
the forbidden sofa, where he was discovered sleeping the
sleep of innocence, no doubt being quite satisfied that he
had surmounted the only objection to his choice of a soft
resting place."

Probably there are no more extended or prolific bass
fishing grounds in this country than those stretching
from Onondaga Lake, near Syracuse, to Ogdensburgh
The river from Onondaga Lake to Oswego, where it

empties into Lake Ontario, affords excellent sport. Along
the shores of Lake Ontario there are many excellent re-

sorts, while off Sackett's Harbor is Stoney Island, around
which tons upon tons of large, gamy fish have been
taken. And so down the St. Lawrence River there are
many "bass bars," which yield abundantly to him who
knows where they lie and has the art of capturing these
fish. Many a three pounder has been taken, and not a
few four-pounders have come to grief.

Syracuse has many expert anglers who visit all waters
and tell big stories. Supreme Court Justices Kennedy
and Vann are now on vacations in the Adirondacks, and
County Judge Northrup is soon to go to St. John's. Rev.
Dr. Lockwood will spend August and part of September
in the great wilderness, and Bishop Ludden will go South
on a hunting trip in the fall. Other men of Syracuse,
who are hardly less prominent—among them the vener-
able ex-Judge Comstock—will soon flee to resorts which
nature still adorns. Syracuse is most fortunately situated
in relation to good water for anglers, and it has at least

its full proportion of experts. Comparatively few of its

rest and recreation seekers find their way to fashionable
watering places, but seek the seclusion of much less pre-
tentious and far more restful resorts, where neat flannel
shirts and other clothing to match have not been ruled
out by the mandate of fashion. D. H. B,
Syracuse, July.

,

THE NATIONAL PARK.
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, July ^.-Edi-

tor Forest and Stream : We have had very hot and
dry weather for the past three weeks. The forest and grass
lands are in a very parched and inflammable condition.
Many small fires have been extinguished by the soldiers
patrolling the Park before they could do any damage.
The few showers have helped matters a little, but not
enough to have even checked a forest fire if it once got a
start. But for the vigilance and prompt action of Capts.
Boutelle and Bomus, with the men under their command

,

much damage would have been done to the forest in the
Park. Capt. Boutelle's orders are that if a fire starts of
any size beyond the control of one man, for everybody to
drop whatever work they are doing and go immediately
to the fire to assist in putting it out. A recent instance
will illustrate how carefully the reservation is being pro-
tected from fire. A few minutes before 7 o'clock on the
evening of the 13th inst. a telephone message was deliv-
ered to Capt. Boutelle, that there was a large fire in
Hayden Valley, on Trout Creek. In twenty minutes the
captain and every available man at Camp Sheridan were
in the saddle and soon started on their night ride of forty
miles to the scene of the fire. An escort wagon with five

days' rations fo.lowed immediately. In the meantime
every man except the cook had left the camp at the Lower
Geyser Basin for the same point. The command reached
the fire on the morning of the 14th and soon had it under
control and extinguished before it had done any great
amount of damage. If Capt. Boutelle had waited until
morning before he started, he would have found the fire

beyond his control; nothing but a heavy storm could have
saved the vast body of timber between the Yellowstone
and Madison rivers, as every day the fire would have
been spread by the gales that begin to blow by 10 o'clock.
The prevailing dry weather would have allowed the fire

to burn for weeks. The Captain deserves great credit for
his prompt action and untiring efforts in preserving the
beautiful forest of the Park from destruction.
The travel to the Park is increasing rapidly. Tourists

over the stage lines are arriving in parties from forty to
sixty daily. From seven to fifteen teams with camping
parties pass the Hot Springs every day. On the 14th
inst. twelve teams belonging to American immigrants
from the Black Hills, on their way to Oregon, started
through the Park. After doing the wonders here they
will continue their journey, leaving the Park at River-
side. Following the teams from Dakota was one from
northern Iowa bound for the same State. They are wed
provided with everything necessary for their long drive
and to settle in a new country.
On the 16th inst. the U* S. Geological Survey, Mr.

Arnold Hague in charge, left the Springs for a perma-
nent camp at the Yellowstone Lake. From there the
parties will travel to their work on the east side of the
Park.
Work on the wagon roads is progressing rapidly. The

$50,000 that became available on the 1st of July is being-
expended as the law directs, most of it on the new road
from the Upper Geyser Basin to the Yellowstone Lake;
nearly 200 men and teams are employed.
The Hon. S. S. Cox is paying the Park a long visit and

making himself thorough familiar with the reservation
and its needs to make it what it is intended to be—

a

pleasure ground for the people of the United States. H.

"Caribou Hunting" is a handsome water-color painting
which comes to us from the Hamilton Powder Co. , of Mon-
treal , Canada. The scene is laid in a Canadian forest on a
winter day. Two successful hunters are making their way
to camp oil snowsboes, and dragging after them the huge
caribou that has fallen before their aim. The composi-
tion is admirable, and the picture is so evidently true to

I life that it deserves a high place among illustrations of

I
woods sport. When one sees so many meretricious draw-

|
ings of game and its pursuit, it is a pleasure to call at-
tention to a decidedly good piece of work like this.

THE EARED SEALS.-I.

AS will be seen by our "List," published in the Carni-
vora of the present series of articles, we have in the

United States fauna three species of oared seals, all be-
longing to the family Otariidm, and each one placed in a
separate genus.
But few of our animals have had a greater share of

attention bestowed upon their natural history than the
Piiuripedia, and they are well deserving of it. Prior to
1879 there existed a comparatively rich literature pertain-
ing to the Otariidre, but this was vastly increased when
in 1880 and 1884, respectively, appeared the exhaustive
works of Allen on the North American Pinnipeds and
Elliott on the Seal Islands of Alaska. Both of these
admirable monographs enter in great detail upon the life-
histories, the economical aspects and our present knowl-
edge of the sea lions and seals, and Allen especially has
something to tell us about their osteology and general
structure.
In the case of the eared seals now before us, the writer

has largely drawn upon these well-known authorities for
the information herein set forth, and the figures illus-
trating my remarks are all from the accurate pen of Mi*.
Elliott, being selected from his published sketches.
Before passing to the consideration of the Califomian

sea lion, it will be as well to remind the reader that seals
and walruses are now universally considered bv zoolo-
gists to be true C'arnivora, that in past ages have become,
by the action of evolutionary laws, modified for an aqua-
tic existence. So that now the water is their true ele-
ment, and in it then- movements are active and graceful,
while on land both seals and walruses are extremely
clumsy creatures. The eared seals and walruses are the
higher types of the group in all particulars, while the
more remotely related Phocidce are the lowest and more
generalized species. Professor Allen has said that "the.

t innipeds present a high degree of cerebral development,
and are easdy domesticated under favorable conditions!
They manifest strong social and parental affection, and
defend their young with great persistency and courage.
They are carnivorous (almost without exception), subsist-
ing upon fishes, mollusks and crustaceans, of which they
consume enormous quantities. The walruses and eared
seals are polygamous, and the males greatly exceed the
females in size. Hie ordinary or earless seals are com-
monly supposed to be monogamous, and there is gener-
ally little difference in the size of the sexes. The walruses
and. eared seals usually resort in la.rge numbers to certain
favorite breeding grounds, and during the season of
reproduction leave the water and pass a considerable
period upon land.

^
"The earless seals, on the other hand, with the excep-

tion of the sea elephants, do not so uniformly resort to
particular breeding grounds on land, and leave the water
only for very short intervals, They usually bring forth
their young on the ice, most of the species being con-
fined to the colder latitudes. Only one of the various
species of the Pinnipedia appears to be strictly tropical,
and very few of them range into tropical waters. As a
group, the pinnipeds are distinctly characteristic of the
arctic, antarctic and temperate portions of the globe,
several of the genera being strictly arctic or subarctic in
their distribution. The walruses are at present conflued
mainly within the arctic circle, and have no representa-
tives south of the colder portions of the Northern Hem-
isphere. The OtariidcB and Phocidiv, on the other hand,
are abundantly represented on both sides of the equator,
as will be noticed more in detail later."

To these general observations of Allen I would add,
that so far as the discovery of fossil pinnipeds is con-
cerned, their remains are meager. The late miocene
and pliocene strata in this country and Europe have
afforded the most specimens, and some of these have
been described by VanBeneden, but they throw scarcely
any light upon the origin of seals in time, though the
general affinity of these animals to the ancient bear type
is recognized. And Flower says tuat "all the extinct
forms at present known come within the definition of
the existing families; and, though annectant forms be-
tween these occur, there are as yet no transitions to a
more generalized type of mammal. Indeed, all those of
which the characters are best known belong to the com-
pletely developed Phocine or Trichechine, not to the
Otarine type."
To come now to the study of the Califomian sea lion

(Zalophns californianus), I will for an appreciation of
its form and external appearance, simply invite the
reader's attention to Mr. Elliott's superb and life-like
sketch of the animal, herewith reproduced, through the
generosity of the editor of Forest a>d Stream.

First of all we must observe, that these cared seals are
naturally classed in two group', determined by the
character of their pelage or coat. They are distin-
guished as the "hair seals" and the "fur "seals" or res-
pectively the "sea lions and the "sea bears." Now the
hair seals have only a coarse, stiff coat of hair, without
any underfur, while the fur seals yield that weil-known
and valued pelt the soft "sealskin" of commerce, it

being the underfur of the species to which we allude.
The Califomian sea lion is a typical hah seal, and agree-
ing with its kind is characterized when full grown, by
its brownish or yellowish coat of hah, which varies in
length with the time of the year, and is notably darker
in the young of this species. There is a wide range of
variation in this particular, and the northern and south-
ern types appear very different, even at the same season.
Although the Otariidm are found in the Arctic and Sub-
arctic oceans upon both sides of the equator, they are,
strange to say, entirely absent from the waters of the
North Atlantic, a fact for which we have no satisfactory
explanation.
So far as our explanation is concerned, the Califomian

sea lion is for the most part restricted to the coast of
California, it never having been observed north of that,
while southwardly its range has not been determined
with precision.
In point of size the male California sea lion is decidedly

larger than the female, the former attaining a total
length of 9ft. or more, while the latter rarely attains to
7ft. Corresponding differences, as we might readily
imagine, are to be lound in the skeleton, whereas in the
external characters the male and female resemble each
other considerably.
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TILE CALIFORNIA^ SEA LION. After Elliott.

Copy life size, Plate 14, of the "Fishery Industries of the United States" (G. B. (xoode). Sect. I., "Hist, of Aquatic Animals" Plates.

Passing nest to the habits of these truly interesting
animals, we find one of the best accounts of their be-
havior in captivity published in Forest and Stream, by
Mr. F. J. Thomson, in a contribution entitled "The
Habits and Breeding of the Sea Lions in Captivity" (For-
est andJStream, Vol. XII.

, pp. 65, Feb. 23, 1879). That
paper will well repay a second reading and obviate the
necessity of my adding anything further on that part of
the subject here.
One of the best descriptions of the habits of the sea lion

is given by Capt. Scammon and quoted quite fully in
Allen's Pinnipeds. The work to which I refer is entitled
by Scammon a "Sketch of a Sealing Season upon Santa
Barbara Island," and occurred in 1853. He states that
"On approaching an island or point occupied by a numer-
ous herd [of these sea lions] one first hears their long
plaintive nowllnga, as if in distress, but when near them
the sound becomes mote varied and deafening. The old
males roar so loudly as to drown the noise of the heavi-

'

e*st surf among the rocks and caverns, and t e younger
cf both sexes, together with the 'clapmatches,' croak
hoarsely or send forth sounds like bleating of sheep or
the barking of dogs; in fact their tumultuous utterances
are beyond description.*
"A rookery of matured animals presents a ferocious and

defiant appearance; but usually at the approach of man
they become alarmed and, if not opposed in their escape,
roll, tumble, and sometimes make fearful leaps from
high, precipitous rocks to hasten their flight. Like all

the others of the seal tribe, they are gregarious, and
gather in the largest numbers during the 'pupping' sea-
son, which varies in different latitudes. On the Califor-
nia coast it is from May to August, inclusive, and upon
the shores of Alaska it is said to be from June to October,
during which period the females bring forth their young,
nurse them, associate with the valiant males, and both
unite in the care of the little ones, keeping a wary guard,
and teaching them, by their own parental actions, how to
move over the broken, slimy, rock-bound shore, or upon
the sandy, pebbly beaches, and to dive and gambol amid
the surf and rolling ground swells. At first the pups
manifest great aversion to the water, but soon, instinct-
ively, become active and playful in the element; so by
the time the season is over the juvenile creatures disap-
pear with the greater portion of the old ones, only a few
of the vast herd remaining at the favorite resorts through-
out the year. During the pupping season, both males and
females, so far as we could ascertain, take but little, if

any, food, particularly the males, though the females
have been observed to leave their charges and go off,

apparently in search of subsistence, but they do not ven-
ture far from their young ones. That the sea lion can go
without food for a long time is unquestionable. One of
the superintendents of Woodward's Gardens informed
me that in numerous instances they had received sea
lions into the aquarium which did not eat a morsel of
nourishment during a whole month, and appeared to suf-
fer but little inconvenience from their long fast.

"As the time approaches for their annual assemblage,
those returning or coming from abroad are seen near the
shores, appearing wild and shy. Soon after, however,
the females gather upon the beaches, cliffs or rocks, when
the battles among the old males begiu for the supreme
control of the harems; these struggles often lasting for

* Mr. Elliott, in referring to the differences between the Cali-
fornian and Alaskan s< a lions, calls attention to the dissimilarity
of tbeir voices. The Northern sea lion, be says, "never barks or
howls like the animal at the Farallones or Santa Barbara. Young
and old, both sexes, from one ytar and upward, have only a deep
bass growl, and prolonged, steady roar; while at San Francisco
sea lions break out incessantly with a 'honking' bark or howl and
never roar." (Allen, N. A. Pinnipeds, pp. 305.)

days, the fight being kept up until one or both become
exhausted, but is renewed again when sufficiently recu-
perated for another attack; and, really, the attitude
assumed and the passes made at each other equal the
amplification of a professional fencer. The combat lasts
until both become disabled or one is driven from the
ground, or perhaps both become so reduced that a third
party, fresh from his winter migration, drives them from
the coveted charge. The vanquished animals then slink
off to some retired spot as if disgraced. Nevertheless, at
times, two or more will have charge of the same rookery;
but in such instances frequent defiant growlings and
petty battles occur. So far as we have observed upon the
sea lions of the California coast, there is but little attach-
ment manifested between the sexes; indeed, much of the
Turkish nature is apparent, but the females show some
affection for their offspring, yet, if alarmed when upon
the land, they will instantly desert them and take to the
water. The young cubs, on the other hand, are the most
fractious and savage little creatures imaginable, especi-
ally if awakened from their nearly continuous sleeping:
and frequently, when a mother reclines to nurse her
single whelp, a swarm of others will perhaps contend for
the same favor.

"To give a more detailed and extended account of the
sea lions, we will relate a brief sketch of a sealing sea-
son on Santa Barbara Island. It was near the end of
May, 1852, when we arrived, and soon after the rookeries
of 'clapmatches,' which were scattered around the isl-

and, began to augment, and large numbers of huge
males made their appearance, belching forth sharp, ugly
howls, and leaping out of or darting through the water
with surprising velocity, frequently diving outside the
rollers, the next moment emerging from the crest of the
foaming breakers, and waddling up the beach with head
erect, or, with seeming effort, climbing some kelp-
fringed rock, to doze in the scorching sumbeams, while
others would lie sleeping or playing among the beds of
seaweed, with their heads and outstretched limbs above
the surface. But a few days elapsed before a general
contention with the adult males began for the mastery
of the different rookeries, and the victims of the bloody
encounter were to be seen on all sides of the island, with
torn lips or mutilated limbs and gashed sides, while now
and then an unfortunate creature would be met with
minus an eye or with the orb forced from its socket,
and, together with other wounds, presenting a ghastly
appearance. As the time of 'hauling-up' drew near, the
island became one mass of animation; every beach, rock,
and cliff, where a seal could find foothold, became its

resting-place, while a countless herd of old males capped
the summit, and the united clamorings of the vast as-

semblage could be heard, on a calm day, for miles at
sea. The south side of the island is high and precipi-
tous, with a projecting ledge hardly perceptible from the
beach below, upon which an immense sea lion managed
to climb, and there remained for several weeks— until
the season was over. How he ascended, or in what man-
ner he retired to the water, was a mystery to our numer-
ous ship's crew, as he came and went in the night; for
'Old Grey,' as named by the sailors, was closely watched
in his elevated position during the time the men were
engaged at their work on shore.

"None but the adult males were captured, which was
usually done by shooting them in the ear or near it; for a
ball in any other part of the body had no more effect than
it would in a grizzly bear. Occasionally, however, they
are taken with the club and lance, only shooting a few
of the masters of the herd. This is easily accomplished
with an experienced crew, if there is sufficient ground

back from the beach for the animals to retreat. During
our stay an instance occurred which not only displayed
the sagacity of the animals, but also their yielding dis-
positions when hard pressed in certain situations, as if

naturally designed to be slain in numbers equal to the
demands of their human pursuers. On the south of
Santa Barbara Island was a plateau, elevated less than a
hundred feet above the sea, stretching to the brink of a
cliff that overhung the shore, and a narrow gorge lead-
ing up from the beach, through which the animals
crowded to their favorite resting place. As the sun
dipped behind the hills, fifty to a hundred males would
congregate upon the spot, and there remain until the
boats were lowered in the morning, when immediately
the whole herd would quietly slip off into the sea and
gambol about during the day, returning as they saw the
boats again leave the island for the ship. Several unsuc-
cessful attempts had been made to take them; but at
last a fresh breeze commenced blowing directly from
the shore, and prevented their scenting the hunters,
who landed some distance from the rookery, then cau-
tiously advanced, and suddenly yelling, and flourishing
muskets, clubs and lances, rushed up within a lew yards
of them, while the pleading creatures, with lolling ton-
gues and glaring eyes, were quite overcome with dis-
may, and remained nearly motionless. At last, two
overgrown males broke through the line formed by the
men, but they paid the penalty with their lives before
reaching the water. A fewr moments passed, when all

hands moved slowly toward the rookery, which a3 slowly
retreated. This maneuver is termed 'turning them,' and,
when once accomplished, the disheartened creatures ap-
pear to abandon all hope of escape, and resign themselves
to their fate. The herd at this time numbered 75, which
were soon dispatched, by shooting the largest ones, and
clubbing and lancing the others, save one young sea lion
which was spared to see whether he would make any
resistance by being driven over the hills beyond. The
poor creature only moved along through the prickly
pears that covered the ground, when compelled by his
cruel pursuers; and, at last, with an imploring look and
writhing in pain, it held out its fin-like arms, which were
pierced with thorns, in such a manner as to touch the
sympathy of the barbarous sealers, who instantly put
the sufferer out of its misery by a stroke of a heavy
club. As soon as the animal is killed, the longest spires
of its whiskers are pulled out, then it is skinned , and its

coating of fat cut in sections from its body and trans-
ported to the vessel, where, after being 'minced,' the
oil is extracted by boiling. The testes are taken out.
and, with the selected spires of whiskers, find a market
in China—the former being used medicinally and the
latter for personal ornaments.

"At the close of the season—which lasts about three
months on the California coast—a large majority of the
great herds, both males and females, return to the sea,
and roam in all directions in quest of food, as but few of
them could find sustenance about the waters contiguous
to the islands, or points on the mainland, which are their
annual resorting places. They live upon fish, mollusks,
crustaceans and seafowls; always with the addition of a
few pebbles or* smooth stones, some of which are a
pound in weight. *

"Their principal feathery food, however, is the penguin
in the southern hemisphere and the gulls in the northern;
while the manner in which they decoy and catch the
Gaviota of the Mexican and California coasts display no
little degree of cunning. When in pursuit the animal

It is said that in captivity these animals will devour from forty
to fifty pounds of fresh fish in the course of a single day.
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dives deeply under water and swims some distance from
where it disappeared; then, rising cautiously, it exposes
the tip of its nose above the surface, at the same time
giving it a rotary motion, like that of a water-bug at
play. The unwary bird on the wing, seeing the object
near by. alights to catch it, while the sea lion at the same
moment settles beneath the waves, and at one bound
with extended jaws seizes its screaming prey and in-

stantly devours it.

"A few years ago great numbers of sea lions were taken
along the coast of Upper and Lower California, and
thousands of barrels of od obtained. The number of seals
slain exclusively for their oil would appear fabulous,
when we realize the fact that it requires on an average,
throughout the season, the blubber of three or four sea
lions to produce a barrel of oil. Their thick, coarse-
grained skins were not considered worth preparing; for
market in a country vvhere manual labor was so highly
valued. A.t the present time, however, they are valued
for glue stock, and the seal hunters now realize more
comparative profit from the hides than from the oil." But
while the civilized sealers, plying their vocation along
the seaboard of California. and Mexico, destroy the Lobo
marino for the product of its oil, skin, testes and whis-
kers, the simple Aleutians of the Alaska region derive
.from these animals many of their indispensable articles
of domestic use."
Many other highly interesting accounts of these pon-

derous carnivores of the sea, with intensely engaging
histories of their million hosts as they gather upon the
naked islands of the North Pacific, have "been published,
but my space will admit of nothing further here, and in
my next contribution I will pass to the consideration of
Steller's sea lion and the northern fur seal.

R. W. SUUFELDT.

Frogs as Fish Eateks.—The question of the fish-eat-
ing habits of frogs being agitated in your columns, I add
a note. Some years ago I set up a fresh-water aquarium,

i and after duly stocking it with water plants, I put in
some small fishes—minnows, shiners and sunfish—also a
few tadpoles, all of which lived together in harmony for
a while: but as the tadpoles grew larger, I removed all

but one, which in due time parted with tail and gill and
took upon him the form of a frog—a transformation in-
teresting to observe and a true evolution, to be seen of all,

requiring no fine-spun hypothesis or bold assumption to
prove it. After this I began to miss my fishes, one by one,
and charged the theft to the house cat. One day, how-
ever, I caught the solemn-looking batraehian in the act of
swallowing a shiner, and concluded that the others had
gone the same road. So, as an act of retributive justice,
I employed the frog as a bait for black bass.—S. C. C.

Woodcock and Telegraph Wire.—Towanda, Pa.,
July 1.—A woodcock was found last week in this place
that had come in contact with the telegraph wire. It
.was picked up and care taken to nurse it, but it died
twenty-four horns after being discovered. It was a young
bird,—W. F. D.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
MINEOLA CLUB, Fox Lake, 111., July 13.—To-night

the new Mineola club house was formally opened
There were twenty -three vehicles waiting for the Wiscon-
sin Central early* train at Lake Villa, and each of these
took away an average of a dozen passengers. The ride
across country, six miles, was pleasant and hilarious, and
it was still early evening when the carriages halted in
front of the grand and now nearly completed structure,
which represents the highest point of architectural elab-
orateness yet reached by any Chicago sportsmen's club.
I do not believe there is in the whole country so large
and perfect a building devoted to a similar purpose. De-
tailed mention of this club was made early in the serips
of Chicago club articles that appeared in Forest and
Stream last winter. The building was not then com-
pleted, and indeed there is a little painting and the like
to be done yet; but the gas and water supplies were
lately put in, the interior fully finished and furnished,
the kitchens lavishly stocked, and all appointments made
perfect for this, the opening nigdit.
As the carriages drew up on %he beach in front of the

grand entrance, a band* on the upper gallery struck up a
lively air in welcome to the arriving guests. This was
repeated when Capt. Hill's lake steamer discharged its
many-colored cargo at the landing, and when the little
yacht Ida Belle came in and gracefully folded her wings.
The corridors and balconies began to fill up rapidly with
a gay assemblage, in which shooting, fishing and tennis
costumes mingled with the sober business garb of those
who had not yet had time to get into their club clothes,
and with the bright summer attire of the ladies.
The beautiful Mineola dining hall was soon the scene

of as picturesque a spectacle as one would be apt to see
outside of a f;mcy ball supper, and the generalship of
Mr. C, H. Clark, who has divided his energies and left
his Lakeside hotel to assume managership of the Mineola
club house, sent everybody away smiling as only he can
smile who has dined well and happily.
After supper the music continued" welcoming the big

moon, which now swam stately up and cast a path of
silver right down at the foot of Mineola stairs. O ver t his
silver path stole boat after boat, bringing in guests from
Howard's, the Lakeside, Fox Lake Club hou^e, Lippin-
cott's and Ingleside. Mineola was going to do herself
credit to night.
There was a bank of grass about fifty feet from shore,

right in front of the club house, and it looked fishy, so as
it grew dark I jointed a fly-rod and stole down to try a
coachman. I managed to catch a sunfish and a croppy,
and had the novel experience of fishing to the music of a
full band—the most unique I ever knew, except when I
fished for goldfish in an insane asylum. That was at
Lexington, Ky. The goldfish were fifteen inches long,
and lived in a pond which was surrounded by a high rail-
ing to keep the lunatics out. They locked me inside of
this, with many unkind remarks about my needing lock-
ing up inside the main building; tnen they went away
and left me, and for about an hour I was entirely happy;

about as happy as I was to-night fly-fishing to music in
front of Mineola. For those who never fished in that
way, I may say that music is a great stimulus in fly-

casting, and seems to go very naturally with it.

When the first boatload of guests arrived the music
changed from brass to strings, and soon everybody
"chased the glowiug hours with flying feet." The is good
dancing all over more than fifty yards of Mineola Cxub
house. It is very openly and roomily built, and the wide
galleries are an additional blessing. In galleries, panors
and corridors the gay and gala ball kept up until the
moon's silver path slanted the other way, and one by one
the white-winged boats went down it for the other shores,
and Mineola, somewhat justly flushed with her first suc-
cess, folded her hands early in the morning of the follow-
ing day and sighed because she was happy .

There were present on Mineola opening night the fol-

lowing ladies and gentlemen: W. G. Webster, H, P. Wad-
hams, F.J. Magin and family, C. E. Deane, C. E. Clifton,
H. Chapin, J. Watson, J. J. SUberhorn, T. Edwards, S.
Wolf, Mrs. L. A. Daviess, W. L. B. Jenney, Eobt. G.
Dwen, J. G. Beazley, Miss Adelaide Leckie, Miss Katha-
rine Leckie, B. G. Fisher and wife, A. Bournique, Miss Mae
Bournique,W. C. Hough and wife, Fred. L. Champlm.Geo.
K. Cole, Walter Cole, Mrs. C. E. Cole,Miss Cole, J. G. Dwen,
J. F. Lutz, Miss Emerson, F. C. Sparling, J. O. Pierson,
Geo. Warrington, Mrs. R. M. Fair and family, Mrs. A.
De Graf, Miss Mae Faegersten, Mrs. Robt. Lindblon and
family, J. C. McCorcl, J. T. McCord, A. R. Carman, L. M.
Hamberger. From the Howard House: M. C. Lange, E.
H. Manfield and wife, J. W. Hope, Saml. Kroth and
wile, Geo. W. Rice, F. E. Hines, D. J. Hull and wife, ! !

.

D. Hull, Isaac Tower and wife, Dr. Bohr, Mrs. J. V.
Forve, Miss Florence Forve, J. B. Bernhardt, L. A.
Zells, J. H. Healy, J. Kelly, Chas. Harbaugh, Mr.
Porter and wife, Mrs. J. L. Jennings and" Henry
Smith, of New York. From the Lakeside: L. L. Barth
and wife, A. W. Adams, Dr. A. G. Goodman, Mrs.
Follett, E. N. Hill and wife, Charles H. Symonds, J.
H. McBride and wife, Mrs. P. L. Elder. J. R. Payson
and wife> E. C. Towske and wife, Norman Fraser and
wife, Fred Ludlow, Mrs. 0, Ludlow, Mrs. Pierce, Miss
Morse, W. Veitch, L. Krellow and wife, H. H. McLane,
Wm. A. Hirsh, David L. Frank, Mrs. J. Blocki, Miss
Jeannette Blocki, Miss Pauline Krauss, Arthur Stein, R.
H. Baum. J. Magnus, G. A. Maclean and wife, Miss Edna
Towske, Chas. R. Murray, C. S. Roberts, Robt. H. Aiken,
Miss Flora Lane, Miss Sisson, R. O. Millar, G. A. Soden,
Miss Katie Duffy, W. B. Hains and wife, Miss Emma
Vehon, Miss Rose Goldstein, Miss Fanny Lehman, W. G.
Twelty, W. H. Lane, T. D. O'Brien, W. M. White, H. F.
Schmid, Mrs. J. Steele, J. L. Gould, A. F. Sherman, W.
F. Hall, L. M. Hamburger, G. R. Erb, Jas. McNally,
Jerome Merrill, E. P. Donnell, J. L. Jennings, H. L.
Ward, M. Elkin. From Fox Lake Club: J. Ford Hall
and wife, Chas. H. Foster, Miss Gertrude Foster, Sirs.
Samuel T. Smith and daughter, of Kansas City, Geo. T.
Cook and Miss Susie Cook, C. A. Hyde, Victor D. Gowni.
From Lippincott's: Hon. Andrew Shuman, Ed. Parsons
and wife, J. Gillespie and wife, Misses Katie and Mabel
Gillespie, Ed. C. Gillespie, John Cowles and wife, Miss
Minnie Happelle, Miss Jennie Hartwick, Miss Metta De-
Pay, A. L. Coe and wife, A. Fletcher Smith, Hamilton
Browne, Wm. Maypole and wife, Miss Florence Lend-
arker, Col. O. Lippincott and wife.
July U—To-day nature is repentant and weeping after

her dissipation. Heavy rain and high wind have pre-
vailed during the greater part of the day. Fox Lake is
higher than it has been all season, and is washing over
all the landings. The water is very rough, and the lake
has not had a boat out for the greater part of the day.
I took a duck boat and rowed over to Lippincott's this
afternoon. The craft shipped a tubful of water, and I
was heartily glad to get inshore. At 3 P. M. Ida Belle
weighed anchor, and made a pretty course to the head of
the lake, with all her crew on the windward rail and all
sails double-reefed. Frolic did not go out. A little steamer
showed her nose from over Ingleside way, but soon put
back. It has grown calmer toward evening, and the sun
shines fitfully.

To-day Mr. J. G. Dwen took me to the hill at whose foot
Mineola Club lies, and showed me what is known to be
the finest of the many Indian or mound-builders' mounds
discovered on the bluffs about Fox Lake. A number of
these mounds have been opened, always with most inter-
esting results; but this particular mound, which lies on
the highest point of the bluff, on the west side of the
lake, has never been opened, although Mr. Dwen said he
once had trouble to keep a certain party from digging
down into it. The mound is perhaps 100ft. from base to
base across, and is more sharply conical than

further fancy to say that this was Mineola. Now, then,
may Mineola live long in this his modern tepee, and may
he scare lagging hunters early to bed, and may he give
them manly dreams and make them tireless in the chase
as well as wise in council, E. Hough.

THE OZARK MOUNTAINS.

I WAS brought up near the "divide" of this range in
Missouri. The little stream in which I paddled,

barefoot, and fished for chub, perch, catfish and an oc-
casional bass, and along whose banks I circumvented the
gray squirrel, fell away to the north, but a day's drive
would take one to waters that found their way to White
River and the South. It is quite natural, therefore, that
I should feel an interest in those blessed old "blackjack"
covered flint hills—it is a burlesque to call them moun-
tains.

Your correspondent in the issue of July 1 knows what
he is talking about. I have some little fear that the
natives told him some unreliable "bar" stories. I never
understooi that bears were abundant in any section there
except in the swamps of the Mississippi. Otherwise the
information he got was reliable. The native's idea on
the subject of quail shooting is none the less amusing to
me now because it was the current one where I was
raised. One reason of it was that the general sentiment
was in favor of the rifle as opposed to the shotgun, jven
for turkeys, because the latter "made so much noise" and
"took so much ammunition." Economy of ammunition,
by the way, was a cardinal principle, inherited from the
pioneer days, when powder and lead were hard to get.
Another practice arising naturally from the use of the
rifle and the desire to economize ammunition was that of
holding your fire until you had" a sure thing. Nobody
shot on the wing, and many a running or snap shot was
neglected that would fill the soul of the modern shooter
with delight. I often think now of the majestic turkey
gobblers I have seen rise and sail away, thrashing the
brush and looking as big as a dodo, without even the
smallest thought of shooting after they left the ground.
Oh for such a chance now! 1 remember that once when a
huge fellow flew almost into my face I banged at him, so
to speak, in self-defense, nut without touching a feather.
That discouraged me. A result, however, of this care-
ful shooting was an astonishingly large proportion of kills
to the number of shot*. When a squirrel rifle cracked
you might take it for granted, about nine times out of
ten, that there was a dead squirrel, with a bullet in his
head at that, for they rarely shot in the body.
The ordinary way of hunting deer was by driving, a

process fatndiar to your readers. So little is written
about turkey shooting, however, that I venture to say a
few more words about that royal sport. Our custom as
boys was to hunt them in two ways. One was to hide
and call the gobblers in the spring when they were mat-
ing. This most exciting and difficult game was finally
stopped by the Legislature, who decided, and justly, per-
haps, that it was bad for the preservation of turkeys to
shoot them at that season. The other way was to hunt
at night in the fall and winter, starting the flocks from
their roosting places and getting usually a shot or two.
Going back next morning we would hide in the Bushes
before daylight. Just at dawn the scattered flock would
begin to assemble, calling softly to one another. If they
were young and inexperienced it was easy work. But
as the season advanced they became exceedingly wary,
and he who got a shot had to be skilled in the business.
I have hunted many different kinds of game, but the
turkey (Meleagris gallojjavo, for the Mexican variety is
different and more striped) is of them all the most diffi-
cult to outwit. To approach him in the day time, when
he is on his native heath and alert, is next to impossible.
I know of only two ways in which it can be done. One
is to confuse him by means of a little barking, fussy dog,
a spaniel, for instance, at which he will fly up into a tree
and sometimes give you a shot, and the other is to wrap
yourself in a sheet when the woods are covered with
snow and he doesn't want to fly anyhow, and thus
approach him. Your "Old Man" from Virginia says he
will sometimes lie to a dog. which is probable, though
having never hunted him with a trained dog, I do not
know. One thing ought to be added, and that is, that
the meat of a young turkey from September to midwin-
ter is just about as near perfection as one could ask. A
very good account of the spring methods of shooting
gobblers may be found in Mayer's "Sport with Gun and
Rod."

I have wondered with your correspondent why there
are no grouse in those hills. There certainly are not.
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Dwen will soon open this mound, and wished the assist-

'

ance of Dr. Velie, of the Academy of Sciences, or some
other competent authority. It would take a day or so to
run a channel through from the foot of this mound as it
properly should be done. It is highly probable that
something of interest will be found when this mound is
opened, and if so, I shall be glad to report it, as I shall
probably be there.
There is a quaint and ghastly ornament on the mantel

in one of the Mineola smoking-rooms, in the shape of a
skull and crossbones, elegantly mounted on a dark vel-
vet panel inclosed in a heavy oak frame. Beneath is the
inscription, "Mineola, Chief of the Pottawatomies. Pre-
sented by J. G. Dwen." This skull was found in a mound
struck in excavating the sidehill for Mineola club house
foundations. Mr. Dwen had it carefully cleaned and
mounted as above described, and presented it to the club.
The lower jaw of this skull was never found, but the
skull itself seems perfect, and the upper teeth are mag-
nificent. The color of the skull is dark yellow and un-
bleached. These exhumed Indian skulls are always of
this color, and cannot be bleached. This sad reminder of
some savage hunter who once doubtless parted the wild
rice of these lakes as deftly, or looked out over the wide
and pleasant waters as gladly on some bygone morning
as do the modern hunters who by sharp contrast are
gathered here to-day, bore no amulet or charm and car-
ried no tablet by which he might be known. It is only
fancy that calls him Mineola. Yet Mineola ranged these
bluffs, and skimmed these waters early in this century,
from 1830 to 1885, and his people, the Pottawatomies^
were the only tribe which inhabited this lake region
then. Since then it was Mineola Club, named for him,
that brought these yellow bones to light, it seems no wild

further north. From what I can remember of the de-
scription they were probably ruffed grouse. Bob White
is there in all his glory, and is usually called partridge.

Aztec.
Mexico, July 13.

A Big-Gtin.—James Waters, the recluse of Horse
Island, near the mouth of the Detroit River, died a few
days ago. He had lived the life of a Crusoe on the island
for forty years, and little is known of hini except that he
came from England. His only companions at the time
of his death were two dogs and forty cats. Among his
personal effects was a wonderful fowling piece that was
proved by a manufacturer's mark to have been made in
England 200 years ago. It is called a pontoon gun, and
was used by the hermit in the wholesale slaughter of
waterfowl. The length of the gun is lift., its diameter
at the muzzle 7iin. and at the breech 5*in. It has a flint
lock, and lib. of powder and 81bs. oi shot constitute a
charge. During the gunning season the recluse kept the
gun mounted on a small flat-bottomed boat, which was
covered with lake grass and boughs of trees. When a
flock of geese or ducks settled near the island Mr. Waters
would slowly propel his craft toward the unsuspecting
fowls until they were within range of his gun. When he
had everything in readiness to discharge the gun he
would reverse the motion of the boat to break the force
of the recoil, which was something terrific. It is said
that he was often rendered unconscious for several min-
utes by the concussion. The same authority asserts that
it was not an uncommon thing for him to bag fifty or
sixty fowls with a single volley of his murderous weapon.
The gun was sent to a son of the deceased living at Naples,
111.—Detroit Tribune, July 15,

& r >
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PATTERN AND PENETRATION TESTS.
THE COLT GUN.

THE trial in the Forest and Stream Gun Test, which
took place July 17 brought to the front a pair of

Colt guns. They formed an attractive but not altogether
an even running team. One of these arms was the prop-
erty of Dr. A. E. Merrill , U. S. A. He had put the gun into
the hands of a smith for a recess choke treatment, intend-
ing to make it so that ball as well as shot cartridges might
be fired from it. The report on the boring, or rather, the
measuring of the barrels after the, boring, shows that the
enlargement of the bore commences about 14in. from the
muzzle and is about .006 or .008 of an inch larger for
about 2in. in the left-hand barrel. The enlargement of
the right-hand barrel commences about |in . from the muz-
zle and is about 3im. long, and so far as can be judged from

COLT GUN (DR. MERRILL'S), 40YDS., RIGHT BARREL, 249 PELLETS.

the use of lead disks it is somewhat larger than the change
in the left, about .02 of an inch. Putting the distances
from the breech and the measurements taken of them
into tabular form, the report shows:

Diameter, inches.

Distance from Breech. Right barrel. Left barrel.
Breech 813 .813

3.1 753 .752

3.2 74(5 .742

7.0 736 .738

10.0 736 .738

13.0 734 .737

16.0 733 .737

19.0 731 .736

22 0 728 .736

35.0 727 .734

26.5 726 .733

28.S. .731

Mizzle 726 .726

When the gun reached the Forest and Stream office

COLT GUN (DR. MERRILL'S), 40YDS., LEFT BARREL, 283 PELLETS.

for trial, a request was made on Gunsmith Dannefel-
ser to prepare a series of charges. He loaded fifty cart-
ridges with 3Jdrs. of dead shot powder and l|oz. of No. 8
chilled Cincinnati shot. Bullet charges were also pre-
pared, but upon their performances a separate report
will be made. At the range Supt. Alfred Moss had a
Colt arm also of 12-gauge, of which he is very proud, and
with which he has had no end of sport. He was invited
to shoot both weapons and did so, using the cartridges
from the same batch. His weapon was of the regular
full muzzle choke pattern, and in looks, finish and bal-
ance a very satisfactory arm.
The day was all that could be wished for such a test.

The wind" was a lazy 3-o'clock breeze, with hardly power
enough to lift the bit of blue ribbon hung to guide the
marksman in his aiming. The big roll of white paper,
into which the shots pass to make their pattern, was set
in motion; the penetration pads were dropped one after
another into the slot behind, and the gun firing went on
with grea/t celerity. First the Merrill Colt made its record
at 40yds., and this was promptly followed by the per-
formance of the Moss Colt at the same range. Then back
to 60yds. the more severe test was applied to the arms in
the same order. There was not a single break or pause
in the entire test. What the weather conditions were, a
glance at the recorded meteorological observations will
show. No better day for such work ought to be asked
for by any gun man, and that they were doing their best,

or very near it, there is no reason to doubt. So far as
hitting power was concerned, as indicated on the pene-
tration pads, the two arms were very nearly equal, and

each barrel as well, but in pattern the difference was
great enough to rouse the query whether after all the old
form of choking, in order to make room for the solid-ball
cartridge in use, was altogether an improvement to the
Merrill arm. It certainly did not gain much advantage
in its extra weight, and as for recoil, marksman Moss
complained that the kick was much greater than in his
own gun. Looking at the results by percentage it will
be seen that but one barrel out of the four fired from got
over 50 per cent, of the average load into a 30in. circle,
while at a previously-struck circle the percentage was
much lower.

In the shots fired for maximum patterns, irrespective
of aim, the Moss gun showed itself a much better holder
than its companion weapon. The table of the variation
of centers between the points aimed at and the centers
taken for best pattern show as follows:

MERRILL (COLT) GUN.
40 Yards. 60 Yards.

Right Barrel. Left Barrel. Right Barrel. Left Barrel.
23^in. 1... 9 in. 8 in.
6 in. 3 ... 8y2m. 9Uin.
5J^in. 3....10jfln. 10 in.

9 in.

10 in.
9 in.

6^in.

Aver'ge.5 in.

1.... 2^in .

2.... 3^in.
3 ... 4 in.

Aver'ge.SJ^in.

Without further talk of the test we leave the formal
record of it to tell its own story. How the cartridges
were loaded, how the guns were handled and how they
behaved themselves are all told there in the dead accuracy

!>s ; ii. Avei'ge.9 in.

MOSS (COLT) GUN.
l^in. 1 ... 7 in.
3 in. 2. .. T^in.
3^in. 3 ... SJiQi.

Aver'ge.V^in.

COLT GUN (SUPT. MOSS'S), 40VDS., RIGHT BARREL, 285 PELLETS.

of unyielding figures. Enough shots were fired to show
that there were no flukes, and to make the averages real
records of the doings of the respective arms. At some
future day, when other Colt guns are tried, perhaps they
will tell a'different tale, and as soon as the Hartford Co.
shall send on a weapon for trial the Colt may be expected
to show quite a different gait along the range where the
tests are conducted.

COLT GUN (SUPT, MOSS'S), 40YDS., LEFT BARREL, 316 PELLETS.

Claeemont, N. J., July 17, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.
Gun—Colt, Damascus steel barrels (Dr. Merrill's Gun).

Cost, •$— . No. of gun, 3,075. Weight, 8J£lbs. Length
of barrels, 30in. Gauge, 13. Right barrel, recess choke.
Left barrel, recess choke.

Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 3 o'clock. Force of
wind, 3 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 76° . Do.,
wet, 67° . Humidity, (33° . Barometer, 39.9in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun

:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—U. 8. C. Co.'s Climax.
Powder, Brand—Dead Shot.
Powder. Qu outity— '-\}4 drs.

i Moke—Cincinnati Chilled.
Shot-) Quantity—l 1^ oz.

/ Size—8.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random.

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Powder.

Heavy card over shot; II.., 98 grs.
two B. E. wads and-' 2... 99 grs.
card over powder. I 3. . . 98 grs.

Shot
543 grs. 569 pellets.
561 grs. 589 pellets.
532 grs. 552 pellets.

Average 98 grs. 545 grs. 570 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle. -

EIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 244 pellets.
2. 249 pellets.
3. 207 pellets.
4. 197 pellets.
5. 135 pellets.

14 sheets.
12 sheets.
21 sheets.
13 sheets.
13 sheets.

1. 263 pellets.
2. 250 pellets.
3. 255 pellets.
4. 245 pellets.
5. 158 pellets.

12 sheets.
14 sheets.
16 sheets.
12 sheets.
13 sheets.

Av. 206 pellets. 14 sheets. Av. 234 pellets. 13 sheets.

Tliree shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected, from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 280 pellets. 1 290 pellets.
2 243 pellets. 2 281 pellets.
3 199 pellets. 3 263 pellets.

Average 237 pellets. Average 278 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel f'rom rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

92 pellets. 6 sheets.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

h 91 pellets.
2. 94 pellets.
3. 27 pellets.
4. 78 pellets.
5. 120 pellets.

6 .sheets.

4 sheets.
5 sheets.
5 sheets.
6 sheets.

43 pellets.
68 pellets.
85 pellets.

96 pellets.

5 sheets.
5 sheets.

.. sheets.
4 sheets.

Av. 82 pellets. o sheets. Av. 77 pellets. 5 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 80-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 112 pellets. 1 90 pellets.
2 106 pellets. 2 72 pellets.
3 92 pellets. 3. ..... 110 pellets.

Average 103 pellets. Average 90 pellets.

Claeemont, N. J., July 17, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.
Chin—Colt, Damascus steel barrels (Alfred Moss's Gun).

Cost, $65. No. of gun, 6,413. Weight, 7Klbs. Length of
barrels, 30in. Gauge, 12. Right barrel, full choke. Left
barrel, full choke.

Weather—Sunny. Direction of wind, 3 o'clock. Force of
wind, 3 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 76°. Do.,
wet, 67°. Humidity, 63 0

. Barometer, 29. 9in.
Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—\J. S. C. Co.'s Climax.
Powder, Brand—Dead Shot.
Powder, Quantity—3}4 drs.

( Make—Cincinnati Chilled.
Shot- Quantity—1% oz.

( Size—8.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random.

BOTH BARRELS
Loading. Powder.

Heavy card over shot; ( 1.. . 98 grs.
two B. E. wads and - 2. . . 99 grs.
card over powder. 13... 98 grs.

Shot,
543 grs. 569 pellets.
561 grs. 589 pellets.
582 grs. 552 pellets.

Average 98 grs. 545 grs.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.

570 pellets.

Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 268 pellets.
2. 193 pellets.
3. 285 pellets.
4. 228 pellets.
5. 145 pellets.

14 sheets.
12 sheets.
12 sheets.
14 sheets.
11 sheets.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 279 pellets.
2. 316 pellets,
3. 106 pellets.
4. 244 pellets.
5. 272 pellets.

14 sheets.
16 sheets.
10 sheets.
11 sheets.
13 sheets.

Av. 224 pellets. 12 sheets. Av. 243 pellets. 13 sheets.

Three Shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected front-
best pattern..

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 301 pellets. 1 270 pellets.
2 268 pellets. 2 292 pellets.
3 254 pellets. 3 314 pellets.

Average 274 pellets. Average 292 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed, 30 inch, Circle.

RIGHT BARREL.
'attem. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 38 pellets.

2. 93 pellets.
3. 59 pellets.
4. 97 pellets.
5. 40 pellets.

7 sheets.
5 sheets.

.. sheets.
. . sheets.
6 sheets.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 92 pellets.
2. 91 pellets.
3. 105 pellets.
4. 120 pellets.

5. 114 pellets.

sheets.
8 sheets.
5 sheets.
6 sheets.
9 sheets.

Av. 65 pellets. 6 sheets. Av. 104 pellets. 7 sheets.

Three Shots at 4-foot square; 80-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 90 pellets. 1 115 pellets.
2 68 pellets. 2 122 pellets.
3 87 pellets. 3 106 pellets.

Average 81 pellets. Average 114 pellets.

A 200yds. Dash.—For some time past a bear has been
strolling about the farms in Kempt Road, and during
that time carried off four sheep. One day last week a
son of Nat Comley's was down on his knees weeding tur-
nips, when he heard an unusual sound, and on looking
up says he "saw the best animal race they ever had in
that part of Bonaventure." The race was between an
immense bear and a two-year-old heifer, and the distance
200yds. The race was close throughout, but the heifer
got a couple of yards start and kept that distance to the
barn, where the bear was scared off. Next evening Mr.
Comley sat at the edge of the woods, a short distance
from the house, with a smooth-bore gun in his hand. He
bad to wait but a few minutes when bruin appeared.
Mr. Comley is a good shot. The bear weighed 4501bs.
The skin brought $22.

—

Restigouche Pioneer, Campbell-
ton, N. B., July 10.

Tubular Bullets.—Mr. A. Weed, of Tarrytown, N.Y.,
whose tubular bullets were described in these columns
the other day, will be absent on a camping trip in Can-
ada for six weeks, and his correspondents who may apply
for specimen bullets will be obliged to await his return.
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SHOOTING SEASONS IN MARYLAND.

i^ounticx.

Garrett
Harford
Howard, - . . , . < .

.

Montgomery
Somerset
Talbot .

Washington. ,

.

Wicomico
Worcester -

Kent......
Prince George

^Partridges.

Anne Arundel Nov.
Allegany Oct.

Baltimore Oct.

Caroline Nov.
Carroll . ,Oct.

Cecil i..Nov.

Dorchester.... '..Oct,

Frederick Oct.
Oct.

..Oct,

..Oct,
.Nov

. .Nov

..Oct.
. . Oct,
, .Nov.
, . Nov,
. .Nov.
,,Nov.

Queen Anne Nov.
Charles ..Nov.

1-Dec.
to-Jan
1-Dec.
1-Feb.

2ii- Dec.
l-.Tan.
20-Feb.
15-Jail,
to- Dec.
15-Dec.
24-Dec.
1-Dec.

, 1-Feb.
15-Dec.
20-Jan.

, 1-Jau.
1-Feb.
1-Dec.
1-Dec.
1-Dec.
1-Dec.

24
1

36
1

34
10
1

1

1
26....
24....
15

1

31....
1

1

1
34
U, ....

34
24

Woodcock. *Phca*i(ntx. Babbits.

..Oct.

..Sept

..Sept
Aug

..July 4-Feb. 1

..June 15-Feb. 1

. .June 15-Feb. 1

..July 4-Feb. 1

..Julyl-Jan.l I.. Oct.

. ..Tuue 10-Jan. 1 Sept

. .June 15-Feb. 1 Aug.

..June 15-Feb. 1 ..Oct.

..Sept. 1-Dec. 1 ..Sept.

..June 10-Jan. 1 1.. Sept.

. . June 15-Dec. 24. ... . .Aug.

. .July 1-Jan. 1 . .Sept,

. . June 1 5-Feb. 1 . . Aug.

. . July 4-Jan. 1 ..Aug.

. . Juue 15-Feb. 1 . . Aug.

. . June 15-Feb. 1— L .Aug.

. . June 15-Feb. 1 . . Aug.
, , Jul v 4-Feb. 1 Aug.
. .July 4-Feb. 1 .Aug.
. .July 4-Feb. 1 lug.
. .June 15-Feb. 1 Aug.

15-Jau. 1 ..Oct.
. 1-Jau. 1 Oct.
1-Jau. 1 Nov.
15-.)an. 1 Nov.

1-Dec. 34 Oct.
. 5-Feb. 1 !..Nov.
15-Jan. 1 ..Oct,
15-Jan. 1

i
. .Oct.

1-Dec. 1 ..Oct.
1-Feb. 1 Oct.
15-Dec. 24 Oct,
1-Jan. 1 ..Sept,
15-Jau. 1 . .Oct,
15-Jan. 1 Oct,
12-Dec. 31 Oct.
15-Jan. l Nov.
15-Jau. 1 Nov.
15-Jan. 1 Nov.
15-Jan. 1 Nov.
15-Jan. f. Oct.
15-Jan. 1.. Oct.

15-Jau. 15....

15-Jau. 1

1-Dec. 30
1-Jau. 1

15-Dec. 34....
1-Jan. 10
20-Jan. 15....
1-Feb. 1

15-Jan. 15....

15-Dec, 26
24- Dec. 34
, 1-Feb. 1

15-Jan. 15....

15-Dec. 31....

15-Jan. 15—
1-Feb. 15
1-Jan. 15
1-Dee. 34

1-Dec. .34

15-Jan. 15

15-Jau. 15....

/ k ttse

$ 0.50
Free
10.00
4.50
!>
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
7.50
Free
Free
9.50
Free
Free.
Free
4.50
0.50
4.50
30.00

Marvland partridges are elsewhere 1

Season, Frederick county, Nov, 15-Jan. 1

county) Sept. 10-Jan. 1, Summer ducks. _

Jam 1, Ducks on Chesapeake Bay, Nov. 1-March 31.

THE ARKANSAS GAME LAW.
O EDALIA, Mo., July 15.- Editor Forest and Stream:

\0 In a recent number of your paper 1 see an article

from Mr. J. M. Rose setting forth the provisions of the

Arkansas game law. Having had some experience with
Arkansas game, I feel interested, and am glad to know
that Mr. Rose is no less so. The law making the open

season for deer begin in August looks a little bad, but I

am sure It will not prove very detrimental, as the deer

will be too poor for the Little Rock market, and a poor

deer is abotit the meanest thing a person can eati and it

wili not take a great many to supply the few farmers

who will go out that hot weather to hunt them. But
hurrah for that part of the law which prevents them be-

ing sent out of the State to market; This is one step in

the right direction. I have seen a wagon load of deer

shipped from one little station at one time, and at other

times have seen the saddles and hides shipped and the

forequarters thrown away, as they could not be sold at

any price. I have seen quail trapped and netted and
brought to this station by the score; there their heads

were pinched and the birds shipped to Memphis by hun-

dreds. There are thousands of quail in Arkansas, and
tlie law should prevent their being netted. I don't think,

however, there is any danger of them being extermin-

ated; I am sure there is not if it is to be done with a. gun.

for thev rarely ever shoot a quail. I glory in the Arkan-
sas game law! If they would only include other game,

such as turkey, duck and quail, it would be much better:

but as it is they wTill do to imitate, and the example
should be followed bv other States. Arkansas is the first

to start the ball on its correct course. I will say. to en-

courage Mr. Rose, that the Arkansas folks are the best

people J ev^r saw to respect the law. L. S. E.

The Missouri Gri me Outlook.—Sedalia, Mo., July
15.—We have the finest prospect for game in this pai l of

the country known for years. I drove out about four

miles from town yesterday and "Bob White" greeted me
on every side. I have inquired from engineers running
out of here and they say they see old ones continually.

An engineer told me yesterday that some days he truly

believes he sees five thousand on a run of forty miles

between here and Warsaw. I am going to take a holiday

about Oct. 20 and visit my brother, who is living on the

farm in Calloway county'. I received a letter from him
a few days ago, a portion of which reads as follows: "I

have never seen so nianyr quail in my life as there are

here now. I have seen several coveys of young birds,

and there is a world of old ones. Be sure to come: you
will have the finest sport you ever had in your life. Crops
are promising; everything that can be asked, and people

are prospering and feeling good.'*—L. S. E.

The Worcester (Mass.) Sportsmen's Club held its

annual field day at Rutland last Tuesdaay.
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A STORY OF TROUT LUCK.

I SIT down to write a big trout story: a story in which
I am interested only to the extent that my wife, who

has been on many trouting trips with me, caught the next
largest trout, and a friend who, by the way, had never
before dipped a line in Maine waters, caught the largest.

I brought up in the rear with a six-pounder. It was a
very quiet little party that started from Boston, on the
morning of the 34th of May, for a few days fishing on
Richardson Lake. There were only three of us. Sick-

ness kept back the others, who were to make up the
party. Slowly we wended our way toward the lake by
way of Andover, Maine, We had been told that the fish-

ing was dull. The news was good. Always tell us that
the fishing is poor, and we will bring out the big trout.

We reached Camp Stewart without special incident, ex-

cept that some of the hand baggage was one day behind,
and of course the fishing rods, though a small amount of

tackle happened to be at hand. We reached camp at 4

P. M. of Saturday. It did not take long to don the old

clothes that are always ready in that camp, and with an
improvised rod, ten handsome trout were ready to be
served for supper. Col. H. M. Fitch, the third member
of the party, considered this a rather remarkably feature
of the trip, though he has fished in the Rocky Mountains
and in many parts of the world, and he has now gone to

Sitka, Alaska, with his fish rod in his trunk. But for

those who know tnere are always trout to be had for the
table there: that is enough. The next day was Sunday
and the delayed fish rods did not arrive till night; hence
one member of that party was saved from breaking the
Sabbath—except with a cedar polo.

On Monday the rods were in hand and fishing began
in earnest, that is when the weather permitted: the wind
blew the most of the time during the middle of each day,

and our fishing was put in at sunset and before 8 o'clock

in the morning, at which time the lake was compara-
tively mild. Our success was good each day. A plenty

of trout, all the way from £ to 31bs., but up to Wednes-
day morning no large ones had been caught. With Chas.
Cutting, of Andover, as guide, Mrs. M. went out that

morning to see what could be done. They were absent
from the camp about one hour, when they came rowing
slowly back. The little boat touched the log wharf in

front of the camp. The water had begun to be boister-

ous^ and Madam is afraid of very rough water. She
called to me to come down and help her out of the boat.

Naturally lazy, I suggested that Cutting should assist

her. But nothing would do but what I must go down to

the boat. Mrs. M. had "caught a curious trout." She
had "caught a little one." She paints trout pictures, and
I calculated that she had caught a trout of fine coloring.

Down I went to the wharf. There, in the bottom of the
boat, lay a trout 24in. in length, with a weight of 74jbs.

Madam had caught it all her own self. She had con-
quered it with that little lancewood rod of mine, only
weighing about 9oz., and not even the tip was broken.
The reel and line are as good specimens of tackle as the
present age affords—the celebrated extension reel in-

vented by Henry C. Litchfield, of Boston. Was she a
happy woman? Ask Charles Cutting, the guide. It

may be stated right here that the same Charles Cutting
told Col. Fitch that he was more pleased to have Mrs.
Moody take that trout than any other person in the
world. . The trout was hooked fully half an hour before

it could be brought to the top of the water. Then when
Mrs. Moody saw its size the force of her arms gave out,

and Cutting had to take the rod for a minute or two,
when the lady finally brought the fish to the net.

That evening I went out fishing. The wind had died
away and the surface of the lake was a beautiful mirror.
I had the same rod and tackle that had conquered the
big trout in the morning. All of a sudden I had a strike

that nearly took the rod from my hands. The reel sung
out twenty feet more of line in an instant. Cutting re-

marked that "you have a big one." I was ready for him.
The little rod "proved all that I had ever expected of it.

Scarcely an inch of line could I get. The trout sounded
for the bottom and evidently found it. Then he sulked.

I could not start him. The boat was slowly drifting

toward the shore, where the snags were numerous and
bad for a hooked trout to get among. Neither Cutting
nor I had noticed the fact, so intent were we in watching
that rod and line, till all at once a big snag, an ugly tree-

top, was not fifty feet from the boat. I called Cutting's

attention to the danger. "We must try and tow the
trout out into clear water," he remarked, and took up his

oars. I expected trouble, but curious enough the trout

then made an attempt to go under the boat, and we suc-

ceeded in getting him into deep water, safe from snags.

Again he begun the operation of sounding and running-

out line. At times the rod was bent up nearly double,

till the reel was released and more line taken. But at

last he was drawn exhausted to near the top of the water.
He had been hooked twenty-five minutes by the watch
when he was brought to the net, and he weighed plump
six pounds. I was satisfied. I am satisfied to-day with
my spring fishing trip. I bad caught, up to that evening,
nearly sixty trout, and had counted nor saved nothing
under half a pound, except in cases where they were so

badly hooked as to kill them. I had also caught nearly
two-thirds of these trout with the fly, though it was very
early for fly-fishing.

If one desires to see the eyes of a happy man, let them
take Charles Cutting, as a guide, and hook a big trout.

It is worth the trip to see. He has grown old in guiding,

but the man who employes him gets trout, if there are
any to be had. Col. Fitch and Madam came down to the
wharf to congratulate me, as Ave came leisurely rowing
in that evening. We told them that we had caught a
little one—we had several little ones. You should have
seen the expression on their faces when they saw that

61b. fish. The Colonel's congratulations were hearty, but
alas! there was a tone of sadness. His trout were all

only fair sized. I had told him, at the outset of the trip,

that the trout of the world were to be found in the
waters he was to fish. We were to break up carnp the
next morning. We advised the Colonel to try the trout

in the morning. His trunk was all packed the evening
before and the little steamer would not come for us till

9 o'clock. Reluctantly he promised to do so. I was up
early—half past four. There was Cutting at the wharf,
with the bait—minnows—all caught. He was strapping
his hands to keep them warm. The mercury, though it

was May 31, was down to 44. Col. Fitch came clown
rather reluctantly. He had little confidence in any good
luck for him that morning. He had broken his rod all

to pieces on a 81b, trout the day previous, but had saved

the fish by means of the reel. I told him to take my
rod: the one that had already killed the big trout. He
was afraid to do so. "I fear that I shall break it," he.
remarked, "and I should want to embalm that rod if I

were you." I told him that I did not fear his breaking
it, and Cutting remarked that there was not the least

danger, provided he handled it fairly well; for already
it had bent double under the struggles of big trout. He
took th« rod and they paddled away. In about an hour
and a half they came back. I saw by their motions that
something was to pay. The Colonel shouted that he had
"caught a little trout," which was again true. But that
little trout story was played out with me. I ran down
to the wharf, Madam followed. They were just coming
up alongside. Could I believe my eyes? There was a
trout 27in. in length, and full 91bs. in weight. The
Colonel caught my hands. A happier angler I never
saw in all my experience of more than 30 years. His
face was a study. He had made a record that he
need never hope to be beat. The trout was one of the
most perfect specimens of Salmo foniinalis I have ever
seen. The vermillion spots were very numerous and the
sheeny sparkle was a sight to behold. Best of all, the
little rod was as perfect as when he had started out. It

had stood the strain of that giant trout for nearly three-
quarters of an hour, and to-day it is as perfect as when
it was made. Not a tip has been broken. When any
one attempts to tell a reader of the Forest .and Stream
that there is no difference in rods, or that a cheap rod is

as good as a fair-priced piece of workmanship just tell

nim that he does not know whereof he speaks. Mrs,
Moody's trout is to be painted, and Chas. Cutting is to
have the picture. Good reader, are there any trout in

the Rangeleys? If you are preparing to say no; that big
trout are scarce there, then I will tell you that I learned
on my way in that the Stevens party, Mr. Shattuck and
Mr. Smart, had taken a 7 and an 8-lbs. trout. WillSbaw,
of the Andrews House, South Paris, Me., took a 9|lbs.

trout above the Narrows a few days before we went in.

His wife got a big landlocked salmon. A gentleman
from Portland has taken a 9-pounder. Mrs. J. P. Whit-
ney went out trolling only a few days before our visit.

She had bet with some of their guests that she could take
a bigger trout that day than any of them. After fishing

a little over an hour she returned with a trout that more
than tipped the scales at 81 bs. But a curious feature of
this trout was that soon after it was weighed there came
out of its mouth a sucker that weighed over a pound.
These great trout swallow fish nearly as large as them-
selves. W. K. Moody.

MAINE TROUT.
rpHE fishing season is not entirely over, so far as Boston
X boys are concerned. It will do to call them boys,
for they have not lost their boyhood love for the laugh-
ing trout stream and the quiet forest lake, though it is of
grown up merchants and the masters of commerce we
speak. With them the outing on the lake and stream is

one of the bright spots in the year's life, and every year
it brings forth new delights. Mr. R. D. Richardson, of

the grain firm of Richardson & Co., will start this week
for his annual trouting on the Lake Superior waters. It

sounds odd to hear of Lake Superior for trout—odd to the
Boston sportsmen, since he usually finds his fishing to

the Noitb, or more commonly in the East—but neverthe-
less it is plain that Mr. Richardson has found a spot that

almost any of the Boston boys would delight to visit with
rod and reel. Richardson & Co. are also proprietors

of the Port Huron. Sarnia and Duluth steamboats, and
this is probably the strongest reason why Mr. Rich-
ardson came to seek his trouting home so far away.
He and his brothers own a steam launch, outside of

their grain, steamers, and then pack up rods and lines,

with all the paraphernalia for a couple of weeks' fish-

ing. They take a good cook on the craft, which is

by" the way over 100ft. in length, and very seaworthy,
and they live on board of her. They betake themselves
to Jackfish Bay, which is -about the extreme north-
most point of that great inland sea. Lake Superior.
Here, they are pretty well up in the lands of the Do-
minion, and pretty well north, too. The season is not
very early up there, neither is the growth of timber as
luxuriant as it is a few hundred miles further south.

They go to Jackfish Bay vrith the steamer, and as far up
the river which empties into the bay as the state of the
stream will permit. Sometimes they find good fishing-

for trout and whitefish on the lake and in the streams
that fall from the stunted north woods into the lake, but
usually they make excursions up these rivers and into
ponds and lakes a short distance away. Here they
have the fishing all to themselves. There are no in-

habitants, or only half-breeds and Indians, who go
through to Hudson's Bay from this point. By the way,
it is not many miles up into the highlands from this part
of Lake Superior before one finds the headlands to have
turned and the waters to be running toward Hudson's
Bay. Mr. Richardson's party make one or two very pleas-

ant excursions in these wilds. They strike off from Jack-
fish Bay an horn or two up a little stream till they cross

a pond in a boat that their guides have to take in for the
purpose. Then they take another tramp through the
woods a half hour, till another pond is reached. This pond
they go around, and then up a rough carrjr

, and over the
rise' till the water sheds the other way. Then they go down
a sharp descent, and they are at Mountain Lake, a lake sev-

eral miles long.hidden in the virgin wilderness,aud seldom
visited by other sportsmen. Indians and half-breeds fish

and hunt there on their way to and from Hudson's Bay.
On this lake the fishing is sometimes excellent, but the
Richardson party usually goes directly to the outlet,

which, by the way, is into Lake Superior, but too steep

and woody, rough and roimdabout to follow up from the
great lake itself. The outlet falls several hundred feet

in a half mile from Mountain Lake, and there are several

trout pools. These pools are the delight of Mr. Richard-
son, and to talk with him about testing his fly leaders

to a strain of six and eight ponds would make one be-

lieve that there are large trout in those very pools. He
says that they get all the trout they want. They get
trout on the fly that weigh four and five pounds. They
get doubles and trebles at a cast. The design of the
party is some season to provide themselves with guides,

i tents and provisions and follow the streams down to

Hudson's Bay. As it is, Mountain Lake is about as far

north as Manitoba, and it is into the north woods, where
one need not fear intrusion. Who would not like a trout-

ing home up there? Special.
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CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.-II.
ECHO LAKE, ONTARIO, CANADA.

ANEBISH or Encampment Island, about half-way
between Point Detour and the Sault, is a vicinity

noted, the Captain said, for the very fine bass fishing at
the rapids, later in the season. The river here has three
channels, one flowing into the north passage on the Can-
ada side, one between St. Joseph and Anebish Islands and
one between Anebish and the mainland on the Michigan
side, each with its rapids designated respectively East,
Middle and West Anebish Rapids, shortened by the
natives and Jake-going people into 'Nebish Rapids. The
Middle Rapids, at the head of Anebish Island, over which
nearly all tne Lake Superior traffic passes, is not a great
hindrance to navigation.
Had it been September we would have made our camp

right there on 'Nebish Island, for heart of angler could
wish no "fishier" looking water, clear and blue as it came
from the great lake above, nor for a more restful picture
for the eye as it took in at a sweeping glance the beauties
of Anebish Island to the left, the foot of Sugar Island in
plain view a short distance up the river, and the high
wooded shore of Canada and the upper end of St. Joseph
Island on the right, to say nothing of some tiny wooded
rocky islets up near the head of St, Joseph that seemed
placed there for the especial purpose of involving the
beholders in the hopeless effort of making out which was
the "sweetest" and loveliest of the lot. But it was useless
to waste time in longing for a closer acquaintance with
them; we were bound for Echo Lake, the unknown,
whose waters were yet as a sealed book to us.

On the way up we had questioned the Captain about
the lake (steamer captains are supposed to know every-
thing, but frequently don't), but he knew little in regard
to it. He had heard it was a good region for trout, that
it was a small lake not over a mile long, but he had
never heard of any one disturbing its waters for bass.
At the landing at Anebish Island a young, bright-look-

ing fellow came aboard, whom the Captain addressed as
"Ben." and he was at once turned over to us as one likely
to give all the desired information about the lake we were
seeking. Yes, Ben had be(e)n there. He said the
lake was two or three miles back from the river in the
mountains; was a mile long, not over a mile and a half
and maybe a half mile wide. Near the head was a fine
camping place, with a stream near by that was full of
good trout; but as to bass, he had never heard of any one
taking them out of the lake, but supposed there were
plenty in it, and so on.

Fine trout fishing right "adjacent to the camp" was
"good enough for the Joneses," and we were correspond-
ingly elated at the prospect of* appeasing the cravings of
our "trout tooth," which had become somewhat bother-
some from a year's idleness. Ben was voted a "bully
feller." and was undoubtedly a young man of good parts;
bright and chock full of information for anglers: but it

turned out (as is usual in such cases) that he had never
been to Echo Lake, even mentally, and knew, if possible,
less about it than we did, and we knew nothing.
Ben also knew everybody at the Sault, and would

come around to the hotel after supper and put us in the
way of hiring good boats for the trip to the lake, etc.

.

etc. After supper Ben didn't show up, nor have we seen
him since; and I may safely assert that we have lost faith
in Ben and his ilk. and have come to the conclusion that
the only way to get at the exact location and dimensions
of a new lake is to ask some one about it who has never
been there—and then hunt it up ourselves.
After leaving the rapids, a matter of four miles, we

entered a very beautiful sheet of water, Great Lake
George, another widening out of the river, nine miles in
length by four and live wide.
As we neared the head of this lake Ben pointed past

the foot of a low, green-clad island, across a wide rush-
grown bay to a gap in the Canada hills, where he said
was the mouth of Echo River, the outlet of Echo Lake,
and this, which was corroborated by the Captain and
the ."jolly mate, proved to be the only reliable scrap of
information gleaned from him.
Less than a mile further on, we entered the river

proper, with Squirrel Island on one side and Church's
Landing, or Churchville on the other, neither more than
a good stone's throw from thadeck of the steamer.
Church's Landing is a small settlement on Sugar

Island, which is 25 miles in length, on the American side
of the river.

Just above the head of Squirrel Island a sharp bend in
the river to the west shuts out the view of the broad
waters of Lake George, and as the steamer swung into
the channel over against the Canada shore, we passed
Cunningham's Landing, and a mile or more further up
Garden River on the same side.

This is quite a pretentious but sleepy-looking little

Canadian village, with a post-office, as some of our
party afterward learned by ordering their mail for-
warded there from the Sault, which, as far as we have
found out up to date is still in process of forwarding.
The mail facilities between the two places seem to be
somewhat out of gear, although the distance is only
about 10 miles as the crow flies.

Garden River takes it name from an insignificant little

"crick" flowing into the St. Mary's River a short dis-
tance below, our attention being called to it by Ben as
we passed the mouth of it, as a great trout stream up
near the headwaters somewhere in the vicinity of Echo
Lake, but after our experience with Ben we are firmly
of the opinion that there are no fish in it better than
white suckers and "stone rollers."
The scenery along the river from Garden River up is

of entrancing beauty, and we enjoyed it so thoroughly
that we were in sight of the falls long before we were
ready to turn from the other wonders of this wondrous
river. From the deck of the steamer, as we approached
the town, we could see a tumbling, roaring, white-capped
mass of water rushing from shore to shore, lashed into
spray and foam as it tossed and whirled over its rocky
bed, a restless, resistless, ever-rushing torrent—the com-
bined volume of the thousand streams and brooks feed-
ing the great lake above, to find temporary rest at the
foot of the rapids in the wide, deep basin reaching in
unbroken expanse between the two towns, the American
and Canadian Sault de Ste. Marie,

It is a masterpiece of nature's handiwork worth a long
journey to behold, a sight not soon to be forgotten; but
now we had little time to devote to it, for the steamer
was at the dock and ail was hurry and bustle to get the

calamities ashore and our arrangements made for the
night.
The calamities were stored in a warehouse a few yards

away, which is also the custom house of the port, to be
under lock and key for the night, and soon after we
were under the protecting "fin" of mine host H. B.
Smith, of the Chippewa House, a block from the river,
distracting him with questions about the country,
the fishing in the region round about, and espe-
cially about Echo Lake. He had heard of the lake, but
could give us no information about it or the bass fishing
to be had in it; didn't know anything about bass or bass
fishing, but was "way up on trout:" in fact, every one
we talked with knew nothing about bass, but they all
knew trout; everybody knew trout, fished for trout,
talked trout, ate trout, when they could get 'em, and
could tell us where to find them, big and little, by the
bar'l, but bass was an unknown quantity, and had to
take a back seat where trout was king. We began to
feel that our piscatorial education had received a violent
backset, and were on tke verge of feeling sorry that we
had come so far after a little sport with such an insigni-
ficant fish as the black bass when there were so many
lordly trout "layin"' round loose in the streams waiting
to be yanked out.
"Take a Mackinaw boat," said one, "and go around

Whitefish Point and fish the streams along the south
shore of Lake Superior for 40 or 50 miles, and you can
can catch hundreds and hundreds of 'em; fish the 'streams
along the north shore 60 or 80 miles above, and you can
catch thousands of 'em."
But nobody fished for bass. They just talked trout to

us till we felt dry and spotted, and old Sam moved the
Jedge to unusual hilarity the next morning by telling
him that "during the night he had dreamed he was a
' speckled beauty '

" (Sam's a trifle speckled when in good
condition), and in making a pass at a June bug hovering
over the brook in which he was disporting himself, he
kicked the covers off the bed and the wind out of his
partner, Charley, at the same flirt, and didn't get the bug
after all. " A clear case of ' bugs,' " Charley said, brought
on by mixing too much " Soo" water with his festivities
the previous evening at the Chippewa House bar. Some
time after supper, when we had given up our steamer
acquaintance, Ben, an old guide and "land looker,"
a Capt. J., whom Capt. Barker had promised to send
around, dropped in to fill us up with information about
the country and the fishing and the lay of Echo Lake.
Capt. J. was a trifle off color, having several dashes of
aboriginal blood in his veins, but he was withal a clever
gentleman, well informed, a good talker, and thoroughly
acquainted with all that northern region, for he had been
a land looker and guide from away back, andhad camped
and fished for trout and hunted and looked up pine lands
on half the northern peninsula of Michigan and a goodly
strip of Canada for years past. He told us all about
Echo Lake (and it turned out to be in the main correct),
how to get there, and said there was one very small stream"
coming in near the head of it, in which we might find a
few trout, but he knew nothing about our fish, the bass.
Then he launched out and told us of a score or more of

trout streams till we felt bad again that we had been
brought up as plain bass fishers, and when he wound up
the first chapter of his discourse with "Yes, gentlemen,
the country is full of 'em, actually full of 'em," our
"trout tooth" gave a mighty yearn for a chance at a
dozen or two of 'em, albeit there were none on the table
for supper or breakfast.
He referred us also to a Mr. Everett, who had some

very good small boats to hire, and advised us to hire a
tug to take us and our baggage and small boats to the
camp, which we decided to do, as the three boats would
not carry us and our outfit at one trip.

In the morning we would see a Mr. P. M. Church, a
hardware merchant, and hire his steam tug Pioneer,
which was the only one in the harbor that had a smoke-
stack with a "jint" initby which it could be lowered in
order to pass under the bridge near the mouth of Echo
River.

All this talk took place in presence of the dispenser of
beverages attached to the Chippewa House, and as the
captain had a habit of saying, "Don't mind if I do," and
"Same as before," in answer to certain questions pro-
pounded him by our boys and the dispenser, by the time
the pow-wow was over some of our boys were chock full
of "information" and the captain even fuller of "same as
before," and with all his attainments as a pine-looker
couldn't have told the difference between a Norway pine
and a squaw vine.

But he evidently got home all right, for he turned up
next morning before breakfast fresh as a morning glory,
albeit with his hearing a trifle impaired it seemed, for
when asked by old Sam, "How did you rest last night,
Captain?" he replied, as he nodded to the dispenser,
"Same as before, with a little bitters," and then he talked
some more trout, and told us of a few more streams that
had escaped his memory the night before.
From all accounts we made up our minds that it was

somewhat of a region for trout.

He told us also that we could hire the cook of the
Pioneer, Louis Lesarge, a wiry little Indian, to go with
us to camp, as it wrould be the last trip the Pioneer would
make anywhere for a few weeks, and Louis was a good
camp cook, etc.

Captain J—n was a walking edition of general informa-
tion, complete in one volume.
We found Mr. Everett and hired his three boats at $2

a day for the three, and then waited an hour or more for
Mr. Church to arrive at his store, chafing with imoatience
at the waste of valuable time. The price for the tug was
$20 a day, but as she had a half day's work to do in tow-
ing a couple of loaded lumber scows down to a sawmill
just above Church's Landing—right on our way—we could
put the small boats and our calamities on one of the
scows ahd go that far without charge, then the tug was
at our service for the remainder of the day for $10. The
bargain was made, and we were to pay the master of the
tug, Capt. Dave Tate, at the end of the service.

Then Capt. Dave had to go to the Custom House and
50 through a farce of red tape to get permission to take
lis boat into a Canada pond. First, the name of his
vessel and her tonnage, name of master, number of crew,
destination, and nature of cargo to be carried. This
matter of cargo called for a few more yards of red tape
in the shape of another set of blanks,' that brought the
writer in speaking contact with the grizzled but good-
n atured Customs official. I

The first blank space in this document was filled in
with my baptismal and other appellation. Where from ?

The number in the party? Where we were going? What
we were going to do? And what we had along with us
to do it with?
Old Grizzly asked a few more not very "sarchin' "

questions—just to kill time, as we supposed—and we
finally agreed on a simple "fishing and camping outfit,"
•and the tape trade on that side of the river was at an end.
When the blanks had all been filled in, to the please-

ment of our grizzled friend, and duly copied into a big
book, a handful of them were handed to Capt. Dave,
who then had to cross the river with them to the Custom
House on the Canada side to get a "permit" to enter
Canadian waters with his tug, another delay that caused
us a violent attack of "annexation fever" right there,
which was only relieved by prompt measures in the shape
of some "plain an' ornamental, but vigorous oratory."
after we were out of ear-shot of Old Grizzly. Capt. Dave
took his departure across the river in one of the little
ferry tugs plying between the two Soos every twenty
minutes or so, to be gone a couple of hours, as it proved,
and Sam and I to relieve the pressure, walked up to have
a look at the locks and rapids, and as a matter of inter-
est to the readers of Forest and Stream a brief mention
of these great locks may not be out of place.
The old locks nearest the river are two in number and

are each 350ft. in length by 70ft. in width, now seldom
used except in a rush.
The figures for the new lock were kindly furnished by

Mr. M. Lynch, the superintendent in charge, and I quote
from his letter:

"The dimensions as given are taken from the records
of this office, and you can rely on them as being correct.
The chamber of the new lock is 515ft. between hollow
quoins, 80ft. wide, narrowed to 00ft. at the gates. The
depth is 394ft., capacity l,500.000cu.f t.. lift 18ft., depth
on the miter sill 17ft. A guard gate is placed at each
end of the chamber, making the total length of the walls
7l7f c. The water is let into the lock from two culverts
under the floor. These culverts extend from a well above
the upper gates to another well below the lower gates,
each culvert being 8ft. square. There are 34.207cu.yds,
of masonry, in the construction of which about 35,000
barrels of cement were used, every barrel of which was
tested before it was taken on the wall. The weight of
one leaf of the upper gates is 40 tons, one leaf of the
lower gates 70 tons."
The rapids have a fall of 17ift,. and are 1,500yds. in

length. At a point opposite the locks the river is 733yds.
wide, while at the widest part of the basin, below the
rapids and between the two towns, it has a width of
1,280yds.
When he had looked over the new and old locks to our

satisfaction, we walked down to the water's edge a few
yards away to get a better view of the rapids, and to 6ee
if there were any Indians out in the river "scooping" for
whitefish.
Sure enough! there, 100yds. out and down near the

foot of the rapids in very swift, broken water, were a
couple of the copper-colored, huckleberry - gathering
fiends hi a birch canoe, one kneeling in the stern holding
the frail craft perfectly motionless in the current with a
pole braced against the bottom of the liver, and the other
standing in the bow with net in hand gazing intently
into the swiftly rushing water. At least that Avas the
situation as we made it out from the shore* but if that
Indian was holding the canoe in the rapid current with
no other aid than the pole, it was an exhibition of mar-
velous skill that can certainly be acquired only by long
practice.
We watched far some time without seeing a motion

from either occupant of the birch, when suddenly Mr.
Lo, in the bow, made a dive and a down stream scoop
with his long-handled, overgrown lauding net, but it

came up dripping and empty, and he resumed his cigar-
sign "attitude, with the difference, however, that the
glance of his eye had a downward slant into the water
instead of the vacant gaze into empty space affected by
the wooden warriors standing guard in front of tobacco
stores.

"Water haul," said old Sam, with a dry rasp in his
voice, could do that well myself with a pitchfork." A
few minutes of motionless gazing into the water and
Mister Lo made another quick swoop with the net with
the same result as before, and then the canoe dropped
back with the current a few yards and came to a stand-
still again. A short period of waiting and again the net
was plunged into the swift current, and as it came out
we could see a gleam of white and pearl through the
meshes, struggling and flopping as it was swung over the
canoe, and when the Indian bad released the tish and
resumed his watch for another victim, we walked back
over the locks and down to the dock, where the Pioneer
with her tow had been brought up from her slip below, to
await the coining of Captain Dave, wel 1 satisfied that our
trip of over 700 miles had not been in vain. We had
seen a broken-spirited child of the forest, a frayed rem-
nant of the once poweiful Chippewas, scoop a luckless
whitefish out of the rushing waters of the rapids with a
long-handled net—a feat Sam said "he could perform him-
self if the fish would keep still till he got the net well
around it." But in truth the great locks, the beautiful
river, and the wonderful rapids amply repaid us for the
trip.

Captain Dave had not yet returned, but we pulled the
boats up on one of the loaded scows, put our camp chests
and luggage aboard (we came near overlooking a big box
offside meat, potatoes, butter, eggs, flour, etc., that
Knots and Charley had bought up town), and waited
nearly another hour for him.
He came at last when our patience was about ex-

hausted, and judging by a snap of his eyes and a whiff
of his breath he had evidently met with some of hi3
Canadian friends across the river, and had been "tam-
perin' diligently with the flowin' bowl."

Another half hour was trifled away in a trip up town,
and at last he came aboard and we were off down the
beautiful river and to Echo Lake, with a good store of
provisions, fluid and solid, good boats and a good cook

—

we had hired Louis—and our spirits rose to the bubbling
over point at the prospect of soon being established in a
good camp.
Although old enough to have outgrown a tendency to

indulge in youthful capers, the "boy" that was left in
old Sam and the writer got the upper hand, and I

chronicle the "episode" without comment that there on
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the top of a lumber pile, when a couple of miles down
the river, we relieved the tension on our good feelings

struggling for a rent in a brief but highly artistic sand-
hill crane dance, greatly to the amusement of the other
boys and a couple of Indian passengers for Church's
Landing, who occupied reserved seats on the camp chests.

"Go it, Hickory," shouted old Kuots. "Sail in, Snake-
root," screamed Charley, "that off leg o' yourn needs a
little ile in the pastern jint, but I'll bet on old Kentuck."
"Hump yourself, James Mackerel, or you'll get left,"

from the ledge, and similar fragments of encouragement
and shouts of laughter, even the stoical Indians .Joining

in the hilarity, filled the air till old Snakeroot, exhausted
and the sweat streaming from his face, wound up the

festivities with a prolonged Kentucky whoo-oo-p, that

moved our Indian auditors to manifest their approval of

the performance by a violent outburst of merriment and
sundry nudges and grunts of satisfaction that we failed

to appreciate for lack of an interpreter. But we had our
dance of rejoicing a little too early in the day.

It was after 1 o'clock in the afternoon when we rounded
in at the saw-mill dock to leave the scow, but we would
still have plenty of time to reach our camping place long
before sundown and get the tents up before nightfall.

We went forward to see the Captain about getting our
baggage on the tug and securing the small boats to tow
astern, but he was nowhere to be seen. Our cook was in
the wheel house, but came out on the deck looking sour
and morose without saying a word, and directly Captain
Dave emerged from the engine room, blear-eyed and
with his throat and face scratched aud bleeding and
bunged up, looking as if he had been interviewing a sau-

sage machine.

"Without looking to the right or to the left, or uttering
even a grunt, he staggered into the wheelhouse, took his

little ship's compass from the box, a book—his account
book perhaps—and his charts, bundled them awkwardly
under his arms, got ashore with some difficulty, and
still without a glance at us, a word or a grunt, zigzagged
off across the common and disappeared in the woods a
couple of hundred yards away, "permit" and all, chuck
full of "Dominion pine top," and "United States tangle
leg," and "drunker'n a biled owl." Then Louis told us
the Captain had come aboard at the Sault with a couple
of bottles of whisky in his pockets besides the load in-

side, and when down the river a few miles had called
him to the wheel and gone into the engine room, where
he soon after got into a fight with the engineer, a big,

powerful man. and from the general appearance of Capt.
David Tate when he left the boat the engineer must have
mistaken him for a bunch of waste and used him to mop
up the floor of the engine room to give it a tidy look for
the next day, Sunday.
As Louis finished his tale of the skirmish, told in very

good American, the engineer came ashore and laid us out
flat with, "Well boys. I'm sorry for you, but I guess
you're in a fix. I can't take you any further, for it's a
$50 fine to move a boat without the master, and I don't
feel like paying it, even to get you to your camp. Capt.
Tate's got the devil in him and gone home, he lives over
in the woods a mile or so back and it looks like you're
left." We began to see it in the same light.

After some further talk of a decidedly sulphurous
nature, in whieh we held up our end in a creditable man-
ner, the engineer said that the only thing left for him
was to put out the fires, leave the boat in charge of the
mdl men and go back to town and report the case to the
owner, Mr. Church, and as a tow was just then confine:

up Lake George two or three miles away, he asked that
one of us take a smallboat and go out in the stream with
him when they went by and he would get aboard. I

went out with him, and. as the great propeller went by,
towing three big, deeply-laden schooners, the captain was
hailed and nodded permission to get aboard, and as the
last of the tow went rushing past, a line was thrown us
by a sailor, and as we swung alongside the engineer went
up and inboard, and I pulled back to the boys, who sat
around on the camp chests with long faces, dazed and
crushed by this unlooked-for calamity.
There we were, in a category this time of somewhat

alarming dimensions, and no visible way out of it.

"Shipwrecked, b'gosh," said Snakeroot, with a visage
as long as a bats rod, "an' 700 miles from home. Con-
found (this was Sam's strongest form of profanity) a
drunken half-breed, anyhow; you can't trust 'em with a
drop o' the critter no more'n you can a nigger in a water-
melon patch."
The situation was certainly annoying, but it would

not do to sit down and wait for something to turn up.
"Where are we now, Old Hickory V" asked Knots, puff-

ing in a vague sort of way at his pipe.
"What'll we do now, James Mackerel?" from the Jedge,

as he squirted a half gill of tobacco juice in the water,
to watch a half score of small sunfish rush to the surface
in a wrangle for an instant over the supposed morsel and
then back away in disgust.
What's to become of us all now, Old CalamityV" husk-

ily from Snakeroot, and Charley said, "Think fast, and
' let's get out of here," which was more practical.

It was decided to load the boats and start for Echo
Lake at once, leaving one man to look after the luggage
till we came back, if it was midnight, and the other two
boats were slid in the water from the scow and the work
of loading about to begin, when Louis, who had been a
silent spectator, said, "Boys, if you'll listen a minute. I
think I can help you out of the scrape, for I'm goin' to
stick to you and see you through, after the way you
have been treated." We were ready to catch at any
kind of a straw, and waited to hear what he had to
propose. "I know a couple of Indian boys," he went on,
up around the bend at Cunningham's Landing, that own
a good big Mackinaw boat with two sails and a jib, and
if one of you will go with me in one of the boats I'm
sure I can get them to take you to Echo Lake, and the
boat will carry you all and everything you've got and
tow the boats behind."

In ten minutes the little fellow and the Jedge were out
of sight around the bend, and we walked around and
waited, and watched the big saw cleave its way through
a log at the roofless mill a few yards back from the river,
made a few "general remarks" about Captain Tate mean-
time, and wished—at least one of us did—that there was
not a solitary drop of "cussed licker, fermented or other-
wise, on the face of this livin' airth."
At the end of nearly an hour, which seemed three, we

saw a boat come around the bend with'a sail set, but not
till it was within a few hundred yards did we make out the

j

occupant to be the Jedge, and alone. "Another back-
set," said old Sam, but we would know when the Jedge
arrived.

This, the larger of the three boats, had a centerboard,
and the mast and sail having been left in, the Jedge was
playing sailor, and just now, as he went by well over
toward Squirrel Island, was trying to lower the sail, but
something had fouled and it stubbornly refused to come
down. Every minute or so the wind heeled the little

craft over till our hearts were in our mouths, and becom-
ing vexed at the Jedge's awkward efforts to lower the
sail and yet more alarmed lest he capsize and drown be-
fore our eyes I took the smaller boat and started after
him, now well down toward Church's Landing, but when
two-thirds of the distance between us had been gone
over the.sail came down and I pulled back to the dock
"mad as a nest o' hornets," but thankful the "episode,"
as Sam called it, had no more serious termination. When
he came ashore and received a good scoring for the scare
he had given us, he eased our minds with the informa-
tion that "Louis and two more Injuns would soon be here
with the Mackinaw."

Another half hour of impatient waiting brought the
boat, and after the briefest kind of a pow-wow, in which
Louis acted as interpreter, Tom, the elder of the two
Chippewa brothers, agreed to take us to Echo Lake for

$5. Without parley, for the charge was reasonable, the
calamities were put aboard and then we waited some
more while Louis made a trip down to his house at
Church's Landing, where he lived with his family, after
his "turkey." (In lumberman's parlance his turkey is

his blankets, clothing and other "household effects"

strapped or tied into a compact bundle readily carried.)

Kingfisher.
[to be continued.]

A Pennsylvania Warden's Work.—Fish Warden
Hague is the first of all such officials in this State to
hand in his annual report to the Fish Commissioners.
It being his first makes it an interesting document, inas-

much as it contains an account of prosecution and con-
viction of 36 persons in this section for unlawful fishing

and names the reason for the arrest of each. This infor-
mation gives the public a better idea of what consti-

tutes illegal fishing than even the production of the fish

laws. Warden Hague was appointed last June, and has
accomplished in that time more than all of his colleagues
in the State combined, as not one of them has up to date
brought about a prosecution and conviction in his dis-

trict. The following are the names and cause of arrest:

B, Lazarous, County Detective of Beaver county and
Chief of Police of Rochester, was caught violating the
law iu seining in company with Thos. B. Lukens,' Jacob
Stahl and George B. Hoyt, foreman of the Phoenix Glass
Works of Phillipsburg, below the dam at Bridgewater,
Beaver county. Geo. Brockett, Jas. McCall, Wm.
Schade, Chas. Rodgers, John Sweeney and Frank. Ellis

violated the law with dip nets at Dam No. 1, Mononga-
hela River. David Grounds, Matt Lewis, Jos. Carothers,
John Ford, John Metz, Herman Hartner, H. C. Stevens.
Chas. Hadrihgton, for violating the law with rod and
line out of season at Cork's Run. Henry Billy, Samuel
Webster, Samuel Mackey, Michael Ryan, Herman
Schweitzer, M. Hellring, Ed. Laughlin and Frank Schidle,
alias Frank Nick, prosecuted for fishing on Sunday.
Daniel Mackey, for catching bass under 6in. Wm. Mul-
cahey, Jas. Fleming, E. Laughlin, Frankie Schidle and
Peter Bailey, for out-line fishing. Ed. Laughlin and
Franklin Schidle, for gill net fishing. Col. Jos. Reed,
of Beaver county, for possessing a hoop net, and Jos. M.
Reed, Jr., of Beaver county for catching bass and salmon
out of season.

Eutopia and Trout Lake Club.—The territory of the
Eutopia aud Trout Lake Fish and Game Association, at
St. George, New Brunswick, has . recently been visited

by one of the members, Dr. B. F. Vosburgh, of this city,

who writes to the secretary as follows: "lean assure the
members that we have secured most desirable property
and privileges in St. George. The scenery is magnificent,
the air dry and bracing and the fishing I believe to be
equal to any obtainable in Canada. My visit was not for
purposes of fishing, but to investigate the property and
desirability of the club house site. I am pleased beyond
measure with the lakes and streams to which we obtain
access and fishing privileges. In several of the same we
have exclusive rights. I was surprised at my success in
fishing, having taken thirty-seven fine trout in about two
hours. This for July, considered the poor month for
trout fishing in New Brunswick, was to me a satisfactory
performance. I am familiar with the lake region of New-
York and other trouting territories, and can truthfully
say that St. George is beyond comparison: superior to
any place I know of for magnificent scenery, invigorat-
ing atmosphere and climate, ease of accessibility and
abundance of fish; consisting of brook, lake trout and
landlocked salmon. I am informed that deer are abund-
ant and near at hand. Partridges are plentiful; I saw a
covey of half-grown ones near the site of the club house,
as well as several pairs of black ducks. I am enthusiastic
over the place, and am positive the members of the club
will not be disappointed when they visit their property,
in obtaining sport and game, such as I believe is rarely
obtainable in so short a distance from New York." The
club has a membership of thirty-seven, and the secretary
is Mr. J. McGrath, of 120 Broadway, this city.

Taunton, Mass.—I have been trouting in Massachu-
setts but twice this year, so I have tried for the large
ones. First day I got nine beauties, averaging about 9oz.
They were all gamy fish, and I caught nearly all on the
finest hook I could buy, with May flies (natural) for bait.

Fourth of July I went six miles out of this city and in
three hours' fishing caught eight trout and three pick-
erel. The pickerel were small brook pickerel. But the
eight trout weighed over 4£lbs. The 'largest weighed
17oz. and three others weighed +lb. each. I enjoyed
the day very much, and spent some time looking for
woodcock signs. They are very plenty, as are those
of partridges. One old hen sat on the railroad
track with a brood of a dozen or more chickens large
enough to fly. Dr. Chas. Atwood brought iu a creel of
fifty trout last week, all of a size, and would average
about i\b. Whillenton Junction is high hook this year
with a 31bs, 7oz. trout.—Cohannet.

Seines, Nets of every description. American Net & Twine Co.,
Mfrs., 34 Commercial st„ Boston, or 199 Fulton St., N, Y.—Adv.

Indiana Bass.—Camden, Ind., July 14.—Fishing with
the fly may have been a lost art or it may never have
been at all, but it is now the wonder of this vicinity.
My friend and companion, Hon. Charleg E. Scboll, hav-
ing seen me cast the fly while outing, quickly saw its

advantages and delights and secured a fly-caster's outfit.

Now his Furguson lights like the snowflake full 50ft. dis-

tant. Last Wednesday we brought to creel an even
dozen of as beautiful small-mouths as were ever taken
from the stream. Having learned to tie flies from Tha-
deus Norris's descriptions published long ago in Forest
and Stream, I taught Dr. Scholl, and we use none
other but our own make. Our surest killers are yellow
or old-gold bodies, with brown hackles, stiff and bristl-

ing along body, with heavy hackle at head, red tag, red
black and brown wings or red and white, all cut or
bunched, tail yellow and red, We dye our own feathers
and use only such material as we can get here except
gut and sproat hooks.—J. P. H.

Providence, R. I.—Three young men left this city one
morning the last of April and brought back fifteen hand-
some trout. They averaged jib. each, the largest not
over ^lb. One week later one of the young men took me
to the same brook after a shower, and we caught twenty,
the largest weighed fib. These trout were very even in
length ard resembled salt-water fish, very light color and
bright spotted. Tho brooks in this State wero stocked with
trout fry a year or so back, and it is very noticeable in
the size of the fish caught. They are nearly all of a size.

I have noticed a great many woodcock borings while fol-

lowing the trout brooks, and I should judge these birds
would be quite plenty this summer.—Cohannet.

Long Island Flounders. — Thirty flounders were
caught by one party of fishermen in the Great South
Bay, at Sayville, Long Island, last Saturday. This catch
was an unusual one in season and in score.

he Menml

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS,

Sept. 7 to 11.—First A nnual Dog Show of the Brooklyu Kounel
Club, at, Brooklyn, N. Y. Charles Dict>leni m. Secretary.
Sept. t) to 13.—Dog show of the Farmers' Lancaster County Fair

Association, at Lancaster, Pa. A. A. Herr, secretary.
Sept. 10 to 13.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the London Kennel

Cmli, at London, Ont. C. A. Stone, Manager.
Seot. 10 to 13.—Dog Show of the Central Canada Exhibition As-

sociation, at Ottawa, Can. Capt. R. C. W. MaeCu'da-, Secretary.
Sept. 11 to 13—First Annual Dor Show of the Toledo Kennel

Club, Toledo, O. T. B. Lee, Secretary.
Sept. 16 to 19.—Dog Show of the Dominion of Canada Kennel

Club, in connection with the Industrial Fxposition at Toronto,
Canada. Capt. Grevtlle Harrison, Secretary.
Sept. 17 to 20.—Dug Show of the Pet Stock Association at El-

nrira, N. Y. J.Otis Fellows. Superintendent. Hornellsvtlle, N.Y.
Oct. 7 to 12.—Eighth Annual Dog Show of the Danbury Agri-

cultural Society, at Danbury, Conn. B. O. Lynes. Secretary.

Jan. 37 to Feb. 1, 1890.—Dog Show of the Colorado Ponltry and
Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 18 to 21, 1890.— Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Ohio. New York. James Mortimn'. Superintendent.
March 11 to 11, 1*90.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Rochester

Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 25 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams. Secretary.
Apiil 1 to 1, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 4.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel Club.

P. T. Madison. Secretary, Indianapolis. Ind.
Nov. 11.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel Club,

at Chatham, Out. C. A. Stone, Secretary, Loudon, Ont.
Nov. 18.—Eleventh Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.
Dec. 2.—Iuaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club,

at Lexington, N. C. O. H. Odeli, Secretary, Mill's Building, New
York, N. Y.
Dec. 16.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Amory, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast.
Field Trial Club at Rakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary. 313
Bush street, San Francisco. Cal.
Feb. 11, 1890.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary.

COURSING.
Oct. 9 to 12.—Fall meet of the National Coursing Club at Hutch

inson, Kan. M. E. Allison, Manager.
Oct. 21.—Annual M-et of the American Coursing Club, at Great,

Bend, Kan. F. K. Doan. Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.

BLACK AND TAN SETTER STAKE.

DR. MEYER sends for publication the following appeal
to owners of black and tan setters:

The Central Field Trials Club has offered a special stake
of $100 for black and tan setters, providing there are ten en-
tries or eight starters. The black and tan setters to be
drawn together, the winner to take the stake, and then to
be drawn as his position indicates from the number of heats
he has won with the English setters. This is au opportunity
to bring the black and tan setters to the front and give
them the position they deserve. Besides winning the black
and tan setter special stake, the winner has an opportunity
to compete for the regular setter stake. If the owners of
black aud tan setters feel disposed to add to the stake by
private subscription, the stake might be increased in that
way to, say, $250. I will personally give 835 toward it. I
hope you have a dog that you will enter. Please let me hear
from you at an early date. John H. Meter.

159 West Thirty-fourth Street, New York.

THE ENGLISH MASTIFFS TURK AND BIG BEN.

—

Editor Forest and Stream. Some months since I wrote you
on mastiffs, and remarked that Mr. Nichols was really the
breeder of the famous champion Turk, as he bred Hilda to
King and sold her to Miss Aglionby in whelp. By a letter
from Mr. Nichols I learn that I was mistaken in the some-
what non-essential point of Mr. Nichols having sold the
bitch in whelp. He sold her to Miss Aglionby on the con-
dition that the bitch be bred to King, and he have second
choice of pups, which choice was Turk. For all practical
purposes, I was right in my original statement, although
not correct as to all details. I was;very, very far wrong,
however, in my statement that there was ground for suspect-
ing that Hercules and not Turk was the sire of Big Ben.
This suspicion was based on bothdogsbeingio Mr. Nichols's
kennels at the same time, with various minor matters, but
Mr. Nichols cuts the ground from under me by saying that
he did not buy Hercules until after Big Ben was whelped, so
an "accident" could not have happened in that matter, and
I am glad that another suspicion as to a pedigree is so effect-

ually laid at rest.—W. Wade (Hulton, Pa., July 15),
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DOG LICENSE LAWS.
{.Continued from page U96.~]

WE continue below the publication of our reports on the
laws relating to dogs in towns, and the methods

adopted to reduce the number of vagrant curs. The in-
formation has been secured by correspondence with the
mayors or presiding officers of the several places named, and
the reports were all made in 1888:

Dakota.
Fargo.—The tax on dogs in the city of Faago is SI each.

Unlicensed dogs are destroyed. This year there were taxes
collected on 324 dogs, and about thirty killed.—Seth New-
MAK, Mayor.
Grand Forks.—The tax on dogs is S3 per annum, and on

bitches $5, Licensed dogs wear a tag issued by chief of
police when license is issued. Unlicensed dogs are im-
pounded and kept in custody twenty-four hours, and if no
one owns them and the tax is not paid they are shot. Last
year about ninety-nine clogs were destroyed. In 1888 up to
the present time 119 stray dogs have been destroyed.—Alex.
Griggs. Mayor.

Colorado.
Fiu-hi.v.—The license on dogs is $1.75 a head. All un-

licensed dogs are impounded and destroyed.—A. Rotal,
Mayor.
Dawn:—The. tax ou dogs in this city is: males IS, females

555. Unlicensed and stray dogs are impounded and destroyed.
During the current year 1,380 males and eighty-eight females
were licensed. Dogs are duly impounded during the sum-
mer months. They are kept five days, advertised, nut up at
auction, aud those unsold chloroformed.—E. S. Chapman
Private Secretary. - *

'

Kansas.
La wraive.—A special ordinance of this city provides for

the imposition of a tax of $2 for each dog and $5 for each
bitch, and for prosecution for misdemeanor for any violation
of said ordinance. Dogs caught without collars and license
tags witniu the limits of the city are killed and buried under
the direction of the city marshal.—A. G, Honnold City
Clerk.
Kansas City.—Tax imposed on males #1, on females $2.We have no dog pound. We have issued this year 2,100

licenses so far (Sept. 24; since the 1st of June. The laws of
Kansas prevent the destruction of dogs by the city authori-
ties without consent of the owner. We arrest the owner or
harborer of an unlicensed dog, and the defendant is tried
before the police court, and if we can show that he is guilty
he is fined, aud then compelled to at once take out his license
or suffer the penalty of another fine.—C. S. Griffin, License
inspector,
ParvoM.—The license tax is $1 per year for male dogs and

$3 for females. The stray dogs and unlicensed ones are im-
pounded, kept for 3 days, and if not redeemed in that time
they are killed. Last year we paid the dog catcher 50 cents
per dog for every dog he killed, and he killed 154.—Mai: v S
Outland, City Clerk.
AIMcm,—We charge si. 75 on.dogs and #8.35 on bitches, and

when tax is not paid I simply take the dog, shoot him aud
plant him. They pay me 50 cents.—W. J, Kiekwood, City
MarshaL

'I'ojjrl.ii. -Our dog tax is $2 for males and $5 for females
If the license is not paid we arrest the owner or harborer
and fine him S5 besides the tax. Any stray dog that we can
find no owner for, or no one who harbors him. is killed. We
have an ordinance that allows us to impound the dogs and
destroy them, but we found it much more effective to take
the man who harbors and fine him than to fool with the doe—D. C, Met.-kek, Mayor. e

Lea ecu worth —The tax on dogs in this city is males $1
and females $3. Unlicensed and stray dogs are shot. 473
were destroyed this vear and 1,100 paid license,—W W
Roberts, Chief of Police.

Wisconsin,
.Racine.—Our license on dogs is males §3 per vear, females

S5. Unlicensed dogs are shot, and they are then buried —

L

H. Coleman. City Clerk.
Milwaukee—The city imposes a license fee of $2 per year

on each dog. Whenever there is a person who has a dog in
his or her possession without a license, the party is brought
before the court and a fine imposed upon them. Dogs are
not impounded nor killed. Their offenses are visited on
their owners.—F. Paringer.
Fund du Lac—We have no license for dogs and no pound.

At a certain time our ordinances require the dogs to be muz-
zled, and if not complied to they are shot by the police if
found, and all dead dogs we have buried, and we do not
keep any records.—Alex. McDonald.

QsfiJiOSh —The Mayor of Oshkosh reports that the license
on dogs in that city is $2, aud on bitches $3. Stray dogs are
shot on sight, and their remains profitably utilized.
Waukesha—We have no dog tax or dog pound —F A

Merrill, President.

Nebraska.
Hastings —La. theory at least we tax dogs $1, and bitchesm each. In default of this annual payment the animal is

dispatched or removed from the jurisdiction of the city.
The body is then buried in the earth to avoid offense. We
have no dog pound in the sense you comprehend it, and I
am unable^ to more than approximate the revenue derived
from taxation without consulting the records especially. I
would place the amount at $200 per annum. Population of
city 15,000. —A. D. YOCUM, Mayor.
Fremont.—License on dog $1 each per annum. Manner of

disposing of unlicensed and stray dogs is to shoot them on
the spot, and carcass consigned to earth. About 400 con-
signed, but if any encouragement would gladly increase the
number.—B. P. Stouffer, Mayor.
Omah.a—Oar city imposes a dog tax of $1 per annum.We have no regular method of disposing of unlicensed dogs

except to authorize the policemen to shoot them, when they
are taken by the garbage master and disposed of to the re-
fining aud rendering companies, or thrown into the Mis-
souri River.—W. J. Beoatch, Mayor.
Lincoln.—The license tax ou dogs in this city is *2 per

year. Our treatment of untaxed dogs, or rather those whose
owners do not pay license for them, is to let them live,
move and have their being, except perhaps when some scare
of hydrophobia is prevailing, when a few unmuzzled curs
are shot. They are not impounded and rarely ever shot.
Since 1 have been mayor I have made no war upon the
dogs. I will never order a dog killed because the owner re-
fuses to pay his tax, unless the dog be vicious, or mad, or
dangerous.— A, J. Sawyer, Mayor.

Arizona.
Tucson-.—Our city license on male dogs is $2, ou female $4

Unlicensed strays are caught and impounded by pound
master, and if not reclaimed within two days they are
destroyed. There have been about 500 caught and killed this
year: very few were redeemed.—W. E. Stevens, Mayor.

Montana.
thUna.—The tax on dogs in this city is *2 for males and

*4 for females. Stray dogs are impounded and killed after
three days. No use is made, of their remains.—A. C, Botkin
City Attorney.

Oregon.
I'ortland.—The dog license is, males $1.50, females |3 per

annum. Unlicensed and stray dogs are impounded and
after a certain time killed and buried. License fees collected
in 1887, $424. 50.—VAN B. DeLAshmutt, Mayor.

Washington.
Tacoma.—The Mayor of Tacom a reports that the license

fee in that city is $1 for males and $2 for females, and that
unlicensed and stray dogs are impounded and then dumped
in the bay.
Seattle.—The license fee for dogs is *l per year, for bitches

$2.50. Unlicensed dogs are impounded and destroyed.—W.
R, Forrest, Clerk.

New Mexico.
AlbuQUiwque.—Our tax on dogs is $1 and ou bitches $3 per

year. Unlicensed dogs are killed and buried. —A. E.
Walker, Mayor.

Wyoming.
Cheyenne—We license about 100 dogs yearly: $3 for dogs

and $5 for bitches. We try to impound all unlicensed dogs,
and kill them by using poison after holding them four days.
Should owner of dog care to get one out of pound he pays
license aud fl pound fees. Cannot say how many we kill
yearly, about 150.—Wm. R. Schnitger, City Marshal.

Utah.
Ogd.cn City—We charge *3 per year, and destroy all not

licensed.— D. Eccles, Mayor.

Arkansas.
Hoi Springs.—The annual tax on male dogs is $1 aud on

bitches $2. The amount collected for dog tax was $547.50
and the expense incurred $118.35, leaving net $429.15, All
unlicensed dogs are impounded and killed within forty-
eight hours if not redeemed by payment of license fee, fine
of S3 and pound fee of $2. Number of killed about 400.—
M. McKeogh, City Clerk.
Pine Bluff.—Dogs are taxed $1, bitches $3. Unlicensed

dogs are impounded and destroyed.—P.. King White,
Mayor.

Little Rock.—The city tax on dogs is $1.50, and $3.50 on
bitches. Dogs found at large without a license tag are im-
pounded, and when there is a sufficient number they are
shot. Up to present date there have been 400 dogs im-
pounded, of which there have been killed 370.—Frank
Botsfoed, Chief of Police.
Fori Smith.—The tax in this city is $1 a year. Unlicensed

dogs are impounded and destroyed. About 150 were im-
pounded and destroyed this year.

Mississippi.

Natchez.—Our city has a tax of $1.25 per dog. We get rid
of the miserable curs by giving them strychnine. The city
has a pound, and it is strictly kept bv our city marshal,
The dogs are afterward taken to the river and given to its
mighty stream.—Thos. R. Qvaetermax, City Clerk.

Missouri.
Muhcrly,—\Ye impose a tax of $1 per vear on males and Ki

per year on females. The marshal is instructed to kill dogs
found running at large after notice topavtax has been served.—R. K Haynes, Mayor

St, Joseph.—Our license is on dogs *l, bitches $2, with a
fee of 25 cents on each license issued. Unlicensed and stray
dogs are impounded for 48 hours, and if not redeemed are
killed by drowning, unless valuable, when thev are kept foi-
ls hours longer and sold for what they will bring.—Purd B.
Wright, City Clerk.
Jefferson City.—The license tax is $L Unlicensed and

stray dogs impounded three days, and if not redeemed taken
to the river aud shot. The number destroyed this season is
70.—Geo. N. Winston. City Clerk.
Hannibal:—Oxa city dog tax is $1 for first and $2 for each

additional dog owned by one person, We impound, and if
not redeemed in a certain time they are shot. Our dog law
is not strictly enforced, but is held for emergencies and some-
what of a restraint against an over supply. A strict en-
forcement of any arbitrary dog law would be very obnoxious,
except under exceptional contingencies.—J. B. Brown.
Mayor.
Columbia.?—Our license is SI, Dogs not licensed by 1st of

May are impounded and advertised, and at the expiration of
three days, if not claimed, are killed and removed out of
town and buried. We have collected on about 150 and
killed about 50 this year.—W. I. Roberts, Marshal.
Sc.da.Ua.—The license fee is $1. Unlicensed and stray

dogs are shot. 350 license checks sold this year.—W. D
Ilgenfritz. Acting Mayor.
Kansas City.—The license fee is, males $L; females $3,

license tag 25 cents additional. Unlicensed or stray dogs
are impounded and drowned. Number of dogs drowned
from Jan. 1 to Sept. 21, 1888, 800.—W. O. Huckett, Sec'y.

St. Louis—The dog tax is $3. Neglect to pay the tax is
punishable as a misdemeanor. Dogs caught at large with-
out collars and registered tags, and without muzzles when
the Board of Health orders that they be worn, are sent to
the pound, and may be redeemed by a payment of $3 in ad-
dition to the license fee, if due, and 50 cents to the dog-
catcher; but if in the opinion of the marshal it is not safe to
impound a stray dog, he may shoot him. Dogs impounded
and not redeemed within three days are slain,—M. A. Fan-
ning, Secretary.

Kentucky.
Covington.—We have no pound. Our ordinances impose

a license of $1 a year on each dog with a fee of 25 cents for
small brass tag to be worn upon the collar, but the license
is of little effect and is not enforced, consequently we have
a large population of useless curs. The only check upon
their increase is an annual slaughter during' two or three
months of those found running at large unmuzzled. The
mayor, by direction of the Council, issues a proclamation
that all unmuzzled dogs found on the street for sixty or
ninety days shall be destroyed, and the officers usually get
away with 300 or 400 in that way.—R. A. Athev, Mayor.
Newport.—The license for dogs is SI, and bitches $2 per

year. Persons refusing to pay license are liable to arrest
and shall be fined not less than $5 nor more than $10. We
have no pound.—M. J. Cobtigan, City Clerk.
Owensboro.—Our tax on dogs is $2.' We have no pound

for stray dogs. We kill them.—J. Lee, Mayor.
Paducah—We don't license dogs. It is against our laws

for dogs to run at large unless they are muzzled. In the
summer months I hire a dog killer and have all killed that
I can. Sometimes we shoot them, sometimes we poison
them—anything to kill them.—Chas. Reed, Mayor.

Texas.
Houston.—Tax is $2 on males and «4 ou females. They

are killed by shooting or poisoning. They are not im-
pounded. No account of the number killed is'kept.—Eni i or:
E vexing Times.
Denison.—The Mayor reports that the license fee on dogs

in that city is $1 and on bitches ^2. Unlicensed dogs are im-
pounded and destroyed.
El Paso.—We collect $2.50 on male and *5 on female dogs

per year. We have to this date collected $100. We impound
dogs for three days; if they are not called for and license

tax with 50 cents pound fees paid, they are killed.—O. B.
BeALL, City Clerk.
Sherman.—No tax is levied on dogs. From June 1 to

Oct. 1 all dogs allowed to roam at large without muzzles
are destroyed.—,T. P. Geren, Mayor.
Fort Worth —The tax on dogs is $2.50 per annum. Stray

dogs are impounded and killed if not claimed in 24 hours.
This year the law was not enforced in consequence of higher
courts declaring it illegal and unconstitutional in Texas. -
H. S. Broiles, Mayor.
Galveston,—There is an annual license tax on dogs of $1.

Only those who have valuable dogs get license. Have dis-
continued impounding. Police carry poisoned meat to give
stray dogs on the street.—Wm. Selkirk, Auditor.
-4 U8i in .—There is no tax. When dogs get too numerous,

dogs are not impounded, but officers are instructed to see
that when a piece of poisoned meat is left down the dog
gets it, otherwise they must take it up. There have been
about 1,200 dogs destroyed during the present year last
pas.t

—

James E. Lucx, Citv Marshal.

HUSKIES AT LAKE ST. JOHN.

MR. CHAS. HA LLOCK, writing from the Lake St. John
country, 200 miles north of Quebec, which is now the

center of attraction for anglers from both sides of the inter-
national line, says: "In all my wanderings in Labrador and
the British Northwest, I have never happened upon such a
pure strain of huskies [see Forest and Stream, page 230,
Oct. 11,1888,1 as I have found at the Montaiguti's ludian
Mission at Point Bleue. While I was at Hotel Roberval,
those two redoubtable voyageurs and half-breeds, the
brothers Patrick and Prosper Cleary, who have made the
trip to James Bay via Lake Mistassini several times, came
down from the Point with two lovely pups of a maltese
color about two months old. Their ears were already sharp
and erect, and their tails had begun to curl and brush. A
perfect pair of dark olive-rimmed spectacles curved above
the eyes, and the gentleness combined with their brightness
to win favor at once. They were beauties. The pair were
offered to some members of the Springfield (Mass.) Club
for ten dollars, but only one was accepted at the price. It
was worth fifty! The other went back to its dam at the
Mission. And all the time, though conceding the bargain,
I was hoping it would be declined, for I never yet knew
these dogs to survive the hot summer of the unwonted lowe r
latitudes. It would be a sin to take them south to die. You
remember, when 'Esquimaux Joe' came back with Arctic ex-
plorer Hall, he brought two magnificent full-grown huskies,
which managed to live through the succeeding winter, but
they succumbed with the advent of hot weather, and Joe
himself never got acclimated, but died prematurely. A day
or two afterward I drove up to the Point in manager B. A.
Scott's rig and saw the old dam. There was never a finer
dog bred to travel. She has clone her sixty miles a day to
come to and travel. In color she was like a pure-blood
jenny, such as win blue ribbons at Kentucky stock fairs,
while she was wholly without that viciousness which is
peculiar to the regulation draft dog of northern regions.
"Talk of mean curs, there is nothing in nature so 'ornary'

aud low down as the Labrador mongrel, which is employed
to haul wood and do chores along the North Atlantic const,
from Belle Isle Strait up. He is a composite of the worst
traits. Even the Moravian missionaries have not been able
to modify his vices. They are refractory in harness and
quarrelsome among themselves. Their drivers often have
to stun them to make them work. The big ones are kept
hampered with heavy wooden clogs fastened to their necks,
so that the weaker dogs may have a chance for their lives.
I remember once to have seen a gang of twenty or more go
over the face of a steep rock bluff in the bight of a scrim-
mage. Those which were not crippled by the fall continued
the tight. They seemed to enjoy it. Perhaps their ances-
tors came, from Donnybrook or Tipperary. When engaged
in melees they never give tongue. It is always a si lent game,
first, a wild rush and scamper something like a fox hunt,
only that everv dog takes his turn at playing fox, and then
a plunge, a halt and a surge, with an inextricable confusion
of dark, lithe bodies, and a ceaseless swish of restless, bushy-
tails. An old-fashioned football game on a college campus
is something like it. So persistent is the play that perfect
quiet reigns, a quiet so absolute that the spectator "might
think it peace, were it not that when the ganglion opens out
every dog looks as if he had a red flannel pad tied around
him. Of course, pluck, tenacity and endurance are essential
qualities to these burly creatures, which in their slavish
service to man are expected to do their forty miles per day
with loaded sledges on a single frozen fish for breakfast;
but one cannot help wonder why they are not more tractable
while yet so useful.
"I once watched a scrimmage of this sort which occurred

just after a fresh fall of snow, and when the convention
finally adjourned there was a large oval discoloration at the
place, as if a barrel of mixed paints had bursted. It was an
essentially chewed up community.
"My own impression is that the true husky type is better

preserved right here among the Montaignais of the Lake
St. John region, and among the Nascaupies beyond Lake
Mistassini, than in any other part of the continent, east or
west, unless I except the Mackenzie River district. The
coast dogs are no good, either in Labrador or Alaska, while
the once reputable canines of the interior Selkirk settlement
at Lake Winnipeg are sadly degenerated. Five years ago I
ranged the latter section of country all over to get a team
for my frontier exhibit at the New' Orleans Exposition, but
failed to find a perfect dog that could be bought for money.

THE VANDALIA'S LOST DOG.-There is a small dog
along the city front that feels just about as disconsolate as
small dogs are supposed to feel when they have done any-
thing out of the way. This little dog, however, is rather a
hero, having survived the wreck of the Vandalia at Samoa
and returned with his shipmates on the Rockton to Mare
Island, where he was adopted by the crew of the Adams.
Having been boss of the Vandalia, this little dog, who gots
by the euphonious name of Nig, thought that he should
hold the same position on the Adams, and when it was dis-
puted by Lieutenant Winslow's setter, Nig became indig-
nant and whipped the Lieutenant's dog so badly that for
some time his life was despaired of. This was a horrible
indignity for the quarterdeck to sustain at the hands of a
forecastle dog, and Lieutenant Winslow ordered the sailors
to throw Nig overboard as a dishonorably discharged dog.
This was something the Jack tars could not think of doing,
and as they could not keep their pet aboard, and had no
means of getting him back to Mare Island, as the Adams
was about to go to sea, they brought Nig ashore and turned
him over to the Vandalia sailors, who were waiting along
the water front for their back pay and bag money. Getting
a dishonorable discharge after four years' service in the
Navy was pretty tough on Nig, and Thursdav night he
managed to get full. Yesterday he was sick and felt pretty
bad, and as he had never been ashore before he did not
know how to act. The number of people and the number
of dogs nearly drove him crazy, aud he lay down on the
sidewalk and moaned, The dog felt so bad ashore that the
Vandalia sailors are going to try to get him back into
the service in some way, and they think that after his gal
lant service in Samoa they will be. able to have Lieutenant
Winslow's dishonorable discharge set aside, and Nig re-
stored to his former proud position ou one of L'ncle Sam's
war ships.—San Francisco Chronicle.
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OLYMPIA DOG SHOW.

'HE thirty-third show of the English Kennel Club was
_ held at Olynipia, South Konsimrton, July!) to 12. There

were 1,473 entries. The London Field says: "'The collection

of dogs was pretty much the same as during the last two or

three years; if not better in quality certainly no worse.
* * Mastiffs were present in tfreat force, the open flog

glass being especially good. Puppies were also excellent.
:: * The collection of St. Bernards were by no means a
representative oue, * The open classes for Great
Danes were disappointing. * * Deer-hounds were an-
other poor display. ;:' A lot of excellent greyhounds
were shown. * *' Pointers were generally understood
to be quite a disappointment. * * Wooltou Game sec-

ond again in large-sized hitches, and this is no doubt the
last we shall see of her in this country, either at field trials

or elsewhere, for acting for Mr. Hitchcock, of New York,
she was claimed by Spratts Patent at her catalogue price of

£150, and cannot' be considered dear at the money, * *

The bitches under 501bs. formed the best lot of pointers in

show. * s The English setters were better in quality
and numbers than the pointers. * * The bitch class was
one of the best ever taken into the ring. * * There
were no great particular stars among the black and tan set-

ters. * * Irish setters in the open dog class were fairly

strong. * ;: Retrievers were no more than fair. *

The congregation of beagles was an unusually strong one,
Mr. Nutt sending seven and a half couples of little beauties,
of which four couple were hard-haired, miniature otter

hounds almost, and oue of the features of the exhibition,
for they were shown together off the benches in a kennel
of their own. The lot are of uniform size, about
[3 inches, and are well grown, hound-marked, with
excellent legs and feet. So good were the rough ones that
the judge gave them a special first prize that went to Crafty,
a little houud with a pin wire coat and the bone and sub-
stance of a miniature cart horse. * * The. spaniel classi-

fication was bad, and entries did not come up to expectation.
* * There was a little interest centered in the collies, be-
cause it was said Dublin Scot had improved so much since
his sojourn in America that he was likely to beat all the
champions in this country, so his spirited owner sent him
over. However, we failed to find any improvement in him;
he was well shown, but his expression, never good, is a little

worse than ever, and though Caraetacus was looking less lit

than we ever saw him, he beat the Stars aud Stripes' favorite
very easily iudeed. * * There was a great display of old
English sheepdogs, including many of different types. * *

In "fox- terriers Vesuvieune was beaten in the; challenge
class by her kennel companion Yenio. At first glance he is

not a taking dog, but will stand pulling to pieces; and about
the only faults to be found with him are his not very nice
ears and some little amount of fullness in cheek; his coat is

perfect, he is built on workiug lines, his jaw is powerful,
and limbs first-class. Of course the ears and faulty cheeks
detract from his expression, so we fancy the bitch should
have beaten him. There was an excellent entry of
Irish terriers. The other terrier classes were not above the
average. * * In pugs Bessie (Dr. M. H. Oyer's), the third
prize bitch, appears to have been .successful at American
shows: she possesses as much or more character as any
benched around her here, and her eyes are very good indeed,
so are her skull and size, she falls away too much in front
of her eyes, wore her muzzle squarer she would be equal to
our best. * * The ladies had, as usual, an excellent dis-
play of toy terriers, toy spaniels and fancy dogs. * * The
Blenheim spaniels were about.the best lot of pet dogs in the
hall, being both numerous aud good in quality."

LONDON DOG SHOW.
THE prize list of the Loudon Kennel Club dog show, to

be held during the Provincial Fair at London, Ont.,
Sept. 10 to 13, will be out in a few days.
There are r-b.allc.nge classes for mastiffs, St. Bernards,

pointers, English, Irish and Gordon setters, collies and
spaniels and separate classes for Euglish and American
foxhounds.
The prizes are #10, $0 and diploma iu the majority of

classes, and and diploma in the remainder. ' Kennel
prizes in cash for four or more in the following breeds: St.
Bernards, foxhounds, collies, spaniels, fox-terriers, English,
Irish and Gordon setters, besides a large number of specials.
The show will be under the management of Mr. C. A.

Stone, who managed the last show so successfully; he nas
also been appointed secretary. Premium lists mailed to
any address by applying to him, 421 Richmond street, Lon-
don, Ont. The judges will be announced shortly.

DOG TALK.

THE following tale comes to us through the Stuck-Keeiw:
"The other day the people who attended the weekly

market in a certain French town were surprised to see a
peasant woman who was offering for sale a horse, which
was tariffed at 4s. The same woman was selling a dog for
which she demanded £20. They thought she must be mad,
and they told her so. "Be that as it may,' she said, 'the man
who wants the horse at 4s. must first take the dog at £20.'

A purchaser eventually secured the two, and afterward
would have the explanation. It transpired that the de-
ceased husband of the artful peasant woman had chargod
her in his will to sell his dog and his horse. The price of
the dog was to be hers, and that of the horse she was to pay
over to his family. This reads like an Ollendorffian ex-
cerpt, but it is not. It took place at Coutances, in the north
of France, last week."

As will be seen iu the notes on the Olynipia dog show,
Mr. F. R. H itchcock has purchased the pointer bitch Wool-
tou Game. He has been very fortunate in securing so good
a bitch. She was owned by the well-known pointer breeder
Mr. George Pilkington, and has a capital record both iu the
field and on the bench. She is two and a half years old and
will undoubtedly prove to be one of the most valuable of
her breed ever imported to this country.

We clip the following from the Scottish Fancier: "The
Saturday Review says Scotland is free from rabies. This is
true, but we have a few gangrel bodies that gang periodi-
cally daft. When we see the symptoms beginning we send
them south to London, aud they are at once taken on the
staff of a dog paper—hence the stun" we read about hydro-
phobia at this season."

By order of Council all dogs in London, Eng., and in the
Metropolitan Police District, which extends for some fifteen
miles around London, are to be muzzled when in public
places from Aug. 1 until Jan 1, 1890, for the purpose of ex-
terminating rabies. This order does not apply to dogs
while being used for sporting purposes.

The London Field, speaking of setters, says: "Although
t wo or three of our best animals have recently been sent to
America, others remain which are quite good enough to
take the place of the expatriated ones." This is, at least,
encouraging to Americans who are seeking world beaters,
whatever t he English judges may think of it.

Danbury will hold its anuual dag show Oct. 7 to 12. As
was stated in our report of the show last year, thepremiums

will be greatly increased this year, aud it is expected that
many valuable specials will be offered, the show will be held
under A. K. C. rules.

We hear that Mr. S. W. Kkinner, Jr., of Auburudale, O.,

has purchased from Mr. M. R. Hood Wright, Newton Hall,
Eng., the deerhound bitch Brora, winner of first in the
challenge class at the recent Olympia show,

It has been decided to offer $1,200 in premiums at the To-
ronto dog show. This show is held the week following Lon-
don aurl Ottawa, and will undoubtedly be well supported.

Fourteen Euglish foxhounds arrived on the Denmark last

Monday, consigned to the Rockaway Hunt Club, Cedar
hurst, L. I.

IMPORTING DOGS.—New York, July IQ-.—EMtor For-
est wild Stream: If Mr. W. Wade had consulted some
practical custom house, broker before writing the letter
which appears over his signature iu your issue of the 11th
inst., he would have saved himself a considerable amount
of writing material, and his mind aud conscience would
have been relieved from the strain which they at present
appear to labor under. There is no "confusion" whatever
in reeard to the importing of dogs for breeding purposes,
Mr. Wade's assertion to the. contrary notwithstanding.
The law of 1883 reads as follows: "Animals specially im-
ported for breeding purposes shall be admitted free upon
proof thereof satisfactory to the Secretary of the Treasury,and
under such regulations as he may prescribe. " And in a circu-
lar letter dated May 17, 1888, the Secretary of the Treasury has
prescribed regulations for carrying out the beforementioned
law, which are so simple thtt any person of the slightest in-
telligence can understand them. The law does not require
that the animals shall be imported solely for breeding pur-
poses, but it does require that they shall be imported
specially for breeding purposes, or in other words, the law
requires that the leading purpose shall be that of breeding.
Dogs or other animals, valuable mainly for their breeding
qualities, are not excluded from free entry merely because
they are intended for sale. Mr. Wade can importVlogs and
dispose of them immediately after landing, either by sale
or gift, and he will violate no law at present on the statute
books of Uncle Sam. He must simply furnish satisfactory
proof to the custom authorities that his dogs are of superior
breed and calculated to improve the stock of the country.—
E. B. Goldsmith,

RED FOX PACK.—Hickory Valley, Tenn., July 16 —
Editor Forest and Stream: Having selected quite a good
pack of foxhounds for the purpose of breeding and running
in the trials for foxhounds, I claim the name of J. M, Avent
Red Fox Pack for my pack. The principal part of this pack
are from dogs that I have been running after red foxes for
the last fifteen years, and have great confidence in their
ability as red fox dogs. I am very anxious to see fox hunt-
ing clubs organized in many different States, so that I will
have a good opportunity to thoroughly test dogs of my
breeding under good competent judges after red foxes,
against the best from the many noted packs in America.
The following is a full list of my pack: Fox III. and Jennie,
dog and bitch, 7 years (Fox n.—Norah); Mink and Music,
dog and bitch, 8 years (Red Mink—Fan); Fox's Bock and
Nellie, dog and bitch, 2 years (Fox III.—Jennie); Flora, bitch,
1 year (Fox III.—Walker's bitch); Cripple, Fannie and Fairy,

Jennie), all black and tan. Flash, black, white and tan
bitch, 3 years (Bran—Fly); one bitch, black, white and tan
5 months (Walker's dog and bitch); Mallis, red bitch, 3 years
from Mr. Spear's pack, and Cleveland, red dog, 4 years (Kin-
nie's Mink—Kinnie's bitch).—J. M. AVENT.

KENNEL NOTES.
Motes mast be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 oi any one form, bonnd for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Spider. By Blue Ridge Beagle Kennels, Denver, S. 0?, for black,
white and tan beagle bitch, whelped Feb. 23, 1*89, by Thorn (A.K.
R. 6777) out of Dinah (Thorn-Lucy Hinton).
Spite and Spot. By Blue Ridge Beagle Kennels, Denver, S. C,

for white, black and tan beagle dog and bitch, whelped Feb. 23,

). by Thorn (A.K.R. 6777) out of Dinah (Thom-Lucy Hinton).
Rovjena. By Warner & Hamilton, Canaan Four Corners, N.Y.,

for black, white and tan collie bitch, whelped Jul y 13, 1888, by
Clipper (A.K.R. 2529) out of Nellie McGregor (champion Rex-
June)
J. M. Avent Red Fox Pack. By J. M. Avent, Hickory Valley,

Tenn., for his pack of foxhounds.

BRED.
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Rhea—Grindel. Ernst Platz's (Bridesburg, Pa.) St. Bernard
bitch Rhea (A.K.R. 5086) to H. Rowland's imported Urindel,
July 4.

Pearl Noble—Foreman. N. Wallace's (Farmington. Conn.) Eng-
lish setter bitch Pearl Noble (Count Noble—Jennie III.) to C. F.
Crawford's champion Foreman (Dashing Monarch—Fairy II.),
July 4.

Fared- Dura— Count Howard. Rosecroft Kennels' (Birmingham,
Conn.) English setter bitch Forest Dora (A.K.H. 500) to F. Wind-
liolz's Count Howard (Sir Alister—Mena). July 1.

Molly—Tim. Ghas. H. Mason's (New York) Trish setter bitch
Molly (Hugh Roe—Sophie) to Max Wenzel's Tim (Biz—Hazel),
June —

.

Kit—Tim. Mr. Randolph's (Berkley Heights, N J.) Irish setter
hitch Kit (Kildare II.—Snipe) to Max Wenzel's Tim (Biz—Hazel),
July 16.

Ruby Glencho-Tim. L. A. Aran Zandt's (Yonkers. N. Y.) Irish
setter bitch Ruby Glencho (Glencho—Tara) to Max Wenzel's Tim
(Biz—Hazel), July 13.

Lulu IlL—Tim,. J. J. Scanlan's (Fall River, Mass.) Irish setter
birch Lulu III. (Glencho—Lulu II.) to Max Wenzel's Tim (Biz-
Hazel), June 30.

May—Chief. F. L. Morrell's (Mamaroneck, N. Y.) Irish setter
bitch May (Berkley—Mag.) to Max Wenzel's Chief (Berkley-
Duck), June d0.

Lady Abbot—Glencairn . Oldham & Willey's (Salmon Falls, N.
H., and Mamaroneck, N. Y.) held spaniel bitch Lady Abbot
(champion Black Prince—chauiDion Newton Abbot Lady) to their
Glencairn (Bracken—Belle), April 24.

Hillside Linden—Mixture. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster. Mass.)
fox-terrier bitch Hillside Liudeu (Belgrave Sequence—Linden
Nettle) to their Mixture (Spice—Fairy III.). July 15.

Princess—Raby Mixer. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) fox-
terrier bitch Princess (Venetian—Lorette) to their Raby Mixer
(Raby Mixture—Richmond Olivebud), July 16.

Tennis—Reckoner. Wm. T. MeAlees's (Philadelphia, Pa.) fox-
terrier bitch Tennis (Raby Miser—Temptation) to Hillside Ken-
nels' Reckoner (Regent—Nita), July 17.

Dusky Daze—Dusky Trap. W. S. Applegare's (New Albany, Ind.)
fox-terrier bitch Dusky Daze (Dusky Trap—Daze) to A. Belmont,
Jr.'s, Dusky Trap (Dusky Splinter—Spider). May 21.
Richmond Mijrile—Bie-mlon Rubicon. W. S. Applegate's (New

Albany, lnd.) fox-terrier bitch Richmond Myrtle (Raby Tyrant-
Richmond Olive) to A. Belmont, Jr.'s, Rlemton Rubicon (Regent
—Rachel). July 3.

Spunky—Toons Royal. F. W. Souther's (Melrose, Mass.) York-
shire terrier bitch Spunky (Corney's Ben— ) to Chas. N.
Kymonds's Toons Rojal (champion Dreadnaitg" I — Hamilton's
Fibs), July 13. ,

Daisy— Toon.-, Royal. Chas N. Symonds's (Salem, Mobs.) York
shire terrier hitch Daisy (Roy—Bess) to bis Toons Royal (cham
pion Dreadnaught—Hamilton's Filis), July 7.

WHELPS.
jy- Notes must, be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Fly. D. E. Peters's (North Baltimore, O.) foxhound bitch Fly
(Uhlcry's Sport—Burgoon's Fanny), July It, nine (eight dogs), by
H. E. Cook's Brave.
Jennie III. N. Wallace's (Farmington, Conn.) English setter

hitch Jennie III. (champion Foreman"—Tallman's Jennie), July 7,

seven (four clogs), by B. F. Wilson's Count Noble (Count Wind-
ham—Nora).
Bonny. Max Wenzel's (Hoboken, N. .1.) Irish setter bitch Bonny

(Tim—Nora V.), June 29, nine (three dogs), by his Chief (Berkley
—Duck).
Dora. Ed. P. Kremer's (Lebanon, Pa.) Irish setter bitch Dora

(Chief— Doe), July 3, ten (eight dogs), by Max Wenzel's Tim (Biz-
Hazel).
Lady Abbot. Oldham & Willey's (Salmon Falls, N. H., and

Mamaroneck, N. YJ held spaniel bitch Lady Abbot (champion
Black Prince—chamnion Newton Abbot Lady), Jmne 26, tour (three
dogs), by their Glencairn (Bracken—Belle).
Crarovievne. J. A. Hollar's (Washington, D. C.) fox-terrier

bitch Cracovienne (Resolute—Fandango), July 15, four (three
dogs), by his Belvoir Trap (champion Mixture—champion Thistle).
Jaunty. Hillside Kennels 1 (Lancaster, Mass.) fox-terrier bitch

Jaunty (Joker—Torment), July 12, two (one dog), by their Raby
Mixer (Rabv Mixture—Richmond Olivebud).
Bradford 'Li-It. P. It. Coombs's (Bangor, Me.) Yorkshire terrier

bitch Bradford Lill (Tickle-'em—Judy), June 22, three (one dog),
by his Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Beale's Lady).

SALES.

EiT* Notes mast be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Prince Charlie, and Gillivan. Silver fawn pug dogs, whelped May
23, 1889, by Kash out of Lady Thora, by Eberhart Fug Kennels.
Cincinnati, O.. to Thos. Patten, Parkersburg, W. Va.
Duke of Montrose. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped May 23, 1889,

by Kash out of Lady Thora, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincin-
nati, O.. to H. H. Bedford, Parkersburg, W. Va.
Donna Juanita. Black, white, and tan English setter bitch,

whelped May 3, 1888, by Rockingham or Prince Foreman out of
Donna (A.K.R 5792), by Rosecroft Kennels, Birmingham, Conn.,
to Jas. W. Wood, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Cla-ra. Black and tan Gordon setter bitch, whelped April 25,

1889, by chamnion Royal Duke out of Jennie II., by Louis Paris-
ette, Jr., Brooklyn, N. Y., to Jos. Schwartzenberger, Ilicksville,
L.I.

DEATHS.
Mtss Newton Obo. Black field spaniel bitch, whelped June 1,

1886 (Young Obo—Newton Abbot Lady), owned by Oldham & Wil-
ley, Mamaroneck, N. Y., and Salmon Falls, N. H., July 15, in par-
turition.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
%W No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Correspondents.

G. H. T„ Mohawk, N. Y.—I have a fine Irish setter pup, eight
months old, which 1 think has a touch of the mange. I would
like you to tell me just what to do as he is very valuable to me.
Ans. Give 3 compound cathartic pills in one dose. They can be
concealed in a morsel of meat. Give 5 grains of quinine in pill
form every morning and 4 drops of Fowler's solution every even-
ing in food. If the eruption is had use the following ointment
once daily:

9 Amyli 31
Ung. zinc oxid 5i
Vaseline *ss

Mix. Sig. External.

life m\d \hoatinq

RANGE AND GALLERY.
OUR TEAM ABROAD.

\_From Our S%>ecial Correspondent.]

WIMBLEDON CAMP, July 8.—The series of matches for which
the Massachusetts rifle team crossed the Atlantic, to con-

test with the English Volunteers, ended with the victory over the
South London Rifle Club at Nunbead range on Friday, July 5, a
series of successes quite unparalleled, and with a majority of point s
in eacn case that calls for an explanation. An unbiased study of
the series of contests, considering that the accuracy of the rifles
are equal, leads to the conclusion that the secret of the success of
the Mnssachusetts team consists in the perfection of their coach-
ing system; this, with the advantage of the quickly adjustable
sight on the Springfield, helped the Americans to pile up totals
far beyond the capacity of the English marksmen with their
Martinis; shooting over a bar for a rear sight, with vertical lines
of white paint put on with a brush or pencil for wind allowances.
The Massachusetts men could so quickly return from two points
of windase to a shot on the true zero for wind allowance, or grad-
uations of one-quarter or half of a point; it was impossible for the
Englishmen to stop aud paint new lines on their sliding bar be-
tween shots, and their mistaken allowances for wind in the vary-
ing currents that were always present in all of the matches
proved their downfall, this is the kernel in a nutshell, from a
rifleman's point of view
First and only practice of the team at Nunhead Range, July 1;

200yds. 500yds. 600yds.
Pvt Farrow 4544454—30 5554455-33 4424425-25-88
Sergt Men ill 3444443-26 4554454-31 2554455 -30— 87
Lieut Edes 4524844-26 3445444-28 5352355-30- 84
Maj Hinman 4445455—31 2542532—23 5552344—28— 82
Sergt Doyle 4414345—28 2443445- 26 4445253-27— 81
Lieut Hussey 4545354-30 2455355-31 4333350-19- 80
Corp Huddleston 5555334-30 2345543-28 2025244—19- 77
Pvt Farnsworth 5433550-24 0452346-22 5535245—29— 75
Pvt Bull ., 5024454-24 3554533-28 2553332—23— V5
Sergt Bull 4444545-30 3234455- 26 0522235-19- 75
Lieut Bumstead 5345445-30 2433334—23 3552403-22— 74
Lieut Johnston 3443234—23 0552523-22 .2204552-30— G5

~332 320 ~291 "943

It will be seen from the above by a close scrutiny of the scores,
the varying conditions of each individual not forty -eight hours
off the deck of an ocean steamer, some having a fine show at the
first range only to get demoralized at the longer distances.
Ten guineas was donated by a prominent member of the South

London Rifle Club for a prize to be competed for by members of
the Massachusetts team. It was decided to divide the money into
five prizes: first $15, second $12.50, third $10, fourth $7.50, fifth $5,
and compete for it at the 200yds. range. Thus it would not inter-
fere with the coaching instructions of the team at the longer
ranges. The winners of the prizes were respectively: Maj. Hin-
man first, score 31; Sergt. Bull second, score 30; Private Farrow
third, score 30; Lieut. Bumstead fourth, score 80; Lieut. Hussey
fifth, score 30. Immediately the ahove scores were finished a
nice lunch was enjoyed by both teams. This seemed to have a
very beneficial effect on the Americans, who proceeded at once to
do the handsome for the team of the Honorable Artillery Com-
pany in real Massachusetts style.

Nunhead Range, July 5:

Massachusetts Team.

200yds. 500yds. 600yds.
Maj Hinman 5454445—31 4445454-30 55-55555-35- 96
Sergt Bull f455545-33 2455553-30 5255555-32— 95
Pvt Farnsworth 5445445-81 5455545- 33 4544552-29— 93
Lieut Edes 5335455—30 5335455-33 3355543 - 28— 91
Lieut Bumstead 4444454 - 29 4535454—30 4355545—31— 90
Sergt Merrill 4443345 -27 4545555-33 5544434—29— 89
Sergt Dovle 5454455—33 4845555-31 3525352-25- 88
Pvt Bull." 5144444-29 5555555—35 2325543 - 24— 88
Pvt Farrow 4454444—2» 2345455—28 3355544—29— 86
Lieut Hussey 4544444 - 29 4455455-32 2055551—25— 8t

. . ,1.1-K • . r:
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Sergt Johnston 3444444—29 5434552—28 4352542—25— 80

363 373 334 1068



FOREST AND STREAM. [July 25, 1889.

Lieut Craig
Sergt, Trask
Major McKerr ill.

Master B Heath..
Capt Smith
Pvt Coleman
Pvt Wells
Pvt D-Jafield
Pvt Foster
Pvt Lowe
Pvt Tulee
Capt Rose

South London Rifle Club.

200yds. 500yds.
5144444—29 4555555 - 34
4455534—3!) 5555355-33
4345545-30 4444545-30
5544444-30 5505553—33
8444444-27 4555542-30

'•• •• ••4-2» 4445535-30
4444454—29 4455545-31

.. .. ..4443334-35 4355544-30
4443453—37 5534354—2!)
4454444-29 5334535—33
2243424 - 21 4354455-30
5444343—2f> 4444455-30

830 338

600yds.
5455553—32— 95

i > -5-27- 90
5443444—38- 88
5433452—35— 88
5554443—30— 87

5533334—26— 86
4554435—30— 85
44835.52—26— 83
3442344-24- 81
4345444 - 28— 79
3523035-21- 77

335 1025

Rank and scores in five matches and one practice shoot of Ihe
Massachusetts Rifle Team in England, 7 shots each range, 200. 500
and 600jds., Springfield muskets:

Points. Average Points. Average
MajHinman 535 89 '„ Lieut Hussey 511 85 l

„
SergtBull 528 88 Corp Huddleston.. 510 85
Pvt Farrow 528 83 Pvt Bull 507 84M>
Lieut Bumstead...525 g&t Lieut Edes... 507 U]4
Sergt Doyle 525 87J4 Pvt Farnsworth. ..497 82<
Sergt Merrill 520 86% Sergt Johnston. ..469 78',,

The Wimbledon meeting opened in a drizzle of rain, still the
plucky marksmen were on hand dressed in all sorts of water-
proofs with which to shed the falling drops. The American team
arrived Saturday evening at. 5:30, and having a camp or double
row of touts to themselves were soon safely housed. Sunday was
enjoyed by a majority of the. team by a visit to London, then up
the Thames by train and boat, dining at Henley, then a visit to
Maidenhead, all under the kind c^re and protection of the Hon-
orable Artillery Company of Londor>. The competitions entered

to get elevations or test the rifles loaned them, 7 shots at 200yds.
and 500yds. being all the experience allowed them, :md this was on
Saturday at a strange range before coming to Wimbledon; thus
it will be seen that their chances for fine scoring were 'very slim
indeed.
In the Alexandra 7 shot* at 500 and 600yds. Mai. Hinman was in

the prize, list with a total of 00, 33 at 500 aud 27 at 600yds. Private
Farrow would also have come in but for a ruling against one of
his shots. A 3 and 5 were shown on the dummy in response to the
fourth shot; the marksman claimed the highest, but only the
lowest was scored, and all amount of prote-t as well as an appeal
to the Council was of no avail, thus this shooter's chances were
ruined, because some other unfortunate accidentally shot on this
target at the same moment. Sergt. Doyle was obliged to go into
the match without having fired but two shots out of the Martini
placed in his hands; these were at pool, and owing to the crowded
state at the firing points of the pool targets, it was impossible to
fire any shots, except by getting in line and waiting for 25 or 30
men to shoot two shots each. It should be rememhered that with
2,300 marksmen anxious to get pool shots, and but 5 pool targets
open, many that are squadded to shoot their matches early mu*t
necessarily be crowded out. This taking up of the Martini rifle
by the members of the team se-ms in a certain sense' to be a mis-
take; it lowers in the eyes of the Englishmen the high regard
now plac ed on the skill of the. Americans; it will give to the Eng-
lishmen iu the coming team matches renewed confidence, a ud as
the new conditions proposed, it will allow them to shoot in their
favorite positions at 2O0yds. range. Their line of reasoning is
that if only one of the American te im can get in the prize list of
the Alexandra, which has a row of 325 prizes, the Massachusetts
men cannot be such wonderful shots after all. This has been over-
heard in quite few instances.
The Springfield musket with the Buffington sight has been ex-

cluded from competing in any of the matches where military
sights or rifles are allowed. Considerable pressure was brought
by many prominent. English marksman on the Council that they
should, as a matter of international courtesy, allow the Spring-
field musket and Burlington sight, as used by the United States
Government, to be sho! by Ihe American team in the matcbes at
Wimbledon especially devoted to the experimental military rifles.
This would simply include matches wherein the English marks-
men us3 their M. B. L. rifles, which are equipped with wind
gauges and spirit levels, this latter very desirable feature the
Springfield musket does n"t possess.

At a rifle meeting in June, at Dun hall. 100 of the leading shots
of the north of Er gland signed n memorial to the Council of the

~\Til i/-»nol Riflp 4 canf-iii timi tv fr, iiorTnit i-l^a A mbim'aa^a

men this privilege. Thereupon the Scottish Rifle Association
preuared and sent to the English N. R. A the following:
"To the Council of the National Rifle Association: We. the under-

signed members of the Council of the Scottish Rifle Association,
respectfully draw your attention to the memorial which has been
signed by the competitors at the Darnley prize meeting, as to per-
mitting the American* to use their regulation Springfield rifles

in M. B. L. competition at Wimbledon, in the terms of which we
heartily concur."
This was signed by James Merry. Col., 3d Lanark, Vice-Chair-

man: J. ST. Smith. Col., 1st L. R. V., Vice-Chairman; William
Thorburn, Major, Captain Scottish Twenty; William Blackwood,
Capt ., 21 Midlothian; John Lennox, Capt., Galloway R. V.; A. R.
King,' Col., 3d (Renfrew) V. B. A. and S. Higbs; A. Mein, Col., 4th
V. B. Cameronians; Harmston Stuart, Col., 2d V. B. Oameronians.
Therefore the Council of the Scottish Rifle Associat ion ''heartily

concur" in the protest ot a hundred of the leading shots in North
that the action of the N. R. A. Council, in this particular matter,
is a breach of international courtesy on their part.
To still further show the interest taken by the English Volun-

teers in this visit, and their desire to show the Americans every
courtesy, the following is an extract from a letter written by Mr.
Lowe, S. M., which was printed in the London Times:
"I submit that the regulation arm of every foreign natiou

should, as a matter of course, and as a matter of international
courtesy, be admitted in the category of experimental military
rifles at Wimbledon. Certainly competitors with Metford, Rigby,
and Fraser M. B. L. rifles have nothing to fear in competing
against the Springfield with its lighter cartridge and inferior
shooting power. The sliding and screw sights are simply two
different mechanical means of arriving at the same result—a dis-
tinction without a difference."
It will be seen that both the English and American rifles are

supplied with a wind gauge sight, but because the American does
not slide exactly in the same manner as the English one it must
be ruled out of all the matches. The fact is, there is but one
match on the. programme in which the Massachusetts men would
care to use their muskets, this is the Steward, 7 shots at 200yds.,
standing position, M. B. L. rifles allowed, all the other matches
devoted to this English M. B. L. with spirit level attachments, is

at the distances of 800, 900 and 1,000yds., at which ranges it. is well
known the 70grs. of powder in the Springfield cartridge cannot
successfully compete with the 90 and lOOgrs. in the English
cartridges.
As a last resort, certain of the Massachusetts men took to the

Wimbledon committee a Springfield musket with the buckhorn
sight of 1879 attached, instead of the Burlington sight, with a de-
sire to use the same iu the M. B. L. match at 200yds. The rifle,

with this sight was finally passed, and it now remains to be seen
what can be done with the Springfield at 2O0yds. against the Eng-
lish M. B. L. with its spirit level and wind gauge on the bar of the
rear sight. The Alfred match, consisting of 7 shots at 200yds.
with the Martini-Henry, was entered by eight of the team. ' At
the finish four were found to be iu thelibt of prize winners: Sergt.
Johnston, score 32, wins £5; Corp. Huddleston, score 31, wins £3;
Major Hinman, score 31, wins £3; Sergt. Bull, score 30, wins £2.
This is the best showing yet made by the team with the English
military rifle.

The Windmill match, which consists of 7 shots at 200 and 500yds.,
will be finished to-morrow. Eight of the team are entered.

F. Akbow.

London, July 16.—The Duke of Cambridge to-day inspected the
Canadians who are taking part in the rifle matches at Wimble-
don. He congratulated them upon their loyalty, which led them
to lake part in successive contests at Wimbledon.
After inspecting the Canadian marksmen the Duke of Cam.

bridge visited the American camp, where he was received by
Lieut. Newton, Major Marion and Private Farrow. Private Far-
row showed him the action of the Springfield rifle, in which he
was much interested. The Duke said ne would urge the Council
to arrange a match between the Americans and a select team of
British marksmen, but it fell through and all the talk at Wim-
bledon was about this failing through of the match between
Massachusetts and the North London Rifle Club teams, which
was to have been shot on Saturday. The London Club raised a

difficulty because the Americans were so well treated in the mat-
ter of conditions.
Private Farrow took a minor prize iu the Albert contest.
Ihe winner of the Queen's Prize in the rifle shooting at Wim-

bledon was Private Reid, of the First Lanarkshire Regiment,
who made a score of 281. Reid's victory delighted the Scotch
riflemen, who invited the Americans to their camp to join in the
rejoicing.
London, July 17—At Wimbledon to-day, notwithstanding a

heavy storm ot rain, bail and thunder, the Massachusetts rifle-men showed the style of their skirmish drill. The whole camp
assembled to witness the maneuvers. The members of the team
were drawn up in a line 600yds. from the target. Thev then
advanced, halting at intervals of fifteen seconds, until thev were
within 150yds. of the target. The firing resulted as fAllows:* Hud-

. "

.

1 *-* •~«"^<"-«^, imo, "w. ach jictiio were niciue. j.ue
rapidity of the fire and the accuracy of the shots excited the
cheers of the spectators.
The Rajah of Kolapore's Imperial Challenge Cup was won by

the Canadian team. The score of the. Canadians was 687 aud that
Of the British riflemen 684. The Canadians also won the Colonial
prize of £80, awarded to the team, exclusive of the. home team,
which makes the highest aggregate score in the competition for
the Kolap .re cup.
[Canada has now won the cup five times-viz., in 1872. 1875, 1881.

1884 and 1889, and the Colonial prize twice—viz., iu 1886 and in
1889. The cup has been competed for since 1.871, and lias on all
other occasions been won by the mother countrv.l
London, July 18.—The match for the Eleho challenge shield

was shot at Winibledmi to-day and was won by the Irish team,
which made a score of 1,689. The English teani scored 1,684, and
the Sco:ch team 1 626.

London, July 19.—The Massachusetts rifle team took part in
the shooting for minor prizes in the Stewards' contest at Wimble-
don to-day. The conditions were seven phots each at 200 yards.
Following are the scores of the winners: Farrow 88, Sergeant
Bull, Doyle and Hinman, 32 each, and Johnston, Merrill and
Bumstead, 31 each. Mr. Lincoln, the United States Minister,
visited the camp of the Massachusetts riflemen, at Wimbledon,
1 hursday, and had a hearty reception. The American team after-
ward visiled the Crystal Palace.
London, July 20.—The American riflemen have gone to Paris.

They have won altogether something like 30 prizes in individual
matches, and will take home double sets of sleevebtittons, indica-
tive of victories.

Springfield, Mass., July 20.—The suggestion that this city wel-
come home the successful Massachusetts marksmen, in which
there is so large a representation, with a banquet and reception,
has met with favor. It is proposed that the victorious team be
persuaded to stop over in the city on their way to Boston. After
a parade and reception, militia and shooting" organizations can
join in giving a banquet to the men who ha ve won honors abroad.
While the last week's experience at Wimbledon has not been as
favorable to the Massachusetts marksmen, they have won all the
matches t hey went to win. They had a hope (bat the national
association would relent and allow the Springfield rifle in the
individual contests at Wimbledon. Thus they took no special
practice with the Martini-Henrv rifle.

BOSTON, July 20.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle Association was held to- dav. and a large number of
riflemen were present, including many militiamen. The shooting
conditions were good, tnere being a light wind from 3 to 10 o'clock.
Mr. Frye won the champion gold medal, and Mr. Munroe won the
gold medal in the 20-shot rest match. Mr. Frye also won the
silver membership badge. Next Wednesday Ihe trap-shooters of
the Association will hold their prize mafnh and sweep shoot.
Following are the scores made to- lay:

Twenty-shot Rest Match.
J R Munroe 11 9 13 10 11 13 12 12 11 12

.^ ,
12 10 9 9 12 12 11 11 11 9-218

S Wilder 11 10 9 10 10 10 10 11 10 9_ 11 10 9 9 10 10 12 9 9 10-199W Thompson 11 10 7 8 8 10 9 9 9 11

T T „ 10 9 10 12 11 10 12 11 9 10-196
JNEames 9 12 11 11 6 9 8 9 10 11889729129 9 10-179

Champion Medal Match.
J A Frye 7 9 6 8 7 8 7 6 « 6-73
C C Clarke 7 86998874 7—73

Victory Medal Match.
CH Eastman 9 8 9 10 7 8 8 6 7 8—80
J A Frye 7 7 9 10 8 7 8 10 6 8-80OM Howard 5 8 7 10 10 8 10 7 6 6-77
E Kelley 4 7 8 9 6 8 10 9 9 6—77AN Mann 7 6 9 4 10 10 6 9 0 0-73
L Anies 8 9 10 6 9 6 7 8 7 U—73
MAlden 6 10 8 10 10 6 8 5 3 5—73
Silver membership badge, won on the following 10 scores by

J N Frye 72 77 7« 73 , 2 75 76 74 79 79
Rest Match.

J R Munroe H Jl 12 11 10 9 9 11 10 19—104
S Wilder 10 12 11 9 9 10 13 11 10 9-104W P Thompson 8 13 10 11 11 9 9 13 12 10—104
A Ballard ]() 10 9 9 11 12 9 11 19 9-100
A S Hunt 11 9 11 10 10 9 10 10 11 8—99

Off-Hand Match.
J A Frye 10 10 5 10 5 8 9 10 6 6- 79
F Daniels 7 5 4 10 9 9 7 10 7 10- 78
51 Alden 5 9 8 6 7 8 6 6 7 10- 72A S Hunt 7 7 9 8 6 7 5 9 5 6- 71
SOMervTlle .. 7 5 7 8 7 8 6 8 4 8- 67LComey 6 4 7 8 10 4 8 7 7 7- 68
P Jones 7 6 6 7 7 6 9 2 8 7— 65
L B Ames 4 9 6 5 6 9 6 9 4 7— 64
F Martin 6 5 5 10 5 9 5 6 5 7— 63
F T West 7 7 5 8 6 3 6 3 8 6— 59

Military Match—200yds.
R J Meroth 3542443445-37 W H Cooper 3243233432-"9
HW Atkins 4334241443-35 WF Buck. 3244323310-28
A T Hatch 3344334443-33 W Renfrew 3434223304-28
D J McGilvray 3444330432-30 GH Wright 3343002344-26

500yds.
E Kelley 4443544555—43 W L Swan 4444443453—88
H R Koehler 5543553553—43 C H Richwood 2423434524-33W Claupein 5445455433—43 W E Phillips 3345322234- 30

600yds.W Claupein 4545553455 - 45 H R Koehler 4434555343-40

NORTHAMPTON, Mass., July 16—The members of the local
militia company are practicing weekly at 200yds. and hope to get
together a good team by fall to take part in the State team
matches at South Framingham. The first team practice took
place July 11 when the following scores were made:
Pvt T T Cartwright. .5455544-32 Sergt Lewis 4444433—26
PvtBusch 5445444-30 Corp Keefe 2433454-25
Pvt Maynard 4544345-29 Pvt G Clark 2444442-24
Pvt Moynihan 4444454— 29 Capt Lovell 4442338—23
Pvt Swift 5324554—38 Lieut Moulton 4422344—22

ST. LOUTS, Mo., July 20—Ten members were present at the last
shoot of the St. Louis Pistol Club. Summerfield won the medal
All shooting is at a 20yds. standard American target. The scores
are as follows:
G Alexander 8 8 9 10 7 10 10 7 8 9-86
AEBengel 8 9 5 9 6 8 10 10 10 10—85
O Neuhaus. 10 9 7 7 9 7 10 10 8 7—84
FAFodde 9 8 9 10 8 10 8 9 9 4-83
S G Dorman 9 9 5 10 8 10 7 8 6 10—82M Summerfield 7 9 9 9 10 5 5 8 10 8—80
J A Lee 5 5 10 8 9 8 10 9 8 7-79W J Lord 10 8 9 7 5 8 7 8 7 10-79W Bauer 8 5 4 8 10 7 8 9 8 6-73W Hettel 9 7 5 7 6 7 6 8 10 8-73
A match between Mohrstadt and Summerfield, members of the

St. Louis Pistol Club; 12J£ standard American target was used:M Summerfield 9 10 9 8 10 8 10 9 10 10-93
10 7 6 10 9 9 9 9 9 10—88968879999 8-82
10 8 7 7 7 8 9 8 10 10-84
6 10 7 8 10 10 8 8 9 8-84-431

E Mohrstadt 7 9 9 8 8 10 10 10 7 7—85
10 10 10 8 10 10 7 9 8 8—90
9 9 10 7 9 9 6 7 10 7—83
9 7 10 8 9 10 9 8 10 10-80
8 10 7 10 6 8 10 8 9 5-82- 430

The team match between Robertson and Copeland, of Cincin-
nati, and Perret and Mohrstadt, of this city, resulted in favor of

the Cincinnati team. A 13^yds. Standard American target was
used. Following are the scores:

C V D Perret 7 7 8 7 10 9 7 7 10 9-818868959 10 9 8-80959 5 7788 5 8-71-232
EC Mohrstadt 9 9 8 9 8 7 9 10 8 ,

6-85
8 9 10 10 9 9 7 8 10 8-88

tj t -[-, , .
10 10 10 10 8 10 9 10 8 9-95-268

g J Robertson c3 95 99-376B Copeland g3 82 90-254
Summary:

'St. Louis. Cincinnati.
July 2 525 July 2 518
{™/ • 495 July 3 543
July 16.... 500 July 16 .30

1,520 1,69]

NIAGARA FALLS, July 20.—The annual rifle competitions of
tne Division ct the Atlantic and Department of the East com-
prising that portion of the United States Army in the country
east ot the Mississippi River, will be held at Fort. Niagara N Ycommencing on Aug. 28, and continuing for a week or ten days!Major W, F. Randolph, of the Third Artillery, will supervise the
competition, and post commanders have been ordered to report
to him before Aug. 12 the names of enlisted men who have been
selected to compete for places on the department and division
teams. Old iort Niagara, where the shoot will tike place, has
attached to it a military reservation ot about 300 acres, and is
large enough to accommodate a batterv of light artillery and aregiment ot infantry. The range is the best in the United States,
and can be used to equal advantage for either rifle or artillery
practice. The regular army competition is held al ternate years,
this being the off year. In place of it there will he a competition
01 distinguished marksmen on Bellevue range, near Omaha be-
ginning Aug. 37. Major Guy V. Henry, of the Ninth Cavalry,
will have charge. Cavalry competitions for revolver and carbine
practice will be held as follows: Bellevue, Neb , Aug. 12; Fort
Leavenworth, Kan., Aug. 26; Fort Wingate, ST. M., Aug. 20.

THE TRAP.
Scores for publication should be made out on the printen bianhi

prepared by the Forest and Stream, ami. furnished., gratis t„ club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with eluh stores are n«r-
heularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs aud managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
July 31.—South Side Gun Club, at Newark, N. J. VY. R, Hobart

Secretary.
July 31. Aug. 1 and 2.—Dakota Sportsmen's Association, at, Ab-

erdeen, Dakota.
July 31 to Aug. 2.—Dakota Territorial Sportsman's Association

Tournament, Aberdeen, Dak. C. Sam V'room, Secretary.
Aug. 7, 8, 9.—Forester Gun Club Tournament, Davenport la

For particulars address J. W. Howard, Davenport.
Aug. 7. 8 and 9.—Forester Gun Ohio Shoot, at Daveupnrt Iowa
Aug. 8.—West End Social Gun Club, of Pittsburgh, Inanimate

Target Tournament, Williams Grove, Cambria county. Pa .lames
Worden, Secretary.
Aug. 13, 14, 15 —Second Tournament of the American Shooting

Association. Boston, Mass.
Ang. 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17—Tournament af Leadville, Col.
Aug. 20, 21, 22, 23.—Second annual tournament of the Keystone

Manufacturing Co., of Corry, Pa. Traps will be pulled bv a new
electric apparatus.
Sept. 17, 18, 19, 20.—Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association's

eleventh annual tournament, Jerseyville, 111.

Sept. 24, 25, 26 and 27.—Fifth Annual Tournament given by A)
Bandle, at Cincinnati; $1,000 guaranteed.
Oct. 8, 9, 10. 11—Middlesex Gun < lub Tournament, Dunellen

N. J. W. F. Force, Secretary, Pla infield. N.J.
Oct. 15, 16 17. 18.—Tournament at live birds and inanimate

targets. J. F. Kleinz, Secretary, 000 couth Delaware avenue
Philadelphia.
Oct. 21, 23, 23, 34 and 25.—Second Tournament, of tho Mercer Gun

Club, at Trenton, N. J. E. G. Updegrove, President.

WORCESTER, Mass., July 19 -The classification series of con-
tests, at Coal Mine. Brook Range, under the ausuicps of the Wor-
cester Sportsman's Club, were continued this week. In the class
score rach man had a possible 30 birds, and in prize score a pos-
sible 10 birds:

1

Class A. Class Sc'e. Prize Sc'e. Class A. Class Sc'e. Prize Sc'eGJRugg 27 1111111111-10 MI). Oilman. 24 0101111101- '',

E T Smith— 2H 1101111111-9 C R B Claflin.24 1101111100- 7
E D Burhank.25 1111110111—9 A S Oilman.. .24 0001111101-6AR Bowdish.24 1110111111-9 E T Snow. . 23 HOIllOOiO- 6
C B Holden.. .23 0111111111- 9 H Colvin 26 1000O11101- 5
E S Knowles. .23 1011011111- 8

Class B. Class Sc'e. Prize Sc'e. Glass B. Class Sc'e. Prize Se'eM A Lintield ...17 1111110111-0 OR Uomian...l3 11Oi)llU000-4W E Johnson. .'JO 0111101011—7 C Forehand ,12 1101001000-4
A B Franklin. 2t 1111001100- 6 F Forehand. . .10 0000000100-1

FLORENCE, Mass., July 16.—Norwcod Gun Club, mat«b at 2ft
Keystones, American Shooting Association rules:
L Gaylor HlllllOUOimnilOOlllH—20
T T Cartwright lllUOtdllOllllllllOOlilO-19
H H Cbilson miUL 0011 IIOIOOOOUU 1-18
FWTwiss IHliMOl 110110110101010111—16
E L Abercrombie 1 1 1 loOUOOO HI 1 11 1 1 ifOOP ill—1

5

Z Foster 1111 1100000 duOOH 1010101—13
E Feiker OOlOOllllOlOlOOUOlOlOlOO—12
Five pairs Keystones:

L Gaylor 1101001111-7 H H Chilson 1010011110-6
F Muttleman 1100101110-6 T T Cart wright .... 100100J 100-4
Twenty b'rds at 25yds. rise:

T T Cartwright 10110111101101110110-14

Practice shoot:
II 1 1 Chilson Ml ill loonOOOOOllllOOOOl 111000101)011100

oonl n i 1 ij 1i1.11 1
11 1001 11 1 000 j j 1 1 :< 101 1101 in 1 001 - 39

Abercrombie OOOOl 1111U1 InijoiuilooiOOilOiii 1 <i] 1, mrui .4* 1 1m 10 19
F W.Twiss . 11110000001 100 H 11001CI 1110101-16
Cartwright U0111 UlOlOOIOOlinoiOllO—15
Mavnard 010001 0 1 B0O1 110 101 10— 9
LWatling U00011101- 6

Mr. Chilson used a 16 and 18-gauge and stood 18yds, with both,
which accounts somewhat for the poor runs he made. He made
a run of twelve straight, which is the largest yet made by any
member of the club. Mr. Gaylor's score is tho best yet made out
of 25 by any member of the club, and the shooting of Cartwright
at 25yds. was fine. The club expect to have a new club house up
by the next shooting day, and will hold a tournament of two
days iu the near future.—Kosmos.

NEWARK, N. J., July 18.—The regular monthly shoot of the
Essex Gun Club was held, to-day at Marion, with a fair attend-
anee for the season, and some good scores were made. The buds
were a good lot, as all birds are wdien Heritage has charge. Two
sweepstakes of 4 birds each were shot previous to regular Shoot,
in which 7 members took part, with a score of 47 kills out of 52.
The club recently elected a newmember from the Hedden farailj

,

Mr. A. E. Hedden, a young man who promises to make it 100 in
the shade for the "vets," killing 18 straight and using second
barrel but four times. Another feature of the shoot, and one. that
created some surprise and much comment, was the use of a
"featherweight" gun, made by Franeatte and weighing 5141ns,. by
O. von Lengerke, who killed 9 out of 10 at 30yds. rise. These guns
are becoming popular, and in the hands of practical men do ex-
cellent work. The diamond badge for the month was carried off
by Frank Class, while the other prizes went to C. M. Hedden,
Class A; A. E. Hedden and Wm. Hughes, Class B, and Henry Bab-
bage. Class C. Score of regular shoot:
O von Lengerke (30)3121201311— 9 Freehe (28) 1110130112—8
Class (30) 1111111111-10 Babbage (26i 2121111110-9
C M Hedden (30). . ..1121211111-10 Morris (26) 1110U3120-8
A E Hedden (28). . . .1111121131—10 Wrightson (26) 0102111101-7
Hughes (28) 1112211112-10 S S Hedden (26) 1111110101-8
Leddy (28) 12102211U- 9 Freeman (26) 1111111001-8
Killed 106 out of 120; average, 883^ per cent.—Foud.

MR. AL. BANDLE announces his fifth annual tournament to
take place at Cincinnati, O., on Sept. 24, 35, 26 and 27. One thous-
and dollars in cash is guaranteed and all surplus monoy to shoot-
ers making the best averages; no pro rata^
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MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. -The monthly sweepstakes tournament
of the Minneapolis Gun Club, held Thursday, July 18, only a fair

number of shooters were present, as a good many were attending
the Crookston tournament. All of our monthly tonrnaments this
year have been held under disadvantages, with a high wind or
rain prevailing, but this last proved an exception, as the weather
was warm and pleasant. On Thursday, Aug. 15, our shooting sea-
son for the year will close, when all ties for badges will bo shot
off. A programme of sweepstakes will be issued and prizes for
best averages will bo given.
No. 1, at 10 singles, entrance SI: Ensign 8. Block 9, Marshall (5,

Osmer 10, Fox 7, Dalton 7, Lawrence 6, Cutter 9. Osmer first, ties

on ft divided second. Ensign third, Fox and Dalton fourth.
Mo 2, at 6 singles aud 2 pairs, entrance $1: Ensign 7, Blot-],- t-,

Marshall 4, Fox 8, Osmer 9, Lawrence (5, Dalton 9, Cutter 8. Os-
mer and Dalton hist, Block, Fox and Cutter second, Ensign third,
Lawrence fourth.
No. 3, at 15 singles, entrance $1.50: Ensign 9, Block it. Ma rshall

9, Osmer 11, Fox 9, Dalton 11, Cutter 10, Lawrence 12. Block first,

Lawrence second, Osmer and Dalton third. Cutler fourth.
No. 4, at 4 singles and 3 pairs, entrance $1: Block 8, Lawrence 5,

Dalton 8, Fox 9, Cutter 6, Marshall ti, Osmer 7, Ensign 7. Fox
first, Block and Dalton second. Ensign third, Cutter and Marshall
fourth.
No. 5, at 10 singles, entrance $1: Cutter 7, Marshall 0, Lawrence.

9, Dalton 10, Fox 7, Ensign 7, Osmer 7, Block 9. Dalton first.

Block and Lawrence second. Ensign third on shoot-off, Marshall
fourth.
No. 6, club badge shoot, at 10 singles and 5 pairs, entrance $2:

Block st minim io io io 11 11-10
Osmer 1111100110 11 10 10 10 11—14
Lawrence llllllOOlt 10 10 11 10 01—14
Dalton 1111111110 10 10 10 11 11—16
Graefe 0001110000 10 10 01 10 10- 8

Cutter 1110110101 10 10 10 10 10-12
Warwick lOlllllllO 10 10 11 11 10-15
Webley 0100011000 10 10 10 10 10- 8

Ensign 1111111111 00 10 10 10 10-14
shott. - ... loomxxno n oi io io n—

n

Jones 1110110011 10 10 00 10 10-11
Goosman 0100100111 10 00 00 10 10- 8
Marshall 0100 11111 00 10 10 00 10-10
Fox 1100011001 11 10 10 00 10-10
Kennedy 1001001101 10 10 10 10 11—11
Brady .

.' Oil) 101011 1 1110 10 10 II) - 12

*Non-members. Ensign senior badge, Warwick junior badge,
Brady amateur hadge. Block and Dalton first, Lawrence and
Ensign secmd on shoot-off. Cutter third, Jones fourth. Block
won first average, $10, with a score of 04 out of 75; Dalton second,
$7.50, with 61; Osmer third, $5, with 58: Ensign and Lawrence
fourth, $2.50, in shoot-oft' with 53. Averages are made up from
total number birds killed in the. six evems.
"Tribune" badge shoot, at 9 singles and 3 pairs, entrance $1.50,

handicap match:
Ensign 011000111 00 00 00— 5 Goosman. .110100101 10 10 11-9
Warwick.. 110011011 10 10 10-9 Kennedy...111101111 10 10 11-12
Murphv. ..100101001 01 11 11— « Fox UlOUOll 1110 10—11
Brady 0001 111 10 10 10 01— 8 Daniels. .. .01010)100 10 10 10- 8

Lawrence.,011100001 It 10 10— 8 Block ... .011111111 11 10 00-11
Cutter 001111101 1110 10—10 Jones 111100000 10 11 10—8
Web ley.... 011 100010 10 10 10— 7 Osmer 011010100 10 1110-8
Marshall ..OUOimn 10 0110—9 Dalton 010111101 111110—11
Shot* ooomon io n io- 9

Kennedy won badge and first money, Block, Fox and Dalton
second, Cutter third, Jones fourth.—L. H.

NEW YORK, July 10.—The Manhattan Gun Club held its regu-
lar shoot to-day at Woodside, L. I., for a gold medal presented by
Mr. Max Lichtenburger.
Bayer - 101010—3 Ma'senholder 100000—2
Hoffmann 101101—4 Lambrecht 100001—2
Hoffman wins gold medal.
Match at glass balls:

Baver 1111101011-8 Lambrecht 1011010000-4
Ho'ffmaun 1 001 000111-5 Roth 1 001000000-3
Maisenholder 1001000110-4
Match at glass ball :

DrVon Ramdoh r ... .011 1 01)1 101-6 Both 101 01 1 ft il n 1-3
Hoffmann 1110101111-8 Eberhardt 1100100110-5
Bayer 1110100000-4
Match at clay-pigeons.

Hoffmann 10,0011101-6 Eberhardt 1100101000 -4
Dr Von Ramdohr. ..U01010091—4 Bayer 1001000110-4
Match at clay- pigeons:

Dr Von Ramdohr. ..1000001001-3 Bayer 1000011100-4
Eberhardt 0101100011-5 -John W. Baveb.

CHICAGO, 111., July 18.- Following are the scores of two in-
dividual matches shot at Mak-saw-ba grounds, July 14. Mr.
Mussey's score of 96 out of 100 is certainly noteworthy. There
was $100 up on this match. The scort: Match No. 1, at 100 live
birds:W P Mussey 13112131111111311111132212121111221111212112211312

21 121111111 0 1 21111111 110012021 1 1 2111 122111B22111H -96GW Randall.... 11. II W I 11 1 11121
2212111 112111211120121011211 U2u01221UO. 002111110-90

Match No. 3, 25 live birds, 30yds., $25 a side:
J P Hayde 0110212121100020212110000-15
C S Wilcox 3102121101111133110301211 -21
Mr. Wilcox aRowed Mr. Hayde 4 birds, and beat him out 3 birds

noth withstanding.
Below are totals of Mak-saw-ba club shoot, June 30, for the suit

of hunting clothes offered by Mr. W. L. Shepard, of the Cumber-
land Club. This was the first shoot of the three for the hunting
clothes. The score at 15 live birds, 30yds. was:
Organ 13 Holden 10
Sheperd 11 Hardy Richardson 13
Mussey 15 Pfeffer , 14
Dick 12 Stephens .10
Wilcox 13 Hayde 11
Watson 14 Murdough 5
Leiter 12 Read 8
liandall 12 Goodman 9
Waldron 8 VanVlimigen 4

E. H.
ST. LOUIS, Mo., July 14.—The Riverside Gun Club held their

regular medal shoot to-day. The attendance was good and some
fair scores were made; 20 bluerocks, walk-around svsfeni:
P6hlman,.ll01imm0llllll0l-17 Haggerty. 1111 1110111111111111-19
Bright.... OlOOmillllllOllllO-15 Silzer... .01000101110111111000-11
Maune. . . .11001110111110111101-15 C Weber. .0010110001101 1111 lln-1

2

E PredockOOOlOOOOOOll 01010101- 7 A PredockOllOilfiUOOOlllOOOl 1—11
Langenb'rllOlllinOlOlOllllll-lB HorstrnanllllOlHOUllOOlllll-16
Meusch. . .11101001110011010111-13 P Weber..011lllimill)mill-19
Scbulz. . . .01110111101111001111-15 Eikhoff . . .11110111110100)10110-14
Pancok . . .11000110011001010010— 9 Lindes . . . .11100001010101101000- 9
Borch'd'g. 1 01110000 11 01 0101101—11 N PredoekOlOmOlOOOOOOllOOlO- 8
Milfeil. . . .11010000101001000111- 9 Rosier. . . .11011101011111101110-15
Kliug 00111101111110111111-15 Sprick. . . .11111101001111100110-14
Mr. Haggerty first medal, Mr. W. Poldman second medal, Mr.

Horstman third medal.—T. M.

HARRISBURG, Pa„ July 27.—The regular monthly shoot of
the West End Social Gun Club came off at the stock yard grounds
July 11, and was won by Mr. C. E. H. Brelsford on the tie shoot-
off, he shooting in very good form and killing his birds ve^-y clean.
The birds were a lively lot and gave the boys the go by somet imes
unexpectedly. Match for gold medal, 13 live birds, 3 ground
traps, 21yds., old Long Island rules:
H B Sboop U01001011-6 Schultz 1111011111—8
Brensinger 1011100101—6 Miller 11110111 1 1—9
Ginther 011 1 001010—5 McKee 1111 111 101-

9

H Bach 01011 1 1111-8 SeUers 000110w.
Marshall 1011111110—8 Wniteman. 1111011010—7
Brelsford 10111 11111—9
Ties on 9 birds, 21yds,, Belsford 5, Miller 2, McKee 3. The club

will give a tournament on August 8, inanimate targets, at Wil-
liams Grove, Pa. Everybody invited. For particulars address
James Worden, SecY-—M. H, B.

NEW YORK, N. Y., July 17.- Emerald Gun Club regular club
shoot at Sea View Park, New Dorp, S. I., 10 live birds, 5 ground
traps, 80yds. boundary. Emerald Gun Club rules, 3 prizes:
Dr Hudson (30yds). .1032011110 - 7 P J Keenan (35) . . . ,1011111101— 8
F Shrader (30) 0212030001— 5 J Measel, Jr (30} . . ,.1110001111— 7
L C Gehering (30). .3110010211— 7 J McConnell (21). . .0010000110- 3N Measel (30) 111120 1

000- 6 G Nowark (25) 1111112000- 7
T J Crystal (25). .. .0111120011- 7 M W Murphv (35). .0112111001— 7
J Howard (21) 0001200101- 4 T P Mac Ke mi a < 25) 1121212111-10
P Butz (30) 0013000101- 4 Col J H Voss (32). ..1030111111— 8H Rubino (25) 2010301100- 5 S McMahon (25) . . . .1101120122— 8
C Grainger (30). . . .2202101210— 7 Dr Leveredge (25) .1 131 111112-10
J Bade (25) 0011110111- 7 T Cody (30) 2021102201- 7
Col. J. H. Voss wins first prize, killing 8 birris at 32vds. Ties on

10 for second, 25yds., miss and out: T. P. MaeKenna 0, Dr. Liver-
edge 1, and won second for the first time. J. Howard third.
Referee, Nicholas Measel; scorer. P. J. Keenau.-T. P. MacKenna
Rec. Sec.

TOWANDA. Pa., July 20.—At a tournament of the Towanda
Rod and Gun Club, held July 4, a Championship County Badge
was shot for, the winner to hold same against all comers for one
year, subject to a challenge on thirty days' notice from any
shooter resident of the countv. The winner was W. K. Bark, of
Athens, Pa., a good shot and honorable sportsman, (n the same
village with Park resides E. W. Davies, a keen sportsman and
fine trap shot. He has probably bagged more woodcock than any
other resident of the county of his age, it being his favorite game
bird, Davies thought he would like to wear the badge a short
time at least aud challenged Park for a shoot, which took place
on the Waverly Gun Club grounds, at Waverly, N. J., 3 traps,
known angles, bluerock targets, American Association rules. 25
birds. Through the kindness of Mr. Park three of his former
opponents of this place were allowed to shoot for the badge at
the same time and place, and Lldo him Up" if they could. A few
sweepstake shoots were indulged in after the regular match.
Entrance. 25 cents. Some of the ties divided, others shot off.

Following are the scores, championship match:
W K Park 1111011101111111101111011-21
E W Davies 1 lol 01100001 01 101 Mill 1 100 -13
A V Rittenbury 0I0001 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 Mltiloi I I0I0-15W FDittrich ,\. .. (K)l 111) 1 1 10101 1 101101 10110— 16
J W Snider 10111 1 10010101 UlGiil 11100-17
First mutch:

Park 111100-4 Dittrich ..011011-4
Snyder 011111-5 Thatcher 011010-3
Rittenbury 101111-5 Davies 111111—6
Second match:

Park 101011—4 Thatcher 111011-5
Snyder 101 111— 5 Davies 101010-3
Dittrich 111)100—a Lang 011010-3
Kitten bury 111010—4
Third match, double :

Park 10 01 10-3 Dittrich 10 10 11-4
Snyder 10 11 01-4 Thatcher 01 10 11-4
Bit ten bury I M0 11-5 Davies 11 10 00 3
Fourth match:

Park 11111-5 Rittenbury 11010-3
Snyder 01110-3 Dittrich 11000 3

Davies 01110—3 W. F. Dittrich.

CLEVELAND, O., July 19.-The badge shoot of the East End
Gun Club to-day brought oiit a large number of shooters, and
some good scores were made in spite of the strong wind blowing
across the range. Twenty-live birds at 18yds. were used. Sheldon
and North tied for the first badge, the former finally winning it

after a hard contest in the shoot off. Wherry won the second
badge. The score:
Phone 111011011111(1110101110110-18
Elford - 11 110110001 01 00101101 1 000—1

3

Henschel - 0 1 00010 n 00! 100 1 0()0( ) 1 10001- 8
Sweetman - lOOlOlOllllOOIUOlOlllOll-ie
Shelden 1110111011111111110111011—31
Shiner 01 1 1 0 1 1 ( 1001 Oil 001 II 10 1 00 100— 1

0

*Elworthy - 1111110111 1101 oluOli 11 101—19
Brockway - 101 11(0 1 1.10101 1101 1 1 10111-19
B King OiloioiouiWllimiloioolli) inW Noff 11 10001.011 1010111 11000011—15W King noiui mi til I(ilu[l11l0lll-18
Harris 11 1 11 101 101 11 10101 1010101-18
P North 1 1 11 10i loin 10111111111111-31
Conger 11 10O101 11 llolnl lUOOUlOl— 6
Maygo II 101.111011011)01 11001)11011—15
Wherry 11010111101111 101111 101 1 1-20
Byrnes. 10011 1 1 10111111 11010:1101—19
*Lewi s 00 1 1 01 1 0 11 0 1 01 00 1 0 1 1 0 1 fKM)- 1

2

Turner 001001111 lOOOOliillOHOlll—14
*Angalon 0111011011011100011111111—18
Bish op . 001 1 10101 1 1 1 1 1 1 101011 1 111- J 9
* Visitors.
The Cleveland Gun Club has accepted the challenge of the East

End Club for a series of three matches, and they will be shot
July 25, Aug. 22, and Sept. 26. The Clevelands requested that the
American Shooting Association rules should govern instead of
Chamberlin rules, and the East Ends have conceded the point.
The shooting will be over three traps.

COBRV, Pa., July 18.—Willie Lew and Blyde stiU hold the
medals, ah hough shooting at 20 and 33yds. rise, and their 31 and 33
out of a possible 25 cannot well be bea'en at that distance. Fol-
lowing are the scores in detail at keystom s, K-vstone rules:
Willie Lew.... - 1111111111111111111101111-24
Blydenburg 1111111111001111111111111-23
Laurie 1111111111110111111111011-23
Austin 1111111011110111011111110—21
H Arnold oi 101 11011111 1 01 11] 11 1 0 i 1—30
Oliver 101101001101 11011 111 11110—18
Dunbar 110111 1 1 10 11 1 0 1 1001 1 1 0011-18
Blydenburg, Jr lllOlllOloniolllOlOlllOl-18
Ward HOlOuM 101

1 0 111] 1110100—17
Swan 011110100101 1100011111101—16
M Arnold 1000110110111010011111101-16
Tyler 11 10001101 U0101001011011 -] 5
Van Vleck 01 1H 1101 101 101 1 oi 0011 1 001 —15
Edwards 10001.1 1 001 1. 1 111] 1 0 1011000—15
Blair 0001 1M01 000 loll 011 111100—13
Berliner 0110 1 000' )1 blO 1 1 1 0 II10001 1—13
Wetmore .1 001 01 001 On 1 01 ill i :0 1 011011—12
G'een 00110 1 1 00000000 1 1] 1 1 10 1 00—11
Starbird 101 1 000 1 0 1 1 u 1 1 0 1

1 IK 1010000-11
Gardner 0110 100 1 0 ltin i 01 0 1 ( )( 1001000— 9
Be ntley 00( )0( ) 1 1 1000 1 001 101 >1 1010100— 8
Marsh 0101000101 MOOOOOIOOOIOOO— 7

GRAND CROSSING, 111,, July 18.—The Audubon Club medal
shoot, at fifteen live pigeons, handicap, 80yds. boundary, Illinois
State rules:W P Mussey (31 yds.) 213112011011112-13
R B Wadsworth (30) 101121010002121—10
J E Price (31 ) 211311111212023-14
H B Fox (30) 111310021 1 12112-13
Chas Morris (30) 310000110112133—10
Chas Kern (31) . 110011221211122-13
Chas S Wilcox (28) 1012122221201)13—12W W Foss (30) 112011 1 10.'11302—12
C W Lapham (30) 202011222123112—13W L Shepard (30) 121 U2012121011—13

EATON, N. Y., j uly 20.—Eaton Sportsmen's Club shoot. Match
at 9 kingbirds, 3 traps, 18yds. rise, shot under National rides:
Richardson 111010110-6 Cole 111U1010—

7

Peet 111101111-8 Briggs 111011111-8
Fryer 001110103-4 Curtis 011010010-4
Match at 15 kingbirds, 3 traps, 18yds, rise, shot under National

rules, for a badge:
Richardson.. ..11100101 1001100- 8 Briggs 100000011111111— 9
Ptet 11 1 111 1111 11111—15 Short 010000000100001- 3
Fryer OOlUOtlOllllll-l 1 Curtis llomoillllOll-13
Cole 111101011101010—10

WASHINGTON HEIGHTS CLUB.-New York, July 20.-A
pigeon shooting match took place this afternoon on the grounds
of the Washington Heights Gun Club, at 167t.li street, near Tenth
avenue, for a purse of $500, the winner taking $300. second $150,
third man $50 and the fourth contestant paying all expenses.
The competitors were C. H. Preyer. Dr. A. B. Amabile, M. Fortu-
nato and C. R. Terwilliger. The conditions were 21yds. rise, both
barrels, at 20 birds, and Preyer easily secured the first prize by
killing 17 out of 23 birds. Terwilliger came next with only seven
misses, and Dr. Amabile was unfortunate enough to earn the dis-
tinction of defraying the day's expenses by missing 15 out of 20.
The score was as follows:
Preyer 01011111011111111111—17
Terwilliger 0 1 1111 1 11011 00 i 0 1 100— 13
Fortunate 10011100011101000100— 9
Amabile •" 00000001000001010110— 5
After the match an open sweepstakes was shot for, with the

following result: Terwilliger 4, Preyer 3, Fortunate 3, Male 3 and
Gutterding 0. The tie for second money was shot off at one bird
each and restilted in tavor of Mr. Preyer.
COAHOMA GUN CLUB.—The brotherhood of sportsmen of

Ciarksdale, Miss,, have organized a club with the stvle and title
of the Coahoma Gun Club with the following roster: T. G. Dabney
President; J. R. Coat, Secretary and Treasurer; J. P. Riley, W.
C. Deavors, A. B. Carruther, Frank McC'roy, W. P. Wildberger
R. H. Wildberger, A. M. Littlejohn, M. M. Daily. J. W. Cutrer,
E. R. Kilpatrick, P. A. Dolan; A. Kirstine, Walter Clark, N. L.
Leaval, W. A. Todd. The objects of the above organization are
those common to similar ones elsewhere, including the promotion
of the preservation of game. We hope to send Fohest and
Stream some good scores on bluebirds, etc.—T. G. Dabney,
President.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub«
lication in the current issue. It is particularly re-
quested that scores be sent us as early as possible.

WELLINGTON, Mass., July 20.—There was a fair attendance
at the grounds of the Wellington Club to-day, and some good
scores were made in lhe silver pitcher match. In this match, at
eight clay pigeons and seven bluerocks, Chase won with a, clean
score of 15. The other scores were: Melcher 13. Savage and
Roxton 12, Moore, Snow and Schacfer 11, Sanborn 10, Bradstreet,

'

Stone, Pomphrey and Baxter 0

In the Merchandise Badge match, Roxton, Bradstreet. Warren,
Melcher and Snow tied with 13 each. The other scores were:
Nichols, Savage and Field 13, Chase, Schaefcr and Savage II,

Pomphrey and Sanborn 10, Stone 9.

The winners of the sweepstakes matches follow:
First event, seven bluerocks—C base and Roxton 7, Melcher,

Snow and Schaefer 6, Sanborn and Savage 5, Bradstreet and Pom-
phrey 4. Second event, eight clay pigeons—Chase 8, Melcher,
Moore and Savage 7, Field 6. Sanborn and Snow 5. Third event,
six clay pigeons—Sanborn, Field and Pomphrey 6, Bradstreet,
COwee, Snow and Roxton 4, Moore, Schaefer and Baxter 4, Stone
and Savage 3. Fourth event, five clay pigeons—Roxton, Brad-
street and Cowee 5, Warren, Field and Nichols 4, Schaefer and
Sanborn 3, Baxter 3. Fifth event, five clav pigeons—Warren,
Savage and Melcher 5, Bradstreet, Cowoo, Baxter and Snow i.
Schaefer 3, Stone 2. Sixth event, six hlnerocks—Roxton 6, Brad-
street 5, Chase, Field and Nichols 4. Warren and Savage 3.

Seventh event, five pairs bluerocks—Schaefer 9, Bradstreet, Field
and Nichols 8, Snow and Chase 7. Eighth event, Ave clav pig-
eons—Roxton and Snow 5, Baxter 4, Moore 2. Ninth event, six
bluerocks- -Sanborn 6, Field and Schaefer 5, Pomphrey 4. Tenth
event, ten clay pigeons—Schaefer, Baxter and Field 9, Pomphrey
and Moore 8, Sanborn, Warren, Nichols and Melcher 7. Eleventh
event,, six bluerocks—Bradst reet, Field and Schaefer 6, R oxford.
Sanborn and Moore 5. Stone, Baxter, Nichols and Savage 4.

CINCINNATI, July 30.—AlBaudle, who is matched to shoot J. L.
Winston a 100 live-bird match at St. Louis, Wednesday, , I ulv 21,
will leave with a delegation of local shooters to-morrow night." He
will stop at Belleville, 111., the guest of the gun club there, and on
Tuesday will shoot at 100 live birds in practice for his big event.
The betting on the result, which was even two weeks ago, has
Bow turned to odds in favor of Bandle, this owing, perhaps, to
the latter's fine shooting in practice the last two weeks. Tin-
shoot will take place at the Compton Avenue Ball Park, and will
be at 100 single live pigeons, under London Gun Club rules, 31yds.
rise, birds to be sprung from 5 ground traps, and the stake to be
$250 a side and expenses. The confidence Cincinnati sheoti rs lay
in Bandle, their champion, will make the aggregate Cincinnati
money number in the thousands. Mr. Edwin Taylor, an old-timer
and experienced live-bird shot, will coach and look out. for Ban-
die's interest on the occasion, and steer him on the way to victory
and the mighty dollars of the hungry St. Louis pigeon-shooters.
Bandle has a hard race before him, but he has had harder ones
and won them, and all the boys here think a victory for him cer-
tain.

SOUTH SIDE GUN CLUBv-Atthe regular semi-annual meet-
ing of the South Side Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., the followiug
gentlemen were elected members of the governing committee:
J. B. Burnett, Oswald von Lengerke, Asa. Whitehead, 1. H. Ter-
rill and W. R. Hobart. The committee elected J. R. Burnette
president and W. R. Hobart secretary and treasurer. Members
on roll 58. The third shoot of the club will he held on Wednes-
day, July 31, beginning at 10 o'clock A. M. Tbe. programme con-
sists of 10 events as follows: 10 clays, 5 pairs clays, 10 bats, 5 pairs
hats, 15 bluerocks, 5 pairs bluerocks, 10 bluerocks, 20 bluerocks.
10 clays, 10 clays. The shooting will be under club rules, and
prizes will be divided into 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent, of the sweep-
stakes. Shooting will goon rain or shine. An invitation is ex-
tended to sportsmen generally.

BROOKLYN, July 19.—The New York German Gun Club, the
majority of whom reside in Brooklyn, combine their shooting
with a good social time. To-day the members held their mid-
summer shoot at Dexler's Park, Jamaica Plank Road. Seventeen
went to the traps to shoot for the gold medal of the club; condi-
tions, 10 birds each, club handicap. F. Pfaender, 30yds. rise,
killed all his birds and won the badge. G. Bocscnecker 7, JT. Sau-
te* 8, J. Schlicht 8, H. Greitner3, F. Frazer 4, G. Goerlitz 9, J.
Lucas 6, P. Hassinger 9, P. Garms, Jr., 9, H. Bouden 7. P. Oa' ins,
Sr., 6, J. CorweinS, Dr. Cantrcll 5, it. Dannefelser 0, P.Klein 7,
F. Ptaeuder 10, J. Haff 7. Referee, Capt. H. Sautt-r.

lnmei[8 to (^orvesyondtntz.

Es^~No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondent*.

C. B. S., Elmira, N. Y.—For seasons see our game columns.

T. P. F. Ayoieb.— If not too bad, a wire scratch brush will
remedy it.

Stamford (Conn.) Rod and Gun Ctt;B.-We have a letter for
the president of this club.

G. C. B., New York.—We know of no yacht with such a name
about New York or Boston.

P. J. F.—For codfish use stoit line, small cod hook, heavy
sinker, and bait with clam, soft crab or menhaden.

W. J. S.—In our Trajectory Tests, the .40-60-210 Winchester gave
for 200yds. range a trajectory of 1.1511in. at 100yd «. No Win-
chester .38 was tried, but a Marlin .38-55-355 gave for the same dis-
tance 11.017in.; a Remington-Hepburn .38-50-330 gave 12,408m.; a
Bullard .38-45-190 gave lS.fifllin.; and a Stevens .38-10-145 -ave
13.588in. See full report of Trajectory Test, price 50 cents.

J. D. B., RoseBe, N. J.—1. Is it against the law to catch trout
and pickerel in Maine during September and October? 2. Is it
against the law to shoot deer, caribou, moose and partridges dur-
ing September and October? Ans. 1. The Maine trout season
will close Sept. 30, except in St. Croix River and tributaries and
in Kennebec county, where it will close on Sept. 14, and in Misci y
and Saccatieu. emptying into Moosehead Lake, Sept. 9, No law
on pickerel. 3. Season for moose, deer and caribou will open
Oct. 1. Partridge shooting Sept. I to Nov. 30 inclusive.

A. J.—The Creedmoor targets are divided into three classes of
the following sizes: 1. Third class, to be used at all distances up
to and including 300yds., target 4x6ft.; bullseye Sin. in diameter,
center 26in.. inner 46in., outer remainder of target. 3. Seco-.d
class, to be used at all distances over 300 to an d including 6u0yds.,
target 6x6ft.; bullseye 32in. in diameter, center 3«in., inner 54in.,
outer remainder of target. Third class, to be used at all dis-
tances over 600yds., target 6x13ft,: bullseye 36in., center 54iti..

inner, square, 6x6ft., outer remainder of target. Bullseye. counts
5, center 4, inner 3, outer 3.

E. A. B.—Will you please inform me whether it is necessary for
a person shooting in the. State of New Jersoy to belong to a shoot-
ing club or game association of that St ate? Ans. The New Jersey
law requires that non-residents of the State shall not fish and
shoot ''without complying with the by-laws of the game protec-
tive societies, organized, or to be organized, under the laws of this
State;" and a penalty of $50 is provided. This is interpreted by
the societies to mean that a non-resident must before fishing or
shooting become a member of one of the societies, and take out a
certificate to that effect; and persons have been arrested for not
doing this; and they have paid their fines on the principle that it

was cheaper to pay than to fight.

M. M. M., Ripley, O.—My pug dog was bred by Mr. ,Tohn Green,
of Liverpool, Eng., and is registered in the A. K. R. No. 5750. My
pug bitch Vixen (A.K.R. 3958) was bred by Geo. Gillivan, West
Jefferson, O.; sire, champion Bradford Ruby; dam. Flossy (A.K.R.
2250). Now, the secretary of the American Kennel Club refuses
to register pups from this pair. He also refuses to register my
dog Christy and bitch Vixen, although the siro and dam are reg-
istered in the A.K.C.S.B., which, according to their first condi-
tion, entitles her to registry. My dog being imported, his sire a nd
dam would not be registered in the A.K.C.S.B., as per Condition
First. But I furnished him the pedigree as given me when 1

bought him, extending back three generations in England, as per
Condition Second. Are they not entitled to registry? Ans. Vixen
is eligible, as her sire i3 already registered. No. 1970, and her dam
also, No. 4450. If , as you state, you have furnished the pedigree
of Christy for three generations, he is also eligible.

Fokest and Stream, Box 3,833, N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Leffingwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to he the best treatise on the subject
extant.
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AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OFMCEUS, 1887-S8.

Commodore: H. C. Rogers ) p£,tu ,.»inv,.,lu.i, nQn
Secretary-Treasurer: Geo. W. Hatton $

Peteiboiougn, Can.

rfce-Com. iJeoi'-Ctom. Purser.
Central Diw.W. R. Huntington. E. W. Hasten T. H. Stryker,

Rome. N. Y.
Atlantic Div.W. P. Stephens L. B. Palmer F. L, Dunnell,

186 Jerolenion St., Brooklyn.
trthern Div. .Robert Tyson S. S. Robinson Colin Eraser, Toronto.
Eastern Div.. J, Arthur Gage A. S. Putnam Ralph F. Brazer.
Applications for memoership must be made to division pursers, accom-

panied by the recommendation of an active member and the sum of 82.00
for entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
the. general A. C. A. camp shall pay $1.00 for camp expenses. Application
sent, to the Sec'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing In any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnished with printed forms ol applicati on by address-
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—J. R. Bartlett, Fremont, Ohio.
Vice-Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago, 111.

Rear-Conimodore- -C. J. Stedman, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Secretary-Sr^asurer—O. H. Root, Cleveland, Ohio.
Executive Committee—C. J. Bousflcld, Bav City, Mich.; T. P. Gaddis, Day

ton, O.; T. J. Kirkpatrick, Sprimrfleld, O.

FIXTURES.
July.

18-29. W.O.A. Meet, Ballast I'd. 'it. Yonkers, Annual, Yonkera.
August.

—. Pequot Meet, Thimble Islands.
7-23. A. C. A. Meet, Sugar Island. St. Lawrence River.

SEPTEMBER.
2. Arlington. Annual, Arling- 7. Puritan, Record Races, No. 5,

ton, N. .3. 14. Ianthe, Annual, Newark..
7. Brooklyn, Annual, postponed.

THE ATLANTIC DIVISION MEET, JULY 13-22.

THE second annual meet of the Atlantic Division was held last
week at the mouth of Cheesequake Greek, on Raritan Bay,

in New Jersey, the camp beginning on Saturday and continuing
through the following week. Last year, the first of the new divi-
sion, no permanent camp was made, a cruising meet being sub-
stituted, but this season it was decided to spend the whole time
in camp. Cheesequake Creek was selected on account of its cen-
tral and easily accessible position, between New York and Phila-
delphia and on the line of the leading railways. The camp site
was located along the side of a high sandy bluff, the tents of the
Brooklyn, Ianthe and Arlington clubs being pitched on the plateau
at the top, the other tents anout the slope and foot, and the canoes
and shore tents along the beach, a stretch of clean yellow sand
and gravil running for miles in either direction. The beach
shelves so gradually that at low water a man can walkout over an
eighth of a mile, but no trouble was experenced in laying out a
very good triangular course for sailing and a straight course along
the snore for paddling. The view from the bluff was very fine,

Perth Amboy perched on a hill a couple of miles away on the
west, the green hills and picturesque shores of Staten Island to
the north, and further away the Lower Bay and Coney Island;
while the races could be viewed to perfect?03.
The camp was formally opened on July 13, by Rcar-Com. L. R

Palmer, of the IanthoC. C.,in the abence of the vice-com.tnodore,
and during the day canoeists came in from all points, a small
steamer being secured to run between Perth Amboy and the camp
each day. A number of canoeists from New Vork and Brooklyn
pitched "their tents and came from the city every night, returning
to business in the morning. Among the clubs repres"nted were
the Arlington. Brooklyn, Bayonne, Hoboken, Ianthe, Crescent, a
new club lately organized at Greenville, on Newark Bay, Knicker-
bocker, New York, Paterson, Red Dragon, Perth Amboy, Hart-
ford and Yonkers. The first part of the week was spent in sailing
and preparing for the races which took place oa Friday and
Saturday, under the direction of Messrs. Schuyler and Quick, the
regatta committee. On Friday Ex-Vice-Com. Stanton reached
camp in his cutter Vandal, but was obliged to anchor well off

shore, the yacht drawing fift. On Saturday he dressed shin in
honor of the occasion. Mr. Vatix sailed down in his canoe yawl
Penguin, while Mr. Cox, of Newark, came in a curious canoe
cutter, a craft of canoe buiid, but with an overhang aft and draw-
ing over 3ft. A number of sneakboxes and a St. Lawrence skiff
made up the list of unclassified boats. Among the new boats
were the Atom, Mr. Vaux's handsome. Evcrson racer, Rear-Corn.
Palmer's new Rushton, Cigarette, a handsome new boat by Wig-
nail, of Philadelphia, modelled after the Fly, and Siren, a verj-
uice specimen of amateur boat building by Mr. O. F. Coe.
The races were held on Friday and Saturday, the weather being

lair and a good breeze blowing on each day. The unlimited sail-

ing was the most exciting ->f all, the three rounds being very
closely contested by Messrs. Forrest and Vaux. There were ten
starters, the course being 4^ miles, the wind fresh N.W. and the
tide a strong ebb offshore by the outer buoy. Mr. Vaux fouled
the flag as he started, coming to the line a little too soon and re-
crossing, being last over except Mr. Palmer, who was very late in
getting away. Dimple led at the start, a free reach, but Atom
worked up through the fleet and nearly caught the leader in the
windward work on the second leg, leading Dimple on the run in.

They came for the buoy at the end of the second round with Atom
a length ahead, hut outside, and as she ^ as compelled to give
room at the buoy Dimple cut in ahead of her, making a neat jibe
and taking the lead on the last round. On the thiid round Atom
was very close to Dimple, but failed to catch her. Ianthe started
so far in the rear that she was not in with the others. She car-
ried 135ft. of sail, much more than any other. Nenemooska sailed
a good race, finishing third. The special cruising race was won by
Mr. Cox in a Canadian canoe fitted for sailing, with decks and
cenferboard. As usual, the large craft and unclassified canoes did
not enter, only three starting. The hu; ry-scurry race was a nov-
elty, all the contestants wading out to the canoes after a foot race
on the beach, there not being depth enoueh to make it necessary
to swim. On Saturday afternoon Mr. J. L, Kearney, of Perth
Amboy, sailed over with a boatload of pretty girls and all the
materials for a clambake, which was held on the beach after the
races.
In the evening the annual meeting was held about the camp-

fire, with Vice-Com. Stephens presiding. The division officers
were elected for the following year as follows: Vice-Corn., M.
V. Brokaw, Brooklyn C. C; Bear Com., Irving V. Dorland,
Arlington C. C; Purser, W. R. Haviland, Yonkers C. C. Executive
Committee, Messrs. Henry La Motte, of Phi ladelphia, and F. W.
Kitchell, of Perth Amboy. A resolution to the Executive Com-
mittee recommending that the number of members necessary to
the establishment of a new division be reduced from 100 to 50 was
introduced by Mr. R. J. Wilkin and carried. The prizes were
presented by the chairman of the Regatta Committee, Mr. Schuy-
ler. Some very good music was furnished by a quartette from
the Yonkers C. C. and the rest of the evening was spent very
pleasantly over some big watermelons. On Sunday a number of
the canoeists started to cruise home and the meet was practi-
cally concluded. It was in every way a success and promises
well for a large A. C. A. meet in the division next year. The full
summary of the races is as follows:
Event L Paddling, Class I.—One and one-third miles:

Scoot L. B. Palmer Ianthe 2

Sybil O. T. Conner Ianthe «

Atom W. L. Dudley Washington 5

Baby Essax G. L. Metze Hoboken 7

Minx W. R. Burling Ianthe - 1

Valesca H. M. Kreamer Red Dragon 3

Dimple No. 3 Ceo. C. Forrest Hartford
Wind Oeo. Douglass Ianthe 4

Event 2. Paddling, Classes II. and III.—One mile:
Brunonia C. D. Cooke Paterson 5

Sybil W. R. Burling Ianthe 1

Atom W. L. Dudley Washington 3
Valesca H. M. Kreamer Red Dragon 4

Thetis D. M. Bond Red Dragon 3

Wind W. F.Marvin Ianthe 6
Event 4. Tandem Paddling— One mile:

Valesca Kreamer and Bond ..Red Dragon 1

Anita Stewart and Conner. Ianthe 3

Naiad Place and Dorland. ..Arlington 3
Event 3. Paddling, Class IV.-One mile:

Dimple No. 3 Geo. O. Forrest Hartford 4
Sybil O. F. Coe Crescent 3
Valesca .... H. M. Kreamer Red Dragon 1

Thetis D. M.Bond Red Dragon 3
Anita O, T. Conner Ianthe 5
Nenemooska . . . . ... Geo. P. Douglass . . Ianthe. Did not finish.

Event 5. Paddling Upset:
Anita H. S. Farmer Ianthe 1
Thetis D.M.Bond Red Dragon 2
Turtle F. Place, Jr Arlington 5
Nenemooska G. P. Douglass Ianthe 4
OSnone Alex. Arnois Red Dragon 3
Event (i. Hurry-scurry:

CEuone Alex. Arnois .Red Dragon
Dimple No. 3 Geo. C. Forrest Hartford 3
Turtle F. Place. Jr Arlington 5
Thetis D. M. Bond Red Dragon
Valesca H. M. Kreamer Red Dragon .3
Atom W. L. Dudley Washington
Nenemooska G. L. Douglass .Ianthe ...1

Anita H. S. Farmer Ianthe 4
Event 1 . Sailing, I Unlimited-Four and a half miles. Time 1.10J4:

Sweetheart Geo. O. Totten, Jr. . ..Unattached
Naiad G. W. Gox ..Newark
Cigarette F. W. Noves Red Dragon
Atom C. B. Vaux New York 2
Ianthe L- B. Palmer Ianthe. ......
Sybil O. T. Coe Crescent
Dimple No. 3 G. C. Fotrest Hartford 1
Lasata G. L. Metze Hoboken
Sea Fox J. Waruecke Hoboken
Nenemooska G. P. Douglass Ianthe 3
Event 2. Cruising Special—Three miles:

Ignaw F. Place, J r Arlington Upset.
Sweetheart Geo. O, Totten, Jr. ... Unattached 2

Lasata G. L, Metze Hoboken
Sea Fox J. Waruecke Hoboken
Cynesca R. Hart Ianthe Upset.
Anita H. S. Farmer Ianthe
Naiad G. L. Cox Newark 1

Thetis U.M.Bond Red Dragon 3
Events. Sailing Upset:

Dimple No. 3 G. C. Forrest Hartford 1

Nenemooska Geo. P. Douglass .Ianthe 2
Sea Fox T Warnecke Hoboken 4
Atom C. B. Vaux New York ,3

Event.4. Sailing Maneuvering:
Neneirooska Geo. P. Douglass Ianthe 0
Brunonia C. D. Cooke Paterson 3
Cigarette F. W. Noyes Red Dragon 2
Dimple No. 3 Geo. O. Forrest Hartford 5

Ianthe L. B. Palmer Ianthe ..4
Atom C. B. Vaux ..New York I
Events. Sailing Unclassified—Three miles:

May E. B. Weed Triton
Anna T. W. Peterson Raritan..
Tadpole H. S. Farmer .Ianthe..
Event 6. Combiued Sailing and Paddling—Three miles:

Nenemooska Geo. P. Douglass ... .Ianthe. ........

.

Cigarette F, W. Noyes .Red Dragon. .

.

Dimple No. 3 Geo. C. Forrest ...... .Hartford
Ianthe .L. B, Palmer i. Ianthe i

1

. ,1
2
4

.... J

PEQUOT CANOE ASSOCIATION.
THE third annual meet will be held at the summer quarters of

the P. C. A., at Rogers Island, Stony Creek, Conn.. 15 miles
east of New Haven, from July 31 to Aug. 10. The programme is

as follows:
Wednesday, July 31.—Making camp and getting settled.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.—Short cruises to neighboring

islands and mainland.
Sunday.—Services at 10:3(1 A.M. by the Chaplain, Rev. A. N.

Lewis, rector of Memorial Church of the Holy Trinity, Westporf.
Monday.—10 A.M. Paddling race, canoes, 1 mile, open race. 11

A.M. Yacht race, by classes, from stakeboat off clubhouse, round
Branford Beacon and return, open race, Herreshoff time allow-
ance. 2:30 P.M. Sailing canoes, unlimited sail, open race, course
fiom stakeboat off club house, round Inner Reef Buoy and re-
turn. 4 P.M. Tug of war, canoes, open race.
Tuesday.—10 A.M. Tandem paddling race, canoes, 1 mile, open

race. 11 A.M. Yacht race, by classes, for members only. Course,
from stakeboat off clubhouse, around Branford Beacon and re-
turn. Seawauhaka allowances. 3:30 P.M. Sailing canoes. Sail
limited to 75sq. ft., open race, course, from stakeboat off club
house, round Inner Reef Buoy and return. 4 P.M. LTpset racp,
canoes, open race.
Wednesday.—10 A.M. Launch race, classes 3 and 3. Course

from stakeboat off club house, round Branford Beacon and re-
turn. Postponed races at any time during the. day. 5 P.M,
tournament, canoes, open to all.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday.—Short cruises and camp life.

Camp-fire every evening during the week.
Class A. cabin sloops, 20ft. l.w.l. and over. Class B, cabin

sloops, under 30ft. l.w.l. Class C, open sloops, 20ft. l.w.l. and over.
Class D, open sloops, under 20ft. l.w.l. Class E. catboats, 20ft.

l.w.l. aud over. Class F, catboats, under 20ft. l.w.l. Class G,
yawls. 20ft. l.w.l. and over. Class H, yawls, under 20ft. l.w.l.

Class K, sharpies. 20ft. l.w.l. and over. Class L, sharpies, under
20ft. l.w.l. Class M, sailing canoes, over A.C. A. limits. Class N,
sailing canoes, within A.C A. limits. Class O, paddling canoes,
over A.C.A. limits. Class P, padlling canoes, within A.C.A.
limits. Class 2, steam launctu s. Class 3, Naphtha launches.
Each boat competing in races must be manned and handled

by the owner or some amateur.
For crew, one man may be carried for every 4ft. of loadline.
Shifting ballast will he allowed only in classes C and D.
No prizes wiU be awarded in any class unless more than one

boat starts.
Programme for Cruise.—Starting from the Thimbles after the

close of the meet. Monday, Aug. 12, Savbrook; Tuesday, New
London; Wednesday, Greeuport; Thursday. Sag Harbor: Friday,
Tuimble Islands; Saturday, disband.
A general invitation is extended to canoeists and cruisers to

join in this cruise.
The committee includes Messrs. W. W. Cornwell, W. A. Borden

and F. P. Lewis.

CORINTHIAN MOSQUITO FLEET.—The following order for
the squadron cruise has been issued by Com. Smith: The Corin-
thian Mosquito Fleet will rendezvous in Echo Bay, New Ro-
chelle, on Saturday morning, July 27, for its first annual cruise.
The start will be at 9 o'clock, attention being called by a gun
from flagship Hyacinth. The run will be to the Dorlon House,
Norwalk Harbor, starboard hand on entering; distance twenty
miles. In the event of the weather proving against making this

port, the fleet will then run to Indian Harbor Hotel, Greenwich,
Sunday the fleet will start at 9:30 A.M., without gun. If the
weather be favorable, the run will be made to George Hotel,
Black Rock. Distance fmm Dori on House, eleven miles. Mon-
day, the start will be. at 8:30 A. M., from a one gun salute from
flagship. The. run will be to Thimble Islands. If the weather
should prevent, after starting, the leading boat will, if possible,

make port at Branford Point, three miles east of New Haven
Light, and the fleet will follow. A prize will be given on each
day's run, to the boat reaching port first (excepting Sunday's
run). Dr. F. M. Wilson will juesent a prize to the boat judged to

be the best all-around cruiser, to he rated thus: Safety 30. com-
fort 30, speed 20, beauty 30; total, 100. At the Thimble Island
further information will he given as to cruise. It is desirous that
the members make an effort, to assemble on this occasion, as it

promises much sport and pleasure. The new club book, just
issued, contains a list of forty-five members, and a fleet of thirty
boats.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlantic Division: W. H. H. War-
ner, Brooklyn; W. J. Wright, Yonkers. N. Y. Northern Division:
John H. Buchanan, Charles Turnbull, and W. J. Milliam, of
Gait; G. F. Benson and F. G. Hamilton, of Cardinal, and Capt.
H. B. Mackey, Kingston.

YONKERS C. C—The annual regatta of the Yonkers C. C.
will bo held on Saturday, there being the usual programme of
races under A. C. A. rules. The races will begin at 2:30 P. M.

faceting.

Stranger—"I say. Johnnie, is it, against the laws to catch
fish in that pond?" Johnnie—'"Yes, sir." ''But there's a
police officer fishing there now. He wouldn't do so if it was
against the law." "Well, it may not be against the State
law to catch fish in that pond, but it's against the laws of

nature, for there isn't a blessed fish in it."— Yonkers States-
man
A 1>

i

'sy Boston Man writes: I uever take up a copy of

Forest and Stream without wanting to ask questions or
make comments on a half dozen points in it: but I am so

busy these things do not get written. Actually your paper
gives me more unalloyed delight and rest and escape from
care than all the others that I take.—A.

FIXTURES.
July.

Miramichi, Miller a nd Call 27. Cape Cod.
Cups. 27, Hamilton, 25ft. Class.

Corinthian. Marblehead. 27. Quaker City Cor., Biverton.
Beverly, Mon. Beach, 3d Buz. 37. R. Can.. 20ft. Class, Toronto.
Bay. 29. Detroit. 2d Pennant.

Monatiquot, Club, Ft. Point. 31. Pleon, Open.
Buffalo, Sweep, to Point Col- 31. Hull, Ladies' Day.

burn, 31. Cedar Point,
AUGUST.

Quincy, Open Race. 17. Beverlv.Marbleh'd. 3d Cham
Buffalo, Club. Buffalo. 17. Hull, Special Outside Race,
Sippican, duo, Marion. 30 and 40ft.
Beverly. Marbleh'd, 1st Cup. 17. American, Around Plum Is-
Lynn. Club, Lynn. land, go as you please.
Gape Cod. 17. Chelsea, Ladies' Day.
West Lynn, 1st Cham., Lynn 17. So, Boston. Mass., Pen. Sail
New Haven, Annual Cruise. off. City Point.
So. Boston, Mass.. 2d Pen,, 19. American, open,
City Point. 19. Detroit, 3d Pennant.

American, 3d Cham. 19, L. Y. R. A., Hamilton.
Dorchester, Open, Club. 21. Pleon. 3d Cham.
Rhode Island, Club Cruise. 21. L. Y. R. A., Toronto.
Pleon, 3d Cham. 34. Lynn, Excursion, Lynn.
New York, Cruise, Rendez- 34. Beverly,Mon,Beach,3d Open.
vous New London. 34. Larchniont, Oyster Boats.

Great Head. Moonlight Sail. 31. Corinthian. Marblehead.
Miramichi, Vice-Com, Stew- 24. Hamilton, 20, 35, 30 and 35ft,

art's Pennant. Class, Whitewings Cup,
Lynn, Ladies' Day, Lynn. 21. R. Can., Skiff Class, Toronto.
Corinthian, Marblehead. 26. L. Y. R. A., Belleville.
Monatiquot, 2d Cham.,Ft.Pt. 20. Rhode Island, Open.-
Buffalo. Annual Cruise. 28. Pleon, Sail off,

Hull, 2d Cham. 39. L. Y. R, A., Oswego.
29. Cedar Point.
31. Beverly, Marbleh'd, 1st Open
31. Sippican, Club, Marion.
31. Hull, Cham. Sail-Off.
31. Quincy, 3d, Cham.
21. CheLea, Club.

-31. Quaker City, Cruise,Ohes- 31. West Lynn. 2d Cham., Lynn.
aneake Bay. 31, So, Boston, Mass., Cham.

Great. Head, Open. Sail off. City Point,
Quincy, Ladies' Day, 3l. B» Can., 20ft. Class, Toronto.

SETTEMB Ett.

Lynn, Open, Lynn. 14; R. Can.; 25ft. Class, Toronto:
Beverly, Mon.Beach,2d Open 14. Corinthian. Marblehead.

14. Lvnn, Club, Lvnn.
14. Hamilton. 30ft, Class.
14. American, Open to all bnafs

onMerrimac River.
14. Chelsea, Club.
14. West Lynn, Sail-off. Lynn.
16. Dorchester. Open, Club.
16. Quaker City, Open.

Beverly, Marblehead, 3d Cup 21. Hamilton. 25ft, Class.
Larchmont, Fall Annual. 31. Beverly. Marbleh'd, Sail Off.
Hamilton, Cruise. 38. Lynn, Club, Lynn.
Miramichi, Miller and Call 28. Buffalo, Club, Buffalo,
Cups. 28. West Lynn, Sweeps, Lynn,

R. Can,, Prince of Wales and 29, Detroit.
Lansdowne Cups, Toronto. 30. Quaker City, Review and

Beverly, Mon. Beach, 3d Buz. Cruise.
Bay. 21. R. Can., Cruising, Toronto.

Monatiquot, Open, Ft. Point 26. Cedar Point,

Cape Cod.
Detroit.
L. Y. R. A.. Rochester.
Monatiquot, Ladies' Day,
Fort Point.

Great Head. Cham. Sail off.

Corinthian. Marblehead.
New York Y. R, A., Open.
Dorchester, Open, Club,
SO. Boston, Mass., Open; City

Point,
Buffalo. 3d Class. Buffalo.
New Ha«en, Ladies' Day.
Hull, 9th Open.

THE YACHT RACE.
BY K. H.

A RATTLING breeze from out the west

Stretches like drumheads ev'ry sail,

Each wave beats like a muffled flail

Upon the glist'ning hulls that breast

The endless droves of tossing manes
Hurrying across the wind-swayed plains.

Haul taut each sheet until it sing^

Like chords of an kalian harp;

Now see the long bows, clean and sharp,

Uueh forward, sped by tireless wings
That cleave their way into the wind
While long waves stretch away behind.

What grander sense of power than this

To feel the sea's strong shoulder pressed

Against the helm, as though 'twould wrest,

It from thy grasp; while salt sprays kiss

The wings that glance across the swells

And scuppers foam like boiling wells.

Ten miles to windward, cross and cross

The white fleet beats toward the mark,
While hemp and cauvas strain. Now, hark

How as the glad waves toss' and toss,

The boll-buoy breaks upon the ear

Its brazen note more tlear and clear.

And now it mounts upon a swell.

Another reach and it's a-lee.

Now swirling in the heavy sea,

The leader turns, with sheets eased well.

And, the next mament, bursts her cloud

Of spinaker athwart the shroud.

Then like some downy, snow-white fleck,.

She's blown across the blue expanse.

The fresh wind seems to pause in trance,

To those who stand upon her deck.

The seas to cease their headlong race

In homage to her matchless grace.

The breeze dies with the setting suu.

But not until the trembling air,

Ruffling the waters here and there,

Has wafted on its chosen one

Across a goal of gleaming gold.

And then the conq'ring pinions fold.

RACING AT MARBLEHEAD.
EASTERN Y. C. ANNUAL REGATTA, JULY 15-16.

IN spite of the great annoyance aud disappointment caused by
the absence of the outer marks on the fiist day of the Eastern

Y. C, annual regatta, the racing as a whole may be considered a
great success, as a good race was made in each class, and the wet
jackets and cold rain of the first day were well paid for by the
glorious weather of the second. The racing may be divided into
four parts—that of the schooners, the larger single-stickers, the
forties and the thirties. From the following list of entries it will
be seen that, as usual, the turnout was but meagre, especially in
the large single-stick classes, only Clara, Alga and Fanita being
present; but the number and exceUence of the smaller heats, as
well as the close matching in the larges t class of schooners, made
the sport most exciting. The entries were as follows, those marked
thus * not starting:

FIRST CLASS - SCHOONERS.

Merlin, Col. W. H. Forbes
Sea Fox, A. Cass Can field

Mayflower F. T. Underbill
Fori una. II. S. Hovuy

SECOND CLASS- SCHOONEBjj.
CEnone, Col. Cochrane 79.60

Quickstep. Fred Grinnell 70.18

*JMaua, J. C.Soley 41.00

Length.
. !'3.45

.91.13
..90.32
...94.25
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FOURTH CLASP—SLOOPS,
Clara, Dr. J. C. Barron 54.00

FHTU CLASS SLOOPS, .

Alga, C. A. Longfellow 51.83
Fanita, T. H. Shepurd 50.,BO

FORTY-FOOTERS.
Verena, J. A. Beebe 47.00
Cliiquita. A. Hemenway 46.88
Gori la, R. P. Carroll... 48.50
*Helen, C. A. Prince 10. 50
Alice, P.P. Wheatland 4T.00
Minerva, C. II. Tweed 10.07
Pappoose, Bayard Thayer 42. HO

SPECIAL CLASS.
Kathleen, W. Whitloek 37. 50
Saracen. W. P. Kowle 30.40
*Elf, VV. H. Wilkinson
Harbinger, J. Ti, Hooper 37.1((
Beetle, Curtis Guild. . . S9.M
*Swordlish. J. B. Paine 1., 20.80
Evelyn, W. I). Small ...

.

*Siva, H. D. Ward
Duchess, Wood Brothers ,

*Orystal. E. J. Andrews
SEVENTH CLASS.

Raniona. "W. N. & W. P. Bray 33.05
*Hilda, C. P. Curtis
The classes and prizes were—For schooners: First Class (over

75ft. w.l.), $350: Second Class, (over 50ft. and not over 75ft. w.l.) $125;
Third Class (80ft, and not over 5uft. w.l.). $50. If three or more
first class schooners complete the course, a second prize of $100
will be awarded.
For sloops, cutters and yawl : First Class (over 70ft. w.l.), $201;

Secoed Class (over Bift. and not over 70ft. w.l.), §150: Third Class
(53ft. and not over 01ft. w.l.), S100; Fourth Class (40ft. and not over
53ft. w.l..), $75; Fifth Class (40ft. and not, over itift. w.l.), $75; Sixth
Class (35ft. and not over 40ft. w.l.), $50: Seventh Class (25ft. and
not over 30ft. w.l..). $50. If five or more yachts in any class com-
plete the course, a second prize of $25 will be awarded.
In addition to the regular prizes offered bv the Eastern Y. C,

through the kiudness of Mrs. A. Cass Canfleld the following cups
were also offered for the best corrected time made by any yaent,
of the Eastern or Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C, provided two or
more yachts complete the course in competition lor each: A cup
valued at $250, tosobooners of the first, and second classes; a cup
valued at $150, to Sloops, cutters ami yawls of tnc first, second,
third, fourth and fifth classes; a cup valued at $100, to schooners
of the third class, and sloops, cutters and yawls of the, sixth class
and smaUer.
Schooners of the third class to be rated at % their actual meas-

urements.
The course was the usual triangular one shown in the diagram in

our last issue, the start in thiB case being made to the S.W. of
Halfway Rock, and the distance being: To S.E. mark, 12% knots;
thence to S.W. mark, 13 knots, and thence to finish, 11^ knots.
The two outer marks were to be floats with ball and flag on each,
the S.W. being set H knot E. of Harding's bell buoy. The full
triangular coarse, 36?4 knots, to be sailed in either direction, ac-
cording to the wind, was for all above fifth class sloops; the
thirties and forties, as well as the 35ft. class, sailing out and back
over one side of the triangle only. The start for the Canfield
cups was timed from the guti, but 5m. was allowed in the start for
the class prizes; the large schooners starting first, the second
class 10m. later, the other regular classes 5m. after them all, and
the special (30ft.) class 5m. later.
Sunday was spent quietly at anchor in Marblehead Harbor, a

fine racing breeze blowing all day, and at evening there was fair
promise of the best, of weather on the morrow. At 4 A. M., how-
ever, a light rain began to fall, with the wind about E. by X.,
gaining m strength to a moderate breeze betore the start and a
lower sail breeze by the miodle of the race. The fleet worked out
about 10 A. M, and was off the start in good season. The signals
on the judges' tug showed the S.E. mark as the first turn for the
triangular course, and the S.W. mark as the outer one for the
smaller classes. All hands were on the watch for a sharp start,
add when the whistle blew at 11:15 the four big schooners came for
the line on port tack, Foi tuna leading, then Mayflower and Sea
Fox, pushing each other, and Merlin last by a minute or two. A
little later the two second class schooners, lEnone and Quickstep,
crossed the line together, the former leading. Clara sailed alone
in her class, out she was matched for the Canfield cup with the
class below. Alga and Fanita. She and Alga crossed side by side,
Clara to windward, while Fanita was a little late. Clara carried
a working topsail, with small club on head and foot, and inter-
mediate jibtopsail. Alga had much more than she wanted in a
clubtopsail and jibtopsail. while Fanita staggered along under a
single big jio. Tne small craft from the forties down started iu
another direction, having the wind so nearly abeam that it was a
question whether spinakers or balloon jibtopsails were wanted,
Alice and Harbinger setting the former and the rest carrying
ballooners or No. 1 pbtopsails.
The schooners were soon lost in the mist, but as they hurried on

Merlin gradually made up her lost ground, and finally caught
the others. Mile after mile was sailed and still no mark nor tug
was found, and after going some 4 or 5 knots beyond the position
of the mark all gave up and started for home, the second class
following their example. Tne three smgle-sticfcers, Clara, Alga
and Fanita, had been making a good race of it, the narrow cutter
gaining on the wider keel craft, while' the centerboard boat was
a poor third. Alga was handicapped by a clubtopsad which she
was sfift'enough to carry, but whicli held her hack. Clara had a
long lead about 10 mifes out, when her topsail sheet parted and
the sail was torn before it could betaken in. An effort was made
to reeve a new sheet, but in a heavy sea it was a difficult matter
and she continued under lo»ver sails. Alga started to lower her
duo to leeward and was soon in a box, with sheet and halliard
started ami the sail careening like a kite to leeward, but after a
time it was safely landed on deck. Fanita held on for about five
miles, making very poor work of it with her big jib, and at last
turned and ran for home. Failing to find the mark and not see-
ing the leaders returning, Clara held on for about 10 miles and
then ran back to Alga, hailing her to the effect that she was going
home, but the words could not be heard on the other boat. Alga
continued for a time, hunting for the mark, and then changed
her course in the direction of the second mark. As soon as tnis
was seen on Clara she too squared away and set spinaker and
working topsail, the new sheet being rove off when before the
wind. She ran for a long time m the neavy rain and dense mist,
until finally Minot's Ledge Light was made out, when she came
on the wind for the second mark. A heavy sea was now running
and the wind was blowing very strong, so the topmast was
housed. Alga was made out some distance inside of her, also on
the wind. The pair sailed thus for a time until the Graves Buoy
was picked up, nothing being seen of the mark for the very good
rea?ou that me tug had not set either raft. It was now late in
the afternoon, and Clara was headed for home, Alga being still
inside of her. The pair beat up past Nahant and Swampseott
Alga coming in a little ahead. On the long leg out to sea Clara
had led Alga by about 10m. in 10 miles.
Thus far no race had been made, but the smaller craft were

more toTtunate, finding the Bell Buoy and turning that in place
of the float, the leaders, Verena and Saracen, eacn losing a little
time in hunting for the proper mark before determining to turn
the buoy. The forties made a close start, Gorilla ahead and to
windward, most of them carrying clubtopsails. Spinaker booms

Verena took the lead. When the lower mark was neared and it
became necessary to take in kites for the beat home, the full
force of the wind became apparent, and the ballooners gave a great
deal of trou ble, getting in the water in several cases. Verena was
first to jibe around the mark, the times being:
Verena 12 56 30 Minerva 12 58 07
Chiquita 12 57 10 Alice 1 02 30
Gorilla .12 57 10 Pappoose 1 (>g 47
Minerva had carried less sail down wind than any of the others

and was fourth boat, a fact that troubled her skipper very little
with 12 miles yet to go to windward in a strong breeze and sea
Just after rounding, Alice lost her owner, Mr. P. D. Wheatland

overboard from the counter, where he was at work on the main-
sheet. As he had on thigh boots and oilers with heavy woolens
beneath his case was very serious in the heavy sea. Those on
board the boat w<-re able to do very little to help him as she came
around the mark in bad shape, but fortunately Pappoose after
leading Alice all the way, had been in trouble near the mark with
her ballooner, so that Alice passed her. Coming up now a line
was thrown from her deck to the struggling man, and he was
drawn on board completely exhausted.
The story of the beat home is a very short one, simplv that

Minerva outsailed the centerboard boats so badly that no one
questions the fairness of her victory, besides which she came
through all right, while two of the centerboard craft, Verena and
Chiquita, were seriously disabled in tne sea, their boards being
injured. Minerva made one long leg to Tinker's Island, then two
short hitches more brought her to the finish, Gorilla. Chiquita
and Verena each requiring three.

If Minerva's victory was a decided and undisputed victory for
the keel cutters, the result in the 80ft. class was no less a point
for the other side, as the two cracks of the class, the Burgess cut-
ter Saracen and the Gardner cutter Kathleen, were badly beat en
by a centerboard eatboat, and iu "cutter weather." Lest the
friends of the saudbagger such as is known about New York and
on all internal waters as a eatboat should be too greatly elated,
we must explain that this craft, though wide, shoal, and with
a board, and by courtesy a eatboat, is really a "morfydite"
sloop, carrying jib, spinaker, and in some cases clubtopsail. The
"Cape Cod eatboat," of which several specimens have la tely been
seen about New York, is in a way the product of the Beverly Y.
C, a part of whose races are sailed on Buzzard's Bay. The si rong
competition has had an effect on the local builders, and under
encouragement of the club such fast craft as Surprise, Harbinger,
Mucilage, Atnla, A. P. E., Gymnoto, Kiowa and Eina have been
produced. These boats, though upward of two beams in length
and of light draft, are necessarily able and seaworthy, on ac-
count of the rough water found where they are most raced. The
rig

x
a cat mainsail set well forward, a large jib set on a long bow-

sprit without stays, a spinaker and a topsail, has very little top
weight compared with a cutter or sloop, "and is very bandy,
though the boats are bard to steer without the jib. Harbinger is

2Sft. l.w.l., plumb stem and square stern, the latter quite wide.
She has a large cockpit and a flush deck forward of it, with a
good cuddy beneath. Sue steers with a wheel. In the last Hull
Y. C. race Harbinger beat Nimbus, a well-known 33ft. sloop, and
one of Shadow's rivals, by elapsed and corrected time; and on
July 4, though handicapped by a collision which cost her a bow-
sprit and sent, her jib under the keel where it fouled the board,
she made a good race. Like most of her class Harbinger is bal-
lasted with stone, which permits of a distribution of the ballast
that is believed by the builders of these craft to be essential to
speed and ease in rough water. She was built by Hanley, the
builder of Surprise and Mucilage.
Ramona, in the 35ft. class, had a walk o%rer, her opponent not

appearing; but five boats started in the 30ft. class, Saracen, Kath-
leen, Evelyn, Beetle and Harbinger. Saracen took the start, with
jibheadcr and second jibtopsail. Harbinger under jib and main-
sail following. Kathleen evidoutly expected to carry a spinakor,
but soon found her error and set a second jibtopsail. Harbinger
tried her spinaker until the boom went in four pieces. Saracen
gained on the run down, all having their hands pretty full in the
heavy sea. Harbinger was next and then Kathleen, a little dis-
tance astern. After passing the Graves till hands turned to in

good season to prepare for the beat home, the cutters housingtop-
masts, which put Harbinger, with small lower sails and no top-
weight, on more than an even footing with them. The times at
Harding's Bell Buov. which was turned in the absence of the
proper mark, were:
Saracen 1 11 20 Kathleen I 55 15
Harbinger 1 11 55 Beetle 1 21 15
Evelyn 1 15 16

On the first long kg home Kathleen began to do better work
and passed Saracen, ruuniug up on Harbinger when near Tinker's
Island, and getting a good berth on the cat's quarter, both stand-
ing inshore on starboard tack. Kathleen and Saracen had to go
on port tack, off shore, to weat her Tinker's island, 1ml t ing into
the heaviest sea of the day, but to their great disgust the cat held
her starboard tack around the island and in smoother witter.
Harbinger finished First, while Katldeen headed Saracen to the
line, but was beaten on allowance. Beetle and Evelyn did not
finish, the former springing her masthead and being towed home.
The full tinrns are as follows, as given last week:

10ft. class.
Start. Turn. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Minerva 11 31 21 12 57 59 2 58 18 3 22 18 3 10 14
Gorilla 11 30 28 12 57 20 2 50 28 3 20 28 3 25 28
Chiquita. 11 31 45 12 57 05 3 04 32 3 34 32 3 32 14
Verena 11 30 49 12 57 00 3 09 33 3 39 a? 3 37 15
Pappoose 11 31 03 1 03 30
Alice 11 31 55 1 (12 25

35ft. class.
Ramona 11 32 41 3 39 45 4 09 45 ....

35ft. class.
Harbinger 11 30 19 .... 3 31 43 3 56 43 3 37 50
Saracen 1L35 40 3 45 49 4 00 09 3 5fi 50
Kathleen 11 35 51 3 34 56 3 59 50 3 ft 05
Beetle Disabled.
Evelyn Not timed.
Minerva wins the cup offered by Mrs. Canfield, the corrected

times being: Minerva 2:19-14, Kathleen 3:41:14.

The disgust and disappointment of the regatta committee and
the yachtsmen over the conduct of the tugboat captain was most
emphatically expressed when all reached the club house, and it is
proposed to sue the owners of the tug for the loss. The club
steamer, with a number of ladies and members on board, w.is out
all day, but nothing in the way of a race was visible after the
start. It was determined to sail the race of the larger boats next
day, and Mr. Bayard Thayer, owner of Pappoose, ottered a special
cup, to cost $100, for the forties to try again for.
During the night the weather again changed, and the morning

was fair and pleasant as any one would wish, with a nice sailing-
breeze from N.W. Again the fleet worked out to Half way Rock
for the. start about 10 A.M., but several were missing. Fanita was
not visible, evidently having enough on the first, day, so Alga had
a walkover in her class, but was matched with Olaia for the Can-
field cup. Of the forties only Verena and Pappoose turned up;
Minerva did not enter in the absence of her owner, but started
for New York; Gorilla's owner had left on the previous evening
before the special race was arranged; Alice and Helen did not
enter, and Chiquita could not raise or lower her centerboard
after the hard race of Monday. Clubtopsails were barred on the
schooners, but Clara and Alga each carried one as thev maneu-
vered about the line. A one gun start: was the order in each of
the classes for the Canfield cups, the regular club prizes being
given for the usual start with 5m. interval. The starting line was
long enough and all conditions favorable, and the start in each
class was very fine. That of the large schooners was by all odds
the best piece of schooner racing seen for a long time, la fact the
present was the only schooner race sailed this year which was
worth looking at from start to finish. The four vaehts crossed
the line together, with an interval of 31s.; while m the second
class the difference between the two boats was but 9s, and with
the singlestickers but 13s.

The course this time was the reverse of the previous day, sail-
ing first to Harding's Bell Buoy and then to the S.E. mark,' a tug;
the two forties being sent off free to the latter m<»rk first. The
steam yacht Oneida was kindly offered by her owner, Mr. E. ('.

Benedict, to the regatta committee, and followed the race closely!
The wind was quite light at the start, blowing W.N.W., with a
little more weight, at times inshore, and very light on the second
leg off shore.
All went over on starboard tack, Sea Fox. Merlin, Mayflower

and Fortuna, in order, Mayflower carrying balloon jibtopsail and
the rest, No. 1 Jibtopsails in addition to balloon inaintopinast-
staysails. Merlin, Oeing to windward on the line, soon drew
ahead, with the Fox on her weather quarter, while Mayflower and
Fortuna were busy with each otner a little astern. The wind was
stronger inshore, and all hugged in close to Nahant, oassing well
inside the Graves. Fortuna and Mayflower luffed out and anally
took the lead of the others, easing off a tittle to make the
mark, which was turned as below, in the second class, Quickstep
had the weather berth at the line and held it for several miles,
stopping all attempts of the larger boat, to pass her to wind ward'
but at last (Enone ran through her lee and left her a little. Clara
and Alga also started close together, the former to windward.
She gained steadily from tue start, the pair taking a direct course
for the mark instead of running inshore with the schooners. The
forties weut off in another direction, sailing lor a tim± with spin-
akers to starboard, but finally Verena lost her centerboard and was
obliged to retire, Papp jose also giving up the race. The times at
Harding's Bell Buoy were;
Fortuna 12 27 02 OEnone 12 50 21
Mayflower 12 38 03 Quickstep 12 62 44
Merlin 12 39 17 Clara 12 57 45
Sea Fox 12 40 43 Alga ] 02 00
After a jibe spinakers were set to port and Sea Fox at once

gained on the leaders, soon taking first place. Quickstep, too,
pulled up, heading (Enone, while Alga loft, on Clara. The times
at the second mark were;
Sea Fox. 2 43 38 Q uiekstep 2 57 30
Merlin ." 2 45 25 (Enone 2 59 08
Fortuna 2 48 33 Clara 3 01 15
Mayflowor 2 53 15 Alga § pi 34
Quickstep had broken the gooseneck of her spinaker boom and

was delayed for a time in setting the sail, but still managed very
handily to pass her rival. The last leg was, as it proved, a little
more than a very close reach for all but Clara, the cutter jam-
ming up for Half Way Rock on one tack, while all the rest made
two and some three. Sea Fox held Merlin over the last leg, lead-
ing herin by less than 2m. Quickstep had the race beyond ques-
tion with an allowance of nearly 12m., but she managed to win on
elapsed time as well by a clever maneuver. Failing again to
pass her to wind ward (Enone ran through her lee and ahead, but,
when the latter had tacked and the pair met again Quickstep
crossed her bows. Both were now very near the lino and Quick-

step could not weather the rock, so she tucked just to windward
of (Enone and sailed along the line, the other not being able to
head her nor willing to go astern. When siie was ready Quick-
step came about and crossed the line, having forced her rival
to keep on a little too far to cross ahead of her after tacking.
Clara had not been held up as closely as shemight have been on the
first part of the kg and had to nip up to weather the rock, but
she cleared it without a tack, Alga just missing ft and having to
make a hitch to get by. The full times wore:

FTIIST CLASS SCHOONERS.
1st 2d Elan- Cor- Canll'd

Start. Mark. Mark. Finish, sed. rected. Cups.
Merlin 1) 15 55 12 30 17 2 (5 25 4 2138 5 05 43 5 01 Mi 5 05 45
Sea Fox 11 15 53 12 10 43 2 43 38 4 19 55 5 011)2 5 0122 5 02 15
May (lower ...1115 58 12 08 01 :i 53 15 I 32 03 5 10 05 5 12 30 5 13 28
Fortuna ....'.It 10 24 12 37 02 2 48 33 4 32 57 510 33 51633 5 1757

SKCOND CLASS SCHOONERS.
(Enone II 27 28 12 50 21 2 59 08 4 45 28 5 20 28 5 20 28 5 0617
Quickstep.... 11 27 37 12 52 44 2 57 30 4 45 0.') 5 20 00 5 08 25 4 5414

FOURTH CLASS SLOOPS AND CUTTERS.
Clara 1130 34 12 57 45 3 0115 4 50 34 5 20 34 5 20 34 5 20 34

FIFTH CI,ASS SLOOPS AND CI "ITERS.
Alga 1130 47 1 02 00 310 24 5 05 33 5 35 33 5 35 33 5 29 28
The last column gives the corrected times for t he Canfield cups,

reckoned from the starting gun of each class. The allowances in
all classes were increased by 14 as the race was sailed at a greater
speed than fi«.£ knots. Sea Fox wins tile class prize, $250; Quick-
step wins the Canfleld cup for schooners, the class prize, S125, and
the Puritan cup for the year, for best corrected time over t he
cdurse for yachts of the Eastern V. C, with rig allowance. Clara
is not enrolled in the club, but sir? makes the best corrected time
over the course after giving (lie rip: allowance to the schooners.
The race was a fair one iu every way, the Marblehead course,
though liable like all others to calms and fogs, is beyond question
the finest and fairest in the country, with a miuumum of tide,
deep water all over it, straight legs and little to break the wind.
Sea Eox won fail ly on her merits, after as fine a race as has been
sailed for a long time. Merlin did well, especially when it is con-
sidered that she, as well as Quickstep, went through that most
trying experience of new satis and gear in a N.W. wind. Mr.
Burgess sailed on her in this, her first race. She is a wooden
craft, designed by Mr. Burgess for Col. W. H. Forhes, and is 112ft.
over all, 90ft. l.w.l., 23ft. Oin. beam, 9ft. 3in. draft, with a center-
board of the usual form, coming up to the deck. She is painted
white and has the fashionable clipper stem and single, nosepole.
The honors of the second class go to the handsome little

Quickstep, a new boat designed by Mr. Burgess for Col. Frederick
Grinnell, and built in steel by Piepgrass. One is apt to be misled
ip judging of the speed of a yacht by the form of her topsidts,
but before tbe race Quickstep attracted the eye at the first glance
as the handsomest iu sheer and t he fashioning of the counter of
all Mr. Burgess's large yachts, and after the race she showed that
she was as fair below as above. She is a centerboard boat, (15ft.

l.w.l., with trunk cabin, deiigned for a fast cruiser, a, very good
type of boat for the purpose, and every way preferable to a single-
sticker of the same size. The sheer is very fair and graceful,
With but a moderate curve, while the counter is cleaner about the
bulwarks than iu any of tne older boats, with a marked improve-
ment in appearance. s 'ie defeated her keel sister (Enone very
easily, in spite of the difference in size, bot h on even as well as
corrected time.
Alga, the rival of Clara for the Canfield cup, is also a keel, one

of the new Burgess 45-footors, With her present rig, though by
no means a small one, she cannot be called a racer in comparison
with tbe latest forties, bur. is a fine type of boat, and it will be a
great pity if the class is ruined by the racing fever and an excess
of sail. Her present sail plan is but little greater than the last
forties, some. 200ft. less than Liris, in fact, if we are correctly in-
formed. Her dimensions are l.w.l. 45ft., beam 13ft., draft 8ft.
Oin. Below she has the best arrangement we have vet seen in
any boat, of her size, a fine cabin with a permanent berth built
in on each side, with closets, bookcase, stove, etc.; a large after
cabin, and ample room forward for pantry, ice chest, galley and
forecastle.
Most of the forties are by this time pretty well known to our

readers, but Verena is a new boat, an improved Nvmph, the
dimensions being the same, l.w.l., 40ft., beam, lift. Sin.", draft Oft.
She is a handsomer craft than Nymph, both above and below
water, and from her sailing thus far a great deal was expected of
her. In the first race she moved very fast in the light air and
held first place until she lost the wind, but in the second race she
did but little, wrecking her centerboard in some way, though it
was not discovered until the following day that anything was
wrong. Her poor performance might be laid to some unusual
accident to the board, but considering 1 hat her sister boat Chi-
quita, built last year, a deeper boat with a smaller board, also
wrecked hers, the most reasonable inference is that in such
powerful craft, with big spars, the centerboard is a serious
element of weakness, and that iu each case it succumbed to the
strains incident to hard racing in a heavy sea. Considering the
character of Minerva's victory over U orilia as well as Verena
and Chiquita, the honors of the race of Monday must go to the
keel, while even making allowance for a fluke on Saturday
Minerva has the Hovey cup and did some good sailing in order
to win it.

Between Saracen and Kathleen there is evidently little to chose:
the former was beaten in New York, on unfamiliar courses and
among strange boats, by the latter, and at Marblehead the beat-
ing was reversed under similar conditions. Saracen is not only a
well-sailed boat, but she is sailed bv a small crew, only six being
allowed in the Corinthian Y. C.;hut this crew has sailed with Mr.
Fowie for a long time iu the old Saracen, and is well used to work-
ing together. Kathleen, on the contrary, has been handled in her
New Vork races by a crew ot feu. brought together this spring for
the first time. The first race was a hard one m every way for the
visiting boat—a tired crew, only a few hours to prepare for the
race after a trying cruise, and a new and perplexing course; hut.
the second race was much fairer. The honors are now fairly even
between the ( wo, and a series of matches would be very interest-
ing; but it is doubtful, though Kathleen will be East for some
time, whether she can command a full racing crew.
The question between the small cutters and the Cape cats is a

very interesting and by no means a simple one. The two types
are so far different that it is difficult to compare them, and it is
also an open question whether they should race as one class. In
weather where the cutters must house topmasts her small sail
plan and light weight aloft is a great advantage, but how it
would be when the deep boats could carry the kites that they are
sparred and measured for is another question; or even what the
result would have been on Monday had the course been a dead
hammer to windward in the sea that was running.
The details of the racing, though in new hands, were this year

very well arranged, and the regatta committee, Messrs. Charles
H. Joy, T. Dennie Boardman, J. S. Fay, Jr., R. D. Sears and
William S. Eaton, Jr., have nothing in the way of blunders or
neglect of duty to reproach themselves with. The measurements
and allowances for all courses were ready in advance, and the
racing throughout was well conducted.

BEVERLY Y. C—Win Regatta, Second Cup Race, Marblehead
July 20.—The club met with the worst and most aggravating
weather on July 20 that it has yet encountered. It, had been blow-
ing hard S. by E. all through the previous day, and during the
night was almost a gale. The day opened with a very strong S. by
E. wind, a pouring rain and a very heavy sea; it seemed certain
to be a repetition of Monday's weather. Onlv the heavy weather
boats put iu an appearance, everybody being soaked, but expect-
ing a good time. Just before the start wind died suddenly to a
dead calm; sun came out very hot. while ugly black clouds threat-
ened a squall. Elf withdrew just before start, and the following
drifted over the line, some with bows to port, others to starboard,
it being absolutely a, flat eal.n: First class, Saracen; second class,
Sword fish and Marguerite; third class, Nerina, Wraith, Kath-
leen and Kiowa: fourth cla38. Dolphin. A breath from N E
caught Nerina, Kathleen and Wraith, and seut them up a trifle
on Swordfish. Marguerite withdrew. Dolphin seemed to gain
on Kiowa, but it turned out that she was anchored and Kiowa
was going stern first. After half the allowed time had ran out
and boats were two-thirds way to first mark, Nerina withdrew,
followed by rest of third class. They held on but failed to make
race on time. If; will he resailed July 20.—X. Y. Z.

NEW YACHTS.—Lawley has finished up all of the spring work
except the Owen 45, which is now in frame awaiting a purchaser
In the big shod is a 28ft. l.w.l. keel cruiser, designed by Mr. Bur-
gess, a strong, staunch and roomy little craft, with good head-
room under a combination skylight and companion. Near her
is a centerboard St), with lead keel, hollow S section and hard
bilge, tUe sheer outline being similar to Mr. Burgess's center-
board forties. Tbe lead keel has also oeen run for a new forty
a centerboard similar to Verena Boyle of East Boston, is busy
with a centerboard jib and mainsail boat for Messrs. Small She
wlU be 24ft. over all and 19ft. l.w.l Williams is busy with a
20ft. catooat for Mr. C. E. Turner, the keeper of the Bug Light.

GREAT HEAD Y. C—The second championship regatta is
postponed from July 17 to Aug. 16,
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MINERVA.

TH E leading feature of this season's racing is the new 40ft. class,
and among the large fleet of new racers that adorn it the

little Scotch cutter Minerva is certainly the most prominent thus
far. The fleet itself, mcludiug twenty yachts of the same length,
none of them over three years old, and all built for speed, has
never been equalled iu the past history of yachting, and while as
yet the racing has not been as hot as it should be, and some
of the boats have failed to enter more than once or twice, it is far
more instructive and conclusive thau iu any class in the past. It
is too toon yet to pick out the ultimate winner, but it is easy to
see that Minerva stands a very good chance for first place at the
end of the season, aDd tuat the boat which will beat her must
begin very soon and sail very fast. Whether or no she proves in
the end to he the fastest of the fleet, she is a most remarkable
craft, and well deserving of careful study by all who are in-
terested in the improvement of our yachts.
Two points about her are worthy of special notice; she repre-

sents < he first serious attempt by a skilled designer to build a fast
boat with a model-ate sail area under American rules; and also
she is in every respect an honest, strong and safe vessel, no sacri-
fice of strength being made for the sake of a gain in lightness.
There have been many yachts in the past on this side of the water
with small sail-, and on the other side the narrow cutters have
carried rigs of very modest proportions, but the whole tendency
of American designers has been toward larger rigs and more
powerful models, the winning boats of one year being simply
larger on the same measurement than those of the preceding
year. This is p'ainly bhown thiB year in such craft as Maraquita,
Tomahawk and Chispa compared with Baboon and Xara of last
stason; to say uothing of Liris, a still more extreme craft. With
the same problem before him as that at which Messrs. Burgess
and Gardner were working, Mr. Fife has sought a very different
solution, and it would seem thus far with complete success. In
place of great beam, 13 to 15ft., he has taken a moderate amount,
10ft. 6iu.; on the same extreme draft, a little over 9ft., he has ar-
ranged his lateral plane in a different form; above the water he
Las been content with a moderate freeboard of about 2«in.; and in
place if 3,100 to 8 000ft. of sail he has taken but 2,700lt. Assuming
that the narrow boats of six or seven beams to length were bad. it
has been the fashion of Americans to jump to the general ron-
clusion that to be fast a yacht must be very wide, at least SJ4
beams, and any one who has dared to insinuate that the new
yachts, from Volunteer to Nymph and Verena, were too beamy,
has been scoffed at as a "cutter crank."
As we have repeatedly pointed out, there is a very wide dif-

ference between the 15ft. beam of Galatea and the 33ft. 3in. of
Volunteer: the 17ft. of Fanita and the 7ft. 2in. of Ulidia; and the
13tt. Bin, to lift Sin. of the new Burgess forties compared with a
narrow cutter of the same length. At the time when the close
matches between the very narrow cutter Clara and the wide
Cinderella were attracting so much attention (in December, 1886)
we puolished a very haudsorne design by Mr. Will Fife of a
moderate Clara, built to race under the New York and uot the
old tonnage rule, and with lift. 4in. beam in place of the 9ft. lin.
of Clara. There can be no doubt that such a yacht would be
very successful here as a racer, to say nothing of her space, ac-
commodation and economy of running, the sail area being about
that of Maraquita or Tomahawk, though she would be 13ft. lon-
gei; but none of our acute yachtsmen or designers took the hint,
it was left for Mr. Fife himself to put the principles of the design
in wood two years later. How successfully he has done it is
proved by Minerva's performances thus far, her merits being
fully conceded by all.

Toe fact that tne new yachts of all classes are too large and
powerful for their length, too deep ,and too heavily rigged, has
been fully recognised by all intelligent yachtsmen and designers
for the last two years, and yet it, never seems to have occurred to
any of them to try a more moderate type of cratt. Proposals in
plenty have been made to change the rules, but no one has
cared to try whtthcr anything but extreme beam and immoder-
ate sail could win under the present conditions. It is more than
likelv that important changes in the rules will be made at the
end of the present season, but in view of what Minerva lias done
and is lik< ly lo do it seems probable that less radical changes
will be necessa ry than were at first contemplated.
As matters now stand, Minerva is as fast as any of her class

under the New York rule, and able to give her time to them, but
this is only half the story. If she were a mere shell or lacing
machine her speed migbt count for little, but on the contrary she
is a remarkably strong and bandy little ship, as her long voyage
across the Atlantic has prov ed. We understand that Air. Fife's
contract called for the delivery of the yactit safely in American
waters, and he evidently proposed to take no risks on light build
or flimsy construction for tbe purpose of winning races. The
frame is of oak, of liberal scantling, with planking lj^in. thicK
of elm, pitch pine and mabegany, the latter from tne waterline
up. Tne planitshcer is of teak, and with the deck is lj^in. thick,
while rhe bulwark is about 5in. high andl^in. thick, capped with
a neat .elm rail. The hatches and deck fittings arc of teak,
and all remarkably neat and shipshape. The channels are ot
steel plate, the bowsprit is fitted with turubuckles and legs so as
f> house in for one reef, as in most American forties. Tne turn-
buckles are small affairs of gunmetal, on the outboard end of the
bowsprit shrauds. The wiudlass is oue of Keid's patent, and the
mastjs titled with Paget's patent mast winch.

If Minerva has somewhat less room below than some of the
overgrown rnonsiers which are comprtssed into a length of 40ft.
on tne Inadline, she has ample and comfortable accommodations,
and all that can be reasonably expected on the length. Entering
the main companion, there is a space 3ft. long, by way of steer-
age, on the port band abieasl the ladder heinga large toilet stand
and bowl, with ruumng water, with linen closet below; while on
(he starboard side is a large water closet. The after cabin has
ample standing room under the deck, and is fitted with two per-
manent berths, besides lockers and closets, making a very cosy
room. The main cabin lias a good breadth to the floor and the
usual arrangement of sofas and cellaret lockers, with closets
above the latter for china, etc. In the center is a swing table,
wivii room to pass on each side. The finish below is inmahogany,
very neat and attractive. The fore part of the boat contains,
l esides the forecastle, a galley, ice cuest and conveniently ar-
ranged pantries, there heing ample headroom from tne stem to
the after bulkhead tor the whole length of the boat. In material
and workmanship, Miuerva will compare favorably wiih any of
tne Ame ie.un forties; while as to her strength and seagoiug
power?, she has stood a test that few of them would care to be put
10, having crossed the Atlantic under her own canvas in thirty
days, from Fairlie, Scotland, to Boston.
We. have heard but. one opinion as to bcr appearance, all eon-

ceding that she is as handsome as any if not the handsomest of
her class, both in hull and rig. She has a very long clipper stem
witn neat figurehead and trailboards, a long overhang aft, but so
nicely proportioned that, it does not appear excessive, while her
sheer is straight forward and moderately curved aft, being fair
throughout, and with no exaggerated features. The freeboard is

low compared with the home boats of the class. The rig Is the
conventional cutter, but with laced mainsail and bar bobstay in
place of the old bobstay tackles. Minerva's cost was probably
about $5,fi00 at her builders, or under $6,000 delivered in New York
or Boston. A 35ft. yacht of similar build and design would cost
about p,!500 and a 30 about $3,000 on the other side.
Our reports ol t he races t£rn= far show what Miuerva has done,

but we quote the following from other journals, whose views
differ from our own on many points, and who certaintly can not
be accused of any partiality for sucb yachts as she. The, Boston
Globe says: '"Minerva was doing. wonderful work, outpointing
anil outiootlug the fleet, and so much so that she crossed the
finish line just 4m. lus. ahead of her nearest competitor. When
Capt. Barr was asked after the race how she did it, he could only
say that she seemed to be faster than the rest and so won."
The Boston lit raid says: '"Minerva was snowing what, she

could do in such a sea and wind. There she was marching out
from tbe others, outwinding and outfooting them all. She car-
ried her sail well, and, although she dragged her boom through
the water at times, this did not seem to stop her. It was a grand
rush, and tbe others were not in it under the severe conditions.
Gorilla was beating Cuiquita, and tne latter was too much for
Verena. Minerva outpointed and outfooted the centerboards.
The order on the way home was Minerva, with Gorilla between
her and Chiqu.ta, Verena holding the leeward position of the
four. Minerva crossed the line a winner, sailed to a handsome
victory by the skillful hand of Capt. Charles Barr. It was no
walkover, gained by chance or luck, but an honest victory, and
one which moans more than a dozen victories gained in light
winds and ffukts.
"Cuiquita and Verena did not do so well as Minerva, and made

one more tack thau she did to reach the finish line. Minerva is a
fast, one, and she showed yesterday that, with her slack bilge and
small beam, sne could carry her sail better than the coarse bilge
and wider beamed boats.
"in summing up the races sailed, a fair judgment would be

that Minerva is a very fast boat and one it will be hard
to beat. Iu strong windH and heavy sea is her best play, and if

she isbeaten.it will be iu light airs. Her record thus far has
been a remarkable one, and she seems to win all the cups that

may be offered in her class, especially under yesterday's condi-
tions."
The Boston Font speaks as follows: "Minerva sailed grandly.

She went through the water very fast, and not only outfooted the
others, but pointed better, and altogether made much hetter
weather. The others seemed to sag to leeward, and made heavy
work in the seaway. Two miles from Harding's, Minerva went
to the lead, which she increased contiunally to the finish. On her
first hitch she made Tinker's Island, and from there only two
short tacks were needed to take her to the line, which she crossed
nearly five minutes ahead. The other yachts could only make
Tinker's Island on the first hitch, and they were obliged to make
three tacks before crossing tbe finish."
The Boston Herald of July 21, in summing up the races, deals

with Minerva as follows: "Coming to the forties, one finds data
and facts to work on. It will not now do to make the unreserved
statement 'that Minerva will show up only in light winds,' as
two most prominent yachtsmen have said, for the facts are
strongly against it, and the result has proved that tbe Burgess or
any other boats have a better chance against Minerva in light
airs than in anything else, as the performance of Verena with
Minerva in the race for the Hovey cup fullv shows. Minerva is a
cutter pure and simple, so are all the other forties, so far as rig
goes, and they are in no particular like the old American sloop.
Minerva is the first 40-footer that Fife has built for American
waters, stir, she beats a fleet of a dozen or more of American de-
sign in the first month of her racing. To say that Fife could not
improve on Minerva would be untair, and not giving him due
credit for his intelligence and experience in building this type of
boat. By the wind, where the centerboard was expected to out-
wind the cutter, Verena and Cbiquita failed, and came out, not
only heaten. but disabled, with broken centerboards and part of
bulwarks on Ohiquila carried away. Close hauled they were
not in it with Minerva. They could not lie so high and were not
so comfortable or easy in a seawav. Verena was crippled on ac-
count of her board, and she was badly managed and handled,
and allowance should be made for this. This much is known,
however, Verena did not fetch as high in two boards as Miuerva
did in one, and Capt. Barr says: "Had not our compass gone
wrong, Minerva could easily have fetched higher thau she did,
because she could have been sailed closer.' The centerboards
suffered with the keel- boats as to breakdowns, for none of the
latter came to grief, while Verena and Chiquita met with mis-
haps. In no item or particular has Minerva an advantage over
our forties more than the rig. On her weight aloft is everything,
aud every extra ounce of weight has beeu done away with. Her
rigging is smaller and weighs less, and still is stronger than the
American forties. She has a comparatively short lower mast,
which measures four feet less from deck to hounds than Mari-
quita. Gorilla or Tomahawk; also a shorter bowsprit, less sail
area and narrower beam. She has a snug lower sail plan, smaller
than on any of our forties, while she has a larger topmast. Take
her mainmast. It is smaller in diameter, her gaff is also smaller,
and her spiriaker pole is very light. Her topmast, though longer,
is smaller than on the American forties. Instead of having a
knife edge on the lead keel, it is very wide at the bottom, and is
full 20in. amidship. The lead keel is not put on parallel with the
rabbet, hut runs diagonally, thus lowering the center of gravity
of the lead keel. Hor mast also rakes aft. She has more outside
lead, with the possible exception of Liris, than any of our boats.
Thus far Minerva has shown up better than any of her class,
though Liris and Tomahawk have yet to be heard from in future
races."
Minerva is likely to sail in most of the races to come and if she

does as well in them as she has thus far she will stand at the top
of class in racing honors.

EASTERN Y. C. CRUISE.

ON Wednesday morning the united fleet of the Eastern and
Seawanhaka clubs sailed from Marble bead for Bar Harbor,

tbe immediate destination being the Isle of Shoals. To enliven
the cruise Mr. Bayard Thayer offered a prize'under the following
conditions:
"A purse of $250 will he awarded the schooner in the first and

second clashes of the fleet, which shall make the best average
record in (he daily runs, with time allowance, according to the
Eastern Y. C. table. During the cruise of the two clubs all yachts
are to sail iu cruising trim and to carry no more than the regular
crew, but a pilot may be carried. Ciubtopsails shall not be used.
The first yacut at the finish Shall anchor, so as to define with the
mark previously agreed upon, the finish line, and shall time all
yachts crossing it thereafter, including the 40ft. class. She shall
show by day uer ensign at the main truck, and at, night her side
lights immediately below her auchor light, the red above the
green. Except as above the conditions shall be governed by the
sailing regulations of tbe Eastern Y. C."
Mr. P. D. Wheatland also offered a cup for the 40ft. yacht

making the best average record. The day was clear and bright,
with a smooth sea, the wind being very light from N., working to
the eastward. About 10:30 A. M. the Nooya, steam yacht, Mr. .1.

M. Sears, ran out of the harbor, in company with Dagmar and
Radha, and anchored off Half-way flock, forming a starting line.
The signal to get under way came from Fortuna, Clara being the
first yacht to leave the harbor. Tbe three forties, Alice, Gorilla
and Pappoose, soon followed; then came Hanniel, steam yacht.
The big schooners Ghana and Dauntless were anchored off the
mouth of the harbor, and both weighed anchor together, but it

was a long time before either gathered way. Gitana finally
worked out, but Dauntless lay across the narrow harbor for half an
hour before she was finally filled away and moving. Meanwhile
the little Burgess schooners, Monhegan and Viator, and the cut-
ters Zigeuner and Medusa passed out, followed by Ruth, Mystery,
Nebula, Vixen, Clytie, Fortuna, CE.ione, Quickstep, Adrienne,
Sea Fox, Crusader and Mayflower. The latter two left the fleet
for the westward. Before the fleet, now in a long line from Mar-
blehead to Half-way Rock, had crossed the starting line, a very
violent storm of rain and hail came up, with thunder and light-
ning in abundance. A small centerboard yacht, the Mist, was
capsized off Egg Rock, sinking and leaving her crow of two to
save themselves by means of cork cushions, while the schooner
Adrienne took a bad knock down, starting for Boston after she
righted to repair damages. After the storm the weather cleared
again and the fleet reached Isle of Shoals safely. Booth Bay was
made on Thursday and Rockland on Friday, the fleet being de-
tained there over Saturday by fog, and only reaching Bar Harbor
on Sunday. Kathleen had stayed behind at Marblehead, but
caught up with the fleet at Rockland.

CAPE CATS AND CUTTERS.
Editor Forest avd Stream:
In looking over your account of Eastern Y. C. race of July 15

you seem to mo unfair to the "big Cape cat Harbinger," when
you say: "But she was inside the islands in smooth water out of
the heavy sea."
Any one who did not see the race would infer from this that

she had smooth water for a large portion of the race. Now, the
facts are, Harbinger is at least 2ft. shorter on waterline than the
others, has no overhang and a much small sail spread. All the
boats ran 13 miles to Hardings over exactly the same course
without any lee whatever, then had to beat back, a long and
short leg.
The first long leg, just J0}4 miles, took them to the outer

end of Tinker's Island, it was entirely open and the same
for all. As the wind was parallel with the coast there was little

or no lee to be had except behind Tinker's Island, which projects
from the shore. Kathleen and Saracen tacKed at outer end of
island, while Harbinger held on through the lee of Tinker's in
smootti water, tacking across the bar at inner end of island.
Now, Tinker's Island is less than one-third of a mile long; Har-

binger had the advantage of the difference between rouga and
smooth water for this distance only. Boats now had to sail three
miles to the rock. Harbinger's starting point being one-third of
a mile nearer shore, but all were off mouth of Beverly Harbor
and none of them under a lee. Saracen and Kathleen tacked
again iu shore, one-half mile beyondTinkers, into the same water
Harbiuger had, but from Tinkers to Half Way all had to meet a
heavy head sea. Harbinger got some advantage no doubt, but
the race was won, bar accidents, long before she parted company
with the others. Harbinger lost her spinaker in run out, getting
it into the water: this did not help her. Fair Plat.

LAs we were too far distant to see the end of the 30ft. race we
were obliged to deper.d on the statements of others. Harbinger's
performance in any case during the whole day was good enough
to stand on its own merits, even though she had been beaten by
the larger boats, aud as it was she would have won on time, even
though she had not headed the cutters at the line.]

DORCHESTER Y. C. CRUISE.—The annual cruise of the Dor-
chester Y. C. began on July 20, the first port visited being Port-
land, where a rase for a £50 cup, offered by Com. Soley, will be
wailed by the fleet of the Dorchester and Portland clubs. The
fleet will spend about 10 days in cruising along the Maine coast
and back.

NEW YORK Y. C.

A MEETING of the New York Y. C. was held on July 18 at Del-
monico's with Com. Gerry in the chair, the following mem-

bers being present: Ex Com. James D. Smith, chairman of the
America's Cup Committee; Sec. J. V. 8. Oddie, Edmund C. Stan-
ton, Frederick B. Fiske, Stephen Peabody, ex-Corn. S. Nicholson
Kane, E. E. Chase, F. W..T. Hurst, John Hyslop, E. S. Auchineloss,
William E. Iselin, R. S. Church, R. Underbill, John E. Brookes,
Edward M. Brown, Cheater Griswold, S. H. Nichols, John M.
Wilson, John H. Bird, J.Frederick Tarns, Robert Inman and L.
H. Smith.
The following report and correspondence was then presented by

the America's Cup Committee: The America's Cup Committee
have the honor to report that the challenge made bv the Royal
Yacht Squadron, on behalf of the Earl of Dunraven for the
America's Cup, has been withdrawn. They herewith submit the
entire correspondence. In their letters of July 16 to the special
committee of the Royal Yacht Squadron, and also to Lord Dun-
raven, they felt 1t incumbent upon themselves to show that the
last statement in the letter from the special committee of the
Royal Yacht Squadron, viz., that "in the event of winning the
Cup they would be compelled to insist upon receiving more favor-
able terms from a challenger than those under which they chal-
lenged," is a clear contradiction of the terms of the deed of gift,
because it gives to the club challenging and to the club holding
the Cup the right to make the match on any terms or conditions
satisfactory to both parties; thereby giving the holder the right
to make any concessions if willing to do so. We therefore submit
that a lamentable ignorance is betrayed as to the nature and
terms of tne deed, or such a statement could not be made at the
very moment that the New York Yracht Club was giving terms
for a match different from those contained in the deed of gift.
With ibis your committee's functions end. We ask to have our
report accepted and the committee discharged.

James D. Smith, Chairman.
J. R. Busii.
RUTHERFORD StUYVESANT.
William Krbbs.
Phillip Schuyler
gouverneur kortrlght.
Elbridge T. Gerry, ex-officlo.
Latham A. Fish, ex-officio.
Archibald Rogers, ex-officio.
J. Fred Tams, Secretary.

New York, July 16, 1889.
Richard Grant, Esq., Secretary Royal Yacht Squadron, London:
Sir: I am duly in receipt of your note of June 27, forwarding

a communication of the same date from the special committee of
the Royal Yacht Squadron appointed to decide any question that
might arise relative to the challenge of tbe Ro.val Yacht Squad-
ron, on behalf of the Earl of Dunraven, for the America Cup,
and I inclose herewith a reply to the same, which please deliver
to the committee. I have the honor to be your obedient servant,

James D. Smith, Chairman.
to the royal Y'ACHT squadron.

New York, July 16, 1889.
Dear Sirs: 1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of

your communication of June 27 last through the Secretary of
the Royal Yacht Squadron, and I note with great regret that von
are unable to confirm the challenge of the Royal Yacht Squadron
on behalf of the Earl of Dunraven for the. America Cup.
The members of the New York Yacht Club and American

yachtsmen generally were looking forward to the contest with
much interest and pleasure, and will be disappointed at this
result.
To correct the misapprehension which appears to exist in the

minds of your committee and to prevent, if possible, the recur-
rence of the same, the committee of which 1 am chairman feel
called upon to refer to the last paragraph of your communica-
tion and to point out to you that, rhe new deed of gift, to the
terms of which you object, expressly provides that "the club
challenging for the cup and the club holding the same may, by
mutual consent, make any arrangement satisfactory to both,
and also any and all other conditions of the match," etc., eo that,
in the event of the Royal Yacht Squadron being successful in
winning the cup, it would not be compelled to insist upon receiv-
ing more favorable terms from a chaUenger than those under
which it challenged, and I trust you wid pardon me for adding
that my committee believe that if opportunity were given other
objections to the new deed of gift would be found susceptible of
easy explanation. I have the honor to be, dear Sirs, your
obedient servant, James D. Smith. Chairman.
To Messrs. Cilarles Baring, John Mulholland, Allen Young,

C. B., Special Committee of the Royal Yacht Squadron,
TO THE EARL OE DUNRAVEN,

New York, July 16, 1889.
My Lord: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter ot the 24th of June last. I have also received a letter from
the special committee of the Royal Yacht Squadron, appointed
to decide any question that might arise concerning the chaUenge
made by them on your behalf for the America Cup.
You are doubtless familiar with the contents of this paper, and

it was with profound regret that I learned from it that the special
committee were unable to confirm the challenge made on your
behalf for the America Cup.
American yachtsmen were greatly interested in the proposed

match, and are much disappointed at the result, especially as at
this period of the negotiations it was entirely unexpected.
The action of the special committee appears to be based upon

objections to the terms of the new deed of gift, and as the only
one of the objections mentioned by them is founded upon a mis-
apprehension, 1 cannot refrain from expressing to you the belief
of my committee that if an opportunity had been offered the diffi-
culties in the way of completing the arrangements for the match
might ha ve, been removed.
As it is, however, the whole matter has come to an end, as have

also the functions of the committee of which I am chairman. I
am, consequently, unable to say anything to you concerning other
races to be sailed.
The entire correspondence will he referred to the New York Y.

C. at a meeting to be held on the 18th inst., and I trust the Bug- \
gestions made by you wiU receive favorable consideration.

I desire to express for myself aud otner members of my com-
mittee the hope that we may have the pleasure of seeing you on
this side of the Atlantic during this summer. I have the honor
to be yours very truly, James D. Smith, Chairman.
To the Right Honorable the Earl of Dunraven.
The report was subsequently modified by substituting for the

sentence following "if willing so to do" the clause "and we fail
to understand their misconception on this point," after which it
was adopted and the committee discharged.
The following resolution, offered by Mr. J. F. Tams, was also

adopted:
RcHulvcd, That the New York Y. C. do not put up a special cup

for competition in a match race with the Valkyrie, as suggested
in Earl Dunraven's letter of Juoe 24, 1889, to the chairman of the
America's Cup Committeo, but that all the club events be opened
to him, and that the Earl of Dunraven be so notified by the sec-
retary.
On a motion of ex-Com. S. Nicholson Kane, chairman of the

Regatta Committee, that committee was authorized to spend $600
for cups as first and secoud prizes, to be raced for during the com-
ing cruise bv single stickers of the 70 and 10ft. classes; after wbich
the following gentlemen were elected: F. L. Osgood, F. P. Sanas,
Henry E. Jones, Wm. H. Holltster, John Mason, Lansing Lamont,
David J. Jackson, W. E. Pearl, John J. Kane, Wm. Butler Dun-
can, Jr., Richard Suydam Palmer, Harry B. Hollins, Hugh Coch-
rane, Paul Eve Stephenson, Fordham Morris, F. M. Jenks, L. W.
Coe, Edmund Warren, Willoughby Weston, Henry A. Bishop, J.
Edward Addicks.

A VERY POOR EXCUSE.-While no one disputes the fairnesa
of Minerva's victories, it, is said by way of excuso that she is in
better form and is better handled than the rest of the fleet. Such
an excuse as this is worse than a beating, and spoaks little for the
skill of tbe skippers on the other forties. Capt. Charles Barr,
who commands Minerva, is a young man who has yet to win his
reputation as a racing skipper, having sailed, we believe, three or
four races in Shona iu the past thr<-e seasons, besides three races
in Minerva this year. There is no doubt that in his hands Min-
erva is kept in perfect shape, but it is too soon for the older and
more experienced men in the other forties to admit that they are
behind the young Scotchman in keeping up or handling their
boats. In the Hovey cup race she was sailed for the first time by
Capt. John Barr, of Clara, and she suffered at the start by setting
her No. 1 jib and large foresail, neither of which had been tried
on her before, and which, even in the light air, made too much
headsail. She also carried a No. 2 clubiopsail at the start, doing
much better later on when it was shifted for a No. 1. Some of
the new boats have been seriously handicapped by the late dates
at which they were completed, but there are others for which no
such excuse can be urged, though not more than three or four of
this year's and last year's boats together are yet in fair racing
form.
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ATLANTIC Y. C. CRUISE.
ALTHOUGH the carefully arranged programme of the Atlantic

Y. C. was not carried out, some important changes being
necessitated by the weather, the cruise was a complete success, a
goodly number of yachts following Com. Hogau's flagship Cav-
alier from Whit estouc to Newport. The original plan was to
rendezvous at Whitestone on July 13, sailing to Black Rock next
day, Saturday, remaining over Sunday, and running to New Lon-
don on Monday, racing to Shelter Island on Tuesday for cups
offered by the Commodore: thence sailing to Stouington on Wed-
nesday, Newport on Thursday and New Bedford on Friday, dis-
banding there. The fleet gathered at Whitestone as per orders
and tailed on July 13 with a light S.W. wind for Black Rock, the
following yacbts being present: Chispa, Gem, Arab, Mabelle,
Fanny, Anaconda, Beatrice, Roainer, Athlon, Republic, Vonitiza,
Concord, Mouette. Cavalier, Fearless and Azalea. The run was
a scrub race, each striving to be in first, though no prizes were
offered. The times of arrival at Black Rock were:
Fanii y— . , 3 53 00 Concord 3 31 00
Azalea 3 58 130 Beatrice 3 23 00
Fearless 2 50 30 Arab 3 34 30
Athlon 3 01 00 Roamer 3 29 00
Cbispa 3 06 00 Polly 3 30 00
Cavalier 3 03 CO Yenitzia ... 3 13 00
Shamrock 3 12 30
The flagship Daphne, of the Larchmont Y. C, with the cutter

Oriva, now owned dy Mr. C. C. Munroe, Nymoh. Curlew and sev-
eral others of the Larchmont fleet were at anchor, being on the
club cruise. In the evening a ball was given at the George Hotel.
Daisy, Stella and Ulga joined the fleet hero. Sunday was spent
in port, service being held by the Fleet Chaplain, Rev. W. H.
Thomas. In the afternoon several of the smallest yachts started
for the Thimble Islands in order to break the long rxin to New
London.
Monday morning brought such a storm from N.E. that part of

the fleet decided to remain at Black Rock, but the little Chispa
was promptly away when the signal was given, followed by Ana-
conda, Fanny, Athlon, Cavalier, Roainer, Azalea and Yenitzia,
The wind and sea increased during the morning until Anaconda,
after reeling, was glad to torn tail and run for Black Rock again.
Concord also had enough, running hack to the anchorage, while
Fanny ran into Bridgeport. The Commodore flndmg the fleet so
scattered put into New Haven and set the wires at work to find
out how many were safe. Only t wo yachts reported from New
London, Athlon and Chispa, the latter a forty, all the rest had
given up and ruu lo leeward for shelter. Athlon held on, though
the weather was far from pleasant, and Mr. Lawton kept his
little ship going under gafftrysail when the big schooners Azalea
and FeaiJess had had enough. The fleet was scattered all alon™
the Connecticut shore, at Black Rock, Bridgeport, Morris Cove,
Thimble Islands, Sachem's Head and New" London, straggling
into the latter port during Monday night and Tuesday morning
after the storm had abated. Cavalier and Azalea had a private
race from Morris Cove to New London, the latter winning. Gem
and Roamer had lost topmasts during the cruise, hut joined at
New London after making repairs. The race to Shelter Island
for the Commodore's cup was sailed on Wednesday, the start
being made at 10:06 A. M. The yachts were close-hauled on the
first leg, making several tacks to weather Plum Island. At times
there was breeze enough to take the topsails off Athlon and Fannv.
The full times of the race were as follows-

SCHOONERS BETWEEN 50 AND 63FT.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Coirect'd.

Azalea 10 14 36 1 31 10 3 06 34 3 08 34
Fearless 10 11 00 1 29 15 3 18 15 3 15 35

SLOOPS BETWEEN 54 AND 7lFT.
Fanny 10 12 50 1 04 50 3 52 00 2 53 00
Athlon 10 13 27 1 23 19 3 09 52 3 08 28

SLOOPS BETWEEN 47 AND 54ET.
Anaconda 10 12 30 1 07 45 2 55 15 2 55 15
Yenitzia 10 13 87 1 51 10 3 37 33 3 36 19
Roamer 10 14 58 1 25 09 3 10 11 3 06 50

SLOOPS BETWEEN 41 AND 47FT.
Concord 1U (39 40 1 48 40 3 39 00 3 39 00
Stella 10 13 43 3 08 24 3 54 41 3 50 48

SLOOPS BETWEEN 35 AND 41-ET.
Chispa 10 07 15 1 15 09 3 07 54 3 07 54
Polly 10 09 13 I 48 42 3 39 30 3 39 22

SLOOPS B2TWEEN 30 .AND 35FT.
Daisy 10 07 55 1 40 41 3 32 46 3 32 46
Beatrice. .10 07 22 1 58 B9 3 51 37 3 51 37

SLOOPS BETWEEN 25 AND.30PT.
Arab 10 09 15 2 04 34 3 55 19 3 55 19
MabeUe 10 08 35 Not timed.
Azalea beats Fearless 8m. 51s., Fanny beats Athlon 16m. 28s.,

Anaconda beats Roamer 11m. 35s., Concord heats Stella 11m. 4Hi.

'

Chispa beats Polly 31m. 38s., Daisy beats Beatrice 18m. 51s., ami
Arab heats Mabelle.
In this, her first race, the keel forty Chispa made a very good

showing with the large centerboard boats.
At 5:30 A. M. on Thursday the fleet was under way for New-

port, i he wind being very light. After noon it dropped entirelv,
and the yachts drifted nearly all night, Roamer, Anaconda,
Fanny. Azalea and several others reaching Newport before mid-
night, and the rest straggling in next morning. A meeting was
held on board the flagship, at which it was decided not to pro-
ceed to New Bedford, as the weather was bad outside, and the
fleet was formally disbanded at Newport. The last event of the
cruise was a race on Saturday from Newport to New London be-
tween Anaconda and Fanny in a strong N.W. breeze. Anaconda
won. Cavalier and some others will go on to Bar Harbor, sev
eral of the yachts have returned to New York, and others are
stiR about Newport and New Bedford.

RHODE ISLAND Y. C. ANNUAL REGATTA.
THE Rhode Island Y. C. sailed a very successful regatta on

July lu, the third annual cnampionship for cups in each
class, as foHows: Class A, the Low cup; Class B, the Flint cup-
Class C, under 24ft., the Anderson cup; each cup to be won three
successive times to become, the property of the winning boats. A
prize was also given by Yice-Com. F. P. Sand, to he awarded to
the yacht in Class A wiunmg under the sail area and waterline
measurement, proposed by Mr. Burgess. The courses were for
Classes A and B from between ju.igts'hoat and signal off club
house, to and around stakeuoat off Gull Point, mouth of Potter's
Cove, leaving same on port, and return to starting point, distance
20 miles; Cla«s O, from between judges' boat and signal off club
house, to and around red spar buoy off Navatt Point, leavm»
same on port, back to starting point, distance 8 miles. All boats
to go on channel sides of buoys, beacons and lighthouses, except
that can buoy 1 mile south of Oonimicut Light, and spar buoy
north of Providence Point, might he ignored. The weather was
clear with moderate N.W. wind, but quite puffy during the race.
Ihe chief interest was in the performance of the new Burgess 40A wa, a yacht similar to Nymph and Verena. She only left Law-
leys's a few days before, and was not yet completed" As she had
neither spinaker nor clubtopsail these sails were barred bv agree-
ment with her rivals. The summary was as foUows:

CLASS A.

a,.,,.
L<

r
ng

!
h - Start. Finish. Elapsed. Correct'd.

Millie 44.10 13 31 45 3 01 07 2 29 33 2 29 22Awa 43.10 13 32 43 3 02 14 3 29 31 3 37 29
Peri S8.06 12 33 35 3 07 43 3 34 08 3 27 06
Mignon 37.07 12 34 08 3 16 37 2 42 29 2 34 19

CLASS B.
Diamond 26.02 12 35 43 3 21 18 2 45 35 3 45 05
Mascot 26.05 13 36 46 3 31 08 2 54 32 2 54 22
„ CLASS C.
Faust 23.03 12 42 20 2 26 40 1 44 20 1 44 30
Victor 23 06 12 40 29 3 32 25 1 41 56 1 41 11
Gladys 23.01 12 40 09 2 27 02 1 46 53 1 44 40
Bessie 21.00 12 40 29 2 27 14 1 46 45 1 46 26
Arnold 18.09 13 40 51 3 36 17 1 55 26 1 50 36
Vision 18.05 12 40 51 2 35 08 1 54 17 1 48 51
Jaunty 17.05 12 40 80 3 49 33 2 09 03 3 02 14
Edna 21.09 13 40 05 2 27 42 1 47 37 1 46 14
Winners- First prize: Class A, Peri; Class B, Diamond; Class

C, V tetor; Sand's prize, Millie. Regatta committee, R. H. CarverOwen L. beach, Frank E. White, M m. G. Brennen.
Peri is an old-style centerboard boat, built by Alonzo E. Smith

and is but 37ft. l.w.i. Under Mr. Sana's ownership she has been
greatly improved, and is kept and raced in excellent form. Awa
was great.lv handftapped by new sails and gear and lack of trial.
Peri would have won the Sand's prize, a handsome pair of marine
glasses, but her owner was the giver of the prize, so it goes to
Millie. The open regatta of the club will be sailed about Aug 27
and will be open to the 40ft. class. Awa will doubtless be in fair
condition by this time, and a race between her and the keel forties
would be very interesting.

GBM HEAD Y O. CRUISE.-On July 13 the fleet of the GreatHead 1. C. visited Marblehead, continuing on the following div
to the eastward.

CANARSIE Y. C—The postponed regatta of the Canarsie Y. C
was sailed on July 30 over a 13 mile course from Canarsie around
the Rockaway Inlet Buoy and rotnrn. The wind was light N.W.
The summary was:

FIRST CLASS.

t, . ,„ „, „ Start. Finish. Corrected.
Kate, W. Tillotson. 3 37 30 5 54 05 3 23 37Va
Peri, W. Sheppard 3 28 04
Amarantha, P. Ketchum 3 39 40 6 00 50
Ethtl, A. KalenbaTh 3 37 20 6 00 47 .. ..

Edda, T. H. Jers 3 37 30
Yucatan, E. X, Kan 3 38 25 2 ft! 55
Cygnet, F. Gallagher 3 40 50 t! 00 30
So So, D. Brinsley 3 38 00 1 56 55
Clara D., W. H. O'Donohue 3 38 00 5 37 00 2 14 02W
Ajax, F. Ketchum 3 38 00 .... ...
Amora, F. Wris -hirg 3 38 0J 5 46 20 3 07 37U

„r . ^ , SECOND CLASS.
Siren, W. A. DeLong 3 42 10 5 50 35 2 03 20
Sardine, H. Righy 3 40 40 5 43 30 1 57 20
Bulkur, F. C. Ninderman 3 41 35 6 00 30 2 18 55

E. H. Brewn, Israel Fisher and John H. Isco were the judges.

RACING AT DUXBURY.-On Jnly 30 the annual Standish
House regatta was sailed in a strong S.W. wind, the times being:

EMST CLASS—10 MILES.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Pearl, II. M. Freeman. . . 17.06 2 04 12 1 21 51
White Swallow. E. M. Watson 18.09 2 20 00 1 20 00
Marion, J. M. Watson 19.03 2 01 50 1 22 10
Hildegarde, W. T. Whitman 19.02 1 57 30 1 17 50

SECOND CLASS—8 MILES.
Carrie B., John C. Dawes 16.03 1 38 30 1 00 34
Ida B., F. H. Pratt 17.02 1 57 26 1 33 01
Kittie, L. H. Delano 15,03 1 57 18 1 19 53
Solitaire, S. C. Winsor 17.01 1 32 25 0 57 53
Mayflower, W Porter , 16.00 1 50 15 1 13 53
Ben Harrison, S. Richards 17.00 1 47 16 1 12 .'36

Myra, \V. Beadle . . 16.03 Not taken.
Henrietta, A. M. Watson, Jr 16.09 1 40 40 1 11 38

THIIUI CLASS— 8 JULES.
Sadie W., W. J. Turner. , , 15. Or 2 01 35 1 23 53
Marie, Frank P. Speare 14.11 Not taken.
Clear the Track, Oscar C. Hunt.. . . 15.04 1 53 35 I 16 19
Josephine, J. Burnes 17.00 3 03 25 1 27 45
Paul Revere. Clarence Smith 16.00 1 53 33 1 33 31
Jessie, I. Morton 15.03 1 53 37 1 16 13
In the third class the. first and second prizes were not declared,

owing to dispute in lncasm-emeur. The judges were John A.
Irwin, Sidney M. Hedges and Wm. .1. Wright.

SOUTH BOSTON MOSQUITO FLEET.—The second champion-
ship race was sailed on July 30 in light and variable winds. The
times were:

PIHST CLASS.

T „ m Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Skipper, J. R. Tufts 14.11 1 21 48 1 31 43
Minnie, ,1. Bertram 15.00 1 24 04 1 34 04
Sprite, H. M. WeUs 15.00 I 34 24 1 24 24
Enigma, J. F. Small 14.04 1 26 10 1 25 26
Victor, C. A. Borden 14.10 1 26 37 1 26 26
Lucy, W. H. Ransom 14.10 1 29 02 1 28 51
Nellie, J. O. Leary 14.11 1 31 02 1 30 57
Nina, J. P. Bullard 14.11 3 00 23 3 00 17

SECOND CLASS.
Grace, F. Borden 12.03 1 41 38 1 38 08
Sadie, F. W. Green 11.11 3 03 48 1 59 43
Baby, J. W. Bragdou 12. H Capsized.
The judges were Messrs. J. S. Barry, M. W. Ransom and W. O

Elliott.

SAVLN HILL Y. C.-The third regatta of the Savin Hill Y C
was sailed on July 20, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.

„ „„ w ^ Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Wbi+e Fawn, W. O. Cherrington.. ..25.01 1 55 00 l 31 45
Merlin, A. O. Peters 33.08 Withdrawn.

SECOND CLASS.
Peri, Frank Driscoll 19 00 1 45 30 1 20 54
Jester, W. H. Besauck 19.03 1 50 30 1 25 55
Petrel, W. Briggs 18.00 1 54 00 1 28 14
Avis, I. H. OdeU 18.09 2 01 30 1 35 17
Siko, A. Mclunes 19.10 2 00 03 1 3* 03
Elsie. W. B. Bild 17.04 2 04 30 1 38 00
The judges were Messrs. R. H. Rice, Frank Driscoll and £. P.

Sharp.

ROYAL CANADIAN Y. C.-Olub race, 25ft, class, July 13.
Courses triangular; start from front of Town Club to south spar
buoy, thence back through west gap past a buov in front of Island
Club; thence to a buoy half WTay between Gooderham's wharf and
east gap. Distance 10 miles. Weather very wet and almost dead
calm at start. Wind, none at start; a slight, breeze from S.W
sprang up at 3:45.

vj-, utaL Elapsed. Corrected.
Mischief, 1. Thomas 3 11 57 3 11 51
Kelpie, L. V. Perenial

3

07 30 3 07 30
Volante, C. Black 3 11 45 3 09 40
Breuda, A. A. Allan 3 57 30 3 54 "7
Winner nrst prize, Brenda; second prize, Kelpie; third prize

Volante. '

NEWBURYPORT RACES.-On Jul v 30 the first of a series Of
races was sailed in a light breeze, the times being.

FIRST CLASS—10 MILES.

„ , _ . n . .. Length. Elapsed. Corercted.
Budge, Rogers & Darland 19.01 1 56 47 1 16 59
Vexer, P. J. Lowe.U 19.10 1 59 13 1 »0 23
Hazard, Pierce & Moody 23.02 1 58 36 1 24 35

SECOND CLASS—8 MILES.
Gem, Wood well & Besse 14.10 2 05 38 1 l

>7 'it
Cuckoo, W. Pitchforth 14.08 2 12 28 1 32 03Maud Did not finish.

THE DOUGLASS YACHTS AND BOATS.-One of the largest
and most comprehensive catalogues of yachts and boats that we
have yet seen is thai of the R. J. Dougiass Co., of Waukegan 111
in which is described every sort of pleasure craft from a twenty
dollar skiff to a fully equipped keel cut fees costing £2,000 and over
besides a large line of steam craft. The firm builds every descrip-
tion of rowing boats, hunting skiffs, gigs, dinghies, racing shells
and barges, besides which it has established an enviable reputa-
tion, especially m the West, for canoes, having introduced some
very good models of its own, a number of them being of a class in
favor on the lakes, from 33 to 40in. beam. The firm has made a
specialty of one class of boat that is a branch of its business
wtich is likely to prove very successful. This is the designing
and building of cruising and racing yachts rcadv for shipment to
any point, the only limit of size being that of the ordinary freight
car. Thf s< yachts are of excellent design, with lead or iron keelsand any rig desired, but mostly the cutter, and are constructed of
the best materials. The smallest size is the 18ft. keel cruiser or
canoe yawl, and the largest stock size is keel cutter 34ft. over all,
27ft. l.w.l., 9ft. extreme beam, 6ft. 6in. draft, 7 tons displacement
aVz ton s ot lead on keel. One member of the firm is a trained de-
signer and a practical sailor and cruiser as well, and under bis
care the mod e'.s of all the boats built are constantlv tested and
improved. W itn new shops and a complete wood-working plant
as well as a large stock of seasoned material the concern is able'
to turn out a far better craft than the average small builder and
at a less cost. The list of steam yachts, screw, sidewheel and
sternwheelers is quite a long one, including all varieties of
launches for hunting, pleasure steaming or working purposes.

INDIAN HARBOR Y. C.-A regatta under the auspices of the
above club will be sailed at Greenwich on Aug. 3, open to the fol-
lowing classes of open boats: First—Jib and mainsail bons 23ft
S?" under 27ft. Second—Jib and mainsail boats 20ft. and under
23ft. Third-Catboats 23ft. and under 27ft. Fourth-Catboats
20ft. and under 23fr. Fifth—Cat boats 18ft. and under 20ft. Sixth—
Catboats under 18ft. (special class). Boats to be classed on theirmean length, i. e., load waterline, to which is to be added one-half
of overhang. The regatta will be sailed under the rules of theNew York Y. R. A., which allow shifting ballast, one man for
every 3lt. of sailing length in addition to helmsman, for crew and
regulate the time allowance by the Herreshoff table. The course
will be from Rockport Point twice around Captain's Island and
return; distance about 10 miles. Suitable cups will be given as
prizes to the winning boat in each class in which two boais start
and a second prize will be given in each class m which five boats'
start. Owners of boats in any class desiring to enter for a sweep-
stake of $25 each, to be sailed for in addition to the regular prize*
are requested to communicate with the committee on or before'
Aug. 1. A fee of §1 must accompany each entrv. Entries will
close at 10 o'clock on the morning of the regatta. Race wiU be
started at 1 P, M. Regatta Committee—Richard Cutwater Henrv
O. Aaten and F. B. Jones, Silleck House, Greenwich, Conn.

" YACHT AND BOAT SAILING."—We have received a copy
ot the sixth edition of this successful work, containing a number
of additions, mostly in the direction of small racing and cruising
craft, such as have become so popular witbin the last few years
both here and abroad. The new British rule on the one hand and
the latest development of yacht designing in America on the
other, have tended to a close similarity of typos, and in the small
clauses at least there is now little difference. Such yachts us
Minima, by Mr. Arthur E. Payne, Madcap, bv Mr. C. I\ Clavton
and the design by Mr. Dixon Kemp for a 5-rater, are not widely
different from the new thirties, such as Saracen and Kathleen in
model. A class of smrll yachts that is this year in great favor in
England, and that would prove equally popular here for young
Corinthians, is shown in the Mid cap, a keel cutler, 21ft Pin 'j w 1
7ft. 3t4in. beam, and oft. 4>4in. draft. These craft, (if w'h'icfi anumber have been built this season, are known by the rather un-
dignified title of "hencoops," owing to the fact that they are all
raced by ladies. They sail about Southampton and are of 2V,
rating, Madcap being allowed 700ft. of sail. Her owner, MissMabel Cox, has won quite a reputation as a successful racer andnow a number of other ladies propose to emulate her. Avery
interesting series of designs by Mr. Watson gives some valuable
details of the double-skin construction, the yacht being a verv
stylish single-bander, of 20ft. l.w.l. and 6ft. 4'/?in. beam, a minia-
ture Thistle in outline and finish. The famous r

l hamc« racing
gigs are represented by the remodelled Ruby and the Mysti rv
the latter a very curious craft with a deep forefoot, and no draft aft'
the rudder being very large. Among the other new designs is one
V,L
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of a very powerful and handsome
H it. gig for rowing and sailing, a class of boat that is adapted for
pleasure or racing use in all inland waters. The older portion of
the book has been revised and brought down to the present date.

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C.-The new club book of
the Seawan haka Corinthian Y. C. shows a membership of 310, and
a. fle< t ot 138 yachts, including 23 steamers, 27 schootn rs.32 decked
keel yachts, 37 decked centerboard yachts, and SO open yachtsAmong other interesting matter the book contains the new
routine for colors, salutes, etc., and a valuable article bv Fleet
Surgeon J. West Roosevelt, on the treatment of rmdical and
surgical emergencies ou yachts. The private signals arc this
year for the nrst time arranged on a new and verv convenient
plan, being grouped together by their colors instead or alpha bet-
lcaUy.

JP*2P&i$ July 19 at 2:30 RM- tne steel schooner Yampa,
Mr. C. W. Chapin, anchored oil Sta ten Island after a voyage of
33 days from Havre, the wind being very light and ahead most of
the time, lbe run across was made in bettor time, 9 days fromNew York to Fayal, whence she proceeded to St. Michaels and
Madeira, making.tbe run from the latter port to Cadiz, in 52 hours
logging am knots in 34 hours. Mr. Cbapin and his two young
daughters visited Paris from Cadiz rejoining the yacht at Havre
for the return. Yampa is commanded by Oapt. YV. K. Eldrid^e
formerly with Mr. Chapin in the Julia. '

'

CHANGES OF OWNERSHIP.-Puzzle, str., J. L. Mott to A B
Cla(iin....Espirito, sip., G. L. Haight, to F. J. Adams... Flora
Lee, skipjack, W. H. Packard, to C. D. Lanning Mvsterv
steam yacht, N. P. Ryder, to F. W. Hurlbutt. . . .Phantom, schr ',

H. D. Faulkner, to H. S. Parmlee. .. .Beatrice, schr., J. H. Darken
to C. A. Smith. .

. .Eugenie, steam yacht, H. E. Converse, to A r'
Culver. "

"

AN AMERICAN DESIGN FOR ENGLAND.—Mr. Burgess has
lately made a design for a 30 rating yacht for an English yachts-
man, the yacht to be built in England. She will he about 43x10ft
I. w.l., and win race with boats ahouUft. longer and 3ft. narrower"
such as Vreda, Dragon and Windward. '

SOUTH BOSTON Y. C. CRUISE.—On July 30, pursuant to the
order of Com. Fuller, the fleet was ready, but the bad weather
prevented the review in the morning. It. was held later in the dav
after which the fleet sailed for Salem Willows, where a dauce
and illumination occupied the evening. The cruise will continue
during this week.
LARCHMONT Y. C—A very pleasant cruise through the Sound

was made by the Larchmont Y. C. The fleet included the follow-
ing yacbts: Leona, Elfin, Clochette. Triton, Vision and Mist, and
rdoops, Daphne, Nymph, Carrie, Oriva, Volusia, Amaranth, Mona,
Ulidia and Narwhal.
ALVA, steam yacht, Mr. W. K. Vanderbilt, arrived at Newport

on July 30. Nepenthe, sloop, Vice-Corn. Richardson, reachedNew Orlea us on Jul j 13, after a vovage of 47 days from Boston,
her best run being 194 miles in 34 hours.
MONATIQUOT Y. C.-The championship race will be sailed on

July s7. Vice-Coin. E. F. Linton has presented to the club three
prize cups or other trophies to be sailed for by the different
classes.

DEFEAT OF THE PARADOX,—The new lugger Paradox sailed
her first races on Saturday and Monday in ihe regattas of the
Royal Cinque Port Y. C, off Dover, being beaten each time.
OHIO Y. C. CRUISE.-The first cruise of the Ohio Y. C. was

brought to a successful endmg last week, Com. Ketoham, in the
schooner Speranza, led the fleet.

FREDONIA..—Mr. Forbes's yacht-fisherman was at Madeira on
June 23 about to sail for home via Tenerifle and Bermuda after a
pleasant voyave out.

NEVERS1NK.—The Norton yawl Neversink, commanded by
Copl. Lawlor, reached Havre on June 38 after a successful
voyage.

QUAKER CITY Y. C.-The second Corinthian races of the
Quaker City Y. C. will be sailed at Riverton, on the Delaware on
July 27,

NEW YORK Y. R. A.—The programme of the Labor Day re-
gatta has beeu issued, but, we have not space for it this week.
LYNN Y. C—The regatta of July 13 was postponed, most of the

fleet being absent.

QUEEN CITY Y. C.-A club by this name has just been organ-
ized in Toronto.

"Those were pretty good fish stories published the other
day," remarked a Nashville gentlemau, to a reporter of the
American, "but there is a moderately young man in the
real estate business in this city whose experience can dis-
count any I ever heard of. Here, last week, he was fishing
down in the Big Harpeth River, and had just settled down
to business, when a fish came' along and ran off with his
hook and line while he was killing it. He looked into the
water and saw his disappearing tackle and saw myriads of
fine fish sporting amid the waters. He had to return to
Nashville at the close of that day, and it wouldn't do to
come without something to show tor his skill. Thouah his
line was gone, he had plenty of hooks and bait remaining
and a desperate expedient flashed through his mind.
Divesting himself of all his wearing apparel except the
shirt, he carefully tore the rear of that useful a:arment into
strips, and upon each he placed a baited hook. Thus
equipped, he plunged in the stream aud boldly made for the
opposite shore. It seemed that he never had so hard a swimm his life, but he finally reached the bank and unloaded
dozens of the finest fish that you ever saw. When he swam
back for his clothes he took of! the hooks lest the accumulat-
ing weight of the fish might drown him. Those who are
not in the secret regard his lack as phenomenal. ' '—Nashville
Bepvblican.
Missouri is one of the few States in the Union which con-

tinue to pay bounties on wolf scalps. A St. Louis paper ex-
plains that during the war men were so busy hunting men
tnat they paid no attention to wolves, which increased so
rapidly as to make sheep-raising impracticable in some of
the southern counties. In five years, from 1870 to 1876, the
State paid out $1,500,000 for wolf scalps at *3 per scalp. The
St. Louis editor says it will take another million and a half
to exterminate the wolves of south Missouri.

Names and Portraits op Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for ov its use thevcan
identity without question all the American game birds which
they may kill. Cloth, 320 pages, price §2.50. For sale by FORUsS
a"nd Stream.

The revised and abridged edition of the A. O. U. Check List of
North American Birds, including the additions aud changes made
in the supplement, wiR be sent post free on receipt of SOcta.-rAda.
For a disordered Liver try Beecham's Pills.—Adv.
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HUMPHREYS 5

VETERINARY SPECIFICS
For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,

AND POULTRY.
500 Pasre Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free.
cukes (Fevers, Congestions, Inflammation,

* §Dln !l, M eningitis, Milk Fever.
J?',, \»Jrnins ' lameness, Rheumatism.Dlstemper, Nasal Discharges.».D—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
S,S*""S°?.8r,ls» Heaves, Pneumonia.
J"- F.—J olic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.»-Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
i1 ' 1*---* rimiry and Kidney Diseases.
I.I.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K—Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Witch Hazel Oil and Medicator, $7.00Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.
Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders.
PRICE, 81.00.

TOR &ALB AT THIS OUTTKTE.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

TsTo. 18 VE8EY STREET, MEW YORK.

NCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

Mot Sold ex~t Retail *>y tlae Manufacturers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

THE AMERICAN SHOOTING ASSOCIATION'S {Limited}
Second Tournament at Beacon Park, Boston, Mass., Aug. 13, 14 and 15.

$1,700 XW QUAKAWTEED PTTRSiES*
Grand team shoot, West vs. East. Western team: Ed. Taylor, Capt.; Al Bandle, J. R. Stice, C. W. Budd,

Rollo O. Heikes. Eastern team: H. McMurchy, Capt.; H. W. images, O. R. Dickey, W. E. Ferry, JU. B. Whitney.
All shooters must qualify by filling out classification blanks and sending them to New York office, receiving a card in return. As over two hundred shooters have signified their

intention to be present, thirty
-

traps will be used. Programmes and classification blanks mailed on application. Address

J. M. TAYLOR, Manager, Room 184, Stewart Building, New York City.

NOTICE TO FISHERMEN. CUT PRICES.
HERE I AM AGAIN AS USUAL, CUTTING THE PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE. IT WILL PAY YOU

TO BUY YOUR TACKLE IN BROOKLYN.
PRICE. PRICE..
$2.75 For Split Bamboo Salt-Water Bass Rod, 6 strip, 2 joints, 8ft., 20oz., Solid Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Double Guides, Silk Wound Black Beaded Handle $2 75
3.32 For Split Bamboo Black Bass Rod, 81ft., 3 joints, 10 or 12oz., Solid Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Raised Tie Guides, Extra Tip, Silk Wound, Wood Form 3.32
3.32 For Trout or Black Bass Fly Rod, same finish as above, lOJft. , 7 to 9oz., complete in wood form 3.32

.90 For Ash and Lancewood Weakfish or Striped Bass Rod, Hollow Butt, Extra Tip, Swelled Ferrules 90
1.50 For Fine No. 00 Brass Multiplying Reel, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, holds 600ft. 18-thread Linen Line, diameter 3£in. Also Nos. 0, 1, 2, 3, same price. See catalogue 1.50
3.75 For Hard Rubber and Nickel Multiplying Reel, with Drag, Raised Pillars, holds 600ft. 15-thread Linen Line 3.75

Hooks. Down go the prices. My best quality all kinds snelled on single gut, lOcts. per doz.
;
double, 15cts.

;
treble, 20cts. ; in £ doz. packages. Leaders: Treble gut Weakfish and Striped

Bass Leaders, three length, 5cts. ; four length, 7cts. , five length, 9cts. ; all best quality. Reel Lines on Blocks of 300ft., 9 thread, 38cfcs. ; 12 thread, 43cts. : 15 thread, 46cts. ; 18 thread,
53cts. 300tt. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Blocks, 41cts. Broken lots of Hooks from best manufacture, all kinds and sizes, 2cts. per dozen. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 5 1 , 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN.
Sih-ooting4 and msl^Ing1 SrutltB

^ffltlPWl
.A-IXTID CLOTHING FOR

JEMS* CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, LUMBERMEN, ONERS, ETC.
Write for our new combined Catalogue with samples of Imported

-^^^^Corduroys, Moleskin, Mackintosh, Canvas and Flannels•>=<} +'

SEE OUR NEW SHADES IF ENGLISH CORDUROY. Address XJF. «3c MC-, Valparaiso, Indiana.
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BEECHAM'S PILLSACT LIKE 3MLA.<3rXO

OH A WEAK STOMACH.

OF ALL DRUCCISTS.

SAVE MONEY. BEFORE YOU BUY

\:/i^V-, ^Xtm&iDArTOl)/. OH/0, for Prices.
Over400 s)io|>worn andSecond liaml Cycles*
REPAIRING and NICKELING.

Bicycles, Guns and Typewriters taken in trade.

Hew Model, 1889.

Are as good as can be had. Keystone Traps
are the traps for clnbs to use, *as they will

throw all targets. Keystone Targets are the
smoothest, best made arid most economical
tor clubs to use

J. P. LOVELL ARMS CO., Boston, Mass.
E. K. TRYON. JR & 00 Philadelphia, Pa.
HIBRARD, SPENCER, BARTLETT & CO., . Chicago, III.

E. C. MBAO dAM ARMS CO St. Louis, Mo.
N. D. POl SOM & CO New Haven, Conn.
H. KEIDEL & CO Baltimore, Md.

Will you write
for our Catalogue, containing "Hints on Trap
Whoo'ing," by "Mallard"—Bow to Form a Gun
Club, Constitution and B\-Laws, Rules for Shoot
ing, etc., etc., which we mail free?

THE STANDARD TARGET CO.,
Clovolnnd. Olilo.

Ham Level's Camps;
Uncle Lisha's Friends Under Bark and Canvas.

A SEQUEL Tf) "UNCLE LISHA'S SHOP."

By ROWLAND E ROBINSON
The two series of papers published in Forest and Stream, with added chapters. An

nimitable portray mg of tlie woods and village life of Dinvis tolirs. ^loth, 253 pp. Price $1
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,

PREMIERE QUALITE.Our 3>3"©-\?g>- Cigarette.
As tlie result of long labor and careful sr.udy we have this superb

Cigarette to offer. It cannot be surpassed. In purity or excpllence; and
is a novelty, unique, cbasce and dainty. Ic is from tlie highest cost
Virginia and North Carolina leaf.

The finest Smoking; Mixtures „,„ -
0 nnare of our Manufacture. ffffl. o. lUmoALL & liU„

FfftesB Y+.TSt Prise Meriala. ROCHESTER, N. T.

J. StevensArms andTool Co.
P. O. Box 4100, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Send for our large 52-page Illustrated Catalogue.

MANUFACTXTRTSRS OF THE

STEVENS PATENT
Breecl-Loaiim, Sportinc anfl Hnnter's FetRifles,

Siile aiOoatle Slot Gnus, Pocket Rifles

The Best Scores on Record in America, from 10 to 50 yards, have been
made with the Stevens Pistol.

STEVEHS TARGET PISTOL.
Known throughout the world as possessing unsurpassed accuracy, perfect of

form and finish. The professional shots all unhesitatingly select tho Stevens Pisto'
no perform the most difficult feats of marksmanship.

3

DO NOT DISPOSE OF YOUR

American Clay Bird Traps
As we are now prepared to furnish the

CHAMPION CLAY BIRD,
Which is far superior to the old American bird, and can be thrown f^jpm the same trap.

$9 PER 1 HOUSAND. FOR SALE BY AIL DEAL' RS.

BANDLE ARMS CO.,
OUST ^I»TBfATI, O.

ESSMUK'S POEMS.
FOREST RUNES Ry Geo W Sears. SNessmukf
Large octavo, 208 pages, printed on heavy paper, bound in cloth, gold lettering, with

a portrait of the author. Price, $1 50.

FCOT? fta LB RY ALL H^OK TYRALTT/RS

ith £ Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

1
The Most Perfect Small Arms

EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beau y of Finish, Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest
improvements— Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety De¥tca.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived'
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable* cast iron, and often sold for the
genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels
with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application

MITH <£, WESSON,
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SPOETSMAN'S
Camping or Fishing: Tents

OS? AUK KINDS, SHAPES AND SIZES.

Yacht and Oano» Sails of most approved styles
A-teo awnings for store fronts, windows, yacht boats
fete. New style of Canoe Tents made at low figures
slags, Burgees and covers of all kinds. Camr
Stoves, Camp Chairs, Sacking Bottoms, Hammocke
all kinds of Fancy Tents, and in fact anything madf
from canvas when an intelligent description is give»
of what may be needed. My beautifully illustratec
0 ruular now ready. Send stamp fcr price U?t Ad
dress 8. HBMMEKWAT. 60 South st„ N. Y. City.

Bl«iOlN» A WIPPOBD,
GLOUCESTER. MA8B.

Manufacture to order Yachts, Eowboats, Yawls,
Excelsior Life Boats and Seine Boats. Two medali
awarded at the London Exhibition. 1,000 boat*
built the last thirteen years.

Sand for New Catalogue for 1887.

Boston Yacht Agency.
43 Milk Street, Boston, Matte.

Yacht Designers & Broker*
Designers of the Mabel F. Swift, Sharon, Mar-

gupnte, Jester, Siren. Arid, Eureka, Mermaid
Caribou and others. Agents for Mansfte'd's
Hollow Spurs. Catalogues of yachts for sale
mailed on application.

G t\ CLARK & CO.
<3. F Clark. -T Ronnro

HOLLOW SPARS
For all kinds of Sailing Craft. Send for reduced
price list to manufacturer and patentee. Hollow
canne masts, 25c. per foot. J. W. MANSFIELD,
S9H Kant Seventh st.. Sntit,h Boai.on. Mass.

For Sale Cheap—Sloop Yacht,
26ft. over all, 22ft. l.w.l., 8ft. 6in. beam. 3ft. draft,
planking cedar, four years old; complete cruis-

ing and racing outfit. Warranted in perfect con-
dition. Can be seen at Bordentawu. LANG T.
THOMPSON, Bordentown, N. J.

WOODCRAFT.
By "NE8SMUK."

A book for people who love outdoor life;

for the hunter, the angler and the canoeist.

The work has been of service to thousands of

outers, and will help thousand* of others. It

is full of practical advice and information
from one who has spent his life in learning
by hard experience what lie now tells his

readeis. No camper can afford to be without
it. Cloth, 160 pages, illustrated. *Vfee $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
New York.

Daviks & Co., 1 Finch Lane, London, Eng

Pedigree Record Book
Containing 175 blank pages arranged for carry-
ing out a dog's pedigree to the fifth generation
with a lettered index for ready reference. $2.80
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING OO

31 S Broadway. New York.

CANOE
AND

BOAT
BUILDING

FOR

AMATEURS.
Fourth edition, 264 pages 52 plates. Price $£

Forest and Stream Publishing Co,

New Yornn N. Y.

London: DAVTES & CO., 1 Finch Lan«,

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

E. C. M EACHAM ARMS CO.,

MOUEB'S

FOE
General

Debility, ^

Scrofula,
Rheumatism

or Cousumption,
is superior to any in de-

licacy of taste and smell,""

medicinal virtues and purity.

London, -European and New
York physioians pronounce i t ths

purest aud beat. Sold byDrugg-iBts.

W.H.Seliieffelin k Co.^tt^ff) NewYork

Pleasure and Profit.

A copy of

" How to

make
Photo-

graphs,"
with descrip-

ti v e cata-
logue sent
w i t h o u t

charge to all

interested.

The Scovill & Adams Co.,

423 Broome St , ffi&ffl York.

eURDON TRUMBULL'S

Wliich Interest Gunners; with descriptions in
language understanded of the people.

Practically speaking, this is the first popular
volume- of ornithology ever issued from the press;

a work which goes far to demonstrate that scien-
tific accuracy may be as easily maintained in
English as in Greek or Latin. Follows the
game birds all over the continent and gives a
glossary of all the lor-al names in popular use.
Illustrated with admirable portraits from the
pencil of Mr. Edwin Shepard of the Academy of
Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, which, with the
clear descriptions in the text, will enable any
man who can read to identify the contents of his

js of
... part-

OPINIONS OF THE PBKSS
It is the first, so far as we ts**, ..

books of which the heed, is i&tBiavvJvj
ment. of natural history.—Trey Press,

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-
Ocean.

I would much rather know what this book tells

me, the various names by which the people call

a bird, than the Latin, Greek or Hebrew name
which science gave him for the sake of catalogu-
ing him. * * * It is more value to me to have
a description of a bird in plain English which I

understand than in scientific language which I

do not understand.— TV*., in Journal of Commerce.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PRTflK. »a.KO.

Their Pathology, Diagnosis and Treatment. To
which is added a complete dictionary of
equine materia medica. By Hugh Dalziel.

A very complete, concise and intelligible trea-

tise, conveniently arranged. Every horse owner
should have such a book. Paper, 102 pages. 75e.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING GO,,
318 Broadway NewYork.

SPORTSMEN SMOKERS
SHOULD ALL SMOKE OUR CELEBRATED

Hand-Made Havana Cigars.
MADE EST TWO STYLES AND SIZES.

L0NDRES PERFECT0, Sin, long d

CONCHAS ESPEC1ALS, 4Min.
$7.00 per 100
6.00

"

The favorite cigar of Rod and Gun Clubs generally.
These cigars are made of the choicest tobaccos grown,
and selected with the greatest care. They cannot fail
to suit the taste of all lovers of the fragrant weed. Each
cigar has the brand Impressed on it, and every box has
a label, fac-simile of the title of the popular journal,

1 1

:

i .or Firm's signature, without which none are genu-
ine. We«are the only authorized manufacturers of the
above brauu, and to Insure the smoker of the genuine
we would ash you to send us your orders direct. We
will deliver, free of express charges, cither size, on re-
ceipt of price.

I W. F9QTE & CO., Sole manufacturers,

125 Maiden Lane. New York.

DODGE'S PATENT
Collapsing, Folding, Landing and

Minnow Net Frame.

No. 1 represents the frame unfolded and expanded,
ready for use. Cat) be unfolded aud expanded with the
net on the ring an 30 seconds) by the same motion that
is used to open an um<ir«4!a. The ring is 12in. iu diame-
ter, made of steal, broad a ud strong where it loins the
staff, and narrow a-.-.d light at the outer si e. The other
working parts are made of brass, nickel plated. Nos. 2
and 3 represent the frame collapsed and folded , staff un-
jolnted ready to pack. Can be carried in tackle box,
trout basket, grip sack, or pocket.

PRICK COM P hKTB, 84.00.

J *8. DODGE. 278 Division St.. Detroit. Mich

LOG CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and

method of building log cabins from the s m-
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.

Everyone going into the woods and designing

to construct his shelter with the materials at

hand, should procure "Log Cabins,' 1 for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple

and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or

to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of

detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO
,

318 Broadway, New York.

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having the patent

INTURNED EDGE.

2,000 shots out of each 1.000 targets on account
of non-breakage in shipping, trapping and fall-

ing upon ground. The only target made with
the Intdkned Edge, producing the surest break-
er when hit, and surest non-breaker when not
hits Our traps are sold for the sole purpose of

sh< otii.g our targets.

PITCH YOUR TENT
on the Mountain, by the

Lake or Stream, and

have an enjoyable and
:onomical vacation.

Send is cts. for large

Illustrated Catalogue of

Tents and Sportsman's

Goods; also, "How to

Camp,Where to go,"etC

E. C. COOK & BRO.,
4$ •ARBO@?« BU«

Increasing: Sales Attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

^LI3XT3XT3ES-TK- BROS.
(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

No Chemicals.

W. Baker & Co

Breakfast

Cocoa
Is Absolutely Pure,

and it Is Soluble.

To increase the solubility of the powdered cocoa, vari-

ous expedients are employed, most of them being based

tlpon the action of some alkali
, potash , soda or even am-

monia. Cocoa which has been prepared by one of these

chemical processes, can usually be recognized at bnce by
tile distinct alkaline reaction of the infusion 5n water.

W. Baker & Co.'s Breakfast Cocoa
is manufactured from the first stage to the last by per-

fect mechanical processes, no chemical being
used in its preparation. By one of the most
ingenious of these mechanical processes the greatest de-

gree of fineness is secured without the sacrifice of the

attractive and beautiful red color which is characteristic

of an absolute? y pure and natural cocoa.

W. Baker & Go., Dorchester, Mass.

im Ml
TROUT STREAM.
For Sale—1000 acres of land within four rnilesi

of the city of Cheboygan, Mich., on which there
\

is five miles of the bes'^ stocked trout stream in
,

Michigan; hatching house, two dwellings, ice
house, barn, stables, etc., which cost over $3000,'
and forty acres of cleared land, all for $10,000;*
$8000 in cash, balance in five or eight years at 7
per cent. Ill health is the owner's only reason
for selling. Apply to WM. ELLIOT, Box 204,
Cheboygan, Mich. mayl6,3mo

Chinese Golden Pheasants.
Superb nluinage; domesticated; S25 per pair;

five pair $22.50; ten p.i i- $20; cocks $12; chicks $12
a. pair. JAMBS MORRISON, Mr. Schieffelin's
place. Tarry town, N. Y. ji'18,2t

FOR SALE.—HELGHAMITES FOR BASS :

fishing in quantities to suit customers.
Price $2 per 100. JOHN SCOTTON, Nashua. N.H.

jyl8,2t

FINE HAMMER GUN*
For Sale Cheap—A very fine 12-gauge hammeri

breechloading gun. made by E. & G. Higham,
Liverpool, Eng.; cost $300; full pistol grip, weight
71bs. lOoz , length of stock ll^in., drop at comb
lVm., at butt 23

, 0in. For cash only. Addressi
W. H PIERCE, Peekskill, N. Y. It

Common Pigeons.
Old birds, good flyers. C. I. BLACKFORD,:

Bellefontp, Pa. It

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foxhounds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,

_ bred and for sale by w,
GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.'

Send stamo for circular and price list.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus A.mer\canm),
captured and properly boxed and delivered;

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per pair.i

Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel

decl6,tfMe.

LIVE QUAIL.- SEASON CLOSED. He-open
Sept. 1. Send orders early. Other special

ties, live deer and English pheasants. Also Eng'
lish partridge and pheasant eggs.

E. B. WOODWARD. Commission Merchant,
174 Chambers street, New York.

la m mm.

St. Bernards.
IN" THE STUD.

Champion "RIGX.'
Young stock for sale sired hy Rigi.

WENTWORTH KENNELS,
P. O. Box 261, Utica, N. Y.

Yorkshire Toy Terrier.
The English bench winner Bradford Harry,

Described in all show reports as "best Yorkshir
In America." Photos 50c. Pedigree and winn in

free. P. H. COOM BS, 1 Exchange Block, Banerof
Mft.

MeKflrt Fancy Goods Co.,HewTortCitj
I. BREMER, Pres. & Treas.

I Dog Collars and Furnishing .mai
of Brass, Copper, Silver, Gold, Ha*
ness Leather, Seal Skin, AlhgaW
Skin, Morocco, Calf Skin, Patei
Leather, and fifty other varieties
leathers and metals; any spf
material, sent to us or thrc
your dealer In theie troodo. to I

us make up. Send for catalor
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DOCKING TAILS AND CROPPING EARS.

IF we recollect rightly it is Hugh Dalziel who tells of a

time in Great Britain when dogs without tails were

exempt from taxation; and so to chop off a dog's tail

was to lop off with it one's tribute to the crown. That

time, if it ever existed, is now as hazy as the reign of

good King Womba, and in the degenerate present the

most that can be said in defense of docking the tails of

dogs and cropping their ears is that fashion calls for such

mutilations. And the whims of fashion are quite as apt

to be dictated by perverted tastes as by good sense. Wit-

ness the docked-tailed horses of our avenues and the

villainous high check-rein, both of them a reproach to

humanity. The practice of docking horses' tails, it is

true, is not without defence on the ground of utility;

veterinary surgeons there are who aver that to cut the tail

off short is beneficial to the physical condition of the horse.

Nor are there wanting advocates of docking dogs' tails for

hygienic reasons. The notion is entertained by many
ignorant people, and stoutly enough defended, that

a puppy's tail must be cut off because in the end of it is

a worm, and this worm is the cause of distemper. Cut off

the tail and thus remove the worm, say these sapient

grannies, and the dog will never be ailing. This "vulgar

error" of the worm in the end of the dog's tail is widely

prevalent, and thousands of puppies have sacrificed their

brushes in consequence thereof. A similar superstition

holds with respect to a mythical worm in the cow's tail,

which must be cut out to insure the cow's good health.

It is not difficult to understand that the white cords of

the tail, in dog or cow. might have been mistaken by an

ignorant person for worms, and that in this way the

curious belief about their removal may have arisen. Bat

the strange thing is that intelligent dog owners will

accept this ridiculous theory of the worm in the tail,

when propounded by ignorant individuals whose opinion

would be received on no other subject under heaven; and
will countenance the mutilations which are based on

the silly superstition.

Another reason given for docking the tails of sporting

dogs is that when of reduced length this appendage is

less subject to injury in the field. It is a common thing

for dogs working in the brush to whip their tails so

vigorously as to seriously wound them by the constant

beating. The end of the tail becomes raw, and after

working a rough cover the dog's sides and flanks will

sometimes show the marks where the bleeding tail has

whipped against them. If cutting off a few joints of the

tail would remedy this laceration, the operation might

be admissible, but experience demonstrates that the dock-

ing is not effectual to accomplish such a purpose. A dog

given to whipping its tail in the brush so violently as to

lacerate it will suffer whether the tail be of natural length

or shortened by a few joints; of course if the mutilation

be such as to leave only a stump of the tail, that rem-

nant will be safe enough, but though a man may be

content to drive sheep with a bob-tailed sheep dog, no

one of good taste wants to follow a stump-tailed setter

in the field.

It is well known that a greyhound's tail is of the great-

est importance to it in directing its course and turning;

a dog without this useful member would stand no chance

to win a coursing match. It is quite reasonable to con-

clude that the tail of natural length serves a like useful

purpose in other breeds. The rule is that nature does

her work well, and if she has given dogs tails and ears,

man with his notions and knives canot improve on

nature.

Those who have read Theophile Gautier's chapters on

his pets will recall a pertinent bit of testimony afforded

by his experiment with a white rat. Acting on the preva-

lent notion that a rat would do better if its tail were cut

off. Gautier deprived one of his rats of this appendage;

but the effect was quite the reverse of beneficial; in spite

of being lightened of his caudal extremity, this rat was

always less agile than his companions, was wary in gym-

nastic exercises and often experienced a tumble; he was

like a tight-rope walker without his pole, like a boat

without a rudder; he would not venture on narrow ledges

where his long-tailed fellows went with sang froid

and safety; in short, he was a rat without a tail ; a rat

tinkered by man, and very much less of a rat than nature

made him. _"

WAYS OF THE WOODCOCK.

IN his interesting paper on the woodcock, published in

our Natural History columns, Mr. Brewster requests

our views on certain habits of the bird. The two points

of especial interest are the boring and the whistle, or

twitter, so well known to shooters, and about which such

diverse opinions are held.

We have only once seen the wroodcock bore in the wild

state. The bird, started by a companion, alighted within

6 or 8ft. of where we were standing-, ran a step or two,

stopped, turned its head on one side, stood so for an in-

stant as if listening, and then plunged its bill into the

mud. ft at once withdrew it, and raising the point of the

bill, appeared to be swallowing, but as its back was to-

ward us we could not see just what it did.

We have, however, seen the woodcock bore in captiv-

ity. The operation, which was performed with great

deliberation, was repeated many times, and was wit-

nessed on several different days, being always done in

the same manner. The bird introduced the point of his

bill into the damp earth at an angle of about 80 degrees,

and by a series of slow pushes buried it to the base.

While doing this, his left foot was slightly advanced and

his body inclined downward. When the bill was fairly

buried, the bird stood perfectly still. He looked as if he

were listening, and we thought it quite probable that he

was doing so. It seemed likely also that he was feeling,

employing both senses to detect any movement in the

earth beneath him. The apparent sensitiveness of the

bill in the woodcock, as in some other waders, appeared

to us to justify the impression that the sense of touch as

well as of hearing came into play. If the bird found no

worm, he withdrew his bill, and again plunged it into

the earth at a little distance further on. If a worm was

felt, or some sound or motion indicated that one was
near, he partly withdrew his bill, and, altering its direc-

tion, plunged it in again and drew out the worm. The
operation of deglutition seemed to begin as so.on as the

point of the bill touched the worm. A movement of the

bases of the upper and lower mandibles indicated that he

had a worm, and as the bill was withdrawal the two

came together again and again very rapidly, and almost

as soon as the bill was fairly clear of the earth the end of

the worm disappeared down the bird's throat. It ap-

peared, when the bird made his first thrusts into the

ground, as if they were tentative; a deliberate thrust fol-

lowed by a moment of waiting, another thrust and then

another wait, in all perhaps three or four motions before

the bill was buried to its base. This slow action we took

to be an exploration by the tip of the bill for motion in

the earth, at first near the surface and then deeper and

deeper. When the bird had learned that there was a

worm in the soil there was no hesitation. The bill was
buried by a sharp quick thrust, about which there was no

uncertainty. After devouring all the worms that it

could, this bird commonly cleansed its bill by means of

its feet, and then washed it in water by gently shaking

its head. This bird, which weighed six ounces, devoured

eight ounces of worms in twenty-four hours.

The cause of the whistle of the woodcock has long been

a mooted point. There is no doubt that in rising the

bird makes a noise with its wings, which might perhaps

be called a whistle, but the sound to which we refer is the

well known ringing note, as often heard in the woodcock

cover, and which sometimes closely resembles the twit-

ter of the kingbird. A crow, a robin, an English sparrow

and a pigeon all make a noise with their wings, and so

does the woodcock, but this sound, we believe, is not to be

confounded with the other and better known note of the

springing bird. We said last week that we believed that

this sound was vocal, and that we could give reasons for

this belief, which appeared to us conclusive. We came

to this conclusion in October, years ago, when we. one

day shot a woodcock and broke its wing close to the

body. Having a puppy at home we captured the bird

alive in order to work the young dog on it. While at-

tempting to catch it in our hands it ran ahead of us, now
and then springing into the air as a wounded bird will,

trying to support itself on its uninjured wing, and at each

attempt to rise from the ground whistling. To us it ap-

peared impossible that this one wing, which from the

circumstances could not have been moved rapidly or it

would have turned the bird quite over, should have made
this sound.

At another time we captured a wing-broken bird which

we held in the hand in the house; by a sudden spring it

slipped from our grasp and fell to a chair, a distance of

a foot or two. As it struggled to release itself and fell,

it uttered the well-known whistling note. Subsequently,

when this same bird was released on the ground before

the young dog, it sprang into the air, using its uninjured

wing as before, and whistling. This we have seen a

number of times, and with many different wing-broken

birds. Again, some of these wang-tipped birds, in the

thick grass and weeds of a yard, have made this wMstling

when it appeared to us an impossibility for them to have

used their wings.

The vocal whistle of the woodcock and the whistle of

its wings appear to *s as different as the wrell known
"scaip" of the Wilson's snipe is from the whistle of its

wings. Most snipe shooters have seen a wounded snipe

run on the ground, constantly springing into the air and

uttering its cry. We have never heard it questioned that

this call of alarm was vocal, and we believe that the

twitter or whistle of tfhe woodcock is in the same way
vocal.

SNAP SHOTS,

THE presence in the Yellowstone National Park of

Hon. S. S. Cox, of New York, as reported in our

last number, will interest and encourage those who have

long been hoping for legislation by Congress looking

toward the protection and proper government of this

reservation. It will be remembered that several years

ago Mr. Cox, by his eloquence, defeated by an over-

whelming majority a bill which authorized the running

of a railroad through the Park. Since that time he has

taken a great interest in Park matters, and it is believed

that his present trip is made for the purpose of thor-

oughly informing himself about this region with a view

to possible future discussions in Congress.

The world does not weary of Izaak Walton, nor do

publishers tire of bringing out new editions of the "Com-

pleat Angler." It is reported that James Russell Lowell

has written a preface for a new edition which will be

published in Boston next autumn.
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SHOOTING ON MOUNT OLYMPUS.
BROUSSA, Asia Minor, Nov. 25, 1888.—Almost up to

the day of my departure from home I was debating
with myself whether to take rifle, rod and gun along
with me, or devote myself in my travels wholly to the
haunts of men. I meant to stay abroad two years, going
through to Eastern Europe and on to Egypt, and it was
dimly borne in upon me that my enjoyment of foreign
cities would have an added zest if I could strike out of
the regular routine of foreign travel occasionally and
dropping down on some remote country place, devote a
few days or a week to those sports in which, whether
because of the sports, or the charms of the surroundings,
I have spent perhaps the pleasantest days of my life.
My hesitation was due to more causes than one. Firstly,
I was in doubt whether in the over-populated countries
of the Old World there was anv fur. fin or feather left
worth going after; secondly, if I took my gunss, I must
take all needed supply of ammunition along with me,
for the probabilities were that I should find no cartridges
to lit my weapons on the continent of Europe; and the
possession of a few hundred cartridges mi°#it expose me to
grave suspicion and possible detention. Finally, I deter-
mined to confine my ammunition at starting to fifty
metallic shells for my Winchester (loaded),asmanyemptv
metallic shells for my 12-bore, a bullet mould for each,
for I have great faith in the efficacv of a smooth-bore for
big game at close quarters, and then it is so light and
comes so readily to the shoulder ! To this I added one
canister of powder and half a bag each of Nos. 4 and 6
shot, with caps and recapping apparatus, so that I might
be prepared whenever opportunity or incUna I ion for sport
might overtake me.
For fishing I brought two split-bamboo rods, light and

heavy, with two spare tips for each, and plenty of tackle;
and up to a week ago these last were the only portion of
my outfit which had afforded me any amusement. I
have had some very pleasant days' fishing in Germany,
and might have had some shooting had it been later in
the season: but I went on to Vienna

—

lustiges Wien—at
the beginning of September, and spent six weeks there
without the least desire to tear myself away from its
charms. But even gay Vienna paled at last before the
enchantment of distant lands, and by the middle of Octo-
ber I was gliding down the beautiful blue Danube on my
way to the city of the Golden Horn, of dome and spire
and minaret, the Constantinople of the Christian, the
famous Istamboul of Moslem story. And now Constan-
tinople, too, has been left behind, and presents to my
mind nothing but a confused picture, in which the
bright eyes of Greek and Armenian and Frankish women
gleam sparkling through the shadows of the Christian
quarter of the city.

Such pictures are not wanting here in this famous old
city of Broussa, the old-time capital of the Moslem inva-
der; but here nature triumphs, and always will triumph.
Tn Constantinople the city is everything, the distant
mountains and the Bosphorus are but accessories; but in
Broussa the works of man pale before the grandeur of
Olympia, before the calm sublimity of its snow-capped
peaks rising above the rich, many-hued foliage of its for-
ests; the autumn tints of its oak and beech and walnut
and chestnut contrasting with the dark foliage of the
pines above, and the pale olivaceous green patches of an
intermediate belt, in which the boxwood tree grows in
clusters or intermingles itself with the other hardwood
trees, looking like olive groves in the distance.
Turning seaward, the eye from the city's elevation

wanders away out over the broad expanse of the deep
blue sea of Marmora, watches the ceaseless flow of its
heaving, rolling waves, and insensibly comes round to
the soft curved line where its waves lave the feet of the
mountain below us and far away on either hand, and rests
on the broad plain cultivated or dotted with fig trees and
mulberries almost down to the water's edge.
The plain below the city and between it and the sea is

largely devoted to agriculture, and the harvest being
long past the fields are now for the most part bare, but
the presence of innumerable groves of the China mul-
berry, grown by every peasant for silk worm culture, re-
lieves the monotony; while from the level of the city up-
ward the whole country is laid out in olive and fig and
mulberry groves and vineyards, and divided by ravines,
whose clear sparkling streams roll unimpeded down to
and through the streets of the city to the sea. How de-
liciously cool are the streams of Broussa on a hot day!
Fresh from the snows of old Olympus and flowing
through shady forest and grove nearly their whole
course. There is no need for ice-water in Broussa.
And yet it is a weary and a rugged course that these

streams have wandered over on their way downward
from the snowy crests above. One would hardly believe
it sitting here at the window and looking up, but I know
it. There was evidence of it in every aching bone of my
body this morning, evidence of it in my thorough appre-
ciation of rest, for I only returned last night from a
week's outing among the secret defiles of its higher
ranees, touching the snow line which from here I see so
plainly.
Looking up, it appears to be but a pleasant half-day's

climb to the snow line, and as to elevation, it is only ten
thousand feet or say two miles high, and yet it has been
a weary week's journey to climb to the snow line and
back again. Why, it took a day and a half to walk
down, and although I rode in the last six or eight miles
of the journey last evening, I never felt so stiff in my
life after a march as I did this morning. I took a cup of
coffee in bed at eight o'clock, and lay lazily dreaming
until eleven, before I got up to breakfast. Again I lay
down for a couple of hours, before I summoned energy
to go to the vapor bath, that luxurious institution in
which one is exposed to the exhalations of nature's own
vapors as they rise upward from the cavernous recesses
of the earth through the floor of the building. I went
through the vapors, my thews and sinews were kneaded,
every kink and twist taken out of them, and then as I

leaned back inmy couch, lazily inhaled the smoke of my
narghile and supped my fragrant mocha, I felt myself
already in elysium, and" courcl not help the spontaneous
exclamation, "Bismillah, God is great !"

When I sat down last evening to the long-neglected
duty of penning a letter to Forest and Stream, I was

animated by a sense of duty to my brother sportsmen
at home, to give them the benefit of my experience, and
be as it were a light to the path of those who wish to
follow in my footsteps. I planned in mv mind to give
an account of flies cast upon the sparkling waters of
rippling German streams, winding up with an account
of my week's outing on the heights of my neighbor old
Olympus, but there go more words to the telling of a
story than I had any idea of, and looking back I see now
that I ought to have told about the fishing bv the way
before I said anything about Broussa, and the classic
mountain which looks down upon it, and now it appears
to me that I missed the thread in telling my story and
that it would be to violate every canon of the story tel-
lers not to go back and pick it up. I have come down
from the heights of Mount Olympus to the haunts of
men, and your readers having been advised of the fact,
are immediately interested in knowing what I did there.
As to my experiences with the rod in the streams of the
German fatherland months ago, they will perhaps be
ready to listen to the narrative of them some other time,
but for the moment their ears are not attuned to it
They are listening for the echoes of my rifle among the
cavernous recesses of Mount Olympus, and they shall not
be disappointed but let us go back and begin at the be-
ginning, for "order is Heaven's first law."
Already while I was in Constantinople, through my

Greek servant Timayanes, whom I had engaged as body
guard, and who expressed himself ready and able to cook
if required, I had begun to make inquiries about the pros-
pects of shooting in the mountains. Plenty of quail and
sober-colored brown pheasants were being brought into
the market, but mountaineers who brought them in all
agieed in the statement that there was nothing to shoot
within three days' march of Istamboul, and that the
upper tiers of forest which sheltered wolves and wild
boar and occasional bear, were more accessible from
Broussa. Arrived in Broussa I was delighted to find the
statement corroborated, not merelv by heresay evidence
but on the day after my arrival Timayanes brought me
a man who lived in one of the highest villages up the
mountain side, and who reported stags and boars and
wolves in the forest, which were frequently killed when
a leading village headsman of those parts, one Ahmed
Khan, turned up with men and dogs for a grand battue;
he added further that of his own knowledge there were
wild goats among the rocks on the grassland above the
forest, and ptarmigans under the snow line, but nothing
to compensate one for the rough climb, excepting brown
bears, which it was better for the solitary sportsman to
leave unmolested. This was on Saturday, and having
got precise instructions as to the route to Ahmed Khan's
village, I had a letter written to him to the effect that I
proposed being at his place on Monday evening and hoped
that he would arrange a battue for Tuesday, and that he
might charge me with a day's rations for any number of
men and dogs employed in beating, not exceeding fifty
of each. On Sunday, shortly after middav, Ahmed
Khan's messenger arrived with a very courteous and sat-
isfactory reply, and instructions to wait and guide me up
the following day, and all necessary preparations being
made and a lot of cartridges, both ball and shot, filled
for the smoothbore, it was arranged to start at 9 o'clock
the following morning and make a leisurelv journey.
We were in the saddle about half-past' eight, Agina,

the guide, accompanying us on foot. Our road ran ob-
liquely across the hill behind the city for a mile, and
then descended into a ravine over whose bouldery bed
ran a clear stream which looked very promising for
fish. The whole country is laid out in vineyards and
groves and gardens, the fig trees covering the rocky sides
of the ravine. Crossing this we began a tolerably stiff
ascent, after two miles of which we again got a view of
the sea of Marmora, with Broussa some two thousand
feet below us. Climbing on until we had reached an ele-
vation of three thousand feet, we passed over the brow
of the hill and began to descend. For two miles we
went steadily downward before we touched a stream at
an elevation of not more than a thousand feet above sea
level. From this point out the ascent was gentle but
steady, and by noon the groves and vineyards of the
lower slopes were left behind. The hillsides were ter-
raced for cornfields, and higher up was the woodland,
large areas of which had been laid bare, and were evi-
dently being still laid bare, for droves of donkeys and
mules were continually passing us with their loads of
firewood for the city.

At 1 o'clock we stopped at a mountain stream for
luncheon, after which we again pushed onward and
upward through the timber land, sometimes sunk in the
deep recesses of the forest, at others getting a command-
ing view of the sea, and arrived at Ahmed Khan's village
toward four in the afternoon after a march which I esti-
mate from fifteen to twenty miles, and there was Broussa
nestling at our feet barely four miles as the crow flies,

and looking not more than two miles off.

Ahmed Khan was a fine looking old fellow, and received
me very courteously, making numerous inquiries through
my dragoman about my health, country and friends, and
I having been previously instructed by the daughters of
the hotel keeper at Broussa, who, by the way, is a Ger-
man, made a series of similar polite inquiries in return.
Then I turned the conversation to the battue, and was
informed that all had been arranged, that five village head-
men would turn out to-morrow, with as many guns and
irobably seventy or eighty followers and dogs. We are
lere, said Ahmed Khan, just at the upper limit of the
range of both deer and bear, and below the region of the
timber antelope (which latter, he explained to me, was a
larger animal than the wild goat of the rocky cliffs above
the timber), and the battue will cover a range stretching
from the level of the village to about 1,500 feet below.
The bears, too, my informant said, came down from the
mountains at this season every evening, but for the most
part return to the upper ranges in the morning.
My Winchester was produced and an effort made to

explain its capabilities. I don't know with what success,
but they all said Allah Akbash most emphatically, which
means God is great, and this I understood as a polite way
of suggesting that miracles were nothing to God, but
that to fire a dozen times without reloading was some-
thing outside of human experience. The barrel was too
short, too, for his approval, being some nine inches shorter
than his flintlock, and he asked how far it would kill in
a tone that implied that it might do for close quarters.
Looking across the ravine at a big white rock, that I
judged to be 400yds. distance, I challenged him to a trial

of skill; but he said he had never tried shooting at that
distance, which must be at least 600 paces. But he was
anxious to see me try, and as there was still half an hour
of daylight remaining, two villagers were sent across
with instructions to go above and some fifty paces to the
left of the mark and watch results.
They looked very small in the fading daylight, as they

crawled up the hillside more than a quarter of an hour
later, for the ravine was deep, and recollecting how apt
one is to underestimate distance in mountain country,
and attaching weight to the opinion of mv host, 1 put up
the 500-yard sight and aimed for the top'of the rock. I
sighted first in the middle and was slowly rising the
muzzle when one of the two men shouted to announce
they were in position. As I pulled the trigger I thought
I saw something move on the top of the rock and come
into my line of vision, and as the two men at once set up
a continuous yelling, I reported that I had seen something
move on the top of the rock, and had fired at it, but did
not know whether I had hit it or not, and that indeed at
that distance I could not say whether it was a deer or a
bear.

It was quite dusk when the men returned, and reported
that as soon as they got into position and shouted a bear
rushed out and made straight for the top of the rock, and
at once rolled over and down its face before the report of
the rifle reached them. Following in its wake they found
blood, and one of them brought a small stone, the other
a leaf, each with a drop of blood on it. I need hardly
tell you what a sensation I created nor the amusement
with which I listened to the exclamation, "Bismillah!
Allah Akbar!"
My supper soon arrived, and consisted of a pilaff, or

great dish or rather tray, of boiled rice, moistened with
butter and rendered savory with raisins, pistachios and
cardamoms, and crowning this a hindquarter of kid.
This was followed by figs and raisins for dessert, after
which the attendant brought narghiles and coffee, my
host and his villagers returned to the Serai, as the build-
ing is called which in every considerable village is
allotted to travelers, and the evening w^as passed not so
much in conversation as in looking at each other, and
giving vent to occasional exclamations of a pious nature,
such as "Bismillah! Allah Akbar! Allah hu!" etc., etc.
Ahmed Khan withdrew early—about half-past 8—the

villagers followed immediately, and Timayanes at once
set about preparing my bed. As I seated myself at the
edge of it finishing my last pipe, the evening prayer fell
upon my ear, and as it ceased the whole villaged repeated
the concluding sentence, "La Allah il Allah, Mahomed
Rasool Allah"—There is no God but Allah, and Man ;>rued
is the prophet of God. a.

[TO BE CONTINUED.
|

CAMPING OUT.
IN CAPE BRETON.

TTERE on the waters of the fair Bras d'Or± I glide along through an enchanting scene.
Where nought is heard, save unseen birds that pour
Their songs through halls of forest decked in green,

And voices of clear waters that have been
Wooed from their woodland dwellings into reBt.

Afar the quick-winged eagle glides between
Vast raountaiu gulches to its young and nest;
•Silence and shadows fall, and day dies in the west.

The glassy mirror of the lake assumes
A color borrowed from no earthly hue;

The air around is laden with perfumes
Of drowsy flowers impatient to renew

Their dewy sleep; the robin sings adieu,
And wings its flight to where its nestlings are;

Each passing moment charms the more the view.
Till comes on twilight's breast her single star,

And night floats slowly in the varied scene to mar.

But only for awhile, for lo, the change—
The wondrous change from dark to mellow light!

The moon appears, and o'er the woodland range
Ascending, steeps its sides in glory. Bright

The waters gleam beneath, and lonely night
Has cleared her brow of sorrow. Growing still,

The giver of this fair, enchanting sight

Develops to the eye o'er yonder hill

A flock of wild birds flying. From the mountain rill,

A distance off, come murmurs crystal clear;

The sad owl starts the echoes from the brake,
Complaining to the moon; while, dra wing near,
A zephyr murmuring, bids the tall trees shake

In ecstacy of motion till they take

Its wandering spirit in their outstretched palms
And charm it into music. Now awake
The drowsy forests sweet melodious psalms,
Born of the wind that comes from meadowlands and

farms,

Where yellow buttercups and daisies lie

In dewy sleep beneath the glow worm's light
And starry beauty of the summer sky.

But when the moon in clouds withdraws from sight,
And all the fairy scene has vanished quite,

Comes gentle sleep with many a lullaby
And pleasant dream, until Aurora bright
Spreads all her wealth of loveliness on high,

And pours the linnet forth its early melody.

Now push from off the beach the light canoe,
The tapering rod and choicest flies prepare.

And where the river joins the waters blue
Of the deep lake, all rippling, cast with care

To lure the wily sea trout sporting there!

Now beautifully dance the flies, and lo!

A moment more he leaps into the air.

And then with sudden plunge doth downward go
Till, spent, his spotted sides upon the surface glow.

When, tiring of the angler's theme, at last

You long, in autumn, after noble fare.

You soon can quit the lakes for forests vast
Where towering Smoky penetrates the air

A thousand feet from ocean. Here the bear
Dwells in his hermitage of rocks and wood,

The swift-limbed caribou darts forward where
Long level tracts of meadow yield him food,

Hemmed in on every side by mountain solitude.
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Or track the monster moose through regions vaat,

"Where primal oaks and stately pine trees grow.

Until the rifle's fatal speed at last

O'ertakes and lays the an tiered monarch low;

And as the life-stream from his side doth flow,

Mark how he struggles in his pain to rise

And combat with his death-inflieiing foe,

Till gloomy darkness shoots athwart his eyes,

And quivering in each limb, the mighty victim dies.

Then homeward speed through verdant solitudes,

The heart exulting and the eye aglow,

Until, what time thehroad sun, sinking, floods

The heavens with his splendor, on the brow

Of the vast mount you stand and far below

Behold the liliputian haunts of men
Beside the migtliy sea whose murmurs low.

By distance mellowed, turn to music. Then

Descend the winding path and join the world again—

The selfish world, where, 'mid the ceaseless strife,

The heart grows callous and the soul's confined;

Where petty longings d warf the better life.

And freedom blest we ne'er or seldom find.

But where the mighty oaks sway to the wind.

And mountains lift their cloud-clapped peaks on high,

The heartache and the care are left behind;

Forgotten is life's sad satiety;

Health, peace, contentment cheer: and joy beams in the

eye.

FouKCHiE, Cape Breton. H. E. Baker.

SOME OLD-TIME NATURAL HISTORY.

THE terrible story of the massacre at Fort William
Henry has seldom been told without quotations

from or at least allusion to the account thereof given by
Captain Jonathan Carver, a provincial officer who was
an eye-witness of the tragedy, and narrowly escaped

becoming one of the victims. This account occurs in

his "Three Years' Travels throughout the Interior Parts

of North America," as an illustration of the horrors of

Indian warfare, and has been credited by historians, ac-

cording to their bias, as more or less trustworthy.

The dingy little volume, which is inscribed to "Joseph
Banks, Esq., President of the Eoyal Society," has a chap-

ter devoted to "The Beasts, Birds, Fishes, Eeptiles and
Insects" which are found in the interior parts of North
America, and another which treats of the "Trees, Shrubs,

Roots. Flowers, &c." These chapters seem to have at-

tracted little attention: though as curiosities in the liter-

ature of natural history and as internal evidence as to

the value of whatever else the author has written, they
are worthy of notice.

One is given the impression that the author has not fab-

ricated hfs accounts out of whole cloth, but given us in

good faith second hand what he has received from very
untrustworthy first hands. He never as offensively offends

our credulity as does the Rev. Samuel A. Peters in his
" General History of Connecticut,'" who as for example
thus describes the Connecticut at Bellows Falls: " Here
water is consolidated without frost, by pressure, by swift-

ness, between the pinching, sturdy rocks, to such a degree

of induration that an iron crow floats smoothly down its

current; here iron, lead and cork have one common
weight: here, steady as time and harder than marble, the

stream presses irresistible if not swift as lightning; the
electric fire rends trees in pieces with no greater ease

that does this mighty water."

Carver's fault is simply in being inaccurate and care-

less. Certainly the Provincial captain could not have
been an officer of the Rangers, whose peculiar service

taught them to read as they ran, signs so obscurely traced

that they were as a sealed book to the ordinary plodder
of forest byways. Nor, in the days before he went sol-

diering, could he have been a Yankee country boy, to

have learned no more of things that such a boy is likely

to meet now whenever he drives the cows home from the
woodside pasture or goes'a-fishing, things that such a
boy would hardly fail to see then, when this New World
was so wild that the shadow of the untame i forest cr apt

,ckxe to the most populous town.
Doubtless more nighthawks then than now wheeled in

^waTering flight against the evening skies of summer, and
iboys watched their headlong plunge from aerial heights,

listening for the twang of their swift descent, and found
the one nestless egg laid on the bare earth, and saw the

another bird flitting silently away, alighting lengthwise
,on the nearest branch. Yet of so common a bird our
.captain says: "This bird is of the hawk species, its bill

being crooked. At twilight it flies about and darts itself

in wanton gambols at the head of the belated traveler."

Without falling into the vulgar error of confounding
the two birds, he briefly describes the whippoorwill,
which the Indians call the Muckawiss. Upon hearing
its note they are "assured of milder weather and begin
to sow their corn. The Indians and some of the inhabi-

tants of the back settlements think if this bird perches
upon any house, that it betokens some mishap to the in-

habitants of it."

In his description of the fish hawk there is a hint which
may enable unlucky anglers to improve then- score and
reputation. "It skims over the lakes and rivers, and
sometimes seems to lie expanded on the water as he
hovers so close to it, and having by some attractive

power drawn the fish within its reach, darts suddenly
upon them. The charm it makes use of is supposed to be
an oil contained in a small bag in the body, and which
nature has, by some means or other, supplied him with
the power of using for this purpose." And he adds, with
the certainty of faith, "It is, however, very certain that
any bait touched with a drop of the oil collected from
this bird is an irresistible lure for all sorts of fish, and in-

sures the angler great success."

"The loon," he tells us, "is a waterfowl, somewhat
less than a teal, and is a species of dabchick," and
wrongly says that the "color is a dark brown, nearly ap-
proaching black;" but rightly enough, that "its flesh is

very ill-flavored and only repays the trouble taken to ob-
tain it by the excellent sport it affords," for "it requires

three persons to kill one of them, and that C£lh only be

done the moment it raises its head out of the water as it

returns to the surface after diving," as "they will dex-
terously avoid the shot by diving before they reach
them." Had w-ar alarms frightened all the loons from
Lake George when the captain was campaigning on its

shores; or had innumerable triplets of gunners destroyed
them, or had the abashed waterfowl, outdone in devilish
vociferation by Montcalm's Indians, withdrawn them-
selves from observation and left only "hell-divers" to in-

vite the fusilade of marksmen and fool our naturalist
into such belittling and erroneous description of our great
northern diver ?

He tells us that "the whetsaw is one of the cuckoo
kind, a solitary bird and scarcely ever seen," and we are
convinced that he never saw the little Acadian owl, but
he had seen "the king bird, which is like a swallow and
seems to be of the same species as the black martin of
swift. It is called the king bird because it is able to

master almost every bird that flies. I have often seen it

bring down a hawk."
What is the Wakon bird, so called by the Indians, who

hold it in veneration? He says it "appears to be of the
same species as the birds of paradise. It is nearly the
size of a swallow, of a brown color, shaded about the
neck with a bright green: the wings are of a darker
brown than the body; its tail is composed of four or five

feathers, which are three times as long as its body, and
which are beautifully shaded with green and purple. It

carries this fine plumage in the same manner as a pea-
cock does. I never saw any of these birds in the colo-

nies, but the Naudowessie Indians caught several of them
when I was in their country, and seemed to treat them
as if they were of superior rank to any other of the
feathered race," and in the Indian language its name sig-

nifies Bird of the Great Spirit.

Our captain has more to say of the rattlesnake than of

any other reptile. In his "Travels" he tells a marvelous
tale of a rattlesnake that a Menomonie Indian had tamed
and carried about with him in a box, from which he let

it loose in October, and wagered two gallons of rum with
the French gentleman who told Carver the story, that

the snake would appear there and return to the box on a
certain day in the following May. At the appointed time
the Indian and the Frenchman met at the place, but the

snake did not come at the call of his master, who then
offered to double the bet that the snake would come
within twTo days; and "on the second day about 1 o'clock

the snake arrived, and of his own accord crawled into

the box, which was placed ready for him."
The rattlesnake plantain is an approved antidote for

the poison of this snake, bountifully supplied by Provi-
dence wherever this creature is to be met with. "The
leaves of this herb are more efficacious than any other
part of it," and being chewed and applied immediately
to the wound and some of the juice swallowed, seldom
fails to avert every dangerous symptom. "A decoction of
the buds and bark of the white ash taken internally is

another remedy, salt another—newly discovered—and
"the fat of the reptile rubbed on is frequently found to

be very efficacious." He never could discover the man-
ner in which they bring forth their young, but he gives
positive testimony on the subject of snakes swallowing
their young. "I once killed a female that had seventy
young ones in its belly, and these were perfectly formed,
and I saw them just before retire to the mouth of their

mother, a place of security, on my approach. The galls

of this serpent, mixed with chalk, are formed into little

balls and exported from America for medical purposes,
an excellent remedy for complaints incident to children."
The flesh of the snake also dried and made into broth is

much more nutritive than that of vipers, and very effica-

cious against consumptions!"
The thorn-tail snake

'

1

is found in many parts of America,
but is seldom seen. It receives its name from a thorn-like
dart in its tail, which is said to inflict a mortal wound."
Only one specimen of the two-headed snake was ever
seen in America, and that was found near Lake Champlain
in the year 1762, and presented to Lord Amherst.
Of seven or eight sorts of land turtles it is well to know

that the bite of the least and most beautiful " is said to

be venomous."
Capt. Carver describes the tiger of America as resem-

bling in shape those of Africa and Asia, though consid-
erably smaller and of a "darkish fallow color, and entirely

free from spots. The cat of the mountain is in shape
like a cat, only much larger, in color of a reddish or

orange cast, beautified by black spots of different figures."

In his Western travels he can hardly have fallen in
with the grizzly bear, for he makes no mention of it. and
says that the bears of America are timorous and inof-
fensive, unless they are pinched by hunger or smarting
from a wound. The sight of a man terrifies thein, and
a dog will put several of them to flight.

"

" There are two sorts of foxes in North America which
differ only in their color, one being of a reddish brown,
the other of a gray ; those of the latter kind that are
found near the river Mississippi are extremely beautiful,

their hair being of a silver gray."

He gives a very good description of the buffalo, but
confounds the elk and the moose, saying of the first

that its horns are not forked like those of a deer, but
have all their teeth or branches on the outer edge, and
that the horns of the latter, though "almost as numer-
ous" as that animal's, branch on both sides like those of

a deer. "It has feet and legs like a camel."
"The carcajou, which is of the cat kind, is a terrible

enemy" to the deer, elk, moose and caribou, which he
lies in wait for and springs upon," when he fastens upon
his neck and opening the jugular vein, soon brings his

victim to the ground. This he is enabled to do by his

long tail, with which he encircles the body of his adver-
sary; and the onlv means they have to shun their fate is

by flying immediately to the water; by this method, as

the carcajou has a great dislike to that element, he is

sometimes got rid of before he can effect his purpose."
"The skunk," he says, "is the most extraordinary ani-

mal that the American woods produce," though he has
just described a quadruped whose tail enables it to hold
on to its victims— a "tail-holt" quite, different from
that taken in the ordinary sense. "As soon as he finds

himself in danger, he ejects to a great distance from be-

hind, a small stream of water of so subtle a nature and
at the same time so powerful a smell, that the air is

tainted with it for half a mile in circumference, and his

pursuers, whether men or dogs, being almost suffocated
with the stench, are obliged to give over the pursuit."

This "displeases rather from its penetrative power than

from its nauseousness," and "is considered as conducive
to clear the head and raise the spirits." The captain is

not squeamish, for he has often fed on skunks and found
them sweet and good. Indeed, one who can speak au-
thoritatively of the broth of rattlesnakes, would not
spleen against the flesh of the skunk. Does it occur to the
Ichthyophagos Club what a valuable member it might
have had had it been born a century and a quarter ear-

lier, or Captain Carver a hundred years later than he
was?
His lengthy description of that prolific theme of the

imaginative naturalist's pen, the beaver, is only noticeable
for the absence of exaggeration and for his forbearance
when in the closing sentence he assures us that were he
to "enumerate every instance of the sagacity that is to
be discovered in these animals they would fill a volume
and prove not only entertaining but instructing."
The otter "greatly resembles a beaver but is very dif-

ferent from it in many respects." Wherein the resem-
blance consists he does not set forth, but only the differ-

ences, except that "in winter it is contented with the bark
of trees or the produce of the fields."

But nothing is likelier to shake the reader's faith in the
captain's veracity or accuracy than what he writes of
animals that he could hardly have failed to see often and
that would almost force the most careless observer to
notice their form and habits. How could one whose ser-

vice must frequently have taken him to the haunts of
the muskrat, escape a better acquaintance with that
miniature beaver than to write of him that his summer
fare is "strawberries, raspberries and such other fruits as
they can reach," and that "in winter they separate,
when each takes up its lodging apart in some hollow tree,

where they remain quite unprovided with food and there
is the greatest reason to believe subsist without any till

the return of spring." or of the mink, that in shape and
size "it resembles a polecat," which he has told us is larger
than a skunk, that it "is blacker than almost any crea-
ture," and that its tail is round like that of a snake but
growing flatfish toward the end and is entirely without
hair!" If he ever smelled the nauseous effluvia of the
mink, he must have had a nose of his own to enable him
to say that "an agreeable musky scent exhales from its

body."
Of the little space devoted to insects, the greater part

is taken up by a description of the "lightning bug. or fire-

fly, which is almost the size of a bee, and if you permit
five or six to crawl upon your hand and they freely ex-
hibit their glow together, they will enable you to read
almost the smallest print."
Of trees, he tells us that the hemlock, though "of very

large growth, is quite useless and only an incumbrance
to the ground," an opinion in which he would find few to
agree with him now.
What can be the "Wickopic or Lucknic," which "ap-

pears to be a species of the whitewood, and is distin-

guished from it by a peculiar quality of the bark, which
when pounded and moistened with a little water, in-

stantly becomes of the consistence and nature of size.

With this the Indians pay their canoes, and it greatly
exceeds pitch or any other material usually appropriated
to that purpose; for, besides its adhesive quality, it is of
so oily a nature that the water cannot penetrate through
it, and its repelling power abates not for a considerable
time." It is a pity that a tree having such valuable qual-
ities should not be generally known.
The hickory is, as we well know, "a very good fire-

wood:" but how many know that "as it burns an excel-
lent sugar distills from it?"

Who that is accustomed to the weird autumnal bloom
of our witch hazel would recognize it when found ' 'cov-
ered early in May with numerous white blossoms." He
tells us, ' 'It has been said that it is possessed with the
power of attracting gold or silver, and that twigs of it

are made use of to discover where the veins of these
metals are hid," but he conscientiously adds, "I am ap-
prehensive this is only a fallacious story and not to be
depended on."
A stickler for old names is glad to see that our captain

gives that of wake robin to the Indian turnip and not to
the moose flower or white trillium, as is the fashion now-
adays. If he was ever fooled into tasting the root and
knows whereof he affirms, the effect recorded is singular,
for he says that "it will greatly inflame the tongue and
immediately convert it from its natural shape into a
round hard substance, in which state it will continue for
some time."
With this pungent taste of Captain Carver's wake robin

we take leave of the naturalist and traveler, wondering
whether he who so long since journeyed to the undis-
covered country from which no traveler returns, was
attempting to impose upon the credulous reader or was
himself imposed upon by unscrupulous tellers of camp-
fire tales. Rowland E. Robinson.

[The thorn-tail snake, so called from the thorn-like dart
at the end of its tail, must be identical with the hoop
snake, so much discussed in these later times, and with
the stinging snake "H. P. TJ." and "Coahoma" are inter-

ested in finding a specimen of. This elusive creature is

certainly entitled to veneration because of its age, and
is no less deserving of respect for so successfully keeping
itself aloof from naturalists for a century or more.]

Loons.—In Forest and Stream of July 11. "J. G. R."
has an article on loons, in which he says: "Once in a
small space of open water, there they must stay until

the ice thaws sufficient to give them a chance to rise,

which requires at least one-eighth of a mile. They can-
not arise from the land nor from any hard surface, only
from a large space of water. They can be easily shot
when confined in one of these open' spaces of water, but
to shoot one in the open lake is considered a big thing to
do." Such was my belief in years gone by and will be
accepted by most, if not all, who read the article. But is

it true that a loon cannot rise from a small body of
water? If one will remain in a small body of water and
suffer death it is pretty good evidence that he cannot get
away, but it is not conclusive. One will stay in the open
lake for horns under a constant fusilade and not take to

wing for safety. The loon usually leaves the water in

the manner described by "J. G. R.," for the reason that it

is easily done by a bud heavy in body and small in pinion.
I believe the loon can rise from a small body of water Or
from any body of water likely to attract attention.

What say the readers of Forest and Stream?—Joseph
Ide,
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THE WOODCOCK AND THE WORM.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The following, corning from Audubon, ought to bear a

good deal of weight on the question raised in yonr last
issue as to how the woodcock get their food from the mud
by boring. He says on page 20, Vol. VI. (of the edition
of Roe, Lockwood & Son, New York, 1801) : " The food
of the woodcock consists principally of large earthworms,
of which it swallows as many in the course of a night as
would equal its own weight. It obtains its food by per-
forating the damp earth or mire, and also by turning the
dead leaves in the woods and picking up the worms that
lie beneath them. On watching a number of individ-
uals probing mud in which a number of earthworms had
been introduced, in a tub placed in room partially dark-
ened, I observed the mrds plunged their bills up to the
nostrils, but never deeper: and from the motion of the
parts at the base of the mandibles I concluded that the
bird has the power of working the extremities so as to
produce a kind of vacuum, which it enables it to seize
the worm at one end and suck it into its throat before it
withdraws its bill, as do curlews and godwits."
Some summers ago, while shooting woodcock, I ob-

served some birds in an old field ditch under some wil-
lows; these birds were in the open ditch and were feeding
or boring in the mud: it was early in the morning, but
the sun was well up, so that Ihad full chance to see them:
they were not twenty to twenty-five feet away. These
birds acted as Audubon relates that his tame birds did,
that is, they ran the bill deep into the mud, held it there,
and appeared to suck in with their throats, but on the
withdrawal of the bill I never saw the worm. Now with
snipe, I have often seen the worm after the bill is with-
drawn, and more often have taken the worms from their
mouths after they were shot.
There is one point I don't understand in regard to the

construction of the woodcock's bill, nor can I reconcile
it with the sucking theory, and that is that, unlike the
snipe's, the woodcock's upper bill overhang's the lower,
or more properly speaking, the lower bill is shorter and
fits into the upper; and if I am right, it is stiff at the
ends and not soft and capable of being opened like the
snipe's. Now if this is so, how can he open his bill while
in the mud to suck, and not open the whole length of it?
A Bnipe can; he opens just the very end and makes a
tube of his bill. I have not a woodcock head with me,
and an old one would be too dry to surely test this point,
but I am quite sure a woodcock's biU is as I describe it.

Boston, Mass. E. B.

Editor Forest and Stream:
"A Study of Woodcock," by "Paul Pastnor." in Forest

and Stream for July 18, is certainly a remarkable con-
tribution to the literature of the subject of which it

treats. Indeed, one hesitates to take the writer seriously
or to feel quite sure that his "little old wood witch hob-
bling about with a very long black cane," did not befog
his senses by some potent spell, under the influence of
which he dreamed, instead of saw, the curious things
which he describes so pleasantly. But, as he truly ob-
serves, "many mirth-provoking theories, in the course of
modern investigation, have become science." and it would
be not less unsafe than ungenerous to positively ridicule
or discredit any of his observations or theories, however
fanciful they may seem. Moreover, most of them, as I
shall presently show, are by no means as new as their
author apparently thinks. For convenience of discussion,
the leading points in his article may be briefly restated
and considered as follows:

(1) That the woodcock possibly has a song. There is no
doubt about this, for the fact has been recorded and more
or less freely commented on by several observers. (See
American Sportsman, IV., 1874. p. 19: the same, pp. 41,
Torrey's "Birds in the Bush," pp. 223-225; Nuttall's
Manual, "Water Birds," pp. 196-197). The bird sings in
the air during the mating season, in the evening twi-
light, rising in a spiral course to the height of three or
four hundred feet, thence descending in zigzag lines, at
the same time uttering warbling notes, which, to my
ears, at least, are very sweet and musical, recalling the
sound produced by a water whistle such as boys sell in
the streets of our cities. I have witnessed this perform-
ance many times at various places, and on several occa-
sions have traced the bird's flight from the ground to the
highest point which it reached and back to earth again.

(2) That both the European and American woodcock
ick up and carry off their young is also a fact attested
y many observers, although writers differ in their im-

pressions as to the way the thing is done, some asserting
that the chick is carried in the parent's bill: others, on
her back; others, in her claws, and still others, that it is
held pressed close to her body between her thighs. The
last view seems to be supported by the best evidence,
although it is not improbable that the method varies at
different times. An article on the subject in the Zoolo-
gist (third series, Vol. III., pp. 483-440) is accompanied
by on illustration, depicting the European woodcock
carrying itsyoung very much as "Paul Pastnor" describes.

(3) I have never seen anything to indicate that the
woodcock has a strongly developed bump of curiosity;
but there seems to be no reason for challenging your cor-
respondent's observations on this point, which are cer-
tainly very interesting and apparently quite conclusive.

(4) The assumption that the woodcock is only semi-
nocturnal, although doubtless, contrary to the general
impression of sportsmen, is perhaps correct. I have
never detected a wild bird in the act of boring in the
day time, but in the stomachs of several specimens,
killed at about mid-day I have found fragments of earth
worms. This would seem to be strong presumptive proof
of diurnal feeding, for earth worms must be very rapidly
digested in the stomach of a healthy woodcock.

(5) It is certainly possible that the evening flights of
woodcock may be occasionally undertaken, as your cor-
respondent believes, simply to enjoy "a mad, merry
whirl in the air;" but nothing that I have seen warrants
such a conclusion. On the contrary, after observing
these flights on many occasions and at various places
and seasons, I am convinced that the birds rise at even-
ing from the thickets in which they have spent the day
merely to seek richer but more exposed feeding grounds,
where they dare not trust themselves by daylight. The
fact that "Paul Pastnor's" birds flew into open meadow
is significant in this connection.

(6) The assumption that the woodcock does not secure
its food by boring, but that the holes which it makes in
the mud are intended to serve as passages through which

earthworms may be lured to their fate by the simulated
sound of rain, produced by the subsequent dancing and
fluttering of the bird on the surface above, is apparently
an original, and certainly a rather startling theory.
From the nature of the case such a theory cannot be dis-
proved, but it may be discredited, partly on the ground
that observations made in the field at night, even in the
clearest moonlight and with the aid of a good glass, can-
not be wholly reliable, partly by evidence that the bird
sometimes gets its food in simpler ways.
Audubon, "watching several individuals probing mud in

which a number of earth worms had been introduced, in
a tub placed in a room partially darkened," concluded
"from the motion of the parts at the base of the mandi-
bles * * * that the bird has the power of working their
extremities so as to produce a kind of vacuum, which
enables it to seize the worm at one end and suck it into
its throat before it withdraws its bill, as do curlews and
godwits (" Birds of America," Vol. VI., pp. 20-21). I am
not aware that this supposition has been since veri-
fied, although it does not seem improbable that the wood-
cock, without withdrawing its bill, may sometimes suck
up very small earth worms or other minute animals found
in soft mud. However this mav be, it certainly fre-
quently, if not habitually, employs a different method,
at least with earth worms of fair s.ze.
In July, 1878, I saw a live woodcock in the possession

of Mr. C. J. Maynard. He had it from a boy who flushed
it m a garden, whence it flew against the side of a house,
falling sufficiently stunned to be easily captured. It
recovered in a short time and was placed in a large
box, prepared for its reception by covering the bottom
several inches deep with loam, sinking a basin of water
in the center, and planting tall living weeds about the
back: and sides. When I first looked in the bird was
squatting among the weeds, nor did any motion on my
part avail to cause it to shift its position, save by
shrinking a little closer to the ground, but when
a live screech owl was brought and held against the wires
that covered the front of the cage, the woodcock at once
rose and advanced to meet its vis-cl-vi,s. Singularly
enough the owl seemed to be the more frightened of the
two. Indeed, the woodcock showed no perceptible fear.
After the removal of the owl the woodcock ran about
freely, exploring all the corners of its limited domain,
and probing the earth vigorously, but apparently with-
out success, although it left no spot untried. Its long
bill was thrust downward with wonderful rapidity and
on every side in quick succession, the motion strongly re-
sembling that of a man spearing eels. Then the bird
would take a step or two and try again. Sometimes it
would stop and apparently listen with its head held
slightly on one side, the ear directed downward. Again
it would stamp with its feet quickly and forcibly, several
times in succession, then hold its head very near the
ground, evidently listening for the movements of sus-
pected worms beneath, for, immediately afterward, it
twice probed rapidly and closely over the spot to which
its ear had been applied. It rarely stood erect, and
moved with a skulking gait, the head drawn in between
the shoulders and slightly raised and lowered, with a
nodding motion, between each step. When frightened,
it held its tail nearly erect and spread to the utmost the
down lower coverts, drooping beneath the tail feathers
in a vertical, fan-shaped fringe. When undisturbed, and
always when feeding, the tail was depressed and closed.
Mr. Maynard told me that the bird ate half a pint of
earth worms twice each day.

It will be observed that during the observations just
recorded, I did not actually see the woodcock secure an
earth worm; in fact, it is quite certain that of the many
thrusts which it made while I was watching it, none was
successful, for I stood within a few feet of the cage into
which a strong light penetrated freely. If I remember
rightly, Mi-. Maynard said that no earth worms had been
put into the cage for several hours previous to my visit,
and that the bird had probably nearly or quite exhausted
its last supply. Hence its ill success in boring had no
special significance. The attitude of listening was most
suggestive, however, and the subsequent rapid and ex-
citing boring about the spot to which the bird's ear had
been applied convinced me that its stamping was simply
for the purpose of startling the worms and inducing them
to betray their whereabouts by the sound, however slight,
of their movements beneath the surface. Robins listen
in a similar way before locating and dragging forth an
earth worm. They also sometimes stamp just before
listening, although this action is not as vigorous and
strongly marked on their part as it was with the wood-
cock. If the latter stamped for the purpose of simulat-
ing the sound of rain, and thereby inducing the worms
to come to the surface, why did it not, after executing
its "war dance," remove a step or two, or, at least, as-
sume a position of watching instead of listening and im-
mediately boring again?
Fortunately it is needless to multiply arguments in

support of this view, for Mr. Maynard actually saw his
bird, after stamping and listening, "turn either to the
right or left or take a step or two forward, plunge his
bill into the earth and draw out a worm which he would
swallow, then repeat this performance until all the worms
were eaten." ("Birds of Eastern North America," pp.
374, 375). Then this statement proves that the woodcock
is perfectly able to "withdraw a worm from the ground
with its bill," despite "Paul Pastnor's" incredulity on
that point; while taken in connection with the other facts
and arguments above detailed, it also proves that the
"war dance" serves—at least sometimes—the purpose
which I have explained.
Since writing the above I have come upon the follow-

ing in an early number (Vol. I., No, 16, p. 251) of Forest
and Stream:
"Did our readers ever see a woodcock 'boring?' We

have, and this is how he did it: Once on a time we sur-
prised one of these gentry at his matutinal occupation,
and so intent was he that he never noticed our presence.
We had always supposed that he thrust his long bill into
the moist earth and drew out his grub, snipe-fashion,
and swallowed it; but no, he pegged away vigorously at
the ground, something as woodpeckers hammer, digging
deeper and deeper, until he actually stood on his head to
reach the greatest depth. Then when he had one hole
bored he began another, and so continued until he had
made nine, as [we ascertained by counting afterward.
But never a worm or grub did he draw forth from sub-
terranean sources. He had been merely preparing his
little stratagem, setting his traps, so to speak, and when

all was ready he laid down on his stomach, with his bill
flat to the ground, and commenced beating the perfor-
ated earth violently with his wings. Presently a little
worm or a grub or other insect came to the surface, and
peering above the edge of one of the holes was inconti-
nently sucked into the long protruding bill. Directly
afterward a red well-scoured angle worm was victim-
ized—we coidd see it distinctly as it passed into the bill—
and possibly others would have followed had not our
stupid dunderhead of a setter worked up on the scent
and flushed the bird."

This note, which was apparently written by Mr. Chas.
Hallock, the then managing editor of Forest and
Stream, curiously confirms as well as anticipates "Paul
Pastnors" observations. Although it does not mention
the "rain" theory, it undeniably gives the latter much
added probability. Indeed, if Mr, Hallock (?) was de-
ceived in his impressions, the behavior of his bird maybe
fairly regarded as proving that the woodcock some-
times gets its food in the way that "Paul Pastnor" main-
tains.

Before concluding I should like to add a word about
the whistling sound which the woodcock makes when
flying. In your ed.torial remarks in the issue of July 18
you say that you "believe that it is not made by the
wings, and could give reasons which to us appear
conclusive." Will you kindly give these reasons?
I must confess that nothing in connection with
the habits of this interesting bird seems to me
surer than that its shrill silvery whistle, which so
thrills the heart of every sportsman, is produced
by the wings. My grounds for this conviction are: (1)
That I have over and over again had the same experience
as that given by your correspondent, " H. D. N." (Forest
and Stream, Vol. XXXII., No. 25, July 11, 1889, p. 510),
of shooting birds that did not whistle and finding that
they were without the small, stiff, attenuated primary
quills, while in no instance have I ever known a bird
which lacked these quills to make the least whistling-
sound; although I do not deny—indeed, I have seen
repeated instances of the fact—that a full plumaged
woodcock possessing these quills sometimes rises without
whistling. (2) That twice upon picking up wounded
woodcock by their bills I have had them beat their wings
vigorously as if flying, producing at the same time the
usual shriil whistle. One of these birds flapped so slowly
that the whistle was not continuous, but on the contrary,
made up of closely connected, but still separate, notes,
each of which could be distinctly associated with a stroke
of the wing. In both instances I held the bird's mandi-
bles tightly together.
Surely nothing could be more conclusive than this.

Assuming that it settles the origin of the sound, we are
led naturally to consider what advantage a bird derives
from it ability to whistle with its wings, for it is an uni-
versally-admitted law of nature that no highly specialized
or peculiar function is developed in any animal except to
serve some definite purpose, either of use or ornament.
Now the attenuated primaries, as I prefer to call them,
whistling quills, are present and equally developed in
young as well as old birds of both sexes, and at all seasons
excepting during the moult. It is evident, then, that
they are not secondary sexual characters. The woodcock
is also the only member of its family with which I am
familiar which does not habitually and frequently utter
some vocal whistle or call when flying. As far as is
known the love-song already described, a harsh, night-
hawk-like paip, made only when the bird is on the
ground, and chiefly, if not wholly, by the male during
the mating season, and a low pufl, given in connection
with the paip, are the only vocal notes which the wood-
cock utters. Why then may not its wing-whistling serve
the same purpose as the vocal calls of other waders, viz.,
to inform its companions of its movements and approxi-
mate position ? This, at least, has seemed to me a logical
inference from the facts just stated.

Cambridge. Mass. WILLIAM BREWSTER

THAT STINGING SNAKE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your number of July 11 contained a very interesting

and instructive communication from Miss Catherine C.
Hopley upon my favorite subject—snakes. As a good
deal of Miss Hopley's letter was devoted especially to my
enlightenment, I hope, through your courtesy, to be per-
mitted to thank her, and express'my high appreciation of
her kindness.

I am especially indebted to Miss Hopley for elucidating
the question as to whether venomous snakes shed their
fangs periodically; and, indeed. I had myself concluded
that they do so, from the invariable provision of young-
ones to take the places of the mature fangs when dis-
placed, as nature could hardly be expected to provide so
lavishly and with such regularity for the probably infre-
quent occasionswhen the supplementary fangs would be
needed to repair accidental breakage.
As regards the other question, of the existence or not

of stinging snakee, which Miss Hopley has effectually
set at rest, I believe she taxes me with rather more cred-
ulity on the subject than my observations of inquiry war-
ranted. I had myself made the same reflections which
she suggests, that is, that the existence of such a species
could hardly have escaped the investigations of natural-
ists. I am also aware that most unscientific people are
more credulous about snake myths than about any other
subject, except perhaps those of ghosts and the efficacy
of remedial nostrums. Still, having heard quite a nam-
ber of intelligent and generally veracious white men
positively aver that they had seen and killed such
snakes, I think I may be pardoned for making inquiry
touching the matter of scientific authority. Mr. Walter
Clark, of this place, a man of education and intelligence,
assured me that he had killed a snake with a sting in its

tail this spring, and thought he could procure me a speci-
men. I have offered ten dollars to any one who will
bring me a live specimen of the stinging snake.
In conclusion I wish to say to Miss Hopley that I have

derived more inforrnation about snakes from her writings
than from any other source, as no scientific snake litera-

ture has ever fallen into my hands, and my knowledge
of them is mainly gathered" from my own cursory obser-
vations in the woods. Coahoma.
Olabksdale, Miss.

P. S,—A friend at my elbow affects to see something
very ludicrous in the idea of a denizen of the Mississippi
swamps going to London for information about snakes,

—
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Antelope and Deer of America. By J. D. Caton.
Price $2.50. Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with the

Rifle. By W. C. Bliss. Price 50 cents. Rifle, Bod and
Gun in California. By T. S. Van Dyke. Price $1.50.

Shore Birds. Price 1 5 cents. Woodcraft. By " ess-

muk" Price $1. Trajectories of Hunting Rifles. Price

50 cents. Wild Fowl Shooting; see advertisement.

PATTERN AND PENETRATION TEST.

THE GREENER GUN.

WHEN the Forest and Stream sent out its invita-

tions to gun makers, asking them to have repre-

sentative guns in our gun trials, a prompt answer came
across the ocean that a gun would be sent from the
works of W. W. Greener. It came a few days ago to the

American representative of the Greener gun, Mr. Squires,

of 176 Broadway. It bore the tag "Forest and Stream
Trial Gun," and was as beautiful a piece of mechanism as

one could care to look upon. It was of the last output
from the Greener establishment, and with it came cart-

ridge cases, wads and shot. "Load fifty cartridges with
your best English powder, and also make up fifty cart-

ridges of American powder and shot, and we will try

GREENER GUN, 40YDS., RIGHT BARREE, 362 PELLETS, AM. CART.

them together." This was all the request made by the
Forest and Stream gun man, and on the 24th a gentle-

man from Squires's came to the range laden with gun and
charges. The big roll of paper, nearly five hundred
pounds in weight and over fifty-two inches wide, was set

rolling. Pad after pad ©f penetration paper was placed
behind, and soon the shots were telling their stories in

emphatic style on the paper sheets. It was not a happy
day for a test, or rather it was a day for a very severe
test. It was not dry enough to cake the barrels to any
extent, but there was a sharp, increasing wind which
blew across from right to left at the rate of from twelve
to sixteen miles per hour, increasing as the test went on
from the lower to the^higher rate of speed. The 40yds.
distance was first covered, and the opening shots, after a
warming-up pair of cartridges had been fired, was with
the American-made charges. How well they acted and
how finely the gun handled them is shown fully in the
tabulated report. The large size of the paper sheets em-
ployed, and the easy working of the gun-test machinery,

GREENER GUM, 40YDS., LEFT BARREE, 355 PELLETS, AM. CART.

enabled a double count to be made on every discharge.
Thus, when the large sheet of clean white paper rolled
down, a bullseye was pasted on it, and when the shot
was fired a 30in. circle was struck from the center of this
bullseye. Then another circle of the same size was struck
from such a center as to include the best pattern shown
on the large white expanse. It sometimes happened that
the aimed-at circle included the best pattern, and noth-
ing was gained by shifting. The circle first struck was
the one in which the gun, practically in the hands of a
gunner, ought to make its best pattern. The second
circle was the best work of the barrels, with the disturb-
ing factors of wind, any possible bad barrel setting and
bad aiming all obliterated. How they compare is shown

in the following table, showing the pattern results of

every shot fired:

PATTERN 40YDS.—ENGLISH CHARGES.

Right Barrel. Left Barrel.

Aimed Struck Diet. bet. Aimed Struck Dist. bet.

circle, circle. centers, circle, circle, centers.

1 236 249 5 in. 146 206 9 in.

2 188 185 3^in. 123 211 9^in.
3 86 115 7 in. 192 209 4}^in.

4 226 231 4 in. 199 242 7 in.

5 188 208 T^in. 173 205 9 in .

Average.. 183 198 5 in. 167 215 8 in.

PATTERN 40YD8.—AMERICAN CHARGES.

1 323 356 6 in. 241 314 5^1 n.

2

323

362 5^in. 288 .355 8 in.

3

253

282 7 in. 333 329 9 in.

4 286 327 7 in. 317 353 4 in.

5

303

327 6 in. 184 207 T^in.

Average.. 298 331 « in. 253 312 7 in.

PATTERN 60YDS.—ENGLISH CHARGES.

1 52 54 6 in. 70 102 9 in.

2 67 73 5 in. 24 31 6 in.

3 83 81 6 in. 100 108 5^in.
4 77 70 7 in. 104 114 7 in.

5 105 99 6 in. 42 59 7 in.

Average.. 77 75 6 in. 68 83 7 in.

PATTERN 60YDS.—AMERICAN CHARGES.
1 113 124 4t£in. 69 78 5^in.
2 131 123 7 in. 77 llo 11 in.

3 122 147 8 in. 70 81 8 in.

4 95 125 7 in. 52 91 9^in.
5 98 126 6J^in. 108 141 7 in.

Average.. 112 129 6^1n. 75 101 8 In.

GREENER GUN, 40YDS., RIGHT BARREE, 249 PELLETS, ENG. CART.

There was no cleaning out of the gun when the trial

was in progress and Range Supt. Moss who did the firing

said he found it a pleasant working arm with a slight in-

crease of recoil wnen the English charges of the quick
burning Pigou, Wilkes & Laurence powder were throw-
ing the No. 6 shot, which according to the American
measurement would very nearly correspond with the
grade No. 7, there being a difference of but 10 pellets

m the ounce. As the gun went from the range it was with
the understanding that it should be available for another
test when the weather conditions might be of the most
favorable, and the gun given an opportunity to show a
still better average than that indicated in the subjoined
formal exhibit of the test.

CLAREMONT, N. J., July 24, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

Oun—Greener Hammerless Ejector. Cost, $250. No. of
gun, 36,854. Weight, 81 bs. Length of barrels, 30in. Gauge,
12. Bight barrel, full choke. Left barrel, full choke.

Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 3 o'clock. Force of
wind, 15 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 78° . Do.,
wet, 67 °. Humidity, 63°

. Barometer, 29.8iu.

GREENER GUN, 40YDS., LEET BARREE, 242 PEELETS, ENG. CART.

Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.

Shell—Greener Sporting Life.
Powder, Brand—Pigou, Wilkes & Laurence Alliance

No. 5.

Powder, Qtiantity—3%dxs.
( Make—Newcastle.

Shot< Quantity—l}£oz.
( Size—No. 6 English.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.

Three Cartridges Taken at Random.
BOTH BARRELS.

Loading. Powder.
Card over shot: card(l... 91 grs.

felt and card over-? 2... 92 grs.

powder. (3... 90 grs.

Shot.
600 grs. 372 pellets.

608 grs. 380 pellets.

605 grs. 377 pellets.

Average 91 grs. 604 grs. 376 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, upelleti

1. 236 pellets. 20 sheets.
188 pellets.

3. 86 pellets.

4. 226 pellets.
5. 183 pellets.

17 sheets.
15 sheets.
16 sheets.
15 sheets.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 146 pellets. 16 sheets.
2. 123 pellets.
3. 192 pellets.

4. 199 pellets.

5. 173 pellets.

sheets.
14 sheets.
17 sheets.
17 sheets.

Av. 183 pellets. 17 sheets. Av. 167 pellets. 16 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 80-ineh Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 249 pellets. 1 211 pellets.

2 231 pellets. 2 209 pellets.

3 209 pellets. 3 242 pellets.

Average 229 pellets. Average 220 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Ba,rrel from rest a,t fixed 80-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets. Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 52 pellets.
2. 67 pellets.
3. 83 pellets.

4. 77 pellets.

5. 105 pellets.

5 sheets.
11 sheets.
11 sheets.
10 sheets.
15 sheets.

1. 70 pellets.
2. 24 pellets.
3. 100 pellets.

4. 104 pellets.

5. 42 pellets.

12 sheets.
.. sheets,
4 sheets.
3 sheets.

12 sheets.

Av. 77 pellets. 10 sheets. Av. 68 pellets. 8 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 80-inch Circle selected, from
best pattern:

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
I 73 pellets. 1 102 pellets.

2 70 pellets. 2 108 pellets.

3 99 pellets. 3 114 pellets.

Average 80 pellets. Average 108 pellets.

Claremont, N. J., June 24, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

Gun—Greener Hammerless Ejector. Cost, $250. No. of
gun, 36,854. Weight 81bs. Length of barrels, 30in. Gauge,
12. Right barrel, full choke. Left barrel, full choke.

Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 3 o'clock. Force of
wind, 15 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 78°. Do.,
wet, 67° . Humidity, 63° . Barometer, 29.8in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—U. M. C. Co.
Powder, Brand,—Dupont Ducking.
Powder, Quantity—Z%a\rs.

i Make—LeRoy Chilled.
Shot< Quantity—l^oz.

(Size—8.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random.

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Powder. Shot.

Card over shot; card, (1... 91 grs. 611 grs. 623 pellets,
heavy felt and card <2... 89 grs. 606 grs. 519 pellets,
over powder. (3... 89 grs. 613 grs. 539 pellets.

Average 89 grs. 610 grs. 560 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.

Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets. Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

I 323 pellets. 14 sheets. 1. 241 pellets. 15 sheets.
2. 323 pellets. 18 sheets. 2. 288 pellets. 16 sheets.
3. 253 pellets. 13 sheets. 3. 233 pellets. 13 sheets.
4. 286 pellets. 15 sheets. 4. 317 pellets. 12 sheets.
5. 303 pellets. 14 sheets. 5. 184 pellets. 12 sheets.

Av. 298 pellets. 15 sheets. Av. 368 pellets. 13 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best, pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 356 pellets. 1 355 pellets.
2 362 pellets. 2 329 pellets.
3.. .. 327 pellets. 3 353 pellets.

Average 348 pellets. Average 345 pellets,

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 113 pellets.
2. 131 pellets.
3. 122 pellets.
4. 95 pellets.
5. 98 pellets.

10 sheets.
4 sheets.
4 sheets.
6 sheets.
7 sheets.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

69 pellets.
77 pellets.
70 pellets,
52 pellets.

108 pellets.

6 sheets.
6 sheets.

. . sheets.
6 sheels.
4 sheets.

Av. 112 pellets. 6 sheets. Av. 75 pellets. 5 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 80-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 147 pellets. 1 115 pellets.
2 125 pellets. 2...... 91 pellets.
3 126 pellets. 3 141 pellets.

Average 133 pellets. Average 115 pellets.

Augusta, Ga., July 23.—Dove shooting has com-
menced in this county. The Legislature now in session
has changed the law, so that the season now opens July
15 instead of August. This is the best game we have.
The doves feed morning and evening on the new pea
fields and millet and wheat patches. They are fine eat-
ing, and the young are tender and juicy. A bag of 25
to 30 in an afternoon or early morning is not rare. As a
table bird I consider them superior to quail, woodcock
or snipe.—J. M. W.
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A BEAR SCRIMMAGE.
BETHEL, Me., July 17.—Last week as P. Conley was

coming home from Bethel t© Greenwood, just at
sundown, when near the home of J. G. Eich, he saw a
bear in a ravine making his way up into a patch of
woods near- the house of M. Deegan.
He at once ran his horse to Deegan's house and alarmed

him- Mr. Deegan had an old muzzleloader double gun

,

which was empty and rusty, hung in the slings, which he
was not long in loading with No. 6 shot, a handful of
powder and a small bullet to each barrel. Then calling
his (shepherd-and-cur) dog Rover, and Conley taking an
axe, they started out, striking the woods ahead of where
the bear was last seen, in the direction he was heading.
The dog took the lead, crossing the ravine and ascending
the hill in the woods some distance ahead of the two men,
thinking, no doubt, thoy were after the cows, as that was
where they were pastured. Soon after the dog entered
the woods beyond the ravine he commenced barking,
and the men separated, Deegan going directly toward the
sound of the dog, and Conley with his axe up ahead, so
as t© cut him off in case the dog was running him.
Deegan, by his short cut, soon came to the place where

the dog was full of business, running around a hemlock
tree which was about one foot through, looking up and
singing out at the top of his voice. Deegan soon espied
old bruin up among the limbs, grinning, growling and
gnashing his teeth; so he called to Conley to come quick,
as they had the bear.
At this moment the bear showed signs of jumping from

the tree, evidently not liking the appearance of the in-
truders, and as he sided round to leap Deegan "un-
hitched" and placed a charge of small lead and big
powder just back of his fore shoulder among his ribs
which had the effect to expedite his leap, and before
Deegan was aware what had happened, the bear was
nnder full headway up the hill closely followed by Rover.
Conly hearing the' tumult came tumbling over the logs
through the thick brush, almost out of breath, catching
up with Deegan in his race after the dog and bear.
The scrimmage was now at its height,; the dog close to

the heels of the bear, who, in his anxiety to seize the dog,
would turn a somersault backward, growling fiercly; and
this together with the barking of the dog, the hallooing
of the men and the crashing of dry limbs under their
feet, made the woods echo with unearthly sounds. The
bear finding it too hot for him soon took to another tree,
going into the limbs in a twinkling. It was now nearly
dark, and it was hard catching a glirnpse of the black
beast in the tree. Underneath stood Conly with his axe
with blood in his eye. The teeth and howl of the dog
were fearful, and Deegan, to get a look at the bear, had
climbed the hill above him until he was breast high
with him.
The bear was now mad, and his eyes were like two

balls of fire that shone through the darkness in a complete
blaze, showing his position to the men below, who both
discovered the bear in the act of leaping upon them from
his high perch. Conley sang out, "Shoot now or never."
Deegan drew up instantly and pulled, and not a moment
too soon, for as the charge crashed through the bear's
skull he had given a spring for the ground below and fell
dead at the feet of the three braves. He was a noble
beast with fine pelt and a big head full of savage-looking
teeth. It was altogether a hunt to be proud of. They
hauled the bear up to Rich's house on a wagon, for him
to skin and cure the pelt for them, and the meat was the
next day distributed among the game-loving people of
Bethel.

It is no unusual thing for bears to make havoc among
the flocks of sheep in our vicinity, but to hunt and kill

one in forty-five minutes after he is discovered, and with-
in forty rods of a house, is an unusual thing, and makes
an item we think worthy of record.
This is the seventy-fourth bear we have skinned,

seventy-three of which we ourselves have killed.

J. G. R.
Bethel, Me.

HOLLOW BULLETS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In the Forest and Stream of July 18 there is an article

on hollow bullets, the writer saying* he drills a hole in
the .44-200 Winchester bullet and uses 45grs. of powder.
He says these bullets with this charge tear a muskrat to
strips and in soft pine or earth they expand and resemble
a mushroom. I think when he tries the above bullets
with the load of powder he names on game as large as
deer he will be disappointed, as I think there will be no
shattering nor smashing over that produced by a solid
bullet of same size.

A charge of 45grs. powder behind 200 of lead would
hardly give velocity enough to cause the bullet to expand
on large game. To be sure, boring out the point of the
bullet would decrease its weight and increase the
velocity.

I have found that a bullet which will turn almost in-
side out in a bag of sand and expand in soft pine so as to
resemble a mushroom and which will also badly shatter
an animal the size of a woodchuck, will simply go
through a deer, leaving no signs of shattering in its

course, and making a hole where it comes out no larger
than a solid bullet of same caliber and. weight.
My experience with hollow express bullets has not

been very extensive, yet last summer I shot about 300
of the Winchester 300-grain 45 hollow pointed bullets,
using a Winchester .45 rifle with slow twist. I load my
cartridges and used 100 grains American Rifle Cartridge
Powder No. 2. The penetration with this load was very
good, at 40yds. it? would drive a bullet through 12in. of
clear pine, at 150yds. through 5in. of well-seasoned
chestnut and flatten the bullet against a wall. I shot
eleven woodchucks with this load and there was consid-
erable smashing; in most cases it would make a hole on
coming out as large as my fist, and often when through
the middle of the body, one side would be completely
torn off.

I expected great results from these hullets on large
game, but was disappointed. The first deer I shot at was
standing on a bog in some water bushes, and I could just
see the outline of its back. The bullet struck the shoulder
a trifle back and high, cutting off the lower end of spine.
The deer dropped in its tracks and never kicked. I ex-
pected to find a hole where the bullet came out from 3in.

to 6in. in diameter, but found it but a trifle larger than
the size of the bullet. The next two deer were shot, one

'

square through the shoulders and one standing quarter-
ing, just back of shoulder, bullet coming out near hip.
Later I shot a four-year-old steer and a heifer which had
been running wild all winter in the woods. I hit them
about the same as the deer, and when cutting up both
deer and cattle I was very careful to follow the course of
the bullets, and in no case was there any shattering; a
solid bullet would have done the same work.

I expect this summer to experiment with the Winches-
ter .45-300 grain solid^bullet, and by boring holes of dif-
ferent depths and dimensions, to get a bullet that will
expand in a deer's body and also have sufficient penetra-
tion. The difficulty is to get something to test them on.
Pine, sawdust, sand, etc., are unsatisfactory, and I think
I will try the carcass of a horse or cow. A bullet which
would expand in such a target ought to do the same on a
deer. c. M. Stark.
North Dunbarton, N. H., July 22.

BULLET FROM SHOTGUN.
IN the report of the Colt gun sent in for trial by Dr.

Merrill, given in the Forest and Stream of last
week, it was stated that the gun was choked in the man-
ner indicated in order that it might do good work when
loaded with ball cartridge. In sending on the weapon
Dr. Merrill kindly inclosed the ball mould, and this en-
abled a test to be made of the quality of the weapon as
a single bullet carrier. Three sets of cartridges were pre-
pared. In each was placed a charge of 85grs. of Dead
Shot powder, and over it two B. E. wads and a card. The
variation in the cartridge was in the bullets. These were
cast of an alloy made up of fifteen parts of lead to one
of tin, again of pure lead, and again of the harder and
lighter alloy used in type metal and in tfte making of
stereotype plates. Fifteen selected balls of each casting
were taken and loaded, five of each sort were fired from
each barrel of the Merrill Colt gun and five were taken
to the Forest and Stream laboratory for analysis. The
bullets were well crimped down over the wads, and when
three of each sort were weighed up showed as follows in
grains.

T . , .. 12 3 Aver.
Lead and tin 553 549 550 551
Pure lead 5(53 565 565 564
Type metal 525 525 523 524

The afternoon taken for the trial was a very good one.
There was a cross wind from the right and to make the
test a severe one of the arm, distance of 100yds. was
taken from the target face, while to avoid any irregu-
larity from bad aiming on the part of Range Supt. Moss,
who fired the weapon, the shooting was done over a bag
rest. One of the Forest and Stream shotgun targets
was put up for the right and another for the left barrel
results, and out of 30 shots fired 19 were located on the
targets, 12 from the right and 7 from the left barrel. All
the shots fired were located within a 4ft. square, but the
paper sheet with its 30in. circle was but 36in. square and
did not catch all the bullets.
In the target diagrams printed the shots are numbered in

the order fired, A being the lead and tin shots, B the pure
lead, and C the type metal bullets. How they stand in
string measurement the following will show:

Lead and tin
Pure lead
Type metal

BIGHT BARRET...

1 2
..13 in. V6)4m.
..18 in. 14 in.
..13^in. 15^in.

3
12in. 4 in.

14 in.
10 in.

In having the gun choked as he did, it was not the in-
tention of Dr. Merrill to secure a gun with which he
could do exact work at extra long distances. He spends
much time as a collector, and frequently when not after
the smaller species of birds, finds chance for a near-by
shot at something heavy; and if he could secure a weapon
at all good for this double demand he would be content
How the gun acts under the double test is shown fully tt
the trial to which it was subjected by FOREST and
Stream, and which is set forth in exact tabulated form
both for shot and ball.

LEFT BARREL.

1 a
Lead and tin 16^in. 7 in.
Pure lead , ....

Type metal 9 in

3
19in.

4in.
|in.

NOTES FROM WORCESTER.
WORCESTER, Mass. , July 24.—Tuesday was the Wor-

cester Sportsmen's Club's annual field day at Rut-
land, which is always looked forward to by members of
the club (and particularly by their families) as the red-
letter day of the trap-shooting season.

It is the club's "ladies' and children's" day, and a royal
good time is always had. Rutland is very prettily situ-
ated on high ground, about twelve miles north of the
city, and is quite a resort for New Yorkers who wish to
escape the heat and dust of the city.
The Prospect House was thrown open to the ladies and

children, who at once made themselves at home and pro-
ceeded to engage in the various diversions by which they
could get the most enjoyment out of the day's outing. A
large tent had been erected near the shooters' stand for
the convenience of those who wished to witness the shoot-
ing. The range was laid out in a field, just in the rear
of the hotel.

The principal event was the fifth contest in the series of
sixteen for the For cross trophy. The conditions of each
shoot are 30 clay birds from 5 open traps, distance handi-
cap. The previous winners were: M. D. Gilman, E. F.
Smith (2), Chas. Howe and C. B. Holden. The contest
to-day was close and exciting and resulted in a victory
for Geo. Sampson, of South Lancaster, he breaking 27
birds. The birds were hard thrown and the heavy wind
made them anything but easy shooting. Many guests
from the hotels were interested spectators of the shoot.
Everything passed off remarkably smooth considering
the difficulties under which the shoot was run, and" every-
body had a jolly time, the only drawbacks being the
heavy shower about noon, and the execrable dinner
served at the Prospect House. The former soon cleared
away, leaving the air deliciously cool and fragrant, but
the dinner will linger unpleasantly in the minds of many
for some time yet. At the close of the shooting the
youngsters were gathered in and the start for home
made.
The drive home in the cool of early evening was de-

lightful and a fitting close to a most enjoyable day's outing.
How the little ones had enjoyed it, and their mothers
too, and what a pity we can't have such days more fre-
quently. Little do the majority of our wives know of
the pleasures of the field, but they prove apt scholars,
and who will say that they have no need for the health
renewing power of the woods. Fortunately for us, we
have not to look so far forward to our next field day as
they, for many a time during the day, had I heard the
boys remark, one to another, with much significance,
and in tones of eager anticipation, "Only six weeks
more."
The prospects for a good season's shooting are decidedly

bright. A good number of broods axe reported, and the
season so far has been very favorable to their growth.
While trouting last week I put up two broods of part-

ridges and the chicks were able to fly well and apparently
could take care of themselves now if left alone, but, as
in every section where there is no concerted action to
compel observance of the game laws, there is but little

hope that they will escape being shot into before Sept. 1.

The "bird hog" is already at work on woodcock, in fact
the only brood I have found this season during my tramps
along the trout streams was cleaned up by one of thai
class last week.

Still we are not without a fish or game warden.
He got his appointment, leased and posted a little brook:,

and warned, through the daily papers, all violators of the
fish and game laws, that be would spare no man.
That was in the early spring. Hal.

The Snipe Flight.— The Cedars, Oakdale, L. I.,

July 20.—The first flight of snipe made their appearance
here this morning, the flight commencing about 10
o'clock and lasting till 2, when the wind changed from
the southwest to northwest, the birds dropping off to the
leeward, thus ending the flight and the shooting.
What little time it lasted I made a small bag of yelpers,
yellowlegs and meadow plover. The birds were in
splendid condition, and had the wind continued in the
southwest the prospect was big for good shooting.

—

Alfred A. Eraser.

"CRUISING IN THE CASCADES."
Editor Forest and Stream:
A very valuable addition to the literature of subjects congenial

to the sportsman and lovers of nature in all its forms, has just
been issued under the above title. Its author, "Coquina" (G. O.
Shields), is well known to sportsmen as the author of several
books, and many sketches on kindred subjects.
To those who derive, no pleasures but such as are to be found

amid the busy haunts of men, this volume will have but few at-
tractions. But the true lover of nature who delights to occasion-
ally escape from the petty annoyances and petty worriments
inseparable from civilized (so called) life, and to wander amid
scenes that tell only of the infinite power, the beneficence and
the grandeur of the Great Ruler; who delights to worship in the
grandest of all of His temples (not made with hands), the moun-
tains; who realizes and feels His presence on every mountain
peak, in the dark canon, in the rushing wind, in the gentle zephyr,
and amid such scenes, above all, realizes his own infinite little-
ness, he it is who will take pleasure in following the author amid
some of the grandest and most beautiful scenery of this continent.
If added to this he should be imbued with some of the tastes and
sympathies of the sportsman, additional zest will be given in the
pleasant and graphic and truthful description of fishing and hunt-
ing incidents. The young sportsman who is desirous of hunting
large game will find many indispensable hints as to their habits
and the best method of pursuing them. The general reader will
get much valuable information as to the prospects and resources
of the country bordering on Puget Sound. This book will meet
with much favor. p.

Fohbst and Stream, Box 2,832, N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Leffln^well's book, " Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
extant.

i
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CHICAGO ANGLERS AND ANGLING.
CHICAGO. July 17.—My late visit of two tt£ three days

at Pox Lake has given me an opportunity to learn

something more of Chicago angling waters, and also

something more of Chicago bait-casting, and I would say

something of both.

While at the Mineola club house I heard that Mr, Chas.

F. Hills', of the Fox Lake Club, had taken a very fine

string of bass, and on going over to investigate, found
the facts to be these: Two boats had taken fifty-one

bass on Saturday. Messrs. Charles E. Hyde and R. B.

Miller, fishing in the same boat, had taken twenty-two
bass and four pickerel, the largest bass weighing 4£lbs.

dr. Hills, fishing alone, had taken twenty-nine bass, the

largest 4^1b?i. Out of the total catch it was said there

were only three or four bass weighing less than 31 bs.

The average was very heavy, and the joint string, so

great that one man could not lift it from the wharf, was
pronounced the best brought in during the season, unless

one might except the slaughter by pot-fishers on the

spawning beds in May. Mr. Hills is known as probably

the most successful bass fisherman of Fox Lake. He is a

member of the Fox Lake Club, and is president of the

Fox River Fish and Game. Association, the most active

and most practical protective organization in Illinois.

He said that Saturday's score was the best he had made
for four years, and that although he and his friends had
recently been leaving Fox Lake for other waters, they
were content to stay at home now. It is Mr. Hills's

custom never to take over twenty-five bass in a day. On
this occasion he thought he had twenty-six, but found
the count a trifle long when it came to stringing up.

These bass were all taken by casting with the frog. I

knew Mr, Hills to be the champion and the ablest expo-

nent of the art of two-handed casting, and the leader of

quite a school of Fox Lake anglers of that style. I wished
to study this style, the more especially in order to avoid

the imputation of having ascribed to the single-band men
all the glory that belongs to Chicago bait- casters in gen-

eral. Therefore, when Mr. Hills invited me to go out in

his boat with him on Monday, I accepted with a graceful

alacrity that must have made his head swim.
When we put off from Fox Lake Club landing at 7

o'clock Monday morning, the lake was quiet, but much
discolored from the heavy storm of the day before. The
wind was in the north, and the day cool. It was not an
especially good prospect for bass, and things did not im-
prove when wo pulled up the channel into Grass Lake
and found the pockets where Saturday's bass were taken
all full of roily and disturbed water. The weather re-

mained very quiet during the day until afternoon, and
the water gradually cleared. The evening was a very
good one for fishing.

As I had not brought up any casting outfit, Mr. Hills

brought out one from his extended stock. He has four
butt pieces, nicely made to his own order, with eight

sections and tips. The rod he handed me was of rounded
split bamboo section and lance tip, 8ft. 3in. long. I do
not know the weight, but it was heavy for single-banded
casting. In feel the rod was very stiff, but when mounted
with the No. 4 reel, which Mr. Hills prefers, the balance
was good. Mr. Hills himself used a bethabara section,

with a trifle more action than my rod had. His reel was
a No. 4 Meek. He gave me a No. 4 Milam. Later on I

experimented with a jeweled Meek No. 3, which I found
in his tackle box, the best provided one I ever saw a bait-

caster carry. There were one or two other reels besides

"those mentioned, and a lot of lines, swivels, hooks and
what not. This box in annually filled at wholesale, and
perhaps this is the reason that it has come to be generally
understood in Fox Lake Club that it is Mr. Hills's duty to

fit out any stranger who may be within the gates.

Contrary to the code of the single-hand men. Mr. Hills

uses no leader above his frog, but attaches the snell of

the No. 6 Sproat hook to the swivel at the end of the line

by means of a brass snap-link built much like a blanket
pin. The single-hand men use no swivel, but do use a
split shot for sinker. The double hand men use a swivel
and no sinker. This is partly warranted on Fox Lake and
Grass Lake waters, where the water plants are so dense
and numerous as to make it very desirable to keep the
hook on top of the water. I noticed that Mr. Hills never
let his frog sink, and he had little or no trouble from foul-

ing his line. I tied a short leader above my frog, and
found that the knots of it constantly accumulated moss
and grass, and this was the : orse if I did not at once reel

in the frog along the surface. There would seem to be
a reason for this Fox Lake style, therefore. Its chief

drawback seems to be the way in which it handles the
frog after the cast, and I must say that my late observa-
tions would incline me think the single-hand men have
the advantage here. The little bullet keeps the frog
belly down, an excellent thing in casting, as every angler
knows. Our frogs on last Monday often floated on their

backs with disgusting persistence. It should be said,

however, that these were not the tougher and much
superior meadow frogs, but the big yellow lake frogs-
young bullfrogs, I believe. These would bloat up after a
few casts, and after that they had to be squeezed out, or

they never would float belly down. The swivel and link
ought to work a meadow frog all right, and we may sup-
pose it effective, at any rate, certainly in view of the
results. It is results that count, and I don't know of any-
body in this neck of woods who gets any more bass than
Mr. Hills.

Besides the casting outfits mentioned, we had every-
thing else two anglers could possibly need. There were
60 lusty frogs in the pail, and half a ton of lunch just
back of the boatsman's seat. A serviceable long-handled
landing net reposed at hand, and there was a sack for

our bass when we caught them. Mr. Hills offered me a
big straw hat which he fished from under the seat, and
gave me some glove- fingers to protect the thumb in case
the line made it sore. He himself drew on a pair of
white kid gloves. I must say that when Mr. Hills is thus
fully attired for a bass reception, in trousers, flannel
shirt, big straw hat and white kids', he makes an im-
posing figure. "There is nothing too good for these bass,"

said he.
It transpired later on that nothing we had was good

enough. Never were bass so persnickity as these Grass
Lake fellows, which on the Saturday previous had fairly

jumped out of water to catch, the frog. "They don't

act like the same fish," said George Drury, the oarsman
who pulled us. We only got six in a day's steady fish-

ing, one of which was adjudged too small and so returned.

Mr, Hills caught all the fish. I had only three strikes,

and lost the only fish hooked. I should think Mr. Hills

had twenty strikes at least, but he waited for the bass to

swallow tlie frog before striking, and as the bass seemed
only half hungry, he lost most of his fish by that opera-

tion. The bass would whirl down on to the frog, carry

it to the bottom, look at it, turn it over, and let it go, to

the grief of the waiting trio in the boat. They acted

very singularly and gingerly, and all we could do was to

ascribe the trouble to the late storm.
I prefer to attribute my lack of success to the fact that

I did not have on any white kids, although I am afraid

that my fate would have been the same for any other

ordinary bait-caster who might go fishing in the same
boat with this casting demon who preceded to cast all

over and. around the country between Antioch and Lake
Villa. It was my business to watch this, and 1 took so

much pleasure in doing so that my own poor luck ceased

to concern me. I found my rod heavy for single-hand

casting, and was fain to inquire into the method of the

two handed men.
"Why," said Mr. Hills, as he gave a careless sort of a

jerk which threw the frog about half a mile over toward
the Lotus club house, "it's easy enouerh. It's very easy
indeed when you get the motion. You simply steady

the butt of the rod with one hand in the cast. At the

close of the cast you let go of the rod with that hand and
swing the rod on out with the other band. The tip of the

rod is pointing toward the frog when it lights, so that

the line may run straight out, and the reel is thumbed
just as in any kind of casting. Double-handed casting

does not require any very great amount of strength. It

is done with an easy swing. Yet I think the double-

handed men can cast further and more accurately than
the single-hand men. The steadying of the rod at the
butt with one hand affords a fulcrum, which is a great
advantage. It does not make any difference on which
side of the boat you wish to cast. You can use either

hand on the butt of the rod, and so reverse positions; and
you can cast straight ahead of the boat better with two
hands than in any other way. If you want to make a
quick cast without much change of position you can
cast over head with both hands, and that is often a good
way to do."
Mr. Hills gave me practical illustrations of all these

different positions, and I was delighted at the ease with
which he cast, time and again, a distance which must
have been close upon 50yds. He can cast over 50yds. on
special effort, and is the"best two-handed bait-caster with
light tackle I ever happened to meet, albeit matter of

fact and. not boastful in the least; which latter is a pleas-

ant fact to add.

Study of the methods of our two classes of bait-casters

leads to the noting of some slight differences in detail,

though their methods are essentially the same. The two-
handed casters usually stand up in the boat while at

work, as Mr. Hills did, his boat being large and steady
enough to render that proceeding safe. It is the boast of

the single hand men that they can sit down and work
their lighter rods as well. The two-handed men retain

to some extent the old Henshall pattern of rod, although
they have stiffened it a little, and they follow also to

some extent what may te called the Henshall style of

casting, with the addition that they very freely use the
overhead cast, a very effective and useful one. They do
not rely so much on the spring of the rod as the single-

hand men do, and in the cast with them the rod traverses

a larger arc. There is a tendency toward a larger reel

with the two-handed men, although Mr. Hills told me
that he did not see that the No. 4 gave much actual
advantage in distance. He always has his No. 3 reels

mounted on No, 4 plates and provided with No. 4 handles.
Nothing is more troublesome in reeling in a fish than a
meagre little handle from which the fingers are con-
stantly slipping.

Bringing up the question of oil or no oil for the casting
reel, Mr. Hills told me that he found the best of reels

needed a little oil after two or three days of hard work.
He had one reel spoiled by over-heating and friction, and
since then had made a practice of watching and occa-
sionally oiling his reels, using the oil very sparingly, and
only upon the spindle and main cogs.

In the matter of casting lines, I found that Mr. Hills
favored the pure silk line, and had a number of them.
He thought the raw silk harsher on the thumb and not
superior in any way. The linen line he did not like,

because it did not work so well when water-soaked and
swelled.
We discussed all these things as we sat on the shady

lake shore and made away with the large and typically
luxurious Fox Lake Club lunch, which, like everything
else in the boat, was perfectly adapted to the angler's

needs. I was more than ever convinced that there is no
laying down any absolute law for anglers, since each is

bound to exercise his own tas^e and judgment, and since
the customs of each angling water are usually based upon
reason. There remains, however, no question that the
style of casting used by Mr. Hills and his friends is the
most perfectly practical and suitable one possible in the
shallow, weedy, and yet transparent waters of the lake
where they do the greater part of their fishing; neither
is there any question that I saw this style of casting at

its best when I went out with Mr. Hills. The day was,
therefore, a thoroughly satisfactory one to me, and I was
only sorry to see it close when, hailing the little yacht
Frolic as she was gliding down the channel, we were
taken in tow, and so swam gently home in the early
evening.
Ever since I had been talking with the two Comstock

brothers about their catching bass on flies by moonlight,
I had had a curiosity to see also this form of bass fishing,

and it was with regret that I learned at the last moment
that these gentlemen could not go upon the Twin Lakes
trip we had planned, for fly-fishing. There was a late

moon on at the time of my Fox Lake trip, and I deter-

to try after supper if I could not redeem my fortunes
among the smaller Percidm, since the big bass had not
come my way. Accordingly I jointed up what is after
all my favorite rod, a split-bamboo fly-rod, and after

dark hied me toward a certain bend of the shore which
appeared to have a fishy look. This was just beyond the
Mineola boat houses, near the sunken fence. I tied my
boat fast to a clump of bulrushes, and began to cast

with coachman and professor flies. At first I took sun-

fish, then as it grew darker the rock bass and croppies

took hold, and I caught some good big ones. It was
quite dark when I landed my first bass, a gamy little

fellow of about three-quarters of a pound, which I put
back into the water. A little after this I struck a 21b.

wall-eyed pike, which broke my leader and escaped at

the boatside. I do not know what this fish was doing in

the shallow end of the lake, nor should there have been
any bass there. I took another bass, a half-pounder, just

after the moon came up, and this one I also returned.

There were fish rising about the boat continually. It

was so dark part of the time that I could not see my cast,

which I knew was broken and tangled up, but the fish

seemed not particular. I had two angle-worms, which I

stuck on the flies, but the sunfish soon got them. As it

grew dark the fish ceased rising, and I put some pieces of

fish on the fly-hooks and sunk the flies with a spMt shot.

I caught some rock bass in this way, and then the bull-

heads began to bite, and as every bullhead meant a good
fly broken off in his interior, I quit fishing in that way,
after having a good deal of fun with one or two of the

big ones. The moon was just utp nicely, and I was settl-

ing down to comfortable fishing, at about 11. o'clock,

when they began to put out the lights at the Mineola
( Hub, at which 1 cut loose from the bulrushes and rowed
in. I had thirty odd very nice little fish, all caught pretty
resnectably. I always thought it better fun to catch a
little fish on a light rod than to catch a big one on a heavy
rod, and I am prepared to say now that fly-fishing by
night on these lakes is a delightful and fascinating sport.

I hailed it as one more addition to tin; many pleasures of

the woods and waters I have shared in this region, and
as one more face in the many-sided field of legitimate

sports so easily accessible, from this city.

July IS.—State Fish Commissioner Bartlett will be at

Fox Lake this week and will then go on down Fox River
to make the final arrangements about putting in the fish-

ways. It is thought that the work already done has had
much to do with the improvement of the fishing this

spring. Mr. Bartlett will on this trip also put down some
brush for croppy beds in Fox Lake or Grass Lake. The
croppies breed and bang about such spots.

The outlook for angling at Fox Lake certainly appears
favorable under the circumstances, although it is simply
a wonder that it remains so good as it is. We saw a
number of old spawning beds in Grass Lake, and in one
little hole in the weeds saw five or six hundred bass fry
about fin. long. Grass Lake is a vast natural breeding
ground, and the little ones have every chance for their

lives among the dense reeds, rushes and mossy under-
growth of that remarkable piece of water. It is Grass
Lake that has fed Fox Lake and the near-lying waters.
Fishing through the ice is carried on to a frightful! ex-

tent at Fox Lake during the winter time. There is no
law against it. The maudlin, wretched, cowardly
pseudo-sentiment of our State Legislature still, accords to
our poor, dear farmers to catch some fish "for food" dur-
ing the winter. As a matter of fact, the farmers and
others fish for the market. Stop the sale of fish or
game, and you preserve it. The two Dutchmen who last

winter loaded a wagon box full of game fish in one day
at Fox Lake did not want the fish for food. They sold

them. When will the time come when we can get three
sensible and courageous men in the same Legislature!

Never, I fear, while there is any money in politics and
the same old selfish fear in the politician's heart. Speed
the quiet efforts of our strong and growing organization,

the Fox River Association! This society is gathering
strength all the. time, and is spreading quietly all over
the State through the efforts of its able officers. I hope
to live to see the time, and I believe the time will come,
when this organization will dictate terms to the politi-

cians. Their selfish fear may then be on the angler's

side. This is the deliberate plan of the organization, and
if it succeeds, its success will be a notable one for angler-
dom.
There is arother cause of terrible destruction of fish

life in the constant use at Fox Lake of young black bass
for bait. Thousands and thousands of this noble fish are
destroyed thus every month and every week. It is im-
possible to use the seine for catching minnows in those
waters without taking out as many young bass as min-
nows. These are offered for sale by the boatmen, and
are bought by the city people who ought to know better.

There is one boatman, whose name I know, who has re-

peatedly sold pailfuls of yeung black bass in this way,
knowing them to be such. What should be done to such
a man, and what- to the people who would buy his spoil

of the waters? Let Fox Lake anglers watch this, and
spread a better sentiment about the lake. It is easy at
least to empty the minnow pail of every such inhuman
offender, and it is to be hoped that this will be promptly
done upon occasion. The wonder is that there is any fish

at all left in this lake system,
There has not been much night spearing done this sea-

son on Fox Lake waters, although what was taken to be
a spearing light has been seen on two nights on Grass
Lake. There is only one man suspected of having ata

illicit set net. Such rewards have been offered by the
clubs and protective society that open violations of the
law are now infrequent. The fault now lies with the
law itself.

Mr. Hills tells me he saw a dozen muscallonge of this

year's spawn, i believe in Pistaqua Lake. They were
six to ten inches in length. They were in shallow water.
He also saw some pickerel of this year's spawn, which
were much smaller.

The gentleman above named has been spending a week
or so at Fox Lake, and he relates one odd experience of
the week, in which he took, on last Saturday, a bass
which on last Thursday had broken eff his hook and
swivel, with a part of the line. On Saturday he lost

another cast, with a red-ibis fly attached, and this he is

confident of recapturing yet. Hr, Hills has thus retaken
bass on four different occasions at Fox Lake. Oraee in
Lane's Bay he lost a frog and 8in. of line, and within fif-

teen minutes caught the same bass with the hook in his
mouth, and within 10yds. of where he first struck him.
From this he would infer that the bass feels little pain
from taking the hooks, and fights merely against the re-

straint of the hook and line.

Mr. Chas. E. Hyde caught twenty bass in one day over
in Nippersink Bay earlier in the season, and twenty-one
another day. He has also been with Mr. Robt. Miller,
Mr. Hills and Mr. John Wright, of Lincoln, Neb., over
at Loon Lake on one or two of the successful trips men-
tioned earlier, Mr. Hyde's largest bass for this year is
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•5^1bs. His largest fish, story is that of the bass which
swall owed a chimney-swallow that happened to be dip-

ping down into the lake, the bass being taken a few mo
ments later with the tail of the swallow sticking out of
his mouth. Mr. Cook and Mr. Foster both vouch for the
truth of this story, but they think the story might have
been arranged better and more dramatically.
When I reached the province of fish scores and fish

stories, I knew I could call nil the returns until I had
seen Col. Lippincott over on the point. I rowed over and
learned that the Colonel and Mr. John Coles on last Wed-
nesday caught 29 bass and 18 wall-eyed pike, and on
Thursday afternoon 7 bass and 30 wall-eyes that weighed
78 pounds. To the Hon. Andrew Shuman was accredited
the following remarkable score: One dogfish. 2 garfish,
17 bullheads, 15 silver bass, 1 wall-eye, 1 pickerel, and a
number of perch and sunfish. I was evidently upon the
land of Kit North. Col. Lippincott's mascallonge story
for 18S9 I shall be obliged to defer, but promise to write
it out at some future day. I passed a very pleasant hour
or two at this old landmark house of the lakes.

E. Hough.

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.—IN.

ECHO LAKE, ONTARIO, CANADA.

AT last we were really on the way to camp again, with
Louis at the tiller of the Mackinaw and headed

quartering across and up the river for the head of Squir-
rel Island instead of down and around the islands into
the bay; but Tom knew a channel around that way that
would cut off a mile or two in reaching the mouth of the
river, and this was a consideration not to be overlooked
as it was getting well along in the afternoon.
Around the head of the island the Indians had to use

setting poles in the shallow water, as the island had
"shut off our wind;" but after a couple of hundred yards
of this creeping along, at a grunt and a motion from Tom,
Lewis shoved the tiller hard to starboard and we slid into
an opening in the grass and rushes barely wider than the
boat, and soon after had the wind again on the starboard
beam, which drove us along at a spanking rate through a
streak of open water, rush-lined on either side, [till we
entered the mouth of Echo Eiver.
At the bridge spanning the stream a short distance

above, the masts were unstepped to pass under; and here
we took to the small boats to relieve the Indians of the
tow.
Here at the bridge is a little settlement called Echo,

we were on our way up Echo River to Echo Lake, and
at the head of Echo Lake another river comes in called
Upper Echo River, verily a region of country where the
woods seem full of echoes.
Lower Echo River is more like a crooked canal than a

river, having no perceptible current and a width of 50 to
80ft. from the mouth to where it leaves the lake, the dis-
tance being perhaps a trifle over three miles. The banks
are low, in some places swampy and heavily wooded on
both sides except for a couple of small clearings on the
right hand side going up, and is about as lonesome, God
forsaken looking a locality as one could well get into.
With the small boats in the lead we followed the wind-

ings of the sluggish stream, but as we kept the heavy
pulling Mackinaw in sight our progress was slow, even
with no current to contend against; and when we reached
the outlet it was nearly nightfall, and the air was so full
of haze and smoke that we could not see a quarter of a
mile up tne lake. To make matters worse a heavy wind
was blowing straight down the lake, kicking up such a
rough sea that Tom and Louis thought it would be unsafe
to try to beat up to the camping place without good day-
light to work the boat in.

Between us and the hills to the right was a good-sized
clearing in which stood a comfortable-looking hewed log
house with a new log barn. In the clear, open barn lot
reaching to the water we decided to put up a couple of
tents and get some supper, for we were both tired and
hungry. As the last bundle came ashore the farmer
came down from the house to investigate this invasion
of his premises; but on explaining the situation to him
he said there was no occasion to pitch any tents or bother
about supper; if we would come up to the house his wife
would try to scare us up a bit to eat such as they had,
and we could bring our blankets and sleep on the floor,
as there was plenty of room for us all but no spare beds.
Blessed are the Samaritans, of whom Dan Ruttle (our
farmer friend) is one, and his good wife is another. We
got some blankets and quilts, and to make as little trouble
as possible, some eggs, butter, and a piece of side meat
were fished out of the provision box to help out the sup-
per, and took our way up to the house with a thankful
feeling that we had fallen into good hands. Mother
Ruttle, a short, fat, buxom matron, with dress sleeves
rolled up to the shoulder exposing an arm the size of a
city bell's waist, bustled around and soon had the pork
and eggs fried, and a two-gallon pot of tea brewed that
was strong enough to loosen the feathers on a loon at
one application. A great loaf of most excellent home-
made bread, nearly a foot square and half as thick, was
sliced up, and the other boys and the Indians fell to,
while farmer Ruttle and "James Mackerel" stood around
outside in the dark waiting for the second table, "fit
muskeeters" and got better acquainted. We made em-
beds in the parlor and a small side room, both guiltiest;
of a carpet but scrupulously clean and neat, and lay
down to pass a rather uncomfortable night, for the mos-
quitoes were troublesome, and a pine floor is several
shades harder than the bosom of mother earth; but we
were tired and worn out with the day's work and vexa-
tions, and daylight was abroad before we were aware of it.

Declining an earnest invitation to wait for breakfast,
we soon had the Mackinaw loaded, and with the small
boats again in the lead took our way up the now placid
lake to the "mine dock," where we were to make our
camp, not without a promise that some of us would visit
our neighbors frequently thereafter, as Mother Ruttle
had agreed to bake us a loaf or two of her famous bread
as needed, and supply us with milk, butter, eggs, and a
chicken or two occasionally if our appetites took a turn
that way. (All we could prevail on these good people to
take, except our thanks, for the trouble they had been to
on our account the night before was just one dollar;
they said it was enough and wouldn't take any more,
and their charges for everything we got of them after-
ward were just as reasonable).
A pull of two good miles up the lake more than ever

convinced us that our steamer acquaintance, Ben. was a

direct descendant of Ananias, for we were not yet half
way to the head of it, and it was wider where we then
were than its utmost length as given by him. Farmer
Ruttle told us the lake was over five miles long and the
upper half something more than two miles in width, and
from our experience with Michigan miles this seemed to
be about correct. He said that the bass fishing in the
lake was first-class, but we were too early for it; the
same story that had been dinned into our ears ever since
sighting Detour Point. "Pickerel, pike and muskylunge
were also abundant," he said, "but the pickerel were not
biting at all, just now, and wouldn't for a month or
more."

This part of it was good news, for as old Ben Renshaw
would have expressed it, "Ef ther' was ary fish on the
face o' this livin' airth that we wus tired of ketchin', it

wus them durned 'snakes.'" However, our rejoicing
was brief, as it turned out that neighbor Ruttle, like
most of our Canadian brethren, had fallen into the error
of calling a wall-eyed pike (pike-perch) a pickerel, and a
pickerel a pike; and there is probably not a day in the
year, Sundays not excepted, that a "Canada pike" will
not bite; but we consoled ourselves with one of old Ben's
scraps of philosophy, "that ef we couldn't ketch any
bass, 'snakes' an' muskylunge, an' trout was good enough
for the Joneses, for they never was used to the best of
everything nohow."
The landmark by which we were to find our camping

place was a warehouse near the water's edge well up to
the head of the lake, built by a copper mining company
for storing tools and supplies pending their need at the
mine, and a low dock of small pine logs reaching 40 or
50ft. out in the lake in front of the warehouse, known as
the rlrw^L- M A in Aaarr -mill ^-.-P "U , 4- ~ 1, * |_mine dock." An easy pull of about an hour took
the small boats alongside the little dock, and a light
breeze springing up, the Mackinaw spread her wings,
and half an hour after the calamities were ashore and
we were looking around for soil enough to hold a tent
pin in this region of rocks for our first camp in the
Queen's territory.

The warehouse proved to be a great affair of at least 15
by 20ft., as near as we could guess its dimensions with-
out measuring, sided up and down with inch piue boards
and covered with a good tight shingle roof. Three or
four boards had been torn off near the big door (which
was closed and fastened with a padlock), giving free
access without the trouble of bothering the fastenings,
an arrangement that Sam figured out to be "a heap
handier 'n a pocket in a shirt." Inside we found the
wreck of an old wheelbarrow, some bars of iin. iron,
some dirt and a good pile of clean hay in one corner,
which makes an excellent bed if good browse is scarce;
and we decided to make use of the warehouse instead of
pitching the tents. Old Sam cut some "bresh" from an
adjacent thicket, of which he made a broom, and soon
had the place swept clean; the boxes were carried in and
opened, and while the others arranged the beds and fixed
up for housekeeping, Louis and I set up "that stove" a
few yards back of the house (this is for the especial eye
of brother "Seneca") and in fifteen minutes had a roaring
fire belching black smoke and flame out of the pipe, and
breakfast under way.
After breakfast a table ten feet long was built of boards

brought from the saw mill, a big fly stretched over it and
the other stove put up (the Jedge had brought along his
"four-holer")—a proceeding which I fear would have
paralyzed Brother "Seneca" had he been there—and then
we took a few minutes' rest, which were passed in "a gen-
uine and absorbing interest in the beauties of (surround-
ing) nature," right there in presence of those two harmless
looking camp stoves. The fact is we have come to believe
that a camp stove has nothing whatever to do with one's
love of nature or a keen relish for sport with rod and gun.
It is a matter of preference and convenience, and above
all, comfort in the matter of camp cookery; a question
of preference as between contented serenity over a simple
sheet-iron stove, and smoke-blinded, watery eyes, smoth-
ered profanity between gasps as you dodge the blinding,
stifling puffs that pursue you from every point of the
compass as you sweat and swear over a coffee-spilling,
frying-pan-upsetting, "onsatisfyin'," tribulation-breeding
open fire, as usually constructed; and moreover, I believe
Brother "Seneca," or any other brother, would devour a
flapjack cooked in a frying-pan over "that stove of ours"
with as much relish as if it were baked on the hardest,
and smoothest, and cleanest of hot flat stones; and then
turn and "absorb the beauties of a rare landscape"
(sUghtly misquoted) with as keen a zest as moved him in
the absorption of the flapjack.

x\.re we to be denied the privilege of worshipping in
the great outdoor sanctuary of the woods and charged
with not possessing a genuine love of nature because we
choose to surround ourselves with a few comforts that
can be conveniently transported to a camp? Must we be
classed as "tenderfeet" and rated with those who see
nothing in the woods but trees? and read out of the
brotherhood on account of a little harmless, comfort-giv-
ing sheet-iron stove that may be carried with one hand?
Must we fall back on the primitive methods of our fore-
fathers before we can "be possessed of a genuine and ab-
sorbing interest in the beauties of nature?" If this be so
we had better leave our tents, our frying-pans and our
match boxes at home, and go to the woods equipped only
with blanket, flint and steel. We hold up for the camp
stove when it can be taken along with as little inconveni-
ence as a box of tents or provisions (otherwise we can get
along with a couple of Un. square iron bars, a matter of
three feet long, or a plain open fire with no accessories);
and we don't believe it lessens in the smallest degree our
appreciation of the beauties of nature in whatever shape
they may come to us, or our inborn and abiding love of
the woods and the waters of the forest and stream. But
this is a disgression, for which I trust the brethren, and
especially "Seneca"—may his days be long in the land

—

will not "hold a skunner agin me."
Making camp was accomplished in much less time than

usual, thanks to the little warehouse; and it was yet
early in the day when rods were jointed and prepara-
tions made to go a-fishing: to make a study of the water:
look up the likely spots for bass; spy into the lurking
places of him of the vicious eye and the terrible jaw

—

the mighty maskinonje—and bring sure to gaff, as the
signs in the waters made certain promise, a goodly score
of sneaking pickerel (the pike, by reason of being on the
wrong side of the border line).

The Indian boys ran up the sails of the Mackinaw to a
gentle breeze blowing from below, and stood away from

the little dock on a "larboard leg" down the lake for home
without a word or sign of adieu; in fact, they had said
nothing since leaving the sawmill dock the day before,
except an occasional grunt or a word or two at long inter-
vals addressed to Louis or each other in gutteral Chip-
pewa. They were handy with their boat and good boys
to work, but they were about as talkative and compan-
ionable as their imitation wooden brethren that infest the
cities, and the expression their stolid faces would have
made a green frog look cheerful and hilarious in com-
parison. The last seen of them they were well down to the
foot of the lake under bare poles, the big oars shining in
the sun as they rose and fell in lazy, measured .stroke,
which took the place of the fickle" breeze which soon
after spent itself in a feeble flurry among the pines and
cedars at the head of the lake.

Selecting a couple of dozen frogs from the menagerie
box (only about foity or fifty of them had been jolted to
death on the journey), old Sam and I left the dock in the
smallest of the three boats for a cruise of observation
that would doubtless bring back the old smell to the fry-
ing-pans at supper time. We left the other boys to finish
slicking up the camp, try the waters for bass or snakes
up and down shore from camp, or make the acquaint-
ance of the little trout stream, the mouth of which was
ouly three or four rods above the warehouse.
We followed the trend of the shore around to the upper

end of the lake, a quarter of a mile or more from camp,
along a belt of bulrushes and grass where the water
looked very "pikish," fishing carefully with the choicest
of speckled frogs, but not a hungry long-snout, bass nor
wall-eye seemed to take the slightest note of our presence;
but we were not discouraged, for years of experience had
taught us the virtue of patience in waiting on the whims
of fish. "If they won't bite to-day, they will to-mon owv'
has soothed the heart of many a disappointed angler at
the close of an unsuccessful day, and Sam and I went on
our way, content that if the fish wouldn't bite we could
enjoy the beautiful day and the wild, rugged scenery
around us, and be none' the worse for our contemplated
trip around the lake. Near the upper end, on the left,
a thick growth of trees and bushes extended back from
the water a few rods to the foot of an almost bare, per-
pendicular cliff of brown-gray rock, rising 200ft. or more
above the lake, scarred and seamed and rent into a thou-
sand fantastic shapes, with here and there a hardy,
dwarfed pine or cedar hanging out from the rough wall,
held in place by its tough roots that found a holding in
the teams and fissures that zigzaged over the ragged front
of the time-stained and weather-beaten crag, drawing
sustenance to prolong then stunted lives, it seemed, from
only the bare rock. On a dead spike projecting out from
one of these, three crows were having a vigorous cawing
match because the limb was not long enough, according
to then views of elbow room, to hold all three at once,
and as each crow seemed to think that particular limb the
only one in the vicinity worth perching on, they were
crowding each other off the end by turns, the one forced
to take wing cawing furiously as he circled around a
moment before taking his place' next to 'he cliff; when
the crowding process would begin again till the outer one
was forced from the limb under vociferous protest, ad-
dressed to the other two in selected invectives in the
original "crow."
As we stopped the boat to watch the performance, a

shadow swept across the face of the rocky wall near the
noisy trio, and instantly the show was at an end and the
three egg-sucking thieves sought the shelter of the tree-
topB below in silence and were lost to sight.
Looking up to discover the reason of their caws-less

flight we saw a magnificent bare headed, snowy tailed
American eagle high overhead slowly flapping his way
in the direction of Upper Echo River, but whether the
crows had made him out to be one of the "crow-eating"
variety in search of a lunch, or whether they had sud-
denly remembered something left below in the cool
shadows of the woods which called for immediate at ten
tion, we have never been able to determine.
"Crows are queer critters," said old Sam as he stood

as the orowsi'eet around his lime, t old gray eyes con
tractedinto a faint smile Iih hummed in a Michigan--^ w-
mill-like tone:

"Quoth the blackbird to the cro'.i

,

Down to the cornfield fre wfll gov

For it's bin our trade to pull up (.-urn

Ever since old Adam « ai born,"

Thus relieved he sat down with his eye on his line
waiting for the expected bite as it swung around astern
when the boat gathered headway under a few quiet
strokes of the oars.

Just here we found out how the lake must have de-
ceived its name. Having occasion to change the oars on
account of a slight unevenness in the pull an accidental
rap of one of them against the boat was repeated in
the woods against the base of the cliff with startling dis-

tinctness, and a shout from old Sam was echoed in
the same frayed and ragged tone in which it left his
unmusical throat.
We amused ourselves like a couple of boys for awhile

"hollerin' " and shouting a word or two at a time to hear
the echo "talk back," but when we had passed a certain
point we could get no response, and we turned our atten-
tion to the more serious matter of catching a few fish for
supper and breakfast.
We had plenty of pilot bread, salt pork, bacon, dried

beef, beans, eggs, butter and other plain groceries in the
camp, but we wanted fish; even the despised pickerel
would taste better now than the most toothsome dish
Louis could devise from ail our stores.
Just now we were at the very head of the lake off a

little bay where the Upper Echo River came in, winding,
as we afterward learned, around near the base of the
cli ff through woods and bushes so dense that we could
not determine the locality of the mouth; but as we were
more concerned in the waters of the lake a search for it

was left for another day. With quiet stroke we skirted
along the rushes, admiring the wild, rugged beauty of
the towering cliff, the green clad hills sloping down to
the water nearer the camp, and the placid lake veiled in
a thin blue haze that softened the rougher points of the
high, rock-lined shore a mile or more below the camp,
when as we passed a clump of bulrushes a hundred yards
out from shore, a sharp warning note from the click of
old Sam'6 reel told us that mischief was afoot, and in-
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stantly the beauties of the landscape were out of sight

and mind, and the keener instincts of the angler aroused
for the coming fray at the first musical turn of the reel

handle. A noiseless, backward sweep of the oars stopped
the boat, and Snakeroot was on his feet with a world of

expectancy in his eyes, leaning eagerly forward await-

ing the next move of the fish, which had stopped after

running off twenty or thirty feet of line.

"Pickerel, from the symptoms," said Sam, and very
gently the point of the rod was raised to ''feel of him,"
and as the line tightened the fish made a quick dash,
jerking the rod down straight, which knocked the curve
of anticipation out of old Sam's spine, and with a smart
"swipe" he "smote him full sore," and the first battle of

the campaign was opened.
Pulling out three or four rods from the rushes, having

quickly reeled up to prevent fouling the lines, the "skip-

per" held the boat in position to watch the ffin, hut the

fight was short ajid uninteresting. Foiled in two or

three efforts to reach the rushes, the fish swung out in

the lake and went by the boat with a rush that made the

line hiss, but the pull of the rod stopped bim inside of

thiity yards, and he was reeled back with little resist-

ance to within striking distance with the gaff—a villain-

ous-looking Canada pike of four or five pounds.
As he lay there slowly working his pectorals and glar-

ing wickedly at us, I reached out and hit him a smart
whack on his partly exposed head that stunned him for

an instant, and reversing it, jerked the steel through both
jaws and lifted him in the boat, where the club finished

the murder, for it does look like murder to kill a brave
fish that has fought a good battle and lost against super-
ior strength and generalship, even though it be a pirati-

cal, predacious pickerel.

With a grin of intense satisfaction, but without utter-

ing a word at scoriug the first fish ahead of the skipper,
old Sam hooked on another frog and we resumed our
way around the head of the lake at a slow pace that
would keep the frogs a couple of feet or more under the
water.
As we passed a patch of "muskrat" grass a little fur-

ther along, the music of the click brought Sam to his
feet again, and with the tightening of the line and the
strike a moment later, a bass went into the air with a
glorious leap that made us hold our breath until he
struck the water with a splash and the rod bent in a
graceful curve, proclaiming that he was "still thar," as
Sam tersely expressed it. Then ensued a brief, fierce

struggle, old Sam silent and unmoved the while, except
for a subdued chuckle and a sparkle in his eyes that be-
tokened the intensity of his pleasement at "hanging" the
first bass.

Once again after a wild rush the fish left the water,
only to fall back to his death: for the hook still held and
at last he was gently led alongside and lifted by thumb
and finger in the boat, a clean built, black-backed, small-
mouthed bass of not quite 31bs weight, as registered by
Sam's "instantaneous pocket scale."

This was encouragement for sport ahead, but we fished
diligently along for a mile or more down the south shore
without striking another fish.

The water was shallow, 4 to 8ft. deep, for 200yds. out
from shore, with a scattering gr owth of bulrushes that
marked the line of deep water, good looking territory for
long snouts; but we could lure them from their hiding
places with neither frog nor troller.

Along this shore to the very water's edge was a hue of
woods that rose in gradual ascent to the top of the moun-
tain, a half mile back, so dense that from the camp across
the lake it looked like a great green carpet spread evenly
over the entire slope. It was a rare and eA-er-pleasing
picture, and Old Knots spent hours in his comfortable,
high-backed camp chair, placed at the end of the little

dock, lost .in silent contemplation of "his landscape," as
he called it, and filled with an "absorbing interest in the
beauties of nature," utterly oblivious to the "near adja-
cency" of that hapless camp stove that had ministered to
his comfort in so many pleasant camps before.
On bright afternoons, when the sun had got around

where its slanting rays brought out the full glory of the
landscape, he would sit there in silence till the shadows
from the hills behind fell on the camp, gazing abstractedly
across the lake, weaving, us we fancied, quaint figures in
the carpet of living green, the while yanking out with
lancewood switch some heedless sunfish or pert young
perch that had fanned lazily in near the dock, attracted
by the wiggling worm, that to its simple mind had no
connection with the harmless-looking little stick project-
ing motionless over the water—this, as he said, "just to
add spice to his enjoyment." Sitting there with his land-
scape spread out before him, with his rod, his pipe—the
old brown friend that had solaced him for many a year
in eun and shadow—he was a picture of serene and indo-
lent content; his cup of happiness was full to the brim,
and if ever honest angler got full measure of enjoyment
out of his camp with the least possible exertion. Old
Knots got it at the camp on Echo Lake. Kingfisher.

A SALMON SCORE.
rpHERE is one club of anglers, holding the lease of a
J. Canadian salmon river, who have abundant cause
to be satisfied with their season's work. The fishing-
began June 15 and was continued until July 1. Six fish-
ermen were on the river, and their catches were as
follows

:

Number. Average Weight. Total Weight.
No. 1 93 21'

6los. 2,0'fllbg.
No. 2 ii 23^ " 1,038

"
No. 3 72 24% " 1,778 "
No. 4 51 32»

5
" 1 153 "

No. 5 74 23 " 1 704 "
No. 6 70 33' „

" 1,548 "

Total 404 32.881t>s. 9,3481bs.

.The Big Bass Record.—A correspondent, A. F. N.,
reports from Renovo, Pa., that a black bass of large size
was taken in the West Branch of the Susquehanna, at
that point, last week. It measured 29fin. in length and
weighed 9lbs. 15oz. It was speared by torchlight, and
surely deserved a better fate. Another black bass which
deserves to go on record was captured at Greenwood
Lake, July 24, by Nat Davy, a guide who was at the
time out with Messrs. H. J. Phillips and J. N. Lewis. It
was a big-mouth, measured 24iin. In length, 16iin. girth,
and weighed 7£ibs. It was taken by skittering close to
shore.

TROUT OF THE POOLS.
CENTRAL LAKE, Mich., July 18.—Editor Forest and

Stream: I had hoped that what I have heretofore
written about late spawning trout would have moved
others of your correspondents to state facts about their
experience in this regard, and relating to other waters
than those which I have fished. Perhaps we shall yet
hear from some of them, for I know that there are those
who have caught many more trout than I this season.
I yesterday took seven, of which four contained spawn,
apparently ripe. I regret that I cannot truthfully say
that I was sorry that I had killed these trout, for some of
them were unusually large for these waters, and one in
particular I had, in Irish phrase, put my "comether" on
some time ago.
One of your entertaining correspondents not long since

alluded to the fact that in the experience of most anglers
there are pools apparently fitted to contain good trout,
yet there they are "never" taken. I know such places,
anil have usually found the explanation of the apparent
dearth of fish to be that the pool was tenanted by a trout
whose wisdom rendered him proof against the ordinary
allurements of the angler, while his size and pugnacity
kept other trout from occupying a portion of his chosen
retreat.

With this opinion, I one day, some three weeks ago,
approached with great caution a bend in a brook where
the water swirled in an eddy beneath overhanging trees
and bushes, and had scooped beneath the bank a glorious
lurking place for alarge trout. I had always tried it in pass-
ing, but invariably without success. Creeping cautiously
behind a large cedar tree, I made a cast beneath the pend-
ant foliage, which landed my bait (not fly) several feet
up stream and quite out of my sight, for it was much as
if I had been fishing from a sentry-box, and casting
around to the back thereof. The bait was taken, but not
so greedily as to lead me to suppose that I had aroused a
whale; and when after a moment I lifted the tip, I was
surprised at the fuss kicked up at the end of my line.

Steering the trout clear of roots and bushes, I was cau-
tiously drawing him in, when the hook pulled out and I

left lamenting.
I yesterday found myself at the same place, and no bite.

Some five yards distant was a similar pool, only more
brushy, and which, like the first, had always disappointed
me. Over this the cast was made, and the bait taken
exactly as my trout had seized the other. I gave all the
time necessary for gorging the hook, perhaps a little

more, as I wished to make sure work. Then I moved my
rod tip south and by west, so as to clear the branches,
and I had him.
In a pool where there were about twenty roots and

sticks to the square foot, nothing is easier than to let the
trout foul the line over some of them, but in about two
miuutes he was within reach, and shortly lay quivering
among the hepaticas. This trout weighed 15oz. In that
brook they seldom exceed ilb. to -Jib.

Having deposited my capture among some freshly
gathered ferns at the bottom of my creel, I moved down
stream to a large log which stretched across, below which
was a pool where I seldom missed a capture. Making a
cast, I was rewarded by a minnow, and supposed, there
were no trout there. Another cast sent the bait a few
feet further on, and it was taken. The trout was a large
one, and before I had landed him the snood parted close
to the hook, and the fish disappeared. I stood upon the
log, looking disconsolately into the clear, shallow stream,
when behold ! my trout appeared in sight and evidently
in trouble. He darted here and there, half turned upon
his side, and floated near the surface with his nose above
water; then settled to the bottom of the pool, just under
my eye. While I was gazing, surprised, and uncertain
what I should do next, the trout again rose near the
surface, and lowering the butt of my rod I tapped him
on the head, and then stepping into the brook, I managed
to slip my hand under his gills and to lift him out of the
water. He wTeighed fib.

The hook had caught in his throat, and, as I concluded,
disorganized his breathing apparatus. He would prob-
ably have died had I not succeeded in capturing him.

Kelpie.

NEWFOUND LAKE FISH.
TN reply to a letter of inquiry which we sent to Commis-
JL sioner Riddle, he writes of the great lake trout of
Newfound Lake, New Hampshire: "In reply to your
inquiry of yesterday I inclose you two paragraphs from
the Manchester Union of July 13. The fish are a supe-
rior quality of lake trout; on account of the very clear
water they are much better eating than our common
lake trout. The weights of the fish were given by Capt.
R. W. Musgrove. of Bristol, and the names of those who
caught them. He is a reliable man, and his statements
are correct. The Legislature now in session will make
an appropriation to build a hatching house at Newfound
Lake, and it will be complete this fall in season to fill the
troughs full of eggs. No finer landlocked salmon can be
found in this section than at Newfound Lake, excepting
at Sunapee Lake The commi ssion have planted thousand s
of young fry within the past four years and thousands
of young salmon can be found in the tributaries of New-
found Lake at this time. George W. Riddle.
The Union describes Newfound Lake as "one of the

most charming bodies of water that dot the face of the
earth, a gem of which New Hampshire may well be
proud. Lately it has become famous by reason of the
catch of lake trout and landlocked salmon, which has
been heralded through the columns of Captain Mus-
grove's excellent paper. It is needless to say that the
people of the towns surrounding the lake are enthusias-
tic, for in size and number of trout taken no New Eng-
land lake compares with it. It is about seven miles long
and three miles wide at the broadest part, opposite the
Lake View House, and of depth, over 200 feet in some
places. It has a large watershed, and is fed by Cocker-
mouth River, Fowler's River, and half a dozen or more
good trout brooks.

"It is a natural trout water aaid has always yielded
tribute to the spear in spawning time, but has not ex-
cited real sportsmanship until within three years. There
have been several plants of lake trout and landlocked
salmon, and their comparative immunity from pursuit
by anglers has given them opportunity to develop re-
markably. The introduction of the spoon hook has
taught Bristol people that there is more sport in landing
a 101b. trout or salmon in a legitimate way, than in

spearing a bushel when they are performing the natural
offices of the reproduction of their species, and public
sentiment accordingly protects them from vandalism
very effectually. Their greatest enemies now are the
devouring sucker, eel and shadwrites, which fatten upon
the spawn in the fall.

"The notoriety given the lake is drawing sportsmen
from all over New England, and while their coming is

welcomed and desired, the people about the lake wish to
guard against the practical extinction of these desirable
fish by the establishment of a hatchery, where the spawn,
stripped from the fish, may be hatched out, and the fry,
when in some measure able to take care of themselves,
returned to the waters of the lake.
"The success of the Commission in increasing the stock

of game fish in Sunapee Lake in spite of continuous fish-
ing seems to warrant the attempt at Newfound. Black
bass, trout and salmon have contributed to make Sunapee
Lake a popular summer resort, and real estate values
have increased until hitherto worthless pasture lands are
bringing from $200 to §1,000 per acre for building lots for
summer cottages. The mammoth trout of Newfound are
sure to draw increasing numbers of fishermen annually,
while the lake affords peculiar attractions for cottagers.
Its outlet is two miles from Bristol village, where the
visitor must leave the cars, which precludes the possibil-
ity of the lake being thronged with excursionists. It is
preeminently a place for fine summer residences. The
present dream of people interested in its development is

a Bmall steamer, with a stage line from Bristol to Ply-
mouth, the latter being only about ten miles from the
upper end of the lake."
The record of fishing in the lake, as kept by Capt. R.

W. Musgrove, editor of the Bristol Enterprise, gives the
following scores for five weeks for trout and salmon:
"The season opened April 16 and practically closed

May 23. During this time W. C. Ross and John F.
Rogers, of Bristol, caught one trout weighing 101bs., an-
other lolbs. and four others, weight not given, also a
landlocked salmon weighing 161 bs.; George H. Fowler
and C. N. Drake caught 19 trout weighing 1851bs., that
being 4 of lOlbs. feach, three of 91bs. each, 2 of 71bs.
each, 2 of 31bs. each, 2 of 121bs. each, 2 of 61bs.
each, 1 of 131bs., 1 of lUlbs., and 1 of 201bs.;
W. H. Wheeler and Henry Boutwell, Fitchburg, Mass,.
2 trout, one weighing o and the other 13lbs.; iFred
Holmes, Hebron* 3, weighing 8, 10 and 81bs., also 2
trout and a salmon, weights not given; George Follans-
bee, Bristol, 2 trout, one weighing 8£ and the other 71bs.;
Charles Alden and George H. Wood. Laconia, the former
catching 1 of 6jlbs. and the latter 4. weighing 5*, 8. 4,
8ilbs. each; E. F. Pike, Bristol, 5 weighing 47ilbs.'; Capti
W. A. Bickiord, Bristol, 3 weighing 12, 10 and 71bs. each
and 2 weight not given; Marshall Ballou one weighing 9
and another 81bs. : Moses Noyes, Craig and Lund, Nashua,
3 trout, weighing 7, 8 and 121bs. ; F. W. Colley, Bristol,
trout weighing 8, 9, 10, 5, 10 and 91bs. each; William
Ackerman, Bristol, one weighing 91bs. ; H. Tukey, Bris-
tol, 2, 8i and 5flbs. each; James Colley, Bristol, 1 of 81bs.

;

Charles Mason, Bristol, 4, weighing 12, 10, 8$ and 51bs.
each, and 2 salmon, weighing 8 and 131b3. each; Albert
Hill, Boston, 1 of 8lbs , and Henry Thayer, Boston, 1 of
lOlbs.; Frank Huse. Ashland, trout weighing 5, 6 and
lOlbs. each; Frank Sanborn, Franklin, 1 weighing 8ilbs.;
N. Adams, Bristol, trout weighing 9, 10, 12 and lOlbs.;
A. Adams, Bristol, trout weighing 9, 4 and 12lbs. each;
Capt. Saunders, Bristol, trout weighing 11,5 and61bs.;
Frank Mudgett, Lake Village, 1 trout weighing 19£lbs.

;

Chas. Fox, Hill, 1 trout weighing Hlbs.; G. Sumner, Law-
rence, Mass., 1 trout weighing lOlbs.; F. F. Roby, Bos-
ton, 1 trout weighing l2lbs.; Phillip Adams, Bridge-
water, 2 trout weighing 7 and 81bs.; Henry Rogers,
Hebron, 1 trout weighing 81bs.; S. S. Clark, Hebron, l of
81bs.-; Fred Hall, Bristol, 1 of 121bs. ; Dr. A. Q. Ballou 1
of 81bs.; Gen. H. L. Porter, Concord, 1 of 12lbs.; Gust
Walker, Concord, 1 of lOlbs.; James Ballou, Bristol, 1 of
lllbs.; C. H. Hinds, Franklin, 2 of lOlbs. each; Darius
Cross, Bristol, 2 landlocked salmon; D. H. Sleeper, Bris-
tol, 1 of 4-pbs. and a 81bs. salmon; Rev. C. H. Taylor,
formerly of this city, 6, 3 of 91bs. each and the others of
10, 11 and olbs., one salmon weighing 4lbs., Mi'. Taylor's
catch being the result of two days on the lake; J. F.
Rogers, Hebron, 3 trout and 1 salmon, weight not given,
making a total of 109 trout, weighing 976ilbs. and an
average of 91bs. each,

"

Susquehanna River Fishing.—Harrisbure-, Pa.—The
Susquehanna is one of the most magnificent rivers in this
country for the small-mouthed bass and the Susquehanna
salmon (pike-perch). It is not necessary to mention any
particular location, as there is good fishing from tide-
water, at Port Deposit, to Renova on the West Branch,
and in the entire Juniata. Harrisburg is well supplied
with anglers; private and social club houses are numer-
ous and well appointed, and located near good fishing
grounds. Many visitors from distant cities have gone
home full of praise for the generous hospitality shown
them, and highly pleased with the large strings of fine
fish caught. While there are a good many who depend
upon the delusive fly, the majority stick to the stone-cat
and the lamprey eel, which are the most killing in these
waters. Since bait is so scarce and high priced some of
our people are trying a new and lazy method to capture
the wary bass. When the water is muddy rods and lineB
are discarded and parties go out in row boats, and by
keeping in near the grass, close to shore, the fish are
frightened into jumping out of the water and frequently
into the boat. A short time since, a party of tour, at
Marietta, had thirteen bass jump into their boat. As the
writer, with some gentlemen, was returning one dark
night from an island in the river, holding a lantern to
guide us, three fine large bass jumped into the boat.
They were, no doubt, attracted by the light. We have
quite a number of lady anglers here who handle the rod
with a skill equal to that of some of our oldest veterans.
One of them, Miss E,, successfully landed a black bass
weighing 41bs. 13oz., and another bass, weight Slbs. 8oz.,
was taken by one of our other lady anglers. Louis Kapp-
han, with Mr. Hartz, at Coxestown, took twenty-five
bass, the largest of which weighed 4£lbs. Geo. Meredith,
a railroad engineer, captured fifteen bass at Dauphin, the
largest weighing 61bs. I hope to give you some good
records later on.

—

Dwair.

Bluefish at the Mouth oe the Merrimac.—It is
reported that a bluefish was caught near the mouth of
the Merrimac River on July 22.
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HAUNTS OF BOSTON ANGLERS.
THE season is well advanced, but the trouting is not

yet entirely over. Reports continue to come in of
good catches. The streams in New England are very
high for the midsummer season. Abundant rains have
kept them up and the vacationist has a better chance for
trout. This is peculiarly true of the brooks in the region
of the White Mountains. A couple of Boston salesmen
fishen some of the streams in the vicinity of Mount Wash-
ington last week with remarkable success. They report
the trout larger than usual. The fishing at Rangeley is
said to be holding out better than usual this season. The
Houghton & Dutton party, of Boston, have been at their
Pleasant Island camps, and the fishing has been good.
Salmon fishing at Bangor has not been a success this
year, but the reports from the New Brunswick waters are
better. Dr. Frank Getchel, of Philadelphia, formerly a
Waterville, Me., boy, has been to the New Brunswick
salmon waters and has had remarkable success. He
claims to be nothing more than a green hand at the
business of salmon fishing, though a lover of trout fish-
ing when a boy, yet on the first forenoon he hooked and
landed four. In one day he hooked thirteen salmon and
landed ten of them. He returns with a paper signed by
native fishermen and guides saying that such a feat had
never been performed before on the waters where he
fished.

But the big men of Beacon Hill like to go a-fishing as
well as the common mortals for whom they make laws,
even well into the hot weather, and thus deprive them-
selves sometimes of the annual fishing trip. Senator
Daniel Gunn, of Suffolk, has just returned from a two
weeks' fishing trip to Country Harbor, Nova Scotia. The
Senator has been to the same fishing point before, but
last year he was deprived of an outing by the long ses-
sion of the Legislature. This year he resolved, come
what might, to drop the business of making sleepy stat-
utes for the line and fly-rod. The fourth of July he
picked up his already packed fishing outfit and "just
boarded the " Flying Yankee" for St. John, and thence
to Moncton, N. B. Thence he went to Truro, New Glas-
gow and Antigonish, Nova Scotia, Tkence his route was
by stage, 29 miles, to Melrose. This part of'the ride is
through a delightful farming country. Mr. Gunn says
that the pasturage is "up to the eyes" of the sleek, well-
fed cattle, and that the crops are "hiding the fences"—

a

most delightful country for a cool summer ride. From
Melrose it is 17 miles further, by team, to Country Har-
bor. Hei-e, in their season, Senator Gunn finds the sea
trout in all their glory. Country Harbor is at the head
of a beautiful sheet of transparent tidewater, flowing in
and out, some 12 miles, to the sea. On the north side of
the bay are lofty mountains covered with d#nse hard-
wood, close down to the water's edge, rendering the
scene at nightfall or at moonlight grand aud beautiful in
the extreme. The artist might visit there with profit, as
well as the sportsman, and if both were happily com-
bined in the same man, then that man would be doubly
paid for his trip. But Senator Gunn is well satisfied to
bring away a good slice of the scenery "in the eye of his
memory." All sorts of salt-water fish abound in this
bay, and at the proxjer season, and when wind and tide
both serve, the famous sea trout are taken very freely.
Senator Oimn's luck w as all that could be asked for.

On one tide he hooked and landed sixteen trout in less
than one hour. Several times doubles were taken on the
fly. Contrary to his usual custom, he put on three flies,

with the result of triplets, twice successfully landed.
But the crowning cast of all brought up a trout on one
fly, a pollock on another, and a perch on the third. At
the same moment a fishhawk and a gull were soaring
above his head, and while he was landing this most re^
niarkable catch each dropped into the water and secured
a fish. The Senator concluded that that was a lucky
day for all hands. To say that our good friend had a.

pleasant time is not to over state the story in the least.
Senator Gunn is a warm friend of the Forest and Stream,
and when he had landed the trout, the pollock, and the
perch, all at the same cast, his first thought was, "How
will that sound in that much loved paper which comes
regularly once a week." Then he thought: "Now, when
1 get home and tell this story to the boys, even the old
wooden codfish in the State House, on Beacon Hill, will
wink his eye and smile." There was no room for him on
that cast. The only other time that he has ever deigned
to move was, when, several years since, some one was
making a remarkable speech before the House, and hap-
pened to declare that the fishing interests of Massachu-
setts Bay would some time be of greater value than her
agriculture. Then the old wooden fish turned around
into the position he is in to-day.
Moose are still plenty in that country. Mr. Gunn saw

tracks and signs. Partridges are abundant, and the
flocks are large. Rabbits are very plenty. Mr. Gunn
thinks that he has found something of a sportsman's par-
adise, though he has no further interest in it than that
his brother sportsmen may share it with him. Good ac-
commodations are to be had at Mrs. McZaren's, Country
Harbor. Special.

The Kentucky Fish and Game Club will pay $20
reward for information that will lead to the conviction
of any person or persons caught in destroying the fish in
the public waters of the State of Kentucky, by the use of
dynamite or other explosives, and this club will faithfully
promise to keep the name of the informer a profound
secret, and consider any correspondence strictly confi-
dential. Address, G. G. Berry, Secy, 234 Fifth street,
Louisville, Ky.

Pennsylvanli.—A Beaver correspondent writes anent
the report of Warden Hague's vrork, given in our last
issue: "Warden Hague received his appointment in
June, 1888, and has accomplished in that time more than
all his colleagues, as not one of them has up to date
brought about a prosecution and conviction.—G. A. S."

The Springfield Club, of Springfield, Mass., who
have acquired a 300-square-miles fishing and hunting-
territory in the Lake Amabilish district of Quebec, report
great trout fishing. Some of the members declare that
they have had a surfeit of trout, and their fishing experi-
ence transcended the most ambitious dreams.

Fishing in the Chesapeake Bay has been poor dur-
ing the past ten days owing to the storms,

Fishing in Massachusetts.—Wellesley, Mass., July
25.—We have been fishing several times this season, and
for the last few times have had very good success. My
brother Win and I went up to the lake this afternoon for
live bait (minnows, etc.) and then went over to the perch
grounds. The perch kept us busy for two or three hours,
and we got a fine string of them. Win pullled one to the
surface which broke his line and got away. I think it
was the largest perch I have ever seen; we both thought
him a large black bass at first, but as he turned over on
his side he showed his black bands and red fins. I once
caught a yellow perch in the same place that weighed
lib. 8oz.; this one must have Aveighed all of 2 or 2|lbs.
Toward evening the eels began to take hold, and we soon
had the boat so slimy with them that it was unsafe to
step about in it, the footing becoming very insecure. I
have been up to the farm pond several times this season,
but have only caught a«few bass so far. The best fishing
seems to be right here in our own lake, and for one who
likes to catch small fish the sport is good. Frogs are very
abundant this season, and many of them are of extraor-
dinary size. I caught one a week ago that weighed ex-
actly 141bs. It was the largest frog that I have ever seen
except, perhaps, the monster preserved in the Smith-
sonian.—S. F. Denton.

Thomas J. Conroy's Assignment.—It is with much
regret, that will no doubt be shared by thousands of ang-
lers throughout the United States and Canada, that we
announce the assignment of the old and well-known fieh-
ing tackle house of Thomas J. Conroy, New York. Es-
tablished nearly 60 years ago by the original John Con-
roy, the firm has changed its title a number of times and
was variously known as John Conroy, J. & J. C. Con-
roy, J. C. Conroy & Co., Conroy, Bissett & Malleson.
Conroy & Bissett, and in '83 it took the present style,
Thomas J. Conroy. During this long term of years
this noted concern has supplied the wants of ang-
lers in every section of the country, and we feel sure
there is no lack of sympathy for "them in their pres-
ent trouble. It is hoped that a speedy settlement will be
arrived at and that the old concern will once more cater
to the angling fraternity. As a sequel to this, and no
doubt caused by it, we learn that Mr. Frederick Malleson,
fishing tackle manufacturer of Brooklyn, N. Y., has also
failed. He was formerly connected with the firm of
Conroy, Bissett & Malleson, but separated from them in
1 881 and assumed control of the manufacturing depart-
ment. We are unable to state, how disastrous these fail-
ures are, but trust the embarrassment will be only tem-
porary.

The Catskill Mountain Waters are looking up.
Trout fishing there has been restored, until it is now pos-
sible to make good catches in many streams long barren
of any but fingerlings, A 21b. trout was secured last
Monday by John H. Ireland, who took his beauty from
Eastkill Lake, near Onteora Park.

LAKE RONKONKOMA.—Messrs. Frert Mather and Prof.
Bashford Dean, of the College of New York, are exploring
Lake Ronkonkoma, Long Island, with the view of ascer-
taining its depths, bottom' temperatures, and the character-
istics of its animal and vegetable life. They report having
found bottom in the deepest pare of the lake, but as yet have
not made the results known. Black bass, pike, pink and
yellow perch are found in large numbers in the lake,

THE PENNSYLVANIA FISH COMMISSION have iust
completed a contract for a new and large hatching house at
Allentown in addition to the one already there. This will
increase the capacity of the eastern hatchery to double its
present size.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 7 to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of the Brooklyn Kennel
Club, at Brooklyn. N. Y. Charles DicVleman, Secretary,
Sept. 9 to 13.—Dog Show of the Farmers' Lancaster Comity Fair

Association, at Lancaster, Pa. A. A. Herr, Secretary.
Sept. 10 to 13.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the London Kennel

Club, at London, Ont. C. A. Stone, Manager.
Sept. 10 to 13.—Dog Show of the Central Canada Exhibition As-

sociation, at Ottawa, Can. Capt. R. C. W. MaoC'imj?, Secretary
Sept. 11 to 13.—First Annual Doj? Show of the Toledo Kennel

Company, Toledo, O. Chas. E. Rowland, Secretary, Box 423.
Sept. 16 to 19.—Dog Sliow of the Dominion of Canada Kennel

Club, in connection with the Industrial Exposition at Toronto,
Canada. Capt. C. Greville Harston, Secretary.
Sept. 17 to ^0.—Dog Show of the Pet Stock Association at Kl-

mira, N. Y.
"

. Oct. 7 to 1
cultural Society

Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1800.—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 18 to 21, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club. New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 11 to 14, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Rochester

Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 25 to 88, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, I860.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at, Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, .Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. L—Third Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennol Club.

P. T. Madison. Secretary, Indianapolis. Ind.
Nov. 11.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel Club,

at Chatham, Ont. C. A. Stone, Secretary, London, Ont.
Nov. 18.—Eleventh Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.
Dee. 2.-Inaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club,

at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Secretarv, Mill's Building, New
York, N. V.
Dec. IE.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Amory, Miss. T. M. Brumbv, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1500.—Seventh Aurmal Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313
Bush sireet, San Francisco, Cal.
Feb. 11, 1890. -Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at, Marshall, Tex. W. L, Thomas, Secretary.

COURSING.
Oct. 9 to 12.—Fall meet of the National Coursing Club at Hutch

inson, Kan. M. E. Allison, Manager.
Oct. 24.—Annual Meet of the American Coursing Club, at Great

Bend, Kan. F. K. Doan, Secretary, St. Louis, Mo,

IRISH RED SETTER CLUB'S FIELD TRIALS.
ASHBOURNE, Derbyshire, Eng., JulyW.—EMtW Forest

and Stream: Presuming that it will be interesting to
the readers of your valued journal, I herewith inclose pro-
gramme of the Irish Red getter Club's field trials. The
trials will begin Sept. 17 at 9 A. M. Seven events are on the
card.
No. 1.—The Irish Setter Puppy Stakes, for Irish setters

born on or after Jan. 1, 1888, with £5, cup and 50 per cent, of
entry fees to first, 20 per cent, of entry fees to second and 10
per cent, to third. Entry 2 guineas for non-members and
1 guinea for members.
No. 2.—The Irish Setter All-Age Stakes, for all Irish set-

ters, with £5, cup and SO per cent, of entry fees to first, 3
guineas, cup and 20 per cent, of entry fees to second and 10
per cent, of entry fees to third. Entry same as No. 1.
No. 3.—Irish Setter Brace Stakes, for Irish setters, with 5

guineas, cup and 50 per cent, of entry fees to first, 20 per
cent, of entry fees to second and 10 per cent, to third. Entry
same as No. 1.

No. 4.—The Irish Field Trial Derby Stakes, a sweepstakes
of £5 each for setters (all breeds) and pointers whelped on or
after Jan. 1, 188S, with 50, 20 and 10 per cent, of the pointer
entry fees to the pointers and the same to the setters, and a
special 5 guinea cup to absolute winner.
No. 5.—The Grand All-Age Stakes, a sweepstakes of £6

10s., with 50, 20 and 10 per cent, to first, second and third.
No. 6.—The Grand Brace Stakes. Entry and prizes same

as No. 5.

No. 7.—Special Prize—The Irish Red Setter Club's Field
Trial champion cup, value 20 guineas, to be competed for
by the winners in all the stakes. Entries for Derby close
Aug. 1. All other stakes Aug. 31. The judges are Dr. J. H.
Salter aud Capt. J. K. Millner.
The moors are abundantly stocked with game, it lies well

and the dogs will be shot over. The absolute winners of
each stake, including one dog selected from each of the first
prize winning braces will compete for the champion cup.
Three of the stakes are open to pointers and setters of all
breeds, and three are for Irish red setters only.
The committee have taken every care to frame these trials

on a sound and popular basis, and have given every en-
couragement to owners. In all probability the competitors
will be very numerous, and the competition keen, as the
time of year is very suitable. The brunt of grouse shooting
will be over, and in England a fortnight's sport on partridge
will have been had. The dogs will then be in the height of
training, condition and experience, and as real work will be
done by them, without doubt all sportsmen will look upon
the winners of each stake, and the champion cup, as abso-
lutely the best sporting dogs of the year.
Dr. Salter is one of the most respected, experienced and

fairest of judges in Great Britian, and every one will have
the greatest confidence in his decisions, assisted by Capt. J.
K. Millner.
The committee look forward to one of the keenest com-

petitions ever known. It is the first time these trials will
be held for open competition, and the committee trust that
it will become a most important annual event, and in that
case they will endeavor to present a 50 guinea champion
cup in the future. \M. H. Cooper.

ENGLISH SETTER BITCHES STOLEN.
ROSECROFT KENNELS, New York, July 27.—Editor

Forest and, Stream: On Jan. 24 last, our English set-
ter bitches Passiou and Countess Peg disappeared from the
kennel of our Mr. Fiske at Plahilield, N. J. It was not
deemed wise to advertise them by name at the time, for ob-
vious reasons; but as all efforts to find them, or any trace
of them, have entirely failed, it. is believed that they have
very probably been removed from this part of the country,
and we consider it proper to fidvise the dog world in gen-
eral, especially the managers of shows, etc., throughout the
country, against the possibility of their being brought to
light in some other section, Below is a description of the
two, although at least one of them. Passion, would be suf-
ficiently well known to be recognized, at any rate, any-
where in the eastern part of the c ountry. If they, or either
of them, should at any time "show up," we should be glad
to have any brother sportsman do as be would be done by;
and, of course, we will cheerfully pay any expenses incurred
in any way.
Passion—7246—blue belton bitch, whelped July 29, '83,

by Goodsell's Prince ont of Pebble. Was bred by Prof.
Rice, of Brooklyn. Rather small—weighs about 43lbs.
Head nearly evenly marked, and very much resembling
Royal Albert's in contour aud marking, but, of course, a
trifle lighter; circular black patch over the top of the hips;
no other patches, but is heavily and pretty evenly mottled
all over. Short stem, heavily feathered and correctly car-
ried; excellent chest, body, quarters, hocks, shoulders and
elbows; very strong loin. One of the few good, pure
Laverack bitches, and shows her Laverack breeding
at the first glance. Her weak points are a trifle throat-
iness, not very marked, and a tendency when heavv to drop
a trifle in the back and pasterns, not very noticeable when
light in flesh. Very mild in disposition", but not very free
with strangers, and inclined to hunt better for her friends
than any one else. Is an excellent quail and partridge
bitch; ranges very wide, and with great judgment, as she
has had considerable experience
Countess Peg—8290—black, white and tan hitch, by Fairy-

King out of Countess Floy, whelped June 30, 1885, also
small; not far from Passion's size. Black ears with the
usual tan linings, aud both sides of head black with tan
marks on the cheeks, triangular star on forehead with a
narrow blaze: triangular patch of black above, the root of
tail; tan fleckiugs on forelegs and muzzle: otherwise pure
white; stands low behind and raises high in front; head
shows the Foreman tendency to a little shortness, as also
does the neck; very fine chest, back, loin, ribs, quarters
hocks, legs and feet; coat and feather very soft, full and
long; stern short, but usually not well carried, though at
times it is carried perfectly. Has lost one toe on right hind-
foot, although she does not go lame. Exceptionally qniet
and a great pet. In following -

'to heel" walks very close
and always a little on the right hand. Is a good latch on
quail, on which she has been principally used.

Wilson Fiske.

SALE OF SPORTING DOGS AT ALDRIGDE'S.

ON Thursday afternoon the salesroom at Aldridge's in St.
Martin's lane was crowded with would-be purchasers

of the many pointers, setters, retrievers and spaniels which
were to be sold to the best bidder. Among the kennels rep-
resented were those of Mr. Lloyd-Price, of Rhiwlas; Sir T.
B. Lennard, Belhus; Mr. Assheton Smith, Yaynol, and
others, including altogether some thirty-eight brace of dogs,
most of which had good characters in the field as work'
men. The pointers from Rhiwlas were first offered and h„d
a speedy sale, ten animals fetching 236gs., or an average of
about 23 J 2'gs. each. Ben Ultimus, by Little Ben out of
Bellona, a liver and white pointer, winner of third prize at
the late national field trials, realized most money, viz, 50gs.;
then Luck of Merioneth, a lemon and white 2>:i'yrs. old dog,
by Luck of Edenhall, sold for 40gs.; Belle of Edenhall, his

money. An Irish setter, only lomos. old, sold well for 24gs.;
a Sussex spaniel, said to be perfect in work, was not dear at
17%gs., while three retrievers, all well broken, went for
93.^gs., viz., Ben, 2yrs. old, wavy-coated, 40gs,: Yarrow,
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3yrs., 34gs., and' Nell, curly-coated, lSJ^gs. Seven and a
half brace of dogs from Mr. Price realized the excellent

sum of 346gs. Two brace of Irish setters from Mr. J. M.
Niall brought 52><gs., although one of the animals appeared
to suffer from chorea. Sir T. B, Lennard's dogs did not sell

so well. The good-looking Chandos, a great winner on the
bench and perfect in the field, was cheap enough at 26gs., as

was Kite at 15gs., both bought by W. Nicholson, of Ercall

Heath; Belhus Duchess and Marcel changed hands at U}$gs,
Following these come the well bred and highly broken two-
and-a-half-vear-old retriever Darkey, tS^'gs ; Coch-y-Bon-
dhu, a black and white, pointer, who ran at the late Kennel
Club trials, and a right good dog, hi^gs., and Sam, a retriev-

ing spaniel, 8 years old, a close worker, ran up to 16gs.

Charles Bishop sold Blucher of Halesworth privately for

25gs., by no means more than his value; a peculiar colored
slate-liver brace of pointers went together for 26gs., well

matched they were in appearance; and Bella of Halesworth,
a lemon anclVhite bitch, changed hands at 30gs. Ben Hel-
lam, an old breaker, sold two brace of pointers and setters

for 4Sa;s., then several lots went for little money, until Wool-
ton Grouse (brother of Woolton Game, sold last week for

£150), a good-looking, rather leggy dog, was bought for less

than his value by Mr. T. Statter for 20gs. A number of

Clumber spaniels were sold, including Barney (10,467), a cup
winner at Edinburgh; Dash, a very good-looking dog, and
several others, at much below their value, at prices ranging
from lg. to 3gs. each, those from Mr. Assheton Smith's being
most promising, and cheap. A handsome orange and white
setter bitch. Belle, sold for 10gs., and a well-bred blue and
whi te setter. Ulverston Duke, for 6gs. The next sale, which
will be the last of the season, takes place on Friday, July
26, at the usual time.—London Field,

CUPID'S RECORD.—Englewood, N. J., July 26.—Editor
Forest arid Stream: My Italian greyhound Cupid was a
prize winner at the following places: Cincinnati, Rich-
mond, New York, Troy, Albany, Utica, Rochester, Boston,
Worcester, and was given he. at Philadelphia for some un-
explained reason. No certificate of merit or prizp card was
sent me, except in two cases, viz., New York and Richmond.
Will you kiudly tell me if there is any way for me to prove
the above winnings (in case I wish to sell) unless I refer to

the A.K.R —Edith M. VanBuren. [The winnings of Cupid
are: Second New York, 1887. First, Boston, New Haven,
Syracuse, Richmond; and second Cincinnati, 1888. Second
New York; first, Boston, Worcester, Rochester, Troy,
Albany and Utica, and he. Philadelphia, 1889. This will

probably be accepted by a purchaser of the dog.]

A COLLIE'S HEROISM. -Augusta, Ga., July 2a.—Last
week the heroism and intelligence of a collie dog was ex-

hibited in this city to a remarkable degree. A little white
boy, ten rears old," was walking the railroad trestle span-

ning the. Augusta canal, and fell through in water about
6ft. deep. A^collie dog belonging to the little boy had al-

ready passed over, but on hearing the cries of his young
master, immediately jumped in and dragged him to shore,

when he was assisted by men passing along. The photo-
graph of boy and dog is attracting much attention in front

of one of our galleries.—J. M. W.

MASTIFF IMPORTATION.
"VIELROSE, Mass., July 27.—Editor Forest and Stream:
j\l I have imported the mastiff dog Sham pion Ilford
Chancellor, winner of the following prizes: First Crystal
Palace (puppy class) and Old English Mastiff Club produce
stake; first and special Dover, first Frome, first Maidstone,
1886; first and special Crystal Palace, first Newport, first

and special Ipswich, first' Hull (beating Albert Victor and
Victor Hugo), first Southport, challenge Norwich and
Chelmsford, 1887; champion Crystal Palace cheating Victor
Hugo, Hotspur, Prince of Wales, Montgomery and Admiral
under Dr. -J. Sidney Turner), first Manchester, first West
Haripool, 1888; first and special Coventry and Guisboro,
champion Liverpool, first Otley, Bradford, Harrowgate,
Bakerwell and Altrieah; challenge Manchester, 1889. He
has also won many silver cups and gold medals. He is the
best son and best-bred son of champion Hford Caution. He
is also the sire of many promising puppies, including
Chocolate Girl, the winning bitch puppy last year at Agri-
cultural Hall, beating the well-known Jubilee Beauty.
Also Ilford Cato, first Peoples Palace, 1887; second Crystal
Palace and Old English Mastiff produce stakes, 1888; and
Ceral, winner of two firsts Ifford, and first Peoples Palace,
1888. E. H. Moore.

BROOKLYN DOG SHOW.
THE premium list of the first annual exhibition of the

Brooklyn Dog, Poultry and Pet Stock Association is

now ready for distribution. The show will be held at Ridge-
wood Park, Sept. 8 to 11. The judges so far announced are
Messrs. K. E. Hopf, H. C. Glover, T. F. Rackham, W. J.
Stanton and H. F. Schellhass. The show will be held under
A. K. C. miles. Challenge classes are provided for each sex
in mastiffs and both varieties of St. Bernards, with prizes
of §10 and $8, $5 and medal in open classes. Pointers, Eng-
lish setters, Irish setters, Gordon setters, field spaniels and
cocker spaniels have one challenge class each, with prizes of
#8 and $3, and $5, #3 and medal in open classes. Fox-terriers
and pugs have one challenge class each, with f-5 and S3, and
15, S3 and medal in open classes. Spratts Patent will bench
and feed. Mr. T. F. Rackham is the superintendent, and
Mr. Charles Deckelmann, Ridgewood Park, Evergreen Sta-
tion, L. I., is the secretary. Entries close Aug. 28.

DOG TALK.
•'"PHE well-known St. Bernard champion Save died July
J_ 3. He was owned by Mr. J. F. Smith, of Sheffield,
Eng. Save has long been considered one of the finest speci-
mens of his breed ever shown, and his winnings have been
numerous and valuable, among them are the 100-guinea
challenge cup, which he won twice.

It has been announced that Mr. John Davidson would
judge at different shows the second week in September.
Although his services have been requested at other places,
it is definitely stated that he will judge the sporting classes
at Toledo, Mr. H. W. Lacy taking the non-sporting.

There is a report that Dr. Cryer has sold his pug bitch
champion Bessie in England to Mrs. C. Houlker, a well-
known breeder and exhibitor of pugs.

Mr. Trenor L. Park, of this city, has purchased from Mr.
Alfred George, London, Eng., the bull bitch Mischief,
famous as the losing contestant in the recent "bulldog
match" between Messrs. Peace and Pybus-Sellon.

It appears that the cropping question was not settled by
the English Kennel Club after all. Dr. Turner's resolution
as passed only proposes "to consider the advisability of tak-
ing into consideration the question of cropping." The mat-
ter is now in the hands of the Kennel Club committee, and
possibly some action upon the question ;may some time be
taken.

In England it is felony to steal a dog's collar, but only a
misdemeanor to steal the dog. An act has recently been
introduced into Parliament providing that dogs shall be
deemed domestic animals within the meaning of the act re-
lating to the possession of property. It is certainly odd
that in law the collar should be rated above the dog. This re-
minds us of a little circus that took place in an animal store
on Park Row, this city, the other day. One of the snakes
laid hold of a monkey and slowly but surely gulped her
down, the proprietor meanwhile with great presence of
mind taking off the monkey's collar, and saving at least so
much from the serpent's maw.

PATSY AS A STUD DOG.—Des Moines, la.—Editor
Forest and Stream: On July 23 my Nino whelped thirteen,
six dogs, by Claremont Patsy (formerly Patsy), thus one of
Mr. Damon's first statements to me, to wit: that "Patsy is
a very strong stud dog," has, to a certain extent, proven
true. Of course we cannot tell what the puppies will be
like until they get some age, but I will say that they are of
very good color and have but little white on them. I am
glad that the Indiana Kennel Club is going to give Irish
setters a chance to distinguish themselves, and we all ought
to enter one or more of our dogs and give the public a
chance to see what they can do. Mr. Sweeney says he will
enter one and I will do the same. Let us all' come in and
make it a success. For my own satisfaction I would like to
see what some of our fine dogs can do in the field with hot
competition. In my judgment this is the only way we can
find out which are the best dogs to breed to to get fine field
performers.—F. H. Pekry.

TORONTO DOG SHOW.—The bench show committee of

the. dog show to be held at Toronto Sept. 16 to 19, have de-

cided to offer #1,300 in prizes. The premium list will be
ready for distribution this week. In addition to the regular
prizes a large number of valuable prizes will be offered.

The Goverudi -General has signified his willingness to be-

come patron, and has donated a special prize of #50, which
will be awarded to the best kennel of English setters. The
address of the secretary is Cant. C. Greville Harston, Public
Library Buildiug. Toronto, (Jan.

BLACK AND TAN SETTER STAKE.—New York, July
29—Editor Forest and Stream: A mistatement occurred
in my letter published in your issue, of last week which I

wish" to rectify. The Central Field Trial Association has
offered a special stake of #100 for black and tan setters, pro-
viding they receive ten entries and not less than eight
starters, the winner to take this stake. My previous letter

states that the winner is to be run against the English set-

ters, which is incorrect. Kiudly insert the above and oblige.

John H. Meyer.

OTTAWA DOG SHOW.—We have received the premium
list of the dog show to be held at Ottawa, Can., Sept. 9 to

14, in connection with the second annual fair of the Central
Canada Exhibition Association. The prizes in the regular
classes are #7 and #3, with $5 for puppies. In addition there
are a large number of valuable specials already offered and
many more are promised. Mr. J. Otis Fellows will judge
all classes. Entries close on Aug. 31, and should be made to

the secretary, Capt. R. C. W. MacCuaig, Ottawa, Can.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notee must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope

of large letter size. Sets of 200 oi any one form, bound foT

retaining duplicates, aro sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Notes mast be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Spray. By Chesapeake Kenueis, Malvern, la., for sedge Chesa-
peake Bay bitch, whelped Oct. 16, 1887, by Barnuin (Monday-
Maryland) out of Nan (Bob—Nellie).
Maryland. By Chesapeake Kennels, Mnlvern, la., for sedge

Chesapeake Bay bitch, whelped June 23, 1888, by Barnum (Mon-
day—Maryland) out of Gympsie, (Barnum—Nan).
Magnolia. By Chesapeake Kennels, Malvern, la., for sedge

Chesapeake Bay bitch, whelped March 7, 1887, by Duke (Drake—
Fannie) out of Nellie (Dash—Fannie).
Goiorie II. By Chesapeake Kennels. Malvern. la., for sedge

Chesapeake Bav dose, whelped May 20, 18S8, by Gowrie (Sunday-
Nellie) out of Twist (Gowrie—Lucy).

Le.ov. By H. \Y. Neefus, Elizabeth, N. J., for lemon and white
pointer dog, whelped May 27, 1889, by Sancho Pedro out of Sail La
Blonde (Ted of Bergen— 1 Hiehess Hessen).
Sir Lucre By Cbas. Sidlf r, Milwaukee, Wis., for apricot fawn

pug dog, whelped June 20, 1880, bv Lord Nelson (Toby—Queen May)
out of Minnie (Cricket— Pansy Blossom).
JXtfm II. By W. H. Walker, Portland, Ore., for black cocker

spaniel bitch, whelped July 14, 18S9, by Zero (Banjo—Nellie) out of
Altshea (A.K.R. 843).

Tnkawa. By A. E. Pitts. Columbus, O., for while, black and tan
markings fox-terrier bitch, whelped June 11, 1880, by Baby Signal
(Ra.by Mixture—Richmond Olivebud) out of Grefcchen (champion
Bacchanal—Marguerite).

BRED.
Notes mnst be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Nellie II.-Barnurn 71. Chesapeake Kennels' (Malvern, la.)
Chesapeake Bay bitch Nellie II. (Gowrie—Kate) to their Barnum
II. (Barnum—Gympsie), July 13.

Fannie Brown—Glencairn. C. G. Hinckley's (Lee. Mass.) collie
bitch Fannie Brown (Clipper—Nellie McGregor) to Jas. Watson's
Glenclairn (Glenlivat—Nellie McGregor). May 16.

Raslyn Belle H.—Scatitti. H. C. Folmer's (Shenandoah, Pa.) col-
lie bitch Roslyn Belle II. to Mitchell Harrison's Scotilla (Dublin
Scot—Flurry ID, June 25.

Belle Eandolph—Nick of Naso. Fleet View & Reading Pointer
Kennels' (Lynn, Mass.) pointer bitch Belle Randolph to C. J. Pe-
shall's Nick of Naso, July 21.

Daisy F.—Kash. Tuns. Fowler's (Pittsburgh. Pa.) pug bitch
Daisy F. (Silver Shoe—Dixie) to A. E. Pitts's Kash (Bradford
Ruby—Lady Cloudy), July 9.

Queen Dido—Kash. G. Gilli van's (West Jefferson, 0.) pug bitch
Queen Dido (Joe -Flora) to A. E. Pitts's Kash (Bradford Ruby-
Lady Cloudy), July 19,

Bacchante—Blemton Trump. H. P. Thompson's (Toronto, Can.)
fox-terrier bitch Bacchante (Bacchanal—Venatrix) to Macdon-
ald's Blemton Trump (Bacchanal—Tiara), July 3.

WHELPS.
ITST" Notes mnst be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Magnolia, Chesapeake Kennels' (Malvern, Ta.) Chesapeake Bay

bitch'Magnolia (Duke—Nellie). Ma y 1, seven (three dogs), by their
Barnum (Monday—Maryland).
Spray. Chesapeake Kennels' (Malvern. Ia.) Chesapeake Bay

bitch Spray (Barnum—Nan), July 24, three bitches, by Ed. Lynch's
Duke (Drake—Fannie).
Fannie Brmon. C. G. Hinckley's (Lee. Mass.) collie bitch Fan-

nie Brown (Clipper—Nellie McGregor), July 16, two (one dog), by
Jas. Watson's Glencairn (Glenlivat -Nellie McGregor).

Flirt. J. R. Hulk's (Bridgeport, Conn.) pointer hitch Flirt, July
19, fifteen (nine dogs), by F. E. Clark's Vanstone (Tammany-
Juno).
Beauty. O. J. Stoddard's (Lynn, Mass.) pointer bitch Beauty

(Bonne—Bess), Jnlv 24, eight (four dogs), by Fleet View & Reading
Pointer Kennels' Spot Dash.
Nun Nicer. A E. Pitts's (Columbus, O.) pug bitch Nun Nicer

(Douglas II. -Dot), July 11, six (five dogs), by his Kash (Bradford
Ruby—Lady Cloudy).
Zadie, G. Gillivan's (West Jefferson, O.) pug bitch Zadie (Treas-

ure—Peggie). June 13, five (three dogs), by A. E. Pitts's Kash
(Bradford Ruby—Lady Cloudy).
Puss B. G. Gillivan's (West Jefferson, O.) pug bitch Puss B.

(Treasure—Peggie), June 4, six (three dogs), by A. E. Pitts's Ka=h
(Bradford Ruby—Lady Cloudy).
Madam Barry. American Kennels' (Boston. Mass.) St. Bernard

hitch Madam Barry, July 26, ten (Ave dogs), by their Grass Bay-
ard.
Nino. F. H. Perry's (Des Moines, Ia.) Irish setter hitch Nino

(Elcho—Noreen), July 23, thirteen (six dogs), bv his Claremont
Patsy (Frisco-Nellie IX.).

Bessie Glencho. St. Cloud Kennels' (Mott Haven, >i.Y.) Irish

setter bitch Bessie Glencho (champion Glencho-Flanie), July 18,

twelve (five dogs), by Dr. Win. Jarvis's champion Elcho, Jr.

(champion Elcho—champion Noreen).
Brown Betty. C. M. Raymond's (West Brighton, S. I.) cocker

spaniel birch Brown Betty (Bcaueleic-Doz/Je-Doz/Je), June 24,

four (two dogs), by A. C. Wilmerding's Black Prince (Benedict-
Madcap).
Miss Brag. G. H. Carr's (Harl ford. Conn ) cocker spaniel bitch

Miss Brne (A.KB. 3997), June 1, five (four dogs), by his Obo V.
(A.K.R. 4590): four black, one liver.

Nina. E. W. Fuller's (Hartford, Conn.) cocker spaniel bitch
Nina. (Brag- Phyllis), June 25, seven (Ave dogs), by G. H. Carr's
Obo V. (A.K.R. 4500); all black.
Lulu Obo. Wm. Shiloh's (Hartford, Conu.) cocker spaniel bitch

Lulu Obo (A.K.R. 6501), March 1, two (one dog), by G. H. Carr's
Oho V. (A.K.R. 4509); all black.
Gypsy S. R. N. Seyms's (Hartford. Conn.) cocker spaniel bitch

Gypsy S. (Newton Abbot Laddie— ninah). July 21, three (two dogs),

by G. H. Carr's Obo V. (A.K.R, 4590); all black.
Pundila. G. H. Carr's (Hartford, Conn.) cocker spaniel bit/-h

Pundita (A.K.R. 6089), March 25, seven (four dogs), by his Obo V.
(A.K.R. 4590); aU black.
morn Tatters. If. P. Thompson's (Toronto, Can.) fox-terrier

bitch Elora Tatters, July 12. seven (live dogs), by Macdonald's
Blemton Trump i Bacchanal—Tiara).
Dusky Daze. W. S. Applegate's (New Albany, Ind.) fox-terrier

bitch Dusky Daze (Dusky Trap— Daze), July 20, two bitches, by A.
Belmont, Jr.'s. Dusky Trap (Dusky Splinter—Spider).

Jessie. John Hackett's (Hamilton, Ont ) Yorkshire terrier hitch
.Jessie, June 30, six (two dogs), by P. H. Coombs's Bradford Harry
(Orawshaw'8 Bruce— Beale's Lady).

SALES.

fpW Notes mnst be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Gowrie, Jr.—Wave whelps. Sedge Chesapeake Bays, whelped
March 10, 1889, by Chesapeake Kennels, Malvern, Ia., a dog each
to Edmund Key, Marshall. Tex.; A. L. Cramb, St. Cloud, Minn.;
Ed. O. (reran, Manitowoc, Wis., and A. I. Schrcicr, Dubuque, la.,

and a bitch to H. D. Ford, Chicago, 111.

Cricket—l'anscy Blossom whelp. Stone fawn pug dog, whelped
April 27, 1889, by C. G. Hinckley, Lee, Mass., to H. C. Burdick,
Springlield, Mass.
Punch. Stone fawn pug dog, whelped April 27, 1880, by Cricket

out of Pansey Blossom, by C. G. Hinckley, Lee, Mass., to Thos.
Fayhe, Lenox. Mass.
Brighton Queen. Lemon and white English setter bitch,whelped

May 12, 1888, by King Fred out of Lady Brighton, by F, M. Shel-
ley, Sheridan, N. Y., to W. D. Bremen, Ind.
Sanilycroft Vim. Red Irish terrier bitch, whelped Jan. 16, 1887,

by Benedict out of Gcesala, by V. M. Haldeman, Milford, Del., to
W. Flood, Philadelphia, Pa.
Sandi/croft Clipper. Red Irish terrier dog, whelped March 26,

1880, by Dennis our, of Sandycroft Vim, by V. M. Haldeman, Mil-
ford, Del., to A. B. Frost, West Conshohocken, Pa.
Sandycroft Grit. Wbeaten Irish terrier dog, whelped March 26,

1880, bv champion Dennis out of Sandycroft Vim, by V. M. Halde-
man, Milford. Del., to Dr. E. M. Moore, Jr., Rochester, N. Y.

DEATHS.
Golden Gem. White and tan fox-terrier bitch, whelped Aug. 25,

1888 (Dick -Norwich Belle), owned by C. H. Kobicke, San Fran-
cisco, Gal.; from poison.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
&&~ No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Correspondents.

G. E. W., Littleton, N. H.—A spaniel has canker in her ear very
bad, her eyes run a little, the hair has come off around them; she
also scratches a great deal, but has no lice or flees. Please send
me aieceipt for it and oblige. Ans. Give five drops of Fowler's
solution in the food night and morning for three weeks. Keep
the bowels free with teaspoonftil doses of syrup of buckthorn and
use the following:

R Tr. opii Zi.
Bromo chloral 3i.
Aq 5L

Mix. Let a few drops fall in the ears night and morning.
Tupac.—What is the dog's normal temperature? I can find no

statement of it in standard works on canine pathology. Ans.
The normal mean temperature of t he dog is 00.4°. This would be
slightly increased if the thermometer were introduced into the
month or rectum. '

RANGE AND GALLERY,
OUR TEAM ABROAD.

IONDON, July 29.—The Massachusetts rifle team were received
J to-day at the Mantion House by the Lord Mayor of London,

who toasted them and congratulated them upon the many suc-
cesses they have achieved during their visit to England. Maj' r
Frost in returning thanks on bohalf of the team, said that the
courtesy showu by the Lord Mayor to American visitors was
proverbial.
London, July 29.—The Ancient and Honorable Artillery Com-

pany gave a banquet to-night in honor of the Massachusetts rifle-
men. Major Jones presided. Mr. Lincoln, the United States
Minister, was among the guests. Mr. Lincoln, replying to a
toast to the President of the United States, dwelt upon the absence
of a military element in America. The Americans, he said, had
learned to do without large armies. A stranger trayrehng from
New York to San Francisco, and thence to New Orleans and
Montreal, would leatn to be more surprised at the presence of a
soldier than at the sight of that remarkable bird called "ad-
jutant."
On Thursday, July 18, Major Frost, in the name of the team,

presented their English honorary secretary, Mr. Gratwicke, with
a magnificent watch, in testimony of their high appreciation of
the services he had rendered to them, and of their regard tor him
personally. "A gift," says the Volunteer Service Gazette, "made in
such a manner is equally honorable to the donors and the re-
cipient. Certainly it would have been hard to find any one better
fitted for the arduous duties of English Secretary to the American
team than the able and cheery quartermaster of the 4th V. B.
Devon."
On the day of the departure of the team from Wimbledon the

Volunteer Service Gazette voiced the sentiment of all British rifle-
men as follows:
"Our Massachusetts visitors leave Wimbledon this afternoon

and go thence to Paris for about a week. They will make but a
very brief stay in London on their return, as they are to sail from
Liverpool by the City of Chicago on July El. We are sure that
we shall be joined by every one who has bten brought into con-
tact with Major Erost and his comrades in wishing them God
speed and a happy return home. They have, indeed, been most
courteous and friendly guests, and have throughout evinced the
utmost willingness to accept all the arrangements which they
fouud existing, inconvenient as some of them must have been to
them, Even m the case of the abandonment of the great match
with the North London Club, in respect to which some of us
might have been disposed to grumble a little, we find our mouths
closed by the American marksmen, who decline to admit that
they are in any way disappointed, or that any one is to be blamed.
We hope that as the Massachusetts riflemen have seen the death
of Wimbledon, they will have the curiosity to come and see
the birth of Bisley Common, where we can promise them a cor-
dial welcome.''

CANADIAN OFF-HAND SHOTS.-The Off-hand Rifle Associ-
ation shot its fifth match Jul v 23 for the championship, in a series
of ten matches. Each club shot over its own range. 'X he greatest
enthusiasm prevailed in the association. The last match of the
series will be shot at Orillia on Oct. 10, when all teams will be
present. The annual meeting will take place on the evening of
the first day, and individual prizes will he given for the second
day's shooting, A large sum of money will be distributed. A
valuable silver medal will he presented to the gentleman who
makes the highest average during the series of matches. The
score of each team on July 37 and the total matches won and lost
is appended

:

Points. Won. Lost. Points. Won. Lost.
Orillia 803 46 2 Aurora X0 28
Newtoubr'k 782 41 7 Pt Edward. 691 18 30
Scar boro..., 759 40 8 Midland 13 35
King City.. 723 29 19 AHiston 8 40
Tottenham. 702 25 23 B\ng Inlet JJ 45
The sixth match will be shot ou Aug. 20,
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BOSTON, July 27.-The shooting at the Massachusetts rifle
range to-day was done during a pouring rain storm and under
such conditions as only rifle enthusiasts would have endured.
When the markers came out of the pits they looked like drowned
rats. It was one of the worst days ever experienced at this range.
Mi'. Clarke won the champion medal. Mr. Munroe won the gold
medal in the 20-shot. rest match and Mr. Kelley won the bronze
victory medal. This nssoeiation b as put on two new matches to
close Dec. 31, one medal match for rest shooting, and one military
medal match for off-hand, with three medals in each match.
Following are to-day's scores:

Twenty Shot Rest Match.
J R Munroe. 11 11 11 12 9 9 8 11 12 10

10 12 9 10 9 11 8 9 12 11-205
J N Eames 9 9 11 12 7 9 12 10 13 7

10 8 6 7 10 9 12 12 12 10-194
"W P Conway 12 11 9 10 10 8 9 13 9 10

7 7 12 11 8 9 12 9 8 8—191W Thomas 9 9 8 8 10 13 11 11 11 8
11 9 9 11 9 9 9 9 5 11—189

S Wilder

8

8 10 7 9 9 9 10 8 12
9 12 12 11 9 9 7 9 6 9-183

Champion Medal Match.
OC Clarke 6 7 7 7 6 7 10 7 7 8-72
JAFrye 779646678 8-68

Victory Meoa] Match.
E Kelley 10 6 10 10 9 7 6 7 8 7-80
OM Howard 7 10 7 8 7 8 10 6 6 7-76
S O Meluille 8 9 6 10 6 5 7 6 7 5-70
AS Hunt ...3 8 7 7 0 0 9 7 7 9-64

Military Medal Match.
F Carter 5 4 5 5 4 5 4 4 4 4—44
C Bridge 4 444 5 5444 4-42
A 8 Field 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 5 4 3-38

Rest Medal Match.W C Prescott 12 12 11 8 8 10 12 9 10 8-1C0
Bronze victory medal was won on the following 10 scores by:

J E Kelley 78 79 76 80 76 76 80 77 72 79
All-Comers' Off-hand Match.

J A Frye 10 8 8 7 9 9 10 9 7 9-86
H C Lane 7 5 9 8 8 9 6 5 7 7—71
S O Melville 5 6 4 4 7 10 6 6 5 10-63
P Jones 8 8 7 6 2 6 5 5 6 10-63
A § Hunt 2 3 6 9 5 9 4 8 4 7-57
C Hyde 6 1 7 10 3 6 5 4 7 6-54
GLHosmer 476633395 7—53
O T Moore 6 6 1 6 7 5 5 3 3 5-46

All-Comers' Rest Match.
J R Munroe 9 9 11 9 10 12 9 13 9 11-101
WP Thompson 11 8 9 10 9 9 11 12 10 9- 98
A Ballard 7 10 10 10 12 10 11 8 9 8- 95W P Conway 11 12 9 9 9 10 7 9 9 8- 93

Military Match.
G H Wright 3534543434-38 A E Tenney 4324231454-35
HW At kins 4443344434 -37 W L Swan 4434404543- 35
D J McGilvray 3543442433-35

CREEDMOOR.—New York, July 30.—The fifth of the series of
marksman's badge and sharpshooters' matches wan shot at Creed -

moor July 27. The attendance was small on account of the heavy
rain in the forenoon. Conditions fair, but bad light, changing
from cloudy to sunshine. Following were the winners:

200yds. 500vds.
24
23
22
22
19
22
[8

Total.
15

45
48
42
43
41

40

J T Hull, Co F, 23d Regt 21W A Stokes, Co L 83a Regt 22
F S Kennedy, Co F, 7th Regt 21

G L Stebbms. Co K. 7ih Regt 20
O E Dudley, Co F, 7th Regt 23

H M Field, Co F. 23d Regt 19
J Macaulay, Sup Stf Off 22
Next matches: Aug, 3, 10, 17, 24, and Sept. 2 (Labor Day).-J.

Manz, Jr., Asst. Sec. N. R. A.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., July 27.—The Pistol Club had a amall attend-
ance, and those who did take part made very poor scores.
Standard target reduced to 20yds. is used for all shooting. The
scores:
SGDorman 9 8 8 7 10 7 7 10 10 8-84
M Suminerfield 9 6 9 10 9 7 7 8 7 8—80
G Alexander 10 6 6 6 7 9 6 10 10 10—78
EMohrstadt 899796 10 5 8 6-77
AEBeneel 64669 5 979 9-70

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., July 26.—Teams from City Guard in
competition yesterday at Lake Lookout range made some unusu-
fine scores, that of the winning team, 196, never having been made
at a State match at Framingham previous to 1887, when the City
Guard team made a total score of 197. Not 5 teams in the State
have beaten the toial of 190 made by the other team yesterday.
These vvero the scores:

Team Match.
Martin 5355544—31 Sterling 5554454—32W E Hosmor 4441545-30 Johnson 5444444—29
Merrick 4144444—28 F L Hosraer 3451453-29
Mclnnery 4444344—27 SE Smith 3434444—26
H J Smith 4444344-27 Bowers 4343435—26
McDonald 4444443-28 Lamerhirt 4432345—25
Taft 4333444—25-196 F Syner 4544033-23—190

THE GODSAL RIFLE.—A repeating rifle action on an entirely
new principle has been invented and designed by Major P. T.
God sal, 4th (Eton College* V. B. Oxfordshire Light Infantry, late
Instructor of Musketry, 52d Light Iuf antry. It seems to hoid an
intermediate position between what are known as the bolt and
block systems, and it is claimed for it that it combines aU the
strength and soundness of the former with the repeating power of
the bitter, and that it is the simplest action and cheapest to man-
ufac i are t hat has yet been produced. The main advantage in the
holt system is that traveling motion which enables it to be used
as a repeater, and, having this motion, tbe Godsal rifle would be
taken by a superficial observer to be a "frock-locking bolt." A
closer examination, however, reveals that it is better entitled to

he called a ''traveling block action," since in all its essential fea-
tures it resembles the block systems. Instead of a bolt 6in. long
the obturator in the Godsal action consists of a solid steel cylin-
der loss than lin. long. This locks by means of 3 luf?s into the
breech, and it is held, when unlocked, by a hollow carrier con-
taining the mainspring and striker,which travels on a slide or bar,
which bar forms a rearward continuation of the lower lug of the
breech, and forms a rigid connection for the wood of the butt.
Thus the long heavy bolt and the corresponding long (rough or
breech shoe of the bolt action is dispensed with altogether.
The extractor is of the weU-known block action type. The pecu-

liarity of it is that it has a long rod projecting buttward from the
claw, and lying alongside the above-mentioned stock-bar parallel
with the axis of the barrel. As the carrier is drawn hack it

strikes at the right moment against a projection on this rod. and
so knocks out the cartridge. It is well known that a knock or
tap is better than a wrench for breaking the adhesion of a stick-
ing cartridge, and in point of fact, it is said that the pressure of
the end of the little finger throwing hack the carrier never fails

to extract a cartridge with the Godsal action. On the contrary,
with a bolt action, a spring claw snaps over the rim of the cart-
ridge, and to extract it a severe wrench, often requiring the whole
force and weight of the right hand, is necessary, and the action is

jammed shut until the cartridge moves.
In the one model exhibited, the Godsal rifle is fitted with a

modification of the present Government magazine, which is at-

tached in a simple manner to the left side of the action. We
understand that the Godsal rifle has been not only invented but
entirely designed by Major Godsal himself, bvit the workmanship
is by Messrs. W. & C. Scott & Son, of the Premier Gun Works,
Biiiningharn, and the inventor hears high testimony to the ad-
mirable manner in which his designs have ;been carried out.—
Volunteer Service Gazette.

CHICAGO, July 22.—At the annual encampment at Springfield
Company D, First Regiment, 1. N. G., won the beautiful Forsyth
medal, which has been competed for by companies C, D and E,
for the last three years, the terms being best company score at
ranges from 100 to 500yds., and also in running skirmish Are at 10

shots between those distances. The highest individual score this

year was made bv Lieut. Jas. A. Clark, 146 out of a possible 175.

Company D won by only .39 on the average. The Forsyth medal
was presented to the First by the actress, Kate Forsyth, in return
for a uniformed regimental visit to one of her performances in
this city. It is an elaborate and beautiful medal, large and ex-
pensive, and is recognized as one of the most prominent incentives
to marksmanship known to the Illinois State militia. It is at
present in possession of Capt. Jos. H. Barnett. who will probably
deliver it to Lieut. Clark for keeping until the next yearly com-
petition.—E. Hough.

TORONTO.—Capt. Beaty, of the Toronto Field Battery, is mak-
ing arrangements for a rifle match between a team of eight or ten
men of his battery and one from the Hamilton Field Battery. It

is likely that the contest will take place on the fine range of the
latter.

NEWARK, N. J., July 25.—It was expected that the fine weather
to-day would draw a big crowd to the shooting park to take partm the trophy and expert matches, but the party at no time num-
bered more than a dozen. The conditions were almost perfect for
good shooting, and the result: was shown in some remarkably fine
scores. The eighth competition for the members' trophy was
won by H. Williams with a total of 222 out of a possible 250 points
on the German ring target. Other scores were: F. C. Campbell
211, C. H. Townsend 208, J. A. Bovkeu 207, A. Begerow 197, C. E.
Derivaux 190. C. E. Gensch 183, F. A. Frciensehner 175, W. M.
Drexler 149. The previous contest was also won by H. Williams
on a score of 229, J. A. Royken get ting 201, J. Coppersmith 195, A.
Begerow 195, F. C Campbell 163 and F. P. Laute 183. In the ex-
pert match first place was taken, by H. Williams, who scored 69,
66, 66, 65. in four consecutive tickets, F. C. Campbell made 65, 63,
A. Begerow 65, 64, 62, 63, 60. J A. Boyken 61, 63, 62, 61, F. A.
Freieusehner 65, 65, O. E. Gensch 64, 61. lu the previous contest
C. E. Gensch made 68 , 60, 59. 57, 57, F. C. Campbell 66, 61, 60, C. E.
Edgar 62, 60, 58, P. Bell 58. The expert match will be open at the
shooting park on Thursday and Saturday. . . .Entries of teams for
the New Jersey championship shoot at the picnic and prize shoot
of the Our Own Rifle Club on Aug. 20 close to-day. The conditions of
the shoot are 5 men in a team, 5 shots per man at 25yds. on the Our
Own Standard 25-ring target, ,22-calibrt s, with 31bs. trigger pull
only are allowed. Each club may enter as many teams as it

chooses, hut no man can shoot on more than one team. The
members of the winning team Will each receive a handsome gold
modal, and the team will be declared the champions of New Jer-
sey. The Our Own Club will not enter a team.

THE TRAP.
Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gram to club
secretaries. Correspondents who. favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
July 31 to Aug. 2.—Dakota Territorial Sportsman's Association

Tournament, Aberdeen, IHk. C. Sam Vroom, Secretary.
Aug. 7, 8, 9.—Forester Gun Club Tournament, Da\renport, la.

B'or particulars address J- W. Howard, Davenport.
Aug. 8.—West End Social Gun Club, of Pittsburgh, Inanimate

Target Tournament, Williams Grove, Cambria county, Pa James
Worden, Secretary.
Aug. 13, 14, 15.—Second Tournament of the American Shooting

Association. Boston, Mass.
Aug. 13, 14, 15.—The Charlotte Gun Club's First Annual Tourna-

ment, Charlotte, Mich. E. W. Dolson, Secretary.
Aug. 13, 14, 15, 10 and 17.—Tournament at Leadville, Col.
Aug. 20, 31, 22, 23.—Second annual tournament of the Keystone

Manufacturing Co., of Corry, Pa. Traps will be pulled by a new
electric apparatus.
Sept. 3, 4, 5.—Annual Tournament of the Rocky Mountain Trap

Shooters, Denver, Colo., Broadway Athletic Park. Inanimate
and live targets. Address C. M. Ilampson, Denver.
Sept. 17, 18, 19, 20.—Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association's

eleventh annual tournament, Jersey ville. 111.

Sept. 24, 25, 26 and 27.—Fifth Annual Tournament given by Al.
Bandle. at Cincinnati; $1,000 guaranteed.
Sept. 34, 25, 26, 27.—New Jersey State Sportsman's Association

for the Protection of Fish and Game Annual Tournament, on
grounds of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club, at Marion, N. J.

W. F. Quimby, 291 Broadway, N. Y/.

Oct. 8, 9. 10, 11. -Middlesex Gun Club Tournament, Dunellen,
N. .1 . W. F. Force, Secretary, Plainfield, N. J.

Oct. 15, 16, 17, 18.—Tournament at live birds and inanimate
targets. J. F. Kleinz, Secretary, 600 South Delaware avenue,
Philadelphia.

Oct. 31, 23, 23, 24 and 25.—Second Tournament of the Mercer Gun
Club, at Trenton, N. J. E. G. Updegrove, President.

LEAGUE SHOOTING.
THE American Shooting Association is Jnot by any means

sitting idly by in the matter of encouraging trap work, and
in the scheme which Manager Taylor has put forth there is

enough for a. good deal of discussion. Will such leagues pay?

Will they provoke enough rivalry to make them successful in the

way of Bportr and if they fail on a large scale, may they yet not

prove a great benefit on a small scale?

The Association has started out to encourage trap-shooting in

every way. Its large tournaments are intended to bring together

trap men in a wholesale and wholesome fashion. So far as they

can, the Association's managers have rid trap-sbooters of many
of the annoyances, in the way of unfair classification, which
marked the old-time gatherings. They have been fair to the t yro

shot, the rising shot, while sitting down fairly and flatly upon
the professional who made his marksmanship pay at the expense

oftimes of sportsmanlike conduct. Now, the plan of the Associ-

ation is to keep up the interest in trap matters between the tour-

naments, and this it is proposed to accomplish by means of the

systematic league shoots.

The plan which the Association's circular outlines shows that

much thought has been given the project, and it shows further

that the Association is prepared to back up its side of the scheme
by a liberal advance of funds, if the shooters will on their part

get together and do their best at the trap. Major Taylor has

worked the plan out with considerable care, and it would seem
that it is clear enough to be readily understood by any one at all

familiar with shooting contests. As far as possible the utmost

liberty has been given every contestant, with proper regard to

the rights of the other shooting teams. It is a ehance for teams
to wipe out old grudges by shooting under the general rules laid

down by the Association, and the final scores, when reached,

will form good gauges to measure future team work by.

AMERICAN SHOOTING ASSOCIATION.
League Shooting-.

THE American Shooting Association presents to the trap shoot-
ers and clubs of America the proposed rules for league shoot-

ing, and invites their criticism of them. It is proposed to put them
to actual test the coming year, confidently believing that this

system of shooting will largely increase the interest in trap-
shooting, the social intercourse between individuals, and pro-
mote that friendly rivalry between the clubs of the different
States, so desirable, and at the end of the season create unusual
interest when the final ties are to be decided. Although little has
been known or said about the proposed league shooting, many
leagues have been formed and tendered to the Association for
action; and many other clubs have said "We can form a league on
short notice, advise us of plans, rules, etc." The Association hav-
ing had so many matters to attend to, consequent upon its for-
mation and getting properly under way, thought it best not to
begin this system of shooting until May or June of next year; in
the meantime, through proper criticism and ample preparation,
it will be prepared to carry It to a successful termination. There
seems to be no reason why this system of shooting should not
become a very popular one, creating such popular enthusiasm
that the scores and standing of the different leagues will be re-

ported and published in such maimer as other sports of the day.
The rules are liberal in permitting shooters in the teams to use

any gun, shell, target, etc., in use by their club, with only the
provision that they are in accord with the Association's rules.

As will be seen, the teams are to shoot but once a week, and at
such number of targets as are shot at in usual club practice
matches—this will not involve any additional expense to clubs or
individuals of the teams. Clubs will find that this manner of
shooting weekly on home grounds by a selected team (or meeting
the opposing team on home or other grounds) will very much in-

crease attendance at their weekly shoots, for all will be interested
in the resul t, and as the time taken to shoot such matches is

short, those in attendance will join in other shooting for the
afternoon with increased interest.

Leagues can be so formed from the teams representing them,
that they may very many times meet each other on grounds
mutually agreed upon, specially so on holidays, where an admis-
sion can'be charged. In this way every club that is represented
in a league can pay its team entrance fee without recourse to
other means. Accompanying this, the plan for forming purses
is given, and if clubs do not take hold of it, we believe there are
few clubs who do not have members spirited enough to form a

team to represent their club, assuming all responsibility of
entrance and who will shoot through the season with good results
to themselves and their clubs. Tbe figures given are based upon
there being 20 leagues formed, and show from this small number
the largest purses, with smallest amount of entrance money, and
the greatest number of chances to win ever proposed. It is con-
fkleutly believed, from the assurance given from many sections,
that 10 to 50 leagues will readily be formed: if so, the purses will
be increased accordingly, and if over 80 leagues are formed no
doubt the different prizes can be dividel, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent,
and still leave them much larger than in statement given.

It is asked that all clubs throughout the United States will at
their first meeting consider this matter, and give such expression
concerning it as they may care to, to the manager at the New
York office, that such preparation as is necessary may be made
for the coming season's work. The details are many and should
be thoroughly settled and published by Jan 1 for benefit of clubs.
No club should consider that it is too weak to be represented by
a team, as the club will be much benefitted bv the increased at-
tendance that will surely follow at its weekly shoots, and each
team must secure a place in the ties. No doubt in many in-
stances it will prove to be better to have a position of second or
third to a strong team than to have first place in a league of ordi-
nary teams. A table of a supposed league in Ohio is published
with the rules, showing in the simplest manner how and on what
dates teams will meet each other; also a statement of the prizes
with the division of them, on a. basis of tin. v, thirty and twenty
per cent., which shows that even the lowest prize that can be
won is well worth contending for—should as many as forty
leagues be formed, any one can figure out how large' the prize's
will be by doubling those given as first, second and third, and so
on, and dividing them into forty, thirty, twenty and ten per cent.
No matter how many additional leagues maybe formed above
tho basis of calculation, on twenty, uo additional entrance
moneyr will be charged.
It only remains now for the clubs throughout the United States

to take action and respond to the efforts of the Associat ion, to
inaugurate an interest in the favorite sport of trap-shooting
never before thought of, and which will givs the public a correal
estimate of the. strong and popular hold it has among the health-
ful pastimes of the day. It will also enable the sportsmen to
form correct conclusions as to the comparative strength of flub
against club, State against State, and section against, section; for
under the proposed rules all sections of our country can compete.
Respectfully submitted J. M. Taylor, Manager.

RULES OF THE AMERICAN SHOOTING ASSOCIATION
(Limited).

For League Shooting.
Formation of Leagues.—Sec. 1. Each league must be com-

posed of six teams, formed from the members of a regularly
organized gun club. Sec. 2. Any club wishing to enter teams for
the formation of leagues in the state in which the club is located,
must notify this Association of the fact, giving the name of the
club, the address of its president and secretary, and the names
and addresses of the men comprising its team (four active, and
not over four reserve). Sec. 3. Any club may enter as many
teams as there are leagues in its State, but only one team to
each league. Sec. 4. The Association will form leagues from the
teams that are reported to it; but any sis teams from as many
different clubs in the same State, may form and report a league
to the Association, and if properly formed the league Will be
recognized. Sec. 5. If more than one league is formed in any
State they will be designated as league number 1, 2, 3, etc., of the
State in which they are located.
Formation of Teams.—Sec. 1. Each team must be composed

of four active and not over four reserve men, who are all mem-
bers of one regularly organized gun club, and also residents of tbe
State in which the league is formed. Tho name and address of
each member of every teammust be furnished to this Association.
Any four members of each team reported to tho Association shall
be eligible to shoot in any of that team's coutests. No person
shall be eligible to shoot in more than one team. Sec. 2. The ap-
pointment of tbe eight men selected shall hold good to the first

day of January next following, except in the event of death, or
unavoidable or protracted absence, in which c ise the vacancy in
the team shall be filled by the club of which the team are mem-
bers, by the appointment of another member or that club.
Team Shooting.—See. 1. Each team shall shoot three matches

with every other team of its league on days appointed by the As-
sociation or mutually agreed upon by tho contestants with the
consent of the Association. In every such coutest four members
of each team shall shoot at 35 single rises each and in accordance
with the rules of the American Shooting Association (Limited)
for trap-shooting. Sec. 2. Teams may shoot all matches on tin ir

home grounds at the given scheduled dates for shooting with each
other, such matches to be known as telegraph matches, or tlioy
may meet on grounds mutually agreed upon. Sec. 3. An v team
failing to shoot upon the schedule or agreed date shall forfeit the
match to the opposing team.
Fraudulent Entry.—Should any person, not entitled to enter

under the Association's rules, appear as a shooter at a match, the
team with which said person is shooting shall forfeit the mutch
to the opposing team.
Gun, Ammunition, Etc.—No restriction is placed on the use of

any gun, shells, targets, etc., proydded they are in accordance
with the Association's rules for trap-shooting.
Scobes.—The scores of all matches must be made in triplicate,

as provided for in the score book, with ink or indelible pencil,
and shall be properly attested by two judges and a referee. Oa^
score must be mailed to the Association, and one to the opposing
club, within twenty-four hours after any match, and the third
retained in the score book. Note.—A score and record book, ar-
ranged for triplicate scores as required above, and sufficient for
two years; also giving the schedule days appointed for each team
to shoot, and the names of all the members of their league, will
be furnished each team by the Association at a cost of $1.
Representative.—Each team shall have the right to send a

representative to see that the scores of opposing teams are prop-
erty made; and the Association reserves the right to have a
representative, known or unknown, at any contest, to see that
the shooting is conducted according to its rules.
Violation of Rules.—Any violation of rulea reported to the

Association, will be promptly considered by the Association's
Court of Appeals, and if deemed sufficient cause, the team vio-
lating the rules shall forfeit the match to the opposing team.
Prizes.—Sec. 1. Prizes will be offered by this Association to be

competed for by all teams that secure either first, second, third,
fourth, fifth, or sixth places in their respective leagues, as fol-

lows, and are based upon the condition that 30 leagues are formed,
of six teams each, that shoot through the series. If a larger or
smaller number of leagues are formed, the prizes will bo increased
or decreased accordingly, Sec. 8, All wiuning teams of each league
will compete against each other for the prizes offered for their
respective places. Sec. 3. All contests for these prizes and all

ties in such contests must be shot in accordance with the trap-
shooting rules of the American Shooiing Association (Limited),
and will be under the direction of the Association as to time,
place, etc., and four members of each team must shoot at 100 tar-
gets each.
First Prize, $1,000.—A first prize of one thousand dollars is

offered to be competed for by all teams winning first place in
each league. Entrance, each team, $20, with $30 additional when
first place is secured.
Second Prize, $900.—A second prize of nine hundred dollars is

offered to be competed for by all teams winniug second place in
each league. Entrance, each team, $20, with $25 additional when
second place is secured.
Third Prize, $800.—A third prize of eight hundred dollars is

offered to be competed for by all tennis winning third place in
each league. Entrance, each team, $20, with $20 additional when
third place is secured.
Fourth Prize, $700—A fourth prize of seven hundred dollars is

offered to be competed for by all teams wiuning fourth placi in
each league. Entrance, each team, $20, with $15 addi tional when
fourth place is secured.
Fifth Prize, $600—A fifth prize of six hundred dollars is offered

to be competed for by all teams winning fifth placo in each
league. Entrance, each team $20: with $10 additional wheu fifth

place is secured.
Sixth Prize, $500.—A sixth prize of five hundred dollars is of-

fered to be competed for by all teams winning sixth place in

each league. Entrance, each team $20; yvith $5 additional when
sixth place is secured.
Entrance money, $20. to be paid on or before Each

prize will be divided 50, 30 and 30 per cent, among the teamB having
the three highest scores in first, second, third, fourth, fifth and
sixth places respectively as follows:
First prize $1,000, divided §50 », §300, $300.

Second prize $900, divided $450, $370, $180.

Third prize $800, divided WO, $240, $160.

Fourth prize $700, divided $350, $210, $140.

Fifth prize $000, divided $300, $180, $130.

Sixth prize $500. divided $350, $150, $100.

Note—In this arrangement every team in each league secures a
place and gets into the ties, where the chance for winning one of
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the prizes is less than one in seven, viz: twenty leagues of six

Ir finis each, total 120 teams. Number of prizes 18, divided is 6?fc,

If i \n only leagues are formed tbe shooters forming teams have a
greud r number of chances tor winning, and more money for the
amour!' of entrance, than by any plan ever before proposed.
Championships.- Sec. 1. The team making the highest score

in tho final contest for the first prize, shaL fly tlie championship
pennant of the Unites States until the close of the contests next
following. Sec. 2. Tho team of each State making the Iugnest
wore in the contest for the first prize, shall be entitled to fly the
State championship pennant, of tbe State in which tho team is

located for the following .

Forfeits —Scores made hv any team failing to pay entrance
mo;. ey. or the amount of additional money when a place is se-
ci.ii d, and before shooting ties, will not be recognized; and any
ii in paying entrance money and not paying the additional
rn uey, wllllorfeit the same, with all other rights.

Supposed league in Ohio, with schedule based on Thursdays,
commencing May 23, 1889;

N&ujfeu or
Club Teams. Cincin-

nati.
Dayton. Cleve

land.
Bprtog-
field.

Colum-
bus.

Toledo.

On innatl. .

.

s

I

May 23
June 21
Aug. 1

May 30
July 4

Aug. 8

June (i

July 11

Aug. .15

June 13

July 18

Aug. 22

Juue 20
July 26
Aug. 29

i May 23
< June 27

June 6
July n
Aug. 15

June 18
July is

Aug. 38

June 20
July 25
Aug. 29

May 30
July 4
Aug. 81 Aug. 1

Cleveland....
C May 30
{July 4
( Aug. S

June ti

July 11

Aug. 15

June 20
July 25
Aug. 29

May 23
June 27
Aug. 1

June 13

July 18
Aug. "22

SprlngflelO...
(Janets
\ July 11

( Aug. 15

June 13
July 18

Aug. 22

June 20
July 25
Aug. 29

May 30
July 1

Aug. R

May 23
June 27

Sties i

Columbus..,.
(.Tune 13
< July 18

(Aug. 22

June 20
July 25
Aug. 29

May 23
June 2T
Aug. X

May 30
July 1

Aug. 8

JUllO.ti

July 11

Au'a. 15

Toledo
i June 20
I July 2o

(Aug. 2!)

May 30
July 4
Aug. 8

June 18
July 1S

Aug. 81

May 28
June 27
Aug. 1

Juue 6
July 11

Aug. 15

Example: Cincinnati will shoot agaiirst Dayton, Cleveland
against Columbus, and Springfield against Toledo on May 33 To
ascertain when matches wifi take place, take the name oi ( he
club in left hand column and follow out to column of opposing
club, and the dates will bo found where tho columns meet. TP us
Cleveland will shoot against Columbus May 23, June 2", Aug. 1.

THE CROOKSTON TOURNAMENT.
CROOKSTON, Minn., July IS.— Editor Forest and Stream: The

Crookscon tournament is ended, and the participants have
returned well satisfied with everyt hing but their own shooting.
The weather was fair but windy, except, the last day, when it was
fearfully hot, 95° in the shade. Everything passed off smoothlv
and pleasantly, not a jar or cross word being heard during the
three days. Toe attendance was not a? large as it should have
been for so excellent a programme, and the club lose some money,
but have paid all guaranteed and average prizes in full.

Among the visitois present were Roll a M. Heikes, of Dayton,
O., who was permitted to shoot in sweepstakes only; John A.
Ruble, of Beloit, Wis., who captured first, a city lot valued at
$350: J. H. Benson, of Fargo, who secured second average, a fine
Parker bammerless gun; H. W. Jones, of At water, Minn., third
average, $30; P. E. Hanson, of Lutchtield, Minn , fourth average.
$20; W. R. Skinner, fifth average, $15; also R. M. Anderson, Still-
water, who with A. K. Fuller, of Crookston, won first money in
the team shoot; Burkhart, the gunman, of St. Paul, "Holt,"
"Max," "Hamline," "Chantler," also from St. Paul; S. H. Hob-
bins, Fargo, Dak. Ties divided when not otherwise specified:

10 singles, $1.50:
Morris 1111110111- 9 Holt U1J 111 111-10
Skinner ....1101111101- 8 Burke 1111110111- 9
Max 1111111111-10
Stone HOlUtlOll— 7
Ruble 1111101110— S

Barber..- 1001111110- 7

Heikes 1101111111- 9
Gorgas 0110101111— 7

Benson 1111111111-10
Chantler 1111011111— 9
Morrisey 0111111111— 9
Cowing 1001010011— 5
Hamlin 10U101H1- 8
Cowing 0000100010- 2

Jones UlllOllll— » Bobbins 1110111111-
Hanson.- ...1111111111—10 Thompson 1111100111— 8
Barnes 1111111111—10 Wile OlllOlillO— 7

7 singles, $3:
Morris 1111111—7
Morrisey 1111011-6
Skinner 1111111-7
Max 01111 11-6
stone ..mini—

7

Barber 1110111-6
Heikes 11111 1

1-7
Jones 1001111-5
Hanson 1111110-6
Barnes 1101111-6
Holt 1100111—5
Burke 1111111-7
Benson 0110111—

5

Sweepstake, 4 singles and 8 pairs, ¥2:
Morris 1111 10 10 01-7 Barber.
Skinner 1011 00 10 11-6 Ruble..
Morrisey 1111 10 11 10-8
Barnes 1110 10 10 10-6
Chantler 1110 10 11 11-8

11 01 11-9
01 00 10-4
10 10 11-7
110 10 10-5
10 10 If)—

7

Chantler.. 1111101—6
Morrisey 1110011—5
Cowing 0100010 -3
Humlin 11110U-6
Cowing 1100011—4
Bobbins..- 1100011—4
Thompson. . 1010111 -5
Wile 0110111—5
Williamson 1011100—4
Barnes liOlllt—

6

Ruble 1111111-7
Fuller 0101111—5

Max 1111
Stone .1001
Burk*. 1101
Hamlin 0111
Hanson 1111
Thompson 1110 10 10 11-7

...1110

mi
Cowing 0001
Wile 1111
Benson 1001
Heikes 1111
Williamson 1011
Fuller 1111
Holt 1111
Jones . . .1111
Bobbins 1011

11 11 10-8
10 10 11-8
10 11 11-6
10 10 11-8
11 10 11—7
10 10 11—

S

10 01 11-7
10 11 10-8
11 10 10-8
10 11 11-9
10 10 06 - 5

Extra sweepstake, 10 singles, $1-50:
Morris 0001001101- 4 Heikes 1110111111— 9
Max lllOinoil- 8

Stone ,1011010110— 6
Robbins 0011010110— 5
Morrisey 1111111111-10
Skinner 1111111101— 9
Chantler 0111111111—

B aines 1011101111— ..

Burke 1111011111— 9
Cowing ...1101110100- 6
Wile.... nimouo— 8
Hanson 1111110111— 9
Holt 10011 11111— 8

Jones 1111111111—10 Thompson lHimill—10
Barber 1110101101— 7 Ruble 1111111111—10

$75 guaranteed, 10 singles, $3:
Morris 1011U1U1- 9
Skinner 1011111100— 7

Max 0101111111- 8
Stone 1101111111- 9
Ruble 1101111111- 9
Barber 0110111110— 7
Heikes 0111111111— 9

Burke 1111111011- 8
Benson 1111111111-10
Williamson 1111110101- 8
Morrisey 1101101110- 7
Cowiug 1111111110— 9
Hamlin 1011011110- 7

. Cowing 0011110110— 6
Chantler 1011111111— 9 Bobbins 101110001 1— 8
Jones 1111111111—10 Thompson 01111 Lllll— 9
Hanson 1111011011— 8 Wile 0111110:00— 0
Barnes 1111111111-10 Fuller llllilllOJ— ,8

Holt 1111111111-10

Extra sweepstake, 6 pairs, Jl:
Morris 10 10 10 11 11 10- 8 Burke
Skinner 11 10 01 10 10 11— 8 Benson . .

.

Max .....11 11 01 10 11 11—10 Chantler.
Stone 10 10 00 11 11 11— 8 Morrisev .

Ruble 10 11 10 10 11 1C— 8 Cowing

...10 10 10 10 00 1U— 5
..1.0 11 10 11 10 11— 9
..11 00 10 10 10 10— 6
.11 11 11 11 11 11-12
01 11 10 10 11 01- 8

Barber 01 10 11 11 10 10— 8 Hamlin 10 10 01 10 10 10— 6
Heikes 10 10 11 11 11 10- 9 Cowing..
Williamson.,11 10 11 10 10 11— 9 Robbins .

Jones 10 11 11 11 10 11—10 Thompson
Hanson 111110 111111—11 Wile
Barnes 00 00 10 11 11 10— 0 Clear y

Holt 10 11 10 11 11 10— 9 Fuller

.10 11 10 11 11 10-10
..11 11 00 10 11 11— 9
..10 10 11 10 01 01- 7
. .01 00 10 11 n 10— 7
..10 10 10 10 10 10 (i

..00 11 11 11 10 03— 7

Second Bay—Twelve singles, £2:
Stone 011011111100—8 Barber lOlllUllllo-lo
Skinner 111110100111— 9 Thompson OlloillOOllL— 8

Morris 101100111001- 7 Hamlm lOllllllilll—11
Cowing No. 1 . . . .100111110010— 7 Max 100101110111— 8
Budd 01101 r'H1100-

'

Morrissey 1111 iUlUl—12
Chantler 101101111011— 9
Jones 101011111111-10

Sweepstake, 9 singles. $1.50:

Stone 1 10111 101 -7 Thompson lOlmiOl lo—

4

Skinner 111111111-9 Max 111111111-9
Morrissey 1111011U-8 Cowing No. 3 1111U100-7
Chantler mil 1111-9 Rubie 110010111-6
Williamson 011101001-5 Clarey 110111100-6
Co-wing No. 2 . .001110100-4 Fuller 101010111—6
Hanson 11.111 1101—8 Barber 111111101-8
Burke 01011111—8 Morris 000111001-4
Budd 0110 1 1 II 10-5 Wile Ill 10 1 1 11—8
Jones 111111110—8

Fuller 1111
Barnes 1011
Ruble 1111
Burke 1000
Williamson.... 1100
Holt 1011

Thompson 0010
Bobbins 1111

©orgas HOI
Will 1101
Heikes 1111
Morrissey 1111

10 10 11- 8
00 11 11- 7
10 01 11- 8
10 11 10- 5
10 10 10- 5

io mo— a
10 10 10- 4
10 10 11- 8

10 00 00— 4
10 11 11- 8
11 11 11 10
00 10 10— 6

Max 101001—3
Hamlin 001111—

1

Chantler 111110-5
Holt 101111-5
Morris 110U1-5
Thompson 011000-2
Gorgas 001110-3
Fuller 111.1 10-5
Barnes 11 lull—

5

111111101-8

101111 11-7
100011 10—4
111101 11-7
1111 '0 10-6

Holt llllOlUlOlll— 9 Ruble 110111111111—11
Hanson 111011011011- 9
Burke HUOllHlll-n

Hoeh,.
Heikes.

.1011X11101111— 8
111111111111-12

Barnes 101111111110—10 Wile llOllolllfOO— 8

4 singles and 3 pairs, $3:
Morris 1110 11 01 10-7
Skinner 1111 10 10 11-8
Stone 1010 10 10 10-5
Cowing, No 1 . , . .1010 10 in KM
Benson 1111 11 II 10-7
Hanson 0111 11 00 11—7
Hamlin 0111 00 11 00—5
Rarbcr 1.111 11 10 11-9
Jones 1111 11 11 01-9
Chantler 1011 10 10 11—7
Budd 1111 10 01 11-8
Max 1111 10 10 11—8

Sweep, 6 singles, $1:
Skinner 110101—

1

Williamson 111111 -fi

Jones 111111 -6

Cowing 011111-5
Heikes 101011-4
Morrisey 111111-6
Hanson 111111-0
Barber 110101-4
Ruble 111111-0
Stone. .. 101100-3

Sweep at 6 singles:
Stone 01] 110-4 Hanson 011111-5
Morrisey 111110-5 Chantler 111111-6
Hamlin 001000-1 Heikes 111111-6
Skinner 111111—6 B,uble 011111—5
Budd 110111-5 Ward 110001-3
Williamson 101111—5 Flint 000100-1
Jones 111111-0 Burke 111101-5
Holt .mi 11-5

Nine singles, $1.50:

Stone 11011 1100-6 Jones 111111111—9
Morris 111111011—8 Hamlin 011111091—0
Skinner 11101.0111-7 Chantler HOOOllll -G
Cowing No 1 111111111-9 Max 0111 LQOOO-4
Hanson 1.11110111-8 Burke H1011H1-8
Cowing No 2 001001111-5 Holt 011111111-8
Morrisev > . ,.110110101-6 Gorgas 1111 11 11 1-9
Budd 11001 0111 -6 Barber 1 11111101-8
Benson 111111111-9 Clary 100101111-6
Robbins 111111111-9 Fuller 010111011-6
Williamson 110110111-7 Wile 001011110-5
Thompson 110100111-6 Barnes 10011H01-0
Ruble 101111101—7 Heikes

Sweepstake, 6 singles and 1 pair, $1.25:

Stone 111111 10-7 Barber
Skinner 100111 10—5 Morrissey.
Burke, 111011 11-7 Hanson. ..

Williamson 001111 00—4 Jones
Morris 001111 11-6 Heikes 111111 11-8
Cowing 100011 10-4 Thompson 110110 10—5
Holt 111111 11-8 Ruble llllll 10-7
Hamlin llllll 10—7 Budd llllll 10-7
Max 011011 11-6 Barnes 110001 10-4

$100 guaranteed, 9 singles and 3 pairs, $3:

Morris 110111110 1110 11-12 Wiiliam'n. 110100111 111110-11
Stone. 100101111 10 10 00- 9 Hanson. .. .111101111 10 1110-12
Skinner.... 111111111 1111 11-15 Hamlin. .. .111111110 011101—12
Cowing.... 110111111 10 1111-13 Budd 101111111 10 00 11-11
Morrissey.. 111110111 10 1100—11 Max 111111111 0110 01-12
Barnes 111110110 10 1100-10 Oh antler...1H111111 00 10 10-11
Benson.... 1111 11.011 10 1110-13 Holt 110111111 10 10 11-13
Cowing, 2.. 101 1 10000 00 10 01—6 Burke 011111111 10 1110-13
Robbins....1011 11 011 10 1110-11 Thompson.110111011 00 1110-10
Wile 101011111 10 11 11—12 Fuller 101111111 10 11 10—12
Rarber 001011011 10 11 00- 8 Clm-gas 111001111 11 00 10-10
Jones 111111111 0110 10-12 Heikes 111111111 1110 11-14
Ruble 111111111 10 01 10-12 Clary 111101101 11 00 10-10
Skinner $40, Cowing and Holt $80, Jones and Benson $30,"Budd"

$15.

Sweepstakes, walking match, $1:

Stone 01111-4 Williamson 10110—3
Morris 11000-3 Barber 10111—4
Skinner 00111—3 Jones 01011—3
Ruble 101 11-4 Hanson OOOll—

2

Baines 01111-4 Burke 10001—2
Max 01110-3 Hall 11000-2
Heikes.. 10101-3 Budd 10010-2
Morrissy 10001—2 Cowing N.o 2 00001—1
Holt 11100-3 Thompson 00001—1
Hamline - 00000-0 Cowing No. 1 10111—4

Sweep, 0 singles, $1:

Hanson 11 1110-5 Chantler 111111—6
Jones 111101-5 Stone 110101—4
Morrissy 011111—5 Barbt r OOOHO-2
Burke ..' 101111-5 Barnes 011100—3
Skinner 110101—4 Morris 010111—4
Hamline 100011-3 Holt 111010—4
Williamson 010111-4 Ruble... 111111-6
Max 011101-4 Heikes 111011—5

Sweepstake at 6 siugles and 1 pair, $1.50:

Morris 011111 10-6 Jones ..111101 01-6
Skinner llllll 10-7 Morrisey llllll 10-7
Hanson llllll 11-8 Max 0101 11 n_B
Chantler llllll 11—8 Barnes 100011 pi-i
Cowing 111101 10—6 Wile 10U00 10-4
Heikf-s llllll 11-8 Thompson 111101 10-6
Hamlin 011111 00—5 Ruble mill 00-6
Stone 010110 10-4 Barber 111011 11—7
Williamson 111001 10-5 Holt 111011 10-6

15 singles, $2:
Morris 011110111101110—11 Chantler lllilOOlimni-13
Stone 01110.111010101-10 Barnes 001111101111111-18
Skinner 11111 111Q11000I-1I Haudin 4)11011011010001- 8
Cowing 111110110111011—12 Max 111110111111110-13
M • .riisey 11111 10111111 11—15 Burke 1 11111110101101 —11
Barber..' 111111111110101-13 Holt ....111110111111101—18
Hanson 111101011011110-11 Heikes 110111111001111-12
.lories 001111111111111— 13 Thompson ... .111111111111101—14
Ruble 0111111 lillim-14
Sweep, 6 singles:

Stone 111101 5 Max 111001—4
Skinner 1 10110-4 Morris 110ill-5
Budd 110111—5 Ward 011111—5
Hanson lnllll-5 Wile 101101—4
Heikes llllll—6 Ruble 011111—5
J0ae3 ..111111—6 Barnes 011111—5
Hamline ... . ..100110—3 Cowing No 1 101110—4
Morrissey 110110—4 Cowing No 2 ..111010—4
Williamson ..111110—5 Barber 100111—4
Thompson .001110- 3 Clarv 001001—2
Burke .11 L 1 11—6 Fuller U1171—

6

Holt 100110-3

Walking match, i sinales. $3:
Morris... 0111010—1 Jones 0011101—4
Stone 101 Hid -1 Williamson 0110111-5
Skinner Oionoll—3 Fuller 1111010—5
Barker 110.010—4 Ruble 0101111—5
Cowing.... - Kill 1.00—4 Burke... 0010001—2
Wile 0100100—2 Thompson 1000101—3
Chantler . .0011110—4 Max .0010110—3
Hanson...- ... 1111001—5 Holt 0(101001—3
* orrissy 001 10001 - 1 Barnes 0011111—5
Robbins 110O0ll-4 Gorgas 0111000-3
Benson 0110110-4 Hdkes 0011010—3
Four singles and 3 pairs, $1.50;

Morris 1110 10 01 00— 5 Jones ..1011 10 11 00— 6
Thompson 10i)0 00 11 00— 3 Burke 1011 10 1111—8
Stone 0111 10 11 00— 6 Benson 1111 11 11 11—10
Wile 1100 01 10 11— 6 Morrisey 1111 10 10 11— 8
Cawing No. 1. . . .1111 11 11 11—10 Wi Uiamson .... 1101 01 00 10— 5
Max 1011 10 11 10— 7 Fuller 1010 11 11 10— 7
Barber 1100 09 O'J 11— 4 Robbins 1011 10 11 10— 7
Barnes 0101 10 10 11— 6 Ruble 1111 11 U 11—10
Cowing No. 3. . .1001 00 00 11— 4 Chantler .1111 10 11 10- 8
Skinner 1111 11 01 H— 9 HeiKes 1111 10 10 11— 8
Hanson 0111 10 11 11— 8 Holt 1000 10 10 10— 4

Ten singles, $3:
Barber.. 0101110111- 7

Fuller 0100101111- 6
Gorgas 1011001.011- 6
Stone 1011011001— 3
Jones 1111101111- 9
Robbins 1111101100- 7
Smith llioniill- o

Max 1111111101 - 9

Williams 1111111111-10
Cowing No 1 mimtOl— 9

Morrisey .1110010101 - 6

Barnes 1110111110- 8
6 singles and 1 pair, $1:

Jones 011111 01-6
Morrissey 111111 11-8
Hamlin 010101 10-4
Heike3 llllll 00-6
Skinner 111111 10-8
Chantler llllll 10-7
Morris 110101 11-6
Team shoot, 9 sinsles, $8i

Max 111111111-9
Chantler 101101101-6—15
Hall 111011011—7
Burke 110111111—8-15
Hanson 111110111-8
Cowing 1111OllU-8 -16
Skinner 111111101-8
Morrissey 111110101-7—15
Ruble lllllUOO-8
Wile 111111000-6-14

Burke . .1001110111— 8
Wile 1111001110- 7
Heikes.. 1111110111- 9
Skinner 1101110111- 8
Hanson 1111111111-10
Morris HlOlOUOl- 7
Chantler 1111110111— 9
Ruble 111111 1011- 9
Benson 1111111100— 8
Holt 1110111 100- 7
Thompson 1 1011C0010— 5

Barnes.. llllll 10

—

Stone llllll 00-fi
Max 101111 10-6
Ruble HiOOl 11-6
Holt lllloO 10-5
Williamson 001100 01—4
Hanson 101010 10—4

Morris 11H01111-8
Jones 111111101—8—16
Heikes 101001111—6
Gorgas 001100110-4-10
Benson 111111111-9
Robbins 100111O00 -5-14
Barnes 1111111 U-9
Fuller Oil! 11111-8—17

Williams.

BANDLE DEFEATS WINSTON.
ST. LOUIS, Mo., July 28.—Winston failed to make good his
_ share of the stake money for the match between himself and

Al. Bundle, of Cincinnati, and the $100 forfeit which represents
$50 deposited by both when the match was marie, was paid the
latter. But rather than disappoint a large crowd that had as-
sembled at Comptou Avenue Park on the 24th, they put up 1 he
filled-eaBe watches and shot at, 100 birds, with tbe result that the
Cincinnati man won by the score, of 91 to 84. The weather was
most, disagreeable for the stunt, and the birds were only a fair
lot. Some were moderately strong, but the majority were rather
tired when liberated. Bandle was the first to miss, but Winstou
soon after dropped to the rear and remained there all through
the match. Mr. Jeff Daniels, of East St. Louis, acted as referee .

Tbe score:
One hundred live pigeons, London Gun Club rules, guns not to

exceed 81bs. in weight:
J L Winston. . . .223.2022021 - 8

1122122001— 8
2012212213- 9
0212211212— 9
20nil21o2— 8
1111010021- 7
12Uo20311- S
'0120212111— 8
1212111122-10
0211122112- B—84

Al Bandle 12o2121212- 9
1122211212-10
1111111121-10
11120221ol- 8
0111111110- 8
2ol0112212- 8
211ol2I313- 9
2112112231-10
0121112321- 9

1111121121-10-91
The figure 2 denotes killed with second barrel; oiiead nut of

bounds. Summary: Bandle—Tailers, 15; right dossers, 18; left
crossers, 12; incomers 19; right quarterers, 20; left quarterers, 16;
used second barrel S3 times; dead out of bounds, 4; best run 31,
Winston—Tailers, 14; right crossers, 17; left crossers, 32; incomers.
17; right quarterers, 13; left quarterers, 19; used second barrel 39
times; dead out. of bounds, 2; best run, 16.

At the conclusion of the above shool J. E. Hagerty, who suffered
one defeat at the hands of Winston, jumped him for another race,
and one of the Cincinnati gentlemen who accompanied Bandle
offering to back Winston, a match was made at 100 live birds for
$100 a side. It took place yesterday and resulted in favor of
Winston. It was a much more interesting affair than the one of
the day previous, as the score will show. Birds were an average,
lot. Mr. J. C. Addington officiated as referee. The score:
One hundred live pigeons, modified Hurlingham rules, for $100

a side:
J E Hagerty....2211222313—10

1122102221— 9
2212222201— 9
220011.2111— 8
2111112111-10
1111101111— 9
1221212202- 9
212oll2023- 9

2121112122—10
1112110221— 9—92

J L Winston.... 2113211 121 -10
2212131111-10
003221 12o2— 8
21 11112221—10
1112011111- 9
1011111121— 9
2121123111—10
0lllll21ol— 8
2221231112-10
1121112122-10-94

Summary: Hagerty, tailers 10, right crossers 32. left crossers
18, incomers 31, left quarterers 12, right quarterers 7, dead out of
bounds 3, used second barrel 42, best run 33. Winston, tailers 9.

right crossers 24, left crossers 23, incomers 27, right quarterers 9,
left quarterers 8, dead out of bounds 2, used second barrel 34,
best run 28.

TRAP CTAT.
rlPHB annual tournament of the Rocky Mountain trap shooters
JL will be held at Denver Col., Broadway Athletic Park, Sept.
3, 4 and 5. Inanimate and live targets, 3 sets of traps, $2,000 pre-
miums. Only professionals barred from medal contests, class
shooting 80, 70 and 60 ner cent. It will be under the auspices of
the Queen City Gnn Club, C. M. Hampson, President, and visitors
are promised a grand good time.

The New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association for the Protec-
tion of Fish and Game will hold a tournament on the grounds of
the Jersey City Heights Gun Club, at Marion, N. J., on Sept. 34,
25, 26 and 27. An attractive programme has been arranged, to in-
clude two days at live bird shooting and two days at inanimate
targets. This is the first tournament given by the association In
a number of years and will no doubt bring out all the old time
Jersey shots. The State trophy shot for by teams of three, will
be an interesting event and altogether an enjoyable time is anti-
cipated. We understand that the Jersey City Heights boys will
leave no stone unturned to give visitors a rattling good week.

CORRY, PA.—At the regular shoot, Julv 25. of the Corry Gun
Club, Laurie took the gold medal, Blydenbum silver medal, 'Ham-
mond leather medal. Penrose barred from m"d tl contents-
Penrose 11 1 1 1111 31 111 1 11 1 lllll 1 11—24
Laurie 0111101111111111101111111—22
Bl ydenburg 1111111101101111101010111—20
Blyd enburg. Jr 0011100milll0011 1 11 1 110-18
Wilson
iNian 1101111010101111 101111010-18
Olive r 101 11 0111 1 100011 11 101 10 1 1—1

8

Lewi s 1 11110111011110 1101100011—1

8

Edward s 10 1 00101 1 0 11 1 101 1110 1 0 1 1 1—1

7

We tmore 1110001 1 0111111 1 1 0111 11 010—17
Green 1001101111111111110010100—17
in.. ,a ....

; 11 V
Bl ai r 111010010111101 0110000011-14
Ward 011001ttt0010J£11101111100-14
Mead 1111000111 1011000il001010-14
Starbird 1101001001011110011000011.-13
Gardner 1110001111001101010100111-13

vY'-;rc -i 1. <•
,; :, n .

.
.

.

Hammond 0000000001000000000C00100 - 2

WORCESTER, Mass., July 26.—The regular meet of the Wor-
cester Sportsmen's Club this week was not held at the Coal Mine
Brook Range as usual. The day of the meet was also the annual
ladies' day. This year the club decided to make a trip to Rut-
land, which is about a 12-mile drive. A temporary range was
constructed in the field back of the Prospect House, and a large
tent erected for the ladies. The forenoon was occupied in a social
way. Many were occupied in viewing the country, the outlook is
very extended and interesting. Then, others were engaged with
whist and euchre. The first event at the traps after dinner was
the fifth contest lor the Nofccross trophy. Each man bad a possi-
ble 30 clay birds. The result of the contest follows: George A.
Sampson 27, A. B. franklin 2b, G. W. Russell 25, C. Crompton 25,
G. J. Rugg 24, C. H. Howe 24, L. R. Hudson 24, H. D. Jourdon 23,
E. T. Smith 23, A. L. Gilman 23, M. D. Gilman 23, W. R Dean 22.
W. E. Fuller 22, Dr. Bowers 21, E. S. Knowles 21, F. M. Harris 21,
T. P. Wilkinson 18, V. F. Prentice 18, C. Doane 17, E. F. Swan 15,
C. R. Holman 14, F. Forehand 14. This was the sixth contest for
the trophy. At the first M. D. Gilman scored 28 and held it for
two weeks; then E. T. Smith scored 37 and held it for the next
two weeks. At the third contest C. H. Howard scored 28, and it
went to him for two weeks; then it went back to E, T. Smith for
two weeks, he having scored 26 with two others, and in shooting
off the tie broke every one of the ten balls. At the fifth contest
it went to C. B. Holden for two weeks, and at this week's contest
it was secured by Sampson. The next contest will be week after
next.
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JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS.—Marion, N. J., July 27—After an
interlude of several months the regular cup shoot of the J. C. H.
G. 0. took place ou their grounds at Marion, N. J., on Tuesday, the
16th nit. Owing to so many shoots coming off on the same day
in the neighborhood and the shortness of the notice sent out by
' )ld South Paw, there were but a few of the members present to
take part, but what they lacked in numbers they made up in
hilarity and enthusiasm. It reminded one of the palmy days of
the club. Never lias (here been a. better or more satisfactory
meeting on these grounds; the weather fine, the birds good. Old
South Paw in his glory, and Old Reliable No. 1 (Uncle Billy
HustIk's) himself again after his severe illness, Esculapius (Dr.
Burdett), after laying aside the steel tubes for more than a year,
resumed them with liis old time grace and accuracy, winning the
cup with seveu straight kills, some of them magnificent shots.
One of the nicest features of the occasion was an impromptu
sweep perpetrated by that all-round joker. Old South Paw—a 5-

bir.l sweep. The entries only for the birds, the lowest on the
score to wash th« glasses for the libationists. But who would
have thought the victim would be Old Reliable No.l, a veteran of
fifty years at the traps, and shooting, too, in his old style.? But
here is where luck on the birds came in. Uncle Billy had three
exceedingly foul birds out of his five; he stopped one of them
grandly with one dead out of bounds. There was much hilar-
ity on the occasion, as he was surrounded, arrested, marched
into the clitb house, shown the watcr-pail, th« glasses and the
towels. One rinsing would not do the boys, and it was onlv after
repeated cleansing that they would accept Uncle Bill's first at-
tempt in the Biddy business.
The committee on the State tournament, Messrs. Quimby,

Lindsley and Heritage, are working like beavers, and their past
experience and success iu such efforts guarantee a superior time
t his fall. They esppeted to announce the 84th, 25th, 26th and 27th
days of September as the days set: but as Al Bandle has arranged
that week for his big shoot, and as it is a mutual wish to have
him present East with the J, H. C. boys whom he treated so roy-
ally on their trip West last year, the. tournament may be post-
I'.eai'd one week later. This will make the shooting pretty lively.
A I Handle's latter part of Sept., J. C. Heights 1 forepart of Oct.,
to be followed the following week by a four-days' shoot of the
Middlesex Club at Dunnellen. Oh, my, what a cracking, and
w'>at a quantity of powder will be burnt. But it is all good for the
trade. When fall arrangements have: been settled upon we will
duly announce. The following are the scores of the sweeps and
for the cup:
Four birds, modified Hurliugham rules, first and second sweeps:

Lindsley 1111-4 2212-4 Burdett 1220 - 3 2210-3
Win Siegler... .2111-4 1112-4 Quinlan 1202-3 1111—4
Heritage 2102—3 0022—2 Wm Hughes.... 1111—4
Third sweep, 6 birds, lowest score to do the washing:

Lindsley 21111—5 Hughes , 02110—3
Q ui n lan 02111-4 Siegler 1222 1—5
I j eritage 12111—5 Burdett 12101—4
Uncle Billy <he victim.
The fourth sweep was very closely contested between Lindsley

and Quinhm, it taking the eleventh bird each man to decide.
But as the scores will show, Lindsley got even with Quinlan later
on in the blueruck sweep; 4 live birds:
bind sley 2111—4 Hughes 1112-4
Quinlan 1211-4 Siegler 2210-3
Heritage 0112-3 Burdett 1011-3
Owing to the lack of shells Hughes drew out his third of the

first inoncv, and the others scored:
Lindsley 2222220-7

_
Quinlan 2211111—7

Itegulat monthly shoot for silver cup, modified Hurlingham
rules, 7 birds, Wm. Siegler holding cup from last contest:
Snsrler (29vds) 2121001-5 Burdett (2d) 1122111-7
Heri tttge (36) 1 110212-6 Quinlan (29) H01200-4
Lindsley (26) 0211200-4 Hughes (26) 1111110-6
Won by Burdett, 7 straight; bis third bird was an incoming

twister that on its second twist, snipe-like, off to the left was
splendidly dropped with the second barrel.
The live birds having given out, the clay saucer traps were

placed in nosifion with the following result, two monevs:
sue-ler.. .' 1111111111-10 Hughes 1U101U10- 8

Lindsley 1101011111— 8 Quinlan 1101111111— 9
Second event, 10 clays or nluerocks:

Siegler 1111111111-10 Quinlan million- 9
Lindsley 1011111111- 9

Tn shoot off for second, miss and out, Lindsley 9, Quinlan 10.

And thus closed a good day's sport. Jacobstaff.
NEW YORK SUBURBAN SHOOTING GROUNDS.— Clare-

mmf, N. ,L, July 27—Shoot for Lefe.vre trophy:
Johnson H101 llomiOllomilllOl-,20
Jersey ' 1111010011110110101111111—18
Lindsley 1101111111111011111111110-22

Qbtmby lllOlllOlllOlUllllllllll—22
Sweet) No. 1, 25 cents entry:

M'ller -. 1111101111-9 Lindsley 1101110011—7
Johnson 1100010110—5 Beach 1110001100-5
Jersey 1000110110-5
Jersey second on shoot-off.

No. 2, same:
Miller 1101111011-8
Johnson 1 010 L 10011—

6

Jersey mom 101-8

M'ller won first on shojt-off.

No, 3, same: *

Miller 1111111111—10 Lindsley 0101110101-6
Johnson 1011101010- 6 Beach 1101111111-9
Jersey 1101010110- «

No. 4, same:
Stiller 1111111111-10 Lindsley 0181111111-8
Johnson 1111 111010- 8 Beach 1101111010-7
Jersey 1101111011- 8

Johnson won second on shoot-off.

No. 5, same:
Miller 1111111111—10 Lindsley 1100111U1-8
Johnson 1111011111-9 Beach 0111110)11-7
Jersey 1111000111— .

No.'6, same;
Miller 1111111111-10 Lindsley 0111101011-7
Johnson 1101111011- 8 Beach lmilOlll—

9

Jersev 1010100110- 6

No.' 7, 50 cents entry, 3 moneys, ties divided:
Miller 1UH 11111-10 Beach 0111111101-8
Johnson - .0101001011— 5 Quimby 1011100100-5
Jersey 1110110111- 8 Lindsley 0110100101-5
Richard 0101101011- 6 Moffatt 11011100OO-5
No. 8. same, ties divided:

Miller 1111111111-10 Moffatt 1111111110- 9
Johnson UOilllOll- 8 Quimby 1110011100- 6

Jersey 0001111111 - 7 Rose 1110111010— 7

Kich. OdOO 100111-
•
4 Lindsley 1111111111-10

No. 9, 2 money , ties divided:
Miller 1111110 111-9 MoSatt 0111000111-6
Jersey 1100111111-8 Lindsley 1011111111—

9

Johnson 1111110111-9

No. 10, ties divided:
Miller 1111111111—10 Lindslev 1111111010— 8

Moffatt 1011101010- 6 Jones 0111011 111— 8

Johnson 1111111111-10

No. 11, Miller sec n I on sho >t-off:

Miller 1111101111- 9 Lindsley OllllOOiOl- 6

Moffatt lllllllOU— 9 Jones milHOll- 9

Johnson .1111111111-10

No. 12, ties divided:
Miller. 1101111011-8 Lindsley 0111110111-8

Mofin tt 1101111100-7 Jones 1011001111-7

Johnson 1111001111-8

CONNECTICUT STATE SHOOT.—Tin re will be a State tourn-
nanient of Connecticut clubs at Merideu during the State Fair in
September. Among the events will be the individual champion-
snip of Conn cticut, a 2-man team match, a club team of 10 men
from auy club in Connecticut. Shooting will be from 3 sets of 5

traits on the Keystone system. Shooters will be divided into 3

classes, A, B and C. Class A, open to all thooters in Connecticut
whose average is over 80 per cent.; Class B, open to all shooters
whose average is less than 75 per cent, and over 60 per cent.; Class
C, open to all shooters whose average is under 60 per cent. The
management will offer a $100 guaranteed purse to be shot for

each day. It is also intended to ai range events each day open to

all shooters. A big time is expected.

MIDDLESEX CLUB.—At a meeting of the Middlesex Gun
Club held at Plainfield, N. J., on Saturday, July 24, Messrs. W.
Fred Quimby, T. H. Keller, M. W. Mulfoid, Nefe Apgar and
William Sigler were appointed a committee to manage the an-
nual tournament of the club, that is to take place at Dunellen on
Oct. 8, 9, 10 and 11. The Middlesex Club is the largest shooting
organization in this country, and is noted for its liberality in of-

fering large guaranteed purses consequently these tournaments
are always largely attended. This tournament will he no excep-
tion, as the management propose to guarantee about $2,500. The
programmes will be ready for distribution about Sept. 1, and can
be had upon application to the committee. Presidents. G. Smith,
or Secretary William L. Force at Plainfield, N. J,

Lindsley 1110110000—5
Beach UlOllOlll-8

BOSTON, July 24.—The best of weather conditions prevailed on
this range to-day, enabling the marksmen present to put up as
fine a series of scores as is often shown even in this stronehold of
flue shooting. The main interest centered in the Gold Coin
match, in which Perry and Stanton led, after a close and excit-
ing contest. The shooting in all the events was of such excellence
as to lead to the impression that the trap shots of this club wiD
show up among the leaders in the coming tournament of the
American Shooting Association. The summary of the day's shoot
follows:

_,. Gold Coin Match.
Fifteen clay birds and 15 Standard targets; Kevstone squad

system:
Clays. Standards

Perry 111111111111111—15 111111111111111—14-29
Stanton 111111110111111—14 11 1 1111 11 11 11 1 1—i5—29
Bowker 111111110111111-14 11 11111 1111 0101—13—27
Choate 111111111101111—14 111101111101011—12-26
Swift .nioimmnii—n 101111111101101—12—26
Beaudry 111111011111110—13 111101101101111—12—25
Snow 111011110111:111—12 111011111110111—13-25
Eager 1100101011 mill—10 111111011111111—14-24
Knowles 101111111101100—11 1101 101111111 Jl—13—24
White 011111111101011—12 101101111111101—12-24
Hosmer - 0111111110 10111—13 111111111100100—11—23
Nichols 110111101110111-12 110100011111111-11—23
Roxton 1 110110111 1 1 100-11 11111010110111 1-12—23
Podge 011110111110110—11 010110111101101—10-21
Fields 110011101011001- 9 110011101011001- 9-18
Bert OOIOUOIOOIOIOO- 6 101011000101101- 8-11
The minor sweepstakes were won by the following competitors:
Five Keystone targets—Stanton 5. Choate, Swift, 4, Boaudrv,

Nichols 3. Five Keystone targets—Dodge 5, Stanton 4, Beaudry,
Nichols 3. Five Keystones, squad firing—Hosmer, Stanton 5,
Bowker, Nichols 4, Choate 3. Ten clay birds—Beaudry, Bowker
10. Choate 8, Dodge, Stanton 7. Ten clav birds—Hosmer 10. Bow-
ker. Stanton, Swift 9, Nichols 8. Five clay birds—Hosmer 5,

Choate. Dodge. Swift 4, Nichols 3. Ten Keystone targets, squad
firing—Swift 10. Bowker, Stanton 9. Knowles, Parker 8, Hosmer
7. Three pair Keystones—Bowker 5, Perry. Stanton, Swift 4.
Beaudry 3. Choate 2. Ffteen Standard targets, squad firing—
Stanton 15, Eager, Perry 14, Bowker. Knowles, Snow 13, Choate.
Roxton 12 Fifteen clav birds, squad firing—Perrv 15, Stanton,
Swift 14. Beaudrev 18, Hosmer. Nichols 12. Ten Keystone tar-
gets. Keystone rules—Bowker.White 10, Choate, Hosmer 9, Eager
8, Beaudry 7. Ten clay bird*—Fields, Perry 10. White 9, Dodge,
Eager 8. Swift 7. Ten Keystone targets—Beaudry. Knowles 10,
Perry, White 9, Dodge, Swift 8, Fields. Nichols 7. Three pairs
Keystone targets—Choate f>. Perry 5, White. Nichols 4, Fields 3.

Ten Keystone targets—Knowles, Roxton 10, Choate, Nichols,
Perry 9, Stanton, Swift 8. Ten clay hirds—Perrv, Swift, White
10, Kno vies 9, Beaudry, Dodgp, Nichols 8. Ten clav birds—Nich-
ols, Roxton, White 10, Knowles, Perrv, Swift 9, Choate, Eager,
Stanton 8.

PORTLAND VISITS TOPSHAM.- July 24 was a clay winch
will be held in pleasant remembrance by the members of the
Riverside Gun Club, of Topsbam, Me. The early morning train
of that day brought nine members of the Portland Gun Club to
visit the Riversides and spend the day before the traps downing
the clay-birds and bluerocks. In the forenoon a friendly match
was engaged in at 20 singles and 10 double birds, one trap throw-
ing clay-birds and the other two bluerocks. The day was perfect,
and one that would test the skill of the shooters to the utmost, as
a strong wind was blowing from the northwest, which was a
quartering wind from right to left toward the shooter, and the
birds, taking advantage of the fact, proved themselves up to the
times, often sailing away as if nothing had happened, leaving the
man at the score looking wistfully in the direction they had gone,
wondering what they would do next. The match was a most in-
teresting one from beginning to end. as no one could tell what the
result would be until the last shot was fired, as will be seen by
the scores given below. The afternoon was spent in sweepstakes
shooting until time for the Portland club to return home. These
clubs have visited each other several times, and enjoyed many a
pleasant day together at the traps. May the good feeling which
exists between them never be broken.

Riversides.
A Q Goud 11111101101110110111 01 10 00 11 11—22W A Crocker 10010111001110111101 00 10 01 10 11-18
M C Hall OllllOlllOlllllCOlll 01 11 10 11 10-22
A E Hall 01001011100010101011 10 01 00 01 11-15
G E Keen. .-. llOlOlimilOOOUllO 01 10 10 00 11—IM

G H Goud 01001011100110110111 10 00 01 11 11-18
C H Winslow 10001110111110111011 01 10 11 11 00-20
S Strout 11111000001211001010 10 10 11 10 11-19
C Goud 001010100010101)01010 01 11 01 00 00-11-164

Portlands.
J F Randall 110011111 011 00011101 10 10 00 10 11-18
T B Davis 0(111011111111111 1110 10 10 00 11 10-21
A L Dow 11111001011101111001 01 01 00 11 11-20
W F Todd 11 11111 10101 1001 1 11 1 00 01 11 01 10-21
G N Pierce 0101)1011111101111100 01 11 11 10 U -21
F Merrill 01101000110101111011 00 10 01 10 00-15
J F Peterson 1 0010110111010011101 01 10 00 11 01-17
F C Thornton 11110010110101001011 11 11 01 10 00-18
F. G Peterson 01 10011 01)001 01 001111 10 00 00 00 10-12-163

Chas. Goud, Sec'y Riverside Club.

NEWARK, N. J„ July 24.—A large paKty attended the Roseville
Maplewood match to-day, when the Roseville hoys received theii-
second defeat from their opponents. A strong wind prevented
many good scores being made, but on an average the sh ooting
was fair for the entire afternoon. The team scores were as follows:

Roseville, First Team. Maplewood. First Team.
Castles 11 Quad 17
Kitchell 14 Dunnican 10
Whaton 13 Siggins 14

SimmR 14 Lighthipe 11

Huff 1 1—62 Sickley .1 6—68
Second Team. Second Term.

Badgelv 10 Tillou 12

Thorn : 11 Smith 12

Condit 13 Reilly ,.12

Wheaton 17 Yoemans 13
Smith , ...10—60 Burnett 16—65
On the total count the Maplewood team heat the Rosevtlles by

11 birds. After a fine lunch sweepstakes were, indulged in until
dark. First sweep, 10 clays, first money was taken by Terry, sec-

ond by Siggins and Badgely, third by Quad, fourth by Perry.
Second sweep, 5 clays, first money by Quad and Sickley. second
by Wheaton, Davenport and Burnett, third by Lighthipe and
Donnican. Third s^veep, 3 pair clays, first monoy Harrison, second
by Lighthipe and Huff, third by Eager. Fourth sweep. 5 pair
clays, first by Yoemans second by Badgely, third by Lighthipe.
In the first match between the Roseville and Maplewood teams,
the latter were the victors by 14 birds. The South Orange and
Maplewood gun clubs have consolidated, and hereafter the shoot-
ing will be done ou the Maplewood grounds,

GOVERNMENT PIER, Chicago.—Some of -the members of the
Prairie Gun Club paid a visit to the Pier ou Thursday afternoon,
July 18, and enjoyed themselves hugely at 10 single Kevstones:
MacDonald 11.10 1 11101-8 IHOimil- 9

Dominick 1111011111-9 1101010111- 7

Bart 1010101111-7 lllimill-10
Hoffman 1101UUll-9 1011111111- 9

Clemens imilll01-9 1111111111-10

Sam 1010111001-6 llOimiOO- 7

Twenty Keystones:
McDonaldlllOmimmilOlll-18 Hoffmau..lllllllll01111101111-17
Dominick 10111101111111111011.-17 Clemens. .11011111111111111110-18

Bare 10011101111111110111-16 Sam 11101001111111010101-14

At Saturday's shoot the pleasure of the shoot was somewhat
marred on account of the stupidity or cupidity of the steamboat
men, who failed to return for the shooters after charging them
for a round trip and an exorbitant fare at that. These lake
front steamboat men are fooling with the wrong class of people.
There are no more liberal men on earth than our trap shooters
wneu they are treated square, but they resent an injury.
Match at 12 singles:

Barlow 111101101111—10 Clark 000111000011- 5

GiileBpie 111101111001— 9 Daeo 111111100111—10 !

Wood 010111111111-10 Sinbad 1110011Hill—10 '

Lee Ill 110110110- 9 Smith 101001101111- 8

Spooner 010110100110— 6 Knoke ....100110100111— 7 I

Jones 110001011001— 6 Benson 010111100011— 7 1

Match at 6 pair d mbles:
Barlow 11 01 10 11 11 11—10 Clark 00 10 00 10 10 10— 4
Gillespie ....10 10 01 11 10 11- 8 Dago 11 01 11 11 11 10-10
Wood 11 10 01 11 11 10— 9 Sinbad 01 10 11 01 10 11— 8

Lee 11 10 01 11 01 11- 8 Smith 11 01 10 11 01 11— 9

Spooner 01 01 01 00 11 01— 6 Kuoke 10 01 10 01 10 10— 6

Jones 00 10 10 10 11 00— 5 Benson 01 01 11 01 00 10— 6

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication in the current issue. It is particularly re-

quested that scores be sent us as early as possible.

PHILADELPHIA, July 24.--Editor Forest, and Stream: The
Wawaset Gun Club, of Wilmington, Del., visited Fernwood, Pa.,
on Monday, July 23, and shot a team mateh against the Philadel-
phia Sportsmen's Gun Club, whose grounds at Fernwood are the
finest anywhere within easy access of our city, The gun editor
of the Item was invited to act as referee, but, owing to illness,
was unable to be present, much to his regret. The contest was a
close one throughout. The Fernwood shooters confidently an-
ticipoted taking the Wilmington boys into camp, but. somehow or
other "the. thing got reversed." to use the expressive words of
Secretary Joseph McKinney. That well-known trap-shot, W. W.
Abbott, with Messrs. JefferBon, A. B. Mack and W. B. Hill, had
their photographs taken in a group at the close of the match on
account of their "off" scores. The photograph will be framed and
placed in the Fernwood club house, with the inscription: "Ah,
there! Why didn't you get there?" Appended are the full scores.
Referee, A. L. Lumb; judges, Messrs. Weldon and Brailler:

Sportsman's Club. Wawasset Club.
J A Peun..lllliimiOmoil].ll-17 Ryan 11010111111111110111-17
J Gibbs .. 000101 nmilium 1-10 B tinier,.. 11111111011011110611-16
FMcQuaidllCUllOllOUlll 1.0110-15 WBuckm'rllllomom0111311l-16
ArmstronglOlOl 11111 1 1.00110011-14 D Buckm 'rO

1

1 mill 1 1 1011111001-15
H French. . 110101010001 1 1011110-12 Stout llOlOllii HllilllOIO-15
H French..100111 00100001101 111-11 B Miller. . .11110100011101111101-14
Griffin ... .10001110011 OP 011100-11 Si Hi toe . ..00010111111101011101-13
Griscom. . .000101 11 111010 1 01 100-11 Smith ... .1111 IIP 101000101001-12
Thome . . . .10110101000011111010-11 Hartlove . .0(10101010111)0111011-12
lrwi n 0001101 0 1 11100101101-11 Huber 11100101000111 011000-10
MeKianey.illllOlOOlOllOOlOOOC-10 C Buckm'iOOlimiJllOOiniOOllO-ll
Maker 10011

1

V 00101001001 1-10 Ewing 1011100 100000011001 1- 9
Davis 11100000110011100001- 9 Fox lllOOlOilOOOllOlOOOO- 9
Jefferson...0011 IOI0000000001011- 7 Mack 001000010)1100)00001- 7
Abbott 00001000000000111100- 5 Hill 10000100001010101001- 7

170 183
Waw-waw.

NEWARK, N. J., July 27—Samuel Castles, Jr., and Myers Fuertb
shot a match at 50 artificial birds, on the South Side Gun Club
grounds, this afternoon, and Castles lost by a score of 38 to
Fuerth's 40. It was an exciting contest, and was not decided
until the 49th bird was shot at. R. H. Breintnall, of this city, and
Mr. Beam, of Englewood, shot a match at 50 bluerock targets on
Julv 25. Mr. Beam won by breaking 47 to his onponeut's 42.
LODI, 0„ July 17,-Lorli Gun Club, regular weekly shoot, at 25

standard birds, 3 traps, 18yds., National Association rules:
Smalley OHOllOtlOlliMOOllOOOOOOOO- 8
Noggle % GOOHOOOCOOOIOIIOOIUOIOI—10
Collins 1111011110111111001100100-17
Lee 1101100111010000001111110—14
Rogers 01111 101111110 10010100110-16
Elliott. . . milll010000101111001101-16

THE RIVERSIDE GUN CLUB at their regular medal shoot
had a large attendance. The weather was fine and some fair
scores were made. Twenty bluerocks. walk around system:
Kling llOimiOllOOlUOOll-11 Schombcrg00on.lininmi001100l-10
Eikhoff . . . .11111110001111110011-15 A Predock.UI.)10olOnilllllom-15
Langenb'r . 10110 100111111 1H011-15 Maune 100 1 1 10 1 1 1 11 1 1 D 1

1
lODOltt- 8

N Predock. 11111110111100111101-16 Sprick 001 10010000 10001 0101- 7
Nemo 10010 1 00111 001 11 1011-12 Selzer 0101110)1 11010111111-15
PohlmanWOmiOlllOmiOlOlll-15 Haggertv JlH10101100llllUm-16
Horstman . 100111 011 Qj Oil 1 1 103 01-12 P Weber . . .01011111111 111 111010-16
Panook.... 00111001000110101111-11 Rosier 010111111.10000111111-14

E Predoek.llOOlllOGmOiraOOOO-10 F PohlmanOllOiOOOJllOOiiLOlOOO- 8
MiltVi) .... HlOlUHOL'i 1010100101-10 Linders. . . .0011.10!.10 10 1 1 1000111-12
Schulz 11101111000010100101-11 Cicardi . . . 01IJ0101- UlOlOlllU-U
N. Predock first medal, J. Selzer second, J. Rosier third. Ou

the 18th of August the club will hold a tournament on its grounds,
foot of Dock street, and will send invitations to all city and
suburban clubs. The best of accommodations will be furnished
and the members will make it their object to make a palpable
success out cf the affair.—T. M.
WELLINGTON, Mass., July 27.—There were just eight gunners

at the traps of the Wellington Club to-day, and they found the
sport rather disagreeable, owing to the blinding rain storm. San-
born, Bond and Field tied with 13 each in the silver pitcher match,
and in theshoot-ofT Sanborn won. Bond did not contest. San-
born also won the merchandise badge match with 14, it being the
first time since the matches were opened that the same man car-
ried away both prizes. The winners in the sweepstakes follow:
First event, 6 bluerocks: Sanborn, Field and Melcher 6, Bond 5,

C'hapin, Stone and Chose 4L Second event, 5 clay-pigeons: San-
born, Stone, Bond and Melcher 5, Chapin and Cowre 4, Chase and
Field 2. Third event, 5 clay-pigeons: Stone, Bond, Field and San-
horn 3, Chapin, Cowee and Melcher 2, Chase 1. Fourth event, 6

bluerocks; Field 6, Chase and Stone. 5, Bond, Chapin and Sanborn
4. Fifth event, 5 clav-pigec.ns: Field 5, Sanborn and Chase 3,

Bond, Stone, Chapin and Co wee 2. "Sixth event, 7 bluerocks: Bond
and Field 7. Sanborn 6, Melcher 5. Seventh event. 8 clay-pigeons:
Sanborn 7, Bond and Field 6, Stone, Cowee, Chapin and Melcher
5. Eighth event, 5 clay-pigeons: Chase, Bond, Sanborn and Field

5, Cowee and Melcher 3, Stone 2.

TORONTO, July 20.—The Stanleys shfflt for the ninth time to-
day on McDowall & Co. 's grounds for the president's gold watch,
which is a very tasty as well as good article. A merchandise
match for three prizes was also disposed of. besides a number of
sweeps, in which some fair scores were made. Mr. Sawdon, Sr.,

secured the watch with 18 to his credit out of 25. A strong wind
blew across the traps. The scores stand: Watch shoot at 25 bird.-;

Sawdon, Sr., 18. Dick 16, Oreathers 14, McDowall 13, Sawdon, Jr.,

12, Charles 11, Bales 10. Merchandise shoot for three prizes at 20
birds: Emond 16, Charles 15, McDowall 14, Sawdon, Sr., 14, Fel-
stead 12, Green 11, Dick 11, Creathers 10, Bales 9. Sweepstake at
10 birds, class shooting, first class: Emond 10, Charles 9. Dick 7,

McDowall 5, Felstead 6, Green 6, Creathers 5. Second class: Dick
8, Emond 8, Black 6, Charles 6. Team shoot at 10 1 irds per man;
McDowall 10, Charles 9; total 19. Dick 8, Emond 3; t tal 11,

ST. CATHARINES.—The annual tournament of the Peninsular
Gun and Game Club will be held at St. Catharines July 31 and
Aug. L Ten shoots are on the programme, and sweepstakes
will follow. The tournament is under the aUBpipea of the Domin-
ion Gnu Alliance, and except in one match, in which Hamilton
blackbirds will be used, the targets will he Stark's matcl*less
birds. The guaranteed prizes amount to $500. Mr. Jas. A, Keyes
is secretary of the Peninsulars.

THE FORESTER GUN CLUB will bold a grand tournament at
the Forester Gun Club Park, Davenport, la., Aug. 7. 8 and 9.

Shooting begins at 9 A. M. American Association rules. Hood
accommodations, refreshments and uiaehine-lon ded shells on the
grounds. Price of birds included in entrance. J. W. Howard, E.
Emerson, Charles Culins, Harry Young and F. O. Davis, Commit-
tee of Arrangements.

J$nswei[s to (^amspontknts*

^"No Notice Taken of Anonymous Oorrespomleuta.

F. O. P., New Bedford.—Commissioner Riddle tells us that the
Newfound Lake fish were lake trout. See report in our angling
columns.

J. O. P.—Is there any law iu the State of New York compelling
a person when building a dam for an ice pond on a stream that,

is inhabited by trout to build flshways for trout to run up over
the dam? Ans. No.

A. T. F.. Little FaUs, N. Y.—The New York deer law aOows
hunting from Aug. 15 to Nov. 1, and the use of hounds from Sept.
1 to Oct. 20 (but iu Queens and Suffolk counties only in first ten
daj s of Oct.) Hounding forbidden in St. Lawrence and Delaware
counties. One person allowed only three deer. Transportation
limited to one carcass, which must be accompanied by owner of

same.
C. W. S., Stottville, N. Y.—The Creedmoor targets are divided

into three classes of the following sizes: 1. First class, to be
used at all distances up to and including 3C0yds., target 4X6ft.;

bullseye Sin. in diameter, center 26in., inner 46in., outer remainder
of target. 2. Second class, to be used at all distances over 300 to

and including 600yds., target 6x6ft.; bullseye 22in. in diameter,
center 38in., inner 54in., outer remainder of target. Third class,

to he used at all distances over 600yds.. target 6x12ft., bullsej e

36in., center 54in., inner, square, 6x6fr., outer remainder of tar-

get. Bullseye counts 5, center 4, inner 3, outer 2.

INFORMATION WANTED.
Would like to join hunting party for abou' tw > weeks, Colo-

rado, Montana, or Arkansas. Address Moccasin, P. O. Box
3008, N. Y. City.

Tub revised and abridged edition of the A. O. U. Check List of

North American Birds, including the additions and changes madt
in the supplement, will be sent post free on receipt of oOcts.—^.dy,
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faceting.

FIXTURES,
AUGUST.

16. Great Head. Cham. Sail off.

16. N. Y., Citizens' Cups, New-
Si. Quincv, Open Raoe.
3. Buffalo, Club. Buffalo.
3. Sippicau, Olub, Marion. port.
3. Beverlv. Marble li'tl, 1st Cup. 16-31. Quaker City, Cruise,Ches-
3. Lynn. Club, Lynn. apeake Bay.
3. Cape Cod. 17. Great Head, Open.
3. West Lynn, 1st Cham., Lynn 17. Quiney, Ladies' Day.
3. New Havea, Annual Cruise. 17. Beverly,MarblehYl. 3d Cham
3. So. Boston, Mosq., 2d Pen., 17. Hull, Special Outside Race,

City Point.
American, 3d Cham.
Dorchester, Open, Club.
Rhode island, Club Cruise.
Pleon,2d Cham.
New York, Cruise, Rendez-
vous New London.

Great Head. Moonlight Sail.

30 and 40ft.
17. American, Around Plum Is-

land, go as you please.
17. Chelsea, Ladies' Day.
17. So. Boston, Mosq., Pen. Sail

off. City Point.
19. American, Open.
19. Detroit, 3d Peunant.8.

8. Miramichi.- Vice-Corn. Stew- lit. L. Y. R. A, Hamilton,
art's Pennant. 21. Pleon. 3d Cham.

8. N. Y., New London to New- 21. L. Y. R. A., Toronto.
port. 24. Lynn, Excursion, Lynn.

9. N. Y., Goelet Cups, Newport. 24. Beverly,Mou.Beach,3dOpen.
10. Lynn, Ladies' Day, Lynn. 24. Larchmonf, Oyster Boats.
10. Corinthian, Marblehead. 24. Corinthian, Marblehead.
10. Monatiqnot, 2d Cham.,Ft.Pt, 24. Hamilton, 30, 25, 30 and 35ft.

10. Buffalo, Annual Cruise. Class, Whitewings Cup.
10. Hull, 2d Cham. 24. R. Can.. Skiff Class. Toronto.
10. Cape Cod. 26. L. Y. R, A„ Belleville.
10. N. Y., Newport to Vineyard 26. Rhode Island, Open.

Haven. 28. Pleon, Sail off.

11. N. Y., Vineyard Haven. 29. L. Y. R, A., Oswego.
12. N.Y., Race,Viueyard Haven. 29. Cedar Point.
13. Detroit. 31. Beverly, Marbleh'd, 1st Open
13. N.Y.,Vineyard Haven to New 31. Sippiean, Club, Marion.

Bedford. 31. Hull, Cham. Sail-Off.
14. N. Y., Bowing Races, New 31. Quiney, 3d, (.'ham.

Bedford. 31. Chelsea, Club.
15. L. Y. R, A.. Rochester. 31. West Lynn. 2d Cham., Lynn.
15. N. Y., New Bedford to New- 31. So. Boston, Mass., Cham.

port. Sail off. City Point.
16. Monatiquot, Ladies' Day, 31. R. Can., 20ft. Class, Toronto.

Fort Point.
September.

2. Lynn, Open, Lynn. 14. Corinthian, Marblehead.
2. Bev erlv, Mon.Beach,3d Open 14. Lynn, Club, Lynn.
2. Corinthian, Marblehead. 14. Hamilton. 20ft. Class.
2. New York Y. R. A., Open. 14. American, Open to all boats
2. Dorchester, Open, Club. on Merrimac Ris'er.
2. So. Boston, Mosq., Open. City 14. Chelsea, Club.

Point. 14. West Lynn, Sail-off, Lynn.
4. Buffalo, 3d Class, Buffalo. 16. Dorchester, Open, Club.
4. New Haven, Ladies' Day. 16. Quaker City, Open.
7. Hull, 9th Open. 18. Windward. Ruffle Bar,
7. Beverlv, Marblehead, 3d Cup 21. Hamilton, 25ft. Class.
7. Larchmont, Fall Annual. 21. Beverly. Marbleh'd, Sail Off.
7. Hamilton, Cruise. 28. Lynn, Club, Lynn.
7. Miramichi, Miller and Call 28. Buffalo, Club, Buffalo.

Cups. 28. West Lynn, Sweeps, Lynn.
7. R. Can., Prince of Wales and 29. Detroit.

Lansdowne Cups, Toronto. 30. Quaker City, Review and
11. Windward, Ruffle Bar. Cruise.
12. Beverlv, Mon. Beach, 3d Buz. 21. R. Can., Cruising, Toronto.

Bay. 25- Windward, Ruffle Bar.
14. Monatiquot, Open, Ft. Point 26. Cedar Point.
14. R. Can., 25ft. Class, Toronto.

WEST INDIA HURRICANES AND THE GREAT
MARCH BLIZZARD.

IT IS seldom in 'a temporate climate thst a storm ashore means
anything more serious than a temporary annoyaaee—muddy

roads, wet streets, a trifling interruption to business or damage
to crops—and it is fortunately only at very r \re intervals that
Buch a memory of hardship, suffering and even death is left ap is
still vivid m the minds of landsmen along the whole North At-
lantic seaboard, and even far back from the coast. Prior to the
great blizzard of a year ago the suggestion that a lew hours of
rain and snow could completely cripple the entire mechanical re-
sources of the great American railways and make prisoners of
the dwellers in the great cities, putting them for days in a state
of siege and cutting off all sources of supplies and communica-
tion, would have been considered absurd and visionary. There
are many who know from experience the danger and sufferiug
which attended a short journey through the most populous streets
of New York, with aid on every hand, but there arc few who can
form any adequate idea of the effects of the storm a short distance
off shore, or of the suffering of those who encountered it on the
deck of a pilot boat or coaster.
Not only from a scientific standpoint and as a guide to naviga-

tors, but as a matter of history is it fitting that the great blizzard
of March, 1888, should be honored with a" permanent record, and
at the hands of one who is m every way qualified for the task.
Mr. Everett Hayden, in charge of the Division of Marine
Meteorology of the U. S. Uydrographic Office, at Washington, is
well known to all who navigate the North Atlantic as the editor
of the Monthly Pilot Chart, which has done so much to lessen the
dangers of navigation. A thorough and enthusiastic student of
all that pertains to the specialty that he has chosen Mr. Hayden
has for a long time made a careful study of the West India hurri-
canes, their origin and causes, following up the great work
begun many years since by another American, Mr. Wm. C. Red-
field, of New York. From his official position Mr. Hayden was in
possession of a large nurnoer of records of vessels on the coast
during the blizzart, and from these and much additional matter
he was enabied to compile the interesting lecture delivered before
the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. last February, and published in
the Forest and Stream of Feo. 14. Since then this same lecture
has been carefully revised and added to by the author, being en-
riched by a HumDer of lithographic plates, and is now ready for
publication in book form by the Forest & Stream Publishing
Company.
Beginning with a description of the great Bay of North America,

Mr. Hayden first describes in detail the formation of the ordinary
tropical cyclone, and then proceeds to trace the origin of t he
great blizzard, following it day by day by means of colored charts,
and bringing into relief every interesting feature of this memo-
rable storm. Valuable as this record is to t he navigator who may
be exposed at any time to similar dangers, it is no less interesting
to the casual reader, as the mechanism of these powerful forces
of nature is laid before him. Even the landsman, who looks upon
the wind as blowing from one direction or the other according to
chance and independent of any control or direction, cannot fail
to be interested in the manner in which the track of a cyclone is
marked out and its probable direction foretold, while to the mar-
iner the same problem has a far more vital significance. In addi-
tion to mucn that will interest the non-technical reader or the
scientist, the book contains a great deal of clear practical informa-
tion relating to the handling of a vessel in a cyclone, the use of oil
at sea, and similar important matters. It is published in tfie form
of a large quarto volume, bound in paper, containing 30 pages of
text and 23 large lithographic plates, the price being

NEW YORK Y. C. CRUISE.

possible. On Saturday, Aug. 10, the fleet will ruu to Vineyard
Haven, racing on Monday for the Martha's Vineyard Association
cups. An informal reception will be given at the Oak Bluffs Club
on the same evening, and on Aug. 13 the fleet will run to New
Bedford, lying there next day for the usual rowing and naphtha
launch races. On Aug. 15, Thursday, the return run to Newport
will be made, where the races for special prizes offered by the
club will probably be sailed next day. The prize for the 70ft. class
wiU be a SS50 cup, and for the 40ft. class a f150 cup, with a second
prize of S100 if more than two enter. No yachts shall enter that
have hauled out to clean bottom after the beginning of the cruise
The courses wiU be 12 and 9 miles to windward or leeward and*
return.
The 40ft. sweepstakes of the Cprinthian Y. C. of New York will

"be sailed about the same time, while the postponed race in thesame class is also likely to come off at Newport. The fleet will
disband about Aug. 17, - The Weld cup, for 40 footers will be
raced for soon after at Marblehead, ami some of the fleet mav soround the cape, but the cruise will not extend any fuither than
Vineyard Haven. The four runs will be as follows,' a prize of $100
being ottered for the best average record in each class:

From New London to Newport, about thirty-live nautical miles,
start off Sea Flower Reef (entrance to Fisher's Island Sound) and
finish off the Dumplings.
From Newport to Vineyard Haven, about thirty-seven nautical

miles, start oft' Brenton's Reef Lightship and finish off Red Buoy
2, off West Chop. Sow and Pigs Reef Buoy must be left on the.

port hand.
From Vineyard Haven to New Bedford, about thirty-four nau-

tical miles, start of the bluffs in front of the Sea View House and
finish of Clark's Point Light, leaving Sow and Pigs Reef Buoy on
the starboard hand.
From New Bedford to Newport, about twenty-seven nautical

miles, start off Clark's Point Light and finish at Brenton's Reef
Lightship, leaving the Hen and Chickens Lightship on the star-
board hand.
The start and finish will be made over imaginary lines drawn

from the Electra to the points or objects mentioned.
Competing yacts will receive for each run numbers according

to the order in which they finish in their respective classes by
corrected time. For runs on which they do not start, they will be
given a number equal to the greatest numbur of contestants in
their class on any of the runs. Yachts failing to finish will receive
a number equal 10 the total number of contestants in their class
on that run. The winners in each class will be the yachts having
t he smallest totals at the end of the cruise. Should the totals of
two or more contestants of the same class be equal, I he vessel
making the best average corrected time in the runs which they
sailed together will be the winner. No prizes will be awarded in
any class in which two or more yachts do not start in at least one
of the runs.
The Goelet cups wRl be of the same value and offered under the

same conditions as in former years. Yacht owners are. specially
requested to have their yachts measured before the beginniug of
the cruise if thoy propose to enter the runs or races. The flagship
Electra will carry the regatta committee.

BEVERLY Y. C.

THE 147th regatta, second cup race,which was not made in time
on July .'30, was sailed on J uly 26 at Marblehead in a light E.S.E.

air. It was almost a repetition of July 6, though there was a
trifle more wind.
The larger classes beat out to Hall- Way Rock, then had wind

on port quarter to S. E. Pigs, when they had a run home, coming
np harbor with spinakers yet, 10 miles. The feature of this race
was the phenomenal work of Sword fish to windward, starting 5m.
after Elf and Saracen, she rounded Half-Way Rock ahead of Elf
and close to Saracen; while at Pig Rocks Saracen only led her
10s. Here Saracen drew ahead, and getting a better breeze spun
out her lead, but. the flagship beat her 27s. on allowance.
The small classes beat to Half-Way, then ran home, leaving

Martin's and Archer's buoys on port, 6% miles.
The heavy weather boats were again dt a discount, Dolphin

being distanced by Noupariel. At the start in harbor, where it
always blows a little harder than outside, Kathleen took first

place, closely pressed by Kiowa, who left Nerina and Pixie; Mosca
seemed out ot form, and on clearing harbor stood to southward,
while the others followed the larger classes toward Lowell Islaad.
At the island Kathleen barely crossed Kiowa's bow and stood on
to the eastward, all the others tacked to the southward. Running
along the island it breezed up a trifle, Pixie dropped astern and
Kiowa outpointed and outfooted Nerina.
Outside the island the breeze moderated and Nerina turned the

tables, getting abreast of but to leeward of Kiowa, wno tacked
to the eastward in search of a breeze. At this time Kathleen was
seen coming out with a good lead, having gained decidedly in the
smooth water inside; but she also seemed to sail faster than the
others; Kiowa overstood to the eastward before tacking; she lost
time by tnis, and Nerina outside had a little more wind.
Kathleen rounded first, with a good lead, then Nerina and

Mosca, with Kiowa some ways astern; Nonpariel having a long
lead on Dolphin. Kiowa gained rapidly, soon passing Mosca, who
having no show with Kathleen made no attempt to stop her. It
was soon evident that if Kiowa could pass Nerina half a mile be-
fore the finish she could give her her time; she tried again and
again, first to leeward then to windward, frequently getting her
bow ahead, only to be covered and drop back—for a mile and a
half the t rews of either boat could have touched the other;
finally Kiowa got by in a luffing match, just before reaching the
line, and crossed two seconds ahead, with her boom over Nerina's
deck about a foot aft of the latters mast. She losp however on
allowance and this race shows a flaw in the B. Y. C. rule of meas-
urement; it is waterline and sail area, the latter being got at
by measuring boom, gaff and distance from boom to upper peak
halliard block. Nerina and Kiowa are both 20.4 waterline;
Nerina's sail admittedly contains many more square feet of can-
vas, but the distance from throat to peak halliard band is less
thaii on Kiowa, making latter the larger boat and losing her the
race. »

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Actual. Corrected.

Saracen,W. P. Fowle 38.07 2 H 30 2 10 39
Elf, W. H. Wilkinson 36.02 2 18 37 2 16 14

SECOND CLASS.
Swordfisb, Com. Paine 31.07 2 15 57 2 10 12
Marguerite, Francis Skinner. Jr....23. 01 2 30 20 2 31 33

THIRD CLASS—SLOOPS.
Kathleen. R. S. Peabody 25.10 1 48 00 1 41 59
Mosca, C. H. W. Foster 24.06 1 57 31 1 49 34

THIRD CLASS—CATS.
Kiowa, W. A. and W. L. Jeffries. . .22.03 1 55 00 1 45 20
Nerina, R. C. Bobbins 21.09 1 55 02 1 44 57
Pixie, F. "W. Chandler 21.04 2 00 45 1 50 18

FOURTH CLASS.
Nonpareil, W. O. Taylor i8.09 3 02 12 1 49 20
Dolphin, R. C. Robbins 18.00 2 13 24 1 58 44
Winner first class, Saracen, holding the cup. Winner second

class, Swordfisb, holding the cup. Winner third class sloops,
Kathleen, tieing Mosca for the cup. Third class cats, Nerina,
tieing Kiowa. Fourth class, Nonpareil, tieing Dolphin.

The 148th race, second Buzzard's Bay championship, was sailed
at Monument Beach, July 27. The day opened with a strong E
by S. wind and a pouring ram; it looked so hasty that the skipper
of the judges' boat did not report for duty and told the reporters
there would be no race; consequently the Sunday papers so an-
nounced it. The judges and yachtsmen did not see it in this
light, and started the race promptly on time, sending first and
second classes over following course: Leaving Seraggv Neck
Buoy and Wings Cove Buoy on starboard, Drv Ledge Buoy and
Pine's Buoy on port and return, 1 \y, miles. Third class, leaving
Pine's Buoy, Aberly Ledge Buoy and Dry Ledge Buoy on star-
board. Pine's on port ana return, 7t£ miles. Fourth class went
twice to and around Buoy 11 and return, 5 miles.
The wind played the most extraordinary pranks; most of the

time it blew hard, but dead calms were interspersed; it shifted so
that third class had a dead beat over the entire triangular course
and the others had it dead before the wind all tjSie way At the
start it was strong E. by S., changing to N.E., N., N.W., with
heavy, squally and dead calms, then back to S.E., finishing S.W
calms being thrown in between changes and plenty of pouring
rain.
Mattie bad a walkover, Grekel and Sirius not showing up. In

second class Mist led Thyra home by the width of her mast'only
the difference was too small to time, but Mist was a few inches
ahead. Both boats were measured and Thyra's new gaff was
found to be decidedly longer than the old one; she had also re-
ceived more ballast since uer first measurement and part of her
overhang was in the water, increasing her waterline.
Daisy appeared with her third rig this season, going up to 21ft.

sailing length, she managed to beat Eina 14m.
Edith beat Kitten in fourth class. Mattie, Mist, Daisy and

Edith take firsts, Kitten takes second, Mattie and Mist win and
hold champion pennants, Daisy and Edith win legs, tieing Eina
and Kitten. Summary as follows:

FIRST CLASS.
Length

Mattie, Howard Stockton 26 . 07
SECOND CLASS.

Mist, G. H. Lyman, Jr 25.06
Thvra, Paul Bartholow 26.01
Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis 25.11

THIRD CLASS.
Daisy, Howard Stockton 21.00
Eina, John Parkinson 32.00

FOURTH CLASS.
Edith, Irving Chapman 18.10
Kitten, G. H. Richards et al 17.11
Polly, Richard Codman 16.03
Nymph, Geo. G. Amory 16.11

J udge—F. S. Edwards.

CONSTELLATION.—The new Burgess schooner Constellation
made a trial trip lately to Newport, where she now lies.

MOPSA.—The new 37ft. cruising cutter Mopsa was launched
last week at LawleyB

.

Elapsed. Corrected.
3 54 12 3 42 50

3 14 20 3 31 33
3 44 20 3 37 02
3 49 19 3 32 14

2 45 15 2 32 38
2 57 37 2 46 00

2 25 40 2 15 39
2 27 00 2 16 03
2 32 59 2 20 27
Withdrawn.

X. Y. Z.

THE FORTY-FOOT CLASS,

FEW of those who have watched the exciting and interesting
races of the new 40ft. class have paused to give a thought to

its origin, or have appreciated the fact that the growth of such a
fleet, in so short a time and with no apparent reason, is one of the
most remarkable accidents in the history of yachting, and so far
as we know without precedent. When Banshee, was launched,
two years ago this month, there was not only no 40ft. class, but no
indications of one, and the present fleet was not even dreamed of.

In the straggling fleet then in the racing, from Shadow and Ele-
phant, 34ft., up to Vixen and Famta, 45, there were several
yachts about 40ft., the best known heing Crocodile and Rival, but
there was nothing approaching a clearly defined class. Banshee,
as is well known, was built without regard to racing, but about
the same time there was launched in Boston a new Burgess boat,
a keel craft some 4ft. shorter, and intended to race with Shadow
and Shona, of 34ft. Pappoose, as the new boat was christened by
her owner, young Mr. Adams, then a senior at Harvard, was a
wide cutter, of a type not very different from the length class
boats of .Southampton water, her dimensions being 44ft. over all,
with plumb stem, 36ft. l.w.l., 12ft. 6in. beam and 7ft. 7in. draft,
with nearly 9 tons of keel. Flush-decked, cutter-rigged and clean-
cut in her quarters, with a single fair sweep fromkeel to rail in
her midship section, she betrayed no relationship to the old Bos-
ton keel sloop, with its hard bilge, Hat floor, deep skag keel, heavy
round quarters and high cabin house. The first performance of
the newcomer was with the renowned Shadow, the fastest cents r-

board of her size in the country, whom she easily defeated. As
to size, the odds were largely in favor of the new boat, but her
sails and gear were new and bad, while Shadow had the advan-
tage in point of crew and handling generally. Shona was very
easily disposed of, and in a short time the new boat was recog-
nized as the best of her class. About the same time Banshee was
being tried, and as she gave evidence of being a speedy boat her
owner was encouraged to make some changes in ballast and sail
in hopes of increasing her speed. Though the pair did not, meet
that season, they both became widely known, and much interest
was felt in their first meeting, which, however, did not take place
until the following spring.
In the mean time Mr. F. W. Flint, of Larchmont, owner of the

27ft. sloop Nymph, was in the market for a new yacht, and after
the Volunteer-Thistle races he gave Mr. Burgess an order for a
compromise forty. During the winter and spring Mr. Burgess
received three more_ orders, the yachts being built by Lawley;
Xara, a keel boat, Chiquita, a deep keel boat with a small board,
and Baboon, a keel boat, for the owner of Pappoose. With these
six yachts all in the racing the class was pretty firmly ettab-
lisued, but it so happened that the few races sailed last j ear were
devoid of any decisive results, and no one could say at the end of
the season that any one boat had shown herself superior to the
rest. One result, however, followed the racing, such as it was,
the foriy foot fever had fairly set in, and during the past winter
no less than ten additions were made to the class in New York
and Boston, making, with Minerva, built late last season in Scot-
land, a fleet of seventeen yachts. With possibly oue exception all
may be considered as racing craft, speed being one of the first re-
quirements, though all are. intended for cruising and fitted up for
life aboard during the summer as well.
This fleet, as it stands to-day, has never been equaled in the

history of yacht racing. When racing was at its height in Eng-
land, during the last years of t he tonnage rule, some large fleets
were seen, notably in the 5 and 10 ton classes, but the bouts,
t hough evenly matched, were all of one type, differing a little
each year, but teaching nothing save how to cheat the rule under
which they raced. The present 40ft. fleet, seventeen ntw boats, pr
twenty in all if we include, for the sake of" a comparison of types,
the two old sloops, Crocodile and Rival, and the narrow cutter
Uiidia, covers the whole range of type from the shoal centerboard
to the narrow and deep cutter, and offers opportunities for study
and comparison such as have never before been known. There
have been instances of large fleets of racing yachts all of one size
or nearly, but these have been the result of slow growth under
some special stimulus or legislation. As the above brief history
of the new class shows, however, it is an accident, an unforseen
and spontaneous growth, which, with the number and individual
excellence of the boats, makes the class the most interesting and
remarkable one that has ever raced. Some very good races have
already been sailed this year, and more are in prospect, but in
none have more than half the boats entered. If the entire fleet,

old and new, could be brought together near the end of the season,
when all are or should be in good form, and a series of four or live
races sailed over the Newport or Marblehead couises, the results
would be more valuable and conclusive than a dozen years of
ordinary racing in all classes. Such an opportunity has never
before been offered, and it is worth a strong effort on the part of
the clubs to secure such a thorough trial.

The fleet, 17 new and 3 old boats, is as follows, the figures being
as nearly correct as possible. Naturally, the designers are in no
way desirous of making public the details of their work, in fact
in most cases the figures, especially those relating to spars, bal-
last, draft and displacement, are jealously guarded. The table,
however, is sufficiently correct for all practical purposes, differ-
ing not more than an inch or two in any dimension. The length
in some cases may be a little under 40ft., the designed length being
from 3 to 6in. under the class limit, but there are lew wooden
boats that by their second season do not need a little judicious
dubbing to keep them in their class, the official measurements
running from SG.70 to 39.96ft., a very narrow margin.

'Pappoose
Baboon
'Xara
Lotowana
'Maraqnita
'Tomahawk
•Cliispa
2Nymph
Werena
2Awa ,

2Chiquita
9Gonlla
3Banshee
••Helen
4Alice
'Minerva ..

•Lirii.

Crocodile, e. b
Rival, c. b
Uiidia, keel

44.4
40.7
51.8

37
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
39.9
40
49.9
40

40

40
38.3
42

12.6
13.2
13

13.8
18.8
12
13.6
14.6
14.6
15.3
13.4
14.3
14
13.6
12.8
10.6
13
14
14.8
7.2

7.7
8.3
8.3
9
9,1

10
9.1
6

6
6
7.4

7
6

10.6
9.6
9.3

24
21.10
21.11

10 28
5.10 .

5.1 .

2334
2900
2900
3000

;v?oo

2900
•mo
29011

•.".'.v.'

3257
;m
2800
2915
3754
3603

1 Burgess keels, ,J eenterboards, "Smith centerboards, 4 McVey
keels, 3 Fife keel, "Gardner keel. The above dimensions are in
feet and inches. The weights are in long tons.

The fleet all through presents a most interesting study in points
of model, finish, buiid, fittings, accommodation and rig; but, unfor-
tunately for our readers, we are not sufficiently in the confidence of
the designers to be able to present them with full working draw-
ings of all parts. Nothing is more difficult to convev in words
than the points of difference in vessels; watch any two yachtsmen
beginning a discussion, words soon fail them and recourse is had
to diagrams and hieroglyphics, often of the crudest, but at the
same time expressive. In the course of a heated after-dinner dis-
cussion we have seen a big blue pencil brought into play on a
damask table cloth, and on another occasion a bit of chalk fished
out of a pocket and used wdth effect on the parlor carpet to clear
up some knotty point. In order to make their leading character-
istics clear to many of our readers who have not seen the boats, in
a way that is not possible in words, we have had recourse to the
accompanying diagrams, none of which ate official, but are drawn
as nearly to scale as possible from rough sketches made when the
boats were docked and from such aid as is afforded by photo-
graphs.
While not pretending to give the minor points of difference be-

tween such similar boats as Nymph and Verena, or Baboon,
Maraquita and Cbispa, they show with tolerable accuracy the
leading features of the different types, and the direction in which
the designers of to-day are working. The overhang, freeboard,
draft and beam are drawn to scale as closely as possible, and the
peculiarities of sheer and outline of keel are tolerably accurate.
The positions of keel and masts are not based on actual measure-
ments, but the general disposition of the ballast is correctly in-
dicated, being well strung out in most cases.
The first sketch shows the modern Burgess keel-centerhoard

compromise, suoh as Nymph, Verena, Awa and the 45ft, Nanon,
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The second shows a still further step toward the keel hoat, the
compromise Gorilla, by Mr. A. Gary Smith, a deeper hoat than
Nymph. The next step is not shown, but is represented in the
fleet by Chiquita, 3in. deeper than Gorilla and llin. narrower, her
midship section being between Nymph and Chispa. The third
sketch shows Chispa and Maraquita, the Burgess keel boats, to
which family belong Pappoose, Baboon, Xara, Lotowana and the
45ft. Alga. The table shows the difference of these boats in
draft and beam, and the outline of the midship section is also dif-
ferent in each, but the main characteristics of the family are
plainly shown. The next sketch shows the greatest extreme, to
which Mr. Burgess has thus far gone in Tomahawk, deeper and
narrower than any previous American craft. The fifth sketch
shows the new Gardner boat Liris, her 30ft. sister Kathleen be-
ing very similar in form but a little less extreme, while the last
shows the Fife cutler Minerva. .Tuat why Chispa, Tomahawk
and Liris are classed as American keel sloops while. Minerva is
called a British cutter is something that we have not been able
to find a reason for, but then it is sometimes desirable to keep up
appearances, even though they may be deceitful.
It is of course impossible without the complete lines before us

to go into a discussion of the minute niceties of form and refine-
ments of model, but in the present condition of yacht racing and
designing the question of line form is of far less importance than
power, as governed by dimensions, ballast and sails, and these
latter points may be clearly illustrated by such approximate
diagrams as we give.
The most striking feature of the fleet is the great draft, more

than has ever been taken by British designers on the same length
of leadline, the maximum for a narrow 10-toner being about Sft.

61u. on 12ft. l.w.l. The deepest of the new fleet, the McVey boat
Helen, we have no sketch of, but she is similar to Chispa in out-
line, though deeper, drawing 10ft. titn. The disposition of the
lateral plane, so different from that of the old keel craft with
plumb sternpost and deep forefoot, is practically the same in all
the new boats save Minerva. The rake of the post is moderate,
from 22 to 35 degrees, only Liris and Minerva baring the great
rake of the old Butters, nearly 45 degrees. The keel is carried as
low as possible for a distance of some 15ft. forward from heel to
post, but when it ouce begins to rise a direct cut is made for the
stem at the waterline, there being no indication of the old gripe or
forefoot once considered essential to windward work. This pecu-
liarity is most marked in Liris, but it is plainly evident in the
shoalest of the new boats. Nymph and Verena. How much of it

is due to the influence of Thistle we leave our readers to judge,
but the same features, the carrying of the lead keel at the lowest
possible point and where the weight would tell most, and then a
cutting away of the draft where it gave no benefit in the way of
low weight, have been a marked peculiarity of Mr. Watson's
work for some years. It is clearly shown in the 5-um Shona, built
in 1884, the profile of the under-water body being the same as the
modern forties. The most extreme examples of this feature, a
straight line forming the bottom of the keel, and then another
straight line joining it with the stem at the waterline, is found
in the designs of the late Lieut. Von Saefkow, as in the Nuckel
(whose lines are given in "Small Yachts), Anna, Lolly and other
German cutters. In Nymph, Verena, Gorilla and notably in Liris
this feature is seen, but the deeper Tomahawk shows a different
outline, the boitorn of the keel being a fair curve, with a deeper
forefoot and more area just under the mast than in the others.
In Liris the ballast is carried very low, the keel being wider than
usual, and all the freight being outside, but the keel runs up very
sharply to a point, just below water, where a peculiar knuckle is

retained. In Minerva Mr. Fife has made a marked departure,
toe outline bein* that of a huge fin or centerboard, the heel of
post being carried down to the point of maximum draft, and the
keel tunning up sharply to the waterline, preserving a little

depth at the fore end.
While there is little if any more forefoot than in Thi6tle, there

is a very marked difference in the area and disposition of the
lateral plane, the deep heel being retained. The dotted line
shows the proportionate depth and outline of Thistle, her draft
being but 13ft. on S6ft. l.w.l., compared to Minerva's fift, on 40.

Minerva certainly shows no lack of windward ability but seems
to hold on with the centerboards in spite of her slack forefoot, and
absence of gripe, but unlike Thistle she has a powerful hold on
the solid and undisturbed water into which the heel of the keel
is constantly moving; and this, with the added area, gives the
necessary resistance. It is very doubtful whether mere area of
lateral plane alone, either in the shape of a forefoot or a contin-
uous ueepening of the keel, would remedy the defect in Thistle;
but there is no doubt as to the advantages of such a form as Min-
erva's lor windward work, approaching as it does the action of a
centerboard. There is of course on a given draft a loss of stability
compared with Liris or Tomahawk owing to the higher position
of the lead, but this is more than compensated for in boats of
model ate draft oy the increased lateral resistance. We have no
data as to the dimensions of Minerva's keel, but it is quite wide,
30in. on the upper side. Tomahawk has no outside keel, being a
steel boat, but the Lad is poured into the lowest point of the hull,
and consequently the weight is very low.
While on the subject oi Keels it is worthy of notice that in his

new boats Mr. Burgess has narrowed the bottom of the keel con-
siderably, making the lead deep and thin, in fact Saracen's keel
was removed and recast last winter, being made much deeper and
thinner. In Maraquita and Tomahawk the keel is but Sin. wide on
the bottom, being about 3liu. deep. As Liris has a. breadth of 12in.

and Miii' rva probably as much, it is easy to see the gain in stabil-
ity, a point in which Maraquita and Tomahawk are both con-
spicuously deficient. As every inch of draft is to be avoided,
especially after Bft, is reached in a 40-foot.er, the main objects of
the designer must be to make the most of his lateral plane on the
given d rail, and at the same time to keep his lead as low as pos-
sible, it would seem that while the latter end is obtained in a
form such as Tomahawk's, with a deep rocker under the middle
of the boat, the best disposition for the purposes of lateral resist-

ance is that of Minerva, the triangular fin. This, however, must
raise the center of the lead considerably higher than in Toma-
hawk and Liris, a disadvantage that may be largely overcome by
a wide rather than a narrow keel. Comparing Tomahawk and
Minerva, the latter with 9ft. draft. and 1 Oft. fiin. beam, is decidedly
Staffer than Tomahawk with 10ft. draft and 12ft. beam, and though
her sail plan is much smaller it drives her faster. As to the dis-

advantage of the extra foot of draft it is hardly necessary to

sneak: 11 might be endured if it gave safety, speed or room over
Minerva, but it gives neither. There is another incidental ad-
vantage in sueha contour of keel as Minerva's. When Tomahawk,
Liris or GcfriUa take the ground they must rest on a point near
the center of tbe boat, and are on to stay until helped off by more
tide or a powerful pull. When the deep-heeled craft touches,
unless on a very shelving bottom, she grounds on the heel of the
sternpost and may be lifted clear by a few men on the bowsprit,
end or any shifting of weights forward. There is nothing to

prove that a keel of 12in. width on the bottom offers any more re-
sistance than one of 5in., and the advantage in the way of low
weight is material. In some of the extreme narrow cutters the
width of keel in proportion to the beam was carried to a degree
tnat was harmful, hut there seems little to fear on this score in
the present types of boat.
Going now to the sheer plan above water, a strong similarity in

the sheer is noticeably. The added freeboard has destroyed the
rank sheer once universal, and the modern boats are compara-
tively straight. The fashion just now is for a parabolic sheer,
like that of the Watson and Fife cutters, quite straight forward
and with considerable curve aft. In Liris, as shown, this feature
is parried to an extreme degree, the counter being very long and
with a quick curve at the end. Minerva shows a fair and moder-
ate sheer with less side than the American boats, her least free-
board being about 28in., or less than some of the new thirty foot
boats. All of this year's boats show an overhang forward, the
plumb stem of Pappoose and Xara being out of fashion for the
time. How much good is derived from the clipper stem save m
the matter of deck space and a longer staysail is a question not
yet decided; but if the performance of Pappoose in the 40ft. class

and Titania in the 70ft. can be taken, it is more apparent than
real as far as speed or power are concerned. In all of the Burgess
boats the overhang, both forward and aft, is short, but in Liris

the ends are spun out to great length, the counter being very fine

on the extreme end. The stem is also quite long and finished in

the English fashion with carved trail boards, giving a handsome
appearance. Minerva is finished in the same manner, but the
overhang is less. Her counter is of moderate length but very
light and graceful in appearance.
in nearly all the Burgess boats the bulwark is regularly built

up, locust stanchions, pine bulwark and oak rail, the total height
being about 8in., a construction that has a great influence on the
appearance, the width of the bulwark showing for the entire
length of the boat. Both Gorilla and Liris have a blind bulwark
that does not show from the outside, the finish being made by a
broad gilt stripe below the planksbeer. In Gorilla the bulwark is

a solid piece of pine, 4J£in. high forward and 3in. aft, bolted to the
planksbeer. In Liris a similar chock is used, but finished with a
neat oak cap. Minerva has a solid teak chock about Sin. high for-

ward and Sin. aft., finished with an elm cap. In each case there
is no break where the bulwark joins the planksheer, but the side

of the boat is carried up to the rail, the planksheer not showing.
The gold stripe is run so as to give the appearance of a high bul-

wark, but approaches the curve of the rail toward the end of tbe
counter, giving a very clean and shapely finish. In Tomahawk
the steel side plating is carried up to form the bulwark, being
capped with a small rail, the gilt line being used to define an im-
aginary planksheer.
The midship sections afford an interesting comparison, running

as they do from a beam of 15ft. to a little over 10, with equal vari-
ation in draft, The first is approximately that of Nymph and
Verena, 14ft. Gin. beam, Awa being still wider by Din. In the cen-
terboard boats the keel is of necessity kept wide, as sbown, owing
to the slot, being about 12in. on bottom. These boats all have the
regular cabin house, the side being about 13in. high, and a large
cockpit extending aft of the wheel. The headroom is a full 6ft.
under beams, but of course much less in the forecastle. Though
Sin. narrower. Gorilla has really a more powerful section than
Nymph and Verena, the differences in this respect not being cor-
rectly shown in the sketches. She is also about 12in. deeper, and
has a flush deck, with 5fr. lOt^in. under beams, the headroom fore-
ward being much better than in the others. She too has a center-
board, but the trunk only comes 4ft. above the cabin floor instead
of running up to the cabin roof, as in the others. The midship
section of Chiquita is not shown, but it would be between that of
Verena and Chispa, the draft being 7ft. 3in. She too has a center-
board, but the trunk is entirely below the cabin floor, and she
would be called a keel boat if seen out of water or below deck; as
she shows a deep body, while inside there is no evidence of a
trunk. She has a cabin house as a matter of choice rather than
necessity, as she is deep enough to be flush-decked; and the same
maybe said of the new Lotowana. The section of Chispa is very
nearly that of Maraquita, one being based on Baboou and the
other on Xara, but the four boats are very similar, differing in a
little more or less bilge and a thinning through the keel at about
the height of the floors. The keel of Chispa is 12in. on bottom,
18in. on top and 30in. deep, but Muraquita's is but 5in. on bottom
and about 35iu. deep. Tomahawk is thus far the narrowest of
the lot and the deepest save Helen. Liris shows a very large and
powerful section, and taken with her ballast plan her great
stability is easily accounted for. The bilge is doeper and harder
than in the Burgess boats, and there is plenty of room for lead
below, the keel being 18in. wide on top and 12in. on bottom by
32in. deep.
The tendency of the Burgess models has been away from the

direction of the moderate cutters (an S section as in Tomahawk
and Minerva with moderate beam about the waterline and quite
thick through the floors); and has approached more nearly to the
"wine-glass" section, with great beam, easy bilge, high and
rather flat floor, and a deep thin fin by way of keel. Such a
boat must be very stiff and powerful, fast in smooth water, hut a,

poor sea boat and hard on spars and gear, while the shoal body,
apart from the thin, deep keel, gives little headroom. No doubt
under the present classification and light tax on sail a very fast
boat might be built by carrying this principle to an extreme as
yet only indicated; a very wisle, saucer-shaped hull, of light dis-
placement, with a deep fin and lead keel. Such a boat would be a
most undesirable sort of machine in every wav, and in no respect
the equal of such a compact little ship as Minervn. In her no
feature has been carried to au extreme, but the aim of her de-
signer would seem to be a careful and harmonious combination of
the elements to produce a successful whole, rather than to excel
the rest of the class by pushing to an extreme in one direction or
another.
The great difference in size between Minerva and the others of

her class is very accurately shown by the drawings, she is a
much smaller vessel in every way: but all familiar with the sub-
ject will admit that she is as large a boat as should be built on the
limit of the class, 40ft, load waterline. Thanks to a life long
training in a measurement and classification by length, Ameri-
can yachtsmen have come to regard length as the sole standard
oi size, the one controlling factor in design, and to consider that
they could take what liberties they pleased with all other ele-
ments so long as the class length was not exceeded. Length was
taxed, but beam and sail were not, consequently the general
effort was to cheat, the rule, no one realizing that at the same
time he was cheating himself. In the pastbothbeamandsa.il
were taken in excess, and of late the case has boon even worse as
beam, draft and sail are all pushed far beyond a reasonable limit.
In the days of the shoal boats the modeller was alwav s impelled
by the idea that he was getting something without paying for it

to take a few inches more beam, with its accompanying sail; and
though now and then a man was wise enough in his generation to
see the advantages of moJerate beam and sail he found few to
listen to him. In the same way to-day the constant, temptation
is to beat last season by more beam, more draft, more sail, and as
a rule it has been successful. As greater extremes are reached
there is less margin left, lor this sort of improvement (?) in design,
and the time has now come when the limit of draft at least has
been exceeded in the 40ft. class. The next step has been taken
tnis year, the lightening of the hull, with an increase of ballast
and sail, until a limit will soon be reached in that direction also.

it is beyond question that great improvements have been made
in American yachts in a few years, and tha t greater speed has
been attained than in the past, the average, of the fleet as well as
in the best of each class being higher. It is a pertinent question,
however, as to just what proportion of this advance is due to im-
provements in model and the refinements in designing, and how
much to such purely mechanical features as the lead keel, a better
construction, steel wire rigging, line canvas and patent blocks.
The means and tools at the disposal of the yacht designer are far
superior to fifteen years since; but is he doing any better work
individually? Do the boats of this year win from those of last
because of better models aud more perfect adjustment of details,
or because after carrying 12 tons of lead aud 3,000it. of sail last
year a designer feels sate in carrying 14 tons and 3.300ft. of sail

this year? The laws of the clubs have practically dealt with
length alone, and the efforts of both designer and owner havebeen
directed to evading these laws, but very few have comprehended
that there is a far higher law that cannot be disregarded with
impunity. The laws of the clubs say that solongas length is kept
within limits, any amouut of beam and draft, of lead and canvas
may be taken; but here is a natural law which forbids that more
than a certain amount of power shall be disposed of to advantage
on any given length. More than one designer, both professional
and amateur, has already butted his head against this law and is

rubbing a tore spot without a very clear idea as to what hit him,
and a couple of seasons more of racing under the present rules
will bring others up all standing. Given the present limit of 40ft.,

it is hard to -say exactly what beam, draft and displacement
should go with it to make the best yacht,not of necessity the fast-
eat undur the present conditions, but a desirable type of boat
under amended conditions. This we know, that the limit has
been exceeded in lift, beam, nearly lift, draft, and a displacement
not far under 30 long tons.
Continuing our description to other details we need only say

that the boats are all cutter rigged according to the latest
American practice, that is with a slightly different sail plan from
the old narrow cutters, a longer lower mast and shorter topmast,
with jibs set flying in most cases, but in Nymph,Verena and some
others set on a stay, with laced cotton mainsails, mostly lifted
with a jackstay and toggles on the boom and a cutter outhaul,
with a round bowsprit fitted to house in about oft., the bobstay
and bowsprit being set up with turnbuckles instead of tackles.
On the wider boats, Nymph, Verena, Awa, Baboon, Pappoose,
Xara and Chiquita, the chain plates are set on the inside of the.

plank, but in Minerva, Liris, Alice and Helen steel plate channels
are used to increase tbe spread. The outfit of sails includes gener-
ally four sizes of jibs, a working and balloon foresail, working
aud clubtopsail, baby, intermediate and large jibtopsail, balloon
jibtopsail and .spinaker, while Chispa and several others carry a
gaff trysail. Minerva rejoices in two sizes of foresail in addition
to the balloon, and in a small clubtopsail, a very handy little sail.

The standing rigging, of steel wire, is usually set up bv turnbuckles
instead of lanyards, and the qnarter lifts, topsail halliards and
jib halliards are of flexible wire rope. Hollow spars are used to a
certain extent, hut the masts are all solid.
The sail areas are given in the table, the official measurements

of the New York Y. C, which are sufficiently close to the actual
areas for all purposes of comparisou. The wide range will be
noticed from 3.600ft, on Liris to 2,724 on Minerva, these two ex-
tremes showing up thus far as the fastest of the class. As sail
spread is a pretty good gauge of the cost of running and also of
building, these figures tell their own story. On a given length
larger sails mean a larger and more powerful boat, extra lead,
stronger construction, more expensive form (as a rule), larger
spars and rigging, consequently greater first cost, and at the same
time a larger crew, greater wear and tear of hull and gear, and
breakage of spars, and more expense in renewals. Each of these
items maybe but smalt in itself, but when the sail area is in-
creased 25 or 30 per cent . the expenses begin to increase quite
rapidly. Whether or no the speed and accommodation must in-
crease in the same ratio remains to be seen.
Wu have already described the leading yachts of the class in

detail during the past winter, but a brief comparison of the gen-
eral fittings of the fleet will serve to make this description more
clear. The centerboard boats have each a large cockpit, from
8ft, to 10ft. long, a feature which is permissible in them as the
depth ig not sufficient to allow an after cabin. In the keel boats,
however, a very good after cabin or ladies' stateroom may be

had, and all but Maraquita are thus arranged. She has a cockpit
9ft. long and 7ft. wide, about 16in. deep, from which the compan-
ion opens, as in a cabin house yacht, in spite of her flush deck.
When it comes to a choice between an after stateroom and a
cockpit in a yacht of 30ft, and over, we should take the cabin
every time as of more value, but no such alternative exists in the
40ft. class, and both may be had. Chispa is arranged with a very
convenient, cockpit on deck, far enough aft to allow an after cabin
as well, the only disadvantage being a slight loss of space in the
sail locker. Minerva, has a convenient cockpit or steering well
abaft her cabin, and several others are similarly fitted. Liris
and Tomahawk are flush-decked, with no opening save a circular
one giving access to tho sail locker and used as a. steering well,
and Pappoose, Baboon and Xara are fitted with oval openings
for the same double, purpose. There can be no question of the
advantage of a cockpit large enough to accommodate three or
four in bad weather, especially in '"family cruisers," as some of
the forties purport to bo.
Minerva, Liris, Tomahawk, Baboon, Pappoose and Xara steer

with a tiller, but most of the others use a. wheel, Gorilla being
fitted with both. On nearly all the pump break windlass is used,
Liris having a neat little crank capstan of Irish make, while
Minerva and Helen are fitted with Reid's bitts and windlass, a
Scotch device. The ordinary oak or locust bitts are used to
carry the heel of bowsprit and the windlass in most cases, but
Liris has bitts of steel plate, similar to Madge and Clara. All
except Liris and Tomahawk are of the usual wooden construc-
tion, more or less heavy in proportion to the care and skill of the
designer and builder, Liris being of composite build and Toma-
hawk of steel. The cost is a detail that will interest manv, but
we can only give approximate figures. A centerboard boat like
Verena or Nymph, with all lead ballast, oak frame, yellow pine
planking, iron fastenings in deadwood and plank, main cabin and
state-room finished in painted pine, with toilet-room with wash
bowl and closet, ice-box, pantries, water tanks and plumbing;
with complete outfit of spars, sails aad rigging, will cost about
P.000. The new keel boats. Chispa and Maraquita, are said to
have cost about. S7.000. while a steel or composite boat will cost
from $8,000 up. If we have been successful in our attempt our
readers will have a fairly good idea of the 40ft. class as it stands
to-day, and will be able to draw their own conclusions from the
results of the races. The first question in the minds of most
yachtsmen is, "Which boat will win?" but we propose to carry
the subject further and to endeavor to determine which are to be
commended and improved, and which condemned and replaced
by something' better.

VALKYRIE.
BEYOND the facts that Gen. Paine has replied to Lord Dun-

raven's letter, and that he has also written to the owners of
Titania, Katrina, Bedouin and Shamrock, in regard to matches
between these yachts and Valkyrie, there is nothing definitely
known. Gen. Palue will not state whether he has agreed to act
as the representative of Lord Dunraven, and declines to make
public his letter. Valkyrie has beeu fitting out at Southampton
for her voyage, and will probably sail in a few days. Lord Dun-
raven's (50 of last year, Petronilla, is also fitting out for the home
racing, and will sail at Cowes for the Queen's Cup.

NEW YORK Y. R, A. REGATTA.—The first union regatta of
the New York Yacht Racing Association will be sailed on Labor

tuck, Conn. The start will be made from Liberty Island at 11
o'clock A. M. and will be a flying one for all classes. "Preparatory
signal will be given by long blast of steam whistle and raising
blue peter on flag staff of steamer. Ten minutes later long
whistle and raising yacht ensign will be the signal for classes A,
B, C, D, E, F and G to start. Ten minutes later long whistle and
raising N. Y. Y. R. A. signal will be the signal for all other classes
to start. Ten minutes later a long whistle he given as handicap
signal. All yachts not having crossed tbe line within ten min-
utes after the signal for their class will be timed as starting at
the expiration of said ten minutes. The courses wih' be as follows
Start and finish for all classes from an imaginary line between
the steamboat and a stakeboat anchored to the east of Liberty
island. Courses f.—Classes A, B, O and D. Tu and around buoy
No. Mj-jS: (S.W. Spit), leaving it in turning on tbe port hand aud
return over same course. Course 11.—Classes E and F. To and
around ibe red bell buoy at inside end of Swash Channel, leaving
it in turning on port hand and return over same course. Course
III.—Classes G. Nos. 1, 2, 5, 15 and 7. To and around buoy No. 13
off Swinburn Island and return, keeping same on port hand.
Course I V.—Classes 3, 4, 8 and 0. To and arouud buoy No. 15,
leaving it on port hand, thence to and around Fort Lafayette and
return to starting point. The classification will be according to
the rules of the N. Y. Y. R. A. as follows: Class A, schooners,
40ft. and over; Class R, cabin sloops, over 53 and under C2ft,; Class
C, cabin sloops, over 45 and under 53ft.; Class D, cabin sloops, over
3a and tinder 45ft,: Class E, cabin sloops, over 32 and under 38ft.;
Class F, cabin sloops^ over 27 and under 32ft.; Class G, cabin

cabin cat-rigged yachts; Class 6, open cat rig, over 27 and under
32ft.; Class 7, open cat rig, over 23 and under 27ft.; Class 8, open
cat rig, over 20 and under 23ft.: Class 9, open cat rig, all under
20ft. Measurements and time allowances: The sailing measure-
ment shall be according to the rules of the N. Y. Y. It. A.—the
load waterline added to one-half the overhang. Time allowances
according to the tables adopted by the association. All entries
must be made in writ ing, giving the correct measurement accord-
ing to the Association rules as specified above, and must be sent
to the secretary on or before Aug. 26. Numbers will be distributed
to the competing yacbts from the stakeboat on the morning of
the regatta, and must be returned to the regatta committee after
tho race or by mail. Yachts may carry crew as follows: Cabin
yachts, one man for every Sft. of sailing measurement or frac-
tional part thereof besides the helmsman. Open yachts, one man
for every 3ft. of sailing measurement or fractional part thereof
besides the helmsman. Club signal—Each competing yacht must
fly its club signal at the peak. Ballast—Shifting ballast will be
allowed in open yachts. Sails— Cabin sloops, mainsail, foreatay-
sail, jib, flyingjib, jibtopsail, clubtopsail, gafftopsail, balloon jib
and spinaker; open sloops, jib and mainsail only; cat.boats, main-
sail only. Time of race—The race must be made by any yacht in
any of the classes in seven hours or less, and will be a race for all
c la- ses. Copies of the N. Y. Y. R. A. sailing rules and regulations
can be obtained from the secretaries of any of the clubs. Regatta
committee: R. Puhlman, Pavonia Y. C; Charles E. Cameron,
Newark Y. C.;' B. S. Gibson, Sing Sing Y. C; J. K. Tucker, Hud-
son River Y. C; George Parkhill, Secretary Columbia Y. C. and
Secretary N. Y. Y. R. A., 61 East 130th street. N. Y.
THE 70FT. CLASS.—The seventy- footers have been keeping very

quiet since the New York Y. C. regatta, none of them entering in
trie Sound or Eastern races. The reason for all this is that they
arc busy preparing for the races of the New York cruise, and
more particularly for those with Valkyrie later on. Titania and
Shamrock have needed little in the way of alterations, but Ka-
trina and Bedouin have been making some important changes.
The pair are at Poillon's; where Katriua's mast has been replaced
bv a larger one of the same wood, Oregon pine. Her new boom,
of white pine, lately made from one of Mayflower's, will be re-
placed by a cheese sandwich stick of Oregon pine ift. longer, or
*5 in all, her sail plan being increased considerably. In addition
her board has been deepened about 18in. Bedouin has had a
longer topmast and a new7 cheese sandwich boom 68ft. long, of
Oregon pine. Both sticks have been very carefully put together
under the direction of Mr. Driscoll.beingsawn in two and hollowed
out. the adjoining edges carefully dowelled together and joined
with a mixture of lime and pot cheese. Similar sticks of Oregon
pine are doing good work still on Titania aud Gorilla.

EASERN Y. C. CRUISE.—Tho combined cruise of Eastern and
Seawanhaka fleets came to an end on July 24 at Bar Harbor,
where the fleet was formally disbanded. On Monday the gig race,
for the purse offered by Mr. E. V. R. Thayer, was rowed with 5

entries. Sea Fox being first and Fortuna's gig second. The 40ft.

race for the Carroll cup did not come off on account of fog, but it

will be sailed off Newport after the New York cruise. The win-
ners of the prizes for the best average on the runs have not yet
been determined. On Wednesday the fleet dressed ship in the
morning, after which it wras formally disband by Com. Hovey.
Kathleen and Medusa were at Portland on July 27 and Sea Fox
at Marblehead.
XARA, Mr. Mean's 40-footer, is now7 fitting out at Lawleys'.

Capt. Tom Sloan will race her during the season.

MONATIQUOT Y. C—The first championship race, of July 27,

was postponed to July 3o, on account of rain.
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AMERICAN Y. C. OF NEWBURYPORT, MASS.—The first

championship race of the American Y. C, postponed from July 8,

was sailed on July 20. At the time of starting, 2:30, it was calm,
and so the start was set for 4 o'clock, when a very light air from
the N.W. sprang up, continuing light throughout the race. The
first class crossed the line at 4 o'clock, and the second class fiye

minutes later. The inside, No. 2, courses were sailed by both
classes:

FIRST GLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Budge, Durland and Rogers 19.00 1 £6 4? 1 10 59
Vexer, P. J. Lowell 19.10 1 59 12 1 20 88
Hazard, Pierce and Moody 23.02 1 58 36 1 24 25

SECOND GLASS.
Gem, Besse and Wordwell 14.10 2 05 38 1 26 25
Cuckoo, Walter Pitchtord 14.09 2 12 28 1 33 03
Maude Did not finish.

Distance of first class, 10 miles: second class, 8 miles.

MAHOPAC Y. C—First pennant regatta for sloops 19 to 23ft.'

July 20, regular club course, sailed twice, 10 miles, weather i air,

wind light, northerly:
Elapsed. Corrected.

Flora, E. 8. Ponvert 2 20 2T 2 19 27

Vida, David Hunt 2 22 25 2 22 25
Vixen, F. H. Patteson 2 23 35 2 23 15
Mattie, J. Luckenbach 2 25 20 2 24 00
Regatta Committee: Wm. A. Nash, A. Animerman and J. F.

Suydam.
SIxMG SING Y. C—On July 26 a race for class 6 and class? cat-

boats was sailed over a 12m. course, in a squally S.W. wind. Aller,
owned by Samstag brothers, beat Com, Ralph Brandretli's Madge
by 2m. 19s. actual time, going over the course in 1:56:30. Columbia,
owned by Isaac Wash mini, Jr., won in the 8 class, beating the
Orient, owned by Augustus Osborn, by 49s., corrected time, cov-
ering the course in 2:00:39. Pauline B., owned by James Smith,
capsized off Scarborough. The judges were Col. B. Stuyvesant
Gibson. Charles Gowen and Justice Pierre Reynolds.
DORCHESTER Y. C. CRUISE.-On July 22. a joint race of the

Dorchester and Portland clubs was sailed off the latter place, the
times being in first class: Restless, 4h. 24m. 41s.; Ianthe, 4h. 52m.
lis ; Clytie, oh. 18m. 7s.; Bohemian disabled. Distance 31m. In
the second class race, Nomad, of Dorchester, won iu 2h. 38m. 10s.;

Ethel second, in 3b. lm. 33s.; Willie and Idler, of Portland, were
third and fourth. Rondina carried away her topmast, while Aldo
and Magic also were disahled. A |50 cup for*each class was given
bv Com. Soley. On July 26 the fleet was at Camden, Me.
LARCHMONT Y. C. OYSTER BOAT RACK.—The fifth annual

oyster boat race of the Larchmont Y. C. will be sailed on Aug. 24
over the regular Captain's Island course, starting at 10 A. M. The
classes are: Cabiu sloops, 85ft. and over, and those under 35ft.;

open sloops, 30ft. and over, and those under 30ft., and catboats.
The prizes, two in each class, will be in cash. Entries free to be
made in writing not later than Aug. 23 to the regatta committee
at Larchmont.
AMERICAN Y. 0.—The annual regatta of the American Y. C.

will be sailed in September this year, over two courses, from Race
Rock to a point opposite the club house at Milton Point, a dis-
tance of 80 knots, and from the club house to Stratford Shoal
Light and return, 56 knots. The annual races of naphtha launches
belonging to the club will probably be held next month.
FREDONIA.—Mr. J. Malcolm Forbes and party arrived at

Gloucester on July 26 in the schooner Fredonia. Puritan is now
fitting out at Naushon aud will join the New York fleet.

RACING AT CASCU BAY.—A rate will be sailed in CascoBay
on Aug. 17 for prizes offeied by the Waldo Company, open to all
yachts under 35ft., the course being about 11}4 miles.
SULTANA.—At Handren & Robin's yard, the Erie Dry Dock, the

new steel steam yacht Sultana, designed by Mr. J. Beavor Webb
for Mr. Trenor L. Parke, is now in frame and partly plated.
ATLANTA.—The Pride of Bay Ridge has lately been put into

commission under her new sciiooner rig, and is now cruising on
the Maine coast.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OFFICERS, 1887-88.

Commodore: H.C.Rogers ? Tw~,.v,m.™,r,T, Car,
Secretary-Treasurer: Geo. W. Hatton \

Peterboi ough, Can.

Vice-Corn. Rear-Corn, Purser.
Central Div..W. R. Huntington.E. W. Hasten T. H. Stryker,

Rome, N. Y.
Atlantic Dlv.W. P. Stephens L. B. Palmer F. L. Dunnell,

186 Jerolemon St., Brooklyn.
N'thern Div. .Robert Tyson S.S.Robinson Colin Praser, Toronto.
Eastern Div..H. B. Rice, M. D Maxton Holmes H. D Marsh,

Springfield, Mass.
Applications for memoersfllp must bemade to division pursers, accom-

panied by the recommendation of an active member and the sum of $2.00
for entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
tfce general A. C. A. camp shall pay $1.00 for camp expenses. . Application
sent to the Sec'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnished with printed forms ot applicati on by address-
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—C. J. Stedman. Cincinnati, Ohio,
Vice-Commodore—T. J. Klrknatriek. Sprinefleld. O.
Rear-Commodoru--Thos. S. Gates, Columbus, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J. B. Keogh, Chicago, 111.

FIXTURES.
August.

— . Pequot Meet, Thimble Islands.
7-23. A. C. A. Meet, Stave Island. St. Lawrence River.

SEPTEMBER,
2. Arlington, Annual, Arling- 7. Puritan, Record Races, No. 5.

ton, N. J. 14. Ianthe, Annual, Newark.
7. Brooklyn, Annual, postponed.

PURITAN C. C.

INCE last we met many things have bapnened. The months
of May and June were pleasant except when we desired goods

So far this season there have been three mainmasts gone by
the board and seven men have taken involuntary baths.

,

The club has recently been presented with two cups to be
raced for; one a silver cup and one a pewter mug for the second
best man.

|

The silver cup presented by Capt. and Mrs. James W. Cart-
wright is to be held three years in succession before the winner
owns it. The races are open to members of the club, each boat
to be sailed by her owner, thus stimulating the activity of the
members.
The rules governing it are as follows;
I. This cup is to be raced for at least three times each season

by members of the Puritan C. C, the canoe winning the most
races to hold the cup for one year, and to have its name and the
owner's inscribed upon the cup.

II. The races are open to any canoe of the A and B classes,
A. C. A. classification.

III. Each canoe must be sailed by her owner, and one man
shall form the crew of each canoe.
IV. Mainsails, except in the case of "pin and ring" rigs, must

hoist by means of a halliard.
V. No ballast may be shifted above the gunwale.
VI. No deck seat which projects beyond the beading of the

gunwale, or any other appliance which illegitimately increases
the beam and not the body of the canoe may be used.
VII. With the above exceptions, the racing rules of the A.C.A.

will be followed in the races for this cup.
VIII. Any man holding the cup for three years in succession

may keep the same as his own property.
The cup has three handles, is 8in. in height and 5in. in diameter.

Mr. Jos. S. Dean, a member of the club, gives the pewter cup for
a second prize, to be kept by the winner. It is hoped that these,
cups will have the desired effect.
Our race days have all been bad so far, and as many of the

members are away for the summer the races will be sailed in the
later summer.
The record races for June 16 and 17 were given up, the club at-

tending the local meet on Peddock's Island, both of the paddling
events coming to our club.

James W. Cartwright, Jr., Sec'y P. C. C.

THE CANOE CLUB LIST AND A. C. A. YEAR BOOK—We
have received from the Nautical Publishing Co. a neatly printed
volume bound in canvas containing a complete list of all Ameri-
can canoe clubs, as well as foreign clubs, the total number of the
former being 85. The reports as to membership are not complete,
but a total of 2250 active members is given, to which must be
added the associate members. A very attractive and useful fea-
ture of the book is the large collection of club flags and totems in
colors, the first attempt of the kind. The editorial work was
done by Mr. C. B. Vaux, editor of Sail and Paddle, and he has
turned out a very complete and useful volume. It is proposed to
make the List an annual if the support which it receives from
canoeists shall prove sufficient to justity it. The price is $100 per
copy.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP —Northern Division: Jas. MacKen-
drick. Gait; J. S. Wallace, Toronto; Robt. S. Barrow #,nd C. A.,
Sanderson, Montreal. Central Division: Martin D. Atkins,
Geneva, N. Y.; Fred. M. Barnard and Benjamin H. B-3ach, Rome,
N. Y. Atlantic Division: Dr. W. A. Campbell, Brooklyn; Charles
Philip Easton, Yonkers, N. Y.
REDUCED RATES TO THE A. C. A. MEKT.-Members desir-i

ous of securing the reduced rates of fare to the A. C. A. meet
must present their certificates of membership at the office where
they buy their ticket, and will receive there tiie proper trunk line
certificate. The division pursers do not supply the trunk line
certificate.
BRITISH CANOE ASSOCIATION.—The third annual meet of

the British Canoe Association began yesterday at Lake Winder-
mere, continuing until Aug. 10.

days; then it usually rained or blew a gale, causing many post- T^^^^^^^^^^^^^Z
ponements, which hive run over till September and October. j

Beecham's Pills cure billious and nervous ills.—Adv.

HUMPHREYS 5

VETERINARY SPECIFICS
For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,

AND POULTRY.
500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals

and Chart Sent Free.
cubes < Fevers, Congestions, Inflammation,
»:S" * §pil,ai Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C .C.—Distcinper , Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bota or Grubs, Worms.
E.E—Conghs, Heaves, Pnenmonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.--Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I.1.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.--Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Witch Hazel Oil and Medlcator, $7.0 0
Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.

Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders.
PBSCSS, 81.00.

TOR &ALE AT THIS OFFICE.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

No. 18 VE8EY 8TEEET, NEW YORK.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SIOT SHELLS]
Ask your Dealer for them.

Hare** Sold at Retail by tla.es Manufacturers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS C0.J
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 83-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.
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-MEDICINE M, M JHJHIIkariP GUINEA/^

For Weak Stomach-—-Impaired Digestion—Disordered Liver.

SOID BY AIX DRUGGISTS.
CENTS

Prepared only by THOS.BEECHAM. St.Helens.Laiicasliire.EiifflaiMl.

B. F. ALLEN '& CO., Sole Agents
FOIt. UNITED STATES, S«J5 & »«7 C1ML ST., NEW YORK,
Who (if your druggist does not keep them) will mail Beecham's
Pills on receipt of price

—

but inquire first. (Please mention this paper.)

¥ew Model, 1889.

Are as good as can be had. Keystone Traps
are tlie traps for clubs to use, as they will
throw all targets. Keystone Targets are the
smoothest, best made and most economical
for clubs to use

A-GrJEJUSTTSSt :

J. P. LOVELL ARMS CO Boston, Mass.
E. K. TRYON, JR & CO Philadelphia, Pa.
UIBBARD, SPENCER, BARTLETT & CO., . Chicago, 111.

E. C. MEACHAM ARMS CO St. Louis, Mo.
N. D. FOLSQM & CO., New Haven, Conn.
H. KEIDEL & CO Baltimore, Md.

you write
for our Catalogue, containing "Hints on Trap
Shooting," by "Mallard"—How to Form a Gun
Club, Constitution and By-Laws, Rules for Shoot-
ing, etc., etc., which we mail free?

THE STANDARD TARGET CO.,
Cleveland, Olilo.

?????????????????????????????????!??
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"WHO IS IT? 17

Prize PRIZE rUZZLE.

Sam Level's Gamps;
Uncle Lisha's Friends Under Bark and Canvas.

A SEQUEL TO "UNCLE LISHA'S SHOP."

By ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.
The two series of papers published iu Forest and Stream, with added chapters. An

nimitable portraying of the woods and village life of Danvis folks. Cloth, 253 pp. Price $1.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New York.
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This is one of the Presidents of the
United States who always shaved himself
with the famous " Genuine Yankee Shav-
ing Soap." Twenty-two other Presidents
did the same. Where is the bright boy
or girl who can tell which one this is ?

WHOEVER—old or young—will send
in the rignt name and enclose five 2-cent
stamps for packing, postage, etc., shall
receive from us, as a prize, a full -sized
cake of this famous "YANKEE SHAV-
ING SOAP," packed in a neat case,
FREE, postage paid.
A splendid present to give to your father,

brother, or any one who shaves. Address,

?
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?

?

?

i

i

?

?

?

i

\

\

The J. B.

GLASTOIBUEY, CT.

"WHO IS IT?"
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AN SHOOTING ASSOCIATION'S Limited
Second Tournament at Beacon Park, Boston, Mass,, Aug. 13, 14 and 15.Sl,TOO XHT €3t-XJj!lL3Et,AWTX2ESX> X^TXJESSJESS*

„ GIa1^? *eam shoot, West vs. Fast. Western team: Ed. Taylor, Capt.; Al Bandle, J. R. Stice. C. W BuddRollo O. Heikes. Eastern team: H. McMurchy, Capt.; H. W. j/ages, O. H. Dickey, W. E. Perry, H. B. Whitney!

ntention to be present,
All shooters must qualify'by filling out classification blanks and sending them to New York office, receiving a card in return. As over two hundred shooters have s,>nifierl thmrresent, thirty traps will be used. Programmes and classification blanks mailed on application. Address

minarea snoocers nave signified their

J- M. TAYLOR, Manager, Room 184, Stewart Building, New York City.

NOTICE TO FISHEMMEN.
EERE I AM

CUT
AGAIN AS USUAL, CUTTING THE PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE.TO BUY YOUR TACKLE IN BROOKLYN.

IT WILL PAY YOU

II f™S !,

aisISt^^lf^SSvSIS^&S!^^^^^^^^^^^^^m^^^m. :::::::::::::::::::: 41
For Ash and Lancewood Weakfish or Striped Bass Rod, Hollow Butt, Extra Tip, Swelled Ferrules'.] '.".".*!.'!'".".'.'!!!!!!."""." '

'

3-32

in. Also Nos. 0, 1, 2, 3, same price. See catalogue. 1.50Hk l°
r w 06

,^
0-^ BrassMtiplringBeel, Balance Handle,' Screw Qil Cup, Holds 600ft. lS-thread LinenLine,diamefcer3i

3.75 For Hard Rubber and Nickel Multiplying: Reel, with Drae:. Raised Pillars, holds fiOOft iKjEiSLi rT^ r
Uldmecer s*

looks. Down go
Bass Leaders.
KScB. S00». i.i manufacture, all kinds and^ fcil^^rr ^Fj^GITAiSqBb

jlpen Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 5 1 , 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN,

A-KTID CLOTHING FOR
ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, LUMBERMEN, ONERS, ETC.

Write (or our new combined Catalogue with samples of Imported
Corduroys, Moleskin, Mackintosh, Canvas and Flannels-

SEE DUB HEW SHADES IF ENGLISH COflOURDY. Address TJF\ <Sc WLC, Valparaiso, Indiana
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LAUNCHES AND PLFASHRE BOATS,

STEAM YACHTS, 19 to 50ft. in length. RA-
PINE AUTOMATIC MARINE ENGINES AND
BOILERS, OIL FUEL. Owner his own engineer.
'Celebrated Racine Row Boats and Canoes.
-Hunting and Fishing Boats a specialty, $20 and
'upwards. Send stamps for separate catalogue,
specifying line of goods desired.

THOMAS KANE & CO.,
137 & 139 Wabash Avenue Chicago, 111

BPORTSMAN'B
Camping or FisMng Tents

AT-Tj E2NDB, 8HAPE8 AND 8IZE8.

Yacht and C&iuoe Sails of moat approved styles
Also swaings for store fronts, -windows, yacht boats
etc. New style of Canoe Tents made at low figures
Flags, Burgees and covers of all kinds. Camr
Stoves, Camp Chairs, Sacking Bottoms, Hammocks
all kinds of Fancy Tents, and in fact anything macs
Srom canvas when an intelligent description is giver
of what may be needed. My beautifully illustrated
£T3ular now ready. Send stamp for price U?t. Ad
•dress 8. HESTMIHWAT , 60 South St., N. Y. City.

MltMilNS M WiFFOBB,
(iLOUOESTEB. MASS.

Manufacture to order Yachts, Rowboats, Yawls
Excelsior Life Beats and Seine Boats. Two medah
awarded at the London Exhibition. $.000 boatt
built the last thirteen years.

Send for Now Catalogue for 1887.

Marine Boiler Works,
Charleston, Kanawha, \V. Va.

"Best boiler for yachts." -J. A. Bostwick, N.Y.
''The only boiler giving sntisfaction."— E. S.
Stokes. N. Y. "Increased our speed at least two
miles."—Painter Bros., Pittsburgh. "Has given
the best possible results." —Capt. Tozier, U.SJR.M.

A. WILSON,
S«b±l IVtoLli-Oi-,

No. 116 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
Yacht Sails and Flags a Specialty.

SMALL YACHTS.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by th*

Buling Types of Modern Practice. With
Numerous Plates and Illustrations.

—BV—
O. F. KCNHABOI.

Cloth, 870 pages of type and illustrations, and T>

oiates. Size of page, 14V6xl2^. Price $7.00.

FOB SALE BY THE

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING! CO..

CANOE
AND

BOAT
BUILDING

FOR

AMATEURS.
Fourth edition, 261 pages 52 plates. Price $£

Fores! and Stream Publishing Co

New York N. Y.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

SPORTSMEN SMOKERS
SHOULD ALL SMOKE OUR CELEBRATED

Hand-Made Havana Cigars.
MADE IN TWO STYLES AND SIZES.

LONDRES PERFEGTO, 5in. long © $7.00 per 100
CONCHAS ESPECIALS, 4J4in. © 6.00

"

The favorite cigar of Rod and Gun Clubs generally.
These cigars are made of the choicest tobaccos grown,
and selected with thfe greatest care. They cannot fail

to suit the taste of all lovers of the fragrant weed. Each
cigar hm the brand impressed on it, and every box has
ft Label) fac simile of the title of the popular journal,
Hud our linn's signature, without wlaich none are genu-
ine. We\are the only authorized manufacturers of the
above brand, and to insure the smoker of the genuine
we would ask you to send us your orders direct. We
will deliver, free of express charges, either size, on re-
ceipt of price.

A. W. FOOTE & CO., Sole Manufacturers,

125 Maiden Lane. New York.

DODGE'S PATENT
Collapsing, Folding, Landing and

Minnow Net Frame.

No. 1 represents the frame unfolded and expanded,
ready for use. Can be unfolded and expanded with the
net on the ring (in 30 seconds) by the same motion that
is used to open an umbrella. The ring is 12fn. in diame-
ter, made of steal, broad and strong where it joins the
staff, and narrow and light at the outer side, the other
working parts are made of brass, nickel plated. Nos. 2
and 3 represent the frame collapsed ami folded, staff un-
joiuted ready to pack. Can be carried in tackle box,
trout basket, grip sack or pocket.

PRICK COMPLETE, $4.00.

J. 9. DODGE, 278 Division St., Detroit, Mich

LOG- CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and

method of building log cabins from the sim-

plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.

Everyone going into the woods and designing

to construct his shelter with the materials at

hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple

and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or

to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of

detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having the patent

2,000 shots out of each 1,000 targets on accc tint

of non-breakage in shipping, trapping and fall-

ing upon ground. The only target made with
the Inturned Edge, producing the surest break-
er when hit, and surest non-breaker when not
hit. Our traps are sold for the sole purpose of
shooting our targets.

PITCH YOUR TENT
the Mountain, by the

Lake or Stream, and

have an enjoyable and

economical vacation.

Send is cts. for large

Illustrated Catalogue of

Tents and Sportsman's

Goods; also, "How to

'Camp,Where to go," etc

E. C. COOK & BRO..

No Chemicals,

W. Baker & Cq/s

Breakfast

Gocoa
Is Absolutely Pure,

and it is Soluble.

To increase the solubility of the powdered cocoa, vari-

ous expedients are employed, most of them being Based
upon the action of some alkali; pdtash, soda, or even am-
monia. Cocoa which has been prepared by one of these

chsmical processes, can usually be recognized at once by
the distinct alkaline reaction of the infusion in water.

% Baker & Co.'s Breakfast Cocoa
is manufactured from the first stage to the last by per-

fect mechanical processes, no chemical being
used in its preparation. By one of the most
ingenious of these mechanical processes the greatest de-

gree of fineness is secured without the sacrifice of the

attractive and beautiful red color which is characteristic

of an absolutely pure and natural cocoa.

W. Baker & Co., Dorchester, Mass.

GUKDON TRUMBULL'S

Names and Portraits of Birds
Wliich Interest Ouhners; with, descriptions in

language understanded of the people.

Practically speaking, this is the first popular
volume of ornithology ever issued from the press;
a work which goes far to demonstrate that scien-
tific accuracy may be as easily maintained in
English as in Greek or Latin. Follows the
game birds all over the continent and gives a
glossary of all the local names in popular use.
Illustrated with admirable portraits from the
pencil of Mr. Edwin Shepard of the Academy of
Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, which, with the
clear descriptions in the text, will enable any
man who can read to identify the contents of his
game bag.

OPINION8 OF THE PRESS:
It is the first* so far as we kiow, v.. ... . js of

books of which the need is f9it in a\ Ei j ..apart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.

—

Cfiicago Inter-
Occan.

I would much rather know what this book tells
me, the various names by which the people call
a bird, than the Latin, Greek or Hebrew name
which science fjave him for the sake of catalogu-
ing him. * * * It is more value to me to have
a description of a fu'rd in plain English which I

understand than in scientific language which I

do not understand.— II
7
., in Journal of Commerce,.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PitTOK. »s.*.n

THE SURPRISE CART
For SPORTSMAN'S USE. Be-
*„ - . Bides our regular cart for
.Road Speedlnir and Track Pur-
/poses, we manufacture the only cart
especially adapted for hunters' use,
bavins gun holder, amunition box, etc.

Send direct to the manufacturers for
wholesale prices and circulars.

WINANS, PRATT & CO.
6» Pitcher Street.

KALAMAZOO, MICH.
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DEATH OF " SENECA.'"

HENRY H. SOULE, whose pen name of "Seneca"

has long b' en fen wn to readers of the FOREST AND
Stream, died at his home in Syracuse, N. Y., last Tues

day evening-, Aug. ti. His asre w is thirty fi^e.

Mr Soule was a journalist tf decided versatility; for

several years and up to the tiire of his death lie was the

managing editor of Freund's Music and Drama, of this

ci fy; and he was a constant contributor to the dailies of

New York and Washington, M-<ny bright things came

from his pen, but there were no subjects of which he

wrote with more ready sympathy than of the pursuits of

the field. To these pleasure* be had been devote d from

boyhood. Deprived of the u-e of one of his legs, and

compelled to go on crutches, he nevertheless, with a

sturdy pluck which commanded the admiration of his

friends, overcame this seeming obstacle' to part :cipation

in outdoor 1 fe, and proved himself an adept in shooting,

fishing, and of later years canoe and small-b >at cruising.

The same high spirit and cheerful resolution which

thus triumphed over physical disability aho prompted

"Seneca" to make the most of his opportunities, so that

while busily engaged in newspaper work in New York

he found time to make himself familiar with all the

crui-ing water--, fishing resorts and camping; sites in tl e

vicinity. He had a penchant for exploring hidden nooks,

and penetrating into out of the way places; he found out

the by-ways. Fr un these solitary excursions he brought

back fresh knowledge of natural history, and often, too,

quaint studies of human nature there encounteted. The

marsh folk, the trapper, the pot hunter, the fisherman,

all the queer characters who haunt the borders of civiliza-

tion, waifs and strays of humanity left behind in the

eddies and on the shoals, these were picturesque subjects

of study whose interest for him never failed.

"Seneca" had many characteristics of that type of

sportsmen of whom "Nessmuk" is a familiar example.

His taste for nature was pure and simple. He loved the

forests, and the streams, and the marshes, and the lakes,

for themselves. With a crowd in camp he had no

path nee; in canoe racing he could find no pleasure; but

the charms of single-handed expeditions in canoe or

sneakboat and the witchery of the solitary camp-fire on

the shore lured him for days and weeks.

Some years ago he collected in book form and published

under the title of "Canoe and Camp Cookery" the culin-

ary lore he had acquired in these outings. Within the

last few months our Sea and River Fishing columns have

contained papers from his pen descriptive of the fishing

resorts in the vicinity of New York. A comprehensive

book of hints and recipes for sportsmen was in prepara-

tion and nearly completed before his last illness.

Always a bright and cheery companion and a true

friend, Henry H. Soule will be widely and sincerely

mourned.

SOME CAMP PESTS.

WE hear so much of the delights of life in camp that

those whose experience is limited are somewhat

given to imagine that camping is all sunshine, and that

not even a summer cloud rises above the horizon, to lower

the spirits of the woodsman by the prospects of a shower.

Old hands, however, those who measure the time that

they have spent in camp by years, and not by days or

weeks, know that this impression is an erroneous one,

and that there is no place where a man can be so utterly

wretched as in camp. That the past is always looked at

through rose-colored spectacles is due merely to the well

known fact that memory always brings out in strong re-

lief that which is pleasant, while sad and painful recol-

lections soon fade from the mind. And it is well that

tins should be so, for were men to recall the trials, disap-

pointments and misfortunes of life as vividly as they do

their past pleasures, successes and triumphs, one of Mr.

Mallock's queries would certainly be answered by most

people in the negative. But we forget in part all that is

dL-agreeable, or if we remember it, do so with pleasure,

and in our present happier circumstances laugh at past

miseries.

Of the torture caused by mosquitoes, blackflies and

fleas; or the pronounced and sincere dejection caused by
traveling day after day through the rain, it is not worth

while to speak at length, for almost every one who has

lived in camp at all has been through these dismal ex-

periences. The sorrows of the insect-bitten wretch who
annomts himself with evil-smelling compounds in the

hope of thus escaping the attacks of his enemies, and of

the scarcely less unhappy mortal who for days is drenched

with rain, for nights has to sleep in wet blankets, and

whose food during all this time is cold, soggy and unat-

tractive, have often been recited.

There are a number of camp annoyances, however,

which are not often experienced except by one whose

outdoor life has extended over a good deal of time, and

w- o has taken the rough with the smooth in many places.

One of these, and an extremely annoying one, especially

in autumn, is the plague of flies. These pests make
themselves felt all through the summer, but they are

especially annoying in the early autumn. They then be-

come veritable pests, spoiling , one's meat, getting into

d shes and food, both cooked and uncooked. But per-

haps the mo&t aggravating thing that these wretches do

is at the approach of sundown to collect inside the tent

and cluster in a thick black mass along the ridge pole.

Then as the night advances and it becomes colder, one

by one they lose their foothold and drop down on to the

faces of the individuals who are trying to go to sleep on

the ground below. It is really very annoying to be

roused just as you are stretching out your limbs before

dropping off to sleep by having a fly strike you on the

face and remain there. You shake it off, not exactly

kaowing what it is, and then presently one drops on the

blanket ju»t below your face, and then you feel your

next door neighbor start as one hits him. By this time

you have realized what the trouble is, and are in doubt

as to whether you had better get up and scrape all the

flies down from the tent or shall simply cover up your

head with the blanket and let them drop. In the former

rase you will be shivering with cold before you have
accomplished your task; in the latter you will be likely

to be kept awake half the night by the flies, which, re-

vived by the warmth of your body, will make little ex-

ploring tours under the blankets and will try to lodge

themselves between your clothing and your skin or to

get into any other good warm place. The best thing to

do with meat when flies are troublesome is to raise it on

a pole as high above the ground as may be convenient.

On the top of a pole from 25 to 30ft. in height flies will

seldom find meat, and it is practically secure from their

attacks.

The industrious ant too often proves himself a nuisance

to the camper who remains long in one spot, for unless

precautions are taken this small beast is likely to intro-

duce himself into all the receptacles in which provisions

are kept. This, however, is a small matter, for the in-

truders can be removed from such places without diffi-

culty. But when they swarm upon your blankets, either

because you have made your camp too close to their nest

or have incautiously dropped some fragments of food in

or near the tent, it is a difficult matter. It is an unques-

tioned fact that ants make very undesirable bedfellows,

and we have seen a sad-eyed lot of campers fairly driven

from their tent by the insects, and obliged to spread their

blankets, as best they could, at a distance from the can-

vas where they had originally sought repose.

We have spent many a month in camp with an enthu-

siastic ornithologist, and when at night he would come
into the tent and spread out before us the treasures that

he had collected during the day, we have shared his de-

light and his enthusiasm. It has more than once hap-

pened, however, when we wrere lying in camp for several

days, that some of his specimens had been overlooked

and had slipped behind some article in the tent. Then,

after it has lain there for a day or two, the burying

beetles begin to assemble. Where they come from it

would be hard to say. The first intimation of their pres-

ence is given by one of them sneaking to cover when the

fold of the blanket under which he has been concealed is

turned down. If he be found by an old hand, much pro-

fanity follows and a thorough clearing out of the tent.

As soon as the decaying specimen is removed, the trouble

ceases. The beetles having been expelled do not return.

While they are with us, however, they are very dis-

gusting.

SNAP SHOTS.

IN the current discussion of the Behring Sea seal fishery

question, many curious notions come to the surface.

Here is the Washington correspondent of the New York
Herald gravely asserting that the State Department is

disposed to adopt the theory that British captains must
keep their hands off because the seals breeding in

America's territory are "American property," no matter

where found. As set forth by the correspondent the con-

tention is this: "The seals have a habitation and breed-

ing ground in-shore and absolutely within the jurisdic-

tion of the United States. Our government could well

maintain that they did not lose their character as the

property of the United States by venturing into the high

seas." As a matter of fact seals are /eras natural', if they

leave American territory and take to the high seas we
have no more control than the Canadians have over

wild geese which breed in Canada and are killed in North
Carolina. Protection of the seals from water-killing in

Behring Sea is of the highest importance, but it will

never be attained by any such violation of first principles

as is this notion of "American property" in them.

The formidable list of fifty-nine exempt counties named
in the Tennessee game law might give the impression that

the law must be restricted and local; but the State has

ninety six counties, and there still remains wide scope for

the law's application. Tennessee's neighbor, Georgia, has

no general State law, but each county is the subject of

special legislation. It is a large State, ana its climate is

diversified. In the north and west end are the mountain

ranges, where it is cold; in the east and south the coast

line and Florida borders. To the south, for instance, the

open season on quail and summer duck is a month earlier

than at Augusta.

The communication from "Podgers" may be accepted

as fairly representing the sentiment of American holders

of Canadian fishing leases. The feeling against the sys-

tem is by no means universal; and we hear of one club,

now made up of Canadians, which is ready to enlarge its

membership by admitting Americans. This is the Lau-

rentides Club, which holds some very fine trout lakes

within a few hours of Quebec by rail and controls a tract

where there is good bear and caribou hunting.
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CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.-IV.
ECHO LAKE, OOTaRIO, CANADA.

OLD SAM and I went on our way down the shore, so
intent in admiring the bold rocky hills on the fur-

ther side, whose scarred and ragged fronts rose skyward
to a height of 200 and 300ft. above the lake, that I doubt
if anything less than a 401b. inaskinonje would have
awakened us to a realizing sense of our whereabouts or
our mission, which was to hunt up the fishy-looking
places and get some fish for the camp.
The shore along which we were now pulling was

fronted by a wall of rough, very black rock that rose
straight out of the water to a height of ten or twelve feet
and extended back to the foot of the sloping hill twenty
or thirty rods away, the intervening spaces covered with
a growth of small trees and bushes witn here and there a
cluster of luscious red raspberries peeping and laughing
at us from the top of the bank, because, we had a notion,
we could not climb the rocky Avail to get at them. A few
rods further along, the wall terminated in a bold point
of black, bare rock, from whence the shore swept in a
deep curve around to the left to the very foot of the
wooded hill, forming a quiet little bay backed by a cedar
swamp and lined in front with a heavy fringe of dark
green bulrushes that followed the shore line as far as we
could see down the lake.

A pickerel fisher would have followed the rushes
around the bay, tolerably sure of picking up a few long-
snouts, but we were after better game, and kept straight
on down the lake to a small island, a quarter of a mile
below, that reared its rocky front lakeward fifteen or
twenty feet above the water. Landing at the upper end
we wedged the boat in a fissure of the rock which was
here nearly on a level with the waterline, and got out to

stretch our cramped legs and have a look at this little

beauty spot, the only island in Echo Lake. The side facing
the mainland on the southerly side was low and flat,two or
three feet above the water tor half the length of the island,

and except at the upper end and the high bare rock look-
ing out on the lake, covered with a thin soil that sup-
ported a growth of good-sized bushes, a few young
birches, patches- of soft gray moss and a few scattering,
stunted huckleberry bushes from which we picked just
enough berries to whet our appetites for more. Two or
three fair-sized pines standing guard at the extreme lower
end, one dead and grim, their roots laced and inter-

twined in the crevices of the rock in curious shapes and
contortions, completed the pleasant picture, and the half
hour or more we spent in poking around the little rocky
islet, picking huckleberries, peering into cracks and cran-
nies and writing our names with a chip of sharp stone in
half a score of places on the smooth, weather-worn rock
—as any other pair of schoolboys might have done—was
du'y chronicled in old Sam's mental note-book as "one
o' the pleasant episodes o' the trip." A few yards from
the boat we found '"sign" that a camper had been there
at some time; it was a well-flattened bed of old hay shel-

tered from the sun and night dews by an overhanging
clump of bushes, a mildewed, dilapidated old shoe, a
fragment of a decayed old sock—"evidently a one-legged
man," old Sam said, "or he would have left the other
shoe and sock"—a few strips of birch bark, curled and
crinkled and warped by the hot sun, and the remains of

what had been a very small fife. We looked in vain for

an old tin can lying around, and Sam figured it out that
the camper "must hev been a one-legged Injun.

"

At last we climbed, with some "slip backs," up the side

of the rock to the top, where, looking out on the lake we
got a glorious view from near the camp clear around
down to the Euttle farm and back up the other shore,

less than an eighth of a mile away, to the rocky point

above, and a good view at a glance of the whole island.

It was not more than 50 or 60yds. long by nearly half as

wide, irregular in shape and almost a solid rock, seem-
ingly upheaved by some convulsion of nature from the

depths below. Beneath us a rough rocky bottom sloped

away a few yards and was lost in the blackness that
denoted deep water; how deep we could only conjecture,

as we were too lazy to fasten a stone to one of our fish

lines and sound for bottom.
All around the lower end and along the side next the

shore was a belt of grass and rushes; and we got back in

the boat to try for a bass or two; but after fishing care-

fully around it twice without a nibble we agreed that it

was wrongly named, Euttle having told us it was called

Fish Island on account of the great fishing to be had
around it at certain times in the season. As this did not
seem to be one of the "certain times," and it was too late

in the day to go on down to the foot of the lake, we pulled

across to a low rocky point less than a mile away, from
which the low densely wooded land stretched a half mile
or so to the foot of the high hills.

The shore front along here was almost solid rock, in

places rising straight up from the water, but for the
greater part sloping abruptly down from heights of 3 to

10 and 15ft. In many places we noticed little sharp
wavy ridges Jin. to lin. high and Sin. to 6in. apart, run-
ning laterally with the shore, that looked like a black
corrugated roof put on the wrong way, but old Sam ex-

pressed it more clearly, perhaps, when he said "it looked
like some feller had been pourin' hot pitch on the slopin'

rock an' the little waves had cooled before they reached
the water." Our education bearing on geologial forma-
tions in general having been somewhat neglected in our
youth, "Snakeroot's"' way of settling the origin of the
little sharp ridges was "good enough for the Joneses,"

and we kept on our way around the shore into a wide
bay. reaching deep into the woods on the left, which we
found to be comparatively shallow, 8 to 20ft. deep, and
well grown up with "mus'rat" grass, bulrushes and
patches of great "bush weeds," so familiar to us in some
of the lakes of northern Michigan. As we passed one of

these 50 or 60ft. in shore Sam stood up and cast his frog
within a yard of it, and had hardly resumed his seat,

when he was up again with "got another bite at last,

b'scosb!" and by the time the skipper had reeled up and
taken the oars in hand again he struck the fish: and after

a fierce surge that sorely tried the temper of his rod, a
handsome specimen of the tribe of Esox shot fully six

feet in the air and fell back with a loud spla9h that made
our hearts stand still till the line tightened again. "An-
other confounded pickerel," said Sam, as he swung his

rod around to the left with a hard pull to keep his lord-

ship away from the bush weeds, for once he should get a
turn around one of these angler's abominations it would
be certainly good-bye to Sam, with a part of his line
besides.

"Maskinonje, Sammy, as sure as you're a sinner," said
the skipper, "didn't you not^ the markings on his side
while he was in the air."

"Pickerel all the same," insisted Sam, and the fight
went on. The fish started toward the boat, but two or
three quick strokes on the oars shot us up lake into a
trifle deeper water, clear of rushes, the line slipping out
from under Sam's thumb with sufficient pressure on to
keep a taut line.

Suddenly the fish took a wide sheer to starboard, and
before Sam could "pull himself together" was stuck fast
in a patch of grass near the bottom, but we could tell he
was still on by the twitching of the rod tip. "Well, if

that aitrt the beatinest fish ever I hung; wants to dig a
hole in the bottom of the lake with his snoot, I reckon,"
said Sam, as he held his rod well up with one hand and
scooped the sweat from his forehead with the other, the
skipper meanwhile holding t he boat steady in place and
waiting for the fish to "saw loose" or break hook or line
and go his ways. But it was a trusty little thread of
braided silk, and after a minute or two of intense wait-
ing, long, narrow blades of grass, cut by the line, began
to come to the surface till the water was covered with it

for a yard or more.
All at once the line slackened, the rod flew up; and

Sam came near losing his "equibilerum" and going over-
board. "Great Scott! he's gone and done it," from Sam,
in a tone that moved the skipper to tears— of hilarity,

and in the same breath, "Hooray! there he goes again,"
as the line tightened and the rod bent to its work once
more. Ten minutes more of hard , stubborn fight iu open
water, where "the odds were even," and Esox came to

the top of the water with dorsal out in token of surren-
der, and was led alongside, as Sam said, "pullin' side-

ways like a hog goin' to war," where the skipper jerked
the gaff in him just "abaft his fo'castle" ana lifted him
iu the boat. "A sure enough maskalonge after all," said
Sam, as he kneeled and pushed a stringer needle through
the lower jaw and knotted the other end of the cord
firmly to make sure of his captive, and then he was
hooked on the pocket scale and held up with another
"hooray!" when he registered just 7£lbs. "A mighty
small fish to cut sich a big swath in tall grass,'" remarked
Old Kentuck, swinging his prize over the side of the boat
and tying him securely to the seat rail.

The taking of this youngster was highly gratifying, for
it was a sign that more of his tribe might be found lurk-
ing in the rushes and bush weeds around the lake; may-
hap his ancesters were yet living, hale and hearty pio-
neers, who could claim the waters by preemption.
During the excitement of the past few minutes the

skipper's frog had been allowed to hang unheeded in the
water, and now, aided by the sinker and the easy work-
ing of the reel, was quietly reposing on the bottom a dozen
yards away, stiff and dead from over-exertion in trying
to get to the surface for a breath of fresh air. On reeling
up to make a cast, and when the frog was just at the top
of the water, a fish that looked as long as Sam's maski-
nonje came with a rush from the depths below, seized it

with wide open jaws, and with a flirt of his tail that made
the water fly, turned and went out of sight in the direc-
tion of the rushes, leaving us so astonished at his open-
faced impudence that 20 or eiOf t. of line had run slowly
off the reel before we realized that the skipper had at l&bt

got a run ; the first of the day and the season.
With a trifle of nervousness, being somewhat out of

practice, the fish was struck, and the old rod that had
done yeoman service in many similar encounters showed
up its good qualities in a way that made old Sam's eyes
snap, coupled with a few mild suggestions from him as to

how a "beginner" shotddhold his rod, handle his fish, keep
his head "flat" and cool (with the blazing sun slanting in
his face with a fervency that made his mustache curl), etc.

:

all of which was lost on the skipper, who was "busy as a
dog in a yaller jacket's ne^t," trying with might and main
and rod to keep the fish away from a small forest of great
bush weeds rearing their tops near the surface off to the
right, which had escaped our notice.
The fight was short and desperate, and in four or five

minutes the fish was pulled alongside within reach of the
gaff; but as Sam raised it to give him a paraly zer the fish

went under the boat with a dash which sent a shower of
water in his face. We had been'Uooking for a move of
this kind, and when he went under fche boat the rod was
whipped around the bow, the tip a couple of feet under
water to clear the line, the fish going at a pace that soon
had the old rod on its good behavior again.
After a stubborn rush of 20 or 25yds., the rod prevailed

on him to stop and take a rest and he was coaxed back
to within a few feet of the boat, when old Sam with a
grunt of satisfaction dealt him a whack just back of the
eyes with the gaff handle that set his fins to quivering;
and reversing it, lifted him in the boat with, " There !

consarn yer ugly picter, I guess ye won't throw water in

my face agin, ye sneakin' varmint."
He was a "sure enough pickerel" and weighed lessthan

61bs. by the mental process, as we did not think him of
enough account to hang on the scale. We took four
more of these Canada pike in a quarter of a mile of fish-

ing along up the shore of the bay, and then, as the sun
had dropped out of sight behind the mountain, it was
time to start for camp if we were to make it before dark.
We had hoped to get another maskinonje or a few

bass, but it was not to be; and we reeled up and laid the
rods in the boat, content with our measure of success,

but trusting to find them iu better biting mood another
day.

A mile further up we got out on a great fiat, partly sub-
merged stone, lying in the water some few feet from the

rocky shore, to get the "hump" out of our backs and
straighten with sundry jerks and kicks our cramped and
stiffened legs. Before us, the base a few rods from the
water, rose a cliff of bare, ragged rock 300ft. above the
lake, the sloping space between covered loose broken
rocks, from the tdze of a cobble stone up to great masses
weighing hundreds of ton*, that had been loosened by
time and the elements from the giant wall frowning in
grim, silent grandeur above us, the rock on which we
stood having evidently once been a part of the cliff that
had fallen from above and rolled down the slope to find

! a resting place at last in the waters of the lake. After
resting a while and puzzling our brains over this weather
stained, inscrutable page of the Great Author's manu-

script spread before us, we turned to have a look at the
water round about, and the prospect looked so inviting
for sport that old Sam was moved to hook on a frog and
feel of the water for a bass.

The rocky bottom, free of rush or grass as far as we
could see, looked as though it might be the abiding place
of some of the early settlers of the Mieropterus family,
but a half dozen casts by old Sam in as many different
directions failing to get a response, we got back in the
boat and took our way along shore up lake to camp.
Another mile, as we guessed it, took us around a rocky

wooded point and in sight of the little warehouse a mat-
ter of a half mile away, but it looked so unlike the usual
camp of the Kingfishers that Sam "reckoned we urn t be
lost, strayed or on the wrong trail." But there was the
"old flag," the ever glorious Stars and Stripes 30ft. above
the outer end of the little dock, flapping lazily in the
light breeze that was too feeble to blow it clear of the
staff, and with a cheer that was directly answerid by
four yells, pitched in as many different keys, we—that is

to say,, the skipper—bent to the oars and in afew minutes
the boat was alongside the deck and the boys iag<iiy
looking over our catch, for on this in some measure de-
pended the prospects for fu.ure sport.

"One maskalonge, one bass, six snakes, and thirty or
forty bass and five or six maskalonge that got away;
fair day's sport," said the Jedge, as the fish were parsed
out and laid on the dock.

"I'll take my oath," said old Knots with his usual per-
versity, "if I couldn't catch a bigger maskalonge th n
th t I'd stay in camp and fish off the dock for biuegills."
"Bet old Sam chased him on shore and killed him with

the gaff, see where he hit him?" chipped in Charley,
pointing to the gaff wound, at the same time dodging be-

hind old Knots that he might be out of reach in case
Sam's good nature lost its balance.
"Bigger maskinonje in lake than him," said Louis, who

had been quietly looking on, "see um so long," holding
h s hand above his head to indicate he had seen them as
long as from his hand to the dock on which he stood.)
(Mem.—I may note that Louis and Tom, one of the I n-

dians that took us to the lake, are the only persons whom
I have ever heard call this fish a maskinonje, nor can I

give on paper the peculiar sound of the four syllables as
pronounced by them.)

We were however, too tired and hungry to heed the
fishy jokes of the boys, and in a very short time the bass
and one of the pickerel were cleaned, cut up and sizzling

in the frying pans, and as the last shadows climbed the
highest point of Knots' landscape across the lake we sat
around the table to our first fi-h in camp.

Jest, and joke, and laugh mingled with the noisy bum
of the multitudinous mosquito, old Knots worked off on
us his annual and ancient story of "the old darky and
his shrunken catfish," a yarn that we had come to look
forward to as one of the inflictions of the yearly c imp.
but at which we were bound to laugh from a sense of
courtesy and force of habit. We would have been as
happy as a colony of beavers with a new dam had it not
been for the blackfly, that terror of the north woods
when the season "hits." The Jedge said "they had been
coming the most of the afternoon in delegations from
every province and back county in Canada to pay their
respects to us in honor of our first visit to the Queen's
dominions, and were only waiting the coming in of old
"Snakeroot and James Mackerel" to begin the festivities

of the evening." In the midst of a di-cussion as to the
merits of the Canada pike and the dogfish as a food fish,

the last delegation from the upper Nepigon put in an ap-
pearance, accompanied by a small army of "no see timr,

1 '

and then the fun began in earnest.

The fishy discussion was suddenly dropped and is not
settled yet, and one at a time, but with a surprising
unanimity of purpose, we left the table and sought the
bushes a few yards away for a "bresh" with which to

beat off the invaders. By a masterly flank movement
old Knots succeeded in reaching the warehouse and a
box of "Jumboline" that he had brought along in his

•'pie-box" (his name for his trunk) with which he
smeared his hands, face and neck, and with this tempo-
rary protection we finished supper in comparative peace.
While down at the farm next morning I told Mother

Buttle about our experience with the pestiferous insects,

and she at once set about preparing a simple mixture
that she said was the only thing they had found that was
a sure defense against the attacks of the blackfly. An
old empty tin can was nearly half filled with grease
from the grease pot in the cupboard, an equal cmantity
of tar from the tar bucket back of the house was auded

,

and the can placed on the stove, where the contents were
heated and stirred until thoroughly mixed. That was
all, but back at the camp a half-ounce of oil of penny-
royal was added, and the whole brought to a simmer,
well stirred and allowed to cool, making a mixture about
the consistency of flipjack batter—this for lack of a bet-

ter comparison. We found this to be a sure protection
against the blackfly, the moscmito and the punkie (Dick
Alacauley's "croppie"), and although not quite as cleanly
as some of the much advertised and worthless "insect
repellants," it is better to bear the small discomfort of

its use than be "eat up blood raw by the bloodthirsty
varmints." When well smeared with it we might have
been easily mistaken for full-blooded Chippewa Indians,
but an application of soap and warm water before going
to bed restored our natural color, and h new coat was
only put on when needed; we did not allow it to form
the famous "Nessmuk glaze."

For the benefit of the brethren going to this region or
northern Michigan during "fly time," which lasts some
seasons as late as the middle of August, I beg to give the
formula, which I trust will do away with the necessity
for "a heap o' plain and ornamental cussin'." Take of
tar—just the plain, old-fashioned tar of our fathers—half
a pint; lard—vaseline is better—half apint; oil of penny-
royal, half an ounce; creosote three drops; mix with heat,

and can or bottle for future use. Leave your other
smears at home, for they afford only temporary relief at

best, and old Sam solemnly avers that "a black fly will

laugh his wings loose at all such flimsy shams jest as

soon as he reads on the bottle or box that it's a sure
enough fly-killer."

With darkne-s the blackfiies and punkies took their

departure, leaving us only our old friends the mosquitoes,
for whose better entertainment we buflt a big camp-fire,

around which we gathered to smoke, "swap reminders,"
and relate the experience of the day.

1 While Sam and I were out on the lake the others had
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put the finishing touches on the camp, caught some min-
nows and young perch with hook and line oft* the dock,

and Louis and the Jedge had taken a rod a piece and
gone up the little rocky stream on a hunt for trout. In

a shallow pool a few rods from camp they had seen five

or six fine ones lazily fauning the bottom with their fins,

but their careless approach had scared them and they

flashed out of sight under a slightly shelving hank, from
which all arts and lures failed to coax them.
Not to be outgeneralled in this manner, these two

worthies hit on a scheme that soon brought the hapless

trout to an untimely end. A. long-handled landing-net

was procured from the camp and Louis hunted up a
light pole, with which he poked and punched under the

bank till ' the trout were routed out into open water,

whence by dint of much ''shooing" and "'thrashing" with
the pole two of them were driven to the riffle at the

lower end of the pool in the shoal water and among the

half-submerged rocks, where they floundered around in

utter bewilderment till ignominiously scooped out with
the landing-net in the hands of the Jedge.
Three or four more drives netted three more, and then

the vandals strung them on a twig and marched into

camp, where they told Charley and Knots a great story

about the sport they had in taking them with rod and
line. We had them for breakfast, but none but the Jedge
and the Indian knew now they were taken for nearly a
year alter, when the Jedge m a shamefaced, penitent sort

of way told the story of their capture with a request that

it never tind its way into the columns of Forest and
Stream.* It was an unfair and unsportsmanlike way of

getting a mess of trout, but those of us not in the secret

found them possessed of the same old flavor as though
lured to the pan with the most cunningly devised fly,

and oui "trom tooth" was appeased.
The very last touch had been given the camp in the

afternoon by Ohaaiey and the Jedge, when they cut a
long, slim pine sapling, fastened a small pulley at the
top, rove the halliards, braced it firmly at the outer end
ot the little clock, and run up "the old flag," under whose
stars and stripes every man in the camp save the Indian
had marched and tramped a thousand miles further south
than where we now sat around our peaceful camp-fire

—

some of them where the Minies were thicker and more
'•multitudinous" than our present enemy, the blackfly,

and where the "song of the bullet" was as familiar a
sound as the melotly of our pestiferous friends, whose
high treble i "w1iee e-e">—more annoying than their bite

—

had been our camp ludaby since building our first camp-
fire in the North Woods.

It was not, perhaps, a very marked token of respect to

the Kanucks to hoist the American flag on their territory*

but we had become so accustomed to seeing the glorious
old bunting flying from some prominent point in front of

our different camps, that it were doubtful if the boys
would have rested easily o' nights without it. In fact,

Charley and the Jedge, not realizing at the time that they
were out of the United States, had lost sight of the seem-
ing discourtesy : but now as the flag was up, and there
was no probability that we would have visitors in this
out-of-the-way place, the "old rag of beauty" was allowed
to flaunt its length in the breeze or hang li&tless down
the staff as the wind god willed to the end of our stay on
the lake.

An horn* or two of reminiscences of former camps,
"reminders" and yarns, and the circle broke up for the
night, greatly disappointed over the. non arrival of old
Dan, for whom a lookout had been kept down the lake
all the afternoon. A note had been left for him at the
Chippewa House, where we were tolerably sure he would
stop over night in case .he followed us up, with instruc-
tions how to find us; but now, after various conjectures
as to what had happened to the old pelican, he was given
up, and we turned in for a night of drtamless and restful
sleep in our new camp. KlNGFISHm

.

* Alas.! poor Jedge, he's dead now, and every man of us grieved
over his death, for he was a big-hearted, open-handed, kiudlv
comrade, whose place in the mess may not be filled, and whose
mf-mory will grow green in our hearts till we answer to the final
roll call.

NEST BUILDING OF T*HE SUNFISH.
BY THEODORE OTLL.

A RECENT article on the "Hatchery of the Sunfish,"
in Nature (for June 27, 1889), shows that the char-

acteristic habits of that beautiful favorite of juvenile
anglers are not as well known as might be thought. It

has impelled me to consider the matter, and I find there
are several deplorable gaps in our knowledge of its habits,
which could be readily filled up. I have recently made
several visits to ponds where the fish abounds, bat have
not found any nest, either because the season of nesting
has passed or because the water was too muddy to enable
observations to be made. The habits of the common
sunfish and all its relatives are probably similar, and as
it belongs to the same family with the noble black basses,
and what will tlirow light on one will reflect it on the
other, the Interest of observations made on any species
may be realized. It is widely known, at least in the
New England and Middle States, that the sunfish inakes
a rude nest and cares for its eggs, but exact details
still remain to be gleaned. The observations already pub-
lished are not numerous: and as they will doubtless prove
of interest to all lovers of nature, the twolongest accounts
are here reproduced.
The first detailed statement of the nidification of the

sunfish appears to have been published by Dr. John D.
Godinan, a physician of Pniladelphia, well known as
the author of a work on the Mammals of North America,
and aLo favorably known to a less number through his
" Rambles of a Naturalist."* These contain some charm-
ing sketches of animated nature in action and are redo-
lent of country life.

'

' These beautiful sketches appeared
originally in a weekly journal published in Philadelphia,"
we are told in a biographical sketch of their author, but
in what particular journal or what time we are not told.
It is only stated further that "they were composed while
the author was confined to a bed of sickness, and from
which he was removed in a few weeks to the tomb. The
series was consequently left incomplete." Dr. Godman
died on the 17th of April, 1830.

The observations on the habits of the sunfish purport

to have been made by Dr. Godman in "Curtis's Creek, a
considerable arm of the Patapsco," in Anne Arundel
county, Maryland. He premises that "during the spring
months, and while the garden vegetables are yet too
young to need a great deal of attention, the proprietors
employ their blacks in hauling the seine," but '

-as the
summer months approach, the aquatic grass begins to

grow, and this fishing can no longer be continued, be-
cause the grass rolls the seine up in a wisp, so that it can
contain nothing."

"At this time (ho says) the spawning season of the
different species of sunfish begins, and to me this was a
time of much gratification. Along the edge of the river,

where the depth of water was not greater than from four
feet to as shallow as twelve inches, an observer would
discover a succession of circular spots cleared of the sur-
rounding grass, and showing a clear sandy bed. These
spots, or cleared spaces, we may regard as the nest of
this beautiful fish. There, balanced! in the transparent
wave, at the distance of six or eight inches from the bot-
tom, the sunfish is suspended in the glittering sunshine,
gently swaying its beautiful tail and fins; or, wheeling
around in the limits of its little circle, appears to be en-
gaged in keeping it clear of all encumbrances. Here the
mother deposits her eggs or spawn, and never did hen
guard her callow brood with more eager vigilance than
the sunfish the little circle within which her promised
offspring are deposited. If another individual approach
too closely to her borders, with a fierce and angry air she
darts against it, and forces it to retreat. Should any
small and not too heavy object be dropped in the nest, it

is examined with jealous attention, and displaced if the
owner be not satisfied of its harmlessness. At the ap-
proach of man she flies with great velocity into deep
water, as if willing to conceal that her presence was
more than accidental where first seen. She may, after a
few minutes, be seen cautiously venturing to return,
which is at length done with velocity : then she would take
a hurried turn or two around, and scud back again to the
shady bovvers formed by the river grass, which grows up
from the bottom to within a few feet of the surface, and
attains to twelve, fifteen, or more feet in length. Again
she ventures forth from the depths; and if no further
cause of fear presented, would gently sail into the placid
circle of her home, and with obvious satisfaction explore
it in every part."

Dr. Godman availed himself of the knowledge of the
habits of the sunfish resulting from the.^e observations to
oblam fish for his table in a very unsportsmanlike
manner. He was tired of country fare. "It was either
broiled bacon and potatoes, or fried bacon and potatoes,
and so on at least six days out of the seven. But, as soon
as I became acquainted with the habits of the sunfish, I
procured a neat circular iron hoop for a net; secured to it

a piece of an old seine, and whenever I desired to dine on
fresh fish, it was only necessary to take my skiff and
push her gently along from one sunfish nest to another,
myriads of which might be seen along all the shore. The
fish, of course, darted off as soon as the boat first drew
near, and during this absence the net was placed so as to
cover the nest, of the bottom of which ttie meshes but
slightly intercepted the view. Finding all th ngs quiet,
and not being disturbed by the net, the fish would resume
its central station, the net Avas suddenly raised, and the
captive placed in the boat. In a quarter of an hour I
could generally take as many in this way as would serve
two men for dinner, and when an acquaintance accident-
ally called to see me during the season of sunfish, it was
always in my power to lessen our dependence on the end-
less bacon. I could also always select the finest and
largest of these fish, as while standing up in the boat one
could see a considerable number at once and thus choose
the best. Such was their abundance that the next day
would find all the nests re-occupied. Another circum-
stance connected with this matter gave me no small
satisfaction; the poor blacks, who could rarely get time
for angling, soon learned to use my net with dexterity:
and thus, in the ordinary time allowed them for dinner,
would borrow it, run down to the shore, and catch some
fish to add to their very moderate allowance."
Another account of the nidification of the sunfish was

published many years later interjected in the midst of
an article on "The Glanis of Aristotle," printed in 1857 in
the Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences (v, 8, pp. 325 (829, 330)-338). Agassiz fortified the
statement of Aristotle that the Glanis* cares for its

young by the results of his own observations or of hear-
say on severalAmerican fishes. Most of these accounts ho
had been unable to verify. "But," he continues. "I have
had ample opportunity' to watch the Pomotis in the breed-
ing season every spring for the last eight years. At that
time it approaches in pairs the shores of the ponds in
which it lives, and selects shallow, gravelly places, over-
grown with Potamogeton, water lilies, and other aquatic
plants, in which it begins by clearing a space of abutit a
foot in diameter, rooting out the plants, removing with
violent jerks of its tail the larger pebbles, carrying away
with its mouth the coarser gravel, and leaving a clean
spot of fine sand, in which it deposits its eggs, surrounded
and overshadowed by a grove of verdure as presented in
the following wood-cut [not given here]. In this inclosure
one of the parents remains hovering over its brood and
keeping at a distance all intruders. The office of watch-
ing over the progeny does not devolve exclusively upon
either of the sexes, but the males and females keep watch
alternately. The fierceness with which they dart at their
enemies, and the anxiety with which they look out for
every approaching danger, show that these are endowed
with stronger instincts than have been known heretofore
in any of their class. Their foresight goes so far as to
avoid the bait attached to any hook, however near it

may be brought to them, and however lively and tempt-
ing it may be. Pomotis do not build their nests singly;
hundreds of them may be seen along the same shore,
within very small distance of one another, forming, as it

were, temporary settlements, two nests sometimes hard
by each other, or only separated by narrow partitions of
water plants. However near to one another, the pair of
one nest do not interfere with those of another, but like
good neighbors they live peacefully together, passing
over each other's domain when going out for food with-
out making any disturbance. But whenever an unmated
single fish makes its appearance among the nests, he is

* The Giants of Aristotle was universally supposed to be identi-
cal with t,he Silurus planus of Europe, and although the identity
was denied by Agassiz, not a single character was mentioned by
Agassiz to distinguish the two.

chased away like an intruding libprtine and vagabond.
The development of the egg is very rapid. In less than a
week the young are hatched, and "the parents soon cease
to take any further care of them."
The most recent account of the nidification of the

same fish has been communicated by William L. Stone,
of Jersey City, to Nature (v. 40, p. 202). That gentle-
man's own words aro as follows: "I have thought that
an example of the intelligence (instinct?) of a class of fish

which has come under my observation during my excur-
sions into the Adirondack region of New York State,
might possibly be of interest to your readers, especially
as I am not aware that any one except myself has noticed
it, or, at least, has given it publicity.

"The female sunfish (called, I believe, in England, the
roach or bream) makes a 'hatchery' for her eggs in this
wise. Selecting a spot near the banks of the numerous
lakes in which this region abounds, and where the water
is about 4 inches deep, and still, shebuilds, with her tail and
snout, a circular embankment 3 inches in height and 2
inches thick. The circle, which is as perfect a one as could
be formed with mathematical instruments, is usually afoot
and a half in diameter; and at one side of this circular
wall an opening is left by the fish of just sufficient width
to admit her body, thus: [A diagram is given.]
"The mother sunfish, having now built or provided her

'hatchery,' deposits her spawn within the circular inclos-
ure, and mounts guard at the entrance until the fry are
hatched out and are sufficiently large to take charge of
themselves. As the embankment, moreover, is built up
to the surface of the water, no enemy can very easily
obtain an entrance within the inclosure from the top;
while there being only one entrance, the fish is able,
with comparative ease, to keep out all intruders.'

It need scarcely be noted here that the sunfish of the
United States, although called roach and bream in some
places, is not at all related to either of those fishes, but is

the representative of a special family (Centrarchids), pe-
culiar to and characteristic of North America, but related
to the perch family. As will be noticed, the account of
the nest does not harmonize with those of Godman of
Agassiz, nor do they agree with my own observations.
Such are the principal detailed accounts of the nest-

building procliviiies of the common sunfish. It will be
noticed that in all it is assumed that the female fish is

the principal or only one concerned in the care of the
eggs. The statement that the female is the guardian, is,

however, merely the result of an assumption based on
our knowledge of the economy of the higher vertebrates,

and at least requires verification. I am myself inclined
to believe that the chief or the sole guardian of the eggs
after their deposition is the male. This I judge to be the
case from analogy also, but from analogy among the
kindred of the fish. The cichlids of South America and
Africa are very like the sunfish, and, in fact, have often
been mistaken for such, and, so far as observed, the
males are the sole guardians of the eggs. So are the
males of the catfishes and the sticklebacks the custodians of

the products of their females' ovaries. Instead, therefore,

of the assumption of the female being the care-takers of

the nest being the probable one, the reverse is more likely.

The real facts in the case are so easy to ascertain in the
proper season that no longer delay should supervene.
Certainly, with all the piscicullural establishments in the
country," and the large appropriations they enjoy, it is

btrange that the facts are still unknown, especially as the
black basses have been the subjects of long attention and
extensive cultivation. I note a few desiderata of our in-

formation respecting the species:

1. Time of nest building.

2. Exact manner of preparing the nest, especially how
far the tail and mouth are u»ed in clearing the chosen
site.

3. Exact size and character of the nest.

4. Mode of oviposition.

5. Subsequent care of the eggs, whether by female
and male together or alternately, or by female alone or
male alone.

6. Size and age of the young and their movements
when abandoned by their guardian,

7. Does the guardian fan or agitate the eggs, and in
what manner ?

8. Is a vacated nest really taken charge of by another
fish, or is the new occupant simply an interloper that
avaiL itself of a suitable resting place?

These questions ought to be easily answerable by one to
whom the nests are accessible, and. for the credit of
American pisciculture and natural history, we may hope
they soon will be answered.

A Hard Time of It.—It is not to be supposed that any
one will think much of the birds in these times of rains
and floods: but the birds have their uses, and we may
give them a passing thought. They are having a hard
time of it just now. It is well that they are feeding their
second brood, where the number of mouths is not apt to
be so large as in the first nesting. We have been reminded
of this by a wood robin (Turdvn mustelinm) that has a
nest just outside our window, on the branch of a tulip
tree. She is dreadfully troubled this morning, over the
heavy rain that is now falling. There is one young one
in the nest nearly ready to fly, and as the nest is filling

with water (from three or four overhanging leaves that
shed the rain directly into it), the poor bird is almost
beside herself. The young bird has crawled up near the
edge of the nest. Here the mother sits above it with her
wings and tail spread out covering her home, while the
rain is bedraggling her plumage. We should j udge she
was "wet through."—A. H. G. (Sing Sing, July 81 f.

Sparrows vs. Electricity.—For the extermination
of the English sparrow pest I suggest the use of uninsu-
lated electric light wires. The wires should be situated
near the favorite breeding places of the birds and should
be in short sections connected with the regular electric
light wires. This method of killing sparrows will be most
effective hi late fall and early spring, during which sea-
sons sparrows congregate in towns and cities.

—

Deacon.

Forest and Stream, Box 2,8o3, N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Le Hinswell's book, " Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed tree on request. The book is pro-
nounced hy "Nanit," "(jloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to he the best treatise on the subject
extant.
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FAUNA OF THE YUKON DISTRICT.
\\J E quote from the report of Br. George M. DawsonH on an exploration m the Yukon District, North-
west Territory, and adjacent northern portion of British
Columbia, some interesting facts concerning the animals
of that little known region:
"The fauna of the region traversed by us does not dif-

fer notably from that of other parts' of the northern
country which are already moderately well known.
There are, no doubt, many interesting points yet to be
determined in respect to distribution, but our opportu-
nities for obtaining information of this kind were very
limited, The smaller black-tailed deer (Cariacus col 'nu-
bia nits) occurs on the islands of the southern portion of
Alaska and the adjacent mainland coast, but is nowhere
found on the island side of the Coast Ranges. The moun-
tain goat is moderately abundant in the Coast Ranges,
and is also found in the mountainous inland regions, pro-
bably throughout. The bighorn or mountain sheep
occurs, together with the last mentioned animal, on the
mountains about the head of the Lewes and other parts
of the inland spurs of the Coast Ranges, but does not in-
habit the seaward portions of these ranges. It is also
found generally in the mountains of the interior, includ-
ing the Rocky Mountains.
"The moose is more or less abundant throughout the

entire inland regie , and together with the caribou,
which is similarly ubiquitous, constitutes a great part of
the food of the Indians. We found the moose particu-
larly plentiful along the Upper Liard River, and it is

stated that the country drained by the White River is

noted among the Indians as a moose and beaver region.
The caribou is everywhere common, but is scarcely seen
in the valleys or lower country during the summer,
when it ranges over the high, alpine moors and open
s1qp©3 of the mountains.
" The black and grizzly bears roam over the entire

region and are often seen along the banks of the rivers in
the latter part of the summer when dead or dying salmon
are to be obtained with ease. Wolves are not particu-
larly abundant, but the cross-black-and silver fox are
more than usually common.
"The smaller fur-bearing animals, being similar to

those found generally in the northern parts of the con-
tinent, do not require separate enumeration. The entire
upper Yukon basin, however, yields furs of exceptionally
nigh grade. * * * Among a few skins brought back
by us is that of a mouse, which Dr. C. H. Merriam has
found to be a new species, and has described under the
name of Evotomys dawsoni*
"The salmon ascend the Lewes River as far as the

lower end of Lake Marsh, where they were seen in con-
siderable num bers early in September. They also, accord-
ing to the. Indians, run almost to the headwaters of the
streams tributary to the Lewes on the east side. Salmon
also run up the Pelly for a considerable distance above
the mouth of the .Lewes, but their present limit on this
river was not ascertained. The lakes and rivers generally
throughout the country are well supplied with fish, and
a small party on any of the larger lakes would run little

risk of starvation during the winter, if provided with a
couple of good gill-nets and able to devote themselves to
laying in a stock of fish in the late autumn.
"As might be anticipated from the interlocking of

streams tributary to the Mackenzie and Yukon in this
region, the fishes in both drainage areas appear to be
identical, so far as I was able to observe, with the excep-
tion of the salmon, which is, of course, confined to the
Yukon tributaries. The principal fishes noticed are
whitefish (Coregonus nelsoni), lake trout (Salvelinus na-
mayeush), grayling {Thymallus signifer), pike (Esox lit-

eius) and sucker (Catostomus catostomus).
"The names above given are on the authority of Dr. T.

H. Bean, of the U. S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries,
who has very obligingly examined for me the photographs
of fishes which were taken. No photograph, unfortu-
nately, was obtained of the salmon seen on the Lewes,
etc., but Dr. Bean informs me, from my description of its

size, that he has little doubt it was the king salmon
(Oneorhynehus chouicha)."

* American Naturalist, July, 1888.

Delaware Notes.—Nearly every farm in Kent county
has its covey of partridges. The partridges which were
purchased in the South and freed in this State last year
by the Delaware Game Association have certainly come
up to the expectations. The Association will endeavor
to get 4,000 more partridges this season. This is an excel-
lent year for squirrels and nuts, and in a few more weeks
the squirrels will be in prime eating condition, when our
sharp rifle shots may treat themselves to a delicious
squirrel pie. This has been a disastrous season for cot-
tontails (rabbits), as it has been so rainy many of the
young were drowned in their nests. The employes of
the Delaware Railroad have a pet. Near Blackbird sta-
tion a wild duck has built her nest in a dead tree within
a few yards of the railroad, where undisturbed by the
roar of passing trains she is sitting contentedly on a
clutch of nine eggs, much to the curiosity of passengers
and watched with interest by her railroad friends.

—

Del.
A. Ware.

Woodcock and Worm.—Montreal, Aug. 2.—Editor
Forest and Stream: I was ah interested reader of the
late article concerning the woodcock's method of getting
a supply of worms for food. I once had a brood of ducks
led by a favorite drake that had been a pet around the
farm several years and had evidently gained some
kno wledge from experience. After a rain the brood would
go out on the lawn and employ tactics very similar to
those of the woodcock; i. e., they would go through just
the same movement a man would in stamping the ground
alternately and rapidly with either foot, then place the
ear close to the ground and listen. A worm deftly billed
from the ground usually followed this move, or the old
duck sampled another spot a few inches distant. I have
watched the performance by the half hour and laughed
at the knowing way it was accomplished. I have great
faith in the woodcock story,

—

Latjrejs tides.

fame Jjf#g and

PATTERN AND PENETRATION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
With the completion of the test of the Greener gun on

the 24th inst,
,
your trials of shotguns had reached ten and

gave an opportunity for some comparative figures which
I have made. Of course, shooting as you do, each gun
with the charge most likely to bring out the best points
of the weapon, there id a seeming variation which to
some may appear confusing, but bringing each result down
to a basis of percentage of results from charge used and
there is at once a fair basis of comparison. I have made
a table of these percentages for each barrel of each gun
and for each gun as a whole. In doing this, in order to
eliminate all the uncertain and variable factors of wind,
bad aiming, etc. , I have taken the figures for pattern
from the average of the struck circles instead of from the
average of aimed circles. This is better for the gun-
makers, but shooters and buyers must remember that it is

the aimed circle wich tells the story of how the gun will
act in the field and not the circle struck for best patterns
on the sheet after the shot is fired.

40yds. patterns.
Right Barrel. Left Barrel. Whole Gun.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all tlie American game birds which
they may kill. Cloth, 230 pages, price $2.50. For sale by Forest
and Strea m.

Gun. Gauge. Charge. Pellets. Prct. Pellets. Prct Pellets. Prct.
Kern. (Sell. Pdr.)..l6 489 219 .447 .488 Z29 .463

.605Rem. (Bl. Pdr.)...16 387 240 .653 205 .558
Parker 10 595 433 .726 426 .715 429 .721
Parker 12 546 371 .679 354 .648 382 .663

326 ,809 888 .725 357 .667
Parker , 12 536 364 .679 3(55 .680 364 .679
Colt (Merrill) 12 573 237 .415 278 .487 257 .450

.496Colt (Moss) 12 570 274 .480 292 .512 283
Greener ( Eng. crt.)12 376 229 ,601 220 .585 225 .599
Greener (Am. crt.)12 580 348 .621 345 .616 396 .707

Average 514 304 .591 311 .605 312 .807

60yds. pattern.
Rem. (Seh. Pdr.>..16 489 102 .208 100 .204 101 .208
Rem. (Bl. Pdr.)...16 367 105 .286 94 .256 100 .271
Parker 10 893 214 .358 224 .376 219 .367
Parker 12 546 160 .293 189 .346 175 ,319
Parker 10 535 181 .338 178 .332 179 ,333
Parker 12 536 151 .281 176 .328 163 .304
Colt (Merrill) 12 570 103 .186 90 .157 96 .166
Colt (Moss) 12 570 81 .159 114 .200 97 .153
Greener (Eng.crt.) 12 376 80 .212 108 .287 94 .219
Greener (Am. crtjl2 560 183 .238 115 .205 124 .219

514 131 .255 138 .269 134 .259

THE PENKTRATIO.N RECORD.
40yds. 80yds.

Guu.
Remington (Sch. pdr.)..16
Remington (Blk. pur... .16
Parker 10
Parker 12
Parker 10
Parker.., 12
Colt (Merrill) 12
Colt (Moss) 12
Greener (Eng. cart.). . . .12
Greener (Am. cart.) 12

Charge.

Gauge. Par. Shot. tion.

Right Loft Right Left
Proper- liar. bar. bar. bar.

Sheets. Sheets.

4 4
8 7
9 10
10 9

91 684 1 to m
89 010 ] to Wa

Average , 94 543 16 15 7% 7

Regarding the results in the way I have indicated, we
find that the average percentage of shots getting into the
circle at 40yds. was about 60, and that curiously enough
the left barrel showed a slight advantage. The best
record is that made by the 10-gauge Parker gun at its

first trial, running up to 72 per cent. Yet the same gun
with another charge on another day ran only up to 66
per cent. The lowest per cent, on the list was that of the
Colt gun as treated by Dr. Merrill, with the Schttltze pow-
der charge in the Remington gun coming in a close second
for low place. The Greener gun in its double test struck
very near the average. What there is in careful loading
and skillful manipulation of the arm is shown in the
high percentage of the Parker gun, shot as it was by an
expert from the factory and provided with cartridges
specially loaded for exact w^ork. I am surprised at the
poor showing made by the Schultze powder cartridges,
but as they were loaded by the gun owners and perhaps
not in a manner to bring out the best points of the pow-
der, perhaps it was not an altogether fair trial. It should
be good enough, however, to convince the gentleman
who owned the gun that his best policy would be to use
black powder instead of the expensive imported patent
article.

Now let us take a look at the 60yds. test. Perhaps you
are giving the arms too severe a test in requiring them to
do work at this range, yet we always hear so much of
the extra long shots which sportsmen are making, and
the dealers are so glad to quote them and claim so much
for the arms on the strength of them, that it is well to
have an exact showing of just how the weapons do act
at the distance of 180ft. It will be seen that about a
quarter of the shot manage to group themselves in the
selected circle, and in some cases the run is far below
that. Here again the Parker with its careful manipula-
tion and care in shooting leads the list and makes a very
creditable showing at the long distance. It would be in-
teresting in view of your showing- of just where the shot
does not go at this range, to see where it does scatter, and
if a sheet of paper could be secured large enough to
mark off a pattern, showing just where every shot of the
entire charge did go.

In studying the penetration pads, the comparison can
only be by seeing how such and such an arm carries
itself as compared with the average of all the guns.
There is less exactness about this, because just why the
Dennison pads run fight and heavy, with their tough
sheets and heavy porous ones intermingled, is one of the
things I have never been able to discover. However,
they are as fair for one gun as another, and so they are
useful in making comparisons. I have made a table of
the proportions of powder and shot by weight. Of course,
the proportions run high in the case of the white powder,
but the black powder charges run very even. The little

Remington 16-gauge held its own here', as on the pattern
sheets, and the English-loaded cartridges in the Greener
gun proved to be hard hitters. The tables tell so much,
and tell it so well, that I will leave them for tbe examin-
ation of your readers, convinced that if rightly studied
they will be of large value in telling not only how to
load, but, more important still, in acting as warnings
what not to use in the charging of a shotgun. Nick.
[A typographical error last week made the Greener

gun 40yds. total for left barrel 368 pellets, when it should
have been 253.]

NOTES ON THE WOODCOCK.
rT,HE spring budding yellow pea green was cast all over
J. growing nature on Good Friday, and the charming
sun rays and delightful temperature, with summer
zephyrs, were truly a fitting recognition of the holy clay
at the gates of Easter. As evening fell, in the dreaming
twilight shadows of that glorious day, we stood spell-
bound, watching the towering love movements of the
cock of the wood.
Arden and the writer walked over to the homestead of

my wife, on the brow of the hill near Turners, and took
to the low meadows of its broad acres, skirted by the
backwoods, wherein runs a babbling brook, tributary
from Rumsey Pond to the Ramapo River, forty-seven
miles from your office sanctum. There for upward of
an hour we stood spell-bound, entranced by the love
movements of some woodcock domiciled in the lone,
secluded woods.
Here for years and years have we watched and studied

the habits and nature of this grand, delicious game bird;
at this season of the year mated and happy indeed in the
same towers of love and contentment as seen by us this
beautiful spring eve, forty years ago, the hermit of the
wood which in due season fell to our old Joe Man ton
(blessed be the name, for great indeed was his sporting
bore above all others of his day in penetration and range)
in years passed, that have now, alas! left old "Canoni-
cuj." a wreck of his former self in the field and covert
side

—

Time is passing on, John.
Yes, years are telling on;

Eyes are growing dim;
And alas! we do not shoot with former vim.

In the month of July the old birds, with their voung,
resort to dells and glades where the dense foliage"of the
trees excludes the scorching rays of the sun. In such
places there are generally found springs and small
streams not absorbed by the heat of the season; these
keep the ground moist and afford places at which the
young birds can procure their natural sustenance with-
out quitting their concealment and security. Living
springs are found to be their natural resort in dry, sultry
weather; equally so during frost, and for the same good
reason the ground contiguous, Deing kept open and soft
so as to make the birds prosecute their natural search for
worms. Tne interior depths of large pieces of woodland
will seldom be found the resting place of the young
brood of woodcock, or indeed of scarcely any of the
feathered game birds. It may be their place of refuge,
but not of general abode.
The experience of many years has taught us to look for

game in the skirts and outlets of woodlands. On being
disturbed the birds may retreat to the intense shades and
shadows of the dense wood; but they will otheiwise
seldom be found there, more especially in the early part
of the season, on being routed and shot at. Detached
pieces of woodland, where the ground is broken in
ridges and undulating hollows, the rougher aud more
uneven the better, where water springs ooze out of the
hillsides, will be found the haunts of the woodcock, and
the surest finds and trysting places of this most delicious
bird at all seasons of the year and through all winds and
weathers. The reason for this is obvious. A choice of
almost every kind of ground is offered him in his hunt
for food, be the weather what it will, without traveling
any distance in search of it. If the season is dry, parched
and sultry, cool springs and moist shady glades are at
hand; if the wind blows hard from any quarter the op-
posite side of the knoll affords a screen from its blast;
should rain descend in such quantity as to inundate the
low bottoms between his chosen little hills, a shift of
ground can be had at once by taking post on the side or
even top of the ridge; if the weather become cold and
tempes uous, there are thickets for shelter and protec-
tion ; and if frost should bind and render obdurate the
general surface of the ground, that which borders upon
the springs will remain open and penetrable.
Although we cannot too much reprobate the custom of

beginning to shoot in the early part of July, even when
allowed by law, yet if this must be acceded to, low,
moist, mellow ground bordering upon a copse of wood
will prove a sure find, provided the grass has not yet
been mown for hay, nor recent rain rendered the low
ground too wet.

We have frequently fallen in with numbers of young-
birds congregated in like situations upon the farm at this
stage of the game season, when the adjacent woods and
bottoms afforded few to the working of a well-trained,
sensitive-nosed dog of high breeding and true field blood.
Now, so strong has ever been our detestation of July

shooting, that in 1858 we had our old friend, the late
Henry William Herbert, draft a bill to put a stop to it

and place the open season so far back as October. We
presented the draft to the Sportsmen's Club, and by dint
of strong talk had it indorsed and approved and sent to
Albany in care of Mr. Van LSuren, the member from
Oswego county; and passed. The July shooting of that
year the unfortunate Herbert did not live to partake of,
nor to participate in the defense of ''the Herbert g-ime
law." Yet so determined had the sportsmen of Orange
county become against July t-port, and so assured of its

necessity, that when on the 4th of July of that year, the
then president of the "New York Sportsman's Club" was
detected in shooting in the confines of the county and
over grounds adjacent to my county home, this necessi-
tated my presenting the facts to the club at its next
monthly meeting, then held at the old "Woodcock Inn,"
situated on the north side of Houston street next to Bel-
low's stables, between Broadway and Crosby street,
which presentation forced his resignation from the high
office and his deposition from the club.

When the long meadow grass is all raked up and
cleared off, the shady nooks of woodland standing on
bottom or moist ground somewhat springy, covered with
long coarse grass or bogwood and skunk cabbage, will
be found to afford the most sport. Toward the first of
Septembi r, or soon after maize corn becomes in bloom
and tas^eL out, it affords a field of good cover. Thewood-
cock then takes to the cornfield for the double purpose of
shelter and feeding ground ; if there should be frequent
falls of rain or if the soil is sufficiently moist to permit
worms to approach to the surface he will quarter there;
if otherwise he is seldom found there. Here he will con-
tinue for several weeks or until the tops of the stalks are
cut ; this operation so much alters and diminishes his pro-
tection that he in his wisdom immediately deserts the
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maize field and takes himself again to the woodland and
thicket, which become his abode for the residue of the

season, shifting from low to high ground as the weather
changes. Toward the latter part of September and
October he will have become more shy and much wilder

than when found in the earlier part of the season.

The young birds having attained their full growth in

size and strength, are with difficulty distinguished from
the old parent birds. All now rise strong on the wing
and take long flights, and for the most part will be found
in strong cover and more dense woods than heretofore:

and it requires more exertion and assiduity on the part of

the dogs to discover them. Nor will they be so tenacious

of lying in their feeding places or the immediate vicinity

of the ground: their attention being more directed to re-

treats of safety than contiguity to their food, they will be
found more dispersed over the various beats.

Toward the latter part of October they will have be-

come very fat and plump, fully one-quarter heavier than
in either July or August. Should it now be unusually
dry for the 'season, you may look for them in strong
thickets which skirt swampy ground, and rough, uneven
places, rendered impervious by briers and the like. After

a heavy rain storm or a repetition of showers, the wood-
cock at this season takes to the high, dry woods, and if

any such have in the neighborhood strong and extensive
patches of blackberiy bushes, although in other respects

Bomewhac free from underbrush, you will there be sure

to find him. November having arrived, accompanied by
a bitter frost, the woodcock begins to think of winging
its way southward; his time of departure is expedited at

this period or retarded two or three weeks, depending on
the holding off or setting in of cold weather.

i At about this date the birds are found in perfection,

and are very different from the meager fledglings of July
1

or the moulted birds of August in gamy flavor and flesh.

I To fall in with them at this period is highly gratifying to

a keen sportsman. What can exceed the rapture of de-

|

light of hearing one risft with its strong, loud, whizzing
noise, going off with the strong flight velocity of a hawk?
Then to hit him full, and as he falls fully sixty yards
away, his bounding sound upon the ground tells surely he
is down.
As the frost becomes more sensibly felt, he will resort

fto the springs for a week or ten days, but upon being
pinched rather too severely seeks more temperate quar-
ters for the winter, and by the last of nut-brown Novem-
ber or the first week in December scarcely a woodcook
remains north of the Potomac unless the season is like

[that of 1869-70, or that of 1887-88, and this of 1888-89.
Canonictts.

I North New York.

SMALL-CALIBER RIFLES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I agree with the suggestion that the new rifle ought to

be of larger caliber than .25, say .27. In fact, I thought
of suggesting the same, but did not do so for fear that
if opinions were not unanimous nothing would come of
it. As to killing large game with the .22-caliber, I know
of more than one instance in which deer have been killed,

but they usually ran some distance; and much smaller
animals will often do the same, even escape when hard
hit. The cheapness of the .22-caliber ammunition is a
great argument in its favor, however. Aztec.

Editor Forest and Stream:
For the benefit of those seeking a first-class .22cal. out-

fit for all purposes that they can possibly be used for, let

me say that if they would follow "Iron Ramrod's" sug-
gestion, which I have done, and procure a Maynard rifle,

sighted with Lyman's rear and front sights, using two
barrels, one barrel 24in. long, chambered for the ordinary
.22cal. short rim-fire cartridge, and one barrel 26in, long,
chambered for the Winchester center-fire 15-45 cartridge,
they will have the best, most convenient and most accu-
rate .22cal. outfit to be had. There are others, but they
do not combine with their other good qualities the con-
venient principle of using a number of different barrels
on the same stock. With my .22cal. barrel, using the
ordinary short rim-fire cartridge, I find it perfectly
accurate up to 100yds. or more, shooting remarkably
close and hard, in one instance shooting it 200yds. and
penetrating a lin. pine plank, not the soft northern white
pine, but the hard yellow pine of the South.
The .22cal. barrel using the Winchester center-fire

15-45 cartridge is the most remarkable shooting iron I

,have ever seen or used for so small a caliber. I have
never used it on deer, but think that under favorable
circumstances by making two splits in the bullet down
to the shell, taking care not to destroy the shape of the
bullet, making the splits cross each other at right angles
in the center, it would do fine work.

I intend trying this, and in the meantime would be
glad to hear through your columns of any one trying it,

also would beg "Iron Ramrod" to let us have some more
of his valuable information in reference to the .22cals.

GrRBENvrtyt/E, Texas. TWENTY-Two.

Editor Forest and Stream:
During the summer of 1888, while I was building a

house about 1^ miles down the Indian River, we saw a
deer in a small clearing. My companion, Mr. Arnell,
took his .22cal. short Stevens and when within 85 steps
dropped the deer so dead that it never even kicked. He
struck the neck bone about Sin. from the head. Soon
after, some boys hollered that there was a bearswimming
.across the river. We both ran, he for his gun and I for
a rowboat. When within about 60ft. of the bear, though
the waves were high, he told me to stop and soon after
crack went his gun; the bear made some flounces but
soon was in the boat. Since then I have bought me a
.22cal. repeating Winchester, and for daylight hunting
at not over 100yds. I ask but little odds.
We go bear hunting here at night, with a bullseye

lantern on the head, or on a bright moonlight night 6n
the ocean beach where the turtles come out and lay their
eggs; the bears are very fond of turtle eggs and travel
the beach to get them. I was over there about four weeks
ago and came up to one that was eating eggs out of a
nest with his head down in the hole. I got up within
30ft., and as I had a shotgun for night hunting, I fired.

It surprised the bear, but off he ran, I afterhim and tried
to fhe the other barrel, but the old muzzleloader it would
not go off, as usual; so having a revolver I pulled that
and shot him three times while running down the beach

in the sand about 100yds. ; then lie ran off into the thick
scrub; and as I was by myself with no light, and being a
little bashful, I came home after a light. I found him
about 50yds. in the scrub. While skinning him I found
my revolver bullets first under the hide as they had all

gone in the upper part of his shoulder; but the buckshot
struck him just behind the foreshoulder very low down.
I also found while skinning him eight to ten other buck-
shot and bullets. He was A-ery fat. It took three loads
of two strong men to carry his flesh a short distance; and
finer meat I never saw or tasted.

For sport the Indian River county near here is second
to none I know of in the United States. There are bear,
deer, panther, wildcats, coons, possums, quail, turkeys,
ducks by the acre in the fall, and fish and oysters by the
mile square and of the very finest kind. The early fall

or late spring is the time to come here, or a good time
can be had at most any season. M, C. M.
Orchid, Florida.

RECESS-BORED SHOTGUNS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In the Forest and Stream for July 25 and Aug. 1 , are

the published results of a gun trial that you kindly had
made on your range. As the recess system of boring is

apparently but little understood in this country, perhaps
you will allow me a little space to describe its advantages.
It is not really a choke, but an enlargement of the barrel,

commencing about 2in. from the muzzle and extending
toward the breech for from 2 to lin., the last 2in. of the
barrel being practically of the same, diameter as that part
on the breech side of the recess; there is, therefore, no
obstruciton to the passage of a ball. Without reference
to the use of the latter, some English gun makers adopt
the recess method of boring in all their guns, and obtain
with it as close a shot pattern as with the more common
form of choke. It is much used by sportsmen for jungle
shooting in India where game can only be seen at close

range, at which the effect of a 12-gauge round ball is

found to be quite as deadly as that of a .45 or .50 express
bullet,

Many know from experience that in thickly wooded
countries, as in some parts of the South and of the North-
west, such would be a most useful gun, as in collecting

birds or shooting grouse or ducks, one is always liable to

run across a bear or other large game, which is certainly
lost unless shot can quickly be changed for ball cart-

ridges. In watching at night over bait for a bear such a
gun is quite as deadly as a rifle and much more conven-
ient. The "Paradox" gun, made by Holland, is a suc-
cessful device for obtaining similar results, which, in

my opinion, is more than can be said of the various three-
barreled guns and inserted rifle tubes. The boring of my
gun was experimental, and had not been tested by the
gun maker. The shot patterns were, of course, very un-
satisfactory, but this may easily be remedied by deepen-
ing the recess, which at first was purposely made shallow

.

Targeting balls at 100yds. was an extreme test, and as
such the results were by no means bad. Sixty yards
may be considered as long range for accurate work from
such a gun, and at 40 or 50yds. I believe the results would
answer all reasonable expectations. Creasing instead of
crimping the shells would probably give better results,

and it should not be forgotten that only the usual round
shotgun fore sight was used, there being no rear sight on
the gun. The object of using type metal was to reduce
the weight of the ball as much as possible. That used
for the tests gave a ball weighing 524 grains, but another
lot gave balls averaging only 484 grains, an important
reduction of eighty grains, as compared with those cast
from pure lead. It may again be repeated that this

method of boring can be made to give a very clear pattern
with shot, and in addition permits the safe use of a round
ball with reasonable accuracy up to 50yds. It is not in-

tended as a substitute for a rifle for general hunting pur-
poses, but for the uses indicated above, and in its proper-

sphere is a very useful "all-around" gun.

Phit.a/detjPhia, Aug. 3. J- 0. Mkrriu.,

HOW TO TRAP OTTERS.

A CORRESPONDENT writing from Louisa county,
Virginia, wishes to know how to trap otters. Pos-

sibly the subject may be of interest to others also. The
writer, having served an apprenticeship in trapping the
wild animals formerly found in the lake regions of Min-
nesota, Dakota and Iowa, respectfully offers a few sug-
gestions for the benefit of our Virginian friend, hoping
that they may call out from "J. Gr. R." and others a state-

ment of their methods, as the subject is of interest to

every old trapper, and few of us are too old to leam.
Among my trapper friends the otter was regarded as a

much more difficult animal to trap than either the fox or
beaver. His habits are peculiar and his cunning a sur-

prise to many a young trapper. He will travel for miles
up and down streams or across country from one lake to

another with an interval commonly of several days be-

tween his journeys. The trapper, consequently, visits

his otter traps at intervals of three or four days.
A narrow-necked peninsula in the bend of a creek or

river is almost certain to be crossed by the narrow path
of the otter, and a point of land extending out into a lake
is a favorite romping place. Where the slide of the otter

terminates at the edge of the water is the safest place for

the new beginner to set his trap, provided that the slide

shows that the animal always enters or leaves the water
at the same place. If the water is shallow at the bank
of the lake or stream the trail often spreads out on ap-

proaching the water, showing that the otter enters the
water at any one of half a dozen places. Such a spot is

to be avoided.
Get a Newhouse trap, No. 3 in size, go to the spot,

either in a boat or by wading along in the edge of the
water from a point on shore three or four rods distant

from the otters trail, having the trap opened ready for

setting, and a strong stake well sharpened inserted in the
ring of the trap chain. Now we are ready to set the trap
without making any disturbance above water. Arrived
at the spot select the point where it appears that the otter
will step when next he comes that way, and in water
about six inches deep smooth the bottom to make a good
place for the trap ;

place the trap so that the jaws will spread
out on each side of the otter's line of approach, extend
the chain full length up or down the stream, and, with a
hatchet brought for the purpose, drive the stake firmly
into the bottom with the top of the stake driven below
the surface of the water.

Then if the top of the stake is bright in color like green
timber, gather some rnud from the bottom and smear
over it. Now gently sift some mud in the water above
the trap, until a very thin coat of soft mud hides airy

brightness of the trap from view.
Wade back to where the stream was first entered, hav-

ing been careful not to touch the bank, and the trap is

set in the manner known as the "water set.'" Another
good water set may sometimes be obtained in the center
of the channel of a narrow stream, on shallow rapids.
Two things must be carefully noted here. First, that the
otter does not travel on the shore at this point, and sec-

ondly, that a point be selected for the trap where the
channel is narrow and the water shallow.
Sometimes, however, open waters cannot be found,

and ice covers the suiface of both lake and stream. And
again, a good water set is sometimes impossible when
the otter does not enter the water in any particular
place, as for instance along shallow sloughs. Here the
"land set" must be used. This is much more difficult,

yet if done properly is much the better set of the two.
A careful study of one very peculiar habit of the otter

enables the trapper to outwit him, cunning as he is. At
some certain point on the otter's line of travel on the
land, and commonly near the tcp of a bank down which
he has a regular slide, is a spot selected by this strange
animal for voiding excrement. He will travel for long
distances to reach this spot rather than do so at any
other place. Sometimes it is depoi-ited all in one heap,
and sometimes scattered over a space a rod or so in diam-
eter. If it is not in one pile, the trapper, making as few
steps as possible, must gather the dried accumulations
and deposit them on the greatest heap already formed,
and having a perfectly clean trap ready (some trappers
prefer having the. trap well smoked with the smoke of
dried grass), together with the stake for fastening, pro-
ceed to dig a hole in the ground with the blade of the
hatchet, in front of the heap of excrement, and about a
foot distant from the edg^e of it, on the side next
the otter's trail, using the fingers as little as possible

to avoid leaving scent. Dig just deep and wide
enough to hold the trap, and use all possible skill in cov-
ering the trap, to have just as little matter covering it as

may be and have it well hidden, in order that the trap
jaws be not hindered from gripping firmly when sprung,
and to leave the general appearance of the ground the
same as before the trap was set. Be careful also to set

the trap so that the jaws lie open on each side of the
otter's line of approach. Now drive the stake below
the surface of the ground and cover it and the chain
carefully.
The job is now complete, and the trapper—who of

course will have been careful not to blow his nose or spit

tobacco juice near the trap—walking carefully away,
and on afterward coming to visit it once in two or three
days will only approach near enough to see that the trap
is all right, stands a very good chance to make the ac-

quaintance of the sleek brown creature with the much
coveted overcoat, provided his work has been well done.
The otter when next he comes to the spot, if the excre-

ment be piled in one heap and everything else apparently
undisturbed, will, almost inevitably, approach the heap
walking backward and dancing around until it would be
difficult to find room for a silver quarter between his

tracks. No fear of him getting loose if once well caught
and the trap hold. His foot is a mass of bones and sinews
as tough almost as wire, and impossible for him to gnaw
in two. The beaver with Ms chisel teeth will often cut
off a forefoot to free himself from the trap, but the otter

never. I never knew but one to get loose from a trap.

He was caught only by the little dew claw or fifth toe

on the side of the foot, and this held him all right and
until he had whipped two dogs in the morning, when it

pulled out of his foot, and in spite of the charge of
small shot sent after him the plucky animal escaped into

the lake, while a certain dejected trapper about my size,

stood on the. shore gulping down his disappointment as

he watched the circling waves that rose above the disap-

pearing otter. Orin Belknap.
Thetts, Washington.

Two Bears in One Day.—On June 12 I received a let-

ter from Emmett Harris, of No. 4, South Branch of
Beaver River, Herkimer county, N. Y., saying that on
May 13 "he caught a female bear in a trap, and while on
his way home from the trap he killed the largest male
bear he ever killed or ever saw; it weighed 300lbs. and
was twice as heavy as the female caught in the trap."

Two bear in one day is pretty good work for a man of

65 years. But Mr. Harris is an old hand at it, as the
many skulls of panthers, bears, wolves, beaver and other
animals that hang upon the rafters and roof poles of his

camp attest. I made the acquaintance of Mr. Harris
during a tramp through the Adirondacks from NoTth-
ville, Fulton county, to Lowville, Lewis county, last

September and October. Since then I have sent him (as

he states it) "a good deal of reading," among which were
a number of copies of Forest and Stream, and for

which he says "he does not know how he is ever to pay
me;"' but adds, "if I live and nothing happens I will send
you a deer head next fall to put up," and for the bal-

ance which he considers he is indebted to me, he invites

me to come about the middle of October and still-hunt

deer for a couple of weeks. All this I am offered (and I

have assured him I would like nothing better) for a few
copies of Forest and Stream. Verily, it is a valuable
paper.—J. L. Davison.

North Carolina.—Rockingham, Aug. 1.—We have
had a very heavy rainfall for the last few weeks, and I

fear that the young birds

—

Perdrix virginianus—have
fared badly, especially in the lowlands. About July 1

the prospects for an abundant supply of Bob White in
most of the central coun lies of this State were excellent.

Where birds are generally plenty, I was told, there
seemed to be very few. Though not migratory, as are
the quails, ducks, snipe, etc., Bob White now and then
shifts his usual haunts and takes to the woods, or other
places where he escapes observation, returning to his

native fields later in the season.

—

Wells.

Kansas. — Uniontown. — The quail -crop is short in
Bourbon county this season on account of heavy rains.

Prairie chickens are scarcer than ever known before.

—

H. E.
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IOWA GAME NOTES.

MANSON, Iowa, July 30.—The season here has been
all that could be desired for game birds to breed.

Prairie chickens were never more abundant since the
country has been settled. Fine broods three-quarters
grown are to be found in every field, and frequently a
brood is seen that are very small. Contrary to law the
guns can be heard from the city limits every evening and
morning, and it is a wonder so many reach maturity. A
person driving along any of the much traveled roads is

almost sure to flush several flocks. How long the abund-
ant supply lasts depends altogether on the future observ-
ance of the game laws.
Last winter I did not notice a single quail, although

driving most every day. "When spring came the quail re-
turned and can be seen and heard every day. I have
noticed probably forty pairs, but have seen no young ac-
companying any of them, which leads me to believe they
did not breed or have not brought forth their broods yet.
A few Canadian geese still breed here, and the nest is

usually placed on a muskrat house in a large slough.
Very few of the young reach maturity, as the nests are
closely watched and the eggs taken or the young cap-
tured toon after hatching. There are numbers of them
domesticated among the farmers. They breed among
themselves or usually mate with the tame geese. The
few young that grow up wild are almost always killed
by the hunters in August. A few red-headed ducks
remain here during the hummer and must breed. Mal-
lards and bluewing teal are now accompanied by fine
broods of young, and they are already being killed for
the table. They breed more abundantly than any of our
waterfowl, and while young fall an easy prey to the
small boy and army musket,
The sickle bill curlew, avocet and dow bird are most

extinct here, and will soon be numbered with the good
things that were. Jacksnipe are still to be found in
large numbers, especially in the fall. The upland plover
is not near as plenty as it used to be. Not being very
hard to approach, they too fall an easy prey to the gun-
ner. Golden plover are probably more abundant in
spring on the burnt prairies than any other of the small
game. Thousands are kdled annually and stored in the
ice houses at Laurens and other points. Men from the
Eastern cities come here every spring and hire all the
gunners they can get; some are paid by the day and am-
munition furnished, while others furnish their own
ammunition and receive ten cent3 apiece for all black-
bellied and upland plover, clow birds, curlew and jack-
snipe. A man at Pocahontas Center using a Spencer re-
peating shotgun told me he usually killed from 50 to 125
plover a day through the season. These birds are all
stored and carried over for the fall and winter trade.
We have had and still have excellent wildfowl shooting,
about which more anon. H. A. K.

A Word About Market Hunters.—St. Joseph, Mo.,
July 29.—Have just returned from a trip through part of
"Sunny Kansas." Chickens seem to be quite plenty.
Last Saturday I saw at one of the leading hotels in Kan-
sas City a party of men whom, from certain ear-marks, I
"sized up' as Eastern "sportsmen" (?) They were sup
plied with guns and the usual baggage, and were seek-
ing information relative to the westbound Santa Fe
trains. About Sept. 15 I shall look for a glowing account
of "a recent shooting trip in Kansas," also the customary
"cussing" of the "market hunters" in the columns of our
sporting publications. I am acquainted with . several
men who shoot for the market, and after many years
spent in such company in rush "blinds" and "btubble,"
lam impelled to the belief that their success depends on
their intimate knowledge of the habits of the game they
seek, and their dexterity with the gun, and not on the
pot-hunting and untimely murder of half-fledged birds.
In fact, I have never seen a market hunter shoot at a
sitting bird, and I honestly believe that the greater part
of the game killed in close season or by pot shots at rest-
ing coveys can be justly charged to those who make the
most ado about the market hunter. No one regrets more
than I the steady diminution of our game supply; though
I have never been and am not now a market hunter, I
should like to see stringent game laws rigorously en-
forced. We need a national law making spring shooting
a criminal offense. We also need a deal less twaddle
about market hunters.

—

Hoodoo,

Missouri.—Alexandria, July 31.—Last winter having
been unusually mild, quail are very numerous and are
successiul in raising their young, despite the r. gularity
and frequency of rains. While mowing along a rail
fence during the second week in June, I discovered two
nests of the quail, which were the only ones I have found
for years. In both cases the birds were absent, and my
curiosity caused me lo investigate the number of eggs.
The first nest was lined with a layer of eggs reaching
two-thirds of the way to the top, thus affording a sure
and easy numbering of the egg*, which amounted to
fifteen. * The second nest was an object of wonder to me,
for I have never seen tiie equal. It was about 5in. acros,
and very deep, and such a pile of pretty white eggs. 1
wanted to know their number, but how could I take the
centus of Bob White's home when 1 know he is so very
caieful about bis premises? The eggs were piled about
three layers in depth, and it was a puzzling undertaking,
yet by careful counting and recount I ascertained that
the nest contained twenty-two eggs. Passing by the
nest frequently, I always found the lady quail quietly
sitting on her eggs, never being uneasy at my close
presence. Like the American eagle on our silver dollar,
the cjuail had to spread itself to cover such a large num-
ber of crystals which promised to develop a flock of lively
little Bob Whites within a few days. As early as June
20 I saw a fine flock of young quail which were large
enough to fly.—Jasper Blinks.

Game Birds of Vancouver Island.— The prospects
for the September shooting near Esquimalt are very
bright. A gentleman estimated the number of grouse
that lie saw m one day's stroll through the woods at 150
brace. Blue grouse abound on the hills and willow
grouse in the swamps. The mountain quail and the val-
ley quail, introduced from California, have multiplied
enormously. We have recent information from Nanai-
mo to the effect that golden pheasants, brought over from
China and protected for several years, have increased
greatly and afford rare sport.

Whatcom, Washington, July 13.—Several cougars have
been killed in the last four weeks. Black bears are
often met with and several have been captured Ruffed
grouse are promising to be numerous. I have the prom-
ise of a fine specimen of a four-pronged spotted b\ick,
when the proper season shall return

; spots about as large
as a quarter-dollar. There are several yet of that kind of
white and spotted deer upon some of the islands of
Puget's Souna, but they are getting scarce.—J. Y. C.

Mexican Game.—San Luis Potosi, Mexico, Julv 24.—
We have had capital dove shooting for a week or two.
They bred somewhere in the mountains, I suppose, and
suddenly appeared in the plains hereabout m great num-
bers.

_
A kind of wood pigeon with a white spot on his

wing is abundant in some places also, and gives excellent
shooting. Jack rabbits and cottontails there are for those
who want them. Have not been to the quail cover as
yet, supposing them too small.—Aztec.

TENNESSEE GAME LAW.
An Act to be entitled an Act for the better protection of

game in this State.
Section 1. Be it, enacted by the General Assembly of the State

of Tennessee, that it shall be aDd is hereby declared unla .vful for
any pei son to bttnt, kill, or tiap deer for profit in the State of
Tennessee; provided, however, Tnat all citizeus of Tennessee be
allowed to hunt, or kill or capture deer for their own consump-
tion from the first day of August to the first dav of January of
each year; and provided further, that, all citizms of Tennessee
may kill or capture deer for profit on his own land, but not else-
where, from the first day of August to the first day of January of
each year.
Sec. 2. Be it further enactpd that it shall be and is hereby un-

lawful for any person to hunt, kill, net, trap or capture quail or
partridges for profit in the State of Tennessee; provided that am'
citizen of this State may hunt, kill, trap or capture quail or par-
tridges; for profit on his own land, but not elsewhere, nor at any
other season of the year than from the first day of November to
March the first of each year within the time linrted; provided
that it shall be unlawful for any person or persons to net par-
tridges or quail at any season of the year.
Sec 8. Be it further enacted that any person violating the pro-

visions of t#gs act shall be fined for the first offense not less thin
five nor more Chan twenty-five dollars, and for e-ich subsequent
offense not less tnan twenty-five nor more than fifty dollars and
imprisonment, at ttie discretion of the Court, not exceeding three
months.
Sec. 4. Be it further enacted that the constables and justices of

the peace of each county oe game wardens to prosecute violators
against the provisions of this bllL
Sec. P. Be it further enacted that grand juries shall have in-

quisitorial powers of all violations of this act. And the Circut
and Criminal Judges snail give the same in charge to the grand
juries, and the killing, hunting or capturing in acj wise the game
protected by this act.

Sec. 6. Be it further enacted that the following counties are
hereby exempted from the provis-iot s of this act: Ca rroll, Btntou,
Henderson, White, Cuinb rland, Van Buren. Smith, Cannon,
Dyer, Cocke, Sullivan, Unicoi, Grundy, Sevier, Fentress, Lincoln,
Putnam, Pickett, Johnson, Carter, Franklin, Humphreys, Hick-
man, Lauderdale, Crockett. Lewis. Perrv, Decatur, Green, Grain-
ger, Hawkins, Jackson, Polk, Warren, Knhertsm. James, Meigs,
Rhea. Weakly, Hardin, Mc hairy, Campbell. Union, Bledsoe. Se-
quatchie, Overton, Claiborne. Chester, Marion, Williamson, Mat-
shall, Morgan, Bedford, Moore, Lawrence, Wavne, Macon, Clay,
Gibson.
Approved April 3, 1889.

$amp-jtfir* tglickqings.

"That reminds me."

270.

AFRIEND of mine, John D., tells me a joke which he
has kept to himself for a year or more past. He

was sitting in his boat among the weeds and rushes
along the margin of a small lake about four miles from
here, patiently waiting for the ducks to come in. He had
sat until late in the afternoon without a shot, when sud-
denly he noticed a flock of about forty mallards come
down from the north and drop into the water close in
shore, some 200yds. down the lake, and behind a point of
flags and tall weeds which extended into the lake. Lay-
ing his gun down in the bottom of the boat, he dropped
on his knees and commenced poling carefully down the
shore, the water being about 18in. deep, with a foot of
mud at the bottom.
After going a short distance the gun nnder his knees

in the bottom of the boat began to bother him, so he
picked it up, and carefully deposited it behind him with-
out looking around. In due time he worked up to the
point of flags behind which the mallards had alighted.
Cautiously pulling aside some weeds, he discovered the
whole flock bunched together in a little cove, not over
30yds. distant. ''Great Scott!" thought John, "here is

what I have been looking for all these years, a pot-shot
at mallards." Pushing his pole into the mud and holding
on with his left hand, he began to feel behind him with
his right for the gun. Somehow he didn't just seem to
fetch it, and after a little nervous fumbling he turned his
head to locate it. Horror of horror! the gun was gone.
John says his feelings at this juncture may be imagined
to some extent, but can never, never be described. The
discovery so surprised him that he made a miss-move of
some kind and away went the ducks. Upon slowly re-
tracing his way toward the point of starting, he iound
the gun with about 4tn. of the muzzle sticking out of the
water just where he had carefully stuck the butt in the
mud when he put the gun behind him. John always
looks now where he lays things, but the visions of that
flock of mallards haunts him to this day. C.

271.

On a pleasant summer's day in one of the 80*, two well-
known gentlemen of Attleboro, Mass., who were enjoy-
ing a short vacation at the summer resort called Menau-
hant, located on the south shore of Cape Cod, were taking
a sail in a small catboat, on an inland bay known as the
Eel Pond. One of the gentlemen had bee-n endeavoring
to work the boat to windward with but little success, so
that the other took control, but with the result that in a
few minutes he had capsized the boat. After having
clung to the boat and yelled themselves hoarse, a fisher-

man bore down toward them and called to them to throw
him their painter. Then the least frightened of the two
answered back;
"We haven't any painter with us. We are only two

Attleboro jewelers."
* During the remainder of their stay in that vicinity
watch chains and cuff buttons were freely distributed by
them. Zenas.

CAMPING ON THE SUSQUEHANNA.
AT the close of a successful day's fishing in the sum-

mer of 1887, on that part of the Susquehanna in!
Wyoming county, Pa., locally known as the "Neck,"
where the grand old stream sweeps around the projecting
mountain that obstructs its way and flows five miles to
gain one in its onward course to the bay, Sharpe and I
mutually agreed that when the rolling year ayain brought
the vacation season aiound, there we would pitch our:
tent and spend a week in the way so dear to evei y lover of
camp bfe. And so it came to be talked of whenever we
met, with all details arranged; and Aug". 13 was finally
fixed upon as the day of departure. But during the
night of the 12th the long-protracted drouth was bioken
by such a fall of rain as I have seldom known. Roads,
were washed until almost impassable, fields gullied and
disfigured, every rivulet turned to a boiling, seething tor-
rent, and the river became awe-inspiring in the powerful
onward rushing of its boisterous waters. Storm follow ed
storm at short intervals, which, with the consequent high
water, kept us at home until Sept. 3, when a start was
made. My team took me with my boat and camp kit to
tne river at Meshoppen, where I launched the boat, and
the current, with but little asf-^tance irom the oars, scon
carried me over the three miles to the rambling little vil-

lage of tvlehoopany, where I expected to fina Sharpe
awaiting me. But it was not until the next day that,
with duffle packed aboard, we were at last off in the boat!
The river had risen several inches during the night, which
argued ill for good fishing. A few strokes of the oara
shot the boat out into the current, and we floated gently
away to our destination. We ran through tome rough
water at the old dam, but our buoyant little boat carried
us safely through, and soon we shot through Horse Race
Rapids and glided out upon the stretch of placid water
that was to be our fishing ground.
The gleam of a white tent among the trees and smoke

rising skyward showed that others, like ourselves, had
been drawn here by the many attractions of the place.
After a careful exploration of both banks, a favorable
site was selected, and our boats quickly unloaded. Here
the "grub box" came to the from; and our hunger satis-

fied, we turned our attention to camp building. Draw-
ing my little "Nessmuk," the white chips were soon fly-
ing, the shelter cloth stretched and the sides thickly-
woven with leafy branches. Crossing to the mountains
opposite I climbed the almost perpendicular ascent and
cut from its rocky hold a bushy topped hemlock that,
falling, rolled to the water's edge. The blanches were
lopped off, piled into the boat and transported to camp,,
where, at our leisure, we stripped them of their brouse,.
the finest of which went into two sacks to form pillows,
the remainder making our bed at least a foot deep, elastic,
fragrant and inviting to sound and restful sleep. Over it

our blankets were spread. Water was brought from the
spring near at hand. In front the fire was built; and the
kettle suspended from the long pole was soon boiling;
the coffee simmered on the coals at one side: and the
pictme was complete. At supper the potatoes were of
the whitest, and the boiled ears of corn were swreter
even than those we so well renu mber "on mother's table,"
while the aroma of the coffee filled the camp.
Then followed the horn of lounging and story-telling

so dear to all who go to the woods and streams for relax-
ation and rest. As the twilight deepens the fire burns
brighter, the wreaths of white smoke drift out of the
circle of light, and sparks fly up among the trees over-
head. The fire shines directly into camp, and coupled
with the fatigues of the day soon produces drowsiness:
and replenishing the fire we turn in for the night.
Sharpe's heavy, regular breathing soon tells he sleeps
soundly, but I lie awake for some time listening to the
many voices of the night—the wind as it soltly rustles
the leaves of the oak, hickoiy and birch that overspread
the camp, and my thoughts fly away back among the hills

of the Susquehanna, and I think of the little fellow I left
there, and how his eyes would thine with wandering
delight, and what a frolic we would have about the fire

were he but here to-night. A few more years and I will
tike him with me and teach him lessons in woodcraft,
and by intimate associations fill his young heart full of
admiration and love for all the wondrous and beautiful
works of nature. A heart thus filled is strongly fortified

against the many corrupting influences he must meet in
the years to come; and although he may spend hours
with rod and gun that might be otherwise usefully em-
ployed, who will say that such time is wasted. My
reverie at last ends in oblivious sleep, and the next of
which I am conscious Sharpe rolls over and nestles closer,,

the night being somewhat chill, and the fire having'
burned low. I rise, »eplenit.h tiie fire and go out from
the shadow of the trees upon the river bank. The night
is clear and still. Numberless stars spartite overhead.
The tall pines on the mountain's crest—sentinels stand-
ing guard on the world below—are dimly outlined against
the sky. The waters of the river are obscured by a heavy
Curtain of fog. Tne roar of the rapids comes i'aintly to
my ear. Peace broods over all.

It was late when we opened our eyes next morning.
The sun was shining brightly, and a squirrel, perched in
the hickory in front of thecmip, was earnestly coughing
and scolding in wonderment at ihe scene below. After our
meal, rods were jointed, leaders put to soak, and we were
ready to try the fishing. The water had fallen several
inches during the night and our hopes rose correspond-
ingly. After fishing till nearly noon we returned to
camp with twelve bass towing behind the boat. Nothing
remarkable as to number or size . yetwe were satisfied . No
large ones were taken and no big ones got away, for the
reason, perhaps, that none were hooked. Sharpe dressed
the fish while I kindled the fir e and got the potatoes and
coffee on to boil ; and any one who had seen the pile of
bass I fried would have thought the camp contained at
least half a dozen hungry men. We were in no such
haste to begin the fishing of the afternoon as we had felt
in the morning, but went about it xeisurely and caught a
fair string that were placed in a box in the water to be
drawn upon as occasion required.

Supper over, we paid a visit to the camp we had
noticed among the trees on the picnic grounds at the
foot of the island. The parly consisted of four, three of
Elrnira and one of Laceyville, all of the hardware trade.
As we approached the vicinity the camp was enveloped
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En a cloud of blue sulphurous sinoke, and an odor of

burning brimstone filled the air, There was no fire in

the cami) and some phenomena must account foi the

gtate of the atmosphere. The disturbance was apparently

'•volcanic. We met two of the party at the landing re-

turning from a visit to Mehoopany. Walking with them

Mp to the tent we learned the cmse of the disturbance as

told by the occupants in language abounding in forcible

ad-kctives. Early in the afternoon they had gone up the

river a short distance to fish, bribing a hoy to watch the

camp by the promise of a much coveted rod. After the

departure of the fishermen Tommy found it rather dry

business, and finally wandered off on the beach and

amused himself with wading in the water and digging

| mussels in the sand; and the sun was low in the west

[ when he returned to find that a herd of cows had taken

I no*session and wrought ruin in his absence. All the

edible* had been piled on one of the large tables and the

Mows bad made a clean sweep. Bread, bacon, potatoes,

I onions, corn, salt, all had disappeared. A box of pepper

ualoDe remained. Tommy drove them away, and upon
pfomprehendiug the damage they had done, fled the

i camp. We arrived just in time to hear the expletives of

the fishermen as they came to realize the state of affairs.

Many and awful were the threats of vengeance against

Unfortunate Tommy. Many methods of torture were

suggested, but none decided up-n as equaling the offense.

A party was detailed to visit the farmhouse back from

the river and soon returned with a loaf of bread and a

peck of potatoes, and in the cooking of the supper and

the more than real interest aroused by the rinding of a

case of beer in the boat, that had been to town, both their

loss and revenge w< re forgotten . Tommy did not get the

coveted rod, but we learued later that he managed to get

away secretly with a valuable reel belonging to one of

the party.

. The niglit was exceedingly chill for the time of year;

but a good fire kept burning'the entire night flooded the

tent with both l'ghfc and warmth. Thursday morning
dawned bright and beautiful. At breakfast the amount
of toast that Sfiarpe devoured was far more noticeable

I than his catch of bass the day before. Breakfast over, a

|-con=ubation was held, at which it was decided to devote

I the forenoon to exnloring the river for some distance be-

Row. For roe the loc >llty has a double interest. On the

opposite shore and a little below our camp, something

over sixty years ago stood the old leg cabin in which my
father was born; and we put up our tent on the farm
.where his early boyhood was spent. Often have I heard

him tell of the game and fish to be found here in those

early day*—of the wild turkeys that flew across the river

'to feed in the cornfields, the big flocks of ducks that

passed up and down, of the deer pursued by dogs that

swam the river, and of the many fi-h caught. Although
great changes have taken place in the past fifty years,

still tlie locality is a charming one, and offers many in-

ducements to the camper. The Vosburg tunnel now used

by the Lehigh Valley Bail road leaves five miles of river

undisturbed by the screech of locomotives and the jar

and rumble of heavy trains. The mountains are grandly

beautiful, the fishing good, and the farmers who occupy
the pleasant houses a little back from the river will wel-

come vou heaitily. and if you are the gentlemen aB
campers should be, will do all in their power to make
your stay a pleasant one.

So we drifted about that bright September morning,
landing often to explore the shore*, visited the cemetery
and found many familiar names on the mossy tomb
stones, and finally accepted an invitation to dinner from
a hospitable farmer. The broad and fertile acres be till-

have passed from father to son for three generations, and
no doubt at least one of the five manly boys we met
there will follow the occupation of the father. We found
Mrs. B. a charming lady, and the hour we spent in that

hospitable home will Ion.1: lemain a pleasant memory.
Dinner over we took leave of the farmer in the midst of

a melon patch where the fruit lay thick upon the ground
and Ave were asked to help ourselves to all we could use.

We fished in the afternoon with good succes*. The
following morning the leaden sky and south wind spoke
plainly of an approaching storm. We bad proposed
staying another night, but wishing to avoid the storm we
broke camp early, packed the boat and started up the

l river. The wind being astern a large umbrella was made
I to do duty as a sail and good progre-s was made. Lad-
ling Sharps at Mehoopany I pulled along to Meshoppen,
where I found my team awaiting me. A ride of nine
miles put me at home again. My vacation parsed with a
pleasant memory. That night and the following day as

the rain fell steadily I was glad to be at home, but
already had T begun planning for another outing another
summer with the same congenial companion alms the
same grand old river. Bon Ami.
Auburn, Pa,

AS TOUCHING WALTON.
ACCOBDING to Allibone, Walton's "Compleat Ang-

ler" has gone through thirty-four editions in Eng-
|land, two or more in the United States and one in Ger-
I many, and has been called "the angler's Bible." In some
respects it is treated by the votaries of the rod and reel
as the sacred volume is by some Christians—it is much
quoted and little read.
Some angling writers are in the habit of referring to

thiB author as "Sir Isaac Walton." If they had diligently
studied the life and writings of the plain "citizen of Lon-
don, who carried on the trade of linen draper, in half a
shop, in Fleet street, A. D. 1624, they would not have
made the mistake of knighting him.
Walton belonged to that respectable middle class of

Britons who have been for centuries the strength and
.glory of old England, and who settled the newer and
greater England beyond the Atlantic.
And one of his sayings is quoted, "I had rather be a

©ivil, well governed, temperate, poor angler, than a
drunken lord," which meant something at a period when
the English ncbility seemed to rule by divine right, and
like the King, could do no wrong.
Although the "common father of all anglers" was a

plain and unassuming man, he was on terms of intimate
friendship with many of the literary men and clergy of
this time, the lives of some of whom he wrote. The ang-
lers of the present day cannot do better than to study the
life and writings of their prototype. S. C. C.
Marietta, Georgia.

AMERICAN CLUBS IN CANADA.

LAKE EDWABD, Quebec, Aug. L

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: By the mail last evening I rvceived the

Forest and Stream of July 38. I had just had a late

"snadc" after a day's fishing with good success, and cock-
ing my feet at the regulation angle, a habit our English
friends never tire of ridiculing (the reason they never do
it is, I imagine, their modesty in exhibiting the size of

their feet), and with the proverbial brierwood well filled

and lighted , I proceeded to open the paper and see who had
told the biggest lie—fish s<ory, I mean.
The first item my eye encountered was a short editorial

headed " American Clubs in Canada," which referred to

the alleged prejudice of Canadians against the leasing of

lakes and rivers and formation of clubs by Americans.
The complaint that we are monopolizing their fishing

has, as you say, two sides to it.

Firstly—If the Canadians wanted these lakes and rivers

themselves, why did they not secure them in accordance
with their own laws'? They had the same and better

opportunities, living on the ground, as it were; and they
knew that the Canadian Government was offering these

privileges, which have been in the market for years, and
only within the last two have Americans availed them-
selves of the opportunity.
Secondly -There is a plenty of lakes and rivers that we

have not taken up, a little more remote, perhaps, but avail-

able with a moderate outlay for trails to give access to

them. Mr. Canadian don't pronose to spend any money tor-

tus pleasure. He wants all fi*hing free, which is not in

accordance with the laws of the mother country, which
Canada takes as its authority. The American clubs spend
money for these privileges. They pay a rental to the Gov-
ernment. They build houses, cut roads and trails give em-
ployment to guides and mechanics, travel on Canadian
railroads, patronize Canadian hotels, in fact, speud
ten dollars in the c untry for fishing privileges where
the Canadians spend one. Why, then, should the

Government withhold these privileges from Ameri-
cans to give resident grumblers free fishing? And
again, the men composing the membership of these

American clubs are true SDortsmen, and do not be-
lieve in indiscriminate slaughter. They do not go in for

depleting. They catch a moderate number and waste
none, and become really the best protectors of game
and fish C mada could have, for they prevent the pot-

hunter from unlimited destruction of fish, regardless of

numbers they can preserve or use.

As an instance, when up here last fall, a party of five

from Quebec camped on the Jeanotte Biver, at its outlet

from Lake Edward, for a week. The number of trout
they C4Ught they did not state; but they brought up four
barrels, and one of the party confessed that they had
thrown away twice that quantity. From my own obser-

vations I should say they caught over a thousand pounds
of trout, more fish" than any club would have taken in

two years. And this was not the only instance of

slaughter. Another party, camping on the same river,

went into a regular fish curing business, smoking and
carrying away probably 5001ba . ; and all these gentlemen
were Canadians, residents of Quebec and Montreal, not
an American among them. These are the people who
are howling against the granting of fi-hing privileges to

us Americans. They want the Government to keep the
rivers and lakes open for their benefit, and never a penny
do tbey propose to pay for this rnurderous system of

cleaning them out.

The Canadian Government is acting wisely in granting
privileges to Americans and American club*, as it there-

by insures a perpetuation of the attractions Canada
presents to sportsmen, the preservation of its fish, and
the continued business for hotels, railroads, mechanics
and laborers, for not a club es'ablished that does not ex-
pend thousands of dollars in buildings and expenses,
every dollar of which is a local benefit. Can the people
or the Government reap an equal benefit from the pot-
hunter.-? At the rate they are now ruthlessly wasting
the fish all along the line of the railroads, these pot- fish-

ermen will in a very few years denude Canada of its fish

and fi-hing, and make it no longer attractive to sports-

men: and a,s a consequence there will be less expenditure
in the remote localities where people live who never saw
a dollar in coin until the railroad brought American
=portsmen to them. This may seem a wild statement,
but there are plenty of men fifty years of age in the
wilds of Canada who never saw a dollar in cash (coin or
paper) until the advent of the railroad in the midst of
them. They say missionaries and railroads are great
civilizers. Very true, but give me the railroads eveiy
time. I have been where it was only the missionary;
Christianity and whisky were having a tight race, with
whisky considerably ahead, which was, of course, not
the teachings of the missionary, but the natural result of
civilization; wmisky follows close on the heels of
enlightenment. I heard a converted native once say,
when asked if he was not glad he had been rescued from
his heathen, condition and been made a good christian,
"Ye*, me heap sorry missionary man not come sooner;
me lose heap time, no whisky."

As I am up here in the land, or rather waters, of the
trout, I suppose you would like to hear how the fishing
is. Well, as they say, it is fair to middling. The trout
learn to seek the deep waters of the lakes during the
hot spell, and it can be hot uo here as elsewhere, when it

gives its mind to it. The fishing in the streams (fly-fish-

ing) is not bad, but the mosquitoes are. The pestiferous
blackfly has departed, leaving the mosquitoes in posses-
sion. To fish on the shores of any stream in Canada at
the p-esent moment with any degree of comfort one
should wear a veil and long gloves that protect the
wrist. In an hour's fishing yesterday I caught four
trout, averaging 2Jibs, each, fair and actual weight,
and a dozen or so of a size that would have been ac-
counted large for brook fishing at home. With this
string I quit fishing, as being entirely unprotected and
unprepared, the zeal manifested by the blamed insects
was greater than my enthusiasm for fish, and I aban-
doned the ground.
At Lake St. John they are taking a goodly number of

f ininish or ouininish (you can spell it either way you
like, there being no recognized authority except the un-
reliable pronunciation of Mr. Indian). The fishing priv-
ilege at the Grand Discharge, the place to fish for them,
has been leased by a Canadian party, who has a com-
fortable camp house on the ground, where fishermen
find accommodations by paying $5 per day for board and

the privilege of fishing. To get there you take the steam-

boat Feribonca at Boberval, the terminus of the Quebec
and St. John's Bailroad, on Wednesdays amd Saturdays.

By leaving New York on Mondav or Thursday from
Forty-second street depot, you will arrive at Boberval
Tuesday evening, or Friday evening, fare flfl, tourist

ticket. Board up this way $3 per day, guides $1.50, boats

$ I, at which prices you get fair equivalent, but not the
gout. The wininisli are great fighters and you want good
sound tackle, but of course not heavy for good sport.

Double or heavy gut flies and leaders make a surer thing
of saving your fish, skill and science do the balance. It

is the next thing to salmon fishing. The fish do not run.

large just now, from 3 to 5lbs., but what there is of them
is very animated; they differ with you. as to views of who
is master, and it requires considerable skill in the argu-
ment to convince them that they are going home with
you and not you with them, a discussion that all true
fishermen delight in. PodGers.

TROUT AND LEECHES.
ROCHESTEB, N. Y., July 20.—Editor Forest and

Stream: Beference in a recent issue of Forest
and Stream to leeches preying upon trout by destroying
the young fry and fastening themselves to the adult fish,

should elicit further information. So far as my observa-
tion goes, I have not found leeches destructive to speckled
trout, at least in the manner stated by your Montreal
correspondent, by preying upon the adult fish.

Some fifteen miles from Flesherton. in Grey county,
Ont., there is a deep spring fed lake, about seventy acres
in extent. This, known as Brewster's Lake, has far more
than a local reputation on account of the size and num-
bers of its fish, though they are at all times extremely
difficult to take with hook an ^ line, whatever lure be em-
ployed, or whatever the season or time of dav or night
they may be angled for. Although continually netted,

the lake still maintains its reputation for large size and
numbers of its speckled trout. Indeed, I ha ve never seen
such fat, well-fed and red-fleshed fish as those taken from
this lake.
Some twelve miles distant in another direction in Grey

county there is a large mill pond formed by the head-
waters of the Noisy Biver. This, until it bpcame hope-
lessly fished out, was also noted for its numbers of large",

highly colored fish. In both of these waters the leech
exists in great quantities; and that it is a favorite of the
trout I have repeatedly verified by noting the contents of
the fishes' stomachs. The pond has a muddy bottom, but
its fish are among the sweetest I have ever tasted. I

never not ced anv crustaceous food to speak of in this

water, and I came to the conclusion, whether warranted
or not, that the extremely brilliant flesh of the fish in
both the waters specified was due to the leech diet they
so abundantly supplied.
The pond mentioned was originally stocked by a pail-

ful of fish placed in it from an adjoining lake, and the
young fry, it would seem, found no difficulty since then
in avoiding the multitudinous leech. This with reference
to the statement quoted from the London Field: "The
most deadly enemy to young fish I believe to be leeches,
and in some streams it seems to me to be a puzzle how
any of the small fry when just emerged from the egg
can escape them." Naturally, in warmish, sluggish
waters where the leech exists very numerously, and
where the hiding p'aces of the young fry are restricted,

the latter must necessarily suffer.

With reference to a remedy for the trouble complained
of by your correspondent, possibly stocking the waters
with speckled trout that have been accu -turned to a leech
diet would prove the easiest and most efficacious. But
may not the case he refers to of the leech fastening
themselves to the adult gray trout be owing to a disease
of the fish which invites the enemy and renders the fish

less able to rid themselves of their persecutors?
George H. Ellwanger.

CHANGES OF COLOR IN FISHES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
An exchange says: "There is a hot-tempered liHle fish,

known as Betta pugnax. and kept as a sort of domestic
net by the Siamese, to display its prowess for the Mongol-
ian amusement. When in a state of quiet, its dull colors
present no remarkable sight, but if two be brought to-

gether, or if one sees its own image in a looking glass,
the little creature becomes suddenly excited., the raised
fins and the whole body, shine with metallic colors of
dazzling beauty."
This fact, if it is one, is important to science in deter-

mining that the iride°cence and complexion of fishes, at
least of some fishes, is to a degree emotional or voluntary.
The blush may not be peculiar to the human face alone.
The finer the organization, the keener t^e sensibilities.

In coarse species the colors appear fix°d. In higher
grades they are evanescent, or at least variable, especially

in the scienid", red mullets and dolphins. The fact that
co^ration is heightened by anger, fear, delight, or ap-
prehension, or bv emotional excitement of any kind, in-
dicates a suffusion of blood to tlie surface of the body.
A study of the phenomenal effects may assist in throw-

ing some light upon the venous circulation of fvdies,

wmch has so long been an interesting subject of investi-
gation. Fishes may not be as cold blooded as philoso-
phers have represented. The chromatophers or nigment
cells in the skin of a fish are extremely sensitive. Guenther
demonstrates how easily they are excited by external
irritation. When they are exna,nded intense colors pre-
vail; when they contract the fish becomes paler. A mere
change from darkness inro light is sufficient to induce
them to contract and vice versa. In trout which are kept
in dark places, the black chromatophers are expanded,
and consequently such specimens are very dark colored;
when removed to the light they become paler almost
instantly. Fi«h which do not see must Naturally have
less sensibility than those which have sight, because they
have fewer media of perception. Blind fish are always
of a, neutral tint, no matter where they are, or whether
their companions are fight-colored or not. It would be
interesting to experiment with blind specimens of the
Siamese fish, and ascertain whether they become bril-
liant by excitation. Charles Haixook.

Seines. Nets of every description. American Net & Twine Co.,
Mfrs., 34 Commercial st., Boston, or 199 Fulton St., N. Y.—Adv.
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VANCOUVER ISLAND FISH AND FISHING

DURING these hot days of the middle of July the
markets of Victoria, apparantly as destitute of ice

as the Clay street fish market of San Francisco, are sup-
plied with' about the same kinds of fishes as one finds in
California—several species of flounders, including the
halibut, whiting (Microgadns pro.rimns), cultus cod
(sometimes incorrectly styled black cod), rock trout
(species of Hexagrammus), rock cod (several species of
Sebastichfhys), perch (various genera of the viviparous
Embiotueoids), salmon, salted eulachon and fresh stur-

geon.
In the dry dock at Esquimalt many of the harbor fishes

enter while the water is running in, and sometimes fail

to escape When the pumping is done. At one time a sup-
ply of black bass (Sebastichthys melanops) more than
sufficient for all the town, was captured, and the removal
of the surplus caused a good deal of trouble. Anchovies,
locally known as sardines, are swimming about the
wharves, continually expanding and closing their capa-
cious gills, wandering gregariously in undulating lines or
imperfect circles, frequently breaching out of water in
silvery dashes to escape the attacks of concealed enemies,
and gradually showing a state of decimation which fore-
shadows their approaching end. Lazily loafing in the
sbadcw of a landing may be seen the despised raffish, or
rabbit fish {Cliimmm colliei), whose only functions seem
to be to look grotesque and annoy the expectant angler.
The diligent small boy is here, but he is not catching sun-
fish and catfish, nor cunners and eels; his string, when he
carries one, contains sculpins (Arte-dvus), viviparous perch
(Embiotocoida) and rock trout (Hexagram mux). His older
brother is out in a boat, fishing with annelides and tube
worms for what he calls whiting, but we would name it

tomcod, for it is the Microgadns proximus in California
and northward to Alaska. Or he may be trolling for
silver salmon, which means any of the large-scaled spe-
cies in the sea-run condition; we bought a fine chinnook,
or quinnat, from a fisherman who supposed he had a
genuine silver salmon. We were assured that salmon
will not take the fly about Esquimalt, and that smelt will
not accept bait.

Nanaimo River at this time is lined with dead salmon.
Speckled trout are said to be very scarce in the river, but
the chain of lakes through which its headwaters flow is

well supplied with trout. Anglers who drive out about
nine miles from Nanaimo report excellent fishing. Some
of the fishermen use grasshoppers or fresh beef or mut< on
for bait; others fie their own flies, using grouse feathers.
It is said that almost any kind of artificial fly will prove
successful. The Nanaimo is a rapid stream/with many
rocks intermingled with sand.

AN OFF DAY ON THE BOARDMAN.
DURING the latter part of May last I shouldered rod

and creel and started down the North Branch of
the Boarduian River. I had not been down the stream
and knew nothing of its fishing grounds. I started in
just below the village of Kalkaska. My first dip in the
stream rewarded me with a 15in. trout. "Well, now,"
thought I to myself, "why have I not come down here
before to-day?" I went on down the stream through the
thick growth of willows: so dense were they that I
could get to the stream only at intervals of ten to twenty
rod3 apart. The water was high from the recent rains,
and I found it a difficult task to fish along the stream
through this patch of willows, so I walked on down to
the cedars. Here I struck in again, taking out a nice
trout here and there; but I found it very hard work to
get through those cedars that had blown down or washed
into the stream, and at some places completely damming
the stream by a jam of driftwood and cedar trees, form-
ing a mass so dense one could wade the stream only here
and there. But I wanted to explore this fishing ground
further down.

I came to one of these places filled with driftwood and
attempted to climb over it. I had got near the top,
which was about twelve feet high, when a limb I was
standing on broke, letting me drop some four feet be-
tween the logs. I was climbing over when a stub of a
limb caught hold of the seat of my pants, and there I
was suspended in mid-air; and yet I was firmly wedged
in between the logs, my feet within three or four feet of
the water, but touched, nothing, and when I attempted
to draw myself up by my hands there was a snag that
caught my back and prevented me from raising my
body. Here I was, all alone except for my dog; he
walked out to where I was imjjrisoned and seemed to
want to aid me if possible. The mosquitoes seemed to
know 1 was in a trap, and accompanied by a dozen or
more sand flies they just pecked in to me as though that
was their only and last chance. But what could I do? I
laughed as I struggled to free myself from the prison I

was in. At last the limb that held me by the seat of my
pants gave way, and down I went into the water up to
my arms, besides nearly losing one of my eyes by a limb
gouging me as I dropped between the logs.

Of course I did not attempt to get any trout there, as I
had frightened them so badly they would not show them-
selves for some time. But just below this place was
another mass of driftwood and brash, and here I got ten
beautiful trout. I followed on down and came to a jam
of cedars and driftwood some fifteen or eighteen fe#.
high, and just below it was a grand place to catch some
nice trout, but there was no way to get to it, only to get
up on top of the huge pile and fish off from it. I suc-
ceeded, in climbing up to the top. My boots were full of
water, which makes any one so clumsy hi climbing over
a mass like this. Standing on the very top of this pile
and letting out a long line, I dropped my hook in between
some logs and succeeded in fastening to a pound trout.
I got him out of the water and nearly up to where I stood
when the snell broke and down went my prize into the
stream again. Putting on another hook 1 drop in and get
another trout equally as large and beautiful as the first;

but he was not so 'securely hooked and he got away.
Again I dropped into the same place and felt a wriggling
at the hook. I struck, and I flunk had a very large trout
from the way he pulled, but just then I lost my balance
and had to jump right into the very place I was fishing
in. I could only shut my eyes and not try to save
myself, as there was nothing to grasp hold of. I landed
in this mess of logs, sticks and leaves, barking shins,
bruising my knees and legs, scratching my hands and
face and breaking my rod. T thanked my stars that I

<

was not killed. I crawled out of this jungle, and after
fixing my rod started on.

I came to a marshy place where there were no logs
in the stream, but a dense growth of willows on either
side of the river; and as the river was out of its banks on
both sides there was only one way to get to a deep dark
looking hole a few rods below and that was to get into
the stream and wade down to it. This I did, and at the
first cast a big fish took my hook, which caused the tip
of my rod to bend almost double. I could not fetch him
to the top of the water for a long time, and when he did
come it was with a fearful rush, springing about two feet
out of water. Then he dashed back and forth, to one
side of the stream, and then down, then up. I played
him for fully ten minutes,when he seeming] v gave up and
I stretched forth my hand to take him in. With a
mighty rush he started up stream, then whirled and
went down like a streak of lightning. I checked him
and he dove down and succeeded in winding the line
around a projecting root out of my sight about two feet
under water and snapped my line"in two. Oh, what luck
I was having. I put on a fresh hook and dropped in
again, and I either hooked eight different large trout and
lost all but two or else I caught the same one more than
once. However, two of those I lost were 18 or 20in. long,
and the two I got were 15in. long and 8in. around.

I was disgusted with the luck I had all day, and
started for home determined to try them big fellows
again, of which I will tell you some future time. On
arriving home my wife was surprised to see such a nice
basket of trout; the 40 weighed I2lbs. What would she
have thought had I saved all those big fellows I lost? The
next day 1 was so lame I could hardly move; my legs
were black and blue where the skin was not knocked off;
and yet all this is sport to me or to any lover of trout
fishing.

I have been fishing about 25 times this spring and have
had extremely good luck in getting large trout. We
fish here in the Boardman River and Rapid River
and its several branches; Rapid River has more trout in
its cold waters than any other stream in this section. I
am going to Manistee River soon to try my luck catching
grayling: if I have any luck I may write you about it.

Kalkaska, Mich.. June 26. Brook TROUT.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
pHICAGO, July 22, -Mr. Alex. T. Loyd, retiring pres-

(

ident of the Grand Calumet Heights Club, mentions
in his report one thing of especial interest to sportsmen
in general. This is in connection with a sad accident
which occurred three weeks ago on the river near the club
house. I quote from the report:
"On last Sunday, I regret to say, we had the first seri-

ous accident on our grounds. An invited guest and a
young friend were in some way, probably through chang-
ing positions in their boat, upset. The gentleman suc-
ceeded in clinging to the boat until rescued by Drs.
Harlan and Reed, who fortunately heard his cries for
help. The young man, unable to reach the boat, was
drowned. The body was recovered some six hours later,
but the efforts of Drs. Harlan and Reed to restore anima-
tion were unsuccessful.

"In t his connection, I would iuqiress upon every mem-
ber the absolute necessity:
"First—Of rendering liis boat not only unsinkable, but

buoyant, by fastening within it a number of sealed tin
cans."
"Second—To provide a rubber boat seat, or a tin box

for a boat seat, with cords attached, so it can be quickly
and easily secured to one's person. This is especially
valuable when on the lake, permitting one to reach the
shore at times when he could not do so if he were unable
to quit the overturned boat.
"Third—Never to suffer the anchor rope to be fastened

to the boat except when in actual use. A neglect of this
precaution contributed in a marked degree to the fatal
results attending the late accident."
Mr. Loyd has his own boat provided with ten air com-

partments, which buoy it perfectly when the boat is filled
with water. Such an arrangement is simple and inex-
pensive, and adds so largely to fancied and actual safety
that it would be well if all shooters and fishers followed
it. It alone would not perhaps have saved this poor boy's
life, for he fell away from the boat and drowned within
ten feet of shallow water, but his companion could have
thrown him a rope had he himself been secure upon a
strongly floating boat. The blame here rested in that
fatuous ignorance and carelessness by which an unskilled
and ignorant man took an equally unskilled and ignor-
ant boy out in a boat with him. The boy's parents blame
the man for this, although he meant it only in kindness
to the boy. whom he loved as his own son, and took on
this little vacation trip because he was the brightest of
his young clerks. The blame lies deeper yet. Any grown
man should know enough of outdoor sports to be able to
handle a boat safely on a tranquil stream, and it had
been better kindness had this boy's parents taught him
the use of boat and water instead of keeping him away
from them in timid fear, as they always did. There was
no perfect rounded manhood in that boat, nor the begin-
ning of any such, when so trivial an accident resulted in
death. In justice, however, it should be added that the
gentleman who escaped had one artificial leg, which pre-
vented his swimming even the few feet necessary to be
passed to reach the drowning boy.
Grand Calumet has put an addition of 22x 24ft. at the

east end of the club house, and fitted it up with twenty-
two lockers. These will be sold at $8 to $4 each to mem-
bers, and will be a source of slight revenue. A boat-
house for fourteen boats is also building on the lake shore,
tiers in which will be sold at $2 to $57 An attempt will
be made to put the sandy flat in front of the house down
in grass, although this may be difficult. The purchase of
twenty acres of surrounding ground is under considera-
tion still, bonds having been issued in $2,000, but remain-
ing partly unsold. It is to be hoped the wealthier mem-
bers will take hold of this. This young club shows steady
increase in membership. It is one of the very pieasantest
clubs for summer, being right upon the lake and in
delightful surroundings, easily accessible from the city.

E. Hough.

The revised and abriged edition of the A. O. U. Check List of
North American Birds, including the additions and changes made
in the supplement, will be sent post free on receipt of SOcts.—Ado.

FLY-FISHING FOR STEELHEAD SALMON!
DURING the spring of 1889 for the first time in tribu-

taries of the Columbia River the steelhead salmon or
Gairdner's trout have been taken in large numbers with
artificial flies. These trout spawn in the small branches
of the Clackamas, whose waters reach the Columbia
through the Willamette. They ascend to their spawning
grounds early in the spring and begin running down ini

May, increasing in numbers during June. In April a
rack is placed in the Clackamas to stop the ascent of the
chinnook or quinnat salmon for the purpose of securing;
females to furnish eggs for the salmon-breeding station
of the U. S. Fish Commission, This rack prevents the,
descent of the steelheads and becomes a center of abund- !

ance for the spent trout as well as for the gravid salmon.
The enterprising anglers of Vancouver and Portland
were quick to utilize this opportunity for their favorite
pastime. There was almost no limit to the number of trout
which were thin, but clean, silvery and perfectly raven-
ous after their arduous journey and protracted fast. The.
majority of those who had eaten the fish spoke favorably
of their edible qualities. Nearly all the flies seemed to
be killing. The fish averaged fully 30in. in length and
were sufficiently gamy to suit the most exacting angler.
An expert could be fully occupied the whole day long
and every day in the week, landing perhaps twenty trout
daily. Major Canby and Major Lee, of Vancouver Post,
on the Columbia; Mr. John (.'ran, of Portland, and Mr.
Reed, owner of the Bunker Hill mine, are among the
enthusiasts whose skill was rewarded with almost a sur-
feit of success. Gradually, but surely, the salmon and
trout of the West are becoming fascinated by the attrac-
tive devices of the fly-fisherman, and new sources of en-
joyment are continually being discovered, where at first
the disciples of Walton met with many discouragements.

Livingston Stone.

RHODE ISLAND BASS.
"VTEWPORT, R. I.. July 27.—I inclose you list of striped
J_>i bass taken with rod and reel by me for the week
ending July 27. Flounders are biting very freelv: I am
taking from 15 to 40 a day. The outlook is very good for
a good catch of bass. This season they liave been late in
showing up, but I have as good a show of fish at my place
as I have had for a number of years. There have been
but few bass taken as yet. Graves Point Club reported
one last Monday morning, the first of the season. The
West Island Club two for the season. Pasque Island
Club the last time heard from had taken one. Fasten s
Point fished by H. A. Robbins two.

Blueflsh are quite plenty and are biting both at buoy
and chum bait, but not as freely at chum as they will
later on. Bass taken week ending Julv 27 : Monday 22d.
four weighing U-Jlbg., 8£lbs., Gibs, and iHlbs. Tuesday
23d, three weighing 14|lbs., lO^-lbs. and (iilbs. Thursday
24th, four of Ulbs., 81bs., dibs, and 5£lbs. Friday one of
oilbs. w. M. Hughes.

Black. Bass Fishing in the Potomac—Washington.
D. C, Aug. 5.—Anglers met with very good success dur-
ing the ten days ending July 29, in the Potomac between
Cabin John's Bridge and the Great Falls. Messrs. Godey,
Daw, Carroll, Jackson and Coburn made fine catches!,
Mr. Godey caught seventy-six in one day, with eighty-
four minnows, casting from rocks into eddies near the
falls. This was the second string of fish caught this sea^
son that was too much for one man to lift. Mr. Godey
says his largest bass weighed Olbs. Mr. Daw also fished
with minnows, Mr. Jackson with shiners, Mr. Coburn
with mill roaches, and Mr. Carroll with worms caught
from ten to thirty bass in one day's fishing. These gentle-
men claim that the Potomac is the finest river for black
bass fishing in the world, and their scores seem proof of
the assertion. Fishing here has been unusually good this
season. There has been so much rain, flood and muddy
water that when the angler casts his hook the fish seem
to like the novelty and immediately catch on. Experi-
enced fishermen say that the river is alive with bass.
This is accounted for in various ways: some think the
floods have brought the fish down from up river, and
others say they come from the canal, which has been
completely wrecked and emptied. I think the latter ex-
planation largely correct, as 1 have been informed by
parties living along the canal that many bass were found
in its bed after the waters of the Potomac had receded.
If the water become clear and^stay in that condition
we may expect some grand sport In the Potomac during
August, September and October. The two last months
are the best for bass when the conditions are favorable,

—

Bab.

A. Newseaeer Thiee Brought to Book.—When the
Republic-JHmes boasts, as it delights of all things to do,
of its superior news facilities, its meaning is now easily
understood. The principal article in last night's issue
appeared under the heading, "'A Fishing Experience:
An Every-Day Romance of a Clark County-Stream," pur-
porting to be the work ''of a member of the Republic-
Times staff who has returned from a two-days' outing on
Mad River." The article, excepting the introductory
paragraph, was faked bodily and verbatim from Forest
and Stream, the issue of July 11, 1889, beginning about
one-third from top of the last column of page 506, the
article being under the title "Trouting on the South
Boardman," the name of the river being changed to
•'Mad" to suit circumstances, and the word "trout" to
"bass," as anybody can see by glancing at the page.
That's one way of gathering local news. Getting out on
the turf and hustling is another. Plagiarism in the pul-
pit or oratorical contest is attended by severe penalties.
In some newspaper offices it passes for enterprise and
ability, and is something to be boasted of in print.—
Springfield Gazette, [The fellow who perpetrated that
fraud wouldn't be bashful about stealing another man's
fish and then bragging that he caught them himself.]

Pennsylvania High Water.—Clearfield, Pa., August
5.—Born in the mountains and having spent many years
of my life in the woods, I appreciate your weekly visits,

and only wish you were in the hands of every true lover
of nature, The heavy rains and floods of June and July
have interfered materially with the trout and bass fish-

ing in central Pennsylvania, and even now in mid-sum-
mer the river is so muddy that bass fishing is out of the
question.—H.
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Seattle, Wash., July 26.—t arrived here from San
Francisco on the 18th inst., and being a lover of the rod

and gun, I immediately sought all the information in

relation thereto. Two and one-half miles from the post-

office is Lake Union, a beautiful body of water of ten

miles area and teeming with trout and whiting, which
are being killed in large quantities by sawdust, which is

dumped into the lakes by sawmills on the bwkp. There

is a wanton destruction of fish and game in this State,

and I sincerely wish you to call the attention of the

people to this fact. We have many beautiful lakes,

rivers and creeks, which in the past were teeming with

fish, but what with seining, netting and other unlawful

Eractices the fish Avill soon be gone. Seattle is rapidly

eing rebuilt with brick and stone.—W. P. 0.

Colorado Fishing.—A friend writes from Denver:
The fishing in the Grand River, in Middle Park, was not

so good as usual, owing to low water. My best was ljlbs.

:

of these I landed three all told; but $ and fib. made up
the catches as a rule, and lots of sport in it. Some of the

members of the United States Fish Commission are on a
tour through the State, and it begins to look as though
the fishing interest might assume importance. The in-

crease in the number of people who go a-fishing is some-

thing wonderful. Ten years ago it seemed to exc te old

Hunks's anger and disgust, but even old Hunks has got

the notion that he has been wasting his life. I found
several of him enthusiastic.

A Handsome Tr'out.—Worcester, Mass., July 31.—
Last Wednesday Mr. Fred N. Cook, of this city, took a

brook trout whicb excited the admiration of the local

fishermen, who examined it with much interest. Be-

sidps being an "old lacer" (lib. 9oz), it was pronounced
by all who saw it to be one of the most perfect specimens
of brook trout it had been their good fortune to see.

Perfectly symmetrical in shape, brilliantly marked and
handsomely colored, he was indeed a beauty. Mr. Eben
Harrington, a local artist who has made quite a reputa-

tion bv his fish pictures, will reproduce him in oil.—Hal.

FISHCULTURE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.

THE Boston Journal has published an interesting; account
of the new fish hatching station belonging to the States

of New Hampshire and Massachusetts, and located about
2*4 miles from Holderness. Tne hatchery has room for

2,000,000 fish auuually. The troughs are. made of Michigan
pine, the inside painted with two coats of a mixture of

paraffine varnish and brown oxide of iron and then with two
additional coats of the varnish. Brown oxide of iron and
oil cover the outside. By this treatment the growth of

funeus is prevented. The egg-screens are 12iu. by 18in. by
one inch in depth and contain 6,000 eggs. The wire bottom
has 12 wires to the inch for general use and 7 to the inch for

salmon eggs. The screens receive several coats of paraffine

varnish. The water supply enters a receiver at the end of

the room, from which it passes into the troughs through
faucets placed about half way up the side of the receiver to

secure water as free as possible from vegetable sediment.
The eggs are kept in darkness during the period of hatch-
ing, which continues from 120 to ISO days according to tem-
perature.
The following young fish were batched during the past

season

:

Penobscot salmon » 000,000

Landlocked salmon 125,000
Loch Leven trout 30 000
California trout 40,000

Brook trout 800.000

Golden trout (aureolm) 12,000
Lake trout 200,000

From eight to twelve weeks were required for developing
the fry. The spawning season of the California trout was
from March to May; for the other sal monoids the season
continued from the Fast week in September to the last week
in January.

Col. Hodge has obtained a fertile hybrid between the
saihling and brook trout. This cross has the back mottled
as in the brook trout and the parr marks of the saibling on
its side.

The results of restocking streams are very gratifying, the
fishermen making the best catches of brook trout known for
twenty years. Newfound, Squam and Winnipesaukee lakes
are furnishing the largest yield of lake trout recorded.
Fish of this species weighing SOlbs. are reported from New-
found and Winnipesaukee. The Sunapee Lake hatching
station has 75,000 landlocked salmon from eggs of fish native
to the lake, also 100,000 biook trout. 140.000 golden trout,
10,000 California and 30,000 Loch Leven. All of these will
go into Sunapee Lake. The total cost of the Fish Commis-
sion work, exclusive of building expenses, was about $3,000.

r
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 7 to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of the Brooklyn Kennel
Club, at Brooklyn, N. Y. Charles Dieulenian. Secretary. Entries
close Aug. 38.

Sept. 9 to 13.—Dog Show of the Farmers' Lancaster County Fair
Association, at Lancaster. Pa. A. A. Herr. Secretary. Entries
close 11 A. M., Sept. 9.

Sept. 10 to 13.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the London Kennel
Club, at London, Oat. O. A. Stone, Manager.
Sept. 10 to 13.—Dog Show of the Central Canada Exhibition As-

sociation, at Ottawa, Can. Capt. R. C. W. MacCuaig, Secretary.
Entries close Aug. 31.

Sept. 11 to 13.—First Annual Dog Show of the Toledo Kennel
Company, Toledo, O. Chas. E Rowland, Secretary, Box 423.

Sept. 16 to 19.—Dog Show of the Dominion of Canada Kennel
Club, in connection with the Industrial Exposition at Toronto,
Canada. Capt. C. Greville Harston, .Secretary.
Sept. 17 to 20.—Dog Show of the Pet Stock Association at El-

mira, N. Y. J. Otis Fellows, Superintendent, Hornellsville, N.Y.
Entries close Sept. 7.

Oot. 7 to 12.—Eighth Annual Dog Show of the Danbury Agri-
cultural Society, at Danbury, Conn. B. C. Lynes. Secretary.

Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 18 to 21, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club. New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 11 to 14, 1S90.—Second Annual Dog' Show of the Rochester

Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harrv Yates, Secretary.
March 25 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 4.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel Club.

P, T. Madison. Secretary, Indianapolis. Inn".

Nov. 11.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel Club,
at Chatham, Ont. C. A. Stone, Secretary, London, Ont.
Nov. 18.—Eleventh Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.
Dec. &—Inaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club,

at Lexington, N. C. O. H. Ortell, Secretary, Mill's Building, New
York, N. Y.
Doc. 10.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Amory, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

.fan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at Rakerstield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313
Bush street, San Francisco, Cal,
Feb. II, 1,890.- Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary.

COURSING.
Oct. 9 to 12.—Fall meet of the National Coursing Club at Hutch-

inson, Kan. M. E. Allison. Manager.
Oct. 24.—Annual M<et of the American Coursing Club, at Great

Bend, Kan. F. K. Doan, Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.

THE CROPPING QUESTION.
BELOW will be. found a report of the discussion of the

cropping question at the meeting of the English Ken-
nel Club, July 10, for which we are indebted to the Kev in1

!.

Mr. Shirley, on rising, said this was a meeting to consider
a resolution brought forward by Mr. J. S. Turner on the
question of cropping. We all remember that Mr. Turner
brought this forward at the general meetitig held at the
Alexandra Palace show last February. We considered then
that it had not been sufficiently discussed, and it was re-
ferred back to a committee, Since then voting papers have
been sent out to all members and associates of the Kennel
Club, and to all owners and breeders of Great Danes, black
and tan terriers, English terriers, Irish terriers, and toy
terriers. The result of this had been that the Kennel Club
committee now think the question ripe for discussion.
Mr. J. S, Turner: In introducing this resolution I will

not detain you long, as no doubt most of you have, made up
your minds upon the subject. I do not know whether this
meeting is convened simply to receive the proxies or voting
papers which have been sent out, or whether it is to come
to a decision by taking the votes of those present; whether,
in fact, the Keimel Club is to lead or to follow. Are we to
be guided by abstract principles of right and justice, or to
truckle to their perversion by misguided men? Any man
with a properly equipped conscience can give but one
answer—that we should be afraid of nothing that is recom-
mended by reason and justice. Cropping is a fraud and a
villaiuy which is not intelligible to the ordinary nature-
loving mind, and is perpetuated only by thoughtless and
selfish interest. Why discountenance plucking coats of
wire-haired and Beriliiigton terriers and allow the cropping
of ears—in fact put a premium upon the act. Is it logical

to condemn one man for improving a fox-terrier's ears, or
making a collie's face resemble a picture in the StocJi-

Kcc.pcr and allow others to cut and carve their dog's ears as
they will. In last month's K&wncl Crazclte appears an
apologia by Mr. Arkwright, in which he made no attempt
to deny the cruelty, nor did he advance any argument as to
the utility of cropping. He contented himself simply with
the contemplation of the beautiful, as modified by the art
of the cropper. I certainly cannot follow him when he says
that the pain of having the ears cut into fancy shapes and
being rubbed for several days when still sore is nothing
compared with what human beings are subjected to
by doctors for abscesses aud other maladies. Surely
he has not suffered from a gumboil or else this
is not written seriously. He says one class of dogs,
Irish terriers, would be improved because they own natu-
rally a small, neat car. But this, I think, is against the
weight of evidence. A second class, says Mr. Arkwright,
Great Danes, would be half spoiled, but would have size
and color left. But the third class, bull-terriers, if left

with their natural ears, would become so hideous to con-
template, that a stolidly impressive being could hardly re-

press a shudder. They would most certainly disappear from
the face of the earth, destroyed by sentiment of well-mean-
ing meddlers. Does Mr. Arkwright mean by this that bull-
terriers have nothing to recommend, them but their cropped
ears? No color? Well, no! unless it be at the back of the
ear and cropping has removed it. No size? No! sans every-
thing! Poor bull-terriers! How little did we know that
"Auricula et pra?terea nihil" was to be inscrolled on your
hatchment! Perhaps a better motto would be "Save me
from my friends." For Class III. Mr. Arkwright says that
large stiff ears have been a feature of the bull-terrier from
the beginning. What beginning? I maintain that large
ears are produced by cropping. I should incline to the
belief that bull-terriers, being a cross between the bulldog
and terrier, have, like most aggressive animals, compara-
tively small e*rs; but as the coarsest were selected to cross
with . the large ears have become to a great extent fixed as a
feature of the breed. The Great Dane Club has passed a
very curious resolution, which in effect says we shall have
all or none. By this means they hope, Lsuppose, to have
none. The members of this club assert, by implication that
docking, rounding and cutting off dew-claws are to be con-
demned, and eventually they hope to

Compound for sins they are inclined to
By damning tnose they have no mind to.

Personally 1 have no objection against this sweeping refor-
mation, but 1 do not think the doggy world is yet prepared
forit, and I cannot see that docking and removing of dew
claws are such cruel and useless practices as cropping of ears.

I consider that this is a question that calls for some imme-
diate action on the part of the Kennel Club, and it is to
obtain this end that I propose the resolution.
Rev. G. F. Lovell: Might I ask Mr. Turner what resolu-

tion he proposes to submit to the meeting ?

Mr. Turner: This question has been mentionedbyme several
times. I brought it forward at the Kennel Club show held
at the Alexandra Palace, and it has been before several
committee meetings and adjourned from time to time. The
resolution proposed is, "To consider the advisability of
taking into consideration the question of cropping."
Mr. Herbert: I take it that this meeting is to consider

whether this question of cropping shall be referred to a
committee meeting or not, and that it will not decide the
whole matter now.
Mr. Shirley: I think Mr. Turner's resolution is quite in

order, and that it would be impossible for the committee of

the club to ignore Mr. Turner's resolution if this meeting
passed it.

Mr. Herbert thought there should be no rule, but that the
various specialist clubs should be allowed to follow their
own choice in the matter. If members were for cropping
let them crop: if they were against it let them stop it.

Rev. G. F. Lovell was of the same opinion.
Mi\ Herbert did not consider this meeting was competent

to deal with this matter, and he thought, and in fact all

Great Dane men thought, and he spoke as representing the
Great Dane Club, that this meeting was simply convened
for the purpose of considering the advisibility of advising
the committee to take into their consideration the question
of cropping and not for the purpose of finally disposing of

the question. He was distinctly in favor of cropping, and
in fact considered it a necessity in Great Danes, as adding
to their general appearance and smartness, and that if crop-
ping was to be stopped he thought that classes for Great
Danes might be dropped.
Mr. Shirley thought it might be convenient now to state

the figures and results of the voting papers sent out to the
members, associates, and different breeders of Great Danes,
black and tans, bull-terriers, toys, Irish terriers and white
English terriers, whose names appear in the last three yen rs

Kennel Club Stud Book. He said he had gone carefully
through these votes and counted them. There were 942
papers sent to breeders; 41 were returned through the post,
we received 406 answers, and this leaves 495 that have, not,

been accounted for. Of these answers, Great Dane men sent
in 20, 14 for cropping, 6 against; or rather more than two to
one in favor of cropping. Bull-terrier men 41 for cropping,
7 against; which is about six to one in favor. Black aud tan
terrier men 23 for cropping, 21 against. White English ter-
rier men 21 for cropping, 16 against, or a slight majority in
favor of the practice; the Irish terrier men were about four
to three, or 23 against 17 in favor of cropping; and toy terrier
men were a small majority in favor of the practice, 6 in

favor, 4 against. Now, as to the members and associates, he
did not attach as much importance to their opinion as to
that of the breeders, as a good many of them had, perhaps,
never bred a dog in their lives; 407 papers were sent to the
associates; one was returned, 192 answers received, 214 not
accounted for, the great majority of votes were against the
practice of cropping; 136 against cropping Great Danes, 46
for cropping; bull- terriers, 139 against, 50 in favor; black and
tan terriers, 138 against, 46 for; Irish terriers, 159 against, 2S
for; toy terriers, 150 against, 36 for. He said that he did not
think the uncropped classes provided at this show were a
success. The entries in Great Danes were 4, black and tan
terriers 9, Irish terriers 9. A good many letters bad been
received on the subject, and he thought that the Kennel
Club ought to consider the matter, and not again have it

postponed.
Mr. Turner thought the entries in the uncropped classes

satisfactory, considering the short time (four months) which
has elapsed since the classes had been given, and the ma-
jority of breeders had only cropped dogs to exhibit.
Rev. O'Callaghan: It seems that many of the associates

and members are against cropping.
Mr. R. Herbert wanted to know how many of the gentle-

men out of the 136 voting as associates on the. question of
cropping Great Danes belonged to the Great Dane Club, or
had ever bred one. Mr. Shirley explained that no papers
were sent to those associates who received a paper as ex-
hibitor of any oue of the breeds affected.
Mr. Vicary, as frequent judge of Irish terriers, was op-

posed to Mr. Turner's resolution. He considered that un-
cropped Irish terriers were generally wanting in the "var-
mint" expression which should characterize the breed, and
that the best dogs were nearly all cropped. Moreover, he
did not, admit that a small drop ear is a true characteristic
of the breed.
Mr. J. C. Tinne was in favor of Mr. Turner's resolution.

He upheld the practice of removing the dew claws, as he
considered it was an act of kindness, and where dogs were
kept for working purposes it was a necessity, but he was
certainly much opposed to the cropping of ears.

Rev. G. F. Lovell: The question as I understand is to con-
sider the advisability of advising the committee to take
into consideration the question of cropping, and for this I
am quite prepared to vote, but I certainly do not think that
this meeting should finally dispose of the question. I con-
sider that cropping is not a cruelty, but it is a saving of
great pain to a dog wheu fighting* You must remember
that many of our terriers are sent over to India for hunting
purposes," and if their ears were not cut this would be one
of the first things that the hunted animal would bite, thus
causing great, pain to the dog, and spoiling his chances of
success. He contended that cropping of ears was only
going back to nature, as all the ancient breeds had prick
ears. He thought that the Kennel Club would suffer
materially if they took Mr. Turner's view of the cropping
question, as owners who now cropped their dogs would not
show at Kennel Club shows, but would support those that
were not held under Kennel Club rules, and this was a sort
of thing that he thought the Kenuel Club did not wish to
encourage.
Mr. P. C. Reid said he did not agree, with Mr. Lovell. He

had himself tried terriers in India, and had not found that
they suffered any extra pain through having natural ears,

as while the hunted animal had hold of the ear it would
not be able to do any further mischief. He did not quite
agree with Mr. Turner's resolution, but he was in favor of
discouraging the extensive practice of cropping.
Mr. Shirley i*ead out the opinions of some of the most

prominent breeders who had sent in voting papers, among
whom were Messrs. Pratt, Soulter, Buller, Spelman, Hutch-
ings, and others.
Mr. Herbert: Are we to vote for this question as a whole

and settle the matter forever, or have the committee of the
Kennel Club power to set aside any decision arrived at by
this meeting?
Mr. Shirley thought they had no such power; they were

voting on Mr. Turner's resolution.
Mr. Reid asked if Mr. Turner could be allowed lo amend

his resolution so as to take the breeds separately. Mr.
Lovell objected to this, as they had no legal right to* accept
an amendment, but were bound by the notice on the paper,
although he himself did not understand what they had to
vote on.
Mr. Shirley: I have ruled over and over again that Mr.

Turner's resolution is perfectly in order.
After some further discussion between Mr. Lovell and

Mr. Shirley the former gentleman left the committee room.
Mr. Shirley now put the question, when there voted: For
Mr. Turner's resolution, 10; against, 7: majority, 3.

Resolution carried.

TOLEDO DOG SHOW.

THE premium list of the first annual dog show of the
Toledo Kennel Company is ready for distribution. The

show will be held in conjunction with the Tri-State Fair
at Toledo, O., Sept. 10 to 13. Mr. John Davidson will judge
the snorting, and Mr. H. W. Lacy the non-sporting classes.

Mr. Geo. H. Hill is the superintendent. The list provides
82 classes. Mastiffs, St. Bernards (each variety), English
setters, Irish, black and tan setters, cocker spaniels (any
color), collies, bulldogs, fox-terriers and pugs, each has on'e

challenge class with prize of $10; open, dogs S10 and ¥5,

bitches the same, puppies diploma and ribbon. Pointers
have a challenge class for each sex, prizes the same as in
other classes. In beagles there is one challenge class, with
prize of $8, and *8 and $4 in open classes. Great Danes, deer-
hounds, greyhounds, foxhounds, field spaniels (an3' color),

and Irish water spaniels have two classes each, dog and
bitch, with $10 and $5 each. Bull-terriers, two classes, with
S8 and fi. Newfoundlands, dachshunde and whippets have
one class each with §10 and $5. The remaining breeds have
one class each with $8 and $4. Kennel prizes of $15 each are
offered for mastiffs, St. Bernards, deerhounds, pointers,
English setters and Irish setters. Upward of fifty specials
are already offered and more are promised. Entries close

Aug. 26. The address of the secretary is C. E. Rowland,
Box 423, Toledo, O.

A LARGE ST. BERNARD PUPPY.—Andover, Mass.,
JvLly Editor Forest and Stream: One of the St. Ber-
nard puppies from my Essex—Mora litter, born March 24,

weighed at tour months old just 651bs. He is a smooth-coat
and the smallest of the litter. He is not fat but in fine con-
dition. He is the property of Mrs. Edward Frothingham of
Boston. I have never known a smooth puppy to weigh as
much at that age.—E. L. HAisTnv
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BOSTON'S VAGRANT DOGS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I take pleasure in replying to your inquiries as to the man-
agement o£ Boston's dog pound, giving a short account of
the system originated ami carried out by me for the past
twelve years in my capacity as special constable, appointed
by the city ''to rid our streets of mongrel, mangy, uncared
for and unlicensed dogs."
Some time ago I myself inquired into the methods in vogue

in other cities, with a view to improve my own, and found
that those adopted in most places were more brutal than
was necessary, even affording curious onlookers an oppor-
tunity of witnessing the manner in which the dogs were
disposed of. I trust through the general inquiry made by
you to shortly read in your valuable paper reports from the
larger cities showing that more humane methods have beeu
adopted for the capture and disposal of this unfortunate
class of dogs.
My investigation (if I may call it so) failed to show me

any more merciful or more instantaneous method than that
adopted by myself, of which I give a description.
A covered light wagon is used for impounding. Thisiswell

ventilated at the bottom , sides and rear, allowing a free circu-
lation of fresh air. The plan of attack in the thickly settled
portions of the city proves most successful in the early morn-
ing hours, when the dogs come out for an airing and when
their owners are not so suspicious; for as a rule a certain
class of owners are greatly attached to them—but rather more
so to the liceuse fee.

Two assistants accompany me on the team and scour the
alleys and back yards, returning often with a vagrant under
each arm. These are passed through an aperture in the
front of the wagon or cage which closes with a spring. It
is not long, however, after the capturing season sets in than
every one is on the lookout for "Dr. Al. Watts" and the
dogs themselves seem to know by instinct the sound of his
approaching vehicle which, by the way, is kept out of sight
of the "suspected" places as much as possible.
The dogs are by this time (those which are not concealed)

on the alert, and in this dilemma I find the use of the "lasso"
of the greatest advantage, for where they can dodge and
outrun the boys the lasso in trained hands will do the
business.
Several trips are made in this way in the course of the day,

as I make it a point never to crowd: thus avoiding any
snarling or howling and, strauge to say, any fighting among
the prisouers. This is of benefit too in the case of small dogs,
many of whom are unavoidably captured through the neg-
lect of their owners in not having collai*s on them, and who
would fare sadly from the results of overcrowding.
Arriving at my repository, the freight is unloaded into a

boxed elevator and is carried to a large room in the upper
story and extending the length of the building. Here they
are detaiued one day and then dispatched. The finer speci-
mens art', however, first separated from the crowd and con-
veyed t-o an adjoining room to await the call of their master
or mistress who pay a fee of §1 for their "unfortunate
friend," having first been to the station house and obtained
a license.
The revenue accruing to the city from this source is of no

smali dimensions. The destroying agent used by me in dis-
patching those uucalled for is a deadly poison, a combina-
tion of acids iu powder form. It is instantaneous, a few
grains being sufficient for the smaller dogs and less than
one-fourth of a spoonful for the larger. The victim is held
firmly between the knees of an assistant at the door of the
elevator, who forces the jaws open; the poison is then ad-
ministered, the muzzle held for an instant while it is swal-
lowed, and the animal released in the elevator, where he
falls dead, almost before he can lick his chops; the whole
performance lasting less than one minute. The elevator is

then lowered and tne carcasses delivered to the tanner's
team iu waiting below; the tanner finding it sufficiently
profitable to remove them gratis.

It may be well to observe that much has been done by
this means of late years to elevate the standard of dogs in
this community, and that in propagating a higher breed of
dogs in general, I have received assistance and encourage-
ment from many lovers of the animal and the people gen-
erally.
Nevertheless it is surprising the way worthless curs mul-

tiply annually, the number captured every season (July 1 to
Oct. 1) being almost incredible, averaging about 1500 I
can only account for this great influx during the remaining
nine months of the year by the fact that the same stringent
measures are not adopted in the towns in the immediate
vicinity, and am confident if my authority extended to Som-
erville, Chelsea and other suburban surroundings, Boston
would before long be well rid of vagrants of this class, and
a more well-bred and intelligent class of the "noble clog"
prevail. . De. Al. Watts.
Boston, Mass., 1888.

DISEASES OF THE DIGESTIVE ORGANS.-II.

VERY few diseases are found in the structures forming
the mouth of the dog, excepting the common results

of injury. Decay of the teeth, as it occurs in man, and
sometimes in domestic animals, is unknown in the dog,
When those organs suffer at all, the disease is inflammation
of the membrane covering the fang of the tooth, soxnetimes
complicated with abscess in the jaw and a tender and spongy
condition of the gum, The teeth become loose, saliva flows
from the mouth, the dog ceases to bite his food, and the
breath is foetid in the extreme.
Dogs Which have been kept on stimulating food and pre-

vented from taking exercise are most subject to this dis-
order, which is only one phase of the generally disturbed
state of the digestive system. Canker is the name given to
the disease of the mouth above described, probably with the
idea that it is of a malignant or c mcerous nature.* There is
no reason for this belief, however, as the affection, so far as
its local manifestations are lOBcefned, does not spread to
other parts, and will yield to general and local treatment,
excepting in the case of very old and plethoric dogs which
cannot stand the necessary remedial measures.
Removal of the loose teeth is absolutely required at the

commencement of the treatment, and in bad cases the whole
of tnese organs will have to be taken away—not at one time,
but as quickly as may be without causing serious irritation.
Dogs suffer a good deal, not only from the pain of an opera-
tion, but from fear; and a debilitated subject may be ren-
dered prostrate by a prolonged operation. Astringent
lotions of sulphate of ziuc and tannin are very useful in
cases of canker, and may be applied immediately after the
removal of any of the loose teeth. A soft brush or a piece
of eoft sponge on a stick is the best instalment for the pur-
pose of mopping the gums well over. Constitutional treat-
ment will consist of laxatives and alteratives, followed by
tonics. Carefully adjusted dietary is perhaps of more con-
sequence than medicine.
A dose of aloes in the form of pills should be given at once.

The dose will be from five grains to a dram, according to
the size of the dog. The object, it must be remembered, is
not to purge, but to produce a laxative effect only; and small
doses, which may be repeated, are better for this purpose
than large ones.

Occasional emetics are always useful in case of disordered
digestion in the dog, even if the animal is iu poor condition,
but still more beneficial if the dog is over fat.
Regulation of the diet is the most difficult part of the

treatment of disease in dogs. No sentiment is ever in the
way of the adjustment of the dietary of the horse, ox, sheep

j

or pig: but the dog
f
like bis master or mistress, has fancies

which must be consulted, and in either case the stern direc-
tions of the doctor as to the daily food become subject to
modificatious.
So far as circumstances will permit, the dog's diet should

be changed. Generally it will be found that animals affected
with canker in the mouth have been fed irregularly on the
choice morsels from the owner's table, and the substitution
of a meal twice a day of vegetables with a little graw, or
an allowance of rice with milk or gravy, will be mo=t effect-
ual in alleviating' the condition of the system. No alarm
need be felt if the dog for some time obstinately refuses the
uninviting provisions, in time the stimulus of appetite
will tempt him, and it is a good sign to see the animal recon-
ciled to simple food.
Injuries to the mouth occur under various conditions. A

sting from a wasp or bee which has been snapped up by the
dog, or the puncture of the gum or lip by a spike of bone
which the animal was engaged in gnawing, will cause very
eculiar symptoms. Saliva runs from the mouth, and the
og makes strong efforts to dislodge something from the
mouth by the aid of the paws, running meanwhile from
one point to another in the utmost alarm. This state of ex-
citement is much like one phase of rabies, and the dog runs
coririderable risk of being dealt with as a rabid animal. A
careful inspection of the mouth would enable the veterinary
surgeon to detect the injury, but no one is much inclined to
open the mouth of a dog suspected to be mad to see if any
other cause for the symptoms exists.
Impactment of a piece of bone in the back part of the

throat, or its lodgment between the molar teeth will give
rise to symptoms of extreme pain and alarm, but the dis-
covery or the cause of the excitement having been made the
cure is easy, as the removal of the offending'body is followed
by immediate relief.

"Choking sometimes occurs from the attempt to swallow
an unusually large or a particularly hard portion of food,
or sometimes from the accidental passage into the (esopha-
gus of a stone which the dog has run to retrieve at his
master's bidding.
Symptoms of choking are so well understood, that the

tyro will at once realize that the dog has something in its
throat. The animal makes constant efforts to expel the
body, and, failing to do it, exhibits signs of distress.
If the symptoms of choking are misunderstood, and noth-

ing is done for the relief of the animal, swelling of the neck
may occur: the tongue becomes enlarged and hangs from
the mouth, and the inflammation extends to the lining
membrane of the mouth. Msh bones, or pins or needles, or
any pointed bodies which the dog may pick up, will some-
times get fixed in some part of the throat or swallow, and
cause the. formation of an abscess: and when the discbarge
takes place, the body will most probably be discharged at
the same time. But there is always the danger that the
symptoms may give rise to a suspicion that the dog is

affected with dumb rabies.
Cases of choking are not adapted for amateur treatment;

much tact and skill are necessary for the removal of an ob-
struction from the throat, and the dislodgement of any
substance from the swallow must be effected by the aid of
instruments, which are effective only in practiced bauds.
Iu some instances it is necessary to cut down upon the sub-
stance which is retained in the (esophagus, and remove it.

the wound being stitched up afterward aud treated by anti-
septic dressing. The operation is not difficult, nor are there
any serious consequences to be apprehended, but it is
obviously beyond the reach of the amateur.
In connection with the surgery of the mouth, it is neces-

sary to allude to the old-fashioned operation of "worming,"
which consists iu the removal of a small white thread from
the fold of mucous membrane beneath the dog's tongue.
Modern veterinary books do not refer to this operation^ ex-
cept as a piece of ancient barbarity, which was justified on
the plea that it prevented dogs from going mad. It cannot
be said that the superstition has died out, because t he oper-
ation is still performed, and the difficulty in the matter is

that the scientific man, while he may contend that the re-
moval of the. "worm " from under the tongue cannot have
any protective effect against rabies, is quite unable to offer
any explanation of the use of the small body, and therefore
his objections have small weight.—London Field.

ELMIRA DOG SHOW.
TE have received the premium list of the first annual
S dog show of the Elrnira Poultry and Pet Stock Asso-

ciation, to be held at Elmira, N. Y., Sept. 17 to 20, in con-
junction with the Interstate Fair. The show will be held
under A. K. C. rules. Messrs. John Davidson and H. W.
Lacy have been appointed judges. The prize in the chal-
lenge class for mastiff dogs is -S15; bitches, the same; open
dogs, S10, $5 and diploma: bitches, the same. Each variety
of St. Bernards, same as mastiffs. Newfoundlands, one
class, §10, *5 and diploma. Deerhounds, challenge dogs, $10
aud $5; bitches the same; open, same as mastiffs. Fox-
hounds, each sex, $f0,*5and diploma. Pointers (two classes),
English setters, Irish setters, Cordon setters, beagles, col-
lies^ bulldogs and bull-terriers, challenge dogs, 610, $5 ana
diploma; bitches, the same; open classes, same as mastiffs.
Spaniels, over 28lbs., challenge (one class), $10; opeu, black,
same as mastiffs: other than black, the same. Clumbers
(one class), §10 and $5. Irish water, the same. Cockers, chal-
lenge (one class), #10, $5 and diploma: open, black, same as
mastiffs; other than black (one class), £10. $5 aud diploma.
Pox-terriers, challenge (two classes), $10: open, same as mas-
tiffs: wire-haired, §10. Irish terriers, challenge (one class;,

$5 and §3; open, same as mastiffs. Yorkshire, challenge (one
class), §10; open (two classes), §1>0 and diploma. Pugs, chal-
lenge (two classes), §10; open, same as mastiffs. Black and
tan, Bedlington, Scotch, Dandie Dinmont and toy terriers,
Japanese spaniels, Italian greyhounds, Mexican hairless and
Siberian wolfhounds (one class esch), §10, §5 and diploma.
Skye terriers (two classes), the same. King Charles and
Blenheim spaniels (one class each), §10 and diploma. Great
Danes (two classes), the same. Miscellaneous, large and
small (one class each), §10, §5 and diploma. Kennel prizes
of §10 each are offered by the club for mastiffs, St. Bernards,
deerhounds, greyhounds, pointers, English setters, Irish
setters, spaniels, beagles, collies, bulldogs, bull-terriers, fox-
terriers and pugs. Entries close Sept. 7. The address of the
secretary is Geo. M. Robinson, Elmira, N. Y.

TORONTO DOG SHOW.
7 E have received the premium list of the dog show to be

held at Toronto, Canada, Sept. 16 to IS, under the
auspices of the Domiuion of Canada Kennel Club and the
Ontario Collie Club, in connection with the fair of the In-
dustrial Exhibition Association. Seventy-one classes are
provided for, the premiums amounting to nearly §1,200.

The show will be held under the rules of the Canadian Ken-
nel Club. Mr. John Davidson will judge setters, pointers,
collies, beagles, foxhounds and spaniels, and Mr. C. H.
Mason the remaining classes. Entries close Sept. 4. The
address of the secretary is Cant. C. Greville Harston, Public
Library Building, Toronto, (Jan.

FOXHOUND LOST.—Mi-. H. C. Graff, Kensington, O.,
has lost his foxhound dog Roller: he is black and tan with
small white spot on breast and throat. One ear is slit at
point. He is six years old and strayed or was stolen on the
night of July 18. Any one learniug his whereabouts will
confer a favor by informing his owner.

DOG TALK.
THE stud book committee of the A. K. C. at a meeting

held Julv 19, considered the Meersbrook Maiden and
Meersbrook Girl muddle, and decided that the proofs as to
their identity offered by Dr. Foote were satisfactory. The
committee declined to recognize all awards received by these
dogs while shown under wrong names. The committee in-
vestigated the charge of Mr. J. Shelley Hudson against Mr.
G. W. Kwiug for giving wrong pedigree to the English set-
ter bitch M'liss C, and found that Mr. Ewing was right, as
the dam of M'liss C. and her litter sister were both of the
same name. The committee also investigated the charge of
Mr. J. E. Isgrigg against Mr. P. T. Madison, that he wrongly
advertised his English setter dog Rush Gladstone as a
champion. Information from Mr. Madison showed that
the dog had twice won a champion prize at small shows
not held under A. K. C. rules. The committee adopted the
following resolution: "Resolved, That notice is hereby
given that the advertisement of Mr. P. T. Madison, which
states 'The English setter champion Rush Gladstone (A.K.C.
S.B. 3522). unbeaten on the bench,' is misleading, but it is
the sense of this committee that it has no power in the
premises other than the publication of the fact that the dog
did not win a championship under the American Kennel
Club rules."

The Fancier^ (J-asetlv says of cropping: "If cropping is
to be stopped, the order would come better from a legal
side. Supposing that the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals took the matter in hand, and said that
if any dog from after Aug. 1, 1889, was shown cropped, the
case would be inquired into, and a prosecution ordered; then
we are certain that in 1890 the puppy classes in all breeds
which are accustomed to be cropped would be classes of un-
cropped dogs, and in due time all the classes would be so."

Beuch show managers will find it to their interest to for-
ward to this office for distribution, copies of their premium
lists and entry blanks. It is often the case that we have
calls for them on the day that entries close. We should also
have early advice of date when entries close, which will be
published in our "fixture" column.

The managers of the Toledo dog show offer a special prize
of $50 to the exhibitor scoring the greatest number of points,
the winnings of each exhibitor in the various classes to be
added together, The points will score as follows: First
prize 5, second 4, vhc. 3, he. 2, and c. 1 point.

We are advised that a large number of valuable special
prizes have already been offered for the Toronto dog show,
and that many more are promised. The management ex-
pect that the show will be the best yet held by the club.

Dr. M. H. Cryer, who has beeu enjoying the honeymoon
abroad, is expected home next week.

We hear that Mr. F. F. Dole is coining out strong at the
dog shows next, spring.

THE DOGS OF BATH.—Bath, Me., July l.-ln an article
on dog license laws I notice a statement "We have no un-
licensed or stray dogs iu Bath, Me." It is true in no sense
of Bath, Me. The licensing of dogs is optional with the
cities and towns in this State, some taxing and licensing
tbern, others not, In this city, like many others, the good
for nothing mongrel curs are"largely iu excess in numbers
to the useful ones, and efforts have periodic illy been made
to devise some method of abating the nuisance, with little
success, until now it has been determined that all un-
licensed dogs must go. To date there have been 220 dog
licenses taken out in this city. Is is estimated that there
soon will be 300 dogs wearing that little metal medal that
licensed dogs must carry about with them. Unlicensed dogs
are to be slain.—Geo. E. Newman.

KENNEL NOTES.
Hotes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 oi any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.

(ST" Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Ohispa. By A. C. Johnson, Mechanicsville. N. Y., for black,
write and tan beagle bitch, whelped June 12, 188s, by Ross (A.K.
R, 2116,1 out of Spot (A.K.ft. 8339).

Rustic Prince, Rustic Joe, Rwsttcnat and Rustic Ruby- By Geo.
W. Fisher, Catawissa, Pa., for fawn pug 'logs, whelped July 6,

1880. bv Rustic King out of Rose (Bradford Ruby—Gyp).
Ada'. By W. A. Whea'ley. Memphis, Tcnn., for white and

orange English setter bitch, whelped June, 1880, by Samuel of
Posen out of Col. Wood's bitch.
Duke VIII. By G. A. Goddard, Worcester, Mass., for black

cocker spaniel dog, whelped May 10. 1889, by Black Pete (Obo, Jr.
—Phonsie) out of Phyllis (A.K.R. 6293).

BRED.
%g?~ Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Naso's Belle—Spot Dash. H. L. Rice's (Boston, Mass.) pointer
hitch Naso's Belle (Naso of Ki open—Belle Randolph) to Fleet
View & Beading Pointer Kennels' bpot Dash (Sir Philip Sydney—
Topsy), Aug. 1.

Portland Lilly—Sir Anthony. Geo. W. LoVell'S iMiddleboro,
Mass.) pointer bitch Portland Lilly (Glenmark—Zanetta) to his
Sir Anthony (champion Graphic—Z^tta). Aue. S.

Loo—Peels d-Boo. O. G. HincJiley's (Leo, Muss.) pus bitch Loo
(Oi hello II.—Street's Loo) to J. H. Seeley'a Peek-a-Boo (Bradford
Ruby—Susie). April 27.

Daisy—Rustic Kino. G. W. Wenck's (Northumberland, Pa.;
pug bitch Daisy (Tom Thumb—Bi jo i > to G. W. Fisher's Rustic
King.
Jule—Othello. Geo. W. Fisher's (Catavvissa, Pa.) put; bitr-b Jule

(Tom Thumb-Bijou) to Dr. M. H. Over's Othello. July 20.

Schats—Ben Hur. Tracy Gould's (Virmlaud, N. J.) St. Bernard
bitch Sjhats to his Ben Hur (A K.R. 6727). Julv 29.

Zora—Ben Bur. Tracy Gould's (Vineland, N.J.) St. Bernard bitch
Zora (A.K.R. G899) to his Ben Hur (A.K.R .8827), July IJ.

Novice—Sir Herbert. C. H. Marshall'- (Leominster, Mass.) St.
Bernard hitch .Novice (champion Hermit—Irma) to Chfquasset
Kennels' imported Sir Herbert (champion Plinlimmon—champion
Queen JurA Julv 22

Duchess of Beathlield—Sir Herbert.. C. H. Spring's (Newton Lower
Falls. Mass.) St. Bernard bitch Duchess of Heatbfield (Rip Van
Winkle—Recluse; to Chequasset Kennels' imported Sir Herbert
(champion Plinlimmon—cnaorpion Queen Jura), May 24.
Nesta—Sir Herbert. Chequasset Kennels' (Lancaster. Mass.) St.

Bernard bitch Nesta (champion Merchant Prince—Lys) to their
imported Sir Herbert (champion Plinlimmon—champion Queen
Jura), Juup 2.

Marvel—Sir Herbert. Chequasset Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.)
St. Bernard bitch Marvel (champion Hermit—Alma) to their im-
ported Sir Herbert (champion Plinlimmon—chamnion Queen
Jura). May 30.

Rudolphia—Sir Herbert. Chequasset Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.)
St. Bernard hitch Rudolphia (Rudolph II.—Maria) to their im-
ported Sir Herbert (champion Plinlimmon—champion Queen
Jura), July 9.

Lys—Sir Herbert. H. S. Pitkin's (Harfford, Conn.) St. Bernard
bitch Lys (champion Hermit-Somhre) to Chequasset Kenm-ls'
imported Sir Herbert (champion Plinlimmon—champion Queen
Jura), June 20.

Bessie—Sir Herbert. G. W. Scbenk's (Burlington, la.) St. Ber-
nard bitch Bessie (Duke of Lancaster—Kr^n) to Chequasset Ken-
nelo' imported Sir Herbert (champion Plinlimmon—champion
Queen Jura), July 4.

Jessie—Locke. T. H. Welch's (Newburyport, Mass.) Gordon set-
ter bitch Jessie (Argus HI.—Lowell's Nellie) to J. T. Johns's Locke
(Bailey's Tom—Paasy), June 2o.
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Julia—St. Cloud. St. Cloud Kennels' (Mott Haven, N. Y.) Irish
setter bitch Julia (Duke II.—Pep II.) to their St. Cloud (champion
Elcho—champion Noreen), July 29.

Fan— Buffalo General. L. Wister's (Philadelphia, Pa.) black and
t»n wrier bitch Fun to A. W. Smith's Buffalo General (Halifax
General Lady Lflttie), July 30

Lady mr1(ict—Tiel( Tacit. B. C Ray,Jr.'s (Mamaroneek, N. Y.)
fox- terrier bitch Lady Fieget (Music—Thistle) toW.M. Barnaul '8

Tick Tu> k (Bacchanal-Miss Tackier), July 20.

Flo—Bradford Harry. C. N. Sj ruond's (Salem, Mass.) Yorkshire
terrier bitch Flo (Bright—Fan) to P. H.Cnombs's Bradford Harry
(Crawshaw's Bruce—Beale's Lady), Aug. 2,

WHELPS.
t5P~ Note* mast be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

May B. Geo. W. Lovell's ( Middlehoro, Mass.) pointer bitch May
B. (Glen Graphic- Jea.net* e), July 25, ten (four dogs), by his Beau-
fovt H. (chainpioT»'Bcaufon Zuba).
Ease. Geo.W. Fisher's (Catawissa. Pa.) pug hi fell Rose (Brad-

ford Bubv—Oyp), July 0. five dogs, by his Rustic King.
Snowjlakc. Geo. \V. Lovell's (Middlehoro, Mass.) English setter

bitch Snowflake (Prince Noble—Cassandra F., Aug. 2, seven (Ave
dogs), by his Pbil Warwick (Cid—Victoria).
Miriam. H. B. Young's (Montreal. Can.) Irish sdter bitch

Miriam (A.K.R. 6374), July 16, nine (five dogs), by his Sakta (A.K.
R. 5558).

SALES.

£#T~ Notes must be sent on tlie Prepared Blanks.

Budge. Stone fawn pup- dog, whelped April 27, 1SR9, by Peek-a-
Boo— Loo, bv C. G. HincKloy, Lee, Mass., to Mrs. A. L. Fraleigh,
Troy, N. Y.~
Thimble. Stone fawn, black points, pug bPch, whelped March,

1S89, by champion Dude out of Tresa, by Chequasset Kennels,
Lancaster, Mass.. to Mrs. W. McGee, Clinton, Ont.
Rustic Knit Ic. Faw/i pug bitch, whelped April 6, 1889, by Rustic

King out of Tra-la-la. bv Geo. W. Fisher, Catawissa. Pa., to G. W.
Wnmbacb, Baltimore, Md,
Rustic Anna. Fawn pug bitch, whelped April 6, 1889. by Rustic

King out of Tra-la-la. by Geo. W. Fisher, Catawissa, Pa., to A. F.
German, Louisville, Ky.
Rustic George. Fawn pug dog, whelped April 6, 1889, by Rustic

King out of Tr^ -la-la, by Geo. W. Fisher, Catawissa, Pa., to Che-
quasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass.

.Esse:)' (A.K.E. Ml)—Mora (A.K.R. 611,8) whelp. H. Bernard dog,
whelped March 21, 1889, by Ess^x Kennels, Andover, Mass., to A.
M. Jenkinson, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sancho. Orange tawny and white St. Bernard dog. whelped

March 21, 1889, by Essex (A.K.R. 931) out of Mora (A.K.R. 6148). by
Essex Kennels. Andover, Mass., to G. H. Mifflin, Boston, Mass.
Cato. White and orange St. Bernard dog, whelped March 29,

1889, by Essex (A.K R, 931) out of Mora (A.K.R. 6148), by Essex
Kennels, Andover, Mass., to E. Frnthingham, Boston. Mass.
Mora. Orange aud white St. Bernard bitch (A.K.R 6148), hy

Essex Kennels, Andover, Mass.. to John Keevan, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Chequasset Peeress. Orange brindle, white markings, St. Bernard

bitch, whelped May 7, 1889, hy champion Ben Lomond out of Lady
Hanley, by Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., to E, H. Moore,
Melrose, Mass.
Chequasset Paiihia. Orange, white markings, St.. Bernard bitch,

whelped May 11, 1889. by Monte Rosa out of Kleine, by Chequasset
Kennels, Lancaster, Mass., to E. C. Freeman, CornwaU, Pa.

IJeidel. Orange, white markings, St. Bernard bitch, whelped
March 16, 1S84, by Crcsar out of Nun. by Chequasset Kennels, Lan-
caster, Mass., to E. Scott. St. Paul, Minn.
Ph il Warwiel;. Black, white and tan English setter fJ og,whelped

Dec. 10. 1883. by Cid out of Victoria, by G. W. Lovell, Middlehoro,
Mass.. to F. L. Usher, Potsdam. N. Y.
Ywtiacrn—Mcersljronlt Maiden whelps. Black and tan terrier

dogs, whelped May 28, 1889, by Rochelle Kennels. New Rochelle,
N. Y., one each to A. W. Coates, Long Branch, N. J., and Miss L.
Ballon, Brooklyn. N. V.
Buffalo General—Meershrook Girl whelp. Black and tan terrier

bitch, whelped May 24, 1889. by Rochelle Kennels. New Rochelle,
N. Y„ to A. W. Smith, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dick. Black and tan terrier dog, whelped June 6, 1886, by White-

head's Pn'nce out of , by A. W. Coates, Long Branch, N. J..
to Rochelle Kennels, New Rochelle, N. Y.

PRESENTATIONS.
Ada. While and orange English setter bitch, whelped June,

1889, by Samuel of Posen oat of Col. Wood's bitch, by Col. John
P. Wood, Fayetteville, Ark., to W. A. Wheatlev, Memphis, Tenn.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
lyg

1- No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

W. G. S„ Newburg, N. Y.—I have a very valuable Skye terrier;
he is five years old and has a touch of the mange. I would like
you to tell me just what to do for it. Ans. Keep the bowels open
by giving two or three compound cathartic pills at a dose. Apply
zinc oxide ointment every morning. Give 4 drops of Fowler's
solution daily in the food.

Subschibisr, Toronto.—1 have thoroughbred Irish setter dog
about 10 months old. Lately what appears like a wart has grown
on its upper lip just under the nose, about the size of a large pea,
and 1 not ice a small one now appearing just opposite on the under
lip. Would you please say what I should do to remove them, or
hy leaving them alone will they go away V Your advice will be
acted upon. Ans. See a surgeon or veterinary. The warts
should Be removed and the nose cauterized. They can be re-
moved with the knife, snare or galvanic current.

H. A. P., Leavenworth, Kan.—Irish setter year old, always been
troubled with weak eyes, although same continue of good color
Always been kenneled with his brother, aud latter not affected!
Symptoms weak and watery, and growing smaller and more deep
set. and hair adjacent fallen out. Keep both dogs in kennel, with
moderate exercise daily, and feed nothing but cooked meat and
scraps from hotel table. Never had mange nor distemper that I
know of; hav? never dosed him excepting occasionally with sul-
phur, and rarely with Prof, Flint's condition powders. Has
always since six months old been troubled with weak appetite,
but it don't seem to affect his vitality, as he is still the more
active dog of the two. What aiis the critter, aud what should be
done? Ans. Feed very little meat. What meat is given may be
cooked with corn meal and served cold. Give 5 drops of Fowler's
solution morning and evening for three, weeks. Keep the bowels
free with teaspoon doses of syrup of buckthorn. Exercise regu-
larly.

A. W. T., Dorchester, Mass.—My pointer dog, 8 years old, has
what I thinli is rheumatism. When lying down he moans with
a low, piteous whine at frequent intervals, and does not like to
rise up when down, and when moving around yells at times as
though something had hit him. I first noticed something wrong
with him on Saturday last when he got wet, and at night seemed
to be chilled; for that I gave Ave drops tinct. aconite and repeated
next night. The chills are passed, leaving above symptoms with
nose slightly hot. Please prescribe, in next issue if possible. Ans.
it is rheumatism, which is not uncommon in dogs of his age. Use
the following:

R Ext. colocynth co grs. 45
Ext. colchici acet grs. 30
Ext. hyoscyami grs. 10
Hydrarg chlorid mit , grs. 10

Mix. Div. in pills No. 30. Sig. One three times daily hidden in
a small bit of meat.

\hootin$

RANGE AND GALLERY.
OUR TEAM ABROAD.

THE members of the Massachusetts rifle team are now on the
ocean, very near this port, and within a few aavs will be on

land receiving the congratulations of their friends. They have
done more than well, and bring back with them only pleasant
memories and the respect of every shooting man abroad. On the
last Friday m the Wimbledon camp. Major Hinman and other
members of the visiting team were entertained at the dinner of
the London Scottish Corns. "The dinner was a most successful
one, and in the course of the eveniDg Major Alexander gave 'The
Visitors,' coupling with the toast the name of Major Hinman.
Major Hinman, in responding, acknowledged the great kindness
which had been extended to the Massachusetts riflemen during
their visit to England, and alluded to the pleasure with which
they would remember the many friendships they had mad e and

especially those in the mess tent of the London Scottish. Speak-
ing of the meeting geuerally, he suggested a reduction of the
bullseye at the ranges where ties were most frequent, and also
expressed a hope that, if the visit of the American team rfid no
other good, it would at least be of service to tlie English Volun-
teers in inducing the authorities to place a more useful sight upon
their rifles. As au inspector of rifle practice in the United States,
and speakiug from experience extending over a considerable
number of years, he had no hesitation in asset-ling that, the sights
of the Martini-Henry rifle might be very greatly improved with-
out in the least degree impairing the serviceable character of tlie
weapon. Concerning the members of the American team, they
were extremely pleased with the cordiality with w hich thev had
been greeted, and felt much indebted to tlie Council of the Asso-
ciation for all they had done to makf* their visit a pleasant one.
They were quite content with the results of their shooting with
the Martini-Henry rifles, and were very glad to have had the
opportunity of here and there making an impression on the prize
list."

Many of the team men visited the Bank of England and also
the English mint, and feasted their eyes on the well-guarded
funds. They also looked in at the House of Commons.
"On Saturday morning a parcel arrived from Cornwall con-

taining a 'blower' for each member of the team, which had been
made by Quartermaster-Sergeant Burns out of the cases of
Springfield cartridges which had been discharged at Wimbledon.
The blowers were fitted with amber mouthpieces, and the kind-
ness which dictated the gift was much appreciated. Captain
Stohwasser, on behalf of the team of the H. A. C, who were the
first to compete with the Massachusetts riflemen in England,
presented to Lieut. Bumstead, who made a score of 100 points, a
very handsome representation of the badge of the H. A. C. in sil-
ver. The present bore a suitable inscription, and gave much
pleasure to the recipient and the team. On Saturday afternoon
the entire team attended the distribution of prizes, after which
they quitted the camp, and proceeded by the 9 o'clock train to
Paris, via Ne.whaven and Die ope. As we have already men-
tioned, the team won all the matches previous to the Wimbledon
meeting. At Wimbledon itself, several of the team entered for
the individual competitions, and the success they gained was
gratifying to themselves. Altogether they carried off nearly £80
worth of prizes, the chief being the telescope, value £26 10s., given
by Mr. Steward for shoulder shooting, and won by Corporal
Huddleston. In t he same competition the following were also
winners: Private Farrow £4, Sergeant Bull £3, Lieut. Edes £1,
Sergt. Doyle £1, Major Hinman £1, Sergt. Johnston £1, Sergt.

-

Major Merrill £1, Lieut. Bumstead £1. Major Hinman won £5 in
the Alexandra, £6 in the Alfred. £2 in the All-Comers' Aggre-
gate, £3 in the Duke of Cambridge, and £1 in the Perinet & Fils.
Corporal Huddleston won £5 in the Alfred, and £2 in the Wind-
mill series. Sergt. Bull won £3 in the Alfred, and Private Far-
row £5 in the Albert. At Paris, the team, who were accompanied
hy Major Durrant, of the IT. A. G, and Miss Durrant, as also
hy Mrs. Frost, devoted the week to the sights of Paris and the
Exhibition."
The team set sail in the City of Chicago on July 31, after several

-final courtesies in England, and on their arrival here will pay a
formal visit to the mayor of New York prior to their being taken
in hand for recopt ons, etc., by their Boston admirers.
In writing from Wimbledon to a Boston friend. Major Frost

said: "Well, here we are at Wimbledon just about settled, and
the rain pouring down in torrents. Wo are well satisfied with out-
work of last week. We have done what we hoped to do, viz., won
every match. Some of our scores were not brilliant, but when
you consider the Englishmen on their own range couldn't touch
us, we ought to he satisfied. Rain, gales of wind, etc.. the worst I
ever saw. The gaUing part to the Englishmen is that we heat
them handsomely at 500 and 600yds. in their ow rn positions, when
they certainly expected to wipe out our lead. At Brighton, where
we were beaten at 200yds. for the first, time, we couldn't stand up
in the gale against the beef of the Englishmen and they beat us
twelve points, but how we did wjpe the ground with them at 500
and 600yds. The whole secret of our success is working together

]
ai d good coaching. The Englishmen don't know how to coach a
team. Every team we met was made up of English and Scotch
'20 men," the best that could be raised."

NEW JERSEY'S BIG SHOOT.

THE rifle range at Sea Girt promises to see a fine team contest
early in September when the men entered for the Inter- State

shoot appear for the match. This will be the first match of the
kind ever shot in New Jersey. The match was projected by and
is under the direct management of Brig.-Gcn. Bird W. Spencer,
Inspector-General of Rifle Practice, the conditions briefly stated
being as follows:
Open to one team from each State and Territory in the United

States, and one team each from the Army of the United States
stationed within each of the three military divisions, Atlantic'
Pacific, aud Missouri (three teams in all), consisting of twelve
members of tbe regularly organized and uniformed National
Guard or Militia of such State or Territory or of the Army of the
United States. Each team must be provided with a certificate
from the Adjutant General of the State it represents, or the Ad-
jutant General of the Division of the Army which it represents
certifying that each of its number is a regular memherof the
uniformed Militia or Division of the Arinv which he represents
in good standing, and was such on June 1, 1889. Competitors shall
appear in the uniform of their corps. Distance, 200 and 500vds
Position at 20f)yds.. standing; at 500yds., prone. Weapon, "any
military rifle which has been adopted, authorized or issued as ah
official arm by any State, or by the United States. Rounds, 10 at
each distance. To the team making the highest aggregate score
a suitable trophy will be presented by the Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief, in behalf of the State of New Jersey, and to be
held by the Adjutant-General of the State or Division whose team
may win it. Also a medal to each member of the winning team
No sight shots will he allowed. No rifle shall be cleaned or wiped'
out, exeept between ranges. Teams making a tie score must
shoot off the tie at the close of the match. The range will be open
for practice twenty days prior to the match. The executive ofn-

furnish camp equipage, quarters, cots, blankets and cooking
utensils, for a period of twenty flays, to all teams who regularly
enter into the match, without charge, and will also supply, for
the purpose of practice, ammunicion su'tahle for the United
States Model Springfield B. L., 45cal., at cost.
The entries closed on Thursday last, and lien. Spencer said that

Jersey, making eight teams in all. There is some doubt, however
in regard to the Division of the Pacific team, and the teams
contesting may only number seven.
The General also expects a big attendance at the match on the

part of officials of the several States, and states that the Gov-
ernors of New York and Delaware, with their full staffs, have
already signified their intention of spending a few days at the
camp. One hundred and fifty-four wall tents, each one being
provided with a fly, have been pitched directly opposite the main
entrance to the camp, for the use of the several teams The
tents are arranged in seven streets, eleven tents being on either
side of each street. The State will look after the comfort of all
shooters. The members of some of the teams will be at the
camp about the loth inst., and will then remain until the match
is finished. The Jersey team has not been chosen as yet, but will
be carefully selected, and will be given plenty of practice, put-
ting in all its time on the ranges after Aug. 15 up to the date of
the match shooting on Sept. 2.

ST. CATHARINES, July 29.-A friendly shoot between picked
teams from St. Catharines and Niagara Falls came off at the 12-
Mile Creek butts this afternoon, in which the Saints were victori-
ous by 47 points. The Niagara Falls team included two crack
Wimbledon men. and the outcome was entirely unexpected by
the home team. Nine men shot on each side, 7 shots each at 200
400 and 500s ds. Following is the score:

St. Catharines. Niagara FaUs.
200. 400. 500. T'l 200. 400. 500. T'l

C A Richardson.28 17 23 66 J J Banfield 22 23 24 69
O Carlson 27 19 20 66 G A McMicking.25 19 18 62
A Cook 26 19 20 65 G E Buckley 29 18 14 61W H Bradley... 27 20 16 63 C Bower 24 17 18 59
JCawker 20 22 19 61 J J Flynn 28 18 13 59
J S McClelland. .24 22 13 59 G Muggins 24 17 13 54G Wilson 24 19 14 57 M Kelliher 28 5 17 50
S Harper 28 12 13 53 W Parker 23 14 7 44
J Carlson 28 13 12 53 C Huggins 24 5) 5 38

543 496
The return match will be shot at the Chippewa ranges, Niagara

River, early in August.

BOSTON, Aug. 3.—A good attendance, of shooters were present
to-day at the Massachusetts rifle range and entered the various
matches. After the rain let up at noon the f hooting conditions
were very good, with a light wind from 6 to 8 o'clock. The fine
scores of Messrs. Hill, Frye and Munroe are wort hy of not'ee.
Mr. Clarke won the gold medal in the 20-shot rest, match, and Mr.
Frye won the silver victory medal. Next Wednesday the. trap-
shooters hold their regular prize and sweep shoot. Following arc
the scores made to-day:

20-shot Rest Match,
S Wilder 9 12 9 12 8 11 9 9 11 9

9 10 9 12 12 11 0 10 10 11-200
J R Munroe 10 11 9 9 12 10 10 9 11 9

, . „ 12 8 9 8 11 8 9 5 10 9-193
J N Eames 9 11 9 12 10 9 8 12 10 10

0 10 89999 0 8 10-191
Champion Medal Match.

C C Clarke 6 7 5 5 8 8 10 9 9 9- 7(1

SOMerville 5 9 7 8 8 5 8 10 6 9- 75
J A Frye « 8 8 5 8 8 6 6 8 6- 69

Victory Medal M-'teh.
. . 9 10 8 10 7 10 8 10 9 10- 91C M Hill

J A Frye 8 10 9
C H Eastman g 10 7
S O Merville ....8 7 7
L Alden 4 8 8 7 7 8
AS Hunt 6 6 5 8 9 8

Rest Medal Match.WP Thompson 9 9 9 12 11 11 8 10 10 12-101
O Moore 9 10 10 10 0 11 12 « 8 9—97

Military Medal Match.
A McCarthy G 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4- 42

Rest Match.
J R Munroe... 12 11 12 13 9 11 11 12 12 12—114
S Wilder 10 11 9 12 12 10 11 12 12 12-111
JNEamPS 10 9 12 12 15 9 9 9 12 22—106
ABallard. 8 9 8 12 13 9 11 9 8 12- 99W B North 9 8 11 9 11 9 9 9 12 11- 98W O Hodges 10 9 10 9 8 9 8 11 9 12- 95AS Hunt 11 10 11 11
H A Baker 9 8 10 9
G Ware 8 9 9 8

Silver Victory Medal.

8 9 7 7 10 10 10- f

7 10 5 5 10 6 9- 75
8 6 6 7 9 6 8- 72

B 7 10 7- 72
7 7 S 8-69

J A Frye
JEKelley. ...

D L Chase
A Ballard ...
G L Hosmer .

.

H Stone

W Claupeiu..

Off-hand Match:
8 8 9 10
8 7 6 6
8 9 7 9
6 6 7 5
9 4 5 7

Milli'tary Match.
" 4 5

H W Atkins 4
A R Davis f

J Hanson 3
C H Richwood g
F Cheney 2GW Taylor 0
G H Wright 3
j V Huntley 3
F Nichols 0W Buck 3
A Wilson , 0

3 8 10 8 9 9- 95
fl 8 10 7 11 7- H8
8 8 6 8 n 9- 84

6 10 9 s 9 7- 84

8 5 9 10 9— 83
8 8 9 9 10 7- 78
4 8 7 10 7— 76
6 9 7 10 10 8- 74
6 6 9 5 4- 62
4 8 6 3 4 4- 50

4 5 3 5 3 6- 43
5 4 4 4 4 4— 39
4 3 n 4 2- 35
3 4 4 3 3- 34
5 4 4 4 0- 34
4 4 3 4 3 3- 34
4 3 3 3 3 5- 34
3 5 5 4 4 2- 34
3 3 3 3 3 4- 33
4 4 3 5 0 4- 31
4 0 4 4 3 0—29

2 4 3 3 0- 24

WILMINGTON, Del., July 29.—After heing closed during the
State encampment, Healdmoor Rifle Range, Wilrm"n"ton, Del
was reopemd this afternoon with renewed activity. There was
a fair attendance, and as a result of the generally good scores
the sport was fully enjoyed. The event of the day was the fine
pistol shooting by E. J. Darlington, who knocked "smithereens"
out, of all local records with that arm by r dlmg up a score of 92
which was also a clean score of bullseyes. T. P, Ta vlor also made
two fine scores, one of which was a clean score and the other
nearly so with the exception of one shot, which was a close 7
The work with the rifle was very good and even. Following are
the scores. Standard American target, off-hand:

Pistol Match, 50vds.
E J Darlington 8 10 8 10 10 9 9 10 8 10-92
J P Taylor 10 9 8 10 8 10 8 8 8 8-87
JFvans 6 9 9 7 7 7 8 9 10 9-81
E Jackson 6 7 8 9 9 8 8 9 8
E Darlington - ... 6 9 7 9 9 9 5 10 7
D Evans 7 8 6 4 5 7 10 7 5
E Davis 476 44 5 587

Record Match, 200 » ds.
E J Darlington 10 9 10 8

6-T8
5-76

9

9 6 7
,787
7 10 8
8

9 9 (1

6 10 g

6 80
6 6-74

5 2 2

6 9
7 3
6 9
6 6

5 10 7—72
9 9 6-70
5 6 4- 59
2 7 9-58
7 8 2-58

4 5 6 3-57
3 10 3 9-51
" 0 6 4-42

\V S Darlington
W Heiuei, Sr
1 P Taylor
H Simpson (mil.)..W H Floyd (mil.)
E Darlington, 5 4 10
G Darlinglon 3 3 9
C Fehrenbaeh (open sights) 3 3 8
J Cooke (mil.).... 4 4 4 _

Military Match, 200yds., Oreedmoor Target.
Sergt H Simpson... 1554443414 -41 Sergt F Wi I Hams'. . 3133453453-87
LieutW Floyd 4444*44444-40 Pvt"H Joh n son .... 4234444444-87

Special Record Match, 100 vds.. S. A. Target.
E J Darlington II) y 10 9 8 9 10 8 8 9—90WS Darlington .9 8 9 8 7 10 10 9 5 10-8S

Military Qualifications.
Corp J Cooke, 100yds 44444—20 2<)0vds .-.44435-20—40
CREEDMOOR, Aug. 3.—The sixth marksman's badge and sharp-

shooter's matches, were shot here to-day. The weather was
stormy throughout the day, with a very unsteady wind, shifting
from 6 o'clock to 3, and then hack to 9 o'clock. The attendance
was good in the afternoon, aud some very good scores were made
Sergt. Frank Stuart, of the 69th Regt., took the gold marksman's
badge with the elegant score of 49 out of a possible 50. Folio win,'
were the winners of the match:

200yds. 500vds. Total.
F Stuart. N C S, 69th Regt 24 * " a

A C Saunders. Co H, 23d "Regt 22
R M KaUoch. Co H, 7th Regt 33
J M Maeonnell, Co H, 9th Regt ly
A L Ely, Co G. 7th Regt 20
E F M Wendelstadt, Co O, 23d Regt 19
A G Scranton, Co F, 7 th Regt 19

Medal Winners.
J D Foot. Co F, 7th Regt 21

C A Jones, Co G, 7th Regt 22
R M Dunn, Co G, 7th Regt is

A McDougall, Co O, 7th Regt 20

24
22
25
24
24
24

34

46
15

44
44
43
43

33

46
46
43
43

ST. LOUIS. Mo., Aug. 2.—Fodde and Alexander tied for the
medal at: the last meeting of the Pistol Club, but the former won
on the shoot-off. For all shooting a 20yds. standard American
target is used.
FiedAFodde 10 9 9 8 tj 7 8 10 10 9—80
G Alexander 10 7
EMohrstadt 7 7
M Surnmerfield 8 10
L G Dorman 8W Bauer 10 8
A E Bengel 10
J Albach 10
J ALee 10

9 8 10 10 10 7 7 8-86
8 5 9 10 10 9 10 9-81
7' 8 10 7 8 6 10 10-84

8 8 10 10 10 5 9 8 5 82
8 9 6 6 8 8 10 8-81
8 9 7 8 9 6 7 8—77
8 7 8 4 9 5 7 9-73
8 7 8 4 9 5 1 9-73

NEWARK, N. J., Aug. 1.—The expert match at the Shooting
Park di 1 not draw a very large crowd this afternoon, and it is not
surprising when the poor shooting weather is considered. The
match has held its own steadily since April 4, when it was opened,
and has fully met the expectations of the society members. At 2
o'clock it was clear while at 3 it was cloudy, and from that time
to 7 it changed every twenty minutes. The wind blew from the
right early in the afternoon, but later it whisked around to "9
o'clock" and got very "fishy." The leading scoies in the expert
match were as follows: H. Williams. 69, 64: A. Begerow.tiS 67 62
61, 60, 59, 59: C. H. Townscnd. 68, 56; F. C Camphell, 67. 68; J. Cop-
persmith, 67. 65, 61; C. E. Gensch, 64, 61; F. A. Freiensehner, 58; G.
Snellen, 56, 55.

NEW YORK.—The Harlem Independent Scbuetzen Corps'
eighth annua] tournament will occur at Washington Park on
Aug. 12 and 13. At the tenth monthly practice shoot, held at the
Morrisania Schuetzen Park, F. W. Kohring won the first class
medal on the ring target, A. Hildebrandt the second class, Mr.
Langhein the third class, and J. Hall the fourth class. First and
second prizes at the figure target were won by A. Hildebrandt
and E. Karl. In ten monthly shoots A. Hildebrandt made 1,558
points on the main target. The largest aggregate number of
points made during the year at the ring target out of a possible
1,250 was E. Karl's, first class, 1,082; in the second class P. Zeug-
nermade 953, in the third J. Gut, 1,022; in the fourth class C.
Sell aeffer, 882. A prize of $275 has been offered for competition
at the ring target on Aug. 2, and .$100 for shooting at the small
target.
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NEW YORK SCHUETZEN CORPS.—The New York Schuet-
zen Corps has desclded to hold its autumn shooting tournament
at Babylon, L. 1 in September. At the last tournament of the
club Capt. S. Wehriug, who, as is customary, fired the second
shot, in honor of the Governor of the State of New York, brought
down the very undemocratic crown which adorned the eagle's
head, a feat which has never been performed, during the thirty-
two years 1 existence of the corps. Secretary B. Kumm received
instructions to send the crown to Gov. D. B. Hill, and received in
tarn a letter from his Excellency expressing his pleasure and
appreciation of the kindly sentiments conveyed.

OTTAWA. July 37.—The greatest score ever made with a Snider
rifle at the JRideau range, at 200, 500 and 600yds. , standing position
at 200yds., was made to-day by Capt. Gray, of the Guards, who
scored 32, 31, 32 total 08—while practicing with several other
officers. This speaks well for the man, for the weapon, and the
Canadian-made ammunition used.

PETERBORO, Ausr. 1.—The regular monthly match of the Rifle
Association was held this afternoon, at 200, 100, 500 a ad 600yds.
range, 'the leading scores were Capt. Miller 78, A. Mason 78, D.
Cameron 76, Capt. Dennistwon 74. J. B. Pentland 74, Geo. Fitz-
gerald 73. The. competition in these matches is very keen this
year.

PAINE AT WIMBLEDON.—On the afternoon of July 17, when
the American team gave its display of skirmish practice, the
Chevalier Ira A. Paine gave a revolver exhibition. At 50yds., with
an Sin. bullseye, he made 21 bulls and 4 inners with 25 shots. At
200yds., -with «. 2ft. bullseye and 25 shots, he made 13 bulls,!! inners,
I magpie, and 2 outers.

AMERICAN WINNERS AT WIMBLEDON. — Mr. Walter
Winans, for the third year in succession, has been unbeaten in
the revolver competitions, winning first, prize in both the revolver
competitions with. Colt and Smith & Wesson revolvers. Mr.
Louis \V. Winans won the Pardey Cup at the "running deer'
target.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed hlanh*
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us uv'th club scores arc par-
licularlu rrc/uested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.

MINNEAPOLIS. Minn.—A good deal of interest was manifested
on Wednesday, July 21, in the challenge team match between J.
C. Joyslin and E. B. Walker, against L. Harrison and F. C. Law-
rence^ The conditions were 100 blackbirds each. 50 singles and 25
pairs, 3 traps, American Shooting Association rules, ¥100 a side
and the suppers. A strong wind was blowing from the southwest
which made the shooting exceedingly difficult, especially on the
pairs, as the traps were throwing the birds from 60 to 70yds.
Score as follows:

Singles. Pairs. Singles. Pairs.
J"y?hn 42 28-70 Harrison.. .. 39 30-75
Walker 30 24-54—124 Lawrence . . 37 26—63—138
The defeated team are. out with another challenge, same con-

ditions, but the winners want them to "make a record" for them-
selves before they will accept another challenge. After the team
contest live bird matches were in order; the programme was not
finished, as the birds were such poor flyers. Shoot No. 1, 5 live
birds, entrance §3,3 moneys: Paine 5 Bflner 5, Palton 3, Fox 3,
Chantler 1. Edsou 5, Jeysli n 5, W«lk<=r 5. Jones 2, Sumner 4, Stone
4, Holmes 3, Lawrence 1, Weblev 4, Cutter 5, "arcana-ran 4; all ties
divided. Shoot N<\ 2, 7 live birds, entrance |5, + moneys: Paine
7, Reiner 7, Joyslin 5. Jones 5, Weblev 6. Catamaran 6, Cutter 5,
Fox 6, Chantler 5. Barnes 6, Hockey 7, Stone 6, Edson 6, Walker 7,
Holmes 4, Lawrence 3, Sumner 3, Roxv 5. Paine. Reiner, Hockey
and Walker divided first moncv; Weblev, Fox, Karnes and Edson
divided second money on shoot off; Cutter and Chantler divided
third money on shoot oil'; Holmes fourth money.— L. H.

Aug. 7, 8. 9.— Forester Gun Club Tournament, Davenport, la.

For particulars address J. W. Howard, Davenport.
Aug. 8.— West Kud Social Gun Club, of Pittsburgh, Inanimate

Target Tournament, Williams Grove, Cambria county. Pa Jame \

Worden. Secretary,
Aug. J3, 14, 15 —Second Tournament of the American Shooting

Association. Boston, Mass.
Aug. 13. 14, 15—The. Charlotte Gun Club's First Annual Tourna-

ment, Ch*rl t'e, Mich. E. W. Dolson, Secretary.
Aug. 13. 14, 15, 16 :.nd 17.-Tournament at Leadville, Col.
Aug. 20, 21. 22. 28.—Second annual tournament of the Keystone

Manufacturing Co., of Corry, Pa. Traps will be pulled by a new
electric apparatus.
Sept. 3, 4. 5.—Annual Tournament of the Rocky Mountain Trap

Shooters, Denver. Coin.. Broadway Athletic Park. Inanimate
and live targets. Address C. M. Hanipsoo, Denver.
Sept. 17, 18. 19, 20.—Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association's

eleventh annual tournament, Jersey vilie. 111.

Sent. 24, 25. 26 and 27.—Fifth Annual Tournament given bv Al.
Bandle. at Cincinnati; $1,000 guaranteed.
Sep i. 24. 25. 20. 27.—New Jersey State Sportsman's Association

for the Protect'on of Fish and Gam*1 Annual Tournament, on
grounds of the JV-raey City Heights Gun Club, at Marion, N.J.
W. F. Quimbv. 291 Broadway, N. Y.
Oct. 8. 9, 10, 11.—Middlesex Gun Tub Tournament, Dunellen,

N. J. W. F. Force, Secretary, Plaintield, N. J.

Oct. 8. 9. 10, 11.— Fred A. Fodde's Second Annual Amateur
Tournament, at St. Louis, Mo. Inanimate targets and live birds.
O't. 15, 16, 17. 18—Tour aamen t at live birds and inanimate

targets. J. F. Kleinz, Secretary, 000 couth Delaware avenue.
Philadelphia.
Oct. 21, 22, 23. 21 and 25.—Second Tournament of the Mercer Gun

(Huh. at Tren.on, N. J. E. G. Updegrove, President.

THE ST. CATHARINES TOURNAMENT.
ST. CATHARINES. Julv 31.—The annual tournament of the

Peninsular Gun and Gnme Club of St. Catharines, under the
ansnices of the Dominion Gun Alliance, began here to-day. There
were a large number of shots present from Buffalo, Cleveland,
Torn to and other places, and a splendid day's shooting resulted.
The first match was at 10 "matchless" blackbirds, for a purse

made op out of the entrance money. There were seventeen com-
petitors. The following were the principal scores:

B Tolsma, Buffalo 9 B H Smith. Labile, NY 8

J Wavper. Hespeler 8 J W Felsted. Toronto 8
D Evans, Port Colborne 8 l)r Charles, Toronto 8

E Andrews, Sardinia, NY 8 J Koch, Buffalo 7

Dr Nfff, Port Colborne 7 M r George, Toronto 7

E A Clifford, Haniiltor 7 C Kemp, Toronto ,6

G Rogers. St Catharines 6 C Oehmig, Buffalo ..6

WEtnond, Toront" 9

Tolsma and Euiond divided first money, and in the ties Wayper
took second, Koch third and Oehmig fourth.
Shoot No. 2 was at 25 "matchless" blackbirds, ijflOO guaranteed,

divided into six prizes. E. H. Smit h, Lasalle, N. Y., took first

money, breaking 24; Dr. Charles, Toronto; C. Oehmig, and Paul
North, Cleveland, broke 23 each and divided second, third and
fourth; J. Koch, Buffalo, took fifth with 21, and Wayper, of Hes-
peler, won the tie of three 19's and took sixth money.
Shoot No. 5 for teams, open to members of the Alliance, was

postponed until Thursday.
Shoot No. 4, open to members of the Alliance, was at 20 "match-

less'" blackbirds. The first prize was a gold watch, valued at S75,
presented by Mr. Charles Stark. It was won by Mr. W. Emond.
of Toronto, who broke 19 out of 20. The entrance money was
made up into live prizes. J. W. Felsted, of Toronto, took first

money with 17, George Rogers. St. Catharines, and J.H. Smith.
Port Perry, divided second and third with 15 each. Dr. Charles,
Toronto (22yds.), W. Reid, Port Dalhousie, and W. Wayper, Hes-
peler (24yds.), broke 14 each for fifth money. Charles won the tie,

breaking eight out of nine.
The remainder of the time was filled in with sweepstake shoot-

ing, and a number of scores were made in the merchandise
match, which continues during the tournament. Shooting; will

be continued all day Thursday, and a large number of additional
visitors are expected.
Auy. 1.—The shooting tournament was continued to-day after

the thunderstorm subsided. At 10 o'clock the crack, crack of the
shotguns was heard, and continued up to 3 o'clock, when another
downpour sent the shooters under canvas. The firmament
cleared up in half an hour, and shooting was again resumed, con-
tinuing up to 7:30. Owing to these delays the day's shooting con-
sist" d of disposing of three items of to-day's programme. The
remaining shoots will be taken up to-morrow.
The shoot opened with a match of 10 birds for entrance money

stakes, and was won by W. Emond of Toronto, Andrews of Sar-
dinia, N. Y., and Feistead of Toronto, who divided first money.
Rogers of St. Catharines, Charles of Toronto, and E. H. Smith of
La Salle, N. Y.. divided second. Wayper of Hespeler, and Tolsma
of Buffalo divided third.

No. 6 shoot was for a Greener gun, presented by Charles Stark
and valued at 1100: 25 matchless birds; Alliance scouts to handi-
cap shooters. This was the most important shoot of the day.
The following are the. principal scores: D. Evans, Port Colborne,
23: Charles, Toronto, 21; J. Wayper, Hespeler, 19; E.H.Smith,
Port Colborne, 18; W. Emond, Toronto, 17. Evans won the gun.
Charles took first prize money, and the remainder in rotation,
there being four money prizes.

In No. 7, $100 was guaranteed. This one was at 20 matchless
birds. It was a keenly contested match and the money was
divided into five prizes. E. Andrews of Sardinia, N. Y., took first

with a score of 18. Charles of Toronto and North of Cleveland,
with 17 each, took second and third, and Messrs. Koch. G. H.
Smith of La Salle, White, Felsted, Tolsma and Rogers each
scored 16. Tolsma got fourth, G. H. Smith fifth, and Koch sixth

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., Aug. 3.—Owing to rain and threatening
weather there was a small attendance at the tournament of the
Springfield Shooting Club, at Lake Lookout this afternoon. Key-
stone rules governed, and although there were a number of events
on the programme, the only scores recorded were made by Z. C.
Talbot of this city, who made 61 in the off-hand record score, and
84 in the rest score.

THE L. C. SMITH TltOPHT.

To be shot for at the Corry Tournament, August 21.

TORONTO, July 27.—At McDowall & Co.'s grounds to-day the
foliowing scores were made for the McDowall gun: Charles 14,

Rice 14,Wmehell 13. Emond 13, Bales 11, Drassey, Mallet, Saw-
don, Sawdon, Jr.. retired. A number of sweepstakes followed.
Themembers of the Owl Gun Club held their eighth semi-annual

shoot for the cup presented by Mr. J. P. Moore at McDowall &
Co.'s grounds yesterday and to-day, at 25 artificial birds. Owing
to the high wind on Friday the scores were not as good as they
would have been. Considerable interest was taken in this shoot
on account of the cup having been won twice by two members
and it only requiring to lie won a third time to become their prop-
erty. It was won by J - Rice, it being the second time he has won
it. Following are the scores:
JRiee(la

) 101001111111111 1111101111 21

C Kemp (18) 1110110011111111111101010—19

C Charles (24) 1011011111001011111010111-18

R George (18) ! 101011110101011111010111—18

J Townseud (21) 1100110101111001111101011—17

J Feistead (21) 1100111101111111100001010-16

T Louden (18) 1101110011011010100011110—15

W. McDowall, J. Douglas, A. Elliot, A. Austin, F. Mallett, D.
Black, C. K. Koune, W. Pearson retired.

MADISON COUNTY ASSOCIATION.—Eaton, N.Y., Aug. 5.-
as quite a number of the gun club members are taking their
summer vacation, no shooting has been done, for some weeks. A
meeting of representatives from the Cazenovia, Eaton, Canastota
and Oneida gun clubs was held at Oneida, Friday, and the organ-
ization of a Madison County Association to combine them all,

with perhaps one or to more clubs, was effected, with the follow-
ing officers: President, John Maxwell, Oneida; Vice-President,
E. C- Bass, Casenovia; Secretary, E. B. Roberts, Canastota; Treas-
urer, A. E. Richardson. Eaton. Trophies will be owned by the
association and contested for from time to time by the various
clubs.

BLAUVELT^ ILLE, N. Y., Aug. 3.—The Spring Hill Gun Club
had a shoot this afternoon on their grounds after the rain had let-
up some. The light was not the best for shooting, but the boys
managed to get there just the same. This club holds the cham-
pionship for Rockland county, and as such champions have been
challenged by the Bergen County Club to shoot a match on or
about Aug. 15 at 21 bluerocks. 12 nien on each side. The same
will be accepted, and may the best men win. The following are
tire scores of to-day's shoo'ing. No. 1. 5 bluerocks, 5 traps:
E J Peck 11110-4 J Bogart .11101-4
C C Allen 01110-3 G Pierson 11111-5
No. 2 same:

Peck 11111-5 Bogart 11011-4
Allen 11100—3 Pierson 11011—4
No. 3, 7 bluerocks:

Peek 1111 11 1-7 Bogart 1011001-4
Allen 1111111-7 Pierson 1111011-6
No. 4, eame:

Peck 1111110-6 Bogart 1111101-6
Allen 1111110-6 Pi erson 10001 10-3
No. 5, same:

P?ck 1110110-5 Boga rt 0111001—4
Allen 0010011-3 Pierson 0010111-4
No. 6, same:

Peck 1111111—7 Bogart 1111101-6
AUeu 0111111-6 Pierson 0111000-3
No. 7, same:

Peck , 1111011 -a Bogart 1011 101 -5
Allen 11111(H)—5 Pierson HIOIU-O
No. 8, same, 5 bluerocks:

Peck 01111-4 Pierson 01110-3
Allen 01100-2 Hathaway 01010-2
Bogart 11111-5
No. 9, same. 10 bluerocks:

ARen 1111111111-10 Peck 1110111011— 8
Bogart 0111111100— 7 Hathaway 1101110111— 8
Pierson 1111111111-10
No. 1.0, same, 10 bluerocks:

Allen llllimiO- 9 Peck IIUllllll—10
Bogart 1110111100-7 Hathaway 1111111111—10
Pierson 0100111110- 6

No. 11, same, 10 bluerocks:
Allen 1111101101-10 Peck 1111111111-10
P'erson 1111011111- 9 Hathaway 1110011111— 8

No. 12, same, 10 bluerocks:
Allen 1110100111—7 Hathaway 110101 1 Hi— 8
Pierson 0110111111- 8 Blauvelt '.OOlOOlOfOO- 3
Peck 1111101011— 8 Post 1011111001— 7

No. 13, same, 10 bluerocks:
Alien 1110111111— 9 Hathawav OOllllllll- 8
Pierson 111111 1011-9 Blanvelt 1111001111— 8
Peck 1111011011-8 Post 1110011001—6

No. 14, same, 10 bluerocks:
Allen 1IU001101- 7 Hathaway 0 11111111-9
Pierson 11U01U11— 9 Blauvelt. HOUlllllO- 7
Peck... 1111111111-10 Post 1110111011- 8

No. 15, same, 10 bluerocks:
Allen 1111111111-10 Hathaway 1111110101- 8

Pierson OUllllllO- 8 Blauvelt 1111001011- 7

Peck 1111011111- 9 Post 1110111110— 8

No. 10, same, 10 bluerocks:
Allen 1110111100- 7 Hathaway 1111011011- 8

Pier,,on 1111111111-10 Blauvelt 10 100001 1— 4

Peck 01 11 111110- 8 Post 1111110100— 7

The shoot-off of tie on event No. 15 betweeu Pierson, Hathaway
and Post was ve T y exciting. Piersoo dropped out on second bird,
Hathaway and Post both missed their seventh bird, which was
sprung from No. 5 trap while the shooters faced No. 1 trap, on re-
peating the shot Hathaway got his eighth bird and Post lost.

Altogether we had one of the best shoots ever held on these
grounds and the boys propose turning out next Saturday for
more.—H,

NORTH END VS. UNION.—On Saturday, Aug. 3 the Union
Gun Club, of Springfield, went down to Franki'ord

j
Pa., and shot

a team match with the North End Gun Club and were defeated
by the Frankford boys Hy a score of 187 to 199 out of a possible 250
Keystones. We left Elizabeth on the 9:05 A. M. train and ought
to have reached Frankford at 10:45, but owing to a hot box were
nearly half an hour late, not reaching there until 11:15. On get-
ting off the train we found the genial secretary of theiNorth End
Club on hand to meet ua, and just outside the depot railing W.
Wolstencroft and W. Pack mounted on their mustangs to pilot

US to the grounds. We climbed mto the two stages provided lot-

us, and in a very few m'nutes reached the grounds, where we
found some, of the boys practicing and seeing that everything
was in working order. It did not take many minutes to put the
guns together and get a sweepstakes under way. As soon as that
was finished another one was started, and it did not take very
long to shoot this out, although there were 15 entries. Just at
this time a heavy thunder shower came up, and as it rained in
torrents all hands stepp d inside the club house and discussed
the tine lunch served up for us by the caterer of the North Euders.
By the time lunch was finished it had stopped raining and the
main event of the day was started. Teams were divided iuto
squads of three. apt. Miller, of the Union team, having won
the toss, decided to go to the score first. Each man shot at 5 tar-
gets every time He went to the score, and s it was not long before
the first squad of each team had shot out their scores. Result, a
tie. Then the second squad was called, and everything went
nicely until after the first round, when a man appeared on the
scene and informed us that we must stop shooting there as two
people were lying at the point of death about half a mile away
aud the report ot the guns disturbed them. Of course the only
t hing to be done was to stop, and a consultation heing held between
the captains it was decided to adjourn to another ground which
we were informed was about ten minutes' walk from where we
were. Guns were put in cases and sh*- 11 cases picked up and the
start made, and we walked, and walked, and walked, and after
twenty minutes' pretty sharp work reached the cornfield where
the new ground was. Here we had to wait over an hour and a

half for the traps to be brought "only ten minutes' walk." At
last the traps arrived, were spiked down, and all was ready, but
nearly two hours had been wasted and it was decided to only
shoot at 25 Keystones per man, instead of 50, as origiually agreed
upon. Everything now being ready, the second squad continued
shooting their scores, and on being finished it was found that the
Uuion hoys were four ahead. Now it all lay with the third and
last squad to hold their end up and the match would be won for
the Unions, but. just here all signs failed, and Johnson, the leader
of the last squad, went all to pieces, closely followed by Sayre.
These two good men were only following the lead of Collins in
the squad before, but the result was disastrous for their team, as
it lost them the race, the North Enders gaining 10 on this squad,
and therefore winning the match by a handsome majority of 12.

Three cheers were given by vanquished and victors, and a 10-bird
sweep at once got under way. At 5:45 P. M. we started for the.

depot and left for home on the 6:19 train, having had a good day's
sport and a right royal good time, for which we thank our hosts,
the North End Gun Club, of Frankford. Another match will in

all probability take place on some neutral grounds, and then it is

to be hoped that our cracks will not all go to pieces. At any rate

may the best team win. Following are the scores and conditions:

Teams of 10 men each, each man to shoot at 50 Keystones (re-

duced to 25), thrown from 5 traps, American Association rules,

losers to pay for the birds:

North End—First Squad. Union—First Squad.
W Wolstencroft 24 Miller 32

W Pack 19 Sigler 21

Una 22-65 Williams . 22-65
Second Squad. Second Squad.

Buckm aster 17 Collins 16

Ridge 22 Sickley , 20
Richards 15—54 Brantingham 22—58

Third Squad. Third Squad.
J Wolstencroft 21 Johnson 10

WHPack 18 Sayre .13

Penn 21 L ndsley 17

Rues 20—80 Grunderman 18-64

199 187
UJ-BORE.

ERIE, PA.—Election of officers of the Presque Isle Gun Club
resulted aB foUows: President, Chas. Siegel; Vice-Pros,, W. S.

Hunt; Secretary and Treasurer. Harry Abell; Captain, James
Heydrick. Regular shoot. Aug. 2:

Abell 01001 100010011(t-6 Wm Siegel ... .010001001001010-5
Heydrick lOlOIOllOHOOH—9 Hirt . .010000100101000-4

C Siegel 100010011010101—7 Cosper 101010001101111—9
Ties: Cosper 5, Heydrick 6.—Hey.

] ST. LOUIS, Mo.—The dates of of Fred Fodde's second annual
amateur tournament have been set for Oct, 8 to 11.
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CHICAGO. July 27.—The Government Pier shoot is held upon
the breakwater which protects the Chicago harbor. It can only

be reached by boat, and is over a mile from shore, where the

water is over Soft . deep. Still the attendance is good, three after-

noons every week, as the shoot is open to all. Is there any town
or city where there is more interest taken in trap-shooting? Re-
cent scores are a s follows: July 23, open to all, Keystone targets,

3 Keystone traps, 18yds. rise:

Long 1011101101—

7

Hoffman 1110111110-8
McDonald 0110110111-7
Joe lioomooi—

0

Trapp.
Peasley .

.

Kroell....
Smith....

Scholtz 1101011010-0
Ehringer 1001001011—5
Kurz 1010010101—5
Povenz 101(1010010-4

1)11111101—9 Wood.. 0111011011—7

101010111-6
..0111010011-0
..0010011010—1

July 25, same conditions:
Jean 00111011001 111111111-15 -

Joe 10111001111111101111-10 James 110100(1110100)101001—10

Kroell 11010111101011111111-10 Ward 1W10011110000010101-10

Jones OOlOlOOOOiiooilollOO— 8

Benson 0111111111-0
Dennis 1101000000-3
Clemens 0110000001-3

Purvis .. ..OlllOillHOWl] 101111-13

July 27, same conditions, strong wind blowing:
Dement. '. 100110100101— 6

McDonald llOlllOOllll- H

Phillips 111011111111-11

Ross

.

Forbes

.

Lester .

000101 1001X10— 3
....011000011000- 1

...001001100000- 3

Ludlow 011011101110- 8 Kroell 011111101111-10

Cramer 0O0IO1110I11- 7

Joe 00111101 1011- 8
Jones 101011101101- 8

Gray 001000100101- 4

Franenhalh ...... 111011110111—10 Smith 010100000000— 3

ti pair doubles:
McDonald...10 11 00 00 10 10 - g Cramer 10 10 10 00 00 00- 3

Kroell 10 11 00 10 00 00- 4 Ludlow 00 10 11 11 10 11- 8

James \0 11 10 11 10 01- 8

WORCESTER. Mass.. Aug. 1.—At Lhe regular meet this week
of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club at the Coal Mine Brook ranee,
the first event was a two-men team match. Open traps were
used, the contest was for $25 a. side, and each man had a possible
100 clay-pistons. The f core of Russell wa« the nest ever made at
this range. The contestants were G. W. RusselL of Fall River,
and W. R, Dean, of this city, against Dr. W. P. Bowers, of Clin-
ton, and Georere A. Sampson, of Lancaster. Gilbert J. Rugg and
Charles H. Howe were judges and E. S. Knowles referee. The
score in detail follows:

Russell 55544—23 Sampson 44444-20
35355-21 55454-23
55444-22 44514—21
54555-24-00 35354-20-84

Dean 35113—19 Dr. Bowers .. ..55324 10
35453-20 32^22-11
55545-24 12353-14
43555-22—85-175 43353-18-02-1 40

la the classification series, each man had in the class score a
possible 30 birds and in the prize ssore 10 birds. All who break 23
or more in the class score form Class A; the remainder in Class B.
The totals of each man in each score follow:

Class A.
Classific'n. Prize. Classific'n. Prize.

E T Smith ..29 10 OH Howe ..26 8
G W Russell ...26 10 E T Snow 8
S S Knowles ...28 9 A R Bowdish....
AL Gilman 9 FM Harris
Dr W P Bowers. '.'.h 9 A B Franklin...
G J Rugg ..23 9 MD Gil man '.!23 6

C B Holdcn ...27 8 Ceo A Sampsou ..26

WRDean ...27 8

Class B.
B E Jewett ..19 7 C Forehand... . ..16

VF Prentice.. . ..17 C R Holman .... ..16

H Colin. .. ..20 F Forehand .. . . 20 1
Ties divided.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Aug. 1.—About 200 trap-shooting enthusiasts
went to Compton Aveuue Park yesterday, and were regaled with
one of the prettiest shooting: matches it lias been their lot to wit-
ness for many a day. J. L. Winston Killed 98 live birds out of 100,

while his opponent J. E. Hagerly scored but 80. They were a good
lot, and some might be classed as "corkers/ 1 It was a most in-
teresting affair, and some money changed hands on the result.
Match at 100 live pigeons for $100 n side. Hurlingham rules, except
that Hagerty used a 10-gauge gun; 50yds.:

.JEHagerty....12201o2121— 8 ,T L Winston... Ill 2111212- 10
1211221121-10 1211111212—10
1112212111-10 211212321o- 9
1211112221-10 1112111011- 9
3211202111— 9 1112312212-10
1013 11211-9 1113111211-10
1222122011— 9 1212121211-10
3222012301— 8 1231111121-10
2210201210- ? 1111111211—10
2111201211— 9—89 2111111111—10- 98

Summary: Hagerty—Taiiers, 12; right crosses, 26: left crossers,
11; right quarterers, 15; left quarierers, 9; incomers, 27; used
second barrel 42 times; best run of straight kills. 39; dead out of
bounds, 1. Winston—Tailers, 18; right crossers, 31: left, crossers.
8; right quarterers, 14; left quarterers. 11; incomers, 18; used
second barrel 38 times; best run of straight kills, 62: dead out of
bounds, 1. Referee, J. C. Addiagtoo. Time, 2.30.

Jule Sieminskie, after some little coaxing by his friends, con-
sented to meet J. L. Winston in a match at the trap for $100, each
to shoot at 100 Champion clay birds, but if he had ever pos-
sessed impressions that he was a world-beater, they have, now
that the affair is over, been knocked into a cocked hat. Both
scores are poor. A strong wind from the south, which blew di-
rectly from the shooter, made the targets fly irregular, and is
principally t"ie cause of the low scores. American Shooting As-
sociation rules, with 5 traps:

J Sieminskie. . .0111111111— 9

0011011111— 7

milOOlll— 8
0111101111- 8
oiimoioi— 7
0001110111- 6

10011 OHIO- 6
llllllllU-10
0000111011— 5

" OOllOllUO- 6-72

J L Winston... 0111111111- 9
1010110010— 5
iimimi-10
n 10001011— 6
1111110110— s

10:0111010- 6
I0O11 1 1101- 7
imiuiio— 9
1001110101- 6
1011111111- 9-75

CHICAGO CLUBS.—Team shoot at Davis, Ind.. July 21:

Maksawba Club.
RB Organ 1112201222— 9 JPCard 2111)21022- 9

C S Wilcox 1020121132— STB Leiter 32112230:0- 8
WHHaskell 2111102011- 8 T Wilmarth. . . .1112111112-10
G Randall 0011101011- 6 HO Beuchner. .2011222211- 9W P Mussey 11 1 1 210111— 9 J Watson Ill1210011— 8-84

Calumet Heights Club.W N Lowe 2121101333- 9 R Doanollev. . ..1101110011— 7M G Hart 2001312012- 7 M R Fleming. .0122000020- 4
A Lovd 0321312000— 6 G S Millett 1020111021- 7
F H Bissell 2211000000— 1 S Booth 2212111 211—10
S Yonge 2121111221—10 G E Marshall . . .2102023110- 7 -VI

Cumberland Club.
O M McDuff 0121110112- 8 W L Shephard .1111111113-10
JM Hutchinson... 1131110110- 8 Jo Peirson 1101110011- 7
John Heiland 1100102221- 7 C E Felton 1210112322- 9
H Loveday ...0102212011- 7 M Eich 2201211201- 8
C D Gammon 2212112133—10 G Farmer 1111110112— 9—83

WELLINGTON, Mass., Aug. 3.—At the Wellington Gun Club's
traps to-day in the race for the silver pitcher, Perry led the rest
with a score of 14. He will do his best to defend it the next two
races from 21yds. The other scores in this match for the day
were: Bond, 13; Webster and Warren, 12 each; Bradstreet, 11;
Pomphrey, Field, Sanborn and Gale, 10 each; Chase and Chapin,
9 each; Stone and Lang, 7 each; Porter and Savage, 6 each. In
the merchandise match, four tied for the badge with 14, but by
geaeral consent Bradstreet was placed in custody of the same.
The scores made were; Chapin, Bradstreet, Bond and Pomphrey.
13 each; Warren Stone, Field, Snow, 12 each; Sanborn and Lee, 11
each; Perry and Webster, 10 each; Chase, 9. In the sweepstakes
the winners of first prizes were as follows: Six bluerocks, 18
entries, Bond, Stone. Sanborn and Chase; five pigeons, 18 entries
Savage, Gale and Chase; five pigeons, 15 entries.Hond, Webster.
Lang and Chapin; five pig-eons, 18 entries. Snow, Lee and Field;
six bluerocks, 17 entries. Chase, Sanborn and Lee; five pigeons, 16
entries, Perry, Pomphrey, Warren and Bradstreet; seven blue-
rocks, 16 entries, Webster; eight pigeons, 17 entries. Perry; ten
pigeon«, ]9 entries, Chase; Keystone target, 10 birds, Cha=e 10,
Field, Lang. Perry, Webster and Warren, 9 each; Chapin. Bond,
Pomphrey, Bfadstreet aad Saow, 8 each; Sanborn, Gale, Porter,
Nichols aad Lee, 7 each. The club will have a practice shoot at
lhe Keystone targets next Thursday afternoon.

CINCINNATI, July 39.—From the opening until the close of
to-day's pigeon match between Joe H. and Wick on the old Ave-
nue Ball Park a constant rain fell, and in the first half of the
shooting it did not rain, bat poured, the referee, however, com-
pelling both contestants to proceed with the match, which they
did. the result being a thorough wetting and more trouble in
handling wet guns, which explains the poor scores made. At the
finish of the first half of the match (singles) Jce H. led his oppo-
nent 8 birds, and he was naturally looked upon as a sure winner.
The score stood:

Wick.
Singles 0111111101

1110110010
HllOOOOlO
010011 llll

1100011001-30
Doubles II 10 11 01 10

11 1! 10 10 11

00 11 11 00 to

00 00 11 10 10

11 00 01 10 01-29-59

Joe H.
Singles 1011110001

1111111011
1101101110
nlmjj.11
10011 -35

Doubles 10 10 01 10 10
11 00 10 1.1 00
11 11 10 10 01
10 10 10 00 10
00 00 11 00 10—24-59

The match being decided a dead heat, the contestants shot off

agreeably to both at 5 single and 1 pair birds, with this result:

Wick 01111 10-5 JoeH Hill 10-0
Referee, A) Bandle. Time of match, lh. 30m.

PETERS CARTRIDOE TROPHY.

To be shot for at the Corry Tournament, August 20.

BREWER VS. WOLSTENCROFT.-A match has been made
between John L. Brewer, the celebrated American trap-shot, and
Wm. H. Wolstencroft, who is acknowledged to be one of the best
trap-shots in A aierica. Wolstencroft is the crack shot of the
North End Gun Club, and believed to be the equal of any man in
America at inanimate targets. For some time he has been prac-
ticing at live pigeons, and in a recent argument the point was
raised that he didn't dare to face Brewer at the trap. Wolsten-
croft's friends declared that they were willing to have him meet
Brewer, provided the latter would concede some handicap in
rise. Brewer agreed to concede 2yds., if the match was shot
under London Gun Club rules, at 100 live pigeons each. The
match was immediately made, and $100 put up on each side to
make it binding. Brewer wanted to shoot within three days,
but Wolstoncroft's backers demurred, and Aug. 8 was finally
agreed upon. The articles of agreement were thereupon drawn
up. It is stipulated that each contestant shall shoot at 100 live
pigeons, to be trapped out of the same hamper; 12-gauge guns,
81bs. or under, London Gun Club rules, Brewer to soncede a han-
dicap of 2yds. rise, standing at 30yds., while Wolstencroft stands
at 28yds., to be shot at Gloucester Baseball Grounds on Thursday,
Aug. 8, rain or sbine, play or pay, and the gun editor of the Phila-
delphia Ifem to act as final stakeholder, and also to officiate as
referee; the first gun to be fired promptly at 3 P. M. The London
Gun Club rules allow the shooter to hold tne gun in any way
desired after "Pull" has been called, otherwise they are similar
to Hurlingham rules.

WATSON'S PARK, Grand Crossing, HI., Aug. 3.—Match be-
tween A. W. Reeves and Sam Booth, at 25 live pigeons each, 5
ground traps, 30yds. rise and 80yds. boundary, Illinois State rules,

A wlaeeves 1111101210111221110111111-23
Sam Booth 10123131^0212H01111121—31

Ravblrigg.

BROOKLYN, July 31.—The Glenmore Rod and Gun Club had a
prize shooting match at Dexter Park to-dayT . In shooting for the
club's diamond badge there were four ties. Wm. Levens won the
badge in the shoot-off by killing 6 straight. The prizes in classes
B and C consisted of handsome pieces of silverware. Mr. C. M.
McGee won the prize in class B, and R. Max won the prize in
class C. In the sweepstakes Mr. A. Bothy was first and Mr.
Levens second. Mr. A. G. Duryea was scorer.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication in the current issue. It is particularly re-
quested that scores be sent us as early as possible.

ptclfting.

FIXTURES.
Attgxibt.

8. Great Head. Mooulight Sail. 17.

8. Miramiohi. Vice-Com. Stew-
art's Pennant. 17.

8. N. Y., New London to New-
port. 17.

9. N. Y., Goelet Cups, Newport. 17.

10. Lynn, Ladies' Day, Lynn.
10. Corinthian, Marblehead. 19.

10. Monatiquot,2dCham..Ft.Pt. 19.

10. Buffalo, Annual Cruise. 19.

10. Hull, 2d Cham. 31.

10. Cape Cod. 21.

10. N. Y., Newport to Vineyard 24.

Haven. 24.

11. N. Y., Vineyard Haven. 24.

12. N.Y., Race,Vineyard Haven. 24.

13. Detroit. 24.
13. N.Y.,Vineyard Haven to New-

Bedford. 24.

14. N. Y., Rowing Races, New 26.

Bedford. 20.

15. L. Y. R, A.. Rochester. 28.

15. N. Y., New Bedford to New- 39.

port. 29.

16. Monatiquot, Ladies' Day, 31.

Fort Point. 31.
16. Great Head. Cham. Sail off. 31.

16. N. Y., Citizens' Cups, New- 31.

port. 31.

16-31, Quaker City, Cruise,Ches- 31.

apeake Bay. 31.
17. (Treat Head, Open.
17. Quincy, Ladies' Lay. 31.
17. Beverly.Marbleh'd, 3d Cham

Hull, Special Outside Race.
30 aad 40ft.

American, Around Plum Is-
land, go as you please.

Chelsea, Ladies' Day.
So. Boston, Mosq., Pen. Sail

off, City Point.
American, (men,
Detroit, 3d Pennant.
L. Y. Li. A., Hamilton.
Picon. 3d Cham.
L. Y. R, A., Toronto.
Lynn, Excursion, Lynn.
Beverly.Mon . Boa ch,3d Open.
Larchmont, Oyster Boats.
Corinthian, Marblehead.
Hamilton, 20, 25, 30 aad 35ft.

Class, Whitewings Cup.
R. Can., Skiff Class, Toronto.
L. Y. R. A., Belleville.
Rhode Island, Open.
Pleon, Sail off.

L. Y. R. A ., Oswego.
Cedar Point.
Beverly, Marbleh'd, 1st Open
Sippican, Club, Marion.
Hull, Cham. Sail-Off.
Qumcy, 3d, Cham.
Chelsea, Club.
West Lynn. 2d Cham., Lynn.
So. Bosion, Mass., Cham.

Sail off, Citv Point.
R. Can., 20ft. Class, Toronto.

QUAKER CITY Y. C. CORINTHIAN RACE.
ONLY twelve yachts put in an appearance on July 27 at the

first gun was fired to start the second Corinl Man race of the
Quaker City Y. C.
The wind was blowing from the northeast with heavy rain, but

at the time the race started, 2:10 P. M., it died away into gentle
zephyrs and at times was a dead calm.
The race was open to yachts belonging to the Trenton and Iliv-

erton yacht clubs, governed by the rules of the Quaker City.
There was no time allowance and no time limit to the race. The
course was as follows: Starting across an imaginary line between
the committee's boat and the pier at Rivcrton, to aud around a
station boat off the pier at Delanco, keeping it on the pott; thence
to and around a station boat off Bndobuig, keeping it on the
starboard; thence to point of starting, finishing across an imagin-
ary line and the committee's boat and pier, keeping to the east
ward ot Hen and Chickens both wavs.
The distance was ten milt 8, and the wind was so light that only

two boats finished, the Osceoia and Mohican. The schooners Helen
and Flossie concluded not to start, as the channel was very nar-
row for such large yachts and the wind almost too light. The
boats were classified as follows:
Sloops. Cutters and Yawls. - First class, Over 38ft. l.w.l .; second

class, 32ft, and less than 88ft; third class, 20ft. and less than 32ft.;

fourth class, less than 26ft.
Open Yachts—Cats.— Class A. 26ft, and over; Class B, 20ft. and

less than 26ft.; Class C, less than 20ft.
The following yachts started: Sloops, Q. C. Y. C, O-ceola and

Agnes; cutter, Nannie: cats. Mohican, Coronet, George de B.
Keim. Riverton Y. C, Josephine, Nettle, Olga and Curlew.
At 3:40 P.M. the Osceola crossed the line clc sely fol »o ived by the

Agnes and Nannie. Five minutes later a second gun started the
cat boats, and the Mohican faking the lead soon foiged to second
place, following the Osceola wfio was now well m the lead. The
tide was flood, but before half the fleet had rounded cue stake-
boat at Delanco ebb tide set in and with the light air the lag-
gards had a hard time to round. The Osceola gradually increased
her lead and was soon a mile and a half a lead of the Mohican
who lead the Coronet, tue rest straggling behind. The tide with
a little wind carried the boats flown the river pietty fast, and the
Osceola, rounding the stake at Bridesburg, commenced to buck
the t'de which was very strong and there was scarcely enough
wind to give steerage way. She finally got a slant and crosstd
the line far in advance of the other boats in the race.
The Mohican, with Coronet in the meantime had rounded the

stakeboat and Hauled sheets aft for home but the wind dying out
she, with the Coronet, Nettle and Keim was forced to come to
an anchor until flood tide. The Mohican did not finish until 10:20
in the evening, and therefore wins first prize in class A of the cat-
boats. Altogether the race was very unsatisfactory. The yachts
were restricted to the following sails: Sloops and yawls,"main-
sail, forestaysail, jib, jibtopsail, gafftopsa I and spinaker. Open
yachts to mainsail. The following is a summary of the race:

THIRD GLASS SLOOPS.
Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Osceola, Brereton Pratt 29.01 2 40 00 6 23 00 3 43 Oil

Mamie. R. K.Neff, Jr 27.00 2 40 IK) Did not finish.
Agnes, Lewis K. Crump 22.02 2 40 00 Did not finish.

CLASS A—OPEN CATS.
Mohican, Clarence B. Kugler.2H. 09 2 45 00 10 20 Oil S 85 W»
Coronet, ti. Yalp Do!an 26.04 2 45 00 Did not finish.
Josephine, D. A. Waters 26.04 2 45 00 Did not finish.
Nettle, C. M. Biddle 26 06 2 45 00 Did not fiu1*h.
Olga, A. W. Hansell 26.00 2 45 00 Did not finish.

CLAPS B—OPRN CATS.
Geo. deB. Keim.G. deB.Keirn 22.00 2 45 00 Did notffrrish.
Curlew, L. O. Cook 16.00 2 45 00 Did not finish.
Curlew was in Class C, less than 20ft., but having do competi-

tors, went into the class above. Osceola takes first prize in her
class, also the "Riverton Prize," donated by the Riverton Y. C„
open to competition by the yachts of the Quaker City Club only,
which was awarded to the yacht making the fastest actual time
over the courst, irrespective of class. Personal prizes will also
be given to members of the winning crews. Mohican takes first
prize in her class, also individual prizes. Judges: Addison F.
Bancroft, Charles L. Wilson, Newkirk N. Wcntz.

PLEON Y. C.—The 16th regatta of the Pleon Y. C, of Marble-
head, was sailed on July 27, starting in a light S.W. wind fol-
lowed by a heavy squall. The times were:

SPECIAL CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Don, High & Blaney 16.05 1 55 01 1 54 14
Minua, J. H. Norris 16.01 1 56 53 1 54 14
Foam, J. Stacey 16.09 2 00 48 1 59 48
Volunteer, J. J. Blaney 16.04 2 09 16 2 07 55
Pink, R. Russell 15.05 2 13 32 2 12 15
Anna L., H. Martin Withdrew.
Mabel, H. Stoae Withdrew.

PIRST CLASS—KEELS.
Oswa, H. Hildreth 16.05 1 50 03 1 48 46
Edith, S. W. Sleeper 15.05 1 55 13 1 52 47
Pink, Or. Corbett 14.03 2 07 58 2 04 45
Gypsy, F. M. Baker 13.01 2 20 40 2 16 16
Milo. E. Damson Withdrew.
Snail; Wood Withdrew.

FIRST CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Minnie, J. Bertram 13.09 1 54 58 I 51 15
Laura, F. Merkland 13.01 2 03 10 1 58 46
Lucy, W H. Ranson 13.11 2 02 45 1 59 12

SECOND CLASS—KEELS.
Estelle, C. Pierce 11.09 1 15 13 1 11 40
Madge, H. D. Jackson 11.07 1 10 07 1 12 26
Kittle, F. O. Gould 12.10 2 08 80 2 05 42

SECOND CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Enigma, J. F. Small ., ..12.05 1 01 44 0 58 39
Reba, Palmer & Poole 12.09 1 08 46 1 05 54
Grace, F. Borden 11.08 1 12 53 1 09 16
Minnie, J. W. Dunlap... .12.07 1 12 42 1 09 44
Gem, J. I. Taylor 11.00 1 14 38 1 10 31
The club held its secoad assembly at Nanepashemet Hall in

the evening.

LAKE MAHOPAC—Second Dean House cup race for 1889,
Bailed July 27; Mahopae Y. C. course; distance, 10 miles. Weather
cloudy, with slight rain. Wind N.E., very strong at start, dying
out almost entirely before finish:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected
Vida, David Hunt 22.10 2 19 15 2 19 05
Flora, E. S. Ponvert 21.07 2 20 45 2 19 20
Mattie. E. Britton 22.00 Dropped out.
The Vida, having also won the first race of this series, takes the

cup for this season. Regatta Committee—Wm. A. Nash, A. Am-
merman and J. H. Jacqueline
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w
THE FORTY-FOOT CLASS.

E called attention last week to the fact that the sail area is a
very fair gauge of 'be cost of yachting, and though some

may be inclined to differ from us at Brst, a careful consideration
of the subject will show the eorrectnes-s of this view. Of the
attendant disadvantages apart from the expense in hard cash,
the most serious one is certainly excessive draft, and this
is to a very large extent regulated by the sail area, as our
sketches and tables show. As to the various items of money out-
lay, the first cost, depending upon the amounts of lead, canvas
and spars used; the renewals, more expensive to make and more
frequently required with an extravagantly large rL'; the running
expenses, including the number of crew; and ihe les&ened life of
the yacht; all vary m proportion to the sail plan as soon as tm's
assumes abnormal dimensions. The following table gives tbe sa il

areas of a number of well-known yachts, with their principal
dimensions. The figures are the official measurements bv the
method used in common by the New York and Seawanhaka clubs,
and are taken from the club hooks. The sail area is considered
as a triangle having a base e qual to the length from tbe intersec-
tion of the line of jibstay or luff of jib with bowsprit to the end
of boom, with M of gaff added; while the perpendicular is taken
from tbe upper side of main boom when en the saddle to the
under side of gafft,opsaU block to sheave. While this is hut an
approximation, the error is nearly the same in all cases: so that
the result is sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes of
measurement, or for such a comparison as ours.

Cinderella
Liris . . . ...

Ciara. design by Fife

.

Bertie
Alga
Oriva
Tomahawk
Mara quita
Gorilla
Daphne
Clara
Regina
Adelaide
Cbiquita
Verena
Nymph
Baboon
Helen
Minerva
Maggie
Vreda
Ulidia

C.B.
K.
K.
C.B.
K.
K.
K.
K.
C.B.
C.B.
K.
C.B.
C.B.
C.B.
C.B.
C B.
K.
K.
K.
K.
K.
K.

L-W.L.
Ft. In.

Beam.
Ft. In.

16.09^
IB. 00
a j .04
17.05
13.00
11.11
12.00
13.08
14.03
16.04
9.01
16.02*6
14.11
13.04
14.06
14.00
13.03
12 06
10.06
8.05
10.00
7.03

Draft.
Ft. In.

10.00
9.06
6.06
8.03
9.00
10.00
9.01
7.00
6.06
10.00
4.03
7.00
7.04
6.00
6.00
8.03
10.00
9.03
8.06
8.06
8.00

3900
3603
3483
340)
3400
3364

3262
3257
3230

3130
8040
29^
2930
2900
2900
2800
2751
2020
2500
2t90

The difference in the sail areas is more clearly shown in the
accompanying diagram fn which the relative size of the sails of
some of the leading yacbtsare contrasted, each sail plan being
represented by a triangle. The greatest work done in proportion
to the power is in the narrow or medium cutters, Clara's sail, of
3220ft., driving a displacement of 375 tons, while Liris, with 3600ft.,
has but 27 tons or less to move. The centerboard forty Gorilla,
with 13 tons less displacement, carries it much slower than Clara
does her 37.5 tons, and has a little more saH. The twenty-rater
carries about the same displacement as Gorilla, and probably
would be nearly as fast, but she has 750ft. less sail.
To yachtsmen familiar with the aoove craft below deck and

knowing the accommodations which each affords, the table tells
a very nlain story. At the ii-ad of tbe list is Cinder. 11a. a fast
centerboard of the compromise type, 52t't. on l.w.l.; hut the next
hoat, with almost as targe a rig. is the new forty, Liris, 12ft
shorter. The next is the design for a wider Clara which we

20-ftATEB. CLARA.

spoke of last week, and which has never been built from. Going
down the list it is a long way before the fastest of the whole lot

is reached, the narrow Clara with her rig of onlv 3220ft. Above
her are the new forties Tomahawk, Maraquita and Gorilla, the
sloop Daphne, of 46ft., as well as Liris and Cinderella. In the
matter of speed, after several seasons' racing Ciara has found
none of the lot to beat her, ar d though, it is possible that Cinder-
ella might be made to do so, she has never yet done it. Clara can
easily save her time off of the best of the forties, and she has ju^t
beaten the 45f C. A'ga very easily. For a given sail a,fpa then it

must be conceded that Clara lias proved herself faster than the
rest of the fleet in a range of three classes from 40 to 53ft.; but in
spite of her speed we should never recommend Clara, of six
beams, as a desirable model, especially in American waters. The
necessity for extreme narrow beam no longer exists, and there is

everv reason on the score of comfort on deck and below, and es-
pecially in working ship in a race, why more beam is desirable.
Clara's interior plans, published in Forest and Stream of Nov.
8, 1888, show that in the matter of ample space and convenient
arrangement she is a very hue boa*, but with a moderate increase
of beam from 9ft. to lift. 4.in., the deck room and cabins would be
materially improved, as shown in the plans published Dec. 9,

1886, the angle of heel being at the same time lessened. The speed
of this last boat is merely problemati'-al, hut in view of the suc-
cess of Minerva and Clara it seem" certain that she would be very
fast. Her saH area, as will he seen, is hut little greater than
Tomahawk's, but her interior would be incomparably superior.
For the purpose of further comparison we have p otted the out-

line of Liris's hull and sails over the sail plan of Clara. In the
matter of room Liris is certainly a wonder on 40 t. Hei section,
given last week, shows the main cabin, a wide room 8ft. long,
with a very wide locker on each side, the inclined back folding
up to make a berth at night, giving room for four in the cabin.
The table is large, and there is ample width of floor. A space of
about 3ft. is set off for the companion, on the port side being a
passage to the after cabin, as well as lamp locker, closet for
coats, and a set of drawers beside it. On the starboard side is a
toilet room opening from tbe after cabin. This latter room is

nearly 8ft. long, with two permanent berths and a seat in front of
each. Forward of the main cabin is a second toilet room, aoreast
tbe mast opposite to i% is the ice-box and pantry, on the port side
is a naphthastove.while forward arethebertbsfortheeaptamand
crew. Compared with the other forties, or with most center-
board yachts up to 50ft., the accommodations are very superior,
but judged on their own merits there is a great deai too much
crowded into the limited length. To race her successfully with
her big spars requires two hands besides a captam and mate,
making five with the steward, a crew as large as Clara's, hut there
is not length in tne forecastle for so many; the captain is berlhf d
in a hammock cot among his crew, and the cooking and sleep-
ing quarters are brought very close together.
The centeruoard ooats. such as Nymph and Verena, naturally

have rather less room, there being the big trunk in the center and
limited dep*h at each end under tbe deck. The cabin is aft, as
usual, there being an owner's room on starboard side of trunk,with
toilet room forward, the headroom here beingmuch less than in the
kesl boats. Gorilla has a very good cabinand also plenty of head-
room forward, being flush decked. Verena and Nymuli have per-
manent berths on each side in the main cabin, as shown.
Going now to the smallest of the class, Minerva, the arrange-

ments are similar to Liris, butthe width of the main cabin is lets,
there being narrower sofas and no berths above, though there is

space for them if desired. Both main and after cabins are roomy
and comfortable, there is ample room for two in the after cabin,
two in the main cabin, and her captain, two hands and steward
forward; while her n'g of 2.754ft. can be easier handled by a crew
of eight than the 3,600f fc. of Liris by twelve men. We have natur-
ally taken Liris as the basis for comparison as she is the most

Relative Prqportions of Sail Plans.

Comparison or Sail Plans of Liris and Clara.

Dotted lines Liris, full lines Clara.

Midship Section of.20-Rater.
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Comparative Deck Room of 40ft. Yachts.

extreme of the class, but the case is the same with Tomahawk,
Maraquita ami Gorilla: as a class they arc huge, unwieldy brutes,

with sa ! l plans out of all proportion to the return in th" way of
speed, accommodation or convenience. In comparing the very
wide boats with those of moderate or even narrow beam, it must
be remembered that while the difference in the breadth of main
cabin is greatly in favor of the wide boat, the comparatively
fuller lines of the narrower boats give as much or more room in
the after cabin and forecastle.
Directly opposed to the latest developments of our 40ft. class is

the corresponding class of 30 raters now coming into use in Eng-
land through the influence of the new length and sail area rule.

The accompanying plans, lor which we are indebted to Mr. Wat-
son, show the arrangement of one of his latest twenties, such as
Vreda of last year. The dimensions are: Over all 58ft., l.w.l. 45ft..

beam 10ft, 4in., draft 8ft. 8m., displacement 25 long tons, ballast
about 13 ions. The fretboard is very low, only 27 m., and as he
reduced midship section shows in comparison with those given
last week, the boat is small in everj way compared with the for-

ties. How she compares with them in aceonimodat'on is shown
in the plans; the main cabin is 7ft. 9in. long, with 6ft. 3in. head-
room under deck and sufficient breadth for a comfortable sofa
locker on each side with a ' olding oerth as shown above. This
berth may be pivoted so as to lie close against the side when
closed, bul to give room beneath for one to sleep on the sofa when
it is open, so that four can be berthed in the main cabin. The
floor space is nol so great as in Liris and Chispa, nor is the ex-
treme width above the lockers so great, but there is plenty of
room for sleeping, dining or lounging. The steerage, lust abaft
the main caoin, has a good toikt room to port and two large
closets, one for coats and oilers and one for stores, to starboard.
The after cabin is as large as in the wide forties, being 7ft. 4in.

long with 6ft. 4in. headroom. There are two permanent berths,
with a closet at the end of each, a dressing table and mirror
against the after bulkhead and drawers below the berths, for-
ward there is a separate room for the captain on port side, with
icebox and pantries on starboard.
While the arrangement oi the cabin is practically as good as in

the wide boats, that in the forecastle is infinitely better. In the
first place, owing to the greater li ngth,tho forecastle proper, with
its hammock, cuts, is not crowded quite so close to the steward's
department ; in the second place, a separat" room is made for the
captain, a very great advantage in preserving discipline, and
having a beneficial influence on both the captain and his crew.
In the third place the captain's room and adjoining passage are
available m racing for a most convenient sail room, the oval
hat cn in deck giving easy access to it and keeping the mam cabin
clear of sails. This type of boat, the moderate beamed cutler,
permits of the most economical arrangement of space that is

possible in a yacht, the advantages in the way of fore and aft ac-
commodation being far in excess of the lessened breadth in the
wings in the mam cabin or a little narrower floor. The breadth
of 10ft. is enough, as she will stand straighter on her feet than the
wider boats with larger rigs. There is room abaft the after cabin
for a large cockpit if df sired, the sail room being fully as largo as
in the tony-footers, while the canvas is much less in bulk. The
greatest point of difference between her and the American forties

is the sail area, onlj 2,660ft. being allowed by the English rule,

and as this includes trie ciubropsail, the equivalent area by New
York rule would be only about 2,550ft., or even less than Minerva's.
As to speed, such a yacht would probably be unable to save time

in the ordinary weather from the 40ft. class in American waters,
being designed under very different conditions, but the same de-
Slgn is capable of some modifications in the way of increased sail,

which, if we can judge from Minerva, would put it on an equality
with the wider boats in point of speed. The cost, always a im-
portant point, compares favorably with the wide boats, as a
wooden 20 rater can be built in England with hull of oak, elm,
mahogany and teak, polished hardwood in cabins, with all lilting

and racing outfit for $5,000 to #0 000, or with 30 per cent, added for
difference in cost here, about the same as a keel 40 of very ordi-
nary wooden construction.

It" is probable, that an imported 20 rater with these dimensions
and so small sail plan might not prove successful here, either in
racing or as a popular type of boat, but the great oifferenee in
point of sail and power between her and the latest forties point
strongly to the direction in which improvement must be looked
for. The 20 rater is an evolution from one extreme, the very nar-
row cutter, made under certain conditions. Working on this side
from the opposite ext. erne of i he very wade keel boat, and under
altered rules and conditions, the result would naturally be dif-

ferent. A medium between the two extremes, the present design
and such forties as Maraquiia, Tomahawk, Liris and Gorilla,

would be found in a boat of about 43ft. l.w.l., lift, b-.am, 8ft. draff,

and with a sail area of about 3 900ft. Such a yacht should cost no
more than the wide forties of the same quality; she could not
well heel to a greater angle than some of the latter; she would be
a far better and safer sea boat, her accommodations would be
greatly superior, the draft would be less by a foot, and it would
depend on the skill of her designer as to whether she could win
from the rest.

It is too soon yet to say what the results of the season will be,

or to draw any final conclusions, but if the big rigs on Liris and
Tomahawk and Gorilla should win, still bigger rigs must be used
next year to beat them, if any further extreme is possible. In
view of this the experiment ot such a yacht as we have indicated,
of less cost and power, and smaller in all ways save length than
the present machines, would be a most, valuable one; but unfor-
tunately it is not possible under present, conditions. The only
resource at present offered to the designer is to take the maximum
length allowed him and to build the largest possible boat, regard-
less of cost, sea-goiag powers or moderate draft. It may be that
Minerva will yet prove that the reverse is possible, that a small
boat can be built to win under the present rules, but even if she
do, the present tendency backed by custom and prejudice, is to
force men into the largest pos.-iblecraf t on a given length rather
than into such a moderato boat as she.

If we were dealing with steam it would be an easy matter to
make a man understand that for a given speed the more room he
could get for a eei tain expenditure the better boat he would have.
Coal bills and repairs to machinery have, a far more direct way of
appealing to a man's, pocket than the corresponding expenses due
to a »ig sad plan, but the latter are felt just as heavily in the
end. The question is precisely the same in both cases, the
economic utilization of power, whether in the form of coal or
canvas, and the vesstl which gives the best return, not in one
item aPne, but in a general average of speed, adaptability, a* -

eommodatioo and cost of running, is the best and most worthy of
the encouragement of the ciubs. If the length rule in any form
will give such a vessel, then it is as good a rule as any; if the
present measurement and conditions favor such boats there is no
necessity for a change, but there is good reason to doubt whether
such is really the case, and whether the whole matter of measure-
ment is not in urgent need of a thorough overhauling before any
more building is begun in the winter.

CORINTHIAN Y. C.-The race of July 27 was sailed in a strong
northeast wind and heavy sea, topmasts being housed. The times

FIRST CLASS, 27 TO 30FT.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Saraeen, W. P. Fowle .38.03 2 05 37 2 04 54
Elf, W. H. Wilkinson. 36.01 2 19 38 3 17 11

SECOND CLASS, 24 TO 27 FT.

Agnes. W. E. Cummings 31.03 2 83 42 3 27 37
Trudette, L. M. Haskii s 30. II 2 34 04 2 27 45

THIRD CLASS, 21 TO 34fT.

Swordfish, J. B. Paine 31.06 2 42 48 2 36 59
Marguerite, T. Skinner. Jr 27.10 2 54 57 2 45 50

FOURTH CLASS, 18 TO 24FT.

Wanda. R. C. Robbins 21.07 1 33 50 1 23 23

Mosca, C. H. W. Foster 2o.03 1 31 58 1 24 24
Annie, Palmer Not measured.

CORINTHIAN Y. C. SWEEPSTAKES.—The sweepstakes race
of the Corinthian Y. C. of New Yort will be sailed on Aug 19 off

Newport, at the conclusion of the New York cruise, over a 25 mile
triangular course, starting from Brenton's Reef Lightship. The
entries are: Alice, P. D. Wheatland: Chiquita, A. Henienway;
Gorilla, Royal Phelps Carroll; Helen, C. A. Prince; Liris, Messrs.
Wetmore, Hoyt and Mather; Maraquita, August Belmont, Jr.;

Minerva, Charles H. Tweed; Pappoose, Baj ard Thayer; Toma-
hawk, E. D. Morgan,

BEVERLY Y. C.

THE 149th regatta was sailed at Marblehead on Aug. 3. This
was a sweepstakes race and all the first and second class

boats were frightened off by Saracen and Swordfish: these f,yo
boats were ready to start but having no competitors did not
do so.

The day opened about as disagreeably as possible, a pouring
rain with a succession of calms and thunder squalls, but just be-
fore the start it cleared off and a good wholesail southerly breeze
struck in.

Only Kathleen, Mosca and Kiowa had formally entered; Dol-
phin put in an appearance but as no one wished to start against
her in that breeze, Kiowa's owner asked Mr. Robbins to start
Wanda instead, which was done; Wanda being 21ft. l.w.l. is in
second class, but her sail measurements are so small that Kiowa
allows her. Wraith came up at the last moment and started,
but forgot to enter.
The start was a pretty one, the boats going off with wind well

on starboard quarter. Kathleen got a second or two the best of
the start, then Kiowa, Wanda nnd Mosca with Wraith a trifle
astern. Kiowa drew ahead a trifle with Wanda close on to her;
Kathleen luffed acrosB their stems and took some of their wind.
Selman's was passed in » bunch, Kiowa a trifle ahead; here
Wanda got her wind an I closed up, the two boats running neck
and neck for awhile, with the others so close that one photograph
would have covered them all.

Kiowa kept off a little to get a clear wind and slowly pulled out
a trifling lead, jibing round No. 3 ahead. Wauda second with
the others in a bunch.
Prom 3 to Curtis wind was ou port quarter, Kiowa increasing

her lead a little. At Curtis Point they jibed again and had a
beam wind to Bowdilcb, whence they had a beat home. There
was a heavy sea rolling m and it was a good test of the boats.
Kiowa gained faster than before, while Wanda dropped the jib
and mainsails, of whom Kathleen led Mos a a trifle Once 'on
the wind Mosca got in irons and lost time, while Kiowa gained
more rapidly, outpointing aud outfooting ,her completely and
seeming to have the race in hand, i t was now breezing up and a
heavy head sea was met. The course required boats to go to lee-
ward of red buoy 8: Kiowa was pointing to westward of it, but
bore off a little, going to leeward. Kathleen, however, who had
stood on further than the others before Lacking nnd was to wind-
ward of Kiowa's wake, did not, bear off, but passed to windward
of buoy. The others did not fetch it. Had Kai hleen kept off she
would have lost more time i han she beat Wraith by. •
Soon after passing buoy Kiowa's headstay parted with aloud

report, the masthead sagging aft and to leeward. This spoilt the
set of her sail; she was unable to lav as good a course as before,
and it was a question if her mast would not go. as it was buck-
ling badly.
Wanda and Kathleen at. once began to gain on her, and her

chances looked very poor. At the month of the harbor Wanda
had closed up till she was dead astern and inside her allowance;
inside harbor, however, the smoother water allowed Kiowa to
trim sheets flatter, and gave her some chance to outpoint Wanda,
which she did to such purpose that she was able to luff over lino
just clear of leeward stakeboat, while Wanda had to make a
short tack. Summary as follows:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Kiowa, W. G. and W. L. Jeffries. . . .22.03 1 27 07 1 15 44
Wanda, R. C. Robbins 21 10 1 28 03 1 16 IB
Kathleen, R. S. Peahody 25.07 1 29 41 1 21 14
Wraith, H. Benson 23.03 1 33 32 1 21 69
Mosca, C. a. W. Foster 24.06 1 38 15 1 28 54
It was an exciting race, and a triumph for the cats over the

jib and mainsails. Wraith protested Kathleen for cutting Buoy
6. Judges ruled that prize go to Mosca on account of Wraith's
neglect to enter properly, but Mr. Poster refused to take it, so
prize goes to Wraith.
Judges: E. M. Parker, Bancroft C. Davis. X, Y. Z.
[Hi the report last week of the regatta of July 37 the times in

fourth class were too great by one hour.]

INDIAN HARBOR Y. C, AUGUST 3.

THE first annual regatta of the Indian Harbor Y. C. was sailed
off Greenwich, Conn., last Saturday. This club is a new one,

and is made up principally of members residing in Greenwich for
the summer. On account of the valuable prizes offered and the
$25 sweepstakes in addit ion, a brilliant array of entries were ob-
tained. At 3 o'clock the steamer Vulcan, Capt. Lenox, with the
judges, C. E. Jenkins, George E. Gartlaud and William J. Jones,
and the regatta committee, Richard Outwatcr, H. O. Asten and
P. B. Jones, on board, took up her position at the starting line, a
line drawn between two stakeboats anchored about half a mile
east by south of Rockport Point. The course was Thence to the
red spar buoy off the west end of Great Captain's Islands to a
stakeboat anchored about one-quarter of a mile south of Cap-
tain's Island to the black spar buoy off the east end of Little
Captain's Island, to the starting line, to be sailed over twice, a
distance of ten miles. The race was under the rules of the N. Y.
Yacht Racing Association, the Herreshoff time allowances being
used.
The preparatory signal was given from judges' steamer at 2:14

P. M., and the signal to start at 2:19. All crossed the line within
the stipulated time of five minutes except Jennie Willis and Dot
which were handicapped 30 seconds and 20 seconds respectively'
the handicap time being 2:24 P. M. At the start and throughout
the race a southwest wind was blowing of moderato strength,
with the ebb tide. Shortly after the start Tattler took the lead
and was never headed, winning easily. Prom the start to the
first turn was a dead beat to windward: the rest of the course
was a lift sheet and off the w ind. Tattler did the best work- to
windward in the third class, and Ida K.in the fourth class. With
lifted sheets most of the other competitors seem to hold their
own. The following is the summary of the race:

CLASS 1—JIB AND MAINSAIL—20FT. AND UNDER 27 FT.

^r„. t a
L

^
n
flh - ^"Psed. Corrected.

Jennie Willis, J. A. Willis 254)3 2 17 40 2 17 40
CLASS 2—,11 It AND MAINSA IL—2( IFT . AND UNDER 23lT

Ramona, J. H. Jennings 21.00 2 18 40 2 18 40
Coyote, H. Bucknall 20.05 2 24 45 2 23 56

CLASS 3—CAT-RIGGED —23FT AND UNDER 27 FT.

Dot, C. T. Pierce 26.06 2 31 33 2 31 33
Zanth, P. C. RaUi 25.00 2 49 2rt 2 47 53
Sirene. H. E. Doremus 24.07 2 20 44 2 18 -43

Tattler, J. H. Cornwell 24.07 2 08 45 2 06 43
Edna, Grieve & Neubold 24.04 2 13 36 2 11 17
Frou Frou, Doc Merrill 24.00 Withdrew.

CLASS 4—CAT-BIGG £D—20FT. AND UNDER 23FT.
Lassie, H. O. As "en ...19.11 2 49 50 2 49 50
Ida K., C. W. Voltz 19.11 2 22 44 2 22 44
Rival, Bert Hart 19.11 2 43 00 2 43 00
Zelda, J. H. Williams 19.04 3 27 40 2 26 47
Giggle, Leonard Jacob, Jr 19.03 2 31 02 2 30 01
lone, H. A. Sherman 18.06 2 44 05 2 41 52

CLASS 5—CAT-RIGGED—UNDER 20FT.

Belle, John Williams 17.00 3 11 55 3 11 55
Alpha, W. f. Gilmore 16.08 3 29 34 3 28 57
Vitesse, Percy Hicks 16.03 2 48 14 2 46 49
Thus in Class 1 the Jenuie Willis had a walk over. In Class

2 the Ramona wins, beating the Coyote 5m. lis. In Class 3 the

and Zelda. The prize for fastest corrected time was given to
Tattler. Shortly after the race a match was made between the
Tattler and Edna for 81.000.

HULL Y. C, LADIES' DAY.-Rainy weather, little wind and
a collision helped to spoil the ladies' day of the Hull Y. C. on
July 31. At 3 P. M. the rain fell steadily, but at 5 o'clock it

stopped, but there was no wind. Trouoadour, Com. Whitten's
flagship, was in collision with a collier, losing her main boom. In
the evening a dinner and hop took place at the club house.

RIVERSIDE Y. C—The regatta of the mosquito boats of the
new Riverside Y. C, at the mouth of the Miamuj River, on Aug,
3, was hardly more than a drift. Twelve yachts started, the win-
ner being D. B. Hill, with Ripple second.

QUINCY Y. C, OPEN SWEEPSTAKES, AUG. 3.- The open
sweepstakes of the Quincy Y. C. was sailed on Aug. 3, the sum-
mary being:

SPECIAL CLASS.
Leostb. Elansed. Corrected.

Eureka, E. R. Rogers 20.08 1 26 13 1 00 01
Diadem, A. L. Hayward 18.02 1 28 28 0 50 84
Nereid, C. F. Colby 20.08 1 29 48 1 03 36

FIRST CLASS—CENTERBAORDS.
Madge, Oumming & Howes 23.08 1 36 55 1 10 03
Secret, E. F. Linton 22.06 1 38 29 1 10 38
Posy, R. G. Hunt 22.02 1 39 03 1 10 43
Moondyne, W. H. Shaw 24.08 1 37 11 1 11 15

White Pawn, W. C. Cherrington... .25.01 1 37 37 1 12 03
Adolph, Henrv Moebs . 2^.07 2 43 12 1 15 17
Erin, John Cavanagh 2fi.lt) 1 39 57 1 15 42
Undine, J. B. Holmes 23.04 1 44 19 1 17 03

FIRST CLASS—KEELS.
Echo. But-well & Isham 34.05 J 40 40 1 14 m
Tuelga. Hall & Johnson 22.01 1 49 03 1 20 38
Beth, J. W. Dutton 23.08 1 49 08 1 23 16

SECOND CLASS.
Mabel, F. L. Dunne 19.11 1 29 20 1 02 32
Peri, Frank Driscdll 18.10 1 30 44 1 02 36
Atala, E. F. Linton 19.10 1 29 4K 1 03 45
Hesteif, P. R. Blackmur 19.11 1 29 58 1 03 00
Undine, A. H. Doole 19.06 I 33 56 1 06 31
Drift, A. Morse 13.08 Withdrew.

THIRD CLASS.
Flora Lee, Lanning & Bockus 16.10 1 28 39 0 57 57
M-rr.ge, John Dearborn 17.05 1 31 82 1 01 44
Wa-u, T. P. vvdlev 17.06 1 42 38 1 12 56
Guenu. E. M. Horton 17.08 1 45 04 1 15 35
Mabel D , R. D. Ware 16.03 1 34 46 1 03 27
Wildfire ' 17.03
Rocket Time not taken.
The judges were Geo. G Saville and Johu W. Sanborn.

PLEASANT BAY Y. C—The Pleasant Bay Y. C, of Chatham,
sailed a regatta on July 29 in a strong S.W, breeze. The summary
was:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Surprise 25. 06 Withdrawn.
Chatham 26.08 I 23 23 1 17 16

Muriel 35,02 1 22 53 1 15 52
Victor ....25.09 1 21 45 1 15 06

Jamons - 25.04 1 22 51 1 16 56

Echo 25.04 1 23 03 1 16 08
Fenesta 25.01 1 23 25 1 10 21

Lillian 25.C0 1 26 19 1 19 11

Volunteer 25.03 Withdrawn.
Flash 26.06 1 20 47 1 14 35
Sachem 25.00 1 35 25 1 28 17
Hector 25.06 1 29 40 1 22 31

SECOND CLASS.
Playmate 34.06 1 24 16 1 16 48
Haha 23.09 1 26 55 1 18 56
Vivian 23 05 Withdrawn.
Triton. 24.06 Withdrawn.
Ktta 33.07 1 24 02 1 14 42

Althea Withdrawn.

TAPPAN ZEE SAIL AND ICE Y. C.-The first regatta of this
club was sailed on Aug. 3, on the Hudson River, the courses being
from the start off Grand View, around a mark boat off Sing Sing,
then down around a markboat off Dobh's Perry aud home, 20

miles, for classes E to 8, and around the Sing Sing mark and re-

turn, 16 miles, for cla«s 9. The wind was strong from S.W. with
a violent squall just after the start. The times were:

CLASS -F—CABIN SLOOPS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Gleam, R. E. Prousser 25 03 Time, not taken.
CLASS 2—OPEN SLOOPS.

Thorn, Wm. E. Kinzey. 24.05 Did not finish.

Ella G., C. E. G ilson 19.02 Disabled.
CLASS 5—CABIN CATRIG C,ED YACHTS.

Whileawav, Robt. Underbill 27.0P4 4 35 54 4 35 54
CLASS 6—OPEN CATRIG BETWEEN 27 AND 33FT.

Madge, Com. Brandrel h 28.00^i 4 45 34 4 45 34
CLASS 7—OPEN CATR1I3 BETWEEN 23 AND 27 FT.

May F.. Com. Copeland 24.09% 4 20 21 4 18 07
Alma. H. H. Cheney 25.(X% 4 29 IS 4 37 44

Allor, P. F. Samstag 25.09}* 4 28 36 4 38 36
CLASS 8—OPEN CATRIG I1ETWFEN 20 AND 23j)T.

Pauline B. James Smith 23.06% 4 ;>8 32 4 33 37
Columbia, J. T. Washburn, Jr 22. On 4 42 10 4 42 06
Orient. A. R. Osborne 22.03 4 38 30 4 37 30

Amy, E. C. Weeks 21.04J-S Time not taken.
CLASS 9—OPEN CATRIG UNDER 20FT.

Echo, G. R. Bradley, Jr 19.06 4 14 26 4 12 23

Ermine, C. A. Preston 17,06 4 03 24 3 57 10
Maud S., W. D. Kcdley, Jr 16.06 i 48 55 4 38 54

Juliette, E. A. Haldimaun 16.01 4 32 17 4 21 4a

Commodore, J. Osborn 16.00 5 17 55

The winners and prizes were, as follows: Whileaway a hand-
some cabin light; Madge a cabin clock; May P., special pitze,

gold stop watch, and class prize, an aneroid barometer; Ermine
won a anchor light; Pauline B. won a pair of marine glasses, and
Gleam a pair of side lights. Col. B. S. Gibson, Sing Sing Y. C,
was judge, and the regatta committee were Tnotnas B. Williams,
M. Gooderson and George B. Meyer.

HAMILTON Y. C. LOCAL REGATTA, J L' LY 27. Course once
around Hamilton Bay, distance 15 miles- Weather line, wind east.

FOR WHITE WINGS CUP.
Length. Start. Elapsed. Corrected.

Coquette 2 15 4 S3 37 2 17 37
Echo 2 15 4 36 15 2 21 15
Cvprus •••• 2 15 4 37 15 2 22 15

Alert 3 IS 4 50 5ft 2 35 55
Aideen 3 15 4 51 40 2 36 40
Schemer 315

2oFT. CLASS.
Hadia 25.00 2 15 4 43 40 2 28 30
Stella 22.00 2 15 5 01 25 2 42 35
Greyhound 24.10 2 15 5 05 25 2 46 25
Neptune 24.10 2 15 Did uot finish.

White Wings cup won by Echo on time allowance of 3m. 50s.,

Coquettte second, Cyprus third; 25ft. class, Hadia first, Stella
second, Greyhound third.—^MiLrus Jarvis, Capt.

SOUTHWARK Y. C—Sweepstake Regatta, July 28. Courses
Giouster Ferry wharf to Khaign Point buoy and return to start,

point. Distance 8 miles. Weather cloudy and rain. Wind south-
east. Tide ebb.

SECOND CLASS.
Start.- Finish.

James Dailey 2 00 00 3 43 00
Emma Ruff 2 (X) 00 3 49 00
Harrv Bordrnan 3 00 00 3 44 00
David Ryan 2 Otl 00 3 43 31
EmmaH 2 00 00 3 43 56
HanyE 2 00 00 withdrawn
Jam.'slrvin 3 0U 00 3 45 07
Bradshaw 2 00 00 3 45 00

FIFTH CLASS.
Calaway 1 45 00 3 40 CO
Lee 1 45 00 3 42 00
Mischief 1 45 00 3 41 09
Winner first prize, class two, Emma B.; class live, Calaway.

Prizes class two, $10, class five, $5. Th.- Emma H. was sailed by
Chas. Dunley, champion swimmer of the Delaware. Judges,
Jilet Wilson, John Gest.

CAPE COD Y. C. REGATTA.—The postponed regatta of the
Cape Cod Y. C. was sailed on Aug. 3 in a light S. wind, the sum-
mary being:

FIRST CLASS.
Elapsed,

Bessie. Edward Penniman „. ... 1 26 32
No Naine, Wm. Wareham 1 37 08
Wave Crest, D. L. Young 1 37 33

SECOND CLASS.
Pemmegewassett, W. M. Crosby 1 43 32
Little Brave, E, E. McKerson 1 42 20
No name, R. E. Oliver 1 33 33
Carrie L Did not finish,

THIRD CLASS.
Imp. J. P. Knowles 1 25 10
Lillian, A. O. Hurd 1 21 50
Sachem, P. A. Doane 1 33 11
Mischief, E. L. Snow 1 36 02
The judges were S. K. Kingman, Albert Smith aud H. J. Smith
GLEAM.—The American catbont Gleam, whose races in Eng-

lish waters gave rise to quite a discussion several years since,
capsized in a race at Southampton two weeks since. She is now
owned by Mr. C. P. Clayton, who has fitted a lead keel to her in
place of the board.
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THE SWEEPSTAKES RACE OF 20FT. CUTTERS. —The sweep-
stakes race between tbe Utile cutters Nanita, Madge and Tadpole
along the south shore of Loug Island, was sailed on July 6-7, the
summary being as follows. Nanita was built from the lines of
the WinH ward, and is 18ft. by Oft. on the l.w.l. Course: From
imaginary line s«uth of Norton's Point, Coney Island, to and
around Montauk Point to Fort Pond Ray, Cullendeu Point bear-
ing south, distant not more than one mile; distance, 110 tubes.
Weather generally fair, slight local showers in vicinity of Mon-
tauk Point. Wind southerly until sundown, then hauled to
S.S.W. until 13 M., running unlil it reached S.W. finally at 10
A. M. Sunday; from 10 it heldW.S.W. until we hanled round Mon-
tauk Point at 7 P. M., then died out. Tide, middle ebb at Nor-
ton's Point, last of ebb at Montauk Point:

Start. Turn. Finish.
July 6, M'nt'k Pt. Cul'nd'nFt.

Length. P.M. July 7. P.M. Elapsed
Nanita ... .18.03 4 45 00 7 15 00 11 57 00 36 13 00

JulyS, A.M.
Tadpole ... .19.00 5 10 00 7 14 00 2 00 00 88 50 00
Nanita is owned by C. Coughtry, and Tadpole by C. Dunn and

C. Wyant. Nanita's log fives the following details: With Cant.
Coughtry and Mate Mowton passed Norton's Point 4:45 P. M.
Saturday, July C, under plain lower sails, close haub'd, and head-
ing to weather Rookaway Buoy. Passed to southward of it at
6 P.M. Then steered E.S.E. until 1:20 A. M..,' with Fire Island
Light north 12 miles distant. Then steered N.E. until under the
beach abreast of Moriches. Passed Shinneco'-k Light at 11:45 A.
M.. and turned into Gardner's Bay at 7:30 P. M. From Montauk
to Cullenden Point hart light head winds and tide, and made sl"W
work of it, passing finishing line at 11:57 P. M. Tadpole's log says
she passed Notion's Point at 5:10 P. M. Ran over southern end of
Duck Bar at 7:15. and passed Nanita at 7:30. Sighted Fire Island
Light at 11:25 P. M., and had it due north, distant 12 miles, at 2:1 !l

A. M. Spoke Nanita at 3:30 A. M. Wind steady, S.W. Made
Shinnecock out to the eastward at 10:10 and passed to southward
of it at 11:40 A. M. Sighted Montauk at 3:30: Nanita off shore one-
half mile. Met the ebb to south and west of the Point at 7 P. M.,
and ran through heavy tide rips for 20 minutes. Stood in on the
wind for Cullenden Point, which we passed at 3 A. M. Monday,
July 8.

BUZZARD'S BAY Y. C.-The first regatta of the Buzzard's
Bay Y. C. was sailed off Onset on Aug. 3 in a sharp S. W. wind.
Eina came in second al ter breaking her boom, and Bertha lost
her gaff. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Coirected.

Ocean Belle, Inbow 31.08 2 ?0 07 2 10 32
Mollie, Hill 31.07 2 10 15 I 41 40
Mattie. Stockton 33. 03 2 05 46 1 38 52

SJECOND CLASS.
Starling, Berse 31 03 2 18 44 1 40 42
Adelaide, Sherman .31.02 2 20 34 1 51 :<2

MeJisse. Jones 31.02 2 45 23 2 16 21
Mist, Lyman 31.01 2 06 30 1 37 28
Crawl, Phinney 30.03 Broken mast.
Gymnote, no owner 32.06 2 18 14 1 50 31
Defiance, Perry 30.08J4 2 12 57 1 43 27
Gilt Edge, Whittemore No length. Broken boom

THIRD CLASS.
Ulala, Winship 25.04 Gave up.
Bertha, Hulking .....24.10 2 31 57 2 27 36
Dassy. Stockton 25.01 2 26 28 2 22 23
Eina, Parkinson 26.05J^ 2 26 10 2 23 14

SIPPICAN Y. C.-Eighth (club) regatta, Aug. 3.-Course No.
2; wether, cloudy with showers; wind, southwest, single reef-
tide, ebb. Summary:

Length. Elapsed. Corrested.
Creole, L. Bacon 19.04 1 45 50 1 2« "'

Laura, F. R. Wing 19.02 1 .56 55 i 39
Edith, J. Chapman 17.02 2 00 30 1 40 03
Trump, J. Whiting.... 19.01 Disabled.
Mattie, W. H. Davis 15.07 1 54 00 1 35 45
Red Wing, T. Hemenway 16.02 Withdrew.
Hebe, A. Shepley 16.01 Withdrew.
Wide Awake, J. C. Pegram, Jr 14.09 Withdrew.
Reba, W. Perry 1 09 45 0 47 34
Whisper, J. S, Whiting 1 30 05
Fairy, J. H. Clark, Jr Withdrew.
Winners: Class Three, Creole first, Laura second; Class Four

Mattie first; Class Five, Reba first, Whisper second. Trump,
when in a leadintc position, carried away her tiller and was forced
to withdraw. Regatta Committee: J. Whiting, chairman; F. R.
Wing, F. H. Luce. Judges: Messrs. Luce, and Wing.
ST. LAWRENCE Y. C.-Sailing skiff race, July 20, twice around

the regular skiff course; distance, 10 miles. Weather very change-
able. Wind, light to fair northerly:

Length. Start. Finish
Yukwa, W. J. Wallace 20.05 3 55 00 6 03 00
Vreda, G. H. Duggan 20.07 3 55 00 6 04 10
Jean A., G. H. Laboe 20.05 3 55 00 fi n , go
Tara, C. Scott 20.00 3 55 00 Did not fin'h
This was the fourth race ot the series for Rear-Corn. Paton's

cup, and though only four boats started, they were all of the first
class. A shower came up and killed the wind when the boats
were rounding the first buoy, but it afterward freshened and held
for the remainder of the race. Yukwa got the best of the start
and was never caught, though her lead of 4m. at the western buoy
was reduced to lm. 10a. at the finish. Jean A. sailed very well
and was second boat when the wind was light. Duggan and Wal-
lace have each scored two races in the series, of which only a
postponed race remains, for which Duggan is not entered. Judges,
J. Simmons and J. H. Howard.
NEW ROCHELLE Y. 0.-"JULIA" CUP.-The postponed race

of July 27 for the silver punch bowl offered by Mr. August Kron
in the 35ft. class was sailed on Aug. 3 in a good S.W. breeze. The
course was from the club house to West buov, off Execution

course, but was finally passed by Elephant. The times were:
Start. Finish. Elapsed

Elephant 2 03 30 5 11 28 3 07 58
Eurybia 2 03 15 5 13 32 3 10 17
Phantom 8 04 00 5 33 04 3 29 04
Amazon % 04 30 5 36 38 3 31 58
The corrected time was not computed, but as Elephant is

smaller than Eurybia she wins.

THE MOSQUITO FLEET of South Boston sailed its second
cup race on Aug. 3 in a reefing breeze from S.W.. Course, 5 miles
triangular, Dorchester Bay:

FIRST CLASS.

„, . T „ f
Length. Corrected.

Skipper, J. R. Tufts, Jr 14.11 l 09 45
Minnie, J. Bertram 14.10 1 06 39
Nellie, J. O'Leary ,14.11 1 10 j:i

Victor, C. A. Bordeu 14.10 1 04 39
Enigma. J. F. Small 14 04 1 07 56
Lucy, W. fl. Hanson 14.11 Disabled.
Sprite, H. M. Wells 15.00 Disabled.

SECOND CLASS.
Grace, Fred Bordeu 12.02 1 26 ID

SAVIN HILL Y.C.—The 4th club race of the Savin Hill Y. C
was sailed on Aug. 3 in a strong S.W. wind, the summary being-

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected

Ethel &„ L. Spalding 23.01 1 42 22 1 16 39
Merlin, H. G. Patten 22. OS I 35 40 1 09 34
Helen, W. Shaw 25.02 Withdrawn.

SECOND CLASS.
Jester, W. H. Besarick 19.02 1 17 18 0 52 31
Siko, A. H. Melnness 19. 10 1 14 30 0 49 23
Avis, I. H. Ociell 18.09 1 17 15 0 51 02
Elsie, W. B. Bird 17.04 Withdrawn.
NEW ENGLAND Y. R. A.-Eight clubs were represented at,

the special meeting of the New England Y. R. A. at the Parker
House on July 31. In the absence of a president. See'v-Treas
G. W. Mansfield, of the Salem Bay Y. C, called the meeting to
order and occupied the chair till Mr. H. L. Parkei% vice-commo-
dore of the Lynn Y. C, was chosen chairman for the evening.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved,
after which the secretary stated the object of the meeting, the
election of a president, President W. Lloyd Jeffries, of the Bev-
erly Y. C, having resigned on account of his not being able to
undertake the duties of the office. A committee to nominate a
candidate was appointed as follows: Capt. T. D. Bagley, Monati-
quut Y. 0.; Fred S. Clayton, Chelsea Y. 0., and Sec'v Mansfield.
They submitted the following names: Louis M. Clarke, Dorches-
ter Y. C, for president, and George G. Saville, Quinev Y. C, to
fill the vacancy upon the executive committee, which Mr. Clarke's
election to the presinency would cause. Both candidates were
unanimously elected, after which the meeting adjourned.
ALICE—ZIGEUNER.— These two cutters were in collision off

Kittery, Me., on July 27, both being damaged. The Maine is laid
to Alice.

come alters casp. Challenge holds rood provided cup can be held
subject to challenge:' under Voluhteer-Thisflo conditions and
provided necessary e xtension of time granted. C!able reply that
v alkyne may prepare.—Guant." Secretary Oddie replied as fol-
lows: "Aug. 5.—Rie hard Grant, Secretary Royal Yacht Squad-
ron. Cowes, England: Cablegram to Smith received When you
withdrew your Challenge;America Gup committee was discharged.
Meeting of club cannot now he called until its return from squad-
ron cruise.—Oddiis, Sec'y-"

SEA FOX.—On July 31 Sea Fox, Com. Canfleld's steel schooner
while bound Inim Boston to Newport, wentashoie on the Shovel-
ful Shoal, off Monomov Point, in a fog. Mr and Mrs. Canlield
were on board, with a party of fiiends. The lad es were, landed
in the small boats, while a party of wreckers went to the aid of
the yacht. She was finally floated off and proceeded to New Red-
ford, where she was do-ked. It, is reported that she sustained no
serious damage, and will be ready for the New York cruise. Coin.
Canfield paid $1000 to the wreckers for their assistance.

FIXTURES.
August.—. Pequot Meet, Thimble Islands.

7-23. A. C. A. Meet, Stave Island St. Lawrence River.
September.

2. Aldington, Annual, Arling- 7. Puritan, Record Races, No. 5.
ton, N. J. 14. lanthe, Annual, Newark.

7. Brooklyn, Annual, postponed.

THE WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION MEET-
BALLAST ISLAND, JULY 13-29.

THE Ballast Island meet for 1889 is a thing of the past, and as
the last, man toppled his lent and. like the Arab, silently

stole away, he dropped a regretful tear that meets could not last
forever, and ibat a long, cold winter and raw spring must inter-
vene between the next gathering, July, 1890.
It being the first meet in four years the writer has attended

without a canoe, he probably saw the ra-ing and working of a
camp from a more placid standpoint than ever before, and should
some of his ideas clash, remember they are the views of but one
man as they presented themselves,
Canoeically the camp was not a success Social] v it was a howl-

ing one.
Two causes detracted from the all absorbing interest there is

generally felt in a canoe meet, first too many women—the squaws
were more numerous than t lie braves, for every man who had a
wife or sweetheart had the same and her friend's on Ballast.
The statement that there were too many ol the fair sex may

sound strange, coming from one who generally passes most of his
leisure moments during a meet at Squaw Point, but nevertheless
it is an undisguised fad that canoe uice's and t he ladies don't go
well together. The men become indifferent alike, to cruising and
raring. They dress too much and dislike wetting their new
flannels for the sake of a glorious dash I hrough the whitecaps of
Luke Erie. Instead of rigging and numicmg ca noes they are off
on the yachts with mandolin, guitar, banjo and ices, lnstoad of
the old time gatherings on the docks and around the campfire
discussing their various hobbies, they are away till the wee sma'
hours with steam launches to the ballroom floors of the neighbor-
ing hotels.

It's pleasant, but, alas It is not canoeing, and so long as the W.
C. A. stay in the close, proximity of cottages and club room, and
enjoy the refining influence of charming women they cannot have
the old time never-to-be-forgotten barbaric meets of years gone
by.
A movement is on foot to hold the camp of '90 in the primitive

way with a mess tent and no squaw camp, and we sincerely trust
that it may be tried for one year at, least.
The second cause for the small attendance was that the

W. C. A. has not been kept before its members through the
papers and otherwise, so i hat int. rest has been lost by many who
have departed tor new fields of pleasure to pass their vacation.
Only the old faces put in an appearance; no new racers of the
dark horse character led the fleet to the windward buoy.A new departure has come, however, in the shape of Class C,
and interest centered in the Longworth cup race for that class
Thirteen new boats entered the arena. We cannot call them
canoes, for although sharp at both ends they are not "capable of
being efficiently paddled by one man," and are therefore fitted with
bow-facing oars. They are nearly all 16X40, and are rigged in
various ways. There was the miniature schooner, that when
Grated took four men to lift: the catrig man whose Lift, boom
would have capsized him surely had he been compelled to sail
free; the leg-of-mutton, with enormously tall sticks to spread
his limit of 110 sq. ft.: the balance-lug man, who when it fresh-
ened had to reef and hike out his best or take a, ducking, and
close sailing sloops that could run away from the rest in light
winds, but played a luffing match to keep right side up when the
Wind increased.
Strange as it may appear, each and every man built his Class C

for comfortable, sailing and cruising only (V),vet with one excep-
tion every cockpit was tilled with a trunk for a plate hoard, and
each carried unlimited hags of ballast i o aid their weight on the
windward rail to keep their craft, from capsizing.
In no race in which these comfortable cruisers participated did

the wind blow other than light, and much regret was expressed
by a disappointed audience that their seaworthiness was not
tested, but from the swampy condition in which some, returned
to the dock, it may be taken for granted that the '-life-savin °-

crew" would have demanded salvage, had there been anything
like the sea in which ihe Class B sailed for the Gardner cup.

It was conceded that the smaller canoes were faster, t he races
proved it. and some enterprising mug-hunter will build just out-
side the Class B, and wm the trophy next year.
For a canoeist living upon open water a Class O W no doubt a

good craft—a small sloop is more comfortable, and a 50ft. yacht
still more so—but for a river or small lake man to own a boat
that he cannot paddle or lift alone, and still consider himself a
canoeist, makes it appear that tbe old original spirit of perfect in-
dependence had departed.
A new rule was made last winter by the executive committee

abolishing standing rigs, and requiring all sails to be capable of
lowering and reefing. The committee did this, believing it was
the popular opinion of the Association, that it was unsafe to use
the lateen, sprit and Pecowsic sails, but it was amusing to see thedummy reef lines on some of the racers who risked (!i their lives
regardless of laws, and who were as he.lpJe,-s to shorten sail as
ever a standing sail man was. It does seem like carrying author-
ity a little too far when the kind of sails a canoeist shall use is
dictated, and a petition from the Class B men will be presented
and accepted by the executive committee at, their next meeting to
rescind the rule.
We have seen the light standing sail live through a blow, when

the baggy water-logged boom of the reefed sail, and heavy spars
of the hoisting rig, have capsized their skipper. We have seen
the canoe with standing rig capsize in a gale, and then without
assistance be righted, sail on and finish the race—a feat almost
impossible in a heavy sea with a hoisting rig and mass of tangled
lines. We have always regretted to see that the "get there"
qualities of the standing rigs have such a galling effect upon themmds of some would-be mug winners.
The annual business meeting was held on Tuesday afternoon

and the following officers for the ensuing year elected: Commo-
dore, Chas. J, S tedman, Cincinnati C. O.; Vice-Commodore, T. J.

As there were but n:i,e Glass B canoes to contest for the W.C.A.
trophy the entries necessary to start were reduced from ten to
five.

The commodore was instructed to appoint a flag committee to
present designs for officers' flags.
A committee of three, Skipper Longworth, D. H. Crane and T.

P. Gaddis were appointed to arrange for a mess lent and camp
for '90.

1

The conditions for the Longworth cup werejpresented as follows-
First—The cup shall be known as the Longworth Challenge*

Cup, to be competed for by Class C canoes only.
Second—It shall be sailed for at each annual meet.
Third—Only active members of the W.C.A. in good standing

can enter
Fourth—At least five canoes must start to make a race.
Fifth—The course to be triangular, distance not less than six

miles, and the course must be completed in less than three hours
or no race.
Sixth—The cup can be held by the winner, who must give bonds

tor its safe return, for one year, when it is to be returned to the
regal ia committee in good order to be raced for again. At the
end ot ten years the person winning it the greatest number of
times shall becomp its owner, in case of a tie the ownership
shall be decided by another race at the same meet.
These rules can be changed or amended if it is thought advis-

able by the executive committee at any annual meeting by a vote
of two-thirds of the memoers present.
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B 1 be£utiful solid silver tankard costing

*L.O, designed and made by Duhme & Co., of Cincinnati. A voteoi thanks was extended to tbe skipper for his generous gift
.
lhe annual conoc hop was held at Rehberg's on Thursday eveu-mgj and was a grand succes-, netting about $50 to the Assnci-tion

1 lie annual blow" succeeded in preventing steamers from Saud-du
p?
iy bringing a large party to the dance.

Ihe carnival on Friday evening was postponed for a year onaccount or rough water, and the twenty tents of the camp weredecorated by hundreds of Interns. Fireworks, a, camp-tire musicBingmg and stories entertained 200 people for several hours.
TBE RACES.

First race, free for all, twice around Ballast: B. W. Wood firstO A. Woodruff second; 25 starters; wind light, no sea
'

Second race, Glass B, on triangle, 3 milts: B. W. Wood fir"; HB Coolc second; 10 starters; wind fresh, no sea.
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PROPOSED CHANGES IN THE A. C. A. RULES.
bklitor Forest and Stream:

aL a-\*°" r liUlfc ma,« t'''« to present for the consideration of theAssociation in general and for the executive commfftee in par-
The ttrst is the proposition that I made in the shaoe of »recommendation to the executive committee a the irlnntie
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no Larm^o^o^derVhvus glow tu in certain directions is bo inconsiderablethe second is the suggestion that we adopt some nrnetienlinsignia to designate the flag officers at the raee s
'

. Thepresent '-uniform" as described in Article X. of the B -Laws itno,, practical for the reason rhat the final clause r uTlittes T|aPrecedes ,t. How would it do to make that article i>ad as followsThe commodores shall wear embroidered on the fr .^t of thehat or cap two crossed paddles in gold, with f he let tors Lo A
SIS

lw^&2^0ra^r^V ^odore^frHuditio^snaii y, eat ttnee stars m silver, one above ana one on either sideof paddles. The vice-commodore's, same as commodore omittin-star above, and the rear-commodore's the sam, a aZrtoreomi tmg stars at side The secretary-treasurer sh 1^ wea? aquill in silver supporting the letters A. C. A. in goM, Ttienor-sers will substitute quill in gold for one Lu silver " P
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the same time would indicate to the members

t hen official character. To have a camp of about three hundredearned on sn cessfully, and by that I mean or ^egr^MeTmea-sure to the greatest number, the few in authority should be dis-iQguishable tn some manner. If necessary we migl r discard the
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Preseutthelast, is that we change themod visions of the by-laws from -articles" to "chapters "

Itshould be article ot the constitution, chapter of the by-la ws andrule ot the sailing regulations. J

1 have just shot these out for consideration and discussion, notsupposing that, any action will be taken before the executivecommittee in October, if at any time. Some one must do it or wewould jaunt, along in the old rut and never impiwe Are tkm>t

Sf^Ss^SBSS" RObehjt J. w™.
LAKE ST. LOUIS C. C. REGATTA, JULY 27.
rpHE regatta of the Lake St. Louis C. C. at Montreal, on JulyX 27, was a success as tar as the racing went, though a heavyrainstorm made the day very unpleasant. Messrs. Levs and
Jftanes, who held the challenge cup, did not defend it. The sum-mary ot the races is as follows:
Open canoe sailing race, 2 miles, commodore cup-W. L. Jamie-son s Daphne won, Mr. Sadcrson's Point Claire second, F, Stuart'sPauline third, VV. Charles's Ino fourth.
Punt race, handicap, for hoys under 14 years of age, distance 1mile—A. Amos won, id. Baby second, G. Bover third?Tandem race (green) distance 1 mile-F. Riley and A. Irvinew°n

', ^- Rentier und T E Ames second, Howard and Jackson
third, A. E. Noad and H. Da- forth fourth.
Hand-panddlmg, distance 100 yards- Norman Fletcher won LGird wood second.
Tandem challenge cups—J. Morris and J. Irvine (St, Lambert)won, F. Shearwoqd and G. H. Guggan (Laohine) second, N. E

Grassett and A. E, Nasn (Lachine) third, F, Stuart and F F-ur'banks (Lachine) 0, Johnson and Wright (Toronto) 0, H. Rout), and
U. itoui li (Lactiine) t).

Boys' tandem race—Davidson and Drinkwater won, Ames andLevme second. '

Single, paddle, M mile with turn, commodore's cup—W. Rob-erison (Lachine) won, Alex. Irvine (St. Lambert) second, L. Gird-wood (st.
;

Alius) third, F. Johnson (Toronto) 0, F. ,1. McClnre
(Longuetnl) 0.
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distance \& mile-Fairbanks's crew (Lachine)won MeClure's crew (Longueuil) second, Nash's crew (Lachine)

fifth
C1'eW rLac'1'lxle) tourth, Irvine's crew (St. Lambert)

Dugout canoe race, thirteen in each canoe—Ste. Rest crew won.The officials were: Referee. J. G. Boss; starter, Duncan Rohert-
son; timekeeper, C. R. Christie. The judges were Dr. Andreas. Si
O. Shorey and A. Boyer.

AN UNKNOWN QUANTITY.—The canoe Alle, built bv the St.Lawrence Skiff Co. for Mr. J. Graham Eraser, and til ted with the
Martin centerboard steering gear, will be entered for the races at
Stave Island. There is no question of her abidty to outmaneuver
anytning afloat, the movement of the helm and canoe being
simultaneous. As to speed her tine lines and extiaordinary
stability are marks of promise. She has been sailed alongside of
the aldeck, sister of W. S. Grant's Pappoose, and out w cathered
and outfooted the plateooard boat handdv. . Her 5ft. of unob-
structed cockpit allows her a place in the cruiser class. Mr. W
S. Grant will sail her.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Northern Division: John B. Tur-
ner, W. B. Fullei ton and T. P. Richardson, Gananoque, Out.;W. L. Christie and B. T. Kirktiouse, Montreal; W.J, Mi llican.
Gait; G.R.Baker and G. P. Scholfield, Toronto. Atlantic Divi-
sion: T, Knight Durham, of Red Bank.
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THE A. C. A. MEET.

WE have just received the foliowins report for publication, it

having been delayed by a mistake:
Commodore H. C. Rogers, American Canoe Association:
The Committee on Camp Rite and Arrangements for 1889 beg

respectfully to report that, they have held several meetings at the
site of the proposed camp, and that the western end of Stave
Island has been selected as the most desirable place. The island
Is located about two miles N. B. ol the old camp at Grindstone
Island, is just over the Canadian boundary line and is an ideal
place.
The ground slopes evenly toward the S. W. and S., and most

of it is well shaded. The surface is cleared and the landings,
while somewhat stony, are good.
The ladies' camp, or rather "Paradise Park," will be located

about hi If a mile north ol the general camp, and is so situated
that while withiD easy reach of the general camp, both camps
will be free from interference.
The camp store will be located to the N.N.E. of the general

camp, and can be reached from both camps by water or land.
Arrangements have been made for a general mess, and the

usual price < f three tickets for $1 will be charged. The same
party will run the camp store.
The Deseronto Ferry Company will have their steamer stop at

the camp four times each day, and the rates will be: To Ganan-
ogue Ont., 10 cents, to Clayton, N. Y., 15 cents. Canoes and camp
kits free. Steamer's name is Iieseronto.
Notices have been prepared, under your supervision, to be

posted in the hotels and on river steamers, etc., informing the
public that the camp is not open to the public except on Aug. 31,

when visitors may land without badges.
Members' friends may be permitted to land on any day, but

they must wear the regular "guest" badge. Your committee
would respectfully recommend that this provision he strictly en-
forced.
A very capable man has been secured as chief carpenter, and as

he has had considerable experience in the line of building wharves
and landing stages at several meets at Stony Lake, we feel he
and his associates will give general satisfaction.
A member of the site committee, Mr. J. G. Edwards, wiM go to

the camp on Aug. 5 and will attend to general matters, while the
remainder will report at an early day.

Ip. conclusion, Mr. Commodore, il is hut fair for the chairman
to say that all, or nearly all, of the committee's work has been
done by yourself, and the other members of the committee,
namely, Col. J. Z. Rogers, of Peterboro; Mr. J. G. Edwards, of
Lindsay; Ford Jones, of Brockville, and C. E. L. Porteus, of
Kingston, while th« chairman has done very little. It is proper
for the members at large to know this so that they will give
credit to those who have worked so well for the success of the 1889
meet.
Trusting that our report will prove satisfactory to yourself and

the Association, I am, sincerely yours,
Robert J. Wilkin, Chairman, etc.

Brooklyn, N. Y., July22.

Mr. C. H. Porteous, of the Camp Site Committee, sends Ihe fol-
lowing information:
Time Table of Stmmo- Beseronto.— Leaves Clayton for camp

11:45 A.M. and 5:15 P.M. Leaves Gananoque for camp 7 A.M. and
3:45 P.M. These hours give close connection with express trains
at Clayton an* Gananoque.
Fare for Members.—Fvom Clayton to camp or return 15 cents.

From Gananoque to camp or return 10 cents. Canoes and kits
free.
Camp Address.-T?ov American letters: "A.C.A. Camp, Clayton,

N. Y." For Canadian letters: "A.C.A. Camp, Gananoque, Onta-
rio." Letters thus addressed will be delivered daily at camp.
The distance from Clavton to camp by way of easterly end of

Grindstone Island about &/% miles. Steer for Gananoque Narrows
Light, IVz miles northerly from eastern end (camp site of 1886) of

Grindstone Island. Distance from Gananoque to camp 4% miles.
Steer for Jack Straw Light and then for Gananoque Narrows
Light.

Mr. Geo. C. Forrest, of Hartford, writes us inclosing the follow-
ing letter:
Dear Sir—I have yours of the 26th and 29th ult., and note fully

what you say. Upon reflection, I have decided to make a special
arrangement with the canoeists who forward their canoes to
Clayton by freight, over our line and reship same to original point
of shipment over our line, and to give them a one-half rate on the
return. So, if you will kindly convey this information to the
members of your organization, advising them it will be necessary
to preserve the paid freight bill or receipts which they get in pay-
ing charges at Clayton, to present same to our agent when they
wish to make return shipment. Same to act as evidence that the
shipment was received at Clayton by freight over our line.

We shall apply the above rule as far as possible, but cannot do
so where we nave through tariffs to points outside of New York
State. The only existing through tariffs we have are from Clay-
ton to the West via Suspension Bridge, also Clayton to New Eng-
lond via Norwood and the O. & L. C. road. So any shipments
being returned via Utica, Kome, Syracuse or Oswego will come
under this special arrangement all right, and we have no interstate
tariffs to conflict.
So. for the general rule, I will agree to return canoes under

above condition from Clayton to Utica, Rome, Syracuse and Os-
wego at one-half tariff rate, provided we have received our full
tariff rafe to Clayton, same as in your case.

I trust this will be entirely satisfactory.
F. W. Parsons, G. F. A. Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg R.R.

LAKE HOPATCONG C. C. CHALLENGE CUP.-The second
race for the Breslin challenge cup, won by L. B. Palmer on July
4, was sailed on Aug. 4. The contestants were Mr. N. H. Smythe,
of the Brooklyn C. C.,in the canoe Vagabond, and Mr. D. D.
Gessler, of the Hopatcong C. C, in the canoe Sylph. Mr. Palmer
did not defend his cup. The race was sailed over the 4-mile
triangular course of the Hopatcong C. C. in a heavy wind. L. J.

Pilcher gave the signal for a flying start at 2:38. sylph crossed
the line first at 2:38:09, followed by Vagabond at 2:38:19. Catching
a wind Sylph increased her lead by 60tt. and pointed away for the
first buoy with the wind very fresh. Vagabond followed. First
buoy roundfd, Sylph 2:39:02, Vagabond 2:40:38. Distance between
start and first buoy, oue-half mile. On the long stretch between
buoy No. 1 and No. 2 with the wind astern Sylph gained steadily
on Vagabond. Buoy No. 2 was rounded, Sylph 2:48:04, Vagabond
2:51:19. Sylph still gained and crossed the finish at 3:00:01, followed
by Vagabond, who. while not crossing finish, arrived in at 3:06:31.

The full times were:
Start. 1st Buoy. 2d Buoy. Finish. Elapsed.

Sylph 2 38 09 2 39 02 2 48 04 3 00 01 0 21 52
Vagabond 2 38 19 2 40 38 2 51 19 3 06 31 0 28 12
The Breslin challenge cup was offered bv the Lake Hopatcong

C. C. at its second annual regatta, held July 4, 1889, at which
time it was won by L. B. Palmer, of the Ianthe C. C, but the
race of yesterday gives it to Mr. D. D. Gessler, thus bringing it

back to the Lake Hopatcong O. C.—L. P. P.

A COMPANION WANTED.—Editor Forest and Stream: I in-
tend to take a canoe trip to Boston the last of August or the first
of September, and would like to get a canoeist from Lowell or
Lawrence to go with me for a week or so. If any who would like
to take the trip will write to the address below I will make
arrangements with them. This is my first cruise, and any points
in regard to camping out and the tides will be thankfully
received. Some of the Puritan C. C. of Boston took the trip last
year, and were well pleased with it.—Burt W. Kellet, Lowell,
Mass., Box 385.

PHOTOS OF THE ATLANTIC DIVISION MEET.—Mr. W.
R. Tobias, of Perth Amboy, N. J., has for sale the following
views of Atlantic Division camp, Cheesequake Beach: No. 1,

group of A. C. A. men. No. 2, the camp from the west end. No.
3, tents of the Red Dragons and Washington. No. 4, cooking
breakfast; Vaux. No. 5, start of the cruising race. No. 6, Ho-
bart "all over" cruising race. No. 7. winning canoe passing
home buoy; cruising race. No. 8, on the beach, after the morn-
ing races. No. 9, unlimited rac<-; the start. No. 10, unlimited
race; out at sea. No. 11, sailing: upset race. No. 12, coming in
from the upset races; Vaux. No 13. on the beach during the up-
set race. No. 14, tandem paddle race; the start. No. 15, hurry-
scurry race; in the water after the boats. All of these views are
cabinet size except Nos. 1 and 2, which are 7x9 size. Price for
whole set by mail, $2. Single copies, cabinet size, 15 cents; 7x9
size, 35 cents.

CRUISING TO THE A. C. A.—Vice-Corn. Tyson, Mr. A. M.
Rice and Mr. J. W. Sparrow, members of the Toronto C.C., start-
ed July 27 from Toronto to cruise to Stave Island, in canoes Isa-
bel, Dixie and Idler. Their route covers a hundred odd miles on
Like Ontario; then through the Murray Canal, three or four
miles; through the Bay of Quinte, about forty miles: Adolphtis
Reach and the North Channel, about thirty-five miles; then the
St. Lawrence River, twenty odd miles. They intend to take
things in a leisurely manner, and expect that ten days will be
sufficient to make the trip, allowing for probable detention by
heavy weather on such open water.

Blue Belton, New York.—The blue belton is an English set-
ter. The standard and points for judging all breeds can be
obtained at this office. Price, 53c.

L. H., Ohio.—The Ohio law relating to hunting rabbits with
ferrets reads: "Whoever, upon the premises of another, uses or
employs, or attempts to use or employ, ferrets for the purpose of
catching rabbits, or driving them I'tfDm their burrows or hiding
places, shall be fined for the first offense not more than twenty
nor less than five dollars, and for any subsequent offense not
more than one hundred nor less than fifty dollars."

W. C. C—1. Is not the Colt Lightning the fastest shooting gun
there is? 2. Concerning the propellant force of gunpowder,
could you not obtain good results by mixing Schultze or E. C.
with gunpowder, or by putting in the black powder first. I don't
of course mean just to prime the cap. 3. Would it not be a good
plan to mix fine and coarse gunpowder, or to put in half the
charge fine and the other half coarse; for instance, in loading 12s,
put in a dram of fine and then a dram of coarse? Ans. 1. In tests
of speed familiarity witli the arm generally counts more than
style of weapon. The fact that it is no r

. necessary to remove the
arm from the shoulder makes it very quick. 2. No; such mixtures
are not satisfactory. 3. No; better to shoot a homogeneous
powder.
F. P., Saugerties.—Will you be kind enough to give me some

information as to where I can procure a quantity of wild rice
from a reliable dealer, when and how to plant it, and cost per
bushel? What would be the probable chances of successful
growth in the bays along the Hudson River at this point and in
small lakes here? Will it grow in sluggish, dirty streams, and if

so, does it tend to improve the quality of those waters? Will it

drive out other aquatic vegetation? Ans. It W'U ne suDplied by
Chas. Gilchrist, Port Hope, Ont., or Richard Valentine, Janes-
ville. Wis. Cost, $2 per busnel. Sow it in the late fall; so ik over
night and scatter broadcast in shallow water. It should do well
in the Hudson, as it has in the Connecticut. It will grow in slug-
gish streams and in lakes, and in some places, notably in a Long
Island stream, it has not only overcome other vegetation, but
choked the stream channel as well.

Beecham's Pills cure sick headache.—Adv.

HUMPHREYS'
YETERINABY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTHY.

500Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

otJEES 5 Fevers. Congestions, Inflammation,
* §Pinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.

B.B.—tetrains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C.C—Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.—Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
f.I.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K—Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Witch Hazel Oil and Medicator, $7.0O
Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.

Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., H. Y.

PESIG3!, 81.00.

TTOR fcALE AT THIS OHTPICT5.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

ABBEY & IMBBIE,
No. 18 VE8EY STREET, NEW YORK.

WINCHESTER
FELT GUN WADS.

THE BEST.
White Pelt Wads, 3-8 inch Thick, Equal to the Best Imported Bag Wads,

Ask ITour JO^sal^r Fox* Tliem.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,

Send for 76-Page Illustrated Catalogue. IVTE^W HAVEN, OOKTKT.
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The Celebrated Smith £ Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beau:y of Finish, Durability and Accuracy

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvements—Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived

by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the

genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH & WESSON,
THE AMERICAN SHOOTINB ASSOCIATION'S Limited

Second Tournament at Beacon Park, Boston, Mass,, Aug. 13, 14 and 15.
Sls700 IUBT OUARAMTEIED

Grand team shoot, West vs. Fast. Western team: Ed. Taylor, Capt.; Al Bandle, J. R. Htice, C. W. Budd,
Hollo O. Heikes. Eastern team: H. McMurchy, Capt.; H. W. images, O. K. Bick^y, W. E. Ferry, H. B. Whitney.

All shooters must qualify by filling out classification blanks and sendiog them to New York office, receiving a card io return. As over two hundred shooters have signified their
intention to be present, thirty traps will be used. Programmes and classification blanks mailed on application. Address

J. M. TAYLOR, Manager, Room 184, Stewart Building, New York City.

NOTICE TO FISHERMEN. CUT PRICES.
HERE I AM AGAIN AS USUAL, CUTTING THE PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE. IT "V\ ILL PAT YOU

TO BUY YOUR TACKLE IN BROOKLYN.
PRICE. PRICE
$2.75 For Split Bamboa Salt-Water Bass Rod, 6 strip, 2 joints, 8ft., 20oz., Solid Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Double Guides, Silk Wound Black Beaded Handle $2 75
3.32 For Split Bamboo Black Ba=s Rod, 8Jft., 3 joints, 10 or lioz., Solid Reel Seat, Mckel Trimmings, Raised Tie G-uides, Extra Tip, Silk Wound, Wood Form 3.32
3.32 For Trout or Black Hass Fly Rod, same finish as above, lOJft., 7 to 9 >z., complete in wood form 3.32
.90 For Ash and Lancewooo Weakfish or Striped Bass Rod, Hollow Butt, Extra Tip, Swelled Ferrules .90

1.50 For Pine No. 0 Brass Multiplying Reel, Balance Handle, Screw Qil Cup, i.olds 600ft. 18-thread Linen Line, diameter 3iin. Also Nos. 6, 1, 2, 3, same price." ' See catalogue. . . . . . . . 1.5)
3.75 For Hard Rubber anri Nickel Multiplying Reel, with Drag, Raised Pillars, hoins 600ft. 15-thread Linen Lhe 3.75
Hooks. Down go the prices. My best, quality all kinds si elled on single gut, lOcts. per doz. ; double, 15cts.

; treble, 20cts! ; in j doz. packages. Leaders:
'

Treble gut"Weakfish and Striped
Bass Leaders, three length, 5cts. ; four length, 7cs. , five length, 9cts. ; all best quality. Reel Lines on Blocks of 30uf't., 9 thread, 38c\;s. ; 12 thread, 43cts. ; 15 thread, 4bcts. ; 18 thread,
53cts, 300lt. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Blocks, 41cts. Broken lots of Hooks from best manufacture, all kinds and sizes, 2ccs. per dozen. SEiND POR CATALOGUE.

Open Evenings. J. F. MARKERS. 5 1 , 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn. N. Y,

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN,
MA.NUFAGTUBBRS OF

Slxootlz^ and msl^Ing* Smlts
CLOTHING FOR

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, LUMRERMEN, ONERS, ETC.
Write for our new combined Catalogue with samples of Imported

>ti==^ Corduroys, Moleskin, Mackintosh, Canvas and Flannels.v=0
SEE Oi NEW SHADES IF ENGLISH CORDUROY- Address XJP- A MC. ? Valparaiso, Indiana,

For a DISORDERED LIVER

Try BEECHAM'S PILLS.

25cts. a Box.
OF Alili DRUGGISTS.

The Still-Hunter,
—BY—

T. S. VAN DYKE.
PBIOE. P08TPAID. $2.00.

oi Bale by tbe Fereefi sad g&e&m Psfe, o&

We have fer sale an elegant steeJ engraving of tne celebrated
pointer Sensation. Size of plate, 14x30; 8i«e ol asiieet. 82x28.
Price, gl

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. T.
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SPORTS1VLAJST'S

Camping or Fishing Tent
or * . KINDS, SHAPES AND SIZES,

TBCfittul? «.ijt> BaUlo 0< moai. ap^fovs- it;? it

AJso awnings for store fronts. <*dr<dow». yacbt ooat
etc. N-w style of Ganoe ^ents made at low figure
Flags. Bursrees and coders of all kinds. Oaso
Stoves, Camp Hhalrs, Racking Rottoros. Kammoce
all irinds of Fancy Tents, and to tact anything ntac
from canvas when an intelligent description 1? sfive
of what may be aoodsd. Wr beaw-Jfui'ly flVi. ra*3
c r nlar sow ~Q&iiv. Rasd clams f<.r p^c- S»«-. A
d-ess «l. Hlf,iffnraww4T 60 South •=*.. N. f (it--

GLOUCESTER, MA88.
Manufacture to order Tachts, Eowboats, Yawl.
Excelsior Life Boats and Seine Boats. Two meda
awarded at the London Exhibition »,000 v>o«-

built the last thirteen vears.

A. W'LSON,
No. 416 ATLANTIC AVE . BOS'j OV, MASS.

Vach< S^ila and Kln.es a *pecl*»ity.

SHALL YACHTS
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by tb

Baling Tvpes of Modern Practice With
Numerous Plates and Illustrations.

—BY—
O. P. KCNHAEDT.

Cloth, 370 pages of tyne and illustrations, and i

mates. Size of page. U^xlHi. Price $7.00.

FOR SALE BY THE

tTORWHT *J*P MTRTCAM cnRT.tSTTTVO nr>

BOAT

Fourth edition, 364 pages 52 plates. Price $2

I ores! and Stream Publishing Ct

Nbts Yobs N. Y.

) nwnON: KAVlEf * <«>.. 1 P"'nrh l,»u«.

MOILER'8 w"e?Kn

FOB
General

Debility,
Scrofula,
Rheumatism

or Consumption,
is superior to anym de-

licacy of taste and smell,

medicinal virtues and purity.

London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it the

purest and bent. Sold by Druggists.

PUREST

DODGE'S PATENT
Collap ing, Folding, Landing and

Minnow Nei Frame.

W. Baker & Co/s

Gocoa
Is Absolutely Pure,

and It is Soluble.

To increase the solubility of the powdered cocoa, vari-

ous expedients are employed, most of them being based

upon the action of some alkali, potash, soda or even am-
monia. Cocoa which has been prepared by one of these

chemical processes, can usually be recognized at once by
the distinct alkaline reaction of the infusion in water.

W. Baker & Co.'s Breakfast Gocoa
is manufactured from the first stage to the last by per-

fect mechanical processes, no chemical being
used in its preparation. By one of the most
ingenious of these mechanical processes the greatest de-

gree of fineness is secured without the sacrifice of the

attractive and beautiful red color which is characteristic

of an absolutely pure and natural cocoa.

W. Baker & Go., Dorchester, Mass.

LOG ca:
AND

HOW TO BUILT3 THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of huilding V-g cabins from the s m-
plest d g kennel t j highly artistic dwellings.

EvPiyo'>e g"ing into the woods and designing

to construct his shelter with the materials at

hand, should ps cc ie "Log Cab ns," for in h>

pages lie will find a varietv of design-, simple

and ormte, adapted to temporary she'ter or

to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in ev>ry matter of

detail. Sent, post free, I r #1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLLSHLNG CO
,

•SIS Broadway, New York.

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
Tne only target having the patent

NED EDGE,

2,000 shots out of each 1 000 targe fs on aecunf
of ncn-hre-,ka,?e m shipping, trapping <md fall-

s' g upon ground. The o>ly target made with
the Intubned Edge producing the sur- st br- ak-
•=>r when hit. and rur-s* nou breaker when nol
l
iit. our traps a-e S"ld for the sole purpose of
-h nli g our '» rff- t*

ttlLI ON THE DOG.
THE 8TANDABD WORK ON THEIB

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES
Pr1ra a*. 00.

FOREST ANT) HTREAW TTTBLT8H1NG 00.
318 Broadway, New York,

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity ofGhMl EJlKX', tlGAKtlTiaf

No. 1 repre-ents the frame uufolde t an 1 expanded,
ready for use. Can be unfolded and expanded with the
net on the ring (ir &i seconds) by the same motion that
is used to opea a»' uni>*elia. The ring is I2in. in rtiame-
te-, made of steal, woa«t and strong where it joins the
staff, and m rrow a-ni light at the outer si e. The other
working pares are made of bnss, nickel plated. Nog. 2
and S r present the frame colla) se I and folden, staff un-
jointed ready to park. Can I e carried in tackle box,
trout, basket, grip sack or pocket.

rKlt'S VOM I* I.KTE, 81 00.

i. 1 tmt 278 Division St.. Detroit. Mich

Manufactured only by
X3Li3xrrxr:E3'sr bbos.

(KINNEY TOBAGO: > CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old R. liable

SWEET CAPORAL.

SPORTSMEN SMOKERS
SHOULD ALL SMOKE OUR CELEBRATED

Hand-Made Havana Cigars.
MADE IN TWO STYLES AND SIZES.

L0NBRES PERFEGT0, 5in 1 ng ® S7 00 per 100
CO CHAS ESPEC ALS, 4Min. @ 6 00 "

The favorite cigar of Rod and Gun Clubs generally.
These cigar- are made of the choicest tobaccos grown,
and selected with the greatest care. They cannot fail
to suit the taste of all lovers of the fragrant weed. Each
cigar has the brand impressed on it, and every box has
a label, fae-simile of the title of the popular journal,
and our firm's signature, without which none are genu-
ine. We-are the only authorized manufacturers of the
above brand, and to insure the smoker of the genuine
we would ask you to send us your orders direct. We
will deliver, free of express charges, either size, on re-
ceipt of price.

A. W FOOTE a CO., SoIb Manufacturers,

125 Maiden Lane. New York.

Their Pathology, Diagnosis and Treatment. To
which is added a complete dictionary of
eyuine materia medica. By Hugh DAiiZTEL

A very complete, concise and intelligible trea-
tise, eonvenienrly arranged. Every horse ownei
thouid have such a book. Papei, 103 pages. 75<„

FOREST AND STREAM PUBL1SHINO CO..
•W frdhrfwuT Vow Vn-rV

WANTED.—TWO YOUNG FELLOWS TO
make up a par'y of fnu-, to spe^ d two

weeks in th'j Adir ndac ks: de»r >< ud trout; start
S« pfc U rxpthses less than f3-> each. Address
MATHIAS OOMRKS, Amsterdam. N. Y. It

TROUT STREAM.
For Sale—1000 ar-res of If nd within four miles

of the city of Oheboygau, Micb., on which there
is five miles of the bes' sti.-Ked trout stream in
Michigan; batcning hou e. two dwelling--, i-e
house, barn, stables, etc.. which cost over $3000,
and forty acres of eleared land, all for $10,000;
$S000 in cash, balance in five or eight, years at 7
per cent. Ill iieai'h is the ownei 's '>nlv reason
for selling. Apply to WM. ELLIOT, Box 204,
Cheboygan, Mich. maj16,3mo

FOR SALE.—ONE FINE REMINGTON
match rihV, .32 40, one Smith & Wes on .32-

cal. '.fErget revolver, new, one Srevens bicyde
rifle, .22-nal., 'Oin. barrel The-e arm^ aregua'-
anteed accui ate, in first-class condition, and will
be so d ery low. Address L S. WEAVER. 212
East German st., Rallimore, Md. It

Chester White, Berijsiiire
antl, Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foxhounds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,
bred and for sale by W.

GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
Send stamp for circular and price list.

LIVE WHITE HARES {Lejms Ajnencanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish
tnd Game Commissioner. J. ft. RICH, Bethel,
Me. declft.tf

LIVE QUAIL. SEASON CLOSED. Re-open
Sept. 1. Send orders early. Other special-

ties, live deer and Knglish pheasants. Also Eng-
lish pnrtride° and pheasant egys.

E. B. WOOl iWAR! >. Commission Merchant,
174 Chambers street. New York.

V\7IH» KIOE. —THE OREATT ST WTLD-
» * fowl f od. Send your orders l ow fcr fresh

seed. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wii. aul.tf

P. O. Box 4I00, Chicopee Falls, Mass.
Send for our large 52-page Illustrated Catalogue.

Co.

MANCi-ACTTTRERS OF THE

STEVENS PATENT
Breech-Loadinff, Sporting ai Hunter's Pet Riles,

Single aal DohWb Shot Gnns, Pocket Rifles.

Che Best 8corea on Record iu America, from 10 to 50 yards, have been
made with the Stevens Pistol.

STEVE STSi TARGET PISTOjL.
Known throuehout the world as po«pess>n? unsurpassed accuraey, perfect of

•orra and finish. Th* professional shots ill unhesitatingly select the Stevens Pistols
n p -rform the most diffh uif teats of mHrksmaush'p.

DO NOT DISPOSE OF YOUR

American Clay Bird Traps,
As we are now prepared to furnish the

CHAMPION CLAY BIRD,
Which is far superior to the old American bird, and can be thrown from the same trap.

$9 PZR IHOUSiND. FOR SALE BY AIL DEAL'.RS.

HANDLE ARMS CO.,

you write
for our Citalos'ie containing "Hints on Trap
B'joo i"£," by ''Mallard"—How to Form a Gun
Club, C .n-titutiou and B-Laws, R ilea for Shoot-

ing, etc., etc., which we mail free?

THE STANDARD TARGET CO.,
Clovolanci. Obio.

PREMIERE QUAEITE,
Our Ne~w Cigarette.

As the resu't of long lahor an-l careful study we have this superb
Cigarette to offer. Ie ennnot be suroas«ed in purity or excellence; and
is a novelty, unique, chaste and dainty. Ic is from, the hlghtsst cost
Virginia and North Carolina leaf.

The finest Smoking* Mixtures •»» « i/|un||| o nn
are of our Manufacture. Win. a. S\I|V|DALL fir bU.,

Fifteen Finrt Prize Medata. BOCBJfiS'WSK, K. Y.
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PUT THE DOG IN CONDITION.

rpHE hunting season will soon be here, and the sports-

man should see to it that the companion, upon

whom he depends for so much of his pleasure while en-

joying his outing, is in suitable condition to perform his

part in a satisfactory manner. Nothing is more dis-

heartening and disgusting in shooting than to see one's

dog quit after an hour or two of work, fagged out and

done for. A long hunt with little or nothing to show for

it may yet have compensations if man and dog have

worked together sturdily and faithfully, each doing his

part. But there is no bright gleam amid the gloom

when before fairly warming up to the day's work, one's

pointer or setter gives out from simple inability to go on.

And it is all the worse when the shooter knows that his

own negligence is to be charged with the dog's lack of

condition. The poor animal that lies panting at your

feet, or with drooping head and stern slowly drags him-

self along at heel, you well know would go if he could;

and when you reflect that he would hunt if he had only

been properly treated, you resolve that the next time you

will attend to the matter and see that he has the neces-

sary preparation, forgetting that the same thing hap-

pened last year, and that this same resolve was then

made.

It is comparatively an easy matter to put a dog in

proper condition for work if he is in good health. Get

out of bed at break of day, whistle up your companion

and take a tramp with him through the fields

or on the road. A mile out and back will perhaps be

sufficient the first day, the distance to be gradually in-

creased as your judgment dictates, until you can easily

do at least five times the distance. A couple of weeks of

this work, with proper attention to diet, will bring out

both dog and man in better condition for opening day

than would be believed by those who have not under-

taken such a preparatory course.

Many a good field dog has been put down for a "quit-

ter," when the owner was much more to be blamed than

the dog. It not infrequently happens that the sportsman

who joys in the possession of a bench winner, and fondly

dreams that he has a canine paragon, takes the poor

brute into the field and puts him through a half day's

hunting, which should be pleasure, but is actually hard

punishment: and all because not the first thing has been

done to condition the animal for the field. One encoun-

ters scores of sportsmen who are ready to decry bench

shows, and to pooh pooh bench show form and bench win-

nings, because they have known some famous bench

winner to be "all beat out" by a homely, ungainly dog

that would be hooted off the bench; and this simply be-

cause the bench show dog's master has foolishly been

content wdth his prize records, and has paid no attention

to conditioning his dog for field work. The biggest pile

of bench winnings ever accumulated could not make a

pointer nor a setter a stayer in the stubble, but there is

no reason under heaven why the bench winner, if prop-

erly cared for, should not be a field winner also.

BITS OF TALK.

IX.—FIRST LESSONS.

" TT E was the first one I ever saw shoot on the wing,

.and over a dog," said the Famous Shot, "and he gave

me a cue that day to the best sport in the world. I have

often thought that I owed that man some acknowledg-

ment, but, as a matter of course, he was my instructor

only by the purest chance; he was out after a bag of

birds, and a pile of fun: and never dreamed that the

country boy perched on the top rail of that old Virginia

fence was taking it all in as a new and joyous revelation

of what partridges, as we called them, were made for. I

have tried to hunt him up, but he must have been dead

for years; he was white-haired then, and that was twenty-

five years ago."
" One does feel a peculiar gratitude toward the shooter

who initiated him into the mysteries of the craft or the

angler who first showed him the knack of throwing a

fly," said the Fisherman, " they are our fathers in sports-

manship, and for all you know you yourself may even

now be an object of such tender regard on the part of

some urchin to whom you have ' all unbeknownst ' taught

the art."

"I took my first lesson," said the Major, "from that

rare sportsman, Ethan Allin, whose death was recorded

in Forest and Stream only a week or two ago. One

day when I was out, I came across Ethan. He was

shooting with an old dog and a puppy, which he was

putting through a course of sprouts. I don't remember

whether he asked me to go along with him or not, but I

joined him anyway, for youngsters don't always wait to

be asked: and by and by the old dog came to a point.

Ethan sent me in to flush the bird. I could go right to

the spot now with my^eyes shut, though it happened

forty years ago."

"Your photographic memory is as good as an amateur

camera for reproducing field scenes," put in the Fisher-

man.
"At any rate it's worth more to me than a thousand

cameras. Wtll, I flushed the bird, which flew from me
out of the cover into the open across Ethan's left. He
deliberately raised his gun and dropped her, slick and

clean. I started for the bird, 'broke shot' so to speak, for

according to all the light I had had up to that time the

approved thing was to get to the game as soon after the

charge of shot had got there as was possible: I had never

heard of a dog retrieving. "With a yell, 'Hi, hi, there !'

and frantic gesticulations Ethan held me back, and sent

the puppy in to point the bird, and then the old dog to

show the young one how to retrieve it according to Gunter.

When I saw Ethan drop his bird so easily and calmly, I

said to myself, 'If he can shoot partridges flying I reckon

I can do it too, and I will.' I went home that night,

cleaned out my old flintlock, and went down to the store

for a quarter of a pound of powder and a pound of shot,

the regulation allowance in those days. I had No. 8 shot

this time, for Ethan had told me that the BBs I had been

using were not the right sort for birds. The next morn-

ing early I whistled up my yellow and white rabbit dog

Carlo."

"The one you tell the tears-and-sobs story about?"

"Yes, the same cur. We started out for glory or the

grave. I posted myself at a rock ledge, near a ravine,

where I knew well enough there were sure to be

pa'tridges, and I had studied them enough to know that

when they broke cover they would fly my way. Then I

ordered the dog to go in, he had been through it many'a
time before for rabbits; and I clutched the old gun and
waited. It was not long before sure enough a cock

grouse came out of the brush and made directly toward

me. I waited as long as I could, then banged away, and

the bird tumbled down as dead as a stone. That was the

first bird I ever aimed at flying and I could not do better

to-day. 'There,' said 1, 'I knew I could do it. It's easy

enough to kill pa'tridges flying.' Before I could load up
four or five more birds had gone out, all good easy shots,

which I confidently reasoned would have been mine had
I been ready for them. I went on, and when the next

grouse came in range it did its part beautifully, and I

went through the motions too, but at the shot it did not

stop, but sailed right on, only a bit faster. At this I

was simply dumbfounded; and in'my astonishment I for-

got all about loading, and the rest of the birds got away
without a shot.

"I tried another one, and a fourth; and kept it up until

powder and shot were gone, but not another bird was

added to the victim of my first lucky shot. The next

day I took another quarter-pound of powder and pound

of shot and set out for some more of it. That ammuni-
tion was all fired out of the flintlock before night; but

there were just as many pa'tridges flying around alive

and well in that part of the country at night as there had

been in the morning. My blazing at them was a per-

fectly healthy and invigorating course of treatment for

the grouse tribe. Before the last charge had been fired,

I came to the conclusion that it was not, after all, so

beautifully simple to kill pa'tridges on the wing; and I

decided, too, that a flintlock gun could not get there; it

took up too much time in getting started, and the shot

could not catch the bird. So I resolved to have the arm
converted into a percussion lock.

"The next morning I took the gun and a dollar, and

walked seven miles to the shop of Graves the gunsmith.

'Could he alter the gun?' 'Yes.' 'What would it cost?'

'A dollar and a quarter.' My jaw dropped. A dollar

was big in those days, and it was just the size of my pile.

Graves was a man of feeling, he recognized the disap-

pointment of the small boy with the big gun, and he

bargained to fix over the lock for the dollar and two

pa'tridges to be delivered at some future time. Joy

reigned again; but there was another damper when
Graves told me to come back in three days for the gun.

Again my jaw dropped; there were pa'tridges to be shot,

I must shoot them, and I did not see how I should ever

wait three days before trying it again. But this time

again fortune favored the boy with the gun. A man who
was in the shop said to Graves, with a laugh, 'Let my job

wait, and fix the boy's gun; I can wait; he can't.' And
Graves took hold of it. I watched every motion, every

movement of hammer and file; and by night I was home

again, with a percussion gun, another supply of powder

and shot, and a box of G. D. caps. I left my dog home in

the morning, for I had come to the conclusion that I

could do better without him. To make a long story short,

before the end of the season, by sticking to business

pretty close, I could kill about one out of every three

grouse flushed: and if you think I cannot shoot on the

wing now, come up next month, and I'll open your eyes.

But what I started out to say was that I have always had

a kindly feeling toward the man Avho first showed me
that the thing could be done."

The terrible drouth which has prevaled in the Park

this summer has resulted in an unusual number of forest

fires, but by his energy and promptness Captain Boutelle,

the Superintendent of the Park, has succeeded in subduing

or limiting them in every case except one. This fire,

which is still raging between Yellowstone and Shoshone

Lakes, was not discovered until it had been burning for

some days and was entirely beyond man's control. Only

a rain storm can put it out.

A wise game law reflects the intelligence of a com-

munity; a foolish one its want of sense. The North

Carolina law protected deer from the first of January to

August fifteenth. It having been repealed, with respect

to that portion of the State lying east of the Wilmington

and Weldon Railroad, any one who is mean enough to do

such a thing can now kill deer at any season, even in the

Florida style of butchering does heavy with fawn.

The index to Volume XXXII. is contained in this issue.
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SHOOTING ON MOUNT OLYMPUS.-1I.
(Gmtinued from Page .:!.)

I LAY awake a while meditating on my fortunate shot
and on the prospects of bringing bruin to final ac-

count in the morning, but soon a black pall clouded my
vision, and weary with the day's march I slept the sleep
of the just. I had taken only a short nap, at least so it

seemed to me, when I felt the chill night air creeping
into my bones, and rousing myself to wrap the covering
closer around me, I caught the sound of voices with the
morning freshness about them, and springing up in bed I
saw the first faint roseate hues of dawn in the eastern
sky through the open portals of the serai. The voices
were on the other side of the yard, and going to the door
I saw that Timayanes was already astir and kindling a
fire on the outdoor hearth. Half a dozen powerful dogs,
apparently half-bred greyhounds, contrasting strongly
with the street dogs of the East, were prowling about the
yard, and one of them sighting me, set up a deep bay.
He was promptly called to order by Ahmed Khan, who
was one of the speakers I had beard, and at that moment
the arrival of another party with half a dozen dogs, di-
verted attention of iner and dogs alike from me.
The business of the toilet did not occupy me more than

ten minutes, but in that short interval day had broken,
and a perfect Babel of voices in salutation or conversa-
tion, mingled with the occasional growling of dogs and
the reproofs of their keepers. Alvmed Khan presented
me to the assembled village head men, and this ceremony
performed, every one sat clown to a hasty meal, which
consisted principally of bread and dates and sparkling
spring water., but Timayanes, knowing my weakness,
had prepared a savory omelette for me. This was soon
disposed of, and long before the sun had risen above the
horizon, the order of procedure bad been decided on,
although not without some excited discussion, and by
means of Timayanes I understood that I was to take up
my first position about 500 yards down the southern slope
of the mountain, and that the beaters would drive the
game toward me, or rather toward a line of marksmen of
whom I would be one.
They had certainly allotted me a promising 6pot. It

was on a spur of the mountain forming a sharp bend in
the bubbling brook which washed its base. There was a
huge granite boulder near the point of the spur, and right
in front of it a large cedar tree, which apparently had
prevented its rolling into the brook. Behind me the
mountain rose several hundred feet, densely covered with
dark cedar and fir trees on ridge and slopes, while in
front of me, across the stream, was a considerable fringe
of open grass, and. between it and the forest on the op-
posite slope was a clearing nearly a hundred yards wide,
on which the wild box nad recently been cut out for
market, and as I learned afterward the exploitation of
this timber for engraving purposes is the principal source
of livelihood of these mountain villagers. There were
two or three marksmen between me and the village, but
not in a direct line nor in sight, and as soon as I was left
to myself I lighted my pipe, knowing that it must be at
least a quarter of an hour before the beating would begin,
and as I puffed leisurely away, with, my Winchester and
the smoothbore loaded with ball at hand, the first wel-
come but distant bay of one of the hounds broke on my
ear. Now another and another took up the strain, and
grasping my Winchester I stood against the cedar in
eager expectation.
At first the sounds drew nearer and nearer, but very

soon it was evident that the dogs were not coming my
way, and laying down the weapon I sought a more" easy
posture.
As I seated myself commanding a view of the stream

downward for a hundred yards or so before it was lost in
a bend of the hill, there stood facing and watching me a
large buck deer with a grand pair of branching horns.
He was on my side of the brook, about sixty yards from
me, and had evidently come down to drink without ob-
serving me, and as I was to leeward of him he could not
have scented my tobacco.
He must have raised his head from the water at the

sound of my changing posture, for, as I looked, the water
dripped from his mouth. We eyed each other for an in-
stant, then my hand stole round toward my smoothbore,
but ere I could, grasp it there was a wild plunge through
the forest, and springing to my feet I brought the gun
round to bear in the direction of the sound, but the deer
was gone. Those who have been there can imagine how
fit I was to kick myself.
Soon the baying of the hounds was beard again, and,

although at a great distance, it appeared evident that
they were coming in my direction. I heard a shot which
sounded at least half a mile off, and a minute later a
second somewhat nearer. The game was evidently being-
beaten up along the line.

Standing motionless against the cedars, the smooth-
bore grasped in both hands. I stood prepared for action
when the opportunity arrived, but, impelled by some in-
stinct, I turned my eye across the brook to the left, and
there, just emerged from the forest, and listening to the
distant baying of the hounds, stood a grizzly wolf. Oh,
that I had the Winchester in my hand, or that I could
exchange without attracting his notice!

At that moment there was another shot; the dogs
bayed in chorus evidently nearing us, and while this was
in progress I noiselessly changed weapons, and drew a
bead upon the wolf. At that instant he sighted me, but
before he could move I had him between my sights, and
drawing trigger, I saw him drop on his haunches, and
heard the angry yelp telling that the ball had struck
home.
From the moment the last shot had been fired down

the line, the baying of the dogs announced that they
were closing in on their wounded quarry, which I con-
cluded was a bear or a boar, but which afterward proved
to be an old wolf. Another shot was fired, which ap-
peared to have given the quarry his quietus, for the bay-
ing of the dogs ceased, and distant voices were heard
distinctly.

Presently from the opposite forest came the low sharp
yelp of a dog on trail, and at the same moment a pair of
pheasants, started by the dogs, came flying toward me,
and I heard, but did not see them, alight in a tree im-
mediately behind me.

The pack took up the cry and the dogs were soon
giving tongue in lively chorus: a shot rang out some
200yds. below me, and 'still the dogs came yelping on.
Presently a black object came out of the forest and
plunged into the grass on the other side of the creek,
making almost straight for me.
The dogs came baying on some 50yds. behind, and as

the quarry approached I made him out to be a boar, and
seeing that he would certainly pass me at close quarters
I noiselessly exchanged my Winchester for the smooth-
bore. By this time he was about 80yds. from me and
shaping to cross right in front of me, aud being sure of
my shot, even if he now should swerve, I stood motion-
less, letting him pass me at about 30yds., when I pulled
trigger, and the ball going clean through both shoulders
he fell heavily forward and the dogs were soon in upon
bim.
The first beat was over. The whole party of hunts-

men and beaters were advancing on the scene of my last
exploit. The dogs were driven off the now dead boar
and my nearest neighbor claimed the quarry, or rather
the score, on the plea of first hit, which he made good,
his ball having lodged in the boar's haunch; the quarry
itself was not much in demand among Mussulmen for
their own pot, and Timayanes, who soon arrived upon the
scene, looked perhaps more regretfully upon the sturdy
hams than I, but he had been too well brought up and I
too well instructed for either of us to claim a portion of
the unhallowed food. The wolf skin was mine by indis-
putable law of the chase, and as the whole parly came
together it transpired that another wolf, a two-year-old
buck deer, a doe and the boar constituted the bag of the
first beat.

The sun was now more than an hour high, and no time
was lost in arranging the second beat, which was a fur-
ther advance on the previous lines. Beaters and dogs
were detached to take up their positions along the line,

and the marksmen started to cross the beat. My own
course was round the base of the hill on a spur of which
I had been stationed. 1 crossed the brook in front of me,
and again, at 200yds. distant, and plodded westward
through the forest for more than a mile, uphill and
down, crossing three ravines and taking up my position
on the slope, about a hundred yards above the bed of a
ravine through which a tiuy stream trickled. The tim-
ber was open, consisting of oak and box and chestnut and
some other trees with which I was unacquainted.
Seated on a ledge of rock I commanded a good view of

the slope below me, and of that across the ravine,*and
lighting my pipe I began to amuse myself judging dis-
tances, but had scarcely entered on the task before the
distant hum of voices informed me that the beating had
commenced.

Presently a doe and fawn came trotting up across the
ravine, and paused to listen just opposite to me. I drew
a bead on the dam with my Winchester, but not with any
intention of firing, and while so engaged a whiff of my
pipe must have reached her, for starting suddenly, she
wheeled around, caught sight of me and plunged up
the ravine, followed by her fawn. A few minutes later a
hare came climbing up the slope and had reached within
5yds. of me before she wheeled suddenly and plunged
down the slope. Again a fox ran along the slope toward
me and when about 50yds. off, turned round to listen,
offering a fine broadside shot. I was unwilling to fire

lest I should disturb bigger game, and the next moment
he turned, sighted me, vanished behind a tree, and I saw
him no more.

The dogs now began to give tongue, and very soon the
whole pack was heard in full cry all along the line. A
stag came plunging over the crest of the opposite hill

and paused to listen, tm ning almost broadside on to me.
He was about 250^ ds. off , as nearly as I could judge, and
resting my elbow on my knee, 1 prepai-ed for a steady
shot. Before I could get him into line he wheeled toward
me and trotted down the hill. This was bringing him
nearer, and I reserved my fire until he reached the bed
of the ravine, where for a moment I lost sight of him.
He soon reappeared, going up the slope at about 150yds.

distant, and increasing his distance at every stride,"but
as I brought my Winchester lo bear he glided partly be-
hind a tree. My finger was already on the trigger, the
shot rung out, and I heard the beast galloping away, and
caught transient glimpses of him between the trees, but
could not get another sight of him that gave any chance
for a shot.

All this time the dogs were coming on in full chorus,
and now shots were heard in rapid succession along the
line. A wild sow and litter of eight or ten young ones
crossed my station at about 70 or 80yds., grunting as they
went, and I raised my gun to fire, but at that moment
the yelp of an injured dog convinced me that there was
nobler quarry afoot, and I reserved my lire, giving all

my attention to the baying of the dogs which were held
at bay by some animal about 200yds. to my right.
A shot rang out from the nearest station below me,

and the quarry now made straight for me, the dogs clos-
ing in and making life miserable for him at every step.
At length he came into view, a big brown bear, close
pressed by the dogs, aud seeing that progress was slow
and that the villager of the nearest station, having re-
loaded, was hastening to take part in the fray, I felt like
having a hand in too, and r.iade good time getting over
the intervening space. As I came up the turbaned son
of the Prophet gave the bear a shot at close quarters,
and while he was reloading I endeavored to improve
upon his performance, but the way the dogs were dancing-
round bim and getting on behind made it difficult. I got
my opportunity at length, striking him in the neck and
bringing him down, which was the signal for half a
dozen dogs to close in and seize him at once, but rolling
over he got one of the dogs under him, and was just get-
ting a grip on his hindquarters when the villager and I
both took him in the h* ad at close quarters, and settled
him, the dog escaping unhurt. The hunters and beaters
soon assembled as at the close of the previous beat, and
after a very wordy discussion I learned that there were
two claimants for the bear's skin, both of whom had fired
before we who gave him his quietus came on the scene,
and I participated keenly in the investigation, hoping,
as was suggested by Ahmed Kahn, that it would prove to
be my bear of the previous evening. We found no indi-
cations, however.

Besides the bear, two wolves, a buck, three does and a
fox had been shot by the villagers, and Timayanes com-
ing on the scene I was asked what I had fired at. I re-
ported the wolf and buck, and all hands starting to in-

vestigate, I pointed out the spot as nearly as I could
recollect where the buck stood when I fired. One of the
marksmen sighted the track of my bullet through the
outer bark of the tree the deer had passed behind; in an-
other moment the dogs were following on the deer's
tracks, and to my surprise and delight came upon him
dead about 120 yards from where the ball ha<i struck
him. The Mussulmen were not as happy when they
found that he was already dead, but an old beater cut
his throat and murmured a prayer over him that made
the fle^h good enough for the less scrupulous of the vil-

lagers.

Returning to the spot where the ball grazed the tree
they stopped, pointed out my station, aud evidently dis-
cussed the distance, which appeared to sustain my repu-
tation in their estimation.
Although the sun was now high in the heavens, it was

decided to have another beat before noon. Some of the
beaters were detailed to gather up the game and carry it

to camp, with instructions where to find us for the mid-
day siesta.

The next drive was a great success; it covered a great
deal of ground and occupied until high noon. Another
bear was killed, together with five wolves, three boars, or
rather two boars and a sow, three deer, two of which
were females, the other a young stag, and a hare. My
own share of this bag was two wolves and a hare, all of
which fell to my Winchester.
This over we collected by the bank of a stream under

the shade of a clump of three grand old oaks, and partook
of a light meal, followed by a siesta for me and the head-
men. Meanwhile some of the beaters were collecting the
game, one of the pigs being allotted to the dogs, which
soon disposed of him.

It was well on toward 3 o'clock before all had re-
assembled, and by the time they had eaten and rested it

w as nearly 4 o'clock ; but it was only intended to have
one more beat, and this being backward and nearly par-
allel to the ground beaten in the morning, was designed
to bring us out above the village.

The marksmen having had their direction and goals in-
dicated, it was explained to me that as soon as the Jogs
and beaters should be spread out in line the drive would
commence, and that the marksmen would walk steadily
on keeping their eyes open all around them, and not take
up position unless some animal should come in sight, or
the hounds come baying in that direction.
Timayanes accompanied me, and our course lay up a

steep gully, at the head of which we had to pursue a zig-
zag course to climb to the crest of the hill Long before
we reached it we heard the distant baying of the dogs,
far away below and to our left, but we pressed steadily
on, sighting nothing but the solitary marksman about
200yds. distant on our left, by whom I endeavored to
regulate our course. We paused a while on the brow of
the hill, and while resting heard a shot far away on our
left, but as all was again silent we pursued our course
around the near brow of thejnountain.
We must have walked at least two miles without see-

ing any thing, when a shot rang out to our left over the
crest of the hill and we paused to listen. All was still

around us and we had just started, afresh, when I heard
some animal plunging through the forest above us and
had scarcely brought my Winchester into position before
a buck burst upon me through some undergrowth at a bout
20yds. distance. I fired as he caught sight of me and
swerved, got in a second shot at his haunch as he gal-
loped back the way 1 had come, and a third, a good
broadside, as he reached the crest of the hill again at
about 100yds. off.

Tbis last shot hit him, I knew, for I heard the unmis-
takable thud of a ball striking living tiesh, but before I

could cross the crest of the hill I heard another shot, fol-

lowed shortly by the shouting of my neighbor, who had
dropped the wounded animal, and was now standing
over him with his long knife dropping blood.
My ball had struck the beast behind the shoulder,

rather too high to be immediately fatal, and after a care-
ful examination it was evident that the villager's first

shot had been a miss and that the buck was mine, or at
least the kudos, and the extra portion allotted to first shot.
We sat down to rest here and I lighted my pipe, and

very shortly we heard the baying of dogs again. The
sounds grew nearer, and presently it was evident that the
whole pack was coming our way.
Nearer and nearer came the music; Timayanes con-

cealed himself, and the villager and I took up positions
at about 100yds. apart, straining our eyes to get the first

glimpse of the hunted quarry.
Now, along with the baying of the dogs, we heard the

rush of what appeared to be a whole troop of wild
animals tearing through the underbrush and scattering
the stones with their hoofs.
The course was up the ravine we had ourselves climbed,

but from the head of the ravine it swerved to our rear,
and as they mounted the hill we obtained glimpses of a
sounder of wild boar with the hounds in close pursuit.
They were too far off and showed too indistinctly for a
shot, but soon we heard music, which announced that
the foremost dogliad seized the hindmost boar, and that
he held on to him until the pack closed in and tore him
to pieces, the occasional yelping and savage growling of
the dogs evidencing that the boar died fighting, suc-
cumbing only to superior numbers.
Meantime the herd had got away, and the dogs having

finished their meal took up the trail again in full cry
until the music died away in the distance in our rear.
The drive was over and the sun already low, and we

were still some four or five miles from the village. He
who had laid my deer low for me opened up communica-
tion with his next neighbor, who proved to be Ahmed
Khan, and it was arranged that they should stand by the
deer, waiting the advent of the beaters, while Timayanes
and I pursued our way homeward.
But the day's sport was not yet over for me. We had

trudged on hopeless of seeing anything, until at length we
gained the brow of a hill from which we could look down
over the village, nearly a thousand feet below. Our
course had been too much to the left, and the country
between us and the village was all cleared land, while
above us rose a belt of fqrest, behind which the distant
snowy peaks shone roseate in the setting sun.
Immediately in front of us was a buckwheat field with

a brush fence, and as it was nearer to go through than
around it, we looked for an ea>y place to get over the
fence. Timayanes took the lead", but no sooner had he
mounted the fence than he sprang back and motioned to
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me to ta,ke his place whispering "bear" in a very excited

manner.
The bear was there, some 200yds. from where I stood,

and too busily engaged upon the business in hand to take
much notice of what was going on around hirn, and as

he was close to the fence, I took the smoothbore in hand
and determined to stalk him, telling Timayanes to keep
close to me with the Winchester.
When I thought we had about reached the spot, I

peered over the fence; the bear had heard or scented us
and had paused to take notes, and immediately my head
showed over the fence, he slipped away at a pace which
1 would hardly have given him credit for.

Fortunately I had the smoothbore in my hand, and I

gave him right and left in rapid succession, the second
ball taking him in the back of the neck, and dropping
him at about 60yds. I saw him still crawling away;
and hastily exchanging weapons with Timayanes, I fol-

lowed the beast up, and began pumping lead into him at

close quarters, but it was not until the ninth ball had
been lodged squarely in his brain that he turned over
dead.
"We now made the best of our wTay to the village, ar-

rived at which we heard the distant voices of the return-

ing huntsmen and beaters.

Some game was already in camp, and active operations

in cooking were soon in progress, the whole party en-

gaging in one common feed, before making a division of the
spoils. Timayanes broiled a venison cutlet for me that I

ate with gusto, following it with a cup of fairly good
Mocha. This disposed of I was soon asleep, but the vil-

lagers hung about the fires feasting and smoking and re-

counting the events of the day until far into the night.
A.

KENNEBAGO MOUNTAIN CAVE.

IN 1850 the State of Maine placed on the market certain
townships and parts of townships of public land in

the Bingham West Kennebec Purchase, so-called. Most
of these lands were remote from civilization, in which
were high, rugged and precipitous mountains, deep
ravines and rushing cascades, although in the valleys

between the mountains there were beautiful lakes and
smooth running rivers, also open meadows of tall grasses
and reeds, where the moose, caribou and deer roamed in

freedom and peace; also timber lands where the wood-
man's axe had never struck a blow. These lands were
advertised for sale by the land agent of the State, and
were situated in the northern part of Oxford, Franklin
and Somerset counties, inland many days' journey from
settlements or roads, or in the deep recesses of the moun-
tainwilderness. In the year 1835—fifteen years after Maine
had become an independent State—there sprang up a
great excitement in timber lands, and speculation ran so
hign that the authorities found it necessary to township
off the untrodden wilderness of wild lands belonging to
the State. These lines were run by competent surveyors
at that time. Many of these townships had been sola by
the State to individuals and corporations, leaving the
most remote and least valuable portions still in possession
of the State. Many speculators were now on the qui in've,

looking up township lines and making explorations.
Among that class was Mr. E. S. Prentis, ex-mayor of
Bangor, a prominent lawyer, and he employed the writer
of this article to guide and assist him in exploring cer-
tain tracts of land situated in the counties named, more
especially some parts of townships bordering on the
Canada line.

It was in the month of August, 1850, that we started
out in our light birch canoe well stored with camping
outfit. The basis of our supplies was salt pork and hard
bread, with pepper and salt, sugar and tea, a ball of but-
ter, and a little flour. Our cooking utensils consisted
simply of fry-pan, wire broiler arid two-quart tin pail.

Then we had each a blanket, also a light axe and a Binall
gun. Our ammunition consisted of powder and bird
shot No. 6, with bullets for bear, moose or other large
game, should any come in our way. We started from
Lake Mollychunkemunk and made our way up through
Mooseluckmeguntick and Cupsuptic, sacking our canoe
and camping kit across the carries between the lakes,
and landed at the head of the last-named lake, where we
hid our boat and made up our packs for the journey.
We had charts of the township lines as they were run

out in 1835, and a good compass, and our plan was to
make up our course every morning, and go entirely by
compass. We allowed one mile an hour through the
thick woods as an average progress, and kept a sharp
lookout for old blazed or spotted trees, and when we
found one we cut into it to see how many years old it

was—counting each ring or grain of the tree since the
blaze was made, as signifying a year's growth. Thus we
distinguished between our township lines and lines made
by Indians years before or after the survey of these
lands. When we were sure we had struck a township
line we followed it up to the corner, where the surveyor
marked on a tree the number and range and whether it

was the northwest, southwest, northeast or southeast
corner; thus giving us our exact position in the forest,
and on the chart, and making a true starting point for
our next object.

As we struck into the thick woods from our canoe we
soon saw marks and signs of wild beasts—deep paths

—

worn into the ground a foot or more, and fresh tearings
on the bark of trees made by bears; also foot prints of
denisons of the forest. The further we proceeded north-
ward and away from the habitations of man, the thicker
these signs became, until we not infrequently got a
glimpse of some heavy animal just escaping out of sight.
Partridges and other birds were extremely tame and
abundant; indeed we did not pretend to shoot them ex-
cept just before a meal; and we never lacked for game
at our meals on this trip. We made our time pass
pleasantly by each in turn relating some adventure
either of his own or some one else's experience.
Two persons traveling together in the woods make much

more noise than one, and I think if there had been but
one, or in other words, if I had been alone, I should have
got chances to shoot many large animals of various kinds.
But we were not on a hunting excursion, still we were
amid wild animals. On coming to a brook we would
try for trout and soon catch enough for a good meal. I
often saw them jump out of the water and take the
hook before it touched the water. And all the streams
and ponds on our way seemed to be just swarming with
fish life. Camping at night we cut large trees and built
big fires at our feet, spread fine-picked evergreen boughs

on the ground for a bed. and sketched but in the open
air covered with our blankets—with the starry heavons
over our heads—minding well to keep up a, good blaze,
for we well knew that our best protection from wild
beasts was our fire.

Everthing went on pleasantly for several days. We
traveled about ton miles a day over swamps, mountains,
streams, large or small, and this would have grown
monotonous only for the spice of hearing the cries of
wild animals every night, some of which seemed to come
uncomfortably near, especially when we awoke to find
our fires growing low and detecting in the howl not far
away the well defined voice of the wolf. But after a
few days our tired bodies would give way to slumber in
spite of tbe varied noises all about us after nightfall. It
stirs the blood of the fatigued woodsman to sit on a log
in the early evening and listen to the calls of the denizens
of the forest. They seem to take that time to try their
voice and see what reply they can get. One unaccus-
tomed to this manner of life would expect to be eaten up
alive before morning.
After ten days steady traveling northerly we found

mountains growing more abrupt, ravines deeper, timber
shorter-bodied, and very little level ground, and the gen-
eral face of the country rough and rocky, as if nature
began to form an impenetrable barrier to our advance,
the whole region looking cheerless and forsaken, impart-
ing to us a forlorn feeling of hopeless insecurity. Often
while reflecting in these woods we could not but realize
the horror of our situation should either of us get injured
by any accident, either with gun or axe or in any other
way, so that he could not travel. Surely the sick one
would have to be left to the mercy of the elements and
wild beasts that even one of us might be saved.
Our object of exploration having been secured, we

turned our faces homeward. The morning we started
back was cloudy and ominous, the rising winds soughed
through the treetops, the smothered roar of the distant
waterfalls, and all nature seemed pregnant of some fear-
ful uncertainty.
We had so crooked about in our wanderings, exploring

various townships, and estimating their timber capacity
and cash value, and other objects connected with our
enterprise, that to make a comparatively straight course
home necessarily took us in an entirely new course. The
East and West Kennebago Mountains were all the land-
marks we had seen that we knew since we left our boat,
and our course must be made entirely by compass home,
as it had been on our journey out. In setting our compass
for a start a large high mountain not very far away
loomed up exactly in our course, and somewhat dampened
our ardor, as we had had a taste of climbing many such
eminences on this trip. We had materially lessened in
weight our knapsack, and so considered ourselves in light
marching order, and started off as if every step carried
us nearer home. The day grew darker as the afternoon
wore on, but nothing of note occurred until two or three
o'clock in the afternoon, when we found ourselves grad-
ually ascending a mountain. We set our compass and
found our course correct and traveled on, the ascent
growing steeper as we advanced. I heard a subdued
rumbling and called the attentions of Mr. Prentis to the
faot. We had before heard the shaking of the ground
under the heavy tread of wild animals, but this was
different, and we unwillingly had to admit that a thunder
storm was approaching, and we were with no protection
from the elements except our common clothing. We
held a council of war, and decided to go on and run our
chances.
The mountain grew steeper and the storm nearer and

the timber growth shorter, until as we emerged up and
out of green woods into an open, led gy, bare mountain
top, and about the same time the storm broke on us in
all its fury, with wind, rain and lightning. The duel of
the elements was tremendous; no adequate description
can be given of its fury. The play of the lightning below
us on the mountain side and in the valleys, the flood of
rain beating through our clothing to the very skin, the
awful roar and reverberation of the thunder among the
mountains, all gave us a feeling of awe, seeming more
like something supernatural than a common storm.

It was growing toward night and we were on top of a
barren mountain; but we had great hopes that by press-
ing on with our utmost speed we might cross the top and
descend far enough on the opposite side to reach the tim-
ber, and so make a fire and shelter for the night. The
short brush and vines spread out thickly under our feet
and retarded our progress, and occasionally threw us
sprawling upon hands and knees by entangling our feet.
The whole top of the mountain was a ledge, having been
burned over by fire, leaving an occasional stub of short
wood or sharp stick stub to help trip us up. Reaching
the top we found it comparatively level for half a mile
or so; and as the storm cleared off we stopped, wonder-
stricken with the majestic view before our eyes. To the
south we could see one of the Eangeley lakes, and to the
north Moosehead Lake, and intervening many ponds and
sheets of water and high mountins in a wilderness of
woods as far as the eye could reach on every side.

But we must push on, for the sun was lowering fast,
and we knew not the distance we must yet travel to get
to a comfortable place to camp for the night. As we
descended the south side we found the mountain much
more precipitous and dangerous traveling. The north-
west side of our hills and mountains in Maine, as a rule,
are very gradually sloped, and the southeast sides are
abrupt and often perpendicular. Naturalists say this
formation was occasioned by the drift from northwest to
southeast in the glacial age of the world. Our drift was
southeast, and we hurried on, often finding large seams
or openings in the ledge well grown over by wild vines.
A stifled cry caused me to stop and look around, as T was
a little in advance of Mr. Prentice, who had fallen into a
crevice or fissure a little on one side from the path I had
taken; and in answering his call 1 found he had slipped
down fifteen or twenty feet in a narrow seam in the ledge,
and was sitting on a shelf of the rock that protruded out
over a large, dark place, which appeared to be a room.
I asked him if he was much hurt, and he said he had
sprained his wrist—he guessed that was all. I worked
myself down toward him with difficulty, and found it

next to impossible for us to get up again that way; so,

worming our way carefully down by stepping on and
clinging to projecting spurs of the ledge, we soon found
ourselves in a large room, and fearing to advance in the
darkness, I gathered some dry sticks and leaves that had '•

fallen or been blown into the crevice and lighted a torch,

And now my pen fails me to describe the beauties of that
cave, with its stalactites of various hues hanging pendant
from the roof, golden, silvery and all shades of the rain-
bow, as the fire cast its light against their tremulous
sides. We have read of fairy tales, of mountain retreats
and wonderful sights in the recesses of the earth; but I
never imagined anything one-half so beautiful as I now
saw.

The room itself was oblong, perhaps 20X 40ft., and its
irregular sides m ight be 20ft. high. We did not stop long
to examine the beauties of this cave, feeling it possible
that we were prisoners in this lonesome den, but began
to search for some opening to make our way out; but
what was our surprise and horror on looking about to find
bones and skulls of animals scattered promiscuously about
the place, some of which were very large and different
from anything we had ever seen before, although we had
hunted and killed all kind's of wild animals indigenous
to this part of the country.
Going around the unequal sides of the room we discov-

ered a passage way, long and narrow, leading into another
apartment, through which ran a small stream or brook
out of whose sands we brought away specimens having
the appearance of gold; and listening we could hear the
growling and snarling of some large animal, which ap-
peared to be some distance further into the mountain.
This gave us quite an impetus to escape if possible from
our seeming prison.
Creeping along a well-worn pathway on the south side

of the cave, we discovered a glimpse of daylight in the
distance, and lost no time in following the pathway out
to the light. We were, not, however, one moment too
soon, for the animal, whatever it was, had discovered us
by scent or our talking, and came toward us fiercely
growling and gnashing his teeth, until we had gained tire
open air through what appeared to be a common pathway
for wild beasts.
We made the best of our way down the side of the

mountain until we reached the timber, when we cut
spruce and white birch and made a roaring fire, stripped
ourselves of our outer garments, and commenced the pro-
cess of drying our clothes and cooking our supper, after
which we laid our tired bodies down to rest and sleep.
Although the stream in the ravine beside which we were
sleeping roared like the elements in a thunderstorm, and
the wind howled among the craggy rocks of the steep
mountainside, and the proximity of wild beasts we had
heard, all would, in the beginning of our journey, have
kept sleep far from us, and a scary night of frightful
visions before us, we slept on, and awoke in early morn-
ing refreshed and ready to devour our frugal meal. After
breakfast, our courage being somewhat renewed, and the
morning clear, I said to Mr. P., "Let us go back to the
cave and look it over a little." "Well," said P., "if you
feel like it, and have got some bullets left, I am willing,
but we-nnay have some serious business with that varmint
that followed us out last night." "We must run our
chances." I said, "but this is once in a lifetime, and too
good to be lost." So wTe were soon climbing up the steep
sides of the ra^untain on our back tracks again, with a
good -si zed roll of birch bark for a torch.
Arriving at the entrance we came out of the night be-

fore, we were amazed at the perpendicular height of the
mountain over our heads, very near seventy-five feet,
along the whole side as far as we could see. Had we not
come down the crevice into the cave and out on the lower
side, we should have had to go the length of the moun-
tain around to get down its steep side.
We now cut a stick three feet long and split one end of

it, and filled the split with the bark, touched a match,
and started in. Watching for signs beside the little
stream that ran along the passageway, we discovered in
the golden sand a footprint of a large animal with long
toenails or claws—a round foot pressed deeply in, as if

the creature was a heavy fellow. We also saw lesser
tracks in the sand of various animals; some we thought
were of the loup cervier, others bear, wolf, badger; in
fact it was a well-trodden path into the cave. The ave-
nue we were following narrowed after leaving the brook,
so that we had to stoop and sometimes crawl through
narrow holes. After going 100ft. or more we came into
another room, not so large as the first, but darker and
covered over the top with small stalactites and on the
bottom with bones and skulls much the same as the first.

Looking, with our torch in hand, we found another
passageway leading further in, and on starting inashort
distance we got a draft of air strongly impregnated with
the odor of wild beasts, such as we had smelled in a
menagerie. We hesitated; and, listening intently we
heard the crying of what we thought was young pan-
thers. After listening intently for some moments, I said
to Mr. P., "Shall we go on or go back?" "Do as you
like," said he, "but I think it foolhardy and dangerous."
And I was as willing as he to retrace our steps.
On reaching the great chamber into which Mr. P. had

fallen the night before, we heard the well defined growl
of the animal that so frightened us before coming through
the narrow passage from the outside; we involuntarily
crept back to the further side of the cave. I cocked my
gun, which was loaded with two bullets, and as the ani-
mal rushed along the narrow passage I fired. The sound
stunned us both, and the effect lasted several days, feel-
ing very disagreeable. As our torch was now almost
gone out I hardly think I hit him, but he gave an un-
earthly yell as he leaped along toward the room we had
left before. We only got a glimpse of his receding form,
but that was all we wanted of him.
We took some specimens of what was in the cave and

made our way out as fast as possible anddown the moun-
tain to where we had camped the night before, and pack-
ing up, again started on our journey homeward.
Our trip back was very much like the first, only we

shot a fisher, a black wildcat and a martin, which we
had mounted, and of which I still have a specimen.
When we struck out on the shore of the Cupsuptic we

were not ten rods from our birch canoe.
This was thirty years ago last August, and I have never

seen that cave since, but I have a great desire to once
more visit the wild animal den of the Kennebago moun-
tain cave. J. G. Rich.
Bethel,, Maine,

Forest and Stream, Bos 2,832, N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars of VV. B. LeffingwelTs book, " Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The hook is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
extant.
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THE NATIONAL PARK.
[From our SperUil Correspondent.]

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, Aug. 2.—Editor
Forest and Stream: The National Park is shrouded

with a dense cloud of smoke, objects but a short distance
off are invisible. The tourists make the usual round,
their view of the country limited to a narrow strip along
the roads. The sun rises a copper-red disk, powerless to
cast a shadow until high in the heavens; as it declines
toward the west where the volume of smoke is more
dense, it passes through all shades from a bright gold to
blood red as it sinks below the horizon. Millions of acres
of forest are on fire to the north, west and south of us.

From every quarter reports come that prairie or forest
fires are raging, with now and then the destruction of
houses and other property. So far the Park has escaped
any very extensive fires, except one on the divide between
Yellowstone and Shoshone lakes. This was reported to
Capt. Boutelle the morning after his all-night ride to the
fire in the Alum Creek country ; as soon as that fire was
under control a march was made to the outlet of the
lake; the next day, after a march of twenty-five miles
through fallen timber, the command reached the scene
of the fire, this was several miles in extent, in a section
of country destitute of water. The officers and men
stayed by the fire all night, not having anything with
them for camping, and the next day they reluctantly
resumed their march to the Upper Geyser Basin, their
nearest point to supplies. Capt. Boutelle was convinced
there was no use to attempt to check the fire; the men
were willing to work, but their efforts would have been
without effect. Since then the fire was mostly extin-
guished by a shower, except at the northern edge, where
it is still burning.
July 27 a fire was reported on the mountain east of the

Beryl Spring in Gibbon Canon. Capt. Boutelle left the
Mammoth Hot Springs by dark, the soldiers starting out
at 1 o'clock A. M. The fire proved to be quite exten-
sive, requiring an hour's fast walking to go around it.

Owing to the nature of the country it was not spreading
very fast and the air was calm. The men went to work
as soon as they could get tools, and after great exertion
cut a wide space around the fire, removing all the trees
and mat of pine needles with shovels. This was very
tiring and exhaustive work in the dense smoke and heat,
with no water except what they had in their canteens.
In a few hours the fire had been surrounded by a bare
space, cutting it off from the rest of the timber. The fire

is still burning, but inside the bounds watched by soldiers,

who are relieved every few hours. Tbis fire and the one
on the divide between the lakes was undoubtedly started
by lightning.

Capt. Boutelle gives the soldiers unstinted praise and
thanks for the manner in which they have seconded his
efforts to control the fires in the Park. They have cheer-
fully borne the hardships incidental to such" labor, work-
ing cheerfully in the blinding smoke and beat, often
without sleep for days, and with only such food as they
could carry in their pockets.
This summer buffalo gnats and deer flies are very

troublesome to horses and men, also keeping the game
on the highest peaks or in the dense timber during the
day. The roads are very dusty, ground to a powder by
the great number of wagons. A tour through the Park
will not be a pleasure trip until we have rain or snow to
clear the air, lay the dust and kill the flies.

The Hotel Association have nearly ready for the water
at Yellowstone Lake a 72ft. steam launch. This was
brought from Lake Minnetonka, Minn., in sections. It

required twenty-four horse teams to freight it from the
railroad to the lake, a distance of sixty mfies. This will
be the first steamboat to disturb the waters of the lake;
several sail boats have been built and launched there.
The first two went down the river and over the Great
Falls; the wrecks of the others are on the shore near the
outlet. The lake is a very dangerous piece of water ; it

will require a careful crew to handle the steam launch
with safety.
The working crews on the new wagon roads are busy

on the road along the lake shore and from the Upper
Geyser Basin. The new road through Gibbon Cation is

being pushed as fast as men and teams can do the work.
A surveying party under the direction of the chief engi-
neer of the Northern Pacific Railroad, is at work locating
a road up the Clark's Fork Canon to Cooke City. If built
up that route a railroad can reach the mines of" that dis-

trict without touching the National Park. Interested
parties have asked permission of Captain Boutelle, the
acting superintendent of the Park, to run a survey to
Cooke City from Cinnabar, as most of the proposed line
lies within the reservation lines. Capt. Boutelle has re-
ferred the letter to the Secretary of the Interior for
action. H,

were asked him. "Did they fish with a fly?" "Oh yes,
altogether." "And what kind of a rod do you use in fly-

fishing?" "A very light one, I assure you; one that weighs
only 16oz."
Fancy an experienced fisherman whipping the water

for his favorite fish with a rod that weighed a pound!
Not a, whit better is the case of a Long Island corres-

pondent of the New York Times, who not long ago under-
took, in a letter to that paper, to instruct his readers as to
the proper outfit for trout fishing. Hear him on the
right proportions of a rod for bait-fishing!

"A rod should be 14ft. long, about 7oz. in weight and
so tough, strong and elastic as to bend almost double
without breaking. A good reel fitted to it and a line of
silk or linen with snells and hooks and a box of bait, a
sinker on each sneil heavy enough to prevent the current
of swift streams from whirring the hook about too fast,

and a creel to carry the fish in, complete the equipment."
Shades of Izaak Walton! Imagine this expert angler

"yanking" a pound trout over his head into the adja-
cent tree tops with a rod 14ft. long and weighing 7oz.

And this ingenious apparatus is built for bait, and not
for fly-fishing. What kind of a rod must he use when
he is "daintily placing his cast of flies like the fall of
snowflakes on the surface of the pool.

As a corresponding illustration of the effects of a vivid
imagination, here is a pen picture copied from a Western
paper, and written by a gentleman who is supposed to
indulge in a quail hunt. The party are afield and every-
thing is in a state of thrilling expectation for the covey
which is to be discovered at the proper moment. "You
give the dog the word." says the writer, "and he dashes
in. Whiz, whirl, with the commotion of a rising hurri-
cane the birds spring into the air and scatter with the
speed of an arrow and the noise of a young cyclone.
Quick now, you cannot wait for aim, or your birds are
gone. Bang, bang go the guns. The trained dog follow-
ing the line of your shots, is nosing the ground and pres-
ently has laid at your feet one, two, mayhap a dozen as
the results of the hasty shots of the party of three."
In other words, an average of two birds to each of the

six barrels. Isn't this a great deal more destructive than,
the snare or the net? By the time this covey was flushed
once more under such circumstances, there wouldn't be
a single bird left.

Sometime last year there was issued with the imprint
of a well-known Boston house, a book describing the
(supposed) adventures of a party on a Canadian salmon
river. A "Colonel" who is fortunate enough to be the lessee
of a river in the Province of Quebec takes a number of
young gentlemen on a fishing excursion, and the author,
who seems to know all about salmon fishing, details with
great care their preparations, their fishing outfit, and
their achievements in the way of capturing their prey.
He evidently has all the fishing lingo at his tongue s tip

(he even explains what it is to give a fish the butt), and
yet occasionally he tells too much. For example: When
the party have arrived at the fishing grounds the
"Colonel" opens his tackle box which contains a num-
ber of flat paper packages, and we are gravely told
that "in the upper one of these was a collection of coils

of white cat-gut," which the "Colonel" explains as cast-
ing lines. When the author "crammed" for his book he
evidently jumped at the conclusion that "gut" and "cat-
gut" were one and the same thing. Of course they had
a large assortment of flies, and it was decided to use a
"Jock Scott" to begin with. It is described as "having
a black and orange body, and a wing made up of feathers
from the jungle cock, the blue macaw, the golden pheas-
ant, and a number of other birds."

With this wonderful combination of feathers at the
end of a catgut leader one of the boys named Jack hooks
a 30-pound salmon. The fish goes through all the various
maneuvers which well-trained and proper-minded salmon
are supposed to undertake at such times, jumping, bolt-

ing and sulking in the most approved methods made and
provided. Jack is using a greenheart rod, and the
author tells us that "It is wonderful to him (Jack) to see
how much strain it will stand. The tip is curved almost
like a barrel hoop," when the rod is under the stress of a
fish.

This kind of fishing "literatoor" needs no diagram for
the man who knows from experience where the strain

comes on a rod, and that it moves toward the butt in-

stead of the tip with increasing tension upon the line.

But this is doubtless enough of its kind, and the reader
may make his own moral and apply it likewise.

Toledo, O. Jay Beebe.

THE EARED SEALS— II.

CONCERNING CERTAIN WRITERS.
TF there is any one thing that is truly enjoyable above
X all others, it is "sporting literatoor." It includes all
those graphic and soul-stirring accounts of exploits in
field and by stream which fill the columns of would-be
sportsmen's journals, as well as the no less graphic tales
recounted by veracious individuals who do most of their
hunting and fishing by mouth. Both oral and written
"literatoor" of these classes have this one thing in com-
mon—they are produced for the entertainment and in-
struction of the public by those who do not allow the
facts to embarass them, and who in treating of then-
subjects in a purely "literary" way, attempt to make up
by imitation and drafts on their imaginations for any
lack of actual experience. These tales fall trippingly
from the lips of their narrators, and they run smoothly
along the printed pages, to all appearances; but you have
only to wait a little and sooner or later the pretended
adept is sure to get the barrel of his gun between his
legs, or tangle his feet in his landing net, and take an
ignominious tumble.

Several samples of this kind of literature have lately
come under notice, and are here jotted down for the edi-
fication of the readers of Forest and Stream and the
warning of those who tliink they can construct fishing and
hunting experiences from their inner consciousness.
Only a few weeks ago an old college chum who has

been living for a number of years in Colorada, re-visited
his former home. Discussing the Western country, he
chanced one day upon the subject of the trout fishing
which he enjoyed annually in the waters a hundred miles
west of his town. Naturally, a great many questions

STELLER'S sea lion is the Leo marinas of Steller (1751)
and the Eumetopias stelleri of Allen (1880), and is

one of the largest of our existing North American mam-
mals. Males have been captured measuring in total

length 14ft. and weighing nearly l,3001bs.; the females,
however, rarely exceed one-tliird the weight of the males
and less than two-thirds of the length. Limitations of
space will prevent me from entering upon any detailed
description of the external form of these animals, but an
admirable idea of this can be obtained from Elliott's ex-
cellent sketches herewith presented.

It will be well to observe, though, that "the color
varies with age and season. The young are of a rich
dark chestnut brown. The adults on their first arrival
at their breeding grounds in spring present no sexual dis-

similarity of color, which is then light brownish-rufous,
darker behind the forelimbs and on the abdomen. Later
the color changes to bright golden-rufous or ocher. The
pelage is moulted in August, and the new coat, when
fully grown in November, is light sepia or vandyke-
brown, with deeper shades, almost dark upon the belly.

At this season the females are somewhat lighter colored
than the males, and occasionally specimens of both sexes
are seen with patches of dark brown on a yellowish-
rufous ground." (Elliott).

This sea lion is not only found from the coasts of north-
ern California to Behring's Straits on the north, but also

occurs on the shores of northern Japan.
Through the labors of Dr. Murie, W. A. Forbes, F.Z.S.,

and J. A. Allen the comparative anatomy of this and
other forms of the eared seals is fairly well understood,
but there yet remains much to be done in the same
direction, and fortunate indeed will it be for science if

some day a morphologist of the genus who must write I

and describe under all manners of conditions, enjoy the I

opportunities that Elliott enjoyed early in the ^Os. An
'

unlimited amount of material of both sexes and every
conceivable age, and with instruments, pen, paper and

'

colors at hand and with a working field library! Even'
Allen was compelled to write of this specimen as late as
1880, that "The skeleton of the female is still unknown
to me." ("N. A. Pinnipeds.")
Two facts seem to have earned for these animals the

name of "lion;" one being their roar and the other the
general contour of their head and shoulders. According
to Captain Bryant, "At the fourth year of age the neck
and shoulders thicken, from having a thick layer of fat :

under the skin, the skin itself being loose and flabby. !

When the animal is at rest on a rock, with its hind flip-

pers folded under its body, its head erect and the shoul- 1

ders thrown back, the loose skin and fat lies in folds,
looking like the mane of a lion; hence its name sea lion.
This thickening of the neck is peculiar to the adult male."
It will be seen from our figure that the largest of the
Otariida in reality possesses no long mane as we find in
Leo. The several species of eared seals have much in
common so far as their habits are concerned, and the
products derived from them by man are much the same,
with the exception that the hairless seals afford "hides,"
while the fur seals yield "pelts" of great value. The
methods of capture, already referred to by me, also agree
in many particulars, as do also the range and feod of the
several species. From Allen's "Pinnipeds" I obtain the
following admirable account of the species now under
consideration; it being contributed by Mr. Charles Bry-
ant, who spent many years at the sealeries. Captain
Bryant tells us that "from fifteen to twenty thousand sea
lions breed annually on the Prybilov or fur seal islands.
They do not leave the islands in winter, as do the fur
seals, to return in spring, but remain during the whole
year. They bring forth their young a month earlier than
the fur seals, landing during the months of May and
June. They advance but little above high tide mark, and
those of all ages land together. The strongest males
drive out the weaker and monopolize the females, and
continue with them fill September. They go with them
into the water when they are disturbed, and also watch
over the young. When in the water they swim about
the young and keep them together tmtil they have an
opportunity to land again. The females also keep near,
rushing hither and thither, appearing first on one side
and then on the other of the groups of young, constantly
uttering a deep, hoarse growl at the intruder whenever
they come to the surface. When left undisturbed, they
all soon land agaiu, preferring to spend the greater por-
tion of their time at this season on the shore. During
the breeding season they visit the same parts of the
shore as the fur seal, but the sea lions, by their supe-
rior size and strength, crowd out the seals, the latter
passively yielding their places without presuming to offer
battle to their formidable visitors. After having been
disturbed the sea lions continue for some time in a state
of unrest, occasionally uttering a low, moaning sound, as
though greatly distressed. Even after the breeding sea-
son they keep close to the shore near the breeding station
until the severe weather of January. After this time
they are seen only in small groups till the shores are free
from snow and ice in the spring.
" The capture of these animals is laboiious and hazard-

ous, and must be managed by the most skillful and expe-
rienced of the natives. They are so sensitive to danger
and so keenly on the alert that even the screaming of a
startled bird will cause the whole herd to take to the
water.

"The only place frequented by sea lions that, by the
nature of the ground, is practicable for their capture, is

ten or twelve miles from the village where all the natives
reside. They keep so near the shore that the favorable
time to get between them and the water is when the
tide is lowest; and they are so quick of scent that the
wind must blow from them toward the sea, so they may
not smell the hunters as they attempt to approach them.
The chiefs select a party of fifteen or twenty of the best
men, who leave the village prepared for an absence of a
week or ten days, for the place selected for the hunt.
Near this they have a lodging-house, where they wait for
favoring conditions of wind and tide. Under cover of
the darkness of night, the chief takes the lead and the
men follow, keeping a little distance apart, creeping
noiselessly along the shore at the edge of the receding
tide until they get between the sea Hons and the water.
At a given signal the men start up suddenly, fire pistols

and make all the noise possible. The animals thus sud-
denly alarmed immediately start in whatever direction
they happen to be headed; those facing the water rush
precipitately into it. These the hunters avoid, letting
them pass them, and start at once after those heading
inland, shouting at them to keep them moving until some
distance from the shore. The sea lions, when once fairly
in motion, are easily controlled and made to move in the
desired direction till they reach some convenient hollow,
where they are guarded by one or two men stationed to

watch their movements and prevent their escape until
enough have been obtained to make a herd for driving,

numbering usually two or three hundred individuals.
They sometimes capture in this way forty or fifty in a
single night, but oftener ten or twenty, and many times
none at all. As at this season sea lions of all ages and
sizes congregate together,it often happtns that females are
captured while their cubs escape, or the reverse, but as

the capture is continued for several successive nights at
the same place, and the new captives are driven to the
herd already caught, the mothers and their young are
again brought together. They recognize each other by
then cries long before they meet, and it makes lively

work for the herders to prevent the herd from rushing to

meet the new comers. When the recruits join the herd,
mothers and cubs rush together with extreme pleasure,
the mothers fondling their young, and the latter, hung-
ered by separation, struggle to nurse them. After a suf-

ficient number have been thus obtained they are driven
to the village for slaughter, in order that all parts of the
animal may be utilized.

"The distance to the village is, as already stated, about
10 or 12 miles, and the route lies near the shore. Along
the way are several small ponds through which they
pass and which serve to refresh them on their slow toil-

some journey. The journey is necessarily slow and
tedious, for the sea lions are less well fitted for traveling

on land than the fur seals, which are able to raise their
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bodies from the ground and gallop off like a land animal.

The sea lions travel by bending the posterior part of the

body to the right or left, extending their long flexible

necks in an opposite direction to balance themselves, and
then slowly raising their bodies by their fore limbs and
plunging forward, by which movement they thus gain

an advance of only half a length at a time. "When they

arrive in sight of the ponds they make a hurried scram-

ble for them, and, rushing in pell-mell, roll and tumble
in the water as though it afforded immense relief to their

heated and wearied bodies. When it is convenient to do

so they are allowed to rest over night in the water, by
which they acquire fresh vigor for the completion of the

journey. This severe and unnatural exertion overheats

and exhausts these poor beasts and necessitates long

halts to enable them to rest and cool. It usually requires

five days to make the journey, averaging two miles per

day. Three men conduct the herd, and camp at night

with their charge. On starting they kill a young cub
for their subsistence, using the flesh for food and the

blubber for fuel in cooking it and making their tea,

where they are allowed to rest and cool before they are

killed.

"The sea lions are too formidable to be killed with
clubs like the fur seals. When all is ready for the
slaughter the herd is started up a sloping hillside; the
hunters follow, armed with rifles, and shoot the full-

grown males from behind, the back of the skull being
the only part a ball can penetrate. After all of these

have been killed, the head of the column is checked and
turned back so that the animals become massed to-

gether, and piled on each other five or six deep. In this

way those below are held by those above while the hunt-

ers, armed with short lances, watch their opportunity to

rush up to the struggling mass and thrust their lances

into some vital part of the doomed beasts. This is at-

tended with some danger to the hunters, who sometimes
receive serious wounds from being hit with the lances

that the sea lions, in their death agonies, seize in their

mouths and wrench from the hands of the hunters.

"Nearly every part of these animals is valuable to the

natives, but they have no commercial value outside of

head gently in his mouth, and while bringing me wounded
woodcock m this way I have often heard the identical

twitter when the bird fluttered, that he had made when
trying to charm us on his first spring.

Whether the sound is made by the primaries or by the

little stiff feathers at the pollex of the wing I would not

try to guess, but as the European woodcock, which
hardly whistles at all, has a larger development of the

pollex feathers than has our woodcock, it seems probable

that the sound is caused by the primaries. The little stiff

feathers, by the way, are saved by hunters for artists'

use in Germany, for when mounted for use as a brush

very accurate delicate lines can be laid with them.

New York, Ao^b. Robert T. Morris.

The Loon's Flight.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

have read with much interest "J. G. R.'s" letter on loons

in your issue of July 11, and Mr. Ide's reply in that of

Aug. 1. Now, loons have, been the object of much care-

ful observation and study with me, both as a sportsman
and as an ornithologist, and I wish to confirm Mr. Ide's

STELLER'S SEA LION

"After two days' travel the animals become very tired,

and as soon as they are permitted to halt they drop at

full length with their limbs extended. But their rest is

not peaceful, for some restless one soon starts up and
flounders over the others as if seeking a better place.

This disturbs the whole herd, which constantly keeps up
a low moaning apparently expressive of sore distress. A
most apt description of such a scene was once given by a
military officer who was seated with me on the edge of

a sand-drive watching a herd resting in this condition.

After a long silence he observed, 'This is the first thing
I have ever seen or heard that realizes my youthful con-
ception of the torment of the condemned in purgatory.'
"When the herd is once fairly halted and at rest it re-

quires from half an hour to an hour to get it moving
again in marching order. The process is quite novel and
worth describing. The sea lions have now become so ac-

customed to their captors that they will sooner fight than
run from them, and they are too much deafened by their

own noise to hear or fear any other sound. As they lie

on the ground in a compact mass, one of the men takes
an umbrella (before the introduction of umbrellas a flag

was used), and goes twenty or thirty yards to the rear of

the herd and approaching stealthily until he is quite
near, suddenly expands the umbrella and runs with it

along the rear of the herd: then closing it he retires to

repeat the maneuver. This has the effect to rouse the
rear rank, which thus suddenly alarmed, plunges for-

ward and arouses those in front, which immediately be-

gin struggling and biting. The return of the man with
the umbrella communicates another shock and adds an-
other wave to the sluggish mass. This is repeated at

intervals of four or five minutes till the successive shocks
have aroused the whole herd, when, with much roaring
and bellowing, the whole mass begins to move, gradual-
ly extending itself in a long irregular line in open order,

each animal lumbering along as best it can. By shout-
ing and waving flags at the rear and on the flanks of the
herd, they are kept moving until it is necessary to halt
them again for rest. Seen when thus moving in a long
irregular line, the slow heaving motion of their bodies
and the swaying of their long flexible necks give a gro-
tesque appearance to the scene, and suggest anything but
a herd of lions. The islands, being composed of volcanic
rock, is full of subterranean fissures covered thinly with
soil and vegetation, and the earth so resounds with the
noise of the tread of the sea lions that the sound may be
heard to the distance of two miles. The approach of the
herd to a village is always an occasion of interest and
excitement to all of the inhabitants, who go out en masse
to meet them and escort them to the slaughtering-ground,

Alaska. Their skins are indispensable to the sea otter

hunters of the Aleutian Islands, for the covering of their

canoes in which they hunt these animals. The natives

also use them for covering their large boats used in load-

ing and unloading vessels. * * * Its flesh is preferred

for food to that; of the fur seal, that of the full-grown
animal being finer in texture, lighter in color, and of a
sweeter flavor, and it dries more readily in preserving it

for winter use; the flesh of the young at the age of four
months is esteemed a great luxury by the natives, and is

not easily distinguished from veal by educated palates.
* * * Only the skeleton is left to waste.
The stomachs of the full-grown sea lions are found to

always contain from six to ten pounds of stones, varying
in size from that of a hen's egg to a large apple. These
stones are the same as those found on the beaches, worn
round and smooth by the surf. The natives say they
take these stones into the stomach for ballast when they
leave the breeding grounds, and cast them out again
when they land in the spring. I have, however, had no
means of verifying this, as the only season when they are
taken is during the winter.
"As soon as the animals have all been killed the men

proceed to remove the skins and blubber, and the other
useful parts, which the chiefs divide and distribute among
the several families. * * * Only a few of the skins
are required for use on the island, the remainder being
shipped to Ounalashka and other points, where they are
sold to the sea otter hunters. The value of the skins at

the island is sixty cents each. About eight hundred are

annually taken at Saint Paul's Island, without apparently
any decrease in the stock.

"There are many other places in the Territory where
these animals bring forth their young, but as they resort

mostly to outlying rocks and ledges, they cannot be cap-
tured in any considerable numbers." R. W. Shufeldt.

THE WOODCOCK'S WHISTLE.
IT seems strange to me that the question as to whether

the woodcock whistles with his wings or with his

throat is still an open one. In the first place the timbre
of the sound is certainly very wingy, and any one who
has lived and loved among the birds is familiar with so

many wing notes that are analogous to those of the wood-
cock that it would be hard to convince him that the loud
clear twitter of the October cock as he springs from the

yellow brakes over the tops of the sere rustling alders, is

caused in any way except by his pinions.

My red setter Grouse—dear old Grouse, who is now in
the happy hunting grounds where there is no close sea-

i son—had a neat way of retrieving by holding the bird's

statement with a little good evidence of my own. I am
quite certain that a loon can, under favorable conditions,

rise from a body of water of very small size, provided
there be wind to assist him. On one occasion I lay in a
blind at the extremity of a slender tongue of land which
projected into the lake, forming on one side a kind of

small bay. In this a loon was fishing, in very shallow
water filled with dense weed. He was very close in to

the shore—I should say not more than 10 or 20ft. from it,

and some 20yds. to the right and inside of my blind.

There were no ducks flying, and I became very curious

as to whether the loon could dive and get far away among
such heavy bottom growth. Standing up I fired upon
him, when instead of diving he at once rose easily toward
the shore and away from me, clearing without difficulty

some low bushes which lay before him. He rose then
some 4ft. in 12; there was quite a strong wind off shore
at the time, which of course helped him. I have another
case in mind where a loon was shot flying, hard hit and
crippled in the feet; in trying to escape capture he rose

by a supreme effort when close by the boat, and pass-

ing over it dropped on the other side. These instances

are to me conclusive; and I believe that while a loon's

instinct teaches it to dive whenever possible, as the surest

means of escape, yet it can and will on occasion rise in

an extremely short distance. I am equally sure, how-
ever, that in an extremely small pond shut in by woods
of great density, a loon cannot rise, as I know of one
having been tired out and captured on such a piece of

water.—Caryl D. Haskins.

Recent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Gar-
den.—Purchased—One sloth bear (Melursus lahiatus) S , one cara-
cal (Felis caracal), one Bauer's parakeet (Platycercus zona-iiw), two
red-laced parrakeets (Agaporius nmiedllis), one cock of the rock
(Rvipticola crocea), one green snake (Cyclophis vernalis), thirty-
eight chameleons (Anulis principalis), four pine snakes (Pityophis
melanoleucus), one king snake (Opliiholus gctulus), two tree boas
(Epicratis angulifer), one glass snake (Opheosaurus ventralis), one
whip snake (Bascanium flagclliforme), one ground rattlesnake
(Crotalophorus miliarias), one bog-nosed snake (Heterodon platyr-
hinus), eight striped lizards (Eumeccs fasciatus), and two red-
backed salamanders (Pletliodon dnerem crijtltronotm). Presented
—Two raccoons (Procyon lotor), one opossum (Didelphys virgin-
iana), one Fournier's capromys (Capromys pilorides), one purple
gallinule (Porphyria maitinica), one mocking bird (Tardus poly-
glottus), one white-fronted parrot (Chrysotislcucocephahis) two barn
owls (Strix flammca americana), one sulphur-crested cockatoo
(Cacaiua golerita), one Levaillant's amazon (Chrysalis levojillanti),

one black-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus erythropthalmus), one spiny
soft-shelled turtle (Aspidonechcs spinifer), nine painted terrapins
(Chrysemys picta), one box tortoise (Cistudo Carolina), five alliga-

tors (Alligator mississippiensis), one pine snake (Pityophis melano-
leucus), two black snakes (Bascanium constrictor), and four yuma
spermophiles (Spermophilus tereticanaus). Born—One red kanga-
roo (Macropus rufus), one fallow deer (Cervus dama) 9 , nine opos-
sums (Didel-ph ys virginiana), and seven red- headed ducks (Fuligula

ferina americana).
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AN OUTING IN WYOMING.
WE left the pleasant little city of Blair, Nebraska,

Nov. 4, on the 7 :50 westward bound train on the
F. E. &M. V. R. R., and at Arlington were joined by
Cook, which made our party complete. Our destination
was central Wyoming, where we were going for big
game m response to a cordial invitation from Mr. W. J.
Crane (a fellow townsman of Cook's), who is interested in
a large tract of oil lands. In his letter urging us to come
he wrote, "Come prepared for b'ar;" and we were. Jim's
rifle was .45-60, model '76. Winchester; Cook had a Win-
chester, model '86, .45-90: while I carried a Sharps hani-
merless military, .45-70. We were all well supplied with
ammunition; and among the rest, each had about twenty-
five cartridges loaded with explosive bullets for the said
b'ar. We reached Casper at 11 o'clock the next night,
and found Crane awaiting us. We spread our bedding
on the floor of the depot and turned in. but not until
after I had got a big rag stuck in my rifle in trying; to
clean it.

We were up bright and early Tuesday morning, and
started for the town of Casper, which was about balf a
mile from the depot, for some breakfast and to get the
rag out of my rifle. After a breakfast of elk steaks we
turned our attention to the gun. I filled the barrel with
kerosene oil and let it stand a wbile. then tried to punch
it out, but could'nt do it. The rag was fast about three
inches above the end of the chamber. Jim said: "Pull
the bullet out of a cartridge, fill up the space with paper
between the rag and powder, and blow it out." He said
he had done it several times, and it came out easilv
enough. That appeared to be about the only thing we
could do, but I did not like to risk it, for I remembered
having read in Forest and Stream a number of years
ago an article headed " A Fool and a Gun;" perhaps
some of you recollect it. But it was either take the
chance or go home, as that was all the gun I had with
me. From a cartridge I had loaded myself I removed
the bullet, and in doing so spilled a very little of the pow-
der not more than five grains; put a paper wad in the
shell and then filled the barrel from the rag to the mouth
of the chamber, so I could just crowd the shell into its
place, stepped out into the street, held the muzzle down
toward the ground , and pulled the trigger. It snapped
I tried carefully to throw the lever clown, but it did not
start easily. I had hold of the barrel just forward of
the breech action. The barrel suddenly became so hot
that it burned my hands. The powder had burned, but
it could not get out. I laid it down on the steps of a
store where we Avere getting our supplies, went into the
store and shut the door. The bovs wanted to know what
was the matter. When I told them they ridiculed the idea
there was no appearance of smoke escaping from either
breech or muzzle. Brewster, the merchant, wanted me to
go out and open it. I respectfully but firmly declined tomonkey with it until that cartridge had had time to die
After waiting about five minutes Brewster said if no one
else was going to open the thing he was. I begged him
to be careful, as it would certainly blow out behind as
soon as the slide was dropped. He went out, took hold
ot the barrel with his left hand, put the under part of the
stock against his knee, and with his right hand vanked the
lever down, when she went off. making as much noise as
ever. The shell struck the ground, glanced and went
across the street, over the opposite houses, whistling like
a bullet. I then came to the conclusion that it was an-
other case of a fool and a gun, and hi this case there
were several of us fools. There were at least 65grs. of
good powder in the shell; it was a light military rifle
and why it did not blow all to flinders I can't see. Now
this is no yarn, but strictly true.

I finally got the rag out by taking a three-eighths rod
ot iron, sharpening one end to a point, heating red-hot
and burning it out. After I had got my rifle in shape,
we loaded up our traps, laid in a supply of grub, also of
baled hay and oats for the horses, and started for Crane's
camp on Spider Creek, about forty miles northwest of
Casper. There was about eight inches of snow on the
ground, the wind was north, and cold was no name for itWe had a good span of horses and a lumber wagon; but it
was loaded with about 18001bs., the road was a mixture
ot sand and snow; and our fastest gait was a walk. We
took turns driving, and when one got cold he would get
oft and walk. We wanted to get to the derrick that day,
as it was the only house we should see on the road and
this was about twenty miles from Casper. It was late in
the afternoon and we had got within two or three miles
of the derrick when we saw the first band of antelope;
there were about 150 of them; they were to one side of
the road and ahead of us. Crane drove the team and
Cook, Jim and myself kept behind the wagon out of
sight until we had got as near as we thought we could
come before they would leave, when we stepped out and
opened up on them. They were about 400yds. distant;
they ran across the road ahead of the team and then
doubled back the way we had just come.
When the battle was over we saw one was down, we

went up to it and found it was shot through the back I
shot it through the head to put it out of its misery; we
then dressed it, and in carrying it to the wagon found
tbe trail of another that was bleeding badly. Cook and I
wanted to follow it, but Crane said no; we had not time
However, as he said it was only about a mile to our stop-
ping place Cook and I started after it. Cook gave it up
after he had gone about a quarter of a mile. I stuck to
the trail for about two mfies and came to where it had
lam down m the snow. The bed was all bloody: but the
snow must have stopped the bleeding, for I could find no
more blood, and it was impossible to distinguish the track
from the hundreds of others that covered the ground I
hated to give it up, but there was no help for it. I tookmy back track until I struck the wagon track and then
pulled on after the rest. I found Jim waiting for me
and we finally got to the derrick a little after sundown'
oh, so tired. The derrick, so-called, is where an Omaha
company have been drilling for oil. In the house, half
'dugout and half log cabin, lives a Mr. Van Gordon
with his wife and brother-in-law. One year ago they
carried her there on a bed, and now she is the picture of
health. They entertain travelers, she doing her own
work with what help she gets from her husband and
brother. She gave us a supper and breakfast that would

shame many a swell hotel. May her days be many and
happy. J

Wednesday morning the wind was north, it was cold
and snowing some but the clouds were thin and it looked
as it it would clear up after a while. A Mr. Ayers had
stayed at the derrick the night before, and as he had four
horses and a light load, and was going our way, I rode
with him. We shot at some sage hens, but did not getmany I shot a Jack rabbit on the run. The weather
cleared up at noon; we reached Crane's camp about 4 P.
M. Alter supper Crane showed us an Indian mummy,
that they found laid away in a cavity among the rocks
near his camp; the grave had been opened before Crane
found it, but there was a cart load of stuff left that had
been buried with him, blankets, tin pans, and cups
several of each, a long-handled frying pan, stone axe
arrow points, files, knives, spurs, saddle, saddle bags,
bits, and a hundred and one other things.We stayed at Crane's camp that night and the next
morning loaded up for our hunt. It was Crane's inten-
tion to take us to Garfield's Peak, in the Rattlesnake
Mountains, but there was so much snow he thought we
could not get in there, so we pulled for Pine Mountain
on the opposite side of the- valley from Garfield^ peak,
and distant about 10 miles from camp.
The day before, when about rive miles from Crane's

camp, we had met a party of five hunters on their way
home. They were from Norfolk, Neb.; had been out a
month and had a wagou load of meat, heads and other
trophies. They were Dr. Hassen, John McClarv, Geo.
lies, L. Sessions and P. F. Bell, all from Norfolk. We
had the same team we came from Casper with, and in
addition two saddle ponies: to be used for riding or pack-
ing our game into camp. One of Crane's men accompa-
nied us, Jack Courrier, a fine fellow and a good hunter.
He had been on the frontier for years and knew- the
ropes. He had a Sharps hammerless military which he
called "Screaming Betsey," but he was carrying a Win-
chester that Crane had borrowed for him for tbe occasion.
The sights of this were out of whack, which brought
Jack to grief that day. Cook and Jack were afoot and a
short distance behind the wagon, Jim was driving, and
Crane and I were riding the ponies, when we discovered
a large band of antelope, several hundred of them, near
the east side of the valley and some way ahead'of us
About opposite us near the east side of the valley was a
swell or hog-back, and the antelope were near the upper
end ot it. Cook and Jack ran for the lower end of the
pass, between the bluffs and the ridge, Crane rode over
it into the hollow, while poor Jim had to tend to the
team. I hurried up my pony and tried to head them off,
and turn them down to where the others were waiting
for them. Before I had gone far enough up the valley
to turn them, four of them ran across in front of me and
a. fine buck stopped and stood broadside at about 200yds.
I had plenty of time to get off and shoot him before he
ran, but I was afraid that if I opened upon him it would
drive the rest of the game on up the valley, and that the
other boys would not get any shooting, so I paid no at-
tention to him and kept on, and succeeded in driving
about fifty down toward the boys. They nearly ran over
Crane who was sitting on his pony looking the other way,
and when he did see them he was too badly rattled to
shoot at all. A moment afterward I heard the music of
Cook's and Jack's Winchesters; they kept it up lively for
a short time. In the midst of the shooting I saw Jim getdown off the wagon in a hurry and get behind it. He re-
marked afterward that a .45 was all right in its place,
but that he did not like them quite so close. I expected
from the amount of shooting Jack and Cook had been
doing that they had got lots of game; but when they
came over the hill with Crane and I asked them about it,
all I could make out was something about a thousand
antelope and a blank blanked gun. They had not raised
a hair, and Crane said they ran within 30ft. of him.
About a mile further on we again sighted the antelope

and the ground was very much the same shape as before
Cook and Jim took the lower end of the draw, between
a long, high hog-back and the bluffs, Crane was out on
the bottom with the team; Jack and I, on the ponies, suc-
ceeded in dri ving about half the band, I should say about
two hundred, down the hollow to where Jim and Cook
were waiting for them. Soon we heard the Winchesters
going it merrily, and Jack and I beat the devil's tattoo on
the ribs of our ponies to get into position to receive such
as should run back past us. Just as we got there, Jack
says, "Here they come." We had just time to throw the
bridle reins over the ponies' heads, letting them drag, in
which condition the ponies would stand as if hitched. I
turned up my Lyman sight for 500yds., for I saw they
would cross us at about that distance. There were about
fifty of them, running in Indian file, and making good
time, too. I pulled in just ahead of the leader, a big doe,
and cut loose. She went on as if nothing had happened:
and while I was loading I saw Jack shoot twice with the
borrowed Winchester, and his bullets struck the ground
about half way to them. I then shot at a fine buck, and
had the satisfaction of seeing him turn a sommersaul't he
was up again in a second, and left the band and ran
straight away from me. I let the rest go and shot at him
again, but missed. Jack said, "You have got him, he
won't go far." We went back and got on to the poniesWe could see my buck a short distance off; he had lain
down; we rode up to within about 100yds. of him; he had
his head up watching us. Jack said, "If you don't want
a devil of a chase after that fellow, you had better give
him one through the shoulders as he is."

I slipped. off the pony and shot my antelope, hitting
him in the heart, killing him instantly. Crane came up
with the wagon. I dressed my game, and was about to
put it on the wagon, when Crane said, "We don't want
those forequarters; we can get meat enough, and we have
got so much load now that we shall have all we can do
to get up the mountain." So much against my inclina-
tions I skinned out the forequarters and left them for
the coyote and the raven. In a short time the boys came
in sight, bringing the saddles and heads of four more that
Jim and Cook had killed. They had several more down
in sight, and Jim started after them, but a bunch of
range cattle started for him, and he concluded he had
got antelope meat enough for the present. The cattle
will not often go for a horseman, but it Ife not safe for a
foot man to get near them, for they are very apt to come
for him, and if they do, the only thing to do is to get out
of sight if he can, and if not, shoot, and shoot to kill
Jim got behind a point of rocks and the cattle left. We
put our meat on the wagon and started, and over behind

a swell, where the antelope had disappeared, we foundmy doe shot through the lungs, and dead. We saved the
saddles and kept on.
Now, I suppose it will be in order for some one to riseup and call us game butchers and give us fits for wasting

game. Well, we did waste some meat, but we could not
very well help it. It was getting late, we had a big loadand there was a pull of three miles up a steep mountain,
but we made it got our tent up and supper out of theway before dark. Our team was about played out, but agood teed and rest brought them around all right
The principal reason that Crane decided to take us toPine Mountain was, that about two weeks before Jack

had been up there and found a band of elk of about fifty.He killed two and wounded two or three more, and we
expected to find them. Besides, there was plenty of deer
there. The mountain is about four miles long and one
mile wide; the top is like any other patch of rolling
prairie, covered with a stunted growth of sage brush
All around the sides are canons or gullies, narrow at the
top and wide at the bottom or foot of the mountain, and
in them near the top is more or less timber, pitch pine
and cedar. While we were there the went her was fine
clear, and quite warm through the day, but it froze hard at
night. We had a good tracking snow nearly all the
time.
After supper we skinned our antelope saddles and cut

the hams up into suitable pieces to dry, rubbed them
with salt, and hung them up on the ridge pole of our
tent. The rest we kept for camp use. We skinned and
prepared/or mounting some of the best antelope heads,
chen made our beds and turned in to be ready for busi-
ness m the morning,
Blair, Nebraska. Dr. E. A. PALMER.

|TO BE CONTINUED.]

A MAINE HUNTING
Editor Forest and Stream:

GROUND,
Readers of the Forest and Stream who are looking-

for big game next fall will be interested in a brief ac*
count of a hunting trip which Mr. A. S. Tbomoson and
his brother made last fall in northern Franklin county,
Maine. It is a region which is swarming with game themost important being bear, moose, deer and Caribou.

portion of the country over which our trip extended
says Mr. Thompson, lies about ten miles northwest of
Phillips village, and consists of the large timber belt ex-
tending from Jerusalem twenty-five miles north of Kins..
held on the east to Rangeley on the west, at which point
it is cut from the northwest forest by a buckboard road
from Rangeley to the Kennebago Mountains; and em-
*J^£

ing
l
n lts limits the townships of Mt. Abraham (or

Million Acres), Jerusalem, Redington, Dallas, also towm-
ships 1, 2, 3. The most important mountains are MtAbraham range, which lies from the east to Redington'
while Saddlerock and the Boil lie further west.
Small lakes and ponds and brooks abound and are full

of trout, as are also the numerous streams which go tomake up the Sandy River on the south, the Dead River
on the north and Caribou Valley streams being the head-
waters of the Carabassett on the east, I can say after
twenty years' tramping in the forests of Maine, that I
never saw such a sportsmen's paradise.
We made our homecamp at the home of our old friend

the veteran hunter, Cylas Wing, of Phillips, who. not-
withstanding that he is on the shady side of sixty, drove
us seven miles in the sparkling zero morning to the last
clearing, where he headed the party for the day's huntA hue day was before us. The earth was enshrined with
twelve inches of snow, with a crust sufficient to bear us
on snowshoes, with two inches of recent snow on top of
this, thus makiug it favorable to judge of the extent of
the game m this wonderful winter pasture. At about 9
A. M. we entered the woods and within fifteen minutes'
tramp the deer tracks resembled a sheep yard. At 11-30
A. M. we came up with a large buck deer, whose antlers;
showed us seven prongs.; but our guns with buckshot,
failed to bring him down. At 1:30 P. M. we came upon
a small one with equally bad result. Finding our guns:
inadequate, we returned home, where we arrived at
6:30 P. M.
The next day we provided ourselves with Winchester

rifles and with Mr. John Shepard as guide we started for
the Abraham range in quest of caribou, making Reding-
ton our center, the camp being on Sluice Stream At
9 A. M. we struck the tracks of five caribou, but wishing
to ascend Mount Pisgah, the west arm of Abraham lyin^
west of Caribou Valley, we at once made for the heights'
where we found a most enchanting view. The scenery
was charming and picturesque. Here we found the snow
literally tramped down by large herds of caribou; twentv-
two in one herd were easily counted, all traveling in one
direction. After admiring the beautiful scenery spread
out before us, and obtaining such knowledge of the hunt-
ing and fishing advantages of this section, we took the
trail of our game, which we brought down at 3:30 P. M.
It was a large blue buck caribou of 400lbs. weight and
stood thirteen hands high. After admiring him we left
him where he had fallen for the night, and starting for
the settlement arrived at 6:30 P. M. On the following
day with a sled and friendly aid we brought him out for
the admiration of congratulating friends. Several foxes
were also killed by our party.
For several years the forests far beyond bordering on

Canada north of Rangeley and Kennebago have been°the
resort for sportsmen, and I account for the unusual
amount of large game now- in this region by the fact that
they have been driven to this quiet home which has
abundant pasturage. Convenient camps will be built the
coming season on the above grounds, and I would recom-
mend all sportsmen who contemplate a hunting trip next
season to take this into account. Either for trout or
game there is no more genial and relhble guide than
John W. Shepard, of Phillips, Me., who will cheerfully
answer any inquiries and will have every comfort in Iiib
camps for nimrods and sportsmen the coming season and
for all who wish to visit this virgin hunting ground.
With our fox pelts and caribou I returned to my home

and business. Mr. Thompson says he would be pleased
to meet some lovers of the chase at the new camp in
Caribou Valley in October next. W. H. Allen.
Liverjviore Falls, Me,

Forest and Stream has illustrated circulars of G. O. Shields'new book, 'Cruising* in the Cascades, and Other Hunting Ad-ventures, which will be sent to any address on annlication. Th«
i „„v «„- ~i

-™- any address on application. Thebook is pronounced by l;P." T. S. Van Dyke, "Sillalicum," andother authorities one ot the most entertaining and instructiveworks on big-game hunting ever published.
'
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BEAR HUNTING IN NEW MEXICO.
TIERRA AMAEILLA, Rio Arriba County, New Mexi-

co. June. —Editor Forest and Stream:
_
It is quite a

long time since I gave you any information about the
hunting in this vicinity, the fact is that we were * 'holed

up" during the winter, only going out occasionally when
ft fresh track had been seen near camp, or for a deer or
tlirkey; of which latter there are plenty. Deer were
somewhat scarce oh aCcoiint of the numerous bands of

Apaches who camped quite close; My horses and btifroe

were so poor, owing to the amount of snow and want of

grass, that wo did not unearth our camp till the begin-
ning of May. A nice little run ending in a kill is the
cause of this epistle, so I will proceed to give you the de-
tails.

About 4:30 A. M., one morning toward the end of May.
one of the Mexicans in my employ came into camp and
told us that the horses would not be driven past a little

spot near camp, and of course we concluded that they
had seen a bear or mountain lion near that spot. Ac-
cordingly we set forth as soon as breakfast was
The MfcxiCan (£eriiande»), a Pueblo Indian, Andres
took four couples Of dogs arid left damp on horse
the other two preferred going on foot,- thinking the;

a better ChanCe of heading the bear by taking a short Cut.

where horses could not go. We met" with a Slight delay
at tile first which might have given our quarry d good
start, ifwas thus: I had with me two puppies totally
unbroken; no soon er did they smell the track than off

they bolted, dragging the old dogs with them and howl-
ing at the top of their voices: being all coupled, however;
they could not make very rapid headway. Quick as
thought Andres jumped from his horse, which by the
way immediately left him and had to be caught." He
secured one bunch of dogs and I the other. They had
made such a noise that I decided to loose them at"once,
although I was not sure whether they had scented the
bear or a passing deer. This was certain, that whatever
it was, they must have startled it, and knowing only too
well how soon both dogs and bear will run out of hearing
jti these mountains, when an animal gets a long start, I

lbst hO tinie in rinbouplifig therm and away they went at
racing pace and full cry, rip the mesa.; dowh into the
wide valley in which is our Carrip, and up the opposite
side; we could just hear the direction in which they had
gone by an occasional faint yell in the distance. We got
to the top very much out of breath, having led our pant-
ing plugs over the steep and rocky side.

Here the dogs would undoubtedly have been lost for a
time had it not been for an old hound who came waddling
along in the rear, with her nose on the ground and mak-
ing no end of noise. This one we followed and soon came
in hearing of the pack still going down the canon at the
back of the camp, We had a rough old ride after them
over logs, holes, rooks, etc., for about a mile, when we
dismounted, tied our horses and went down the side op-
posite to the one which we came up Here at the bottom
of another canon was the sight that always tickles me
most. At the top of a large pine sat a fine brown bear,
looking down with evident concern at the dogs below,
who uli appeared to have gone mad, jumping, howding
and biting the roots of the tree. Andres, who had been
left bp-hind, had taken a short out and got ahead of us,

nothing unusual, for that wily Indian does not seem to
exert himself much, but nevertheless he invariably gets
there all the same. Being there first, he got first shot,
but. although an excellent hunter in the way of finding
gaine, he is no marksmani and he promptly put a bullet
in the old boar's foot, which made him loosen his hold,
and down he came "thump." Whenyou hear this thump
there is always a decided sensation that you have shot
something. The dogs seized him on all sides, but he not
being at all dead, rose up and dispersed them without
Ceremony; but being unnecessarily closo we were not
desirous of witnessing any more fighting and lost no time
in filling him full of express bullets.

He was a very short,stubby bear,weighing about oOOlbs.

,

and the cook rendered 851bs/of lard from his carcass, a
very unusual amount of fat for the time of year, most
bears being so thin now that the dogs stand a poor show
of catching them; The fur was a beautiful dark brown
about 7in. long. We have every prospect of a good
spring, for the bears a few miles off have killed lots of
cattle and some horses.

N. B.—Since I wrote this we have killed seven more
bears, two silvertips, two blacks and three cinnamons,
also three bey lynx. At present we are fishing for the
wily trout, which fishing, by the way, is hard to beat.

My friend caught one of 41bs. yesterday, and on a good
day over a hundred fish can easily be caught if necessary.
The new law prohibiting the sale of trout from the Chama
and other rivers has already done much to improve the
fishing. A. P. F. Coape.

GEN. HENRY DU PONT.

G.EN. HENRY DtT PONT, the venerable head of the
extensive powder manufacturing firm of E. I. Du

Pont de Nemours & Co., died Aug. 8. Gen. Du Pont was
born Aug. 8, 1812, in the family homestead where his
long and useful career ended. He was the second son
of Eleuthere Irenee Du Pont de Nemours, a distinguished
Frenchman, who in 1800 sought asylum in this country
from Jacobin persecution, and founded the famous pow-
der works on the banks of the Brandywine River, Dela-
ware. A t seventeen he was appointed a cadet at the United
States Military Academy at West Point, graduated in
1838, and on July 1 of that year was ordered to duty with
the Fourth United States Artillery, at Fortress Monroe,
as Brevet Second Lieutenant. During the succeeding
fall and winter he performed frontier service with his
command at Fort Mitchell, on the Creek Indian Reserva-
tion, Alabama. Resigning his commission at the request
of his father July 15, ISM, he returned to Wilmington to

assist the latter and his elder brother in the manufacture
of gunpowder. The sudden death of the elder Du Pont
in Philadelphia from cholera the foil swing October made
Iris connection with the firm continuous and important.
At that time the powder works on the Brandywine were
the most extensive in the country, and on the death of
his father Henry Du Pont at once assumed a large share
of the responsibility of the enterprise. In 1850 he under-
took the chief direction, and from that year until the
present his was the directing and decisive mind. From
a capacity of 2,000 pounds a day during the second war
with Great Britain, <it which period they were the sole

source of supply of the American Army, the daily output

was enlarged to fully twenty times that amount. The
! prodtiot of the Brandywine mills has been an important
i factor in every American war since the Revolution, and
|

likewise in several European conflicts, notably the for-
midable struggle in the Crimean, when large cargoes of
Du Pont powder were shipped for the use of the allied

armies. During the war of the rebellion the company,
I
at the request of President Lincoln, sent one of its mem-
bers to Europe to make purchases for the Union Army,
The firm kept abreast of the powder manufacturing of
the world, and in all its enterprises Gen. Du Pont was
the dominating spirit. He proved equal to every haz-
ardous demand of his business, and it is said of him that
no man, perhaps, ever accomplished more for himself
and his associates with less business exaction. Enter-
prise, courage, fair dealing and liberality were the char-
acteristics of his business life.

Gen. Du Pont's diversion was agriculture. He was
probably the most extensive land owner in Delaware, and
his holding was the most valuable in the State. During
the later years of his life his recreation consisted almost
entirely in driving over his vast estate, inspecting crops
and stock and planning improvements. The miles of

well cultivated fields along the banks of the Brandywine
were his pride and pleasure, and he spent thousands of

dollars in enriching and improving them. Gen. DuPont's
personal estate is Valued at $15,000,000.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
{CHICAGO, 111., Aug. &. --Following is the assembly
\J call for what will probably be the most important
movement in fish protection in the State of Illinois. The
Fox River Association has already drawn about it a con-
siderable following of ths angling clubs of Illinois, and
there is little question that this movement will grow un-
til it can assume a political importance which will enable
it to dictate to some of our weak-kneed legislators. In a
late letter to Mr. Geo. E. Cole, secretary of the Fox River
Association, Commissioner Bartlett says that he has
already received a large number of letters in regard to

the proposed State organization, and is notified of the
organization of two local clubs for the express purpose of
joining the State movement. The State convention will

in all probability be held here about next October, and it

is iri every way desirable that so worthy a movemen t should
have the backing of every angler of this State. Some-
thing should be done,' and it will be done. The call reads:

"To Whom it may Concerns It is proposed by parties

interested in the ' preservation and propagation of the
fishes in the State of Illinois to form a State organization.

In connection with above proposition, S, P. Bartlett, sec-

retary of the Board of Fish Commissioners of this State,

has suggested to the Fox River Fish and Game Associ-
ation to issue a call for a conventiqn for the purpose of

forming such organization. Complying with the sugges-
tion, tne Fox River Fish and Game Association hereby
calls on all fishing clubs, and all those interested, to cor-

respond with John Wilkinson, 150 Kinzig street, Chicago,
respecting the time and place for such convention; and,
also, all other germane matters which might properly be
of interest before such convention." E. Hough.
176 Monroe Stkket.

PATTERN AND PENETRATION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
V/ith interest I read of the trials made at your shot-

gun test, but I am not sure as to what conclusions you
expect to arrive that will be of practical use to every one
who uses a shotgun. Is it not about settled that no two
guns, no matter how costly, or by wdiom made, allowing
them to be as near as possible identical, will not vary in

their performance? For instance: The writer knows of

two made by an eminent firm—made of Damascus steel,

same gauge, but differing about 8oz. in weight. The
heavier gun, after years of trial, has been found to do its

best work with less powder and more shot than the
lighter one requires. That will do its best work with
more powder and less shot. Commonly we would expect
the heavier gun to require a larger load to excel. Again,
when finer shot are used, another alteration in loading
for each gun has been found best. It took a good deal
of shooting to ascertain those simple facts, and even yet
we are not fully settled as to a rule of exactly how hard
to compress the powder, or how best to confine the wad
on shot. Now if these guns, coming from same factory,

costing the same, will not render the same performance
-with the same loading, how shall any rule be established
for the thousands of shot-shooting guns except for each
one to march up to your place of trial and have its

weak and strong points brought out? Rifles of given
weight and bore may be more uniform in their work,
but of this I am not certain. We have watches which
cost alike, and made for all the eye can discover exactly
alike, but they will not keep time alike. I shall be sorry
if these exacting trials at your test do not establish some
fact or fauts which will apply to every gun in the land;
but my limited experience has caused me to regard our
multitude of shotguns as like so many fiddles ; can't tell

what they will do until each one is tried for itself under
varied circumstances. W. H.

Shocking Treatment for Sparrows—The suggestion
of "Deacon" in last week's publication, to use uninsulated
electric light wires, was always a pet theory of mine. I

think it is the best way that has been as yet suggested.
Poisoning, trapping, shooting all have then* defects about
a town, and it is noticeable that where the wires are, so

are the sparrows, and vice versa. I originally thought of

it as a good way to obtain birds, unhurt for stuffing.—W.
C. C.

Towanda, Pa., Aug. 12.—A few summer woodcock
hunters have been out in this neighborhood but report
birds scarce. One party brought in two, the only ones
that were seen or killed. Grouse and quail are reported
doing well, many large broods being seen; and the pros-
pects are that sportsmen will have fine sport when the
season opens.—D.

Musket vs. Damascus.—While shooting at a target a
boy came along with a bored out musket, 19-gauge, 34in.

long. At five, rods he could put more shot into an en-
velope than I could with my fine Damascus 12-gauge
30in. long. We used No. 8 shot. Plow do you account
for this?—S. (Caledonia, N. Y.).

"That reminds me."

272.
FLICKERING No. 270 puts me in mind. Fred Fuller, a

cousin of the writer, was a most enthusiastic sports-
man, and for some years resided near Detroit, Mich., where
the extensive flats" gave him a fine opportunity to follow
his favorite pastime of duck shooting. He had a splen-
did set of decoys, and a number of half domesticated
wild ducks, which he also used for that purpose. His
guns and boats were the best of their kind, and his friends
understood that they were at liberty to borrow his outfit
when he did not use them.
A certain small creek which found its way into the

fiats became known as Fuller's stand, and so frequently
was he found there, that gradually his fellow sportsmen
came to recognize it as his own rightful shooting ground.
One morning Fred took gun, decoys and boat, and

started for a day's sport. Shortly afterward Tom B. , a
friend, sportsman, and great wag, came to borrow Fred's
decoys. Finding them gone he betook himself to his own
boat, and rowed on to the fiats.

Duekg were scarce; and after several hours' waiting for
a shot, Tom picked up his oars and started for the afore-
said creek, in which Fuller's boat could be generally
found with decoys nicely anchored just outside its mouth.
Tom rowed carefully down to the spot, and peering
through the tall marsh grass, discovered the decoys close
at hand, bobbing serenely up and down, while an occa-
sional quack from a live duck made things more realistic.

"By Jove, they look pretty!" said Tom. "I have a
great mind to let into 'em," he added, as he raised his
heavy muzzleloader to his shoulder. "How I could peck
that old drake that Fuller thinks so much of." And as a
bright idea struck him, Tom again raised his gun. "I'll

shoot -just over 'em! How mad Fuller '11 be. He'll think
some one is blowing his decoys out of water." And with
visions before his eyes of 6ft., and 2201bs. of excited
sportsman towering up over the grass in sublime passion,
and the subsequent hilarity of himself, Tom blazed away,
once, twice. "Whew! Holy Moses!" A furious quack-
ing, a mighty roar, and a hundred ducks rose from the
water, and put for a healthier place. When Tom had
angled for his gun some hours, and finally recovered it

from its resting place in the mud, where he had raptur-
ously thrown it, he started home, soliloquizing in a man-
ner which, revised, was as follows: "By thunder! if I
ever again shoot over a man's decoys, trying to be smart,
I hope some one will fill my hide full of BB's. Some men
are born asses." On that eventful morning my cousin
was not within three miles of his usual stand.

Oswego, N. Y. Ed. Noel.

A BASS STAND.
THE spot is frowned on by the highest and most inac-

cessible of a long line of cliffs. The matted turf has
ventured a little over the edge and descends among the
crevices toward a clump of weeds and scrub, but nothing
ventures lower save the swallows that frequent the damp,
rough-chiseled walls. The base is well buttressed against
the ocean by a confusion of huge boulders, with a line of
reefs extending out to break the attack. Here the un-
known angler was wont to clamber out to a precarious
footing, with his line reaching off beyond the breakers;
but nothing now remains of his handiwork save a line of
iron rods, well rusted and bent, that were drilled there
between tides. At low water, with a fog to help the illu-

sion, these boulders, half submerged, with their broad
backs covered with a tenacious sea growth, greenish
black, dripping and rank, appear a group of unclassified
marine monsters, well harpooned and stranded.
The breakers that frequent this locality are mostly of a

rough, boisterous nature, but sometimes they are disposed,

to loll about in lazy attitudes. At times a massive wave,
with an indolent but irresistible movement, rises to en-
gulf a great, low-lying rock, then suddenly disappears
and a hundred rivulets are hurrying back, leaving the
rock all dripping from its bath, with an isolated pool on
top to simmer there until another tide. On sunny days
they all assume an aspect of peaceful accord, rolling
gently across the ocean in pursuit of curving lines of
foam to harvest in winrows on the beach; but in cloudy
times they come from the commotion at sea in a different

temper. The smaller, frothing waves are all absorbed,
and the advance is led by one, ponderous, opaque, mottled
with, seaweed and debris, and a presence like the front of
ocean. The outer reef, potent to disconcert an ordinary
breaker, only aggravates this into foam on the crest as
the monster, rounding the point wdth the precision of in-

fantry, sweeps on. preserving a perpendicular attitude,

with the crest impending over an abyss that yawns ahead
with rapidity. Destruction seems inevitable in its path,
but the course is shoaling rapidly, the footing becomes
insecure for one reared like this, beyond soundings,
there's a stooping in the posture, a moment of tottering,

a mighty roar and the giant expires in tons on the beach,
giving birth in its dissolution to a ravenous progeny,
springing far inland to return dragging back the reluctant
gravel in sounding remonstrance.
But not all the breakers can thus pass the challenge of

the outer reef. Some are deflected toward the distant
shore; some collapse into seething maelstroms; others are
betrayed into misleading channels, a tortuous journey,
till, deprived of their headway, they all come together
again in a deep place near the shore and get to rearing
spires and steeples, till suddenly seized, drawn back and
landed among gloomy caverns with their trophies from
the deep: rare shells, curious bits of living things and
glistening flora. Jefferson Scrtbb.

Pbovidence, R. I.

A Minnow Life Preserver.—An ingenious contriv-

ance for aerating the minnow bucket consists of a rub-
ber tube with a, bulb. The end of the tube is inserted in
the water and the pressure of the bulb forces in the air,

which means life to the bait, and removes the necessity

of frequently changing the water. The life preserver is

manufactured by Messrs. A. B. Shipley & Son, of Phila*
delphia,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., July 7.—Continuing the investigation

set on foot by Forest and Stream into the sport-

ing resources of this region, I started about two weeks
ago to explore a section of the country lying to the north
of here, with an especial purpose of getting some accu-
rate knowledge in regard to the trout fishing accessible

from this point; which knowledge, it is safe to say, can
be called accurate only when gained at the expense of
careful personal effort, since what was last year a pro-
lific stream may this year be a barren one, and since
further all reports on such matters, be they from sports-

men or woodsmen, must so generally and generously be
accompanied by a salty seasoning of mental reservation.

The objective point of this trip was the Gaylord club
house, situated 300 miles north of Chicago, in the wilds
of the Wisconsin pine woods, but there was so much
divergence from the straight path thither, and so much
of interest found by the way, that I beg to offer first some
preliminary comment on the conditions and conditon of

that country, reserving the specific mention of the club
until tbe following paper, thus giving the artist a chance
to make a picture of the club house, and the chance
reader of both papers a better idea of where the club
house is.

The railway line chosen in this case was the Milwaukee
and Northern, a busy young road that runs straight

north, up into the pine and iron country of Wisconsin,
to the south shore of the coldest of the un salted seas. . In
the big union depot at Milwaukee I found a chance open
to all travelers for a comfortable shave, and the north
bound sleeper open at 9 P. M. to all duly shaven north-
bound men. Thereinto I climbed, and at 1:45 on the fol-

lowing morning started northward, although I knew
nothing of that until we reached Ellis Junction, in the
middle of the pine woods, where the train stopped for

breakfast, and where according to the advice of Mr. Tab-
berner, the Chicago general agent of the road, I was first

to disembark. ElMs Junction is thewoods station fornum-
bers of Chicago trout fishers and deer hunters. Its post-

office name is Crivitz, by which it is better known. In
its neighborhood there were formerly numerous runways
for deer, and probably more deer have been shipped
from that point, legally and illegally, than from any
otber one point in Wisconsin. It is the starting point
for the upper Oconto country, the Thunder River coun-
try and also for Medicine Brook, the Peshtigo Rapids and
other trout waters nearer at hand. As a town it is not
any very great affair, consisting for the most part of the
railway eating-house, a saloon or so, a big sawmill and
its attendant population. It is, however, a very good
type of north-woods town.
The station agent at Ellis Junction told me that he and

the district game warden, Judge Bartels, had, a day or

so ago, caught sixty-seven trout, which, when dressed,
weighed 521bs. Some of these trout, he said, were so

long that their tails turned up as they lay in a market
basket. Although I told this man that both his road and
my paper wished for definite news in regard to the trout
fishing, he was reluctant to tell me where these fish were
caught, and referred me to Judge Bartels, whom I had
not time to look up. I subsequently heard of this catch
of trout repeatedly during the trip, but no one knew ex-
actly where it was made, owing to different reports given
out by the fishers, naming both Medicine Brook and
Thunder River as the locality. This was blind trail

number one.
Mr. Tabberner had told me to look up Dan Seaby,

whom I should find at Ellis Junction, Middle Inlet, or

Lake Neoquebay, and whom he recommended as a good
boy to guide one in that region. "Dan Seaby," said Mr.
Tabberner, "sent me down a basket of trout that made
my hair stand on end. He is catching some big ones up
there, and if you find him you will not need go further
north than there."

I asked the station agent if he knew Dan Seaby, and
he had never heard of him. I telegraphed to Middle
Inlet and learned that he lived there, out was not at
home. Some one said he might be over at Lake Noque-
bay, which was only three miles.

"No 'taint, neither," said some one else, "it's good
eight miles."
"Well, it's only three miles over to the inlet," remarked

the first speaker.
"That's all you know," said a third party, "it's fivemile,

easy."
Seeing that I was fallen upon one of those reliable

counties, where the more you hear the more you don't
know, I started to walk to Lake Noquebay, relying not
so much upon their directions as to the road as upon the
general direction in which the lake lay from the railway.
This was blind trail number two.
Following the railway track north through one of the

most desolate and impassable stretches of pine land and
cedar swamp it was ever my fortune to see, I came across
a clear little stream flowing to the right, and could not
resist the idea that there must be trout in it, improbable
as that should be so near to a ravenous railway town.
By the bridge grew a wild red rose, and likewise a bunch
of ripe red raspberries. Barring the mosquitoes, which I

soon drove pale and fainting from the spot by a good ap-
Jrtication from a greenery-yallery box of lollacapop, this
ittle corner, by the way, seemed much like Paradise to
one escaped from a desk. Whistling somewhat, all to
myself, I set down my pack, tied a cast, and caught a
trout, not 40ft. from the railway bridge. Him I returned,
as being too small, and leaving the rose also to say good
morning to some later traveler, I went along exultant.
The country was entirely new to me, and one always
enjoys a new sort of country. Most black and dismal
and forbidding it looked, as I must say, when I left the
railway and started into the forest along a trail which
might or might not be the path to Lake Noquebay.
A sharp walk of three-quarters of an horn- brought me

again to my friend the brook, this time in a dark little

hollow, crossed by a log bridge. I could not resist the
temptation, and so put down my pack again, jointed my
rod, and caught another little trout from 'under the
bridge. The swamp on either hand Avas too dense for
passage, and I fished no further. As I penetrated yet
further into the silent and solemn pine forest, the trail

appeared fainter and fainter. I fancied I had missed
the right path, and at length turned back, grumblingly
retracing my steps to the railway.
Near by I found a little farm and a log house, and the

owner, Mr. Shepherd, told me I had been within a mile
or so of Lake Noquebay. "But," said he, "you'll find

Dan Seaby over at the Inlet. It's a mile and three-quar-
ters from here." Fortified by a cup of tea, I started on
again, reflecting whether I had or had not lost any time
by losing my way.
Middle Inlet I found to consist of nine families, some

piles of cedar logs and posts and the general debris of a
milling camp. The station office was in a freight car,
and two freight cars joined by a little hallway constitu-
ted the home of station agent Dropp, his wife and his
three children. Dan Seaby was sitting on a slab bench
in front of the "deyjot." He was thinking. It is a great
country for thinking, up there. He was a big, good-
natured boy of eighteen, smooth-faced and youthful, if

beyond man's stature in girth and height. I told him my
errand and his face fell a foot. "Gol darn the luck,"
said he.
"What's the matter with the luck?"
"Well, you see, I'm married."
"What !"

"Yes, I'm married. That's my house over there," and
he pointed to a house so small 'he could have carried it

under his arm. "I'm married, and my wife she's sick
she is, and she's only sixteen, and you know how women
are" (this with a wise look on his boyish face).

There being nothing else left for me to do, I sat down
and whistled a long whistle of surprise. "Some folks
never does have any luck," said Dan, eagerly jabbing his
knife into the bench. " That's me. I'd ruther go fishing
with you than anything else on earth. But then you
know how they is." And he sighed mournfully.
"It aint any use, nohow," he said, brightening up

a bit after we had talked a while. " The dam on the
lower inlet is shut down, so's they can make hay on the
marsh below here. The creek where I caught all my big
trout is away out at the bottom of a big pond, and you
can't get at it. They won't open the gate, and even .if

they did, the water wouldn't run down good in less'n
three or four days. There's a good many trout, eight or
ten inches long, over in the North Branch, about five or
six miles. We kin ketch a lot over there—but pshaw ! I
can't go. J can't go nowhere. Some fellers never does
have any luck !

"

The upshot of all this was that a youth by the name of
Dave Teeters accompanied me to the North Branch. We
walked four miles to the stream, and upon ascending it

for half a mile or so came to an elaborate logging dam,
beneath which lay as beautiful a pool as one could wish
to see. This we fished thoroughly without a rise. Ear-
lier in the season a lumberman' by the name of Hoff
caught 380 trout at this point in one day, and another
man at about the same time took 309. We wanted about
one dozen, but the above individuals had our share. The
stream was fished out.

Above the dam I had my first experience of the style of
fishing necessary in this section. The back-water "from
the dam had spread up stream for neaily two miles,
soaking the low banks until they formed a quaking bog
in which it was no uncommon thing to go down nearly
to the armpits. Across this, however, we pushed on and
came into a fallen cedar swamp which could have af-
forded Dore gooa studies for his illustrations of the In-
ferno, and which passed the wildest dreams of confusion
I ever had. It was a mat of interlacing dried hard poles
and limbs, through and over which we plunged with
heart of desiieration. At this work the natives, with
their spike-shod logging shoes, are far superior to the
average angler; but the angler who cannot walk a 4in.

pole across a 40ft. abyss of bottomless Jmud would better
stay out of that region.
And yet all this creek had been fished before us, for

we could see a trail wherever there was dirt enough to
hold a footprint. Later we learned that fishers from a
lumber camp below us had that day taken over 100 trout
in the stream above where we were, our entry being too
late in the evening to permit us to go very high up. We
picked out a few miserable seven and eight-inch trout
from under logs and among the tangled brush. The
short line, stiff pole, heavy sinker and bait made the only
practical outfit for this fishing. I found my fly-rod next
to useless, and I did not take a trout upon the fly. I do
not call that trout fishing. I learned that this stream, in
common with all others of the region, was persistently
fished by market fishers, who kept every trout caught, no
matter how small. There is one conductor on the Mil-
waukee & Northern Railway, whose name I can give to

the authorities of the road if necessary, who buys all the
trout, big and little, that the Middle Inlet boys will catch
for him, paying them twenty-five cents a pound. He
always buys these trout to eat, be says, but as I happen
to know of a hundred pound or so he has taken down the
road late this summer, I submit that he has a mighty good
appetite for fish. I would hardly dare connect this with
the fact that trout bring fifty cents a pound at this end
of the road.

The train butcher also develops an occasional abnormal
fondness for trout, and if one of these poor, down-trodden
log camp fellows, who never did a day's work in his life,

but who insists that he has the right to murder trout and
venison irresponsibly, should happen to have ten or
twelve pounds of these little fingerlings in his box, the
train butcher does not find it too much for his appetite,

I offer these facts to Mr. Sheardown and Mr, Dutton and
Mr. Tabberner, of the Milwaukee & Northern offices,

and ask them if they like it. The great bulk of the trout
now being taken in these waters are the result of recent
planting by the Fish Commissioners, and the trout are
being skinned out of these streams before they are over
3in. long. In the winter time fishing through the ice is

carried on continually. "Don't you think the trout taste

as good to us in the winter as they do to you in the sum-
mer?" is the answer to your protests. The law is not
thought of. The game warden for the district is, so
nearly as I can learn from his neighbors, pretty nearly
no good as a game warden. I could not learn of his ever
having made a conviction. He is either a delinquent or
an almighty much maligned individual, His neighbors
tell me that he himself never spares a fingerling; that
last winter he fished through the ice, and that he has pub-
licly declared his intention to run a hound on deer this

fall. That's the way they talk. Is it all due to the popular
feeling against a game warden in a lawless district, or is

there ground for it? If he can't convict, I will tell him
that I had open confessions, or rather bold declarations,
made to me of violations of the trout and deer laws
enough so that I coxdd go up there and arrest two-thirds
of those entire communities. If the warden is not asleep
all day, he knows of these constant violations and suffers

them. Put him out. Get some one in there who is awake
and not afraid. These fellows won't hear to sense or
reason. They have no sentiment to which you can ap-
peal. They are utterly selfish, utterly ruthless, utterly
wanton and merciless. They wall respect nothing but
the law, and that only when the law has shown itself

rough and unsparing. A good conviction or two once in
a while will save thousands of little trout, and hundreds
of illegally killed deer, in this absolutely lawless and
careless, reckless and heartless region. Get a game
warden, Get a man with eyes, ears and sand. I don't
think it would take much of the latter. This class of
lawbreakers is the one of all others fondest of a great big
bluff, and the most absently absent when it comes right
down to pulling a gun.

I shall have more to say on the depletion of the game
and fish supply in this region in later writing, for I gave
the matter as extended and thorough a looking into as I

could, and covered a good deal of territory. What little

I have said here will make the history of the Gaylord
Club appear the brighter when we come to see it. As
further preparation thereto I may briefly add that my
story of Middle Inlet, where I lived in the freight car
with the station agent, and made divers trips which may
be condensed into later mention, made merely a confir-
mation of the old story of extermination. Sick of this,

I was as glad to reach Gaylord club house as I hope the
paper's readers may be. E. Hough.

175 Moneob Street, Chicago.

CAMPS OF THE KINGFJSHERS.-V.
ECHO LAKE, ONTARIO, CANADA,

EARLY dawn found us surrounding a solid breakfast
of fried "pike," bacon, eggs, pilot bread and coffee

(colored with "condemned milk" in lieu of the pure article),

flanked by the Jedge's "scooped" trout; and by the time
the sun peeped a good morning from the summit of
Knots' landscape, Sam, CharleyKnots and the Jedge were
paired off and away, one boat heading up the lake, the
other to the bay around the point below, leaving the
smaller boat for the skipper to make the trip to the farm
at the foot of the lake after bread and a bucket of milk.
The old rod and a bucket of frogs were placed in the

boat; and a straight wake was made for the rocky point
opposite the little island, and not till around this and in
a small bay, was a frog put on the hook and dropped
over alongside the rushes to tempt a bass or some hungry
longsnout looking for an early breakfast. Three pickerel
were taken in the little bay, two of them as full of good
honest fight as a bass or a trout, while the other was a
very stick in his motions, affording about as small sport
as reeling in an old oyster can.

Can it be that fish are like the human family, some full

of vim and vigor and muscle, and others born tired and
dyspeptic and afflicted with ills and ailments that make
life a burden? From the great difference in the fighting
qualities of the members of the pike family, this would
seem to be the case, but hi the eternal fitness of things
the dyspeptics and drones and "tramps" of the tribe are
happily in the minority.
Studying over this fishy problem as I went along, and

wishing a 51b. bass might take a notion that the frog tow-
ing astern would about fill some empty space in his diges-

tive apparatus, another point Avas passed down toward
the outlet where the lake narrowed to a quarter of a
mile, lined along the shore I was following with a growth
of gras§, bulrushes and bushweeds that reached nearly
half way across. The frog kept getting tangled up in

these, till to be rid of the annoyance I reeled up and laid

the rod in the boat, when, as I picked up the oara again,
1 was startled by a break in the water a few yards inshore,
and turning quickly saw the broad tail and two feet of

the body of a great fish flash in the sun for an instant
and then quietly disappear under the water.
Grasping the rod and getting to my feet with the elec-

tricity working in the roots of my hair in a manner that
threatened to lift my hat, the astonished frog was cast
within a few feet of 'where the fish went out of eight,

and I waited anxiously for a few moments for a tug at

the fine that would begin a fight that would be the crown-
ing glory of all the exploits of the Kingfishers in time
past and for generations to come. But the looked for

tug didn't come; his mightiness was probably lying
quietly in the shadows of the bushweeds crushing the life

out of some luckless Canada pike that had heedlessly got
within striking distance of his terrible jaws. The frog
was reeled in and cast a few yards further down shore
and wound up to a short cast without a sign of having
been noticed; then up the belt of rushes a few yards and
brought back with sundry enticing yanks and twitches
that would have turned the head of any dull-witted pick-

erel; but old General Esox was too smart and wary, or too

busy with his breakfast, to notice an insignificant speck-
led frog, and all the persistent casting went for naught.
After a half hour spent in this fruitless work, the frog

was taken off and a big troller tied on the line and spun
up and down the fringe of rushes for a hundred yards,
tangling in the weeds occasionally; but another half hour
resulting in nothing but "grass bites," the troller was
reeled up and the boat headed for the farm, a quarter of

a mile below, with the skipper in a somewhat demoralized
frame of mind.
However, reflection brought the conviction that it were

folly to fish for this king of Echo Lake with ordinary bass
tackle; nothing less than a butcher's meat hook and a
clothesline would have prevailed over and brought him
to grief in the wilderness of bush weeds, grass and bid-

rushes infesting this part of the lake—albeit I wasted
another half hour trying to provoke a fight as I went
back, for I wanted the satisfaction of breaking a line on
him, if nothing more.

Louis, who had frequently fished the lake and knew its

waters well, was no doubt right when lie said he had "see
um so long," for judging by the breadth of tail and the
couple of feet of body exposed by this one, he was cer-

tainly longer than Louis.
This great maskinonje was seen near the same bunch

of rushes on two different days afterward by others of

the party, but could not be induced to take bait or troller,

and for all we know, he is there yet, the terror of the
Canadian pike and monarch of all the waters of Echo
Lake. Another was seen near the head of the lake in

water 4 or oft. deep, that was measured with the eye at

more than 5ft. in length, and I have no doubt whatever
that there are a great many more in the waters of Echo
that will weigh from 10 to 501bs,
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Entering the river at the foot of the lake a few rods

above the farmhouse, the boat was pulled in under over-

hanging branches to a famous spring neighbor Ruttle had
told us about, and I got out to slake my thirst, for I was
dry and hot, and a cool draught would help to soothe the

disappointment at the failure to provoke a battle with

the big maskinonje. Gushing out from under the roots

of a good-sized maple leaning far out over the water, its

branches sweeping the surface, was a vigorous little-

stream nearly on a level with the waters of the river, that

was so clear and extremely cold that had it not been
for the intervening miles of forest and lake, a slight

stretch of the imagination might easily have followed it

through some mysterious underground connection to the

great spring at the foot of Six-mile Lake in beloved old

Upper Michigan. Using the milk bucket instead of a

cup, a quart or two was dipped out of the little basin a

foot deep by a couple of feet across, and while quaffing

it with frequent pauses, for it was too cold to drink much
of at a time, fish and fishing were forgotten in the enjoy-

ment of this best gift of nature to thirsty man—sweet,

pure, cold water welling from the bosom of Mother Earth,.

When the contents of one of old Sam's stone jugs had
"evaporated" (and with the aid of old Knots and the

Jedge the process was not a tedious one), the jug was
filled at the spring by some of the party on the daily

trips to the farmhouse, that we might have a drink of

pure water in place of the flat-tasting water of the little

trout stream, which was, however, much colder than the

waters of the lake; and it may be mentioned for the ben-

efit of any friend of the angle who may happen to wan-
der into the region of echoes (having brother "Wawa-
yanda" and his buttermilk specially in mind), that this

spring and another almost as good on the opposite side of

the river, in a swamp at the upper end of Ruffle's clear-

ing, are the only springs or streams of good, drinkable

water we found around the entire circuit "of the lake.

Pulling across and down to a small pine log at the edge
of the water that stood for a dock, further progress was
stopped by the big mongrel house dog standing at the top

of the bank with bristles and tail up and a proclamation

of war in the surly growl that greeted me as I stepped

out and fastened the boat to a handy bush. Here was
another "category," but a few well chosen and concilia-

tory remarks at last convinced him of my peaceful in-

tentions, and I was allowed to climb the bank, where we
stood confronting each other a few moments, neither of

us quite decided what would be the next best move, when
a sharp rebuke from Mother Ruttle, who opportunely ap-

peared in the kitchen door, lowered bristles and tail, and
"Jack," with abashed face and sidelong glance, sneaked
around behind the woodpile, from where he eyed me
furtively till I reached the house, much relieved 'in mind.
A few minutes later he came tiptoeing up to the house
to see if bis mistress had recovered her good humor, and
noting that I appeared to be on friendly footing with the
family, the hatchet was buried with a few lazy wags of

his tail and sundry pats on the head, that ended in a
romp, and we were fast friends afterward.

"When I got back to camp in the afternoon the other

boys were in with a dozen pickerel and a bass for their

share of the sport; rather a slim prospect for bass, hut as

there is always an excuse ready for fish not biting well, we
laid it to a feeling of rain in the air and other "signs''

which are a never failing source of comfort to the true
disciple when the luck is poor. The old angler who goes
to lake or stream without a full assortment of "consolers"
to fit each case of failure, and an abiding faith in the
traditions and signs and omens cherished of the craft, is

a broken rod, a poor stick, and fails in his duty of setting

a good example to the younger fry of the brotherhood
growing up about him.
"While sitting around on the dock after a late dinner,

smoking and discussing the advisability of trying the
fish again later in the evening, we sighted a boat coming
around the point some three miles below; and Knots got
out his glass to see if he could make out the phiz of

brother "Friz," of Detroit, whom we were expecting that
afternoon, but a long and careful scrutiny of the four in

the boat failing to "remind" him of anything, the glass

was passed over to the skipper for a look.

When the focus had been adjusted and the glass
leveled a moment, his hat was swung in the air with a
"Hooray, old Dan, by the great horned frog!" and the
glass was passed around to the others and back to old
Knots, who had meantime sharpened his vision with a
few drops of "O. F. C." that he might the better pene-
trate the haze mantling the water and recognize his old
companion of many a camp, who sat perched on a bundle
containing his tent, fly and camp cot (we knew the make-
up of the bundle as well as if present at the packing),
facing the rower in the old familiar camp pose of elbow
on knee and chin in hand, the useless old right arm hang-
ing limp at his side, gazing contentedly out from under
the wide brim of the same old once white wool hat, that
had stood the pelting of many a rain and sheltered him
from the fervid rays of many another July sun in years
gone by—the same old Uncle Dan who had a place in all

our hearts.

A second look by Knots brought the admission, "The
bald-headed old pelican of the Sangamon, sure!" And
then, not to let us lose sight of the knotty side of his

nature, the sunburned sinner laid the fault to the glass

by declaring that "the binocular must be out of fix, or
that he had been looking the first time through the
'theater' instead of the 'field' or the 'marine' lens." The
gnarly old bundle of perversity always found a knothole
to crawl through when cornered, and to use a slang
phrase, "It was a cold day when old Knots got left" in a
skirmish of wits, or failed to snub and squelch any one
audacious enough to differ with him in his clinched and
riveted opinions on matters terrestrial and otherwise.
When it was settled that it was really Uncle Dan, a

combined yell of greeting went out over the water to our
grizzled old comrade, and directly a faint cheer came
back through the haze, proclaiming that the yell had been
heard and understood; and then Knots was suddenly re-

minded that it was a fitting time to celebrate, which he,

Sam, Charley and the Jedge proceeded to do, while Louis
was sent to the trout stream for a bucket of fresh water,
that "James Mackerel" might not be left out of the
festivities.

Waiting patiently till the boat drew alongside the
dock, Dan was helped out and put through a course of

welcome in the shape of hand shakes and sundry mild-
mannered kicks and cuffs—the usual proceeding with a
Kingfisher who comes late to camp—that doubtless set

his open-eyed companions in the boat to wondering if

they would have to go through a like ordeal as a sort of
initiation ceremony; but when we were through with
old Dan they got out and were duly introduced as Mr.
Guy Pi and Harry B., of Decatur, two young friends, 18
or 20 years of age, rigged out, we noticed, in high-toned
dudisii store clothes and jaunty stiff hats, whom he had
brought along for their first trip to the north woods,
while the one at the oars proved to be our friend Everett,
of whom we had hired the boats.

Instead of meeting us at Richmond or Ft. Wayne, Dan
had at the last moment changed his plans and taken the
steamer J. Gould at Chicago and arrived at Sault the
night before, got the note left at the Chippewa House,
hired Mr. Everett the next morning to take them and
their traps in his big yawl to the camp, a matter of 23
miles; got his old once white wool hat out of the insep-

arable old leather trunk to preserve his complexion, lost

an hour or two hunting for the mouth of Echo River;
and here they were with the afternoon well gone, all

tired, leg-cramped and hungry, "and it behooved us," he
said, "to fly around lively"and get them something to

satisfy four howling appetites in about the time it would
take old Bill Schrall to land a ' suckermoojen.'

"

A pot of coffee was made and a bite set before them,
which was soon disposed off; and then the task of putting
up Dan's tent according to bis critical notions was begun,
a job that was turned over to the two youngsters that
they might learn something in the way of making a
camp, Dan was supervising architect, and before the

cots were hung and stretched to his pleasement on posts

driven in the ground, and tent in place over them, we
had a notion that the boys wished they had staid at home.
A small level spot a few yards up the hill was selected

and cleared of some low bushes, but the soil was so rocky
that it was difficult to drive a stake; and to make mat-
ters more interesting for the youngsters the blackflies

began to come in from the bushes, and every few minutes
they would drop axe, hatchet Or saw with which they
were at work and make frantic swipes with both hands
over neck and face where the blood suckers were "get-
ting in their work." The pests had the supervising
architect at a great disadvantage, as he had but one hand
with which to defend himself, but a coat of Mother Rut-
tle's blackfly cream liberally applied by the skipper
caused them to leave him and redouble their attention

to the boys. They were advised to varnish themselves
with the mixture as we were, but they thought it too
"nasty" and continued at their work, until at last, when
they could stand it no longer, Harry meekly asked,
"Where is that smear, as you call it? I guess we'll have
to put some of it on or jump in the lake."

They repaired to the warehouse and after a while sur-

prised us by coining out, one rigged in a baseball uniform
and the other gorgeous in a lawn tennis suit of stockings,
skin-tight knee breeches and shirt with marvelous and
bewildering stripes running athwart ships, and the hands,
face and neck of both well coated with the grease and
tar. This unusual spectacle, in camp was too much for

old Sam's nerves, who was moved to nudge the Jedge
and remark in a stage whisper, "another ep.sode."
Working diligently with little bother from the flies

and guided by frequent suggestions and instructions from
old Dan, the 'boys after a while had the cots in good
shape, and then 'a couple of us helped put up the tent
over them. Owing to the rocky nature of the place this

was a matter requiring patience and tact, for every guy
had to be in exact line to suit the eye of Uncle Dan, (Sam
declared he got cross-eyed squintin' at 'em), a deviation
of a quarter of an inch raising a protest; but by much
driving and resetting of stakes the task was at last ac-

complished about supper time, much to the relief of the
two novices; and peace and good will reigned in the
camp. The elders of us had been there many a time be-

fore and never got flurried over the old pelican's peculi-

arities, for it was a pleasure to help him in his almost
helplessness, and note the expression of serene content
that took possession of him when the camp was made.
Our friend Everett had decided to stay over night with

us and rest up for a fresh start in the morning, as the
long pull agaiust the current after getting into the river

would have run him well into the night before reaching
home, a wise conclusion, for we had a good bed for him,
and plenty to eat.

After supper the cool air and the skeeters moved Harry
to change his gorgeous thin shirt and breeches for a
heavier suit of old clothes, and then around a big camp
fire the plans for next day were discussed and the "two
kids," as the Jedge dubbed them, were regaled with Knots'
ancient catfish story, old camp yarns and reminders—all

new to them—till everybody got to yawning and the cir-

cle broke up for the night. KINGFISHER.

A Fish Epidemic—A Calcutta paper reports: The
large tank at the corner of the Esplanade and Dhurrum-
tolla st eet at daybreak yesterday morning, presented an
unusual spectacle to several hundreds of astonished pas-
sers-by. Some 5,000 fish, varying from 401bs. to over
801bs. in weight each, were seen floating and panting on
the surface of the water, unable to move, and evidently
suffering from some cause. Several of them were hand-
led by people near the edge of the tank, making no ef-

fort to get away, and 7 of them, which were evidently
dying, and which had floated on their sides, were taken
out of the tank. ' One fish, weighing 6tilbs. , with some
of the tank water, has been sent to the chemical exami-
ner to government for analysis. The police formed a
cordon round the tank to prevent natives from stealing
the fish, which seemed so exhausted that they could have
been lifted out of the water with the hand in thousands.
Strange to say, not a single small fish was affected, as
none were seen on the surface. After the lapse of a little

more than an hour the fish appeared to recover, and one
by one gradually sunk and disappeared. Few of the
thousands who daily pass and repass this tank could
have had any idea of the large number of monstrous fish

it contains, and those who witnessed the sight yesterday
morning will not readily forget the curious spectacle it

presented with these monsters floating about.

St. Lawrence Association.—The annual meeting of
the Anglers" Association of the St. Lawrence was held at
Thousand Island Park Aug. 7. The following officers

were elected for the ensuing year: President, P. H. •

Warner, Rochester; First Vice-President, H. H. Chandler,
j

New York: Second Vice-President, Jacob Hayes, New
,

York; Secretary. W. H. Thompson, Alexandria Bay:
Treasurer, R. P. Groat, Clayton. t

THREE RECKLESS TROUT.

IT is a little late in the season for trout stories, and my
companions of the field who drop in at the office to

spend the evening nowadays have passed along to blue-
fish and bass, with occasional woodcock and curlew
variations; and on cool evenings a few early symptoms
of ruffed grouse distvu-bance are manifested in our con-
fabs.
Last evening, however, there was a sudden atavism

to trout stories, and the question as to whether trout
would ever bite immediately after being injured by the
hook brought out the fact that every one of us hadknown
them to do so. I recalled one instance when, about four
years ago, I was fishing at evening at the mouth of
Eagle Creek inlet on the Fulton Lakes. A half-pound
trout struck the stretcher fly with a dash and a splash,
but failed to hold fast. In retrieving the flics for another
cast I noticed something clinging to the stretcher; and
on examination this proved to be a piece of trout skin
about the size of a three-cent piece. After making half
a dozen casts in other directions, the flies were again
tossed near the log under which the injured trout lurked,
and this time he used the right end of himself for hook-
ing purposes and was landed in the boat according to the
custom of the time. A bright red spot near the dorsal
fin showed where the skin had come from that was found
upon the hook a moment before.
About two years ago, while fishing Avith bait in my

beloved old Poohtatook Brook, in Connecticut, I hooked a
large trout in very shallow water; and in his struggles to
get free, while I was obliged to hold him closely, he
splurged out upon a flat moss-covered rock, unloosed
himself, sprang back into the brook and ran down to a
shallow pool a couple of yards below, remaining in sight
all of the time. Not really expecting him to bite again,
I floated the worm down toward him, and it was imme-
diately pounced upon and with deadly effect, for I can
hear that old fellow flopping in my basket still.

Last month, while fishing in Ashley Falls Brook, in
Massachusetts, a four-ounce trout was bound to have my
Reub-Wood fly ; but he had bad luck in his attempts, and I

sympathized with him to the extent that I offered it to
him several times in rapid succession. He hurled him-
self at it with might and main every time, and finally

was tossed out upon a big wet rock. I noticed that he
was strangely deformed , being decidedly humpbacked;
but that he had "angel's wings" concealed in the hump
there was no doubt, for he had no sooner spluttered off

from the rock and found himself in deep water than he
commenced jumping at the Reube-Wood fly again, and
was finally hooked and landed. Robt. T. Morris.
New Youk, August, 1S89.

NEW ENGLAND FISHING.
OOSTON, Aug. 12—The fishing season in the New
i ) England streams holds out later than ever this year.

Rain in abundance has given an unusual pitch of water,
and this proves to be favorable to trout fishing. Reports
show good catches, even to the August vacationists, who
usually find dried-up streams, and trout only in the
pools. Mr. Sotde, of Bradford, Thomas & Co., of this

city, has just returned from a two weeks' vacation in
VValdoboro, Maine, the home of his boyhood, where he
found the fishing unusually good in the streams that he
had come to look upon as about "played out." In his

score was one trout of l^lbs. weight, a very fine speci-

men for the brooks in that locality. But Mr. Soule was
greatly disgusted with mosquitoes, which he found to be
holding out unusually late in that part of the country.
Generally the middle of July brings them about to an
end for the season; but Mr. Soule found them "thicker
than mist," and that was thick the most of the time
when the rain did not pour, and they bit harder than in

June. The only way that the stream could be fished at

all was by the liberal application of pennyroyal and
other specifics. The weather has been remarkably warm
and wet, both conditions favorable to mosquitoes.
Mr. Frank Dexter, of the firm of Dexter, Bros., of this

city, starts this week with his wife for Kennebago, to

spend the whole month of August. This is their usual
annual trip. Mr. Dexter has a hay fever, for which the
high mountain air of the Kennebago region is a perfect
cure. Besides, both Mrs. Dexter and himself are en-
thusiasts with the fly-rod. They catch trout legitimately

and for the pleasure of fly-fishing, and they live to enjoy
the mountains and the lakes, without desiring to kill

trout for the mere sake of numbers. They are among the
few who have learned that it is not all of fishing to fish,

nor all of an outing to kill trotit or game. Mrs. Dexter
tells a good story of a party of Boston vacationists—two
gentlemen. They hired a boat at Greenvale, and went
trout fishing. They were gone all day, and came in with
great luck. In fact, they had a boat almost full, of trout

—that is, they were trout, till some one who had spent a
few summers in that region pronounced them chubs.

The gentlemen had never seen a trout. Special.

Towanda, Pa., Aug. 10.—Towanda is located on the
banks of the Susquehanna River, and in the neighbor-
hood of fine black bass fishing grounds. The season so

far has been one of small catches, or not any, on account
of muddy discolored water, caused by heavy and frequent
rains. One day the past week the fishermen who hap-
pened to be on the street saw a large 51bs. black bass
being taken to jail by a deputy sheriff. It was a gift to

the sheriff of this county, sent in by Attorney Califf , who
is in camp about three miles above this place with his

family. It is the second one of the same size and weight
captured by him this season. It takes from one-half to

three-quarters of an horn- to land one of those fellows,

Mr. Califf says, providing you have good luck. Our
other fishermen lose all their big ones. Everybody that
goes out hooks a big fellow in his imagination, but fails

to bring him home. This capture gave new blood to the
fishermen, and the water clearing up many boats were
out yesterday. All brought in fine strings, mostly black
and rock bass.—Sos. Q. Hannah.

Lake Koshkonong.—Fort Atkinson, Wis.—An especi-

ally strong struggle was made last whiter in the Legisla-

ture to abolish fishing through the ice, but the measure
was defeated. Our lake, so famous for canvasback ducks
on account of its large wild celery beds, is four miles
wide and eight miles long, and is situated in the south-

eastern part of the State: and from our small lake alone
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over fifty tons of bass, pike, pickerel and perch were
caught with hook and line during a period hardly cover-
ing two months last winter. "We are sick of it, but can't
help it; and so must content ourselves to sit in a boat and
soak a minnow, waiting almost in vain for a bite from
any kind of a fish. All that could be done to stop this
kind of fishing was done last winter, and now we will
patiently wait another two years until the Legislature
again convenes, then we will make another bold stagger
to stop this wholesale butchery.

—

Rex.

the Mmml
FIXTURES,
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 7 to 11.—First Annual Bog Show of the Brooklyn Kennel
Club, at Brooklyn, N. Y. Charles Dickleraau, Secretary. Entries
close Aug. 28.

Sept. 9 to 13.—Dog Show of the Farmers' Lancaster County Fail-
Association, at Lancaster. Pa. A. A. Herr. Secretary. Entries
close 11 A. M., Sept. 9.

Sept. 10 to 13.—Sixth Annual Log Show of the London Kennel
Club, at London, Out. C. A. Stone, Manager.
Sept. 10 to 13.—Dog Show of the Cent ml Canada Exhibition As-

sociation, at Ottawa, Can. Capt. R. C. W. MacCuaig, Secretary.
Entries close Aug. 31.
Sept. 11 to 13.—ETrst Annual Dog Show of the Toledo Kennel

—I Kennel
* - in—sr-K- ---vr-iv «— Exposition at Toronto,

Canada. Capt. C. Creville Harston, Secretary.
Sept. 17 to 20,-Dog Show of the Pet Stock Association at El-

mira, N. V
. J. Otis Fellows. Superintendent, Hornellsville, N.Y.

Entries close Sept. 7.

Oct. 7 to 12.—Eighth Annual Dog Show of the Danbury Agri-
cultural Society, at Danbur y, Conn. B. C. Lynes. Secretary.

Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 3890.—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and
Pet htock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 18 to 21, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 11 to 14, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Rochester

Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 2(5 to 28, 1890—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. ,T. W. Newman, Secretary.
FIELD TRIALS.

Nov. 4—Third Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel Club.
P. T. Madison. Secretary, Indianapolis. Ind.
Nov. 11.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel Club,

at Chatham, Ont. C. A. Stone, Secretary, London, Ont,

»J?0,V' l?-TElo^?nth Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field
Trials Club, at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.
Dec. 2—Inaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club,

at Lexington, N. C. O. H. Odell, Secretary, Mill's Building, New
York, N. Y.
Dec. 16.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Amory, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1890 —Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313
Bush street, San Francisco, Cat.

mFeW,1\1890-TJou,
rth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Held

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary.

COURSING.
Oct. 9 to 12—Fall meet of the National Coursing Club at Hutch-

inson, Kan. M. E. Allison, Manager.
Oct. 24.—Annual Meet of the American Coursing Club, at Great

Bend, Kan. F. lv. Doau, Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.

NIGHTS WITH THE COONS.-IX.
ALTHOUGH I lay no claim to being a coon hunter, still

i cannot refrain from giving your readers an account
of a bunt which I participated fn, and really enjoyed, in
October, 1886.

A friend living at Glens Falls requested trie to come and
spend a few days with him at his cottage on Lake George
and, to make it an inducement, added, "that 1 could upend
the day shooting grouse, and. perhaps, if I would bring
along a hound, might find some rabbits," remarking lastly
that there were plenty of coons, that they had nearly
destroyed Henry B.'s corn, that he knew of a dog at East
Lake George that was good for coons, and he would have
him at the cottage, and "we will go along some night and
get a coon." I will admit I did not take much stock in the
coons, for several reasons. First, because I never had seen a
successful coon hunt, had tried on two occasions to get a
coon by being out all night and nearly tiring myself out,
and got left both times, instead of getting a coon In the
second place. Harvey never could be induced to go hunting
tor any other game, although he enjoys fishing, and I did
not for a moment think that he would go tramping around
through the woods, across marshes, over rough rocky
ground on the mountain side on a dark night when he
could not he induced to join in a hunt on a fine day; but I
Avas mistaken. 1 concluded to accept his hospitality, and
after loading a supply of shells, and Avith rifle, gun, ammu-
nition and hound in a conveyance, I headed for Point Com-
fort. When I arrived I found Curly, the East Lake George
dog, there. I think this dog somewhat resembled "Ness-
muk's" "dog without a pedigree," not in appearance, as I
should pronounce Curly a half-bred cocker spaniel "the
Other half, just dog," but in his being batter than he looked
Hero, one of our great Danes, was also there, and with the
hound I brought we were well supplied with dogs.

It was nearly sundown when I reached the. cottage, and
after the horse had been stabled we walked over to the corn-
field and saw the ground strewn with stalks, with the husks
on the ears stripped back and the cobs bare. I never saw
such havoc, and I could hardly believe that it was coons
that had done the mischief. "We will try the coons to-
night," said he. "All right," was ray reply, but I did not even
then believe him in earnest.
But when after eatiug supper and enjoying our usual

smoke, he arose, lighted his lantern, and said, "Get your
gun. 1 realized that under his quiet manner there smoul-
dered rage against, the despoilers of his crops. We started
for the cornfield with all three dogs at our heels. Just be-
fore we reached the corn Curly entered the low. marshy
ground to the south of the field, and was lost to sight, and
soon out of hearing. Hero, who was only one year old', and
never hunted anything except woodchucks, kept close to us,
while the hound went out in the corn, and very soon we
heard her, about five rods away, tune up and head for the
marsh. Before she could reach the edge we heard Curly
barking furiously not ten rods away in the marsh and in
line of the trail the hound was running. Quick as a flash
Hero was gone, and Harvey, with lantern in hand, made a
dash for the spot, saying as he went, "I knew we would
have a coon to-night, I smelled them in the air "
Upon reaching the spot Ave found all three dogs looking

up at a dark object on top of an ash stump about 20ft high
but only Curly barking. I asked Harvey if he thought it a
coon or a cat; he replied, "A coon, of course; give it to him "
and at the crack of the right barrel down he came and
landed among the dogs, Avho soon extinguished Avhat little
life was left. Curly Avas made of good mettle, and would
get a hold and hang like death, while Hero, Avho stood 30in
at shoulder, Avould pick up coon and Curly and shake them
both like a terrier would a rat.
We had been from the cottage only fifteen minutes and

had scored our first coon. After taking this one in we
crossed over on the south side of the marsh, and had barely
started toward the mountain before the hound gave an-
other cry, and the music had hardly died away before Curly
came up and struck in ahead oP her. Away he flew like the
wind, and inside of two minutes had his coon up a tree not
fifteen rods away and Avas again making the Avoods ring
with his music. One shot brought this one down and he
was bandied in approved style by the dogs.
We took him from them, and as vye Avere notover five min-

utes' walk from the cottage, started to take him in, and
were about half Avay there, when we heard Curly again,
about ten rods further toward the mountain, in a thicket of
cedars. We knew all the dogs were there and would stay,
so we went to the cottage Avith our second coon, and our
Avives concluded that as the dogs were not far of! they
would go along and enjoy the sport of doing up the third
coon.
-We reached the spot but could see no coon, as the cedars

were very thick, and to look up was like looking into a sea
ol ink, but Curly insisted there was a coon up in one of the
cedars, so I set down my gun and commenced climbing the
tree. I had nearly reached the top, and could see the light
of the sky overhead but no coon, when of a sudden I thought
1 felt something behind me, and on turning partly around I
found the coon had climbed so far up the tree that the top
had bent over and he was almost touching me at my back.
By the light of the lantern I marked a spot on the ground
at the foot of a birch tree where I would stand to shoot, and
also the angle I must hold the gun at to be in line with his
coonship, and then descended, took my position and fired,
when with a crash down he came, and with a yell and snarl
died among the dogs. This coon weighed nineteen pounds.
The ladies thought they could manage to carry him to the
cottage, as we Avanted to go further north to an old orchard,
and so after hanging him over a stick with the coon between
them they left us.
We Avent to the orchard and did not strike another; Avere

gone perhaps an hour, and concluded we had had sport
enough, and were almost back to the cottage when we heard
a yell, one bark from Curly aud a growl from Hero about
four rods to our right, and when Ave arrived at the spot
found Curly froze to another coon and Hero handliUg both
as though they cost nothing. The two still-hunters had ran
upon him in a little opening, and before he could reach a
tree had him, and to get him meant to kill him on the spot.
After taking this one from the dogs, and Avhile we stood
talking over the results of the evening, we heard a grand
rush through the dry leaves, and inside of a minute Curly
again broke the stillness of the night. This proved our
Avorst coon, ashe had climbed a poplar not over lOin. through
at the butt andOOft. high, with not a limb for40lt. It took
six charges to stir him, as Ave could not tell which dark spot
was the coon, as the tree had several clumps of leaves still
clinging to its branches, but at last he came down with a
thud. This made our score stand 5 coons inside of three
hours, and we felt satisfied with the results and entered the
cottage at eleven o'clock.

I remained at Point Comfort the two succeeding nights,
and we got one coon each night. Should I live for a half
century I will never forget that "night with the coons," and
never expect to enjoy another as successful.

F. B. Zimmf.r.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

FLEAS AND LICE.

FOR the benefit of a number of correspondents we repub-
lish the following article, Avhich first appeared in our

issue of Feb. 2S, 1884;
We have recently received several communications re-

(1 nesting information as to a sure method for ridding dogs
of lice. Almost all of the various remedies that are recom-
mended for their extermination will have the desired effect
providiug they are promptly applied. None of them will
accomplish the purpose unless so applied. We have repeat-

y stated that "eternal viligance is the price of freedom
T _ jm fleas." This axiom is especially applicable when seek-
ing to circumvent the bloodthirsty Ivk. The main difficulty
in getting rid of these troublesome pests is owing to a want
of care in applying the remedy. The louse is very prolific
and matures at a very early age, and as none of the various
remedies will destroy the vitality of the egg. no matter how
thorough has been the war of extermination, a day or two
will see their ranks again full. It is necessary, therefore, in
order to make a sure job of it, that the work be thoroughly
done in the first place and thoroughly repeated at least once
a week, until "the last armed foe expires." Persian insect
powder, When rightly used, answers the purpose very well,
and is perhaps the most cleanly and least troublesome method
in cold weather, but as the powder only stupefies and does
not kill the insect, it is necessary to follow its application
with the fine comb, of course destroying by fire every captive
To apply the powder, place the animal upon a large sheet of
strong paper, and with an insect gun or com mon pepper box
thoroughly dust the powder into every portion of his coat
following this with a vigorous shampooing until every
insect receives its share, Most of them avi'11 at once vacate
the premises and fall upon the paper. Those that remain
must be found with the comb and all thrown into the fire
This should be repeated every three or four days until the
parasites all disappear. A decoction from quassia wood will
also destroy lice. Take two or three ounces of the chips and
tie them up in a muslin bag. Suspend them in a pail of
water, stirring occasionally. After two hours the decoction
is ready for use. Apply it freely with plenty of soap and
rinse oft with clear water. Strong tobacco water, applied in
the same manner, may be used with good results, although
it is apt to make the animal sick. Whale oil, freelyused, is
also sure death to lice. This should he thoroughly washed
out of the coat within a few minutes after using oh account
of cleanliness. There are many other remedies that will
accomplish that purpose, but those mentioned will be found
atpply sufficient Mercurial preparations of all kinds are
never to be used for this purpose, as bad results are always
sure to follow. Neither can kerosene be recommended for
the same reason. It is absolutely necessary that the kennel
and bedding be attended to or all of your labor will be in
vain. A good coat of Avhitewash put on hot, taking care to
fill up all the cracks, will render your kennel almost insect
proof. The bedding should be changed often. Cedar shav-
mgs make the best bed, although those of pine Avill do very
well. The bedding of dogs Avho sleep in the house should
be frequently scalded out in strong soapsuds, and after
rinsing in clean Avater, hung in the sun until perfectly dryBy closely observing the above rules any one can soon rid
his kennel of both fleas and lice,

FANNY'S RECORD.—Englewood, N. J., Aug. 6.—Edi-
tor Fores

t and Stream: Since you have been so courteous
as to give me the list of Cupid's winnings, will you do like-
wise with his dam Fanny, whose record I am not quite sure
of, not having been notified by cards, Also, is it not obliga-
tory that some sort of certificate be sent owners from the
bench shows.—Edith M, Van Bueen. [The Avinnings of
Fanny are: First and special, New HaA-en and Boston,
hirst, New York, and champion, Philadelphia, 1885. Sec-
ond, New York, 1886. First and special, New York, 1887.
Second, New York, 1888. First, New York, 1889. Some
show managers send certificate of awards to owners, but
inany do not. There is no rule in the case, but if exhibi-
tors demand such a rule, there is no question that it can
be easily obtained.]

DOG TALK.
rROM the City of Mexico Mr. L. B. France writes to the

Denver Republican, " At the restaurant I have several
times noticed a blooming wife of 2501bs avoirdupois, if she
weighs an ounce; her attire is faultless, but everything looks
tight. I could not avoid the impression that any unusual
exertion on her part would require me, in modesty, to leave.
With her is a delicate, happy-looking man in an English
jacket of plaid, and his thin legs encased in tight trousers;
he always Avears a smile of deATotion and carries an Italian
greyhound, which he holds in his lap and feeds. The trio
are accompanied usually by a thin, grizzled gentlemau with
an eye-glass, who soaks his bread crust in his chocolate; he
is happy, too, and beams on his companions, not forgetting
the dog. In their tours to and from the restaurant the elder
gentleman assumes the lead, talking cheerily over his
shoulder to the lady and she in turn to her delighted fol-
lower and his handsome charge. Whether the young man
is the husband or dry nurse I have not learned. The dog is
remarkably well bred and studiously refrains from puttiug
his nose into his guardian's plate. Consideration for the
dumb brutes is not wanting. In nearly every doorway will
always be found a dish of water; these are for the dogs, who
may be vagabonds or not. Rabies in the family of our
faithful friends is more imaginary than real. It is a rare
disorder, notwithstanding the opinion of the average police-
man to the contrary. At the altitude of the City of Mexico
I dare say a case was never known. But to keep the Avater
handy is a police regulation to be observed by every house-
holder under penalty of a fine. If it will 'not ward off
madness, it will serve as a sign to detect it. So the dogs are
conveniently provided for and the timid citizen is given an
assurance of a safeguard against all sorts of curs."

The Stock-Keeper is disgruntled at the manner in which
news of the Kennel Club meetings is disseminated, and has
something to say on the question, and at the same time it
gives a bit of the pedigree of Mr. Huscroft, who it will be
remembered promulgated the Salisbury pedigree scandal.We append the remarks:
"Just a word about the apparently one-sided supply of in-

formation from the Kennel Club. A distinction should be
drawn between general and precise information. We can
quite understand how the results of committee inquiries
leak out, and become public property. The parties to a case
usually know whether they have won or lost, and cannot be
expected to keep the result a secret until the appearance of
the Kennel Gazette. They know the decision—for, though
the committee do not consider their decision until the oppos-
ing parties have withdrawn, the effect of it is conveyed to
the parties to the case; but, as the deliberations are carried
on in private, we do not understand how, in the case of the
Dublin matter, the very words of the club's resolution were
published in a contemporary.
"Our remarks of last week on this subject having elicited

no remark, we are now inclined to inquire whether this in-
formation was supplied to our contemporary by Mr. Hus-
croft, who, we understand, is editor or sub-editor of the
Kennel Gazette. He is, we believe, the source of informa-
tion which he is in aposition to supply to different channels,
for besides editing the official organ of the Kennel Club, he
acts as London correspondent to an American paper, pur-
veying for it a weekly budget of kennel news. We have
heard that he has similar relations with a continental jour-
nal. He is further connected with an advertising agency,
and also acts as guide and adviser to Americans who, being
over here, may require his services when making their
canine purchases.
"Which English journals Mr. Huscroft supplies with his

intelligence we cannot say, but if the official resolution un-
der notice was sent by him to our London contemporary, Ave
should like to know why he, in his official capacity on the
Kennel Gazette, picked out a particular newspaper, instead
of transmitting official information to all the recognized
organs of the kennel Avorld. He cannot have forgotten the
Stocli-Keeper, as it was in our office during the few months
he was in our employ that he picked up whatever he kuows
about dogs. When he was engaged by us he knew practi-
cally nothing about this subject, the names of many breeds
must have been quite foreign to his mind; but though his
duties were confined chiefly to office work, he may have
made himself somewhat familiar, in a superficial Avay, with
the doings of the fancy. If, therefore, in his position as
editor of theKennei Gazette he may supply information to
the press, we consider we are entitled not to be constituted
an exception.
"Further, Mr. Huscroft will require to conduct his various

vocations with much skill, or he will get himself mixed.
Mr. Huscroft, the editor of the Kennel Gazette, as Dr. Jekyll,
prim and proper, must keep Mr. Huscroft, the American
correspondent, as Mr. Hyde, the promulgator of unfounded
statements, quite separate and distinct. The English 'edi-
tor' should forswear the American 'correspondent,' who
made public a wicked and false charge against a fellow
countryman residing in America. Mr. Huscroft, in the
safe distance of the American journal, has fulminated men-
dacious insinuations against the paper which served him as
a stepping-stone to his present position as editor of the
Kennel Gazette, he dare not repeat them in an English
paper subject to the jurisdiction of our law. Further, Mr.
Hyde Huscroft has in the American paper written on the
late bulldog match in such suspicious terms as to lead
readers across the Atlantic to think that the editors of this
journal entered into a conspiracy with Mr. George Raper,
Mr. J. Ellis, Mr. Astley probably, and Mr. Preece also, to do
Mr. Pybus-Sellon out of his money. Of course in this coun-
try, where we are known, aud where Mr. Huscroft is known,
such a charge could only excite notice for its monstrous
impertinence—but in America, Avhere the editor of the
Kennel Gazette poses as a canine authority, his charges
may—nay, do, we believe—find credence. Therefore, Dr.
Jekyll Huscroft must be careful not to lapse into Mr. Hyde
Huscroft, or the members ©f the Kennel Club may find the
editor of their official oigan prosecuted for libeling the pro-
prietors of an English journal and several well-known and
respected members of our kennel world."

Dr. C. A, Lougest, Jersey City, N. J., has imported the
Avell-known mastiff bitch Cambrian Princess, and sold her
to Mr. E. H. Moore, Melrose, Mass. She Avas whelped Feb.
3, 1882, and is by champion Bran and out of Modesty. She
has won the Old English Mastiff Club's forty guinea chal-
lenge cup eleven times, as well as many first prizes, medals
and cups. She also won the prize of honor at Brussels.
She is the dam of Minting and Mr. Moore is fortunate in
securing her for his kennel.

The National Coursing Association propose holding meet-
ings near some of the large cities, beginning at Louisville,
Ky., the first week in September, and at Lexington and
Cincinnati, O., the weeks folloAving. Jack rabbits will be
used, and the dogs will be muzzled, thus eliminating the
element of cruelty, unless it be cruel to tantalize the dogs
in such fashion.

It is rumored that several agricultural fair associations
in different sections of the country will hold dog shoAvs in
connection with their annual exhibitions. We will thank
our friends who may have knowledge of such contemplated
shows to send us particulars.

Mr. S. W. Smith, the well-known English St. Bernard
fancier, was judge of the breed at the recent Darlington
show. Previous to the judging he received the following
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letter, which he placed in the bunds of the committee, and
ordered the exhibitor and dog out of the ring: "S. W. Smith,
Esq.: Dear Sir—I am showing Lorna Doonc at Darlington.

I think of selling. I advertised her a week ago, and have a
customer hanging on. Fifty guineas is her price, and I

think I shall get most of it, especially if you cau put me
well up on Friday. I would guarantee you a £5 note, or

perhaps more. Lorna is looking well. I am, sir, yours
truly, T. Cook."

There has been considerable talk of holding a dog show
at Hamilton, Canada, in connection with the Central Fair,

next month, but we understand that the project has fallen

through for this year. An effort will be made to hold a
first-class show there next year.

Some medical students recently applied to Mayor Grant
for permission to take living dogs from the pound for

scientific purposes, The animals were evidently wanted for

the purpose of vivisection, and of course the permit was re-

fused.

A public swimming bath has just been opened at Stutt-
gart. A rather novel adjunct to this institution is a bath
for dogs, fitted up in elaborate style and at large expense,
and intended for canines of all classes.

LONDON DOG SHOW.
Editor Forcut and Stream:
The premium lists of the London Kennel Club's bench

show of dogs, to be held at London, Sept. 10 to 13, are now
ready and can be had by applying to C. A. Stone, Secretary,
Toronto. Ont.
The prizes are, challenge $V33

and $10 and S5 in the open
classes in the majority of cases, and $7 and $3 in the puppy
and remaining classes. Cash kennel prizes are offered for

St. Bernards, 'foxhounds, English, Irish, and Gordon setters,

fox-terriers and spaniels. Besides, a silver tea set, valued
at *50, donated by the Hobbs Hardware Co., for the hest
kennel of English setters owned in Canada.
The Provincial Fair Association has presented a gold

medal, valued at $40, for the best kennel of collies, open to

the world; also a special prize of $10 in cash for the best
kennel of spaniels in Canada, given bv the London Kennel
Club.
The judges are: James Mortimer, of Babylon, N. Y., mas-

tiffs, St. Bernards, Newfouudlouds. Great Danes, pointers,
setters, foxhounds, collies, fox-terriers, bulldogs, bull-ter-

riers and pugs; Mr. Ceo. Bell, of Toronto, the remaining
classes.
American exhibitors will not be troubled by the customs

at the lines. The London Kennel Club having made ar-

rangements whereby all dogs will come to London in bond,
and they will have a customs officer at all trains to pass the
dogs on' their arrival. All exhibitors who show at London
and intend showing at Toronto the following week will be
allowed the privilege of keeping their dogs in the buildings
of the London Kennel Club over Sunday. This will give
them a chance to exercise their dogs and get them in con-
dition for the Toronto show. There are special prizes in all

classes. C. A. Stone, Secretary.

TORONTO DOG SHOW.
TORONTO, Aug. 5.—Editor Forest and, Stream: I am

glad to be able to tell you that there is every prospect
of our having a very good show. We are hearing from the
leading men on your side, and, of course, all our prominent
men snow here, as this is always the largest show in Can-
ada.
Our list of special prizes is growing fast, and we expect to

have handsome kennel prizes for each sporting class, also
numerous prizes from $5 to ISO for each of the non-sporting
classes. We have contracted with Spratts for feeding.
Our choice of judges seems to have given universil satis-

faction, and we are iu receipt of numerous compliments, as
much from your side as from our own country, upon our
general arrangements.
Last time we had 425 entries. This year we expect to get

fully 550. Any breeder who has not received a premium list

should let me know at once, and I hope they will send their
entries along as early as possible.

C. Gkeville Harston,
Sec'y Dominion of Canada Kennel Club.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES OF THE DOG.

IN this country, and under ordinary circumstances, dogs
enjoy a remarkable immunity from diseases which are

properly classed among the contagia. Distemper, which
has recently been described, is the only commonly occur-
ring disease of an infectious nature, and even that malady
does not spread, excepting under favorable conditions.
Rabies is the most deadly of all contagious diseases of

animals; but it is not confined to dogs, although it may bekept
up by, even if it does not always originate in them. No an-
imal seems to be exempt from rabies after actual inocula-
tion, and the attack is fatal to all excepting birds, some of
which recover without any treatment, and afterward re-

main refractory to the action of the rabic virus.

After distemper, which is the most common contagious
disease peculiar to the dog, several diseases are referred to,

but they are of very occasional occurrence, some of them
almost unknown, as diphtheria, foot-and-mouth disease, the
surra disease, anthrax, variola, glanders, measles, cholera,
tubercle and septicaemia.
Diphtheria was described by the late Prof. Robertson in

1875. An outbreak of disease, which was at first thought
to be distemper, occurred among greyhound puppies and the
malady was subsequently communicated to the older dogs.
The progress of the affection was attended with a remark-
able fatality, only four animals recovering out of thirty
which were attacked.
Several forms of the affection were noted, in which the

symptoms varied in degree of severity, but in all the cases
there was the characteristic gray exudation on the mucous
membrane of the back part of the throat. In one form of

the diphtheritic disorder there was acute inflammation of

the throat with high fever, swelling of the glands, and dif-

ficulty in swallowing. Some of the dogs suffered from
vomiting and diarrhoea. In the second form of the disease
the symptoms were less acute, but there was considerable
effusion of fluid into the areolar tissue of the neck. A third
form of the disease was characterized by blood-colored dis-

charge from the nostrils and mouth.
Cases have been recorded of communication of diphtheria

to dogs by inoculation with, and also by ingestion of, diph-
theritic matter; but it is obvious that the disease cannot be
designated as a contagious malady proper to the dog.
Foot-and-mouth disease, according to Steel, is commu-

nicable to the dog, and cases are mentioned of the disease
arising from drinking the milk of diseased cows. We have
seen kittens become sick from the effects of such milk, and
dogs have died after having been kept iu contact with the
feet of cattle which had been killed while suffering from
foot-and-mouth disease; but we have not seen any symp-
toms in the dog which in themselves suggested that the an-
imal was affected with the actual affection.

Surra disease,—Mr. Steel, in his work on the diseases of
the dog, refers to the presence of parasites in the blood of
dogs which have been inoculated with the surra disease in
India. The parasite is not one of the true spirilla, but is a
monad of an elliptical form with a flagellum at each end,

It is found in the blood of common sewer rats in this coun-
try, and does not in those animals appear to do any harm.
.Anthrax is, by some authorities, stated to affect the dog,

and it is undoubtedly true that dogs wh ich each eat the
flesh of animals dead of anthrax die rapidly in consequence,
but it is doubtful if adult dogs really take the disease. The
symptoms and morbid appearances correspond to those of
blood poisoning; swelling of the glands of the throat, tumors
in the head and also in various parts of the body, and in
some cases acute oedema, are the general symptoms. Ex-
periments which were made in France led to the conclusion
that puppies up to six months old are especially subject to
the anthrax contagium, and iu these cases the anthrax
bacilli are found to be in abundance in the blood and tissues
after death. In order to determine the question of the sus-
ceptibility of dogs to anthrax, further experiments with
pure cultivations of the bacillus of anthrax are necessary.
No satisfactory conclusion cau be drawn from those cases
in which dogs die after eating the partly decomposed por-
tions of anthrax carcasses, because dogs are very subject to
septic poison, and it is quite likely that some of the putrid
matter may enter the blood stream through a slight abrasion
in the membrane of the mouth.
Variola is another disease which is said to affect the dog,

either from inoculation or ingestion of the virus. Dogs are
said to have suffered from eating portions of sheep which
have died from sheep-pox. According to Steel, variola of
the dog is either malignant or benign, and the eruption, as
in man, may be discrete or confluent. The disease passes
through the several stages of papules (pimples), vesicles,

pustules and scabs or crusts. Dogs which are infected with
variola suffer from the usual fever of invasion before the
eruption appears, and there are the usual complications, de-
pending on the severity of the attack. Sometimes the
breathing organs are involved, and a dangerous form of
bronchial inflammation occurs, which commonly proves
fatal. When the digestive organs are chiefly affected, diar-

rhoea is a prominent symptom, and it is especially notice-
able that the breath and the exhalations from the skin iu

these cases are excessively foul.

Considering the fatality which is said to attend the disease
variola in dogs, it is fortunate that its occurrence is so rare
that very few veterinary practitioners are aware of its exist-

ence.
Measles is another of the contagious maladies to which

the dog is said to be susceptible, and Mr. Steel refers to a
case which came under the notice of the Epidemiological
Society in 1876. A dog which had suffered from distemper
four years previously Ticked the hand of a child affected
with measles in a severe form. In twelve days time the
dog became ill with catarrhal symptoms, and on the fourth
day it died, with marked congestion of the air passages.
Whether the case referred to was really measles or blood
poisoning may be considered as doubtful. At any rate,

measles cannot be said to be one of the contagious maladies
of the canine race.

Cholera is said to affect dogs and cats, and experiments
seem to confirm this view; but there is nothing remarkable
in the circumstance that during the prevalence of cholera
in meu, dogs and cats, which may receive the infective mat-
ter by accident or design into their system, may suffer from
virulent diarrhoea, with vomiting. The true nature of the
disease in men has yet to be defined, and very little can
therefore be affirmed in regard to its character in the lower
animals.
Glanders is undoubtedly communicable to the carnivora,

and there is no reason to doubt that dogs incur a certain
degree of risk by association with glandered horses; besides
which, the disease with its characteristic signs has been pro-
duced experimentally by inoculating dogs with the matter
of glanders, and alsoby feeding them on the flesh. Glanders
in the dog does not seem to be a fatal disease, but among
the larger carnivora, lions particularly, it is very deadly.
Tuberculosis, according to Steel, has not been detected in

the dog; but a spurious foi'm of tubercle is found in the
lungs and lymphatic glands, due to the ova of the Strongy-
Ins vasorum. A similar condition of the lungs of the sheep,
caused by the presence of a gordian form of strangle, was
described as tubercle many years ago. Since the discovery
by Koch of the tubercle bacillus, the true character of de-
posits which bear a general resemblance to tubercle can be
ascertained with certainty.—London Field.

COLLIE STAKES.—Rahway, N. J., Aug. 9,-Editor
Forest and Stream: Kindly publish the following: Mem-
bers of the Collie Club are hereby notified that entries for
the Collie Stakes of 1890 should be sent to the secretary at
once. In consequence of the Long Island Live Stock and
Fair Association having abandoned the idea of giving a
bench show in September, the fall section of the Collie
Stakes for 1889 cannot be decided as announced. A com-
mittee has the matter in charge.—J. D. Shotwell, Sec'y.

ELMIRA DOG SHOW.—Elmira, N. Y. Aug. 9.—Editor
Forest and Stream: We will give owners of fast foxhounds
a chance to win fame and cash at Elmira. Evei'y evening
after the races a live fox will be led around the course. All
the hounds will be started together. The first one in gets
$10, second $5, third $2.50. No entry fee will be charged for
the race, but all dogs must be entered in regular classes.

Will also have beagles work on fox or rabbit trail.—J. Otis
Fellows.

WACOUTA. KENNELS.-Omaha, Neb., Aug. 11.—Editor
Forest and Strea/n: I have to-day sold my right and title in
and to the name of the Wacouta Kennels, as well as all the
remaining stock in said kennels, to Dr. Geo. B. Ayres, of
Omaha, Neb.—R. A. Craig. The Wacouta Kennels will
hereafter be at Omaha, and now contain the following mas-
tiffs: Edwy, Lord Raglan, Champion Rose, Ilford Comedy,
Dolly Varden II., Mollie Comedy.—Dr. Geo. B. Ayres.

TOLEDO DOG SHOW.—Toledo, O., Aug. 9.—Editor
Forest and Stream: Since the issue of our prize list the
following have been donated as specials at our show: $10
cash for best bulldog or bitch; fine collar, spiked, value $5,

for best Great Dane. American English Beagle Club offer
a suitable collar for best beagle owned by member of the
American English Beagle Club. Other specials are expected
and will be announced later.—C. E. Rowland, Secretary.

AMERICAN GORDON SETTER CLUB.—Baltimore, Md.,
Aug 9,—Editor Forest and Stream: By order of the Execu-
tive Committee of the American Gordon Setter Club, the
annual meeting for election of officers will be held at Balti-

more, Md., Room No. 9, Chamber of Commerce, Oct. 9, 1889,

at 5 P. M.—I. T. NORRIS, Sec'y.

BROOKLYN DOG SHOW.—Arlington, N. J., Aug. 13.—
Editor Forest and Stream: I wish to inform you that I have
decided not to officiate as judge for St. Bernards at the com-
ing Brooklyn dog show.—K. E. Hopf.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes mast be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope

of large letter size. Sets of 300 of any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.

t3g~ Notes mnst be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Bayard. By C. H. Kobiche, San Francisco, Cab, for black and
tan American foxhound clog, whelped March li, 1889, by Rob out
of Kate. ,
Oipsey Queen. By G. T. Hinks, Paterson, N. J., for liver cocker

mwuiel hitch, whelped March 58, 1889, by Captain Stubbs (Colonel
Stubbs—Maud) out of Queen Bess (Brag-Flossy).

Tipi)' /•/ Kennel. By J. H. Acroyd and L. A. Lockwood, Paw-
tucket. B. I., for their kennel of Irish setters.

NAMES CHANGED.
Bob Wliite to Taps. By ChaB. E. Nott, Wakefield, Mass., for

lemon and white English setter dog, whelped April 20, 1889, by
Ghi8 Bondbu out. of Rural Neva.

BRED.
Notes mnst be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Lady Bess—Scotilla. Geo- N. Sherman's (Poughkeensie, N. Y.)
collie bitch Lady Bess (James—Bess) to Chestnut Hill Kennels
Scotilla (Dublin Scot—Flurry II.), June 30.

Salvo-Scars'' Monarch. W. A. Power's (Greenwood, Mass.)
mastiff bitch Salva (Ilford Caution—Bess) to E. B. Sears's Sears'
Monarch (Lord Raglan—Dido). July 13.

Countess of Dunsmore - Sears' Monarch. Wyoming Kennels'
(Melrose, Mass.) mastiff hitch Countess of Dunsmore (champion
Beaufort—Holda) to their Sears' Monarch (Lord Raglan- Dido),
July 8.

Countess of MoneUm- Sears' Monarch. Wyoming Ken Dele' (Mel-
rose, Mass.) mastiff bitch Countess of Moneton (Clement—Juno)
to their Sears' Monarch (Lord Raglan -Dido), July 5.

Maid of Athens Sears'' Monarch. G. E. Robbing's (Melrose,
Mass.) mastiff bitch Maid of Athens (Major—Maida) to E. B.
Sears's Sears' Monarch (Lord Raglan—Dido). June 24.

Belle of Bangs—Duke, of Vernon. Vernon Kennels' (ML Vernon,
N. Y.) pointer bitch Belie of Bangs (Bang Bang—Miss Merrimack)
to L. Gardner's Duke of Vernon (Glendaie—Spotless), Aug. 9.

Werda—Ben Hur. Tracy Gould's (Vineland, N. .1.) St. Bernard
bitch Werda (Khartoum—Countess) to his Ben Hur (A.K.R. 6727),

Aug. 8.

Maud— Plinlimmon., Jr. W. J. Slane's (Dorchester, Mass.) St.

Bernard bitch Maud (Rector—Lulu) to E. B. Sears's Plinlimmon,
Jr. (champion Plinlimmon—Princess Beatrice), June 15.

Una—Plinlimmon, Jr. Galaxy Kennels' (Maiden, Mass.) St.

Bernard bitch Una (Bayard, Jr.—Sipnho), to E. B. Sears's Plin-
limmon, Jr. (champion Plinlimmon-Princess Beatrice), July 1.

Dogs: Their Management and TreaPmentin Disease. By
Ashmnnt. Price $3. Kennel Record and Account Book,
Price S3. Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond.
Price fl. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points of
all Breeds, Price 50 cents.

limmon—Princess Beatrice), June 20.

Cotmtess Flu—champion Beaumont. J. H. Meyer's (New York)
black and tan setter bitch Countess Flo (Heather Roy—Molly) to
his champion Beaumont (Ronald LTL—champion Floss), Aug. 13.

Bess—champion Beaumont, J. E. M. Lordly's (New York) black
and tan setter bitch Bess i Dan—Nellie) to J. H. Meyer's champion
Beaumont (Ronald III.—champion Floss), Aug. 10.

Lily of the Yallcy-Duhe. Rural Kennels' (Wakefield, Mass.)
English "setter hitch Lily of the Valley (Bine Dick—Bella Glad-
stone) to M. E. Murphy's Duke (Dash 1IL—Donna), June 26.

Tiny—Bradford Harry. Geo. E. Richards'* (Bangor, Me.) York-
shire terrier bitch Tiny (Tug—Mistress Mary) to P. H. Coombs's
Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Beale's Lady), Aug. 6.

WHELPS.
Notes mnst be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Eastern Queen. J. W. Alsop's (Middletown, Conn.) mastiff bi'ch
Eastern Queen, July 4, six, by E. B. Sears's Sears' Monarch (Lord
Raglan—Dido).
Helen. C. H. Wlntcomb's (Roslindale, Mass.) St. Bernard bitch

Helen, Aug. 2, six (five dogs), by American Kennels' Grass Bayard.
Forest Corinne. F. C. Smith's (Groton, N. Y.) Irish setter bitch

Forest Corinne (champion Bruce—Little Nell), Aug. 6, ten (eight

dogs), by D. Rhodes's Aldershot (champion Chief—Bizreena).
Beatrice. J. B. Martin's (San Francbco, Cal.) fox-terrier Beat-

rice (champion BaehannaJ—Blemton Arrow), July 21, eight (five

dogs), by Joseph Donohoe's Clover Turk (Mixture—Spii e).

SALES.
pjy- Notes mnst be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Bririhton Queen. Lemon and white English setter bitch, whelped
May 12, 1888. by King Fred out of Lady Brighton, by F. M. Shelley,
Sheridan, N. Y., to W. D. Wright, Bremen, Ind.

Rural May. Black and white English setter bitch, whelped July,
1886, by Belthus out of Daisy, by Rural Kennels, Wakefield, Mass.,
to Dr. W. Pitt Norris. Birmingham, la.

Boh White. Lemon and white English setter dog, whelped
April 20, 1889, by (J as Bondhu out of Rural Neva, by Rural Ken-
nels, Wakefield, Mass., to Chas. E. Nott, same place.

Reno Bellun. Lemon and white English setter bitch, whelped
Feb. 14. 1889, bv Leigh Belton out of Rural May, by Rural Ken-
nels, Wakefield, Mass., to Evan H. Bragg, North Sidney, Me.

DEATHS.
Floss B. Black spaniel bitch, whelped December, 1883, by Zulu

out of Sweep, owned by Rural Kennels, Wakefield, Mass., from
stoppage of the bowels.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Correspondents.

Not Mange, but Ringworm.—My somewhat unsuccessful
treatment of mange in dogs prompts me to apply to you or
some of your numerous readers for a solution of the trouble. I

ha ve had more or less trouble with something resembling mange
for five or six months, and while some cases have yielded to
treatment others have not, and I am beginning to ponder the
question, can mange be thoroughly cured, and if so, how? My
dogs are all thoroughbred English beagles, and the one I am
mostly concerned about is a very pretty little bitch nearly a year
old that has been affected with something resembling mange that
does not yield to treatment. About six months ago I noticed a
small spot on her left shoulder where the hair was falling out.
and shortly the place was entirely bare of hair. At once I began
treating for mange with train oil and sulphur (a remedy with
which I had been successful); and gradually the hair came back,
but other spots became affected, and now she is nearly half nude
on legs, belly, breast, feet and hip, notwithstanding she has been
under treatment all the time. I have used train oil and sulphur,
oxide zinc ointment (recommended by Forest and Stream); and
about six weeks ago I began using a preparation obtained from a
kennel and poultry farm in New Hampshire which was warrant-
ed to cure mange by using two applications. I have applied it

sixteen times, double strength, and no cure yet. In addition to

the external remedies I have given Fowler's solution of arsenic
for two or three weeks and then stopping a week or two and see
no good results. I have also used train oil, sulphur, soft soap
equal parts and spirits turpentine one-half part, thoroughly
rubbed into hair. The affected parts present rather a peculiar
appearance, or at least differing from the general mangy look.
The red and inflamed look has left them except around the edges,
and the skin is thick and dry. Lately it has more the appear-
ance of a seeded wart than anything I can compare it with. A
red or inflamed looking circle is around affected spots, and I fear
it will spread over the entire body, producing death or rendering
the animal useless. Occasionally I have given areca nut fol-

lowed by castor oil, thinking the trouble might be from worms or
something of the Kind. The bitch is a very light feeder, but has
kept in good order all the time. I cannot think the trouble
arises from filthy kennels or bedding, for the kennels are fre-
quently cleaned out and no filthy bedding allowed, and the dogs
have the liberty to run at will during daytime. I do not confine
mv dogs »t night in close stalls, but put them in a yard provided
with dry houses for them to use at will. Hoping to gain more in-
formation regarding mange and the best treatment of it from
some one who has been successful in treating it, I close with best
wishes for Forest and Sream.—Subscriber, Denver, S. C.
[The bitch has ringworm. LTse mercurial ointment twice daily.

Or use a strong carbolic solution, one in thirty or twenty on one
day and the ointment the day following. Ringworm is a parasitic
disease. Fowler's solution continued for three weeks is an aid,

and syrup of buckthorn for the bowels. Low diet.l

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
'den tffy without question all the American game birds which
tney may kill. Cloth, 320 pages, price $2.50. For sale by FORBSff
ani> Stream.
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RANGE AND GALLERY.
OUR TEAM AT HOME.

THE Massachusetts rifio team reached America again on Sat-
urday morning last. They en me by the Citv of Obioago, and

at the pier General George W. Wingate was present with a c om-
mittee of the National Rifle Association to meet them. The
committee consisted, hesides General Wingate. of General Charles
F. Bobbins, inspector of rifle practice: Major-General Josiah
Porter and General Ferdinand Karle. There were also Colonel
H. S. Stoekweil, inspector of rifle practice; Major Berrv and
Major Shorkley, of Boston. After the team's luggage had ps
inspection by the Custom House officers i hey got into carriages
and were driven to the City Hall. Their baggage in the mean-
time was loaded on a truck and carted to the foot of Murray
street, the pier of the Fall River line for Boston. A detail of Cap-
tain Wilson's Second Battery, N. G. S. N. Y., acted as an escort
as the men filed into the City Hall.
In the mayor's room the victors were met by Judge Henry A.

Giidersleeve, who made a neat presentation speech, and Mavor
Grant then said:
"Major Frost and members of the Team of Massrehusetts Vol-

unteer Militia: I have great pleasure, on behalf of the city of
New York, in welcoming you upon this occasion, and still more
in being able to congratulate you upon the great success which
you have achieved abroad. Washington said with truth that
'the great defense of a free government is a well-regulated mili-
tia.' It has always been the policy of our government to keep up
a small standing army, and to trust to the citizen soldiery of the
various States tor our defense in time of trouble. This the his-
tory of the nation has shown to be wise. While other countries
are almost crushed by the immense standing armies they are
compelled to maintain, while the streets of foreign cities are
crowded with uniformed men taken from civil life and sup-
ported by taxation, here the professional soldier is practically
unnoticed among us. It is therefore of great importance that
everything which renders our National Guard efficient in war
should be encouraged, and that those who show themselves pro-
ficient should be commended. Among all the duties of a soldier
there is none more necessary than skill in the use of the rifle
with which ho is armed. You have not only demonstrated that
at Creed moor, but in the five contests in which you have h?en
pitted against the selected riflemen of the English Volunteers
you have nobly maintained the honor of the United States. Our
people are proud of the skill you have shown, are proud if your
victories. Our sister State Massachusetts, which you have so
worthily represented, will undoubtedly receive von with all the
honor which is your just due. I desire, on behalf of the State
and city of New York, to join with it in tendering to you mv sin-
cere congratulations upon youi\sueeess and my best wishes for
your future."
In response Major Frost said that he had tried to uphold the

honor of America, and in doing this he trusted that the work of
the team would reflect credit not only upon his own State of
Massachusetts, but upon New York State and citv as well.
After the reception the party left the City 'Hall, and at 11

o'clock again entered the carriages in waiting. They were driven
to the Hotel Normandie, Thirty-seventh street and Broadway
reaching there at noon. A banquet, provided bv General Ferd'i-
nand P. Earle, chief of artillery on Governor Hill's staff, with
covers set for fifty, was in readiness, and the riflemen and their
distinguished entertainers immediately sat down to enjoy the
good things.
There were many neat bits of speeches and, amid a great ap-

plause, the following despatch from Boston was received:
Maj. J. P. Frost—Your comrades and self will be received at

the depot here by a delegation of officers from all the military
organizations in the Stale. They will escort you to Young's
Hotel, where a breakfast will be given you on behalf of the State
of Massachusetts. On Monday morning you will be. given a break-
fast by the city of Boston, at which Mayor Hart will preside, and
a reception will follow. (Signed) The Committee.
After the applause this was read:

Maj. J. P. Frost:
Your associates on the Boston Globe congratulate you on your

splendid victories abroad. We are proud of you Jim. and await
with pleasure the return of your "bright, breezy and eonversa-
tional" countenance to the "Hub." W. F. Kenny,

Dav Editor, Boston Globe.
Three cheers were here given for Maj. Frost. Then Col. Rock-

well, inspector general of the staff of the Governor of Massachu-
setts, said:
"I think it due from the representative of the State of Massa-

chusetts to acknowledge the many courtesies that have been ex-
tended to the company of riflemen here present, and on their be-
half and on behalf of the State of Massachusetts lender our
thanks to Gen. Earle and the other gentlemen of the Sta te Militia
of New York."
Here Gen. Earle was given throe cheers. Then Gen. Wingate

remarked:
"Col. Rockwell, Maj. Frost and members of the rifle team—We

recognize the fact that we are receiving a body of our fellow-rifle-
men, who are the champions of the world."
This called forth a tempest of applause, and the general con-

tinued:
"Although they come from the State of Massachusetts, and we

are of the Empire State, they are flesh of our flesh and bono of our
bone; State lines have nothing to do with it."

Gen. Robbins spoke in behalf of the National Guard of the
State of New York, saying that they were much elated over the
victories.
Maj. Frost was next oallod upon. He said he had learned his

speech by heart by being called upon so often. The team did its

best abroad, and got all it went for and a little more. "I think,"
he added, "that after our experience wo could go over again and
beat them worse than we did this time. As it is, they haven't
realized yet what has happened." (Laughter.)
The major then said the English papers gave the first match 35

lines, the second a half column. From this the papers increased
the space to three-quarters of a column and to over a column, and
called the team invincible. The English people overwhelmed the
team with their hospitality. In conclusion Maj. Frost thanked the
committee for its splendid reception.
Three (.beers were given with a will for the doughty major;

then every one was cheered. Judge Giidersleeve, who went over
with the first team sent to England, gave some interesting reminis-
cences.
They were afterward taken on a drive through Central Park,

and then through the courtesy of Francis Wilson, were invited to
the performance of "The Oolah" at the Broadway Theatre. The
theatre was specially decorated for the occasion.
The men went on board the steamer Pilgrim, of the Fall River

Line, on which they started for Boston at 5 o'clock, all save
Farrow, who has remained abroad to do some line shooting at
Versailles and at the Swiss ranges.

Boston, Aug. 11.—Fourteen bronzed men in the uniform of the
Massachusetts militia alighted quietly from the 9:30 train this
morning at the Old Colony station. Tney were the picked Mass-
achusetts marksmen, headed by Major J. P. Frost. When the
team got off the train they were pleased to find in waiting a com-
mittee of military officers, upon whr-ni devolved the pleasant
duty of escorting the victorious marksmen to Young's Hotel,
where a breakfast was to be given them by the State in appre-
ciation of their excellent work. The committee consisted of
Adjutant-General Dalton; Colonel H. T. Rockwell, inspector of
rifle practice; Major F. G. King and Major H. G. Kemp of the
Cavalry Battalion. Arriving at Young's the party held an in-
formal reception in Room 11), and the marksmen received many
congratulations from their comrades and superior officers. Oil
their arms were the badges whbdi had been presented to them
abroad. The, first one was from the Queen and read in gilt letters,
"Wimbledon, 1889." As only 100 of these badges are presented
each year in the United Kingdom, the men were justly proud of
them. Another badge was that presented to tbe members of the
team by Minister Lincoln at the complimentary dinner which he
gave them. It was in the form of a heart, with the American
and English flags crossed above it. On the heart, in gilt letters
were the names of the teams with which they had competed, as
follows: South London Rifle Club, Royal Berkshire Regiment,
Sussex County Team, London Rifle Brigade and the Honorable
Artillery Compan v. Underneath were the words in gilt letters,
"England. 1889."
The menu card was got ten up with great elegance and was in

three parts. The outside was of tinted cardboard. On the front-
was a design of hand-painted flowers, and bore the words "Wel-
come Home" raised in gilt letters. In the interior was a sheet of
white satin bearing the words "Breakfast to the Massachusetts
Rifle Team by the Military Department, State of Massachusetts."
The menu was on the third page, the three sheets being tied with
a silk cord. At the conclusion of the breakfast there were many

flattering words of welcome and praise said. The team then
inarched to the headquarters of tho second brigade, where it was
dismissed, and uniforms were exchanged for citizens' clothing.
At 10 A. M. to-morrow the team will be the guest of Mayor Hart,
who will give a breakfast at Young's Hotel. The Western mem-
bers leave for Springfield in the afternoon, where a dinner is to
be given them, and those belonging to the second brigade will
join their commands at Framingham.

In summarizing his trip Major Frost said on airival: "The
team upou the whole is the best I could chose. It is true that I
might have selected a few individual shots who would have done
better than any one of my men, but 1 looked for an average team.
I wanted a team in which jealousy would be entirely absent, and
where it would be a matter of indifference who would be first or
last man. We worked together so well and spurred one another
on so much that I attribute our success greatly to those facts, in
all the matches in which we were engaged there was only a dif-
ference of 32 points between the best man and the lowest, man.
Considering the number of shots fired that difference is paltry
indeed.
"We had -and that is to bo taken into consideration in judging

of the team's excellence-but 800 men to choose from, while the
Englishmen had 350,000 volunteers. Any one was eligible. Just
think what an advantage that was! But, thanks to the facts
already men tioned, with good material, good health, steady nerves
and good coaching we gained the victories despite the odds
against us.
"Our eompetitiors were recognized as the leading riflemen of

England, and the matches were with the service arm of each
country and regulat'on ammunition. We had little practice,
owing to the late arrival of our steamer, and had to shoot our
first match the same dav we unpacked our rifles, in anything but
shooting form. This, too, with the fine team of the Honorable
Artillery Company of London. Seven of its twelve men were
members of the English twenty, and the remaining five had
national reputations.
"The Berkshire county team was a strong one, too, with Fidler,

Kemp and Warwick, all in the English twenty.
"The Loudon Rifle Brigade was a rattling good body. Earl

Waldegrave is an English twenty man, and Preston, Desmond,
Da t toy and Killiher, all shot on the Irish twenty this year. We
rolled up a tremendous score with this team, averaging over 90
out of 105 per man, and beating The English record with the
position standing at 200yds. instead of kneeling. Bumstead made
100 out of 105— remarkable work.
"The Sussex county team, which we shot at Brighton, had Cortis

and Livesay, of the English national team, and others of reputa-
tion. The weather was horrible, and we made the poorest score
of the trip, only aggregating 988 points, almost 100 points under
t he day before at Hainham, yet defeating the Sussex team by 78
points, and then after their beating us by 13 points at 209yds.
"The South London team was picked from all the best shooting

organizations in and out of England. Major McKerrell came
down from Scotland. Captain Rose is the crack shot of the
Queen's Westminster; .Sergeant Smith and Private Lowe are
Queen's medalists. Trask made second top score in the English
twenty this year, and Foster, Tuke, Hath and Wells all are
national 'cracks.' We made our second highest score with this
team, improving 53 points on our second shoot over the Nunhead
range."
"What is the relative excellence of the Springfield rifle over the

Martini-Henry?'' was asked.
"I don't suppose our English brothers would agree with me in

my estimate. To me the Springfield rifle is the better arm up to
500yds. What it- is beyond in team matches remains to be seen.
We won the 000yds. distance in four out of the five matches, but
lost the other by nine, points. Our sight undoubtedly over-
balanced the extra fifteen grains of powder shot by the English
arm, but what the Springfield would do with eighty-live grains of
powder yet remains to be shown. Again, there is tbe relative
capacity of the competing men to be considered and the excel-
lence of tho team eoacher.
"What the Martini-Henry can do with a decent rear sight will,

in my opinion, 60bn bo demonstrated, tor I think the "English
volunteers, at least the marksmen, will soon have an improved
sight issued to them. Opinion favors it. and our demonstration
of the possibilities of the Springfield, especially in skirmishing,
has rather fanned the flame.
"We could not ask for a more fraternal or royal welcome. We

were cordially received at, every hand, and entertained with un-
bounded hospitality.
"The red and gold badge worn on the left arm above the elbow

is the Queen's, received at Wimbledon, and is the most coveted
honor to be won by an English shooting soldier, be he regular or
volunteer. The shield with the American and English colors en-
twined came from Minister Lincoln.
"flu trip has been an unqualified success, and well worth all the

labor and expense."
Cant. Frost has figured out tho tabula-ted score of the Ameri-

cans and their opponents on the other side, and is quite proud of
it. Here is tbe score of the team's work:

200 yds. 500yds. 600yds. Total.
Massachusetts
Honorable Artillery. . .

.

Massachuset ts

Royal Berkshire

Massachusetts
London Rifle Brigade..

Massachusetts -

Massachusetts
South London

341
354
315

335
398

347
315

310
328

360
333

The following is the individual record:

Major Hinmau 99 3-5

Sergt Bull 90 3-5

Lieut, Bumstead
Sergt Doyle
Pvt Farrow
Sergt-Maj Merrill
Corp Huddleston
Pvt. F R Bull
Lieut Husscy .

Lieut Edes 84 3-5

Pvt Farnsworth
Pvt Johnston

290

305
1015

375 351 1064
349 335 973

390 347 1084m 340 1007

347 325 988
313 270 910

373 336 1008
368 335 1035

Individual Average
Averag a. Per Shot.

4 33-105
4 33-105

...90 1-5 i 31-105

.. 88 4-5 4 24-105
...88 4 20-105
...80 3-5 -1 13-105
...86 3-5 4 13-105
. ..80 3-5 4 12-105
...86 1-5 4 11-105
. 84 3-5 i le:

...84 3-5 4 2-105
3 89-105

Average of team 86 1-2

In the total of 1,260 shots fired at the several ranges but 11 failed
to reach the target. Out of a highest, possible attainable of 6,300
points they scored 5,219. At 200yds., shooting off shoulder, they
counted 1,712 points, an average of 4.08 minus per shot; at 500yds.,
in the. prone position, they aggregated 1,849 points, or 4.

10 'plus
per shot, andnt the 600yds., in the same position, they reached a
total of 1,658 points, or 3.04 plus tbe grand aggregate, showing an
average of 4.1-1 plus per shot. Tbe following is the detailed record
of the shooting in the several matches:

Dec- Bulls-
Match Yds. Misses. Outers. Inners. ters. eyes.

23Honorable Artillery Co. .200 5 50
500 9 5 18 52
500 16 23 20 23

First Royal Berkshire. . .20(1 2 10 49 21
SIX) 3 6 24 51
600 5 16 19 44

22London Rifle Brigade .

.

..200 7 53
500 1 31 21 59
600 6 n 23 42
300 1 5 19 40 13
500 2 6 13 19 44
600 1 11 15 18 36

South London Rifle Club.200 5 60 39
500

'5
4 25 50

600 '% 10 1% 21 38

84 156 462 547

The individual record of the members of the team fixes their
standing in this order:

1. Hinman.
3. Bull,MW
3. Bumstead

10. Edes.
11. Farnsworth..
13. Johnston

SOOvds. 500yds. dOOvds. Total
117 155 153 453
147 157 149 453
153 156 . 143 451
143 158 144 444

. 149 153 138 440
138 160 135 433
•153 149 132 433
143 159 130 433
140 155 136 431

137 149 137 423
. 129 157 136 432
136 143 125 404

,1713 1849 1658 5319

It will be observed that the best score made bv the Massachu-
setts men was recorded in their match with the London Rifle
Brigade, when they reached a total of 1,084 points. This score has
been three times exceeded at Creedmoor, namely in tbe 1887

feature of this record consists in the fact that while" the Massa-

tional Guardsmen who accomplished this remarkable result, con-
sisted of the following members of the National Guard, finishingm the order and with the scores here given: J. S. Shepherd,
Twenty-third Regiment, 97; J. F. Klein, Seventeenth Separate
Company, Infantry, 95; S. C. Pirie. Twenty-third Regiment, 93;
George S. Scott.Twent-y-third Regiment, 93; 'L. J. Elliott, Twenty-
third Regiment, 92; Thomas G. Austin, Thirteenth Regiment, 93;
Ezra He Forest, Twenty-third. Regiment, 91; George F. Hamlin,
Twenty-third Regiment 89; James McNevtn, Thirteenth Regi-
ment, 88; Thomas J. Dolan, Twelfth Regiment, 87; C. A. Jones,
Seventh Regiment, 86; Edward F. Young, Seventh Regiment, 85.
As all of these men are still in service and in good shooting form
there would seem to be a strong likelihood that the General In-

• ::t of Rifle Practice will find little difficulty in complying
with the instructions of the Commander in Chief to select a team
that can win in the Sea Girt. N. J., matches, where the Massa-
chusetts men will meet teams from the other States in a closely
contested team fight.

CREEDMOOR FALL MEETING.
THE 17th annual prize meeting of the National Rifle Associa-

tion opens on the Creedmoor range on Tuesday, Sept. 1(0 and
runs 5 days. The programme includes the following matches:
No. 1. Directors' Match.—300yds.. open only to directors of the

N. R. A., rounds 5, any military rifle, including specials.
No. 3. Judd Match—Open to all comers, the- Remington ,50cal.

State model, or the United States Springfield, 200yds., standi m-,
rounds 7, entries and re-entries $1 each, the aggregate of two
scores to count for the first five prizes, 36 prizes.
No. 3. Wimbledon Cup Match.—Open to all citizens and rest.

LBi-J oy uuaiey »eipn, m itj/tt Dy J'ranfc ttvde, m 1S79 hyC.H.
Laird, in 18S0 by W. M. Farrow, in 1881 by F. J. Rabbeth, in 1S83
by W. Budworth, in 1883 by H. T. Rockwell, in 18o4, 1885 and 1886
by ,1. W. Todd, in 1887 by T. J. Dolan, in 1888 by W. M. Merrill.
No. 4. President's Match.—First stage: 300 and 500vds., 7 shots

at each distance, open to ail members of tbe army, navy and
marine corps, or the national guard, 17 prizes. Second stage:
Open to all prize wiuuers in the first stage, 000yds., 10 shots.
No. 5, The Long Range Military Match.—Any military rifle, in-

cluding specials, 800 and 900yds.. any position, open to all comers,
15 shots at each distance, 6 prizes.
No. 6. The Tiffany Match.—All-comers, continuous match, 200

yds., standing, 7 shots on the American s'audard target, any
weight rifle with 31hs. trigger pull, but no palm or other rest al-
lowed. The allowance for special military rifles will be 3 uoiuts,
for other military rifles 4 points, and for the Remington" State
model .50eal. 5 points on each string, cleaning allowed between
shots for rifles other than military or special military, the first
prize will be a silver vase presented by Messrs. Ti ffany & Co.; 31
oash vvizis aggregating $Ki Tho aggregate of 8 scores to rcunt
for all prizes. Extra prizes of S5, S3 and §2 will be awarded each
day to the 3 competitors making the greatest number of bullseyes.
No. 7. Governor's Match.—10 shots at 500yds., position any, any

military inducing specials, open to all comers, $175 divided in 24
prizes.
No. 8. All-Comers' and Marksman's Badge Match.—Open to

everybody, 200 and 500yds., 5 shois at each distance, Remington
.50eal. State model or such other rifles as may be issued or
authorized by the State of New York, 30 prizes, total S5315.

No. 9, Hilton Trophy Match.—Open to teams of 13 from the
army, navy or militia, 200, 500 and 600yds. Rounds, 7 at each
distance, any military rifle which has been adopted, authorized
or issvted as an official arm by any State or government. Won in .

1878 and 1879 by New York, 1880 by Division of Missouri, U. S. A.- *

1881 by New York, 1883 by Pennsylvania, im bv Michigan, 1884
and 1885 by Division of Atlantic, U. S. A.; 1886, 1SS7 and 1868 by
Massachusetts.
No. 10. Iuter-Stafce Military Match,—Open to one team of 13

militiamen from each State or Territory in the United States,
distances 300 and 500yds., any military rifle which has been
adopted, authorized or issued as an official arm by any State or
government. Prize: To the team making tho highest aggregate
score, a large bronze "Soldier of Marathon." Won in 1375 bv New
York, 1876 bv Connecticut, 1877 by California, 1878 and 1879 by
New York, 1880 by New Jersey, 1881 by New York, 1883 by Penn-
sylvania, 1883 by Michigan, 1884 and 1885 by Pennsylvania, 1886,
1*87 and isss by Massachusetts.
No. 11. Inter-State Long Range Mulch.— Open to teams of 4

from all rifle associations or clubs in any State or Territory in
the Uuited States, 800, 000 and 1,000yds., 15 shots at each distance,
anv rifle within the rules. Won in 1877 by Amateur Rifle Club,
N. Y , in 1878 hy Massachusetts Rifle Association, in 1879 bv New
Jersey State Rifle. Association, in 1880 by Empire Rifle Club,' N.Y.,
in 1881 by llion Rifle Club, in 1882 by llion Rifle Club, in 1888 by
nion Rifle Club, in 1884 by Amateur Rifle Club, N. Y.
No. 13. New York State National Guard Match.—Open to teams

of 13 men from each regiment, battalion or separate company of
Infantry of the national guard of the State of New York, 300 and
500vds., the Remington rifle, State model .50cal., 5 shots at each
distance.
No. 13. First Brigade National Guard Match.—Open to teams of

12 from each regiment, battalion, or separate company of infantry
in the first brigade af the Stale of New York, the Remington rifle,

Stale model, oOeal., 200 and 500yds., 5 shots at each distance.
No. 14. Second Brigade National Guard Match.—Open to teams

of 12 from each regiment, battalion or separate company of infan-
try in the second brigade, of the State ot New York, tbe Reming-
ton rifle, State model, 50cal., 200 and 500yds., 5 shots at each.
No. 15. Revolver Match.—Distance 30yds., 5 shots on the Ameri-

can standard target, reduced for 100yds. Position standing, off-
hand use of one arm only allowed, revolver not to exceed ,2'Mlbs.

in weight, maximum length of barrel (exclusive of chamber)
7J/ain., minimum trigger pull 31bs., plain open sights sufficiently
strong for service purposes, ammunition any, cleaning allowed
between scores only, army revolvers, with 31bs. trigger pull and
using service ammunition, will be allowed 10 points on 3 scores,
aggregate of 3 scores to count for all prizes, $60 div. into 10 prizes.
No. 16. Steward Match.- Open to all comers, 300yds., Creedmoor

count, 5 shots, the Reminglou .50cal. State model or the United
States Springfield rifle, match open every day.
The matches will be shot as nearly as possible upon the follow-

ing days, though the right is reserved after entries are made to
Change W4 order of shooting. Tuesday 2 and 3. Wednesdays,
Thursday 4 and 11, Friday 12, 13 and 14, Saturday 9 and 10. 1, 6, 7,
8, 15 and 16 will be open every day.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Aug. 9.—There was a good attendance at the
last shoot of the St. Louis Pistol Club. Mr. Hettel, after shoot-
off with Mohrstadt, Neuhaus and Dorman, won the medal.
Shooting is at a 30yds. stand xvd American target. The scores are
as follows:W H Hettel 7 10 10 10 6 7 8 9 8 9-84
LG Dorman 6 8 7 9 10 10 9 6 10 9-84
E Mohrstadt - 8 9 8 9 8 8 8 9 7 10 -84
O Neuhaus 6 7 10 8 0 10 7 10 9 8-81
SYDPerret 6 9 10 788878 8-79
M Summerfield 6 10 6 8 9 8 6 7 7 10-78
FredAFodde 8 7 0 6 7 8 9 7 9 10-77W Bauer 8 6 5 10 8 5 5 8 10 7-75
G Alexander 7 6 7 8 7 9 5 5 9 10-73
JAlbach 866477 7 78 7-67
M Billmeyer 4 10 6 6 6 6 9 5 7 7-66
AEBengel 6785 5 8 4 57 6-61

Mohrstadt and Summerfield, both members of the local pistol
club, have now shot- three friendly matches; the former has won
two. Both scores are good. Summerfield wound up very strong
in his shooting. Conditions were 50 shots each at a 12J^vds. Stan-
dard target, with 33cal. pistols. The score is as follows.
E Mohrstadt 10 8 7 10 10 8 9 7 10 6—85

7 10 7 8 9 9 10 10 9 10-89
9 10 9 8 10 7 9 10 9 10—91
8 8 10 9 10 7 10 8 10 10—90
10 6 8 6 10 9 8 10 7 8—83-437

M Summerfield 8 8 8 7 8 8 8 7 7 7-75
9 8 7 9 9 10 10 5 8 9-84
9 10 7 9 9 7 10 8 9 9-87
10 9 8 9 9 8 8 10 8 9-88
10 10 6 10 10 9 10 10 9 10-91-438
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BOSTON, Aug. 10.—The several prize and practice matches of

the Massachusetts Rifle Association were well patronised to-day

at their range, a good number of riflinen being present. The
Shooting conditions most of the day were verv good, with a light

wind from 7 to 9 o'clock. Mr. Wilder won the gold medal in the
20-.sb.ot match, and Mr. ( Hark won the champion gold medal. 0.

M. Hill, of Lawrence, has finished shooting in the Victory medal
-match and won the gold, silver and bronze Victory and gold
membership medals with some remarkable scores, as will be seen

below. Following the scores of to-day:
30-Shot Rest Match.

fi Wilder 11 11 11 12 10 8 11 8 10 7
85 V

JO 11 0 12 9 9 13 10 12 9-202

J Francis 9 9 9 10 .11 11 10 9 8 9
111 8 10 10 9 9 9 13 12 12-196

JBMunroe 10 9 9 12 10 9 13 8 9 9
11 12 10 12 8 10 9 9 10 fi-194

J N Eam.es S 12 11 9 10 8 11 9 3 10
9 12 10 9 10 7 8 10 9 10-191

P Williams 677998 12 886
r 10 6 4 9 8 11 11 9 9 11.-170

Champion Medal Match.
CO Clark 6 8 5 9 8 5 8 10 8 8— 74

SOMerville 379777566 5- 62
Victory Medal Match.

H Severance 9 6 8 7 9 9 7 7 8 9- 79

CH Eastman 5 9 6 8 7 8 10 10 8 6- 77

SOMerville 10 6 7 6 9 8 7 5 7 7— 71

OT Moore 6 0 7 7 5 8 9 7 7 7- 69

A S Hunt 6 4 5 6 8 9 6 6 8 8- 66

Gold Victory- Medal, won on ten 8fls or better, 200yds.—C. M.
Hill, 86, 91, 87, 89, 90, 89, 87. 91, 86 86.

Gold Membership Badge, won on ten 81s or better—C. M. Hill,

89, 82, 8-.', 83. 86. 88, 81, 86, 83, 83.

Silver Victnrv Medal, won on ten 80s or better—C. M. Hill, 89, 80,

85, 80, 83 . 81. 8li. 83. 87, 81.

Bronze Victory Medal, won on ten 75s or better—C. M. Hill, 78,

88, 79, 81, 8ft, 82, 83, 81, 95, 81.

All-Comers' Rest Match, 300yds.

J R Munroe 12 12 12 12 10 12 12 12 10 11-115

JN Karnes 10 11 11 10 10 9 12 10 10 12-109
8 Wilder 11 9 11 11 9 12 12 9 9 12-108
J Francis 10 11 9 11 9 12 12 9 9 12-104
W P Thompson 11 12 8 10 10 11 9 13 12 6—103
A Ballard 11 10 10 9 8 8 9 9 10 11— 95

SW Hart 9 8 12 8 12 11 9 9 9 8— 95

B G Barker 6 7 10 11 9 8 8 8 10 11— 92

A S Hunt 7 8 6 6 7 8 7 9 9 12- 81

MA Morris 8 5 10 6 8 5 9 9 7 9— 76

MCBean 7 8 6 6 7 7 9 8 8 9- 7!

All-Comers' Off-Hand Match, 200yds.

F Daniels 879787496 8- 73
BOMerviUe 5 9 10 7 9 4 9 5 7 6- 71

GLHosmer 8 7 5 7 10 7 9 7 2 7— 6!

M C Bean 5 6 9 7 9 6 6 4 9 7— 61

AS Hunt 557596599 7— 67
Military Match, 200yds.

J Wright 4534344343-37 B E Grant 340.2044354-29

FW Nichols 4334144433-83 G H Wright 3233+58502-37

D J McGiloray 23233o033i-29 A J Wilson 3330042444-27
500yds.

JVHuuflcv. 3443344245-86 J T Hanson ..5022332333-26
O VPrescott 2554443204-32 A Spring 2030235454—27

800yds.

F Carter 5345555344-43

WILMINGTON, Del. Aug. 10.—A short time ago two pistol

matches were arranged between E. J. Darlington and 1. P. Taylor
of Wilmington, Del., and N. A. Hughes and S. C. Steuber, of
Williamsport, Pa, also with W. T. Whiteford and R. B. Powers,
of Barnard, Mo. The terras of the matches provided for two men
in each team, and Mr. Taylor intended to shoot in company with
Mr. Darlington, but owing to death in the family of the former
Mr. Darlington was obliged to shoot alone. He arranged the
matches more for vacation pastime rather than with any hope, of
winning, as Mr. Hughes is recognized as one of the best of the
"very few fine pistol shots of Pennsylvania, and as for Mr. White-
ford, he is known as one of the most brilliant pistol shots of the
West. But the phenomenal bounds with which Mr. Darlington's
marksmanship has improved within the last few months enabled
him to acquit himself with credit and win by a good lead iu both
cases. An incident in the match with Whiteford and Powers
shows the quality of Mr. Darlington's nerves. Having made 9
consecutive scores of 81 and upward he naturally desired to make
the last score round up evenly, but at the end of the seventh shot
he found hewould.be obliged to make 27 to do so. This meant
three straigh bullseyes or two 1.0s and a 7, and he did a trifle better
and made an 8. The matches were shot during last week, and the
scores, which have just been received, are as follows, 50yds..
Stevens .22cal. pistols, standard American target.

First Match—Darlington vs. Hughes and Stuber.
E if Darlington 5 6 6 6 0 9 6 7 10 9—73

6 7 10 10 8 8 10 10 7 10-86788389879 5-77
10 8 'J 10 6 6 8 8 10 10-8667877 10 889 9-79967686 10 66 10-76
9 10 8 9 6 8 9 10 6 8-83
10 9 10 9 7 9 6 9 9 8-86
6 9 10 8 8 10 8 9 10 7 -86
8 8 8 0 8 8 8 9 10 10-85—817—817

N A Hughes 9 5 9 10 6 7 5 8 7 7—74
7 10 5 9 8 1 10 10 9 10-85
86 6 8988885 75
8 10 10 6 9 10 6 7 9 9-86
9 9 7 6 6 8 7 8 5 7-72—396

SCSteuber 7 8777 5 869 4—67
8 10 997 10 985 6—80
6 10 5 10 7 7 7 7 8 8-74
69 9 596878 6-73
6 9 8 10 10 9 9 7 4 7-70- 363-755

Second Match—Darlington vs. Whiteford and Powers.
E J Darlington 7 7 9 9 9 7 7 7 10 10-82

10 10 10 7 7 8 7 8 9 9-85
8 7 10 10 9 10 10 6 9 8-87
10 7 6 10 8 8 10 9 10 9-87
78 10 868798 10—827697679 10 10 8-82
6 7 6 10 8 10 5 10 10 9-81
3 8 10 9 9 7 9 9 10 10-89
8 9 10 7 10 10 8 9 7 6-84
7 7 8 8 9 8 6 10 10 8-81-840-840

W T Whiteford 9 8 9 6 9 7 3 8 10 9—84
10 10 8 6 10 5 6 9 9 8-8498898 10 997 9- 86
8 10 9 9 9 9 10 5 9 10—88
9 8 10 9 10 9 5 8 8 10—86—428

RB Powers 9 97955897 6-74
6 9 5 6 4 5 6 10 5 6-62
8 5 7 10 4 9 9 5 6 6-67767698677 4-67
6 7 10 10 10 7 3 6 8 10-77—347—775

SPRING FIELD, Mass., Aug. 8.—Two teams from the City
Guard shot a match at Lake Lookout yesterday under the rules
that govern the annual matches at South Framingham. It was a
perfect day for rifle shooting, but notwithstanding the favorable
conditions some of the leaders on the champion team did not
make a very good showing. Their score equals the best ever
made at the State matches, however. The picked team made a
very good showing, and demonstrated the fact that with a little

more practice the old hands will have to look sharp to retain their
laurels. The scores:

Capt. McDonald's Team. S. M. Mclnerny's Team.
F L Hosrner 4545445—31 J Martin 3445554—30
JM Johnson 5 14445—30 SM Mcluernev. .3445445—29
J A Sterling 4454444-29 J E Bolliger 4534445—29
W E Hosrner 4444444—28 H J Smith 4844445—28
W M Merrick . . .4444444-28 E R Taft 4434444-27

S Bowers 4444344-27 F Syner 4443242-23
H McDonald 5443434—27—200 G Lammerhirt . . .0443444—23—189
After the match the following scores were shot:
H J Smith 4554545-32 J A Sterling 4444454-29W E Hosrner 5545445-32 F Hosrner 4454444—29W M Merrick 4444554—30 S Bowers 4444444 -28
H McDonald 5444454-30 E R Taft 4444543-28
J M Johnson 5544444—30
These men qualified as marksmen in the third class:

Wm L Young 44484-19 G L Hersey 23543-17
II J Vesper ..34334-17 W Parker 45044 -17

W J Smith 53324—17

LIVERPOOL, Aug. 8.—Americans coming across would do well
to leave their revolvers at home. Mr. J. W. Smith, of Los An-
geles, who crossed on the Adriatic with his father and brother,
both of whom manufacture rugs in New York, was arrested to-

day, searched, taken to court and fined $35 and costs for having
a pistol and 45 rounds of hall cartridges in his baggage.

ROCHESTER, Aug. 7.—To-day was by all odds the busiest, day
yet at the Schuetzenfest at, Windsor Beach. The attendance of
spectators and gunners was very large. The day, too, was perfect,
and. as scarcely a breath of air was stirring, some excellent
scores were made. The chief feature of the day was the contest
between the teams composed of the Rochester Hehuetzengilde
and the Central Schuetzenverein of Buffalo. The prize was the
handsome silver cup which the Rochester marksmen won from
the Buffalos on the occasion of the contest in Buffalo in July.
According to the terms of the match the cup must be, won twice
in succession bv one of the teams iu order to become its perman-
ent property and exempt from challenges. The contest was a re-

markably close and exciting one, hut the Rochester men again
proved too much for the CJueen City marksmen, and won, al-

though they had but five points to spare, the score standing 738 to
732. Following are the individual scores of the members of the
two teams, 100 points being possible in 10 shots:

Rochester Team.
Frank Schwikert. 88
John FBoyd 71
Charles Green 87
M D Tarba 84
Ed Shaokleton 75
E Mever 57

WO La Force 79
Charles Hoehn 76
Frank Harvey 55

Buffalo Team,
Joseph Schmidt 78
Matt Long 87
Frank K -idler 90
John Zenner 5t

Alex Kercher 70
Gott Wackerle 70
William Cleesattel 70
Val Lochner 80
Joseph Diegel -".65

500yds.
23

25
24
23
22
22
23
22

25
32

Total.
47

46
46
44
44
44
43
43

15

Charles Harvey. . . ....... .66-738 Michael Bernhardt 71-732

HAMILTON, Ont., Aug. 7.—To-day a match took place between
twelve members of the Victoria Rifle Club and t he same number
from the Waterdown Rifle Association, at the Victoria ranges,
Hamilton. The shooting was at ranges of 200, 500 and 600yds.,

seven shots at each range. The Victoria Club team won by 110

points. The Waterdown team was one man short, so they were
allowed A. Poole, of the Victoria Club, who made a great record.
His score, at the aOOVdS. range, was the largest that has been made
on the grounds. He made eight consecutive bullseyes, one of

them being a side shot:
Victoria Club. Waterdown Club.

200 500 600 Tl 200 500 600 Tl
M Graham 33 33 20 86 A Poole 32 35 16 83

EE Ross 27 33 26 85 E F Rymal 27 26 26 79

WH Clarke 30 24 30 84 W Cuekow 29 26 23 78

Geo Margetts 32 28 24 84 A Robertson 30 27 21 78

EG Zealand 26 31 25 82 WRyckman 27 20 25 73

A Murdoch 27 26 26 79 Dr McGregor 31 26 15 72

A Pain 27 22 22 78 T Otway-Page 23 29 18 70
(4 Murdoch 28 28 31 77 J Esterbrook 37 23 14 63

W Thompson 29 22 25 76 T Mulloch 25 24 11 60

R Hooper 26 27 23 76 G Cartwright . ..26 27 7 60

J Adam 27 22 18 67 J Palmer 27 20 11 58

PT Robertson 26 22 18 66 J Dickson 29 18 10 57

338 324 278 940 333 300 197 830

NEW YORK, Aug. 12.—The seventh marksman's badge and
sharpshooters' matches of the N. R. A. were, shot at Creedmoor
on Saturday, Aug. 10. The rain again interfered in the forenoon
and delayed the match until It o'clock. The conditions were fair,

the wind' was lroui 7 to 9 and very tricky at times. Attendance
good in the afternoon and scores very fair. Following were the
winners;

200yds.

A Stein, Co C, 7th Regt 24
Cash Prizes.

G E Constable. Co F, 13th Regt 21

E A Anderson, Co 1, 14th Regt 32

R Bvars, Co G, 22d Regt 21
F A*Wei Is. Co B, 23d Regt 22

G W Lotz, Co G, 13th Regt 22

C C Wallace, Co 1, 14th Regt 20

J T Kirby. Co A, 7th Regt 21
Medal Winners.

Geo Ball, Co F, 23d Regt 21

G S Scott, Jr, Co A, 23d Regt 23

A. Stein won the gold marksman's badge for the second time.—
J. Manz, Jb., Ass't Sec'y N. R, A.

MALDEN, Mass, Aug. 10.—There was a large attendance at the
Bear's Den Range this afternoon, the weather being favorable,
and a number of excellent scores were made as follows:
SergtW H Thompson, Queen's Own 54345—21
G M Pottle, Co. L, 5th Regiment 44545-22
A H Whitteking, Co. L, 5fh Regiment 45454 -22
Lieut E C B Erickson, Co. L, 5th Regiment 54445—23
Capt J H Lathrop. 1st Brigade Staff 45455—23
Lieut H M Borghardt, 1st Brigade Staff 44334—18
Sergt E B Wells, 1st Brigade Staff 23053—13

It is expected that the range is to be open every Tuesday after-
noon in future. Some of the crack companies in the State arc
making arrangements to lease it every Tuesday, so as to give its

members a chance to practice, this being counted one of the
fiuest rifle ranges in the State.

PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 10—The Philadelphia Rifle Club at
their regular weekly shoot had quite a.large attendance, and
some very fine shooting was done, particularly that of Mr. Jas.
M. Green, as he shot a 22eal. special Wurfflein rifle. During: the
afternoon he made 21 red flags (4in. cartons), also making the
nearest center-shot during the day. He also had t he honor of
winning the club silver medal, making 62 points out of a possible
75, 60 being required to win the silver and 66 to win the gold
medal. Following are the official scores, 200yds., off-hand, on the
Standard American target:
E Travis 7 8 10 8 10 10

CMolter 6 8 8 8 6 8

EFKolb 10 10 9 5 5 5

J M Green 9 7 9 6 6 6

Wm Wurfflein 4 8 6 6 7 5
M Brierly 8 7 5 9 8 2
Wm Gelzer 7 6 9 5 7 6 .

Point target, 4in. centers: J. M. Green 21, E. Travis 18, Price
12, E. Steiber 10, C. Molter 9, E. F. Kolb 5, Wm. Gelzer 4. Honor
targets, possible 75: J. M. Green (medal) 62-, Wm. Wurfflein 58, E.
Travis 57, Price 53, 15. F. Kolb 47, E. Steiber 46, Wm. Gelzer 47, C.
Molter 86, M. Brierly 13.

NEWARK. Aug. 7.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of
the Newark Shooting Society held this evening the shooting com-
mittee was instructed to arrange for the annual king and honor
shoot of the society, the. same to beheld on Sept. 26. The same rule
will obtain as in former years on the honor target, each member
shooting being obliged to donate a prize valued at not less than
$3, the maker of the highest score being awarded the king's
medal. No member can win more than one of these medals. Be-
sides this there will be a point target, open to all for a percentage
of the receipts, and also a ring target, open to all, for a fair-
sized prize list to be arranged later Aug. 8.—The trophy match
was won by J. T. B. Collins with a score of 217, A. Begerow scored
216. H. Williams 312, C. H. Townsend 200, J. Coppersmith 208, C.E.
Gensch 300, F. C. Campbell 190, W. Drexler 182, F. A. Freienseh-
ner 153. In the expert match the score were as follows: A. Bege-
row 68, 64; J. Coppersmith 67, 66, 64, 64; H. Williams 64, 64. 61. F. C.
Campbell 64, 62, 62; J. T. B. Collins 62; C. E. Gensch 62; C. H.
Townsend 57.

THE TRAP.

8 7 8 7-83
7 10 7 10-79
9 9 6 10-78
8 6 8 7—73
8 6 9 7—66
6 5 7 7-64
4 f 6 6-62

Scores for pubttcaUon should be made out on the printed blanks
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratfe to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
Aug. 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17.—Tournament at Loadviile, Col.

Aug. 20, 21, 22, 23.—Second annual tournament of the Keystone
Manufacturing Co., of Corry, Pa. Traps will be pulled by a new
electric apparatus.
Aug. 22.—Amateur tournament, at Keystone target, Peekskill,

N. Y. W. H. Pierce, Secretary.
Sept. 3, 4, 5.—Annual Tournament of the Rocky Mountain Trap

Shooters, Denver, Colo., Broadway Athletic Park. Inanimate
and live targets. Address O. M. Hampson, Denver.

eleventh annual tournament, JerseyvilJe, ill.

Sept. 24, 25, 26 and 27.—Fifth Annual Tournament given by Al.
Handle, at Cincinnati; $1,000 guaranteed.
Sept. 24, 25, 26. 27.—New Jersey State Sportsman's Association

for the Protection of Fish and Game, Annual Tournament, on
grounds of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club, at Marion, N. J.

W, F. Quimby, 291 Broadway, N. Y,

Oct. 8, 9, 10, 11—Middlesex Gun Club Tournament, Dunellen,
N. 9. W. F. Force, Secretary, Plainfield, N. J.

Oct. 8, 9, 10, 11.—Fred A. Fodde's Second Annual Amateur
Tournament, at St. Louis, Mo. Inanimate targets and live birds.
Oct. 15, 16, 17, 18.—Tournament at live birds and inanimate

targets. J. F. Kleinz, Secretary, 600 South Delaware avenue,
Philadelphia.
Oct. 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25.—Second Tournament of the Mercer Gun

Club, at Trenton, N. J. E. G. Updegrove, President.

COMPTON HILL.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Aug. 9.—Tbe tournament of the Compton Hill
Gun Club held last; Wednesday was favored with pleasant

weather and a good attendance. There was no wind to affect the
flight of the targets and the scores were as a rule very good.
Keystone targets were used for all events. Dr. E. L. Spencer of
Bunker Hill, IU., was awarded $10 for the best average of the
day. His score was 84 out of 93 shot, at, not counting ties. Second
prize $5 was won by Lenhard, and third, $3, by J. Longsyvorth.
The shoot was in every particular a grand success and the club
will hold another shortly.

Shoot No. 1, 0 targets:
J Lee 110000 -2 E Prendergast 111111—6
B Weaver 111.111—6 S Prendergast 111111—6
T Bauer 111111-6 Dr Spencer 111111-6
S Hill 111111—6 McGivney 011110—

4

F Rawlins 010101—3 Sieminskie 111110—5
Charles 000011-3 J Steffen 111001-4
J Lenhardt 011111-5 E Meyer 110110-4
Weaver and Bauer first, Sieminskie and Lenhardt second, ties

on 4 divided third.

Shoot No. 2, 9 targets:
Sieminskie 0111011 11—7 Rawlins 100111100—5
Weaver 11.1111111-9 E Prendergast 111011101-7
Lenhardt 011111111-8 Hill 111111110-8
Meyer 11111.0111-8 W Flynu 010011100-4
B Westhus 111110111-8 Lee 100101101-5
McGivney 101111100-6 Dr Spencer 111111110-8
Good 101101111—7 Jack Schaff 100010110-4
Steffen 101110101-6 Thorpe 110111011-7
G Prendergast 011010111-6 Twist 110111101-7
Charles 110101111-7 Puchta 111001101-6
Bauer 011111111-8 L Dening 101110111-7
Sieminskie first. Meyer and Bauer second, Good, Charles and

Dening third, G. Prendergast and Puchta fourth.

Shoot No. 3, 13 targets:
Sieminskie 111111011000- 8 Lee IU111101100-* 9
Weaver 111100101111— 9 G Prendergast... .111111011111-11
Bauer 111111110111-11 Good 001011101011— 7
Charles 010010110011— 6 Briukman 011011101001- 7

Westhus ..111011101011- 9 Dening 110110110110- 8

Meyer 111111111111-12 Lenhardt 111111110111—11
Rawlins 011011001000 - 5 Puchta 111110111111-11
Hill 111001011111- 9 Thorpe 001111110101- 8
E Prendergast.. . .111111111101-11 Dr Spencer 111111111011—11
Steffen 101111111111—11 Flynn 111100010001— 6
Jones 001001110011- 6

Meyer first, Steffen second, Lenhardt third, Westhus and Hill
fourth.

Shoot No 4, 6 targets:
Sieminskie 111110—5 G Prendergast 111110—5
Wea ver 011 110—4 Westhus . . 01100 1-3
Bauer 101 111 -5 Dr Spencer 111111—6
E Prendergast 111111—6 P Lobadie 101010—3
Hill 011111—5 Prechter 010010-2
Rawlins 101110—4 Brinkman ... 100010-2
Charles 010110—3 Dening 111010—4
Lenhardt 111111—6 Steffer 111111-6
Jones 1110H-5 Lee 100110-3
Mover - , 111111-6 McGivney 101011-4
Good 10001 1-3 Flynn 011110-4
E. Prendergast and Dr. Spencer first, Sieminskie and Bauer

second, Dening and Flynn third, P. Lobadie fourth.

Shoot No. 5, 9 straight:
Siemiuski 111111111-9 Good 111010111-7
Weaver lOlilOUl—7 Puchta 010111101-6
Bauer 10U11.111—8 Dr Spencer 111010111—7
Jones 110001111-6 Lobadie 011011101—6
Charles 100101101-5 Westhus 111111110-8
Meyer 111111111—9 Dening llllllOOl—

7

Hill lllimil-9 Brinkman 111011111—8
Rawlins 010011111—6 McGivney 110110110—6
E Prendergast 1101 1 1 111-8 Flynn 101111001-5
G Prendergast 110101111-7 Steffen 111111101-8
Lenhardt 111111111-9 Lee 101111010-6
Ties on 9 divided first, Westhus second, Dening and G. Pren-

dergast third, Rawlins fourth.

Shoot No. 6, 12 targets:
Sieminskie 111111001111-10 Steffen .llllllOOllll-lo
Weaver 110110110111- 9 E Prendergast. ...1111111.11011—11
Rawlins 101101001111— 8 Good 111111111011—11
Hi 11 U0111H 1 111-11 Puchta 1 111 11111010-10
Wad e 110111110010- 8 Lenhardt 10111 1111111—11
Dening 1111110U101-10 Westlins UllOimill 11

Bauer 111111111011-11 Brinkman 101100101101— 8

Jones U11UU1011-11 G Prendergast . . ..10U0010U01— 7
Lobadie UOllllOlllO— 9 Dr Spencer 011111110111—10
Charles UlOOlOlOlU- 9 Hagerty 101011011111- 9

E Mohrstadt 111111111011—11 Lee 111110111011—10
Mover 111111111 1 11-13
Meyer first, Bauer and Good second, Sieminskie and Dr. Spencer

third, Lobadie and Hagerty fourth.

Shoot No. 7, 9 targets:
Bte'ffeh 010011111-6 Sieminskie 111111101—8
Hill 111101111-8 Weaver 110111111—8
Dr Spencer .... 111111011—8 Meyer 101111101-7
E Prendergast, 111101111-8 Rawlins 001101000—3
Lenhardt 1110U1U—8 Mackwitz 111111011—8
Westhus 111001111-7 Lobadie 101000110-4
Charles 111110110-7 Jones 111111111-9
Dening 101011101-6 Hagerty 1111111 11-9
Good 101010110-5 Bauer 111011111-8
French 111111110-8 Puchta 101111001-6
G Prendergast 100100110—4 Brinkman 001101110—5
Latshaw 100011000 - 3 McGivney 111110011-7
Ties on 9 divided first, ties on 8 divided second. Westhus third,

ties on 7 divided fourth.

Shoot No. 8, 12 targets:
Sieminskie 111111111111—12 Steffen 111000101110- 7

Weaver llUOUOlllO— 9 Westhus tllllOllllll—11
Bauer 111101111101—10 Puchta 11100 1 111011—

9

Hagerty 111101011101- 9 Brinkman 011011011111— 9

Lenhardt 111111011111—11
Jones 111111111011-11
Charles 011001111001— 7

Dr Spencer 1U1111111U—12

Good 001010100010- 4
Dening 111101100111— 9
S Prendergast.. . .111111111111-12
Latshaw 110110111011— 9

E Mohrstadt 110110011111- 9 McGivney 1U110101010— 8
Rawlins 001111110000- 6 Sloan 000000001000- 1

Hill lllOUlUOll-10 Meyer 111101111110 -10

A 100-target sweepstakes took place at. Compton Avenue Park
yesterday. The weather was favorable. Keystone targets, walk-
around rule:
J Wilber 21 20 22 16-79 F Bauer 20 21 22 23-86
J E Hagerty. ..13 14 14 14-55 Ed Meyer 21 22 24 23-90
J Latshaw 16 16 17 17-66 B Westhus 19 22 23 21—85
HP Wilson 18 16 13 18-65 J R Shcpley 30 18 19 20-78
Col Moore 17 15 15 17-64 J Longsworth. . 9 7 11 11-38
Meyer first, Bauer second, Westhus third.

CINCINNATI, Aug. 8.—The Coney Island shoot to-day for the
Bohemian medal was a big event for the shooters. There were
54 contestants for the prize, and the success of the shoot was
largely due. to the clever direction that affairs were given by
Bandle, "Wick" and Charley Kauffman. Following is the official

score of the shoot: Merrick 18. E. Fey 18, C. Stevens 15, Wick 20,

Cole 22, Hayes 18, K. Tavlor 18. Kentuck 19, S. Vincent 19, Randall
16, Coudell 22, W. Hessler 15, Bohemian 10, Pinckard 13, Late 18,

Adams 16, Colonel Stevenson 16, Bramble 9, Warwick 17, Green
13, Whitney 18, Richard 22, Willie 19. C. Apsking 7, J. Zeigler 6,

Kattenhorn 19, C. E. Briggs 8, J. E. Miller 9, Halthouse 4, Hach-
flre 16, Kreh 19, Dayton 10, Tittle 20. Hayseed 17, Bandle 21, Tan-
ner 9, J. Kestner 12, Graham 17, Clarence 15, Leedom 17, S. Row-
en 15, J. Schatsman 17, Armstrong 18, Weiner 9, T. Gastrights 19,

Frank 16, Krause 15, Exist 10, No Good 15, Murphy 14, Montice 8,

Caldwell 15, J. S. Ervin 1, R. Trimble 16. Coudel, Ooe and Rich-
ard being a tie, they shot at 10 single birds each: Coudel 8, Coe 9,

Richard 9. Second tie at 5 single birds: Coe 3, Richard 5.

CHICAGO, HI., Aug. 8.—A big trap shoot is taking place on the
government pier to-day, the proceeds of which will be given to
the popular Fresh Air Fund for children.
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ELM CITY GUN CLUB MEET.
NEW HAVEN, Conn., Aug. 9.—Editor Forest and Stream: The

following are the scores of the tournament held on the
ground of the Elm City Gun Clnh. Aug. 9. This is our third at-
tempt in this line and in spite of the threatening weather several
good shots were present, among them heing Yerrington and
Barnes, of Norwich, Woodford, Aicott and Capen, of Avon,
Whitlesey, of Hartford, and Ferris, of Westport, who with
Messrs. Whitney, Hill, Bates, Gould, Al bee, Sherman, Widman,
and Beers make a place prettv hot for the best of them. We hold
regular shoots on the first and third Fridays in each month.

Event No. 1, 6 Keystones:
Hill 1 11111-6 Beers illC0l-4
Merriman. 111111—6 Woods 100001—2
Ferris 1 110] 1—6 Folsom 011100—3
Tyler 000111-3 Eddy 110110-4

Event No. 2, same:
Whitney 111111—6 Folsom 011011-Hl
Hill 111011—5 Ferris 111000—3
Merriman ,...110111—5 Woods 000000-0
Tyler 110111—5 Beers 0101310—2
Eddy 010IU—

4

Event No. 3, 9 Keystones:
Sherman 111111111—9 Yerrington 111110011-7
Gould 111111110-8 Barnes 101110111-7
Whitney 101111111-8 Tyler 011010111-6
Ferris 111111011-8 Hill 111010011-6
Capen 011111011-7 Merriman 101110110-6
Whittlesey 111010111-7 Folsom 110010110-5
Beers 011011111-7 Woods 110110010—5
Second and third divided, Tyler and Hill tied again on 3 to

Merriman's 3 and divided fourth.

Event No. 4, 9 Keystones:
Yerrington 11 1111111—9 Tyler 111111100—7
Aicott 111111111-9 Capen 111011101-7
Hill .111011111-S Gould OLllllllo-7
Ferris ...111111110-8 Merriman 011011101—6
Whitney 111111011-8 Barnes 0U011011—

6

Sherman 111111011-8 Whitlesey lOllulllO-6
Beers 111101111-8 Folsom 101110100-5
Woodford Ill 111101-8
First and third divided. Shoot off for second: Whitney 0,

Beers 1, Hill 3, Woodford 5, Ferris and Sherman 6 and divided.
For fourth; Whittlesey 0, Merriman and Barnes 3 and divided.

Event No. 5, 3 singles and 3 pairs:
Capen 011 11 11 11—8 Barnes 110 11 10 10—6
Hill -Ill 0110 11—7 Whitney Ill 00 10 11—6
Merriman Ill 11 10 10—7 Gould 011 10 10 00—6
Yerrington Ill 11 10 10—7 Whitlesey 110 11 10 10—6
Sherman Ill 10 11 10-7 Aicott 001 11 11 01—6
Folsom Ill 10 10 10-6 Ferris Ill 10 00 01—5
Beers Ill 10 10 10-6 Woodford 011 10 10 00-4
Second div. For third, Aicott 1, Folsom 2, Whitlesey 4, Beers

and Barnes 5, Whitney 6, Gould 7 and won.
Event No. 6, at 12 Keystones, both barrels:

Hill . 111111111111-13 Gould 111111111110-11
Ferris 111111111111-12 Woodford 111101111111-11
Whitney .111111111111-12 Yerrington 111111101011-10
Beers 111111111111-12 Whittlesey 111101111110-10
Avery 111111111111-12 Aicott 101111110111-10
Folsom 011111111111—11 Merriman 110011111110- 9
Sherman 111011111111—11
Shoot off for first, Ferris 3, others 3 and div. Other ties div.

Event No. 7, 10 straightaways, 21yds., ties divided:
Yerrington 1111111111—10 Hill 1011110111— 8

Whitney 1111111111—10 Ferris 1100111111— 8
Sherman 1111111111-10 Woodford 0110111U1— 8
Beers 1111111111-10 Merriman 0111011111— 8
Gould 1111111111-10 Aicott lOlOOlllll— 7

Folsom 1110111111— 9 Tyler 0101111110- 7
Whitlesey 1011111111- 9 Barnes .0100111111— 7
Avery 1111110111- 9 Capen 11010U001- C

Event No. 8, team match, 12 birds per man:
Widman 111110111111—11 Sherman 111111011111-11
Bates 111111111111-12-23 Whitney 111010111011- 9-30
Aicott 110110111111—10 Folsom 111011111011—10
Woodford. . . .1111111111H-12—22 Beers 101111111100 -10-20
Gould 111110111011—10 Avery 111001111000- 7

Yerrington ..101111111111-11-21 Ferris 111111101111-11-18
Barnes 111111111101-11 Hill , . .010010011110- 6
Whitlesey. . . .110111110111-10—21 Merriman . . . .101111111101-10—16
Third div., Sherman and Whitney fourth on shoot-off.

Event No. 8, 6 singles and 3 pairs, ties divided:
Widman 111110 111111-11 Merriman ...111111 10 10 10-9
Avery 111111 1110 11-11 Hdl 111101 1100 10-8
Gould 111110 111111-11 Ferris 111101 10 10 10-8
Wrhitlescy... 111110 11 11 11-11 Whitney 110110 10 11 01- 8
Bates 110111 11 11 10-10 Sherman 110111 00 10 10- 7
Capen 111111 11 10 10—10
Woodford 111111 10 10 10- 9

Yerrington...111111 00 1110—9
Event No. 10, 9 Keystones;

Hill 111111111-9
Sherman 111111111-9
Gould ... lllllllil-9
Beers 111111111-9

Barnes 011101 00 11 10- 7
Folsom 110010 00 11 10— 6

Capen 011111110-7
Bates 110111011—7
Whitney 011101111-7
Merriman 101 110111-7

Yerrington 111111011—8 Folsom 111110101—7
Barnes '.. .111110111 -8 Whitlesey HOlllilO-7
Avery 111111011-8 Eddy 111110101-7
Widman 011011111-7 Ferris 111010101-6
Woodford 101011111-7

First andsecond div., Widman and Woodford third on shoot-off.

Event No. 11, 12 Keystones, both barrels:
Yerrington 111111111111—12 Capen 1-111H110110—10
Hill 111111111111-12 Aicott miiooiim-io
Whitney 111111111111—12 Sherman

,
111000111111-9

Gould 111111111111-12 Bates 111100101111- 9
Beers 11111111)111-12 Woodford 101011111011- 9
Avery 111011111111—11 Widman lillHOllOOl— 9
Whittlesey 111111101111-11 Woods 011110010110- 7
Folsom 110111111101—10 Merriman llOOllOHOw— 6
First, second and third divided; Sherman fourth on shoot-off.

Event No. 12, at 6 singles and 5 pairs, ties divided:
10 10 11 11 11-14
11 10 11 01 11-14
11 10 11 10 11—14
01 11 11 10 11—13
10 11 10 11 10—12
10 11 10 10 10-11
11 11 10 10 10—11
10 11 01 01 11-11
10 11 10 00 11-10
10 10 11 01 10-10
10 00 10 11 30- 9
00 11 10 10 10- 8

Whitney 111111
Bates 111111
Gould 111111
Avery 111110
Whitlesey 110111
Sherman 111110
Folsom 110101

Hill 101110

Widman 011111

Capen 011110
Barnes 011010
Merriman 0U010

Event No. 13, 15 Keystones:
Yerrington. . . .1111111 11111011—14 Avery 101101111101111 -12
Sherman 111111011111111—14 Merriman 110111111011110—12
Hill 111111111101111-14 Albee 101101111011111 13
Bates 111111011111111-14 Woodford 0111 11011111011—12
Whitney 011111111011111—13 Widman 01 1111011011110-11
Gould 111111110111110-13 Folsom 100011111000111—9
First and second divide; Avery, Merriman and Albee third on

shoot off.

Event No. 14, miss and out: Hill 10 and won, Widman 9, Albee
7, Yerrington 6, Gould 5, Whitney 5, Folsom 4, Avery 4, Whitle-
sey 3, Bates 2, Sherman 2, Merriman 0.

Event No. 15, 9 Keystones, ties div.:
Yerrington 111111111-9 Bates 111101111—8
Albee 111111111—9 Whitney 111111110-8
Whitlesey lllllllll—9 Folsom 111110011—7
Hill 111111111-9 Widman 110010011-5
Sherman .011111111—8

Event No. 16, 6 Keystones, ties div.:
Yerrington. 111111-6 Sherman 111101—5
Bates 111111—6 Widman 110010—3
Hill 111111-6 Whitney 100110-3

DAYTON, o., Aug. 7.—At the regular Kennel Club shoot to-day
Adolph Sander won the trophy with a score of 26 out of 30 blue-
rocks, Ed Cooper and Charles W beaten 24 each, Gus Sander and
Charles Stoddard 21 each, Charles Sander 23, Charles Hanich and
Thomas Hannah, 20 each.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come In too late for pub-
lication in the current Issue. It is particularly re-
quested that scores be sent us as early as possible.

AMERICAN SHOOTING ASSOCIATION.
T>OSTON, Aug. 13.—The second annual tournament of the
-L» American shooting Association is now in progress. The
shooting grounds are located at Beacon Park, a time-honored
trotting track, but a few miles out from Boston in the town of
Allston.
These grounds are admirably adapted for conducting a large

tournament, and the arrangements made by the Association are
yery complete. In anticipation of an extra large attendance
Major Taylor had devoted considerable time to devising a ground
plan which would allow of the constant operation of many sets
of traps without occupying too much space. As a result of his
work six sots of five traps each are in a half circle, and at these
traps the shooting is almost ceaseless at Peoria blackbirds. Key-
stone targets, bluerocks. standards, Ligowsky, kingbirds and Al.
Bandle clay birds. By. this plan all shooters 'are kept in a more
c°nhned space and are within easy call when wanted from one
set of traps to another. Under this arrangement no delays oc-
curred, and the 11 events of the day were gotten through in short
order.
One of the most interesting contests was the team race of teams

of two men belonging both to the same club. Ed Collins and E.
Pumphrey, of the Ferdinand Gun Club, made 39 out of 40, but the
management decided that they were not members of a regularly
organized gun club, and so awarded first prize to the team
making the next highest score. This caused some kicking on the
part of Messrs. Collins and Puniphrey, but the management was
firm and insisted on the ruling and returned the entrance fee:
About 150 shooters were present, representing all the Eastern
States and many Western States as well. A larger number is
expected to-morrow, when the event of the week, the team race
between the East and

. the West-, is to be shot. Stice, Budd and
Bandle, who were confidently expected to be here, are not pres-
ent. The scores of the whole tournament will be given in full
next week. f. Mason.

PARK RIDGE SHOOT.
CHICAGO, HI., Aug. 8.—A novel form of trap-shooting enter-

tainment has been devised by Mr; Henry Stephens, one of the
best known Chicago shooters-, which will be largely attended by
the gentlemen of this city, and doubtless will be a success. Fol-
lowing is the call:
"You are cordially invited, with your family and friends, to

attend a basket picnic at Los Alamos Park, Park Ridge, on Tues-
day, Aug. 20. Gentlemen accompanied by ladies are invited to
lunch at Mrs. Henry Stephens's table in the park. Adjoining the
park there will be trap-shootiog for four prizes, valued at 81,750,
viz: One lot at $550. and three lots at $400 each. Contest open to
all members of any shooting club, in good standing, residing in
Cook county, 111. The conditions of the shoot will be as follows:
"Ten live birds from five ground traps, Illinois State rules to

govern. Class A will have two prizes, value $550 and $400; class
B one prize, value $400; class C one prize, value $400. The shoot-
ers will be classified A, B and C, according to the ability of the
shooter, to be determined by a committee of the following well-

way fare). Railway tickets to picnic and the shoot can be ob-
tained free of charge from W. P. Mussey, 104 Madison street,
Western Arms and Cartridge Co., 49 State street, Jenney & G ra-
ham, 53 State street, or will be mailed to you bv applying to
Henry Stephens, Room 14, Portland Block." E. Hough,

ILLINOIS ASSOCIATION.
CHICAGO, July 29.—To the Memliers of the Illinois State Sports-

meris Association: Messrs. R. B. Organ, W. P. Mussey, Chas.
S. Wilcox, Geo. T. Farmer and C. S. Burton having united in a
request that the competition for the trophies piovided by the
Chicago Herald and the Jenney <fc Graham Gun Co., and contested
for at last annual tournament of the Association, be re-opened;
therefore, in compliance with the conditions under which these
prizes were presented the Association, Thursday, Aug. 29th prox-
imo, is appointed as the date, and 10 o'clock A. M , Watson's Park,
Grand Crossing, as the hour and place.
The special conditions referred to, as governing the proposed

contests, are as follows: "On the request of five persons, mem-
bers of the State Sportsmen's Association, the president shall call
shoots for these trophies, not oftener than once in three months,
and shaU give thirty days' notice of the date of the shoot; the
contests shall be held at Chicago, and shall consist of twenty live
birds to each man, the entrance fee shall be $20, including birds;
from the purse $50 shall be awarded to the previous winner of
the trophies, the remainder to be divided nto four moneys, on
the basis of 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Ties for the trophies shall
be decided at five birds. The gun and medal shall become the
personal property of any contestant winning them three times."

F. C. Donald, President.

BLAUVELTVILLE, N. Y., Aug. 10.—The Saturday half-holidav
matches of the Spring Hill Gun Club were very interesting as will
be seen by the scores below. The day being perfect there assem-
bled quite a number of good shooters who all enjoyed themselves
and will try the sport again. On Friday, Aug. 16, this club will
send a team to shoot a friendly match with the Bergen County
Gun Club. Match No. 1, 5 bmeroek clay-pigeons:

Dr Allen 01111—4 P Moeller 00110-2
J Bogart 11111-5 C A Kittle 10001—2

Match No. 3, same:
J Bogart 11110-4 Van Riper 01111—4
Dr Allen 10010-2 C A Kittle 1 1011-4
P Moeller 10010- 2
Ties for first: Bogart 2. others 1 each. For second: Moeller 1,

Allen 0.

Match No. 3, same:
J Bogart mil—5 Van Riper 11111—5
A D Kittle 11010-3 Dr Allen mil -5
P Moeller 11101—4 C A Kittle 10010—2
Ties for first: Van Riper 9, Bogart 8, Allen 5.

Match No. 4, 9 bluerock clay-pigeons:
AD Kittle 101111110-6 G Pierson H1110111—

8

Dr Allen 111101111—8 Yan Riper.... 110111111-8
F Waite 110111111-8 J J Blauvelt 011110101-6
J Bogart 101001101—5 C M Hathaway. . 111111111—9
P Moeller 111111010—7 C A Kittle 0111000H—

5

Ties on 8; Van Riper 9, Allen 8, Pierson 2, Waite 1.

Match No. 5, same:
Hathaway 111101110—7 P Moeller 011101101—6
Waite 110001001-4 A D Kittle 011111101-7
Dr Allen 011011111—7 J J Blauvelt HlllOlOO-6
Pierson 111111111—9 Van Riper millllO-8
J Bogart lllimil-9
Match No. 6, 9 bluercck clay pigeons:

F Waite 00111H 11-7 P Moeller U0101101-6
Pierson 111111101 -8 F Post 1101110 1

1—7
Dr AUen 010111111—7 J Lippe 101011010-5
J Bogart 111111111—9 Barnutz 011111101—7
Van Riper 111111011-8 Hathaway 100U1111—

7

A D Kittle 110111111-8
Ties on 8: Pierson 1, Van Riper 12 and 2, Kittle 12 and 1. On 7:

Post 6, Waite 5, Allen 1, Barnutz 0.

Match No, 7, same, ties div.:

A D Kittle 110001101-5 Blauvelt 101111111-8
Hathaway 111110110-7 Waite 1011U1L0-7
Pierson 111101111-8 Barnutz 0010HOH-5
Bogart 111011101—7 Lippe 011111100—6
Post 111111110—8 Dr Allen 111111111—9

Match No. 8, same, ties divided:
AD Kittle 111111110-8 Post 101011011-6
Hathaway - .001111111-6 Blauvelt 111011111—

8

Pierson 111011111—8 Barnutz 000910011—

3

Waite 101000111-5 Bogart 100101010-4
Allen 111011111-8 Lippe UU01001-6
Match No. 9, same, ties divided:

A D Kittle 111010011—6 Allen 111111111—9
Hathaway ..111100111—7 Blauvelt 110110011—6
Waite 101011101-6 Post 10H101H—

7

Pierson 111010111—7 Foishay 011011111-7

Match No. 10, same:
Kittle 111110101—7 Pierson 110111110-7
Hathaway 111111111-9 Allen „ .101011111-7
Waite 110O011C0-4 Post 101011111-7
Ties on 7: Kittle 4, Allen 3, Post and Pieison 1.

C. A. Kittle, See'y.

ST. PAUL, Aug. 5.—The fourth annual tournament o£ the St.
Paul Gun Club will take place Sept. 10, 11 and 12, at Hamline,
during State Fair week.—F. D, Ponsonbt, Sec'y.

N. Y. SUBURBAN SHOOT.-Claremont, N. J., Aug. lO.-Sweep
No 1, 25cts. entry, 10 birds, 2 moneys:
Miller 1111111111—10 Tatham 0111101111— §
Johnson 0111111 101— 8 Pomphrey 0111001100— 5'

Sigler ...1111101101— 8
Johnson won second on shoot-off.
No. 2, same:

Miller 1111111111—10 Tatham 1110111100- 7
Johnson 1111110101—8 Pomphrey 0101101111-'/
Sigler OllllOfilll— 7
No. 3, same:

Miller 1111011111- 9 Tatham 1111111111—101
Johnson 1111100110 - 7 Pomphrey. 1111110111-
Sigler 0001111111— 7
Second divided.
No. 4, same:

Miller 1011011111- 8 Tatham 1011100101- 6
Johnson 1111111001- 8 Pomphrey 1111110111— 9|
Sigler 1111011011- 8
Miller second on shoot-off.
No. 5, same:

Miller 1111111111-10 Tatham 1111110111- „
Johnson 0111111101— 8 Pomphrey 1100111111— 8
Sigler 1111111110- 9 Collins 1011111111— ?
Sigler took second.
No. 6, same, 3 moneys!

Miller ^1111111111-10 Tatham JOlLmOltt- 1
Johnson lllOlOllll— 8 Pomphrey llllllOOll- |
Sigler :1111111011- 9 Collins , 1011111011- f
Pomphrey third on shoot-off;
No. 7, same:

Miller 1111111111—10 Tatham 101IU1010- 7
Johnson 1111101111— 9 Pomphrey 11111111 11—10
Sigler... 1011111111—9 Collins 111110.1 1.1 1—

9

First divided, Johnsou second on shoot-offi
No. 8, same: ...

MiUef :. 1111111111—10 Pomphrey :110llllill—

8

Johnson ; .illlllllll—10 Collins 1011111010- 7
Sigler 0101011111- 7 Moffatt 1111110111- 9
Tatham 0111011111— 8 Rose lOOOHOtlO— 5
First and second divided.
No. 9, same:

Miller llllimil-10 Collins 0111111111- 9
Johnson 0011011111—7 Rose 0101100011—5
Sigler 1111010010- 6 Moffatt 1111110101- i

No. 10, same:
Miller 1111101111—9 Moffatt 1110111011—8
Johnson 0010101111—6 Collins 1011111 111—9
Collins won firit money on shoot-off.
Shoot for Lefever trophv:

Johnson U 1 0111 1 0011111 11 10111011—20
Sigler.... 1111111111111111101010110-21
Tatham 111111 1 1 101 1 1000 f ill HOI 11-19
Collins T ,. limoiimlmiimiioio -S3
Sweepstakes, 25 birds, 50 cents entry:

Miller 11 11111111111111111011 HI—24
Pomphrey 0111111111111111111111110—23
Moffatt 10U000111U 1010010101111-16
Johnson 20, Sigler 21, Collins 22. Miller first, Pomphrey second,

Collins third.

PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 6.-The AVingohocking Gun Club of
Germantown shot a return match with the Sportsmen's Gun
Club, of Fernwood, Delaware county, Pa., this afternoon. The
conditions were teams of 10 men, 25 Keystone targets, 5 traps,
American Association rules:

Sportsmen's Gun Club.
J APenn 1101111111111111111111111-24
J H Sivad 100111101

1 lOuKUll 1111001—17
JGibbs 0010110101011 1 11111111 11 [—19
Alrvin OllllJllllOlOOHllOimil-20
Harrv French Ill IRi-iOOiiwi 1 10101010101-14
J McKinney lOOOOHOilllOlOl 111110000—14
F McQualde QlOlllOlillOJ I ilomillll-20
J Armstrong 111111011 1 1111110100111111-20
Harvey French 1101 10011101 111 1101011111—19
E Maher mOimomoOlOlllllll 01-19-190

'

Wingohocking Gun Cub.W Greenwood UOmil 101 UOOOlllllI 010-18
Mr Mitchener .011011 101 101 110001 101 11 10—It!

Mr James 001110"01 1)11 llOlHlOllH KjOl -12
J Thurman 10111111101 H 10)011011 U0—19Wm Garvin 1 110010 1 1 1 lOOlOlOOHllOOL—15
F Kuhn 0C0H ii id il MHHjOi I01ull0001-10
Mr Foster 000111101] IlllOOlOOOOOlll—14
Mr Ware 101 10101 OOPmom 111 011 001—pjW White llliniiri111iinolll1li00-21
H Thurman 01011010U1010010100111011-13 -166

CORRY, Pa., Aug. L—At the shoot to-day H. Arnold won gold
medal, Swan silver medal, Beutley leather medal. Score'
Penrose 111011111 1111111111 1 nil 1-24
H Arnold 1011111111111111111101111-23
Lewis 1111111111111110111011111—23
M Arnold 11011l.lltl(llimilinilJl-;.'3
Swan 11111101101101101111 1Ml—20
Aust in 101 1 1111 1 1 1 1 1 tuOl 1 1101 1 1 10- 19
We tuiore ll) 1 1 1 1 01 11 1 1 1 1 1 10i KM 1 1 101 -19
Oliver 0011111 11101 1110011 1

1 11 11 1-19
Ward lOUulOHOOUl 111111 II 1111-19
CIover 11 1 00 1 0101 1 111 1 1 101 0

1 01 1 1 -1

8

Howard UtOU 1 1011 11101111010100-18
Edwards lllOUKKilcii illinium

j ill—15
Starbtrd lb ijutiul 1 1 IOuim hi; h ii ni I — 14
Berliuer 11110100111001 11000001110—U
Marsh 0U 1001 1 1 1 lOOOKUO) (101 001—14
Ben tley ,010100001 001001COOOO 1 0000- 8

MT. GRETNA, Pa , Aug. 8.—There was a three-cornered con-
test between the Mountville Gun Club. Lancaster Gun Club find
Marietta Gun Club, at Keystone targets. Keystone rules, Gap-
tains Leachey and Riall and Mr. Ruby carried off the honors of
the day, each breaking 25 straight . Although rain fell during the
shooting, everybody was in the best of spirits, and the event whs
thoroughly enjoyed.
Mnuntville Club. Lancaster Club. Marietta Club.

HLea-hy,C...25 Anderson, C... 9 Rial, Capt 25W S Martin . . .23 Fieles 24 Hogentohler . .12

U Kauffman.,23 Snyder 22 Surgeon 17
Wr FYobn 20 . Ilyus 11 Herbst... 10
HKauffman..23 Martin 18 Haines 10
C G Garber. ...2 3 Bausman 21 King 17
Pennypacker..l9 Lehman ..17 Ruby 25
E K Brenner..16-172 Miller 18-140 Musselmau

. . ..21—155

READING, Pa., Aug. 7—There was a large sweepstake pigeon
shooting match on the Berks County Agricultural Grounds on
Tuesday, Aug. 6. Among the well-known shots present were
Kleinz, Jones, Welsh and Irvin, of Philadelphia: Cooper and
Goodman, of Mahauoy City; Jackson, of Lebanon; Gechter of
Oley; Hill and Dare, of this city. Oliver Hinnershitz, proprietor
of the 5-Mile House, was selected as referee, William James,
scorer, and Mose Fleishman, trapman. The first match of 10
birds each was shot in the morning, the shooters being Kleinz
Welsh. Ben Fleishman and Irvin, Hurlingham rules, 30yds. rise.'
All four made cleau scores, and the match was declared a draw
by the referee, and is to be decided at some future date. In the
afternoon the crowd began to gather, and by 3 o'clock several
hundred people were present. The birds that were used wore a
little poor, and nearly all had to be chased out. of the trap. The
entrance fee was So, to he divided into first, second and third
prizes, the first to receive 50 per cent., the second 30 per cent, and
the third 30 per cent. The first match of 10 birds in the afternoon
was shot with the following score:
Cooper 2101111001— 7 Goodman 1111111111—10
Kleinz 1110101111- 8 Welsh 1121111221-10
Gechter 1110012m— 8 Irvin 1111111222—10
Jones 1001111200- 6 Clouser 1011110)22— 8
Hill 2211111121-10 Jackson 1111111120- 9
Dare 1112201111- 9
la the second match only 7 birds were uBod, which resulted in

the following:
Cooper 1112212-7 Welsh 1101111-6
Kleinz 2121211-7 Dare 1102120-5
Jones 2012U1-6 Clouser 0001101-3
Hill 1111122-7 Jackson 1101111-6
Goodman 0111100-4
In the third match only one barrel was used, and the first one

missing was out of the match. The rise was changed to 25yds.
In this match there were 11 entries: Kleinz, Irvin, Jackson, Dare,
Welsh, Hill, Mellot, Clouser. Cooper. Wieklein and Fleishman.
The money was divided between Kiebuz, first; Wieklein second,
and Hill, third. There will be a match for $200 a ?ide between
Cooper, of Mahanoy City, and Hill, of Reading, about the begin-
ning of September. One hundred birds will be shot at, and Ehr -

jngham rules will govern.
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AA A.LNUT HILL, Aug. 6.—A better day for trap scooting never

^Weted sportsmen than was experienced bv tiio shotgun men
(Who met at Walnut Hill lo-day, and fine scores were frequent.
The event of the day was the. eighth competition iu the gold coin
rjnatch, in which Mr. Perry led, closely followed bv Messrs. Swift
and Bowker. Gold coin match, 15 clav birds and 15 standard
targets, I\ eystone squad system:

Olavs.
Perry 111111101111111-14
switc lnioinmmi-u
Bowker... 111111111111111—15
Beaudry 101111101011111-12
Wh i te 1 11 1 11 1111 11111—15
•Stan I on milll 11101 1111-13
Wanen 1011110111101 11—12
Bnowles 111111111101111—14
Snow 111111111011110-13
Furham 111111111101110-13
Fielding 11 111(1111011111—13
Hosnicr 1100011111 11111—12
French 100111110111111-12
Nelson 101001111111111-12
Nichols . 110011001011101- 0
Nxe 111101100010001— 8

Keystones.
111111111111111-15-20
1111111 1101 11 1 1—1.1—28
MOllllilUCtfl—13-28
1)1111111111111—15-27
110010111011111—11-26
111111011111101—13—26
11111101 111 1111—13-25
1(11111001111101-11—25

101101111101111—IB 25
111101101011101-11-24
mi no iouumi—n-21
011101111100111—11—33
101101100111110-10- 22
101101100100101- 8-20
11 100U1 10001 111- 0—18
110101101111000- 9—17

I BREWER'S BIG RECORD.-John L. Brewer, champion trap-
gjhot of America and England, on Thursday, Aug. 8, at Gloucester

base ball park, in a match at 100 live pigeons, London
jean Club rules, for >fl«) a side, broke the American record bv
killing 99 out of 100. His opponent. Win, H. Wolstencroft, the
crack shot of the North End Gun Club, withdrew after shooting
at 89 birds, of which number he killed 84; this was his first ap-
pearance in a match a* live pigeons, but lias long been a superb
HJftp shot at inanimates. When each contestant had 11 birds to
shoot at to finish the match it was discovered that only that n m-
her were m the hampers: a consultation ensued, and Wolstencroft
agreed to withdraw, provided the match be continued the next
flay, in case Brewer tailed to shoot him out. Brewer killed the
losing 11 birds straight, ilius winning the race and breaking the
record admirably. The gun editor of the Philadelphia Item of-
ficiated as referee and final stakeholder. The birds were not an
extra good lot:

Wolstencroft 21012.11122111110111210111—22
1111111121112111111111111-25
1111110111111111211111111—23
11101 1111U22W. -13-84

Slower 2121521112112113113121111—25
1111212211211111111112111—25
1121 1 1111021 1311131 111211 -34

^ . . ... „ 11312112m 11211112112112-25-99
lime ot shoot lh. o3m.
Summary: Rq., right quarterer; Lq., left quarter; D., driver-
Jtowerer: I., incomer; At., above trap.

fMating.

Rq I.Lq. D. T.
xeneroft 12 11 9 2
cr 21 17 6 6 28 22
ilstencroft used his second barrel 'o kill 12 times; for safety
es. Brewer used his second barrel to kill 28 Urns: for safety
e oV Bt

J
th s,100ters us0(1 Greener hammerless guns, slightly

r 81bs, loaded 4drs. Schultze wood powder, l^oz. No (i shot-
itencroft used Rival shells, while Brewer used the English

ORENCE, Mass., Aug. 6.—Norwood Gun Club, 25 Keystones,
tone trap, American Shooting Association rules:
aylor 10011 11 1 10111 1 10] 101 1 1 11 1 -20

ioniooioiitmuooiiiou-18
tleman 11 lOllllooolOi lolnoillll—18
* lOOllllilHKjlOO. 0101 111101—15
ulson 1110003010010111100111111-15
rtwright 0010001110011101001101101-13
m: 011 1 111 1 1 001 0 1 100101KXW0O- 12

I T

son...

01 11 10 10 11-7

11011010111111101111-15
ra'^ loioimiimoo —u
I

t he base ball team use. the same grounds; and through a mis-
tinderstan ding- the ball club commenced a match this afternoon
» that the gun club could not shoot until after 5 o'olock. The
dub will hold a one day tournament the last week in August.
Lhe club has now nearly thirty members, and is growing rapidlv
rtio members are well pleased with the Keystone targets and
raps, which they use. The captain of the club is well posted on
nc rules, and he makes all who shoot live up to the American
lbnoting Association rules.—Kosmos.
DAVENPORT, Iowa, Aug. 3.—Forester Gun Clubs regularnonthly shoot, good attendance; match at 6 single and 3 Dair

iej stones, 30yds. rise:
Jranigan 111111 11 11 11-13 JFKray HiOlO 11 10 10— 8? Culms mill ii 10 ll-n Q Maser nop l ii g 10- 8

J00000 10 00 00- 2 F Davis 111111 11 00 11-10

fer.vffl 'iVi^i'zf
GFarre11 011010 ,K,1,)11- 6

bw 5tw Mif H
l"'"

C{£lc><
,

and Up Ch'eat March Blizzard." By
Jwerrtt Hayden U. S Hydrographic. Office Large quarto, with 23IMoW'Wim plates. Prwc $1, Contains full history of the greatHtorm oj Mara,, 1888, with practical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

FIXTURES.
August.

ir- h ¥" R>VA" R°?>cster. 31. Pleon. 3d Cham.
15. N. Y., New Bedford to New- 31. L. Y. R. A., Toronto.
in

por
!i'. j. T . ^ 2*- Lynn, Excursion, Lynn.

10. Monatiguot, Ladies' Day, 24. Beverly.Mon.Beach,3d Open.
n FmXVmjiKn « » ™ 21- Larchmont, Oyster Boats.

lh. Great Head. Cham. Sail off. 24. Corinthian, Marblebead.
Id. N. \ ., Citizens' Cups, New- 24. Hamilton, 20, 25, 30 and 35ft.
,„ „, rt . r, . r„ „ Class, Whitewings Cup.
16-31. Quaker City, Oruiae,Ches- 24. R. Can., Skiff Class, Toronto.
i» « aP°aHe Bay> m - L - Y - R - A., Belleville.
17. Great Head, Open. 20. Rhode Island, Open.
17. Quincy, Ladies' Day. 28. Pleon, Sail off.
1,

.
Bevorly.Marbleh'd, 3d Cham 39. L. Y. R. A., Oswego.

17. Hull, Special Outside Race, 29. Cedar Point.
30 and 40ft. 31. Beverly, Marbleh'd, 1st Open

17. American, Around Plum Is- 31. Sippiean, Club, Marion,
i* ™la

-,

nd
' g? as y°" Please. 31. Hull, Cham. Sail-Off.

it'-
t-helsea, Ladies' Day. 31. Quincy, 3d, Cham.'

17. So. Boston, Mosq., Pen. Sail 31. Chelsea, Club.
,„ .

off. City Point. 31. West Lynn, 2d Cham., Lynn.
19. American, Open. 31. So. Boston, Mass., Cham.
19. Detroit, 3d Pennant. Sail off. City Point.
19. L. Y. R. A., Hamilton. 31. R. Can., 20ft. Class, Toronto.
„ _ ^ September.
3. Lynn, Open, Lynn. 14. Corinthian, Marblehead.
3. Beverly, Mon.Beacb,2d Open 14. Lynn, Club, Lvnn.
o VT

0rmthian
j MaubleheaS. 14. Hamilton. 20ft. Class.

j. New iork Y. R. A., Open. 14. American, Open to all boats
2. Dorchester, Open, Club. on Merrimac River.
2. So. Boston, Mosq., Open, City 14. Chelsea, Club.
. „ p£™t- nj • „ 14. West Lynn, Sail-off, Lynn.
4. Buffalo, 3d Class, Buffalo. 10. Dorchester, Open, Club.
4. New Haven, Ladies' Day. 10. Quaker City, Open.
v. Hull, 9th Open. 18. Windward." Ruffle Bar.
7. Beverly, Marblehead, 3d Cup 21. Hamilton, 25ft. Class.
7. Larchmont, Fall Annual. 21. Beverly. Marbleh'd, Sail Off.
7. Hamilton,. Cruise. 28. Lynn, Club, Lynn.
/. Miramichi, MiUer and Call 28. Buffalo, Club, Buffalo.

f d Ĉ ps
- ^ • ,

38- West Lynn, Sweeps, Lynn.
7. R. Can., Prince of Wales and 29. Detroit.

ii
Lansdowne Cups. Toronto. 30. Quaker City, Review and

11. Windward, Ruffle Bar. Cruise.
12. Beverly. Mon. Beach, 3d Buz. 21. R. Can., Cruising, Toronto
-n T„r

Ba>
l-. , ~ 25. Windward, Ruffle Bar.

14. Monatiquot, Open, Ft. Point 20. Cedar Point.
14. R. Can., 25ft. Class, Toronto.

NEW YORK Y. C. CRUISE.

r it Will go to some one else. The men who have held it

rtl'
are: 1st, j1. D. GHman with a score of 28; E. T. Smith 27-

L. H. Howe, 28; E. T. Smith, 26 and 10; C. B. Holder,, 30, and Geo'
V. Sampson

,
it. In the contest each man has a possible 30 birds, and

In ease there is a tie he has a possible addition of 10 birds. Score
taVf 5^°ft

t:
^-i,

L
- ^ l!lQa

P 4f R- Bowdish 26, G. J. Rugg 20, EIVelch 20, E B. Burbank 25, E. S. Knowles 25, M. 1). Oilman 25 Cfcrompton 24, K F Swan 23, W. R. Dean 28, Geo. A. Lampoon'S3
hwof"^ 3

'
A. B. Franklin 21, W. E. Johnson 21, M.A. Lin-K1

' l^^1511121 '^/.- powers 20, F. Forehand 20, CR.Eolman 19, F. M. Harris 18, V. F. Prentice 16.

I MONTREAL, Aug. 10.-The St. Lawrence Gun Club are making
uiot her effort to stimulate the interest in shooting, which alwavsags somewhat at this time of the year here, and their annualament, which

f way, the att:

was held to-day. was most satisfactory
:endance being very large and nearlv eyery-present took part m one or more of Lhe competitions The

ffi/y's sport opened with the club match at 10 birds each, 21vdsRe, both barrels. Some excellent shooting was done, in this'.atchaudwas promising for the rest of the day, Messrs. Bous-
tiet and Led nc grassing their strings straight and the latter win-
(.lie on the shoot-oil In the open shoot at 10 birds at 26yds. rise.BpSS and tiedard divided, Leduc getting third in the ties. Forke ladies match there were 20 prizes, and this shoot kept theithusiaslic ones busy all day until darkness came on, as entriesfere duplicated. There were 50 entries.
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-l0-"T?'he Peasant weather to-day
|;ti acted a large attendance to the grounds of the Wellingtonm, and some fine shooting was done in the various matcnes
ERS Slvef

r P,a*cher watch Perry won for the second time with 14
ti l t'i

at
'
bluer°cks and 8 clay-pigeons. The other scores in
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' Ghapin, Fielding and Allen
W$t\

A
\
alke

,

r
- Bradateeet and Lee 11 each, Sanborn, Franklin

WSah Bo7^r
' ,
Co^le

T
aS? Bond 10 each, Nye, Melcherand

lobols U each Porter 8. In the merchandise badge match Chapln
K stralSbt. Sweepstakes followed?

p

KBEKSKILL, N. Y.—An all-day shoot at Keystone targets, tbreeaps, Association rules to govern, open to amateurs only, willke place at Peekskdl, N. Y., Aug. 22, on the grounds of theRvme.Gun Club, ten minutes walk from the H. R. R. depot orfe minutes by stage. The grand event of the day will takelaceat 10:30 A. M. siiarp, at 35 targets; first prize a fine 12-gau-eL Smith hammerless, value $150. The balance of the frizes
101 be paid in cash. The attendance of all amateurs is requestedgood time is promlsed.-W. H. Pierce, Sec'^EavinTotn

' KEYSTONE TOURNAMENT.—In addition to the money prizesl.eied ]jy the management at their tournament on Aug 20 to 24
is citizens ot Corry have donated manv valuable articles nffercnandise for competition in the various events ExienliviaParations have been made for the entertainment- of viffilfcters, notably a banquet and a ball at the Rink. It seem!*t Corry is going to do herself proud on this occasion, al?™a(jit good tirm- may be expected. ° ™' ana a

CHE PHILMONT ROD AND GUN CLUB, of Philmont N Y
Uu, °rK

,
anlze^ SYilh ab

,
out

r
twenty- four chartei members'-gu ar meetings the second Monday of each month- rTeular

days, second and fourth. Saturdaj s of each month,
i.

.

Geo. A Lockwood, President; E. S. Beardslev, Vicent; C. D. Hicox, Secretary; Geo. Baker. Treasurer: M
licers:

esid-

^ell, Captami 8.S^G^ Ferguson, D. Anie^Ss *

HE revised and abriged edition of the A. O. U. Check List of
,

f

J

nr n,
rl0anP^;^oiag the additions and chants madeBhe supplement, will be sent post free on receipt of 50cts.-^diT

greater interest from a racing standpoint, and is less of a strag-
gling from port to port, with plenty of fun tret little racing, as insome past years. The large singlestickers have done a great deal
since 188o in stirring up the racing on the cruise, usually the first
occasion on which all met in racing trim, and though they have
disappeared, their influence is still felt. This year the runs from
port to port are more of a feature than ever before, making to-
gether a most interesting series of races in cruising trimrbut
none the less e> citing on that account. The courses are four innumber, from New London to Newport, about 38 knots; from New-
port to \ ineyard Haven, 37 knots; from Vineyard Haven to New
Bedford, 34 knots, and from New Bedford to Newport, 27 knots^S^ 1^8

'
kn

?wn,
HS tne squadron trophy cups, are of the value

of $100 in each class, being awarded to the yacht making the
highest average, in the four runs. The system is the same as that
used tor several years by the American Canoe Association in its
races. 'Ihe competing yachts in a class are numbered according to
the order of the finish, by corrected time, the winner being 1, thesecond 2, etc, 5 achts which do not start in anv race will be given
a number equal to the greatest number of starters in the class orany run; while yachts which start and do not finish will be given anumber equal to the starters in that particular race. The record
will be summed up at the end, the cup going to the yacht with
the lowest total. An average of four races in this way will givea very fair test, flukes and accidents in any one race being
partly eliminated. fe

Besides these cruising races there are three special events for
u

10
u yachts will strive and leave nothing undone to win sothat the tunes will afford an interesting comparison with thosemade in cruising trim. The most important of the three is ofcourse the Goelet cup race, for the two cups annually given bvMr. Ogden Goelet, $1,000 for schooners and $500 for singlestickerslhe other two are for cups to the value of $500, given by theMarsha's Vineyard Association, for races off the Vineyard* and

special cups of $250 for the 70ft. class and $150 for the fortiesgiven bythe club, to be sailed off Newport at the end of thecruise In addition to these follow the race of the forties for theCarroll Cup and the Corinthian sweepstakes.
The complete programme of the race is as follows:
Aug. 7—Rendezvous of the fleet at New London.
Aug. 8.—Run to Newport, 38 knots, for squadron cruise cupsAug. 9.— Goelet cup race off Newport.
Aug. 10,-Run to Vineyard Haven, 37 knots, second race forsquadron cups.
Aug. 11.—At anchor, Vineyard Haven.
Aug. 12.—Martha's Vineyard Association cups,

cups^'
13'~ t0 Bedford

'
34 knotsi tll

'

r(i race for squadron

Aug. 14—At anchor. New Bedford, rowing and launch races.Aug. lo.-Run to Newport, 27 knots, fourth race for squadron

SoS^ISan^^ ClUb CUPS; 70 aM 40ft cla8Ses ° ff

Aug. 17—Race for Carroll cups, 40-footers, Newport
Aug. 19.—Race for Corinthian sweepstakes, 40-footers
Early on the morning of Aug. 7 the flagship Electra'York with Com. Gerry; Secretary Oddie, Treasurer Hurst Fleet-Captain Stephens Peabody and the regatta committee, Messrs

S. Nicholson Kane, W. E. Iselin and Chester Griswold on boardAfter a Pleasant run through the Sound, the flagship dropped heranchor off the Pequot House, at New London, at 5 P M in themidst of a fleet of over 100 yachts. The fleet is a noble one in-cluding the handsome steam yacht Alva on one hand, and fromher every variety ot yacht down to the crack forties. Among thelarge boats tie new and handsome schooner Constellationclaimed first place by virtue of her size and appearance whilethe Burgess fisherman Fredonia and Mr. Bryant's Alert w^re ob-jects of considerable m erest. The big sloops were entirely un-represented, neither Volunteer nor Puritan being in commissionbut the remains of several were haunting the scenes of their pastglories all under schooner rig. Klma, once Priscilla. Mayflowerand Atlantic are all wit Ii the fleet. The racing contingent ismade up as follows, many only entering for the squadron cupsand not for the Goelet or Vineyard Haven cups:
SCHOONERS—EIBST CLASS.

Dauntless C. H. Colt
L
112
g
83'

Norseman Ogden Goelet U0 12
ConsteUation E. D. Morgan 110 ' 00

ga
,

mona '..108.44
Palmer R. Stuyvesant 104.17
Wanderer Geo. D. Weld.... 104 00
Intrepid 99 30

SECOND CLASS.
bitana 90 81
Montauk J. C. Brooks ....... .'.V .'95 83
Jortuna Henry Hovey..... 94 92Norma L. H. Smith 94 30
Ruth... H. G, Marquand..
Fredonia I. M. Forbes

THIRD CLASS.
Merlm. W. H. Forbes
Sea Fox A. C. Canfield
Alert Henry Bryant
Sachem Wm, Arnold..

FOURTH CLASS.
Marguerite.. W. F. Bunion 83 37
Iroquois R.W.Ellis 8174
Halcyon Henry Li ppitt 81.08
_ , . FIFTH CLASS.
Sylph Geo. H. Chase 70.00
Quickstep F. K. Grinnell 68.37
flio.. F. a Moffat 67.63
Harbinger H.G.Russell 67.00
Triton J. J. Faye 65.18
Azalea Edmund Bluu t 62 . 13
Dotns Daniel Appleton 00.39
Agnes J. N. Wioslow 57.66Whim W. G. Brokaw
Curlew W. L. Brooks

"

SLOOPS, CUTTTCR8 AND YAWLS—TfllKD CL \srt.
Titania Oliver lseliu 74.30
Katrina Auchincloss Bros 73.85
Bedouin A. Rogers 73.16
Oracle F. P. Earle 71.94
Pocahontas J. D. Smith 69 00
Fanny F. B. Fiske 68.80
Vision 66.00

FOURTH CLASS.
Hildegarde J. C. Bergen 63.75
Wjzai-d Ernest Styles 60.00
Whileaway G. F. Randloph 57.50

„. , FIFTH CLASS.
Cinderella W. B. Hopkins 55.48
Clara J. C. Barron 54.28
Eclipse F.Gallatin 53.36
. . „ , , SIXTH CLASS.
Adelaide R. W. Inman 49.17

. ,
SEVENTH CLASS.

Liris Samuel Mat her 46 47Tomahawk E. 1). Morgan 45 67
Maraquita Aug. Belmont, ,Ir 45.67
Gorilla K, P. Carroll 45.64
Lotawana W. G. Foster 44 71Nymph F. W. Flint 44' 55
Vandal ....Harry Stanton 41 00Pen F. P. Sands 39 40Among the New York yachts were a number of the EasternY-P'?e^' ,

the burgess forties, Awa of Providence and Verena-and the McVey boats, Alice and Helen.
At a meeting of captains on board the flagship in the evening

the programme as given above was adopted, subject to the
weather, and it was decided to make an early start for Newport
next morning, going outside of Fisher's Island, instead of the
usual course inside. During the evening the fleet and the houses
on shore were illuminated, the Pequot House making a handsome
display ot lanterns. A drum and fi te corps on board a six-oared gig
rowed through the fleet and gave some very stirring concerted
music.

New London to Newport, First Run, Aug. 8.
Thursday morning was clear and bright, with a very light

northerly wind. Some of the yachtsmen were astir early and out
of the harbor 111 good season, but, others counted on delay on the
part of the committee, and very deservedly were left, a number
being handicapped. A number of yachts made an early start
through Fisher's Island Sound, leaving fortv-nine to start in the
race. The flagship was off the start, near Leo Flower Beacon at
9 A. M., and at 9:33 the starting gun for the first division, all under
fourth class schooners and fourth class sloops and cutters was
fired. Clio was first over, followed by Gorilla, but half the fleet
was handicapped. Liris fared very badly, being handicapped bv
17m„ which brought her just ahead of the large craft of the
second division, which started at 9:58. Many had carried soina-
kers to starboard out of the harbor, but the wind had died out
before the schooners reached the line. Dauntless, as usual was
in trouble, nearly fouling Fortuna at the line. The times at the
start were:

First Division.

• ol-no SymJP
h 9 36 13

,..9 35 09 Harbinger 9 36 30
. ..9 37 05 Quickstep. '9 37 26
...9 85 43 Lotowana 9 37 54

Allows.
1.81
2.58

Allows.
2.35
3.46
4.39
7.20
13.19
15.19
20.19

Allows.
.59

3.83
3.13
7.25
7.54
11.74

Allows.
6.40
U.01

Allows.
2.45
6.76

Allows.

Allows.
2.12
2.12
3.21
4.75
5.20

15.71

Allows.
1.90
1.99
3.11
6.36
6.49
10.29

90.83

Allows.
1.30
1.66
2.23
5.46

Not measured.'

Mayflower F. T. Underbill 89.08
Xanma Sturgest & Rives..
Crayling L. A. Fish

92.00
90.79
90.00-

.14

87.00
, 85.21

Allows.
1.16
1.91
2.75
2.81
4.91
6,76

Clio
Gorilla
Bertie
Adelaide
Handicap time.

Maraquita
Azalea
Agnes
Cinderella
Whim

^?rlew. 9 46 06
Clara 9 46 37
?riton 9 48 30Lms 9 54 57

Sachem
Grayling ,.

Pocahontas
GEnone
Fanny
Mayflower
Montauk
Handicap time.

.

9 38 00
..9 39 18
-.9 39 45
..9 39 52
. .9 39 56
..9 40 21
Second Division.

•

n -n
Norseman. 10 02 48

9 5H oO Sea Fox 10 02 58

mm'W ^nste
!
lati0T1 10 03 34

.10 01 24 Elma 10 06 23
42 S S Halcyon

.'v.".'."*! 00 51
.10 02 11 Katrina 10 06 51
.10 05 00

muoai
Merlin ....10 08 10 Iroquois 10 11 m
Bedouin 10 09 IK) Palmer 10 1 2 ?q
Dauntless 10 08 50 Ramona m h n
Titania 10 09 32 Fredonia 10 16 45
Fortuna 10 10 00 Alert " "lO '« 00
Oracle 10 10 15 Intrepid

. 10 24 15The wind had come in light from the east by the time' that the
fleet was well past Race Rock, all working along on starboard
tack. Grayling soon ran well ahead, holding close in shore and
wasting nothing in distance all day. Constellation was doing
well in the very light air considering her size. Gorilla was mak-
ing the most of a very good start, and headed the fleet for a long
time, until the schooners passed her. Sachem managed to hang
dangerously close to Grayling and at one time had a very good
chance to lead her in but threw it away. Clara, after a late
start, ran through the fleet, and before Point Judith was reached
she was the windward boat, out to south and east of ail butwhen at last a southerly breeze came in and spinakers were set
to starboard she was far astern of Grayling and the rest in shore
Marguerite sailed faster than she has ever done before but failed
to save ber time off OSuone. The wind was flukv, in patches hereand there, and slutting in direction all day, so that it was no fair
test of any of the yachts. In the 70ft. class Katrina outsailed
Titania and both Fanny and Grade beat Bedouin. Clara easilv
beat her own class, including her old rival, Cinderella, and also
the class above her, being little astern of Hildegarde on even timn
In the forties Gorilla led all day, hut Liris, starting with a hand!'

cap of 17m., passed Lotowana, Awa, Peri and Nymph in sucees
sion, comma; up with Maraquita off Chaiiestown Beach The ia't
ter was carrying a large balloon jib, not a jibtopsail, but a iib
hoisted to the masthead and set about 6ft. in from the bowsnrit
end, reaching aft to the mast. This sail did good work in the
light air, but Liris finally passed her, and when spinakers were
set off Point Judith was a little ahead. Maraquita soon crawled
up abeam, and for three miles there was a very pretty race each
in turn drawing ahead a little. Liris finally ran ahead, finishing
first by a minute, but losing second place on allowance. She hadmade up all but 3J4m. of Gorilla's lead at the start of 191am
Peri beat Nymph and Lotow^ana in, but by a mistake she was
not timed, the official times were:

SCHOONERS—FIRST CLASS.
Elapsed. Corrected,

6 55 20
6 54 18
5 46 15
6 51 09
6 36 52
6 51 22

6 19 41
6 49 45

7 01 03 Not measM

Start. Finish.
Dauntless 10 08 00 5 03 20
Norseman 10 02 48 4 58 16
Constellation 10 03 34 4 51 03
Ramona 10 08 00 5 01 04
Palmer .... 10 08 00 4 48 47
Intrepid 10 08 00 5 05 43

SECOND CLASS.
Forttma 10 02 11 4 32 10
Norma 10 08 00 4 48 46
Ruth 10 06 51 5 15 39
Fredonia 10 08 00 5 09 03

THIRD CLASS.
Merlin 10 08 00 4 39 36
Sea Fox 10 02 58 3 56 54
Alert 10 08 00 4 57 31
Sachem 9 59 43 3 49 44
Mayflower 10 01 3ti 4 23 43
Grayling 9 59 50 3 37 48
Elma 10 06 23 4 37 30

FOURTH CLASS.
Marguerite 10 04 35 3 51 30
Iroquois 10 08 00 4 36 41
Halcyon. 10 06 51 4 34 53
OSnone 10 00 51 3 61 62

„ . , FLl'TH CLASS.
Quickstep 9 37 26 4 19 55
Clio 9 34 5(1 4 48 57
Harbinger 6 36 30 4 29 26
Triton 9 38 00 4 45 10
Azalea 9 38 00 4 31 03
Agnes 9 38 00 4 35 42
Whim 9 38 00 5 09 29
Curlew 9 38 00 No finish.

6 55 20
6 55 28
6 47 39
6 53 04
6 40 47
6 57 43

6 30 39
6 40 48
7 08 38

6 31 36
5 53 56
6 49 31
5 49 51
6 21 06
5 37 58
6 30 57

5 47 05
6 28 41

6 38 02
5 50 51

6 42 29
7 14 01
6 53 56
7 07 10
6 53 03
6 57 42

6 21 36
5 53 13
6 48 20
5 48 09
6 19 22
5 33 48
6 28 31

5 47 05
6 27 34
6 26 27
5 47 03

6 41 02
7 11 53
6 50 14
7 02 44
6 45 82
6 45 15

7 31 39 Not meas'd
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SLOOPS, CUTTERS AND YAWLS—FIRST CLASS.
Titania 10 08 00 4 14 57 6 06 57 6 06 57

5 59 58Katrina 10 06 51

Bedouin 10 08 00

Gracie 10 08 00
Pocahontas 10 00 26
Fanny 10 01 24

4 06 41

4 43 29
4 31 52
4 57 30
4 23 26

5 59 50
6 35 29 6 33 44

6 23 52 6 21 56
6 57 04 6 52 36
6 22 02 6 17 23

FOURTH CLASS.
Hildegarde 10 02 43 4 16 38 6 13 55 6 13 55

Wizard 10 02 47 Not timed.
Whileaway 10 06 09 4 40 52 0 34 43 6 27 £6

FIFTH CLASS.
Cinderella 9 38 00 4 27 50 6 49 50 6 49 50

Eclipse

9

38 00 3 52 34 6 14 34 6 13 13

Bertie ... 9 37 05 4 39 32 7 02 27 6 58 02

Sagitta 9 38 00 4 25 10 6 47 10 Not meas'd
SIXTH CLASS.

Adelaide 9 35 43 4 34 34 6 58 51 6 58 51

SEVENTH CLASS.
Liris 9 38 00 4 02 54 6 24 54 6 24 54

Maraquita 9 3S 00 4 04 03 6 26 03 6 24 45

Gorilla 9 35 09 3 56 41 6 21 33 6 20 11

Lotawana 9 37 54 No finish.

Nymph 9 36 13 4 22 22 6 46 09 6 42 57

Peri 9 37 15 Time not taken.

Newport, Goelet Cup Rice, Aug. 9.

For four seasons the big sloops monopolized the interest in the
Goelet Cup race; since the memorable meeting of Puritan and
Priscilla in 1884 this race, the first in which the new boats of the
year entered in racing form, has been looked to as a test and an
indication of the result of the trial races to follow. This year the
sloops are conspicuously absent, and the schooners are once more
in the ascendant. How long before another race of the first class

sloops will be seen here is a question no one can answer, as it

seems likely that Volunteer will sooner or later join the two-
stickers. Oh this neutral ground, between Boston and New York,
some of the classic schooner races of the day have been sailed,
Montauk and Fortuna, then Grayling against the Eastern boats,
and later Grayling and Sachem, have fought for the supremacy
over the Block island or Sow and Pigs courses.
There was a time when the New York fleet had every advantage

both in point ef numbers and in quality, but of late she has had
nothing to boast of in either respect, and this year Boston has
had decidedly the best of it, with an unusually fine display of
schooners. First in size comes the new steel Constellation, white,
like all the Burgess boats, and with a rig that overtops all her
class. Another new Burgess boat is the white yacht-fisherman,
Fredonia, just back from her voyage to Madeira with Mr. J.

Malcolm Forbes, her principal owner, on board. She is a hand-
some vessel, and fast enough as a cruiser, but without kites and
plenty of wind she has no place in a fleet like this. Another bard
weather boat, with a leaning toward fishing rather ihan racing,
is Alert, designed by her owner, Mr. Henry Bryant, but like
Fredonia she is not canvassed for racing, though she did some
fine work at Vineyard Haven last year. Under the blue and
white flag of the Forbes family was another new schooner, the
wooden Merlin, designed by Burgess and built by Lawley. She
had already been beaten at Marble head by Sea Fox, and was
looking for a chance to retrieve her laurels.

GEnone is in all ways an Eastern boat, and both Sachem and
Mayflower, though now owned in New York, are Burgess boats.
Besides the old Dauntless, New York bad but two representatives,
the Ellsworth boat. Grayling, and Com. Canfield's Sea Fox,
designed by himself.
With so many good schooners the sloops attracted less attention

than in the club regattas, but a race between Titania and
Katrina is in itself well worth seeing, and this was the first real
meeting since Katrina had been overhauled. Bedouin and Gracie
also sailed the course, but they kept out of the way and troubled
nobody. There was no place for tue forties, but two of these bold
bantams made up a private match rather than lie in harbor all

day, and sailed out to Block Island and back.
The Goelet cups, as every yachtsman knows, have been given

for the past eight years by Mr. Ogden Goelet, of the schooner
Norseman, a cup costing $1,000 for schooners and one costing $500
for sloops, each being held permanently by the winner. The race
is always started off Newport during the cruise, and is now the
most important regular event of the year. There are no class
divisions, but the regular club allowance is given. Of the two
courses sailed, Block Island and Sow and Pigs, the lat ter has been
chosen since 1885, but this year a strong S.W. wind, making nearly
a dead beat of about 13 knots to Block Island, was blowing in the
morning, so t his course was chosen. The second leg, to a lnark-
Doat off West Island, was about 16 knots, and the last leg, home
to the start off Brenton's Reef Lightship, about 7 knots, 37 in all.

Orders were given for a start at 10:30, and the flagship was in
position on time, but a wait was made as usual for the laggards.
The gun was finally given at 11:00. Alert, on port tack, making a
very prompt start, followed by Grayling, Fredonia, Sea Fox and
Merlin. Ml of these rounded the lightship on port tack, crossing
the east end of the line, but just as Katrina crossed, the schooner
CEnone came under Electra's stern on starboard tack, running
across the wake of the schooners and just ahead of Katrina,
forcing the sloop about under her lee, Katrina was compelled to

make a short hitch to the east, and then tack again, thus making
two useless tacks, while CEnone gained nothing herself by the
maneuver. Titania loafed about the line until all but Dauntless
had crossed, thus being able to select her own water without fear

of interference. The times at start were:
Alert 11 00 48 Gracie 11 03 13

Grayling 11 01 11 Mayflower 11 03 38
Fredonia 11 01 24 Constellation 11 03 56

Sea Fox 11 01 28 Bedouin 11 04 36

Merlin 11 01 43 Sachem 11 05 16

CEnone 11 OS 07 Titania. 11 07 17

Katrina H 02 11 Dauntless 11 07 23

Gorilla and Maraquita started to sail around the first mark
and back, being timed at the start, Maraquita 11:35, Gorilla
11:35:20. Both went off on port tack under mainsails and jibs,

Gorilla holding far to windward of Maraquita and doing much
the hetter work. Constellation and Fredonia had housed fore-

topmasts and Gracie had also housed her topmast, but the others
of her class were carrying working topsails sometime after they
had settled down to work, only Bedoum going over the line with
one. Sea Fox, Alert, Fredonia and Mayflower carried maintop-
sails from the start, and Grayling and Merlin soon set theirs, as
well as baby jihtopsails, Sachem carried no topsails, but a main-
tjpmaststaysail.
The fleet ran along on port tack for about half an hour, tacking

wrhen abreast of Narragansett Pier. Dauntless, the last of the
lot, parted her bobstay after sailing four miles and ran home.
Constellation had not been carrying sail any too ably, but be-

fore Narragansett Pier was reached she was compelled to shorten
it by the clew of the foresail tearing away. The sail was reefed
several times, each time tearing, until it was finally stowed and
she sailed the race out without it. When they tacked Grayling
and Sea Fox svere the leaders, but Alert, standing well off shore,

worked into a very good position, Fredonia following her, but to

leeward. Titania had gained on Katrina, while both had dropped
Bedouin badly. Gracie, after sending up topmast and working
topsail, carried away the head of her jib, and was delayed by the

At 12:30 Katrina went on starboard tack, Titania following at

12 ;33'30 Sea Fox, to windward of Titania, was on port tack along
the shore by Point Judith. Alert, after her tack off shore, was
now nearing Grayling, who had sailed a middle course. Katrina
had crossed Grayling's bow at about 12:36, Grayling tacking at

once when to windward of her wake, At 12:46 she in turn crossed
Alert's bow. Alert, followed by Merlin, held on in Sea Fox's
wake. About I P. M., when nearing the markboat, Sea Fox
crossed Grayling's bow and tacked in her weather, at once run-
nine away from her. The order of the schooners was now Sea
Fox, Grayling, Constellation, Merlin, Alert, with Sachem, May-
flower, OSnone and Fredonia well astern.

Titania had fairly caught Katrina when she went on starboard
tack at 1:28, Katrina soon following, being now to leeward. There
was a very strong ebb tide running at the mark, and while the
Fox was safe to weather it Titania's chances were doubtful, and
Katrina's much worse. The Fox went by safely, but just as

Titania was near the mark her balloon jibtopsail was broken
out by accident, knocking her off. The sail was quickly taken
in bu( she only squeezed by the boat with an inch to spare by the
aid of a pilot's luff. Katrina was doubly unfortunate, as Gray-
ling had now come up and crossed her bow as she came for the
mark, and then tacked to windward ot her. The times were:

Sea Fox 1 32 00 Gracie 1 51 35

Titania 1 36 33 Bedouin 1 53.00'

Katrina 1 38 09 Sachem 1 55 10

Grayling. 1 38 17 Mayflower 1 55 40

Constellation 1 30 36 CEnone 1 58 40

Merlin 1 42 19 Fredonia 1 58 45

Alert 1 44 01

Sea Fox had beaten Constellation 6m. 9s., Grayling 6m. 35s.,

Merlin 10m. 31s., OSnone 26m. 2s., and Fredonia 26m. 50s., while
Titania had in turn beaten Sea Fox 1m. 15s. Titania had made
•m. 43s, on Katrina.

Spinakers were set to starboard for the long run, the schooners
mostly setting maintopmast staysails and the sloops balloon jib-

topsails. Alert had no spinaker, and so ran wing and wing, while
Constellation set no maintopmast staysail. Titania was in hard
luck, her extension spinaker boom breaking at the joint, throw-
ing a man who was on the boom into the water. He held on to the
outhaul and was taken on board, but a long time was lost before
the spinaker could be taken in and reset with an Irish reef in it

on the larger part of the boom. Katr i n a had passed her, so she sent
up a clubtopsail to help her along. Sea Fox carried only working
topsails, but Grayling swung her club. The only times taken at
the West Island mark were:
Sea Fox ..3 13 09 Titania 3 21 11
Constellation 3 17 40 Merlin 3 25 00
Katrina 3 18 50 Alert 3 32 30
Grayling 3 21 11 Gracie 3 33 30
Bedouin, Mayflower, Sachem and CEnone were not timed, and

Fredonia gave up on second leg.
The last leg was a close reach, the wind still holding its strength.

The positions were little changed. Sea Fox gamed on Grayling,
while Alert made very good time over the leg. Titania parted
her throat halliards on the last leg, but still came in a winner.
As the flagship came up to Brenton's Reef, Gorilla was seen run-
ning into Newport, while Maraquita was just at the Lightship,
Gorilla winning by 10m. The full times for the Goelet cups were:

SCHOONER CLASS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Sea Fox 11 01 29 3 56 55 4 55 20 4 44 23
Grayling 11 01 11 4 06 01 5 04 50 4 50 20
Constellation 11 03 56 4 02 44 4 58 48 4 57 34
Merlin 11 01 43 4 08 45 5 07 03 Notmeas.
Mayflower 11 03 38 4 24 17 5 20 39 5 07 59
Sachem 11 05 16 4 26 51 5 21 35 5 09 16
Alert 11 00 48 4 15 08 5 14 20 Not meas.
CEnone 11 02 07 4 32 32 5 30 25 Not meas.
fredonia ...11 01 25 Did not finish.

Dauntless 11 07 23 Disabled.
SLOOP CLASS.

Titania 11 07 17 4 06 07 4 58 50 4 58 50
Katrina .11 02 11 4 03 42 5 01 32 5 01 09
Bedouin 11 14 36 5 20 52 5 16 16 5 14 31
Gracie 11 1)8 12 4 21 39 5 18 27 5 16 31

Sea Fox beats Grayling 5m. 57s. and Constellation 13m. lis. In
a true breeze and from such a fleet Sea Fox's victory is a notable
one, as she won on her merits throughout. Titania beat Katrina
very fairly in spite of two mishaps, making a gain of 7m. in the
windward work. Bedouin did poorly all day, barely boating
Gracie, while neither c*me anywhere near the two steel boats.
The race was finished in the rain whicn continued through the

evening.
The new club house of the New York Y. C. has proved a great

convenience, it is a square two-storied building in colonial style,
as is appropriate to the locality. There is a large room on brat
and second floors, with toilet rooms and l"ckers. The roof is sur-
mounted with a large, lantern with the club night signal in colored
glass. The architect of the building is Mr. John Boit of Newport*
The house is placed on the end of the wharf whore the New York
float has always been placed, the present float being on the north
9ide, with an extra float for the use of boats 'crews and stewards.
The following additional cups have been offered for races next
month. Mr. E. D. Morgan offers a $500 cup for 70 footers, with a
second prize of glOO if five start; and prizes of $150 and $100 for
the forties. Mr. Rogers of Bedouin, offers two cups, of $150 and
$100 for the 30-footer£. The 70ft. class will race on Sept. 16; the
40ft. on the 17th, and the 30ft. on the 19th.

Newport to Vineyard Haven, Second Run, Aug. 10.

The early morning of Saturday promised but little, with cloudy
skies and prospects of thick weather, but there was a strong S.W.
wind for the run to Vineyard Haven, and the fleet was under way
fairly early, though a number were handicapped. The flagship
was off Brenton's Reef by 10, and the start was given at 10:35 for
the smaller yachts. Nymph, Vandal and others had already gone
ahead for the Vineyard, leaving a fleet of thirty-eight racers.
The first over the line was Clara, with her old antagonist, Cin-
derella, chasing her. Gorilla made an early start, well ahead of
her class. Liris came next, while Lotowana and Maraquita were
handicapped, the latter seriously. The larger yachts started at
11 o'clock, Palmer, Fortuna, Fredonia and Sea Fox crossing
together. The times of the start were:
Gun 10 35 00 Sagitta 10 38 23

Clara ,
10 36 00 Clio 10 39 00

Cinderella 10 36 51 Peri 10 39 14
Gorilla 10 37 00 Liris 10 39 54
Harbinger .,.,...10 37 Ot) Handicap gun 10 10 00
Bertie 10 37 15 Lotowana 10 40 10
Azale 10 37 25 Maraquita 10 55 45
Adelaide 10 38 03 Concord 11 07 33
Quickstep 10 38 03

Gum H 00 00 Dauntless 11 10 47

Palmer 11 02 07 Hildegarde 11 16 40
Fortuna H 02 13 Constellation.... 11 04 33
Fredonia 11 03 17 Sachem 11 05 22
Sea Fox 11 02 37 Mayflower 11 05 52
Alert .11 03 29 Marguerite U 07 18
Intrepid H 03 41 Merlin U 07 50
Iroquois 11 01 32 Norseman ...U 09 32
Bedouin 11 05 34 Handicap gun 11 10 10
Montauk U 06 54 Titania 11 10 35
Elma 11 07 57 Katrina 11 11 08
CEnone ... . 11 08 00 Ramona 11 17 03
Grayling H 09 52

There was wind and sea enough at the start to toss the little

fellows about in a lively way, all carrying working topsails. Liris
tried her second jibtopsail, but the clew tore out. Constellation
began to leave the ethers from the start, sailing away from her
own class easily. By the time that Vineyard Sound Lightship
was reached the fleet was turned completely inside out, the little

fellows that had been the leaders for a time, owing to their start,
now straggling along in the wake of tho big schooners that had
overtaken them. Tlie wind and sea together proved too much for
some of the spars, Cinderella's topmast going, though by the time
she lost it Clara had fairly beaten her. A little while after Clara
herself came to grief, her topmast also going. Palmer lost her
foretopmast, coming in among the laggards.
Starting very close together, each a little handicapped, Titania

and Katrina sailed together all day, the former steadily drawing
away. Gorilla was sailing very well, but Liris had worked out
abeam of her, about making up the difference in the start, when
the starboard runner on Liris, a flexible steel rope, gave way just
before the Vineyard Haven Lightship was reached. She was
luffed off her course for some time while tho damage was re-
paired, losing a good deal. When in Vineyard Sound spinakers
were set to starboard on the big fellows, but there was still sea
enough to trouble the forties. The flagship was off West Chop by
2 P. M , and a little later Constellation came down under a great
spread of canvas, balloonjibtopsail, spinaker and balloonmaintop-
maststaysail. Only 8m. astern of her came Sea Fox, again a winner,
beating her own class, the class above her and all but Constella-
tion of the first class. She would receive about 10m. from Con-
stellation and was but 3m. astern on elapsed time, she had beaten
Grayling by nearly 3m. Fortuna beat Montauk, Marguerite beat
Iroquois and Quickstep beat Harbinger. Titania beat Katrina
by nearly 7m. Clara met her first defeat in America, except
when she carried away her bowsprit two years since at Marble-
head. After she lost her topmast on Saturday Bertie caught and
passed her. Gorilla scored her third successive victory, beating
Liris, Peri, Lotowana and Maraquita. The full times were:

FIRST CLASS—SCHOONERS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Constellation 11 04 33 2 36 58 3 32 24 3 31 10

Intrepid 11 03 41 2 55 53 3 52 11 3 45 60

Norseman 11 09 33 3 03 26 3 53 04 3 51 54

Dauntless ...11 10 00 3 03 24 3 53 24 3 53 24

Ramona 11 10 00 3 12 27 4 02 27 4 00 32

Palmer 11 02 07 3 44 04 4 41 57 4 38 52
SECOND CLASS- SCHOONERS.

Fortuna 11 02 13 2 49 03 3 46 51 3 45 50

Montauk 11 06 54 2 57 39 3 50 45 3 49 57

Fredonia! 11 02 17 3 18 54 3 16 37 *

THIRD CLASS—SCHOONERS.
Sea Fox 11 02 37 2 44 05 3 41 28 ' 3 40 43

Grayling.
' 11 09 52 2 58 19 3 43 27 3 44 17

Merlin . ..11 07 59 2 56 53 3 48 54 3 48 54

Sachem' 11 05 22 2 58 17 3 52 55 3 51 13

Mavflowei 11 Ik * 3 05 31 3 59 39 3 if ' 65

Elma 11 07 57 3 10 15 4 02 18 3 59 52

Alert 11 03 29 3 07 49 4 04 20 4 03 09

FOURTH CLASS—SCHOONERS.
Marguerite 11 07 18 3 a? 31 3 58 13 3 58 13

Iroquois 11 04 32 3 05 06 4 00 34 3 59 27

CEnone 11 08 00 3 11 38 4 03 28 3 59 4/1

FIFTH CLASS—SCHOONERS.
Quickstep 10 38 03 2 46 56 4 08 53 4 07 26

Harbinger 10 37 00 2 47 54 4 10 54 4 08 12

Azalea. 10 37 27 3 05 06 4 27 39 4 30 08

Clio.. 10 39 00 3 0240 42344 4 21 33

THIRD CLASS—SLOOPS.
Titania 11 10 00 3 09 50 3 59 50
Katrina 11 10 00 3 16 24 4 06 24
Bedoum 11 05 34 3 86 59 4 31 25

FOURTH CLASS—SLOOPS.
Hildegard Hi 10 00 3 49 02 4 39 02

FIFTH CLASS—SLOOPS.
Bertie 10 37 05 3 03 13 4 25 58
Clara 10 36 00 3 08 25 4 32 25
Sagitta 10 38 22 3 23 30 4 45 07
Cinderella 10 $ 61 Did not finish.

Concord 10 40 00 Did not finish.
SIXTH CLASS—SLOOPS.

Adelaide 10 38 03 3 36 01 4 47 58
SEVENTH CLASS—SLOOPS.

Gorilla 10 37 00 3 27 28 4 50 28
Liris 10 39 54 3 33 35 4 52 41

Peri 10 39 14 3 45 09 5 05 55
Lotowana 10 40 00 3 52 54 5 12 54

Maraquita 10 40 00 3 56 00 5 16 00

3 59 15
4 06 03
4 29 40

4 39 02

4 21 33
4 31 00

4 49 06
4 52 41

5 09 58
5 19 42

*Not measured.
Anchors were hardly down in Vineyard Haven before the*

yachtsmen were ashore at the dilapida ted wharf, all bound across 1

the smooth concrete roads, to Cottage City, in all sorts of convey-
ances. The place was full of wheels and wheelmen, the annual
meet of the L. A. W. being just over, and bicycles, tricyles and
Bociala abound on every road and street. The generous hospi-
tality of the Oaks Bluffs Club was extended to all members of'

the fleet, and the handsome club house on the bluff was the gen-
eral rendezvous during their stay. The club has done much to
help the island, and this year it has made a*Strong and successful
effort to make the place still more popular with yachtsmen than
in the past.
Sunday was a bright and beautiful clay, a cloudless sky and

light breeze. The yachts in harbor, about 100 in all. dressed ship
in the morning. Com. Gerry and his staff attended service at.

the Episcopal church. In the afternoon a reception was held on
the Alva, most of the yachtsmen attending. Several of the
racers were busy repairing damages iu season for the morrow's
race. Clara ran over to New Bedford at midnight on Saturday
for a new topmast. Liris replaced her wire runcers by manilla
and borrowed a new spinaker boom from the schooner Clio.
Clio is 27ft. longer on l.w.l. than Liris, but the boom was several 1

feet too short for the 40-footer. The arrangement of classes for
the four Vineyard Haven cups put the first, second, third and
fourth class schooners together, the fifth class sailing alone;
while second and fourth class sloops sailed together, and the,
fifth, sixth and seventh made up the entries for the fourth cup.
The course was from a starting line off the Sea View House, afe.

Cottage City, past the whistling buoy off Nobska Head, then on
five miles further to a markboat off Tarpaulin Cove for the
smaller schooners and single-stickers, and about 3 miles fur-
ther still to a second markboat off Robinson's Hole for the larger
yachts, returning over the same courses, making about 22 and 28

knots.
There are with the squadron a number of Eastern yachts, the'

racing forties Helen, Alice, Verena, Awa and Pappoose, that,
have accompanied the fleet from New London, but have taken:
no part in the runs, not belonging to the New York Y. C. These
boats were desirous of trying conclusions with Liris and the
other forties, but as the club declined to open the race for the
Vineyard Haven cup to them, a special sweepstakes of §35 each
was made up. to be sailed in connection with the Vineyard
Haven cup.

Vineyard Raven Cups, Aug. 7i\

Monday turned out another clear day, with a very light wind
from N.W. in the morning. At 10 A. M. the Elect ra was at anchor
off the Sea View House, and at 10:20 the start was given. Titania
was first away, running along the line and over in quick time.
Then came Gorilla, the other forties waiting a little. The numbe j,

of large schooners made the early part of the r aces very hard for
the little ones, as they were constantly blanketed by some larger
boat. Quickstep made a good start, followed by Azalea. Merlin
and Grayling had the best, of the start tn the large class, Rea Fox.
being in a tangle with other boats, while Katrina was in a haft
berth also. As Liris crossed the inshore end of the line on port
tack, followed by Pappoose and Awa. Maraquita on starboard
tack came by and put her about, covering her for a time, but
Liris in turn soon worked out to wind ward of Maraquita. The
tide was a strong ebb, the wind very light ahead, and clubs andi
small jibtopsails were sot. The start was timed:

Titania 10 31 30 Maraquita 10 25 20!

Gorilla 10 21 35 Gracie 10 25 C
^l ice 10 23 35 Liris M 25 f

Quickstep - '},» *J Goostellntion 10 25 50
Azalea 10 23 4» Pappoose 10 25 55
Merlin 10 34 04 hea Fox 10 26 20
Katrina 10 24 06 Awa . .10 37 55

Grayling 10 35 00 Mayflower 10 30 00

Helen. .
10 35 15 Sachem 10 34 50

The fleet worked slowly around the East Chop, Titania in the
lead all huggiug the shore and working well into the; harbor.•

The wind was very light and fluky the first hour, but after that,

when the leaders were well out in the Sound, it freshened con-i

siderably, growing stronger later on and holding to the finish.

PaDfipose was doing very good work, sneaking along inshore and
DieMng up what air was going. She bad been astern of Gorilla,
Maraquita, Alice and Liris, but Captain Watson workfd very
cleverlv, and aided by a little luck in the shape of a stray Zephyr
he got her out into the Sound and clear of the land, as well as of

the big boats, Alice too managed to get out into the breeze, and
ahe and Pappoose made a very pretty race across to the whistling;

httOTOff Nobska Head, the rest of the class still being under Wes?
Chop. Gorilla, the leader at the start, was becalmed there, with
Maraquita. Liris, after having a good lead over Pappoose and
Maraquita. had been becalmed in the harbor, aud later, after,

touching on a rock on a cast inshore, found herself between Gra-
trie and Grayling, the schooner completely shutting her off from
the open water outside. By the time she was fairly out of this

pocket she was the last of her class. Both Sea Fox and Constel-

lation were astern, and with no wind iu the harbor. Gracie and

HeT~1ibtopsail sheet parted before the mark was reached, so that
Titania overtook her. and being inside •ompelled her to give

room at the buoy. The times were:

A lif,e 11 50 40 Merlin 11 54 i

Fappooss jl*>45 Sachem U pi*
nnirdrsten ....11 51 40 Awa ,11 !

fcacie 11 & 4c Sea ?ox a '

Tetania 11 52 50 Azalea U f

^din- 11 SB tt Holer. It
-

..,.11 53 37 Gorilla 11.50

.,..11 54 00 Liris 4J i

... .11 54 30 Constellation .11 59 l

G .

Katrina.
Mayflower..
Maraquita
Thus far the. work had been vety fluky and unsatisfactory, but

the wind was now blowing fresh up the course, making a dead
beat of 5 miles for the smaller and 8 for the larger boats, thers

being all that the largest of the forties could carry a clubtopsail

in Grayling and Titania at once began to leave their <

Quickstep was doing well, and Pappoose and Alice were still far

ahead of the other forties. Constellation was aground tor a fen
minutes in the harbor, and so was last, but with this exception

Liris was the tail boat at Nobska buoy. Once on the wind, an*

with sheets trimmed for hard work, she began to show hei

quality, walking through the fleet of forties and leaving Helenj
Gorilla, Awa and Maraquita astern in quick time. Awa, will

her great beam, was tempted into carrying jibtopsail and clnl

too long, and after a warning iu the shape ot a hard knock dowi
she hurried them in. Alice had more wind than she wanted
coming down to lower sails for a time in spite of a ton of lead pn
in at Newport, but Pappoose carried her club in great stylei

walking out to windward.
The order now was Titania, Katrina, Grayling, Merbn, Se

Fox, Quickstep. Pappoose, Alice, Liris, Azalea.
Sachem had already distinguished herself during the race b>

forcing the little Alice about when the latter had the right o

way, and emboldened by her success, she tried for larger game!
Mayflower was going along on starboard tack, when Sachem oi

port tack rammed into her just abaft the mainmast, carrying

away Mayflower's mainboom and tearing her m ainsail badly
Both gave up at once.
The first to turn the shorter course was Quickstep, setting spin

aker to starboard. Followiug her came Pappoose and Alice, Lira

being a little astern of Alice. As Azalea came for the mark 01

starboard tack, the, big Constellation bound for the other mark
ran in between her and the markboat, shutting off the sinalle;

boat completely. While in this position Constellation, instead Q
holding on and clearing the other as quickly as possible, tacke(

just beside, the mark, covering it completely. As there was plen
of room and no other boats near there was no excuse for such
tert'erence with a boat in another class. Gorilla and Maraqui
were olose together at the mark. The small boats rounded t

second mark aa follows: Quickstep 13:41:00, Pappoose 13:42;
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Alice 13:47:00, Liris 12:47:05, Azalea 12:50:00, Gorilla ]2:50:30, Mara-
quita 12:51;30, Helen 12:52:17, Awa 12:54:45.

The large boats were not timed at the outer mark, the flagship
running home to time Quickstep.
The little fellows carried spinakers to Nobska mark, Lin's tear-

ing hers and being compelled to set her balloon jibtopsail as a
spinaker. Alice was doing well oil' the wind, holding Pappoose,
and Liris was gaining little or nothing on either, but, was holdiug
Maraquita and Gorilla At Nobska Buoy all trimmed dowu for a
broad reach home, balloon jibtopsails being set. There was still

plenty of breeze, and the pace was very fast. Quickstep finished
first in sight of the crowd of spectators on the bluff. Azilea being
some distance astern. Pappoose came first of the forties, closely
followed by Alice, but. it was clear that the little Indian baby had
taken the sweepstakes, but the result of the regular race for the
Vineyard Haven cup was still in doubt. Liris was coming for the
finish in grand style, swinging her silk club and balloon jibtop-
sail, but when within a quarter of a mile from the line her star-
board spreader gave way, the topmast went at the cap, and both
topmast and topsail yard fell across the gaff, breaking it in the
middle. The wreck was a tolerably bad one. and with Maraquita
and Gorilla close astern under all kites the chances were very
poor, but the crew of the Liris were used to little mishaps, and
were quickly at work. The broken spars and gear were hauled
out, of the water, and under the headsails and crippled mainsail
the yacht was headed for the line, crossing it in time to beat
Maraquita by 21s.
The large boats were not timed at the turn, but the order was

Titania. Katrina, Grayling, Merlin, Sea Fox, Grade. Spinakers
were set to starboard to Nobska buoy, and then balloon jibtop-
sails for the reach in. Grayling finished first, with Sea Fox and
Merlin close astern, Mayflower, Sachem and Constellation with-
drawing. The full times were:

CLASSES 1, 3, 3 ANT) 4 (SAILING AS ONE CLASS).
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Grayling 10 24 41 2 59 21 4 34 40 4 24 16
Sea Fox 10 27 46 3 03 03 4 34 17 4 26 57
Merlin 10 24 27 8 04 55 4 40 28 4 33 20
Mayflower 10 30 31 Did not finish.
Sachem 10 31 00 Did not finish.
Constellation 10 27 13 Did not finish.

CLASS 5—SCHOONERS.
Quickstep 10 23 51 1 57 59 3 34 08 3 34 08
Azalea 10 24 16 2 11 06 3.46 50 3 43 14

CLASSES 1, 2, 3 AND 4 (SAILING AS ONE CLASS).
Titania 10 21 50 2 53 53 4 31 03 4 31 03
Grade 10 27 05 3 04 23 4 37 07 4 35 36
Katrina 10 24 41 3 02 07 4 37 28 4 87 28

CLASS 7—SLOOPS.
Pappoose 10 26 32 2 13:12 3 47 00 not tup.
Alice 10 22 5 2 15 28 3 52 43 not ma.
Liris 10 26 01 2 21 10 3 55 09 3 55 09
Maraquita 10 25 55 2 22 28 3 56 33 3 55 30
Gorilla 10 22 22 2 23 06 4 00 54 3 59 55
Helen(unofnc'l time). 10 20 32 2 27 1 8 4 00 46 not ms.
Awa 10 29 22 2 31 06 4 01 34 not ms.
Grayling beats Sea Fox 2m. 43s.; Quickstep beats Azalea 9m. (is.;

Titania beats Gracie 4m. 33s. and Katrina 6m. 25s.; Pappoose beats
Alice 7m. 43s., actual time, and about 10m. corrected time, and
Liris beats Maraquita 21s.

In the evening a reception was held by the Oak Bluffs Club, at
which the cups were presented by Pres. Van Slyck. Com. Gerry
was present, with his stafl in uniform. During the night May-
flower and Liris took a tug for New Bedford to repair in time for
the rest of the racing. Clara came in at sunset from New Bed-
ford with a new topmast.

Vineyard Haven to New Bedford, Third Run, Atig. 13.

The orders were for an early start on Tuesday morning, but a
cloudy sky and strong S.W. breeze caused many of the smaller
craft to start out to Quick's Moll rather than to keep with the.
squadron through Vineyard Sound, the course being from off
West Chop around the red buoy off Cuttyhunk, and to a finish otf
Clark's Point. Of those which started nearly all the schooners
had reefed mainsails, No. 2 jibs and foretopmasts housed, Gray-
ling setting all lower sail with topmasts on end. Titania, Kat-
rina and Gracie housed topmasts, reefed mainsails and set No. 3
jibs, Titania shifting to No. 1 after running out to tr> the wind.
The small schooners showed similar sail, while Bertie, Gorilla,
Maraquita and Lotowana had topmasts housed, two reefs in and
small j ibs.

The start was given at 10:10, the flagship being anchored off
"West Chop. Maraquita was first over, followed by Gorilla, with
Quickstep, Harbinger and Bertie, some of the "larger yachts
crossing with the small ones and returning for the start, of their
division 20m. later.
The fleet worked across toward Tarpaulin Cove on port tack,

Quickstep and the forties holding to the Vineyard Haven shore.
Sea Pox soon tacked away from the fleet, also working the Vine-
yard Haven side, while Titania. Grayling, Katrina and most of
the others held along by Naushon. Titania was not only leaving
Katriua rapidly, but was holding the schooners, being ahead of
Grayling. She finally stood across the Sound when near Cutty-
hunk, Grayling after her, and Katrina now far to leeward.
Sacbem had been in some trouble, giving up, and she and Daunt-
less had taken a short cut for New Bedford.
When the leaders came together at 1:35 Grayling covered Sea

Fox's bow, tacking at once, but failed to blanket her; Sea Fox
at once ran from under her lee, and in 20 minutes was far ahead
of her. Titania was doing the best sailing of the day, under
whole lower sail and working topsail, and led Sea Fox at the
buoy off Cuttyhunk, the turn being timed: Titania. 2:28:38, Sea
Fox 2:29:38, Grayling 2:31:35.

Sheets were started, and at 3 P. M. the schooners set spinakers,
Grayling also setting dubtopsail. Sea Fox finished first, but did
not save her time on Grayling. Official summary:

EIRST CLASS SCHOONERS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Dauntless 10 45 00 Did not finish.
Constellation. 10 40 51 4 06 41 5 25 50 5 24 38
Palmer 10 36 14 4 14 19 5 38 05 5 34 48
Intrepid 10 36 56 4 27 19 5 50 23 5 45 04

SECOND CLASS SCHOONERS,
Fredonia 10 86 01 4 17 39 5 41 35 Not meas.
Fortuna 10 37 12 4 22 28 5 45 J 6 5 45 16
Noma 10 41 48 4 22 03 5 40 15 5 27 18

THIRD CLASS SCHOONERS.
Merlin 10 37 30 4 24 45 5 47 15 5 47 15
Sea Fox 10 36 12 3 50 04 5 13 52 5 13 16
Sachem 10 39 11 Did not finish.
Grayling 10 37 12 3 51 56 5 14 44 5 11 14

FOURTH CLASS SCHOONERS.
Marguerite 10 37 53 4 43 56 5 55 03 5 gS 03
Iroquois 10 41 10 4 22 45 5 41 35 5 40 49
Halcyon 10 39 08 4 58 50 6 19 42 fj 18 23
GEnone 10 37 26 4 43 30 6 06 04 6 02 53

FIFTH CLASS SCHOONERS.
Quickstep 10 12 1)0 4 08 10 5 56 11 5 56 11
Harbinger 1 J 12 31 4 45 58 6 33 27 6 32 26

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS.
Titania 10 42 39 3 53 53 5 11 24 5 11 24
Katrina 10 41 JO 4 05 16 5 24 06 5 25 06
Gracie 10 38 50 4 24 30 5 45 40 5 44 05

FOURTH CLASS SLOOPS.
Hilrlegard 10 40 14 4 45 35 6 05 21 6 05 31
Whiloaway 10 42 06 Did not finish.

-FIFTH CLASS SLOOPS.
Bertie 10 14 04 . 4 39 25 6 25 21 6 25 21

SEVENTH CLASS SLOOPS.
Maroquita 10 10 43 4 55 58 6 45 15 6 45 15
Gorilla 10 11 51 4 35 49 6 23 58 6 23 37
Lotowana 10 15 00 Did not finish.

Constellation beats Palmer 10m. 15s., Noma beats Fortuna 7m
58s., Grayling beats Sea Fox 2m. 2s., Iroquois beats Marguerite
14m. 14s., Quickstep beats Harbinger 36m. 13s.. Titania beats Kat-
rina 13m. 12 i„ ffildegard wins. Bertie wins, Gorilla beats Mara-
quita 21m. 45s.

GREAT SOUTH BAT Y. C.-The first regatta of tins new club
was sailed off Conover's wharf, Islip, on Auj. 9. At 1 o'clock the
boats got off on a triangular course of miles, three times
around for sloops, twice for the cats. The eatboats started first
with a stiff soutbwest wind. The interest in the race centered in
the sloops Berkeley, Patience and Belle Powell. The Belle won
Patience carried away topmast when half wav over the course
Evelyn won in second and Markee in third class sloops. Madge'
Senad and Damfyno won in second, third and fourth classes of
cats. Silver trophies were presented as prizes to the winners.
YONKERS CORINTHIAN Y. C. CRUISE.—The fleet of the

Yonkers Y. C, under Com. Prime, was at Red Bank last week on
the annual cruise. On Aug. 7 a race was sailed, open to yachts of
the North Shrewsbury and Yonkers C. Y. C, but it ended in a
drift. Next day it was resailed, Nedaga winning in second class
and Irene in third. The cruise of the Corinthians was a most
enjoyable one, and wound up with a hop at their fine club house
on Monday evening.

CAPE CATS AND CUTTERS.
Etlil'ir F<irrnl tWMl SitCtVNt:

1 sincerely trust the episode of the Harbinger's victory over the
Saracen and Kathleen at Marbldiead, will not be allowed to pass
without further comment, and, if possible, explanation. As it

stands at preseut it is certainly startling. Hero for years back
we have been learning the lesson of dept.h and low ballast and the
cutter rig. We have the out come of it all in Kathleeu and
Saracen, and against these we have a. centerboard boat, shallow,
comparatively, of (presumably) small displacement, enormous
beam, rock ballast, and a rig very like the old-fashioned Ameri-
can sloop, and in what every yachtsman regards as the crowning
test of a, yacht, turning to windward in a good breeze, the penter-
board sloop shows herself as good as the cutters. Lay aside, the
discussion of the question of whether or not the Harbinger would
have, won but for her taking advantage of smoother water. The
startling thing is that she should make any showing beside the
other two boats at all. Under such conditions of wind and water
the two kef 1 cracks sbould, if modem theories are correct, have
soaked out to windward 3ft. to her 2.

But if "Fair Play" is correct, on the long heat of ten miles before
Tinker's Island was reached she fully held her o»n with them,
and the timings show that she went, down t he wind as rapidly us
they did, I don't see much force in the argument tha t she had
much advautage by reason of her light top hamper and small sail
plan. A cutter with her topmast housed is surely light enough
aloft. I am a believer in keel craft of moderate dimensions with
outside ballast and cutter rig. But facts are facts, anri if it is

the fact that a boat cau be built practically safe in any weather
a small yacht need expect to meet, equally comfortable for nil

purposes except being out at sea at. night, much easier to handle
and as good a performer in good racing weather as a modern
fashionable 30ft. "lead mine," while costing about a fraction as
much to build and equip, why, a good many of Us would like to
know it. So let us have the lucts. Did the Harbinger really show
as good ability to windward as her two rivals, and if so how do
the experts account foi it? Was it her board or her beam, or her
small uisplacement, or her rig, or all combined, or what?

INQUTMER.

CORINTHIAN Y. C. OF MARRLEHEAD.
A FINE series of races has been arranged by the Corinthian

Y. C. of Marble head, to cover four days, Aug. 24, 26, 27 and
28, and open to the 40, 30 and 27ft. classes. The prizes include the
Eastern Y. C. or Weld cup, valued at $250, now held by the Chi-
quita, to be sailed for 5 times, the winner of the greatest number
of races taking the cup. In the 30ft. class are two caps, one of
$135, offered by a. member of the Corinthian Y. C, for cutters and
sloops over 27ft. and not over 30ft., and one of $100, given by the
owner of Saracen, for the keel yacht making the best avorage in
the three days' racing of the 30ft. class, Saracen not included. A
cup valued at 8100, gived by a member of the club, is offered for
sloops and cutters over 21 and not over 27ft. i.w.l.
There will be four days of racing in the 40ft. class, and three

days in each of the other classes. In the 30ft. and 37ft. classes the
yacht winning two races shall own the cup. in case of a tie in
either of theses classes, there will be a sail-off on Wednesday,
Aug. 38.

The Eastern Y. C. cup for 40-footers will be sailed for under

open to yachts of any club, but in the 37ft. class competition will
be restricted to yachts of the Corinthian Y, C. Yachts in the
40ft. class may carry one man for each four feet of racing meas-
urement or fractional part. Yachts in the 30ft. and 27ft. classes
may carry six men, one of whom may be a paid man, but they
must be steered by an amateur. In the 37ft. class the helmsman
must bo a member of the Corinthian Y.C.
No race in any class will he considered made unless finished by

one of the yachts in that class before sunset.
In ease the judges' steamer should not, be at the line in time for

the. return of any class a judge will be stationed in a boat flying
the Corinthian Y. C. flag, who will take the time until the steamer
has resumed her position.
Contestants are requested to road this circular carefully, as

one or two minor points have been altered since the issue Of the
previous circular.
Entries must be made in all classes. All entries must be

directed to the chairman of the regatta committee, Corinthian
Y. C. House, Marblehead Neck. Mass., and must be received by 3
o'clock P. M. of Friday, Aug. 23. Entries should state the racing
measurement, where known.
The regatta committee includes Messrs. George A. Stewart,

Chairman, Frank W. Chandler, William P. Fowle, John B. Paine
Harry P. Benson.

QUAKER CITY Y. C. ANNUAL CRUISE.
THE following orders have been issued for the cruise of theA Quaker City Y. C. Com. Middleton has appointed Mr. Samuel
A. Wood fleet captain:
Flagship Helen. Quaker City Y. C, harbor of Philadelphia

Aug. 1, 1889. General Orders Na. 7:
nnaucipma,

1. The vessels of the fleet will rendezvous in the cove above
Turkey Point, Chesapeake Bay, for the annual squadron cruise
on Monday, Aug. 19.

'

2. Captains will report aboard the flagship at 8 o'clock Y M at
which time the movements for the earlier davs of the cruise will
be decided upon. At 9 o'clock, on signal from the flagship the
fleet will proceed to Shady Beach, the country seat of Capt Joseph
L. McDaiiiel, of the yacht Mascotte, who has extended an invita-
tion to captains and their guests to spend the day with him The
cruise will extend to Baltimore and Annapolis. Special features
of the cruise will be a day's Ashing at Betterton, a clam bake at
Tolchester. rowing and sailing races by the boats belonging to the
vessels of the squadron, and swimming races for member* of the
crews. Races will be given at Baltimore, Annapolis, Bay Ridee
or Tolchester -rules and regulations governing the same' will be
issued to • aptains by the regatta committee. The Chesapeake
Bay and Baltimore yacht clubs have been invited to oarticiDafp
in these races. * v

3. There will be two divisions of the fleet during the cruise the
first division comprising all schooners, first and second class
sloops and steam yachts. The second division comprising third
and fourth class open yachts and steam launches.

4. The daily runs will be trials of speed for all classes and the
yacht arriving at the destined post will take its own time
that of the others, and report the result to the commodore

first

ami
In all races the second division will start fifteen minutes in
advance of the first division.

5. The signals for starting will be as follows: First gun from
flagship to prepare to sail; ten minutes later, second gun from
flagship, for second division to start; fifteen minutes later third
gun from flagship for first division to start.

6. The routine and rules contained in the Club Manual will
be observed during the cruise.

7. Yachts, when in squadron, are earnestly requested to tako
their ship's time in striking flags from that of the flagship: and
in no case to anticipate it.

8. Captains intending to join the squadron are requested to
notify the fleet captain at the club house, No. All Walnut street
at as early a date as possible.
By order of the Commodore.

Samuel A. Wood, Fleet Captain.

A PLEA FOR THE NEW YORK Y. C.

ANEW defender of the New York Y. C. has come forward
in the person of a member of the club, Mr. Arthur Ryersonnow in Europe, who writes as follows to the London Times'

Sir—So much criticism appears in the public prints concerning
the New York Y. C. and the new deed of gift of the America's
Cup that, as a member of that club and an American yacht
owner, I ask room for a line in defense.

It would be as well, I think, for those who stigma tize the pres-
ent deed of gift as an attempt on the part of the New York Y C
to hold the Cup under conditions narrower than those originallv
attached to it to be reminded of how it was won.

• The schooner America simply came over and raced against the
whole fleet of that day, and whatever time rules were then in
vogue m English waters.
The first return races in America, sailed, I think;, against Mr'

Ashbury's challenge, were of the same character, and it was be-
cause of English protest and at English request that we gave up
this style of contest and bound ourselves fomatch the challenger
with our best ship", which we have done since.
When we conceded this, we at one step gave up more than all

other conditions, precedent or subsequent, combined. It is one
thing to cross the Atlantic to raise a match, and quite another
to sail 3,000 miles to take part in a regatta, and chance being
beaten, not only by one superior bout, but by any one of perhaps
twenty inferior ones through a fluke. If the New York Y C
should announce to-morrow that it held the Cup under the con-
ditions in accordance with which it was originallv wou, it would

put an end to all contests for it. That, effectually disposes of any
charge that we have imposed restrictive conditions.
A word as to the actual conditions of the present deed of gift

1 take it the condition most objected to is that providing that if
the challenger be a small boat the challenged mav still match
hor with their largest and best. The object of ibis condition is
to limit contests to the best on both sides. If the object of these
contests is, n.s I presume it is, to settle yachting supremacy, what
object or gain is there, in England sending over a 70-footer, and
beating our 70-footer, while at the same time we might have a
boat equal to bcatjug. not only the English 70-footer, but any
other English yacht? f fancy that the public on both sides are
interested in the question of which country has the best yacht
not the best 70-footer. The question, is a broader one than either
naval architects or experts would seem to regard it. The condi-
tion Is a stimulant for cither side to send their best, ship, for if
they do not they put themselves under the handicap of heimr op-
posed by a better one.

I have noticed this point because it seems to havo been the rock
upon which the recent challenge has split. If the object of the
contest is to settle which cotinttry has the best yacht, I think any
one must admit the condition to be a wise, nay, even a necessary
one. *

Again, at English request the race over the New York inside
course was given up, and all (he races set to he sailed outside
where local knowledge counts for nothing. 1 do not think any
other conditions are worthy of comment. Several times how-
ever uebave changed our measurements, and each time to' favor
the English yacht—that is, by taxing henm.
Now, in view of all this, it is a trifle hard to be accused of un-

sportsmanlike conduct, and it. is a more serious matter than
looks, because, despite of all the demagogues may do or «ay
there is a pretty solid appreciation among gentlemen iu America
of English princtp es and English honor an appreciation which
I, tor one, should hate to see disturbed by a mere misunderstand-
ing; I hope that some one will he found to follow in the foot-
steps of those thorough sportsmen, Sir Kichard Sutton, Lieut.Henn and Mr. Bell, and that the cup mav be seen clianeiriK hands
every year or two, and that, with each change we mav »ee still
greater triumphs in both ships and. sailing. I ask you to insert
this rather long-drawn-out letter in the name of fair plav andremain very obediently yours, Arthem Ryerson
Brown's Hotel, London.

u
'

We would call Mr. Ryerson's attention to the fact that in the
original race the owners of America declined to sail under the
'time rule then in vogue," and the race, was sailed with no time
allowance Irom America to the small cut ters. In speaking of the
first race, m 1870, he also omits to say that the English pi otest
against meeting one yacht by the entire fleet was raose emphatic-
ally hacked up by the then commodore of the New York Y C
Mr. Henry G. Stebbins; and the whole proceeding was condemnedm the following year by Mr. Geo. L. Schuyler.
By Mr. Ryerson's own showing there can be uo fairness in sail-• a * c i r ^ uci " ,J laauesa in sail-

ing a. fleet or home vessels against one foreign challenger, and so
i of the New York Y. C. in giving up this pointfar from the action y±.m I8d being m any way a generous concession, no one earLread

the very strong letter of Mr. Schuyler, in April, 1871, and the
discussions that took place then, without coming to the conclusion
that in place of any voluntary act of a generous nature the dubwas driven with difficulty to do a simple ad of iustice.
Mr. Ryerson is correct in assuming that the 90ft. limit and no

time allowance are objected to hy the opponents of the new deed
but he passes by entirely the chief grounds of objection, that the'
designer of a challenging yacht is so impeded and tied down that
he cannot hope for success, and at the saint time he is obliged to
show his hand long in advance to his adversary, getting nothingm return. This is one of the worst features of the new deed farmore severe on the challenger than the 90ft. clause, bad as that is
In taking the popular grouod that biggest ana best are. synony-mous in yacht racing Mr..Ryerson like most other defenders of
this view overlooks the fact that the GOfc. class is but visionary
there never has been one and there is now no likelihood of its
establishment, and in the meanwhile the Cup must be laid on the

He evidently heard the statement lately made by Mr Geo L
Schuyler, or he would not have fallen into the. error of saving
that the inside course was abandoned at the request of English
yachtsmen. Mr. Schuyler has very frankly given the true reason,
fla* $e '-nurse mis too shoal for Y dymteer and Mayflower with
ggft. of draii., and not tor Thistle with I3tt. In speaking of the
changes ol measurement. Mr. Ryersou does not go into details,
and has unfortunately overlooked the change made after theCambria races, and in preparation for Livonia. On the whole we
fail to sec that he has proved' anything in behalf of the club oradvanced any statements that are not misleading or easily
refilled.

JEFFRIES Y. C—The annual open regatta of the Jeffries Y.Cwas sailed at JBosfon on Aug. 10 in a strong S.W. breeze, the
' centerboards,
starboard, red

- .» buoy on star-
board, Apple Island buoy on port, Governor's Flats buoys No 1
and 2 on starboard, Sculpin Ledge buoy on starboard, Thompson's
Island red buoy No. 2 on starboard. Castle Rocks No. 7 on port
Glade's buoy No. 7 on starboard, No. W and No. 5 on port to start'
ing line. !) miles. The jib and mainsails, second class ceiierboards
and keels, sailed from judges' boat leaving buoy No. 5 on star-
hoard, buoy No. 10 on port. Governor's Rock"and Glade's buoy on

times were:
SFECIAL CLASS.

t • u xt wi ' Le
ilgi?' Elapsed. Corrected.

Jessie, H. N. Wilson. 26.06 3 uy 00 1 30 37
^Eotus, J. Hood SM8 3 09 08 1 31 21
Daisy, H. Potter 26.04 3 10 42 1 32 37

EIRST CLASS—CENTE I!BOARDS.
Posy, R. G. Hunt .22.02 3 15 14 1 "5 03
Sen Bird, C. L. Joy £2.08 3 09 23 1 25 58While Fawn, W. P. Cherrington . . . 25.01 3 10 03 1 oo i?
Am lid a, E. E. Deal 24.09 3 13 19 1 3-? 06Good Luck, .1. B. Farrell 23.00 3 15 14 1 31 as
Nellie May 21 .01 3 20 35 1 35 18

FIRST GLASS—KEELS.
Echo, Brown and ishana 24.09 3 09 45 1 28 1 2
Judith, W B. Pigeon .23 01 3 13 06 1 30 25
Bride of Wind, F. J. Toby .22.03 3 18 30 1 24 36
Thdga, Hall and Johnson 22.01 3 19 38 1 35 33
Beth, J. W, Button 23.07 3 20 02 1 37 42

SECOND CLASS—KEELS.
Astrea, R. M. Benner 20.01 3 20 52 1 34 r,i
Zetta, R. D. Flye 20.09 3 26 23 1 38 52

SECOND CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Atilla, E. P. Linton Ib.lO 3 25 07 1 33 52
Mabel, F. L. Dunne 19. 10 3 28 00 1 36 45
Rocket, H. M. Faxon 16.02 3 28 44 1 3'> 47
Flora Lee, Lanning and Bachus. ... 16.10 3 37 21 1 43 22

.III! AND MAINSAILS.
Auk, A. A.Martin 18.06 3 11 32 1 23 42
Eureka, E. Rogers -. 20. C6 3 10 22 1 24 50Tom Cat, C. H. Lockhart 19.00 3 14 31 1 97 18
Diadem, L. A. Haywood 18.08 3 22 48 1 34 34
Joe, W. 11. Fanuiloe 18.01 3 23 27 1 35 07
The judges were Walter S. Mc-Lauthlin, A. H. Rowe, F S

Armstrong, W. A. liaulsey. Measurer, Ambrose A. Martin!
Regatta committee, F. W. Proctor, Jacob Rood, Charles P. Pilse
Ambrose A. Martin, Douglas Moreland, Charles L. Joy.

PLEON Y. C. SECOND CHAMPIONSHIP, AUG. 7.-The sec-
ond championship regatta of the Pleon Y. C. was sailed in a mod-
erate breeze off Marblehead on Aug. 7, the times being:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
_, . SPECIAL CLASS.
Don, High & Blauey 16.00 1 17 37 1 15 59
Minna, J. H. Norris 16.01 1 22 00 1 20 27Anna L., H. Martin 16.07 1 28 57 None.
Fly, P. S. Russell , 11.01 Did not finish.

„ . . FIRST CLASS—KEELS.
Oswa, H. Hildreth 18,03 1 06 41 1 03 26
Edith L. W. Sleeper 16.01 1 11 42 1 09 17
Snail .Wood.. 15.11 1 18 20 1 16 40
Iris, R. C. Bridge 15.09 1 20 18 I 18 18

. EIRST CLASS— CENTERBOARDS,
Sapphire, C. S. Street 14.05 1 10 31 1 13 26

SECOND CLASS—KEELS.
Midge, H. Jackson 11.07 1 11 30 1 07 49
Estelle, C. Prince 11.09 1 13 58 1 10 25

SECOND CLASS—CENXHRBOAUDS.
Reba, Palmer & Poole 12.09 0 56 13 0 53 12
Gem, J. p Taylor 11.10 1 01 46 0 57 42
Minnie, J. W. Dunlap . 12.10 1 03 30 1 00 3S
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CAPE ANN Y.C.-The yacht race of the Cape Ann Y. C. was
one of the chief attractions of the annual "River Day" at Annis-
quam. The day is observed as a general holiday, being given up
to water sports of all kinds. The race was sailed in a strong 8.W.
wind, the summary being:

JflRST CLASS.
„ Length. Elapsed. Corrected

Hazard, Pierce & Moodv 22.08 1 53 54 1 33 01
Climax, Tucker ." 18.06 2 00 00 1 35 06
Maud S„ Irwin 10.09 2 00 37 1 38 15
Lark, Parkhurst 18.02 2 10 27 1 45 50
Silver Cloud, McLaughlin 20.04 2 11 35 1 48 50
Black Cloud, Evelyn, Old Honesty, withdrawn.

SECOND CLASS.
Madcap. Wheeler 11.06 2 02 42 1 38 08
Alpine, Stetson 16.02 2 15 56 1 48 59
Lnna, Wehster 16.10 2 17 12 1 51 01
Uneas. Webster 16.00 2 19 18 1 52 07
Sassacuss, Griffin 16.09 2 20 50 1 54 33
Sapphire and Keno, time not taken.

THIRD CLASS.
Volna, Wheeler 14.02 1 37 54 1.18 14
Umbria. Hildreth 14.06 1 51 47 1 32 12
Minot, Boardman 13.05 2 01 59 1 41 41
P. T. Douglass, time not taken.
Judges: James S. Steele, Daniel B. Stanwood and Henry Nor-

wood. Prizes in first class, $10, $8 and $5: second class, $8, $5 and
$3; in tbird class, $3, »2 and 81.

CORINTHIAN Y. C.-Tbe second championship regatta of the
Corinthian Y. C. was sailed off Marblehead on Aug. 10 in a strong
S. W. wind, followed by a rain squall and calm. Mignon beat
Saracen by nearly 5m., passing her near the end of the race. The
times were:

FIRST CLASS.
„ Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Mignon, W. P. Powle 34.09 2 05 41 2 02 20
Saracen, H. Babson 38.03 2 08 11 2 0 7 08

SECOND CLASS.
Moondyne, A. J. Shaw 29.00 2 22 22 2 14 47
Agnes, W. E. Cummings 31.02 2 27 52 2 21 08
lone, J. S. Payen 36.08 2 23 11 2 21 47
Trudette, L. M. Haskins 30.11 Did not finish.

THIRD CLASS.
Sword fish, J. B, Payne 31.06 2 28 28 2 22 39
Otter, P. Chase Not measured. No time taken.

FOURTH CLASS.
Myrtle, R. C. Poor 20.00 1 37 20 1 26 06
Wanda, R. C. Robbins 21.07 1 39 18 1 38 23
Nerena, R. Saltonstall 21.08 No time taken.

FIFTH CLASS.
Mosca, G. H. H. Foster 25.03 1 34 50 1 27 13
Kathleen. R. S. Peabody 25.07 1 34 35 1 27 16
Wraith, H. P. Benson 23.03 1 37 35 1 28 32
Carmita, h'. E. Peabody 24.08 1 38 22 1 30 24

SIXTH CLASS.
Dauphin, R. C. Robbins. . . 18.00 1 57 08 1 43 13
Nonpareil, W. O. Taylor 18.08 1 57 10 1 44 04
Nerena grounded, and injured her keel so, the board jammed.
MONATIQUOT Y. C. SECOND CHAMPIONSHIP, AUG. 8.—

The second championship regatta of the Monatiquot Y. C. was
sailed on Aug. 8, off Weymouth, the wind being light from E. for
a part of the race, freshening later on. Moondyne was protested
by Erin for sculling with the rudder during the calm, but the
protest has not been decided. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
. _ „, Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Moondyne, A. J. Shaw.. 24.10 2 23 29 1 56 28
Erin, John Cavanagh 26.11 2 31 39 2 04 25

SECOND CLASS.
Posy, R. G. Hunt 22 03 2 29 40 1 57 22
Stcret, E. F. Linton 22.06 2 34 37 2 03 06
Nereid, C. F. Colby 20.09 2 40 53 2 07 17
Madge, W. H. Howes 23.08 2 44 32 2 14 18

THIRD CLASS.
Atala, E. F. Linton 19.10 5 08 46 1 37 17
Rocket, H. M. Faxon 16.02 2 1& 02 1 38 35
Diadem, L. Hayward 18 02 2 10 19 1 41 24
Hester, P. R. Blackmar 19.11 Withdrawn.
The judges were: Henry Gardner, Dana Smith and A. J. Bates.
RAJAH AND MONA.—A very interesting race was sailed, by

arrangement, on Aug. 3 between the Mona and Rajab. The
course was from the Black Can Buoy off the easterly end of the
Hen and Chickens Rock (over an imaginary line, of which the
other extremity was the judge's boat) to and around Matinnicock
Buoy; then to and around the Red Buoy off the westerly end of
Captain's Island, then to and around Matinnicock Buoy and to
finish line. Mona allowed Rajah 3m. 20s., and the. times were as
follows:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Mona 10 57 00 2 19 00 3 22 00 3 25 21
Rajah 11 02 11 2 23 40 3 21 29 3 21 29
Wind, S. W., strong and steady; a reach, run, beat, and reach.

Mona gained lm. on each reach. Rajah gained about 2}^m. on
run with spinakers. On the wind the boats appeared to be equal.
Tne judge was Mr. Otto Sarony of regatta committee of Larch-
mont Club.

RHODE ISLAND Y. C. OPEN REGATTA.—The third annual
open regatta of the Rhode Island Y. C. will be sailed off the club
house, Pawtnxet Neck, on Aug. 27. The classes will be sloops,
33ft. and under 48ft. l.w.l.; 23ft. and under 33ft.; cats, 24ft. and
over; 20ft. and under 24ft.; 17ft. and under 20ft.; under 17ft. No

shifting ballast will be allowed. A cup of the value of $50,
given by Com. F. P. Sands, will be awarded to the yacht in Class 1
winning under the waterline and spar measurement proposed by
E. Burgess. Entries will be received of yachts enrolled in anv
yacht club. They may be mailed to 12 Aborn street, Providence,
R. I., or left with the janitor at the club house. Entries will close
Aug. 26, at 12 o'clock noon. One member of each crew will he
placed upon some other boat to see that the rules are observed.
It will be the duty of such person to report any infraction of the
rules to the judges immediately after the finish of the race.

CAPE COD Y. C.-The second of the series of regattas held by
the Cape Cod Y. C. was sailed off Orleans on Aug. 10, the times
being:

FIRST CLASS.
Elapsed.

No Name, William Wareham 1 24 05
Kickapoo, D. B.Gould 1 26 01
Bessie, Edward Penniman Did not finish.

SECOND CLASS.
Seola, E. E. Nickerson 1 25 06
Pemmegiwassett, W. M. Crosby 1 39 09
Transit. Samuel Small 1 41 02
Carrie L,, George Clark Did not finish.

THIRD CLASS.
Mischief, E. L. Snow 1 06 34
Imp, J. P. Knowles 1 30 19
Prince, P. Doane 1 36 27

(Hsnnoqtng.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OFFICEBS, 1887-88.

Commodore: H. C. Rogers )

Secretary-Treasurer: Geo. W. Hatton { Peterborough, Can.
Vice-Com. Rear-Corn. Purser.

Central Div..W. R. Huntington.E. W. Hasten T. H. Stryker,
Rome, N. Y.

Atlantic Dlv.W. P. Stephens L. B. Palmer F. L. DunneU,
186 Jerolemon St., Brooklyn.

N'thern Div. .Robert Tyson S. S. Robinson Colin Fraser, Toronto.
KasternDiv..H. E. Rlee, M. D Maxton Holmes H. D Marsh,

Springfield, Mass.
Applications for memoerslilp must be made to division pursers, accom-

panied by the recommendation of an active member and the sum of $2.00
for entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
the general A. C. A. camp shall pay $1.00 tor camp expenses. Application
sent to the Sec'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnished with printed forms of applicati on by address-
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—C. J. Stedman, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Vice-Commodore—T. .1. Kirknatrick. Springfield, O.
Rear-Commodore- Thos. S. Gates, Columbus, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J. B. Keogb, Chicago, Hi.

FIXTURES.
August.—. Pequot Meet, Thimble Islands.

7-23. A. C. A. Meet, Stave Island. St. Lawrence River.
SEPTEMBER.

2. Arlington, Annual, Arling- 7. Puritan, Record Races, No. 5.

ton, N. J. 14. lanthe, Annual, Newark.
7. Brooklyn, Annual, postponed.

BROOKLYN C. C—A race was sailed on Saturday, Aug. 3, for
the Brooklyn C. C. challenge cup. The course was triangular,
although a strong ebb tide made it practically to leeward and
return, insuring a good race. Com. Wilkin's Queen Bess had the
best of the start, but Niente, Mr. F. L. DunneU, overhauled her
on the run out and turned the first mark ahead. Here the wind-
ward work began and it looked like a victory for Queen Bess, as
she immediately took a windward position, but only for a short
time, for Niente began to outfoot her and gained a lead on the
second tack, which she held to the finish. Phoenix, Mr. W. McK.
Miller, the only other starter, did not finish.

A.C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlantic Division: C. W. Burroughs,
New Jersey. Eastern Division: W. F. Stevens, Portland, Me.

^mwer
L
H to i^mrespandente.

S. N. R., Pawtucket.—We will make inquiries for you.
Insect Powder, Ridge Hill, Mass.—See article on fleas and lice

in kennel department.
H. B., England.—For the bullfrogs apply to Eugene G. Black-

ford, Fulton Market, New York.
G. W. M., Chattanooga, .Tenn.—For the ornithologist's tools

apply to John Wallace, No. 16 North Wiiiiam street, New York.
S. Y. M., Toledo, O.—The Illinois prairie chicken season will

open Sept. 1 and close Nov. 1; the quail season will open Oct. 1
and run to Dec. I.

E. A. BM New York.—For membership in New Jersey societies
you may apply to the West Jersey Game Protective Society,
Chas. H. Barnard, Secretary, Gloucester City, N. J ., or to W. L.
Force, Secretary New Jersey Game and Fish Protective Society,
Plainfield, N. J. Certificates from either apply throughout the
State.

Sport, Nyack—You can kill ruffed grouse in Maine after Sept.
1, hut large game is protected to Oct. 1, at which date the "fishing
for trout will close.

&

Reader, Ansonia, Corm.-For trout fry apply to your Fish
Commissioners Wm. M. Hudson, Hartford; James A. Bill, Lyme;
Robert B. Chalkm, Saybrook. '

Ornithologist, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.—Please tell me how I can
obtain a naturalist's license. Ans. Apply to Mr. J. E Allen
American Museum of Natural History, Central Park, New York

'

•

DVAIlI) 9^HE<?S '
St

' plair.-Where can good black bass flv-fishl
ing be had m September, within a day's travel of Philadelphia?
Ans. Try the Susquehanna River in the vicinity of Towanda, or of
Renovo.
R^v-T^ st.an<lard American target counts 2 forix 6ft. space

outside of first circle, 3 for 46m. diameter circle, 4 for 26in circle
5 for 19 68-100in. circle, 6 for 14 80-100in. circle, 7 for llin circle 8
for 8in. circle, 9 for 5 54-100in. circle, and 10 for 3 36-100in. circle
Cestrian, Bowdon, England.—1. You will find trout fishiiifr'm

California; and the tackle stores there are so well supplied with
suitable goods that you may leave the purchasing of tackle until
your arrival. 2. The small game includes quail, doves and hares;and there is capital wildfowl shooting.
X. Y. Z.-l. Will a telescope sight be of any use to old eyes in

shooting squirrels and other small game in the woods? 2. Arethey of any practical use to the hunter in a general way? 3 Is
the Rural Manufacturing Company of Philadelphia reliable?
Ans. 1. Yes. 2. They are of good service under certain conditions
of rest shooting. 3. We believe it to be.
T. C. S., Detroit.—All the revolvers will "jump," even the best

grades; but you can to a great degree remedv this bv preparing
your own cartridges, using lighter loads. The two makes vouname are of surprising accuracy when held right, as demonstratedm the shooting galleries, but they are there shot with specially
prepared loads.

v 3

A. B.< Lancaster county, Pa.—1. The name "Bob White" is ap-
plied to the bird commonly called "quail." "Wells's" contention
is that the bird is not a true quail. In this he is right, but it is
too late in the day now to think of correcting the erroneous
nomenclature. 2. There is no well-defined line between amateur
and professional trap shots; the distinctions now made are not
based on any hard-and-fast rule, but certain individuals are re-
cognized professionals and are so treated.
C. G.. Rye, N. Y.—Can you inform me how the shooting of small

birds can be stopped? Every Sunday it is a continual bang all
day. I am aware of the law, but our game keeper lives far from
this place, and, if I should complain to him, 1 have my doubts of
his taking any action in the matter. I tried to eret the justice of
the peace of my village interested in the protection of the small
birds, but he says if I will make a complaint he will take action.
Now, how is a stranger going to make a complaint against onewhom he has never seen before? Ans. The proper course is to lay
the matter before your district protector. Dr. Willett Kidd, New-
burgh, who will undoubtedly give it his attention.
Aztec—1. Of what brand is the dead shot powder mentioned in

your gun tests? 2. I find the abridged A. O. U. Check List does
not help to identify birds. What work would you recommend
for that purpose? Does the unabridged Check List of the A. O. U
or of Coues give full descriptions and characters of the birds?
It I must have a larger work, will Ridgwav's "Manual" or
Coues's ' Key" be most likely to meet the requirements of Mex-
ico? 3. Is Trumbull's "Names and Portraits" confined to the
United States? 4. What is the scientific name of the turtledove?
Ans. 1. Made by the American Powder Mills, Boston, Mass. 2.
Ridgway's "Manual" will answer your purpose for Mexican
birds. 3. Trumbull's work professes to apply to the eastern half
of the United States. 4. The turtle dove, also called the mourn-
ing dove and Carolina dove, is the Zenaidura manroura.

QUERIES AND REQUESTS.
H. R. S., Philapelphia, writes: I would like to be one of a party

of two or three to fish and hunt for large game in Colorado or
Idaho about Sept. 1, lor recreation and pleasure.
E. L. R. asks: Can any of your numerous readers inform me

where a party of three can go in Virginia and find sport for a
month wuh turkey, deer, bear, etc ? We are willing to go anv
distance to find plenty of game and few hunters.
G. D. L. writes: Have any of the readers of the Forest and

Stream us^d hollow pointed bullets of .38-cal. rifle cartridge 1 I
use a .38-55-255, and it gives fair results with solid bullet; but
would like some one who has experience with the hollow point of
that caliber to give his opinion of the matter.
X. Y. Z. writes: I expect to start about Sept. 1 for a hunting

trip in British Columbia. Would like a companion. Fi•om the
aquamtance 1 have already formed both of persons and places, I
confidently expect a pleasant and successful trip. I don't care so
much whether my companion has much experience in hunting,
camping, etc. (although that is desirable, of course), as that lie be
companionable and able to put up with some of the inconven-
iences without grumbling.
A party of two sportsmen who are going to Montana for big

game would like the pleasure of spending a day or two with some
readers of Forest and Stream having good dogs, on the line of
Northern Pacific R. R. in Dakota, after chickens, ducks and
geese. Being in moderate circumstances, in exchange, should
any reader see fit to entertain them, they will extend the same
goodfellowship to the party for a grouse and quail hunt in their
native State. References given if desired. Address Sportsman,
Box 442, Towanda, Pa.

Beecham'S Pills act like magic on a weak stomach.—Adv.

HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on TreatmentofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free.
cokes ( Fevers, Congestions, Inflammation,
A.A. \ gpmal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
^'J?'""« train8 ' lameness, Rheumatism.
C. C.--Di8teinper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D—Bots or Grabs, Worms.
E.E.-.C'oughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
J.I.«Ernptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.—Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,
_ Witch Hazel Oil and Medicator, $7.00
Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.
Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream Pile Binders.
PRICK, •l.OO.

FOR &ALE AT THIS OFFICE.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

ABBEY «fc IMBRIE,
No. 18 VE8BT STREET, NEW YORK.

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN,
Sixootizn.g' and ZFlsIb-Ing1 Su-its

AND CLOTHING FOR
CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, LUMBERMEN, ONERS, ETC.

Write for our new combined Catalogue with samples of Imported

4^^^Corduroys, Moleskin, Mackintosh, Canvas and Flannels* 3*

SEE OUR NEW SHADES OF ENGLISH CORDUROY. Address TJ3P. «3c JMEQ., Valparaiso, Indiana,
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NCHESTER
FELT GUN WADS

THE BEST. fBLACW
.EDGE,,

White Felt Wads, 3-8 inch Thick, Equal to the Best Imported Bag Wads.

our Dealer or Tliem.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,

Send for 76-Page Illustrated Catalogue. HAVEIRT, OOKTKT.
NOTICE TO FISHERMEN. CUT PRICES.

HEBE I IT W ILL PAY YOUAM AGAIN AS USUAL, CUTTING THE PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE.
TO BUY YOUR TACKLE IN BROOKLYN.

PRICE. PRICE.
$2.75 For Split Bamboo Salt-Wat.-r Bass Rod, 6 strip, 2 joints, 8ft., 20oz., Solid Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Double G-uides. Silk Wound Black Beaded Handle $2 75

3.S2 For Split Bamboo Black Ba=s Rod, %tt., 3 joints, 10 or lioz., Solid Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Raised Tie Guides, Extra Tip, Silk Wound, Wood Form 3.32

3.32 For Trout or Black Bass FJy Rod, same finish as above, lOJft., 7 to 9oz., complete in wood form 3.82

.90 For Ash and Laucewood Weakfish or Striped Bass Rod, Hollow Butt, Extra Tip, Swelled Ferrules 90

1.50 For Fine No. 0 Brass Multiplying Reel, Balance Handle, Screw Qil Cup, holds 600ft. 18-thread Linen Line, diameter 3Jin. Also Nos. 0, 1, 2, 3, same price. See catalogue 1.50

3.75 For Hard Rubber and Nickel Multiplying: Reel, with Drag, Raised Pillars, holtfs 600ft. 15-thread Linen LiLe 3.75

Hooks. Down go the prices. My best quality all kinds swelled on single gut, lOcts. per doz. ; double, 15cts. ; treble, 20cts. ; in J doz. packages. Leaders: Treble gut Weakfish and Striped

Bass Leaders, three length, 5cts. ; four length, 7cts. , five length, 9cts. ; all best quality. Reel Lines on BjocIss of 300ft., 9 thread, 38cts. ; 12 thread, 48cts. : 15 thread, 46cts. ; 18 thread,

53cts. 300lt. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Blocks, 4lcts. Broken lots oi Hooks from best manufacture, all kinds and sizes, 2cts. per dozen. SEIND FOR CATALOGUE.

Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N, Y.

PILLSs.,v
For Bilious and Nervous Disorders, such as Wind and Pain in the Stomach, Sick Headache. Gfddlness,

Fulness, and Swelling after Meals, Dizziness and Drowsiness, Cold Chills, Flushings of Heat, Loss ol

Appetite. Shortness of Breath, Costivenes, Scurvy, Blotches on the Skin, Disturbed Sleep, Frightful

Dreams, and all Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c. THE FIRST DOSE WILL GIVE RELIEF IN

TWENTY MINUTES. This is no fiction. Every sufferer is earnestly invited to try one Box ofthese
Pills, and they will beacknowledged to be a WonderfulMedicine.-"Worth a guinea ahox."-
BEECHAM'SPILLS, taken as directed, will quickly restorefemales to complete health. For a

WEAK STOMACH; IMPAIRED DIGESTION; DISORDERED LIVER;
they ACT LIKE MAGIC :—«few doses will work wonders upon the Vital Orqans ; Strengthening
the muscular System; restoring long-lost Complexion; bringing back the keen edge of appetite,
and arousing with the ROSEBUD OF HEALTH the whole physical energy ofthe human frame.
These are " facts " admitted by thousands, in all classes of society, and one of the best guaran-
tees to the Nervous and Debilitated is that BEECHAM'S PILLS HAVE THE LARGEST SALE OF ANY
PATENT MEDICINE IN THE WORLD, Full directions with each Box.

Prepared only by THOS. BEECfU 31, St. Helens, Lancashire, England.
Sold bp Druggists generally. B. F. ALLEN & CO., 365 and 367 Canal St., New York, Sole
Agents for the United States, who, (if your druggist does not keep them,)

WILL MAIL BEECHAM'S PILLS ON RECEIPT OF PRICE 25 CENTS A BOX.

J. StevensArms andTool Co.
P. O. Box 4100, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Send for our large 5.3-page Illustrated Catalogue.

MANUFACTJTRERS OF THE

STEVENS PATENT
Breecl-Loaflii, Sptii rot Hunter's Pet Rifles,

Single ana JoiMe Shot 6111s, Pocket Mes
The Beat Scores on Record in America, from 10 to 50 yards, have been

made with the Stevens Pistol.

STEVENS TARGET PISTOX,.
Known throughout the world as possessing unsurpassed accuracy, perfect of

form and finish. The professional shots all unhesitatingly select the Stevens Pistols
to perform the most difficult feats of marksmanship.

Our KTe'w Cigarette
t, As the result of long^labor and careful study we have this superb
Cigarette to offer. It cannot be surpassed in purity or excellence; and
is a novelty, unique, chaste and daintv. It is from the highest cost
Virginia and North Carolina leaf.

Tlie finest Smoking Mixtures „ t/jMaisi 9 n*i
are of our Manufecture. |fM, KimDALL » t*U.,

Filteas First Prias Medala. rochestek, m. v.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. K I FFE,
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

SPORTSMEN SMOKERS
SHOULD ALL SMOKE OUR CELEBRATED

Hand-Made Havana Cigars.
MADE IN TWO STYLES AND SIZES.

L0NDRES PERFEGTO, 5in. long @ $7.00 per 100
CONCHAS ESPECLALS, 434in. © 6.00

"

The favorite cigar of Rod and Gun Clubs generally.
These cigars are made of the choicest tobaccos grown,
and selected with the greatest care. They cannot fail

to suit the taste of all lovers of the fragrant weed. Each
cigar has the brand impressed on it, and every box has
a label, fac-simile of the title of the popular journal,
and our firm's signature, without which none are genu-
ine. We are the only authorized manufacturers of the
above brand, and to insure the smoker of the genuine
we would ass you to send us your orders direct. We
will deliver, free of express charges, either size, on re-
ceipt of price.

A. W. FOQTE & CO., Sole Manufacturers,
1SS Maiden Lane. Now York.

ABOUT GLOVES.
When you are buying gloves, kid or

dogskin, for driving or street wear, remem-
ber that there is such a thing as a price that
is too cheap. It is best to pay a lair price
and get good gloves like H utchiusou's.
They are made from selected stock in the
be»l manner and are warrautedtobe the
most serviceable made. If you want to know
more about gloves in general and Hutchin-
son's gloves in particular, enclose stamp for
the book "'A BOUT Gi.OVE*." No mat-
ter where you live or what you do it will

interest you. It gives a history of gloves and Illustra-
tions of their use. prices of the different styles and qual-
ities, directions for measurement and ordering, also
testimonials from those who know the value of
Hutchinson's gloves, established 1862.
JOHN C. HUTCHINSON, Johnstown, N. Y.

Canned Goods,
SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR YACHTING

AND CAMPING PURPOSES.
Over 40 years' experience. None but the BEST

of EVERYTHING used, bv the most skillful and
experienced hands. No Glucose or Blue Vitriol
used. Call and examine for yourself.

WILLIAM COHEN & CO.,

829 and 231 Washington street. New York.

THE SURPRISE mi
For SPORTSMAN'S USE. Be*

i. i — sides our regular cart for
iBoad Speeding and Track Pur-
poses, we manufacture the only cart
especially adapted for hunters' use,
having gun holder, amunition box, etc.

Send direct to the manufacturers for
wholesale prices and circulars.

WINANS, PRATT& CO. k&BSSK.S'Ss&i.

AND
BOAT

Fourth edition, 264 pages 52 plates. Price $2.

! ores! and Stream Publishing Co,

New York N. Y.

London: DAVIES & CO.. 1 Finch Lane.

SHALL YACHTS.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by the

Ruling Types of Modern Practice. With
Numerous Plates and DlustrationB.

—BY—
O. P. ECNHABDT.

Cloth, 870 pages of type and illustrations, and 70

mates. Size of page, 14}^xl2^. Price $7.00.

FOB SALE BY THE

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..
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LAUNCHES AND PLF45CMRF RIHTS

STEAM YAUHTS, t9 to 5utt. in lengtn. RA
CINE AUTOMATIC MARINE ENGINES AND
BO ILERS, OIL FUEL. Owner his own engineer.
Celebrated Racine Row Boats and Canoes.
Hunting and Fishing Boats a specialty, $30 and
upwards. Send stamps for separate catalogue,
specifying line of goods desired.

THOMAS KANE & CO..
137 & 139 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

SPORTSMAN'

S

Cainpiiig or Fishing Tesii
OV AMj KINDS, SHAPES AND 8ISE8,

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most approved style*
Also awnings for store fronts, windows, yacht hoate
etc. New style of Canoe Tente made at low figures
Flags, Burgees and covers of ah kinds. Cam)
Stoves, Damp Chairs, Sacking Bottoms, Hammocks
all kinds of Fancy Tents, and in fact anything madf
from canvas when an intelligent description lis giver

of what may be needed. My beautifully illuslrater

circular now ready. Send stamp for price Ust. Ad
dress 8. HEMflTBWWAY. 60 South st„ N. Y. City

H1UUIN8 * O I ¥*rOKD,
GLOUCESTER. MASS.

Manufacture to order Yachts, Bowhoats, Yawl*
Excelsior Life Boats and Seine Boats. Two medal
awarded at the London Exhibition. 1,000 boat
built the last thirteen years.

<3«nr1 for Wow Clataloirnft tar IRK?.

Boston Yacht Agency.
43 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.

Yacht Designers & Brokers
Designers of the Mabel F. Swift, Sharon, Mar-

guerite, Jester, Siren, Ariel, Eureka, Mermaid
Caribou and others. Agents for Mansfield's
Hollow Spars. Catalogues of yachts for sale
mailed on application.

G-. F. CLARK & CO.
R. v. Clark. J Bottotw

W. K. Pryor. G. F. Clark.

W. K. PRYOR & CO.,

Yacht and Boat Builders.
Shop and Railway foot of M St.. 8. Boston.

Estimates and contracts made for all kinds of
Yacht work. Yachts hauled out and stored for
the winter. First class work at reasonable rates.

OflloV 43 Mil* «tT*«*>t. Hnrtnn. Mmb.

The Spring Lake Clinker Boat Manufacturing Go

BUILDERS OF ROW BOATS.
All Pearson's Celebrated Model. Send for cata-
logue. Spring JLabe, Ottawa Co., Mich,

Marine Boiler Works,
Charleston, Kauawlia, W. Va.

"Best boiler for yachts."—J. A. Bostwiek, N.Y.
"The only boiler giving sn tisfaction."—E. S.

Stokes. N. Y. "Increased our speed at least two
miles."—Painter Bros., Pittsburgh. "Has given
the best possible results."-Capt. Tozier, U.S.R.M.

A. WILSON,
Sail IVTalxor,

No. 416 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
Yacht Sails and Flags a Specialty.

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGAKETTE.

CARTAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as .pos-

sible for the construction of a canoe 13f t, bm.X
27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the

simple operations are within reach ot the SKiil ot

any careful amateur. No technical terms are

used and the successive operations are carefully

described in detail, each step being made clear

before proceeding to the next. Illustrated; paper

48 pages; price 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

I

Manufactured only b,v

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.
DODGE'S PATENT

Collapsing, Folding, Landing and

Minnow Net Frame.

No. I represents the frame unfolded and expanded,
read j- for use. Can be unfolded and expanded with the
net on the ring (in SO seconds) by the same motion that
is used to open ari umbrella. The ring is 12in. in diame-
ter, made or steal, broad and strong where it, joins the
staff, and narrow aeti 1 issht a t the outer side. The other
working parts are made of brass, nickel plated. Nos. 2
and S represent the frame collapsed and folded, staff un-
jointed ready to pack. Can be carried in tackle box,
trout basket, grip sack or pocket.

PRICE COMPLETE, $4.00.

J i. mm. Vt Division St.. Detroit. Mich

No Chemicals.

W.Mer&Co/s

Breakfast

Cocoa
Is Absolutely Pure,

and it Is Soluble.

To increase the solubility of the powdered cocoa, vari-

ous expedients are employed, most of them being based

upon the action of some alkali, potash, soda or even am-
monia. Cocoa which has been prepared by one of these

chemical processes, can usually be recognized at once by

the distinct alkaline reaction of the infusion in water,

W. Baker & Co.'s Breakfast Cocoa

is manufactured from the first stage to the last by per-

fect mechanical processes, >«o chemical being
used in its preparation. By one of the most

ingenious of these mechanical processes the greatest de-

gree of fineness is secured without the sacrifice of the

attractive and beautiful red color which is characteristic

of an absolutely pure and natural cocoa.

W. Baker & Go., Dorchester, Mass.

LOG CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and

method of building log cabins from the sim-

plest dog kennel bo highly artistic dwellings.

Everyone going into the woods and designing

to construct his shelter with the materials at

hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple

and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter ot-

to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of

detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

Hotels and %mtt% Ux $$mtmm.

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having the patent

INTURNED EDGE.

When planning your summer piscatorial tour
remetnher thai: this company controls over 4,100
miles of railway, equipped in the most approved
modern style, and passing through a magnificent
country, noted for its unsurpassed facilities for
sport.

A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
PORTLAND, ME.—For salt water fish.

RANGELEY LAKES (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel, Me.V-
For brook trout, pickerel, yellow perch, rock bass.

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS (via Gorharn, N. H.)-For
pickerel, trout, bass, cusk.

THE SALMON RESORTS of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

LAKE ST. JOHN DISTRICT.—For Ouinaniehe (reached
via Quebec).

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (in the neighborhood of
the line for 400 miles).—For mascalonge, pike, bass,
whiteflsh, pickerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLANDS (via Gananoque or Kings-
ton).—For pickerel, black boss, mascalonge, pike.

iVlTJSKOKA LAKES (the best place on the continent for
fishing, shooting and cumping, reached from various
points on Northern and Northwestern Division).—For
brook and salmon truilt, black bass, mascalonge
pickerel.

parry sound and Georgian bay.—For:pickeiei,
mascalonge. black baas.

LAKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN,
(via stations at all principal ports).—For tho varieties
of fish for which they are noted.

LAKE SUPERIOR (via Collingwood. Wiafton, Sarnia,
in connection with steamship lines).—For lake trout,
etc.

The charges for hotels, guides, and camping at
many of the fishing waters named above, are ex-
tremely low. Full particulars oE same, with
many valuable hints as to ha its, best months and
general facilities arc published in a pamphlet
entitled "FistaiaK and Hunting Resorts of
tlie Grand Trunk Railwuy." which mil be
furnished gratuitously on application to any of
the company's principal agents, or of the Gen-
eral Passenger Agent, Montreal, P. Q.

WM. EDGAR, JOSEPH BICKSOV,
Gen. Pass. Agent. Gen. Manager.

T IE3L"m

RAILROAD
DETROIT AND BATTLE LAKES, MINN., afford ex-

cellent fishing for black bass, mascalonge, pike and
other varieties.
First-class hotel accommodations, boat equipment and

services of oarsmen at reasonable rates.

The waters of the Yellowstone, Gallatin, Madison and
Jefferson Rivrrs, in Montana, all immediately accessi-

ble from Livingston, Gallatin and Townsend, are a
revelation to fishermen. These si reams and their num-
erous tributaries abound in GRAYLING and the various
species of speckled trout known as "ROCKY MOUN-
TAIN," "RAINBOW" and "COLORADO." many of which
reach a size unknown in ot'er American wnt-
ers Lakes PEN O D'OREILLE and COEUR 1VALENE

,

in Idaho, are also in immediate proximity to the line

ami with tributary streams yield the finest species of
mountain trout and other varieties.

The SPOKANE RIVER, in Washington Territory, ac-
cessible from Spokane Falls on the main line, is one of
the li nest trout sti earns in the Northwest.

.THE LAKESIDE HOUSE at Lake Pent! dOreille, tor

sportsmen, will be opened by this company in the spring
of '89. Terms reasonable. Attractions and facilities

for sport unsurpassed.
The streams and lakes now comparatively easy of

access, by the Northern Pacific, assure the veteran
sportsman a new experience and a quality of sport not

now attainable in eastern waters.

Special Rates for Sportsmen will be Made to

all Points on the Line.

A handsomely illustrated book entitled "The Wonder
land" will be sent free to any address ou application to

the undersigned and a mention of Forest and Stream,
The preliminary chapters contributed by John Hyde,
F. R. are descriptive of the Fishing Resorts along the

line of the N. P. R. R., the Yellowstone Park, Lake
or d'Alene and p utre f Sound Resorts. The chapters
rough Wonderland," etc., written by Lieutenant
lerick Sehwatka. the celebrated explorer and writer,

descriptive of the "INLAND PASSAGE," THE
NORTHWEST PACIFIC COAST AND THE TOURISTS'
ROUTE TO ALASKA. Other publications of interest

ill also be forwarded. . ,OHA«. S. FEE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent,

St. Paul, Minn.
Or, C. B. K I NNAN, Agent Passenger Dep't

319 Broadyvay, New York City.

2,000 shots out of each 1,000 targets on aoc< unt
of non-breakage in shipping, trapping and fall-

ing upon ground. The only target made with
the Intttkned Edgb. producing the surest break-
er when hit, and surest non-breaker when not
hit. Our trans are sold for the sole purpose of

shooting our targets.

Canadian Pacific Railway.

NEW TERRITORY
FOR THE

Do you want the very cream of Canadian big game
hunting, salmon, speckled trout, bass fishing, etc., etc.,

or to spend a summer holiday with canoe and camera?

THEN READ CAREFULLY THE FOLLOWING LIST.

The magnificent hunting grounds and trout streams of
the ROCKY MOUNTAINS for bear, sheep, goat, panther,
elk, deer, etc., and mountain trout; the grand prairies
and woodlands of the Canadian Northwest for moose,
elk, antelope, deer, bear, swan, geese, grouse, duck and
myriads of other waterfowl; the far-famed Neplgon and
kindred waters on the north shore of Lake Superior for
sttperb speckled trout and whiteflsh; the Lake Superior
and Sault Ste Marie regions for trout, lunge, black bass,
bear, deer, grouse and duck; Lake NIPISSING and TROUT
LAKE for deer, grouse, duck, and all varieties of game
fisht the OTTAWA and MATTAWA rivers and their
tributaries for explorations by canoe, bear, deer, grouse

i

etc.. and speckled trout and black bass fishing equal to
the best tmoose and earibctliare'protected until 1895); the
NORTH SHORE of the St. Lawrence River and LAKE ST;
JOHN, and the region north of the City of QUEBEC for
cariboui grouse; salmon, speckled trout and winninish;
The RIDEAU LAKES and other famous waters in On-
tario for canoeing, camping and black bass fishing, and
the forests surround Ingthem for deer ami uronse; LAKE
MEGANTIC and MOOSEHEAD LAKE for moose; caribou;
deer and grouse, and trout and landlocked salmon in
adjacent lakes and their tributaries; the world-re-
nowned rivers and forests of NEW BRUNSWICK and
NOVA SCOTIA for noble salmon, and moose and cari-
bou, Ail of these are traversed by the Great Canadian
Pacific Railway system, and they are the very finest
portions of Canada for the sportsman and angler. Most
of the points mentioned are new territory, only lately-

rendered accessible, where such a thing as over-hunting
or too close fishing will be unknown for many years.
Illustrated descriptive guide books of summer tours

and hunting and fishing resorts furnished on applica-
tion to

E. V. SKINNER, . . i . 358 Broadway, New York:

C. E, McPHERSON, ! . 211 Washington street, Bostom
t. F LEE; .282 Clarke street, Chicago.

OR TO

R. KERR,
General Passenger Agent,

WINNEPEG.

P. McNICOIiL.
General Passenger Agent,

MONTREAL.

LAKE GEORGE, BROOKDALE FARM (30o

acres) on Silver Bay. bei ween Sabbath Day
Point and Hague; accommodates sixty. A select
family resort, combining the simplicity and free-
dom of farm life with the conveniences and
comforts of a first-class hotel. Sanitary condi-
tions and water supply are perfect. A lawn of 10
acres, orchard of 15 trees, tennis courts, tine
boats, good teams. Fishing and hunting are ex-
cellent. The most successful house on Lake
George this season. Terms for September, $8 to
S12 per week. References given and asked for.
Prospectus sent. J. .1. WILSON, Pro-
Broadway, "New York.

'roprietor, 359

WANTED.—LIVE DEER, PRAIRIE CRICK-
ens, partridge, quail and turkeys. Address

full particulars, Box 3350, P. O. New York City.
aulo,4t

TROUT STREAM.
For Sale—1000 acres of land within four miles

of the city of Cheboygan, Mich., on which there
is five miles of the best stocked trout stream in
Michigan; hatching house, two dwellings, ice

house, barn, stables, etc., which cost over $3000,

and forty acres of cleared land, all for $10,000;

$3000 in cash, balance in five or eight years at 7

per cent. IU health is the owner's only reason
for selling. Apply to WM. ELLIOT, Box 204,

Cheboygan, Mich. inayl6,3mo

HOUND MOUNTAIN LAZE.

A New Trout FisMi ana Hunting Resort,

KENNEDY SMITH, so long and favorably
Known to sportsmen and summer tourists who
have visited the Dead River Region, has within
the past year built the best set of camps in

Maine. All are neatly furnished and will be
kept in a first-class manner; plenty of very nice

boats. Trout are plenty and rise well to a fly.

Large and small game very plenty. This camp
has no equal for lake and mountain scenery in

Northern Maine. High up among the mountains
over 2,000ft. above sea level. Pure air; no hay
fever. For any other information address

KENNEDY SMITH, Eustis, Me.

Bromfield House, Boston.

EUROPEAN PLAN.

MESSENGER, Proprietor,

TO LEASE.
One of the best shooting and fishing grounds

of about 2,000 acres land and water. Located in
Virginia at thirty miles from Norfolk. Desir-
able place for a club. Apply to SAM P. DUNN,
53 Whitehall st., New York City.

I WILL SELL BALLARD RIFLE. MID-
range, .33-40: cost Sod, and $15 worth of am-

munition and tools, for $25; also Colt .45-cal.

douMe action revolver, $8, almost new, S. P.,

71 Wall street.. New York. It

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foxhounds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,

--p- bred and for sale by W.
GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
Send stamp for circular and price list.

LIVE WHITE HARES {Lepus Ajmencanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per pair.

Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish

and Gam6 Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,

Me .
decl6,tf

LIVE QUAIL. - SEASON CLOSED. Re-open
Sept. 1. Send orders early. Other special-

ties, live deer and English pheasants. Also Eng-
lish partridge and pheasant eggs.

E. B. WOODWARD. Commission Merchant,
174 Chambers street. New York.

WILD RICE. -THE GREATFST WILD-
fowl food. Send your orders row for fresh

seed. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wi*. aul.t f
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THE TEAM ABROAD.

IN their visit to Great Britain the Massachusetts men
achieved success because they deserved, it. They

won their way to the front by hard work, and had defeat

met them on British soil no one would have been more

surprised than the shooting members of this squad.

They had the best arms and the best method, and these

advantages enabled them to vanquish as good or better

men shooting upon home ranges.

The managing spirit uf the trip had laid out a neat plan

of campaign. In a quiet unassuming way he had drawn

on matches with several representative shooting corps

among the English volunteers. With characteristic

Biiti h complacency, the home teams were qu te con-

fident of success, and the way in which the Yankee

visitors bowled over one aft^r another of the strong

teams pitted against them must have very much sur-

prised the discomfited ones.

The scores were not very extraordinarj% no great revo-

lution in shooting matters is to follow the trip, but what

was done and how it was done ought to set some of those

who dominate in shooting c'rcles abroad thinking and

acting. It was the adjustable rear sight which helped

more than any other one thing, was the confession of the

American victors. Will the rules of Wimbledon, at once

I so fixed and so complicated, be amended so as to get the

best shooting irons into the hands of the men instead of as

now, being framed with the seeming one object of seeing

how well the men can shoot under the most repressive

regulations?

It is nonsense to say that the sight is not a practical

field device. It is the arrangement of a reguLar army
officer and has the i- dorsement of every military man.

That it has n©t been tried in any deadlycampaign is sim-

ply because of our luck as a pacific nation. It would not

be well for those who advocate the Martini to fall back

on its campaign record.

Perhaps some day, when a few more American teams

have iterated and reiterated the lesson, the British may
lfearn -tk*s "kna$£ of team coaching in a Way to bring a

company of fairly good shots up to a total which a group

of brilliant shots, each for himself and Old Nick for the

aggregate, never can equal.

The team deserves all the praise which can be put upon
them. The discipline was excellent. The work was
done in a quiet, effective fashion, without any hurrah

effort or claptrap surroundings. The men won good

opinions because they deserved them, and, having had a

good time, come home again to draw public attention to

the fact that it was a Massachusett team, and that not

anothpr of these two-score Commonwealths is able to put

a similar team in the field. Why not? Because rifle

practice is not yet appreciated at its full value, and

in many States the Guard is not yet out of its target-

company uselessness.

THE JEKYL ISLAND PHEASANTS.
V\7 E have given statistics from time to time of the

* ' progress of the pheasant product of the Jekyl

Island Club (occupying an island near Brunswick, Geor-

gia), and especially of the hatching of the first birds im-

ported, seventy-eight, from which were raised, a year ago

this last spring, the surprising number of 1,000 birds, all

of which arrived at maturity and were turned loose to

take care of themselves, which they have done.

With a view to continuing the experiment of import-

ing brood buds, and as a further test of success, the club

decided not to take up any of the original birds over the

product for hatching purposes, but sent to England again

for fresh birds. A coop of fifty were shipped and but one

bird was lost. The other forty-nine were landed in

healthy condition; and they proceeded immediately to

business. The result of this second experiment has been

equally gratifying. At last report from the game keeper

960 had been hatched, which did not represent the num-

ber of eggs laid, which was 1,600, by this small flock of

birds. The eggs are placed under the common barnyard

hens for hatching and raising. Owing to a scarcity of

hens the eggs are not all utilized, and a few were addled

by thunderstorms. It will be seen that it was in the

possibilities to have raised perhaps 1,200 birds from the

49, which would have been a most wonderful product

and certainly a very encouraging result.

The future pheasant shooting of the club is an assured

fact, as already there must be, with the raising of this

year and last added to the natural work of the wild birds,

as many as 2,500 or 8,000 healthy birds on the island with

which to open the season. The club contemplate making

all preparations another year for setting 5,000 eggs. No
wonder membership in the Jekyl Club is so eagerly

sought and hard to obtain.

FISHCULTURE IN THE NATIONAL PARK.

THE project of stocking with food fLh certain waters

in the National Park which are now barren has often

been discussed by some of those most interested in the

reservation, and it now seems likely that this matter may
really be taken in hand.

At the solicitation of Captain Boutelle, Col. McDonald,

U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries, recently visited the

Park, and made an examination of certain of these

waters, which he believes can be stocked with game fish

to the great advantage of the Park and the public.

It has long been remarked as a singular fact that the

headwaters of one branch of the Snake River—that on

which Shoshone and Lewis Lakes are situated—contain

no fish above the falls, and the same thing is true of the

heads of the Gibbon and Gardiner rivers, above their

falls. This fact would suggest that the streams of this

region were peopled by migration, but against that theory

stands the fact that the waters of Yellowstone River and

Lake above the Falls are abundantly supplied with trout.

However that may be, it is beyond question that three

river systems in this region, together with innumerable

lakes, are without fish, while other waters, hardly a

stone's throw distant, teem with trout.

Three species of fish of excellent quality are found in

this region. These are the trout, the grayling and a

whitefish. The last named, though a good fish, is not

nearly so valuable as the two first. It would be an ad

mirable thing if trout and grayling could be planted in

these'barren waters, but Commissioner McDonald looks

at this subject from a broader standpoint, and sees the

grand opportunity whioh the Park offers for experiments

on the acclimatization of certain species of fish foreign

fa these w^terg. He hw expressed Mms'eTf as deBirohs

of introducing into one of these river systems the brown
trout of Europe; the Eastern brook trout might be intro-

duced in another, and the grayling in the third; or the

brown trout and the grayling might do well together in

the same stream, as is the case in European waters.

It seems altogether likely, providing a fuller examina-

tion of the streams shall justify it, that a fish hatchery

will before long be established in the Park, and a system-

atic effort made to increase the supply and the number
of varieties of fish in this most beautiful national pre-

serve. The thorough stocking of streams which flow into

both Atlantic and Pacific oceans is an important matter,

and should be undertaken with as little delay as possible.

The project is one which is equally interesting, whether

viewed from an economic or from a purely scientific

standpoint.

SNAP SHOTS.

WE have had occasion more than once to allude to

the trait of human nature which makes it so

much easier for a man who is cognizant of unlawful

shooting and fishing practices, to sit down and write a

complaint of them to send to a distant journal, than to do

anything practical in the way of punishing the offenders.

A Vermont correspondent recently reported in our col-

umns that the six-inch trout law of that State was being

generally enforced. In response to this some one wrote

to him from a town in eastern Vermont, relating that the

law was there commonly violated; this informant was
urged by him to lay his information before Warden
Frank H. Atherton, of Waterbury, who would punish

violators. And that was the end of it, as it is in nine

cases out of ten. The only moral is, that if a person is

unwilling to do his individual part toward enforcing the

law, he ought not to complain because others fail to do

their part.

Light on the woodcock andworm question: According to

the last Smithsonian report the Hupa Indians, in Hum-
boldt county, California, relish angleworms as a delicacy.

In the autumn, when the ground has been well soaked by

the rains, the Yuki housekeeper takes her "woman stick,"

a pole 6ft. long and l^in. thick, sharpened and fire-hard-

ened at the end; and thrusting this into the ground about

a foot in depth, twists it around in every direction, so

agitating the earth that the worms come to the Burface

in large numbers for a radius of two or three feet, and

are scooped up for soup. "Frequently," says the report,

"the worms are brought to the surface by the Indians

dancing over the ground to make the game uncomfort-

able below." The Indians of Round Valley punch a pole

as far as possible into the damp earth, work it back and

forward, and by pressure drive out the worms, which

they eat raw or make into soup. Now, may it not be

true that when the woodcock bores for worms it pro-

cures them in three ways, by seizing any which it may
come upon directly in boring, by agitating the earth by

successive borings, thus driving the prey to the surface,

and further by the dancing, stamping or beating with

the wings described by observers?

A movement is on foot to go to the New York Legisla-

ture at its next session with the plan of converting a por-

tion of the Adirondack wilderness into a public park.

The rapidity and certainty with which the forest lands

are being denuded by lumbermen, and all the choicest

hunting, fishing and camping grounds are taken up by

individuals and clubs, emphasize the importance of put-

ting through the park project at once if it is to be done

ever.

The "camp cure" has proved efficacious in scores of

instances. A correspondent whose pseudonym is well

known adds as a postscript to a letter: "I then thought,

and, I believe, my friends also, that before this time

there would have been a dozen fines or so in the Forest

and Stream as an obituary notice of 'Kelpie.
1 Camping

out saved me."

Members of the South Fork Club, owners of the Lake

Conemaugh dam, have been sued for damages by some

of the Johnstown victims, and have expressed a determi-

nation to defend the suit. The case will shortly come up

in court. The dam, it is said, will be rebuilt on a smaller

scale than the former one.

The fifteenth of August and the first of September

mark the opening of a number of game seasons, as given

in our Giame Bag and Gup columns,

'
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HUNTING WITHOUT A GUN.
FRESH fields for exploration and adventure have be-

come few and restricted, and if they had not, there
are many who could not and many who would not seek
them.
We, who for one reason or the other never get far from

the ground to which our pioneer grandfathers trans-
planted their families, must content ourselves with hun-
dredth hand exploration and make the most of small
adventures. As we till and mow, with all the ease a
farmer may, the fields that our grandsires smoothed for
us with infinite toil out of the old wilderness, so we float
with only the labor of oar and paddle along the streams
whereon their way was beset with a century's downfall
and drift of bordering forest. Tf afoot we lose our way
and faintly realize what it is to "get lost," it must be in
second-growth woods where we can almost feel the way
of the wind or see it in the drift of the clouds, and we
recover our bearings with little exercise of woodcraft.
It is a greater adventure for us to meet a raccoon than
for them to have encountered a bear; the muskrat and
the mink are rarer sights to our eyes than the beavei
and otter were to theirs, and they saw moose and deer
oftener than we see grouse and woodcock. But we have
more time to look at the little that is left us of the wild
world, and may possibly discover something that was
overlooked by our toiling forefathers.
With such purpose, and with a whole day to devote to it,

I came to the creek this morning, intending to voyage
somewhere, perhaps up the South Slang, diverging there-
from into Goose Creek, and as far up as its narrow chan-
nel would let me, or if another way should invite me
more, down to the mouth of Wonakaketukese and cruise
along the shore of the Bay of the Vessels, or Tip beautiful
Lungahnetsik.
But my purpose and half-formed plans were frustrated

when I found my boat was gone from her soft bed of
mud, borrowed by some one, who had not taken the
trouble of asking, to ferry himself across to the Myer's
Landing. There she was, hauled up on the further
shore, not thirty rods away, "so near and yet so far,"
for between us lay impa'ssable marsh and channel.
Should I wait till the uu licensed borrower returned, or
should I take a three-mile tramp by way of the first

bridge and follow the shore around to where she was
now lying ? It would be long waiting if my unknown
beneficiary should choose to come back by another route,
or not come back at all. and so of the two the longer and
more toilsome seemed the easier and quicker way to re-
gain possession of my boat.
Lighting my pipe and shouldering my paddle, after a

long look up and down the channel in fruitless quest of
some friendly craft that might give me ferriage, I took
the path that boatless generations of red and white men
had trod before me. Frequently it led me under some
old apple trees, the ragged survivors of the old settler,
Davis's orchard, planted a hundred years ago. Near
them is a wild plum tree, a giant of its slow-growing
race, a foot and a half in diameter, standing patriarchal
in a thicket of its sprouts. How the old settler's children
must have delighted in the fruit of this tree—a lusty one
even in their young day—poor little souls, with nothing
to satisfy the child's craving for such fare but what
nature had impartially set for them and bird and beast.
How sweet to their palates were the red horse plums
while they were awaiting the tardy fruitage of these
seedling apple trees.

I fancy that Tom Sweet's bear was on his way to this
tree, doubtless well known to all the bears that ranged
hereabouts, or was returning from it, overladen with a
paunchful of unstoned plums, when the valorous old fish-
erman overtook him in midchannel and beat the life out
of him with his paddle. The elm Tom stripped the bark
from to make a harness for his saddle horse wherewith
to haul his trophy home, has gone the way of most of our
old trees, and I look in vain for a great elm, with a long
scar seaming its trunk, for my imagination to browse
upon.
The apple trees, that for half a century have had no

care, have not lost all characteristics of civilization, but
show a manner of growth very different from the wild
apple trees one finds in pasture land and sometimes in the
woods, when one would not guess what they were but for
their fruit; for they have tall, slender trunks and a thin
ramage of lithe branches, quite unlike what one expects
in the apple tree. The wild tree of the pasture is more
like its neglected brethren of the orchard, scrubby and
beset with sprouts, but with no such mark of the pruning
saw as may be seen on these trees where the square-cut
stumps of limbs jut from the trunk, their ends almost
overgrown with bark and each with a branch of later
growth curving upward therefrom, shaped like a mon-
strous teapot spout. Many yeais have passed since their
branches were thinned but by decay and storm, or their
fruit gathered but by the squirrels.

But what jolly "paring bees" it gave occasion for, up-
roarious with the unrestrained fun of old-time merry-
makings, when all the young folks of ihe wide neighbor-
hood gathered at the house up yonder, to pare, quarter,
core and string the apples. Do I hear the squeak of the
fiddle tuning up for Money Musk, the squawk of make-
believe surprise of a buxom damsel kissed in a romping
game, and the guffaw of the swain who caught her? Or
was I only dreaming, and the sounds that caught my ear
were only the chafing of a branch, the squall of a red-
headed woodpecker, the cawing of a crow? Long ago
the fiddler exchanged his cracked instrument for a golden
harp; the lads and lassies of those days were old men and
women when we were babies, and have slept for many
years beneath the graveyard golden rods; and their
ghosts, if inclined to visit the scenes of their junketings,
would find scarcely a trace of it, for the hearthstone is

under the turf and the chimney bricks are scattered far
and wide.
There is the swaying branch that fooled my ear, there

is the crow, sagging along in flight from shore to shore,
and there the woodpecker, trying his luck at fly- catch-
ing. Old trees have grown too scarce to supply his
stomach's wants, or he has discovered that it is easier to
bore thin air than wood for his food, and he seems to be
having fair success in this lighter industry. Every loo]

he makes from his perch on that basswood stub, thou;
it is done with a jerking flight?; quite a-wkVaM cbm:

'

with the airy swoop of the kingbird or phebe, apparently
brings something to his maw, and he repeats his sallies
with evident satisfaction. If he learned this trick of the
born flycatchers, I wonder if he borrowed one of his
notes of the tree toad who must be as intimate an ac-
quaintance.
A golden-winged woodpecker, happy possessor of many

befitting names, flies up before me from an ant hill with
a loud "yarrup" and a "flicker" of gold and white.
While I am speculating on the possibility of his final
development with his groundling habits, into a. wood-
cock, I stumble through a thicket of willows and upstarts
the real woodcock, thridding the soft fluff of leaves with
a rapid whir so different from the yellowharamer's flight
that I am convinced that my hig'hhole's way to wood-
cockery will not be made in my day. He has rid him-
self in some measure of the loping flight of ihe wood-
pecker, acquired when trees were nearer together than
now, and one stroke of the wings would bear a bird from
tree to tree, but how and with what years of practice
shall he acquire that rapid wingbeat which surrounds
the flyer with a brown halo, an aureole, if he might at-
tain it, how manage those sudden sniffings of course
that one may fancy sometimes surprise even the wood-
cock himself, as they certainly do him who essays to
stop them. Well, I am content that he should continue
even as he is, game for those who hunt without a gun. a
delight to the eye that sees him beyond in intervening
gun sight, a delight to the ear and* the heart when hi
jolly cackle tells of the assured arrival of spring.
While I stop to mark the woodcock's fl'ght as he darts

away to another of his haunts, I am given a rare and
pretty sight. Another alights < n the soft inner border of
ti e marsh just before me, and struts a moment with
lowered wings and spread tail, then daintily prods the
mud with his bill, boring till he strikes a worm, which he
brings up and swallows. How he knew the worm was
there is as much a mystery as how the squirrel kuows
where in the unmarked level of the snow to dig for a nut
and find it. He alighted silently, with as little fu-s and
flutter as the ruffed grouse makes when he alights on his
own undisturbed affairs, and you can hardly believe that
he is the same bu-d who tears his noisy way through
branches or air when rudely or warily, you intrude upon
his privacy. He gives you a lesson in silent approach,
when he comes to you. I make a wide detour and Jeave
the woodcock to his late breakfast or early dinner, and
do not hear him fly away, though no doubt his quick ear
has caught my careful footfalls. Perhaps not seeing me,
he takes me for some kindlier animal than man, or pos-
sibly he knows that I am hunting without a gun.
Above the Myer's Landing the steep banks of Little

Otter are scored with frequent gullies, which in the old
ti nes, where there were ducks, were the coigns of van-
tage of gunners, who creeping down them, were almost
sure, to find a flock of woodducks upon a log waiting for
a raking shot, or a huddle of unsuspicious teal, or a great
drove of dusky ducks, comforting themselves with wild
rice, duck gossip and aquatic sport. Those old gunners
held the obsolete idea ot sport, that its object was to get
game, and perhaps they had an eye to the flesh pots as no
sportsman has now, and perhaps had another, or both, to
feather beds, for 1 remember some old duck shooters who
cared nothing for a duck but for its feathers. The3r never
squandered their handfuls of powder and shot on a single
bird, rarely risked the chances of a wing shot at fl icks,

but patiently waited for great opportunities of destruc-
tion, then picked up their ten or a dozen birds and went
home, happy with the result of one wise expenditure of
ammunition. The ducks learned nothing from these in-
frequent lessons of danger; and the unscathed ones were
back in their haunts next day. But the incessant bang-
ing of latter day sportsmen has taught the few surviviug
wildfowl to avoid the narrow limits of these upper
marshes, where it is now unsafe for even a poor bittern
or kingfisher to venture.

As I breast the further bank of one of these gullies I
am painfully reminded that here I was given my first

chance of a shot at ducks. Coming to the crest of the
bank it was my luck to see them before they caught
sight of me, a flock of twenty or more, sitting just off
the end of this point in such a huddle that a blanket
might cover them all. Down I sank close to the ground,
and pushing my gun before me, wormed my way through
thirty rods of ripe thistles till I was in short range of
them. And now I, who had only for a year or so been
permitted to use a gun, and with no greater achievement
than squirrel shooting to boast of, was to cover myself
with glory and suddenly attain a place among great
sportsmen. My heart hammered loudly and painfully,
but I took careful aim, remembering all I had ever heard
of the danger of over-shooting in down-hill shots, and
then pulled the trigger manfully, without a wink or a
flinch, and the miserable little thin-shelled corroded
abomination of a "G. D." cap—may the soul of the
Frenchman who made it never find peace— re-
sponded only with a flat click. That mischance holds a
place among the bitter disappointments of my life; and
the old pain visits my heart with the same first sicken-
ing twinge whenever I see this spot. I wish the old
scent of the marshes and the old indescribable aroma of
autumn woods might as easily come to my nostrils, just
as of old they arose from marsh and woodland, and I

catch a whiff of them sometimes, but faint and elusive,
and not to be inhaled with the full invigorating thrill

they gave the boy. Alas! the boy's keenness of scent
has gone with many another of his youthful belongings.
In one of those days, when I was hunting with a gun,

I stood on the sticky shore of Mud Landing, closely scan-
ning marsh and channel that seemed to have no Jiving
thing in or upon them, when all at once they burst into
teeming life. A hawk, ©red ing over the marsh, made a
sudden swoop, when, with a thundering roar of two hun-
dred wings, a great flock of woodducks uprose from the
sedges and wild rice and at once settled in the channel,
so safe from his attack in water deep enough to dive in,

that the baffled marsh harrier sailed sullenly away.
They were far out of range of my shotgun and not to be
more nearly approached without a boat, so that all my
satisfaction was in the goodly sight of them and that con-
solation of him who hunts with or without a gun—the
ill-luck of the hunter.
This landing, the only one of the lower creek where

bank and channel meet, the marsh everywhere else sep-
arating them,, was a favorite fishing place for us boys,
to whom boating was forbidden. Here we could cast
fToni thb shJofre intb deep water with a delightful uneer-

1

tainty of what we might catch and, also with great ex-
pectations. It might be that our worms would lure only
pumpkin-seeds or perch or bullheads, but there was al-
ways a possibility of their tempting a hungrv pickeielor
pike perch or sheepshead. These last valiant fighters
we valued only for the fun of catching, the show they
made on our strings and the "lucky bones'' which were,
the inner adornment of their heads, or perhaps carried
by them as by us. for luck. I have no knowledge that
these charms ever brought us good luck, but we felt that
the chances were better with a pair of them rattling in
our trousers pockets. We did not know that these' fish
were good to eat, for our mothers had nut learned that
parboiling would make them very toothsome when
boiled, broiled or fried, as after wrestling with the tough-
ness of the first one, all the sheepshead"we caught went
to the cats.

A little further up stream is Bowfin B^iy, in whose
weedy shallows greatly abound the uncouth and worth-
less fi-h who gave it a name. If one desires only tne
"goode tugging" th-tt Gervai-e Markham promises to
show you if you "tie a hooke with a Frogge upon it with
a string at the foote of a Goose, and put her into a Pond,"
he may get as much as he likes of it here with the same
b ut (only his frog is better skinned), a strong hook ai d
line and a stout pole, not a rod. The stronger the tackle
the better, for when the bowfin is hauled in there e mies
with him all the marsh growth w thin the line's scope.
Of the edible qualities of this fish it may be said that of
the many who have tried to eat him few have succeeded,
and fewer ye' hive been bold enough to pronounce him
good. Tnis maybe said in his commendation, that in
his infancy he is much beloved of pike-perch and bass,
and so hardy that he maybe kept for the angltr's use
half the summer m a tub of unchanged water.
Here is Potash Lmding, the uppermost of the lower

creek on this bank and named for works of that ilk that
stood here in did times; and here in olden times the
proprietor's clerk of this township suffered the lo-s of

cled in his own hand and spelling in the archives of the
town. The old surveyor was moving " toletill ortor crik
forls" with his " wife and five childarn and one woman
peggy smith by name and one child wps all in an open
hote and it was a dark rany time." There was nothing
in the matter-of-fact account of the affair to give one
the impression that these women and children were suf-
fering unusual hardship in such belated, stormy travel,
but the rather, that it was an ordinary circumstance of
pioneer life, remarkable only for the casualty by which
" Ritings of grate importuus" were "bornt."' Wider
apart than the lapse of years which divide them is the
difference between our easy lives and theirs of toil and
privation.

It is not easy to imagine these smooth, grassy slopes,
shaggy with the wild woods that clothed them then:
these shores, bristling with the prone and inclining trees,
through which the " open bote '' came to the end of her
voyage, nor easy to picture to one.-elf the savage wild-
ness of the gorge at the falls, choked with an inextrica-
ble confusion of floodwood that the lithe mink could
scarcely find a passage through, abovethe hidden current.
The drought-shrunken stream is too weak to turn the

millwheel to day, and the sawyer is idly pottering about
among tha scant array of logs in the millyard awaiting
the slow filling of the dam. A footman need not take
the bridge, and I cross the dribble of waste water dry
shod. The jolly sawyer welcomes me as warmly as if I

were the owner of a thousand logs, shows me the latest
improvement of his mill, consisting of a new prop set in
the labyrinth of posts and props that keep the log slide
from tumbling down, and then takes me into his museum,
the disused grist-mill, whose inner walls are hung with
an odd collection of old-time implements and weapons.
To each old farming tool and household utensil of clumsy
but honest workmanship, to flintlock musket and militia
captain's sword, he sets some fanciful history of his own
invention, and the forenoon has grown short when I set
forth on my way down the left bank.
As my head gets above the crest of a ridge, some mov-

ing objects on the slope of the next catch my eye. which
presently make them out to be a family of foxes, five
cubs at play and the mother watching their pranks with
evident approval and pride in their promise af vulpine
excellence. How alert and nimble they are, how differ-

ent every motion from the clum.~y gambols of puppies.
While I watch them, forecasting sport in November, days,
when I shall not go hunting without a gun, and freshen-
ing my memory of the runways hereab uts, Madame
Vixen, who does not let pride get the better of watchful-
ness, by some sense becomes aware of my intrusion, and
speedily calls her babies indoors, she lingering last at the
threshold to chide me with a snarling bark. Upon closer
inspection, the neighborhood of her abode does not be-
token neat housekeeping, for there is an untidy litter of
bones and feathers strewn about, lamps' legs and turkey
pinions enough to enkindle the wrath of all the shep-
heids and poultry wives in town. I shall tell them no
tale-i of her, and pray that she may be left to rear her
young in peace, that none of them may fall in with any
but such as hunt without a gun till fields are dun and
wooos are brown.

Following a path much used by cows and fishermen, I
skirt Hemlock Point, where many years ago I visited a
party of St. Francis Indians, trappers and basket-makers,
who were camped here in the si elter of the grent hem-
locks. The piace would not invite them to tarry in it

now, for not a, tree is le't to shade it, and of the Uautiful
hemlocks there remains but the name. Wiih the excep-
tion of my friend, the sawyer, and one other, every
riparian owner on the lower creek does his worst to strip
the banks of trees, to the stream's loss of beauty and his
of soil. I must confe-s to some unchristian satisfaction,
when the rotting roots of the murdered trees loose their
strong, kindly hold, and a rood of land slips into the
spring floods.

The locust trees of the Myer's Landing are close in
sight now, and with the nearer pro.-pfct of getting afloat,
I begin to rearrange the plan of the voyage that must be
shottened to accommodate it to what remains of the day.
I ^tumble over the grassgrown foundations of the old
Dutchman's house, and wonder to what quarters of the
world was scattered" the dusky brood that he and his
mulatto wife reared here in the shadow of the locusts
that he planted". There is something pathetic in the
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thought of those children, whose lot was cast with the

despised race of the mother, though more of white than

of negro blood ran in their veins. I remember one of

them, a comely, sad-faced woman, harbored in middle

age in the family of a negro, whom in her girlhood she

was too prond to marry. Poor Chloe, on what shore, far

from this quiet st ream' you first beheld, were you stranded

by the tide of yearb?

I round the* last thicket that hides my boat, grasping

my paddle for the long, strong push that shall send her

swishing through the marsh, and my foot is almost raised

to step on board, when I discover that she is not here.

The sole occupant of her flattened bed of rushes is a hig

bullfrog, who winks at me placidly over his broad

straight mouth, uncommitted by upward or downward
curve to a smile of derision or a sad expression of sym-
pathy. Over there on the further shore, in the very

place where I sought her this morning, just as far from
me now as then, lies my boat in the port to which the

honest thief has most considerately returned her.

If my emotions are those of gratitude or of a quite op-

posite character, 1 have no language wherewith to give

them expression, but if that tellow were within fifty

yards of me at this moment, I am inclined to believe that

he would have reason to be thankful that I am hunting

to-day without a gun. Rowland E. Robinson.

Ferrisburoh, Vt,

HOTEL LIFE IN EUROPE.
)'N November, 1881, accompanied by my wife I started

for Europe, where we remained until December,
1882. We landed in Havre, spent a month in France,

another in Germany and Austria, and from February
until May in Italy, the summer in Germany, France and
Switzerland. Since our return I have very frequently

been consulted by friends in moderate circumstances, as

to ( he expenses of such a trip 1 have always stated,

although in very general terms, for I have relied upon
memory, that while journeying was dearer, yet hotel

life in Europe Was much less expensive than in the United
Stales. I have long intended to overhaul my hotel bills

and find out just what it did cost us.

A.t each city we visited it was our custom to go to the

be.-t hotel, to look at the rooms, obtain prices including

service, lights, fires, etc., and to then mention the sum
we were willing to pay: in every case this amount, or

at least a considerable reduction from the sum first

named, was agreed upon.
We were neither extravagant nor parsimonious. In

each place we had a room or rooms, not above third floor,

and as high as that only where there was a "lift." We
had sometimes one large room, quite as often bedroom
and parlor, and sometimes three rooms.
Neither of us drank much wine, but complied with the

usual custom and always had it at dinner.

We drank the wines of the country we were in, not
calling for claret in Germany, Capri in France, Assmans-
hiiisser or Liebfrauenmileb in Italy. In the tables 1 have
included board, lodging, service, lights, fuel and laundry.

I have excluded in most cases the expenses of enter-

taining friends, including high-priced wines.

I had intended excluding all items such as cigars, car-

riages, stamps, telegrams, payments for purchases, etc.,

and have to a great extent carried out my intention:
but as the task of overhauling such a lot of bills, contain-
ing such an endless amount of items—five or six sometimes
for a s mple first breakfast, such as -'2 breads, 2 butters,

1 milk, 1 sugar, 2 eggs, 1 honey.'' for instance—has become
very tiresome, especially as I have forgott* n the meaning
of many of the words, I have gone through the last

forty-eight or fifty quite rapidly, and undoubtedly have
mis-ed "many such items not large enough to attract
attention, for when a hack costs but a mark or franc and
a message but a few pfennigs or sous, they don't stand
out as they would in a New York hotel bill. It is more
than probable that a more careful revision would reduce
the amount.
My most expensive day was at Baden-Baden; one room

only, $8.55: the least expensive at Aix la Chapelle, or
more proper Burtscbied, a suburb, where sulphur baths are
furnished, which was -$4.90 per day for three rooms, first

floor. The low price was due to our stay at that place
being over three months. A single room at the same
hot' 1, for bi t oj e person, cost $5.

The Quirinal at Rome was remarkably reasonable.
First-class in every respect, the charges for one room for
25 days were $5.25 per day, but by making arrangements,
I was given two large rooms connecting on the upper
floor (where all typhoid fever patients are sent by the
doctors), and a small room, where I could smoke and
sleep, including the board of two nurses and a bottle of
Chiante at dinner, for $8.34 per day. I think I've made
good my claim that a fairly provident man and wife can
live in Europe at the best hotels for less than $o per day.
In many of the places mentioned there are excellent

pensions, notably the Pension Chapman at Rome and
Florence, and others in Germany, where very comfort-
able rooms and excellent fare can be had at not greatly
over one-half of the hotel prices.

NECESSARY EXPENSES INCURRED DURING A TEAR OF EUROPEAN
HOTEL LIFE,

ii ermA .vy—Baden, De Bum-; Aix la Chapelle, Carlsbad; Cologne.
DeDom; h rankfort, hmiihjwttfr Rof; Horn burg, Qualrc Saisom;
Hekieli erg, Wand; Blunicli,Q«.atrc Saimm; Mhtcc ,D\4nalete<re;
Strasburg, D'AinJel.e.rre; Scxien, De L^hJurope; Stuttgart, Mar-
ijuara: 100 days; total bills $800, or $5 per day.
Austria.—Loeben, Zum Post; Vienna, Metropole; 17 days; hills,

$106 33, ur S<i.2o p. r day.
Belgium.—Antwerp, De IS Europe; Brussels, De Flandres;7 davs;

bills. $38 60, or §5.76 per day.
Switzerland—Geneva, National; 4)4 days; hills $22.50, or $5

per aaj

.

France—Havre, Fnscattis; Aixle Bains, De ISUntoen; Paris,
BeAlevue; 55 days, bills $385, or $7 ptr day.
Italy.—Bellagio, Grand Bretame; Capri, Quissimna; Castelmare,

Bediicrh.g from above 39 days at Rome, when, through illness,
three rooms and uoard of two nurses were required, th<- amounts
are. for 79 days: bills $450.35, or $?.70 per day.

REC \ PITULATION.

Places. Days. Bills. Per Day.
Germany

11

160 $800 00 $h Q-j

Austria 2 17 106 39 6 25
Belgium 2 7 38 90 5 76
Switzerland 1

'
4J4 22 50 5 03

France 8 55 385 00 7 00
Italy

14

79 450 35 5 70

33 322J6 $1803 14 $5 59

Wanderer.

"That reminds me."

273.

PLACE—Attic chamber of a farmhouse not far from
one of the best trout streams in Massachusetts.

Time—Four A. M. The alarm clock goes ©ff with a
vehemence that brings a challenge from the rooster in
his house twenty rods away, and starts P. and Scribe,
who ha ve been listening for it all night, out of bed at the
first tinkle. Scribe dresses, and on looking around for
P., instead of finding him ready to start, is surprised to
see him still in ghostly attire shuffling about the room
searching for something. "What are you looking for?
Why don't you dress and come along?" a9ks the impa-
tient Scribe. -'My pants. Where can they he?" Then
with a shudder as he looks at the frosty grass outside, P.

turns upon his fellow hogtrotter, "Confound you, Scribp,
I believe you've got on pants enough for two." P. looks
Scribe over, sees lie is mistaken, and resumes Ms search
about the room. "Well," quoth P., after a five minutes'
grope in the dark (the only matches in the company had
disappeared with P.'s vest, which had gone with his
pants), "it's no use, Scribe, I can't go fishing without
pants. You had better go along and I'll get back to
bed.'' "What's that sticking out from under your pil-

low?" asked Scribe. "0,1 remember now," said P., "I
put them under my pillow last night to raise my head up
higher. Guess I can go after all." Speckled Beadtv.
Brockton, Mass.

274.

"You wants a b'ar st ry, does you? Well, I spec I kin
give you one. It was a good while back, afore this

country got settled up so.* Some of my cows got
strayed off, down thar in the bottom somewhars; so T jest
ketched my old sorrel horse, Pete, and put the saddle'on,
and got my cow whip—fur I had a powerful good un in
them days; it had a lash nigh 30ft. long, and, lors, how
that whip would crack! You might a beam it a mile off.

I didn't carry no gun, kase that would be unhandy while
I had the whip. I mounted old Pete and took the path
down tbar by the branch, what you see over yonder. I

rid about half a mile. I reckon, when all of a suddent 1

seed a b'ar about half ways up a good-size tree, and not
more 'n 30yds. off. Says I, 'I'm gwin to see what my
whip will do for you.' Then I rid up a little closter and
swung the whip around over my head once or twice, and
fetched that b'ar a earwhallaper right over his rump.
Luis! you orto have seed that b'ar squirm. It hurt him
so bad he couldn't holler. Then Iswung the whip around
agin, and give him a wipe right over his snout that fotch
him down a hit. Then I gin him another on the rump
and driv him up a piece. Then on the snout and fotch
him down s-ome. I kep' on licking that b'ar, first on one
eend and then on t'other, till I got him cowed. Then I

whipped him over the snout till he comes down the tree
and got in the cow path. When I had him thar, I driv
him toward home, and whenever that b'ar tried to leave
the path I jest whipped him on that side and driv him
back. He was a little onruly at first, but after a little I

just driv him same as if he'd been a. cow. And I kep' on
a driv in' of him on til I come in sight of my brother. I

hollered to him to fetch a gun and shont my b'ar what I

had driv home. So he fotch the gun and killed the b'ar
in his track*.

"Since I found out this way to kill b'ars, I never have
no trouble to carry my b'ar meat home." Tot.

*The squatter who told this story to the writer, in Alabama,
some fifty years ago, said the country was geitu g "too thickly
settled," and that "he should have to move away." When asked
how far it was to his nearest neighbor, he said, "Twenty-five
miles."

275.

Hunting Without a Gun : It was many years ago. He
was hunting bear in one of the swamps of Alabama in a
canebrake. He was in a narrow path in a dense growth
of cane, and had put his gun down for a moment, when
suddenly the bear and dogs came down the path, right
upon him. The cane was so thick that he could not
dodge to either side, and had only time to grasp as many
canes on opposite side of him as he could hold, and draw
himself up, bis feet above his head, and let the bear and
dogs pass under him. A true stoiy, as told me by Uncle
Franklin R. ; he being the chief actor and the gymnast
on this occasion. TOT.

THE WOODCOCK'S WHISTLE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Will you kindly allow me a little more space in which

to answer the arguments that you advance in support of
your belief that the whistle of the woodcock is a vocal
noise, and not made by the bud's wings?
You discriminate between the sound which the bird

makes in rising, "which might perhaps be called a whis-
tle," and which you admit is produced by the wings, and
a "well-known ringing note" which you compare to the
twitter of the kingbird. I am perfectly well aware that
the woodcock's whistle varies considerably in form and
perhaps slightly in tone, also at different times, but to
my ear it does not vary to anything like the degree that

the scaipe of the Wilson's snipe varies from the slight

whisthng which the latter bird sometimes makes with its

wings. With the woodcock the variations have seemed
to me to be distinctly correlated with different phases of

fliffht. Thus I have observed that when the bird beats its

wings vigoiously, rapidly and evenly, its whistle is clear,

shrill, and practically continuous when the wing beats

are slow and languid, the whistle becomes feebler and
less resonant: when they are intermittent it is divided

into distinct syllables or set of syllables, which, as you say,

sometimes suggest the twitter of the kingbird. I have
frequently seen a woodcock, after flying some distance,

scale downward on set wings as if about to alight, and
then, apparently changing its intention, turn sharply
upward, at the same time resuming its flapping. In such
cases the whistling has invariably ceased during the inter-

val of sailing, ana quite as invariably has been renewed

when the wing began to move again. I have never known
a woodcock to produce any form of whistling or twitter-
ing when its wings were at rest.

These'facts impressed me long ago with the belief that
the sound, throughout all its changes or modulations, was
produced by the wings, but I did not feel that I had any
real proof on this point until after the experiences de-
scribed in my last letter. The sound made by the
wounded birds which I held by the bill was precisely the
same as that made by other wounded birds which I have
seen jump up ahead of a dog and attempt to fly in the
manner you have described. It does not seem possible
that I could have been mistaken as to the origin of the
whistling made by the former, while in respect to the
latter, I fail to understand why the injured wing may
not be moved with normal velocity and power. Your
objection that if so moved it "would have turned the
bird quite over," has no real force, for I have repeatedly
seen a wing-broken woodcock during a vain attempt to
fly with one wing actually turn quite over and land on
its back, with feet kicking in the air. Moreover, if the
sound is vocal, why is the woodcock invariably dumb
during the moult? As already stated, I have npver
known a bird which lacked the "whistling quills" to
make the least whistling or twittering, either during the
ordinary flight or after being wounded and when trying
to evade the dog.
As to the Wilson's snipe, I cannot see why the fact that,

like many other birds, it utters when wounded a sound
which every one admits to be vocal, should furnish an
analogy bearing directly on the case of the woodcock.
Would it not be quite as logical to claim that because the
quacking of a flying mallard or black duck is unquestion-
ably vocal, the whistling sound supposed to be produced
by the golden eye's wings must be also vocal?
Before concluding, however, I would say that, while I

believe most firmly that all of the various modifications
of whistling and twittering which the woodcock makes
while flying are produced by its narrow, stiffened, pri-
mary quills, I do not wish to be understood as denying
that at least some of these sounds may be vocal. It is so
easy to be mistaken about a comparatively simple thing,
and so difficult to settle positively a point as elusive as
that of the origin of the woodcock's whistling, that I am
perfectly willing to admit that the matter may be still an
open question which, it is to be hoped, the readers of
Forest and Stream will investigate further at every
possible opportunity. William Brewster.

"

Cambridge, Mass.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your articles on the woodcock have interested me very

much. In your i?sue of Aug. 1 both yourself and Mr.
Wm. Brewster give opinions as to the manner of the
woodcock making the whistling noise. I quite agree
with Mr. Brewster that the noise is made by the wings,
although for many years I was a doubter, until the fol-

lowing occurrence settled it in my mind. One day quite
l ite in the autumn, having very slightly wounded'a full-

feathered, large fall bird, I retrieved it myself, not letting
the dog touch it. As I was holding it "by the bill my
companion said, "Hear it whistle." I immediately placed
the bill lengthwise, between my thumb and forefinger,
holding it tightly the whole length; whenever it fluttered,

which I let it do several times before killing, it made the
twittering whistle so peculiar to the woodcock, that
certainly was proof positive. As for the cause, I con-
sider it the same as the whirring sound of the quail and
grouse, viz., rapid motion of the wings, caused by fright.

Quite often after flushing a woodcock, and when it is

some distance away, when shot at and not killed, we
hear the same whistle, caused, no doubt, by the ad-
ditional fright at the sound of the gun or noise of the
shot passing near; not a poetical but certainly a practical

reason. I hope these articles will cause sportsmen to be
more observing, and that new facts as regards this very
eccentric bird may be brought to fight. W.
Salem, Mass.

Bird Notes prom Missouri.—The spring and summer
months with us here in northeast Missouri have been
pretty well, and this summer will be recorded as a period
of gentle and frequent showers. Until about June 10,

the temperature remained exceptionally low for this lati-

tude : and as a result, vegetation was delayed in growth.
Regardless of all these adverse agencies, the wildfowls
and birds appear to be prospering. All the migratory
birds arrived about the usual dates. As the forest area
here remains almost as extensive as ever, we have a great
variety of birds of beautiful plumage and sweet song.

A few of the strictly native Southern mockingbirds ven-
ture this far north to add their joyful notes to the con-
gregation of musical voices. Our best singer, I think, is

the brown thrush or common mockingbird, which re-

tains its rank of being the bird par excellence for clear-

ness of notes and variety of song. The catbird and even
the much praised Southern mockingbird both fall far

below the thrush in point of distinctness and excellence

of song. Some writers assume that the thrush's power of

mimicry is acquired, yet this is not w-ell established.

—

Jasper Blines.

Nests op the Sunfish.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I have read with much interest the article in your
paper in regard to " Nest Building of the Sunfish.'" I

have examined the so-called "nests" several times and
have lifted the sand and gravel carefully out of the bot-

tom, but have never found any *>pawn, although the fish

were in the nests when I went to examine them and
would return to them shortly after I left and level the
bottom again with a> current or water from their tails.

The nests I have chiefly examined were in a mill-pond.
There were more nests made by perch (yellow belly)

than by sunfish. I also found chub in these nests, but
whether they made them or not I do know: but if I

dropped any pebbles in their nests they also would flirt

them out with water or. if too heavy, the water would
cut the sand from under the pebbles so that they would
sink low enough not to trouble the fish. I have also

found these nests made by perch on the flats of a tide

water river, where they were left dry every low water.
—Pi. F. R. (King William County, Va.)

Names and Portraits op Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for oy its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
tney may kill. Cloth,W pages, price $2.50. For sale by Forest
and Stream.
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THE EARED SEALS.-III.

OTHER wonderfully interesting accounts of this sea lion
have been given us by Mr, Elliott, Capt. Scatnrnons

and others, but I must hasten to devote iny remaining
space to a brief notice of the northern fur seal or sea
bear (CaUorhinus urstnus).

This animal has nearly the same geographical distribu-
tion as has S teller's sea lion, while to those at all inter-
ested in our animals, the form, coloration and the mag-
nificent pelage of fur of this well-known seal are all too
familiar to require my entering upon such details here.
These are, moreover, all recalled by the life like sketch
of a group of fur seals by Mr. Elliott, herewith repro-
duced.

To Mr. Elliott is due full credit for the most detailed
accounts of CaUorhinus. In his work upon the Seal
Islands of Alaska we find the most minute descriptions
of the external characters of this animal at all ages,
while its habits seem to be almost exhaustively treated.
Then he has presented us with a long series of sketches
from nature of the haunts of the fur seal, with the ani-
mal itself in all imaginable attitudes. Some of these
sketches are well calculated to impress upon our minds
the fabulous numbers that gather at the "rookeries" dur-
ing certain seasons; they are packed together and can
best be estimated by the acre. Had the present writer
not already taxed the generosity of Forest and Stream

June, however, or thereabouts, the foggy, humid weather
of summer sets in, and with it the bull seals come up by
hundreds and thousands, and locate themselves in advan-
tageous positions for the recpption of the females, which
are generally three weeks or a month later, as a rule."
Then follow the extraordinary battles of the bulls, with
all the strange habits incident thereto. "The sound aris-
ing from these great breeding grounds of the fur seal,
where thousands upon thousands of angry, vigilant bulls
are roaring, chuckling, piping, and multitudes of seal-
mothers are calling in hollow, bla-ating tones to their
young, which in turn respond incessantly, is simply inde-
scribable. It is, at a slight distance, softened into'a deep
booming, as of a cataract, and can be heard a long dis-
tance off at sea, under favorable circumstances as far as
five or six miles," and is constant, night and day, through-
out the season. The females begin to arrive in June, and
the duties that then devolve upon the bulls are so onerous
that the latter are obliged even to entirely abstain from
all food and water for a period of several months. Dur-
ing this time they are nourished solely by the absorption
of adipose of their own bodies, being very fat at first, and
woefully lean after the ordeal.
The cows when they arrive show great gentleness ot

disposition as compared with the ferocious, fighling,
flesh-tearing bulls. "When they come up, wet and drip-
ping, they are of a dull, dirty gray color, darker on the
back and upper parts, but in a few hours the transforma-

season, the amount of punishment that an old bull will
stand before he will quit his position, the universal ami-
ability of the cows, the extraordinary attitudes they as-
sume both on shore and in the water, the birtb and num-
bers of the pups, and the behavior toward them by their
mothers and the bulls, and their own habits, the disband-
ment of the harems later in the season, and the growth
and education of the pups, all these points as I say are
brought out with an ever-increasing interest, and finally
"by the middle of September the rookeries are entirely-
broken up, only confused, struggling band- of cows, young
bachelors, pups, and small squads of old bulls, crossing
and re-crossing the ground in an aimless, listless manner;
the season is over, but many of these seals do not leave
these grounds until driven off by snow and ice, as late as
the end of December and 12th of January."

I
But there still remains the natural history of the thous-

|

ands upon thousands of "holluschukie" or bachelor seals;
! the consideration of the young females; the most exciting
chapters treating of the chase of the fur seal, and the

i

entire history of the fur-sealing trade, preparation and
disposition of the skins, and other matters; the enemies
of the fur seal and its migrations. It is evident that it
will be simply impossible for me even to touch ever so
lightly upon these subjects, and the reader will never

j

regret the hours he may spend in reading the works from
which I have so extensively quoted. It will be gratifying

I to the reader to know that after Mr. Elliott's long years

to the utmost in the matter of figures, some of these
sketches might be introduced, but the reader had best
seek a copy of the work to which 1 refer and study them
all. They are well worth it. It will at once be seen that
most striking differences exist between the male and
female CaUorhinus in point of form and size. Accord-
ing to Ailenan old male will measure between 7 and 8ft.

and a full grown female about half that length. A pup
a week old is about 1ft. long and weighs between 6 and
8lbs., and an old male will weigh nearly 375lbs. , while a
female rarely attains to a weight of 90ibs. The great
resort of all resorts for the fur seal are the islands com-
posing the Prybilov group, and in 1872 Mr. Elliott esti-

mated that there were 3,000,000 of them on Saint Paul's
Island alone, and probably 163,000 on its neighbor, Saint
George's Island, the following year, at a time when an-
other separate estimate was made. The fur seat has
been written of at greater or less length ever since 1751,
when Steller described it in no small detail, both as to its

anatomical structure and its habits. In 1817 Peron fir.-t

noted its distinction from the fur seal of the Southern
Hemisphere, but even tnis was not clearly defined until
1859, when Dr. J. E. Gray pointed out the distinctive
characters of the two species. In alluding to Elliott's
"Seal Islands" Allen says: "The work is nicely illustrated
with photographic plates, taken from Mr. Elliott's
sketches, about twenty-five of which are devoted to the
fur seal. The text of this rare and privately distributed
work has since been reprinted with some changes and
additions and has been widely circulated. It contains
very little relating to the fur seal that is strictly techni-
cal, but the general history of its life at the Prybilov
Islands is very fully told, while the commercial or eco-
nomic phase of the subject is treated at length."
Fur seals migrate to and from the rookery at St. Paul's

Island every season, the males returning in advance, a
few vigorous bulls being the first to appear during the
early part of May. It is at such times that their locomo-
tion on shore and then* wonderfully agile action in the
sea can be most favorably studied. In speaking of the
rookery to which I have just alluded, Elliott says, "From
the time of the first arrivals in May up to the 1st. of June,
or as late as the middle of the month, if the weather be
clear, is an interval in which everything seems quiet;
very few seals are added to the pioneers. By the 1st of

tion made by drying is wonderful
;
you would hardly

believe they could be the same animals, for they now
fairly glistea with a rich steel and maltese-gray luster on
the back of the head, neck and t-pine. which blends into
an almost pure white on the chest and abdomen." These
females are driven to land at the rookeries from the
approach of the period of parturition, their pups being
born soon after their landing, shortly after which they
receive the. attention of the bulls.

The landing of the cows has been described by Mr.
Elliott in the following word,, he says: "They are no-
ticed and received by the bulls on the waterlme station
with much attention : they are alternately coaxed and
urged up on to the rocks, and are immediately under the
most jealous supervision; but owing to the covetous and
ambitious nature of the bulls which occupy the stations
reaching way back from the waterline, the little cows
have a rough-and tumble time of it when they begin to
arrive in small numbers at first; for no sooner is the
pretty animal fairly establishe ' on the station of bull
number one, who has installed her there, he perhaps
sees another one of her style down in the water from
which she has just come, and in obedience to his polyga-
mous feeling, he devotes himself an<>w to coaxing the
later arrival in the same winning manner so successful
in her case, when bull number two, seeing bull number
one off his guard, reaches out with his long strong
neck and picks the unhappy but passive creature up by
the scruff of hers, just as a cat does a kitten, and de-
posits her on his seraglio-ground; then bulls number
three, four, and so on, in the vicinity, seeing this high-
handed operation, all assail one another, and especially
bull number two, and have a tremendous fight, perhaps
for half a minute or so, and during this commotion the
cow generally is moved or moves further back from the
water, two or three stations or more, where, when all

gets quiet, she usually remains in peace. Her lord and
master, not having the exposure to such diverting temp-
tation as had her first, he gives her such care that she
not only is unable to leave did she wish, but no other
bull can seize upon her." Other points of most engaging
study and dwelt upon at length by the entertaining
writer just quoted, are the various sizes of the harems
with respect to the females in each, the habits of those
bulls who fail to secure harems at the beginning of the

of study of the millions of fur seals that resort every year
to the Prybilov Island, and their constant destruction by
man, and by their natural enemies in other quarters, he
had "no hesitation in saying quite confidently that, under
the present rules and regulations governing the sealing
interests on these islands, the increase or the diminution
of the life will amount to nothing; that the seals will
continue for all time in about the same number and con-
dition."

We will pass in our next paper to a brief consideration
of the earless seals or the family Phocidm, an enumera-
tion of the North American representatives of which I
have already presented in a former contribution.

R. W. Shupeldt.

THE PLUMED QUAIL OF ARIZONA.
THE plumed quail are very abundant in the walnut

grove valley, some fifty miles south of Prescott.
Arizona. The vegetation through this valley is called
chapparal or brush, consisting principally of scrub oak
and cat-claw. The quail delight in this brush, and dur-
ing the heat of the day nearly every second clump con-
ceals a covey.
A novice sportsman, approaching a clump, gun in

hand, hears first a subdued note of warning from a more
watchful bird; this is repeated by others, giving evi-
dence of a large covey in concealment. Our novice now
feels the delightful excitement caused by game near at
hand, and holding his gun in readiness, approaches
warily. He comes nearer, every instant expecting the
birds to rise; still nearer and nearer, and there is no
movement from the clump. He feels disgusted, thinks
he has been deceived in the quail, and lets his gun fall.

As he rounds the brush and looks about, some 60ft. off

he sees the covey, running daintily and swiftly away;
and as the birds see they are discovered

, they turn quick-
ly behind another thicket. Now our novice is wiser and
steps quickly but carefully toward the birds. With a
rushing whirr they are up, and he must be a good shot
to bring more than one down. Swift as our Eastern
quail, if they are old birds they scatter more, and their
flight being through thick clusters of bushes, our sports-
man may get only a few glimpses of them.
A covey of these quail as they are running over the
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arid brown wastes of Arizona is a beautiful Bight.

There are sometimes thirty birds together, and as they
step along, their heads slightly thrown forward and their

crests erect, they are unsurpassed by any of our game
birds for beauty and neatness. Their colors are clean and
clear; in the male this is especially so; their crest is a
beautiful affair, a jet-black, club-shaped, tight bunch of

feathers about an inch and a half long.

The quail spend the day upon the foothills feeding,

and just at dusk come down to the stream which drains

the valley, to drink. After drinking they settle in the
willows along the banks for the night: while thus set-

tling they constantly call to each other in their sweet,
plaintive' notes. In' their courtships and pairings they
are very interesting, and make a source of endless de-

light to a lover of natural history. At this time the
cock brings himself into prominence: and his challcng-

ings and struttings, his fights and victories, his billings

and cooings, are pleasing studies of social bird life, to be
seen on the arid desert, on the mountain or in the canon,
and in the verdant river bottoms.
Their food consists principally. I judge, of the seeds of

the scanty herbage. It seems sometimes the birds must
live very hungry, the grasses and weeds are so scanty.

Probably they consume many insects though , and gain a
good sustenance from these. Sometimes they make
havoc in the crop3 of the ranchers. One planter dis-

gusted me by telling me how he succeeded in poisoning
several hundred quail.
Many of the teamsters in Arizona carry shotguns be-

sides their usual weapon and kill many quail. The quail

gather about the camping ground to get the grain left

and dropped by the stock, and the "bull-whacker'* or

"mule-skinner" makes a pot shot into the flock of feed-

ing birds, killing twelve or twenty.
But the little" bird, although nature and man seem

against him, flourishes and is happy, helping to make a

rather dark place brighter. T. W. B,

New ITaven.

Skuisks on Dress Pabadk.—Chicago, 111., Aug. 19.

—

A friend in Wisconsin tells me of an amusing incident he
noticed in the woods up there. Himself and a companion
were riding along together, when there suddenly siepped
into the road ahead of them a little army of skunks—one
old skunk and five half-grown kittens. These seemed
perfectly fearless, and halting by the wayside, the gen-
tleman's companion began firing at them with a six-

shooter, although he did not hit any of them. At the
sound of eveiy shot, the skunks, which had marshaled
themselves into perfect line, threw up their tails in per-
fect unison, as straight and stiff as a ramrod, above their

backs, making no further hostile demonstration, and
simply standing at a ready until their fear had partly
subsided. They repeated this maneuver a dozen times,
and my informant says the total effect was funny in the
extreme.—E. Hough.

Grouse Eeared in Confinement.—A correspondent of
the Truro, Nova Scotia, Sun says that the young par-
tridges hatched on the farm of Mr. Henry Hills, of Lower
Stewiacke, N. S., were not hatched under a common hen;
on the contrary, they were hatched from eggs laid by a
tamed partridge, a pair of which Mr. Hills has had in his

possession for five years. The mere act of taking a nest
full of eggs home and hatching them under a hen does
not appear a very extraordinary feat. But the fact that
Mr. Hills has held these wild birds in captivity for five

years, and has at last succeeded in raising from them a
brood of young birds, is what we call an extraordinary
feat, and is, we believe the first instance of the kind ever
accomplished. Another very difficult feature in Mi-

.

Hills's achievement is the fact that his birds were cap-
tured when fully fledged.

An English Starling in Maine.—Calais, Me., Aug. 14.

—A boy has sent me an English starling shot here with
some redwings. I saw some imported ones were let out
at Central Park last spring. This may be one of them
come north.—Ceo. A. BoarduaN,

\mne J?## mid %m\.

AN OUTING IN WYOMING.
(Concluded from Page 66.)

17*1KIDAY mornin g, bright and early, we were up and had
. breakfast out of the way. Cook and Jack started out

together, and Jim and I, Crane said he would hunt
around camp. We hunted north of camp for some time,
but saw nothing. My boots were galling my ankles in a
horrible manner, and I gave up and went to camp, where
I found Crane. We built up a big fire, took the old bake
kettle and pot-roasted several rump roasts of antelope,
and stayed at camp the rest of the day. Jim came in first

and reported a small blacktail doe killed as the result of
his day'd shooting. Jack and Cook came in shortly after:
each ha J killed a fine buck, which they had dressed and
hung u;

;
they were ravenously hungry.

Satun t.j y I had been studying what I could wear on my
feet thi.i would not murder me, I finally put on five
pairs of socks with my rubber overshoes over them, tied
my canvas pants tight under the hollow of my feet, and
was all right. They were soft, warm and light. I had
hit it. All the other boys took the horses and went out
to bring in the three deer killed yesterday. I went east
of the camp to the head of a canon, and hunted down a
way until I struck a track that was coming toward me.
I turned on the track and followed it back up the side of
the canon, across the top of the mountain to near camp,
down into another canon, where the one I was following
joined aband of others. I followed them for a while until I

came across what I thought were elk tracks. I left the deer
tracks and followed them. I had never seen an elk*hor
an elk track. Some one had told me that they looked
like cattle tracks, only more pointed. This answered the
description of the track I was on, so I stuck to them until
I found out they were cattle tracks. I never realized the
poverty of the English language as I did then. I struck
off across to where I left the deer tracks, and was work-
ing carefully along up a small canon that branched off

from the main one, when I saw start out from under a
cedar tree five does and a splendid buck; they walked
along a few steps and stopped to look at me. I guessed

the distance at 250yds., raised my sights, up with old
reliable, sighted for his shoulder and cut loose. He was
standing on a very steep side hill, and at the crack of the
rifle he staggered down the hill sideways several feet,
but did not fall. The others ran to the top of the
gulley and stopped; he followed them. I had shot him
with an explosive bullet, so I thought he was safe; and I
shot again at one of the others as soon as I could load.
When I shot the second time he ran off to the right be-
hind a large rock: the others ran straight over the hill

out of sight. I hurried up to where I had seen him last,

took his track and followed it about 40yds. and found
him. He was down, but looked as if he 'had lain down
to rest. His eyes were open and looked as bright as
could be. I did not know but he was laying for
me, and as I had no fancy for a rough and tumble fight
with a wounded buck that would weigh two hundred
and fifty pounds, I loosed the safety catch to my rifle,

and with the gun loaded in both hands, went up near
enough and gave him a punch with the muzzle, but he
was dead. To say that I was pleased would not half tell

it: it was the first deer that I had ever killed to be sure
of, I had shot at deer w ith others and some one had
killed them, but no one knew who; this one was my own.
Was not he a beauty:' He had a, hue set of antlers. I

dressed him and founa the bullet had struck him back of
the shoulders, too high for the heart; it had exploded
and had cut the wind pipe and forward part of the lungs
into hash; the base of the bullet had gone out the other
side. Notwithstanding this terrible wound he had been
on his feet in sight for as much as thirty seconds, and
had run as much as 60yds., part of the way up a hill that
was at least 45 degrees elevation. I might as well have
tried to hang up a horse alone, so I dragged him upon a
rock, tied my handkerchief to his antlers to scare away
any varmint, and put out on the tracks of the others. I

had followed them about a half mile when I came on to
the carcass of a bull elk that had been killed probably
the fall before. The horns were 3ft. 7in. long, and 3ft.

2 in. between the tips, and were large and as even as they
could be. I twisted off the head and carried it on top of
a hill so I could find it again and went on. I followed
the tracks until they scattered near our camp, and con-
cluded to leave them and go to camp, get a pony and
some help and bring in my deer.

When I got to camp I found two nice bucks and a doe
hanging on a tree near the tent; the boys had brought
in the game killed the day before and had gone out
again. Crane, Jack and Cook had taken the horses and
wagon when they went after their game, and Jim had
taken the white pony and gone after his doe alone.
About the time the other boys got their bucks loaded up
and were starting for camp. Jim put in an appearance
and said he had been having a small-sized circus with
the pony, for when he attempted to blindfold her to put
the doe on her back, she yanked him all over that part
of the mountain until she broke the bridle and then lit

out in the direction of camp. They drove over to where
Jim's doe was, put it in the wagon, and Crane drove to
camp while the others hunted for more. After getting
the cteer into camp Crane went off west of camp and saw
the same band that I got my buck out of, but did not get
a shot. I got me something to eat and then went back
and brought in the elk head I had found. By that time
Crane had returned, but it was too late to go after my
deer, so we went to getting supper. Jim came in about
dark and reported another doe and a coyote killed; Cook
and Jack came in soon after, had seen four deer and
had shot at them, but got nothing. We had antelope
soup for supper, and any one who says it is not good
never tried it after tramping all day. After supper we
skinned out the heads of the deer killed yesterday ready
to mount.
Next morning Cook and Jack started off east of camp

and hunted all day. Cook killed a small doe and they
dressed and hung it up on a tree, wounded another and
followed it nearly to camp, but it was getting dark and
they left it until morning. Jim and I had taken the
bio ,vn pony and gone out and got tne deer he had killed
the day before. I brought it into camp and he hunted.
Crane and I hung Jim's doe up with the rest and then
took both ponies and went after my buck, I rode that
pony over places I would have been afraid to go afoot;
he was slow, but sure. When we got near the dead deer
I saw a bobcat that had been feeding on the entrails run
off over the hills; he was out of sight before I could dis-

mount and shoot at him; he had killed one magpie and
wounded another that 1 caught and took to camp. We
loaded my buck on to the brown pony and went to camp.
I worked a while cleaning my elk head, when Jim came
in and reported a big buck killed in the same canon that
I had killed mine in, so Jim, Crane and I took both
ponies and went out after it. Jim with his rifle went
ahead, Crane and I rode the ponies. It was near sun-
down and we were about half a mile from camp, when
Crane pointed off to the west and exclaimed: "Great
Scott! look at that elk; yes, and there are two more."
And sure enough, on top of a ridge clearly outlined
against the sky were three animals, one feeding and the
other two walking around; they looked about the size of
big cows. Crane told me to stay and watch them and
he would hurry on after Jim and get him to come back
with his rifle. Oh, how we regretted leaving our guns
in cam]). I watched them for about fifteen minutes,
when, as Jim and Crane did not come back, I went on
and found them at work on the buck, getting him ready
to pack. On the way back, when near where we saw
the elk, Jim pointed up on to the ridge and said: "Are
those your elk? Well, you are dandies. They are nothing
but blacktail does." He was right; they did not look to

be a quarter as large, owing, I suppose, to the difference

m the light. However, he blazed away at them three

times before they stirred, and then they walked over the
ridge out of sight.

We had now six fine deer hanging on the trees around
the tent, and the ridge pole of the tent well garnished

with antelope venison that we were jerking. In his

rambles to-day, Jim found a dead cow elk that Jack
wounded three weeks ago to-day, but could not find; also

an immense buffalo bull that had been killed some
months before. They had skinned out the hindquarters

and left the rest, not even taking the hide; the horns
were beauties, and Jim managed to get them off and
brought them in.

Monday morning Jim and I were both lame from
tramping and climbing, and thought we would make a
lazy hunt that day; so we went out to where we had

seen the does the night before. We could see by the
tracks that there was a regular crossing there, so we fixed
ourselves comfortably and watched for several hours, but
saw nothing. Then we played boy for an hour, rolling
rocks from the ridge down into the canon. I then pro-
posed that we work across to where I had killed my deer,
and see if we could see any deer and perhaps get a shot
atmy bobcat. We found the cat back there after the rest of
the entrails; but he heard us before we got in sight of
him, and had started for some more retired place. We
both shot at him and made the stones and gravel fly just
behind him, and from the way he made tracks he evi-
dently thought there was no place like home. We kept
on up the side of the mountain, and while passing through
a large clump of cedars jumped a fine doe not 30yds.
from us, that ran across in front of where we were. Both
shot and missed her. She ran off to the right along the
side of the mountain among the cedars; we followed her
tracks for about 60yds., to where she had stopped to look
at us. We got a glimpse of her as she dashed down the
hill, and Jim said she would come out on a naked knoll
about 100yds. distant. Sure enough, the next instant she
ran up to the top of the knoll and stopped. We both
fired and down she went, dead as a stone. As it was but
about half a mile to camp, we carried her in and hung
her up with the rest.

Cook and Jack went out this morning after the doe
they had hung up yesterday. Cook had left his hand-
kerchief tied to the carcass to scare away any prowlers.
He found his game about half eaten up by a couple of
bobcats, and his handkerchief the worse for it. Thev
sent the remnants to camp by Crane, and went to look
for the cats who had mortally insulted Cook. They
hunted all day and returned to camp at dark with noth-
ing. Tuesday morning Jack got up at daylight and went
out before breakfast, it was windy and looked like a
storm. We had just finished breakfast when Jack came
in and said he had killed a nice buck and doe. All hands
except myself took the horses and wagon and went after
them. We were busy nearly all day getting our meat
and heads ready to take home. We had killed ten deer
in all, five large bucks, and five does, and had them
hanging on trees around the tent. It was a sight that
would have delighted any sportsman. I would have
given anything for a goo'd photograph of camp as it

looked when we commenced to cut up our deer, I tried
to make a pencil sketch of it, but it was not a brilliant
success, but afforded lots of fun for the hoys. Cook and
Jack came in about 4 o'clock, Jack had killed a badger;
he got something to eat and then went out again; he
wanted a buck's head for some friend of his to mount,
the two he had already killed were for Crane, and his
partner Moffit. He came in at dark but had nothing.
Wednesday morning Jack was up and out by daylight.

We struck the tent, packed the wagon and got ready to
start by the time Jack came in sight. He had seen noth-
ing. We then pulled for Crane's camp, saw lots of ante-
lope on the way but killed none. Made Crane's camp in
time to get the tent up and make things snug for the
night . Thursday some of Crane's men took the team and
went after wood, and we loafed around camp, and to-

ward night went out to look for antelope. Jim was the
only one that had any luck. He killed one, and as it was
near the road we would travel the next day, he left it

where he shot it. Friday morning we loaded our traps
into the wagon, bade good-bye to Jack and the rest of the
men, and started for Casper. Picking up the antelope
Jim had killed, we got to the derrick m time for dinner,
and there heard how the Presidential election had gone.
We determined to make Casper that night if possible.

We saw a large oil spring by the side of the road that
was a curiosity to those of us who had never seen any-
thing of the kind before. When we had come up the
road the boys on the train did everything they could to
make us comfortable, so when we stopped, at the derrick
for dinner we skinned the antelope, cut it in quarters and
put it in a gunny sack, and when we got to Casper in the
evening and found the train standing on the track, we
rapped on the door of the luggage car, and when tney
opened it we bundled the sack of meat into the car and
told them to divide it to suit themselves. We left Casper
at 6 o'clock the next morning and arrived in Blair Sun-
day evening, having been gone just two weeks. Taking
everything into consideration it was the pleasantest trip

I ever took. We had good weather, a pleasant company;
there was not a crossword spoken on the trip, no one was
hurt, we got all the game we wanted and reached home
wlien we intended to. Jim, who is a taxidermist of no
mean ability, has been with me for some days, and ha.s

our bucks' heads mounted in fine shape. Mine is hang-
ing in the room where I am writing this, and as he looks
down at me it seems as if I could hear him say, "It is all

right, old man, but if we were to try this thing over
again you would not get me so easy."

Dr. E. A. Palmer.
Blaib, Nebraska.

A Modern Fable.—One day a city snap shot went out
hunting, he carried an improved breechloading shotgun,
and his special boast was that he never shot either bird or
animal without giving it a fair chance for its life. His
sentiments were favorable to the protection of all game
birds and birds of song and beautiful plumage. At least

this was his conviction on the subject when he wasn't
out hunting. After spending most of the afternoon in a
pretty good run of luck, he found that his game pouch
contained 8 red birds, 13 doves, 2 grouse, 6 quail and 1

squirrel. "This will do," he said, and then he started to

cross a field, homeward bound. Presently up flew two
quail, one of which soon fell a victim to the destructive
aim of the snap shot. The other bird, being closely pur-
sued by a hungry duck hawk which happened to be near,
sought safety in some tall grass, but was seized by the
greedy bird of prey. Just then there was another report

from the sportsman's gun and the hawk with its prospec-
tive dinner fell to the earth. In the evening, after the
fly-shot had partaken of a toothsome supper of game
birds, and had related his adventures in flowery adjec-
tives, he sat down and wrote for a high class paper an
article entitled: "Hawks, the Great Destroyers of our
Game Birds."—Jasper Blines.

Forest and Stjream, Bos 2,832, N. Y. city, Las descriptive illus-

trated circulars of W. B. Leffin^well's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "GHoan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybtllene" and
other competent authorities to be the beBt treatise on the subject
extant,.
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DEER HUNTING IN TEXAS.
ON the 1st day of November last, the writer, in com-

pany with Messrs. Joel W., John and James Walker,
Geo. A. Witter, Geo. W. James, Jack Ray and J. L.
Greathouse, left Belton by overland for Walker county,
in quest of bear and deer.* It was decided that the Bedias
should be the point of destination. The Bedias is a small
running stream, which heads at the village of Bedias in
Grimes county, and winds its way through the heavy
pine forests until it empties into the Trinity at Calhoun's
Ferry.
Our first day's travel brought us within about twenty

miles of Calvert, and the next day being occupied in
quail hunting along the route, we barely reached Calvert
by sundown. Sunrise the next morning found us on
our journey. We reached Franklin, Robertson county,
about 10 o'clock, and a few miles east we stopped for
diuner. Up to this time we had been living like lords,
having all the small game such as quail and squirrels
that we desired. The writer and Mr. Greathouse, alias
Sam Bass, were the only quail hunters in the party.
Mr. John Walker, however, would occasionally get what
he called a "pot shot" on the ground, thus demolishing
the entire covey. Bill, our cook of the mulatto persua-
sion, was kept busy all this time preparing the game for
the next regular meal. Night here finds us approaching
the famous ''two bits" bridge across the Navasota River.
Being met about a mile from the bridge by the keeper,
who was going to supper, we were informed that it was
a toll bridge, and that if we would pay him the dollar
for our four wagons it would save him two miles ride
going back. Sam Bass thought it best, however, for him
to go back, as he told the gen tlemen that we were not in
the habit of crossing a bridge until we came to it. After
crossing the bridge it was about good dark, and tired and
worn out as we were, we all went to work to assist the
cook, and soon afterward a good supper greeted us, for
our appetites were indeed sharp.
This place on the Navasota is known as San Antonio

crossing, and is on tiie old Nacogdoches and San Antonio
road, which has been used for a great many years. We
left San Antonio crossing the next morning about day-
light for Madisonville, Madison county, a distance of
twenty-two miles. We traveled on without striking
much small game, except an occasional squirrel, which
is very readdy picked off the limb by Sam Bass with his
trusty Winchester.
At about 11 o'clock, on the fifth day of our travel, we

reached the Bedias Bridge, and according to directions
from a physician in Madisonville, proceeded, down the
stream until we came to a sawmill. Upon inquiry we
were told that game was very plentiful in there. Said
the gentleman, "The mast this year is very heavy, and I
have never seen deer so plentiful as at the present time.
I saw eight or ten deer in one drove within 300yds. of
this mill yesterday, and it is no trouble at all to kill them.
But I want to say one thing to you in regard to running
your hounds in here. There are certain still-hunters who
reside through here, who have bluffed out every hunting
outfit that has ever been through here. I have known
them to go to the camp afier all of the hunters were
asleep and drag a green deer's hide through' the camp
and put out strychnine bait in this manner." Believing
that this was too high up on the creek, as it was our in-
tention from the first to get out of the settlements, we
thanked the gentleman for his information: and after
winding our way through the heavy pine for about four
miles, came to a little opening in the woods called Man-
ning Prairie. Upon inquiry from a '-gentleman of
color," we found that we were in the forks of the Bedias,
a,nd that it was splendid hunting ground.
After getting everything arranged in camp, we con-

cluded to take a little round to get used to the woods and
see if we could not kill a deer for immediate use, as we
were beginning to get out of meat excepting bacon. Mr.
Joel W. Walker was detailed to do the driving for that
evening, and we all occupied such stands as we believed
to be good ones, not knowing at that time how the deer
would run. After being out for a couple of hours and
running several deer, we succeeded in getting one out by
Mr. Walker, who had quit the drive and turned the dogs
over to his son John and taken a stand himself. After
several shots were fired Mr. Walker finished the job. It
was decided that it was too early to go in to camp, so the
doctor and myself were detailed to carry the deer into
camp, a distance of about one and a half miles. After
an hour's run the rest of the boys returned empty
handed: finding more deer but failing to get a shot. On
the Bedias it is almost impossible to use a horse in hunt-
ing, as the thickets are so numerous.

It was decided the next day that it would not do to re-
main longer in the forks of the creek. We knew that
there were plenty of deer in here, but just how to kill

them was a mystery. In walking around some of the
boys met Mr. Ira E. Woods, who lived about three miles
from where we were camped. He informed us that we
had camped at the wrong place for killing deer. He
said we could find plenty of them, but there was no such
a thing as killing them—a fact we had already learned.
Before leaving the Bedias we all concluded to take a
round at ducks, and in less time than an hour we had
killed more than we could do anything with. Mr. Woods
had advised Mr. James, whom we all seemed to look
upon as our foreman, to camp at a spring about 100yds.
from his residence, assuring us that if we would we
could there kill all the deer we wanted. The settlements
through here are very thin, and deer have thousands of
acres of mast to feed upon, so it is no wonder they are so
plentiful. We at once set to work to get things ready,
and in three hours time were located at a beautiful spring
at the eastern corner of Mr. Woods's yard fence; and
after being told that deer would come up and drink
water out of this spring house, it was admitted by all

that this was the place we had been hunting. The woods
were open here, and in some drives a horse could be
used very readily. Mr. Woods seemed very anxious to
hunt with us, and the next morning, Monday, we all

started out in good earnest, each one anxious to kill a
deer, Mr. Woods placed us on the stands, and then with
James Walker made a short drive. It was not long be-
fore they started five deer, and James Walker killed one
of them in the drive; and I succeeded in killing a fine
little yearling buck, which happened to run my stand.
For several days we stayed here, never failing to kill

one, two and sometimes three deer every time we would
go out. It was here that we met old Bill Murray, a
negro, who is an old hunter, and has been living on the

same farm most of his fife. He lived on this place during
the war, and belonged to Richard Murray, of Huntsville,
Tex. Bill at once advised us that he would "miss a crap
any time to hunt," and that we could not stay too long
to suit him. We found Bill to be very useful to us as he
was acquainted with every hog-path in the woods and
could tell us more about the country in one day than we
could learn in a week if let alone.
After staying at Mr. Woods's three or four days we

were advised by Bill to move about three miles toward
Huntsville and camp on Past Oak Creek, at the edge
of Brushy Prairie. This we did, and the result was
almost marvellous. Mr. James being very fond of fire-

hunting he and Bill concluded to take a round one night;
and while out Bill shot two down and wounded a third.

Mr. Woods and the Doctor concluded to go one night;
and after a ten-mile round on horseback they returned
without seeing an eye. "It is strange," said Mr. Woods,
"that some nights I can go out, and in less time than we
were gone last night I can shoot down half dozen deer;
and again I go out with the same result as that of last
night. There is no certainty in killing deer by fire-hunt-
ing, though I believe the best time to go is the first night
after a rain."
We stayed here until about the 12th, and never failed

to kill deer. Mr. Joel W. Walker killed, not more than
300yds. from camp, one of the largest bucks that the
writer has ever seen; and Bill said that if they grew any
larger in these woods he had not seen them. Previous to
the killing of this large buck by Mr. Walker, while we
were camped at Woods's spring, Mr. James had killed
one that we thought was large, but it was small compared
to the one killed by Mr. Walker.
On the morning of the 13th it began to look like rain,

and the dogs being about run down, we concluded to
start for home. Bidding farewell to Bdl and Mr. Woods,
we turned our faces homeward. We, however, had not
gone more than a quarter of a mile from camp before we
saw five deer cross the road ahead of us. Mr. Walker's
dogs being the only ones tied, Sam Bass spent about an
hour in getting his own back. After taking a horse from
the wagon and riding about two miles he succeeded in
blowing them off.

Everything passed off pleasantly from this time until,
as we approached the Navasota, all of the dogs being
loose, they trailed some deer that had just crossed the
road, and Mr. Walker had the misfortune to lose two of
his best hounds.
We arrived home on the 16th, and all agreed that we

had one of the best times possible, and all that was
needed to complete the entire outfit was Wess. Danly
-with his " deer and bear " dogs and Col. Tad Powers with
his little dirk knife. W. E. C.

Belton, Texas.

RECOIL IN BREECHLOADERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
About thirteen years ago I wrote you an article on re-

cod. I thought the difficulty of getting the contracted
powder chamber into the shell required more powder to
give same penetration as the patent breech of the muzzle-
loader. I had used an old J. Manton for some years tor
bird and deer hunting; little wonder I was prejudiced
against the breechloader. My boys got two made to
order, pretty to look at, and I thought handy, and with
plenty of powder might throw shot far enough to kill a
bird. About five years ago five or six of us went to At-
lantic county, N. J., for a deer hunt, but found the woods,
so dry the dogs could not do anything, sj we concluded to
go home and wait for a rainstorm. Before separating
we tried our guns at the form of a deer chalked on a door
and placed at 80yds., all breechloaders but the old Man-
ton. Only one placed a buckshot in the deer that would
have killed; the Manton put in three and through the
door. The breechloaders did not stick their shot. I just
hugged the old black gun. We went into the house to
get ready to go home, the guns standing around in the
corners. A hunter jumped up saying, "What is this? a
gun bulged an inch from the muzzle." "There," said
another hunter, "I always load my buckshot loose, so as
to pass the choke without bulging." All this confirmed
instead of abating my prejudice.
We went home to await the rain, and being in the gun

store in the city, I told the circumstance to the gunsmith.
He laughed saying, "You have got a Parker." I said,
"Yes, two of them." He took a No. 12 brass shell,
selected shot that would chamber very tight four. He
said: "Load your brass shells with 5drs, best powder, 12
shot, try your breechloader on a deer. I will guarantee
your gun won't bulge."
The rain came; three of us went to look around the

woods for sign of a buck that had fooled us more than
once. At 7 A. M. two took t wo clogs, going due east. I
started alone, due south. I had got about three and one
half mdes, and was looking around the water stand on
the side of an old pine field, a big tree here and there,
no underbrush but cand and moss; could see half a mile
m any direction; the wind was light and from northeast.
I heard the notes of a dog on a warm trail, and although
line a mosquito at first, and swaying to north and south,
always drawing nearer, until I took my stand leaning
against a big tree, my left arm resting on a snag, the lit-

tle gun across, my finger on the trigger. Suddenly a
squirrel in an adjoining tree barked and made so much
noise I looked around to see why. There was my buck;
it had made a circuit around the field so as to come up in
the wind to that water stand. He winded me at 30yds.
and went off due north on the jump. I inwardly groaned.
Oh! for the old gun. The little one was after him witb a
snap. He came down as if shot with a cannon. The left

hindleg broken in three places, once below and twice
above the knee, with one shot behind that raked him, and
one in the ntck behind the ear. A four-snagged swamp
buck, with a beautiful set of horns, he weighed 2281bs.
dres>ed. The men came in answer to my summons. I

stood where the buck changed his course. The driver
looked at the track, saying, "Fooled again." I took them
to the tree I shot from, and stepped 104 steps to where the
deer lay. They looked and admired, I had no eyes or
admiration for anything but the little gun that stood by
a tree close by. I confirmed that shot by many others
afterward. In a broadside at a buck seven shots bi oke
the ribs, through heart and lungs, and through the other
side. Little wonder my prejudice is changed to pure
love. My impression is that many a good gun is con-
demned because not properly loaded, and I think that
means tightly loaded, so that the powder has to force the

charge all the way through the barrel, and not be brought
up at the muzzle by an abrupt choke, as in many guns,
nearly a sixteenth of an inch smaller than the bore. It
may he prejudice, but I cannot see but the more a gun is

muzzle-choked the more penetration is impaired and
recoil caused.
On this principle, I conceived the idea of boring my

No. 12 chambers to take No. 10 shells, with the chamber
shoulder taken down to thickness of brass shell. This
gives the choke in the breech instead of the muzzle. The
charge goes into the barrel tight, and if the wad is solid
is tight all through the barrel. This, I think, will give
better penetration. I have shot thirty to forty shells
three or four times. The report sounds more like a rifle

than a shotgun, and feels more like it at the shoulder;
so much so that I would rather shoot 100 shots now than
ten before. Prejudice.
Camden, N. J.

MAINE GAME.
THE prospects for partridge shooting in Maine this

fall are somewhat a matter of doubt, and I am very
much afraid that they are not good. Thus far I have
failed to learn of any number of flocks seen, though tak-
ing a good deal of pains to question fishermen and guides
who have been into the woods. The theory would be
that owing to the absence of snow, and hence crust,
last winter, the birds should have wintered well, and
again that the very early spring should have been favor-
able. But almost ever since the early spring the weather
has been very wet, with remarkably heavy rains, espe-
cially during June and July ; the very time when the
chicks would be the least able to stand the cold and wet.
Indeed I hear the idea advanced that the young grouse
have suffered almost to utter extermination all along the
seacoast of Maine for a strip 100 mi es inland. North
and west of this strip there was not as much rain during
the latter part of May and early in June, and it is possible
that the young b :rds may have fared better. But on the
whole I do not expect very good partridge shooting in
Maine this fall, and I find that others, famili <r with the
hunting1 localities of the State, think the same way.
But the prospects for largo game in Maine are good.

Mr. John D tnforth writes a friend here, or at least that
friend tells me so, that three moo>e have lately been seen
by fishermen and guides at Parmachene, and that
several caribou have been seen and tracked. The gentle-
man receiving the letter will start for that lake early in
October or late in September. He says he shot his three
deer there last fall, and he intends to be there till after
the first snow this fall. But the worst feature of the
whole is that he does not go up there with a pioper feel-

ing as to the game laws of that State. He says that be
shot his three deer last fall, and would have shot more'
had the weather permitted. He also says that all the
deer would have been used on Mr. Danfortb's table—none
would have been suffered to waste. He says that Mr..
Dani'orth encourages the shooting of deer by spoitsmen..
even beyond the limit of the law, for he "can take care
of them. ' Now that is just what the gentleman says..

I would not harm Mr. D tnforth, and I hope that the
btory is not the truth, bat he has no right to any more
than three deers at his ctrnp in anyone open season..

The gentleman has no more right to shoot more than
three deers than he would have to rob my game bag of a
deer that I had shot, and if he will persist in taking
more than three deer in a season, he is really robbing
other sportsmen of the game that they might shoot were
they left by the man who has already had his share.

Special..

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Aug. 20 —The prairie chicken crop fa

Illinois promises to be an unusually good one, the
close season having had a remarkably good effect. There
are coveys now in considerable abundance along almost
all the valleys and wild land where the grass was high
enough for them to breed well. The Illinois valley ha&
plenty of chickens, and the Kankakee marshes have bred!,

their thousands. I know of three coveys of birds within
four miles of Morgan Park, a Chicago suburb, and have
heard of numbeis of young birds all through the northern
part of the State. It is fair to taj that this bird, formerly
thought to be practically extinct for sporting purpoi-es in
this State, will be abundant this year, and can be kept so
under intelligent treatment. Season opens Sept. 15. Our
legislators tried to open it Sept. 1, but a clerk by an en-
grossing error made it Sept. 15, very fortunately. There
have bt en chickens killed m this district already, and by
Sept. 1 a great many coveys will be broken up. No
arrests heard from.
From what I know and hear from Kansas, I would

hardly advise any one to go from a distai.cli to that State
for prairie chicken shooting, except upon the definite

advice of a friend certain as to the shooting in some
given locality. There is some shooting in spots in Kan-
sas, but you have got to know the spots, as the chicken
supply in that country was badly cut down by severe
winters three years or more ago. Illegal shooting all

over this State. The gun clubs are about the worst.
They keep the chickens killed off, so that by opening day
there isn't much shooting left.

Nebraska should be a better State to make for than
Kansas this year for prairie chickens, Dakota is, of
course, good as yet in some localities, where there has:

been wheat enough sown to gather the birds in. Per-
haps because I know more about that country personally

,

I believe I should about as soon chance it for chickens in
northwestern Iowa as anywhere. The law is entirely
disregarded there, but it is naturally a great place for the
pinnated grouse.
Really the best ground in the United States for pin-

nated grou-e shooting is in the Indian Territory. 1

should prefer the Osage or Creek Nations, below Coffey-
ville, Kansas. That is grass shooting, and is very good.
The weather is very warm down there, and bunting not
so pleasant as in the North. The law, United States and
military, must be broken to get in there, and there is

risk of getting into serious trouble, and of having a darky
soldier jab a bayonet into you. it would be well if

darky soldiers with ba onets guarded the grouse in the
localities first mentioned.
Mr. H. M. Joralmon, long identified with sporting

journalism in Chicago, and an authority on guns and
shooting, has left his late field of work and gone into the
banking business in Denver, Col. It is to be hoped he
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wilt continue as an amateur In what was once his pro-

fessional employment. E. Hough.

The Illinois prairie chickeu season will open Sept. 15,

not Sept. 1. The law as pass< d (and so reported in our

columns) made the season open Sept. 1, but by an error

in engrossing the law as
1 enacted the date was made Sept.

15, as appeirs from this dispatch from Pres,
(

Fred C.

Don >1d. of the Illinois Sta,te Sportsmen's Association;

"Chicago, Aug. 19,—Editor Purest and Stream; The
prairie chicken itw as enacted made open season Sept. 1;

as engrossed and printed it appears Sept. 15. Altorney-

deneral decides law must stand as published until cor-

rected by a court of Competent jurisdiction,—Fred C.

fJONALB.''

"AUTOUR DE MA GHAMBRE."
[7 HO has not been charmed by LeMaistre's ingenuity?

. » He telis of the preservation and cherishing of ani-

mal life within the Walls of his dwelling—

T

4 on the con-

trary, propose to relate- a stoiy of its destruction, in true

and sportsmanlike fashion. .

This torrid August has driven my family to the Cool

j

sleek strand of Cape May, and I am left alone to find a

corner of my house les* hot than the other three—or dozen.

Yesterday evening, I was sitting in my library, elo-e to

the open north window, awaiting the announcement of

dinner, and turning the pages of the Century, and look-

ing beyond the woes of Siberia into its flowers and fresh-

ness. Across the room darted a saucy mouse, and sought

refuge in the grate, which at this season is filled with torn

paper and rubbish generally. There he sat and leered at

me. , _i

Now, in my closet. Under lock and key, stands a Mo-
bert, charged with what is called a " sparrow cartridge,"

This cartridge is a small copper tube, the diameter of a

Crow quill, and has S"me sort of fulminate which makes
no noise or smoke, and propels a few grains of dust-shot.

Last winter, while confined to my bed by an accident, 1

used; on pleasant days, to pop through the window atthe

English sparrows which frequented the big wistaria

whieh covers the house front) killing a bottt one in three

shots, I do not like to destroy birds wantonly, but these

little foreign pests are too typical to be spared. They are

little pauper immigrant", and, having been admitted to

bilr shores through malice or stupidity, are now driving

out the home industries of our robins, oriole^ warblers

and chippies. The cartridge in t' e Flobert is not left

thpre for them, however. It is for a neighbor's dog,

which has bitten children, and which, wben be traverses

his evening lunch route, responds with a little yelp to the

occasional salute given to discourage his visits.

The sliaht mortality to the sparrows, at a range of

twenty feet, and the feebleness of the dog's response to

the salute, had given me a contempt for the cartridge's

efficiency.

Leaving my mouse grinning in the grate, I quietly

walked to the* closet, took out the Flobert, and returned

to my seat and Century. A glimpse, a snap-shot, and a

success as amusing as unexpected. F. S. J. C,

Wild Rice in the Hudson River.—Hudson River Im-
provement, Engineer's Office, Albany. Aug. 14.—Editor

Forest and Stream: "F. B.," of Sauaerties, in last

week's issue makes inquiries about the chances of wild

rice growing in the sluggish bays of the Hudson at and

near this olace- Some of the most extensive fields of

rice on the Hudson River are to be found in the immedi-

ate vicinity of Saugerties. South of the mouth of

Esopus Creek there are several large patches, notably

one at a place called the "Vlaie." North of Saugerties.

as for in-tance at Cab kill, Athens and Hudson, he will

find some of the largest fields on the river, and at all of

these pomts it seems to thrive very well indeed. The
most northerly patch on the river, of which I have any
knowledge, is* located at Bear Island, a point five miles

south of Albany. lam unable to learn at what time or

where rice first made its appearance on this part of the

river, but it seems to have been noticed for trie first time

by rail shooters at New Baltimore about fifteen years

since. The finest growth of rice one would wish to look

at can be seen back of the dykes near Castleton and New
Baltimore.—S.

Woodchcce Climbing Trees.—Rochdale, Mass.—

I

noticed a discussion m b orest and Stream a few weeks
ago as to woodcbucks climbing trees. My dogs treed one
the other day. This woodchuck was on a small limbless

than Sin. in diameter, and was 2^ to 3ft. from the body
of the tree, which was pine and a foot or more in diam-
eter, 10ft. from the ground. He looked very comical

with his big belly spread out and over the small limb. I

was at home, and hearing my two dogs barking sharply,

I started out to see what was the matter, and found dogs
and 'chuck as described. My opinion is that a wood-
chuck might climb a tree when hard pressed by dogs
if the tree was conveniently near and the chuck's hole a

good ways off—not otherwise.—F. E. B.

OPEN GAME SEASONS.
Arkansas.

Deer, Aug. 1 to Feb. 1. Wild turkey, Sept. 1 to May 1.

Pinnated grouse, prairie chicken, Sept. 1 to Feb. 1. Quail,

Virginia partridge, Oct. 1 to March 1. Exportation of fish

and game forbidden.
Connecticut.

Ruffed grouse, quail, woodcock, gray squirrel, Oct. 1 to

Jan. 1. Wildfowl, Sept. 1 to May 1. Sora rail in Litchfield,

New Haven and Fairoeld counties, Aug. 20 to Jan. 1; else-

where, Sept, 1 to Jan. 1.

Georgia,
No uniform State game law; county laws govern. In

Richmond county, deer, Oct, 1 to Jan. 1; wild turkey, par-

tridge, quail, Oct. 15 to April 1. Summer duck, dove, Aug.
15 to April 1. Woodcock, Aug. 15 to Jan. 1.

Idaho.
Buffalo, elk, antelope, deer, mountain sheep, Sept. 1 to

Jan, 1. Quail, Oct. 1 to Dac. 15. Mongolian pheasants pro-

tected at all seasons.
Illinois.

Deer, wild turkey, Sept. 15 to Jan. 15. Pinnated grouse,
prairie chicken, *Sept. 15 to Nov. 1. Ruffed grouse, quail,

pheasant, partridge, Oct. 1 to Dec. 1. Woodcock, July lb to
Dec. 15. Gray, red, fox or black sijuirrel, June 1 to Dec 15.

Wildfowl, Sept. 15 to April 15.

•
* See note undor "Chicago and the West."

Kansas.
Pinnated grouse, prairie chicken. Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Quail

(on one's own premises), Nov, 1 to Jan. 1.

Maine.
Moose, deer, caribou, Oct. 1 to Jan, 1; one person may kill

only one moose, two caribou and tluve deer in a sea?on;
dogtriug forbHden. Mink, beavpr. sable, otter, fisher, musk-
rat, Oct. 15 to May 1. Woorlduck, dusky, black, teal or gray
duck, Sept. 1 to April 1. Ruffed grouse, partridge, wood-
cock, Sept. 1 to Dee. I. Quail, Oct. 1 to Dpc. 1. Pinnated
grouse, prairie chicken, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Plover, Aug. 1 to
May 1,

Maryland.
The laws are complex, each county having special pro-

visions; a tabular statement was given in our issue of July
35, 1889,

Massachusetts.
Ruffed grouse, partridge, woodcock, Sept. I to Dec. 1.

Quail. Oct, 15 to .Fau. 1. Ducks. Sept, 1 to April 15. Plover,
snipe, rail, marsh and be^ch birds, July 15 to May 1. Gray
squirrels, hares, rabbits, Sept. 1 to March 1. Deer protected
at all seasons.

Mississippi.
St^te law subject to modification by county enactments.

In Yazoo county; Doves, Aug. 1 to March 1. Deer, Sept.
15 to March i. Wild turkey, Oct. 1 to May 1. Quail, Oct.
15 to April 15.

Montana.
Bison, buffalo and quail protected for ten years from 1889;

moose, elk aud beaver protected for six years from 1889
White-tailed deer, black-tailed deer, mule deer, mountain
sheep, Rocky Mountain goat, antelope, Sept. 15 to Jan. 1.

New Brunswick.
Moose, deer, red deer, orotected to 1891. Mink, otter,

sable, fisher, beaver, Sept. 1 to May 1. Partridge, Sept. 20
to Dec. 1. Woodcock. Sept. 1 to Dec. 1. Snipe, "Sept 15 to

March 1. Black duck, woodduck, teal, Sept. 1 to May 1.

License fee $20 for non-residents. Issued by J. DeWolfe
SpUrr, Chief Game Commissioner, St. Johns, or Provincial
Secretary, Fredcricton.

Newfoundland.
Caribou, Oct. 1 to Feb. 15. Ptarmigan, willow grouse,

partridge, Sept. 15 to Jan. 12. Black game, capercailzie, pro-
tected to 1891 Moose aud elk protected to 1896. Hare, rab-
bit. Sept. 1 to March I. Otter, beaver, Oct. 1 to April 1. For
full text of deer (carihou) law relating to non-residents, see
our issue of June 20, 1889. The non-resident license fee is

|50,

New Hampshire.
Plover, yellowlegs, sandpiper, duck, rail, Aug. 1 to Feb. 1.

Woodcock*, ruffed grouse, partridge, quail, Sept. I to Jan.
1. Deer* moose, caribou, Sept. 1 to Dec. 1. Mink, beaver,
sable, otter, Oct. 15 to April 1. Raccoou, coon, gray squir-
rel, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1, Hares, rabbits, muskrats, Sept. 1 to
April 1.

New Jersey.
Quail, partridge, ruffed grouse, pheasant, rabbit, Nov. 1

to Dec. 15. inclusive. Woodcock, the month of July, also
Oct. 1 to Dec. 15, inclusive. Upland or grass plover, Aug 1

to Dec. 15, inclusive. Wilson, English or gray snipe, the
months of March aud April and Oct. 1 to Dec. 15, inclusive.
Reed bird, rail bird, marsh hen, Sept. 1 to Dec. 15, inclusive.

Black and fox squirrels, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Gray squirrels in
northern section (Bergen. Essex, Hudson, Hunterdon, Mid-
dlesex, Morris, Passaic, Somerset, Sussex, Union and War-
ren counties), Nov. 1 to Dec. 15.; elsewhere Nov. 15 to Dec.25.

New Mexico.
Elk, buffalo, deer, antelope, mountain sheep, wild turkey,

grouse, quail, Sept. 1 to May 1.

New York.
Deer, Aug. 15 to Nov. 1; hounding season, Sept. 1 to Oct.

20, on Long Island Oct. 1 to 10; no hounding in St. Lawrence
and Delaware counties; one person may kill only three
deer in a season; one carcass only can be transported if

accompanied by owner. Rabbits, hares, Nov. 1 to Feb. 1.

Black and gray squirrels, Aug. 1 to Feb. 1. Wildfowl, Sept.

I to May 1." Long Island waters, Oct.] to May 1. Quail,

Nov. 1 to Jan. 1. Woodcock, Aug. 1 to Jan. 1. Ruffed
grouse, partridge, Sept. 1 to Jan 1. Plover, bay snipe, sand-
piper, shore birds, in Queens and Suffolk counties, July 10

to Jan. 1. Rail birds, meadow hens, in Queens and Suffolk
counties, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Robins and blackbirds on Long
Island and Staten Island, Nov. 1 to Jan. t. Exceptions—
Chautauqua county, wildfowl, Sept. 1 to Feb. 1. Delaware
county, woodcock. Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Oneida county, ruffed

grouse, partridge, woodcock. Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Queens and
Suffolk counties, ruffed grouse, partridge, Nov. 1 to Jan. 1.

Duchess county, ruffed gronse, partridge, woodcock, squir-

rel, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Rockland county, woodcock, gray
squirrel, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Columbia couuty, woodcock,
ruffed grouse, partridge, Sept. 1 to Dec. 1: quail, Nov. 1 to

Dec. 1; jail, Sept. 1 to Dec. 1.

Ohio.
Quail, Nov. 10 to Dec. 15. Squirrel, June 1 to Dec. 15.

Woodcock, July 15 to Nov. 1. Ruffed grouse, pheasant,
prairie chicken, Sept. 1 to D°c. 15. Wild turkey, Oct. 1 to

Dec. 15. Ducks, Sept. 1 to Dec. 15; in Lake Erie and its

estuaries and bays, ducks may be killed only on Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday of each week in open sea-

son. Deer, Oct. 15 to Nov. 20. Dates inclusive.

Quebec.
Caribou, Sept. 1 to Feb. 1. Deer, Oct. 1 to Jan. 1. Moose

protected to Sept. 1, 1890. Hares, Nov. 1 to Feb. 1. Wood-
cock, snipe, partridge, Sept, 1 to Feb. 1. Ducks and teal,

Sept. 1 to April 1. Non-residents must procure hunting
license from the Commissioner of Crown Lands. Fee $20.

Rhode Island.

Woodcock, ruffed grouse, partridge, Sept, 1 to Jau. I.

Quail, Oct. 1 to Jan. 1. Bartram's tattler, upland plover,

Rhode Island or grass plover, Aug. 1 to April 1. Dusky
duck, black duck, woodduck, summer duck, blue or green-

wmged teal, Sept.'l to March 1. Rabbit, hare, gray squir-

rel, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1.

South Carolina.
Deer, Sept. Ito Feb. 1; in counties of Clarendon, George-

town, Colleton, Williamsburg, Marlboro, Kershaw, Horry
Darlington, Marion and Berkely, Aug. 1 to Feb. 1. Wild
turkey, partridge, quail, woodcock, pheasant, Nov. 1 to

April 1. Dove, Aug. 1 to March 1.

Tennessee.
Deer. Aug. 1 to Jan. 1. Quail, partridge, Nov. 1 to March

1. For excepted counties see our issue of Aug. 8, 1889.

Texas.
Male deer at any time (females, Aug I to March U. Prai^

rie chickens. July 1 to Marco 1. Quail, partridge, Sept. I to

March 1. Many counties are exempt from the law.

Utah.
Elk, deer, mountain sheep, antelope, Sept. 1 to Dec. 1.

Wildfowl, Sept. 15 to April 15. Quail, partridge, grouse,

Aug. 15 to March 15.

Vermont.
Deer protected to Nov. 1, 1890. Mink, beaver, otter, Nov.

1 to April 1. Quail, "woodcock or ruffed grouse," partridge,
Sept. 1 to Feb 1. Woodcock, Aug. 15 to Feb. 1.' Wildfowl,
other than woodduck, Sept. 1 to May 1.

Virginia.

Deer, Aug. 1 to Jan. 1. Partridge, quail, Oct. 15 to Jan. 1.

Pheasant, ruffed grouse, wild turkey, Sept. 15 to Feb. 15 in
counties west of the Blue Ridge (except Rockbridge); in
Rockbridge and counties east of the Blue Ridge (except
Prince Edward), Oct. 15 to Jan. 15; in Prince Edward, Oct.
15 to March 1. Woodcock, Nov. 1 to April 1. Waterfowl,
Sept. 1 to Mav 1. Marsh hen, Jan. 1 to June 20. Willet,
Jan. 1 to July 20. Gull, striker, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Certain
counties are exempt from the law.

Wisconsin.
Woodcock, Aug. 1 to Dec. 1. Quail, partridge, pheasant,

ruffed grouse, prairie hen, prairie chicken, sharp-tailed
grouse, srouse of any variety, plover, squirrel, Aug. 1 to
Dec. 15. Snipe, wild duck, wild goose, brant, Aug, 1 to
Dec. 15. Deer. Oct. 15 to Dec. 1. Otter, martin, mink or
fisher, Nov. 1 to May 1.

Wyoming.
Deer, elk, moose, mountain sheep, mountain goat, ante-

lope, buffalo, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1 (may not be killed by non-
residents). Colon or quail protected to September, 1893.

Ptarmigan, pinnated, sharp-tailed, sage, red or other grouse,
sage hen, July 15 to Nov. 15.

CAMPS OF THE KINGF1SHERS.-VI.
ECHO LAKE, ONTARIO, CANADA.

THE morning came on windy, and by the time Everett
was below the island on bis way home the lake was

so rough that the others did not care to go out; but as
the skipper and old Dan bad not had a fish together for a
whole year, we got ready and headed up lake to fish

around to the further side and down as far at least as to

the island.
When we turned at the head of the lake to fish along

down shore, we had the wind dead ahead and the waves
running nearly two feet high: and the hard work—on
the part of the skipper—of making headway against
wind and sea more than balanced the pleasure of the
fishing, for although we had both our lines out we didn't

get a fish on the way clear down to the rocky point above
the island.

Here we turned sharply to the left and followed around
the little bay to the foot of the hill in comparatively
quiet water, and down shore till opposite the island,

when we crossed over and got out to rest, for the skip-

per's muscles were a trifle overstrained in the long tussle

with wind and waves since leaving camp.
In the little bay we bad taken four big Canada pike

after four stubborn and well-contested fights; and this in

a measure paid us for the hard work of the last two or
three hours.
After picking a few huckleberries and strolling around

till the kinks were out of backs and legs, we got back in

the boat to make the circuit of the island for a bass or

two; but here the wind had a fair sweep from the foot of

the lake, and we found it hard work to manage the boat
and both fish at the same time.

At the lower end, just outside the belt of bulrushes,

Dan struck a fish; and while the skipper held the boat

and listened to the whistling of the wind through the
branches of the old dead pine standing sentinel at the

point of the little inlet, an exciting trial of strength and
skill took place between the old pelican and a pugnacious
black bass of 31bs. (afterward weighed at camp), that

made ample amends for the poor luck of the morning.
Twice he left the water to show us how high he could
jump, and then tried to catch Dan off his guard by mak-
ing a sudden das-h for the bulrushes, but the grizzled

veteran was up to all the tricks and stratagems of the

M&Gropierus family , and soon had him alongside the boat

exhausted and gasping, when the skipper lifted him in

out of the wet and shortly returned him to the water
with a stringer knotted in his lower jaw to "rumynate,"
as old Ben would have said, "on the onsatisfyin' result o'

tamperin' with a speckled frog that went around loaded

fur bass."
While the stringing was going on the wind blew the

boat in among the rushes; and before we were fairly out

again Dan was in another difficulty with another bass of

about the same size as the other, and after a very similar

performance he took his place on the stringer with his

mate, to be followed in quick succession by three others,

varying little in size, all taken by old Dan, while the

skipper fished a little and attended to the stringing and
the boat without as much as a solitary nibble during the

whole time. But it was pleasure enough to note the ex-

pression of pure delight that beamed all over Uncle Dan's

face while this exciting episode was going on ; and when
they suddenly quit biting, and he had made a dozen casts

without a strike, the skipper headed the boat for a pull

around the island, more than ever impressed with the

truth that "it is not all of fishing, to [catch] fish."

When we had fished carefully around to where we had
started from without striking another fish, we concluded

to go on down to the farm after milk and back around to

the bay across the lake from the island, where old Sam
had taken the young maskinorje, that we might be
sheltered from the increasing wind, where both could

have a chance to fish with some degree of comfort; nor

did we put out a line going down or back, till we rounded
the rocky point and got into smoother water, where the

boat did not pitch and roll so badly.

In the bight of the bay, and for a quarter of a mile out,

the water was quiet anu unruffled, and here we had some
great sport with the pickerel; no less than eleven fell to

Dan's rod that weighed from 5 to lSlbs.; while the skip-

per held up his end with a less pretentious but no less

satisfactory score.

The big 12-pounder was the hardest and longest fighter

of his tribe we had ever struck, and for the first fifteen

minutes of the contest we would have wagered our best

rod against a split shot that he Avas one of the Esox
family, but when he finally made a dash under the boat

and we got a sight of him, Dan's hopes of beating old
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Sam by taking the biggest niasky were scattered to the
winds and he made a few impromptu remarks that are
better left out of these chronicles lest they leave the im-
pression that his religious training was in a measure lost
sight of in his early youth.
But the villainous old longface made a great fight, if

he wasn't a masky, and proved himself dead game from
snout to caudal. It seemed as if he would never tire,
and the straggle was kept up with a dogged, persistent
pull and frequent rushes, that nigh blistered Dan's thumb,
till led alongside, when he was knocked on the head and
dragged in the boat, where he lay limp and dying, no
longer a terror to the timid bluegills and goggle eyes
that marie their home in the grass and thickets of bush
weeds growing in the bay.
Old Dan was in his glory, several times we were handl-

ing a fish each at the same time, and he was only-induced
to bring the sport to an end when the shadows crept
away out on the lake, warning us of approaching night,
when the rods were laid in the boat and we took our
way to camp in a happy frame of mind over our first
day out together; and w'ith "peekrils" enough to have
kept "SamLovel's Camp"—"Peltier." ' 'Solon Briggs" and
all—sortin' bones for a month.
As we pulled into the dock, we found Knots planted in

bis chair under the old flag flapping in the breeze, gaz-
ing across the lake at his landscape, over which were
lazily drifting great wisps of soft gray mist, the summit
lit up with the last rays of the setting sun peeping out
from under a bank of clouds hanging over the mountain
at our backs, the whole forming a picture of sunset love-
liness that would have caused our artist friend Tom
Lindsay to go into raptures, had he been there to catch
the spirit of the scene with his ready pencil.
The two kids were in a boat fishing a few hundred

yards up the lake, old Sam was taking a quiet nap under
a mosquito bar in the warehouse, Louis was busy with
the supper and looking after a camp kettle of savory
bean soup simmering on the iron bars over a small open
fire, while Charley and the Jedge were yet out; the one
with the Jedge's rifle looking for a bear he had lost back
in the hills, as be had informed the others before starting
out, the other with his rod somewhere up the little

stream, spying out the hiding places of the wary trout
that were hardly plentiful enough to pay for the work
of clambering and barking his shins over the rough rocks
to reach the few pools where they had their abiding
places.
The Jedge came quietly out of the bushes near the

bank of the stream soon after, with a string of five or
six fair-sized' trout on a forked twig; and Charley came
down the main road a little later carrying his lost bear,
which Knots pronounced the "worst shrunk bear in the
Dominion,"—reminding him once more of his old and
napless yarn of the old darky and his "shwunk" catfish.

Charley's "bear" was a slim-built little animal, hardly
as large as a gray squirrel, covered with a coat of the
finest and softest lead-colored fur, except a strip of pure
white along the belly. We could tell nothing of the
form or shape of the head, as he had clipped it off with
the rifle ball, as the little fellow peered at him from a
cleft in the. rocks, as clean almost as though cut with a
knife. None of us knew what to call it. but Louis took
a look at it and said, "marten."
Louis announced that supper would soon be ready, and

a resonant solo evoked from the bottom of a frying-pan
with a fragment of rock, called the boys in from up
shore, and Ave gathered around the table without annoy-
ance from the mosquitoes or blackflies, the stiff wind up
the lake during the day having blown them high and
dry back in the hills. (We found it a good rule, in mak-
ing a camp on a lake shore, to select a point, if one is to
be found, free of underbrush as possible, on the side of
the lake where the prevailing course of the wind is on
shore, in which case the flies and mosquitoes are not
nearly so troublesome.)
The two boys had come in with a string of sunfish and

perch, two or three "snakes," and a broken rod, the lat-
ter due to their limited knowledge of the rush-under-the
boat proclivities of the Canada pike: but Harry, the vic-
tim of the mishap, was made happy the next morning by
the loan of one of Uncle Dan's old reliable Japanese cane
rods,tried and tested in many a hard-fought battle with the
bass and longsnouts of Upper Michigan, and the worth-
less $1.50 stained and varnished wooden fraud with
beech-lancewood tops was cast aside as so much useless
timber.
And here a word to the youngsters and beginners:

Never buy a cheap wooden rod that is stained and var-
nished and painted up to conceal a brittle, crossgrained
piece of wood. Buy a good rod or wait till you get to
the woods and cut a pole, and you will never have to be-
wail the loss of a good fish and the greater—not the best,
for they have no best—part of your kindling-wood rod.

Kingfisher .

Sceantok, Pa., Aug. 10.—I took a 41b. 19in. black bass
from LakeWinola last week with an lloz. lancewood rod.
This was my first experience. It was great sport, for he
fought long and hard. I attribute the successful capture
of him to the instructions got from reading fishing arti-
cles in your columns. I have reason to think there are
landlocked salmon there, though none have ever been
taken. Can you give me instructions how to get them ?

What do they bite, when, deep or shallow water?—W.
[We doubt that there are any landlocked salmon in the
lake above mentioned, and our correspondent must refer
to the lake trout (S. namaycmh). During the summer
months the lake trout makes its home in deep water, and
may be caught with the spoon trolling on or near the
bottom. It is a ravenous feeder, and most any kind of
fish makes good bait. A good way to attract the fish is
to scatter pieces of bait (fishes cut into small pieces) over
the waters to be fished a day in advance. A rod and reel
and one hundred to two hundred yards of fine strong
fine, with a ten-ounce sinker on the end for deep fishing,
a gut leader of ten or twelve feet, tied to the fine about
its own length from the sinker, makes a good outfit.
Dealers furnish numerous contrivances for the capture
of this fish.]

Skints, Nets of every description. American Net & Twine Co.,
Mfrs., 34 Commercial st., Boston, or 199 Fulton st., N. Y.—Adv.

The revised and abriged edition of the A. O. U. Check List of
"North American Birds, including the additions and changes made
rattle supplement, will be aant post free on receipt of 50at».—Adv

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
AS stated in my earlier letter, life at the little town of

Middle Inlet, deep in the pine woods of northern
Wisconsin, could hardly be expected to furnish any
thrilling excitement, yet I managed to put in several
A-ery pleasant days here, spending most of my time in
trying to get Dan Seaby to go out fishing with me, or in
trying to find out the secret of the ineffable peace and
content with life which seems to brood over that commu-
nity. So far as I could learn, Middle Inlet toils not,
neither does she spin, but she lives and is happy, and
thit is more than many of us can sav for ourselves.
We might accept Dan Seaby as the typo of Middle Inlet
philosophy. ' The difference between me and you is
right here," said Dan, "as soon as you've had your sup-
per, you begin to worry about whether you're goin' to
have any breakfast er not. Now, ef I just have the sup-
per, I aint worryin' about the breakfust at all. That's
me!"
No one knew how Dan managed to get the supper, but

he seemed somehow to find enough for himself and his
girl wife. He was the happiest man I ever saw, and I
like to think about him. Barely 18 years of age, he
stood over 6ft. tall and was very strongly built. It is
said that he can lift 3501bs. from the ground and put it
up over his head. He is valued on the logging ''drive,"
and is skilled in all the wild accomplishments of the
North Woods. He can stand erect upon a slender log
which his weight sinks 2ft. beneath the water, and pole
it where he likes as rapidly as one could run a canoe.
Even the little boys came and told me how Dan Seaby
could spear the pickerel, and the older members of the
community all acknowledged that Dan could catch trout
where nobody else could, and when others fishing at this
side could not get a bite. The country thereabouts is un-
speakably rough and hard to traverse, yet I found that
Dan took it with all ease, whether in log jam, windfall,
cedar swamp or tamarack bog, and never missed his
footing, no matter how slippery the log or limb. He is a
typical son of the forest, and knows every foot of ground for
50 miles about his home. He used to live on Lake Noque-
bay where he was well-known as a guide. Once his sail-
boat upset in late November, and he was in the water for
two or three hours, at a season when the lake was fringed
with ice. " Oh, 1 didn't mind it much," said he. " The
boat she was upside down, so I just dove under her and
come up inside, and crawled up under the seat-boards.
I wasn't only two or three inches over the water then,
and down on the bottom I cotild see the fish as plain as
day. I never saw so many fish in my life. There was
plenty of air in the boat, and I just took it easy. It was
a lot warmer inside than it was out. Bimeby'l see the
water get shallower, and 'fore long I struck a bar and
waded out. It seemed a good while 'fore she drifted
acrost the lake."

It is said of Dan that he never goes to bed without
getting bis feet wet, and that he can't sleep well if his
clothes are dry. Another peculiarity, which may or
may not be connected with the above, is that I never
happened to see Dan have on two stockings of the same
color. But, taken as he is, I would not change a line of
Dan, even if I could make him all over, nor have any
one think I hold him one shade less than a generous,
open-hearted fellow, simple and hearty as the breath of
the woods that raised liim, ready to share his last crust,
and ready to go out of his way tc accommodate even a
stranger. I like such men infinitely more than I do the
knock-kneed fools in cap, belt and blazer, we sometimes
see about the edge of cities, posing as apostles of the love
of outdoor air.

One day Dan and I went up the Middle Inlet stream
about three miles, but found that stream so full of logs
and sand that we turned back. Had we kept on three
miles further, to the upper dam, we should have found
good fishing in the deep water above there, as I after-
ward learned. All these streams are logged and
dammed. That is the most dammed country I ever saw.
In the early season, the fishing below these dams is mag-
nificent, but by this time you can hardly find anything
but chubs in the great, beautiful pools below the dams.
It is a mystery where the trout get to. It is probable
that they run up into the small or brushy streams, or lie
in the deep water far out in middle of the back-water.
In either such locality, they are nearly inaccessible, and
the fly is utterly worthless as a lure. If we except the
pools between the railroad and Lake Noquebay, the Pike
River, the lower Thunder River and the rapids of the
Peshtigo, it is fair to say that the angler cannot use the
fly, and can hardly use a fly-rod, so unutterably tangled,
dense and thick-grown is the wilderness along the narrow
and hidden little streams. The short, stiff rod. the short
line, heavy sinker and big bait, are unquestionably the
best and almost the only practical tackle.

The Milwaukee and Northern Railway has put several
hundred thousand trout into its streams in the past three
years, and has this season planted nearly 100,000. This
is certainly a wise and commendable action, and is indeed
the only thing to do if the company wish to have any
fishing left near their line., I lately met Mr. Sheardown,
general passenger agent, and Mr. Tabberner, the general
agent of this road, located at Chicago, and they both
laughed at me when I spoke of the danger of their
streams being fished out. "Why, didn't you catch any
fish?" they asked. It ts true I did. But so does every-
body else up there, and the result is the streams will not
stand it. There is no restraint practiced and no limit
placed. The result is already apparent. The railway
company will do well to keep up its planting, for the
harvesting is continuous, and by and by it will be only
gleaning.

Lake Noquebay, five miles from Ellis Junction, or
Middle Inlet, is a great water for bass, pickerel and wall-
eyed pike, or "dore," as the latter fish is called in that
country. These fish run up into the inlets and get into
the great pools under the logging dams, where they lie
in numbers. The pool at the Forks, or junction of the
Middle Inlet and the North Branch, was full of these
fish, and sport at them was common. Even so high up
on the Middle Inlet as the second dam, I was told, one
might be pretty certain of striking a big dore and per-
haps a big trout or two. As this was only a mile or so
below the railway station, I walked down one morning,
declaring my intention of landing a dore on the little

fly-rod. This, of course, excited laughter from the vil-
lagers, who declared "that thing'd break." Yet, using a
big bunch of angle-worms, I did hook and land a three-
pound dore. It was not very much of a fight, and the
result was no trick at all.

Speaking of angle-worms, any one going into this
country to fish should take the worms up with him if he
cares for that bait. Except where they have been planted,
there is hardly a worm to be found in all that country.
We found trout-fins much superior to worms for bait,
however, and it will hardly pay any angler to bother
much about a can of worms to take along. The fin is a
much tougher and more lasting bait, and quite as at-
tractive as any for trout in those waters.

One day I went up the Lower Inlet, where so many
large, trout had been taken. It was said that over 2,000
trout had been taken in this water within 60 days, and
the average was very heavy, a pound, pound and a half
or larger being nothing uncommon. The dam being shut
down, there was back-water running up nearlv a mile
and covering many of the best fishing points, yet by dint
of wading and floundering waist-deep through the
treacherous grassy bog covered by the overflow, we man-
aged once in a while to get out to the creek bank, and
then nearly always got some good trout. The local
market-fishers said that nobody knew where all the trout
came from in this stream. If left unfished for a week or
two, there seemed to be as many as ever; and after the
water had run down, upon opening of the gates, the fish-
ing was always extremely good. I think the trout lie

in under the banks and work out from time to time.
There are many places along these streams where the
water runs directly underground, as I noticed on the
Medicine Brook, and the whole country is honey-combed
with water chambers invisible from the bank." It is in
such places that the largest trout lie, only coming oat to
the nieuth of their caverns when tempted by some ex-
ceptional bait. I found several such holes while wading
the Medicine Brook.
This fishing on Lower Inlet was only about three miles

from the station. Indeed, one does not need a team to
get at pretty fair fishing for small trout close to the rail-
way. Shepherd's Creek, a brushy and difficult stream,
affords good fishing at little ones, within three miles from
Middle Inlet. The South Branch, between the railway
and the Forks, offers some difficult but paying water. J
caught six trout one morning under the dam, right in the
village of Middle Lilet, where no one thought any trout
were left In fact, I never made a trip that I did not
catch some trout, and I kept Station Agent Dropp and
his family supplied with trout all the time I lived with
him in his freight-car home. The only drawbacks in the
fishing were the smallnes of the run, the terribly rough
going in the country, and the exteme sluggishness in
biting of the trout in these streams; at this season they
bite much more like suckers than like trout, and the
bigger the trout, the more timidly they bite.

Wausaukee is six miles above Middle Inlet. A nine
mile buckboard ride brings one to good fishing from that
point. The trout run a little larger. The stream is so
rough that a fly-rod can hardly be used. Bait is best for
that water.
Pembine is about thirty miles above Middle Inlet,

There is good fishing in the river there, anywhere from
two miles to six miles from town, earlier in the season.
There is an infernal old market-fisher here who keeps the
trout pretty well skinned out of these waters. He usu-
ally catches from 6 to 151'bs. a day. Everybody in town
knows he breaks the law. The law is universally broken
all through that country. If you raise your voice against
that, you are safe to hear some loud talking, and the
natives will bulldoze you, if they think they can. An
example or two is very much needed in that country, and
would have a swift and salutary effect. A game warden
with a backbone is needed. Let the railroad company
get one such appointed. Tt will be money in their
pockets.

I met an old, rough-spoken, kind-hearted character by
the name of Van Keuren at Middle Inlet, our first ac-
quaintance being during a little circus we had over his
shutting down the dam so that he could cut hay on the
marsh below. I reasoned with him that a little paltry
hay didn't amount to anything compared to the trout
fishing he had spoiled, and he remarked that he would
remove the interior machinery of anybody who dared
raise the gate, which remark disposed me to" go and raise
the gate. We finally compromised the matter by going
fishing together over to Medicine Brook, about sixteen
miles from the village. Van Keuren drives a clinking
good team, and is the best woods driver 2 ever saw. The
way we cleared stumps, logs, trees and brush wood was
a caution, and we went over country where 1 should not
have thought it possible for a wagon to go. If any one
is going into that country he cannot do better than to get
Van Keuren to take him. He will go flying, and if the
wagon holds together will get to the good fishing. Our
trip was made directly after a heavy windstorm and the
road was in a bad shape from "cross timber." We had
to cut through nearly a dozen fallen trees, some of them
2ft. in diameter. At this work Van Keuren and his com-
panion, Charlie Chelsey, proved themselves mighty
handy. It was always a pleasure for me to see a genuine
woodsman handle an axe. No writer has ever described
this as well as Cooper, I think in his novel "The Prairie.

''

None of us knew the way over to Medicine Brook, and
we got lost out in the 'Flats,

7

' and in our wanderings
discovered a beautiful lake, Elbow Lake, as we learned
later. Saw moccasin tracks in the road, and knew the
Indians had come in after huckleberries—a very scarce
crop this year in that country. We finally found our
stream, at first a tiny, crooked driblet, almost hid in the
grass and brushwood. We followed down over the most
treacherous and boggy country imaginable, finding a
spring in every bog, until the creek grew rapidly bigger
and deeper, and became a. very good trout stream indeed.
The fishing was very rough, as is usual on all these
streams, and the art of it consisted in dropping your bait
in between the branches into the deepest and blackest
holes; but we caught a lot of beautiful trout, a number of
which ran over a pound. I have rarely seen fish so plen-
tiful and so large in so small a stream. I caught one
rainbow trout, a half-pounder. Large numbers of this
variety have been planted in these Wisconsin streams.
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and in some waters they are said to be doing very well.

They grow more rapidly than the native trout.

Our Medicine Brook* trip was a great success, but still

we did not find the place where the Ellis Junction men
had caught their big trout; and that was just what we
were after, tor we were told it was in the Medicine.

I now went up to the " Soo Line." and marie the visit to

the Gaylord Club, of which I shall write later, ana on
coining' back stopped off again at Middle Inlet. Mr. Van
Keuren was all ready for a trip over to the Thnnder
River, distance twenty miles, and said he was told that the

Thunder was where* the big catch of trout was made.
That settled it. We started the next morning at four
o'clock, and before sun up were on the horrible corduroy
road which crosses Shepherd Creek swamp between the
Inlet and Ellis. After we got over this purgatory, the
rest of the ride was delightful. We crossed the broad
and beautiful Peshtigo River just above Ellis Junction,

and followed up the valley of that pleasant stream. The
air grew fiesh and pleasant, the road was good and
smooth, the country was open and pleasant, and on the
whole this trip was the finest one we had. A constant
source of delight was the discovery of lake after lake,

nestled down in the green hills, and often visible only in

a flash of silver through the surrounding forest. Many
of these little lakes were very gems of beauty, and appar-
ently unknown to the angler. Not even the bark roof

of an old camp showed upon their shores, and no boat
could be discovered in the reeds. We had not time to

fish these waters, but it is almost certain that they hold
plenty of bass, as do most of the lakes of that region.

Wisconsin is the. wateriest country I ever got into.

We crossed the main Thunder River, leaving Thunder
Lake to the left. Plush's Camp, on Thunder Lake, is a
good place for strangers to stop at in this district, and
good fishing is within easy reach from there. Thunder
River empties into the Peshtigo, and from the road down
is a wide, beautiful trout stream, where a rod can be
used well and some comfort taken in fishing. If we had
gone down this stream we should probably have taken
some large trout, but we feared the stream had been
fished to death, and so kept on up, stopping for a rest at

the camp by the dam, where the North and South
branches of the Thunder unite. We heard that Marinette
parties had been in there for some time, and had stripped

the streams. Thousands of trout had been takeu out, and
a party was camped there then, packing trout down on
ice. They told us our chance was slim, and advised us
to go somewhere else. "Great heavens!" I thought, "is

there any place else where some trout hog or other has
not been before and cleaned out the fish.V" But we re-

solved to try it; so, wisely disregarding all their advice,
we pushed on up the South Branch, above the ''Hay-
marsh,'' and went into camp, tentles-?, but happy, near
the little bridge over the creek above the marsh. This is

fully five miles above the big dam, and about twenty-five
miles from Ellis Junction.
In the morning one of our party, Charlie Hiller, drove

the team down to the dam. Van Keuren, Charlie Ches-
ley and myself resolved to fish down the stream to that
point, which we expected to reach in time to drive to
Ellis and catch the south-bound evening train at 8 o'clock,

which was to take me away from Wisconsin. As I

wanted a basket of trout to take home with me I re-

solved to quit all conscientiousness and go in for results

for once. I discarded my split-bamboo fly-rod, took a
stilt' lancewood bass-rod about 8ft. long, tied the. line

directly into the snell of the hook and put on a bunch of

fins about as big as my fist. I didn't have very much
sport, but I should remark that I caught trout. It is no
trouble to out-fish the market-fishers if you use their

tools.

It was 2 o'clock instead of 12 when we got clown to the
dam, and how we ever got there at all is more than I can
tell. The stream runs through a swamp whose like I

never saw. The thicket of alders, willows and water-
elms was the densest I ever saw, and if one worked out
through the tamarack bog to the hills he met such a
jungle of cedar fall, broken pines and boggy creeklets
that he wishet-I he had stayed out in the middle. That
stream is not fished out and never will be. It will pro-
tect itself. On over one-third of its length it is impossible
to get at the water at all. In the more open places lower
down we found the paths of fishermen, plainly beaten,
but we went through cmntry never touched by anglers,

We only tasted the stream here and there, but we got a
splendid lot of trout. 1 had sixty dandies, several which
we thought would run a pound and very few small ones.
We went home, si ill wondering where those big trwut

had been caught. A haP' hour before the train started
south I met George A. Schlick, a saloonkeeper and livery-

man at Ellis Junction. We talked of trout. He took me
to his ice house, and there, right befo e my eyes, showed
me a basketful of that very same brand of trout, caught
that very day

!

I had worked hard, and had traveled far and wide on
my trips for some good trout. My largest would not
weigh over a pound and a half. Here were trout that
would weigh two pounds, three pounds, three pounds and
a half—great magnificent fellows, so long that you had
to turn them up at both ends to get them into a market-
basket! And they had been taken right in that troutless
Peshtigo River, at the mouth of Medicine Brook, with in

ten miles of Ellis Junction, and within four miles of
where we had beenfi-hing. When I learned that, I could
have sat down and cried. I would always rather catch
one big trout like that than fifty little younglings. And
here they were.

'•Yes," said Mr. Schlick, "there are trout in the Pesh-
tigo, below the big falls. I have often caught them in

the rapids between there and the mouth of the Medicine,
and there are several other points equally good. We
caught these trout on minnows, and we also caught
numbers of mighty good bass right out of the same hole.

The trout don't always bite, but they're there. They lie

in the deep, cold holes at the mouth of the creeks. In
working for these big trout this short-pole, jerk-'em-stiff

business don't go. You've got to know howr to fish, and
you want the right tackle. Come with me and I'll show
you some big trout."

I couldn't come, but I have been mourning over it ever
since, and some day I shall go up there again, and get
out in the middle of those rocky rapids, chin-deep, and
fish for trout the way a fellow ought to fish, with a fly

and a fly-rod, and not jerk them out through the brush
on bass tackle.

This ended my trip. My friend the station agent at
Ellis Junction could hav&made it very pleasant for me
if, on the first morning we met, he had not sent me out
of the country and away from his pet fishing hole

—

which I found out after all, and take pleasure in publish-
ing, on his account. His companion, Judge B trie's, the
game warden. I did not see at all. I didn't hear any one
say much about his ever wardening anything, but every-
body says he is an almighty good hand* to take you to the
best fishing grounds, and I presume that is so.* I got a
lot of experience on my little trip, and learned that with-
out a reliable guide you can fool away a lot of time fol-
lowing out directions intended to keep you away from
the best fishing.

On our Thunder trip we were not far from the head-
waters of the Oconto, where the fishing is good. If it

were not, F. P. Taylor and his Chicago party would not
be in there now on a second trip. It won't be so good
when they come back. They will kill two or three
thousand trout.
The mosquitoes are not bad in Wisconsin this year.

Any one going in should be sure to take heavy woolen
underwear. The nights are cold. E. Hough.

Bass Notes.—Pottsville, Pa,, Aug. 10.—I have enjoyed
reading Dr. Gill's "Nest Building of the Sunfish." I

have now an explanation of the reason why I could not
take two small-mouth black bass with the fly or bait. I
was very anxious to have them in my net. As near as I
could guess they would measure 10 or 12in. They must
have been protecting their spawn. It was in just such a
place as he describes the sunfish makes its hatchery.
They acted in the same way, but would take neither bait
nor fly. While fishing with John Messner at Dauphin last
year we both caught the same bass. One hook was
swallowed, but the bait was Gin. up the leader, the other
hook was through the side of the head, but the bait was
swallowed and came out loose with the first hook. We
were fishing with small live catfish from the same boat.

—

C. W. P.

Weakfisb are now caught in great numbers in the
West Channel of Great South Bay, Long Island.

U. S, FISH COMMISSION WORK.
rPHE Albatross during the winter and spring of 1889 was
JL at work along the southern coast of and in the Gulf of
California, and since June her work has been extended
northward, through Oregon,' Washington and southern
Alaska. Capt. Tanner was in command as hitherto with
Prof. C. H. Gilbert as chief naturalist, C. H. Townsend
assistant naturalist and B. A. Alexander as fishery expert.
Her work on the northern coast had reference mainly to

halibut and cod, though of course her investigations were
of a general nature. Where her work has been carried on
continuously by soundings it is of vast importance to the
Hydrograph'ic office and to the Coast Survey. These sound-
ings are made to determine the location of fishing grounds
or to discover unknown hanks.
The special Senate. Committee of Indian Affairs, consist-

ing of Senators Dawes, Stockbridge, Manderson and Jones,
of Arkansas, accompanied the steamer along the Alaskan
coast as far as Sitka, in order to investigate the conditions
of the Indians in that.region, making frequent stops.
Prof. Gilbert being obliged to join his college in Septem-

ber, left the ship the first part of August and is now in
Washington, where he will work up the results of the
cruise in those departments of which he was in charge. Her
cruise up to the present time has been exceedingly valuable
in its results. Reports upon this work are in course of pre-
paration and will be published as soon as possible.
The Fish Hawk has been prepared to continue her investi-

gations into the ravages of the starfishes upon the oyster
beds along the southern New England coast and has com-
menced work in the vicinity nf South Norwalk. She will,

while making scientific investigations concerning the char-
acteristics of the beds and the habits of the starfisb>s with
reference to determining some method of preventing the
injury which they do to the beds, also make practical tests

as to protecting the beds and ridding them of the starfishes
after they have been attacked. This is one of the most dif-

ficult problems connected with the fisheries. The starfishes
destroy several hundred thousand dollars' worth of oysters
every year in the waters of Rhode Island, Connecticut and
New York. South of that region they do no harm to the
beds, the reason being that the water south is too fresh,
where the beds occur, to enable the starfishes to live upon'
them.
The results of this work are anxiously waited for by the

oystermen ot Long Island Sound. The Fish Hawk is in com-
mand of Lieut. Rooert Piatt, U.S.N., with Mr. C. F. Hodge,
of Clark University, as naturalist.
The Grampus is engaged upon an investigation of the

region between New York and Nantucket through which
the mackerel pass in their migrations north aud south. This
work is being carried on from near the shore into the inner
portion of the Gulf Stream. The object of this investiga-
tion is to ascertain if possible the cause influencing the
movements of the schools of mackerel from year to year
with respect to their abundance and times of their passage:
as is well known there is a great variation in their numbers
and movements in different years, and some seasons they
move northward at a lower level in the water than at others,

so that the fishermen are not able to find them. The Gram-
pus has already undertaken some work in connection with
this subject in the springs of 1887 and 1888. She has now
been fitted with the most approved scientific appliances, and
it is expected that im portant results will be obtained. Prof.

Wm. Libbey, Jr., of Princeton College, is in charge of the
investigation, assisted by Professors Magie and Rockwood
of the same college. One cruise has already been made, and
Prof. Libbey reports many new facts not nitherto known
respecting the Gulf Stream.
With respect to the interior waters, two parties are now

at work under the direction ot President D. S. Jordan, of

the Indiana University. One of these parties, which is

headed
and the
E. xMeek, ...

aud the adjoining regions. These explorations cousistin
making thorough examination of the rivers with respect to

the fishes living in them, the general characters of the river

basins, the temperature of their waters, etc. The principal

object is to ascertain the different species occurring in the

rivers which have an economic value, and also learn the ad-

vantages of streams for the introduction of certain fishes.

This work began about the middle of July, and will be con-

tinued into September.
The work at Wood's Holl is in charge ot Dr, H.V.Wilson,

formerly of Johns Hopkins University. The doctor's princi-

pal work is the study of the embryology of economic species

in connection with the work of fishculture, which is carried

on at this station during a large part of the year. There
have been no changes at this station during the summer; at
different times from twelve to twenty naturalists, the most
of whom are engaged in studies havine: a more or less direct
bearing upon the work of the Commission. These natur-
alists are men that volunteer, or persons occupying tables
at the station by the courtesy of the Fish Commission.
Among them are Prof. W. II. Brooks, of Johns Hopkins
University; Prof. Edward Linton, of Washington and Jeff-
erson College, of Pennsylvania; Mr. E R. Boyer and Mr.
C. B. Davenjiort, of Harvard College; Prof. T. H. Herick,
of Cleveland, O ; Mr. S. Waoase and Dr. R. P Bigelovv, of
Johns Hopkins University; Dr. E. A. Andrews, and Dr.
James 1. Peck aud others.
The Fish Hawk and the Grampus have headquarters at

Wood's Holl, and in the intervals of their work are carry-
ing on investigations in connection with the laboratory.
Among the important economic questions which have been
studied here have been the rearing of young lobsters from
the egg, and the starfish and oyster question; also the life
history and the habits of the economic fishes.

NEW FISHCULTURAL STATIONS.

Several new stations for the. Fish Commission are being
established, some of which are in a condition now for begin-
ning work. These stations are as follows:
At Leadville, Col., where the Government has set aside a

reservation of nearly 1,500 acres for th** use of the hatchery,
a hatchery and ponds will be built maiuly for rearing and
distributing trout in the extreme Western States and Terri-
tories. Col. John Gay, Inspector of Stations for the Com-
mission, is in charge of the laying out and construction of
this station.

,
A station on the Clackamas River, Oregon, is being estab-

lished for the replenishing of Columbia River with salmon,
of which the natural supply has been enormously decreased
during the past few years. Livingston Stone is in charge of
this station.
At Neosho, in the Ozark region of Missouri, a hatchery

for rearing and distributing members of the salmon family
(trout) and indigenous fishes of the region is being estab-
lished.
At Duluth, Miun., a station has been established for pro-

pagating the wbitefisb. This station was operated last
winter for the first. It is in charge of Dr. R. O. Sweeny,
formerly State Fish Commissioner 0$ Minnesota.
There is also a station about to be established at Put-in-

Bay, Ohio, on Lake Erie, for the collection of wbitefisb eggs,
and also for their hatcning and distribution to a certain
extent. Put-in-Bay is the scene of one of the most impor-
tant whitefish fisheries of the Great Lakes, and it is expected
that by concentrating most of the work of collecting eggs
at this place they can be obtained with greater economy,
and probably in much larger numbers than ever before.
Such of the eggs as cannot be accommodated for hatching
here will be sent to other stations for that purpose.
The Penobscot salmon hatchery, which is situated at East

Orland, Maine, eight miles south of Bucksport, in charge of
Mr. C. G. Atkins, is being much improved. Congress hav-
ing appropriated money for the purchase of land, including
the site of the old hatchery, the facilities for the hatching
and rearing of salmon at this station will be greatly en-
larged. Mr. Atkins has had charge of the Maine stations
since they were first organized.
The Commissioner, Col. Marshall McDonald, left Wash-

ington on the Sth of July for an examination of the western
stations and especially the ones which are being constructed
and those for which "plans have been drawn up. His trip,

therefore, has included the Leadville station^ the stations m
California, Oregon, Minnesota and Lake Erie. He has also
visited the Yellowstone Park, where it is expected that
facilities can be furnished for hatching fishes to be placed
in the headwaters of the principal streams of that region.
Ou the west coast he also paid attention to questions of
general interest, especially at San Francisco and Portland.
The Commissioner is expected to return to Washington the
latter part of August. He has been accompanied by Mr.
George H. H. Moore, in charge of distribution, and by Mr.
J. J. O'Connor, chief clerk of the Commission. During the
absence of the Commissioner, Professor Richard Rathbun.
in charge of the division of scientific inquiry, is acting Com-
missioner.

gp-No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

Subscriber.—It is hardly probable that Mr. Fife will consent,
to the publication of Minerva's lines.

S. C. P., Caribou, Me.—You cannot buy ribs ready made, but
will find full instructions for making them in "Canoe and Boat
Budding."

Awahsoose.—The beetle is the Trox unistriatum; this gouns 1s

Usually found on the. ground, under old woolen clotlies,h-des, etc.

It is harmless.

H. IT. B.. Palmer, Mass.—Tbe lines of Rob Roy cannot be bad,
but; tne Raritania in "Canoe and Boat Building" is a similar
boat and probably as good.

F'un, New York.—What effect would it have upon a 13 core
P»rk< r gun, chokf bore,80'n. barrels, to shorten the harrels Sin. or
more ? The gun shoots too close for brush shooting of the thick-
est kind. Aus. It would convert it into a cylinder and give
wider scatter to the shot.

W. D., Philadelphia.—What kind or kinds of native birds can
be kept in a building about 6ft. square *ud 10ft. high? It is well-
built and sheltered from storms, has open wire work m lower
-half of south side, out can be closed at night. The sua shines on
it all day. There is no artificial heat. Ans. No species of Amer-
ican wild birds is adapted to thrive in such quarters; confined
there wild birds would drag out a miserable existence.

F. W. N., Pittsburgh, N. Y.—The Attorney-General of New
York, in a letter to tne Secretary Of State, dated June 17, gave
these points in a summary of tne new State dog law, now in force:
"it increases the tax upon a dog other than a bitch from 50 cents
to 81. It exempts all dogs under four months old from any tax.
It provides for the registry of every other dog, annually, on or
before tne first day of May, by the owner or barborer. * * *

Penalties are then provided for the failure to register, number or
license such dogs. Provision is then made that any dog not regis-
tered or collared, as provided for m the act, may be lawful y
killed by any constaob-, etc. The act is not to apply to any dog
owned or pnesesseo hy any person or association, etc., engaged in
the business of breeding dogs, etc. The amendatorj act, it is pro-
vided, sball take effect immediately. It will be seen, therefore,
that the only change in the amount of the tax provided tor is in
the addition of 50 cents for eacu dog other taan a bitch. By the
Revised Statutes, the assessors of towns, etc , are required to fin-

ish their as-essment rolls by the Qrst day in August in e<ich year.
So much of this act, then, as provides for the assessment of the
tax, is capable of enforcement the present year. So much of the
act, however, is provides for the registering and collaring of
dogs, must be done annually, by the first of May, and so much of
the act as provides for the furnishing of lists by the town clerk or
village clerk, must be done by the first day of June. It is clear
that these provis'ons of the act cannot take effect before trie

year 1890. No other construction can be given to these provisions
of the act. * * *—Chas. F. Tabor Attorney-General."

Small Yachts. By C. P. Kunhardt. Price $7. Steam Yachts and
Launches. By C. P. Kunhardt. Price $3. Yachts, Boats and
Canoes. By C. Stansfield-Hieks. Price $8.59. Steam Machinery. Bn
Donaldson. Price $1.50.
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FIXTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 7 to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of the Brooklyn liennei
Olnb, at Brooklyn, N. Y. Charles Dickleman. Secretary. Entries
close Aug. 28.

Sept. 9 to 13.—Dog Show of the Farmers' Lancaster County Fair
Association, at Lancaster. Pa. A. A. Herr. Secretary. Entries
close 11 A. M., Sept. 9.

Sept. 10 to 13.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the London Kennel
Cluh, at London, Ont. C. A. Stone, Manager. Entries close Sept. 6
Seot. 10 to 13.—Dog Show of the Central Canada Exhibition As-

sociation, at Ottawa, Can. Capt. R. C. W. MacCuaig, Secretary.
Entries close Aug. 31.

Sept. 11 to 13 .—First Annual Dog Show of the Toledo Kennel
Company, Toledo, O. Chas. E. Rowland, Secretary, Box 423. En-
tries close Aug. 26.

Sept. 16 to 19.—Dog Show of the Dominion of Canada Kennel
Club, in connection with the Industrial Exposition at Toronto,
Canada. Capt. C. Greville Harston, Sect'y. Entries close Sept. 4.

Sept. 17 to 20.—Dug Show of the Pet Stock Association at El-
mira, N. Y. J. Otis Fellows. Superintendent, Hornellsville, N.Y.
Entries close Sept. 7.

Oct. 7 to 12.—Eighth Annual Dog Show of the Danhury Agri-
cultural Society, at Danhury, Conn. B. C. Lynes. Secretary.

Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890.—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 18 to 21, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Olub. New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 11 to 14, 1S90.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Rochester

Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 25 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Cluh, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 1890—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

Nov. 4.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel Club.
P. T. Madison. Secretary, Indianapolis. Ind.
Nov. 11.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel Club,

at Chatham, Ont. C. A- Stone, Secretary, London, Ont.
Nov. 18.—Eleventh Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at High Point, N. C. W, A. Coster, Secretary, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.
Dec. 2.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Cluh,

at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Secretary, Mill's Building, New
York, N. Y.
Dec. 16.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Amory, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of r,he Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313
Bush st reet, San Francisco, Cal.
Feb. 11, 1890.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary.

COURSING.

Oct. 9 to 12.—Fall meet of the National Coursing Club at Hutch-
inson, Kan. M. E. Allison, Manager.
Oct. 24.—Annual M>jct of the American Coursing Club, at Great

Bend, Kan. F. K. Doan, Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.

THE TAIL OF A DOC.

FATE has decreed that this should be cut short, as the
story itself will subsequently unfold to you. and

strange to say, were it not for the brevity of this tail there
would be no tale at all. On the morning of April 1, 18S2,

the population of W., a small town in northeastern Illinois,

was increased by the valuable addition of two bright-eyed
yellow pups, as near alike as the Siamese twins. They were
thoroughbred Irish setters, and were proud of their 'ances-
tors, who many years before had dwelt in the city of Dublin.
James Riley and William Ferguson became tbe envied

possessors of these puppies. Ferguson named his puppy
Jack, and Riley called his Sport. Although both masters
labored diligently in training their dogs, Sport soon proved
to be the better dog in the field, as he was gifted with a
more vigorous constitution than Jack. While Riley was
exulting over the excellent results of Sport's careful train-
ing, and congratulating himself on being the possessor of a
fine fielder, Ferguson was grumbling over his ill luck, aud
it seemed inevitable that be must lose tbe fruits of his labor,
as Jack's health was rapidly failing. However, Riley was
also destined to taste the cup of bitterness, for, notwith-
standing his many precautions, one day Sport met with a
sad loss. It was about the middle of tbe afternoon that
Sport, with the aid of a small boy, managed to tie himself
loose from Mr. Riley's dog house. It did not take him long
to join his friends in the streets, but his freedom was of
short duration. He had not turned more than a half-dozen
corners when, unfortunately, be came in the vision of a
young Mr. Mills from the country, who had a special fond-
ness for bird dogs, and had been known to become so
attached to them that they would invariably find them-
selves chained to his dog house ere this attachment ceased.
Half rations now took the place of the bill of fare to which
Sport had been accustomed, and this was not the only thing
that gave him an unfavorable impression of country life.

Mills, fearing that some one might recognize Riley's dog,
cut off the greater portiou of his tail. This severed the last
tie which bound Sport to his new master, and he longed to
be once more under Riley's tender care, away from the in-
sults of this country barbarian. I do not know what Sport's
politics were, but he howled for protection when Mr. Mills
introduced this extreme measure. Poor Sport, he was now
afloat on the stormy sea of life without a rudder.

It was about two weeks after Sport's taste of the Mills in-
quisition that Riley, having been informed of his dog's
whereabouts, drove out to the farm of Mills, where he found
what was left of his lost bird dog. Notwithstanding the
great change which deprivation of iood and tail had wrought
in the appearance of the unfortunate animal, Riley itryue-

diately recognized the remainder of his once noble dog. vVe
must give Mills credit for having the honesty to inform
Riley that his dog had voluntarily come there a short time
before, and that he bad fed the dog to keep it from starving;
but Sport's appearance would hardly substantiate this state-
ment. After Riley, by tbe use of strong adjectives, had ex-
pressed his indignation at the way in which Mills had
mutilated the caudal appendage of his dog, he put the living-

skeleton into his buggy and drove home, Once more placed
on full rations, Sport soon became himself again, but he
never regained his wag.
Mills was not the only one in the neighborhood who took

a fancy to Riley's dog, and in spite of care Sport again dis-
appeared, but after a short search was found behind the
barn, cold and lifeless. The following day Riley persuaded
Pat, the hired man, to help bury the dead dog; and that
night when Pat went down town he told the boys that
Jimmy Riley had shed tears over the loss of his dog, and
that his parting words were "Good bye, Sportie." " Of course,
this was uot "all wool and a yard wide;" nevertheless it

was very annoying to Jimmy Riley to hear the boys iu the
street call after him, "Good-bye, Sportie." This lasted for
about a week, when one night, as Riley stepped out of the
kitchen door, he was startled to see in front of him, full of
life and gladness, to all appearances, the identical dog that
he had buried but a few days before, and there could be no
mistake, for there was the stub of a tail wagging away as
naturally as ever. Jimmy, fearing that this was an hallu-
cination, called the dog into the house, where Mrs. Riley
explained that it was a sure case of resurrection, Pat told
the boys down town that Jimmy Riley's dog had turned up
again, and that Jimmy had come into the house and in-

formed his mother that Sportie was resurrected. So tbe
boys had a new tune to harp on, aud whenever Rileyshowed
himself on the streets, some .small boy would yell out,
"There goes Resurrection Riley!"
This is a true, although strange, story. The explanation

is this; We left Ferguson despondent over the failing
health of his dog Jack, nor were his fears unfounded: for
one afternoon, about two weeks after Riley had rescued
Sport from tbe country barbarian, Ferguson found his dog
dead on the barn floor. While he stood there wrapped in his
disappointment, a sudden thought struck bim which drove
away his gloom. Why could he not take advantage of the
striking resemblance between his dog and Riley's and ex-
change with him. Riley was out of town that afternoon,
and at dusk Ferguson carried Jack over to Riley's place, cut
his tail the length of Sport's, placed Sport's collar on him,
left him behind the barn and departed with Riley's dog.
Although Sport was kept carefully tied up in Ferguson's
barn, he managed one day to escape, and went home, where
he was received as one resurrected.
This was not the only time in this brief tragedy that Sport

took the part of the resurrected dog. The same afternoon
on which Jack died, Mr. Ferguson's father had gone out to
the barn for the hatchet, and discovered Jack lying dead on
the floor That evening he had occasion to go again to tbe
barn after Sport had been chained there, and on opening the
door was considerably frightened to have what he thought
to be the dead dog jump into his face as full of life as ever.
The old saying is, "Tnree times and out." So it was with

Riley's dog. About three weeks after his return, Sport was
stolen for the third time and was never heard from agdn.

E W. Austin.

PREVENTION OF RABIES.

C^URE of rabies, as it occurs in the lower animals, has
J never been lookeduponasapromisingsubject of inquiry.

As soon as the existence of rabies is recognized, there is no
hesitation in directing the destruction of the animal which
is suffering from the disease; and even if this course is not
taken, a few days suffice to render it unnecessary, and no
one thinks of testing the action of medicines oh a rabid
horse, ox, sheep, dog or pig.
Man, when affected with rabies in its usual form of hy-

drophobia, has from time immemorial been treated bv
numerous "cures," as they are called, which, however dif-
ferent in character, agree in being equally inefficacious, and
it is allowed by medical authorities that there is no authen-
tic case of recovery from the disease on record.
Prevention of rabies is a far more hopeful matter than its

cure. The term may mean the prevention of the occurrence
of the disease altogether; or it nny be limited to the treat-
ment of infected animals, with the view of neutralizing the
effects of the virus which has been introduced into the sys-
tem. Or it may be taken to include the whole; and in that
sense it suggests, as a matter of primary importance, stamp-
ing out the disease among the animals which are most
liable to take it, and, when affected, the most dangerous to
man and other animals which come within their reach.
Slaughter of diseased animals is one essential part of tbe
stamping-out system, to the adoption of which, in cases of
rabies, very few people will object. The objections appear
when any attempt is made to apply restriction to animals,
especially dogs, which are not mad, in order to prevent
their, t ro'm doing mischief if they should become mad; and
the most effectual way of securing this end is the use of a
propel" muzzle
An Order of Council, to which we referred iu a former

article, is now in force to provide for the muzzling of all
dogs being at large in any place to which the public have
access in the Metropolitan Police District. Exception is
made in favor of dogs which are used for sporting purposes,
or for the destruction of vermin. Seizure, and detention of
unmuzzled dogs is also provided for in the order: but, until
the Board of Agriculture Bill becomes law, there is no
power vested in the authorities to order the slauchter of
stray dogs, unless they are rabid, or suspected of being
rabid. The Privy Council Order is limited in its operation
to the Metropolitan Police District, and local authorities in
other districts where rabies has appeared have made regula-
tions for muzzling dogs within their districts, but many of
the regulations contain an exception iu the case of sheep-
dogs and dogs used for driving animals, besides which, they
often provide an alternative to muzzling in the case of dogs
which are under proper control by being led by means of a
string or chain. These exceptions have recently been ob-
jected to as likely to destroy the beneficial effects of the re-
striction, and the following circular has just been issued to
all local authorities by whom regulations relating to rabies
have been made:

AqricuHural Department, Privy Council uflicc, 44 Parlia-
ment street, Wext-mhintcr, S. Wt , July 2.}, 1S89.

REGULATIONS FOR RABIES.

Sin: J am directed by the Lords of the Committee of
Council for Agriculture to request that you will have the
goodness to inform your local authority that the Privy
Council are advised that in making regulations directing
the muzzling of dogs on accouut of rabies, although it may
be desirable that exception be made in favor of packs of
hounds, harriers, or beagles, or greyhounds, or other sport-
ing dogs while being used lor sporting purposes, or to any
dogs while being used for the capture or destruction of ver-
min, and in charue of competent persons, there does not ap-
pear to be any sufficient reason for extending this exception
to drovers' doers, or to dogs used for driving animals, such
dogs being most dangerous to other animals if they become
"rabid," besides being able to perform their work' without
biting,

I am further directed to request that you will point out 1o
the local authority the insecurity afforded by any alterna-
tive regulation which permits a leading strap or chain to be
substituted for the muzzle, it being clear that a led dog (if

he is unmuzzled) is able to bite any person or animal that
may happen to pass within his reach; and this objection
even more strongly applies to an alternative regulation
which permits dogs to be in a public place under what is

called control.
It would appear therefore advisable, in applying regula-

tions to any particular district, to insist on the muzzling of
all dogs (other than dogs while being used for sporting pur-
poses or for the destruction of vermin, as before meutioued)
while being in any public place, whether the dogs are led or
not, with a muzzle so constructed as to render it impossible
for the dog while wearing the same to bite any person or
animal.
The Lords of the Committee are of opinion that it would

be useful if, at the foot of handbills announcing regulations
the following short description of the most marked symp-
toms of rabies in dogs were given:
"Change of habits, restlessness, moving from place to

place, often hiding in dark secluded corners, depraved appe-
tite, gnawing and eating indigestible substances, altered
voice, difficulty of swallowing, but showing no dread of
water, thick viscid saliva hanging from the corners of the
mouth which the dog tries to remove with its paws, fre-

quently snapping at the air or imaginary objects. These
symptoms in the furious form of the disease are followed by
paroxysms of excitement, in which there is an irresistible
tendency to bite and attack other animals, especially dogs;
the animal then wanders from its Wdme, biting and snap-
ping at every animal that may come in its way; emaciation
and exhaustion rapidly follow with loss of nervous power,
partial paralysis often supervenes, and the animal drops
and dies if it has not previously been destroyed.

"Iu the dumb or torpid form of the disease the premoni
tory symptoms are followed hy dropping or paralysis of the
lower jaw, rendering the animal unable to bite or bark; the
tongue swollen aud livid hangs out of the mouth. Tbe dog
in this condition seldom leaves its home, but eudeavors to
remain quiet in some dark place; takes little or no notice of
what goes on around it; paralysis of the hind limbs soon
sets in, and death quickly follows."—I am, sir, yourobedient
servant, C. L, Peel.

It is perfectly obvious that the leading strap or chain
offers no security to passers by. A dog under such restraint,
if in the early stage of rahies, would be all the more inclined
to snap at any living thing which came within its reach, and
therefore the chain cannot be in any sense a substitute for
the muzzle.
Dogs used for driving animals were often exempt from

the muzzle under the Rabies Orders in 1886-1887, although
they did not contain any provision for such exemption; and
considering the terribly disastrous consequences which
would follow from the ravages of a drover's dog among a
herd of cattle or flock of sheep in the event of his becoming
rabid, the exemption cannot be defended.
In reference to the preventive treatment to be applied to

man or animals which have been bitten by a rabid dog. it

may be said that people are familiar with everything which
can be said cxn the subject. Prompt application of caustic
after rapid and free washing of the wound is advocated, and
a strong solution of corrosive sublimate appears to be the
best form of caustic to apply. Between the local treatment
by caustic or actual cautery the adoption of Pasteur's s< stem
of inoculation, there seems to be no alternative: and what
ever may be the merits or defects of either method, there
can be no doubt that both should be looked upon as tempo-
rary expedients which are justified by the circurastancts.
But the one important object which the sanitarian should
keep in view is the eradication of the disease.—London
Field,

THE REGISTRATION FEE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
At a recent meeting of the Stud Book Committee (which

is composed of three members) it was decided that after
Dec. 31. 1889, the registration fee for each and every dog
would be II. I do not think that this action iu itself is a
judicious one. At all events, it would have looked much
better if tbe questiou had been brought up before a meetiug
of the A. K. 0. after due notice had been given to its mem-
bers.
As it is, one feels like asking: "Docs the A. Iv. C. exist

for the purpose of protecting aud governing the breeders
and exhibitors, or are they here to maintain the A. K. C. ?"

If the latter is the case, then, of course, all they have to do
is to say "yea and amen" to all the rules and regulations
the Stud Book Committee may be pleased to adopt. The
registration fee is a direct tax on the breeder. The first-

question an intending purchaser asks is: "Is the dog regis-
tered?" Hence the breeder is compelled to register the
puppies he sells. Not only does he derive no direct benefit
from it, but it is simply so much money out of his pocket.
Suppose he gets an averagp of -*50 for each puppy he sells,
the fee of'*l would represent two per cent, on the value of
the dog. If the average price is lower the percen tage is pro-
portionately higher. As things go this is too high a tax;
half a dollar is quite enough, especially now that nearly all
dogs are registered, for all that is required is to give tbe
name of the dog and the names of sire and dam aud their
respective numbers, for instance; 'Turned out of the Ring,
by Breeder Unknown, number so and so, out of Pedigree
Unknown, number so and so."

If the Stud Book Committee is after dollars and cents,
outside of whether the enactment of this rule would be
detrimental or not to the breeder, it will, I am afraid, not
gain its point; for breeders ~vill think twice before they reg-
ister puppies at §1 per head, and, therefore, the registrations
will decrease. If the club is in need of money it will have
to be raised in some other way. This is an important ques-
tion aud should be well considered. It will. I hope, br
brought up before an A. K. C. meeting, and clubs and asso
ciate members would do well to discuss the matter before-
hand and instruct tbeir delegates accordingly I trust that
the decision of the Stud Book Committee will not be up-
held; but if the clubs, members of the A. K C., and associ-
ate members should vote otherwise, breeders will either
have to pay the dollar or else get out of the business.

R. E. Hopf, Associate Member A. K. C.
Arlington, N. J.

PENDLETON DOG SHOW.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Some time ago it wa3 decided to hold a stock show at

Pendleton, S. C, in connection with the State Agrk nit nral
Society, which took place Aug. 7, 8 aud 9, A few lovers of
fine dogs also decided to have some of their stock on hand
for exhibition, just to let the. people know there are .some as
fine sporting dogs in this section as can be found. Beagles
were the class best represented, there being eleven shown.
The Blue Ridge Beagle KenneU, Denver, S. C, had six on
exhibition, all thorough oreds, descendants of the finest
strains in America, having such imported dogs as Sam,
Dolly, .Warrior, Rover, Rattler, Elmore's Ringwood, Lady
Birdi Music, Actress, Banker, etc.. as ancestors. They had
a young dog, Boston, that gives great promise of being hard
to beat when thoroughly " matured. He is by Joe vRiot—
Skip) out of Pansy (Elmore's imported Riugwood—Fairy).
Toey showed the smallest beagle ever seen in these parts
and probahly the smallest in tbe United States. She was
just a year old the day shown and only weighed 6%lbs, S,
Y. Stribling, Seneca, S. C, showed three dogs, by Thorn
out of Music. Mr. W. J. Hembree, Denver, S. C, showed
two bitches, one by Thorn out of Venus, the other by Thom
out of Nell. As far as numbers go pointers were a weak
class, but strong in quality. Mr. S. D. Cherry, proprietor
of Oconee Pointer Kennels, Seneca, S. C, had a rare good
specimen in St. Elmo. This youngster combines the blood
of Meteor and Sensation, being by Meteor, Jr., out of Bell,
she an in-bred Sensation bitch. This youugster is snow
white with deep liver ears and side of head and liver spot at
root of tail. He was pronounced by judges the finest speci-
men they ever saw. Mr. Cherry is an enthusiastic sports-
man and intends to supply his kennel with the best blood
obtainable. He knows how to handle a gun as well as he
handles a dog. He bagged 1,003 birds iu three months'
shooting. Dr. W. W. Watkins, Pendleton, S. C, showed a
very fine young pointer from the best native Held stock.
None of the dogs shown were entered for competition. The
beagles being something comparatively new attracted a
good deal of attention and comment. Exhibitors wt re be-
sieged with all kinds of questions, showing a lamentable
lack of knowledge of this noble breed of small dogs. After
gazing in wondering admiration on tbem as they were being
removed from the cage one fellow remarked: "If 1 could
shoot birds on the wing like some people do, I would have
me some of these dogs." Blue Ridge.

ELMIRA DOG SHOW.—Horuellsville, M. Y., Aug. lb.-
Editor I'oresl and Stream: Everything looks promising
for the Elmira dog show. We are having applications for
premium lists from all *ver the States and Canada. Entries
are coming in fast, and we shall have some of the best ken-
nels there are. We shall feed Challenge food, and use
"Sanitas" as a disinfectant.—J. Otis Fku-ows Sunt.
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DOG TALK.
IN au article upou the English field trial celebrities of the
1 present year. Land and Water gives the following
description of Trip of Kippen, that is entered by Messrs.
Lowe & Hitclicock for the Eastern Field Trial Club Derby:
"Trip of Kippen (fifteen months), by Tntshatu Trip, last

year's winner at Shrewsbury, was unlike any other setter

puppy at the trials, except his half brother, Aldon Trip,

which ran third at Worksop. The Kippen puppy Is a liver

and white dog, long in the body, long in the stern, and
rather long in the leg, and prick-eared, but he has good,
strong, straight forelegs, nice, well-bent stifles and good
feet. He carries plenty of feather, and, like the rest of the
family, is a good one to go, and has a very fair, if not. actu-

ally good nose. At times he worked very well, while at

others his performance indicated a somewhat jealous and
headstrong disposition. Furthermore, he did not appear to

have been thoroughly well broken, and had evidently not
seen a great many hares before he ran at Newport. At times
he was staunch* before and behind, although backing is

clearly most distasteful to him. He is a dog that wants a
lot. of work to steady him. and, like the rest of the Wood-
hill Bruce and Tutsham Trip family, he can stand a lot of

work. He won the Derby rather by chance than otherwise,
although in our opinion/when thoroughly broken, he could
always beat Banco of Brussels, as he has a rather better

nose 'than the latter, and more pace, which be always
seemed to utilize in taking the outside cast from Banco.^'

Madison Square Garden at last is being torn down. For
several years it has often been given out that the structure
was to be at once demolished and replaced by something
better adapted for public use. In our issue of Feb. 28 there
is a description of the building to be erected in place of the
Garden, Some are sanguine euough to predict that the
Bmphitheater will be finished in time for the dog show next;

February, but it is hardly possible that this will be the
case, and the Westminster Kennel Club will undoubtedly
have to find other quarters for their show, and they will
probably select the American Institute Fair Building,where
their shows were held in L881 and 1882,

There will be a dog show at Wilmington, Del., Sept. 2 to
7. in connection with the second anuual f>iir of the Wilming-
ton Agricultural and Industrial Association. The premium
in some of the important classes is dogs and bitches to
compete, with *8 for puppies. In nearly all the remaining
classes the premium is *3, with -S3 for puppies. In case the
judge deems an animal worthy of second prize, a silver

medal will be given. There will also be a special of *10 for

largest exhibit. Mr. James Watson will judge all classes.

The address of the secretary is Mr. T. D. Brown, Wilming-
ton, Del. Entries close Aug. 27.

The resolution adopted by the stud book committee of the
American Kennel Club increasing the fee for registration to
one dollar does not take effect until Jan. 1. There is con-
siderable talk among dog owners of making an effort to
have the resolution rescinded at the next meeting of the
club.

At a recent meeting of the English Spaniel Club, the sub-
ject of holding field trials of spaniels was discussed and the
'matter was postponed for further consideration until the
next annual general meeting of the club.

The London Fox-Terrier Club appears to be in a flourish-

ing condition. At its annual meeting recently held, the
treasurer reported a balance on hand of S650, and a mem
bership of over 100.

The mail vote of the Spanial Club for a list of official

spaniel judges closes Aug. 23. The number elected is not to
exceed eight and is not confined to members of the club.

The Scottish Kennel Club will hold their show at Edin
burgh, Sept. IS to gn, instead of in October as previously
announced.

ST. BERNARD IMPORTATION.—Peterborough, N. H.,
Aug. 14.—Editor Forest and Stream: We have received
from Mr. H. J. Bittprton of England the smooth-coated St.

Beruard dog Parson—formerly Barry. Ho was bred by
Ilerr Doppeler of Berne, Switzerland, of whom he was pur-
chased by Mr Bitterton last year. Parson is the sire of
Juno, first and special at the late International show at
Berne—the bitch that Mr. Bitterton did not succeed in buy-
ing, and which Mr. Hopf thinks is likely to remain at home,
for sometime.—W. H. Walbridc+e,

A SMALL BEAGLE.— Editor Forest and Stream:
_
Please

allow me through the columns of your paper to give the
measurements of a beagle bitch belonging to the Blue
Ridge Beagle Kennel, and challenge the beagle fraternity to
beat it in size—small size I mean. She is bv Banker out of
Dolly (Riot—Skip), whelped Ang_ 8, 1888. At one year old
she just weighed fUs'lbs.. is 8>£in. high, 12in. ear spread,
lain, chest measure. She has always had all she would eat,

and has kept in good order. For her size her field qualities
are first-class. She has an exceptionally line nose, and
gives a free tongue. Her sire, Hanker, is by champion
Rattler out of imported Actress. He was bred by Dan
O'Shea, London. Ont., and is the winner of five first prizes,

two specials and one brace special. If any beagle fancier
Las anything to beat this, please trot it out gentlemen and
let us hear from you,—JOHN L. J01.I.EV (Denveu, S. C,
Aug. %
DOMINION Ob1 CANADA SHOW.—The secretary re-

ports things progressing favorably for this show, and there
is every indication of its exceeding any other show ever
held in Canada. The following are some of the extra
special prizes that have been offered: A gold medal, value
#20, known as the Hub medal, for the best fox-terrier dog
and bitch owned by any one Canadian; $8 prize for the best
pointer puppy under 12mos old; *4 prize for the best black
retriever bitch with pups, or failing that the best dog; $10
silver cup for the best greyhound dog in the show; !S10 for
the best kennel of English beagles; a handsome silver cup
for the best English setter bitch with a litter of pups; a
fishing rod for the best brace of Gordon setters; a revolver
for the best brace of [rish setters: *5 for the best pair of
Great Danes: ft 10 for the best St. Bernard dog and bitch; a
barrel of ale for the best Irish setter owned in Canada.
With a few others this completes the second preliminary
list of extra specials, and the secretary promises a
third in a short time, and speaks with confidence of receiv-
ing at least ¥1,000 of extras. Each of the breeds, such as
mastiffs, St. Bernards. Great Danes, also setters, pointers,
collies, spaniels and Irish spaniels, also all the terrier
classes, have already received one, in some cases as many as
three or five extra specials, and the committee are holding
out every inducement to large breeders both in Canada and
1 he United States to bring kennels of from two to six dogs
for competition, and this course is giving great satisfaction.

THAT "RABIES" MEETING IN LONDON. -Editor
ForcM and Strmm: Unless I am entirely "off," the above
was a most remarkable affair: Firstly, it was a meeting
called by the Lord Mayor, At such a meeting it would be
the presumption that all representative men, known for
knowledge on the subject matter of the meeting, would be
welcomed, but nobody was admitted but those holding in-
vitations. This may work in England; but, great snakes!
wouldn't we raise Cain? Then a resolution was passed
advocating muzzling, but with reservations, so that all
dogs were not to be subject to it. To this Mr. Hugh Dalziel
demurred, and on a show of hands, his was the only one
elevated. (It ought to have had two clubs in it), but for all
of that, the resolution passed unanimously! I suspect that
some of the trouble came from the diversity of opinion there
is in England on the rabies subject, and really hostile
positions taken by different bodies; and L suppose the Lord
Mayor was backing one side or the other, but it seems to
have been much of a bungle. I confess, I haven't got all the
threads straightened out, and if 1 am wrong in my conclu-
sions, would be glad to know it. I am firmly of the belief
that Mr. Dalziel knew what he was doing* and had the
right eud of the stick; he always steers clear of the other
end.—W. WAXCE,

LONDON SHOW.—London, Out,, Aug. 10.—The specials
are still coming in. There, will be specials in every class
besides e«tra specials for Canadian dogs, We are bound to
make this a success. Prof. Parker, of New York, and his
troup of dogs, will give two performances each day. The
dog circus aud judging will be done in a large tent 100 by
40ft.. which we have engaged expressly for the purpose.
Mr. Mortimer will also judge the greyhound and deerhound
classes. Besides the large list of" sp'ecials published in our
premium list we have received the following: Piece of sil-

verware, valued at *50, for the best kennel of St. Bernards,
four or more. The American Collie Club donates $10 for
best collie dog or bitch owned and exhibited by a member
of the Collie Club of America. Geo. Bell, Toronto, donates
a very handsome special for the best cocker dog or bitch.
There is a special tor best St. Beruard pup under six months,
and one lor the best- cocker bitch aud four of her progeny.
W. J. Reid & Co., London, donate a special, valued at $25,
for the best kennel of St. Bernards, four or more, owned in
Canada There is a special for best St. Bernard bitch and
two of her progeny, also specials for best fox-terrier dog and
fox-terrier bitch owned in Canada. The entries close Sept.
5,—C. A. Stone, Sec'y and Manager.

TORONTO SHOW.—Toronto, Aug. lO.-Our premium
list mentions the English Kennel Club shows as counting
toward wins for the challenge class. This is an error. This
year we do not count wins under the E.K.C, as we are
working under the C.K.C. rules and in conjunction with
the A. KC. Since writing to you I have received a hand-
some special cash prize for a, keunel of bloodhounds; also a
special extra for the second collie puppy in class 44, and a
very handsome silver cup for the best cocker dog and two
of his get, and a special prize for a kennel of cockers, and
another special for setters and several others. I hope to
send you a complete list next week. Entries are coming in,

but I would ask our friends to send theirs along as soon as
possible, as we want to know exactly how many dogs to
provide for. I hear from all sides that we shall have the
largest exhibition ever held in Canada. —C. Gbeville Hars-
ton, Secretary Dominion of Canada Kennel Club.

KENNEL NOTES.

TOLEDO DOG SHOW.—The Eberhart Pug Kennels, of
Cincinnati, have offered a box of cigars for best bulldog in
show, and meerschaum ci^ar-holder for best greyhound in
*how.—Toledo Kexnfi. Co.

Notes must be aent on prepared blanks, which are far

alshed free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelop*

of large letter size. Sets of 300 oi any one form, bonnd foi

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.

gST* Notes must toe sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Birmingham Lass; By F. F. Dole, New Haven, Coun., for table
and white c Hie bitch, whelped May 32, 188T, by Duke of Rutland
(champion Woolf—champion Madge) out of Lady De Brooke (Sef-

ton—Judy).
Tarn o' Warwick. By Warwick Kennels. Bridgeport. Conn,, for

black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped June 23, 1889, by
Warwick Albert (champion Royal Albert—Maida) out of War-
wick Countess (Prince Pbcebus—Rosey).
Dash:. o' Warwick ami Men °" Warwick. By Warwick Kennels,

Bridgeport, Conn., for black, white and Li .ked English setter dog
and bitch, whelp d June 33, 1889. by Warwick A.bert (champion
Royal Albert—Maida) out, of Warwick Countess (Prince Phcebus
—Rosey).
Protection. Gy F. F. Dole, New Haven, Conn., for white bull-

terrier dog, whelped Aug. 3, 1889, by Hinks (White Sam-Duchess
111.) out of Starlight (champion Grand Duhe—champion Maggie
May).
Beverwyck Trap II. and nd Lillias. By Jas. E. TJnVs, Muncie,

Inc., for white, black and tan fox-terrier dog and bitch, whelped
June 17. 1889, hy Beverwyck Trap (Dusky Trap—Daze) out of
Lillias (champion Splaugtr—Blemton Lily).

BRED.

tW Notes must toe sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Dinah—Boston. Blue Ridge Beagle Kennels' (D°uver, S. O.)
beagle bitch Dinah (Thorn—Lady Hir.ton) to their Boston (Joe—
Pa^.By), Aug. 11.

Birmingham Lass—Sefton. F. F. Dole's (New Haven, Conn.) col-

lie bitch Birmingham Lass (Duke of Rutland—Lady De Brooke)
to J. F. Good tree's Kefton (champion Charlemagne—champion
Madge), June 20.

Gipsey—Balkis. G. L. Griffith's iNew York) imported greyhound
bitch Gipsey to H. W. Huntington's champion Balkis (Clyto—
Primrose). Aug. 10.

Baroness IV.— Wac.outa Nap. W. E. Walden's (Watervliet,
Mich.) mastiff bitch Baroness IV. to E. Ryder's champion Wa-
couta Mud (A.K.R. 5435), July 28.

Lady Alice- Parson. John Mead's (G-reeutieh* . Mass.) St. Ber-
nard oil ch Lady Alice (Bernard's Prince—Fanny) to Contocook
Kennels' Parson (Bello—Thyros), July 6

Ytim-Yum—Parson. Contoocook Kennels' (Peterborough, N. H.)
St. Bernard bitch Yuni-Yitm (Marco—Hermita) to their Parson
(Bello—Thyros), A g. 3.

Nen-MarUand Ranger II. F. G. Kent's (Tiverton, R. I.) Gor-
don setter bitch Nell (Dan-Moll) to C. T. BrownelPs Mark land
Ranger II. (Markland Banger—champion Nell), Aug. 1.

Nellie D—Trentham Boron, M. Dillon's (New Haven, Conn.)
bull-merrier bitch Nellie D. toF.F.Dole'sTremham Baron (cham-
pion Trentbam Dutch—Trentham Relit ). Aug. 9.

Nellie.—Trentham Baron. Mr. Foley's (New Haven, Conn.) bull-

terrier bic< h Nellie to F. F. Dole's Trentham Baron (champion
Trentham Dutch—Trentham. Belle), July 35.

27i« Duchess—Hinks. G. H. Davison's (Millhrook, N. Y.) bull-

terrier bitch The Dutchess (champion Count—White Violet) to F.

F. Dole's Hinks (White Sain -Duchess III.), July 4.

LOUc Belmont—Beverwyck Trap. Jas. E. Unks's (Muncie, Ind.i

fox-terrier bitcn Lillie Belmont ( tSarl Leycester- Coquette) to his
Beverwvck Trap (Dusky Trap— Ua/.fc), June 20.

Bell—Bradford Harry. E.G. Oarleton's (Boston, Mass.) York-
shire terrier bitch Bell (Bradford Harry—Bell) io P. H Coombs's
Bradford Harry (Orawshaw's Bruce— Beal's Lady), Aug. 10.

Forext Fern—Sir Tatton. Forest Kennels' (London, Ont.) blue
belton setter bitch Forest Fern (Prince Royal—Ft rest Ruoy) to

Item Kennels' Sir Ta tton (Sir Alister- Belle of Furness), Aug. 7.

WHELPS.
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Warwick Blonde. Warwick Kennels' (Bridgeport, Conn.) Eng-
lish setter bitch Warwick Blonde (Yale Belton—Warwick Count-
ess), July 9, seven (five dogs), by H. F. Schellhass's Countess
(champion Hock- Mep); two doss and one bitch since, dead.

Spinaway. G. E. Sfiokney's (Newburynort, Mass.) Irish setter
bitch Spinaway (champion Chief—Tyrrell'* Nellie), Aug. 3, eleven
(eight does), by his Derby (champion Berkcly—Aura).
Jidiet Oho. H. F. Hildebrand's (Indianapolis, Ind ) cocker

spaniel bitch Juliet Obo, Aug. 0, three dogs, bv his Romcn Obo.
Sheeny Oho. H. F. Hildebrand's (Indianapolis, lnd.) rocker

Bpahiel hitch Sheeny Obo, July 29, two dogs, hy his Romeo Oho.
Starlight, F. F. Dole's (New Haven. Conn.) bull-terrier bitch

Starlight (champion Grand Duke—champion Maggie Maj), Aug.
3. ten (six dogs), by his Hinks (White Sam—Duchess III.).

Dauntless. F. F. Dole's (New Haven, Conn.) bull- ten ier bitch
Dauntless (champion Jubilee—Modjeska), Aug. 16, six (three
dogs), by bis Trentham Baron (champion Trentham Dutch—Trent-
ham Belle).
Young Venom. F. F. Dole's (Sew H^ven, Conn.) bull-terrier

hitch Young Venom (Old Prince—Venom), July 20, five (three
dogs), bv his Hink= ( White Sam—Duchess III.): all since dead.
Lady Mellville. F. F. Dole's (New Haven, Conn.) bull-terrier

bitch Lady Mellville (champion Trentham Dutch ), July
27, six (two dogs), by Fred Hinks's White Sam (Silver King—Ket-
tering Maggie).

SALES.

Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Essex—Mora whelp. Orange and white St. Bernard dog,whelped
March 24, 18S9, by Essex Kennels, Andover, Mass., to Chequasset
Kennels, Lancaster, Mass.
Warwick Alberts-Daisy Druid whelp. Blue belton English setter

dog, whelped March 1, 1889, by Warwick Kennels, Bridgeport,
Conn., to R. F. Mix, Ball-ton, N. Y.
Warwick Albert— Warwick Oiuntess whelps English setters,

whelped Juno 23, 1889, by Warwick Kennels, Bridgeport, Conn.; a
black, white at.d tan dog to Wr

. Wicks and a lemon belton dog to
H. H. Holmes, both of Stratford, Conn.; a black, white and ticked
dor to W. J. Baughn. Rulgeville, Ind., and a black, white and
ticked bitch to R, F. Mix. Ballstou. N. Y.
Warwick Albert—Dot Nohlc whelp. Blue belton English setter

dog whelped June 29. 1889, by Warwick Kennels, Bridgeport, Conn.,
to R. F. Mix, Ballstou, N. Y.
Rita II. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelpe.d April 7, 188f, hy

Harry Obo out of Rita, by Warwick Kennels, Bridgeport, Conn.,
to J. A. Heather, H'ints'ville, Mo.

Buffalo Alice and Bu ffalo Amy. Black and tan terrier bitches,
whelped May 30, 1889, by Buffalo General out of Gipsey Queen, by
A. W. Smith, Buffalo, N. V., to John G. Burns, same place.

PRESENTATIONS.
Beverwyck Trap II. "White, black and tan fox-terrier dog,

whejped June 17, 1889, by Beverwyck Trap out of Lillias, by Jas.
E. I nks, Muncie, Ind., to Ralph Unks, Pittsburgh, Pa.

DEATHS.
Lillias. White, black and tan fox-terrier bitch, whelped July 6,

1887 (Splauger—Blemtou Lilly), owned hy Jas. E. Unks, Muncie,
lnd., Aug. 9; from poison.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
No Notice Taken oi Anonymous Correspondents.

F. A. "P., Bath.— I have a mastiff dog, about four yeans old. that,

is troubled with eruption coming out of the back of his neck and
foreshoulder, about the size of a good-sized pea. He seems to feel
all right in every way except that the bundles make him scratch
continually. Can you tell of anything that will help him ? I

have given him Fowler's solution and washed him once a week in
borax water, which has always kept him in nice condition, but it

doesn't seem to work on this trouble. His coat is in nice condi-
tion, with the e ception of these bunches: he is plump, but not
fat, and gets plenty of exercise, and is kept clean. Ans. Wrash
with solution of carbolic acid 1-40. Dry and then apply the fol-

lowing f intment, rubbing in gently:
I£ Une. zinc oxide.

Ung. diachylon aa. ;i.

Mix. Sig. External.

E. E. G., Stoughton.—On August 1 noticed that my setter dog,
ten years old, was considerably bloated. 1 gave him four doses
of castor oil twelve mandrake pills, a dose of sulphur and eight
injections of castile soap and lukewarm water. The oil did not
have much effect, the pills no effect, but the injections finally
started his bowels a little. I noticed that a worm about 5in. long
came from him. I Mien procured a bottle of Dr. Humphreys'
D.D., which I saw advertised in the Forest and Stream, and am
doctoring him now with that for worms. He is still bloated, but
does not seem sore when touched, passes water all right, has
some appetite, hut not ravenous; eyes do not run any to speak of:

does not breathe regularly. Previous to this sickness he has been
kept on chain, as he has always, and fed on pudding of meal and
scraps, When I take him to walk I notice he stops and licks
ctones. Wi 1 1 you please inform me, in your next issue, if you
think I am doctoring him for 1 he. proper thing, t. c, worms, and
give me any suggestions you can? The woodcock season opens
here Sept. 1, and 1 am anxious, if possible, to have him in trim by
that time. Ans. You will find that he has another round worm
to tone away. Castor oil is the best purge to use. Santonine

.

pillS. two or three grains in each pill, and given four times daily,
concealed in a morsel of meat, will probablv bring away the re-
maining worm or worms. The diet during the treatment should
he mostly milk.

fhoating

RANGE AND GALLERY.

MINNESOTA STATE SHOOT.
THE fifth annual tournament of the Minnesota National Guard

will be held at Lake View Camp, Lake City, opening on Sept.
3 and running fo^r days. The list of matches is long and varied,
and includes the following:
Sept. 3 —Opening of hullseye match or pool shooting, 300yds.

Fifty per cent, of proceeds divided each day among holders of
bullseve tickets.
No. 1. Red Wing Match.—Individual, 10 shots each at 100, 200,

300 and oOOvds.
No. 3, Pillsbury Match.—Company teams, t eams ot 0 men each

from a company, 7 shots each at 200 and 500yds.

No. 3. Continuous Match.—Individual, 200yds. standing, scores
of 5 shots each, best 3 scores to count.
Sept. 1.—No. i. Regimental Team Match.—Teams of 10 men

from each regiment of the State, IK shots each at 300, 300 and
500yds.

'

No. 5. Company Team Match.—learns ot t men from each com-
pany, 7 shots each at 200 and 500yds.

No. 6. Commissioned Officers' Match.—Individual, 1» shots each
at 2D0and aOOvds.
No. 7. Enlisted Men's Match.—Individual. 5 shots each at 100,

SCO, 3fJ0 and 500yds.
Sepi. 5.—No. 8. Beeve Match.—Individual, open to commissioned

officers of the Nat'onal Guard of any State or Territory, 5 shots
each at 200, 300 and 500yds.
No. 9. .Minneapolis Match.—Individual, 7 shots each at 200, 300

and 50uvds.
No. 10. Stillwater Match.—Individual, 10 shots each at 200,300

and 500vds.
No. 11. Fergus Falls Match —Individual, 10 shots at two dis-

tances; targets, position and distances designated at time of open-
ing of this match.
Sept. B.—No. 12. Washburn Match.—Teams of 13 men each from

any State or Territory in the United States, 10 shots each at 200
and SOOyis.
No. 13. St. Paul Match.—Individual. 10 shots each at 200, 300 and

500yds.
No. 11. Revolver Match.—Individual, 10 shots on Standard

Ameiican target, 50yds., open to all comers, pistols or revolvers
of fin barrels or over, and .38cal. and over.
Address, Major C. M. Skinner, Minneapolis.

FINE SOHUETZEN WORK.—The shooting during the two
days' festival of the German-American Shooting Society at Union
Hill, N. J., last week was something remarkable. In a contest
for sixteen gold medals, single tickets to count, three shots per
ticket, the lowest winning score was 70 points in a possible 75, a
large number of 69's and OS's being droppec). On the ring target
there were three 72's, two 7Ts, five (W's, live t>8's and three 07's, the
fortieth winning score being 00. On the honor target two 71's, one
70, one 68 and one 07 were put up. The principal prizes were won
hy L. Flach, M. Dorrler, G. WT

alther, G. Zimmerman, J. A, Boy
t en aud C. G. and B. Zettler.
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BOSTON, Auk. IV.-The fine weather to-day attracted many
sbooters to the Massachusetts Rifle Association range, and while
some complained of the light and wind, the veterans and some of
the younger shots did some good shooting. Several members of
the Boston Press Rifle Association were present, and one of their
cracks put up a fine score of 83 decimal count, which was a good
49 Creed mote cou.it, ending with six bullseves. J. R. Munroe
won the medal m the 20-sbot rest match. The champion off-hand
match was not shot. Below are the scores for the day:

Twenty-Shot Rest Match.
J R Munroe 12 11 10 11 12 11 12 11 10 10

12 11 9 12 12 10 10 1112 9-218
J Francis 8 10 12 9 11 9 11 11 12 12

T_ 12 12 1 1 10 12 10 10 12 10 10-211
JNEames 10 8 12 12 11 11 11 10 10 10

11 10 12 U 10 10 10 10 12 8-209
S Wilder 11 0 11 11 9 12 12 12 11 9

8 12 9 9 11 10 10 8 11 11—206
J N Frye 9 12 9 10 11 9 9 10 10 10

11 12 12 10 9 12 10 8 9 8-200WP Thompson 10 11 0 8 8 9 9 9 10 11
12 9 8 12 8 12 9 10 11 12—194

B G Barber

9

9 7 9 8 10 8 9 10 12799899 10 8 12 9—181
All-Comers' B.est Match.

J R Munroe 12 11 1.1 12 9 12 11 10 10 12—110
J N Frye 11 11 11 9 11 12 12 10 10 9—106W Washburn 9 12 10 12 11 12 8 10 12 9—106
R M Wakefield 12 11 11 9 9 8 12 12 12 11—105
J N Eames 9 10 9 10 11 10 11 11 11 10—102
S Wilder 12 8 9 10 10 8 12 12 9 11—101WP Thompson 10 10 8 12 11 9 9 12 9 10—100
S W Winn 8 10 11 10 8 9 7 12 12 10— 97
P B Hunt 10 8 9 10 12 8 10 10 9 10- 95W E James « 10 10 12 II in 9 9 8 9— 94ER Drake B 9 8 10 10 12 8 9 12 9- 93
A W Stearns 8 7 10 11 9 9 7 12 11 8- 92MA Morris 6 9 12 9 7 8 8 8 8 8— 83
T H Hall 9 7 6 8 8 7 9 10 11 8— 83
G S Hubbard 5 6 7 9 6 6 7 11 11 12— 80
AM Day 8 8 11 6 11 7 6 6 8 7— 77

Victory Medal Match.
A Law 5 10 6 10 7 10 7 6 9 8—78
S O Mervale 7 7 7 6 10 9 9 9 9 7-79
WMDay. 5 8 8 10 7 10 6 7 5 7-73
C B Jacbson 5 9 7 6 7 6 9 10 5 9-73
AO Ball 6 5 7 7 7 5 8 10 5 7-67
C E Henry 4 A 4 9 6 8 10 5 5 7—66
L Albert 5 6879567 3 5-61

All-comers' Decimal Off-hand Match.
F Daniels 10 7 8 10 9 7 8 7 5 9-80
A K>ach 3 7 7 6 8 8 7 6 10 10—72
DQ Forest 8 4 7 8 8 0 4 9 8 9-71
S O Merville 8 6 8 5 7 5 9 6 6 9-69
MBean 9 6 7 8 6 6 8 5 6 8—69
C B Jackson 7 8 5 6 6 5 8 9 7 5-66
E R Drabe 6 7 5 8 3 3 8 3 10 0-59
OB James 5 55676668 5-59W A Morris 4558328 3 7 5-50

Military Match, Off-hand, 200yde.
C E Wiggins 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4-40WC Evans 543444 3 34 4-38
DJMcGilvray 443544442 4-38EW Chase 3 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 4 5-37W F Burb 3 4 4 2 4 3 5 4 5 3-36
G H Wright I 2 2 4 4 3 4 4 i 5-35

Military Match, 500yds.
J V Huntley 3 5 4 5 4 3 4 2 5 4-39
J F Hanson 444032554 5-36

WILMINGTON, Del., Aug. 12.—To-day was the most perfect day
for outdoor sports since last fall. The clear atmosphere and the
cool, bracing northwest wind combined to tempt all lovers of
open-air pastimes to their various fields, but especially strong to
the Healdmoor rifle range. There was a fair attendance and
local marksmen enjoyed a fall aud active afternoon of sport.
The shooting embraced nearly every varietv, and the scores were
generally good. Ons dav last weeb E. J. Darlington shot a 100-
shot revolver match for record, and tied his brother's fine 10-shot
record of last March, and then beat it one point by making two
fine runs of 90 and 91. The score is a flue piece of work and is
admired by all who know what marksmanship means. It fitly

heads the general scores, which are as follows, standard. Ameri-
can, target, off-hand:

100-Shot Revolver Matc h, 50yds.
K J Darlington (S. & W. 32-44).. 7 8 8 10 8 8 8 5 5 9-76

10 10 7 5 9 7 9 8 10 8-S3
9 8 8 6 9 9 8 9 9 6-79
10 10 9 8 9 9 10 7 7 6-85
8 10 5 7 8 10 9 7 6 8-78
9 10 7 9 8 9 8 10 11 10-90
10 6 7 10 10 8 9 9 5 4—78
9 7689 10 755 6-72
10 10 10 8 10 9 10 9 8 7-91
99 10 7 9 7 10 9 9 9-88-820

Pistol Match, 50rds.

E J Darlington
E Darlington
J Evans
C Heinel, Sr
C Schmid
H Johnson

Telegraph Team
E J Darlington 4

W S Darlington

.

10 10 9 7 9 10 7 10 9 9—90
6 9 10 8 8 9 9 9—82

... 6 5 10 8 7 8 9 8 7 10-78

... 9 10 10 9 4 6 9 7 7-77

...10 8 8 4 10 6 4 6 5 7-68

... 7 5 8 10 8 4 4 5 3 2—59
latch, 100yds., Bed need Target.
4 8 8 6 8 7 10 5 8 10-74
5 6 10 7 8 6 10 4 9 6-71

8 4 5 6 10 8 5 5 6-64
6 7 10 7 6 4 8 8 9-70
8 6 10 4 4 8 8 8 7 8-71—350

4 7 9 8 4 9 4 6 7-65
6 8 8 6 7 8 9 7 7 5-71
7 7 3 10 5 6 8 7 6 10—69
10 4 9 3 6 10 3 6 6 5—67
8 6 8 8 7 3 fi 4 8 5-62-334-684
4 9 8 6 4 3 9 4 6 8-61
8 9 5 6 9 8 4 7 7 6-69
5 a 8 7 7 8 9 7 6 6-72
6 6 7 7 4 8 8 6 7 4-63
6 9 7 8 10 5 9 8 5-74-339
4 9 6 10 6 9 5 6 8 6-69
6 6 10 5 9 6 7 7-70

10 6 6 6 6 8 3 4 7-63
8 7 5 4 9 9 5 6-65

6 i 3 8 1.0 7 9 9 8 8-71—338-677

H M Thomas.

,

Record Match, 200yds.

E J Darlington .' 5 5 9 8 7 8 10 6 6 10—74
C Heinel, Sr 5 10 7 10 7 7 7 8 6 8-75
H Simuson (mil) 6 6 5 7 5 4 6 10 6 7-62
CFehrenbacb . 8 9 2 9 4 9 4 5 8 9-62
H A Padb Tg (mil) 4 6 6 3 5 7 8 5 5 5-55
A Heinel 85 5 9 22377 3-51
W C Atwell (mil) 6 2 4 3 2 1 5 5 8 8—42
Ames 0 6 0 7 3 3 5 3 3 7-37

Military Match, 200vds., Creodmoor Target.
Sergt H Simpson ..4544444444-41 Corp S Phillips.... 2444444452- 38
Pvt H Johnson . . . .3434454424—40 Pvt W Atwell 4843324454-36
Pvt H A Padbcrg.. 4443445444-40

CREEDMOOR, New Yorb, Aug 19.—ThB marksman's badge and
sharpshooters' matches of the N. R. A., shot at Creedmoor on
Saturday, Auk. 17, were favored with good weather, and the at-
tendance was very large. The conditions were good, with a light
10 o'clocb wind, which at times was rather gusty and tricby, but
the scores were very good. Following were the winners of the
match:

Cash Winners.
200yds. 500yds. Total.

J F Klein, 17th Sep Co
Geo Shorbley, N R A
C H Gaus, 3d Brig Staff
C F Robbins, Staff S N YW L Frost, Co C, 12th Regt.

Medal Winners.WA Stobes, Co I, 23d Regt

J. MANZ, Jh., Ass't Sec'y N. R. A.

SMOKELESS POWDER.—The new powder came in for a
showy test recently at the sham fight given at Spandau before
the German and Austrian Emperors. The battle toob place on
the heights south of Spandau. One division of ten battalions
used the new smokeless powder, wMle their opponents used the
old style powder. The contrast between the effects of the two
explosives was stribing, the troops using tbe old powder being
completely enveloped in smobe.

25 47
21 25 46

24 46

23 23 46
20 25 45
22 23 45
20 24 44

22 24 46
22 23 45
21 22 43

NATIONAL RIFLE CLUB.-To complete the record we here
give the scores made at the last meet of tbe National Rifle Club,
at Vernon, \ t. Standard weight of rifles, 2011JS. as fired; all over
must give Jg'u. per pound; under 201bs. will receive J4in. per
pound on each string of 10 shots. Match to be. 5 strings of 10 shots
each. Any style rest allowed that does not confine rifle or add
weight to it. Sights, any. Time rules. S'ring measure. Dis-
tance, 40 rods. The contestant in each string making longest
striugto drop out of the match. Lowe wis testing some U. S.
bullets. Brockway, shooting a rifle, of his own make, scored the
shortest aggregate string in the history of the club, then sold his
rifle to Stephenson. Hayes shot his rifle without cleaning from
beginning to end. Smith has never yvt missel a shoot. AU used
muzzleloaders, 40 rods, rest. String measurement in inches:

Weight. Allow-
Lbs. auce. 1 2 3 4 5 Total.

RCCrcssy. 19 «„ 19»,„ 15». e 14", « 19 s
,„ 16 2

, fiE B Stephenson.. 19 2
, e 2P\ a ....

B F Bingham— 17 «,„ 20VB 15",, l2»,'i Wit
'

LPark 20 .... 15»14 WM Xl»,
)t

Chas Henry 20 .... 20* ,« H*j« 30»y 14',,,DA Brown 18 *„ 15* J8 H'*,« 11% 11% 63N W Smith 15 >°la 18% 2P% .N8 Brockway... 18 % 10>% 8% 8 8% 9% 45%1WmVLowe 20 .... 19'% J0% 17% 14*%Wm Hayes 17 % 16% 10% 11 ' 8%' 10% 55'%

SAN FRANCISCO, Aug. 15.—One of tbe greatest prize shooting
festivals ever held on the Pacific coast will take place at Harbor
\ lew Park on the 25th and 26th inst., under the auspices of the
California Schtietzen Club. Delegations of marksmen w 11 come
from Marin, Sonoma. Alameda and Santa Cruz countu s. The St.
Helena Rifle Club will send a contingent of its best riflemen. Tbe
California is t he crack club of the coast, aud includes among its
members some of the best shots in the United States. The shoot-
ing will begin at 8 o'clock in the morning and closes at 6:30 ^'clockm the afternoon, with an intermission from 12 to 1 for dinner
The shooting wDl be off-hand. 200yds. distance, all rifles not over
•45cal. and not more than 70grs. of powder, and all sights except
telescope, and any pull of trigger will be allowed. A 12m. black,
divided into three parts, will be used as a point target, on which
will also be counted the best centers. Forty prizes, ranging from
$40 to $1, will be given to the marksmen shooting closest to the
center of the target. Twenty-five prizes, from $40 to pi, will also
lie given to competitors making the moats points during the day.
Probably the keenest competition will be manifested among tlie
marksmen participating in the King shooting. Each person en-
tering will be allowed 200 shots, and the marksman making the
goeatest number of points will receive a diamond medal, besides
a handsome money consideration, and be crowned Shooting King.
All persons making 400 points will receive a diploma as master
marksman. A special prize of $2 50 will be given for the first and
last bullseye in the forenoon and afternoon. The target repre-
senting the uoper part of a man will also be used. These targets
are 30in. high and 20in. broad at the bottom, divided into perpen-
dicular lines, counting from the middle. Forty prizes, amounting
to $250, will be distributed on this target. In order that absolute,
seen ritv may be insured and the guests of the club witness the
proceedings with safety, the grand stand over the shooting room
has been maae bullet-proof by placing lOin. of sand between ihe.
spectators and marksmen. The stand was tested one dav last
weeb by Philo Jacoby, who placed the muzzle of a .45-70 Win-
chester—one of the largest rifles used—within 10ft. of the stand
and the bullet was found to have penetrated but 7in., and was
then perfectly flattened.

THE TRAP.
Scores for publication should be made nut otl tlte printed blanks

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and fumixhrd gratis to dub
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
Aug. 20, 21, 22, 23.—Second annual tournament of the Keystone

Manufacturing Co., of Corry, Pa. Traps will be pulled by "a new
electric apparatus.
Aug. 22»—Amateur tournament, at Keystone target, Peeksbill,

N. y. W. H. Pierce. Secretary.
Sept. 3, 4, 5.—Annual Touruament of the Rocky Mountain Trap

Shooters, Denver, Colo., Broadway Athletic Park. Lianimate
and live targets. Address C. M. Hampson, Denver.
Sept. 10, 11, 12—St. Paul, Minn., Gun Club Tournament, at

Hamilton. F. D. Ponsonby, Secretary, St. Paul.
Sept. 17, 18, 19, 20.—Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association's

eleventh annual tournament, Jersey ville. 111.

Sent. 24, 25, 26 and 27.—Fifth Annual Tournament given by Al.
Bandle. at Cincinnati: 81,000 guaranteed.
Sept. 24, 25, 26. 27.—New Jersey State Sportsman's Association

for the Protection of Fish and Game Annual Tournament, on
grounds of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club, at Marion, N. J.
W. F. Quimbv, 291 Broadway, N t.
Oct. 8, 9, 10, 11.—Middlesex Gun Club Tournament, Dtmellen,

N. .1. W. F. Force, Secretary, Plainfield, N. J.

Oct. 8, 9, 10, 11.—Fred A. Fodde's Second Annual Amateur
Tournament, at St. Louis, Mo. Inanimate targets and live birds.
Oct. 15, 16, 17. 18.—Tournament at live birds and inanimate

targets. J. F. Kleinz, Secretary, 600 douth Delaware avenue,
Philadelphia.
Oct. 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25.—Second Tournament of the Mercer dun

Club, at Trenton, N. J. E. G. TJpdegi ove, President.

AMERICAN SHOOTING ASSOCIATION.
THE spcond tournament of the Association was held at Beacon

Park, Boston, on the 13tb, 14th. 15th aud 16tb inst. Many
shooters from out of town arrived on Tuesday night, and rhe cor-
ridors of the Quincy House, which was headquarters, swarmed
with fam'liar i aces. President Oimickaud Manager Taylor were
on hand to welcome the arrivals, and the prospects for a good
time and a large attendance seemed favorable. The attendance,
however, did not come up to expectations. The vicinity of Bos-
ton is one of the best, if not the best, trap-shooting sections of
the country, and it was expected that the clans would turn out
in great numbers. Just why they did nut is unknown, but it
seems that the generous purses offered by the Association and the
classification system should have induced many more amateurs
to attend. The C class matches were none of them largely filled,

and manv of the guranteed events fell short in entries. The first

business of Tuesday was a tally-ho ride tendered by President
Dimick to the directors of the Association and the representa-
tives of the sportsmen's journals. Mr. Dimick's plan was to give
the visitors an idea of the beauty of Boston's suburb-, and in this
be succeeded. The route was to the Chestnut Hill Reservoir
through Brookline, and it was thoroughly enjoyed by the i'or.u-
nate participants. The coach arrived at the grounds about 10
o'clock, at which time tbe traps were in operation.
A new arrangement of traps, with the special view of accom-

modating a large numbrr of contestants, had been devised by
Major Taylor. Six sets ot five traps each were placed in a half
circle, and midway between them and a little behind the scoring
stands, was the Association tent. In this Major Tayl r had his
headquarters and there the press and all who would were regaled
with lemonade made with the Major's own hands and served
from an enormous silver punch bowl won by him years ago by
liis skill at the traps in Kentucky. Under the Association's sys-
tem of supplying the press with scores in full, there remained
not much work for the scribes to do. The force of assistants was
rather > oung and more work devolved on the Major than is usual.
With six sets of traps in constant operation and the Keystone
rules prevailing, the programme was promptly run through. The
fusilade of guns was unceasing, except from 1 to 2 o'clock, when
dinner was served in a mammoth tent, and such a dinner as it

was—a rarity on a shooting ground and equal to that served in
any first-class hotel. The caterer was J. A. Dill, Melrose, Mass.,
and he certainly deserved better patronage than by reason of the
weather was accorded him.
On Tuesday morning the air was heavy with humidity and

promises of coming rain, which were realized by several hard
showers during the day. But it was on Wednesday that the
clouds opened and poured forth a perfect deluge of moisture.
This commenced long before any one was up, and on discussion
the day's programme was postponed, and a notice given to that
effect. Some of the shooters would not be denied, however, and
about twenty-five started for the grounds dete. mined to bum
some power at all hazards. The day was spent in shooting extra
sweepstakes, many of which were shot while the rain fell in tor-
rents, but no official scores were kept. These were the most
enthusiastic ones, and in truth, the most carfeless of their com-
fort and health as well, for the grounds were in a decidedly

mushy cond ltioc Beacon Park is situated right on the Charles
River, and is partly composed of marshy land, where, it is said,
snipe and bay birds are plentiful. In fact, some who went out in
the ra-n were favored with a shot at live targets. Five grass
birds flew over the traps aud were all bagged, three by Mr. Law
and two bv Mr. Manchester.
Those who remained at the hotel passed the time between an-

athematizing the weather clerk and talking shoot. The talk was
accompanied with pantomimic action, aud In little gr nips all
around the oflice' and billiard rooms one would see an umbrella
drawn quickly to the shoulder and sighted. The ruling passion
was shoot, and it seemed the aim of all to come as near the actual
firing of a gun as possible. As is usual match talk was the out-
come of some, of the discussions and one race was made between
Rolla O. Heikes. of Dayton, O., and Al. Spangler. of Syracuse
against E. Uillette, of Boston, and Dan Lefever, of Syracuse.
The conditions were 50 single birds per man, for $10 a side and the
supper. As 2 o'clock arrived the imprisoned ones became very
restive and unable longer to stand the confinement, it was pro-
posed to go out and shoot this race at once, so rubber coats were
donned and away tbev went. The match resulted in a tie ou 86:
this when shot off at 10 birds each gave the victory to Heikes and
Spangler. Gillette shot three different guns during the race and
this no doubt contributed to his defeat.
Match race between Heikes and Spangler against Lefever and

Gillette, at 50 birds each for $10 a side and the 'supper.
Heikes 11111111111111111111101101111111111 1 1 1111011111111-47
Spa ngler 110111111111010111 1 1 10! 1 1 101*11 1001 1 1 J 11 1001110111 - fa9—86
Lefever 111111111111111111111111110111011 111 11111111111111 -48
Gillette 111111111110111011 1 00101 10101100111011111011101111-38-86
Ties at 10 birds each:

Heikes 1111111111—10 Lefever 1111101111— 9
Spangler 1011011111— 8-18 Gillette 1011111111— 8—17
Dick Schaefer started on tbe warpath and wanted to shoot a

match with any one on the grounds. J, E. Pumphrev, of Coium-
bus, O., accommodated him "just once" at 50 Pcorias. Dick won
with a score of 16 to 12. Later in tbe week they shot two more
matches, one of which Schaefer won aud Pumphrey the other.
Dick shot a strange gun, which pounded his shoulder and drew
blood, but when not occupied in coaxing entries and running
sweeps he was sure tn be found shooting a match with some one,
and it is but fair to say that in the most of them he was victori-
ous.
Thursday was also a dismal day, but the tally -ho carried its

load of guns, ammunition and live freight to the" traps at about
9:30, and Wednesday's regular programme was put through. The
great team race. West vs. East, was to be shot, but as Bandle,

for teams of four men from any one club was substituted. There
was much interest displayed in this match, which ended in a
victory for tbe Onondaga Sportsmen's Association team of Syra-
cuse. The Onondagas seem to be dangerous opponents in team
races, as they usually get t here.
Canada sent two representatives in the persnns of Messrs. E.

Octave and J. R. Meaaowcroft, of the Dominion Gun Club, of
Montreal, to see how Boston ran a great shoot. They seemed as
indifferent to weather conditions as the average American
shooter, and in spite of the rain on Thursday they were piesent,
and evinced much interest in all that occurred. During the dav
Mr. W. Wolstencrof t, the crack Worth End Gun Club, Phila., shot,
gave an exhibition of the rapidity with which a Winchester re-
peating shotgun can be worked. Four nirds were sprung simul-
taneously, aud in as many seconds nothing remained of them but
a shower of broken clay. An unfortunate accident happened to
Mr. H. A. Penrose, of the Keystone Target Co. While adjusting
one of his traps it was sprung by a trapper, and the arm struck
his knee-pan with great force, making a nasty cut. It was soon
dressed, however, and Pen. limped around smiling for the balance
of the day. It i? to be hoped i hat all the soreness will have disap-
peared before the Keystone tournament, at which Pen. Is a very
pressing necessity.
All the target companies were represented: Paul North, of the

Blucrock Co.; C. C. Hebbard and Rolla O. Heikes, of the Stan-
dard; W. H. Cruttenden, of Kingbird: D. Kirkwood, for the
Peorias. Many other celebrities were present, among them S. A.
Tucker, with his new Parker; Harvey McMm-ehy, of L. C. Smith
fame; W. Fred Quimby, the only "Fred;" Lieut. Albee, who
works a Winchester like a charm; Ed. Taylor, of Cincinnati, who
talks Laflin & Rand p L wder to every one; M. F. Lindsley, whose
main hold is wood powder, and many others. The only directors
of the Association present besides Mr. Dimick were Chas. Tatham,
of Tatham's Shot Works, and Geo. T. Harding, of the Leroy
Shot Co.

In consequence of Wednesday's postponement it was necessary
to continue the tournament on Friday, and on that day the most
perfect weather prevailed. The suu shone brightly, and just
enough air was stirring to rob its rays of too great warmth. The
little encampment of tents, with streamers flying, and the bright
colored scorers' stands presented a very pleasing sight as tbe
coach drove ou the grounds. The fine weather came a little too
late in the week to be of much benefit to the Association, as
many bad left for home, having made arrangements to remain
only three days. The small number pre- seut meant a loss to the
Associa tion on the guaranteed events, but they were all shot in
regular order. As the scores show, some of the contestants were
very fortunate in falling into positions alone, where good returns
result' d. Two teams were made up to shoot the team race of five,

aud instead of its being tbe East against the West, it really was
the East against the whole country. A strong team, consisting of
Perrv, Dickey, Wheeler, Swift aud Smith, was picked t < represent
the East, anc' pitted against them were McMurchy, Heikes Whit-
ney, Miller and W Wolstencroft. The latter was a combination
of talent bard to beat, and all opinions pointed to an easy victory
for them. The match was by no means a wu Ik-over, however,
and the Eastern team did themselves great credit in toe face of
such decided opinion, bciug beaten by 7 birds only, after an ex-
cising race, in which the scores were c lose, all through. When
this ev. nt was settled, there remained little of the programme to
finish, and this was quickly attended to. Once more the tally-ho
was in demand, and soon those who for four days had faced each
other at the traps were speeding in many directions toward their
homes.
Socially the second tournament of the American Shooting As-

sociation was a grand success, and if it falls a trifle short iinan-
cinlly. it is to be attributed to the weather, which without doubt
kept many intending participants away. The most perft-ct bar-'
mony prevailed during the entire shoot, no kicks were made, and
no objections to the clas locations, in which* no changes were
made. The scores in full are given below:

Ihwaday, Auq. 10.

Match No. I, Class A. open to all, 20 Pcorias, entrance $3:
Miller ....iniionnnimiiu-19 w Woist-
Wheeler.. Ill 11 110101111111011-17 oncroft..llllClllllllllllllll-19
Taylor.....11101000101111101101-13 M Clark.. .Illlll0111i011oillll-17
Eager 1 1 H01 11101 1111110.0—16 Bowdish. .11111111 11100101U11—17
Heikes Nil 11 11110111111111—10 Lindsley. . 1111 UOlllllll 111111-19
E Collins. 11 101011100 11011111-15 Choate. ...111111 1110111111110-18
Dickey. ...llUllllllilllilllll-20 Leach 11101U1H1111111101-18
E TSmithlllllllllllllllllliO-19 J Wolsten-
Tee Kav..lHlU1101H11110011-17 croft . 1111000Ullimillll-17
Gilman.. OlllOillllllimiljO—16 Tinker. ...11110111111011011101-16
Allen... .11111111111111111111 -20 Knowlcs..lllll0llll00lllullll-16
Perry lllllllllOllllllUll-19 Bates. .. .11111111 OlbdOl 1111-17
Beaudry .1111101.0101111111110-10 Pumpbr'yl 1 1 11 1 1 1010111111111—18
Dean Ull011110ini0ul011-15 Colony. . ..1110,01111001111] 111 -16
M'Murchyll011110011111111111-n Penrose . .11 110111 11111101111 1-1 s

S i rapBcm. . 10111 1 1111 1 100111 1 10—16 Sail born . . 1 1111 111111111 1101 j 0-1.H
Buss 11 . . .-11 11 111 flllill 111111—^0 Yerring-
>!.••.: I-. .... I ; Hi ih •!•.,:!.. i,i V, ton . ...111111111110101 11111—18
Gould.... 11 ailllllimilllll-20 W Perrv . 11 11 11 11111 101 111001—17
Albee lllllllil lOOllli 1 111 -IS Stark . . . . 101 1 1 1 1 1 ill 1 1 110 1 0011—15

Mosher.. .111I0111111U1100H1—17 Bond 11011111101011111111—17
Whitiiev..illlllllilllillilllL-20 Swift 111101 1 U) 101 i 1 1 11011—1«
North loiioiiiinmuim -18

First. .$40 30. won by Diciiey, Allen, Russell, Gould, E. B. Whit-
ney; second, 830.23, won by Miller, iieikes, E. T. Smith, Perry, W.
Wolstencrof t, Lindsley; third, §20.15, won by Pumphrey, Choate,
Penrose, M. Clark, North, Yernngton; fourth, 1010. won by-
Manly and Mosher.
Match No 2, Class B and C, 20 standards, entrance $3:

Colony. . ..11100001 111001111111-14 Baxter. ...11010110101111110111-16
Gore. . . . 11111101011111111111—18 Russell. . .11111111111111111110—19
Dean 11101111111111011111-18 Quimby ...lOllllJlllllllillOil-18
Allen ...110110.1100011111110-14 Yerring-
Lavv 11101111111111111111—19 ton 11111111111111111111 -20
Smith.... OlllilllllllllUllll-19 North 1. 1 11 0 1101111 1 1 lllll 1—18
Fielding. .1111 LllllullOlOlllOl-16 Lindsley..llllll]lltlllllH101-19
Cliapm ...01111111101111111101-17 Aloee 11111101111110111001-16
Hughes... 11111111001111101111-17 J Wolst-
Clark... imiiOlOlllllllllll-18 encroft. 11101111111111111110-18
Bates 11111111111111111111-20 W Wolst-
Knowles..HI01111100i0101Hll—15 encroft. 11111111111110111111-19
Bowdish..lOU011110lllimUl-17 Clagett.. .lllOllOUOllllloOllO-14
Atwell. . .11(100111111HI 1110H-16 Lee 10111110111111111101—17
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Tinker. . ..11111111111011110101—17 Davis 11000111101111011110—

U

Gould .. .11111111111111111111-20 Oilman... 11111101110111111101-17
Gerrish. 11111110111101010111-16 Mosher. . .111101110111101 11111 17

Barrett... 0010090101 10101 11111-11 Sanborn. .11111111011100011001—

U

Saunders. 11 11 1111 10110] 1101 11—17 Bowker...0111 110] 111011111111—17
Bond 111110111111111111111-18 E Collins. 1111111 111111111111.1-30

Burbridge0onilinlim00110l-17 Pumphrv. 1100111011111001 1111—15
Roxton... 1111111111111 1001111-18 Widgeon..nillll0nilll001101-17
Bm udry.. 11111111111111011111-19 Litch ....11111111011111001110-16

Tee Kav.. 111000*1111111101111 -10 HoughtonlOll I II 1111111111011-18

Samt>8on>.1111111110lllllii011-18 Nichols ..limoiillinnomil—17
Tavlor.... 0011101111110111 1110-15 Warren. ..1 11111 1 111111 1111111-30
Manlcv... 1111111 11 1111111 1111-19 Swift 11111111111111101111-19

Willev. ...11111111111111111011—18 Dan 10110101010110101101—12
First, $49.50, won by Bates, Gould, Yerrington, 1?. Collins, War-

ren. Second, $37.40, won bv Law, Smith. Beaudry, Manley, Rus-
sell, Lindsley, W. Wolstencroft, Swift, Third. $24.80, won by
Dean, Bond. North, J. Wolstencroft. Fourth. $12.40, won by
Chapin, Mosher, Bowker.

Match No. 3, Class C, 20 singles, entrance $3:

Alexaud'r 1 1111111011111001011-16 At well. . . . 1111111 1111111111111—20
Sturber. . .01100111111110010101-13 .1 Nichols. 1011 1 1 1110111111 1111-18
Weber.... 011010111 1111 1111111 —17 T S Hall . .01101101 1 1111011 11 10-15
Holmar... Ill 1111011011 1 101010—15 A T 11111111111111011111—19
Folsom... .1111111111101 1010010-15 Hunting'nIllOllllloion 10111 l-hi
Makoftey.0000l0lll0mi001ia>-J0 Nye. ..... .lllllioiioioii nil in-ii;

ehapin....lllll0Ullllllllllll-19 Manch't'rOlllllH 111111101 101-17
Woodrull'.1011ini(HMJ100111111-14 Davis 101101 10011011111101-14
Hanxmon.111110110111111111101-17 Baxter ...01110110101101011010—12
Bnrtleti .01000111111111111101—15 Widgeon..1llll 111010101111111-17

White.. . . 111110 LllOOOlllOOOll-13 Ward 111111 mil 1 1 11101111-18
Terry ... .11110011111111111111-18 HoughtonllUOOOIOlOOll 111111-14

First, $23.04. won by Atwell; second, $17.28, won bv Chapin and
A. T.; third, .$11.52, won by Terry, Nichols and Ward; fourth,
$5.70, won by Hammond and Webber.

Match No. 4. Class A. open to all, 20 Keystones, entrance #3:

Perry 1011111 1 111 1011 10110—10 North 11111001101)111111111-17

Heikes... .11110111111011111111—18 Yerriug'n 11101111111111111101—18
Apgar... .11011011111111 111 111—IS Gilman. . .1011011 1101110111110-15
Taylor.. -.11110111111111111100 -17 HWhitneyllllOinOllimili 11-18
Choate .. .000001010111110111 11-12 M'Murehy 11111 111.1 1111111 J 1.1 1-20
Wheeler.. 01111111111111111111—19 W Wolst-
Miller 11111 111010111111111—18 encroft..linilllllll]lllllll-20
Lindsley. .11011101.110110111101-15 Russell. . ..11011.101111011111111 -17
J Wolsten- Gould . . .10 111 1101 1 1 1 1 101 1 101 -16

croft. . . .01111110111111101011-10 Penrose. ..1111110111111111 HI 1—19
Stark 01110111101111111111-17 Mosher.. . .00111111111111111111 -18
Dickey... .1110111111110111.1111 -18 Hughes. .11111111111111111111-20
Davis 01001110111011011011-13 Dean 11111011001111110001-14.
Knowles. . Ill 1011111111111111 0-18 BurbridKcOOl 1 1 1011011 looiOOlO-ll
Bates 00110011110101111001-13 Bowdish . .111111111111101111.11-19
Beaudry.. 1 1101 1 1 111 1 10 10 1 1110—1(1 N S Perry1110111011111001011 1-15
Carlands. 001 010111111111 1 1111—16 Sampson. .11111011191111101111-17
Tiukor... 1 11 111 10111111111110—18 Nilley 11111101111110011111—17
Smith .... 10111111111111101111-18 Manley . . .1111011101110111 1011—16
First, $34.56, won by McMurchy. W. Wolstencroft and Hughes;

second, $25.82, Wheeler, Yerriugton, Bowdish and Penrose; third,
$17.39, Miller; fourth, $8.64, Taylor.

Match No. 5, Class A, 20 single Keystoues, $150 guaranteed, en-
trance $5:
Penrose .. .11101111111111111111—19 Russell. . ..111110111111 11101011-17
Tavlor.. . 11111111 H0011100111—16 W Wolst-
He'ikes....111111 111111 1111111 L—20 encroft. .111111111111111111 10-19
Yerrrgt'n 111111 tinO.nillH.11-19 M'Murchyllll 1 1111 11 1 01 111 1 1 1 —19
Stark 1111111 101101111111 1—18 Dickey, . .11110111100111011110-15
N S Perry.lllOOiniinOlllllll-17 Mosher . . .1111110111 1111011110—17
Eager 10111101000111010101-13 Whitney .01111111111111111111-19
Dean. 10111011111111101111—17 Lefever.

.
.1111 101 1011111111011-17

Miller.. ..11111111111111111111-20 Hughes. . .11111101110111110111-17
Wheeler. .11111111111111111111-20 Tinker . ..1011111H11 111111111-19
Choate .. . 1111111 1 1 0101 1011111—17 Lindsley .1010100011 111 1111111 -15
Beaudry. .11111111111111101011—18 J Wolsten-
Smith 111111 11111101111111—10 croft.. ..11101111111111111111—19
BowdiBh..l0mUlll0111111101-17 North 1111)011111011101111-17
RC Perry Hill 11 HI HI 1101110-18 Warren. ..11111110111111 111111—19
Pumphrey1011010millllllllll"16 Houghtonl 11 1111111011010 111 1-17
First, $60, won by Heikes, Miller and Wheeler; second, $45, won

by Penrose, Yerrington, Smith, Wolstencroft, McMurchy, Whit-
ney and Tinker; third, $30, won by Beaudry and W. E. Perrv;
fourth, $15, won by Lefever.

Match No. 6, Class B, open to Class C, 20 singles, guaranteed
purse $150, entrance $5:
Roxton,, .111111 11111111111111-20 Gore 11111111110111111111-19W Wolst- Q.uimby... 11110111111111010111—17
encroft.10111111111110111111-18 Gilman... 10011001101100110111-12

J Wolst- Swift 11011 11 01 1111 Hill 1 1-18
encroft. 11111100011111001111-15 Colony. . ..11111101010101111111-16

Fielding.. 010 1 111 1 1011 1 11 11 1 10— 10 Collins.. ..11111111111011111111—19
Law 11111111111111111 111—20 Allen 1111111111 1111111111—20
Barrett. . .111000H0110111H111—15 North 11111111101111111011-18
LindBley..imnoiin.lin.lU10-18 Tee Kay. .111111111011101111 11-18
Gerrish.. .0011001011011000111 1—11 Dan llll 11110 1 11 1101 1 n 1— l

x

HSTavlorlllOlOlCKKininifXIH—13 i;ond 11111111101 1 10101101 —16
Albee 01101011011111111111—16 Yerri'gt'nOlll 110111101111001 1—15
E T SmithllOlll 11111111111111— 19 Gould... .01110011111111111111-17
Warren... 01111111111111 110010—16 Pumphr'yl 1011 11 11111 11111 11 1—19
Hughes . .lOmiOUOll 11111111-17 Manly. . . .01100111111111101111-16
Beaudry . .11111111111111 111111—20 Bowdish . .11110111111111111111—19
Tinker. . . . 01111111 HOlllimil— 18 Strong .. .00111101111101111111—1H
Litch mOllOllIlllllllOn-17 SamD8on..lll0in01111ini0100-15
Bates 1111111 11 1 OmOIllll—18 Mosher . . ..11111111111111 111 110-1

9

Knowles.. 1111111 1111111111111—20 Bowker. ..11111111111111111111—20
Davis 11111111111001111011—17 Chapin. ...11111111111 111111111-20
Russell. ...11111.1 11111111111111-20 WSPerry.lHlOOlOHlllOOlll 11-15
Dean 11110111011100111111—16 Elmar. . . .1010000100011 1011001— 8
Clark 01111101111101111111-17 Mosher. . .00011000111111101 111-13
Atwell. • ..uiooiooiomooiom-13

til'Il, UllHIOlDJ , X 1UO.CI . OW IX u, nuiiu, x et; i\HV cllld HUH.
fourth, $15, won by Hughs, Litch, Davis. Clark, Quimby and
Gould.
Match No. 7, Class C. 20 single Ligowskys, $150 guaranteed, en-

trance $5:
Elmer 11000111101111011111-15 Hamniond.llllllinnil0111111-19
Short 1111101i01imill011-17 Bralev 01111111001110011111-15
Folsom . . . .11001101110110011111-14 Atwell 1I0111111101111U011 -17
Weber 11111110111111101111-18 Wilkinson.lll liOlll 1 01 101 01 101-15

' Mahaffey. .11111110011111010011-15 Rowe 01 1 1 10111 1 1 1101 1 00 11-1

5

Houghtou..ll011010101001111101-13 Davis 11000011 101100101101-11
Nichols. . . . 10111101111111111010-16 Hall HOlOOlOlluUl 111001-1

3

Hill Ill OlimillHllll 1 1-19 Blake 11 1 11111111 1 1101 00U -17
Cady 1101101011011 LlllllO-M Ward 001 llOOOOOlOllllOOOfj- 8
Chapin .... I10110imilim0111-17 White 01101001001000111111-11
French 110101100111 1 1001101-13 Dill .10000101101101100110-10
Baxter 111111 000010011 10111-13 Tyler 1 011111 1111011111111-18
Woodruff . .11011111101 1 01011111-16

First money, $60, Hammond; second, $45, Weber and Tyler;
third, $30. Short, Chapin, Blake and Braley; fourth, $15. Nichols
and Woodrnff.

Match No. 8, 2-man team match, 20 single Peoria targets per
man, open to any two men from one club, $100 guaranteed,
entrance $5:

Massachusetts Rifle Association.
Dickey iminilllllOllllll-19
Perry.... .. ; 11111111.111011111111-19-38

Jamaica Plains Gun Club.
Roxton 11111111111 1 1 1 111111—SO
Chapin - llOlOlllOlllOOilHOl-14-34

Marlboro Gun Club.
Eager llllOOillll 110101111—16
Wheeler 11111111101111111111-19-35

Worcester Gun Club.
Rnssell 11111111111111111111-30
Dean. 11111111110111111101- -18-38

Union Gu.n Club, Springfield Gun Club.
E D Miller. . lllUinillllllllllt—20W Wolstencroft 1 HlOlli 111110111110—17—37

Dunbarton Gun Club.
Stack _ lllllimOlOlOllllll-17W S. Perry OOmilllHOllllllll—17-34

Wellington Gun Club.
Choate- ... 0HU11 1100111111111-17
Beaudry 1H11101100U10111H—16—33

Lowell Gun Club.
Knowles 1011U11110U0111111-17
Bates. 11111011100111011111-lii—Si

Hartford Gun Club.
Wiiley iiioiimomoinni-17
Manley OHlllHUmUOHll—18-35

Wellington Gun Club.
Sanborn OHlllllimmoim—18
Litch 10m01H10100111111-15-33

Onondaga Gun Club.
McMurchy mil 11 11100101111111-16
Spangler 11000 11 1 11 11101 11 011-15-31

Onondaga Gun Club.
Mosher 111111011 11111111111-19
Lefever 0110111111 111111 0111—17-36

East End Gun Club, Cincinnati, O.
Heikes 11111111111111111111—19
Taylor 10111110111111011011-16 35

Elm City Gun Club.
Gould noioioomim ionoi-13
Yerrington - lOniHOllinilOHlO-16-29

Worcester Gun Club.
Bowdish 0111111111111 11 11 111-19
Houghton 11111 11 1101 1 1 1 01 1 1 11—18 - 37

Worcester Gun Club.
Gilman 10001 011 1 1 11 Olooio10—H
Smith miimn iniiiiiii -20-31

Wellington Gun Club.
Snow 111.11001111111111110-17
Dan - 11 11 1 1 1 11 II 1 11 1 0011 1 -is-35

Wellington Gun Club.
Law llll 10011111111 10111 —17
Warren 10111 1 1 1 HOlllU 1001-16-33

Falmouth Gun Club.
Swift 111111 111 11 1 01 1 11111 -19
Lee 11111111101101111111-18-37

North End Club, Frankfort. Pa.
J Wolstencroft 01101111111101111101—16
Penrose 11111101111111111111—19—35

East End Gun Club, Cleveland, O.
Wigfctman 0 1 1010 11 1 1 01 1 1 1 01 1 11— ir»

North ...111111 miOOlimoil—17-32
Walnut Hill Gun Club.

Folsom oninilOOOlllOOlKIl 13

Clark 1111 1111011110111101-17-30
Worcester Gun Club.

Sampson loi 10101100101001111-12
Bowker 110 1 1.1.11.1 1 101 1 1 11111-18 -30
First, $40, won by Dickey and Perry, and Russell and Dean;

second, $80, won by E. D. Miller and Wolstencroft, Bowdish and
Houghton and Swift and Lee; third, $20, won by Mosher and
Lefever; fourth, $10, won by Wiiley and Manley.

Match No. 9, free for all, 10 pairs Keystoues, entrance $3:
Heikes 11 11 11 11 11 01 01 10 11 11-17
Lindsley - 11 00 11 11 01 11 01 11 10 01-14
Quimbv H 00 01 11 00 11 11 11 01 01—13
Choate ..01 11 11 11 01 H 01 01 01 11-15W S Perry 00 11 11 11 11 11 11 II 01 01-16
Dickey 01 11 11 11 10 11 00 01 11 11-15
Wheeler 11 01 11 11. 01 01 01 11 01 11-15
Eager 00 01 11 00 11 11 00 01 11 11—13
Whitney 10 11 11 11 11 11. 11 01 11 11-18
Stark 10 10 01 00 00 11 00 Ow.
Taylor 00 10 11 10 11 01 11 01 11 11-14
Gould 11 11 01 11 01 10 01 11 10 01-14
Miller 11 11 01 00 11 11 11 II 01 11-16
Smith H 01 H 01 10 01 01 01 01 11-13
McMurchy 10 10 01 01 11 10 01 01 10 11—12
Bates 11 11 11 11 01 01 01 11 11 11—17
Knowles 11 H 01 11 10 01 10 10 10 10-13W Wolstencroft 01 01 11 11 11 11 01 11 11 11—17
Beaudry 11 11 01 11 11 11 01 11 00 11-16
Franklin 10 11 11 11 00 10 00 11 00 10-11
Tinker 10 10 01 10 00 OOw.

First, $20.30, won by Whitney; s cond, $15,20. won bv Heikes,
Bates and Wolstencroft; third, $10.15, won by Perry, Miller and
Beaudry; fourtli, $5.07, won by Dickey and Wheeler.

Match No. 10, Class B and C, 10 singles and 5 pairs Standards,
entrance $3:

Burbridge 0111011010 11 11 II 10 00-13
Fielding 1110111111 10 11 lo 10 H—16
Beaudry 1110111111 10 11 10 10 10-15
Knowles 1111111111 10 10 10 11 00-15
Franklin 0001101111 10 11 00 11 10-12
Barrett OQMlOtll 11 01 00 11 10—12
Bates 1100111111 10 01 00 10 11-13
N Wolstencroft 1111111111 11 11 00 00 11—16
Colony 1100101001 10 10 11 11 10-12
Smith 101111111

1 01 10 11 10 10-15
Wiiley D 11011111 11 11 11 10 11-18
Russell 1111111111 10 11 10 11 01-17
Warren 1111111111 10 11 11 10 11-18
Quimby 1111110111 11 00 10 10 10-14
Shangler 1001011111 11 10 01 10 11-14
Darts 0110010101 11 11 H 11 00-13
Law 1110101111 10 10 10 11 10-14
Strong 1111111110 11 10 10 11 16-16
LaFever 1111101111 11 11 11 11 10-18
Tvler 0100010111 10 11 01 10 11-12
K Collins ' 1111111111 11 11 1() 11 J1—I8
Bowd sh 1000110111 11 10 10 11 11-14
Houghton 1001100001 11 10 01 10 10-10
Lindsley 1111111111 01 10 10 10 lo—15
Roxton minim 01 11 10 10 11-17
Perrv, N S 1111111111 11 11 H H 11-20
Gore 0111111111 11 11 01 10 11-17
J Wolstencroft 1101111111 11 01 11 11 11-18
Pomphrey llllllllll 11 11 00 10 11—17
Litch 1110111110 10 lo 11 U H-18
Dan 1111111011 11 10 10 10 00-14
Manlv 1111111011 10 11 10 11 11-17
J H Hill 1101111111 11 11 10 11 10-17
Chapin 1011111111 10 11 H n n-18
Swift 1101111111 11 10 11 It 11-18
Gould llllllllll 10 10 01 Jl LI—17

First. SS34.56. won bv W. S. Perry; second, bv
Lefev
Roxton, _ -

dry, W. Wolstencroft, Strong.

Match No. 11, Class C, 20 single Ligowskys, entrance $3:
Alexand'rOI 111011011111111110-16 Holman . .00111111101111111111-17
Weber. . . . 11111111110110111111 -!8 Bartlett. . 01100110111100111111 -14
Elmer 1 10101111111001)1111-16 Chapin . . . .10101111111011011011— 1

0

Divis 11110001110110010011—12 Hanimondlllllllll 11111111111-20
Manches'rllllOmiOlOOlOllllO-14 French.. ..HlOlHimilOOllllO-16
Mahaffey. K«)il 11 111^11 111 1)11-17 Nye ollOlllOlUKXlllllll—15
Nichols. . .11111111111111111011-19 Widgeon ..11111111111011111000-16
Folsom... .11111011110111111111-18 Baxter ...11111011010111100110-14
Atwell. . . .1111110 1 101100111110-1 5 Houghton 11111111111111111011-19
Ward 11011010111110010101—13 Terry.

. .-OlOllllimittiloOlllo-n
White . . . .11111111100111111101—17 Hall.. - . 0100111 1OH nioililll—16
Woodruff.miOlOllOOllllllllO-15 Bartlett. . 11011110111110101111—16
First, $23.04, won by Hammond; second, $17.28, won bv Nichols

and Houghton; third, $11.52, won by Folsom and Weber; fourth,
$5.76, won by Holman, White and Mahaffey.

Extra, No. 1, Class B and C, 20 single bluerocks. Entrance $3:
Roxton.. . 11110111 111 0011 11 111—1 7 Russell.

. .IlllOlllHOlimilll—18
Dean 10110111010111111110-15 BurbridgfcOOllOOOllllilimill-15
Gore 11111111111110101101-17 North . .. .11111111110111111111-19
YerrrgCoilllllll 111111110111- 19 Wiiley. .. .0111111111110111111 1-18
Franklin. 1001111111001111 1110-1 5 Tucker. . ..11110111011111011111—17
Beaudry.. 11 111110110111111111-18 Lee 11111.11 11011111.11110-18
Wightm'ulOllllllllOiOaillOiO-13 Bowd ish . . 1111 1011 1 Hill 1 11111-19
Dan 11011111101111111.111—18 Bowker...11111 11011111mil 11 -19
W Wolst- HoughtonOOOlOllOOOllHOmoO-10
encroft..llllilllimilllllll-20 Clark 11010111110110111111-16

Law 11111111001110111111-17 Bates 11111111101111101011-17
Strong....11 1 111111 1111 1111101-19 Pumphr'yimmmnillll0ll-I9
Chapin . .11111111011111111111-19 Collins .. ..010101111 llllllllll 1—17
Knowles..llll011101110110mi-16 Barnett ..01111001111110011111 -15
Swift 11011111111111111111-19 J Wolsten-
Warren... 11111111111011111111-1 8 croft. . . .1110111101 11 10011101—15
First. $28.80, W. Wolstencroft; second, $21.60, Bowker; third,

$14.40, Beaudry, Dan, Warren, Russell, Wiiley and Lee; fourth,
$7.20, Roxton and Bates.

Extra No. 2, Ciass C, 10 singles, entrance $1:

Weber 1111111110-9 Short 1101011110-7
Stuber . ... 1101011001-0 French 1111111101—9
Alexander 1010011100-6 Folsom lllOlimi—

9

CH Manchester ....111000U11-7 Cady 0100101111-6
Woodruff imilllOO-8 J H Davis 1101011111-8
Hall mmilOl-9 Hill 1110110111—8
AT 1111111011—9 NT Bartlett 1111110111—9
Houghton, 0111111110-8 Widgton 1101111010-7
Geo Elmer . ...1110111101-8 Blake 1110010111—7
H Bartlett 1011111011-8 Baxter 1111100110-7
Ward 1000100111 - 5 Nichols 1110111111-9
Hammond lOUllllll—9 Atwell 0111111111—9
Mahaffey 0110001100-4 D H Terry .1111111110-9

P D Whlre 1110110111—8 G H Rowe 1111010101—7
First, $6.61, won by Folsom and N. Bartlett; second, $5.88, won

bv Woodruff, Houghton, Elmer, H. Bartlett, White, Davis and
Hill; thirdr, $3.11, won by G. H. Rowe: 4th, $1 96, won by Alexan-
der, Stuber and Cad^.

Extra No. 3, Clas6 C. 10 siugles, entrance $1;
Folsom 1110111100— 7 Manchester 0010011001— 4
G H Rowe 1111101100- 7 Ward 101011 11 01— 7
Widgeon 11 1001 1111- 8 .1 H Davis 1111111111—10
N Bartlett 0101011111— 7 P D White 11 1111111 1-10
Stuber 1011010101— 6 Chapin 11110111 11—

9

Nichols 1011111011— 8 Mahaffey 0111000111— 6
II Bartlett 1011111111— 9 Fielliog 1011110111—8
Woodruff 0111110110- 7 T A Hall 1011101111- 8
Baxter 0111001110- 6 J H Hill 1101111110- 8
French 1111111111—10 Hammond 1110011101- 7
Cady 1111101011- 8

First, $5.88, won bv Davis, French and White; second. $4.41, won
by Chapin and H. Bartlett; third, $2.94, won by Widgeon. Nichols
Hall and Hill; fourth, 57 cents, won by Hammond and N. Bartlett'

.
Thwsday, Aug, 15.

Match No. 1. open to all. 20 single bluerocks, entranne $3:
Heikes .

.
.11111111110111111101-18 Wheeler.. 11111111111111111101—19

E Taylor. .11111111111111111111—30 Beaudry. .11111110111110111111-18
Miller . .. ,111111111111111111 10-19 Bowdish

.
.11111 111111111111111-20

Collins. _ .,11101111111111111111-19 Dickey. . ..11111111111111111111-20W Wolst- JWolst-
croft... .11101111111111111111-19 encroft. .11111101111111111 111-19

Lindsley 11111111111101111101-18 Houghton OllOOlOOlOOllllOlOU-ll
Yerri'gt'nOlOl 11 11111011111011-16 Gould 1111 11011 llll 1111110—18
Bowker... 11111 II 1110111111111.-19 Sanborn. .11010001001001100100- 8
Preston .1110111001 1011111110-16 Davis llll 1110011111111111—18
Perry 1001 1 101 111101011111—15 Pumphr'yOlllOllll 11 10111 1111-17
Eager, .. ,11110111111111111111—19 Lefever... 11111011111111110111—18
Manley...01101111110111111111-17 Swift 10111 1 11 11m 1 111111—19
Cho Ue. .

.01001110101 111011110-13 Gore 1 11 0 1 1 1 0 11 011 100111 1—1

5

Whitney. .11111111110111101111-18 Lang... !

M'Murchyllll 1111111111111111-20 Law 01010111111101111011-15
Sterry ... 001 111 11111 11 11 1 1 1 1 1—18 Cady 110H01010110110(«)H-12
North 11111111111111111111-20 Tee Kay, 00111101111100111011-14
Mosher ...11111010111111101101—10 Warner. . .11011111111111111111—19
First, $34.55, won by E. Taylor. McMurchv. North, Bowdish and

Dickey; second, $25.90, won by E. I). Miller, W. Wolstencroft
Warren and Swift; third, $17.30, won by Lindsley, Whitney Le-
fever, Gould and Beaudry; third, $8.05, won bv Manle'v and
Mosher.
Match No. 2, Class B and C, 30 single Ligowsky targets, en-

trance $3:
Albee 00111111011110111111-16 Sterry.... 11111111111011111101-18
Law 10111 1 101111 1 1110101— 1 6 Webb 01 10101111 1011011111-1

5

Chapin.. ..11111011101111111111-18 Dodge.... 11111111111111111 111-20
Roxton .

...11111111010101111111-17 Davis 111101 10111111001111-16
S vvif t llllllllllUlOlOlOll-17 Beaud ry . . 1 1111111111111111 11 1-20
Allen 11111111011011011111-17 Tee Kay .11111111110111111111-19
Co wee.... 11000110001110111111—13 Ham'ond .11010100111101110111-14
Plummer.OOmilOHOl 11101111—15 Saunders. 1 1 1 10111 1111111101 10—17
Post 1 101 1 1 1 i 11 1 11 111111 1—19 Baldwin.. 11110101000101111010—12
Bates 11011010111111101111-16 Pumphry.lll 1 1 1-101 1 1101111011—17
Yer ring- Cady 11 llOOOlOHOilOHlOl—13
ton 01111111111101101111-17 Mosher. . .10111111110101101111—16

Connor... 1111111011 011011111-16 Fielding. .101111 01101 10011 1 1 11—1H
Manley

.
..11101011110111111111-17 Collins. . ..111111111111111000 1-16

Lindsley..11111111111111111010-18 Hubbard..10ll01lll0lllll0100l-14
Hughes...00 1 1 1101 1 1 11 0 1 111011—15 Wol sten-
Wilbur .

.
.11111011110111111111-18 croft. . .11101111111111111111—19

Barrett. .
.11011001111111111111 — 17 Russell .. .11011111111111011110-17

Wood 11110111110101111101-16 Gore 11111110111111111111—19
Tucker. ..11101 11 1111111111111—DJ Warren. . .11110111111111 111] 11-19
Clark.. .

.llOl.milllOHmm-18 Lang 11111011101110111111—17
Clagett...0011001100]100inlll—13 Bond 1110010111111010 w.
North 11111111111111111101—19 Gould 11101111111111111011-18
Bowdish.. 11111011101111111111-18 Shaw 11 11 11 11 1 11001 1 11 011—17
Houghtonllll 1100111111111100-16

First, $47.01, won by Dodge, and Beaudry. Second, $'15.28, won by
Post, North, Tee Kay, Wolstencroft, Core and Warren. Third,
$23.52, won by Chapin, Wilbur and Clark. Fourth, $11.76, won by
Yerrington, Bartlett and Swift.

Match No. 3, Class C, 20 single Peorias, entrance $3:
Weber. . . . 11111010110111111111-17 Cady Ill 11101 1 11010 11 01 01-15
Baldwin.. 1011011111 1 111 1101 10—16 Steuber. . .00010010101100(TKK)ll— 7

Dunham. . 10111111111110110101-16 Chapin . . .11111110111111111111-19
Hall llll 10 1011111 1 1 10110—16 Boot hby.. Oil 11011100111011111-15
Fielding. . 1 1 111111 101001011011—15 Jones 100IOH0101C)01X)10010- 8
Nichols . . .10111110111111101011—16 Ingersoll. .11000101001110010611—11
HammondOl 01 1 1000001 1 00 1 11 100—10 Baxter. . . . lllllllllQOlOOUllll-) t;

Perry 011 01000001 100 1 llll Ml- 9 Whi tt 1 esy 111 110011 1 mill 1 1 10-1

7

Shaw 10111111101111111111-18 Webster.. 101 11011110011111 111—16
WoodruftMlllHllomiollllll—18 Tatham. ..Illoiolon 1

1 10100111—14
Hubbard. .1111 11 11001 Oil011H1—16 Short. . . .1101 01101 11111001011—15
Wilbur ...01111101.11110111111-17 Langd on. .01010010101000101000— 7
Wood. . .1110111111101 1 111111—18 AlexanderlOllllll 111001111100—15
Mahaffey. 100110100101 1011 1110-1 2 Spangler. .11111111101111111111—19

First. $26.88, won by Spangler and Chapin: second, $20.16, won
bv Shaw, Woodruff and Wood. Third, $13.44. won by Weber
Wilber and Whittlesy. Fourth, $6 72, won bv Hubbard and
Nichols.
Match No. 4, Class A, open to all, 10 singles and 5 pairs stand-

ards, entrance $3:

Wheeler - 11111.11111 11 11 11 11 11-20
McMurchy 11111.11111 11 11 11 10 11-19
Albee llllllllll 11 10 11 11 10-18
Perrv.- 1011111111 10 11 11 11 11-18
Eager 1101111111 10 11 11 11 n_i8
Dickey 1101111011 11 10 11 00 10 14
Bates 1011111111 11 10 10 11 01-15
Miller 1111111111 11 10 11 11 10-18
S terry 1111011110 10 10 00 11 11-14
Beaudrv 1101011111 11 11 11 11 H-18
Bowdish 1111111101 00 10 11 10 00-13
Houghton 1100111101 10 10 00 11 11—13
W Wolstencroft 1111111111 11 10 10 10 11-17
Gould 1011111110 11 01 11 10 01-15
.1 Wolstencroft llllllllll 11 10 11 11 11-19
Choate 1111111001 11 00 11 10 01-14
Warren 1101111011 11 10 11 11 11-17
Collins 111111 llll 10 01 11 01 10-16
Whitney 1111111111 11 11 11 11 11-30
Heikes 1110111111 11 10 10 11 11-17
Rock worth 1010110100 10 10 10 10 11-11
Hubbard 1110111111 11 00 10 11 11-16
Mosher 1111011111 11 11 11 11 01-18
Lefever 0111111111 11 01 11 11 11-18
Perry OllllllHl U 10 11 11 11-18
Swift minmi 11 11 11 11 11-20
Hughes OOOlllllll 01 00 11 11 00-12
Law 1101111111 11 11 01 11 01-17
Plummer 1010010111 10 10 11 11 11—14

First, $37.85, won bv Wheeler. Whitney and Smith; second,
$28.85, won by McMurchy and J. Wolstencroft; third. $11.88. won
by Miller and Beaudry; fourth, $6.10, won by W. Wolsl encroft.

Match No. 5, class A, 20 single standard targets, .$150 guaran-
ievi.1, onl o.a! c: :?5:

Tavlor.... 11111111111111111111-20 Sterry 11111111011111111110-18
Beaudry.. 11111111101011101111-17 Ede-r . . . . 0 11 1 1 011 1101 11011 '11—10
M'MnrchylllUOll 100111111111—1 7 WS PerryOlllllOin 1111101011 16
Heikes. . . . 11111 11111 1 1 11 till 11—20 Nichols.. .miOHlliOlllllllll-18
Wheeler.. 11111111111111111111-20 Swift 1111011111 11111 1 1 1 1

1—1M

Whitney..llll 1111111111111101—19 Mosher. . .01101111011111111101 -16
Russell... 111011111101101111 11-17 Yerring'n.lllOOlllllimilllll-18
Lindslev..nillilllllllllOim—19 Lefever...11111111110110111111—18
Miller, "..mmimilinillll -20 Stark . ..11011111111111111111-19W Wolst- Hughes. . ,0001 ' -it
encroft. .10111111111111111111—19 WE PerryOl 11 1101111 111111111—18

Dickev.. ..11011101111111111111—18 Bowdish ..11111101011110100111-15
North . . ..limoimilliomil—18 Pumphr'ylOlllomi.OmiOlOli-lS
Choate. . . ,11001001011001111100—11 Bates Ill 10111 1 011 01101111—pi
J Wolsten- Litch 10111111111111101101-1

7

croft. . , .11111111110111011011—17
First. $60, won by Taylor, Heikes, W heeler and Miller; second,

$45, Whitney, Lindslev, W. Wolstencroft, Swift. Lefever; third,
$30. Dickey, North, Sterrv, Yerrington, Nichols. W. E. Perry;
fourth, $30, Beaudry, McMurchy, Russell, ,T. Wolstencroft, Litch.

Match No. 6, Class B, open to Class C, 20 single Ligowsky tar-
gets, $150 guaranteed, entrance $5:
Dodge 11111111111111111111-20 Bates lllllimilllOllim -19
Allen 111.11111111111111111-20 Gould . . . .10101111111110111011-16
Wrhitem'nllllll01111inilllll-18 Fielding. . 1 111111011 111 1111110—18
Beaudry . .11111111111110111101—18 Perrv 11 101111111110100110—15
Melcher...10111010010100000110— 8 Bond 1011111 011111 1110

1 01-16
Post llllOimillimiOOO-16 Rockw'th coiioom 10011011011-1

2

Tucker.. ..11111111011100111111-17 Pumphr'ylll 11111110110111111—18
Lindsley. .11011111111111111111-19 W Wolst-
Y'rringt'nllll llll 111111111111—20 encroft..llll100n 10111110111—16
Sterrv . . . . 11011111111111101111-18 Mosher. . .OmmiHlllHlllll-19
Piummer.11011011011 111111111—17 Homer . . .00111001111101001001-10
Davis 1 1011110011110111111—16 Bowdish.. 11101111111111111111 -19
Hussev. ...01111111101111110111—16 Russell. . .11111111111111111111—20
North 11111110111111111111-19 Woodruff 11111010111111111111—18
Lefever.. .1110111momniOll-17 Shaw 11111111111101011111—18
Hubbard .11101101110111011111—16 Chapin. . .lnOOOniHllllllOlO-lS
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Stone H IHlUlllQlOOOlllO—14 Tee Kav..001 01 111111001111111- 15
Roxton .

. .111.0*01111111111110-17 Barrett, . .01111 111.111111 '00111-17
,1 Wolsten- fJorp 11011111111111111111-10

croft, ..0'lllinnoillimil-i8 Warren. OlllO'lllimoililll-'?
.Law ... oiiuiiiiniinuoio-17 Swift mmninmoium-Ks
Ni'hols. . 11101011111111101010-15 Know]P9.0000)H100lll0lllll01-ir
First, $60. won by Dode-e. Allen s Yerrington &,"d Kussel1;se< ood,

$45, won by Lrndsler. North, Bates*, Mns'her. Bowdish and Gore;
tQird, $30. won by J. WolsfrncToft and Woodruff; fourth, $15, won
by Lefever, Boston. Law, Barrett and Warren.
Match No. 7, Class C only, 20 single Keystones, $150 guaranteed

entrance $o.

Chauin.,..01111 101110H 1110110-15 Baxter.. . .10'OHOI 110001000001- 9
Tatham . .0*1101101001110111100-11 Cowie.. . .10111111 nPl0i0111-PH Weher. 11 1 01111014101111101-1 7 Sh orf 01 10101 1 01 001 ' 010 11—13
J Davis,.. 1111101110011U11111—17 Wood....,lllull11imoniolllo-iri
Spanirler..0inil1 11101.11110111—1 7 Bail . . . .MOOD 111001101110001—1
Whittlesy (101011111111111011 1-16 Hammo'd.'lO 0100111100111111)—13
Bo'git'n.. 11101111100110U0U n—14 Jams. . . ,11111'liomininioil—17
Shaw ... nOlinilUllllllOiO-17 Conn or....00111 111 111 1U01011 1-1(1
Woodruff.lllllOllfilll 1011111-17 Terry 101111100001001 1 0111—12
Fielding. .0100011111.1111110101-14 Dill ,..111110010110101 mlll-P
Cady 01110111100011111111-15 Baldwin . 111101 loillll 1111111-18
lngersoll..l00101111111100 , 0011-^l'i Newton.. .01100010110101011011-11
Boochby..l01111001inilll011l-17 Homer.... 1011110111 111 OOlllO(-15
Webster. .11(101010100011111011-1 1. Alex'nd'r.ll'li'11 111111011110-18
Hubbard.. Ill 11110 lOOlllOUlo-m Bradstr'tllOOOlllO'lTOOlOO 00-10
Nichols. . .011MimH011«j0011-ll Widgeon..lll(b01illl01111lj000-13
Ma,haffev.()(xmi001ffl)PiW0010-- 6

First, §60, won by Alexander and Baldwin ; second, $45, won by
Weber, Davis, dangler, Shaw, Woodruff, Cnwie ; third, $110, won
by Whittles v, Booth by, Cnuuor; fourth, $18. won by Chatotn,
Woods, Homer, Hubbard, Cady.
Match No. 8, substituted in place of team match East vs. West,

'35 staple Keystone targets per man. teams of four men from one
ciuo, $100 guarnnteed. entrance $5;

Union Gun Club of Springfield, N J.
E D Miller ... 1 11 1 1 ! 0011 111 01 (J 11 1111111 —21
A Wolstencroft 1111011111111111110101111-22
Collins 1111111111111101111101111 23
Lindsley 1111111111111101111110111- 23-80

Mass. Rifle Association No. 1.
H N Eager.., 11110

' 1 11 0 111 11 111U11 1101—21WE Perry 01 1111111110100110111111-20
Wheeler 1111111111011 1 111 1 1111111-24
Dickey. . 11111111 10111111111110111-23-88

Jamaica Plains Gun Club.
Roxton 1 i 111 111111 01111 1m 0011 1-22
^Barrett 11111 1 111 10111 10111111110-22
Shaw - 10011100 1 J 11 Hill lllllll—21
<Cuapin nimilimi0imillll01-23-88

Wellington Gun Club No. 1.

Gore oimimonn.ou.nomm—20
Warren 11111 1 1101111111111111111—24
F Swift 11 011101111111111011 1 1 1 1 1- 22
Law 1011110111011111111111111-23-88

Worcester Gun Clnb.
Russell. 11 10011110111111110101011 -19
Bowdish 111111110111101110111111- 22
Beaudry 10 00101(0111111111111110—15)
n s Perry oooiomoioiimiooowiii-ie—70

Onondaga Sportsmen's Association, Syracuse. N. y.
Lefever mill 1 1111.10111 111111111—24
Spangler 0111111101101111111111111 22
Mosher 11 11111 1 ill 1 01 j 1010101 111—21
McMurcby lmommillll 111111011—23-90

Wellington Gun Olub No. 2.

Baxter lOOOOUCKillll 1 1111011 1010—1G
Litch 11111111 1110100011101011—10
Webster lOIOllOOllll'O 0011110000—14
Lang lUlOlOLOllOlllOilOmill—18-67

New Haven Gun Club, Conn.
Gould. ... . 11111101 11101111111111111-23
Clark .1 11 1 1 10101 1111X11111010111—19
Saunders 11UU0111J1011U IU110U 22
Hubbard lOlOlimimimioniiOl—21-85

Mass. Rifle Association No. 2.

Bowker 1 1 1 011 1 11011111110C101 110-19
Sawyer 1111111011011111110101000-18
Nichols milllomoiOllllOOllill 28
Bates llOllimOlOllOniillllU-21-78
First, $*0. won by Onondaga Sportsmen's Association of Syra-

cuse; second, $80, won hy Union Gun Club; third, $20 shot off and
divided bv Massachusetts Rifle Asso iation team No. 1 and Wel-
lington Gun Club team No. 1.

Match No. 9, Class A, open to all. 2(1 single bluerocks. entrance $3:
M'Murchy 111101 1101 11 111110 1—17 Lefever. ..11111111111111111111 20
Heikes. ,.11101111111111111111—19 N S Pen v 11101110111011111110-16
Tavlor. ..11111011110111111110-17 Law 11111111111111111011—Iq
Dickey. . ..imiOHllOtlllllllU -18 Swift 11111111111111111111—20
Whitney. .1111111111 1111111111—20 Warren . .JllllllOlimilllOll-lSW Wolst- Bowdish.. Ill lOlOinillOlimi-16
encroft..ll011imil]llU1011-18 Sterry ....10 1111111111111(101—18

Hughes. . . 1101100001100111(1010-10 C mnor. . 11110011111011111110 - 17
Pumphr'vllllimimiimill—20 Wheeler 11 ( 100 1111011101111—16
Bates 11011110111110101011-15 Beaudry . . 11111111011 UliOUll—18
Miller 1 HOIllUllllllUHl—19 Webster.. 1110 J i ! ; :

Perry. .. 01 1 110131101 11 101111 -1 5 Roxton... 1011101 111'. 0111 10001—14
Yerri'gt' n 1111 10' 1111 1111 01- 10-1 7 Bond 1101111 1 111111110100—16
Lindsley . .01 1 11111111110111111 -18 Lang 011 1 11 111 11 101011101—16
Easer.... 1 1111 11111101 111111—19 Cowle niOOlUOPimmil-17
Choate. . ..011001111111 11111111-17 Barret . . .11 IP 1. 1111111111111-20
Bowker. . .1101U1U111 1

Hill 1-19 Tatham ...11110110111000011 ill-14
North Ill 1111111111 1111110—19 Gillette. . .10 111101100.0,11111-15
J Wolsten- Tucker.. ..11 111001 IP 101111111—17
croft. . . . UlllllOmm 111111—19 Chapin.. . .11011101111101101111—16

Starls... .11101111110111111011-17 Litch. .. .11111111011011110011-16
Mosher....l0i 11011111111111111—18 Clark 11011110(11110110011—15
Davis OllPlllliniOlllOO.-lO Russell. .. .111011111001120 1000 —17
Gould. . .111110 lllOnmilU-18 Gore 1111 11C11 1011 1111110-12

First, $45.10, Wtntnev. Pumphry, Lefevr, Swiit and Barrett:
second, $33.85, Heikes, Miller, Eager. Bowker. North. J. Wolsten-
croft and Be<tudrv; third, $22.55. Dickey, Wolstencroft, Lindsley,
Mosher, Gould, Warren, Sterry and Beaudry; fourth, $11.30, Mc-
Murchy, C. Taylor, Tucker and Gore.

Match No. 10, Class B and C, 20 single Ligowsky targets,
entrance $3:
Roxton . ...11111111111111111111-20 Shaw 11111 1111100111 11111—18
Lindsley. 11111111111111110111—19 Barret'.. ..11" 111111 10L00100il-14
Russell.. ..111110111111 ilHOlll-18 Tee Kay.. .1110011111111111111 -18
Law 11111111101101101111-17 Fielding.. 110111011 11111110011—16
Allen 10100111111011111111-16 Hodge 11011111110111111111—18
Swift 11111111111111111111-20 Gould . ,111111011111imilll-19
Sterry... 1111111011111111.111-19 W Wolst-
Sanborn. . .11 101001111 1 01 11111—0 encrnf t . .11111 11101 111111111 1—19
Tucker ...mOlOHOPlinilOPO—14 J Woisten-
Bond 101 1 11011 1 10111111 11—17 croft. . . .11111111111110011111—18
Rockw'th.1111101101 111

1
111111-18 Oore 1 1 011101011110111111-16

Quimby.. .01111111111111110111-18 Mosher. ...11011110100110011111-14
Warren... 111011111111111 11111—19 Snow 110011111 1 1 lllllll 1 0-17
Lane 11110101111111111110-17 Saunders..lllllilllllll mill—20
PI irniner. 1111111111111111111.1-20 Stone illlllOllOllOHjOOlO-lS
Collins.... 11111011 llllOlllllL-18 WDavP.. lllillllJim lil 11-20
PumphreyOilOtOlllOlOUlOOw. Beaudry.. 111)0111111 111101111-17
Manly . . . 1011111111 1 111 I 111 11-19 Nichols . . . 1101111 1111 1 , 11 i 0101-17
HugheF....U10moomoi011i 11-15 Johnson... 1110111111111110 010—16
Chaoin . . ..0 100111011111111111 -16 Gille te. . .llOlOlOUOoOlilOJlOU-lO
Melche ...01111010110111101101-14 Bowd-sh. .11111100111111111111-18
Woodw't limiiioi oiiiltiot—17 Post 11111111111111111111-20
First, $40.32, Roxton, Swift, Plummer, Saunders, W. T. Davis,

Post; second, $30.24, Lindsley. Sterry. Warren, Manly, Gould, W.
Wolstencroft ; third, $19.20, Podge, Collins, J. Wolstencroft, Bow-
dish, Shaw; fourth, $9.39, Lang, Woodworth, Snow.
Match No. 11, n]ass C, 20 single Keystones, entrance $3:

H Webber.mOllimmoilOlOl—16 Nichols. . .,11101111111111110111—IS
Langdon..ll00101111001000u011—10 lugersoll ..OlOHOOOOllll 1101011—12
Whittles' . 01011111111101011100—14 Chopin . . . .11111111110001100111—15
Woodruff.lulimillllllimoi-18 Dill 10110101000100011111- 11
Shaw 01101111110011100100 -12 HammondllOllllllOlOllllllll—17
Mabaffey . 11000011001111010011-11 Tyler 11110111111011110100-15
Elmer 01010110001111001111-12 Towne 101101 lllul011010111-14

First. $16.80, Nichols and Woodruff; second, $10.08, Hammond;
third, $6.72, H. W. Webber.
Extra No. 1, open to B and C, on 10 single kingbird targets, en-

trance $1:
Law 1001010111— 6 Lang 1110111111— 9
Dodge 11 1111 1111-1 0 Bond llUlllll 1-10
Roxton 1111111111—10 Hubbard 1111011U1— 9
Swift 1111111111—10
Gould 111111111—10
Elmer 101U11U00— G

Tee Kav lllllll 100—
Clagett.
Barrett...-.

Woodworth 1110111111— 9
J H Davis 0.010(01 0-5
Warren 1111111111—10
Collins 1100110111- 7

.1111111110— 9 Yerrington 1111111011— 9
. . .0111011111— 8 Plummer 1011101111— 8

Ijndsley 11 11011111- 9 Cowee 111101 1111- 9

Tncker milll m-iO J Wolstencroft ilHllllll-10
Alexander 1101011111— 8 Post lillinOU— 9
Allen 1111111111—i0 Bookworth ilOIPllll— 9
fmlding OPOOHin— 7 WL Davis 1P110UU- 9
Houghton 1010101111— 7 Conner OmOKKUl— 6
<}ore inn'PlOl- 8 «hort... i J11100111— 8
Sanborn HlPO'ini— 8 Bpaudry llllipon— 9
Tatham 0011110PI- J Wood lOUOllOOl—

0

R«rtlett llPpOlll- 9 Wilbur PFOrO'll -

Wfhh Oniliom— 8 Jones IlOlOlllll—
Shaw.. 11011 11 111- 9
First, $11.55, won h\ Roxton. Swift. Gould, Bond, Warren and J.

Wnls'encroft. Second 8.60. won bv LindsPv, Lang. Post and W.
L

.
Divis. Third, $5.75. WOu by B-rrett, Webb, Alexander and

Plummer. Third, $2.83. won by Wilber.
Extra No. 2, Clas= C.lf) sinsr'p Peoria targets, entrance $p.

. . . .Illpilm- i0 Steuher.T .1O10O-0H0—
1101111011— 8 Oowie 110101011— 8

Connor Iiminil—10
Terry 0001101110- 5

Tatham 10111P110- 8
Dunham .OlOllflilll— 7
Webster....... UliltOlll— 9
Hubbard; 1111011111— 9

- Wideeon P11P1111-10
. pipiPioi- 8 chapin limnm-in
noiooioio- 5 pootbbv lnomno— i)

Nichols.
Wood....
Wilber 1011110101- ,

Webber P 01UP11— 9
Lanffdon 00111 1 0000— 4
Shaw nmnn i-io
"oodruff HP100101— 7
H Bartlett 1011 HI 111— 9
Mahaffey HOIOIOllO— 0
Baxter
WMttlesey.
H"U 11im0lil-9 Insrersolh 0101 '00001- 5
Alexander HO'lOlUl— 8 Cady 0F1P1F0— 8
Jones ..llOOOOlllll— 5 Hnug;hton... . pnioomoi—

5

Raid win OlUOlUU— 8 Hammond 1111111101— »
Sh"rl. lionoilll— 7 Atwood 1011011011- 7

First, PS.9S, won by Chapin. Wideeon, Nichols. Shaw, Connor;
second. $6.72, Bartlett. HuhV>ard, Hall; third, $4.4,8. Alexander,
Cady, Howie; fourth, $2.24, Wilber.
Extra No. 3, Cla=s C. 10 single Penrias, entrance $1:

Jones 1110011110— 7 Webber 1011001110— fi

InsrersGlP U01 011011— 7 Webster 0111001011—6
Widgeon Iionumi- 8 Ames 11101OP01—

7

Fielding 1101111011— 8 Short 1111100111— 8
Wood 1111101001— 7 Steuber 1001111011— 7
Wilber O'lllOOtll— 7 Davis 1111110111- 9
Shaw 1111101111— 9 Newton OOOO'lOlll- 5
Chapin 1U111U11—10
Alexander 01010011U— fi

Bradstreet 11100' 1110- 7

Cady 0110111111— 8
Mahaffey H'0'00010- 5 Dill...
Hall lllllll 111-10 Rund ill. ....

Baxter llllOOllll- 7
French UllOllfOl— 7
Baldwin 11110HU1— 9
Whittles? 1101111111- 9

.-.lllOtlOlH— 8

...mmoioi- s
Bartlett U011U010- 7 Oonnor 1111111011-
WoodrnrT ll'lllllOl— 9 Cowee 111011UU— 9
First, $8.40, won hy Chapin and Hall; second, $0.30, won bv

Whittlesy, Connor and Woodruff; third, $1.20, won by Dill and
Fielding; fourth, $3.10, won by Bradstl'eet.

Priday, Aug. iff.

Mat"li No. i, Class A, open to all, 20 single Ligowsky targets,
entrance ?3:

w
M'MurchylOimmiomimil-18 Whitoev .11111111111111111111-20
North 11 11 ' 01 1 11 0111 1 1 11 1

1— 1 8 JWol-ten-
Heikes. ...11111111111111111111-20 croft .. llllllllll] 10111 llll—IP
Fatrer ....11111001101111010111-10 Chaoin. ...UlOlinou llllOllil—17
M'ller... llllllOllin.llOmil-18 S-^ith 1111 ill 101' 111111111-19W Wolst- YerrivCnlmlHilinililUlll-19
encroft.l Ollilll 11 1 lllllll 1—19 Moshev. . .111 ' UinniOUOlill-lS

Wheeler.. 11 in iniomOlimi-18 Pumphi-vllOllin 111011110111-17
Dean Ill 111111100011P '10-16 D'.vis ...'.11111111110111011111-18
Dickey....lmmom imnni-io Russell...oimmnnmmio-18
Swift 11111111110111111111—19 Barrett... 11111011010110110101—14
Perry.... 11111111111111111011—19 Tucker... .11110110111011010111—15
Tavlor... 10101111110111111111-17 Sterry,,. mmoiimiiilllll-19

First, $23.05. won bv Heikes and Whitney; second, $17.30, won
by Perry, Dickey, Swift, Sterry and W. Wolstencroft; third, $11.50
won by Wheeler, Miller, and W. L. Davis; fourth, $5.75, won by
Taylor, Chapin and Pumphrey.
Match No. 2, Classes B and C, 20 single Keystone", entrance $3-

Russell.... Oil 110111 11111011111-17 Gillette... withdrew.
Baldwin..imU001H110111010-15 Davis 111101010111111)11100-14
Tec Kay..lOOmil010U0100101—13 Collins. . . .lmiUOlOll UlllO 0-16
Roxton. ..limilOllOlOinmi—17 Hughes... 0011101 HOlOllll) 101—13
Mosher. ...U10H.mmnill0111-16 WS PerryO 101001010irillll'll-13
Post OOilOOlOlU 01101 11' 0-1O Smith. . . .'.011111 1111 11 '1101111-18
Gore 111011UUQ00U1U 00 -14 Barre 1 1 . . . 1 11 1 111011 1 110111111-18
Tinsler... .11110110100101111000-12 Warren. ..10110111111111111110-17
Shaw 11010011110110001111-13 Beaudry.

. 11111 00011 MOw.
Yerri'gt'n 11118111011 111011111-17 Pumpbi-v.lllomimililimi-19
Woodruff. 001111111101110 -w. Wood ...10111110111110 01011—14
Tatham. ..111101111111110001X10-13 Lefever. ..101111111001011111 H—16W Wolsten- Whitem'nOOilllOOllOmilOPl—14

croft.... lllllll 11 11111111111-20 Law..
, .JlOulOOm&OlOOUQl—10

Dean 01011111111011111111-17 J Wolsten-
Sterry . .

.11111101101010100111—14 croft. . .0imillllllHl0lOl(j-16
North .. .11111111011010111110-15

First, $28.76, won bv W. Wolstencroft; second, $22.32, won hy
Pumphry; thirl, $14.88, won bv Smith and Barrett; fourth, $6.81,
won by Roxton, Yerrington, Dean and Warren.
Match 3, Class C. 20 single, standard targets, entrance $3-

Holman . .
UlOOWllOOlllWlOl 11-11 Ma ha (IV v . 1 1 1001 1 1 110111111101-16

Woodruff 11011011 111111101101 -16 Hamm-vJulO linmuiOllllll-16
Alexaud'r 11111111101101111101-17 Tatham. . .11111 (01011010011011-14
Webber. ..10111111 UlllO 01111-17 W Jones. .101111011 11110011111—16
Nichols... 10imUllUill0H01-]6 Jones 10111111111111111111-19
Wood 111111111011 11111111-19 Spangler .11110101111011111111-17
J H DavisOllll 111111118011110-16 Shaw 101.01111111101111111-17
First, $16.80, won by Wood and W. Jones; second, $10.08. viex-

ander, Webber, Spangler and Shaw; third, $6, Woodruff and
Davis.
Match No. 4, Class A. 10 pairs kingbirds, entrance $3:

Miller U 11 10 10 10 11 10 10 11 10—14
Dickey 00 11 10 11 10 11 11 11 01 11-15W Wolstencroft 11 11 00 11 10 11 01 11 11 11—16
Heisler 01 11 10 11 11 10 01 11 10 11—15
Whitney 10 11 11 01 11 11 U oi 11 11-17
Dean U 11 10 10 10 10 00 10 11 11-12
MeMurchy 11 10 10 10 11 10 11 10 11 11—16
Wheeler 10 00 11 11 11 11 U 10 11 11-16
Leiever 11 U 00 11 11 11 01 01 00 11-15
Tinsler 10 11 10 11 11 00 00 10 11 00-11
Warren 00 11 11 00 10 11 11 00 11 11-13
Smith 10 11 10 11 11 10 11 11 10 11-16
Spangler 10 11 11 10 10 10 10 10 10 01-12
J WoPtencroft 10 10 (II 00 01 11 00 01 11 01— 9W S Perry 11 11 11 11 11 11 10 11 11 11-19
Russell - L0 00 11 11 11 10 11 10 10 10-15
Pumphrey U 10 00 10 01 10 10 01 19 10-11
Edgar 11 11 00 01 11 11 10 11 11 11-16
Baldwin 11 1 1 10 1 1 10 10 (II 10 10 11-14
Beaudrv .• 10 00 11 11 11 11 10 11 10 16-14
Mai Taylor 11 11 11 00 00 10 11 11 11 10-14

First, $20 32, won bv Perry; second, $75.24, Whitney; third,
10.16, W. Wolstencroft; fourth. $4.45, Dickey.
Match No. 5, Clas* A. 20 kingbirds, guarantee $150. entrance S5-

MaiTaylorllimillllllimill-20 Lefever. -.11101111110111111111 18
vVbeeler..l0llimillimillll-19 Collins. .. .111 11011111111111011-18
Dickey .. .11111101111111 1 11H1—19 Tinker.. OlilllllllliaOllllO—17
Miller ....1111 1111 II 101 lllllll -19 M'Murch>011100milillllllll-17
Hnikes.. ..10imilimilimil-l9 North . . . .llloilOlimiOllllJl— 17
Sterry... 0111111 H 1 1111 1 11111—19 Beaudry

. .111.11 UmuOmiOlll 17
Tavlor. . .11111 01 H 1111 111 111—19 Russell. . lflOllOlllimmill—17
Perry 11111111111111111110-19 Smith 111110111111 illlOJOl—16
Eager 10111111011111111111-18 Law OUIllllOlllOllliOll - 16
Yern'gt'nll 1110110 11111111'—18 Warren . .lOUlOlOlllOlOllllll-15
Mosher . ..llUmiOlimillllO—18 Cnapin

, ,
.OllOllOllllw.

Whitney . ltin im oioimi 1 11- 1

8

First, $60, won by Major Tavlor, second, $45. won by E. Taylor;
Wheeler, Dickey, Miller, Heikes, Sterryland Perry; third, 330, won
bv Eager. Yerrington, Mosher, Whitney, Lefever and Collins;
fourth, $15, won by Tinker.
Match No. 6. Class B, open to C; 20 single Peoria targets, $150

guaranteed, entrance $5:
Dctvis 11111111111101mill—19 Verii'gt'n.lllllllllimilOllll—19
Russell....lllillllllimmill—20 Gore 111101111 1111011111-17
Bowker... 11111101111111111111-19 Mosher.. ..lllOlllllOll.OlflLH- 16
Pamphr'ylllliaiOlimoOlOOl 15 Sterry. ... 11111000111110111ilO-,5
Roxton. ...11111110111110111111-18 Davis ....00110 11111011111101-15
Bar rett. . . .100111111010.0 110111-13 Tucker. ... 1 0 1 11 1001 10111111 111-16
Tee Kav.. .11101011111111101100-15 Shaw 110 0101 11 1 101111111— 1

B

Allen 1001 tllllll milllll—18 Hugties. . .OmOJOllOOHlOlllOl-12
Law 111111 111 10111111111—19 Spangler..lll00imm 11001111-16
Post 101imilI0111001101-15 Warren..111111100111111111111-18
Swift 1110 1111 1 1 1 1 11 1

1 1 1 1 1-19 Woodrn ff 1 1 0 1
: HI 1 110m i j 1 till - 1

5

Dean 11110111111110110111-17 Lefever. ..lllinilllimilllU-20

First, $60. Lefever and Russell; seeoud. $45. Davis, Swift, Bow-
ker, Law. North and Yerrinfrt->n; third, $80, Roxton, Allen, War-
ren and Taylor: fourth, $14 C ftnin.

Match.No. 7, Class C, 20 single bluerocks, $150 guaranteed, dn;
trance $5:,
Tn'hsm .. 1 01 01OP 11 0001 0 1 01 10—11 <ah aw pOp 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 0i )(l 1 11 i—15
M°ha.ffey.1000Vli01'onoi1 11-14 W Jone.«. .1111111 HVnoi ip'l 18
Jon en V 0

' 01 0] 1 11 ' P 1 0101 1 -1 5 4 lexsnd^r1 1 1P 11 01 j jIP 11 Op 1—18
Himm'ndllPmnon'OOiOOOl-U SpinG:ler..0lPmi.iUll1lilil—f!)

"WhutiesvjonioinooPiiiFi-ia c-nvee ... Kiiorrioiooo'iiiino -li
w<mVr ..io'iiioipiionniH -it Wood inlmnnmiin'1—20
wooriruff.nn'moi(imnomiu-l4 Hail illliiioooimnOiio-iS
D Brown..0010011 101 01(1001 M01-10 Tyler 09111111010111111110-15
NPhois...pumiio.nnnmoi -17

^irst, $75. wnn by W^od; second, $45. won by Spangler; thirds
p0

;
won by Whittlesy. Jones a.nd Alexander.

Match No. 8. team match of 5. men each. 5 from the Sitate rff

Massachusetts against a picked team froni any locality, at 50
Ligowskys;

Western Team
M-Mnvnhv immio']mpmimioonmminnmnmin-47
k d Miiier .mmnoominommninupmnnionmnio -45w wolstencroft.nonnnn 1 unnummimippuno'imimi h
Whitney ....11111111 mi 111111 nnnpuiiii'uionminiPH- 43
Heikes, :mmmiminimiiioimioioiliumiimHm-46

°34
Ro Storn T^m.WE Perry 11111111011111101111111011111111111111111111111111-47

FTSmHh 11111111010111011111111011111110011111191011111111-48
Frsnk Swift 1111011101101 11111011(1101011111101111 1111101 mil -42
Wheeler , .111111111111111111111 111 111011 1 111111 1 1 1101 1 111111-48
Dickey mmmmiimmiommmmmimiiHioiii-48

EHra No. 1. clas» A, on 10 single Ligowskv tareets, entrance
$1.50: Miller. W. Wolsfeoemft, Smith, Beaudry. Perrv, ColJ-ins,
Heikes and Whitney 10 each. Eaorer, Diekev, Lefever. Taylor
siwift »nd Pear. 9 each. J. Wolstencroft, Sterrv and Wheeler 8
each, Mabaffev and MeMnrr-hy 7 each. Core o. Firsf , $9 (10, won
by Beaudry. Miller, W. Wolstencroft and Smith, S cond, $7.20,
won hy Taylor. Dickey, Easer »rd LefeVer, Third. $4.«o, won bV
J. Wolstencroft, Sterrv and Wheeler, Fourth, $2.40, won by
Mahaffey and McMurcby.
Extra No. 2. clas" B and C, 10 siutrle Peorias. $1 entrance:

SterrvlO. Gould 10. YerriTigf on 10. W. Wolstencmft 10. ,1. Wolst.
ener>ft 10. Roxton 10, F. Swift, 10, Pumobrev 9, Bowker 9. Barrett
8. Tinkp"8. Chapin 8, Bond 8, Jones 8, Collins 8, E. T. Smith 8,
Russell 8. AHen 8, Tee Kay 8, Davis 7. Dean 7. Franklin 7, Hughes
0. Sterrv, Gould. Yerrington, W. and J. Wolstencroft won first)
PUmphVey and Bowker scond; Pah'ett, Tinker and Chapin
thlrdi Davis knd Deitn fourth.

Extra, No. 3, np«u to all, 20 single bluerocks. entrance $3: W.
Wolstencroft 20, Yerrinfton 19 Strong 19, Chapin 19. Swift lii,

Bowdish 19. Bowker 19. Morth 19 Pumphrev 19, Dan 18, Beaudr.v
18. Rn=sell 18. Wil1e V 18. L°e 18, Warren 18. Rnxtnnl7. Coro 17
Law 17, Tucker 17. Bates 17, Collins 17, Clark 10, Knowles lO, nean
15, Franklin. 15, Burbridge 15, Barrett 15, J. Wolstencroft 13,
Wightman 13, Houghton 10. All ties divided.

Frank Mason.

DAVENPORT, Iowa, Aug. 8.—The semi-aumial tournament of
the Forpster Gun Club opened to-day. The weather wa« all that
could he desired and the attendance of shooters was good. All
shots were under Kevstone rules.
Mafh No. 1, 10 K>vst.ones, 5 srrouud traps, I prizes:

CWBudd. UUlUm—10 Golm 110111U11—

9

H Schumacher 1111111111—10 E Henry 0110101011—6
C E Cahoon 1111111111—10 S W Howard IITIinoi- 9
E Stone 0111111111— 9 GMReader 0111 100111— 7
E Emerson 0110011011— 6 G E Bauigan lOlOlllono— 5
A Long 00'HOllOO- 5 O B«tM 111110 101— 8W S Tobie lOOOimOl— 6 Bennewilj! 1001111101- 7
C E Strawn milllUO— 9 F O Davis.. 0300P0100— 3
Budd, Schumacher and Cahoon div. first money. $12 25; Stone,

Strawn. Golm and Howard second, $9.2(1; K< mper'and Still third,
«6.10; and Reader and Be.nnewitz fourth, $3.05.

Match No. 2, 12 singles, 5 tareet traps, 4 prize!-:

A Long 110011010111- 8 CWBudd 111111111111—12W S Tobie 111101111011—10 C E Strawn 111111111111-13
Kemper 101I01P0011- 8 CE Cahoon 111111111011-11
Golm 111111111100-10 P o Davis 010100100 01- 5
Schumaker 11111100 1 1 1

1—10 E Emerson 10;0 10110 0— 7
O B Still 10111.1111010- 0 Bennewilz 011110101111- 9
Stone 110100101000- 5 Reader 111000011000- 0
Budd and Strawn div. first. $14.75; Cahoon second. $11.10; W 8.

Tobie, Golm and Shoemaker third, $7.40; Bennewii* and Still
fourth, $3.70.

No. 3, 7 live birds, 3 prizes:

C W Budd.i .1111111—7 Schumacher, 1101110—3
Strawn ^JJH gpnr* ' 001111-5
still 1111

\\y~l gav,8 1010001 a
Cahoon 111P11—7 Bannlgan. 0011HI—

5

E Stone JJ&HJM? P0!™ 1111101-6
Sands 1101110-5 Laflin 1101111-6
Kemin-r .1111101—6

Budd, Still and Cahoon divided first, $16.90; Latliu, Golm, Stone
and Kemper second, $14.80. Shoot-off fo" third, $10,55: Schu-
macher 0, Sands 3, Davis and Bannigan 5 anil div.

No. 4. 5 pair tarcets, 5 tareet traps, 4 prizes:

Bndd 10 11 11 10 11 8 Bennewitz 00 10 11 10 10—5
Still 11 10 11 11 11-9 E Emerson 00 11 0! 00 H
Gaboon 0(1 0 0 0 10-4 Henry 01 11 11 10 11-8
Marshall U U 10 W 10-7 L Peterson 00 00 10 10 10-3
Strawn 10 H 11 H U—9 Kemper 01 11 10 Cm 10—5
Schumacher 00 10 10 10 11-5 E Stone 10 10 11 H 11-8W Tobie 10 10 11 10 11-, J Howard 11 11 10 10 00-6
Sands 10 01 11 11 10 7 Robinson 10 01 01 00 10 -4
Golm 10 10 10 11 10-6 RW Cool 11 00 10 10 Ol-o
E L Tobie 10 10 10 10 11—6

Still and Strawn divided first, $12.95; Budd, Henry and 8-one
second, $9.70; Marshall. Tnbie and Sands third, $6.45; Tobie,
Howard and Golm fourth, $3.20.

No. 5 15 single Keystones. 5 target traps. 5 prizes;

Marshall 011111111110 0-12 E L Tobie 111111010101011—11
Still limPHPllll—P> Kemper 1010] lOllllllll- 12
strawn 11111111111111 1-15 WOolm. .. .10111111 mono- 12W S Tobie 1 011U1U 11101-13 Stone 0O1UO0HO0OI0O- 6
Cahoon 111111011111011-13 LaQm 001100100000111- ti'

Budd UlllOlllllUll—14 Robmson 10(00111 011111-10
Cody 101100010100100- 0 Davis 111011110111111- n
Howard OCfJlllOll 111111—11 Henry O0OC00. 11001010- 5

Still and Strawn divided first, tfl4,6t); Budd second, $12.20; Tobie
and Cahoon divided Ihird; Marshall. Kemper and Golm fourth.
$7.35: Howard. Tobie and Davis fifth, $4.90.

No. 6, 8 single live birds, 5 ground 1 raps. 4 moneys:
CE Cahoon 11111101-7 EL Tobie ..110mi0-G
Budd ^Hn'i] mi 010-6
Ma rail all JUlfTH! O501 ...111(11,1-8
ob still loiii'i}-' S«>ry.. lonuoi-o
Howard 11111111—8 \ an Patten .11101111—7
E Stone !!iH,U}

_
2 &lm

. 01010111-5
Laflin «}M J

Bannigan 10101101-5
Kemper 01110110-5 Davis IUH10I—

7

Budd, Marshall and Stone tied again on 3 and div. first, $32;
Laflin and Davis tied again on 3 and div. second, $->4

; Tobn, Sands
and Henry third, $lfc'; Kemper, Golmaud Bannigan fourth, $8.

No. 7, 10 single Ke\ stones, 5 target traps:

Strawn OlIlillOlO- 7 Scott 1111111111-10
Budd .milimi-lO E Emerson IOjOIOIOOI- 4
Marshall 001101(111 - 7 Ml Frazier IIOIOOIIIO- 6
Howard 1101001101—6 Gaboon HUllllll-lO
Kemoer 1111111111-10 ioung 1110111110-

8

E L Tooie 1011 11111— 9 Golm 0111101111— 8W S Tobie 1011110101— 7 Still 11L011101- 8M Steavenson 1011100100- 5

Budd, Kemper, Scott and Cahoon first, $10.20: E. L. Tobie seci nd
$7.(55; Young, Still and Golm third. $5.16; Strawn, Marshall and
W. S. Tobie fourth, $2.55.

No. 8, 10 single Keyslones, 5 ground traps, 4 moneys:
Eudd lHUOim- 9 Strawn ...1101111101-8
Cahoon 0111111111— 8 Bennewitz UfUllOOO— 7
Young Ollllimi— 9 E Emerson OOIOK'1001— 4
F M Frazier 0100001111- 5 Sands 1 .1HH1 1111-10W S Tobie 1000110011- 5 W Stole OilOlOO.Ol- 5
Marshall 1111111111-10 E L Tobie 110)111111- 9
Kemper 0111111111— 9 Robinson .1000100100- 3
Bannigan lOOlilUiO— 7 Oolm llllllllll 10

N'chols...Ulll 111111101110101-17 Taylor... 01111111110111111111-18 Steavenson OOlOIOOOOl- 3 Scott omUlOU- 8W Perry.. 11111110010110111110-15 Smith 01111110111111111101-17 Sands, Golm and Marshall first, $8 05; Budd, Young. Kemper
Beaudrv. .llioniOlOlllllill 11-17 Chapin. . .lllim01110UlU110-17 and E. Tonie second, $6.50; Cahoon and Strawn third, $4.30; Ban-
North. . . .11111011111111111111-19 1 nigan and Bennewitz fourth, $2.15.



Aug. 22, 1880,] FOREST AND STREAM.

Aug. S—The attendance to-day was just about the same as yes-
terday. No. 9, at 6 single Ke\ stones 5 target traps, 3 prizes:
Marshall 01 1110—1 W S Tobie 11 1111-6
Williams 111011-5 Budd 011111-5
ELTonie 111011—5 Golm 001111-4
L F Scott 011111—5 F M Frazier 100101-3
Strawn 001011-3 O B Still 111111-6
Steveson 100101—3 J Hay ward - . 111111-6
Cahoou 111111-6 Hanns. 011101 -4
On shoot-oft' Cahoon first, $4.60; Budd second, $4; Marshall

third, $2.90.

No 10, at 10 single Kevston.es, 5 target traps, 5 prizes:
Marshall.. 11111011011010111111 -16 Scott 1110111 111 1111100111—IT

Budd llllillllll 1 11 111 101—19 E Tobie .. .1111111 ill 10101011 11-17W rohie. .11111111001111111111-18 Golm 11110.01001 lOOOtllll—13
Strawn.. .1111111111101 111) U j—19 Still lOlllllllilOtlHOUl—17
Caboou...00 1111111 illl 111111—18 Davis. lOlllilUOiOaiOOHl—15
Wilson. ...1111101111 11011 10001 15
Budd and Strawn first. $22.75; W, Tohie and Cahoon second. 19;

Scott, E. Tobie ana Still third, $15.20; Marshall fourth, $ll.i>5:

Davis fifth, $7.60.

No. 11, 5 single live birds, 5 ground traps, 3 pr'zes:
Marshall 11111-5 Golm Ill11-5
Williams UliO-4 dool 11110-4
OB Still lllli- 5 EL Tobie 10110-3
Stevenson 10100-2 Banigan 101U-4
Frazier 11110—4 Wilson 1 111 1— fi

Scott 11111 5 Henry 11110—4
Budd 11111-5 Strawn 01111—4
Gaboon lllil—5 Harms 11111—5
WSTol.ie. Hill—5 AD Booth 00001—1
Mullkin lOOiO—2 Davis 11111-5
Shoot-off, Marshall, Rudd and Cahoon 8 each, took first, $18.

Frazier, Ban gan and Strawn £15.75. E. L. Tobie got third $11.75.

No. 12, 10 single Kevstones, 5 target traps, 4 prizes:
Budd 1111111111—10 L Mason 0100101110—5
Cahoon 1011111111— 9 W S Tobie llUlUUO- 9
Strawn 11 1 1 1 1 1 1

00— 8 Stevenson 1111111110— 9
Marshall 1111111011- 9 Golm 110.011011— 7
.brazier 100 111111— 8 Still 111101 1011— 8
E L Tobie H011U1H— 9 Robinson OOOlOlllOl— 5
Budd took first, §8,15. On shoot-off Cahoon second, $6.10.

Strawn and Still divided $4 10. Golm rook fourth, $2.05.

No. 13, 12 single live birds, 5 ground traps, Keystone rules, 4
prizes:
Budd 111111001111—10 Tobie 111110110110- 9
Cahoon 111110 OlliO— 9 Davis 111111111111—12
Williams 1000111 11110— 8 Strawu 011010111.11— H
Marshall 110U1011111—10 Henry llllllullOlO— 9
Still 111111101110-10 Howard U11U101011—10
Cool OtlOllOllOll— 8 Golm uluOllllllll— 9
Van Patten OllOlOHOlOt- 6

Davis first, $36 40; on aiinot off Marshall with 7 second, $27.30;
Henry with 3 tnird, $18; Williams *nd Cool divided fourth, $9.10.

No. 14, 10 single Keystones, 5 traps, 4 prizes:
Budd milillOl— 9 Baruold 1011111010— 7W S Tobie ,10Ulilill— 9 S'.rawn lUimill—10
Marshall lllllllllt—10 Penell lOOllluOUO - 4
Cahoon UlllOilOl— 8 Golm OilOlllllO- 7
Marshall p.ud Ktiawn divide first. $5.45; Budd and W. S. Tobie

second, $4 10; Gaboon tiurd, $2.70; Golm fourth, $1.35.

In addition to the regular programme the following extras were
sliot, 6 live bird?, 5 ground traps, Keystone rules, 3 prizes:
Stone 111101-5 Van Patten 111001—4
Steavenson U11010 3 Cool 1 10111—

5

Budd 111111-6 EL Tobie 10U01-4
Marshall 111.11-0 Scott 100111-4
Laflin lllill-6 Henry 110H0—

4

Gaboon 101111 5 Kemper 111111—

6

Still lliOll—5 Goim 111010—

4

Howard 111111—6
Slioot off at 10 live biros: Howard missed his tenth: Budd

Marsnall and Laflm killed straight and divided $31. Ties on ft

divided $18.49. Ties on 4 won b> Scott and Henry with 3 each and
divided $12.10.

Six singles and 2 pair Keystones, five traps, three prizes:
Budd , mill 1111—10 Golm 101C0J 10 11-5
ffl H Tobie 0101 II li 11- 8 E L Tobie mill 0110-8
Laflin 100.00 10 11— 5 Stone 011U1 10 11—8
Strawn 110101 00 —4 Sands 011000 11 10-5
Marshall 101111 1111—9 Steavenson 011010 10 01—5
Cahoon Hull l« ll— 9 F M Frazier 111011 11 01—

S

Budd took first, $0.10: Marshall and Cahoou seiond, $5.20; Youno-
third, $3.80.

Ten single Keystones, five, traps, three prizes:
W S Tobie lOllllllll- 9 E L Tobie 0111111111—9
Stevenson... . . . .OOlillOll.— 7 Scott HOlOllOlt—7
Marsh 11 1 10 0 lull I— 7 G ilni 11 1 1011110-8
Cah on ...Hill. 1111-10 Budd OUlimil-fi
Frazier HllilOill- 9 Still llUOiiilll—

8

Strawn 1111111111—10 Davis U11U0101—8
Fir*t. *».55, divide i by Strawn and Caho >n; se< ond, $4, divided

bv W. S. Tobie. F. M. Frazier, E. L. Tobie and Budd; third, $2.85
divided by Golm, Srill and Davis.

."ix live birds, 5 giound traps, 3 moneys:
Marshall 111111 6 Golm 011111-5
itUI 011111—5 Wilson 001111—4
Scott 011110—4 Davis 1101 11—

5

Budd 111111- 6 Williams 011000—2
Gaboon 111111- 6 Henry 001111—4WS l .»b:e 100011-3 E L Tobie 111011-5

First money, $12, div. by Marshall, Budd and Cahoon; second,
$10.50, air. by Still and E. L. Toole; third, $7.50, div. by Howard
and Henry.
Aug. ',).. Today's progiamme was declared off on account of

ram, and all shooters left for home. The club has recently had a
new fence put up around the park, which is a great imxirovement,
and now no club in the West has a finer park than the Foresters]
Frank Taylor, the ciuo caterer, served excellent dinners durin"
the tournament. The tournament was conducted under the Key"
stone rules entirely, t-'o many of the boys are such good shooters
that few ties were shot off. This was the most successful mid-
summei shoot ever held by the club. W. M. Pierce.

N. Y. SUBURBAN SHOOTING GROUNDS.-Claremont, N. J.,
Aug, 17.—Following are to-day's scores, ties div.:
Shoot for Lefever trophy:

Sighr mmimummmim-25
ITiniiaw, y .o;::j ;.

'

Jon es 111111111111111101011111 1- 23
Sweep No. 1, 50 cents entry, 1 money:

Sigler 1111111111—10 Pearson 1111101110- 8
Hathaway..... 1110111101- 8 Doran lOOlOOOOOO- 3
Waite llvOlOOlll- 6 Nixon OOloOOllll- 5
No. 2. same:

•.3igler 1111011111-9 Pearson 1010111111-8
Hathawa) 01100010U—5 Doran 0001110100 - 4
Waite 000000101 1—3 Nixon HOlOlllll-8
No. 3, same:

Sigler 11mi 11 1 1-1 0 Pearson 1111111111-10
Hathaway 1111100110— 7 Doran 1000010000- 2
Waite H 01101000— 5 Nixon IIUOIOOOI— 6
No. 4, same:

Sigler 1110110111—8 Pearson ., 1000110101—5
Hathaway 1000111011—6 Doran 0010001010—

3

Waite OlOuOOlOll—4 Nixon. 0111010110—6
No. 5, same:

Sigler 1011111111—9 Pearson 0110011111—7
Hathaway 0011111001-6 Moffat* 1111111011—9
Waite 0101100000-3 Vincent 0110101110—6

No. 6, same:
Sigler 1111111111—10 Pearson 0000010010— 2
Hathaway 1111111111-10 Moffatt 1011101111- 8
Waite OiOOOOlOOO— 2 Jones 101U11111— 9
No. 7, same:

Siglvr 1110111111- 9 Pearson :,0111110011- 7
Hathaway OUOlinilOl— 5 Moffatt 1111011111— 9
Watfe oinnillOifil— 4 .Tones ..0111111011— 8
Mo. 8, same:

Sigler 1111111111—lb Pearson 0111001111— 7
Hathaway 0101101101— 5 Moffatt OIUIOOIUI— 6
Waite OllOOllOul— 5 .lones 1111U1111—10
Nc. 9. same:

S gler 1111110111— 9 Moffatt 0111001111- 7
Waite OlOOllOuOO- 3 Jones 0111111111— 9
Hathaway 1011101111- 8 Nixon Ulimill—10
Pearson_ tOlOllllOl— 0
No. 10, same:

Sigler... mOllUll— 9 Nixon 0110111101— 7
Jones lOUlOOiOO— 5 Moffatt OOOOlw.
No. 11, 5 douole. birds, 1 money:

Sigler 11 U 11 10 10- 8 Moffatt 11 00 11 10 11— 7
Jones 00 10 10 10 00- 3 Nixon 11 11 10 01 01— 7

POBRY will be reported in our next issue in full.

DAKOTA TOURNAMENT,—Herman, Minn., Aug. 13,-The
Dakota Territoral Tournament held at Aberdeen, Aug. 6. 7 and 8,
was not a glowing success owing to the non-attendance, of Dakota
sportsmen: only four sportsmen from Dakota and one from Aber-
deen attended, and one of these went home on the second dav.
President Fred. Shaft, of the Aberdeen Club, and Secretary O. S.
Vroom did all in their power to make a success of a failure. They
did make it pleasant as possible for visiting sport sin. n, among
whom were John A. Ruble, of Beloit, Wis., who took first average";
Rolla O. Heikes, of Dayloti, Ohio, second average; J. H. Block, St.
Fetor, Minn., third average; A. J. Arland, Mt. Vernon, Dakota,
fourth average: H. S. Williams, St. Paul, fifth average, and
others. The wind was blowing a bowling hurricane in shooters'
faces ihe first day, and there were about as many misses as
hits, still Ruble made the excellent record of 70 out of 72, in-
cluding 12 pairs. Three Keystone traps were used. One man
shot from known, trap shooting either three or six before leaving
the score, otherwise American rules governed. The second .day
the wind reversed and blew on the shooters' b;icks, and although
it blew very hard the shoooting was not so difficult. The dust
was very bad and. altogether they were as disagreeable two days
as the writer ever shot in. Following are the scores:
Seven single Keystones, ent« anco 82, 4 moneys: Ruble 7, Heikes

6, Block 6, Shaft 6, Newton 6, Dennison 6, Williams 5, Arland 5.

Heninger 4, Holla 5. Ruble first, Heikes and Dennison div.
second, Wdliams, Holla and Arland div. third, Heninger fourth.
Eight singles and one pair, ontrance $3, 4 mouevs: Ruble 10

Heikes 10, Block 10, Holla 9, Shaft S. Dennison 8, Heninger 7,
Newton 7, Arland 7, Williams 6. Ties div.
Ten single Keystones, entrance $2.50, four moneys: Heikes 10,

Arland 10, Ruble 9, Williams 8, Holla 8, Block 7, Newton 7, Hen-
inger 6, Dennison 6, Shaft 6. Ties div.:
Five pairs Keystones, entrance S3, four monevs: Ruble 10, Block

9, Williams 9, Newton 8, Arland 8, Shaft 9, Heikes 6, Holla 6, Hen-
inger 6. Ties div.
Ten sinele Keystones, entrance $2, four moneys: Heikes 10,

Shal t 9, Ruble 9, BloofcS, Arland 8, Williams 7, Holla 7, Newton 7,
Heninger 6, Vroom 5. Ties div.

Six .-.ingles and 2 pairs, entrance $2.50: Ruble 10, Heikes 9, Block
9, Newton 9, Williams 7, Heninger 7, Holla 7, Arland 7, Shaft 5.

Ties div.
Fifteen straightaway, entrance $4: Ruble 15, Shaft 15, Holla 14,

Block 13. Arland 13, Heikes 12, Heninger 12, Newton 12, Williams
11. Tit-sdiv.
S'x singles and 2 pairs, entrance $2: Shaft 10, Williams 9,

Heikes 8, Ruble 8, Block 7, Arland 7, Holla 6, Heninger 5, New-
ton 5. Ties div.
Ten singles, entrance $2: Heikes 10 Block 9, Williams 9, Ruble 9,

Heninger 9, Holla 9, Newton 7, Shaft 7, Arland 6. Williams and
Holla div. second after shoot-off.
Four singles and 2 pairs, entrance $3.50: Block 8, Williams 8,

Heikes 7, Ruble 7, Holla 7, Shaft 7, Newton 6, Arland 6. Shaft and
Ruble second after shoot-off; others div.
Fifteen single rises, entrance $2: Shaft 13 W ilhams 13. Heikes

13, Block 12, Holla 12, Ruble 11, Arland 10, Newton 9. Ties div.-
WlLLIAMS.

WELLINGTON, Mass.. Aug. 17.—There was a good attendance
at the grounds of the Wellington Club to-day, and although the
weather conditions were good the scores made were not up to the
average, in the silver pitcher match at 7 blnerocks and 8 clay-
pigeons Warren, Chapin and Lee tied with 12 each, and m the
shoot-off Warren won with 6 straight. The other scores in this
match were as follows: Perry, Melcher and Baxter 11, Stone,
Porter, Hammond and Sanborn 10, Field, Bond and Bradstreet 9,
Chase and Bradbury 8. In the merchandise badge match at 15
clav-pigeons Lee won with 13. The other scores in this match
weie: Sanborn, Field, Chapin, Bradstreet, Melcher. Bond, Dill
and Porter 12, Chase and Warren 11, Baxter 10, Stone 9. The win-
ners in the sweepstakes follow: Fis^e clay-pigeons—Chapin and
Dill 5, Sanhorn, Perry and Porter 4, Melcher 3, Stone and Brad-
bury 2. Six bluerocks—Bond 6. Warren and Chapin 5, Sanborn.
Porter and Melcher 4, Field 3. Five clay-pigeons— Bond. Field
and Perry 5, Chase 4, Stone 3, Sanborn, Bradbury and Wood 2.

Six bluerocks—Chapin 5, Bradbury, Stoue and W ,od 4, Chase 3,
Sanborn 2. Eight, clay-pigeons—Perry and Wood 8, Warren, San-
bum and Bradstreet 7, Chase and Melcher 6, Bond 5 Seven blue-
rocks—Baxier 7. Stone, Porter and C apin 6, Warren and Melcher
5, Bond, Wood, Dill and Bradbury 4. Five clay-pigeons -San-
uorn. Chapin, Wood and Baxter 5, Field, Bra ibury and Porter 4,

ana Wood 5, Field, Stone and Bond 4, Chapin and Dill' 3, Green
and Baxter 2. Sis bluerocks—Sanborn and Cuase 6, Porter 5
Field 4. Five clay-pigeons—Porter and Dill 5, Stone 4, Chapin s!
Six bluerocks—Sanborn, Porter and Field 6, Stone and Bond 5,

Chapin and Bond 4.

TORONTO, Aug. 17.—The Stanley Gun Club held their eleventh
shoot for the President's gold watch at McDowall & Co.'sgrounds
this afternoon. About a dozen members competed for the trophy
Mr. C. Charles winning with a score of 19 out of 25 at 21yds. rise
this making nis second win. Two other members have also won
the prize twice:
C Charles (25yds.) U11001011imill01101110-19
w McDowaii (24) mmimomoomoooioi-i8
T Sawdeu, Sv (24) 80100011010101 11111000110-18
T Sawden, Jr. (24) 0100110001101UU100M0110-I2
T S Bayles, (18.) ,,,

J Beatty (19) • ..HOOOoiOlOll 1011000100000-10
F. Emond, F. Mallett, J.Rice, J. Daisey and .1. White retired

after missing 8 birds.

First sweepstake at 10 birds:

Charles 1111101011-8 Daisey 1101000100- 4
McDowall 1111111101-9 Emond 1111111111—10
Sawden. Sr lUllllllll-9
Second sweepstake at 10 birds:

Charles 1001110101-6 Sawden ..1111100011—7
McDowall 1011111011—8 Emond 1111111101—9

WORCESTER, Mass,, Aug. 16.—At this week's regular meet of
the Worcester Sportsmen's Club at Coal Mine Brook Range, the
principal event was the continuation of the CI .ssification Match.
Each man has a possible 30 clay-pigeons or blackbirds in the class
score, a possible 10 in the prize score, and 5 or m ire in shooting
off a tie. The work of each man somnvhat in detail follows:
Class A. Class'n. Prize. Class A. Class'n. Prize.MD Oilman 24 10 EFnwan 22 6

GeoSampaon 22 10 A B Franklin 25 B
E T i-miitn. 38 9 Cli tioiman 23 6
OBHolden 26 8 W A Limeld 22 4
C H Howe 26 8

Ties on 10 and 8 div. Ties on 6; Swan 5, Franklin and Holman 4,
Class B. Class'n. Prize. ulass B. Class'n. Prize.

Chas Orompton.. ..21 9 F Stone 16 4
C Forehand 13 6 F F'orehand .13 4
V F Prentice 18 5

MONTREAL, Aug. 4.—The St. Hubert Gun Club tournament
tooK place to-day a few miles beyond Petite Cote, some twelve
members taking part in the tournament. Mr. Lamoureux kiHed
his 12 birds straight and took first place. Mr. Dubuc took second
place with 11 birds. In the o^en snoot at 1 J live oirds there was
some fine shooting done. The birds were lively and were shot at
against a brisk wind at 21yds. The following is the score, 14 tak-
ing p<trt for a sweepstake:
Pelaer 1000100111-5 Jones 1111111111-10
Dionne .ilillllOil—9 Pauce lililUOll— 9
Boucher 1010111110—7 Paquet UOlOUlll— 8
E Octave OllOOillH—7 Oelin Uiilimi-10
Truesdel 1111111101—9 Martineau liOliiUll— 9
Smith uOiillilll—8 Racetie 101U10111 - 8
Lareau lOUOliOill—6 Parizeau OOlillllll— 8
Mi. Colin took first xnoney, having killed his 10 straigat with

one barrel. Mr. Jones also killed his 10 straigat, bat had to Use
us second barrel once on a stiff flyer crossing to the rignt. Mr.
Truesdel, with 9 out of 10, toot third place after tieing off witn
the otner nines. In the ladies' shoot there were some 50 entries.
Messrs. Octave, D. Robert, Paquet and smith got their 9 straight,
'lies being shot off, the fuliowmg toolc prizes: E. Octave firsi, D.
Rob' rt second, Suiitu tbira, Paquet fourth. Tue tournament as
a whole was very successful and quite up to the usual standard of
all tou namento giv-n by the St. tiubert Gun Club, wno, althouga
not often heard from o ,'er the Beorias or other inanimat e targets,
can nevertheless De counted on to hold tntir own at live targets.

PHILMONT, N. Y„ Aug. 10—PhUmont Gun Club's regular
shoot at 10 bluerocKS unaer National rules:

Milton Powell llOOlllOld 6 K J Bea.dsley 0100001100—3
G Vanderburgh .... OOOlU10Jil-4 U Myers 100. IOjKIO—4
WAt/ingmau lHouilOOl-6 D llowland 01000 loll 5
A L Becker 0d00i0o001-2 (Jbas Smith UXhOlluil—

6

Geo Ferguson UOOOlOUOhi—2 D Ames OOjOoUUoO—3
Geo Baker 0000110110- 4 Dr Vedder 0100000UOO—

1

Dr Stickles. 0000000000-0 C D Hicox 0011100100-4
S Seism OlOOOOOQoO-1 H Beardell .... 0000100000-1

LODI GUN CLUB.-Lodi. Ohio. Aug. ll.-The Lodi Gun Club
held a sweepstakes shoot on their grounds yesterday. A large
number of visitors were present from neighboring towns, Seville
especially being largely represented. The following matches
were shot:
Practice shoot, 6 standard^:

DaWitt 101011-4 F Aldrich. 101100-3
Egnert .'Ill 110-5 Smalley 001000 -1
C V Matteson 010101-3 Collins 001111-4
Robinson 011111—5 Noggle 000100- 1
Rockey 010001-2 Kennard 100111—

4

H Aldrich ltllll-6 Doolittle 010011-3
Roefers 101111-4 "Wertz 001000-1
Match No. 1, 9 standards;

C V Matteson 1 11111000-6 F Aldrich 101000001-3
H Aldrich 111111011-8 Routers 111101001—

«

Robinson 011001101—4 Egbert 101311111—

7

Roikey ... .* 011001011—5 Kennard 011001100 4
DeWitt 011110100 -5 Smalley 0)1000000-1
C L Matteson 111110101-7 Collins 100111110-6
Mat'-h No. 2, 12 standards:

Robinson lllllllOOlll—10 C L Matteson 110100101110—7
C V Matteson. . . .031010101110- 5 De Wilt 110010101010-6
Beach 101 1 00001011- 6 Collins 01HH1000111-7
Kgbert 111001111111-10 F Aldrich 11100U10001-7
Barnes 010 1 100 i 110- 7 H AM rich 010101111110-8
Zimmerman 011110001100— 6 Slevenson 000000110011-4
Rogers 111110101010- 8 Smalley OOOOfWOOOOOO-O
Rockey lOlilllOllOl- 9
Match No. 3, H s'nglcs and 3 pairs:

Robinson 111111 10 10 10-9 Roekev 101111 00 10 01-7
Egbert 010111 110111-9 C V Matteson .10U01 10 1110-8
DeWitt 010000 00 01 10-3 B Benseotien..10l00l 10 00 01-5
H Aldrich... .101011 11 10 10-S
Match No. 4, 10 standards, both barrels:

Robinson ...101 1011110-7 C L Matteson 1011110011—7
C V Matteson 1011011110-7 Barnes 0000010011—3
H Aldricu 1101011111-8 Zimmerman 1110010110—6
Ro key 111,011101—8 Uollins 1101000111 - 6
Egbert llOlllOlll—8 Chase 1111001000—5
R< gers lUOlllOlO-7 Smalley U00001000-3
Captain H. H. Benseotten was present and gave an exhibition

of fancy rifle shooting. He used a Colt's repeating rifle, ,22cal.
He broke 8S out oi 100 glass halls thrown in the air, breaking the
last 10 in IS seconds, missing one of t he last 10 but picked it up and
shot it m rime to break the 10 balls in 15 seconds. The captain is
a fine shot, and is said to be almost equal to Dr. Carver, the
famous rifle shot.—A. E. Elliott.

CHICAGO CLUBS.—The second match between the Mak-saw-
ba, Cumberland and Grand Calumet Heights trun clubs was shot
at Grand Calumet Heights Station, Ind., Aug. 3, with the follow-
ing results. The third and last match will be shot Aug. 20:

M«k saw-ba Club.
R B Organ 1122111211—10 J P Card 2011010111—

7

H C Bnechner il00212ull- 7 H Sloan 00122,2212-8W P Musser 2121111113-10 0 T Wilcox . . . .1111 1 11012-9
T Wilmarth 113U1M21—10 G Randall 1210012111-8
J Watson Ullllilil-10 W H Haskell. . . .1301202021-7—86

• Cumberland Club.
WMcFarland 1211110111— 9 McDonald 2212101111—9
J Hutchinson H3u3l2ill— 9 J Hickson 1112010123—8
C Hoffman 0100121112- 7 H W Loved av. . .1202221110—8
CDGammon 12U1111U—10 GT Farmer ... .0110332210—

7

WLShepard 011L13111— 9 M J Eich 0113138210-8^84
Grand < alumct Heights Club.W N Lowe milllllO- 9 G 1 M dlett 0010211022-6

Wills Isbell 0031010111- 6 R H Donnelly. .. 2110020dl—

7

C Kern 22121U111—10 F E Moore 2101011011-7
G E Marshall lUlOlOHli— 7 S M Booth 102i2H2U—

9

S E Young 2301122H2— 9 C E Willard 0011001111—6—76

POTSDAM, N. Y., Aug. 14.—The Potsdam Gun Club, regular
semi-monthly shoot at 6 kingbirds, 3 kingbird trap-, 18yds. rise,
National rules, oadge prizes:
Watkins 10U10—4 Holmes 111011—5
Lang 110110 -4 Ward 111110—5
rieith 011110—4
Ties on 5 at 3: Holmes 2, Ward 3.

Watkins 111010—4 Holmes 110111—5
Heath 1101U—5— 9 Lang 110111-5-10

FLORENCE, Mass., Aug. 13.—Norwood Gun Club. Match at 25
Keystone targets. American Association rules:
H H Chtlson 1011111 111.111101 101111011-21
L F Gaylor 1111110011110111110110100—18
F W Twiss 1100101010110111111010011—16
C O Harris 0110111110111011101011101—17
T Foster 0101010110011010111000100—12
T Cartwright 10101011000000001.00001001— 8
At 5 double rises:

Gaylor 10 11 10 11 10-7
Practice:

Foster 101011011001101— 9 GavlorlOOllOniOlOllOlOlllUOl—10
Twiss 111101110101101- 11 Cnelsou 110010111011111-12
Tne club's new club bouse will be finished this week. The club

will hold a tournament Aug. 27, < pen to all, except in one event.
The horse cars run to the ground. Plenty of birds wiU be on
hand, Keystone traps and birds.—Rosmos.

WATSON'S PARK.—Grand Crossing, III., Aug. 14.—South
Chicago Gun Club sh^ot at 10 live pigeons, 5 ground traps, 30yds.
rise and 80yds. boundary, birds killed with second barrel counted
only one- half:
Doc Larkin ..0121121211— 1\i
F Willard 3110111111— 8^
ChasTempleton..lllll2U12- 9

Alva Reeves lllUlllll-lO
The medal shoot sa.uie day at £

E Reeves..01100111001110110011-12

B Fogli 0011011121— 6U
Lem Willard 0213201111— 6J/«
Ed Marsh 1021011122— &}Z
Emeri Keeves ..1110211121—8

I blackbirds, 18yds. rise:
E Marsh. .OOOlHIOUOllOOOOOOOOl— 5

Dr LarkinlOOIXIllOJIOlOmOlOl—10 L Willard. 11010110111111111011—16
A Reevcs..O010ill.0l0nul00On0-10 B Fogli. .. .01011011111010001111-13
Templet'nJOJ 101 10101 111111101-15 F Willard .11111 11101.1 101101111—17
F. Willard won. Ravelkigg.

FARGO. Aug. 15.—The sixth annual tournament, under the
auspices of the Fargo Union Gun Club, opened here to-day with a
large attenndanee of noted northwestern sportsmen. The day's
programme opened wiih a sweepstake (9 singles), in which there
were 23 entries. In the first regular event GO s'ngles) there were
25 entries. Skinner, of St. Paul, won first money, shooting off ties
on 10; Lewis second money in shooting ties on 9; third was divided
and fo rth won by Laizure. In the second event (y singles) there
were 25 entries. First money was divided by C. Bowers and Jones;
second divided by Stone and Schiorman; third by Arnold and
Lewis; fourth by Mnrris, Morrissey, Ahlstrom, Robbins and
Thompson. In the third even^ Benson and Skinner divined first
money; Thompson and Baldwin stcond; Smith, Arnold, Roberts
and Lewis third; Rich and Jones fourth. In the fourth event
Jones won first money; second money was divided by Morrissey,
Benson, Rooerts and Rich; third by Fuller, Arnold, E. Bowers
and C. Bowers; fourth won by Schiorman and rifth by Fletcher .

The club guarantees $600.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication in the current issue. It is particularly re-
quested that scores be sent us as early as possible.

"West India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard.'" By
Hvvrctt Haydev, U. & Hydragraphic Oilier.. Large- quart*), with SS
iithographic plates. Price $1. Contains full history of Hie great
storm of March, 1SS8 with practical information how to handle, a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

FIXTURES.
August.

Lynn, Excursion, Lynn. 29. Cedar Point.
Beverly,Mon.Beach,3d Open. 31. Beverly, Marbleh'd, 1st Open
Larchrnonr, Oyster Biats. 31. Sippican, Club, Marion.
Corinthian. Marblehead. 31. Hull, Cham. Sail-Off.
Hamiltoo, 20, 25, 30 and 35ft. 3L. Qumcy, 3d, Cham.

Class. Whuewings Cup. 31. CheLea, Club.
R. Can., Skiff Class, Toronto. 31. West Lvnn. 2d Cham., Lynn.
L. Y. R, A., Belleville. 31. So. Boston, Mass., Cham.
Rhode Island, Open. Sail off, City Point.
Pleon, Sail off. 31. R, Can., 20ft, Class, Toronto,
L. Y. R. A„ Oswego.
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NEW YORK Y. C. CRUISE.
Vineyard Haven to Nvw Bedford, Third Bun, Aug. 18.

THERE can be no complaint this year of lack of wind for the
runs and races, the average being better than usual, and

nearly every day has brought wind enough to afford a test of the
boats. The first day's van was very light and fluky, while for an
hour in the Vineyard Haven race the wind was very light, but
the Goclet caps were sailed for under more satisfactory conditions
of weather than have held since 1885; the second run to Vint yard
Haven was begun in a strong working breeze, with plenty of
wind to spare at the finish; the race for tne Vineyard Haven cups
was sailea for three-fourths of the course in a good clubtopsail
breeze, and the third run was under still different conditions, the
early part being sailed with reefed mainsails and housed top-
masts, and the latter part with a strong breeze, though kites wTere
carried off the wind.
On Tuesday morning a strong S.W. wind was kicking up a sea

off West Chop, toe whitecaps were running do^pi Vineyard
Sound, and though the water was comparatively smooth by* the
Middle Ground there wore hills and hollows in plenty between
Gay Head and Cuttyhunk. There were obvious reasons for the
housed topmasts, double-reefed mainsails and No. 2 jibs on the
forties, but there seemed no sufficient reason for a single-reefed
mainsail and double-reefed foresails on such a craft as Constella-
tion, 106ft. l.w.l., or even for the reefed mainsail and housed foTe-
topmast on Sea Fox. Dauntless carried her maingafftopsail,
Palmer had a single reef in mainsail, but both topmasts on end,
the fore being a jury one, the broken spar of Saturday set up
temporarily. Fredonia carried all lower sails with toretopmast
housed. Sachem, Merlin and Marguerite had reefed mainsails and
foretopmasts housed, while Quickstep and Harbinger had housed
both sticks and reefed main and foresail. The most conspicuous
of the schooner fleet was the little Grayling, swinging all her
lower sails and with both sticks up, evidently with no fear of the
weather. The race in this class really belonged to Sea Fox in such
weather, considering her size and model, but she lost it before the
start by a double error; in the first place in reefing at all; in the
second in starting with less sail than such a craft as Grayling
was carrying. Had she started with full sail any freshening of
the wind would have hmt her far less than Grayling; while in the
opposite case of less wind, she need have lost no time by small
canvas or time spent in shaking oat a reef. Further than this she
left Grayling early in the race instead of sticking close to her.
The 70-footers showed no topmasts and carried reefed mainsails
and No. 2 jibs. Grade having two reefs in.

During the night the old America had come in, and as a matter
of courtesy she was timed with the fleet. Alert was not in har-
bor, but just as the fleet, started she came down before the wind
with whole lower sail and working topsails set, running for the
shoals. Clara did not start, though in port with a new topmast,
as Captain Barr was taken suddenly ill, while two of the crew
were also unwell, the fleet surgeon, Dr. Asch, spending some
time ab.oard. Mayflower and Liris took a tow for New Bedford
at 3 A. M. for repairs.
The cruising contingent, Nymph, Vandal, Adelaide, Whim,

Azalea, Triton, and the Eastern forties, Awa, Alice and Helen,
ran through Quick's Hole for New Bedford, the course for the
races being from off West Chop up Vineyard Sound and by the
Sow and Pigs Buoy, to a finish off Clark's Point, 31 knots.
At 10 A. M. the Electra was anchored off West Chop, the pre-

paratory gun being fired at 10:10. with 5m. handicap limit. Al-
though the large boats had 35 more before their start, a number of
them crossed the line with the little ones, Titania running uut
and then returning to set a larger jib, No. 1. But four forties
started, Gorilla, Maraquita, Lotowana and Peri; while Bertie had
a wal&over m the 63ft class, and Hildegarde and Whileawav were
the only starters in the 61ft. class. The start was timed

:

Start 10 10 00 CEnone 10 37 23
Maraquita 10 10 43 Merlin 10 3" 30
Gorilla 10 11 51 Marguerite 10 37 53
Quickstep 10 12 09 Grade 10 38 50
Harbinger 10 12 30 Halcyon 10 39 08
Handicap gun 10 15 00 Sachem 10 39 11

Pen 10 15 U Hildegarde 10 40 14
Medusa 10 15 23 Constellation 10 40 51
Lotowana 10 18 27 Katrina.

, 10 41 10
Start 10 35 00 Iroquois 10 41 10

Fredonia 10 36 04 Noma 10 41 28
Intrepid 10 36 06 Whileaway 10 42 06
Sea Fox 10 36 12 Titania 10 42 09
Palmer 10 36 14 Handicap gun 10 45 00
Fortuna 10 37 12 Dauntless 10 49 00
Grayling 10 37 12
Maraquita and Gorilla were first away, the former well ahead

and to windward, both working close in to West Chop. Mara-
quita set her staysail, but before the steamboat wharf was
reached Gorilla had crossed her bows. Lotawana and Peri were
several minutes astern at the start. Quickstep followed the
forties along shore, working the Vineyard Haven shore all day,
but the rest of the ileet made one long tack from West Chop to
Nobska Head, working closely under the Naushen shore for a
Dime and then crossing the Sound, while a few, like Titania and
Grayling, held under this shore all the way. Katrina, as in
several previous starts, was in a knot of schooners at the line, but
Cape. Half held Titania back until all but Dauntless had crossed,
and then chose his own water. Titania stood out on port tack,
making a short leg in the middle of the Sound and then back on
port tack again she headed for Tarpaulin Cove the third boat.
At It o'clock some of the big schooners began to realize that

things were not what they seemed, and Grayling, with several
others, set their maintopsails, Sea Fox shaking out a reef. Quick-
step was now the leader of the small craft, with Gorilla well
ahead of Maraquita and Bertie by ihe Vineyard Haven shore.
Titania was now leading the larger division, being to windward
of Grayling under the Naushon shore, while sea Fox, on star-
board tack, was making across for the 30uth side of the Sound.
She was beating Grayli ng as it was, and could have done so safely
had she stayed by her, but in breaking tacks so early in the race
she took a heavy risk. Katrina was a safe distance astern of
Titania, Merlin and Sachem were following Grayling at a respect-
ful distance, the big fisherman wai doing good work, while Con-
stellation was only about the middle of the fleet. Lotawana
broke the toggles of her boom, leaving the foot of the sail loose,
and gave up, running through Quick's Hole, and both Maraquita
and Medusa parted throat hadiards, while Palmer carried away
jurytopuiast during the day.
At noon Sea Fox had tacked off shore, being quite close in,

Quickstep was well ahead of her neighbors, Bertie had not yet
passed the forties, and Gorilla was a long way ahead of Mara-
quita. The others had begun to straggle across the Sound,
Palmer being well out in the middle, wnile Noma was leading
Fortuna. Katrina was not far from Grayling, and at 12:20 crossed
the schooner's bows.
About the same time Sachem was in trouble under the north

shore. She had already succeeded in forcing Grade about when
the sloop had the star-board tack, and now she was lying in irons.
Twice she tried to tack and failed, then by means of a jibtopsad
she was paid off until broadside to with no way on, when she took
a veiy bad knock down, partly filling her cabin and floating all
loose stuff off her decks. When she was righted she steered for
Quick's Hole.
At 1:20 Citania was leading easily, crossing the Sound on port

tack, having just shaken out a reef. Sea Fox, astern, was also on
port tack off Bay Head, while Katrina was standing in toward
shore on starboard, now a very long distance astern, Sea Fox
crossing her bows when they met. To leeward of Sea Fox was
Quickstep, wnile in Nemsha Bight, under Gay Head, were Fre-
donia, Grade, Medusa, Constellation, Norma and the small craft.
The wind was lighter than at the start, a lower sail breeze for the
seventy- footers, but there was quite a head sea rolling in. Gray-
ling, far ahead of the rest on the north shore, had picked up a
favoring breeze off Robinson's Hole, and was coming out very fast
on starboard tack to meet Sea Fox, and for ten minutes it was a
very close thing as to which was ahead. At 1:45 she crossed Fox's
bows, tacking at once on her weather beam, hut the Fox at once
danced away through her lee, and in ten minutes had left her a
good distance astern. Grayling set a maintopniaststaysail, but
it only hurt her, and soon after Titania set her jibheader, Kat-
rina setting hers and a baby jibtopsail.
Titania was doing the best work of the day, holding two fast

schooners 13 and 20ft. longer than she in a strong wind. The
leaders were now near Sow and Pigs buoy, aud it was a question
whether Titania or Sea Fox would pass first, but the single-
sticker led by a few seconds, the times being:
Titania 2 28 40 Katrina 2 43 58
Sea Fox 2 29 33 Quickstep 2 46 08
Grayling 2 31 40 Constellation 2 51 00
Palmer, Fredonia, Gorilla, Gracie, Norma, Fortuna and Merlin

turned in order, but could not be timed, as the flagship was
hurrying for the finish off Clark's Point.
Sheets were started at the buoy, and after a little the wind

drew sufficiently astern to allow spinakers to port, both of the
schooners setting them, but Titania did not need one to beat her
class. Grayling also set a clubtopsail, but Fox carried only her
two jibheaders. She had two minutes to make on the run in, and
it was soon apparent that she could not do it. She led at the line,

Elapsed, Corrected.
5 25 50
5 38 05
5 50 23

5 40 15
5 11 35
5 45 16

5 14 44
5 13 52
i 47 15

5 41 35
5 55 ft)

6 08 04
6 19 42

5 5a 11
6 33 27

5 11 24
5 24 06
5 45 40

6 05 21

6 25 21

6 23 58
6 4B IS

5 24 33
5 34 48
5 45 04

5 37 18

Not meas.
5 45 16

5 11 14
5 13 ie

5 47 1 5

5 40 49
5 55 03
6 02 53
6 18 23

5 56 11

6 32 24

5 11 24
5 24 06
5 44 03

6 05 21

6 25 21

6 23 37
6 45 15

but was beaten by two minutes on corrected time. Maraquita
was badly beaten by Gorilla, and Iroquois pulled off a good
victory from her class. Noma beat Fortuna quite badly, but it
does not count, a* she was hauled out duriug the cruise. The
fisherman, Fredonia, is not measured, but is very close to Norna.
Constellation won in her class, but her showing during the day
was nothing remarkable, as she cannot carry her canvas in a
strong breeze. Quickstep, as usual, sailed very fast all day.
Titania beat Katrina very badly all over the course, the times
were:

SCHOONERS—CLASS 1.

Start. Finish.
Constellation 10 40 51 4 00 41
Palmer.. 10 33 14 4 14 19
Intrepid 10 86 56 4 27 19
Dauntless 10 45 CO Did not finish.

SCHOONERS—CLASS 2.

Noma 10 41 48 4 22 03
Fredonia 10 36 04 4 17 89
Fortuna 10 3? 12 4 22 28

SCHOONERS—CLASS 3.

Grayling 10 37 12 3 51 56
Sea Fox 10 36 IS 3 50 04
Merlin 10 37 30 4 24 35
Sachem 10 39 11 Did not finish.

SCHOONERS—CLASS 4.

Iroquois 10 41 10 4 22 45
Marguerite 10 37 53 4 32 56
OSnone 10 37 36 4 43 30
Halcyon ...10 39 08 4 58 50

SCHOONERS-CLASS 5.

Quickstep 10 12 09 4 08 20
Harbinger 10 12 31 4 45 58

SLOOPS—CLASS 3.

Titania 10 42 29 3 53 53
Katrina 10 41 10 4 05 16
Gracie 10 38 50 4 24 30

SLOOPS—CLASS 4.

Hildegarde 10 40 14 4 45 35
Whileaway 10 42 06 Did not finish.

SLOOPS- CLASS 5.

Bertie 10 14 04 4 39 29
SLOOPS—CLASS ti.

Gorilla 10 04 51 4 35 49
Maraquita 10 10 43 4 55 58
Lotowana 10 15 00 Did not finish.
A large fleet was awaiting the racers in New Bedford harbor,

having come through Quick's Hole, one, the new Awa, losin
her centerboard by the way. In the evening a recept ion was hel-
on board the flagship, Commodore Gerry and his staff in dress
uniform welcoming a large number of guests. The flagship was
brilliantly illuminated by a string of electric lights from the.
masthead to the bow and ttern, »nd also around the awnings,
while many other yachts were bright with colored flres. On shore
was a bonfire of tar barrels, while a fleet of canoes, decked out
with strings of colored lanterns, paddled about the harbor.
The orders for the next day called for an early start for the

final run 10 Newport, but about 6 A. M. a light rain began to fall,
the wind coming in heavily from the south, blowing up the harbor.
Incoming yachts reported thick weather and a heavy sea outside,
while several of the fleet, after leaving for Newport, soon came,
running in. A signal, start postponed, was given from the flag-
ship at 10 A. M., and after waiting until noon, it was finally de-
cided not to start, the weather heing worse rather than better.
Alice and Helen hauled out at New Bedford to prepare for the
Corinthian sweepstakes of Monday, but the other forties could
not do so without giving up f he last run. The day was very dis-
agreeable in every way, and the yachtsmen worried through it
very impatiently.

Nemo Bedford to Newport, Fourth Bun, Aug. 15.
Thursday was slightly better than Wednesday, but still not

much to boast of; cloudy and chilly, with a light N.E. wind in the
harbor and every prospect of fog outside. To avoid the latter as
far as possible the time of starting was advanced, and at 9:20 the
flagship was anchored well off Clark's Point. Anumberof yachts
had already started, leaving but twenty-five to cross the line for
the run. The preparatory gun for the smaller boats was fired at
9:33, the starting gun being at 9:43 and the handicap at 9:48. The.
larger boats were started 10:08, with a handicap gun at 10:18. The
times were:
Gorilla 9 47 17 Grayling 10 13 17
Harbinger 9 47 33 Gracie 10 13 48
Lotowana 9 48 08 Palmer 10 15 02
Bertie 9 48 55 Titania 10 15 09
Clara 9 49 26 Halcyon 10 16 01
Liris 9 49 29 OSnone 10 18 20
Maraquita 9 50 50 Marguerite 10 18 20
Quickstep 9 59 15 Merlin 10 18 52
Fortuna 10 10 09 Sea Fox 10 18 57
Constellation 10 10 11 Mayflower 10 18 57
Katrina 10 12 43 Iroquois 10 19 10
Hildegarde 10 12 44 Fredonia 10 21 08
Intrepid 10 12 47
All the small boats were late in starting, and some were handi-

capped. The wind was very ligut, and spioakers were carried on
port side by all. Clubtopsails were carried by all but Lotowana
and Fortuna, the former having a jibheader and the latter a
square-beaded yardtopsall. Fredonia carried working topsails,
maintopmaststaysail and jibtopsail. Balloon jibtopsails were
run up or broken out on the line, Titania as usual picked out a
place for the start where there was nothing near her, but Katrina
went across with Grayling blanketing her and Intrepid close to
her. Clara had come in during Wednesday from the Vineyard,
Capt. Barr being well again, aud she had started near the head.
At 10:40 off the Dumplings the order was Gorilla, Clara, Liris,
Bertie, Maraquita, Lotowana, Harbinger, Quickstep. A tew
minutes Inter Maraquita took in her spinaker and nbed over,
and spinakers soon came in on all the first division, being reset
in a little while on starboard side.
The fleet moved on slowly, the wind being even lighter than at

the start. Constellation and Katrina led the second division,
with Grayling third. A heavy roll was met off the Hen and
Chickens, which lasted until the fleet was safe in Newport Har-
hor, an old sea coming in. The times at Hen and Chickens were:
Gorilla 12 01 15 Harbinger 12 16 50
Clara 12 02 15 Katrina 12 21 00
Liris 12 05 15 Titania 12 22 00
Berth* 12 06 30 Gracie 12 22 30
Lotowana 12 14 16 Hildegarde 12 25 30
Maraquita 12 15 35 Constellation. 12 26 00
Quickstep 12 15 47 Grayling 12 28 30
Maraquita had trouble.with her extension spinaker boom, and

broke it.

For the next hour there was little or no wind. Clara and Gorilla
lay near West Island, hardly drifting, while Liris fanned up on
them. The large boats astern were coming down under spina-
kers, but they would not draw on the leaders. After rolling an-
other half-hour the NornaT not in the race, but just ahead of
Clara, caught a nice breeze from the north and trimmed sheets
for a reach. A few minutes later Clara and Gorilla caught it
nearly at the same time, balloon jibtopsails coming in quickly.
Liris went Vi mile astern, had to wait for some minutes more
oefore her turn came, and the rest were served in the same way,
the head boats getting the breeze first. Titania and Katrina were
not far apart, the latter ahead, but Capt. Haff was hunting for
the breeze as far as was possible, and picked it up first. There
was no time to lose, as the fog was shutting in rapidly, jibtop-
sails of all sizes, from babys to ballooners, were set according to
the skill of the various skippers, some of the schooners pending
up balloon maintopmast staysails. The last four miles were
quickly run off, the flagship anchored off Brenton's Reef at 2:30,

and a little later Clara came by under lower sail and clubtopsail,
followed by Gorilla and Liris with baby jibtopsails drawing.
Next came the lively little schooner Quickstep, followed by Bea-
trice, and theu the big Coustellalion. The prettiest picture of
t he day was the finish of Titania, with Grayling's bowsprit almost
touching her boom end, and Sea Fox close aboard of Grayling.
The latter had started 5m. ahead, so Fox was the winner. Mara-
quita finished with her balloon jib set. The official times were:

KIRST CLA8S SCHOONERS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Constellation 10 10 11 2 52 30 4 42 19 4 42 10
Palmer 10 15 02 3 19 28 5 04 26 5 02 28
Intrepid 10 12 47 3 30 13 5 17 28 5 13 42

SECOND CLASS SCHOONERS.
Fortuna 10 10 09 3 21 29 5 11 20 5 11 10
Fredonia 10 18 00 Did not finish.

THIRD CLASS SCHOONERS.
Sea Fox 10 18 00 2 56 25 4 38 35 4 38 04
Grayling 10 13 17 2 56 08 4 42 51 4 39 48
Mayflower 10 18 00 3 07 06 4 49 06 4 47 50
Merlin 10 18 09 3 20 48 5 02 48 5 02 48

FOURTH CLASS SCHOONERS.
Iroquois 10 18 00 3 02 32 4 44 32 4 43 43
GEnone 10 18 00 3 22 39 5 04 39 5 01 53
Halycon ....10 16 01 3 26 20 5 10 19 5 09 10
Marguerite 10 18 00 32725 5 0925 509 25

FIFTH CLASS .SCHOONERS.
Start* Finish. Elapsed. Corrected
9 48 00 2 51 46 5 03 46 5 03 46

. 9 47 33 3 08 18 5 20 45 5 19 50
THIRD CLASS SLOOPS.
10 15 09 2 55 55 4 to ifi 4 40 46

.10 13 48 2 59 03 4 45 15 4 43 50
10 12 43 3 01 43 4 49 00 4 49 00
FOURTH CLASS SLOOPS
10 12 44 3 04 01 4 51 17 4 51 17
FIFTH CLASS SLOOPS.
9 48 00 2 44 18 4 56 18 4 56 18
9 48 00 2 51 58 5 03 58 5 01 51

SEVENTH CLASS SLOOPS.
9 47 17 2 46 47 4 59 30 4 58 30
9 48 00 2 50 05 5 02 05 5 02 05

. 9 48 00 3 05 03 5 17 03 5 15 45
. 9 48 00 3 16 22 5 28 22 5 26 14

Maraquita . .

.

Lotowana
Constellation heals Palmer 20m. 9s.; Sea Fox beats Grayling lm.

44s.; Iroquois beats CEnone 18m. 10s.; Quickstep beats Harbinger
16m. 4s.; Titania beats Gracie 3m. 4s.; Gracie beats Katrina 5m.
103.; Clara beats Bertie 5m. 33s.; Gorilla beats Liris 3m. 35s.; Liris
beats Maraquita 13m. 40s. and Maraquita beats Lotowana 15m. 29s.

Newport, Special Bace, Aug. 10.

The programme for Friday iucluded the special races for 70 and
40-footers that had not hauled out to clean bottom since the
cruise began, the prizes being a $250 cup for the 70ft. class and a
$150 cup for the 40ft., with a second prize of flOO for more than
two entries in each class. Besides these races, a special sweep-
stakes for the large keel schooners of 6100 per side was arranged
privately. For the latter prize only Dauntless, Palmer and For-
tuua started, and of the seventies only Titania. Gracie and
Bedouin; Katrina noi starting. In the 40ft. class tne starters
were Gorilla, Liris, Maraquita and Tomahawk; this being the
first race the latter has sailed since the Corinthian regatta in
June. The courses were, for schooners, the regular Block Island
course; for the seventies, 12 knots to leeward and return, and for
the forties 9 knots.
The weather on Friday was a great improvement on that of the

preceding day—clear and bright, with a light. N. W. wind, and a
long easy roll to the sea. The start was set tor 11 A. M., and at
that time the racers were off Brenton's Keef Lightship, all carry-
ing clubtopsails, and with spinaker booms ready to starboard.
Tomahawk was sailed by Mr. Morgan, Mr. Burgess being on

board; Maraquita was sailed by Mr. Belmont and Capt. Haff,
while Capt. Chas. Barr and some of Minerva's men were on board

;

Liris was sailed by Mr. Lovejoy, and Gorilla, by Capt. Smith.
Clubtopsails were barred by consent in the keel schooner class.
The single-stickers started at 11:30:20, and the schooners 2m.
later. The times of crossing were:
Maraquita— 11 31 57 Gracie
Gorilla 11 33 26 Titania
Tomahawk 11 37 03 Fortuna
Liris 11 37 13 Palmer
Bedouin 1138 14 Dauntless,

11 38 15
11 33 57
11 51 59
11 52 02

....11 58 04
Maraquita and Gorilla, to the westward, went over in time, but

Tomahawk and Liris, timed almost together, were handicapped
nearly a minute. Bedouin and Gracie followed Liris. All of these
carried spinakers to starboard, but Titania had only her balloon
jibtopsail. She hauled up a little and went over the line at a good
gait, running out to windward before she came in her course and
set spinaker. Maraquita and Gorilla were ahead to the west of
the fleet, Titania was astern of them with Grade beside her.
Bedouin was abeam of Gracie, with Tomahawk bet ween the two
and a little ahead, while Liris was abeam of Bedouin and under
her lee. The wind was very light and there was a long, easy roll
to the sea. Under these conditions the heavy keel boats at once
pushed to the front. Liris went by Bedouin and from under her
lee, working across her bow until the big cutter was on her lee
quarter and Gracie some dis ance astern on her weather quarter.
Tomahawk was next to Liris, just ahead of Gracie. both Mara-
quita and Gorilla having dropped ba-k a little. Bedouin had
gained on botn Gracie and Titania, and was ahead in her class. <

The fleet jogged along easily until 1 P. M., when Liris lost the
wind and took in spinaker, the big boats also taking in theirs.
There was every promise now of a S. W. wind, and after a few
puffs from that direction Liris trimmed her headsails for it. She
had hardlv started off hefore it dropped, and she was left be-
calmed. A few minutes later the wind came in about W. by N.,
striking Gorilla and Maraquita first, then Tomahawk, while
Liris was left becalmed until the others were well away from her.

It was now a reach to the mark, now only some 3 miles away,
aud under balloon jibtopsails the boats were traveling very fast.
The seventies found the same luck as the forties, Titania get-

ting the wind first and soon having a long leau on Gracie aud
Bedouin. When Maraquita and Gorilla first caught the breeze as
it worked to the west Gorilla was to windward, both carrying
spinakers, Maraquita took hers in quickly and luffed under
Gorilla's stern, running out to windward and ahead. A heavy
puff in Gorilla's balloon jibtopsail bioke the shackle of the bob-
stay tackle, and the topmast went over to leeward. She at once
turned for home, clearing up the wreck. Liris nearly lost herR
In the same way, but managed to get the ballooner down in time
to save it. Maraquita mistook the mark and overstood, so that.
Tomahawk caught her. The times were:
Tomahawk 1 58 03 Liris 2 00 02
Maraquita 1 58 24

The seventies ran out three miles further, Titania leading the
„s usual. They were timed:

Bedouin 2 18 55
procession as t

Titania 2 14 !

Gracie 2 10 35
Instead of a beat, the course home was only a close reach, all

but Maraquita fetching on one tack, though at first it seeemed as
though they could not fetch. Tomahawk and Maraquita were
well away before Liris rounded, both lowering their clubtopsail,
but Liris held on to hers, carryiug it easily. She worked out to
windward of the leaders and soon passed Maraquita. Tomahawk
gave her a closer race, and the two had a hard battle of it to the
line. Liris carried her clubtopsail for nearly half the distance
home, and then lowered it, going faster at once. She bad a good
weather berth and a certainty of fetching, while it was doubtful
whether Tomahawk could fetch as the wind was. When within
a couple of miles of the line Liris was nearly abeam of Tomahawk,
Here the wind fell lighter for a few minutes, and Liris set her
club again. Soon the puffs came in heavily as sne neared the
land, and though she ca'-ried her sail weli enough she was not
doing as well with Tomahawk. The wind also shifted enough to
let both boats over the line very easily. Maraquita had set a
baby jibtopsail some time before, and was now well to leeward of
the flagship, making the east end of the finish line. As she came
for the line Tomahawk luffed out, crowding Liris so close that
she barely shaven by the Lightship, her howsprit lapping Toma-
hawk's boom, Maraquita was obliged to tack for the finish.
Tomahawk led by six seconds, winning hy forty-four seconds,
Liris taking second prize.

In the large class Titania gained steadily on both, coming in an
easy winner.
The schooner race was not specially exciting, there not being .

wind enough. The first leg was a reach to the markboat off Block
Island, being timed:
Fortuna 2 20 30 Dauntless 2 38 25
Palmer 2 25 16

On the next leg with spinakers to port Palmer gained, the times
being:
Palmer 3 38 00 Dauntless 3 55 00
Fortuna 3 41 00
Palmer finished first, but failed to save her time over Fortuna.

The times were:
KEEL SCHOONERS.

Start. Finish.
Fortuna 11 51 59 4 34 03
Palmer 11 52 02 4 31 03
Dauntless 11 55 20 5 04 02

CLASS 3—SLOOPS AND CUTTERS.
Titania 11 35 20 3 82 06 3 56 46
Gracie 11 35 20 3 37 32 4 02 12
Bedouin 11 35 20 3 39 07 4 03 47

CLASS 7—SLOOPSAND CUTTERS.
Tomahawk 11 35 20 3 17 30 3 42 10
Liris 11 35 20 3 17 36 3 42 16

Maraquita 11 31 57 3 22 09 3 50 12

Gorilla 11 33 26 Disabled.
The winners w ere: FoTtuna beat Palmer 2m. 9s. Class 3,Titania

beat Gracie 4m. lis. Class 7, Tomahawk beat Liris 44s.

During the day a number of yachts left the fleet. Liris sailed
for Fall River immediately after the race, as the railway at New-
port declined to haul her. Tomahawk had been out on the New-
port ways, but onlyby the aid of a full tide. Gorilla went on the
Newport ways, but Maraquita, who expected to haul with her,
could not get on the cradle, as Gorilla stuck before going tar
far enough on to admit another boat astern of her.
Saturday.like Friday, was fair and warm, and in the morning the

rowing and launch races were held. Thaf.for the Gamecock colors
and $25 brought out four four-oared crews, Mayflower, Daunt-
less, Sea Fox and Norna, the former winning easily. But one
entry was received for the Owl colors, Harry Shambo, of Lurline,

Elapsed. Corrected
4 42 09
4 39 01
5 08 42

4 32 57
4 35 06
5 08 42

3 56 46
4 00 57
4 02 29

3 41 3i
3 42 16
3 49 20
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steam yacht. John Martin, of Noma, achr., entered to make a.

race, out was beaten by Shniubo, the prize being $11) and $5
Riven by Com. Gerry, in addition to the flag.

The launch race was quite exciting, the course being 3 miles
and each boat being handicapped at the start according to its
power. There were nine starters, two from Electra and oue each
frrm Oneida, Videttc, Unquowa, Noma, Daunthss and Intrepid.
The. little fellows were well over the first half of t he course before
the big ones were staried, the three 5 h. p., Electra, Oneida and
Palmer going off before Electra'? large launch, an 8 h. p. Ofeldt
boat. Oneida's launch won, with Electra's larger launch second.
The prize was $25, given hy the commodore.
After the race a met ting of captains was held on the flagship,

and the fleet was formally dishanded. Com. Gerry leaving in the
Electra tor Sag Harbor, returning to New York by Monday morn-
ing. Many of the yachts left, a few remaining over to seethe
Corinthian sweepstakes sailed tor on Monday.
The winners of the squadron cruise cups are Constellation, For-

tuna. Grayling, Iroquois, Quickstep, Titania, Hildegarde, Bertie
andGorilli. In the fourth schooner class a remeasurcm.cn t of
Marguerite and CEnoneis necessary before it is certain whether
er no Iroquois wins. A summary of the cruise show that it

lasted 10 days, in which time four runs, each a race of about SO
miles, were made, and three special races were sailed, with three
days spent at anchor. Whde this has made the cruise interesting
and exciting it has made a great, deal of hard work, especially for
the crews, and in the smaller classes. The influence of this com-
petition has been beneficial, and it is in the right direction theo-
retically, as the races are of necessity sailed in cruising trim.
The regatta committee have worked hard, and the result has

been a success, as all of the races have been sailed without any
hitches or mishaps. They have been greatly aided in the work
by the perfect appointments of the flagship, in the way of fast
launches and every convenience for work, and the club owes a
great deal to Com. Gerry for the generous way in which he turns
the flagship into a committee boat for all races. The work is

done as it never could he from a tugboat; iu fact without such a
yacht as the Electra a racing cruise like the present one would
not be possible. There is ouo point in which the present squad-
ron cruises are weak, the absence of visiting and social inter-
course between the yachtsmen. At New London, Newport
and Cottage City, as soon as the anchor is down the gig is at the
gangway and all hands are ashore. Of course there is a good
deal of gaiety and life about the hotels, and all meet in the even •

ing, but there is not the close intimacy among the yachtsmen as
would result from one or two stops at out of the way harbors,
where there are no outside attractions, and where the evenings
are spent on board of one yacht or another. In spite of the dis-
appointment due to some bad weather, the cruise of 1889 must be
set down as a very successful one, to be looked hack on with
pleasant memories in the future.

THE CORINTHIAN SWEEPSTAKES, NEWPORT,
AUG. 19.

THE few yachtsmen who waited in Newport until Monday were
treated to a race such as is very seldom seen, a. contest only

equalled in quality by those of the great sloops in the trial races
of 1885 and '6. The number and excellence of the entries, the
size of the stakes, and the number of designers interested were
enough to make the race of special importance, and in addition
the course and weather was such as to make a most exciting race,
and a far fairer test ihan has yet been made of the merits of the
new forties. Unfortuuately the centerboard side of the. question
was allowed to go almost entirely by default, all but one of the
eight boats starting being keels, and so no fair chance for co i -

parison was afforded, but this is of little importance when it is

considered that the winner has beaten the best of the center-
board boats, Chiquita, Verena and Nymph, as badly as she has
the other keels. The race was arranged last. June by the Corin-
thian Y. C. of New York, at the suggestion of Mr. August Bel-
mont, Jr.. the entrance being $100 per boat, 60 per cent, to go to
the first boat, 18 per ceut, to the second. 12 per cent, to the third,
and 10 on- cent, to the club. The date was set to follow the New
York Y. C. cruise, the course to be 25 knots triangular, startiug
from Brenton's Reef Lightship. Nine entries were received, all
but Chiquita starting:

Corrected Allow-
L.W.L. Sail Area. Length, ance.

Liris, C. W. Wetmore, et ah. ..39.70 3,603 49.80 Allows.
Tomahawk. E. D. Morgan 39.65 3,832 48. 68 118
Gorilla. R. P. Cr.rroll 39.92 3,257 48.50 1 32
Maraquita, A. Belmoot, Jr— 39.92 3,173 48.12 1 58
Alice, P. D. Wheatland 39.90 .... H3.35 3 56
Helen, C. D. Prince 39.90 .... J6.35 3<SB
Minerva, C. H. Tweed 39.96 2,754 46.07 4 17
Pappoose. Bavatd Thayer 39.90 2,332 42.60 8 45
Of the above boats Lir s was nesigned by Mr. William Gardner,

Tomahawk, Maraquita and Pappoose by Mr. Burgess, Gorilla by
Mr. A. Cary Smith, Abce and Helen hy Mr. A. G. McYev, of the
Boston Herald, and Minerva by Will Fife. Jr. The ra< e has nat-
urally been looked to as the most important of the year, and
everything was done to put the yachts in the best possible form.
Alice, and Helen wtre do ked at New Bedford, Liris hauled out at
Pall River, Tomahawk had hauled out at Newport just as the
cru'se tiegan, not being nsed since, and Gorilla and Pappoose also
hauled out at Newport at the last moment, only Maraquita being
unfortunate enough not to be able to haul out at all. The great
draft of some of these boats, upward of lift., has made it a matter
of difficulty to find dockm< facilities in a hurry, only the lareer
railways being capable of hauling them. Tomahawk was hauled
at Newport, with great difficulty, the same ways refusing to at-
tempt to haul Liris, while Maraquita was unable to get out on
account of a moderate tide only.

All were stripped for the race, every spare bit. of wood and fur-
niture being taken ashore, while the best skippers and crew were
picked for them. Liris had Capt. George Pit tuck, of Bedouin, at
the stick, with nr. Gardner and a p oked crew of Corinthians and
prof ssio-als; Tomahawk had Mr. .VIorgan at the stick, with Mr.
Burgess beside htm and a picked crew: Maraquita had Capt. Ila.tr

of Titania at the wheel, with young Capt. H»ff as mate and part
of Titauia's crew, Mr. Belmont >->eing on board; Gorilla was sailed
hy her skipper, Capt Smith: Pappoose was sailed bv Capt. Nat
Watson; Helen had Capt. Crocker, of Puritan and Shadow fame
at the wheel, with Mr. J< hn Bryant, owner of Shadow; Alice was
sailed by Capt. James T. Smith, the talented desiguer being on
board, while Minerva was steered hy young Capt. Charles Ban-
ner skipper, Capt. John Barr wit h some, of Clara's crew being en
hoard-
The tug Assistance, with the regatta committee, Messrs Ehen

B. Clark and W. H. Plummy, and Mr. W. Lloya Jeffries, of the
Beverly Y. C, as.iudge, ran out of the bailor about 9:30, ther e be-
ing then a. nice. S.W. air stirring. The. start was not hurried, as
mcire wind was needed and the breeze was freshening, hut when
Brentou's Reef Lightship was reached there was quite a breeze*
The eight boats bad worked out with cluhtopsails set, and carrii d
them for i time, but about 10-30 Pappo se started to douse hers
showing only a jibheader. One by one the others followed, Min-
erva setting a small clubtopsail, nntil only Liris was swinging a
elub.

The. course for the first leg was laid out S. W., s>f, knots, being
nearly parallel with i lie trend of the shore from Narraganseft
Pier to Point Judith. The preparatory whistP whs blown at 10:18
but owing to the wording ot the sailing directions there was some
doubt as to whether the interval was 10 or 15 minutes. Toma-
hawk, closely followed by Minerva, came for the line at lOmin-
utes, beautifully timed for the start, but both were obliged to
return. Gorilla, crossing the other way, was also sent back. When
the start was finally given, at 11:03, the fleet, was to the west, of
the Lightship, the line being on the east side. Tomahawk again
came first for Uie line, but Liris was lapping her, though unable
to force her way between Tomahaw k and the ship. Minerva was
cl ^se after tnem and stuck her nosepole in bet ween Liris and the
ship, coming on the weather of Tomahawk as the three cleared
the line. Gorilla was next, the first, four crossing within a min-
ute, hut the rest were a little later, crossing in processson, with
Helen last. Strange to say none were handicapped, something
seldom seen. The times were:
Tomahawk 11 03 59 Alice 11 fffi 28
Liris 11 04 04 Maraquita ; 11 05 39
Minerva 11 04 11 Pappoose. -. . .11 05 4f>

Gorilla 11 04 52 Helen 11 na is
All crossed on starboard tack, but Pappoose was hardly clear of

the Hue before she wont on poi t tack, beading in for Narrngan-
sett Pier. As there was every chance for more wind inshore,' the
move seemed a good one, and later events proved it so. Toma-
hawk was now a little ahead of Minerva, but the latter was
climbing out to windward at a great pace. Liris was not holding
either, being the leeward boat. Gorilla, Helen and Alice fol-
lowed Pappoose at once, but the leaders held their first tack, fol-
lowed by Maraquita. At 11:19 Minerva went on port tack in-
shore, the others following. She had now a decided lead, wit

h

Tomahawk second, and Liris and Maraquita dropping astern.
Gorilla was leading the inshore division, with Helen next. Min-
erva was holding the best wind, outpointing and footing Toma-

hawk. Liris was well out to windward, hut astern, while Mara-
quita. to leeward of Tomahawk, was abeam of her but not holding
to windward. At 11:27 Liris lowered her clubtopsail, geTt ing iton deck before setting her jibhendcr. The second division

jibtopsails.
The two divisions were approaching rapidly, Minerva, on porttack leading one, and Gorilla on starboard the other. They met

at llSoO, Gorilla being close enough to cause Minerva to tack Itwas a curious Bight as the two fleets, separated tor three-quarters
of an hour, came together again. Minerva, leading the first
division, -was ahead of Gorilla, leading the second, while Alice
Pappoose and Helen, of the second division, dropped into line re-
spectively ahead of Tomahawk, Liris and Maraquita, of the first
division. Evidently the inshore work of the smaller and pre-
sumably slower boats had been better than the offshore tacks of
Minerva, Liris aud Tomahawk. That this was the case is proved
by the work of the next hour, with the fleet now in the same wind
and water and sailing on even terms, as Tomahawk and Liris
pulled up several plHces before the turn was reached. At 12-20
Minerva was off Point Judith, with the mark about two miles
away. The others were coming up astern in the order iu which
they afterward turned, Tomahawk having now headed Gorilla
while Liris was next to the latter. Minerva set her balloon jib-
topsail as she came for the mark, and then dropped her spinaker
boom to starboard, running up and sheeting out the sail at once
The times at the first turn were:
Minerva 12 41 45 Helen 13 48 59
Tomahawk 12 44 46 Alice 13 49 43
Gorilla 12 46 24 Pappoose .%% 56 28
Liris 13 46 41 Maraquita 12 51 43
Elapsed time, first leg to windward:

Minerva 1 37 34 Liris 1 43 21
Tomahawk 1 40 41 Alice 1 43 47
Gorilla 1 41 23 Pappoose '1 44 33
Helen X 41 57 Maraquita I 45 46
Minerva thus heats Tomahawk by 3m. 7s. in 8 knots to wind

ward, and Gorilla and Helen about 4m. The. conditions of the
windward work were unusually fair, the only advantage bein"-
that gained by tne early tack inshore by four of the hoats.

"

Going down wind there was a marked difference of opinion
among the fleet as to the best canvas to carry. Minerva set her
spinaker at once, making it draw, but the rest were very slow
Liris carried hers in stops 10 minutes after turning, while Toma-
hawk ran the whole 8 miles under balloon jibtopsail. As Minerva
.continued to gam and Tomahawk lost most on this leg, the former
must have been nearly right. All carried balloon jibtopsails, and
cluhtopsails were sent up, Liris lowering her jibheader to set the
baflooner at I o'clock, Minerva at the "same time shifting her
small for the largo club. At 1:33 Minerva lowered spinaker and
hauled up a Utile for the tug, carrying balloon jibtopsaiL balloon
foresail and clubtopsail. She made a serious blunder in not dous-
ing the balloon jibtopsail before coming on the wind for a close
reach, the wind being now nearer west, as she had a safe lead on
elapsed time, without, her allowance, and risked the race on the
chances of losing her topmast. She staggered along a short dis-
tance, after making a very pretty turn, and after running up off
her course a little she was obliged to lower the balloon jibtopaail
Liris had run Tomahawk over the second leg and was Very (.lose
to her at the mark, when Tomahawk swung off for a wide sweep
giving Liris a fine chauce to cut her out. Capt. Pittuck made a
handsome turn, close aboard the lug, and was off and away before
Tomahawk. The most amusing bit of work in the entire race
was the clinch at this mark between the two Me Vey boats. Capt.
Crocker had brought Helen close, to the tug for a neat turn when
her white sister, Alice, with Designer McVey on board, rushed
down on her, forcing a passage between her and the mark at the
imminent risk of a. foul. Helen was f >rced to give room. Mara-
quita had set her balloon jib on the run, and held to it. all the way
home. The turn was timed:
Minerva 1 43 20 Alice 1 52 19
Liris I 49 30 Helen 1 53 17
Tomahawk -..1 49 49 Pappoose 1 54 00
Gorilla 1 50 07 Maraquita 1 5« 05
Elapsed time, second leg, free reach:

Minerva 1 01 35 Pappoose 1 03 48
Alice 1 02 34 Gorilla 1 (£ gg
Liris 1 03 05 Maraquita 1 04 40
Helen 1 03 32 Tomahawk .'. '1 05 09
Minerva had also gained oh (his leg, Alice doing good work,

while Liris had run Tomahawk considerably. The wind was now
well ahead and strong enough to swing cluhtopsails to. Minerva
was hopelessly ahead of the fleet, but there was si ill a number of
scores to be settled, aud all did their best. Liris had shaken Tom-
ahawk at the turn, while Gorilla collared the latter, and was now
to windward of her. On this L g Liris traveled very fast aud none
of the rest could catch her. Gorilla worked out on Tomahawk
thereby hurting her, and at 2:15 was hanging to Tomaha - k's
weather quar er. She then set a baby jibtopsail and began to
walk by Tomahawk to windward, soon passing her and leading
her over the line. The finish was a fine one, the boats traveling
very fast under a good press of canvas. Alice. Helen, Pappoose
and Maraquita crossed iu a bunch. The full times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Minerva 11 04 II 2 27 20 3 23 09 3 18 52
Pappoose 11 05 49 2 40 15 3 34 26 3 25 41
Gorilla 11 04 52 2 35 20 3 30 28 3 23 58
Liris 11 04 04 2 33 25 3 29 21 3 jjg 31
Helen 11 06 48 2 40 20 3 33 32 3 29 36
Alice 11 05 28 3 39 20 3 33 53 3 29 56
Tomahawk 11 03 56 2 35 50 .3 31 51 3 30 33
Maraquita 11 05 39 3 40 10 3 34 31 3 32 33
Elapsed time, tuird leg, close reach:

Liris 43 55 Tomahawk its 01
Minerva 44 90 Pappoose 40 15
Maraquita 44 05 Alice. 47 01
Gorilla 45 13 Helen 43 03
Minerva wins 8 540, Pappoose $163, and Gorilla $108, the money

to be put into ( ups.
As the day was clear and the legs short, the intermediate times

were taken with more accuracy than common, and are correct to
a quarter of a minute or less. They show a. clear gain for Miuei va
in 1 he windward work and off the wind, while Liris, Minerva and
Maraquita were practically equal on the reach. Tomahawk was
second boat in the windward work, but slow in running and
reaching. The little Pappoose did good work all day, and takes
second money on cor. ected time, while Gorilla lakes third money.
The elapsed times are instructive, as Minerva beats Pappoose
over 11m. on eveu Bailing, she beats Gorilla over 7m. and Liris
over 6m. The two McVey boats did very good work, heating both,
the Burgess hoats, Tomanawk and Maraquita.
In view or what Minerva has done before this season, there is

no escape from the conclusion that she is a good deal too fast for
the test of her eiass, and that they have no business with her. As
to the rest, the present race, though a perfectly fair one, cannot
he taken ?s a conclusive test of the merits of all, as its results
havi been contradicted, or only partly supported by the previous
races of the year. It is to be regretted that such centerboards as
Nymph ard Verena were not in it, as their performance with the
keels would have beeu very instructive. Gorilla did fairly well,
though a. part of her gain was made by the early tack in' shore,
but taken all through she has made a very creditable showing in
the late races. There are a number of races yet to be sailed be-
fore the season closes, and Irom them all it may be possible to
tell which is really the second best forty, but as to the fastest of
the class there can no longer be any doubt. Minerva has settled
that. She will be in the Corinthian races at Marblehead this and
next week, where she will meet Gorilla, Helen, Verena, Mara-
quita, Chiquita, Pappoose and probably Alice. Liris is not likely
to go round, as her owners have no time and wish to use her for
cruising about the Sound within reach of business. The Nvmph
is out of racing for the present, and will not go round the Cape,
hut she will be in the fall races about Larehmont and the Lower
Bay.

ATALA AND MABEL.—These two hoats have matched for a
series of three races, for a silver cup, the first being sailed on
Aug. 17, over course No. 7 of the Hull Y. C, 6 miles. Mabel,
owned by F. L. Dunne, Hull Y. C, is 21ft. OJ^in. sailing length,
and Atala, owned by E. F. Linton, of Weymouth, is 23ft. 3)^in.;

both centerboards. The wind was from light to moderate during
the race, which was started at 11:20 A. M. The times were:

Elapsed. Corrected.
Atala, E. F. Linton 1 52 44 1 Dl 32
Mabel, F. L. Dunne 1 56 50 1 36 03
Atala wins by 3m. 31s.

QUiNCY MOSQUITO BOATS.—The first race of the Quincy
njosquito hoats was sailed on Aug. 17, off Hough's Neck, the times
being:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Teaser. Fred Estes .15. 04 1 43 30 1 10 53

City Point, Frank Pray ..15.02 1 44 15 1 11 43
Coot, White and Nicol 15.03 1 45 00 I 12 15

Eva, Edith, Dart and Oosett withdrew.

Elapsed. Corrected
2 01 00 2 06 00

1 29 38 1 18 06
1 35 35 1 24 08
Disabled.

1 29 47 1 21 20
1 30 a5 I 21 14
1 34 44 I 23 21

1 41 35 1 25 31
1 42 16 1 27 08

BEVERLY Y. C.
150th regatta, THIRD CHAMPIONSHIP, AUG. 17.

THE pennant In the second class having been twice won bv
,Sword fish, there was no race in that class, and no one seemed

anxious to tackle Saracen, who had a walkover.
In third class an excellent entry appeared and a close rare wasthe result, separate prizes with allowance being raced for by the

cats and sloops, but the whole class sailing for one championshin
on actual time, Mosca and Kiowa each having won a leg
In fourth class Nonpareil and Dolphin, who each bad a leg to

their credit, sailed a close race. It is to be regretted that Psychewho was entered, did not put in an appearance.
Before the start Mosca tried the experiment of setting up her

jibstny till her hollow mast was bent well forward; Hie mast
could not stand it and was sprung a little during the windward
work. Kiowa had just come from the shops, where she had had
the rail on her mast taken off and hoops substituted; this required
that throat halliard fastenings be removed from mast ana re-
placed. The workmen improved on owner's orders and replaced
fastenings with a patent eyeboit, in place of a band round mast as
ordered; the result was that when she left her moorin°s tenminutes before start, the eyeboit drew out at once, and saif camedown with a run; the block was lashed onto mast again in time to
start, but rope lashings stretched badly, leaving sail very slackand bothering her on the windward work.
There was a nice westerly topsail breeze blowing at the startwith occasional puffs of some force, which died out somewhat to-ward the finish.
Wraith was handicapped hy a bad start; Kathleen was off firstwith Kiowa just astern, then Hoiden, Mosca and Edith . -lose to-

gether, Wraith bringing up the rear.
Kathleen and Kiowa began to drop the others on the run toBowmtch, Kathleen luffing as tar as obstructions near coursewould allow, to prevent Kiowa getting by her: the result wasthey sailed a longer distance than the others in every puffKiowa gained: between puffs Kathleen drew ahead; finally Kiowa

got by, rounding Bowditch Ledge about 30s, ahead; Mosca was
third, then Hoidan, Edith and Wraith.
It was a beat to Curtis Point, the boats standing in to the shore

with the wind very light. Kathleen could not point with Kiowa
hut omlooted her, so when she came out on the starboard tank
the Gape cat had to give way to avoid a foul. Mosca at this timewas closing well.
After the wind grew stronger and when boats next met Kiowaw as ahead, rounding wind ward mark about. 30s. ahead of Kathleen

Mosca third. At this time the others were close together some-
distance astern, Edith having a trifling lead. wh«n she broke ber
rudder and was forced out of the race. Running back to buoy 3Kiowa held her own on Kathleen, but from 3 to the finish with
wind forward of abeam and dying out, Kathleen gained, and
Mosca gained on both, but they were not able to catch her.
In the fourth class Nonpareil made a bad start, and never

caueht her competitor. Result as follows:
First class course. 10 miles round Half-Wav Rock, S. E Pig
reaker and return. Third and fourth classes ' round RmwiYtni,

FIRST CLASS.
Length.

Saracen, W. P. Fowle 38.01%
THIRD CIjASS—CATS.

Kiowa, W. A. & W. L. Jeffries 22.(11

Hoiden, Gordon Dexter 22.0,'

Edith, F. H.Wood 20.0a
SLOOPS.

Kathleen; R. S. Peahody 25.07
Mosca, C. H. W. Foster 24.06
Wraith, H. P. Benson 32.03

FOURTH CLASS.
Dolphin, Roval Robbins 18.00
Nonpariel, W. O. Taylor 18.(19

Saracen wins in first class, Kiowa in third class cats, Mosca in
sloops. Dolphin in fourth class. Championship for first class won
and held by Saracen, championship for third class won and held
by Kiowa, championship iu fourth class won and held hy Dolphin
Judge, Patrick Grant, Jr.

THAT NAPHTHA LAUNCH EXPLOSION.
A TERRIBLE casualty occurred at Buffalo, N. Y.. lug. 7,when

a quantity of naphtha g-is exploded, burning a boat bouse
and the bull of a naphtha launch, and killing three children and
a man and seriously injuring a woman and another child. The
newspapers reported that the accident was caused by the "ex-
plosion of the yacht's boiler." The launch was one of those manu-
faeturea by the Gas Knjjiue and -Power Co., of this ^ity, wlio have
advertised in our columns that nundreds of their launches were
in use without, a siugle accident. The naphtha launch is rapidly
winning its way iu popular favor, and it is recognized as a dis-
tinct advance in navigation. The craft are m use by so many
readers of Forest and Stream that we have been at some pains
to gam accurate information about the facts of the Buffalo affair
and t o learn whether the accident should be charged to the launch'
or to sheer culpable carelessness in handling naphtha independent-
ly of the working of the launch. The facis are given m the sub-
joined letters, sent to us by the manufacturers. From this examin-
ation by Buffalo pat ties, it appears that the yacht's "boiler" did not
"explode;" the explosion was caused by naphtha gas, formed bya
large quantity of naphtha spilleu in the boat bottom and thrown
overboard, where it floated on the surface. This naphtha uniting
witn the atmosphere formed explosive, gas, and it was this gas
that was ignited, not in the "yacht's boiler," but outside, and in-
dependently of any legitimate handling of naphtha in connection
with the yacht. An analogous case would be that of loading a
shotgun, scattering the powder about on the floor, and then
touching a match to it. Gun aud powder and yacht and naphtha
are perfectly safe engines so long as handled right. The Buffalo
casualty, we are satisfied, cannot be regarded as in the slightest
degree damaging to the safety of the naphtha launch, out it

should impress upon all who use the craft tne importance of ex-
treme care in handling the naphtha itself, when by uniting with
the atmospncie it may form an explosive gas. The letters are as
follows:

Buffalo, Aug. 10.—Gas Engine & Power Co., Morris Dock, New
York ( Jtf.77.—Gentlemen : After having quiteihorough.lv investi-
gated the cause of the recent explosion of gas in Mr. Crocker's
boat house, 1 am fully satisfied that it occurred as the result of
gross carelessness in the handling of naphtha, and that it was en-
tirely independent and iu no way connected with the machinery
or apparatus of the naphtha launch which was in the boat house
at th-< time. In fact, although the hull of the launch was almost
consumed byT fire, communicated to it by the burning naphtha
spilled on the water and m the boat which ignited from the ex-
plosion of gas generated therefrom, yet the naphtha tank, the re-
tort or coil, and every part of the machinery of the boat, is to-day
whole, and unimpaired, except in so far as it may have been af-
fected by the intense heat of the Are to which it was subjected.
Of course, everj intelligent person (and none others have any

business to handle such a u agent) understands that naphtha, when
poured, slopped or spilled about over a large surface, exposed to
the atmosphere, will evaporate rapidly, and mixing with the at-
mosphere, will form an explosive gas. By pumping a large quan-
tity of naphtha into the bottom ot the boat, with nothing to pre-
vent its flowing freely undents floors, then dipping out I he napn-
tha, or such part of it as was easily accessible, pouring consider-
able quantities of this overboard on the surface of the water,
leaving the bottom of the boat, well saturated with the naphtha
and then lighting a match in the midst of all this immense expo-
sure of naphtha-saturated, gas-generating surtac?. is it anv won-
der that a disastrous explosion occurred? H one had gone delib-
erately at work to manufacture, just the conditions necessary to
produce a powerful explosion of naphtha gas, he could hardly im-
prove upon these methods. As an owner of a naphtha launch
which 1 have now run for two seasons with the greatest satisfac-
tion, and as I believe, with great safety, I was much pleased to
find, upon getting at the bottom tacts, that the recent explosion
was due to no fault of' construction or defect in the naphtha
launch, but was entirely dependent upon gross thoughtlessness in
the handling of naphtha, contrary to all proper usage in dealing
with an agent which requires a little care and prudence wherever
it may be handled.—Yours truly, R. V. Pierce, M. D.

Buffalo, N. Y., Aug. 15.—Git* Engine & Power Co., Morris Dock,
N.Y. City.—Gentlemen: in reply to your recent inquiry as to the
cause of the burning of the naphtha launch and boat house,
would say I learned of the accident about two hours after its

occurrence, and just as my sons and self were leaving our boat
house in the naphtha launch Louisa, purchased of you some two
years since. As we were going to the yAcbt club aouse to take
my family for an evening sail, I determined to visit the scene of
the disaster before doing so, to learn if possible the cause. I ex-
amined the wreck, and became satisfied that neither the coil, or
retort, as you choose to call it, nor the tank had been injured,
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both being intact. Having satisfied myself that the boat and its

appliances were, not at fault, T resumed my journey, taking my
wife and children aboard, and spending the evening on the lake.
I mention this fact to show you my confidence in the safely of
the naphtha launch. 1 have since learned, in an interview with
the owner, that ai the time the accident occurred the parties in
charge, in order to find out what was the matter with their
strainer, or to see if there was dirt in the naphtha, had pumped
the naphtha from the tank into the campartment about the
engine, disconnecting some of the valves ne^r the pump for that
puroose. and using the. hand naphtha pump to do it. That they
l.lien transferred this naphtha from the compartment in the rear to
the tank, then cleaned out the back compartment, throwing over
the refuse naphtha which of course floated on the surface of the
water, and shortly after this the explosion occurred. Knowing as
1 do that the rear compartment is neither napht' a nor watertight,
and from this fact realizing that the naphtha must have gone from
that through the entire length of ihe boat, 1 can readily see how
the burning of the hoat occurred. I a n of the opinion that in
their efforts to start the boat, and in their manipulat ion of pump-
ing the naphtha into the compartments, then carrying it hack to
the tank and turning it in, they had filled the boat house with
gas from the naphtha, and that communication was made be-
tween the lighted march at the coil and the boat house, either
through the~naphtha left in the hoat or that, on the surface of the
water, and that the gas in the boat house exploded and set it on
fire instantly. Since the accident occurred I was present at the
raising of the hull, and upon close examination of the coil, tank,
pipes, and machinery of every description, I am confirmed in my
belief that none of them had given away, and that the accident
was caused by the use or handling of naphtha, and not at all
owing to any fault of the hoat. In fact, the examination proved
a great surprise, as it showed that although the entire boat, sides
and top, were completely burned to the waterline. the tank was
but slightly bulged and one stay pulled through. There was
naphtha still inside of it. Yours truly, Geo. B. Hayes.

HULL Y. C—The second championship race of the Hull Y. C.
was sailed on Aug. 17m a moderate VY. wind, the times being;

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Magic, E. C. Neal 31.03 2 35 16 2 06 54
Albatross, J. J. Henry 34.02 2 38 26 2 13 50

SECOND CLASS.
Harbinger, J. R. Hooper 23.01 2 30 16 1 58 15
Erin, .1 . Cavanagh 26.08 2 37 50 2 04 28

THIRD CLASS.
Posy. R. G. Hunt -.22,02 2 00 03 1 24 3ti

Undine, E. B. Holmes 23.04 3 06 20 1 33 21
Secret, E. F. Linton 22.06 2 03 49 1 28 48
Echo, Burweil & Isham 24.06 2 01 13 1 2* 43
Thelga, H. J. Johnson 22.01 2 02 37 127 05

FOURTH CLASS.
Eureka, E. B. Rogers 20.06 1 34 46 I 12 04
IXL., Skinner & Smith 16.02 1 51 40 1 24 52

FIFTH CLASS.
Mabel, F. L. Dunne & Brown 19.10 1 43 16 1 20 04
Myrtle, O. R. Poor.... 19.02 1 42 42 t 18 54
Atald, F. F. Linton - 19.10 1 39 2s 1 fti 16

Tartar, .T. B. Forsythe 19.11 I 55 18 I 32 10
SIXTH CL»SS.

Rocket, H. M. Faxon 16.02 1 49 38 1 22 41

Wildfire, H. A. Keith 17.03 1 53 23 1 27 39
Magic and Atala win each a championship leg. and Harbinger,

Posy, Thelga anil Eureka win full championships. The judges
were Benjamin W. Rowell, Win. E. Snerriffs. .fohn R. Onadwick
and James B. Forsythe.

DUXBURY REGATTA.—The third subscription race at Dux-
bury was sailed on Aug. 17, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Pet, H. T. Hayden 17.03 Not token.
Marv, .1. W. Seaver, Jr 16.06 2 01 34 1 17 18
Marion. .Tames W. Watson 19.02 1 45 30 1 05 50

Dux. William Adams 17.07 1 40 33 1 04 III

White Swallow, E. W. Watson 18.09 1 43 60 1 03 SO
Pearl, F. H. Palmer

17

06 1 57 30 1 15 09
First White Swallow, second Dux, third Marion.

SECOND CLASS CENTERBOARD SPR1TSAILS.
Solitaire, Sanford C. Winsor 17.01 1 3ii 48 1 03 16
Henrietta, A. M. Watson, Jr 16.01 2 00 10 1 3l 58
Carrie B., John C. Dawes IB. 02 Not uaken.
Kittle, L. H. Delano 15.03 2 10 20 1 33 55
Mvra, S. O. Chenev 16 03 1 44 33 I OS 44

Fr. d and Emma, Fred Wadswortb... 15.09 1 51 40 1 15 00
Mayflower, Bache & Snow 16.00 1 41 10 1 04 58

Kutherine, Everett Ewi 11 16.00 1 48 42 1 12 30
Ben Harrison, S. S. Ryeharrls .17.00 1 33 16 1 03 36
Rooster, Percv B. Fowle 16.06 1 46 56 1 It 3i
Florence, Geo. B. Cushing 15.00 Not taken.
Unknown, Ernesi Sweeiser 15.07 2 11 50 1 36 08
Fair Play, Geo. D. Bartlett 16.07 1 37 36 1 02 20
Eaton, E. R. Eaton 16.00 Not taken.
First Solitaire, second Fair Play, Hurl Ben Harrison.

THIRD CLASS—KEEL SPHTTSAILS
Sadie W., William J. Turner 15.01 3 12 37 1 84 55
Osiris, John M. \\ atson 15.01 1 19 30 1 41 48
Paul Revere, Clarence Smith 16.00 2 10 45 1 34 33
Clear the Track. Oscar Hunt 15.05 1 49 b8 1 12 30
Jessie, J. Morton 15.07 1 50 45 1 14 03

First Clear the Track, second Jessie, thitd, Paul Revere.
The judges were Joun A. Irwin, Sidney M. Hedg. s and Lewis K.

Keith, and the committee of Arrangements Charles M. Cook,
Sanford C. Winsor, Alfred D. Green, Lewis H. Delano and Capt.
Joshua M. Cushing.

COTTAGE CITY RACES.—The Citizens' race for Cape cat-
boats was sailed off Cottage City on Aug. 15, the wind being N.E.
The times were:

FIRST CLASS—21FT. SAILING LENGTH.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Climax 1 48 55 1 17 45
Wildcat 2 03 24 1 28 14
Mollie 2 06 23 1 32 13
Defiance 3 09 26 1 34 56

Tramp - 2 06 13 1 35 02
Mary 2 08 01 1 36 01

Edna Did not finish.
SECOND CLASS—18ft. TO 2lFT,

Daisy 2 03 54 1 23 34

Hero 2 06 10 1 26 30
Algonquin 2 07 10 1 26 50

Kina. 2 07 55 1 39 15

Mascot 2 14 07 1 33 17

Marion 2 20 29 1 41 59

Sachem 2 34 42 1 47 02

Drift - - • Did not finish.

THIRD CLASS.
Edith 1 38 48 1 03 28

Reba 1 49 33 1 11 01

Psyche. 1 47 24 1 12 44

Rena 1 54 43 1 16 27
Shawnee Did not finish.

FOURTH CLASS.
MaryE 1 21 55 0 50 25

Annie - 1 21 47 0 58 39

Marion 1 38 50 1 07 38

No Name Hid not finish.
FIFTH CLASS.

Otter 1 38 48 1 05 54

Messer 1 41 00 1 09 41

Sanford 1 49 50 1 17 44
Jones 1 55 53 1 34 21

J. Arthur Beebe Did not finish,
SIXTH CLASS.

E.Donnelly 1 48 55 1 15 49

Capt. Ireland 1 50 20 1 19 14

J. D. Hoxie I 55 58 1 24 46

Olga Did not finish.

MAHOPAC Y. C—Third pennant regatta, Aug. 17. Regular
club course, sailed twice; time limit, 2 hours; distance, 10 milts.

Weather fair. Wind W.N.W., moderate:
JIB AND MAINSATI. — CLASS 2.

Leoi'ta. Elapsed. Corrected
Flora, E. S Ponvert 31.17 1 38 28 1 37 33

Yixen, F. H. Patteson 22.05 1 42 20 1 42 01

Vida, David Hunt ... .22.10 1 43 30 1 43 30

CATBOATS—CLASS 4.

Dart, Ad. Engl er, Jr ....15.00 1 55 15 1 55 15

Mist, D. N. B. Sturgis 30.03 1 52 OS 1 56 00

Susie S., E. Sturgis 15 00 Did not finish.

Flora won in Class 2 and. Dart in Class 4. Vixen broke her jib-

boom square in the middle just after the start, and sailed half of

first round and all of second without a jibboom. Regatta Com-
mittee and Judges—Herbert A. Levy, J. S. Cooley and Edwin C.

Dusenbury,

GREAT HEAD Y. C. SECOND CHAMPIONSHIP.-The second
championship race of the Great He id Y. O. wa> sailed on Aug 16
in a'liglit S.W. wind, the times being;

FTRST CLASS,
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Owl. J. S. Cushing 25.00 1 27 10 1 03 07
Hustler, J. C. Miller Time not taken.

SECOND CLASS.
Nellie Mav, T. J. Young 21 .00 1 39 00 1 01 16
E. A. C, Geo. H. Worcester 20.04 1 44 50 1 16 24

THIRD CLASS.
Modoc, D. W. Belcher 15.02 1 04 28 0 41 00
1. X. L., C. L. Smith 16.01 1 04 55 0 4 : 43
Rocket, W. H. Faxon 16.02 1 06 34 0 44 07
Evelyn, L. W. Harrington 18.03 1 07 12 0 <i6 37
Tkera, G°orge Bryden 15.09 1 06 00 0 51 28
The sail-off will take place on Aug. 31.

QUINCY Y. C. SECOND CHAMPIONSHIP —The Quincy Y. C.
was unlucky on Aug. 15 in having no wind for its second cham-
pionship lace, the yachts drifting over the course, and being
timed as follows:

FIRST CLASS. .

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Posy, R. G. Hunt 22 02 2 39 29 2 11 99
Erin, John Cavanagh 26.00 2 45 07 2 20 19

Adolph, Secret and Mooadyne witudr twn.
SECOND CLA8S.

Pet, J. McFarland 19.08 3 25 31 2 58 21
Mabel, F. L. Dunne 20.00 3 28 20 3 01 38
Atala, E. F. Linton Withdrawn.

,UB AND M AINSAIL.
Diadem, L. A Havwa rd 18 . 02 3 19 23 2 50 39
Nereid, C. F. Colby 20.09 3 24 28 2 58 20

THTRD CLASS.
Rocket, H. M. Faxon 16.02 3 14 41 2 43 15
Mirage, John Dearborn 17 03 3 17 28 2 47 40
Wildfire, Elise, Flora and Guenn withdrawn. The judges were

John A. Sanborn and C. A. French.
CAPE CATS AND CUTTERS.—Eriffor Forst and Stream: It

will be very hard to give "Inquirer" ail the information he de-
sir* s about Cape cats and cutters, but I can give him some of the
facts, which to my mind in one trial prove nothing. Saracen,
Kathleen and Harbinger crossed tne starting line but a few sec-
onds apart, so the start maybe considered even. The first leg
was a reach of sometning over 11 mil- s with the wind on the port
quarter. Saracen rounded the ouoy first, with Harbinger one-
half and Kathleen four and a half minutes later. Harbinger
would probably have rounded first or at least with Saracen if she
had not ca'ried away her spmakor boom, which she had swuDg
well forward. Neither of the others carried spinakers. From
the buoy to Tinker's Island, a stretch of about 8 mites, Kathleen
caught Harbinger anil both passed Saracen. Harbinger only
tacked on this stretch, which she did twice to break Kathleen's
wind, who was weathering on both boats nicely. Beyond Tinker's
Island the contest is of no value, as the catboat ran into smooth
water. The honors were, reaching, Saracen, Harbinger, Kathleen;
and on the wind, Kathleen, Ha: nirger, Saracen. 1 will not at-
tempt to explain the cutter's defeat, but after witnessing the cat-
boat's victory I would willingly back the Kathleen if matched
against her with any time allowance which taxed each equally
and where shifting hallast is not. allowed—Eye- Witness.

FIXTURES.
August.

—
. Pequot Meet, Thimble Islands.

7-23. A. C. A. Meet, Stave Island St. Lawrence River.
SEPTEMBER.

2. Aldington, Annual, Arling- 7. Puritan, Record Races, No. 5.

ton, N. J. 14. Ianthe, Annual, Newark.
7. Brooklyn, Annual, postponed.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION MEET.
TENTH ANNUAL.

Stave Mand on the Si. Laurence.

AUGUST 18.—It is now three years since a meet has been held
on the St. Lawrence, and naturally many new faces are seen

in camp. Delaney Point, where the camp was held for three suc-
cessive seasons, is in plain view from the present camp on the
upper or western end of Stave Island. To reach the camp from
Clayton one pas-ses through Eel Bay and past the old campground
which now seems bare indeed. The steamboat course from Clay-
ton to Gananoque passes just to the westward of Stave Island
marked by a lighthouse on a little point across the narrow chan-
nel from "the camp. There are many small islands nearwPh
narrow straits between them forming a regular fringe all about
the camp and affordingprot eti >n from storms. The arrangement
of the camp is almost identical with that at Lake George last
year—on three sides of the narrow end of an island, with a little

strait between it and the next island. The shore is well adapted
to the building of landing stages for canoes, and easilv reached
by paths from the higher land where the tents are pitched on
somewhat rocky ground in a pine grove with little or no under-
brush. The steamboat wharf is to the east of the camp in a fine

little harbor, and very near the diaing shed where the campers
take their meals—three tickets fqr one dollar. E. J. Searle, of
Gananoque, is running the. mess department—in a very much
bet i or way than that of last year. Tne dining shed is in an
orchard on the Dickson place—it can hardly be called a farm.
Near the mess shed is a large three-pole circus tent, put up for

holding meetings and for the us»- of members. It was converted
into a tiali room last Thursday evening by the campers, an im-
ported Canadian band furnishing the music and Paradise Point,
the ladies' camp this year, the partners. Squw Point, as it was
called in the earlier days, is on the north side of the island on the
main Canadian channel of the river.

A few over 200 nam' s have been registered on the sec-
retary's books up to to-night as r gel ir calipers and. 146 canoes.
Over 50 have entered for the races and 47 for the chief sailing
event, so the contests that begin at 9:30 to-morrow promise to be
specially interesting. The club? r- presented are: Peterboro (9).

Deowainsta (Rome, 4). Whitbv (1), Toronto (20), Lindsay (9), Vesper
(Lowell, 6), Bayonne (2), Brooklyn (7), Amsterdam (2), Kingston
(4), Knickerbocker (N Y. city. 7), Pittsburgh (2), Montreal (3),

Ubique (14), Watertown (1), Jabberwock (2,1, Cincinnati (1) Brcck-
vilie (6), Ganancque (8), Philadelphia (~), Onimhian Moaquno
Fleet (New Roc hell. , 1). Ianthe (Newark, 3;, Hartford (1), Gal (8),

Yonkers (4), Arlington (6), Ottawa (4). Lake St, Louis (3), Puritan
(4), Bobcaygeon (4), New York (2), Marine and Field (Bath, L. I., 6),

Kwo-ne-she (Trenton, 1), Rochester (2), Q&wegatchifi (Ogdensburg,
1), L>«kefield (4). Mohican (Albany, 3). Buffalo (1), Deseronto (1),

Quebec (1), 40 in all. There are alsj other A. C, A. members unat-
tached to any club.

Mr. B. W. Wood, of the Tippy C. C, Chicago, winner of the
Western Canoe Association trophy at Ballast Island in July, is

here with his canoe Wood, as a guest, and will take part in the
races, having been invited by the regatta committee. Hyde D.
Murphy, a correspondent of the. Boston Herald, is reporting the
meet fo'r his paper and seuding sketches for puolication of camp
scenes and the crack canoes. The far-famed, around-the-world-
since-the- 'ast-meet Jabber is also here— but without a canoe and
with a camera. Mrs. Dean, of Lindsay, is chaperoning a party of
young ladies, who euliven the camp-fires with songs, including
Miss MacGachen, of Littlebourne. Eng.. and Miss Herriman, of

Grand Folks, Dak. Mr., Mrs. and Miss Seavey, of New York, are
camping at Paradise Point, as they have been yearly for some
time, and Mrs. L. J. Edwards, of Seattle, W. T.. is also there.
Commodore R,ogers was on hand earlyr with Secretary Hatton,

of Peterooro, and camp was formally opened on the O^h. Canoe-
ists have been coming in daily ever since. Ex-Coaimodore Ed-
wards, chairman of the regatta commit.ee, is not here, owing to

the lecent death of his wile, Mr. French, of Buffalo, of the com-
mittee, taking his place. Messrs. Whitlock and Bailey, acting for

the committee, laid out the courses the middle of the week, and
successfully located them to the westward of the camp in the
Canadian channel, where the prevailing wind (S.W ) gets a clear
swt ep across. The current is not su-ong here and need hardly be
calculated on in the sailing. Three ex-commodores have r- gis-

tercd—Rathbone, Gibson and Wilkin—and many division officers,

are pre^en t, except from tne East.
The Vesper men arrived early and have been sailing steadily

all the week. They mean businese and are cut out for winners,
with Paul Butler as tneir captain.
Many skiffs keep coming and going to and from Gananoque,

Clayton, the summer resorts and the camp. One, with most bril-

liant turkey red sails, is regularly at the oamp, and presents a
very peculiar appearance sailing about the island.

Yesterday, when a party of three were paddling to camp from
Gananoque. they were passed by one of the river steamers and
upset by the swell, losing all their traps. The steamer did not
even stop to help the paddlers, and they spent a most uncomfort-
able half hour-not to say dangerous—iu the water before thev
were rescued by a skiff partv.
There is a camp circus billed for Tuesday night in the large

tent. The rehearsals already held have developed plenty of
talent, and the show promises to be a howling success.
The Toronto club are here in force, thirty members with a big

canoe, holding fourteen paddlers and two end men, called Unk-
ta-hee. Win n the full complement, of the crew is on board the
ship is an imposing sight. The other extreme is illustrated by a
small Peterboro canoe weighing jus f ISibs.
The weather up to to-day has been most discouraging—min

every day, and sometimes all day, accompanied by high winds.
To-day and yesterday were fine, and the promise is for good
weather for several days to come. The Northern Division trophy
was posted to be raced for on Friday, but the weather effectually
put a stop to even sLartitig it.

There is an extra race put on the programme, a failing race,
6 miles, for a large vase presented to the Association hy Mr. E. H.
Barney of Springfield, Mass. The idea originated with his son
George, who died last May, and Mr. Barnev has lollowed out the
ideas of his son to the letter. The regatta committee have de-
cided—as the conditions of the race were left to them—that the
cup should be sailed for annually until won twice by one man,
when it should become ais pr iperty. The race is to 'follow the
ti o?hy race, and the trophy winner is barred out. Mr. Barnev is
iu Clayton, and will be at the camp to witness the races. The
vase is of copper, egg-shaped, on four supports, and is a really
beautiful prize.
The programme of the races to be contested Monday, Tuesday

and Wednesday is as follows:

RECORD EVENTS.

1. Paddling, classes 2 and 3, decked; % mile.
2. Paddling, class 4, decked; y:, mile.
3. Paddling, classes 2 and 3. open; 14 mile.
4. Paddling, class 4, open; 14 mile.
5. Combined paddling ana sailing, ^ mile alternately: total, ;l

miles, A and B.
6. Sailing, classes A and B, 4)4 miles.

OTHER EVENTS.

7. Trophv, sailing, 7 miles.
8. Paddling, clas-es 3, 3 and 4. open or decked; 1 mile.
9. Paddling, tandem, class 4; }4 m'le

10. Club fours, any canoe not over 16ft.; )4 miie.
11. Paddling, upset (open canoes entering to have \4 minute

start on condition of being emptied after turning over); 150yds.
13. Hurry-scurry—run, swim, pad lie.

13. Soling, upset.
14. Sailing, cruising race; 6 miles.
15. Gymnastics and tournament.

The order of the races will depend upon t he weather—sailing
events first, if the wind answer,
The Northern Division cup will be raced lor at the meci by

members of the division, and there will doubtless be other special
races, including race- for unclassed canoes, if present,
Canoes noted as "decked" entering events Nos. 1, 2 and 3, must

be decked at least one-half their length, have effective keel or
cenurboard and two water-t ;ght tanks or bulkheads; iu other
words be properly equipped «aning canoes. In No. 14, m addition,
canoes must have a well not less tnao lOin. wide for a length of
4ft,, w th a sleeping space of at least 6ft., of which at least 5ft.

must be clear; there must be no projecting ceulerboard when
housed, and no sliding seats or standing sails, start to be made
with sails down, and sails to be lowered on deck once during the
race. Opencanots in events 3, 4, 8, 9 10 and 11 must use single-
blade puddles; in all other case:- any paddle may be used.
Class* s A and B will sail together on e qual terms, all c KtlnetiouR

betsveen them being abolished, and no separate r.tcord kept either
for prizes or record points.

The noviie prize, open only to members who never sailed a
canoe before St-ptember, 1888, will be awarded on the. result of the
first rouQd of race No. 6.

The camp was assembled at U o'clock this morning to hold
divine sei vice. As no minister was present Commodore Rogers
offered a prayer and hymns were sung. About the. eamp-rire in
the evening singing also was the order of exercise. A bugler
from the Royal Military College at Kingston sounds the call for
colors morning and evening, and the Hags go up and come down
at gun fire, 7:30 A. M. and 6 P. M.
Monday, Aua. 19.—Members of the Rochester, Knickerbocker,

Brockvilie, Oswego, Lakefield, Red Dragon, Philadelphia and
Washington C. C, turned up D U morning, the first nay of the.

races. The weather was anything but promising, as during
breakfast, it rained and the wind seoiiPd to promise ulcnty of
power m an hour or two. The sailing race was put on the bulle-
tin as the first one to be called, at 9-30, No. 6 on programme. At
the start it looked very threatening, but later cleared off and a
fine day has resulted, with plenty of wiud, but no gale. The
start was made at 10:12 A.M., 38 canoes crossing the line on a

rnach to first buoy, Eilida, Brazer of Lowell, getting off first.

Wind strong from southwest down river. Tnere was much less
confusion in getting off than might have beeu expected and no
serious fouls. At tne first buoy, however, several canoes got
bunched about, one that upset and the following boats cleared
tne scramble, by giving it a wide berth. Dr. J. A. Gage, canoe
Owl, of Lowell, the winner of the novice race last y«.ar. got the
lead on the windward leg and held if to the finish. Ford Jones of
Brockvilie in Canauck came in second. The course was sailed
over three times and the large fleet presented a glorious si^ht.
Combined with this race was the race for novices, once around.
The first la boats in—the ones that, will race for the trophy— were
as follows:
1. Owi. Dr. Gage, Lowell 11 13 00

2. Oannuck, Ford Jones. Brockvilie .11 U Oil

3. Ellida, Brazer, Lowell 11 16 00

4. Mac, McKeudrick, Toronto 11 16J4
5. Fly, Paul Binder. Lowell 11 16%
6. Wood, B. W. Wood, Ohicaj;o 11 is 00

7. Notus, Bai.ey, P.ttsburgh .11 18 01

8. Wasp, Walsh, Lowell U 18 30

9. Cyru.s, WhitiocK, Brooklyn 11 la 30

10. Atom. Yaux, New York 11 19 53

11. Dimple, Forrest, Hartford 11 19 54

12. Hornet, Andrews, Rochester 11 30 0U

13. Una, Frazer, Toronto 11 21 00
14. Nenemoncus, Douglas, New York 11 21 45

15. Given, Morse, Toronto 11 22 00

G. C. Dempsey, cauoe Drift, of Lowell, won the novice race.
First boat dm the course in lh. 1m., fi.teeuth boat Ih. 10 ui.

Event 3 was next called, tour entries, half-mile, padile, simile
blades, J. P. Smiley, P. W. Strickland, Darcey Strickland, A.
Torreuce, all Canadians.
Very close race, down the wind straightaway, won by Torrence,

Sm ley second. Time 5 in. 58s. and 5m. 58J^s, Three finished.

This ended the morning's racing.

PEQUOT MEET.

THE annual meet of the Pequot Canoe Association was held
from July 31 to Aug. 12, and in many features was the most

successful in the history of the Associa tion. The weather pre-
vious to the opening day was very unpleasant, but the racing
week was marked by iair weather. The disappointing feature of
the meet was the inability of small boats at distant points to

C. C, by Etml C. Knappe, in the Agawaui.
The honors all went to Mr. Knappe m the canoe class, and to the

Legrand B. in the cruiser class.

Tne register shows over 150 names for the week. The last night
of the racing weeit was marked by a hop, over one hundred guests
being present from neigh ooriug islands and tne main shore. The
" barracks," as they are termed, w. re converted into a most pic-
turesque dancing pavilion by the ladies in eatnp, and the general
effect was most at.racuve.
The Association will in all probability offer a trophy challenge

cup next season, to be ra«?ed ror by can .ea only.

The memnership has increased to 9.2, and is rapidly reaching
Mgh water mark. A club house, to contain 42 rooms, with quar-
ters for boats, etc., is being discussed, and wid probably oegin to
materialize before nexc season. F. P. Lewis, Sec'y-Treas.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP—Northern Division: T. M. Budgett,
Montreal, Que.: F. H. Durable, Rev. H. Auston, W. J. Gibson,
Gananoque, Ont.; Jihn Wilson, Bobcaygeon, Oar. Atlantic
Division: Wm. Lawrence Dudley, Wasnington, D. C. Central
Division: S. Gilbert Averell, Ogdensburgh, N. Y.; Mr. Benj. W,
Wood, Chicago, 111.; Charles Russell, Ogdensburgh. N, Y,
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The Explorations of Jonathan Oldbuck, F.G.S.Q.. in East-
•een Latitudes. Cai.ariipn History, Legends, Scenery. Sport.
By J. M. LeMoiHf, Quebec, 1889. Paper. 865 pages.

This volume is just what tbe author profesees it was his aim to
give his retct rs, a familial itinerary of travel by sea and land,
covering a. score of years and over the most picturesque por-
tion of the Province of Quebec. And if one were privileged, in
truth, to choose a traveling companion in Canada, what a rare
saiisfacti! n it would be to go m company with this historian, an-
tiquary, botanist, ornithologist", i port>man, angrier, wit and story
t« ller, whose erudition, versatiiuy and b' oad sympathies are
shown in the noble list of volumes already given io Canadian
literature, and now newly demonstrated in this volume just from
the press. Wild flowers of the woods and fields and the dust of
musty historical manuscript 0

, one might think, would not appeal
to the f ame tastes; yet. rh» LeMoine who has written a book on
the " Wild Flowers of Quebec " is the s me LeMt»in« whose anti-
quarian note book has supplied the material for volumes of hit-
tory.
And very mii'-h as an ardent bota,uist searches out and brings

to the notice of trie world rare plants and bl issoms, has the
autror in this book coll- cted thr flower* of historical a id legend

-

arv lore. One is surprise^, teo, in turning over the p ises, to
notice how on every hand the soortsman tourist, gui led bv such,
a friendly companion, woul 1 find associations of interest to him,
bt cause touching on his favorite nursutts. Even the geographi-
cal tames become in Lr Moine's bands Keys to m ires of anecdotes
and r. minisceuces of Canadian bnnters and fishermen. Thus of
Ru sieau de TOurs he. writes: "What gave it its sporting nam< ?
I have a faint remptimran e of a hear story, more tlian two hun-
dred ,\ears old. in winch the local nimrod, Seigneur Uift'ard,
whil lying perdu for wild geese— me spriae—on the sedgy b inks
of this riv- r. is stated to have spied a nuge bear rooming in the
neighborhood, mayhap in quest of the seigniorial mutton. Gaui-t,
tired, p ssibly unc msc oas of evil intent, ruin was lanoing the
crystal draught of the Ruisseau. To sub tit ut^ in his long duck
gun slugs for goose shot was the affair of an instant for tois
sporting L-nrd, --md, lo! oruin's brave spirit was wafted to where
all good bears go!"

Again, of Hunter River the story is told that it reneived its
name in commemoration of the fate of an English officer, who
having become lost in the woods w ile hunting, did not appear
when his appointed wedding day came, and returning at last, to
find another favored suiior in his place, betook himself again to
the woods, where he was found on the banks of this r'ver dead.
The. "Explorations" is a book to dip into; and open it where

one may. Share is incident and story. Thus, in descrying the
shrine of La Bonn" Ste. Anne, with it* votive off* rings of crutches
and staves left behind by the cripples cur<-d by resort hither.
"Over the side door, a small painting portrai s roughly a forest and
a man crushed tinder a tree; in the foreground is seen a small
dog. which looks as if he was carrying something away. An old
legend relates that a Oan-ulian named Dorval, while at work,
alone in the woods ne;sr Tadoussac, was crushed under a tree he
had hewn down, and had his leg broken. Pinioned Under the fal-
len trunk, and without hopes of help in this wilderness, he
uttered a praver to Saint Anne, who immediately inspired a
means of deli^ei ance. Ho took a p ece of nark, so.ik- d it in his
blood and gave it to his dog, rolling him to go and seek help at
the neighboring dwellings. Trie faithful animal, divining the
thoughts of li s master, ran to Tadoussac, his res<Pss movements
and the piece of bloody nark, which he placed at the feet of tho-e
he met. awakening attention. Some followed the anim.il. who
brought them to bis imprisoned master. Thus delivered. Dorval
hastened to accomplish his vo w and to deposit aa ex-voto, as a
token of his gratitude "

The chapter on the Magdalen Islands contains a description of
Canadian salmon rivers with a revi w of the angline works re-
lating to thetn. This was published in the Forest and Steeam
som time ase; our readers will be glad to hav- it in this con-
venient form for a new re iding. and with it " The Cruise of the
Hirondelle," witnits account oi Seal and Crane Islands, Mont ma-
guy's g imp preserve, and a store of sporting lore connected with
the lower St. Lawrence Not tne. least entertaining chapter is
the concluding one "On Sime Historical Dogs." The mast ff

Pilot, "described bv Father L ilemant. in 1647. as leading each
morning to the woods her litter of savage pups taking with them
a ramble lound the Fori, at Montreal; scouring the un erbrush
and scanni g carefullv every hrusu to d'seover a skulking Mo
hawk. Woe netide the unlucky whelp who shirked his work!
Pilot would worry, snap at him-haying fiercely if a lurking foe
was m the n< ighborhoon.''
Tiie lis' ii.cludes many a noble animal worthy of being remem-

bered, down to the author's own St. Bernard Wolfe: "A noble

fellow and a reliable friend. He Droved a rao-t efficient guardian
of the grounds. His stature, strength, majestic demeanor and
deep, loud hay'ng attracted wide attention, and inspired visitors
with respect not unmixed wild awe; such was the opinion enter-
tained of him by theuro litis of B^rgorville, that, with the aid of a
few legends about his ferocity adroitlv dropped by the gardner,
none had the hardihood to cros? the frontier after n'gbtfall; and
though Wolfe has some time ago jo'ned the great majority, the
terror of h s name still lasts; he is supposed still to stand sentinel
at night." No tourist in the Dominiou can afford to omit giving
th is book a place in his satchel, where it will De at hand for con-
stant reference.

Cole's Combined System of Drainage and Irrigation: By
A. P. Cole. Wells vi lie. N Y. This is a practical manual of the
new system of agriculture originated hy Hon. Asahei N. Cole,
whose death occurred m July last, and is printed by the author.
It is a system of suh-irrigation, by wnich the rainfall, being first
gathered into lateral trenches, instead of running to waste in
superficial streamlets, is gradually released by slow pi rcolation,
whereby plants find abundant moisture for their nourishment at
all seasons. Th'S system is p rfectly and naturally illustrated in
the fertile plains of the Northwest, where the soil freezfs 8ft.
depp in the long severe winters, and gradually melting in spring
an1 summer, enables the farmers to produce great crops of
wheat, even though no drop of rain should fail during the entire
growiug Sfason Mr. Cole was no theorist, and the practicability
of his system has been demonstrated always wherever it has been
tried. Toe results of his individual efforts at Wellsville astonish
all who investigate them.

Canvas Cannes and how to Build Them. By Parker B. Field.
Price 50 cents. Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens.
Price $1.50. The Canoe Aurora. By C. A. Nerdi. Price $1. Canoe
HandUr.g. By C. B Vaux. Price $1. Canoe and Camera. By T.
S. Steele. Price 1.60. Four Months in a Snedltbox. By N. H. Bishop.
Price $1.50. Canoe and Camp Cookery. By "Seneca." Price $1.

For a disordered Liver try Beecham's Pills.—Adv.

HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POPliTRT.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free.
crtttEs C Fevers, Congestions, Inflammation,
a.A. l Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.

r" ui *< liameuess, Rheumatism.
iHl""" f

?.
,s"' ," E,eT ' Nasal Discharges.

D. D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E. E.--Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
E ,E,""£?.I,C or Gripes, Bellyache.
lT.tr...Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
U.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.

Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.H..—Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

.
Witch Hazel Oil and Medicator, Sr.00Frice, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), . .60

Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere
andin any quantity on Receipt oi Price.
Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders.
FBIOS, SI.OR.

wyr ^ a Tiff at> titts rvo'DTrnj!

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It i* the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

"NTo. 18 VKRKY STHERT, NEW YORK.

WINCHESTER

D PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask. your Dealer for them.

Sold Ketail *>y the Mantifa.ctu.rers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,

312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Send for 82-page Pataloe-ue of Arms and Ammunition.

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN,
MANUFACTURERS OF

J^ISTJD CLOTHING FOR

ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, LUMBERMEN, ONERS, ETC.
Write fox our new combined Catalog**© with samples of Imported

Canvas and Flannels •£=<h
Address TJI*. <£k 1MEC, Valparaiso, Indiana,
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The Celebrated Smith £ Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beamy of Finish, Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvements—Autorr atic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrougHt steel
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the

genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH <So WESSON,
ST'TtTTVCS-^'IBI.P. MASS.

NOTICE TO FISHERMEN. CUT PRICES.
HERE I AM AGAIN AS USUAU CUTTING THE PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE. IT T\ ILL. PAY YOU

TO BUY YOUR TACKLE IN BROOKLYN.
PT>ICE PRICE.

$2.75 For Split Bamboo Salt-Water Bass Rod, 6 strip, 2 joints, 8ft., 20oz., So'id Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Doutfe Guides. Silk Wound Black Beaded Handle $2 75

3.32 For ^plit Bamboo Black Ba*s Rod, 8-Jft., 3 joints, 10 or 1 ioz., Solid Reel Sear, Nickel Trimmings, Raised Tie Guides, Extra Tip, Silk Wound, Wood Form 3.32

3.32 For Trout or Black ^ass Fly Rod, same finish as above, lOJffc., 7 to 9 iz., complete in wood form , 3.32

.90 For Ash and Lancewooo Weakfish or Striped Bass Rod, Hollow Butt, Extra Tip, Swelled Ferrules 90

1.50 For Fi^e No 0 Brass Mult' Diving Reel, Balance Handle, Screw Qil Cup, t olds 000ft. 18-thread Linen Line, diameter 3£in. Also Nos, 0, 1, 2, 3, same price. See catalogue 1.5)

3. 75 For Hard Rubber and Nickel Multiplying Reel, with Drag, Raised Pdlars, hok's 000ft 15-thread Linen Lke 3.75

Hooks Down go the prices. My besr, qnalitv all kinds s> elled on single gut, lOcts. per doz. : double, 15cts. ,
treble, 20cts. ; in % doz. packages. Leaders: Treble gut "Weakfish and Striped

Bass Leaders, three length, Bote. ; four length, 7c's. , five length, 9cts. ; all best quality. Reel Lines on B ocks ot 30oft.,' 9 thread, SHcts. ; 12 thread, 43ctf. : 15 thread, 40cts. ; 18 tnread,

53cts. 300tt. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Blocks, 41cts. Broken lots of Hooks from best manufacture, all kinds and sizes, 2cts. per dozen. SEND p'OR CATALOGUE.

J. F. M ARSTERR. 51 , 53 & 55 Court St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY.

Beecham's Pills
For Bilious and Nervous Disorders.

** Worth a Guinea a Box"—but sold

for 25 cents,
BY AIX DRUGGISTS.

Increasing >alen Attest the Popularity ol
1HE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES,
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

Manufacturer! only by

(KINNEY TOBAGO' i OO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the OW R< liable

SWEET CAPORAL.

LOG- CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
metbo<1 of building h>g cabins from the s ro-

piest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins." for in its

pages he wih find a variebv of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of

detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

LONDON: DAVTES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

PREMIERE QUAXITE,
Our :KT©x*t- Cls»rette.

As the result of long labor an<i careful study we have this superb
Cigarette to offer. It cannot be suruasoed in purity or excellence; and
is a novelty, unique, chaste and dainty. Ic is from the highast cost
Virginia and North Carolina leaf.

Tlie linest Smoking Mixtures
,UBfl « a/nanni 0 on

are of our Manufacture. ffluc 0. nliflBflll * l#U.,

wmsm first Prize Medala. bqoelestbk, k. j.

DO NOT DISPOSE OF YOUR

American Clay Bird Traps,
As we are now prepared to furnish the

CHAMPION CLAY BIRD,
Which is far superior to the old American bird, and can be thrown from the same trap.

$9 PZR 1 HOUSAND. FOR SUE BY ALL DEALLRS.

HANDLE ARMS CO.,
OINCIKTMATI, O.

Kew Model* 1869,

KeystGne Targets &TraBS
Are as good as can be had. Keystone Traps
are llie trap« for c'ubs to use, as they will

throw all tartf«ts. Keystone Targets are the
smoothest, best made and most economical
for clubs to use

J. P. LOVELL ARMS 0<> Boston. Mass.
E. K. TRYON. JR & OO Philadelphia, Pa.
HIBBARD, SPENDER, B 4RTLETT & CO., . Chicago, 111.

E. C. -MEAO riAM ARMS CO., ..... St. Louis, Mo.
N. D. KOT SOM & CO., New Haven, Conn.
Hv KEIDEL & CO., ....... BaHamdife, Md,
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A CHAPTER OF ACCIDENTS.

IT is a thousand pities that the man who had the knack

of shooting to hit if it was a deer and miss if it was

a calf did not transmit his convenient skill to the present

generation, for the good of the human race. It would

have averted much suffering, sorrow and woe.

The deer hunting season in the Adirondacks opened on

Aug. 15. Before sunset of that day the customary

fatality had occurred: and a sportsman, a New York

business man, who was hunting for deer, was himself

taken for a deer by another hunter, shot at and killed.

This recalls the case of the Eonkonkoma, Long Island,

hotel proprietor who went out deer hunting one Sunday,

a year or two ago, and shooting at what he took to be a

deer, brought down his human victim. The count of men

who have been seriously wounded or killed outright by

blundering hunters Would be an extensive one. We do

not recall a more deplorable case than that of two mem-

bers of deer hunting parties in the Ozark region of Mis-

souri. One of these parties had gone into the woods

from Nevada, Mo., and the other from Wyandotte, Kan.

They camped near to each other, but neither knew of the

proximity of the other. One morning the two parties

left their camps, all clad in the hunter's garb, made of

ducking, which, at a distance, strongly resembles the

hair of a deer. About 9 o'clock that morning Will Requa

of the Nevada party fired at what he supposed to be a

deer moving through the woods, but the object proved to

beW. H. Gunter, one of the Wyandotte hunters. Requa

at once started forward to recover his game. Gunter,

who had been fatally wounded, and supposing Requa,

who was an entire stranger to him, was intending to kill

him, raised his gun and discharged both barrels at Requa,

killing him instantly.

A deer hunter near Center Tremont, Maine, took his

comrade for a deer and lodged a buckshot in his leg; a

Parkersburg, West Virginia, man shot his comrade dead

under the same delusion; a Cowichin, British Columbia,

man killed a man for a deer, not knowing that any

hunter but himself was m the woods.

The " man-target" has done duty for almost every spe-

cies of game, and for some objects not game, as witness

the hard experience of Mr. F. M. Nixon, of Marshview,

Pa . Last winter this gentleman and a Mr. Palmer were

riding in a sleigh, when. Palmer mistook Nixon's leg,

which was outside the robe and inclosed in a gray leg-

ging, for a dog trying to get into the sleigh; drew his

revolver and promptly put a bullet where it would have

killed the dog.

We reported some time ago a case of a man who was

hunting wild turkeys in Kentucky, and out of season at

that, and fired at a rustling in the leaves. The noise had

been made by another turkey hunter, who was seriously

wounded. Very similar to this was the case of John

Gurley, of St. Francis county, Ark., last spring. Gurley

was hidden in a patch of tall grass and was imitating

the cry of the wild turkey when his neighbor, who knew

nothing of his presence, shot into the grass, hoping to

kill a turkey. The ball , which was fired from a Winches-

ter rifle, entered the victim's shoulder; and his crippled

condition will all his life bear mute testimony to his skill

in imitating the turkey's call.

A West Virginia farmer, who had been greatly annoyed

by groundhogs, one day took his gun and went up the

hill to a point from which he had frequently seen and

shot numbers of his tormentors, and lay in wait. In a

short time he saw a rustling in the weeds and grass below

bim. He fired, and then ran down to the spot, and to

his horror found that he had shot a small boy, who had

been out digging ginseng.

A Maryland gunner, having killed a squirrel, slung it

over his back. Another gunner caught sight of it through

the brush, thought it was a live squirrel running up a

tree trunk, and blazed away. There was no question

after this that the squirrel was thoroughly dead, and at

last accounts the man with the peppered back was ex-

pected to live. A party of Pennsylvania bear hunters

had been dispersed during the day in the woods. The

first man who returned to camp climbed up into a tree

to break off browse for his bunk. Another hunter re-

turning just then thought the man up in the tree was a

bear. He fired and the man tumbled out of the tree

dead.

Gen. Wade Hampton was once while deer hunting

mistaken for a bear, but there was nothing serious about

the incident as narrated by Fitzhugh Lee, one of his

companions on the hunt.

at?" "I supposed it was a dog under there," replied the offlcer.

"Well, Bah, doan' you nebber 'spose no mo'! It's dangerous."

And he showed a ballet hole in his cap, and another in his coat,

as proofs of the accuracy of the officer's aim. He had crawled

under after a rabbit which had escaped from a neighbor. "It's

all right," he said as the offlcer apologized, "but doan' you 'spose

no mo'! You jist keep right down to cole facts. Dis 'sposin'

around ar' what gits pussons into ser'us truble."

BITS OF TALK.

"We were all dressed," said he, "in the rough fantastic hunting

costumes of the period. No deer was seen, but by the stand occu-

pied by one of the party there passed eighteen beautiful bare-

footed mountain girls picking whortleberries. The hunter saw

them, and was about to invite them to take a seat on his stand

when they caught sight of him. Whereupon the leading beauty

exclaimed, 'Great jimmy, gals, there's a bear,' and throwing

down their buckets they broke through the bushes down the

mountains like deer, and just about as wild."

A Florida paper, the Clearwater Times, relates an ex-

traordinary experience by which Capt. James Meredith,

of DeSoto, nearly lost his life. One night, j ust after dark,

Capt. Meredith fixed a hunting lantern on his head and came

ashore to shoot raccoons, alligators, or any such game as he might

lind along the beach. His light was seen from Mr. John Blan-

ton's house and was construed to be something unaccountable, no

one being able to account for the peculiar light, which would be

suddenly very brilliant, and then as suddenly gone, the result of

Meredith turning his head in different directions. Mr. William

Harn, determined to capture that jack-o'-lantern, set out with a

.32call revolver, accompanied by Andrew O'Quinn. They hastened

along the beach in the direction it had been last seen, hoping to

be in its neighborhood when it should again show itself. It ap-

pears that Meredith had seen them coming, but they didn't see

him. When they walked up within about fifteen feet, Meredith

turned his face toward them, when the lantern startled them by

blazing in their eyes. They had seen nothing, and this sudden

flash so excited them that before Meredith had time to speak

Harn fired. The ball entered the cheek an inch or so below the

right eye and now lies buried about three inches deep in Meredith's

head. Dr. Edgar was sent for, but could not get the bullet, but

we understand that the patient is on the road to a rapid recovery.

Of course great regret is felt over the affair, but Meredith ap-

pears to be the most cheerful and least concerned.

It is reasonable to assume that not one in five is re-

ported of the casualties where human beings are maimed

or killed by shooters who mistake them for wild ani-

mals, and go off half-cocked before knowing what they

are shooting at. The moral is contained in the injunc-

tion which a sable philosopher once gave a Detroit

policeman, as related in this veracious little tale from the

Free Press of that city:

A woman on Lafayette street east rushed out the other day

and informed a policeman that she had seen a big dog crawl

under her barn, and she believed the animal mad. The offlcer

went around by way of the alley, accompanied by the usual

crowd, and, after peeking and peering for some time, he shot

three bullets under the harn to scare the dog out. After the

third shot a movement was heard, and presently the long end of a

colored man crawled into view. After backing out and brushing

the din out of his eyes he added: "Was it me vou were shooting

V.— THE TEARS-AND-SOBS STORY.

" T>LESS the boys. I like to come across them when
I am fishing. There is a satisfaction in talking

to them. Some of the dearest recollections of my angling

days are of the healthy, clear-skinned, clear-eyed, clear-

souled, innocent, ingenuous, unsophisticated, natural

country boys I have met," said the Fisherman.

"Here's to the small boy, the brown-cheeked boy, the

bare-footed boy, the boy with the yellow dog and the

letter in the post-office," responded the Major, as he

parted the grass from the spring and quaffed a double

hollowed handful of the pure water. "To meet him and

talk with him is as refreshing as this cool spring on a

hot August day."

"Noble sentiment," echoed the Famous Shot, "and

here's to the healthy, clear-complexioned, clear-skinned,

clear-eyed, clean-souled, unsophisticated, bare-footed

string of trout he will sell you for a quarter if he is

truly unsophisticated, but will charge you two dollars

and a half for if he is up to snuff. Of course you like to

run across him; and no doubt he likes to run across you,

too, when you have no fish, and he has a string to sell."

"Don't be a cross-grained old cynic," retorted the Fish-

erman, rising from his prone position, with the spring

water dripping from his chin. "As for the boy's trout, I

would rather have stored away in my memory that little

picture given by Mr. Starbuck, in the Forest and Stream

the other day, of the boy and girl he met on the Board-

man, than of the biggest basket of biggest trout ever

caught. You were a bare-footed country boy once your-

self, though according to your own tell, if you were ever

unsophisticated it must have been in early infancy.

Don't forget that you snared partridges on the old farm,

and set figure-4s for rabbits, and owned a yellow cur dog,

too, or were owned by him, just as the Major here was.''

Yes, I have heard of the Major's Carlo, the dog of

sentiment; how was it, Major?"

"He had been owned by Rev. B. C. Phelps, a Methodist

preacher, stationed at Danielsonville, Conn.," responded

the Major, who does not hesitate having told a story

twenty times to tell it twenty-one times. "When Mr.

Phelps was removed to another charge he made me a

present of him. The dog took kindly enough to me, as

yellow dogs always do to small boys, and we struck up a

great friendship, and had glorious old times hunting

woodchucks and rabbits. It was 'hunting without a

gun,' but with Carlo's help I captured lots of game, such

as it was. The dog had not appeared to mind parting

from his former owner, and as time went by I took it for

granted that he had forgotten that he ever owned any

other master than myself. One day, it must have been

a year afterward, we had been out an a hard campaign

against the woodchucks, and I reached home just at sun-

down As I went into the house by one door Mr. Phelps

entered by another; he had been an intimate friend of

my father's, and now walked right in without any cere-

mony. After greetings by my father and mother, and

just as Phelps was seating himself, Carlo came running

in, without noticing that he was there. 'Why, Carlo!' said

Mr. Phelps. The dog stopped, looked, and with a bound

was in his old master's lap, and lay across his knees

motionless, with his head hanging down, while tears

rolled down from his eyes and dropped on the floor.

WeU, sir, at seeing the dog weep Phelps himself choked,

and the tears came into his eyes. Father he followed

suit, and I heard something that sounded like a sob from

mother."

"Do you mean to say that the dog actually wept?

" It was as I tell you; I saw the tears; and I quite

agreed with Phelps when he said, ' This is the most affect-

ing scene of its kind I ever witnessed.' There was not a

dry eye in the house."
" I'll warrant you boo-hooed too."

"
I don't remember about that, but if I did not I should

be ashamed to own it."

" Did any dog ever make you cry?" asked the Fisher-

man of the Famous Shot,
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" Yes, but I w as very sick and weak at the time; and

U was years and years ago. )Vhen I was a boy I did not

joy in the possession of a cnr, the Fisherman to the con-

trary notwithstanding; but I owned a red Irish setter,

pedigree unknown, named Trim. In the next yard to us

was a tree of early red apples. We children could not

get over there for them, for the old woman who lived

there could see us; but one summer, by throwing two or

three apples over there and sending Trim through a hole

in the fence to retrieve them, we taught him the trick,

and he brought us every apple that dropped from that

tree. He must have carted over bushels to us, first and
last, and the old woman was never the wiser."

"The clear-souled, ingenuous, unsophisticated country

boy," remarked the Fisherman to himself under bis

breath.

'•Well, the next summer when red apple time came, it

happened that I was not sending dogs to steal fruit. A
dive in a swimming hole, where I had miscalculated

and bumped the bottom, had given me brain fever, And
Trim was not playing thief for anybody else. He just

kept himself in my room, staying mostly under the bed,

and for the two or three days before the crisis in my
illness refusing to eat anything. They tried to get him
out, but he was not to be fooled with, and kept his post,

especially as it was a sort of comfort to me to have him
there. At last one evening the doctor said that that night

would decide it. Of course, every one was full of anxiety

and nervous suspense, and, to judge from appearances,

no one was more concerned than the dog, who was
holding the fort under the bed. It was a long, long night,

but when the doctor came early the next morning he

found me alive, and in a cheery tone he said to my
mother and sister, 'The boy is all right now; he will get

well!' The words were no sooner out of his mouth than

Trim, gaunt and dishevelled, his eyes sunken and hair

standing seven ways for Sunday, came out from under

the bed, with his ears pricked up, tail wagging and body

squirming, and darted through the half-open door and

scrambled down stairs and outdoors. In less than a min-

ute he came rushing back again, and running up to my
bed leaped up on to it and dropped into my hand an old

shrivelled up red apple. I don't know anything about the

others, but in my part of the house there was not a dry

eye that time. 'Let him cry,' said the doctor, 'it will

do the boy good.' And it did, for it did not take me long

after that to pick up and get out again. If there had

been any way of keeping that apple you bet I'd have it

now."

Buffalo Jones, of Kansas, has sold a portion of his buff-

alo herd, and announces that a syndicate has been formed

in Ogden, Utah, to establish a "zoological farm," with

these buffalo as a basis.

he ^partsnfun ^attrist

OUTDOORS.
ri^HE golden haze of a calm October day was in the air

JL and lay on lake and forest, mellowing the sombre
hues of the hemlock trees, and shading upward in a mel-
low glow along the great maple wood that clothed in

softened splendor the. slopes and summits of the rounded
hills.

. The wagon drove away and left us—the Kelpie and me

—

on the margin of a small woodland stream which issues

from the bear-haunted fastnesses of the great Intermedi-

ate swamps.
There was just water enough to float us and our be-

longings, though the brook was scarcely wide enough to

enable me to turn the boat at need.

The belongings aforesaid seemed somewhat numerous
and bulky for an old campaigner to take along on a
week's cruise, but it was all right nevertheless. I was
not in the best of health, having suffered from too close

attention to business and from the effects of the recur-

rence of an old strain. I had not, up to that time, found
it convenient to take during the season an extended out-

ing, and decided that while I was about it I might as well

make myself as comfortable as possible.

As I was saying, the wagon drove away and left me
sitting on a log by the side of a brook, serenely surveying

the scattered camping tools with a delicious sense of

freedom from cares, past, present and future; listening

to the sharp rat-tat of a red-headed woodpecker on a

bough overhead, the cheery ehir-r-r of a red squirrel

across the stream, the call of a loon upon the distant

lake; and smoking the while the pipe of peace and good
will to all mankind.
"A gentleman," says D'Orsay, "may sometimes be in

haste, never in a hurry." I was in neither haste nor

hurry, for was I not at home as oft before? In that for-

est are no signs to stare the traveler in the face while
warning him "Beware." Wherever I chose I might
pitch my tent, and though morasses compassed me about
I yet could trust myself to find, a "dry chance" for a
camp ground before night.

The forest was damp from recent rains, but the inside

of an old stump furnished material for the foundation

of a fire, which shortly blazed against its root, and a

small tin teakettle, dinted and blackened through long
service, soon simmered above the blaze, suspended from
the free end of a long stick.

Things began to look cheerful and homelike, to me at

least, however they might have appeared to a man who
cared naught for camping for its own sake, but sought

to learn the art because he heard somebody say that he
had read somewhere that "camping out is getting to be

quite the fashion."

The fire was builded mainly as a matter of form, since

I had not as yet "come to my appetite;" so, for the sake
of appearance and to pass away the time, I roasted in the
ashes a la Gellatley a couple of eggs, made tea, set the
table and dined.
Some of you young fellows may think it odd that a

single camper with a one-man boat should speak of set-

ting the table, but it isn't—not a bit. I can camp, when
necessary, with no outfit save a tin cup and a rifle; but
seldom do so from choice. I have seen people who, pos-
sibly because they wished to load themselves light, but
more probably for other and less plausible reasons, did
not when going into woods, burden themselves even with
the commoner accessories of civilization, such as towels,
soap, combs and toothbrushes. I do not remember that,

when in camp, I have ever failed in the performance of
my regular ablutions, or in making myself as decent as
possible, excepting when in a waterless region or where
the springs were frozen.

It is my habit on an excursion of this kind to take with
me two pails with covers. On this occasion these were
the common wooden buckets used in packing candy,
which, having served their commercial uses, may be pur-
chased cheaply from any confectioner. The pails, like

the boat, were painted a dull September green, and were
attached by a 4-inch strap hinge to the covers, which
beiDg provided with a common hinged hasp with staple,

could at need be secured by a stick or padlock.
One of these pails contained ammunition, fishing

tackle and sundries; this being placed at the root of a
friendly tree, and covered with a small pillow (a capital
thing in camp), served me as a seat, while the lid of the
other, turned back and supported by a stick set upright
in the ground, made a small but convenient table.

The top of the pail was occupied by a tin pan, provided
with wire handles for convenience in lifting it out, and
containing a knife, fork and spoon, besides various small
cans with butter, sugar, pepper, salt, etc. Beneath this

was a similar pan; below this the cellarage. The reader
may in imagination stow this with any edibles he most
may fancy. The other pail was similarly arranged,
though with due reference to the difference in its con-
tents and to convenience in corning at the various arti-

cles of a sportsman's outfit without causing confusion
among them.
These pails are easily handled, carried or stowed in a

boat or camp. I fitted them up to suit myself, and they
serve well their purposes. Their cost, complete, was
somewhat less than one dollar.

Dinner over, I began to realize that while there was no
haste, the afternoon was yet wearing away, and that I

had not as yet determined where I should put up for the
night. I therefore leisurely placed my possibles in the
boat, extinguished my fire, laid the old 10-bore on the top
of the blankets, seated myself in the stern, took up the
single-bladed maple paddle, of many years' good service,

pushed off from the landing, and floated down stream
through the silent forest.

The alder bushes which bordered the stream sometimes
bent low toward the surface, and it was while stooping
to clear an obstruction of this sort that the first duck
started just ahead of the boat, so that I failed to tender
him the compliments of the season. With an exclama-
tion of surprise at my negligence, he put on steam and
soon disappered from view. Aha, my friend, well
pleased am I to see you yet once more, and I trust that

you but herald the coming of your relati ves in force. It

minds me well of other days, and makes me young
again, to hear the sudden splash, and the whistling rush,

as the swift pinions cleave the calm, still air.

We paddle onward, soon to reach a little woodland
lake. The water deepens, wider grows the stream. As
we round a bend, in the dense cedar swamp, the Avaters

flash to the rising of a second duck, that darts away
through the dense tangle of evergreen branches; but at

the first beat of wing the paddle drops from my hand; as it

strikes the waters the gun is leveled. This time " Aunt
Hannah" takes part in the conversation, and leaves and
twigs, shattered by the heavy charge, float downward
through the air. Then comes another and a heavier
plash, and the gray bird once more floats upon the stream.

Recovering the paddle by means of a line which attached
it to the boat. I retrieved the game in passing, and now
saw in advance the broadening shimmer of rippling
waves, and soon had reached the lake. Coasting leisurely

along, I prospected for a camping ground, but none
offering sufficient inducements presenting itself in

this neighborhood, I paddled on, and soon entered an-

other stream, whose presiding genius appeared to be a
large owl, which gazed fixedly upon me from the boughs
of a, hemlock, as "with noiseless paddle and motionless
head I silently glided past.

Perhaps it felt that there was sympathy and peace be-

tween us, as did the muskrat which crossed the watery
trail, for instead of suddenly disappearing beneath the

wave, after the manner of his kind, he held his course
until he reached tiie open portal of his habitation in the

southern bank. Amid the gloom of the towering hem-
locks in advance, another lake gleams forth, and shortly

we are floating on its waves.
It was about five o'clock when the Kelpie poked her

nose into the rushes which fringed the margin of a small
secluded cove, and stepping ashore, I surveyed the sur-

roundings and pronounced them good. A suitable site

for the tent, such as would shed the water in case of rain,

was selected a few rods from the shore, and soon the

boat was made fast and her lading transferred to the spot

which for the next four days and nights was to be my
home.
The first thing in order was to start a fire, and this ac-

complished, I unrolled my tent, and met with a disap-

pointment. Instead of the tight and serviceable canvas
roof which has well protected me in many storms, I had
by mistake brought another, which through long years of

faithful service has for some time past been invalided,

and done duty mainly as protection against frost for

grapes or tender vegetables.

Of short duration, however, was my chagrin. Though
the rents of this ancient pavilion yawn like the crack of

doom, shall they be suffered to daunt the soul of an old-

timer who erst for months did face the moon with never
the semblance of roof between him and the sky? Perish

the thought! I grasped my axe, and in twenty minutes
had the thing arranged as best I might. Despite the

rents, it did shed rain that very night, for rain .there was,

as I expected. When I am on a campaign, it commonly
does rain before I get home again.

In this connection I may remark that I have always

Used preferably the A tent, and that, generally speaking,
a rope serves well the purpose of a ridge-pole. In the
woods it may be fastened between two trees, while in

the open you can pass it over two upright poles (I have
for this use sometimes employed my oars), and make
fast to a stake, thus dispensing with the necessity of pro-
curing a long pole, which cannot always be found. This
method is, however, open to objection where violent
winds prevail.

If it is desired that the fire shall warm and brighten
the interior of the tent, the flaps, or if properly con-
structed the whole front, may be turned back; or if pre-
ferred, it is easy to convert this shelter into a one-sided
camp. I can say but little of the shanty tents, never
having used one. They are doubtless good, but from
what I have heard and read, I question whether I should
be willing to go to the trouble of putting one up, unless
for a long stay. I am content to spend whatever time is

requisite in making things shipshape and comfortable,
but no more; and when I make camp, I choose to be
bothered with as few details as possible. The cost of a
common A tent made from drilling, heavy sheeting, or
canvas even, is but small, and with a little ingenuity any-
body can get one up at short notice.
Perhaps it may be thought by experts, if such should

chance to read this paper, that I am unnecessarily diffuse
in speaking of my camping conclusions, but certain let-

ters and inquiries which have reached me from time to
time lead me to think there is a large and increasing
body of young persons who, having a touch of the Rob-
inson Crusoe fever, would like to try camping out, if

only they knew how to do it without going beyond their
means. Having at hand no mentor, and believing that
in order to enjoy camp life it is necessary first to pro*
cure a complete and expensive outfit, they are deterred
from trying the experiment. For these, if for any class
in particular, I have penned these notes. As I wrote not
long ago in answer to a young correspondent, "With the
exception, perhaps, of firearms and fishing tackle, my
camping outfits have ordinarily been of the simplest and
most inexpensive description, and I suppose that I have
had as much enjoyment of them as most campers, what-
ever the amount of their investment."

Neither is it necessary to buy the highest priced reels,

rods or guns to get good service and value for your
money; yet nevertheless it may he said that the better
the gun and the finer the tackle the greater will be the
satisfaction of their owner, when once he has learned to

distinguish between the methods of the lone sportsman
and those of the pot-hunting clown.

I filled the teakettle, set it above the fire and made my
simple preparations for supper—very simple they were,
for as yet the long sought appetite had not come.

First, I whittled me a fork and toasted bread. I often
do this when in camp, and prefer for that purpose a tri-

dent having its tines divergent like the legs of a camera.
This dodge commonly saves the toast from falling into
the fire. A beech twig makes on occasion a very fair

dining fork, but is less serviceable as a toaster. It is

usually too flat.

Supper over, I washed the tea things, secured in a dry
place a good supply of kindlings against the morning's
need, and as it was yet too early to turn in I decided to
devote a portion of the evening to the contemplation of

my surroundings. I had brought with me a piece of

canvas, about 4x6^ft., with a broad hem at each border.
Cutting two stout poles of suitable length 1 pushed them
through these hems, and a stretcher being placed between
the ends of the poles, which were supported by small
logs (the largest at the head), a mattress was completed,
which, though not as good as a properly constructed
"bough berth" of hemlock or fir tips, made yet a very
comfortable ouch. The timber was for the most part
hard wood whei'e I had camped, and to collect and prop-
erly arrange a bed of boughs would have taken more
time and energy than 1 had at command.

Well, I up-ended the poles of my mattress against a,

large tree, placed at its foot a bucket duly cushioned, and
leaning the while luxuriously back against the canvas
couch , lighted my pipe and looked out upon the water of

the little lake.

The camp-fire, freshly fed with logs and topped with
crackling cedar boughs, silvered the mossy bolls of 1 he
beechen trees, and cast strange shadows on the drifting

mists which floated oyer the paths of light that streamed
along the wave. Dreamily I listened to the voices of the
night—the cry of fox or coon, the laugh of the loon on
the distant lake, the call of the owl to his lonely mate,
and, faint and far, her welcome in response. Hoo-hoo-o-o.
Plump! What's that? Wafted shoreward, there floats

upon the evening breeze a fragrance jiot of frankincense
or myrrh, but hke unto that which since her occu-
pancy no one has as yet been able to eliminate from the
apartments of the Empress Josephine at Malniaison.

Nothing but a muskrat, but I believe I was asleep.

How did I occupy myself during the four days passed
in that camp? Twere long to tell; yet I did as near noth-

ing as a live ma n well may do. I was in no condition for

hard service, and I read, strolled, sketched, paddled or

dreamed, as best suited existent conditions.

It occurred to me one afternoon that I would like a
grouse, and, taking up my gun, I set forth to procure the
game. There were many of these birds in the woods, but
the leaves as yet were pretty thick, and I had no dog.

I bent my steps accordingly to the log cabin of one John
Smith , of whom you have read in the history of Virginia.

He had a dog and a pig pen; and was, as I approached,
engaged in roofing the latter. The pup sat near, and
greeted me after the manner of the common "yaller dog"
of America.
In answer to my inquiries, John stated that he had no

gun: "but," said he, regretfully, " 'f Ihed,l'd ahedmore
pat'ges 'n I'd a-knowed what ter dew with. The'slots onW jes' t'other side o' thet corn patch—thet is, the' was,
but ther bovs lies ben a-shewtin' on 'em these here las'

rainy days, 'n' I don't s'pose the's so many "s the' was.

But we'll go see."

I intimated that one bird would serve my turn; and,
laying down his hammer, John called the dog, and we
soon had crossed the corn patch, passing on the way a
grove of maple sprouts, from which came the whirr of a
startled grouse as the dog dashed into the covert.

"Thar's one, anyway, but ther bresh 's so thick 't yer
carn'fc see 'em. Yeou gwup the hill, 'n I'll cross over t'

ther swamp, apast thet slashin'."

Up the"hill I climbed accordingly, but soon was recalled

by the voices of the dog and his owner. "Here's one."
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Clambering painfully over logs and through the bushes.

I reached at length the spot where stood the historic

lnossback, pointing with a cornstalk upward into a tail

tree.

"Where is he?" ^
"Yender he is, jest right thar he lit, anyway, n tbet

bunch o r

leaves.
'

I earn t fa'rly see him in self, but I

kno^ he's thar/' v
.

No grouse could I see: but, horrible to tell. I amiecl de-

liberately at the broadside of the cluster of leaves, and

sure enough down dropped a flue cock grouse. This

answered inv purpose, and declining John's friendly offer

to seek for more, I bagged the bird and leisurely sought

my camp. On the way t perceived another grouse sit-

ting upon the top rail of a snake fence, where he re-

mained until 1 had approached within a few yards, then

taking wing, he crossed the road and disappeared m the

thicket. I did not move the gun from my shoulder but

moved on. wondering meanwhile what sort of a shot Bo-

gardus would have made at my grouse, had be thrown a

stick to scare the bird and fired when it darted down-

On one occasion while at this camp I went fishing—not

precisely because I wanted fish, but that I chose to try if

the bass would bite. After looking over the artificial

flies minnows, spoons and other baits in my kit, 1

turned to the mes< pail, and taking therefrom a piece of

salt pork. I severed a portion of the rind and proceeded

with the point of mv hunting knife to carve it into the

rude semblance of a frog. I next jointed my light lance-

wood rod and attached the reel, which is of the Hen-

shall-Van Antwerp pattern, and runs with remarkable

freedom. These were made by Thomas H. Chubb, and

have served me well in the capture of many heavy fi b.

Placing the queer-looking image on the hook, T put forth

into the lake and slowly drifted along the shore before

the breeze, casting as I did so. over the likeliest spots tor

black bass. .

Soon there was a tug, and I shortly drew to the side ot

the boat a pickerel of moderate size, which I did not

want. I therefore permitted him to disengage himself

from the hook, and moving onward, I neared the head

of the river which leads to the lake bel w.

Here was a likely spot for bass, but would they bite.''

To solve the problem I cast the bait as far as the rod

would send it over the black wafers of a httle cove which

lay behind a projecting poii t of land and straight there

was business at the other end of the line, while the water

broke to the leap of a lordly I ass, some 60ft. away.

1 thought of the classifications of Mr. Henry Gny Carle-

ton, and mtirmured as the fi-h leaped, "Mycropterus

buster !" Some writers seem possessed with a belief that

the big-mouthed ba-s is inferior to »he small-mouth in

game qualities. Had one of the^e gentlemen been at the

buit cf my eight-ounce rod, 1 1 hink that he would have had

no occasi m for the next fifteen minutes to charge the

fish with an undue lack of activity: but wearied at

length, the bass floated near the surface, the net passed

under his gleaming side, and with scarce a struggle he

was duly transferred to the bottom of the boat.

The contest ended, I returned to camp, satisfied that

the fidi would bte. 1 did not weigh the bass, but any

angler can arrange that part of the performance to suit

hims-elf. Kelpie.

(MUTUAL Lake, Michigan.

[CONCLUDED >TSXT WEEK.
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SHOOTING ON MOUNT OLYMPUS.-I1I.
(Cmtimted from Paye 6?.)

BEFORE retiring for the night, I gave instructions to

Turn vanes that the venison and other game was to

be divided in accordance with the custom of the country,

and that I would arrange for the rations for the beaters

in the morning. I instructed him further to secure a

man to take off the bear and wolf skins.

The sun was half an hour above the horizon the fol-

lowing morning when Timayanes aroused me from my
:slumbers. and reported breakfast ready. I felt disposed

to turn over and indulge in half an hour's sleep on the

.other side, when he added that the village headmen had
already putin an appearance, presumably for their several

willage snares of the rations.

On hearing this I jumped out of bed, made my toilet

.with all diligence, anil knowing that there was no possi-

bility of disposing of the matter with promptitude.

American fashion, I decided that the village elders must
wait until I had taken breakfast.

However, time is of little importance with these peo-

ple, and as there had been but Lttle leisure for gossip the

day before. I had no doubt they would be glad of the

.opportunity of discussing me before I made my appear-

The lives of these people, thought 1. are so uneventful,

ithat years hence they will probably date events from the

ipeiio'd when the Frank came and did a day's hunting
With them. So I ate my venison and sipped my coffee

leisurely; then, lighting my pipe. I went out and joined

Sthem in their confab.
Their clothes were coarse; Ahmed Khan wore a long

robe of unbleached muslin that reached nearly to his

feet, and the others all wore robes of similar material

but dyed blue. The cloth was evidently of home manu-
facture; and, indeed, from where I was seated I caught
occasional glimpses of a woman weaving, as she period-

ically reached the end of the web exposed to my view.

The men wore turbans to match the tunic.

All rose at my approach and salaamed courteously

and being again seated, Timayanes had first to put num-
erous questions to me concerning how I had slept and
how I felt this morning; and having given satisfactory

replies and propounded similar questions tlirough my in-

terpreter, and re-echoed their pious expressions that it

was all through the goodness of God, etc., the conversa-

tion gradually slipped round to the events of yesterday,

which were discussed in detail, and numerous congratu-

lations and compliments poured upon me for my success

.and skill as a, marksman.
In return I complimented the slayers of the boars and

the one who had laid mv stig low for me, and then made
inquiries »h to what each of the others had slain. As all

this bad to be done through an interpreter, it took time;

but I bad the satisfaction of knowing that it was all be-

ing doue regularly and in order, and that T had my
bieakfast inside of me.
"And now, Ahmed Khan and gentlemen," I said, by

way of plunging boldly into business, "if you will say in

a lump what the ration and its cost amounts to, it shall
be adju-ted."
"The regular ration," said Ahmed Khan, in reply, "is

an oki of meal with a quarter oki of olives and half an
oki of dried dates, but what is that," continued he, "be-
tweeu us and thee? We and our people and belongings
are all at your disposal. Let that pass.''

Of course I didn't let it pass until I had made him say
how many beaters there were there—a matter which in-
volved discussion, enumeration of names, and some cal-
culation—and the local market price of meal. There
were sixty-two beaters, then I counted a triple ration for

each of the village headmen, calculated the price of the
eighty rations in sequins, product d tbe coin, amounting
to about eight dollars of our money, laid it before Ahmed
Khan, and asked him to be good enough to see to its

proper distribution.
But I had made other and more liberal provision for

hunting on Mount Olympus. There were a dozen bowie
knives in my bag, fresh from Sheffield, and instructing
Timayanea

, a glittering blade was laid before each of the
headmen, with a request that he keep it in remembrance
of my visit. This was unexpected, and my hosts made
no attempt to conceal their pleased surprise.

The conversation now turned to guns, but more especi-

ally to my Winchester. A repeating rifle was something
new to them, and although no direct request was made,
I knew they were ail very anxious to be made acquainted
with its mechanism and workings.
Timayanes was accordingly sent to fetch it, a mark

was set up at a hundred and lifty paces, and after J had
fired two shots, Ahmed Khan and each of the villagers

fired one in turn, and appeared lost in admiration and
desire for its pos-ession.

Returning to our seats, they asked what good the rifle

would be to them without* the cartridges, how many
cartridges I had brought with me, etc., and Ahmed Khan
appeared so disappointed when I told him it would be
necessary to send to America for renewals, that it struck
me as a passing thought, that he expected me to give it

him, or wanted to make a trade for it.

I next diverted conversation to a new channel, by in-

quiring about the game in the higher ranges, and was
told that there were chamois and mountain sheep above
the timber, and bears also, and thar. they would be down
now on their summer feeding grounds, but that the
country was rugged and difficult, and that it would be a
long and fatiguing day's march to reach the timber limit

from the village.

I told them that 1 had come resolved to reach the
upper mountains and engage in a chamois hunt, and, if

possible, secure a mountain sheep, that I was willing to

spend two days there, and asked what arrangements
were necessary , and whether I could get a good guide.

Alter some conversation which appeared to me some-
what constrained. Ahmed Khan suggested that if J would
stay three days at the village, they" would send up and
get down some heads of both sheep and chamois, which
would come much cheaper than if I were to organize an
expedition, and go for them myself.

1 endeavor* d to convey to him through the interpreter

that, although the climbing of mountain heights involve

some hardship, it is pie i&ant to look back upon the labor

performed, when sitting at home at ease, and that in

years to come, when my hand shall perhaps be palsied

by age, it would be satisfaction to point out the trophies

of the chase to my bons and grandsons, and say: " I too

was once young and vigorous, my feet pressed the moun-
tainside, iny hand was" steady, and my aim sure. These
trophies are my witnesses."

"God is great!" exclaimed they all. "The Frank
has come from a far country to kill game in Mount Olym-
pus, and what was there to hinder him ? The country
and the people were at his command, and he was iree to

come and go at pleasure. The Frank was doubtless a
great man in his own coun'ry ? (this inquiringly) and was
perhaps prepared with letters of introduction to Futteh
Ali Shah?" I had to confess that I had nothing of the

sort that in point of fact I had never heard of Futteh
Ali Shah. "Who is he?" I asked: "the headman of some
village in the mountains?''

" Well, no," was the response after some consultation

among themselves; '• there isn't any village, at least no
village like this with women and children. Futteh Ali's

followers do not take their wives to the mountains, at

least not as a rule, and they are rather unsettled in the

matter of habitation. Caves are plentiful in the moun-
tains, and they dwell in them mostly."

" Tney are not robbers, are they ? " I asked. '

" Now Allah forbid that I should speak of the moun-
tain chief in these terms," said he. " Futteh Ali Shah
is a good neighbor who never despoiled one of the value

of a, kid, but pays honestly and in tub" for all the supplies

he gets from us, but he is chief of the mountain ranges,

an I it might be as well to ask his permission before en-

tering his territory. At least people who go to visit him
generally communicate with his agents at Broussa or

Stambuul. it the Effendi had any suitable present with
h m, and would send it by the hands of a villager, he
would return on the third day, and if the present was
accepted, the Effendi mignt go with confidence."

I explained that I was unwilling to force myself so long

upon his hospitality, to which he leplied that he and Ins

village were mine as long as I liked to remain, and that

they felt my pre-ence an honor; but I passed tbis over,

and asked him what he thought of my going directly to

Fucteh Ali's camp, and asking bis ptrmission to shoot

in the mountains. On this point the villagers were

actually step between him and his quarry; but they would
not betray j ou nor take part in the spoils, Ahmed Khan
was so much interested in your repeating rifle, br cause
he was sorry that it should fall into the hands of Futteh
Ali Shah."
"Then would it not be the best course to pack up our

traps and go down to Broussa at once, before the bandit
gets news of our presence or our contemplated trip up-
ward?''

"It is now too late," said Timayanes; "Futteh Ali
Shahs agent in Broussa had news of your Highness's in-

tended trip, and sent word to the bandit, along with a
full account of your pedigree, as far as it could be gath-
ered in Stamboul. One of his men was in the village last

night, and it is as dangerous to go down as to go on to the
mountains. We are trapped!"
"And what hand have you had in this?" I asked, eyeing

him scrutinizingly.
"You wrong me, Effendi," be answered; "I have heard

of Futteh Ali Shah as a noted bandit, who goes shares
with the authorities, or sets them at defiance, as it suits

him, and who, when hard pressed, takes to the moun-
tain.-; but I had no idea he was in this neighborhood until

last night, when I discoursed with one of his men, and
learned that your every movement was known to Futteh
Ali Shah since you reached Stamboul, together with
the exact amount of your letter of credit, drawn nine
months ago for ah >ut two thous tnd sequins, and now re-

duced to a balance of five hundred."
I eyed the wily Greek keenly, but he showed no dis-

turbance. Was it possible that he bad got hold of my
letter of credit, or made inquiries at the banks? Possible:
but then it was just as possible that the bandit's agents,
hearing of my meditated trip up the mountains, had in-

stituted prompt inquiries through channels familiar to
them
And they had got the figures down to a fine point. I

had. left home with $3,500, and had now something less

than a thousand, designed to defray the co-ts of a trip to

the land of the Pyramids and return to the United States.

And now how would this matter turn out? Fighting was
out of the question, and escape perhaps impossible, even
with the aid of Ahmed Khan, who would be willing to

aid me at a price if he dared, but who dared not incur
the animosity of his troublesome neighbor, who held
court for the avenge of his own wrongs.

I had a very uncomfortable rime of it, left to my own
reflections. It was possible that he might hold me for a
big ransom, which there was none to pay, in which case
he would be certain to have my head taken off as a point

of honor. More likely that knowing the amount of my
resources lie would demand a check for the sum, hold
me captive while it w&s being collected, then act the good
fellow and give me five sequins and a letter of recom-
mendation to the authorities, begging them to see me on
my way to America, or to commend my case to the con-
sideration of the IT. S. Minister at Constantinople. But
grave as was my dilemma, and foreseeing clearly as T did
that my holiday would be brought to an abrupt termina-
tion, I could not help being anxious as to whether I

should get a few days of chamois and mountain sheep
hunting, whde the messenger was absent securing my
ransom.
Gradually it dawned upon me that the wisest course I

could adopt was to put the best possible face on the mat-
ter, and recognizing the inevitable, endeavor to mollify

matters by submitting with graceful resignation and en-

deavoring to preserve a show of ban camaraderie toward
my captors. I intended to spend the money in travel,

and the worst would but cut my holiday short, and so.

before the day was far advanced I sent Timayanes to

Ahmed Khan to announce my determination to go up the

mountain the following morning, to ask him to get me a

good guide for the chamois hunt and necessary packmen,
and to intimate that they would all be pid before start-

ing. A.

OYSTERS ON TREES.
BUSINESS recently called me to Honduras, and I have

just now returned well pleased with my trip. My
friend Bliff, accompanying me part of the way, served to

add to the enjoyment, for Bliff is a cheerful companion
at all times, and takes the rough and the smooth without
complaining. We have been boon companions many a

day through flood and field, and when I broached the

hope of his accompanying me, he jumped at the chance.

We were duly installed as passengers on board the steam-
ship Wanderer. This steamer is subsidized to carry

Queen Victoria's mail that comes from England via New
York and New Orleans to her little colony down in Hon-
duras.
On the fifth day we arrived at Belize, in British Hon-

duras. On entering the pretty harbor of Belize ever-

green islands could be seen on every hand . My companion
and I had laid out a programme o*£ trips to be made here

and there in the interest of business and pleasure, and the

town of Belize was to be our base of operations. Mine
host of the Union Hotel was quite accommodating, and
whenever we chose to take a trip to the neighboring

country or adjacent islands, he procured us horses, boats

and attendants, and supplied a substantial lunch. After

our arrival at Belize, Bhff and I would sally out with our

samples and drum up the town for a few days, and then

we would change the programme by taking a ride into

the country or making a trip to some of the islands or

cayes in the vicinity.

I had often heard of oysters growing on the trunks

and branches of trees—groves of 1 1ving greenumbraeetus

unwilling to express an' opinion. They gave verbal trees, with oysters growing upon them—and my friend

approval, but it was so much qualified by their manner ! and I set aside one day to investigate the fact. We hired

that it was evident that thev did not wholly recommend the services of a young negro boatman called Lightfinger.

the procedure; and thinking that thev would discuss the His boat resembled most of the small boats used on this

matter more freely in my own and Tunayane's absence, coast. It was thirty feet long by six feet beam, and with

I asked them to consider the matter and let me know a depth of hold of about three and a half feet amidships,

their conclusion later in the day. Meantime I begged and a slight rising sheer at bow and stern. It was hewn
that they would have a guide and some men to carry the out of a solid log of wood, of the tree called "toobroos."

pack if the journey were decided on. |
The forward and after ends were decked over, and water-

(• What do you think of their making so much fuss
j

ways exteuded along the sides of the cockpit. A plat-

about it?"' 1 asked Timayanes. t form of boards covered the floor, and beneath it rested

"Simply that Futteh A i Shah is a bandit," he replied, iron ballast, of which there was about a ton. Three or

"who will bargain through his agents tor safekeeping at four removable thwarts were arranged along the cock-

a moderate price while you are « utside his net. but who pit for seats, and upon tbem were placed pigs of iron of

is apt to name his own pi ic\ and put it high, too, if you about one hundred weight each, for shifting ballast,

enter Ids precincts without stipulation " Hooks wtre attached by pieces of rope to the pigs, and

"But Ahmed Khan," I inquired, "and the other vil- by these hooks they were held jam up to the weather
'

ers. Are they in league with him?"
|
coaming, and in coming about they could be easily de-

No." said Timayanes, "they fear him, and would not tached a,nd slid over to the other side. Sharp as a knife
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at bow and stern, and with a keel of at least ten inches
below the garboards, these craft woufrl please the eye of
the extreme cutter men, for their lines are extremely
graceful and they sail well. The rig- of tli is particular craft
consisted of a single large jib hanked to a wire stay, a
leg-of mutton mainsail bent to a parrel yard, and an
ordinnry leg-of mutton dandy. The luffs of the two
latter sails were laced to the mast, and the halliards rove
through a sheave in the masthead, just below the truck.
The jibstay and main shrouds collared over a shoulder in
the mast. The main halliard was bent to the middle of
the parrel yard, and when the yard was hauled chock up
to the sheave it extended about half way down the mast,
leaving only about one-third of the sail luff to be 1 iced to
the ma-t. It is a simple and snug rig for any bind of a
boat, and I intend to use it on my next canoe.
Another feature was the booms, the main one over-

lapping the dandy mast by at least 3ft., and incoming
about iu a strong breeze it required a smart hand to shift
ballast and lift the boom over in time. The natives here
do it very easily, and work the jtb sheets at the same
time, for these long boats do not come round quickly. I

soon acquired the knack of doing it myself. The booms
were of native bamboo of about Sin. diameter at the butt,
making a li«ht and strong spar, and I have been told
that a great many of them are carried to England, and
highly prized there for the use of small yachts.

This canoe, or dory, as it is called in Honduras, awaited
our pleasure one clear and beautiful morning, and away
we went. The wind was fresh and cool, the water green
and clear, and the sea had just enough roll and tumble
in it to impart an agreeable motion. Bliff and I lay back
at our ease taking in the panorama of the rapidly passing
town, with its pretty white houses and cocoanut groves.
The ships in the harbor made a very pleasing picture,
and on the right hand could be seen many islands large
and small scattered around the harbor. We felt exhilarated
taking it all in so free and easy, but I suppose this is a
sensation we all experience once in a while. Our dory
cut the water like a knife and slipped along rapidly and
easily, with hardly a ripple in her wake, and in about
half an hour we had left the sight of the town with its

convent and shipping and soldiers' barracks away behind
us. We were then nearly abreast of an island called
Moho Cave. The front of "it is embowered in graceful
cocoanut trees, and the back part trends off into swamp,
and is covered with a dense growth of the red mangrove.
This mangrove tree grows in either fresh or salt water
swamps, and even in water three or four feet deep. The
limbs of the trees send shoots or roots down into the
water, and thus a thicket of mangroves is a matted mass
of trunks and limbs and roots. On these limbs and
trunks and roots, deep down under the surface of the
water, cling bunches and single oysters, and thus are
formed the oyster groves I had heard of. The leaves of
these trees are of a beautiful dark green, and the swamp
islands from a distance look like fairy bowers.
We poled our dory around to the south of the island,

but could not get very near, as we were scraping bottom
all the time. We passed over numerous oyster beds while
doing so, and with an ordinary rake which had been pro-
vided we hauled aboard a lot of the oysters. They were
small and flat, and the shell looked more like a flat clam
than an oyster. But the inside tasted all right, and our
boatman swallowed that down witharelish. Ididnotcare
much for them myself, except as curiosities, for the mud
that stuck to them did not smell appetizing. Bliff turned
his nose up and would not touch them. I was anxious
to get some of the specimens growing on the green limbs,
with leaves attached, but we could not get near enough
to the trees, for our cutter-canoe drew no less than three
feet. Our boatman would not go overboard after them,
as he said sharks were too plentiful, so after spending an
hour or two pottering around, we pulled up stakes and
shoved out into deep water and anchored.

It was now about twelve o'clock, and being hungry we
made preparations for a breakfast. We triced up the
main boom and spread an awning over the cockpit, and
by shifting the thwarts around had a large free space to
sit or lounge in and prepare our meal. The baskets and
boxes provided by our jovial landlord were duly inspected
and pitched into with a relish, and it was fully two o'clock
before we got through our midday rest and set sail to
return. By this time quite a sea had got Up, the wind
freshened and had drawn more to the south, so that it

was a beat nearly all the way to town. Our canoe heeled
to it gracefully, and with all hands and the three pigs
hanging out to wind ward, we wa ltzed through that rough
water like an express train. The whitecaps rolled in
toward us fast and furious, the spray dashed over the
bows in sparkling showers, but our good boat kepi on her
way as steady as a ten-tonner, and with a weather helm
as light and tender as a horse's moutb. We were soon
abreast of the town, but about three miles out in the
harbor, and in tacking in toward shore we gave free sheet
and passed to the south of the town and around a point
called Tela's Folly. Here we passed over more oyster beds,
and in approaching the shore found good hard bottom.
There were some mangrove trees in the water, isolated
from those on the banks, and by taking in all sail and
by working around with a push-pole, we managed to get
near them. With cutlass in hand our boatman stripped
and jumped overboard, and in a little while he brought
us some fair specimens of limbs with oysters attached,
but he had hardly returned on board when two shark fins
were seen cutting the water over the spot where he had
b-en chopping. Fully sati-fied with our day's outing,
we soon upped sails, and after clearing the point chased
the wind on the home run. L.
New Ohleans.

The Woodcock's Whistle —Cookstown, Ont., Aug.
23.—Editor Forest and Stream:—A short time ago you
were kind enough to print a few lines from me stating
that it was my helief that the whistling sound which the
woodcock makes when flying is made by the wings, the
three narrow primary quills producing the whistle.
Yesterday afternoon I went out after the woodcock for
the first time this season. The dogs raised eight birds.
Not one of the eight birds made the slightest whistling
sound. I shot two (quite enough for my purpose); on my
examining them I found that they had lost by moult the
three primary feathers of each wing, which feathers are
just commencing to grow again. The rest of the wing is
perfect. I take the liberty of inclosing the wings, to you,
and would be pleased if you would kindly examine them.—H. B. N. [We find the wings to be a3 described.]

MY CHICKENS.
I HAVE been rearing a brood of young chickens lately

—bringing them up by hand as it were; and have
been much interested in watching their development.
Their mother died the day after they were hatched, in
fact before some of them had chipped the shell, so that
all their actions have been prompted by what man calls
instinct, and nothing can he ascribed to education.
The first promptings of instinct which I noticed was

on the third day, when they began to scratch in true
chicken style the board on which I fed them their ;corn
meal. On the fifth day I noticed them running feebly after
insects, some of which they caught and devoured. One of
them captured a "stink bug," and the very face which he
made, as he disgustedly dropped him, would have made
a sick man laugh. Up to the eleventh day they huddled
together on the ground at night, but at that date began
to show a tendency to fly up to the perch.

It was not till the thirteenth day that they showed any
fear of the buzzards which were perpetually flying over
them; and this fear seemed to develop very suddenly.
They had been watching a buzzard for several minutes,
without any symptoms of alarm, when suddenly one gave
a squawK of alarm, and all rushed panic-stricken under
the house. And yet their instinct seems to have curious
limitations. They show no fear at sight of a dog, but let
a rabbit come loping along, and they seem to go wild
with fright. Thunder and lightning scare them, but
beating on the head of an empty hogshead, or the flash
of a dark lantern in their faces at night, seems to only
stupefy and benumb them. Sometimes I throw a live
mouse into their coop, and they tackle him valiantly
and soon peck him to death, but the introduction of a
dragon fly sent them, at first, screaming to the darkest
corners, though now they look on him placidly, but make
no effort to attack him. They will not touch corn when
I throw it to them, but will try persistently to swallow
lima beans, which are too large for them to manage.
They seem to possess some slight reasoning power.

For instance, I feed them twice a day—morning and
evening—and always at the same place, in front of their
coop, some fifty yards from the kitchen door. As soon
as they hear the rattle of the spoon against the tin pan
they set off as fast as their legs can carry them, to the
coop, around which they are huddled, open-mouthed,
when I arrive. But they do this only toward sunset; at
no other time of the day do they pay any attention to it.

They did at first, but finding it no good., they have evi-
dently reasoned it out that only at a ceitaiu time, and at
a certain place, are they to be fed. They evidently,
therefore, have evolved conceptions of time and space.

I notice almost as great an individuality among them
as though they were human beings. Although they are
all the same breed—pure Plymouth Rocks—and have all
been handled alike, some are so tame I can put my hands
upon them at any time, while others will not allow me
within ten feet of them, except at feeding time, Some
of the tamer ones, too, seem to be of an affectionate dis-
position, and when I pick them up cuddle down in my
lap like pet kittens, while others seem to simply endure
my handling, but without any return of feeling. One
likes to have his head and back stroked, and will remain
quiet for a long time under the operation; another stands
upon his dignity, and though he allows me to hold him
in my lap without protest, yet squawks and struggles
indignantly if I attempt to smooth down his feathers.
Some are bullies and are constantly pecking and worry-
ing the others; some are as meek as Moses, and accept all
kicks and cuffs uncomplainingly. One I have named the
Philosopher, from his habit of mounting a hillock, aud
remaining there in meditative contemplation till he
evolves some course of action, which he proceeds to de-
liberately carry out. He never seems to be in a hurry,
except at meal time, when he is as active as the rest.
Another one I call the Jew, from his Hebraic propensi-
ties " to keep all he has and get all he can." Some are
avaricious and greedy, some sulky and brooding; in fact,
I find a wonderful resemblance in them to the human
species.

There is quite a difference, too, in their physical con-
ditions. Tuough they are all of the same hatching, and
have received precisely the same care and attention, yet
some are now fully three times as large a3 some of the
others. Some, too, are fully feathered, while some are
still running around scandalously naked. The size does
not depend upon sex T for the large ones are indiscrimin-
ately cockerels or hens, nor does the accession of feathers
depend upon size, for some of the largest are the worst
off in this respect. Though the eggs ail came from one
hen and wrere all impregnated by the same cock, both
pedigreed fowls, yet some of the chicks are bare-shanked,
some feathered down to the toes, some heavy-bodied and
long-legged. Can these differences be attributed to re-
version back to different primal types?
Later.—Since the above was written a dire misfortune

has overtaken me. A thieving possum found his way to
the coop aud in one night slaughtered nine of my pets.
But, Laus Deo! Vengeance overtook him, for in endeav-
oring to get out at the same hole between the slats by
which he entered, his foot slipped, and I found him in the
morning choked to death, h,s murderous career ended.
So at one fell swoop over half of my pets are gone, and
with the usual one sidedness of fate, they were the best
of the lot. The murderer was a connoisseur and picked
out the largest and plumpest of the flock. The Pniloso-
pher's early life is over, but the Jew is spared to con-
tinue his career of petty thievery. Since the tragedy
the survivors appear benumbed with horror. During
the day they skulk furtively around or sit fearfully
brooding under the shadow of the house, and at night,
instead of trooping noioily to the accustomed place
to roost, they huddle around me as I sit on the back
porch enjoying my pipe, and seem anxious to claim my
protection during the dreaded watches of the coming
night. Their nervous systems seem to have received
such a shock that I fear idiocy, or at the best melancholia,
may result. Think what a strain it must have been to
fearfully crouch all night, while a bloody assassin was
piling the floor with the mangled corpses of their broth-
ers and sisters! To fear that each moment their turn
might come nextl To hear the piteous cry as each new
victim breathed his last, to be followed by a moment of
si'lent agony, as the gore-stained murderer paused before

selecting a new sacrifice! No wonder that the long
drawn out agony of tho-e hours of darkness and terror
has left an impress upon their sensitive minds, which
time alone can remove. H. P. TJ.

Louisiana.

THE GROUSE OF UTAH.
IT has always seemed remarkable to me that the men

of science could find so many different species of
grouse in the regions that they have passed over once
perhaps, and I have hunted over for years and with the
single purpose of learning just how many species of birds
and animals could be found.
Now, it is well known that food and climate differing

will produce a difference in the same species of animals
or birds. The early years of my observations of the
grouse family were spent in northern New York, where
the ruffed grouse, commonly known as the partridge,
was abundant. This bird further south is called pheas-
ant. But whether in the Adirondacks, Pennsylvania,
Maryland or Ohio, with slight differences caused by dif-
ferences of food and climate, it is the same variety of the
grouse family. And precisely the same bird is very com-
mon in northern Utah. The same general color, the
marks on the fan-shaped tail, the drumming propensity,
and every motion are all precisely those of the Eastern
partridge, pheasant or ruffed grouse. Nor in my judg-
ment are there two species, one differing, from the above,
in the Northern States and Canada, generally called the
spruce grouse. The ruffed grouse eats spruce bud3 in
winter, when he can't get the buds of .the birch, which
he likes much better; but in summer berries, beech nuts
in fall, and buds in winter are his common food. After
filling their crop with buds, I have seen them pitch from
their tree into the snow in a thick cedar swamp, and
there they remain, if not molested, until a thaw occurs,
when they come out for another feed. When in this
condition the snow prevents freezing, and if the fox or
lynx (wildcat) does not happen to discover them, they
can and do remain a month or more in a torpid state,
without food and apparently without inco ivenience.
In Utah this grouse is found in the thick covers along

the creek bottoms and from seven to ten thousand feet
above the level of the sea, The blue grouse or pine hen
is a larger bird than the ruffed grouse. In summer it

ranges the more open hillsides in search of berries, and
at the beginning of the winter they get into large flocks
and betake themselves to the pine groves where they
manage to live on the buds of the spruce pine.
A third species of grouse found here is a handsome

bird, reddish brown with white specks, and should he
looked for in suxmer in the willows of the streams, high
up in the hills and in the high grass of small damp prair-
ies. When flushed he rises quick and flies v< . ry fast.
After the first hundred yards of flight he commences to
sail and begins to cackle something like the domestic hen
at times. This species is known to Western sportsmen as
the specked grouse, or the cackler, and is often referred
to as the willow grouse.
The fourth species is the sage cock, whose habitat and

habits are tolerably well known. This bird likes high
hillsides as well as the otherthree varieties, and as he has a
stomach in place of a gizzard, he is generally put down by
writers as not being a grain eater. The sage cock will
eat the leaves from sage brush when it cannot get ber-
ries or grain, but it will go further for a morning feed
from a wheat field than ^ny bird I know except a wild
goose. I have killed sage hens with stomachs filled with
lipe wheat picked up the same morning, in places where no
wheat was to be had nearer than eight miles, and in fact
with no cultivation of any kind nearer in any direction.
They fly long distances in search of food but return to
roost in the same place at night, generally on some steep
sidehill and free from shrubs or high grass. This I con-
clude is to prevent surprise from cat, fox or coyote,
always found in the country of the sage cock.
There is no unpleasant flavor to the flesh of any of

these varieties of grouse in summer and fall, where they
range in the Mils; and in my judgment the flesh of a sage
chicken, two-thirds grown, has the finest flavor of any.
I have killed the four species of grouse in a walk of half
a mile after seeing the firot one in Parley's Park, east of
Salt Lake.
The sage cock goes to some spring to drink, and visits

its watering place about sundown in the summer. The
chicks, until full-fledged, depend lor safety on squatting
down when overtaken by the hunter, and it does not
matter whether there is grass or bare ground, the bird is
rarely discovered, except with a dog, or unless the sports-
man is actually about to step on it. A chick, half-grown,
when separated from the rest of the brood, s-ets up and
keeps up a plaintive note, which no one could doubt was
the note of a bird lost and very sorry to be in that con-
dition. I have no doubt that this fowl can be profitably
domesticated. It is larger than the domestic hen, and in
my judgment the flesh is greatly preferable. In south-
ern Utah the sage cock is found only on the high moun-
tains. Indeed, it is only there that grass and berries c m
be found. In the extreme southern part of Utah part-
ridges or quail are plenty. They do not go north on to
the higher tablelands, but are confined to that part of our
Territory known as Dixie. Geo. H. Wyman.
Utah.

National Museum Notes.—Professor Ridgway has
completed and handed in his report upon the steamer
Albatross buds. This report includes descriptions of a
number of new species from the Straits of Magellan and
the Galapagos Islands; the collections from the latter
locality being especially interesting and important, since
it includes birds from islands not previously visited by
any naturalist. The National Museum has received from
Mr. W. Knudsen a collection of birds' from Kanai, Sand-
wich Islands, which is of much interest. These are
being worked up by Dr, Stejneger. A valuable collection
of birds from Caucasia has been received from the Tiflis
Museum of Natural History—a region previously entirely
unrepresented in the bird collections of the National
Museum. The bird collection of the National Museum
having outgrown the capacity of the old cabinets to such
an extent as to prevent satisfactory arrangement of the
study series, some new cabinets, constructed on a differ-
ent principle and embodying all of the latest improve-
ments, are now being made, and the collection will soon
be rearranged in such a manner as to render every speci-
men easily accessible.
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OPEN (GAME SEASONS.
Dakota.

Buffalo, elk, deer, antelope, mountain sheep. Sept, 1 to

Jan. 1. Prairie chicken, pinnated grouse, sharp-tailed

grouse, ruffed grouse, Sept. 1 to dau. 1. Wild duck, snipe,

goose, brant, curlew, plover, Sept. 1 to May 15. Exportation
forbidden.

Delaware.
Partridge, grouse, quail, rabbit, hare, Nov. 15 to Jan. 1 in

New Castle county; in Kent and Sussex counties, Nov. 15 to

Feb. 1. Reed bird, ortolan, rail, Sept. 1 to Feb. 1. Wild-

eure license (fee §25) from the Delaware Game Protective

Association. Exportation restricted.

District of Columbia.
Partridge, qt

SL.
plover, Sept. 1 to May 1. Wildfowl, Sept. 1 to April 1.

Reed bird, ortolan, Sept. 1 to Feb. 1. Venison in possession,

Aug. 15 to Jan. 1,

Indiana.
Deer, Oct, 1 to Jan. 1. Quail, pheasant, Oct. 15 to Dec. 20.

Wild turkey, Nov. 1 to Feb. 1. Prairie, hen, prairie chicken,

Sept. 1 to Feb. 1. Woodcock, July 1 to Feb. 1. Wildfowl,
Sept. 1 to April 15.

Iowa.
Pinnated grouse, prairie chicken, Sept. 1 to Dec. 1. Wood-

cock, July 10 to Jan. 1. Ruffed grouse, pheasant, quail,

wild turkey, Oct. 1 to Jan. 1. Wildfowl, Aug. 15 to May 1.

.Deer, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Beaver, mink, otter, muskrat, Nov.
1 to April 1. Exportation forbidden.

Kentucky.
Quail, partridge, pheasant. Oct. 1 to March 1. Wildfowl,

^Sept. 15 to May 1. Woodcock, June 1 to Jan. 1. Deer (male)

^at any time; female deer, Sept. 1 to March 1. County laws
prescribe otner seasons.

Louisiana.
I Deer, Oct. 1 to March 1. Wild turkey, Oct. 1 to April 15.

Quail, pheasant, partridge, Oct. 1 to April 1.

Manitoba.
Deer, cabri, antelope, elk, wapiti, moose, reindeer, cari-

bou, Oct. 1 to Jan. 1. Grouse (all varieties), Sept. 1 to Dec. 1.

Woodcock, plover, Aug. 1 to Jan. 1. Wildfowl, Aug. 15 to

;May 1. Otter, fisher, pekan, beaver, muskrat, sable, Oct. 1

to May 15. Marten, Nov. 1 to April 15. Exportation for-

bidden. Non-residents must procure annual license from
Minister or Deputy Minister (fee §25).

Missouri.
Deer, Sept. 1 to Jan. 15, Wild turkey, Sept. 15 to March

1. Pinnated grouse, prairie chicken, ruffed grouse, pheas-
ant, partridge, quail, Virginia partridge, Oct. 15 to Feb. 1.

Woodcock, July 1 to Jan. 10. Turtle dove, mourning dove,
meadow lark, starling, plover, Aug. 1. to Feb. 1.

Nebraska.
Buffalo, elk, mountain sheep, deer, antelope, Oct. 1 to

Jan. I. Grouse, Sept. 1 to Jan. 1. Quail, wild turkey, Oct.
1 to Jan. 1.

A DUCKING.
A COLD east wind was blowing,

And in the distant west

His last red rays were glowing.

As the day god sank to rest.

The rushes brown were bending low,

The yellow rice stalks swayed,

The water lily's wax-like blow
Had withered and decayed.

Higli curling waves with foaming crests

The lake's broad bosom flurried,

And southward from deserted nests

The noisy blackbirds hurried.

The busy muskrat's sheltering roof

With roots and rushes mended.
Added its mute convincing proof

That summer joys were ended.

Pintails their airy circles drew.
Low svyung the mallard duck.

And I, on a capsized canoe.

Was "cussing" at my luck.

Chicago, Hlinois. *
. Hoodoo.

THE GAYLORD CLUB OF CHICAGO.

CCHICAGO, ILL., Aug. 23.—In many respects the
/ little organization known as the Gaylord Club pre-

sents more of interest to sportsmen readers than any
club yet found whose clientage belongs to this city, Its
club house is situated just three hundred miles distant
from Chicago, in the heart of a wilderness whose general
view, at least, offers no sign of human occupancy. Its
domain is, or will soon be, larger than that of any other
sportsmen's club in this city. Its possessions include
lake, forest and stream, in a country where the wild
trout and the wild deer are yet native and fairly abund-
ant; and, above all, it is extending over its domain a
protecting hand which will keep its wild creatures and
make them yet more abundant, and which will preserve
unmarred and unchanged a generous portion of a coun-
try where nature has been generous but abused.
The president and founder of the Gaylord Club is Mr,

M. M. Gaylord, and the notion of starting the club came
to him last year, the club being now only in its second
season, and in the first year of its actual organization
Mr. Gaylord 's health was not very good, and to benefit it

in a logical and sensible way he struck north into the
pine forests of Wisconsin, joined a party of "timber
cruisers'' (scouts sent out by the lumber companies to
find available logging grounds), shouldered his pack like
the rest of them and so sallied forth on a journey which
might or might not end almost anywhere. During this
journey the party stopped on the shores of Coleman
Lake, named after a notedlumberman and known to but
few except loggers and hunters of that region. The
beautiful little lake, perhaps five or six miles in circum-
ference, rimmed in like a shining jewel by the dark band
of the pine forest, appealed too strongly to his eye, and
the oftener he gazed the stronger grew the fascination.
There were deer about the lake; the north branch of the
Pike—as glorious a trout stream as ever preached a ser-

mon—rolled by distant but a few miles, the south branch
of the Pike, an equally beautiful and equally prolific
stream, headed right out of the lake itself, the inlet at
the upper end of the lake held trout, and so did the lakes
into which it widened out; there were big trout and
big bass, too, in the main lake itself, and a little

way further up lay a lake then known as Moon
Lake, where buss fairly swarmed; not far from there lay
the moss-edged Five Lakes, wdiere the deer came down
at evening; and every way, further than any man could
think or listen, stretched the great, quiet, restful pine
woods, wherein no man can long be tired or ailing, and
where, if one must one day die of sheer old age, his soul
could simply join the whisper of the woods, and so talk
on of peace and rest to the other mortals in the ages yet
to come. It needed but little thought to see the beauty
and the advantages of the country, and Mr. Gaylord un-
slung his pack and said he would go no further. The
idea of the club and its subsequent rapid organization
were born of the pity felt m the discoverer's heart that so
noble a country should be perpetually outraged by men
wrho could not arrpreciate it. The process of the organi-
zation was a very speedy one, and eminently character-
istic of an energetic man and the most energetic city in

the world. The thirty-five shares—for it svas thought
best to limit the membership pretty closely—were rap-
idly taken up, and to-day a share is worth five times
what it cost, and none are for sale. The annual dues of
$20 are light, and the whole conduct of the club is one
which offers rare privileges to its select membership at a
cost more reasonable than might naturally be expected.
There is not really very much expense attached to run-
ning a club of this kind, after the buildings are put up,
beyond the very moderate salary of the club keeper. It

is customary for each member to pay a nominal rate for
board during the time of his actual stay at the club, and
this adjusts the question of relative use of the club's
{mvileges by those who may or may not go up often to
visit it.

Gaylord club house is situated at the edge of the forest
and at the edge of the lake, on a bold point of the shore
from which a delightful panorama of land and water is

visible. The building U about 90x40 feet in extent, and
is made from lumber hauled in from the nearest railway
station—Dunbar—some fifteen miles away, at which

GAYLORD CLUB HOUSE.

point a flourishing sawmill is whittling away at the big
forest. Dunbar is on the "Soo Line" railway, and is the
nearest telegraph and mail point. The point of disem-
barkation for the clubhouse is Kirton, about six miles
further west than Dunbar, on the same line. There is a.

good litle station house at Kirton, but there is no regular
station agent there, and trains only stop there upon flag
or to let off the occasional traveler bound for the club
house on the lake. The club road leaves the railway
something over a mile west of Kirton station house, and
it is hoped by the club that, as it grows older and brings
more business over the road, the "Soo" people will move
the station house down to their road, put in a station for
them, and make things generally a good deal more com-
fortable and convenient for the club than they ever have
been yet. There is only one passenger train each way,
daily, over the "Soo" road on this division, but the
freight trains—semi-occasional as all freight trains are

—

will carry the club visitor from Pembine, on the Mil-
waukee & Northern road, over the thirteen miles to
Kirton on the "Soo." The total time from Chicago is

about twenty-four hours, or a trifle more. Still, the club
members ought not to expect all the conveniences of
perfected railway travel in a country which they pride
themselves is still a wilderness, and through whose dense
forest the railway winds, like a thread, for miles and
miles, unstrung by any human habitations except those
of the infrequent little sawmill towns, whose traffic is

not yet worth a fortune to any railway.
The interior of Gaylord club house is very spacious,

convenient and inviting. There is an ideal great fire-

place in the main room, and in this room, which, answers
as the general club room, there are the racks for guns
and rods and the lockers for the storing of garments and
odds and ends of personal property. The dining hall,
kitchen and keeper's rooms lie to the left of the main
room, and to the right are something like a dozen sleep-
ing apartments, all furnished with democratic equality.
A broad gallery Ironts the lake, and is a delightful spot
in the evening, as the sun sinks on the opposite side of
the lake. There is an ample ice house, well furnished,
and there are also barns and kennels for the dumb mem-
bers of the menage. A good team is kept all the time at the
club house. There are, I should think, fifteen or twenty
boats of different sorts in and about the lake, and on the
last day of my visit a big sailboat was brought in by Mr.
O. R. Glover, a friend of Mr. Caylord's, who with his
brother is putting up a big log camp for a pleasure resort
on a bluff further up the lake. This is the only other
habitation about the lake.

I met Mr. Glover on the freight train going over from
Pembine, and as there was no team over from the club
house, we started out to walk the six or seven miles over
to the lake. There had been a heavy rain that day, and
the deep woods were moist almost to unpleasantness; in-

deed, our feet and legs were wet as if we had waded de-
liberately in water. We were, however, well fortified

by a dinner obtained at the table of the "bridge gang,"
who were boarding in a box car side-tracked at Kirton.
We did not mind wet feet, when at length we topped the
last hill between us and the lake, and looked out over the

little mirror lying in the woods. Mr. Gaylord was out
trying for a bass, and we met him at the boat landing,
and were soon well fed and comfortable before the big
fireplace.

On the following day Mr. Gaylord inaugurated a trip

over a part of the club territory, it being incidental to
the programme that we should try for a little trout fish-

ing on the way. Mr. Gaylord has been up at the club
house all summer, and will remain there until the close
of the deer season, preferring the woods to the city. He
should, therefore, be fairly posted on the whereabouts
and condition of the fishing on the club premises. He
said:

"These fish puzzle me. Sometimes we catch very
large trout here in the main lake, but they are not biting
now. Earlier in the season one boat has taken forty-four
black bass in little over an hour, but now you can
hardly expect half a dozen in a morning's fishing, and
they will not bite at all in the middle of the day. In
June I have caught sixty trout below the Brock dam, as
fast as I could cast the fly to them, yet now you cannot
catch a thing there but chubs. Last week I caught a
half dozen good trout in the stream below there, but a
while ago I could easily have filled a basket in the same
time. I don't know where the trout have gone. Of
course many of them have worked up into the smaller
and colder streams, but my firm belief is that our fish

have been skinned out. There have been two fellows
fishing for the market all the season; their camp is at the
bridge on the North Pike. A lot of "Soo Line" railway
officials came in on the North Pike this summer, and took
out nearly 3,000 trout. Every party that has gone in

below here has killed its similar numbers, and every little

stream around here is visited continually by men fishing

for the market. These streams are too small to stand
such a drain. I know we have plenty of bass left, but as

to the trout, I simply believe we are fished out."
" What do you propose to do about it? " I asked.
" Come with me to the outlet of this lake, and I will

show you. We have as fine a natural breeding stream
for trout as you ever saw. We intend, with the assist-

ance of the authorities at Madison, to put in a fish hatch-
ery right here. There are three loggirg dams below here,

one a ' rolling dam,' or dam built high enough to insure
a heavy enough volume of water to enable the men to
roll the logs over the wide shallows below it. This dam
is so high that no trout can get over it. Above this dam
and the others there are wide pools which hold no fish

but chubs and trout. We will stretch strong wire nets
below to keep our trout from going down stream. They
can have these pools to grow in, and the lake and streams
above here to run up into if they like. We do not care
how much they run up above the lake, for we are watch-
ing the inlet now, so that we do not fear trespassing to
any serious amount. If the young trout go into the lake,

they will work out one way or another, and so we will

always have good fishing above or below the lake. The
water lies so that it is a natural preserve. We are going
to stock it, and in five years we will show you better

fishing than there is now, you may depend on that."

Our subsequent journey down the beautiful South
Branch bore out all th#t Mr. Gaylord said and more.
That stream is an ideal trout stream. Broad and with
great volume of water even at the present low stage of
the lake, clear and cold as ice water, and tumbling
along over a rocky l ed which seemed a natural right-of-

way for trout. I have never seen a stream, unless it were
some of the mountain streams of the Rockies, which was
more beautiful or more beautifully adapted to trout
fishing. Here I had my first opportunity, and, indeed,
almost my only opportunity during the trip, to cast a fly.

What was the result? Hundreds of chubs, and hardly a
trout in the prettiest part of the stream. By cbmbing,
crawling and wading up to a small stream which runs in
above the Brock dam, I found a long pool of nearly mo-
tionless water just at the edge of the overflow of the
dam. Here, standing nearly waist-deep in the trembling
bog, whose bottom was no one knows where, I
caught about a dozen splendid trout, a few of which
would run over a pound. They bit very sluggishly. In
fact, the trout in that section were not nearly so gamy as
the chubs. The latter took the fly readily, and the trout
would not. I think it was too late in the season, and
believe the trout were working up into the narrow
waters preparatory to the spawning season, which begins
in September. The bass spawned very late in Coleman
Lake this year, many so late as the end of July; but the
trout seem about to spawn early. I took several trout
nearly ready to spawn in the pool above mentioned,
lear ning this too late to spare them.
The Gaylord Club must have between 3,000 and 4,000

acres of land in title and under lease. It controls all the
shore of the lake, about five miles along the South
Branch, and nearly as much on the 4 Inlet," including
the enlargement of that stream known as Trout Lake,
It owns all the lake shore where the club house and gar-
den are situated. Its tenure on most of the other land
is by lease from the great lumber companies who practi-

cally own that country. The land is now nearly all

"logged off." and is worthless for any other purpose.
In most instances, therefore, the lumber kings have
been content to lease bodies of the land merely in con-
sideration of the payment of the taxes. They ought to
be glad to get even that much for it, for it is the most
desolate pine country on earth, and never will be farmed
in the lives of any now living, at any rate. In this way
the Gaylord Club has been continually picking up land,
and will continue its operations until it has an immense
acreage under its control. The lumber people all feel

very well disposed toward the club, and well they may,
for it is starting in the middle of a great wilderness of
lawlessness the only movement that will ever bring peo-
ple into that country, and the only movement which
will keep up the supply of fish and game which consti-

tute the sole inducement to bring in any visitors except
the logging gangs and railroad men.
There are a great many deer in that country yet, and

under intelligent treatment there always will be plenty.
Thirty deer were killed from the Gaylord club house last

fall, and doubtless the shooting members of the club will

have good sport this season, although old Nig, the club's

big hound, will have to be left tied up this year. Wis-
consin has already offered her proof of the fact that
hounding of deer is the worst thing possible to spoil the
sport and to drive the deer out of the country. The only
protest I heard from the natives against violations of any
law were against the Chicago and Milwaukee men who
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bring big packs of hounds in and run the deer all out of

the country. The righteous native summer pot-hunter
rebels at this. One frank apostle of the native creed ad-
mitted to me that he had in Michigan taken pay as a
guide in putting out the h mnds, and afterward sold the
scalps of hounds he had killed for that same party on the
hunt. North wood's morals are touehingly fine and
elevated ! It is hard to say that all loose hounds should be
kilted, but it is easy enough to see that all hounds should
be kept out of thatcountiy. It may as well be definitely

announced that hounding will not be permitted on Gay-
lord Club territory, and any violator of this law will be
hunted for until caught and punished to the full limit.

Mr. Gay lord is a man not disposed to be quarrelsome, but
he says be is not spending money up there to be fooled
with: his determination is sufficient to make him fear-
less in enforcing the rights of the club.
The beneficial results of a little honest work of this

kind will soon be apparent. Stock in a well-conducted
club like this will be worth more and more as the years
go by. To some extent these club preserves solve the
question of game and fish protection, and as such factors
they certainly deserve the interest of all sportsmen. I

have, in an earlier article or two, shown just how much
the law is respected in that country, and to just what
extent local protection is carried by the law and its

wardens in adjacent territory not thus preserved by a
club. The only just verdict is that the game law is

worthless as now applied in that region, I will cite one
instance as foundation of the belief that the law will be
enforced on Gaylord Club territory: On the last night
of my stay we noticed a light moving around the lake
shore near the outlet. At once the club keeper, Mr.
Thompson, was sent out, and quietly paddling up dis-

covered the poacher to be a man from one of the tempor-
ary log camps near by. He was ordered off the lake at
once, and went. Had there been no Gaylord Club there,
some doe or half-grown fawn might have been killed
that night. Be sure, in any other place in that big wil-
derness, the illegal hunter might have run his jacklight
undisturbed. I do not believe the wardens are efficient

in very many instances.
I had a smart Aleck of a young Chicago fellow boast

to me the other day that he and bis party always killed
plenty of deer on their summer trips into Wisconsin, and
that the game waiden of Elk Eiver district had on one
occasion gone out deer hunting with them in the summer
time, la>t year. Neither native, nor Indian, nor city
smart Aleck will be allowed to break the law on the
Gaylord Club grounds. Mr. Gaylord does not boast of
the plentifulness of game and fish on the club property.
To the contrary, he says that the country has been nearly
ruined for sport; but be also says that in five years it

shall tell a different story, and this beyond doubtis true.
His ideas are moderate and intelligent, axd all he depre-
cates is the complaint of members who may come up ex-
pecting to catch a basket of trout in an hour, or to kib a
deer every time they go out. That is not to be wished or
expected. If members would see that most nearly approx-
imated, they will do well to keep Mr. Gaylord t ight where
he is, for he is unquestionably on the right track, and he
has got sense ahd sand. E. Hougf.

[TO BECONOLTJDED.]

FIELDS TO BE HARVESTED.
JAYTON, Kent County, Texas. Aug. 14.—Editor Forest

and Stream: Through the warm summer days of
the past weeks work of nearly all kinds has ceased. The
mornings and late afternoons are pleasant while a good
breeze prevents the heat being oppressive at any time. It

seems to be a waste of nature tnat this country, which
would afford such fine and profitable sport to so many of
the denizens of the cities, is so far from them. The
prairies here teem with plover, doves, Bob White and the
crested quail, to say nothing of rabbits and jack rabbits.
The inhabitants of this country need no outings, their
every day life being spent in riding and looking after
half-wild stock, which are never fed. The small game
above mentioned is never hunted or shot at; becoming so
used to the stock passing about, they have little or no fear
of man. The jack rabbit, a hare approaching the size of
a fox, is very fleet, never going to any shelter when pur-
sued, but keeping on the prairie and depending on its

fleetness of foot to escape, which it generally does.
Large, strong and properly trained greyhounds can take
them. The chase is rare sport, but nothing of the kind
has occurred here for years. A neighboring ranchman
who had a truck patch too much infested went gunning
one afternoon recently and with a .22cal. rifle killed 47
out of 55 shots. They weigh 7 to 121bs. each. (No other
instance of shooting them has come to the knowledge of
the writer.) In riding a little over one mile yesterday
evening I counted 19 by the roadside.
Tracks of bears, panthers and the large gray wolves

are very ferocious and live upon cattle and colts which
they kill. If there is any place on earth where hunters
or sportsmen would be welcome it is here, particularly' if

they were equipped to hunt the fiercer kinds. Foxes and
catamounts are quite common, but the coyote or prairie
wolf is the most common and most universally hated on
account of his cowardly, sneaking, thieving propensities.

Stockman.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I noi ice with regret that some of the able sportsmen of

our big State are quite content seemingly to have her lie
in oblivion as far as making any representation of game
is concerned. To many Northern and Eastern sportsmen
it may be news to hear that the very best quail shooting in
the Union is to be had in Texas. When I say best 1 do so
advisedly, as there are more birds than I have ever seen
anywhere else, and but little or nothing to bother the
dogs, such as burrs, etc. There is plenty of water with
lots of shade, and if a man gets tired of killing quail
there is a large variety of other game, such as deer, bear,
turkey, antelope, and ducks and geese by the million.
Another advantage this country has over others is the
nice, soft bottom for dogs' feet; the dogs will go for
weeks in the soft mesqaite grass without being footsore.
The only drawback, if it can be called so, is the mild
weather. Upland plover are giving us pretty good sport
just now, and are in great numbers on the prairie. The
young quail are well grown, and judging from the num-
bers close to town the outlook for a good fall's shooting
is grand. The best time to come here for a shoot is about
Nov. 1, wben the weather is cool enough for the game
to keep. Cottontail
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 21.

WORCESTER'S OPENING DAY.
WORCESTER, Mass., Aug. 26.—As the open season

on partridge, and woodcock draws near, and re-
ports of plenty of birds are heard, bird hunters begin to
make up their parlies for opening day.
As Monday, Sept. 2, the opening day this year, comes

on Labor Day, the number of hunters out will probably
be large.

Worcester sportsmen usually hunt in pairs, and the
season is usually spent with the same partner year
after year. It is a little early yet for the final arrange-
ments to be made, but the following partners have been
selected: "Lisha" Knowles and Uncle Nathan Harring-
ton, who, with their famous opening day lunch (including
home made apple pie, carroway seed cookies, bottled
cider and cigars), have hunted opening day together for
years, take with them Congressman Walker and his son,
who could scarcely have fallen into better hands. E. F.
Swan and Austin Warren, the only pair who hunted
through the rain a year ago, will try it again. They
know where there are a lot of them, too, "by Jinks."
L. E. Divol goes to Lancaster to bunt with Geo. Samp-
som. G. J. Rugg and Robt. Mason will endeavor to
duplicate their usual large opening day bag. E. T.
Whitaker and Harry Morse will hunt together. Dr.
Harris and Col. Dreniian go down to the cape after shore
birds instead of trying the covers about here. E. T.
Smith goes to Alilford to hunt with Charlie Howe, and if

Milford birds don't get a hustling for an opener then 1

am no prophet. Two better bird shots can't be found.
Less illegal shooting is reported this year than usual,

and the present week, the last of the close season, during
which most of the illegal shooting is done, will probably
not be a very profitable one for violators of the game
laws.
The Worcester Sportsmen's Club has shown more than

the usual amount of interest in the matter, and last week
arranged with one of the keenest and most resolute detec-
tives in the State to look after the early shooters. He is

thoroughly acquainted with every mile of country about
here, kno > s where illegal shooting is likely to be done,
and when he goes after a man he usually gets him. We
look for one or two examples this week, but hope they
will not be necessary.
The club has also published in all the local papers the

following notice, and any one who gets into trouble inu&t
do so wantonly and with his eyes open:
"To Bird Hunters: The open season on partridge and

woodcock begins Sept. 1, and uuti. that time it is ex-
pected that all who respect the law will hold up until it

is legal to shoot game. A reward of $10 will be paid by
the Worcester Sportsmen's Club for information that will
lead to the arrest and conviction of any one violating the
law. We are willing to wait. If you don't, look out for
trouble.—G. J. Rugg, Pres. ; A. B. F. Kinney, 1st Vice-
Pres.; E. S. Knowles, 2d Vice-Pres.; M. D. Gilman, Treas.

;

E. F. Swan, Sec; V. F. Prentice, C. H. Morse, W. R.
Dean, E. T. Smith, Executive Committee."
They mean business, too, and have the cooperation of

about all the farmers in this vicinity, who are as anxious
for the enforcement of the game laws as sportsmen.

Hal.

SMALL-CALIBER RIFLES.
Editor Forest avid Stream:
Much has been said about a new size of small-bore rifle,

.25 and ,27cal. being mentioned. I do not like the ,25
for several reasons: It is too near the .22 for much
greater killing po wer and it cannot be made from a .22
as well as can a ,27. If the idea is to get a new size as
near the .22 as possible the .25 is all right, but if greater
killing power is wanted and the .32 is too large, why not
split the difference and mnke a .27? No trouble would
then be expt-rienced by any rifle manufacturer :n cutting
the many rusty .22s out to the new .27. I prophesy that
for some time after the new size is out a great many
more .22s will be rebored for the new size than new guns
will be sold, and consequently let us have a size that
makes it possible to produce a perfect barrel from a ru ty
.22. W. W. L.
Medfobd, Wisconsin.

A Novel Refrigerator.—Chicago, HI., Aug, 19,—

A

young friend of mine, who has for several years each
summer gone with his father cn a camping trip on the
south shore of Lake Superior, tells me of a novel expedi-
ent they often employed for preserving their venison in
warm weather. In that country some of the streams are
flanked by long rows of sandhills, whose composition is

so loose that they shift about continually under a wind
of any force. In the winter time the high winds often
blow the sand over the great snow banks which lie upon
the north side of the sand dunes, covering up the snow
to a depth of several feet. The snow is thus kept un
melted, and even in the middle of summer one can dig
down through the sand to it and find the best imaginable
sort of a natural refrigerator. In this way, sdd my
young friend, they buried their deer and trout, and
found them kept entirely fresh so long as they cared to
leave them. This is certainly a new instance of nature's
bountifulress with the sportsman. I wonder if my in-
nocent informant knew that he had wronged kindly
nature in killing during the smnmer season the deer they
buried in the snow? It would be better to bury just the
trout next time. Trout and deer do not go together.

—

E. Hough.

Idaho Game.—Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, Aug. 20.—I am
told that game in this and adjoining counties is very
plentiful. Owing to the very extensive forest fires which
are raging hereabouts, hunting is considered to be more
practicable than it usually is at the commencement of
the season, deer having remained in the bottoms and
being greatly confined in range. Good hunters and fair

shots give stalking up in disgust at the expiration of a
week of hardest work without coming to shot, and either

leave or hound. What deer are killea hereabouts with
the exception of an occasional one by a fishing party or
roving Indian are killed before the hounds. Of aJl deer
killed by hounding parties I have to see the first one
offered for sale or shipped. Grouse and pheasants having
wintered well and being but little disturbed at any time,
will offer good sport.—Muse.

Rail and Reed Bird Shooting will be in order next
Monday in Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Penn-
sylvania, Delaware and the District of Columbia,

Manitoba Protective Association.—The Manitoba'
Game and Fish Protective Association's headquarters are
at Winnipeg; Colin In kster, President; Chas. A. Boxer,!
Secretary-Treasurer. Per-ons learning of cases of in-

fraction of the game or fish laws a^e requested to im-
mediately communicate with the secretary- treasurer of
the Association, in order that proceedings may he in-

stituted. All information of this nature will be treated
as strictly confidential, and the names of the pesmsi
furnishing it will not be divulged. Copies of the game
law and warning posters containing the principal pro-
visions of the law will be supplied free of charge on ap-
plication to the secretary treasurer of the Association. 1

Kor open seasons on game see head of this department.

A West Virginia Resort.—Columbus, O., Aug. 28.— '

In your issue of Aug. 15 E. R. L. asks where a partv of
three can go in Virginia, and find sport for a month with
turkey, deer, etc. Permit me to say in reply, that I'

know of my own knowledge Romney, West Virginia, to
be one of the best and rno.-t accessible points for such an
outing. Romney can be reached by the Baltimore and 1

Ohio R. R, A letter addressed to C.pt C. S. White.
State Fish Commissioner, Romney, W. Va., himself an'
ardent sportsman, will be pretty sure to elicit all the in-
formation desired.—M. P. P.

The Field Plover have been exceedingly common in
the vicinity of Laurel, Maryland, flocks of from one-half
dozen to fifteen being found in the stubble fields. Con-
siderable destruction of young quail is reported by their
being cut to pieces by mowing and reaping machines.

The Connecticut Association, at its annual meeting,
re-elected Mr. A. C. Collins president, and be well de-
served the. place for another year.

"That reminds me."

376.
SOME two years back there lived in this city an aged

woodsman, who had been given over in his boyhood:
days to the sports of gun and dog. One evening several
of his hunting friends were telling nbout the running
qualities of their dogs, and no doubt some rather careless

I

iiandling of the truth was done lor his .-pecial benefit.,
After each one had given an instance of the marvelous
staying qualities of a certain dog he used to own the ohL
fellow guve them the following: "Well, boys, some, of

!

you have had some pretty fair dogs, I admit, but before
this meeting bieaks up I must tell you of a dog I owned i

when I first came to northern Wise nsin in '72. He was
a handbome and intehigent creatuie, and had I think the
sweetest voice of any hound I have ever seen or heard. I

We started out one October morn im/, and before going far
Zeph was running a deer. After listening to him a ruin-

1

ute, I stared for a runway, where I knew they would go,
but they passed and were far away before I reached my

j

stand. I waited round about for two or three hours,
when I heard Z^ph in the distance, coming closer and
closer, though not coming near enough for a shot. Then i

they made three nrnre rounds and I got a shot at the >

buck, while I noticed Zeph was gaming on Uim. The i

next time they got within heading I whistled and called
to the dog, but he did not or would not hear, and I

started for home expecting he would soon follow, but I

went to bed ramus my dog. Being a little anxious I was
out early next morning, but found no dog; and so I
started back to the woods. After reaching the spot
where I last saw Zeph 1 began looking around and call-

ing to him. Soon [heard the old familiar chorus Hear-
ing me, and sho> tly 1 saw the buck ahd Zeph running for
all they were worth (though it was nut v^ry fast), withi
their tongues out, Zeph yelping as usual,' but he was
about three rods anead of the bucit!" W. W. L.

277.
The geese were coming in thick; there was no doubt

about that. Every morning and evening for a week or
ten days the skyr was filled with the peculiarly formed
flights, and the air was melodious with vigorous honks.
Now, one day of thi3 is usually enough to cause a long
ing for action, but let a spnrtsman stand a ten days'
siege, and only those who have experienced it can tell

what my feelings at that time were. But relief was at
hand. A friend proposed that we should drive out to the
farm of a mutual acquaintance and bag some geise.
'•Right you are, Van, I will be with you in a minute." I

got my gun, a couple of dozen shells, and was ready.
Upon reaching the sidewalk I found another gunner
added to the party, Mr. A. This was a welcome addi lion.

We climbed into the buckboard, the nondescript, by
courtesy called a horse, was, by a little persuasion, in-
duced to get into a cross between a trot and a canter, and
we slowly left Hastings behind.
We arrived at the farm on time, tied the horse to a

haystack, took five tir geese decoys over on to the edge
of a cornfield, stuck them up, built up some hou-es out
of cornstalks, filled a pipe, and prepared for business.
Van was on my right, about 25yds. away, while Mr. A.
had gone to my left fully fifteen rods. The geese de-
coys were directly in front of me on some newly plowed
ground, and as it had been recently seeded it was "just
the spot."
Van and I were talking, when he exclaimed, "Look

out, here they^come." And come they did, hundreds of
them, right over our heads, near enough to be touched
with a fish pole. I cocked both barrels, when a tearful
voice uprose from my left, "For the Lord's sake, don't
shoot, boys, until they come my way." It was A., who
was just out of gunshot. Van hurriedly whimpered.
"We'll give him a chance;" and we both lay still.

The main flock passed over to the south; but fully one
hundred swung out over the decoys, and commenced to
slowly circle round them fully a dozen times. Van and
I could have knocked down a. dozen with our four shots,
but every time the flock would swing away from us, the
suprjlicating voice rose up, "Oh, boys, remember I'm
here. When they work down my way, we'll all get a
shot. Now, boys, don't shoot until I get a whack at
them," Van and I told him that we would not spoil his
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chance, and there we sat. Yes. gentlemen, sat there for

ore hour V.y rny reputable Waterbury. The flock Jit

within lOft.'of me, and commenced to feed slowly away,

Van and I talked freely the whole time they were feed-

ing, but no attention whs paid by them to us, owing, no

doubt, to the fact that the "guards" were placed far out

on the open plowed fh Id.

Some one on the prairie tired a gun, when up rose our

flock. Six reports rang out simultaneously; but, alas,

the birds were out of range. I distinctly heard my shot

spatter one old honker I had picked out. That was all,

however; it had lost power to knock him down.
As it was getting late, we concluded to go home; the

horse was persuaded to meander; and in due time we
reached town.
When we were talking matters over the. next day, in

the presence of a veteran goose hunter, he made a re-

rnark which I have since taken to heart and always act

upon. It ran to the effect, "Friendship is friendship,

and hunting i^ hunting, and friendship stops right short

in the range of a good shot when hunting geese."

Gardner, 111. A. H. B.

CAMPS OF THE KINGF1SHERS.-V11.
ECHO LAKE, ONTAKIO, CANADA.

IT came about next morning that Charley and the skip-

per were to fish together that day; and accordingly

after breakfast we wrapped a day's rations in an old

newspaper, and with our rods, a bucket of frogs, the

milk pail and a two-gallon stone jug to bring back filled

with water from the natural ice water spring at the foot

of the lake, pulled out for the farm below, just as the

sun looked over into the lake from the summit of the

hills back of upper Echo Eiver.

Except for a faint ripple, the water was quiet, and we
fished and idled along down shore till it was near noon,

before we were below the island; but the sport was
rather poor, as we took but fou"or five pickerel, although

we passed over the same water where, the evening be-

fore, Dan and I had taken them till our arms were tired

handling the slimy sneaks.

We were a little disappointed at not getting a bass or

two, but we found cnsolalion in a fragment of old Ben
Renshaw's philosophy : "Pickerel fi-bin' was good enough
for the Jonese-, for the Joneses never was used to the

very bestV fishin' nohow,"—which had eased his mind,

and ours, on many a day in past years when the bass

were like Dick Mac 's cn-torners—"a leetle too face-

tious in th it tastes to appreciate good sdttels."

The big maskinonje was again seen to break water

with a great swirl after we had passed his haunt a hun-
dred yards or so. in pure derision, as it seemed tou«, at

the feeble tackle we were foolish enough to think might
prevail against his great strength; but we did not turn

(Sack to risk the humiliation of a defeat, knowing the ad-

vantage he would have in the forest of bushweeds and
rushes infesting his chosen territory. Beside-, for the

la-t mile rr twro Charley had complained of a headache
and nausea, to which he was subject, and we wanted to

get to the farmhouse where he could lie down for awhile
and get Mother Ruttle to make a cup of strong tea,which

would doubtless afford at least a temporary relief. At
the landing we were met by the dog Jack, who had not
forgotten his new-made friend of the day before, and in-

stead of erect bristles and a growl, we were welcomed in

his waggish way and escorted with sundrv doggish

antics to the house, where on stating Charley's case the

good dame set about brewing a cup of tea, while he
strelched himself on a lounge looking really like a sick

man; but he said the "spells" never la-ted long, and for

me to take the boat and yo up the lake for a couple of

hours' fishing, after which he thought he would feel well

enough to start back to camp, where a dose of "crow
and ginger" would put him in good shape again.

On aoing down to the boat, after seeing that nothing
more could be done for him, I found that my four-footed

friend had been there before me. The bottom of the

boat w^as strewn with torn pieces of paper, a few frag-

ments of egg shells, and a corner of a square cracker that

he had overlooked, and this was the remains of out lunch.

He had eaten a ge ol-nized cut of raw bacon that we had
intended to broil over a quick fire, four or five hard-

boiled eggs without taking much notice of the shells, all

of the crackers except the tragment lying under the

thwart; and the indications were that he had bolted the

bigger part of a Cincinnati Commercial Gazette, edi-

torials and all. Veiily, tne appetite of the average
country dog passeth the understanding of man.
To say my temp°r was a trifle ruffled would be draw-

ing it mild, for 1 began to feel a caving for some of that

luuch myself, and a sound drubbing on sight was
Straightway laid by for the culprit; but on turning to go
back to the ho„se, there at the top of the bank stood the

thieving rascal, wagging his tail with half stroke and
with such an innocent "foolea-ve-that tinie-ole feller"

look on his four by nine countenance that I had to laugh
outright; and once more the hatchet was buried between
us, arjd Jack escaped the thrashing he so richly merited.

Back at the house. Mother Buttle in the goodne- s of her
heart made the luuch good by two great slices of buttered
bread and a bowl of fresh sweet milk; and with many
thanks I took my way up lake in a placid state of mind,
with Jack following along the bank to the upper end of

tne wheatdeld, where he stood at the edge of the swamp
for awhile, looking after the boat with a wistful expres
sion that said as plainly as dog language eould, "When
you come down again don't forget your lunch."
Three more pickerel were added to the string tied to a

bush at the landing as the result of the trip up the lake

to the island and back; and the last were turned over to

Mother Ruttle—enough to keep the whole family in fish

for a week. During my absence the good woman had
killed a chicken and made a savory pot of broth, which
seemed to be the very remedy Charley was hankering
after, as he bad drank it all and was feeling much better,

albeit he still suffered from a trifling "fullaess" in the

region of the stomach, which was small wonder. But the

skipper and 1 ttle H-nry, the bright-eyed eigbt year-old

"baby" of the family, got the best end of the "festival

soup" by eating the chicken and tossing the bones to

Jack, waiting at the door, whose appetite and capacity

for mixed victuals appeared to be boundless.

When the last scrap of the chicken had disappeared

and Charley announced himself ready to start, we pulled

across to the spting, filled the jug and headed for camu,
not very well satisfied with the day's experience, but it

was yet several hours till dark and we decided to fish the

deep bay a while before going in.

As we were pulling lazily along past the rocky point

across from the island, our rods winged out on either

side with the frogs trailing sixty or seventy feet astern,

a swirl in the water near the fringe of rushes and a vio-

lent pull at the line that made the reel handle spin

brought the skipper to his feet and out, of a, pleasant

reverie, with a jerk that jarred the little boat from stem
to stern and roused Charley out of a half doze with,

"What's the matter, Hickory, spring water goin' to yer

head?" at the same time reeling in his line to be out of

the way, knowing by the indications that a right with a
good fish was at hand. Slowly the line ran off the reel

out in the lake and as quickly as possible Charley took

the oars and pulled the boat some yards away from the

rushes to give Hickory room to work when the fray

opened.

When sufficient time had been given the fish to swallow
the frog, a smart strike started the fun. and instantly he
turned and swung in toward the shore. The pull on ^e
rod was so heavy that we thought sure it was a big pick-

erel making the trouble, and the old rod was nearly

doubled in the effort to hold him away from the rushes

for which he was heading, but it was no use, and a

moment later a magnificent fish went high in the air

10ft. inside of the rush line, turned half over in a'grace-

ful curve, and fell back with a noisy splash in the water

with head pointed in the direction of the boat. It was a

feat an acrobat might have been proud of, but we had
no time to waste in applause, as he was coining out in

the lake again at a pace that kept the reel busy to take

up the slack of the line. Fortunately the line had not

fouled in the rushes, and we were now, barring an acci-

dent, on an equal footing in the struggle.

While it was in the air we saw t hat it was a maski-
nonje; and forgetting his illness and his late tussle with
the pot of chicken broth, Charley let out a, yell—in which
Hickory lifted up his voice and "jined"—that started our
lunch thief to barking at the farm below, a nd scared into

silence a saucy little red squirrel chattering at us from a
limb of a cedar hanging over the water near the point.

The fish went by the boat out in the lake with a steady

rush, and Charley, dropping the oar blades in the water,

pulled after him; and then we had it, around and up and
down the lake for nearly a half hour, before he showed
any sign of weakening, swimming deep the while, and
never showing near the surface again after the first leap

in the bulrushes.
At last (as we have noted is a habit of the "masky"

when he has exhausted his strength and arts in an effort

to escape from the deadly hook) he came to the top of

the water, near a hundred feet away in this instance, and
lay there with his dorsal sticking out, resting up as it

looked, and studying out a new scheme to break the little

thread that was worrying him to his death. Charley
backed the boat quietly up to within four or five yards,

when with a great flirt of his tail, he went under water
apam for another brief struggle With the tough old rod.

The persistent strain soon brought him to the top again,

tired out and dazed at his failure, and this time he was
pulled within striking distance, when reaching cautiously

out Charley deftly jerked the gaff into his lower jaw—
this to avoid making a mortal wound—and swung him
into the boat with one sweep of his arm.
We wanted to take him alive to camp, and to this end

working carefully to avoid his dangerous teeth, the little

line that had wrought his dowfall, was cut a few inches

above the gimp, leaving the hook somewhere out of

sight in his "innards." a stringer securely knotted to his

jaw, and the brave old fellow dropped back in the water
and tied near the stern, where after a few powerful
surges that only served to tighten the knot and yank his

countenance out of shape, he gave up the useless struggle

and towed quietly along after the boat as though accus-

tomed to it all his life.

He was not a large fish for one of his tribe (weight

justlSlbs.), but he was the gamiest and harde-t fighter

the old rod had ever been called on to do battle with, and
it was handled thereafter with a perfect confidence in its

trusty qualities.

Another hook was tied on, and we pulled in and fished

diligently back and forth along the rushes a distance of

a hundred yards two or three times in the hope of strik-

ing his mate, for where one is found the mate is not usu-

ally far away; but if in the vicinity when the other was
struck, it had probably taken the alarm and "hied off," as

old Ben would have said, into deep water. We pursued
our way along the shore somewhat disappointed, as

Charley had never taken a maskinonje, and he was ach-

ing in every fiber of his body to "hang" a big one just to

see how bis new split-bamboo rod would work on a "sure

enough maskylong." I was sorry the one towing astern

had not taken his frog instead of mine; but it was the

luck of angling, and it were little use to repine over it. I

might, too, have handed him my rod after striking the

fish, to give him a taste of the fighting qualities of the

tribe of Ehox, but there would have been small satisfac-

tion in this, as every angler wants to strike his fish with

his own rod, that he may feel the gratification of having
done it all himself and get the full measure of the glory

resulting from a well-earned victory, or bear alone the

twinges of a defeat-

Talking it over in this light as we went along past a

point just as we turned into the bay, the skippei's reel

took another whirling fit that moved Charley to remark
as he reeled up, "Now, just look at the luck of the old

sardine, will ye? Must a-put honey on yer frog."

A backward stroke of the oar ste pped the boat, and
snatching up the rod under a trifle oi excitement, a too

hasty strike that was like burying a hook in a log gave

promise of another and a greater contest; but a sudden
and violent jerk of the line that caught the skipper off

his guard wilted our hopes, the rod flew back, and when
a few appropriate remarks had been offered up befitting

the situation, the line was reeled in to find, the hook
broken off beh->w the barb, the result, no doubt, of stnk-

irg a bony part of the fish's mouth. It was a calamity to

be deplored. What a great story was spoiled for the boys

in camp. And then it was certainly not less than a 40-

pounder, for who ever heard of an honest angler losing a
maskinonje of a lesser weight?
Wbile another hook was tied on, Charley made several

c;asts around in the vicinity where the fish wa^ struck.

and then we pulled back over the water and back again

,

but the prick of the broken hook had dcubtless made
the old fellow shy of speckled frogs; and after wastiug a

half hour in a vain endeavor to "hang" him again, we
went on around into the bay to take revenge on the first

sneaking Canadian pike that should dare take issue with

us in the matter of using United States frogs in Canadian
waters.
We found so many of them eager to discuss the bait

question with us, and some of the "loneest-headed" ones

so strong in their opposition to our "real" intentions, that

it was nearly dark before the controversy was wound up
and we were ready to start for camp.
Supper was waiting for us when we got in, but we

waited for no invitation, as a couple of slices of bread
had been rather a meager day's ration for the skipper,

and the chicken broth had evaporated so thoroughly that

Charley looked as thin as a spring bear after a hard win-

ter's hibernation.
The boys had been out during the day with varying

success, and like us, none of them had taken a bass, but
unlike us none had brought in a maskinonje. the noblest

fish of all the northern waters with the possible exception

of the simon pure salmon; and we were as a consequence
the heroes of the day.
We turned in early after a short se sion around the

camp-fire, tired and happy, and were lulled to sleep by
the nightly concert outside of the mosquito bars and the

soot hing patter of rain on the shingles overhead, which
before midnight had increased to a storm that awoke
everybody in the little warehouse except the J edge,

whose sonorous snore kept time in regular measure with
the angry dash of the surf on the sandy beach only a
few feet away.
A heavy wind was blowing from the southwest and

the boats were beating and grinding against the dock in

a manner that required immediate attention if Ave ex-

pected to see them afloat in a shape other than splinters

in the morning. Lighting a lantern and donning oj^r

rubber coats, old Sam and I got out in the stonn and by
dint of some hard work and a few general remarks on
the state of the weather succeeded in getting them one
at a time around on the lee side of the dock, where they

were left tugging at then painters to ride out the night

in comparatively smooth water. Then we made atrip

up the hill to see how Dan and the two boys were
f iring in the tent; and found them awake with every-

thing snug and dry and the tent standing the strain of

the whirl without starting a stake, a condition of things

due to the old pelican's foresight in selecting the ground
on which it stood and the care exercised in putting it up.

Tt has aiways been an understanding in our camps that

when a tent is pitched to suit the critical eye of Uncle
Dan it is good enough to let alone, and we went back to

the warehouse to find the Jedge still keeping time with
the beat of the surf and in a few minutes we were under
the bar joining in the chorus.

When we got out in the morning the wind had gone
down, but the rain was still falling steadily, and Louis

got breakfast, wrapped in Charley's rubber coat that hid

him from ear to heel, flitting frbm the fly to the stoves

and back, meantime keeping up a stream of mongrel
French and Chippewa profanity that no doubt would
have been highly amusing had we understood it all. So
long as he confined himself to French, Knots, who under-

stood and spoke it equal to a genuine peasouper, acted as

interpreter; but when Louis branched off into Chippewa
to reach a climax not attainable with the ordinary

Kanuck jargon, there were painful gaps in the entertain-

ment that Knots was unable to bridge over. However,
when Louis had at last exhausted his list of plain and
mixed cuss words and was beginning over again with
some variations, as Knots informed us. the breakfast

was ready and we gathered around the table to the music
of the failing rain that still ran in tiny streams from the

edges of the sloping fly.

Toward 10 o'clock the rain stopped and Sam and Char-

ley decided to take a boat and go up Echo River to some
rapids Louis told them about to see if they could find a
few trout, while Knots and the skipper got ready for a
trip to the farm and a little pickerel fishing (we had about
given up the bass), if it came in our way going down and
back.

Before we reached the point below, it began to rain

again; and by the time we were within half a mile of

the farm it came down in such torrents that even with
rubber coats on we pulled ashore and took to the woods
to get out of the wet, where each selected a good sized

hemlock under which we stood, and squatted for nearly

an hour, cramped and uncomfortable, till the water began
to drip through the foliage overhead even worse than the

downpour on the. lake.

With grim determination we took to the boat again

after bailing out a bar'l o' water, and made our way
through the blinding rain to the farmhouse, this time

without seeing our four-footed friend Jack, w ho usually

stood at the top of the bank near the landing to wag us a
welcome.

It was well along in the afternoon before the rain let

up and we got started back to camp to do a little fishing

on the way, having done nothing coming down. As we
pulled across to the spring to fill the jug, we noticed there

was a strong current in the river running up stream into

the lake, a condition of affairs that rather upset our no-

tions of gravity, as gleaned from " Com stock's Philoso-

phy " in our youth, but the phenomenon had been made
as clear as mud to Charley and the skipper (we had
noticed the current running the wrong way the day
before) by Ruttle, who explained that it was the "suc-
tion," " Suction" was the one solitary word that settled

the matter in his mind—it was just " the suction " and
nothing else, and we just let it " suck " and went on up
the lake to our fishing; but the grizzled, practical head
of old Knots figured it out that the up stream current

was doubtless due to a strong wind blowing up Lake
George, backing the waterupinthe bay below and forcing

it through the canal-like river into Echo Lake, the flow

changing its direction when the wind we'nt down.
"You will notice, James Mackerel," he said, with a

glint of humor in his eye as he selected a frog from the

bucket when he neared the territory of the big maskin-
onje, "that there are a great many things in this world
that we can't understand—and there goes one of 'em, the

slippery cuss," as t e frog by a dexterous twist escaped

from his grasp and in a twiukling was a dozen feet away,
swimming frantically for the rushes.

Reaching into the bucket and holding the lid caret' ully to
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prevent the frogs from jumping out, he clutched another
one with a grip that made it croak, and when he had
run the hook through both jaws exactly in the center, to
make it trail without twisting in the water, he made a
long cast astern and picked up the thread of his talk
where the "slippery cuss" had parted it, and who was
now out of sight among the rushes.
" As I was saying when that tricky batrachian kicked

out of my hand, there are a good many things in the world
that we can't understand unless we know the reasons for
'em. Neighbor Ruttle's theory about the inflow of the
river is perfectly clear to Ms mind, and he has no doubt
been waiting a good while for a chance to work his suction
on a lot of suckers like us fellows, to show how easy it is

for a man of attainments to see through a hole in a grind-
stone, so to speak, and tell why the water back there
runs up stream at certain times, I tell you, James Mack-
erel, there's nothing like—great Caesar's bones ! stop the
boat. That must be the old maskalonge you have been
talking about so much," and the dissertation was cut
short as he stood up in the narrow boat balancing him-
self like a " teeter snipe," while the click of his reel
reeled off a few bars of lively music, always pleasing to
the angler's ear, whether made by pickerel, bass or mask-
inonje.
But it was not the " old general," only a rank-smelling

Canada pike of three or four pounds, that after cutting
a few capers in the grass was summarily pulled along-
side and knocked on the head with the gaff handle, a
warning to others of his tribe not to trifle with old Knots
when not in an amiable humor.
Knots detests a pickerel as a cat does mud, because

they are snaky and slimy and emit a disagreeable odor,
and he sets small store by them as a game fish; but a mile
further up lake another big one came so near smashing
his cherished bethabara rod in a long, determined strug-
gle that his notions about their fighting qualities were
all upset for the time, and when at last the old fellow
-^as brought to gaff he was ready to sit down and rest
his wear y wrist and " take his oath that this particular
longsnout had only missed being a maskalonge by hav-
ing the wrong spots and markings put on by mistake in
his infancy." It was a pretty fight, and Knots was so
pleased with the performance of his rod that he was in
great good humor all the rest of the way to camp.
We took five or six more on the way up, but could get

no sign from a bass; and we began to think there were
very few of them in the lake, or that we had lost our
cunning and forgotten all our years of training as old-
time bass fishers. But no doubt the true reason we got
so few was that they were not in the humor to feed on
the baits offered them; or it was not quite late enough in
the season, as we had been told from the first; and it was
the more aggravating to stand on the dock of a clear
afternoon and see from two to half a dozen great lazy,
black-backed fellows sunning themselves in the shal-
low water out from the mouth of the little stream, fan-
ning the gravelly bottom with their fins as though it

were the only thing in life they had to do.
We tried most of the arts known to the craft to fool

them; we would quietly cast a frog, minnow or young
perch among them from the screen of some bushes on
the bank; but they would swim leisurely off into deep
water without paying the slightest attention to the
tempting bait only* to get away from it; and then from
the dock we tried them with perch, shiner, frog, rubber
helgramite, phantom minnow, flies of divers hues, spoon
and grasshoppers. But tbey were blind to all our lures,
and we were fain to content ourselves with the sport to
be had with the ever-hungry Canada pike, hoping the
while that a maskinonje might occasionally slip in "be-
tween bites" just to vary the monotony.
Charley had brought along a minnow bucket full of

genuine home-grown Kentucky fishin' worms—with a
pedigree—(about everything animate in Ole Kentuck
has a pedigree), and the appetites of then- epicurian high-
nesses, the bass, might possibly have been tempted with
these; but one of the camp rules forbade the use of
worms, even with pedigrees, for any fish except "blue-
gills," minnows, sunfish and other small fry, and any
"Kingfisher" caught insulting a bass by offering a worm
for bait would have been requested to "hand in his resig-
nation at an early date." But we kept on fishing for
bass, and kept right on taking pickerel tdl old Sam
"declar'd that if we didn't soon leave the lake we would
all have 'snakes,' " and that night a camp-fire consulta-
tion resulted in a determination to worry the waters a
few days longer and then break up and go back into
Michigan where the bass were not quite so particular
about their diet.

The trip made by the Kentuckians up Echo River for
trout furnished old Sam with another "episode," but
this time it was in the nature of a dismal failure, as he
expressed it, "from start to finish." They had readily
found the mouth of the stream and followed it up for a
half mile or so to the riffles, where they left the boat and
took to the bank and fished along up for another quarter
of a mile, fighting mosquitoes and blackflies, and push-
ing their way at intervals through a tangle of low cedars
and underbrush to the stream, without getting a rise or
even a sight of a trout, and then the rain came down on
them, even as it had come down on Knots and the skip-
per at the lower end of the lake—very copiously and
wet; and as they had with great "hind sight" left the
camp hurriedly, and without their rubber coats, they
came back soaked to the skin, chilled to the bone, with-
out a solitary fish and as forlorn looking a pair of old
loon-atics as ever took shelter under a leaky cedar bush
in a hard rain to keep from getting wet.
However, a change to dry clothing restored the circu-

lation of their blood and their good humor, and when
Louis announced supper, Sam was just winding up a
graphic description of " the miseries of a rainy day in
the bresh of upper Echo River and the delights" o' trout
fishin' in a crick that had nothin' in it but a passel o'

measley white suckers," ending the recital in a voice
that sounded like a buzz saw cutting its way through a
knotty hemlock log, with, "My feller fish liars, I'm
more'n ever convinced that the feller—I forgit hisname

—

that wrote in the Scripters that ' all men ar' liars,' was
mighty nigh right, an' ef he'd only said trout liars it

would hev bin a cl'ar case that he was lookin' 'way into
the futur', an' had in his mind's eye the present prevari-
oafcin' gineration o' this very region." Kingfisher.

Tele revised and abridged edition of tlae A. O. U. Check List of
North American Birds, including the additions and changes made
in the supplement, will be sent post free on receipt of 50cts.—Adv

.

A TRIP TO THE UNKNOWN RIVER.

ON the morning of June 4, 1889, a party of four gentle-
men left Columbus, O., on a fishing expedition to

the Unknown River, Michigan, Arrived at Sault Ste,
Marie, or the "Soo," we went direct to the ferry and
crossed over to the Canadian side of the river. By half
past 4 o'clock we had found a hotel that suited us pretty
well, and half an hour later were on the road to the
rapids, which are about a mile from the hotel. We had
promised ourselves trout for breakfast the next morning,
and we were going to have them if possible. When we
reached the rapids we found that it was almost impossi-
ble to throw a fly on account of the wind that was blow-
ing a perfect gale from the north; but with this against
us we took seven good-sized trout and got back to the
hotel before dark.

The Canadian "Soo" is just now enjoying a boom in
real estate. Several new hotels and a large number of
dwelling houses have been put up in the last year, and a
goodly number are now being erected. The new ship
canal in course of construction is located just opposite
the United States canal. About 600 men are now em-
ployed in excavating, and more will be added as soon as
places can be found for them. Three years is the time
given for the contractors to finish the canal; then the
Canadians will "shinny" on their own side and Uncle
Sam will lose a lot of toll.

We found the fishing in the rapids fairly good. We
could get all the 6 to Sin. trout we wanted, and occasion-
ally hook one 10 to 14in, long. Of course, the water in
the rapids is as clear as crystal all the time, there are very
few mosquitoes, and it is a pretty place to fish. Any one
used to trout fishing, either with fly or bait, can have
good sport here any day in the season. The St. Mary's
River affords fine bass fishing at a number of points. One
place, the Nebisk Rapids, is especially noted for its fine
bass fishing. August and September are the months to
come far bass. Any one desiring information regarding
this locality would do well to write to Mr. Peter M. Moore,
Deputy Fish and Game Warden, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,
who is well informed as to the trout and bass fishing, and
is a very obliging gentleman.
The taking of whitefish is carried on by the Indians

altogether. Two of them in a canoe stait in below the
rapids and work up as far as they can, then the one in the
stern holds the canoe with a set pole, while the forward
one with his little scoop net scoops until he gets five or
six whitefish; then they return to the shore, sell the fish
for ten cents, get two drinks and go back to fishing again.
This is a nice arrangement for the tourist, for one never
fails to find Indians fishing in the rapids.
On Sunday we visited the American Soo and took din-

ner with friend Kennedy of the Hotel Superior. Tues-
day morning we boarded the boat and started for the
Unknown River, about 140 miles distant, where we
arrived the next day at noon. We found the river very
high and roily, and the prospect for fly-fishing not very
good, but we concluded to make camp and wait until the
river went down. Our dinner of bacon, potatoes, bread,
butter and coffee was prepared and dispatched in short
order, as our fifteen -mile ride over a corduroy road and
the piny ozone had made us as hungry as bears. It took
us all the afternoon to arrange our camp, a broken ridge-
pole delayed us some, as we had to stop and make a new
one, but by 7 o'clock everything was in good shape, so
that we had nothing to do now except to cook out meals,
throw flies and fight mosquitoes. We were all about
tired out, and the prospect of catching any trout was not
favorable, but we voted that all should try and perhaps
some one of us would get one for breakfast. We tried
flies, but could not get a rise, then we tied on spoons and
got three trout in twenty minutes, the three weighing
o|lbs. We stopped fishing then, for we thought we
could get plenty in the morning; but alas! for our hopes,
that night a terrible storm came up, and it rained in tor-
rents for several hours. By morning the river had its

Sunday clothes on and was on a regular tear: and it

seemed out of the question to do much fishing for several
days.

For the following ten days it rained almost every day,
keeping the river on a continual boom. We fished a
little every day with spoon and minnows and managed
to get enough trout to eat. Of course we had a good
deal of time on our hands these rainy days, but we got
along pretty well and managed to get four meals a day
between the showers. Our chief amusement was whist,
but we enjoyed every bit of our camp life. A mink
came to our camp every night for scraps, but he got in
the habit of eating the soap and almost anything else
that happened to be left out, so we declared war against
him. Charlie made a dead-fall big enough for a bear,
but Mr. Mink was not to be caught that way, there was
a darker fate awaiting him. We had two dozen pickles
sent us one evening, and as it was not our time of day
for eating pickles only two of them were disposed of at
supper, but the mink came that night and got the re-
maining twenty-two pickles, and was buried the next
day. Finally the weather became settled, the rain
ceased and the river got down to a condition for fly-
fishing; then the sport began in earnest. We had six
live-boxes stationed along the river at convenient places,
and all the trout we could save alive were put into these
boxes to be kept until we should start home.
One side of the river is heavily timbered, but the side

on which our camp was located is cleared land extend-
ing half a mile back from the river. In the edge of the
clearing, a half mile from camp, is a farmhouse owned
by some lumber company, and is the only house on the
river. Mr, R. and his good wife run the farm and board
the men during the logging season. We are under obli-
gations to Mrs. R. for her kindness to us iu furnishing
butter, milk, eggs and many other nice things to eat.
The river is 75 to 150ft. wide. The bed in rocky with a
clay streak here and there that is as slippery as soap.
There are no logs, brush nor overhanging trees to bother
the fly-fisherman, and the stream is full of trout, big
ones too, as it was rare to hook one weighing less than a
pound. We fished in sight of camp nearly all the time,
scarcely ever going further away than half a mile. The
best flies we found to be black-gnat, brown-hackle, gray-
peacock hackle, silver-doctor, professor, royal-coachman,
Ruben-Wood, Govenor-Alvord, queen-of-the-waters and
the chippie. By far the most killing fly we used was
the one called "the chippie." It is a combination of red,
yellow, white and black and was gotten up and named
by one of the dealers in Columbus. The New York house

who manufactured them made a poor job of the lot we
had. We have about a dozen flies on our fist that we
have sworn by for years, but we all had to acknowledge
the superior taking qualities of the chippie, and will here-
after have it on our list.

We had a week or ten days of lovely weather, and the
days went by quickly enough as the time for breaking
camp drew near. Finally came the last evening we
were to spend in camp, and with it many regrets that we
must leave on the morrow. To celebrate the occasion we
finished up the day with a grand supper of everything
we had in the locker, A 81b. trout was rolled up in clay
and baked, and trout were cooked in several other ways,
and there, were baked pork and beans, boiled onions,
boiled potatoes, eggs one side, bacon, salt pork, bread
and butter, jelly eake, cookies, coffee and cream as thick
as your finger. The crowning dish was the baked trout,
which all pronounced good enough for a king.
Before turning in for the niglit we had a summing up

of the trip, from the bear tracks we saw in the road to
the big trout we had played and lost on such and such a
day. George and Henry had kept the party in good
humor with their jokes and were voted the champions
in that respect. If any little annoyance had occurred to
anyone on the trip, it had been forgotten, and we remem-
bered only the pleasant things, and all voted our trip a
grand success. With thoughts of home and friends that
we should soon see we rolled up in our blankets and were
soon fast asleep. We were up bright and early in the
morning making preparations for our departure. The
live-boxes were hauled up and the significant number of
13 trout were dealt out to each one, making 52 altogether.
We had about 20 that would weigh form Ulbs. to 2Ubs.
each, several weighing about 31bs. each and 1 of 4|lbs.
These were carefully packed in two boxes with pounded
ice. The team came along about 9 o'clock, our traps were
put into the wagon, and jumping in ourselves we soon
left behing the beautiful Unknown and the camping place
where we had spent so many pleasant hours. Two days
later we arrived home safe and sound, with the trout all
in good shape. The trout were on exhibition all one day,
and several hundred people came to see them. Some
would not believe they were brook trout because they
were so large. Those who knew all about trout said they
were the finest lot they had ever seen. Jaok.
Columbus, Ohio, July 10.

A WEEK IN THE LAURENTIANS.
THE glory of the Laurentian region of Quebec is its

lakes and rivers. Apart from these, the whole
region, except for a comparatively few small clearings,
is 6o densely covered with a growth of timber, mainly
coniferous, that the contracted view affords nothing to
relieve the unbroken somber uniformity of the evergreen
forest. In a state of nature, the old trees, spreading their
gnarled arms on all sides, create with their foliage a lace-
work shade through which the softened sunlight pene-
trates in tremulous flickerings too subdued to support
undergrowth on the forest "floor, and the eye wanders
away through dim vistas, outlined by stately columns;
but one must wander far away into the Quebec wilder-
ness nowadays to reach the primeval forest. The
ubiquitous lumberman has been everywhere and removed
all the large timber, and a young generation springing
up in its place crowds the ground in the struggle for ex
istence, and the trees as yet branched to the ground
render the forest gloomy and almost impenetrable.
But the first glance of water ordinarily suffices to dispel

the impression of monotony. Here by some sequestered
lake the forest-clad bills are seen reflected in its calm
depths, and the eye wanders over a wide succession of
hiiJ and dale to where some mountain chain bounds the
distant horizon; and occasionally the lake shore, rising
ten, twenty, or it may be fifty feet from the water, reveals
the massive gneiseic rocks, the foundations for these
sombre;solitudes. But one must go to the river's bank for
the realization of the wild grandeur which the lake
shores only suggest. The lake scenery may be fairly
characterized as soft, the rugged floor and walls of the
cavernous rifts of the rocks are concealed beneath the
calm surface of the lake which mirrors the blue sky in
its tranquil depths, fringed by the reflected forest in*the
deep shadow of its shores. When the banks of the rivers
are reached, the gloomy monotony of the eternal spruce
forest, and the soft beauty of the lake shore, alike give
place to scenes of wild grandeur, at least in those places
where the river running along the foot of some lofty
mountain has eaten into its base and brought the giant
masses of gneiss tumbling down, to obstruct its own
course and form alternate pools and rapids, leaving the
mountainside rising sheer sometimes fur several hundred
feet above the water's edge. If the rock were homo-
geneous in structure the effect would be comparatively
tame, but the massive ciystalline gneiss is often shat-
tered in situ into more or loss regular blocks, as if by
contraction or earthquake, and these superimposed one
upon the other on the broken face of the mountain, or
strewing the river's banks, present a scene of rugged
grandeur almost unparalleled. The gneiss rock of this
region is sometimes found as black as coal, and some-
times contains sufficient iron to render it a bright red.
Both varieties are found with perfect crystalline struc-
ture, constituting it perhaps the most beautiful stone on
the continent for ornamental architecture, while the fact
that it sometimes exists in comparatively regular massive
blocks would materially facilitate quarrying operations.
But it is not my intention to boom* the Canadian gneiss

with the object of getting up a syndicate to work the
Laurentian quarries. The rock will have its market
value in the course of a century or two, and it is no use
trying to force matters. Besides, I did not start out to
describe the natural resources of the Dominion. I went
forth to breathe the fresh air of the pine woods, and to
cast a flyupon the still bosom of Canadian lakes and upon
the rapids and whirling eddies of its rivers, and I came
home so full of the exhilarating oxygen of the wilder-
ness, and of inward gratification at having found fishing-

waters that were all my fancy painted them, that I re-
solved to publish the news to the world of anglers, and
advise the weary toilers of the city who have never yet
tried conclusions with the sportive ouinanish to follow
my trail to Lake St. John in the wilderness, and its Dis-
charge through gorge and chasm, which constitutes the
head waters of the Saguenay.
Day after day, week after week, the task has been

postponed in subordination to more pressing duties; but
the call was upon me. and the sense of responsibility in
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the matter is at length pressing so heavily upon me, that
my sleep is disturbed by vi-ions of a monstrous ouinanish
fighting me for hours, and then at last poising itself in
mid air, fixing its fishy eyes upon me with a countenance
expressive rat Iter of sorrow than of anger, and reproach-
ing me for duties neglected, then shaking himself free of
the fly and plunging sullenly into the depths of the
river.

Thus urged and haunted, I seize my pen at every avail-
able opportunity; and if any one wants to know why I
didn't begin with the fishing, let me politely crave per-
mission to tell my story my own way: you shall know all

about the ouinanish in due course.
Moreover, catching fish is not the sura total of the joys

of a fishing tour; there is, perhaps, as much enjoyment
drunk in with tiie exhilarating forest air, or by sympathy
with the scenes reflected upon the retina. Who does not
love the plunging, rolling, rippling, eddying river, with
its black pools and frothy rapids? What sweeter music
is there than the soft murmurs of its waters? But, for
all that, when I set out with the aphorism that "the
glory of the Laurentian region is its lakes and rivers," it

was but as a prelude to a second aphorism, that the glory
of its lakes and rivers is its game fish. My passing re-
marks upon t he scenery were only introductory and by
the way. I am a fisherman, and although I am intensely
fond of river scenery, and appreciative of the oxygen of
the piue forest, I am free to admit that I never enjoy
them so much as when I find waters densely populated
by gamy fish after my own heart, with whom I have, suc-
ceeded in placing "myself on a familiar footing. You
cannot get the same ouinanish on every day for a week,
see him jump six feet out of water almost within reach
of the landing net, survey you tranquilly from the corner
of his eye while poised in air, then shake himself free
and plunge into the depths of the pool, without establish-
ing something of mutual appreciation. And all this is

after the manner of ouinanish or wininish—whichever
may be the approved spelling.

My acquaintance with the ouinanish began on a Satur-
day; it was July 27. The boat from Robervale crosses
the lake only on Werlnesdays and Saturdays, fare seveutv
cents: leaves about 9 A. M., reaches the opposite shore,
some two miles from the mouth of the discharge, about
1 P. M.
The opening of the discharge, the first rapids, and the

great pools or lakes below them, about two miles as the
crow flies, and perhaps nearly double that distance fol-
lowing the tortuous course of the river, is held by Mr.
Griffiths under the old riparian laws which vested the
fishing rights in the owners of the adjacent lands. Mr.
Griffiths is a man of means and leisure, an ardent fisher-
man, and spends his summers with his wife on the bor-
ders of the lake. They keep no hostelry, but many guests
are received under their hospitable roof. Fishintr permits
can be obtained from Mr. Griffiths at a charge of $5 a day
per rod, the number of such permits in force at any one
time being limited to five.

Next in order come Mr. Scott's waters, which are leased
from the Quebec Government for $100 a year and extend
about seven miles further down the discharge.
Below this the Alma Club, of twelve members, owns

down to the junction of the Grand and Little Discharge,
the two main headwaters of the Saguenay. This is prac-
tically the seaward limit of the ouinanish, although an
occasional fish goes down the rapids to the Saguenay
proper and makes one in the score of the Saguenay Club.
Mr. Scott has put up a light factory-made budding of

pine and paper with accommodations for a dozen guests,
and charges $4 a day for accommodation and fishing-
permit. A canoe and two boatmen are necessary adjuncts
to ouinanish fishing in these waters, and these are sup
plied at a further charge of $3.50 a day. It is possible
to get along with one good man by making a carry when-
ever one comes to the ascent of rapids, especially if the
fisherman being peddled into convenient places will do
a good share of his fishing from the rocks, but one gets
along much better with two, especially in the matter of
handling the fish in rougn waters, when one man is
wanted to give ail his attention to the canoe. So much
for the preparatory conditions.
The mer itself, for the Grand Discharge, although

properly described as such, is by no means a river of
the conventional type, of approximately equal breadth
throughout its course. The outlet is dotted with numer-
ous wooded islands, and the escaping waters are soon in-
closed in a wild Tocky gorge, down which they rush and
leap with roar and fury, emptying themselves into a
broad deep basin about a mile in diameter, with two
small islands in its center. There is perhaps no more
favored fishing spot in the river than in the seething,
whirling, eddying waters of this great pool, although a
succession of shallow rapids and deep broad island-stud-
ded pools is the leading characteristic of these waters.
The ouinanish should always be sought where the

waters are in commotion, either in the rapids, or where
the white foam floats on the surface of the whirling
eddies; in these latter the whitefish too disport them-
selves, their arched backs continually showing above the
surface in their gambols, but it is hard to induce them
to take the fly, and harder still to haul them in out of the
wet, so delicate are their mouths. I did not succeed, in
taking one during my stay, but I learned by experience
at Mrs. Griffiths' hospitable board, that she and a white-
fish could make excellent chowder.
The pike or pickerel lurks in the quiet eddies at the

fool of the rapids, and as he is also sometimes taken in
some of the broad basins of the river in which the water
is as calm as in a lake, and in which the ouinanish is
never found, it is probable that he goes there to digest
his prey in quiet, for yourpike, althoughnot a game fish,
is doubtless something of a philosopher. The dore or
pike-perch is also found in these waters, and a sucker or
chub appears plentiful enough and takes the fly occa-
sionally. These latter too may be very good although
coarse table fish, but with ouinanish in plenty the fisher-
man is quite content to see the canoemen take all the
other spods of the waters to their families. As to the
ouinanish, his good qualities at the table harmonize per-
fectly with the excellent traits he displays as a game
fish. These fish are admirably fitted to minister to man's
enjoyment, for I can safely say that from the moment
they took the fly until they passed into my digestive
organs all my experiences of them were pleasurable.
The flesh is more delicate than that of either trout or
salmon, and may be eaten continuously without palling
on the appetite.

Well, as I said, I reached the waters of the ouinanish
on a Saturday. I was on my way to Scott's, and as one
of his guides, John Morell, crossed in the steamer with
me and had his house just a hundred vards from the
landing place, I was soon on my landward way to my
destination. John Morell's report was one and a half
miles by buckboard, and an equal distance on foot, and as
John had often tramped it with a load on his back, his
estimate proved pretty correct.
The buckboard broke down with a snap at the foot of

the first rough descent, but it was only the spring board
that had snapped, and by sitting one in the front and the
other behind and driving carefully over the stones, we
took the strain off the other board and achieved the jour-
ney in safety.

John engaged me to fish from his canoe before starting,
and regarding me as a tenderfoot in possession, he eyed
the two casting lines around my hat, and asked what
sort of flies 1 had brought. I showed him those I had
bent on, which included slate grays, browns, scarlet and
white, but he shook his head remarking that they would
not do at all, and produced a packet of smaller flies
which he said were the correct thing for ouinanish. In
vain I ransacked my memory for the French equivalent
of the good old saying that "old birds are not caught
with chaff," but I managed to express myself to the
general effect that my flies were all so good that any one
of them was better than all the rest, and that thev dis-
played a measure of diversity which fish are always
charmed with.
John sighed, and when on the Monday following we

shot the first rapid a hundred yards below the house,
and reached the pool below with three fish on, one on a
royal-coachman, one on a scarlet-ibis and the third on a
Jock-Scott, I found it impossible to lead him into a dis-
cussion on the comparative merit of flies, he looked far
more disposed to auathematizn the fish for their lack of
discrimination. Ho vever, his flies were good enough, and
I have no doubt he will find a market for them some day.

I found only one guest at Scott's on my arrival, and he
had just eaten all the dinner and gone fishing again.
But the good wife had spared one egg, perhaps for the
baby, and this, fried with a rasher of ham and supported
bv good bread and butter, with tea, appeased the cravings
of the inner man.
Dinner disposed of I reported courteously to mv em-

ployer that I was at his service whenever lie felt dis-
posed to go fishing, but he replied that 5 o'clock was early
enough, and then went to his shanty and lay down for a
nap. I let him sleep until four, then roused him and told
him that I was going fishing, and asked whether he felt
disposed to go with me or not. We were soon afloat,
and after fishing some time in a swilling pool and land-
ing one or two fish we shot a rapid, and bringing the
canoe into an erldy at the foot John suggested to me to
fish from the rocks, while he went to find another man
to help him.

I caught half a dozen fish before supper, one of which,
a three-pounder, I took on a minnow, and after the meal
was over I lighted my pipe, took my rod and strolled
down to the rocks in front of the house.
The whitefish were disporting themselves n lively

style, and supposing they were large ouinanish, I cast my
flies in eager anticipation ; but they did not rise, and I
gradually took in the !-ituation.

I took two small ouinanish, both under halfapound, and
a two-pound sucker, which fought so gamely that I mis-
took him for a black bass. The ouinanish I put back
again for next season.
Here let me remark that while a few fish of six or

seven ounces are taken every dav at this season, they are
comparatively rare, at least in the waters fished in. The
next size, about three-fourths of a pound, and presum-
ably a two-year-old fish, is very common, but the pre-
ponderance of fish in a day's catch, as far as my experi-
ence goes, is of the third siz*, a fish running pretty uni-
formly about a pound and a quarter, and, as I suppose
a three-year-old fish. The next larger siza is a two-
pounder, also in fair proportion as to numbers, while
three, four and five-pound fish are rare in the order of
their size, and anything above five pounds exceptional. I
was under a misapprehension as to the size of these fish,
and took larger flies than were necessary, but a half-
pound trout or ouinanish can take the biggest salmon fly
made.

But for sport I want no bigger fish than the ouinanish,
and nothing more gamy, a though in the matter of fight-
ing I think some writers have unconsciously overesti-
mated his abilities. In leap ng, whether for height,
grace or frequency, he is unsurpassed by any fish I know;
but for a desperate run which makes the wheel spin
round while he runs out fifty or a hundred feet of line,
the black bass is unapproachable by a wininish of equal
weight. In fact, it is not the tactics of the Canadian fish
to make one desperate plunge and exhaust himself in the
effort. At the moment of striking ho may go off a few
yards, but give him the butt and place your finger on the
line and he is content to maintain a good steady strain,
springing occasionally into the air to try to shake the fly
loose. Get your fish on, and it matters little what size
he is, you may paddle away to the opposite shore and
tow him along with you without paying out more than an
occasional yard or two of line. The consequence is, that
when you get him alongside he shows little sign of ex-
haustion, and unless your boatman is handy in getting
the net under him at the right moment, your fish makes
a little run, springs into the air to reconnoitre, and even
if he fail to win a slack line and work the hook out, as
he is apt to do at close quarters, he is still as fresh as
when first struck, and it is better to give him line freelv
and encourage him to run, than to keep him wheeling
about the boat.
The Sunday morning following my arrival at the camp

it rained incessantly, but it cleared up a little in the after-
noon, and I strolled down to the rocks below the camp
and did a little unsuccessful fishing with the fly; then
I bent on a minnow and enticed a 4 pound pickerel into a
dry cleft of the rock; bent on the flies again, and at length
landed a 2-pound ouinanish, which gave fresh fish for
supper. A little later I took two 1-pound chubs at one
cast, which completed my fishing for the day: a smart
shower and a sprained ankle suggesting that I had better
have left Sunday fishing alone.
The following morning we were at work in good time,

and made one or two circles of the foaming water above
the first rapid. We then shot down the rapid. A fish got
on as we entered it, and when we reached the basin below
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I found as beforesaid that wc had three on. One of these
' fish was a three-pounder, one a pound and a half and
one three-quarters of a pound. John saved them all
cleverly, and paddling into a broad expanse of still water
suggested that I bend my minnow on the second rod.
This I did, and finding the reel revolve slowly 1 placed
it so that the handle was in contact with one of the ribs
of the boat. There was a run, and before I could get
the rod in my hand a pickerel, or pike, as they are prop-
erly called here, snapped the line and carried away the
only minnow I had. Fortunately I was able to replace
it with a spoon, and before we had completed the circuit
of the pool I got on another pike, which gave three runs
and made as plucky a fight for life and liberty as one
could ask for in a game fish. He weighed 71 bs. John
commenced another circuit of the poof, hut I reminded
him that I came out primarily for ouinanish, and he
turned and paddle^ me into .living waters.
Fishing alternately from the canoe and from the, rocks,

I scored up seven ouinanish before dinner, after putting
back one or two yearlings, and I have no doubt I might
have doubled the score had we devoted all our attention
to the rapids, but while John was as capable a boatman
as one could wish in a canoe, and a man to be relied on
in an emergency, he soon rendered it clear to me that he
wasn't in search of any emergencies.
After dinner I saw Mr. Griffiths in his canoe, and after

a little chat with him, he insisted on my becoming his
guest and having a day in his waters, and I promised to
avail myself of this privilege on the morrow, and the
raw edge of my enthusiasm having been by that time
baken off,. I allowed John and his son and helper a two
horns' rest before I called them to renewed exertions. That
afternoon I took six fish ranging from three-quarters
of a pound to two pounds, and although I was eclipsed
every time by my brother of the craft, a genial Ken-
tuckian who was at the camp with me, I took quite
enough to satisfy me,
In the evening John asked permission to take the pike

and some surplus fish to his family, being anxious to see
his wife who was sick. This was readily conceded, and
he appeared enthusiastic at the prospect of securing some
big fish in Griffiths' waters. I had consequently no anxiety
about his being promptly on hand in the morning.

C. F. Amery.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

NORTH CAROLINA TROUT STREAMS.
I NOTICE fishing notes in Forest and Stream from

various sections of the country, but do not i emember
to have seen any from Western North Carolina. Many
of your readers may not be aware of the fact that some
of the finest trout fishing is to be found in the streams
rising among the hills and mountains of the western
part of this State. A portion of the headwaters of the
Savannah River are to be found in Jackson and Transyl-
vania counties, and probably there are no streams in any
section of the country better stocked with trout than
these. They are cool, pure, mountain streams, not
deep, so that the fish do not grow much larger than a
pound in weight, but they are very plenty, and the
sportsman soon finds that his creel is full. It is not an.
uncommon thing for one hundred or more to be taken in
a single forenoon, and in some of the streams even more.
Most of the waters are fiohed by wading, and as the
streams are shoal this can be easily done. There are
many places, however, where a fly can be easily cast
from the bank. The Horse Pasture and Toxaway rivers
are the two best streams in Transylvania county, and
the east forks of the Chatuga, in Jackson county, are
very good. The writer is an invalid and able to walk
but a short distance, so he has been obliged to c mfine his
fishing to the easterly fork of the Chatuga, and to a
distance of half a mile on the stream, and yet has taken
this spring—from March 15 to June 1—over five hundred
trout, and within a distance of a mile and a half over
one thousand have been taken from this stream. No
other fish are to he found in the upper waters of these
streams, and the season for fly-fishing opens on March 1
and lasts until Sept. 1.

I have fished the streams of Connecticut. Massachu-
setts, Vermont, New Hampshire, the lakes and streams
of Nova Scotia, but have never found any stream fishing
equal to such as is found here. In some of the larger
streams in Maine the fish grow to a much larger size but
do not compare in number. Here they are very gamy,
and with light tackle afford most excellent sport.
The game here consist^ of rabbits, gray squirrel, ruffed

grouse, partridge (Bob White), wdd turkey, deer, wild
cat, and occasionally bear. This section woulcl be a fine
location for a sportsman's club. There are no natural
ponds nor lakes, but plenty of small branches where
trout ponds could be constructed at very little expense.
The climate is mild and healthy: seldom any snow in
winter, and cool and salubrious in summer, and is much
sought as a summer resort by people from the low coun-
try as well as from the higher latitudes. Parties de-
siring to visit this section of the State should go to
Walhalla, S. G, by rail, and there take private convey-
ance to Cashiei-s Valley, N. C, which is a central loca-
tion, from which point the best fishing can be easily
reached. Comfortable quarters, with good plain fare,
can be had here at a very moderate price. W.

Collector Erhardt, of the New York Custom House,
gave this advice to a young man who was going fishing-
one day last week: "You are a young man. You are a
nice young man. You are going fishing. Much of your
future welfare, your success in life and in business may
depend upon your action during the next few weeks.
Never be misled as to the size of the fish. It is wonder-
ful how large a small fish will become after it gets cut of
the water. Young man, a very small Kodak will take a
very large picture of a very small fish. Good luck to
you."

Wood's Holl, Mass., Aug. 15.— Bluefish are quite
plentiful this season about here. Young bluefish from 4
to 6in. long are in good numbers. Squeteague are very
scarce and run small. Sea bass fishing with hook and
line is about as last year, fair. I have seen but six or
eight young sea bass this season, and not a single young
squeteague. Bonito, Spanish mackerel and cero have
been common this summer, more having been captured
this season already than in the five years previous to this
altogether.—V. N. Edwards.
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TWO DAYS ON KOSHEE LAKE,
RAVENHXJRST, Ont., Aug. 5.—From nlany reports

T and from a recent personal experience, I find the
fishing in our Muskoka lakes excellent at present. In all

the lakes surrounding us large catches are daily made.
A few days since a party of six as jolly anglers as ever
made a trip went to Kxnhee Lake for a two-days' outing.
The party consisted of Mac, the dude of the party and a
right royal fellow; Harry K., the champion yaraer on
duck shooting in the crowd? Joe W. , a "dawn good fel~

How;" Emery C, Sile, and, last but not least (in size), the
writer. We were also accompanied by three ladies,

wives of three of the party. An early start and a delight-

ful drive of seven miles brought us to the lake, wherewe
embarked on one of the two small steamers already at

the landing. After a few minutes' sail among the islands

we landed on Wawayanda's Point. This point received
its name in memory of the visit and camp of two months

1

duration of the author of ''Camp Flotsam," one of the
most delightful and interesting writers on cauip life and
fishing that it has ever been my good fortune to react. 1

cannot attempt to describe this beautiful lake, Only the
pen of '•Wawayanda" can do it justice. The unabridg' d
name of the lake is Koshee-she-bog-a-mog, and when pro-
nounced by an Indian it sounds really musical, "Wa-
wayanda" and myself tried diligently to get an authentic
definition of the name. '-The lake of the (or a) hundred
islands" is, I believe, the accepted, translation. It is

about five miles in length; the breadth is hard to deter-
mine, owing to the numerous deep bays and islands, but
about one and one-half miles would, I think, be the
average. There are certainly a hundred or more islands
of every conceivable shape and size. Daring the Visit of
''Wawayanda" the shores of the lake and very many of
the islands suffered the scourge of all pine countries,
fire, due in the majority of instances to the carelessness
of campers and lumbermen. I am pleased to say, how-
ever, that a clean new growth is rapidly springing Up,
which will in a short time restore in a measure the pris-

tine beauty.

After unloading the calamities
(
uKingfisher") and en-

gaging the steamer to call for us again in the evening,
we got our tackle in order and struck out. The ladies

elected to remain on the shore to look after the plunder
and to loaf. We had two large roomy boats, three of us
in a boat, and each party struck out for some favored
locality. Your Correspondent being probably the best
acquainted with the lake, selected an old well-tried nook,
A few fine fish rewarded our efforts. The bass did not
bite freely, as the day was well advanced ami clear, with
the water perfectly calm. At noon the melodious echoes
of a tiu horn, operated by the enfant terrible of the party
(t
a future sportsman), recalled the parties to the point,
where a bounteous lunch a waited us.

Afi er lunch a start was again made with a change of
location. The sky had clouded over and a nice fishing-

breeze was rippling the water. We chose a channel be-
tween two small islands. After anchoring the boat the
fun began. For a couple of hours I never saw the bass
bite better. Frequently the three of us would be fighting
a regular trio of old mossbacks at one time, leaving one
of the party to handle his fish and the landing net at the
same time. Frogs and worms were the baits used.
Flies and spoons seemed to have no attractions for them
on this particular clay, although on former oecis'ons I

have taken many a good string with the artificial fly; a
large fly made with turkey wings and a large yellow
body being the best. Nearly every fish that we secured
seemed to be literally gorged with winged ants, show-
ing that a migration of these insects must have taken
place during the previous night. Seventeen bass of an
average weight of ^lbs. were taken without moving the
boat. The largest one, a 4-pounder, yielded to the ex-
cellent play and faithful Washabo rod handled by Joe,
who. of course, began at once to throw out unlimited in-
structions. After a few hours' sport we all met at the
appointed hour on the point. The other crowd showed
up wiih about thirty measly catfish as the result of their
efforts. The efficacy of light tackle as placed against
the bean pole had been fully discussed before our start,
and each was bound to demonstrate the supremacy of
his favorite. Each of the three in our boat was using a
valuable rod and light tackle, while the others to a man
were armed with small trees, and yanked their helpless
victims in by main force and akwardness. After con-
siderable chaffing they reluctantly confessed that there
was something loose somewhere. The steamer putting
in an appearance we gathered up the fragments and
steamed back to the landing.

The ladies occupied for the night a vacant house kindly
placed at their disposal by Mr. Clark, the proprietor.
Right here a dilemma presented itself. Who ever heard
of ladies occupying a strange house without a stalwart
defender during the dark shades of the night:-' So one
of the party was duly installed to guard over the fab-
ones, which he immediately did by bravely swinging a
hammock over the stove in the kitchen, tumbling in and
never opening an eye until called the next morning.
The rest of the party adjourned to the barn, each rolled
himself up in his blanket, and on the fresh, new mown
hay slept the sleep of the just. Shortly after daylight
the ubiquitous mosquito got in his fine work, and we
concluded to try an early morning fish, so taking to the
boats in the same order as the clay before we proceeded
to the hVhing grounds. A stern 'resolve seemed settled
over the bean-pole crowd, and that with whisperings and
mutterings warned us that our work was cut out for us.
A oatch of five splendid old bronze backs rewarded us,
while the other boat only showed up one. All of our
ancient j- ikes and wit fell stale and unprofitable at the
breakfast round up. Not a smile could we provoke, but
a grim, silent party soon wended their way to the boat
again, followed by such encouragement as we, out of our
generosity, bestowed upon them.
The steamer again landed us at our old rendezvous.

The day seemed just ordered for us. It was one to delight
any bass fisher; a clouded sky with breeze enough to
cause a splendid ripple on the water. We started out
jubilant in anticipation of a splendid day's sport. We
tried one likely spot after another wdhput a single strike;
we grew anxious and adopted the "move on" system;
changed our bait, but it was all useless.
Observing that the bean-pole crew lingered in the same

locality, with a pertinacity out of all keeping with their
conduct of the day befove, we concluded to sneak up and
investigate. We found that they were occupying the

same spot that we did when we made our big. string.
I've "bad lots of fun in my short life-, but it paled intd
insignificance when couiparrd with the hilarity that was
spread over that Crowd. "Whoop! I've got him," was
about the only intell gihle expression we heard. They
seemed all to lie fighting old mossbacks at one time. One
would yank this way, and another that) their pole-, would
get tangled up, they yelled and cheered, and the antics
of that beggarly set made lis sick. Nineteen splendid
bass fell to that jeering Crowd. Co n parisons were odious,
and we voted we had fun enough for that trip.

tn ali nearly sixty fish were taken, every oiie gamy to
the last degree and all of good size. The fish were all kept
alive until we started for home, by means of the stringer
I described in FoBEsl and Stream some time ago. It is

the most complete stringer that I have, seen yet. I de-
scribe it again: Get about two dossen Lindsay's safety
blanket pins No. 8; knot them on a good, strong, hard-
twisted Cotton cord about iin. apart. About 1.2 to loin,
above last pin tie on a large brass swivel, and to this tie
On 'another cord about 2ft. long; fasten this to the gun-
wale of the boat. In stringing the fish pass the pin up
through thin part of Under lip and lock it, and throw the
fish ovei board. Never pissaeord through the gills, as
it interferes with the respiration and drowns the fish.

Packing up we started back to town. The dive in the
evening was enjoyable in the extreme, We .arrived
home tired but happy. The iish were d

i

<Ui bitted to/»ilr
friends who were not fortunate enough to 'enjoy the
sport of the trip. JUat as I am closing a report comes to
me that some grand catches have been made in the vicin-
ity of J)ala. Kosijee.

MAINE TROUT.
THE cold weather and high water are bringing the

trout back to the fishing grounds in the lakes and
streams of New England earlier than usual this season-.

It is not commonly the case that there is much fly-fishing
in the Maine lakes in AugUst* but such wAs the base lA^t
year, for the season Was wet and cold like the present.
Trout are a great d^al under th'e influence of the tem-
perature of the water, and a few frosty nights will bring
them back from their hot-weather haunts in the deep
pools into the shoal waters, when they quickly' begin to
rise to the fly freely. Those who read the Forest and
Stream will remember that the fly-riHhing in Maine and
New Hampshire waters was earlier last year than usual",

and they will also remember that the. weather was colder".

There was a frost in Maine, Ute in August, that entirety
destroyed the sweet com, and this frost was followed by
a number of days and nights verv cold for the season.
Soon after came news of good fly-fishing. Dr. James, of
Boston, came back from Moosehead Lake last week. He
came back because business called him. Hut he is off

again this week for the same region, The trout are rising
to the fly freely in Moosehead, nearly two Weeks earlier
than usual. The Doctor ciught oyer fifty last week-, the
largest weighing 3lbs, About the same reports come
from the other Maine lakes. Considerable ennipany is

summering at different stations on t lie Rangeley Lakes,
and the sportsmen arc having good luck with the fly-rod.
One gentleman reports excel.ent sport at the Cfotjeti
Rangeley Lake, last week. Tne mercury was down to
42' one morning, while there was a touch of frost in the
valleys. The mercury at Moosehead registered W one
or two mornings last week.
Black bass fishing is not proving very satisfactory m

New England waters this season, There was coii-idef-
able sport early in the season, but later there has been-
considerable fishing, with but few bass, as the result. In
Maine lakes and ponds the black bass is fast becoming an
unpopular fish, and besides the pickerel the question is

frequently asked, "What is the stickleback here for?"
He is not popular as a food fish, and as to his gaminess,
the Maine spoi tsmen, with a plenty of trout within reach-
ing distance, have never taken kindly to the foreigner.
The latest idea in the fish line (no intentional pun) is a

pliable form of a trout. Mr. E. J/Shattuek, one of the
Vive Vele Camp owners at the Narrows

5 Richardson
Lake, had the good fortune to secure a nkn>p>.und trout
on his spring fishing trip this year, and he has had made
a pliable modei of this fish. The form is perfect, as it is
shown in Appleton's window, on Washington street, but
the coloring is not up to the standard. In the first place
there is too much yellow or orange, and again the mottl-
ing or wavy blending of the darker colors on the back is

not as it should be. But Mr. Shattuek will not thank me
for this criticism, though I hope that he may some time
be so fortunate as to put his pliable model beside of a
real trout, ju-t out of the waters of the Narrows, and
then I am sure that somebody will immediately hxve an
order to paint that model over.
Mr. Nat Manson, of the firm of Bellows tic Manson, iron

merchants, with his friend Mr> Binner of Cambridge will
depart for Camp Stewart, Richardson Lake, on Friday.
They are going for the double purpose of a vacation,
which they both very much need, and for a good time
in the woods. Besides Mr. Manson has had an earlv call
of the hay fever This hay fever leaves him as soon as
he sti ikes the mountain air. A bear is to be added to
their catch this year. Last year it was a deer. Oscar
W. Cuttings is to be guide and cook. O-oar has been up
at the camp nearly all summer. He came out the other
day over the mountain, and in S-iwyer Notch he saw this
very bear that Manson and Binner are after. He has
written them, and they are corning prepared. If that
bear is CHught by those hunters, the Forest and Stream
shall hear of it. Special.

Safety Appliances.—Cceur d'AIene, Idaho.—Appre-
ciating suggestions to increase safety of boating and
canoeing parties, embodied in article "Chicago and the
West," Vol. XXXIII. , No. 3, 1 beg leave to state that I
consider a cork jacket, as adopted by the U. S. Govern-
ment, and a lai>e ring "buoy essential parts of boat equip-
ment. The merits of these articles are well known, they
are easily procured and cheap.—Muse.

Forest and Stream, Box 2,833, N. Y. city, lias descriptive illus-
trated circulars of VV. B. LefnuiweU's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
mg," which will be ma'led free ou request. The hook is pro-
uauueed by "Kauit," "(iloau," "Dick Swiveller," "Pvbilleue" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
extant.

Namjes and Portraits £uf Biuos. by Umdou Trumbull, a
bonk particularly interesting to gunners, for oy its use they can
identify without question all the American tjame birds which
tney may kill. Cloth, 320 pages, price $3.50. For sale he Fobhsx
AND STRKAM.

—
Fl^HcOLTtiRE IN THE NATlbNAL PARK;

\.Fram a Special Correspondent.]

V'ELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PAl?K, Aug. . bi -ThVX trip made by Col. McDonald, United States i'ish Com
missioner, and Captain Bot) telle; for the purpose of examin-
ing those waters, of the Yellowstone Prtrk which are at
V'/.Vseut without fish", was in all respects satisfactory; The
Gardiner, Gibbon and Shoshone waters were visited, and
ft. was foiiud that, food and spawning places Were abundant
in the lakes or streams of each system, and that there is no
apparent reason why trout should not do well. In the Fire-
lioie River, where the water is warmed by the heated out-
flow from the geysers, it is thought that coarser fish, such
as the rock bass and the pike-perch, would do well.

It seems quite probable that each one of the ri^er basini-i

named may be. stocked with ISh of a different species, and
if. this should he done, it would make the National Park the
grandest fishing ground on this continent, and would add
enormously to its attractiveness to all classes of visitors.
Col. McDonald has indicated his intention of making these
experiments, and has expressed the opinion that landlocked
salmon, Loch Leven trout and lake, trout might be introv
dUced into the waters of Shoshone .and Lewis Lakes! These
could be planted eitbef as fry or as yearlings', since there
f.-slst' 30: fai' as known, no enemies which could prey on
these young fish. Into the waters of the Gibbon the brown
trout of Europe may be introduced, while the headwaters
of the Gardiner seems well adapted to the Eastern brook-
trout.
Just boVv the Waters. Of the Yellowstone Lake shall be

treated is a somewhat intricate problem. At present, the
only fish known to inhabit this lake is the black-spotted
Salmd t>t)rpiirati!x, which mav very. possibly hare reached
this bn.rly of Water from the Other side of the range; crossing
frpm Pacific to Atlantic waters in times of melting snow;
Vratyi; as is sometimes the case, Waters flow from, one ifnbi

or lake iutb either ocean. A well,known example of tl(i^

occurs at .Two-Oee^n Pneft, where the streams which to! ni

th'n .fteftd^ Of Atlantic and Pacific Creeks, flow side by side
oil almost the same level, but in opposite directions, through
a low meadow, and in times of high water are no doubt
connected. Across this, or some similar pass, the Pacific
slope trout may have passed into the Yellowstone waters.
The trout of the Yellowstone Lake, as is well known, are

affected with a parasite, which lives in their ftesh. It is a
long, fiat, jointed worm, which occurs knotted tip-, sohi.e-

1

times close. under the skin and sdmetimfes pfi'netratidftWW
the abdominal cavity This worm, which is probably the
larval stage of some free insect, was described by Prof.
Leidy many years ago, under the name JJiboUi riirm vurdi-
Ceps, but its life history has never been studied, and noth-
ing is known about it. Although by no means all of these
Yellowstone Lake trout are thus afflicted, and though the
proportion of diseased fish varies from year to year, yet the
presence of this parasite causes all fish taken from the lake
to be regarded with suspicion) and It Is to be hoped that a

Study of this worm and a knowledge of the causes to which
Its presence is due may result in finding a rerriedy for the
affection.

.

The fbbd of these Yellowstone Lake trout appears to con-
sist mainly of insects, though no doubt they devour a certain
proportion of the young 01 their own sdei les, tor Col: Mi:'

Donald recently found a Sttiafl troltt in One of them. '1'beV
are very even lb size, rarely exceeding a pound and a half in
Weight. The largest that I have ever seen was caught here'
by Professor E. S Dana in the year 1875, and measured :l"An.

iii length. It has been suggested by Contain Boutelle that
the small size of these fish may be due tb the fact that tlie.V

ate underfed, and ttus seems plausible, since we know tka(
'h the Yellowstone River, where fish food is abundant, trout
of this same species attain a weight of live, six and eVeii
nine pounds. It is possible that were these trout in the lake
better fed, they might be better able to resist the attacks of
the parasitic worm which now preys upon them.
The waters of Yellowstone Lake'are clear, cold and very

deep. No systematic series of souudings has as jet been
made, but the Geological Survey have found 2o0ft. of water,
and between Stevenson Island and the main shore there is

over 200ft. It is more than probable that the wkitefisb
either of the Great Lakes or of the Northern Rocky Mouti
tain would do well iu Yellowstone Lake, and their yoUng
would furnish au aduiii-able food fbr the trout. So far ap
our limited observations go ; the trout are, at present found
for the most part iu the streams tributary to the lake? in the"

river, aud along the lake shorn They do not seem to ocelli-

in any numbers in the very deepest water, and there is thiis
a very large portion of this great body of water which is

practically uninhabited by fish. The introduction of the
whitefish would people this barren area, would afford an
unfailing food supply to the trout, and might wholly ehange
the character of these latter. The experiment certainly
would seem worth trying.

It is generally believed that the whu.eli.sk can betaken
ouly by means of nets, but this impression Is erroneous.
To say nothing of the numerous records of the casual cap-
ture of large whitefish by meansof the fiy,and the well-known
fact that the river whitefish rise freely to this lure, we have
it on unquestionable authority that the lake whitefish rise
freely to a small brown fly. They have, however, a small
and very tender mouth, and must be handled with the
greatest skill and delicacy if they are to be saved. The time
may come when this species will be regarded as a valuable
game fish as well as one of our most delicious food fishes.
The whitefish is native to many of the mountain lakes in
the northern Rocky Mountains, and there is little reason
to doubt that it would flourish in the Yellowstone Lake,
providing the fry first introduced could be cared for until
they have attained sufficient size to be safe from the attacks
of the trout. They would probably thrive in many of the
mountain lakes of the Yellowstone region. If, as now seems
probable, there is to be a general stocking here of such
waters as are now without fish, it will probably be necessary
to furnish the introduced species with fish food, and such
food the whitefish will supply. The hatching and rearing
of the whitefish has been conducted on so extensive a scale
that this side of the cpuestiou presents no difficulties what-
ever.

Col. McDonald's visit to the National Park promises to
result in a great benefit to the Yellowstone region, and to
the country watered by streams which take their rise in that
region. The U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries takes a broad
view of the question of stocking the waters of the National
Park, and sees in this project much more than the mere
present advantage to the tourists who visit the region. The
stocking of these waters will result in a large addition to
the supply of food fish to the inhabitants of those sections
watered by the Missouri and the Snake rivers. A fish
hatchery in the Park will serve as an admirable point from
which to distribute fresh-water fish to all points in the
northern Rocky Mountains, and will fitly supplement the
work now being done in Colorado by the U. S. fish hatchery
there.

Col. McDonald's appreciation of the Park and his interest
in its many features, aesthetic and economic, give assurance
that he Wili do all that lies in his power to develop the re-

sources of this wonderful region, and, if he can carry out the
plans which have suggested themselves to him, he will earn
for himself the thanks of the whole public. It must not be
forgotten that Col. McDonald's visit was suggested by Cant.
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Boiitelle, who personally showed the Commissioner through
the Park aud introduced him to its waters, and tbus a large
share of the credit for whatever may be done will belong to
the Superintendent of the Park.

BEAM-TRAWL FISHING. *

IN his introductory note Capt. Collins states that, "This
report has been prepared for the purpose of placing

before those directly interested in the fisheries of the United
States such information as seems necessary to convey a
moderately comprehensive idea of the British beam-trawl
Fishery," '

,
-

The history, development aud the importance of this fish-

ery is dwelt"upon at length. The apparatus used in con-
junction with the trawl, the methods of fishing aud the
manner of marketing the fish are fully described. The
fishes captured in the trawl net are, principally, turbot, sole,

brill, plaice dabs and h libut (flatfishes), and cod, haddock,
hake, ling and whiting (Gadtdtej.
The captain's observations were made principally at

Grimsby aud at Hull, and in a cruise in the North Sea made
in 1880; he also studied the apparatus and methods shown
at the International Fisheries Exposition, London, 1883.

This is the most comprehensive treatise on the subject
dealt with that has been published, and taken in connection
w!ih ens iectut attempt of the tT. S. Fish Commirtsion tp
introduce into American waters that highly-esteemed deli-

cacy, the European sole, and the growing demand for flat

fishes in our markets, its appearance seems timely.
This pamphlet will be issued as a ''public document free,"

as all of the Fish Commission publications are. Tu this
connection it may be added thai: the possibilities of bringing
fish alive from Kurope are greater now than heretofore, for
the reason that the Commission may some time find it prac-
ticable to send the Grampus across the Atlantic, for that
purpose. This vessel is provided with a well for transport-
ing fishes alive) and it is believed that many of the most
valuable of the fiat-fishes of Europe can be successfully
transported to this side of the Atlantic:

,
The .Hfefj.pi-Ti-awi FlsJierv of Great Britain, wjtii notes on

bram-trawliriR iri other European countries: etc,ui By Captain J.
W. Collinc, Assistanr in Caajsre of Divis'on of lush^riea of the
U 8. Fish Commission. Bul'etin of the U. S. Fish Commission,
1887, pn. 289-407. To be issued also in a i\n pamphlet of 119 pp.,
With 23 full-page illu-trauons and Si figure-1 in the text, showing
in detail the apparatus, aud giving lines showing the construction
of vessels used in tne beam-trawl fishery.

tern

YfOUNG CODFISH ON THE MASSACHUSETTS
COAST.—A statement has recently been going the rOfinds
of the press concerning the occurrence of young codfish off

Plymouth, Mass., where no young of that species have been
seen for many years, the oldest fishermen having no recol-
lection of seeing any there before. So great was the sur-
prise that the fishermen could scarce believe their own eyes
and dared uotcall them "sure enough" cod, though the re-

wemblancf? placed the matter almost beyond question. To
do away with all doubt, however, a well-known gentleman
ijf Plymouth sent a specimen of the fish to the TJ. S. Fish
Commission at Wood's' Holt, where, it Was at once identified
as a young codfish [Gad us inorrhuct), aud judged to be about
one and one-ball to two years old. it. measures I3in. in
length, and is evidently the yoUng of the ocean gray cod.
f. variety quite distinct from the reddish brown "rock cod"
that feed, among the alga: near the shore. We learn from
( 'apt. .1. W> Collin's that, while in command of the Grampus
in the winter of 1886-87. he planted 3,000,000 young cod on
;1an.- 38, 1887, between Race Point and Plymouth, Jt seems
more tnan probable that the present unusual abundance of
|onng cod off Plymouth may be traced to this plant, though
it is by uo means impossible that fish of this species hatched
put at Gloucester may have found their way across Massa-
chusetts Bay to Plymouth. The results of the cod hatching
at Gloucester for the past two years have been apparent
during the past spring and this srimmer. Young cod, vary-
mg in age from a few months to a year or more, have
thronged the outer harbor of Gloucester, and have been so
plentiful on the inshore grounds off Eastern Point as to
prove a source of annoyance to the boat fishermen, who have
frequently been obliged to change their position because
these fish"nibbled the bait off their hooks as fast as they
were put out. When these fish have attained maturity and
swarm in similar abundance upo'j the shore grounds, the
effect will be apparent both in the increased earnings of the
fishermen and in the superior quality of the fish put upon
the market,

NORTH CAROLINA FISHCULTTJRE.—We have been
looking for a long time for the Agricultural Department of
North Carolina to resume its interest and work in the pro-
pagation of fish. We hardly think the people of tbe eastern
third of the State, and comprising more than one-third the
population, will consent to have this important scientific

industry longer neglected, in the face of the manifest fact
that the former work of the department in that line h«'s

shown itself to have been of such immense value in restc< k-
ing our waters with food fishes in superabundance. Th
hatching of shad was the very first work of the Agricultural
Department on its establishment, in 1877, and so far as one
can see, by actual results, it was the most successful and
the mo^t valuable of all the work of that department in the
State. Why it was abandoned, just as its good effects were
beginning to be realized, has never been satisfactorily ex-
plained, and the people of eastern Carolina have just cause
to feel that they were outraged in the matter. As a result
of the artificial propagation of shad they are more numerous
in our eastern waters than were ever known within the
memory of men, but unless the system is restored and the
work permanently kept up, the supply will be speedily ex-
hausted, and our 'water as barren of them as before the pro-
cess of artificial propagation was resorted to.

—

WUmingtoiv
(N. C.) Messenger. [It is to be hoped that the Legislature
of North Carolina will be alive to the issue at its next
session, and make a liberal appropriation so as to enable
the Department to resume the work of restocking the waters
of the State with valuable fishes.]

FISHERY STATISTICS OF THE UNITED STATES.—
Dr. Hugh M Smith and Mr. W. H. Abbott, of theU. S.
Fish Commission, have gone to Eastport, Maine, to collect
statistics of the fisheries of that State. Mr. Ansley Hall
will soon be ordered to Belfast, and Mr. C. H. Stevenson to
Boothbay, Me., for the same purpose. There is a district
assigned to each one of these to canvass. The Maine coast
is a speci dly difficult region for such work, owing to the
many outlxing islands and the almost numberless indenta-
tions of the shore line, from all of which fishing is carried
on to a greater or less extent, and where in many cases the
places can be reached only by water in boats. It is quite
impracticable to accomplish anything there except wheu
tbe weather is mild, and for this reason a special effort is

now being made to complete the investigation before the
close of the warm season. A complete canvass will be
made of the entire New England coast; indeed, it is already
well advanced Mr. F. F. Dimmick is at work for the Com-
'mission at Boston, aud i apt. S. J Martin and Mr. E. F
Locke at Gloucester. Mr. W. A. Wilcox has nearly com
pleted his inquiries on t he Pacific coast from San Diego to
Puget Sound. He is now at Port. Townsend. and soon will
l t i- ordered Ea<--1 to h - 1st in the work in New England

FIXTURES.
DOG 8HOWS.

.Sept. ii to 12.—First Annual Dog Show of the Brooklyn Kennel
Dim?, at Brroklyn; N. Y. Charles Dickleman, Secretary. Entries
close Aug. 28:

Sept. 'J to 33;—Dog show of the Farmers 1 Lancaster Count y Fair
Association, at Lancaster. Pa. A, A; Herr, Secretary. Entries
clo*e 11 A. M., Sept.. 9.

Sept. 10 to 13.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of >he London Kennel
Club: at London, Onfc. C. A. Stone. Manager. Entries close Sept . S

Seiit. 10 to L3L—Dog Show of the Central Canada. Exhibition As-
sociation, at Ottawd, Cap, Capt. R. C. W. MacCuaig, Secretary.
Entries close Aug. 31,

Sept. 11 to 13.—First Annual Doe Show of the Toledo Kennel
Company, Toledo, O. Chas. E. Rowland, Secretary Box 423: En-
tries close Aug. 20, m
Swt. lti to 19.— Dog Show of the. Dominion of Canada Kennel

Club, in c-onHoct'on with tho Industrial Exposition at Toronto,
Canada. Capt. C. tireville llarston, Seet'y. Entries close Sept. 4.

Sept.. 17 to 20.—Dug Show of the Pet Slock Afsociatiou at El-
mira, N. Y. J. Otis Fellows. Superintendent, Komellsville, N.Y.
Entries close Sept. 7.

Oct. 8 to 12.— Eighth Annual Dog Show of the Danbury Agri-
cultural Society. »t Danbury, Conn. B. C. Lynes. Secretary. En-
tries close Sept. 2s.

Not. 11 'o.P'.-Fi.rst Dog Show of the Continental Kennel Club,
at Denver, Col. Claude Ring: Secretary.

Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890.— Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and
Pet Stock Assoeintion, at Don ver,.Co'.

Fell. 18 to 21, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster
Kennel flub. New York. James Mortim r. Superintendent
March 11 to 14, 1S90.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Rochester

Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 25 to 28, 1890—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lvnn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dok Show of [.lie New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. 3. W. Newman, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov, L—Third Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel Club.

P. T. Madisotu Secretary, Indianapolis, fnd.
Nov. II.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel Club,

at Cha' ham, Ont. C. A. StoPe, Secretary, London, Ont.
Nov. !8.—Eleventh Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Cltib* at Hb?h Point,- N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Sara-

°Deci ^-luaugural Field (Prists of the Central Field Trial Club,
at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Secretary* Mill's Building. New
York, N. Y.
Dec. IB.-Second Annual F-'eld Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Amory, Mihs. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jam 20, .189(1.—Seveuth Auuual ^ield Trials of r.he Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club ?.t ^akersrleld, Ca.l. H. H. Briggs, Secretary. 313

Bush street. San Francisco. Cab
Feb. 11,1890.- Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Ctub, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas, Sec retary.

COURSING.

Ofifc 9 ro 12.— Fall jHfHl of the National Coursing Club at Ilutch-
iDson, Kan. M. Fj. Allison, Manager,
Oft. 24.—Annual M'-et of the American Coursing Chili, at Great

Bend, Kan. F, K. Doan, Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.

COURSING.
^ pHE following article on coursing is from the pen of Dr.

X G, Irwin Roycein the CUppc, published at Hutchin-
son, Kansas:
As a pastime there is nothing that so thorougb.lv

adapts itself to all classes of people as coursing. It
meets the popular demand for harmless competition
without uniting with it any of the offensive elements of

other contests. It i3 peculiarly American in its methods,
quick and fiery, and with that peculiar reckless dash, with
the competitors thoroughly in earnest racing for blood, and
ending with a kill that is sudden and painless to the rabbits.
Although the competition is wholly with the two dogs,
there is almost a nervous interest to see if they will secure
the rabbit before he reaches a place of safety. The only
animal that will bring out all of the speed and quickness of
the greyhound is the fleet-footed jack rabbit of the Western
plains, "and for this reason he is employed to test the speed
of the swift and silent pursuers. The speed of the jack
raboit is something phenomenal, and at certain seasons of
the year and when m condition from being pursued by
ordinary cur dogs successively for weeks, there are no two
greyhounds in toe world that can catch them, but take them
as usually found and even in the best season, March, a good
pair of dogs will secure three out of live. To thoroughly
appreciate him he should be seen in his native element.
As far as history goes back you will find accounts of the

chase with fleet dogs, but the larger kind of animals were
more generally pursued, and it remained for the English to
introduce competition with the greyhound aud to originate
the peculiar type of greyhounds for their special purpose,
and the scientific contest with greyhounds has hecorae one
of the most important pastimes in England, and the services
of the successful greyhound at the coursing meetings will
command almost fabulous prices.
The greyhound was brought to this country at a very early

day, and they have been used on tbe W> stern plaias for cours-
ing antelope, deer and other large game, but more especially
tor pursuing tbe jack rabbit. The brave Custer took great
pains to gather up a choice pack, and it became the chief
source of amusement for the officers while on duty on the
oorders. Many enthusiastic owners of smaller packs scat-
tered over the West have derived great plea-ure from pur-
suing the swift prairie hare, but there was little thought of
uniting the iuterests and formally contesting the speed of
their favorites until the year 1885, when a request was made
by the writer for correspondence iu regard to the formation
of a coursing club. No response was made, although several
gentlemen had signilied a desire personally to unite with
us in advancing the interest; and seeing that the only
method left was to make a date and invite all who were
interested to be present, we made such a call in April, stat-
ing that a meeting would be held on the Cheyenne Plains,
near Great Bend, Kan., March I, 1880, aud that an organiza-
tion would be formed at that time. This w*s responded to
by Mr. M. E. Allison, of Hutchinson, Kan.; V. R. Bartlett,
of Winfield, Kan.; Dr. Van Hummel, of Deuver, Col., and
others, advising an organization at once, and iu response to
this a meeting was called for July 9, at Topeka, Kan., and
the result was the formation of the American Club, and
the date fixed for Oct. 15 for the first grand meeting.
The meeting was successful beyond the most sanguine ex-
pectation oi the projectors, and it suddenly sprang into
popularity, and its future was assured Three annual
meetings have been held, and slumbering interest in this
most delightful pastime is now thoroughly aroused through-
out the United States. The original design of coursing was
to visit an open field where the nimble hare was known to
abound and to frighten him from his hiding place in the
grass, and as he appeared, loose the greyhound from the
slips and pursue him to death. This is called open field

coursing, but in order to bring it within the reach of those
who are unable to go long distances to witness the sport,
local or inclosed parks are being arranged where the rabbits
are confined to a limited space of, perhaps, a few hundred
acres, and a narrow race track filled up and the rabbits se-

cured and the contest confined to this space, with an escape
for the rabbits at the end of a half or quarter mile.
This method is equally scientific and probably more

humane, because it affords the rabbit, a greater chance for

life and prevents the dog from running one of those pump-
ing races of two miles or more. Often the dog and rabbit
have been found dead within a few feet of each other, liter-

ally run to death iu one of those long three or four mile
races on the open prairie. After the second meeting of the
American Coursing Club, at Great Bend, Kan., Mr. M. E.
Allison^ of Hutchiuson, Kan., filled with enthusiasm at the
success of cotfrsirjg, conceived the idea of farming a local
organization in Hutchinson, Kan., and building a park,
which he has carried to a successful termination, and to-day
the National Coursing Association Park, at Hutchinson,
Km., is the only complete and thoroughly equipped cours-
ing and breeding park in the United States? it comprises at

full half section of ground, made rabbit-tight by a wire
fence surrounding the whole, and now in the inclosure there
are no less than 500 strong, healthy jack rabbits, uutamed
and fairly in their native element. When required for the
contest they are frightened to a narrow inclosure and secured!
a day previous to the running, but in no sense are they
tamed or domesticated, and to disabuse the mind of the
fact of their being Unable to protect themselves from
the dogs one has only to see au old residenter leave
the chtfte for the escape at the lower end of the course and
he will declare that truly motion is quicker than sight.
A grand meeting will be held at this park Oct. 8 to 11,

with purses aggregating $i80ff. After much thought and
consultation with a few enthusiastic practical coursing
men it was decided to more thoroughly popularize tbe
sport by bringing it directly to the dooirs- of those residing
in the Eastern cities where even a jackrabbit is a novelty,
and by arranging a corfrsiug ground on a rua track, invite
the public to an entertainment that is cnaste, grand and
most highly entertaining. Dates have been arranged fov
several cities east of the, Mississippi, arid the following, are
the cities to be visited this fall and winter: Louisville-
Sept, 1 to 7, inclusive^ Lexington, Cincinnati. St. Louis,
Memphis. Chattanooga, Birmingham, New Orleans, and
most of the larger cities of the South.
The knowledge of coursing is so limited that we deem it

only proper to give a description of tbe method of testing:

the speed of the greyhound. X stake is made of, perhaps,
thirty-two dogs, and in order to bring perfect1 fairness to
the test the dogs are chosen by lot to run together, two at a.

time, There would necessarily be sixteen pairs in the first

round, and there would be left sixteen winners. These six-

teen would again be paired off, and when the eight pairs
had been run off there would be left four pairs to contend
with each other, then two pairs, and the last two un-
beaten dogs try conclusions for the first honors, and the one
last running with winner is called the "runner up" because
he ran a successful race up to the last round. Io order to
judge of the comparative merits of the greyhound, the
value of the work done is credited to each dog by points.
The points of the course are, first;

Speed, which is counted one, two. three, according to the
superiority shown.
The turn is where the rabbit is forced to jump to one side

to avoid the dog, and counts one point for the dog making
the turn.
The third is the go-bye, which counts two or three points

conditioned on whether the dog r»ns by the other dog on a
straight course or whether they are running on a circle. It"

one greyhound starts a length behind the other anywfiere
in the race and runs by him and gets a length in the lead it

is a go-bye.
The trip is where the dog touches the rabbit and throws,

him over, but fails to hold him, and counts a point.

The wrench gives a dog a half point. This is when the
ribbit is forced from running a straight line, but does not
turn at a direct angle.
The kill is the most difficult to judge, as the dog may score

two points or nothing. If by his own dash and great speed
he picks up a swift rabbit on a straight run it may count
two points, but should the hind dog simply grab the rabbit
as he is turned to him by the otner he may get no credit at

all.

These probably are repeated several times in a race, aud
often it is difficult to keep near enough to the dogs to judge
the true merits of the course, and should the poiuts be equal
at the kill, the race will have to be repeated til I one clog ha-
shown superiority over the other,
The rules have 'been carefully amended from time to time,

and to-day they are as near perfection as one could ask, bar
ring the difference between our fields and rabbits and those
of the English. In time these little differences will be
adjusted and we will be more consistent. In arranging the
rules for the American Coursing Club, several superfluous
words iu the English rules were left out, as for instance, it

speaks of a dou sticking iu a muse, but there Is more or less-

of a tendency to ape the English, and it will require time to
thoroughly Americanize coursing; now and then a mulish
Englishman arrives in this country filled with bombast,
seasoned with conceit, aud contempt for the illiteracy of
the blasted American, and for a time works mischief, but
their selrish methods are soon exposed and they are relegated
to more than obscurity. It is well to be a little wary of

absorbing too much of their superior knowledge, for it don't,

mix weil with our limited stock of information, as several
have found to their cost.

The great popularity which coursing is destined to have
in this country demands that it shall be kept free from
objectionable features as far as possible, so that our wives,
mothers and sisters shall be able to attend a coursing meet-
ing with safety and pleasure.
Thus far in this country no criticism has fallen on us, and

no occasion should be given whereby the most fastidious
can carp.
The dogs are loosened au«l are at their best. The jockey

is not there to restrain them, and the raboit is quite sure to
hold out splendid inducements for them to extend them-
selves.
In tbe open meetings on the Wresteru prairies they flee for

safety and frequently distance the dogs aud are safe. Even
when they are killed, it is so sudden that cruelty can scarcely
be mentioned in connection with coursiug, and in inclosed
park coursing, the dogs can even be muzzled and in this way
Xirevent their doing the rabbit any injury whatever. Unfor-
tunately for courting, afew gentlemen in the East, commend-
ably eager to see the contest, substituted the fox-terrier for
the greyhound, and the little cotton tail for the jack rabbit,
and they were loosened in an inclosure, without an escape,
aud pursued to the death. This brought on them the
stormy indignation of the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Auimals, and this kind of rabbit baiting was
abolished, but no just cause for interference can be found
in connection with the true methods of coursing with the
greyhound and jack rabbit, for even those having the most
delicate sensibilities can scarcely find one objectionable
feature connected with the pastime. When once seen a
thirst is created for more, ever after there is an unabated
interest, and in time coursing will have a toremost position
in the world of amusements, and the beautiful and affec-

tionate greyhound will take his position as the king and
aristocrat among dogs.

DANBURY DOG SHOW.—Bridgeport, Aug. 20.—Editor
Forest and Stream: The Danbury Agricultural Society
will hold their annual bench show Oct. 8 to 12, under the
auspices of the Connecticut State Kennel Club. Tney will
give premiums of -$5 and S3 in all classes and will charge no
entrance fee, Premium lists will be out in a few days, en-
tries will close ten days before the show. The address of
the secretary is B, C. Lvries, lla/uburv, Co • n. -

1 )i:, .J.\s. F,.
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THE FOX-TERRIER,

WHO that has ever enjoyed his friendship would not
read with pleasure anything said in his praise? Dur-

ing these summer days I have been fortunate enough to
gam the love of one called Witty, owned by a friend of
mine, and many delightful rambles have we had together

—

Witty and I—among the beautiful hills about Stanley, N.
J., the home of Geo. Shepard Page (well known to many of
your readers). With Watty's assistance, too, I have added
much to my limited knowledge of the inhabitants of the
fields and wildwood. For all-around sport the fox-terrier
doubtless excels any of his genus. He will find vou the
lair of the. fox and the home of "Brer Rabbit," and," iudeed,
of any other animal—beast, bird or reptile; he has a par-
ticularly ill feeling toward snakes, and is very happy when
he has become sure that one of these has been "killed beyond
a doubt. This conclusion he usually arrives at after a
lengthy war dance, in which the snake's vertebra? is broken
in uumerons places from neck to tail. But it is for daunt-
less courage that he is most distinguished, and I am sure
he would rejoice in a contest with a bear ten times his own
size. He is apparently composed of equal parts of pluck
and animation, and endowea with keen intellect.
During our outings we have discovered that there is still

some game left iu New .Jersey, including rabbits, opos-
sums, quail, partridges, etc. Among the things unearthed
by Witty one day was a skunk fully'two-tbirds as large as
himself. Perceiving the smell I discreetly retired to the
lee side of the field in which the den w'as located and
awaited developments. It was not long before Witty had
persuaded the skunk that he needed some fresh air. Cham-
bers's Cyclopaedia, indescribing the skunk, states that "dogs
flee at once" because of the smell. I can, however, vouch
for it that this time "Chambers" has made an error, unless
Witty is unusually brave even for a fox-terrier. When
he and the skunk emerged from that hole all arrangements
had been made for a duel, and it was fought bravely on
both sides until the skunk was left on the field a feast' for
crows. The skunk was jet black in color, with the excep-
tion of a small white comb-like triangle on its forehead and
a white tip on the end of his tail. Although sustaining
only slight bodily injury, Witty had been impregnated
witn that awful suiell. After a few days' treatment with
disinfectants, administered by his groom, and liberal
bathing, this was overcome, for which the little animal
seemed fully as grateful as I, who had been deprived of his
society. On another occasion he led me to the haunts of an
opossum, which animals, 1 believe, are rare so far north as
New Jersey. It was secured alive, but I regret to say that
after two weeks' captivity that 'possum proved too 'sharp
for his keeper, and no longer forms a part of Mr. Page's
interesting collection of animals, to which it had been
added. C, H. M. Rose.

NEW Yokk, Aug, 23.

NATIONAL COURSING ASSOCIATION.
117 E have received the programme of the semi-annual
VV meeting of the National Coursing Association, to be
held at Hutchinson, Kan., Oct. 8 to 12. Two events are on
the card. The National Derby, open to the world, with ¥300
to the winner, $100 to second, $50 to third and $25 to fourth.
American sweepstakes, open to American-bred dogs, with
$100 to winner, $50 to second, $25 to third and $15 to fourth.
Consolation stakes will be arranged for dogs thrown out in
the first round if time and weather permit. Eatrance free,

the Association reserving one-third of the winnings as a
general entrance fee. Entries close Oct. T, at 8 o'clock P. M.,
at which time the drawing will take place. The address of

the manager is M. E. Allison, Hutchinson, Kan.

THE REGISTRATION FEE.
Article XXII. Constitution of the American Kennel

Club.—-The business management of the American Kennel Club
Stud Book shall be subject to the direction of a committee of
three, elected by a majority of the delegates present at the a nnual
meeting of the club, and shall render account to the Association
annually at such meeting.

AT a meeting of the Stud Book Committee, held Aug. 32,

it was deemed advisable to make a public explanation
of the reasons for which the registration fee is to be in-
creased after Jan. 1, .1890, to the sum of $1. Two or three
protests against the action of this committee having ap-
peared in some of the sporting papers, expressing the hope
that the American Kennel Club at its next meeting would
rescind our action, makes it necessary to go back to the
establishment of the official Stud Book. From Jan. 1, 1887,

to March 1, 1888; some fifteen months, the Stud Book was in
the charge of and compiled by the secretary of the club. It

was an experiment, its future could not be foretold. In
order to taeet the necessary expenses a large number of the
Mends of the club advertised in the book, and notwithstand-
ing this increase of its income, the club could uot afford to
pay even a fair salary for the work the Stud Book entailed.
Owing to the increased business of the Stud Book this com-
mittee, on March 1, 1888, appointed an editor of the book,
and demanded of him bis entire time and attention, and yet
could not afford to fix and pay a stated salary. The two
years' experience of both the secretary and the editor
"showed them conclusively that the cost of publishing each
entry was greater than the amount charged for it, and this
induced the secretary to bring the matter before the Ameri-
can Kennel Club at its meeting Dec. 6, 1888. By referring to
the official record of that meeting, published in the January
issue of the American Kennel Gazette, and also in the sev-
eral sporting journals the week following the meeting, the
following extract from the proceedings will be found:

Mr.Vredenburgh called attention to the registration fee, which
at present is fifty cents, and advocate! in cases of voluntary reg-
istration the charge of one dollar. On suggestion of Mr. Hitch-
cock the matter was left to the Stud Book Committee.

By this action the American Kennel Club evidently
thought that the Stud Book Committee was in a better
position to determine this matter than the club itself was,
and accordingly gave this committee power to act as its

judgment dictated. When the fee of fifty cents was origin-
ally fixed it was by the action of this committee, which is

elected annually by the American Kennel Club, and this
same committee was given the power to increase it to one
dollar if it was found necessary to do so.

The committee determined to permit the old fee to remain
in force for the year 1889. and now gives five months' notice
of the increased fee. Our reasons for the increase are the
following: The cost of composition, printing, electrotyp-
ing, stock and binding of each volume is about 33 cents for
each entry. To this must be added the salary of the com-
piler of the book, a proportionate share of office rent, postage
and stationery; these combined swell the total cost of the
publication of each entry to a fraction over 81 cents. Since
Jan. 1, 1889, the Stud Book has paid its editor a stated salary
on the last day of each and every month, together with its

share of its other legitimate expenses, and when the present
volume is published and paid for the result will be that it

has beeu published at a loss of over 31 cents on each and
every entry that the book contains. We desire to state in
this connection that the income and expense of the Stud
Book is kept entirely separate and distinct from the other
departments of the American Kennel Club, and the Stud
Book does not pay the American Kennel Gazette for the
monthly publication of the preliminary registrations that
have been assigned Stud Book numbers, said publication
being entirely complimentary.

The other resolution unfavorably commented upon has
been forced upon the committee. Persons from all sections
are continually requesting to be furnished with extended
pedigrees of dogs that are registered in the several stud
books that are kept at the office of the American Kennel
Club. These requests are becoming so frequent, and to
comply consumes so much time, that the committee deems
it necessary to charge for the work, and fixed the reasonable
sum of fifty cents, for which is issued an official certificate
of a pedigree, including the fourth generation when possible,
and duly signed by the secretary of the club.

Hermann P. Schellhass, i c+.- -r, .

Thomas H. Terry, I £^J^°k

A. D. LEWIS, \
^ommitte.

DOG TALK.

THE editor of the Barbourville (Ky.J News vouches for
this story: Mr, Ed. Arthur, of Flat Lick, whose repu-

tation for truth and veracity has never been and cannot be
impugned, relates that the dogs were mad with ambition,
and around the circuit of about three miles they whirled
the. fox with such rapidity that poor reynard was soon too
hot to take a hole. To continue the chase was disaster to
him. What then? Strategy! Strategy a failure, and all
would indeed be up with him. Standing on an eminence
some distance off, one of the hunters saw the fox stop as if

to listen just as the whistle of the passenger engine on the
C. V. railroad shrieked for a crossing. Down the mountain
he leaped, and through a deep narrow cut just a few feet in
front of the dogs; and about 50yds. in front of the train
went fox and dogs. The train was running a fifty-mile gait.
On it came over dogs and close up to reynard, when that
wily diplomat leaped on to the cowcatcher, rode safely
through the cut, jumped to the ground and loped leisurely
into its accustomed haunts.

George Dunne, of the Burlington's contracting freight
office, in Chicago, recently had an embarrassing experience.
He was out in one of the suburbs when he saw a fine dog
trotting along in the street. Naturally enough he whistled
to him, and when the animal came up he patted him
kindly. The dog then followed him. After a walk of a
block or so Dunne became conscious that he was being fol-
lowed by a pretty young lady. This was so unusual that he
did not know what to make of it, and he did not know the
cause until he heard the young lady call the dog. He tried
then to chase the animal back, but he would not go.
Finally, just as he reached the house at whicn he was about
to call, the young lady met a suburban policeman, and
George heard her tell him something about a dog thief.
But as he slammed the gate behind him the dog ran back to
his fair owner, and the rural officer's services were not
needed. As it was, however, Mr. Dunne felt hurt at being
mistaken for an ordinary "dog pincher."

A novice writes: "Will some of the readers of FORE&'i
And Stream tell me how to train a beagle on rabbits when
I have no old or trained dog to use with him, and can a
beagle be used on coons!' I also want an all round bird
dog; one that can be used on all game birds, and hi the late
fall be used to retrieve ducks."
Here is an opportunity for those of our readers who have

successfully solved the problems, to give their experience
for the benefit of brother sportsmen.

A new field trial club has been organized in Ohio. The
club is composed of influential men, and we are assured that
no effort will be spared to make their inaugural trials a suc-
cess. A hearty local support is promised, and the trials
closely follow those of the Indiana Kennel Club. There is

no doubt that the participants there will liberally patronize
the new club.

Mr. J. F. Smith, of Sheffield, Eng., has decided to dispose
of his celebrated kennel of St. Bernards. Among them are
the smooth champions Guide, Watch, Keeper, Sans Peur,
Belline and Sunrise. Here is an opportunity for American
fanciers to procure some winners.

Mr. W. H. Walbridge, of Petersborough, N. H., has re-
cently received seven Sehipperkes, three dogs and four
bitches, from Belgium.

We are frequently asked to furnish premium lists of the
different dog shows, and yvill cheerfully do so if managers
will send them to us.

The Brooklyn dog show next month will not be open on
Sunday as has been stated, The dates are Sept. 9 to 12.

There will be no dog show at Baltimore this year, as the
club cannot obtain a suitable building.

The Montana Kennel Club hold their first dog show this
week at Helena, Mont.

RABBIT BAITING.—We commend the following clip-

ping from the Stock-Keeper to the advocates of rabbit bait-

ing: "On the 19th inst., in the House of Commons, the
Home Secretary, in reply to Mr. Buchanan, said that he
had received memorials as to the practice of rabbit cours-
ing. While greatly disapproving of the cruelty involved
he did not see his way, in the present state ofpublic busi-
ness, to the possibility of amending the law. We have good
reason to anticipate that as soon as the present enormous
pressure of business eases off Mr. Mathews will take steps
to amend the law so as to abolish rabbit coursing alto-
gether. We draw the attention of Mr. August Belmont, Jr.,

and his friends to this statement of an English Minister,
delivered iu the presence of a great body of sportsmen, for

there has always been a powerful sporting element in the
English Parliament. When some months ago we took it

upon ourselves to assure our American kinsmen that they
were mistaken in taking up rabbit coursing under the im-
pression that it was a British sport, our remarks met with
anything but a favorable reception. Mr. Belmont, Jr.,

having since had time to inquire amoughis English acquain-
tances, and with this statement of our Home [secretary be-
fore him, will now, we hope, be inclined to admit that he
was misled on this subject."

OHIO FIELD TRIAL CLUB.—The Ohio Field Trial
Club was organized last week at Wooster. O. Following is
a list of officers: President, Hon. M. L. Smyzer; vice-presi-
dent, Capt. A. S. McClure; secretary and treasurer, John
Bolus: executive committee, John H. Law, F. J. Mullin;
C. E. White, J. F, Marchant and A. M. Parrish; committee
on grounds, Messrs. Clark, Jones, Lake, Horn. Huffstott
and Ebright. The trials will probably be run near Wooster
about the middle of November. Only one stake will be run
this year, a free-for-all, with $10 forfeit and $15 additional
to start. Entry blanks and full particulars can be obtained
by addressing the secretary, John Bolus, Wooster, O.

BROOKLYN DOG SHOW.-Brooklyn, Aug. %\.-Editor
lorest and Stream: Through our printer's error and an
oversight the idea has become prevalent that the Brooklyn
Kennel Club's show is to be open on Sunday, whereas it
does not open until Monday, Sept. 9, but dogs from a dist-
tance can be benched on Saturday, and will have every at-
tention.—C. DECKELMANN, Sec'y.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which jure fur-

alshed free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 300 or any one form, bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
t3S°~ Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
8pt»tgM. By C. G. Browning, Worcester, Maes., for black cocker

spaniel bitch, whelped March 29, 1888, by Ebony (Obo II.—Loftv)
out of Jessie (Pompey—Gypsy Girl).
Mabel B. By C. G. Browning.Worcester, Mass., for black cocker

spaniel bitch, whelped March 29, 1889, by Billy Obo (Obo II.—
Darkie) out of Bessie (Obo IL—Critic).

BRED.
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Music IU.—Leader. H. F. Schellhass's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) beagle
bitch Music III. to bis Leader, Aug. 14.

Royal Cute—Duke of Vernon. L. Gardner's (Mt. Vernon, N. Y.)
pointer hitch Royal (Jute (Duke Royal—Gala Day) to his Duke of
Vernon (Glendale—Spotless), Aug. 23.
Beauty—Kash. R. M. Conway's (Owensborn, Kv.) pus? bitch

Beauty (champion Joe—Peggie) to A. E. Pitts's Kash (Bradford
Ruby—Lady Cloudy), Aug. 9.

Lady Thttrman—Kasli. Howard Bros.' (Columbus, O.i pug bitch
Lady Thuratan (Silver Shoe—Dixie) to A. E. Pitts's KasH (Brad-
ford Ruby—Lady Cloudy), JulyoO.
Sprigid—Obo II. C. G. Browning's (Worcester, Mass.) cooker

spaniel bitch Spright (Ebony—Jessie) to .1. P. Willev's Obo II.
(Obo-Chloe), Aug. 15.

WHELPS.
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Fair Inez. F. C. Nims's (Painesville, O.) pug bitch Fair Inez
(Zhiiko—Nellie), July 27, five (four dogs), by A. E, Puts's Kash
(Bradford Ruby—Lady Cloudy).
Donna. Rosecroft Kennels' (Plainfield. N. J.) English setter

bitch Donna, Aug. 25, four (two dogs), hyF. Winuholz's champion
Rockingham.
Beauty. J. F. Campbell's (Moot real. Can.) Yorkshire terrier

bitch Beauty (Dandy—Ni^ey), Aug. 15, two bitcbes, by H. Smith's
Major Halifax (Thornton's Music—Lady Halifax).

SALES.

PW~ Notes must be seut on the Prepared Blanks,
Kash—Nun Nicer whelps. Silver fawn pugs, whelped June. 20,

18J59, by A. E. Pitts, Columbus, 0., a dog each to Jas. Lawrence,
samp place: Fred Morton, Cambridge, O., and Geo. W. Wambach,
Baltimore, Md., and a bitch to Mr. Rieke, Puducah, Ky.

POINTER DOG FOUND.—Editor Forest and Stream;
There strayed into our place last Tuesday night a large
pointer dog. Thinking that he probably belonged to some
one living near, I shut him up and made inquiries, but up
to the present time I have failed to find an owner for him.
Not wishing to keep him myself, I have given him to a
friend of mine to keep until some one claims him, well
knowing that in the meantime he will have a good home.
Some of your many readers may have lost such a dog.
Brake is looking wonderfully well, and think I shall show
him in Brooklyn next month.—S i Anton W, Pentz (Fan-
wood, N. J.. Aug. 36).

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Correspondents.

J. W. G. D„ Chestnut Hill.—I have a pug dog, age about five
years, is sufferiug from hemorrhoids. The discharge is slight,
but causes intense itching. Ans. Get the following:

Morph. sulpb gr. iss.

Plumb, acetat gre. xx.
Acid tannici grs, xx.
Ungr. aq. rosre . ..§ii.

Mix. Sig. Apply night and morning. This must be forced
slightly inside tne sphincter muscle.

II., Bordeidown, N. J.— I have a mastiff dog, 1 year 7 months old,
that bad the so-called distemper about sis months ago. His being
a very light case seemingly, my only treatment was to keep nim
warm and dry and feed a low diet. Since the attack left him he
has had the chorea, and for the last three months his eyes
have heen very sore, almost closed, and constantly discharging a
yellowish matter, though at first it was greenish. I livato'i him
for chorea, with the formula in Hallock's "Gazetteer," but though
he seemed to get a little better if did not cure him. is there any-
thing I can do for his eyes / Can I still help ids chorea 't Ans. 1.

Sponge the eyes with borax and water, teaspoon to the. teacup.
3. Give a pill c ntainint' XA grain of nitrate ot silver and ^ grain
of extract of nux vomica morning and evening for three weeks.
Also give one of Bland's iron pills three times daily.

\1wotinQ

RANGE AND GALLERY.

DENVER DOG SHOW.-Auburn Park, 111., Aug. 34 -
Editor Forest ana Stream. The Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific- Railway, through its genial passenger agent, Mr.
John Sebastian, have kindly agreed to carry all dogs to and
from the Continental Kennel Club's bench show, to be held
at Denver, Col., in November, free of charge when accom-
panied by an attendant.— H, L, Goodman.

OUR TEAM ABROAD.
[From ow Special Correspondent.']

PARIS. Aug. 1.—Much comment and criticism has been raised
among the volunteers and marksmen attending this year's

Wimbledon meeting, at the want of success of the American
marksmen, when using in the matches the English government
musket, the Martini-Henry. Believing that a thorough lexplana-
tion will set our friends right on ihe subject, we venture to start
from the beginning. After a perusal of the programme sent to
the Massachusetts team by the National Rifle Association of.

Great Britain, many of the members expressed a desire to take
part in the matches confined to the use of the Martini musket.
Each marksman having some reputation as being a "good holder"
a>jd fair judge of wind velocity, especially at the distances of 200,
500 and 600yds., thought that with accurate shooting Martinis,
the chances would be favorable for obtaining a place in the prize
lists. On the voyage across the water, the subjectbeing discussed,
it was recommended by a member of the team who hart had ex-
perience at Wimbledon years before, that Martini rifles should
be procured from some private manufacturer by each member, as
it was his opinion that the majority of rifles winning prizes in the
Martini matches were those made by private manufacturers, hut
according to law, submitted to the Government viewers to he
stamped for safety and compliance with certain gauges as to bore
and cartridge. This idea was favorably entertained, but was put
to flight during the team competitions, the houorary secretary
reporting that the N. R. A. would loan the team some Martinis
of Government make, and the secretary assured the members
that it was conceded on all sides that the "rack rifles" of the
Government were superior, and were all right iu every way.
This, coming from such good authority, was gladly accepted.
The team matches following each other so closely, the Americans
could not procure the English rifles until Friday morning, and all
the time found by the secretary to grant the members of the team
practice with these rifles, was to fire 7 shots at 200, the same num-
ber at, oOOyds. This was on Saturday afternoon, and on the follow-
ing Monday morning the Alexandra match began at 300yds. It

will be seen that the Massachusetts men did not have time al-

lowed them to discover very much about the rifles so generously
loaned them, before entering into an important competition at
500yds.

it should be said that the member suggesting the rifles of pri-
vate make had doubts regarding the Government muskets, and
made inquiries among the members of the English teamB as to
the Martinis used by them, and found that about 8 out of
every 10 shot with Martinis of private make: yet this did not
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and ieu, as tue case mignr De. as mucn as mcycoma purge n
;j.in y from the meager experience granted thorn to cut acqua
with their weapons. The writer's experience at 500yds. was
ae bad. With the sight at its lowest pcssibJe point, the ain

weaken the faith put in the promise that the Government " rack
rifles

11 to ho loaned the Massachusetts men would be all right in

every particular. The honorary secretary went with the team to

Mr. Kerr's gun store in London and rifles were selected. Some
were stamped on the side "Enfield, 18S2," another " 1883," and
others had " Birmingham. 8. A. Mfg., 1886." The skeptical mem-
ber of the team called attention to this and remarked that the

new "rack rifles" had the appearance of being considerably
mixed up. He was quieted with the remark that these rifles had
been specially selected for the Americans, and were the best to

be had. Doubts vet lingered, but, they were lulled by the reply of

one of the shop keepers to a quiet question put by the skeptic as

to the villes being just out of the Government racks. He replied

that these rifles had been to Wimbledon Common for two or three
years in succession, to be loaned out there to customers and com-
petitors, and had given good satisfaction in every case. Then the
skeptic joyfully selected his own and one for another member of

the team, giving gentle sighs of gratitude for the generosity of

the EnglishNational Rifle Association in taking so much pains
to procure accurate shooting weapons for the members of a rifle

team that had just scored five successive victories over the flower
of the British Volunteers.
"Now comes the disagreeable part of t he duties of your scribe,

and that is to loll your readers just how accurate these rifles—
these Martinis, aa the honorable secretary was assured and
assured the team, were to come right from the Government
racks—did shoot in the hands of ten expert marksmen; these
marksmen had very recently proved themselves to the English
Volunteers to be adepts with good American weapons, and now
was their opportunity to "down" the English marksmen with
their own musket. I hesitate to picture to you the result individ-
ually. It was of the most disastrous description. Some of these
selected "rack rifles" when held carefully at the bullseye at
200yds. would shoot their bullets from 12 to 18in. to the left of the
center of the target, and others iust as far to the right. The ride
selected and used by the writer, when held straight at the bulls-
eye at 200yds., with the sight down to its lowest point, would shoot
its bullets into the 3-ring or matrpie circle near the top of the tar-

get; and in order to get a bullseye or near to it, a fine sight had to

be drawn at an imagiuary spot IS to 20in. below the black bulls-
eye. The other marksmen were compelled to aim to the right
and left, as the case might be. as much as they could judge neces-

t acquainted
"

. was mat
. _ a aim had

to be taken with the front sight held on the haak or grass under-
neath the target. Conditions of this character so suddenly thrust
upon (ho American experts proved demoralizing in the extreme.
The entrance fees to the important matches had to be paid in
before the opening of the Wimbledon meeting, and once paid in
it was difficult to get them returned, especially if the shooter was
present on the ground; and iu some cases members of the Ameri-
can team gave away their tickets of entrance to some of the
matches, being so disgusted with the performance of the Martinis
so carefully selected for their benefit. It is the writer's opinion
that, if selected at all, the rifles must haveheen selected for their
erratic qualities as regards arrangement of sights and accuracy
of shooting. It should be remembered that there is a rule at
Wimbledon forbidding the filing or altering the sights on pain of
disqualification, so no chance was there to correct these import-
ant adjuncts of the ride.
There can be no doubt but what the rifles loaned the team were

samples of the English Government Martini rifles, and if a fair
lot. it cannot be wondered at that the Volunteers desiring to
win prizes at Wimbledon, and are able financially, provide
themselves with rifles of Field or Frazier or other reliable manu-
facture.
Fancy Maj. Heap or the prayerful (but unlucky in the Queens)

Pearce and dozens of other successful marksmen, being provided
with the same weapons that were loaned to the Massachusetts
men, where would they have lauded in the prize lists? Our echo
answers "Nowhere." To show a comparative performance of
the same ten men at Wimbledon with the Snringfield musket,
after the old-style sights had replaced the Btiffington and the
rifle admitted into one match at 200yds., 7 shots from the shoulder,
nine of the ten are in the prize list, Huddleson taking firsi prize
with 34, Farrow fourth with 33, Bull and others coming in with 32
and 31. This is mentioned simply to show that the Massaehnsetts
men had not lost their power of "holding" correctly and suddenly
gone to "Bmash."
There are certain points about the Martini mechanism we con-

sider superior to the Springfield for target purpose. Take the
stroke of hammer, the shorter the distance the hammer has to
fall, it is surely an advantage, and the trigger can be arranged lo
"pull off" without that disagreeable creep, creep, also present in
certain of the "selected" rifles. The accuracy of the barrels of
the private makers was proven again and again at Wimbledon,
the private makers also put the rough regulating sights on cor-
rectly, and if the improvement of a wind gauge could be added
it then would become a very formidable weapon to pit against
the Springfield, but until this latter improvement is added the
Massachusetts team need hive no fear for the English Volun-
teers.
The writer had an argument with certain posted volunteers

and military men on the mat ter of sights, trying to discover what
objections could be urged against an aperture sight and a wind
gauge for military purposes, and was informed that Tommy At-
kins (a favorite name for the English soldier), had not the brains
necessary for the correct understanding and manipulation of a
wing gauge si glit; this was the sum and substance of the objec-
tions. Here is what they allow Tommy Atkins as a competitor
to carry and use at Wimbledon: Two pots of paint, black and
white; two brushes, one for each color, to smear his sights with;
one elevating Vernier, to read in one hundred and fiftieth parts
of an inch (this is to set the elevation of the rear sights for the
different distances, and requires careful eyes and handling); an
optometer (this also is a Vernier, a species of quadrant with line
screw adjustment for laying olf his lines to the right and left of
the zero for wind allowance). These allowances are put on with
the white paint brush or a pencil. Next comes the orthoptic, a
round disc of vulcanized rubber pierced with holes, having a
screw attachment to fasten to the visor of the cap. It is then
twisted to allow one of the holes being placed in front of the eye,
through which he takes his aim. A rubber tube of any desirable
length, with a shell at one end and a horn mouth-piece at the
other, completes the outfit. These are allowable to Tommy At-
kins ii lieu of a sight with side movement and an aperture in
the bar. It is most authoritatively stated, but not in these words,
that the American Buffington sight is not a servicable sight. Its
complicated movements of elevation and lateral screw adjust-
ments are objections insurmountable to the ordinary Tommy
Atkins. When the fact of many years' service by the United
States troops is urged, the strength, solidity and reliability of the
movements shown, and no necessity for paint pots, brushes, Ver-
niers for elevating or marking side lines, and we point to the
orthoptic in the sight and the one in the cap visor, it is a crush-
ing blow. But the only reply is the parrot one, it is not a military
sight, it is not a serviceable sight. Tommy Atkins, etc., over again
and again. It only remains to be said that some of the cross-bow
men of years and years ago were provided with better sights than
is now on the English Martini rifles. There are samples well
preserved of rear sights, with aperture and side adjustment for
wind allowances, of toe ancient cross-bows, with which the merry
men of old England were once armed and fired the fatal arrow.

F. Abrow.

NEWARK, Is
1
. J„ Aug. 20.—Many marksmen were present at

the annual tournament of Our Own Rifle Club, which took place
at Shooting Park to-day. The chief event of the day was the
team championship shoot, in which there were 12 representative
teams entered. The Miller Rifle Club, of Hoboken, were the
favorites. The contest, however, was finally won by the first
team of the Howard Rifle Club, of Newark. The scores were as
follows: First team of the Howard Rifle Cluh 584, Miller Rifle
Club, of Hoboken, 508. first team of American Rifle Club, of
Newark, 568, Excelsior Rifle Club, of Jersey Citv, 558, second team
Howard Rifle Club, of Newark, 553, Puritan Rifle Club of New-
ark, 518, Monroe Rifle Cluh, of Newark, 542, second team Ameri-
can Rifle Club, of Newark, 531, Rheuti a Rifle Club, of Newark,
504, and Hudson Rifle Club, of Jersey City, 494. The member , of
the winning team each received a handsome gold medal inscribed
"Team Championship of New Jersey." -

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., Aug. 22.—The department of Dakota
leads all in small arms practice. The average made in the com-
petition which ended to-day was 5,223, which is two points better
than any other department. The department of the Platte has
usually made the record. Sergeant Scully, who leads the team,
made a total of 566, which is the highest score made in the divi-
sion this year. He completed it to-day by making 122 at skirmish
tiring, a most remarkable record. To-day was the last day of the
rifle contest, and probably the most interesting day of the four.
The shooting was skirmish firing, and with verv favorable eon-
ditions of wind and light. Lieut. Paxton covered himself all
over with glory in his first run, scoring a total of 112. The general
average of scores was very good, much larger than at anv other
day's shooting. Much interest was manifested in the firing of

Lieut. Clark and Sergt. Scully, the competitors for the first place
in the teant and the gold medal. The latter was won by Scully,
with a total of 560 points the highest record made in the division
this year. Lieut. Clark follows, a close second at 513 points. Fol-
lowing is the score, total points of four days1 firing, best twenty
men:
Sergt. Scully, 15th inf 566 Sergt. Guerdin, 25th iuf 490
First Lieut. Clark. 12th inf.. 513 Lieut. Gerhard!, 20t,h inf 489
Sergt, Newgent, 15th inf 520 Pvt. Rock, 3d inf 487
Pvt. Sweinhardt. 22d inf 511 Pvt.. Boyle, 20th iuf 487
Corp. Meeker. 15th inf 505 Corp. Lang, 12th inf 4S5
Sergt, Way, 23d inf 503 Lieut, Bruce, 22d iuf 481

Pvt. Dillon, 15th inf 500 Pvt.. Irish, 3d inf 474
Sergt. Hargreavos, 22rl inf.... 492 Corp. Foulkrod, 20th int. . 474
Corp. Vols,

-

12th inf 492 Sergt, Wilson, 15th inf 468

Pvt. Marti, 3d inf .491 Pvt. Belle, 12th inf 465
The team selected to compete at Camp Douglas in the division

contest is as follows: Sergeant Scully, Fifteenth infantry; Lieut.
Clark, Twelfth infantry; Sergeant Newgent, Fifteenth infantry;
Private Sweinhardt, Twenty-second infantry; Corporal Meeker,
Fifteenth infantry; Sergeant Way, Twenty-second infantry;
Private Dillon, Fifteenth infantry: Sergeant Hargreaves, Twenty-
second infantry. Corporal Vols, Twelfth iufanfry; alternates.
Sergeant Guerdin, Twenty-fifth infantry; Lieut. Gerhard t, Twen-
tieth infantry.

BOSTON, Aug. 24.—The shooting house at the range was a
busy place to-dav. and there were quite a number of new shooters
present, who filled the places of some of the veterans uow off on
their vacations. The weather "was good. A gentle wind from 2
to 4 o'clock only served to carry off the smoke from the rifles,

and the light was very fair. .1. R. Munroe again won the 20-shot
rest match. The best scores for the day are as follows;

20-Shot Rest Match, 200yds.
J R Munroe 1112 10 10 13 12 10 11 9 11

9 12 12 10 10 10 12 12 11 12-218
BG Barker. . - 12 10 8 5 9 12 11 8 9 9

10 11 10 13 9 13 10 12 9 11-199
J W Eames 8 8 9 11 9 12 9 11 13 9

10 11 9 9 10 8 10 9 11 11—194
W P Thompson 9 9 10 12 7 9 10 12 9 9

9 9 11 13 9 9 11 8 9 11-194
WP Conway 10 6 9 9 9 9 9*7 12 18

9 9 12 11 9 9 9 10 7 10—183
All-Comers Rest Match, 200yds.

J N Eames 10 9 12 12 10 12 11 9 12 12—109
W P Thompson 12 8 12 11 13 12 8 11 12 H—106W C Prescott 0 12 9 10 9 11 ft 12 10 11-101
SW Hart 11 9 10 10 12 8 11 8 10 12-101
WE James 18/18 10 12 9 7 9 9 9 12-401
J Outts ....9 12 9 7 8 8 9 10 11 8- 01
E R Drake 5 7 8 10 6 8 10 9 8 9— 80
E Alston 4 8 8 7 9 7 6 9 10 7- 75
GS Hubbard 7 7 8 8 7 0 9 10 10 9- 75

Victory Medal Match, 200yds.
S O Mervale 7 7 10 8 8 8 9 4 8 7—76
J B Fellows 8 9 6 4 7 4 S 9 10 10-75
C B James 8 6 4 9 10 7 4 7 5 5-65

All-Comers Off-Hand Decimal Match.W Charles (mil.) 868797998 7-78
J B Fellows 9 9 7 8 10 6 8 7 8 7—78W O Burnite (mil.) 7 10 6 9 7 6 9 10 7 6-77
C Williams (mil.) 5 7 5 9 6 10 10 5 8 8-73
N A Herbert 10 7 5 10 7 5 6 7 7 9-73
F Daniels 8 6 79468 10 5 9—73
A McBean 6 10 6 5 10 7 5 7 6 8—70
S O Mervale 3 10 t> 4 7 7 6 9 7 10-69
D 0 Forest 5 10 5 8 7 6 4 7 7 9-68
A O Ball 5 7 6 6 7 7 9 4 8 9-68
P B Hunt 4 8 5 7 6 8 8 5 7 9—67
CB James .....6 6 9 4 10 5 10 5 5 6-66
JB Chamberlain 8 3 6 9 1 9 4 0 7 6—62
AO Henry .... 7 & 5 8 7 10 4 5 4 8-61
A King 4 7 5 9 7 7 2 7 10 0-58
R E Came 6 6 7 3 5 6 7 4 6 3-53
E Alston 4 4 5 6 9 3 6 6 3 5—51
P Sumner 3464 5 4457 5-47
G Warren 4 3 2 0 5 7 6 8 9 3-47

Military Match. 200yds.
C E Wiggin 4444414534-40 W F Bush 2233543434-33W L Swan 4444553143-40 J C CampbcU 3034244441-32
J R Smith 2344444453-37 B F Williams 4444423130—32
O F Prescott 0545344544-37 W J Ames. 4433343203—29
A J Wilson .3835434345-36 W Robinson 4353222322-28
J F Hanson 4144485450-35 G W Taylor 3323034432-27
G H Wright 0434344444-34

Military Match, 500yds.
C Williams 5544445555-43 J B Huntlev 5454545435—45W O Burnitte 5435451555-45 O F Prescott 3555252o35—40

Military Match, 800yds.W Charles 4455545554-46 JW Cnambers 5524355554—43
C W Cook 4545454555—46 P B Hunt 5353454444—41
C Williams 5544455444—44

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Aug. 23.-The seveuth tournament of the St,
Louis Pistol Club came to an end with the shoot held last Wed-
nesday night. It was not as largely a< t ended as the previous ones,
still the interest in the outcome was no less exciting. Mr. O. Neu-
haus proved himself the fortunate individual in the contest. He
won the medal on the general average and also the handicap
prize, Alexander took second and Mohrstadt the third prize. At
the last shoot Alexander quit with the top score, and he will re-
tain the medal until next Wednesday, when it will be turned over
to Mr. Neuhaus, to be held by him for till time to come. A meet-
ing of the club will be held shortly to arrange for another shoot.
For all shooting the club uses a .22cal. pistol and a 20yds. standard
American target . The score:
G Alexander 8 7 10 10 7 10 8 10 8 8—86
0 Neuhaus 7 9 8 10 10 ti 8 9 8 10—85
S G Dorman 8 9 10 10 9 9 9 5 8 7—84
M Summerfield 9 8 10 7 7 7 10 9 7 9-83W Hettel 9 8 10 7 7 4 10 7 8 8—78
FAFodde ,.. 7 687 10 9986 9—77
A E Ben gel 10 6 5 8 7 0 10 9 10 8-73
J A Lee 8 8 9 8 9 5 7 5 5 7-71
JAlbach 4 5 4 6 9 7 7 6 0 8—62
The second pistol match between Summerfield and Dorman,

both members of the Pistol Club, took place last Monday night.
This time Summerfield won, making one each. Another will
probably take place shortly. The scores made by both are exceed-
ingly poor and far below what they are capable of. The condi-
tions of the match were 50 shots each at a 1234yds. standard
American target with ,22eal. pistols. The score is as follows:M Summerfield 7 9 6 9 8 6 5 9 9 8—76

7 7 1 0 9 9 7 10 10 8-87
8 10 5 8 10 9 9 9 5 10—82
7 8 9 9 8 6 10 7 10 8—81
8 8 8 6 10 6 10 10 8 9—83-409

SG Dorman

5

9 8 9 9 10 6 8 9 9-82996677 10 66 9—75
10 10 10 5 6 8 8 10 10 6—86878889769 9-79
7 10 10 9 6 8 8 9 10 9-86-408

WILMINGTON. Del., Aug. 19—To-day was perfect Monday
No. 2, so far as target shooting is concerned. The ground was
dry. The weather, compared with the average for several
months, was remarkably pleasant, so that out door life was
strongly inviting. These conditions, combined with the excite-
ment of target shooting, brought out a fair attendance at Heald-
moor Range, and the sport was fully enjoyed. E, J. Darlington
added ^another great score to his already growing list with the
pistol. Following are the scores. Standard American target, off-
hand:

Pistol Match. 50yd?.
E J Darlington 8 9 10 8 10 9 10 9 9 8—90
J Preston 10 7 7 9 10 8 5 10 9 8—84
E Darlington 9 .6 7 6 8 10 10 8 9 9-82
1 Peters 6 10 10 4 8 9 6 7 5 5-71
D Evans 5 5 10 8 7 5 3 8 6 8—65

Revolver Match, 50yds.
E J Darlington ....8 10 8 7 9 8 7 8 8 6-79
IPreston 8 7 10 10 5 4 7 8 8 6-75
E Jackson 8 7 8 9 7 6 6 8 8 5-70
H Simpson 874397586 9—66
H Johnson 4 6 9 4 5 9 4 6 5 2-54

Record Match, 200yds.
WS Darlington .6 7 8 8 9 10 5 6 5 10-74
E J Darlington 7 8 10 8 7 8 9 4 7 5-73
G Darlington 5 10 5 4 5 5 5 4 6 10-58
E Darlington 4 9443 10 684 5—57

Military Match, .500yds., Creedmoor Target.
PvtH Johnson 5 5 2 5 4 4 4 3 5 5-42
Sergt A Jackson 5 43453444 5-41
Corp F Williams 5 4 3 5 3 3 3 4 4 3—37
S*rgt S Howard 4 4 3 3 5 5 5 4 2 2-37
Pvt W Fuller 2 5 3 5 3 3 5 5 0 4-34
Corp L Amos 4 0 4 3 5 6 3 2 5 4-33

CREEDMOOR, New York, Aug. 24.—The matches of the N. R.
A., shot here to-day, were attended with rain in the forenoon.
About 11 o'clock the. sun came out hot and bright, and a tricky 0
o'clock wind made it very trying to the competitors, as the light
changed continually. However, some very good scores were
made. The atteudanco was good. Following were the winners
in the sharpshooters' match:

W A Stokes, Co I, 23o Regt
G T Musson. Co K, 23d Regt
H D Hamilton, Co G, 231 Regt
J H Cockburn, Co D, 12th RegtW G Owen, Stf, 12th Regt
C L Lindley, Stf. 12th Regt
J S Shepherd, Co J ), 23d Regt
J N Muuson, Co G, 7th Regt

Medal Winners.
HW Jamesen. Co A, 7th Regt
J Maraulay, Sup OffW J Underwood, Co H, 7th Regt. >, ....

G L Hoffman. Co H. 7th Regt.

200yds. 500yds. Total.

T G Austin, Co G, 13th Regt.

....'23 24 47

....21 24 45
22 23 45

....23 22 45

....20 24 44

....31 28 44
....32 22 44
....20 23 43

....21 25 46

....81 35 48

....24 32 46

....22 23 45

... .23 23 45

....22 23 45

....19 25 44

., 20 24 44
.

. ,20 24 44
...,20 23 43
....21 43

THE TRAP.
Scora for publication should be made out on the primfsd blanks

irrcpare-d by the Fared and Stream, and furnished arali* to cluh
secretaries, Correspondents who favor us will) cluh scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
Sept, 2.—Amateur Tournament, at Keystone Targets, Elm

N. Y. Thomas B. Ward, Manager.
Sept, 3. 4, 5.—Annual Tournament of the Rockv Mountain Trap

Shooters, Denver, Colo., Broadway Athletic Park. Inanimate
and live targets. Address 0. M. HampHon, Denver.
Sept, 10, 11, 12.—St. Paul, Minn., Gun Club Tournament, at

Hamiltou. F. D. Pousonhy, Secretary. St. Paul.
Sept. 17, 18, 19, 20.—Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association's

eleventh annual tournament, Jerseyville, 111.

Sept, 24, 25, 26 and 27—Fifth Annual Tournament given by Al.
Bandle. at Cincinnati; SI ,000 guaranteed.
Sept. 24, 25, 20, 27.—New Jersey State Sportsman's Association

for the Protection of Fish and Game Annual Tournament, on
grounds of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club, at Marion, N. ,1.

W. F. Quimby, 291 Broadway, N. Y.
Oct, 8, 9, 10, 11.—Middlesex Gun Club Tournament, Dunellen,

N. J, W. F. Force, Secretary, Pla.infl.eldi N. J,

Oct. 8, 9. 10, 11.—Fred A. Fodders Second Annual Amateur
Tournament, at St. Louis, Mo. Inanimate targets.
Oct. 15, 16, 17, 18.—Tournament at live birds and inanimate

targets. J. P. Kleinss, Secretary. liOO South Delaware avenue,
Philadelphia.

Oct. 31, 23, 23, 24 and 35.-Secoud Tournament of the Mercer Gun
Club, at Trenton, N. J. E. G. Updegrove, President.

KEYSTONE TOURNAMENT.
THE second annual tournament given by the Keystone Manu-

facturing Co. was held at Corry, Pa., last week. The pro-
gramme called for five days at the traus, commencing Tuesday,
i he 20

1 h, and also announced sweepstake shooting on Monday, the
19th, for the benefit of shooters from a distance arriving ahead of
time, and affording them an opportunity to become familiar with
the traps and system of shooting. Only a few availed themselves
of this privilege, however, as the majority of contestants did not
arrive till Monday night. A number of sweeps were shot, but as
they were decidedly informal, no record of the scores are given.
The Phenix Hotel was the abiding place of the majority of vis-
itors, and on Tuesday morning many familiar faces were noted
among the passengers to the grounds. There were P3. W. Yer-
rington, Norwich, Conn.; Rolla O. He.ikes, Dayton, O.; E. S. Beos-
cotteu. Huron, O.; H. B. Whitney, Phelps, N'. Y.: H. McMurohy
and Geo. Luther, Syracuse. N. Y.; J. and W. Wolstencroft, Pirila-

Capt, T. A. Peacock and wife, Westfield, N. Y.; H. W. Wheel- r,
Marlboro, Mass.: O. R. Dickey and E. Streeter, of Boston, and
many others. The shooting was doue on new grounds, much bet-
ter suited to the purpose than those in use last year. They are
situated on the brow of a hill, giving a beautiful view of the sur-
rounding rolling country, and the only objection that can be
made is that in their exposed position the wind has full sweep,
and by its antics causes the targets to take new and strange
flights, This is, perhaps, hardly an objection in these days when
so many contestants are able to make astonishingly good scores;
anything that will add to the difficulty of hiitmg them makes a
contest more interesting and u ncertain.
The Keystone Company must have been at considerable ex-

pense in fitting these grounds, for they are supplied with every
requisite for the proper handling of a large tournament. On
passing through the gate, the first building to the left is a com-
modious club house wit ii gun racks and numerous lockers; still
further to the left is the cashier's office where entries are re-
ceived and winnings paid; in this building are accommodations
for the press. Adjoining it is a large blackboard on which the
score of each event is kept as shot. At the right of the club house
is another building put up by the ladies of the Episcopal church,
who are always prominent at the Keystone shoes. This struc-
ture is used as a dining hall and will accommodate 75 or 100 persons
comfortably. Here each day these ladies bad a good and bounti-
ful dinner, prepared and served with their own fair hands, and
that their efforts were appreciated goes without saying, shooters
no doubt can content themselves with a sand wich and cup of cof-
fee when nothing better is to be had, but it is safe to say that
they enjoy a good hot dinner no less when away than at home.
The fare was excellent, the appointments clean and sweet, the
price moderate and the smiling faces of the ladies, Heaven bl> ss
them, were good to look at. May they live long and t?ater for
many another Keystone tournament, thereby adding a goodly
number of shekels to the church funds. Some of thu visiting
shooters were accompanied by their wives, among whom were
Mrs. Dickey. Mrs. Streeter and Mrs. Willey. These, ladies joined
heartily with the Corry fair ones, and with Mrs. Penrose, Mrs.
Graves and Miss Parsons catered to the inner men by dispensing
of lemonade, pop and cigars. Their tent was well patronized and
seemed to be a pleasant resting place for the weary and thirsty
contestants. The presence of ladies as visitors wras a novel and
pleasing feature at this tournament. Every afternoon from 100
to 200 were present, completely filling the verandas of the club
house and testifying their approval of good shots by vigorous ap-
plause.
A new arrangement of traps was in operation, ten iu a row, al-

lowing the use of squads of eleven men at a time. While at the
score contestants stand on a thick laver of tau bark, under which
is a good cinder foundation, so that the hardest rain storms have
no effect on it, as the rain filters through and a system of piping-
conveys the water outside the grounds. The trap screen and
pits are solidly built of heavy plank, the trappers have a comfort-
able place conducive to the rapid discharge of their duties, and
in front, of each is an electric hutton by which a signal is given to
the puller that all is ready. The pulling arrangement is such
that traps can be sprung by a slight touch of the handles, and the
puller, Mr. Henry Frazier, won admiration by his ability to work
the trapis promptly on call when sound asleep.
Mr. H. A. Penrose was a most efficient referee, keeping the

squads actively engaged, and his musical voice was anything but
that at the end of the week, from the constant shouting of "bed"
or "1-o-o-o-st." Mr. C. H. Wctmore, the moving spirit of the
Keystone Company, attended to the social duties of the tourna-
ment, and right royally did he acquit himself, his courtesy even
going so far as to administer a shave in a tonsorial parlor to a
friend who could not wait for the call of "next." A sight of the
victim after his escape, spoke volumes as to Wetmore's (in)ability
to handle the razor, but gratitude forbade any comments.
The Keystone Company were very liberal in guaranteeing

money, $1,025 being offered during the four days; each day's pro-
gramme contained four guaranteed events for amounts from $25
to $100. In addition to this there were four trophy shoots; three
of these trophies were cups, which have been illustrated in our
columns; one donated by the Keystone Company, one by the
Peters Cartridge Company, and one by the L. C. Smith Gun
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Company. Tliey are to be held for one year and then returned
to the donor for competition at tbe next Ke> stone tor. rn anient.

The fourth trophy was an elegant diamond ring, with a setting
inform of a Keystone target. This was offerer) by the Keystone
Companv, to he the propi rtv of winner, ;md to carry wi'li it the
title of "Champion Rifle Shot of America " All the guaranteed
events overfilled and the surplus monev after deducting for the
birds, was divided among the five contestants making the best
averages.

Tuesday, Amu 20.- The tournament proper opened at an early
hour with a go^d attendance and many crack shots. A new
claimant for glory whs discovered in the p. rson of Mr. Will
Lewis, of the Corry Gun Ciiib. Hp emen d in all the events and
shot out every one. till it seemed a* if he could not miss. Count-
ing the lie shooting, his score was 1U3 straight. This, wo believe,

was the best run made during the tournament, and is the more
deserving of praise as Mr. Lewis is a shooter who has only de-
veloped since the organizing of the Corry Cluh a v<ar <.g •. This
wjs his day, but later ou he fell somewhat behind, as do even the

best of shots. Some amusement was created during the day at

the expense of Mr. Clover, who borrower) Mr. Wetmo re's gun to

enter in a match for doubles, and only detected that the gun bad
but one plunger after firing at five or six pair. The five regular
programme events resulted as below:

Event No. 1, 10 singles. $50 guaranteed, entrance $2.50:

Lindsley 1001111101 7 C Wagner 1111111011—9
Benscotten ..1010111111— 8 Davison Ill 011110— 7
Lewis 1111111111-10 Shearer 10 0 11001— 6

J Wolst-n- roft.. ..1111111.11- 10 Hendershct 1111111111-10W Greener 1110111111- 0 Coy (XDOlOll 1— 5

Dayton Ill .00101— 7 Olav 010011.011— 6

E D Miller lllllUlll-10 Clover 10101011 0- 6

Riblet .1111100111-8 HB Whitney 1111111111—10

Dlckev 11101.1110 -8 T A Peacock 111111)011 - 9

Wheeler 1111111111-10 Yerrington 1111111111-10

Kels.v 1 illl 1111—10 Pope 1111111110- 9

Irwin Clllllllll— 9 Geo Luther 1111111101— 9

Koutz 01uOC001tl>- 4 Heikes 1111111110- 9

Scatter 00130 1 uOOl— 4 Smith 1111111111—10
Stanton 1111111111-10 Cundell 011001 lilt— 7

O'Connell 1001100110- 5 Keller 0011(101010- 4

All ties divided.

Event No. 3, 15 singles, $75 guaranteed, entrance $4:

Lewis 111111111111111-15 Irwin 111111111001110—18
Shearer 11011411111100-12 Stanton .111110111111101 13

Ciav 000100111111011- 9 Miller 111111100111111—13

Lindsley 001110.01111110-10 Pope 101111011111111-13
Heikes 111111 1 1 10111 11—14 Greener 1111111 1.111 11 1 1—15
He.-.s 110101100110111-10 Wheeler 111111111111111-15

Crov 011111110111111- 13 Smith Ill 1 11110111111—14

Luther 111111111011111-14 .1 Wolstencroftooiol 10 1 101 1101— 9

Ribl t 111111111001111—13 Keisev 111111110111101—13

Wagner 011111111111111 14 O'Connell 11.111111101111—18

Davton 111011110110111—12 Clover 100110111110101—10
Beiiscoti eu . . . . 111001 1 1 1 1 11111—13 Whi tney 111110111101111—13
Hendershot . . .011101000111110- 9 Koutz ill! 0111 101101 -10
Yerrmeton.... Hill 1101111111 14 Peacock 1101 111111111 10—13
Dickey 11111111110 011-13 Page 111101011111111-13

Davison 111000011011110- 9

First and second divided, third shot off and won by Stanton,
fourth shot and won by Irwin.

Event No. 3, 20 single". #100
Wheeler.. 11111111111111110111-
Miller 01111011.11101 111111

Dickev....llUll 0111111101111-
Lindal ey . . 1 1100) 101 1 111 1 100111-

Hend'sholllCllllOOl ill) 10 111-

Davison...!! 1 11.00001 '010010111-

Clay 111111111.101101 11111-

Riblet 00110111 1 41140041-
Crov 11110.001 11 HolOOO-
Heikes . . . .111110) 1111110111111-
YeiTi 'gl'ul II 01011 114111111-
Clover. ... 1111111 nmiioinn-
Lewis 1 oil 110111 1011 1 11111-

Wiiu.ey..ll.0111111.11illlllll-
J Wolsten-
croft... .11111111111111011011

Smith . . . .010110111.0100011110
First, second and third aiv.

guaranteed, entrance $5:
-19 (ireener. . .0011110111 1011011011—14
17 Stanton... 1111111111 1111111 U 19

-IS Benscotenlllll 1 11 11 111111 lOU—19

-15 Kelsey... 011111011111 1
0111011-10

-10 Irwin 11 404 4111 11 111 41 19

-13 Luther... mimoilnOOlUOlll—15
-18 Davton.. .111110 01 1 1 1000111 10—13
-.15 Laurie... .111001111 101 10100110-13
-13 Shearer. . .1 111 10 1 011 0 1 111011 10-15
-IS Wagner ..11111111011111111111 -iy
-18 Pope 00111111 11111 1111111—IS
-11 Peaeocb ..11 11010111 HI 011 10 -Ifi

-17 M 'Murchylll llllll million 1-19
-19 cuu-'iai....minimi 01100111—lr.

O'ConneMllllonilOOlO Hlll-15
—18 Willev. lOOmioomilliiHhl-ir,
-12 Hlyde'b'rglOUO.lOllllimilol 16

; fourth shot, off and won by Kelsey.

Event No. 4, 10 singles, for Kevs'one irophy. entranee $5.

Hendershott, ...101111111110001110111011011 0U1100000O1011O1011111-31

Lindslev .11011 4 111011.11 1111; 11001 1001 11 1001101111111 mill -41

Pope. ..: 1100111 1111 1011 10011 10111001010110011 501110 111111—36

Greener .111) 1 1 111 1 1 11101 11 11 1 J 111111 1 1 1 1111 llllll 1 11111111—49

Lanrie .11111111111: 11111111111111)00010110101011111111001-41

Dukev imimiimiiioioiimmiiiiiiiimmimmii-48
Whitney ill 1111 111 1 11 1 11 1 1111 1 1 101 1 1111 111101 1 11111 1

llllll 48

Wheeler 11111111111111111111111001111111 1 11111 ) 1111 1 111 111 -48
Miller. . .11111111 II 1011110111111111111110111111111111111111-47

Stanton 111. llllll 1 1 11111111111 1101 1 1 . 0111 1110111 ! 1111 1 11 1—47
Clover 1 111011 J 101101 imifOiOmiiii; 1 M:n
Davton UOllOlOill 110110111111111111 10111111111011011110 41

Hetkes .. . 41mo1miL0411111011m1.011.um1111001t111.o-43
Yerrir.gton .... . .111111001 ) ) 1 11001H 11 1 1 1 11111 11011011 ID 1 11111 1111-44

Clay.... mi 1 1 loom 1 1 110011 1 1 1 1 Li l oil 0 1 11U i 01 1 0 : 1.

'
on 1 11-41

Wagner 1 11 1 1 1 11111 1101111 1 1
1
11 1 1 11 1 . 1 llllll 11 011111 1 1 1(111—47

Irwin lllllOllOUOlllllllllllllllOlOliimillllllUllOn 43

oroy lionoiooiiiiiioiiiiioiiooiomiimioiimi iioioi ss

Benscotten 1 1mm 1 1 1111 14414411 1 1 101110 01111110111 1 11-46

j WoisieDcroft.-Oooiioinimiimoimmomii miuiimmoii u
Lewis nomiimmmi 1111111111 11111mm mini 4—49

Hi Met mi 1 1m 1 1 1 1
1 011 101 1 1011 1 1 11 liiioi oi 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 u 1 11-44

Smith 1111 10101111 iilli 011 011111110 11 111
.
Il l 1 101 10101— 4i

wiliev n oniiimoimim oiiiiiioiimioiioiiiuomi-43
Lother .... 1101111 ;oim 01011111110.10 111111.1 011 11104100 40

Keisev ....HUH 1 11 1 1 101 ! 11101 11 11 0 1 1 1 100
!
1011 1 101 11111 111 11-43

MeMurohv . . 0410114 1111111011 '0110101111. 11111111 1111111 1 1-1—44

Blvdenhurg 00111).H01 1 0 1 (00 011110110 11111111111 100 111-37
Peaco, k . . . 1) 11101 1 1 10110011 1 111011 1 11101 ) 11 1

llHlllllll 1 1111-44
Lewis and Greener divide first, and on shoot off Lewis won tbe

trophy; other ties divided.

Event No. 5, 10 singles, *50 guaranteed, entrance $3 50:

Hendershott lillO10010- tt Laurie 0111111010- 7

Davton 0111101111— 8 B'yden'mry 0001001)01— 4

ftinlfit ill 1111111— '0 Yerrington.. .' Ill 0 1 1101—8
Diekev 11111 111 I -10 Kelsey 1110111111-9
Heikes 1111 11111-10 Luther O.11110 11- 7

Olav 10 1 1 011 11 1 - S McM nrcby Ill 1 1 1 1110- 9

Davison: 1111 111111—10 Peacock 11001)1111- 8

Wheeler 1 1111:11.-10 Smith , .1110(11 01-

S

Crov 0110101100- 5 Lewis llilllllll—10

Whitnev 1111111111-10 Greener 111411110-. 9

Clover..' 0101111111- 8 Mn<k 1111111110- 9

Stanton 411111111-10 O'C nnell 1111111110- 9

Albes 1011111110 8 Licdclsy 1111110111-9
Folsorn millilU-10 Pope 11141114-10
mMr 01111411-9 Willey lOlllllOll—

8

Wagner 1101110111—8 J Wolstoncroft 1111110000—6

Beuscotten 1111111111-10

First shot off and divided by Whitnev, Benscotten, Stanton and
Lewis, second snot off and divided hy Kelsey and Lindsley, third

shot off and won by Willey, fourth divided.

Wednesday, Aug. ill —Promptly at 9 o'c'ock the guns began to

pop, and the day's programme wa« soon in brisk op. ration. Low-
ering clouds gave warning of rain which later fell in torrents,

causing a cessation of hostilities for about half au hour, but

owing to the co nplete system of drainage there were no pud lies

of water for the unwary to step in. A brisk wind blew right,

across the traps, and the birds ducked and doaged like live crea-

tures,
tnem,
l)gtween ±.

They divided the money', and Whitney breaking one bird took the

cup, as McMurchy forfeited Ms right to shoot,

Second Day—Event No. I, at 10 pairs Keystones, &2.50 entrance,

$5.1 guaranteed:
11 U 01 10 11 10 11 11 11 11-17

MilW 10 11 10 10 10 11 11 11 U 11- 16

Vlei h r.hott 11 10 11 00 10 10 10 01 11 10-1*
io 10 10 10 00 10 00 11 10 10- 9

11 11 10 10 11 01 11 11 11 11-17

Hendershott.
Clay
"Vf-i/iV * j 1 * L JL 11 XU J.U A± UX XX ±1 XX XX X(

Willev 4 00 00 11 01 01 11 11 11 01-13

Wiener 11 11 10 11 10 11 11 11 00 11-16
r„ f

'

10 10 10 10 10 10 00 11 10 10-10

Lindsley..
Stanton
Wheeler...
D'"ckcy
Whitney..
Davison. ...

Kelsey. .. •

11 11 11 01 10 11 11 10 10 11-16
11 11 01 01 11 11 .U 11 10 11—17

. . ..00 10 11 10 10 00 10 10 11 11-11
11 01 10 11 01 11 11 11 n 11-17
.11 11 11 11 11 11 H 11 10 11-19
10 to 11 n 10 11 11 11 11 11-17
11 11 11 11 11 H 01 11 10 11-18

Greener 11 11 10 10 10 11 10 10 11 10—14
Albee 10 11 10 10 10 11 10 11 II 10-14
Pope 11 10 00 10 00 11 10 4 10 00 10
Folsom 11 11 00 10 10 1010 11 10 '0-12
Benscotten ,.. 10 11 11 11 10 11 11 10 11 11-17
J Wolstoncroft 10 10 00 10 11 10 11 11 10 00-11
McMurchy 11 '0 00 10 10 10 10 II 10 10 4
Clover 10 10 11 II 00 10 10 10 11 11 12
Lewis 10 11 11 00 10 10 10 00 11 11—12
D»yton 10 10 10 11 11 11 II 01 10 11—15
Peacock 00 00 11 10 10 10 00 11 10 10 - 8
' erringfon 00 10 10 10 10 00 10 10 10 00— 7

Riblet . _ 11 10 11 10 11 00 10 10 10 00 -11
Whitney won first alone, s> cond won by Kelsey, third shot off

and won hy Heikes, fourth divided.

Event No 2, at 20 single Keystones, entranee $4: ¥75 guaranteed:
WHlS 111410110111411111-18 M'Murehx 1111000111 01 11110O—14
Albee. ..01011111111110110110-15 Heikes. 11 llllll H 111 0111 11—19
Oroy 1411010101110 0410-14 Hen 'rshot 01 11011 11 1 1001110110—14
Folsora....11411 10 11014 4111-13 Davison.. .1 1 11011101111 41111-18
Lindslev.. 11041111010111111 'O-.B Diekev.. ..01014 01101I014111—15
Wage ner..1100 1 41111 11410111-17 Benscot'n.TOlllllHOl 1111111-18
Lewis. ...1111111041141044-18 Smith... .111111011111011111—18
Greener.. .1111111114111111111—20 Kelsey .. 1111111111411111111-20
Clay 1111000110111111141—16 Clover. .. .10111111100110.01110—14
Wheeler . . 1 1 011 1 111 1 1 011111 1 01—17 Dayton ... .10110 1 1 1110 110000100 -11
Miller 111111141111011411-19 Yerr'gton.l 111111111111111114 20
Luther. ...1111011111 M01110m-17 Stanton. ..411114111011011111—18
Oavis in 1101 1101100100111—14 Riblet 1111110001111011114—16
M i k OlOllOliOlll 11001111- 14 Ned 11011000101101110110-12
O' r-onnell.l 000111111 101004100 - 12 Whitney . 1 1 1011 111111111 11111-19
JWolsten- ' Peac ek ..0111.1111000110011111—14
croft.... 111111101111 1111100'—17 Biliingsly.llOlllOOilllOOOOOlll-13
First and second divided, third shot off and divided hy Lewis,

Davison. Smith and Stanton; fourth shot off and divided by
Wheeler and Luther.

Event No. 3 at 25 single Keystones; entrance $5. 8100 guaranteed;
Olav 1 . 1011110111101111100000010- 15

Willey 111111111011 1011010110000 -1

7

Clover - 1 1111111011101 11111001110—30
Folsom * 0101110101101001001111111—16
Lmdsley 0111111110110110011111011—19
Oroy 1101010100101 11 1111110110-17
Greener 111110111110111 1101111101—21
Heikes 011111 101 101 101 1111111011- 20
Diekev 1 11111 11 1111 1 1 11 11 1110111-24
Wheeler 1 14110 1011 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11011111—22
Miller 001111 llllOlOllll 11111111-21
Benscotten 1111111111101 1001 11 llllll—S3
[tend ershot t Oil UXh"H Oh 01 1011101 10110-1

5

Wagner 1101111 01 1111 00 1 01 1 111111-20
McMurchy 1111111111111111111111101-24

Whitney.. moon 1 1111 1 1 1 mmmi-23
Lewis - 11 1101 11 111 1 1 111 01 1 111101-22
Peacock 0101111111101111111111101—21
Davison 011111110.1111001111111111-21

J Wolstenc rof t 011111 111 1 1101 1 1 1 10111111—22

Yerrington - 1111111111111111111011111 24

Smith -
1011110011001110111111111-19

Albee 1111101011111111111111111-23

Davis m0100DOOQ1011110l010111-14
Pope 1111101110101111011111101-20

Stan tou 1 141111111 1 11 10011111110-22

Keisev mumnnin 1 1iuimn-24
Luther 1111111101111111111110111-23

All ties divided.

Event No. 4, L. C. Smith Chamoionshin Cup, at 50 single rises,

entrance §5. Cup to be held by winner for one year, and then to
be returned to donor for contest at next Kev4on^ tournament:
Clay on 1011 111111101 11111 1 in 0000

1
on.m 11001111111010 37

wifiev loin loiominnininoiioiooomioimoin inn—10

Dickey 10141411 00011011010110111111111011411011101011 -38

Lewis .otniimmiiomiuinmioimoi 01011111111100-42

Wagner 1111011111111114111111111111111110111111101111010 4-

Yerrington 111)0111410 111111101111111 011111)4111141044-45
Crov.. 10111 .0011 lOllOOllOllll IllllJllO 10100 114111111-38

M Murchv 11111111 11111111141111111111111141111114 1114—50
Heikes. Ill 1110111111 1 U101110J 1 1 1 1011 111 111 1

1 111 101 10011-43

Folsom 011111 1 0 1 1 111O10 1 1.' * 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 10111001 11 1 1 1 101 1 111 '

01 40

KrLey 1 11411111111111011110011111001111111111011111111-44

Miihr loinoooii mm 1 1101 iiiinmiii 411111111011111-44

Smith 10000 010411 01111001.1)111 '10 4010 11
1

1 10111. 10U 3".

Hendershot 101 4111111011101001101111100011011110100001001000-30

Lindsley inrilllllll0lO011«)101111O11110.ninilll(X)100111-37

Whitney 11mm 1111111) i mi mnnmninimmiiiHi so

Stanton 0111110101 1 11110111 101 Illl 11 1 11 1 1 00 10) 4 1 1 1 111 11 1 0- 40

Dawson 111114041141411110010111111111 01 1110)1 llijoil-42

.1 Wolsteucroft. .00001 , 00111 41 1 10 10 J 1 1 11 1 i llllll 1 .1 1 00
' 1 Kill lllOll -38

Davton. . , . 0 1
:
10 1 01011 f> 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 11 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 001101 1 OttOl 1 100110111—35

\itee . . 1111 111001111111114011111111111111101 41011111111-45

RihleV , . . . 111101 lOUUO llllOmi 1110440104141111111111-43

Pope. ' UU 1100110110001 0011101011111111011111011114111-37

Greener 110110 1114111 111 11 11111 111144141 11 14411111-48
Wheeler .1 1 04111011111 11mm 1101141110 01 loll 110111 1 111-43

Clover 1111110111111111111101101 llllll 10 n'immmilll-44
Lanrie 0 1 1 00 J 101 ll 1 1 1 1101 1 1 1 41 10 1

1 1no .1 Horn14 1 4 0 10 1.010 35

Censcotten 114041111011114011110 0114111141414144111-45
Peacock . .mimmmioioinmni 411011111111101110111111-44

McMurchy and Whitnev tied tor tt.e tr >phy and div. first money,
Wnitnev taking tne tropny, as McMurchy forfeited his right to

it; Green won second, third div., fourth shot < fl and div. by Kei-

sev and Mller.

Event No. 5 at 10 single Keystones, $2.50 entrance, $50 guar-

Station 040110110- 6 Whitney .llllllirO- 9

D'< key moil 110- 8 Miller 11 111114-10

Folsom 0111111111- 9 Pope 0011111110- 7

Albee OOllil 01 - 7 McMurchy.. g

Wllev 1111111011-9 Greener 410110111-7

Sufltaey 11114140-9 Heikes Ill llllll -10

Davison 1 11011411-9 Lau 4e 11111 11 111- 10

Wheeler' ... 1110111110- 8 Oroy 100111401 - 7

Warner 111 llllll-lO Hmdsrshott . .1110101111- 8

Davis 4011 10111 8 I u.' ;-i .11111111 1-10

ru ver ..mimnm-io Pegon8& oonoono- 5

Yerriutron .11411114-10 J Wolstencroft. .
.OOlllPnOI-

6

Keisev .llimmo- 9 Brnscot'en 111101411-9

First and second divided; third shot off and won by Wheeler;

fourth shot off and won by Greener.

TJlV/rsdmi -1('!/. M,— Fair weather prevailed, with all conditions

favorabeto g >od scores. Durmg the day a tie occurred in one

event between three men. one of whom was O. K. Diekev. Ihe
prize was a patent babv jumper, donated hy one of the citizens.

It was decided to shoot the tie miss and out, ana as Dickey was
sent to the score first, breakine his bird, the other two missing,

it looked suspicously like a job. At any rate, the result caused

a laugh which Dk key took good naLu redly. A friendly match,

w'th Winchester repeating stHjtsmns, was shot between Lieut.

Aloee and M. F. Lindsley at tour sets ot triplets, three birds

sprung simultaneously. Albee won with a score or 11 to 10.

Third Dcty.-Event No. 1, at 10 single Keystones, $2.50 entrance,

850 guaranteed: ,

«

FoKom 1011111110— 8 Stanton..

Irwin ' 1011111111— 9 Koutz ....

Wi-ner l'MlU 40- 8 Luther llllll 111-10

Whe-ler'' 100111140- 7 Yerrington 1111111111-10

Heikes . 0141411- 9 Willey 41141001- 8

Lindslev 111140111-9 Miller 1111011111-9K8 '6

5

..111101141- « Peac ck 111000041- 6

T FMallVrv 1410 104- 8 Smith 111104111- 9

F K Mallerv . . .1011110111- 8 Davison 104101111- 8

McMurehv . . 1111101111-9 Dlkey 1111111111-10

Keisev nmiim-10 Greener 1111111111-10

Rensco't ten 11 1U 11111-10 Wh itney 141111U1-10

Albee :. 011111 1 111- 9 Babcock 1001111111-8

First" shot off and divided by Benscotten, Yerr ngtnn and
Greener, second shot off and divided by Lindsley, Pope, McMur-
ehv Albee and Miller, third shot oil and divided hi Wagner, F.

E. "Mallerv and Willey, Wheeler won fourth alone.

Event No. 2, at 12 single Keystones, $3 50 entrance, $50 guaran-

feSta. 111100101031- 7 Heikes 111111111111-12S noimomi-10 Whitney 011111111101-10

Wheeler 111111111111—12 Benscotten... . .111111111111—12

stantou. • : :::.v: .•.000111111111-
5
vm^t uoimmii-ii

Peaoopk inilllll011-ll Davtson im 10101010- 8

Lu'her 111101111111-11 Kelsey 11 110111111-11

[,.',,, 41111101111— 11 Fo som 111111101110-10

gXftfebW : -raSP-1? FEMallery
T.,indslev. lllolinim-11 Wagner 11 1101111111-11

Greener.. ... ...111111111111-12 Willey lomnilllO-10
Miller lllinmill-1 Albee •

1 101 111140-10

First and fourth divided, second shot oft and divided by Y\ ag-

ner, Peacock and Luther, third shot oft and won by Dickey.

1111111111—10
. ...11001101 0— 6

Event No. 3, at 25 single Keystones, $5 entrance, $100 euaranteed:
s-m'th moioiimoooomnmii-19
H ik< s .110310141 1414401 14-21
Greener 11UH111U 11111111 101 1-24
Dickey - Ill 1 11411 1 4 1111 41 01111 - 24

WnecW 111(111 001 111114111114—22
-tanton 11114 4114111 011.0411-23
Yerrington 1.41411o401 0111110114-33
Linfsley Ill 11)11111110141111 111-25
Miller. .' Ill lllOll 1141F01 41111—23
Whitney 111144 411 4 4 4114 41-25
Benscotten 11111111111111 1 11111111-25
Fobom 411110111111 10014101111—21
Luther 4401114111111101 11110-22
Albee 10111111 '0 4111014401111 19

Pope Ill 1111.11111011 1111111111-24
Wiley Ill 11111114 41111011101-28
Keisev. ;, . : 11111111400 4111411114-23
Wagiier 14U11 4111 41 11111 1411—23
McMurehv 1111111114111111144111-24
i e» cock . . . 1014 1 1 41111 1 11101 111011-21
Irwin Hi 110101 4 4 till ' 1100011 21

Da vison 11U01 10001 1111 11 10110111—19
F E Mallerv Ill 40140111110111111111-28
Babcock. 1 4111 110111 1 11111140101—22

First and second divided, third shot off and divide by Yerr ng-
ton, Kel«ey aDd Wagnei; fourth shot oft and won by Babcock.

Event "Vo. 4, at 50 single Keystones, for the Peters Cartridge
Co. trophyr

, winner to hold for one year and then to return to

donor for contest at n> xt Kevstope tournament, entrance 85:

Heikes Ill 1111111 1
) 1 1111111 1 111 1 111 110111 1 OUO ' 1 11 104 111 1—45

Oavison 01111111111111111401111111114 40141111111011111-46
Dickey 111111114141111111111111141114144411110411—49
Stanton 411411111 1 1101 10 1 101111111 1111 1 411 4 4111 4110-46
Peacock II 1010001 100 0141 101111 1110111 1 1 1 10 .1 11 1 111 10111 1-39
.1 Wol-tencroft. .1101111111111 1 1 411110111 10101111111111 111 4101111—45
F. ]*om OllOlOOlQlllOlilOlllOlllOllO 40.4101411011101101-33
Alhee 1111101411001111110001 41111410111111111111 0111—42
Kelsey 1 111 1111001111101111 1110110 101 Illl lllllOOlllli 01 1—41
Greener 10U 11 4111 01 1

11111111111111 11.11 11 1 111.1111imill-48
Benscotten 01110111111111111110111114 411111101111111111041—45
Pope 11104011110101100111011000011 401 11 HOIIOIUOUOO- 34
McMurchy 11111 1111 1110 01 ! J 4.1 4 4 4 4 4 14 41114 100101 1 1 1-46
Miller 10111111111111114111111 0101111141411.401.4411-46
Wheeler 111111111111111111 1 11 11 101111 11 i 1 li 1 11 11 1 111 .11 1 11—49
Yerrington 1441111111) i ion i innoio.nm linn in:: : :

:

!

i - v;

Whitney Illllt 111111111 1 1101 11111111 111 1111111 1 111 11111 ' 11—49
Lmdsley D 01101001110 0111041111111111111111011114111111-42
Washer 111141111 1141101410141110 1 14011414110401-44
Laurie 110011114114114101400 11001111111341111111,01-41

Lewis. OmOllOlllllim 11004 101 4.4.401 1 1 44100000114-38
Luther 0110 001 lllfiOOl 1 1 4 4 4 4 1 1 4110140 !

1)114 1 1 111111—tO

Wille V 11 4100100111111 11111111 11011011111 1 11001.111111111-42

All ties for monev divided; ties on 49 shot oft for tne trophy,
which was won by Diekev.

Event No. 5 a* 15 sing!" Keystones, 84 entrance. $75 guaranteed:
Davison 01041111111111-13 Irwin 144114111111-15
Heikes Ill 1111 llllU-15 Pope 0 1101111101110-11

Diekev imilininill-15 Whitney 11111111111 101 14

Luther 111110111] I ill I
— 14 Wasrner 4111114114 4—15

Kelsey liiiminioiio—ta McMumhy .. ..oiinmo uiu-ia
Miller 101111111100111-12 JW.Istencroftl 4 14111 111101-14
Wheder 11104 414 411-14 Yerrington... 11011411111110-14
Lindslev 111101111111111-14 Willey 101111011001111—11

Folsom^ lOOlllOIOlOlon- 9 Lewis .401444110111-13
Albee 1 11 1 1 4101111 11—14 Swan 04 1 41 1 0111 111-13
Greener 11114411440-14 Benscotten. ... 1144 1 141114-15
Bab o.-k 011111111111111-14 Peacock 14411111441-15
FK Mallerv.. .401, 01114 001-11 Laurie 0014 HllllLOl-12
Stanton....'....11 1111111111011-14 Davis 1100144111101-12
First, t hird and fourth divided; second shot off and divided by

Wheeler and Stanton.
Friday, Aug. 2S.—The shooters were somewbat later than usual

in reachiou i he grounds owing to an unwonted dis.-ipation the
previous night. TuecitizensofCorry.deteruiined.it s. ems, to
make the stay of the visiters a ple.sant one, had prepaied a
supper and reception to welcome i hem- On reaching the hotel
l'hursday evening, light rep sts were part-iken of and hurried
toilets made, and at about 9 o'cloclc the shooters, headed by a
band, marched in a body to the rink, where a committee of ladies
and gentlemen, as well as a large number of spectators, were
awaiting their arrival. They were, soou seated at long tables
profusely decorated with fl .wer- and other things equally pleas-
ant to look at but more suitanle for consumption. While en-
gaged in disposing of ice cream, cake, fruits, etc., speeches of
welcome were made by several gentlemen; among chem was one
by Attorney C. G. Olmstead, who from his own fondness for

both the gun and rod was oai Ocularly smted to the. task. He
recounted stories of his early career in shooting wondoaucks and
other wild beasts, made several telling hits on the p culiari tiea

of his fellow club members, and succeeded in thoroughly
amusing his audience. The bmd theu started in to do their

part, and the floor was soon covered witn wuirPug couples in the
mazes of a waltz. The festivities were continued until a late

hour, and in the opinion of those who participated the reception
added much fo the pleasure of the Keystone shoot.

Late hcurs are :-a'd to have an effect on fl'e nerves, hut a look

at the scons made tr-day w. uld teem that it sliffens them, or

that those who shot in the events were a very hard v set of men.
Two events, programmed for Saturday, were shot, in arid it' on to

the others, the diamond r ng and the team race. Eacn of these

were at 100 birds, and they were run off "n<- rurbt after the other;

Dearly all contestants were in both, and 200 birds with hardly a
rest i* quite a str4n. The race for the diamond ring resulted in

a tie op 97 bet een Rolla O. Oetkes and K. D. Miller; for a while

it lookto as if Heikes wo Id make a straigtr. nut owing to a
slight difficulty with his gun. he lost time birds. MUlei was
then ahead of him with only one bird missed, and the ring
seemed almost within h's grasp, bur in his last ten he dropped
two. Heikes had 4ien ten to sh lot at, and it was necessary to

break all to tie. This he did i" fine, style, ceutering them all.

The tie was immediately shot off at 50 birds each Heikes winning
with a straight score of 50 to Miller's 46. The winner, thus bear-

ing the title of "Champion Target, Shot of America," was heartily

congratulated on ids nerve and vi'-tory.

Tbe team race was at idea of the Keystone Company to deter-

mine the suiirema-ey nf the East and West, and teams had been
picked from men located eith- r side of C >rry as fbed' virling lina.

There, were enougu Eastern men on hand, hut not enough f r->m

th* West, so a team was chosen to n present the East, which
comprised three men from Mas^ cbusetts, one from Conn ct.cut

and two from New York. The Western team, so called, had two
from Ohio, three from Pennsylvania and one from New .hrsey.

The most intense int. re-t centered in this raw, as it was ex-

tremely close through .nut. The Western team secured the lead

bv two birds al most at tbe start and it then varied from that, to

five at the highest to one at. the lowest; they finaliv win by thr. e

birds, with prona lv the best score ever made by any team of six

men. When this was finished every one was thoroughly tired,

and a qmck departure was umde for the hotel.

Fourth Dai;.—Event Mo. 1, at 10 single Keystones, S>~.o0 entrance;

Iianton
aDt

?

ed:
... .140111111-9 Dickey 41411111-10

1 nrislev million- 9 FKMallory 1101
1 -0111-

8

w lev .... 401110101-7 Swau II 01100110- 0

xvheeler "Mill 001- 8 Lew s '011111 11- 9

riover ..: . 1111111111-10 Heikes Ill 1141-10
p,,™ .. . million- 9 Wagener 44111010-8
McMurchy ' 110411111—9 Davis 1111U1100—

8

WhiS'

. - : • • .1111111111-10 J E Mallory 1 4W11J1- •

Kelsey 0111111111-9 Peacock 44 41111-10

Bihcock 101111411-0 Luther.. ..114104 -9
Benscotten 40411111- 0 Greener Ul lllil -10
Yerringtoa 1101111111-9 Mdler 1411144-10
Laurie 1114144-10 Davisou omillllO- 8

First shot off and divid d by Dicsey, Greener and Mi Kr; sicond

eh >t off and divided by Pope, Kelsey and Babcock; Wheeler won
t iird on shooi-nff and Willey 'ook fourth.

Event 2, at 20 Kevstones. $4 entrance, f^^S^fg}* ,o
Greener..imnilll 1111111111-20 Stanton... iWl l 111111111114 -18
Dickey... .11111100111111111111—IS Laure .

jWUIlllllll 01 41 -17

Pope ...411110411111114111-19 Lindsley.. 011Him 10 1140011 5

Whitney .immmilOl Illl l-h. Kefcey Ill 114 n4011011-18
Miller ... .11.111111111110111111-19 Folsom... .14 111110 10 llOUHt-lb

Wheeler.. 111011 11 111111110111-18 Albee...- 10.0014 lOinolll 1-15

Clover .... 1111011111 401110111- 17 Luther. . .. 141 111 Jill11111.-20

M'Murchylllllllimillllllll-20 Yerr'gt'n limiimiilllimi-20
Pcaeock.miinnmiomnoi-is vviiiey. . ..it n n ii iiimi-JB

Lewis.. .111144111111 011U—19 Davison .41.11101011011411111—1.

Bens. 'fen imilllilOllllimi—19 J Wolsteu-
Wagn^ r .1(W 101040)10111 1011-1 3 crof fc. . . imillllimill0m-19
DeiKes... .14. 11110111. llimi-19
First divided, second shot off and divided by Miller, Lewis,

Benscotten, Heikes and Woistencr-jft, third shot off and civided

by Wheeler, Stanton, Miller and Willey; fouvth shot off and
* divided by Clover and, Davisop,
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Willey
.Mi lev

Greener.. ..

Stanton
Heikes
Dickey
Yerriuuton.

.

Whitney....
Babcoek

—

Smith

Event No. 3, at 15 single Keystone*, $3 entrance. 850 guaranteed:
Keisev 011011111111111-13 Wboeier ii nion u iim-14
Peacock 101110,01111111-12 Benscotten.... Ill 11*111001111—13

Heikes 111111111110111-14 Whitne> llilllO lilllll-H
Willev. 01,100111111111-13 Babcuck 111110 11111110-13

Yernheton. ..10 1 111111 1 111 -14 Wolsteneroft .OllllllllUllll-14

MeMurchv. ,.. llOilll initio ]2 Luther 101.01111111111-13

Dickey OHH011U1001-11 Liudsley 111111111111001-13

Stanton 1 1 1111 111 11 1 11 1—15 Blydcnburg . . Olllli 111 101101 —12
Greener UllllillOillil-U Pope 111111111111110-14

Miller 1 1111 111 1 1 11111—15
Fir^t divided, 'second Bhdt oil and divided by Heikes, Greener

and Wheeler, third shot off and divided by Kelsey, Benscotten
and Lindsley, fourth shot off ami divided by Willey and Blyden-
burg.

Event No. 4 at 10 single Keystones; $1.50 entrance, $25 guaran-

. . .liimnii-'o Keisev nimmi-io
.. .1111011111- 9 MoMurehy 1.111111111—10

. .1111111111-10 Wheeler 1011111101- 8

. 1111111111—10 J Wolsteneroft 1111111110- 9

...11111(11110- 8 Peacock 1100111110- 7

. ..1111111.111-10 Pope 1101101111— 8

... .1111111111 -10 Blydenburg 1111111001— 8

..1111111111-10 Lmdiley 1111111111—10
...0110111111- 8 Au«tin 0111000110- 5

. .1111111111-10 Lutner 1111111101- 9

Benscofcteu 1111111111- 9
, .

First shot off and divided by Greener. Yerrington. Whitney.
Kelsey and McMurchy; second tlivi ie>l; third shot off and won
by Bljdi nburg; Peacock won fotirtli alone.

Extra No. 5, at 10 single Key-tones; $3 entrance'-
Heikes 1111111111-10 Lindslev 0111011111- 8

Wheeler 10.1111111- 9 Stanton. 1111111111—10
Miller 0111101111- 8 M. Murchy 1110111110- 8

Greener 11111iUll-9 Bl denburg 10.1011111—8
Dickey 1111110110-8 Willey 1111011100-7
Yerrington 1111111111-10 Peacock lillllllll-lO
Benscotten tjlillllll- 10 Luther 01U 111111— 9

First and second divided, third shot off and divideu by Miller
and Lindsley.

Individual championship contest for the Keystone trophy, a
diamond nag, and the title of Champion Target Shot of America,
at 100 single Keystones, entrance $5:W Wolstcncioft .11 11 11 111 I limilimill 101 1111 1111110111111111111

11I111IU 1111111 111.111 Kill I llllim 111111100011010 -92
Kelsey Ill 11 11 11 lmill 11 111111 1 1101111 11 11 11111 111111011 •

iiiiiiiionidiiiiiiiiioiiiioiinmiiiiiiiiiioiin--93
Miller Ill 1 ill 111111111 111 11 1 111 11 1111 111 1 i-ll 11 1 1 11111111

iiiiimiiiij iiiiiiiiinm iiiiiniiiiiiiniooiiii-97
wheeler iiomnnmnmmmmnmmionnnmmo

oiii mi inioiniiioniommiiiiomiioiiii urn- 9i

Benscotten 1111111111111111111 11 lul l 111 11 1)1111 111101 liillelll

liiijiiiniiiiiniiniiiimiiiiii 111111U11111101—95
Dickey IllullilllllllllllllllllinillllllllllllllOlllllli

inioiiiiiiiiim ioi nun mini n liiiuoi limn—95

McMurchv llillJ 1 1111111 111 111 01 01 11111 1 1 1 j!1 11 11 11111111111
mimiiiiiiiiimiumm 1111111101111111111111—94

Yernngton ..lllllllllllimOlimiOlllllOlllllllOlllllimi 11

iiiiiiimoi.iiiiiiiimii.iiiiiiiomin ,1111111 96

J Wolsteneroft.. .0.L0LO1L J 101 milll) 1111 1 100i 111111111 111111 1m 011110 limmm mi iii uom. oiiiioiiniii-89
Stanton m 1 1 1 11 111) 11 1 111 1 ill 111 111 111 1011110 1 11 11 1110

1

n iiiiiuiiitJiiiMnimiiiuiiiomiiiiiiion-94
Whitney 11010111111111111,11 1111 11111101 llll 1111 11 11 111111

Dili 11111111111111 llllllllllllillll 111011 1 1110111—95

Heikes and Mlllfcl divided brst money, but on a shooi-off for
the ring hi 50 birds each Heikes won with 50 straight »o Miller's

46, Yeriiugton second, third siiot off and won by Dickey, fourth
divided.

Team race for championship of America, teams of six men
each, oetween the Rase and West, at 100 single Keystones, en-
trance $10:

Western Team (so called).

Heikes :..1111111111111'. millimoilllliiminilllllll 1101

nun n 1111011111 iiiiiiioiaiiiimmiiimiiiii-96
Keisev 1111 illl 1 11110111111 1 ill inilllllllli 1111111,1,111

liiiiimoi m.miiiimiixiiiiiimiiomiiiiiiii—95
Miller li 1 111111 1 mil ,11 1, 11 1110 1

, 1 ill ill 1 ; 111 1 111111 11

lioiioriimmomiiiiiiiiiiiiui mi 11 1111 11 111—97
Benscotten 11 1 1 mom i innnm mi L0111mm moi mm

1111 lmiimoioiiiuimommn, 1 1111111 1 111 95

w Wolstencroftmiiiuiiummm.Oimmiimiii .1111111111111
liiimiioiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiimmmiiiiiiii 97

J Wolstencroft ..llll, 0010 1
, 111111111 11 . 0 10 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1110 1m 11101

lniiiiiommioioiiiiioiiimiiiiioi ioiiiniiiii-87

5t>7

Eastern Team.
Dickey iiioiiimi'inuninnnmmmnn minimi

1111 miii 1111 1 1111 immum) 1 1 11 1111111 1 11111-99
Whitney 1mil mm mini 111 1mi 1101ilium u 11111 1 11

11m iiimiimiioim.mimoiinimmiimn—go

Stanton ....mil on 1111 1 1 1 ita 1 1 1 11 100 1 1 1 111 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 j 1 1111 11

1

in tun 1 1 iiomii 11 ii 1 . 11 1miimm , 11 .nm Li-95
Mem u rib v nn. 1011 11 1mn 1011a 1 1101 1tmn 1 1 1 1101 1 1 1 toon

miimomi,immmiimnimiiniiunii0i]i-9i
Yerrington oiniiimiiioionoi lininiiuiimiiiioi 1011

ino, minim 11 iiiminnonmon,i]imnn-9i
Wheeler ,10,1101111111111 1,111. llllllilllllllilllllllinm

i Lin oin 1n 1onm 1on niniiiio 1 11nun11101111—92

564

For the average money it was necessary for contestants to com-
pe'e -1. all guaranteed and trophy events. Tnis gave a total of 487

birds. H. B. Whitney with 46fi secured first, *57: E. S. Benscotten
and W. Wolsteneroft with 450 div. second. $40.70; E. D. Millet-

with 449 100k third, $27.58; R. O. Heikes with 446 xourth, $21.16, and
E. vv . Yerrington nfm. $16.28.

It was intended to continue the tournament through Saturday,
and a few did lemain over to s..oot som? sweeps, but the. greater
number left on the late trains Friday night, satisued that they
had bad enough shooting for one week. A pleasant party gathered
at tin- Keystone Company's office in the evening and were enter-
tained by an old darky, one of Mr. Wetmore's retainers, who
sang and danced to tne accompaniment of a violin and guitar,
finisaing his Rreus With an exhiouion of " butting" and a, stuaip-
speech ,n taxes, which brought down the house. Not content
with all they had done to amuse the visitors, the citizens of Corry
started a. conflagration in their honor, and amid the clanging of
fire bells, the "lowing ot waistles and the hiss of the water a^ it

fell on the glowing beams, the shooters made the<r exit, and the
1869 Keystone tout nainent was over. Frank Mason.

FARGO TOURNAMENT.
FARGO. Dak,, Aug. 17.—Editor Forest and Stream: The sixth

annual tournament of ihe Fargo Gun Club has come and
goue, and was a splendid success in every way. The weather was
perfei t, although a strong cross wind blew the second day. The
birds used were the standards, three traps, Keystone rules, and
they did not give good satisfaction. Th« breakage was most
annoying, causn.g much loss and delay. The number of sports-
men was about twenty-five, which was not as large as it si ould
have been for so excellent a programme, $600 being guaranteed
for a two days' shoot, and all purses ano averages were paid
promptly in full, although the club loses some money. Among
the visitors present were U. W. Jones, of Atwater, Miss., who
won second average; W. H. Skinner the St. Paul gun man, who
cptured fourth average with his "old reliable" Lefevei; H. A.
Baldwin, St. Paul; T. Morris. J. Morrissey, A. R. Fuller and C. H.
Taomp on, the Crookston d. legation; H. A. "Stone," of Lari-
more, Dak,, and others. Many of the sportsmen were away in
Wisconsin hunting chickens, so we miss the old familiar nairns
of B'ock, Ruble, BaLam, Route, Holt, Chantler, Hamlin, Hanson,
and many otners that usually attend. Ties divided unless other-
wise stated. C. H. Beuson, tne Fargo boy that won first money
and first average, is only twenty-two years old, and never han-
11 led a gun or knew anything about one until four years ago. He
is a good, reliable shot, and very seldom "falls down" as so many-
do. The following is the score of the fi st extra sweep, 9 singles,
entrance $1X0, four moneys: Skinner 6. Jones 8, Peterson 6, Hen-
son 7, Schiirtnan5, Morrissey 9, Robbins 6. Stone 8. Bishop 5,

Baldwin 6, Kich 5. Smith 8, Morris 7. Kobeits 9 Arnold 8, Fuller 7,

C Bowers 7, E. Bowers 8, Ahlstroin 7, Rentschler 5.

First regular event. 10 single standards, entrance $1.50:

Morrissev llllimil-10 Ahlstrom 0111001101- 6
Rentschler liOlOllllO- 7 Roberts 1011011011— 7

PORTLAND, Me —The Portland Gun Club's open to all sweep-
stake tournament came off on Aug. 21, and proved a success in
every way. Clays and hlut rocks were smashed in good shape
bv the 40 skilled sportsmen who came Jrom different parts of the
Slate ana frr.m Boston. American Shooting Association rules
governed the fallowing events: Event No. 1: Lirlefield first,

Sauborn, Collin,-, Lioby second, Catland, Gilford third. Event
No. 2: Sanborn, Williams first. Curtis second, Hunnewell, Wins-
low, Co'lins, Strout third. Event No. 3: Henry, Sanborn first,

Goud, Post second. Fisher third. Event No. 4: Sanborn, Hunne-
well, Henrv. Williams first, Hartwcll, Littlefield, Kean second,
Fisher, Gifford third. Event No. 5: fcrank first, Hartwell sec-
ond, Littlefield, Henry, Peterson third. Event Mo. ti : Winslow,
Dow, W. Jones first, Frank, Littlefield, Goud, San horn second.
Pierce. Henrv, Collins third. Event No. 7: Williams, Cam first,

Littlefield, Goud, W. Jones, Harmon second, Frank. Randall,
Curtis, Hartweli third. Event No. 8: Shaw, Round s. W. Jones.
Litilefield, Dow. Cain firsr, Frauii., Martin, Wimslow, Libhy,Henry
second, E. G. Peterson, Goud, Pierce thitd. Event No. '9: San-
born, Curtis, Huanewell, Gilford first, J. Jones, Goud, Dow, J. K.
Petersou second, W. Jones, Henry, Saw third Event No. 10: W.
Jones. Henry first, E. G. feteisou, William.-, second, Dow, Martin,
Pierce, Whitney third. Event No 11: W. Jones, Henry first,

Martin, E. G. Peteison, J. R. Peterson, Pierce second, Dow, Franic
third. Event No. 12: Frank first, Martin, Henry second.—G.
R. P.

LAFAYETTE, Ind., Aug. 22.—The Lafayette Gun Club had an
interesting tenm snoot at their grounus. The weather was very
fine, and the birds very goon flyers:

Rising 1101111112-9 Livenguth. .. .2111111112—10

Krauss 1121011,11— 9 Spring HOlUlOll— 8

Sears 31101111J2- 8 Archi Oald 0 12011122— 8

Mitchell 10221 12022— 8 Thompson.. . .2121110101—8
J M Smith 1111111111—10-44 Lehuon 110U2il21— 9—43

NEW YORK, Aug. 16.—The Manhattan Gun Oluo held a special
shoot, club rules, 10 live birds eacii. at vYoodside, L. I

:

Bayer 1111011110-8 Lichtenberger 1U0IC0U1—

7

Heerbrandt 1111101100-7 Schmid ..OUUUOlOl-6
Hoffmann 11111110)1-9 Lambrecat. . - 0111106010-5

Jones 1111111111-10 Sherman. -.1101100101— 6

Lewis 1110
Jones ill]
Baldwin 1U1
O Bowers 0101
Rube 1110

0J 10

10 11

10 00
10 10
11 10
11 01

S'evens 1110110110- 7 Smith lOloOHOlO- 6
Benson 0100100111— 5 E Bowers 111110110- 8

Bleliop 1011011101- 7 Kich lolllllOOl—

7

Skinner 1111111111-10 Thompson lllOUOlll- 8

Baldwin lOOilllOlO— 6 Morris 1110111110- 8
Sione lillllllll—10 C Bowers 0110111111— 8

Peterson ...1000011111— 6 Lewis 1111110111— 9
Robbins 1110110111- 8 Laizure Oil 1001011—

K

Schruth 1000110111- 6 Arnold 1010111111— 8

Skinner first on shoot-off, Lewis second, ties on 8 divide, third,
Laiznre fourth.

Second event, 875 guaranteed, 9 singles, entrance $2.50:

Stone 101111111-8 Lewis .'. .U0111110-7
Morris 110011011-6 Smith 111110011-7
Schruth HI 101111—8 Ahlstrom 011 1 10110-6
Ren tsc h 1 er 001011001—4 Riibe llloOl111—

7

Peterson IIHUIOI—8 Rich 100M101-5
Morrissey 111110100 6 Rooerts 101111 01—

7

Sk inner Ill 11 1010 - 7 Sherman Ill 110111 —

H

Bishop ill 10101 1—7 Laizure 00101 fill - 5

Stevens 101000110— 4 Bobbins JOlllOliO - 6
Baldwin Ill 1 1.01 1—8 C Bowers Uillllll—

0

Benson 1111101 1
1—8 Thompson 110011 110—

0

Jones 11111 1
111—9 E Bowers llllllOll-S

Arnold 111111001-7
Jones and C. Bowers first, Sherman second, Arnold and Roberts

third, Morrissey and Thompson fourth.

Third event. 4 singles and 3 pairs:

Stone 0010 10 00 10-3 Roberts llll H 10
Skinner llll 10 11 11—9 Thompson 101L 10 11

Morrissey i001 10 10 10—5 A'lstrom 0 00 n 10
Peterson 0010 10 11 10-5 Rot-bins 1110 10 10
Sherman OlOO 10 1111-6 Rich 1111
E Bowers llll 10 00 10—6
Benson till 11 10 11-9
Smith 1101 10 10 11—7
Kentschler 0110 10 00 10 -4

Morris llll 01 10 00-6
Arnold 1110 10 '0 11-7 Laizure 1000 10 10
Bishop 1001 00 10 11-5
Skinner and Be j.-on first, Baldwin and Thompson second, S

Arnold and Robeits third, Jones fourth.

Extra swei p, 9 singles, $1.50 entrance: Stone 6, Skinner !), Mor-
rises- 5, Arnold 5, Steven- 6, Bishop 4, Snerman 8, Robbins 6, Ben-
son 8, Roberts 7. Morns 7. Tn nnpsoo 6. Baldwin 8. Lewis 9, Rich
9, Smith 8. Rentschler 4, Rube 7, E. Bowers 9, Jones 9, Petersou 4,
C. Bowers 5, Laizure 0.

Extra sweep, 6 singles and 2 pair, entrance $1.50: Skinner 7,

Roberts 8, Jones 10, Benson 8, Bobbins 9. Arnold 8, Morri. ev 6,

Lewis 8, Sherman 7, Morris 6, Baldwin 5, Bishop 6, Smith 8, Doug-
las 0, Pa,,,ts 7. Arnold and Benson second, Skinner and Pants
third.

Fourth event, 10 singles, $100 guaranteed, entrance
Skinner 0111101110— 7 Smith 0111001101—6
Kentschler llonOuOOl— 5 Robbins 11 1110111 1—'1

Stoue 1110111100— 7 Thompson limonil—

9

Jones lllinnil—10 Robers..- 1111111011-9
Morris 00111lllol- 7 Rich 1011111111-9
Sherman 1101010111- 7 Baldwin 0110011111-7
Bishop 0011011100- 5 Arnold 1111101110-8
Peterson OOIIODIOIOI- 3 Stevens 10)1101)01-7
Rube 1111010111- 8 Laizure 0mi0D010-5
Morrisev 1101111111 - 9 E Bowers Ill H10101-8
Lewis 1110101010- 6 Ahlstrom 1)10010101 6

Benson 1011111111- 9 C Bowers 0011111111-8

Extra sweep, 9 similes, entrance $1: Bishop 7, Baldwin s. Skinner
8, Arnold 6, Benson 7, Morrissey 8, Sherm,n li. Smith 5, Stevens 6,

Rube 4, Roherts 3 C^ Bowers 7, E. Bower.-, 6, Ronbins 4, Stone 3,

Jones 6, Ahlstrom 7, Fletcher 9. Fletcher nad not fired at a target
for nine > ears. He shot a strange gun and under the circum-
stances the score is remarkable.

Extra sweep, 6 singles and 2 pairs; entrance $1.50: Stone 6, Skin-
ner 7, Morrissey 7, Amnio 3, Roberts 7, Jones 7, Benson 9, Bald-
win 6. Bishop 5, Fletcher 8.

Second Day—Extra sweep, 9 singles; entrance $1.50: Skinner 7.

Rob. rts 8, Bens m 8, E Bowers 7, Baldwin 7, Arnold 7, Bobbins f>.

Jon- s8, Bishop 6, C. Bowers 7, Sherman 7. Morrissey 8, Tnooip-
son 6, Morris 8, Rich 6.

00-7
11- -8
11-6
00-5
10 6
10-7
10-0
11 -8

10 Hi

O'-O
10-4

miih

')' Arnold 5, Schruth 1

Fifth event, 9

E Bowers
Robnts
Benson
Skinner
Pants
Ahlstrom
Baldwin.....
Robbins i

Laizure
Rube
Arnold
Jones

-j. entrance
.010101010-4
111111111-9
HUlOlOl—

7

.111011101-7
OOulOOlOO-2
111110101—7
1110.1011—7
lOlolOOll—

5

.11110101,-7
llOllllll-K
.nomiii 8

111111011—8

$1 50:

SmiLh
C Bowers
Thompson.
Rich
Morrissey .

Sherman. .

Bisnop
Stone
Douglas
Lewis
Williams.

111111011-8
lOlliinO—

7

011011 111-7
11000jfi01-3
0 1111111—8
1000011 10—4
1111001,0-tt
111111111-9
111111110-8
111111011-8
111000111—6

Sixth event, $
Skinner
Benson
Robbins
Ahlstrom
Baldwin
Roberts
ArnMd
Larson
Rune
Laizure
Jones
Smith

00 guaranteed, 6

.illUl 10 11-9
.110110 10 11-7
.101101 10 10-6
111000 10 10 5
.010000 11 10-4
lUill 00 10-7
oiiiio 10 01-6
.110.01 10 10-6
.101 101 00 11 -6
110010 10 oi—r.

.111111 10 10-8
lilllO 11 11-9

singles and
Morn's
Thompson.
C Bowers.

.

Rich
Hooker
Morrissey .

Bishop
Williams. .

Stone
Lewis
Douglas....
Mack

2 pairs, entrance $3;
110111 10 10-7
lnou 11 ut-8
111101 10 11-8
111110 10 10-7
101101 00 00-4

...111111 10 10-8

. . 001010 10 11-5

...111101 10 OJ-7
OlOoOl 11 11— fi

101101 10 10-6
011111 10 10—7
000011 00 10-3

Seventh event, 15 singles, entrance $2:

Sherman 00)101 LOOJIIOl- 8 M irrls 110000111 U0100-
Skinner llOiniOlOHUU- 11 Morrissey UlllllllOiOlOl-
Roberrs lllllliUiU 11—15 C. Bow. rs... .11110,101111101

Huhe Ilillillll0llll-14 Laizure OimiOlOilOlll-
Jones ID 110111111 1-14 Williams li 1OI1 1 0] U011-
B.msrm 011101111111111-13 S,oae lOOOOilillllilO-

Arnold 01! llllillOlLl -13 Robbins llillOinOiOlOl-

Rich nOLlliOililOil-12 Lewis 11.010111010110-

Smith liniihiiiim-ii: Douglas oionnnnoiii-
Aliistrom.

.

'. . .
'.011111111000011-10 Bishop 1 10111011111011 -

Larson HOlillOillOlOl—11 Payne 000110011110101-

Baldwin 111111010110111-13 Thompson..,. .111110111111111-

Eighth event, 10 s'ngles fi'00 guaranteed, entrance $3:
Skinner 11110111 1- 9 Laizure OOllOOlllO— 5
Jon s... L111011001- 7 Benson 111111 1 11 1 - 10

Williams 10 001111— 7 Sherman 1101010111— 7

Arnold 1011111111-9 Rube .1111111101—9
Larson 11(11011111— 8 Thompson 1111111101— 9

Roberts 11001UKO1-6 C, Bowers 1101011101- 7

Smith 1111010111 - 8 Baldwin lOilllOlll— 8

Rich 0011001110— 5 Bishop 1111111000—7
p.v ne 10 1 01010— 6 Stone 1100111111— 8

Robbins 10001,1100- 6 Douglas 0110101110- 8

Morris 1101111011- 8 Ahlstrom 1100111000—5
Morrissey 1101110101- 7

Ninth event, 7 singles. $100 guaranteed, entrance $3:

Smith 11111 1—7 Ribbins 1111101-6
C Bowers llOilll-6 Thompson 0111011-5
Roberts 0110011-4 Douglas 1010000-2
Rube 1111101-6 Arnold .1100111—5

Pavric HUH H - 6 Bishop 0011000 -2

Skinner 1101111-6 Baldwin llOlloO—

4

BansOU Illlltl —0 L-iizure HlOiOO—

4

Williams 1000,11-4 Rich OIUOH -5

Sherman 1000010 2 Stone i 111011-6
Ahlstrom liOOlll-5 Jones ...lOi 1011-5
Morrissev 1111111-7 Lnrson lOOlill—

5

Morris...' 1111011-6
Averages: Benson firs!, $40; Jones second, #30; Smith third, $20;

Skinner fourth, $15; Rube, Roberts and Thompson fifth, $10;
Arnold and C. Bowers sixth, |5j Morrissey seventh, $3; Baldwin
eighth, $2; Sr.i.ne ninth, silk hat; E. Bowers tenth, silver flask;

Bobbins eleventh, mounted bird; Rich twelftn, box cigms; Morris
and Ahlstrom thirteenth, snck shot: Bishop fourteenth, box
cigar.-: Snerman and Laizure fiftaentu, pair pants. Williams.

CHICAGO YEARLY TRIANGLE.
CHICAGO, 111., Aug. 26.—The Forest and Stream has before

now published a portion ot the scores in the big yearly three-
clubs shoot for 1889. between Mak-saw-ba, Cumberland and
Grand Calumet Heights Gun Clubs, all of this city. These shoots
were held at the respective club grounds, all away down in In-
iyannv, and both club keepers and club secretaries are some-
times hard to convince that Forest and Stream can't be person-
ally present all over this whole country all at once. I t, erefore
think it better, on the whole, to offer the entire scores from the
beginning, as they are to-day sent by Mr. Woifred N. Low, who
remarks that they are handed to himself by kindness of Mr. Far-

^ 'ights £--.

invite the other fellows down to their place and then whale the
life out of them witn 90 live birds out of 100 in the last shoot, and
shooting ten different men; and Mak-saw-ba and Grand Calumet
Heights7 could hardly be blamed for consider-ug themselves the
victims of misplaced confidence. The followiug is a resume of the
series:
Snoot No 1. at Mak-saw-ba, between the Mak-saw-ba, Grand

Calumet Heights and Cumberland Gun Chios, July 21 10 live

birds, Illinois State rules. Official score:
Mai - a-v-ba Club.

R B Organ 111 220 '222— 9 J P Curd 2111121022- 9

C S Wilcox. 10°0 21122— 8 TB Leiier 2211222010— 8

W H Haskell 2111 02011- 8 T W Wilmartb.lll2nill2—10
Geo W Randall. . . .001110 011 - 6 H C Bene hn -r..2011223211— 9

\V PMussev 1111210111— 9 John Watson...11112d)0U— 3-84
Cumberland Club.

W W McFarhuid...0121110112- 8 W L Sbcpard...lllHll 112-10
J M Hutchinson....1121110110- 8 J O Pierson ... HOillOOll- 7
JohnHeiland H00102211- 7 C E Felton 1210 12222- 9

H W Loveday 0102212011— 7 M J Eich 2201211201- 8

C D Gammon 2212112123 10 Geo T Farmer. .U111J0112- 9-83
Grand Calumet Heights Club.

W N Low 2121101222 - 9 R H Donnelly . ,1101110011- 7

M T Hart 2001212022- 7 W R Fleming. .0122000020- 4

A Llovd 0221212000- 6 G I Marietta . 1020.111021— 7

F H Bissell 211000000 - 4 Sam Booth 2112111211—1U
Sam \ bung 2121111111-10 G E Marshall.. .'-10-'0221i0— 7-71
Shoot No. 3., at Gran 1 Calumet Heights, -lug. 4. Ten live birds,

IUinois State rules. Official score:
Grand ' alumet Hei, hfs Club.

W N Low 1111111110— 9 G I M ,ilet,e 0010211022—6
Wills label! 00.10101 1 1- 6 R H DonnelL ^..2110020i 11—

7

C Kern 22121111 11—10 F E Moore 2101011011-7

G E MarsbaU lOiOlOllli— 7 Sam'l Bioth 1021211211—

9

S E Young 2201123il3- 9 C E Willard 0011001111-6-76
Male saw-ba Club.

R B Organ 1122111211—10 J P Card 201101011 1—7
H C Beuchner 1100212011— 7 H Sloan 00122 ,2212-8

W P Mussey 2121111112-10 C S Wilcox . . . .1111 1 11012—

9

T Wilmarth 1121 11121-10 G Randall 1210012111-8

J Watson 111111 111- 10 W H HasKell. . .. 1x01202021-7-86
« Cumberland Club.

WMcFarland 1211110111— 9 McDonald 2212101111-9
JHaichinson 112u2l2ill— 9 J Heiland 1112010122—

8

C lioffm VD 0100121112- 7 H W Loveday. . 1202221110-S .

C D Gammon 111111111—10 G T Farmer . . . .0102^210-7
WLShepard 011112111—9 M J Eich 0112122210 8—84
Shoot No. 3, at Cum-erland Lodge, Aug. 17. Ten live birus,

Illinois State rules. Official Score:
Cumberland Club.

J M Hutchinson. . . .1 122213102- 9 C D Gammon. ..2122220211— 9

Jas Gardner 1221210 11— 9 J H Asnlev 1111111211—10
HWLovedav. . . .2120, ,001c— 7 W McFarland.. 1112220311—

9

W N Low ..." 222LL220- 9 Geo T Farmer. .L11211022— 9
WLSaepyard U1231i3i3—10 M J Eich 1131311101—9—90

Gr-ind t'alumet Heights Club.
ChasKern 2111211111—10 M F Hart 2200021210 -6
J J Gillespie lOnoOlOll- 6 VV H Hay ward . .1112201212—

9

U H Donnelly ....021121111.2-9 F A Place 21 1011211-9
F R Bissell 1211200030- 6 AF Llojd 3311103321-9

GI Mallette 0^-212102 - 8 CE Willard 1212111101—9-81
Mak-^au -ba Club.

Henry Sloan 222U02111-9 C B Dicks 1111121201—9

C S Wilcox lull000321—7 H C Beuchner. . .1120501012—7

W H Ha-kell QH0111221—8 Geo W Randall. .1101011110—

7

J P Card 0103210J10-5 VV P Mussey 2012211110—8

John Watson 11 12223122-8 R B Oman 1201 , 01111-8-76
Grand total- Cnm Deriand Gun r,lub257 averag- 85; Mak-saw-i,a

Shooting Club 240, average 82; Grand Calumet Heights Club 228,

average 76. •
.A < '

.

The Jenny and Graham tournament, at Grand Crossing, was
not very well attended, there hemg only 18 shooters entered in ihe
largest events Toe light ai tendance is due to various causes,

among others to the fact tfcat a uauaber of sporting events lell

due in Cnicago at about tha t date; out m-st of all, probably, to

the fact thai, 1 he tournament was not well advertised by its pro-
jectors. Mr. H. A. Penrose, of the Keystone Co., came on from
Corry Pa., to engineer ihe suooters at the traps, and Mr. .John
Gillespie was also in ch.irge of details on the grounds, but not
even two such men as these could overcome the difficulties above
named. The weather was very uufav.,raole also Such shooters
as attended, however, were satisfied, and were certainly well
treated. A better attendance next time. E. Hough.

WATSON'S PARK.—Grand Crossing, 111., Aug. 22.—Audubon
Ciub shoot for medal, 15 live pigeons, 5 ground traps, 80yds. boun-
dary, Illinois State, rules:

J E Price (32), . 101211110130211-12 Chas Kern (30).230201011111010-10
Wads«ortn(30)imi011U21212-14 C S Wilcox(29)til312121111222—15
WLShep'i'd<:-;0J121110221122101— 13 W W Foss 132) .01321110^31111-13
Wilcox wins ihe meoal.-RAVEi.KiGG.
Aug. °ih. -The gun club shoot at 10 jive pigeons, 5 ground traps,

30yds. rise and 80yds. boundary, for gold medal, Illinois State
rules:
McD tiff 2201110101- 7 Willard 2121212011— 9

Smith 111123021- 9 Ptece 2222020110— 7
Buechner 22002212-0- 7 Donald 2 22012210 - 8

Shep&rd 103111 121— 9 Patterson 20OO01100O— 3
Dr Ashley 1112)21321—10 Dicks 1221121121-10
Wadsworth HOlUlOll— 8
Dicks wins the medal, Asnley not being a member of the club.
Medal shoot at 20 Peor'a black hi rds:

Smith . . . .111 110010011001 11011-13 Willard. . . 11111111111111111000-17

Donald . . .011110100010 11101-13 Patlerson.OOOOOOOlOll-ttOlOOOfKIO- 2

Place lOOmillOlOlOOooOOO- 9

, Raveiauqg.
THE SOUTH SIDE GUN CLUB, Newark, N. J., will hold a

Blunt on La,.or Dav, SepL. 2, at 11 o'clock. All will be < lass shoot-
ing under club rules. Prizes divined 40 . 30, 20 and 10 per cent.
Targets three cents eac 1. Ammunition and luncn on hand. Ram
or shine. The club gronuds tire situated on New Jersey Railroad
avenue, near Lehigh Valley coal depot, and may be reached via
Pennsylvania Railroad, Emmet street station; Newark & New
York, Broad sfn et; and Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Rail-
road.-W, R. Hobakx, Sec'y.
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JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS GUN CLUB—Tbe regular monthly
shoot for tbe cup of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club took place,
as ordered by Giand Mogul and Master of the Situation '"Old

South Paw," on the grounds of the club, at Marion, on the 21st
inst.. arid was another very pleasant affair to tbe lew engaged
therein: and some extraordinary shooting was done. Tbev were
a fair lot of birds, very few refusing to spring at the falling of
the trap, but all the shooters bad their best caps on. and but a
few birds scaled the fence. Si eerier (Old Reliable Mo. 3) leads the
score wiih 24 dead birds out of 2a shot at, Hughes (Old Reliable
No. 1) IS out ol 21, Jones 21 out of 23, South Paw 18 out of 23, Lever-
ing 18 out of 21, Burdett was a little off, having many incomers,
missing 4 birds out of 16 shot at. Uuder ordinary circumstances
that would not be thought a had score, but it stood no show that
day when Dr. Levering—a duffer among the du ffers, whoso handi-
cap is but 23yds. (he insisted upon shooting with the others at 28)

and who had not shot a pigeon for over two years—came forward
and wrested the laurels from such old-timers as Hughes and
Siegler and the whole kit, killing his 16 birds straight; and had
not his 12-bore shells given out and he been obliged to take a 10-

bore aud a str nge gun for the last shot on the shoot-off, there is

no telling wliat his score tnignt have been. Moral—Always take
plenty of your own shells. The follow- ing is the score for the cup
(Buroett holding: it from last month), modified Hurlingham rules
(which we think are abominable). Jerry Maher referee and trap
puller:

Bu rd el t (27yds) ol00111-4 Siegler (29) 1111221—7
Hughes (28) 1H1I21—7 Jones (29) 1121212—7
Heritage (20) 1211010—5 Leveriug (23) 21012ol—

5

Hughes takes the cup, having made the best score, using the
second barrel but once.

First sweep, ties divided:
Jone3 1111—4 Heritage 1110—3
Siegler LU1—4 Hughes 1010—2

Second sweep:
Hughes 2111-4 Burdett 1111—4
Siegler 1111-4 Heritage 2211-4
Jones 1102—3 Levering 2121—4
Shoot off for first money, miss and out: Hughes and Siegler 2,

Burdett and Heritage 0, Levering 3, and wins first money amid
tne cheers of the crowd.

Third sweep:
Hughes olH-3 Siegler 1111-4
Jones 1121—4 Burdett ...21*2-3
Levering 2121-4 Heritage Ill 1-4
Shoot off: Heritage and Levering 2, Jones 3, Siegler 4 aud wins

first. There remaining a few good birds Jerry Maher bet three
bottles of lemon soda with South Paw that he would score three
birds in succession, and Jerry did it. Thus ended a pleasant day's
sport. 2, second barrel; o, dead out of bounds.—Jacobstaff.

FLORENCE, Mass., Aug. 20. -Norwood Gun Club, 25 single Key-
stones, 5 Keystone traps:

E E Harris 0010011101100110111010010-13

L Gavlor.... lilOllOlOOOOlOOWlltiOOlll—12
T T Cartwright 001001 lUinoOlO 1 1 1 001 1 01 10—12
H H Chilsou 0111001100000000010010011— 9
Z Foster U 10000000 1 10100011100000- 9
F Nuttleman 1111 OOlOOOOOOlOl 010101111-14
E Feiker lOlOlOOlOUOOOOOOllllOllOl-ll
Double rises:

Gay]or 00 01 01 11 00 11—6
Nuttleman , 00 01 10 11 00 00-4
Cartwright ...00 00 00 01 10 00-2
Practice:

Gavlor 1 10110010111100111101 0100-15
Cartwright lOomiiRuiOlOlOllOlOOlll—15
Chilsou 0110001011100110111100000-12

Feiker 10101011000 - 5
Foster.... 1100100110 —6
This was the first time the club have shot from 5 traps, which

accounts for the poor scores.
Match at 25 kingbirds, 5 traps:

T T Cartwright OillllllOllllOOOOOUlllOl-17

F WTwiss 0011000111111111011011011—17

L Gaylor 11011001 Oil 1001 1100111111- 17

Z Foster 1101 lOmiOllOimolOlOlO-17
C O Hams niOlOHOllllOlOlOOOl 11101-15
E Feiker 0010010111110010111011010—14

E E Davis 0100110110111001000011100—12
Double rises:

Gavlor 11 11 11 10 11-9 Twiss 10 01 10-3
C^ftwrieht 11 11 11 11 01—9 Nutttleman 10 10 10—3
Practice:

C O Hams 11111 — 5
Cartwright 1110011011 - 7
Nuttleman 001

1
mni n in< nHHOOOIOIO—13

Twiss 1001111110 —7
Davis llOHllOOOO - 4
Gavlor 0011101001 - 5
The club will use five Keystone traps at the tournament Aug.

27—KOSMOR.

WALNUT HILL, Aug. 21.—There was an unusually small at-
tendance at the range to-day. The weather conditions were good,
and some line scores were made, notably the clean score of 30
birds made in the gold coin match by W. E. Perry. Gold coin
match—15 clay birds and 15 keystone targets, keystone squad
system: • „

Clays. Keystones.
Perrv 111111111111111—15 1111 11111111111—15—30
Swift llllllllimill—15 111110111111100-12-27
Lee 110011111101111—12 101110111111101-12-24
Bowker 111110111011111 -13 111000111101111—11—24
Michols 101111111101001—11 011011010111111-11—22
Hammond lOlOlOOloiOllll— 9 01 111! 111111101—13—22
Perham 101110111110011-11 001110010001011— 7-18
Thomas 11010101 1 0 Wi tbdrew.
Hill 0011010111 Withdrew.
The following named were winners in the sweepstake events:

Six standard targets— Nichols and Switt 6, first; Hammond and
Perham 5, second. Ten keystone targets—Swift 5, first; Ham-
mond 4, second Six standard targets—Hammond tind Lee 6,

first; Swift and Nichols 5, second. Ten keystone targets—Nichols
9. first; Swift and Lee 8, second: Hammond and Bowker 7, third.
Ten clay pigeons, keystone system—Swift 10, first; Lee and Per-
ham 9, second; Bowker 8, third. Ten standard targets—Lee 10,

first: Nichols and Hammond 9, second; Swift 8, third. Ten key-
stone targets, keystone system—Bowker 9, first; Hammond and
Swift 8, Fecund; Michols 7, third. Ten standard targets—Nichols
9, first; Bowker, Hammond and Perham 8, second; Lee and Swift
7, third. Ten clay pigeons—Perbam and Nichols 9, first; Swift
and Perry 8, second; Bowker aud fcee 7, third. Ten standard
targets—llanimond 9. first; Bowker and Swift 8, second; Lee 7,

third. Five slandard targets, straightaway, 40 yards rise—Per-
ham and Lee 2, fiist; Bowker and Swift 1, second. Fifteen clay
birds, keystone system—Swift and Perry 15, first; Bowker 13,

second; Lee 12, third. Fifteenkeystone targets, keystoue system-
Perry 15, first; Hammond 13, second; Swift and Lee 12, third.
Seven Chicago lra pigeons-Swift 6, first; Perham 5, second; Lee
4, third. Ten slanaard targets—Swift 10, first; Nichols 7, second;
Thompson and Perham 6, third. Five Chicago tin pigeons—Perry
5. first; Hill 4, second. Ten clay pigeons—Swift and Perham 9,

first; Thompson 6, second; Hill 4, tbird. Five straightaway
standard targets, 40 yards rise—Perry 11000, first; Micnols 00100,

second. Five siiMightawav standard targets. 40 yards rise—
Michols 11000. first; Perry 00100, second. Five straightaway stand-
ard targets, 40 yards rise—Nichols 00110, first; Perry 00010, second.
The next shotgun competition Sept. 4.

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J., Aug. 17—The third live bird match
between S. B. Vandegrif t and Jack Faulkner on one side and
Geo. A. Muller and John Rothacker on the other side was shot
at the Inlet, the conditions of the match being SoO a side, 16 birds
each, 80yds. lise, Hurlingham rules, 50yds. boundary. The
weather was very fair for shooting and the shoot was witnessed
by at least 500 spectators; the birds, jwith the exception of a few.
very strong flyers. This was the deciding match, as each party
had one victory, but Faulkner and Vandegrift carried of the
honors, winning two out of three. Following is the correct score
of the shoot:
Vandegrif1011211201010011-10 Muller,. ..001210011002111—9

Faulkner. . 101212U1211112-14-24 Rothacker 11 1 211211010110—12—21

PARIS, Ky., Aug. 21—John Webb, Jr., and Robert C. Tucker
had a match shoot at the Maysville Bridge to-day for $20 a side,

100 clay-m'geons. Webb won the match by breaking 84 pigeons to
Tucker's 83. The following is the summary:
Tucker. ...1011 11110111001 i 01 11—15 Webb 11111111111111111111-20

1 11 11 101 1111 1 1 1 1 1101—IS 10111111111011111101-17
11111110010111111110-16 10111101111111110101-16
11101111011101110111-18 11100110111111116010-14
11011011111111111111-18 11110111110111110111-17
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BLAUVELTVTLLE, N. Y., Aug. 24.-The Spring Hill Gun Club
and visitors made the following scores this afternoon. Weather
perfect. All events 5 traps, 10 birds, angles, entrance 50 cents,
ties d'vided.
No. is

Allen 0111110101—7 Snedeker 0011000010—3
Lippe J 1001110101—6 Durvea 1000010100—3
Hathaway lllOlllllO—8 Barnard 0110010010-4
J J Blauvelt 1111011010—7 Post 1011110111-8'
E J Peck 1101111111-9 J Peck 1010011011—6
No. 2:

Allen 0111111101-8 Blauvelt 1111101100-7
Hathaway- 1111111011-9 Barnard 1010000111-4
E J Peck 0111011011-7 Post 1101 110011-7
Lippe 0101010011-5 Snedeker 0101011101-6
Duryea 0010000011-3 J Peck U110100U—

7

No. 3:

Allen 0011111111-8 Blauvelt 1110011001-5
Hathaway 1110111110-8 Post 1110111001—7
E J Peck 1111001110-7 J Peck 1HU01111-9
Duryea 1011110010-6 Snedeker 100101U000-3
No. 4:

Allen •011110011—8 J Peck 1111101011-8
Hathaway. 1111010111—8 Duryea 1100101011—6
E J Peck 1101111011—8 Snedeker 0010100100—3
No. 5:

Allen 1001111111-8 J Peck 0111111111-9
Hathaway 1111111011-9 Duryea 0101000011-4
E J Peck 0100m011-«
No. 6:

Allen 1111111010— 8 Durvea 0010010010- 3

Hathaway 1111101111- 9 Snedeker 0110100901— 4

E J Peck 1111111111-10 J Peck 0011011101— 6

WELLINGTON, Mass., Aug. 24.—Some two dozen gunners
faced the traps at the grounds of the Wellington Club to-day,
and some good shooting was done in the several matches. In the
silver pitcher match, at 8 clay pigeons and 7 blue rocks. Nichols
was the winner with 15 straight. The other scores in this match
were: Shumway 13, Bond 12, Stone, Melcher and Edwards 11,

Sanborn, Cowee, Chase and Warren 10, Bradstreet and Snow 9,

Chapin 8, Bradbury 6. In the merchandise badge match at 15

clay pigeons, Sanborn, Shumway, Bradstreet and Bond tied with
14 each, and in the shoot off Bond won. The other scores in this

match were: Bradbury 13, Chase, Chapin, Stone, Melcher and
Snow 12, Cowee, Warren and Porter 11, Webster 9. The winners
in the sweepstakes follow: First event, 5 clay pigeons—Chapin
and Melrher 4, French and Bradbury 3. Second event, 6 blue
rocks—Shumway and Chapin 5, Chase and Bradbury 4. Third
event, 10 clay pigeons—Chapin 9, French 8, Shutnwav and
Melcher 7. Fourth event, 5 clay pigeons—Chapin, Bradbury,
Sanborn and Porter 5, Melcher, Stone and Snow 4, Warren and
Webster 3, Bradstreet and Cowee 2. Fifth event, 6 blue rocks-
French 6, Chase 5. Sixth event, 6 blue rocks—Snow 6, Chapin
and Bond 5, Bradbury aud Everett 4, Warren 3. Seveuth event,
5 clay pigeons—Bond and Nichols 5, Shumway, Porler, Bradbury
and Melcher 4, Cowee 3. Webster 2. Eighth event, 7 blue rocks

—

Stone and Shumway 6, Bond 5, Bradbury, Edwards and Webster
4, Chapin aud Porter 3. Ninth event, 8 clay pigeons—Cowee,
Shumway, Bond and Edwards 7, Porter and Melcher 6, Sanborn
and Stone 5, Bradstreet aud Snow 4, Tenth event, 5 clay pigeons

—

Webster and Sanborn 5, Bradstreet and Snow 4, Cowee, Warren
and Chase 3, Porter 2. Eleventh event, 5 clay pigeons—Brad-
street 5, Chapin and Bond 4, Webster and Melcher 3, Stone 2.

Twelfth event, 6 blue rocks—Sanborn 6, Stone, Bond and Chase 5,

Edwards 4, Shumway 3. Thirteenth event, 6 blue rocks—Brad-
street and Yellowlegs 6, Chase 5. Warren, Porter, Everett, Bond
and Webster 4, Shumway and Homans 3; Fourteenth event, 10
clay pigeons—Sanborn and Edwards 10, Chapin and Bradstreet 9,

Bond, Nichols and Warren 8, Stone 7. Fifteenth event, 6 blue
rocks—Chapin 6, Bond 5. Sixteenth event, fi blue rocks—Cowee
6, Chase and Sanborn 5.

CINCINNATI, Aug. 20.—Bandle, Murphy and Ferris were nar-
rowly defeated by another aggregation of three at the East End
Club grounds to-day. The losers paid $50 to the winners, paid the
expenses of the match in full and banqueted the delegation, some
fifteen, at a prominent first-class Cincinnati restaurant on their
arrival in Cincinnati. The match was close and exciting, but
landed the men winners as follows:
Courtney.... 01 111 0101 1100U0010U111U1 111" )01 11011101101100110

YSvraoiise) 11 ol 1 000101 1 lnoop OolOl 1 1 11 1 111 1 1 11111 11 11 1 101 1111—71

E Taylor.. ...liniion loimoiiioiiiioiooioiimiiiioiooiimii
0111 1011 100111100110110 01111010001111111111101101-73

Cole . . . .1100111100 1 11 00111 10110001 1110U11101J 101001 1001 11
11101111101111011111111111110001110001110111111111—73—217

Al Bandle.. .00000111110110101110111110010011111010111101100111
11011 1 11101 0 1 0 1 1 1 1111101 1 0 1 1 100 1 mill 111! 1 1 1 01111—73

F Ferris .. ..001001111 11 1111 111 ! 0011.1 00 1.0 luOOOl 11 11 110001101011
10111111011110011111111110111000111111111111001110-71

G Murphy. .10001110110111 1111 1 01111101 1 lOllllOOlllOOOi 1110110
nooim i oiin ooioiioi liioi 1 1 iiin i oouioimiom—72—216

HUTCHINSON, Kan., Aug. 24.—The Hutchinson Gun Club held
their third quarterly shoot yesterday. The shooting was not up
to our regular average, as there was a stiff Kansas breeze blow-
ing over the traps, or what some Eastern shooters would call a
gale; and I believe we have the swiftest throwing traps in the
country, as I have seen nearly all the traps of the gun clubs in
this part of the country, and I have seen none to equal them yet;

and this fact, together with the wind, made it very difficult shoot-
ing. The race was a very interesting one from start to finish.

Mr. Fred Burslem, our gun dealer, won the trophy, with a very
creditable score, considering the condition of the weather. He
used a 12-bore Lefever, under 81bs., and smoked his birds in good
shape. One of the members, after missing three straight, was
heard remark, "I would like to see some of the experts break
86 out of 100 over these traps." Conditions of match, 50 single
bluerocks: Fred Burslem 38. J. T>. George 36, E. H. Young 35, Will
Allen 33, E. B. Holly 32, C. H. Menke 32, Miles Taylor 32, Wm.
Chamberlain 28. H. J. Winters 24. C. R. Dodds 17.

—

Shadt.

ROME, N. Y., Aug. 23.—The Rome Gun Club held its regular
weekly shoot at the Riverside Park to-day, and the following
scores were made in sweeps at 12 birds each, except the last, when
it was at 10:

ELBetson..." 10 1111 9 5 William Besley 9 6 .. 6

MRBlackman. ... 9 10 .. .. 10 George Hauk, Jr 9 10 10 10

J L Farquaharson., 8 6 P Smith 7 .. .. 2
MBKingsley 9 8 10 10 9 H O Tooker 6 9 6..
George Payne 4 4 HH Jones 9 9 6

E O Worden 8 10 ... . 8 Suits, Canastota 6 9 t

W P Walker 10 10.. .. 4 Roberts, Canastota 10 12 6

Messrs. Suits and Roberts, of Canastota, reported that the Can-
astota team could not meet the Romans to-day as intended. They
desired a postponement of the friendly shoot agreed upon until a
later day. Tins was granted.

N. Y. SUBURBAN SHOOTING GROUNDS—Claremont, N. J.

Aug. 24.—Shoot for Lefever trophy:
Jones 11 111111111111111010imi-23
Sigler 1111111111111111111111111—25

Johnson 0110101111111110111111111—22

Sweep No. 1; Jones 8, Sigler 10, Johnson 7, Apgar 7.

Sweep No. 2: Jones 9, Sigler 9, Johnson 4, Apgar 5, McNeill 3.

Sweep No. 3: Jones 8, Sigler 10, Johnson 5, Apgar 8.

Sweep No. 4: Jones 8, Sigler 10, Johnson 8. Apgar 8, McNeill 4.

Apgar second on shoot off.

Sweep No. 5: Jones 6, Sigler 6, Johnson 0. Johnson took money.
Sweep No. 7: Jones 6, Sigler 10, Johnson 9, Apgar 9. Johnson

took second on shoot off.

NEWARK, N. J.—The Southside Gun Club will hold a shoot on
the club grounds on Labor Day (Sept. 2), being at 10 A. M. Ten
events will be provided at the usual rates, and the prizes wiU be
divided into 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.

INDIANAPOLIS, Aug. 19.—There was a shooting match to-day
between Ed. Voris, of Crawfordsville, and George C. Beck, this

city, on which considerable money was wagered. The. terms of the
match called for 25 clay-pigeons, 18yds. rise; 25 live pigeons, 31yds.

rise; 25 English sparrows, 26s7ds. rise, and the score shows: (Hay-
pigeons, Beck 22, Voris 18; live pigeons, Beck 21, Voris 2.2; English
sparrows, Beck 25, Voris 22.

WORCESTER, Mass., Aug. 23.—The principal event at the
regular meet this week of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club was
the eighth contest for the Norcross trophy, which was secured
for the next two weeks by G. J. Rugg. In this contest each man
has a possible 30 clav-pigeons. The meet was at the ground oi

the club at Coal Mine Brook range. The work of each man in

detail follows: G. J. Rugg 29, C. B. Holden 27, W. R. Dean 26, E.

T. Smith. 26, W. E. Johnson 26, E. B. Burbank 26, W. L. Davis 26,

A. L. Gilman 25, F. M. Harris 25, M. D. Oilman 24, E. S. Knowles
2+, H. W. Webber 24, E. Welch 23, Geo. Sampson 23, F. F. Swan 22,

A. B. Franklin 22, C. H. Howe 20, Mr. Ames 20, H. D. Jourdan 19,

C. R. Holman 17, F. Forehand 17, J. C. Doherty 14, V. F. Prentice
15, H. Smith 13, Capt. E. A. Hams 5.

FODDE'S TOURNAMENT.— St. Louis, Aug. .24.—Please omit
live birds from announcement of my shoot and make it targets
exclusively.

—

Foddb.

ELMSFORD, N. Y., will have an amateur tournament at Key-
stones, Sept. 2—Thos. B. Ward, Manager.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication in the current issue. It Is particularly re-
quested that scores be sent us as early as possible.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION MEET.
TENTH ANNUAL.

Stave Island on the St. LaAvrence.

SECOND PAPER.

MONDAY, Aug. 19, P. M.—The combined race was called im-
mediately after dinner. No. 5 on programme, 1)4 miles

sail and Vyo, miles paddle, in half mile stretches. Twelve started
at 3:03:07; nine finished. Won by H. L. Quick, of Yor.kers, in
canoe Evangeline. 3:52:48, thus completing the course in 49m. 41s.,

the best time ever recorded. W. G. MaeKendrick was second
(3:51:04). Gage, Brazer, Goddard, Whitlock, Forrest, Eraser and
Masten followed in the order named. At times during the race
MaeKendrick led. Quick did the best work of the race on the last
half mile paddle. It was a hard race well contested all through.
No. 9, Tandem, half mile paddle, followed soon after the com-

bined race, four crews. MaeKendrick and Wright won with
single blades, Cartwright and Putnam came in second, double
blades. Torrance and Smitlie, single blades, third, and Quick and
Must en fourth, doubles.
No. 1. Paddling. Classes 2 and 3 decked, half mile, won by M. F.

Johnson, A. S. Putnam second, followed by Masteu and Cart-
wright.
No. 4. Paddling, Class 4, open, half mile, won by H.Wright.

Second and last J. MaeKendrick.
The upset paddling race (No.ll, 1 50yds.) was then called, although

it was after supper time, so as to get as much of the programme
worked off as possible. Won by Andrews, as usual, H. F. VI ac-
Keudrick second, Goddard third, Whitlock fourth. M. F.John-
son did not finish. Open canoes were given half a minute start.
Decked canoes won. This event wound up the racing for the day.
Six of the fifteen events were successfully worked off.

The big tent, erected for business meetings, etc., in the
orchard near the mess sheds, by order of the commodore and com-
mittee on camp site, suggested to L. W. Seavey a novel enter-

tainment, nothing more nor less than a full-fledged circus. The
idea was spleudidly carried out by him and his twenty or more
aids, and the show that was given this (Monday) evening will be
long remembered by all who saw it or took a part. There have
been camp-fireR at former meets, lantern parades on the water,
practical jokes, mock trials, songs, speeches, and many other
evening entertainments, but never before a circus, and a genuine
one, too. There was bareback riding, tight-rope walking, gym-
nastics, contortion acts, bar performances, tumbling, turning,
clown business, ringmaster, trick animals, heavy-weight lifting,

barrel-turning, handsprings, summersaults, wild men and wild
animals, a band, sawdust ring, Deadwood coach and all. The
circus was a success as an entertainment, and ten-cent admission
paid more than double the money expended in getting it up.
Mile, Jabberwock, in true circus-rider costume, mosquito-netting
dress and all—barring a heavy moustache—rode a*

-

farm-horse,
well tired out after a hard day's work. She (or he) was mounted
on a board platform tied on the coVs back over some canoe cush-
ions. The animal was led round the ring by two attendants, and
carefully stopped before the hoop-holders to give the lady time
to get comfortably through the paper and hand the ring back to
the attendant. The tight rope was easily walked by a daring
cauoeist, who put his balancing-pole over a rope stretched above
his head, and then fearlessly ventured forth. The entire pro-
gramme lasted over two hours and kept the large audience in fits

of laughter all the time. The costumes, although impromptu,
were clever, appropriate and often artistic. Rubber balls did
good service instead of iron ones for the giant to lift, as tbe latter
were not to be had. The show terminated with the taking of a
flash-light photograph of the interior of the big tent, audience,
baud, performers and all. The show was announced in some of
the local Canadian papers. On the Wednesday following Man-
ager Seavey received a letter from a young fellowm Toronto, who
applied for a position as tumbler in the circus, sending a letter
from a temperance society stating that he was of good character.
He evidently Pad been led to suppose that the circus was a per-
manent organization.
Tuesday, Aug. HO —Calm, No. 2. Paddling, Class 4, decked,

therefore first called. Twelve started and finished. Record race,
won by W. G. MaeKendrick (Mac), Cartwright (Ilex) seeond,
Colin Fraser (Cno) third. It was by far the best paddling race of
the meet, closely contested and exciting all through. No 10 then
followed, for club fours, LTbique vs. Toronto, James MaeKendrick
and his three sons won. Wright, Shaw, Tulgie and Mason, of
Toronto, however, fought every inch of the way and lapped the
Ubique boat at the finish, where a foul occurred and the Toronto
crew were swamped, Shaw having quite a narrow escape. He
was so exhausted that he sank at once when the canoe went down.
His companions grabbed him, and kept him afloat till assistance
arrived. This ended the morning's racing.
The trophy sailing race was called first after dinner, as a light

breeze had sprung up which promised to stay. Start was made
at 3:35. The twelve who earned t aeir right to race were: Dr. J.

A. Gage, Ford Jones. R. F. Broyer. W. G. MaeKendrick, Paul
Butler, B. W. Wood, R. W. Bailey, F. T. Walsh, W. Whitlock, C.
B. Vaux, F. F. Andrews and Colin Fraser. Forrest won place U
in Monday's race, but was ruled out tor fouling Whitlock. The
three invited to compete were Forrest, Douglas (who was 14 on
the trial race) and Goddard, who had been upset in the first race
by a canoe which fouled him. The wind held light throughout
the race. The course was sailed to port There was no tacking,
as the canoes could lay a true course on every leg of the triangle.
Dimple was the only canoe having to make a tack in the entire
race.
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Order in which canoers completed each round:

Jones 3 3 3
Butler 5 4 4
Douelas 2 2 2
MacKendrick

4
5 5

Goddard.... 7 0 6
Gage 10 9 7
Brazcr

8

8 8
Fraser

8

10 10
Andrews 12 13 11

Walsh 14 14 13
Vaux 13 12 13
Forrest 11 11 14
Bailey 1 1 1
Wood 9 7 9
Wbitlock 15 15 15

1st. 2d. 3d. 4th. 5th. Finish.

40

9

5 15
5 16

5 17
5 17
5 18
5 18
5 20
5 21
5 21

10

11 11 5 2'

1:.* 12 5 3
Tiller broke.
Dropped out.
Dropped out.

Time of winner over the course, lh. 40m. 40s.
Cannuck. the winning boat, was the only one in the race carry-

ing standing sails. Nearly all used deck seats.
No. 13. Upset sailing race was called directly after the trophy.

Six starters. Andrews righted his canoe first but had too much
water in to compete with Goddard's canoe Blanche, which has
the cockpit all fenced in. Blanche won by half a leugth, An-
drews second. Forrest, could not right Dimple after the upset
owing to the very large sails he carried holding so much water
that they outweighed him. Douglas, too, had to be towed ashore.
The Central Division held their business meeting right after

supper, Yice-Com. Huntington in the chair. Geo. A. Warder,
Springfield, O., (the original Jabber) was elected Vice-Commo-
dore, aud James Shiras, Cincinnati, O., Purser. Both these gen-
tlemen are also members of the Western Canoe Association. Mr.
Warder suggested that the Central Division hold their meet next
July on Ballast Island, with the W.C.A. This idea met with
great favor, nothing was passed formally however till time is
given for a conference. The other officers elected were: Rear-
Corn. Mr. E. L. French of Buffalo, and Ex.-Com., Member, J, S.
Wardwell, Rome, N. Y. The proposed amendment to allow 50
members to form a Division (instead of 100, as now written), was
sat down on pretty hard, and the members of the executive com-
mittee A.C.A. present were instructed to vote against it if it
was proposed at the annual A.C.A. meeting Wednesday evening.
The Northern Division also held a business meeting and elected

the following ticket: W. J. White, Vice-Corn., Montreal; W. J.
Read, Reur-Com., Bobcaygeon; Chas. M. Whitlaw, Purser, Mon-
treal; D. B. Jaques, Ex. Com. Mem., Toronto. After several bal-
lots had been cast for the different places suggested for holding
the meet—and a hot discussion indulged in—Lake of the Two
Mountains, near Montreal, St. Lawrence River, was chosen.
Wednesday, Aug. 20.—The cruising race, No. 14, was set for this

morning, but a gale of wind prevented it being called. The
special Barney cup race, and the special Northern Division cup
race were also postponed. No. 8, championship (trophy) paddling
race was called. Torrance, Smillie, Johnson, Putnam, Wright
and MacKendrick were eligible for it, from the results of the
record races. MacKendrick did not enter. Johnson won, Put-
nam second, Torrance third.
A protest was made by Mr. Torrance, of Brockvilie, against

Messrs. Johnson and Putnam, on the ground that the canoes
used by them in the championship paddling were not in accord-
ance with the rule. The two canoes were mere shells, built of
}^in. planking and weighing but 351bs. each. They were decked
with stuff little thicker than veneering and equipped with ridicu-
lous substitutes for centerboards and rudders, with mast holes
too small to carry a reasonably strong spar. The decision of the
regatta committe was as follows:

The regatta committee unanimously declare Messrs. Johnson
andPutuam ruled outof Race No. 8, as theircanoes do not comply
with the conditions regulating such race, their boats not being
properly equipped sailing canoes. This ruling also applies to all
other races in which these gentlemen took part. D. B. Jaqttes.

(Signed) R. W. Bailey.
E. L. French.

Thus the honor flag was awarded to Torrance.
A subscription has been started to provide a cup for a paddling

trophy, to be a perpetual challenge trophy to be raced for under
aucn conditions as the committee my impose. Messrs. Gibson and
Wbitlock will receive subscriptions.
ToiTance won the hurry-scurry (No. 12), with Douglas secoud.

Toronto and Brockvilie had a tug-of-war. Brockvilie won first
heat; Toronto won second and third.
At the meeting of the Executive Committee in the evening

Mr. Henry Stanton, of New- York, was elected Commodore
for 1890, and Mr. F. L. Dunnell, of Brooklyn, was elected Secre-
tary-Treasurer. The quest iou of a meeting place for next year,
within the Atlantic division, was informally discussed, and a
site on the north shore of Long Island, probably Oyster Bay, was
recommended as the most desirable. The idea of a salt-water
meet near New Y'orkciiy was received with enthusiasm by the
Canadian members, and a large attendance is promised. Dr.
Gage calhd attention to the need of a change in the record sys-
tem, recommending that canoes must start in all three of the
record races in order to win a prize. This suggestion was very
favorably received, and will probably be acted upon.
After the meeting a large camp-fire was lighted and kept up

until a late hour, the banjoes, guitars and a mandolin furnishing
good music.
For the first time the record was made up as early as Wednes-

day night, thanks to the untiring industrv of the "clerk of the
course, Mr. David A. Poe, of Montreal. The full list is as fol-
lows:

RECORD 1889.

Name. Canoe. Points.
L W. G. McKendrick Mac 37 837
2. J. A. Gage Owl ","

24 478
8. R. F. Brazier Ellida ['.23i79
4. H. L Quick isvangeline 20.242
5. Colin Eraser Una. . . \ m \\ 10.674

D. S. Goddard Blanche 15 523Wm. Wbitlock Cyrus 15(te7
Paul Butler Fly '. "12.887
M.F.Johnson 10 000

£-T*
orrance .'.'..'"uXOOO

H- Wright 10.000
Ford J ones Cannuck 9 050
J. W. Carvwrignt Ilea uah()
F. T.Walsh.... Wasp '"

'

8 574
B. VV. Wood Wood 8 2B8
R. W. Bailey Notus rm
G. C. Dempsey Drift 7 0l 6
C. B. Vaux Atom . .

' 6 882
F. F.Andrews Hornet 5*538
G. P. Douglas Nenemouska 5 bii
A. F. Putnam Mad Cap "5*500
J smiiiie.... 5500
J. W . Morse Gwen 5 493
G. C. Forrest Dimple 3 ' 5008
T. McCaun Hakeiy Lass 4 806
D. B. Jaques Hyla.. &.?68
Cnas. Archibald Mab 3 422
H. S. Rogers- X X 3 076
2- Ma^en Alpha 3.000
C. f . Walters Sofronla 2 730
G. W. Huagles. Hero ." £o84
Geo. A. Warder It 2u38
W. S. Lister Bat „ 1692
R. W.Baldwin Irene '

D Strickland
{-"joo

J. MacKendrick 10U0

Thursday brought a change of weather that promised to be per-manent, clear skies and a warm sun. The first race called wasEvent 14, sailing cruising race; the course being shortened from
six to three miles. Tne start, was made with sails on deck, and at
the end of the first round they were lowered and hoisted again
The tour starters were:

1st Round. 2d Round.
Evangeline H L Quick Yonkers. .10 29 09 10 52 37
gl,la ^ J^<1U ??- • ' --Toronto ..10 32 52 10 58 23
Mac... WG MacKendrick.. ruronto ..10 36 09 11 01 27
Inez 3d DA Poe Montreal. 10 39 05 Withdrew.

Mac capsized on first round but righted and finished the race
The next race was for the Pecowsic Cup, a large and handsome

vase of burnished copper, made by Gr..nberry & Co., of New
York, and presented by Mr. Barney in memory of nis son, the
late George M. Barney. The cup must be sailed for at each
innual meet until won twice by the same man. The winner of
the A. C. A. trophy not being eligible for tnis race. The distance
was set at six miles, but for this first race was reduced to three.
Fhe summary was:

111 27 (10

10 at so
10 33 40
10 34 4(1

10 32 15
10 42 15
10 39 40
10 38 10
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

10 46 45
10 55 00
10 58 15
10 58 00
10 56 00
11 08 00
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

11 15 00
U 16 08
11 16 45
11 19 30
11 19 40
11 35 00

1st Round. 2d Round.
Cyrus Wm. Wbitlock Brooklyn.. .U 53 37 12 13 15
Owl J. A. Gage Vesper 11 53 23 12 16 29
Blanche D. S. Goddard Vesper 11 55 17 12 15 30
Alpha E. Masten Yonkers. . ..11 56 55 12 16 46
Nenemooska. G. P. Douglas Ianthe 11 56 00 12 17 30
Drifl J. C. Dempsey Vesper .11 59 48 12 23 26
Uuo Colin Fraser Ubique 12 01 28 12 24 20
Fly .. ...Paul Butler Vesper 11 54 11 12 25 21
Mac VV. G. MacKendrick.Ubique Broke rudder.
Chum H. M. MaaKendrick. Ubique Capsized at start.XX H. Rogers Pet erboro.. Capsized.
Evangeline.. H. L. Quick Yonkers. .. .Mast step hrnke.
Ellida. R. S. Br- zer Vesper Sleering gear broke
Cyrus mistook the flags at the starting liue and did not cross

properlv, so the cup goes to Owl. Owl sailed her last leg, a reach,
with her well full of water. Nearly every boat which finished
capsized during the race, but was righted by her crew and con-
tinued.
A special race, paddling, with turn, for a Brough centerboard,

presented by the maker, was won by A. Smillie, tit Brockvilie,
with A. Torrance, also of Brockvilie, second, out of four starters.
The day's racing finished with canoe gymnastics, Mr. Forrest
taking the prize.
The general meeting of the Association was held in the after-

noon, the prizes being presented by the ladies from Squaw Point.
The result of the election of officers was publicly announced. The
evening was given up to a camp-fire, the ladies being present.
Friday was also clear and bright, and though many were pre-

paring to leave, the Northern Division race for the Orillia cup
was called with 10 starters, the summary being:

IstR'nd. 2dR'nd. 3dR'nd. 4thR'nd.
Uno. . . Colin Fraser 10 08 00
Hyla .D. B. Jacques 10 10 05
Mab.... Chas. Archibald. . ..10 11 00
Mac... W.G.MacKendricklO 12 15
Levite . W. Lee 10 10 00
Inez 3..D. A. Poe 10 15 no
Grebe.. A. H. Mason 10 13 15
Petrel..G. E. Sparrow 10 14 00
Dixie. ..H. B. Tillie 10 17 00
Isabel.. Robt. Tyson 10 17 30

Chum was entered, but again capsized at start. Mac's deck
seat broke and dropped the crew into the drink, but. did not cap-
size, so he climbed aboard and continued. Uno capsized on third
round, but righted, and won. She is better known as Dawn, an
old racer.
The. prize, for the best canoe cooking kit was awarded to James

Cart wright, of the Puritan C. C, the other contestants being
Messrs. Scott, Quick. Poe, Wilkin, Rice and Judge Dartne.il.
A large number left camp at noon, and in the evening only

about fifty were left in the main and ladies' camp, most, of these
leaving on Saturday. The weather, cooler than usual and with a
great deal of rain, was very different from that of the three years
at Grindstone, but the meet was a success in spite of such a seri-
ous drawback.

ENTRIES RECORDED FOR SAILING RACES.
No. on
Sail. Name. A.C.A.No. Canoe.
i W. G. Mac Kendrick .... 995 ... . Mac . .

.

2 H. G. MacKendrick 957.

.

3....Coliu Fraser 284..

4.... Will H. Fraser 740..

5....W. F. Lees 1501.
6 ..Ford Jones 869..

7....D. B. Jaques 990..

8. . . J. Wilton Morse 1536.

.

D. A. Poe 1345.

W. J. Read 1454.

W. A. Smith 1306.

H. J.Tulley 1561.
M.J.Collins . ..1364..

T. McCamus 1394.

,

Geo. Sparrow 1404.

J. Wilson .

Sob*. Baldwin 86.

Bobt. Tyson 66.

A. Macgacban 991.

A. H. Mason 903.

Geo. P. Douglas 1239..

Reade VV. Bailey. 240
Everett Masten 1291
H. L. Quick 1217..

W. IS. Pentz 1046.

.

B. W. Wood (W.C.A.)..
J. W. Cartwright 1484.
Paul Butler...' 754.

J. A. Gage 1303.
D. S. Goddard 1093.
R. F. Brazer 1302.
Chas. Archibald .

C. Bowyer Vaux 33.

A. S. Putnam 1033..
Wm. Wbitlock 35.

G. W. Ruggles 804.
A. R. Post 1396..
G. C. Forrest 1065. . . . Dimple Hartford.
Geo. C. Dempsy 1321.... Drift Vesper.
F. F. Walsh 1323. . . . Wasp Vesper.
Geo. A. Warder 1141. . . .It Jabberwock.
H. S.Rogers 539. ...XX Peterboro.
II. M. Stewart 458 ... Marie
C.F.Walters 798. . . .Sofronia. , ..Rochester.
W. S. Lister 1071. . . .Bat Lakefield.
F. F. Andrews 271. . . .Hornet Rochester.

Club.
Toronto.

.Chum Toronto.
..Una Toronto.
..Beaver Toronto.

. . . Lerites. Ubique.
. .Cannuck Brockvilie.
..Hyla Toronto.
. . Gweu Ogdensburgh.
...Inez Montreal.
. . . Effa Bobcavgeon.
.. Erie
..Dixie
. .Little Bob. . . Bobcaygeon.
. . Rakehy Lass. Bobcaygeon.
. . Petrel Toronto.
..Iola

• Irene Ottawa.
. .Isabel Toronto.
...Kate Lindsay.

- . Cube Toronto.
.Nenemooska Ianthe.

. . Notus Pittsburgh.

..Alpha Yonkers.

.. Evangeline .. Yon kers.
. .Molly Knickerbocker.
..Wood Tippy.
..lies Puritan.
..Fly Vesper.
..Owl Vesper.
.

.
Blanche Vesper.

..Ellida,. . ...Vesper.

..Mab
. . Atom New York.
. .Mad Cap Worcester.
Cyrus Brooklyn.

. . Hero Rochester,
-Ixion Ogdensburgh.

BAYONNE, N. J., Aug. 19.-We intend holding our regular
regatta on Sept. 7, in front of our boat house at Baynnne, and
have added a tandem canoe race, open to all, over a one-mile
course straighta way. Gold medals will begivtn to winning boat.
Entries close one week before regatta.—Regatta Com. B. R. &
A. A., per C. H. ^ook, Sec'y.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlantic Division: Arthur LaMotte,
Delaware: F. L. Metcalf, New York.

"West- India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard,'" By
Everett Hay]en, U. S. Hydrographic Office. Large quarto, with -23

lithographic plates. Price $1. Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 1888, with practical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; im of ml at sea, etc.

FIXTURES.
August.

Cedar Point. 81. Chelsea, Club.
Beverly, Marbleh'd, 1st Open 31. West Lynn, 2d Cham., Lynn.
Stppican, Club, Marion. 31. So. Bos'on, Mass., Cham.
Hull, Cham. Sail-Off. Sail off, City Point.
Quyncy, 3d. Cham. 31. R. Can., 20ft. Class, Toronto.
L. Y. R. A„ Oswego.

September.
Lynn, Open, Lynn. 14. Hamilton, 20ft. Class.
Beverly, Mon.Beach,2d Open 14. Chelsea, Club.
Corinthian, Marblehead. 14. West Lynn, Sail-off, Lynn.
New York Y. R. A., Open. 14. Marine and Field Club, Re-
Dorehester, Open, Club. gatta.
So. Boston, Mosq , Open.Citv 16. Dorchester, Open, Club.

Point. 16. Quaker City, Open.
Buffalo, 3d Class. Buffalo. 17. Morgan Cups, Newport.
New Ha* en. Ladies' Day. 18. Windward. RuffleBar.
Hull, 9th Open. 18. Morgan Cups, Newport, 40ft.
Beverly, Marblehead, 3d Cup Class.
Larchmont, Fall Annual. 19. Rogers Cups, Newport, 30ft.
Hamilton, Uruise. ' Class.
Miramiehi, Miller and Call 21. Hamilton, 25ft. Class.
Cups. 21. Beverly, Marbleh'd. Sail Off.

R. Can., Prince of Wales and 21. R. Can., Cruising, Toronto.
Lansdowne Cups, Toronto. 25. Windward, Ruffle Bar.

Windward, Ruffle Bar. 26. Cedar Point.
Beverly, Mon. Beacn, 3d Buz. 28. Lynn, Club, Lynn.
Bay. 28. Buffalo, Club, Buffalo.

Monatiquot, Open, Ft. Point 28. West Lynn, Sweeps, Lvnn.
R. Can., 25ft, Class, Toronto. 28. Larchmont, Special, 40ft.
Corinthian, Marblehead. 29. Detroit.
Lynn, Club, Lynn. 30. Quaker City, Review and
American, Open to all boats Cruise,
on Merrimac River.

THE PLAINT OF THE SINGLEH ANDER.
AH, woe is me, and, ah. woe is me,

And sad is my dreadful lot;
For, like the tar of tbe Nancy brig,
I'm crew of a young man's yacht.

At daylight's dawn I the whole crew am,
And i holystone the deck;

I scrub, and scrub, and rub, and rub.
Till of dirt there's ne'er a speck.

Then I put on an apron and cap,
And, lo and behold, I'm a cook;

Though what. 1 don't know about such things
Would fill an enormous book.

And after that tbe first mate I am,
And report to my cap'n bold.

Arrayed in my togs of navy olue,
With buttons of shining gold.

I've got "Defiance" writ on my cap,
For that's the name of the yacht;

But I nurse defianc e in my soul,
For such is my dreadful lot.

The jolly crew of the eap'ain's gig
Is uext in my line of parts.

And I rows the captain safe ashore.
Then back to the ship I darts.

And so it goes from morn till night,
Till my brain is all at sea;

And I sometimes has to stop and think
To find out just who I be.

—George D. Sutton, in Puck-

THE CORINTHIAN RACES.
MARBLEHEAD, Aug. 24.—The first races of the midsummer

series o the Corinthian Y. C. were sailed in light and flukvwmds and calms. Raiu fell all the morning. The start, was Postponed until noon, when it cleared up a trifle, and a light windcame in from the northeast. When the yachts were half wayover the course tbe wind died away entirely and for a time the
yachts floated about in a dead calm. Only the 40 and 27ft classes
finished, and Minerva had only twenty-three seconds to spare be-
fore the time limit was up. w™* ul-

The races included those for the Weld cup for 40-footers. bestthree to five, Chiquita having already won a leg. A race for 30
footers for a cup valued at 8125. given by a club member,' and in
addition a cup of the value of §100, offered by Saracen's crew for
the ,»0tt. yacht making the best average in the three races for itSaracen barred was also sailed The Corinthian Y. C. also
offered a cup of the value of f100 for the yachts =loons and
cxH-tersof the Corinthian club of 21 and not over 27ft." The course
for the 30 and 40-footers was from a line between the judges' boatand Marblehead Rock; thence to a mark boat, eight mills south-
east, ihrec

{
quarters south leaving. it on the starboard; thence toGraves Whistl ng Buoy, leaving it on the starboard: thence tothe starting point; distance 24 nautical miles. The smaller' classrounded the first mark and return, distance 18 miles

d

The yachts were timed around tne mark as follows:
Minerva. 2 01 00 Chiquita.. > 04 COTomahawk 2 01 30 Alice ........ 2 13 oo
After turning the mark light sails were set and a long driftingmatch took place to the Graves On rounding the second markthe wind increased to a good sailing breeze and the yachts madefair time home.. They were led by the Minerva. The little.cutterincreased the distance between herself and the rest of the fleetand finished some seven minutes in advance of her nearest riv-i

I

Just after the slur, of the forties, the 30ft. class was sent away'Saracen obtained the advantage and was followed by SharkKathleen, Harbinger, Union and Crystal in the order namedboon after the start Kathleen pushed to the front and obtained agood leading position Had the wind held she would have finished
first without doubt. Shark was second at the time, with Saracenjust behind As they could not finish before the time«m1t;lerace in that class was declared off.

lJJO

The whistle for the start of the. 27ft. class was blown it 19-ir-w
The yachts crossed the line as follows:

12.40:30.

Wanda 12 41 00 Mopsa i2 49 noAgnes 12 41 30 Posy \% % Y°
Siva 12 41 45 lone if 19 Sfi
Swordfish 12 41 45

U 42 30

In this class Swordfish was the first yacht to turn tbe outermark and she was followed by lone 6m. later. Moosa was insbehind, and the others were well to the rear. The yachts helda good wind home, and Swordfish on the run increased her leadand crossed tne line many minutes ahead of the class. Followl™
is the summary: *uno«ing

EORTV-FOOT CLASS.

Minerva, C.H. Tweed
L
.ffi

n
'

E
6
laftd ' Co?™ted.

Tomahawk, E. D. Morgan 48.68 6 07 04 k 07 ru
Chiquita, A. Hemenway .....46,88 6 12 41 6 10 11
Alice, P. D. Wheatland 46.35 6 18 50 6 15 41

u T r, x,
TWENTY-SEVEN- FOOT CLASS.

Swordhsb, J. B. Paine 81. 06 4 ia 04. 1 or au
Posv, R. G. Hunt j» 07 4 38 37 j ^ ?o
lone, J. B. Poyen 30 08 4 r, 08 1 1? n
Agnes, W E Cummmings M J . I 1 $ fMopsa, C. F, Lyman XT .*f" *a

Siva and Wanda vfimes not tlken.
^ meaS '

Aug- ^.-The wind was blowing fully twenty miles an hour a c
th.e time of the.srart, and the judges decided toS the boats towindward, making the course ten miles towindward andEThe Xara, under the management of Capt. Tom Sloan^ late of theGorilla and Liris, was first to cross the line, followed by theTomahawk, Minerva, Pappoose, Chiquita, Gorilla, and Alice TheMinerva had only just got under way when she lost her bowspritand a few minutes later the Tomahawk lost her throat hTMVxlami tore away her main sheet block, withdrawing from fee raceThe Xara, which carried a 1 her lower sails and worW oosaiVmade rapid work-Of it at first. She tVked to bSSSSSSSand was obliged to keep off, when the Chiquita hernearesTcom
petitor. passed her r,o windward. 4

'
nearest com-

At 11:15 the 30-footers were sent away the On no rwi „at
aoat Harbinger taking the lead, foliowed^losely by\he Kath-leen,Mignon

,
Saracen and Shark. Just after passing Wh£w£fRock the Kathleen went by the Harbinger, and soon after theSaracen took- second place. Then the Sbark passed the Cane Cod

boats, and the Harbinger and Mignon were left to fi-h t fx cmAt 11:20 the 27-foot class got away, with the Poly Wing, thelone and Agnes a little way behind, and the Swordfish, Moon-dyne, Wanda, Echo ard Madge following. The lone took tbe
lead and did some fine windward work, outpointingTe fleet At
11:21 the Chiquita tacked to starboard, followed by the Pappoose
a minute later. 1 he Gorilla followed suit, goine just tcfleeward
of the Kathleen, which was then leading tbe 3»S r I

"

o'clock the Chiquita had tbe lead, with the GonliaXar'a Pangoose and Alice following. They turned the outer mark as foU

Chiqulta 1 21 12 Xara.'. . . 1 .>= no
Gorilla. ... 1 23 29 Pappoose 1 31 jsj

In the meantime the 30-footers were nearine the mnH- &tn.
the Kathleen ahead a half mile, and they turned as follows:'
Kathleen 1 86 39 Harbinger. .... i 47 m& :::::::;•;} 2 Si

M*"°" .:~"im

it having been housed, but it had swelled so that it would notmove, and she was obliged to give up the attempt. On the runhome the
.

Chiquita held the lead, and finished It 2:12:807 The
Gorilla gained on t he Xara and Pappoo.se, and passed them, finish-ing at 2:14:28, the Xara coming in next at 2:17:43, and the Pappoose
at 2:^'4:lb. Alice d.d no' hmsli.
Of the SOiiootera t he Saracen cut down the lead of the Kathleen.

T% l~%ba&?>*
,

made a galn ot
,

on
S
milwe. The Kathleen finished

at 2:d7:03, and the Waraeen at 2:59:30.
Tne lone was the nrst to finish of the 27-footers, with nlentv of

time to spare, the Swordfish finishing 7M minutes later
The race was intensely interesting tn-oughoui, tne wind hold-ing good. Ihe Posy lost a man overboard, and, after rescuinihim, put into Gloucester. Following is the summary

EORTY-EOOTEKS.

r<n,-„„{f„ Elapsed. Corrected.Chiquita 3 22 39 3 20 34
Gorilla 3 24 38 3 24 08

7>
al'a 3 27 45 3 25 08

Pappoose , .....3 34 16 3 27 38
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THIRTY- FOOTERS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Kathleen 3 4a 45 3 12 21

Saracen 3 44 03 3 42 27
Shark ....3 49 56 3 47 50

Mr'gnon 3 58 09 3 51 27
Harbinger 3 54 22 3 48 46

TWENTY-SEVEN- FOOTERS.
lone 2 42 07 2 36 24
Sword fish 2 50 33 2 43 84
Wanda ..3 01 37 2 42 41

Moondyne 8. 53.32 2 43 51

Posy, Echo, Madge and Agnes did not liuish.

Aug. $6--The 30 and 40-footers sailed over the triangular course
formed by Mar'olehead Roc*. Graves Whistling Buoy and the
markboat; distance twenty-four nautical miles. The 27ft. class
sailed sixteen miles out lo the first mark and return.
The wind at the start was strong from the northeast, but

shifted to the east ward as the day advanced. It was a day of
accidents, and before the first, mark had. been reached half the
fleet was disabled. It was not the wind, but the bad sea that,

caused the mishaps. About twenty minutes after the start a big
wave struck tne fleet, and away went the Gorilla's topmast, snap-
ping off about four feet above tbe masthead and disabling the
yacht.
Five miles from tbe start the Xara was holding a leading posi-

tion, Pappoose heing second and Cbiquita third. Heavy seas
were met and three more boats were disabled. The spreader of
Xara broke and left no support for her topmast. She lowered her
olubioptail and bravely continued the race, but having no show
tor a position withdrew after rounding the first siakehoat.
The Minerva was the next to meet with an accident. Her port

rigging was carried away, but the quick work of iter trained ciew
saved her topmast. This set the Minerva back to last place.
Just then the spreader on the Alice broke, and, although she kept
on in the race, she was badly handicapped.
During these exciting scenes the Pappoose had gone to the fore

and the boats rounded the first mark as follows;
Pappoose . 12 10 38 Xara 12 13 20
Cbiquita 18 11 19 Tomahawk 12 12 25
Minerva 12 12 09 Alice 12 18 36
In the run to the Graves the wind shifted to the eastward and

balloon ,iibs were set. The boats with larger sails drew up on the
Pappoose, and the Minerva passed her about a mile from the first

stakeboat. The time at the second mark wao:
Minerva 1 30 57 Tomahawk 132 22

Pappoose 1 31 17 Alice 1 38 09

Chiquita 1 31 25
The ] at t leg was a beat home, and the Minerva again showed

her superiority ovtr the American boats, and finished an easy
wiuner. The "Pappoose slipped into second place by corrected
time.
The 30-footers crossed tbe line in this order: Saracen, Harbin-

ger, Kathleen, Shark and Mignon. Saracen led the fleet over tbe
course. The bad luck of the dav struck Shark, and her mast
broke lOf l above tbe deck. Slit saved her sails, and lashing uer
clubtopsad to tbe stump of tbe mast, put back to the harbor.
After turning the stake the Mignon and the Kathleen drew up
toward the front and passed tue Harbinger. On the windward
work the New York boat, ihe Kathleen, immediately began to

show her power ano took the lead of her class, but she did not get
out of htr time alio .vance, ana, alt ough sue finished first, she
was 'beaten on corrected t-rue by tbe Saracen and the Mignon.
Tbe small boats ot the 27f>. class had a nard time in tne choppy

sea, but were generally well handled. lone and aiva were dis-

abled and withdrew. Tin summary is as follows:

FORTY -FOOT fXASS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Minerva. C. H. Tweed 3 57 11 3 53 15
Pappoose, Bayard Thayer 4 07 29 3 57 29

Tomahawk, E. D. Morgan 4 01 53 4 01 53

Chmuita, A. Hemeuwav 4 05 12 4 tti 01

Alice, O. A. Prince 4 11 52 4 07 58

Xara, James Means Disabled.
Go'iiiia, li. P. Carroll Disabled.

THIRTY-FOOT CLASS.
Saracen, W. P Fowle 4 23 07 4 20 36

Mignon, H. Rabson 4 30 30 4 22 28

Ratblern, W. Wmtluck 4 u.2 18 4 22 40

Harbinger, ,1. H. Hooper 4 33 28 4 23 21

Shark, Morton Prince Disabled.
TWEXTV-SF.VES FOOT CLASS.

Sword fish, J. B. Paine 3 10 21 3 07 03
Mcpsa 3 14 14 3 07 58

Moondyne. Shaw Brothers 3 55 87 3 23 16

lone, J. S. Perrin. .Disabled.
Siva Disabled.
The result of to-dav's race makes a tie between Minerva and

Cbiquita for tbe Weld Cup. Sword fish wins tne Corinthian cup
iu the 27ft. class. Sai acen and Kathleen are tied in the 30fi. class,

unless the pr. test of yesterday is decided in favor of Saracen, in

winch case Saracen will get the cup.

BEVERLY Y. C.

THE 151st race, third open sweeps, was sailed at Monument
Beach, Aug. 24, in a light i.orthea.der.

The day open, d witb a dead calm, which prevented Climax in

first class and Hera (late Creole) in third class from arriving in
lime to si art.
The boats got off in a light northeasterly air, which increased

till there was a decent breeze at the finish.

Sirius, in first class, had an easy time in beating Mai tie with her
short rig. Tbe second class brought out < hampion Mi?t, her old
comr etitor Wildcat, Fau.t, from Fall River, Gymnote, Thyra and
Widgeon, a new boat just completed by Dunn for Mr. Williams.
The latti r's sail, just received from tbe saiJmaker, bad a tight
cloth in it, was baggy, and did not do her justice.

On tbe run down the boats bunched up. Coming home it was
close v\o>k among the leaders. Widgeon did very well, while
Wildcat be^L th m all, and Mist was unable to hold either of the
leade. s. Gymnote broke racks and lost by it.

In the third class, Daisy, with her big rig, fairly beat Eina,
gaining steadily »ll over the course, though in the last three miles,
whenitbieeztd up a little, she only gained Us.
Result of races so far shows that in a breeze Eina is easily first

in her class, hut in a light, air Daisy, with her large rig, can beat
her right along. Summary as follows:
Courses: First and second classes, leaving B Buoy 3, Scraggy

Neck Buoy and Bird Island Buoy on starboard and return; 11

miles. Third and fourth classes, leaving B Buoy 3, Abial's Ledge
Buov, judge's boat and B Buoy 3 on starboard and return: 8 miles.
Wind N.E., light.

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected

Sirius, M. N. Bray, B.Y.C 26 07 2 38 13 2 26 56
Mattie, H. Stockton, B.Y.C 26.07 2 47 48 2 36 31

Climax, K. C. Stetson, M attapoisett . 30.04 Did not start.
SECOND CLASS.

Wildcat, S. P. Hill, B Y.C 25.00 2 33 02 2 19 57

Widgeon, Moses Williams, Jr., B.Y.C. .25.08 2 34 37 2 22 19

Mast, Geo. M. Lyman, Jr., B.Y.C 25.06 2 36 08 2 83 38

Thvra, Paul Bartholow, B.v.C 26.01 2 86 55 2 25 05
Faust, E. S. Wrigbi, Fall River S5.05 2 37 11 2 24 35
Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis, B.Y.C 25.11 2 44 50 2 32 49

THIRD CLASS.
Daisy, Howard Stockton, B. V.C . . .21.00 2 25 51 2 12 24
Eina", John Parkinson, B.Y C 22.00 2 27 39 2 15 16
Petrel, Vice-Corn. Richards, B.', .

..'":;"i :va 23 < so

Hera, Louis Bacon, B.Y.C 21.10 Did not start.
FOURTH CLASS.

Kitten, G.H.Richards et at. B.Y.C 18.01 2 45 47 2 28 46
Dyonis, Eugene Johnson, Mon. Beach Not timed.
Winners: First, class, Sirius; second class, Wildcat first,

WTdeeon second, Mist third; third class, Daisy; fourth class. Kit-
ten. Judge, W. Lloyd Jeffries.

In the account I sent you of the Beverly Y. C. 150th race an
error of timing appears. Mosca's time was lm. slower than I

wrote; hence Kathleen taKes prize in third class sloops.
Blttf. yvttft a Gold Castle.

MARINE AND FIELD CLUB.—The firn annual yacht race of
tbe Marine and Field Club was sailed Saturday afternoon off the.

club house in Gravesetid Bav, There were twelve entries, con-
fined to second and third class si -ops and one class of catboats,
tbe first class of sloops not having been filled. Tbe course for
sloops was from the club house around the bell buoy at the junc-
tion of the swash and ship channel, keeping to the eastward of
buoys 11 and 13, then to and around buoy 15 and back to Btakcboa',
in all about thirteen miles. The catboats only went around
buoys 11 and 13, about nine miles. Tbe starting gun sounded at
2:06, and the boats went off with the wind«at sou'h southeast. It

was accordingly a beat out, then a run before the "Wind over the
second leg of Ihe triangular course and a reach over the third
leg. The Athlon was somewhat handicapped by having to sail

short-handed, while tbe winner in the class the Penguin, had a
decided advantage ove^ the others in being sailed by Capt. Joe
Ellsworth. Of all the boats entered the Penguin was the only one
sailed by a racing expert, the others being h ndled c tirelv by
their owner-: or amateur friends. In the cat boat class the Diodon
(a cabin cat with fixed ballast) had almost a walkover, there
being some confusion apparently in the minds of the skippers
of the other two boats as to 'he location of the stake-
boat and buov 11, both having louled at the stakeboat, but to
right themselves they both started over again, and laid their
course for Coney Island Point to escape tbe first of the flood,

while tbe winner trusted to and found 1 be ebb tide strong in the
channel. The race was a decide.! success, and t he prizes hand-
some, while the hospitality of the club was unbound 'd. It is to

be hoped that their next, or second, annual regatta will be still

more of a success, as iheir efforts are certainly in the right
direction:

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS.
Stan. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Penguin 2 07 00 4 00 58 1 53 58 1 4!) 01

Athlon 2 11 31 4 01 42 1 50 11 1 50 11

Annie 2 07 07 4 17 08 2 10 01 8 06 51

Amelia 2 07 54 4 30 41 2 22 47 2 15 21

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS.
Polly 2 11 10 4 19 31 2 08 21 2 08 21

Guide 2 12 37 4 37 42 2 25 05 2 23 05

Pastime 2 07 30 4 40 52 2 32 22 2 28 44

Tourist 2 11 40 4 53 55 2 42 15 2 38 16

CAT BOATS.
Diodon 2 09 21 3 52 00 1 22 39 1 23 15

Zilpha 2 07 45 3 41 00 1 35 15 1 33 15

Manhattan 2 10 40 Did not finish.

The judges were ex-<~nmmodore Rosenquest, D. E. Tu thill and
Charles A. l. eshon. J. B. White, E. C. Romans, F. B. Fiske and
W. 8. Elliott constituted the regatta committee.—H. C. Ward.

WINDWARD Y. C—Jamaica Bay presented a lively scene on
the 25th Inst., when the last race of tbe fall seriea of the Wind-
ward Club was sailed. Two previous races had occurred on the
11th and 18th hist. The prizes were fine silver watches—two for
first and second in first class and two for the second class. In
the first class W. H. O'Donohue's C'ara D. won first, and R. and
A. McEvoy's Lizzie R. took second. In tbe second class H. T.

R ;gby's Sardine and L. A. McMillan's Martha were a lb , as each
had won one race. It was to decide thi« tie, and also to de-
termine the winner of the oonsolacion cup, that, the last race
was sailed. The cup isaneleg 'nt silver a 'id gold one. appro-
priately decorated, and was, by far, tee most desirable trophy.
The club course is from Ruffle Bar dock to the red can buoy at
RockavVny inlet, thence back, turning a stake boat at the Bla< k
Wall and" finishing at the dock—about twelve miles in all. The
Sardine and Martha were staried first and had a fairly tight race
of it all the wav; the Sardine finally winning by one minute and
forty seconds. About twentyminut.es after their start the gun
was fired, and all boats whicu failed to wiu in the previous races
w> re off for the consolation cup. There were nine of tnem, and
a pretty sight they made, heeled over to a south-east- rly wind,
with sanoh'gs and crews perched high up to windward. It was
a beam wind to the edge of Chaney Bar, and from that lo the
huoy sheets were Uftt d a trifle. It was nip and tuck between tbe
Lady Glenmore and tbe"Julita all the way down, and they turned
the 'buov almost together. As they hauled on the wind the
supremacy of Julita at windward work was very apparent as she
hoth out-pointed and out-footed the. Glenmore, and in less than
five minutes was a boat length ahead. This lead she steadily
increased, as it was a close haul back to the stake boat. Turning
the stake the Bertha B. followed tbe Julita, with the Glenmore
third. It seemed like a very close race on account ot the time
allowance given hy the Julita to both these boats, but. as she
started some seconds after them she won by thirty-two seconds.
All the boats are ca -rigged; the Julita being 21 feet 4 inches in
leugth and owned b Jos. Hatch, of Brookhn. Sue is a Wallin
boat, and in ber ability to point and work to wind ward shows
the. handiwork of her builder. The official time isg'ven below:

Elapsed. Correeted.

E^~No Notlne TaXen ot Anonymous Correspondent*.

PRESIDENT ELIOT'S GIFT TO HIS PILOT.—President Eliot,

of Harvard, was one of the pioueer tourists to the :»:aine coast,

and spent many seasons cruising around Frenchman's Bay in his

yacht bt fere Bar Harbor obtained its world-wild celebrity One
year he bad a skipper from Watikeag Point, now known as Sor-
rento, to sail his yacht. In the fall the professor gave him as a
token of gratitude «or favors a Webster's Unabridged Dictionary,
which, as the man could neither read nor write, was as useful to
him as a side pocket would bo to a toad. The skipper receivi d it

with all due gratitude, and leftit for safe keeping with the village

doctor. Several Years passed by, when one day the skipper's wife
came to the doctor and said, " I guess I'll carry that ere book
home now, for Sammy's ben goin' to ecoool all winter, and he
knows enough to read the stories Jp. it n.qw!"-3f<?«ntmtm Herald ,

Sardine, H. T. Rigbv 1 13 50 1 13 50

Martha, L. A. McMillan 1 17 39 1 15 80

CONSOLATION RACE.
Julita. Jos. Hatch 1 15 12 1 15 12

Ladv Glenmor.-, Ft. and A. McF.voy 1 lo 34 1 15 44

Bertna B., D. C. Bowker 1 Hi 36 1 16 16

Aurora, A. Weisching 1 £0 05 1 18 10

So So, D. Brinsley 1 19 1)8 J IK 18
Siren, ijr. W. H. DeL ng 1.20 07 1 19 57

Bert. .LO' Neil 1 27 47 1 22 17

L anse, Jas. Spencer Not taken.
Floreuce, Windward Club Not taken.

MIRAMlCHI Y. C, AUG. 82.—The absence of Fisherman from
Thuisday's race deprived it of inteiest, as Kilbride was known to

be a sure winner in the moderate southwest wind that prevailed.
She started with a reef in her m»iusail but soon shook it out and
gained steadily to the turn. Kittocn mane a good tight and
gained half a minute on the run home. Bloody, with a iib con-
siderably too small for her. her own having been stolen by a sneak
thief, f Towed tne others pretty closely, considering the differ-

ence in size. Fedora was nowhere in the lignt wind, being dead
between the puffs, and was further iu the rear than usual. When
Kilbride was" leaving tbe wharf after the race was over, she c»me
in collision With her owner's steamer, Derby, and broke bcr main-
boom. Toe ni xt race for the Miller cup will be sailed Thursday,
Sept. 12, when it is expected Fisherman will be on hand to com-
pete for the cup. She has scored one for it, Kitfoch one, and Kii-
uride two. The starters aud timekeepers were Messrs. John
Sadler and L. J. Tweedie. Th.' following is the record:

Klapsed. Corrected
Kilbride 2 11 20 2 11 20

Kittoeh 2 17 40 2 16 48

Blonoy • 226 10 2 2i 21

Fedora 2 a9 15 2 3a 42

Saomoue Did n t finish.

The distance was ten miles and tbe wind light and puffy. The
race was started from Chatham wuile the tide was still ebbing,
and it was flood tide at tne finish, the boats having some t.de

against them most of t he time. Tne time of the leader was there-

fore remarkably fast, ten miles to windward and back in 2h.

11m. 20s.

A DISASTROUS ORCISE.-Saiilt Ste. Marie. Mich., Aug. 2.'.-

The pleasure cruise of the yacht Celt came to a sudden end 15

miles sou+.h of Siskowit Hainor. Isle Royal, and the pleasure-
seekers arrived here last night on the steam barge Samuel
Mather. The yacht sprang a leak, and %ank 15 inmutes after-

ward, giving those on' board scarcely time to take to their yawl
boat. Then began a long pull over Lake Superior for the Sattlt

passage, as the vicinity where the ship >vreek occurred is not fre-

uuented by vessels. After being on the lake several days they
were picked up off Ouier Island by the Mather. Tue occupants
of the yacht were P. M. Benser and wife, and N. G. Hodman.
They were bound for Ashland on a trip down the lakes.

LARCHMONT.—The fall regatta of the Larchmonfc Y. C. will

be sailed on Saturday, Sept. 7. Members of the New Yoi-k,

Seawanhaka Corinthian, Atlautic, "New York Corinthian, Ameri-
can, Ojster Bay Coiinthian, New Haven. Ne w Rocbelle, Corin-
thian of Marblehead, Mass.. and New Bedford yacht clubs are

invited to enter their yachts. For lull paiticulars and entry
blanks address E. J. Greacen, Potter Building, Park Row; Otto
Sarony, Laichmont, or hesterC Monroe, <7 William street. The
club wiil give a special race for 40-footers Sept. 28.

PHILADELPHIA, Aug 28.—A race between the tuckups Harry
Seigel and tbe Andrew Rivel, tut a pur?e of $100. took place Aug.
2fi on tne Delaware. T^e course was irom RiVerview to the buoy
off Bil ingpoi t and return. The stare was made at 11:22, lower
buoy 12:45, finish 1:57. The Rivel capsized off the Point House.
This ruled her out. Tne crew righted uer, bailed her out, and
finished three minutes ahead of Seigel—L. B.

J. O. C.—For game seasons see our last issue.

J. G. S.—Maynard Arms Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

F E. N.—You were right if you did not mean to play it.

X. Y. Z., who wrote for information about telescope sights,
will please send his address.

W. J. M., Belmont, Mass.—The addresses of bench show secre-
taries are given in our kennel fixtures.

S. V. W., Hackensack, N. J.—We gave all the game seasons for
New Jersey in last issue. For complete text of law apply to
Chas. A Shrincr, Sec'y Passaic County Fish and Game Protective
Association, Paterson, N. J.

A. C. H., Hoboken, N. J.—Will ynu inform me through your
paper whether or no the American rifle team were ever beatetif If
so, when, where, an 1 by whom? Ans. Yes; the m'lbary team of
the N. R. A. was defeated at Wimbledon and at Creedmoor.
E. W. Campbell, West Pittstoti,— 1. To organize a gun club go

first among your triends. and follow lin-s laid down in club con-
stiLUtion we send you. 2. There are no diseriuiinat'ons in privi-
leges of snooting game, with respect to citizens and foreigners, in
this country.

H., Southwest, Pa.—Is it legal to use live pigeons for trap-shoot-
ing io Pennsylvania ? Can ou give me any plan for capturing
English sparrows alive tor trap-shooting? Ans. 1. No. 2. Send
to Dr. C. Han M-rriam, Ornithologist, U. S. Depai tment of Agri-
culture, Washington, D. C, for the English Sparrow Bulletin".

C. B. S.—What is the composition of the artificial targets used
in trap-shooting, and how ai e they made? Is either flu composi-
tion or process by which they are inanufact'irea patented? If

so, can you give me dates of patents? Ans. They are made of
clay, plaster, pitcu and other su'.xtauces. Targets and craps are
patented; we have not tbe numbers of pateuts, but the manu-
facturers would send them to you.

G. F. S., Haverhill, Ma6s.— The Boston Journal reports: "The
largest brook, trout ever caught on this continent was lamied
recently at Spring Creek. N. \. The fish weighs six pounds aud
two ounces, and its proportions are perfeet. This is one of the
species of brown trout, the spawn of which was imported from
(Germany aud received at the Mew York State Hatch* ry on Feb.
18, 1884, so that its age cannot be m ire than between five and six
years. The large-t ever caught previously weighed a trifl-i over
five pounds." I made statement that a much larger specimen of
genuine brook trou'. was preserved in Smithsonian Iustitute, and
was laughed at. Was 1 wrong? Aas. The Spring Creek flan Was
a orowu trout. Tue record on specxled broo < trout runs up to

lHbs. You were nghi iu your statement respeetiag weight.

Californian, Lcb Angers, Cal.-Oau you tell me what a jew
fish is? They freq rent the waters about the islands off the coast
of southern California, also 1 believe the waters of Florida. 1
wi nessed the catching ot several inthela^t week off Cataiina
Islano, Los A ugeles county, Cab I he largest weighed 3001b-;. If
was caugnt with live bait, rock bass. The fish is v- ry gam-- and
the largest one took the boat for quite a little tow bef .re it got
exhausted enough for tne fishers tu pass a rope t hrough it- gills

and tow it to shore. The fish is shaped veiy much like a perch
of immense size. There are lots of tuem round the island and
they afford good spore. Ans. The jew fish of the Calitornia
coast is catalogued as tue Steredlepis gigaa; it is sometimes cailcd
tbe black sea bass, is the largest food ush on ti e coast, someiimes
reaching 5001 bs., and ranges from the Farralones to below San
Diego, The jew fish of the Florida coast, also nam«d "'Warsaw"
and "black grouper," is known to science as he Promicrops guami
we have seen a specimen in Florida weighing 3301bs.. and it re cues
a weight in Cuba, of 60010s. It is perhaps the adult of tue black
grouper or some closely allied specimen. The name je.wr fish is in
Florida also applied to tue black grouper l&pfnetpJvus niQrttus).

Tne tarpum is sometimes called jew fish.

F. E. A., Waterbury, Vt.—We have a good-sized river here,
which was well stocked with oass ah >ut five vears ago, and we ate
taking a good many now, nut never hear of auy very large ones
being taken or at least very rarely. Tnev grow larger, as s- veral
large ones have been seen at one time or another. The general
belief among our local anglers is that tbey run down the liver
and over the falls in tbe, spring. The fall.- are tour miles oelow
here, and are impassable to any fish coming up ureain, and 1 be-
lieve no bass would go down. The river rushes througu a narrow
gor^e, over huge r icks. etc., and in one or two places has a per-
nendicitlar fall of. say, 10 to l5t't. The whole volume of cue river
runs I ttrougb a narrow split m the solid rock, and for quite a dis-

tance above and below tne perpendicular fall the water runs at a
steep angle. The water is churned into loam all ihe.way through,
aud it oeejis impossible that anv fisn coald go Lhrough alive.

The river falls quite a distance iu a few rods—certainly no flsb

could live there, or go up stream—but, some thiuklhe oass run
down during high water. They have a free rim of ab mt 10 miles
of river—a dam above here keeping them below lr. D,i yon think
it at all probahle that large hass would shoot fall's su b as I have-
described? Ans. Bass could descend these falls safely, but it is

extremely doubtful whether they could ascend them.

hw Mnh\xmtion$.

BOURGOYNE'S Invasion OF 1777, with an outline sketch of the
American invasion ot Cauada, 17<5-76. By Samuel Adams Druke.
Boston. Lee & Sbepard. 50 cent.-,. Tins is one of tue eerie.-, of

"Decisive Events in American History" and rue turning point iii

the great drama of American Independence. No novel issued
from the press during the current year can rival if in intensity
of romant ic interest .

An Alien from thk Commonwealth, The Romance of an Odd
Young Man. B> Robert Tiinsol. Boston. Cupples A> riurd. $1,50

Tnis is a fancv biographical sketch of a young • Virginian of
broken fortunes during his college and early professional and
literary career in Nort hern and Western States. Tbe apparent
ohje- t "of the author is to show that while fastidious sentiments
of honor are all very well to t h a possessor of a million, they are
fatally m the way of a young man engaged in the battle of life.

Tne author has, nevertheless, a high tip reciation of such im-
practicable sentiments out of business hours, and after showing
that Ins hero is unfitted for the duties of active life in a narrow
sphere ne endows him with an inheritance of a million by way of
giving him a suitable environment.

Beecham's Pxi/LS cure bilious and nervous ills.—v(dt).

In "Sain Lovel's Camps" Mr. Robinson has written a
series of very interesting, clever aud even valuable sketches
which take the reader back to tbe great period before the
beginning of the railroad era, and iuto a village life which
can no longer be studied, because it has ceased to exist in

the region here exploited. Nor are there any of the queer,
people introduced whom we should not be sorry to have,
missed knowing, for there is a freshness, a quaintness en-

countered in even the brightest of what are called dialect'

stories. In the last chapter of "Sam level's Camps" there,

is an indication ot a half formed purpose to bring old Uncle.
Lisba back from the uncongenial West, and we hope Mr.
Robinson will carry out the idea, aud thus obtain the justi-j

fication for a third instalment of his remarkably bright andt
interesting papers.—New Yorli Trihvve.

The Leading Journal.— Mr, .Tas L, Davison, the welli]

known naturalist of this city, has furaisned FOREST]
and Stream with a complete list of the birds seen here, the
time ot their arrival, departure, and other interesting factaj

about them, as the result of his observations, and it wilf'l

shortly be published in that popular journal. While wej
are about it, we may as well report as the. result of oui-i

obset various, that of all the .journals of field sports, fishing,

m-.ur il history, etc.. that come to Locbport, Forest andI
STREAM is the most popular and wieleiy react.— Luckpurt,
(N. Y.) Uxprcxs.

Boy (to his friend who has fallen down the hole)—Say,
Tommy, if you should never come out of dere erfive, can 1

have your bull purp?—Life.
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(HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTHT.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free.
cubes ( Fevers, Congestions!. Inflammation,
5 » 1 §Dlnal Meningitis, Milk Fever.

I ",\?!
,
'a,ns

> lameness, Rheumatism.
I C.C.— liist t /fi^e! , Nasal Discharges,
fl D.D.—Bots or Grabs, Worms.
| E.E.—Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.

™° 10 or Gripes, Bellyache.
'' S'V? ~"Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
1* t

Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I

V I."-Eruptive Diseases, Mange*
J.K.—Diseases of Digestion,

j
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,
l_ . Witch Hazel Oil and Medlcator, $7.00
rrice, Single Bottle (over 60 doses), . .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.
[Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

est & Stream File Binders.
FBICK, 91,00.

TOR SAI.1C AT THIS OFFICE.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

ABBEY & IMBUE,
No. 18 VE9EY STREET, NEW YORK.

HESTER

lOABED piper shot shells.
Ask your Dealer for them.

Wot Sold at Retail toy ttoe manufacturers.

Winchester repeating arms co.,

j

312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and i mnninitlon.

PAINLESS ACTUAL

» P MEDICINE J_

For Weak Stomach

SOLD BY
Disordered Liver.

DRUGGISTS.
PER

Prepared only by TH0S.BEECHAM, St.Helens,I.ancashire,Englaitd.

B. F. ALLEN & CO., Sole Agents
FOSS USilTJHB* STATES, 3815 & ®«7 CASAl ST., NEW YORK,
Who (if your druggist does not keep them) will mail Beecham's
Pills on receipt of price

—

but inquire first. (Please mention this paper.)

Book Publishing.
Possessing peculiar facilities for publishing

iw books on field sports, adventure, travel,

id open air life, the Forest and Stream Pub-
hing Company begs to invite the attention
authors to its book department. Corres-

3ndence solicited and estimates furnished.

POR SALE
H. C. Squires,

J. P. L.ovell Arms Co.,

B. K. Tryon, Jr. & Co ,

BY

New York.
- Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia, Pa.

New Model, 1889.

Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Chicago.
E. C. Meacliam Arms Co., - St. Louis, Mo.
N. I>. Folsom & Co., - New Haveii, Conn.
H. Keidel & Co., - Baltimore, Md.
Powell & Clement, - Cincinnati, O.

BIRD PORTRAITS.
Some JSTative Birds fbi* Little Folks.

BY \V. VAN FLEET, M.D.
A handsome imperial octavo volume of untechnical descriptions of the lives and ways

ofcfourteeu American birds. The list comprises:

Robin, Chickadee, Kingfisher, Great Horned Owl, Bobolink, Blue-
jay, Woodcock, Nuthatches, Meaclowlark, Ruffed Grouse,

Cedar Bird, Kildeer, Summer Buck and Crossbills.
Each of these birds is beautifully illustrated by the photogravure process from drawingsby Howard H. Darnell. The paper is substantial, and the 147 pages of large, clear handsome

type contain just the sort of information necessary to make little folks better acquainted
with the birds described, and to awaken a taste for extended study. Everything has beendone to make the volume one of the most handsome gift books of the vear Price Dosfcnaifl
$3.00. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, New Yorfc '

P°Stpaid'

PREMIERE QUALITY
Oulic Now Cigarette.

As the result of long labor and careful study we liave this superb
Cigarette to offer. It cannot be surpassed in purity or excellence; and
is a novelty, unique, chaste and dainty. It is from the highest costVirginia and North Carolina leaf.

The imesr Smoking Mixtures ,

are of our Manufacture, ffffl. I

Jiftsea First Prise Medal*. kochkstjsk, 'n, y.

Canoe andGamp Cookery.
By "SENECA."

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him-
self actually tested i a camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from theabsurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-caUed camp cookery books. The cooking

Cloth *98
1 pa

0"?6
Price llOO™

116 °Q Camp economy a5d to the value of ^° wor£
P NEW YORK: Forest and Stbeam Publishing Co., 318 Broadway.LONDON: Davirs <fe Co.. 1 Winch Lane. Cornhill!

This volume contains much that is valuable and interesting to American yachtsmen and
canoeists. The design, construction and use of small craft of all kinds is treated of in a simpleand entertaining style, and the instructions are clear and easily understood

P
Large crown Svo., 380 pages and 16 large folding plates.
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LAUNCHES AND PLEASURE BUATS.

STEAM YACHTS, 19 to 50ft. in length. RA-
OINE AUTOMATIC MARINE ENGINES AND
BOILERS, OIL FUEL. Owner his own engineer.
Celebrated Racine Row Boats and Canoes.
Hunting and Fishing Boats a specialty, $20 and
Upwards. Send stamps for separate catalogue,
specifying line of goods desired.

THOMAS KANE & CO..
137 & 139 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

SPORTSMAN'S
Camping or Fishing Tent*

OF ALL KINDS. SHAPES AND SIZES.

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most approved styles
also awnings for store fronts, windows, yacht boats
etc. New style of Canoe Tents made at low figures
Blags, Burgees and covers of all kinds. Camp
8*0ves, Camp Chairs, Sacking Bottoms, Hammocks
all kinds of Fancy Tents, and in fact anything made
Srom canvas when an intelligent description is given
Of what may be needed. My beanttTuQy illustrated
circular now ready. Send stamp f<.r price lift. Ad
aress 8. HKMMBNWAT, 60 South st„ N. Y. City.

Marine Boiler Works,
Charleston, Kanawha, W. Va.

"Best boiler for yachts."—J. A. Bostwick, N.Y.
"The only boiler giving satisfaction."—E. S.
Stokes, N. Y. "Increased our speed at least two
miles."—Painter Bros., Pittsburgh. "Has given
the best possible results."—Capt. Tozier, U.S.R.M.

A. WILSON,
No. 416 ATLANTIC AVE , BOSTON, MASS.

Yacht Sails and Flags a Specialty.

§mM$ mft toweis gat MU.
LARGE CANOK FOR SALE.

H. L. CAMPBELL, Buffalo, N. Y.

SMALL YACHTS.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by th«

Ruling Types of Modern Practice. With
Numerous Plates and Illustrations.

—BY—
C. P. KUNHABDT,

Cloth, 370 pages of type and illustrations, and 71

oiates. Size of page, 14^x18^. Price $7.00.

FOR SALK BY THB

fOItKHT ANli 8TTU5AM PUBLISHING CO..

GCRDON TRUMBUUIi'S

Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in
language understanded of the people.

Practically speaking, this is the first popular
volume of ornithology ever issued from the press;
a work which goes far to demonstrate that scien-
tific accuracy may be as easily maintained in
English as m Greek or Latin. Follows the
game birds all over the continent and gives a
glossary of all the local names in popular use.
Illustrated with admirable portraits from the
pencil of Mr. Edwin Shepard of the Academy of
Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, which, with the
clear descriptions in the text, will enable any
man who can read to identify the contents of his
game bag.

OPINIONS OP THE PRESS:
It is the first, so far as we iu»uv». ~i a , js of

books of which the need is feit in every uopart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press,

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library^—Chicago Inter-
Ocean.

I would much rather know what this book tells
me, the various names by which the people call
a bird, than the Latin, Greek or Hebrew name
which science gave him for the sake of catalogu-
ing him. * * * It is more value to me to have
a description of a bird in plain English which 1
understand than in scientific language which I
do not understand.—IF., in Journal of ComttHite.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PRTOR. *a.KO.

AN EXCURSION TO

ALASKA.
The wonderful richness of this Arctic country

and the rapid strides in material prosperity

which it is making, are attracting the attention

of the whole world, and since the completion of

the Northern transcontinental railway lines

Sitka is as easily reached as Paris. Every one
wants to go to Alaska, and for those who can
make the journey Mr. Hallock's volume,

OUR NEW ALASKA,
is indespensable. To those who want to go, but
cannot, this volume with its graphic pen pictures

gives a clear idea of the interesting conditions of

life in the iar North. Price $1.50. Sent post

free by the

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

ATTENTION!!

ID

Desirous of obtaining the best of Canned Goods
specially adapted to their purpose, should ex-
amine our stock and prices before purchasing
elsewhere. Over 10 yrs. experience. Fruits.Veg-
etables, Pickles, Preserves, Jellies, Catsups, etc.

WILLIAM H. COHEN & CO.,
229 & 231 Washington street. New York.

HUTCHINSON'S GLOVES
ARE THE BEST MADE
For driving or street wear. Made with
care from selected stock and warrant-
ed. Those wishing serviceable gloves
and to learn how to get them and save
money, send stamp to the manufac-
turer for his book about gloves.

Established 186a.

JOHN C. HUTCHINSON, Johnstown, H, Y.

DECOYS.
Send for price list of the finest decoy ducks in

the world. H. A. STEVENS, Manufacturer,
Weedsport, N. Y

SPORTSMEN SMOKERS
SHOULD ALL SMOKE OTJB CELEBRATED

Hand-Made Havana Cigars.
MADE IN TWO STYLES AN© SIZES.

LONDRES PERFECTO, 5in. long @ $7.00 per 100

CONCHAS ESPECIALS, 4Min. © 6.00
"

The favorite cigar of Botl aild Gun Ciubs geiiefally.
These cigars ai;e made of the choicest .tobaccos grown,
and selected with the greatest care. They cannot fail

to siiit the taste of all lovers of the fragrant weed. Each
cigar has the brand impressed on it, and every box has
a label, fac-simile of the title of the popular journal,
and our firm's signature, without which none are genu-
ine. We are the only authorized manufacturers of the
above brand, and to insure the smoker of the genuine
we would ask you to send us your orders direct. We
will deliver, free of express charges, either sine-, on Ve-
•eipt of price.

A. W. FOOTE & 00., Sole Manufacturers,

125 Maiden Lane. Sew York.

W. Baker & Cm

Breakfast

Cocoa
Is Absolutely Pure,

and it is Soluble.

To increase the solubility of the powdered cocoa, vari-

ous expedients are employed, most of them being based

upon the action of some alkali, potash, soda or even am-

monia. Cocoa which has been prepared by one of these

chemical processes, can usually be recognized at once by

the distinct alkaline reaction of the infusion in water.

W. Baker & Co.'s Breakfast Gocoa

is manufactured from the first stage to the last by per-

fect mechanical processes, no chemical being
used In its preparation. By one of the most

ingenious of these mechanical processes the greatest de-

gree of fineness is secured without the sacrifice of the

attractive and beautiful red color which is characteristic

of an absolutely pure and natural cocoa.

W. Baker & Go., Dorchester, Mass.

LOG CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WJCKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim-
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing

to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of

detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

KINTKTEY, BROS.
(KINNEY TOBACCO CL. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

Small Profits, Quick Sales.

TftOUT FLIES.
3d Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

J. N. DODGE,
376 & 278 Division Street,

Detroit, Mich.

Manufacturer of White Cedar Duck Decoys of

all kinds. Also Swan, Geese, Brant, Coot, Shell
Drake, Plover, full-shaped and flat folding Snipe
Decoy?. Duck and Turkey Calls. Decoys made
like any pattern furnished without extra charge.
Bottom prices to the trade. Illustrated price list,

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having the patent

INTURNED EDGE.

2,000 shots out of each 1,000 targets on account
of non-breakage in shipping, trapping and fall- i

ing upon ground. The only target made with
the iNTirRNED Edge, producing the surest break-
er when hit, and surest non-breaker when not
hit. Our traps are sold for the sole purpose of i

shooting our targets.

WANTED.—LIVE DEER, PRAIRIE CHICK-
ens, partridge, quail and turkeys. Address

ull particulars. Box 3350, P. O. New York City.
aul5,lt

NOTICE TO FISHERMEN. CUT PRICES.
HERE I AM AGAIN AS USUAL, CUTTING THE PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE. IT WILL PAY YOU

TO BUY YOUR TACKLE IN BROOKLYN.
price

$27
G
5
E
For Split Bamboo Salt-Water Bass Rod, 6 strip, 2 joints, 8ft., 20oz., Solid Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Double Guides, Silk Wound Black Beaded Handle tg&j

3.32 For Split Bamboo Black Bass Rod, 8Jft„ 3 joints, 10 or 12oz., Solid Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Raised Tie Guides, Extra Tip, Silk Wound, Wood Form 6.dj,

3.32 For Trout or Black Bass Fly Rod, same finish as above, lOJft., 7 to 9oz., complete in wood form
.90 For Ash and Lancewood Weakfish or Striped Bass Rod, Hollow Butt, Extra Tip, Swelled Ferrules • • -™

1.50 For Fine No. On Brass Multiplying Reel, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, holds 600ft. 18-thread Linen Line, diameter 3£in. Also Nos. 0, 1, 2, 3, same price, bee catalogue l.au

3.75 For Hard Rubber and Nickel Multiplying Reel, with Drag, Raised Pillars, holds 600ft. 15-thread Linen Line - i*w ' Y« i
" * W aV .v'JI

Hooks. Down go the prices. My best quality all kinds snelled on single gut, lOcts. per doz. ; double, 15cts. ; treble, 20cts. ; m \ doz. packages. Leaders: Treble gut Weakfish and btnped

Bass Leaders, three length, 5cts. ; four length, Tots. , five length, 9cts.; all best quality. Reel Lines on Blocks of 300ft., 9 thread, 38cts. ; 12 thread, 43cts.; 15 thread, 46cts.
;
18 thread,

53cts. 300ft. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Blocks, 41cts. Broken lots of Hooks from best manufacture, all kinds and sizes, 2cts. per dozen. SEND bUti CAlALiUlxUii.

Ooen Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS. 5 1 , 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN,
MANTJFACTTJKERS OF

J\.2sTlD C3LOTHI3SrC3- FOR

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, LUMBERMEN, KINERS, ETC.
Write for our new combined Catalogue with samples of Imported

^Corduroys, Moleskin, Mackintosh, Canvas and Flannels-

SEE DUH NEW SHADES OF ENGLISH CDNHDT. Address XJ3P, <3c B£EO., Valparaiso, lafliai
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MITIGATION OF THE MOSQUITO PEST.

nPHERE is a word of comfort and encouragement to be

spoken for the man in camp in the remotest wild-

erness, to whom these tidings shall come, as he smears

himself with repellants, chokes and gasps amid the

smudge and does battle against the hordes of humming,
buzzing, stinging torments. He and all of his unhappy
kind may take heart and hold their own against advers-

ity with renewed determination, for philanthrophy

v/edded to science extends her promise of a mitigation

of the mosquito curse.

Mankind has signally demonstrated by a score of ex-

amples its ability to upset the balance of nature, and at

will to multiply or obliterate certain forms of animal life.

It is a well recognized principle that by the intervention

of human agency the natural enemies of a given species

may be so reduced as to foster the increase of that spe-

cies; and the supply of another species may be cut down
by simply caring for its enemies; thus we provide pro-

tection for certain birds in order that they may increase

and prey upon harmful insects. On a precisely similar

principle it is now proposed by a naturalist that a system-

atic effort shall be made to mitigate the mosquito

nuisance by giving aid and comfort to its enemies.

The natural foes of the mosquito are the dragon-flies

and spiders. The dragon-flies, or devil's-darning-needles,

are known to devour mosquitoes in great numbers, and

are sometimes called mosquito hawks. Dr. Lamborn
has offered a prize for a preliminary study of the habits

of the dragon-flies, his purpose being to discover if it

may not be practicable to rear them artificially, as fish

are cultivated, as an offset to the mosquitoes. This may
appear Quixotic, but the proposal has the indorsement of

no less an authority that Dr. Henry C. McCook, who in

the current North American Review expresses an opinion

that the project is at least worthy of careful considera-

tion.

It must be confessed that in this scheme, whose fulfill-

ment can come, if ever, only in the distant future, there

is at best but a small grain of cold comfort for him who

in this present hour is encompassed by mosquitoes as by

a cloud. The satisfaction, such as it is, consists in that

unworthy trait of human nature which finds a certain

degree of solace in the resolve to some time square ac-

counts with one's enemies.

PACIFIC SALMON FISHERIES.

HPHE depletion of salmon which is so marked on the
-- coasts of Washington and Oregon, is now going on

perceptibly in most of the Alaskan rivers, and it will

be necessary to provide for their preservation by appro-

priate legislation, supplemented by fishcultural work. It

is to be hoped that wise and intelligent efforts will be

put forth tending to foster and preserve the valuable

fisheries of Alaska.

As to the salmon fisheries of Oregon and Washington,

there is much needed, especially in the way of fishcul-

tural work. Prohibitory measures, closing the fisheries

for any great length of time, will not do, as it would

mean ruin to a majority of the fishermen. The men
employed in these fisheries would be compelled to seek

other kinds of work, the nets and seines would be a dead

loss amounting to thousands of dollars, and a general de-

moralization would result. The work of keeping up the

supply in the Columbia and McCloud rivers was com-

menced last year by the turning out of eleven million

salmon fry into those streams, and we understand that

this work of aiding nature by artificial methods will be

carried forward on these rivers, and extended as much
as possible in the near future. If these fisheries are

properly carried on, and a strict enforcement made of

the law regulating the close seasons, we believe that they

can be kept up. The close season should cover such a

period of time as to allow some of the best runs of fish

to reach the spawning grounds. Hatcheries should be

established near the mouths of the rivers, and the fish

kept in ponds or traps until they become yearlings, and

then turned loose into the ocean. If this system were

adopted very good results would follow.

It is to be earnestly hoped that these fisheries will not

be wholly destroyed. Let Congress enact and have en-

forced laws protecting the important fisheries of Alaska.

SNAP SHOTS.

THE Kentucky Fish and Game Club, of Louisville, Ky.

,

now enrolls five hundred members. The organization

is doing great good. It has procured numerous indictments

of parties who have killed fish with dynamite; and that

practice has been diminished to an encouraging degree.

The club members will try for suitable fish and game
laws next winter; and attention will also be given to a

revision of the trespass law.

The citizens of Limestone, Tennessee, are making exten-

sive preparations to celebrate the one hundred and third

anniversary of Davy Crockett's birthday, on the farm

where he was born near that place . Among the guests will

be his grandson, Col. Bob Crockett, a former contributor

to our columns, who has inherited in large degree the

wildwoods proclivities of his grandfather.

Put out the camp-fire before you leave it. Be sure that

it is utterly extinguished, not only on the surface but

below. At this season of the year a fool can start a fire

that an army of wise men cannot put out. Use common
sense in this matter.

The deer is legitimate rifle game; to have the right

flavor, venison must be secured with a single ball of lead

out of a rifle barrel, and not with a charge of buckshot

from a scatter gun.

A SECOND CHAPTER OF ACCIDENTS.

THERE is a class of accidents with firearms, which

naturally group themselves under the head of those

attendant upon the sometimes useful, often foolish and

always fascinating practice of shooting at a mark. The

class is so comprehensive that under it may be catalogued

the case of the small boy in San Francisco, who aimed

his parlor rifle at a fly on the door of an out-house and

killed a man inside, and that of the United States Navy
officer whose shell practice on the coast of Japan killed

certain of the natives and gave room for international

complications.

A large proportion of the accidents of this class natur-

ally happen on the rifle ranges and in the shooting gal-

leries. A detachment of Illinois militia were shooting

on the Highwood range near Chicago, when, after sev-

eral shots had been fired without any scoring by the

marker, investigation showed that the boy had been
killed by a bullet which had first passed through the tar-

get. In an out-door range in Union Park, in the upper
part of this city, a bullet went by the target and killed a
boy who was passing. In instances of this character the

shooter is clearly not to blame when the casualty is the

result of an improperly constructed range. It is to be

taken for granted that when a range is opened to the

public it is safe, particularly if it is a military range.

That a properly constructed open air rifle range may be

conducted for a long term of years, where tens of thous-

ands of shots are fired with perfect safety and without

accident, is abundantly demonstrated by the record of

the National Rifle Association at Creedmoor. No one
has ever been killed or maimed by a rifle ball at Creed-

moor. There have been other accidents. Markers at the

targets have now and then had their hands cut by the

splashing lead of bullets; a man was once severely in-

jured by falling on the point of a broken flagstaff, after

the manner of Saul upon his sword: and several people

have been injured by being caught between the cars and
the railway platform when rushing to leave the range;

but there is no record of accident by the premature dis-

charge of a rifle nor by a stray bullet.

One of the curiosities of modern journalism is a paper

called the Celestial City, published in New York, whose
contents are largely made up of communications from
the spirit world. A recent number contained a letter

purporting to have come from a man who had been

killed while marking for a companion on a rifle range.

The letter read

:

My comrade was not to blame, it was from my own careless-

ness, and it could not be helped. I did not raise the signal as I

should have clone. I forgot it; therefore I cannot blame him in

the least. It was entirely my own fault, and it is much better

that it, was me instead of him, for he has a family and I have
none. Yes, I had a dream in which I saw myself shot, the same
as I found in reality, but I forgot it entirely on that day until the

fatal moment. Then it instantly flashed across my mind. O! I

am so sorry for Comrade Pope, he is feeling so badly over it. Tell

him for me that it is all right with me, and there can be no blamo
attached to him, for it was purely accidental, and I am all right.

But while the individual shooter, who discharges his

gun at a target on a public range, where it is to be taken

for granted that the conditions of safety have been com-

plied with, is free from responsibility for casualties caused

by defective range conditions, the law makes provision

for punishing those who maintain such death traps. A
case has jus>t been decided in the Massachusetts courts

which it is hoped will serve as a precedent in affixing

legal responsibility upon careless managers of rifle ranges

and rifle galleries. The case was that of the people vs.

Serwyn G-leason and Georgiana E. Gleason, proprietors

of a shooting gallery in Worcester. On August 9 an ice-

man, William A. Pierce, Avas killed in the street by a

stray bullet, which was subsequently discovered to have

come from the Gleasons' gallery. They were arrested

and tried for manslaughter, the indictment charging them

with having induced "a person unknown to shoot care-

lessly in their gallery, thus causing Pierce's death; also

with criminal carelessness in not taking proper precau-

tions to prevent bullets passing through the walls of the

gallery; also with being accessory before the fact to

Pierce's death." The result of the trial has been to find

Gleason guilty and to send him to prison for a year, the

woman being accoiittetl. If a shooting gallery is not

conducted without menacing the public safety, it ought

not be tolerated for an hour.

The vast majority of accidents attendant upon shoot-

ing at a mark result from an amazing thoughtlessness on

the part of the shooter himself. Fools with pistols and

shotguns and rifles blaze away without in the least con-

cerning themselves about what may become of the mis-

sile they let loose on its fateful errand. It was not so

long ago that the papers related how a crowd of precious

young idiots in an Alabama town were shooting their pis-

tols at some improvised target in the street, when one of

the stray bullets striking a glass bottle, glanced, and killed

a merchant who was standing in his own doorway. In

New York city on the last Fourth of July, three youths

set up a target on a roof and fired at it with a rifle until

they had killed a little girl some blocks away. This

surely is bad enough, but it does not begin to compare

with the usual custom certain microcephalous individ-

uals have of celebrating the Fourth and other holidays

by discharging the bullets from their revolvers at ran-
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dom into the air, to make a noise; they have not even

the excuse of shooting at a mark.
The case already alluded to of the boy who shot a fly

on the door and killed a man behind the door has many
parallels, for the marksman often neglets to ascertain

what may be on the other side of the mark he aims at.

A Fairfield county, Conn., man kept an old Spencer rifle

loaded for burglars. One day he thought it would be a

good plan to unload it and put in a fresh charge. He set

up a tin can against his neighbor's barn, paced off his

distance and fired. The neighbor was in the barn back

of the can, and the wound was fatal. And here is a

story of what came so near being an accident of this sort

that it deserves a place here:

Four Europeans who had been out after tiger in the MaimeuB-
ing district were, says a Calcutta paper, returning at the close of

a very long day, and had almost reached the factory where they
were to dine and pass the night, when the Captain ordered a halt.

The "line" at once pulled up, and he said, "I hate seeing loaded

rifles taken into a house (it was the old muzzle-loading days),

more especially where there are children. I propose that we fire

ours off." "All right," said another, "but we have not had a
shot all day: what do you say to a 'pool'?" "There's nothing to

fire at," observed a third. "There's that ghurrah," said the Cap-
tain, pointing to an earthen vessel which some ryots, who were
working at a little distance, had as usual, brought their day's

supply of drinking water in. "Very good," said the fourth, "but
what with bad light and the distance, it's by no means an easy

shot. I propose we each put a chick on." "How shall we decide

as to the order of firing?" said one. "Oh," replied the Captain
generously, ' commence at your end of the line." The mark
was by no means an easy one to Tiit, for the distance was
well-nigh a hundred yards, the guns smooth-bores, and the light

that deceptive kind which one gets just between daylight and
dark. But on the other hand, the hunters were exceptionally

good men, all excellent shots, either of whom could hit a running
deer from the back of an elephaut twice out of three times. "Fire
away," said the Captain, No. 1 grazed the right of the vessel,

and it was thought must have hit it. No. 2 went just over it.

No. 3 went a little to the left. "Thank you, gentlemeu,'" said the

Captain, "I'll trouble you for those twelve rupees." He raised

his gun as he spoke, and the next moment the jar was covered
with earth, the bullet had cut the ground beneath it. Presently
the vessel was seen to wriggle and then to kick, while a feeble cry
proclaimed it to be a baby. Consternation was depicted on
every face. The elephants bolted, the sahibs jumped down and
rushed to the spot, the parents running from the opposite direc-

tion. The little mite hadn't been touched and was carried off by
the father and mother with great rejoicing. They also took the
"pool" along with them, and right glad the sahibs were under
the circumstances to part with it.

W** §iportmt\nn f^otmst

OUTDOORS.
{.Concluded from' page 102.]

rpHE most of the bass that I have caught in the Inter-
J. mediate Lakes were of the large-mouthed variety,
while those taken below thedam at Elk Rapids,where these
waters empty into Grand Traverse Bay, are usually small
mouths, which seems odd. Another queer thing is that,
except myself, I have never chanced to see any person
take a bass. When long ago I fished in the New England
States there were no bass there tomy knowledge, and for
many years I scarcely ever Avetted a line except for trout
of one or another sort. Even when at a later period of
my life I had the black bass within reach I did not seek
them, and it is only since my residence in the Grand
Traverse region that I have learned that bass fishing with
light tackle is a sport which no angler need despise.

It has never been my fortune to fish where the black
bass were very abundant, but in some of the rivers in
Kansas, Missouri and the Indian Territory, I have seen
the rapids almost crowded with them, many of great size.

Excepting spears no tackle was to be had and I caught
none.
In these waters I do not much affect the use of the fly

or of the minnow in the pursuit of bass. One objection
to the fly is that it will commonly capture twenty or
more rock bass to one of the larger species, which is tire-

some and vexatious. These lakes contain much grass
and weeds in many places where fishing is best, and a
minnow soon wears out, though attached by the most
approved method to the hook. The artificial minnows
seem to take better in swift waters than in still. What-
ever the bait, if living, I always kill it before placing it on
the hook. Probably I should' catch more fish if I didn't,
but I commonly get all I need.
On the whole I know no better bait than the frog, and

if when hooked through the lips, a strip of red flannel is

first passed lengthwise round the bodyfthe two ends fast-
ened by the hook, this bait will last a very long time.
Should it chance that some extremely exclusive and

highly artistic fly-fisher or minnow- caster has so far smoth-
ered his feelings as to follow my discourse to this point,
he will probably exalt his aesthetic nose, and pass con-
temptuously over the remaining portion of the paper.
To such, if such there be, I would say that in my judg-
ment it is well enough at times that high art should com-
bine with common sense. If a man fishes unsuccess-
fully, for days perhaps, with a certain sort of lure which
has been pronounced by recognized authorities as the
correct thing, it speaks well for his persistence, and also
for his devotion to high-art angling.
One, however, naturally infers that the main object of

this angler is the display of skill and dexterity, the catch-
ing of fish being merely incidental; and the lordly con-
tempt evinced by some of these gentlemen for the man
who, though in no sense a " fish-bog," prefers on most
occasions as far as may be to consult his convenience and
the desire of the fish as well, recalls to mind the stories
of duels which were sometimes fought in presence of
opposing armies, between Moslem and Crusader. The
business of a warrior of either party was, professedly, to
kill as many infidels as possible, but when one fellow
succeeded in up-ending his antagonist, and, poking the
"dagger of mercy" or the spike of a battle-axe under
his nose, invited him to surrender; a spirit of complais-
ance not perhaps unnatural under the circumstances gen-
erally induced a prompt accession to the request. These

formula? completed, the fallen man arose, brushed from
his sollerets the dust of the tiltyard, and with reciprocal
and profound conges the duellists returned each to his
own friends. No soul of infidel of either faith had thus
been sent to hell—cross and crescent were in statu quo—
but the best lance of the twain had shown his prowess,
and he was well content.

I passed the next day in camp. It was Sunday, and I
had several calls. The first of these was from a young
man who crossed the lake and came up to my tent, bear-
ing in his hand a large fat coon, just taken from a trap
set not far distant. He told me that 1 '

' ought ter hev
ben with him, half an hour ago, for he see a rousin' big
buck jes' t'other side o' ther lake."' In order to put my
views of the matter on a level with his comprehension, I

replied that bucks were worth at that season fifty dollars
apiece, which was more that I could afford. He took up
his coon, and saying that " he guessed there wouldn't
nobody bother me much f I shot a deer or tew round
there," he disappeared amid the amber glow of the forest
leaves.

I finished putting the camp to rights, and sat me.down
to read. The book was an old favorite, " Norway and
the Norwegians," by Miss Martineau, and I think first

appeared in the United States in the columns of LittelTs
Living Age. I had not read it in many years, and just as
I was beginning to renew my acquaintance with the
farmer-fishermen of the Arctic Circle, a shadow fell

across the page, and I rose to greet an old acquaintance.
Pie was a woodsman from the start, and many years ago,
when worn and wearied with the toils of war, he brought
his family into the Northern wilds, and pitched his tent
amid these solitudes. The forest went down before
his axe, and the beautiful wilderness became a garden.
Hunting, fishing, farming by turns, he still lives on the
farm he cleared so long ago, and though he has had a
hard struggle with fortune, yet was he never known to
turn from his door any one who sought a meal or the
shelter of his roof. Two dollars, he said, was all he
owed, and he could pay that pretty soon. His place
was clear of debt, he liked the country, and he guessed
he'n the ol' woman 'd lay their bones near by, some day,
f'r all the talk o' better countries south."
Declining my offer of a bucket, he seated himself upon

the ground, and, chewing the while a piece of elm bark,
the old man discoursed of hunting. "When I lived in
Saint Clair county the' was me 'n' four Allen boys 't hed
a gun in our hands all the time. The' was lots o' ol' pine
choppin's plum full o' blackb'ries, V the' was bears till

you couldn't rest. One fall the fire got into the woods
'n' drove the bears out. Well, sir, jes' 'soon 's anybody
see one on 'em, they'd git on a hos "n come over 'n' let us
know. We hed enough o' bear huntin' that fall. We'
was out day 'n' night, 'n' sometimes we'd get completely
tired out. We killed twenty-five on 'em in three weeks.'
"You must have understood bear hunting."
"We did. We'd practiced shootin' on the run, 'n' we

had a dog 't was sure when onct he struck a trail. The
way we ust ter practice was tu git a barrel head 'n' put
some cleats acrost it, an' one on us 'd throw it so 's 't 'd
roll along the ground. The' was a white spot 'n the mid-
dle, an' we got so 't we'd git the ball 'ithin three or four
inches most every shot, 'n' pooty often we'd plug the
center."
"They use swinging and trap targets nowadays,"

said I.

"Yes, so IVe heerd; but them 's tew stiddy. You see,
the barrel head 'ud jump an' jounce, 'n' you had ter be on
yer leathers 'f you meant ter hit it center. We hed a
rule never to shoot at a bear's head, onless he was side-
ways to us. Course, 'f he was up a tree, we could plug
him anywhus we was a ruin' ter.

"Nobody thet hain't never see a bear performin' 'th a
dog, haint no idee o' ther spring the' is into 'em. No, I
don't want no foolin' with 'em at clost quarter, 'n' I want
a gun I c'n depend on, every time.
"Our dog was a pretty big one, but he was quick, and

he know'd how ter keep out o' ther way. The' was three
on us watched him one day 's much 's three quarters
of an hour. We was sure o' ther bear, and we wanted
ter seem 'em perform. The bear he wanted ter tree, but
ther dog he wouldn't let him. Whenever the bear 'd git
up, say four foot high, ther dog he'd jump up 'n' give 'm
a nip. He was so heavy 't the bear couldn't keep his holt,
'n' down he'd come. Then he'd set up agin the rhuts o'

the tree, 'n' the dog he'd play around the back on % f'm
one side to t'other, *n' the bear he'd look just this way 'n'

then that way, V arter a while ther dog he'd catch him
a nip, 'n' the bear he'd jes' turn a summerset—seemed 's

ef he'd go twenty foot, but ther dog he wouldn't be there.
Finally, the bear he got so tired 't he wouldn't try ter
climb the tree, 'n' we jest hauled off 'n' shot him.
"Sometimes a very slight wound apperently '11 kill a

bear, an' then again you'll hev to shoot 'em all to pieces.
One we killed, the' was fifteen men a'ter him that time,
hed fourteen balls through him, 'n' seven on 'em was
in his head, 'n' he wa' n't dead then."
"How did it happen that there was so many of you?"
"Why, you see, he come right down into the village,

'n' we just dropped everything 'n' put a'ter him. One
feller 't worked in a cooper shop—he heun't no gun, so
he jes' grabbed up a pair o' them coopers' adze, 'n' when
he come up 'ith the bear, he 's so excited he jumped right
astraddle on him, 'n' hit 'im a' awful clip 'ith them adze.
It cut his laig half off, 'n' the next crack split his skull."
"That bear didn't have fair play."
"No more he didn't, that's a fact. Well, 1 declare, I

didn't think the mornin' 's so fur gone; I mus' be off.

Come up 'n' see us 'fore ye go."
Again I opened the book, but scarce had read a page

when another step stirred the crisp maple leaves along
the trail. This time the talk was of loars and mortgages,
and my advice was sought how best a little farm, almost
its owner's sole posses- ion, might now be freed from the
incumbrance with which its owner had through illness
been compelled to charge the land. He soon departed,
taking with him my advice and sympathy. His needs
were great, and I did not at once return to my book, but
gazed dreamily out upon the placid lakelet and the cloud-
swept skies, and thought how many there are among the
rich and generous of our land who need but know a case of
real distress to straightway send relief. But after all, the
very rich are few and far; the poor we have always with
us.

Then came a basket-maker, holding by the hand a tod-
dling child, who gazed with wide blue eyes upon my
shining reel, and soon slumbered in his father's arms.

The sun drew near the western hilltops when the little

laddie waked, and, made glad by the gift of a newly-
coined nickel, trotted away by his father's side, and soon
the rattle of their footsteps died away among the treet*.

I stirred the fire, and ate a hearty supper, for the long-
sought appetite had come at last, and T was hourly gain-
ing in health and strength. I watched the glimmer of
the lake and thought over old times until the fire had
burned low, and the spangled skies seemed close above
the trees, then betaking myself to my blankets, lay down
to pleasant dreams.
Next morning I bade good-by to my pleasant camp,

and, paddle in hand, was soon threading the devious
waterways of a large and lonely swamp. I had thought
to shoot ducks upon this trip, but it happened that I came
just between the flights, so that up to this time I had seen
but four.

Toward noon a dam was reached, below which for
some distance the stream is so choked with logs and sim-
ilar obstructions as to be difficult of navigation. I accord-
ingly shouldered my fusee and sought the cabin of a
neighboring farmer, around whom clustered several in-
cipient hunters, who eyed curiously my gun and accou-
trements while I made known my errand.
One of the boys was forthwith dispatched in search of

a yoke of oxen, supposed to be "som'ers in the timber,"
and ^uring his absence I asked the old Scotchman if the
wood ducks often nested thereabouts.
"Ay," said he, "there was a richt pretty pair o' deukes

biggit i' the hollow tree thot stood oot i' the mowin lang
syne. Ae woonter, I coot it doon for eilding, an' i' the
spreng the deukes was fleein' roond, an' a-fleein' roond,
to find the auld tree agen. An' had I thocht they wad
hae missed it sae, I'd na coot it doon ava\"
The oxen were driven up the lane and attached by a

yoke and chain to a sort of sledge, rough hewn from the
forest, and made by the axe and auger alone from the
curved stems of trees. It served as a conveyance for the
boat, which, being placed thereon, was hauled to a cove
a mile or so below the dam and launched upon the waters
of the Six-Mile Lake.

"The water 's but rough. I doot ye'll hardly wun the
foot o' the loch the day," said the old man, as he saw the
surges rolling on the point opposite our lauding. "Thank
ye, sir, good luck t' ye;" and with many a "Wo-ha!"
with thump and bump and clank of chains, the clumsy
sledge clattered against the gnarled roots of the cedars
and soon vanished in the dense undergrowth.
Being undecided as to my future movements, and in

no hurry whatever, I kindled a fire and made coffee, the
while watching the foaming swells which swept along a
few rods from my seat, to break and shatter on the tus-
socks of a little marsh above the landing. I bad been at
this place before, and remember that on one occasion a
certain greenhorn took post in the marsh, where he did
watch for ducks, the sun meanwhile beating furiously on
his unprotected head. Toward noon there came from his
stand a heavy bang. Another soon followed; and as
dinner was nearly ready one of our party took boat and
brought the shooter in, hungry and duckless. During
our meal he detailed the manner of his firing two sitting
shots at the same duck. "I took despufc good aim, tew,
'n I dono haow I missed him,"

"Is that your duck?" said Marden, pointing to a diver
not far distant.

"Ye-es, thet's him—dern the thing."
"Do you want to see him killed?"
"W'y, yes—but yeou caan't dew it. I tell ye I took

desput aim, an'—

"

"You just paddle me over there after dinner, and we'll
see," and the hunter resumed his attack on the shoulder
of a twenty-pound maskinonge.
After dinner Marden lighted his pipe,.took up his gun,

seated himself in the bow of the canoe, and with slow
and careful strokes of the paddle the greenhorn sent the
craft toward the seemingly unconscious diver. The face
of the paddler was lighted with a smile, for he expected
to see a miss. The duck suddenly disappeared beneath
the surface.
"There, I told ye "

While the words were spoken the duck again appeared;
as its head broke water the gun was leveled and dis-

charged, and a look of blank amazement spread over the
countenance of the greenhorn when he saw the bird
floating dead upon the surface of the lake.
"Wall, I swow," was all he said; and fishing up the

diver the boat returned to camp, Marden merely saying:
"You'll know how to do it another time."
The coffee began to simmer, and laying a few twigs

across the top of the coffee pot that the beverage inight
not boil over, J made my simple meal and much enjoyed
the same.

A boat was coming up the lake, and I watched her
progress as the sail swelled out in the stormy wind, and
sweeping round a point she lowered canvas and made
the land in safety.

That decided me. A week before I should not have
undertaken the job, but now I stowed the cargo and
made all secure, using for lashings some lengths of in-
sulated copper "office wire." There is nothing better for
this use. You can always untie them, and they cannot
easily be loosed or parted by accident.

I shipped the bow-facing oars and pushed out into the
lake for my six miles' pull. It was a tough one, but I
made it, ran through St. Clair's River and lake, and
camped near its foot, where I slept the sleep of a weary
man who has earned his rest by a six-mile pull in the
teeth of a good, double-reefed breeze.
The next forenoon was devoted to a stroll in company

with a sportsman who, with his wife, was passing the
season in that neighborhood. Late in the day I moved
my camp to a point on Bowers' Lake (the next below).
The night was cold and windy, and I prospected for a
good camp ground—a favorite amusement of mine on
trips like this. There is a pleasing sense of proprietor-
ship in cruising leisurely along, watching the birds,
fishes, insects, plants and scenery in general, until some
little peculiarity of bank, stream or foliage attracts your
attention, while furnishing indications that one or more
of the requisites of a good camp ground are waiting your
inspection. You give a twist of the paddle to port, and a
stroke or two sends the nose of your craft right into the
door of your hotel. Course, you haven't a deed of the
land; but it's yours all the same. As Curtis long ago
wrote in one of those admirable papers in the old Put-
nam's Magazine, "Bourne owns the dirt and the fences."
Let him have them, so that you carry away from the
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cauip you will make good store of pleasant reeollections,

to which the value of the land where you have camped
is as nothing. The money we have had and lost is of no
further use to us; but "no one can take from us tho re-

membrance of the good times we have had."
For this camp I chose a spot where a small brook

wound along the base of a steep bank, deep bovvered in

the cedars, and which sheltered me from the wind. Next
morning there was ice in the teakettle, and it set me
thinking of snowshoes.
Those living in the neighborhood of the. Manhattoes

during the fearful blizzard of March, 1888, learned to

place true value on the accomplishment of snowshoeing,
and found that, like the proverbial revolver of the Texan,
when you want "rackets" (as my grandmother used to

call them), you want 'em mighty bad. Still, the people
might have been able to leave their houses and walk over
those snowdrifts, had they only known how.

I was once caught in a snowstorm in the forests to the
north of Squam Mountains. It was nearly dark when I

managed to strike the trail which led to the cabin of an
old trapper, with whom I passed the next two days.
There came a thaw and a freeze, and on the third morn-
ing the shadows of the mountaintops fell across a land-
scape beautiful indeed, as we surveyed it from the cabin
door, but as impracticable for the pedestrian as could
well be imagined, unless with tho aid of snowshops.
These I did not possess, for it was yet comparatively
early in tlje season, and I had looked for no such storm*,
having planned to leave the forest before the winter had
fairly set in.

As we arose from breakfast the old man said: "This
jest about whips the grub, n' I've got ter put aout f'r the
settlement. My furs hes been all packed tew three days
"fore you come, 'n' 'f 't hedn't a ben f'r this gol darned
storm. I'd a ben fawty mild away ?fore this. I kin tramp
it on my snowshoes, but I wa'mt a cal'latin' on comin
back 'fore spring. I kin though, f yeou say so. n' git

ye aout some way."
1 thanked him for Iris kind offer, which I nevertheless

declined, and cast about for materials with which to im-
provise a pair of snowshoes. A couple of -'shakes," split

from a cedar trunk, were soon fashioned into a pair of
"raquettes" about four feet long by twelve inches at the
broader part, where the moccasin rested, and the hole
was made for the toe to play up and down in traveling,
and the sides were slightly tapered from that point fore
and aft. The toe-bar and a couple of supplementary
cleats of hard wood were lashed across with deerskin
thongs, the slings made of the same material, and in two
hours' time or so I had a rude but serviceable pair of
snowshoes, on which I walked in comfort and safety
out of the now half buried camp and over three feet of
snow.
"With little difficulty I made my way in the trail of the

trapper to the nearest settlement, thanking my stars the
while for the hint I long before received from one famil-
ial* with Indian ways, for it had saved me many hours of
severest toil and may have saved my life. Moral—Given
a large packing case, old or new, and you have material
for snowshoes.
The last breakfast of the trip was cooked and eaten, the

fire extinguished, and regretfully we glided away from
the last camp of the season, Pleasant are my recollec-
tions of that spot. So dense was the thicket of alders
which concealed it from the view of those who passed it

on the lake, that I had thought it but a swamp; yet never-
theless landed at the invitation of the tiny brooklet, and
pushing through the brake, found all things needful for a
temporary home. If sight and sinew f'aiime not, I shall
visit it again.

This day I wanted fish, not for myself but for friends.
I selected my most seductive lure, put together my little

rod and was ready for action. Faithfully I wavea that
switch over the likeliest spots in Bowers's, Willson r

s,

Benway's, Hanly's and Cedar Lakes, hut without result.
I did not catch a fish, Perhaps the cold, rough weather
was reason sufficient for this want of success.
The cruise was over, the outfit safely stored, and I

once more seated myself at the supper table, this time
fully prepared to dispose of my share of its burden, and
feeling that my outing had noc been barren of beneficent
results.

I had gone prepared to shoot ducks, and had I killed
more than were needed to supply the camp I could have
sent them home. It turned out that I had no difficulty
in consuming all 1 shot, but one was enough. I shouid
have no trouble in reloading shells for my next outing,

I was much improved in health, and had bagged much
game of that sort which longest lives in pleasant recol-
lections. Yet was I compelled, when asked for the story
of my cruise, to make answer in the words of Canning's
needy knife-grinder, for in truth I did not think that I
had one to tell. Kelpfe,

i<tmi[itt ^hdorth

THE WOODCOCK'S WHISTLE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am much interested in the habits of the woodcock,
and take every chance to observe the same. I believe,
with Mr. Brewster, that the variation of the whistle is
due to the difference in the rapidity of the flight, having
noticed that invariably the note is "sharp and clear wThen
the bird is flushed close under foot, and quite light and
sometimes hardly noticeable when the bird flushes of its
own accord. I have watched (from the top of a large
rock surrounded by alders, and dividing a small spring-
brook) a pair of woodcock which raise their young each
year in the same spot, near my old home in Taunton,
Mass. They flit back and forth with almost noiseless
wings, and the hen is so tame when the eggs are nearly
hatched that you can touch her gently Avith the finger
without driving her away. But should you step up
abruptly, or should a dog appear, then the whistle sounds
clear enough. I cannot believe the note is made by vocal
organs, for I have held a bird in my hand by the bill,
with the nostrils covered, and am satisfied that the sound
made by the wings and the •'whistle" were one and the
same thing. Can the vocal theorists explain why the
note is not heard during the moulting season? I have
noticed that a partridge whose wing feathers have been
cut with shot will have the same whistle occasionally.
Is it not in the construction of the feathers? What say

the modern naturalists? Argument and exchange of
opinion often bring a brother sportsman pleasure. So
does the whistle! May it ever return each year.

H. B. SotjTjK,

Editor Forest and Stream:
The woodcock has always been a favorite of mine. I

have shot a good many of them and shot at a good many
more that I failed to take home with me. When I was
a boy I used to spend a good deal of my leisure time
along the streams and in the swamps of New Jersey,
wearing out on an average a half-dozen straw hats each
season catching trout to put in our spring and coming
home hungry, bedraggled and covered with the swamp
mud, that 1 had succeeded in attaching to my clothes
through my desire to know where every woodcock had
punched a whole in the swamp mud, on my stamping
ground. To find a piece of swale well worked over by
the woodcock filled me with greater delight than even
to find that my mother was out of wood and wanted to
bake.

I think I have heard most of the noises they make and
I have seen some of their antics on the mud. It is my
opinion that the woodcock does make sounds during
flight that are vocal, but only during a short time in the
year. I have seen them in the spring leave the ground
about dusk, going almost straight up in the air and often
attaining a considerable height, I could hear them making
a twittering noise that I always considered vocal. After
keeping this up for a few moments they would drop
like a shot to the ground. I never heard them make this
noise but in the spring, and then only at dusk. But I
think that the noise made by the woodcock on being
flushed is made by the vibration of the wings. I came
to my conclusion through this incident. While living on
the southern end of Staten Island I started across lots to
Princess Bay after ducks. While crossing a marshy
spot I flushed a woodcock and, I forgetting that my gun
was loaded with heavy shot, up went the gun and down
came the woodcock. On going to retrieve it I noticed it
crouched at the side of a bunch of grass, and taking a
second look found that a large shot had struck it at the
base of the bill, cutting both mandibles, causing them to
hang down on its breast, giving his lordship a decidedly
picturesque look. I stopped to pick him up, when away
he went, whistling as merrilv as a horsecar conductor,
requiring the second load of duck shot to stop him.
AltTiTNGTON, N. J". F. W.

QUAIL IN DIXIE.

IT may not be generally known that a portion of the
southern part of Utah is called Dixie. The name

applies to the region lying south of what is known as the
"rim" or place where the high tablelands break off.
and descent is made into a warm sandy valley sloping
down to the Colorado Eiver. The soil and climate of
Dixie are similar to those of Arizona and southern Cali-
fornia. Beds of lava are seen, and many varieties of
cactus.
In this district, lying partly in Utah and partly in

Nevada, and ranging only as far north as the "rim,"
quail are found hi abundance. This variety is, no doubt,
the Lophortu.r gambeli, and has its home mainly in the
valley of the Colorado below the Grand Canon and in the
canons opening out on to the Colorado Eiver. In general
appearanpe this bird differs little from the California
valley quail. Some differences in its habits exist, and
one quite noticeable is in its proclivities for evading its
pursuers by running instead of using its wings. Except
when suddenly startled or hard pressed it manages to es-
cape without flight. When flushed, each bird, after
about the usual flight for quail, runs off by himself, and
at a rapid gait. Occasionally by rapid pursuit the covey
may be flushed a second time, and then a portion of them
are apt to hide, and may then be sought as other varie-
ties. On the soft sands I have sometimes tracked a single
bird half a mile or more after the covey had been flushed
and fired into.

This species of quail, when not molested, like to stay
about the houses and farms of farmers and become half
domesticated. I have had them come close to the door of
my tent in the morning, and with the most lively chatter
pick up such crumbs of food as they found scattered
about: and they at one time had a habit of coming on to
the back porch of my house to get oats left there. I
noticed one other difference between this and other
quail. It is in a danger call they give in spring and dur-
ing their nesting time. My observation would indicate
that these quail form a colony at nesting time embracing
all the birds of quite an area around. They choose
ground covered with high bushes in preference to a
rocky hillside covered with sage and small bushes. I
was at some pains to observe one of these nesting colonies.
On nearing the ground I saw a cock quail perched on the
highest of a clump of oak chapparal. When within about
three hnudred yards he gave what I took to be an alarm
call—one note. Immediately the call was repeated from
the tops of the different clumps of bushes all about the
neighborhood. When I had come within, perhaps, one
hundred yards of my first quail he suddenly dropped to
the ground and made off at great speed, and I saw him
pass over the ridge of a small hill running for dear life,
as he no doubt thought.
The call is best represented by the word Greer, pro-

nounced in a sharp high key. In a minute after the first
alarm note, creer, creer, from many throats could be
heard over all the neighborhood. The females were not
to be seen, nor with the limited time I had for search did
I find a single nest. There may be no uniformity in col-
lecting in colonies for nesting; an instance or two does
not prove so much with me as to some others, but it looks
strongly that way; and at another place about the same
time I found a large number of cock quail feeding to-
gether, and I have no doubt their mates were near by
busy with maternal cares. I would like to know the re-
sult of more extended observations on the subject.
There are no mountain quail in Utah, nor any other

varieties native to this region. Both the vallev quail of
California, and the Bob Whites have been planted in the
various canons from Ogden to the head of Utah Lake.
They have done well, and are by law protected for two
years more. But in fact they are now being shot. If
mimolested they would be likely to spread over Utah
generally. Now they are confined to the mouth of can-
ons and will be easily exterminated.
The game and fish laws are not obeyed. Trout are

being killed with giant powder, Two days since, at the

I

spot where this was written, I heard from the door ofmy tent a loud explosion, and saw the water from the
creek rise in a column high above the willows fringing
the creek. When I visited the spot a little later I was
surprised at the perfect destruction made of all the trout
in that pool. The larger ones had been carried away by
the vandal that did the work, but there were scores of
small dead floating or at the bottom of the pool. Half a
dozen larger ones had been overlooked in the hurry to
get away by the new-fashioned angler. I am afraid we
are no better in Utah than they are in Maine in observ-
ance, of this class of laws. I fear that in all our country
there will be no place where deer, grouse or trout will
be found except on private grounds. Laws most whole-
some and necessary have a place on the statute books,
but they do not avail because not enforced. Public
opinion must stand in with the statutes.
Utah. GEO. H. Wyman.

THE MEXICAN WILD TURKEY.
N comparing this bird, Meleagris gallopavo mexieana

1. with Meleagris gallopavo. I meant to say he is more
stupid, instead of •' striped," as the types had it. Either
statement is correct, though one might be led to suppose
from the latter expression that the wild turkey of the
United States is to some extent striped. This is not so.

J°
v™1™ for the readers of Forest Amy Stream about

the difference between the two varieties would seem a
useless waste of space, and yet I must admit that it is a
somewhat recent addition to my own stock of informa-
tion. Audubon failed to make a proper discrimination,
and confusion on the part of such authority is sure to be
perpetuated by many who follow him.
The most remarkable characteristic of Meleaqris gallo-

pavo is that he cannot be domesticated. The proof of
this is overwhelming. Of course individuals can be
tamed, but the wild instinct always prevails. Once when
a boy I captured a dozen eggs, eleven of which were
hatched. As I remember, nine of the chickens survived,
under the fostering care of a domestic hen. As they
grew toward maturity, however, their nightly resting
pla£e in the trees became higher and higher and further
and further from the chicken house. They were as tame
as ordinary chickens, but active and able' to fly well. I
was trying to devise some way of capturing them with-
out resorting to the extreme method of shooting them,
when after several absences of a night or two they dis-
appeared. The same experience was repeated by almost
every family of the Western States. Audubon tells of a
gobbler he tamed and made a pet of, inKentuckv, which
at the age of more than three years finally left him,
though on finding it in the woods afterward it allowed
him to approach it.

This untamable nature, together with the persistency
of color in his dark bronze plumage, made the develop-
ment of the domestic turkev from such stock one of the
puzzles of my boyhood. I remember to have seen more
than once the statement that the turkey is a native of
Persia. Such a theory is perhaps the desperate effort of
some puzzled soul to escape the difficulty just mentioned.
It is gratuitous and entirely unfounded. As Benjamin
Franklin once suggested, he might be made our national
emblem, for he is as much an American gift to the world
as maize, tobacco and " Irish" potatoes.
The domestic turkey is a descendant of the Mexican

wild variety. I have not had opportunity to examine
this bird personally, but I believe it is generally admit-
ted that even in a wild state his color is not fixed. A
Mexican who is in the employ of one of the sub-con-
tractors on the railroad from this city to the Gulf of
Mexico, and whose camp is in the midst of a paradise of
game, tells me that the turkeys are pinto. This word
means simply spotted. Whether there is more than sim-
ple black and white I do not know. The manner of pro-
ducing the variations common in the domestic variety is
well understood.
The Indians here had a name, still current, for the tur-

key which was apparently intended to represent his note.A Spanish work on natural history, which I have ex-
amined, in a desperate effort to reduce the sounds to
writing, produced this, JiuexoloM. If any reader of the
Forest j. nu Stream wishes to read this aloud he needn't
try to pronounce the word. Just let him give his neck a
"yank" and gobble. Anybody can do that, whether he
knows Spanish or not. About the commonest color of
domestic turkeys here is gray, the feathers dark below
and tipped with white. This gives a neutral effect quite
common m nature, and I suppose is about the color of
the wild ones.
The same man of whom I spoke above, told me of at

least two kinds of what I took to be grouse, besides the
chaehalaea, and two or three kinds of quail, the Indian
names of which I could not retain. As the railroad is to
be completed this fall, giving a busy man a chance to take
a run into that favored country, I hope to make the trip
and have something interesting to report. Some youth-
ful and ambitious naturalist ought to set his eves on that
section, for, so far as I can ascertain, it is almost virgin
soil. Aztec.
San Luis Potosi, Mexico.

The Electric Organs of the Star Gazer.—In the
Proceedings of the U. S. National Museum, Vol. 3, p 18
1S80, Dr. Jordan states that Dr. J. A. Henshall had in-
formed him that the star gazer (Astroseopns y-gra-cum)m life exhibits strong electrical powers, these powers ap-
parently having their seat in the naked skin on the top
of the head. Dr. Jordan then adds: "So far as I know,
such phenomena have not hitherto been ascribed to any
fish of this family. I therefore put this statement on
record, in hopes that subsequent observers of this rare
fish may be able to verify it." Professor Gilbert informs
us that during the cruise of the Fish Commission steamer
Albatross along the coast of Lower California a star gazer
(Astroscopvs) was obtained in Magdalena Bay, April 8,
1889, which had the power to give electrical shocks. A
man had been ordered to take the fish from the aquarium,
in which it had been kept alive, and eviscerate it preoara-
tory to preserving in alcohol. Upon taking hold of the
fish with the thumb and fingers of one hand in such a
way as to make the necessary incision, he felt a shock,
and not knowing what to make of it turned the fish over
to Professor Gilbert, who also felt the shock very per-
ceptibly, as did two other gentlemen present. The speci-
men from the Pacific was a great surprise to Professor
Gilbert, as this genus was known onlv to the Atlantic be-
fore,—Bab,
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Explorations in Arizona and New Mexico.—Dr. L.

Stejneger, of the U. S. National Museum, Curator Dept.

of Reptiles, left Washington Sept. 2, for Arizona and New
Mexico, where he will make collections of birds and
reptiles. The Doctor will first go into the San Francisco
Mountains, in central Arizona, and work south.

_
He ex-

pects to be engaged about three months upon this work.
The field to be gone over is quite rich in objects of natural

history, and Dr. Stejneger will probably add much de-

siderata to the collections of the museum. Dr. C. Hart
Merriam, of the Agricultural Department, is now in the

same field collecting mammals and birds. Prof. F. W.
Knowlton, of the U. S. National Museum, is also work-
ing in the same territory collecting plants.

Range of the Wild Turkey.—Plainfield, Mass.—Re-
ferring to your investigations respecting the range of the
wild turkey to the northward and eastward, let me say
that I have just learned from tradition that "Gobble
Mountain," in Chester, took its name from the quantity
of wild turkeys which were once found there. Chester
is in the northwestern part of Hampden county, which
projects into Hampshire county. This is the furthest
limit of Gallopavo's habitat which I have heard of in this

direction.

—

Chas. Hallock.

Wild Pigeons.—Calais, Me., Aug. 26.—After some
years we are this summer having some of our old ac-

quaintances in the way of wild pigeons. Several flocks

have been about, and I hope they may again become
abundant.—Geo. A. Boardman.

"That reminds me."

278.

SEVERAL years since the skipper and myself pulled
down to Great Marsh before sundown to get a lew

shots at black duck, which were striking in quite plenti-
fully. The skipper set the stools, while I busied myself
in shoving my boat into the edge of the marsh and cov-
ering her with sedge so that the birds might not sight me
as I lay in her. As soon as he had finished the stools the
skipper pulled away to a favorite blind, and by that time
I was ready for business. The dusk was set in and we
had had no shots, and I had been intently watching for
any birds which might fly over, when I glanced at the
decoys and saw that the skipper had set more than he
said he had. That is. I thought he said seven, and surely
I counted eight. My first impulse was to cover that
extra bird, and my gun was at my shoulder before I hap-
pened to think that possibly it might be that he was mis-
taken, and that if I filled his decoys full of shot he might
not be filled with happiness; and besides, the laugh
would never be over with the boys. I wavered a minute
between an impulse to "turn her loose" on the outside
bird, but he was so quietly resting on the water without
a quack or perceptible motion to be noticed through the
dusk, that I had not the sand to take the chance of its

not being a decoy. No duck had lit, and this extra one
might easily be a decoy set by the skipper in excess of
the seven he had told me he placed. To solve the pro-
blem I gently rocked the boat in the marsh. Whir !

Bang! Up got a black duck and off over the marsh he
whistled, followed by my right barrel, but too late. The
duck must have swam up from some distant part of the
marsh, and so quietly that I had not seen him till he was
among the decoys. I didn't say anything about my bril-

liancy to the skipper. He had no delicacy of feeling,
and would laugh. F. P. L.
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In our engineer corps was Col. Sam H., a very modest
and refined gentleman of Irish persuasion, and possess-
ing considerable ability, but so much addicted to the
"rosy," that he frequently found himself on the super-
numerary list. He was acting in the capacity of drafts-
man, in which department he possessed considerable
skill. Col. Sam stood patiently at his drawing board
from morning till night day after day. On one occasion,
being invited by some gentlemen to join them the follow-
ing morning on a fishing expedition, I thought I would
give Col. Sam a holiday, so I asked him to take a seat in
my buggy. He gladly accepted, as he had not had a
smell of the woods for some months. We started at day-
break, and having driven some six miles from the town
of Monroe, Louisiana, to the banks of a pretty stream in
a swamp, the party of six or eight bivouacked for break-
fast. Having built a fire, boiled a coffee pot, and broiled
over our cold meats of various kinds, we ate our break-
fast with keen relish, and then prepared for fishing.

I had provided a fishing line for Col. Sam, and when
all were busy in preparations I produced it and handed it

to him. Now Col. Sam had probably never cast a hook
in water in his life, nor pulled a trigger. He gazed at
the line in embarrassed surprise, then exclaimed, "Me
feesh! I—ah—I left me glarsses. I carn't see to bait me
ho-o-o-k!" So Col. Sam loitered about the woods until
noon, when the party assembled at the camp-fire with a
goodly store of black bass, goggle eye, bream and jack-
fish, wriggling fresh from the water. They were soon
transferred from their native element to hot lard in a fry-
pan, when their bright and glistening skins speedily
became crisp and brown. Then Col. Sam exhibited his
prowess as a fisherman in a manner to excite the envy of
all dyspeptics. We continued our sport in the afternoon
until the gathering gloom in the swamp admonished us
to get out to the "big road" before it became too dark.
Then hitching up our "teams" we rattled back to town
in merry mood. This was the first and only time that
Col. Sam ever essayed to play fisherman. "

Memphis, Tenn. COAHOMA.

Forest and Stream, Bos 2,833, N. Y. city, has deseriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Lemn^weil's hook, " Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will he mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subiec*
extant.

Names and Portraits oe Birds, by Gurdon Trumbnll. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Identify without question all the American game birds which
tney may kill. Cloth, 230 pages, price $2.50. For sale by Forest
and Stream.

PATTERN AND PENETRATION.
SCOTT, 10-BOFvE.

THE Scott gun was the make of weapon put to test
when the screen was put in use on the afternoon of

Aug. 7. The particular arm on trial was the property of
a gentleman well known among the duck shooters of the
Long Island inlets, and the large 10-gauge Scott which
he offered for trial has often done good service across the
waters of the Great South Bay. It can hardly be said
that it acquitted itself in any very satisfactory shape be-
fore this shooting screen. Two sets of cartridges were
prepared, intended to run as nearly even as the two
makes of powder would permit, and they were loaded by
the Schultze powder agent in this country so as to insure
the best possible showing for the white explosive.
The day was a very fair one for the trial, a 5 o'clock

lifting wind affecting the flying shot but little, and the

SCOTT GUN, BLACK POWDER, RIGHT BARREL, 126 PELLETS.

pellets had a good chance to make the best pattern of
which they were capable. Of course, with such charges
of powder behind large shot, and chilled shot, too, the
penetration ran heavy, and it became explainable how an
arm of such poor pattern might yet make a good record
if only the shooter put in plenty of charge, for with such
a striking force a single shot would drop a pretty fair-

sized waterfowl. The gun was well held, since out of
five shots fired from each barrel at each distance with
each sort of powder, the average distance in inches be-
tween the centers of the aimed and struck circles ran as
follows:

Black Powder. Schultze Powder.

Right Barrel. Left Barrel. Eight Barrel. Left Barrel.
40yds 5in. 4in. 5in. 4in.
60yds 5J£in. 4in. 4in. 3in.

In not a few instances the advantage gain in the pat-
tern sheet by shifting from the center aimed at was very
slight, showing that the aiming of Supt. Moss, who did
the firing, was good, and that the gun put its shot as far

neatly balanced with the black, so far as force was con-
cerned, as the penetration runs very even, with the advan-
tage slightly with the white powder.
The testing of this gun was an illustration of just how

the Forest and Stream gun test is to do its w-ork. It
was not intended that trial be made only of sets of
guns gotten up as show pieces by the various makers
just to display the top notch work of any particular
make. These trials are interesting as measurers of what
arms ought to do, but beyond this sort of test there is the
trials of the arms in the hands of the general run of gun-
ners. Just as in our trajectory test of rifles we asked for

SCOTT GUN. SCHULTZE POWDER, RIGHT BARREL, 124 PELLETS.

stock rifles, taken out of a lot, and not fettled up for a
special test; so in shotgun work, and even more so than
in rifles, we wish to see what the average gun is doing.
In almost every instance the gun shoots better than the
holder holds, but this is no reason why a man should
bring along a lOlbs. gun and fire away a big load of shot
at each trigger pull simply to do the work which an 81bs.
arm properly loaded would accomplish.
In this instance it is not to be supposed that the Scott

works will consider the performance of this gun as typi-
cal of their entire output, no more fo than the Colt works
consider our recent trial of a pair of Colt arms as show-
ing what that make of aims ought to do. Yet the owners
of those Colts, just as the owner of this Scott, each con-
sidered himself the owner of a pretty good weapon, and
was ready to back it with his money and time in a trip
after game. They were successful in dropping their
birds, rather in spite of than because of

,
any extra aid

given by the arms carried. Put to the cold, exact test of
a number of figured shots at the paper target, the guns
do not figure out largely. Yet in the hands of their

SCOTT GUN, BLACK POWDER. LEFT BARREL, 115 PELLETS.

as it was able about the point of aim. The average for
the five shots fired in each instance, from each barrel at
each distance, and with the two sorts of powder, shows
as follows:

Black Powder. Schultze Powder.

Aimed Circle. Struck Circle. Aimed Circle. Struck Circle.

Right Left Right Left Right Left Right Left
Barrel. Barrel. Barrel. Barrel. Barrel. Barrel. Barrel. Barrel.

40yds.. 101 99 106 104 81 69 83 74
60yds.. 43 50 49 56 38 44 43 46

In noting the averages it should be borne in mind that
the opened cartridges showed an average of 276 pellets in
each one, so that reckoned by percentage there was not a
single average which reached 40 per cent.of the quantity of
shot fired, and at 60yds. not even 20 per cent, was reached.
The advantage was slightly with the black powder in
both distances of the test. Coming to a comparison of
penetration, the large quantity of black powder, running
up to 132grs. of explosive behind 585grs. weight of shot,
showed itself in the hard hitting. The white powder was

SCOTT GUN, SCHULTZE POWDER, LEFT BARREL, 103 PELLETS.

owners, hopeful zeal took the place of close pattern, and
fair success was met with across marsh and meadow.
The Scott gun tried was a heavy, serviceable arm.

Shooter Moss said he could not detect any special differ-

ence in recoil between the two powders, and this may
have a significance in looking at the penetration figures.

In one shot the wad over the Schultze powder at 40yds.
came down the range and through the paper screen along
with the metallic contents of the charge.
Our figures in the record so thoroughly cover the story

of the gun's doings, that we will lea^ e them, together
with the selected best patterns, to tell the story of the
test. In the cuts it should be borne in mind that A in
each instance is the point of aim, while Cis the center of
the struck circle for greatest pattern.

Claremont, JST. J., Aug. 7, 1889.

test made at eorest and stream gun-testing screen.

Gun—Scott hammer. Cost, $— . No. of gun, 15,981. "Weight,
lO^lbs. Length of barrels, 33in. Gauge, 10. Right bar-
rel, full choke. Left barrel, full choke.

Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 5 o'clock. Force of
wind, 4 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 75°. Do.,
wet, 67°. Humidity, 66° . Barometer, 30.1 in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun

:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—V. S. C. Co.'s Climax.
Poioder, Brand—Dead Shot.
Powder, Quantity—1% drs.

( Make—Tatham.
Shot J Quantity—IX oz.

Size—6 Chilled.
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CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.

Three Cartridges Taken at Random.
BOTH BARRELS.

Loading. Powder. s?l0t\»- „ .

Card over shot; two 1 1 . . . 135 grs. 588 grs. 27o pellets.

. B. E. wads and card-^ 3. . .130 grs. 567 grs. 271 pellets,

over powder. (3... 132 grs. 589 grs. 274 pellets.

Average 132grs. 581 grs. 273 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.

Five Sh ots per Ba rrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARBEL.
Pattern. Pe

1. 123 pellets.
2. 107 pellets.
3. 93 pellets.

4. 92 pellets.

5. 91 pellets.

LEFT BARREL.
tration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

27 sheets. 1. Ill pellets. 19 sheets.

31 sheets. 2. 89 pellets. 26 sheets.

23 sheets. 3. 95 pellets. 27 sheets.

. . sheets. 4. 101 pellets. 31 sheets.

33 sheets. 5. 103 pellets. 28 sheets.

Av. 101 pellets. 28 sheets. Av. 99 pellets. 26 sheets.

Tliree shots a,t 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 126 pellets. 1 115 pellets.

2 112 pellets. 3 104 pellets.

3 101 pellets. 3 104 pellets.

Average 113 pellets. Average 108 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.

Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, a pellets. Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 32 pellets. 22 sheets. 1. 51 pellets. 19 sheets.

2. 32 pellets. . . sheets. 2. 66 pellets. 18 sheets.

3. 62 pellets. 9 sheets. 3. 23 pellets. 17 sheets.

4. 42 pellets. 22 sheets. 4. 58 pellets. ..sheets.

5. 47 pellets. 15 sheets. 5. 52 pellets. 15 sheets.

Av. 43 pellets. 16 sheets. Av. 50 pellets. 17 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
hest pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 66 pellets. 1 59 pellets.

2 50 pellets. 2 68 pellets.

3 51 pellets. 3 61 pellets.

Average 55 pellets. Average 63 pellets.

CLAREMONT, N. J., Aug. 7, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

Gtm—Scott hammer. Cost, $— . No. of gun, 15,981. Weight,
lO^lbs. Length of barrels, 33in. Gauge, 10. Right bar-

rel." full choke. Left barrel, full choke.

Weather—Clear, Direction of wind, 5 o'clock. Force of

wind, 4 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 75°. Do.,

wet, 67 0
. Humidity, 66 0

. Barometer, 30.1in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—U. S. C. Co.'s Climax.
Powder, Brand—Schultze.
Powder, Quantity—4 drs.

I Make—Tatham.
Shot-} Quantity—1}£ ost.

( Stee—6 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three (Yrrtrirfges Taken at Random,

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Powder. Shot

Card over shot; one B. 1 1. . . 61 grs. 596 grs. 280 pellets.

E., two P. E. wads- 2... 60 grs. 592 grs. 273 pellets,

and card over pdr. (3... 59 grs. 578 grs. 270 pellets.

Average 60 grs. 588 grs. 274 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.

Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, S pellets.

69 pellets. 26 sheets. 1.

25 sheets. 2.

25 sheets. 3.

36 sheets. 4.

26 sheets.

2. -98 pellets.

3. 24 pellets.

4. 124 pellets.

5. 91 pellets.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

97 pellets. 25 sheets.

45 uellets.
83 pellets.

.. 20 pellets.

5. 100 pellets.

. . sheets.

.. sheets.

. . sheets.
30 sheets.

Av. 81 pellets. 28 sheets. Av. 69 pellets. 27 sheets.

Three Shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 90 pellets. 1 102 pellets.

2 110 pellets. 2 84 pellets.

3 106 pellets. 3 103 pellets.

Average 102 pellets. Average 93 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots ver Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, :i pellets.

56 pellets. 16 sheets.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

18 pellets.
50 pellets.

41 pellets.

8 pellets.
43 pellets.

sheets.
17 sheets.
.. sheets.
. . sheets.
21 sheets.

50 pellets.
50 pellets.
36 pellets.
27 pellets.

18 sheets.
17 sheets.
17 sheets.
20 sheets.

Av. 38 pellets. 19 sheets. Av. 44 pellets. 18 sheets.

Three Shots at 4-foot square; 30-ineh Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 50 pellets. 1 60 pellets.

3 50 pellets. 2 52 pellets.

3 55 pellets. 3 50 pellets.

Average 53 pellets. Average 54 pellets.

St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 31,—The officers of the Missouri
Fish and Game Protective Association have determined
to put a stop to the illegal sale of prairie chickens in this

city, and with this object in view they recently appointed
an agent to investigate and report to" them the results of

his investigation. For a week or more the agent labored
hard in the good cause and his vigilance was well re-

warded, for he succeeded in having warrants issued
against a number of prominent restaurant and hotel

keepers who were serving their guests with a delicious

article of "owl," and one game dealer suffered a similar

fate. They were all arrested and gave bonds for appear-
ance in court. Sportsmen here are highly elated over
the splendid showing made by special officer Voris, and
they also hope that the violaters will be given the butt
end of the law for selling chickens at this time when the
open season for them in this State is 45 days off yet.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Aug. 27.—We have been blessed with

beautiful, World's Fair weather here for the past

season, and one could hardly believe that it was summer
at all. Some of our shooter's who have gone afield for an
early shoot report fair weather all through upper Illinois

and Indiana.
Numbers of shooters have already gone into the latter

State for the ostensible purpose of fishing or snipe shoot-

ing, but it is highly probable that next Sunday will see

most of them out after chickens, if they do not go before

that time. There will be very fair prairie chicken shoot-

ing in upper Indiana this fall, unless all the promise of

the earlier season be falsified. Some little illegal shoot-

ing is reported in Illinois, but it is being kept quiet.

Illinois, Indiana and lower Wisconsin are going to afford

Chicago shooters really very good prairie chicken shoot-

ing this fall, without the necessity of going very far

from home. ' But it will not last long. The guns will be
out in thousands after this big, beautiful and easy game
bird, and the supply will rapidly fade away. There is

no bird so defenseless as the pinnated grouse, and it is

the prey of every one, from Zulu up.
Speaking of snipe reminds one that jack snipe made

their appearance on our marshes three weeks ago, and
came in considerable numbers ten days or more ago. A
few of those who were "on to" this have quickly slipped

out and made some good bags already. Mr. John Grey,
of the Cumberland Club, whom I have once mentioned
as a very successful duck shot, told me to-day that he
had just got in from the club, and had bagged 44 jack
snipe in less than half an hour (he said) on the little flat

directly in front of the club house. "I don't think I was
gone over 20 minutes," said be, "the place was alive

with them. The boys don't know it yet."

Lately I read a lot of learned stuff about snipe in an-
other journal, and supposed I was learning something
until I fell to talking with Ed Irwin, of Cony, Pa., who
spends his summer on Chautauqua Lake, and who comes
out to Koutts, Ind., on the Kankakee River, to shoot
snipe for the naai'ket, as he has done for the past twenty
years. He says that region holds out better than any
snipe ground he knows. Mr. Irwin said, "That fellow
you are talking about says snipe come in in three sepa-

rate flights. Well, I have watched the jack snipe pretty
close for over twenty years, and I don't think they do
anything of the kind." You can't lay down any such rule.

Snipe usually come in on the full moon. Your early Illi-

nois snipe came in on the full moon, and you will notice
that they will thin out now andnotbein to any great ex-
tent till the full moon of next month. A good many people
write about game who don't know very much about it.

I am convinced that if this gentleman had observed jack
snipe so long as some of us, he would have changed his

mind about the three-flight business."

Golden plover crossed Ohio three weeks ago, and they
are on our prairies here now to some extent. I have not
yet seen any one who has been out after them, but I will

shortly look up Italian Joe. He knows where all the
plover axe.

Mr. W. T. Best, of the Chicago Tin Pigeon Co. , starts

this week for Denver, Col. , to attend the big shoot of the
Queen City club, which will probably result in the fur-

ther strengthening of the 1
' Rocky Mountain Trap-

Shooters," and should be quite a considerable affair, Mr.
Best has space offered him in this shoot for his bird,

which is one of the new and good inventions which
Chicago is all the time turning out for the sporting world.
I have tried not to miss mentioning any noteworthy pro-
duct of that kind during the past year, and believe that
the columns of this paper will show that this city has
done more in the way of originality and enterprise in
that respect than any other in the Union during the
period named.

The Standard Cartridge Co. of Chicago is now well
settled in its beautiful new offices at the northeast corner
of Randolph street and "Wabash avenue, andthings have
a rather explosive look in them, the large floor having the
offices of the Standard Cartridge, the Dupont Powder,
the Oriental Mills, the Atlantic Dynamite Co., and the
Repauno Chemical Co. Mr, C. E. Willard, the superin-
tendent of the Standard Cartridge, has his desk right up in
the front, as if he wasn't at all afraid of being seen over at
his new place of business. Charlie Willard is so well known
that it isn't news to talk about him. He will have to
chasser around between here and St. Louis, until Chicago
annexes St. Louis, which will be before long. Mr. Rice's

desk, and the Dupont office, are railed off handsomely
just back of this, and the Oriental Mills come nexti Mr.
Rice's private office, which is furnished with singular
good taste for its purposes, lies at the end of the suite,

and is a very good climax to the whole. Mr. Rice has a
number of heads of big game in his office. He has also

a large rug, which I took to be native Mexican, but which
he says is West Indian weaving. It is very homely

—

enough so to be attractive, he says. All these offices

are finished in old oak, and all the desks are of that
wood. The total effect is one I do not see equalled in
similar offices in this or other cities, and shows what dig-
nity sporting interests may assume upon occasion in this

city. Mr. Rice and Mr. Willard say that their machinery
will soon be in. Both these gentlemen are known in this

country, and it would afford absent friends pleasure to

behold them in their new quarters, to which they seem
now perfectly adjusted.

The actual business of the field is now beginning to
assert itself. Our shooters are growing uneasy, and are
oiling up their guns. There is a vague suspicion in the
air that something is going to happen before long. The
anglers hold on, but the shooters will before long out-
number them. The fall, the natural time for field sports,

draws on apace. The nights are growing cooler.

Aug. 28.—Some weeks ago a lone highwayman held up
and went through a Milwaukee & Northern train at Ellis

Junction, securing booty and escaping unharmed. A
little while ago the same man robbed a Wisconsin Central
train in the same manner, escaping into the great North-
ern wilderness with equal ease. Yesterday he held up a
stage coach which was carrying four passengers from
the great angling water, Lake Gogebic, to the station on
the Lake Shore & Western road. One of the passengers
resisted and fixed at the robber, who returned the fire,

and has probably killed two of the occupants of the stage,
himself escaping once more into the woods, once more to
be pursued by a sheriff, a posse and a reward. These
things seem interesting to me, as the above are three of

our best fishing lines of railway, and the outrages were
committed right in the angling territory of which I have
lately written. From what I saw of the almost impass-
ably dense and impervious nature of some of that country
up there, I should say it was simple folly to undertake
to find a man who had five minutes start in those woods*
unless the pursuit bad trailers, either dogs or men.
Almost simultaneous with this account comes news of

a train robbery on the D. & R. G. in Colorado, a country
with whose dry and rocky character I happen also to be
familiar. Yet" in ibis case the Indian trailers followed
the robbers for miles and miles, and captured them, even
in spite of their removing their boots and swathing
their feet in thick rags. I have seen an Apache scout
follow the trail of a deserter over the dry foothills

which lie about Fort Stanton, as fast as the squad cared
to follow him, and he rarely hesitated. This makes me
t h in k that an Indian such as these could run down their

bandit murderer for them; and that no one else can.

Our shooters are beginning to ask the old question,

"Are we going to have any ducks this fall?" So far, the
water in the marshes seems at very good stage, and
everything looks prosperous. English Lake men say
their marsh is so high that they feel quite safe. Cumber-
land marsh also reports a good run of water and a good
prospect. The high water will make snipe shooting good,
almost without doubt.
Our shooters here are to a great extent wildfowl or

trap-shooters. Upland shooting has had a swift decadence
in this region, although there are a few who still know
and seek its delights. We hav till a slight hold upon
this most excellent style of sp< , and it is to be hoped
that our upland birds may giadually be preserved and
restored to us, as our pinnated grouse have been by the
late close law.

Shooters should bear in mind once more our open date

on prairie chickens. It has been lately accurately stated

in these columns, and is Sept. 15, not Sept. 1. The daily

papers of this city, usually wrong on all sporting matters,

have recently wrongly announced this date as Sept. 1.

The latter is the date our noble-minded Senate tried to

spring on us, although the clerk frustrated the scheme
with his lucky stumbling pen. We have got a dandy
legislature out here. There are only a few things they
don't know, and they are after those few. Every one of

them is a Solon J. Daniei, and his intellect would cast a
gloom.

Aug. 28.

—

Later.—It seems that the news about the
Gogebic stage robber is of more direct interest to Forest
and Stream than appeared at first. Mr. A. G. Fleisch-

beiw, of Belleville, III., was one of the men shot by the
highwayman, and he died of his injuries at 6 o'clock this

morning. Mr. Fleischbein was a prominent sportsman
in his community, and well known in business and politi-

cal circles. He was also well known as a contributor to

the columns of Forest and Stream, which paper must
certainly deplore his untimely taking off while on his

pleasure trip into the woods. It is melancholy to add
that when Mr. Fleischbein fell from the stage in conse-

quence of his injuries, he was deserted by his three com-
panions, and left lying alone in the road so long that the
loss of blood caused his subsequent death. He com-
plained of this. He said also that the robber threatened
to kill him as he lay crippled in the road.

Aug. %9.—We have had a sensation. We have had two
arrests on South Water street for illegal handling of

game. We have met the enemy, and we are theirs.

Some time ago a Mr. Bortree and others made com-
plaint to Mr. Fred C. Donald, president of the Illinois

State Sportsmen's Association, that there was a large

amount of illegal game coming in. Mr. Donald under-
took to institute action. He went to some of the leading
members of the association , and passed his hat to raise a
little collection. He got his hat back. Then he grew a
trifle warm, went down in his own pocket, and expended
$45 of his own money, for which he will never receive a
"thank you," and hired a man to get evidence for a pro-

secution. We have a game warden out here, but like

most game wardens, his whereabouts is mostly shrouded
in mystery. Not a member of our State association knew
the name or address of our trusted officer; although it

transpired later that his name is H, P. Brunsewitz, and
his address No. 12 Clybourne avenue. This information
was gained from the arrested game dealers. They said

that Mr. Brunsewitz came down to them, on South Water
street, to ask them what his duties were ! It is presnmed
they told him his duty was to lapse into peaceful silence.

Anyhow, he lapsed.
The special agent, Mr. Malcolm McNeil, reported that

he found il egal game in a number of cases. "Well, go
ahead and make a seizure," said Mr. Donald, "I can't tell

you whom to arrest and whom not. Go ahead."
Mr. McNeil went ahead, armed with his little search

warrant in the name of the people of the glorious State
of Illinois. And he lit down upon just about' the two
men out of all South Water street whom every sports-

man of Chicago would have liked to see let alone. He
arrested Mr. Henry A. Sloan, one of the most prominent
members of the Mak-saw-ba club, a sportsman beloved
by his fellows, and a man who has spent more money in
game protection than almost any in the State Associa-
tion. He found a box of chickens, ducks and quail sit-

ting in front of Mi-. Sloan's place, and made the seizure.

The other case was against Mr. G. W. Randall, also well-

known in the Mak-saw-ba club and in shooting circles

here. Ducks and chickens were in Mr. Randall's box,
which Mr. McNeil received as it was unloaded from the
freight wagon.
Mr. Donald at once informed Mr. Wolfred N. Low, last

year president of the State Association, who is consti-

tuted by State's Attorney Longenecker, assistant prose-

cutor in Cook county for cases of this nature, and
although Mr. Low hardly liked the look of things, the
writs were out and returnable, and nothing was left but
to go ahead on the path Mr. McNeil had cut out. A con-
tinuance was had by defense on last Saturday, and on
Tuesday at 9 A. M. the State vs. H. A. Sloan was tried.

Mr. Low opened the prosecution with a direct apology
for his friend Mr. Sloan, of whom be spoke in terms of

the highest respect. "Your Honor," said he, "Mr. Sloan
will, I trust, be found to be brought before you under
some misapprehension. Even should evidence be found
against him, I am satisfied that he has received this

game, for the killing of which he is not responsible, only
at the last resort and as a protection'to his business on a
street where the general morals are such that action of

this kind is almost necessary; for a more active and con-
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scientious sportsman we do not have with us than Mr.

Sloan."
After this open admission of the inefficiency of our

game laws—which bears directly upon the facts set forth

by myself last fall and later, to the effect that the con-
flict in open dates of the great game markets practically

keeps all the markets open the year round—Mr. Low
proceded with the prosecution to a short extent, Mr.
Donald thinking it best to go on.
Defense set up that the prosecuting witness was not a

game warden; thtt only a game warden bad power
under the statute to search "premises for illicit game

;

that although power to prosecute a fine might hie in the
people, action did not lie in this case for the people.

Upon the defense being outlined, Mr. Low dismissed
the prosecution. The result was practically a non-suit
and not a trial on the facts at all. Defense showed in-

cidentally the name and address of the proper game
warden. * The Randall suit being of the same nature no
appearance was entered in it, and it was dismissed. The
Randall birds were sold by agreement. Mr. Sloan left

Justice Smith's court in anger and refused to remove the
confiscated game, which was put into a freezer by prose-
cution and watched. Mr, Sloan said he knew nothing of
the birds and did not receive them. Mr. Randall said
his birds came from Sioux City, Iowa. I am told this
box also had quail in it.

Mr. Donald tried earnestly to secure the attendance of
a number of our leading sportsmen at this trial, and sent
to Forest and Stream an invitation to be on hand. The
latter was accepted, but i5ie result of the morning suit
caused the dismissal of t-. • ifternoon suit, which was the
only thing to be expected. Not a soul of our leading
sportsmen was there. Mr. Donald said to me, "When I
left the room I was so disgusted with the whole affair

that I would have handed in my resignation as president
of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association, if I could
have found anybody to hand it to." Mr. Donald shall do
nothing of the kind. He has ner^c enough to make a
start, at least, and so he belongs riu 1

i where he is. Cer-
tainly the boys wiil be piqued and shamed enough by
these rather inglorious results to chijj in and back up
Fred C. Donald, one of their own companions, to the
extent of the $50 or $100 necessary to make another
proper case, and one which will result in a conviction on
South Water street, which will now laugh louder than
ever at our "yearly trap-shoot league" of an association,
if something is not done. I am ready to stand my share
of such a fund. I believe Forest and Stream is ready
to stand its share. Every shooter in this city ought to be
able to stand his share. The association has no money.
Let it not be said that it is all apathy. Not much money
is needed. Mr. Low offers his services to prosecute a
ease at any time. The iron is hot now. There are plenty
of summer quail in the market now, and it won't take
long to get a case. Besides, you know, we know the
name of our game warden now.
Such, so far as I am able to make it, is a plain, unvar-

nished exposition of the truly delectable state of affairs
in game protection in this city. Is it any better any-
where else? Is there any State sportsmen's" association
which is anything more than a yearly trap shoot? If
any, speak, and give our sleeping brethren the benefit of
one good example. I have no grudge against the Illinois
Association, certainly, but if there is anything on earth I
do love in newspaper work, it's facts. I talked with Mr.
Low, ex-president, to-day.
"Mr. Low," I said, "a while ago I wrote an article for

Forest and Stream in which I tried to rip the State
Association up the back a little on this protection busi-
ness. The paper declined to use so severe an article.
What do you think—are we any good, or not?"
"No," said Mr. Low, "we are not, and you were doing

no injustice, but a possible good, in stating the facts as
you did. There is lamentable deficiency both in the
State Protective Association and in the State game laws.
Look at the balk made on the prairie chicken law this
year. We hardly know how we stand. Judge Caton
has just handed me an old decision which makes it at
least doubtful whether you can't go behind the law as
published. All I can say is, we are mixed, and badly
mixed. I once stated for Forest and Stream, and also
publicly in an address to our State convention, I believe,
that our game wardens had police authorities under the
new law; but for the life of me I can't find this clause in
the published laws, although I have received congratu-
lations upon its being passed. The amount of it is, that
none of us sportsmen can afford to go down to Spring-
field and stay a whole session to watch a measure
through. We can't afford it. The Association makes no
appropriation for it. But the South Water street men
can afford to have a lobby there, and they do. Result is,

they get there, and we don't. No, sir, you may say for
me that I love the Association and enjoy its meetings,
but so far as being a practical protective association is
concerned, our record shows that we have no right to
claim it."

Upon being questioned to similar purpose, Mr. Donald,
the present president of the Illinois State Sportsmen's
Association, said:

"I am feeling pretty sore about this late action. I
have had a bona fide intention to do something on this
line, and I honestly thought I would have backing
enough from the boys to give me at least a little moral
support in these late cases, unfortunate as they were. I
had no support whatever. I am willing and anxious to
try again, and do not believe in giving up so easily, at
least not until issue has been fairly joined in a well-taken
case. I want to go ahead and fight now, if there is any
interest held by any other members. But what am I to
do? The truth is. our association don't take hold and
never did, and it all is very discouraging."
Once we had a president to our association who once

upon a time was asked for $5 to aid in a game law prose-
cution. "If it was for politics, I'd go you," said he, "but
for game protection, excuse me!" This man is now high
in politics here. In men like Mr. Donald and Mr. Low
we have a great deal better material than that, and both
these gentlemen have certainly shown themselves gene-
rous of their time and money to the last degree. To
what good?
We have here, made right to order, a beautiful example

of the practical—not the theoretical—workings of the
local protection system and the game warden scheme.
We can see, not what it might accomplish, but what it
does not accomplish. Our law is no good, because it can
not show results. Our law is so weak that perhaps all

we can do at best is to break it over the beads of the
game dealers at the very next suit. Our law, plainly, is

worthless. But we are not going to change it. Our
State association has no money to employ even one man
to try to better it.

Now. here is another side to it. I know almighty well
that men like Henry Sloan and George Randall and Col.
Bond don't want to sell unlawful game. They would
rather not. They would be willing to go into some com-
promise which would relieve them of the necessity—that
is it, the necessity. When will our high and mighty
sportsmen, who can't protect anything, and don't want
to try. come down from the hill of their own conceit and
offer a flag of truce to these game dealers, who can do
just what they want to do, and who are desirous in many
cases of saving the game, and not of selling it? In such
a union there is strength indeed. It is not certain that
such a union is impossible, if proper grounds of com-
promise were determined.

I have written of this before, and have thought of it

often. It is my hobby. The present state of affairs does
not induce one* to think otherwise. There may never be
a time when sportsmen andgame dealers. East and West,
will march on shoulder to shoulder, strong as an army
with banners, but until something of the sort is approached
or undertaken, do not let the Illinois State Sportsmen's
Association imagine that it is an army with banners.
Far more like is it to the melancholy spectacle of the
lone Knight of La Mancha, mounted upon a bony and
tottering steed, clad in armor, becoming yearly more
antiquated and unfit for modern use, and waving feebly
a rotted, weak and pointless spear.
Aug. SI.—Irving Park Gun Club, near this city, having

grown impatient at the continual violation of the chicken
law in this vicinity, has made arrangements to prosecute
the next instance. So far as I can learn, the approaching
of the open date has caused much more violation of the
law than was the case last year or the year before.
Everybody wants to get in ahead now, and is afraid
some one else will get a chicken or so. No convictions.
No arrests.

One of the members of one of our prominent clubs
here killed six prairie chickens last week, at the club
house in Indiana. He is not especially anxious to have
this generally known. A grand example he sets!
To-morrow is open day in Indiana. There are numbers

of birds along the edge of the Kankakee marshes, or
there were a few weeks ago. The marsh hunters, push-
ers and "swamp angels'" generally have been at them
steadily for a long time. One pusher at the Cumberland
Club, whom I thought quite above such work as that, is

reported to have been shooting chickens regularly. No
arrests. The Indiana law is a very peculiar one. In
order to convict, it is almost necessary that the prose-
cuting witness shall have seen the defendant kill the
bird, no doubt being left as to that fact. Of course, that
is a good protective law. It protects the law breaker.
Most of our game laws do.
Mr. W. N. Low has received an invitation from his

brother at Wall Lake, Iowa, to come out for a chicken
shoot. "Wall Lake is in "Wright county, Iowa, and is in
one of the best chicken countries I ever knew. That
used to be our Iowa hunting ground, and I have
passed many pleasant days about that peculiar little

lake. There is fair pickerel fishing in the lake, and
there are bullheads till you can't rest. We used to back
the wagon down into the lake at night and fish with a
lantern hung at the tail gate. The farmers of that neigh-
borhood were very hospitable and friendly in those days,
eight years ago. Mr. Low says the chicken supply is still

good around there. Mud Lake, in Hamilton county,
below there, should also have a few chickens around on
the stubble about it. we always used to get all we cared
to eat, and that with only a little hunt each evening. All
that part of Iowa and also the country still further to the
northwest in that State is naturally a grand chicken
country. It is shamefully, persistently and unlawfully
harried by the market shooters. Local gun clubs are
also very bad.

I presume if a party of shooters should head for Ruth-
ven, in northwestern Iowa, they would either get good
chicken shooting near there or learn where it "could be
had. I should not pretend to advise any shooter more
definitely than this, because the conditions of a shooting
country change very rapidly. Moreover, I should regret
very much to send into this or any other country a party
of shooters who might, as so many others have done
there, simply give full rein to their 'love for slaughter,
and go in to see how many chickens they could kill.

There have been thousands of chickens killed in Iowa
which never were picked up out of the grass, and thous-
ands which were left rotting about the camps. Add to
these the hundreds of thousands shipped to the yawning
game markets, and you may well wonder there is a bird
left in the State. The law is worthless. No arrests.
Open date in Iowa Sept. 1.

Sep t. 1—Into the pleasant life of one whose duties
bring him much among sportsmen, whom we may count
the best of friends, there comes sometimes an event the
more painful through the contrast of its setting. This
morning Mr. W. K. Massie writes from Lexington, Ky.,
announcing the death at that city, on Aug. 2T, of Mr.
George Williams, one of the best known young sports-
men of that community, and one of my entertainers dur-
ing my late visit to Lexington. Mr. George Williams
was a brother of Roger D. Williams, known to readers of
this paper through his connection with greyhound inter-
ests. Mr. George Williams was an expert and enthusiast
in the sports of the field, and moreover a gentleman,
kind and manly. The picture of vigorous young man-
hood, his death was keen surprise to his friends. During
his duties as adjutant at the maneuvers of the State
guard, he was overcome by heat, and expired a few hours
later in a congestive chill. He and his cousin, Mr. Massie.
had just planned a fishing and camping trip together.
Few young men would be missed so much in sporting
circles, and few so much among the friends who knew
him socially. He was a man. E. Hough.

McFarland and His Deer.—Keene Valley, N Y..
Aug. 37.—Editor Forest and Stream: You may be glad
to notice the fact that the game warden of Essex county
is doing his duty. A guest of the Adirondack House in
this place returned from a. trip in the woods about the
first of this month with a deer. When told that it was
out of season, he replied that he didn't care for that; he
should kill a deer whenever he got a chance. The skin

of the deer was nailed to dry on the stable door. But
word was sent to the game warden at Malone. He came
here at once, and the offender, a McFarland, of Philadel-
phia, paid $100 to settle it. It will teach him a lesson
and be a warning to others. A gentleman who came from
the Saranac to day told me they Avere hounding there,
and he saw a party start out with hounds this morning.

—

Capias,

Minnesota, Aug. 22.—Prairie chickens are scarce here,
and a great deal of the land is posted. Lawlessness on
the part of hunters has driven farmers to this step.
Sloughs are so dried up after five dry seasons that there
will be little or no fall duck shooting.—Y.

Providence, R. I.—Woodcock and partridge are very
plenty this season, and the law has been respected better
than common this year. The prospects are good for the
first of September. I shall try my luck with the rest of
the boys.—Cohannet.

The Ideal Loading Tools are steadily growing in favor among
spoilsmen, and the manufacturers are kept busily at work in
order to supply the demand. The subjoined letter is a sample of
many which speak in praise of their value;

One of Thousands.
Auburn, Me., Aug. 19, 1889.

The Ideal Manufacturing Co., New Haven, Conn.:
Gents—Kn closed please Jind SI. 25, for which send me a set. of

your "Ideal Shotgun Loading' Tools," same as i had before. 12-
gauge, and all nickel plated. Yours respectfully. S. .r. Brett,
Auburn, Me., P. O. Box 895'. P.S.— Please send as soon as possible.
-S. J. B.

Auburn, Me., Aug. 25, 1889.'

Gents- The Loading Tools sent me Auer. Stt arrived all right.
They are the handiest set of tools that 1 ever owned to rake on a
hunting trip. Yours respectfully, S. J. Brett.

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.-VIII.
ECHO LAKE, ONTARIO, CANADA.

I HAD not looked into the little trout stream yet, except
at the "Jedge's pool'' near the camp, and accordingly

next morning, with rod and bait box of worms—fly-fish-
ing was out of the question on account of the "bresh"—

I

took my way up the rough road leading from the dock
along the ridge overlooking the gulch, at the bottom of
which the stream found its way among the ragged rocks,
intending to first have a look at the abandoned copper
mine back in the hills and then fish the stream back to
camp.
A matter of half a mile from the lake the stream separ-

ated, the road crossing the left hand branch by a rude
bridge, and following the other one toward a high, rocky
hill a quarter of a mile further on. The left branch we
afterward learned from Farmer Ruttle was the outlet of
a small lake—nearly a mile long—that was a. couple of
hundred feet higher than Echo Lake, and might be
reached by a trail leading across a distance of a mile and
a half from the deep bay, a couple of miles below our
camp. He said it was full of a kind of fish that the
people of the neighborhood called trout, but from his
description we could not make out the species, unless
they were the landlocked salmon. A suggestion that we
take a light boat across the carry and try it a day or two
developed the fact that there was not muscle enough in
the camp that was willing to undertake the feat, and the
lake was left in its solitude.
The road led along a little brook to a cluster of four or

five nearly new and very comfortable hewed log houses,
standing on a level spot of a few acres near the foot of
the hill, all open and deserted, giving the place a dreary
and deserted appearance, that was further heightened by
the oppressive stillness that reigned over the scene. A
path led off the left from the road up a slight ascent to
the level above, and following this I entered one of the
most pretentious of the houses and sat down on a pine
bench in the main room to rest, for legs will get weary
and the breath grow short as the years "silver the crown,"'
and the road had been nearly all up hill since leaving the
camp.

Scattered around on a long pine table, on another
bench and on the floor, were fragments of "blossom
rock," copper ore and other specimens, that reminded me
of pleasant days and climbs in the Rockies in years
a-gone, when life was young and bright and muscles
tireless. Selecting a few to take home, they, with the
rod and bait box, were left on the table to be picked up
on the way back; and taking another path that led back
to the road down past the "root house," I crossed the
stream on another bridge and was directly climbing the
side hill along a zigzag road—cut in the rock in this
manner to ease the grade—to the mine entrance, which
we had been told was a hundred yards or more from the
cluster of houses. When about out of breath, a level
spot in the road gave me a chance to recover my wind
and peer into a chasm 20 or 25ft. deep and 4 to 8ft. wide,
at the bottom of which the little stream whimpered nois-
ily as it tumbled over its rocky bed on the way to the
level below.
Spanning this was another stout log bridge, and on the

further side against the side of the hill was a rude shed,
under which stood a good-sized upright steam boiler
(however, there was no engine in sight) that had doubt-
less done duty in pumping water from the mine. A
steam boiler is not a rare sight, but I marveled much how
the mine men ever got that one up that steep, tortuous
road.
Two or three rods from the shed I entered the mouth

of a tunnel that led straight into the hill, doubtless to
the shaft where the copper came from; but after follow-
ing the drift a few rods it was so dark and gruesome,
with little pools of water under foot and the monotonous
drip, drip of the drops percolating through the rocky roof
overhead, that I turned and came out in the sunshine
and free air again, with my curiosity fully gratified with-
out a peep in the shaft or knowing now far it was from
the mouth of the tunnel. But the wild beauty of the
place was compensation enough for the tramp from the
lake, and I sat down on a stone to enjoy it.

At my feet was the deep rift in the rock, seemingly cut
by the attrition of the stream during unknown ages; be-
low and to the right spread the little valley where stood
the deserted houses of the miners; further on a belt of
timber and swamp, out of which came the left branch of
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the stream, and at the further side of the Avoods rose the

rocky ridge that reached nearly down to the camp at the

lake side. In front, back and off up the gulch to the left,

rocks, rocks, rocks; rough, smooth, rugged, ragged, rent

and riven, with hemlock, pine and cedar, hushes, bal-

sams and quaking aspens to soften the hardness of the

picture—truly the Rocky Mountains in miniature.

After a half hour spent in an "absorbing interest" in

the wild scene. I took my way down the road and back
to the house where I had left my rod, with a half-fledged

notion that the Bible version of the creation of Mother
Earth in six days smacked somewhat of a fish story, or

that Moses must have mislaid some of his statistics when
rounding up the first chapter of Genesis. But the handi-

work of the Lord is beyond the ken of man, and old Sam
makes it out that, "We must read the great book o'

natur', each accordin' to his gifts.*'

Back to the stream I fished along to the forks and on
down to a fall a quarter of a mile or more above the

camp, floundering through brush that would have puz-
zled a bird to get through, climbing over rocks and fallen

trees and logs, without getting a bite or seeing anything
in the shape of a fish except a few small minnows that
doubtless came from the lake back in the hills.

Peering over the ledge straight clown into a shallow
basin scooped out of the solid rock 20ft. below, one side

of which was a vertical wall as high as the top of the
fall, I no longer wondered at the absence of trout above,
for no fish could have surmounted the thin sheet of

water that ended in scattering drops in the pool beneath,
without the aid of a good pair of wings.
Picking my way with difficulty down over great masses

of ragged rock to the stream across from the wall, I tried

the basin—nowhere more than a few feet wide—carefully
for a trout, but it seemed that there were none in it. and
I went on down the wild glen disappointed, for it was a
very likely looking place for one of the elders of the tribe

to make his abode. A few rods below the big fall I came
to another smaller one of a couple of feet where the
shallow water slid over a smooth flat rock and fell into a
pool 8 or 10ft. across, but not over a foot and a half deep
in any spot. On the further side a great stone of several
tons weight hung out over the stream, hiding the bottom
for 2 or 3ft. underneath, and near this I cautiously
dropped the baited hook. Instantly two trout darted
from under the rock, one about lOin. long, and the other
fully 6in. longer, but the smaller one was the quicker,
and as his jaws closed over the squirming worm a dex-
trous motion of the wrist fastened the hook, and after a
very brief and very sharp struggle he was "histed" bodily
from the water and swung out, jerking and twisting over
the bank, and just then the score was settled for a barked
shin in clambering down around the upper fall. String-
ing him on a forked twig and securing it in the edge of
the water a rod above the little fall, the bait was adjusted
with extra care on the. hook and again quietly dropped,
with one of old Sam's "curves of expectancy" inmy spine,

in the pool near the big rock. But the struggles of the
smaller one had evidently frightened the big fellow, and
the most artful "bobbings" and "twitchings" of the Ken-
tucky worm with a pedigree failed to inveigle him from
his retreat under the stone, and I backed away from the
stream and sat down on a flat rock to ruminate for
half an hour on the "reasoning powers of an old trout,"
and give him time to get over his scare.

Then I crossed the brook and dropped the bait in from
behind the rock, without showing anything past it but
the tip of the rod, the shortened line and the baited hook;
but it was of no avail; he had made up his mind that the
writhing worm in front of him had something to do with
the violent and unaccountable capers of his mate a short
time before, and his astonishing and unexplained flight

from the pool of their choice, and nothing, even a frisky
black cricket I caught and impaled on the hook, nor the
brilliant anal fin of his partner made to spin in the most
enticing and bewildering manner past the rock, would
lure him from his hiding so long as the recent mysterious
catastrophe was fresh in his mind; and I left the place
with my one trout and a lament, resolved to go back
another day and have it out with the cunning old patri-
arch if it took from early dawn to gathering darkness,
but something kept turning up to prevent a return to the
stream, and for anything known to the contrary he is

there yet alone in his glory, the sole occupant of "the
big boulder pool."

When I emerged from the bushes an hour later near
the camp, six more had found their way on to the forked
twig, rather a meager showing for a "famous" trout
stream; but I was satisfied, and this goes a good way in
the matter of a day's sport, albeit the day had not been
one unmixed with some backsets. I had caught seven
good trout, came back with a pocket full o' rocks in the
shape of specimens, and had greatly enjoyed the wild
and rugged scenery. I had also missed looking in the
mine shaft, lost a section of cuticle from my right shin,
and been outgeneraled by the big trout—these are back-
sets. Yet withal it was a day to be remembered as one
of the xueasant "episodes" of the trip, and I went to sleep
that night in a serene frame of mind and full of good
will to men.
The next morning I took another maskinonje, which

acted as a soothing salve to the poor bass fishing we were
having. The J edge and I had started for a cruise up
around the head of the lake to show the boys how to
catch bass, the Jedge tacking on the proviso as we left
the dock, "if we have luck," and with a bucket of min-
nows and some fresh frogs caught at the farm a couple
of days before, we hoped to make our boast good with a
string that would be the envy of the camp, but, "the
best laid schemes o' men and mice, etc."
When only about 300yds. from the dock, and before we

were fairly settled in our seats after the hooks had been
baited and run out astern, a noisy break in the water and
a violent jerk at the line brouglit the skipper to his feet
with the old rod in hand and "blood in his eye," waiting
for the fish to get a good taste of the bait before gorging
it. As it was only a small shiner not over 2|in. long,
with no sinker on the line, the signs meant bass, but the
reel turned so slowly as the line ran off that the Jedge
said, "snake."
However, when the strike was made, a surge that

doubled the rod settled the question as to bass, and when
a moment later a splendid maskinonje went in the air a
bundled feet astern with a leap that made our blood tin-
gle, the Jedge quickly took the oars with a "whoop"
that brought the boys out on the dock to see what had
broken loose, and then the boat was headed out into the

lake a few rods to give us a chance for a fair tussel in
more open water.
But the fight proved a tame affair and a disappoint-

ment, and not to be compared with the game battle made
by Knots's big pickerel two days before. This fellow
must have been the poltroon of the tribe, or suffering
from a bad fit of indigestion (for lack of something to
digest, as we found out when Louis dressed him), for the
tight did not last five minutes. A couple of sharp, short
rushes after he fell back in the water, just to save the
reputation of the family a," it seemed, ended the spiritless

struggle, and he was pulled alongside like a piece of
driftwood, where the Jedge sank the gaff in his back
and lifted bim in the boat. It was the feeblest exhibition
of "game" that had ever come under our notice, and to

strike a maskinonje, big or little, and land him without a
desperate avd prolonged fight, was something we could'nt
understand. The almost total lack of fighting qualities

displayed by this one was a mystery, but we settled it

the best way we could by charging it up to weakness
from long fasting, as evidenced by the thorough empty-
ness of his "innards" when opened.
The Jedge fastened a stringer to his jaw and swung

him over the side of the boat, remarking in his easy, dry
way, "It's a wonder he had. the nerve to tackle that
sickly little shiner."
As the gaff had about killed him, and not caring to

tow a dead weight, we pulled back to the dock to relieve

the suspense of the boys, who, having seen the Jedge lift

him in the boat, were, we well knew, "a sufferin' in their
minds" to know his size and weight.
He had the length and frame of a 2olb. fish, but when

put on the scale his "royal lankuess" only pulled the in -

dicator down to 151bs., whereat old Sam was moved to

explain, "From the looks an' gineral thinness o' that
feller, the pearch an' sunfish crop didn't hit in his neck
o' woods this season I reckon." Kingfisher.

ON THE OSAGE.
ATRIP of less than 150 miles west by south of St.

Louis, and one finds himself in the forest primeval.
There are no towering pines and hemlocks, but there are
some mighty tall pecans and huge spreading oaks. At
the junction of the Anglaise with the Osage River, in
Missouri, Izaak, Jr., Mrs. Izaak, Jr., and the Kid—for
there is now a Kid—located for a week's outing. And
they got it. In fact, they got several outings as well as
several innings. This was due to fleas. The primary
object of our trip was fishing, but more time was spent
in hunting the aforesaid nimble jumpers. The fish in the
Osage may not be free biters, but the same can not be
said of the flea that inhabits its banks. It is a very free
biter, both by night and day. Its industry in that line is

enormous. And it is a great jumper. It will jump ten
feet into space, and then, like the boomerang, will return
to the place from which it started without any inter-

mediate landing. But to my narrative.
It was about 4 o'clock on Wednesday afternoon when

we reached our destination and were kindly welcomed
by our excellent hostess, Mrs. B., who soon had a meal in
readiness whose excellence was a surprise in this wild
region of hills and forests, far from towns and railroads.

But eating was of small account when there was fishing
ahead, and Izaak, Jr., soon had his tackle in trim, and
hurried down to the junction of the rivers a few hundred
yards away. The Osage is here about 200yds. wide,
while the Anglaise is about 50yds. The outlook was not
very satisfactory, for instead of finding clear water the
Osage was quite muddy, and the smaller stream but little

better. But there were fish there sure enough, for I

could see them breaking water, and occasionally one
would make a big splash. I was soon on a big log by the
bank, and with a Seth-Green fly on my line, I began the
testing of the waters. After a few casts I felt a vicious
pull, but the strike proved an empty one, A few more
casts and the line went out as if it was attached to the
drive-wheel of a locomotive. There was a slacking up,
then a start, and now I give a yank and feel that some-
thing is on the hook, but it was a most peculiar feeling;
felt as if a puppy had hold of the line and was shaking
it. I reeled in my line, and when the critter got to shal-
low water it just made things squirm, hut in a moment
more I had it on the bank, and what do you suppose it

was? An alligator gar, by the great horn spoons of mud !

What in thunder was this tinclad reptile of past geologi-
cal ages doing up here in the Osage River to spoil my
fishing"? said I to myself. For I knew where this mons-
ter frequents all civilized fish would desert. But I tried

again, and in a few minutes more had another tinclad
squirming about on the bank. To fish longer in such a
spot was no use, and as it was getting dark I went back
to the house, and soon to bed to drown in sleep my great
disgust.

I had not slept long when I was partly aroused by Mrs.
Izaak, Jr., yelling out, "I've got a bite; get up and light
the lamp." "Pull up your line," I shouted, for in my
half-awake condition i, of course, had fish in my mind;
"you don't need any lamp to pull up your line." But a
vigorous reply thoroughly awoke me to the awful fact
that the bite was the bite of a flea. The lamp was lit

, the
search begun. Picture it yourself; Izaak, Jr., in his robe
de nuit, holding the light, 'Mrs. Izaak doing the searching,
and the Kid assisting by vigorous kicks and yells. But I
will not enlarge, for you've all been there yourselves. A
Kodak camera could only do justice to the* scene.
The next morning I determined upon getting some live

bait, and accompanied by Boss, I set out over the hills for
a small creek where minnows did abound. Boss was the
name of a twelve-year-old lad who earned this distinction
by bossing everything with which he had to do. But we
got along splendidly, secured our bait, and then struck
across the country to the Anglaise River some two miles
above its junction with the Osage. The water here was
quite clear, there was a fair current, and deep pools gave
promise of the gamy bass. With a live minnow 1 again
began operations, and soon felt a nip. On reeling in I

found the minnow snipped in two as by a pair of scissors.

"Helen Blazes," I exclaimed, "more garfish." And it

was even so. After a few more trials I caught one of the
hideous things, and at once started down stream for a
more likely spot. I soon found it in a pool below an
eddy, and there near the top of the water lay a big bass,
at least he looked big to my longing eyes. I gmitly
dropped a minnow in front of his nose, but he would
know it not. Then I tried a nice little frog with the
same result, but before I could tempt him with a craw-

fish he turned tail and sailed away down the river. I

fished the pool some more and rook a small bass and a
channel cat, and this was all I got on my journey down
the stream.
f* But that big bass was still on my mind, and the day
after Boss and myself took the boat for a fish up stream,
as far as we could go. On the way up to where was my
big fish a few channel cat were caught, and when I

arrived at the pool I intended the bass should be mine. I

had no doubt he was hiding behind a big log which lay
in the middle of the stream. With crawfish for bait I

made several casts up and down, and finally over the log
in the middle of the creek. Sure enough, out rushed
Mr. Bass, and, with a swirl, he took the bait: a sharp
strike and he was firmly hooked, and was soon safely
landed. Its weight was a little over 2lbs. , and it was the
onlv decent sized fish that I took.
The fact is, there was no fish to take, and beyond

buffalo fish, channel cat and gar-pike. I do not believe
that fish are at all abundant in these waters. The State
of Missouri could well afford to offer a premium for every
gar-pike destroyed, for they are rapidly driving out all

resnectable fishes.

But the country at this spot mu«t offer fine sport to the
hunter during the fall months. Squirrels are abundant,
quails are plentiful, turkevs are fairly numerous, and
deer are still found in sufficient numbers to afford good
sport. But I saw no partridges, nor did I hear their
drumming, though the country is admirably fitted for
these birds. The natives say that they are found, but
they certainly are very scarce.

Some idea of the backwardness of this section may be
inferred when I state that there is not a radroad in the
county, and but few bridges. The roads wind up and
down, backward and forward, over the hills and valleys,
and are marked by blazed trees. A guide is needed to

go any distance. If you want to go to a point south of
you, you generally start in a northern direction, and to
reach an eastern point you take a westerly bearing.
Stock of all kinds roam at large through the forests, and
the tingle of bells is heard on every hand. It is a pioneer
country, with the exception that the pioneers are old
settlers who have made but little progress since they put
up their rude log huts many years ago.
One can scarcely believe that within 150 miles of St.

Louis there is a section of country of so primitive a
nature. Most of the houses are simply rude huts of but
one room, and the chinks in the walls by no means are
well filled. There is but little furniture, only home-made
benches and tables. Glass for windows is unknown in
most of the houses, the small peep holes being closed
with boards when necessary. Some attempt is made at
raising crops, but the weeds get the start for lack of cul-
tivation. As might be expected the people are in har-
mony with such surroundings. Emigrating from North
Carolina and Tennessee, one still hears the "we'uns" and
"you'uns" of the poor whites of the South, and they have
not discarded the shiftless ways of their ancestors. They
all use tobacco, big and little, male and female, and cuss
words are an integral part of their language, which, of
course, is a dialect curious to the stranger. Thus a sack
or bag is a "poke;" and, by the way, everything is car-
ried in pokes on horseback, which is the standard of loco-
motion in this section. A man who lives in a house with
two rooms is said to have "two houses." If there are six
rooms he has "six houses." The natives are distrustful
of strangers, and though civil enough are hard to get in-

formation from. They have great curiosity, and my lit-

tle No. 22 Winchester, and split-bamboo "pole with a
wheel on it," were great wonders to them. An old lady
who lived on the opposite bank of the Osage said to Boss:
"You've got a little gun over there that just goes 'piftv

I'd like to see that little gun." Although Izaak, Jr,. wore
a jeans shirt and a pair of old pants with the regulation
pants, he was still looked upon as a city chap, probably
on account of his rod and gun.

It must not be inferred from these remarks that there
are no progressive people in this section, for there are a
number of really thrifty men who have good houses and
farms, and live in comparative luxury. They certainly
deserve credit for the way they have, risen above their
surroundings; and with the advent of a railroad they
would then reap the full value of their industry.
But our week's outing is at an end, and pleasant enough

it was, even if the fishing was not good. But a true
angler al ways has a good time, fish or no fish. I can not
close without extending thanks to our hosts, Mr. and Mrs.
B., and their two promising boys, for their many kind-
nesses to us. They are former St. Louisians, and the
husband came to this wild region a number of years ago
to regain his broken-down health, and his wife, with
heroic devotion, has endured the inconveniences of a
frontier life to gain this desired end.
And now back in the city are the Kid, Mrs. Izaak, Jr.,

and the Lone Fisherman, Izaak, Jr.

St. Louis, Missouri.

Fall, River, Mass.—Bluefishing in Mount Hope Bay
and Seconnet River has been a failure, as has also the
soup and tautog thus far. The tautog are plentiful in
Narragansett Bay, however, and are running nearly
a month earlier than usual. Word was sent here and to
Providence that there were bluefish between Patience
and Providence islands, and the boats that got there that
day (July 19) did well. But inside of ten hours there were
seven poray steamers on the grounds, and the bluefish
went the way of the menhaden, which is (like " that of
the transgressor") hard. I counted nearly forty fish

weirs within a distance of six miles on the left hand side

of Seconnet River. Is it any wonder we can't catch fish ?

—COHANNET.

Providence, R. I.—My experience with trout and bass
this summer, and the reports from reliable sources, indi-

cate good luck all around. The beautiful Falmouth and
Middleboro lakes, in Massachusetts, are yielding more
large bass to the eager sportsman than ever before. Both
the fish and the number caught are large. All the season
nearly the trout brooks were overflowed, but in spite of

that setback there have been numbers of fine fish brought
in to be admired by those who stayed at home waiting
for the brook to get back to its original channel.—Cohan-
net.

Seines, Nets of every description. American Net & Twine Co. t

Mfrs., 34 Commercial et., Boston, or 199 Fuiton st„ N. Y.—A.dv.
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THE GAYLORD CLUB.
[Concluded/row Lost WeekA

ONE very pleasant feature noticeable during the visit

at the Gavlord club house, in Wisconsin, was the

presence of a number of young folks who were spending

the summer there. Messrs. Charles and Lee Fargo, sons

of Mr. C. E. Fargo, a member of the club, bad neither of

them reached the age of sixteen, perhaps, but were both

good woodsmen and verv clever boys. In the same team,

too, was Mr. Charlie Hill, nephew of Mr. Gaylord, who
has had the honor of having a whole lake named after

him before he was fourteen, I should think. Miss Bessie

Shuey, daughter of Mr. W. H. Shuey, one of the direct-

ors, was acting lady of the house, and wisely finished

her collegiate education with the best of all degrees, that

obtainable only in the school of woods and water. This

young lady exulted in what was fairly a new life for her.

The time is slowly coming when parents will realize the

importance of something more than a bank and business

education for their children, boys or girls. There was
nothing on the whole trip pleasanter than watching
these civilized young savages. This shows, too, the ad-

vantages of a membership in a club like this. One can
send up his children for a summer outing where they
will be out of harm's way and directly in the path of

health and happiness.

One day I went on a solitary exploring expedition of

my own. Rowing up the Inlet about three miles, I

should judge, I landed and walked over a little divide to

"Charlie Hill Lake,'' a beautiful little body of water a

mile or so across, which lies, like its companions, girt

about closely by the deep and solemn forest. I found
the lake full of bass, which were jumping continually

in the shallow water near the lily pads. I pitched a
frog to one and he took it while not 20ft. from me, wink-
ing jovially as he did so. He was a big fellow, and in

my excitement I struck him so hard that I hroke my
lancewood bass rod short off at the second joint. I saved
the bass however, and then sat down patiently by the
side of that leaping water and mended my rod. I built

a little fire and burned out the ferrule, but after that I
could not get the temper back in the ferrule very well,

and though I soused it red-hot into the lake, it remained
soft, and bent to nearly 45 degrees each time I landed a
fish.'

1 had on wading trousers, and managed to get out
nearly fifty yards from the shore. Standing nearly to

the armpits in the water. I cast the frog well out with
the casting tackle, and caught my trout creel solid full of
bass in a short time with my crippled rod. Then I got
disgusted with bait rods in general, for it didn't seem to
give the bass chance enough, and I saw I could afford to
lose a few. So I waded ashore, walked a quarter of a
mile back to my boat and got my sweetheart, the split-

bamboo fly-rod, which I love more than almost anything.
I caught a lot of frogs, and having no better way to carry
them I put them in one of my stockings, which I knotted
at the end and tied to a button on the wading trousers.

Thus equipped I went back and waded out again, this

time with blood in my eye. The little rod would baely
carry a frog, but I found I could cast one far enough to

get to the bass.

I do not think I shall ever forget the experience I then
had. Certainly I never saw such fishing before, nor do I

expect to ever again see such. I had bass run 50ft., like

a streak of light, and take the bait within 10ft. of me, in

plain sight. Twice I had bass run between my legs after
they were hooked, and I imagine my efforts to get a leg
over the line, standing as I was in the deep water, must
have looked very funny. None of the bass weighed less

than 31bs., I should say, and such fighters I never did see.

It was next to impossible to stop them short of the last

inch of line, and when they started for deep water they
made the longest runs of any bass I ever saw. They bit

with such ferocity, and made such savage runs and
twirls in the water as they struck, that several times I

was startled into backing away from them as they came
on. It was savage sport. I fished with a leader and a
No. 20 hook, and the way they smashed my tackle in the
lily pads was a caution. But if I ever got one clear of
the lilies, the little rod grew vicious, and usually bested
the fish in due time. Again and again I waded ashore to
empty my heavy creel. Two bass jumped out of the
creel and got away. A third I caught in my hands after
he had jumped out. There were two Indians, Pottawato-
mies, who came upon me as I was fishing, and whom I
chartered to catch frogs for me, as I had somehow lost
my stockingful.
"Me ketchum muk-a-wa-qua (frog)" said the older-

Indian. '

' You ketchum shaw-meek (bass). You give-um
me plenty shaw-meek ?

! '

" How much shaw-meek?" I asked.
" Me likum 'bout six," replied he, delicately.
" Get out, you beggar !" said I. "I'll give you two."

I did, however, finally give him his six bass.
These Indians laughed at the idea of catching fish on

such a rod as the little fly-rod, but they paddled out in
their dugout, and at the first bass I hooked they were
entirely broken up, and came near falling out of their
canoe. Talk of Indian apathy ! I never saw two mor-
tals tickled more, and show it more unmistakably. They
laughted and shouted and crowded in close as I would
let them, and hailed the successful result of each fight
with as much delight as I, eagerly handingme out another
" muk-a-wa qua," and stroking the big " shaw-meeks " as
if they loved them. The coppery beggars quite won my
heart. They formed part of a rather unique spoiling
experience; I believe that, of all such I ever knew, these
three hours with the bass formed the very acme inmy life.

I caught my last six bass on the fly, and then upbraided
myself that I had used anything else at all. Mv last fish
was a 4 or 4^-pounder, I should think. As I hooked him,
there were two little boys from the Hamilton & Merri-
man lumber camp who came and stood on the bank, who
stood cn one leg each and exclaimed, "Oh, Gee!" as the
big fish boiled and whirled around and doubled the
sinewy rod down. I traded these boys fish for help in
getting my catch back to the boat. I saved in all twenty-
three bass, I could have caught a hundred, for they
were absolutely rising to every cast when I stopped, at 4
o'clock. The fish were all large-mouthed bass, but in
that cold lake they were gamy to an extent I never saw
equalled. This was sport somewhat different from pick-
ing trout out from under a log. I caught some big trout
on that trip, but they were duffers to the bass. A trout

tries to spit out the bait, if he finds his timid bite has
hooked him. and tries to get away. A bass shuts his

mouth the tighter, and fights, unscared. The trout is a
prettier fish, but not to be spoken of with such bass as
these. Then, if for only once, I had perfect sport; I want
no better, and I know I shall never see any better.

The Milwaukee & Northern Railway people—and its

officials are mighty nice men, genuine sportsmen, too

—

have in the past two years and a half put in aearly 300,-

000 young trout in the waters along their line. That is

the kind of railroad they are. Now, if they will only
just believe that their iiberality is being tremendously
abused up there, and if they will get in good wardens
and try to keep their country decently treated, they will

deserve even more, as they now do very much, the sup-

port of our sportsmen. I have stated facts as they exist.

There is no trouble about getting sport up there, but the
privileges of a grand country have been abused.
The "Soo Line" planted 60,000 trout on its line this

year. It needs to, if it is going to send out such parties

of officials as it did this summer. Still that is right

action and they can't plant too many more.
Many of these trout plants were of young rainbow

trout, which we occasionally heard from. Mr. Gaylord
said he should favor the hatching of this trout, a8 it

grows more rapidly and becomes larger than the native
brook trout. In the magnificent Pike River, properly
stocked and properly treated, what fishing, what fishing-

there could be!

We got to talking about different sorts of trout. I re-

ferred everybody up there to Forest and Stream's Trout
Supplement, of April 4, last spring. I do not see how
anybody interested in fishing can afford to be without
Forest am> Stream. There are so many things like that
to be learned in it, and it is so pre-eminently the fishing
paper of America.

This rambling recountal, necessarily made up largely
from my own personal experiences, will serve to show
that Gaylord Club offers all the sport any reasonable man
could ask at trout, deer or bass, in spite of all past mis-
usage. Moreover, the club will plant wild rice in
the inlet swamp, and so cultivate its duck shooting,
of which it has a little now. But I cannot write of
that, and must stop, although I am sure I could write all

week and not say all I wish to say. Following is the list

of this novel, pleasant and thoroughly commendable little

club; President, M. M. Gaylord; Vice-President, W. W.
Auger; Secretary and Treasurer, H. C. Ilayt; Directors,
M. M. Gaylord, W. W. Auger, W. H. Shuey, A. C.
Soper and M. E. Dayton. Members: W. W. Auger, A.
A. Augustus, Francis Beidler, B. B. Botsford, H. C.
Buechner, G. K. Bulson, H. T. Burnap, F. P. Burnham,
W; J. Chalmers, G. H. Christy, Wm. Cuthbert. M. E.

Dayton, C. Howard Douglass, W. J. Edbrooke, Galusha
Emigh, C. E. Fargo, Wm. H. Fenuer, Jr., Erastus Foote,
Jr., M. M. Gaylord, H. T. Glover, G. M. Harvey, H. C.
Hayt, A. T. Hodge, E. H. Lahee, R. A. Shailer, R. H.
L'Hommedieu, C. W. Merriam, H. H. McDulfee, W. H.
Shuey, A. C. Soper, J. P. Soper, A. M. Thomson, W.
J. Watson, A. W. Wheeler and W. B. White.
Chicago, 1<8 Monroe street. E. HOUGH.

THE SUNSET CLUB.—V.
"/"\NE of the niost important accomplishments and
\J characteristics of a true angler," said the presi-

dent, after the club was duly opened, "is that when he
makes an engagement his companion can count on it

being fulfilled. For instance, if 1 promise to meet one
of you at sunrise at a certain place, you will expect me
to be ther S and on time, and if I fail I kn,w how great
is your disappointment. A good fisherman is like a
prompt business man, both have patience, and then- word
can be depended upon. An experienced angler will sit

for hours at a time in one spot, the more secluded
the better, patiently waiting for a strike of a bass
or some other gamy fish, and if he does not get a
nibble not a sigh escapes his lips; he may 'wet the hole
in his mouth' for good luck, but he is as silent as an
Egyptian mummy. On the other hand, let a fellow
angler disappoint him in the early morning and nothing
can ease his mind; he is nervous, miserable, for the
brightest hopes of his expectations have fled. The cross
accidents of human life are a fruitful source of disap-
pointments, but none can compare to the defeated hopes
of a hook and line fisherman. I know there are many
here to-night who would like to give some of their ex-
periences relative iO this subject, but as I notice Hon. E.
D. Potter standing in the rear of the hall, and as he comes
at my invitation to say a few words to us about the black
bass and other fish of that family, we will postpone any
remarks until another time."
Repeated calls were made for Judge Potter, but he

seemed earnestly engaged in conversation with Dr. James
A. Henshall, who had "dropped in" from his cruise with
Judge Longworth in the yacht Minx, and while they were
talking a member from the islands said: "Mr. President,
seeing Judge Potter in the hall reminds me of an incident
which may be of interest at this time. As the Judge and
Dr. Henshall are exchanging fish yarns I will relate it.

A few years ago the Judge planted quite a number of
Hudson River eels in the bay, and you all know from the
many reports received that they grew rapidly and that
very large ones have been caught, both with nets and
hook, showing that they not only find suitable food, but
are becoming quite plentiful and of enormous size. A
friend of mine who lives on the banks of the Ottawa River,
a clear stream tributary to Lake Erie, is so fortunate as to
own a well cultivated garden. In a meadow patch he
Elanted quite a number of peas. They grew tall and
lossomed, and the vines drooped with the fruit. He

watched them with a great deal of interst, and when
they were ready for table use he set a day to pick them,
but as rapidly as they became ripe they mysteriously
disappeared. He was satisfied they were stolen in the
night time. Accordingly he laid in wait for several
nights, but he failed to see the robber, and the peas
began to grow less each day. Neighbors were accused
until they volunteered to watch the patch; but all to no
purpose; they failed to discover the thief. One morning
at the break of day the owner chanced to stroll a long the
beach, when he was surprised to see a large eel hastening
toward the water and en route spitting peas at the gard-
ener. This explained the mystery. Eels were stealing his

peas. The same afternoon he went to the city, procured
a wagon load of sawdust, and after midnight, when he
heard the eels shelling the peas, he sprinkled the sandy
beach with sawdust, and in the morning he surprised his
family and the neighbors by showing them forty-three
eels of all sizes wriggling in the dust. He captured the
entire flock. I heard him say that if these were the kind
of eels the State of Ohio proposed distributing in the
waters of Lake Erie, be proposed entering a protest
against the introduction of foreign fish into the State."

"That's nothing," said a brother from Massachusetts
who had cruised around Nova Scotia. "In Country Har-
bor, ninety miles from Halifax, the farmers can't raise
watermelons. Eels can clean a patch much quicker than
colored men can in Mississippi."
As Judge Potter walked toward the rostrum the eel

question was dropped, although there were a dozen States
yet to hear from. After a few introductory remarks the
Judge said

:

"The Centrachida? family embraces bass and sunfishes
of the western waters, and are all gamy fish. The
family is known by the peculiarity of the dorsal fin,
which is situated centrally on the back and so divided as
to appear like two fins, while it is but a continuous fin
notched deeply in the middle. Of these there are sixteen
genera and upward of sixty species; but as I have not
time, or inclination for that matter, to go into a scientific
description of this numerous tribe, I shall confine myself
to that portion of them that are mostly fished for in our
Western lakes and their tributary waters. In my re-
marks before the club, in designating the different species
of fishes, I have used the terms familiar to ichthyologists
as well as the vulgar names by which they are known to
our fishermen, so there can be no mistaking of the fish
referred to. My apology for using the technical terms
known to scientists is that I observe your secretary tak-
ing notes with the design, I* have no doubt, of printing
them, and remembering that all the world does not speak
the English language, and knowing, too, that the reports
of your secretary, from their popularity, are very likely
to be read where our language is not spoken, I have
endeavored to use the common nomenclature of scientists
throughout the world.
"To begin with, let us take the black bass; and here 1

must be allowed a word as to his name among scientists.
Cuvier and Valencienes call him Huro and Grystes.
Rafinesque calls him Mieropterus. I shaU adopt Lace-
pede in treating of this fish, for the reason that he has
priority in naming him. The large-mouth or cove bass
is known then as Mieropterus pallidus according to
Rafinesque, and M. salmoides by Dr. J. A. Henshall,
whose authority is entitled to credit. We will adopt
this name. He is sometimes called the Oswego bass,
and may be known by his large mouth; in color,
dark olive green, with a deep notch between the spine
and soft rays of the dorsal fin. He is found in
coves and sluggish streams where there are plenty
of aquatic plants, and is fished for along the margins
of ponds and streams, near the grass. In the autumn
he is taken with the live minnow or the spoon.
He is not a very gamy fish and soon yields to the rod of
an expert angler. He is found in all Western and South-
ern waters, and is probably more generally distributed
throughout the United States than any other fish. The
small-mouth black bass is called by Gill and Lacepede
Microptems salmoides, but Dr. Henshall proves very
clearly that he was first described by a Frenchman by
the name of Doiomieu,and very justly nameshim Mierop-
terus dolomiev, and by that name I shall introduce
him to the club. His color is a dark green, more or less

barred and spotted. The notch in the dorsal fin is shal-
low, the scales and mouth are much smaller than the
large-mouth bass. They are found in the great chain of
western lakes and streams and all the regions west of
the Alleghenies. They are common in New York, from
Lake Champlain west and south. They have been intro-

duced into some of the streams and smaller lakes of New
England and New York. They were, some years ago,
introduced into Otsego Lake, N. Y., but the' fishermen
there complain that although the "lake is full of them,"
they cannot be induced to take the hook, except occa-
sionally. This is strange, for wherever found they are
vigorous biters and next, if not equal to, the speckled
trout in gameness. They take the spoon rapidly; the
live minnow in still-fishing, or the dead in trolling. Thev
take the fly, the black cricket being the deadliest lure I
ever tried. The fish beiriir mo.-tly found in clear, cold
water, is always a desirable table fish. 1 have taken
them with the "fly on the north shore of Lake Superior,
in Batchawanung Bay. weighing six pounds, and they
are mighty ugly fish to handle, requiring the utmost
skill to land them. I have played them there for twenty
minutes before I could get them in right, and then they
would spring two or three feet out of the water, open
their mouths, shake their heads, and ten to one cast the
hook clear of their jaws. In Lake Superior I have always
found their stomachs full of crayfish.

"At this time I wall not speak of the rock bass, white
bass, speckled or strawberry bass of our native waters,
but will say a few words about the Roecus lineatus, the
marine striped bass which enters the biyson the Atlantic
coast. They are taken with seines in great abundance in
the Potomac River in the spring of the year. During the
summer and fall they are taken with hook and line,

baited with herring and other small fishes, and will not
refuse a crawfish, lobster or frog. They are vigorous
biters, and show all the game an angler may desire.

They were formerly abundant at the falls of the Poto-
mac, above Georgetown, D. C, where their average
weight was about 3 or 41bs., sometimes running as high
as 251bs. Mi-

. Webster, Mr. Crampton, British Minister,

and Baron Stoeckel, Russian Minister, often resorted
thither for recreation. The last time I visited this place
the party consisted of Messrs. Juctice Nelson and Grier,

of the Supreme Court, and Gov. Seymour, of New York.
We took an early start, Dexter, of the National Hotel,
Washington, furnishing the supplies. Justice Grier was
an ardent fisherman. Justice Nelson and Gov. Seymour
preferred the shade surrounding a beautiful spring of
water, on the Virginia side of the Potomac, where our
headquarters had been established. I cannot brag much
on our success in fishing. I remember I hooked a very
large bass that took a sheer and entered the rapids, carry-
ing away upward of 50yds. of a very valuable line, which,
I have every reason to believe, he or she (whiohever it

may have been) carried to the ocean in a hurry, for the
fish was going at a rapid gait in that direction at last
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accounts. Judge Grier was a good story teller and he
had th.-ee good listeners, and before night we were in a
state to laugh at almost anything the Judge might say.
It is am. sing to see how grave and dignified judges and
Governors can unbend when they go a-fishing. I see
you are all interested, and as my half hour has expired
and you have several candidates to initiate, I must bid
you good evening, and hope some time to tell you some-
thing about one of the greatest of fishes, the muskalonge,
and a few of the early experiences I have had in captur-
ing this favorite fish."

As soon as the Judge left the room, the president hn-
roediately ordered the Grand Conductor to prepare the
floor for the introduction of the candidates—Capt. A. G.
Shearman, R. McC. Smith and W. S. Brown.
"Are the Passenger Agents still in the closet?" asked

the president of the Keeper of the Keys.
"They are waiting your pleasure."
"Prepare them in accordance with our ritual; see that

they are well blindfolded and encased in Stroniburg
sacks."

Mr. S. A. Court, Ohio's Pythian Secretary, kindly ten-
dered his services to assist in the initiation, and the presi-
dent instructed him to take charge of the floor. To his
experienced mind the club is indebted for the prompt
workings of the scenery; the fine condition of the Over-
land Goat, and the general smoothness of the ceremonies.
The passenger agents were hoodwinked and properly
prepared, when brother Court, in Ins Oklahoma voice,
announced the readiness of the candidates. The hall
was darkened and not a sound could be heard. The door
was ajar, and out from the swamp stillness broke the
Western Traffic Glee Club, engaged for the occasion, in
one of their hushed melodies, and when the music died
out, much resembling a disappearing freight train, four
distinct raps were heard.
"Who disturbs the solemnity of this association," cried

the president in a muffled voice.
"Three worldly strangers, who seek admission to our

club," replied the keeper of the door.
"Have they credentials?^
"They have, and are approved by the Central Traffic

Association, and are properly posted in accordance with
the revised laws."
"Why do they come here?"
"To learn to subdue their passions; to become familiar

with the secret arts and mysteries of the Sunset Club."
"How do they know they are eligible?"

"By being often tried, never denied, and willing to
try again. Capt. Shearman has caught horny suckers,
butter chubs, silver sides in the waters of Black River,
near Oberlin College, and mermaids in San Francisco
Bay. Mr. Brown has flanneled frogs from lily leaves,
caught yellow-belly catfish in the mouth of the River
Raisin, and seeks admission to this club for the purpose
of learning how to land Baw Beeze black bass. Col.
Smith is no angler, but has sailed on the centerboard
sloop Burns at Elkhart, Indiana, with wonderful results.
The.v are gentlemen withal."
"Let the candidates be weighed," cried the president.
Their average weight was 1981bs. Their button hole

bouquets were ordered removed. A long silence then
followed. The three passenger agents were led slowly
around the room while the glee club filled the spacious
hall with melody. This club comprised the following
gentlemen: Mr. M. E. Gaul, Cleveland's favorite railroad
theatrical agent, as basso profundo; T. J. Clark, passenger
agent C. R. I. & P. R. R., smothered tenor; A. G. Robin-
son, (with diamonds) passenger agent C. & A. R. R.,
mezzo contralto; D. P. Wheeler, (special) passenger agent
F. & P. M. R. R., warbler from Michigan, and W. A. Mc
Whinney, passenger agent CM. & S. P. R. R., saw-filing
soprano. These gentlemen were stationed in the shadow
of the veteran F. M. Snavely, passenger agent C. & N. W.
R. R., who handled the baton with agility, and with the
tread of an assistant traveling auditor, glided noiselessly
about the group. The music was fine, in fact all the in-
sects in the neighboring district left. When the presi-
dent noticed the glee club vacillating, and their discord-
ant sounds become more frequent, he motioned for the
conductor to stop in front of his station.

"Strangers," he said, as they were filed side by side,
"as the sun rules the day. the moon governs the night, so
am I invested with the power to rule and govern this
club with equal regularity. There are two important
things we would impress upon your minds, viz. ; a listen-
ing ear and a silent tongue. These have the same bear-
ings upon the workings of this club as it does in your
business. A few questions. Do you know of any regu-
lation in the inter-State law forbidding your spitting
upon the bait used?"
All were silent. Five minutes passed and they made

no effort to reply.
"The conductor will do his duty," said the president.

"We must have ready replies."
Three inflated bladders were successfully brought to

bear upon the uncovered heads of the candidates. Brown
smiled. Shearman looked serious. Smith dodged.
"We do not," they responded, after the conductor had

whispered in their ears.
"In landing a bass or a pike what system have you

found the safer, the long or the short haul ?"

Again they hesitated. The president cried.
"Is my question fully understood?"
They nodded assent. Some rumbling noise in their

rear caused Brown to venture a reply. He said:
"If a large fish, the long haul: if small, the short

haul."
"Capt. Shearman, in baiting your hook do you insert

the barb through the -head of the department/ or do you
prefer the 'terminal facilities' at the other end of the
minnow?"
"In Black River we string the minny the same as we

do worms."
"Col. Smith, do you know a good place to get frogs?"
"Yes, sir; from the track master."
"As the Interstate law positively prohibits reba(i)ting;

and in order that you may comply with its provisions,
what suggests itself to bedbne to men in your positions?"
After a moment's hesitation they replied in one voice,

"A listening ear and a silent tongue."
There is meaning in this response.
"Strangers," said the president, after a few pointed

secret questions, "in all secret societies experience has
taught the founders that it is necessary that the candi-
dates should undergo some trying ordeal to test their con-
fidence in mankind. Our club has followed this exam-

ple and the cabinets are well stocked with implements of
torture, which our obligations will bring into use, but
you have influential friends in this club who appreciate
the great work you passenger men have done to encour-
age travel to your various places of fishing and hunting
grounds, and we appreciate your efforts to advance this
noble art to a standard equal to the highest accomplish-
ments of mankind. With this in view our advisory
counsel wisely suggest that we permit you to select from
the mountain recesses of the western world a goat adapt-
ed to your strength and capacity, which you will be re-
uired to ride successfully in these hall's. The candi-
ates may be taken to 'The' Rookery,' the hoodwinks re-

moved, after which they will appoint a chairman, who
will receive a salary as compensation for his services,
for the minutes served, and taking $^5,000 as a yearly
basing rate. You will name the person you desire to get
the goat."
The candidates were led from the room. In five min-

utes the president received the following:
"We want a Broncho Rocky Mountain goat from this

side of the divide and prefer Mi-. Fred H. Lord, of the
C. St. P. & K. C. Railway, be instructed to purchase the
goat.—W. S. Brown, Chairman."
"Brother Court," said the president, "you will inform

the candidates that their wishes will be complied with
and the goat will be here in time for the next meeting.
They may retire. You will have Mr. John Bastible, the
genial representative of the C. H. & D. Railway, accom-
pany them to see that they go directly to their hotel.
Before the club adjourns the secretary has received a
communication from Baw Beeze Lake, Michigan, asking
the club to send one of our members to that lake for the
purpose of teaching the natives how to land black bass
weighing over three pounds, I will appoint the secretary
as a committee to visit the region and report at the next
meeting." There being no further business the club
adjourned. J. E. Gunokel.

A BRITISH FISH HATCHERY.
BY AS ENGLISH FISHERY COMMISSIONER.

IN consequence of the depleted condition of many of the
rivers in the United Kingdom, rendered so by the multi-

farious malpractices of mankind, the science of fishculture
has become a recognized necessity, and is now resorted to as
a means of resuscitating barren locations and restoring de-
cayed fisheries to a condition of plenteousness. During' the
past tew years a steady advance has been made in the science
and not only has the number of fishculture establishments
increased, but the. methods of hatching and rearing fish
through the various stages of development have undergone
great improvements, so that the science has now been
brought within the range of practical utility. At the
present time the demands for fish wherewith to stock
waters are in excess of supplies, and coarse fish are quite as
much needed as trout. Being impressed with the large
amount of decay that prevails in our rivers and the de-
pleted condition of waters capable of sustaining fish, and
recognizing in fishculture a power sufficient to restore them
to a state of plenty, Mr. William Burgess, some years n°-o
founded a fishery at Malvern Wells, in the Midland, on a'

large scale, and called it the Midland Counties Fishculture
Establishment. The success attending its formation was
such as to induce him to considerably extend its scope be-
yond his original conception, with the result that it has
now become the largest establishment of the kind in Eng-
land. Naturally its object is to develop fish life in the
waters of the United Kingdom to meet the dual require-
ments of food and sport. In order to carry this into effect
upon a sound, practical and extensive basis, every facility
has been provided for hatching ova and rearing fish in.
sufficient quantities to meet existing demands. At the
present time these demands cannot be adequately satisfied
by pisciculturists, and many an applicant for young fish
and yearlings frequently cannot be supplied; while there
are some who. however desirous of stocking waters they
may be, refrain from doing so in consequence of the high
charges made, which are frequently prohibitive. It is the
desire of Mr. Burgess to raise fish in such numbers as will
enable him to supply all the best species and varieties at all
seasons of the year.
The location chosen for the establishment is admirably

suited to the requirements of fishculture, by reason of its
natural surroundings. The water flows from uutainted
sources, and can be regulated in accordance with the re-
quirements of the fish, be they fry, yearlings or matured
forms, or it can be drawn off from the ponds when it is de-
sired to empty them for the purpose of sorting or dispatch-
ing fish. One series of ponds is provided for fry, another
for yearlings, and another for older fish, some, of' the ponds
being 100yds. in length and 10ft. in depth. A fall is created
at each pond, so that the water in passing throuah is thor-
oughly oxyginated. In all his operations Mr. Burgess
emulates nature as closely as possible, not only with a view
of raising strong, vigorous fish, but in order to rear them
with the lowest possible mortality.
Two hatcheries exist, one being for the incubation of Sal-

monicke ova, and the other for those of coarse fish, such as
perch, roach, carp, tench, etc. The Salmonidcv hatchery is
large and roomy, and is capable of bringing to life many
millions of young fish. The mode of hatching is that known
as the "overflow system," the incubating apparatus being
supplied with spring water, which is concentrated in a
colossal reservoir, whence it passes through filters into the
hatchery. The hatching boxes are slightly elevated one
above another in order to provide for a slight fall of water,
which has the effect of aeratiug it throughout. The species
and varieties of fish hatched embrace not only all British,
Scottish and Irish SalmonhUe, but transatlantic varieties
as well, the ova of the latter having been courteously
granted by Col. Marshall McDonald, United States Fish
Commissioner. The ova are laid down in the winter months,
and in the spring the hatching house is crowded with strug-
ling masses of young fish, Here they- remain until nature
eprives them of their self-contained store of food, when

they are turned adrift to seek their living in nursery ponds,
pending distribution in public waters. Although an ample
supply of natural food exists in the ponds, the fish are fed
artificially as well, thus supplementing the food store.
In addition to Salmonidce culture, a very large amount of

space is devoted to the artificial propagation of coarse fish,
such as perch, carp, tench, roach, etc. Hitherto we have
heard a great deal about the culture of salmon and trout,
but nothing about that of coarse fish for whose benefit fish-
culture has not been used in the same way as it is for Sal-
monidas. Recognizing the numerical decrease of these
humbler forms and the loss thereby occasioned to the work-
ing classes, Mr. Burgess has gone to considerable trouble
and expense to create a coarse fishculture department, and
he is now equally successful in propagating this class of
fish as he is the higher classes. Many difficulties stand in
the way of cultivating coarse fish. In the first place, it is no
easy work to secure the spawn, which, unlike that of Sal-

monidce., is adhesive. The ova. is very minute and hatch out
much sooner than Sn.lmnnida: eggs, so that promptitude in
dealing with them has to be observed. When the alewives
make their appearance from the ova fresh difficulties arise,
they being so minute that the.v soon escape unless prevented.
Food must be given them within a few days of their birth,
and that of such a nature as can be absorbed by the
tiny creatures. This point has been closely studied by Mr.
Burgess, whose self-manufactured food meets their require-
ments.
The practical ability of the establishment has been tested

many times lately, and so numerous and various are the
wants of the public that Mr. Burgess has had to greatly add
to the establishment recently in order to meet them. Every
effort is made to breed as great a variety of fish as possible,
to suit all kinds of waters, be they open or inclosed, soft or
hard in quality, and strict investigation is made into the
conditions thereof before planting fish. The enterprise
which Mr. Burgess has exhibited in tnis direction is of no
ordinary type, and it is to be hoped that the forward march
he has made will meet with the recognition it deserves.
Among the species and varieties of fish, propagated by Mr.
Burgess are the Sa Iveli n us fonUnalis, Sctltno widens and
Coregonus albns, several rivers having recently been liber-
ally stocked gratuitously in Somersetshire and Devonshire.

FISHERY CENSUS.—Capt. J. W. Collins, who has been
appointed special agent of the census office, in charge of the
work upon the fish and fisheries, will spend several weeks
at Wood's Holl. On his way there the captain will visit
Boston and Gloucester to inquire into the fisheries and
other matters of special interest to the, census. The census
work this time, so far as it relates to the fisheries, will be
almost entirely statistical, and there will be no attempt to
monograph as in 18^0. The Avork of the year need not be
repeated and the text, it is expected, will be limited to brief
explanations of the tables presented and to a concise review
of the present condition of the fisheries in which comparisons
can be drawn to show the changes in the fisheries siuce 1S80.
The descriptions will be made as brief as possible. No effort
will be spared to have the data completed at the earliest pos-
sible moment since it is the purpose of the superintendent
of the census to publish the results of his work at an early
date, in order that the people may be currently informed of
the statistical condition of the country.

he Mennel

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 9 to 12.—First Annual Dog Show of the Brooklyn Kennel
Club, at, Brooklyn, N. Y. Charles Dickieuian. Secretary, Entries
close Aug. 28.

Sept. 9 to 13.—Dog Show of the Farmers' Lancaster County Fail-
Association, at Lancaster. Pa. A. A. Herr, Secretary, Entries
close 11 A. M., Sept. 9.

Sept. 10 to 18.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the London Kennel
Club, at London, Ont. C. A. Stone, Manager. Entries close Sept. S
Sept. 10 to 13.—Dog Show of the Central Canada Exhibition As-

sociation, at Ottawa, Can. Capt. R. C. W. MacCuaig, Secretary.
Entries close Aug. 31.

Sept. 11 to 13.— First Annual Dog Show of the Toledo Kennel
Company, Toledo, O. Chas. E. Rowland, Secretary, Box 433. En-
tries close Aug, 26.

Sept. 16 to 19.—Dog Show of the Dominion of Canada Kennel
Club, in connection with thn Industrial Exposition at Toronto,
Canada. Capt. C. Greville Harston, Sect'y. Entries close Sept. 4.
Sept. 17 to 20.—Dog Show of the Pet Stock Association at El-

mira, N. Y. J. Otis Fellows, Superintendent. Hornellsville, N.Y.
Entries close Sept. 7.

Oct. 8 to 12.—Eighth Annual Dog Show of the Danbury Agri-
cultural Society, at Danbury, Conn. B. C. Lynes, Secretary. En-
tries close Sept. 2".

Nov. 14 to 10.—First Dog Show of the Continental Kennel Club,
at Denver, Col. Claude King, Secretary.

Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890.—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 18 t,o 21, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club. New York. James Mortimer. Superintendent.
March 11 to 14, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Rochester

Kennel Oluh, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 25 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Keunel Club, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

Nov. 4.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel Club.
P. T. Madison. Secretary, Indianapolis. Ind.
Nov. 11.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel Club,

at Chatham, Ont. C. A. Stone, Secretary, London, Ont.
Nov. 18.—Eleventh Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at High Point, N. C. W. A, Coster, Secretary, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.
Dec. 3.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club,

at Lexington, N. O. C. H. OdelL, Secretary, Mill's Building, New
York, N. Y.
Dec. 16.—Second Annual F5eld Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Anion > Miss. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313
Bush street, San Francisco, CaL
Fob. 11, 1890.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary.

COURSING.
Oct. 9 to 12.—Fall meet of the National Coursing Club at Hutch-

inson, Kan. M. E. Allison, Manager.
Oct. 24.—Annual Meet of the American Coursing Club, at Great

Bend, Kan. F. K. Doan, Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.

COLLIE CLUB STAKES.
RAHWAY, N. J., Sept. 2.—Editor Forest and Stream:

> The Collie Club has initiated a new departure in hav-
ing the Collie Stakes judged at the kennels of the secretary
of the club, At Railway, N. J. So many breeders of collies
refuse to expose their valuable young dogs to the clangers of
our bench shows, that it has seriously interfered with en-
tries for the stakes, and the club believes that the difficulty
can be avoided by having the stakes judged at the kennels
of some prominent breeder.
Mr. Thos. H. Terry officiated as judge of the fall section of

the Collie Club Stakes, and his decisions were accepted
without any kicking. In dogs, first went to Colonel Scot,
bred and owned by the Chestnut Hill Kennels, bv Dublin
Scot out of Finny III. Second to Duke of Kalmia, owned
by J. D. Shotwell, bred by the Kalmia Kennels, by Snrbiton
out of Ethel II. Third to The Bard, bred and owned by the
Fordhook Farm Kennels, by Smuggler out of Whirlpool.
There were but two bitches present, first to Chestnut Hill
Kennels' Roslyn Clara, by Caractacus out of Pitch Dark;
second to Jas. Watson's Hera, by Strephon out of Juno II.

J. D. Shotwell, Secretary.

TOLEDO DOG SHOW.—Toledo, O., Aug. 31.—Editor
Forest and Stream: We shall have an excellent show as
far as quality goes. We have 208 entries; It mastiffs, 25 St.
Bernards, 4 Great Danes, 4 deerhounds, 3 greyhounds, 30
pointers, 12 English setters, 24 Irish setters, 15 black and tan
setters, 6 cockers, 7 bulldogs, 7 bull-terriers, 9 fox-terriers, 6
black and tan terriers. 12 pugs, etc.—C. E. Rowland. Sec'y.
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WESTERN COURSING NEWS.
HUTCHINSON, Kan., Aug 27.— Editor Forest and

Stream: The coursing season is just upon us and the

long tails are being put to the work preparing for the fall

siege, and we have a good promise of some great work from
them. The entries will probably include at least fifteen im-
ported greyhounds, among which will be the imported dog
Trales, the Giendvnes. Little Lady Glendyne and Lady
Graham Glendyne, the daughter of the famous Jester. The
black bitch, Lady Millie Glendyne, having unfortunately
died, lessens their chances for winning the honors, as she
proved the fastest from the slips of either of the four. The
other three are now in the hands of our old friend Arthur
Massey, the American Coursing Club slipper, and they will

undoubtedly come to the slips quite fit. Mr. D. C. Luse has
also given over his imported bitch, Dick's Darling, and
several of her pups to Mr. Massey for training, so that our
slipper will have more than a passing interest this season
in several of the flyers as they leave the slips. Mr. Allison
has several young ones that will make a hard fight for the
Derbv, they'having in their veins the direct blood of Reno
Belle' and Rowdy, the winner of the 1887 Derby and also

champion Sandy Jim and a sister of Mike G. Four of the
litter of Joe Burnside, son of the famous California Quick-
silver and little Humming Bird, will probably contend for

the first honors. So we can safely say that there will be some
wonderful speed contests at October meet of the American
Coursing Club way in advance of any previous meeting.
The National Coursing Association, of Hutchinson, Kan.,

has preparations fully made for a grand meeting Oct. 8 to
12. The stakes are so arranged that the winners will bear
the burden of the entries and the second-raters will stand
an equal show with the best without a sure expense, and
many doubting Thomases will be encouraged to enter un-
tried" dogs that may prove extra good ones. The park is now
well stocked with jacks, and the track, the escapes and
everything is in perfect order, and the rabbits go like the
wind to the escapes.
The first inclosed coursing meeting will be held on the

Jockey Club track at Louisville. Ky., Sept. 4 to 7, and the
second meeting will be held at St. Louis, Mo., on the Jockey
Club track, Sept. 16 to 21. We make a grand drive in the
park to-morrow, with one hundred people assisting, to secure
a supply of the strongest rabbits for these meetings; and we
will leave for Louisville Wednesday evening, Aug. 2S. I
have finally joined forces with the National Coursing Asso-
ciation and will assist in pushing the work to success, and
hope to see accomplished what I have long desired and
worked for—viz. . coursing made one of the greatest sport-
ing events throughout the United States.

G. l'RWTN ROYCK.

TRAINING BEAGLE PUPPIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
To comply at length with the request of a novice, regard-

ing the training of beagle puppies, would afford me great
pleasure, but at present I can out hastily and briefly give
my ideas on that one subject concerning the beagle. In the
near future I shall favor—or tire, as the case may be—your
readers with a more exhaustive treatise on the beagle in
general.
As to the proper way of training a puppy, it is at all times

best to start them in with an older and experienced dog. if

such a dog is obtainable for that purpose, and there are few
places in the country which are without one or more good
"rabbit dogs," whether thoroughbred or otherwise. To get
a puppy ovit with such a dog only a few times will suffice:

all that is necessary is to show your puppy aud make him
understand and recognize the game and scent he is to follow.
The rest will come to him without any teaching whatever,
experience being the only teacher after that. When I had
the time I always considered the training of puppies a de-
cided pleasure, aud nearly every evening in season would
find me along the beautiful shore of our grand fiver, the
Susquehanna, giving the little 'uns their first lessons, but
now this is for me impossible, owing to business responsi-
bilities, and Sunday afternoons is now about the only time
that I can devote to the training of my youngsters, for
which transgression the orthodox portion of your readers. I
hope, will not condemn me.
Do not take out more than one good dog with your pup-

pies. After your puppy has an idea" of the work before him,
and the age or strength to follow a dog or pack, he may
then be hunted in such company.
For the benefit of a novice I will assume that an experi-

enced dog is not obtainable for the purpose of training the
puppy and we are thrown upon our own resources to break
in the little long-eared beauty, and this is not a difficult task
by auy means, for the hunting of rabbits is to the beagle a
natural characteristic of the breed and need not be acquired,
and it is only to hasten natural gifts along in their develop-
ment that any training at all is necessary. Whether a
puppy is trained with or without an experienced dog, con-
sideration must be given to the age of puppy, season of the
year, time of day, locality, etc. We read of,' and have per-
haps owned puppies of our own, which were exceptionally
precocious, yet I am of the opinion that it is labor lost to
commence training a puppy before the age of six months-
seven or eight suit me better still—when they will pick up
the faster and save a novice much vexation and discourage-
ment.

I prefer a puppy whelped in the early spring, so as to
make him anywhere between five and eight months old in
the early autumn months, September and October, which is

the best time of year for training of puppies, as rabbits,
youug and old. appear plentier than at any other time.
The late afternoon is probably the best time of day, when
rabbits come out of their hiding places. Select, of course,
a place where rabbits are plentiful, and, if possible, where
the formation of the cover is such through which your puppy
can get with ease, for, as he will not possess the anxiety aud
determination of a broken dog, he would not be so willing to
go through brush, briers, etc. Let me here say that it will
be only half the task if two puppies cau be trained together,
as a jealousy will exist between them, which at that period
will prove of value and hasten their training.
Observe the above hints as to age of puppy, season, time

of day and locality and take your puppy—or better, pup-
pies—out an hour or two before sundown without feeding
them. Take them to the proper place and do not sit down,
but keep moving about, as they will be more eager to hunt
than if they see you sitting somewhere, in which case they
would be more apt to desire to play with you than to hunt.
When opportunity offers, judiciously urge and encourage
them. Two or three outings of this kind will start them off
all right, and you can depend on rapid improvement there-
after.
This is not a task, but a rare pleasure and a benefit to any

one. A beagle trained by your own hands will be more
valuable and dearer to you, having attached to him or her
the recollections of these early outings, which probably
brought to your notice more vividly the incomparable beau-
ties and mysteries of peaceful nature, which at that time
may have—and would now if you could enjoy them—proven
a balm to both mind and body. Many and dear are the
recollections of the past connected with my training of
puppies, and could 1 enjoy the same pleasures now my
mind would be less disturbed by care and my health bene-
fited thereby. Alas! close confinement to business nrevents
aud I have little time left for the care of my dogs and I will
have little or no chance to follow them afield'this season.
They have consequently been neglected to a certain extent,
and it pains me to admit that at present they are not in tin-

best of condition. Although knowing that many of our
best kennels are at this season troubled with flies, skin irri-

tation, etc., to the detriment of their dogs, yet had I the
time I could have my dogs in better shape than they are at
present. I don't desire to keep my dogs in anything' but t he
best condition aud shall therefore dispose of all except a
brace or two, and will not keep more till I can do so with
proper care.
Champion Banuerinan is as spry and puppyish as ever,

and many are the times that strangers who have never seen
him will ask: "And how old is that little white puppy?"
Champion Maybelle II. and Kruegeris Dot are about hold-
ing their own.
Apropos Mr. Jolley's (Blue Ridge) item in reference to

his small specimen of beagle. He requests others to ''trot

out" their small ones. I have none, nor do I want them, for
I have no use for runts. I am au admirer of the small bas-
ket beagle, but do not care for stunted specimens of the
larger variety. Mr. Jolley's undoubtedly belongs to this
latter class, being sired by Banker, a coarse dog of fully 14
or more iuches. I do know of another such specimen, which
will compare favorably with Mr. Jolley's entry in this race
for records for smalluess, as far as breeding, hunting quality
and smalluess are concerned. This little bitch is Queen M.,
entered at the last Lynn show by the reputable breeders
Clark and Rutter, She is by my lamented Cameron's Rac-
ket out of the prize winning bitch Vickey, which I sold Mr.
Rutter. It will, therefore, be seen that this little bitch is

more than seven-eighths Rowett, and equal to the best in the
land as far as breeding is concerned, and I have been
assured that she is a remarkable performer in the field for
one of her size. Yet she is a runt or a freak, the same as
Mr. Jolley's. coming as they do from such parents. I have
not the exact weight or measurements of this little bitch,
yet should it prove of any value to your readers, 1 am con-
fident that Mr. Rutter will be pleased to furnish that in-

formation. A. C. KRFFX+EK.
Wrig nTSVTXLK, York County, Pa.

DOG TALK.
\ NEW JERSEY melodrama: Scene First—Our mutual

J\. friend Peshall reclining in an easy chair in his sanc-
tum, enjoying the exquisite flavor of his special brand of
Victoria Reina, Aristotle in hand and all the works of the
ancients within easy reach, a self-satisfied smile overspread-
ing his beaming countenance as he unearths from the musty
volume a ponderous thunderbolt to hurl at some friend,
when his meditations are interrupted by the entrance of a
stranger with an old-fashioned carpet bag which he care-
fully deposits on the floor beside his chair, and in insinu-
ating tones proceeds to remark, "1 hear from everybody
that you understand all about dogs and all kinds of animals,
and as I don't, I've called to ask you to do rne a favor."
"Certainly," said our genial friend in his most gracious
manner, "I am ever ready aud willing to assist a brother
sportsman so far as it lies in my power". Now, if you want
an apt quotation from the ancients to point amoral or adorn
a tale, the material is all here; or if you want a pup, I ex-
pect a litter from dear old Jimmie' soon, and shall be only
too happy—" "No," said the stranger, "I never heard of
the ancients, and the old woman is down on dogs: but I'll

tell you." pointing to the bag aud hitching his chair a bit
closer, "I've brought over our torn cat for you to fix so that
he won't run out fights." .lust theu Peshall's pet bull-
terrier Baby came bounding into the room, and as she
caught a whiff of scent from the feline sheuttered a whine of
delight almost human in expression, and before you could
say Jack Robinson that old-fashioned carpet bag and its

frantically squalling inmate were describing parabolic
curves that are not laid down in the books, Our mutual
friend was nonplussed, indignant aud horror-stricken. To
think that he, a cherished official of the Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Animals, should bethought capable of
committing the proposed dastardly crime against nature
and the cat, was enough to freeze his heart's blood. Speech-
less he stood, oblivious even to the fun that Baby was en-
joying, intent only on administering a fitting rebuke to the
fiend in human form who had dared to offer such indignity
to him and the cat. At last he partially recovered his self-

possession, and with burning words struggling for utter-
ance he turned to the inhuman mouster, but. together with
the old-fashioned carpet bag and its now feebly struggling
inmate, he had taken his departure, and the curtain drops,

Apropos of the reference in "Bits of Talk" last week to a
dog thief stealing apples is this from the Boston Globe: "It
is queer how things fall out: The very day that I was
writing a paragraph for this column, suggesting, in a truly
Christian and philanthropic spirit, that dogs might success-
fully be employed as thieves, on that very day two men and
a woman were arrested somewhere out west for this identi-
cal crime. They traveled about in a wagon, accompanied
by a big dog. who caught as many chickens as he could lay
his jaws upon and brought them to his human accomplices.
The men then wrung the necks of the fowls, and so soon as
a sufficient number had been accumulated, took them to the
nearest large town and put them on the market at a reason-
able price. The woman, it is said, was the leader in this
enterprise, and it must be admitted that the scheme does
credit to feminine ingenuity. How it fell through is not
made plain, but probably the men bungled. She ought t o
have left them at home."

The judges elected by the American Spaniel Club are A.
C. Wilmerding, S. R. Hemingway, James Watson, C. H.
Mason, Win. West, E. M. Oldham, J. P. Willey and C. M.
Nelles.

Mr. E. S. Porter will judge mastiffs, bulldogs, bull-fcer-

riers, foxhounds and beagles at the Danbury dog show, and
Mr. James Watson the remaining classes.

The regular quarterly meeting of the executive committee
of the A. K. C. will be held at 44 Broadway, Sept. 19, at 1

o'clock P. M.

There were ninety entries at the dog show held at Helina,
Mont., Aug. 28 to 80. A full report will appear next week.

Mr. J. L. Campbell, of Montreal, Can., has been reinstated
by the advisory committee of the American Kennel Club.

INDIANA FIELD TRIALS.—Indianapolis, lnd.. Sept. 2.

—Editor Forest and Stream: Our trials promise to be a
great success this year. Mr, J. M, Freemau, one of our
vice-presidents, who lives at Bieknell, reports an abundance
of birds. The club desires to thank the following parties
through your columns for special prizes donated by them:
Mr. B. Waters, Chicago, 111., one copy of his "Breaking,
Training aud Kennel Management": Ideal Manufacturing
Co., New Haven, Conn., six sets of their Ideal shotgun im-
plements: Mr. W. B. Leffingwell, Clinton, la., one copy of
his "Wild Fowl Shooting"; Upthegrove & McLellan, Val-
paraiso, lnd., one of their fine hunting coats.—P. T. Mabi-
so?r, Secretary.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB.—Saratoga Springs,
Aug. 2S.—Editor Forest and Strea m: The regular quarterly
meeting of the Eastern Field Trials Club will be held at 44
Broadway, New York, on Tuesdav. Sept. lit, at 2 o'clock
P, M.—W. A. Cos-run, Sec'y.

THE POINTER CLUB.
"VTEW YORK. Aug. 27.—Editor Forest and Stream: At

a regular meeting of the Pointer Club of America
held this date the following business was transacted: Maj.
J. M. Taylor's application for membership was presented
and he was unanimously elected. The resignation of Chas.
J. Peshall, Esq , was read and accepted.
The secretary was instructed to announce, "that upon a

count being taken of the vote of the members of the club it

was found that the following named gentlemen were
selected, having received the highest number of votes, for
recommendation to bench show committees for 1889-90, as
proper persons to judge pointers, in the order named: Mr.
F. R. Hitchcock, Hon. John S. Wise, Mr. J. M. Tracy, Mr.
.las. L. Anthony, Mr. Chas. Heath, Mr. Geo. W. La 'Rne.
The selection of any of the above named gentlemen will in-
sure the hearty support of the club.
The report of the special committee appointed to prepare

a list of prizes to be given by the Pointer Club was adopted
as follows:

For WO—Open to All.

Thk Pointek Club Produce Stakes.—§50 added money.
For pointer puppies whelped on and after Jan. 1, 1889, the
Pointer Club of America add $50. The stakes to be decided
at a spring show of 1890, to be hereafter designated. En-
tries close at the same time as the regular entries of such
show. Terms of entry: Litters may be entered previous to
Jan. 1, 1890, for §3, provided they are under six weeks old.
each of the litter to be. eligible to compete. Puppies entered
previous to Jan. 1, 1890, at £1 each if under three months
old: at *2 each if under six months old; at *3 each if under
nine months old at the time of entry. After Jan. 1, 1890, all
entries shall pay 85 each. Should' an entry be sold, the
buyer shall pay 81 in order to compete with such entry.
The winner to receive 50 per cent, of the whole stake, second
20 per cent., third 10 per cent., and the breeder of the winner
to receive 20 per cent, of the stake. Entry fee must be paid
at the time of entry. Competitors must be entered in the
regular classes of the show. Entry to be made to the secre-
tary of the Pointer Club of America.

Open to Members Only.

StudDois Prize.—310 for best pointer stud dog shown
with two of his get, the latter to be not over 3 years of age
and not necessarily owned by one person.
Brood Bitch Prize.—$10 for best pointer brood bitch

shown with two of her progeny, the latter to be not over 3

years old aud not necessarily owned by one person.
$10 for best pointer dog,' and #10 for best pointer bitch,

that has beeD placed or won a heat at any field trial run in
America, fit) for best pointer dog or bitch exhibited and
owned by a member of the club.
In addition to the above the American field pointer cup

value *100 (open to all) will be given at a show to be desig-
nated by the Pointer Club, to be announced hereafter, under
the conditions as published. Entry blanks will be furnished
by the secretary upon receipt of application aud 2-cent post-
age stamp. . GEO. W. La Rue, Sec'y and Treas.

239 Broadway, New York.

ORIGIN OF THE DOG.—The ancestry of the dog is a
topic which has been much discussed of late at the French
Academy in Paris. M. Boule maintains that as far back as
the pliocene period of geology the canine family showed
much the same divisions as it exhibits to-day. There were
the wolf, the fox, and the jackal tribes and types, and a
fossil jaw taken from pliocene rocks near Puy shows cer-
tain characteristics which are seen in our own domesticated
dogs of to-day. Are we to assume then that the dogs of our
period represent a much more ancient and original type of
animals than science would have us hitherto believe ? If
fossil evidences are trustworthy, the dogs of remote antiqui-
ty, so far from having originated from the wolf stock, may
be regarded as having possessed a distinct personality of
their own. We may probably have to go back into the
tertiary to find the primordial stock from which the wolf,
fox, jackal and dog may together have sprung. By the way,
the statement has been made on responsible bases that there
are at present one hundred and eighty-nine varieties of
domesticated dogs. What a composite animal they would
all make if bred or resolved intoone ! And would the result
truly represent the primordial dog type i And would that
unit most nearly resemble the wolf, 'the fox, or the jackal ?

Which ?—Chas. Hallock.

ST. BERNARD AND PUG IMPORTATION.—London,
Aug. I'd.—Editor Forest and Stream: I shall leave in a
few days for the States with 8 St. Bernards, large and small,
and 3 pugs. The pugs are dog puppies by champion Loris
out of May Queen, the property of Miss A. H. Whitney, of
Lancaster, Mass. The St. Bernard dog Sir Noel, by Lysander
out of Lady Pauline, is for W. H. Beede, Lynn. Mass. The
balance I have purchased for my own kennels, and include
the bitch Manon, by Valour out of champion Gretchen, and
two of her present litter; Lady Pauline, by Grandee out of
Princess Bismark, dam of Sir Noel and Victory, who stands
33in. standard measure: a dog puppy by Refuge II. out of
Lady Pauline; a bitch puppy by champion Hesper out of
Cologne, litter sister to champion Carmelite, and a bitch
puppy by champion Hesper out of Diva; she weighed 241bs.
at 9 weeks. Hesper weighs 2041bs. Diva stands 3P ' and
weighs 1601bs.—A. R. Crowell.

ELMIRA DOG SHOW.—Hornellsville, Sept. L-Editor
Forest and Stream: We have received many valuable spe-
cials, collected by the Poultry aud Pet Stock Association.
One of §20, for the best four working cocker spaniels. En-
tries close the 7th; all entries mailed that day will be
accepted.—J. Otis Fellows, Supt.

TORONTO DOG SHOW.—There is a large number of
valuable special prizes offered for the dog show to be held
at Toronto, Sept. 16 to 19. Printed lists may be obtained of
the"secretary, Capt. C. Greville Harston, Toronto, Can.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes laast be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 300 01 any one form, bound for
retaining; duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Notes mast be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Jjnisij Dean. By High Rock Cocker Kennels, LyDD. Mass., for
black cocker spaniel bitch, age not givcR, bv Shady out of Nellie.
Ynuny Royal Prince, Jr. By H. L. Gilson/Wakefielfi, Mass , for

white bull-terrier dog, whelped May 12, Ii>89, by Young Royal
Prince (Young Royal -Scarlet II.) out of Tillfe (Dutch, Jr.—
Terry).

BRED.
tSf Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Melody—Trittcr. H. F. Schellhass's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) beagle

bitch Melody to his Trailer, Aug. 7.

ApoUona—Bcn Lomond. Jotm Keevan's (Brooklyn, ». Y.) St.
Bernard bitch Apollona (champion Apollo— Brunhilde) to E. H.
Moore's Ben Lomond (champion Barry—Thetis), June 20.

Lady Bernard—Parson. P. H. Hurley's (Worcester, Mass.) St.
Bernard bitch Lady Bernard (Grimsell—Yum Ylltn) to Cotitoocook
Kennels' Parson (Bello-Thyras), Aug. :'.F>.
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Bizrccua—Wdef. F. L, Cheney's (Pittsfleld, Mass.) Irish setter
bitch Bizreena (champinu Nimrod—Bizorah) to Mas Wenzel's
champion Chief (Berkley—Duck), Aug. 39.

Daisy-Desmond 71. F. L. Cheney's (Pittsfleld, Mass.) Irish set-

ter bitch Daisy (Chief—Leigh Donne) to Chas. T. Thompson's Des-
mond II. (Frisco—Grouse). Aug. 19.

Daisy Dean—Black Duck. High Rock Cocker Kennels' (Lynn.
Mass.) cocker spaniel hitch Daisy Dean, to their Black Duck,
Aug. 25.

Bijou—Black Duck. High Rock Cocker Kennels' (Lynn, Mass.)
cocker spaniel hitch Bijou to their Black Duck. Aug. 20.

Hiqh Hock Jet -Black Duck. High Rock Cocker Kennels' (Lynn,
Mass ) cocker spaniel bitch High Rock Jet to their Black Duck,
Julv 27.

Biddy—Bradford Hairy. A. M. Goldsmith's (Chicago, 111.)

Yorkshire terrier bitch Biddv (Bonnie Briton—Lassie) to P H.
Coombs's Bradford Harry (Crawahaw's Bruce—Beat's Lady),
Aug. 16.

WHELPS.
fc->7~ Notes mnet be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Lady Bern. Geo. H. Sherman's (Poughkeepsie, X. Y.) collie bitch

Lady Rt ss (James— Bess), Aug. 30, eight (four dogs), by M. Hairi-
son'sScotilla (Dublin Scot—Flurry II.).

Ycata. C. A. Altmansperger'a (Minden, la.) mastiff bitch Vesta
(Diavalo—Madge), Aug. 18, seven (three dogs), by Dr. Geo. B.
Ayres's Edwv (champion Orlando—Countess of Woodlands).
East Lake Virgie. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.) pug

hitch East Lake Virgie (Bradford Ruby—Puss B.). Sept. 1, Ave
(three dogs), by H. Bidder's Joe II. (champion Joe—Viola;.
Lakme. F. Kimball's (Worcester, Mass.) St. Bernard bitch

Lakme. Aug. 20, eight (four dogs), by E. H. Moore's Ben Lomond.
Apullona. John Keevan's (Brooklyn, X. Y.) St. Bernard bitch

Apollona (Apollo— Brunhildc), Aug. 20, twelve (six dogs), by E, H.
Moore's Ben Lomond (champion Barry—Thetis).

SALES.

¥W Notes must be seat on the Prepared Blanks.
BomiU Comedy. Fawn, black points, mastiff bitch, whelped

March 24, 1889, by Edwy out of II ford Comedy, by Dr. George B.
Ayres, Omaha, Neb., to E. L. Marston. same place;
Hector—Lakme whelp. Orange and white St. Bernard dog,

whelped Sept. 19, 1888, by F. Kimball, Worcester, Mass., to Miss
Emma C. Pratt, same place.
Ben Lomond—Lakme whelp. Orange and white St. Bernard

bitch, whelped March 11, 1889, by F. Kimball, Worcester, Mass.,
to Miss Florence Heywood, same place.
Keeper—Retina whelm. St. Bernards, one dog and two bitches,

whelped June 12, 18,89, bv Contoocook Kennels, Peterborough, X.
H., to A. X. Rea, New York.
Dade. Liver cocker spaniel dog, whelped May 2, 1880, by Black

Duck out of Bijou, by High Rock Cocker Kennels, Lynn, Mass.,
to E. M. Basset t, Dracut. Mass.

Ufle m\d ^hooting

RANGE AND GALLERY.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
EST" No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Correspondents.

F. B. D., Woodstock, Vt.—1 have a pup covered with warts of a
flesh color and soft, except on the ends, which are hard and rough;
some of them are -Min. iu length; others are large in size and Hat.
Can you give me any advice as to the cure of them? Ans. The
larger ones can he snipped off with strong sharp scissors and the
basis cauterized with strong nitric acid or nitrate of silver (lunar
Caustic). The smaller oues may be burned down without cutting.
See a veterinary.

W. G. H., Washington.—Will you please inform me in vour next
paper what to do for my pug dog? His skin was red in the first
place and now he is covered with little bunches all over him and
he is losing his hair and has a bad odor. Ans. Use zinc oxide
ointment every day, rubbing it in after washing. Keep the
bowels open with a teaspoonsful of syrup of buckthorn every
other day, and give 5 drops of Fowler's solution ot arsenic in the
food each day. 1 f the dog is very fat get the weight down. Feed
once daily, and stop the arsenic at the end of three weeks.

JP.J. R.,Evanston,Wyo. Ter.—I have a fine Gordon setter puppv
six months old. He has had a bad attack of distemper, from
which he is just recovering, and is now troubled with a very
severe nervous twitching in right foreleg. Local authorities say
it is probably St. Vitus's dance. I have been giving him 0 drops
of Fowler's solution of arsenic three times a dav for the last
week, but it does not appear to do him any good. Will you kindly
advise me in your next issue what 1 had better do for him? Ans.
Give one-quarter grain of extract of mix vomica in pill form three
times daily. You can hide the pill in a bit of meat. Do not teed
meat, Keep the bowels easy with teaspoonful doses of syrup of
buckthorn. Rubbing with a stimulating linament like chloro-
form linament, will benefit. Exercise regularly. From time to
time put the puppy on Fowler's solution for a w'eek, as vou have
done.

Insweqs to (^arrespondmts.

82ff*No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Correspondents.

Jacksnipk will please note line under heading of this depart-
ment.

Subscribes.—For deer go to Meacham Lake, in the Adiron-
dack. As you do not specify your game, we cannot a (Imp.
further.

CANONlcus.—The inclosed insect is Spliceropht.halma (Mutilla)
occidental (female). The Mutillidcc are found running on the
ground in warm sandy places; the males have wings, but the
females are wingless. They sting severely. The "enormous and
beautiful hornet" might have been Stitzus speciosa.

W, C, Mt. Vernon.—Is there such a paper as the American
Naturalist ? Inform me where and how 1 can get a diminishing
tube made. It must he thin and light and yet strong. Say about
2ft. long and half an inch at one end, sloping gradually to a
quarter of an inch. Ans. 1. The American Naturalist is published
monthly by the Leonard Scott Publishing Co., No. 24 Park place,
New York. 2. Any tinman or coppersmith will make the tube.

J. H. W., Fontanet, Ind.—1, Where can I get rules governing
t he National Rifle Association? 2. Are there any rules in general
use for trap shooting? 3. Where can I get Creedmoor targets or
others? Ans. 1. Write to secretary National Rifle Association
5 Beekman street. New York. 2. Write to Major Tavlor. Ameri-
can Shooting Association, Stewart Building, New York, 3 Den-
nison & Co., 198 Broadway, New York, have all paper targets for
sale.

I. P. McK., Detroit.—Please inform concerning the famous
brook trout said to have been killed in the Sagueuav River, Can-
ada, about the year 1838, weighing 22lbs., and exhibited at that
time at the old Astor House, New York. A wager was decided
on this by the New York Clipper some ten or twelve years ago-
that paper gave the full history of the fish, and declared it a real
brook trout. Ans. The above-mentioned specimen was not ex-
amined by competent authority, so far as we are aware. The
largest brook or speckled trout of which we have a well-authen-
ticated record is the 12-pounder taken bv Mr. Seth Green and Dr
Hoy in the Sault Ste. Marie; the U-pounder of Professos Agassiz
taken from the headwaters of the Androscoggin River, Maine, in
1860, and the 10-pounder (probably 11 when taken from the water)
captured by Geu. Shepard Page in Rangelev Lake.

Akteh Breakfast.—You may take the most elegant and com-
plete vestibule train ever constructed, leaving Chicago dailv at
10:15 A. M. via the Chicago and Atlantic Railway. These mag-
nificent trains offer unsurpassed accommodation* for all classes
of travel to New York, Boston and Eastern cities. Pullman din-
ing cars are a feature of this uew departure, and run through in
either direction between Chicago and New Yoric. Instead of ex-

local ticket agent on this important item, or for maps, folders
and time cards, giving full information of the Chicago and Atlan-
tic, New York and Chicago Yestibuled Limited carrying all
classes of passengers, address for prompt reply, F. C. Donald
General Passenger Agent. Chicago. Inclose two green stamps
tor an amusing, novel and paradoxically ingenious toy. A harm-
Jess, tireless, powderless, everlasting fire cracker. -Adv

THE SEA GIRT SHOOT.
OCR next week's issue will contain the result iu detail of

the Inter-State military shoot: set down for Sept. 4, at the
New Jersey State Camp at Sea Girt, It is believed that New York
will send a winning (cam to the range. This depends, however,
on whether the State of Massachusetts enters its celebrated team
in the competition, In such an event the New York team expects
to gain second place, since it is h irdly possible under the circum-
stances to wrest victory from a team whose members are safely
to be relied on to average 45 points at 200 and 5lX)yds. out of a
highest attainable of 50, with a corresponding average at 600yds.
All is not harmony so far as the selection of a team "to represent
New York is concerned. The selection of a team to represent
this State has been intrusted by the Commander-in-Chief,through
the Adjutant General, to the General Inspector of Rifle Practice,
Brigadier General Charles F. Bobbins, who has entered upon the
task of choosing the twelve men who are to uphold the shooting
repute of the National Guard in a systematic manner. He has
decided to invite men to accept places upon the team upon the
strength solely of past achievement or reputation. The list of
sharpshooters throughout the State who have shown themselves
competent to score 73 points or bet ter at 201) and 500yds., 5 shots at
each distance, has been scanned, and those men have been re-
quested, by letter, to shoot iu a stated number of competi-
tions, with a view to demonstrating what they are ca-
pable of accomplishing at the present time. From those
the twelve contestants will be selected. Th-s course has been
found fault with because so-called "reliable" shots have been
ignored. It is claimed that the team should be made up in ac-
cordance with established precedent; stated days of competition
should be designated and no records made in matches of the Na-
tional Rifle Association be accepted. As this has not been done,
it is claimed that failure will follow. To this the friends of Gen.
Robbins say, that if the coming match were a competition of
minor importance, the claims of the individuals, and of the
organizations of which they are the representatives, might prop-
erly be considered. But the event is a contest in which New York
is called upon to put forward the utmost shooting strength of its

National Guard. There are in the State two score reliable"team"
men. Of individual shots, capable of making brilliant records
upon occasion, there are a great number, but the latter are not
available to the present purpose. From present appearance the
majority of the team is likely to be taken from Brooklyn. It is

doubtful whether the Seventh Regiment will have a representa-
tive. Results at Creedmoor of late years have indicated that the
Twenty third Regiment of Brooklyn is possessed of the strongest
team shooting organization in the National Guard of the State,
and eigut of the twelve men will be cho en, on their merits, from
the Twenty-third. The Sixty-ninth will have one representative,
and the First Brigade furnish the tenth man, the two remaining
members being drawn from organizations in the interior of the
State.
Gen. Bobbins, who will captain the New York team, has an ex-

cellent roll to select from. The list of experienced shooters and
team men from which the twelve are to be selected comprises the
well-known names of Shepherd, Scott, Hamlin, Hamilton, Wells,
Elliott, Ball and Stokes of the Twenty-third Regiment, Brooklyn;
Assistant Surgeon Linsley, Twelfth Regimeni; Sergt. Frank J.
Stuart, Sixty-ninth Regiment; Corp. John F. Klein, Seventeenth
Separate Company of Infantry, Flushing; Major Chas. H. Gaus,
Third Brigade, Albany; Lieut. Wm. J. Underwood and Pvt. Alex.
Stein, Seventh Regiment, New York city, and Pvt. D. H. Ogden,
Twentieth Separate Company, Binghamton. With two excep-
tions the tifteen experts here named are veterans.
The following members of the National Guard were selected to

represent New Jersey in the. match:
Col. .lames M. Yan Yalen, Assistant Inspector-General of Rlflo

Practice.
Col. John C. Owens, Assistant Inspector-General of Rifle Prac-

tice.
Oapt. Wm. F. Decker, Co. C, First Battalion.
Capt. Thos. A. Curtis, Inspector of Rifle Practice, Third Regi-

ment,
Second Lieut. Henry R. Goesser. Co. A, Second Battalion,
Sergt. Alex. C. Neuinan, standard bearer, division staff.
Hosp. Steward Frank H. Lalor, Seventh Regiment.
Color Sergt. Chas. Chinn, First Battalion.
Pvt. Alfred E. Conway, Co. C, Third Regiment,
Pvt. James R. Gladden, Co. D. Third Regiment.
Pvt. Chas. H. Townsend, Co. G. Fifth Regiment.
Pvt. Wm. Hartman, Co. B, Seventh Regiment.
Pvt. John Ransom, Co. B, First Battalion.
Pvt. Joseph Coyte, Jr., Co. A, Second Battalion.
Captain—Col. G. E. P. Howard, Division Staff.
Adjutant—Maj. R. Heber Breintnall, First. Regiment.
Quartermaster—Oapt. Wm. H. Early, Seventh Regiment.
Those who have been selected to shoot on the team have been

industriously practicing on the State range, the practice having
been under the supervision of Col. G. E. P. Howard, who was
captain of the last American military team that crossed the
ocean, 'the members of the team were quartered in tents on the
ground at the Governor's cottage. About 8 A. M. daily the men
began practicing at the 200yds. range and then fired at the 500yds.
range After lunch the same programme was repeated.
The New Jersey team have the latest model Springfield rifle with

"Buffington" rear sight and improved front sight cover, using
the triangular open sight at 200yds and the peep sight at 500yds.
The Delaware team arrived at the camp on Wednesday, Aug.

28. and began practising on Thursday moraine. The team is as
follows: Maj. C. W. Cary, Oapt. John S. Willis, Capt. Isaac J.
Wotten, Capt. Wisweli, Lieut. Floyd, Lieut. E. G. Bovd, Lieut. J.
E. Booth, Sergt. F. Taylor, Sergt. Lunt, Corp. Werner, Corp.
Harbert, Private Atwell, Sergt. Amos J, Leitch, Sergt. Howard
Simpson. Lieut-Col. (3arret B. Hart. The Delaware team also
uses the improved Springfield rifle.

On Monday the Xew York team arrived at the range from
Creedmoor, where they have been practicing for the last two
weeks.

ZETTLER RIFLE CLUB.—On the 27th ult, was held the six-
teenth annual shooting festival of the Zettler Rifle Club, which
was held at Charles C. Wessel's Cypress Hills Park, and the
crack shots of the vicinity reigned supreme during the day. for
the crack of the rifle began at 7 o'clock in the morning, and the
last shot was not fired until fourteen minutes past seven at night.
Then a brass howitzer was discharged and the shooting termi-
nated. The entry lists were all well filled and some excellent
scores were made, the average being a very high grade of marks-
manship. The club officers are as follows: Bernard Walther,
President: N. D. Ward, Recording Secretary; A. P. Hunt, Cor-
responding Secretary, and B. Zettler, Shooting Master. The com-
mittee in charge of the festival were: \V, B. Hanscom, M. Dorr-
ler, W. H. B^stlemann, H. Holges, L. Flah, G. Zimmermann, G.
W. Downs, G. A. Schurmann, J. A. Boyken, R. Busse, William
Hayes, C. G. Zettler, J. Coppersmith, V. Steinbach, J. Arnold, V.
Dittmar, F. A. Ringler. T. J. Dolau, L. Krauss and M. B. Engle.
The festival was one of the most successful ever given by this
time-honored organization. A summary of the day's shoot is as
follows: Target of Honor—Conditions: Three shots, open to
members only, for prizes presented by the judges and members;
highest possible number of points, 75. Score:
J Heckling 23 25 23-71 M Fehr 10 23 22-55
LFlah 23 21 22-66 G D Weigmar 24 13 15-52
G Zimmermann 20 23 23-66 B Zettler 20 13 19—52
CG Zettler 25 19 21—65 G W Downs 14 22 16 - 52
J Coppersmith 19 22 24—65 V Dittmar 17 16 19—52
J A Boyken 23 20 20-63 H Holges 9 21 20 50
TJDoian. 24 18 21-63 M Farbach 11 17 22-50
HOhls 22 19 22—63 J Klein 17 19 13-49
G Joiner 21 25 16-02 J Eilsen 17 12 19-48
M Dorrler 18 24 19—61 HStatt 18 13 16—47
LKraus 19 19 22—60 CBluneberg 9 21 16-16
CWessel 23 11 23-59 F A Ringler 19 5 22-46
GBowmanes 19 19 21-59 X D Ward ..14 13 15-42
R Busse 15 24 19-5* M T Riges 16 9 15—40
HKleinbulb 17 21 19-57 P A Blonn 12 11 16-39
V Steinbach 22 20 15-57 CRyan 19 3 14-35MB Engle 20 20 17-57 F R Frorker 15 13 0-28
B Walther 19 19 18-56 C C Edgar ..,24 3 2-29
OWitte 21 18 17-56 H Shipman 14 0 14-28
G Plaisted 16 22 17-55 AColmax 11 0 0—11
Ladies' shoot—Mrs. Downs 44, Mrs. Walther 44, Mrs. Snyder 40,

Mrs. Boyken 30, Mrs. Poson 39, Mrs. Engle 38, Mrs. Schumann 38.

In shooting off the tie for the ladies' first prize Mrs. Downs won,
scoring 15 points to Mrs. Walther's 14 points.
Ring target, highest scores—M. Dorrler 75 points, u. Joiner 72

out of a possible 75. Premium winners—M. Dorrler 351 , J, A . Bov-
ken 349, W. H. Beardsley 348 and L. Flah 34r,.

BOSTON", Aug. 13.—The pleasant weather and fine shooting
conditions caused many riflemen to visit the range lo-day. and
all the matches were well patronized, especially the military-
medal match. The champion gold medal was won by Mr. Clarke,
and the gold medal in the 20-shot rest match was won by Mr.
Francis. Following are the best scores made to-day:

Twenty-shot Rest Match.
J Francis 11 9 11 12 9 10 10 12 10 1099979 11 9 11 9 11-198
WP Thompson 9 11 11 7 9 10 10 12 10 10

11 10 11 9 12 10 10 0 8 9-198
B G Barker 8 9 10 9 9 812 7 8 11

8 9 8 11 8 9 10 8 8 8-178
Champion Medal Match.

C C Oiarke 10 9 6 6 10 7 6 5 5 6- 70
C Willard (mil) 77559777 5 6- 65
B James 9 5 5 5 4 10 4 8 5 6— 61

Victory Medal Match.
J E Kelley 6 1 10 10 9 10 9 7 8 7- 83
H Severance 10 8 8 9 7 8 6 9 8 7— 80
S O MerviUe 10 8 9 8 8 9 7 7 7 6— 79
O Moore 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 6 7 7— 75
AS Hunt 6 77645676 7— 61

Military Medal Match.W G Hussev 5545545454—48 O E Pettman 4444433445—39W I Get .-hell 4444 15555 1- !4 li fi Keen 3543344454-39
A S Field 5454444544-43 E II Cowan 3443244414-30W S Hunt, 4434445445-41 A Spring 434433333-34
F E Martin 5444444435—41 M T Day 4340330034—24

Boston Press Match.
BD Earwell 0 4 5 6 9 8 7 7 4 9- 65
A S Hunt 5 6 7 5 5 6 6 9 4 7— 60
C S Estes 5 5 0 8 6 4 4 10 10 2- 60
O H Baker 3 1 0 4 2 9 8 5 2 8-42
Bronze membership badge won on the following 10 scores bv

C H Eastman 70 80 73 75 74 77 69 69 72 69
All-Comers' Rest Match.W P Thompson. 8 12 12 12 11 11 10 10 9 9-104

S Beals 12 9 12 8 6 9 12 9 9 8- 94
A Ballard 11 9 9 10 11 11 9 11 9 9— 99
G Emerson 8 9 9 9 10 9 11 8 9 7— 89
fi H Eastman 9 7 11 9 9 9 9 8 9 8- 88
SC Beck 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 8 8 9— 84
E R Drake 7 0 6 9 8 10 9 9 8 11— 83
J Cutts 0 6 10 9 8 10 8 8 9 7— 81

S J Williams 4 5 9 9 12 10 fi 8 8 8— 79
All-Comers' Off-Hand Match.

AMcBean 8 9 8 10 10 10 8 fi 7 5—81
J E Kelley 7 8 5 10 10 7 8 8 7 9— 79
F Daniels 7 9 10 7 4 9 8 8 9 6— 75
SO MerviUe 3 7 9 5 7 7 5 8 8 6— 70
A Ballard 7 6 10 7 5 6 5 9 6 9- 70
ASField.mil 9 9 4 8 6 5 5 8 9 4- 67
OT Moore 7 8 5 7 7 5 8 5 8 7- 67
A Elton 5 6 5 6 6 5 9 8 8 7- 63
AS Hunt 8 10 5 4 3 9 6 3 6 3- 57

Military Match—300yds.W D Huddlesou. . . .4445555545- 40 G H Wright 4424033333—39W L Swan 4441345454-41 E C Bradbury 2433400534-28
O T Prcscott 41 .'3445453-40 P A Ward 40*0344332—27W F Buck 2243444445-35 J Frothingham 4333022432-2(i
C H Reed 5433043424-32

Military Match—500yds.W D Huddlesou. . ..5555555555-50 J Kenny 3445455543—42WG Hussev 5555545554 -48 P J Flanders 5004555553-37
W Johnson, Jr 5545455555-48 A McBeau. 3103553554-37
A 9 Field 5554455545- 47 A Spring 00525443,55-33
S E Howard 5555544544-46 F E Bunker 3383244352-32
C A Dean 4354555444-43

CREEDMOOR. Sept , 2.—The biggest match day this season at
Creedmoor took place to-day. There were matches, and the com-
petitors from the different regiments N. G., S. N. Y' , were at the
range in full force. The shooting began at 9:30 A. M., and the
crack of the rifles did not cease until 5:30 o'clock. Tie day was a
fair one, but was not termed by the marksmen as favorable for
shooting. In the morning the sky was too bright for the shooters,
and in the afternoon and toward evening the marksmen com-
plained ot a tricky, fish-tail wind that blew on either aide of the
range; consequently better scores have been made. But the
officers of the National Rifle Association said the scores weie
good, and that they were well pleased with the success of the
meetinsr. Large representations from the 7th. 23d, 9th, 13th, 13th,
11th, 22d, 47th, 69th, 71st, 32d, and the 17th separate company
were present The following are the prize winners who previ-
ously won medals at 200 and 500yds.. making a score of 45 points or
more out of a possible 50:

200yds. 500yds. Total.
TJDoian, 12th Regt 23 23 46
A J Vaast, 7th Regt - 21 24 45
C H Liscomb, 13th Regt 21 24 45
J N Munson, 7th Regt 22 23 45
H Greenman, 23d Regt 21 23 44
F Van Leonnep, 7th Regt 22 22 44
M E Bunton, 32d Regt 32 32 44
The winners of silver medals to-day are:

R M Dunn, 7th Regt 21 25 46
H T Lockwood, 7th Regt 21 25 46
F M Lotz, 13th Regt 23 23 46W H Palmer, 7th Regt 21 24 45
The bronze medal winners, making 43 points or more, were:
H M Field, 23d Regt 21 33 44
R M Kallock. 7th Regt 23 21 44
F W Happy, 7th Regt 20 23 43
R Byars, 22a Regt, .". 21 22 43

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Aug. 31.—There was to have been a meeting of
the St, Louis Pistol Club held at the Laclede gallery last Wed-
nesday, but had to be postponed hecanse not enough of the mem-
bers put in appearance to make up the requisite quorum. The
meeting was called by the president for the express purpose of
making arrangements for the holding of another tourney by the
club. An effort wiU be made to gather the clans next Wednesday
night, and if successful there will be no difficulty in quickly ar-
ranging t he details for another shoot, as the majority are aU of
one opinion as to how the affair should be arranged.
KiRJvVVOOD. X. J., Aug. 30.—The match between Mr. George

Tyrell and Mr. Ed Travis (the latter to use only one hand), 25
shots each, at 200yds., Standard American target, off-hand, came
off here to day with quite a large attendance. Travis won by the
handsome majority of 30 points. When the distance was meas-
ured it was found to be 218yds.; the shooting took place in a broil-
ing hot sun. Travis used his special WurfHein .32-25cal. rifle,

weighing exactly 81bs.

BELGIUM'S ARM.—The Belgium Small Arms Commission
have recommended the adoption of the German Mauser if Herr
Mauser will consent that the gun shall be made in Belgian fac-
tories.

THE TRAP.
Seores for publication should, be made out on the printed blanks

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and, furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favorm with club scores are par-
iieularlu requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
Sept. 3, 4, 5.—Annual Tournament of the Rocky Mountain Trap

Shooters, Denver, Colo., Broadway Athletic Park. Lianimate
and live targets. Address U. M. Hampson, Denver.
Sept. 10, 11, 12 —St. Paul, Minn., Gun Club Tournament, at

Hamilton. F. D. Ponsonby, Secretary, St. Paul.
Sept. 13.—South Manchester, Conn., Tournament. C. R. Hath-

away, Secretary.
Sept. 17, 18, 19, 20.—Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association's

eleventh annual tournament. Jersey ville, 111.

Sent. 24, 25, 26 and 27.—Fifth Annual Tournament given by Al.
Bandle. at Cincinnati; 81,000 guaranteed.
Sept. 24, 25, 26. 27.—New Jersey State Sportsman's Association

for the Protection of Fish and Game Annual Tournament, on
grounds of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club, at Marion, X. J.
W. F. Quimby, 291 Broadway, X. Y.
Oct, 8, 9, 10, 11.—Middlesex Gun Chub Tournament, Duneilen,

X. J. W. F. Force, Secretary, Plainfield, X. J.
Oct. 8, 9, 10, 11.—Fred A. Fodde's Second Annual Amateur

Tournament, at St. Louis, Mo. Inanimate targets.
Oct. 15, 16, 17. 18.—Tournament at live birds and inanimate

targets. J. F. Kleinz, Secretary, 600 aouth Delaware avenue,
Philadelphia.
Oct. 21, 32, 33, 34 and 25.—Second Tournament of the Mercer Dun

Club, at Trenton, N. J. E. fi. XTpdegrove, President.
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FLORENCE TOURNAMENT.
FLORENCE, Mass., Aug. 27.—Norwood Gun Club's tournament.

First eveut, 7 straight!!.way, 5 Keystone traps:
H Keyes 0101111-5 T T Cartwright 0110110—1
.1 W Russell 1101 101—5 Z Foster. .. .

" 0010011-3
F Nuttleman 1010011-4 F W Twiss 0101001—3
C O Harris 0101101—4 L F Gay!or 1100000-3
Ties on fi and on 3 dir.; on 4, at 3 each, Harris 0, Cartwright 1,

Nutttleman 2.

Second event, 5 birds:
F Twiss 10111—4 Foster 01100—2
F Nuttleman 11101-4 Harris 00011—

8

H Keyes 001 1 1—3 Gaylor 0"0ll—

2

Cartwright 10110—3 Russell 00000—0
Ties on 4 and on 3 div.; on 2, at 5 each, Gaylor 2, Foster 2, Har-

ris 4.

Third event, fi singles and 2 pairs Keystones; ties div.:
Keyes 111101 10 10-7 Russell 000010 10 11-4
Brewer 001111 00 10—5 Cartwright 001100 01 10—4
Herrick... 100311 10 10-5 W E Cobb 001101 00 (0-3
Harris 110101 10 00—5 Mayott 001000 00 10—2
Fourth event, 10 birds; tip s div.:

Keyes 1100] 11111-8 Cartwright 100100 10 01-4
Cobb 11111011)11-8 Foster 100000 10 10-3
Harris 1011001111-7 Russell 001031 01 00—3
Herrick 1100011110—6 Mayott 001000 00 10—2
Brewer 0100010101-4 Nuttleman 000000 00 10—1
Fifth event, Keystones, miss and out; Brewer and Harris first.

Sixth event, two-men teams, 10 birds per man, ties div.:
Albee 10011 10101-6 M rtyott 0100001001-3
Keyes 1 111110101—8-14 Herrick Ill 1001110-7—10
Georgia 101 11 11111-9 Ell sworth 1011110000—5
Hart 1000011011—5—14 Lavanway 1000011110—5—10
Upson 0001111111-7 Brewer 0011010111—6
Terry 1110111010-7—14 Cobb 0001000010-2-8
Gavlor 1100001111—6 Harris 1111000011-6
Nuttleman.. ..0111101100-6—12 Cartwright 0000000100—1— 7

Seventh event, 5 pairs, ties div.:
Hernok 11 10 10 11 11-8 Cobb ..11 00 11 01 00-5
Keyes 10 11 10 11 10-7 Albee 10 10 10 11 00-5
Harris 10 10 11 11 01—7 Georgia 00 10 10 01 10—4
Gaylor 10 11 11 10 01—7 Brewer 10 00 10 10 10-4
Lavanway 10 01 11 10 11—7 Hart 10 10 00 01 10—4
Russell 11 00 11 01 01—6 Duffy 10 00 01 01 10—4
Eighth event, 7 birds, ties div.:

Albee. . . . : 1111111-7 Georgia 1111001—5
Gaylor 1111101-6 Terry 0101111—5
Ellsworth 1111101-6 Hart 11001J 0—4
Upson 0111111- 6 Brewer 101UOO-4
Keyes HllllO-6 Mayott 0011010—4
Cobb 1111110-0 Nuttleman 1010010 - 3
Herrick 1011101—5 Foster 0000110-2
Ninth event, miss and out: Hart, Albee, RusselJ, Ellsworth and

Cartwright divided.

Tenth event, $25 guaranteed, first $12, second 88, third 83. fourth
82, ties div.:
Keyes 11010111111111011111—17 Lava'wav 11100001.100011101110—11
Albee 11101.1 in

i oil ill 1111 1-17 < John. .11101100000) Kill0111—11
Georgia. ..11011 111111011101011—16 Abe'cr'bie011loiOi>Ki000101ini-ll
Bolt 1011100mim011100-14 CarfrightlllOOllllOlOilOOOOOO-lO
F Twiss.. .OllnlO, 01 11101U1 101 1—13 Mayott... .1110000011101(001100- 9
Gaylor.. .11111 lOol 1 1 101011000—13 Nutt'man IHOOoooinoiOonilOO— 9
Brewer... .01101101101011010011-13 EllswnrthOllOoOOlOlOKllliOOOl— 9
Herrick .101001 muilOulll 110-12 Terry 0011 louooi lOulOllOOl— 9
C Harris. .0010111101.0110011011—12 Foster.. .

.0101 1 lOOOOOOOOlOOUl— 8
J A Hart. OllllOllKXUOllOOOOl—11

Eleventh event, 10 birds straightaway, ties divided:
Albee 1111111111—10 Russell 1100011111— 7
Keyes 1111111111—10 Bolt nllliilllOl—

7

Georgia .1101111111— 9 Nuttleman 1(110011101— 6
Herrick 1111111011— 9 Harris 1111001010- 6
Twiss 1111111101— 9 Upson 1101010001— 5
Hart 1111111101— 9 Cartwright 1001110001— 5
Ellsworth 1111111011— 9 Foster 0010010001- 3
Brewer 1011111101— 8

Twelfth event, 5 birds, ties divided:
Upson 11111—5 Cartwright 011 11—

4

Harris 11111—5 Georgia 10011-3
Herrick 11111—5 Brewer 10110—3
Keyes 11111-5 Hart 01 1 10—3
Albee 11101—4 Russell 10001—2
Bolt 11110—4 Cobb 01010—2
Twiss U011—

4

Thirteenth event, 2-men teams, 6 birds, ties div.:
Ellsworth 111111—6 Terry 100011—3
Lavanway 111011—5—11 Upson 110111—5— 8
Mayott 110111—5 Brewer 111011-5
Twiss 111011-5-10 Harris 011001-3—

8

Keyes 101111—5 Gaylor 101111—5
Herrick 110011—4— 9 Nuttleman 100O11-3- 8
Georgia 111111-0 Duffy 100110—3
Hart 100110-3— 9 FeiKer 0U001—3— 6
Bolt 000111-3
Albee 111111—6— 9

Fourteenth event, 10 birds:
Keyos OOllllllll—8 Duffy 1001000111—5
Upson 1111110011-8 Boll 1011001010-5
Herrick 1011111110-8 Harris OllooilOUO—

4

Brewer llllullllo-8 Mayott 01001 11000-4
Geo rgia 1010011 111-7 Cobb 10011 00000-3
Albee 0110011011-6 Ellsworth 1100000100-3
Lavanway 1100011 J01-6 Fei ker 00000 1 11 110 -3
Rus-eii nonoiooi-6
Fifteenth event, 5 birds:

Keyes.... 10111—4 Cohb 11001—3
Herrick 11110-4 Bolt lluOl-3
Duffy. 11101—4 Foster 01O01—

2

Cartwright 1.101—4 Twiss lOioo—

3

Chilson. 01111—4 Russell lOOOO-L
Brewer 01101—3
For first, shoot-off, Keyes 3, Herrick, Cartwright 2, Duffv 1, Chil-

son 4. Other ties div.

Sixteenth event, 5 birds, shooter back to trap until he has called
pull:
Chilson 11111-5 Cobb 11100—2
Duffy ...10111 4 Brewer 11000-2

The club is well satisfied at their first attempt at holding a
tournament, and expect in the near future to hold either a two
or three days' tournament and put up some good-sized purses.
The grounds are well adapted for holding a large tournament, the
horse cars running within a minute's walk of the shooting stand.
The club house is all furnished, and several of the members have
made the club presents of furniture. Everyone was well satisfied
and there was no kicking whatever, evervthiug running along
smoothly. The club are indebted to Col. Geo. E. Albee for many
points he gave. The Colonel's style and mode of shoe; ting called
out frequent applause. The following makes of guns wore used
by the different shooters: Dr. Herrick, Parker hammerless;
Georgie, Winchester; Hart, Colt hammerless. Gaylor. Winches-
ter; Albee, Winchester; Keyes, Manhattan: Mayott, Daly ham-
merless: Cobb, CP-through; Nuttleman, Winchester, Twiss and
Foster, Lefever; Harris, Parker hammer; Brewer, Parker ham-
mer; Duffy, Feiker; Rnssell and Cartwright, Whitnev safety
hammerless. Norwood.

LE MARS TOURNAMENT,
LE MARS, Iowa, Aug, 26. — Editor Forest and Stream: The

boys had a great shoot and lots of fun for their monev. The Le
Mars Gun Club comes out in good shape, making ends" meet and
sending every one away pleased with the treatment received
The threatened rain held off and the clouded sky made it all the
better for the shooters. The score shows that nearly one hundred
shooters were here from abroad. Geo. Hughes, of Fonda, carried
off the most prizes, and cleared $72 for his two days' work.

E. D. Trotter 10, J. A. Ruble 15, Proctor 7, Knapp 11, Moreton 10,
E. L. Webster 10, Mayner 12, Van Sickle 10, Bry Renshaw 14,
Sampson 14, Lyons 13, Redfern 11, Mickley 10. First, Ruble,
$16.20; second, third and fourth divided; total prize $40.50.
Shoot No. 2, 10 live birds: Hughes 10, Ruble 9, Dent 9, Moreton

5, Grim 9, Edington 7, Sampson 5, Clark 9, Cram 8, Fordo 6, Yates
5, McF 7, GUson 9, Proctor 6. Sharp 5, Van Sickle 6, H. J. Trotter
6, Schueckloth 8, Webster 9. E. D. Trotter 8, Hass 6, Watkins2,
Oawin 5. First, Hughes, $33; second, shot off to Ruble; third and
fourth divided; total, $57.50.
Shoot No. 3, 10 bluerocks: Grim 9, Gilson 6, Dent 1, Ruble 10,

Whitney 4, Edington 7, Schueckloth 7, Slagle 5, Redfern 7,
Hughes 10, Mayher 8, Webster 6, McF 8, Hass 8, B. Renshaw 7,
Knapp 10, E. D. Trotter 7, H. J. Trotter 9, Lyons 8, Pinder 6,

1, Forde 3, McF. 1, Hass 2, Slagle 4, Knapp 1. Hushes 5, Proctor 3,Grim 3, Lyons 4, Redfern 4, Dent 3. B. Renshaw 3, Sampson 5. Gil-
son 1, lates 3, H. I. Trotter 4, Webster 5, Cram 4, Clark 0, Eding-
ton 2. E, D. Trotter 3, Weldon 4, Pinder 6, Schueckloth 3. First,
Pmder, $5; second, third and fourth divided, total 812.50.
Shoot No. 5, 5 pair live birds: Grim 5, Dent 5, Forde 1, Clark 8,

Ruble 8. Chester 4, Hughes 9, Schueckloth 7, Fritchell 8, H. J.
Trotter 5, Gorman 5, E. D. Trotter 4, Moreton 7, Gifeoo 7, Samp-
Soil 7, Slagle ft. Cram 0, Hass 5, Webster 7, Van Sickle 5. Proctor 6,
Edington 5, Kelley 7, Renshaw 6. First divided, $34; second,
third and fourth divided, total 860.
Shoot No. 6, 10 blackbirds: Yates 7, Webster 7. Sampson 8, Hass

6, Weldon 7, P. Sophy 4, Slagle 9, Edington 4, Dunn 4, Redfern 7,
Pinder 3, Cram 10. Priestly 7, Mayher 9, Renshaw 8, Oil son 6, McF.
6, Knapp 7, E. D. Trotter 9, J. T. Brown 5, H. .1. Trotter 10, Ruble
7, Clark 9, Hughes 10, Grim 10, Schueckloth 9, Forde 6, Fritchell 9,
Gorman 7, Lyons 10. First divided. $18; second, third and fourth
shot off and divided by Knappe and Ruble, total 845.
Shoot No. 7, 10 live birds: Forde 7, Kelley 1, Dent 7, Moreton 5,

Mack 10, Gorman 8, H. J. Trotter 9, Ruble 7,<Jilsou 8, Schueckloth
5, E. D. Trotter S, Grim 9, Clark 10, Chester 4, Webster 9, Hughes
10, Cram 10, Edington 9, Sampson 9, Yates 6. First shot off by
Mack, S24; second, third and fourth divided, total $50.

11, Redfern 18, Fritchell 11, Chester 12. Hass 12. Ruble 12, Lyons 19,
B. Renshaw 10, Proctor 7, Dent 11, Moreton 7, Clark 15, Gorman
11. First, Hughes, $16,80; second, Lyons: third and fourth divided:
total, $40.50.
Wednesday.—Shoot No. 1, 10 blackbirds: Grim 9, Hughes 9,

Mayher 9, Slagle 5, Andrews 3, Yates 10, Fritchell 9, Parker 5,
Schueckloth fi, Gilson 10, H. J. Trotter 8, Webster 9, Lyons 8, E. D.
Trotter 9, Rtdfern 9, Chester 8, Moreton 6. Dent 8, Sampson 9,
Weldon 5, Ruble 8, Haas 5. First divided, $13.20; second shot off,
divided by Mayher and Webster; third shot off by H. J. Trotter:
fourth divided; total, $33.
Shoot No. 2, 10 live birds: Grim 9, Dent 4, Chester 7, Moreton 6,

Yates 5. Gilson 8. Hughes 9, Maybe* 9. Webster 10. H. J. Trotter 7,
E. D. Trotter 8, Fritchell 6, .Schueckloth 3, Slagle 6, Ruble 7, Sharp
4, Sampson 7. First, Webster, $li: second and third divided;
fourth shot off and divided by Ruble and H. J. Trotter; tot a]
$42.50.
Shoot No. 3, novelty shoot, 10 bluerocks: Grim 7. Bro wn 8, Ya tea

2, Sampson 4 Chester 3, Moreton 3, Slagle 4, Weldon (i. Dent 4,
Redfern 4, Lyons 8, Hughes 7, Howard 7, May her 4, Webster 8,
E. D. Trotter 8, H. J. Trotter 5, Gilson 5. Fritchell 4, Ruble 6.
First divided, $8; second, third and fourth divided; total, 820.
Shoot No. 4, 1 pairs and 7%iuclc bluerocks: Grim 11, Schueckloth

8, Howard 7, Hughes 13, Webster 9, Trotfcnow 9, Ma yher 9, Lvons
12. Ruble 9, Dent 3, Slagle 4, Welden 13, ivlorotou 4, Redfern 11.
First, div., $11.20; second Lyons, third div., fourth shot off bv
Webster: total 828.
Shoot No. 5, 5 pairs live birds: Grim. 7, Dent 5. Moreton 4, Schueck-

loth 6, Slagle 6, Walk ins 7, Gilson 3, Webster 4, Ruble 7, Hughes
9, Hass 4. First Hughes, $11; second, third and fourth div.; total
$27.50.
Shoot No. 6, 10 blackbirds: Sampson 9, Dent 8, Moreton 8, Grim

9, II. J. Ttfotter 10, Hass 7, Webster 10, Howard 9, Gilson 8, Mayher
9, Slagle 5, Priestly 7, Schueckloth 6, E. D. Trotter 9, Welden 8,
R uble 10, Lyons 6, Hughes 8, Yates 7, Fritchell 7. First div., SI 2;
second div., third shot off by Gilson, fourth shot off by Priestly;
total $30.
Shoot No. 7, 10 live birds: Chester 5, Howard 7, Mayher 8, Ruble

, -itisic a, ouiuwiuuiu «. iTiuuo, xioi-iiKau u, -j.roit.iiow .1.

First div., $Ki.8(); second and third div., fourth shot off bv Web-
ster; total $42.
Shoot No. 8, 25 bluerocks; Ltons2l>, Grim 23, Howard 18, Redfern

15, Hughes 21, Dent 15, H.J. Trotter 22, Welden 23, Moreton 12,
Chester 17, WatkinslO. First div., $6.60; second H. J. Trotter,
third Hugnes, fourth Lyons; total $16.45.
Prizes for poorest shot tn each shoot: Joe Watkins, box shells;

A. R. T. Dent, same: Tom Adams, keg of powder; B. F. Yates,
hag of shot; A. R. T. Dent, re and de-capper; Al Gilson, Fondo,
duck call; E. C. Schueckloth, box cigars; C. W. L. Trottnow, 100
paper shells; Henry Moreton, lamp; Dr. Howard, Sheldon, two-
dollar hat; O. .1. Clark, Sibley, box shells: Slagle, of Hoist ein, box
shells. Poorest shot m all shoots, first day, P. A. Edington, Shel-
don, $2.50; second day, Henry Moreton. same.

TRAP AT CHICAGO.
CHICAGO, Aug. 24.—Cumberland Team Shoot—Team match at

25 birds, 30yds.. Illinois State rules:
Geo T Farmer 1111122111111111111011221—24W W McFarland 1111211111111121211110111—24—48
C D Gammon 2201311211201010231111111—21W L Shepard 1111122012111112222121101-23-44
Mr. Nichols and Mr. Farmer shot a side match, the latter con-

ceding 5 birds to Mr. Nichols: 15 birds, Illinois State rules.
Score:
H D Nichols. ..102102022011211-11 Geo T Farmer .121111211112111—15
Mr. Nichols's score stood, by terms, 16, and he won. The birds

were a good lot and strong flyers in both the above shoots. These
scores and the tie shoots in the Park Ridge contest show what it
needs to win in this vicinity. There have been some remarkably
good runs on live birds made here lately, and all the bovs seem
picking up.
Aug. SO—Pursuant to notice published in these columns by Mr.

Fred C. Donald, president of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Asso-
ciation, the undecided trophy shoots took place yesterday, for the
Chicago Herald diamond trophy medal and the Lefever gun
offered by J enney & Graham dun Co. There was quite a nice
little attendance, and the weather was very pleasant. Mr. John
Watson had a good lot of birds on hand, and the shooting was
interesting and fairly close. The conditions of the shoot were
20 live birds. 5 ground traps, and by making a sweep of the shoot,
with the snug entrance of $20, the boys fixed it so things were
interesting in a double sense.

T P Laflin 11221111110111121000—16W N Low 12111121110110211111-18W P Mussey 001 3 ! 22213 ! 130300&B-1SW E Phillips 11121110212111211110-18M J Eicll .11111112311121111112-20
Joha Watson 1111110201211110U11-I7
C E Gaboon 02211110111211111011-17
C B Dicks 10011211211002101112—15
K B Wadsworth 11111110111022112111—18W WFoss imil21021022212022—17
i S Orris 21111.311111111121111—20
Tom Stager 21000113022011112212-15
A W Reeves 12111111122112012110-18

Ties on 20: Eich, 11111-5; Orvis, 10111—4. Ties on 18: Low. 130;
Phillips, 20; Wadsworth, 1210; Reeves. 12221-5. Ties on 17: Wat-
son, 11111-5; Cahoon, 11121—5; Foss, 10110-3.
Messrs. Orvis and Eich having tied on 20 straight, agreed to

divide the money, $63.20. In the shoot-off for the medal and gun.
ties of 5, Mr. Eich won with 6 straight, and is, therefore, holder of
medal and gun, whose possession he must maintain through
three shoots to own. Mr. Orvis lost his third bird in a. singular
way. He got a driver, and failing to stop with the right, his left
barrel snapped. Ordered to shoot another hird, ho killed it with
the first barrel. "Hold on," said he, "I didn't kill that bird right.
I ought to have shot a blank shell first." Ordered do shoot an-
other bird, first cartridge blank, he missed and lost with the sec-
ond barrel.
Mr. Reeves won second in shoot-off; Messrs. Watson and Ca-

hoon divided third, $31.60; Mr. Laflin won fourth, $15.80.
There were also some live-bird sweeps, 5 birds, $3 entrance. In

the last one, Messrs. Watson, Cahoon, Phillips and Laflin divided
first, $5.40; Messrs. Dicks, Reeves. Young and Low divided second,
83.00. The whole occasion was one of those very pleasant ones
frequent at John Watson's park. E. Hough.
Grand Crossing, 111., Aug. 81.—Lake County Gun Club medal

shoot, 10 live pigeons, 30yds. rise, 80yds. boundary, Dliuois State
rules:
Wies 101U12102-8 Baumgartner 0100212201— 6
Ed brook 0111112322-9 *Watson 1121212111—10
Koehler 1100210211-7
Not member of club. Ravklrtgg.

TORONTO, Aug. 31.-At the •Stanley Gun Club's shoot this
afternoon on McDowall & Co/s grounds quite a number faced
the traps, the main event being the fortuightly shoot for the
President's gold watch. The shooting was good considering the
distance from the traps at which some of the shooters stood.
The shoot was very interesting, and enthusiasm ran high, as
three of the members have already captured the trophy twice
each. Mr. Sawden, Sr., who has already won it twice, it was
thought, had it, with. 22 out of 25, but by steady work Emond slid
in with 23, thus beating old Tom by one bird.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Aug. 29.—For the closing badge and
sweepstakes shoot of the Minneapolis Gun Cluh weather and
wind were favorable; and the excellent programme ealled out a
large attendance. The scores in the badge shoot were good" and
the boys snuggled hard to procure medals. Mr. Ensign succeededm landing the two leading badges, Tribune- and Club Senior, by
hard shooting. A delegation of St. Paul shooters were present,
and as usual carried off the honors and a good chunk of money'm the sweepstake events. The officers of the club are more than,
pleased with the success that has attended the club during the
past season, and the promise for the coming year looks bright.
Tribune badge shoot at 30 singles aud 10 pairs, for members

winning in handicap shoots during the year:

.
Sing

i?s - Doubles. Singles. Donbles.
Ensign.. 29 15 44 Marshall 27 16 43Warwick 24 14 38 Lawrence 25 16 41Murphy 26 15 41 Nicholson 29 14 43
Stokes 27 12 39 Cutter 22 14 36Dunn 22 9 31

Ensigns wins badge and retains it as his personal property.
Club shoot at 30 singles and 10 pairs, badges to become the prop-

erty of winners. Members classified:

„, „ _ Senior Class.
Singles. Doubles.

Lawrence 25
Cutter 25
Brady 17
Marshall 25

Knapp 20
Fox 25
Roxy 12

14
10

13

Ensign 2< 14 41 Pratt 25 15""" >0
•Tpyslin 26 15 41 Murphy 26 15 41
Rockey 24 10 34 Dunn 18 9 27

Junior Class.
39 Warwick 23 12 34
35 Nicholson. 26 16 42
.. Pyle 26 13 39
38

Amateur Class.
12 32 Boardman 18 13 31
11 36 Goosman 19 11 40w .. LF Kennedy... 19 8 37

On shoot-off Ensign won senior badge, Nicholson junior. Fox
amateur.
Sweepstakes.—No. 1, at 10 singles, entrance $1: Marshall 8

Quane 5. Daly 9, Pratt 8, Bennett 9, Hamline 10, Mike 4, Hansen 9,
Holt 8, Murphy 7, Catamaran 9, Baldwin 7, Ensign 10, Cutter 8,
Dalton 8, Lawrence 6, Stokes 7, Shott 4, Dunn 5, M. F. Kennedy 9,
Forbes 7, Burke 7. Hamline and Ensign first money, Bennett and
Catamaran second money in shoot-off, Pratt and Cutter third
money in shoot-off, Baldwin fourth money iu shoot-off.

No. 2. at 6 singles and 2 pairs, entrance $1.50: Marshall 9, Dal-
ton 8, Murphy 8, Bennett 9, Hamline 8. M. F. Kennedy 8, Daly 8,
Forbes 9, Hansen 7. Baldwin 4, Holt 7, Burke 8, Shott 8, Mike 7,
Cutter 8, Quane 7, Pratt 7, Dunn 5, Ensign 10, Catamaran 9, Stokes
8. Ensign first money, Marshall, Hennett, Forties and Catamaran
second money, Murphy and Kennedy third monev in shoot-off,
Hansen aud Pratt fourth money in shoot-off.

No. 3, at 12 singles, entrance $2: Bennett 14, Hamline 14, Daly
13, Dalton 11, M. F. Kennedy 14, Shott 10, Mike 7, Hansen 14, Mar-
shall 13, Murphy 11, Baldwin 12, Holt 13, Cutter 15. Forbes 12,
Ensign 13, Stokes 11, Pratt 13. Catamaran 14, Burke 13. Cutter
first money, Hansen and Catamaran second money in shoot-off,
Daly and Holt third money in shoot-off, Marshall fourth money
in shoot-off.

No. 4, at 9 singles and 3 pairs, entrance $1.50: Bennett 10, Ham

money, Daly second money in shoot-off. Forbes, Cutter aud Bald-
win third money, Hamline and Murphy fourth money in shoot-off.
This will be the last shoot this season, as a good manv of the

boys will be out duck shooting th's fall and it does not give us a
sufficient quorum at the shoots.—Crutch.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Aug. 29.—A good-sized crowd of the Lyon Gun
Club assembled last Wednesday afternoon to do battle for the
medal, and several good scores were made by the participants.
The new star targets, manufactured by Reuse & Co., of Belleville,
111., were given their first trial in this city and gave entire satis-
faction. Medal and sweepstakes shoot, 20 star targets:

Sieminskie 18 Peisinger 17
Scbroeder 13 JBusch 8
G Busch 10 Steffen 17
Lenhardt 19 Renss 14
Hammer 9 Victor 13
Hossfuther 17 Glicker c
Know 13 Harris . 17
Stussel 16 Hill 19
Lee 14 Koenig 8
Hcrold 12 O Scbroeder . 13
Valentine .10 Schenk 13
Isch 12 Lang 11
Smte 13 Waling ...19
Bauman = 16 Roy 14
Jaffrey .8
Roy won medal and first money, Sieminskie second, Peisinger

third.

Last Monday was a delightful day for out-of-door sport, and it
was happily taken advantage of by the Compion Hill Gun Club
to bold a medal shoot. There was no wind to affect the flight of
the targets, and good scores were, the rule by the members. The
contest was conducted under A. 8. A. rules strictly. Medal
shoot, 35 Keystone targets, A class:

J Sieminskie 1110111001111111111111100—20W E Field 11OIUG01 llu1 uuouimi-20W H Homer ; 1111111110111111111111011-23
C Prendergast 1110111111111111101110011-20
B Weaver 1111101111111011111001111-21
McGivney 0011001 101KH 0110 1 10 1 0001 -13
Godfrey 1110111110111110111100101-19
F A Drayer 00111011001011 11111001111—17
J Steffen OuOllOllOlllOOOlOlOllllOO—13
J Lenhardt 1 11 01 H010! 11 001 011011 11 1—

1

8

E Mohrslad t 1100001 1 110000101 10111100—1~3

E Meyer 1H011101011U 10111101011—19W Flynn 100 iOOOllll 101 COOl1101011—14
Williams won the medal.
B class:

L Scheer 1111111101011111011110111-21W Hettel 010 1
1 010 H01 1 01 1 Kill 1 1 1 10—17

C Younge 001 11100 tlOlOllOllOUll 11-17
G Rawlings 110110110 H11010111001011—17
Sm ith 11 1 01 11001 1C0001 010001111-14
Sheer won medal.

NEWARK, N. J., Sept. 2.—A sweepstakes shooting match at
live pigeons, open to all at $5 an entry, was held at John Erb's
Shooting Park, Bloomfield road, to-day. The first event was a
series of 5, 4-bird sw.eeps, in which F. Class made the highest
score, only missing 1 bird—and that the last one of 20—scoring 19.

S. Oast le scored 17, J. Erb 17, C. M. Heddcn 16, E. Francis 16, and
William Green 11 out of 18 birds shot at. The ties in this event
were afterward shot off by J. Erb, E. Francis and C. M. Hedden,
Francis winning wiih 19 birds. The second event was a 31-bird
sweepstakes, straight, which was won by F. Class, who made the
phenomenal score of 21, killing every bird shot at. In this event
C. M. Hedden and J. Riggot each scored 20, J. Erb and E. Francis
19 each, H. Leddy 17, W.Campbell and William Green 16 each.
The third event was a 7-bird sweepstakes, straight, at S5an entry.
In this F. Class again won, scoriug 7 straight birds, C. M. Hedden,
W. Campbell and J. Erb each scoring 6 out of 7 birds, while S.
Castle, William Green, J. Riggot and E. Franeis each scored 5.
The fourth and last event was another 7-bird sweepstakes,
straight, shot by (The same competitors in the previous event.with
the exception of C. M. Hedden. F. Class, J. Riggott and E. Fran-
cis scored 7 apiece, the sweepstakes being divided among them.
The South Side Gun Club of Newark also held a tournament at

their grounds on New Jersey Railroad avenue, shooting at clay-
pigeons, bluerocks and composition bats. The first event was a
straight sweepstake of 10 clay-pigeons. In this W. R. Hunt and
J. Cooper scored 10 each. The second event was a match at 5
pairs clay-pigeons, 2 traps being sprung simultaneously. In this
M. S. Lindsley and E. A. Jeffrey scored 9 each. The third event
was at 10 bats straight. Hunt, Jeffrey, Lindsley, J. Cooper and J.
H. Terrill each scored 10. The fourth match was shot at 5 pairs
of bats. Hunt and J. Cooper scored 10. The fifth event was at 15
bluerocks straight. Manitz scored 14. The sixth event was shot
at 5 pairs bluerocks. D. D. Terrill scored 6 out of 10. The seventh
was at 10 bluerocks straight. Manitz and Lindsley scored 9 each.
The eighth event was at 20 single bluerocks straight. J. Cooper
scored 17. The ninth event was at 10 clay-pigeons straight. Hunt,
Lindsley and Jeffrey scoring 10 each. The tenth was at 10 clay-
pigeons straight. First money was won by Lindeley, who scored

SOUTH MANCHESTER, Conn.-The Manchester Gun Clbb
will hold a tournament Sept. 13, at South Manchester. All purses
divided into four equal parts. Entrance from 50 cents to $3.50,—
F. E. Watkins, Pres.; C, R, Hathaway.
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ELMSFORD, N. Y., Sept. 2.—Irvington Gun Club club shoot, 25

Keystones, 3 traps, 18yds. rise, 'National American rules:

Rowley ..... ....... 1031001330103000330010111-14

Wi nters 1 1111 1 1 00 1 0010 1 00 11111110-17

W Ward 11111 1 101 101 1 111 11 lltillll—33

Travers 1111110111111111111011100-21

Acker 1001 00(101 0O1O111 101100010-11

Munzie 10011lllllllor.il 111110000-1':'

Thos W ird UOllOllllnillin 111U1 1— 2S

Thos. Ward won medal, Acker won leather medal. Next club

Sl

No! 1,

C

5 live'birds, 2 traps, 30yds. rise, 80yds. bounds, old Long
Island rules, $2 entrance. 2 prices: M
EWard 10000-1 T Ward 10111-4

Menzie 11101-4
No. 2, same: . .

Menzie... 11101-4 Devaney 01011—.1

E Ward 10000-1 T Ward 10111-4

No. 3, same: ,

Menzie .*. 10011-3 T Ward 11110-4

E Wa rd 00001- 1 Rowley 001 11-3
Devaney 00100-1

Menzie 11101-4
TWard ... 11111-5

entrance, 8

No. 4, same:
Menzie. 00100-1
E Ward. 11101-4
Devaney 11100-8
No. 5, 10 Keystones, 16yds. rise, National rules,

prizes:
E Ward 0101110111— 7 Menzie ..0110010111- 0

Frank 1101000100- 4 Rowley 1111011111— 9

T Ward 1111111111—10
No. 6, same:

EWard 0111011110- 7 Menzie 1100101110- 0

Frank 0000000100— 1 W Ward 1010001111- 6

TWard 1111111111-10 Rowley llOUlllll- 0

No. 7, same:
.1 Rowlev 0111011110- 7 W Ward 1110111111- 9

Frank 0010100111- 5 Rowley .. 0111111110— 8

TWard 1110101111- 8 E Ward 1001010110- 5

Menzie 0011111100- 6
Travers vs. Menzie, 16 live birds, 20yds., 2 traps, old Long Island

rules, $10 a side:
Menzie 100000111101010-7 Travers 1101110100 -9
Ward vs. Menzie, 10 Keystones, 18yds., 3 traps, American rules,

INvarcL.' 1113111111-10 Menzie 1111111011— 9

Same conditions:
Rowley 1101110101—7 W Ward 0111011100-6

MADISON COUNTY ASSOCIATION.—The first meeting of
the Madison County Trap Shooters' Association occurred at
Oneida, N. Y.. Aug. 28 on the grounds of the Oneida Gun Club.
About 30 of the. best shots in the county were present and the
best feeling prevailed during (he day. There were six contests on
the programme, but by far the most interest centered in the team
shoot for the 8140 trophy lately purchased by Raton, Oueida, Ca-
zenovia and Canistota to be shot for at each meeting by teams of

four, each club entering as many teams as they desire, each man
shooting at 15 singles and 6 pairs, at 18yds rise. There is to be a
hue badge for the best individual score. Both the trophy and badge
were won by the Eaton Club:

Eaton's First Team.
Peet 111111111110110 10 11 10 11 10 11-22
Richardson 011001111100111 10 11 10 11 10 01-18
Hall 011010011111111 11 10 11 00 11 11—19
Curtis 101111111010101 11 10 11 11 11 10-21-8C

Eaton's Second Ti-am.
Frver 110000101111011 11 10 00 CO 11 01-15
Cole... 011101111111111 03 10 11 00 11 00-18
Briggs 111010110110100 01 00 (M) 00 00 10—11
Sackett 010011111010111 00 11 11 11 10 10-18-6S

Oneida's First Team.
Maxkbam 111111111 100101 11 10 10 11 13 10-21
Maxwell lllllUODllUOO m 11 11 01 10 11—20
Tuttle. OllllOlUOOOlll 10 11 11 01 10 00-18
Deverux 11010010101 1 101 10 10 10 13 00 10—15 -

' 4
Oneida's Second Team.

Mort mioioiomioo 00 10 01 00 10 00-13
Chase OllOlOOO.iOl'UM 00 10 11 11 01 10-12
Marble . 101010101111 111 10 11 11 10 11 11-21
Clark 001110111011111 11 10 10 00 00 10-16-62

Canistota'* Firs' Team.
Lancing lOlOOliUlllllOl 10 10 11 10 II 10-17
Glow 110010001110011 10 10 10 01 10 10—14
Sorts .100101100000000 10 00 00 10 01 00— 7
Roberts 10010001UU100 10 10 10 11 01 11—16-54

Oanistota's Second Team.
Bishop 000110010110110 10 00 00 10 00 00— 9
Salisbury 011000011110000 10 10 10 10 11 11-14
Gilbert 011011011100101 10 11 10 10 10 00-14
Ward 011001011011101 10 10 10 11 10 00-15-52

Cazenovia Club.
Atwell Olllllllir.01111 10 10 10 11 10 11-20
Dwvre U1C01DM010100 10 00 00 10 00 00- 9

Thompson 111101101100011 10 10 00 00 10 10-14
Bass 001000101101101 10 10 11 10 10 00—13—58
Thus Eaton won with 80 out of a possible 108, and the badge was

captured by Peet.

ROCKLAND COUNTY CHAMPIONSHIP.—Nyaek, N. Y„
Sept. 2—Third and last match for championship, 5 traps, Key-
stone rules, 25 bats, three teams:

Haverstraw Club.
J Peck ID 111101111 OH 10011 11111-21
C L Gordon 11111 10111111011011111111-22
J Von Lengerke 1110111111111111 111111111—24
E J Peck 1111 1 10011011 111011110111—20
A Tenevck 1001110331100101110110301—10-303

Spring Hill of BJauveitville.
G Pearson Ill 1101111111 101 1111 1101 1-22
J Jones UOllllOllllOlHOlOHllOl—19
C J Bogert 1011111011111111111111011-22

C M Hathaway 3333331300311133110133133-33

C C Allen Ill lllOlllOimiullOOll 11-20-105
Nyack Club.

P Moeller 1011001110001000011100110-13
Voorhis 1101111110111101 111011110-20
Lydecker 1011110101110011 1 00010100-14
H Garner 01H lllll I0U 1 1111000111011-17

A Tremper 1011011010101101101000010-13- 70

1st Von Lengerke, 2d divided, 3d J. Peck, 4th divided. Fair day,
good crowd.

CHICAGO, 111., Aug. 27.—Mr. Henrv Stephen's trap shoot and
basket picnic at Los Alamos Park, Park Ridge, Aug. 20, was a
great success, and the interest in the result has not yet subsided.
As published earlier in these columns, the conditions of the shoot
were 10 live birds, 5 ground traps, Illinois rules, shooters classi-
fied A, B and C. and prizes four lots in Park Ridge, valued $1,750.
Class A had two prizes, value $550 and $400: Class B had one
prize, value $400; Class C had one prize, value $400. The score:

C B Dicks 2211211211—10 A Place 1211122210- 9
F O Griffin 0122120120- 7 J O Orvis 2111111212-10
S S Kim bell 1220030201- 6

A C Stevens 2022200201— 0

W N Low 1121121111-10
GW Randall ...... 1012000112- 6

G L Deiter 1123221110- 9 J M Hut chins 1111112032- 9
LP Hansen 2022222012- 8

C E Felton 0112011112— 8

Chas Kern 2000122022- 6

HA Sloan ....W W McDuff

.

WW Foss 2011221211— 0

Abe Kleinman 1111021011— 8
MJ Eich 1221111010- 8

1122111211—10 Jos Gillespie 0011222020- 6
2310221011— 8 W P Mussey 0111132222— 9

Dr Ashlev 1121112212—10 G Washington 1121012311- 9
F Can field . . - 1111020021— 7 J E Price. ..." 1111111220— 9

G S Haskell 1121222111-10 T Stagg 1122233122-10
R B Wadworth. ..2121221112-10 C D Gammon 2102021021- 8W Gillespie 1112111121-10
In class A, Messrs. R. P.. Wadsworth, J. H. Ashley, W. G. Pay-

son, J. S. Orvis ai»d W. N. Low tied on 10 straight. This tie was
shot off at Grand Crossing, Saturday, Aug. 24, and won by Dr. J.
H. Ashley, who killed 25 straight to win. The ties on 9 in class A
are Messrs. J. E. Price, G. L. Deiter, W. P. Mussey, W. W. Foss
and J. M. Hutchinson, but the tie is not yet shot, owing to the
inability of the boys to "get together," Mr. Dieter being absent
on his conductor's run on the Milwaukee road.
In class B, Messrs. Henry Sloan and Ben Dicks are tied, hut

they are afraid to shoot any more because one of them must lose.
In class C, Messrs. G. S. Haskell and Tom Stagg were tied on 10,
and Mr. Haskell bought out Mr. Stagg's interest in the lot. pay-
ing him $135. Remaining results will be announced when decided.
Aug. 28,—In the deciding shoot of the series heldbyMak-saw-ba

Club for the suit of hunting clothes presented by Mr. Shepard,
Mr. R. B. Organ won the suit, which he is now wearing. Scores
were handed to Mr. Billy Mussey for conveyance to Forest and
Stream, but he done los' 'oui.—E. Hough.

HAVANA, 111.—A Peoria blackbird tournament will be held at
Havana, HI., Oct. 16 and 17. Full particulars may be obtained by
addressing W. A. Henninger, secretary, Havana, 111.

NORRISTOWN, Pa., Aug. 34—The Matsunk Gun Club, of Mat-
sunk, Pa., and the Penn Gun Club, of Norristown. Pa., shot a
friendly team match on the erounds of the Penn Gun Club to-
ri av. The conditions were 18 ta,rgets per man, teams of 13,
National Association rule. The Matsunk Club won i he match in
fine stvle: .»»

Matsunk Gun Club. Penn Gun Club. «tr
Pressman 14 Kerper ..13

Nettles 15 Gross -...14
Bell 14 Cassel 12
Ritler 13 J Yost 7
O'Brien 11 Kohl 8

Nohlitt 13 Mack 13
T Smith 16 Haws 12
Swartley 16 Stranger 14
Miller - 8 Taney 11

S Carter 15 Geheringer 10
J C Carter 13 Sheetz 7

J B Smith II P Yost 8

Heffelfinger 9-167 Ashenfelter 12-141
A return match will be shot at Matsunk at an early date.

CORRY, Pa., Aug. 29.—A t the regular weekly shoot of Corry
Gun Club to-day the weather was fair with light wind from the
east. A picnic and other attractions made the attendance small,
and anew trap specially intended for straightaways made them
so difficult to stop that many goose eggs were the result. H. Ar-
nold won gold medal, shooting out Penrose in the tie. Ward won
silver medal, and Kellher the leather medal. Score:

Laurie 1101011111111111111100101—20

H Arnold 1111011111111111110111111—23

Berliner 0100111001101101010001100—12
Swan 0101101 1 1 1 1 1 1010101 101011—17
Dunbar 1111010111100111111011100-18

Ward - 111011111 11101101! 1111101-21

M Arnold 10111101 1110110011 1 01 101 1—18
Blair." lOlOOOOOiil oi mm miO'i-ll
Wettuore 111000010 1 1 11001011010101—14

Penrose 011 1 01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1111111 1 -33
Nichols 0001 00 1 01 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 001011111 -14
Kellher 1100000000001 1 01 011101010-10

Special Race.
Penrose 1 1111 111111 11D1 11111111 1—25

Mead 1 111011 101 1 1 1100111 101101-19

Blydenburg 101 1 1011 111 1 1 111111110110-21

Laurie . . .
1111111111111011111111111—24

Htarbird 1110110101010100101011011-15

AVILM1NGTON, Del.. Aug. 30.—To-day was a great, day on the
grounds of the Wawaset Gun Club, Wilmington, Del. The crack
Sportsmen'^ Club, of Philadelphia, visited this city and were de-
feated in a match by the home club. The match was at Keystone
targets, and the home club won by a score of 314 to 181. The match
was the second one between the two clubs, the Wawaset having
defeated the Sportsmen in Philadelphia by 13 Urease. The day
was perfect for trap-shooting and the three hours of the match
were pleasantly spent. The full score follows, 20 birds per man:

Wawaset Gun Club. Sportsman's Gun Club.
CBuckmas- Perm 11101101111111010111—16
"

tor 01600110011011111101—13 Davis oilllioi in moonoil-U
Sillitoe ...1011 11011 1001111 1001-14 Gibson.... lOOOlOlOltilOlOlOOin-10

Am bold...111111101 111 UOlOIl 1-17 Hunter.... 110010101 11001101010-11

Weldin 11 1 1 1 L11 0 1 1 1 1110 1 011—IT Irwin 0110131001 1101010001—11

Stout ... .11011011111111111111— 18 Harvey
Nutter.... 1111011111101101 1111 -17 French. .110101 111U1J 111 11 11-18
Hartlove .01010001100019000010 - 0 Grant 01 100001 100000000000— 4

Wood 1H 0101 1 0 1 01 00 1 00101—1 0 Har r y

Fox U101311,U10P(X)00111—18 French.. 1010101 1011101100111— 13

Huber ....lOltiOOOnilOlOUlllO-13 Tredway.. 11101001110111011111-15

Miller. ...11111111111111110111-19 Farnum ..11011111111011110110-10

Wood w'rdOlOOOnll 101001001101— 9 Thorn . .10101 1 H 101010101011—13
Smii h . . .11011101 1111 11 11111 1- -18 Jefferson .01001000100000000000— 3

W Buck- McQ.uaid .11101010101101110111-14

mast er..1 11 10110011100111011-14 Maher. .. .01001110010110111111-13

M'Kend'kllil 1 1 11010111111111—18 —— 181
214

The officers of the day were: Referee. Edward Gibson; judges,
Dr. Nebinger for the Sportsmen and C. 0. Mahoney for tiie Wa-
waset; Jos. McKinney scorer for the Sportsmen and W. J. Taus-
sig for the Wawaset.

CAPE MAY, Aug. 31.—The grounds of the Cape May Athletic
Club wero Oiled to-day with a large and hrilliant audience
gathered to witness the shooting contest for the Cape May Ath-
letic Club Cap. The event was open to all amateurs. There were
fort v entries, but only twenty-four put in an appearance. Each
man was allowed 25 birds, 15 siugles and 5 pairs of doubles, blue-
rock pigeons, inanimate, from blnerock standard traps. Three
traps were used, 10yds. for 12-bore and 18yds. for 10-bore, National
Association rules, l)4oz. of shot. The result of the contest was
not reached, although the shooting commenced at 13:30 and con-
tinued until the departure of the last train, when some of the
contestants were compelled to leave and carry the shoot over
until Monday.
HThurman 111010111110001-10 11 JO 11 11 11- 9-19
GW Cattell 110111011011110—11 11 11 11 00 11- 8-19
R L Low 111111110100111-13 10 00 11 11 11- 7-19
Eighteen was next highest score, made by Geo. Austermuhl,

West Jersey Gun Club, 12 breaks on singles and 6 on doubles; J.

T. Armstrong, W. J, G. C, 10 singles, 4 pairs doubles; E. B- Learn-
ing. W. J. G. C, 11 singles, 3 doubles; A. Munch 16, J. S. Learning
16, E. L.Griscom 15, Leonard Finletter 15. John Mecray 14, Harrv
Rohbins 14. Harry Thompson 1, J. Thunnau 13, Harry Hazelhurst
13, O. W. Taylor 13, J. R. Evans 12, D. Mayhew 11. Jos. Freas 11, E.
S. Cattel 10. The Physic cup, now held by Mr. Leonard Finletter,
was shot off by five of those who had entered for the contest.
The conditions for tin's cup were 25 birds, singles from five traps,
under National Association rules. Those shooting to-day were:

Leonard Finletter 1111111010110111110110111—20

Spicer Learning OJOiH 011011111 111 1 11 1 1101 0 - IS

Benzet 16, J. W. Moorehead 14, ,f. R. Evans 14. The other entries
were to shoot on Monday, after the tie of the first match is shot
off. J. Learning, E. O. Wagenhurst and J. W . Moorefread officiated
as judges; E. L. Dana, T. D. Finletter and Harris Evans, scorers;
Hon, John E. Reyburn, referee.

ELIZABETHTOWN, Pa., Aug. 31.—The East End Gun Chib, of
this place, held their first shoot for the handsome gold medal on
Reise's shooting ground this afternoon, Mr. M. Lindemuth win-
ning with a score of 21 out of 25 Keystone targets. Mr. Henry A.
Coble, the noted Rocky Mountain ranger, acted as referee, and
gave such universal satisfaction in his decisions that the boys
have decided to appoint him every time he is in the vicinity.
Following is the score:
Lindemuth..- lIllllllOlomilllllllOOl-21
Keller 100010001 1101 1011 1 0010001-12
Kersey - 101 110111 11011011 00010111—17
Coble' 011111 11 1 1 1 101 1 1100101001—18
Herbroth 1001000101010010111100110-12
Westhofcr - 0111110001010110010111100-14

Geo. H. Keller, Sec'y.

THE MIDDLESEX SHOOT.—The next trap-shooting event of
national interest that will occur hereabouts will he the fifth

annual tournament of the Middlesex Gun Club, that takes place
at Duoellen, N. J ., Oct. 8, 9, 10 and 11. The programme, now ready,
is an attractive one, and will draw together a large number of
expert marksmen from all sections of the country. The first two
days will be devoted exclusively to artificial target shooting, the
last two to live pigeons. The management have hung up $1,350 to
be divided by classes A and B, governed b.v American Shooting
Association rules and classification. Heretofore the Middlesex
Club have had as the feature of their tournaments a $1,000 guar-
anteed sweepstake at 100 live pigeons, 8100 entrance. By snecial
request of a large number of shooters who do not feel like enter-
ing so large an event, it-will be omitted this year, and a sweep-
stake at 25 birds, $.25 entrance, $400 guaranteed, open to the world,
will be substituted. This will give all an opportunity to partici-
pate, and, as the club adds all surplus money, it will undoubtedly
fill to as large an amount as the original race. The programme
can he had on application to W. Fred Quimby, 291 Broadway, or
W. L. Force, Plainfield, N. J.

SING SING, N. Y., Aug. 29.—A team from the Ravine Gun Club
of Peekskill, composed of Pierce, Olmstead, Wygant, Dykman,
Everinglam and BonRls, defeated a team from the Sing Sing Gun
Club, consisting of Gettle, G. Smith, Pringle. Haines, Capt.
Abrarn Jones and Hitchcock, in a match at 50 Keystone targets
each to-day by the score of 338 to 303. Charles Acker of Sing
Sing was referee.

NEWARK, N. J., Aug. 28.—At the all-day's shoot of the Maple-
wood Gun Club to-day, E. D. Miller shoot at 152 targets and broke
144; W. Sigler shot at 133, broke 133: J. Sickley shot at lift, broke
93; C. von Lengerke shot at 50, broke 41; F. Dunnican shot at 83,

broke 67, H. Lighthipe shot at 60, broke 50.

WELLINGTON, Mass.. Aug. 31.-There was a fair attendance
at the grounds of the Wellington Club to-dav, and several good
scores were made in the various matches. In the silver pitcher
match at 7 bluerocks and eight clay pigeons, Sanborn won with
13. The other scores in this match were: Perry and Edwards 13
Meleher, Warren and Bradstreet 11. Bond, Field and Cowee lo'
Snow 9. Nichols and Chase 8. In the merchand ise, badge match at
15 clay pigeons Perry was first with 15 straight, but he not being
in the match, the badge was won by Sanborn with 14. Th» other
scores were: Chapin and Snow 13, Chase, Cnwpe and Field 12
Porter 11, Bond, Peabody. Warren and Dill 10, Meleher and Brad-
street 9. The winners in the sweenstakes follow: 7 bluerocks:

Chapin, Bond and Perry 5, Warren and French 4, Chase and
Meleher 3. 5 clav pigeons: Chase, Chapin, Peabodv and P->rrv 5,
Sanborn, Dill and Field 4, Petit, Bradstreet and Cowee 3. MHeher
3. 5 clay pigeons: French, Perry, Snow and Sanborn 5. Chase.
Meleher and Cowee 4, Chapin, Porter and Fields. Warren- 3. 6
bluerocks: Field, Chapin and Chase 5. Bond. French and Cowee
4. PorterS. 5 clay pigeons: Hhapin, Bond, Chase and Cowee 5,
Field. Meleher, Nichols and Perrv 4. Porter and French 8, 5 clay
pigeons: Bond, Porter aud Perry 5, Chase 4, Field 3. f> bluerocks-
Warren ti, Chapin, Porter and Field 5. Meleher 4. Nichols and
Tllll 'A !i rmira nf T, l,i raw..-.!? a K^AlAWn* fl WT ...... „,._., ti 1 . . /

Snow, Warren and Ed wards 0. Peabodv aud Meleher 5. lOclav
pigeons, Keystone match: Chase aud Perrv 10, Field and Warren
9, Porter, Edwards and Bond 8, Sanborn and Meleher 7. 6 blue-
rocks: Warren and Nichol* 5, Porter and Edwards 4. Bond and
Chapm 3. 5 clay pigeons: Perry 5, Cowee. Snow and Meleher 4,
Porter 3.

ELLIOTT VS. WINSTON.-Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 34,-Kansas
t it y is noted for the number of good shots it contains, and 1 am
sab' to say that there are more pigeons killed and more clay-birds
broken inside its limits than anv city in America. One of our
most interesting matches was shot the other dav. The partici-
pants were the well-known (rap shot, J. L. Winston, of St. Louis,
and our champion of Kansas City. J. A. R. Elliott. Winston
having won three out of four matches from Elliott in June,
returned for more glory, and no time was lost in making a match
at LOO live birds each, American Associationrules, for $250 a side.
The match took place in the base ball park, and as the wind hb-w
from the southwest the competitors shut it out, and in the. in-
closure was warm, having a tendency to make t he birds fly slow
and easy. Winston seemed to have rather the hardest bi rds'in t he
beginning, though the latter part was about even. Elliott was
the first to score; his first, miss was his 26th bird, which left, him
in the lead of 2. Winston failing to score his 12th, 20th and 21st
at the end of 50 Elliott was in the lead of 2; Elliott failing to
score his 87th left him in the lead of but Land the match was
not won until be had scored his last bird. J. L Winston shot an
L. C. Smith haramerless, with 3K>drs. Sehultze's powder in first,
with Laflm & Rand's in second, with IJ^oz, of No. Ts in both bar-
rels. J. A. R. Elliott shot a Greener hamme.rless. with 3J4drs, of
SchuLze's powder in both barrels, with l>4oz. of 8s in first, and
7s in second. The score-

Elliott 11111111111111111111111110111111101111111111111111
11111 liiiiimiiiiimiiiiommiimiiiiiiiuui-or

Wmston iiiii 111111111 n n i i nonnn n n ii mi imni in io

iiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-9fi

HARTFORD, CT—The Hartford Gun Club will hold a two davs'
tournament at Charter Oak Park, Hartford, on Sept. 5 and 6. In
arranging this tournament the managers, Messrs. 0. H. Bur-
bridge, John Melrose and Allen Willey, propose to cater to a
new class of shooters. Recognizing that the present system of
tournaments obliges the less skillful to compete with the cracks,
with no possibility of securing a Dlace, thev have adopted a sys-
tem of classificatisn as follows: Class A will be open to shooters
whose average is over 80 per cent., Class B those under 80 per
cent., and Class C to under 60 per cent, shooters. In order to
make their chances good for the number of birds to be shot at is
necessarily considered. To this end Class A is to shoot each day
one event at 20 birds, open to all. $3 50 entrance, $50 guaranteed,
and one event at 30 birds. 35.75 entrance, $100' guaranteed; Clas.-,
B, one event at 10 birds, $3.90 entrance, and one event at 20 birds,
S3.30 entrance,S75 guaranteed in each; Class C, A and B barred,one
event at 13 birds, 81.30, and one event at 16 birds. $1.90 entrance,
$50 guaranteed. By this arrangement, of sweeps there is every
inducement for shooters to enter as high a class as he can average,
as he can make as good money in a higher as in a lower class. B
and C will be open only to residents of Connecticut, but f'lass A
will be open to all. Artificial targets will be used, and will be
thrown from two sets of 5 traps under the Keystone system.
EMERALD GUN CLUB.—Sea View Park. New Dorp, Staten

Island, Aug. 28, at 10 live birds, 18yds. boundary, use of both bar-
rels. E. G. C. rules; 21, 25 a,"d 30yds. rise. 5 ground trans:
Dr Hudson (30) 1202011200—6 S McMahon (251... .1211211001—8
R Regan (25) 2022021100—6 L C Geherine (30). . . .0221 212102 - 8W Glaccum (30) 622010U.11—7 Gus Nowark (25) 2002110110- 6
F Schrader (30) 2011111101—8 T J Crystal (25) 0101013301—6
Dr Lineridge (25). . . .2010111122—8 J H Voss (32) 0111010111—7
P Butz (30) 120(1000111-5 T P McKenna (25) . . .3222101 121-9N Measel (30) 00 0121012-6 J Howard (21) 0110001330-5
H Rubiuo (25) 0002200000-2 T Cndey (30) 1010002000-3
Tie on first, miss and out: Schrader 0, Gehering 1, and wins

first medal for third time, anil now owns it forever; won it on 8
birds. McKenna wins second medal for third time on 9 birds.
Howard wins third prize for second time on 5 birds. Referee, Dr.
Lineridge; scorer. Dr. Hudson.—T. P. McKenna, Secretary.
WORCESTER, Mass., Aug. SO.—At the meet, this week of the

Worcester Sportsmen's Club the principal event was the closing
contest, in the classification series. In the class spore each, man
had a possible 80 birds to break, the totals of each follow: E. S.
Knowles 29, E. F. Swan 28, M. D. Oilman 27, C. B. Hoklen 27, A. R.
Bowdish 27, E. T. Smith 27, G. W. Sampson 20, G. J. Huge 25, O H.
Howe 24, A. B. Franklin 24, C. Crompton 24, C. R. Hoiman 24. E
Welsh23, Dr. Bowers 23, E JewettSl, O. Forehand 21, A. G. Larkin
21, A. L. Gilman 20. V. F. Prentice 20, C. R. R. Clafliu 17, H. Smith
17, J. Dohertv32. The prize contest then followed and resulted in
Crompton first, Rngg and Sampson to divide second; Knowles, M.
D. Gilman, Bowdish and Smith third: A. L. Gilman, Hoiden, Lar-
kin, Bowers and Prentice fourth, and Forehand fifth. There was
hi,T-o ,g 100 divided equally for the best averages during the series,
as follows: E, T. Smith 87 per cent., M. D. Gilman 85." 1 4. J. Rugg
81, George Sampson 79, E. 8. Knowles 79, A. R. Bowdish, Dr.
Bowers. C. R. B. Claflin. each 77; E. F. Swan 70 A. B. Franklin 71.

BRITISH CANOE ASSOCIATION MEET. 1889.
LAKE WINDERMERE.

AS this is the third anniversary from the formation of the B.
C. A., or the second organized meet under the above title, it

is necessary we should write at some length in order to give
a fair idea of the events aud life in the camp.
Perhaps, to sum up the whole meet in a word, it may he

described as successful with, however, sundry drawbacks of an
exceptional character. The drawbacks are, first, that owing to
some misunderstanding, the camp was beginning to break up by
one section very soon after a considerable body of men arrived, and
thus it was shorn to some extent of its enjoyment. Another
drawback was, of course, the rain. Speaking for the fortnight
that we were in camp, wehad but three fine days out of the fifteen,
and perhaps we might say two half days. When the rain came
on it was not in the usual lake showers, but it carne in spells of
from five to twelvre and even fifteen hours at a stretch. During
the camp the lake rose two-thirds of a foot on one or two occasions.
It was very trying to the tents and to the men's patience, and in
the highest degree, of course, disappointing: all the more so that,
during the beautiful spell of fine weather in May, nearly the
whole of June, and part of July they had equally fine weather in
that northern part of Lancastershire where the camp was held.
When it broke in the south it broke in the north, and so, perhaps,
we campists had no greater cause for complaint over the weather
wc had at the northern end of this most magnificent of English
waters than the rest of our fellow creatures in other parts of the
country.

THE ATTENDANCE.
The total number of members who sent in their names as in-

tending to take part in the B. C. A. meet was between forty and
fiftv, but as a matter of fact just over thirty men put in an ap-
pearance, thirty-two members that is. There were about nine
other canoeists and boating men who joined friends and acquaint-
ances in camp, either bringing their own or sleeping in other
men's tents, thus making the total of visitors to the camp thirty-
eight men who really stayed there. There were others who were
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in the camp occasionally but stayed in the town. There were
nine ladies and a dozen children staying at Ambleside, oppo-
site to the camp, who were connected with mem hers of the Asso-
ciation in attendance.
Roughly speaking, then, it may be summed up thus: Thirtv-

two members and ten visiting men, making a total of forty-two
men; and with ladies and children who visited the camp almost
daily at some interval oi period, over sixty persons. Considering
that the membership of the Association is just about 110, the
a verage may not. he considered low. But it is only fair to point
out that it is. perhaps, not the wisest policy for a man to say he
will join a meet like this when he is uncertain. It would have
been better in this case had they promised conditionally rather
than have sent a definite acceptance. But perhaps it is somewhat
too much to expect of human nature to forego the leading strings
of gentle charmers who charmed in several cases much too suc-
cessfully, and kept men in tow whose hearts otherwise were in
the camp.

THE SITE.

A word is nec c ssaty here in justice of the foresight of Mr. Liv-
ingston who selected the site—a word, that is, of appreciation of
the spot selected. Banks sloping gradually out on the lake from
the shelving sho'-e up some 15ft. elevation had themselves many
natural advantages. Thinly wooded, covered with moss and
grass, and barked by a profusion of ferns, the ground was itself
perfect; but its position deserves still higher commendation- The
view from the camp was the finest in the lake district to our
thinking so far as we know. The mountains behind Ambleside,
the village itself with its beautiful spire peering above t tic trees,
Longdale Pikes, and the mountainous ridges behind Grasrnere,
formed a perfect natural amphitheatre placed at sufficient dis-
tance to enhance the remarkable beauty not to say grandeur
of the whole, scene. As the men lay or lounged in their tents or
about the camp they saw this lovely panorama: and so far as the
beauty of the landscape went., the season that was spent here
gave an opportunity of witnessing it under every aspect. The
shadows of brightness and of gloom alternately chased each
other across the peaks as if in play, while when the valleys were
lit up the peaks were in gloom, or vice versa. So it was ever
changing; now distant and now near; now hidden in cloud, now
sparkling in the bright sunlight. It was a mile and a quarter
from Ambleside pier to the camp, and boats and canoes were
plying the whole day through, as men went, in search of stores,
or relief, or change. The strong feature, however, of all was
that the camp was protected from almost every wind hy a rich,
closely-grown forest of the intensest green, that fringed the
banks of the '"Congo," the tiny sluggish stream behind the camp,
so christened by the B. C. A.ites. The number of visitors to the
camp was very great. As boat after boat came alougside many
landed and were courteously received by the members. These of
course were not counted in the modest total.

THE ASSEMBLY.
Several Royal O. O. men and nearly all the Mersey contingent

assembled on the Wednesday before Bank Holiday, and thus
practically they had the camp to themselves. It was anticipat ed
that the real camp would begin on the following Saturday before
Bank Holiday, but as a matter of fact it was announced that the
official camp practically broke up on the following Saturday
week. This was one of the misfortunes or one of the things that
somewhat marred the after pleasure of the main body of the men
who remained to the end. But, no doubt, it is a point that will be
met another year in some other way. It was generally thought
that it will be preferable to start a camp on the Saturday before
Bank Holiday, let that come when it may, and to hold the general
meeting on the Bank Holiday, so that the men are afterward un-
restrained and free for whatever pursuit they choose to participate
in. Another thing is worth consideration, and it is, that as the
Association grows and the meets get larger, that the very fullest
preparation should be made on a proper businesslike footing, so
as to prevent misunderstanding, and to add to the moral, social
and sanitary comfort of the members.

THE ELOTILLA.

Perhaps this will be the proper place iu which to say something
about the craft at the camp. It can only be fai r to assume that as
there were nearly thirty English canoes, more or less, in attend-
ance, there was among them a fair representation of the minia-
ture fleet of the nation.
Many of the canoes were very indifferently fitted. Some had

the sails beautifully fitted and perfectly white; others were nei thor
clean nor carefully equipped. The fittings— embracing center-
hoards, rudders, cleats, hatches and other things—showed here
and there good points; but, on the other hand, a great deal was to
be desired on many other points.
The canoes which we should like, first to mention are the Mer-

sey canoes. It will be news, and indeed a surprise to many to
learn that these boats still carry very much of the Rob Roy about
them. Small well, with oval ends, a narrow beam, clinch built
of light pine, propelled by very small lug sails, but mainly by the
paddle. For river work these canoes are perfect, but when it

comes to beating in heavy winds on big waters like the Mersey,
they must be fearfully handicapped. It is only just that we
should add in our notes on these boats that they were very neatly-
made and finished, chiefly from the yard of Bond, of Birkenhead.
Another surprise was that so few of them had adopted the deck
position for sailing. The disadvantage, not to say danger, under
which these boats labored was apparent in all the sailing races,
where, for instance, the Severn did the four rounds of the tri-
angular course before some of them had completed their second,
and yet the dimensions of the two boats were not dissimilar. The
Merseys run from 27 to 29in., and the Severn is but 2%; thev were
llin. in depth w-hile the Severn is but 10. Of course the latter
canoe has bigger sails, and the very latest, and therefore pre-
sumably best, of fittings. Manyr of the men were evidently im-
pressed with the idea that they lacked much by not having cen-
terboards, and perhaps Windermere will help to convince them
of the necessity for such an appendage.
Two canoes that were prrhaps as interesting as any were the

double canoes, manned (if we may say so) by Mr. and Mrs. Nisbet
and Mr. Fourheard and Miss Drake respectively; raking masts
on both, with tan sails on the Dorothy and white on the Irene.
The sailing of these canoes was rather disappointing, though in
paddling they behaved splendidly, and one of them even caaie in
second in a paddling race against the light Mersev paddling
boats, in spite of its weight and length.
One of the very best canoes in camp—a canoe embodying many

skillful points both in work, fittings and design—was the Acquilla,
owned by Mr. Todd of the Wear C. C, Sunderland. Taking her
altogether, she was among the very best built boats there, the
work of an amateur. Every piece of metal about the whole craft
was plated, much of the brass work being American, Of these
the cleats were least satisfactory.
The canoe which attracted, deservedly, perhaps, a fair amount

of attention, was the '80 Severn. Carvel-built, a rakish, smart
little craft, she showed a clean pair of heels to everything else on
the water, winning, as she did, every race in which she competed,
though her skipper passed on the prize to the second man as first
and the third as second, believing, as he did. that the boats did
not compete on anything like equal terms. The third race, how-
ever, in which this boat competed, she lost an expensive polished
brass centerpl ate, and not to be outdone, Mr. Charrington, who
is now the proprietor of Mr. Holmes's late Pollywiggle, managed
to upset her, in spite of her big beam and stability, and the boat
turning completely over, dropped her centerplate through the
deck. Thus one plate was lost last; year out of a Forth canoe on
Loch Lomond, and two disappeared in Windermere Lake. We
make a special point of these mishaps, so that care may be taken
to so fit and secure centerboaids that loss becomes impossible.
In the case of the Severn, the aperture, for receiving the line was
so small that when two of us were fitting it on at t he Harp, we
oiled the line to get it through, and in that condition it was
spliced without being whipped, and so the oil caused the splicing
to slip little by little. When sailing along the upper stretch of
the triangular course, running free before the wind, the center-
plate up, on rounding the buoy it was suddenly dropped, too
literally.
The greatest diversity in type and size hailed from the Tyne.

One of the brothers Richardson (vice-commodore) had a rather
deep, narrow canoe, while his older brother had a powerful, deep
craft, with big sails. Young Laws came with a Tyne canoe about
J3ft. in length, with a good beam and depth, looking stanch, a
tubby kind of craft, but a splendid one to sail; in fact, wit h more
sail, less wind scour, a foot more length, and carvel built, we
believe she would have made it hot for the Severn. Her skipper
handled her well, and became deservedly popular as a clever
Bailor.
One craft should not be overlooked, namely, a canoe that had

not been in or on the water until her skipper sculled her across
from Ambleside to the camp. We mean the Meyrol, built to the
plans of the '87 Severn by Bathurstof Tewkesbury. She is capa-
ble of being sailed from deck or below, will carry one or two, can
be paddled double or paddled double Canadian or single Canda-
dian, or can be sculled. Sbo looked very handsome on the little
peninsula on which her skipper chose to tinker away at her fit-

tings, and developed excellent pace in a gale on her last day on
t he lake.

FITTINGS.
A good deal might be said in detail of the fittings of the canoeswhich were very carefully examined. On the whole, there was a

great divergence, one might say, between a man's notions as tome strength of the lines for canoe rigs. One man, for the tack
of a small misen, had attached a powerful cord, actually thicker
than Mr. Tredwen had fixed on the Pearl for the hoisting of a
V'

eenterplate. Another canoe we examined had for the main
halliard a piece of thin woven line the same as we have for
reefing the Severn's mizen. Another canoe had for the painter
a piece of manilia line 9*iu. in diameter, therefore quite large
enough for hoisting the mainsail of a 7-ton cutter. This same
painter, by the way, was rove through a ring fixed in the st em six
inches helow the head and about as much above waterline, both
obiectionable and unsightly. The little sail of about 45 sq. ft.
on this canoe had for a painter a piece of line about half an inchm diameter. Many of those who had adopted deck tillers had
somewhat ramshackle arrangements, flimsy, weak and unrelia-

tials, that is, if a man wants to be smart and to bear the name of
understanding and loving the sport to which he gives his time.

BIO CANOES.
The last canoe that Mr. Tredwen designed, namely, the Pearl

at present owned by Mr. O'Brien, of Belfast, did very indiffer-
ently in the races, though a capable and handy craft, very stable
in heavy blows. Of the larger type of boat, Mr. Wilmer's Doris,
Mr. Holmes's Ethel—nicknamed Pin cake, and Mr. Thorpe's Tessa,
were, the only representations, except a local boat, the Tomtit,
owned by Mr. E. P. Wall y, an Ambleside resident. We fanov
that a greater number of the larger craft will put iu an appear-
ance, at the next meet, which, it is supposed by manv. will be held
at Falmouth Harbor.
The small paddling canoe, pure and simple, utterly destitute of

anything in the shape of sailing appliances, as a class Was con-
spicuous by its entire absence.
The materials? that were chiefly used in canoes were: London

and Tewk -sbury, mahogany; the Mersey, pine.

CLUBS represented.
The. clubs were represented in something like the following

numbers: The R. C. C. nine members present; the Tyne had
three; there were three members of the Wear present; while the
Mersey had seven; the Hull Yawl Club was represented by three
or four members; twenty-four persons signed the visitors' book
in the committee tent, and before the camp broke up thirty-two
actual B. C. A. members had put in an appearance.

THE ASPECT OE THE CAMP.
Standing about fifty yards from the main body ot the camp was

the big bell tent, inhabited by boating men from Li verpool. South-
port and New Brighton, who had come on their owli account, to
spend a little time on Windermere Next, facing the shore ami
with a splendid view of Ambleside Bay, was Irene Villa, Mr. Nis-
bet's tent, replete with flags. Chinese -lanterns, and Celestial um-
brellas and easy chairs. A little landing stage was specially
arranged opposite to this camp, while the two rakish-looking
double canoes, when not traversing the lake, wer e moored along-
side. We then come to a very novel tent, that of Mr. R. M. Rich-
ardson, of Gatesend. The tent is what is commonly known as the
Marquee shape, designed by an American, a mod i lieatiou of whose
plans appeared in the VanoeM two years ago, from which rhis has
been built, together with two others of a similar type, Law's and
Charrington's. But Mr. Richardson's was the only one that was
watertight and which showed the. best proportion. We then
come to another tent, inhabited by Mr. W. C. Richardson, which
was the ordinary Clyde or house-shape tent, with bedstead and a
lamp to hea,t the tent. The next was that of Mr. Wilmer's, re-
lieved by an extensive display of flags and manv houselike com-
forts, known as Doris Court. Next to that again, Mr. O'Brien's
neat, white tent, behind it Mr. Law's spotless white Marquee, gen-
erally flapping freely with every breath that was watted through
the camp. But if the tent did not sit well or keep out the water
very well, its owner at any rate kept it the pink of neatness. Very
near this was a large white tent in which a number of the Mersev
canoeists ensconced themselves, and behind it was a large club
tent lent by Mr. Bartley for the meet, and behind that again the
committee tent, at the end of whicb, to the left, was the gallev.
Following down the line, we stumble across Bartley's tent.'a
turtle-shaped canvas construction that gives an infinite amount
of room inside, both as to width as well as length. In front of this
was the Petrel tent, ocoupied by Mr. Graves and friend from
Stony Stratford. Facing this, but nearer the center, was Acquil-
la's tent, occupied by Mr. Todd, W. C. C , and Mr. Webster, R. C.
C. Behind this again, and on the ridge, was another little terrace
of tents, the first of which was occupied by Mr. Wrigley and an
unattached friend from Liverpool. Next was the stripe tent, with
a stripe awning or fly sheet, of the Dennison brothers; while tho
extreme end was brought, up by a pretty, attractive Marquee tent
of the aforesaid American pattern, occupied by Mr. Charrington,
who complained bitterly that the heavy rain found its way iu.
Mr. Rogerson also shared the quarters in this tent part of the
time.
The last of the whole series, standing on a little lower ledge by

itself, stood the camp that was designated by a blue signpost at
the corner the "Severneries;" while the whole plot of ground
round the two tents composing this camp was tastily railed in by
red posts and a white l'ne bearing the name "Freehold (lug)
Farm," This consisted of a new red and white striped tent, with
a white fly sheet, the style and shape of the tent being the square,
or house style. Standing next to it, in the same row as it were,
was another tent (with a white fly sheet), made of neat, narrow-
striped stuff, the shape, being what is known as the A tent. This
was designated "Mizzen Lodge," and held the lantern, slides,
bags and all spare gear belonging to the Severn's camp, which
was occupied by .Mr. W. F, Fowler and the editor of the canoeing
half of the Model Yachtsman and Canonist. Standing between the
two tents was a tall flagpole, from which floated a blue ensign
bearing the name in white letters "Severn." The inside of the
main tent was decorated with a festoon of fans and photographs,
while the floor was laid with a figured scarlet carpet. Several
other tents, such as Messrs. Wilmer's, Nisbet's and Richardson's
were carpeted. The praetico of naming the tents was not
universal by any means.

HOWr THE TIME WENT.
A lady visitor to the camp asked, "What do you do with your

time? You cannot always be sailing across the lake and back."
Her question gives an opportunity of answering. As a rule, nine
days out of a dozen it was raining till rather a late hour in I he
morning, when the men continued their slumbers, Imping it
would clear that they might take a comfortable dip. Whatever
time they got up there was a plunge, t hen shaving and dressing.
And then there was cooking. As a rule there were generally three
or four round the galley from half past eight till ten, ana from
two to three o'clock, and any time between seven and nine, while
"Jack," the genial camp attendant, usually kept the stove iu good
trim, and paid his periodical visits from tent to tent with his
water and Hudson, and washed up smartly.
As a rule the letters were fetched by the attendant about nine

in the morning; and after breakfast there was a scattering of
the fleet some sailing across to Ambleside for stores, others to
answer letters, send telegrams, and generally loot after, as far as
they were able, business at home. Some went on long photo-
graphic excursions, either afloat or ashore; others enjoyed an
hour's tinkering at their craft. Man> had long convivial conver-
sations over the morning or afternoon pipes.
in this way the whole camp was always behind lime, the. enemy

generally being ahead of everybody.

GAMP AMUSEMENTS.
These were of a multitudiuous character, and opened on the

others.
Then followed the little assemblies in the tents, and the problem

of bow many men could be stowed into six square feet, was put to
the test. All these little camp-fires were intensely enjoyed,
usually very merry, and always pleasant. Sometimes the hil-
arity reached a high pitch, and, perhaps, mitigated materially
against the, slumbers of that port ion of t he camp who had thought
well t o turn in.

On the followiug Tuesday evening Mr. Holding managed to
interest the camp in the big tent with a talk about his "Watery
Wanderings" trip in Scotland, illustrating the same by about
seventy very beautiful pictures thrown on the screen by his
lantern. During the camp four of these lantern exhibitions were
given, two the first week and two the second, and all appeared to
b= very muori enioyed.
The second concert took place on Saturday the 10th, a printed

programme having been previously got out embracing twenty
items. The bauj.i playing of Messrs. Richardson, Holmes and
Nisbet, together with the violin obligate of Mr. and Mrs. Hay-
wood, were really fine. The entertainment was brought to a con-
clusion by Mr. Nisbet leading in the Eton boat song. The only

SgS"«#m )
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by M£ E. P. Wally, who gave "The Man that
Whistled" m inimitable style.

THE RACES.
The first race took place ou the Ambleside Bight near the pier,

being an alternate paddling and sailing race It was rather try-
ing to some because the wind blew strong] v. aud the men had not
had sufficient practice for a thing requiring so muc h skill as to
change .position, raise and lower sail, and otherwise manipulate
their mimic craft with sufficient smart imss. At the sa me time itwas spiritedly prosecuted from beginning to end, Mr. O'Brien, R.
O. C, taking first prize, aud Mr. Laws, T. C. C, second. A goodnumber of spectators witnessed this race.
A series of contests took place the next week of a verv interest-

ing and pretty character. The first, on Monday, was a sailing
race round a triangular courso that had been buoyed out bv the
Rear-Commodore with red flags near and opposite" the camp, so
that the whole of the spectators, visitors at camp, aud those who
did not race couid see the flotilla from start to finish. T. H. Hold-
ing had brought some handsome flags for first; and Second prizes,
the same gentleman getting up the race lists. The first muster
was 14 craft, and a very pretty sight it was. The prizes were won
by Lawsand Richardson, who came iu second and third, after the
Severn.
On Tuesday there was a coach ride to Keswick, when twenty

joined. It was the finest day of the whole fortnight.
Another race took place on Wednesday in which there were

about 9 entries. This was also a sailing race, Mr. Richardson, T.C C, first, and Laws second. In this race the Severn lost her cen-
terplate aud retired, being then in the first, place.
.
The next day (Thursday.) another race look- place—again a sail-

ing race—and the prizes fell to the same lucky hands.

TBE ANNUAL MEETINO.
This was held on Saturday at 11 o'clock, with a capital at tend-

ance. The whole meetiug passed off in splendid spirit. When
the site of the next camp came to be voted upon, nine voted for
Holland, about the same number for Falmouth Harbor, and seven
for Lough Erne, in Ireland. Rob Roy was elected Commodore,
Mr. E. H. Richardson (ex-rear-eommbdore; taking the Yice-Com-
modoreship, and T. H. Holding was elected Rear-Commodore.
Mr. Percy Nisbet was enthusiastically re-elected Secretary.
Messrs. Wilmer, Fourhead and Bartlev were added to the ex-
ecutive committee.

It was reported that there was nearly £j>0 balance in hand, out
of which much of the camp expenses would have to come, The
beautiful Year Book was again to be broutrht out on a similar
scale of taste and excellence to the present year's edition.
After the meeting there was some very pretty racing. The first

was a maneuvering race, three rounds, which was won by the
Severn, the first and second prizes going to the brothers Richard-
son. Then followed a paddling race, which was won bv Mr. Hay-
wood, M. C. C, Mr. Fourheard being second. The upset race
which followed had but three entries, Messrs. Nisbet, Laws and
Edwards. The former won.
After the camp broke up the. whole body of ladies and gentle-

men were grouped and photographed by Messrs. Wilmer, Denni-
son and Holding. As it is estimated that between two and three
hundred plates were exposed at nod near the camp by the canoe-
ists and friends in attendance, it is almost certain that a fine
selection of pictures of an interesting nature will be made aud
will be on sale to the members later on. The photographs taken
at the last year's meet had a large sale.

LESSONS EROM THE CAMP.
We cannot more fitly bring to a close this somewhat lengthy

account of the '8',) B. C. A, meet, than hy naming out a few points
in which another year's experience may be turned to profitable
account. learning, as the men will, from the experience just
passed through.
First—They will probably be careful to secure their center-

boards from the possibility of either dropping through below or
in the case of a capsize, dropping out above.
Second—They will see that their tents arc so made and fitted

that they shall neither be draughty nor w et, as many tents dis-
played both these defects. They will, therefore, if thev are wise
have such tents as pertain most to the house form, with walls to
the side; and they will go to the expense and trouble of having
fly sheets extended over them, the said fly sheets coming well
forward of tent, so that, the. campers may dress and undress out-
side their tents, when it is raining, it necessary.
Third—They will pay such attention to their sails and fittings that

they shall work safely, securely and well, so that in racing or in
sailing they may participate in this splendid exercise without fear
of a mishap.
Fourth—That some regulations will have to be made for the

better observance of the hours of closing. When a considerable
body of men are assembled, if one-half should turn in to sleep',
here must be some regulation to prevent a section, though awake
themselves, from disturbing the rest, always made and provided
that the said turning-in hour is fixed at a reasonable time
Fifth-The galley must have a portable house that shall pro-

tect the stove and the cooks from downpours of rain, and be so
arranged that it may shield the wind from any side.
Sixth—The. sanitary provision for health, order and decency

will need the committee's marked and special attention another
aar.
Seventh—Such races, sports and excursions as are contem-

plated should be planned in a set form as far as possible before-
hand, so that individuals in miking private arrangements may

i camp and proper landings
ssemblos.

not find their interests clashing
Eighth— Proper approaches to tt

should be erected before the camp i

On the whole the B. C, A. meet for '99 was a success, and we
trust in '90 it will be eclipsed. Four men only were upset, though
the winds were variable and trying. Seven canoeists ascended
the "Zambezee, " Windermere's chief feeder. It was rough
work over the rocks and up therapids, but was voted our best day.

Severn.

ROYAL CANADIAN Y. C—A race for skiffs and canoes was
sailed on Aug. 24 in a light S.E. wiud, the starters being: Puritan,
skiff, N. B. Dick; Unea«y, skiff, W. II. M. BonnHI; Ruby, skiff, J.
S to veil; Mac, canoe. W. G. MacKendrick; Sardine, canoe, S. V.
Baldwin. Ruby carried a topsail and led the fleer, with Mac-
second, until Puritan passed her on the second leg. Ou the next
leg, to windward, Mac made a long lead, holdiug it to the finish.
The times were:
Mac 2 31 00 Ruby 2 40 00
Puritan 3 38 00 Sardine 3 41 01)

Uneasy not timed. Mac takes the first prize of $12; Puritan
second. $8, aud Ruby third, $4. The success of the canoe is not
pecially gratifying to the owners of the skiffs, and there is some

talk of an attempt to bar them out of the skiff class.

OTTAWA C. C—The annual race for the handsome sailing
challenge cup will take place on Saturday, Sept. 7. The race is
open to all amateur members of recognized Canadian canoe clubs
using canoes of Canadian build. The canoes must come within
classes Aand B of the A. C. A. Sails must be made so as to lower,
and no deck seats extending beyond the sides of the canoe can be
used. The regatta will take place during the week commencing
Sept. 0 and includes a seven mile tandem with single blades, a
gunwale race with a turn in it. an upset, a double blade, a single
blade and a double blade tandem.

IANTHE C. C.-The annual regatta of the Ianthe C. C. will
take place ou the Passaic River at Nowark, Sept. 14, at 2:110 P. M,
The programme consists of ten events. Trains leave foot of Cham-
bers street on the Erie R. R. for Wnodaide. at 1. 2, 3:30 and 4:22
o'clock, returning at 5:21, 6:32, 8:02 and 11:00 P. M. Depot only two
blocks from club house,

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Northern Division-John C. Iredale,
Fred V. Massey, Toronto; Elbert L. Fish, Cobourg, Out.; A. Tor-
rance. James Mmellie, BrockvilJe; George Gillies and George
Wilson. Gananoque, Out. Atlantic Division—Wm. H. Martin
Rochester, N. Y.

M ARINE AND FIELD CLUB.—The first canoe regatta of the
Marine and Field Club, of Bath, Long Island, will be sailed on
Sept 14, off the club house at Gravesend Bav. there being races
for seniors, juniors and novices, under A. C. A. rules. Entries
should be made as soon as possible to Russell Bleeker, 108 Front
street, New York,

Comae Canaeu and how to Build Them. By Parhvr B. Field.
Price HO cent*. Canoe and Boat Building. Bu IF. P. Stephens.
Prtc€ $1.00. Hie Came Aurora. By C. A.NeidA. Price $1. Canoe
Handling, ByC.B.Vaux. Price SI. Canoe and Camera. By T.
S. Steele. Price 1.60. Four Months in a Sucalrtiox. By JV. B. Bishop.
Price $l.uu. Canoe and Camp CooJicru. By "Smieea." Price $1.

The revised and abridged edition of the A O. U. Check List of
North American Birds, including the additions and changes made
in the supplement, will be sent post free on receiptor SOcts.- .ddy.
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| FOREST AND STREAM.

faceting.

"Wc*t India Hurricanes ami the Great March Blizzard:' By
Everett Hayden, U. ii. Hydrographte Office. Large quarto, with
lithograph ie pUWfi. Price :<l. Contains full hUtorit of the great
storm of March, 1SSS, with yraetical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

THE LAKE Y. R. A. ROUND OF 1889,
FROM its location ami many advantages Long Island Sound

has long held the first place as the leading American yacht-
ing ground, and as a part of the great thoroughfare bet,ween New
Fork and Boston it must always play a prominent place, in yacht-
ing, but it lias some formidable rivals iu the great inland lakes,
and the day will yet come when the lake fleets will squal those of
the seaboard in numbers and quality. Although t here is a large
number of pleasure craft%nd many races are sailed on the chain
of lakes between Superior and the St. Lawrence, yachting is yet,
for the most part in its infancy, and has hardly gone beyond the
preliminary stage, depending for its success ou the efforts of in-
dividuals, and of a few seat tere.d clubs, rather than on any strong
and general movement iu its behalf. Year by year, however, the
interest is extending, the sport is one that appeals strongly to
Americans, and as it becomes better known it, grows rapidly in
popularity. The great international races about New York have
played a most, important part in awakening a pride and interest
in yachting, and nowhere more than in isolated localities where
really good yachts were seldom or never seen. As might be sup-
posed, the sport is most advanced in the East, decreasing through
Lake Erie and so to the West, being most backward on Lake
Michigan. On the. first of the great lakes, Ontario, it has become
a permanent institution, boasting of a large body of yachtsmen
and a fine fleet.

The lake itself is perhaps the best lor yachting purposes of the
entire chain, a body of water 180 miles long and 50 miles wide,
twice the dimensions of Long Island Sound, free from outlying
shoals, with bold shores, and a depth of upward of 100 fathoms.
The fresh blue water is free from tides, with only a slight cur-
rent, and practii ally at the same, level from year to year. The
shores in many parts are picturesque, in some unusually so.
while there are a number of small harbors with almost draft
enough for a modern American forty-footer. The first seeds of
yachting on the lake were planted on the Canadian side about
Toronto, which has boasted of two large clubs for many years,
but within half a dozen years yachting bas become more popular
ou the south shore, under the care of such clubs as the Oswego
and Rochester. To the yachtsmen of Lake Ontario is due the
first earnest and successful effort to establish a definite system,
rather than to allow matters to run themselves, to the inconve-
nience of all concerned, as is the case on the Atlantic coast. The
yachting interests of the lake are in the hands of the Lake Yacht
Racing Association, a union of the different Canadian and
American clubs, that has been in existence for six seasons, dur-
ing which time it has done much for fne advancement of yacht-
ing. The clubs interested are the Oswego. Rochester, Hamilton,
Royal Canadian (of Toronto), Bay of Quinte, and Kingston. All
of these clubs use the same rule, that first introduced by the Sea-
wanhaka Corinthian Y. C, the regattas being open to all yachts
enrolled in the Association. A series of five or six regattas is
sailed every year at the different ports in the course of the two
weeks' cruise known as the lake round or circuit, each under the
management of the club at whose port it is held. The fleet in-
cludes some 50 yachts between the sizes of 25 and 70ft. l.w.l.,
among them being the new Smith schooner Oriole, the Atalanta,
once a contestant for the America's Cup, and the fast center-
board sloop White Wings, built by Cuthbert, the builder of Ata-
lanta and the other challenger, the Countess of Dnfferin.
The most, peculiar feature of the lake fleet is the farm! v of

Scotch cutters that has come together at different times, and
largely by chance, there being four Watson boats and one Fife.
The largest of the lot, Aileen, 55ft. l.w.l., was designed by Watson
and built at Toronto, a moderate cutter but with hardly draft,
enough for good windward work. The old Verve, built bvMr.
Watson in 1877, has long been owned in Toronto, and this year
her younger sister. Verve No. 2, built in 1881, has been bought by
Com. Boswell of the R. C. Y. C, after being on Lake Michigan
for several years. Last year Madge, after a varied career about
New York, was purchased by four Rochester yachtsmen, and has
been racing against, her sisters this season. The poor little lassie
had fallen into vandal hands while in New York, and has been
eonvorted into a sad travesty of the trim little ship that skipper
Duncan took such good care of when he brought her out here in
1881. Her low, light rail was replaced by a solid bulwark of plank
Sin. thick and 1ft. high all around her, the bitts and bowsprit
were raised up on chocks, high in the air, while below she was
fitted up in steamboat fashion with no end of heavy mahogany
joiner-work, marble basins and similar truck, until the original
hull was nearly sunk out of sight. To complete the fell work, her
topsides, including the copper, were painted white from the
waterllne up. With a few similar improvements in the rig tbe
work of spoiling her was completed. Her present owners have
rid her of a good deal of the stuff inside, and cut down the rail,
hut sue is still nowhere near her old trim, nor can she come near
to the newer Verve in most, weathers. Tbe prettiestand plumpest
cutter oi' the lot is the little Cyprus, an old Fife boat of 5'^ beams,
30x6ft, 4in. Though a bit passe and showing her age, the model

, has less of the lean and flat-sided look than most of her kind, and
in the heyday of her youth she must have been a very handsome
boat. Even now she proves too much for the wider boats that
race with her.
This year White Wings was left alone to represent the skim-

ming dish interests, the old flyers Atalanta, lolanthe, Garfield and
Cygnet not doing any racing. That she is well able to do it is
fully proved, as she met with but one defeat, at Rochester; while
last year she scored nine firsts to the same number of starts on
lakes Erie and Ontario. No doubt a great part of ber success is
due to excellent handling, though her crew is composed almost
entirely of young Corinthians. The new order of things is repre-
sented by the Burgess compromise. Merle, 34ft. l.w.l., a boat of
the general type of Nymph and Verena. She has been very suc-
cessful, but has met few boats good enough to test her merits
fairly.
The lake fleet as it stands to-day has been gathered from all

quarters; the narrow cutters from the Clyde race side by side with
the old McGiehan skimmers from the Jersey flats about Pamrapo;
the Boston keel boats, wide and deep, are found there, too, while
Cuthbert has built a number of fast centerboard sloops of shoal
draft. Besides thesea number of boats, good, bad and indifferent,
have been built by other parties about, the lake, some from de-
signs by Watson or Smith, some from amateur designs, and more
from no designs at all, they have simply "growed." Some have
been built, under the old Thames rule, some under a length rule,
a few under the present length and sail area rule, and many with-
out any regard to rules or measurement. Under these conditions
it has been a hard matter to grind down the fleet into anv kind of
racing shape, and many difficulties have been met. Naturally
many of the older boats have dropped, and entries are small in
some classes: but the racing each year is very satisfactory, all
things considered.
The conditions which maintain on Lake Ontario are different

from, those on the Atlantic coast or in Great Britain, and none of
the imported boats are fully suited to them, nor has any serious
effort yet, been made to build a yacht to meet them. When this
is done by some skillful designer, eit her amateur or professional.
Who is thoroughly familiar with lake vachting, a great improve-
ment in the fleet is likely to follow. The danger of over-sparring
and of too much power has been foreseen by many of the lake
yachtsmen, and this spring a movement for a heavier tax on sail
was inaugurated, but after discussion all action was postponed
Until the annual meeting of the L. Y. R. A. in November. The
Blassifieation by corrected length is advocated by many, and it is
not improbable that it may be. adopted.

. The sixth annual round, just finished, included five regular
races in addition to 30U miles of cruising from port to port with
the fleet, to say nothing of the distance traveled by most of the
aehts to the rendezvous, and then home from the final race,
he programme this year included a rendezvous at Rochester,
ew York, on Aug. 14, a race on the following day, then a run of
!0 miles to Hamilton, Ontario, a race there, followed by a run of

11 miles to Toronto, racing there, then on to Coburg, 65 miles,
stopping for a race, and across the lake to Oswego, 90 miles, for
the final race, leaving some of the yachts 150 miles from home
when the cruise disbanded. The original programme included a
race at Belleville on Aug. 26, the intention being to arop Kingston
this year, and to race alternately at the two places in the future:
but at the last moment a change was ma.de, and Belleville
ftropped out, Coburg further up the lake offering a regatta in-
stead. The completion of the new Murray canal, lately opened,
has greatly shortened the route to Belleville and the Bay of
0uint6, and will enable the fleet to reach Belleville in the future
without making a long and tedious detour.

Rochester, First Regatta, Aug. IB,

By the evening of Aug. 14 a numher of yachts were at anchor

at Charlotte, the port of Rochester—Aiken, Atalanta, Verve No.
1 and 2, White Wings. Madge, Cyprus, Merle, Amelia, Majel,
Velnette, Deerhound, Vision, Rivet and others.
The course was a peculiar one. the start being off the piers at

Charlotte, and the three, arms of the course, each 4 miles, being
laid out, N.W. by N.: N.E. by N.; and E.^N., in the shape of a fan.
The 50ft. class sailed out to the N.W- mark, back to start, then
out to E. mark and back, and then out to N.E. mark and in to
start, 24 miles. Tbe 86, 30 and 25ft. classes sailed around the N.W.
mark and back, then around the N.E. and to start, 16 miles. The
prizes were: 60ft: class, £75 to first and $50 to second; Stiff, class,
$50 and $25; 30ft. class, $40 and $20; 25ft, class, f,25 and $15. Two
to start, or no prize, three to start or no second prize.
On Thursday morning there was half a gale of wind blowing

from S.W., with a very heavy sea running, a short, steep chop,
such as the quiet Lake shows in a little while under the impulse
of a strong breeze. Tbe large class had no starters, Aileen not
racing this year, but, the 50ft. class brought out Verve No. 3,
owned by Com. Boswell, Royal Canadian Y. C, of Toronto;
Verve No. I, owned by Mr. Norman B. Dick, of Toronto; White
Wings, owned by Capt, M, Jarvis, Hamilton Y, C, and Madge,
owned by Messrs. Golding and Cart-wright, of the Rochester Y.C.
All started under lower sails, the. times at the line being:
Verve No. 2 10 43 00 Madge = . .10 46 45
While Wings 10 43 30 Verve No. 1 10 47 25
Owing to a delay with the gun, Verve No. 2 aud White Wings

were obliged to make a second start, being timed as above. When
a little way out, the spinaker boom of White Wings, a short
stick that passes under the forestay, broke its lashing and fell,
going aft between the main shroud and topmast shroud, the end
dragging in the water. Much time was lost, before tbe spar, with
4ft. broken off the end, could be hauled inboard, the heavy sea
making all work on deck very difficult, Verve gained greatly on
this round, leading White Wings by 7m. at its conclusion. She
gained during the remainder of the race, finishing a few seconds
ahead, but failing to save her time. Madge started her chain-
plates and withdrew. Merle sailed a good race in her class, and
Cyprus beat her two wide rivals badly. The full times were:

FIFTY-FOOT CLASS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Verve No. 2 10 43 00 2 18 54 3 3l5 54 3 34 40

White Wings 10 43 30 2 IS 30 3 85 00 8 35 00
Verve No. 1 10 47 25 2 20 22 3 41 57 3 36 01
Madge 10 46 45 Disabled.

THIRTY. SIX-FOOT CLASS.
Merle 10 54 20 1 17 21 3 23 01 2 21 09
Deerhound 10 53 10 1 24 38 3 21 28 2 31 28
Vision 10 58 10 1 48 28 2 50 18 2 44 17

THIRTY-FOOT CLASS.
Cyprus 11 03 11 1 42 45 2 39 34 2 39 34
Amelia 11 03 33 2 05 05 3 01 32 2 58 06
Majel 11 06 27 Not timed.

TWENTY-FIVE FOOT CLASS.
Velnette 11 13 55 2 19 00 8 05 05 3 03 28
Mary E 11 15 05 2 50 35 3 35 35 3 35 35
Lady Eva 11 14 00 Withdrew.
Edna 11 15 05 Withdrew.
Majel was not timed owing to a blunder in iiuishing. The

steam yacht Siesta was offered by Mr. H. H. Wrarner to the re-
gatta committee, Messrs. Warner and Baker being the judges.
The regatta, committee included Messrs. Ma tt, Cartwriglu, chair-
man; ,T. J. Leary, .1. R. White, A. T. Hageh, E. J. Woodbnrv and
H. Q. Thayer.
In the evening a, reception was held in the handsome house of

the Rochester Y. C, just completed. Com. Newell presiding and
presenting tne prizes. Next day a number of the yachts sailed
for Hamilton, but the sea was so heavy that they returned, start-
ing anew on Saturday morning and reaching Hamilton next day.
The schooner Oriole, of Toronto, joined the fleet, and also the
Wasp, of Cleveland. The latter yacht was built in Chicago in
1882 by John Towushend, being originally a sloop of 64ft. l.w.l.,

19ft. 10in. beam, and Oft. draft. In 1887 she was purchased by
Com. George W. Gardner, of Cleveland, and lengthened to 70fti,

being deepened Bin., while her rig was changed to a schooner. A
match was made between her and Oriole, designed by Mr. A. Cary
Smith, both being the same on l.w.l.

Hamilton, Second Reyatta, Aug. 19.

The courses for the Hamilton regatta were for 75 and 50ft.
classes, 24 miles; 33, 80 and 25ft. classes, 16 miles; 20ft. class, 8
miles. The prizes were: 75ft, class, #100 and $50; 50ft. class, $100,
$50 and $30: 36ft. class, 80, $40 and §25; 30ft. class. $80, $40 and $25;
25ft. class, $50. §25 and §15; 20ft. class, §50, §25 and $15; steam
launches, §40, §20 and §10.

The starters were: 75ft. class, schooners Wasp and Oriole; 50ft.

class. White Wings, both Verves, Madge, Coudor and Aggie; 36ft.

class, Merle, Coquette, Psyche and Vision; 80ft. class. Echo, Cy-
prus, Alert, Surge, Nadia, Laurel, St. Elmo, Majel and Amelia;
25ft. class, Greyhound, Vandetta, Neotune, Kelpie and Stella.
The start, was made at 11:30, with a fresh S. W. wind, dropping to
a calm later on and being variable all day. The times were:

Finish. Corrected.
4 35 50 4 5-1 10
4 34 17 4 50 33

5 26 51 5 04 16
5 24 47 5 45 R0
5 19 55 5 46 25
Not. timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.

3 44 30 3 57 35
4 01 50 •) 12 r,9

4 05 48 4 18 39
4 24 2;; Slot t'd.

4 08 07 4 16 89
4 16 17 4 21 30
4 27 00 4 30 57
4 28 40 4 31 22
4 28 29 4 35 52
4 33 43 4 44 50

4 31 34 4 27 50
4 49 53 4 48 03
5 43 20 5 26 GO
5 35 50 5 83 00
Not timed.

* . .. 2 27 55

75ft. class.
Start,

Oriole (Toronto) 11 31 40

Wasp (Cleveland) ...11 33 08
50ft. class.

White Wings (Hamilton) 11 31 07

Verve No. 1 (Toronto) 11 3t 25
Verve No. 2 (Toronto) 11 32 in

Aggie (Oakville) 11 31 55

Condor (Toronto.) 11 32 25

Madge (Rochester) 11 33 28
36ft. class.

Merle (Toronto) 11 46 55

Vision (Coburg) 11 46 00
Coquette (Hamilton) 11 43 45
Psyche (Hamilton) 11 47 05

30ft. class.
Alert (Hamilton) 11 50 51

Echo (Hamilton.) U 50 25

Nadia (Hamilton) 0 51 55

Amelia (Rochester) II 5:? 25
Majel (Rochester) 11 50 54
Cyprus (Hamilton) 11 50 52

25ft. CLASS.
Vandetta (Hamilton) 12 03 45

Stella (Hamilton) 12 01 50

Neptune (Hamilton) 12 17 00
Kelpie (Toronto) 12 02 50
Greyhound (Hamilton) 12 03 12

20ft. class.
Caprice (Toronto)
Aleda (Hamilton)
Aideen (Hamilton)
A race for steam yachts resulted as follows, the corrected time

and winner not being known:
STEAM YACHT.'-.

Start, Finish.
Beckett (Hamilton) 3 15 00 3 53 30
Marguerite (Hamilton). 2 15 00 3 57 53
Electric (Toronto) 3 15 00 Withdrew
The officers of the regatta were: J. F. Monck, Com.; John Stew-

art, Vice-Corn.; ^Emilius Jarvis, Captain; J. H. Fearnside, Hon.
Sec: G. F. Birely, Hon. Treas.; H. Lee, Meas.; R, A. Mathesius,
Time Keeper; Sailing Committee—^milius Jarvis, chairman; .1.

F. Monck, J. H. Fearnside. H. Lee, W. H. Judd, H. A. Mackelcan
and R, A. Mathesius.
The prizes were presented in the evening at the Ocean House,

Com. Monck presiding, and Com. Boswell, of Toronto, making the
presentation. The run to Toronto was made next day in a light
air.

Royal Canadian, Tliird Regatta, Toronto, Aug. -it.

The course for the Royal Canadian Y. O. regatta was the usual
15-mile triangle in the lake, the 75 and 50ft. classes sailing two
rounds, the others one. The prizes were: 75ft. class, $125 and $75:
50ft„ $125, §75 and $50; 36ft., §100, $50 and $30; 30ft,, §60, $40 and $20;
25ft., $50, $35 and $20. The Murray cup for 50ft, class, and the
Lome cup for 80ft. class, were offered for vachts enrolled in the
R. C. Yr. 0. only.
The wind was fresh S.W. at the start, falling light for a time,

with a heavy souall near the end. No schooners started, and
White Wings, the leading boat, failed to find the first mark,
overstanding considerably, so that Verve No. 2 made the mark
ahead of iter. In the squall White Wings broke her gaff aod was
compelled to lower sail and fish it with a pair of oars, but she
finally won, the times being:

50ft. class.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

White Wings 10 00 55 3 30 50 5 25 50 5 23 57
Arerve No. 2 10 08 00 3 54 20 5 49 10 5 46 42
Condor 10 16 30 4 17 30 6 12 30 6 08 00
Cygnet 10 05 00 4 14 60 6 00 50 6 09 50
Verve No. 1 10 02 2u 4 26 30 6 21 30 6 13 04
Aggie 10 09 40 Withdrew.
Whistle Wing 10 30 00 Withdrew.
Madge. 10 18 15 Withdrew,

36FT. CLASS.
Merle . , ,. .10 17 00 1 10 05 2 53 05 2 53 15
Vision 10 31 10 1 37 00 3 17 00 3 14 20
Psyche 10 16 50 1 38 15 3 21 28 3 26 43
Escape 10 16 30 2 17 16 4 00 04 3 54 43

30ft. class.
Cypress 10 31 40 2 14 30 3 42 50 3 42 50
Amelia 10 t.7 40 2 35 30 4 00 30 3 50 54

25ft. class.
Nadia 10 50 00 2 53 30 4 03 30 3 54 31
Stella. . 10 50 00 3 00 16 4 10 10 4 10 10
Kelpia 10 50 00 4 1 9 20 5 29 20 5 27 46
Mischief- 10 53 20 Withdrew.

20ft. class.
Aileen Not timed.
Caprice Not timed.
Aileen won in this class, but no time was taken. Undine, steam

yacht, Mr. F. B. Poison, was used as the judges' boat.
The officers for the day were: Judges, Thomas Baugh, H. C.

Dumas, F. B. Poison; start/.rs, C. W. Postlethwaite, W. Dickson;
timekeepers, L. H. Robertson, J. E. Robertson.
The yachtsmen were entertained in the evening by the R. C. Y'.

C. at its island house, where the prizes were presented, and on
the following day the fleet sailed for Coburg with a fresh S.W.
Wind.

Colniry, Fourth Regatta, Aug. !3Sl

Though Coburg has but few yachts there is great interest
taken in the L. Y. R. A., and no effort was spared to make the
stay of the yachtsmen a pleasant one. The courses were triangu-
lar, just off the harbor, and the prizes were: 50ft. class, $60, $40
and $35; 36ft., §50, $30 and $20; 30ft., $25, §15 and $10; 25ft,, $15 and
$10. Oriole, Aileen, Atalanta ajid Condor arrived too late to
start. The wind was light and fluky until near the end, when a
squall struck the fle-it, carrying away the topmast of the Verve
No. 2. The times were:

50ft. class.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

White Wings 10 35 (XI 5 36 Oil 6 51 05
Madge 10 32 43 5 23 43 6 65 00
Verve^To. 1 10 34 13 5 40 44 7 16 31
Endie 10 35 00 5 56 06 7 21 06
Verve No. 2 did not finish.

36ft. class.
Merle 10 55 00 5 03 20 6 07 20
Psyche ... . - 10 52 28 5 52 13 6 59 49
Vision 10 55 00 5 59 31 7 04 31

80FT. CLASS.
Alert 11 12 89 4 29 40 5 17 01
Amelia 11 11 38 4 30 20 5 18 42
Majel 11 12 13 Did not finish.

35ft. clash.
Nadia wins Not timed.
The prizes were presented in the evening at the Dunham House,

after which a, hall was given in honor of the yachtsmen at the
Arlington. Saturday was spent in harbor, several of the vachts
going out with ladies on board, and in the afternoon the yachts-
men attended a garden party. The fleet left Coburg during the
night and early in tho morning, but there was little wind and a
swell outside the harbor. Some of the yachts sailed direct for
Oswego, ninety miles distant, while others put in to Charlotte or
Sodus, all reaching Oswego by Monday afternoon. The Oswego
Y. C. was waiting to receive them, and in the evening a hop was
given in the parlors of the Doolittle House.

Osxvcqo, Fifth Regatta, Aug. HO.

The course for this race was laid out off the breakwater, start-
ing between it and a buoy, being five miles to leeward and return,
three rounds for the 50ft, class, two rounds for the 36 and 30ft.
classes, and one for the 25ft. class. Tbe prizes were: 50ft. class,
|60, $45 and $25; 36ft., §50. §40 and $20; 30ft., §30, $15 and $10; 35ft,,
§20, $10 and $5. The championship pennant, given by Mr. J. T.
Mott, was also sailed for by the yachts of the Oswego Y. C.
The. Lake was smooth with a strong S. wind, and the course was

laid nearly north. There was too much wind for clubtopsails at
the start, but it fell when half the race was sailed, being very
light at, the finish of the large yachts. White Wings took the lead
at tbe line and gained steadily on Madge and the two Verves over
the whole course. The run out was made with spinakers to star-
board, Madge tearing hers badly at the start. The second, fourth
and sixth legs were nearly dead to windward, Verve No. 2 was
next to White Wings, but conld never catch her. Merle won
easily in her class, beating Vision and Katie Gray. Cyprus beat
Amelia in the 30ft. class, and Volante, a 20ft. cruiser with yawl
rig, won in the 25ft. class. The full times were:

50ft. class.
Start. Finish.

White Wings 10 03 55 3 12 01

Verve No. 3 10 04 20 3 27 45 5 23 20 5 20 52
Verve No. 1 10 01 40 3 33 35 5 31 15 5 22 49
Madge 10 03 05 3 54 45 5 51 14 5 .48 39

36FT CliASS
Merle 10 13 85 '

1 25 20 3 11 45 3 11 45
Vision 10 10 40 1 39 20 3 28 45 3 25 05
Katie Gray 10 10 35 1 41 35 3 31 00 3 25 23

30ft. class.
Cyprus 3 32 55
Amelia 4 07 10

25ft. class.
Yolante Winner.
Magic Second.
Fleda Capsized.
In the evening the large boat house ot the Oswego Y. C. adjoin-

ing the handsome club house was cleared of the ijuats and fitted
up with tables, supper being served there to all the visitors after
Com. McMurrieh had presented the prizes. After some songs and
speeches the party broke up, and next morning the fleet dispersed,
some going to Rochester, some to Toronto, and others to Hamil-
ton and Coburg.

HULL Y. C. OPEN REGATTA, AUG. 30.
IT was expected that the forties would turn out in force for the

open regatta of the Hull Y. C.,but the hard racing of the
Corinthian Y. C. had told on the fleet. Tomahawk had gone to
La.wley's to strip and lay up, Gorilla and Minerva were off for
New York, where they will race at Larchmont, and Chiquita did
not appear. Pappoose and Alice were on hand in the morning,
but tuere was a dense fog, so the start was delayed, and when
finally decided on, at 2 P. M., both had left the harbor. As the
start was not made until 3:20 but one round, 12 miles, was sailed,
the course being: Across the line between the judges' steamer off
Point Allerton and boat bearing red flag, leaving judges' steamer
on port; thence four miles southeast by east, leaving boat flying
white flag of Bare Rock on port, to and around flagboat flying
Hull Y. C. pennant, leaving it on port; thence four miles north,
one-quarter east, to and around flagboat flying Hull Y. C. pen-
nant, leaving it on port; thence four miles west-southwest, one-
half south, leaving Harding's bell buoy on port, flagboat flying
white flag off Point Allerton on starboard, to and across starting
line, lea ving judges' steamer on port.
The starters were divided into keel and centerboard classes,

Shadow being sailed by Capt. Crocker, Kathleen by Mr. Crownin-
shield, with other Marblehead amateurs, and tbe new Burgess
centerboard 30. Shark, by Mr, Fowle and Saracen's crew. There
was a good breeze at the start, lasting through the race. Shadow
led her class, winning easily, while Kathleen left the thirties
from the start, beating all on elapsed time, though Harbinger
wroxild nave taken the prize on corrected time had the keels and
centerboards been classed together. As it was, Kathleen came
within 15s. of beating the famous centerboard Shadow, 4ft. longer
and 4ft. wider, without time allowance. The new centerboard 30,
Shark, was 3m. astern of the keel Kathleen. The times were:

FIRST CLASS-SOFT. AND LESS THAN 35FT.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Shadow, John Bryant 33.11 3 07 39 1 38 41
Albatross. J. J. Henry 84.02 2 10 35 1 41 51
Nimbus, J. J. Souther 34.05 2 12 13 1 43 49
Magic, E. C. Neal 31.03 Withdrew.

SECOND CLASS—CENTERBOARDS, 24FT. AND LESS THAN 30FT.
Harbinger, J. R. Hooper 38.01 2 09 13 1 34 28
Shark, Morton Prince 30.11 2 10 59 1 39 13
E. W. D., E. W. Dixon 25 .01 3 20 24 1 42 03
White Fawn, W. C. Cherington 25.01 2 23 18 1 44 56
Erin, John C'avanaugh 26.08 3 34 04 1 47 40
Duchess, Wood Bros 25.03 3 26 12 1 48 02
Moondyne, Shaw Bros 24.08 2 31 00 1 52 04

SECOND CLASS -KEELS, 24FT. AND LESS THAN 30FT.
Kathleen, W. Wnitlock .31.07 2 07 54 1 36 48
Elf, VV~. H. Wilkinson 29.0=3 2 11 50 1 38 22
lone, J. S. Poyen .... 26.01 3 18 58 1 43 52
Veto, C. P. Pike 26.01 3 23 23 1 45 16
Mai vena, A .1. L,ovett 29 01 2 21 53 1 48 15
Mignon. H. Babson 38.07 Withdrew.
Breeze, Geo. Martin. Jr U9.00 Withdrew.
The judges were B. W. Rowell, J. A, Stetson, J. R, Chadwick,

J. B. Forsyth and W. E. Sherriffs. A protest was entered by
Nimbus against Shadow and Albatross for measurement, but the
result of the measurement will not affect the prizes,

Elapsed. Corrected.
5 09 45 5 09 45
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CORINTHIAN Y. C. RACES AT MARBLEHEAD.
THE result of the three days' racing reported last week gave

Minerva and Chiquita each two legs for the Weld cup, as it

was supposed; while, as Kathleen was disqualified for passing
inside of the can buoy on South Breaker in the first l-ace on
Monday, the club prize for the 30ft. class went to Saracen and the
Saracen cup to Mignon. In the 27ft. class Swordfish won the
cup. The regatta committee, after announcing Minerva as the
winner > f the first race on Saturday, decided on Tuesday that
there had heen no race, the finish having been marie 23s. after
sunset, instead of 23s. before. It is stated that though she
crossed before the gun was fired from the Fortuna, the gun was
some seconds behind the time of the observatory at Cambridge.
As it fortunately happened, the only result was to give Minerva
an extra chance to show how much faster she is than all the
American boats of her class; but had she met with any mishap in
the extra race, and the Weld cup gone to the next boat, Chiquita,
18m. astern, a grave injustice would have been done to Minerva
by such a decision. It is right enough to have a time limit and to
adhere to it to a second, but in this case, instead of a provision
that the race should be sailed within a certain numher of hours,
there was an arbitrary limit of sunset. As the start was delayed
for an hour through no fault of Minerva, it would have been very
unfortunate and unfair had she lost the cup and the honors of
such a fine series of races. Had a protest been made against the
race being awarded to her the committee might have been
obliged to entertain if, but after the way in which she has out-
sailed them there is not one of her rivals that would have denied
Minerva the race on purely technical grounds.

Aug. 28—Fourth Bay.
The wind on Wednesday was light, E.S.E., with a long swell left

from the sea of the preceding d;i y. The course was 10 miles to
windward and return, starting from Half-Way Rock. Gorilla
was unable to complete repairs in lime to start, and Tomahawk
had lost interest in the racing and gone to Lawley's to lay up; so
only five yachts started, crossing the line as follows:
Xara . 1 1 25 54 Pappoose 11 26 22
Minerva 11 26 01 "Chiquita U 26 30
Alice 11 26 18
Xara had the lead, but Minerva soon passed her for the day.

Before the turn was reached Pappose had worked into second
place, the times at the turn being:
Minerva 1 55 58 Xara 2 11 51
Pappoose 2 05 50 Chiquita 2 12 45
Alice 2 10 29
The run home was made under spinakers, with booms well for-

ward. Pappoose made 47s. on Minerva in the ruuning, but lost
the race by 5m., corrected time. The full times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Minerva 11 26 01 3 37 31 4 12 31 4 09 54
Pappoose 11 2ii 22 3 46 86 4 21 30 4 14 56
Alice 11 26 18 4 03 31 4 38 31 4 35 54
Chiquita 11 26 30 4 05 14 4 44 40 4 38 09
Xara 11 25 54 4 10 52 4 40 42 4 43 05

Awj- 29—Fifth Day.

The ownership of the Weld cup was pretty well settled by Wed-
nesday's race, hut a little secondary excitement was infused into
the last race on Thursday by the contest for the Carroll cup,
offered for a race at Bar Harbor in July, but not sailed, and now
open to Gorilla. Pappoose and Alice, the only forties that made
the cruise to Mt. Desert. The wind was fresh, N.E. by E., and the
course was a triangle from Marblehead Hock around the Whist-
ling Buoy off the Graves, then 8 miles to windward and around a
mark boat and home. 34 miles. The start was made at 11:39, a wait
heing made to accommodate Gorilla, whose new topmast was not
quite set up. The start was timed:
Minerva 11 30 17 Gorilla 11 31 04
Pappoose 11 30 26 Alice 11 31 35
Chiquita 11 30 52
There was some sea and a good breeze at the start, but during

the race the wind fell off somewhat.
On the run to the Graves, partly under spinakers, Minerva only

gained 3 minutes on Chiquita, the times being:
Minerva 12 40 35 Gorilla 12 44 44
Chkraits 12 43 16 Alice 12 45 23
Pappoose 12 44 37
On the next leg, of only 8 miles to windward, she gained 14

minutes on the Burgess centerboard Chiquita. On this leg Pap-
poose tried a little jockeying with Gorilla, the former being on
port tack and the latter on starboard. Gorilla hold her course,
and Pappoose just failed to clear her, ca'chiug her bowsprit under
Gorilla's boom. The spar held, though it bent badly, bmt the top-
mast was pulled out of the little Indian babv, leaving her under
lower sails. She cleared away the wreck and continued, making
a goo i race in spite, of the breakdown. The times at second mark
were:
Minerva 2 38 00 Pappoose 3 00 20
Chiquita 2 55 10 Alice 3 05 50
Gorilla - 2 55 47

The run in was devoid of incident, Minerva holding her lea.d
easily and winning by 18 minutes from Chiquita. The times were:

Stare. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Minerva 11 30 17 3 33 50 4 03 56 4 00 00
Chiquita 11 30 52 3 51 13 4 21 13 4 18 05
Pappoose 11 30 20 4 02 02 4 32 20 4 22 25
Gorilla 11 31 04 3 53 10 4 23 10 4 22 02
Alice 11 31 35 4 03 27 4 33 27 4 29 31
Pappoose takes third place from Gorilla under the allowance

table of the Eastern Y. C, but in the race for the Carroll cup,
sailed under Seawanhaka allowances. Gorilla beat Pappoose.
The five races, constituting in all one of the most interesting and
instructive series on record, reflects great credit on the Corinth-
ian Y. C. The management of the series was in the hands of
Messrs. H. H. Buck, H. E. Van Nostrand, W. A. Harvey, F. A.
Seameus and E. W. Hodgkins.

NEW YORK Y. R. A.. FIRST REGATTA, SEPT. 2.

THE young New York Yacht Racing Association, formed last
winter, sailed its first regatta on Sept. 2. the event heing a

success in every way. The entries numbered 132, and though 50
did not start, the remainder made a very large fleet, 82 in all. The
start and finish was off Liberty Island, the courses being: For
Classes A, B, C and D to and around Buoy No. M4 on -outhwest
Spit. Classes E and F to and around Red Bell Buoy at end of
Swash Channel. Classes G, Nos. 1. 2, 5, 6 and 7, round Buoy No.
13, off Swinburne island. Classes 3. 4, 8 and 9 found Buoy No. 15,
leaving it on port hand, thence to and around Fort Lafayette.
The yachts were rated under a plain and simple rule "with no

plus in it"—length on waterline added to length over all, and the
sum divided by 2. There was a whole sail breeze up the Bay and
Narrows, making a beat out and run home. The times were:

CLASS D—CABIN SLOOPS OVER 38 AND UNDER 45FT.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Dudley 12 21 53 Did not finish.
Avalon 12 24 11 Did not finish.
Gertrude 12 26 53 6 42 34 6 15 41 5 23 01
Phantom 12 24 59 Did not finish.

CLASS E - CABIN SLOOPS OVER 32 AND UNDER 38FT.
Tarn o'' Shanter 12 25 53 6 12 00 5 49 07 5 03 39
Caprice 12 2d 59 6 17 36 5 48 57 5 03 17
Carrie Van Voorhees.12 21 51 5 28 89 5 06 48 4 20 04
Agnes S 12 29 13 6 22 39 5 53 20 5 06 16
Mergus 12 27 46 5 32 36 5 04 50 4 17 32
Coquette 12 28 37 6 43 55 6 15 18 5 27 08
Emily B... 12 24 53 6 31 46 6 06 53 5 17 23
Lottie 12 22 22 6 12 06 5 49 44 4 59 20Emma and Alice 12 30 00 0 08 45 5 38 45 4 48 21
Katie Louise 12 21 20 6 27 24 6 06 04 5 15 26
Wacondah 12 25 05 Did not finish.

CLASS V—CABIN SLOOPS OVER 27 AND UNDER 32FT.
Progress 12 30 00 6 51 09 6 21 09 5 29 43Emmy C 12 20 53 6 07 08 5 40 13 4 48 15
Gracie T 12 30 00 Did not finish.
Peerless 12 23 40 Did not finish.
Forsyth 12 22 07 5 33 20 5 11 13 4 15 53
Julian 12 21 21 Did not finish.
Wahasso 12 26 27 Did not finish.
Jonah 12 30 00 0 45 25 6 15 25 5 17 45
Anme K 12 27 23 Did not finish.
Restless 12 23 06 6 03 58 5 40 52 4 45 50

CLASS G CABIN SLOOPS UNI EB 27FT.
Hattie 12 24 17 5 44 45 5 20 28 4 33 34
Christine 12 25 35 5 31 59 4 56 24 4 u9 06
Lurline 12 26 01 5 07 10 4 41 09 3 53 57
Arrow 12 24 51 Did not finish.
Empire. 13 30 05 5 34 44 5 08 39 4 19 00
Flirt 12 28 45 Did not finish.
Nellie C 12 25 37 5 48 47 5 23 10 4 30 38
Bertha 12 23 53 5 03 48 4 39 55 3 53 58

CLASS 1—OPEN SLOOPS OVER 27 AND UNDER 32FT.
Amateur 12 36 05 4 21 16 3 45 11 3 04 20
Eagle Wing 12 37 15 4 55 49 4 18 34 3 84 48

CLASS 3—OPEN SLOOPS OVER 23 AND UNDER 37FT,
Jas. T. Corlett 12 34 23 4 12 49 3 38 26 3 52 31
Gesine 12 37 12 4 42 00 4 04 54 3 14 54
Our Own 12 32 29 4 49 42 4 17 13 3 37 09
Eunice 12 32 14 Did not finish.
Thorn 12 35 10 5 04 39 4 29 29 3 40 25

CLASS 3—OPEN SLOOPS OVER 20 AND UNDER 23FT.
Leader.. 12 40 00 Did not finish.
Sophia 12 33 58 4 16 35 4 43 37 3 00 26
Ju-.tWokeUp 12 38 12 4 11 34 3 33 23 2 50 11
Rival 12 38 05 3 50 11 3 12 06 2 27 43
Gypsie 12 34 15 4 39 36 4 05 21 3 20 08

CLASS 4—OPEN SLOOrS UNDER. 20ET.
Lone Star 12 40 CO 4 38 04 3 48 04 2 58 40
Mascotte 12 40 00 Did not finish.

CLASS 5—CABIN CATBOATS.
Ripple 12 37 00 5 40 31 5 03 31 4 11 00
Venture 12 39 59 Did not finish.
Ella F 12 34 40 4 51 55 4 17 15 3 32 30
Bessie 12 37 14 4 47 25 4 10 11 3 30 35

CLASS 6—OPEN CATBOATS OVER 27 AND UNDER 32FT.
Nora L 12 39 33 4 58 15 4 18 41 3 35 08
Elvira 12 36 51 4 57 05 4 20 14 3 35 59
Squan 12 34 05 4 59 41 4 25 36 3 41 06
Nina 12 33 50 4 50 10 4 16 13 3 25 57

CLASS 7—OPEN CATBOATS OVER 23FT. AND UNDER 27 FT.
No Name 12 37 59 6 35 48 5 57 49 Notm.
S. S. Fiee 12 35 30 5 00 15 4 24 45 3 38 38
May F 12 30 20 Did not finish.
Irene 12 31 20 5 07 00 4 33 47 3 44 08
Alida. 12 34 12 4 49 55 4 15 43 3 25 30
Aller 12 ^3 20 4 56 42 4 23 22 3 36 33
Edna 12 34 36 4 40 13 4 05 37 3 15 49

CLASS 8—OPEN CATBOATS OVER 20 AND UNDER 23FT.
Pauline B 12 31 36 3 57 30 3 25 4*1 2 43 48
H. H. Holmes 12 34 49 4 14 51 3 40 02 2 57 46
Three Brothers 12 33 29 4 18 39 3 45 10 3 03 40
Lizzie V 12 36 33 4 06 01 3 29 28 2 45 38
F. Oliver 12 30 00 4 10 57 :{ 30 57 2 47 15

Emma D 12 32 19 4 17 03 3 44 44 2 59 09
Shamrock 12 30 09 4 34 03 3 57 05 3 15 1(1

Irex 12 32 24 4 13 21 3 40 57 2 59 08
Mary S 12 34 15 4 29 25 3 55 10 3 12 32

CLASS 9—OPEN CATBOATS UNDER 20FT.
So So 13 34 23 4 16 53 3 42 30 2 56 30
Hoodoo 12 36 59 4 46 02 4 09 03 3 33 23
Go Softly 12 35 39 4 13 07 3 37 38 3 51 18
IdaK 13 33 32 4 16 24 3 42 52 2 56 38
Gauntlet 12 34 00 Disabled.
Henry Fisher 12 40 00 4 44 02 4 04 02 3 16 44
Triton 12 35 00 4 37 09 4 02 09 3 14 35
Miriam 12 38 00 5 44 01 5 06 01 4 16 18
Dash 12 37 18 Did not finish.
Bon Ton 12 35 54 4 07 35 3 32 41 2 42 47
Eddie 13 40 00 Did not finish.
The winners were—Class 1>, Gertrude; class E, Mergus; class F,

Forsyth; class G, Lurline; class 1, Amateur; class 2, James T.
Corlett; class 3, Rival; class 4. Lone Star; class 5. Bessie; class 6,
Nina; class 7, Edna: class 8, Pauline B.; class 9, Boa Ton.
The regatta committee included Messrs. Puhlman, Cameron,

Gibson, Tucker and Parkhill. Judges were Messrs. Petersen,
Simms and Gartland.

RHODE ISLAND Y. C. ANNUAL REGATTA.
THE annual open regatta of the Rhode Island Y. C. was sailed

on Aug. 37 in a strong N.E. wind, the courses being:
For classes 1, 3 and 3, from judges' boat and signal off club

house, stakeboat off southeast of Warwick Light, leaving same
on port, thence around stakeboat oft Rumstick Point, leaving
same on port and return to starting point, 20 miles.
For classes 4 and 5, from judges' boat and signal off club house

around black spar buoy off Greene's Island, leaving same on star-
board, thence around black spar buoy between Silver Spring
wharf and north end of Starve Goat Island, leaving same on port,
thence, leaving black spar buoy opposite club house on starboard,
back to starting point, crossing line from south to north, 9 miles.
For class 6, from judges' boat and signal off clubhouse, to and

around signal southwest of Bullock's Point wharf, thence around
black spar buoy off Gaspee Point, between Silver Spring wharf
and north end of Starve Goat island, thence around signal off
Bullock's Point wharf, thence around buoy off Gaspee Point,
back to starting point, turning stakes to be left on starboard, 10
miles. The times were:

FIRST CLASS—SLOOPS 33FT. AND UNDER 43FT.
Start Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Peri 12 42 36 3 35 02 2 52 26 2 45 24
Awa 12 41 11 3 29 09 2 47 58 2 45 38
Millie 12 40 49 3 27 30 2 46 41 2 46 41
Mignon 12 44 19 3 40 41 2 55 22 2 49 13
Wilful 12 43 16 4 06 31 3 23 19 3 14 19
Valhalla 12 48 33 4 09 44 3 26 11 3 17 03
Undine 12 42 30 4 00 17 3 17 57

SECOND CLASS—SLOOPS 23FT. AND UNDER 33FT.
Annie 12 50 00 3 54 31 3 01 31 3 02 33
Diamond 12 50 0(1 4 03 45 3 13 45 3 07 33
Myrtle 12 50 00 4 05 04 3 15 04 3 14 12
Frolic 13 46 16 4 05 22 3 19 06 3 14 24
Rhodia 12 49 44 4 08 42 3 18 58 3 18 40
Mascot 12 50 00 4 16 04 3 26 04 4 20 42
Ramona 12 50 00 4 17 01 3 27 04 3 27 04
Egbert 13 49 50 Broke down.

THIRD CLASS—CATBOATS 24 FT. AND OVER.
Climax 12 53 57 3 57 56 3 03 59 3 02 59
A. P. E 12 54 23 4 03 54 3 09 30 3 04 48
Tramp 12 51 30 4 02 45 3 11 15 3 11 05
Louise 12 51 25 4 02 37 3 11 12 3 11 12
Emilia 12 53 15 4 09 20 3 16 05 3 11 33
Mattie 13 45 58 4 18 34 5 23 36 3 21 10

FOURTH CLASS—CATBOATS 20 FT. AND UNDER 24FT,
Victor 12 55 47 3 23 49 1 38 02 1 27 12
Gladys 12 56 09 2 25 52 1 29 43 1 27 13
Faust 12 56 02 2 29 26 1 33 24 1 33 21
Maud 12 56 38 2 80 31 1 33 53 1 33 26
Jessie 12 58 11 2 34 59 1 36 48 1 34 U
Edna 13 67 42 2 33 53 1 30 11 1 34 28
Alice 12 57 11 2 33 34 1 35 26 1 34 44
Surprise 13- 56 44 2 33 01 1 36 17 1 35 05
Hesper

1

00 35 Did not finish.
Unknown 1 01 02 Capsized 2:15 off Popham.

FIFTH CLASS—CATBOATS 17FT. AND UNDER 30ET.
Daisy

1

01 30 3 88 50 1 37 20 1 37 20
Rarus. . . 1 01 47 3 41 54 1 40 07 1 39 54
Vision 102 11 2 45 03 1 42 52 1 41 40
Arnold

1

01 49 2 15 16 2 43 27 1 42 45
Jaunty

1

01 59 3 01 57 1 59 58 1 57 15
SIXTH CLASS—CATBOATS, 17FT. AND UNDER.

Zaxa 1 05 34 3 08 45 2 03 21 2 02 24
Nettie 1 06 13 3 14 30 2 08 17 2 08 17
Bat 1 00 33 3 21 23 2 14 50 2 12 02
The old sloop Peri, saiied by her owner, Mr. F. P. Sands, defeated

the new Burgess 40, Awa. The special prize given by Vice-Corn.
Sands goes to Millie.

ANNISQUAM REGATTA.—An open regatta was sailed at An-
nisquam on Aug. 24, the prizes being given by the citizens and
summer visitoj s. The wind was very light and the finish was
made after dark, the times being:

FIRST CLASS—22 TO 27PT.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Black Cloud, Brown 23.04 4 00 10 3 82 21

Hazard, Pierce and Moody 23.00 4 27 15 3 53 28
Evelyn, Small 26.03 4 45 55 4 15 10

SECOND CLASS—18 TO 22FT.
Maud S., Irwin 21.05 4 29 18 3 52 35
Silver Cloud, McLaughlin 23.00 5 31 30 4 55 51
Climax, Tucker 18.07 Time not taken.
White Wings, Perry 20.09 Time not taken.
Inez, Lloyd 20.03 Time not taken.

THIRD CLASS—15 TO 18FT.
Luna, Webster 10.08 4 50 35 4 07 88
Madcap, G. H. Wheeler 16.07 4 12 10 4 38 04
Two It's, Presson 17.00 Withdrawn.
Uncas, Hodgkins 16.08 Withdrawn.

MOSQUITO CLASS.
Wirwina, McFarland 14.07 3 34 15 2 07 45
Pansy, Davis 15.00 2 38 40 3 12 43
Voma, H. Wheeler 14.08 2 40 25 2 14 25
Truay, A. Wheeler 13.08 2 18 14 2 46 20

EASTERN Y. C—The fall regatta of the Eastern Y. C. will be
saiied to-day off Marblehead, open to 40ft. yachts of any club.
The prizes are $200, with a second of $100 for 5 starters and a third
of $50 for 7 starters.

CORINTHIAN Y. C—The Corinthian Yr. C, of Narragansett
Bay, will hold its first regatta on Sept. 1.

BEVERLY Y. C.

THE 152d regatta, fourth open sweepstakes, was sailed at Mar-
blehead on Aug. 31, in a rather moderate easterly breeze,

rather stronger in harbor than outside, onlv the best boats entered.
First, and second classes had a heat to Half Wav Rock, along

and very short leg to S.E. Breaker, a reach to Gales Ledge and
trie wind on the quarter home.
In first class Shark and Elf for some reason did not start; lone

broke gaff just before start, leaving Kathleen, Mignon and Har-
binger to fight it out-
Kathleen got the best start. Harbinger being under her lee and

Mignon astern, the latter was not good enough and fell astern.
The Cape cat gradually ate up to windward while footing with
her competitor, and was first at Half Way Rock, which she
rounded at once, standing toward S.E. Breaker, Kathleen stood
on a little, but when Harbinger tacked for the Breaker she
crossed the sloop's bow; on the reach Kathleen passed her, but
running home the cat held her own and won easily" on allowance.
In second class Hazard and Black Cloud sailed a close race, the

latter winning by a trifle. It is to be regretted that the absence
of Swor-dhsh's owner kept her out of the Tace.
In the third class Tom Cat appeared with a large cathoat rig,

and was looked on as a winner in the light air. Heron sailed her
first race and her big rig made her formidable. The crack C. B.
jib and mainsail had a walkover, but sailed over course to try
the others; she started reefed. Kiowa appeared with a new and
very poor, must that buckled badly.
Boats crossed in a bunch on gunfire. Heron ran well but fell

to leeward, while Kiowa took leadot windward division. Wraith
tacked to southward as she cleared the point, others went to
northward of Cat Island. For several tacks Kiowa crossed the
bows of Mosca and Kathleen by gradually increasing distances,
Eureka crawling up, and others dropping astern.
Outside of Cat Island there was a little sea. Tom Cat dropped

back to Heron; Kiowa increased her lead on all but Eureka, who
had shaken out reef as breeze became very light.
Kiowa rounded Half-way Rock first, then Eureka, then Heron,

Kathleen, Mosca and Wraith in a bunch, then Tom Cat, followed
by Roxy.
On the run in Eureka's big rig carried her Dast Kiowa, the latter

having a small cruising rig, but she could notsave her allowance.
On the whole, it was a good day for Cape catboats. In the fourth
(hiss Rocket, easily beat Dolphin. Summary as follows. Judges,
Wm. A. Jeffries and A. S. Hardy:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Kathleen, Wm. Whitlock 40.00 3 15 01. 2 15 01

Harbinger, J. R. Hooper 33 00 2 16 04 2 U 10
Mignon, H. Babson .34.09 2 21 39 2 19 07
Shark, Morton Prince Did not start.

Elf, W. H. Wilkinson 35.11 Did not start.
lone, J. S. Poyen Did not start.

SECOND CLASS.
Black Cloud, C. Brown 30.09 2 30 55 2 24 10
Hazard, Tierce & Moody 29.07 2 32 58 3 25 11
Fraud, H. T. Hutchings 28.00 Not timed.

THIRD CLASS CATS.
Kiowa, W. A. & W. L Jeffries 32.01 1 43 04 1 33 17
Tom Cat. O. EC Lockhardt 21.11 1 47 57 1 38 01
Heron, F. E. Cabot 21.02 1 48 05 1 37 31
Pixv, F. W. Chandler 21.04 Not timed.

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS.
Kathleen, R. S. Peabody 25.07 1 49 53 1 42 42
11ns. a. C. H. W. Foster 24.06 1 50 37 1 42 40
Wraith, ti. P. Benson. 22.03 1 51 00 1 41 20

SPECIAL CLASS.
Eureka, E. B. Rogers 25.06 1 41 52 1 34. 38

IfOURTH CLASS.
Rocket, H. M. Faxon 18.04 1 55 03 1 41 15
Dolphin, Royal Bobbins 18.00 2 05 59 1 52 20
First prizes won by Harbinger, Black Cloud, Kiowa. Wraith,

Eureka and Rocket; second prize by Heron. Kathleen, 3d class,
asked for rerueasnrement after race, report, not yet received, but
it cannot change prize.

The first open race and 153d regatta was sailed at Monument
Beach on Sept. 2, and was the most successful race that has been
sailed for years in the Bay. The entry was large and made up of
the pick of the Cape boats, the wind was true and strong enough
to make a good race, and the result in the various classes very
close.
Day opened with a dead calm and fog, the B. B. Y. O. being

unable to sail their race, advertised for 9 A. M., on time; but
about noon a high S.S.W. breeze struck in, and by 1:30 there was
a nice, whole sail breeze, increasing steadily through the race
In first Qnisset and Climax sailed a good race, both of them

beating A. P. E. In second Crawl had just her breeze and took
advantage of it, coming within 13s. of Climax on corrected time,
with Mist, Wildcat, Widgeon and Defiance close up. Widgeon's
new sail is very baggy; she could not point with the others, but
reached very fast; when in trim she will bo heard from. Gym-
note had just received a new and larger sail, but it fitted so badly
that it could not be used.
In third class Petrel and Eina appeared with new and larger

sails, bound to beat Daisy if possible. The latter sailed a very
plueky race. Shad cracked her mast badly on Saturday, and
could not get a new one; she restopped it, turned part way round,
and started to race till mast went.
Daisy led olf, Eina about half her allowance behind; it. was very

close work, but Eina finally caught up wit h Daisy, but could not
pass her, as Daisy had weather gauge. They finished first round
together, Daisy 2s. ahead; Eina finally passed her, but too late to
make up her allowance.
The little fellows also sailed a close race, Edith winning by 35s.

Kitten protests Reba J or fouling Buoy 3. Protest not yet decided.
In the special class Reliance beat Ramona handsomely.
Courses—First and second classes: From starting point, leaving

Black Buoy No. 3 on starboad, Bird Island Buoy No. 13 on port,
Scraggy Neck Buoy No. 10 on port, to judges' yacht; 11 miles.
Third class: Leaving Black Buoy No. 3, AbiaPs Ledge Buoy,
judges' boat, and Black Buoy No. 3 on starboard, and return; 8
miles. Fourth class: Leaving Black Buoy No. 3, judges' yacht
and Black Buoy No. 3 on starboard, and return; 6J^ miles. Sloop
class: Leaving Black Buoy No. 3 on starboard. Scraggy Neck
Buov aud Black Buoy No. 8 on port, and return; 13% miles. Wind,
S. S. W„ whole sail breeze.

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected

Climax, E. C. Stetson, Mattapoisett . . .
. 30.05 2 08 16 2 00 53

Quissett, J. L. Stackpole, B.Y.C. 29.06 2 10 52 2 02 37
A. P. E„ Dan'l Crosby, Osterville 27.01 2 15 42 2 05 15
Violet, G. H. Richards et a!, B.Y.C 27.06 3 26 26 2 16 10

SECOND CLASS.
Crawl, G. E. Phinney, Mon. Beach 20.04 2 12 39 2 01 06
Mist, G. H. Lyman, Jr., B.Y.C. 26.08 2 14 07 2 02 56
Widgeon, Moses Wrilbams, Jr., B.Y.C. 26.10 2 16 14 2 05 14
Wildcat, S. P. Hill, Mon. Beach 26 04 2 10 23 2 04 50
Defiance, H. E. Perry, Mon. Beach 20.04 2 17 21 2 05 48
Gymnote, W. E. C. Euslis, B.Y.C 26.10 2 20 34 2 09 84
Thvra, Paul Bartholon, B.Y.C 26.11 2 23 15 2 11 20
Lestris, J..shua Crane, B.Y.C 24.02 2 26 08 2 12 01
Beatrice, W. E. Curry, B.Y.C ... 24.10 3 31 24 2 18 06

SLOOP CLASS.
Reliance, N. H. Emmons, B.Y.C 35.05 2 52 04 2 48 05
Ramona, M. N. Bray, B.Y.C 36.00 3 04 00 3 00 33

THIRD CLASS.
Eina, John Parkinson, B.Y.C 32.09)^ 2 04 14 1 52 34
Daisy. Howard Stockton, B. v .C 21.01 2 05 41 1 52 19
Laura, Chas. Wing, Sep.Y. C

21.06

2 07 08 1 54 13
Hera, Louis Bacon, B.Y.C 21.11 2 08 04 1 55 36
Petrel, Vice-Corn. Richards, B.Y.C 20.07 2 09 25 1 55 30
Ulula, W. H. Winship, B.B.Y.C 21.02 2 28 03 2 14 46
Trojan, W. H. Tolhurst, Mon. Beach. . .22.10 Withdrew.
Racer, John Rider, B.B.YT,C Withdrew.

FOURTH CLASS.
Edith, Irving Chapman, B.Y.C 18.05 1 30 30 1 18 00
Kitten, G. H. Richards, et al, B.Y.C. . . . 19.11% 1 34 15 1 22 12
Tola, J. C. Dexter, .Mattapoisett 15.08 1 35 19 1 18 35
Reba, W. K. Berry, Matiauoisert 16.00 1 35 20 1 19 v

8

Pollv, Richard Codman, B.Y.C 18.05 1 36 50 1 23 23
Nymph, Geo. G. Aineri, B.Y.C 17.01 1 38 36 1 23 38
Dyonis, Eugene Johnson, Mon Beach. ..not. m. 1 45 39
Rena, A. M. Killer, Mattapoisett not m', 1 47 00
Mab, F. B. Beamont, B. Y. 0 16.07 1 47 11 1 27 10
Class one, first. Climax; second, Quissett. Class two, first.

Crawl; second, Mist; third, Wildcat. Class three, fir.-,t. Daisy;
second, Eina; third, Laura. Class four, first, Edith; second, loia;
third, Reba. Special class sloops, first, Reliance. Judges, W.
Lloyd Jeffries and Lawrence TucK.er.

Blue with a Gold Castle.

WATCH HILL.—The annual sailing race for yachts and boats
was sailed on Aug. 27 over 13-mile course in a stiff N.E. wind, the
times being; Dawdle, 2:12; Louie Maud, 2:13:15; Rosina, 2:17:09;
Ariel, 2:24:08; Orient, 2:21:35; Onward, 2:19:05; Ripple, 3:28:00. Ad-
miral Rowo, IJ. S. N., and Captain F, Ciarkin were the judges,
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MINERVA.
THE wonderful success of Minerva, the first and only effort of

one designer opposed to the largest and finest racing fleet
that has ever been seen, is likely to have a most important influence
on the yachts of next season. That her wins have been ent irely
on merit is fully conceded hv all the papers which have for so
long upheld the extremely wide and powerful American type.
We quote the following as showing the present feeling.
"It is something for Yankee yachtsmen to ponder on, that while

they have beaten England with the latter' special class of boats,
the monstrous sloops, and have maintained the supremacy of the
special Yankee type of big boat, the schooner, by the victory of
Sachem over Minerva three seasons ago, and that while Titauia
could in all probability show her stern to Valkyrie in the 70ft.
class—it is something to ponder on that the Yraukees have been
beaten in their most numerous and most representative class
by a little Scotch ocean voyager, and that, too, when the class
was filled by an extraordinary number of new and fast boats.
Minerva's work is a marvel and a source of a good deal of sur-
prise, to tell the truth."

—

Providence Journal.
"Even more completely has the superiority of the Minerva been

demonstrated in the series at Marblehead, Ideal racing weather
has been met, ranging from a light air to hall a gale, and in every
race In which she has sailed the Scotch boat has won first place.
As far as performance goes, she has won four races out of five,
though the first is not an actual race, as it was not finished before
sunset.
"But the fact stands that the Minerva, designed by a Scotch

designer, is faster than any yacht of home production in her
•lass. American designers have been worshipping the fetieh of
big power so blindly that thev have been unconscious of the pos-
sioilities of yachts of small power. This is not to he wondered at,
as the successes of the past few years of America cup yachting
have been wrought by superior power of model. It is well that
our eyes have been opened by a yacht of the Minerva's size, as her
success will give our designers a chance to learn before they are
called upon to beat a boat of Minerva type and excellence in the
America Cup competition."—Boston Herald.
"The Scotch cutter Minerva is certainly a wonderful boat, and

the way she defeated the Burgess favorites in heavy weather and
in light, is somewhat startling. The popular notion that the tri-
umphs of American vessels over British craft were due prin-
cipally to the centerboard is now stowed away. It is the shape of
the boat, and not the drop of the board, that does the business."—
Boston Mornino Post.
"The Mtnerva picked up the tugboat in three tacks. The Chi-

quita, though standing out further than the Minerva, did not
fetch so high, and had to make one more tack than the Scotch
boat. The Minerva had opened a great gap between herself and
the second boat, Chiquita, and she worked out to windward, al-
most hare of wind, so close was she sailed.
"It was the. worst heating ever received by the fleet of 40-footers.

The Minerva beat the Chiquita in a true breeze and head sea over
two minutes a mile, and the Chiquita is one of Mr. Burgess's best
forties. If some of the doubters of the abilities of the Minerva
had been out yesterday looking at her wonderful performance,
'seeing, they would have to believe.' "—Boston Herald,
The following remark is credited to Mr. Burgess bv the New

York and Boston papers, and is now going the rounds of the press:
"The Minerva is a racing machine, and if anybody wants that
type of boat, 1 can desisn it. She is no such boat as our forties."
Mr. Burgess is too well posted to believe any such story as this,

and we doubt very much whether he has been correctly reported.
It. is idle to call Minerva a racing machine when she has safely
made an ocean voyage that such boats as Nymph,Yerena, Gorilla,
Liris and Chiquita would never venture on. S3e is apparently
built with a view to strength rather than extreme lightness, and
if she is not as heavy as the American forties it is on account of
better material and greater skill in her construction. As to her
accommodation, while no attempt has been made to crowd the
cabins of a 53ft. yacht into one of 40ft., she has very good
room, two cabins, toilet room, large forecastle, galley, etc., with
draft of 9ft., she is certainly better for cruising tlvaii such craft
as Helen Tomahawk and Liris, drawing 10 to lift. When the
record of the season is made out, a full list of starts, wins, and
broken spars and lost centerboards, it will be readily seen that
she is no such boat as the American forties; a fact that would be
still better proven by the expense accounts of the various forties
for new sails and spars, alterations to hull and ballast, and money
spent in the fruitless effort to win prizes. Minerva is a hard fact,
but one that cannot be disputed. The only fair and rational
course is to concede freely her speed, her seaworthiness, her mod-
erate cost of running, her comparatively large accommodations,
and to seek for the means of improving on them.

champion yacht of America, he should build a 90ft. yacht, and
meet Volunteer. It is very clear now that no 70-footer will be
put forward to defend the America's Cup, nor will the New York
Y. C. do any thiug toward the placing of the 70ft. class on the same
plane as Volunteer.
Rumors of new ohallengers are already rife. Col. North, owner

of Deerhound, is spoken of as likely to build, or even to buy and
alter Thistle, Mr. John Jameson is said to have offered Ire'x for
sale with a new Watson cutter in view, while Mr. Hodgens, owner
of Vreda, inav have a new Watson cutter of .large size. If any of
these gentlemen are desirous of challenging for the America's
Cup, and would avoid the disastrous fiasco which Lord Dunraven
and the R. Y. S. have made, we would advise them to procure at
once authentic copies of the original deed of gift and the two so-
called deeds of 1882 and '87, and to study them carefully. There is
not a great deal of time left, as the design of the yacht must be.
completed and its principal elements mailed from England by
Dec. 1 at latest in order to sail a race next year.

THE AMERICA'S CUP.
THE following letter has lately been received by Secretary Od-

die. The London edition of the New York Herald on Aug. 23
contained the same letter, with a length y explanation designed
to clear up the muddle due to brief cables from each side:

Royal Yacht Squadron Castle,
|

Cowes, Aug. 10, 1889, |"

Dear Sir—I have this day sent you the following cablegram:
Have anxiously awaited definite reply to Squadron's last cable.

Even if satisfactory answer he received, no time to prepare to
cross and race. Valkyrie, therefore, can't sail this year. Have
wntten.

It would take me at least a fortnight to prepare my ship for the
voyage, and two or three weeks on your side to get ready to race,
and at this advanced season of the year, when a quick run across
cannot be anticipated, it iB obvious that even if any answer satis-
factory to the Royal Yacht Squadron is returned to their cable of
the 4th inst., I cannot now be in time to race. I am, therefore,
reluctantly compelled to recognize that, owing to circumstances
beyond my control, a match is out of the question this year.
You will pardon my pointing out that if the committee and the

New York Y. C. had agreed to either of the propositions made in
my letters of May 4 and June 24, the result would have been dif-
ferent. In my letter to you on May 4 I begged that a match
might be sailed, and any difference between the two clubs as to
the terms upon which the cup was to be held in the future, be
settled afterward; and in my letter to Mr. Smith, of June 24, I
said that if the New York Y. C. found themselves unable to offer
the America Cup as a prize, I was anxious to sail against what-
ever yacht would have been selected to defend it, either for a
prize of equal value or for nothing at all. I cannot but express
my great regret that neither of the propositions was accepted.
Had they been so. and assuming, as is suggested in your letter of
July 16, that the difficulty about the new deed of gift could be
overcome, the matches would have taken place. I am sorry that
the New York Y. C. looked upon the letter of the Royal Yacht
Squadron, dated Juue 27, as a withdrawal of my challenge. The
Royal Yacht Squadron refused to confirm the challenge subject
to certain conditions affecting future challenges to which it took
exception. Such a conditional refusal to ratify could. I should
have thought, be looked upon as a definite withdrawal onlv on
the supposition that the conditions objected to would be insisted
upon if the opinion of the New York Y.C. committee as expressed
in Mr. Smith's letter to me of July 16 is correct—namely, that "if
an opportunity had been offered, the difficulties in the way of
completing the arrangements for the match might have been
removed."

1 am only expressing my great regret that the opportunity was
rendered practically impossible by the dissolution of the com-
mittee.
Notwithstanding the impossibility of racing this year, I hope

the New York Y. C. will reconsider the cablegram of the Roval
Yacht Squadron of the 4th instant, and if a satisfactory answer
is returned I trust that my challenge may be considered as merely
postponed.
In that event Valkyrie will be ready next season to meet any

vessel that could have sailed against her had the match taken
place at the time originally proposed.

I have the honor to be, sir, yours very faithfully,
_ , , Dunraven.
It appears that the issue between the challengers and the

holders of the Cup is as complicated as ever, and that it will take
lawyers rather than plain yacht sailors to decide the many trivial
points that have arisen. The real question has evidently been
lost sight of entirely—whether the conditions under which the
Cup is now offered are fair or unfair; and if the latter, in what
particular. Until this is settled it is a mere waste of time to
quibble as to whether the challenge was or was not withdrawn,
or to dicker over the "conditions governing the Volunteer-Thistle
races."

If Lord Dunraven will make up his mind finally on two points
it will save him considerable time and exnense in writing and
cabling. The New York Y. C. will not give him a race for the
Cup on any terms unless the club under whose flag he ehfiyenges
shall accept the last deed of gift as valid and binding. Secondly,
if no match is arranged for the America's Cub, the New fork Y,
.C.will not aid in setting up another trophy in place of the Cup.
If Lord Dunraven had wanted only sport and good racing he
should have crossed early in the year and given battle to our 70-
footers, or if he will only he satisfied by a meeting with the

LYNN Y. C, OPEN REGATTA, SEPT. 2.

THE open regatta of the Lynn Y. C. was sailed in a light E.
wind on Sept 2, the courses being: First Class—Prom start-

ing point to Egg Rock, leaving it on starboard; Ihence to Whistl-
ing Buoy, oil' Graves, leaving it on starboard; ihence to Winthrop
Spar Buoy; thence to flag boat, off Grover's Cliff, leaving it on
starboard; to and across Hue between judges' boat and flagboat.
Fourteen miles.
Second, Third and Fourth Classes—Prom starting point to

Whistling Buoy, off Craves, leaving it on starboard; to Winthrop
Spar Buoy, leaving it on starboard; thence to flagboat off Grover's
Cliff, leaving it on starboard; to and across line bet ween judges'
"boat and stakeboat. Ten miles. The times were as follows:

FIRST CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Length. Elaosed. Corrected

Harbinger, J. R. Hooper, Hull 27.10 3 41 21 3 00 28
Magic, E. C. Neal, Lynn 31.02 3 45 52 3 09 07

SECOND CLASS - KEELS.
Echo, Burrell & Isham. Hull 24.05 3 32 55 2 57 17
Judith, W. P. Pigeon, Jeffries 23.04 3 28 50 2 54 51
Beth, J. W. Dutton, Hull 23.08 3 30 37 2 57 02
Bride of the Wind, F.A. Toby, B.H.Y.C.21.08 Did not finish.
Elsie, Collins & Chase, West Lvnn 23.02 Did not finish.

SECOND CLASS—OENTEUBOARBS.
Black Cloud, A. Brown, Cape Ann 23. 10 3 00 10 2 20 47
Posy, R. Hunt, Monatiquot 22.02 3 09 27 8 3101
Maud S.j T. R. Irving, Cape Ann 21.05 3 13 03 2 36 30
Hazard, Parri & Moody, American 23.08 3 44 52 2 41 17
Sea Bird, C. L. Joy, Jeffries 22.08 3 21 26 2 46 38
Bobolink, Tufts & Putnam. Lynn 23.01 3 40 00 3 05 43
E. W. D., E. W. Dixon, Hull 25.01 3 20 33 2 48 35
Duchess, Wood Bros., Quiucy 25.01 3 23 02 2 51 04
Madge, Cutnuiings <fc Stone— 23.08 Did not finish.
Storm King, Harry Jones, Lynn 23.00 Did not finish.

THIRD CLASS—CEN'TERtiOARDS.
Auk, A. Martin, Jeffries 19.02 3 19 57 g 40 01
Budge, T. Durland, American 19.02 3 27 24 2 48 14
Tom Cat, C. H. Lockhart, Lynn 18 07 3 30 35 2 50 15
Vexer, P. J. Lowell, American 20.05 3 37 44 2 50 56
Diadem, L. H. Hay ward, Q.uinev

, 18.02 3 4ti 21 2 55 23
Nellie Parley, Martin & Smith 20.11 3 40 06 3 03 00
Lark, A. P. Parkhursr, Cape Ann 19.02 3 43 00 3 03 20

THIRD CLASS—KEELS.
Astrea, R. M. Benner, Lynn 20.00 3 37 53 2 59 26
flying Yankee, Sawyer & Rich, West
Lvnn 19.00 3 52 17 3 13 21

Inez, Goodrich Bros., West Lynn 18.11 4 13 00 3 32 56
Marion, A. Parker, West Lynn 19.06 Did not finish.
Marl ha, Washington, Nahant 19. OS Did not finish,
Io, J. Armory, Corinthian 17.05 Did not finish.
Heather Bell, A. Svewart, Lynn IS. 07 Did not finish.
Velmu, 11. L. Parker, Lynn 18.02 Did not finish.

FOURTH CLASS, ALL CATBOATS.
Madge, F. A. Dunne, Hull 19.10 3 24 21 2 45 42
Wild Oat, C. W. Wallcy, West Lynn., ..16.06 3 55 45 3 11 29
Flora Lee, C. D. Lanning, Ouincy 16.10 3 57 11 3 33 13
Maud, R. W. Hobbs, West Lynn 17.08 Did not finish.
Alice, O. P. Lynch, West Lynn 17.08 Did not finish.
Edith, C. J. Blethen, Lynn 20.04 Did not finish.

FIRST CLASS.
. . , Elapsed. Corrected.

Mmme, J. Bateman 1 07 03 1 06 58
Enigma, J. F. Small 1 10 00 1 09 16
Skipper, J. R. Tufts, Jr 1 09 33 1 09 27
Sprite. H. M. Wells 1 09 30 1 09 30
Lucy, W. H. Ransom 1 10 05 1 10 00
Nellie, A. J. O'Leary .1 12 05 1 13 00
Nina, J. P. Bullard 1 11 30 1 11 25

SECOND CLASS.
Grace. F. Borden 1 16 55 I 13 25
Snag, J. W. Robinson 1 16 55 I 13 10
Bahy and Sadie withdrew. Minnie wins first class cup. Grace

protests Snag on measurement. The judges were Messrs. P. T.
Merry, James Bragdon and WT

. O. Elliott.
Open Regatta, Sept. 2.—Course, triangular, Dorchester Bay;

distance 5 miles. Weather, clear. Wind, S.E., very light:
FIRST CLASS.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Enigma. J. F. Small 14.04 1 22 55 1 22 n
Victor, C. A. Borden 14.10 1 37 50 1 27 39
Minnie, Jas. Bertram 14.10 1 30 37 1 30 26
Lucy, W. H. Ransom 14.11 1 32 55 1 32 50
Skipper, J. R. Tufts, Jr 14,11. Did not finish.
Nina, J. P. Bullard 14.11 Did not finish.

SECOND CLASS.
Grace, F. Borden 12.02 1 49 07 1 46 17
Edith, G. F. Maybury 12.07 1 49 27 1 47 02
Bunty, J F. Cooper 12.11 1 55 38 1 53 09
Baby, J. W. Bragdon 13.11 Did not finish.
Mascott, F. Whitman 12,03 Did not finish.
Winners: Class 1, first, Enitrma; second, Victor; third, Minnie.

Class 2, first, Grace; second, Edith; third, Bunt v. Judges, James
Bragdon, W. O. Elliott, T. o'Leary.
LARCHMONT OYSTER BOAT REGATTA.—The sixth annual

oyster boat race of the Larchmont Y. C. was successfully sailed
over the Captain's island course on Aug. 24 in a moderate S.E.
breeze. The times were:

CLASS 1—CABIN SLOOPS 35FT. AND OVER.
0< „ r , TT ,.,

Elapsed. Corrected
Stella, G. H. Guest 4 09 27 4 01 43
Grace S. Mackey, G. Mackey 4 03 24 4 02 24
Jennie R., A. L. Ford 4 11 04 4 05 49
Watson, P. E. Van Buskirk 4 09 13 4 07 28

CLASS 2—CABIN SLOOPS UNDER 35FT.
Florence May. J. C. Webster 4 U6 13 3 59 43
Claudia M., A. L. Ford 4 09 49 4 00 19Emma R. Martin, G. W. Martin 4 18 30 4 15 46
Lucy Neal, C. E. Jones 4 28 30 4 27 53
Mary, P. Eschenck 4 41 45 4 38 15
Annie K„ A. & J Wetmore .4 38 57 4 38 57

CLASS 3—OPEN SLOOPS 30FT. AND OVER.
Stella May. G. M. Smith 4 22 09 4 17 32
Julia B., J. L. Shorn 4 20 21 4 19 58
Loon, G. G. Duryee 4 32 11 1 32 11

CLASS 4—OPEN SLOOPS UNDER 30FT.
Emma C, G. Bell 4 10 37 4 04 52
Delphine, J. A. Wi His 4 12 17 4 06 47
Addie B., J. Crooker 4 17 01 4 10 39
Minnie S., O. W. Starkins 4 18 50 4 13 43
Economy, W. E. E. Ellsworth 4 21 56 4 21 56
Emily, E. Verity 4 35 59 4 33 22

CLASS 5—CAT RIGGED BOATS.
Joke, J. E. Devoe \ 4 43 05 4 43 05
Mamie, A. H. Mott 4 58 12 4 52 49
The winners and prizee are: Stella. 850; Grace S. Mackey, $25;

Florence. May, $40; Claudia M., 825; Stella May. -f 40; Julia B
, $25;Emma G, $40: Delphine, $25; Joke, $40; Mamie, 825. The judges

were E. J. Greacen, Otto Sarony and Chester C. Monroe.
GREENWICH Y. C—The second race of the series was sailed

on Aug. 24, in a strong S.E. wind. The times were:
FIRST CLASS.

Start. Finish. Corrected.
Dot 12 52 30 3 57 10 2 58 50
J. C 12 52 00 3 38 37 2 43 57
Lassie 12 52 48 3 48 28 2 43 38
Sea Gull 13 52 00 Did not finish.

SECOND CLASS.
Rival 13 53 35 3 45 38 3 53 03
Giggle 12 52 15 3 40 44 2 47 09
lone 12 55 00 3 46 06 3 48 16
Lassie was disqualified for carrying a professional crew.

PLEON Y. C.-On Aug. 20 the second match between Oswa and
Sapphire was sailed, the times being:

Length, n lapsed' Corrected.
Oswa, H. A. Hildreth 16.05 1 42 02 1 40 45
Sapphire, C. S. Street 16 00 1 43 30 1 41 52
Judge, W. O. Taylor.
Ou Aug. 21 the third championship regatta was sailed in a light

wind, the times being:
SPECIAL CLASS, 17FT. AND UNDER, DORIiSS.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Don, Blnncy & High ...16.00 1 32 28 1 30 48
Minna, J. H. Morris 16.01 1 11 14 1 38 41
Fly, P. Russell 14.10 1 49 42 1 47 03

FIRST GLASS KEELS.
Oswa, H. A. Hildreth 16.05 1 20 18 1 19 01
Edith, S. W. Sleeper 15.11 1 29 07 1 26 41
Snail, A. G. Wood

15.11

1 87 46 1 36 06
Iris, R. C. Bridge 15.09 1 36 16 '1 34 26

FIRST CLASS CENTERBOARDS.
Sapphire, C. S. Street 16.00 1 36 07 1 34 29
Laura, F. H. Murk land 13.03 Did not finish.

SECOND CLASS KEELS.
Estelle, E. Pierce 11 09 1 17 47 1 14 14
Midge, H. Jackson 11 07 1 35 36 1 31 55
Brownie, 1 42 00
Shicla, W. B. Jacksnn 12.11

SECOND CLASS CENTERROARDS.
Reba, Palmer & Poole 12.09 1 13 10 1 09 18
Perhaps, B. B. Crowningshield 12.10 1 13 28 1 10 40
Gem, J. P. Taylor 11 .00 1 11 00 1 07 26
Mamie, J. W. Dunlap 12.10 1 15 00 1 12 13
Edith protests Oswa for fouling buoys.
On Aug. 29 the sail-off and Wood's cup races took place, the

summary being:
SPECIAL CLASS.

„ Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Doo, Blarney & High. 16.00 I 11 86 1 09 56
Minna, J. H. Norris 16.01 1 14 44 1 13 11

FIRST CLASS KEELS.
Edith, G. Sleeper 15.01 1 17 12 1 17 13

SECOND CLASS KE15LS.
Sbiela, W. B. Jackson. 12.11 0 50 26 0 47 41
Midge, H. L. Jackson 11.07 0 53 45 0 50 04
Estelle, E. Pierce 11 .04 0 54 07 0 50 31

SECOND CLASS CENTER HOARDS.
Reba, Palmer & Poole 12.09 0 48 08 0 45 16
Mamie, J. W. Dunlap 13.10 0 49 57 0 47 03
Gem, J. F. Taylor 11.00 0 51 10 0 47 03
Don having already won two legs, takes the Wood cup.

CORINTHIAN Y. C. SWEEPSTAKES AND REGATTA.—The
Corinthian Y. C. of Marblehead sailed a regat ta on Sept. 2, there
being in connection with it a sweepstakes for the 30ft. class, in
which Kathleen. Elf andMignon started. The wind was light to
moderate S.E. during the race, the course being lii miles for 30ft.
class. Kathleen won very easily. " The full times were:

FIRST CLASS 27 TO 30 FT.

.u, ™ -»-.-— i ,
L

J:
u
7.£

h - Elapsed. Coirected.
Kathleen, W. W hitlock 30.03 2 08 36 3 08 59
Mignon. H. Babson 2 34 41 2 21 20
Elf, W.Wilkinson 26.01 2 31 40 2 29 13

SECOND CLASS.
lone, J. S. Poyen 32.10 2 33 13 3 38 27

FOURTH CLAPS.
Drift, C. J. Morse 1 41 49
Corsair, D. II. Millet 20.08 1 48 35 1 37 21
Edith, Fred Wood 20.05 1 50 00 1 38 30
Wanda, Royal Robbins 21.07 1 54 51 1 44 26

FIFTH CLASS.
Lassie, W. S. Eaton 25.03 1 44 26 1 36 49
Mosca, C. H. N. Foster 25.03 I 48 03 1 40 28
Kathleen, V. S. Peabody 25.07 1 48 43 1 41 24
Oiruiita, P. E. Peabody 34.08 1 53 41 1 45 43
Wraith, H. P. Benson 33 03 1 53 47 1 45 44

SIXTH CLASS CATBOATS.
Rocket, H. M. Faxon 18.04 1 49 17 1 35 44
Mirage, J. Dearborn 18.08 1 51 03 1 39 44
Josephine, I). H. Follett, Jr 21.05 1 54 12 1 43 38
Dolphin. R. C. Robbins 18.00 2 06 01 1 52 06

QUINCY Y. G—The third championship regatta was sailed on
Aug. 31 in a fresh E. wind. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
_ , Length. Elapsed. Corrected
Erin, John Cavanagh 26.10 1 37 13 1 13 05
Posy, R. G. Hunt 23.02 1 43 26 1 15 06
Moondyne, H. W. Shaw 24.08 1 41 32 1 16 44
Adolph, Henry Moebs 33.07 1 46 24 1 18 29
Secret, E. F. Linton 22.05 1 53 53 1 34 47

SPECIAL CLASS— J in AND MAINSAIL.
Diadem. L. A. Havward 18.03 1 40 08 1 11 14
Nereid, Chas. F. Colby 20.09 1 40 87 1 14 29

SECOND CLASS.
Mabel, E. L. Dunne 19.11 1 88 31 1 11 22 .

Pet, Jas. McFarland 19.08 1 51 47 1 34 33
Undine, W. H. Doble .19.0G 1 54 24 1 26 59

THIRD CLASS
Flora Lee, Lanning and Bookers. . . .16.10 1 50 33 1 19 50
Guenn, E. Horton 17.08 1 54 39 1 33 S9
Judges-John Sanborn, Chas. French and ex-Uom. J. H. Slade.

Mabel and Diadem each win a championship prize, while Erin
wins one leg, to be sailed off with Posy.

BUNKER HILL Y. C—The twenty-first annual regatta of the
Bunker Hill Y. V. was sailed on Sept. 3, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Thelga, Hall & Johnson 31.03 1 33 03 1 03 40
Unida, Webber & Schwab 27.00 1 85 30 1 30 20
Boulah, E. Essou 25.07 1 43 45 1 28 02
Why Not, P. J. McLaughlin 23.00 3 01 00 1 43 48

SECOND CLASS.
Cora, J. H. Harvey 18.00 3 80 00 3 09 13
Tabitha, T. H. Broman 10.00 2 05 00 2 27 22

THIRD CLASS.
Flash, C. A. Winters ... 15.01 1 33 20 1 19 12
Sprite, P. J. tiencny 14.10 1 40 10 1 35 53
The judges were Messrs L G. B. Thomas, G. H. Barrows, P. M.

Bond,H. Leadbetter and F. A. Dodge.

WEYMOUTH, LINTON TROPHIES.—The third race for the
Linton trophies was sailed on Aug. 23, Erin winning, White Fawn
parting her peak halliards. In the second class Madge won, tak-
ing the cup; while in the third class Rocket withdrew and Dia-
dem beat Atala, taking the cup. As White Swan, Erin and Echo
each held one leg in the first class a sail-off was necessary, and it

took place on Aug. 29, in a fresh N.E. wind, the course being 9
miles. The times were:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
White Fawn, W. C. Cherrington .. .31.01 1 4.8 45 1 25 04
Eriu, John Cavanagh 33.01 1 47 49 1 25 32
Echo, E. L. Burwell 38.09 1 57 14 1 33 44
The judges were Dana Smith, Edward T. Jordon, N. F. Hunt

and T. D. Bagley. At a meeting on Aug. 20 the protest of Echo
against Moondyne, for sculling with the rudder, was not allowed,
but Echo's protest against White Fawn, for not giving room, was
sustained, the race being given to Echo.

GREAT HEAD Y. C—The championship sail off of the Great
Flead Y. C. took place on Aug. 34, in a light S. W. wind, the times
being:

FIRST CLASS.
Length- Elapsed. Corrected.

Owl, J. S. Gushing 35.00 3 23 32 2 15 08
E. W. D„ E. W. Dixon 25.01 3 36 00 3 03 02
Vivid, F. E. Richardson 38.11 3 31 80 3 10 23

SECOND CLASS.
Eureka, E. B. Rogers 20.07 3 28 83 1 55 23
Nellie May. T. J. Young 21.00 2 35 43 2 07 59
Thera, J. W. Rryden 15.00 ]S!ot timed.

NEW STEAM YACHTS.—Aug. 24 the steam yacht Sparkle,
built by Enoch Moore for Col. W. L. Singerly, owner of Restless,
steam yacht, was launched at Wilmington, Del. Robert Weth-
erell & Co., of Chester, will build the engines. Harlan & Hollings-
•vorth, of Wilmington, Del., have contracted to build a steam
yacht 185ft. long for Mr. H. M. Flae-ler. of the Standard Oil Co.,
present owner of the old schooner Columbia. Mr. Fredk. GaUa-
t in, owner of the sloop Bertie, will also build a steam yacht about
as long as Com. Gerry's Electra.

FREDONIA AND HESPER.—At the conclusion of the New
York Y. C. cruise, a challenge was issued by J.Malcolm Forbes,
on behalf of Fredonia, to race any of the other fishermen. As a
result a match has been arranged between her and the well-
known Boston pilot boat Hesper No. 5, to sail a 45-mile triangular
course on Sept. 26, for $3,000 per side. Hesper is now being fitted
with a larger main boom and bowsprit and a new suit of larger
sails.
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BROOKLYN Y. C, FALL REGATTA, SEPT. 2.-The full re-
gatta of the Brooklyn Y. O. was sailed on Sept. 3, over courses on
Gravesend Bay, the times being:

CI-ASS A. OPEN MAINSAIL BOATS UNDER 20FT.
Start. finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Carrie 11 43 03 1 31 44 1 50 41 1 50 30
Alma 11 40 40 1 31 40 1 51 00 1 51 00

CLASS B, OPEN MAINSAIL BOATS OVER SOFT.
Manhattan 11 31 07 1 55 47 2 34 40 3 20 34
Panchito 11 31 53 2 29 15 2 57 32 2 54 21
Henry Gray 11 34 44 - 1 56 04 2 21 20 2 54 21

CLASS C, OPEN .TIB AND MAINSAIL BOATS TTNDEB 35FT.
Faustina 11 33 46 2 01 04 3 27 18 2 27 18
Effte 11 32 47 Did not finish.
Alice 11 34 27 2 11 26 2 36 59 2 32 57

CI.ABB 1, CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS UNDER 25FT.
Priscilla... 11 33 24 Did not finish.
Seminole 11 31 26 Did not finish.
Rhada 11 31 5a Did not finish.
Lotus 11 32 08 Did not finish.
Mamie 11 33 25 Did not finish.

CLASS 3, CABIN SLOOPS UNDER 35PT.
Nydia 11 31 33 3 06 28 3 34 56 3 34 56
The winners were Carrie in class A, Manhattan in class B*

and Faustina in class O. The regatta committee included Messrs'
William Dodman and John J. Welsh.

MONTGOMERY SAILING CLUB.-Semi-monthly regatta,
Sept. 1.—Course, Norristown to Indian Creek and return. Dis-
tance, 5 miles. Weather, clear and fine. Wind, fresh easterly.
Summary:
™ „ ,

Length. Corrected.
Playford. tuckup 15 . 00 1 23 40
Volunteer, tuckup 15.00 1 26 00
Nellie, tuckup 15.00 1 26 40
J. S. Frith, tuckup 15.00 1 29 15
Vesuvius, tuckup 15.00 1 32 30
Igidious, tuckup 15.00 1 32 55
Gracie, skiff 12.00 1 34 30
Iola, ducker 15.00 1 34 55
J. S. Lever, tuckup 15.00 1 36 20
Priscilla, tuckup 15.00 1 38 35
Starlight, canoe 16.00 1 43 15
It was a run to the buoy, 2J^ miles, the Gracie being first to

round in 33m. from the start. The tuckups were set back 10m. at
the start; but they more than made it up in the beat to wind-
ward, 2}£ miles, in short tacks. Judge, Wm. Alcorn.

MAYFLOWER, schr., has been laid up, and is offered for sale.

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C. FALL REGATTA, SEPT. 2.-The
annual fall regatta of the Knickerbocker Y. O, was sailed on
Sept. 2, from Port Morris around the Gangway buoy, 20 miles, in
a light and variable S.W. wind. The times were:

CLASS 1.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Nyssa 11 25 00 5 06 50 5 41 20 5 33 50
Mascotte 11 25 00 5 09 51 5 44 51 5 39 00
Jennie 11 25 00 5 07 55 5 42 55 5 42 57

CLASS 2.

Black Hawk 11 25 00 4 44 38 5 19 38 5 19 38
Jessie 11 25 00 5 14 38 5 49 36 5 43 21

CLASS 3.

Nanita 11 23 30 4 13 00 5 49 30 5 48 20
Marvel 11 25 00 5 41 36 6 16 36 6 15 00
Madge 11 25 00 Did not finish.

CLASS 4.

Rosetta A 11 19 50 5 11 58 5 52 08 5 52 08
Torino 11 20 00 5 46 33 6 26 32 6 20 59
Fannie 11 16 30 5 48 32 6 32 02 6 25 14

CLASS 7.

Mayotta 11 19 10 5 09 40 5 50 30 5 48 42
Surprise 11 19 30 5 13 45 5 54 15 5 54 15
Alice 11 20 00 5 25 42 6 05 42 6 05 33
Winners—Class 1, Nyssa: Class 3, Black Hawk; Class 3, Nanita;

Class 4, Rosetta A.; Class 7, Mayotta. Black Hawk carried away
spinaker boom, but won the pennant for the fastest time over the
course.
ROYAL CANADIAN Y. C—A race for the 20ft. class was

sailed on Aug. 31 over a triangular course, the times being:
Elapsed. Corrected.

Woos 2 42 50 2 42 50
Caprice 2 43 00 2 44 05
Ellida 2 43 10 2 45 25
Molly Withdrew.
QUEEN CITV Y. C—The Queen City Y. C, a new Toronto

club, sailed a race on Aug. 31, the times being:
1st Round. Finish.

Alliance i 24 00 5 49 00
Rambler 4 30 00 6 09 00
Come Again 4 37 00 6 15 00
Koh-i-Noor 4 39 00 6 17 00
Hunter 4 41 00 6 17 15

SAGAMORE, steam yacht, has been sold by Mr. J. N. Slater to
his cousin, Mr Wm. Slater. The latter gentlemen purchased the
Talisman when Sagamore was built, and now gives her back in
part payment. Mr. J. W. Slater will use her until he can build a
new yacht 130ft. long, 23ft. beam, and 6ft. draft.

RIVERSIDE Y. C.-The ladies' day regatta of the Riverside
Y.e. v of Greenwich, Conn., was postponed from Aug. 31 to Sept. 2,
oa account of the wind, being sailed finally in a good S.W. breeze.
Each j'acht carried several ladies, those on the winners being
presented with gold pins as prizes. The times were:

CLASS A.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Eleanor 2 47 33 5 55 09 3 11 33 2 11 32
CLASS B.

Wayward 2 55 07 Did not finish.
Alcedo 2 48 45 6 01 50 3 13 05 3 18 05

CLASS C.

Vorant 2 45 38 6 16 27 3 30 49 3 30 49
CLASS D.

Dot 2 54 08 4 48 44 1 54 36
Zanthe 2 51 32 4 47 54 1 56 22 1 55 30
Sirene 2 54 30 4 43 19 1 48 49 1 47 55

CLASS E.
Rival........ 2 52 45 4 48 24 1 55 39 1 55 39
Lassie 2 50 31 4 41 33 1 51 01 1 51 01
Zelda 2 50 44 4 35 29 1 44 45 1 44 40
Telephone 2 54 46 5 05 33 3 05 47
The judges were J. E. Peck and F. Friedman; timekeeper, Louis

Finiels. The pennant regatta has been changed to Sept. 14.

MAHOPAC. Y. C. FIFTH PENNANT REGATTA, AUG. 31.-
Mohopac club course; distance 10 miles. Weather, fair. Wind,
strong northerly:

CLASS II.—.TIB AND MAINSAIL.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Vida, David Hunt 22.10 1 33 55 1 33 55
Flora, E. S. Pouvert 21.07 1 38 37 1 37 41
Vixen, F. H. Patteson 22.05 1 41 58 1 41 39

CLASS IV.—CA'l BOATS.
Mist, D. N. B. Sturgis 20.02 2 03 05 2 03 05
Dart, Henry Engler 15.00 2 07 01 3 03 08
Susie S., Edward Sturgis 15.00 3 07 50 2 03 57
Vida first in Class EL, Mist first in Class IV. Vida takes the

pennant in Class II. Further races must be sailed to determine
the holder of pennant in Class IV. Regatta committee and
judges—H. A. Levy, J. S. Cooley and E. C. Dusenbury-

A SAILOR DROWNED.—On Aug. 29, as Marguerite, schooner,
Mr. W. T. Burden, was sailing up Peconic Bay to Greenport, one
of her crew, James Walsh, was struck by the boom and thrown
into the water, all efforts to rescue him or even to find the body
being unavailing .

Beecham's Pills cure sick headache.—Adv.

HUMPHREYS*
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Shees, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free.
cores f Fevers. Congestions. Inflammation,

§plnal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
**«»«"-»trains, Lameness, Rheumatism*
C. C.--Di8teinper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
g'S-""Co?.^, Heaves, Pneumonia.
E*E"""£oIlc or «i«Pes, Bellyache.
ii'Vr*""Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.U.--Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
£•1.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J. It.--Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

. Witch Hazel Oil and Medicator, $7.00
Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.
Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders.
PRICK, Vl.OO.

TOR &ALE AT THIS OSTTICK.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

ABBEY & IMBUE,
No. 18 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPEE SHOT SHELLS.
Ash your Dealer for them.

HTot Sold sit, Retail by tlie manufacturers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

FISHERMEN. CUT PRICES.
HERE I AM AGAIN AS USUAL, CUTTING THE PRICES OF . FISHING TACKLE. IT WILL PAY YOU

TO BUY YOUR TACKLE IN BROOKLYN.
PRXCE PRICE
$.2 75 For Split Bamboo Salt-Water Bass Rod, 6 strip, 2 joints, 8ft., 20oz., Solid Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Double Guides, Silk Wound Black Beaded Handle $2.75
3.32 For Split Bamboo Black Bass Rod, SJft., 3 joints, 10 or 12oz., Solid Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Raised Tie Guides, Extra Tip, Silk Wound, Wood Form 3.32'

3.32 For Trout or Black Bass Fly Rod, same finish as above, lOJft., 7 to 9oz., complete in wood form 3.32:

.90 For Ash and Lancewood VVeakflsh or Striped Bass Rod, Hollow Butt, Extra Tip, Swelled Ferrules 90'

1.50 For Fine No. 0i> Brass Multiplying Reel, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, holds 600ft. 18-thread Linen Line, diameter 3Jin. Also Nos. 0, 1, 2, 3, same price. See catalogue 1.50'

3.75 For Hard Rubber and Nickel Multiplying Reel, with Drag, Raised Pillars, holds 600ft. 15-thread Linen Lice 3.75'

Hooks. Down go the prices. My best quality all kinds scelled on single gut, lOcts. per doz. ;
double, 15cts. ; treble, 20cts. ; in i doz, packages. Leaders: Treble gut Weakfish and Striped

Bass Leaders, three length, 5ets. ; four length, 7cts., five length, 9cts. ; all best quality. Reel Lines on Blocks of 800ft., 9 thread, 3Scts. ; 12 thread, 4Scts. : 15 thread, 46cts. ; 18 threadr
53cts. 800ft. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Blocks, 41cts. Broken lots of Hooks from best manufacture, all kinds and sizes, 2cts. per dozen. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 5 1 , 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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BEECHAM'S PILLS
(THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY.)

Cure BIIXIOUS and
Nervous ILLS.

25ctS» a Box.
OF ALL DRXJG-O-ISTS.

ON A

Postal CardYOUR ADDRESS
Mailed to us, brings you promptly 30 samples
of clotb, guaranteed self-measurement blanks,
whereby you can have your clothing cut to
order and sent to any express or P. 0. Pants,
$3 to $5. Suits, $13.25 to $31.

PLYMOUTH ROCK PANTS CO.,

11 to 17 Eliot St., or 18 Sillier St, Boston, Mass.

Or call at our nearest BRANCH STORE:—285
Broadway, New Yorlt; 943 Pennsylvania avenue,
Washington, D. C; 72 Adams street, Chicago, 111.;

Burnside Building, Worcester. Mass.; Gilmore
House, Springfield, Mass.; 914 Main street, Rich-
mond, Va.; 108 Westminster street, Providence,
R. I.; Old Register Building, New Haven. Conn.

WM. H. COHEN & CO.,
Packers of first class Canned Fruits, Vegetables,

Pickles, Preserves, Catsups, etc., etc.

Nos. 229 & 331 Washington St., New York.

Specially Adapted for Yachting and Camping.
Over forty years experience with factories in

the best farming districts of the country, and
most skillftil hands that can be obtained.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

DECOYS.
Send for price list of the finest decoy ducks in

the world. H. A. STEVENS, Manufacturer,
Weedsport, N. Y.

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

Manufactured only by
KiisriNnE-sr buos.

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). A
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

For Recording Pedigrees, Produce, Sales
and other memoranda.

Full leather, 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO-
SIS Broadway. New York.

DO NOT DISPOSE OF YOUR

American Clay Bird Traps,
As we are now prepared to furnish the

CHAMPION CLAY BIRD,
Which is far superior to the old American bird, and can be thrown from the same trap.

$9 PER THOUSAND. FOR SALE BY All DEALERS.

BANDLE ARMS CO.,

Canoe andCamp Cookery.
By "SENECA."

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him-
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work.
Cloth, 98 pages. Price $1.00.

NEW YORK: Forest and Stbbam Publishing Co., 318 Broadway.
LONDON: Davttis ft: Co.. 1 Finch Lane. Cornhill.

This volume contains mucu that is valuable and inteiestlng to American yachtsmen and
canoeists. The design, construction and use of small craft of all kinds is treated of in a simple
and entertaining style, and the instructions are clear and easily understood.

Large crown 8vo., 380 pages and 16 large folding plates.

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN,
3VCA3NrTJJP^CTXJPlE^S OF

jP^ISTJD CLOTHING IFOIR.

CIVII ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, LUMBERMEN, KINERS, ETC.
Write for our new combined Catalogue with samples of Imported

-*^^^Cor€hiroys, Moleskin, Mackintosh, Canvas and Flannels
SEE OUR NEW SHADES OF ENGLISH CORDUROY. Address TJF. <5c MC, Valparaiso, Indiana.

The Celebrated Smith £ Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

JUL

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy,

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44- 1 OO. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the
genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels
with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH <So WESSON,
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'A PLEASURE SHARED
IS A PLEASURE DOUBLED—"

And the man who enjoys the delightful qualities of WILLIAMS'
SHAVING SOAPS— recommends them to his friends—

doubles the luxury of an EASY, SOOTHING, DELIGHTFUL Shave.

Gentlemen who Slaave Themselves will derive Ease, Com-
fort, and Pleasure from the use of

iiiMiiiSfi
TRY IT YOURSELF! TELL YOUR FRIENDS OF IT !

!

This EXQUISITE TOILET ARTICLE
lasting qualities which have made onr "Gk
famous for 50 year?. Pelicntc
Each Stick in a neat Wood <

Very Portable. Indfepewsab
for all who Shave.

iib all of those rich and
ule our "Ukndimr i"a n kef. Shaving Soap"
scented wiih finely eelMted Attar of Rosea
se covered with Red Morocco Leatherette,
to Travellers. A Convenience and Luxury

If your Druggist does not keep Willia
postpaid, to any address upon receipt o

lows: WILLIAMS' SHAVING STIC).
SOAP, 15 els. WILLIAMS' UEJ Li
Ton.i:r usk. Remarkable for Purity.
Package—6 Cakesr-by mail, 40 cts.

We take pains in mailing; to insure sal

? Soaps they'will be sent,
jimpsiorcnrrency, as lol-

GENi INE YANK KB
BARBERS' SOAP—fob
fob lUiHiNo.-A Pound.
packages 10 cts. extra.

3ion. Address:

THE J. B. WILLIAMS 00., Glastonbury, Connecticut, U.S.A.
(Formerly Williams & Bros., Manchester.) Established 1S40. a

FOR SALE

H. C. Squires,

J. P. L.ovell Arms Co.,

E. K. Tryon, Jr. & Co ,

BY

New York.
- Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia, Pa.

tfaw Model, 1889.

Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Chicago.
E. C. Meacham Arms Co., - St. Louis, Mo.
N. D. Folsom & Co., -," New Haven, Conn.
H. Keidel & Co., - Baltimore, Md.
Powell & Clement, - Cincinnati, O.

BIRD PORTRAITS.
Some ZLSTative Birds for Little Folks.

BY W. VAN FLEET, MJD.
A handsome imperial octavo volume of untechnical descriptions of the lives and ways

of -fourteen American birds. The list comprises:

Robin, Chickadee, Kingfisher, Great Horned Owl, Boboliuk, Blue-
jay, Woodeock, Nuthatches, Meadowlark, Ruffed Grouse,

Cedar Bird, Kildeer, Summer Duck and Crossbills.

Each of these birds is beautifully illustrated by the photogravure process from drawings
by Howard H. Darnell. The paper is substantial, and the 147 pages of large, clear, handsome
type contain just the sort of information necessary to make iitt:e folks better acquainted
with the bird's described, aud to awaken a taste for extended study. Everything has been
done to make the volume oue of the most handsome gift books of the year. Price, postpaid,
$3.00. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway. New York.

PREMIERE QUAMTE.Our 3>3"©-'g*7- Cigarette.
As the result of long labor and careful study we liave this snperb

Cigarette to offer. It cannot be surpassed In purity or excellence; and
is a novelty, unique, chaste and dainty. It is from the highest cost
Virginia and North Carolina leaf.

The finest Smoking Mixtures
,a,M „ „ nn

are of our Manufacture. WIS. §. KIMBALL & CO.,

T*fio«. ai.oo.
FOR SALE BY FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

SPORTSMEN SMOKERS
SHOULD ALL SMOKE OUR CELEBRATED

Hand-Made Havana Cigars.
MADE IN TWO STYLES AND SIZES.

L0NDRES PERFEGT0, 5in. long @ $7.00 per 100
C0KCHAS ESPECIALS, 4Min. @ 6.00 "

The favorite cigar of Rod and Gun Clubs generally.
These cigars are made of the choicest tobaccos grown,
nun selected with the greatest care. They cannot fall
to suit the taste of all lovers of the fraqrn lit weed. Such
cigar has the brand impressed on it, and everv box has
a label, fac simile of the title of the popular journal,
and our ft] [gnal ', without which none are genu-
ine. We arc the only authorized manufacturers of the
above brand, aud to insure the smoker of the genuine
u-e would aslt you to send us your orders flirec-i.
""!' liver, free of express charges, either size, on re-
ceipt of price.

A. «?. F90TE & 00., Sole Hanufactarars,
125 Maiden tasie. New York.

No Chemicals.

W. Baker & Co.'s

Breakfast

Cocoa
Is Absolutely Pure,

and it is Soluble.

To increase the solubility of the powdered cocoa, vari-

ous expedients are employed, most of them being based
upon the action of some alkali, potash, soda or even am-
monia. Cocoa which has been prepared by one of these

chemical processes, can usually be recognized at once by
the distinct alkaline reaction of the infusion in water.

W. Baker & Co.'s Breakfast Gocoa
is manufactured from the first stage to the last by per-
fect mechanical processes, no chemical being
used in its preparation. By one o[ the most
ingenious of these mechanical processes the greatest de-
gree of fineness is secured without the sacrifice of the
attractive and beautiful red color which is characteristic

of an absolutely pure and natural cocoa.

W. Baker & Go., Dorchester, Mass.

LOG
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. "WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabius from the sim-
plest flog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct Ids shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for #1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

31 S Broadway, New York.
London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

GUBDON TRUMBUIiLi'S

Names anfl Portraits of Birds
Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in

language understanded of the people.

Practically speaking, this is the first popular
volume of ornithology ever issued from the press;
a work which goes far to demonstrate that scien-
tific: accuracy may bo as easily maintained in
English as in Greek or Latin. Follows the
game birds all over the continent and gives a
glossary of all the local names in popular use.
Illustrated with admirable portraits from the
pencil of Mr. Edwin Shepard of the Academy of
Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, which, with the
clear descriptions in the text, will enable any
man who can read to identify the contents of his
game bag.

OPINIONS Or THE PBBSS;
It is the first, so far as we '. Ln,, ^. -s of

books of which the need is foixm •— »• j>art-
ment of natural history.

—

Trey Press,

The book should find its way to a choice place
in. every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-
Ocean.

I would much rather know what this book tells
me, the various names by which the people call
a bird, than the Latin, Greek or Hebrew name
which science gave him for the sake of catalogu-
ing him. * * * It is more value to me to have
a description of a bird in plain English which I

understand than in scientific language which I

do not understand.— W., in Journal ot Commerce.
SOLD BY

Forest sr.d Stream Publishing Co.
pbtok, S2.r.m.

WANTED.—LIVE DEER, PRAIRIE CHICK-
ens, partridge, quail and turkevs. Address

full particulars. Box 3360, P, O, New York City.
aul5,4t

SPORTSMAN'S
Camping or FigMng T@nta

OF Alib KINDS, 8EAPKB AND SIZES.

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most approved styles
ilsc fcymingG for store froats, windows, yacht boats
3te. New style of Canoe Tents made at low figures,
Tlags, Burgees and covers of all kinds. Camp
Moves, Camp Chalrn, Sacking Bottoms, Hammocks,
ill kinds of Fsncy Tents, and in fact anything made
from canvas when an intelligent deseriotion is given
)f what may be needed. My beautifmlv illustrated
s.roulsr now ready. Send stamp for price Ugt. Ad-
iress 8. HEM11NWAI, 60 South St., N. Y. City.

A. WILSON,
No. 116 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

Yacht Sails and Flags a Specialty.

ARGE CANOE FOR SA LE.
J H. L. CAMPBELL, Buffalo, N. Y.

J. N. DODGE,
276 & 278 Division Street,

Detroit, Mich.

Manufacturer of White Cedar Duck Decoys of
all kinds. Also Swan, Geese. Brant, Coot, Shell
Drake, Plover, full-shaped and flat folding Snipe
Decoys. Duck and Turkey Calls. Decoys made
like any pattern furnished without extra charge.
Bottom prices to the trade. Illustrated price list.

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having the patent

2,000 shots out of each 1,000 targets on accrunt
of non-breakage in shipping, trapping and fall-
ing upon ground. The only target made with
the Intuuned Edge, producing the surest break-
er when hit, and surest non-breaker when not
hit. Our traps are sold for the sole purpose of
shooting our targets.

-LIVER Oil
FOR

General
Debility,

Scrofu la,

Rheumatism
or Consumptio
is superior to any 11

licacy of tasto and smell
,""

medicinal virtues and purity.

London, European and New
York physicians pronounce itth«

purest and best. Sold by Drug-gists.

/ WMaale Aft
\V.S. «nrf Cmtuxla)

WOODCRAFT.
By "NESSMUK."

A book for people who love outdoor life

;

for the hunter, the angler and the canoeist.
The work has been of service to thousands of
outers, and will help thousands of others. It

is full of practical advice and information
from one who has spent his life in learning
by hard experience what he now tells his
readers. No camper can afford to be without
it. Cloth, 160 pages, illustrated. "PHce §1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
New York.

DAVXEfs & Co., 1 Finch Lane, London, Eng
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THE STATE SHOOTS.

IN our columns this week Minnesota, Pennsylvania and

New Jersey appear side by side in rivalry, each State

displaying the doings of its militiamen at the butts.

Canada sends down the story of her Colonial Wimbledon,

and next week will come the narrative of the scores

made at the annual fall meeting of the National Eifle

Association at Creedmoor. This is good so far as it goes:

but instead of having less than a half dozen States hold-

ing shoots, the list should run through the entire Union,

and every section show what it can do in comparison

with its sister Commonwealths. In any National Guard

a system of rifle practice once started is sure to be a very

popular feature of military life. The men will be sure to

keep it up, provided the official heads of the Guard give

even a half-way support. The old-time enthusiasm,

which expended itself, at the annual musters, in show-

ing how this separate company could beat another sepa-

rate company in marching ramrod fashion and in going

through the manual of arms like well-greased automata,

finds a far more sensible outlet through the rivalry of the

contests at the targets; and all the time the men, instead

of becoming a fine-looking and obedient uniformed

machine, are trained into self-reliant fighters, for no man
has yet been able to find any royal road to becoming a

good shot. Practice, practice, pkactice, is the one path-

way to success and fame as a marksman, and an intelli-

gent private does not need an officer at his elbow to tell

him how to practice.

That rifle practice has come to stay ; that it is to become

more and more a feature of regular as well as militia

military life, can hardly be disputed. The competitions

now in progress between members and teams of the vari-

ous army departments and divisions are really of far

more national importance than many other subjects

given more notice in the public eye, and many a man in

blue is glad of the break in the monotony of his enlisted

life which comes through rifle practice. Enough States

have taken up rifle practice to show that it can be car-

ried out with the most satisfactory results, and at a mini-

mum of cost. In those States where as yet nothing has

been done, the neglect can only be explained on the

ground that the official heads are either negligent or in-

capable. It is easy now to study what the pioneer States

have done, what they have learned by experience to

leave undone, and so devise a system of practice which

Bhall at once produce the best results.

On the whole, the records are satisfactory. Massa-

chusetts has spoken for herself in magnificent fashion on

several English ranges, as she had previously ruled the

roost on this side. Of the other States, each shows that

there are good shots wearing the State uniform, and

no longer can be truthfully uttered the taunt flung at

our soldiers scarce a decade ago, "You are very pretty,

but you can't shoot."

A THIRD CHAPTER OF ACCIDENTS.

TF it were possible to collect data for a comprehensive

study of shooting accidents, it would be found that

most casualties of this nature would naturally fall into

groups, each group having a distinct classification. Thus

two weeks ago we made note of numerous instances

where human beings had been mistaken for various

species of game and deliberately shot at by hunters; and

last week we spoke of the fatalities caused by stray bul-

lets and the recklessness of shooters who do not stop to

discover if there are human beings in range of their shots.

A third class is of the purely accidental ones which result

from the carelessness or clumsiness of shooting compan-

ions.

This is the season of the year when the accident insur-

ance companies expect to be called on to pay insurance

on men who have been maimed or killed by their field

comrades. Last week a member of a deer-hunting party

in Sullivan county, in this State, was killed by the acci-

dental discharge of a companion's gun; the men were

walking in single file, the one ahead carrying his gun on

his shoulder pointing downward at the stomach of the

man behind; a twig caught the trigger, the gun went off

and the man behind died within an hour. Only a week

before this came the report of the accidental killing of a

prominent Iowa banker by his son while they were out

hunting. These instances are multiplied again and

again, and they constitute a distinct class of shooting

accidents.

A judicious person will hesitate before venturing into

the field with one whose shooting habits are unknown to

him; and the older a person grows and the more he sees

of field shooting and field shots the less inclined is he to

risk his person and life with careless gunners. Few of

us would be persuaded by the assurance of the German

baron who invited an English guest to shoot with him on

his preserve. "I have shot tiger in India,"' said the

Englishman, by way of excuse, "and your German hunt-

ing is not exciting enough, don't you know?" "Ah!"

returned the baron, "you love dancher, do you? Den
you should go shoot mit me. Only an fordnght ago I

shooted mine bruder-in-law right through de shtomach."

No less reassuring was that reply of the keeper of an

English estate, when a guest who had heard of his host's

carelessness in the field, asked just as they were starting

out, "Has Mr. ever wounded anybody?" "Oh yes,"

replied the keeper solemnly and in a whisper, "Mr.

shoots a man every year." Such men have not learned

the first principle of sportsmanship, for no man has a

right to count himself a fellow of the craft until he has

learned above all things caution in handling his weapon.

The simple rale never to point a gun at the person

of a human being is the only safe maxim; nine of every

ten accidents in the field are caused by a violation of it.

The Utica, N. Y., young man who when trying to remove

a cap from his gun, blew off the head of a boy standing

by; the Milltown, Me., hunter, whowhenabout to aim at

a target, accidentally pressed the trigger of his rifle and

put a bullet through the thigh of his friend with fatal

results; the Kenosha, Wis., gunner, who when bringing

down the barrels of his gun after loading it, discharged

it and shot three children; the Leavenworth, Kan., man,

and the Newport, R. I. ,
gunner, who caused their friends to

perish by similar premature gun discharges; all these and

scores of others would not have been " prostrated with

grief," " crazed " and otherwise made to suffer the tortures

of self-reproachand condemnation, had they but observed

this simple and with the exercise of only a slight degree

of thoughtfulness entirely practicable rule. A gun is a

deadly weapon; death is the purpose of its use; and there

is no excuse for those who, forgetting or disregarding

this, bring death to their fellows.

There are other accidents which are due to pure awk-
wardness and want of skill on the part of the shooter.

From such wounding one is not safe in the city streets.

It is notorious that when a policeman discharges his re-

volver at a fugitive, it is not the fugitive but the man
on the other side of the street, or the child in the fifth

story window who most often suffers. A policeman in

New York the other day tried to shoot an alleged mad
dog; the dog escaped, but a thirteen year old boy lost an
eye. A compact item in a Jacksonville, Fla., paper,

from an Ocala correspondent told a similar story in a nut-

shell: "Sunday as our meat man, H. M, Fowler, was at-

tempting to slaughter a beef at his slaughter house, he

accidentally shot his man Ben in the arm."

This proclivity of bullets aimed at one object to strike

another has long been recognized, as appears from an old

advertisement wherein it was ingeniously turned to

accotmt by an aggrieved owner of an ass thus, "Whereas,

several idle and disorderly persons have lately made a

practice of riding on an ass belonging to Mr.
,
now,

lest any accident should happen, he takes this method of

informing the public that he has determined to shoot the

said ass, and cautions any person that may be riding on

it at the same time to take care of himself, lest by some
unfortunate mistake he should shoot the wrong one."

The paragraphers find frequent subjects for jest in the

doings of careless gunners. When the Emperor of Ger-

many while shooting at Buckow accidentally wounded a

citizen of Berlin, who was looking on, this incident, com-

ing after the peppering of three Scotch game keepers by
Prince Henry of Battenberg, prompted the NewT York
World to suggest, "If active hostilities of this kind con-

tinue in Europe the Universal Peace Society will have to

interfere. No reasonable person insists that the aim of

royalty should be high, but it ought at least to be accu-

rate." A Bridgeport, Conn., man was shot through the

foot by the discharge of a friend's gun; the Standard of

that city reported that the charge "tore a hole in the foot

six inches in diameter," whereupon the Danbury Neivs

commented, "This will give the reader an idea of the

tonnage of the Bridgeport foot."

It must be confessed that this is unseemly joking on a

serious subject, which has in it less of humor than of

pathos. The lapse of twenty-five centuries has not dead-

ened the touching appeal to sympathy in that story of

Adrastus, the son of Georgias, the son of Midas, who in

the year 550 B. C, having first killed his own brother by

accident at home, and then with a javelin aimed at a

wild boar having slain the son of his patron Croesus,

waited in silence and solitude until after the funeral, and

then, "knowing within himself that of all men he ever

heard of he was the most burdened with calamities, slew

himself upon the tomb."

SNAP SHOTS.

BY the death of Hon. S. S. Cox, in this city last Tues-

day, the friends of the National Park have lost a

powerful, consistent and valued ally. Mr. Cox had an

intelligent interest in the Park, and what was in the

highest degree a patriotic concern for its conservation as

a possession for the people for all time. In its defense

against the plottings of railroad schemers Mr. Cox took an

active part on the floor of the House, and it was in large

measure due to his exertions that the purposes of the

grabbers were balked. By his services in this course he

made himself worthy of grateful remembrance. His

voice and his influence will be missed in future legisla-

tion respecting the Park.

The complaint by our correspondent "Podgers" has a

substantial basis. He went fishing and has returned not

full of elation over the big string of fish captured, but

cast down by the cruel treatment endured at the hands

of the swindlers who prey on his kind. It is a com-

plaint, too, that will find an echo in the hearts of numer-

ous others who have fared in the same way. It is within

the experience of most men who go from home on shoot-

ing or fishing excursions that the expenses of such out-

ings are constantly growing, and this is not because more

services are demanded, but because the demands for ser-

vices rendered are becoming exorbitant,

Ira Paine, the famous pistol shot, died in Paris last

Tuesday,
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SHOOTING ON MOUNT OLYMPUS.—IV.

{Concluded from Page 103.)

THE following morning, some half hour after day-
break, our little party, consisting- of five packmen,

the guide. Tamayanes and myself, filed out of the vil-

lage and commenced the ascent of the hill behind it.

Ahmed Khan and several of the villagers followed us
with their prayers, not so much perhaps because they ex-

pected them to do us any good, but as a matter of pious
custoi a.

Our course was an easy incline until we reached the
ridge of the hill, up which we toiled wearily for a couple
of hours, until we came to a long saddle, which turned
our course at right angles. The crest of this saddle was
bare,but on either side a deep wooded ravine had its source,
and I could not help pondering on the possibility of

escape from my dilemma, if I were to plunge down either
of them and work my way down to the sea. A day's
journey would surely bring me into the cultivated low-
lands.
Whether it was that I did not trust my followers, or

that I suspected that the bandit's men were lying in hid-

ing near at hand, or that I shrunk from the undignified
position in which I should be placed if taken while try-
ing to escape, or whether it was that, having made up
my mind to the sacrifice of the money, which would
otherwise have been spent in holidaying, 1 was fascinated
by the romance of the situation and saw in it possibilities

of compensation for my contracted tour, I hardly know.
It may be that all of these considerations had their meas-
ure of weight in determining results, but at any rate,

although I looked both to right and left, I pressed ''on-

ward, right on."
Arrived at the end of the saddle, we plunged into open

pine forest; there was no trail, and the hill before us being
too steep for a packman to breast easily, we tacked away
to our left until we came out on a precipitous opening,
with no vegetation but raspberry and blackberry bushes
among the shattered rock masses.
High above us in front we got a glimpse of the grass-

green mountainside, dotted with gray granite rocks; but
there was" an indistinctness of detail which convinced me
that we had still a great deal of climbing to do before we
got there. Then a laughing exclamation from one of the
packmen, and we turned, and, lo! there was Broussa
nestling at our feet, the sea of Marmora laving her shores,
and idealized by distance into a perfect earthly para-
dise.

The packmen threw down their packs, and we sat and
looked down on the scene, so seemingly peaceful from
our point of view, in the calm, clear sunlight, and the
balmy atmosphere of the pine forest, an atmosphere
which I at once proceeded to vitiate with my pipe.
Again we started, and after an hour's hard struggle

reached the top of the lull. Before us spread a vast ex-
panse of rugged treeless mountains towering skyward,
but between us and the mountainside was a deep ravine,
how deep we knew not, a ravine into which, the sun
rarely penetrated, so cool was the air; there were even
traces of snow under some of the rocks.
And now downward we toiled through the forest for

nearly an hour, guided by the descent and by the murmur
of what at first appeared a brawling brook, but which at

closer quarters proved quite a river, and evidently a
formidable one in flood. Big boulders were scattered
over its bed, and logs laid down for crossing from boulder
to boulder, betrayed the handiwork of man.
The water had that delicious freshness always appre-

ciable in granite mountains, but was too cold to drink
much of, and as we resolved to camp here for dinner, a
fire was lighted, food cooked, and the aroma of coffee

soon pervaded the scene. We appeared to be all alone,
no sign of man or beast intruded itself upon us.

•'Perhaps," said Timayanes, "the bandits were lying
in wait for us below Ahmed Khan's village, but even if

so they are already on our tracks."
Weary indeed was that march up the hill. It was 4

o'clock before we emerged from the forest, and we had
still a couple of miles to cross along its upper edge to the
camping ground, where we found water, fuel and pro-
tection from the elements under shelter of some over-
hinging rocks.
As we sat around the camp-fire in the evening after

supper I instituted inquiries and learned that these moun-
tain wilds are not whollyuninhabited, but are roamed over
by bands of shepherds, who are given to dispute with
each other about their feeding grounds, and to settle

their disputes with the club, but who, since Futteh
Ali's residence among them, have been accustomed to
look up to him as the representative of absolute power
and dispenser of justice.

No one knew just how many followers Futteh Ali
Shah had. There might be hundreds or even thousands
in the organization. The little band that he had brought
to the mountains was variously estimated at from thirty
to fifty, but most of his adventures were in Broussa and
Stamboul.
The villagers spoke in quiet respectful terms of him,

as they would of any one having authority. The mere
fact that he was for the present outlawed by the govern-
ment at Constantinople did not affect the merits of the
case in their estimation. He still made good his right to
live his own way, and to dictate to others the terms on
which they should live. He was evidently a man to be
looked up to.

For myself, I was from the first satisfied that he was
not an ordinary footpad, who would rob you of what you
might have on your person, and then cut your throat to
prevent your telling tales. He was from all accounts a
gentleman and man of honor, a man who if he promised
to send your head down to Broussa, unless its price in
sequins were sent at an appointed time, would fulfil his
promise with the most punctilious exactitude.
A comfortable couch of fir boughs was spread under

the rocks, and spreading my blanket on this, I slept the
sleep of the just, wliile the other members of the party
were still passing round the pipe.

The morning broke bright and clear. There were no
signs of fife outside our own party, and, breakfast dis-
posed of, we started on the hunt, leaving Timayanes
behind to cook for himself and me, and one villager to
bring wood and water, and cook for the rest of the party.

What a bed of wild flowers was the grassy slope up
which we plodded for some two miles from 'camp! It
terminated at length in a rocky peak which stretched
down from above, and as we came to the edge of the
tableland to avoid this, the mountainside sloped away
down from us for thousands of feet, a treeless tract, with
scant herbage, and broken up into hill and ravine and
lugged precipice, while high above the snow-clad peaks
shone brightly in the morning sun.
Here I took out my field glass and scanned the whole

hillside, and for a long time in vain. At length far away
and considerably below the level on which we stood, a
thousand feet at least, I saw a dark object which I made
out to be a chamois, recumbent upon an exposed point of
rock; a little further search showed two more on a ledge
of the rock, perhaps 50ft. below him. 1 had consider-
able difficulty in bringing them into the field of the
guide's vision. He had never used a telescope before, but
at length he sighted them, and grasped the situation.
Then he laid down the glass and announced that they
were a long way off.
" We can reach them in an hour," I said.
" No, Effendi," said he with an inward chuckle, " it is

not a straight line from us to them. We shall do well to
reach them in two hours: but there they are, and not
likely to move until toward evening, unless disturbed.
There is plenty of time."

It was a more rugged journey than anything I had any
conception of, steeper in places than I supposed it possi-
ble for man to climb, but the villagers went, and I fol-

lowed. My head was clear enough, and a very little tuft
of grass, 1 found, would help one over a very bad place.
And so we went on, down the declivity again, until we

stood on the edge of a sheer precipice of fifty, a hundred,
perhaps two hundred feet fall, and had to turn, and cross
ridge and ravine again, in quest of a more feasible descent.
An hour from the'start we paused on the edge of a preci-

pice, and got another good view of our game, now just
visible to the naked eye, and the guide endeavored lo

plan out a line of approach. Now for the first time we
noticed that away deep down in the hollow there was a
sea of vapor, with arms rolling up the channels in the
mountains. It was clear sunlight above us, but if we
once got enveloped in the cloud , as we now certainly
would, we could make little progress until it should clear
off again. I was feverishly impatiant to reach the cha-
mois before they would become enveloped in mist.
And so we struggled on for another hour, and saw the

sea of dense mist spread out under our feet, and still

slowly rising, until at length the guide who was in ad-
vance reached a point of rock from which he stepped
back noiselessly, then motioned to me to come and get a
peep.

How my heart throbbed as I peeped over and saw three
big bucks quietly chewing the cud, about a hundred feet
below me, and only about a hundred yards away, while
Borne fifty feet lower was a herd of fifty or more, half
enveloped in the upper edge of fog.

I paused a moment to recover breath, then sank on one
knee, rested my elbow on the other, and took a very de-
liberate aim.
The shot rang out, the report echoed and re-echoed

from hill to hill, I saw where the ball struck the rock
about a foot too low, saw the buck spring to his feet, and
had an indistinct vision of other forms springing up from
the ground, realized that the distance was greater than I

supposed, raised the sight, ^railed the trigger agaiu, saw
the buck rise on his hindlegs and wheel partly round,
make a couple of plunges forward, try to save himself
on the edge of the precipice, stagger a moment, and then
topple over headlong imo the sea of cloud.
All this required but a few seconds; at the moment the

buck fell I saw innumerable figures plunging downward
in all directions, and twice more my trusty Winchester
rang out, aimed at two beasts, at the very edge of the
mist, but with what success I knew not.

It took at least a quarter of a mile's clambering before
we reached the spot that the. chamois had alighted on, at
the foot of the precipice. We were now enveloped in the
cloud, and although we could pierce the gloom for a
radius of ten or fifteen feet, we could discern absolutely
nothing beyond that distance.
There was no buck there, but the guide pointed out the

great pool of blood, where he fell, and the track which
he had made sliding down the incline. We went down
tliis carefully, for about fifty feet, and came on him dead,
on the very edge of another fall of unknown depth. All
hands set to work and dragged the carcass to a more level
piece of ground, and at once proceeded to skin him, pre-
paratory to cutting him up, for in no other way could we
have got him to camp.
While this work was in progress, the guide and I tried

back, and after some search found blood on another trail,

which we followed for half a mile at least. At length
the quarry loomed up big through the mist, but broke
away so suddenly, that although I pulled the trigger, I
believe I missed him at five yards.
There was a big pool of blood where he had lain, and I

was fit to kick myself at the thought that I had not ex-
changed my Winchester for the smoothbore, while going
through the fog. I made the pxchange now, and again
we went on through the fog, tracking the blood stains,
until we came to a place where he had fallen, rolled over,
and then slidden down the hill.

He had not gone far. We sighted liim some fifty yards
below trying to struggle to his feet, but I was too quick
for him, a ball through the shoulders settled him, and
my guide was soon astride him with the knife.
The guide now made me understand that he wanted

me to remain by the buck, and skin it. while he went for
help, and signifying my assent, I lighted my pipe, drew
my hunting knife and motioned him off. I suppose I
was nearly an hour getting off the skin, but the task was
finished at length, and as I turned round to look for a
restful seat, I was startled by some big object going by
me through the fog.
All was now clear below me, the bottom of the cloud

had just reached my level, and 1 immediately sprang for
my smoothbore, but the beast was heading upward, and
was already lost in the cloud before I cjuld raise my
weapon. But instantly there rang out the report of a gun
quite close to me, the angry growl of a bear, a second
shot, a woman's scream, a man's more distant shout, and
while this was transpiring I was rushing up the hillside,

and saw through the mist the wounded and enraged bear
rushing on the man who had just fired his second shot
and turned to flee.

The bear rose to his haunches and was in the act of
striking with his paw, when, fearing to fire high, lest the
ball should go through to the man, I let goat his haunch.

This brought him around with a rush toward me, and
as he came within five yards I tired from my side and
sprang around a point of rock. The bear dropped , but
endeavored to crawl to me, growling savagely; happily
the incline was steep, and he slipped down it some ten
feet before he could stop himself. In that interval I was
fumbling for my cartridges, and had got one into the
breech and closed it, but before I could raise the gun to
my shoulder another hunter was at my side, and had
sent a ball into his open jaws that paralyzed him.
Pausing a moment to see that his work was done, he at

once turned, and without a word to me sprang up the
hill. I followed, and a few strides sufficed to bring us in
sight of the young man, a mere boy, who had fired the
first shots. He was seated on the ground, looking very
haggard; and his jacket, torn and matted, with blood at
the shoulder, showed where he had been wounded. The
bear was grasping him by the shoulder when I fired.

He smiled feebly as we approached, and the second hun-
ter knelt over him, and spoke in very tender accents,
and to my astonishment bent over aud kissed him.

I looked at the wounded boy, at bis clear fair skin, his
delicate features, and at the contour of his heaving bosom

,

and then remembering the woman's cry, I said to my-
self, "Here is a romance." Then as I looked at the clear,
bold, falcon eye, the lithe figure and reckless look of the
handsome tUlow who had come last on the scene, I

knew beyond a doubt that I was in the presence of the
noted bandit chief, and of some disguised lady love who
shared his wild life with him.

I spoke to him in English involuntarily, and he turned
and asked me in French if I knew anything of the leech's
art, and on my replying that I had studied it, he asked
me to examine the wound,
Ripping the sleeve of the jacket, I removed that first,

and then cutting away a portion of the muslin robe be-
neath, I laid bare the wound, which was considerable,
but hardly dangerous. The bear had grasped her shoulder
and my shot had made him let go before he had fairly
closed his grip, but not in time to prevent his raising the
skin and flesh, and laying bare the quivering muscles.
Water was soon brought, and having washed the

wound, I took off my shirt, washed it out, and making a
wet pad of the linen front, I laid it on the wound, after
laying the skin in position, made a partial bandage of the
remainder of the shirt, then borrowing the chief's silk
sash, which he wore round his waist, I completed the
bandaging satisfactorily.

The patient then drank some water, and after thanking
me -with her eyes, and exchanging a few words with the,
chief, the latter sounded a horn, which soon brought
answering echoes from above, and in ten minutes or so
there was half a score of picturesque looking ruffians on
the scene.
Before their arrival I had told the chief that the

wounded girl would have to be carried to camp, and ap-
parently the task of making a stretcher was a familiar
one to them, for they very soon had one constructed of
their muskets and waistbands, and we were soon ready
for departure.

I then mentioned my chamois to the chief, and was
able to point it out to him, for by this time the cloud had
lifted high above us. He remarked that the road was
rough, and that all his men would be wanted for the
stretcher, but that he would send back a party immedi-
ately for the chamois and bear skin. Then on second
thought he detailed one of the party to remain behind,
and take off the bear's pelt.

We came up to the tableland just at the spot from
which we had descried the chamois in the morning, and
as we reached it we could see in the distance, my men
toiling like ants up the ascent, with their loads of meat.
We made no halt, but one of the chief's men was fcold Off

to wait their arrival. What his instructions were I could
not. of course, understand, and I could not bother the
chief with inquiries.

I judged from the direction we took that the camp was
about two miles from my own. It was down in the
forest, on the bank of a stream. The litter was taken to

a ledge of rock, differing from my shelter of the previous
night only in respect that it formed quite a large cham-
ber, which had been, perhaps in part, hollowed out by
man.
The girl was able to stand, and alighted and walked a

little, leaning on the chief's shoulder, but a light cot was
brought, rug and pillow adjusted, and she was easily

persuaded to repose, for indeed she looked rather faint,

although she smiled and occasionally spoke cheerfully.
To my astonishment Timayanes and the villager were

at the camp, with all my belongings, and he told me in a
few whispered words that the chief Had arrived some
two hours after my departure, ordered the removal of
everything to the camp, left a man as guide, and then set

out in my tracks.

I stuck to my post as surgeon, and asked for vinegar.
This was happily forthcoming, and removing the heavy
silk sash from the wounded shoulder, I sought to allay
the inflamma tion by the continued application of vinegar
and water, the first experience of which made the poor
girl wince, but she bore it bravely with set teeth.

The chief called me, and asked if I knew how to treat
the wound, and if I had all that was necessary, for if not
he would at once dispatch a dozen men to broussa, cap-
ture a doctor and bring him up, but that he was unwill-
ing to resort to such a step unless it were absolutely
necessary; unless, in fact, life were at stake.

I told him that I thought there was little danger, that
the torn parts had been placed in position and would
soon reunite, and that the only thing to do at present was
to keep down the inflammation by cooling applications.

I added that an ointment would then be required to heal
the wound, but that if he could procure a lot of resin
drops from pine trees, I could, from that and olive oil,

compound a very healing ointment.
This evidently comforted him. Timayanes was called

up and asked about the yellow pine resin. Several of
the men knew what was meant, and I added that if

enough could not be found outside the bark, a number of
trees near camp should be wounded and the resin col-

lected in the morning.
Half an hour after our arrival the first chamois came

on the ground, with my men. These fraternized very
amicably with the bandits, for such they really were,
and cooking was 60on in progress. Later still, the other
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chamois and the bear skin being brought into camp, and
the whole party assembled, everything went merrily.

Among the party was one of the mountain shepherds
with five sheep, and I saw that, owing presumably to

there being so much meat in camp, he was being sent

away; but I recommended to the chief to retain one
sheep and have it killed, as its flesh would be much bet-

ter for the patient than venison. This was done, and I

gave orders to have some mutton broth made from one of

the legs, and the fat removed when cold.

00 the whole, I thought matters had taken a favor-

able turn, but the chief, though polite, was rather formal
than cordial, perhaps not without a certain measure of

anxiety as to the disposition of his followers. They all

knew that I bad cut loose at the right moment, and
saved the girl; but that was rather the chief's concern
than theirs.

A camp was allotted to me, and I supped alone, the
chief sending me a bottle of Cyprian wine of approved
vintage. After supper and a smoke, during which sev-
eral of the bandits strolled around, and chatted and
joked with Timayanes, the chief sent his salaam, and
asked if I would come to his camp.

1 found the patient a little feverish, and prescribed
wine and water, and spoke cheerfully to her, telling her
that her wound would be quite healed in a week, then
sat on, and tried to make conversation with the chief,

which was difficult, as neither of us had a familiar
knowledge of French, and we sat for a time in silence.

"We have been watching you for some days," said the
chief, at length, "and while I am myself under obliga-
tions to you, these rascals will expect to be paid for their
trouble. My own finances are low, too, or I would gladly
barter with them for your liberation. Something they
must and will have,"

"I am entirely in your hands," 1 replied, "and ready
to be guided by your advice, and from what I learned
yesterday, you know exactly the state of my finances,"
"We know certainly the state of your letter of credit

with the banks, but as to what property you may have in
your own country, we have no knowledge."
"That," said I, "is easily told; my only possession in

the United States is my citizenship. I have five hundred
sequins, and with these I meant to visit Egypt before re-
turning to my own home. Now, I propose to get you to
buy me off from your followers for half the sum. For
yourself. I will ask you to accept my repeating rifle, and
on my return home I will send you sufficient shells to
last you a lifetime. And now, being here and having a

patient to attend to, I should like to spend a couple of
days hunting the mountain sheep."

"It is good," said the chief; "sit with the patient while
I go out and hold council."
After he was gone the patient summoned me to her

side and gently slipped a ring into my hand. I saw the
diamond sparkle as she did so, and closing my hand on
hers with gentle pressure, I thanked her as well as I could.
The chief was absent fully an hour. When he returned

his brow was clear.

"I have arranged with them," he said, "more easily
than I expected. You will write a check in the morning
for 125 piastres and remain here hunting and attending
to our patient while the messenger is absent. This is a
loan to me, which I will repay as soon as I can command
funds. You shall not lose your trip to Egypt. I am
myself of Egyptian origin, a descendant of the Pharaohs,
the Om Eah, the Lords of Light, the builders of the
Pyramids."

And now let me bring my story to a close, I gave the
check the next morning and almost immediately started
off on a hunting tour, accompanied only by my own
villagers. A flock of mountain sheep was found with
the telescope, high up under the snows, and hours spent
in crawling up to them. I did not know just how- far
we were from them, as we toiled up a steep ravine, when
my guide motioned me to climb the bank. I did so, and
there, not 20yds. from me, stood a big ram with a flock
of twenty at rest around him. We stared at each other, and
alas! in that decisive moment, buck fever or some other
fever took possession of me, and with a film over my
eyes my ball went astray. As the flock sped away toward
some precipitous recks, I let loose again four times, and
one sheep fell, but regained his feet immediately, and in
two minutes more the flock was gone.
On our way down we almost ran into a herd of chamois

and I dropped two of them, which greatly raised all our
spirits. I reached camp to find my patient doing fairly
well under the weak vinegar treatment, in good spirits
and with fair appetite. Nearly a pound of resin had been
collected, there was olive oil in plenty, and while my
supper was being cooked I melted and skimmed the resin,
added the oil and prepared an unguent which I set aside
to cool.

The next day was devoted to idleness. I removed the
"bandages from my patient's arm, washed the wound and
put on a large plaster of the unguent. The wound had
begun to heal, and although there was some inflamma-
tion I was satisfied it was doing well, and spoke encour-
agingly, and she, for her part, became quite cheerful and
made light of her wound.
The next day we went on the wild sheep chase again.

I dressed my patient's wound before starting, and found
that there had been considerable discharge, but that the
inflammation was subsiding. This day, too, it was an
all-day climb to reach the sheep, but we got there. There
was no 20yd. shooting this time. I got into cover at about
120yds. and knelt there and rested, until I had in great
part recoveredmy breath; then I drew a steady bead upon
one old ram, and cut loose. I heard the welcome thud,
and then as the stricken beast began to plunge around in
a circle, I knew there was no need to fire at him again,
so I ga ve my attention to the retreating flock, dropping
two of them, a young ram and a ewe. It made a heavy
load for the party, and I had to carry the head and skin
of the bighorn myself, a burden that makes my shoul-
ders ache every time I think of it.

That evening some shepherds brought in two fine pair
of old horns and skins, which I purchased for a sequin
to our mutual satisfaction. My patient was doing well,
and I enjoyed my mutton chops with an appetite which
made me think that on some future occasion, if fortune
favored me, I should willingly enough give a hundred
sequins for such another day's toil, to be closed with such
another supper, eaten with such an appetite, and such
another bottle of Cyprian wine. Futteh Ali Shah—
your very good health! I will seek you out when I next
come to Turkey.

The following morning the messenger returned from
the city with the proceeds of my check, which the chief
distributed equally among his followers, and my patient
having got over the shock to her general health, wanted
to get up, but I insisted on her lying quiet, and drinking
her mutton broth, for another day or two, which she con-
sented to the more readily, that I promised to spend
another day there.

I had heads and skins enough to satisfy me, but during
the last two hunts we had put up several flocks of ptarmi-
gan , and as I had brought along a hundred shot cartridges,
I determined to spend a day among the birds, and was
well satisfied with the results, although Lgot only seven
birds.

Returning early, 1 put the. chief through a course of
drill upon the Winchester, which I formally presented to
him, and in the evening, the last evening we spent
together, he grow communicative and friendly, but not a
word in allusion to the history of the gazelle-eyed Fatima.
At daybreak the following morning I breakfasted, and

while Timayanes attended to the packing and dispatch
of my impedimenta, I visited my fan patient, dressed
her wound, which was almost healed, and pressed her
hand as we took one long keen parting glance. Then
bidding cheerful adieu to the rough band, and shaking-
hands with the chief, with a quiet earnestness, as if we
were attached friends, I began the descend of the Olym-
pus.

Facilis descensus. We took our midday meal with
Ahmed Khan, and at eight o'clock that evening, bathed
and refreshed , I sat down to dinner at my inn at Broussa.
The authorities had been making some demur about

my shooting trip, and this the U. S. Minister at Con-
stantinople straightened out without difficulty.
Ten days later I received a bill of exchange drawn by

Futteh Ali Shah, on the banker Suleiman Buksh, in my
favor, for one hundred a.nd twenty-five sequins. So I got
well out of the hunting adventure without losing my
trip to the Pyramids. Fatima claimed the bear skin as
her right by law of the chase. A.

AQUARIA NOTES.
[Occasional Observations on the Fishes of the Aquaria of the

U. S. Fish Commission at Washington.!

BREEDING AND NEST—BUILDING HABITS OP THE TWO-
SPINED STICKLEBACK.

A NUMBER of nests of the two-spined stickleback (Gas-
terosteus biaeuleatus) were built during the month of

April, and the young were duly hatched. The operation
of building the nest is quite different from that of the
four- spined stickleback (Apeltes quadraeus), not being so
complete an example of fish architecture.
The eggs are deposited in a little nest-shaped accumu-

lation of alga on the bottom of the aquarium, or among the
alga growing on a stone. They are then covered with bits of
alga, the male fish drawing himself over them from time
to time with a slow, quivering motion, the spines extended
and the fins vibrating with the greatest rapidity. This
w-as supposed to be the process of fertilization until closer
observation showed the addition of several fine grayish
threads after each operation. It should be mentioned
that from the time of the act of spawning the male is
the sole actor, the female at once taking her departure or
being driven away. In a small vessel she would be killed.
The head of the fish is used as by the four-spined stickle-

back in fashioning a hole through which circulation may
be kept up among the eggs.
The addition of the alga and repetitions of the spinning

process alternate until the nest is of sufficient size. Large
pieces of alga are thrown carelessly over the nest with
the evident intention of concealing it. After the nest is

completed the threads binding it together may be plainly
seen, giving it the appearance in some cases of a loosely-
constructed cocoon, but it is not the neat and compact
structure of the four-3pined stickleback.
The nests are about the bulk of a hemisphere one inch

in diameter, but more or less irregular in shape. The
efforts of the male to induce or compel the female to
visit the nest and spawn are highly interesting. The
nuptual coloration of the male fish is very beautiful,
being pink and blue-fleeked with pearly and bronze tints!

Circulation is kept np (among the eggs) during incuba-
tion by fanning with the pectoral fins and by drawing
or forcing water through them with the mouth.
After the young are hatched the male still keeps up a

vigilant warfare upon anything approaching their
vicinity, even fiercely and incessantly attacking a net or
glass pipette put down to capture some of them.
The male parent himself darts at the young when they

emerge from cover with the evident intention of frighten-
ing them into hiding. They dart under the alga like a
brood of chickens at the appearance of a hawk, but soon
troop out like a lot of merry children at play to be again
and again driven under cover by the anxious father as
he returns from his fierce and tireless forays against in-
truders into his claim.

HATCHING THE HORSESHOE CRAB.
Some hundreds of the eggs of the horseshoe crab

{Limidas jiotyph&mm) were mailed to Dr. Smith of the
Fisheries Division of the U. S. Fish Commission, by E. S.
Howell, of Dias Creek, N. J. , in the month of August,
and hatched rapidly on being placed in a tank of sea-
water. In a month they were examined and some of
them were found to have doubled in size. Their food in
the aquarium is apparently limited to decaying ulva and
probably some infusorial life.

AN EXAMPLE OP VORACITY.

A rock-fish (Boecus lineatus) about 3in. long, not hav-
ing been fed for two days, on being given a bounteous
supply of worms so gorged itself that the end of one
worm protruded from its vent about a quarter of an inch
and squirmed about vigorously, withdrawing and pro-
truding for some time, until it finally disappeared for
good. Wm. P. Seal.

Audubon Magazine.—We wish to procure copies of
the Audubon Magazine of the dates of February and
August, 1887; the original price will be paid for them.
Address the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.

THE WHISTLE OF THE WOODCOCK.
Editor Forest and Stream:
There seems a great diversity of opinion among sports-

men as to the manner in which the woodcock produces
the peculiar whistle, some maintaining that it is caused
by the sharp cutting of the air by their pinions, others
(myself among the number) that it is through the in-
strumentality of the bill. Why should every other bird
have its distinctive note and the woodcock alone be
mute? The woodcock's cousin, the English snipe, has
his cry as ho starts from the boggy meadows, why should
one make that peculiar noise with the wing and the
other not? I have repeatedly flushed woodcock as I have
snipe, and both have started on the wing without any
noise whatever; then why should, they be silent at one
time and make their peculiar sound at another, when
equally started, if the wings produce the souud? Again,
I have held a wounded woodcock in my hand and he has
made a twitter, while grasped about the body without
the possibility of moving the wings. Again, while going
along country roads, where no fright was involved, and
with nothing to call for unusual speed, I have heard the
same cry or whistle. I know that in the fall I have
flushed birds that have gone away at such a speed that
if the whistle were in the wing they went fast enough to
make it equal to my dog whistle, but still with no note.
I may be dead wrong and a numbskull of the first water,
but after forty years of woodcock shooting I still believe
in the bill. If I am proved to be in the wrong I had bet-
ter go slow, keep dark and put the shot in first. C. H.

The above are the views and opinions of my fellow
sportsman and friend, Mr. Charles Hinkle, manager of
the art department of the IUmtrated Sportintj News. I
know of no man more observant, trustworthy or experi-
enced in woodcock shooting, or a better field shot on the
wing or more true sportsman-. His views and experience
coincide with my own. I am certainly not of those
who hold to the idea that the noise is produced by the
woodcock's primaiy quills.

If this whistle emanates from the startled swiftness of
sudden fright-flight, through action of rushing air and
by action of wind on the primary or pinnated quill, how is
it then that you gentlemen all hear this said-same twitter
or whistle by the wounded and enfeebled bird's weak
flutter in your hand, precluded from wind action, which
you claim is its sole cause? Again, bow is it that this
whistling note is given out frequently through the entire
moult season ? This has been carefully noted by friends
of mine who spent the mouth of August last roaming the
hills and woods of Litchfield, and at all times noted the
whistle sound given out on startled intrusive flight. And
often in the shades and shadows of its feeding solitude,
when disturbed while feeding, and as you all say and bear
witness never on alighting or on its flight for food. The
whistle is vocal and guttural beyond question, as wit-
nessed by "F. W." in letter of your issue Sept. 5 last,
where he said he had shot the bird's bill away at its base,
and then his "horsecar conductor" gave full proof that
he had yet a vocal note.
On the border of a wood spring rill were found on the

30th day of August just past two woodcock sitting on
nests not two hundred yards apart. Now, gentlemen,
with this fact staring you full in the face, from a section
that has been personally preserved by its owners for
several years past, what have you to say as to the cruel
and unsportsmanlike July mid-summer shooting of this
most delicious game bird ? Canonicus.
North New York.

NOTES ON BACK NUMBERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In reply to your correspondent "H. W. D L.," who

w-onclers if man's sympathy for God's creatures increases
as he grows older, I would reply that it does. At least,
that is my experience; and I observe the same trait of
compassion in the majority of mankind. From my youth
I have been a lover of the gun and the rod; and, although
a comparatively young man, I have so much feeling for
the animal and feathered tribes, that I do not do half as
much hunting as I formerly did. A great writer has said:
"God is in everything; be cruel to none; neither abuse
anything by intemperance."

I never heard that the eggs of the great horned owl
were forty-six days in hatching. If that is true, the owl
exceeds all our domestic fowls in length of time required
to develop the little owls, and comes near to the time of
the ostrich, which averages near fifty days, according to
the owners of California ostrich farms.

A recent writer in this journal made inquiry if the eggs
of wild birds and fowls ever fail to hatch. Yes, most
assuredly. This summer I found a quail's nest contain-
ing fifteen eggs. Wishing to know how they succeeded,
I revisited the nest in a couple of weeks, and found all
the eggs but one had sent forth Bob Whites. I also
found a nest of twenty-two eggs. These were all taken
by some person, as they were near a frequented path.
Where there are as many as twenty or more eggs, two or
three will fail to hatch.

Angling for bullfrogs is a pleasant diversion with rod
and line, if the frogs are tolerably plentiful. A small
piece of red flannel serves for bait, also white worms.
It is curious to see how savagely a big bullfrog will bite
at almost anything which is offered to him.

On Aug. 14 I observed a true Southern mockingbird
here in 40° north latitude. This is the rarest bird we
have. Have any of your readers observed the Southern
mocking bird north of this latitude?

As the subject of albinos is always of interest to the
general reader and the naturalist, I will add my share to
the list of curious freaks of nature. Some years ago a
trapper of this locality caught a white mink in a steel
trap. Being unaware of the digression which nature
sometimes makes in developing a specimen of either
fowl or animal perfectly opposite in color to the rest of its
species, the trapper w-ould scarcely believe he had caught
a real mink. Not long f-ince I observed a common hen-
harrier that was almost white. But most noteworthy of
all the albinos that ever came within my direct observa-
tion was a turtle dove which remained in this region for
some months a few years ago. It was a beauty; so white
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and pretty. I noticed it several times, and have often
wished I had added it to my collection of natural history
specimens. Jasper Blines.
Alexandria, Mo.

A Rare Deep-Sea Fish.—On Aug. 2, the schooner
Pathfinder, of Gloucester, captured a halibut on the east-

ern part of George's Bank in 175 fathoms of water, in the
stomach of which was found a specimen of Malacosteus
niger (?), a rare deep-sea fish. This species was first de-

scribed by Ayres, in the Boston Journal of Natural
History in 1849, page 53, from a specimen 8|in. long.

The specimen here noticed is about of the same length.
This fish is strictly a deep-sea form and shows that hali-

but have the habit of going down many fathoms. This
specimen was presented to the TJ. S. Fish Commission at

Washington by Mr. John Davis, through Capt. S. J.

Martin. It is bne of the few donations made by New
England fishermen to the National Museum and Fish
Commission. Many rare and curious fishes as well as

other objects of zoology have been brought to light and
preserved by the fishermen of the New England coast.

Vdmc

A Two-Headed Snake.—Aukland, Md., Sept. 6.—

A

boy in coming to town on last Saturday, Aug. 31, found
a small snake, supposed to be a garter snake, having two
perfectly developed heads. The snake is about Gin. long,
and the heads are joined to the body about three-quarters
of an inch back on its neck. Each head is perfectly de-
veloped. Upon teasing it with a pencil or stick it will
strike viciously, sometimes with both heads and some-
times with only one. It seems to have perfect control of

both heads and moves them independently of each other.
It has been in captivity now about a week, and is appar-
ently as lively as when captured. Is it a common thing
for snakes to have two heads? This is the first one I

have ever seen or heard of.—S. L. fit is a rare freak of
nature.]

Woodcock and Worm.—Until the recent discussion I

supposed every one who when a boy dug earth worms for
bait-fishing was familiar with the fact that they will

come to the surface if the ground is thumped. Whether
they do so thinking it is rain or because, as I think more
probable, they find the vibration uncomforable, I do not
know. Nor do I know anything of the habits of wood-
cock. But I have often seen results similar to these pro-
duced by the "woman stick" of the Hupa Indians.

—

Aztec (San Luis Potosi, Mexico).

Mr. Crowley.—A plaster cast of the bust of the cele-
brated chimpanzee, "Mr. Crowley," late of Central Park,
New York, was made by Mr. Richardson, and now occu-
pies a prominent position in the mammal hall of the
U. S. National Museum at Washington.

Recent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Gar-
den.—Purchased—Two kusimanse (Crossctrchm ohscurus), one lynx
(Lynx canadensis), one sooty mangabey (Gere.occhm tnliginomx),
two Tamarin marmosets (Midas ursidus), four Abyssinian guinea-
fowl (Numida ptilorhynclia), one darter (Plotus anhinga), two blue-
beamed jays (Cyanocorax cyanopogon), nineteen banded rattle-
snakes (Crotalus horridus), nine copperheads (Ancistrodon contor-
trix), one blacksnake (Bascanion constrictor), one copper-bellied
snake (Tropidonotus sipedon erytJirogaster), three ring-necked
snakes (Diadopliis punctatus), one banded watersnake (T.fasciutus),
two West Airican pythons (Python sehce), three hog-nosed snakes
(Heterodon platyrliinus),one hog-nosed snake (H. plalyrhinus nigcr),
one hog-nosed snake (H. platyrh inus atmodea), four Valeria's
snakes (Virginia voter ice), four fence lizards (Evmeces fascial us >,

nine slimy salamanders (Piethodon ghttinoms), two cham'eJeonlike-
lizards (Cliammleolis clntnuclcontidcs), five equestrian lizards (Ano-
lis cquestris), one ribbon snake (Eutcenia saurita), three common
watersnakes (Tropidonotus sipedon), two corn snakes (Coluber
guttatus), one garter snake (Eutcenia sirtalis), and one green snake
(Oyciophis cBStivuif). Presen ted—Two gray foxes ( Can Is virgin ion us).

one Cuban iguana (CycVura nuMla), one bonnet macaque (Macacus
radiatus), one red fox (Canis vulpcs fulvus), six opossums (Didel-
phys virginiana), two barn owls (Strix flammed amerieana), one
bald eagle (HaUa'etusicucoccphalus), one red-tailed buzzard (Buteo
borealis), one sharp-shinned hawk (Accipiter fuscus), two screech
owls (Mcgascops asio), one black duek^Anas obscwa), one redstart
(Setopliaga ruticilla), one great blue heron (Ardca lie rod ins), thirty
newts (Desmognathus rniniatus). two pine snakes (Pityophis melano-
leucus). one painted terrapin (Clirysemys picla), four musk terra-
pins (Aromochelys odoratus), one green turtle (Chelonia mydas).
one alligator (Alligator mi&si>&iifi>ieit«M, oik- Marev's carter wiake
(Eutcenia miu ciana), two striated turtles (Chelopus insculpius), one
red-bellied terrapin (Psrudcmys rugosa), one box tortoise (CL-tinia
Carolina), and one Leconte's snake (Rltinocliilis lecontei). Born-
One Indian antelope (Antilope cervicapra), one beaver (Castor
fiber canadensis), and one zebu (Bos indiciis).

"That reminds me."

880.
SPEAKING of fishing reminds me of an amusing little

incident that occurred in my family last spring.
My wife shares with me a passion for fishing, and during
the season we frequently take a boat and row out to the
mouth of the river to fish for pike and white bass with
minnows. Some unscrupulous person has told my wife
that male fish will not bite a hook held by a man, and
vice versa; so that one lovely evening toward the latter
part of June, when we had dropped our anchor on our
accustomed fishing ground, I said, "Now, my darling, we
will soon see whether there is more he or she fish in the
creek. " We had hardly assumed the easiest possible posi-
tion to await the bites, when my wife, in her accustomed
energetic manner, succeeded in landing a 2-pound white
bass. She did not say ' 'First blood," women are so funny,
you know, but I am sure she thought it. A weary half
hour dragged away. No bite. I began to think my min-
now must be off, and pulled up to see. While adjusting
the bait a mean but brilliant idea presented itself to me,
why not catch her fish over again? As her back was
partly turned, and she was intent on fishing, the plan
seemed feasible. I put her poor little he bass on my hook
and slid him gently in. I had hardly got my line out
before I pulled it in again. I said, "We are even." This
scheme worked like a charm; so that, by the exercise of
considerable tact and by working hard, I succeeded in
hauling that fish in seven times before dark. I dragged
him (or her; all over the river. "Mostly she fish to night,"
I said. She said, "Let's go home." As I had been hav-
ing quite a good time I did not object. Well, when we
came to string those fish there was but one in the boat.
Only the sound of the oars broke the stillness in that
boat as we rowed home. • C. W. R.
Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

TEXAS GAME LAW.
VICTORIA, Texas, Aug. 30.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice in a recent number of Forest and Stream
what purports to be an abstract of the game laws of this
State, and find therein so many errors that I venture to cor-
rect them in order that readers of this journal may not be
unwittingly led into violating the laws. Article 426 of the
penal code reads as follows: "It shall hereafter be unlawful
for any person to kill, ensnare or trap, or in any way destroy
any wild deer in, the period of time embraced between the
20th day of January and the 1st day of August of each year.

"

After providing penalties for violation of the foregoing
clause, the article further provides that any "butcher, huck-
ster, marketer, carrier or express agent, or any person found
in possession of fresh-killed venison one day before the above
specified open season begins, or ten days after the open sea-
son has closed, shall be deemed guilty of the violation of
the provisions of this article, and liable to the same proceed-
ings and penalties herein provided." The open season for
prairie chickens is from the first day of August to the first
day of February. Quail from Oct. 1 to May 1. Wild tur-
keys Sept. 1 to May 1. Guadalupe.

PATTERN AND PENETRATION.
GREENER, 10-GAUGE.

WHEN Mr. J. N. Such, of South Amboy, read the re-
port of our Greener gun test in his Forest and

Stream, he felt that his favorite arm had not done itself
credit. A gunner for years, he had gone through a deal
of testing himself. He had purchased this, that and the
other make of arm, had found some better, others worse,
and had finally settled upon a Greener 10-gauge of the
last model as being the best ducking gun he had come
across, and one in every way meeting his intelligent de-
mand of what such a gun should 'be. "I would like to
shoot my Greener, which I feel confident will hold its

GREENER 10-GAUGE, 40YDS., RIGHT BARREL, 373 PELLETS, NO. 8 SHOT

own with any arm you can bring to your testing screen,"
said Mr. Such. "Load some cartridges and come along,"
was the reply of Forest and Stream, and early on the
morning of Aug. 8 the range was visited. It was a per-
fect morning for a gun test, and well did Mr. Such re-
mark, "If the gun don't do good to-day, it certainly is

not the fault of the weather conditions." The atmos-
phere was laden with moisture almost to the point of
saturation. The wind came quartering down from the
rear right hand in a lazy fashion, and once or twice dur-
ing the shooting it started in to rain.
Mr. Such had loaded three sets of cartridges; one was

No. 8 chilled shot and the other No. 7, and a third with
No. 1 soft. The last is his favorite charge when out on
Barnegat and Raritan Bays after the heavier fowl there.
The loading of the charges had been most carefully per-
formed, and the analyses show how evenly the powder

GREENER 10-GAUGE, 40YDS., LEFT BARREL, 362 PELLETS, NO. 8 SHOT.

and shot figures- run. In crimping down the 7s and 8s
shot cartridges, Mr. Such had not used the usual com-
plete turn over of the upper and free end of the shell;
instead he had followed the rule of having the card over
the shot as light as consistent with good holding, so as to
allow the shot charge free run from the barrel. After
having put the card over the shot, he pressed down
two opposite sides of the shell top with his penknife back,
and left the shell with two projecting points. The charge
was well held in, sufficiently so, at least, for carrying in

the pocket, and for use by a careful gunner. The charge
of the No. 1 shot, as it filled the shell close up to the
mouth, was crimped down in the ordinary way.
The gun acted in the best manner throughout, and no

special incident marked the firing of the sixty shots of
the entire triple test. How close the gun held and how
well the aimed circle corresponded with the struck circle
is shown in the following tally sheet of each shots pattern
for both circles.

GREENER 10-GAUGE, 40YDS., RIGHT BARREL, 264 PELLETS, NO. 7 SHOT

No. 8 Shot.—40yds.
Right Barrel. Left Barrel.

Aimed Struck Aimed Struck
Circle. Circle. Circle. Circle. In.

301 351 344 360 7
313 324 4 281 354
345 373 4 295 298 ¥276 281 4 346 362
347 352 m 312 357 7

'...316 336 4 316 346 $5
No. 8 Shot.—60yds,

127 166 rys 140 160
115 138 141 163 8lt
63 106 8 159 162 4

167 172 128 150 7
173 166 4 129 156 6

'...129 148 6 139 158

No. 7 Shot.--40yds.
251 264 171 180
236 246 4 271 275
245 243 3 218 224 4
255 264 •M 248 248
242 229 240 248 4

...246 249 4 229 235 4

No. 7 Shot.--30yds.
113 120 6 114 122
124 127 107 104 ft104 93 115 124
98 113 lot 110
97 101 103 123 4

...107 111 §5 109 117

Sv V

GREENER 10-GAUGE, 40YDS., LEFT BARREL, 275 PELLETS, NO. 7 SHOT.

At the 60yds. distance an interesting trial was made.
A few of the black powder cartridges used in the Scott
gun test of the day previous were brought out, and two
shots from each barrel were fired through the Greener
gun. How they behaved is shown in the following tabu-
lar comparison between the doings of these two shots and
the average at this distance by the Scott gun as given in
the Forest and Stream of last week.

Scott Gun, 60yds. Average.
Right Barrel. Left Barrel.

Aimed
Circle.

43

Struck Pene-
Circle. tration.

55 16

Aimel Struck
Circle. Circle.

50 63

Pene-
tration.

17

Greener Gun, 60yds., Two Shots.
68
78

79 27
100 20

87 81
96 88

15
18

AV...73 89 23 92 84 17

In a recent number of the Forest and Stream, it will
be remembered, our statistical correspondent "Nick" took
up the gun test tables to date and drew some general
averages. This showed an average of 60 per cent, for ten
tests at 40yds., with the maximum test reaching 73 per
cent. ; while at 60yds. the general average was 25 per
cent, and the best trial 35 per cent. In the Greener gun
under discussion it will be seen that in the No. 8 shot the
figures for the entire gun were 69 per cent, and 31 pet-

cent, for the 40 and 60yds. distances respectively, and 68
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per cent, and 32 per cent, for the same distances of the
No. 7 shot. It would seem, then, that the faith of Mr.
Such in his Greener gun as a close hitter was not mis-
placed, while its power as a hard hitter is shown by the

figures of penetration in the formal record of the entire

test.

The record of the No. 1 shot will he given in the next
number of the Forest and Stream.

ClAremont, N. J., Aug. 8, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

G-un—Greener Ejector Haminerless. Cost, $350. No. of gun,
35,937. Weight, 10% lbs. Length of barrels, 32in. Gauge,
10. Right barrel, full choke. Left barrel , full choke.

Weather—Cloudy. Direction of wind, 9 o'clock. Force, of
wind, 3 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 73° . Bo.,
wet, 69 °. Humidity, 83° . Barometer, 30.15in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—U. S. Co.'s Climax.
Powder, Brand—Dupont's Eagle Ducking No. 2.

Powder, Quantity—43^drs.
{ Make—Tatham's.

Shot < Quantity—1 Voz.
( Size—No. 8 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random..

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Powd&r. Shot.

Card over shot; slight ( 1. . . 110 grs. 546 grs. 515 pellets,

crimp; 2 B. E. wads- 2. . . 109 grs. 550 grs. 522 pellets,

and card over pdr. (3... 108 grs. 545 grs. 516 pellets.

Average 109 grs. 547 grs. 517 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five ShoU per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, x pellets. Pattern. Penetration, :; pellets

1. 301 pellets. 14 sheets. 1. 344 pellets. 15 sheets.
2. 313 pellets. 16 sheets. 2. 281 pellets. 14 sheets.
3. 345 pellets. 21 sheets. 3. 295 pellets. 16 sheets.
4. 276 pellets. 17 sheets. 4. 346 pellets. 17 sheets.
5. 347 pellets. 15 sheets. 5. 312 pellets. 13 sheets.

Av. 316 pellets. 17 sheets. Av. 316 pellets. 15 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

EIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 373 pellets. 1 360 pellets.

2 351 pellets. 2 362 pellets.
3 ..... . 352 pellets . 3 357 pellets.

Average 358 pellets. Average 359 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 127 pellets. 8 sheets. 1. 140 pellets. 10 sheets.
2. 115 pellets. 6 sheets. 2. 141 pellets. 9 sheets,
3. 63 pellets. . . sheets. 3. 159 pellets. 8 sheets.
4. 167 pellets. 9 sheets. 4. 128 pellets. 12 sheets.
5. 173 pellets. 11 sheets. 5. 129 pellets. 8 sheets.

Av.^129 pellets. 8 sheets. Av. 139 pellets. 9 sheets.

Tliree shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best i>attcrn.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 160 pellets. 1 160 pellets.
2 172 pellets. 2. .... . 163 pellets.
3 166 pellets. 3 162 pellets.

Average 166 pellets. Average 162 pellets.

Claremont, N. J., Aug. 8, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

Q-un—Greener Ejector Hammeiiess. Cost, $350. No. of gun,
35,937. Weight 10%lbs. Length of barrels, 32in. Gauge,
10. Right barrel, full choke. Left barrel, full choke.

Weather—Cloudy. Direction of wind, 9 o'clock. Force of
wind, 3 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 73°* Do.,
wet, 69°. Humidity, 82° . Barometer, 30.15in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—TJ. S. Co.'s Climax.
Powder, Brand—Dupont's Eagle Ducking No. 2.

Powder, Quantity—4%drs.
I Make—Tatham's.

Shot! Quantity—l}£oz.
( Size—No. 7 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random.

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Powder. Shot.

Card over shot; slight ( 1. . . 109 grs. 548 grs. 379 pellets,
crimp; 2 B. E. wads- 2... 1.09 grs. 549 grs. 379 pellets,
and card over pdr. ( 3 . . . 108 grs. 548 grs. 373 pellets.

Average 109 grs. 548 grs. 377 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 251 pellets. 21 sheets. 1. 171 pellets. 20 sheets.
2. 236 pellets. 20 sheets. 2. 271 pellets. 22 sheets.
3. 245 pellets. 18 sheets. 3. 218 pellets. 22 sheets.
4. 255 pellets. 21 sheets. 4. 248 pellets. 17 sheets.
5. 242 pellets. 18 sheets. 5. 240 pellets. 22 sheets.

Av. 246 pellets. 20 sheets. Av. 229 pellets. 21 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 264 pellets. 1 275 pellets.
2 246 pellets. 2 248 pellets.
3 264 pellets. 3 248 pellets.

Average 258 pellets. Average 257 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

L 112 pellets. 11 sheets. 1. 114 pellets. 13 sheets.
2. 124 pellets. 12 sheets. 2. 107 pellets. 12 sheets.
3. 104 pellets. 6 sheets. 3. 115 pellets. 17 sheets.
4. 98 pellets. 12 sheets. 4. 104 pellets. 9 sheels.
5. 97 pellets. 8 sheets. 5. 103 pellets. 16 sheets.

Av. 107 pellets. 12 sheets. Av. 109 pellets. 13 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL,
1 120 pellets. 1 112 pellets,
2 127 pellets. 2 124 pellets.
3 113 pellets. 3 123 pellets.

Average 120 pellets. Average 126 pellets.

BULLETS FROM SHOTGUNS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your paper for August 1 you give a description of a

trial of Dr.* Merrill's shotgun with bullets, and state that
he is desirous of securing a weapon good for both shot and
ball. There are two guns sold in London, either of which
would probably suit. One is the " Paradox," by Messrs.
Holland, and the other the " Golindian," by Charles Lan-
caster.

The former, while made of only 71bs. weight, is stated
upon the best authority to be as accurate with bullets, up
to 100yds. , as an express rifle, and to throw shot extremely
well. I have seen no accounts of any trial of the " Co-
lindian," but doubtless it is also very good with both shot
and ball.

During many years, when in countries where both large
and small game abounded, I made numerous experiments
in order to find out the best method of loading shotguns
with bullets. Gunmakers usually recommend using them
naked, of such a size as to just touch the barrel all around,
and pouring melted tallow over them after pressingthem
down upon the wad. Loaded in this way they rarely do
any harm, but on one occasion a bullet scored the barrel
of a valuable gun, belonging to myself, with a long spiral
mark which could not be taken out, so I carefully avoided
naked bullets afterward.
A very celebrated gunmaker in this country advised

me to use them one size larger than the bore, assuring
me that they would not do the least harm. This might,
perhaps, be a good plan with barrels of extra thickness
at the breech, so as to be safe from bursting.

I have found no method to give greater continuous ac-
curacy than having bullets one size smaller than the
bot e, wrapped in patches of strong thin linen. At first I
used to tie the patch very tightly round the bullet with
strong thread, cut off the neck as closely as possible, dip
it into melted tallow and place it with the neck exactly
in the center of the felt wad before pushing wad and.
bullet down into the shell. This method gives excellent
shooting up to 40yds., and in some guns 50yds.; but I

afterwards found that 20yds. could be added to the range
by using loose patches of such a size that their edges
will barely meet over the center of the bullet. After the
ball is pushed home the edges of the patch should be
brought together and fixed there by pouring tallow over
them. It then remains round the bullet during its pas-
sage up the barrel, and drops off a little in front of the
muzzle when fired.

The following points are worth attending to in order to
make a smoothbore do its best with bullets:

1. The balls should be perfectly round and smooth.
This is more necessary than with a rifle.

2. They should be hardened with about one-twentieth
part of tin, so that the spherical shape maynot be altered
by the explosion of the powder.

3. The powder should be of large grain, because the
blow to the bullet will not be so sudden as with fine
grain.

4. The wad should be of thick, soft, well lubricated
felt.

5. The "cut off" part of the bullet should be in the
center of the wad.

6. The patch should be free from any threads of un-
ev en thickness.

7. The tallow should be distributed as evenly as possi-
ble all round the angle where the bullet touches the
inside of the shell.

8. Turning down the edges of the shell upon the bullet
diminishes the accuracy considerably. As a rule, if it fit

with proper tightness, the tallow will hold sufficiently
firm; but when otherwise, a crimper should be used,
which indents the shell all round, just above the bullet,
and keeps it in its place.

Barrels for ball shooting should be rather thicker than
usual at the muzzle, and those with a straight taper all
the way from the breech are more apt to shoot well than
those which are made thin half way from the muzzle,
like ordinary shotguns.

Theoretically a cylinder-bore ought to be the most ac-
curate, but a recess choke can be made to shoot quite as
well. Some years ago I had a gun made with a full
choke (on the recess principle) in the right barrel, and
the left a perfect cylinder for bullets. After long and
careful trials I found that the left gave no better shoot-
ing than the right, so had it turned into a full choke like
the other, and there is now no difference between them.
They both carry ball very truly up to 60 or 70yds. , but
the left is slightly superior with shot.
Mr. Lane, a very noted authority upon shotguns in this

country, wrote some time ago to the London Field about
firing bullets from smoothbores. He recommended drill-

ing a hole in the bullet and fixing a piece of string, about
as thick as a trout line, in it with a wooden peg, then
cutting off the string so as to leave it 6in. long. This is

coiled in the shell upon the wad, the bullet is pressed
home and fastened by pouring hot grease all over it until
covered level, but the shell is not crimped. Mr. Lane
says, "Thus loaded, a 6in. bull may be struck an indefinite
number of times at 60yds., and very fair shooting can be
got at double this distance."

I believe that much of the inaccuracy of smoothbores
with bullets is due to their having no hind sight. This
can be proved by removing that sight from a rifle and
trying to what extent the shooting is spoiled. In cases
where ball shooting is required from a shotgun it would
be well worth while to fix a short Lyman sight to the
grip. And here I would suggest that if Mr. Lyman
would make some very small sights, giving elevation for
only about 150yds.

,
they would probably have a good sale

for use upon rifles for small game. The short sight which
he has already brought out is so thick that it looks
clumsy upon a rifle of 5 or 61bs. weight, but its advant-
ages are very great. In combination with the ivory bead
foresight correct aim can be taken at rabbits in the twi-
light, when the notch of the open hind sight is almost
useless. J. J. Meyrick.
Dublin.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, HI., Sept. 7.—The season being now open

in Indiana on prairie chickens and also on wildfowl,
a great many of our shooters, especially members of the
shooting clubs who have properties in that State, have
gone down during the week for a few days at the early
birds. There are considerable numbers of local ducks on
the marshes, among others a good many wood ducks and
teal. That chickens have bred very plentifully along the
Kankakee marshes this season seems to be the opinion of
almost every hunter who has been down. Numbers of
these beautiful big bircis have been brought iu. Mr. L.
K. Waldron got a very good bag near the JVlak-saw-ba
Club. He located the birds the first day, killing only
three, and on the following day had verv good sport.
Mr. J. B. Hosmer, of D. S. Munger & Co. ; Mr. John

Howley, of the Scottish National Insurance Company;
Mr. John L. Jones, of Powell & Jones, and Mr. Henry
Durkee, are just back from a chicken shooting trip in
Minnesota. They stopped at Ortonville, and found it

necessary to go out only six or eight miles from that
town. The party bagged about a hundred birds apiece.
The main interest of our shooters just now is centering

in the exceptional and really remarkable jacksnipe shoot-
ing, which is so abundant everywhere. The brown-
streaked little fellows seem to be scattered all over the
country. Messrs. Henry Sloan and F. P. Taylor have
been down on and near Mak-saw-ba marsh nearly all the
week, and have had good sport at snipe. Billy Mussey
got 17 one day in the first of the week, and was forced to
stop shooting on account of the extreme heat which there
prevailed. At the same time Tommy Miller got ahout a
dozen birds, Mr. C. B. Dicks about a dozen and a half,
and Mr. Joel Kinney about as many. Mr. Waldron also
had good luck, and four Hoosiers of the great unwashed
class shot nearly all day long, and must have had a num-
ber of birds. Nearly all of the above shooting was done
on a strip near Rat Island, above the club house. Mr.
Mussey tells me that the birds were in hundreds, and by
good steady work a man should have bagged at least
fifty per day.
Cumberland marsh has had plenty of jacksnipe also;

and there have been numbers killed at Water Valley,
lower down on the Kankakee. I have not heard from
the great snipe ground near Koutts, Ind., but should
think the shooting there must be fine now. The birds
are reported as fat and lying close.

Yellowlegs are in our country in great abundance, but
we do not hear very much of the golden plover just now.
There was a flight of the latter bird in a while ago.

If anything can be foretold at this date we are apt to
have an early winter this year. The dispatches from St.

Paul, Minn., this morning, say that the migratory birds
are beginning to move south, and this, coupled with the
heavy frost in that country, is taken to mean an early
advance of winter's rigors. Another fact of greater sig-

nificance than this is the action of our local ducks this
fall. I have before this mentioned the fact that our
native-bred ducks here band up and go north late in
August or early in September, returning south with the
main migration later in the season. This year no such
northern migration has taken place, and it is thought
that this is because the country to our north is very dry.
The presence of the jacksnipe so early is considered ad-
ditional poorf of this. Whether it is dry or cold that is

starting the game down, the result will doubtless be well
for our shooters, for our marshes are now at good stage
and bid fair to remain so.

The great duck marsh at Horicon, Wis., is probably
the greatest shooting preserve of this part of the country.
No spring shooting is allowed on that marsh, nor any
until after Sept. 1 in the fall, no matter what the State
law may be, for the club makes and holds its own laws.
There are thousands of ducks on the Horicon marsh al-

ready, and the shooting has begun on them. Early this
week Mr. Percy Stone, a member of Horicon Club, bagged
33 ducks in one day, 17 of the bag being mallards. At
the same Mr. Jack Pierson got 46 and Mr. C. E. Felton 22.

From this it is inferred the shooting must have been
good. Redheads, mallard and teal are in on the Horicon
marsh.
Mr. F. M. Howe got 10 ducks in about an hour on Tol-

leston marsh last Monday morning.
Mr. J. A. Sharp and a friend got 51 ducks at Water

Valley on opening day. They had a very nice little bag,
all shot out of one blind. They also got a lot of snipe.
Mr. R. Turtle has been having a lot of fun with the

snipe, and says he killed some not very far from Engle-
wood, eight miles out of town. Almost all the boys who
have gone out have had good fun and good success.
There is some go in this place yet as a shooting resort.

E. Hough.

WORCESTER OPENING DAY.
WORCESTER, Mass., Sept. 7.—Monday was about as

good a day for opening as could be expected at
this season of the year, at the same time it was about as
hard a day to hunt as could be imagined. The sun was
partially hidden by fog and smoke most of the day, but
old Sol was doing business right along. Scarcely a
breath of wind stirred the leaves, and the air was per-
fectly lifeless. The sportsmen were out in force and in
some localities shooting was pretty brisk. A good supply
of birds is reported, and considering the difficult shooting-
good bags were made. Vegetation of ail kinds is un-
usually rank this year, probably owing to frequent rains
early in the season. This tends to lessen the number of
open shots one can get, but gives promise of better sport
later on. That the birds bred well there is no doubt, and
the reports of their being found in bunches would seem
to indicate that less illegal shooting than usual had been
done. Adding the month of December to the close sea-
son, thereby leaving more old birds to breed another year,
is also proving itself a wise move.
The following are some of the bags reported, though

there are doubtless many others not heard from: G. J.

Rugg and Robt. Mason got 12. E. T. Swan and A. J.

Warren, 9. W. E. Dean and Levi Moore, 8, E. T. Whit-
taker and C. H. Morse, 7. E. T. Smith and C. H. Howe,
6. W. S. Perry and A. Perry 9. S. Parker and J. H.
Lccke, 3. E. S. Knowles, Nathan Harrington and Geo.
Walker, 3. Chas. Crompton and J. Doherty, 1 each. F.
Houghton and E. Warren, 3. Of this number 44 were
partridges and 18 woodcock. Only two small partridges
were reported, the young ones mostly being three-quar-
ters grown and able to keep the shooter guessing.

Hal.
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RIFLE FACTS AND THEORIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I note a claim that the .22cal. is deficient in its killing

qualities, and writers advocate ,25, .27 and .30cals. Now
a .25cal. is only .03 of an inch larger than the .22, and
when you get to the .27 it is only .05 less than the .32,

and .30cal. is only .02 of an inch less than .32. The dif-

ference is so small that it seems like splitting hairs.

Does not the killing power depend greatly upon the
proportions of the cartridge, that is the amount of pow-
der used to drive the bullet? Will not the .22cal. bullet
with a good charge of powder kill game more quickly
than the same bullet driven with a smaller charge of
powder? I believe a strong charge of powder will drive
a bullet more rapidly and greatly increase its killing
power.
The first gun I ever owned was a muzzleloading rifle,

about 36in. barrel, round ball, 2G5 of the bullets weighed
lib. avoirdupois. This rifle was cut one turn in 42in.
There never was any trouble with its killing power. I

have shot many squirrels with this gun and the bullet
made a hole big enough to run your finger through it,

even at 80 or 100yds. We used comparatively a large
charge of powder and the bullet always did its work
satisfactorily, why will not the .15-45 cartridge .22cal. do
its work effectively? The twist in the rifling of the muz
zleloader did not make the difference, if it did the present
theory is all wrong. If quicker twist increased killing
power, the Springfield and Bullard with their twist one
turn in 22in. and others with from 18 to 20in. ought to
do better than the old muzzleloader with its twist of
a turn in 42in.

Referring again to the demand for an additional caliber
between the .22 and .32. If the .32cal., 100 or 115gr.
bullet, is too large, it is very easy to make it lighter by
shortening it without changing the bearings in the groove
of the rifle. The diameter of the .32cal. bullet is not too
great, and it seems to me that for all-around shooting at
small game a .32 20 100 to llogrs. bullet will fill the bill

if the gun is a goid one. I would like the cartridge
better, I admit, if it had 35grs. of powder to the 115gr.
bullet, and believe it would make a lower trajectory,
increase the range and increase the killing power, in
fact, there is no doubt in my mind that one great fault
of most breechloading guns is that there is too little

powder used to give the range and accuracy the different
calibers ought to have—say a proportion of one-third the
weight of the bullet, to give the weight of the powder
necessary to get the greatest range and accuracy in any
caliber. I think that is about the rule for long-range
heavy-rifled artillery. It is claimed that the rifle bullet
(with that loading) might jump the groove. If this argu-
ment is correct, might not a longer twist be used with
advantage in range, and in all other respects, and so
diminish the tendency to jump the grooves and lead the
barrel

?

The manufacturers of shooting and target breech-
loaders seem to be at sea on these, subjects, and their
own catalogues show that they are not consistent and
not settled about the proper proportion of the powder
charge for the weight of lead they use. They started
with a rim-fire cartridge, 28grs. powder, 200grs. lead
for .44cal.; then center-fire cartridge, 40grs. powder,
200grs. lead, for 44cal.; then a 38cal., 40grs. powder and
180grs. lead; then 45cal., 70grs. powder, 405 to 408grs.
lead. Thus:

28grs. powder, 200grs. lead, powder proportion 14 per
cent.

40grs. powder, 200grs. lead, powder proportion 20 per
cent.

40grs. powder, 180grs. lead, powder proportion 22| per
cent.

70grs. powder, 408grs. lead, powder proportion 17&\
per cent.

It is hardly worth while to go through all the calibers,
but when you come to express rifles, .oOcal., you get .50-
95-300, .50-115-300 and .40-82 260, giving the weight of
powder in these cartridges 3l£ per cent., 38£ per cent, and
31-fV per cent, respectively. Now, if these percentages
are good for the calibers named, why not the correct
thing for all calibers?
That the writer is not alone in some of the opinions ad-

vanced, is shown by the paper written by W. W. Kim-
ball, U. S. N., and published in Scribners Monthly for
September. It is worth reading. Allow me to quote an
item or two. Speaking of the French military rifle (the
Lebel), he says: "Balhstically it is good. It shoots well
because the caliber is good, because the bullet is fairly
well proportioned, because the rifling is good, because
the recoil is light, and, above all, because the charge
makes the bullet go fast." Again: "If a big, heavy
bullet could be made to go as fast as a light one, it would,
of course, hit harder." Again: "The small bullet leav-
ing the muzzle of the French Lebel gun strikes a blow
one-third heavier than does the big one of the Spring-
field."

I am at a loss to understand these quotations if they do
not refer to a greater proportion of powder to weight of
the bullet in the French Lebel and British Lee rifles than
the proportions used in the Springfield or other military
rifles using a smaller charge of powder in proportion to
their bullets.

I hope you will excuse the length of this article. I
don't know much about these matters, and want to learn
if I can ; and hope some of your correspondents who like
the rifle and have studied it and know more about it,

will enlighten others who want to know more than they
do. Senex.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have made a test of the 22-5-30 cartridge and two

others, using my Maynard rifle, 26in. barrel, quick twist,
made expressly to shoot the U. M. C. "long rifle" cart-
ridge. The shooting was.done in the back position, with-
out artificial rest. At 100yds. a third-class Creedmoor
target reduced to one-half size was used. At 50yds. the
target was reduced to one-fourth size. All of the targets,
except the last one at 100yds., were shot in a wind blow-
ing at the rate of about five to fifteen miles an hour from
the 10 o'clock quarter. When the last target at 100yds.
was shot the wind was so light that its direction could
not be determined. In the following summary the first

column shows the kind of cartridges used, the second
column the number of points scored in five shots, Creed-
moor count, on reduced targets. The third column shows
the diameter of a circle inclosing the five shots, and cut-
ting the centers of the two bullet holes furthest apart.

The fourth column shows the diameter of a circle simi-
larly inclosing four of the five shots. The rifle was
sighted as nearly right as possible for the long rifle cart-
ridges, and no change was made in the sighting when
the other ammunition was used. This was not doing full
justice to the .22 short, as far as points are concerned, as
the groups from this ammunition averaged about four
inches low on the target at the longer distance. It is,

however, quite fair to compare the size of the group with
that of the other cartridges.

Cluster
Groups, 4 shots.

Points. inches. inches.

irul ,
Lggltalg rifle 25 1% 1

100yds - .22 long 0
/ .22 ahort 21) 4J£

1 .22 long rifle 24 Wi I'm
100yds - .22 long 20 14

1.22 short 22 5V£

It P:

fitS^;:;:r:;:f lp4
%

(.22 long rifle 25 2% 1%
100yds - .22 long 19 9

/ .22 short 21

Shot "by Geo. Ritter.

In the first test of the .22 long, the size of the group
could not be ascertained as three of the five shots missed
the target, 14in. wide by 22in. high. All of the cartridges
were of U. M. C. make. The rifle was cleaned two or
three times during the shooting. At one time 25 shots
w ere fired without cleaning. There were no keyholes on
any of the targets. The "long rifle" cartridges showed
great accuracy and were but slightly deflected by the
wind, not more than one point being required on the
wind gauge at any time. The .22 long gave such irregu-
lar shooting that I could not decide as to the proper
elevation or windage to use. The sharp twist of the
rifling kept the bullets point on, but the shooting was
less accurate than 1 ever obtained from any combination
during upward of twenty years, and experiments with
many different weapons. E. A. Leopold.
Norristown, Pa.

Editor Forest and Stream:
We have too great a mixture of rifles, guns and ammu-

nition on hand at present. If one wishes a little stronger,
I should say more deadly rifle, that he can feed very
cheaply, let him use the .32 with everlasting reloadable
shells, with the buckshot and five to twenty grains of
powder in his repeater used as a single-loader. They
won't work through, 1 should say, from the magazine. As
I said, I used this load for hundreds of shots in a ,32
Winchester with perfect satisfaction.
All such small-bore rifles should be of full length and

weight, the barrel 30 or 32in. long, or in other words the
sportsman's rifle should be of the same weight as his gun.
A 30in. .22 does not make nearly so loud a report as one
of 19 or 20in. In fact that is one of the prime beauties
of the arm; if a fellow happens to miss, the game don't
know that there is a man around with a grin; it does not
take the little whiplike crack to be the voice of a gun, so
one often gets a second shot.

It should also be kept in mind that the .22 is a dangerous
weapon. A short time ago in San Francisco a man shot
at a fly on a door, with one, and instantly killed a man
behind the door. On another occasion I found a party of
boys shooting at a niark on the side of a barn, the balls
went whistling through both sides of the boarding of
inch pine in a thickly settled neighborhood. Again a
party of us were shooting "for blood" at a target with
one 80yds. We placed our target on a great Cottonwood
plank 2Ut. wide, 8ft. long and between 2 and 3in. thick,
and had "Billy" for target keeper and referee. After
Frank and I had fired two shots a piece. I went up to see
the result. Billy reached the plank just before I did, at
the back of the plank. As he came up to it he stopped
and his face paled, "Why Billy," said I, "what is the
matter?" Said he, "My first impression was with you
dare devils shooting this way, that the only safe place
for me was behind that big plank; I heard the bullets
whistle over the hill after each shot and supposed of
course you had missed the plank, but blame my skin if
every bullet has not come right through," He was
right, they had, and if he had taken refuge behind that
plank to be out of danger, they would have gone into
and perhaps through him.
There is another good point about the .23, it neither

kicks nor deafens one. A nervous man can learn to
shoot with it. I could never have made anything of a
shot with a kicking rifle with a loud report. I was too
"narvous," too liable to shut both eyes and "dodge" when
I pulled trigger. The world surely does move, and we
"old uns" are being left in the shade, for during six or
seven years of constant rifle shooting over a wide extent
of country, and with hundreds of men, during three
years of which time I never once "got left" in all around
shooting, I never saw as good targets made with any
rifle, by any person, as Forest and Stream has reported
lately, as being made with a revolver, off-hand, at 22yds.
Eight shots, 22yds., that could be covered with a twenty-
five cent piece, beats my best, beats us all, in my rifle
shooting days. Byrne.
Pfil'AIiUMA, Cal.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have noted with interest from time to time the re-

marks on the .22cal. rifles that have been made by many
of your correspondents, and it is a subject upon which a
great deal can be said and then "the half will not be
told." I have tried a great many rifles and different
cartridges made by different factories, and the most sat-
isfactory results that I have yet reached have been made
with the following arms and ammunition. The best and
finest shooting rifles that I have yet seen weie made by
the J. Stevens Arms and Tool Co. , and by the Massachu-
setts Arms Co. The latter company are the manufac-
turers of the well known Maynard rifles. Both these
factories are located at Chicopee Falls, Mass. These
are, I think, the only two factories that make rifles that
handle the .22 long "rifle" cartridge successfully, as they
give them a quick twist (16 to 18in.), which insures ex-
treme accuracy. For target work these rifles and car-
tridges, the latter made by the Union Metallic Co., stand
without a peer, and I have seen many a clean score of
100 made with them at 40yds. in gallery shooting upon
the standard target. They are cheap, convenient and
can be obtained almost anywhere that guns are sold.

For a light gallery-practice cartridge this one is unex-

for the above named cartridge, will also use the .22 short
and give better results than with the slower twist used
in most of the other makes. Both these companies make
rifles to use the well-known .22-10 grain central- fire cart-
ridge, and when a reloadable shell is desired this one is

sometimes preferred to the rim-fire cartridge. While
the 10-grain is an excellent one for squirrel shooting,
etc., the long rifle rim-fire is perhaps the most accurate,
if extremely fine work is desired. There is also another
cartridge, the new .25cal. center-fire, that is now being
made by these people, and the writer saw a target a few
days since at the Massachusetts Arms Company's factory
of seven successive shots at 200yds., all of which were
inside of a 2in. circle. This cartridge is the equal of the
.32cal. at 200yds., and for small game is much better for
many reasons that are obvious. The .2ocal. is here and
lias come to stay, and while it has been delayed some-
what on account of difficulties in» drawing a good solid
head shell, the TJ. M. C. Co. have finally mastered it, and
another good cartridge has been added to the list from
which the lover of rifle shooting may choose. The
Stevens Company are also ready to furnish these rifles,

and for geese, turkeys, ducks, etc,, that have to be shot
at long distances, these guns will, I think, prove to be
the correct thing.
Now that sportsmen have the calibers of rifles graded

from .22 to .38 and .40 caliber, and graduated so finely, it

seems as though they should be happy. A Maynard
rifle of .25cal. (with the shells and bullets) is before me as
I write this. The bullet is three-quarters of an inch long
and weighs 85grs., composed of one part tin and forty
parts lead. The shell is lfin. long, slightly "necked,"
and has a solid head, is reloadable many times, and holds
20grs. of powder. This cartridge will be known as the
.25-20-85. It has a flat trajectory, is very steady in the
wind for so small a bore, and does not tear up the game
like the larger sizes. The writer has eagerly watched the
development of this new rifle and cartridge, and while he
has "kept still and held his breath" up to the present
time, is now ready to "talk right out in meetin'." With
these three or four little cartridges to choose from, the
lover of the small-bore should be satisfied. The ,2ocal. is

a more powerful cartridge than might be supposed, for
the writer has been informed upon good authority that
deer have been dropped "dead in their tracks" by this

bullet that weighed but 64grs. The penetration is good,
all that could be desired, and as the curve is low it makes
a most excellent cartridge to use over the water,where, as
almost every one knows, it is so difficult to judge dis-

tances. "Long may it wave." Iron Ramrod.
SOMERVTLLE, Mass.

A TRIP OVER CLIP.

THE opening of the bird shooting season is always an-
ticipated by sportsmen, but by none more than by

Will and myself. As usual, the sun found us astir on the
morning of Aug. 1 . because we knew that others would
be in the brush, and we purposed to have our share of the
fun. Six o'clock finds us on the road, and after a drive
of about three miles we come in sight of the Alder Run.
With what joy Clip bounds at our side while we are
hitching our horse to the road fence, and when he hears
the shells rattle and sees the grins come from the case he
can only be quieted by the firm command "charge,"
while we plan the attack. Clip, by the way, was suffer-

ing from a severe bite in the shoulder received some two
weeks befoie, and I had endeavored to protect this by a
stout breast blanket. He is less than two years old, and has
the most "get there" in him of any dog I ever saw in the
brush. I hesitated, after Will got his position, to give
him the word for fear of a flush. But walking to the
edge of the cover I peaked in and saw fresh signs of the
work of the longbills. Cautioning my friend to be on his
guard, I motioned the dog in. He had not gone far be-
fore helnade game, and with a few steps more he was
stiff. It took but a few steps on my part to flush a wood-
cock, and as my mind was more on the action of my dog
than killing the bird , I failed to shoot ; but felt sure he
would have a warm reception when he broke cover on
the outside. And, sure enough, I heard two barrels in-

quick succession and a call for me to come in that direc-

tion. I obey, and, as usual the question comes, "Did you
get him?" "Don't know," is the reply. We follow up the
line, and soon the dog comes to a point, and I failing to
flush, he is coaxed on, and picks up the bird only winged.
We continue on up the run, and to my surprise find

only two more woodcock. One of these Clip points in
elegant form, standing with one front foot upraised,
while the other rests upon an old mossy log; a straight-
edge x>laced on his nose would have touched every inch
of his spinal column to the end of his tail. While Will
crowds through the brush to admire the dog, up jumps
the bird and comes directly toward my face. I let him
pass, and turning, dropped him inside of fifty feet. As
he struck the mossy bank another one, frightened by the
fall, takes wing, and with a loud whistle, goes up like a
rocket. With gun at position I follow him until he
breaks cover and is just straightened to fly, when the
left barrel cut the twigs and he chops within six feet of
the other. While I am having this little picnic Will and
Clip stand mute spectators. Clip springs to my side
eager to fetch dead, while Will congratulates me with,
"Well done, old boy." After quieting the dog's nerves,
he is allowed to retrieve.

We then seat ourselves near a beautiful spring and eat
our lunch. After an hour's rest we start in a new
direction to work back toward the horse, and for the next
half hour we saw no less than t wenty young partridges.
They were so plenty that after I would flush one for Clip
he would sometimes point another before I could call him
twenty feet. I at last got disgusted trying to look for
woodcock where there were so many grouse in the way,
therefore I took the dog by the collar and led him out of
the brush, and as soon as I saw Will comingl knew what
his first sentence would be, and sure enough it was,
"Mark this spot down for September 1," and I did.

Sure enough that day found us in the same cover, and
after a varied succession of misses and good shots, we
bagged sixteen grouse. This was the largest bag made
by two guns in this section during the early season, but
sixteen birds on September first do not begin to fill my
eye like one-half that number of glossy, brown, plump
fellows killed in October, Wincj.
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ADIRONDACK NOTES.
LEWIS COUNTY.—While floating on Mud Pond re-

cently, Henry Bock killed two deer at one shot.

He was using a single barrel shotgun and saw the deer
standing quite near logether. Picking out the largest he
fired, the one shot at dropped in his tracks, the other ran
about five rods, where he fell. On coming up with him
they found that two shot had hit him, one breaking; a
foreleg, the other piercing his lungs. When out with
parties in years past Heury has always managed to kill

the largest deer, but this tiuie he outdid himself.
Woodcock are not as numeroixs on their favorite haunts

this season as formerly. Probably on account of the very
Avet season causing them to leave for higher ground.
Some very fair bags were made on the opening of the
season at the expense of a thorough wetting, as shooters
were compelled to wade most of the time. One score
was eighteen birds for two men and two dogs. This is

the best heard from to date.
Ruffed grouse are reported as scarce by woodcock

shooters.
An incident happened while shooting on the first of

August that seems worth relating. We had come out of
the best cover, not having found a bird, aud were ap-
proaching a narrow stream bordered for a rod or so on
eilher side by alders, when the dogs, which were rather
wild, rushed into the alders and flushed a bird, which
was shot and killed. My friend had not seen the bird
and asked what I was shooting at. I had just time to
ejaculate, ''woodcock, 1

' when another bird flushed, fol-

lowed in a second by a third. We both shot. My bird
fell, while my friend's flew across a road, which was
near, into a laue used for driving cows to water. We
both got into the road as soon as possible, where we could
see the bird standiug under a bush with his head partly
toward us. We tried to get the dogs to flush him, but
.they refused to hunt alone, so my friend tried to flush
him by throwing stones; the second one hit him fair,

killing him. He had only been slightly wounded in one
wing. My friend remarked, "We Avill have the best
score to-day. Why, we can kill them with stones."

Osceola.

DUCKS IN SOUTH DAKOTA.
LAKE PRESTON, Dak., Aug. 30.—I am on the banks

of Lake Preston, which is seven miles in length by
one mile in width. The water is quite low at this season
of the year and is filled with rushes, which make good
screens for ducks. There seems to be no lack of them
now, and prospects for many more in three or four
weeks, when they will be coming in from the north.
Aug. 81.—Went out to Lake Ponset, twenty miles

northeast of l^ake Preston. Drove over with livery.
Passed Lake Badger on the way, a small lake of clear
water too open for good shooting. Arrived at Lake
Ponset 3 P. M. This is a fine lake, seven or eight miles
by one to one and a half, full to overflowing with fish and
plenty of gfese, clucks, pelicans and brant. Had lots of
fun to day,

Sept. 1.—Went to church and listened to the Rev, Mr.
Mason. The elder is small of stature, but like the
lamented Dick Yates, has a master brain. Put in Sun-
clay evening loading shells.

Sept. 2.—Visited Lake Whitewood, some three miles
south and east of Lake Preston. Whitewood is a con-
siderable body of water, no fish in it but ducks, ducks,
ducks. Everywhere. Also geese and pelican. Killed
fifty ducks to-day, teal and mallard.

Sept. 3.—Went out to Lake Thompson, some two and
a half miles south and west from Lake Preston. This is

rather a mud lake, but later in the season will be good
shooting ground. Struck several coveys of chickens to-
day and a few snipe.

Sept. 4.—This is a fine duck and goose roost; has a fine
little natural grove of timber around its borders and is

quite a picnic resort, with small boats to let at reason-
able prices. Am enjoying myself highly. One can get
all the ammunition wished for at Lake Preston. Lake
Preston has good hotel and livery; the Lake Preston
House is the hunter's delight. If any of my Eastern
friends should wish to enjoy a vacation they can do no
better than to come to Lake Preston and shoot for a few
weeks. J. S.

The Connecticut Association Means Business.—
The Connecticut Association of Farmers and Sportsmen
for the Protection of Game and Fish has elected these
officers for the ensuing year: President, A. C. Collins;
Vice-President and Treasurer. Dr. N. W. Holcombe;
Secretary, Hon. George P. McLean. Directors—Hon.
Geo. P. McLean, Hartford; Hon. J. C. Chamberlain,
Bridgeport; Dr. J. W. Alsop. Middletown; A. L. Kurau,
Tolland; F. W. Whitlock, Waterbury; Samuel A. Eddy,
Canaan: Geo. A. Reed, Chaplin; Z, R. Bobbins, Norwich.
Executive Committee—A. C. Collins, Dr. N. W. Hol-
combe. C. H. Smith, Jr., A. E. Hart and Geo. P. McLean.
A circular issued by President Collins says: "The crying
need of the hour is money to carry on our good work.
Gentlemen, we want your sympathy—but sympathy will
not pay the printers, postage and detectives. We have
shown the past year that the game and fish laws can be
enforced. We have successfully prosecuted over twenty
violators.'of these laws, we could have captured as many
more if the sportsmen and anglers had furnished more
money—and less sympathy." Sept. 4 Mr. Collins arrested
Frederick Brooks and Elmer Taltnadge, both of Southing-
ton, for shooting woodcock. The men were taken before
Justice Ephraim H. Andrews, of Southington, who found
them guilty of killing one woodcock each and promptly
imposed a fine and costs, amounting to ijf.2G.78 for each.

Game in the Hudson River Glades.—On Thursday
last my son, John W. Evers, returned from his vacation
at West Point to the city. In the early morning he took
a two-hours' run in the dell, and brought home as the re-
sult of his work with the dog and gun seven woodcock
and one wild pigeon, tie reports game abundant in the
river hills ofgrange and Putnam counties.—Canontcus
(North New York City, Sept. 7).

Quail in Georgia.—The quail in Georgia have bred
wed this season, and with the exception of too much rain
in several localities drowning the young, the crop prom-
ises to be good. The young are now two-thirds grown,
and fully able to take care of themselves.—X.

St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 7.—An effort is being made in this
city to put a stop to the illegal selling of prairie chickens.
Capt. H. C. West, a member of the Missouri State Fish
and Game Protective Association, is at the head of the
movement, and he hopes to bring all the violators to
justice. Warrants have been taken out against several
hotel and restaurant keepers, and also one commission
firm. There are others here who are handling prairie
chickens, and the Captain says he will not rest until he
has brought every last one of them to justice. The cases
against those already arrested were to have been tried
the past week, but were upon motion of the defendants'
attorney continued till next Thursday.

A Big Bear.—Blair, Neb., Aug. 24.—The Advertiser,
of this town, reports that "one of the largest bears ever
lolled on earth was shot a few weeks ago by a Wyoming
Indian. It weighed 2,2801bs. and measured 12ft. in
length and 10ft. wide. The hide was purchased by E.
Meshey, the Cheyenne furrier and taxidermist, who is

now engaged in 'stuffing it. Representative Dorsey, of
Nebraska, during his recent visit to Cheynne. saw the
hide, and offered Mr. Meshey $300 for it when stuffed.
The offer was accepted, and the biggest stuffed bear on
earth will be shipped to Mr. Dorsey's home at Fremont,
Nebraska. Mr. Dorsey is a banker, and will probably use
the animal to adorn one of his large plate glass windows."
I am going over there to see it.

—

Dr. E. A. Palmer.

The Epop Gun Cleaner, advertised in another column, is a
handy and effective tool which all those who use a gam should
possess. It does its work quickly and effectually, removing both
lead and powder without scratching the barrels. Its price is
moderate and the satisfaction it gives is complete. That it is
thoroughly appreciated by shootc-T 3 is proven by the large num-
ber seen at every trap tournament.—Adv.

A WEEK IN THE LAU RENTIANS.— II.

[Concluded from Page 109.1

THE worthy habi/av who had charge of Scott's camp
was very much exercised over the news that I had

been privileged to fish in Griffith's waters at the foot of
the rapids. He said that the reputation of Scott's section
of the river was at stake and liable to be prejudiced if I
should make a bigger creel than I had hitherto made, so
taking my Kentucky friend and his boatmen into consul-
tation he arranged that they should fish the rapids to an
island some five miles down the following day, and
taking a lunch with them spend the whole day fishing
there, and my friend was enjoined to do his best to
eclipse me.
They started betimes, and after lingering awhile in the

hope that my man would turn up, I got into the canoe
with the boy and trolled about in the neighborhood of
the camp for an hour or more without getting a rise. At
length we returned to camp to inquire, and finding that
be bad not arrived. I asked the boy whether he knew
Griffith's waters, aud whether he thought he could man-
age the canoe alone. He replied confidently, and no
other man being available I started with him.
The big pool was at no great distance and reached

without difficulty. The water was at first smooth, but
as we neared the side of the current it was in a state of
ever increasing commotion. I had two rods with me,
one of them a big trolling rod, which has landed a great
many hundred pounds of good fish during the seventeen
years it has been in my possession. I bent a exst of flies

on each, and holding one in each hand was prepared for
wha tever might turn up.
My first strike was with the big rod, a fib. fish, which

felt like a lively minnow on a rod which I had rarely
handled with fish less than 7 or 81bs. He was safely
landed and soon followed by another of twice his weight,
when my guide conducted me to some rocks, which he
pronounced a famous place for big ouinanish.
There I landed and whipped the water patiently for

half an horn, getting only one half-pounder, which I re-
turned; then taking to the canoe afresh, we made several
rounds of the poo", taking one or two fish every round,
the biggest being a two-pounder. By and by I got on one
that felt somewhat more ponderous and played with him
for about a quarter of an hour. Finally getting into still

water, I wound in and led him alongside the canoe from
stem to stern ; the excited boy made a fierce lunge at him
with his net, and the fish, running out some twenty feet,
made a good leap of some six feet in the air. I kept a
tight strain on him, but, alas! my rod was stiff, and I
failed to preserve the happy medium between a loose line
and a too heavy strain. Just before the fish touched the
water again the hook broke loose. There, was no mis-
taking the sensation, he was but lightly hooked, and I
lost him by want of delicacy in handling. He was a fish
between four and five pounds weight.
We continued our course, hooking a fish at almost

every visit to the edge of the rapids, and towing him to
somewhat smoother water to lift him. This took time.
As soon as the fish was in the canoe he and the boy ap-
peared to be all over it at once. In the end the boy
always triumphed and sat down to disentangle the cast-
ing line, which he invariably got into a snarl, but I took
care not only not to aggravate matters by a passing com-
ment or word of advice, but to put on a sweet smile in-
tended to iuiply that these little contretemps were a
source of pleasurable amusement to me. Occasionally he
succeeded in knocking one clear of the fly with the frame
of his landing net, and on these occasions I encouraged
him by remarking that it was only a little one.

It Avas about noon and we had gone a little further into
the turbulent waters than on any other trip, and were
turning back again without a fish when an electric shock
ran down my big trolling rod into my arm, and I realized
that there are great fish in the waters now as there were
in the old days when with the self same rod I landed the
lordly mahseer in the rivers of Upper India. "Seven
pounds if he is an ounce," I muttered inwardly, "and I
will act on the defensive and let him do all the fighting.
He shall repay me for past mishaps."
Withiny stout rod well arched, andthebutt toward him,

he carried out about 20ft. of line, but I believe lie simply
held his ground or water while the boat advanced that
distance. The ouinanish does not turn and flee, his tac-
tics are to hold bis own, put on a steady strain, leaping

occasionally into the air in the effort to shake himself
free.

There was nearly a hundred feet of line out, and leav-
ing it to my guide to cross into still water as usual, I took
my fish in tow, keeping a light finger pressure on the
line and letting him have a yard or so occasionally. The
fish was behind me, and I gave my whole attention to
regulating the tension, and manipulating the line with
delicacy, for stout as was my rod, I had a new twisted
linen trout line on, which had already betrayed poor
quality, and I knew that I must give my'fish all the time
he wanted.
Suddenly, to my utter astonishment,the canoe grounded,

the guide jumped out, and turning my bead to one side,
I found that we were grounded on the point of an island,
after crossing just above the head of some shalloAv rapids,
and that my fish with a hundred feet of line out had gone
down them.

I sprang up and limped ashore as well as I could, when
I saw—oh, horror of horrors!—that about midway be-
tween me and the fish the line passed under a boulder
and was jammed. I gave out slack aud called to the boy
to clear it. There was no great depth of water in the
torrent, and but for my game leg I would have been in
promptly; but it would have availed nothing, the fish
gave a dead pull and snapped the line under the stone.
The next instant he sprang into the air, lifting clear out
of the water a fish apparently 21bs. weight, which prob-
ably took hold in the rapids; and as I surveyed his fair
proportions, I exclaimed inwardly, "Oh, that Morell pere
bad been, with me in place of Morell fiUP
"Did you see him?" exclaimed the boy, turning toward

me open-mouthed and with extended eyes. "He was so
big," extending his hands a full yard apart.

I was too full for utterance, and returning to the canoe
I bent on another cast of flies, made one more round of
the pool and then stopped for dinuer.
My morning's catch embraced ten fish, aggregating

141bs. Enough to satisfy any reasonable man's needs,
but I would have liked to carry home the giant of the
pool.

In conversation with Mr. Griffith later, he told me that
he had never taken a ouinanish over 51bs., and John Morell
gave 7flbs. as the biggest fish he had seen taken.

I went again to the pool after dinner, but the fish were
not biting freely, the boy showed an indisposition to go
outside of still water, and the clouds portended a storm,
so I took my rod apart and started for the house with
only two fish. Scott's waters triumphed that day at the
hands of the worthy Kentuckian, who brought back a
creel of forty fish ranging from lib. to 31bs.
The following morning I packed my traps all ready for

departure. I might have done half a day's fishing, for
the steamer was not due until afternoon, but the fever
bad abated. I could have lingered on there for weeks in
the calm enjoyment of the scene and of the balmy atmos-
phere, and from time to time it would have been a pleas-
ure to do an hour or two's fishing sufficient for the table,
but a whole day's fishing has never been with me more
than an occasional indulgence.
And so I went out and stretched myself on a grassy

slope, and basked in the joyous sunshine, ami let my eye
wander over lake and river, and rest upon the numerous
islands that studded the inlet, and was content. No cer-
tain prospect of a 71bs. ouinanish could have lured me
away from my indvdgence in the dolce far niente that
bright morning; no thought that the present moment
was a fleeting one disturbed me, no pensive reflection
suggested that the scene spread before me was one I
never might see again. I looked neither forward nor back-
ward. It was one of those rare delicious moments of
gentle languor in which the mere sense of existence is all
sufficing. If I had reflected I might have said to myself,
"This is what I came for, this is rest;" but it was no time
for reflection, I lived and enjoyed living, perhaps, just as
the satisfied beasts do. Well, no matter. Then came the
whistle of the steamboat and the bustle of departure. I
was sent ahead to make sure of my passage, and Mr. and
Mrs. Griffiths followed in another boat. There was little

delay after arrival at the steamer, our adieus were
spoken, the steamer got under way, and casting my eyes
forward they alighted on the falls of Ouiatch'ewan,
clearly visible as a white streak on the dark hillside at
this distance of twenty miles.
Three hours later I took mine ease in mine inn, in the

roomy quarters of the Robervale, a handsome and well
kept hotel, such as few would expect to find so far from
the familiar beaten tracks of travel, but the fact is the
Lake St. John is an old and important, although hitherto
isolated settlement, and now that the Quebec & St. John
Railway has opened communication between it and the
outside world and brought them within twelve hours'
journey of each other, Lake St. John in the wilderness
promises to become a popular summer resort, not only
for the good citizens of Quebec, but for all the world and
his wife, for the fame of its ouinanish waters has gone
out into all lands; the lake scenery is beautiful, the forest
shows only as a feature of the background, and with the
climate of the Adirondacks, there are all the appliances
of a vigorous settlement at hand.

It will be remembered that I wrote of the smallest
ouinanish in the Grand Discharge as somewhat less than
half a pound, and of fish of this size as comparatively
rare. From this it would be pretty safe to infer that the
Grand Discharge is not its spawning grounds.
As far as I could ascertain, the ouinanish, in company

with the pickerel, and possibly other fish, pass down the
rapids in their spring floods, remain in the Discharge all
summer, returning in the fall to the depths of the lake,
and passing into the spawning rivers in spring. These
spawning rivers are the larger feeders of the lake. The
principal spawning bed is saidfo be the river Au Salmon,
although there is not much doubt that large numbers of
the fish go up the Peribonca, the Mistassini, the Meta-
betchuan, and other of the main feeders to spawn.
In the three rivers named, trout and ouinanish are

found in company, and that the lake is the proper home
and point of departure of the ouinanish appears to be
evidenced by the fact that the Ouiatehewan, which falls
280ft. into the lake, and is a considerable stream, has no
ouinanish, although it is reported a first-class but little-

frequented trout stream.
The trout, on the other hand, although they come

down the rivers into the lake, do not go clown the Dis-
charge. Some very few exceptions only prove the rule.
The ouinanish is no more so plentiful as it once was.

The Indians say they were formerly so abundant in the^
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river Au Salmon that they could be scooped up in a land-

ing net , and very much of this decadence is attributed to

the fact that a dam, which shuts out the fish from their

principal spawning bed, was thrown across the river some
years ago. It is quite probable that this view is a sound
one; this fish is exposed to numerous enemies in the lake

and Discharge, and perhaps more fatal than pike or dore

is the sucker when it gets access to the spawning beds,

and the barrier in the Au Salmon has possibly excluded

a great body of the; fish from what, for good reasons, was
their favorite spawning bed, and led to their gradual de-

crease. Only the most prolific reproduction could com-
pensate for the ravages of the deadly pike, to which may
be safely attributed the fact that so few ouinanish reach

an advanced age.

The land on both banks of the riverAu Salmon has now
been purchased by Mr. Nazarre Tarcotte, and as this gen-
tleman is reputed to be a sportsman, let us hope that he
will at once put in a fishway or raze the dam. If he
show no disposition to move in this direction, it may be
hoped that the Quebec Government, realizing the amount
of money which the opening of the Lake St. John region

is bringing into the Province, and that the continuance of

this influx of visitors with well-lined purses is dependent on
the maintenance by the region of its reputation as a fish-

ing resort, will follow the lead of the New York Legisla-

ture in this matter.
I am by no means sure that the Quebec Government is

fairly awake to the importance of this problem. It has
given a lease of some islands at the mouth of the Dis-
charge, and the lessee, a Canadian named Trombly, for

and in consideration of the sum of thirty-six dollars an-
nually, coin of the Dominion , has license to stretch his

nets from island to island and intercept the ouinanish on
their passage to and from the Discharge. It seems in-

credible that this rare and highly-prized game fish that
has carried the fame of the St. John waters into all

English-speaking lands, should be exposed to extinction
for such a paltry sum; but Mr. Trombly has his license

to show, and although he is under the patronage of John
C. Eno, of the "American Colony" in Canada, there is no
question as to the genuineness of the license. Nets must
be tolerated in the lake for the taking of pike, dore,
whitefish, suckers, etc. , and if a proportion of ouinanish
get taken along with them it is fisherman's luck; but no
net should be tolerated within half a mile of the cluster
of islands at the entrance of the Grand Discharge.

I endeavored to impress on Messrs. Griffiths and Scott
and on Mr. Baker of the Robervale Hotel, who is no less

interested in the perpetuation of the fishing, that a well
managed hatchery is the price of succes in this direction,

but there is little probability of their taking the matter
in hand, and it is sincerely to be hoped that the Quebec
Government, realizing the interests at stake, will take the
necessary steps to perpetuate the well deserved popular-
ity of the fishing waters of the region.

I am told that there is very good ouinanish fishing in
the Mistassini below the first falls, within three miles of
the lake, and they are sometimes taken readily with fly

among the islands Opposite Chamford, where they appear
to congregate at certain or uncertain seasons, while in
the Peribonca they show little appetite for fly, and are
trolled for with spoon or minnow, but as a matter of fact
I dare say our knowledge of their habits is only very
superficial.

The lake will not be leased to clubs, and will continue
open to all having a fishing permit from the Commis-
sioner of Fisheries, but if any of the rivers which con-
tain ouinanish are still unleased in whole or part, we may
be sure they will soon be taken up.
Fishing clubs, of course, will be very conservative in

the treatment of their waters, but there must be some
holders of fishing rights under riparian law, who, like
Mr. Griffiths, will be willing to give fishing privileges for
a consideration. The ouinanish may be described as the
most elegant and graceful of the Salmonoides; the back
is of a deep steely blue, which breaks up first into bars on
the sides, and lower down into spots of the same color;
the belly is silvery white, the caudal fin unusually large,

and the whole figure indicating a fish of exceptional
activity. It is a fish especially adapted to seething tor-
rents, swift currents and foaming eddies, and although it

may do well transplanted into other waters, there can be
little doubt that lakes with access to rapid rivers are es-
sential to its highest development.
But although the Commissioners of Fisheries of Quebec

might easily provide for the spread of this excellent game
fish over the whole waters of the region, the factremains
that he has at present only a very limited habitat, but
mauger his absence, the lakes and rivers of the region
are among the finest fishing waters of the Province. The
trout is everywhere, and I believe no larger trout are to
be found anywhere than in this region, I left Quebec on
Tuesday, the 23d July , and although an excursion train
went out before us, the regular cars were crowded. The
good people of Quebec, both sexes and all ages, were
going fishing. They got off at St. Gabriel and St. Ray-
mond to fish the neighboring lakes and rivers, and while
I suppose that rivers so near such an enthusiastic angling
population must be in course of depletion, it seems cer-
tain that there must be some fair catches to maintain the
enthusiasm. Some of the party I believe were bound for
Lake St. Joseph, which is said to contain some large fish.

The principal clubs which have already secured leases
of the fishing waters are-. The Little Saguenay Fish and
Game Club, the Talbot, the Laurentides, the Tardivel, the
Stadacona, the Paradise Fin and Feather, the Metabetch-
uan, the Ecarte,theA. L. Light, the Quaquakamaksis, the
Springfield and the Winniniche Fishing Club (Scott's), and
these occupy but a small portion of the available waters.

I got out at Lake Edward, allured by the published
stories of the size of its trout, but a little inquiry made
it clear that it was us'eless to fish with the fly or to troll.

The fish were at the bottom, and bait and sinker were
the recognized methods of capture. Moreover, as is the
case with many places of repute, the other end of the lake
was the best. A little steam tug was available, and my fel-
low travelers, three Minneapolitans and aBostonian, with
whom T was loth to part, determined to take the steam tug
and their canoes and go into camp for a few days at the
mouth of the escape. For myself I determined to stay a
day and try the river with fly.

I found the trout all under eight inches, generally from
five to eight; they took the fly readily enough in suitable
holes, but they were not very numerous. There were but
few places in which one could get access to the river, and
the black flies attacked in legions,

I returned to dinner, took a boat and tried trolling on
the lake without success: and as I did not care to go on to
St. John until my fellow travelers returned, I spent the
next day on the river.

They had also whipped the main escape ancl one of the
feeders, getting nothing better than I; but two of the
party devoted themselves to deep bait-fishing, and got
fair creels of fish ranging up to 3+lbs. I reported my
catch of the previous day as "seventeen fish, all under
41bs."
There are unquestionably some large trout in Lake

Edward, and with not a pike or dore iu the lake there
should be. The scenery of the lake, too, has a certain
wild charm about it; being 1,200ft. above sea level ancl in
the heart of the woods, L affords a refuge from the heat
of the cities, and the hotel being commodious and well
managed, it makes a pleasant place for a few days' rest;

but as a fishing resort it has not justified the flourish of
trumpets with which it was heralded. Still, the whole
region is one of great interest to the angler ancl tourist,

and even if the Quebec Government fails to take timely
measures to keep its lakes and streams perennially
stocked, its big trout and its ouinanish will doubtless sur-
vive in song and story, and their legends be told and sung
by the quarrymen ages hence as they hew their blocks of
gneiss for the monuments and sculpture of a coming age.

C. F. Amery.
[We understand that Capt. R. L. Ogden is about estab-

lishing a fishing club at Lake Edward, having leased of
the Canadian Government valuable concessions. The
club is to be limited in number of members ancl not to be
expensive. We presume a few gentlemen desiring mem-
bership could "come in," although we do not know, as
the list may be already filled.]

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.-IX.
ECHO LAKE, ONTARIO, CANADA.

AFTER the capture of the lean maskinonje we got in
the boat and went back to look for the mate of the

one just taken, but after fishing carefully over an acre or
two of water in the vicinity where he was first struck,
without success, we gave up the search and went on
around the head of the lake in just the right humor to
jerk the jaw off the first Canada pike that tampered with
our bait.

We fished on down to the rocky point near the island,
crossed the lake and got back to camp in the afternoon
with some pickerel, nothing else, and we began to think
the bass had all run out into the St. Mary's River, or we
had forgotten how to fish for them.
Some of the boys were still out down the lake, but they

came in toward sundown with a jug of water from the
spring, a big loaf of bread, a bucket of milk and some
more pickerel, which old Sam said "was a mighty good
day's sport if they'd jest leave the picker'l out o' the
count."
We began to wish the wheels of time would jump a

cog or two and land us somehow into the middle of Sep-
tember, the time when every one in the region had told
us both bass ancl maskys were in their best biting humor,
but the cogs kept right on working the same old way,
and the pickerel fishing went on as usual, with no signs
of the supply giving out.
The Jedge and I had not been satisfied with our day

out together, and the next morning we went down to the
farm for milk and some more pickerel. At the outlet
near the spring we caught a bucket of minnows with
hook and line, among them a few fine chubs with which
we hoped to inveigle a bass or two on the way back, but
we fished all along the rocky shore across from the
island with our minnows towing idly astern, wit! i out
attracting the notice of bass or longsnout, and at the
point where we turned into the deep bay, where Sam
had taken the first maskinonje, we stopped and still-

fished for nearly an hour, casting up and down shore oc-
casionally to vary the pastime and keep our arms in
practice.
But we got nothing here to reward our patience, save

a solitary goggle-eye that mustered up energy enough as
we were about to lift the anchor to fan lazily out from
behind a rock and swallow the Jedge's minnow as it

settled slowly to the bottom after a short cast in shore.
"That settles it," said the Jedge, when he had ex-

tracted the hook and tossed the red eye back in the
water, "I'd rather catch snakes than rookies, any time;
let's move."
Around in the bay we took five pickerel, which were

duly and artistically knocked on the head with the club,
and then we moved on again toward camp at a good
pace, paying little heed to our minnows, which, owing
to the speed of the boat, and having no sinkers on to
keep them down, were twisting and skipping along at
the top of the water 60 or 80ft. astern in a manner that
would have set an old Tippecanoe River bass wild.
As we passed a point of bulrushes near the high cliff

we saw the water fly just where the Jedge's chub was
dodging from side to side in the wake of the boat, and a
tug at his fine that nearly jerked the rod from his hands
roused him out of a drowsy daydream and brought him
to his feet wide awake, while the boat was stopped sud-
denly and the skipper's line reeled in to be out of the
way. As pickerel frequently break water when they
make a dash at a bait or troller that is barely under
water we felt little interest in the impending controversy,
the Jedge merely remarking as the line ran off the reel,

"Another Canada snake." When a short time had been
given to swallow* the small chub, the Jedge gave him a
"feeler" in the shape of a smart twitch with the rod, ancl
then began a circus the like of which we had not en-
joyed since we were boys, and for the next half hour we
hadn't time to show any lack of interest in the final re-
sult of the struggle.
After three or four seconds of sharp, fierce play a finely

marked maskinonje went in the air as high as an ordi-
nary man's head, which brought a "hooray" from the
Jedge that might have been heard at camp; and with
eyes snapping with excitement he cautioned the skipper,
"Handle the boat carefully, old Hickory. I wouldn't
lose that fish for twenty dollars." (Mem.—Anent the
leaping proclivities of the maskinonje, my individual ex-
perience with them has been, they have all left the water
after being struck. I have taken several, big and little,

in the past ten years, and others of the party have taken
perhaps twelve or fifteen in fishing the waters of Upper

* The ninnies that go to the woods in knee breeches might pos-
sibly feel easier in their minds were the word gorge used.

Michigan, ancl all, save one, have left the water high out,
from one to four times. The solitary exception was a 23-
pounder taken in Central Lake (one of the Intermediate
Chain) that never made a ripple in the water till towed by
the line out on a shallow, sandy beach and struck with
the gaff.)

He was using for the first time a little 7oz. all lance-
wood rod of his own make (the Jedge was quite an ac-
complished amateur rod maker), and a half dozen times
during the dispute for the mastery it looked as if it would
certainly go to pieces; but it was a wonderful stick, and
stood a strain that would have smashed nineteen rods out
of twenty, as rods are made.
Three different times the fish dashed under the boat so

suddenly and without warning that the skipper hadn't
time to swing it around and give him a free fine; and
each time, laboring under the excitement and nervousness
of his first battle with a maskinonje, the Jedge held on to
the reel handle with grim determination, preventing the
running of the line, till the almost overtasked little rod
was actually, not figuratively, doubled, with the tip
under water, and nearly in sight on the further side of
the boat, a catastrophe being only averted by a violent
stroke of the oars in opposite directions, and sotne mighty
warm-tinted language addressed to him on the impulse
by the skipper that would hardly bear a reproduction in
these chronicles.
Once, as the fish rushed past the bow of the boat, the

line caught on the bow-stem as it went by, and for a
moment we thought the sport would end right there; but
the Jedge was induced by a few well-selected and very
brief remarks to take his thumb from the spool for an
instant and give the rod an upward flirt, which cleared
the line without cutting; and the game fellow kept on
out in the lake under a pull that called on every fiber of
line and rod to do its share of the work, so determined
was the Jedge to give the new rod, as he said, "a fair
test."

Again the fish went in the air with wide open jaws, to
rid himself of the hook as it seemed, only to fall back
still full of fight and swing away around astern shore-
ward in dangerous proximity to the rushes; but by the
combined stubbornness of the rod and the Jedge, he was
held away and headed back for the boat.
He was swimming slower now than at the start, but he

went by us close to the stern in plain sight, with his
"propeller" working four or five strokes to the second;
and as the line pulled taut and the little rod got down to
its work, we followed him under an easy strain 50 or
60yds. out in the lake into deep, open water, where he
was at last worn out with the ceaseless pull and brought
alongside, when the skipper jerked the gaff in his lower
jaw and lifted him in the boat, the bravest and garnest
and best fighter for his size that ever lost his life at the
hands of any of the Kingfishers.
He flopped and "thrashed " around in the boat till ex-

hausted for lack of water, when he lay gasping quietly,
while the Jedge secured him with a stringer, cut the
line above the gimp, leaving the hook in his throat,
and hung him on the pocket scale where he registered
just lOlbs., not an ounce more, for the Jedge was too
honest to take advantage of the fish-market method
of " slanting the scale," and then we wondered where all

the strength and dash ancl fight were concealed in so
small a fish. The difference in the hustling qualities of
this one and the one taken the day before was so marked
that we could hardly believe they belonged to the same
tribe, but the Jedge settled it to our satisfaction by lay-
ing it, in the case of the other and larger one, to " a dys-
peptic and empty stomach, while this healthy, well-fed
fellow, if you'll notice, has a belly on him like a beer
brewer." He swung him over the side and tied the cord
to the seat rail; and then we hooked on a couple of fresh
chubs and pulled back near the rushes to see if we could
get another one, with the Jedge in such great good humor
with himself and so elated over the performance of his
rod that the little boat seemed almost too small to hold
him.
AVe ran over the water half a dozen times without feel-

ing a symptom, and then pursued our way upshore with
a twinge of disappointment racking us, for it always
seems that where one good fish is taken there ought to be
another.
A quarter of a mile further along I struck and wore

out a 3$ib, small-mouthed bass, ancl although the battle
was much shorter than that with the maskinonje, it were
hard to tell which was the most inflated with " tickle,"

the Jedge or "James Mackerel," for it was the first bass
I had taken in the lake (it was the last one as well), and
it was an event to feel good over; besides, it was proof
that there were good bass in the lake. But another half
.hour of patient fishing failing to raise another, we reeled
up and started to camp, more than ever convinced that
the black bass of Echo Lake were fuller of whims ancl
crotchets and perversity than our grizzled comrade of
many years, old Knots, and after all, this was making
out rather a mild case against the bass.

When we got back to camp we found Knots sitting out
on the end of the dock in his camp chair, so lost in the
tangles of some new figures he was abstractedly weaving
in his landscape across the lake that he barely noticed us
as the keel of our boat grated on the beach back of him;
but when the Jedge held up the maskinonje and called
to him, he left his chair and came out, and surprised us
by really admiring the fish without harrowing our souls
with the expected, time-frosted query, "Where did you
buy him?'' whereat the Jedge was moved to say in an
"underground" tone, as he furtively watched Knots to

be sure he was not overheard, "The 'old lady' must have
confined himself to a water diet to-day," but happily the
pleasantry failed to reach Knots's ears, and the Jedge
saved his scalp.

The others were still out, Sam and Charley back some-
where in the hills with their guns, and Dan and the
"kids" up near the head of the lake fishing; but they
were all in at supper time, the hunters with a bluejay
and a chipmunk and the anglers with a few more pick-
erel, but they had seen a big maskinonje in the shallow
water across the lake, and old Dan was almost as happy
as though he had brought him to gaff.

But we were getting tired of pickerel, and began to
yearn for some old-time sport with the bass ancl the tan-
gles of the trout streams of northern Michigan.

Kingfisher.

The revised and abridged edition of the A. O. U. Check List of
North American Birds, including the additions and changes made
in the supplement, will be sent post free on receipt of 50cts.—Adv.
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TAKING IN A BIG ONE.

AWAY back in 1863, then a sixteen-year-old boy,
I first visited the Androscoggin Lake system, so

generally miscalled the Range leys. While the visitors
were by no means as numerous as to-day, they made up
in lawless wastefulness of the trout for the less number
as compared with to-day. The bulk of the fishing was
done on the spawn beds in autumn, and tons upon tons of
those huge trout, for which the region is noted, were
snatched off the beds by all sorts of barbarous means, and
in many cases left to rot in piles upon the banks of. the
streams. The party, of which I was one, found their
way to the "big" lake, as the Mooselucmaguntio is locally
known, by way of the town of Byron, going with teams
to the borders of civilization to the Romantic House,
then owned and kept by old Mr. Houghton, father of the
present proprietor. This Mr. Houghton, the elder, was a
large owner of timber lands in the region east of the big
lake and south of Rangeley Lake. He early saw the sport-
ing advantages of the region, and was among the first to
endeavor to attract travel. At large expense he cut a
path through the primeval Avoods twelve miles to the
mouth of the Bemis stream, where the New York camps
aud Capt. Barker's establishment are now located. Some
carrying of supplies over the rough path had been clone
with ox teams, using sleds, as it was impossible for a
wheeled vehicle to get over the road. Our party, how-
ever, hired several of the backwoodsmen to carry huge
loads of provisions and camp supplies, while each of the
party made up a load for himself of blankets and camu
impedimenta of such weight as he thought himself able
to carry. And how those packs did grow in weight and
unwieldiness before that twelve miles was tramped over!
Arrived at the mouth of the Bemis, camp was quickly
arranged, and a couple of boats belonging to Houghton
hunted up, and the campaign against the trout com-
menced. It was early September and but few trout were
in the stream, hence most of the fishing was done in the
lake off the mouth of the stream. Sufficient trout of
good size were caught to supply the party, but none of
the big ones we had heard so much of.

Up the lake shore, a short distance above the mouth of
the stream, a tree had either fallen into the lake or had
lodged there at some time of high water, and the roots
lay on the shore, the top extending out into the lake. I
had noticed large fish rising just beyond the outer
branches a number of times, and had fished from the
tree once or twice each day, but with little success, as the
big fellow which I had seen rise there would not take the

'

lure. One day had been so windy as to preclude any fish-
ing in the lake, until about sundown, when the wind
went down. Taking my rough outfit I proceeded to the
tree and worked my way out to a fairly secure footing
among the outer limbs of the tree. The action of the
water had broken off most of the limbs at or near the
body of the tree, leaving only one or two of the biggest
limbs of any length. The trunk of the tree being slightly
crooked, there were several feet of the trunk iinder
water, and these were very slippery. Beyond, the trunk
again reached the top of the water, and the springing
out of limbs near the end made a fairly secure standing-
place. I saw my big fish roll up near the top of the
water, and his huge dimensions revealed in the glimpse
made me determined to catch him if I stayed on that old
tree during the rest of my time at the lake. I fished
with good courage until nearly dark, and had turned to
pick my way over the submerged portion of the log, still
leaving my baited hook in the water, when just as I had
placed both feet on the slippery under-water section of
the tree I got a tremendous strike at the hook behind
me. I struck as well as I was able, and tried to turn and
face the music, when my feet slid off the greasy log and
I gently proceeded to compare my height with the depth
of the very cool water. I went in up to my breast, but
had instinctively kept my rod upright, and my fish was
still hooked. I bawled for help at my loudest, but do my
utmost, I could make no one hear. Then I tried to get
back upon the log. but it was impossible to do that and
at the same time keep my rod sufficiently upright to
control the fish.

Between where I stood and the shore there was but one
limb projecting out from the tree far enough to interfere
with wading ashore. That limb, however, was 8 or 10ft.
long, and projecting from the tree at an obtuse angle of
course led out into somewhat deeper water, and 1 was
fearful that it might be over my head. Deciding to try
it I worked my way to the limb, and putting °my left
arm around it began working my way along toward the
end, hoping to be able to get around the end of the
branch, when it would be easy to get ashore. But this
was not easy by any means, with a big trout pulling like
a mule at the end of the line, and, mind you, no reel.
The rod was a four-joint bamboo, sixteen or more feet
long, and its spring made it possible to control the fish,
with the stout line and large hook, which completed the
rig. I worked my way slowly along the limb, the water
deepening with every step and my heart sinking much
more rapidly. I had caught sight of a broad tail, Avhich
astonished and delighted me at the same time, also in-
creasing my misery to the point of despair. But perse-
verance had its reward, and I finally succeeded in round-
ing the end of that branch, though I could barely keep my
mouth out of the water. Once around the limb, a few
steps gave me good foothold, and I quickly pulled in mv
big beauty, who was pretty well exhausted, and I was
not much better. Halting thigh-deep in the water I
drew the fish to me, secured a solid grip in Ms gills and
waded ashore triumphant. Laying my prize down on
the beach I viewed him over, and every angler will un-
derstand my exhilaration. I felt fully* rewarded for my
tremendous ducking and was not at all affected bv the
cold.

Taking up my fish I made my wav to the camp. On
arrival there, and holding up my prize in the light of
the camp-fire, for it was then nearly dark, such a shout
as went up was a further lift to my feelings, and I felt
like a hero of old. A gun known to weigh 91bs. was hung
by the guard on a stick, my fish on the other end, and
balancing the stick in its center, the fish was decided by
all to weigh nearly as much as the gun. The next morn-
ing we were visited by a New York man and his guide,
who had been windbound on the way from Trout Cove,
at the outlet, to the Bemis, and had camped on the beach
over night. In his kit (which, by the way, was the first
fly-fishing outfit I had ever seen) was a pair of spring
balances. My fish weighed 8£lbs, I have since eaughi

another which weighed the same, though weighed within
thirty minutes after being taken from the water, instead
of fifteen hours after, as in the case of the first; but I
shall never accomplish anything in the sporting line
which can so completely satisfy my ambition as did this
first big trout. All the circumstances attending that cap-
ture are perfect in my memory, and the picture of that
tree lying out in the lake, with its surroundings, and the
picture of the group of astonished faces at the camp, Jit
up by the glow of the camp-fire, will never fade.

Nor'east.

ABOUT LAND SHARKS.
NEW YORK, Aug. 4.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Does salt-water fishing "pay?"' is a quettion I have
been revolving in my mind; and the conclusion I have
come to is, that it don't if one is dependent on hiring
boats at the various points along the coast where there is
supposed to be any possibility of successful fishing.

I have just returned from a coastwise cruise (on°shore),
during Avhich I visited Nantucket, Martha's Vineyard]
New Bedford, New London, Newport, Block Island and
Fire Island; but I found that unless one was prepared to
enjoy the sport at a cost to render it a question' of how
much money one could afford to squander in the uncer-
tain pursuit, and unless he was prepared to be victimized
to the tune of $10 or $12 a day, he had better not under-
take to gratify his fishing proclivity. At all the places
named, I found plenty of boats on hire, but the owners
or sailing masters demanded universally $10 a day for the
use of the boat, with perquisites in the shape of "treats,"
lunch, and the fish caught. Add to the hire of the
boat the cost of bait, lunch, sundry bottles of beer, ice,
etc., and what it leaves of $13 is represented by 0.

The time was when $5 a day was considered quite
enough to pay for a boat, but this summer the price has
been advanced to $10 universally, and it seems as if every
man having one to hire tried to see just how much of a
swindle the public would stand. Of course where there
is a party of 8 or 10 the tax is lightened, but it does not
mitigate the swindle, and moreover who wants to go out
with a party of that size? Some get sick and want to go
home early in the action, some get tired or discouraged,
and it is anything but pleasant.
In the height of the season, for a month, perhaps,

there are parties enough to give business to boats even at
such a price, but I saw boats lying at the landing at Nan-
tucket and Martha's Vineyard the entire day without a
job, because sensible people would not pay the price,
while at moderate rates they would have been constantly
employed, netting much more money in the end. But it

has got so that every man having a boat or a horse to
rent considers it his special privilege to gouge and rob to
the fullest extent, until it has become a question whether
it is not better to abandon the attempt altogether to
indulge in salt-water fishing, as uncertain as it is at best;
for it is a remarkable fact that one finds that he is always
a day too late, or the wind or tide or something is wrong.
It is either too late or too early. You are told that you
should have been here last week, and then follow the
usual yarns of the number of fish old John Brown caught,
or the hundreds of pounds a gentleman from New York
(name given being a mythical one) raked in. You are
encouraged to try it again to-morrow, and expend an-
other $12 for the benefit of the boat owner.
I met a gentleman at Nantucket who assured me he

had expended three days' time and a matter of $36 in
pursuit of bluefish and other kinds, and the result was
one fish each day, one bluefish, one flounder and one
' cunner," costing $12 each day, and he gained a nose so
red as to jeopardize his character as a prohibitionist.
Newport is as bad or worse. A boatman charged me a
dollar to take me over to Fort Adams (he at first wanted
$2), the usual price in past times has been 25 cents. It
don't seem to make much difference where you go. It
is swindle and gouge—robbery is a more appropriate
word for it, and, unless a man is a millionaire, it is sheer
folly to undertake to go to the sea coast to fish. If one
contemplates remaining in one place anv length of
time it is cheaper to purchase a small boat and be his
own boatman, and at the end of the season sell at the
best price he can, or store it away for another year.

I for one am disgusted, and henceforth shall give all
these places a wide berth and turn my face inland or to
the western rivers and lakes, where summer seaside
fashions have not yet penetrated. No more Martha's
Vineyard or Nantucket for me. Podgers.

ST. LAWRENCE FISH PROTECTION.
IN taking the presidency of the Anglers' Association of

the St. Lawrence River, Mr. H. H. Warner, of Roches-
ter, announced Iris determination to head off illegal net-
ting. He said:

"Sixteen years ago I built my cottage on what is now
known as Warner's Island. During the first year or two
of my sojourn I became wonderfully attached to the
spot and spent several seasons there, enjoying the mag-
nificent fishing: which was then without equal in America.
The quantity and quality of the fish were superior to
any other locality. I continued my visits annually for
several years, but I could gradually see that the fishing-
was becoming less and less. About ten years ago I came
to the conclusion that unless the people became aroused—
the sporting men of the country—fishing at the Thousand
Islands would soon be among the things that were. Dur-
ing that time I protested against the warton slaughter of
game and fish, in and out of season, but Was looked upon
as an interloper and intruder, from the fact that I was
continually agitating the question of protecting the fish-
ing grounds. In my journeying among the islands I
could see dotted here and there, nets of all kinds, set for
the purpose of securing what it was claimed was a liveli-
hood for a few. Perhaps half a dozen may have earned
a pittance, to the injury of the many. This practice has
been more or less continued up to the present time,
although since the organization of the Angler's Associa-
tion much has been done for the purpose of protecting
the fish for the benefit of masses. In the immediate
locality of Alexandria Bay the laws are now ample,
but it is very important that the distance for protecting
these fish be extended, and I give you my positive assur-
ance that 1, as president of the association and as a pri-
vate citizen, will use my best endeavors to see that
a proper law is drafted and presented to our next Legisla-
ture, and I have every reason to believe that the entire
Thousand Islands will be properly protected in the near

future. I am very glad to know that the Anglers' Asso-
ciation has the hearty co operation of the largest and best
part in and about the Thousand Islands, and of the State
and entire country. This famous fishing resort can no
longer be claimed as belonging to Jefferson county of
New York Sl ate, but it is one of the favorite resorts of the
people of the whole country. I believe it is now gener-
ally conceded that the Thousand Islands and the river
St. Lawrence form the most beautiful and attractive
summer resort in the world, and with reasonably good
fishing, such as we had in former days and before the
conveniences of railroads and distribution of fish by the
netters, which has in a measure almost reached a point
of what you might term extermination, it will long con-
tinue so to be. As to the remark that I have often heard
made, that it would be impossible to exterminate the
black bass of the St. Lawrence, I desire to say that from
the best information possible this wonderful game fish
would undoubtedly have been exterminated by this time
if it had not been for the zealous efforts of the Anglers'
Association to protect them as far as possible. In con-
clusion, allow me to say that dining the term of my office
11 1 ere will be very little netting and violation of the law
by people along the river, be they Americans or Cana-
dians, and I will give the Association my positive assur-
ance that during the coming winter they will find it very
unprofitable to attempt to fish through the ice. Neither
will they be allowed to make any pretense of notifying
the game officials to witness the raising of nets for the
purpose of assorting and pretending to return to the
waters what are considered game fish. I will say em-
phatically that all such courtesies as allowing nets to be
set for any sort of fish will not be permitted."

Henderson Bay Fishing.—Editor Forest and Stream:
While casting about for a short vacation it was my good
luck to decide upon Henderson Bay, Jefferson county, N.
Y., and my further good luck to secure quarters with
Mr. E. Tyler, probably well-known to many readers of
the Forest and Stream as having taken an active part in
securing good protective laws for the fish which abound
at the bay. During my stay of two weeks, I did not
como in contact with a* single "fish hog" nor a single
gentleman who was not perfectly willing to put back

—

after having landed—all black bass of less than lilbs.
and all pickerel of less than 2^1bs., according to the re-
quest of Mr. Tyler and his guides. There is a fully
equipped work shop provided here where broken gear,
or unsuited tackle can be made good on the grounds.
Many thanks are due Mr. Tyler for his earful watch over
the interest of sportsmen. It is my earnest desire to see
this moral law more generally enforced with respect to
fish and game, as I earnestly believe that from it come all
good statute laws, and in it lies the greatest protection to
the game and fish of the future.—Sid Bromley.

Lockport, N. Y.—The Lockport Express has this on
three local anglers: "Lockport has many of the best
anglers in western New York, and among the most suc-
cessful of the number are District Attorney D. E. Brong,
ex-County Clerk John A. Merrit, ex-Supervisor C. W.
Hatch and Master Mechanic Frank N. Trevor. As pisca-
torial artists they have often surprised the most success-
ful disciples of Izaak Walton and created envy among
the professional anglers of the town. They studied the
almanac carefidly, watched the weather reports, gauged
the thermometer and barometer and most everything
else, including the phonograph, and came to the conclu-
sion that Tuesday, Aug. 27, was the identical day for un-
precedented success, and Oak Orchard Harbor the place
of destination. The story of yesterday is soon told. They
left town on the early train for the east some time before
daylight, and returned on the 12 o'clock train last night.
They fished all day vigorously and vivaciously and did
not get a bite. To-day they are posting up then expense
accounts, but no estimate can be made of their wounded
feelings."

Susquehanna Bass.—Athens. Pa., Sept. 5.—Mr. Tom
Stonier and F. M. Frost returned last night from a day's
fishing on the Susquehanna at Mehoopany, Pa., and
brought back as trophies of their skill nearly 751bs. of
fine bass. The largest black bass weighed O^los., while
several Susquehanna salmon, "yellow bass," were taken
which were nearly as heavy, small bullheads being the
principal bait.—P.

The Niagara River Bass Fishing is Capital.—On
Aug. 28, off Fort Niagara, these scores were made bv
trolling: P. H. Buckley of Niagara Falls, Ont., took 2.1;

H. R. Buckley of Philadelphia, 30; H. L. Coryell, Phila-
delphia, 27; Joe Gresy, Forest Avenue. Black Rock, 55;
Fred Smeading. Buffalo, 30; George Keller, Buffalo, 32;
J. L. Alberger, Buffalo, 35; Calvin Phelps, Buffalo, 50.

FISH BREEDING IN CANADA.*
V\7"E gather the following interesting facts concerning
V 7 fish breeding in Canada during- 1888 from Mr. S. Wil-
mot's report, as Superintendent of Fishculture. Mr. Wil-
mot finds that owing to the increase of population and
improvements going on it is found that the food-fishes of
Canada are decreasing, and that it has become necessary to
protect them by proper legislation and the introduction of
improved methods for the restoration of this important- food.
He states that "This desideratum has in a large degree been
reached by the greater portion, of the civilized governments of
the world, by adopting the science of artificial fishculture,
an industry which thus far, wherever introduced and exten-
sively carried on, has produced most satisfactory results by
restoring many waters to their -original standard of fish
wealth; and replenishing others with the higher orders of
fishes by the acclimatisation of young fish reared in public
fish-breeding institutions. " There are twelve fish hatcheries
in Canada. The output of fish fry during 1888 exceeded that
of any previous year. The kiuds and numbers of fish
planted were as follows:

Atlantic salmon (Salmn salar) 8,156,000
Pacific salmon (Quin)iat a,nd saw-quai) 5,807,000
Salmon trout (Sa.lvelm.us nama-ycmti) 7,320,000
Brook trout (8. fnntivaUs) 176,000
Pickerel (clord, Siizostcdium) 25,000^000
Black bas3 (M, dolornici) _ 1,000,000
Whitefish (Coregouus alhus) 40,650^000

Grand total S8,109,000

* .Report on Fish Breeding in the Dominion of Canada, 1888.
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The whole number of fry planted since the commencement
is 636,844,900. Of these 463,709,000 were Salmonoids, and the

others of Percoids and Centrarchoids (pike, perch and black
bass).
Mr. Wilmot pays a grand compliment to the fishcul-

turistsof the United States. He says: "While nearly all

the countries of the Old World are actively engaged in the
art of artificial fishculture, it is found that in America also

the industry has been entered into with more vigor than
elsewhere, and nowhere has the same amount of effort been
put forth to utilize the science of fishculture for resuscitat-

ing declining fisheries in the general interests of the inhab-
itants, than is shown to he the case in the United States of

America, where, by the almost unbounded liberality of the
Federal Government, and bv the larger proportion of indi-

vidual States of the Union, this work is generously sup-
ported and extensively carried on; and large sums of money
are annually granted from the public treasury for the erec-

tion and maintenance of Federal and State fish hatcheries,

and for employing professional experts, who are we] I versed
in ichthyology, and also appointing persons having a prac-
tical knowledge of the wants in each State as Fishery
Commissioners, whose duty it is to look after the fisheries

and fisboulttire, and husband the work to its fullest extent.

Over and above this Government patronage, and support,
fishculture is now being extensively carried on by private
enterprise in many parts of the Union. This is shown by
the fact of the numerous advertisements of proprietors of
fish farms, so to speak, offering for sale fish eggs and young
fish of various kinds, bred in their private nurseries.''
In conclusion Mr. Wilmot states that the Canadian fish

hatcheries, their apparatus and appliances are in good work-
ing order, and that the large output of young fish during
the past season has been safely and satisfactorily accom-
plished, also that the eggs now in the hatcheries present a
healthy and vigorous appearance; that the reports from the
different hatching stations indicate that fishculture as pur-
sued in Canada is active, progressive and successful up to
the limit which it has reached, but he is fully convinced
that the enterprise has not yet become sufficiently expanded
nor is it placed upon such a broad and satisfactory basis as
its importance demands, and closes with the following
words: "I therefore fully indorse the sentiments of the
leading fishculturists of the United States, and the policy
of that country when it is said that 'Public fishculture is

most, useful when conducted upon a gigantic scale—its sta-
tistical tables must be footed up by tens of millions. To
count young fish by the thousand is the task of the private
propagator: and that the prosperity and wealth of the fish-

eries of the present day are entirely under the control of the
fishculturist to sustain or to destroy, aDd capable of im-
mense extension.' "

FISHCULTURE IN ILLINOIS.-Thewoik of restocking
the streams of Illinois, which was commenced in 1887 on a
large scale, has been carried forward during the past year
and the present summer. This year much has been accomp-
lished, thousands of fish have beeu seined out of sloughs
and holes and transplanted in suitable waters. The species
handled are principally black bass, large and small-mouth;
crappie, two species; sun fishes, white bass, perch, pike-
perch, pike, pickerel, buffalo fish, and catfish, several species.
These are taken from the seines and placed iu live boxes, to
be kept until the arrival of a transportation car, in which
they are carried to their final destination. The cars are
loaded by the U. S. Fish Commission, and are especially
fitted for such work with large boxes holding from 80 to 100
gallous of water. The cost of transporting these fish is

comparatively small, as the railroads throughout the State
haul the cars free of charge. This method of stocking
streams will undoubtedly result very successfully. These
fish, varying in length from 3 to Him, planted in" suitable
waters, will 800D mature and breed, and should multiply in
numbers very rapidly. The Commissioners of Illinois de-
serve the support of their Legislature aud of all others in-
terested iu the subject of fishculture.

FIXTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 9 to 12.— First Annual Dog Show of the Brooklyn Kennel
Club, at Brooklyn, N. Y. Charles Dickleman, Secretary. Entries
close Aug. 28.

Sept. 9 to 13.—Dog Show of the Farmers' Lancaster County Fair
Association, at Lancaster. Pa. A. A. Herr. Secretary. Entries
close 11 A. M., Sept. 9.

Sept. 10 to 13.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the London Kennel
Club, at London, Out. C. A. Stone, Manager. Entries close Sept. 5
Sept. 10 to 13.—Dog Show of the Central Canada Exhibition As-

sociation, at Ottawa, Can. Capt. B. C. VV. MacCuaig, Secretary.
Entries close Aug. 31.

Sept. 11 to 13.—First Annual Dog Show of the Toledo Kennel
Company, Toledo, O. Caas. E. Rowland, Secretary, Box 423. En-
tries close Aug. 26.

Sept. 16 to 19.—Dog Show of the Dominion of Canada Kennel
Club, in connection with the Industrial Exposition at Toronto,
Canada. Capt.. C. Greville Harston, Sect'y. Entries close Sept. 4.

Sept. 17 to 20.—Dog Show of the Pet Stock Association at El-
mira, N. Y. J. Otis Fellows, Superintendent, Hornellsville , N.Y.
Entries close Sept. 7.

Oct. 1 to 3.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Bristol Park Agri-
cultural Society, Bristol, Conn. F. C. Barnes, Secretary.
Oct. 8 to 12.—Eighth Annual Dog Show of the Danbury Agri-

cultural Society, at Danbury. Conn. B. O. Lyues, Secretary. En-
tries close Sept. 28.

Nov. 14 to 1(5.—First Dog Show of the Continental Kenuel Club,
at Denver, Col. Claude King, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 4.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Konnol Club.

P. T. Madison, Secretary, Indianapolis. Ind.
Nov. 11.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel Club,

at Chatham. Out. C. A. Stone, Secretary, London, Ont.
Nov. 18.—Eleventh Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at High Point, N, C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.
Dec. 2.—loaiignvsd Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club,

at Lexington, N. C. C. H, Odeli, Secretary, Mill's Building, New
York, N. Y.
Dec. hi—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Amory, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

REGISTRATION IN THE GAZETTE.
Editor Forest ami Stream:
In answer to the communication which has appeared in

the several sporting papers signed by the Stnd Book Com-
mittee of the A. K. C, upon their action in increasing the
fee for registration in the Stud Book from fifty cents to one
dollar, and in answer to a letter from Mr. Anthony (who is
one of the advisory committee of the A. K. C), permit me to
say that front the commencement of the publication of the
Stud Book by the A. K. C, and which was published every
three months until Jan. 1 last, the income derived there-
from, which was fixed at fifty cents for each registration,
was found sufficient to defray all of the expenses for the
publication of the same, notwithstanding the fact that at
and during said time a rival register was being published by
the Forest aud Stream Publishing Company, and notwith-
standing the fact that during a portion of said time a rival
club was in existence, composed of about two hundred
breeders, aud during that time less than half the number of
clubs than we now have were members of the A. K, C.
On Jan. 1 last the A. K. C. commenced the publication of

the Kennel Gazette. The rules were so changed that only
dogs whose pedigree could be traced unto the fourth genera-
tion could be registered in the Stud Book, while any mon-
grel could be registered in the Kennel Gazette, An upper
and under secretary were employed by the Kennel Club, the
former receiving a salary of $1,500 a year, while the second
agreed to be satisfied with $1,000. The duty of the first was
to edit the Kennel Gazette, while the second became editor
of the Stud Book. The registration in the Kennel Gazette
was fixed by the rules at twenty-five cents per dog, while the
registration in the Stud Book had previously been fixed at
fifty cents. The first number of the Kennel Gazette, after
many barks and a few howls, dawned upon the doggy world
in January last. From an examination of that issue I find
that there were 45 dogs registered whose sire and dam were
known, 3 that were half orphans, and 4 mongrels without
any pedigree whatever, making in all, during the month of
January, 52 dogs.
The income to the Kennel Gazette from the registration

of these 52 dogs was $13; the income for advertising I will
estimate at $100, which, with the $13 for registration, make
a total of $113 income. The expenses are: " Salary of secre-
tary, $125; rent, $15; cost of the Gazette as per treasurer's
report, $3(55.(34; postage and stationery, say, $20; making a
total of $525.64 expenses, from which take income, leaving a
net loss to the club of $412.64 for the first month
Now we will take the eight months, and we find that 1 ,004

dogs have beeu registered from Jan. 1 to and including the
August issue of the Gazette as follows;

January 52
February 510
March 534
April 464
May 299
June 33
July 6
August 6

Total 1,904

Now, the income derived from the above amounts to S476.
Let us now submit the following statement of income and
expenditures, which, I believe, will be found to be very
nearly correct for the eight months now past:

Expenses.
Salary of secretary $1,000
Office rent 125
Due associate members for two registrations in Stud
Book 327

Due associate members 327 Stud Books at $3 981
Due associate members 837 Kennel Gazettes at $3 654
Publishing the Kennel Gazette at, say, $300 per month. 1,600
Incidentals, including stationery and postage, say 300

Total $4,987

Receipts.
1 ,004 dogs at 25 cents 476
Advertising, estimated 800
Received from associate members (if all have paid) 1,635

Showing a net loss to the club of over
months.
Mr. Anthony says that the Kennel Gazette is the money

making end of the A.K.C. I have great respect for Mr.
Anthony's opinion, but will he kindly give us the figures ?

I will venture this: If Mr. Vredenburgh" will make a report
of the financial status of the A.K.C. at their next meeting a
deficit will appear, showing substantially that I am correct.
Now we will take a look at the Stud Book, and we will find

that since January last there have been registered 1,875 dogs,
for which the A.K.C. has received $937.50.
The expense, to the club is the salary to the under secre-

tary for the eight months, which is $66(5.67; rent, say, $125;
stationery and incidental expenses, say, $200. making a total

of $001.07; so we fiud that the office expenses have so far more
than absorbed the revenue received for this account, and
evidently there is no money now in the treasury to publish
the book on Jan. 1 next. The big drain on the Stud Book
has been the Kennel Gazette. Taking out about 20 percent,
of the dogs registered in the Kennel Gazette, which are
classed with pedigree unknown, and then, say, 30 per cent,
more whose pedigrees would not go to the fourth genera-
tion, this would leave about one-half the dogs registered in
the Kennel Gazette to be registered iu the Stud Book, and
the Stud Book account would be increased by doing away
with the Gazette.

I am of the opinion that breeders will not pay the one
dollar to register their dogs, and when I see that the West-
minster Kennel Club, which is annually able to come out
thousands of dollars ahead, the richest club in the country,
having millionaires among its members, to save the paltry
sum of twenty-five cents on the registration, will register
the get of that grand little dog, Naso of Kippen, out of their
well-bred Kate VIII., and attach the name of Westminster
Ben to one and Westminster Cato to the other and have
them published as registered pointers by the A. K. C. in the
Kennel Gazette with Belle II., whose sire was unknown;
with Columbus Nig, whose sire and dam were unknown,
and with Dan, whose pedigree is unknown, and with Fan,
whose pedigree and date of birth is unknown, and with
Fanny and Fanny II., both without a pedigree, and Frank
and Guy, whose pedigrees are unknown; while Spot II. and
Spy came into the world and into the Kennel Gazette.with
the same uncertainty, their pedigrees being unknown, I also
find in the same Kennel Gazette of March, registered with
this collection of mongrels, published to the world as regis-
tered under the head of pointers, not only the two above
named, the get of Naso of Kippen, but the get of Bang Bang,
Donald, Tammany, Mainspring, Sensation, Nick of Naso,
Robert the Devil, Lad of Bow, and other well-bred pointers.
Now, if the Westminster Kennel Club, to save 25 cents,

are willing to class their well-bred dogs, with their kennel
name affixed, with the above designated collection of mon-
grels, what are we to expect from the struggling breeder
who lives upon the mountainside when the A. K. C. in
creases the registration fee to $1 ? When rich breeders like
the Rutherfurd Bros, will register their well-bred fox-ter-

riers in the Kennel Gazette among a lot of mongrels to save
the 25 cents, what shall we expect from the poor breeder
when the A. K. C. increases the registration fee to $1?
The object of a registration is to preserve the pedigree and

thereby improve the breeding, and by stages increase the
certainty of pure blood. The Stud Book should be published
quarterly, and no dog should now appear therein unless the
descendant of previously registered dogs, or with a pedigree
going back to the fourth generation; and the registration
fee should be made so cheap that every one who owds a well-
bred dog would avail himself of the opportunity to register
it. At the next meeting of the Executive Committee I hope
the secretary will make a detailed statement of the financial

condition of the A. K. C, aud that the delegates will see the
wisdom of doing away at the earliest moment with this
costly and useless publication, the Kennel Gazette, and the
necessity of cutting down the expenditures and publish the
Stud Book every three months. Also the necessity for
doing away with the associate membership, which is under-
mining the local clubs throughout the country that give the
shows.
If a member of the New Jersey Club who pays $10 a year

dues as well as his proportion of losses in giving a show, as
well as his time, which is necessary to the club, wants to
register two dogs, he pays the fee to the Kennel Club, which
is now $1. If he wants a Kennel Gazette for the year he

pays $2; if he wants a Stud Book, when it comes out, he
pays $3.

The associate member, who pays nothing for dues to the
local club, takes no liability for show losses, gives none of
his time, gets now back what the A. K. C. charges the mem-
ber of the local club $6 for, and when the raised registration
fee goes into effect $7, for $5. My estimate of the deficit now
in the Gazette and Stud Book accounts is about as follows:
$2,076 in Kennel Gazette, $54.17 in Stud Book. This deficit
will be considerably increased during the balance of the
year, and if it were not for the associate members the Stud
Book would be more than self-sustaining. I am glad to
see that breeders are realizing the worthlessness of
this Kennel Gazette, for I find that during the month
of June there were only 33 dogs registered in the Ken-
nel Gazette, 10 of which were mongrels. In the month
of July there were only six dogs registered in the Kennel
Gazette, two of which were mongrels. In August only six
dogs were registered in the Kennel Gazelle, three of which
were mongrels. Is it worth while for the dog breeders of
this country to contribute about five hundred dollars a
month for three months to the Kennel Gazette to register
these forty-five dogs registered in June. Jtuy and August,
aud do not the figures convince every thinking dog breeder
that the time has arrived when I should have the opportu-
nity, which I have long desired, to write the obituary of the
Kennel Gazette? The pen will not be steeped in gall.
The venture was made upon the deliberate judgment of

almost every delegate of the A. K. C. They believed that
it was not only practical, but for the best interests of the
club. I have no fault to find with any delegate for the
course he has pursued. I am as strongly and firmly con-
vinced as ever that the A. K. C. aud the Stud Book are
necessities; that they should not be torn down, butbuilt up.
And upon reflection, the experiment, having been tried, is
it not a palpable fact that we should now make this
changer' PeshALL.
Jersey City, N. J., Sept. 7.

GERMAN MASTIFF OR GREAT DANE STANDARD
CiHICAGO, 111., Sept, 7.—Editor Forest and Stream: All

J breeds of dogs have their distinctive features and char-
acteristics, by which the particular family to which they
belong may be recognized and judged. Of the various
breeds, none are more imposing nor distinguished in appear-
ance than the German mastiff, or great Dane, or the
Deutcbe dogge, which in early times was commouly called
the boarhound. Later, the heavier- bodied specimens were
known as the Ulmer dogge, and the lighter-bodied as the
Daniske dogge, or great Dane, now known in Germany, the
home of the breed, as the German mastiff, but better known
in England and America as the great Dane.
The enormous size, splendid proportions, great strength,

fine action, dignified and elegant carriage, superior intelli-

gence, courage and fidelity of the German mastiff or great
Dane, mark the breed as approaching the perfection of the
canine race.
This dog, as the name boarhound (originally applied to

the breed) indicates, is particularly adapted to animal hunt-
ing, and in early days was used to hunt wild boars and other
large game. But, while splendid on the hunt, as a com-
panion or guard, he has no superior. There is no large dog
better fitted for a house watch dog, for his coat is short and
fine, and is easily kept clean, while his habits and tempera-
ment are unexceptional. Ilis growing popularity amply
attests his valuable qualities, and he only needs to be known
to be appreciated.
The following are the points and their value of the Ger-

man mastiff or great Dane, adopted Sept. 4 by the German
Mastiff or Great Dane Club of America.
General A ppca ranee.—The German mastiff df&refit Dane

is remarkable in size, of powerful and elegant build, strong
and muscular, of high courage, supple in action, graceful
aud dignified in carriage and in movement. The coat is

short and line, the head and neck are carried high with a
distinguished air, the ears are rather small, and when un-
cropped somewhat resemble those of the greyhound, but
when cropped are carried upright, something like those of
the bull-terrier. The neck is strong and well arched, and
should be without dewlap. The tail is fine and tapering,
and is carried on a line with the back, with a slight ten-
dency to curve at the extremity. A too highly curved tail,

or carried too high, gives the animal a very common appear-
ance, and is a serious fault. In general appearance the
German mastiff or great Dane is not so massive or clumsy
as the English mastiff, nor so light and leggy as the grey-
hound, but somewhat resembling both, or what might be
considered a satisfactory medium between the two; and in
formation indicates great strength and activity. In disposi-
tion he is gentle aud affectionate, yet courageous, and bears
the stamp of nobility of character. He is devoted to his
master and friendly with those he knows, but is not inclined
to be free or familiar with strangers. When aroused he dis-

plays his strength and courage, but because of his intelli-

gence and temperament he is easily governed even when
under excitement.
Height.—In height dogs should not be less than 30in.

straight measurement at the shoulder, and bitches should
not be less than 28in.

Weight.—Dogs of the above height should weigh not less

than ISOlbs., and bitches not less than lOOlbs.

Body.—The body should be long, somewhat inclined to
roundness and compact. Belly well drawn up, yet well pro-
portioned—not gaunt nor tucked up like the greyhound,
but showing muscle and strength.

Iliad. -Tne head, or skull, should neither be domed nor
flat; rather lengthy and not too broad; the frontal bones
slightly raised; little indentation between the eyes, with
very little or no stop; cheek muscles well developed; face
not too broad. The whole formation and expression of the
head and face should rather more resemble tbe hound than
the bulldog or mastiff, except the muzzle, which is not like
that of any other breed, as the German mastiff or great
Dane has a muzzle peculiarity his own, the entire head and
face, but much heavier, more nearly resembling those of the
approved bull-terrier than of any other breed. Too much
resemblance to the hound is a fault.

-Bars.—The ears should be small and carried high, some-
thing like those of the greyhound. The ears may or may
not be cropped. When cropped they resemble those of the
bull-terrier.
Eyes.—The eyes should be small, round and deeply set,

with a sharp expression, and may be light, or the various
shades of brown and hazel, or in harmony with the general
color of the dog.
Nose,—The nose should be large with bridge well arched.
Muzzle.—The muzzle should be broad and strong, and

rather square, or blunt, at the point.
Lips.—The lips in front should be blunt, not hanging too

much over the sides, but with well defined folds at the
angle of the month.
Jaw.—The lower jaw should neither be short nor long,

but should bring the teeth to meet evenly
Neck.—The neck should be rather long, very strong and

muscular, well arched, without dewlap or loose skin about
the throat. The junction of the neck and head should be
strongly pronounced.
Forequarters.—The shoulders should be sloping and mus-

cular, the elbows well under, and neither turned inward nor
Outward,
Legs.—The forearms should be very muscular, with large

bone, knees strong, not bent; ankles or pasterns muscular,
and the whole legs straight, strong and well proportioned.
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Chest.—The chest should he- of good width, but not too
broad, deep in the brisket
Back.—The back should be muscular, and not too long,

nov hollow, nor quite straight, but showing a very slight

tendency to areh.
Loin.—The loin should be broad, strong and well arched,

and muscular above and below.
Tail.—The tail should reach to the hock, strong at the

root, fine andtapering to the end, and be carried horizontally
with the back, or very slightly upward, with a slight ten-

dency to curve at the extremity; but must not curl, or be
carried high, or over the back.
Himlquarfcrs.—The buttocks or hips should be well de-

veloped iind strong, rounding gradually to root of tail;

thighs muscular, with good bone, and second thighs long
and strong—hocks well let down, or low, and straight, turn-
ing neither in nor out—ankles strong in bone and muscle.

Feet.—The feet should be large and round, and well set on
ankles, turning neither inward nor outward. Toes well
arched and closed, nails strong and curved.
Hair or Coat.—The. hair or coat should be sbort,'hard]and

dense, with no fringe or long hair on legs or tail.

Color and Markings.—The recognized colors are the vari-
ous shades of gray or blue, mouse color, black, white, red or
fawn; also hrindle. or tiger-striped on white fground, with
patches of dark colors. The single colors are sometimes
accompanied wit h markings of a darker tint about the eyes
and muzzle, and with a liue of the same tint, called a trace,
along the course of the spine. The above ground colors
appear in the brindles, and in the striped and mottled speci-
mens. Iu the one-colored specimens the china or wall eye
rarely appears, and the nose more or less approaches black,
according to the prevailing tint of the dog, and the eyes
vary in color also. The mottled specimens have irregular
patches or clouds upon the above-named ground colors, in
some instances the clouds or markings being of two or more
tints. With the mottled specimens the wall or china eye is

not uncommon, and the nose is often parti colored or wholly
flesh colored.
Symmetry.—The symmetry of the whole body should be

of a high order, with well denned and gracefully curved
lines, and the whole appearance should indicate power,
activity, courage and nobility of character.
Fan Its.—The faults most common are too heavy or too

houndy a head; too highly arched frontal bone, aud deep
stop or indentation between the eyes; too broad a face; too
short or too light a muzzle; too long ears and hanging flat

to the face; too short a neck; full dewlap or loose skin on
neck; too narrow or too broad a chest; sunken or quite
straight back; bent forelegs; over-bent fetloeks; cow-hocked
hindlegs; dew claws if loose—better none. Not permissible.
—Twisted feet; spreading toes; too coarse or long coat; too
heavy or too highly carried or curved tail, or with a brush
underneath; weak or narrow loin or hindquarters; a general
lack of muscle; want of symmetry, and a general absence
of character in appearance.

MTNTMUM SIZE AND WEIGHT.
Dogs Height, 30in. Weight, 1201bs,
Bitches Height, 28in. Weight, lOOlbs,

APPROXIMATE MEASUREMENTS.
Dogs. Bitches.

Height 32in. 30m.
Weight Hulbs. 1201bs.
Length from tip of nose to occiput 12in. llin.
Occiput to middle of shoulders llin. 12in.
Middle of shoulders to set on of tail 31in. 32in.
Length of tail 22in. 20in.
Girth of skull 24in. 22in.
Girth of neck 26in. 24in.
Muzzle between eyes and nose 12in. llin.
Girth of chest 38in. 34in.
Girth of loin 32iu. 8()in.

Girth of thigh 17in. 15in.
Girth of scond thigh 13in. llin.
Girth of forearm 10m. 8J#ti.

VALUE OE POINTS.

Height -.
.if);

General appearance and symmetry 10
Action f
Temperament and character 4

Skull 5
Ears 5
Byes 3
.Nose, muzzle and lips 2—15

Head.

Neck
Fore quarters.

Tail.

Shoulders 5
1 Legs 5—10
'Chest 5
Back 4
Belly 2
Loin 4—15

"barters
j

gggjgjrhips. 5
5-10

Feet, toes and nails 6
Coat , 4

Total 100

W. F. Fox, President.

HELENA DOG SHOW.
[Special Report.]

HELENA, Mont., Aug. 30.—Editor Forest and Stream:
The first annual bench show of the Montana Kennel

Club was held in this city Aug. 28, 29 and 30. This being
the first dog show held in this Territory, is to us an event of
no little interest. The exhibition is given under the rules
of the American Kennel Club, the Montana Kennel Club
having made application for membership in that associ-
ation. The Montana Agricultural, Manufacturing and Min-
eral Association kindlv donated $500 to be used as premiums,
also the use of a suitable building located on the fairgrounds
near this city.

The writer being a lover of dogs and having been an ex-
hibitor at some of the best shows held in the East, as well as
having been associated as one of the managers of an Eastern
show (Rensselaer Kennel Club show), and being an old sub-
scriber for your valuable paper, hereby takes the liberty of
giving a crude report of the show.
The entries are not large, but when we take into consid-

eration the population of our city (Jess than 25,000) and its
remote location, it is gratifying 'to the managers to have
met with the success attained. Ninety entries were made,
with but two absentees. The quality of the dogs, as a whole,
was good. There were, as is always the case at the first
show held in any community, a lot of poor ones. There are
many genuine sportsmen in this Territory, it being a game
country, who have spared no expense in securing well-bred
sporting dogs; others have brought their dogs with them.
Attention to proper registration and preserving pedigrees
has been neglected. It is evident, however, that many of
the dogs seen at this show are from the best strains in this
country, and we predict that one of the sequels of this ex-
hibition will be the stimulation of the owners of good ani-
mals to look after these essential points in the future. The
attendance was remarkably good, and invariably all express
themselves as well pleased. Following is a list of the judges;
Jack Wilson, mastiffs, St. Bernards, Newfoundlands, Great
LJahes aud collies: Dr. C. E. Nichols, setters, pointers,
t paiuels, dachshuude and beagles; B. B. Kelly, deerhounds,
greyhounds and foxhounds; R. T. Bayliss, bulldogs, bull-
terriers aud fox-terriers; Dr. H. Holloway the remaining
classes.
In mastiffs there were five entries, and as a class they

were good. Ilford Coroner has good legs, head and body; is,

however, undersize, but was decided to' be the best oi the 5

lot, taking first and special for the best dog in the show.
Second and third would pass in fair company, in bitches,
Fannie, the only entry, was worthy of first. She is well bred,
sire champion Minting, dam Beulah. Good in body and
legs; head not as good as first in dog class.
The only entry in St. Bernards was absent.
In Newfoundlands Vick was given second, which was

more than he deserved.
Great Danes were well represented, there being five entries,

more "than have been present at many large shows in the
East. Nero Hansa III., bred by S. Cohen, Hamburg, sire
Mentor, dam Minerva, is a good one and in my judgment is

better than many winners in this country. Carmen, bred
by the same gentleman, sire Nero, dam Alma, prize winner
at Stuttgart, Germany, 1887, is not as good as Nero Hansa
III., and yet she is a nice bitch, aud with her litter of pup
pies made a desirable addition. The other three were the
get of the two above-named dogs and were all good.
We have good deerhounds in this Territory, and Dan, first

in dog class, and Mada, first in bitch class, are as good as we
often see. There were three entries in the greyhound dog
class, all have good business or working qualities and large,
muscular development. Dogs of this class in this country
are highly prized, as we have plenty of jack rabbits and
great amusement is afforded in the pursuit of them, using
these dogs, it is simply a question of speed.
The pointers had five entries, with two very good dogs.

Bounce won over Frank, the latter being better in head but
not so good in body, the competition between the two being
close. Lady Jess, in the bitch class, was given second, not
being worthy of a first.

Twelve English setters were shown, five in each dug and
bitch class, and two in the puppy class. The competition
for first place was very close between Patch and Outlaw
Dick; both are well bred. There being little choice first

and second was divided between them, and third was given
to Dick, a large dog, bad in head. In the bitch class Gypsy
won easily; she is a very good bitch, a recent importation,
good in feet, coat, color and symmetry, nose a little short,
and lips not as full as we like. Second was given to Flossie,
a lemon and white, with a fine head, but she is leggy.
Queenie, suffering from chorea, otherwise a good animal, was
vhc. In the puppy class Rock, an eleven months' dog, is de-
cidedly the best of the breed shown.
There was not even a good Irish setter in a lot of five.

Pifco, first; Snap, second; Max, third. Chip, in bitch class,

was given second.
Black and tan setters had six entries. Rex, first, is good

in coat, color, legs and feet, head a little large, but taking
him all round he would do in very good company. Bob,
second, is bad in coat, otherwise a good dog. Grouse, third,
is bad in coat and color, but looks a good worker. Puppies
very ordinary.
The class for field spaniels had no entries.
In cocker spaniels, dogs and bitches, there were eight

entries. Topsy Obo, first, black head and ears fair, legs
good, coat too wavy. Livingston Sport, second, coat curly,
tail carried badly, legs good,' short in body. Bozrah, third,
is good in coat, short in body acd legs a little too long; her
muzzle is much shorter than I like. Ponteno, in the puppy
class, is good in head, muzzle and legs, his coat is not quite
straight, but is the best in the lot.

Collies had but one entry, Sabe. He was considered
worthy of first place, but is decidedly defective.
The class for poodles brought out only one entry, a poor

specimen.
Dachshunde also had only one entry, very poorly bred and

hardly worthy of a place; he was, however, given first.

Beagles and bulldogs were not represented.
Bull-terriers had three entries. Stuff, first, is a fair spe-

cimen, but shows approximation to the round or bullet-
headed terrier. Fan, the only bitch shown, has the same
defect as first in dog class.

In fox-terrier dogs there were two entries, aud both are
very good dogs. First went to Ben, bred by Associated
Fanciers, of Philadelphia. He is good in head, legs, feet
and color; wide in shoulders and is lacking in symmetry
and quality. Rip, second, is better in body and shoulders,
but not as good in head. In bitches there were three en-
tries. Nell, winner of first, is good throughout. Three
puppies were shown; all are fair, but rather young to pre-
dict their future.
Black and tan terriers had one entry—Spider, a fair speci-

men.
Five pugs were shown. The judge consumed some time

in making his awards. All were fair and they seemed to
be properly placed. Baldy, first, is an extra good one.
There were five entries in the miscellaneous class; all

were poor. Grover C, placed first, is a cross between a
St. Bernard and Newfoundland. Following is a list of the

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS —Bogs: 1st and special, Master Don Larabie's Ilfred

Caroner; 2d, H. Gans' Jack; 3d, F. S. Witherbee's Tom. mi dies:
1st, Master Don Larabie's Fannie.

ST. BERNARDS.—Ahsent.
NEWFOUNDLANDS.—1st, withheld; 2d, W. B. Webb's Vick.

GREAT DANES.—1st, 2d, 3d and very high com., F. Pope's
Nero Hansa III., Carmen, Sultan and Bella II. High com., Dr.
J. J. Leisser's Nez Perce,

DEERHOUNDS.-DO08.- 1st, C. Gamer's Dan. Bitches: 1st, W.
M. Murphy's Maida.
GREYHOUNDS.—Dogs: 1st and 2d, E. C. Babcock's Marco and

Dandy. Bitches: 1st, L. Higgs's Lady H.

POINTERS.—Bogs: 1st, J. Davis's Bounce; 2d and very high
com., C. A. Stewart's Frank and Ned. Com., A. B. Kleinschmidt's
Dan. Bitches: 1st, withheld: 2d, J. P. McCabe's Lady Jess. Pup-
pids: 1st, V. E. Goldsmith's Chequeta II.; 2d and verv high com.,
J. P. McCabe's Frank P. and General Terry; 3d, T. Carter's Nell.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Dogs: 1st and 2d (divided), T. J. Cronin's
Patch and W. S. Davidson's Outlaw Dick; 3d, H. P. Kennett's
Dick. Bitches: 1st, W. B. Raleigh's Gypsy: 2d, S. A. Bailiet's
Flossie; 3d, C. S. Wardman's Nellie W. Very high com., W. S.
Davidson's Queenie. Puppies: 1st, C. F. Woodman's Rock; 2d, T.
Hill's Nick.

IRISH SETTERS.—Dogs: 1st. W. S. Davidson's Pifco; 2d, J.
Worth's Snap; 3d, H. Barbour's Max. Very high com., A. K.
Barbour's Wig. Bitches: 1st. withheld; 2d, A. B. Cook's Chip.
Puppies: 1st, withheld; 2d, unknown. High com., W. S. David-
son's Bob.

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS —Dogs: 1st, H. M. Parchen's
Rex; 2d, H. P. Kennett's Bob; 3d, W. F. Franklin's Grouse.
Bitches: 1st, D. Dick's Rose. Puppies: 1st and 2d, W. S. David-
son's Bob Lee.

COCKER SPANIELS.—1st, J. E. Davis's Topsy Obo; 2d, C.
Garnier's Livingston Sport; 3d, J. D. Ripley's Bozrah. Very high
com., J. E. Davis's Ponteno.
COLLIES.—Dogs: 1st, W. S. Davidson's Sabe.

POODLES.—1st, Levy & Elias's Juno.
DACHSHUNDE.—1st, Mis. F. L. Sizer's Snooks.
BULL-TERRIERS. — Dogs: 1st, O. P. Weisgerber's Stubb.

Bitclies: 1st, W. S. Davidson's Fan.
FOX-TERRIERS.—Dogs: 1st. J. B. Reed's Ben: 2d, J. Hancock's

Rip. Bitches: 1st and 2d, J. P. Reed's Nell and Chippy. Puppies:
1st, 2d and 3d, J. P. Reed's Monkey, M. K. C. and Jack.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—1st, Ada A. Conyngham's
Spider.

SKYE TERRIERS.-Withheld.
TOY TERRIERS.—1st, withheld; 2d, Miss J. T. Smith's Little

Jim.

PUGS.—1st, J. D. Wilson's Baldy, 2d, Gussie Hartnian's Frank;
2d, F. L. Allen's Girlie.

MISCELLA NEOUS.-lst, H. O. Collins's Grover C; 2d, Mrs. W.
J. Bickett's Bruno.

MOKT.

WILMINGTON DOG SHOW.
[Special Report.]

\T|TTLMINGTON, Del., Sept. 7. — Editor Forest and
VV Stream: The dog show held this week iu connection
with the second annual fair of the Wilmington Agricul-
tural and Industrial Association in this city, was one of the
features of the fair and large crowds were constantly around
the stalls. Nearly 150 dogs were shown, and many of them
are well-known prize winners. Mr. James Watson, of Phil-
adelphia, judged them, and, so far as I could learn, gave
general satisfaction. Only one prize was given in each
class, except in cases of exceptional merit. Following is a
list of the

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—1st, C. Porter, Jr.'s, Boss Lady Clare; 2d, O.Ver-

non's Jack. Puppies: 1st, E. Bayne's Czar.

ST. BERNARDS.— 1st, Associated Fanciers' Celtic Rector.

FOXHOUNDS.—1st, Associated Fanciers' Trailer.

BEAGLES.— 1st, Associated Fanciers' Prince; 2d, J. H. Man-
love's Nancy.
DACHSHUNDE.—1st. Associated Fanciers' Hilda.

BASSET HOUNDS.— 1st, C. Porter, Jr.'s Babette.

GREYHOUNDS.—1st, J. C. Kriner's Swift.

POINTERS.-lst, Associated Fanciers' Village. Jim; 2d, F. B.
Cotton's Prince. Puppies: 1st, C. Kerable's Don Cameron.
ENGLISH SETTERS.— 1st, Associated Fanciers' Magnolia; 2d,

E. C. Simpsun's Pansy Blossom.
GORDON SETTERS.— 1st, Associated Fanciers' Frizzle; 2d, E.

C. Simpson's St. Joe.

IRISH SETTERS.— 1st, C. T. Thompson's Nellie.

FIELD SPANIELS.-lst, T. Wallace's Pasha.
COCKER SPANIELS.—1st, W. West's Doc. Puppies: 1st, T.

Wallace's Pasha, Jr.

COLLIES.

—

Dogs: 1st. W. Lindsay's Robin Gray; 2d, F. R. Cars-
well's Major. Bitches: 1st aud 2d. F. R. Carswell's Lady and Rut-
land Miss. Puppies: 1st and 2d, F. R. CarswelPs Queen and Boskie.

PUGS.—1st, Dr. M. H. Cryer's Othello: 2d, J. D. Browu's .

Puppies: 1st, W. Bromley's Doc; 2d, F. GUes's Ferris.

SKYE TERRIERS.—1st, Associated Fanciers' Donald.
IRISH TERRIERS.—1st, Associated Fanciers' Judy.
BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.—1st, C. Porter, Jr's Punch.
TOY TERRIERS.—1st, T. D. Brown's Dot.

DALMATIANS—1st, V. Laubacher's Dick.

SCIIIPPERKES.-lst, J. C. Kriner's Dandy.
Wilmington.

BROOKLYN DOG SHOW.
THE first annual dog show of the Brooklyn Kennel Club

was held at Ridgewood Park, Brooklyn, N. Y., Sept. 8
to 11. The show was held in connection with the Schwaben
Volksfest, a harvest festival of the Germans, and the large
crowd that thronged the park each day liberally patronized
the building set apart for the dogs. The club were unfor-
tunate in not properly making known to the public the fact
that a show was to be held, aud consequently there were
only about 100 dogs entered. Quite a number of them, how-
ever, were dogs of high degree, and so far as quality goes the
show was above the average for first shows of its size. The
benching and feeding was done by Spratts Patent, and the
dogs were comfortably housed in a small building that was
just about large enough for the number shown. No cata-
logues were published so far as we could ascertain, and it

was only by dint of hard work and an endless amount of
cross-questioning that we were able to complete the follow-
ing list of

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: F. C. Phoebns's Homer.—Open
—Dogs: 1st, 3, Bnrkhart's Due of York.

ST. BERNARDS. — Rotron-C'OATEi) — Dogs: let, F. Emken's
Roland; 2d, Mrs. J. Nicholson's Mount Sion III.; 3d, Welz & Zer-
wick's Solo. Very high com., F. Sehultz's Ryhn. Bitches: 1st,
Mrs. J. Nicholson's Lady Gay; equal 2d, Germania Kennels' Greta
and P. Smith's Lucy. Puppies: Withheld.—Smooth-Coated—
Dogs: 1st, F. Sehultz's Rasco. Bitches: 1st and 2d, C. Wagner's
Linda, and Thisbe Wagner. Puppies: 1st, Avon Kennels' Duchess;
2d, C. Wagner's Alpine Guide.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—Dogs: 1st, C. Eimcr's Caro. Bitches: 1st,
Prof. L. P. Braive's Brunette: 2d, C. Eimer's Nora.
GREAT DANES.—1st, J. Welz's Bella; 2d, 3d and very high

com., N. Martin's Nero, Laura and Sultan.

GREYHOUNDS.—1st, J. B. Hefner's Blue Belle. Puppies: 1st,
withheld; 2d and 3d, J. B. Hefller's Queen of Harlem and Spry.
POINTERS.—Large—Dogs: 1st, S. W. Pentz's Brake; 2d and

3d, S. S. Banks' Underwriter and Duke of Tammanv. Bitclies:
No entries. Small—Dogs: 1st, Dr. H. E. Mann's Ned B. Bitclies:
1st, H. J. Bennett's Kate Claxton; 2d, F. Russel's Rose; 3d, J. P.
Swain, Jr's Bess. Puppies: 1st, withheld; 2d, J. P. Swain, Jr's
Bob.
ENGLISH SETTERS.-Doys: 1st, Dr. P. Hughes's Dash. Bitches:

No entries. Puppies: 1st and 2d withheld; 3d, B. Turner's Nigger.

IRISH SET TE KS.—Dogs: 1st, R. J. Kelley's Royal Ruby; 2d, D.
Fynn. Jr.'s O'Donovan Rossa. Bitches: 1st, S. S. Bank's Gip of
Killarney; 2d, D. Fynn, Jr.'s Sedan II. Puppies: 1st, H. Culber-
son's unnamed; 2d, D. Fynn, Jr.'s Kitty Glendyne.
GORDON SETTERS. —Dogs: 1st, E. H. Morris's New York

Ronald. Bitches: No entries.—Puppies—Dogs: 1st, 2d and 3d. L.
Parsette, Jr.'s Duke, Jr., Dash and Roger. Bitclies: 1st, 2d and 3d,
L. Parsette, Jr.'s Clara, Daisy and Minnie.

FIELD SPANIELS—1st, E. H. Morris' Beau.

COCKER SPANIELS.-Dof/s: 1st, Dr. P. Hughes's Black Jet;
2d, withheld; 3d, E. Cunningham's Carlo. Bitches: 1st, Dr. P.
Hughes's Nellie; 2d, withheld; 3d, T. Markham's Shephard.
FOXHOUNDS—1st. F. Munch's Major; 2d, T. H. Wakum's

Snip.

BULLDOGS—1st, F. H. Groufel's Patrick; 2d, withheld.

POODLES.—1st, J. Behling's Pepper.

BULL-TERRIERS.—1st, F. C. Phoebus's The Earl; 2d, F. R.
Kniffen's Trip.

FOX-TERRIERS.-Dogs: 1st and 2d. L. &. W. Rutherfurd's
Warren Bluffer and Warren Dingle. Puppies: 1st and 2d, L. &
W. Rutherfurd's Warren Daisy and Warren Harrison; 3d, W. T.
Lcvering's June.

IRISH TERRIERS.—1st, 2d and 3d, T. Pluerbaft's Little Vixen,
Little Maid and Adventurer.
SKYE TERRIERS.—lst,W.L. Morgan's Lochiel; 2d, F. McCue's

Lulu.
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—1st, J. Bell's Brooklyn Ben; 2d, F.

Gritlinger's Nelly.

TOY TERRIERS.—1st, Miss Daisy Woods's Mousey; 2d, N. Low-
rie's Little Boy Blue; 3d, Mrs. R. Brave's Marquis.
PUGS.—1st, Miss Marion Bannister's Saxon. Bitches: 1st, G,

Fisher's Tra-la-la; 2d, M. Rathbun's Cricket; 3d, Mrs. S. Schu-
macher's Daisy. Puppies: 1st, Mrs. Schumacher's unnamed; 2d,
Mr. Rathbun's Bonnie Boy.
ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS—1st, J. Weber's Tip.
MISCELLANEOUS—Labgk—Absent. Small —1st. R. A. Ho-

meyer's Carl; 2d and 3d, H. J. Bennett's Fanny and Lady Morton.

DOG TALK.

WE have received a copy of the constitution and by-laws
of the American Pet Dog Club. The pamphlet also

contains a list of the officers and members. Following is a
list of the dogs that the club recognizes as pets: Pugs up to
17lbs., pugs 17 to 251bs., (bitches not to exceed lHbs.), King
Charles, Prince Charles. Blenheim, ruby, Japanese and
cocker spaniels; Yorkshire (blue and tan and other than
blue and tan), S'kye, Maltese, fox (not over lolbs.), bull (not
over 151bs.), white English, Irish, Scotch, Welsh, black and
tan (up to and over Tibs.), Dandie Dinmont aud Bedlington
terriers; Italian greyhounds (up to lfdbs.), basset hounds,
poodles (black and other than black), Mexican hairless
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beagles and dachshunde. The president informs ns that
the club fears that the annual show this fall will not be held
owing to inability to procure a suitable hall for the purpose.

Lord Jim is just now the observed of all observers. His
offer to bet fabulous sums in support of his theory that he
was the breeder of the best strain of pointers for the field,

etc., finally brought a response from Mr. Duryea, who, it

appears, had become weary of the subject, but the "only"
breeder "crawled" and flatly refused to put up a cent, but
by talking he induced a friend to back one of his strain to
the extent of $250 and if nothing happens to prevent the
match will come off the coming season.

There was no quorum at the meeting of the Eastern Field
Trials Club on Tuesday. A few members were present, and
matters concerning the coming field trials were informally
discussed. Col. Arthur Merriniau, of Memphis, Tenn.. was
appointed as one of the judges for the Pointer Stake. The
"all day heat" field trial was discussed, and it seems likely
that such a trial will be held next February.

The announcement of the All-Aged stakes of the Indiana,
Eastern and Central Field Trial Clubs appear in our adver-
tising columns this week. We have no doubt that all of
them will he well supported and we shall expect to see the
coming field trial season eclipse in brilliancy all of its pre-
decessors.

The Georgia Pet Stock Association will hold a six days'
show at Augusta, Ga., beginning Jan. 13.

Mr. E. K. Sperry, of Hartford. Conn., will judge all classes
at the dog show to be held at Bristol, Conn., Oct. 1 to 3.

KENNEL NOTES.

Notes mast be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 01 any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Count Noble's Boy. By E. A. Ilight, Lynn, Mass., for white,
black and tan English setter bitch,whelped Aug. 31, 1889, by Count,
Noble (Count Wind'em—Nora) out of Katie Berwyn (Dashing
Berwyn—Whirlwind).

BRED.

tW Notes mnst be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Lucky—Jubilee. W. P. Hayes's (Utica, N. Y.) bull-terrier bitch
Luckv'to II. A. Harris's champion Jubilee (Bendigo—Queen),
Aug. 22.

Marguerite—Jubilee. H. A. Harris's (North Wilmington, Mass.)
bull-terrier hitch Marguerite (champion Count—Young Venom)
to his champion Jubilee (Bendigo—Queen), Aug. 23.

My Queen—Jubilee. H.A.Harris's (North Wilmington, Mass.)
bull-terrier bitch My Queen (champion Grand Duke—champion
Mageie May) to his champion Jubilee (Bendigo—Queen), June 28.

Stanley Cauliflower -Blcmton Match. H. A. Harris's (North
Wilmington, Mass.) fox-terrier bitch Stanley Cauliflower (Blem-
ton Volunteer—Stanley Nell) to his Blemton Match (champion
Lucifer -Marguerite), .Tune 15.

Brunette—Bradford Harry. Chas. York's (Bangor, Me.) York-
shire terrier bitch Brunette (Bob—Judy B.) to P. H. Coombs's
Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Beal's Lady), Aug. 24.

WHELPS.
tvT" Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Nellie McGhruor. E. C. Powell's (Ghent, N. Y.) collie bitch Nel-
lie McGregor (champion Rex—Juno), Sept. 5, nine (five dogs), by
Jas. Watson's Prince Charlie (Sefton—Mavis).
Cassandra. H. W. Huntington's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) greyhound

bitch champion Cassandra (Debret—Dead Secret), Aug. 28, six
(five dogs), by his champion Balkis (Clyto—Primrose).
Winnie Bake. Dr. L. M. Thompson's (Mahanoy City, Pa. ) Eng-

lish setter bitch Winnie Rake (Count Rake— Winnie Davis), July
22, eight (three dogs), by W. D. Reynolds's Warwick Belton (Bel-
ton High—Magnolia): all since dead.
KaMe Berwlfn. E. A. Hight's (Lynn, Mass.) English setter bitch

Nell (chamoiou Count—Bertha), Aug. 3, seven (two dogs), by his
champion Jubilee (Bendigo—Queen).
My Queen. H. A. Harris's (North Wilmington, Mass.) buU-ter-

rler bitch My Queen (Grand Duke—Maggie May), Aug. 28, nine
(six dogs), by his champion Jubilee (Bendigo—Queen).
Stanley Cauliflower. H. A. Harris's (North Wilmington, Mass.)

fox-terrier bitch Stanley Cauliflower (Rlemtou Volunteer—Stan-
ley Nell), Aug. 14, two bitches, by his Blemton Match (champion
Lucifer—Marguerite).

SALES.
pgr* Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Prince Bang—Queen Miranda whelps. St. Bernards, wheloed

May 5, 188!), by H. S. Pitkin, Hartford, Conn., a do? each to James
Phillips, .Jr., Fitchburg, Mass.; W. H. Lockwood, Hartford, Conn.;
Mrs. H. Adams, New York; Fred Markham, Wallingford, Conn.;
Mrs. J. S. Camp, Hartford, Conn.; and a bitch each to E. J. Bla ke,
Hartford, Conn.; Geo. T. Lord, Turnerville, Conn., and M. F.
Gilsey, Wheeling, W. Va.

$haoting

RANGE AND GALLERY.

New
L J Elliott, 23d RegtFA Wells, 23d Regt
WGOwen, 12th Regt
G S Scott. Jr. 23d Regt
H D Hamilton. 23d Regt. . . .

J S Shepherd, 23d RegtW J Underwood, 7th Regt...
G Ball. 23d Regt. .. .W A Stokes. 231 Regt
C H Gaus, 3d Brig Staff
G F Hamlin, 23 Regt.
J F Klein, 17th Sep Co

York Team.
200vds.
4454554454—44
3455444&54-41
3445444444—40
4314443455-40
4434533544—39

.... 4544344444-40
4444344545-41
4445434544-41
4555244044-37
4354444344- 39
3434044433-32
4444454443-40

New
G E P Howard, Div InspWF Decker, 1st Battalion...
J Ranson, 1st Battalion
A C Neuman, Div Std Br
A E Conway, 3d Regt
C Chinn, 1st BaltallianW Hartman. 7th Regt
T H Laior, 7th Regt.
H R Goesser, 2d Battallion.
J M Van Valen, A I G R P .

.

R H Brientnall, 1st Regt. . .

.

J R Gladden, 3d Regt

INTER-STATE MATCH IN NEW JERSEY.

SE A GIRT, N. J., Sept. 4.—The ping of the rifle bullet has been
_ heard here all daylong. The occasion was the inter-State
rifle match which riflemen everywhere have been looking for-
ward to with interest. The contesting teams were from New Jer-
sey. New York and Delaware.
Prominent people from all parts of New Jersey and from other

States witnessed the match. Besides Gov. Green and his military
staff there were present Gov. Benjamin T. Briggs, of Delaware;
ex-Governor Leon Abbott, Mayor Hayes, of Newark; Col. Mulli-
gan, of Elizabeth; Robert S. Green, Jr. and party from Elizabeth:
Ad.it.-Gen. Wm. S. Stryker, of Trenton; ex-Senator Frederick S.
Fish, of Newark; ex-Assemblyman Fred Walter, lawyer John
Rellstab, Editor Briest. Councilman Conrad, Commissioner
Joseph Rice. Edwin Fitz George, of Trenton, and many others.
The following officers had charge of (he range: Executive

Officer, Brig.-Gen. Bird W. Spencer; Range Officers. Col. G. De
Lancey Walker, Col. Thos. S. Chambers, Major Edward Hovt,
Capt. Chas. Y. Bamford. Capt. Henry Johnson, Capt. Henry Loh-
man, Capt. J. P. Wickershaw, First Lieut. Geo. P. Olcott, First
Lieut. Andrew Derrom, Jr.; Statistical Officers, Col. E. A. Camp-
bell, Lieut.-Col. H. E. Hamilton, Major P. B. Holmes, Capt. E. G.
Edwards, Capt. James W. Moore, Lieut. Joseph F. Cline.
A strong wind blew across the range from the south, and this

had a marked effect on the scores, both of the individual marks-
men and of the teams. The Massachusetts team, the Connecticut
and Maryland sharpshooters and the regular army marksmen did
not. put in an appearance.
The match opened sharply at 10 o'clock on the 200yds. range.

In the afternoon the shooting was at the 500yds. range and ex-
citement ran high. The score between New Jersey and New York
was very close all along, and at the flnisn it was "neck and neck."
The last man to shoot for New Jersey was Private Gladden, and
as lie raised his rifle to aim all eyes were centered on him, as a
bullseye would tie the score. He had made two bullseyes in his
two previous shots. The hopes" of the spectators, however, were
not to be realized, for inttead of a bullseye only two were made.
This gave the match to New York by three points. The cheering
and applause was deafening. Although the sympathies of the
spectators were with New Jersey, they were generous enough to
give the winning team a hearty send-off. The full score follows:

500yds. T'l
4555444555-46— 90
5555533455—45— 86
54551.4544-45— 85
5515135544—44— 84
4515585544-44— 83
4445433355-40- 80
4342 14 1554-39- 80
3334453545—39— 80

3344355553r40— 77
2243552545—37— 76
3552553354—40— 72
5052040405—25— 65

474 484 958
Jersey Team.

45545.44-444-43 2454555545—44- 87
4545455545—46 4445535424-40- 86
45J3454414-41 3345554555-44— 85
,4444443545—41 3535545525-43— 84
4345454444—41 3455543545-43— 84
44434155-43 5430514345-37- 80

3444444444-38 3554444543-41— 79
3454245444- 39 5354424445-89— 78
341435.1555-42 3213515225 -35- 77
4434444453- 39 0533354445-86- 75
35434435 1 1 -37 233 1 252554-35— 72
4044333454 -34 3134422552 -34— 68

484 471 955
Delaware Team.

G H Harbert. 1st Regt 4443444544—40 4454353443 - 39 - 79
A J Leilch, Troop B 4344444444-39 0553534454—38— 77H Simpson, Genl Staff 4444444545 -42 3534404244—33— 75
C M Carev, 1st Regt 2222234534—30 2255555554—43— 73
C G Otwell, 1st Regt 2444444433—36 2244525535—37— 73
I J Wootton, 1st Regt 4434344354-37 0354343345-34.— 71
E G Boyd, 1st Regt 5444544434—41 2340225344-29 - 70
.W Floyd, 1st Regt 4434435233—34 3424345333-35— 69
C C Lunt, 1st Regt 4444343354—38 0022244553—27— 65
F C Wiswell, 1st, Regt 3342344243-32 2223352334—29— 61W Werner, 1st, Regt. 4523532434—35 223 1222223—24— 59
S S Willis, Chaplain, 1st Regt 3333044245—31 0023.532533—26— 57

435 394 a29

The fluctuations; of the contest are shown in the record by
rounds here given:

200yds.
Highest N. Y. N. J. Del. N. Y. N. J.
Possible. Total. Total. Total. Lead. Lead.

1 60 45 45 43
2 120 93 93 87
3 180 143 142 128 1
4 240 196 190 169 6
5 300 237 234 310 3
6 360 285 284 354 1
7 420 331 331 300
8 480 376 383 343 .. 6
9 540 426 433 388 7
10 600 474 484 435 .. 10

500yds.
11 660 521 520 455 1
13 720 564 566 488 .. 2
13 780 616 613 530 3
14 840 664 659 570 5
15 900 711 710 612 1
16 960 760 757 651 3
17 1020 801 804 695 .. 3
18 1080 855 856 739 .. 1
19 H40 905 903 784 3
20 1200 953 955 829 3

The trophy which the New York team have won is a magnifi-
cent silver piece hammered by hand. It is in the form of a large
punch bowl, and is handsomely engraved and finished. The lin-
ing of the bowl and ladle is of gold. It cost 1500, and is the gift of
the State to the winning team. Oh one side of the piece is the.
coat of arms of the State of New Jersey, and on the other side the
following inscription:
"Interstate and United States Army Military Team Match.

Presented by the State of New Jersey to the. State of New York.
Robert S. Green, Governor, September. 1889."
Over each handle is the figure of a rifleman in the attitute that

is assumed when firing on tfie 500yd. range. The whole is incased
in a large oaken, satin-lined box with ah inscription plate on the
top.
Besides the t rophy a handsome gold medal, inscribed "Inter-

state Match Winner." goes to the individual members of the win-
ning team.
In the evening the trophy and badges were presented to the

New York team by Gov. Green. Neat and appropriate speeches
were made on both sides, and then social pleasures occupied the
rest of the evening.

THE CANADIAN WIMBLEDON.
OTTAWA, Sept. 2.—The city is a perfect medley of uniformed

men. All colors and styles are to be seen, and there is even
greater diversity in the headgear. Promptly at 8:30 this morning
the boom of cannon proclaimed that the twentieth meeting of the
Dominion Rifle Association had been inaugurated on the Rideau
Ranges. There was no formal ceremony unless the discharge of
this fieldpiece be called such. The echoes of its roar nad scarcely
died away when the popping of the smaller arms were heard,
showing that the marksmen in the Banters Nursery competition
had begun their struggle for the prizes.
The extra series matches, which, like the brook, go on for ever,

were also started, and had not been long in progress before it was
announced that T. IMitehell, of the 10th Royal Grenadiers, had
made a possible. The wind and light for the. greater part of the
day were puzzling, and the result in some cases was unsatisfactory
scoring. The most interesting feature of the dav's work to the
spectators, although very hot work to the participators in them,
was the military matches. The skirmishing and volley firing
was eagerly watched by an unusually large crowd. The weather
was hot in the morning, but as the afternoon wore on a cooling
breeze sprang up which was grateful to all alike.
The formal matches opened with the Nursery, open to members

of the association who have not at any previous prize meeting of
the D. R. A. won a prize of 810 or upward, exclusive of team or
extra prizes, 77 prizes, value $380. entrance fee 60 cents, including
ammunition; range 500yds., rounds 5, Snider rifles, position any,
with head to target.
Pvt Windatt, 45th 25 Pvt Cuckow, 77th 23
Corp Lordley, 62d 24 Pvt Robertson, 77th 32
Mr J T Thomas, Melbourne.. .24 Capt Silver. 63d 22
Sergt Horsey. 45th 23 Staff-Sergt Ronan, 12th 22
Sergt Grav. 66th 23 Corp Brown, G G F G 22
Bandsman McJanet, 43d 23 Staff-Sergt. Wilson, 3d Vies. . . .22W BT Middleton, O R C 23 Pvt Kamberry. 5th R S 23
Pvt Simpson. 10th R G 23 Capt Garland, 96th 22
Asst-Surg Gillis, P E I G A 23 Pvt McCowan, 5th R S 22
Thirteen 17s were counted out of the urize list.

The next match was for the Macdougall challenge cup, with 409
entries. It is open to all Canadian or imperial military men; the
cup to be the property of the member winning it twice consecu-
tively. Cup and 65 prizes, value $525; entrance fee, 70 cents, in-
cluding ammunition; ranges, 400 and SOOyds.; rounds, five at each
range; Snider rifles; position, any with head to target:

Q M S C Armstrong, 1st BFA..45 Sergt C W Henderson, 62d ...41

Capt H St C Silver, 63d .. . 44 Maj Perley, H'dq'rt'rs Staff.. .41

TrooperW E Cook, PLDG. . . .43 Sergt T C Boville, 43d 41
Lieut J H Bedford, 56th 43 Sergt J Fairbairn, 43d 41
Gunner T Pugh, B Battery. ... 43 Capt Milligan, Dur F B 40
Maj J Wright, 43d 43 Sergt A Douglas, 8th 40
Capt Roberts, 33d 43 Pvt Ellis. 43d 40
Capt F B Ross, 13th 42 Sergt C H Clark, 53d 40
LieutA Wilson, 33d 42 Capt H Marris, 13th 40
Lieut D L Hooper, 82d 42 Pvt Geo Thompson, 12th 40
Pvt J Curtis, 45th 42 Pvt D Curne, Royal Scots. . . .40
CaptCorbin, 63d 43 Lieut Davidson. 8th 40
Lieut. G Margetts, 13th 43 Pvt Nutting, GGFG 40
Capt Bishop, 63d 43

Twentv-one 37s were counted out from the prize list.

The Gzowski challenge cup, open to one section of five men,
non-commissioned officers, and rank and file, either or both, from
any one regiment or troop of cavalry, battery or brigade of artil-
lery, battalion or independent company of the active militia of
Canada, schools of cavalry, gunnery and infantry and cadets of
the Royal Military College, Kingston. Six team prizes, §200, to
the sections making the highest, aggregate scores in the follow-
ing stages: Skirmishing, 20 rounds, from about. 450 to 100yds. (ad-
vancing and returning), any military position: volley firing, 5
rounds, at 300yds. (kneeling); independent firing, 5 rounds, at
150yds. (standing); at targets exposed to view, for 10 seconds in
each position. Entrance fee, 87 per section, including ammu-

nition; rifles, long or short Snider, of Government issue, or bear-
ing Government viewer's mark:

Skirmishing. Volley. Independent.

Hits. Score. Hits. Score. Hits Score Tl
Cup and $50, G G F G. .

. 64 257 20 87 18 78 423
$40, QOR 59 233 19 69 17 74 376
-35, 13d Ott Rifles 46 202 15 70 31 87 359
:«:!0. sth Royal Rifles ... 51 204 17 73 17 73 riq
S25, 51 h Royal Scots.... 51 214 14 64 16 66 344
810, 12th York Rangers. 54 319 9 36 17 79 334Next in order.
18th Batt, Hamilton.. . . 55 206 13 55 19 73 333
3d Vies 46 191 18 67 18 7" £30
63d Halifax 41 185 12 49 18 83 316
10th Royal Grenadiers. 47 183 12 52 . 24 81 315
H-Uifax Gar Artillery.. 40 166 16 73 j 19 68 3tl7
Charlottetown Eng'rs.. 42 187 6 18 14 6-» <>fi7

6th Fusiliers 44 171 12 54 10 34 259
The British Challenge Shield Match.—The shield presented by

the auxiliarj forces pi Groat Britain to the active militia of Can-
ada with felOO added by the D. R. A. Entrance fee 34 per team,
including ammunition; open to teams of four men as in the Gzow-
ski military match; any corps may enter two teams. Dress drill
order; rifles, ammunition, parade and inspections same as Gzow-
ski match; skirmishing distance varying from about lOOvds to
45QydS.; position standing, kneeling or prone at the discretion of
the Brer; number of rounds 20 per man, fired advancing and re-
tiring, under the order of the officer appointed to the command
of all the sections; size of target, 6ft.x2ft. 6in., to he exposed 15s.:

Hits. Score!

i-3dyics. 55 243
Next m order:

13th Batt., Hamilton 57 240
Q. O. R. (first team) 229
G. G. F. G. (second team) 54 221
Halifax Garrison Artillery

. . . . . . hi 219
8th Royal Rifles (first team) 51 9(3
Charlottetown Engineers

, 53 211
43d Rifles (second team) " 49 2»
6th Fusiliers, Montreal 45 win
63d Rifles, Halifax (first team) 46 107
43d Rifles (first team) 4q 594
5th Royal Scots (first team)

. ..." .40 181
Sth Royal Rifles (second team) 37 jjjtj

Q. O. R. (second team) 41 jjg
63 1 Rifles (second team)

. . . . . . . . . .. .38 154
10th Royal Grenadiers (second team) 34 154
5th Royal Scots (second team) , 145
"A " Battery

'

' 32 137

Sept. 8—The second day's meet at the Canadian Wimbledon has
been as successful as that of yesterday. The day was very hot,
the w'nd unsteady, and the light not very good, with the result
that scoring generally was not very high, although the Scores
which took prizes were quite up to last year's record. The first
prize in the Manufacturers' goes to one of the ambitious city's
cracks, Sergt. Goodwin; while the first individual prize in the
Minister of Militia's match went to Pvt Simpson, the new man of
"A" company. Royal Grenadiers, who is doing some good shoot-
ing. Sir A. P. Caron was present the greater part of t he after-
noon while his cup was beiug competed for.
Marksmen complained somewhat, of a hazv light, which pre-

vented the. scores being as high as they otherwise would be, but
for all this the shooting was good. The attendance of visitors on
the grounds was larger than has been customary in the past, and
everybody is of the opiuion that the meeting is not onlv the
largest, but the best ever held by the society.
There is a good deal of talk about the 10th Royal Grenadiers

and the 43d Battalion. It will be remembered that when it was
hinted that the team of the 10th could give the Massachusetts
sharp-shooters a brush for victory, the 43d men asked who are the
10th Grenadiers that they should pose as the crack shots of the
Dominion. Now, as the 10th in two team competitions have beaten
the 43d, there was considerable joking to-day.
The shooting to-day commenced at 8:30 o'clock this morning

with the Extra Series, and at 9:30 firing was proceeded with in the
Manufacturers' match. There were 412 entries, as against 344
last year. This match is open to all members of the Association,
7 rounds at 500yds., Snider rifle, 82 prizes, with a total value of
$585. The following is the result:

Sgt Goodwin. 13th Batt 34 Stf-Sgt Mitchell, 90th 31
Pvt Burns. 3d Vies 34 Lt Sutherland, 43d 31
Capt Rogers, 53d 33 Pvt McCowan, 5th R S 30
Staff-Sgt Mitchell, 13th 33 Pvt Brown, 59th 30
Major Baylie. 47th 33 Sgt Davidson, Oharlottetown.30
Lt Spearing, 53d 33 Lt Dover, 78th 30
Pvt Gillies, 90th 33 Stf-Sgt Thompson, 46th 30
Lt Stevens, 66tn 33 Sgt Johnson, 85th 30
Pvt Moodie, 43d 33 Lt O'Gradv, 43d 30
Pvt Waters, 6th 33 Pvt McMartin, 5th R S 30
Lt Knifton, QOR 33 Lt Stewart, P E I Art 30
Lt Conboy, 30th 33 Lt Wilson, 33d 30
Mr Brown, O R C 32 Sgt Bell, Montreal G A 30
Pvt Morrison, GGFG 31 Dr Hutchison, O R C 30
Stf-Sgt. King. 48th 31 Stf-Sgt Harris, Halifax G A.. 30
Corp Pratt, 6th 31 Pvt Scott, 43d 30
Mr Slater, O R C 31 Lt Cartwtight, 47th 30

The next match was the Minister of Militia's cup, presented by
Sir Adolph Caron, with $018 added by the D. R. A., teams to be
selected from the competitors entered as individuals and com-
posed of three previously-named representatives of any affiliated
association whose names shall have been given in writing to
the secretary of the D, R. A. by some duly accredited representa-
tive of the affiliated association and vouched for as having been
members of such affiliated association on or before July 1, 1889, 6
teams and 62 individual prizes. This year tnere were 45 reams en-
tered, compared with 39 for 1888. There were also 419 entries for
the individual prizes as against 341 for the previous year. The
following is the result:

Cup & $45—6th Fusiliers, Mont. $34—13th Batt., Hamilton.
Sergt Riddle 54 Sergt Goodwin 55
Sergt Lavers 53 Corp Morris 53
Pvt Waters 53 Lieut Margetts 44

159 151
$36—Sherbrooke Rifle Asso. $18—43d Batt., Ottawa.

Lieut Spearing 55 Major Wright 53
Major Thomas 52 Col.-Sergt Fairhairn 49
Staff Sergt Clarke 50 Lieut.-Col. Anderson 49

157 150
S30-10th Royal Grenadiers. 13th Batt., Toronto.

Pvt Simpson 60 Staff Sergt Bell 54
Staff Sergt Mitchell 49 Staff Sergt Ronan 51
Staff Sergt McVittie 46 Pvt Thompson 44

155 149

The teams next in order were these: Nova Scotia 145, Hamilton
Snider Association 144, 63d Battalion 144, Victoria Rifle Associa-
tion, Hamilton 143.

There were 45 teams entered: The following is the individual
prize list:

Pvt Simpson, Grenadiers, 830.60 Sergt Hall, 79th 56
Sergt Clark. Royal Scots, $25.58 Sergt Macklin. 90th 56
Pvt Green, 21st, $20 57 J T Thomas, Melbourne 56
Lieut Desbarats, Vies, $14 57 Sergt Goodwin, ]3th 55
Pvt Todd. 6th. 56 Col.-Sergt Mason, 57th 55
Pvt Nutting, Guards 56 Sergt.-Maj Gibson, 66th 55

The annual meeting of the competitors took place in the even-
ing in the drill hall, with a large attendance. Lieut.-Col. "White,
chairman of the executive committee, occupied the chair. Capt.
Hood, of the Roval Scots, and Adjutant of the Wimbledon team,
spoke of the team of 1889 as being the best ever sent from Canada.
When competing with the Cambridge team prior to the Wimble-
don meeting the Canadians made the largest score ever made by
any ten men, not excepting the great scoring of the Scotch twenty.
He regretted that the result of the shooting of the team at Wim-
bledon was not duly telegraphed to Canada. In future he trusted
that the officer commanding the team should have power to tele-
graph the resiilt to any paper named. He said that while it was
impossible for the Canadians to get a match with the Americans
while in England, he would just say that when the Canadian
team was shooting with the Cambridge team the Americans were
shooting on the same day with the Berkshire team under similar
circumstances, and the Canadian team made better shooting
than the Americans by 43 points. As to the reason why the
Americans succeeded in beating all the English teams, he ex-
plains that the home team were compelled to shoot at tne 200yds.
butts from the shoulder and the Americans used their own im-
proved sights.
Major McSpadden, of the 13th, drew attention to the
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nition supplied, which was not anything like that of 1888. He
had several cartridges in his possession which were defective.

Several competitors said that they also had received defective
cartridges which they could lay hefore the meeting. One com-
petitor did not see how he was going to bring one cartridge before

the meeting which dropped 200yds. from where he fired it.

After a general expression against the quality of the ammu-
nition, Capt. Hart, of the St. John Rifles, moved, and Major Gar-
rison, of the Halifax Artillery, seconded, a resolution that the
competitors could not express confidence in the ammunition sup-
plies now as was the case in 1888, was unanimously carried.

Sept. U—Never in the. history of the D. R. A. was there finer

weather, better shooting or more success generally attending any
meeting than has fallen to the lot of this season's gathering of

marksmen. Monday was hot, Tuesday was hotter, but to-day
was the hottest of all. It registered in the city 90° in the shade
at high 12. The camp on the banks of the Rideau River is most
•tfnjovable, and there have been many more under canvas this year
thau heretofore. The Queen's Own and the 6th Fusiliers have
perhaps the best locations on the grounds. Last evening the
officers of the Fusiliers entertained the army aod navy, when a
pleasant time was spent. To-night the Queen's Own paid a
similar compliment to the representatives of the Imperial forces.

All the sportsmen agreed that to-day the light was excellent for
shooting, but the wind was rather tricky. To-day was a lucky
one for; the Maritime Provinces, two New Brunswick teams lead-

ing in the Dominion match, and Staff-Sergt. Gorbin, of the 63d,

taking the first individual prize. Representatives from these
Provinces figure throughout the whole score.

Firing in the Dominion match occupied all the time, to-day.

It is of value, for teams 8200, individuals S713, total $018; open to

all efficient members of the active militia, members of the staff

and offlcBrs of the active force who have retired retaining rank,
and to all officers and non-commissioned officers and men of Her
Majesty's regular army and navy stationed in Canada who are
also members of the association. The. team prizes to bs awarded
to the five hightest aggregate scores made by any five previously-
named members from the cadets of the Royal Military College,

from the schools of cavalry, artillery and infantry, from any
regiment, squadron or troop of cavalry, field battery or brigade
of field or garrison artillery: from any corps of engineers, bat-

talion or independent company of the active militia, or of the same
denomination of the force of Her Majesty's regular army or navy
stationed in Canada, provided that all are members of the Do-
minion Rifle Association. Following is the result, 200, 500 and
600yds., 7 shots each:

62d Fusiliers. St. John 394 5th Royal Scots 373

71st Batt, KB 393 45th 372

QOR 391 52d 372

13th Batt 383 82d 370

Royal Grenadiers 379 GGFG 068

43d Batt .... 378 63d 363

6th Fusiliers 377 47th 302

56th 375 90th , 327

Charlottetown Engineers .... 375 59th 307

3d Vies •• -...374

The leading individual prizes were:
Staff-Sergt Corbin, 63d 89 Capt Macdonald, Q O Q 86

Lieut Courtice, 33d 88 Sapper Hooper, C E 85

Pvt. Hutchison, 43d 88 Lieut O'Grady, 43d 85

Pvt Currie, Roval Scots 88 Pvt. Robertson, 77th 84

Staff-Sergt Mitchell, 10th R G.87 Sergt Miner, 71st 84

Corp Marris, 13th 87 Pvt Blair, 78th. 84

Capt Busteed, 3d Vies. . .- 86 Lieut Manning, 62d 84

Sergt Loggie. WPB 86 Sergt Hall, 79lb 84

Col-Sergt Henderson, 62d 86

/Sept. 5.—The great prize of the Dominion Rifle Association
meeting, namely, a place among the first sixty, which gives the
marksmen a chance at the Governor-General's prize and a
chance of being on the Wimbledon team is known to the compet-
itors to-night.
To-day was a very busy day in the statistical tent, three

matches, the Lansdowne, Aggregate and Grand Aggregate, hav-
ing to be figured out.

In the evening the prizes were distributed at the Rideau Rink,
where a great crowd of people assernhled and lustily cheered tile

marksmen as they marched up to receive their trophies.
The first match to-day was one in which the range was 200yds.,

Snider rifle, standing position, 7 rounds, 54 prizes:

Col-Sergt Boile, 43d 33 Pvt Nutting, GGFG 30
Sergt Hall, 75th 33 Col-Sergt Graham, 20th 30
Capt Ross, 13th 32 Col-Sergt Robertson, 13th 30
Bandsman Defreyes 31 Sergt Baillie. 47th 30
Lieut Mitchell. 33d 31 Lieut Crean, QOR SO
Staff Sergt Curran, 10th RG... 31 Sergt Cribb, 78th 30
Capt Hood. 5th RS 31 Col-Sergt Donnelly, QOR... .30

Corp Bennbree. 3d Vies 31 Pvt Runnions, 59th 30
Pvt Corrigan, 59th 31

Nineteen 28s counted out.

Snider Aggregate—The prizes in this competition are marked to
he awarded to competitors who have made the highest aggregate
scores in the following matches, viz.: Macdoogall, Manufactur-
ers', Minister of Militia's, Dominion and standing mitches:

Sergt Hall, 79th 239 Lieut Spearing, 53d . 227
Sergt Goodwin, 13! h 232 Staff Sergt Mitchell. 10th RG>225
Pvt Hutcheson. 63d 231 Lieut Desbarats, 3d Vies 225
Corp Marris, 13th 230 Lieut, Courtice, 33d 223
Sergt Loggie, NFB 229 Pvt Brown, 59th 223
Capt Milligan, DFB 229 Staff Sergt Mitchell. 90th ...223
Pvt Davis, 10th RG 228 Lieut Cartwright, 47th 223
Capt Ross, 13th 227 Capt Silver, 63d .223

Rideau match, 600yds., 7 rounds, Martini rifles:

Capt. Bishop, 63d 33 Col-Sergt Dalrymple, 5th R S.31
Lieut Hora, 14th 32 Staff-Sergt Mitchell, 13th... .31

Lieut Hoopes. 82d 32 Pvt Curtis, 45th 30
S Anderson, Charlotte Eng.. .33 Sergt Loggie. NFB SO
Lieut.-Col. Ray, 90th 31 Lieut Cole, 42d 30
Staff-Sergt Harris, H G A 31 Major Hughes, 45th 30
Lieut- Col Gibson, 13th 31 Captain Zealand, 13th 30
Staff-Sergt Pink, 43d 31 Pvt Burns, Vies 30
Staff-Sergt Huntingdon, 56th.31

The Ouimet, 6C0vds., Martini rifles, 7 rounds:
Sergt Crooks, QOR 33 Capt Roberts, 33d 31
Hooper, 82d 33 Corp Longuenil, 63d 31
Staff-Sergt Mitchell, 90 Mi 33 Capt Ross, 13th 31
Corp Marris. 13th 32 Pvt Costigan, 90th 31
Pvt Simpson, 10th R G 32 Sergt Riddle, 60th 31
Pvt Colton, N W Rifles 32 B S Major Casey, G A 31
Sergt Mowat, 10th R G 32 Sergt Hall, 79th 31
Lieut Dundas, Royal Navy . . .31 Lieut Dover, 78th 31

Grand Aggregate.—The Bankers' prize, to be awarded to com-
petitors who have made the highest aggregate scores in the fol-
lowing matches, viz.: " Macdougall," " Manufacturers' " "Min-
ister of Marine," " Dominion," " Rideau " and " Ouimet "

:

Sergt Hall. 79 th 287 Capt Roberts, 33d 269
D R A medal.Capt Ross.13th.28G Capt Bishop, 63d 269
Sergt D M Loggie, N B F B. .285 Corp Andrew, QOR 269
Sergt Mitchell, 90th 285 Lieut Hora. 14th 269
Pvt Hutcheson, 43d 284* Lieut Stewart. P E I GarArt.269
Sergt Goodwin, 13th 283 Sergt Horsey, 45th 269
Capt Milligan. DFB 2S2 Capt Macdonald, Q O R 268
Corp Marris, 13th 281 Lieut Coubov, 30th 268
Lieut Hooper, 82d 280 Pvt Currie, 5th R g 268
Pvt Burns, Vies 27S Lieut Manning, 62d 268
Staff-Sergt Mitchell, 13th . . .278 Lieut Dover, 78th 367
Lieut O'Gradv, 43d 277 Pvt Windall, 45th 267
Staff-Sergt Mitchell, 10th RG.276 Staff-Sergt Clark, 63d . . 267
Lieut Courtice, 33d 275 Pvt Gills, 90th 267
Capt Busteed, Vies 275 Capt Lengworth, P E I G Ari2G;
Pvt Davis. 10th EG 275 Capt Adams, H G A 267
Capt Silver, 63d 274 Color-Sergt Mason, 57th 267
Gunner Pugh, " B " Battery. .274 Pvt Brown, 59th 267
Color-Sergt Henderson, 62d. .274 Lieut Smith. St Johns Rifles.267
Lieut Desbarats, Vies 274 Lieut Cartwright, 47th 267
Capt Zealand, 13th 272 Staff-Sergt Bell, 12th -'66

Pvt Waters, 6th 272 Staff-Sergt Pink. 43d 266
Lieut Spearing, 53d 272 Capt Rogers, 43d 266
Staff-Sergt McVittie,10tbRG.271 Sergt Mowatt, 10th R G 265
Staff-Sergt Ogg, Guelph F B.271 Maj Garrison, H AG... 265
Pvt Simpson, tOth R G 270 Pvt Curtis, 45h 265
Sergt Riddle. 6th 270 Capt Robsou, 26th 265
Capt Gray, GGFG 270 Sergt Clark, 5th R S 265
Pvt Blair, 78th 270 Lieut Williamson, 45th 265

For third and fourth places Sergt. Loggie and Staff-Sergt.
Mitchell, of the 90th, are a tie, and will have to shoot off. For
the last two places the following five competitors will have to
shoot, off, each having made 264: Pvt. Chamberlin, N. W. Rifles;
Major Hughes, 45th; Staff-Sergt. Huntington, 56th; Corp. Mc-
Naughton, 51st; and Pvt. Robertson, 77th.
The Lansdowne Aggregate. -Challenge cup presented by his

ExceUency, Lord Lansdowne, late Governor-General, with §150
added by D. R. A., open to teams to be selected from competitors
and composed of five previously named members of any affiliated
rifle association;

13th Battalion 785 Bowmansville RA 741
Victoria Rifle Club,Hauiilton765 45th Battalion 739
3d Victoria Rifles 764 5th Royal Soots 728
43d Battalion 763 33d Battalion 727
Shcrhrooke Rifle Association757 63d Rifles 726
10th Royal Grenadiers 752 New Brunswick Prov Asso. .722
Halifax Garrison Artillery. .752 Metropolitan, Ottawa 720
6th Fusiliers 751 Ottawa Rifle Club 720
No. 1. 43d Battalion 751 P E I Rifle Association 718
Nova Scotia P R A 750 Queen's Own Rifles 714
Queens County, P EI. „747

MINNESOTA STATE SHOOT.
I ARE CITY, Sept. 4.—A strong, irregular wind militated some-
J what against the success of thos« engaged in the rifle

matches at Camp Lakeview to-day, and yet some elegant scores
were made. The scores below of the matches to-day are given in
the order of merit, and it can readily be seen who the prize win-
ners are.
' Commissioned officers' match, 10 shots each, at 200 and 500yds..
eighteen entries; first prize, gold badge; second prize, silver
badge; third, bronze badge:

200vds. 500vds. Total.
Maj CM Skinner 44 43 87
Lieut Wm Bird 44 42 86
Lieut J F Cowie 45 40 85
Lieut Davenport 40 36 76
Enlisted men's match, 5 shots each at 100. 200, 300 and 500yds.;

three prizes, gold, silver and bronze badges, 48 entries:
100yds. 200yds. 300vds. 500 rds. Total.

Sergt C Maudlin 24 23 21 20 87
PvtMoreland 21 20 23 30 84
PvtWhitcomb 23 21 19 20 82
CorpBNeal 24 20 16 20 80
Pvt F J Britten 24 18 17 20 79
Pvt Bailey 21 21 18 19 79
Sergt Carpenter 24 22 20 12 78
Pvt Trowbridge 23 19 19 18 78
Sergt EG Falk 22 17 17 21 77
PvtGoddard 21 19 20 17 77
Pvt RW Hubhell 20 30 16 19 77
Pvt Sweeny 21 19 19 18 77
Pvt DS Wade 19 18 11 H 77
CorpW W Crawford 21 16 19 21 77
Pvt Simpson 19 18 17 32 76
Pvt O Olson 22 15 19 20 76
SergtW J Bain 20 19 17 20 76
Sergt A A Bates 20 16 19 20 75
Company Team Match.—The entries were 7 teams of 7 men each,

7 shots each man at 200 and 500 vds., three prizes:
Co. C, 1st Regt.

200yds. 500vds. Total.
Capt Ch antler 30 30 60
Private Whitcomb 24 34 58
Corporal W E Neal 27 27 54
Sergeant Iverson 28 35 53
Private Morland 31 31 53
Private Bailly 37 35 52
Sergeant Winne 30 26 46

187 188 375
Co. G, 1st Regt.

Private O Olson

26

29 55
Lieut J Loye

23

28 51
Private E Magnuson

35

26 51
Private R W HubbeU

28

23 51
Private L P Wolf

26

21 47
Capt C A Betcher

22

23 45
Private O Winterwood

27

13 40

177 163 340
Co. A, 1st Regt.

Private J J Boston

24

30 54
Sergeant E G Falk

27

26 53
Sergeant T P A Howe

22

29 51
Private W C Darrow

30

18 48
Private E Hanscom

25

20 45
Private E W Goddard

25

19 44
Capt J L Amory

26

16 42

179 158 337
Co E, 1st Regt 153 162 315
Co G, 2d Regt 162 153 315
Co 1. 1st Regt , 167 138 305
Co K, 1st Regt

159

134 293
Regimental Team Match— Teams of 10 men from each regiment

of toe State, 10 shots each at 200,300 and 500yds. A suitable trophy
not j

Tet named to be presented to the winning team. This was a
close and highly interesting contest:

First Regimental Team.
200vds. 300vds. 500vds. Total.

L'eut J Love 41 44 43 128
Lieut C A Clark 39 46 40 125
Pvt O Olson 42 41 42 125
Lieut C S Williams 43 39 43 124
Capt A E Cbantler 42 43 38 123
Lieut J E Cowie 43 41 38 123
Sergt EGFalk .44 38 38 120
Lieut F A Tarr 33 39 43 115
PvtAgern 34 37 38 109
Capt J H Waters 40 37 30 107

1.198
Second Regiment Team.

LieutEW Bird 44 42 42 128
Pvt. DS Wade 43 41 43 126
Sergt Carpenter 41 41 43 125
Pvt Trowbride 38 39 41 118
Capt J A Sands 39 40 39 118
Sergt G Boock 41 43 &5 us
Lieut EBShanks 43 34 41 117
Pvt FM Smith 41 35 37 U3
Capt C R Davis 39 43 27 109

Third Regiment Team.
Sergt Maudlin 46 41
Lieut W E Cooke 43 40
Lieut Davenport 39 40
Lieut OE Lee 40 40
PvtFWBritton 45 36
Sergt W J Bain 43 35
Pvt F J Britton 37 40
Corp Crawford 37 35
Lieut A B Apliu 36 40
Lieut Shandrew 40 31

1,185

41 128
44 127
43 123
40 120
39 120
38 4 116
36 113
39 111
33 109
30 101

1,167
Sept. 5.—The. regimental and company team matches being

completed most of those engaged in them went home last nigat,
leaving not more than forty to finish the programme of the tour-
ament. The matches to-day, however, were important, and con-
siderable enthusiasm was manifested by the contestants. The
first was the Reeve match, open to the commissioned officers of
any State or Territory, but no one from outside this State par-
ticipated. Five shots each at, 200, 300 and 500yds., with a possihle
total of 75. The first prize was an elegant gold badge, besides
which there were five other prizes, winner's choice. There were
eleven entries;

200yds. 300yds. 500yds. Total
Lieut EW Bird 23
Capt A E Chantier 20
Lieut O E Lee 18
Lieut T C Clark 20
Lieut E B Shanks 19
Lieut J C Shandrtw 20
The Minneapolis match, 7 shots each, 200, 300 and 500yds.; first

prize, a military champion gold badge, won by Maj. C. M. Skinner
from the Western Rifle Association and the championship of the
State. Badge, to become the personal property of the. one who
wins it three times; 20 other prizes, winner's choice. There were
32 entries:

200yds. 300yds. 500yds. Total
Sergt Maudlin
Lieut T C Clark
Lieut E W Bird
Lieut J F Cowie
Maj C M Skinner
Sergt E G Golk
PvtDS Wade
Sergt C W Carpenter
Capt A E: Cbantler
Pvt FW Britton
Lieut, E B Shanks
Pvt F J Britton
Lieut, O E Lee
Lieut FA Tarr

20
21
20
22
18

20
20
18
17
16
18

64
60
57

56

33 32 31 96
30 30 89

31 29 29 89
30 31 29 89
.28 29 29 86
.27 28 30 85
.31 25 29 85
28 29 25 83
30 27 26 83
.37 31 25 83
..28 27 27 82
28 28 26 82
28 29 24 81

..29 23 28 80

Stillwater match, 10 shots each, at 200, 300 and 500yds. First
prize a fine gold badge, presented by Company K, First Regiment,
to bo won three times by the same person before becoming his
property. Fifteen other prizes, donated by Company K and their
friends, winner's choice. Thirty one entries:

200yds. 300yds. 500yds. Total.
Sergt Maudlin 44 43 46 133
Mnj C M Skinner 44 47 39 130
Lieut C A Clark 42 43 43 128
Lieut E W Bird 43 42 42 127
LieutJFLowie 41 41 44 126
Pvt F J Britton 43 43 41 126
Sergt C W Carpenter 44 38 41 123
Capt A E Chantler 39 42 4t 122
Pvt Burns 41

1
39 123

Pvt F VV Britton 47 35 122
Pvt D S Wade 35 41 41 130
Lieut Davenport .42 39 39 120

45 46 91

45 45 90
45 42 87
43 43 86
44 42 86
54 41 86
41 44 85
42 43 85
43 42 85
44 41 85
39 44 m
41 42 83
45 38 83
41 39 80

Fergus Falls match, 10 shots, at 300 and 500yds. First prize
gold badge; five other prizes, presented by Company F, First Regi-
ment. Twenty-three entries:

200yds. 500vds. Total.
Lieut E WBird 45
Lieut J F Cowie 45
Sergt C W Carpenter 45
Pvt F W Britton 43
Capt A E Chantler 44
Lieut Apnlin 54
Sergt E G Falk
Pvt F J Britton
Maj G M Skinner 43
Pvt O Olson 44
Lieut W E Coo&e 39
Pvt DS Wade 41
Lieut Davenport 45
Pvt Burns 41

Sept. S.—The fifth annual tournament of the Minnesota Na-
tional Guard Rifle Association closed to-day. It has been alto-
gether a successful affair, notable proEress being shown in small
arms practice. The Washburn match for inter-State teams,
which was on the programme for to-day. was necessarily omitted,
there being no teams from outside this State to enter. An indi-
vidual match, named the "Fairmont," was substituted, consisting
of 10 shots each at 200, 300 and 500yds, with a possible score of 150".

A purse of $50 was raised for this match, and a graded division
made among those making the fifteen highest scores, the first
prize being $10. Lieut. E. W. Bird, who made the best score,
waived his interest in the purse. There were twenty-nine entries:

200vds. 300yds. 500yds. Total.
Lieut EW Bird 41
Lieut. W .T Davenport 45
LieutW E Cooke
Lieut E B Shanks
Sergt W J Bain
Pvt Agern
Sergt EG Falk 42

St. Paul match, 10 shots each at 20 ), 300 and 500yds. First prize,
an elaborate gold medal presented by the Pioneer Press. Glohe aud
Iftgpaich of St. Paul, and first choice of other prizes, badge to be
won three times before, becoming personal property. Other prizes
winner's choice. There were twenty-eight entries in this match;

200yds. 300yds. 500yds. Total!
Lieut F A Farr
Maj C M Skinner
Pvt Burns
Lieut E W Bird
PvtAgern
In a skirmish match between Lieut. E.W Bird and Maj. C. M.

Skinner, the first, named won by a score of 128 out of a possihle
200. making 35 hits out. of a possible 40.

Revolver match. 10 shots each at 50yds. standard American tar-
get, 3 money prizes. The winning scores were: Pvt. O. Olson 82,
Maj. 0. Skinner 69, Lieut. J. F. Cowie 56.

Continuous match at 200yds., 5 shots each, best 3 scores to count,
3 prizes. The. scores of the winuers out of a possible 75 were:
Lieut. E. W. Bird 69, Sergt. C. W. Carpenter 66, Pvt. O. Olson 63.

41 40 44 125
45 38 41 124
43 42 40 124
38 40 44 122
36 43 43 122
43 35 43 121
,42 #2 36 120

41 41 40 123
39 37 44 120
41 42 37 120
,46 40 31 117
40 33 43 116

PENNSYLVANIA STATE SHOOT.
THE annual brigade and regimental matches between teams of

the National Guard began on Monday, Sept. 2, at the Mt.
Gretna rifle range, with Col. Louis A. Watres, of Scranton, gen-
eral inspector of rifle practice, in command. Maj. John G. Bobb,
of Carlisle, ordnance officer of Third Brigade, is in charge of the
rifle range. Twenty-one teams reported at the range to Col.
Watres. The day was a fair shooting day, and the regimental
teams went ahead of the scores of last year.
Tuesday's shooting at Mt. Gretna Park was an improvement on

Monday both in general results and individual scores. The regi-
mental Colemanprize rifle matches were finished with the fol-
lowing results:

200vds. 500vds. 600vds. Total.
Thirteenth Regiment 184 177 167 528
Sixteenth Regiment 175 182 166 523
First Regiment 182 171 165 518
Sixth Regiment 176 176 182 514
Ninth Regiment 165 175 169 509
Twelfth Regiment 170 154 164 488

The highest individual scores for the Coleman prizes were as
follows:

200yds. 500vds. 600yds. Total.
T F Connelly, 15th 31 34 31 96
J J Mountjoy, 6 th 31 34 28 93
G W Coulstan. 1st 34 31 28 93
G Atkinson, 6th 30 32 30 92WW Smith. 6th 32 31 29 92
C W Gunster, 13th 33 30 29 92
H C Wagraff, 17th 29 32 30 91
T s McAskie, 13th 30 34 27 91W Fuller, 6th 30 31 39 90

On Weduesday another regimental match was won by the 13th
Regiment, with a score of 360:

200yds. 500yds. 600yds.
Watkins 27 31 31
McAskie 31 29 25
Gunster 31 29 28
Pratt 32 34 32

121 123 116

The other regimental scores were as follows:
200yds. 500yds. 600yds. Total.

Thirteenth Regim-nt 121 123 116 360
Fu st Regiment 120 118 115 353
Sixth Regiment ,119 119 115 353
Sixteenth Regiment 114 122 113 349
Tenth Regiment 114 118 110 342
City Troop U5 116 110 341
Eighteenth Regiment 105 120 114 339
Secoud Regiment .107 126 110 337

The individual scores were as follows:
200yds. 500yds. 600vds. Total.

C B Pratt, 13th 32 34 32 98
HJ Vlehard 32 30 30 92LW Smith 28 29 34 91
G F Root 31 30 30 91

The fourth day's shooting was by the brigade teams in prac-
tice. In the morning with 15 men, 7 shots each at, the range of
200, 500 and 600yds. the score was as follows: Third Brigade. 1261;
First Brigade, 1253; Second Brigade, 1235. In the afternoon prac-
tice the leading score was made by the Second Brigade team of
1263.

Friday closed a most successful season upon Coleman Range.
Every organization in the Guard was represented, and the scores
made testify to the great interest, manifested and to the remark-
able progress in this important branch of the service. The brigade
match was shot Friday, and won by the Third Brigade.

Third Brigade.
200yds. 500yds. 600yds. Total.

Atkinson, 13th Regt 30 31 28 89
McAskie, 13th Regt 39 20 30 88
StiU well, 13th Regt, 30 32 26 88
Bergstrasser, 5th Regt 30 33 29 92
Newton. 9th Regt 39 30 27 86
Miner, 9th Regt 27 29 26 83»
Mr-Clintock, 13th Regt 24 25 30 79
Gehring, 8th Regt 29 32 25 86
Maver, 12th Regt, 29 28 26 83
Fulmer, 12th Regt 29 27 26 83
Gunster, 13th Regt 29 31 27 87
Pratt, 13th Regt 29 28 37 84

344 355 327 1026
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31 28 89
.33 30 91
25 29 80
29 29 83
27 21 75
29 26 88
m 25 85
30 o7 85
23 20 73
28 29 86
31 32 90
29 28 86

346 324 1009

28 28 85
33 26 85
27 26 80
32 23 87
27 23 78
27 28 85
S3 27 87
29 25 86
26 30 83
27 29 86
29 30 88
30 28 88

347 328 1018

First Brigade.
Mountjoy, 6th Regt. 30
Atkinson, 6th Regt 38
Bispham. First Troop 20
Ahrens, 3d Regt 25
Smith, 6th Regt 27
Fulmer, 6th Regt 31
Coxilston, 1st Regt 29
Conrad, 1st Regt 28
Ganley, SF 30
Linard, 1st Regt 29
Mehard, 1st Regt 27
Root, 1st Regt 29

339
Second Brigade.

Robb, 14th Regt 29
Patterson. 14th Regt 26
McCoy 27
Coon, 18th Regt 27

Wakefield, 10th Regt 28
Dickson 30
Weagraff, 16th Regt 28
G-imning, 16th Regt 33
Elliott 27
Bradley 30
Horton. 16th Regt 29

Connelly, 16th Regt 30

343
The prize trophy for the brigade marksmanship teams is in the

form of a "'loving" cup, of solid silver, fourteen inches high and
eight and one-half inches broad at its widest point. The body of
the cup has a repousse finish, and the keystone and crossed rifles

and target are appliea. Upon the reverse side will he inscribed
the names of the winners. Two burnished .handles of massive
silver are placed upon opposite sides of the cup, while upon the
keystone in enamel will be the color of the brigade winning the
trophy. The trophy is to be competed for for three consecutive
years, and upon the reverse side there is left a blank space for
the victorious team^s name.

BOSTON, Sept. 7.—The Massachusetts Rifle Association held its
regular weekly shoot to-day with a good a ttendance. The shoot-
ing conditions were good, and some fine scores were made. The
shooting of W. G-. Hussey with the Springfield military was very
fine, and perhaps a record for 50 shots. Mr. Merville won the gold
champion medal, and Mr. Munroe won the gold medal in the 20-

shot match. Mr. Keen won the first bronze medal in the military
medal match on 10 scores of 36 or better. Following are the scores
made to-day:

Champion Medal Match.
S O Merville 7 8 4 10 7 9 9 7 7 9- 77
C C Clarke 8 0 7 8 8 10 9 5 6 9- 76

20-Sb.ot Rest Match. SOOvde.
J B Munroe 11 9 10 10 13 9 9 13 13 10

12 7 12 13 11 13 9 11 12 9-211
J N Eames 8 10 13 10 II 11 10 12 9 11

12 9 11 8 18 13 8 10 10 8-304
J Francis 10 10 10 10 9 9 10 11 13 11

9 9 12 9 11 9 10 10 10 9—200
T P Williams 11 10 9 10 8 8 11 8 9 11

9 9 10 13 9 11 12 12 10 9—198
WPConwav 11 8 10 13 9 8 11 9 9 11

11 10 9 9 9 9 9 9 11 9—193
Victory Medal Match, 2O0yds.

C H Eastman 7 6 9 9 7 7 10 7 7 10- 79
S O Merville 9 9 6 9 9 10 8 7 6 6- 79
H Severance 5 9 8 7 6 10 7 9 10 7- 78
A S Hunt 8 6 8 7 10 6 6 8 6 10- 75
OT Moore 5 7 4 10 9 7 8 7 9 7- 73
HP Martin 10 957 9 76785— 73
M T Day 8 10 8 5 7 8 7 7 7 3-70

Military Medal Match, 200yds.W G Hussev 5545554155-47 C E Wiggin 5544444444-12
F J Lotmsburv 4554544455 - 45 F J Brennan 4435544343—39W L Swan 5644544444-43 8 Ames 4343343544 - 37
A S Field 4545544444^-43

All-Comers' Rest Match. 300yds.
J K Munroe 12 12 12 12" 0 13 12 10 12 12-115
J Francis 13 12 12 9 12 12 10 12 12 14—112
J N Eames 12 10 11 11 9 9 12 13 10 9-105
A Ballard 11 10 .11 10 10 9 11 11 9 11—103W P Conway 12 10 9 10 9 12 12 10 9 9-102
P T Williams 11 9 9 12 10 11 10 11 11 8—102
A Wabash 8 10 10 11 9 9 11 12 11 10-101
A S Hnut 9 10 9 11 8 9 11 12 9 9— 97
FD Homes 10 9 9 9 10 10 9 8 10 11— 95

All-Comers 1 (HI- Hand Match. 200yds.
G L Hosmer ft 7 9 9 8 7 10 7 10 -1— 76
S O Merville 8 8 9 9 6 10 5 7 3 10- illW Hawley (mil) 6 9 9 8 li 7 8 8 5 «— 73
L Comey 7 4 7 9 10 6 5 7 7 8— 70
A McBean 7 10 7 4 8 7 5 8 7 5— 68
A Elton 10 4 8 5 5 6 6 4 10 10— 68
E Holmes 8 6 5 3 8 8 7 10 6 5- 66
Five scores of 10 shots each, or 50 consecutive shots at 200yds.,

with Springfield military rifle, Creedmoor target:W G Hussey 43 47 46 46 47 - 229
Military Match, 200yds.

E A Poyen 5554144455- 45 J V Huntley.
C A Wiggin 4444434454—40

500yds.W G Hussey 4555555555-49 A S FieldW Charles 5555555445 - 48 W L Swan
The bronze military medal was won on the following 10 scores

by R H Keen 39 37 37 41 30 42 39 38 38 37

MALDEN, Mass., Sept. 7.—There was a large attendance at the
Beai-,s Den range this afternoon; although the weather was un-
favorable for scoring a number of good scores were made as fol-

lows:
Capt J H Lathrop, 1st Brig Staff 4 4 4
SergtEB Webber, 1st Brig Staff 3 0 4
Lieut C M Haley, 2d Brig Sig Corps 3 4 3
AWaitt 4 2 4
BSBow 3 3 5

J E Worcester 4 3 3
OPPrescott , 4 3 6W P Fuller 0 3 3 3 3-1
AW Garland. Co I, 5th 4 4 3 3 4—18
A H Whittekind, Co L, 5th 4 5 4 4 4—31W J Dorkins, Co L, 5rh 4 4 3 3 3-17AW Redding, Co L, 5th 4 3 2 2 3-14
John Lewis, Co L, 5th 3 3 0 0 2—8
THE CREEDMOOR TRANSFER.—The transfer of Creedmoor,

the famous shooting grounds of the National Rifle Association,
to the State of New York, was formally agreed to at a meeting of
the Board of Directors Sept. 3 in the association's quarters in
Temple Court. There were present Gen. Geo. W. Wingate, Chair-
man; Capt. John S. Shepherd, Secretary; Major Edward Duffy,
Gen. Charles F. Robbing, Mr. J. H. Bobbins and Mr. Jas. Duane.
Gen. Wingate presented for the consideration of the board a
formal consent to the conveyance of the property, bearing the
signatures of more than 33 of the directors of the association,
active and ex officio. The legal requirements having been com-
plied with. Major Duffy offered the following resolution, which
was unanimously adopted: "Resolved, That the president and
secretary of the association be and are hereby authorized and
directed to execute to the State of New York a conveyance of the
range and property at Creedmoor, so as to comply with Chapter
540 of the Laws of 1889, and to affix the seal of the association
thereto." By this action the State will become possessed of close
upon 225 acres of ground, with the building, rifle rauges. and ap-
purtenances at Creedmoor for the nominal sum of $25,000. The
National Rifle Association, on its part, is relieved of all responsi-
bility for suits growing out of its occupancy of the ground and
maintaining a rifle range, and is assured the use of the range for
ten days in each year lor the holding of its annual fall prize
meeting for a period of ten years, with a presumptive right to the
renewal of that privilege. In order that the transfer might be
legally executed it became essential that a president of the asso-
ciation should be elected. Gen. John B. Woodward, the vice-presi-
dent of the association, who has been acting in that capacity,
being in Europe, and on the. motion of Major Duffy, Gen. Wingate
was unanimously chosen. The thanks of the association was re-
turned to Capt. Robert P. Bush, of the Twenty-sixth Separate
Company of Elmira, for his exertion in securing the passage of
the Creedmoor transfer bill by ihe Legislature.

IRA PAINE DEAD.—Paris, Sept. 7.-Chevalier Ira Paine ex-
pired at the Hotel du Brest this evening, from strangulation of
the bowels, after forty-two hours of intense suffering. He was
filling an engagement at the Folies Bergeres for the last three
weeks, delighting lame audiences with his marvellous perform-
ances with rifle and pistol. His wife and brother-in-law were
with him when he died. By his request bis body will be em-
balmed and brought to Providence, K. I., for burial.

....4424634443-37

..4545445456-45
. .45-42315233-34

4-21
4- 15
5-19
4-17
3-18
4-18
4-21

JERSEY CITY, N. J., Sept. 2.—The Marion Rifle Club grounds
on Jersey City Heights presented an animated scene to-day when
the annual fall shoot of the club took place. There were over 200
crack marksmen present, including a large delegation from the
Our Own Rifle Club, of Newark, which made the contests very
exciting. The scores on an average were very good, but in the
long-range events some poor shooting was done on account of the
shifting winds and heavy mist, which prevailed. Messrs. L. P.
Hansen, George C. Varick and Anthony Hauck comprised the
shooting committee for '89, and they showed their abilities well
in this line of sport by arranging a very interesting programme.
The contests were decided as follows: Target of honor, 200yds.
off-hand: J. F. Autenreitb first with a score of 60 out of a pos-
sible 75, L. P. Hansen was second with 58 to his credit, and H.
Mahlenbrock won third prize with 51 points. The three leading
men on the Creedmoor target, at 5O0vds.. were L. P. Hansen 24,

H. Hoersch 23 and Dr. Buyken 23. In the medal target competi-
tion Dr. Autenreitb won first medal with a score of 66, 67. 70, Dr.
Buyken was second. His score was 66, 57, 68, and H. Hoersch
secured the. third gold medal by making 65, 66, 70. The affair
was a grand success financially, and the club contemplates hold-
ing another tournament in the near future.

NEWARK, N. J., Sept. 6.—The United Amateur Rifle Associa-
tion held a well-attended meeting at Lakeside range this eveuiug,
and the prospects for the coming tournament are most encourag-
ing. The Association is now composed of twelve clubs: Monroe,
Oakland, Excelsior, Howard, Lakeside, Annie Oakley, Columbia,
Puritan, Sheppard, North Ward, National and Electric. The con-
stitution was drawn up, and as there are now no restrictions or
rules to keep any person from competing, each club in the city
will probably become a member at once. The entries will close
on Oct. 1, and the tournament, will commence on Oct. 14. The As-
sociation will now meet weekly in order to complete all arrange-
ments, and any club wishing to enter can do so by comiug to the
next meeting or communicating with the secretary. The next
meeting will take place on Friday evening, Sept. 13, at the Shep-
pard range. 301 Grant avenue, Kearny.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Sept. 7.—The Pistol Club held a well-attended
meeting last Monday night, and perfected arrangements for the
holding of another tournament. It will be a fifteen weeks 1

shoot.
A re-entry and a medal will be awrarded to the member winding
up with the highest straight general average. A handicap goes
also in the affair, and the present handicaps are to be given a
general overhauling by a committee appointed at the meeting.
The initial shoot will take place next Wednesday night.

THE TRAP,

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one siile of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
Sept. 13.—South Manchester, Conn., Tournament. C. R. Hath-

away, Secretary.
Sept. 17, 18, 19, 20.—Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association's

eleventh annual tournament, Jerseyville, 111.

Sept. 17, 18, 19.—Tournament in connection with State Fair at
Msriden. Conn. C. H. Burbridge, Manager.

Sent. 24, 25, 26 and 27.—Fifth Annual Tournament given by Al.
Bandle. at Cincinnati; $1,000 guaranteed.
Sept. 24, 25, 26, 27.—New Jersey State Sportsman's Association

for the Protection of Fish and Game Annual Tournament, on
grounds of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club, at Marion, N. J.
W. F. Quimby, 291 Broadway, N. Y.
Oct. 1, 2, 3.—Linthieum's Keystone Tournament at Baltimore,

Md.—Samuel J. Fort, Ellicott City, Md., Assistant Manager.
Oct. 8, 9, 10, 11—Middlesex Gun Club Tournament, Dunellen,

N. J. W. F. Force. Secretary, Plainfield, N. J.
Oct. 8, 9, 10, 11.—Fred A. Fodde's Second Annual Amateur

Tournament, at Sir. Louis, Mo. Inanimate, targets.
Oct. 15, 16, 17, 18.—Tournament at live birds and inanimate

targets. J. F. Kleinz, Secretary, 600 South Delaware avenue,
Philadelphia,.
Oct. 31, 23, 33, 24 and 25.—Second Tournament of the Mercer Gun

Club, at Trenton. N. J. E. G. Updegrove, President.

SEVILLE TOURNAMENT.
SEVILLE. Ohio, Aug. 21.—The Seville Gun Club held a tourna-
_ ment on the Fair Grounds Aug 27, which was quite well at-
tended and a good time was enjoyed by all. Five traps were used
under the Keystone system, which is a success for putting through
a long programme in a short time. Standard targets. Association
rules, ties divided unless otherwise noted.
No. 1, 10 singles, entrance SI, three monevs:

Paul North 1111111111—10 H Aid rich 1010111011—7
C V Matteson 1110001111— 7 EE Leland 1110011111— 8
Benscotten 1111111101— 9 A J Rockev 1111010010— 6
S Egbert 1011111010—7 Smalley 0110100111- 6
Hacox 1100000011— 4 Phillips 0100011010— 4
No. 4" 1100101011— 6 H Benscotten 0010001101— 4
No. 3, 15 singles, entrance $1, three moneys:

Egbert 101111110111101—12 Leland Ill 110111011001—1

1

Matteson 111100110001101- 9 Benscotten.... lOllllUlimil—14
Canfield 0101011111101 io—10 Hacox 011110110111101—11
No. 4" 110411011010111—11 Rockey 100101101000001— 0

Aldric h Ill 1111001111 10—12 N orth OOlOllllOlllUl— 11

Benscotten first, second divided, North third on shoot-off.
No. 3. 5 similes and 5 pairs, entrance $1, three monevs:

"No. 4".. .10111 10 10 11 01 11—11 Egbert. ..01101 10 11 11 00 10- 9
B'scottenlllll 1111111111—15 Hacox.,..11110 11 11 10 01 10—11
Aldrich.. 11011 01 10 00 11 10- 9 North. . ..11101 11 11 H 11 10—13
No. 4, team shont, 15 singles, 82:

North 111111101111111—14 Hacox 011110011111111—12—26
Benscotten. . . .111111111111110—14 Egbert 1010101 11 mill—12—26
"No. 4" 111001111111011—12 Aldrich.... 111101111011011—12—24
No. 3, 30 siugles, $30 guaranteed, entrance $1.50, three moneys:

Bensc'ten. 11011111111111110111-18 Matteson. 10101110110111101110—14
No. 4". .11101111111101110111—17 H Bensc'nlimillllllOOlOlOll—16

Hacox. . . . 1OO1OO01UOOO1O1111 1-11
North ....11101111U0111111111-18
Egbert. . . .01111111111011111111-18
Aldrich . . .11111111111110110110-17

Beach 11111101100011111111-16
Leland.. . . 10100001011011111111—13
Freeman.. lOOlllllOOoOOlKMJlOll— 9
Steele . ..10101000010010111011—10

No. 6, 10 singles, entrance $1, three moneys:
"No. 4 " Ill1111111-10 North Ill 11111 11-10
Aldrich 0100100111— 5 Egbert 1111111011— 9
Hacox 1010110100- 5 Benscotten 1111111110- 9
No. 7, 10 singles, entrance SI, three monevs:

Matteson 11U011110- 8 H Benscotten 1111111111-10
Freeman U01011001— 6 Smalley. . OOOlllOlll— 6
Leland. 1110111100— 7 Beach 1011101101- 7
No, 8, 5 pairs, entrance $1, tbi-ee moneys:

"No. 4" 11 01 10 11 11— 8 Egbert 11 11 11 10 10— 8
Benscotten U 11 11 11 11-10 Hacox n io 10 11 10— 7
North U U U 11 10- 9

No. 9, 15 singles, entrance $1. three moneys:
North 111111110110111-13 Aldrich 101104011U0110-10
"No. 4" 110110101111111-13 Beach 000100001000011- 4
Egbert, 14UU001111111—13 Ireland ,111140110001004- 9
Hacox 111111111110111—14 Matteson 011111010111001-10
H Benscotten. 111111101101110—13 Benscotten 101111111111110—13
No. 10, 25 singles, $30 guaranteed, entrance S3, three monevs:

North 1111111111111111111111111—35
"No. 4" 1111111111411111111111111-25
Haco,- 1011011110111101101111110—19
Aldrich 1011111111101111111011111-22
Egbert 01111111111111111111010U-22
Benscotten llllllllllimmilllU10-34
H Benscotten 1001111111101111100001110—17
De Wit t 10000001 1 11110100011 1 0011—13
Matteson 1101010111101111001110101—17
Beach 1010001111011111000111111—18
Freeman lOMlOOOllOlOlOUOlllOOll-43
Steele .1110111111111110011101001-19
Some minor matches were shot after this, but none of im-

portance. CHIPrEWA.

OLD TIMERS.—The most interesting centest that will occur at
the shooting tournament of the New Jersey State. Sportsmen's
Association, to be held at the Marion trap grounds, on Sept. 24,

25, 26 and 27, will be the event open to all residents of New Jersey
over 55 years of age. There are many old-timers throughout the
State who intend gelling out and trying their hand with the gun,
and although the scores will not reach very high, still the com-
petition will be pretty i, veuly matched. Old Long Island rules
will govern this shoot, and only one barrel will be allowed, while
the gun must be placed below the elbow.

SPRINGFIELD, N. J., Sept. 2,—The Union Gun Club held a
tournament here to-day. The attendance was fair and a number
of events were shot, which resulted a,s below, ties divided:
No. 1, at 10 bluerocks, 25 cents entrance, 3 moneys:

Johnson 1111011111—9 Lyons 1101000010—4
Moffatt 1011011100 6 Sopher lllOllOOll—1
Sigler 0011111111 - 8 Miller 11 11011110-8
No. 3, at 10 Keystones, same conditions:

Johnson 0111010111-7 Moffatt 1010011011-5
Sigler 1111011111-9 Miller 1111111101-9
Sopher 1010111101—7 Lyons 1110000000-3
No. 3. at 15 bluerocks, 50 cents entrance, 3 moneys:

Miller 111111110110111—13 Sopher li)1011110011111—11
Sigler 011111111111117-14 Lyons 011110100111110 10
Johnson 111111111011111 -14 Sickley 011011111110111-13
Moffatt . . ... 111001110010001— 8
No. 4, at 15 Keystones, same conditions:

Miller 111101111110111—13 Lyons 1100001000 w. -3
Sigler 001101111101111-11 Pudney lOlOlOMlOOlCOl- 7
Johnson 111111111111011-14 Wade UlOlOllllUOIO-ll
Sopher 101401411401001-10 Ellis 011110111001110-10
Mo ITatt 101110001 101 1 11-10
No. 5, at 5 pair clays, 35 CPnts entrance, 3 moneys:

Johnson 11 11 11 10 11— 9 Morrison 11 11 It 10 00— 7
Miller 11 11 11 11 11-10 Sicklev 14 10 00 14 14— 7

Williams 10 11 10 11 01— 7 Sopher 11 11 11 11 11—10
Conover 10 11 11 10 10- 7 Moffatt 10 00 00 10 10- 3
Sigler 11 11 1111 11-10
No. 6, at 15 bluerocks, 50 cents entrance, 3 moneys:

Miller 444011041114104-12 Sopher 1(0011111111111-13
Sigler - . . . 101114111114101-13 Moffatt 001101111104011-10
Johnson 111111111111111—15 Terrv 0 01011011 1 o nil— s

Sicklev 111111111111101-14 Wade 111010411010101—10
No. 7, 15 Keystones. 50 cents entrance, 3 monevs-

Miller... 101111111111111—14 Sicklev '.01 11110000 11 11 1-m
Sigler ...aiimOlllllOOl—12 Sopher 010110000111011— 8
Johnson 010101111111111—12 Roll 10111011110111 0—11
No. 8, at 5 live birds, 5 ground traps, 83.25 entrance:

Miller 11112—5 Wade 22100-3
Sigler 12211-5 Morrison 11222—5
Johnson 22110—4 Roll 20010—2
Williams 21221—5 Sickley 03212-4
Conover 11111— 5 Terry 02010—2
J Br iant 11020—3 Sopher 10110-3

No. 9, badge shoot, 30 Keystones, 3 traps, American Aasocia lion
rules:
Miller 11111111110111 1111111 11111 11 11 - 39
Johnson 1111111 11111111111111111111111-30
Conover 110111111110100! 41 1 1110] 110100-22
Roll 100111010101111004111111010100-19
Sickley 10111 111011 1111 1 lOllllllOll 111-26
Sopher 101010011 31 « 1 1 11 all 111111 01-26
Sayre OllUlOiOl 4 3 00 1 li I IJ LID 001 1 001 -49
Williams OOOuO IQ10H11 01 1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 4 4 4 I I 4 1 - 20
Sigler 10mil011ini1111llllllllllll-28
Briant 10001000110001111101001 1100110—IS
Terry 10001 1 1 110 1 11 1 1 1 11 1 111 1101 1 011—24
Wade 01001001010100101 100] 100111)10—15
Johnson won badge with the only straight score of 30. Other

prizes won without a tie except t he 8th, which was shot off, Sopher
winning after breaking 9 out of 10.

Extra No. 4, 40 keystones, entrance 25 cents, 3 moneys: Johnson
6, Miller 7, Peri y 5, Lyon 6.

Extra No. 2, 10 bluerocks, same conditions: Johnson 7, Miller 10,
Lyon 7, Perry 9, Moffat 5.

Extra No. 3 10 Keystones, same conditions: Johnson H, Lyon 7,
Moffatt 3, Perry 2, Miller 7.

Extra. No. 4, 10 bluerocks, same conditions: Johnson 8. Moffatt,
Lyon 7, Pern 8, Miller 7.

Extra No. 5, 10 Keystones, same conditions: Johnson 4, Perry &
Moffatt, 6, Lyon 9. Miller 10.

Extra No. 6, 10 bluerocks, same conditions: Johnson 9, Perry 9,

Lyon 8, Moffatt 9. Miller 10.

Extra No. 7, 10 Keystones, same conditions: Johnson 8, Lyon 3,
Sopher 6, Miller 7, Perry 6, Sigler 7.

Extra No. 8, 10 Keystones, same conditions: Miller 10, Sigler 8,
Johnson 9 Soulier 8, Lvon 6

WALNUT HILL, Sept. 4.—There was a fair attendance of
sportsmen at the range to-day. Excepting the ext reme heat, the
conditions for shooting were good, and many line scores were
made. Mr. Knowles's score of 29 out of a, possible 30, in the gold
coin match, ia worthy of special meution. Following is a sum-
mary of the day's events:
Gold coin match, 15 clay-pigeons and 15 Keystone targets. Key-

stone squad system.
Clays. Keystones.

Knowles 111111111111114-45 HU4 111 11 111111-14-29
Swift, 111111111011110-13 111111111110111-14-27
Lee 111111011011111-13 111101411141011—13—26
Stanton 0111114 11 11111 1—14 11111 (111011001—13—318

Crown UOiOlHllOlin—12 101011111111111-13-25
Perry 111111101141111— 1 4 110111100101111-11—25
Hosmer 1111.111.11011 til -14 001404011110111-10-24
Bowker 11111011.1111110-13 040101001110111— 9—23
Nelson Ill 1011 10110111—13 010011011001111— 9—31
Snow 011000110111440- 9 4 01111144 104 101—12—21
Niohois 101101011100111-10 lOlllooiiOllOil—10—20
PATERSON, N. J.-On Monday, the 2d inst., a team race for

the Kershaw badge occurred at Echo Lake between teams of 5
men representing the Paterson City Rod and Gun Club, the Gen-
tlemen's Gun Club, the Riverside, Gnu Club and the Caster Gun
Club. The weather was tine, but the sun was fiercely hot, and
somewhat interfered with the contestants. The Paterson City
and Riverside clubs tied twice for t he badge, the Riversides finally
winning. Scores, teams of 5, at 10 glass b alls each:
Paterson City Rod & Gun Club. Gentlemen's Gun Club.
R Bustard 0010111011— 6 W Smith 1 lloliolll— 8
G Gould 1110111101- 8 J Wilkes (tutlllioitt— 8

G Hill 1111111111-10 J Fairhurst OC01001000- 3

J Eldridgc 1011011011- 7 J Myrtle 001 1101111- 7

J Welcher 1100111011— 7-38 J Allen 11001.00011— 5-38
Riverside Gun Club. Gaster Gun Club.

C Pyle 1011101110- 7 C Vermorel . .1011111000- 6
B Maskel 1011011011— 7 W Thorn 101 II 1 1 1 01- 8
C Stalter 1110110010— 6 H Van Kirk. . . .0100100101- 4W D Braddock. 1111111111—10 P Gough 1144144411 - 10

J Braddock 1111111010— 8-38 H Post 111H11110- 9-37
Tie:

Paterson City Rod & Gun Club. Riverside Gun (.Hub.
R Bustard 11111-5 C Pyle 10111-4
G Gould 11101-4 B Maskel 11 111-5
G Hill 11101—4 C Stalter II 1 10—

4

JEldridge 11111-5 WD Braddock 11 111-5
J Welcher 10011—3—21 J Braddock 10110—3—21

The second tie was shot by agreement at one ball each, the.

Riversides winning the badge by a score of 3 to 2.—A. B.
FLORENCE, Mass., Sept." 3.—Norwood Gun Club shoot at 25

Keystones, 3 naps:
T T Cartwright 0110110110111101111014441—19
E E Davis 11010010 1 01 1 001 oOl 1 1U0H—15
L G.iylor 11001110101 1101 KiOlOIOUl- 16
C O Harris 101101010100414 1010111001- 17
L Foster ,01111001001111 10010011 11 1-16
TORONTO, Sept. 7.—The following scores were made at tne

Stanley Gun Club shoot to-day for the handsome gun given by
McUovvall & Co. The weather was fine, and the shooting, con-
sidering the handicaps, was good. Mr. N. D>ok captured ihe
trophy with a score of 17 out of 25. Gun shoot at 35 birds, " traps:
N Dick, 23yds 17 Sawden, Sr. 24yds 15
Charles, 24yds 16 Bayles, 18yds 13
Draisey, 19yds 16
Harrison and T. Brown, 19v

Tds., retired.
First sweep at 10 birds: Emond 9, McDowallS, Charles 8. Second

sweep: Emond 8, McDowall 7, Charles 7. Third sweep: Charles
10, McDowall 8, Emond 8, Draisey 8, Dick 7. Fourth sweep: Mc-
Dowall 8. Charles 8. Emond 7, Draisey 6. McDowall won.
MERIDEN, Conn.-A tuurnament at clay-pigeons is announced

to take place here during the State Fair on Sept . 17, 18 and 19.

The shooting will he at Keystone targets and traps, under Key-
stone rules. A complete system of classification will be enforced,
so that the weak shots will have a chance as wrell as the best.
The programme proposed is as follows: First day—Two-men
team match, 25 birds per man, for medal and the sum of §10
added, to winner. Optional sweepstakes, 52 per man entrance.
Class A, opeu to all, at 12 birds, entrance g.2. Class B, open to all,
at 10 birds, $1 entrance. Class C, at 8 birds, entrance 50 cents.
Second day— Club team race, 6 men from any club in Connecticut,
at 20 birds per man, $10 aud medals to winners. Optional sweep-
stake as agreed upon by club. Other events will be arranged to
fill the day ou the class system. Third day—Grand individual
State championship match, at 50 birds, $10 and medal to the win-
ner. Optional sweepstakes, S3 entrance. Shooting will com-
mence each day at 8 A. M. All shooters who compete for these
prizes must purchase a season ticket at S1.50, which admits to all
parts of the grounds. Programme and other information furn-
ished on application to C. H. Burbridge or H. A. Merriroau, at
Meriden, Conn.
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CLEVELAND, O., Sept. 5.-The Cleveland Target Company's
monthly shoot was held to-day in conjunction with the East End
&tin Chili's regular badge contest. The scores made were not up
to the average, owing in a great measure to the weather, which
was very windy and rainy. But this did not seem to affect Paul
North in the least, as he broke 25 straight, being the second straight
score made in the Target Company's series of shoots, and which
also entitled him to the club badge. Twenty-live single bluerecks
were used at 18yds., and of these but three of the 700 thrown broke
in the traps. A number of visitors participated. The scores fol-
low:
Paul North niiiimimimnnim—25
Phave inooiii lioi mil n 110101-20W Swectnian 1111000111011111010111011-18
.1 U0M....T limn 101 nrHiooinoiiniioioi-13
L Wherry 1 11 1 1(1111010(1101110101010 —Ut
C II Kilby 1W1 100101101101010001010-12
T Maggo 1 1 000111 1 10 1 11 1 1 lOlullll 1-1

9

A B Jones 01 1 0 1 111 CO 1 Old] 11 111 ml 1010-1

5

W Harris 001)11 IlllOlUilOOl 1001011-10W Bell 010111 1000010 L 1 1 1 1 1 1om0— ir,

,T Elworthy 1101 1110001 llllKHHllliill 1-17
A Berger 101 1 10110101011011 1 1 10101-17
Shot Ill J 11101 1111101111011011—21
Calhoun 001 1 lOHiOlllOl II 1101 11 1 10-17V Tanihl y n 10 1 1 1 1 01 1 1 VI 1 1 1 101 1 1 11111 - 22
11 Jina 1 101 noi 1 1 1 11011011 1101 1 1- riO

D A Williams 1011111101111111101101000-18
D Bishop _ . 1 10001 101 1 1 1 1000000110111—14
Arnold OOOIOOKH ) 0010 1 0000011001— 9
Edwards 1 101101001011101000111101—15
J C Coryell 1100011 II 11010101)11111011-17
Holt 0111 0i 1 1 01 1 00011 1 111 1 1 10 10 -10
Bilsby 0011101111111011110011011-18
D A Upson 101 1000101 11000 1 001111001 —1

4

J Precntel 1 1 11011111011011001111111—19
F Wall 01 1 1 11 101001 1 011 1 1 11 1 1 1 01 —1

9

T Tamblyn 01 LlOiHOl lOlOlllOOoOlll 10—J4
A Forrester 0100011111111011111111111—20

CAPE MAY.—In the shooting match at the Athletic Park, to
decide the tie for the Cape May A. C. cup, between Messrs. Thur-
mau. Low and Cattell, Thurman of the Wingohoeking GrUtJ Club
won:
Tliurman HlUlllOllllll 10 10 II 11 00—20
Cattell HlllOlllOOllOl 00 10 10 10 10—15
Low OiOllllOOllllOO 10 00 10 00 00—11
In the shoot for the Physick cup, last year won by Leonard Kin-

letter, that individual carried it off again with 20 singles out of 25
to his credit:
Finletrer
Spicer Learning. .

.

Benezet
Bobbins
Wheaton
Taylor
Meeray. .

.

1111111(11(1110111110110111-20
0001011011111111111111010 18
lionioionniwiiiiiouom-pi

,. 1 10101100 1 1 (XH 1 1. 101 HOtOl—10
10111 01001 1 1 0000 1 1 1on 1 1 0— 1 .=

UOOOlOOUlOUCOllOOOlOll.—18
0101000001 101111101101011 -13

Mayhew 1001100111011001000010101—12
J R, Kvans 1001 1 00 i 1 ot» 1 10 0 )0 1 0 11 .1 1 01—14
The Correspondents' cup, at 9 singles and 3 pairs of blucrocks.

Was won by Mr. John Armstrong, he scoring 13 out of the 15.
The scores were very good, as the strong wind twisted the birds
in every direction.

EATON, N. Y., Sept. 7.—The first time we ever used 5 traps un-
known augp. Match at kingbirds, 15 singles and 0 pairs, 5 traps,
18yds. rise, Association rules:
Curtis 101001101110101 01 11 10 11 11 11-19
Hall union 1101111 11 11 10 10 11 11-23
Beet 111011001011111 11 10 10 10 11 U-20
Rlehardson 0111111011111X11 01 11 10 10 10 11—19
Briggs OlOlllOllinill 00 11 10 11 10 10—19
Cole 111110011110111 11 11 11 11 11 11-34
Bell ...011110111011010 10 00 01 1L 11 11-18
Mott 010011001010110 11 00 01 00 11 01—13
Hamlin 100011101001111 01 11 01 11 01 01—17
*Cruttenden ... .10101011101 100L 01 11 10 10 11 10-17
*Weber 000110111001010 11 00 00 10 10 11—13
Visitors from Cazenovia.
Our boys would call it very tame business shooting Keystone

rules. The idea of a man calling himself a wing shot and facing
a trap knowing just the dirsction of his bird. Is that the way
grouse get up for you in the brush ? They don't for me.—Wing.
NEWARK. N. J. , Sept. 2—On Labor Day the East Side and

West Side Gun Clubs met in battle in Wiedenmayer's Park. They
shot a 15 bird match at Amer
lowing result:

East Side Gun Club.
H Koegel 13
Richards...: 11
Hilfers 11
C Von Lengerke 13
Humphreys 8
Schraft 11
Ustrander 11
C Walker 18
Schilling 10
Permen t ..13
Laubenstein 11
ETheurich 7
Froelich 12
Schork ..14—15'

1 standard targets with the fol-

West Side Gun GTuh.
Drastle 13
Jacquin 7
Meyer 9
J Weber n
Meisel 9
Buckhard 9
Astfalk 8
Bnob 9
Spann 13
Deisler 5
H Webber 8
L Schilling 7
J Weber io
Reibold 10—128

Then a live bird shoot ensued at 3 birds each and the prizes
were divided. The scores were: Spann 1, J. Weber 2, Hilfers 1
Theurich 2, Bar 2, Schraft 3, Schork 1, Ostrander 1, Carl Von
Lengerke 2, Perment 2, H. Weber 0, Astfalk 0, Matson 2, Koegel 2.A few birds were left and a second shoot ensued with the fol-
lowing result: Perment 3, Schraft 2, C. Von Lengerke 2, Schork 1
Kramer 0.

'

ALLENTOWN, Pa., Sept. 5.—Our club had its regular shoot to-
day at standard targets, and as there was a pretty breeze blowing
to-day and some new members shooting, the score made is not
what it could be. We recently moved to our present grounds and
I dare say that there is probably no better ground in the State if
in the United States for having a clear view of the targets as tbey
are thrown from the trap; we also changed our targets from clay
pigeons to the standard targets, but throw them from bluerook
traps:
L W Mazurie. .011101101111010-10 H Benning 00111 0001 010100— 6
Ed Fink 10rmmi011il-13 JFWolle 101011110011110-10
B Huffort 001010001101000- 5 E D Jeanes. . .100010011000001— 5
J Benning. .

.
.OllOOlOluOOlOOl— 0 Ed Ulmer 110001011100010— 7A B J Frantz.. 110101100101111-10 J P Boyer 100111011101111-11

C George 101001000010100- 5 J P Creveling, .00100010101 0001- 5H T Erdman. . 001000010 101001- 5 P C Blank 000100110011000 - 5F B Saeger 011111011001100- 9 OF Kramlieh .010001100111011- 8
A. B. J. F.

DAYTON, O., Sept. 6.—This being the day for the regular Ken-
nel Club shoot, a number of members and other shots assembled
at Shorty's Inn for a series of live bird matches under' the Ameri-
can Association rules, Ashton Webb, referee. First match 10
live pigeons each:
Geo Volker 0002222212—7 Andy Mumme 0001211022-6
Gus Sander 2311102211-9 Geo Makley 0220031001-4
Win Pratchett 1210001211—7 Ed Rike 0010101212—6

Ties divided.
Second match, 10 live pigeons, 7 entries:

Geo Volker 0121200121-7 Andy Mumma 12101^2111-9
Gus bander 1132010202-7 Geo Makley 1012021211-8Wm Pratchett

™331J020-7 Ed Rike 1101100021-6
Chas Sander 1020220022 -6
The next shoot will be held two weeks from to-day, with spar-
ows aud bluerocks for targets.

POTSDAM, N. Y., Sept. 6—Potsdam Gun Club match at 0 king-
birds, b traps, 18yds. rise, National rules. First event:'
Long 011111-5 F A Weed 110111-5
Watkins 100110-3 WRWeed... . 111011-5
Ties on 5 shot oil" and won by W. R. Weed.
Second event:

Hart 111100-4 Watkins 111110-5WRWeed 101001-3 F A Weed " 111111-6
Third event, 3 kingbirds, 3 traps. Heath and F. A. Weed vsW. R. Weed and Watkins:

Heath 110-2 W R Weed 110- 2FA Weed 101—2-4 Watkins , 111-3-5
II. A. Watkins, Sec'y.

•CLEVELAND, O., Sept. 6.-At the regular weekly shoot of the
Slierman Gun Club to-daySprigg won class A baage on score of

ih m«
,rst 1-, .

it „^r the budge
contest was finished sweepstakes were shot with the following
results: First event—Sprigg and Walters divided first, Williams
and Innk divided second. Miller won third. Second event—Durst
won first on score of 5, Sprigg won second on score of 4.

. ..0111110011-
0001010000-

. . . .1110010110-

MIDDLETOWN, Pa., Sept. 7.—A more unfavorable day for
trap-shooting never greeted sportsmen than was experienced by
the shooters who met at Middhtown to-day: but the fow who
did attend were determined to burn powder, although the rain fellm torrents at times. .Sweep No. 1, 70 cents entry, 10 bluer,.ek , 2
moneys, American Association rules:
Hepler 0111010111-7 Bollock 1101100100-5
Sbeesley .._ lOOloOOIOl- 4 Kouch 1111010010- 6
Mutter 1111111111 - 10 Gingrich 00110011011- 4
Zeigier 1111111111-10 Felsinger 111001 1010 - 0
Ties div.
No. 2, 70 cents entry, 2 moneys:

Hepler 1011101000- 5 Zeigier 1111100011-
Sheealcy OllHlOno- 7 Bollock 1001000001- 3M otter 1 101011101— 7 Felsinger Ill 001 ioio-
Ties div.
No. 3, 70 cents entry, 2 moneys:

Kough 1111111100-" 8 Motter. .

.

Sheesley 0101000001— 3 Bollock..
Hepler... .1111010110- 7 Felsinger
Keigler 0011111001— 7
Ties div.
No. 4, same:

Sheesley 0001100101- 4 Bollock 0011101010-
Heplcr 1111111111-10 Felsinger 0100011010—
Zeigier 1000111101- 0 Kough 1011100110-
Motter 111 11111 10— 9
No. 5. This match uas at 15 live pigeons, old Long Island rules,

entrance $5. The birds were mostly all good rivers:
Kough OUOIOOUOIOIIO- 8 Sheesley II 1111011010101-11
Motter Ill 1101 IIOOIl 11 -13 Bardt 111101001111101-11
Zeigier 11110100100 lot Hi- 7 VVitman 10I10Q1 11110110-10
Hepler 111111110111110-13 Felsinger 1101101011 11000-

'

GRAND CROSSING. 111., Sept. 7.-Sou(.h Chicugo^Gun' Club
medal shoot at 10 live pigeons, 5 ground traps, 30yds. rise. 80vds.
boundary, birds killed with 3d count Y>:
A \V Reeves 110121 1111-81$ F. 1L Britton 0011101201-5^
E D Reeves 1211323112-7% Lent Wiilard 1101112011-7$
Ben Fogli 2201131111-7^ Ed Marsh 31101 11011-7V.
Doc Larkin 3213132002—5
Blackbird medal shout same day, 20 birds:

A Reeves.Onoilll 11011 1110111-10 F Britton.1001 1010001101101001—10
E Reeves..llimi01iniinilll-1fi L Wiilard 1 10) 11 1 1 101 11 11 11011—

V

B Fogii.. ..nionnininioiin-18 e Marsh. .nuinnoiooioioiii-i!
I) Larkin. 0001 IIOOOIOOOO100010— 6 RavulrigoCORRY G UN CLUB.—The following are the scores mar: e at on
weekly shout, Sept. 5. The day was very disagreeable, with alter
nating wind and rain storms. After the club shoot several very
interesting team races were shot. Keystones. 5 Keystone trails:H Arnold 0011 1 11111 100111 101101 11 1 - 19
£ Ward innnuonii(iiinmioi-32
Penrose mill 101 101 llllluiinm-22
Eewis liiiinonoionoiim 1111-21
Laurie 1011 11 1111 1111111011 11101 -22
Berliner lllllOhXXinnomooiiOLO-lO
Edwards 100011001011 1 loooioOllOOO—11
I*1 air 0 10010UIMil 11 1 01 01 1 0011 01—12
Wetmore 101010110110 101 10 10010101—14M Arnold 1111011111 1U 000011 1 11 111—20
WELLINGTON, Mass., Sept. 7.—There was a fair attendance at

the grounds of the Wellington Club to-day, and several good
scores were made. In the silver pitcher match, at 8 elav pigeons
and 7 bluerocks. Perry and Porter tied with 14 each, hut Porter
wag barred for shooting at 16yds., and Perry was awarded the
pitcher. The other scores made m this match were: Stone, Bond
and Field 13, Lec 12, Chase, Sanborn, Meleher, Edwards, Warren
and Bradstreet 11, Dill 8. In the merchandise badge match, at 15
clay pigeons. Stone, Dill and Field tied with 13 each. The other
scores were: Lee, Sanborn, Bond and Bradstreet 12, Porter and
Warren 11, Meleher 9. Stone, Dill and Field did not shoot off for
the pitcher. The usual sweepstakes foRowed.
THE MIDDLESEX GUN CLUB is out with its programme for

the annual tournament at Dunellen, N. J., Oct. 8, 9, 10 and 11
Bluerocks and Keystone targets will be used the first' two daviand live birds the balance of the shoot. The programme is an
excellent, one. comprising many events for guaranteed purses, one
°f which is $400. at 25 birds - This live bird event is a feature of
all Middlesex tournaments, aud never fails to secure alargeentrv™ eJrw a crowd of spectators. Programmes on application
toW Hred Quimby, 291 Broadway, New York, or W. L. Force,
Plamfield, N. J.

pion clay birds and standard targets will be used and many vain,
able merchandise prizes are offered in addition to the money
purses. For programme and other particulars address L. S. Hen-
sell, Jerseyville, 111.

NEWARK, N.J —The Woodside Gun Club will hold an open
shoot all day on Sept. 18.

"West India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzara.*. BwEverett Haydcn,U. S.Mudrographic Office, harm quarto, -with d
lithographic plates. Price $1. Contains full Imtoni of the areat
storm of March, 1888, with, practical in fahnation hinc l

'

vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

LARCHMONT Y. C. FALL REGATTA, SEPT. 7.

THE familiar sight of Ori va at anchor off Larchmont on Satur-day morning, looking clean and bright as when she was last
in commission five years ago. recalls forcibly the last races she
sailed In Oct., 1884 she had been stripped and laid up in the Sea-wanhakaBasm at Staten Island, Mr. Lee being about to go abroadwhen the tall regatta of the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. was announced'At the last moment, when it was evident that there would be few
entries, and that the race was likely to be a failure, Mr Lee de-
cided to put Onva in the race; she was fitted out for racing within
24 hours, towed to the Sere wdock and cleaned, sailed the race, andby the evening ot the day following the second race was stripped
again; to remain, as it proved, until sold this summer. Once in
all that time it was proposed to pat her in commission, in the
winter of 1887 ]us t before the last fatal cruise of the Cythera,when Mr. Lee had it in miiid to put her in commission in order tobe able to vote in the New York Y. C. against the acceptance of
the new deed of gift. It is a pity that there are not more yachts-men like Mr. Lee in the 40ft. and ot ber classes.

yaoms
What we said last year about the fall regatta at Larchmont

might properly be said now; the club did everything to secure
good racing, the owners nothing. Besides good money prizes in
all classes, the Connor, Gould and Thayer cups were offered but
without an entry, save Liris in Class 7, none of the 70ft. class were,
present; only Clara, Anaconda and Eleanor were present in Class
5, and the entries were correspondingly small in the other classes
The schooners Clio, 6Sft., and Azalea, 59ft. 1. w.l., made a class theassuming a larger measurement.
There were plenty of forty-footers in harbor, Nymph, Banshee

Lotowana and Vandal, but all claimed to be cruisers. Liris' had
been prepared specially for this race, much of her gear being
heavier, as new topmast, new headsails, and some minor altera-
tions, so that she was in better form than in any previous race.
She has one leg tor the Thayer cup and was looking tor a second
but as no prizes are given for sailovers, she could not start alone.
It is a safe principle to give prizes, first, second or third, onlywhen a boat has beaten another; but in cases like this, which are
only too frequent, it would only be fair to a man who comes pre-
pared to race, at the expense, of time and money, to allow him to
sail alone if no ones comes to face him. At least it might be left
to the discretion of the regatta committee to offer the prize for a
sailover, as m the ease of the American Y. C. this year whenNymph declined to start unless allowed to pick the course. The
committee promised Liris a prize for a sailover, whereuponNymph came to the line. In the present case, with a fine day and
good breeze, rather than miss a race entirely Liris made a private
sweepstakes with Clara, by which the larger boat allowed 1 ime on
the actual measurements of the two, 55 and 42ft., the stakes being
$25 each. A similar offer was made dv Liris to Anaconda, but
Mr. Prague declined it. The course was around Hempstead and
Captain's Island marks, as usual, tne wind being E.S.E. and pretty
fresh at the start, though a little lighter at the outer mark. All
crossed the line together on port tack, Clara first, followed by Liris.
Anaconda was just astern of Liris at the line, but bore away to
clear her and then tacked, crossing nearly 2m. later. The start
was timed:
Clara 11 31 01 Culprit Fay 11 34 08
Liris 11 31 18 Eleanor 11 34 13
Zelda 11 31 21 Giggle 11 34 27
Volusia 11 32 09 Clio 11 35 36
Anaconda , 11 32 59 Azalea 11 36 00
Fauna 11 33 00 Amazon "fl 36 39

Dorothy.. 11 33 07 Niamuck 11 38 04
Alene 11 33 35 Edna

, 11 38 15
Clubtopsails were barred, but the yachts were heeled nearly

rail to without them on tjhe reach across to Hempstead. Clara
ran away from her rivals and Liris was overtaken by Anaconda
just, at the turn, Clara stood by the mark, onlv lacking when
well into (he Dung Island shore. Liris turned inside and ahead
of Anaconda, both holding port tack, hut the latter soon tacked
ceinpe.lling Liris to do Die same. The three were nearly even,
Clara ahead and far out to windward, then Anaconda, with Liris
under her lee bow. The little cutter bad no sooner trimmed
sheets than it was apparent that she was leaving the sloop, in
Spite of rgft. length, outfootitig her and holding a good wind.
After ten minutes Anaconda was a safe distance astern of Liris,
and the little boat was plainly footing with Clara, though the
hitter was still well to windward. It, was a close jam for the
mark, with the chances that none would make it. Liris was hold-
ing a good wind, she and Clara coming nearer together, but when
within a half mile of mark the wind eased a little, allowing Clara
to fetch without much trouble, Liris came out just at. the mark,
being obliged to make a short leg, which cost her considerable
time, the wind then being light. The times were:
Clara 12 51 00 Eleanor . 1 03 30
Liris 12 55 48 Clio 1 10 55
Anaconda 13 SB 50 Alene 1 13 to
Azalea 1 01 05
Azalea had beaten Clio handsomely on even time, while Liris

was within her time of Clara.
On the reach back with booms to starboard Clara, Anaconda

and some of the others set spinakers, but the wind was too far
forward. Litis had only her balloonjibt.npsaii and field very close
to Anaconda. The last leg was also a reach, on the other tack.
The full times were:

CLASS D.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Clio 11 35 36 3 26 00 2 50 24
Azalea 11 36 00 3 18 22 3 40 22

CI.A S3 5.

Clara 11 31 01 2 06 20 2 35 19
Anaconda 11 32 59 2 12 45 3 39 46
Eleanor 11 34 13 2 29 10 2 52 57
Liris : 11 31 18 3 10 15 2 44 59

CLASS 8.

Alene. 11 33 35 3 42 24 3 08 49
Volusia 11 32 09 2 42 08 3 09 59
Culprit Fay 11 34 08 3 03 20 3 29 12

CLASS 9.

Fauna II 33 00 2 59 22 3 26 33
Amazon 11 36 49 3 15 05 3 38 10

class 11.

Dorothy 11 33 07 2 21 51 2 48 54
Edna 11 38 15 2 04 07 2 35 53

' CLASS 10.

Zelda 11 31 21 1 31 15 1 59 54
Higgle 11 3-1 27 1 35 35 1 56 08
Niamuck 11 38 04 1 36 59 1 58 65
The corrected times over the course arc: Liris 3.34.57 Clara

3.35.19, Anaconda 2.48.09.

Liris makes tne best corrected time over the course, beating
Clara and both the schooners. In such a breeze her performance,
especially on a part of the windward work, is a remarkable one'
though after the undeserved abuse that has been heaped on her'
owners, and especially on her amateur halsman, by the daily
papers it is not surprising that it. has hardly been noticed, most
of them crediting the win to Clara. A special race for 10-footer)s
is set for Sept. 28, but there is no certainty of it filling. During
the race Kathleen came in from Marblehead, having7 made the
run in 59h. sailing time, and 73n. actual time, a good record for
30ft. On Sunday Gorilla also arrived from Newport.

EASTERN Y. C. FALL REGATTA, SEPT. 5.
rpHE fall regatta of the Eastern Y. C. on Sept. 5 was open to 40ftX yachts only, there being no chance of other classes filling'
After the hard racing for the Weld Cup, five days in ail, there
were few forties ready for more racing, and only four started
Minerva is now being used by her owner's family, and will prob-
ably race no more this season. Helen, Tomahawk and Maraquita
have given up for the season; Gorilla had gone to Newport and
none of the New York yachts cared to go so far for one race ' The
only starters then were Chiquita, sailed by Capt. Crocker; Verena
sailed by Mr. Burgess, with Helen's crew on board; Xara sailed
by Capt. Sloan; and Alice, sailed by Capt. Smith. Xara was out
with a new clubtopsail, jio and balloon foresail. The wind was
very light, E.S.E., but at 10 A. M. a tug was sent otit to log off 10
knots to windward from Marblehead Rock. The preparatory
was given at 11:25, and the start at 11:30, Xara going over first to
windward of Verena, Chiquita following the latter. Alice met

Xara. 11 30 09 Chiquita."."".".".?"..". .".T7.Tjl 30 49
Verena 11 30 10 Alice U 41 00
Starting on port tack all carried clubs and small jiritopsails

Verena drawing ahead, but after a few minutes Xara went on
starboard tack. Verena gained on Chiquita, and after a time
went on starboard tack, after Xara. When Verena and Chiquita
met again in tacking the former crossed the other's bow very
easily. Xara had been left in her hunt for flukes, and was well
astern of the pair, but at noon the wind favored her, and for a
time made her the leading boat, with the other two well to lee
ward. This held for a short time and then the wind shifted once
more, favoring Verena and Chiquita and leaving Xara becalmed
About 1:15 a fresh south wind came up, sending Verena and Chi-
quita out to the mark at a good pace, but leaving Xara to lee-
ward, while she was the last to get the wind. Verena made the
mark, but Xara failed to weather it, and had to make an extra
hi tch. The times were:
Verena 3 01 32 Xara 2 17 OR
Chiquita 2 06 14

IW
Verena turned with her balloon jibtopsail set, carrying the sail

all the way home. Both Chiquita and Xara set spinakers stav-
ing them forward, but they did little good. The wind was' vari
able, growing lighter by starts, so that Xara was very badlv
beaten. The times were:

Length. Start. Finish.
Verena 47.00 11 30 10 3 IS 30
Chiquita....46. 88 11 30 49 3 23 13
Xara 46.40 11 30 00 3 41 12

11 41 00 Disabled.
The race cannot be taken as a test, the

weather being too flulty. Both Minerva and Baboon were out
during the race, but under plain sail and with boats in tow The
judges were Messrs. C. H. Joy and \V. S. Eaton.

Elapsed. Corrected.
3 48 30 3 48 30
3 53 12 3 53 13
4 11 13 4 10 33

ROYAL CANADIAN Y. C, SEPT. 7.-The races for the Prince
of Wales and Lansdowne cups was sailed on Sept. 7 in a strong
S.E. breeze and heavy sea, the course being: From Exhibition
Wharf to Bell Buoy, leaving it on starboard, thence to buoy
moored 5 miles E. by N. from Bell Buoy, thence to buov 5 miles
S. by W. y2 W., thence N. W. H N. to Belt Buoy, yachts to keep
outside of all harbor and isiana shore buoys, except those east of
Bell Buoy, all course buoys to be left on starboard, finishing line
the same as starting line; twice around for first class and once for
second. The time allowances were as follows: Oriole allows
Verve No. 2 16m. 58s., Aileeu 3m. Aileen allows Verve No 3 13m
58s. Verve No. 1 allows Merle 2m. 12s., Cyprus 11m. 58^

'

Merle'
allows Cyprus 9m. 46s. Oriole is a schooner of 70ft. lw 1 and
Verve No. 2 a cutter of 43ft. 1. w.l.—rather an unequal match
Verve was handicapped 6m. 17s. at the start, or she would have
saved her time on the schooner. The times were:

PHINCifi OF WALES CUP.

S^'m F
t

l

?i
s
£: Elapsed. Corrected.

Oriole 11 Oo 00 4 35 35 5 30 35 5 SO 35
Verve No. 3 11 05 00 4 53 50 5 48 50 5 31 §>
Aileen 11 05 00 4 48 30 5 43 30 5 40 30

LANSDOWN1S CUP.
Merle 2 33 58 5 46 55 3 12 57 3 10 45

e No. 1 2 32 13 5 49 00 3 16 47 3 1 6 47
Cyprus was entered, but was disabled before the start. The

THE LOSS OF THE CYTHERA.—The memorial of (he Corin-
thian Yacht Club read at the meeting of Nov. 23, 18S8, in momorv
of Messrs. Stewart and Lee, has been printed, making a beautiful
quarto volume. The aadress is printed on a very heavy linen
paper, the opening pages containing the initials of Messrs Stew-
art and Lee, with the club crest, printed in silver, and also the
private signals of Cythera ani Oriva, with the club burgee, alsom silver. A very handsome photogravure picture of Cythera is
also given. The volume makes a permanent and fitting memorial
of the lost ship and her gallant crew. Copies of it have been sent
to all members of the Corintnian Y. C. and also to the leading
yacht clubs.



FOREST AND STREAM. [Sept. 13, 1889.

HULL Y, C. ANNUAL REGATTA. SEPT. 7.

WITH a dense fog and no wind there.was little prospects of a
race at Hull on Saturday morning, so that the. start was

postponed until 2 P. M., bv which time there was a light. E.N.U..

wind and less tog, so the 43 starters were sent away. The courses

were: For third class, across line between judges' yacht and tlag-

boat, leaving judges1 yacht on port, around Black Brush buoy
No. 1 (half a mile south of starting line), leaving it on starboard,

WrecJi buoy off Peddoek's Island on starboard, Jaekkinfe Ledge
buoy on starboard, Sheep Island, on starboard, Black Brush buoy
No. 1 on starboard, Rsd Brush buoy No 2 off Downer's on star-

board, Black Brush buov No. 1 on starboard, to and across line

between judges' boat and flagboat, 10 miles; limit ol time, 4 hours.

For fourth, fifth and sixth classes: From starting hue, leaving

iudges' boat on port, H. Y. 0. barrel off northwest end Bunkiu
island on starboard, H. Y. C. barrel off Prince's Head on stir-

board, red flag at starting line on starboard, H. \.0. barrel off

uorthwest end Bunkin Island on starboard, H. Y. O. barrel off

Prince's Head on starboard, across line between judges' boat and
red flag, 6 miles. The times were:

THIRD CLASS CENTERBOARDS, 21 FT. AND LESS THAN 3r>FT.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Black Cloud, Aaron Brown ,23.10 2 1(5 03 1 42 10

Secret, E. F. Linton .... - 22.06 2 18 17 1 f lg

Posv, R. G. Hunt. 22.02 2 18 42 1 43 16

Madge, Cummines & Howes 23.08 2 L 48 1 44 13

Seabird, C. L. Joy 22.08 2 22 39 1 47 51

Nellie May, F. J. Young 21.00 2 25 23 1 48 24

Ariel, H. H. Sears 21.06 2 20 47 1 50 28

THIRD CLASS KEELS, 21 FT. AND LESS THAN 2aKE.

Thelga, H. L. Johnson 22.01 2 26 2S 1 SO 50

Echo, Burwell & Isham 24 06 2 25 15 1 53 37

Beth, J. W. Dalton 23.08 2 28 14 1 54 iff)

Judith, W. B. Pigeon 23.04 3 28 38 1 54 39

.Bride of the Wind, F. J. Foley 22.04 3 34 14 1 59 01

FOURTH CLASS JIB AND MAINSAILS, LESS THAN 3lFT.

Eureka, IS. B. Rogers 20.00 1 27 21 1 04 47

Tom Cat, O. H. Lockhart 19.00 1 31 45 1 07 47

Ustane, S. N. Small 20.06 1 30 33 1 07 55

Auk, A. A. Martin 18.06 1 32 58 1 08 31

Diadem, L. A. Hayward 18.02 1 33 18 1 OS 31

Nereid, C. F. Colby 20.01 1 34 19 1 11 31

Climax, W. E. Tucker 21.07 I 34 39 1 12 48

Nellie Farley, E. C. Smith 20.11 1 37 13 1 14 56

Jewel, W. E. Sherriffs 19.10 1 44 10 1 20 46

FIFTH CLASS—CATS, 18FT. AND LESS THAN 21FT.

Mabel, Dame & Brown 19.10 1 20 45 1 06 34

Atala, E. F. Linton 19.10 1 33 24 1 10 13

Peri, Frank Driscoll 18.10 1 35 28 1 11 31

M vrtle, R. C. Poor 19.00 t 38 38 1 14 41

Heron. E Cunningham 19.06 1 39 35 1 16 05

Pet. J. N.McFarland 19.08 1 41 50 1 18 85

Tartar, J. B. Forsvthe 19.11 1 41 43 1 18 35

Hester, P. R. Blaekmur 19.11 1 42 09 1 19 02

FIFTH CLASS—KEELS LESS THAN 21 FT.

Astria, R. M. Benner 20.00 1 35 21 1 18 18

Vaga, H. W. Friend 18.05 1 40 47 1 22 15

Meteor, Bockus & Maso 16.07 1 58 10 1 31 42

SIXTH CLASS—CATS LESS THAN lSFT.

Rocket, H. M. Eaxon 16.03 1 38 41 1 11 44

Flora Lee, Bockus & Lanning 16.10 1 87 56 1 11 45

Wildfire, H. ,-\. Keith 17.03 1 40 09 1 14 30

I. X. L., Skinier & Smith 16.03 I 43 48 1 16 51
Mirage, John Dearborn 17.04 1 42 40 1 17 (13

Psyche, Frank Gray 17.04 1 40 13 1 20 14
Mabel D., R. D. Ware 16.03 1 47 44 1 20 47
Mamie, H. T. Bowers 17.06 1 46 55 1 21 27
Guenn, E. M. Horton. 17 06 1 47 10 1 21 42

Madge protests Posy and Secret for fouling Jacknife Ledge
Bnoy, and Meteor protests Vaga for fouling her. Subject to
change by these protests, the prizes are won as follows:
Third Class, centerboards—Black Cloud first, $35: Secret and

Posy divide second and third prizes of $20 and $10; Madge fourth,
$5. Third Class, keels—Thelga first, $25; Echo second, $30; Beth
and Judith divide third and fourth prizes of $10 and $5. Fourth
Class—Eureka first, $35; Tom Cat second, $20; Ustane third, $10;

Auk fourth, $5. Fifth Class, tenterboards—Mabel n rst, $25; Atala
second, $ 0; Peri third, $10; Myrtle fourth, $5. Fifth Class, keels—
Astrcea first, $25; Vaga secnd, $20. Sixth Class—Rocket first,

$35; Flora Lee second, $20; Wildfire third, $10; I. X. L. fourth. $5.

The judges wire John A. Stetson, W. A. Cary, J.B.Forsyth
and John R. Chadwick.
On Sept. 5 the. sail-off in second, fifth and sixth classes was held,

and also a. special race between Mabel and Atala, the last of a
series of three. The latter race was started at 11:50, in a moderate
S. E. wind, the course being from off the club house to Prince's
Head, thence to northwest end of Bunker Island to judges' boat,

and repeat; 6 miles. The wind was variable in strength and direc-

tion, finally coming fresh from S. W. The times were:
Start Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Mabel 12 49 08 1 33 36 1 43 30 1 21 49

Atala 13 49 00 1 34 41 1 44 41 1 23 39

The judges were A. B. Forsyth and A. W. Blanchard. Mabel
wins the $50 cup for the series.

The sail-off of the other classes resulted as follows:
SECOND CLASS.

Lengt.li. Elapsed. Corrected.
Malvena (keel) A. J. Lovett 29 02 3 13 09 1 41 24

FIFTH CLASS.
Myrtle (e. b.). R. C. Poor 19.03 1 25 15 1 01 27

Atala (c. b.h E. F. Linton 19.10 1 23 39 0 59 28
SIXTH CLASS.

Rocket (c b.), H. M. Faxon 16.03 1 31 46 1 04 49

Wildfire (e. bj, H. A. Keith 17.03 1 31 34 1 05 05

Malvena, Atala and Rocket win in their respective classes.

The judges were E. L. Burwell, Vice- Commodore J. J. Henry and
James B. Forsyth,

BEVERLY Y. C.

THE 154th race, third cup race, was sailed at Marblehead, Sept.
7. There was a dead calm and dense fog all the morning,

but about, an hour before the start the fog lightened and a trifling

breeze struck in varying from N.E. to N. by E. At the starting
time it was moderate from N.E. ; the sloops started first and
hung together over the course, Kathleen steadily gaining all

round, Wraith doing well to windward but dropping astern off

the wind. Five minutes later third class ca*s started, Kiowa
made the best start of the season, crossing line lsec. after gun fire,

30sec. ahead of Edith, Pixy being last. Two short tacks were
made in the harbor, Kiowa gaining on Edith; but on the next tack
at the mouth of the harbor the wind died out almost to a dead
calm, Kiowa had it so light, that she lost steerage way; Edith got
a little air under t he fort and crossed! Kiowa's bow. The latter,

knowing Edith could beat her in such weather, broke tacks and
stood in to the northward, hoping to get a little wind under the
Beverly shore, the rest of the fleet standing to the eastward. For
a little while Ktowa got the best air and gained, but it left her in
the doldrums and the rest got it again long before she did, and
when they next met Edith led by half a mile. For the rest of the
beat and half the reach to Curtis Point, there was a decent breeze
and Kiowa gained a little, Edith rounding windward mark 7J£m.
ahead, the rest of the race being very light and tluky. Dolphin
had no chance with Nonpariel in adrift. Courses, leaving Bow-
ditch Ledge and stakeboat off Curtis Point on port, B. Buoy 7, 5
and 3, and Selman's Berth Buoy on starboard and return, 7}^
miles. Wind, N.E., variable and very light. Summary is as
follows:

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Kathleen, R. S. Peabody 25.05 1 56 35 1 48 00
Mosca, C. H. W. Foster 24.06 1 59 52 1 50 31

Wraith, H. P. Benson 23.03 2 03 53 1 53 39
THIRD CLASS CATS.

Edith, F. H. Wood 20.05 1 58 17 1 45 04
Kiowa, W. A. & W. L. Jeffries 33,01 3 03 15 1 51 43

Pixy, F. W. Chandler 21.04 2 10 08 1 57 54
FOURTH CLAPS.

Nonpariel, W. O. Taylor 18.09 2 15 51 2 00 43
Dolphin. Roval Rob bins 18.00 2 25 51 2 09 47
Kathleen and Nonpariel win and hold cups. Edith wins, tieing

Nerina and Kiowa, the tie will be sailed off on Sept. 21. Judge, H.
H. Buck.

"a NEW FIELD FOR 1NVENTORS.-A recent decision of the
Monatiquot Y. C, in the case of Erin's protest against Moondyne
for sculling with the rudder, opens up a new field for inventors if

the precedent thus established should be followed by other clubs.
Sculling with the rudder has always been considered illegal, and
in many clubs is specially prohibited, but in the case in question
it is recognized as a legitimate means of propulsion, the protest
being dis-allowed although the sculling was admitted by the
owners of Moondyne. A yacht of moderate size may be propelled
in a calm at a fair speed by the use of a large and slightly flexible

rudder, and it now remains for some genius to improve this
hitherto unlawful means of propulsion.

AN ACCIDENT TO THE ELECTRA.

ON Sept. 5 as the steam yacht Electra, flagship of the New York
Y. C. was at anchor within the limits of the anchorage at

the foot of Twenty-sixth street, East, River, she was run into by
the steamer Providence, of the Old Colony Line, bound in from
the Sound. The. following report of the collision is given by Capt.
John Hammond, of the Providence:
"It wanted s few minutes of 8 o'clock. 1 was on deck at the

time, as there was a dense fog and a strong ebb tide running.
After passing Blaekwell's Island we slowed down in order to pass
between the spindle to the southward of the island and the buoy
in midstream. They are about 300 f t. apart, and on account of the
strong tide we were obliged to bead almost directly across stream.
The fogwas very heavy. 'The Electra was anchored in midstream,
heading the tide, a very dangerous place for her ou such a morn-
ing. As we turned slowly down stream the tide swept us right
on to the Electra's jibboom, which struck the Providence just

abaft the starboard wheel, tearing a way the rail and ripping open
three of the staterooms. Nos. 144, 145 and 148.

'

Com. Gerry's official report of the collision is as follows:
To the Inspector of Steam Vessels:

Sir—I have the honor to report that at three minutes past b

o'clock this. Thursday, morning, Sept. 5, the steamboat Provi-
dence, belonging to the Old Colouy Line, collided with mv sitani

yacht, the Electra, then lying at anchor off Bellevue Hospital, in
the East River, within the anchorage limits prescribed by the
rules and regulations relating to the anchorage of vessels in the
port of New"York, issued by the Secretary of the Treasury July 5,

1889. The result of the collision, so far as the Electra is con-
cerned, was to break her bowsprit short, off at the. foot, tearing
up the steel shoe" into which it fits, and carrying away her jib and
bobstays, besides seriously disfiguring the carved work of her fig-

urehead. The shock of the collision destroyed a quantity of

china aud glass, etc. Damage is estimated at over $1,000. There
was fog at the time of the collision, and for several hours previous
the ship's bell was sounded at intervals of net more than two
minutes, as required by the rules of the Board of Supervisors of
Steam Vessels. Elbridge T. Gerry,
Commodore New York Y. C. and owner of steam yacht Electra.
Some damage was done to the steamer's after works, but the

Electra suffered most severely. The steamer was impaled on her
bowsprit, finally tearing it out and damaging the stem of the
yacht, but not until she had been hove down with her rail nearly
under water, breaking most of the crockery on board. Com.
Gerry with his family were at, breakfast at the time. The Elec-
tra will be repaired at once, but will go out of commission. The
owners of the Providence have offered to pay for the repairs, as
there seems no doubt that the blame rests entirely with the
steamer.

A ROMANTIC VOYAGE.—"The Alerte, yawl, started from
Southampton on Aug. 28, with Mr. E. F. Knight and his compan-
ions, on a romantic expedition iu search of treasure supposed
to be hidden by pirates seventy years ago on an island somewhere,
in the South Seas, 'the yacht has been fitted out. by Pickett, of

West Quay, the alterations including conversion from a cutter to

a yawl, and sundry changes in the cabin accommodation in order
to inc.rease the berth room. Seven tons of ballast have also been
taken out of her, this being compensated by the weight of a
quantity of tools and apparatus for working on the island, and of
course the party hope that coming back they will be ballasted
with the old pirates' bullion. There are, in addition to Mr.
Knight, thirteen others on board, including a doctor. Four are
paid hands, aud one of these, named Arthur C-.tton, was with
Mr. Knight in the cruise of the Falcon, about which so enter-
taining a book was written. The following are the names of Mr.
Knight's friends: Messrs. A. Tredwen and Meredyth, officers;

Dr. Cloete Smith, and Messrs. E. Ellis, A. Pollock, E. Powell. J.

Holden and A. Pursell. It is expected the Alerte will be gone
from nine to twelve months. She is a very staunch, stout ship,

and once made the voyage to Australia and back, and has also
crossed the Atlantic. In return for courtesies received at the
West Quay Regatta Club, Mr. Knight, on Monday evening, gave
a farewell dinner to the committee at Dartnell's restaurant, when
hearty good wishes for the success of his novel expedition were
tendered him. The yacht dropped down the river as tar as Cat-
shot on Tuesday night, and sailed right away on Wednesday.
Her papers are for Sydney, N. S. W.; she will probably touch at
one oi the Canary fslands. Mr. Knight is his own sailing mas-
ter."—Land and Water. Alerte is a cutter of 56 tous, built by
Ratsey in 1804, and is about 58ft. l.w.l. and 14ft. 0m. beam. Mr.
Knight has converted her into a yawl. Mr. Knight will carry the
good wishes of all readers of the "Cruise of the Falcon," and
whether or no he finds the treasure, we hope that he may return
safely and give ub another book as good as his first one.

DORCHESTER Y. C. 110TH REGATTA, SEPT. 3.-Regular
club course, weather clear, wind S.W., light; tide flood:

FOURTH CLASS.
Length.

Posy, F. S. Hunt 28.5J4
FIFTH CLASS.

Peri, Frank Driscoll
SIXTH CLASS.

Psyche, Francis Gray 18.06

Rocket, H. M. Saxon _ 18.04

Paradox, O. J. Means ,...19 00

La the evening all the boats dressed ship with lanterns, the oc-

casion being ladies' night at the club house. Dancing from 9 to

11, which was enjoyed by a large number of members and their
friends. Regatta committee: L. M. Clark, W. B. McClellan,
Francis Gray, A. J. Clark and W. II. Wilkinson. Judges: A. J.

Clone, H. B. Callesides, E. R. Tilton and H. Davenport.

ST. LAWRENCE Y. C SKIFF RACE, AUG 3l.-Club course.
Weather fair, wind east, distance 5 miles:

Length. Start. Finish.
Yukwa, W. J. Wallace 20.05 4 06 00 5 14 00

Tara, C Scott 20.00 4 06 00 5 19 30

The St. Lawrence Yacht Club first class skiff race at Brockville,
Can., postponed from June 22, was sailed on Aug. 31. According
to club rules only the two original entries were allowed to start,

as above. They both crossed the line together with a good breeze,

the Yukwa taking the lead, closely pushed to the north buoy.
From that point home being a beat to windward, the Yukwa soon
increased her lead, and crossed the line an easy winner. This
win gives the Yukwa the rear-commodore cup, having won 3 out
of the series of 5. The Yukwa is one of Sauve's (Brockville.) latest

boats, he also building the winner of last year's championship
cup. Judge, A. Irving.

FREDONIA AND HESPER.—The pilot boat Hesper is now fit-

ting out for her race with h redonia on Sept. 20. Mr. Forbes has
written the following letter to the yachting editor of the Boston
Globe: "In tbe Boston Herald of Aug. 30, Capt. Powers, of the
Carrie E. Phillips, announces that he will challenge the winner
of the Hesper and Fredonia race, the match to come off at
Thanksgiving time. If the Fredonia is fortunate enough to win
over the Hesper, 1 shall be glad to race the Phillips or the Dixon
two days afterward, but I cannot put her into racing order aeain
this year, and therefore I give the owners of the above schooners
fair warning, that if they wish to test their boats against mine
they can only do so at the above time. I think there is little

doubt Capt. Lawler, of the Hesper, would be willing to meet
either or both the above schooners in case he wins over Fredonia,
so they may feel quite safe of a race. Very truly yours, J. Mal-
colm Forbes (Naushon, Sept. 5).

IREX AND GENESTA.—A few weeks since Sir Richard Sut-
ton's cutter Genesta was sold to Lieut. R. Betton Sayre, R. N.,
owner of Oak Apple, 40-ton yawl. It is reported this week that
Irex has been sold by Mr. John Jameson to a Russian prince.
Genesta is the present holder of the Cape May cup, which with
the Brenton's Reef cup she won in America in 1885, the latter

since having been won by Irex. No American gentleman has
caved to cross and put up the $500 necessary to a challenge for
either cup, but Mr. T. C. B. West, owner of VVendur, yawl, has
just challenged Irex for the latter. Under the conditions, if the
holder of the Cape May cup be sold out of the club to which she
belongs, or if the holder of the Brenton's Reef cup be sold out of

a Royal Y C., the cup will revert to the New York Y. C. In the
case of the Genesta this will probably make no difference, but if

Irex is sold abroad while holding the cup it may come back to the
New York Y. O. without a contest.

PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE THAMES.—Mt; A. S. Krausse,
editor of the Lock to Lock Times, has recently compiled a very in-

teresting handbook of the River Thames from its source Jto Lon-
don, under the title of, "A Pictorial History of the River
Thames." The book contains a great deal of valuable informa-
tion for boating men, in addition to a large number of sketches,
and will be found wefl worth reading by all who are interested in
the famous river. It is in the form of a small octave volume,
bound in paper.

NEW YURK YACHT CLUB.—The year book of the New Yrork
Y. C. for 1889 contains a list of 209 yachts in the fleet, including
72 schooners, 69 sloops, cutters and yawls, 02 steam yachts and 6

launches. The total membership of the club is 746, including 661

active members, 50 life and 35 honorary.

Elapsed. Corrected.
1 43 50

1 56 15

1 50 13
1 59 35
2 05 15

1 23 50

Not meas.

1 27 42
1 30 53
1 37 15

NEW YACHTS.—A new Burgess forty, named Choctaw, was
launched at Lawley's last week, a centerboard boat. The 53ft.

chiss is promised with a boom next season, and four or five new
boats are already talked of "to beat Clara." One, at least, of
these will be designed by Mr. Gardner. Mr. Hanley of Monument
Reach, the builder of the Cape cat Harbinger, is desirous of try-
ing a 40ft. catboat of similar model, and there is some talk of a
syndicate of the Great Head Y. C. to build one.

PAVONIA Y. C—A second match was sailed on Sept. 8, between
the H. H. Holmes and the Three Brothers, of the Pavonia Y. C,
the course being from Liberty Island around buoy 15 and Fort
Lafayet te, 20 miles. The Holmes won in 2h. 48m., with the Brothers
50s. inter. As the Holmes won the first, race her owners take the
stakes, $250. On Aug. 7 a match was sailed over the same course
between the Triton and the Sisters, for $50, being won by the
Sisters.

THE NEWPORT RACES—It is likely that Titania and Kit-
trina will meet at Ne*\ port on Monday next for the Morgan cup.
On Tuesday Liris aud Gorilla will be present, but no other forties
have yet entered. No 30 footer is likely to meet Tom Boy on
Wednesday.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION MEET.
WITH much to contend against in an unusual amount of rainy

weather, the meet just closed was nevertheless a very
pleasant one, being well attended, while there was no lack of
amusement. Among tbe Canadian contingent, which was very
large this year, were a number of ladies well used to camping,
and who made their homes at Squaw Point for a couple of weeks,
and added much to the social side of camp life. There was little
trouble from outsiders, the camp being comparatively distant
from hotels and settlements, and the result was visible in the
lessened display in the way of costumes of the men. While open
to some objections, the camp site was a great improvement on
that of last year in every way. The grove in which the tents
were pitched was comparatively open, so that a fine view of the
main camp could he ha.l as the steamer approached from Clay-
ton or Gananoque. Owing in part to the abominable Customs
regulation'!, the means of reaching camp were not as good as at
Grindstone, the passenger from Boston or New York who came
by the night express, arriving at Clayton before 7 A. M., was
obliged to wander about that rather prosaic town until noon or
later before finding a steamer for camp. - There were steamers
from Clayton that left at an earlier hour, but though they passed
the camp they were not permitted to land passengers in Canadian
territory under penalty of a heavy fine. In one case a canoeist
staying with his family at Round Island chartered a steam launch
to visit the camp at night for the camp-fire, but on reaching the
island the captain of the launch refused to land the. party, aa he
had lately been fined under similar circumstances. Where the
blame for such a state of affairs rests we do not know, but it is a
pity that tourists and travelers should be vexed by red tape and
absurd restrictions that are entirely unnecessary.
In common with the camps at Bow Arrow and Long Island, '87

and '88, the present camp possessed several serious objections.
The store and mess shed were at one extremity of the camp, the
binding place was also distant, from the center of the main camp,
and the race courses were not visible from the latter. We may
be over-enthusiastic on the subject of Grindstone Island, but
after camping on every site but one that the A. C. A. has visited,
we still look upon Eel Bay aud the east aud north slopes of Grind-
stone as the nearest to au ideal camp ground. In the first place,
the wharf, store, mess shed and officers' quarters were exactly
where they should be, in the center of the camp and all together,
instead of being at one end or the other and widely separated. At.
Grindstone the camp was in two parts, the opeu plateau at tbe
foot of the hill, free from stones aud trees and fairly level, where
most of the tents wer^ pitched; and the long stretch of grove, dry
and well shaded, along the north shore, where the most quiet
men of the party pitched their tents. Between the two divisions
was a little ridge, well above and overlooking the camp, known
for three years as Capitol Hill, on which the officers' tents and
the big flagpole were located. Arranged in this way the wharf,
store, post-office and headquarters were within easy reach of
each other and of any part of the camp. One great advantage at
Grindstone was the open held, where, in spite of the heat at mid-
day, the majority of the tents were pitched. This Held and the
hill behind it were directly opposite the race courses, so that a
man could lie in his tent or entertain his friends beneath the
awning and watch every movement of the racers. The camps of
'87, '88 and '89 have been similar to each other, each being located
on a narrow strait with n neighboring island facing the camp,
the race course being on the extreme right, out of view of the
camp. In order to witness the races it was necessary to go to
some, distance, and the long waits between each race were very
tedions, besides which only one angle of the course was in close
view. In order that all may see the races to the best advantage
the course should be laid out as close to shore as possible, with
the paddling course and tue final leg of t he sailing courses par-
allel with the shore rather than at a right angle to it, and the
shore itself should be open or lightly wooded, so that the main
camp faces the courses. Thus arranged, the spectators are
always within view of the courses and the races may be seen
wit hout leaving the camp and neglecting all camp duties for the
day.

It is on open question as to the merits of a camp in the open or
in the shade, and there is a great deal to be said in favor of the
former, provided there are trees near at hand where shelter can
be found at the hottest part of the day. This year's camp, in a
grove with little underbrush, was as good a one of the kind as is

likely to be found, but still the ground was very uueven, there
were stones enough, though not to compare with last year, and
between trees, roots and stumps the navigation was difficult, after
dark. In wet. weather the exposed camp is preferable to a thick
grove, as the little suu that there is all goes to dry the tents, a
very nnuortajit matter. The ideal camp would be a stretch of
meadow just above the water and 200 to 300vds. loug, surrounded
by a grove entirely free from underbrush, where those who wished
could camp and where hammocks could be slung in the shade.
The landing, store aud headquarters should be together and very
near the main camp, and if possiole the ladies' camp should be on
the other side, so as to be approached without passing through
the main camp. The latter, or both, should face the race courses,
the starting line being off the wharf. The whole camp should
cover a length of not over a quarter of a mile, aud the center
should be within one-eighth mile of the wharf; a straggling camp
of over half a mile from the point where the only view of the
races can be had, to the store, as has been seen at times, causes
too great .a loss of time and too much work. One more compari-
son in favor of old Grindstone, thecanp itself was not pictur-
esque, apart from the view of white tents and gay flags against the
green hill as the steamer approached it; in beauty it could not
compare with the late camp or that at Bow Arrow, but the view
from the hill just above the camp at Grindstone, the wide expanse
of blue nver and green islands is unequalled in any other place
that a meet has been held; while the hitl itself seems designed by
nature for a grand camp-fire. Both this season and last com-
plaint has been made by those who lived in camp entirely of the
lack of privacy; it is not entirely pleasant, to cook your oatmeal
and boil your coffee under the eyes of inquisitive strangers, who
evidently consider it a part of the show to see the animals fed.
The suggestion was made this year that a part of the camp be set
aside for members only, and that no ladies or strangers should be
allowed in it. A better plan is that followed in 1880, when no
ladies or visitors were allowed in the main camp before 10 A. M.
or after 6 P. M., tbe rule being rigidly enforced save that on race
days the closing hour was extended until after the races were
over. As the hill top and camp-fire could be reached from Squaw
Point without passing through the main camp, there was no
trouble at night. The meet naturally attracts a large number of
visitors, who are welcome at all proper times, but some of them
show a lack of courtesy in intruding into tents and about the
cooking departments.
This year there was much more cooking done in camp than

last, from the big mess of the Toronto C. C. down to a number of
small messes, such as the Brooklyn and Red Dragon clubs. Those
who followed our advice of last year in this matter were weU
repaid for it, as the mess shed was not a great success, though
better than the plain and simple fare of the Hotel Horicon. The
fact is that it is practically impossible to find caterers in such
out of the way places who have the ability to run the mess shed
to the joint advantage of themselves and their patrons. To be
sure SI per dav for three meals is not a very great sum, but it

should he possible to give a variety of plain camping food for
that price at a reasonable profit when from 100 to 300 are fed at
each meal, at least our experience in catering for small parties
would indicate as much. To do it, however, some skill iB neces-
sary, lacking which there is neither pleasure for the boarder nor
profit for the boardee. .-ome complaints were made, though we
cannot say how well grounded they were, that those who cooked
for themselves could not procure bread, milk, etc., at the store, so
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that they found it necessary to resort to the mess sued for meals.
The safest, plan is to take a good supply of stores from the. citv
and to cook for oneself, or with a few friends, as we described in
detail last year.

It has been a mutter of remark that the attendance at the meets
does not vary much, iu spite of the growth of the Association in
numbers, being not muc h greater now than in tho first years at
Grindstone, about 250 to 300. The reason for this is that only a
few years ago canoeing was confined mainly to some of the larger
cities, and a man at a distance from New York, Cincinnati,
Toronto or Philadelphia who wanted to see canoes and meet, the
leading canoeists was obliged to come to the meet of the A.O. A.
in order to do so. The result of this was the formation of a club
on his return, until now cauoe clubs are found in all localities.
Not only may a man obtain a reasonable amount of canoeing and
meet others with whom to talk canoe without a visit to the meet
every year; but the Fo u est ANi Stream carries to him the news ot
the meet and the races, with the lines of new boats and the plans
of new sails, so that he can keep fully posted as to the progress
of canoeing. Thus it happens that men who for a time were seen
every year now turn up only on alternate years, or even less fre-
quently, putting in their vacations partly in cruising, or at local
camps and meets. It is curious to notice how, year by year, clubs
attain prominence and then disappear for a time. In '81 the New
York and Rochester clubs were among the largest present, both
neatly uniformed and with a large encampment. In '85 and '-SO

the Mohican and Kingston College clubs were very prominent,
and in '87 and '88 Springfield played a leading part. With the ex-
ception of Rochester none ot these clubs bad a representation
worth mentioning this year, only one or (wo members being
present, and yet every one of them is probably much larger in
membership and also richer than in the years tbcv visited camp.
One great function of the annual meet seems to be to create and

stimulate au interest in canoeing in new localities, or iu those
where it has declined. This is shown this year in the case of
Brockville. Montreal and eastern Massachusetts, all of which
localities are promised with a boom in canoeing. The success of
Mr. Ford Jones in winning the A. C. A. trophy with a home-built
boat and rig, and the excellent work of Messrs. Torrance and
Sniilie in puddling, is certain to give a great impetus lo canoeing
about Brockville and the upper St. Lawrence. Montreal, with its
scores of canoeists, has never been represented at a meet until
last year, but as a result of the visit of Messrs. Poe and White to
Long Island a canoe revival was commenced and is now well
under way. Roth of these gentlemen were present this vear, Mr.
"White being elected vice-corn, of the Northern Division and Mr
Whitlaw, of Montreal, purser, while the Northern Division meet'
wiR be held near Montreal. The result will be a strengthening of
the Association in this quarter and a decided increase in canoeing
there as well. In the Eastern Division the work of the A. C. A.
has never extended far from the lower Connecticut River, from
Springfield to Hartford, Lowell being a sort of frontier post
The sport has been growing, however, about Boston, and the indi-
cations are that this coming year the A. C. A. will make great
progress there. The good work in the races done by Springfield,
Worcester, and especially this year by Lowell, hag begun to
awaken the pride of New England canoeists, and a large acces-
sion of members is promised. The officers this year will come
from Lowell, and it is most probable that for the first time the
division meet will be held near Boston and on salt water, bring-
ing in members of the established clubs. The A. C. A. meet of W
being on Long Island Sound will be near at hand for I lie Eastern
men, and they are likely to make a good showing. The holding
of the meet in the Northern Division this year has done much to
boom canoeing, and the coming meet in the Atlantic Division
next year, the first on salt water, promises to do as much for the
seaboard between Now York and Boston. The dire anticipations
of some old A. C. A. men when the division scheme was first
broached have in no way been realized; on the contrary, the work
of the past three years proves that the divisions and the rotation
of the meet are most important factors in nationalizing the Asso-
ciation and in removing alt sectionalism.
Last year we discussed critically all the details of the meet the

canoes and their fittings in particular, but this year there was
not the material for similar review. In model, in building in
sails and fittings, there is comparatively little that is new' to
notice, but it does not follow that improvement has stopped The
case is rather that the late meets have brought out some very
good boats, and many improvements in rig and fittings, and dur-
ing the past year the owners of these boats have been content to
work them up more fully, rather than to throw them aside for
new ones, while the i ank and file of canoeists have been busy in
bringing their boats and rigs up to the standard set by such mm
as Gibson and Butler. Tho result has been that while there are
few startling novelties a general improvement is manifest, in the
fleet, and the lessons of the meet, instead of dealing with details
or model, rig and build, may be summed up in three or four brief
propositions.
First—The danger that, was feared after Pecowsie's success in

1886 that the displacement and power of sailing canoes would he
cut down to a dangerous limit, has entirely disappeared- the
boats of the year are of very good proportions, practically all Kiy
30. with a depth of 10 to llin. amidships, and of fair displacement

the past.
Third—The deck seat and standing rig war, that has amused

and vexed canoeists for three winters, has been settled in a most
unexpected manner; the deck seat has come to stay, that question
was finally settled very early in the meet by the renowned Mac
fitting one to his "disgruntled racer" and climbing out on the
windward piazza. The standing rig controversy was practicallv
settled by the absence, of standing sails at the meet, the sole ex
ception being that of the new Canuck. Where thev have gone
we do not know, and it matters little, but there seems little likli
hood now of their resurrection.
Looking first at the canoes, there were no better hoats m-esent

than Notus, built in 1887, and Fly, built last year. Both of these
are fully up to the limit, 16x30, and of large d's placement that "is
with nearly flat floor and strong round bilge. The old Notus did
good work in the trophy race, but was disabled on the fourth
round, the brass center of the deck tiller jamming so that the
tiller was useless. She carried the original sails, as illustrator? in
the Forest and Stream of Oct. 20, 1887.

=>"«,iea m
The finest fleet of canoes ever seen at a meet, and conaequentlv

ever brought together anywhere, was that of the Vesper C C of
Lowell, including Fly, Owl, Wasp, Bllida, Drift and Blanche All
were built of Spanish cedar, the workmanship being exceptio'mllv
good. The first five were ribbon carvel build, the"Blanohe be'ini

raj^ ,—, --. --, - - 4,. TVr"-fi Perfect workmanship,
the boats are mainly the creation ot Mr. Butler, who has devotedmuch time and study to the perfection of every detail of model
construction, rig and fitting, and who has turned < ut the most
perfect piece of canoe building we have yet seen. It would be'a
hard matter to decide finally between these canoes and those
built by Mr. Ruggles, but for general use the latter are stronger
having more ribs and thicker planking, while the Lowell boats
have a higher finish aud are more perfect m their appointments
Unfortunately Mr. Brokaw was not present this year with Eel fuse'
so there was no opp rtuuity to try the two models again Last
year's test, it will be remembered, was far from satisfactory -is
Fly was but poorly rigged at the meet. The rig of the Lowell
canoes this year was the same as last, but better worked un all
hoisting sails. Among the new details were a sliding thwartshin
tiller and extension centerboard. The sails for all of these boats
were kept on the float in a very convenient sail rack. Two K)in
boards were placed on edge, side by side and 2in apart then
blocks of wood Sin. square were placed between the two' each
spaced Sin. apart, and tho boards were nailed to the blocks '

Thismade a frame containing a number of holes Sin. square in' whicha mast could be stepped. The masts and some of the smaller
spars were hollow, built up of veneer.

oiugui».-i»i) memwi, wic uuu ui m'u- vvuiie uauauian cedar withmahogany deck. The cockpit is 1ft. Sin. long. She has the ch
cular saw centerboard, as in Ramona. The rig is a batswini?
mainsail of 701't„ mast 15ft., with a similar mizen of 40ft both
standing sails, Mr. MaeKendiick's new canoe, the Mac No X is
also 16X30, a handsome canoe of moderate proportions with a

_„ — — ..u*.^ ioij uiir. i xx uue enns.
the laps were tapered oil, but the surface cannot compare with
the smooth-skin canoes. There was nothing new in the way of

building, the St. Lawrence Skiff, Canoe and Launch Co. had
several handsome canoes, the build evidently being the same as
the Buggies boats. The same firm had at the meet the double
centerboard canoe Alle, a handsomely-finished craft, but a cruiser

"? 1
i-'im|nc- o.t last year was succeed

Dimple of later build and different model, but in no wav better;m fact, if these canoes are right, the generally accepted' ideas of
canoe design must be very far wrong. The hew boat, is across
between the 1«« Poa-l and a canal boat, the deck being fuller
than the former and not quite so full as the latter. The hull issomewhat like the, 1883 Pearl also, being verv fine in the ends be-
low water, tull above and with considerable dead rise; though she
is not so deep by 3 or liu. at, midships. The whole appearance of
the boat is heavy, and there is nothing light or graceful in the
model, nor does 1 1, show great speed. Most, of the canoes had the
board ol large size and almost, amidships, as last, vear, the ordin-
ary steel or brass plate board being the most common. As stated
above, the sails were all of the hoisting variety and hung abaft,
the mast, differing in minor details, hut rigged much as described
in the Forest ajsjt* Stream of April 19, 1888. Some used a single
halliard, some a double and some an upper and a lower halliard
(one setting the whole sail, the other the reefed). All of the sails
had battens and most of them the rounded leech.
We cannot, leave the canoes without, mentioning two specially

bad specimens, nominally sailing era ft, brought out for the mid-
dling race. One, owued by Mr. Johnson, of Toronto, was a shell
of the flimsiest sort, built, of stuff little, thicker than veneering
with decks and side decks so light that t bcv were badly broken in
ordinary racing use. The mast holes were too small to admit of
anything much larger than a lead pencil, while the centerboard
and trunk were of the thinnest possible galvanized iron, no
thicker than the side of a tin can. The other canoe, owned by
Mr. Putnam, of Worcester, was perhaps a little better specimen
than this, but still a useless affair, the bulkheads, of veneer,
being cracked, the skin too light for any real use, and the center-
board trunk, of the thinnest, possible metal, plugged tight with
cotton. These two canoes came in first and second in the paddling
race and were very properly ruled out by the regatta committee
iu favor of an open Canadian canoe of ordinary construction, a
plain serviceable craft. This will probably put a stop to any such
burlesque on a canoe in the future, even if the conditions of the
race are not changed, and they are likely to be. The new paddling
trophy, uow being arranged for, will probably be given under
such restrictions as will confine it to a good class of open paddling
canoe, to which end a minimum limit of weight will probably be
necessary to prevent any more "match box" constructions. 'The
ordinary open canoes are coming into greater use each year in
the States aud more are seen at the meets. For pleasure pad-
dling and exercise, and especially for "girling," they are tin-
equaled, and tlie nwu who wants a canoe at the meet, but. does
not care to do much sailing, will find them not only far more
convenient to transport, but also to use for knocking about
the camp.

A. C. A. PADDLING TROPHY.
rPHE day before the race for the Paddling championship at theX A. C. A. meet, at Stave Island, two or three members, think-
ing that the time and place were favorable, resolved to start a
sohsogiptian for a challenge cup to go with the flag. It will beremembered that at the time, of the institution of the paddling
championship race, it, was intended to obtain a cup, but the mat-
ter did not then come to any conclusion, although several mem-
bers gave it support.
This time it is intended that the thing shall be done. It was

therefore announced that a cup or other suitable trophy would
be purchased on the 1st of October next, the value to be whatever
the subscriptions then amounted to. It was further announced
that the cup would be ready for presentation to the champion of
1889 at the time of the executive committee meeting this vear
(October or November).
The trophy is to be a perpetual paddling challenge, to be raced

tor at the annual meet under such conditions as the regatta com-
mittees may from time to time impose.
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f ®.m was raised iu amounts of
$ 1 to »10. ihis total can easily be increased to $301) if the A C A
thinks it desirable. Subscriptions of gl are solicited by the treas-
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; ^ &bs?£* Potter Buildin^ New York, and William
\\ bit!ock,o, West I wenty-second street, New York. They should
be sent immediately. The list, will close in a few days now, and
the names will then bo announced. Subscribers will please for-ward amount by check or otherwise on or before Sept. 30.

ARLINGTON C. C. FALL REGATTA.
THE annual regatta of Arlington C. C. was held on the Passaic

River in the vicinity of their club house on Labor Day Sent
2, there being agood attendance of canoeists, members of f"o' clubs
in the vicinity of New York being present.
Lack of wind made the sailing races tame and uninteresting

but the paddling races were weU contested, and Were sniriteri
fights from start to finish. The Class 4 paddling was anyone's
race until about 500yds. from the finish, when Pockmah drew

scurry was as usual very amusing and interesting. In the stand-
ing paddling the contestants were compelled to stand on deck
with centerboards housed.
The Class 1 paddling was made in very fast time. C. V Schuv

ler took the lead shortly after the start, and held it to the finish
with Douglass a close second. '

Many of the visiting canoeists remained at the club house until
well in 1he evening, which with coffee and sandwiches, song and
story, passed only too quickly for those who were present The
races were as follows:

1. Sailing, Unlimited:
Kisco \V. B. Daily Arlington.
She George W. Cox Newark
Sw?stheart- W H Hillier Or ™"rR
Neenemouska. Geo. P. Douglass lanthe
Mineola Geo. W. Baxter lanthe'
Sybil. Di C F Cue.., Crescent.
Anita O. T. Connor lanthe
Wind W. .1. Stewart lanthe'
Bachelor H. S. Farmer lanthe'
Ada S Wm. Scott Orcseon. I

.

lanthe L. B, Palmer lanthe
No Name— F. McLees Rntb«rfY»rHWon by Dr. Coe, L. B. Palmer second.

' nalnerr01 d
'

2. Combined Paddling and Sailing:
Bachelor H. S. Farmer lanfhe
Sweetheart. # H Hill, , Crcsunt
Ivisco Wm. B. Daily ArlingtonWon by Farmer, Hillier second.

3. Upset Sailing:
Neenemouska. Geo P Douglass lanthe.
Wind W.J.Stewart lantheWon by Douglass.

4. Class 4, Paddling:
Neenemouska Geo. P. Douglass . Iauthe
No Name Frank McLees '. Rutherford

,

Sybil Edward Edinger Crescent.
fPrav * • Col ms Bayonue.
She C. J. Pockman Hudson
Anita. O. T. Connor lantheWon by Pockman, Edinger second.

5. Tandem Paddling:
Spray Collins Bro3 Bayonne.
She Coe and Pockman Crescent
Arlington A. H. Schuyler and Daily ".1Arlington
Daisy ....... ..C. V. Schuyler and Gi bson Arlington.Won by Collins Bros., with A. H. Schuyler and Daily second
Coe claimed a fowl against Schuyler, and was sustained by the
regatta committee, thereby giving Coe and Pockman second place.

6. Hurry-scurry and Upset:
Sybil E. Edineer Crescent.
Arganauta N.H.Day NJAC
Anita H. S. Farmer. lanthe."
Kisco.... W. B. Daily Arlington.
Turtle F. Place, Jr Arlington.
Redante.. A. H. Schuyler Arlington.D
^,
sy

Y- W^- C - Y- Schuyler Arlington.
Won by N. H. Day, wit.li Edinger second.
7. Standing Paddling:

Bachelor H. S. Farmer lanthe.
Brunonia Geo. P. Douglass

, lanthe.
Kiseo W. B. Dally ArRngton.
Da'sy C. V.Schuyler ArRngton.
She Geo. Cox Newark.
Argauauta-- ........N H. Day-... Arlington.Won by Daily, Douglass second.

8. Class 1, Paddling:
Arganauta N. 11. Day
Rodante C, V. Schuyler
Scoot Geo. P. Douglass
Clara, R , W, J. Stewart
Won by Schuyler, Douglass second.

N. J. A. C.
Arlington.
lanthe.

..lanthe.

BROOKLYN C. C.-The postponed regatta of the Brooklyn C.
C. was saRed on Saturday, Sept. 7, off the A. Y. C. basin. In the
iii'sl race for unclassified small boats three started with a very
slight southerly breeze and strong hood fide. Dr. R, N. Denis-
son's Gallons, a 17ft. cruiser, hung above (lie line for 5m. before
she got wind enough fo cross. Mr. G. G. Clapham's cat, Rita,
and Mr. Thomas Clapham's yawl, Gnat, were unable to get
across the line, and did not attempt, to go over the course, a six-
mile triangle formed by channel buovs 18 and 20 and the horn*
stakeboat. The Galloux finished in 3h. and 4m. In the moan-
firne the breeze had freshened, and the race for canoes was
sailed around a mile and a half triangle. The starting signal
was given al, 8: 10:50, and the canoes finished as follows:
Eclipse R. S. Blake Brooklyn C. C 4 05 00
Brooklyn... 11. C. Ward Brooklyn C. C 4 08 00
Sybil ... Dr.o. F. Coe Crescent C. C Not timed.
Vagabond.. C. J. Stevens New York C. C Not timed.Ho G. P. Douglass lanthe C. C Not timed.
Plum W. S. Elliott: Marine and Field C.Nottimed.
g*et>tg £ L. Duunell Brooklyn C. C Not, timed.
L'unch W. H.Cammeyer, Jr. .Brooklyn C. C Not timed.

I he starters in the combined race were:
HP, G. P Douglass, lanthe C. C; Eclipse, R. S. Blake; Brooklyn,

H. C. Ward: Niente, F. L. Duunell; Queen Bess, R. J. Wilkin;
Bunch, W . H. Cammeyer, Jr., Brooklyn C. C. It was close and
excit ing, Eclipse finally winning with Brooklyn a good second
and Ho third. The final race, a mile and a half to leeward and
ret urn for all classes, was won by Eclipse (cauoe), R. S. Blake, the
others finished in the order named: Brooklyn (canoe). H. C.Ward Brooklyn C. C; lanthe (canoe), L. B. Palmer, lanthe CO.;
Sea Urchin (canoe), B. S. Nadal, New York C. O.J Vim (cruiser)
Jno. Johnson. Brooklyn C. C; Galloux (cruiser), R. N. Denison,
Brooklyn O. C; Sybil (canoe), O. F. Cox, Crescent C. C. Galloux
had fourth place, but Dr. Denison supposing he had finished
drifted back with the tide without crossing the line, thus allow-
ing Sea Urchin and Vim to get in ahead.
TORONTO C. C.-The second of three sailing races to be sailed

( Ins (all, came off on Sept. 7, over the regular "triangular course,
1}£ miles, 4 rounds, on Toronto Bay. The entries were in two
classes, the rowers and sailers being divided. In the former were
Hyla, Mac, Una, aud Guenn, and in the latter Bervie, Petrel, Le-
vi I e. Aloha, and Sardine, Guenn was first over the line, with
Hyla, Mac and Una in order, but Una soon took the lead, holding
it for two rounds. Hyla:then came to the front, and held to the
finish. The end of her mizen sheet parted, leaving very little to
work with, so the mizen could not, be squared when off the wfud,
but she managed to keep ahead. Una lost second plasc to Mae
through the. loss of the mainsheet, compelling her to luff in order
to regain it. The times were:

Start.
Hyla, D. B. Jacques 4 05
Mac, W G. MeKendrick 4 05
Una, Colin Eraser 4 05
Guenn, J. W. Morse 4 05
The times in the second class were:

Bervie, A. Shaw. 4 00

Finish. Elapsed.
5 80 0;» 1 15 00
5 20 35 1 15 35
5 20 35> r, 1 15 35i

6
5 28 20 1 18 20

5 22 37 1 22 37
5 26 37 1 22 37
5 27 (15 1 27 05

Petrel, George Sparrow 1 00
Levite, W. C, Lee 4 00
Aloha, H. C. McLean
Sardine, S. Y. Baldwin
The record in first class score stands Una 6, Mac 0 and Hyla 4

points. In second class it is Bervie 7, Petrel 7, Levite 4 points.
The annual regatta will be held on Sept. 14.

RED DRAGON C. C—The second race for the R. D. C. C. trophy
cup was sailed on Aug. 31. The wind was very light from M.E.
and marred what should have been a very interesting race, the
boats being in the best possible trim, and particularly as this was
the first meeting between the Io and Cigarette, the former a
smooth-skin and the latter a lapsl rake, boih of the Fly model.
Io is a new boat just from the shop, and her owner has hot had
time to get her in trim. She capsized by running out of the wind
under the lee of a schooner at anchor on the course. She is un-
doubtedly very fast aud will give someone a hard chase next time.
The course, around Petty 's Island was abandoned as unsatisfac-
tory, and a triangle laid out, off the club house, distance 3 miles,
twice around; start 3:05 P^L The times were:

1 15 00
1 15 01
117 30

Mermaid D. A. McCormick.....".".'„.".\".' 1 20 00
Valesca H. M. Kreamer Not timed.
Ip C. B. Baag Capsized.
tern F. Gergm Withdrew.
A. C. A. MEET OF 1890.— On Saturday night after the Larch-

mont Y. C. regatta, the cutters Vandal, Lotowana and Kathleen
were at anchor at Larchmont, the. latter just in from Msrble-
head after a very quick passage. On board of Vandal was Com.-
elect Stanton, Ex-Com. Oliver, and Vice-Corn. Stephens; on Loto-
wana was Mr. Foster, and on Kathleen Mr. Whitlock and Ex-
Com. Gibson. The fleet sailed over to Oyster Bay and spent the
following day m a thorough search for a camp site for the Asso-
ciation meet of 1890, to be held in the Atlantic Division. All parts
of Oyster Bay and Cold Spring Harbor were visited in rowboats.W hile no site was suitable in all respects several were found
which might be used. At one spot where a landing was made a
relic of departed friends was found in the shape of a Newbur^h
paper addressed to Mr. Nate Smith, denoting a camp of last
summer's cruise of the Newburgh men. No special locality lias
yet, been selected for the meet, and persons who may know o'f any
suitable place convenient to New York are requested to notify
Messrs. Stanton or Stephens.

.— were:
Nacoochee— H. E. McCormick 1 15 00
Cigarette F. W. Noyes. .

.

Lassie B. E. Fortiner.

J$nm&is to (^omsgondmk.

l^~No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondent*.

P., BT-ederickshall, Va.—-1. Iu what months do crappies bite best?
2. Do they guard their nests and young like the black bass? 3.
At what depth of water and what kind of brush is best to place
in the pond for them to deposit their eggs on? During the last
five years I have placed over 500 crappies in a two-acre pond and
have been able to catch but very tew, generally noue. 4. Does
the red-eye perch guard its nest and young? 5. Will the large-
mouth black bass thrive in the still waters of a pond? 6. We have
a fish here known as the "white chub, Carolina chub or southern
chub. It is sometimes caught weighing 101 bs., and it has every
appearance of the black bass except that it is more bulky. Is
tins not the large-mouth black bass, slightly altered in appear-
ance by pond culture? Ans. 1. June probably best, and through-
out the summer. 2. We do not know whether this fish guards its
young as vigilantly as the suufishes and other basses, hut it
probably does. See FOREST and Stream of Aug. 8, 1889, p. 13, for
an account of .the nest-building habits of tne sunlish. 3. It is
not recorded whether the crappie makes nests in the sand or
gravel, like the suufish, or whether it spawns among brush, etc.
Information covering this point is much desired. Logs and tree
tops make good hiding places for the crappie. 4. Yes. 5. Yes
6. It is the large-mouth black bass (MU ropterm salmoides).
Budweisser, St. Paul, Minn —The yarn about the little girl,

who was carried off into the air by a bunch of toy balloons and
saved from drowning in the lake by a rifleman who punctured the
balloons one after another, causing her fo descend gradually into
his boat, was a pure hot weather invention of. the silly season.

S. R. F.—You neglected to give your post office. The de tr
hounding season will close in the North Woods Oct. 20.

INFORMATION WANTED.
J. E. S., Brooklyn, N. Y., wants to find some wild pigeon shoot-

ing not far from New York.

Forest and Stream, Box 2,832, N. Y. city, has deseriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. LefliiigwelTs book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Oloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
extant.

Names and Portraits oe Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
pool! particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
'dentify without question all the American game birds which
( cey may kiR. Cloth, 220 pages, price $2.50. For sale by Forest
and Stream-
Beecham's Pills act like magic on a weak stomach,—Adv,
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HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Bookon Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free.
coEEsCFevera, Congestions. Inflammation,
A.A. I Spmal Meningitis, Milk Fever.

ra,lls > Lameness, Rheumatism.
£>• C.—Distemper , Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.—Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
fcr.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
T.I.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.—Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

. Witch Hazel Oil and Medicator, $7.00
Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt oi Price.
Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N, Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders.
PRICK, S1.00.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW
ue

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

No. 18 ATESEY STREET, NEW YORK.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

IKTot Sold at Retail lay tlo.cs Manufacturers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO..
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

NOTICE TO FISHERMEN. CUT PRICES.
HERE I AM AGAIN AS USUAL, CUTTING THE PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE.

TO BUY TOUR TACKLE IN BROOKLYN.
IT "WILL PAY YOU

$2.75 For Split Bamboo Salt-Water Bass Rod, 6 strip, 2 joints, 8ft., 20ozr, Solid Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Double Guides, Silk "Wound Black Beaded Handle $3.75
3.32 For Split Bamboo Black Bass Rod, 8£ft., 3 joints, 10 or 12oz., Solid Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Raised Tie Guides, Extra Tip, Silk "Wound, Wood Form 3.32
3.32 For Trout or Black Bass Fly Rod, same finish as above, lOJft., 7 to 9oz., complete in wood form 3.32
.90 For Ash and Lancewood Weakfish or Striped Bass Rod, Hollow Butt, Extra Tip, Swelled Ferrules 90

1.50 For Fine No. Ou Brass Multiplying Reel, Balance Handle, Screw Qil Cup, holds 600ft. 18-thread Linen Line, diameter 3Jin. Also Nos. 0, 1, 2, 3, same price. See catalogue 1.59
3.75 For Hard Rubber and Nickel Multiplying; Reel, with Drag, Raised Pillars, holds 600ft. 15-thread Linen Line 3.75
Hooks. Down go the prices. My best quality all kinds snelled on single gut, lOcts. per doz.

;
double, 15cts.

;
treble, 20cts. ; in J doz. packages. Leaders: Treble gut "Weakfish and Striped

Bass Leaders, three length, 5cts. ; four length, 7cts. , five length, 9cts. ; all best quality. Reel Lines on Blocks of 300ft., 9 thread, 38cts. ; 12 thread, 43cts. : 15 thread, 46cts. ; 18 thread
53cts. 3001t. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Blocks, 41cts. Broken lots of Hooks from best manufacture, all kinds and sizes, 2cts. per dozen. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Ooen Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 5 1 , 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PAIN
e^gtu4L

1-H

he m Ml MmMmt^B guinea^MEDICINE
For Bilious and Nervous Disorders, such as Wind and Pain in the Stomach. Sick Headache. Giddiness,

Fulness, and Swelling after Meals, Dizziness and Drowsiness, Cold Chills, Flushings of Heat, Loss ot

Appetite. Shortness of Breath, Costivenes, Scurvy, Blotches on the Skin, Disturbed Sleep, Frightful

Dreams, and all Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c. THE FIRST DOSE WILL GIVE RELIEF IN

TWENTY MINUTES. This is no fiction. Every sufferer is earnestly invited to try one Box ofthese

Pills, and they will heacknowledged to be a WonderfulMedicine.-"Worfh a_guineaabox."-
BEECHAM'SPII^S, taken as directed, will quickly restore/"ewiafes tocompletehealth. For a

WEAK STOMACH ; IMPAIRED DIGESTION; DISORDERED LIVER;
they ACT LIKE MAGIC:—afew doses will work wonders upon the Vital Organs ; Strengthening
the muscular System; restoring long-lost Complexion; bringing back the keen edge of appetite,

and arousing with the ROSEBUD OF HEALTH the whole physical energy ofthe human frame.
These are " facts " admitted by thousands, in all classes of society, and one of the best guaran-
tees to the Nervous and Debilitated is that BEECHAM'S PILLS HAVE THE LARGEST SALE OF ANY
PATENT MEDICINE IN THE WORLD. Full directions with each Box.

Prepared only by THOS. BEECHAM, St. Helens, Lancashire, England.
Sold by Druggists generally. B. F. ALLEN & CO., 365 and 367 Canal St., New York, Sole

Agents for the United States, who, (if your druggist does not keep them,)

WILL MAIL BEECHAM'S PILLS ON RECEIPT OF PRICE 25 CENTS A BOX.

3&'t

Bv "SENECA."
A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because

the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him-
self actuaUy tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking
outfit is described, and numerous bints on camp economy add to the value of the work.
Cloth, 98 pages. Price $1.00.

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway.
LONDON: Davibs & Co., 1 Finch Lane, CombiU,

New Model, 1889.

FOR SALE BY
H. C. Squires, - - New York.
J. P. liovell Arms Co., - Boston, Mass.
E. K. Tryon, Jr. & Co , Philadelphia, Pa.
Hibhard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Chicago.
E. C. Meacham Arms Co., - St. Louis, Mo.
N. D. Folsom & Co., - New Haven, Conn.
H. Keidel & Co., - Baltimore, Md.
Powell & Clement, - Cincinnati, O.

BIRD PORTRAITS.
Some Native Birds for Little Folks.

BY W. VAN FLEET, M.D.

A handsome imperial octavo volume of untechnical descriptions of the lives- and ways
ofcfourteen American birds. The list comprises:

Robin, Chickadee, Kingfisher, Great Horned Owl, Bobolink, Blue-
jay, Woodcock, Nuthatches, Meadowlark, Ruffed Grouse,

Cedar Bird, Kildeer, Summer Buck and Crossbills.

Each of these birds is beautifully illustrated by the photogravure process from drawings
by Howard H. Darnell. The paper is substantial, and the 147 pages of large, clear, handsome
type contain just the sort of information necessary to make little folks better acquainted
with the birds described, and to awaken a taste for extended study. Everything has been
done to make the volume one of the most handsome gift books of the year. Price, postpaid.
$3.00. FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, New York.
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MARLIN MODEL 1888

YOU ICTiiXl notice the breech block is on the old reliable Sharp principle, and has a solid

backing against the frame. YOU "JOTZill notice if you TRY THE ARM that it works WONDER-
FULLY SMOOTH AND SLICK, that it is finished superior to any other magazine arm, and you "

,iaPrilX
notice if you SHOOT IT that the accuracy exceeds all other repeating rifles. Weight 6Ml»s. Same
retail list, same dealer's discount as the Winchester. Sizes made: 24, 26, 28in. barrel. Calibers made: .32
.38 and .44, using Winchester cartridges. Ask your dealer to show it.

Send for Catalogue of Marlin and Ballard Rifles.

CHARLES DALY AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS.

Made under DEELEY'S PATENT, the strongest and simplest, equal in every particular to any other
AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS costing DOUBLE the price. No. 150, price $175. No 250, Diamond Quality,
price $275. Charles Daly Hammerless, $100 to $225

CHARLES DkLY 3-BARREL GUNS HAVE DRIVEN ALL OTHERS OUT OF THE MARKET.

Wholesale Dealers in Sporting Goods of every description, Guns, Rifles, Revolvers,

Ammunition, Fishing Tackle, Hunting and Fishing Sundries, Wright & Ditson's Rackets

and Lawn Tennis Goods, A. J. Reach & Co.'s Base Ball Goods.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 BROADWAY and 84 DUANE ST., NEW YORK.

Catalogues on application.
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The Epop Gun Cleaner.

Will remove Lead and Burnt Powder immedi-
ately without scratching or defacing the barrels.
No one owning a gun should be without this
cleaner. Expression of all wbo have used them.

Price 75c. eacli. Remit Postal Note.

A. P. POPE, Olean, N.Y.

Canned Goods,
SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR YACHTING

AND CAMPING PURPOSES.
Over 40 years' experience. None but the BEST

of EVERYTHING used, by the most skillful and
experienced hands. No Glucose or Blue Vitriol
used. Call and examine for yourself.

WILLIAM COHEN & CO.,

229 and 231 Washington street, New York.

GURDON TRTJMBUIili'S

XVhic% Interest Gunners; viith descriptions in
language understanded of the people.

PracticaUy speaking, this is the first popular
volume of ornithology ever issued from thejpress;
a work which goes far to demonstrate that scien-
tific accuracy may be as easily maintained in
English as in Greek or Latin. Follows the
game birds all over the continent and gives a
glossary of all the local names in popular use.
Illustrated with admirable portraits from the
pencil of Mr. Edwin Shepard of the Academy of
Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, Which, with the
«lear descriptions in the text, will enable any
man wfan can read to identify the contents of bis
Jtame bag.

OPINIONS OTP THE PRESS:
It is the first, so far as W6 hju,v, . _ is of

"books of which the need is ioiz ii tvt,.^ mart-
inent of natural history.—Trey Press.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-
Ocean.

I would much rather know what this book tells

me. the various names by which the people call

a bird, than the Latin, Greek or Hebrew name
which science gave him for the sake of catalogu-
ing him. * * * It is more value to me to have
a description of a bird in plain English which. I

understand than in scientific language which I

do not understand.—W„ in Journal of Commerce.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PRTOK. »a.f!«.

AN EXCURSION TO

ALASKA.
The wonderful richness of this Arctic country

and the rapid strides in material prosperity

which it is making, are attracting the attention

of the whole world, and since the completion ol

the Northern transcontinental railway lin.es

Sitka is as easily reached as Paris. Every one

wants to go to Alaska, and for those who can

make the journey Mr. Hallock's volume.

!

is indespensable. To those who want to go, but

cannot, this volume with its graphic pen pictures

gives a clear idea of the interesting conditions of

life in the far North. Price $1.50. Sent post

free by the

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

London : DAVIES & CO.. 1 Finch Lane.

By C. F. AMERT.

This series of thirteen adventurous jour-

neys into as many regions of Dreamland has

been admirably characterized as the most

delicious nonsense ever written, and is now

being brought out in a handsome quarto vol-

ume of 116 pages, profusely illustrated.

Price, $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO
818 Broadway, New York.

SPORTSMEN SMOKERS
SHOULD ALL SMOKE OUR CELEBRATED

Hand-Made Havana Cigars.
MADE IN TWO STYLES AND SIZES*

LONDRES PERFECTO, 5in. long © $7.00 per 100
CONCHAS ESPEC1ALS, 4Min. @ 6.00

"

The favorlts cigar of Rod and Gun Clubs generally.
These cigars are made of the choicest tobaccos grown,
and selected with the greatest care. They cannot fail
to suit the taste of all lovers of the fragrant weed. Each
clear has the brand impressed on it, and every box has
a label, fac-simile of the title of the popular journal,
and our Arm's signature, without which none are genu-
ine. We are the only authorized manufacturers of the
above brand, and to insure the smoker of the genuine
we would ask you to send us your orders direct. We
will deliver, free of express charges, either size, on re-
ceipt of price.

A. W. mil & 00., Sole Manufacturers,

125 Maiden Lane. New York.

No Chemicals.

W. Baker & Co

Breakfast

Cocoa
Is Absolutely Pure,

and it is Soluble.

To increase the solubility of the powdered cocoa, vari-

ous expedients are employed, most of them being: based

upon the action of some alkali, potash, soda or even am-
monia. Cocoa which has been prepared by one of these

chemical processes, can usually be recognized at once by
the distinct alkaline reaction of the infusion in water.

W, Baker & Co.'s Breakfast Cocoa

is manufactured from the first stage to the last by per-

fect mechanical processes, no chemical being
used in its preparation. By one of the most
ingenious of these mechanical processes the greatest de-

gree of fineness is secured without the sacrifice of the

attractive and beautiful red color which is characteristic

of an absolutel y pure and natural cocoa,

W. Baker & Go., Dorchester, Mass.

LOG CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim-
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

WOODCRAFT.
By "NE88MUK."

A book for people who love outdoor life:

for the hunter, the angler and the canoeist.

The work has been of service to thousands of

outers, and will help thousands of others. It

is full of practical advice and information
from one who has spent his life in learning
by hard experience what he now tells his

readers. No camper can afford to be without
it. Cloth, 160 pages, illustrated. "PHce $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB, CO.,
New York.

DavtbS & Co., 1 Finch Lane, London, Eng

SPOETSMAN'S
Camping or

OF ALL KINDS,

Fishing Teat*
akd aizis.

Yacht and Oanoe Sails of most approved styles
Also awnings for storefronts, windows, yacht boats
itc. New style of Oanoe Tents made at low figures
lags, Burgees and covers of all kinds. Camp
<fcoves, Camp Chairs, Sacking Bottoms, Hammocks
M kinds of Fancy Tents, and In fact anything made
*rom canvas when an intelligent description is giver
>f what may be needed. My beautifully illustrated
'rcular now readv. Send stamo fc-r price list Ad
iress S. HESIBT&NWAY, 60 South eW, N. Y. City.

WARD'S
Marine Boiler Works,

Charleston, Katiawha, W. Va.

"Best boiler for yachts."^J. A. Bostwick, N.Y.
''The only 'boiler giving satisfaction."—% S-.

Stokes. N. Y. "Increased our speed at least two
miles."—Painter Bros., Pittsburgh. "Has given
the best possible results.''—Capt. Tozrer, U.S;R.M.

A. WILSON,
iSail IVCei/lacoxr,

No. 416 ATLANTIC AVE , BOSTON, MASS.
Yacht Sails and Flags a Specialty.

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity ol
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

Manufactured ouly by
iSK.inxrjxnE'sr bros.

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliahle

SWEET CAPORAL.

J. N. DODGE,
276 & 278 Division Street,

Detroit, Mich.

Manufacturer of White Cedar Duck Decoys of
all kino's. Also Swan, Geese, Brant, Coot, Shell
Drake, Plover, full-shaped and flat folding Snipe
Decoys. Duck and Turkey Calls. Decoys made
like any pattern furnished without extra charge.
Bottom prices to the trade. Illustrated price list.

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having tha patent

INTURNED EDGE.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

2,000 shots out of each 1,000 targets on account
of non-breakage in shipping, trapping and fall-

ing upon ground. The only target made with
the Intitrned Edge, producing the surest break-
er when hit, and surest non-breaker when not
hit. Our traps are sold for the sole purpose of
shooting our targets.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. K I FFE,
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

ABOUT GLOVES.
When you ate buying glomes, kid Of

dogskin, for driving or street wear, remem-
ber that there is such a thing as a price that
is too cheap. It is best to pay a tair price
and get good gloves like H Uichinsoii's.
They are made from selected stock in the
lie st manner and are warranted to be the
most serviceablemade. It you want to know
more about gloves in general and Hutchln-
-,n V j-i -es iuparticdlari enclose Stamp fbf
the book "A BOUT GLOVE*." No mat-
ter where you live or what you do it will

interest you. It gives a history of gloves and fllustry
Hons of their use. prices of the different styles and qual-
ities, directions for measurement and ordering) alBO
testimonials from those who know the value of
Hutchinson's gloves, featablislicd 1862.
JOHN C. II UTCH1N SON, Johnstown, N. Y.

WANTED.—AN INGENIOUS AND ENTHU-
siastic gun smith and mechanic; Good

shop with power and plenty of work; Address
K., care Forest and Stream office. It

Mountains of Western Jorfo Carolina.

Latitude 34}^. Elevation 3,000ft.

For Sale Cheap—Eighteen thousand acres of
land in a bio K, miles of streams full of trout
(Salmo fontinalte)- good fly-fishing from March to
end of season; open winters; plenty of game,
valuable timber and minerals; would suit club
of sportsmen. Inquire of POSTMASTER, White-
side Cove, Jacksou Co., North Carolina. ag22,4t

FOR SALE.
A large house, containing thirteen rooms,

finished in hard wood, on Greenbrier Biver, Ho=
cahontas Co., W. V. Fine bass and trout fishiinr.

Woodcock, quail and pheasants, black bear and
deer. Will make a good club house. Liberal in-
ducements to responsible party to form club.

Address T. M. S.,

It Faulkner, Randolph Co.. W. V.

FOR SALE.-A DOUBLE BREECH-LOADER,
excellent maker and in perfect order. 12-

bore, but little used, with complete outfit. Price
$30. FRANK GARDINER, 378 Decatur street,
Brooklyn, N. Y. It

T TVt? OTT A TT F°R SALE. Orders
J_j1 V lid \J,U illJU delivered as booked.

LIVE GAME A SPECIALTY.
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant,

If4 Chambers street, New York.

WIED GEESE DVCOYS. PURE WILD
geese, domesticated, broken or not;. also

black duck decoys. Wildfowl shooting on La.ke
Champlain to let, with services of a professional.
Write quick. Address with stamp, E. E. BEAN,
Milton, Vt. It

OR SALE.—FRESH RICE SEED. CHAS.
GILCHRIST, Port Hope, Ontario, Canada.

aug33,tf
F

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foxhounds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,

_ bred and for sale by W.
GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
Send stamp for circular and price list.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus Americanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.

Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,
Me. decl6,tf

LIVE QUAIL. - SEASON CLOSED. Re-open
Sept. 1. Send orders early. Other special-

ties, live deer and English pheasants. Also Eng-
lish partridge and pheasant eggs.

E. B. WOODWARD. Commission Merchant,
174 Chambers street, New York.

WILU RIOE. —THE GREATEST WILD-
fowl food. Send your orders now for fresh

seed. R. VALENTINE, JanesviUe, Wis. aul.tf

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN,
MANUFACTTJREBS OF

Slb-ooting1 and ns^Ing1 S-u-Its
CLOTHING FOR

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, LUMBERMEN, MINERS, ETC.
Write for our new combined Catalogue with samples of Imported

^Corduroys, Moleskin, Mackintosh, Canvas and Flannels

SEE OUB NEW SHADES OF ENGLISH III. Address XJP. <3c JV&C-, Valparaiso, Indiana,
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THE CREEDMOOR MEETING.

TT is most unfortunate that the only dispute of the re-

•*- cent Creedmoor prize meeting, other than the univer-

sal one against the weather, was the sharp ruling on a

trivial point, which robbed a State team of the victory

that it had actually won. The Massachusetts world-

beaters must feel that they were really defeated by the

Keystone.marksmen, and the Pennsylvania men are en-

titled to all the glory and honor of having proven a match
for a team which could not be downed by the best mili-

tary shots of England. Still the technically defeated

team must temper their indignation with the conviction

that it was entirely their own fault that they were caught

in such a trap. The time limit rule is a good one. It

was needed and badly needed before it was put upon the

list of regulations, and it is applicable to all matches at

all times. The fact that it had been neglected was no rea-

son for the Pennsylvanians to assume that they were not

subject to it, aud it is pretty certain that if the executive

officer had not applied it in his rough-shod, military man-
ner, the Massachusetts men when defeated would have

sprung a protest on the same point. Any one who has

witnessed a review of the Pennsylvania National- Guard

has seen a serviceable looking set of men. That they

can shoot as well, the recent Creedmoor meeting shows.

The only revenge properly left is not that of sulking in

their tents, but the preparation of a good team and the

wiping out of the misunderstanding by a good defeat of

the Massachusetts men next year. That New York was

defeated is universally attributed to the arbitrary

fashion in which the team was selected, the team being

made up at the will of its captain, instead of by any
system of the survival of the fittest.

If the Massachusetts shooters wish, to complete the

series of victories with which they have marked the sea-

son, it will be in order for them to pay some attention to

the desire of the Twenty-third Brooklyn Regiment for a

match on some neutral range. The Seventh, with all its

ability and-with all its care devoted to rifle drill, has had

to give way again and again to this Brooklyn crack body,

and if Massachusetts has a really good regiment capable

of putting out a team, now is its chance to down the best

shooting regiment in the best State Guard in the Union.

A neutral range, even that at Springfield in Massachu-

setts, would be satisfactory, and there is an abundance of

good shooting weather yet before the wind-up of out-

door practice for the year 1889.

STOCKING THE YELLOWSTONE PARK WATERS.
T N our issue of Aug. 29 a special correspondent wrote at

length of the condition of the National Park waters

and of th • project of stocking them with choice food fish

by the Government. It is gratifying to learn that Com-
missioner McDonald is at once putting this work under

way. Dr. D. S. Jordan, of the Indiana University, is

going to the Park the latter part of this month, in order

to ascertain the precise condition of the streams there

with reference to the fishes; and he will make collections

of them preliminary to the stocking of those waters by the

U. S. Fish Commission. The object of the doctor's visit

to the Park at this time is to learn something definite

concerning the species already there, and the fitness of

the various streams for those with which it is proposed

to stock these waters. Mr. Geo. H. H. Moore, in charge

of distribution, is in Northville, where he is superintend-

ing the loading of one of the transportation cats of the

Commission, which is to take 5,000 brook trout, 1,000

California trout and 1,000 Loch Leven trout to the Yel-

lowstone. Mr. E. R. Lucas will leave the car at the Park,

supplied with seines and other equipments necessary to

collect and transfer fishes from point to point in the

Park. Trout will be transferred to the Gardiner River,

and whitefish to the Twin Lakes.

SNAP SHOTS.

THE Upper Geyser Basin of the National Park has

been subjected to a succession of earthquake shocks,

which have stirred the Giant and other passive geysers

into activity. The volume of travel to the Park has been

very great this year, even to the point of evoking a

remonstrance from some of the old timers, whose senti-

ments are probably well expressed by one of our corres-

pondents when he writes: "I have no further use for

the National Park. It has become what Congress set it

aside for, a pleasuring ground for the People—with a big

P. It is full of men, women and children. Last night I

counted seven boats on the lake: camping parties. of

women were singing; I heard a baby cry. The country

is fairly populous. Doubtless this is a good thing, but I

don't want to travel where people are so thick. The

Park is too crowded, and I do not mean to visit it again,

unless I come in the capacity of a 'tourist.'
"

We trust that the series of papers which the New York

Times is publishing, descriptive of the forest stripping

carried on by timber thieves in the Adirondacks, will

have an attentive reading. The Times writer avers that

the forest protection laws are systematically violated,

that the lumbermen are cutting State forest without

hindrance, that fires are utterly destroying vast tracts of

woodland, that hotel men and sportsmen's preserve pro-

jectors are unlawfully taking up other tracts, and that

the Forest Commission, charged with the care and pro-

tection of the woods, is an incompetent and worthless

institution. All this, to be sure, was already known, but

its reiteration by a powerful metropolitan journal we
may hope will call public attention to the necessity of

providing some prompt measures of reform.

Mr. Wakefield's interesting paper on the successful in-

troduction of foreign species of fish into New Zealand

will be followed next week by another account from the

same author relating how the island was stocked with

deer carried from Great Britain. The enterprise of the

British colonists at the antipodes furnishes a suggestive

and useful object lesson in fish and game conservation;

and it is one which is quite the reverse of the common
story of thoughtless depletion.

We have received from Mr. W. H. Rogers, late Inspec-

tor of Fisheries for Nova Scotia, "The Suppressed Saw-

dust Report," made to Hon. C. H. Tupper, Minister of

Marine and Fisheries, The report has to do with the

effect of sawdust on the fish supply, and the evidence

presented tends to disprove the generally accepted belief

that sawdust in streams is hurtful to fish. We do not

know why nor by whom this report was suppressed, but

it is very certain that in an inquiry of this importance

the only wise course is to hear both sides and to draw
conclusions from a consideration of all attainable expe-

rience and testimony. Mr. Rogers' report will have fur-

ther notice in our fishculture columns.

Lake Mistassini, whose size was the subject of dis-

cussion by Mr. Murray and others in this journal some
months ago, has been explored this summer by Prof.

J. W. Loudon, of the University of Toronto, and Mr.

George S. Macdonald, of the University of Montreal.

They report that it is composed of three narrow lakes,

two of which lie close together and are connected by

many passes, while the third is a little further removed,

but still connected by a navigable channel. All of these

lakes are almost parallel to each other, and each of them
is about 100 miles long. In the light of this report the

lake can be called '
' the mysterious Mistassini " no

longer.

The anti-preserve Sportsmen's Protective Association

of California now has a membership of 500. Its purpose

is to check the system of leasing tracts of barren land for

exclusive shooting privileges, and warning the public off.

BITS OF TALK.

VI.—THE EXPENSES OP GOING SHOOTING.

" TUPITER PLUVIUS ! " he apostrophized as he came

in out of the wet. " These are the days when one

must carry an umbrella at full-cock and finger on the

trigger."
11 How many partridges did you bring home ?"

" Sat five days in that little country hotel, wishing it

would clear up, and berating myself for not having

brought a life-preserver, or pontoon bridge, or diving-bell,

or some other appurtenance for ruffed grouse shooting in

a flood. Out $37.50, a week's time, and not a feather to

show for it."

" Ready to follow ' Podgers/ and write something for

the paper about the expensiveness of a modern outing."'

" 'Podgers' is sound on that question. He hit the nail

square on the head; but he didn't hit it half hard enough.

Ic has come to such a pass that the traveler with the fish-

ing rod or gun-case is looked on as legitimate prey to be

bled and squeezed by everybody, from the baggage man
to the backwoods guide, and from the time he sets out

until he dodges back into his home again. Look at the

Adirondacks. I can recall when one of the pleasures of

a trip into the North Woods was to listen to the quaint

talk of our honest old guide. We used to think that

while the modest sum he asked might pay him, and pay

him well, for his time, we still owed him something for

the pleasure and satisfaction of his companionship, his

knowledge of woodcraft, which appeared to us so won-

derful, and his backwoods philosophy. How is it now?

The guide, philosopher and friend of those earlier years

has disappeared, gone with the deer and forests and the

charm of the wilderness itself. And in his place to-day

you find a lot of lazy louts, loafing about the hotels and

waterways, so-called guides, who lie in wait for new

victims, and demand three dollars for every honest half-

dollar's worth of bestirring their lazy stumps."

"You cannot blame them, they have come in with the

shoals of summer boarders and with the big hotels, and

grown up as a part of the new order of things. The

ordinary Adirondack guide of to-day is merely a boat-

man, as 'Piseco' once wrote; he rows the ladies and

children about the lake for an hour or two, once or twice

a day, for which mild labor he receives a full day's pay,

and of course when you ask him to put in a full day's

work for the same amount, he sneers at you.

"You must not blame him. It is human nature to

get as much pay as possible for as little exertion as

possible. The 'guides' of the seashore and inland resorts

are not to be blamed. If you want to lay the fault

where it belongs, put it on the people who have created

this condition of things."

"Yes, and give a good share of it to the greenhorn

who goes into the woods, who cannot catch fish, nor kill

game, but who must pretend to do both, and- pays his

guide. lavishly to do them for him."
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THE ANGLER IN NEW ZEALAND.
THE combined arte of pisciculture and acclimatization

have completely upset all the old-fashioned ideas as
to where to go for sport, and also as to size and habits of
even the most familiar kind of fish. If any of the most
noted American anglers were asked to say, at a word,
where the biggest trout in the world are to be caught,
they would probably be puzzled for an answer, and the
chances are a hundred to one that they would give a
wrong one. Those who have the "inside notion," how-
ever, would have not a moment's hesitation in replying,
"New Zealand, for a thousand dollars!" And they would
win the money, if any one were rash enough to put it up.
Taking all the elements of enjoyment for anglers into

consideration, indeed, not only are the biggest trout in
the world to be caught in the wonderland of the Pacific,
as New Zealand has been justly called; but the pleasant-
est and by no means the most expensive fishing is to be
had there. In a word, it is an angler's paradise; and any
one who has spent a season there can honestly lay over
the, most stupendous "fish stories" that he is likely to
hear anywhere else. It is a curious feature of the coun-
try that everything is on a gigantic scale. The inoa
(Dinornis gigantea), a wingless bird, with which the
island once swarmed, stood 14 or 15ft. high, and had legs
as thick as a horse's. Even now eggs of this monster are
sometimes found, measuring 12in, from end to end; and
though no specimen of the living bird has yet been cap-
tured, vast skeletons are constantly being discovered.
The acclimatized animals seem to follow the same law,
for in every instance where they have been successfully
established at all—and (.here have been some very per-
plexing failures—they have not only rapidly multiplied
in enormous numbers, but also developed a size which
would be deemed fabulous in their natural habitat. This
is markedly the case with fish.

It is necessary to say here that New Zealand consists of
two large islands and one small one, having an area alto-
gether about as large as Great Britain, but longer and
narrower, very much of the same shape as Italy, with
the climate of the south of France, and a population of
650,000 British and 50,000 Maoris, who are the natives of
the country. It lies out in mid-ocean, 1,200 miles from
the nearest mainland, and it has higher mountains than
any other country of equal breadth. A waterfall 2,000
feet high has recently been discovered among the little-
known mountains of the West Coast; and the variety
and magnificence of the river and forest scenery are
indescribable.

It can be imagined what waters there are in such a
country for fish. Yet, strange to say, nature placed no
fish in them, or, at all events, none worth calling fish.
Eels swarmed, and grew to an awful size; but there were
no other native fish except a few little tittlebats and
smelts, which are now used for bait. The acclimatiza-
tion of fish began under the auspices of societies, aided
by the Government, about twenty-five years ago; and
has been accompanied by astonishing results. The sal-
mon, the true Salmo salar, has been a most mortifying
failure. The Government and the acclimatization socie-
ties have spent many years, and, perhaps, a hundred
thousand dollars, in trying to establish this king of fish;
but all in vain. The ova arrive in excellent condition,
they are triumphantly hatched out, and the fry thrive
apace and attain a phenomenal size in the breeding ponds
or weirs; but so surely as they go down to the sea, so
surely every one of them falls a prey to some unknown
enemy, and never a smolt returns to tell the tale.
But now comes the strangest thing. All other fish of

the salmon species that have been introduced have done
splendidly. The American brook trout (Salmo fontinatis)
has made itself entirely at home, like a true bred Yankee,
and seems likely to crowd others out of the location
wherever it is placed. It is a great favorite with the
colonists, from its beautiful appearance. The acclimatiz
ation societies do not yet consider it sufficiently estab-
lished to allow it to be caught, and though it has been
turned out in some open waters, I have never seen or
heard of one being killed with rod and line.

Then the Loch Leven trout (S. levenensis) and the sal-
mon trout trutta) have been quite successfully estab-
lished; and what is most remarkable, the salmon trout
goes down fearlessly to the sea and holds its own against
all foes, while the true salmon, a much stronger fish, in-
variably succumbs. The commonest fish of all, however,
in New Zealand, and the one which has developed most
marvellously, is the brown trout (8. fario), which you
have also introduced into America. Many of the rivers
and streams of both the North Island and the Middle
Island—which are almost like two separate countries

—

are now plentifully stocked with these fish, and, notwith-
standing the most ruthless poaching, they are finding
their way into all sorts of unexpected places, where none
have ever been turned out, by means of the deportations
and migrations that occur during floods.

I was fishing a beautiful little stream in the North
Island the other day—the Horokiwi is its musical Maori
name—when a cheery looking, sunburnt settler came and
stood by me, grinning, and watching me throwing the
fly with great interest. Presently he said: "Ketchin'
trouts?"

"Trying to," I replied.
"They's nice, haint they? Leastways my old 'ooman

do say so. I prefers heels myself; but I goes down with
an 'ay-fork and ketches a couple o' trouts or so for the
old 'ooman most hevery evenin'."
"Oh, you 'ketches them with an, 'ay-fork,' do you?" I

said.

"Yes, you can get 'em any time that way. I haint got
no patience to stand a weltin' the water with that there
whip of a thing, and then p'raps lose 'em arter all."
And that is what goes on everywhere. The old hands

among the bush settlers look on "trouts" simply as food
They prefer "heels," but they are getting to like trout!
too, and they "ketch 'em" the quickest and surest way
they can. Yet they breed and muster strong, and all the
'ay-forks" in the country don't seem to make any dif-

ference.
There is one thing to be said, the acclimatization

societies keep up the supply most energetically. They
have breeding ponds, and they employ rangers, and ail
the better class of country settlers help them all they can.

Many men of property in the back blocks never think of
returning from town without a can or two of healthy
fry—many thousands, perhaps—which they quietly turn
out m some secluded stream, with a certainty of hearing
good accounts of them some day. This is going on
steadily from a great number of different points, and the
consequence is that the fishing becomes more various and
more satisfactory every year. All acclimatized birds,
animals and fish are deemed to be the property of the
acclimati?:ation society within whose district they are
found, and a license for shooting or fishing can only be
obtained from them on payment of £1 ($4) for the season.
It is strictly against the law to sell trout. The fishing
season commences on the 1st of October and lasts six
months. Every sort of information and assistance can
be obtained by writing to the secretary of the acclimati-
zation society, who will always be found an enthusiastic
sportsman and a courteous gentleman, only too delighted
to welcome anglers from abroad.
But how about the biegest trout in the world?
Oh, well, I was just coming to them. There are several

rivers in New Zealand—mostly in the Middle Island-
where for some reason not clearly ascertained the trout
grow much more rapidly and to a larger size than else-
where. One of these is the Opihi, in South Canterbury,
on which is situated the picturesque village of Temuka.
I have myself seen an honest brown trout caught there,
weighing 281bs., and a firmer or better fish I never saw.
I have known 401bs. of trout killed in the Opihi with
one rod in a single evening, and not a long evening either,
for darkness falls very suddenly in those latitudes. In
the same river fish weighing 301bs. have been taken and
eaten, and found delicious. I happen to know the coun-
try about there well, and I attribute the great size and
good quality of the trout in the Opihi to the fact that the
river, which rises in the snowy mountains, does not flow
into the sea at all, but into a large, deep lagoon, many
miles long, which only breaks out into the sea at flood
times, though the sea water penetrates into it through
the shingle bank, or flows over into it during stormy
weather. This lagoon is, in fact, like an inclosed arm
of the sea, and is alive with little fish, crabs and all sorts
of marine and semi marine creatures. Here the trout
can get any quantity of food, and from the depth and
saltness of the water, they develop some of the charac-
teristics of salmon, the red flesh and the large size, with-
out being exposed to the attacks of the ravenous seafish.
The Mataura, in South Otago, another snow river run-
ning into a lagoon, has trout as large as those in the
Opihi. A friend of mine who is a true angler, Mr. Alex-
ander Ferguson, manager of the National Bank at Christ-
church, Canterbury, to whom I applied for some authen-
tic particulars of sport during the season just over, wrote
to me, to follow me to America, as follows: "Brown
trout weighing 201bs. and upward have been landed with
rod and line from streams both in the north and south of
Canterbury during the past season. On the Selwvn. a
stream fifteen miles from Christchurch, three rods killed
twenty-one fish weighing 1441 bs. on the 17th December,
with natural bait, bullhead and smelt (small fish indige-
nous to the river). On the same day two rods killed
sixty-one trout weighing 41-Jlbs. with artificial fly, in a
stream flowing into the Selwyn."
The very big fish are generally caught with natural

bait, or with an artificial minnow, the Devon being con-
sidered specially effective. But I have known several
huge fellows landed through the seductions of a cock-
chafer or a large grasshopper.
In the mountain lakes of the Middle Island, some of

which, such as Wakatipu, are 2,000ft. above the sea, and
are reputed to be unfathomable, the trout reach a greater
size than they do even in rivers like the Opihi or the
Mataura. But I believe there has never been an instance
of a big trout being caught in a lake with rod and line.
Plenty of them are caught and eaten, but they are either
netted or else speared, or snared in some way. There
seems to be something in the vast depth and extreme
coldness of the water which changes their habits and
renders them proof against all the temptations that the
genuine angler can hold out.
For my own part, I am inclined to think the trout fish-

ing in the North Island is better than that in the Middle
Island for casual visitors who wish to see something of the
country in addition to getting good sport ; and as the stream
of Americans to New Zealand is steadily increasing—
they are said to have numbered 2,000 last summer—a few
hints as to where to go and how to get there may be
acceptable.
Wellington, the capital of the colony, is the starting

point. It is a humdrum little commercial city of 30.000
inhabitants, superbly situated on the shore of one of the
grandest harbors in that land of harbors, framed, as it
were, in noble mountains, clothed to the summit with
evergreen forests, except where snowy peaks of distant
ranges stand out against the sky.
* There is the best of hotel accommodation at Welling-
ton, and the people are most civil and hospitable to
strangers. Sportsmen will find an unfailing friend and
unerring guide in Mr. Charles St. Barbe. on Lambton
Quay.
The fishing itself lies at a place called the Wainuio-

mata Valley—wai-nu i-o-mata, water of sharp stones, a
lovely mountain stream, flowing from the wooded ranges
to the sea—which is about sixteen miles from Welling-
ton.

The best way is to go to the Hutt, a village on a river
of the same name full of big trout, by a little jingling
train of cars running fourteen miles an hour—there is no
rapid transit in New Zealand—and then walk or drive
from there to Wainuiomata. There is no hotel there,
but there are a number of whares, or huts of one, two or
three rooms, which are rented at from 60 cents to $1.50 a
week, the tenant taking out everything he wants, bed-
ding, cooking utenei's, stores, etc., in an express wagon,
or the buggy that he drives out in himself. There is
abundance of fuel and water on the spot, and milk, eggs,
and butter of the very best can be got for a trifle from
any of the neighboring farmhouses, which in themselves
are well worth a visit. The folks in the neighborhood
are on the best of terms with the angling fraternity, who
cordially reciprocate their kindness. I made one of a
party last year, who invited every family living in the
Wainuiomata and Orougoro valleys to an amateur enter-
tainment at the school-room, to celebrate the opening of
the season. They all came, to the number of a hundred
or more, including several generations of men, women,

miles round was locked up empty that night. We gave
them Christy minstrels, and readings from Mark Twain
and Bret Harte till we nearly killed them. It was a sight
to see whole rows of blooming young mothers suckling
their babies and crying and stamping with laughing at
the same time. Then we fed them with cakes and pies
and filled them up with brown ale till they couldn't hold
any more, and then they danced till midnight, when, as
it was Sabbath morn, they left off dancing and drank
whisky instead for another hour or two, before singing
"God Save the Queen," and driving home in the moon-
light. That's the way we go on up there. But the fish
are not much interfered with after a night like that.
The life m the whares is the perfection of camping,

and you cannot imagine anything jollier than to return
from the upper waters of the stream with a thumping
basket, to find your mate has a rousing fire going—for
there is a touch of frost up in those mountains at night,
even m summer—two or three pounds of porterhouse
sissling on the gridiron over the clear embers, new laid
eggs to follow, a jug of beer foaming on the table, every-
thing as snug as possible, and the certainty of a merry
company from the neighboring whares afterward, with
plenty of good songs, good stories and good fellowship.
There are no big fi«h in the Wainuiomata. nothing

over 61bs. ever having been caught there, that being my
friend St. Barbe's prize fish last season, but there are any
number of beauties of from |lb. to 41bs. or 51bs., for those
who know how to get them. There is no difficulty at all
about the expedition, and the cost is a mere bagatelle
for $1 goes as far in New Zealand as $5 here. Yet, you
get first-rate sport, grand air and exercise, lovely scenery
and as fine a peep at the back country, with'its virgin
forest of cypress and yew and gigantic fern trees and
palms, and strange flowers and still stranger birds, as you
could get by going ten times the distance and spending
ten times as much.

I can safely recommend any angler who wants big fish
and all sorts of other good things combined, at a moderate
outlay, and who does not mind an ocean trip to try New
Zealand. He will never regret it; I have been there and
I know. Edward Wakefield.

THE BULL AND THE BEAR.
WHAT Bismarcker, that recalls the good old days of

"75 at Fort Abe Lincoln, does not remember
Charley Eeynolds, Gen. Custer's favorite scout? A grave
kindly man, with an unmistakable air of refinement that
even the wild, hard life of tbe frontier had failed to rob
him of. Charley's experience of life on the border had
been of the rough-and-tumble description, whose alter-
nates were wild excitement and pinching deprivations.
He had been by turns cowboy, courier, hunter and scout,
and life to him while p issing through these varied phases
had been replete with stirring incident and thrilling ad-
venture. On the eve of the battle of the Little Big Horn,
when Gen. Custer divided his command, Charley was
sent with Major Reno, On the fol owing day, when
Reno's command struck the upper end of the Sioux
camp, Charley was shot in the head at the first fire. In
a dazed and dying condition he rode straight into the
midst of the hostiles, where he was pulled from his horse
and stabbed to death. It was in the company of Charley
Reynolds one sunny afternoon, in the autumn of '75,

while riding over from Bismarck to Gen. Custer's head-
quarters at Fort Lincoln, that I heard the stoiy of the
bull and the bear:

"It was shortly after the spring round up over in the
Wind River country. The outfit had just finished a
drive of over one hundred miles from the lower valley,
where the drought had sunburned the grass to a crisp.'

There were twenty-five of us all told, and we camped
close together on the south bank of Wind River. We
had little to do, and were mighty glad of it, for the long,
dusty drive had worn us completely out. The cattle
were as yet too weak to range far and grazing was good
close to camp. After a week of rest and quiet we made
a reconnoissance in force of the adjacent country, with
results that were entirely satisfactory. Not a sign of
Indians anywhere, while signs of big game were every-
where. The mountain streams were fairly alive with
trout, and nothing could well exceed their anxiety to be
caught. Hunting parties went out from camp every day
and fresh meat was plentiful.

Occasionally the boys ran across the trail of a grizzly,
but the big brutes kept well out of sight. One morning,'
however, about a month after our arrival, a party of us
almost rode over a half-grown cub in a black berry
thicket, about six miles from camp. The cub was so
busily engaged in stuffing himself with the ripe fruit
that he did not see us until we were right up on top of
him. The berry patch grew along the base of a bluff,
which the bear made a desperate attempt to climb, but
finding it too 6teep he put his back against it, showed his
teeth and growled out something that sounded like
"Come on." We got a couple of ropes around the young
ster's neck, and soon had all the fight dragged out of
him. Half stupefied from the choking, and frightened
out of his wits', the cub waddled along into camp, his
conduct on the way being so exemplary that we had to
drag him only about two miles. Upon reaching camp we
roped him down good and fast, and at supper time held
a council of war, which was to decide the prisoner's fate
We didn't need his meat, so we decided to adopt him.
After a great deal of kicking and squealing on his part,

and considerable off hand profanity on ours, we got a
nice rope collar around the cub's neck, and with a lono-
wagon chain made him fast to a Cottonwood, that grew
near the opening of an old dugout, which some trappers
had scraped out years before. Then Steve Leonard,
the range foreman, brought a bucketful of water from
the river, and we christened the bear Rube, after the
cook; after which touching ceremony we shook the ropes
off from him, and got out of the way.
Rube got up, sho >k himself together, and started out for

his native hills. When he reached the end of his chain
he turned a flip-flop that a circus veteran might envy,
and dealt the ground a stunning blow with his broad, fat
back. Then he got up, and spent the next two hours in
trying to pull the Cottonwood up by the roots. Just as
he bad worn the last vestige of skin from his neck, in
his frantic attempts to pull up or break something,' he
discovered the opening to the dugout, Doubtless thinkT
ing it was an underground passaee to some other and

., happier land, he shot into the hole, and brought ud
children and innumerable babies. Every house for ten against the back wall with $ thud Kke the full-length
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delivery of a battering-ram on a brick wall. We heard a

squeal of mingled pain and terror, and then the silence

of death reigned down in that hole. "Broke Ms neck,''

said Bob Brown, the horse- wrangler. "Thank God,"
said the cook, devoutly. But the boys who had jerked

Rube around by the neck out in the berry patch knew
better.

The next morning everything was quiet in the dugout,

so we concluded to let the cub alone for a while, and
trust to the refining influences of starvation to bring him
out. Two days had passed, and Rube had devoted the

whole time to fasting and meditation. We could hear
Mm sniffing and snuffliug whenever cooking was going
on, and we knew that his appetite was coming back fast.

On the third day, at dinner time, a big juicy venison
steak was broiling over the coals, and the wind carried

the savory odor right into the dugout. This was more
than Rube could stand. 1 had just sat down to dinner,

when my partner, Jack Cornwell, dug his elbow into my
ribs, and jerked his thumb in the direction of the dug-
out. Framed in the opening were the head and shoulders
of the cub. He was sniffing vigorous!}', and surveying
the feast with an expression that was pathetic in its wist-

fulness. Snatching a, half-broiled steak from the tire, I

laid it on a flat stone, about Oft. from the hole, and re-

tired. Rube vanished upon my approach, but reappeared
before I could resume my seat. He took auother anxious
isurvey of the camp, and at hist caught sight of the steak.

iCraning his neck out to its full length, he regarded that
piece of meat for a few minutes as ii nil his earthly hopes
were centered in it. The saliva streamed from the cor-
ners of his mouth, and another violent fit of snuffles over-

took him, during which he got his forepaws outside.

Then his appetite overcame his fear, and shambling out
to the steak he made one bite of it, and got up on his

•bindlegs, facing us'. We were ready for him with the
hindquarters of a blaektail, which lasted him about
•twenty minutes. We had no trouble with Rube after
that. He never missed a meal, and soon became as tract-

able as a house dog.
Hugh Campbell, a rustler from the Bad Lauds, taught

Rube all sorts of accomplishments, among which was
boxing; and many a long, hot afternoon we spent in the
ishade "putting on the gloves" with the bear. Rubs was
fast becoming one of the boys, and we began to discuss
the advisability of giving him the freedom of the camp.
In this we were overruled by the cook, who swore lie

would let the sun shine through the cub the first time he
foundhim loose.

The summer passed quickly, and almost before we knew
it Rube had become a full grown bear. He was a veri-
table monster in size.

One evening in September, wMle Campbell was having
a bout with Rube, the beast suddenly let go with his left

and knocked Campbell completely out, breaking a buuch
>of ribs for him. All fights were immediately declared
-off, and Campbell was taken over to South Pass City for
surgical treatment. As evening came around Rube
would shuffle out to the full length of his chain, and ris-

ing on his haunches, " put up" his paws by way of invi-
tation. We decided, however, that Rube should continue
to wear the belt. For more than two months before this
Rube had not curled up for a night's snooze without first

having had his sleek, shining head cuffed and punched
by the whole camp, and he was now, no doubt, sorely puz-
led at the change that had come over the spirit of things.
Tom Briscoe, a bow legged cow-puncher from Arizona,
was willing to swear that Rube never went to sleep with-
out first cuffing himself alongside the jaws until his teeth
rattled.

One morning the whole outfit was aroused by loud,
angry snarling from the bear, accompanied by the violent
rattling of his chain. Rushing out of my tent I noticed
the cook working around the fire with a white, scared
look on his face, while Rube had disappeared down the
hole, from which came a succession of deep-throated
growls. Suspecting foul play on the part of the cook,
who hated Rube worse than wet wood, we laid hold of
the chain and dragged the bear out. His back scraped
the top of the opening in coming out, and down half the
length of his spine the hair came off, leaving a streak as
bald as the summit of Cloud Peak. He had been scalded.
We immediately roimded-iip the cook and hung him by
the heels to a cotton-wood limb. Then we poured pretty
warm water down his pants legs and turned him loose.
We would have hung him by the neck, but he was the
only cook in the outfit and we couldn't spare him, After
the scalding affair Rube soured on us completely and
sulked in his hole for two weeks, snarling and champing
his teeth whenever we threw his food to him. When at
last he crawled out one evening, with his back nicely
healed over, Tom Briscol approached him with a flag of
truce in the shape of a freshly caught trout, and only
escaped being killed because Rube's chain wasn't three
inches longer. We didn't blame the poor brute at all,

but we were not affectionately demonstrative in letting
him know this.

When the time drew near for the beef round-up and
the breaking up of camp, Rube's future became a subject
of daily discussion. No one thought of killing him; that
would have seemed downright murder. At last we de-
cided to turn him loose when the day of breaking up
camp came around. Then the question arose as to how
we were to get the chain off him. Bob Brown suggested
that we cut the chain in two, as near the dugout as pos-
sible, and make Rube a present of all that remained in-
side. Then Sam Garbett, the broncho-buster, got up
and informed us that he had been working for a week on
a little scheme, the object of which was to make Rube
furnish a little sport for the camp before turning him
loose. Sam went on to state that he had all the raw
material staked out for a big circus, and that it would
surely come off if we only would say so. He proposed
that we should get up a fight between Rube and a big
black bull in the herd, that only the day before had
horned one of our best horses so badly that we had shot
the brute to end its misery. Sam's little speech was
greeted with a deafening yell, and within less than fif-

teen minutes six of our best ropers were mounted and
galloping away up the valley in search of the bull, while
the rest of us went to work building a ring, to which we
put the finishing touches about midnight. It consisted
of a circular trench, in which long cottonwood posts
were set closely together, and inclosing the dugout.
We left an opening wide enough to drive the bull
through, and which could be closed by dropping a few
posts into place.

That night I had troubled visions of charging hosts of
bulls and bears. Jack Cornwell dreamed that Rube had
grown horns 5ft. long, and bad impaled the cook against
a wagon wheel. Some of the boys sat up all night,
smoking and spinning yarns. Bob Brown told one about
a wonderful hot spring out in Idaho, which the miners
called the '"Laundry," It flowed from the base of an
overhanging cbff into a basin, where it formed a whirl-
pool. When you wanted any washing done you just
threw your soiled clothing into the basin, and the whirl-
pool swashed it around for a few minutes, sucked it

down the vortex, and blew it out of a hole into the limbs
of a dead tree near by, thus saving the trouble of hang-
ing it out.

I was aroused from sound sleep by a whoop from the
boys outside, a signal that the roping party had been
sighted. An answering yell came back on the morning
breeze, followed by the bellowing of a bull. The gray of
dawn was showing faint along the peaks of the Big
Horns as we tumbled out of our blankets and hurried
outside. About 50yds. away, and half hidden in a cloud
of dust that they were kicking up, were the ropers, and
although we couldn't see the bull, we knew that he was
there all right, and was making it mighty interesting for
all concerned . Suddenly the bru te in charging out to the
front caught sight of the cam)), and came to a dead halt.
In was an involuntary tableau, which cannot be described

and never will be reproduced. From the palpitating
sides of the bull, a reek of steam rose into the frosty air,

while the wide quick play of his nostrils told of the
mighty struggle through which he had passed. His eyes
were baleful with impatient fury, and his hoarse deep
bellowing sent the cold chills chasing each other up our
spinal columns. The ropers were covered with dust
from head to foot, and with faces streaked by streams of
perspiration looked like a Crow war party. ' The horses
were nearly ready to give up the fight and leaned heavily
against the ropes that secured the bull. Horses and
riders were spattered with foam, that the bull in charg-
ing had flung upon them.
But the toughest job was yet to come, that of getting

the chain off the bear. Steve Leonard volunteered to cut
the collar off Rube, if the rest of us would pull his head
out of the doorway. Steve drew his bowie across a sand-
stone a few times, walked into the pen and climbing up
on the dugout knelt down over the doorway. Rube ut-
tered a growl that sounded like distant thunder. Fifteen
of the boys, full of Dutch courage, went into the pen, and
getting hold of the chain gave it a violent and concerted
yank, and out came the—chain, while fifteen "cow-
punchers" went to grass. The collar had broken and
Rube was loose, and a 4ft. opening wasn't half large
enough to let the boys out. It was like a front door scene
at a burning theater. Steve Leonard shinned up a post
and stayed there.

Rube gave a wicked snarl or two, and tore around in-
side a while but did not come out.
Jack Cornwell planted a sharp stake just inside the

opening, and hung the rear section of a red woolen shirt
on it. and the boys brought up the bull. He had been
taking life easy while we were engaged with the bear,
and seemed now as fresh as ever, for when they tightened
the ropes on him lie made a break for the river, and came
very near getting away from the jaded horses. At last
they got him headed for the opening, and when he
caught sight of Cornwell's dismembered shirt, he made a
charge upon it, that carried him clear through. Drop-
ping the posts in place, we shook the ropes off the bull
and climbed up to the top of the pen.
The bull had the circus running wide open before we

could take our seats. In chagrin he had run one horn
through a corner of the rag, and was now racing
around the pen, head and tail erect, with the fragment
of Cornwell's shirt streaming out gaily in the breeze.
Suddenly he stopped opposite the doorway of the dug-

out and leaped wildly toward it. He smelt bear. Then
every muscle in his mighty frame grew rigid and motion-
less, while the white circles widened around his dilated
eyes. For one moment he stood thus, and then with an
unearthly yell, that the distant Mils seemed to take up
and re-echo, he charged upon the dugout and sent a snort
of defiance down the hole. Then he retreated to the
opposite side of the pen, and again every muscle stiffened,
and the massive head was lowered, until his heavy breath-
ing blew up the dust in little clouds. The noble brute !

I already regretted my part in getting up the fight. Every
instinct of the bull was now alive with terror as he nerved
himself to meet the unseen foe, from which there was no
means of escape. But Rube had not signified any inten-
tion of coming out, and had thus far proved a great dis-
appointment to his numerous backers.

" Say, boys," drawled Thad Grover, agranger from the
Goose Creek country, " you bet Rube hain't lost no bulls
answering to the description of this here one."

Just then somebody shouted: "Here he comes ! Whoop!"
Now Rube came out of that dugout as if he had been

blown out by a premature explosion of gunpowder, and
without paying any more attention to the bull than if
there hadn't been a bull in. Wyoming, he made a break
for the nearest post, and went up it just as if there had
been something hot under his tail. Reaching the top, he
climbed right over Tom Briscal and Sam Garbett, and
tumbled over on the outside, striking the ground like a
ton of mud. Then he got up, and after falling over him-
self a couple of times, he struck out for the foothills,
running straight through the horse herd, which stam-
peded, wrangler and all.

Rube's bad break had completely paralyzed us, and we
couldn't seem to do anything but sit and watch him
streakmg it for dear life, until he passed out of sight in
the mouth of a canon over six miles away. Then some
of the boys, who sat next to the entrance of the pen,
lifted out the posts and turned the bull loose. He went
out as he had come in, at a charge, and soon disappeared
up the valley in a whirl of dust. Then we got down and
relieved our feelings with an old-fasMoned Comanche
yell that made the tinware rattle.

Poor old Rube! We heard from him on the following
spring. One evening a big, gaunt grizzly walked into a
rustler's camp over in the Stinking Water country, and
taking a seat by the fire, waited to be asked to supper.
They killed the bear, and when they went to take its"hide
off, Tom Briscal, who was with the party, identified the
old cub by the collar marks on his neck and the bald spot
on his back. When they shot Rube he never showed
anyjight, but just lay down and bawled-like a baby.

Larry Yatt.

NESTING OF THE BLACK BASS.

THE fact that the two species of black bass (Microp-
terus dolomieu and M. salmoides) prepare a nest, and

that at least one of the parents guards it, is now well
known. But it may interest anglers as well as natural-
ists to learn how long the fact has been recorded, and this
phase of the question is not well known.
The first definite information as to the parental care of

the black bass that I know of is to be found in the rare
"Ichthyologia Ohiensis" of Rafinesque, written when he
was a professor in the old Transylvania University. The
complete work was published in 1820, On the last page
(88), in a "Supplement" to the work, he has given the fol-
lowing note: "14th sp. Lepomis flexuolaris.—Mr. Wil-
kins has informed me that this fish watches over its
spawn, and prevents any small fish from coming near it;
while thus employed it will not bite at the hook, but en-
deavors to drive away the bait. It is common in all the
tributary streams of the Ohio, also in the Arkansas,
Osage, Missouri, etc." Lepomis flescuolaris is one of
Rafinesque's names for the small-mouthed black bass
(Micropterus dolomieu).
The next notice of the nesting of the blaok bass and

the most complete that has appeared for many years was
given " by John Eoff, Esq., of Wheeling," Virginia, and
was published in the " Ninth Annual Report of the Board
of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution." in 1855 (pp
289, 290). Mr. Eoff's article is entitled " On the Habits of
the Black Bass of the Ohio (Grystes faseiatus), n Grystes
fasciatm was another name for the small-mouthed black
bass in current use when Mr. Eoff's article was published.
Mr. Eoff prefaced his account with the statement that he
considered the fish to be " the most valuable on account
of their quality as a panfish and their quantity in our
Western streams." After a few more remarks, he pro-"^
ceeded to describe its mdification and parental care:
"In the winter season they retire to deep and still

water, and apparently hide under rocks, logs, etc., and
remain there until the 1st of April, when they come out
and begin to ascend the streams, apparently to find a con-"
venient place for spawning, which commences about the
15th of May, varying some little according to the warmth
of the season, etc. When that event is about taking
place, they appear to separate into pairs, male and
female, and hunt out some retired place, or nook, where
the water is about eighteen inches deep and still, but
adjoining deeper water, to which they can escape if
alarmed; they there commence making their nests, that
is, washing all the mud, etc.. off the bottom, so as to
leave it perfectly clean, in a circular form, the diameter
of the circle (or nest) being about twice the length of the
fish; after which the female begins depositing her eggs,
which appear to become glued to the bottom, or small
stones, in rows, after the deposit has taken place. She
remains night and day, either on the nest or swimming
round about it, apparently guarding the eggs, and driv-
ing every other smaller fish away. This watching or
guarding continues until the eggs are what is called
hatched,which occurs in from eight to ten days, according
to the temperature of the water. The young fish at first
remain near the bottom, and appear like a gauze veil
floating. In two or three days they gradually rise and
spread, the old one leaves them, they separate, and each
one shifts for itself, i. e., hides under leaves, small sticks
and stones."

Mr. Eoff then expressed his belief that the black bass
attained maturity in three years and gave good reasons
for the belief. He closed with some judicious remarks
on transplanting the species and stocking foreign waters.
When it is recalled that the species was comparatively
little known or thought of by anglers generally in those
days, Mr. Eoff's remarks are truly sagacious:
"In the spawning season you will find a large number

of nests of small bass, the bass being 10 or lliu. long,
which I have always concluded were three years old!
Hence, from the above fact, you will perceive that the
bass of our western country are valuable, and. at the
same time, can be easier transferred, and in greater quan-
tities, from one stream to another, than almost any other
fish. All that is necessary to supply a pond with any
quantity, would be to examine their nests at the time
they are spawning, and to pick up the small gravel out
of the nests, with the eggs attached thereto, and put
them in a bucket of water, and place them in your pond,
in such a position that smaller fish could not devour the
eggs, and in a short time they would hatch,, and the
young ones would help themselves. Or, to secure a
larger quantitity in a short time, wait until the young
are hatched, and are in innumerable quantities, sus-
pended over the nest; then, with a piece of gauze net,
dip them up and empty them in a vessel containing as
much pure water as will sustain them until you can con-
vey them to your pond; and then, as I before observed,
they can support themselves while young, on insects, etc.
Or, early in April or May, if you are fond of angling,
you can go to a stream in which there are plenty, and in
catching fifteen or twenty, will almost always get nearly
one-half the number smaller ones. Put these into your
pond unhurt; and, as they have not spawned that "sea-
son, they will soon stock the water. Then all that re-
mains to be done is to supply your pond with other small
fish, minnows, etc,, for food for the large bass, and they
will increase in quantity just in proportion to their sup-
ply of food. Hence I am satisfied that if a farmer would
convert one acre of his land into a pond, well supplied
with fresh water, that acre would raise and support more
fish yearly (the value of which would be more) than any
other two acres cultivated in any other manner—the ex-
pense of cultivating deducted from each."
Much has been written on the black bass since those

early days, and every reader of Forest and Stream
doubtless knows of the "Book of the Black Bass," by Dr.
Henshall. Therein, and in the supplement to it ("More
About the Black Bass") are recorded many facts about
the nesting of the species and the care of the young.
Nevertheless, we have to deplore that as to them, as well
as to the common sunfish, we are yet ignorant which
parent, male or female, assumes the care as guardian of
the eggs and young. It is probable that the male does
(and not the female as has been generally assumed), but
we do not know. When the nesting season next ap-
proaches we may hope that some of our anglers will in-
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terest themselves in the question and enlighten us. The
desiderata in our information respecting the sunfish
(Forest and Stream, Aug. 8, p. 43) may be repeated for
the black bass^

1. Time of ne3t building.
2. Exact manner of preparing the nest, especially how

far the tail and mouth are used in clearing the chosen
site.

3. Exact size and character of the nest.
4. Mode of oviposition.
5. Subsequent care of the eggs, whether by female and

male together or alternately, or by female alone or male
alone.

6. Size and age of the young, and their movements
when abandoned by their guardian.

7. Does the guardian fan or agitate the eggs, and in
what manner?

8. Is a vacated nest really taken charge of by another
fish, or is the new occupant simply an interloper that
avails itself of a suitable resting place?

4

The small-mouthed black bass is now abundant in the
Potomac River, and during the present year has furnished
excellent sport to the anglers of Washington. But time
was, and not very long ago, when it was unknown in the
river. When and how it was introduced will doubtless
be of interest to many, and Mr. Eoff's words may be
quoted exactly:
"Mr. William Shriver, a gentleman of this place, and

son of the late David Shriver, E q., of Cumberland, Md.,
thinking the Potomac River admirably suited to the
cultivation of bass, has commenced the laudable under-
taking of stocking that river with them; he has already
taken, this last season, some twenty or more in a five
box, in the water tank on the locomotive, and placed
them in the canal basin at Cumberland, where we are in
hopes they will expand and do well, and be a nucleus
from which the stock will soon spread."

Theodore Gill.
Washington, D. C.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have read with much interest articles in your paper

about nest building by th« sunrish. I noticed a note
from "R. F. R ," King "William county, Va.. who, lifting
gravel from the bottom of their nests, saw no spawn;
probably the fish had not spawned, l have had ample
opportunity to study the habits of sunfish. Those that I
have observed commence to build their nests in June in
some sandy spot, whole colonies building in one place.
The male commences to clear a place by flirting the sand
with his tail, and making the nest nearly round.
After the nest is completed the female makes her appear-
ance and takes charge of the newly made nest, watching
it with a jealous eye, until the last of July, when the
spawn is deposited, the fine pebbles on the botiom acting
as a support to keep them firmly together. I have seen
small fish try to devour the eggs, but the female would
attack and drive them off. Geo. F. Conkljn.
Peekskxll, N. Y.

DOUBLE-HEADED ANIMALS.
^pHE two-headed snake noticed in Forest and Stream
J. of Sept. 12, recalls a young specimen of the North
Carolina king snake with two heads seen by the writer
in the Smithsonian at Washington a few months ago.
Mr. Ed. Rheem, of the Dept. of Reptiles, called my at-
tention to the animal, which was preserved in a buttle
of alcohol. It, also, had two developed heads, the union
taking place at about the same point as that of the Mary-
land reptile.

I am led to believe that these monstrosities are of fre-
quent occurrence, especially among fishes. About one
year ago Mr. R. D. Kauffmann of Washington had in
his possession a double-headed hound or dog shark
(Mustelus sp.), which was captured near Lima, Peru.
Union of tue heads in this specimen took place imme-
diately behind the gill openings, which were five in num-
ber, the two sets being present. There were two spinal
chords, two sets of back or dorsal tins, and two upper
lobes to the caudal; there was but one pair of pectorals,
one of ventrals, and a single anal fin, one lower caudal
lobe, and one navel. The length of this example was
exactly 6in. It was presented by Mr. Kauffman to the
U. S. National Museum.
Last fall a number of monstrosities were found among

the trout hatched out at the Central Station of the TJ. S.
Fish Commission in Washinstoj. Among others there
was a lake trout (S. namaycnsh) having two heads and
two separate trunks back to the middle of its length,
from which point there was but a single trunk. There
were in this lot also two brook trout S. fontinalis), one
of which was similar to the lake trout above mentioned,
the food sac connecting the trunks from the pectoral fins
to the place of union. The other brook trout example
consists of two complete fish held together bv a single
food sac, which they seemed to share conjointly.
There are quite a number of two-headed mammals on

exhibition throughout the country; and quite a collection
of monstrosities, of various shapes and forms, is in the
Army Medical Museum at Washington.

It is a good thing for observers to have recorded such
freaks of nature mentioned by S. L., as well as all other
occurrences of an unusual character happening anionsr
animals. Bab.

THE HORN-TAIL SNAKE AGAIN,
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have some more snake evidence which I wish to re-
late for the consideration of Miss Hopley, as it conflicts
with a statement contained in her last communication to
Forest and Stream. The following statement was made
to me by Doctor B., a prominent citizen of Vicksburg,
Mississippi, with whom I am on terms of intimacy. This
gentleman is an elderly physician, a man of learning and
scientific research, who gives no imaginative coloring to
his relation of facts.
Some years ago, as Doctor B. relates it, he was having

some new ground cleared on his plantation in Louisiana,
and one day being present he saw the negroes roll over a
log, under which lay a snake about 6ft. long, jet black
on top and almost blood red underneath. Besides the
old one there were several voung snakes of the same
species, about 1ft. long. The old snake was killed
at once, and struck with its peculiar appearance the
Doctor gave it a close examination. There was a dis-
tinct horn-like terminal to the tail, of a dark color and

quite hard, but he does not relate that the snake
showed a disposition to use this appendage. It was per-
haps killed too suddenly to afford an opportunity. But
the young snakes which he captured and preserved alive
left no doubt as to their intentions. Each one was pro-
vided with a horny tail also, of a lighter color but hard.
Whenever a stick was pressed upon the head or neck of

one of tbem he would instantly strike it sharply with the
end of his tail, thrown upward over the back. This was
repeated quite frequently. A corroborative circumstance
was that having the old snake skinned in order to pre-
serve the skin, the operation was found to be difficult
from the close adherence of the muscles of the back to
the skin all the way down, requiring the use of a knife to
separate them, whereas in other snakes it is only necessary
to make a circumcision about the neck, when the entire
skin can be slipped off by inversion, like a tight glove.
The Doctor made a caretul examination of the tail for
evidences of a sting or venom, but found none. There
was no orifice in the horn, no sting, no poison sac, no
receptacle.
This testimony conflicts with the position of Mi=s Hop-

ley, that ''such snakes do not inflictan intentional wound
with their tails, and if any should be made at all it should
be ascribed to accident." But Dr. B. says there was no
room to doubt the intention to inflict a wound with the
tail, though he thought it must be a comparatively harm-
less weapon in the absence of poison as an adjunct.

Coahoma,

BIRDS OF NIAGARA COUNTY, N. Y.

WITH ANNOTATIONS BY J. L DAVISON, ASSOCIATE
MEMBER A. O. TJ., LOCKPORT, N. Y.

NIAGARA COUNTY is located in the extreme north-
western corner of the State, bounded north by Like

Ontario, west by Niagara River, south by Tonawanda
Creek. Considering the large area devoted to agricul-
ture there is a liberal share of native forest still remain-
ing (principally of deciduous trees), which with the ex-
tensive orchards, for which it is noted, with some re-
maining swamp land, a number of creeks, numerous
small streams (which latter are, however, now fast dry-
ing up), a large extent of hillside, some cliffs and small
valleys, afford a diversified topography. The geological
formation of the county furnishes a varied soil, giving
rise to a widely diversitied flora. It can easily be seen
that the natural conditions would favor an extensive
resident bird fauna; and the Niagara River affording
a break in the chain of lakes, would probably induce
many of the small migratory species to adopt this course
in preference to crossing the larger bodies of water on
either hand.
In presenting the following list I do so knowing that

it is not complete, as the 192 species given are only such
as have come under my own observation within the past
ten years. I ttdnk it is generally claimed that about 250
species occur in this vicinity. There are many sections
of the county that I have not visited. In fact most of
my collecting has been confined to the central part.
Among a collection of between 3U0 and 400 mounted
specimens, 154 species were secured in the county. A
few of the many species given as migrants may possibly
remain through the summer, but I have found them only
during migration.

LIST OF BIRDS OF NIAGARA COUNTY.
I. Colymbus liolljaitii (Keinh.), Holufjeli'c Grebe (2).—Rare. A Hvp

male specimen brought to rue ou Mav 4, 18t<7, captured at Wilson,
N. Y., Lake Ontario.

3. Colymbus auritus Linn., Horned Grebe (3).—Not uncommon
during spring and fall migration.

3. PottUymbm podiccps (Linn.), Pied-billed Gre>ie (6).—Not com-
mon, breeds along the shore of Lake Ontario.

4. Urtnator imber (Gaun.), Loon (7).—A common migrant; a few
breed ou Lake Ontario.

5. Uriiiator lummc (Gunn.), Red-throated Loon (ll).-Rare. I
bave ayoung specimen taken in toe Erie Canal in December, 1882.
An adult malt- was taken at Ole 'tt, Lake Ontario, in May, 1888.

6. Larns marinus Linn., Great Blaek-bajked Gull (47).—Rare;
Feb. 1, lb8S, one was taken at Lewiston, Niagara River.

S[. Larus argentatus smitnsrniianus Coues, American Hn-ring
Gull (M a).—Common; a winter resident along lIjc Niagara River,
and is often seen along the Erie Canal in the city of LoeKport
during April.

8. La rut Ph iladelphia (Ord.), Bonaparte's Gull (60).—A ommon
migrant, arriving in Fcoruary and remaining until April along
the Niagara River.

9. Sterna ltirundo Linn., Common Tern (70).—Common during
spring migration along Niagara River and Lake Ontario.

10. Sterna dougalli iviontag.. Roseate Tern (72).—Rure. On May
31, 168G. one was Killed at Youngstown, on JSiaga-i a River.

II. HydrochcUdon nigra surlnamemis (Gruel.), Black Tern (77).—
Rare. 1 have a -pecinien taken sept. 5, 1881.

12. Oceanitcs oceanicus (Kuhl), W ilson's Petrel (109).—Rare. I
have a specimen takeu October 1875, by Mr. J. A. .Newton, while
shooting plover just outside the city linn's.

13. Merganser americanus (Cass.), American Merganser (129),—

A

common migrant, often taKen at trie mouth of Niagara River.
U. Merganser scrratm- (L.nn.), Red-breasted Merganser (ISO).

—

A
not UuCpmwon migrant.

15. Lophodgt.es e.uculkitus (Linn.), Hooded Merganser (131).—Rare.
16. Anas buscltas Liuu., Mallard (132).—A common migrant.
17. Anas obseura Gmel., rtlack Lutk (133).—A common migrant.
18. Anas amerieana Gmel., Baldpate (137).—Rare. I have a

specimen taken at Oicott, ou Lake Ontario.
19. Ana* citrolinemits Gmel., Green-winged Teal (139).-A com-

mon migrant.
20. Anas discors Linn., Blue-winged Teal (140).—A common mi-

grant.
21. Spatula clypeatei (Linn.), Shoveller (142).—A specimen was

brougut 10 me in October, lb85.

22. Daflla acuta (Linn.), Pintail (143) —A not uncommon migrant.
23. Aix sponsa (Linn.), VVoodauck (144).—A common migrant.

Breeds occasionally on Lake Ontario.
24. AyUiya amerieana (Eyt.), Redhead (146).—A common migrant.
25. AyJiya vallisnena (Wiis.), Canvasbaek (147).—Rare. Occa-

sionally taken on Niagara River.
26. Ayt.hya marila n caret tea Stejn., American Scaup Duck (148).

-Rare.
27. Aythya apnis (Eyt.), Lesser Scauo Duck (149).—Rare. A few

takeu w ltti the preceding ou Niagara River.
28. Glaueionelta elangula amerieana (Bonap.), American Golden-

eye (151).— Hare. Occur occasionally on Niagara River.
29. Charitonetta aibcota (Linn.), Bufllekead (153).—A common

migrant.
30. Clangula hyemalis (Linn.), Old Squaw (154).—A common mi-

grant. The most ommon duck taken on Niagara River.
31. Oidemia amerieana Sw. & Ricb., American Scoter (163).—

A

common migraut.
32. Oidemia dcylandi Bonap., White-winged Scoter (165).—

A

rare migrant,
33. Oidemia perspteillata (Linn. ), Surf Scoter (166),—A not uncom-

mon m grant,
31. Erismatura rubida (VVils ), Ruddy Duck (167).—A common

migrant on Niagara River.
35. Branta canadensis (Linn.), Canada Goose (172),—A common

migrant. Mr. .Norman Pomeroy, living abo t tour miles from
Lot kport, captured 13 a few years ago, which had alighted among
his flock of tame geese during a severe storm, and all taking shel-
ter in the barn, when the door was closed on them. They
mated with his tame geese, and he keeps a flock of 40 to 50 of the
hvbrid geese.

36. OZor cohunhianus (Ord..), Whistling Swan (180).—A not un-
common migrant. Nearly every season a number of this specie
are taken in a wounded condition in Niagara River, below the
falls. They are probably wounded by flying into the falls during

storms while migrating during the night. T have also been told
tbat dead specimens have been found on the shore of Lake On-
tnrio, near the Niagara River, after the ice had broken up m the
spring; they undoubtedly bad rema ; ned in the ice all winter.

37. Botaurm lentigi.nosus (Montag.), American Bittern (190).—Commo i. Breeds.
38. Botaurm exilis (GmeL), Least Bittern (191).—A not uncommon

migrant, and I tnniK a few breed along Lake Ontario.
o9. Aidca hcrodias Linn., Great Blue Heron (194).—Common.

Breeds m Tonawanda Swamp, in the adjoining county of Orleans
40. Ardea eg-retta Gmel., American Egret (196).—Rare. Ausr 18'

188(3, two specimens were taken at Oicott, Lake Ontario, by differ!em parties, both of wuich were brought to me for identification
I to k the measurement of one of them: Length 36.50 inches, ex-
tent 48, wing 15.50, taisus 6.

41. Ardea vtresccm Linn., Green Heron (201).—A not uncom-mon summer rtsident.
42. Nycticorax nycticorax nmviw (Bodd.), Black-crowned Nieht

Heron (202).—A rare migrant.
43. Rallm virginicinus Linn,, Virginia Rail (212).—A not uncom-mon migrant.
44. Porzana Carolina (Linn.), Sora (214).—A rare summer resident.

Breeds. On June 2, 1883, I took 4 eggs, nest and s. See Forestand Stream, June 14, 1883, p. 384, "Do Rail Carry Their Eggs ?"
4o. Galtiuula galeata (Luht), Floiida Gallinule (219) A raresummer resiuent. On July 9, 1888, a young of this species was

brought to me lor identification, it was ta<en ox the ( tonawanda
GrceK) cne Canal west of Lockport. The party kept it in a cage
for two weeks. I have an aduli specimen taken at Wilson, N. Y„May 10, 1883.

40. IhiHem amerieana Gmel., American Coot (221).—A common
sum , er resi ,eut.

47. Ptiilvhela minor (Gmel.), American Woodcock (228).—A com-mon summer resident.
8. Gahinago delicata (Ord.), Wilson's Snipe (230).—A common

migrant during the spring; none dur.ng the fall.
49. Tringa maculata Vieill., Pectoral Sandpiper (239).—A rare

migraut.
50. lYinga minutilla Vieill., Least Sandpiper (242).—A rare

migraut,
51. 'L'otanus melanolcucus (Gmel.), Greater Yellow-legs (254).—

A

common migrant.
52. Toteinus flavipes (Gmel.), Y'ellow-legs (255).—A common mi-

grant,
53. Totanus solitarius (Wils.), Solitary Sandpiper (256) —A rare

migrant.
54. Bartramia longicauda (Bechst.), Bartramian Sandpiper (261).—A not uncommon summer resident.
55. Tryngites subruficollis <Vi«ili ), Buff-breasted Sandpiper (262).—A rare migrant. Aug. 31, 1886, 1 saw in the window of a restau-

rant some golden plover, ana among them was a specimen of this
species, wnich I secured and sent to Dr. A. K. Fisher, or Wash-
ington, D. C.

56. Aetitis macularia (Linn.), Spotted Sandpiper (263).—A com-
mon summer resideut.

57. Numenius hudstmicus Lath., Hudsonian Curlew (265).—

A

rare migrant. I have a specimen, secured while shooting plover.
58 JSumcuius horculis (Forstj, Esquimau Curlew (2Wb.—a rare

migrant. Mr. L. a. mil, of tnis city, has a specimen of inis
^pecies, kdled wlule shoourg plover.

59. Charaariu.i squatarola (LmH ), Black-bellied Plover (270).—

A

rare migrant, iormerly not uncommon,
60. Charadrius dominicus MILL, American Golden Plover (272).

—A common migrant dunng the fall; none in the string.
61 JEgtitUtis vacifera (Linn.), Killoeer (273).—A common summer

resident.
62. (Mtovus virginianns (Linn.). Bob White (^89).—a common

resident, formerly aoundaut; protected since May, 1883, for three
yeat s.

63. Bonasa umheltus (Linn.), Ruffed Grouse (300).—A common
resiuent, protected as the preceoing.

64. jtictopMes migratorius (Linn.), Pasienger Pigeon (315).—A rare
migrant, lormeily very atimidant.

6:->. ZenaMura macroura (Linn.), Mourning Dove (316).—A com-
mon summer tesideut.

66. Circus ItucUoniws (Linn.), Marsh Hawk (331).—A rare summer
resident. Un a pril 19, 1888, 1 secured a specimen of decidedly
oluisu plumage, and taken irom the highest ground in Niagara
couuty. 1 had never seen one before, except on low, marshy
ground.

67. Aceiplter velox- (Wils.), Shax-p-shinned Hawk (332)—Acommon
summer resideut.

68. Aecipiter cooper i (Bonap.), Cooper's Hawk (333).—Rare. Do
not know that it breeds.

68a. Aecipiter atricapiUus (Wils.), American Goshawk (334).—On
Feo. 5, 1j8j, 1 secured a tine female specimen of this species, being
the first 1 had ever seen in tnis vicinity.

69. iJuteo borealis (Gmel.), Red-tailed Hawk (337).—A common
summer res dent.

70. Buteo latissimus (Wils.), Broad-winged Hawk (343).—Rare. 1

do not kn >w ilia, it breeds
71. Haliteetw teucocepnalus (Linn.), Bald Eagle (352).—Rare. Oc-

casionally seen along iviagara River. Do not know of any breed-
ing in tne couniy of inte.

72. Faleo columburiiis Linn., Pigeon Hawk (357).—A rare mi-
grant.

73. Faleo simrverius Linn., American Sparrow Hawk (360).—

A

common summer resident.
74. Feuidam haliantus earolincnsis (Gmel.), American ('sprey (384)

—A nut uncommon migrant, and a tew breed along Lake Ontaiio.
75. Asio wilsoniamns (Less.), American Long-eaied Owl (366).—

A

rare winter visnant.
76. Asio aecipitrinus (Pall.), Short-eared Owl (367).—A common

w.nter visitant.
77. Syrnium nclmlosum (Forst.), Barred Owl (368).—A rare winter

visitant,
78. Nyctala acadica (Gmel.), Saw-whet Owl (372).—Not common.

I have seen only two specimens in ten years collecting. Have one
in our collection.

79. Jieatiscopji asio (Linn ), Screech Owl (373).—A common resi-
dent.

80. Bubo virginianus (Gmel.), Great Horned Owl (375).—Acom-
mou resident, Feb. 24, 1881, a live specimen was brought to my
sou to be mounted. It was killed by chloroform but not skinned
lor a week afterward. The body was a mass ot fat, and my son
wondering what it g it to live on to keep in such good condition,
tnought he would make an inspection internally, and on cut iug
it open the knife passed through an egg just ready to be laid.
Had she been kept alive sue would have laid the egg during the
day.

81. Nyctca nyctea (Linn.), Snowy Owl (376).—A not uncommon
winter visilant,

82. Swnia uluta caparoch (Mull.), American Hawk Owl (377a).—
A rare winter visitant.

83. Coccyzus americamns (Linn.), Yr
ellow-billed Cuckoo (387).—

A

common summer resident.
84. Coccyzus crythroplithalmus (Wils.), Black-billed Cuckoo (38S).

—A common summer resident, 1 have often found the eggs of
this species m the nest of O. americanus, but only once have I
found it in the nest of any other bird. June 17, 1882, I found a
biack-billed cuckoo and a mourniug dove titling on a robin's nest
together. The cuckoo was the first to leave the nest. On securing
the ne&t I found it contained two eggs ol the cuckoo, two of the
mourning dove and one robin egg. i'ae robin had not, quite fin-
ished thH nest when the cuckoo t. ok possession of it and filled it
nearly full of rootlets, but the robin got in and laid one egg. In-
cubation had commenced in the robui and cuckoo eggs, but not
m the mourning dove eggs. I have the nest and egers m my collec-
tion. See FOREST and STREAM, Aug. 24, 1882, page 65, "A Strange
Story." I am also quite certain that 1 have seen the black-billed
and yellow-billed cu koo feeding young in the same nest, an
account of which was published in Forest and Stream, since
when I have found a number of nests containing the eggs of both
species, and have come to the conclusion that 1 was not mistaken
in that observation. On Sept. 10, 1S83, 1 found a nest of the black-
billed cuckno containing two young birds not more than one day
out of the shell; the two previous nights we had severe frosts
that destroyed vegetables.

85. Cerylc alcyon (Linn.), Belted Kingfisher (390).—A common
summer resident. Breeos. I have seen it as late as the 16th of
December at the foot of the locks of the Erie Canal in this city.

86. B-ryobatcs villoma (Linn,), xiairy Woodpecker (393).—A com-
mon migrant.

87. Di-yobates pubcscens (Linn.), Downy Woodpecker (394).—

A

comni m resident.
88. Sphyrapicus varim (Linu.), Yellow-bellied Sapsucker (402).—

A commou uinnier resident.
88a. Meianerpeseryiihrocephalus (Linn.), Red-headed Woodpecker

(406).—A common summer resilient.
89. Melanerpes carMnm (Linn.), Red-headed Woodpecker (409).—

A rare rnigrtiht.
9J, Coiaptes auralus (Linn.), Flicker (412).—A common summer

resident.
91, Antrostomus vociferus (Wils.), Whippoorwill (417).—Rare.

Have been heard, not seen.

[to be concluded.!
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PATTERN AND PENETRATION TESTS.
GREENER 10 GAUGE.

IN OUR report upon the Greener gun of Mr. Such,
given in the last issue of Forest and Stream,

mention was made of the trial of the gun with No. 1

shot. The figures on this will be interesting to a large
number of gunners who have chance at large game
across watpr ranges. The firing of the cartridge loaded
with this shot was done along with the other 7 and S-shot
charges. In fact, the order was at 40yds., first, the No. 8

shot for 10 rounds, 5 from each barrel, then the No. 7 in
like fashion, and finally the No. 1 shot. When the 60yds.
range was reached the No. 1 shot rounds were fired first,

then the No, 8, winding up with the No. 7, with the few
shots with the left-over Scott gun cartridges sandwiched
in between the two last-mentioned. The remarks of last

week upon the weather hold good for the test, only it

must be stated, to correct the error of last week, that the
gun weight was 9f lbs. instead of lOf. The shooting, it

will be seen, ran very even under the admirable weather
conditions prevailing. The gun, too, was holding very

GREENER 10-GATJGE, 40YDS., RIGHT BARREL, 72 PELLETS, NO. 1 SHOT

close on the mark, and it will be noticed from the follow
ing tables for the struck and aimed circles of pach shot
that at 40yds. the average improvement by shifting the

GREENER 10-GAUGE, lOVDS., LEFT BARREL, 82 PELLETS, NO. 1 SHOT

center was but 10 per cent., and at 60yds. but 14 percent.
The table stands as follows:

No. 1 Shot—40yds.
Right Barrel. Left Barrel.

Aimed
Circle,
Pellets.

72
52
58
63
71

Av.83

34
26
31
32
28

Struck
Circle,
Pellets.

72
57
63

35
30
33
36
32

Dist.
bet. cen-
ter. In.

3
3

Aimed
Circle,
Pellets.

73
64

61

m 67~

No. 1 Shot—60tls.m 24
5^ 28
i% 23
5 29
5^ 28

Struck
Circle,
Pellets.

79
69
82

26
33
34
32
29

Dist.
bet. cen-
ter. In.

5
2
i%

i

Av.30 33 5 26 31 6^
Looked at in the way of percentage of shot accounted

for on the circle, the gun makes a very good average.
When fired with this charge at 40yds. the aimed circle
gives an average of .60 per ct , while the selected circle
for best pattern rises to .71 per ct.; at 60yds. their respec-
tive percentages stand at .26 and .'60.

In the matter of penetration the great 20grs. pellets
were twisted and flattened out of all shape in getting
through the closely laid paper pads, but they managed to
tear through witn great force and rolled up to over 40
sheets average at 40yds., and over 20 at 60yds., and this
with patterns so well distributed that it would be a very
small duck, indeed, that would get away if once within
this chaimed circle of shot. The weights of powder and
shot respectively stand at 1^9 and 666, showing a tremen-
dous propelling power with shot heavy enough to carry
force when they did hit.

The formal record of the test stands:

C'LAREMONT, N. J., Aug. 8, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

6-un—Greener ejector hammer] ess. Cost, S350. No. of gun,
35,937. Weight, 9%\ bs. Length of barrels, 32in. Gauge,
10. Right barrel, full choke. Left barrel, full choke.

Weather—Cloudy. Direction of wind, 9 o'clock. Force of
wind, 3 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 73° . Do.,
wet, 69°

. Humidity, 82°
. Barometer, 30.15in.

Clutrrie, as given by holder of gun :

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—Winchester.
Pcnvder, Brand—Du Font's Eagle Ducking No. 2.

Powder. Quan tity—5 dra.
( Make—Tath-m's Soft.

Shot-] Quantity—iy, oz.

( Size—No. 1.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken a,t Random.

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Powder. Shot.

Card over shot; two ( 1. . .129 grs. 666 grs. 107 pellets.

B. E. wads and card - 2. . .125 grs. 604 grs. 107 pellets,

over powder. (3... 128 grs. 064 grs. 107 pellets.

Average 127 grs. 664 grs. 107 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest atfixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

72 pellets.
52 pellets.
56 pellets.

63 pellets.
71 pellets.

36 sheets.
44 sheets.
43 sheets.
46 sheets.
43 sheets.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, spellets.

73 pellets. 44 sheets.
64 pellets.
69 pellets.
69 pellets.

61 pellets.

44 sheets.
45 sheets.
.. sheets.
41 sheets.

Av. 63 pellets. 42 sheets. Av. 67 pellets. 43 sheets.

Tlvree shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 72 pellets. 1 79 pellets.
2 64 pellets. 2 82 pellets.
3 73 pellets. 3 77 pellets.

Average 70 pellets. Average 79 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, spellets.

24 pellets. 30 sheets.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, "pellets.

1. 34 pellets. 26 sheets. 1.

2. 26 pellets. 31 sheets. 2. 28 pellets. 39 sheets.
3. 31 pellets. .. sheets. 3. 23 pellets. .. sheets.
4. 32 pellets. 8 sheets. 4. 29 pellets. 6 sheets.
5. 28 pellets. 18 sheets. 5. 28 pellets. .. sheets.

Av. 30 pellets. 21 sheets. Av. 26 pellets. 25 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot sepiare; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 35 pellets. 1 33 pellets.
2 33 pellets. 2 34 pellets.

3 36 pellets. 3 32 pellets.

Average 34 pellets. Average 33 pellets.

Editor Forest and Stream:
About penetration: It does not profit the shooter much

to know that his gun drives three shot through fifteen

thicknesses of cardboard, if the rest of the load is weak.
We will suppose ten pellets hit the first sheet of card-
board and seven of ihem travel through only ten sheets.

Now, the extra penetration of the strongest three shot
does not help the seven weak ones a bit. The shooter
does not know which pellets strike the artificial or live

target shot at. They may be pellets on the left or the
right side of the 5in. square penetration pad. Would not
it be better to follow in, say three-quarters of the pellets

that hit the first pad. Suppose the gun puts twelve pel-

lets on the first pad. We look through the sheets of
cardboard and find that three-quarters of the hit, nine
pellet*, have gone through but ten cards. That looks to
me like the practical penetration of the gun, or more
properly, of the shot, for if the shot were all perfect and
equally hard they would, probably, all penetrate alike. A
chain is worthless if some of its links are weak, so is a
gun unreliable if one-half or three-quarters of its messen-
gers are deficient in strength. Hew.
Newark, N. J.

SQUIRREL SHOOTING.
THE season for this sport comes in the fall of the year,

when the woods are glorious in their autumn tints

and the calm of the Indian summer is upon the land.
Squirrel hunting is not a favorite pastime with every

spoitsman, and I think there are few who thoroughly
appreciate it. To become an expert requires as much
skill as to be a successful shot with the prairie chicken or
quail. I can appreciate a week with the birds, and can
follow my dog—staunch and true—from sunrise to sun
set, and never grow weary; and with a fair Gount of suc-
cess as well if the birds are not too wild. But the pleas-
ures of this sport canot aLure me awray altogether from
the pursuit of the squirrel.

Perhaps it is the memory of the boyhood days on the
old farm, that are so dear to the recollection of us all,

that keeps one from getting weary of this sport. The
days when we were the proud owner of a gun for the
first time. Who can express the joy on this occasion in
fitting words ? It was not much of a gun; but since then
I have owned some that wrere considered fine, even in
this age of improvement, and I think none of them have
ever affoi-ded me the the pleasure that this single-barreled
smoothbore shotgun did, when I was a boy.
Last fall, in September, I obtained leave of absence for

a few weeks to regain a little of the strength expended in
ten monbs' close confinement to business. After supply-
ing myself with ammunition and sundry other things
that are agreeable, if not necessary, for the use and con-
venience of one expecting to remain four or five weeks
in the country, I purchased a ticket to a certain town
away up among the hills of We^t Virginia, and after a
seventeen hours' ride found myself within fifteen miles
of my destination, at the railway station, the remainder
of my way to be made by stage. During the drive I
received plenty of information from the driver concern-
ing the country, people, etc., and arived at my destina-
tion in time for supper.

The next day was spent in loading shells and getting
my gun in order, and that night I retired to bed early, in-

tending to make an early start the following morning.
At 4:30 sharp my host, Uncle Isaac, had me up, and after

a hearty breakfast and storing a lunch in my game bag,
I shouldered my gun and started for the woods. After
walking about' a mile, I entered my intended hunting
ground long before the sun had made his appearance
above the adjoining hill. It was too early to begin the
hunt, and I contented myself with admiring the scene
before me. Below me lay a valley, in the center of which
a creek found its way through broad meadows toward the
distant river; and the hillsides were covered with dense
and heavy timber. Over the lowlands the mists had
thrown a dense wdiite pall, lving far below me like a sil-

ver cloud, motionless and still The wood, that is usually
filled with so many inhabitants full of life, is quiet; and
you can scarcely distinguish the sturdy trunks of the
trees as you look through the uncertain shadows. There
is an occasional note from a bird, as now and then he
takes wing from the sheltering tree ana flies out through
the clear, pure air to seek his morning meal. Across the
valley comes the startling cry of the sparrow hawk, as he
moves swiftly through the uncertain light in quest of

prey.
Suddenly there is a change. In the east, near the brow

of the grand old hill, tbe mist grows lighter, and a faint

reddish tinge lights up the timber at its crest. A minute
later, and with this slight warning a great ball of fire ap-
pears over the hill, throwing graceful rays of sunshine
down upon the banks of mist in the valley, and awaken-
ing to life the inhabitants of the wood and field. Sud-
denly I hear a harsh cry from the opposite hillside, and
sailing high up in the ah', coming straight toward me in
all the strength and beauty of his freedom, flies a hawk
of the larger species, cleaving the air with his broad,

strong wings, and seeming to disdain all that is beneath
him, I view him as he nears me more closely, half dis-

posed to allow him to go unmolested. Higher and higher
he mounts as he nears the top of the hill, far above the

highest tree in the forest, with the bright sunshine fall-

ing upon his plumage; and I raise my gun. It is my
first shot of the season, and my hand trembles. Sud-
denly, as the light flashes along the barrels, he sees me,
and strives to avoid me; but too late. There is a loud
report, and he wavers, falls, slowly at first, but faster

and faster till he lies bruised at my feet. It was a grand
shot, that thrilled me through and through, but when I

beheld him lying there I half regretted that I had robbed
him of his life. When 1 examined him more closely I

found the white feathers in the tips of his wings bearing

a crimson stain, which I at once surmised came from the
fruit of the pjkeberry bush, through which I afterward
observed more of his smaller brothers ptu-suing some of

the small birds.

I left him where he had fallen and turned to the wood.
The sun was just here and there throwing his rays down
through the branches of the giant trees. Taking the
face of the ridge I walk along silently, skirting a bunch
of hickories that stand in the little hollow belQW me. I

hear no sound of the desired game. I sit down on a log

and wait. Half an hour passes and all is silent. Sud-
denly a jay bird hops out on the limb of an oak just in

front of me, uttering nis loud cry, and regarding me very
earnestly, turning his tufted head from side to side.

Suddenly off to one side I hear a branch shake, accom-
panied by a shower of water, the dew that has gathered
upon the leaves during the night. I am all attention. I

cock my gun and wait. Watching the hickory intently,

I hear a nut fall and all is silence. Soon I hear a loud
cutting accompanied by the sound of the fragments of

the hulls falling down through the leaves as his squirrel-

ship cuts the nut for his morning breakfast. I approach
cautiously and slow, and once or twice, when my foot

breaks a small twig, the cutting and pattering suddenly
cease, as the squirrel listens, susp ciously, but the sound
soon begins agaiu, and I go closer and take up my post.

Suddenly, on the ground almost before me I hear a rustl-

ing sound, and cautiously peering out from behind my
tree I see a gray squirrel on the ground almost in front of

me, and only a few paces off. I do not attempt to watch
him. In a few moments he has whirled himself up the
tree and is busily engaged in cutting down the nuts. The
tree is a very high one, and after several very stealthy

observations I discover four or five squirrels. Selecting

the fairest shot, I stand out in the open and fire, and
straight down, a distance of fully a hundred feet, came
the squirrel. At the report of the gun there is a general
movement in the tree, and slipping m another earti idge,

I wait patiently. Soon there is a slight trembling of a
little branch high up on the hickory leading out to an oak
near by. I can just distinguish the gray brush; and I

fire and the squirrel falls. Ttien there is a general rush
to vacate the hickory, and I get in two shots, but both
are clean misses. I put my game in my bag and walk

l.

To give a full history of the day, of all the pictures of

quiet woodland life I saw.on that day, would till a small

volume to properly describe. I met with moderate suc-

cess during the day, and when I returned to my starting

place of the morning, seven squirrels and a brace of wood-
cock graced my bag by their presence.

My noontide meal was taken beneath the shade of the
forest trees, and water from a crystal stream at my feet

quenched my thirst, and I returned at night just as the

sun was sinking to rest in the west, feeling improved in

both body and mind; and after a hearty supper sought
the solace of a read, and then to bed, to prepare for the
morning, in a sweet, unbroken slumber.
Then there were other days, later on in October, when

we pursued the birds across the stubble fields with our
faithful dog until the sun had set, and we would return
in "the gloaming" happy and contented.

I met many brother sportsmen during this fall's hunt-
ing, all entire strangers to me previously, and I find them
to be what I have always found them to be heretofore

—

meet them where you will, at home, among their families,

in social life, or with gun in hand—brave, cme and gener-
ous gentlemen, ever ready to right a wrong and lend a
kindly ear to a tale of sorrow or distress, and satisfied

with themselves, the world, and things in general. Long
may they live and prosper. Dan.
Cincinnati.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
'dentvfy without question all tbe American game birds which,
tney may kill. Cloth, 220 pages, price $2.50. For sale by Forest
and Stream.
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BOSTON AND MAINE.
THE open season on partridge began in Maine, New

Hampshire and Vermont, on Sept 1, but thus far

tbe shooting has been very poor. Monday, Labor Day,
was a legal holiday in Massachusetts, and many mer-
chants and gunners took the trains on Saturday evening
previous for a day's shooting. Indeed it is seldom that
more shooters from Boston go into the country in one
day, but the score of birds was as small as the number of
gunners was large. E. M. Gillam, of the Boston Adver-
tiser, with a friend from the Chamber of Commerce,
went to Franklin. New Hampshire for a day's grouse
shooting. Mr. Gillatn's dogs had been put into excellent
trim for this occasion. They had been exercised in the
field and in the brush almost daily, as early recommended
in the Forest and Stream. The dogs did excellent work,
but the birds were very scarce, and the entire score was
about one partridge. O. M. Smith, of the hrm of Smith
& Blanchard, lumber, hired an expert and took his new
dog into the brush, with a result of no birds at all. The
expert, who guns the most of the time during the open
season, says that there are partridges enough, but that
they are still in the swamps and the thickets, where it is

impossible to find them. In Maine the open season was
duly installed by the most of the boys "going a gun-
ning," but with very poor results. Boston shooters, who
went to that State for the day, also came back with very
few birds—in many cases none at all. In one case in
Oxford county, in a section about 14 miles from Lewiston,
four boys, experts after partridges, were out all day,
without getting a bird and seeing but one or two. One
of these boys, who has been on the same farm for several
years, and much interested in the subject, says that he
has never known the partridges so scarce. Where he has
usually had several flocks mapped out, ready for the
opening day of the season, he does not know of a flock
this year. From Lewiston and Portland the gunners have
been out, but the scores are very poor, so far as I have
been able to learn. The cause of the scarcity is laid to
the heavy rains at the time when the chicks were small,
followed by the superabundance of rainy weather,
which lasted nearly all summer. It is suggested by those
who ought to be well posted on the subject that the scarc-
ity of grouse is probably confined to a district included
within a line running with the seacoast and not more
than 50 or 75 miles from the ocean; that the great volume
of rain was within this area, or next to the seashore, and
that beyond this area the weather has been more dry, and
that the grouse are more plenty. Perhaps this is true.
Thus far I have no direct proofs to the contrary, and
perhaps in the deep forests of Maine there are at least the
usual number of grouse. Berries of all kinds have been
plenty in the woods of Maine, and this is a condition favor-
able to the growth and condition of the ruffed grouse.
But to turn from the scarcity of ruffed grouse in Maine,

we will find a more pleasing theme in the remarkable
abundance of deer in that State. I saw a gentleman
from Hebron, Me., the other uay, and he tells a curious
deer story. In the first place, Hebron is an old town, the
seat of an institution of learning, thirteen miles from the
city of Lewiston, and Avhere the inhabitants know about
as much about the hunting of deer and their habits as
they do about whales in the Pacific; indeed, a wild deer
was never seen there till this summer, or at least since
the days of the Red Men. Still, there is a good deal of
rock and mountain and woods in the town, and of late
years some of the worn out farms have grown up to
woods. Well, a couple of deer came into a field of oats
on a farm there and were, seen several times. The farm-
ers were aware that it was unlawful to shoot them till

after Oct. 1, but one of them happened to hit upon the
idea of throwing a lasso over the head of one or both of
them. In good earnest he stirred about among his neigh-
bors to get them to help drive the deer into a corner
somewhere, and he would lasso the creatures. "I can
do it," he said. He had had some experience on the
plains at ranching and "rounding up" cattle, and though
the ground was too rough where the deer were last seen
and the thickets too dense to ride a horse, he somehow
conceived the notion that he could stalk up to the deer
and catch them with the rope. Some of the boys in the
neighborhood rather believed in the idea, or at least they
were willing to have the fun of seeing him try. So they
were williing, at a given signal from the huntsman that
the deer were again in the oats, to rush to certain posi-
tions and assist in the fun. They were to come together
at a certain point in the woods, and the lassoist fully ex-
pected that the deer would be surrounded like a flock of
frightened sheep. The signal came one morning, and
there was a grand rush of the boys and a man with a
coil of long rope, with a running noose at the end. Each
rushed toward the point where the surrounding was to
begin. The woods are very thick, indeed—low spruces and
ground hemlocks—so thick that the cattle have paths
beneath the lirubs where it is almost impossible to find
them. The hunters drew together. There was rustling
heard by one of the boys, and he gave the signal—three
whistles—to his companions and the man Avith the
lariat. The deer were in the thicket for sure. They
surrounded the point and gradually drew up to the
thicket. The man with the long halter was ready. There
was a rustling, then a pretty little -red head, with mild,
soft e3'es, peered through the brush. The rope sung in
the air. The aim of the lariat was sure. The noose fell
dextrously over the nose of one of Deacon D.'s heifers.
Those boys are not hunting for deer now, and that man
with the lariat does not want the story to get out. The
deer—I see some hunters smile. Ask Dr. Caton where
they were.
But to go back to the number of deer in Maine, the in-

crease has been more remarkable than ever this year, and
the promises for sport this fall are excellent. In the
town of Rumford. on the Androscoggin, where a deer
was never seen till this year, one farmer complains that
a field of grain has been nearly destroyed by them. He
lay in wait one night, and a doe with two pretty fawns
came into the oat patch and helped themselves to the
fresh heads of grain. From all sections of the State come
reports of the abundance of deer. The prevention of
hounding and the maintenance of a close season has
resulted in a wonderful increase, and yet the cry is a
bitter one. from some hunters, that they are not allowed
to hunt deer with dogs in Maine.

R. D. Richardson, of Richardson & Co., has returned
from his fishing trip to the north shores of Lake Supe-
rior. The Forest and Stream recently had an account
of his departure, together with his brother and friends,

on the steam yacht of the firm. The sail along the north
shores of the lake was worth the whole trip, while tbe
lake happened to be calm most of the time. They
visited a new spot, instead of going directly to Jackfish
Bay. as at first intended, The fact of the matter is, they
desire to explore this north region, as much as to fish,
and they feel repaid for their trouble. They visited the
mouth of another stream or small river, and found the
fishing all that could be asked for. The trout were large,
running from 2 to 3 and up to 41bs. They could catch
them almost any time and all they wanted. Mr. Rich-
ardson is of the opinion that almost any of the streams
emptying into the lake on the north shore are well stocked
with trout. This is the story of the Indians and half-
breeds. There were no mosquitoes and flies this year.
The theory of the party is that these pests are done by
the first of August, or at least by the middle of the month,
the same as in the North Woods of Maine. Mr. Richard-
son is still very enthusiastic concerning a trip through
from the north shore of Lake Superior to Hudson's Bay.
Ho says that the Indians and halfbreeds frequently make
the trip. His idea is to take tents and guides and be about
fifteen days on the way, following up the rivers from the
lake to the head of the watershed; then down some stream
to Hudson's Bay. He thinks that the trout region of the
world is up in that almost unexplored wilderness. The
party hope to make the trip next year.
Mr. H. S. Kempton, of the Boston Herald editorial

staff, has shot his deer this fall. He was at the Adiron-
dacks on the first night of the open season. His guide
paddled him up to a deer, no part of which Mr. Kemp-
ton could see, except the eyes, at which he aimed, with
the result of killing a fine doe, weighing lSOIbs. Since
this adventure he has been quite a lion with the news-
paper men, among whom he was al ways popular.
Mr. Nat. Manson, of Bellows & Manson, has just re-

turned from his two weeks' vacation at Camp Stewart,
Richardson Lake, Me. Mr. Manson was accompanied by
his friend Binner, of Cambridge. They had a splendid
time, with fishing good, but partridges very scarce in-
deed. They got only one bird on the whole trip, the only
one they saw, in fact. As near as Mr. Manson can learn

,

it is a poor year for grouse in Maine. They went one
day up the Mooselucmaguntic. and up the Cupsuptic, to
Soule's camps, and the celebrated Houghton & Dutton
camps. He describes the camps as all heart could wish
in the way of camps, but the little steam launch that
plies up and down the lakes carries a small electric
dynamo, and at night she is beached and her power util-
ized to produce incandescent electric lights in the eanips.
Alas! The days of true hunting and fishing are done.
Electric lights at Cupsuptic! Give us the old lean-to and
the fire of pine knots. Mr. Manson reports the deer
plenty, but the Commissioners are trying to protect them
till the open season, and thus far they have succeeded.
Or at least open violations of the law are not as com mon
as last year, for the reason that a warden is thought to
have been on the watch. In one case a splendid jack
light, made in Boston, was taken up to one of the lakes
in August, but the story that a warden was watching
every new comer prevented the light from being used.
Late reports say that fly-fishing is still good at Moose-

head, and a party from Cambridge left for that region
on Monday. G. H. Smith, of Smith & Blanchard. with
Mrs. Smith, starts on Wednesday for a three -weeks' out-
ing at Camp Stewart, Richardson Lake. He will be fol-

lowed on the 25th by Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Johnson and
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Moody. Mr. Bayard Thayer, of
Boston, with party are already at the Birch Lodge, on
the same lake, which property the Thayers have re-
cently purchased. Special.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST,
CCHICAGO, Sept. 9.—Mr. Alex. T. Loyd and Mr. Reu-

I ben Donnelly have their plans all made, and will
probably start in a day or so for a few weeks' chicken
shooting in Iowa. They go to Hartley, in O'Brien county,
where they last year had excellent sport. They know a,

neighborhood where they "stand solid" with the men.
They will get plenty of birds beyond doubt. As I have
before remarked, northwestern Iowa is a good place for a
fall trip after prairie chickens.
There is a blackbird roost at Washington, 111., of such

gigantic proportions that the mayor of the town has
issued orders for the destruction of the birds. Thousands
of the birds are kiUed each evening, it is said, but as yet
the numbers are not very perceptibly lessened. \t is

probably a preliminary banding for the southern migra-
tion.

I offer the following from the Milwaukee Sentinel as
news regarding one of the most important of our West-
ern shooting marshes, known generally as the " Horicon
Marsh," of Wisconsin: "In September. 1830, the Hon.
Satterlee Clark visited an Indian village on the bank of
Rock River, where Horicon is now situated. The Indians
obtained a living by hunting and fishing on and near the
stream which was then, as it is now, a small river formed
by two branches, one rising in the northeast and the other
in the northwest of Dodge county, and uniting about four
miles above the village, after having broken through the
hills which bounded the east and west sides of the marshy
lands through which the tributaries of the Rock River
flowed, alternately widening into small lakes or ponds,
from which there would be several outlets, as there is
now,finally joining into one again. Throughout the marsh
wild rice abounded, and wildfowl made it a breeding
ground.

" Martin Rich, in 1846, built a dam across the river
where the short bridge is at present and obtained a splen-
did water power, which was used to run sawmills, grist-
mills and other manufacturing industries. It took the
water two years to overflow the marsh, as it spread out
over an area of sixty-four square miles, being sixteen
miles long and four miles wide, making <.he largest arti-
ficial lake in the world, with an average depth of six
feet. When the bog or marshy land was overflowed, it

raised from off its clay bottom and floated wherever the
wind chanced to blow it, ofttimes drifting to the dam and
clogging up the flume and water-wheels so as to stop all

motion of the machinery until cleared.
"Fish abounded also at this time, and hundreds of

wagon-loads of bullheads were drawn by the farmers to
their lands to be used as a fertilizer.

"Mr. Hodge continually fought the parties interested
in the dam through the courts until they were tired of
defending themselves, They then formed a company

called the Horicon Mechanics, and by a bill passed in the
Legislature purchased this land from the State for about
5 cents per acre. After the dam was removed, thus
destroying one of the best water powers in the Northern
States, what remained of the bog resumed its former
position. The grand old lake was a thing of the vast,
and in its place was left one of the finest hunting grounds
east of the Mississippi River.
"The marsh comprises about 30,000 acres of land, 24,-

000 of which were entered by the above named company.
In March, 1883. the "Mechanics" leased 10,000 acres of
the marsh to the Diana and Horicon Shooting clubs for a
period of twenty-five years. These clubs are composed
of sportsmen anxious for sport, and who shoot for no
other purpose.
"The remaining land was rented to Scanlyn, Shepard

6 Co., who for the last three vears have cut hay from it.

In 1887 they shipped 300 carloads of hay from Burnett
station. This year plans are on foot to drain the marsh
by ditching it, and surveyors have been here taking
levels. Hustisford dam will have to be removed before
it can be successfully accomplished. A scheme is also
afloat to induce the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-
road Company to lay a track for three or four miles on
the marsh from Burnett station, so the cars may be
loaded on the marsh, thus saving a good deal of expense.
Men have been seut to look into the matter by the rail-
road company, who have no doubt made a report by this
time. Every spring the marsh is again overflowed by.
the freshets, and for a few weeks there is a lake, but it
soon subsides, and by fall the hunters drive nearly all
over the marsh."

Sept. ]$.—There have been several parties from this?
city who have been out in Iowa after prairie chickens.
They report dry weather and poor luck. A Mr. Babeuf
and two friends claim to have huuted pretty much all
over Iowa, and their best day was forty-two birds to the
party. Mr. W. L. Shepird is also back from northwest-
ern Iowa, with a very poor account of the shooting. He
says the water was so scarce they could hardly work the
dogs. The dry weather doubtless makes it difficult to
hunt, but it is probably true that some shooting m Iowa
can be found if looked for in the right place. Of one
thing a visitor may be sure; he will need get into some
settlement at least thirty miles away from the railroad',
and if t-uch settlement should be one of foreigners, who
do not shoot very much, his chances will be all the better.
Mr. George Marshall, of Grand Calumet Heights Club r

tells me he last week killed about one hundred jacksnipe
within a mile or so of his home at Englewood, five or six
miles out on the Rock Island road. There is a long,
marsh that begins near State street there and runs around
to Auburn Park, forming the park lake in that prettv
little suburb. There were large numbers of snipe in here,
and Mr, George D. Hunter, of the latter place, tells roe
the duck shooting was fine there a little while ago. He
killed thirteen ducks in an hour or so one morning. This
is a rather singular state of affairs, I should say, in view
of the fact that all this is withiu the city limits and only
a few miles from the heart of the city. The marsh winds:
around through a sectiou which is all built up with sub-
stantial and tasteful homes. The building of Chicago in
the middle of this big duck country spoiled a lot of
mighty good duck shooting points.
Mr. Al. Bandle, of Cincinnati—I presume it isn't

necessary to explain who he is—has just passed through
here on his way home from his fishing trip in Wisconsin
and Michigan. His exploit with the deer shall be kept
secret, according to his wish, but he should bear in mindi
that no news of that kind is getting away. Mr. Bandle
is looking well, and the boys who go down to his tour-
nament on the 24th will do well to remember Mr.
Weller's advice about "vidders," and "bevare."

I presume it may be generally known by this time that
the Gogebic stage robber and late murderer has been
captured. He came out of the woods to the town of
Republic, Mich,, and slept over night in a hotel. His
boldness cost him his freedom. In the morning he was
surprised and captured. Had he stuck to the woods he
could never have been caught. The pursuing parties
had given up the chase, and the "bloodhounds" were
taken home.
Small bags of ducks are being made, in a leisurely

way, by ntunbers.of our shooters. They are mostly wood-
ducks and teal. The snipe are not now quite so abundant
near the city, as the water of the late rains has dried off
a little. A few days ago I got about a dozen snipe over
on the Sag, but there were very few buds in. There ai*e

thousands of snipe on Mak-saw-ba grounds, but the
water is rather high there, and it is hard to walk for
them. E. Hough.

PENNSYLVANIA GAME GALORE.,
f~1LEARFIELD, Pa., Sept. 15.—The season for blaok-
\J and gray squirrels in Pennsylvania opened Sept. 1.

Reports had come in that the squirrels in this county were
more numerous than usual, but the half had not been
told. For two weeks everybody that pretends to shoot
has been killing them by the dozen, both blacks and
grays, and still they are here. I have been out three dif-
ferent evenings and scarcely outside of town I have
killed 15 of the finest kind. The red squirrel or "piney"
is here by the hundreds and is only shot when other
squirrels can't be found. Saucy and impudent and des-
tructive, he has almost taken possession of the farmers"
cornfields, and is doing his best to drive out his bigger
and better cousins the blacks and grays. Some time ago
a white squirrel was captured near town and has become
quite a pet. Grouse seem to be on hand ready for Oct. 1,
and from the numbers seen last week fair bags are
promised. Bears and bear signs are reported more nu-
merous than for a number of years, and from the deer
and deer signs reported by huckleberriers, the coming
fall promises some rare sport out about our old cabin. I
have sold both my guns and have ordered a new one and
want to break it in in time for the fray. I will keep the
two old buck heads that hang in my* hall to remind me
of the faithfulness of my old Plainsman, and while I
part with it with regret I must keep up with the times
and get a better one. I still enjoy the Forest and
Stream. ' Frank T. Harris.

Snipe Shooting on the Long Island meadows has been
capital the past week. The tremendous storm which
flooded the meadows brought along the biggest flight
known in years, and great scm-ee have been made,
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NOTES FROM THE FIELD.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am particularly interested in bird shooting, ruffed

grouse and woodcock being our game birds. I have a
cross-bred setter dog, black and white, English and Irish.

He is entirely natural, all that he is is what nature has
done for him. There is one redeeming quality in him, he
is staunch as a rock, and is a very lucky dog to find game.
He has quite a mind of his own. Sometimes he and I

have an argument on the proper places to hunt, always
ending in his being right. He is a little wild at times,

and if I let him get out of sight will have to call myself
hoarse to get him back, but a more willing dog I never
saw. The days are not long enough.
"We never make very big bags of game, two or three

?artrid'_>e or woodcock in a day's hunt is all sufficient,

he market-hunter gets the best part of the game. Bird
hunting has been a hobby with me for four years, with
the fo'lowing score: First year. 12; second, 36; third, 5.2;

fourth , 47. This year 1 have been out three times, killing,

all told , one partridge and one woodcock. All of hunting
is not the killing of the game. A grouse never looks as

handsome to mo as when it is getting away over the tops

of alders, and the picture stays longest in my memory.
Last fall a friend and myself went across the Mohawk

River on to the mountain's for a few days' hunt. We
Barne to a piece of woods belted with alders. He took
the inside or woods belt, and I the outside. We have to

have bolls on our dogs to keep them located, and when
we cease hearing them we know the dog is setting the
bird. In this case all at once the bell stopped. All
alert, I saw a, great grouse break the cover coming
directly toward me, T waited until he got by me, when
my Parker spoke and I had the satisfaction of seeing and
hearing the bird strike, the ground. I went to where I

bad seen the bird strike, and all I could find was a lot of

feathers. Looking beyond 10 or 15ft., there he lay dead.
He was going with such force that he struck the ground
and bounded. The dog commenced roading, soon show-
ing game; again the bell stopped right on the. edge of the
alders. All at once out goes a woodcock. Crack, bang,
a clean miss both barrels. We keep hunting along the
alders and reach the opposite side, when my friend and
I come together in a lot of poplar. Both dogs were trail-

ing, when whir—bang—bang—bang—whir—bang—whir
whir—whir; only one partridge brought to bag. We
followed them but failed to get any more. Tbe next
day, after considerable shooting, managed to bag three
partridges apiece: and the following day we hunted until

noon and got a single woodcock, makiug in all just nine
birds for two men in a three days' hunt. We came home
perfectly satisfied.

I for one would like to hear more bird news, and I

suppose it is tbe fault of bird hunters of your subscribers
that you don't have more. I mean for one in future to

contribute occasionally, and if every subscriber would do
the same we would have a more interesting paper.

GnovEiusviTjjE, N. Y. J. H. D.

Michiuan DUCKS.—The East Saginaw (Mich.) Evening
Neicn of Aug. 81 said: "Duck hunters are putting their

guns in good shooting condition, and loading their shells

ready for the opening of the season to-morrow, Sept. 1.

Parties of two and more members each will be 'pulling'

for the big marshes early on that morning, and as usual
will make it lively thereabouts for a few hours. 'For
eight years Michigan sportsmen were working hard to

secure the game warden system to protect fish and game,'
remarked a sportsman yesterday. -The first season it

was enforced it worked well, and it would have borne
much fruit in a few years, but the whole game system is

now looked upon as a farce, so much so that fish and
game are now more poorly protected than they ever have
been, and nearly everybody knows of a law-breaker or
could easily learn of one.' A trip up the river last Sun-
day showed the marshes to be literally covered with wild
rice—an enormous crop, so the fishermen said—and this

is the main food for the wild ducks, but nowhere were
there any sign of them; no, not even a single one was
seen. An inquiry as to whether they were plentiful only
brought forth a grin, with a remark, 'Go ask some of the
city fellows how they taste.' On further questioning it

was learned that for more than six weeks past parties

would go up the river and kill everything that looked
like a duck, and these unwanton slaughterers have had
their forces increased, so that over fifty boats on Sunday
could be counted on their trips to the rice ponds around
Shiawassee Lake and above to kill the ducks while they
were protected by law. Boasts were made by some of

how many they had bagged, and one man, whose duty it

was to protect game and cause violators to be prosecuted,

was found 'looking after a duck for his sick wife.' This
i3 wrong."

Massachusetts Deer.—The Elizabeth islands, better

known by the ancient Indian name Naushon, are separ-

ated from Plymouth Woods by a narrow inlet, which at

low water is less than a mile in width. Deer are still

numerous there, having been preserved for a century or
two by its various owners, Lord Temple, Governor Bow-
doin, Governor Swain and Governor Forbes. No doubt
a good many swim across to the mainland or pass over
on the ice every year. It is not uncommon to see a deer
in the great forest that extends from Plymouth to Marsh-
pee. I met one there last summer, and it was a very
pleasant meeting. Our party had just gxthered a
quantity of wild grapes for jelly, and I had but just

remarked that now all we needed was the veuison, when
a beautiful doe ran up the road and played about us for

half an hour. We shall not soon forget her friendly

greetiug. I remember very well when a boy starting

three tine deer at Billington Sea. and I can see them now,
bounding gracefully over the young oaks. Branch Peirce
told me that when he first cleared his little farm at Half-
way Pond young fawns conId be seen in his field almost
any summer morning, nibbling the young rye. To show
how abundant deer were in these woods fifty years ago,
I may add that ihh mighty hunter shot with his own
rifle 26i) deer in the course of a not long life. I possess

the skm of number 3(53, which he gave me soon after his

last shot. Mr. Webster often came over from Marshfield
to hunt with him. the last of our great hunters. But if

the day proved stormy the great orator stayed in the
house, and pacing the little parlor, read Watts's hymns
to Mrs. Peirce.—Marston Watson, in the New England.
Magazine,

Plymouth Woods.—In the New England Magazine
Mai ston Watson writes of Plymouth Woods, on Oape Ood:
These woods constantly remind me of the Indians, the
ancient inhabitants who once roamed over this pleasant
land. I believe the Indians were just as fond of it as we
are. The Pilgrims found it a land "very fit for situation."

The Indians too must have been well content. With the
woods full of game and the water teeming with fish, no
end of perch and trout, and mackerel and cod, and bass
and clams, and lobsters and oysters, an abundance of
ducks and geese and deer, "pigeons fattened on straw-
berries" (I follow an ancient chronicler), with prairie

chickens (they are still found at Martha's Vineyard), and
partridges and quail and the wild turkey (not yet quite
extinct in Massachusetts), it must have been to them
indeed a land of plenty. Josselyn relates that in his

time twelve score of peeps were brought down at two
shots; a record which beats, to be sure, the ninety-nine

peeps of Samuel Burgess, but lacks the exquisite 'moral
that attaches to that immortal shot. Samuel Burgess
lived at Saquish, and was a noted gunner. He was a
strictly honest man, and would not tell a lie for the whole
world. One day he went peep shooting on the beach, and
he saw a great flock of these dainty birds; and when they
had alighted in a bunch he blazed away. He counted aud
found he had shot ninety and nine. Then he took them
up to market, and on the wharf he met his frknd Mr.
George Churchill (who told me the story), and he offered

to sell him his great bunch of little peeps. "How many
are there ?" said Mr. C. "Ninety-nine," replied Mr. B.

"Why don't you call them a h ndred and be done with
it?" said Mr. C. "What ! said Mr. Burgess, "do you sup-

pose I would tell a lie for one little darned peep?"

Adirondack Deer.—Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 14.

—

Editor Forest and Stream; Here is a characteristic

piece of logic, in an extract from the New York Times of

recent date, which reads: "Deer have increased rapidly

during the past three years, owing to the strict enforce-
ment of the law which prevents killing them for market,
and also forbids the killing of more than three deer in a
single season by one person. Another feature of the
present game laws contributes largely to the preservation
of deer, and that is, allowing the use of dogs in hunting
from Sept. 1 until the end of the season. All experienced
hunters agree that with dogs in the woods the destruction

of deer is greatly diminished. The animals are made
wild, and are therefore hard to capture by still-hunting,

while no more than one out of four run by dogs falls

before the hunter's sun. The best place to go for deer
shooting at this season is to the small lakes in the Oswe-
gatchie region. Cranberry Lake and several other
smaller lakes and ponds in St. Lawrence county are

in the midst of the best hunting grounds. On the middle
branch of the Oswegatchie, a few miles from this place,

deer were never more plenty." Now, remember that St.

Lawrence county is the one county where the law for-

bids hounding. The Times writer says that hounding
helps protect the deer, and that the deer are most abund-
ant in St. La wrence county, where the hounds are not
allowed. What do you make of it but the same old self-

contradictory bluster of the hounders ?

—

Occasional
Shot.

The Murder of Waln and Strong.—Denver, Col.,

Sept. 13,—The murderer of S. Morris Wain, of Haver-
ford, Pa., and C. H. Strong, of New York, two young
hunters, who were killed in Carbon county, Wyoming,
on June 25, 1888, has at last been discovered in Thomas
O'Brien, now serving a term of fifteen years in Canon
City (Iowa) Penitentiary, for stealing horses near Cold
Springs. Since then Jacob F. Wain, a brother of one of

the murdered men, has made every endeavor to secure
the arrest of the guilty party. In their trip through
Wyoming the two men, with their guides, stopped at the
house of a ranchman not far from Eawlins. They left

there early the next morning, and three days afterward
the dead bodies of Wain and Strong were found on
the prairie, while teams and driver were gone and have
not been heard of since. Some months ago the Sheriff of

Colorado Springs advertised for the arrest of O'Brien for

horse stealing. One of the circulars with O'Brien's pho-
tograph fell into the hands of the ranchman, who imme-
diately identified it as the man who stopped at his bouse
with Wain and Strong. O'Brien was finally arrested and
sentenced to fifteen years. These facts came to the
knowledge of Mr. Wain, who went West, took the ranch-
man to the prison where he picked out the alleged mur-
derer. He left here last night for Wyoming to try to

have O'Brien taken there and tried for murder.

Massachusetts Wild Turkeys.—Springfield, Mass.,
Sept. 9.

—

Editor Forest and Strearn: I noticed in your
paper of Sept. 5 Mr. Hallock's remarks on the limits of

the range of the wild turkey. There are men now living

in the town of Hatfield, Hampshire county, Mass., who
when they were young men (not boys), have seen wild
turkeys in the woods of this town. This seems almost
incredible, but they are solid, reliable men in every way,
and not yet in their dota<re, and I can give their address
at any time if wanted. Unless it has been destroyed by
fire, there is in one of the Amherst College museums a
mounted specimen of a wild turkey killed on Mount Tom,
said to have been the last one killed in that locality.—A.
C. SiKES.

New Jersey.—Perth Amboy, Sept. 16.—On Sept. 9 and
10 there was pretty good rail shooting on the South River,

N. J
,
marshes, from 10 to 50 birds to a boat being killed.

On Saturday last not one c mid be found, but the reed
birds were abundant and very fat. A good many yellow
legs and robin snipe were shot the same day on the Red
Root Creek meadows. The writer observed a duck, a
loon, a cormorant, a heron, and an eagle, the latter being
in the act of robbing a fish hawdr of his intended break-
fast, a "moss bunker," which he caught in the air when
relinquished by the hawk.—J. L. K.

English Sparrow Reed Birds.—Baltimore, Md.,
Sept. 12.—Three of us fired into a tree where there was a
lot of English sparrows roosting, and picked up eighty-
four. Repeated the performance two evenings after-

ward, bagging forty-three. The guests boarding at the
farm where this occurred feasted on reed birds next
day.—Edwin Schenck.

Seintss, Nets of every description. American Net & Twine Co.,
Mfrs., 34 Commercial st., Boston, or 199 Fulton St., N. Y —A.dv,

REFORM IN PENNSYLVANIA.

CCLEARFIELD, Pa.—Editor Forest and Stream: Tak-
/ ing the west branch of the Susquehanna, and Clear-

field Creek where they break through the Alleghaniss,
within the limits of Clearfield county, we have fifty miles
of the very best natural bass streams, and no better natural
trout streams lie outdoors than those that find their way
through those grand old mountains and empty into our
river. While nature and the fish commissioners of
Pennsylvania have done everything for us, the sportsmen
of our county have sadly neglected their duty. We are
sorry to say it, but it is true that true sportsmen in these
parts are few and far between. There are but few of
them who would not to-day destroy the last deer in the
woods or kill the last trout or bass in our streams without
a thought for the future. It is not because of the pro-
tection afforded our game and fish by our so-called sports-

men that they are not to-day extinct. The pot-hunter
and the fish-hog are at work clay and night. Deer are
slaughtered out of season and sold openly on our streets,

while the dynamiter has rendered barren some of our best
trout streams and bass territory. Our laws are all right,

and the laws of 1889, not yet generally in circulation, are
especially severe upon such characters. We have had
the finest huntiug and fishing territory in the world here
in these mountains, and if taken care of it will still be
fine, but the game and fish must have a chance.

I propose, for one, that they shall have a square deal,

and if I keep my health another year it will get too hot
around here for the vandals to ply their trade success-

fully, at least in Clearfield county. What we want is a
class of sportsmen who are big enough to look out for

the future—whose, hearts are bigger than their stomachs,
and who have honor enough to stand up for what is

right. I have during the last year arrested several

parties and convicted them for sellins: trout under five

inches in length, but the Act of May .22, 1889, gives our
wardens a better opportunity to hnnt down the mis-
creants. In a notice published in our county papers, and
posted over the county, I have stated that under the
act of 1889 the catching of fish in Pennsylvania in any
other way than with rod, hook and line is made a mis-
demeanor, and the penalty is $100 fine or imprisonment.
Killing fish with dynamite or any other explosive is

also a misdemeanor. I will pay $10 for any information
that will lead to a conviction under the Act of 1889, or I
will pay $20 for such information as will lead to the
arrest and conviction of any person killing fish with
dynamite within the limits of Clearfield county.

Frank G. Harris, Fish Warden.

THE NEW TROUT OF TWIN LAKES.

WE are indebted to Dr. D. S. Jordan, President of the
Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind., for the

following interesting note concerning the finding of a
new species of trout in the Twin Lakes: "While we were
at work on the exploration of Colorado, Mr. George R.
Fisher, of Leadville, an enthusiastic and very well-

posted angler, called my attention to the existence of

two native species of trout in the Twin Lakes, a body of

water tributary to the Arkansas River near Leadville.

Through Mr. Fisher's help we were enabled to secure
numerous specimens of these species. One of them, tbe
"yellow-fin trout," seems to be a new species, and it is

certainly very different from the common mountain trout.

The black spots on the body and fins are very small, mere
specks. The lower fins are all bright yellow, and there is

a distinct yellow lateral band. The fish is abundant on
sandy bottoms in the Twin Lakes, and readily takes the

fly. Its flesh is paler and more watery than that of the
ordinary trout, and on the whole inferior. We have not
yet decided upon what its Latin name shall be."

Large-Mo th Black Bass in Texas.—Wm. E. Hid-
den writes from Burnet, Texas, under date of Sept. 3:

"The fish I send to-day by express is quite common in
the headwaters of the Colorado River in this State
(Texas), where it is called trout. Like the Salmonidce, it

frequents only the clearer and colder waters. It is a
gamy fish, as mnch so as our northern black bass, and
rises to the fly like a trout. In the water it exhibits a
peculiar mottled appearance, much like the markings of

some snakes; these markings disappear soon after the
death of the fish. In weight they vary from J to 1£
pounds, although G, 8, 9 and 11-pounders have been
caught," The fish was received at Washington in fine

condition, preserved in alcohol, and proved io be a large-

mouth black bass (Micropterus salmoides). In tbe South-
ern States this fish is generally known as "trout," in

Kentucky "jumper," in Indiana "moss bass," and in
North Carolina it is known under the name of "chub."
The markets of Baltimore, Washington and Norfolk are
supplied with black bass from North Carolina during the
winter months, and it has often grieved the writer to

hear this noble fish referred to as "chub" while passing
through the Washington market. It is a case where the
dealer makes a mistake, as many people will be attracted

by tbe name "black bass, madam," .but hardly ever by
the "chub, madam."

Daniel Webster as a Fisherman.—At home politics

was never allowed to be a subject for conversation. If

the subject was brought up the brow of the illustrious

man darkened. Fishing, hunting, farming, horses, pigs,

and hens were his staple subjects for home conversation.
He knew his cattle by name as well as he did bis brother
senators. Of his garden he was very proud, and in the
season would spend a portion of each day in it, pulling
weeds and hoeing vegetables. A pastime that Webster
loved above all others was fishing. As a rule, however,
he had true fisherman's luck, and rarely ever caught a
fish unless it Rot entangled in his line and couldn't pos-

sibly escape. When a little way ahead or behind his

fishing companion he was always muttering to himself,

and many of his speeches were composed while Webster
was trolling along the streams of Marshfield. On his

return from a fishing trip he would throw himself under
the old elm tree in the dooryard and enjoy a short nap
while resting from his fatigue.—Correspondence Phila-
delphia Times.
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CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.-X.
ECHO LAKE, ONTARIO, CANADA.

WE had fished Echo Like from one end to the other,

down and up, in rain and shine, in every hay and
nook and corner around its entire shore; we had fished

in deep water and shoal; we had fished early and late,

and had taken less than a score of biss, four maskinonje,
aggregating 45-pbs, , and some bar'ls of ill-favored pick-

erel, and the outlook was still "pickerelish" till late in

August or .September, and we could look into the days

yet left to us and see the end of our vacation long before

that time. -

We had cleaned out the only trout stream accessible,

leaving as we believed only the old fellow under the big

boulder, who had foiled the efforts of the entire camp to

coax him from his rocky retreat (I have no doubt Louis

and the Jedge wasted hours in trying to "scoop" him
when the others were out of camp), and we looked only

for an excuse to break up, -which came one night about

midnight, soon after two Indians—one of them a hercu-

lean fellow who could look straight over Charley's

head, and Charley was "risin' o' six foot"—came up in a
boat from Church's Landing after Louis, with the in-

formation that one of his children, his favorite little one,

was dangerously ill with diphtheria, an epidemic of which
was then spreading through the little settlement. Louis

was soon ready, and as it was not likely that he would
come back he was paid off, and with some words of

sympathy for the little one, they pulled away in the

darkness, leaving us to run the culinary department as

best we could. Before they left we had decided to break
camp in a few days and go back into Michigan; and the

big Indian was requested to send Tom and his brother

with the Mackinaw to camp the following Sunday after-

noon, and we would be ready to leave the lake the next
morning.
When we got out in the morning everything seemed

to be out of joint; and it was soon apparent that a good
cook in a camp was a treasure not to Jse lightly valued.

Cooking was not a favorite pastime with any of us, and
when Knots had fidgeted around awhile with a glance

now and then at the fireless stoves, "cogitatin' in his

mindi" as Sam said, he ventured to suggest, "James
Mackerel, as you appear to know less about cooking than
any of the rest of us, it looks like you'll have to get

breakfast;" and it kept on looking that way with varia-

tions, for the next four days, but we managed to get

enough to eat, and to catch a few more pickerel between
times, which was a great comfort.
Sunday afternoon was spent in packing up personal

effects, tackle, etc., that we would need for night or

morning use, and entertaining our neighbors from the

farm who had come up to pay the camp a first and last

visit.

With evening came the Mackinaw and the two ani-

mated cigar store signs, Tom and his brother, who, after

mooring their boat to the dock, came to an anchor on a
couple of camp stools near the flagstaff, without a sign

of recognition or a word of greeting, where they sat

gazing vacantly down the lake, apparently utterly un-
conscious of our existence.
"Powerful noisy critters, thern Injuns," said old Sam

with a solemn wink at the Jedge. "Reckon we won't
Bleep a wink all night 'less we plug up our years; an' jest

look at them mugs, will ye? About as much expression

to 'em as a couple o' turnips."

As the Indian boys seemed to be waiting for us to

notice them, they were called to come out to the caoip;

but even then, after a kindly word all around and a sort

of perfunctory handshake, after the manner of ye candi-

date before election, we get nothing out of them but a
guttural grunt from Tom. and froni the younger one not
a solitary grunt, as he appeared content to let his elder

brother do all the grantiog necessary to a clear under-
standing between us; albeit, when supper was ready
there was no need of an interpreter to make them under-
stand the invitation to sit down with us.

By 10 o'clock next morning everything was packed and
aboard, and the Mackinaw and two of the small boats

half-way down the lake, leaving: the skipper lingering

behind for a final look around the deserted camp to see if

anything had been forgotten in the hurry of packing up;
it wa3 like parting with an old friend, and not till the

boys were out of sight was the boat headed for the outlet

to overhaul the slow-moving Mackinaw before they
reached the bay looking out on Lake George.
At the foot of the lakt the boat was pulled in under the

leaning maple for a parting drink out of the little spring;

and then with a last look at the wooded slopes and rocky
shores, the towering crags, the little island and the rip-

pling waters shimmering in the sun, I bade good-by to

Echo Lake with a resolve to visit it again in the future if

the fates so decreed—but later in the season.

As the boat came abreast the farmhouse, there stood

my friend Jack at the top of the bank, with pricked up
ears and wistful eyes, wagging an invitation to come
ashore for a romp; but his mistress appearing at the door
he stretched himself in the sand with nose on paws, wait-

ing to see if she was in a humor to countenance a few
capers, and the signs not striking him favorably he got
up and trotted back to the house for a better understand-
ing; but a "go way, Jack!" knocked the friskiness all out
of him, and the expected frolic didn't come off.

Mother Ruttle hailed and asked where the others of the
party were, and was surprised to learn that they had gone
by without her noticing them; and she was greatly dis-

appointed too, for the good heart had prepared a little

surprise for us in the shape of a fried chicken lunch,
with "trimmin's;" and now she was to be denied the
pleasure of seeing us enjoy it. Verily, the clever people
and the good of heart dwell not all in the cities, and I

trust this page may sometime fall under the eye of the
good woman, that she may know in what high estimation
the "Kingfishers" hold her as a kindly, unselfish neighbor
and a model housewife.
Declining with thanks the invitation to come out and

attack the lunch single-handed, and with regrets that the
boys were not all there to do justice to the well-meant
compliment, I let the oars fall with vigorous stroke and a
good by, and soon a bend in the stream hid from view
this abode of content and good will to man, leaving Jack
standing with drooping tail and motionless, with his

forefeet in the water at the landing, gazing longingly
after the boat, "cogitatin' in his mind" it may be—as
wiser humans have done before him—whether it were
better to follow his new friend out into a strange world

or go back to the old and content himself with the lazy,
humdrum life he had been used to at the quiet farm-
house since the days of hh puppvhood.
When I pulled out of the mouth of the river the Macki-

naw was anchored a half mile out in the bay waiting;
and when at last the boat was made fast to the other two
riding at her stern, we stood away past the larger island
with just enough breeze on the beam to belly the sads
and move her through the water at a snail's space; but
finally we struck the current of the river at the foot of
Squirrel Island, and swung over to Church's Landing,
where the wind was cut off, and the Indians had to get
out the setting poles and work up the bank to the saw
mill dock, where we were to wait for the steamer Mes-
senger on her way up to the Sault in the evening.
We wanted to land our calamities at Church's, hut by

divers signs and grunts Tom made us understand that the
saw-mill dock was the better place, and a few hours later

we would have given a dollar apiece for an opportunity
to give him a "heUrackin' good lickin

1 ." When the
Mackinaw was unloaded, and they had held a brief pow-
wow in their native tongue with Louis, who had come up
from the house to tell us the good news that his little one
was out of danger, they poled off up the river around the
bend and we saw them no more.
Guy and Harry took one of the boats and started up to

Garden River to see about their mail, intending to be
back by the time the Messenger came along, leaving the
rest of us to kill the intervening four or five hours' time
as best we could.
The Jedge had become "discouraged" early in the

morning and was peacefully snoring in the shade of a
neighboring lumber pile, where he had selected a soft bed
in the sand and sawdust almost before the Mackinaw was
fairly moored to the dock. Charley jointed a rod, and,
with a few grasshoppers, he and the skipper amused
themselves by turns for a while flipping out young perch
and returning them to the water, while the others looked
on or strolled uneasily around waiting for the boat. The
monotony was further relieved by the graceful Canadian
passenger steamer Atlantic, cleaving the blue waters on
her way to the Sault, and by tows of loaded schooners
booming by at intervals; and at last, when about all our
time killing resources were exhausted, the Messenger
hove in sight down Lake George, and we got ready to
signal her to take us aboard. When she had passed
Church's Landiug we swung our hats and made motions
to the man in the pilot house to "hold her in;" but she
kept the current over against Squirrel Island, and it

began to look as if she would go by without seeing us.

Then we shouted at the top of our voices and swung our
hats frantically in the air again; but to no purpose,
although the "miserable cuss" at the wheel could not help
seeing and hearing us if he had eyes or ears. Then, as a
last resort, Sam hoisted his old linen duster on the end
of his "tree box"—a light box, 13ft. long, in which he
and Charley always carried a few single- piece cane rods
for an "emergency," as they said—and waved it vigor-
ously as a sign of distress; but that cursed boat kept
placidly on her course over in the channel against the
Canada shore and went out of sight around the bend,
leaving us "shipwrecked agin, b'gosh," on the identical
spot where drunken Captain Tate had dumped us in "the
early stages of our misery," some days before. Just then
was when we yearned for a brief interview with Tom.
Old Sam dropped the tree box and wilted down on a

camp chest with a feeble, "Another episode, an' the
worst of all," and the others of us seated ourselves ontue
calamities and sat looking at each other for a while, too
completely knocked out for utterance.
Then as this particular calamity dawned on us with its

full size the vials of our wrath were opened on Capt.
Barker and his " old scow," as the Jedge put it; but as they
were serenely stemming the current on their way to the
Sault, a couple of miles out of our reach, the " vote of
thanks " hurled after them doubtless failed to reach the
mark, and as it would take too much room to jot down
here a detailed statement of the remarks, sulphurous and
otherwise, made thereon the dilapidated old dock during
the next half-hour, they are left to the imagination of
the reader. To quote old Captain Truck again, we were
in a "h—1 of a category."
We could put up a couple of tenti and stay there over

night; but we had no assurance that the boat would stop
for us on her way down in the morning, and we could
keep on staying there for the rest of the season " by the
same token."
Louis, who had come up again when he saw the steamer

go by without stopping, suggested that we go up to Cun-
ningham's and stay all night, and we would be sure to
catch the boat in the morning, as she always stopped at
that landing on signal ; but our two boats—Gray and Harry
had not returned—would not cany half our outfit, and
the outlook was still discouraging. When on the point of
loading the two boats and getting to Cunningham's on
the instalment plan—a little at a time—fortune smiled
on us at last in the passage of a man coming up the river
in a big, high-floating yawl, who when hailed and brought
in to the dock proved to be an old Indian, with a diminu-
tive brown youngster at the tiller, on their way to Garden
River. A bargain was soon struck, the calamities all

hustled into the yawl, and in another half hour we were
on Cunningham's dock waiting for another " episode "

to hit us.

A courjle of us walked back to the general country
store and dwelling all in one, a few rods from the dock,
to interview Mr. C. about supper and a place to sleep,

but he was not at home, and his wife, a sweet-faced,
cheery little woman, could give us no definite answer till

he came back from Garden River, where be had gone in
a skiff for a barrel of flour. Another episode. We went
back to the dock and waited nearly an hour before he
returned, and then it required another trip to the house
to lay our case of shipwreck before the little woman
again. They didn't keep a house for public entertain-
ment, but a brief consultation ended in an agreement to

take us in and give us the best of their limited accom-
modations, and in a short time the good wife called us to

the cleanest and neatest kind of a supper. More Samar-
itans.

A full belly lightened the burdens of life, but our trials

were not over yet, the boats had to be returned to Everett
at the Sault that night, and we were worrying lest some
mishap had befallen the two youngsters, Guy and Harry,
as they had not yet returned from Garden River.

Kingfisher.
[to be continued.J

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, Sept. 10.—There is material out here

enough to keep one busy investigating and writ-
ing about four hundred years. The more I knock around
in these United States the more I become impressed with
the fact that this is a big country. There is a big slice of
this big country lying around Chicago, aud I fear I shall
have to delegate to my heirs and assigns the duty and the
pleasure of learning it all thoroughly and well. A word
or so might be added here about the fishing facilities
hereabouts, however, which give some one a notion which
way to head for a trip yet this fall, or in the following
season.

I have already spoken of the singular system of lakes
lying along the Wisconsin Central road, where our bass
fishermen make their big catches. All summer long the
bass fishing has been going ahead steadily, and the suc-
cess of the competent anglers has been uniform. Loon
Late, Camp Lake, Lake Maria, Deep Lake, Channel
Lake, Grass Lake, Fox Lake, Silver Lake, Brown's Lake,
Powers' Lake, Twin Lakes—these and dozens more
which lie on an average of fifty miles from Chicago,
have a.11 been yielding regular tribute. The fishing litre

is for the genuine black bass. Pickerel are sneered at,

and the smaller Percidm, like croppies, rock bass, sunfish,
etc., are held in suck light esteem as not to be desired at
all on a fishing trip. It is within limit to say that a few
of our better bass anglers have each taken hundreds of
bass during the season. The sport is not waning. One
regular inmate of the Wisconsin Central Sunday Asylum
caught seventeen bass at Loon Lake and Deep Lake on
his last trip, one evening and morning's fishing, and he
averages about a dozen to the trip. Hates a pot fisher.

It is needless to speak of such localities as Lake Goge-
bic, Eagle Waters, Lake Yieux Desert, and all the bass
and mascallonge waters up the Milwaukee, Lake Shore
and Western, for they are constantly before the public
with scores which are hardly to be equalled elsewhere. I
shall try to get up to Vieux Desert after a mascallonge
this fall myself, but it is very problematical if I get off.

It's a wonderful fishing country up there. I don't believe
anybody realizes how wonderful. The Tomahawk Lake
country lies up in that direction also. Milwaukee and
St. Paul road also strikes that region. Trout Lake is up
in that system. It contains about seven square miles of
water. There are said to be 100 lakes which afford good
fishing, all accessible from the above points by means of
trails.

After you get up the Ashland way, or anywhere over
the north divide, you strike the trout country in all its

wildness. There is plenty of fishing for trout Jeft yet in
there. Skirt along the south shore of Superior, and you
will find big brook trout in every stream of consequence
coming down into the lake. You can ascend many of
these streams by boat a great distance. I can imagine
no grander trip for camping and fishing than a canoe
trip up some such stream as that mentioned as one of
the Two-heart rivers, or indeed any one of the many
good ones that come in on the south shore.
When you get around by the Sault, then you've got

fishing any way you look, whether for bass or trout.
Vanderbilt, on the southern penninsula, is not far from
Pigeon River, once famous as a grayling stream, and still

good for trout. I telegraphed the station agen t at Van-
derbilt in regard to the grayling fishing there, and he
replied: "Good trout fishing in Pigeon; never heard of
any grayling being there." It is, however, very probable
that there are a few grayling left in that stream. I have
also heard of grayling fishing in one or two other streams
in Michigan, but not having had time to investigate per-
sonally, should be reluctant to say much about it. as the
reports may be ill-founded.

The south shore of the North Peninsula is also a great
fishing country, and very accessible either by b'>at or
rail. For instance, a Goodrich line steamer will take
one to Manistique, or one can reach that point by the
Milwaukee & Northern and "Soo Line" connections. At
Manistique one is within easy driving distance of a
number of exceptionally good trout streams, and he may
have the assurance that by a drive of twenty to thirty
miles he can get big trout, three and four pounders; and
that is a comfort. There are any number of streams in
this north country whose small trout are to be had in
numbers, but I don't call snaking a little trout from
under a log anything. That's just fishin'. Near Manis-
tique, or accessible by a handy drive and a pole up a
rapid stream, is a vast spring, which is really a lake of
itself, and which feeds a river of its own. This singular
and beautiful whim of nature is unequalled in its way, and
it is worth a long trip to visit it. The water is very clear,

and the bottom of the spring, 40 or 50ft., is distinctly
visible. For some time it was thought no trout could be
in the spring, or they could be easily seen, yet one day a
party was dropping bits of bright tin into the spring,
when a great trout flashed out from somewhere or other,
and caught at the shining metal. Several large trout
have since been seen there. The water is strongly sul-
phurous.
Coming down along the west shore of Lake Michigan

one runs into Queen Bay, a much-beloved summer place
for Chicigo people. There is any quantity of good bass,
pike and wall-eye fishing in tint neighborhood, and sail-

ing and expeditioning in general is possible in a hundred
ways.
A little further down, on the old Pere Marquette water

trail, is Lake Winnebago, and there is always good fish-

ing there. Neenah is a good point to make for on that
l*ke. The angler for bass, pike and small Percictce will
not miss it there.
Elkhart Lake is only 147 miles north of Chicago. It is

a bright green-colored, water, pebble- walled. Good bass
and pike fishing there, and they also claim the cisco. A
good summer resort andmuch frequented by people from
the South. I have been surprised in my little northern
trips, at the numbers of Southerners who yearly come up
to places like Waukesha, or to some of the delightful
fishing lakes which decorate lower Wisconsin. Certainly
they could not do better. They bring their friends, and.
this class of travel to the North is annually increasing.
The beauties of this northern country of ours" are but half
known. No paper has ever systematically tried to set
them forth, and the blundering methods of advertising
pursued by the railroads have chiefly served to obscure
them.
Maple Valley, also on the M. & N. R. R., 231 miles

north of Chicago, in Oconto county, is a center for a
dozen lakes and streams. Kelly Lake, a very beautiful
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sheet of water, is much taken up by clubs of Aurora and
Galesburg, III. Board is very reasonable and the place
is pleasant.
"When you get as far north as Beaver, on the same line,

you approach the Peshtigo, and in fact border on the
country which I have tried to describe in a late series of
articles on the trout country of that region. There is

good bass and pike fishing in adjacent lakes. That whole
country is full of lakes, and the lakes are full of fish. I

have covered fifty miles or so of the country in there,

but I did not get so far north as Floodwood, Mich., 325
miles north of Chicago. The station agent there writes
that the trout fishing eight miles from the railway is ex
cedent. At Wltheo'c, six miles further north, one i-s near
Witch Lake, and that there are 3 and 41b. trout in that
lake I know to be a dead moral certainty. When you
are so far up as this, you are in the middle of a bound-
less trout country, and if you are patient and determined
you will find your stream and come away happy.
There is some good fishing on the south side of this

city, but I don't know very much about it, except in a
general way. Other Indiana rivers have plenty of bass
naturally, but are speared out a good deal. Cedar Lake,
on the Monon, is a pleasant place for boating and fishing
for small Percidce. The Cttlin and Cedar Lake boat
clubs of Chicago have headquarters on this water, and it

is quite a pleasure resort.

There is another Cedar Lake, on the Chicago and
Atlantic road, and there is bass fishing there, but I have
never been there. The fishing is said to be good.
A pleasant trip often made by Chicagoans is the one

by boat across the lake to St. Jo. There is some hVhing
on the river there for pickerel and bass. I wouldn't
recommend it as a sure thins; for bass. The whole of
the southern peninsula of Michigan, accessible as it is

from this city, is full of bass and trout waters. There is

gofid trout fishing in Michigan within 100 miles of
Chicago. I don't see how I can ask i-pace to write more
than passingly of this and the other angling wealth of
this strangely fortunate region, and to leave specific
mention to such fortunate trips northward as in the
course of human events are bound to become necessary.

Sept. 13.—A singular instance of the fatuity of the
average daily newspaper man on field sport matters was
lately well exemplified here. A Chicago p^per sent a
man up into the Gogebic country. In return for the
privileges of the paper, the Lake Shore and Western Rail-
way gave this man a pass. He, thinking to earn his way,
perhaps, or possibly burning with ambition to tell a bigger
fish lie than anybody, wrote a glowing account of a fish-

ing trip on Lake Gogebic, and sent a marked copy of the
paper to the railway folks. In his article he gave" minute
account of the number and weight of the fish taken by
himself and party, and had occasion to state and com-
ment upon the large numbers of exceptionally large mas-
callonge taken; weight, length, etc , of each mascallonge
given, also total number of pounds. The youth who
wrote this thought it would tickle the Lake Shore folks
about to death. He didn't know, poor fellow, that there
are no mascallonge in Lake Gogebic !

Mr. Julius DeLong, of Brooklyn, N. Y.. a cousin of the
noted Aictic explorer, and himself a well-knowu yachts-
man and clubman of the East, is back from a pleasant
fishing trip through the Fox Lake system, in which he
met abundant success.

Mr. John White, son of Judge White, of Pittsburgh,
Pa., in company with seven friends from that city, has
just passed north through here on the way to Lake
Gogebic.
Mr. L. F. Loeb, of A. G. Spalding & Bros., has just re-

turned from two weeks of good fishing up Lake Maria
way. He brought down a box of big bass, total weight
over 401bs., and reports the sport as good, especially for
the last few days before he left. An S^lbs. pickerel had
just been caught by a lady. Previous to that, Mrs. Dell
Flint, wife of the Chicago base ball player, "Old Silver"
Flint, had been high hook in that region, having taken,
besides abundance of smaller lake fish, a pickerel of 81bs.
weight.
The bass are biting as well as ever. In the lakes of the

further north the vegetation is said to be cut down some-
what in the water, and the mascallonge are reported to
have begun their fall biting. Plenty of sport to the north
of us now, and no one will miss it by going in on a fall

trip.

Mr. C. Christy of Pittsburgh, Pa., has just passed
through this city on his return from a trip on the king of
all trout rivers, the Nepigon. It goes without saying
that the sport was magnificent, as it always is on that
magnificent stream.

I note that the types make me say (in the Gaylord Club
article, Sept. 5) that I have been catching bass on a 1 'No.
20 hook." I never saw a hook quite that small, and be-
lieve it would be a trifle fine for the most delicate bass
fishing. What I wanted to say was that I used a 2 O
hook, but I am not sure I have said it, even now.

E. Hough.

Burning Out a Ferule.—Reading Mr. Hough's ex-
perience with a broken rod in last week's Forest and
Stream, I am moved to give him and others of tbehreth-
eru a "pointer" on burning out a ferule when the broken
stump of a rod is to be removed. It may be assumed
that the ferule in question was a brass one, or nickel
plated brass, as German silver won't bend to "an angle
of 45" " after heating. When brass is heated red hot and
plunged in cold water the effect is exactly opposite to
that produced on iron or steel. It takes the' stiffness out
and makes it so soft that it may be readily chipped or
whittled with a knife. The next time the worthy brother
has occasion to burn out a ferule, let it cool off in the air,

and he will find it "jest as stiff or a leetie mite stiffer'n
it was before."- Kingfisher.

The Dolphins.—A review of the species of dolphin, by
T. W. True, Curator Department of Mammals, U. S.
National Museum, has jttst been issued from the Govern-
ment Printing: Office, Washington. It forms Bulletin
No. 36 of the TJ. S. National Museum, and is the forty-
seventh of a series of papers intended to illustrate the
collections belonging; to the United States, and consti-
tuting the National Museum. The pamphlet contains
191 pages of text, 47 plates, 102 figures. Mr. True had
figured all of the material accessible, and the figures are
for the most part good. This will be found a valuable
work to those specially interested in this family of the
cetaceans.

The Cutlass Fish. — Washington, Sept. 10.— This
species {Trichiuriis Jeptums) made its appearance in the
Center Market, Washington, last week. The dealers
had never seen the fish before and were at a loss to
know what to do with them. I took home a pair and
cleaned them, an easy operation, as they have no scales.
In the stomach of one I found the vertebral column, with
short ribs attached, of some small fish. The flesh, like
the skin, is a pretty silvery white in color and is very
good. It is sweet, like the eel's, not strong but of a very
delicate flavor. The body is of a long baud-like form,
tapering to the tail, which is thread-like. It grows to a
length of 4 or 5ft,, and is fished for with hook and line.
The fishing is done before day, when it is taken very
readily. They aie said to be eaten in Florida and in the
West Indies, where they are considered a good food fish.

It is extremely voracious, aud has powerful jaws armed
with large strong teeth. An allied species, the frost fish
of New Zealand, is, according to Hector, esteemed the
mo t delicious fish of that island, and is sold in Dunedin
at 2s. 6d. per pound. The cutlass fish is found in our
waters from Florica to Massachusetts. The specimens
here referred to were probably from Piney Point, Mary-
land, at the mouth of the Potomac River. The 1 irgest
were about 20in. long.—Bab.

Fishing in Round Bay, Severn River.—Messrs. Done,
Becker, Miller and Floeckher, of Washington, and Holli-
day of Annapolis, have just closed a successful camp at
Round Bay, Severn River, about eight miles from An-
napolis, Md, Fishing for yellow perch was very good,
the fish being of a large size and plentiful. White perch
were scarce, but ihose taken were of a large size. Two
years ago the yellow perch were very scarce and the
white perch plentiful, just the reverse of this season.
Striped bass, or rock fish, were taken in small numbers.
Croakers and spots of a small size were rather plentiful,
and the boys thought of an extra fine flavo'r. Rod and
line was used, with soft or shedder crabs for bait. Crab
was the only bait used. These gentlemen were much
pleased with this locality, and thoroughly enjoyed the
two weeks they were there, and speak of their treatment
as of the best.—B.

FISHES FOR THE FISH COMMISSION AQUARIA.

MR. W. P. SEAL, superintendent of Aquaria, TJ. S. Fish
Commission, accompanied hy D, W. Kenly and L. Har-

ron, has gone to St. Jeromes, Md., where he will commence
the work of collecting fishes, mollusks, crabs, etc . and all
manner of marine life, including plants, for the aquaria at
Washington. This party is supplied with live-boxes, tanks
and cars, besides large wooden transportation boxes iu
which to ship the collections. Mr. Seal will have the steam
yacht Bluewing to carry his party and collections from
point to point. He will start the work at St. Jeromes and
go southeast as far as Cherrystone, Va. Large collections
will be made if possible as the aquaria is in need of marine
animals. We will look forward with interest to Mr. Seal's
return, which will he in about two weeks, as the results of
this trip will probably add much to the attractiveness of
these aquaria, which now form one of the chief points of
interest in the Capital City and are well patronized.

LAKE ERIE.—In a conversation with Frank L. Mont-
gomery, of Erie, Pa., your correspondent was told that the
fishing for lake herring this season has been a very success-
ful one, and that there occurred such a glut of these fish a
few weeks since that the fishing had to be stopped, as the
packers were unable to hauclle such great quantities of fish
at one time. Whitefish fishing has been poor, and the sea-
son, usually commencing about the middle of Julv, had not
yet been fairly started (Sept. 10). Mr. Montgomery says the
storms of the past two months have undoubtedly caused
the backwardness of the present season, but that they still
hope for a good catch of whitefish. To the question : What
is your opinion and the opinion of the Lake Erie people
generally concerning the work of propagation beirg carried
on there by the Fish Commission? Mr. Montgomery replied
that the results for good fishing wert%)ready apparent, aud
that it is his belief that much can be done to add to and
keep up the supply of food fishes in Lake Erie.

FISH EXHIBIT AT~~DETROIT,-The exposition at
Detroit was opened on Tuesday. One of the principal fea-
tures of this show is the live fish exhibit. Large aquaria
and tanks have been erected, and fifty varieties of fish are
shown, such as sturgeon, whitefish, lake trout, buffalo fish,
etc. The U. S. Fish Commission contributes to' this exhibit.
During the exposition there will be a grand fish fry.

Jjlmwmi io (^arresftondmis.

^*No Notice TaK8ii oi Anonymous Correspondents.

H. C. EL, Cleveland.—We cannot give you the address.

R. C. B., Jersey City, N. .r.—A dog that has had his leg broken
would not be penalized on the bfncli if the leg has been properly
treated and no bad effect remains.
L. B. K., Huntingdon, Ph.— For full description and points of

Dandle Dmrnnn i terrier gee "Standards and Points of Judging
for all Breeds of Doge," published at this office.

Constant Reader. Brooklyn, N. V.—A d' g with one white aud
one brown eye is not consequently h mongrel. 2. It is impossible
to state the number of St. Beroards in this country.
C. R.—Of the four concern^ you name * he Winchesters are the

only ones we know to be responsiole. A licence fee of $10 is ex-
acted from non-rt'sideuts to hunt in Richmond county.
W, H. P.—Please tell me how to make a cement to hold paper

in a brass shell, so that I can crimp thtm; also where I can
get a 20-bnre Damascus steel shotgun barrel, one that will
weigh three and a half pounds. Ans. 1. Gum tragacanth will stick
paper to glass, and ought, to act the same on brass. We do not
understand what you mean by crimping brass shells. 2. Tne
barrel can be supplied by any of the large manufacturers or
dealers.

F. B A., Rochester, N. Y.—1 have on my farm a tract of some
fifty acres of (in^ i u'est near a village, and wish to know what
means 1 should take to preserve the game in these woods, what
signs I should put up aud if there is any special size that the
notice must be made, and if any one is detected trespassing what
is the penalty. a«d if the offense is merely tiesp.issinir? Ans,
The requi' ements are contained in the sections of the law which
we send you hy mail.

X. Y. Z.—A gentleman visited bis trout pond several days ago
and found floating among some large rocks, a large dead trout,
somtwhat decomposed. There was a large round hole iu his belly
just under the stomach, no otu^r sign of a hurt or bruise was to
be seen on him. What lulled him? He weighed 2oz. less than
61bs. Ans.. Of course it is impossible to tell what caused this fish's
death. If there were no signs of disease it most probably died a
natural death, and the hole in nisa.domen caused by decomposi-
tion only, or it could have been madp by some other fish. Such
cases, when observed, should be examined carefully and reported
upon.

%e Mennel

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 16 to 19.—Dog Show of the Dominion of Canada Kennel
Club, in connection with thp Industrial Exposition at Toronto,
Canada. Capt. C. G-reville Harston, Seet'y. Entries close Sept. 4.
Sept. 17 to 20.—Dog Show of the. Pet Stock Association at El-

mi ra, N. Y. J. Otis Eellows, Superintendent, Hornellsville, N.Y.
Entries close Sept. 7.

Oct. 1 to 3 -Third Annual Dog Show of the Bristol Park Agri-
cultural Society, Bristol, Conn. F. C. Barnes, Secretary.
Oct. 8 to 13.—Eighth Annual Dog Show of the Danbury Agri-

en I Mi nil Society, nt Danbury, Conn. B. C. Lynes, Secretary. En-
tries close Sept. 3s.

Nov. 14 to 16.—First. Dog Show of the Continental Kennel Club,
at Denver, Col. Claude King, Secretary.

Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890.—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 18 to 21, 1890.— Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Hlub. New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent .

March 11 to 14, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Rochester
Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harrv Yates, Secretary.
Mai-rh 25 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn. Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 4.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel Club.

P. T. Madison. Secretary. Indianapolis, ind.
Nov. 11.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel Club,

at Chat ham. Out. C. A. Stone, Secretary, London, Ont.
Nov. 18.—Eleventh Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Sara-
toga Springe, N. Y.
Dec. Inaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club,

at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odeli, Secretary, Mill's Building, New
York, N. Y.
Dec. 10.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Amory, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at Rakersfleld, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313
Bush street, San Francisco, Cal.
Feb. II, 1890.- Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary.

COURSING.
Oct. 9 to 12.—Fall meet of the National Coursing Club at Hutch-

inson, Kan. M. E. Allison, Manager.
Oct. 24.—Annual M-et of the American Coursing Club, at Great

Bend, Kan. F. K. Doan, Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.

THE GORDON SETTER CLUB.
To the Members of the A merican Gordon Setter Club:
A meeting of the American Gordou Setter Club has been

called to take place Oct. 9, 1889, at Baltimore, Md., the
principal business of such meeting being the election of
officers. A blank proxy has been sent to the members, re-
questing them to sign the same, giving Mr. Norris, the
secretary of the club, the power to vote for the list of names
attached to the proxy as the officers of the club for the
ensuing year. This I, as a member of the club, make
serious objection to for various reasons, among which are
the following:
First—In the opinion of several members of the club a

radical change of officers is ueceseary, as nothing has been
accomplished by them during the past year worth speaking
of; on the contrary, considerable injury to the interests of
the Gordon setter and his admirers has been done by the
president, Mr. Malcolm, in advising every owner of Gordon
setters not to run their dogs in the field trials. If our dogs
are not to be run in field trials, how are their field qualities
to be made known to the public? Certainly not by news-
paper writing alone.
Second—The constitution of the club, as 1 interpret it,

is very defective and conflicting, and it should be amended
in several respects. Sections 3 and 9 seem to conflict.
Sec. 3 provides that two members merely are to be elected,
while Sec. 9 provides that five members are to be elected
annually. The constitution says nothing whatever about
allowing voting by proxy, which it certainly should do if
proxy voting is to be the rule or law of the club. Many
good objections, however, can be made against proxy
voting, and it seems to me the opinion or will of all the
members of the club should he consulted first, and if a
majority so desire, then it should be engrafted on the
constitution.
Third—The constitution provides that the annual meeting

shall take place in New York about the time the annual
bench show is to be held there. If this was done it would
insure a larger personal attendance of the active members.
Another phrase, however, in the constitution permits the
president to call the meeting elsewheie, which he has done.
This looks bad for a young club only a year in existence and
struggling for a prominent position. This action of the
president in calling the meeting at Baltimore and asking
for proxies to re-elect the old officers looks very much as
though there was a clique already running the club and de-
siring to perpetuate themselves in position. No other ticket
has been put iu nomination, the members in general have
not been requested to manifest their desires in the premises,
therefore no alternative is left them but either to vote the
ticket fixed up for them by the officials at Baltimore or not
vote at all.

Having the above objection to this meeting in mind I ad-
dressed a. letter to Mr. Norris on Sept. 8, requesting him to
send to me the names and addresses of the members of the
club, but up to the present time I have not received them,
and am therefore compelled to reach the members through
the press, and ask any and all of them who have similar
opinions to those expressed above to send me their written
authority to present to the committee requesting them to
have this meeting of Oct. 9, 1889, postponed for at least
sixty days, so that each and every member of the club can
be communicated with, and have his unbiassed choice re-
corded for whom he wishes to vote, as well as any sugges-
tion he may wish to make as to the policy to be pursued by
the committee in forwarding the best interests of the Gordon
setter.

Our club should be progressive in its policy, and when
any opportunity is given the club to forward the interest of
the Gordon setter, advantage should betaken of such oppor-
tunity, and not neglected, as it was in the past year in my
opinion. I therefore hope that all those interested will com-
municate with me at their earliest opportunity.

John H. Meyer, 159 West Thirty-fourth street.

New York City, Sept. 17.

"TRAINING BEAGLE PUPPIES "—Wrigbtsville, Pa.
In my article in your issue of Sept. 5 occurs an error in the
third line of the third paragraph, where the word "dog" ap-
pears, wbereas it should be "brace." The sentence should
read thus; "After your pupoy has an idea of the work be-
fore him. and the age and strength to follow a brace or pack,
he may then be hunted in such company."—A. C. KRUEOER.

GERMAN MASTIFF OR GREAT DANE STANDARD.
—The standard for the German mastiff or great Dane, as
published last week, contained an error in the- value of points.
It should read ears 3 instead of 5, and nose, muzzle and lips
should read 4 instead of 2.
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LONDON DOG SHOW.
[Special Report.]

THE London Kennel Club's second bench show opened on
Tuesday morning, the 10th, in the same building that

•was used last year, on the grounds of the Provincial Fair
of Ontario. The directors of the bench show did everything
in their power to make it a success, and the untiring energy
of Manager Stone, seconded by that of some of the directors,

made things run smoothly. In addition to the main build-

ing two large tents, 40ft.x80ft. were erected, in which the
judging was~done in two rings, and where Professor Hopper
gave his exhibition of trained dogs at intervals during the
day to an admiring crowd. The iudging began at 2 P. M.
on Tuesday, and was all finished on Wednesday at 2 P. M.
Mr. Mortimer began with mastiffs, and Mr. Bell with
spaniels. The first day the attendance was very slim, the
second day it was a little better, but we fear the London
Kennel Clnb will have to go down iu their pockets again
before all the expenses are covered. All the arrangements
and care of the dogs seemed to be perfect, and the judges'
rings were well served, with very little confusion and n o
delays, which reflects credit on the management. Mr.
Mortimer judged mastiffs, St. Bernards, Newfoundlands,
great Danes, pointers, setters, foxhounds, collies, fox-ter-

riers, bulldogs, bull-terriers and pugs; Mr. George Bell the
remaining classes.

MASTIFFS.

The challenge class had no entries. In the open class for
dogs first went to Mode, a very good dog with a typical head,
good ears and eyes and a well-shaped body, He is rattier

straight from the hocks down. He has plenty of size.

Cleveland, rather a weak specimen, was second. In the
bitch class Bessie B. got the blue ribbon. She is very short
in face and wanting in expression, and her color and mark-
ings are not good.

BOUGH-COATED ST. BERNARDS.
In these classes there were thirteen entries with one

absent. The challenge class did not fill. The open dog class
had six entries. Bernal, the winner, was described in the
puppy class last year. He has developed into a very good
dog, but he was not in condition. He has a good head,
rather weak at muzzle, chest well let down, good quarters
and hocks, straight tail well carried, plenty of bone, rather
weak in l oin, coat not in good order, expression might be
better, nis color is orange and white. Nero, a white dog
with tawny markings, was a good second. He has good
head, neck, shoulders and quarters, but is not quite right
at hocks; ears badly carried and a little hollow in back,
condition good, carriage and expression very typical.
Colonel, third prize, lacked condition and is weak in head.
Brian, vhc, is a very fine dog, but not in show form. In
the open bitch class Maida was placed first over Luna, who
was in no condition, or this would have been different.
Third went to Duchess, a poor specimen, in fact none of the
bitches came up to the dogs. In the puppy class nothing
extra was shown, and the awards appeared to be right. No
smooth-coated dogs were exhibited.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.
Leo, first, is a good-sized dog, but his coat is rather

rough. Victoria, second prize, is" rather washy in appear-
ance for a Newfoundland.

GREAT DANES.

Two entries. Leo, a very good specimen, was first, with
Gretchen, also a good puppy, second. When developed
should make a very good one.

GREYHOUNDS.
Milo was alone in t he dog class and got first. He is a very

taking looking dog, but would not standpullingtopiec.es.
The other entry was absent. In the bitch class there were
three entiles. Spider, a nice-headed bitch, won over Josey.
If the latter had been in condition this decision might have
been reversed.

POINTERS.

How is it that pointers are so little owned or exhibited jn
Canada ? I recollect twenty years ago when the pointer was
far more used in Canada than the setter, yet of late years
the setter seems to be altogether used by the sportsmen
here, consequently the pointer classes were not well filled.

The Westminster K. C. being absent, only 5 dogs faced the
judges in the three classes. In the open class for dogs the
first prize was rightly withheld, and second prize went to
Don, a very ordinary dog. Third was gi ven to Hope Pait-
zel, a snipy-muzzled weedy-looking dog. In the bitch class
Devonshire Flint, a nice, well shown bitch, rescued the
pointer from low mediocrity, and second prize was withheld,
as the only other entry was very poor indeed.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Twenty-nine entries in English setter classes with one ab-
sentee was a good showing, taking everything into consid-
eration, with Toledo and Ottawa both holding shows at the
same time, and the quality has never been equalled in
Canada. Leddersdale was alone iu the challenge class. In
the open dog class Sir Tatton at the head of affairs looked
well, although all the dogs exhibited by the Item Kennels
were shown in off condition, yet their quality pulled them
through. It is not necessary to say anything aboutthe win-
ners, as they have all been described before; yet I would
suggest that owners of really good dogs do both their dogs
and themselves great injury in showing them out of condi-
tion. Davey & Richards's exhibit in the setter classes
were all iu the pink of condition and deserved their places.
Locksley, second, has already been described and commented
on at other shows. Matana, who took first in the puppy
class last year has developed into a good dog rather lacking
in size. Dick Bondhu, reserve, showed the effects of his
long journey from the northwest, as did his kennel mate
Manitoba Gladstone, yet they look like workmen and
are built on racing lines. Jester, vhc, if it were not for his
rather coarse head and defective stern, would have taken a
much higher place, in fact, would have been at the first

flight; he looks all over a good level-headed every-day and
all-day dog, which we believe he is. Dashing Kent, vhc,
was shown in no condition. In the open bitch class Cam-
briana outclassed all the others; she was described last year,
and is fully up to anything that was then said of her. ' She
might be shown iu better condition. Canadian Lillie is
quite a taking bitch, and was shown well. Forest Fern is a
good all-round bitch, and was properly placed. Bonnie
Lass, reserve, like all the Item Kennels' dogs, showed much
want of condition, which is accounted for to a certain extent
by their late long sea voyage. The puppy classes were well
filled with good specimens, and for luck Night almost
stands unrivalled with first in his class and five or six
specials; but it is hard to tell how a dog may turn out judg-
ing them at five mouths old, yet he has no glaring detects.
In the bitch class Carlton Florie was away ahead of any of
the others for shape and style, which is nearly right in
every place.

IRISH SETTERS.
Redstone stood at the head of affairs and is really a very

fine dog but might be a little darker in color, and his eye is
a bad color for an Irish setter. Jack Malone is very little
behind him and is a little better in coat and color. In
bitches BelleJda was to my mind and eyes the best in the
Irish classes. In the puppy class Rosemere was alone but
deserved his first.

GORDON SETTERS.
Mr. Campbell's exhibit in this class placed it away up, all

his dogs were in good condition and the awards were cor-
rect. Siuicoe, placed first, has a good square head, nice ears,

well let down chest, and with a strong back and well car-
ried stern is a wonderfully good Gordon setter. Gordo,
third, might have changed places with Pelham, as his head is
more typical, but he has not such e;ood well set ears as the
second prize one which I dare say detracted from his other
good qualities. Becky Sharp has been too often commented
on to say more than she got the first place rightly.

ENGLISH FOXHOUNDS.
The London Hunt Club carried off all the honors in this

class with their entries which were shown in very fair con-
dition for working hounds. They are rather undersized
but have good bone, nice feet aud legs. They also got the
kennel prize for foxhounds.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.
The class contained a varied lot of types, but Ranger,

rightly placed first, is really a fine hound and was in splen-
did condition. Countess, a rather light built dog, was
placed second. Driver, a black and tan with goad head, was
placed third.

COLLIES.

As the Chestnut Hills Kennels had eight and McEwen
and Gibson ten entries, these classes were well filled, aud
were about the best exhibit iu the show. Fall is a poor
time to show collies, as they are all sheddiug their
coats, which detracts a good deal from their appearance.
Dublin Scot and Scotilla, in the champion class, were
placed first and second. No need to say anything about
these grand dogs, who have been so often described.
CharJeroi n. was placed first in the open class. He would
be hard to beat in any class but for his ears

;

which drop
like a fox-terrier's. Maxwell, a young sable dog, got
second. He is not fully developed. J t- has good head aud
ears and a splendid set of feet aud legs under him, but is

just a little light iu the middle yet When he gets age I

think he will improve very much there. Red Gauntlet,
reserve, has about the best coat we have ever seen, and he
is proving himself a good sire. In the bitch class that
sweet little bitch Roslyn Clara was far ahead of the rest,

tier head might be a little larger, but the beautiful carriage
of her ears and her kindly collie expression makes her"

a

remarkable bitch, and we augur for her a brilliant show
career. She got first in her class, and was awarded the
special for best collie that had never won a prize. This was
protested, as it appears that she won the Collie Club's
sweepstakes this year. The protest was sustained by the.

C. K. C, and the prize went to Mr. Edward Gibson's
Maxwell. The reserve in this class, Madge, ought to have
been higher, but her coat was against her. The puppy
classes were good, and the awards appeared to be correct.

SPANIELS.

These classes were not so well filled as last year, nor was
the quality so good throughout. There was only one entry
in the challenge class, Juno; three in the open field spaniel
class for black. The prize was awarded to Faust, a good-
bodied dog with horribly malformed front legs aud feet. It

does not seem necessary to have any legs under spaniels
now, so we won't comment on them. When will this be
altered? All that is required is length of body, smooth
coat, plenty of ear and crooked legs to win. The judge, I

suppose, is right, as he follows iu the footsteps of all the
present spaniel judges, Sweep, second, is a fairly good dog.
Glencho, a black and tan, is rather a good dog barring his
coat, which is rough, got second in any other color than
black, the first prize being withheld. Iu Irish water spaniels
there was only one entry, which was considered good enough
for third prize. No Clumbers were entered. The cocker
classes were fairly well filled. Elack Duke, not looking in
very good condition, was first in dog class; he has a fair
body and good coat; he also won the special for best cocker
of any class. Kespie, second, is a very taking dog. but as
he is only 9 months oldit is hard to say how lie may develop.
Iu bitches Marguerita was the best, but too young to say
much about. Perhaps, second, is younger still, with a good
head and ears. In the any other class Silver King was the
only one noticed. He has good length of body, but is rather
light in bone; his feathering is very scanty. In the puppy
class Faust won, with Pekoe second. We thiuk this should
have been reversed. Marguerita might even have gone ahead
of the first

BEAGLES.
The beagle class was very good. Rattler, a very typical

dog, was placed first, with Cleopatra a very good second and
Fairmaid, a little dog with a good deal of quality, third.

FOX-TERRIERS.

Village Belle, who carries her years and honors well, was
alone in the challenge class. Blemton Trump, a nice-bodied
dog with good feet ajjd legs, but a little off iu head, was
first. Oxford Duke, a cobby made dog, with good head and
jaws, and ears well carried, with plenty of bone and fair
coat, was placed second. Belvoir Bacchanal, placed third,
has the best coat of any of the exhibits, but is scarcely up to
show form, although he has no glaring defects: he should
be a good one to breed from, as he has plenty of bone and
looks a workman. Virgil, iu the bitches, shows a good deal
of character, but her coat is rather soft. The puppies were
better than usual, with Oxford Duke placed first in dogs.
Oxford Veda first in bitches, Belvoir Risk second. Wire-
haired terriers had three entries, all above the average.
Billet, first, has been shown before. Patch is only a puppy
yet. His head might be a little flatter in scull and he is out
of condition, as he is just imported, He took first in Liver-
pool in the puppy class. Capsicum was alone iu the bitch
class

BULL-TERRIERS.

Bull-terriers were represented by three white dogs in good
condition. The awards were correct.

BLACK AXD TAX TERRIERS.

This was the best class ever exhibited in Canada. There
was very little difference between the prize winners, and
the judge had to go down to very fine points to decide be-
tween them , but he did so and the awards were well received.
Dandie Dinmouts were not represented.
In Bedlington terriers Zulu II. is a good all-round bitch

aud deserved the first place. Gimlet, second, is a bit too
light in body and bad in coat, otherwise he is a very good
dog with lots of character.

Irish terriers had an entry in dog aud bitch class. Peggy
is a very good stamp of bitch, but a trifle soft in coat, her
head is very good. She might have more bone for her size.

Dachshunde were a nice level lot of good-coated dogs and
the awards were well placed.
Yorkshire terriers had four entries with two absent.

Dolly is a rare good one with a beautiful coat.
Jn the pug class there was not a great deal of merit al-

though much better than usual in a Canadian show, which
is an indication that more interest is being taken iu them.
Toy terriers had only one entry. A nice littlelScotch terrier
shown got second.
Toy spaniels were a poor lot and the prizes were rightly

withheld.
In the miscellaneous class a smooth-coated collie was first,

a harrier second and the rest were nondescripts. Following
is a list of the

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.-Challenge—No entry.—Open-Do(/s; 1st, H. Fal-

coner's Mode; 2d, W. C. White's Cleveland. Bmhes: 1st, .).

V. Battram's Bessie B. Puppies: Prizes withheld.

ST. RKRNARDS.—Rough-coated—Challenge-No entriep.-
Open—Dogs: let and very high com.. 11. Gorman'B Bernae and
Briam; ail aud hich com.. A. F. Jones's Nero and Hector; 3d, Pot.
tersburg Kennels' Colonel. Bitches: 1st and 2d. Pottersburg Ken.
nels' Maiden and Luna; 3d and very high com., A. F. Jones's

Duchess and Tip. Puppies: 1st and 3d, A. F. Jonos's Duchess and
Priam IT.; 2d, very high com. and high com., Tccumseh Chief
and Monieta.—Smooth-coated—No entries.

NEWFOUNDLANDS. -1st, W. J. Watson's Leo; 2d, A. Laid--
law's Victoria.

GREAT DANES.—1st, T. Roedler's Lord; Dudley Kennels'.'
Dudley Gretchen.

GREYHOUNDS .
— Bogs: 1st. G. C. Taylor's Milo. Bitches: 1st,,

T. P. Hebblewhite's Spider; 2d, W. J. VVatson's Josey.
POINTERS.—Challenge—Absent.—Open -Dogs: 1st, withheld::

2d. C. Stead's Don; 3d, F. W. Shaw's Hope Paitzel. Bitches: 1st,.
F. W. Shaw's Devonshire Flirt; 2d. withheld. Puppies: 1st,,
withheld; 2d, J. E. Robertson's Bettor.
ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dog: No entry. BitcJi::

Davey & Richards's LeddersdaL.—Open—Dogs: 1st, very high,
com. and high com., Item Kennels' Sir Tatton, Dashing Kent and'
Carleton Pero; 2d and very high com . Davey and Richards's;
Locksley, Jester and Brighton Dick; 3d, W. B. Wells's Matane..
Reserve and very high com., T. Johnson's Dick Bondhu and Mani-
toba Gladstone. High com.. S. Turner's Jupiter. Bitches: 1st,,
W. B. Wells's Oamhriana; 2d, very high com. (2.) and high com „
Davey and Richards's Canadian LiUie, Lady Romp, Leddersdale
II. and Flash; 3d, Forest Kennels' Forest' Fern. Reserve and'

Robin Adair. Bitches: 1st, Item Kennels' Item Carleton Florr:e;i
2d, Davey and Richards's Lady of Lyons; 3d, C. A. Bowman's,
Lilley. Very high com., W. A. Dillon's Nora.
IRISH SETTERS —Challenge —No entrv. Open— Doos: lit

and 2d. A. W. PearsalPs Redstone and Jack Malone: 3d," VV. C
Hudson's Nemo. Bitches: 1st and 2d, W. A. Pearsah's Belle Ida
and Lady Noreeu; 3d and com.. W. C. Hudson'* Nellie a,nd Fan..
Very high com.. Item Kennels' Luray HI. Puppies: 1st W. C-
Hudson's Rosmore.
GORDON SETTERS.—Challenge—No entries. Open—Doffs;:

lst,2d and 3d. J. L. Campbell's Siukw. Pelham and Gordo. Bitches::
1st, J. L. Campbell's Becky S.larp; 2d, T. P. Hebblewhite's Queen.
Ann; 3d, J. W. Wiunett's Bessie, Puppies: No entry.

FOXHOU NfDS.

—

English—1st, 2d, 3d and very high com.. Lon-
don Hunt Club's Lamont, Weasel, Bustle and Statesman. Ameri-
can—1st, W. J. Watson's Ranger; 2d, J. S. Swanwick's Cuuutess;;
3d, D. McAlpine'a Driver.

COLLI ES.—Challenge —1st and 2d, Chestnut Hill Kennels''
Dublin Scat and Scotilla.—Open— Dof?s: 1st and 3d, Chestnut Hilli
Kennels' Charieroi II. and Colonel Scot; 2d. reserve, very high'
com. and com., McEwen & Gibson's Maxwell Red Gauutlet, Bon-
Tie Dunkeld and Deacon. High com., G. Kennedy's Yarrow..
Bitches: 1st and 2d, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Roslyn Clara and-
Spoiled Miss: 3d, reserve and very high com., McEwen & Gibson's;
Mermaid, Madge and Jess. High com., F. A. Shaw's Gwyne and'-
Item Kennels' Flirt —Puppies—Dogs: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels"
Cilonel Scot; 2d, McEwen & Gibson's Gordon. Bitches: 1st,
Chestnut Hill Kennels' Roslyn Clara; 2d and 3d, McEwen & Gib-
son's Becky and Myrtle.

SPANIELS.—Challenge—1st, C. M. Nelles's Juno.—Open-
Field—Black— Dogs: 1st, Woodland Kennels' Faust; 2d and 3d,
withheld. High com., H. S. Blackburn's Zulu. Bitches: No entries.
—Any Other Color—Dogs: 1st. withheld; 2d, F. E. Cnrtis's
Glencho. Bitchtx: No entries.— Irish Water—1st and 2d, with-
held; 3d, J. W. Winnett's Drake.—Cockbhs—Challenge—No
entries

—

Open—Black— D«jys: 1st, Woodland Kennels' Black
Dukt; 2d and 3d, Canadian Cocker Kennels' Kespie and Pekoe.
Bitclies: 1st and very high com.. Woodland Kennels' Marguerita
and Lady Stanley; 2d, W. B. Palmer's Perhaps; 3d, T. P. Hebble-
white's Venn.- Ant Other Color.—Dogs: 1st. H. J. Leslie's Sil-
ver King; 2d, withheld. Bitches: 1st; T. J. Fit/.?immon's Mollie
Bow; 2d, withheld; reserve, D. F. Buchanan's Dolly. Puppies:
1st and 3d, Woodland Kennels' Faust and Marguerita; 2d and
very high com., Canadian Cocker Kennels' Pekoe and Kespie;
reserve, W. B. Palmer's Perhaps. High com., J. Parr's Smut.
BEAGLES.—l3t and 3d, W. J. VVatson's Rattler and Fairmaid;

2d and very high com., Clark & Rutter's Cleopatra and Mollie.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, Oxford Kenn»ls' Village
Belle.—Open—Doijs: 1st, A. A. McDonald's Blemton Trump; 2d,
Oxford Kennels' Oxford Duke; 3d, R. Gibson's Belvoir Bacchanal.
Very high com., G. Douglass's Jack Vandal. Bitches: 1st, Oxford
Kennels' Virgil; 2d, withheld; 3d, R. Gibson's Belvoir Tussle.
Com., J. J. Biggs's Lucy.—Puppies— hugs: 1st, Oxford Kfeiintels'
Oxford Duke; 2d, G. Douglass's Jackson; 3d, R. S. Ryan's Linden
Rival. Very 'high com., R. Gibson's Belvoir Luck. Bitches: 1st,
Oxford Kennels' Oxford Ve la; 2d, R. Gibson's Belvoir Risk.—
Wire-haired— Dugs: 1st, Oxfoid Kennels' Billet; 2d, S. Munro's
Patch. Bitches: 1st. Oxford Kennels' Capsiann.

BULL-TERRIERS>—1st, W. J. Watson's Royal IV.; 2d, W. P.
Bums's Guess; 3d, A. .T Cleghorn's Ball.

BL \CK AND TAN TERRIERS.— 1st, Roehelle Kennels' Roeh-
ellc Lass; 2d and very high com., J. F. Campbell's Drsdemonaand
Vortex; 3d, l. Dickson's Jenny.

DANDIE DLNMONT TERRIERS.—Absent
BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.—1st. W. J. Watson's Zulu II

; 2d,
H. Bnalington's Gimlet; 3d, withheld. High com., T. Bickle's
Topsy.

IRISH TERRIER S.—Dogs: 1st, W. J. Watson's Rock. Bitches:
1st, Oxford Kennels' Peggy.

DACHSHDNDE.-lst, and 2d, A. Duraud's Gypsey and Malt II.:

3d, C. J. Wright's Drum.
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS—1st, 2d and high com., J. F. Camp-

bell's Dolly, Lady and Sweep.
PUGS.-Dogs; 1st and 2d withheld; 3d. Mrs. Hannah Lockyer's

Pug. Bitches: 1st, T. P. Hebblewhite's Midget; 2d. Mrs. V. H.
Bell's Rustic Queen. Com., Mrs. G. Stinson's Daisy. PupTrte*:
1st and 2d withheld; 3d, G. Stinson's Tiney.

TOY TERRIERS.—1st, withheld; 2d, W. J. Watson's Nellie.

TOY SPANIELS.-Withheld.
MISCELLANEOUS.—1st, Chestnut Hills Kennels' smooth collie

Lady Bird; 2d. E. H. Gustin's harrier Jeff. Very high com., Dr.
Campbell's harrier Molly. High com., W. J. Watson's harrier
Gypsey II.

SPECIAL PRIZES.

Best mastiff. Mode; kennel St. Bernards (2), Potievshurg Ken-
nels; local, the same; bitch. Monieia; puppy, Luna; kennel fox-
hounds, London Hunt Club; best. Ranger; greyhound, Spidei;
local. Jury; great Dane, Lord; pointer uog, Don; bitch, Devon-
shire Flirt; kennel English setters (-'), Davey & Richards; dog, Sir
Tatton; bitch (2), Leddersdale; pair, Locksley and Leddersdale;
puppy (1), Nighi; bitch, Carleton Florrie; kennel Irish setters, A.
W. Pearsall; dog, Redstone; puppy, Rosmore; kennel Gordon
setters, J. L. Campbell; dog, Simcoe; bitch, Becky Sharp; ken-
nel spaniels (2), Woodland Kennels; held, Faust; cocker (4),

Black Duke; owned in London, Smut; brood bitch, Dolly;
puppy. Pekoe; Irish water, Drake; kennel collies. Chestnut
Hill Kennels; dog, Dublin Scot; bitch, Roslyn Clara; puppy,
the same; that has never won a prize. Maxwell; owned by mem-
ber of Collie Club, Dublin Scot; kennel iox-terriers, Oxford Ken-
nels; dog (2), Blemton Trump; Ditch 12), Village BeUe; puppy (3),

Oxford Duke; owned in London, Lucy; puppy, Ranter V.; wire-
haired, Billet; beagle, Rattler; pair dachshunde. Malt II. and
Gypsey; bull-terrier (2), Royal IV.; black and tan terrier. Rnchelle
Lass; Bedlington, Zulu II.; Irish, Rock; Yorkshire, Dolly; pug
dog, Pug; bitch, Midget; pair, Jasper and Tiney; puppy (3), Tiney;
any breed exhibited by a lady, Rustic Queen.

fit. B.

CANADIAN KENNEL CLUB.—The annual meeting of
the Canadian Kennel Club was held at London, Ont., Sept.
12. Following is a list of the officers elected for the ensuing
year: President, R. Gibson; Vice-Presidents, J. K. Camp-
bell, J. W. Gregory, Samuel Coulson. Thomas Johnson and
Dr. J. Mills; Treasurer, S. F. Glass: Secretary. C. A. Stone.
Executive Committee; C. M. Nelles, H. Bedlington, H. Mar-
tin, W. B. Wells, F. H. F. Mercer. Dr. J. S. Niven and T.
G. Davey.

The revised and abridged edition of the A- O. U. Check List of
North American Birds,iacludiug the additions and changes made
in the supplement, will be sent post free on receipt of aOcts.—Adv.
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OTTAWA DOG SHOW.
ISpcciai Report.]

OTTAWA, Sept, 11.—Editor Forest and Stream: The
Ottawa show is a success. There are about 170 dogs in

the building, and the management axe put to great shifts in
providing room. The building and benching are very well
arranged, but the structure, is Dot large enough. We under-
stand that upward of fifty entries we're refused, and that the
committee could have secured over 300. More than 7,000 peo-
ple have passed the turnstiles in the first two days, andnow
(the evening of the second day) the expenses are more than
covered, and to-morrow will be clear profit.

There are scarcely any attendants, the committee finding
it impossible to secure competent men in sufficint numbers,
but they are endeavoring themselves to do the necessary
work.
Mr. J. Otis Fellows, who judged, gave the best satisfac-

tion, and made friends of every one he came, in contact with,
save the owners of the unnoticed, and even of some of them.
He went entirely wrong in fox-terriers, but otherwise we
agree with all of his decisions that we have had time to look
into carefully.

MASTIFFS.
Wyoming Count, a very nice young clog, though lacking

in size, walked over.
ST. BERNARDS.

The splendid-looking Bernard won over Lord Dalhousie,
an English winner, hands down, He is a 32in. dog of good
color, but lacking in head markiugs. He is also cow-hocked

.

Blake, vhc,, is a nice, though small dog, bad in color. In
bitches Uncle Dick, in the kindness of his heart, not before
carefully inquiring whether they belonged to ladies or not,
and being answered in the affirmative, withheld first, and
awarded second to Bruna, who is wrong pretty well all over.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.
Four black dogs faced the judge. Jumbo (Ami's) has far

the best head, but everywhere else loses to his namesake
Grattou's Jumbo.

ENGLISH SETTERS.
These classes were very bad. In puppies Glen, a lovely-

headed but decidedly shelly bitch, rightly won over Don, a
very prett5r three-months-old blue belton, and his litter
brother Ben II. Dexter, he., was protested by Mr. F. H. F.
Mercer, in the name of the Canadian Kennei Club, as over
age, and the case is still to be decided.

IRISH SETTERS.
Bang beat Zero in head, but would not show himself; they

were placed equal first.

GORDONS.
All were off in head and other points, but the best won.

POINTERS.
Roy had a walkover in dogs, as had Ada in bitches.

GREYHOUNDS.
This was a wonderfully hot class, and it took a lot of time

to decide which were the best. We think "Uncle Dick"
picked the right oues. Galatea, a sapling, is a lovely little
creature, and does credit to Balkis and Mother Demdike.
She should make a good one.

FOXHOUNDS.
The judge could only judge by working capabilities.

They were a motley lot.

BEAGLES,
Fitzhugh Lee beat Tessie, who excels him greatly in ear.

TRISH WATER SPANIELS.
Prize should have been withheld.

OLTJMBKK SPANIELS.
These were the largest classes of Clumbers ever got to-

gether in America. Twelve were entered. Champion
Johnny has been retired and therefore did not compete,
while Drake was so ran down after a week's hunting that
his owners entered him for exhibition only. Champion
Boss III., the celebrated English champion, rightly won
over Fop. Boss' head is as wrong as wrong can be, but
Fop's is shapeless, though better in parts. Boss also beats
him in texture of coat, feather, length and formation of
body, while Fop beats him in eye and stem. Shell, a very
nice dog, should have been let out earlier; he did not show
to advantage by any means. It may be of interest to com-
pare the two champions, Johnny and Boss III. The former
beats the latter in muzzle, eye, expression, ear and skull, in
short as the judge said to the writer, ''Johnny beats Boss
fifteen points in head." Boss' color is all wrong, whereas
Johnny's is correct, and in length, texture and lay on of
coat, also in markings, Boss is not in it with him. In
shoulders, neck and muscular development Johnny scores
ahead, but in body, feather and lowness on the leg Boss
beats him handily. In length Johnny scores, but very little,

and his feet are, if anything, the better. In short, Boss is a
"crocodile," Johnny a workman. In bitches itlwas a close, a
very close thing between the English crack Bromine and
Lucy II. Both were out of condition, but Bromine was in
worse shape. We think the best bitch got the award, though
there is much room for dispute. Lucy's blind eye handi-
capped her badly. Madge was outclassed. In puppies
Quester and Bustler, two three-months-old toddlers, won
without any trouble over their far older opponents. They
showed great quality, and the former especially is a pup of
great promise. He is full of Clumber character. Meta,
vhc, is a very pretty bitch, as is also Mina, he.

FIELD SPANIELS.
Bruce won rightly over his kennel mate. In bitches

Blackie practically walked over, for her only opponent,
Moera, is an overweight cocker. The latter has a perfect
cocker head with the exception of being rather too much cut
away below the eye. In puppies Punch walked over.

COCKERS.
Uncle Dick gave the prizes to the common sense animals

whenever he consistently could. If spaniel men would bring
out decent "workers" they might not have to complain, but
all their trouble and time is wasted on the crocodiles, and
wretched workers, so-called, are shown and beaten. In black
dogs the beautifully coated Bronte won over the badly
covered Obo, Jr., and also rightly won special for best. Jr.
beats him in length and lowness on leg, but that was not
what the judge was after, aud he gave the prize to the best
cocker. In black bitches the lovely little cocker Judy won
over Woodstock Nellie, also special over Luua for best
bitch. She is long, but not too long in body, is cobby and a
good medium height on the leg; if anything, too high.
Her coat and feather could well be improved upon, also her
ear. Tiney Obo won in black puppies, and rightly. Budd,
second, is a worker, but is likely to grow out of the class.
Oh Dear No is a pretty little thing, but dish-faced, ears badly
set on and forelegs very crooked. In other than black, Rufus
rightly won over Tory, who is black save about the vent.
In bitches the pretty, though badly-coated, Luna rightly
won. Rideau Mite won in puppies, but, after only a hasty
glance it is true, we preferred Rover for the place.

COLLIES.

All prizes were withheld in clogs, and we would not have
thought the judge hard if he had also withheld in bitches
and puppies About all the collie there was about most of
them was that they had four legs.

BULLDOGS.
A walkover for a very moderate-headed, bad-bodied bitch.

BULL-TERRIERS
Though six dogs were entered in this class there was only

one bull-terrier, Couut Dick. He was looking very well and
won. He is badly off in stern and has markings.

KO.Y-TERKIKRS.
Zig Zag was the only fox-terrier dog worthy of the name

and won. In bitches Clytie won, and this was almost the
only bad blunder Mr. Fellows made. She showed herself
so well in the ring, jumping up to her master's shoulder, a
fox-terrier all over, whereas Elora Tatters would only slouch
around. Still, he had to take them as he saw them. We
examined them carefully on the bench, and Elora, in our
opinion, beats Clytie hands down. Mr. Fellows made a still
greater blunder in putting Clytie over Zig Zag for the
special. How he could possibly do this we simply cannot
understand. Zig Zag beats Clytie at every point in our
opinion, and we spent half an hour over the two. In pup-
pies it was a close thing between Brit and Royal Dart, and
the best one won.

OTHER TERRIERS.
Ep Skyes Move walked over. Weaver, a really high class

specimen, wos alone in Airedales. In the absence of Vortex,
Squaw won in black and tans. In toys Le Moir, a black
and tan, won over a Yorkshire that was out of coat aud
shape generally.

PUGS.
Judy rightly won over Trixie in this class.

Tor SPANIELS.
E. Bradford owned all but one in this class, and made a

clean sweep with his pretty quartette.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Snowflake, a white English terrier, was the only dog

worthy of notice. Following is a list of the

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—1st and 2 cups, F. W. Connolly's Wyoming Count.

ST. BERNARDS.—Rough—Dogs: 1st find special, Hon. E.
Dewdney's Bernard: 2d, M. A rn hill's Lord Dalhousie. Very high
com., .) . Terra nce's Blake. Bitches: 1st withheld; 2d, Mrs, H. S.
Lauder's Bruna. High com., H. R. Elliott's Topsy.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—1st and special, G. Grafton's Jumbo;
2d, S. J. Ami's Jumbo.
ENGLISH SETTERS.—Dogs: 1st, Dr. A. Lawyer's Zeno; 2d,

Mrs. Sydney Smith's Polo. Very hieh com., E. F. Dey's Boat-
swain. Bitches: No entry. Puppies: 1st and special, E. H.
Oorbett's Glen; 2d, Mrs. B. H. Humphrey's Don. Very high com..
Clumber Kennel's Ben II. High com., A. Lacelle's Dexter.

IRISH SETTEES.—D0{/8'. Equal 1st and special, J. Manghan's
Bang and Hou. E. Dewdney's Zero. Bitches: No entry.

GORDON SETTERS.—1st and special, C. Kelly's Dome: 2d,
Mount Royal Kennels' Hilda. Very high com., W. H. Pcarce's
Popscy.

POINTERS.—Do(/s: 1st, G. B. Smart's Roy. Bitches: 1st and
special, R. H. Maveety's Ada.
GREYHOUNDS.—1st, and Special and 2d. H. P. Thompson's

Volunteer and Fly. Very high com., T. C. Bates' Edgewood and
Mount Roval Kennel's Elcho. High com., H. C. Andrews' Russ
and S. S. "Davidson's Barney. Com. and puppy special, L. N.
Bates' Galatea.

FOXHOUNDS.—1st and special, A. Stewart's Mingo; 2d and
very high com., W. Pownell's Mingo and Rose. Very high com.,
R. Quain's Jack. High com., J. Speuee's Moose and S. Rotaitaille's
Lady Middleton.
BEAGLES.—1st and special and 2d, Clark and Rutter's Fitz-

hugh Lee and Tessie.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.-lst, and special, J. Torrance's
Diver; 2d, withheld. High com., E. F. Barrett's Boatswain.
CLUMBER SPANIELS.—Doos: 1st and special, T. C. Bate's

Boss III.; 2d, Mrs. F. H. D. Vieth's Too. Very high com. and spec-
ial, H. B. D. Brace's Shell. Bitches: 1st and special, T. C. Bate's
Bromine; 2d, H. B. D. Brace's Lucy II. Very high com., Mrs. F.
H. T). Vieth's Madge. Pieppics: 1st and 2 specials and 2d, Clum-
ber kennels' Quest er and Bustler. Very high com. and high com.,
T. C. Bate's Meta and Mina.

FIELD SPANIELS.—Dogs: 1st and special and 2d, Woodstock
Spaniel Kennels' Bruce and Kaffir. Bltcha: 1st, Woodstock
Spaniel Kennels' Blackie. Puppies: 1st and special, E. Flood's
Punch.
COCKER SPANIELS.—Black—Duns: 1st aud special. Wood

stock Spaniel Kennels' Bronte; 2d, P. G. Keyes's Obo, Jr. Very
high com.. J. A. Robertson's Duke. High com., G. Bell's Man in
Black. Bitches: 1st and special, A. U. Almon's Judy; 2d, Wood-
stock Spaniel Kennels' Woodstock Nellie. Very high com. and
special, C. E. Living's Clco. High com.. W. G. McCullough's Vic.
Puppies: 1st and special, P. G. Keyes's Tiney Oho: 2d, A. W. Rid-
Otit's Budd. Very high com., G. Bell's Oh Dear No. High com.,

S. Davidson's Nerve.—Otij kh than BiiACE—Dogs: 1st, F. J.

Rideau Mite, 2d, T. M. Robertson's Rover.

COLLIES.—Dogs: Withheld. Bitches: 1st and special, J. Dun-
can's Flora; 2d, H. F. Brading's Kintorina. Very nigh com. and
special, T. Chandler's Lilly. Very high com , E. G. Worley's
Tricksie. Puppies: 1st, J. Duncan's Floss; 2d, T. Chandler's
Garry and E. Richardson's Squire. High com., H. F. Brading's
Yum Yum, E. Turton's Badger and A. D. Ramage's Dixie.

BULLDOGS.—1st and special, T. Hartnett's Nettle.

BULL-TERRIERS.—1st and special, A. E. Heming's Count
Dick; 2d, withheld.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Dogs: 1st, H. P. Thompson's Zig Zag; 2d,
withheld. Bitclies: 1st and special, P. G. Keyes's Clytie; 3d and
hie-h com., H. P. Thompson's Elora Tatters and Bacchante. Very
high com. and special, E. Gleesou's Jess. High com., F. McGuire's
Jess, J. Wilkins's Gypsy and Mount Royal Kennels' Chummie.
Puppies: 1st and special, Mount Royal Kennels' Roval Dart; 2d,
B. F. W. Hurdman's Brit. Very high com., G. S. Oldreive's Kittv
and B. F. W. Hurdman's Vic, Jr.

SKYE TERRIERS.—1st and special, Mary Little's Mave.
AIREDALE TERRIERS.—1st and special, Clumber Kennels'

Weaver.
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—1st, special and 2d, J. F.

Campbell's Squaw and Desdemona. High com., M. Drolet's
Pomper.
TOY TERRIERS.—Dogs: 1st and special, M. Drolet's Le Noir;

2d and special, Mount Royal Kennels' Fritz. Bitches: 1st, W. H.
Reid's Floss.

PUGS.—1st and special, J. F. Campboll's Judy; 3d Miss Maud
Hurdman's Trixie. High com., Mrs. C. D. Graham's Victor.

SPITZ.—1st and special, Mrs. W. Rodger's Fred.

TOY SPANIELS.—1st and special, 2d, and very high com., E.
Bradford's Fannie's Blen, Priuce and Romeo.
MISCELLANEOUS.—1st, J. F. Seholes' white English terrier

Snow Flake.
Ottawa.

A. K. C. EXPENSES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice that on May 22 last Mr. Vred enburgh, the treas-
urer of the A. K. C, made the following report, as appears
in the May number of the Kennel Gazette:
Receipts from all sources from Jan. 11 to date 14,538.1:3

Expenses for same period 3,578.38

Balance on hand $950. 05
I am not a mathematician, and, while I shall not dispute

the expense account, I am anxious to know where the re-
ceipts came from, and I would like to know how much of
the sum came from the generosity fund? Up to and in-
cluding the month of May the receipts from dogs registered
in the Kennel Gazette amounted to $464.75; for registration
in Stud Book §652; 296 associate members (if all have paid),
81,480. making in all 82,596.75, leaving a balance of $1,941.68
to be accounted for as received. Will Mr. Vredenburgh in
his coming report explain from what resources this fund
was derived, and is it not a fact that the major portion of
this sum was not received from actual income earned by the
club?
In my letter of last week, in the expense account, having

charged the manufacture of the Kennel Gazette for eight
months #1,600, I should not have charged again the item of
$654 for the 327 copies supplied to the associate members.
Jersey City, N. J., Sept. 16. PESHALL.

TOLEDO DOG SHOW.
[.Special Report.']

TOLEDO, Sept. 12.—Editor Forest and Stream: The first
annual dog show of the Toledo Kennel Company is a

decided success. The entries number 310, and as the prize
list will show many of them were first-class animals. Mr.
John Davidson, of Monroe, Michigan, and Mr. H. W. Lacy,
of New York, officiated as judges and gave satisfaction!
The show was superintended by Mr. George n. Hill, of
Madeira, O., and his management was excellent. Judging
began rather late on Tuesday, and was not finished until
to-day, the specials occupying considerable time. The
attendance has been quite good, and the association will
come out ahead. Following is a list of the

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—Challenge— 1st, C. E. Cook's Moses.—Open-

Dogs: 1st, E. B. Sears' Sears' Monarch; 2d, J, F. Stone's Philam-
mon. Very high com., .1. Grant's Leo III. High com., E. Probert's
Jumbo. Bitches: 1st, E. B. Sears' Countess of Dunemorc; 3d.
C.E.Cook's Menglada Puppies: 1st, W.H.Warner's Duke of
Connaught; 2d and high com.. C. E. Cook's Guy and Gracie.

ST. BERNARDS.—Rough-coated—Challenge—1st, Alta
Kennels' Noma.—OrEN

—

Dogs: 1st, E. B. Sears' Plinlimmeu. Jr.;
2d, Peninsular Kennels' Caspar. Very high com., J. J. Gcdde's
Argus and Meadow! home Kennels' Star. Hisrh com,, B. K.
Gedde.s' Caleb. Com., W. H. Flston's Lion. Bitches: 1st, FV» R.
Sears' Lady Wellington; 2d, Alta Kennels' Bessie Bayard. High
com., J. B. Lewis' Pansy and Keystone Kennels' Warwick Abbess.
Puppies: l?t, Meadowthorpe Kennels' Star; ^Peninsular Kennel>'
Earl.—Smooth-coated—Challenge—Is 1

, Alta Kennels' Victor
Joseph .—Open—Dogs: 1st, W. F. Ham's Rex Maximus; 2d, J. M.
Gallagher's Ca to, Jr. Very high com.. Keystone Kennels' Sola.
Bitches: 1st. Alta Kennels' Anajtine; 2d, Meadowthorpe Kennels
Norah. Very hitrh com., W, F. Ham's Theo. High com. and
com.. Peninsular Kennels' Appolona and Daphne.
GREAT DANES.—Dogs: 1st, withheld; 2d, and com.. Wolverine

Kennels' Cossar II. and Hector. Bitches: 1st, withheld; 2d, Wol-
verine Kennels' Auguste.
NEWFOUNDLANDS.—1st, Meadowthorpe Kennels' Meadow-

tborpe Flora.

DEERHOONDS.—Dogs-; 1st and 3d, S. W. Skinner, Jr.'s Robin
Adair and Fergus. Bitches: 1st and 2d, S. W. Skinner, Jr.'s
Phyllis and Lady Dare.

GREYHOUNDS.—Dogs: 1st. Meadowthorpe Kennels' Douglas
Fleming. Bitches: 1st, Meadowthorpe Kennels' Alla-Gratta; 2d,
Bulled-Bruette Kennels' Carmine.
POINTERS.— OhAllenge—No entries.—Open—Laege -Dogs:

1st, J. R. Daniels's Lord Graphic; 2d, Meadowthorpe Kennels'
Meadowtborpe Duke. Very high com.. B. F. Lewis's Ike. High
com., B. F. Seituer's Luck of Idstone. Com., A. W. Hitch's Nicn-
deane. Bitches: 1st, Hollywood Kennels' Moll Faust; 2d, J. E.
Gill's Don's Dot. Very high com., Dayton Kennels' Van Bang.—
Small—Dogs: 1st, Bulled-Bruette Kennels' Molton Baron; '2d,
John Bolus's Trinket's Champion. Very high com. and com.,
Dayton Kennels' Bodine's Bow and Noble Bang. High com., J.
R. Daniels's Graphic's Topic. Bitches: 1st, Meadowthorpe Ken-
nels' Primrose; 2d aud com., Dayton Kennels' Bodine's Dell and
Meally IV. Very high com., J. Lewis's Siberian Girl. Hieh com.
and com., J. R. Daniels's Trinket S., Graphic Clip, and Nellie
Croxteth. Com., B. F. Seituer's Phantom. Puyjpics: 1st, E. H.
Osthaus's Biiou: 2d, J. R. Daniels' Loraine.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge—No entries.—Open—Dogs:
1st, J. E. Dager's Cincinnatus; 2d, Mt. Washington Kennels'
Lindo. Bitches: 1st, Columbus Kennels' Pearl Bondhu; 2d, Mt.
Washington Kennels' Zona. Very high com., C. E. Eddy's Kate
Mandan. High com., A. W. Hitch's Liberty II. Com.. G. G.
Kuhm's Jessie D. and R, M. Green's Frolic Bondhu. Puppies: 1st,

J. R. Daniel's Nellie Dale.

IRISH SFITTERS .

—

Challenge —Dogs: 1st. E. W. Clark. Jr.'s
Blarney. Bitches: 1st, Kildare Kennels' Laura B.; 2d, C. R.
Thompson's Molly Ba wn .— Open — Dogs: 1st, W. N. Kuhn's
Mack N.; 2d, W. C. Hudson's Kenmore. Aery high com., E.
Maher's Larry S. High com., Meadowthorpe Kennels' Rover.
Com., F. S. McGraw's Don L. Bitches: 1st and high com., Kildare
Kennels' Ruby Glenmore and Kildare Ruby: 2d, Meadowthorpe
Kennels' Kate It. Very high com., L. M. Hilsenrlegen's Biddie.
Com.. H. G. Byrant's Chipeta, Puppies: 1st, Meadowthorpe Ken-
nels' Kate II.; 2d, W. C. Hudson's Lady.
GORDON SETTERS.

—

Challenge—DoQts! 1st, S. W. Dixon's
Little Boy. Bitches: 1st, Meadowthorpe Kennel's Belmont.—
Open—Dogs: 1st, 2d and very high com., Meadowthorpe Kennels'
Heather Harold, Heather Roy and Laddie. High com., F. H.
Mason's Dandy. Com., Bulled-Bruette Kennels' Devon Grouse
and W. T. Highie's Monte. Bitches: 1st, and very high com.,
Meadowthorpe Kennels' Blossom and Heather Model; 2d, W. A.
Mitchell's Vic II,

TRISH WATER SPANIELS.-lst, J. R. Daniels's Patsy O'Con-
ner.

FIELD SPANIELS.-Dogs: 1st, P. Demmsl's Mick Whiffles.
Bitches: 1st, Campbell & Blake's Pansy.

COCKER. SPANIELS. -Dogs: 1st, S. R. Hemingway's Rabbi.
Bitches: 1st. Lake Shore Kennels' Bene Silk.

COLLIES.—Challenge—1st, W. D. Hughes's Bonnie Brae.
Open—Dugs: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Rosiyu Sensation; 2d,
H. W. Harding's Bonnie Scot. Very high com., W. D. Hughes's
Nullamore. Bitches: No entry. Puppies: Withheld.
BEAGLES.—Challenge—1st, W. D. Hughes's Lou.—Open—

Dogs: 1st, Detroit Kennel Club's Bross; 2d, J. Lewis's Ross W.
Bitches: 1st, J. Lewis's Cricket.

DACHSRUN DE.—1st, J. Reade's Spart; 2d, B. F. Seitner's
Prince.

BULLDOGS.—Challenge—1st, G. Raper's Rabagas; 2d, R. B.
Sawyer's Portswood Tiger. Open—Dogs; 1st, R. B. Sawyer's Lion;
2d, H. L. Goodman's Joker. Bitches: 1st and 2d, R. B. Sawyer's
Soudan and Thespian. Very high com., Campbell and Blake's
Mape.
BULL-TERRIERS—Dogs: 1st, 2d and very high com., F. F.

Dole's Trent-ham Baron, Don Pedro aud Hints. Bitches: 1st and
2d, F. F. Dole's Starlight and White Daisy. Puppies: 1st, F. F.
Dole's Don Pedro.

FOX-TERRIERS. — Dogs: 1st, A. E. Pitts's Raby Signal.
Bitches: 1st, Campbell & Blake's Belle; 2d, Meadowthorpe Ken-
nels' Follv. Horn., G. M. Hendrie's Tiny and Salt.—Wire-Haired
—1st, G. M. Hendrie's Eskdale Broom; 21. Mrs. F. F. Dole's Cots-
wold Jocko. Com., Dartmoor Konnels' Snorter.

SCOTCH TERRIERS.—1st, Meadowthorpe Kennels' Donald.
SKYE TERRIERS.—1st, Mrs. A. Bright's Ben More.
IRISH TERRIERS.—1st, Lewis & Jarrett's General Burnside.
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.— 1st, Rochelle Kennels' Ro-

chelle Maiden; 2d, F. F. Dole's Kaiser. Hieh com. and com.,
Campbell & Blake's Nanon and Prince. Com,, G. M. Hendrie's
Nip.

DAN DIE DINMONT TERRIERS.—1st, 2d aud very high com.,
Meadowthorpe Kennels' Reiver, Wonder and Baillie.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—1st, Mrs. A. Bright's Fairy.

PUGS.—Challenge—1st, A. E. Pitts's Kash.—Open—Dogs: 1st
and 2d, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Bradford Ruby IT. and Douglas II.

High com., Acme Kennels' Lord Nelson. Bitches: 1st, H. Li Good-
man's Bo Peep; 2d, Dr. M. H, Cryer's Una. Very higo com., A. E.
Pitts's Daisy. High com., Eberhart Pug Kennels' Lady Thora.
Com., J. Lewis's Mona and E. Probert's Winnie. Puppies: 1st,
Eberhart Pug Kennels' Cashier.

TOY SPANIELS.—1st and 3d, E. Probert's Charlie and Little
Cricket.

WHIPPETS.-lst, 3d and very high com., Campbell & Blake's
Nellie Grey, Maggie and Ben Bow.
MISCELLANEOCS.-Dogs: 1st, Meadowthorpe Kennels' Black

Diamond. Bitches: Equal 1st, Meadowthorpe Kennels' Pearl and
H. Eichler's Flossy.

SPECIAL PRIZES.

Exhibitor scoring the largest number of points. Campbell and
Blake. Kennel mastiffs, U. E. Cook; St. Bernards, Alta Kennels;
deerhounds, S. W. Skinner, Jr.; pointers, J. R. Daniets; Irish
sitters, Kildare Kennels; Gordon setters, Meadowthorpe Kennels:
fox-terriers, G. M. Hendrie; bull-terriers, F. F. Dole; pugs, Eber-
ha''t Kennels. Best mastiff, Scars' Monarch; greyhound Oiteh,
Alla-Gratta; Irish setters in open classes (divided)', Mack N. and
Ruby Glenmore; beagle, Lou; bull-terrier. Trentham Baron;
rough.haired terrier, Donald; collie, Roslyn Sensation; bulldog,
Rabagas.

Toledo.
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COURSING AT LOUISVILLE.
{.Special Report.']

THE coursing season of the fall of 1889 was opened at the
Jockey Club track, "Louisville, Ky., by the National

Coursing Association of Hutchinson, Kan'. The dates fixed
for the meeting. Sept 4 to 7, unfortunately fell in the rainy
season, and the first two days' races were necessarily post-
poned. This made a serious hitch in the programme; many
from a distance were sadly disappointed, and several of tbe
entries were not present; but, notwithstanding the unfavor-
able conditions, the morning of the 6th being bright and
clear, the management were at the track eirlv, and before 2
o'clock P. M. everything was in order, and tbe famous race-
course, where the great Proctor Knott was trained, was to
witness the most novel racing event ever seen east of the
Missouri River. The postponement from day to day, aud
the shortness of time for notifying the public, naturally
brought but a small attendance; "but if small in numbers,
there was no lack of enthusiasm, which at times was un-
bounded, the crowd cheering so lustilv thatin two instances
the greyhounds were so thoroughly frightened as to turn
from pursuing the jack rabbit, and flee for safety to their
masters.
There is no further question as to the practical success of

coursing away from the home of the jack rabbit, the western
prairies, as the success of the meeting just closed has de-
monstrated.
Coursing with jack rabbits after shipping them hundreds

of miles, was in a measure experimental, and to see such
speed as they showed to their long tailed pursuers was fairly
a source of astonishment, even to the managers of the asso-
ciation. The jacks came through safely from Hutchinson.
Kas., and after the second day regained their form, and
were in good racing conditiou, as shown by the result of
the contests, only five rabbits being caught in the fourteen
courses, the winner of the stake, Snow, being carried clear
through the course in two instances, with but two turns to
her credit. The original programme called for two stakes
of twenty dogs each, but one stake was necessarily dropped,
as other dates could not be secured in which to complete
the full programme.
The Louisville Derby Stake closed with eighteen entries,

composed of doss principally from Louisville and New
Albany, the entries being limited to dogs owned in Ken-
tucky, Ohio, and Indiana. In the entries were the names
of Prince B., winner of first at the July running meeting in
Louisville, and Brandt, the runner-up. The name of Socks,
the runner-up in the Great Bend Derby, at the meetiug of
the American Coursing Club at Great Bend, Kan., October,
1888, was quite prominent, but unfortunately he was at-
tacked by a large bull-mastiff, and so seriously lacerated
that he was unable to compete in the stakes, and it remained
for his kennel companion Snbw to carry off the honors.
The local interest was great, and throughout the several
races were watched as intently as any racing event ever held
on the Jockey Club track. Old running horsemen were in
the stands, with stop-watches in hand, and their disappoint-
ment was very noticeable when the rabbit and dogs would
swerve from their course and break the straight quarter.
In only one instance was the time accurately secured, and
that was in a course with a brace of slow dogs. The time
was caught at 37 seconds. Repeated efforts were made by
an enthusiastic owner of a fast greyhound to match a race
for a quarter or half with a thoroughbred, but although
the greatest confidence was expressed by the owners of the
flyers, no definite arrangements could be made; but in the
near future the fact will be demonstrated as to which is the
fleeter of the two animals.
The course was prepared by fencing the track on both

sides down the stretch with a mesh wire, to prevent the
rabbit from escaping. About two hundred yards below the
judges' stand a permanent corral is made with heavy duck
canvas eighty feet square and eight feet high. This is the
home of the jack rabbits: just above the quarter-pole a tem-
porary corral is also made of the same material, but much
smaller. Shortly before the race begins the jack rabbits are
driven up the track to their corral, and are allowed to
escape one at a time, two dogs in slips being in waiting for
them to appear; and as the hare glides from the chute the
eager greyhounds spring to the slips, and at the word the
slipper pulls the spring and they are away. Down the
course they come, the long ears of the jack rabbit laid close
on his back; and only a light gray streak is seen taking a
straight line for the escape, with his swift and silent pur-
suers rapidly closing in on him; but the peculiar formation
of his head and eyes enables him to see straight over his
back, and as the greyhounds approach he lets out a kink
and flashes under the wire and through the brush to the
corral, and is safe. The judge closely following in the wake,
waving the winning flag, either red or white.
In a few instances the rabbit was caught, but the invisible

wire muzzle worn by the dogs prevented serious injury, and
the slip steward's assistant was promptly on hand, to assist
in protecting the hare. The dogs, although a good looking
lot, were inexperienced, and in a few instances refrained
from running the rabbit, for which they were promptly dis-
qualified, the rules of the American Coursing Club govern-
ing all contests, and being rigidly adhered to. Mr. D. C.
Luse, secretary of the National Coursing Association, acted
as judge, and Mr. M. E. Allison performed the duties of slip
steward.

In the first series W. H. Gray's black dog Prince beat W.
W. Daniel's dark dog Swift. Joe. H. Kraft's white bitch
Snow beat Mr. S. D. Duff's Duff's Beauty. J. Elmer
Bush's fawn dog Prince B. beat A. M. Yonus's white dog
Alphonso. J. D. Hill's fawn dog Rocket beat Win. Nord's
blue bitch Queen. Mrs. John R. Botto's fawn dog Brandt
beat Gus Kraft's blue and fawn dog Kraft's Beauty. Arnold
Held's fawn dog Bob fngersoll beat W. JSI. Daniel's fawn
bitch Kelpie. Tom J. Sandrum's blue and white dog Count
beat W. N. Daniel's black and white bitch Beauty D.
The reports of the races in the daily papers, and the

vigorous advertising of the races on the following day,
when the winners were run off, brought a very large arid
enthusiastic gathering, and there was a ripple of excite-
ment when course by course was run off, and only two of
the fleetest were led up the stretch for the final contest.
The contest was between a New Albany dog and a Louis-
ville dog, the runner up at the July races. They were
loosed to a good rabbit, but as the dogs struggled to get
free the big fellow, Brandt, broke from the slips while the
rabbit was but a scant fifty yards away, and the slipper at
once loosened Snow, and in the run-up Snow scored a
decided go-by, and was first to the hare, turned it to the
big dog, who accepted the opening, and scored a trip, and
as they straightened to the course S'iow again made a
go by. tripped and caught. The wildest excitement pre-
vailed as the announcement was made that Snow, the New
Albany dog, had won.
Snow, the winner, is a pure white bitch, weighing about

581bs., strongly built, with exceptionally large chest, ribs
well sprung, well arched back, close-coupled, strong quar-
ters. Her most noticeable faults are a rather short though
fairly well-formed head, and very short tail heavily covered
with hair. Her ©wner, Mr. Joe H. Kraft, of New Albany,
has recently purchased Socks of Roger D. Williams, of Lex-
ington, Ky., and will send both of them to Kansas the com-
ing week, to be fitted up for the meetings at Hutchinson
and Great Bend. He will also send a youngster to compete
in the Derby.
The runner-up Brandt is a very large, finely-formed dog,

weighing about 751bs. He is a rich golden brown, stands
well on his legs, close coupled, and with a well arched back.
One can truly say that he is a grand, good, well-balanced

large dog. He is said to have been imported by Von der
Abe of the St. Louis Browns. The summary of the races is
as follows:

~ . First Series.
Prince beat Swift.
Snow beat Duff's Beauty.
Prince B. beat Alplionso.
Rocket beat Queen.
Bob Ingersoll beat Kelpie.
Count beat Beauty D.

Seeond Series.
Snow beat Prince.
Prince beat Rocket.
Brandt, beat Bob fngersoll.
Count a bye.

Third Series.
Snow beat Prince B.
Brandt beat Count.

Final Heat.
Snow beat Brandt and won.
The prizes awarded were: Snow S50, Brandt §25, Count

$15, Prince B. $10.
Thenext meeting of the series will be held at St. Louis,

Mo., Sept. 21 and 23, tbe Association being unable to secure
other satisfactory dates. After the St. Louis meeting, ar-
rangements will be made for the meeting at the Association
grounds m Hutchinson, Kan., after which time dates will
be made for other points abroad.

DOG TALK.
MR. EDWARD E. INGALLS, of Ithaca, N. Y.. owns a

St. Bernard bitch named Selma. He writes letters ou
tbe letter paper of G. W. Ingalls & Co. On June 24 he tore
off the letter head so as to disguise the oritrin of the letter
and wrote to us as follows: "Will you tell me through the
columns of your next issue (1) the registration number, if
registered, (2) the pedigree, also (3) name and address of
owner of Selma, a rough-coat St. Bernard bitch ?—C.W B.
Ithaca, N. Y." The" name C. W. Bower was added in
parentheses, and there was nothing to show that the letter
signed C. W, B, was written by lugalls, the owner of Selma
In our issue of June 27 we replied that the bitch was not
registered. Thereupon Mr. Edward E. Ingalls, alias C. W
Bower, wrote us: "A fellow townsman of mine asked of
you some information about the rough-coat St. Bernard
Selma. He asked these questions: 1. What is her registra-
tion number, if registered? 2. What is her pedigree? 3. Who
owns her? Now, we sportsmen in Ithaca do not want to
think anything but kindly toward Forest asjj STREAM. So
out of justice to me and my dog will you kindly answer
C. W. B.'s questions in your next issue. You will 'find her
registered iu A. K. C. S. B. with full pedigree. Trusting
you wili correct this I remain a constant, reader of Forest
and Stream.—Edward E. Ixoalls." Subsequent to our
reply in issue of June 21 we received the June number of the
Gazette, and in it was contained the registration number
13,522, and the pedigree, Merchant Prince—Reuse], and the
owner's name, Edward E. Ingalls, Ithaca, N. Y. To Mr
Bower alms Ingalls we tender a tardy apology for this late
reply, and to Mr. Ingalls alias Bower an apology for bavin"-
quite unwittingly deprived him of the free advertisement he
was after. And we shall go right on answering questions
and giving such aid as we can to inquirers, with perfect
confidence that ninety-nine of them are honest and only the
hundredth a fraud of the Ingalls-Bower, Bower-Ingalls
stripe.

In compiling a list of the awards at the Brooklyn dog
show last week, we had no end of trouble, and if the mis-
take mentioned below is the only one made, we shall be
thankful. Mr. John Keevan writes: "The Erminie Ken-
nels of Mt. Vernon, N. Y.. referred to in your issue of last
week as the "Germania Kennels," was represented at the
late bench show held under the auspices of the Brooklyn
Kennel Club, by two exhibits. Barry II. in the challenge
class for rough-coated St. Bernard dogs, and Greta, in the
open class for rough-coated bitches; the former winuing
first and the latter equal second prize."

Mr. John M. Weigle, of Augusta, Ga., is engaged in writ-
ing a book on practical dog training for field work. He has
had considerable experience in handling pointers and setters
for his own amusement, and he will doubtless give us some-
thing well worth reading.

"The Pocket Kennel Record," published by the Forest
and Stream Publishing Company, has been issued with new
style of blanks, prepared by the editor of these columns;
and it will be found even more convenient and complete
than the old form.

The dog show held at Toronto this week is reported to be
the most successful of the fall shows so far. The entries
foot up 329, and among them are a large number of valuably
dogs. A full report will appear next week.

In the advertisement of the Central Field Trial Club last
week the first prize in the All-Aged Setter Stake was inad-
vertently printed $200 It should have been £250, the same
as in the Pointer Stake.

PENNSYLVANIA'S NEW DOG LAW.

—

Editor Forest
and, Stream: The following clipping from one of our
papers may prove of interest to some of your readers. The
paragraph making dogs personal property and subject to
larceny is certainly a step in the right direction. But will
you, Mr. Editor, kindly interpret to me this new la w at the
point where it says: "The law does not repeal or affect the
provisions of any existing special law on the same subject
in any county or district." We have here a borough ordin-
ance providing for the taxation of dogs in our borough at
the rate of #1 for dogs and $2 for bitches. Will we be
obliged to pay both taxes—this borough tax and the one
provided for in this new law?—A. C. Krleger. The law
provides that there shall be collected annually from tbe
owners of dogs a tax of 50 cents for every male dog and $1
for every female dog. This money shall constitute a fund,
from which persons sustaining a loss or damage to sheep by
dogs may be paid for such loss, along with the costs neces-
sarily incurred in establishing their loss. Persons who have
sustained loss or damage to sheep may make complaint be-
fore any Justice of the Peace, and the latter shall notify the
owner of the dog or dogs causing the loss, and if the owner
does not appear "as soon as practicable" and pay the loss
caused by his dog the Justice shall notify the township
auditors to appraise the loss sustained by the claimant;
they have the power to summon witnesses and investigate
the case thoroughly, and shall determine and report to the
Justice the amount of the damage, if any. If it shall be
found at the close of the current year that the dog tax is
not sufficient to pay for all the losses incurred under the
law, then the School board shall pay a pro rata share to the
several claimants; if the funds are sufficient, then the claims
shall be paid in full. All dogs in the State are made per-
sonal property and subject to larceny. Justices shall be
allowed a fee of fifty cents in every case that comes before
them. Owners of dogs causing loss may voluntarily pay the
damage without waiting action. Iu case there is a surplus
in the sheep fund in the hands of the treasurer at the close
of the current year amounting to $100, the same shall be
transferred to the school fund of the district for school pur-
poses. The law does not repeal or affect the provisions of
any existing special law on the same subject in any country
or district. [The new tax is evidently m addition to local
taxes.]

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes mngfc be sent on prepared Wanks, which are tar-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size, Sets of 200 01 any one form, honnd for
retaining duplicates, are sent for SO --.ants.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Berwvn—Katydid) (wrongly given last week).
Duke's Baby and Victoria. By Hitrb Rnck Cocker Kennels,

Lynn, Mass.. for black cocker sp-uiel bitches, date of birth not
given, bv Black Duck out of Zo Zo.
Cmint W. and Countess IF. By N. Wallace, Faraaingtnn, Ootid .

J8Lbl?
B^ ana

4 ?T
M

iS?
English setter dog and bitch, wbelped .July 7,

1889, by Count Noble (Count Wind'em—Nora) out of Jennie III
(ch ainpion Foreman—Jenn ie )

.

Kicker. Othello's Boy, Dr. Cryer, Pug Ugly, Faraway Moses,
Othello and scamp. By Ceo W. Fibber, Oaikwissa, Pa., for fawnpuw, seven dogs and oue bitch, wbeuied Aug. 31, 1889, bv Othello
(Othello II.—Scamp II.) out of Jule (Tom Thutn—Byon).

BRED.
t2&~ Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Dixie—Little Duke, Jr. W. E. Deane's (Somerset, Mass.) beagle

bitcb Dixie (Flute-Tborne) to W. E. Deane's Little Duke Jr
(A.K.R. 2889), JnJy 10.

CoUna-Scott's Jack. Theo. J. Hook's (Rome, N. Y.) collie bitch
Colin a (Kilmarnock Bruce-Lady of tbe Lake) to TL S. Ouin's
boon '8 Jack (champion Dublin Scot— Effle Dean), S°pt. 12.
Rann)—Rum. Edward Brooks's (Boston, Mass.) Chesapeake

Bay Mich Romp (Rake—Rose) to F. B. Greenough/s Rum (Rag—
Ripple), July 3.

Lulu IV.—O'Donovan Rossa. M. Flynn, Jr.'s (Bristol. R. I.) Irish
Better hitch Lulu IV. (Dick-Lulu) to bis O'Donovan Rossa (Sars-
field—Nino). Sept, 1.

Lady-Towser. Ceo. W. Fisher's (Catawissa, Fa.) fox-terrier
bitcb Lady (Trap—Nettle) to Mrs. J. R. Bennen/s Towser (Trap-
Nettle), Aug. 20.

Lassie—Oxford Duke. Geo. Douglas's (Woodstock. Ont.) fox-ter-
rier bitch Ltssie (Richmond John— Nellie), to F. Wheeler's Ox-
ford Duke (Dane Baffler- [;,osa Oanma), Aug. 7.
Beverwyek Flip- Bacchanal. Beverwyek Kennels' (Albany, N.

Y.) fox-terrier bitch Beverwyek Flip (Beverwyek Tippler- Bever-wyek Nelly) to A. Belmont, Jr.s Bacchanal (The Belgravian—
Bedlamite), Sep*. 5.

Beverwyek Booze—Beverwyek Poacher. Beverwyek Kennel*'
(Albany, N. Y.) fox-terrier bitch Beverwyek Booze (Beverwyek
Tippler—Beverwyek Nelly) to their Beverwyek Poacher (Dusky
Trap-Bleniton Arrow). Aug. 0.

Flossie—Bradford Barry, Tims. McAloon's (Bangor, Me.) York-
shire terrier bitch Flossie to P. H. Coombs's Bradford Harry
(Crawshaw's Bruce—Beal's Lady), Sept. 8.

WHELPS.
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Posy. Pottinger Dorsey's (New Market, Md.) heagla bitch Posy
(Fleetwood—Twinkle), Aug. 11, six (three dogs), by his Lee (War-
rior—Rosy).
Venus II. Pottinger Dorsey's (New Market, Md.) boagle hitch

Venus II, (Lee—Venus), Sept. 3, seven (five doss), by his Boston
(Lee—Twinkle).
Countess. Pottinger Dorsey's (New Market, Md.) beagle bitcb

Coumess (Ringwood—Juliet), Sept. 3, five (two dogs), bv bis Bos-
ton (Lee—Twinkle).
Dixie. W. E. Deane's (Somerset, Mass.) beagle bitcb Dixie

(Flute -Thome), Sept. 10, six (four dogs), by his Little Duke, Jr.
(A.K.R. 2389).

Romp. Edward Brooks's (Boston, Mass ) Chesapeake Bay bitcb
Romp (Rake—Rose), Sept. 6, five (four dogs), by F.B. Greenough's
Rum (Rasrs—Ripple).
Patsey Ba n(j. J. Hansen's (Minneapolis, Minn.) pointer bitcb

Patsey Bang (Bang Bans?—Peggy), Aug. 24, nine (four dogs), by
bis Duke (champion Sensation—Rose).
Jule. G"o. W. Fisher's (Catawissa, Pa.) pug hitch Jule (Tom

Thumb—Bijou), Aug. 31, seven (six dogs), by Dr. Cryer's Othello
(Othello II.—Scamp LI.).

Lady Nell. Woodland Kennels' (Woodstock, Ont.) cocker
spaniel bitch Lady Nell (Burmah—Woodstock Molly), Aug. 7,
seven (four dogs), by bis Black Duke (champion Obo II.—Wood-
land Queen).

SALES.
fcs^** Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
.Rose. Apricot fawu pug bitch, whelped Jan. 27, 1S87, bv Brad-

ford Ruby out of Gyp, by Geo. W. Fisher, Catawissa, Pa.,' to Geo
L, Robertson. Mt. Carmel, Pa.
Rustic Prince. Fawn pug dot;, whelped July 6, 1889, by Rustic

King out of Rose, bv Geo, W. Fisher, Catawissa. Pa,, to Geo. L.
Robertson, KL Carmel, Pa,
Rustic Joe. Fawn pug dog, wbelped July 6. 1889, bv Rustic King

out of Rose, by Geo, W. Fisher, Catawissa, Pa., to E. W. Jester,
St. Georges, Del.
Minnie. Black and tan Gordon setter bitcb. wbelped April 25,

1889, by champion Royal Duke out of Jennie 11., by Louis Pari-
seitf-, Jr.. Brooklyn. N. Y., to John SieuernaKle, New York.
Prince of Flcho. Red Irish setter dog, whelped May 11, issg, by

Flcho. Jr., out of Romaine, by Win. Jarvis, Claremont, N. H., to
J. M. Weitcle, Augusta, Ga.
Spot. White bull-terrer bitcb, wbelped January, 1*89, bv Win,

J. Henry, Jersey City Heights, to H. L. L<mghaar,'Xutley, V. J.
Blciidon Lilly. White, black and tan fox-terrier bitch, whelped

May, 1885, by Twig out of Norah, by Beverwyek Kennels, Albany.
N. Y„ to W. A. Ellis, Bryu Mawr, Pa.
Beverwyek Hecate. White, black aud fan fox-terrier bitcb,

wbelped Sept 3, 1888, by Lucifer our. of Daze, bv Beverwyek Ken-
nels, Albany, N. Y., to W. S. Applesrate, New Albany, Inn.
Beverwyek Dusky—Blemton Lilly whelps. White, black and tan

fox-terrier dog aud bitcb, whelped March 19, 1889, by Beverwyek
Kennels, Albany, N. Y., one each to C. W, Carter, Boseawen', N.
H., and James E. links, Muncie, Ind.

Wwrreti Discord—Doze whelps. White, black and tan fox-ter-
rier bitches, whelped March 15, 1*89, by Beverwyek Kennels,
Albany, N. Y., one each to J. A. HofTar, Washington. D. C, and
James E. Unks, Muncie, Ind.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
O^* No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Correspondents.

W. T., Ikanwood.—Ans. Dog has worms. Give tablespoonful of
castor oil and three bours after 30 grains of powdered arecanut
made into a large pill with lard. G've another dose of oil three
hours after the pill. Feed milk only du'ing treatment.
A Subscriber, Harrison, N. J.—1 have a young retriever bitch

about seven months old that is troubled with Inrge white worms
about l^j or Sin. long. Would jou please inform if there is any
cure? Ans. Give two teaspoons of castor oil and follow this in
three hours with a pill made of 20 grains of pnwdered areca nut
This, if made with lard, can ue forced down thn throat. Give
another dose of oil in an hour after the pill. Feed milk only
while treating.

G. C. B., Buffalo.—When breathing my collie dog gives a very
funny twitch sideways from his head to behind his shoulders
When lying dowu and trying to sleep bis bieath becomes very
irregular, uut.il be suddenly jumps up with a start. He was shot
in the forebg shortly ago, but the wound has healed and if is now
eutirely well. He is in very good si>irit and will romp and play as
much as ever. Ans. It may be a ceutr il spinal trouoie. If so,
little good can be done for it. If it is a funcional trouble, strych-
nine, iron, quinine and exercise, with good food, will benefit. Let
some physician look at your dog.

H. A. S., Chelsea, Mass.—A collie dog two years old had a touch
of mange, and we applied an oiutment which soon cured the
mange and the hair grew out all right. This was about a year
ago. and ever since a humor has been coming out in raised
blotches as large as a nickel, which seem to itch terribly. Tbe
dog will ecratcb and rub so as to produce a sore. Have used au
ointment which will cure the sore, but next day it will break out
again. Ans. Use an oirumen t made of equal parts of diachylon
and zinc oxide ointments. Give5dropsof Fowler's solu' ion higbt
and morning in tbe tood. Keep the oovvels free by use of syrup of
buektnorn,

H. B.. White House. N. J.—My setter dog, four years old, appears
all right, but is sometimes suddenly taken with very severe pains
in bind parts, losing the use of tbem, and struggling violenth

;

appetite fair; tires easily. I think it is worms. What can I do
for him? Aus. If you are certain that the dog has worms, give
a generous purge of castor oil, oue or two tablespoonfuls, and fol-
low this in three bours with a large pill containing SOgrs. of pow-
dered areca nut. Feed only milk for two or three days. After
this treatment give a 2-grain pill of the citrate of iron and strych-
nine three times daily hidden in a morsel of meat.
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the Bpav, and the third one alighted within 50ft. of the object.
All were line shots. The fourth shot dropped alongside of and
bespattered the buoy with water raised by the shot.
"Then reloading the rifle with sixteen cartridges Mr. Paine

said he would get up a little squall around the buoy, and firing in

IRA PAINE.

THE death of Ohevalier Ira Paine briefly mentioned in our last

issue has called forth many reminiscences of the world famed
marksman. Fie was no doubt at the head of his chosen profession

and deserving much praise for bin years of effort in Betting high
records for future expert shots. „ .

The Captain was a native of Providence, R. L. a man ot large

physique and about 48 years of age. At one period be was a
prominent minstrel, and a member of a quartet which gained
some reputation. His wife is a native of London, England, and
one of the must attractive women on the stage. Taoy were mar-
ried abroad some 0 years ago, and, although she assisted him on
the stage, she never gave any public exhibition of skill. In 1860

Capt. Paine decided to adopt the profession of a marksman, aud
received his first inspiration, as it were, while on a gunning ex*
pediton down the Delaware River with several gentlemen yachts-
men, of Philadelphia, in which city he was then engaged in the
minstrel profession.
He and Regard us shot many matches and Paine was generally

defeated He trained in New York with Hai ry Feller and Selah
Smith. He attributed the superiority of Rogardus to his great
steadiness and his regular mode of life.

They first met for the champion badge at pigeon shooting and
$1,000. Paine won by 86 to 83. Rogardus then challenged him
again and beat him" by 87 to 85. Pain° then came out with a
challenge and was beaten by a score of 89 to 91, Then Panic chal-
lenged again, this time putting up $1,000, and heat Bogardus by
one bird, the score b ing 80 to 79. Next he shot Rogardus for the
Lorillard Radge at Stamford. Bogardus killed 30 birds to Paine's
37. Then thev met at Prospect Purls and Bogardus won by 81 to

81. On Dec. 21, 1875, Paine met Miles Johnson, and on March 7,

7, 1876 Dr. B Talbot at Dccrfnot Park.
Paine made his first trip to Em ope on May 2, 1876, with the

trotting mnres presented to Baron Rothschild by Mr. Belmont..
He went to London to test his skill with the Englishmen at the
trap. He met Capts. Pufton and Shelley at Nottingham Bill.

He shot Pattou 30 birds each at 37yds. rise for $500 a side on June
3, 1S76. They made a tie of it and the match was postponed for a
few days. When it came off Paine won by three birds. He found
the English birds quicker and more alert than the American.
Then he shot Capt. Shelley for 850 a side, 20 biids e.-t oh, 27yds.

ris°, and beat him by one bird.
On Feb. 5. 1882. he beat Henry Cartier at pistol shooting in Paris.

In June. 1888, he shot wit h F. E. Ronnett of Boston, the match
lasting several dat s, but the men had a row, and Paine declined
to finish, Bennett shooting the match off alone.

Mr. Paine went to Em-ope in 1880, and spent six years abroad,
visiting every part of Europe and taking a run to Australia. One
of his most pleasant achievements was when he received the
endorsement of the noted military authorit y. Gen. Von Kameke,
German minister of war. on March 12. 1883, in the presence of the
royal family and some four thousand troops, who pronounced him
the most wonderful shot in the world. On Dee. 8, 1883, he was
knighted and decorated by the King of Portugal at Lisbon, in the
presence of the American minister. Hon. John M. Francis, and
Commander Newell and his < fficers of the American ship-of-war
Nipsie, and on Jan. 25, 1883, he received his papers and insignia.
This was the reward for a private exhibition given to his Majesty
by special command. After the exhibition he was the guest of
the King, who joined Mr. Paine in pistol shooting. At that time
what had distinguished Mr. Paine was his astonishing rapidity
and accuracy with the different national arms, such as hitting an
8in. target 35 times in one minute, loaning a Winchester rifle.

This feat was accomplished at the palace, in Lisbon. Another
similar feature was performed aboard the United States ship-of-
war Lancaster, at Cronatadt, in May. 1883, when loading and D ing
an American Hotchkiss rille, he hit a target 32 times in one min-
ute. With the Mauser gun, in the presence of Gen. Von Kameke
and the Get man troops, he hit it 27 tames.
At the great London revolver trial in 1884. in the presence of re-

presentatives of the London press, be succeeded in hittiug a Din.

target fiftv times in succession with a Colt's army weapon. While
in Paris, and at the celebrated Galleries Reuette, Mr. Paine shot
with such success that Gastiue Renette, the expert, declared that
the gallery had not seen his equal, although it had been in exist-
ence for over eighty years. On HepU>mb< r 38, 1885, he won a great
match with Herr Joseph Schulhoff, of Vienna, the most noted
pistol shot in Europe. This match created profound interest in
military circles on account of the reputation of the contestants.
The distances were 40, 120 and 325yds. Mr. Paine won all i hree of
the matches and nearly doubled the points of his opponent. The
last target was 18x36in.—Paine hit it with a pistol 77 times in
100, The five judges in the great pistol match, including
Baron Restel, Military Commander, of Vienna, presented him
with a magnificent medal, inscribed: "The Master-shot of the
World; from Vienna Friends." Upon his return to this country
in 1886. he was fairly loaded with souvenirs when he had com-
pleted his tour, and all of them are of much value. Another in-
cident kept in mind by Mr. Paine was the occasion of his visit to
the late King of Spain, where he gave private entertainments
and was received and entertained for several days.
When Carver visited Europe in 1881, Paine was introduced as

"Mr. De Jongh, a Transvaal marksman," aud the pair shot
matches in Glasgow, Edinburgh and other cities, as gate money
exhibitions. Mr. Paine possessed a beautiful outfit of arms, and
his suggestions to the armory managers on the small but import-
ant points of fine marksmanship were always listened to anil fol-

lowed. A report of a shooting exhibition given bv Capt. Paine
at Detroit in 18 c

0, just before his departure for Europe, will show
what a good all-armtnd shot he was. The report says:

"The shooting was done on the river bank back of the Park
House, Hamtramck, where the sun's rays were strong and
where the wind had its interest in whatever was going on.
There was no seeking of shelter, no trick loaded shells or pre-
pared powder, cracked glass balls or other illegitimate methods
sometimes adopted by exhibition marksmen.
"Mr. Paine began his woTk by shooting with an ordinary

double barrel shotgun or breechloading fowling piece, at glass
balls thrown in anv and every direction, and as rapidly and as
far as possible. After bieaking every ball thus thrown Mr
Paine shot at balls thrown high in the air, and broke them first

at the point where the upward fi ght sropped, then after they
had fallen half way to the ground, and finally when within 3ft.
of the ground.
"With a regulation single-barrel dueling pistol all shots were

made at ten paces, the first object being a block of wood 2in.
square, which he centered with the bullet and sent spinning
through the air. Then he shot at a crab-apple about an inch in
diameter, which was suspended on a wire hung in front of the
face of the target board. Next his assistant held an ordinary
lead pencil before the target board and Mr. Paine sent a bullet
which broke the lead pencil in halves. A peanut not more than
an inch in length was strapped in an upright position to the top
of young Jaqties's head, aud at the first shot the nut was cut in
two. An ordinary grape hanging by a thread and swinging be-
fore the target boaid, was next hit with a pistol ball, after which
a dozen balls were put through as many postage stamps on en-
velopes taken from the spectators and held between the thumb
and ringer.
"His assistant placed an ordinary business card against the

target board with the edge of the card—not more than one-six-
teenth of an inch thick, toward the shooter. Then Mr. Paine,
with the duelling pistol, took a long, unerring aim, and, at the
first shot, hit the card on the edge, cutting it in exact halves.
The feats with the duelling pistol closrd witu the shooting of a
cork from a stone bottle without injuring the bottle or spilling
its contents.
"With an army revolver Mr. Paine exhibited several very dex-

terous shots. His assistant, standing 30ft. away, tossed glass
balls ar him, and he shot them before they could hit him. Then
Mr. Paine threw the balls himself, and broke them with the
revolver before they could re a eh the ground. With a small rifle
such asis used in shooting galleries Mr. Paine broke balls thrown
at him and away from him.
With a Winchester rifle Mr. Paine shot double balls thrown

into the air, breaking both of them, and put twelve shots into a
6in. target in eight seconds. He then performed the ricochet
shot. A glass ball is placed upon the ground, and the rifleman,
by shooting into the ground, under the ball, throws the globe
into tbe air four or five feet, and before the ball falls to the
ground it is broken by a second shot. Mr. Paine successfully
made two ricochet shots, ending the fancy shot programme.
"About a third of a mile from the shooting ground was a red

spar buoy, looking to the spectators to he about th • size of a lead
pencil. Wishing to see what M r. Paine could do at long range,
requests were made that be would shoot at the buoy. The marks-
man unhesitatingly complied, explaining first, however, that tie

would be obliged to guess at. the elevation, as his ride was not
fixed for long range shooiing. The first shot went several hun-
dred feet beyond the buoy, the second went abowt 200ft. beyond

111 A PAINE,

rapid succession the sixteen shots were sent around and within
from Bin. to 2ft. of the buoy, causing the water to fairly boil.
Thus ended a most entertaining and surprising exhibition of
what may be. accomplished with firearms."

RANGE AND GALLERY.

THE CREEDMOOR MEETING.
THE story of the 17th annual prize meeting of the National

Rifle Association, held during the past week, should be
written in water rather than ink Every score card bears the
blur of the rain drops that fell upon it during the record -making,
aud both officer and marksman swam through five days of very
determined work. The story of the week's doiues told in daily
sections is a notorious one of wading and waiting. Of course
the Association is ott of pocket on the week, but this is a matter
to which it is now pretty well accustomed, and only praise
should be said of ihe officers who have clone so much under so
long a pecion of very discouraging surroundings.
Sept, JO.—The meeting had a dismal, damp opening. There was

no shooting in the morning, but the regular events were carried
out in the afternoon, save the Judd match, which was postponed
un'il the morrow.
There were about fifty riflemen on the ground when the hour

sounded at 1:05 P. M., and the shooting started in simultaneously
on half a oozen different ranges. The officers of the occasion,
which will last five days, are Brig. Gen. Bobbins, General In-
spector of Rifle Practice of the State of N»w York, executive
officer. Range officers—Capt, G. B. Rhodes, Seventh Regiment;
Capt. W. G. Owen, Twelfth Regiment; Lieut. ChristoflM, Forty-
seventh Regiment: Lieut. <\ H.Smith, Seventy-first. Regiment.
The last-named had something to do before a rifle was fired.
Gen. Bobbins' horse didn't like his hostler, and he viciously
threw the boy in front of the club house, and stepped on his
knee while he was down.
Never before in the history of the range has such a storm of

wind and rain been experienced duriug the autumn meeting.
The. average velocity of the wind duriug tbe. day was demon-
strated to be forty-five, and tit times it iy ached between fifty and
fifty-five miles an hour. Tents went down before the onset of
the blast as if they were paper houses, and shooting was rendered
well nigh an impossibility.
Some really brilliant shooting was accomplished by Major Obas.

H. Gans, Inspector of Rifle Practice. Third Rrigade, Aloany, at
I,000yds,, who won the Wimbledon Cup on a score of 107 points.
The remarkable feature of Major Gatts's shooting consisted in
the fact that he held "the irou" for the entire thirty shots con-
stituting the match,not a single miss being recorded against him.
This was the only finished match of the day, all the other shoot-
ing beit g done iu continuous or re-entry matches.
Massachusetts and Pennsylvania sent good delegations, and

there were quite a number from New York and New Jersey. The
Massachusetts delegation is nearlj the same as it has been for
five years past, and it. contains many of those who went to Eng-
land in the spring. Col Rockwell of the Second Brigade will be
in charge. Lieut. Connelly of the Sixteenth Regiment was on
hand with his men from Pennsylvania.
Sept. 11.—Tbe riflemen seemed to feel perfectly at home in the

ram to day. Tbe events started in early in the morning, and
they kept it up all day, tramping about in rubber coats with
dripping guns. The continuous events went on, and the impor-
tant matches were the Judd aud loug range military match.
There was a slight influx of militia in addition to Tuesday's at-
tendance, and the competitors in the Judd match numbered
nearly fifty.

New York riflemen beat the strong shooting men of Massachu-
setts and Penn-vlvania in Pus match, which was won by Sergt.
Frederick A. Weds, 23d Regiment, Brooklyn, and Pvt. Peter Fin-
ncgau, 69 th Regiment, won the long range military match.

It was a beastly day for shooting, tbe wind in its velocity and
the accompanying downpour of rain fairly discounting the dis-
agreeable and trying conditions of the day before The fact that,
even under these circumstances, it required scores of "centers" or
better—that is. an average of 4 points per shot, or 1 point under
bullseyes—to secure a place, among the twenty-six prize winners
in the Judd match affords not alone a fair index of the ability of
the contestants, but the advancement which has taken place in
military rille shooting.

Sept. 13..—There were no long-range matches on the programme
to-day, and if there had been they wouldn't have come off, for the
shower of rain was so thick all da y that it was scarcely possible
to disPngttish a target at 900 or 1,030yds., and the bullsej e couldn't
have been seen with a glat-s. The wind wasn't as strong as the
day before, but it rained tnree times as hard, and the range just
purchased by the State of New York was half under water. Cap-
tains and privates alike were compelled to ring their sleeves.
Each man got uo less than a pint oi water out of each sleeve of
his army coat. There wasn't much temptation to shoot in the
continuous matches, because if the weather is clear later in ihe
week it will be an easy matter for some one to step in and with a
score or two leave far behind the hard-earned shots of stormy
weather.
The only event that was completed was the President's match

for the. military championship of the United States. In this
match 37 competitor- pai ticipated, and victory remained with a
New Yorker, Capt. Macaulay, lormer Inspector of Rifle Practice
of the HJrh K> giment, winning the match at the second stage.
Sept. 13.—To-day was team day for the local teams and the State

with the two division matches were disposed of. The two crack
commands, the Seventh and Twenty-third, had things their own
way, each winning its division match and then the Seventh tak-
ing the State prize with five teams in the field. The range, took
on nearly its accustomed form. The rain held off. except for

intermittent showers, while the wind ceased to blow in great
gusts and was only tricky and deceptive
Sept. lh—To-day the. meeting ended with fair weather and two

important matches. It ended, too, in a whirlwind of ill-feeling,
and it is more than likely that executive officer Robb'ns, by a
harsh though technically correct ruling, has driven the Pennsyl-
vania^ into a state of mind which will prevent them, from com-
ing again to Creedmoor for a long time. New York simply held
tail positions in both the Inter-State and the Hilton Trophy
matches, yet it was not very far in the rear, and the match was
won on rather low scores considering the favorable day on
which they were shot. The wrangle was on +he rigid application
of the time limit rule in the last few shots fired at the 600yds.
distance. It has been in years gone by a rule at Oeedraoor to
limit the time in which matches shall be shot. This rule lately
has been more. honored in tbe breach than fn the observance, but
little attention being paid to it. In the Hilton match the Penn-
sylvania team got through first, followed closely by MassacIm-
chusotfs, with New York a had third. Ingoing from the 500 to
the 600yds. ranges much time was wasted." Massachusetts was
shooting at a target where the marking wa" particularly slow,
aud Pennsylvania men were taking all the time thev wanted. It
was noticed that New York was shooting rapidlv, and Col. Rock-
well, in charge of the Bay State men, remembering the old rule,
inquired how much time be had left. " Just 12 minutes" sa id
(Jen. Bobbins. But 12 minutes to fire 18 shots over a long distance,
requiring the nicest calculation, and a sharp order was issued to
the men to hurry. This did not improve ihe score, and the low-
record made by the two Bulls at 600yds. must be charged to this
account. As it was, the horn blew to cease firing before, F. R.
Bu'l could finish his score, and left the Pennsylvanians short on
two men. There was tremendous kicking by Pennsylvania, but
as it was the Massachusetts team succeeded in winning the trophy
by just two points.
Gen. Bobbins explained that, the limitations of the matches had

been posted in the morning, allowing 1J^ hours for the 200yds.
Shoot in both the Inter-State acid Hilton matches, tbe latter im-
mediately following the forme: ; then three hours for tbe 500 and
600yds. portions of the matches. The three hours would bring the
match up to-5 P. M., but as eight minutes waslost in shift ing tar-
gets between I he 200 and 500yds. events, this much extra time was
allowed after 5 o'clock. Tim Pennsylvania men said they knew
nothing about such an arrangem nt. and when they got done
with tb'o 300vds. events in the morning, long before the Other
teams and wanted to know- if there wasn't some limitation, Gen.
Bobbins told them there wasuone. They say they wanted to keep
right on with the 500yds. shoot, but they were nor allowed to. As
a result, when the final horn was blown, at 5:11, Massachusetts
had one shot and Pennsylvania two which weie ruled out-.

At this- juncture Pennsylvania was Hit two points behind the
"world heaters," with an almost assured certainty of winning the
mat h. K. R. Bull, the last man of the Massachusetts team to
shoot, bad marie 21 points in bis possible 35. while Gutither and
Pratt, the ruled out men of the Pennsylvania twelve, had scored
22 and 34 points respectively.
Assuming this average to be maintained, of which there was

every reasonable assurance, there could be no doubt that the
match would go to the Keystone marksmen. But the executive
officer stood upon the strict letter of the law and the regulations,
and the match terminated with a hollow victory to the credit of
Massachusetts and unrepressed dissatisfaction and rebellions
feeling on the part of the Pennsylvania and New York con-
testants.
At the close of the shooting and upon the announcement of the

result the Massachusetts shooters freely expressed themselves as
preferring defeat to being compelled to accept a quasi victory by
virtue of a technical decision, while the Peunsyl vanians were out-
spoken in their indignation at being ruled out of a fairly-earned
winning score.
Hereafter, tbey declared, Pennsylvania would conduct its own

riflo matches, putting up prizes to be competed f-r at Mount
Gretna far exceeding in value those offered by the National Rifle
Association, and it would be a long day before a team from the
Keystone State would again he seen at Creedmoor.
Tbe formal record of the prize winners and leading scores in the

various matches srand as follows:
No. 1. Directors' Match.—200vd*„ open only to directors of the

N. R. A , rounds 5, any military rifle, including specials:
B Watcher 45554-28 Geo Shurtleff 45544-23
James Duane 55345—22

No. 2, Judd Match.—Open to all comers, the Remington .SOr-al.,

State model, or the United States .Springfield, 200yds., standing,
rounds 7, entries aud re-entrance %\ each, the aggregate of two
scores to count for the first five prizes. 20 prizes:
FA Wells
J J Mount joy
John F Klein ....W GHusseyW J Johnson
O J Gun way
J M Carrero
Geo R Russell
T J Dolan
O T Farnsworth .

CW Simmons . .

.

J M Johnson
G S Scott
No. 3. Wimbledon Cup Match.—Open to all citizens and resi-

dents of the United States, 1.000yds.. 30 shots, any rifle, cleaning
allowed. Won in 1875 bv M,,j. Fulton, in 1876 by I. L Allen, in
1S77 by Dudley Selpb, in 1878 by Frank H>de, in 1879 by C. H.
Lairrt, in 1880 bv W. M. Farrow, in 1881 bv F. J. Rabbet h, in 1S82
by W. Budworth, in 1883 by H. T. Rockwell, in 1884. 1885 and 1886
by J. W. Todd, in 1887 by T. J. Dolan, in 1888 bv W. M. Merrill.
C H Gaus 343254423444554443435434352333—107WM Merrill 031 i ' I retired.
Alex Stein - 59£Q3OQO0OQO32S332AOO retired.
No. 4. President's Match.- First stage: 200 and 500yds., 7 shots

at each distance, open to all members of the army, navy and
marine corps, or the national guard, 17 prizes. Second stage:
Open to all prize winners in the first stage, 600yds., 10 shots:

SOOvds. 500 vds.W M Merrill .3424454-29 5455555 34-60W GHussey 4544554- 31 4453434 27-58
JJMour.tjoy 4444344—27 4455543—30 57
C H Gaus 4444443-27 54353.13-29-56
R B Edes 4434454-28 3544354-28-56
J Macaulay 3243524-23 5445445-32-55
C C Foster 3433443-24 3445555-31—55
J D Foot 4344345-25 3435455-30 55
T J D'dan 344.448-26 2445555 29-55W C Johnston, Jr 4535434-28 4414533-27-55
J M Johnson 4544443-28 4533254 26-54
H J Me hard 3433-53—25 4544254—28—53
Geo Dovle 4434415-28 4450345-35-53
Geo R Russell 4524444—28 45551(24-25 53W J Underwood 333:353- 22 3545534—30—52
s s Bum-iaf! .

;:448-2fj 4533853—Sp-fig
Fran k Stuart - .3444434—26 3254344—26 -52

...4453345 30

Frank Connelly
. ..5544444 30

F, J Cram ... 4553544--30W A Stokes ....4145553--30
S S Rumstead ...4414544--29W S Horton ...4*45444—29W Hoffman ... 4544444--29
Thos Connelly ...5454444—29
Geo Doyle ....5434445--29
A S Weston ...4454443--29
F K Bradley ...3453455--29
E W Newton ... . ...4444345--28
Geo W Coulston. .

.

...4444435--28
C R Pratt . ..5484444--28

Second Stage.
1st Stage. 600vds. Total.

41" Pfi

43
35

95

92
91
91

34

76

J Macaulay, Supemumeriry, N Y 55
Geo R Russell, 5th Mass ..53W G rlussev, 5 h Mass 58
C H Gaus, 3d Rrigade, NY 56

George Doyle, 5th Mass 53 38
S S Rumstead, 2d Mass 52 39
R B Edes, 2d Mass 56 32W M Merrill, 5th Mass 60 27
C C Foster, 5th Mass 55 29W C Johnston, 2d Brigade, Mass 55 28
T J Dolan , 12ch Regt, NY 55 27
JMJohnson,2d Mass 54 33
No. 5. The Long-Range Military Match.—Any rifle, including

specials, 800 and 9110yds., any position, open to all comers, 15 shots
at each distance, 6 prizes:

800-d=. eOOyds.
Pvt Peter Finnegan. . . .354442340544554 - 56 455585353254500-56-112
Pvt Alex Stein 554054253554455—61 344044554.-03055-47—108
Sergt T J Dolan 45444 "-44 354 55 53^205054804443-47-102
Major CHGaus 423 ^ -

:

:- i - f>«

Sergt W M Merrill 0245444 a 5333423 -45 0 , -46— 91
Capt J S Shepherd 545405O338fi00nt^-37 234435404 343554-53- 90
Strut H C Weagra ff . . . . 2S345F344254*43 -56 02385010R303007—27— 83
Sergt Frank Stewart. . .3C0544303>42030-36 400033033300000—18— 54

No. 6. Tbe Tiffany Match,—All-comers, continuous match, 200
yds , standing, 7 shots on the American standard target, any
weight rifle with 31 bs trigger pull, but no palm or other rest al-
lowed. Tbe allowance for special military rifles will be 3 points,
for other military rifles 4 points, and for the Remington State
model ,50cal. 5 points on each string, cleaning allowed between
shots for rifles other than military or special military, the first
prize will be a silver vase presented by Messrs. Tiffany & Co.; 31
cash prizes aggregating $264. The aggregate of 3 scores to count
for all prizes. Extra prizes of $5. S3 and $2 will be awarded each
day to the 3 competitors making the greatest number of bullseyes.
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G Zimmerman (Winchester) 9 6 8 10 9 7 10—59
8 9 7 9 10 10 9-62
8 10 9 7 9 9 10-62-183

W H Beardsley. 9 8 7 9 9 7 9-58
8 10 9 10 7 9 6—59
9 7 10 10 10 9 7-62-179

TJDolan 58 58 61—177 J A Boyker 56 58 56-170
BWalther 57 58 61—176 M Dorrler 58 58 56-170
W M Farrow 50 56 57—163
No, 7. Governor's Match.—10 shots at 500yds., iiositi on an v, any

military including specials, open to all comers, $175 divided in 24

prizes:
SS Bumstead (Springfield) 5455555555-19
W H Hussey (Springfield) 5155555155-48
W C Johnston, Jr (Springfield) 5555454555-48
C WHimnan (Springfield) 5535555555-48
Ales Stein (Military) 5555555455-49
Alex Stein (Hepburn) 55555)4-552 - 48

R. B Eder (Springfield) 5555555545-48

L B Farns worth (Springfield.) 4555555554—48
G R Russell (Military) 5553555554-47

W M Farrow (Springfield). 3445355555-44
Geo Doyle (Springfield) 5454355555-46W D Huddleson (Springfield) 4454555245-46
F R. Bull (Springfield) 5455455554—47
No. 8. All-Comers' and Marksman's Badge March —Open to

everybody, 200 and 500yds., 5 shots at each distance. Remington
.50cal. State model or such other rifles as maybe issued or
authorized by the State of New York, 30 prizes, total $21!

200vds.
C J Jones 45544-gg
LT Elliott 55445-23
fi-eo Shorkley 55544—23
JD Foot 54444-21
J F Klein. 45445-22
GL HofTman 555i3-2:;

F Stuart .54545—23
GF Hamlin 34414—19
C E De iaVergne 44444—20
F L Holmes 44854-20W A Stokes 44445-21
E De forest -•

N B Thurston 44545 -22
Geo S Scott, Jr 44454—21
John Kerr 44445—21
JW Hale 18 23—41

"

DC Saunders 19 22—41
S W M^rritt 20 21—41
Geo Ball 21 20-41
R H Harding 18 22-40
R C Gibson 20 20-40
Win Donaghin 20 20-40

500yds.
55555-25-47
45455-25-46
51455-23-46
55455-24-45
35555-23-45
35555—25-45
44554—22—45
55555—25—44
55455-24-44
54555-24-44
54554—23—44
34554—21-44
43545—21-43
44445—21-42
53355—21—42

F S Kenned v 21 17^39
G E Constahle 18 20-38
T W Tunpon 20 38—38
Geo Musson 18 19—37
E Locklev 19 18-37
Ed Duffy' 20 17-37
HO Taylor 21 10-37

4454555-32 4255435-28 90
5455555-34 4555445- 32 97

4532444-26 89
553-4445—30 4445455-31 92
5343344-28 3434434-25 81
454.5342-27 0508544-21 77
5545554—33 4345553-31 95
45i5444- 30 2034543-21 82
2554455-29 3355555-31 89
5543354—29 4453445—29 88
3335555-29 5452354 -28 89
5243555-29 5452354-28 87

361 lis 1.057

C H Smith 20 19-39
No. 9. Hilton Trophy Match.—Open to teams of 12 from the

army, navy or militia, 200, 500 and 600yds. Rounds, 7 at each dis-
tance, any military rifle which has been adopted, authorized or
issued as an official arm by anv State or government. Won in
1878 and 1879 by New York, 1880 bv Division of Missouri, U. S. A ;

1881 bv New York, 1882 by Pennsylvania, 1883 by Michigan. 1884
and 1885 by Division of Atlantic, U. S. A.; 1886, 1887 and 1888 by
Massaehusette:

200vds. SOOvds. 600yds. Total.
Pvt. Farrow 4544544—30
Pvt Farnsworth 4454554- 31
Sergt Johnson 4544445 —30
Lieut Hussey 5544454—31
M W Bull 4445454—30
FRBull 4544444—29
Major Hinnian 4 5 44554—31
Sergt Doyle 4445455—31
Corp Huddleson 4^3)4554—29
Sergt Merrill 5544444—30
Lieut Bdes 5445554—32
Lieut Bumstead 4545453—30

364

200yds.
Pennsylvania team 356
New York team 354

No. 10. Inter-State Military Match.—Open to one team of 12 mil-
itiamen from each State tr Territory in the United States, dis-
tances 200 andtoOOyds., any military rifle which has been adopted,
authorized or issued as an official arm by any State or govern-
ment. Prize: To the team making the highest aggregate score, a
large bronze " Soldier of Marathon." Won in 1875 by New York,
1876 by Connecticut, 1877 bv California, 1878 and 1870 bv New York,
1880 by New Jersey, 1881 by New York, 1882 by Pennsylvania, 1883
by Michigan. 1884 and 1885 by Pennsylvania, 1886, 1887 and 1888 by
Massachusetts:

200yds.
Pvt Farnsworth 3454443444—40
Pvt Farrow. . - 5444445544—43
Mai Hinman 4554444444-42
Sergt Merrill 4444445354—41
Sergt Johnston 3435544444 -42
Lieut Edes 4443341544 - 39
Lieut Bumstead 4455454445—44
Sergt Doyle 544.1544544 -43
Corp Huddleson 4454455445—44
Lieut Hussey 4454455454-44 5545455545-47 91
MWBull 3445454454-42 5554553544 - 45 87
F R Bull 4544443445-41 555 i i r 5 1 . -47 88

500yds.
368
374

600yds.
336
324

Total.
1,055
1,052

500 vds.
435454553-1—43
4443445455—42

5 :

4545454544—44
5555435455—46
5555545433-44
554555545-47
4553555534—14
5545-155545-47

514 45
5555855545—47

Total.
83
85
90
84
86

90

505 540 1,045

200 500 200 500

Penn'team.... 511 524 1,035 N Y team. ... 603 522 1,025

No. 11. Inter-State Long Range Match.—Open to teams of 4 from
all rifle associations or clubs in any State or Territory in the
United States, 800, 900 and 1,000yds., 15 shots at each distance.^any
rifle within the rules. Won in 1877 by Amateur Rifle Club, N. Y.,

in 1878 by Massachusetts Rifle Association, in 1879 by New Jersey
State Rifle Association, in 1880 by Empire Rifle Club. N. Y., in
1881 by Ilion Rifle Club, in 1882 bv Hion Rifle Club, in 1883 by Ition
Rifle Club, in 1884 bv Amateur Rifle Club, N. Y. No entries in
1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889,

No. 12. New York State National Guard Match.—Open to teams
of 12 men from each regiment, battalion or separate company of
infantry of the national guard of the State of New York, 200 and
500yds., the Remington Rifle, State model .50cal., 5 shots at each
distance:

Seventh Regiment. Team.
201vds. 500yds. Total.

. -voce. . .... .

:-yr,;.: -

Jones 34435-19 34544- 20 39
Foot 44542-19 45 i54—22 41

McLean 45454—22 44455—22 44
Stein 45444-21 35555-23 44

..'

"

Hoffman 44444—20 44553—21 41
Dudley 44444—20 54354—21 41

• ,', .... . :
'. '

-i

Musson 44345—20 55554-24 44

Underwood 44441—20 45233—20 40

244 257
Twenty-third Regiment Team.

Shepherd 45435-21 55444-24
Stokes 43445—21 55455—24
Ball 44433-18 34144-19
Carr iere .44044—16 55435—22
Simmons 34434-18 33435-18
Fi eld 54545-23 S2545-1

9

Elliott 44435—20 54454-22
Wells 44423-17 55555-25
Hull 34454—20 54344-21
Hamilton 54534- 21 55454-23
Pickett - 38554—20 55555—25
Scott 44545—22 54534-21

236 258
Twelfth Regiment Team.

Henrv 54344-20 44443-19
Kingsland 32544—18 54543-21
Jackson 35454 21 31544-20
Frost 44443—19 55443—21
Content 43445—20 41344—19
Van Heusen 44143-19 45455-23
Cockburn 34344 -1 8 22444—1

0

Stein 23345—17 53554-22
L ckley 44444-20 55553-23
Stewart 52044—15 23000- 5

Dolan 44544- 21 55554 24
Owna 44434-19 44452—19

227 232

501

45
45
37
38
36
42
42
42
41
42
45
43

39
39
41
40
39
43
34
39
43
20
45
38

35555-23 42
04434—15 35
44255-20 38
55544—23 37
35334—18 36
53353—19 33
43424—17 38
35233—16 33
00(125— 7 27
33000— 6 19
35444 20 39
55003—13 as

197 410
1.

44243-17 37
52444—19 37
20024— 8 20
54445-22 38
23552 17 29
42545- 20 41
42335-17 33
32025-11 31
40243-13 33
34244-17 34
0R225— 9 31
52453- 19 34

189 398
Open to tea^s of

Thirteenth Regiment Team.
McNevin 43543—19
Lotz 42545—20
Constable 33444—48
Morris 44042—14
Lane 50445—18
Teevan 41330—14
Werner 44544- 21
Kraft 44234—17
Harvey 45244—20
Robinson 24054—13
Fahustock 34444—19
Luscomb 54344—20

213
Twenty-second Regiment Team.

Thurston 24545 20
Weston 43434-18
Kenworthy 43302—12
Bavier 34324-16
Tread well 43032-12
Burton 44454-21
Murphy 21334—16
Reynolds 54344—20
Kane 43355-20
Byars 24344-17
Turney 55444—22
Mahoney 33234—15

lo9

in the first brigade of the Statu of New York, the Remington rifle,
State model, .50ca.l., 200 and 500yds., 5 shots at each distance.

Seveutii Regiment Team.
200yds. 500vdf. Total.

Lockwood

44,33.4—18

38450—15 33
Jones 44343-18 34544—20 38
Font

53444-20

54445-22 42
McLean 34444—10 24455-20 39
Stein

44444—20

42333-15 35
Halstead 24343-16 43432-16 32
Hoffman 44434-19 34554—21 40
Dudley 34434-18 44544—21 39
Dunn 44335—17 54455—23 40
Munson 54334—19 44434—19 38
Kalloch 43455—21 45554-23 44
Underwood -....44445—21 54554—23 41

226 238 ~464
200 500 200 500

12th Regt Team. 205 225—430 22d Regt Team. .182 184 366
No. 14. Second Brigade National Guard Match.—ODen to teams

of 12 from each regiment, battalion or separate company of infan-
try in the second brigade of the State of" New York, the -Reming-
ton rifle, State model, .oOca.l., 200 and 500yds., 5 shots at each.

Twenty-third Regiment.
200yds. 500vds. Total.

Shepherd 32334-15 35544—21 36
Saunders 43534-19 34455-21 40
Bayer 48824-16 435:13-18 34
Mus«on 40444—16 55544-23 39
Elliott 44333-17 45444- 21 38
Wells 44343-18 45555-24 42
Hamilton 34343-17 55354-23 39
Hull 54343-19 44555—23 42
Field 33343-16 34554-21 37
Simmons 535-45—32 52455—21 43
Pickett 34444-19 43335-18 37
Scott 53444—20 55554—24 44

471

McNevin
Lotz
Constable
Morris
Lane
Teevan
Werner
Kraft
Harvey
Robinson
Fahnatock
Luscomb

214
Thirteenth Regiment.

03354-15
44454-21
03444-15
24454—19
45433-19
45343-19
44444—20
23353-16
22444-16
32330-11
4.4*14 -19
05434—16

206

257

03435—15
23455-19
133454-18
53254-19
22432—13
54541-22
43844-18
50544-18
25345-19
35544-21
55333—19
23554-19

220

40
33
38
32
41
38
34
35
33
38
35

No. 15. Revolver Match.—Distance 30yds., 5 shots on the Ameri-
can standard target, reduced for 100yds. Position standing, off-
hand, use of one arm only allowed, revolver not to exceed 2Mlbs.
in weight, maximum length of barrel (exclusive of chamber)
7J^in., minimum trigger pull 31bs., plain open sights sufficiently
strong for service purposes, ammunition any, cleaning allowed
between scores only, army revolvers, with 31bs. trigger pull and
using service ammunition, will bn allowed 10 points on 3 scores,
aggregate of 3 scores to count for all prizes. $00 div. into 10 prizes:
ABrenon, S&W 38 8 9 7 8 10-42W E Petty, S &W .44 9 8 9 10 9-45
G T Newbury, .44 S &W 6 10 10 9 7-43
G W Coulston, S & W 44 4 8 9 9 9-37
GW Wingate. S & W .44 10 10 8 7 3- 38
H T Mehard, S & W 4 10 10 6 4—34
J J Mountjoy, S & W 9 9 8 6 3-35
G F Root, S&W 9 9 7 8 4-37
O J Gunning, S & W 10 8 6 7 7-38
N F Fnlmer,S&W 8 6 7 9 7—34
No. 16, Steward Match.—Open to all comers, 200yds., Creedmoor

count, 5 shots, the Remington .50cal., State model, or the United
Spates Springfield rifle, match open every day:W D Huddleson ..55555-25 J F Klein 55455-24W M Farrow 55555-25 C H Gau s 45555—24
Geo Dovle 45555—24 F Stuart ? 55554-24
MDoolan 55554—24

MASSACHUSETTS VS. NEW YORK.

AS the outcome of the matches shot at Creedmoor during the
annual fall prize meeting of the National Rifle Association,

a novel competition has been proposed by the Twenty third
Regiment of Brooklyn. In the inter-State match at 200 and
500yds. the Massachusetts twelve, filing ten shots at each dis-
tance, beat the Pennsylvanians and the New Yorkers by 10 and
20 points respectively. Tn the Hilton trophy match, seven shots
each at 200, 500 and 600yds., the "world beaters" won by the
narrow majority of 2 points over Pennsylvania's and 5 points
over New York's team.
The two teams first named shot with the Springfield rifle,

.45caL, equipped with the celebrated Bufflngton sights, which
gave their members the advantage of employing the most im-
proved arm known to the military service. The New York team,
on the other hand, made its score with the Remington rifle, a
.50cal. weapon, having only "open" sights, and derisively termed
the "gas-pipes." The closeness of the competition was a decided
disappointment to the Massachusetts marksmen, inasmuch as it

opened up thecruc'al question of men or rifles. Under the cir
cumstauces the "world beaters" should have won by a decisive
majority, and left their less-fortunately-equipped comoetitors
far in the rear. Having failed in the accomplishment of this
result, the Massachusetts meu began to east about for the
reason of the narrowness of their victory. They were satisfied
that the v had shot the best "military gun" in the world, since
the experiments of the experts of the United States Army, fore-
most among whom stands Capt. Greer, the ordnance officer
under whose supervision Fort Hill, at the State Gamp of In-
struction at Peekskill-on-Hudson, was constructed, nad demon-
strated such to be the fact, and there could be no doubt that the
ammunition employed by them, and which was specially loaded
by Government employes at the Springfield Armory, could not
be surpassed. 1

The "world beaters" were accordingly anxious to ascertain the
reason for the close call to which they had been subjected, and
this expressed anxiety led to the following prooosition from the
23cl Regiment of Brooklyn. Through Major Hpyward C. Broun,
captain of the rifle team of "Ours," it was proposed that an ex-
change of rifles should he made, and a match shot between the
experts of New York and Massachusetts, either at Walnut Hill,

BosTon, at Creedmoor, or on some neutral range, such as Mount
Oretna Park. Pennsylvania, or Sea Girt, N. L, as might he deter-
mined, the teams to • onsist of six, eight, ten or twelve men, as
warranted by circumstances.
On behalf of tne 23d Regiment Major Broun stipulated to fur-

nish, the M ssachusetts men w'tb a sufficient number of R^uiiug-
tou rifles for team practice. Major Hinman to supply the 23d
Regiment team with a corresponding number of Springtields.
Equal opportunities for practice should be afforded the contest-
ants preliminary to the deciding shoot* the only c mdition in-

sisted upon by the Brooklyn men being that the Massachusetts
team should be selected wholly from, some one regiment, of the
Volunteer Militia of thatState, it being held that it would be unfair
to compel a New York regimental team to shoot against the pick
of the shooting men of the Commonwealth, as represented by the
"world heaters."
The match is likely to be made, since both sides are eager for

the contest, and it is quite possible that it may he arranged to be
brought about before the close of the current shooting season.

THIRD BRIGADE R. A. MEET.
ALBANY, N. Y—The Third Brigade Rifle Association willhave

its 12th annual fall meeting at. Rensselaerwyck Rau-e, be-
tween Albany and Troy, on Oct. 10 and 11. The prospects are for
a very nice meet, with plenty of matches open to all comers. The
programme reads:
Thursday, Oct. 10, Match No. 1—Short Range Continuous Mili-

tary Match, open to all comers, 200yds., 5 shots; the aggregate of
the best two scores to count; off-hand, Remington "rifle, State
model, JjQp&l.
Match No. 2. Standard American Target Re-entry Match, open

to all comers. 200yd9., 5 shots, off-band, any rifle.

Match No. 3. Champion Marksman's Badge Match, open to all
members of the National Guard of the State of New York: who
have qualified at 100 and 200yds. in the Marksman's Qualification
Match, or witli The organization to which they belong and to
members of the Third Brigade Rifle Association; 200yds. at 3d
class target, 500yds. at 2d class target; 5 shots at each 'distance;
standing and off-hand at 200yds., prone at 500yds.; Remington
rifle. New York model.
Rest Match, open to aU comers on standard American targets,

200yds., 5 shots; aggregate of the best three scores to count for first
two nrizes; best two scores to count for all below; shoulder and
muzzle rest, anv rifle.

Match No. 5—J. Stevens's Target Pistol Match—Onen to all-
comers and to pistols only; 30yds. on the standard American tar-
get reduced. Five shots, unlimited re-entries allowed. Aggregate
of the best three scores to count for first place. Best two scores
to count for all below. Standing and off-hand, use of one arm
only allowed. Pistol not to exceed 81h«. in weight: length of bar-
rel not to exceed 12iu., open sights; ammunition, any. Cleaning
allowed between scores only.
Match No. 6.—Colt's Target Revolver Match — Open to all

comers, and to revolvers only, 30vds. on the American standard
target reduced. Fiveshots, unlimited re-entries allowed. Ag re-
gate of the best three scores to count for first place, best two
scores to count, for all h»low, each score to be completed before
counted. Standiug, off-hand use of one arm onlv allowed. Re-
volver not to exceed 31 hs in weight; maximum length of barrel
(exclusive of chamber) 8in., open sights; ammunition, any. Clean-
ing allowed between scores onlv.
Friday, Oct. 11.—Mauch No. 7.—Third Brigade., N. G. S. N. Y.,

open to teams of six commissioned officers or regularly unlisted
soldiers from any battalion or sen' 1 rate company of infantry in
the Third Brigade, N. G. S. N. Y„ 200 and 500yds., 5 shots at each
distance, standing at 200yds; any, with head to the target at
SOOvds., Remington rifle. New York State model.
All communications may be addressed to Buel C. Andrews,

Secretary, Third Brigade Rifle Association, 14 North Pearl street,
Albany, N. Y.

CHICAGO, Sept. 7.—The annual team shoot of representatives
from four resiraents. comprising the First Brigade of the Illinois
National Guard, for the handsome medal given by the brigade
staff, came off at the village of Turner to-day. Sergeant Zonel's
count of 129 out of a possible 155, with a skirmish score of 10
straight, bullseyes, is one that has seldom been equalled. Three
terms of 10 men each, representing the First, Second and Fourth
Regiments, qualified for the match and competed. The Third
Regiment failed to present a full team and were not allowed to
compete. The conditions of the match were: Distance 200yds.,
500yds. and 600yds.: 7 shots at each distance and 10 shots at skir-
mishing; no sighting shots allowed. The positions used by all the
contestants was what is known as the Texas grip—the men lying
at full length on their backs, supporting their heads on the left
arm, and resting the gun across the left knee and then tiring.

Below are given the names of the teams and individual scores:

First Regiment.
200. 500.

Pvt J W Sutton 25 29
Pvt E J Dresner 21 19
Sergt J L Sharkey 28 31

CorpWW Ash 24 26
Capt T E Brown 27 29
Corp A E Green 33 26
Sergt C L Taylor 27 30
Pvt CL Brown ...23 28
Capt J B Sanborn 27 29
Capt J L Price 28 32

255 279

600.

24
31
25
35
23
19
21
27
23
26

Skirmish. Total.
113

Second Regiment.
Capt W D Hotchkiss... 25 33
Lieut W Alexander .... 26 33
Corp J G Perry 25 27
Adj C M Gordon 24 28
Adj G Zobel 29 28
Adi F L Leslie 27 28
AdjTJMair 21 27
Corp O Pedersen 19 25
Corp C Zeigfeld 27 30
Lieut P H S Reed 26 32

249 290

37
21
20
16
23
28
21
28
35
18

226 .

27
20
23
21

24
26
16
15
15
22

48

45
47
49
41
39
42
43
45

45
31

38
42
50
31
41

47
43
42

47
33
36
42
39
42

393

U4
129
123
128
110
117
120
122

131

1,206

129
111
110
lib
129
114
no
119
125
118

1,175

125
104

107
117
108
118
90

110

1,0!

Fourth Regiment.
f?ol C H Ingalls 25 26
Corp E T Tollman 25 27
Corp A T Tourilett 82 26
Sergt Frank Dayton. ... 27 27
Sergt D R Angier 27 18
Lieut L J Newell 22 28
Lieut M B Mullock 17 24
Lieut F W Pearson .... 25 25
AdjAWCates 17 32
Capt H B Humphrey 28 28

385 251

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., Sept. 14.-The Rod and Gun Club shot
a match at Broad Brook to-day, and were defeated by the rifle-

men of that place. They were royally entertained by the local
riflemen. McCa.nn, Kimball and McDonald shot with military
rifles and were each given 5 points:

Rod and Gun Club.
McCann 8 9 5 4 10 4 6 8 5 7—71
Kimball 7 5 9 6 3 5 6 9 0 5-69
Talhot 7 6 5 4 7 4 9 7 4 10-63
McDonald 7 5 4 6 3 6 10 6 7 4-62
Gassner 757856774 5-61
Mavott 6 6 6 3 7 9 5 7 5 5-59
Pooley 4 5 4694646 7-55
Slibbs 533174234 3-35-475

Derby ...7 7 10
Allen 6 6 8

Sherman 4
Hall 4
Byers 6

Kruntz 5
Parsons 6
O'Brien 4 4 6 2

Record Match.
Allen 7 5
Derby 8 7
<4assner * 7 8

8

7
6 6 5
7 6 10
4 8 3
4 8 3
3 6 5

Hess 8 7
Talbot 9 5
Byers 7 5
Hall 8 6
Cooley 5 7

Sherman 9 5
.10O'Brien

North 6 7
Strenze 3 6

Stibbs 3 1

Re-Entry Match.

Gassner 8 9
Stibbs 7

Sherman 8

Allen 7

North 8

».

7 5 8 8 6 7 -73
9 10 6 5 7 8 -73
8 8 6 7 1 10 -64
4 4 5 10 7 5 -62
3 7 9 6 5 -57
6 4 6 7 7 6 -56
3 6 6 5 6 8--54
7 5 7 4 7 a -51-489

8 8 8 6 6 8 10-74
3 s 0 5 9 8 4 9-68
7 7 5 5 6 4 6 10-65
9 6 6 6 5 10 6 6-65
5 4 6 7 5 7 7 9-64
7 8 4 8 3 5 5 9 03
4 5 8 7 6 8 5 7-63
9 8 4 9 6 7 4 10-61
6 7 6 10 5 3 7 4-60
0 6 8 4 8 4 4 4-58
3 7 3 7 7 6 4 6-57
7 7 5 4 4 4 4 6-54
4 4 8 U 4 3 5 6-50
4 2 3 5 3 3 1 8-26

9 10 10 5 8 6 6 8-79
8 9 9 6 6 7 6 9-78

8 7 10 10 10 1 10 6 9-78
7 6 10 7 9 10 0 6 6-758695 10 766 5-69
4 7 9 8 4 6 6 7 4-63
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BOSTON, Sept. 14.—The Massachusetts Rifle Association held
its regular weekly shoot to-day at Wallnut Hill range with a
large number of riflemen present. All the matches were well
filled, and some good scores were made. The shooting conditions
were good, with a light wind from 4 to 3 o'clock. Mr. Francis
(Babbeth) won the gold medal in the 20-shot rest match, and Mr.
Clarke wou the gold champion medal. Mr. Mervillc takes two
medals in the victory medal match. Next Wednesday the trap-
shooters hold their regular prize and sharpshoot. Following are
the scores:

20-Shot Rest Match
J Francis 12 10 10 11 10 13 !) 12 11 10

11 10 11 9 11 11 0 9 10 12-310
J N Eames 10 9 12 10 12 9 11 8 12 12

10 fi 12 9 10 9 1 2 9 1 2 1 2-2011

W P Thompson, 12 JO 8 9 12 9 10 10 1.3 13
11 8 9 9 10 13 9 8 12 11—208

.1 R Mtinroe 13 8 12 9 12 9 11 10 11 12
11 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 9—201

Champion Medal Match.
C C Clarke 6 7 3 « 8 8 19 7 6 8- 69

S O Merville 9 4 7 4 6 7 5 5 10 4- 60
Victory Medal Match.

H Severance 9 8 9 6 5 10 19 9 8 7— 81

C H Eastman 6 8 8 6 9 9 8 5 8 10- 77

SO Merville 7 6 8 7 10 7 0 8 9 6— U
B James 7 7 10 0 4 6 5 7 9 8-69
A S Hunt 9 6 4 8 7 10 4 5 7 7- 68

M T Day 7 9 9 7 5 5 9 5 5 7- 68
Military Medal Matoh.

J B Fellows 5 6 4 4 5 5 5 4 5 5— 47
A McCarthy 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 5 4— 43
O E Pettma'n 4 4 5 4 5 4 5 2 5 4- 42W L Swan 5 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 3— 41

FTays -. 343353443 4- 36
A S Field 4 5 4 4 4 4 0 5 4 8- 87

T Fuller 4 4 3 2 y 3 3 4 3 4- 85
All-Comers' Rest Match.

J R Munroe 11 10 13 12 0 12 12 10 11 12-111
S Wilder 9 11 12 13 11 9 12 11 12 10-1119

J N Eiimes 12 9 10 12 9 13 12 10 11 9—100
J Francis 11 13 8 9 12 13 10 11 9 12-106
A Ballard 10 13 12 10 12 11 12 9 8 8—105
WP Williams 12 10 10 9 10 9 11 9 9 12-101
M J Stone 13 12 8 11 9 8 8 10 9 11- 98
A Warren 9 9 10 13 11 8 9 9 11 9- 97

E Alton 8 7 8 8 8 9 7 6 8 9- 78
All-Comers' Off Hand Match.

J E Kelley 9 9 7 6 7 7 9 6 9 10-79
F Darnels'. 7 8 7 10 7 8 7 9 6 8-17
G L Hosnier . . . . 4 7 4 9 6 10 9 9 6 7-71
AS Hunt 8 7 4 6 6 8 7 10 7 8-69
AMcBean 10 6 6 6 5 8 7 6 6 8-08
E Alton 8 6 9 3 8 8 5 6 5 8-68
SE -Howard 10 10 7 6 6 6 8 7 5 3-88
O T Moore 7 7 4 8 4 4 7 6 10 6-63
C A Dean 9 4 5 8 7 6 5 4 6 7-61
E Ames 9 8 10 3 6 3 5 5 7 4-60
A King 7 4 4 10 6 3 5 8 4 5-57
B J James 4 9 7 7 7 6 5 6 4 6-51

Military Match, 20t>yds.

FW Kettelle 1444141543-40 F K Daggett 2242834332-27
JV Huntley 2448435423-34

500yds.
M J William 2455454443-40 W L Swan 4538544852-38W Alexander 8543545124-30 A Spring 0334045245-80

600yds.
JLOrr 5445454445-44

500 ds. with Tai&et Riffes.
S E Howard 5555554355-47 A S Hunt 2454454545-42
C A Dean ... ... .5552455555 - 45

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Sept. 14.—There was a very light attendance at
the Pistol Club's first shoot of its new tournament. Mohrstadt,
won the medal with a score of 92 which proved high for the night.
A 20yds. standard American target is used by the club. The scorer
E Mohrstadt 10 9 9 9 10 8 8 8 10 10-92
L (4 Dorman 8 10 9 10 7 10 9 9 9 7—88
G- Alexander 8 6 9 7 7 9 10 10 10 6-82
M Summerfield 8 8 7 5 8 10 9 6 9 10-80
J A Lee 10 8 6 8 8 6 10 6 6 9-77
W Bauer 8 9 9 6 7 10 8 7 7 5—76
WHettel 9 6 1U 7 5 8 6 10 7 7—75
A E Bengel 9 5 6 5 7 6 6 8 10 0—68
.SYRACUSE, Sept. 17.—The second annual tournament of the

Onondaga Rifle Club, Sept. 25 and 20, promises to be a very inter-
esting event In the history of the club and profitable to the par-
ticipants. A good start has been made in the donation of prizes
by merchants and manufacturers, and when the list is completed
it is expected to tempt not only the city shots and the sharpshoot-
ers in neighboring villages, but also some noted marksmen from
further off. The matches to be shot are as follows: No. 1, Honor
Target (strictly off-hand); tickets for 5 shots $1; re-entries 50 cents,
unlimited; best single ticket to have first choice, second best sin-
gle ticket to have second choice, and so on till the prizes have
all been drawn. The 25-ring target will be used in this match
which has a 12iu. black. No. 2. Point Target (strictly off-hand),
same terms as No. 1. A total of $50 guaranteed in ten prizes.
This match will be shot on the three-point target, with 12in. black,
shots outside the black not counting. A special prize of §1 will
be given for the first and last 3in, center in the morning and
afternoon of each day; also a special prize of $3 for the most
points during the tournament on this target. No. 3. Rest Match,
with peep and globe sights; tickets for 7 shots $1; re-entries 31

,

unlimited; standard weight of guns 121bs.: all guns over 121bs.
shall givej one-half point per pound, and all guns under 121 bs.

shall "receive one-half point per pound. First prize, an elegant
rifle telescope, value 845. given by Mogg of Marcellus, and
mounting and machine work by Reynolds, of Camillus, N. Y.
Sixteen prizes. No telescopes allowed in this match. Any kind
of muzzle rest allowed in this match that does not confine gun
or add weight to it, and all guns must be held to the shoulder.
This match will be shot on the standard American rest target.
Match No. 1, King's Medal Match, open only to members of the
club in good standing. Tickets for 3 shots no charge, and no
re-entries. This match will be shot at the 25-ring target, strictly
off-hand. Contestants may select any time during the tourna-
ment to shoot for this medal. The prize will be an elegant gold
medal (value $10), partly donated to the club by Mr. Brilbeck.
Match No. 5, rest match, with telescopes. Tickets for 7 shots $1;
re-entries $1, unlimited; standard weight of guns 151bs.; all
guns over 151bs. shall give one-half point for each pound, and all
guns under 15lbs. shall receive one-half point to the pound. Five
prizes, 25 per cent., 20 per cent., 15 per cent., 10 per cent., 5 per
cent. Any kind of rest allowed that does not confine the rifle or
add weight to it. All guns must be held to the shoulder. A
special prize of $2 will be giveu for the most points on this target
during the tournament. This match will he shot on the standard
American rest target.

JNEWARK, N. J.—The following officers were elected at the
last meeting of the Our Own Rifle Club: President, Gus Goerk;
Vice-President, Fred C. Taute; Recording Secretary, Fred C.
Knothe; Financial Secretary, John Coppersmith; Treasurer,
William Dreuler; Sergeant-at- Arms, William Welder.; Captain,
L. A. Freienschner; Assistant Captain, John Bander; Rifle In-
spector, Marcus Furth; Official Scorer, C. Miller; Executive Com-
mittee, William Dreuler, F. A. Freiensehner, Fred Taute, Fred
Fetting and J. Inkeifer.

REVOLVER CARTRIDGES.-Wrightsville, Pn.-Editor Forest
and Stream: Will some experienced revolver snot kindly give me
the result of his experiments as to the best cartridge for tine tar-
get,work with the revolver. 1 use a .38cal. Smith & Wesson and
find that all standard cartridges, even the. short, give too much
recoil for fine shooting. 1 hope to get through your columns the
experience and advice of others.—A. C. Krtjegeb.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication mould be made out on the printed blanks
Xpwpared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gravis to club
seor&taries. Correspondents who faw m wtth club scores are par-
iicukirly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
igive due notice in our column of fixtures.

Sept. 34, 25, 26, 27.—New Jersey State Sportsman's Association
for the Protection of Fish and Game Annual Tournament, on
grounds of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club, at Marion, N. J.
W. F. Quimby, 291 Broadway, N. Y.
Oct. 1, 2, 3.—Linthicum's Keystone Tournament at Baltimore,

Md.—Samuel J. Fort, Elltoott City, Md., Assistant Manager.
Oct. 8, 9, 10, 11.—Middlesex Gun < Tab Tournament, Duuellen,

N. .) . W. F. Force, Secretary, Plninlield, N. J.
Oct. 8, 9, 10, 11.—Fred A. Fodde's Second Annual Amateur

Tournament, at St. Louis, Mo. Inauimate Largets.
Oct. 15, 16, 17, 18.—Tournament at live birds and inanimate

targets, Philadelphia. J. F. Kleinz, Secretary, 600 South Dela-
ware avenue, Philadelphia.
Oof. 17, 18, 19.- West End Social Gun Club Tournament, Harris-

burg, Pa.
Oct. 21, 23, 23, 24 and 25.—Second Tournament of the Mercer Gun

Club, at TrcntoD, N. J. E. G. Updegrove, President.

FIXTURES.
:Sept. 17, 18, 19, 20.—Central Illinois Sportsmen's Association's

•eleventh annual tournainem, Jersey ville, 111.

Sept. 17, 18, 19.—Tournament in connection with State Fair at
Meriden, Conn. 0. H. Burbridge, Manager,
Sept. 24, 25, 26 and 27.—Fifth Annual Tournament given by Al.

JBandle. at Cincinnati $1,000 guaranteed.

THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN TOURNAMENT.
DENVER, Colorado—Editor Fomt and Stream: The first an-

nual tournament of the Rocky Mountain Sportsmen's Asso-
ciation has come and gone, and has proven a greater success I ban
the most sanguine of its promoters had anticipated.
Owing to the limited extent of ground at our disposal, but one

set of five traps could be used, which were set in a straight line,
six men shooting in a squad, which we found much faster than
was thought, and taken all around was fairly satisfactorily,
especially to the poorer shots.
Although the event was advertised as for members of i.fi.- asso-

ciation only, quite a number of celebrated shots were present,
and a number of extra sweepstakes were shot for their benefit.

The genial Best, of Chicago tin pigeon fame, was present, but
owing to lack of time for changing traps, the events arranged for
him were shot at Peoria blackbirds, which of all the clay targets
was pronounced the most satisfactory. To close this report with-
out mention of the efforts ol our manager, Mr. O. B. Lane, would
be an omission noticeable to all contestants, as Ins untiring efforts
to make all things run smoothly had to be seen to he appreciated.
In the diamond badge shoot considerable interest was mani-

fested in the scores of "Mr. Wcstfield and "Tuff," the latter gen-
tleman coming to the score at the last moment, and shooting
alone broke 80 singles straight, tying Westfield, and from that
out. the result was watched with great interest, but was finally
decided by "Tuff" getting only 13 of his doubles, while West .field

broke 17, winning tne baoge on a score of 47 out of 50.

First Day.— First event, preparatory sweep, open to all, 10 single
Peorias, 4 moneys, nesdiv.:
HM Bostwick 11111H10J- 8 A A Holcombe 1111111111-10

W V Sedam 1111111111—10 JM VonKeoell 11 1 1400000— 5

Jno Me Lachlan.... 1101 100111 - 7 E Shumerman 1101101010- 6

S B Fox 1.1.11111111—10 Eh Lane 1111111111—10
C B Langley 1110111111 - 9 .J W Kasbee 1111011111— 9

A W Patterson. . . .0111111110— 8 O E Aiken 1001101010— 5

IS A lieai. i UlOliilOl- 8 W M Roland OOilOOUOO- 4

RE Thompson 1101111101— 8 Geo Hotchkiss 1110111011- 8

H Lexis lOOullllll- 7 W Westfield 1111111111—10
J K Guinotte llOiilOlli— 8 E Stevens 0011101111— 7

J A Elliott 1111111111—10 W Young 1100100101 - 6

J A Meade 1101111110— 8 P Bergersen 0111111011— 8

C ESimmons Olllllllll- 9 J F Stewart 1001111010- 6

F Crysler 0110000101— 4 Jno Barter (Kill 111110- 7

Juo Shumernian...llIlUll!l-10 H T Russell 0100011010- 4

O C Comptou llllOiOlll— 8 V H Kennioott 1010101 iOO— 5

J P Lower .,. . .0010111001- 6
Second cent. Class A contest, 25 single Peorias, 6 prizes: W. Y.

Sedam 21, C. C. Compion 18, V. H. Kennicott 22, H. M. Bostwick
19, H, Lewis IS, Jno. MoEachlan 20, E. F. Warren 19, W. Pitcnher
12, Geo. Hotchkiss 24, A. VV. Peterson 22, W. Westfield 23, P. Ber-
gersen 22, C. R. Lane 15, .1. Shumerman 33, J. F. Wellington 17, B.
Haywood 23, J. N. Lower 33, Geo. Lower 13, LeClair 19, C. B. Dang-
le) '20, J. K. Guinotte 20, O. Cove 14, E. A. Jicald 17, W. M. Roland
14. Geo. Hoichkiss first, a Parker hammerless gun, donated by
H. M. Bostwick; B. Haywood and W.Westfield second, Kennicott,
Peteison, Bergerson, J. Shumerman and J. W. Lower third, W.
Y. Sedam fourth, Jno. McLachlan, Langley and Guinotte fifth,

Warren sixth.
Thtrd event, Class B contest, same conditions: E. A. Heald 17,

W. H. Holand 14, O. J. Hawkins 15, J. T. Wooton 18, A. H. Isbell

16, E. Stevens 15, A. A. Holcombe 22, Ed Lane 23, Von Keunell 35,

ii. J. Shumerman 17. J. W. hasbee 23, J. F. Stewart 17, F. O.
Welter 20, R. Thomp.-on 23, D. Ramsay 17, McDill 11.W. E.Young
19, Crysler 12, .Sampson 17, John Rice 17, John Banter 18, J. F.
Wellington 20. O. E. Simmons 15, W. F. Pitchner 19, H. Cooper 16,

O. E. Aiken 13, Geo. East 18, H. T. ltussell 13. LeClair 12. Ed
Lane, John Von Kennel and J. W. Kasbee first, a Colt hammer-
less gun, donated by J. P. Bower's Sons; A. A. Holcombe and R.
Thompson second, F. O. Walker and T. F. Wellington third,
Young and Pitchner fourth, Wooton, Barter and East fifth, sixth
won by E. J. Shumerman in shoot-off.
Fourth event, sweepstake, 10 single Peorias, 4 moneys: G. W.

Lower 9, J. N. Lower 7, Peterson 8, Heald 5, Kennicott 10, VV. Y.
Sedam S, U. Gove 4, Welter 9, Lewis 8, Fox H, Guinotte 5, Meade 6,

W. T. Best 8, llotehkiss 10, Langley 7. Swem 4, Wooton 0, Conipton
7, Courtney 7, McEachlan 10, Dixon 8, Elliott 7, Hawkins 4, Hav-
wood 7, Westfield 9, Isbell 9, Rice 3, Stewart 6, Young 9, Ramsay
9, Crysler 6, Holland 7, Aiken 6, McDill 7, Holcombe 8, Ed Lane 7,

Stevens 5, Fast 6, Bergerson 9, S. Shumerman 8, E. Shumerman 5,

C. E. Simmons 9, Pitchner 5. Ties on 7, 8, 9 and 10 divided.
Fifth event. Class A cmtest. 6 single and 3 pair blueroots, 5

prizes: GuinoUe 8, Isbell 8, Wootton 10, Hay wood 7, Peterson 7,

Swem 3, Comptou 10, Pitchner 9, Beigerson 8, Westfield 10, Lane
5, Dougau 4, ,1. Shumerman 10, Von Kennel 9, Wellington 9, Sedam
9, Kasbee 8, Holcombe 7, Voting 5, McLachlan 12, Kuntznufler 6,

Welker 6, Kennicott 9, Thompson 8. Hewitt 8. McLachlan first,

a dogskin coat; Wootton second, half keg powder; Pitchner and
Wellington third, Isbell fourth, Holcombe fifth.

Sixth event, class B, same conditions; Swem 4, Pitchner 7,

Hewitt 5, Wellington 8, smith 7, Bostwick 8, East 8, C. E. Sim-
mons 6, Scott 4, Guhiotte 9, Isbell 7, J. P. Lower 7, Wooton 8, Mil-
uer 5, E. Shumerman 8, Dougan 9, Lewis 10, LeClair 8, Ramsey 8,

Cooper 6, Aiken 9, C. B. Lane 8, Barter 9. Lewis first, Uuinotte
second, Bostwick third, all 7s div. fourth, box cigars.
Second Day.—Seventh event, at 10 Peorias, 4 moneys: Guinotte

6, Meade 10, Hawkins 8. Haywood 8, Isbell 9, Thompson 8, Lane 8,

Heald 4, Kasbee 8, J. Shumerman 10, YonReimel 8, East 7, Hewitt
9. Young 10, Ramsay 0. Elliot t 0, Westftela 9, Comptou 8, Bostwick
4, Dougan 8, Aiken 5, McLachlan 10, Pitchner 5, Wootton 9, Peter-
son 8, Holland 0, Bergerson 9, E. Shumerman 4, Holcombe 7, Sedam
9, Milner 5, Stevens 3, Rotchiiiss 8, Welker 6, Baiter 5. Meade, J.
Shumerman and McLachlan first, isbell, Hewitt, Westfield,
Wootton, Bergerson ana Sedam second, Haywood third, East and
Holcombe fourth.
Eignth event, diamond badge contest, 30 singles and 10 paii-3

Peorias, 8 prizes: Peterson 36, Comptou 40, Sedain 39, Dougan 35,
Bostwick 32, Hotchkiss 43, VouKeunel 37, Westfield 47, Bergerson
41, Kasbee 37, Holcombe 84, J, Shumerman 40, Pitchner 27, Mc-
Lachlan 43, Lewis 38, Wellington 35, Gray 37, Ed. Lane 35, Woot-
ton 38, Kennicott 35, fiawkm* 29, Welker 34, Dow 32, Haywood 83,

East 22, Langley 86, Lamplough 33, LeClair 25, L. Shumerman 34,

Tuff 43. West field first. Hotchkiss and Tuff second, McLachlan
third, Bergerson fourth, Comptou and J. Shumerman fifth, Sedam
sixth, Wuotton seventn.
Ninth event, 7 single Peorias: Dougan 7, Guinotte 7, Westfield

7, Hampson 5, Stevens 5, Meade 0, Swem 4, McDill 6, Conipton 0,

Haywood 4. Dougan, Guinotte, Westfield and Haywood first,

Conipton second, Hampson and Stevens third, Swem fourth.

Third Day.—Private match between J. A. K. Elliott of Kansas
City ami J. Shumerman of Cheyenne at 25 single Peorias, 5
traps, unknown angles:
ERtott 01111010111111111111111.10-21
Shumerman OullOlOlinilillOlOllllU—19
Tenth event, miss and out: Wellington 9, isbdll 0, Peterson 0,

Pitcher 0, J. Shumerman 9, Ed. Lane 0, Kasbee 0, still in,

Guinotte 9, Lower 0, Wootton 0, Courtney 1, Gray 3, Smith 0,
McLachlan 3, Compion 2, Kennicott 9, Sedem 9, Elliott 5, Meade
7, Haywood 1, Bergerson 7, Aiken 0.

Twelfth event, live pair doubles: Haywood 7, Dougan 7,

Guinotte 7, Westfield 9, Elliott 7, Stevens 7, Swem 6, McDill 0,

Uourieuay 6, Aikm 7, Meade 7, Hampson 7, Stewart 7, Young ti,

Scott 6, v\ elaer 10. Welker hrst, V\ estfield and Stevens second,
Meade third, Courtenay fourth.
Thirteenth event, team snoot for three members of any club of

the Association at Denver, 9 tingles and 3 pairs Peorias each:
Queen City Gun Club, Denver.

Hotchkiss .llOOHlil— 7 11 10 10-4-11
Westfield - llHlOill—8 11 11 10-5-13
Compton llHOllll—8 11 10 11—5-13—37

Overland Gun Club, Denver.
McLachlin ..... HlllLH-9 10 11 10—4-13
Kennicott llOHOiOO-5 10 11 10-4— 9

Sedam , ! OidiilllO-ti 11 lo 11-5-11-33
Leadville Gun Club.

Dougan 110110001-5 11 10 00-3- 8
Milner HOlOmO-Q 00 10 00-2- 8
Stevens ,

011111110-7 01 10 01-3-10-26

Burnham Gun Club Denver.
Lamplougb 100111111-7 10 10 11-4—11
Langley 111001111—7 111111-6—13
Peterson 101110111—7 10 11 11-5-13-36

Magic City Gun 01ub_Cheyenne.
Wellington 101 01Oil-5 11 10 10-14- 9
Von Kennel 11001010-4 11. 10 11— 5— 9
J Shumerman 101111111-8 11 11 10— 5-13-31

Cheyenne Gun Club.
Holeomb 110110111-7 11 10 00 -3—10
Lano 110011010-5 00 11 10-3—8
East 111110101-7 10 10 11-4-11-29
Fourteenth event, for shooters who have shot in three or more

coutests and who have not been awarded a prize, 6 single and 3
pairs Peorias;
Hampson 7, Dougan 8, Aiken 7, Barter 6, Hawkins 7. Stewart 8,

Hewitt 7, Swen 7, Y'oung 6, Scott 6, Levis 4, McDill 7, Stevens 9,

Stevens first, Stewart second.

AL. HANDLE'S TOURNEY.
'TMIERE ought to he a general rush Cincinnati ward next week
A on the part of trap shooters, and no doubt there will be. AL
Bundle and W. E. Lira berg have joined forces, each being the
assistant boss to the other in putting through Al. Handle's fifth
annua) tournament. It opens on the 21th and closes on the 27th.
Theie will be all sorts of targets, including live birds, and the
programme reads:
Tuesday, Sept. SU.—Match 1, 9 single blue rocks, entrance $2.

Match 2, 9 single Peoria blackbirds, S3, Match 3, Ed. Taylor's
favorite. 10 single champion day birds, $5. First $40, second 880,
third $20, fourth f 10. Match 4, Blue Island's favorite, no medals,
7 single live birds, $5. Match 5, Lieut. Geo. Alber's favorite,
10 single Ligowsky clay birds, $5. First $40, second $30, third
$20, fourth $10. Match 6, 9 single standard targets, $3.
Match 7, 9 single Keystone targets.
Wednesday, Sept. 3f>.—Match 8, 10 single champion clay birds,

entrance $2. Match 9,9 single standard targets, B& Match 10,
Jim Slice's favorite, 12 single. Peoria blackbirds, $5. First $40,
second $S0, third §20, fourth $10. Match 11. C. W. Budd's
favorite, 7 live birds, $6. First $40, second $30, third $20, fourth
$10. Match 12, C. E. Verges' favorite, 12 single blue rocks, $5.
First $40, second $80, third $20, fourth $10. Match 13, 10 single.
Keystone targets, $3. Match 14, 10 single Ligowsky clay birds, $2.
Thursday, Si.pt.. 20 — Match 15, 10 single champion clay birds,

entrance $2. Match 16, 9 single standard targets, $2. Match 17,
Penrose's favorite, 12 Keystone targets, $5; first $40, second $30,
third $20, fourth $10. Match 18. Frank P-P-Parmelec's favorite,
7 single live birds, $6.50; first $»0, second $30, third $20, fourth $10.
Match 19. Tee Fay's J oner, 10 single champion clay birds, $5; first
$40. second $30, third $20, fourth $10. Match 20, 12 Peoria black-
birds, $2. Match 21, 12 single blueroek, $2s.
Friday, Sept. a?.—Match 32, 12 single targets, entrance 82. Match

23, Rolla Heikes's favorite, 13 single standard targets, $5; first
$40, second $30, third $20, fourth flO. Match 24, H. MoMurehy's
favorite, 7 single live birds, $6.50; first $40, second $30, third $20,
fourth $10. Match 25, 10 single Keystone targets, $2. Match 26,
Wick, the double-bird champion's favorite, 25 pair double clay
birds, 6 moneys. All purses divided into 50, 30 and 20 per cent.,
unless otherwise stated. For best averages in all guaranteed
mate lies the following prizes will be awarded: First 25 per cent.,
second 20 per cent., third 18 per cent., fourth 15 per cent., fifth 12
per cent., sixth 10 per cent., of surplus money in guaranteed
matches, donated by the management. Shooters must compete
in all guaranteed matches to establish an average.

READING GUN CLUB.
THE Reading, Pa., Gun Club will hold a tournament on their

grounds Oct. 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19. Both live birds and inani-
mate targets will be used, the former under the supervision of
Miles Johuson, and the Keystones under the care of H. A. Pen-
rose. The grounds are inclosed, located on the city liue within
five minutes walk of Philadelphia and Reading R.R., or terminus
of street car line. A handicapping committee, consisting of W.
Fred. Quimby, C. W. Budd and R. E. Irwin will classify all
shooters, and see that the amateurs have a fair chance. The
tournament committee is large and every arrangement will be
made for the comfort and pleasure of visitors. The programme
is as follows and may be obtained on application to Benj. Fleish-
man, See'y Heading Gun Club, Reading, Pa.:
First Day, Tuesday, Oct. 15.—Opening shoot, 9 A. M. First shoot,

10 siugle. Keystone targets; second shoot, 7 single rises, live birds,
handicap; third shoot, 15 single. Keystone targets; fourth shoot, 9
single and 3 pair, Keystone targets; fifth shoot, 5 single, live birds.
Second Day, Oct. 16.—Sixth shoot, 8 single, live birds; seventh

shoot 10 single, Keystone targets; eighth shoot, 5 single, Keystone
targets; ninth shoot, 6 single, 2 pair double, live birds; tenth
shoot, 5 pair, Keystone targets.

Tliird Day, Oct. 17.—Eleventh shoot, 25 Keystone targets; twelfth
shoot, 7 live birds; thirteenth shoot, 5 Keystone targets; 'four-
teenth shoot, 15 live birds; fifteenth shoot, 7 Keystone targets.
Fourth Day, Oct. 18.- Sixteenth shoot, 10 single, live birds; seven-

teenth shoot, 10 Keystone targets; eighteenth shoot, 5 pair, Key-
stone targe is; nineteenth shoot, 10 single, Keystone targets;
twentieth event, East against West, John L. Bruer, R. E. Irwin,
.1. Frank Kleinz, vs. C. W. Budd, .1. R. Slice, K. B. Organ, 50
single, live birds, per man, for a purse of $300.

Fifth Day, Oct. 19.—Last and greatest event of the tournament.
Twenty-tii st shoot, open to the world, $50 entrance, 50 birds each,
Huriingham rules, divided into 50, 30 and 20 per cent., over 13 en-
trances 10, 80, 30 and 10 per cent. Upon this occasion tne manage-
ment have arranged with the. lull Germania Band to give one of
their most, excellent musical concerts during progress of shoot.
In the evening banquet and hop in honor of visiting shooters.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Sept. 14.—The Empire Gun Club held its wind-
up shoot last Wednesday afternoon. There was a good crowd
present, and the shooting may be said to have been of a high
grade. A very appetizing lunch was set by the club, and all
present spent a most deligntftil time. A very good lot of birds
were furnished for the affair. The only event which was brought
off was asweepstakes, each man shooting at 13 birds, and dark-
ness preventing, all ties were divided. The score is as follows:
J E liagerty ...1312111212112—13 B Evarts 1201001100210- 7
A Stoll : 1210111301220-10 P Burg 3121111H3111-13
J Stussell O2O1OOO2IIOOI- 6 J Steften 1100131110002— 8
J Lenhardt 21220101111:22- -11 W White 1202212002213—10
C Jamison 1200213102211-10 H Nagle lOinoilllOU -10
1' Yunge 1001002111012- 8 E Meyer 2101101121110—10
.1 Stoetzle 1OIOOHOOIOIO— 6 L George 1110201121111—11
FFroscher 1311112110112—12 Butch 1201100110ill— 9
JLoeifel 0113100010001— 6 H Stein 01301112221a1—11
J Kozier .1201120103101— 9 C Kuntz 0120131202101— 9

JSchnell 1212101111110—11 Dr Baron 2202<ii . 'i \-
LSchnell 1003110112010- 8 W Tinglev 202031-";:

;

iv Fink 00111*2301120- 9 C Kacer . 0111101010100— 7
B Westbus 0200221210011— 8

Below will be found the score of a friendly live bird match be-
tween W. E. Field and J. E. Hagerty. It took place yesterday
afternoon at Compton Avenue ir'art. The birds were a poor lot.
The conditions of the match were: 100 live birds, Huriingham
rules, modified to use 10-gauge guns. The score:W E Field 1111112211-10 J E Hagertv. . . 0212111111— 9

1111211111-10 1111021012- 8
1111211111—10 1110211120— 8
1111111211-10 1021111011- 8
1110121112- 9 12111110U— 9
1111121111-10 1111213212—10
2101120111- 8 1111111110- 9
1111111111-10 1111121021- 9
11111311-10 1111131011- 9

23i'2211211-10-97 1211120112— 9-88

THE SOUTH SIDE GUN CLUB of Newark, N. J., have mapped
out quite a programme lor the fall club shoots. On their grounds
at Newark regular shoots will be held during October, November
and December. On the first and second Saturday of each month
a sweepstakes of 25 bluerocks, 50c. entry, will be shot, each con-
testant being obliged to shoot in at least four contests to qualify,
aud his average in the four highest scores to determine the
class in which he shall m future be placed. The third Saturday
of each month will luclude a match, at 10 single oats for mer-
chandise prizes. The fourth Saturdays wiU be devoted to open
sweepstake snooting, snd on the fifth Saturday in November the
Essex County Gun Association cup will be contested for.

FLORENCE, Mass., Sept, 10.—Norwoood Gun Club. Match at
25 kingbirds:
T T Cartwnght. 1001110111110111111111111-21
F W Twiss. - 10U0mi011iOlltKillllllll-18
L F Gaylor oiollioiooillOlOHiOOHU—15
Bay S la te OHOH 01 OOOOillOOOOllli0U—13
S Foster 01000 1 1 01 toiOiOlOOUOOulUl—10
E Feiker 011000111ll00l01011o01010-13
Five pair doubles:

Gaylor 10 1011 10 01-§
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LAKEWOOD. Ohio. Sept. 7.—The members of the Locksley
Gun Club held a special shoot to-day on their range at Lakewood,
in honor of Mi. Henry Tegardine, a sportsman from Chicago,who
is here ou a snort visit to his bro'her, Jacob. Tegarrline. t te latter
a prominent member of the Looksley Club. Several ladies, being
interested in the sport, were present, one of whom acted as
scorer and did her part exceedingly well. The day wa cool and
pleasant, and all who were present, had a grand lime. Match at
25 single standard targets, 3 traps, at 10 and 18yds., for 12 and 10-

gauge guns:
./ Tegardine 0111111111110110111110101-19
Jay Andrews 1101.110 Llll 111111011 1 1111 22
J H Bver lilllllOimill UimillO-23
Dr Kmsev 1111111111011111111111011-23
E G Pease. ,

111001101 1 01 1110010101011-16
A Hall. 1111011001001011111111111-19
A Jenks 1001101111111111100101011-18
H Tegardine fvisitor) OllllOlj 101111111110U1U-21
WATSON'S PARK.-Grand Crossing, 111., Sept. 13.-Tie shoot

for lot, second prize in class A, 25 live pigeons each, 30yds. rise,

80yds. boundary:
William Mussey 1210112211222201012012010-19
Dr Hutchmson 01 121111 12111022111111112-23W W Foss 0212122222111122111122221 If

G L Deiter 101 111221112021 1210122211—22
J R Price 2201111011111012211001121—20
Ten-bird sweep, same day, $Sl

.

Ashley 1211111122-10 Mussey 1211011121— 9
Lowe 2221101101- 8 Foss 0121111111- 9
Wadsworth 6112221211- 9 Deiter 020111212- 9
Price 111221212,1.-10 Hamline 0112112101- 8

Hutch -. ..1101211211- 9 Watson 1211.112102- 9
Price and Ashley divided first, Lowe and Hamline divided

third, second money was settled in the next shoot, Watson and
Foss divide, see score below. Five-bird sweep. 82:
Wadsworth 12121-5 Watson 11111—5
Hutch 11111-5 Ashley 21111-5
Mussey 12102—4 Hamline 1 0111-4
Foss Hill 5 Price ..122H—

5

Deittr 12211—5 Stevens 20100—2
Mussey and Hamline divide second money, Foss, Watson, Ash-

ley and .Price divide first money.

—

RavjslrigCt.

MIDDLETOWN, Pa., Sept. 14.—There was a sweepstakes
pigeon-shooting match held in Frey's Parle to-day, but owing to
the tnreaiening weather it was not attended as well as it iniirht,

have been under other circumstances. The raiu fell moderately,
with a strong, steady wind blowing directly away from the traps,
which resulted in a good many lost hirds. The entrance fee was
85, divided into three prizes, 50, 30 and 20 per cent. Old Long
Island rules:
H Baugh 1001010010-4 T Dalson 0111100110-6
AMolter 1111001111—8 A Wolf 000003 1 011—

3

M Sheesley OlOloOPll—6 Corcoran OOOllOOlll—

5

C Kough OlHllllOO-7 B Shearer OillOlllll—

7

G Witman 01id000111-5 Brelsford. 1101101000—5W Helper llllllilt0-9 Cassel 111101)111-9
M Sulhvan 1001111110—7

EATON, N. Y., Sept. 14.—Kingbirds, 15 singles and 6 pairs, 5
traps, a-soeiation rules. First team:
Richardson 10011100111O111 10 10 11 11 11 11-20
Put 1110101. ulllUO 10 10 11 10 11 11-20
Short 1111 11100111111 11 00 10 10 11 10-20
Curtis 110111111011111 10 11 11 10 01 li—22—82
Second team:

Cole .111011101110011 10 10 01 11 10 01-18
Bell llOililOOUOOlO 00 01 00 10 00 00—

U

Palmer OmiOllOiOQiOl 10 01 01 11 10 01—16
Stone OllOOlOOOOlllOl 10 10 10 10 10 10-13-58
Extra:

Hamlin 1 11000000010000 -4 Briggs OUOUlOllllOlO-10
Mott OOOiOOOll 010100—5

LENOX, N. Y., Sept. 11.—Oneida Gun Club practice shoot at 15
single kingbirds and 6 pairs doubles, 5 traps, unknown angles,
18vds. rise, American Association rules:

J Markbatn lOlOllllliUlll 11 01 10 11 01 11-32
Devereux OltllilllllOHl 11 00 11 00 11 10-20
Maxwell 111110. li 111 11 11 1U 1 H pj 11-34
Marble (U 1 101111110101 01 01 01 11 10 10-18
Clark - 0011110,0110001 11 11 10 10 10 10-16
McGregor 001 1 00101001 100 10 10 10 11 10 H—15
MMarkhani 111111011111101 10 00 01 11 11 10-20
Cuenev 01111110OO110I t 11 11 10 10 10 10—18
Dr Carter.... OlOULOllllOU 11 11 Ul 11 00 01-19
HARRISBURG, Pa., Sept. 14—The regular monthly shoot of

the West End Social Gun Club came off ou Thursday at the stock
yard grounds, and owing to the very inclement weather the bo^s
did not turn out veTy strong. Some of the enthusiasts, however,
went out and certainly made the feathers fly, as the scores will
show. Toe club is in a very prosperous condition, and will hold
a three davs' tournament at live birds and inanimate targets,
Oct. 17, 18 and 19. There will be a full programme and guaranteed
prizes Match at live pigeons. King's ground trap, 21yds. rise,
SHyds. bounds, old Long Island rules, gold medal:W F Wade 110111 11 11— 9 J H erner 1111101101- 8
Brelsford lliOlOlllO- 7 J Whiteman 1111111110— 9HA Bach 10 1 1111111- 9 Phil Hummel 11110111H— 9
A L Duon 111O1101O1- 7 H B Shoop llllllllil—10

M. N. B.

NEW JERSEY TOURNAMENT.—Programme of the fourth
tournament, New Jersey Shooting Association, to be held at
Marion. Jersey City Heights, in the Jersey City Heights Gun
Club grounds. Sept. 24, 25, Sfi and 27; shooting to commence at 9
A. M. Committee: W. F. Quimby, M. F. Liudsley, A. Heritage.
First Day—First event, 10 olueroeks: 2d, 15 bluerocks; 3d, 20 blue-
rocks, g.25 guaranteed; 4th, 5 pair bluerocks 5th, 15 single blue-
rocks, 30 els. rise, both barrels 6th, 15 bluerocks; 7th, 5 pair blue-
rocks, two men team; 8,.h, 10 single. Second Bay— F irst event, 10
bluerocks: 2d, 15 bluerocks 3d, 10 blueroaks, teams of two men
from N. J ; 4th, 20 tingle bluerocks, S25 guaranteed; 5th, 10 single,
four men team; 6th, 15 single. 30yds. rise, both barrels; 7th. 5 pair,
all ties divided on blnero ks. Third Bay—First event, 10 live
birds; 2d, 10 live birds: 3 1, trophy shoot tor cup, teams of three
men of the Association, 10 birds per man; 4th. State badge, open
to members of the Association; 10 birds. Fourth Day—First event,
10 live birds; 2d, 10 live birds; 3d, the Al Heri tage shoot, open only
to the members 01 the Association, aged 55 years and over, 25yds.
rise, gun below el' ow until bird is on the wing, both barrels, 10
live birds; 4th, 25 birds, open to all. Ten entries or over, four
moneys. All entrns include bluerocks and pigeons. Other
sweeps will follow. New Jersey Suite rules to govern in live
birds; gun below armpit until the pigoon is on the wing; four
moneys in all events, when 12 entries «r over, unless specified on
piogramme. Targets 2}4 cents each. Afullliue of loaded shells
on tne grounds. Stage irom M a-ion station, Pennsylvan a Rail-
road, to the grouuds. Trains from New York, 8:30, 9:80, 10:40 A. M.,
13:10. 12:30. 1:40. 2:So. 3:20 P. M. if the weather proves stormy the
shoot will take place the next fair day.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Sept. 14.—There was a good attendance
at the grounds of the W eil.ngton Club to-day. and several good
scores were made. In the silver pitcher match, at 8 cla\ -pigeons
and 7 bluerocks Field won with a clean score of 15. Toe other
scores in the match were: Bond 14, Warren 13. Chase 12. Brad-
street and Peri y 11, Cowee, Sanborn, Dill and Lee 10, Webster 8.

In the merchandise badge match, at 15 clay-pigeons, Warren was
the winner with a clecin score. The other scores were: Sanborn
14, Lee 13, Cowee, Chase and Perry 12, Snow and Field 11, Bond
and Porter 10, Stone 9. The winners m ihe sweepstakes follow:
First event at 5 pairs bluerocks: Chase 7, Melcher 6. Second
event at 6 bluerocks: Lee 5, Perry 4, Cowee 3. Third event at 5
clay-pigeons: Cowee. Warren, Field, Sanborn and Perry 5, Smith,
Lee and Stone 4, Bond and Bradstreet 3, Dill and Melcher 2.
Fourth event at 5 blueiocks: Bond, Sanborn and Chase 4, Stone,
Field, Lee and Melcher 3, Bradstreet and VV

rarren 3. Fif th event
at 6 bluerocks: Bond and Lee 6, Smith and Field 5, Stone, War-
ren and Sanborn 4, Perry and Chase 3. Sixth event at 5 bluerocks,
Cowee ana Perry 5. Choate and Warren i, Field and Sanbi rn 3,
Bradstreet 2. Seventh event at 8 clay-pigeons: Field and Ddl 8,
Stone and Perry 7, Chase, and Bond 6, Bradstreet, Sanborn, Mel-
cher and Smith 5. Eighth event at 7 bluerocks: Field and San-
born 7, Bond and Bradstreet 8, Warren, Chase, Dill and Smlh 5,
Perry and Melcher 4. Ninth event at 10 bluerocks: Stone, Bond,
Perry and Lee 9, Sanborn and Chase 8, Porter, Field and Webster
7, Nichols 6.

BOSTON, Sept. 12.—The weekly shoot of the Jamaica Plain Gun
Club was held at Clarendon Hills, Jamaica Plain, this afternoon.
Following are the winners of the different events: 6 clays, Her-
bert and Ensign, Woodruff and Cowing, Woodruff; 6 bluerocks,
Herbert; 6 blackbirds, Herbert and Woodruff, Woodruff; 10 clays,
for the Rounds cup, woodruff first, breaking nine out ten, Ensign
second; 10 bluerocks, for tho Rounds cup. Woodruff tirst, getting
nine out of ten, Herbert second. Woodruff wins the cup; 6 clays,
Woodruff and Barrett; 6 olackbirds, Barrett; 6 clays, Woodruff;
JO clays, for badge match, Shaw; 3 pair clays, Shaw.

BUDD VS. KLEINZ.-J. F. Kleiuz is out with a card telling
his neighbors in Philadelphia that they have a chance to see a
good match. He says: "The people iu this vit iui' y will he able
to witness a contest, no doubt worth lookiugat, at the Gloucester
base ball grounds, on Saturday, Oct. 5, between the holder of the
American field championship, OB.pt. C. W. Budd, of Des Moines.
Ia., and myself, at 100 live pigeons, 5 traps, Hurlingham nibs, for
a purse of 8500. Rudd defeated me at Chicago, 111.. 98 to 94, and I
expect, either to give him a good shaking up or a defeat. He is
considered the champion of tne Western people, and coutem-
Elates leaving for England with R.Borgan, his backer, of Chicago,

II.. to give the people on the other side a chance to meet him at
the score this fall."

BUFFALO, Sept. 12.—Dr. Bartlett concluded successfully his
attempt to beat Dr. Carver's record of breaking 60,000 glass balls
in six days. Dr. Bartlett began on Saturday, at 6-30 A. M., and
continued 22 hours a day. On the first dav he broke 12,020, Sun-
day 10.017, Moudav 10,105. Tuestlav 10.591, Wednesday 9.606, I burs-
day 11,675. He finished at, 5:30 P. M , to-day, with u total of 04,017.
On tne third day he was timed, and he broke 500 balls in 17
minutes, and a consecutive 500 m 28 minutes. Then he made a
spurt to break the record, and he broke 500 in 1-1 minutes, break-
ing Oaklej, 's record of 100 in 3 minutes 30 seconds. Dr. Bartlett
also achieved the phenomenal record of breaking 20 balls in 8
seconds.

TORONTO, Sept. 14.—The Stanley Gun Club members shot for the
thirteenth lime to-day for the handsome gold watch presented to
the club by its president. Quite a handful assembled, and the
shooting all through was fair. Mr. Eraond topped the list with 22
out of 35. This is nis second win. Already twelve other mem-
bers have their monogram engraved on its case. The shoot was
on McDowall & Co.'s gr muds at 5 traps. Several sweeps at sin-
gles and douoles followed.

BALTIMORE.—The shooters in and around Baltimore, Md.,
are preparing for a grand thre^. days' tournament, to take pla e
on Oct. 1, 2 and 3. Keystone traps and targets will be used, and
events of all kinds are arranged. Address Samuel J. Frost, As-
sistant Manager, Ellicott. City, Md.

faclfting.

"West India Hurricanes and the Great. March Blizzard.'''' By
Everett Hayden, U. S. Hydrographic Office. Large quarto, With SS
lithographic plates. Price $1. Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 188S. with practical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

THE STORM ON THE COAST.
THE yacht clubs and owners here suffered severely from the

storm of the past week, the greatest sufferers being the
owners of small yachts. The 1-rger craft have ridden out the
storm in the principal harbors between Oepe Ann and Cape May,
but the small craft have been badly damaged. The tides on
Staten Island have been higher by a font than at any time iu a
dozen years or more. At Harlem. Port Morris, Cow Bay, Cum-
munipaw, and many other places yachts have been carried away
and wrecked. At Whittstone the sloop Saracen, Mr. G. R, Bur-
rows, Atlantic Y. C, went ashore, but was hauled off with some
damage. On Thursday the sloop Defiance, N. J. Y. O., owned by
Mr. Letts and Richard Bartley, went ashore at Ihe Atlantic
Highlands, being a total loss. Two sloops were thrown ashore m
Llojd's Harbor. On Monday as the cuiter Kathleen was coming
from Larchinont to Bav Ridge with Mr. Whitlock and a man and
boy on board, she picked up a young man from a capsized cat-
boat, where he had clung for three hours. The cathoat, Gussie,
was 25ft. l.w.L, with a 35ir. mast, and in eailing her alone in the
storm she capsized off Execution. The ht avy sea made it a diffi-
cult mat ter to rescue the man, Mr Whitlock Dually rowing off in
hi? yawl for him. At Atlantic Basin the schooners Marguerite
and Monteuk were in collision, also the sloops Ariadne and An-
nie. The regatta of the Columbia Y. C. set for Sept. 14, was in-
definitely postponed.

A CRUISE IN A 15FT, BOAT.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The Anderson is a cat-rigged oppn boat, 7ft. beam, 31in draft,

ballasted with 6001 bs. of iron low down amidships uuder the door.
W. J. Harlaud and W. W. Ashuurst wrote me from Cape May,
and on their return left me the inclosed outline of their trip. The
average ace of these gentlemen scarcely reaches 21 years. They
had never cruised in Delaware Bay before, but are fond of sating
and handle tne suck admirably, with no lack of grit and pluck,
as their log attests. You will probably surmise by their notes that
they read the Forest and Stream as to small cruisers, which, no
doubt, suggested this trip. Taking into consideration the unset-
tled state of the weather, etc., the cruise was a remarkable one,
inasmuch as not even a rope yarn was broken.

R. G. Wilkins
We started from Cooper's Point Wednesday, Aug. 7, at 12 M.,

and nothing of importance having occurred all day anchored oft
Deep Water Point at 7 P. M., where some people trom Wilming-
ton wt re camping on shore; weighed anchor at 10 P. M. and con-
tinued our course until we reached Ray Side at H A.M Thursday,
where we mailed letters. Leaving Ray Side immediately, we con-
tinued our voyage without accident or event of any kind until 11

P. M., when we st ruck a shoal near shore off Davis Creek; the t'de
was nearly out, so soon alter the turn we were again afloat, but
the wind, which had hitherto been always light and fair, was
now becoming so high tnat we decided it was best to anchor a
little further off shore and wait lor daylight to continue our trip.
Early the next morning we started, and iu a short time made

Fishing Creek, where we ran in to wait for the tide: the crew of
the. sloop yacht Restless, formerly Sunbeam, first class sloop,
Quaker City Y. 0., three Philadelphians. very kindly offered to
tow us down to the Cape in the morning from their anchorage off
Fishing Creek, as they expected to rejoin t he well-known steam
yacht Restless, owned by Mr. Singerly, proprietor of the Phila-
delphia Record, awaiting their return off Pond Creek at the
steamboat lauding on Cape May Point. We left our anchorage at
the time agreeo upon, hut for some reason or other tne Restless
could not get off, and we were ooliged to sail down alone, making
Pond Creek just, in time to get iu with the falling tide, where we
were given a warm welcome and partook of the hospitality of
Capt. James Murray of the keel sloop Razzle-Dazzle am dpt.
Charles Sims of the sloop Dolphin. Saturday we spent most of
the; time in Cape May City, returning to the Anders m by the last
train. Sunday was passed very pleasantly aboard of the two
sloops in Pond Creek, and with t ne evening half flood tile we left
our anchorage, and having rounded the Cape, turned and started
up the bay, hoping to make Egg Island Light, for which we made
directly, steering by compass. The weatuer had promised to be
fine, but before we had gone half the distance, about twenty
miles, the wind began to rise; the tides carried us further and
further out into the bay, in what direction we had no means of
ascertaining. The lights in sight were those of Caps May. Cross
Ledge, Brandy wine Shoal and Egg Island Point; these did not
help us, as we could not determine which was which; we did not
know whether one of the lights toward the north was at East
Point (Maurice River) or at Egg Island Point: whether another
toward the. northwest was Cross Ledge or Egg Island L^ght;
whether another toward thesoutn was rienfopeu or Brandywine
Shoal. The wind was rising from N. N. W. making it impossible
to reach land nearer than about twenty miles; the Anderson car-
ried a double reef quite well and did not ship any water; we kept
the lead going and when on the extreme edge of the o\ ster region
found about 3J-S fathoms and dropped anchor; to steady the boat
we were compelled (o keep the centerboard down and sit on the
bottom. The wind was now blowing a stiff breeze and the waves
were about 8ft. high. We exp?eted every moment to be swamped,
but the Anderson during the whole night never shipped over half
a bucketful of wter; we had the rudder unshipped and every-
thing on board made fast and taut; we thus passed the night. A
drag was improvised m case the boat did not hold ou.
Next day the wind veered to S. and S. W. and we made for Egg

Island Point. We sailed on until we reached Pennsgrovy at tj p.
M. and made fast to the Ar adne of Portland; in half au In air the
tide wa° in our favor and we made up the river to Cherry Island
flats where we anchored at 2 A.M. Tuesday. At 6 A.M. again t c

tide, we started up the river and continued until we reached
Philadelphia at 3 P.M.
On the way up the wind, sometimes strong, sometimes light,

was in our favor; we encountered a squall off Red Bank hut con-
tinued our course, merely dropping our peak. There wa? very little

rain during the whole trip and the weather on the whole was very
™ood; we took on water at Deep Water Point and Cape May
^oint, in both going and coming, easily making the distance, 103
miles, in a day and a half. Every one assured us that ours was

the smallest craft that had ever ventured so far down the bav; in
every way the Anderson was worthy of praise, tailing well in all
kinds of winds, riding beautifully over the waves in storms and
behaving in every way as well as could be desired.

IS MINERVA A RACING MACHINE?
" irpHE Minerva is simply a racing machine,' said Mr. Burgess

J- to the writer a few days ago. There was Ao mistaking his
language, and he evidently men nt what he said. Such a criticism,
coming from the source it did, must necessarily have great
weight with yachtsmen, and the statement should be eareiully
and impartially weighed. In making such a criticism the well-
known designer puts his own boats to the test, and they are to be
judged alongside the Minerva. A 'racing machine,' as'commonly
understood among yachtsmen, is simply a shell with no inside
filings, no living accommodations—in fact, a boat in -which every
comfort is given up for racing. In the Minerva one finds every
comfort for cruising. Sue has proved her seaworthiness in mak-
ing a trip across the ocean in fast time, encountering several
gales on the way. She has a good after stateroom and cabin,
wash-basin, water tanks under the cabin floor, and one of the
best forecastles in any of the forties. Her deck plan is all that
could be desired. She is easier handled, has lighter rig, and
would outlive the Verena, Cbiquita or Nymph in a hard time.
Take the Tomahawk, one of the costliest of Mr. Burgess's boats,
and compare her with the Minerva. She has practically no in-
side fiittiugs, no wash-basin or water closet, no ice chest and no
inside ceiling, in other words, she is simply a shell with big spars
and sails. Her spar and sail plan are too large for cruising pur-
poses, and under reefed sails she would not be as handy as the
Minerva. Under her working sails, and in a passage across the
water, the Minerva would make the best, weather.
"The Scotch cutter has taught us a valuable lesson, and one

which comes at the right time. American designers have gone
to boats of great power, hard forms to drive, with great sail
plans. The races of the Minerva have shown 1 hat the brute
boat does not move the fastest. Where flukes did not control,
hut where the races were sailed under even conditions of wind
and handling, the Liris and Kathleen did not suffer when com-
pared with the Tomahawk, Maraquita or Saracen. One thing
must be admitted, and that is, the handling of our forties, with
the exception of the Pappoose, has not been first-class. The
regular skippers were not up. consequently aR t he speed was not
gotten out of our boats. Mr. William Gardiner, in a recent con-
versation, said: 'It I were to design another forty, I would not
design her with so much beam as the Liris. I could make a
faster hoat with less beam and sail.' This clearly indicates
that Mr. Gardiner believes that the Minerva type of boat, isthe
faster. Already there is talk of another forty comiug over,
built from the lines of William Fife. Jr. It is known that an
American yachtsman, who has been visiting abroad, has called
on Mr. Fife, and had quite a talk with him, and the designer of
tho Minerva gave assurances- that he could design and build a
boat to autsail the Minerva."—Boston Herald.

GREAT SOUTH BAV Y. C.-On Sept. 14 a race for baymen
ann oystermen was held off Islip under the auspices of the Great
South Bay Y. O. The wind was fresh from the east, with fog.
Tne times were:

CLASS 1—SLOOPS 25FT. AND OTEB.
Start. Elapspd. Corrected.

R. Esterbrook 12 68 01J^- 3 59 32 2 52 08
Pathfinder 12 07 47 3 07 35W 2 59 B7%
Jesse Johnsou 12 07 57% 3 05 57f| 3 05 57^
Two Sisters 12 06 00 3 19 21 3 15 45
Allda Wood 12 06 29 3 29 56 8 23 53
Marion 12 09 51J£ Did not finish.

CLASS 2—CATBOATS 2:"iFT. AND OVER.
Ohas. F. Dayton. 12 06 W]4 2 37 34J4 2 37 3414
Samuel C. Wicks 12 06 2892 2 41 45>| 2 37 57^
John H. Vail 12 08 45 3 43 i?>% 2 38 17
Mystery 13 07 59 2 44 55^ 2 39 48^
Gussie K 12 08 47 3 54 50 2 45 49
Maggie 13 06 4<5J* 2 48 45% 2 45 31%
Bernieea O. Dell. 12 00 .23% 2 53 45% 2 45 59%
Halcyon ,. ..12 06 10(^ 3 58 49^ 2 53 2%
Marion Herbert .12 08 35>§ Did uot finish.
Carrie Potter 12 07 19 Did not finish.
The judges were Arthur Deming, superintendent of the life-

saving stations on Long Island: Cha.uncey F. Low, John H. Vail,
Bradish Johnson, Jr., and H. I. Nichols.

PROVIDENCE CORINTHIAN Y. C—The first regatta of the
Providence Corinthian Y. C. was sailed on Sept. 9 in a strong
breeze, the courses being: For classes 2 and 3—Mart between
judges' boat and signal, to and around striped spar buoy north of
Provideuce Point, leaving same on port, and to and around stake-
boaL off Rumstick, leaving same on port, and return to starting
point, two rounds, 13 miles. Class 4—Around Gaspee buoy, 10
miles. The times were:

SECOND CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Kelpie 30,10 2 5a 35 2 55 35
Arthur Franklin 27.11

Rbodia. . .7.7.7. .7.7. .7.7.7. .7.7 29.03
Frolic ,

Afghan
Maud
Victor
Ripple
White Wings

THIRD CLASS.
29.00
22.0S
22.U1
20.00

FOURTH CLAPS.
Nettie ,

Zira
Arrow -

Nemo
Mabel
Rhodia was disaualified for uot turning buoys properly.

CLEVELAND Y. C. fall regatta. Sept. 10:

FIRST CLASS.

1 09 25
3 22 14
2 51 49
Disabled.

2 53 49
2 57 18
3 00 II

3 19 16

Disabled.

2 08 25
2 10 46
2 08 59
2 12 35
Did not finish.

3 04 17
3 08 33
2 49 07

3 52 35
2 55 26
2 58 19
3 18 50

2 07 22
2 08 36
2 08 59
! 12

Alert, C. G. White
Sylvia, Edwin H- Clark
Restless, Frank Overbeko
Ida, C. W. Kelly
Rover, H. Richter

SECOND CLASS.
Uuique, Ernest Radder.
Arab, Beuj. Lyman
Petrel, James Martin
Btssie, W. C. Sly
Lady Ida, F. Smead

Elapsed.
. . 3 10 28
..3 16 03

...3 16 40
...3 27 13
...3 43 54

Corrected.
3 06 57
3 16 03
3 16 33
3 19 13
3 34 52

....3 46 41

...3 52 41

. . 4 03 38

. . Not timed.

...Not limed.
Disabled.

3 31 05
3 37 08
3 51 05

Role, Al. McEachrew
Wind, northeast, fresh and steady. Judges, Geo. W. Gardner

and H. D. Coffin berry.

CORINTHIAN Y C, MARBLE HEAD, SEPT. 14.-The final
race of the season, the third championship, was sailed on Sept.
14 in a strong breeze and rough sea, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Saracen, W. P. Fowle 38. 03 2 21 15 3 20 01
Migaon, H. Babson Withdrew.

FOURTH CDASS.

Kathle

20.05 1 40 00 1 28 32
31.07 1 46 40 1 36 15

FIFTH CLASS.
25.02 1 40 45 1 33 18
25.07 1 41 15 1 33 58
25.03 1 42 40 1 35 06
23.03 1 46 ai 1 36 57

SIXTH CDASS.
21.05 1 47 34 1 36 50
18.08 J 51 30 1 38 18
18.00 1 00 10 1 10 15

Wraith, A. P. Benson.

Mignou was badly beaten, and did not finish. The champion-
ship in fourth class was won by Myrtle, and in the fifth by
Mosca, in former races. In these classes Lassie and Edith each
received cash prizes. In sixth class this race gives championship
to Josephine, and Nonpareil takes second prize. The judges
were Vice-Corn. 1. S. Palmer and W. I. Palmer.
MINERVA AT MARBLEHEAD.—The circumstances attending

the first day's racing for the Weld cup were as follows: the cup
was sailed for under the E. Y. C. rules, which require a finish
before sunset in order to make a race. The finish was made very
close to sunset, and before deciding whether a race had been
made the judges wrote to Harvard Observatory to learn the exact
time. The reply was that sunset at Marnlehead occurred at 6:28:-

56. As Minerva had finished at 6:30:37, or lm. 41s. later, the com-
mittee could do nothing but declare the race a failure. The rule
in itself is bad and illogical, and cannot be changed too soon. If
a time limit is necessary it should be made in some other way
than by sunset, as there is often safe sailing for hours after, and
no account is taken of the time of start.
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"WHO WCN."—Since it was first issued in 1887, this useful book
has grown from a compact record of races sailed into the most
complete list and reference book that has yet heen prepared for
yachtsmen. The care and labor expended in order to BPCnre
accurac y in the first volume have been hf artily appreciated by
yacht-men, and a demand was made for a more extended work.
This has oeen very successfully met in the edition of 1889, as the
book contains a.l that could he asked for within the compass of
one convenient volume. The book is nowiti three parts—the first

historical, a record of vachling history at home and .flu oad; ibe
second includes t he racing record of 1888; while the third includes
the inost complete list of American owners, yachts and Hags yet
published. Ttie list of owners and yachts include, :M0O names,
while there are 1,200 private flags, it. addition tocluband national
colors. The flags are, arranged according to the latest met hod,
the grouping being By colors, while a reference uumher tells
where to lino the yacht in the register. Tne latter is very com-
pact, hut gives the leading points, such as dimensions, desiguer,
etc. A groat deal of information on suc h subjects as pilotage,
navigation, measurement rules and allowance tabh-s, tides, etc.,

is scattered through the book. This year tne Lflrchraont Y. C.
received special attention, there being a concise history of the
club races, with a tine portrait of Com. Lowrey. Two special
features, devised by the author. Mr. James C. Hummers, are a
compact tide table for the Allan tic coast, and a silicate slate
record for timing anv race. Though containing over 100 pages,
the book is small enough to bc carried in the pocket. It is very-

well printed and handsomely bound in celluloid covers.

SCULLINO WITH THE RUDDER.—The Monat'quot Y. 0.
t
at

meeting lately held, passed the following resolutions, repudiating
the recent decision oi the rtgatta committee: " Revolved, That we,
the members of the Mouatiquol Y. C, declare that we do not
countenance so-called ' sculling 1 with the rudder in any race
under the auspices of this club. ftr.sn/iv:</, That the decision in
the Erin pimost against sculling ou Moondyne in a recent race is

against our rules as printed in our club book and contrary to
Sportsmanlike racing, and is not approved by the c lub." By this
action the club eff< dually c lears itself in the matter, and leaves
the. blame where it. belongs, on the committee.

ATLANTIC Y. C—At the meeting on Sept. 9 the winners of
the average record for runs on the annual cruise were announced
as follows: Fearless, Fanny. Athlon, Anaconda, Concord, Chispa
and Arah. The wiun< r in Class 7 is not yet decided. Azalea has
challenged for the pennant in her class, and Arab iu hers.

WEST INDIA HTJiilUCANE.-The great storm which has
raged for over a week aloug the Atlantic coast calls attention to
Mr. Hapten's interesting work on ''West India Hurricanes and
the March Blizzard," lately published by the Forest and Si i earn
Publishing Company. The present storm is very similar to the
famous blzzard in its origin and progress, and the laws winch
govern its movements are clearly laid down m Mr. Hayden's val-
uable book.

NEW YORK Y. C. NEWPORT RACES.—In consequence of the
severe storm none of the yachts are ready for the races at New-
port, and the first race was postponed from Tuesday until to-day.

NAHLI AND TATTLER.—A race was sailed on Sept. 7 off
Sand's Point, Nahli winning by lm. 24s., the elapsed time being
3h. 31m.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Officers, 1887-88.

Commodore: H. C. Rogers ) P(,t..hn.„,lA P„„
Secretary-Treasurer; Geo. W. Hatton J

Peterborough, Can.

I'ice-C'owt. Rear-Corn. Purser.
Central Dlv.AV. R. Huntington. E. W. Hasten T. H. Sin ker,

Kiiue. N. Y.
Atlantic Div.W. P. Stephens L. B. Palmer F. L. Dunnell,

186 Jerolemon St., Brooklyn.
N'thern Div. .Robert Tyson S. S. Robinson Colin Eraser, Toronto.
Eastern Di v.. H. E. Rice. M. D Jtaxton Holmes H. D Marsh.

Springfield, Mass.
Applications tor nienioerslilp must be made to division pursers, accom-

panied by the recommendation Of aD active member and the stun of $2.00
for entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
the general A. C. A. earhjp shall pay $1.00 for camp expenses. Application
seat to the See'y-Treas. wilt lie Cone arded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnished with printed forms of applicatl on by address-
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—C. J. Stedman. Cincinnati, Ohio,
Vice-Commodore—T. J. Klrkparriek. Steiimtleld, O.
Rear-Commodore- Thos. S. Gates, Columbus O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J. B. Ktogh, CLL-ago, HI

SNIPS FROM SNAPS AT THE '89 MEET.
"Stave Island is a splendid spot
To fry the ham or boil the pot,
To break your b( nes or bark your shins
A tumbling about it outs aad ins."

SO went the Ubiques' chorus, and excepting in one particular
they fall far snort of the truth. I never, since I nrst began

to boil a b lly, had so much trouble in getting water inlo the
proper state to make tea with as I had at Stave island, and of all
camps 1 ever camped at, the Stave Island camp was provided with
the smalle t supply of natural firewood. With all due deference
to Grindstone, whieh I know nothing of, I think that the head of
Stave Island was a moat charming camp ground. It was so
broken and diversified with rocky ridges, hollow knolls and
thickets, the shores fell away into so many charming bays, and
the Norway pines, oaks and maples gave such relief to the white
tents and bright flags that the little canvas city was beautiful be-
yond compare. The lit tle islands in front of the camp gave a
well-sheltered caaoe harbor. The courses were all that could be
desired, both from the racers' and spectators' point of view, and
heaaq.uart.ers was both the natural, social and official headquar-
ters of the camp. The dock was certainly much too faraway
from the main camp, and t he arrival of the boat was not half
the even' it. should have beeu, but this seems to be a chronic com-
plaint at an A. C. A camp, and must be borne with. The mess was
a fairly gio.1 one, it was tar better thau that at Lake George, and
not quite what it should have been. The truth is that for the past
two years the A. C. A. caterers have mistaken their functions.
"What we want when we go to camp is uot an imitation of a third-
rate railway hotel bill of fare, we want good wholesome camp
food, plenty of it, and good attendance. So much for the camp
sue and the camp arrangements, with one exception, and, that
exception deserves more attention thau all the others.
A two weeks' camp is somewhat of a permanent affair, and tent

floors are in t be cases of seventy- five per cent, of the campers
and fifty per cent, of the camp sites, a necessity. Floats or docks,
or skids, to beach the canoes upon, are also a prime necessity,
and the trouble about both floors and docks is that they are all
wanted at once. At Long island last year the chairman of the
camp s'to committee nearly killed himself trying to be at two
places at once, and although the docks were all that could be de-
Bircd, it was at the expense of an A. C. A. man's holiday. This
year an experienced carpenter with a good staff of assistants had
charge of the whole affair, lumber was plentiful and very cheap,
and the result was that never before was the A, C. A. as well pro-
vided with floors and docks, and never before did these conveni-
ences cost so little. Jackman was not only the carpenter, he was
the flagpole raise", fire builder and general utility man of the
camp. He was an institution, and if he could be made an annual
institution it would be a good thing.
I spent the first night alter I left the meet in a lonely camp on

the banks of the St. Lawrence, and as I lay at full length in the
cockpit of ike Inez—provuig mvself a crank of the worst order by
preferring to make my bed in my boat, in fifteen minutes, rather
thau to spend hours m trying to find a level spot of soft ground on
which to pitch a tent—with the roar of a gieat rapid in my ears
and my favorite constellation, the Great Bear, glittering in a
clear sky above me, I tried to generalize aud analyze both an
A. C. A. meet and the pleasure that it gave me. It was then, aud
only then, that I realized to the fullest extent, that hehind the
mere material things that make up an A. C. A. camp, the tree life
in the open air, the ueep bleep, tbi camp-fitesand tueir jolliness,
tne racing and ins excitement, the never ending interest iu the
talk about rigs, kits and cmucs—there lay a subtiler, deeper,
more potent influence, something al most intangible iuits essence,
and yet all-poweifai, which tor want of a better name maybe
called the A. U. A. spirit ; and that it is this spirit that gives'life
and being to the dry boues, and very old jokes of the camp. It is
this spirit, whieh is more than the mere spirit of comradeship,
that makes every inau in camp your friend, it is more than the
spirit of fair play, more even than that divine essence ihat
descends from nature upon those that love her, that lifts us up

out of ourselves in camp, that hangs between us and the worry,
the striving, the self-consciousness of our every day life, a great
veil, and make.-, us all desire to give and to sret pleasure, that
gives individuality to the camp, and makes It unique.
As long as this spirit exists aud makes itself felt iu the A.
C. A., so long will it go on and prosper, iu spite of the racing
mania, the cup hunter, the hippotlromist and the squaw man,
for it is the spirit of canoeing, made manifest uot in the
lonely cruise, but. in the crowded meet. It is because of this in-
tangible influence that certain features of this year's meet, which
under any other conditions but those which prevail at an A. C. A.
camp would be entirely pleasant, have uot added, but have rather
detracted from its success as a remiuscence. What an A. C. A.
meet would be without a Squaw Point—awn v with your Paradise
Places, I'll have none of them— I do not know, nor do I care to
think of such a contingency: out I am sure that there were far
too many squaws over the ridge at Stave Island. With the excep-
tion of the regatta programme, nothing could be done in camp
without more attention being paid to the necessit ies of the squaws
than the wishes of the oanoeiots. The cruises had to be converted
into picnics for their benefit, and although thoy were very pleas-
ant a Ifairs, I am afraid the meet lost by the change. Then, too,
the attractions of Squaw Point broke, up the homogeheOUaness of
the camp. If a man was wanted for anything or everything, from
the description of a canoe fitting to the singing of a song, bo was,
unless the ladies were all in the main camp, moderately certain
to be "over at Squaw Point," that is, unless he was a "canoe's
husband." The squaws aid not, however, spoil the racing. Al-
though if one or t wo eager racing men had sailud more and spent
less time in squiring lair dames it would have been hotter for
them, from a racing point of view. The Jabber says that the
Western men have sworn an oath toget her "to keep it with an
equal mind" to leave their squaws at home next year, and have a
canoe meet. The A. C. A. does uot need to proceed to this ungal-
lant extreme; but theTe is a danger in the increased popularity of
the camp's annex, and it is all the greater because there are Dot
many who arc as boorish as I am, and, therefore, the number wno
mane bold to speak out is but small.
One of the most interesting and most important features of the

meet was the strength ot the cruising conuugent, and the flavor
which it gave to the camp, its doings and sayings. There were at
least four big club messes, the Toronto, Unique, Brockville and
Lindsay messes, and quite a number of men either wholly or
partially grubbed themselves. Besides the Brooklyn cruising
six. and the Toronto cruising four, half a dozen parties cruised
to the camp, at least as many cruised from it, and there was
plenty of cruising talk, and a good deal of interest manifested in
the cruising events. The official cruises were picnics rather than
cruises, and Die unsettled weather interfered sadly with the
efforts and intentions of the cruising committee, but. the first
week would have been a somewhat monotonous one had it not
heen for these picnics, aud 1 think tuat the value of a cruising
committee as a permanent part of the machinery of the associa-
tion has been proved. The cruising race brought out quite a
number of entries, and but four starters, but it was a good race,
from start to finish, and it was won by a fine specimen of a
cruising boat. Of the three canoes which finished in the cruising
r..cc, one was the winner of the record, another tne winner of tne
combined, the third was second in the Orillia cup lace, not a bad
snowing for the "disgruntled cruisers."
The kit competition, which, although advertised as such, was

not down on the official programme, and was pur. through because
ot the demand for it on the pare of the cruising contingent,
brought out ten or a dozen entries, and if it was not a success, it
was because the regatta committee muffed the whole affair, not
bt cause ot a scarcity of material for a contest, or of a lack of in-
terest therein. I do not wish to say anything that will iu any way
hurt the feelings of the individual members of a regatta, com'
mittee which carried through the regatta programme in a manner
Which", taking into tne account tne rather difficult conditions
uiuer which they had to work, was admirable, but thi«I must say,
if the kit competition is to be as successful a nature of the A.C.A.!
meet as it should be, and as it has been of tne Northern Oi . iaiuii
n etts, it must be conducted in a very different manner from that
in which it was in '89. In the Brat place, the two mcmoers of the
tt gatta coininutee who acted as judges d-d not. examine the kits
until the last moment, after some of the competitors had left
Camp, and their decision was not officia.ly given until they were
on tnell way to the boat that was to carry them away from the.
camp. There was, therefore, no opportunity given to the camp
to examine the successful kit, and disgruntled competitors hai no
opportunity to protest against tboir judges' decision. As a natural
consequence not a few competitors left the camp, feeling tnat
they had been unfairly treated, and the camp iiself received no
benefit whatever ti'um the event. Of course the committee can
hardly be blamed for not doing four things at one time, but if
they had not time, either as individuals or as a committee, to
examine the kits, at least a day before the annual meeting, they
certainly had the power to appoint a juryto do the work for them.
In itself the dilatory action of the committee was enough to

ruin the competition, but in my opinion the grounds upon which
they elected to try kit against kit, were of such a nature as to
make the whole affair a farce. They decided to give the prize to
the man' having the most compact nest of cooking tools, and it
cannot be denied that they gave the pdze to the man with the
most complete box of tricks, but in what measure does a "box of
tricks" constitute a camping kit'/ Wuat they practically did was
to give the prize to the tinsmith, not the canoeist, and I have yet
to learn that it is possible for a man to cruise successfully with
the assistance of never so clever a tinsmith. As far as my lim-
ited experience goes, a man has to do several other things', such
as Sleep and rest, as well as cook, ou a cruise, and in particular he
has io cany a sufficient quantity of suitable food to cook, and of
clothing to sleep and work in. Some men—I know several of
them—can do all their cooking with a tin plate and a granite ware
cup, and others—I myself am one of this class—can, with the
kind assistance of a tryiug-pan and a couple of tin pails, satisfy
the hunger of from one to a dozen, but the man who c<iii cook
without carrying food, and sleep without tent and blankets, I
have no knowledge of. The great difficulty of the cruising
canoeist is not the carrying of cooking uttu-ils but of clothing
and food, and the problem he has to work out is how to do this
in such a way as to preserve his outfit from damage in case of an
upset, and to combine handiness with due efficiency. As a matter
of fact the prize winuer of the kit competition of '89 had no
facilities for storing food at all, and to give him the prize the
committee passed over such complete and practical cruising out-
fits as those of ex-Commodore Wilkin, Scott, of Ottawa, and the
Toronto cruisers' kit s,wni eh included everj thing, cooking utensils,
tent, bedding and its storage, food and its storage.
This is not the way to encourage cruisers to give the meet the

benefit of their experience or to indace them to bring their kits
to camp for the enlightenment thereof. I was myself a competi-
tor in this event, anu 1 have been sufficiently disgruntled to spsak
with feeling on this subject; not because I was not given tne flag,
of course not, but m the interest of the right. I did not want the
prize—who over heard of a disgruntled competitor that did?—but
I ciio and do want to see tne prize giveu to the man who has
worked on his kit, not to the man who has the best tinsmith.

It t he kit competition is to become an annual feature of the
meet, and the number of entries this year proves that it. could be
made as interesting as it is desirable, it should, I think, be con-
ducted not by the overworked regatta eommitte, but by the cruis-
ing committee, who at present nave nothing to do during the
second week ot a meet; and it should be carried on under axed
rules as carefully framed and as rigidly adhered to as those which
govern sailing races. The exam' nation of the kits should take
place at such a time as wilt permit of the exhibition of the win-
ning kit at headquarters for at least a couple of days, and the
prize should be a suitable one. It might not be a bad idea to put
the cruising race iuto the hands of the cruising committee also,
and to make it a part of one of the meet cruises. The experience
of this year goes far toward proving that a steam launch is
almost a necessity to a large A. O. A. cruise, and with the aid of
such an auxiliary there would be no dillieul ty in making the race
a success.
The Toronto cruising four, who put in ten days on the Trent

Chain, the Bay ot Qumte, and the river. Winding up a good piece
of work by running from Kingston to Stave Island in one day,
had a very complete and interesting outfit. Tneir canoes were
big doublr-skin. open Heralds, with large bow and stem compart-
ments, brass drop rudders, brass leeuoards, and a good spread of
canvas. The power of their boats was fully tested by more tnan
one gale in open water, and by some difficult; pieces of' rapid work,
and by lashing thorn together, making a catamaran, i ney rode
out seas that would have drowned a naphtha launch. Tbey used
the Toronto pyramid tent, a simple square affair, with one pole
and eight iron pins, and the Toionio pail kit, a combination grub
box and box of tricks, with utensils enough in it for a party of
six and room for a week's groceries. The only fault to be found
with this kit is that it is bulky, the tent being quite large and the
pail fully twelve inches high, and it is doubtful whether the grub
storage, is water thiht. Taken as a whole, howeyrer, the Torunoo
cruising four have the best open canoe cruising outfit that was
ever seen at a meet, and the interesting thing about it is that they
are following closely in the footsteps of the first Canadian canoe
users. The Toronto cruising four are simply adapting the canoe of

|

ne fisherman and gunner to the necessities of the modern canoe-
ist, and their success mav encourage other Northern Division men
to take the same course, instead of following foreign lights.
There seems, however, to he something approaching, a general
awakening among canoeists, to the advantages of the open Can-
adian canoe, and proof is not wanting that the development of
this interesting type of canoe has not ceased. There was an
English of Peterboro open 16 80 on the Ubiqne dock with beauti-
ful lines, a long bow, clean run and an easy bilge, built with a
smooth lap between t he ribs, a straight stern to take a rudder,
and with a decided improvement on the old Indian sheer. She
was quite the prettiest specimen of an open canoe I have ever
seen, and w as very fast either under sail or paddle.
The two most interesting features of this

. ear's racing—apart
from the "who won" element—were uudouhtahly the almost uni-
versal use of the hoisting rig and of the Lowell deck seat. While
last year there were only two canoes in the trophy race with
hoisting rigs, this year there were only two with standing, the.
Canuck and the Cyrus, and it is very doubtful wnether the
winner of the trophy had a second's advantage because her rig
was a standing oue. The standing- rig evil has apparently cured
itself—perhaps the threat of legislation has had something to do
with it—and canoeing has weathered out on that nasty shoal in
magnificent form. Whether the sudden awakening ol the racing
men to the advantnnges of the sliding hiker is going to prove a
worse evil than standing rigs, the futu-e will make clear. If I
remember right lv. in a sere, d ou racing abominations, which I
scut to the Foil est and Stream last w inter, I said that the stand-
ing rig was a prestmt ovu, the hiking seat an evil tendency, and
the midship cent erboard au unmitigate d abomination, and 1 see
no reason for altering this series of definitions. A hiking seat
can be carried during a race on such canoes as the Fly, Owl, Mac,
Evangeline and Ellida. without iu any way injuring them as
canoes, and there can be no question that a caooe can be kept up
with a hiker with great ease, that is if the user thereof is a fit and
proper person to secure an engagement with Mr. Seavey. If,
however, the result of the use of the sliding seat is to be the use
of a plank athwart, a knife blade, canoeing is doomed to yet
another rough traverse.' Judging by the talk about deadrise that
went on "under the flies" aftei ihe tiophy race, there is some
prospect that the hiking seat and not the canoe's bottom will fur-
nish the stability of next year's fleet. The Lowell men know more
about the hiker than all the rest of the Association, however, and
their argument, that it gives no stability on the run, and that it
is the run, not the reach, that determines a canoe's sail-carrying
power, and also that speed cannot be attained without stability,
is a strong one.
Leaving aside the hiker and its evil tendencies, aud taking the

racing fleet as if is, I think that there can be no question that
there has been substantial pro. ress made during the past year.
Unless a cruiser is, as the ultra racing men say, a craft that can-
not sail, there was no hard and fast line drawn between the racer
and the cruiser at this meet, and the canoe, not the racing
machine, is again in the ascendant. The 'midship centerboard,
and all too light construction, were the only grave tanks of the
trophy fleet of '89, the latter evil cures itself, for there are not
many men who can afford a boat too light to beach, and the
former must some day be cured by legislation, but when? By the
way. there is one feature of the "piazza" which the Vesper men
discovered some time a*o, that the racing gang now know some-
thing about, and that is tne tendency of tne blessed double back
action, narrow gauge railway, to up and bust, just at the most
opportuae moment for making things ntereslmg. The velocity
with wuieh a racing canoeist makes a hole in the water when his
railway shunts turn, is something that even an electric shock can-
not rival. There will be a good deal of valuable hard wood wasted
by energetic hikers this winter, aud if some strange aud wonder-
ful contrivances of the nature of the before-mentioned railway-
do not decorate the field of '90. I am greatly mistaken

It is very interesting as a proof of the A. O. A.'s strength to
know that in a day or two several hundred dollars can be raised
lor a paddling trophy, and that without anything approaching a
fuss being made about it, but is uot this trophy business becom-
ing too pronounced a mature of the regatta? The A. C. a. trophy
is a fine prize, it makes a fine race, and it creates plenty of in-
terest, but has it helped canoeing? One thing I am sure it has
done that is not beneficial; it has hurt the Record, and that
seriously. By the A. C. A.'s own laws, and by the natural laws,
that canoeing creates for itself, the R* cord is the event of the
Association's meet, and the man who wins it is supposed to be
the honor man of the year. The old guard of A. C. A. men may
still put the Record lirst, but the outside world hardly knows
what it means, and the Association members pay no attention to
it whatever, How this is to be cured and the Record made again
the big scalp of the meet, is a matter which I think canoeists
should cousider. 1 suppose if a big silver pot could be got aud
alia, heel to the regulation scalp, the pot-hunters would alter their
opinion as to the relative importance of the Record and the sail-
ing trophy, but that would be extending a present evil. The
"scalp" idea has, I think, done something toward rehabilitating
the Record, and if the Record flag instead of being of the same
style as the two trophy flags had been a somewhat more elaborate
and costly affair than they, it would have doue more.

I. was not at toe general meeting at Long Island last year, and
do not know how the " scalp " system was worked for the first
time, but I am satisfied that the way it was managed at Stave
Island tnis year discriminated against and was unjust to the
Record winners of these days. In the days of old the Record win-
ner used to get the best flag at the meet, and when the "scalp"
system was introduced he got a scalp as usual. Each Record win-
ner, up to '88 or '89, got a meet flag, as useless as pr. tty, and a
scalp, as useful as plain. In 'o9, the Record winner got his scalp,
simply that and notniug more, anu however well the scalp may
satisfy his Sense of honor, 1 submit that the esthetic side of his
nature is as much entitled to Sa tisfaction as was tnat of his prede-
cessor's. It is a sincdl matter this, 1 know, but the Record is such
an important feature of the A. C. A. and exercises so cow erful a
controlling influence over the development o f the canoe, that when
it relates to it, nothing, I think, is tjo small to deserve attention.
Dr. Gage's proposition, that in future me,u should bo required to
enter for the Record, and to start in all the races to enable them
to get a place in it, is, I think, a wise and advisable retorm. I
should like to go much further and see the tropuv contestants
picked only from those who have taken a place in the Record.
This would prevent a non-paddling sailing canoe trom winning
the sailing trophy, a non-s.-ulable paddling canoe from winning
the sailing trophy-, and a specialist from winning either.

Retaw.

N. Y. ATHLETIC CLUB'S CANOE REGATTA.
WHAT promises to be the most noteworthy canoeing contest

after the great international races which nave occurred in
these waters, will take place at the New York Athletic Club's
summer quarters at Travers Island on the Sound near New
Rochelle, on Sept. 28. at 2 P. M. This season the club in the en-
deavor to widen the interest in aquatic sports has endeavored to
collect a fleet of small yachts, and now it has attempted to en-
courage the canoeing interest.
Prizes were offered and invitations sent to the leading canoe

clubs in hopes that the best canoeists would enter and show the
athletes what canoe sailiog really is.

Tne invitation was cordially received by the canoeists aud
entries have oeen already received from Messrs Butler. Goddard
and Gage of the Vesper Canoe Club of Lowell: Knappe, of Spring-
field; Forrest, of Hartford; Blake, Whitlock and W ard, ot Brook-
lyn; Yaux ann Stevens, of New York; Palmer, of the lanthes, of
Newark, and several other prominent canoeists of the A. C. A.
The interest to the canoeists will be centered mainly in the fact
that Bfake, who won most of the races on New York Bay last
summer, and whose boat, the Eclipse, ablv handled by Mr' Bro-
kaw, won the A. C. A. trophy cup last year", will for the first time
meet Butler, who was a close second to Biokaw.
Interest will be added by the fact that Dr. Gage, who won the

unlimited sailing race at this year's meet, and who there defeated
Butler, will also be in the contest. Old hands like VVhitlcck and
Vaux, who were generally the winners a few vears ago, will also
join issue again with the later victors. It is pleasant to record
that Mr. Wnitlock's splendid success with his new yacht Kath-
leen this summer has not dampeued his ardor lor the graceful
sport of the smaller craft.

It is union unate that ex-Com. Gibson's name does not appear
among this list of caooe notables, but there is still a week's time
and plenty of good boats at nts disposal. Mr. Brokaw, too, would
lend interest to so notable a contest.

It is hoped that Mr. Bailey will bring the Notns up from
Pittsburgh, but no word has yet been received from him.
Members of canoe clubs recognized in the A. C. A. will be

admitted to the club grounas upon presentation of proper cre-
dentials.
Travers Island is situated on the Sound a few mile3 below

New Kochelle, and but a few hundred yards from Glen Island.
It is best reached by New York and New Haven Railroad to
Pelham Manor, where trains are met by the club's stages.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlantic Division: Chas. P. Tuttle,
Camden, N. J.

'
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NEW YORK CANOEING.

THE present month is an active one in canoeing about New
York, a number of important regattas being arranged, but.

the severe and continuous storm of last week has caused a general
postponement. A great deal of damage has ><een done to floating
property of all kinds, and in common with the yacht and rowing
clubs, the canoe clubs have suffered by loss of floats, flooding of
houses, etc. The Marine and Field Club, at Bath, whose first

canoe regatta was to have taken place on Sept. 14, has suffered
the worst, losing floats and bulkheads, so the regatta was post-
poned until Sept. 21, at 2:30 P. M. The Mew York C. C. house was
exposed to the storm for several days, the old bulkhead which
should have protected it being deep under water with a heavy sea
running over it. Fourteen hawsers were needed to hold the house,
several of them parting at times, but it rode the gale out in safety.
Dr. Grant, of the cltib, and Janitor Staples were on the watch
throughout the worst of the storm, and the safety of the house is

largely due to their exertions. The fall regatta of the club, open
to all members of canoe clubs, will be held on Oct. 5, at Stapleton,
Staten Island. The regatta of the Ianthe C. C, at Newark, set
for last Saturday, was postponed to Sept. 28, on account of the
lack of wind and the high water in the Passaic.
As there was quite a good sized and expectant audience at the

club house last Saturday , it was decided to have some paddling
record races and scrub races, that the spectators might not go
away altogether disappointed.
CJass 1. paddling, was won by G. P. Douglass in the Scoot, W. J.

Stewart second.
The senior record paddling was won also by Douglass in the

Neenemooska, B. Fredricks second.
The junior paddling was won by E. Edinger, Crescent O. C, in

Syhil, W. B. Daly, Arlington C. C, in Kisco, second. There were
tliree crews in the tandem paddling, but one upset at the turn
and the other two went to the rescue, so the race did not finish.
The hurry-scurry race was well contested, being won by E. Edin-
ger, with B. flobart second. The canoe regatta of the New York
Athletic Club will be sailed at Travers Island on Sept. 28.

CANOEING ON THE POTOMAO.-A correspondent who pro-
poses to cruise up to the headwaters of the Monongahela Biver,
and then to strike the North Branch of the Potomac, desires to
know how far up the latter is canoeable, and at what point it
will be best to strike it.

IANTHE C. C—Of the active membership of this growing club,
25, all but 6 are A. C. A. members.

OTTAWA C. C—On Sept. 7 the second sailing race for the
Ottawa C. C. cup, from Nepean Point to Gatineau Point, was
sailed, the following canoes starting: Mirabel. A. Maingy; Ira,
T. H. Gisborne; Iolanthe, W. Maingy; White Wings, E. King;
Musette, H. Roy; Natchez, C. De Lanaudiere; Nixie, P. B.
Symes. The wind was very light, and it took two ho u-s to reach
Gatineau Point, hut it freshened later, and Mirabel won.
Musette and Mirabel each have one leg.
The Lansdowne cup was sailed for in the afternoon, the entries

being Musette, Eira, Nixie, White Wings, Natchez, Unknown
and Irene. The light breeze that came from the east kept steady
till the finish. After a fair start the Nixie took the lead and
passed the first buoy first, and was followed by Musette and
Irene. The former and latter beating windward, passed the
Nixie at the second buoy. Then the Irene overtook the Musette,
went ahead, and kept her lead till the finish. At the second
round the Unknown took the second place, and kept it till the
stopping place. In turning the second huoy at the second round
Musette was stuck in the sawdust, and lost five minutes in
struggling with the sawdust refuse. The Ira, soon gained a con-
siderable speed, and passed the Nixie and Mirabel on the home-
ward tack, and was soon found close upon the Unknown's heels.
The Irene, sailed by K. H. Baldwin, reached the winning post
first in thirty-seven minutes. Unknown came in second, Ira
thiid, Nixie fourth, Mirabel fifth. Musette sixth, White Wings
seventh and Natchez last. Mr. Baldwin also won the cup last
year.

VESPER B. C—The Vesper Boat Club, of Lowell, Mass., has
lately issued a very attractive year book, giving a history of the
cluh since its formation in 1875. Though organized as a boat club,
the Vespers owe most of their fame to their strong canoeing con-
tingent, including Messrs. Paul Butler, Brazer, Gage, Goddard
and Walsh. The club owns a very handsome and convenient
house on the Merrimac, at Lowell, with an active membership of
150 and a club fleet of 19 shells and canoes, in addition to a private
fleet of 20 rowing boats and 48 canoes. The book, compiled by
Secretary Hemmenway. a canoeist, contains a good picture and
plans of the house, and a history of the club and its races. We
are glad to see that a page is given to a very good notice of the
A. O. A.

The G a.hden'8 Stoby; or, Pleasures and Trials oe an Ama-
teur Gardener. By George Ellwanger, New York. D. Appltton
and Company. The writer tells us in his preface that there are

not half enough contemporary works on the subject, that in fact
there cannot be too many; and if all works on the garden were
as pleasant and instructive reading as that under review, we
should be disposed to second the author's verdict. The well or-
dered garden is almost always evidence of a genial home, the love
of flowers is evidence of a refined and sensuous nature and incom-
patible with a sensual one, and he who describes flowers as our
author does, in language which renders us familiar with, and
compels recognize their excellencies, and to love them for
them, deserves well of his kind. And Ellwanger does all this and
more, for while he tells of the flowers, he tells of the birds and
insects that are suggested by talking of the flowers, and then of
what the poets say, and of ancient fable, until the reader feels that
he has got into the company of one who is not only enthusiastic
about flowers, but a cultivated, enlightened and genial conversa-
tionalist. The chapter entitled " Warm Weather Wisdom " is
decidedly cool and refreshing.

The Stort that the Key Todd Me; and the Story of the
Man who Didn't Know Much. By W. H. H. Murray. Boston.
Cupples & Hu#d. Price $1.50. This is the first volume of the
Adirondack Series, a series of tales of the wilderness, in all of
which John Norton the trapper, a brave, simple, honest son of
the forest, plays a leading part. That John Norton was modeled
on, or at least suggested by Fennimore Cooper's "Leatherstock-
ing," is beyond question, but it is not too much to say that in his
delineation of the character, and in the interest of his situations
Murray has shown himself in every respect up to the level of his
great original. The other leading characters of the book are no
less sharply and boldly delineated, and the man that didn't know
much, the long, lank, ungainly, humble, pious lad, who could
shoot with the best, cut down professionals with the oar, and
play the violin like Ole Bull, is as original a creation and genuine
a hero of romance as was ever conceived by the great father of
romance, Sir Walter Scott. It is a story of inimitable heroes who
win the reader's sympathy, rouse iiis enthusiasm, and provoke
him alternately to innocent mirth and manly tears, such as tne
manliest may shed witnout blushing. Murray has gone back to
nature for his characters. The lessons of his stories are the wor-
ship of the grand and beautiful in nature, of simplicity, earnest-
ness and heroism of character, anl above all of the matchless
capacity of performance consistent only with a sound mind in a
sound body, which he attributes to his heroes. Such a genuine
romance is far more wholesome reading than the great body of
psychological novels which issue from the press in such numbers,
and we bespeak for the Adirondack Series an ever growing ap-
preciation.

For a disordered Liver try Beecham's Pills.—Adv.

HUMPHREYS 5

VETERINARY SPECIFICS
For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,

AND POULTRY.
500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free,
crop ( Fevers, Congestions, Inflammation,

ip,nal M eniugitis, Milk Fever.
^-J?'

—'Strains, ILanieness, Rheumatism.
C.C.—Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.—Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.

Cohc or Gripes, Bellyache.
t».G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.M.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases,
ni.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.Jv.—Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

.
Witch Hazel Oil and Medica tor, $7.00

ITice, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhereandm any quantity on Receipt of Price.

Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

FBICS!, Sl.OO.

TOR &ALE AT THIS OFFICS.

HAVE YOU S

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Bend us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

TsTo. 18 "VESJEY STREET, JSTEW YORK.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

DkTot Sold EL~t Retail toy tla.& manufacturers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

NOTICE TO FISHERMEN. CUT PRICES.
HERE I AM AGAIN AS USUAL, CUTTING THE PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE. IT WILL PAT YOU

TO BUY YOUR TACKLE IN BROOKLYN.
PRICE. PRICE,
$2.75 For Split Bamboo Salt-Water Bass Rod, 6 strip, 2 joints, 8ft., 20oz., Solid Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Double G-uides, Silk Wound Black Beaded Handle $2.75
8.32 For Split Bamboo Black Bass Rod, 8jft., ?> joints, 10 or 13oz., Solid Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Raised Tie Guides, Extra Tip, Silk Wound, Wood Form 3.32
3.32 For Trout or Black Bass Fly Rod, same"nnish as above, lOi-ft., 7 to 9oz., complete in wood form

, 3.32
.90 For Ash and Lancewood Weakfish or Striped Bass Rod, Hollow Butt, Extra Tip, Swelled Ferrules 90

1.50 For Fine No. On Brass Multiplying Reel, Balance Handle, Screw Qil Cup, nolds 600ft. 18-thread Linen Line, diameter 3Jin. Also Nos. 0, 1, 2, 3, same price. See catalogue 1.50
3.75 For Hard Rubber and Nickel Multiplying Reel, with Drag, Raised Pillars, holds 600ft. 15-thread Linen Line 3.75
Hooks. Down go the prices. My best quality all kinds sDelled on single gut, lOcts. per doz.

;
double, 15cts.

;
treble, 20cts. ; in £ doz. packages. Leaders: Treble gut Weakfish and Striped

Bass Leaders, three length, 5cts. ; four length, 7cts. , five length, 9cts. ; all best quality. Reel Lines on Blocks of 300ft., 9 thread, 38cts. ; 12 thread, 43cts. ; 15 thread, 46cts. ; 18 thread
53cts, 300ft. Braided Lmen Reel Lines on Blocks, 41cts. Broken lots of Hooks from best manufacture, all kinds and sizes, 2cts. per dozen. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

J. F. MARSTERS, 5 1 , 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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SPORTSMEN SMOKERS
SHOULD ALL SMOKE OTTR CELEBRATED

Hand-Made Havana Cigars.
MADE IN TWO STYLES AND SIZES.

LONDRES PERFECTO, 5in. long @ $7.00 per 100
CONCHAS ESPECfALS, 4Min. @ 6.00 "

The favorite cigar of Rotl and Gun Clubs generally.
These cigars are made of the choicest tobaccos grown,
and selected with the greatest care. They cannot fail
to suit the taste of all lovers of the fragrant weed. Each
cigar has the brand impressed on it, and every box has
a label, fac-simile of the title of the popular journal,
and our firm's signature, without which none are genu-
ine. We are the only authorized manufacturers of the
above brand, and to insure the smoker of the genuine
we woidd ask you to send us your orders direct. We
will deliver, free of express charges, either size, on re-
ceipt of price.

A. W. FOOTE & 00., Sole Manufacturers,
125 Maiden Lnne, New York.

MOLLEFiS
NOR-

WEGIAN

FOR
General

Debility,
Scrofula,
Rheumatism

or Consumption,
is superior to any in de-

licacy of taste and smell,'

medicinal virtues and purity.

London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it the

purest and best. SoldbyDrugsists.

COD-LIVER Oi l

PUREST

Increasing; Sales Attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS,
Mamifactured only byBROS.

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

BEECHAM'S PILLSACT ZjIKXI M_A.C3rXO

ON A WEAK STOMACH.
2Scts. &, lOoix

OF ALL DRUCCISTS.

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having the patent

INTURNED EDGE.

W00DCR4FT.
By "NES8MUK."

A book for people who love outdoor life

;

for the hunter, the angler and the canoeist.
The work has been of service to thousands of
outers, and will help thousands of others. It
is full of practical advice and information
from one who has spent his life in learning
by hard experience what he now tells his
readers. No camper can afford to be without
it. Cloth, 160 pages, illustrated. ^Hce $1.00.

FOREST AND STRKIAM PUB. CO.,
New York.

Daviks & Co., 1 Finch Lane, London. Eng

2,000 shots out of each 1,000 targets on account
of non-breakage in shipping, trapping and fall-
ing upon ground. The only target made with
the Inttjrned Edge, producing the surest break-
er when hit. and surest non-breaker when not
hit. Our traps are sold for the sole purpose of
sbroti' g our tarer>=ts.

The Epop Gun Cleaner.

Will remove Lead and Burnt Powder immedi-
ately without scratching or defacing the barrels.
No one owning a gun should be without this
cleaner. Expression of all who have used them.

Price 75c. each. Remit Postal Note.

A. P. POPE, Olean, IT. T.

No Chemicals.

W. Baker & Co.'s

Breakfast

Cocoa
Is Absolutely Pure,

and it is Soluble.

To increase the solubility of the powdered cocoa, vari-

ous expedients are employed, most of them being based
upon the action of some alkali, potash, soda or even am-
monia. Cocoa which has been prepared by one of these

chemical processes, can usually be recognized at once by
the distinct alkaline reaction of the infusion in water.

W. Baker & Co.'s Breakfast Cocoa
is manufactured from the first stage to the last by per-

feet mechanical processes, no chemical being
used in its preparation. By one of the most
ingenious of these mechanical processes the greatest de-

gree of fineness is secured without the sacrifice of the

attractive and beautiful red color which is characteristic

of an absolutejy pure and natural cocoa.

W. Baker & Co., Dorchester, Mass.

By C. P. AMERY.

This series of thirteen adventurous jour-

neys into as many regions of Dreamland has

been admirably characterized as the most

delicious nonsense ever wiitten, and is now
being brought out in a handsome quarto vol-

ume of 116 pages, profusely illustrated.

Price, $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO
318 Broadway, New York.

IMPORTANT TO KVRHY
SPORTSMAN,

RIDGWAY'S MANUAL OF

NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS.
Profusely Illustrated with 464 Outline Cuts. By

Robert Ridgtway. Library Edition. Royal 8vo.
tfxtra cloth, gilt. $7.50. Sportsman's Edition.
Bound in leather, flexible. $7.50.

"No one is better fitted to speak witb author-
ity on our birds than Mr. Ridgway.'"

—

Forest and
Stream.
"it is indispensable to sportsmen."—Boston

Globe.

LEWIS'S

AMERICAN SPORTSMAN.
A New, Revised and Enlarged Edition.

Containing Hints to Sportsmen. By Elxseta J.
Lewis, M.D. With New Chapters on the Origin,
Breeding and Scienre of Breaking Dogs. By
Arnold Burges. With over 300 illustrations.
f£xtra tioth. $;J.50.

''It is superior to any work on sporting that has
yet been published." The Dispatch.
If not obtainable at your Booksellers', send di-

rect to the Publishers, who will forward ' he books
free of postage promptly "n receipt of the price.

J. B LIPPINCOTT COMPANY, Publishers,
715 and 717 Market St., Philadelphia.

LOG CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building !<->g cabins from the s m-
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins." for in its

pages he wilt find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary she iter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-
struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
,

318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

test lax tlio World..

fFR"TyCKETTJiTErT

One-third size
For finns, Bicycles, pre. Throws only small

quantity of oil at a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated.
For sale everywhere, or sent by mall on receipt or price
50c. each. CTJSHMAN & DENISON, 172 9th ave., N. Y.

The Celebrated Smith & Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauiy of Finish, Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest
improvements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the
benuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels
Lvith their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
Icareful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH <So WESSON,
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DO NOT DISPOSE OF YOUR

American Clay Bird Traps,
As we are now prepared to furnish the

CHAMPION CLAY BIRD,
Which is far superior to the old American bird, and can be thrown from the same trap.

$9 PER THOUSAND. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALL RS.

HANDLE ARMS CO.,
oiwoiwisr^LTi, o

New Model, 1 889.

FOR SALE BY

H. C. Squires, - - New York.
J. P. L,ovell Arras Co., - Boston, Mass.

B. K. Tryoo, Jr. & Co , Philadelphia, Pa,

HiObard, Spencer, Bariiett & Co., Chicago.

E. C. Meaeham Arras Co , - St. L.ouis, Mo.
N. D. Folsom & Co., - New Haven, Conn.
H. Keidel & Co., - Baltimore, Md.
Powell & Clement, - Cincinnati, O.

BIRD PORTRAITS.
Some ISTative Birds for Little Folks.

BY W. VAN FLEET, M.D.

A handsome imperial octavo volume of untechnical descriptions of the lives and ways
of fourteen American birds. The list comprises:

Robin, Chickadee, Kingfisher, Crrent Horned Owl, Bobolink, Blue-
jay, Woodcock, Nuthatches, Meadowlark, Ruffed Grouse,

Cedar Bird, Kildeer, Summer L>uck and Crossbill*.

Each of these birds is beautifully illustrated by the photogravure process from drawings

by Howard H Darnell. The paper is substantial, and the 147 pages of Urge, ciear, handsome

type contain just t,he sort of inror nation necessary to ma&e <ifcc e folks better acquainted

with the bu d's describea, and to awaken a taste for extend ^d stuly. Everything lias been

done to cnak the volume one of the lost ha dso ne gdt books of the year. Price, postpaid,

$3 00 FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING GO , 318 Broadway. New York.

PREMIERE QUALITE,
Our Cigarette.

As tlie resu't of long labor auH careful s»,miy we have this snperb
Cigarette to offer. It cannot be surpai^ed In purity or excT-Unnce; and
Im a novelty, unique, chaste and dainty. Id Is from the highest cost

Virginia and North Carolina leaf.

Tlie nnoat Smoking Mixtures ,u *m o i/lUOlll 0 PO
are of our W»nufacture. Wffl. 3. MmQ«U * Ml.,

8PUET8MAN'8
Camping or Fishing Tent?

OF &.UL. KINDS, SHAPES AND 8IZEB.

yacht and Canoe Balls of most approved stylet
iiso awnings for store fronts, windows, yacht boats
ito. New style of Canoe Tents made at low figure*
"lags. Bin-gees and covers of all kinds. Cam?
toves, Camp Chairs, Sacking Bottoms, Hammock?
-U kteng of Fancy Tents, and In fact anything mad*
Tom canvas when an intelligent description is give-<
f wfcat may be needed. My beautifully illustrator

' rcular now ready. Send stamp fcr price li?t A<-
1*«SS WKTWlKWHVr AY 60 South «t.. N V riitv

A. WILSON,
Sail IVEaljLor,

No. 116 ATLANTIC AVE . BOSTON, MAS?.
Vac In Sails and Kings a Specialty.

Sarins and too*g gm MU.
CANOE FOR SALE.—A SAILING CANOE

for sal* < r.eap, made of cpdar and mahoa*
any. Sails and fittin-s all complete. For fur-
ther information address F. E. PASSMORE,
Lynn, Mas?.

N DODGE,
S & 278 Division Street,
Detroit, Mien.

Manufacturer of White Ced'-<r Duck Decoys ol

all t:n ?s. Also Swan, Geese, Branc, Coot, Shell
Drake, Plover, full-shaped and flat folding Snire
Decoys. Duck and Turkey Calls. Decojs made
likf> anv pattern furnished without extra ' barge.
Bottum prices to the trade. Illustrated price h&t.

TO BE HELD IN CINCINNATI,

24, 25, 26 and 27, 1889.
No Pro Rata. No Handicap. No Favorites.

Nobody Bdrred.

$1,000 GUARANTEED.
Surplus Money Divided Among

Shooters.

TARGETS USED:
Champion HIay Birds, Live Birds,
Lhowsky Chv Birds, Blue Rocks.
Peoria Black Birds Standard Targets,

Keystone Targets.

Proarammes wit!) all the latest rules fur-
nished upon application.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. K I FFE,
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

American Sporting Scenes
From the celebrated paintings by

JAS. B. SWORDS.

SUBJECTS:
Quail Shooting.

Prairie Chicken Shooting.
Florida Snipe Snooting,

Rail Snooting.
Woodcock Shooting.

Duck Shooting.
Ruffeo Grouse Shooting.

Be;teh Bird ^hooting.
Retrieve.

Dead Game (Quail, Grouse, Mallard)

The ten photogravure plates, with text, $25.
Plates, each s§'2.50. tsize 2-3x3uin.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway , New York.

AGUS CLUB OWNING THE SHOOTING
over about five thousand acres, well stocked

with quail, partridges ai.d some woo^coc k, and
having a trout stream running through the
grounds, has an opening for a few more mem-
bers. Grounds within a hundred miles of New
York City aud easy of access. Please address

GUN CLUB,
sepl9,2f, Box 2,2^9, New York City;

Sti ffing Birds Without Skinning.
Any one can stuff birds by »ur new process.

Cnmplele outiit, consisting of full direction--, in-
struments, material, bv.-?. eto.. $1 . NATURAL-
IST SUPPLY CO . 126 Chambers st., N. Y.

FOR SALE.—PAKKER $100 GRADE, 10-

gauge, Damascus, 32in.,10-lii. gun, full choke,
vvitn txira set. of fine twist barrels, 30-in., left
full choke, right modified. Cost complete $135.
In splendid condition, superh shonter. Price
With ca*e, $75 net. O. M. PADLOCK,

seplfl,3t Watertown, N. Y.

UK SALE.— FIFTEEN WILD GEESE,
trained for decoys, including two pairs

breeding geese with four goelra*. For further
particulars address J. H. CURTISS, West Scit-
uate. Mass. It

iTOK SALE.-GREENER HAMMERLESS 12-
" bore gun (bis finest quality), 8J4Lbs , 30in.
barrels. Has been used only a dozen times and
is just as good as new. Fine leather case and
implements complete. Will sell at half its cost.
ALFRED STOTHARD, 124 State St., Brooklyn,
y. y. it

T (\JT \ TJ FOR SALE. Orders
\ Fj VU AIL delivered as booked.

LIVE GAME A SPECIALTY.
E. B. WuODWARD, Commission Merchant,

174 Chambers street, New York.

OR SALE.—FRESH RICE SEED. CHAS.
GILCHRIST, Port Hope, Ontario, Canada.

aug22,tf

Chester White, Berksnire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foxhounds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,
bred and for sale by W.

GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
^end stamp for circular and price list.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus A.mencanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per pair.

Befer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, BetheL
Me. declO.tf

WILD KICK. —THE GREATEST WILD-
fowl f od. Send your orders now for fresh

seed. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. aul,tf

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN,
MANUFACTURERS OF

AInTID clothing for

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, LUMBERMEN, EINERS, ETC.
Write for our new combined Catalogue with samples of Imported

Corduroys, Moleskin, Mackintosh, Canvas and Flannels-^—<t'

SEE OBH HEW SHADES 8F ENGLISH CUHUT. Adflress XJS>. «3c Valparaiso, Indiana
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.
Communications on the subject to which its pages are devoted are

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re-

garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent.

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside

pages, nonpareil type, 30 cents per line. Special rates for three, six,

and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one
inch. Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday previous to

Issue in which they are to be inserted. Transient advertisements
must invariably be accompanied by the money or they will not be
inserted. Reading notices S1.00 per line.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
May begin at any time. Subscription price, $i per year; $2 for six

months; to a club of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10;

five copies for $16. Stemit by express money-order, registered letter,

money-order, or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing

Company. The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout
the United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davies

& Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill, and Brentano's, 430 Strand,

London. General subscription agents for Great Britain, Messrs.

Davies & Co., Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, Searies and Riving-

ton, 188 Fleet street, and Brentano's, 430 Strand, London, Eng.

Brentano's, 17 Avenue de l'Opera, Paris, France, sole Paris agent

for sales and subscriptions. Foreign subscription price, $5 per

year; $2.50 for six months.
Address all communications

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
No. 318 Broadway. New York City.

CONTENTS.
Editorial.
The Author of the "Leather
Stocking" Tales.

Study of Fresh Water Food
Fishes.

Snap Shots.
The Sportsman Tourist.
A Cattle Drive (poetry).
Antlers, Fur and Feathers at
the Antipodes.

Natural History.
A Rattlesnake Killer.
Birds of Niagara County.

Game Bag and Gun.
Open Seasons.
Quail in the Red River Bottom
Kansas Misadventures.
More Rifle Talk.
Pattern and Penetration.
Game Notes.

Sea and River Fishing.
About Guides.
Susquehanna Bass and Perch.
Cheap Fishing for "Podgers."
The Bay of Quinte.

Fishculture.
Sawdust in Streams.

The Kennel.
Toronto Dog Show.
Elmira Dog Show.

The Kennel.
American Kennel Club Meet
ing.

Field Trials.
Central Club's Free-for-All.
German Dogdom.
Dog Talk.
Kennel Notes.

Rifle and Trap Shooting.
Range and Gallery.
National Rifle Club.
Inter-State Match Wrangle.
The Trap.
Central Illinois Shoot.
Connecticut Tournament.
St. Paul Tournament.
The New Jersey Association.

Yachting.
The Newport Races.
Hesper and Fredonia.
A Futuritv Yacht Race.
Bay of Quinte Y. C.
Miramie ni Y. C.
Beverlv Y. C.
The Tnornycroft Water-Tube
Boiler.

Canoeing.
Amateur vs. Professional.
N. Y. Athletic Club's Regatta.

Answers to Correspondents.

The "Saginaw Crowd," whose doings in the Indian

Territory were set forth in these columns a year ago,

will go west next month in their hunting car, equipped

with guns and cameras, and it is hinted, a diary. Mr.

W, H. Mershon, former secretary of the Michigan Sports-

men's Association, and one of the "Crowd," had a suc-

cessful grayling fishing trip this year on the Little Man-

istee, taking 146 in two days.

Mi-. C. H. Ames, of Boston, who is a frequent and
valued contributor to our columns, is planning for a run

down into Maine with rod and gun. Mr. Ames has just

withdrawn from the Prang Educational Company to be-

come a member of tbe publishing house of D. C. Heath

& Co. Mi-. Heath, by the way, shoots a rifle and casts a

fly, as in fact do a surprising number of Boston's success-

ful business men.

Mi-. Charles Hallock, who resides in Washington, has

been summering in his native town in Massachusetts,

where he reports grouse are plenty and double-barreled

guns and bird dogs almost unknown. We have a paper

from Mr. Hallock in type for next week.

Capt. L. A. Beardslee, "Piseco," was not long ago dis-

cussing ways and means of an expedition against the

winninish of Lake St. John; and the next thing we heard

he was studying the Forest and Stream series of papers

on "Fishing Around New York." This change of pro-

gramme was caused by his appointment to the command
of the United States Receiving Ship Vermont, at the

Brooklyn Navy Yard. It gives us decided pleasure to

count "Piseco" among our near neighbors.

Mr. E. A. Samuels, President of the Massachusetts As-

sociation, is now at the Upper Dam, Maine, and reports

rainy weather and fishing slow. Mr. Samuels, it is an

open secret, has completed the preparation of his mag-

nificently illustrated book on salmon and trout fishing,

on which he has been engaged several seasons in taking

photographic views,

STUDY OF FRESH-WATER FOOD FISHES.
/\NE of the most pressing needs of the day for the
^-^ advancement of fishcultural work in this country
is an establishment in which our important fresh-water
fishes can be kept for the purpose of observing their

habits, learning the best conditions under which they
prosper, and the effect of climatic and other changes
upon their growth and nature.

Our ignorance upon these subjects is inexcusable, and
as Dr. Gill has said, in speaking of the doubtas to whether
it is the male or female black bass that guards the nest,

"Certainly, with all the piscicultural establishments in the

country, and the large appropriations they enjoy, it is

strange that the facts are still unknown, especially as the

black basses have been the subjects of long attention and
extensive cultivation." This applies equally well to the

other important members of this family, the red-eye (Am-
bloplites), crappie (Pomoxys), as well as to the perches. We
believe that these excellent species can be successfully

transplanted to and made to thrive in waters in which
they do not at present exist. We also believe that the

U. S. Fish Commission, at Washington, should establish,

in connection with its extensive aquaria, a series of small

ponds in which such fishes as are desirable can be kept

for this purpose, not only for a study of their life history,

but also for experimentation as to the adaptability of spe-

cies to new waters. These ponds could be established and
provided with fishes at a nominal cost, and being easy of

access would afford students and investigators an excel-

lent opportunity to study and observe the fishes under
the most favorable conditions, making such work invalu-

able. The ponds could be constructed and so sheltered

that conditions suitable for species from North and South

would be found in Washington, and it seems to us emi-

nently proper that the U. S. Fish Commission should

carry on this work.

Col. McDonald, the Commissioner of Fisheries, ex-

pressed to us years ago the necessity and pressing need
of such work, and it is to be hoped now that he may find

time to seriously think of, plan and establish the neces-

sary plant looking to a more thorough understanding of

the habits and needs of fishes. One of the principal

experiments should be made with the sunfish. A ledge

placed in the corner of a large aquarium, and arranged

so as to repeat the conditions they would have in a state

of nature, would enable observers to study and note more
accurately the exact habits of this interesting fish while

breeding.

THE "LEATHERSTOCKING" TALES.

NOTE of the centenary of the birth of James Fenimore
Cooper, Sept. 15, has recalled, we dare say, to

many a man now on the shady side of fifty, the rare de-

light with which many years ago—so many that one

hardly dares reckon them—he first made the acquaint-

ance of Natty Bumpo; and perhaps the dusty volumes of

the "Leatherstocking Tales" have been taken down from
their shelf to test if their pages have the charm of those

younger days. In a home where there are healthy boys,

to be sure, there is small danger that the "Tales" will

have accumulated dust; more is the pity if they have; or

if their place has been filled by the pestiferous and per.

nicious blood-and-thunder trash now in vogue. Certain

it is that many a youngster has imbibed from Cooper's

chapters his early taste for roughing it and for wood-

craft; but no boy ever found in any of the "Tales" the

spirit of insubordination to authority and the wild defi-

ance of law and order which pervade so much of the

literature for the young in these days. That is the dis-

tinguishing merit of Cooper over one modern school of

writers of adventure.

Cooper is the American novelist par excellence; his

field is the realm of pure romance, and although

America has given birth to many and great writers,

Cooper is still without a rival in his chosen field. He
knew whereof he wrote, he invested the prairie and the

ocean, and the life of adventure amid those scenes, where

man has to grapple single-handed with the hostile forces

of man and nature, with a charm which all men felt, be-

cause by elevating heroism he appealed to the sentiment

of hero worship latent in every breast. His heroes, too,

were heroes cast in a new mould. The points of resem-

blance between his "Leatherstocking" and the mailed

heroes of Walter Scott are less noticeable than the points

of distinction, and yet in "Leatherstocking" we miss none

of the attributes of the true hero. And herein lies the

secret of Cooper's success and the moral of his writings.

He endowed his simple backwoodsman with the sterling

qualities of truth, courage, self-reliance, and all the
attributes of the true hero, stamped him with the impress
of nobility, and taught the young nation that nobility is

inborn, and not the creation of king or kaiser, who can
at most show their recognition of it.

Apart from the charm of Cooper's works, they are essen-

tially wholesome reading, and by their treatment of the
free life of adventure in the forest and on the prairie,

tend to waken the love of the chase and the craving for

free communion with wild nature; and who shall say
how much we are indebted to the healthy inspiration of

Cooper's writings for rendering field sports popular, and
inspiring the fast growing custom of withdrawing from
the all-absorbing business of life for a few weeks in the

year to recuperate on mountain and prairie, by forest and
stream ?

SNAP SHOTS.

^pHE State of Massachusetts has a law forbidding the

drag, set or gill nets, purse or sweep-seines, in

waters of Buzzard's Bay. This law has been rigorously

enforced in its application to the home fishermen, and it

is said that they approve of the law and hold an opinion

that it is beneficial to their interests. The menhaden
fishermen from Rhode Island have invaded the bay, and
Massachusetts officials have been active in thwarting

them. The fishing steamer Joseph Church was recently

seized by the police while fishing in the bay, and in con-

nection with this case has come up a consideration of the

constitutionality of the Massachusetts law. Mr. F. J.

Barbour, president of the National Fishery Association

in a letter to the owners of the seized vessel, writes:

" The real issue is that of jurisdiction, and it seems to me
proper to waive all preliminaries possible and obtain the

decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, as

this case involves not only your vessels, but the entire

menliaden business, and the seining operations of the

whole American fishing fleet. The fisheries must stand

together for equal rights and opportunities to take fish

wherever they may find them. Massachusetts may leg.

islate for her inland waters, but the fish of the ocean,

outside of three miles from tbe shore, are the property of

whoever may take them, and inside of the three-mile

limit the waters, where navigable, are under the sole

jurisdiction of the United States, and the fisheries in

them can be regulated only by national legislation." If

there is any doubt of the perfect right of a State to con-

trol the fishing privileges in its own bays and local waters

like those of Buzzard's Bay, the sooner the doubt is set

at rest the better.

The Kansas correspondent, who writes of an expedition

to kill prairie chickens in the close season, asks that com-

ments on the conduct of his party be withheld; but it

would be interesting if not instructive to learn just how
this "Dennis" incident is regarded by the average sports-

man of Kansas. According to the author, his party set

out to kill birds in the close season, knowing that if they

waited for the opening day there would be no birds left;

and the people who punished them for their violation of

the statute were not actuated by any laudable motives,

but by a base desire to gratify personal grudges. If this

is a true presentation of the state of affairs in Kansas,

nothing but a speedy interposition of providence can save

the pinnated grouse.

The concluding instalment of the chronicles of the

"Kingfishers" came to hand too late for publication in

this issue; it will be given next week. "Kingfisher" does

not claim to be a second Izaak Walton, but if the "Com-

pleat Angler" were blotted out of existence, a very satis-

factory substitute for it could be culled from the philoso-

phy of "Old Knots" and the rest of the famous band as

set forth in the several "Camps" series.

The coming of October is looked forward to with rare

expectation this week by scores and hundreds and thou-

sands of gunners who have been more or less patiently

waiting for the law to be off. The unusually heavy foli-

age this season will be an element in favor of the game.

Mr. A. C. Collins, the energetic and efficient president

of the long named Connecticut fish and game protec-

tive society, is winning many words of praise and en-

couragement from the press of the State.
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A CATTLE DRIVE.
TTP when the shadowed peaks stand clear;

^ As silhouettes against the dawn,

Woke by the bellow of a steer,

To still another crystal morn.

A meal for hungry man and steed,

A moment at the sincli strap strain.

Then mount and start the herd that feed

In clusters on the river plain.

The dust so thick, scarce else but gleams

From glist'niDg horns anon appear;

Like some long line of battle seems

The grimy cloud their bay'nets spear.

Down the long valley's slender throat

Flows on the mellow hoof-beat rhyme,

To cowboys' shouts, or whistled note,

While clinking spurs and chains keep time.

Then soon come tests for rider's nerves

And sturdy broncho's wind and strength,

As cross a spur of foot-hills curves

The steep trail's sharply swerving length;

And truants from the brown ranks break

To scatter o'er the slipp'ry shale,

Climbing the. knolls for mischief's sake,

Or scamp'ring down some tempting vale.

But these are men to saddle bred,

Who ricle like Centaurs ev'rywhere.

And many a bull has cause to dread
Their lariats' sure and fateful snare.

Once felt drawn taut 'round horns or shank,

As long-trained horse braced for the shock,

With straining limbs and quiv'ring flank

Stood rigid as though carved in rock,

Until the line had run its length.

And pulsing from the steer's last bound,
All his wild, maddened, brutish strength

Lay panting, useless, on the ground.

But milder measures serve to-day

Than in the branding time, long past,

Ere loDg the herd resumes its way
As all are gathered in at last,

And onward push, till sunset flows

In streams of molten lava through
The mountain rifts, as day doth close

With golden clasps her page of blue. K. H.

ANTLERS AT THE ANTIPODES.
ONE of the greatest triumphs of acclimatization ever

achieved, perhaps, is the establishment of the red
deer in the British colonies of the South Pacific. It is no
slight achievement to carry fallow deer, or even the little

roe deer, over 13,000 miles of stormy ocean, including a
broad tract where the torrid calms of the equator alter-

nate with raging tempests, and ending with a fortnight
of cold squalls. But fallow deer and roe deer are almost
tame creatures, and are easily domesticated. Their small
size, too, makes it a simple matter to provide them with
snug quarters on board ship, where they can be kept cool
in the tropics and warm as they approach the Antartic,
and clean all the time. The magnificent red deer (C'er-

vus elephas), the monarch of the glen, and the wildest
denizen of the highland forest, is a very different animal.
Yet the red deer has been quite successfully transported
to the antipodes and established there among the fern
natures with astonishing results. The first attempts,
which began about the year 1854, were a failure, owing
mainly to want of experience as to how to feed the deer
on the long voyage, which seldom took less than one hun
died days. At length, however, a shipment of red deer
was successftdly carried to Nelson, a seaport at the head
of Blind Bay, in the northern part of the Middle Island
of New Zealand, and as the results of that operation, in
which I had the privilege to be personally concerned, left
absolutely nothing to be desired, I will do my best to de-
scribe it for the information or entertainment of readers
of Forest and Stream,
Our deer did not come directly from Scotland, for the

simple reason that we found it easier to obtain them else-
where. The late Earl Russell, then Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs, was residing at the White Lodge in
Richmond Park, and my father, who was a devoted
naturalist and indomitable acclimatizer, having inter-
ested him in the enterprise, the earl kindly obtained per-
mission for us to take a stag and two hinds from the
royal herd which adorns the fair chases of Henry the
Eighth's favorite domain. Instructions having been
given to the foresters, therefore, we had a novel deer
hunt in Richmond Park. The object being to secure the
animals with as little injury or alarm as possible, the
foresters contrived to separate a few deer, including a
noble stag, from their companions, and to trot them
gently through the fern brake toward a hollow where
there is a shallow pond. Here the whole party assisted
them to surround the deer, and to drive them toward the
water. The beautiful creatures several times turned and
tried to break through the circle of foresters and ama-
teur huntsmen who were slowly but steadily closing in
upon them; but at every point they were met by waving
arms and hats, or, most alarming of all, suddenly opened
umbrellas, and cries of "shoo-oo, shoo-oo." At last they
found themselves hemmed in on the shore of the lakelet,
and the water seeming to offer the only chance of escape,
the big stag threw up his antleis, gave a snort of defiance
or disgust, and waded in breast high, followed by a
younger stag and three or four hinds. The foresters im-
mediately went in after them, some on horseback and
some in a high-wheeled van drawn by a stout horse.
The deer finding themselves surrounded" in water almost
out of their depth, surrendered at discretion, and the
foresters having seized the big stag and sawn off his
antlers, skilfully roped him and two fine hinds, and drag-
ged them out of the water nto the van, where they lay
as docile as possible. The others were allowed to find
their own way ashore, and in a couple of seconds were
out of sight in the nearest oak coppice. The captives
were taken to the stables at the lodge, where they were

placed in separate loose boxes and kept until their ship
sailed,so as to accustom them to con finement and artificial

diet, before setting out on their long sea voyage. This
afforded an excellent opportunity to experiment with
different kinds of food; and the result showed that red
deer are almost omnivorous. Hay, oats, bran, carrots,
turnips, apples, potatoes, beans, acorns, bread, biscuit,

sugar, salt, and even small pieces of meat mixed with
their other food were all thankfully received and speedily
disposed of; while it was shown that their liquid require-
ments were very small indeed—an important matter on a
voyage of a hundred days, before condensers for ship's

use were invented. The fare that suited them best, how-
ever, was an alternation of hay and acorns, one full meal
morning and evening, with a lump of rock salt to lick at
between whiles. As soon as they were tame enough to

be handled, they were habituated to a daily rub down
with a wisp of straw, and subsequently with a stiff brush.
In the meantime, stalls almost exactly like ordinary horse
boxes had been fitted up for them on the main deck of
the ship, and to these they were transferred, having been
taken down to the dock in a van and slung on board, the
day before their departure.
Sea sickness is proverbially capricious. Some people

are terribly sick when first they go on the rolling deep,
while others get their sea legs at once and suffer little or
no inconvenience. This is even ntoi-e markedly the case
with animals. I have seen horses champ their chaff un-
interiv ptedly from leaving the wharf, through all sorts
of weather, while others beside them were prostrated
with agony and terror. So it was with our deer. The
big stag, sultan of the herd, was a wretchedly bad sailor.

For the first few days, when we were tacking about the
chops of the channel, or driving through a heavy sea in
the Bay of Biscay, he used to stand shivering with his
forefeet wide apart, his head hanging down helplessly,

and a mass of spume drivelling from his mouth and
nostrils. Once or twice he tried to collapse on the floor

of his box, but we stopped that by means of a broad
belly-band of canvas with a woolly sheepskin lining. It

was not until we were off the Western Islands that he
fairly recovered and took his tucker regularly with-
out any unpleasant consequences. His lady loves, on
the contrary, were quite hearty from the start. When
the ship began to roll in the heavy swell off Deal, they
opened their great pathetic eyes very wide and sniffed
inquiringly, as if in feminine curiosity to know what in

thunder was the matter with the ground. They also had
a peculiar habit of bristling up their hair and wrinkling
their skin over the neck and shoulders as a silent protest
against such goings on; but they very soon settled down
to their new life, and never missed a meal from the out-
Bet. We had taken an ample allowance of the best mixed
hay, oats and clover, in neat little trusses, and enough
acorns in barrels to give them each about half a peck a
day for a hundred days. For variety, we gave them
ship's biscuit every other day, and on Sunday they used
to be allowed a few American dried apples or a little

sugar for a treat.

The ship carried a large number of emigrants, includ-
ing swarms of children, and our greatest difficulty was to
prevent the youngsters from killing the poor deer with
kindness by giving them all sorts of unwholesome things
to eat, such as sour pastry, mouldy raisins, chalky sugar
plums and other filth. More than once we leared we
should lose one of the hinds from this cause, and the
stag very nearly died off the Cape of Good Hope of a
mysterious illness, which proved to have been caused by
a facetious sailor giving him a piece of tobacco, which
the unsophisticated creature masticated and swallowed
with gusto, little suspecting what dire effects would
follow. While in the tropics all three deer showed signs
of suffering from cutaneous irritation, probably caused
by some parasite; but we kept them in health by brush-
ing them all over as often as the weather permitted. We
easily got some of the most trustworthy among the young
men on board to assist us in this; and there came to be
quite a rivalry as to who could turn out the best groomed
deer. We proved, in fact, that all that is necessary to
secure the well being on board ship is to feed them
strictly according to rule—rather underfeeding than over-
feeding them—and to keep them scrupulously clean.
They often got very wet, either with rain or with salt
water coming over the side in bad weather, which was
unavoidable; but it did not appear to hurt them at all.

As soon as we arrived in port we had the deer removed
in their boxes, on a drag, to the residence of a gentleman
who had large racing stables, and who took a warm in-

terest in acclimatization, and they were at once placed
in loose boxes and supplied with a moderate allowance
of green food. This was on the outskirts of the lovely
little city of Nelson, where the lower spurs of a range of
lofty hills, rising in the background to snow-capped
mountains, come down to the back gardens of the houses.
A few weeks after our arrival, when the deer seemed to
have become accustomed to their change of food and
their new surroundings, we chose a nice warm evening
—it was in the early summer—and turned them out of
the stables into the scrub and grass on the hillside, where
there was nothing to prevent them from wandering
away at their pleasure. It was curious and touching,
however, to see how unwilling they were to go. Like
the prisoner of Ohillon, they did not know what to do
with their liberty when they recovered it. The stag
especially was loth to leave us, and we had actually to
drive him into the low scrubs where he began browsing,
and so, straying on unconsciously, was lost to sight in
the growing dusk.
The next evening, and for many evenings afterward,

the affectionate creatures came back, and looked wist-
fully at us over the fence, as if begging us to take them
back; and they did not finally leave the place and make
for the mountains until a fierce kangaroo dog—a cross
between a mastiff and a Scottish cleerhound—set upon
them and drove them for miles.

Years passed away without anything being heard of
the deer, except that from time to time some settler in

the back country reported that his cattle had been led
away into wild recesses by some animal with big horns
standing up from his head , and we greatly feared that
a revengeful rifle ball had frustrated all our pains. In
course of time, however, a fawn was found dead on a
river shallow after a flood, and then reports came from
various quarters of deer having been seen. Careful
search was eventually made, with the gratifying result
that the deer were found to be well established in the
mountain fastnesses; and for several years past it has been

permitted to stalk the stags for a two months' season.
Like all acclimatized animals in New Zealand, they attain
an extraordinary size, 4001bs. being a common weight
and 4501bs. by no means uncommon. This is fully lOOlbs.

heavier than any stag I have heard of being shot in the
Highlands, at all events for many years, and it is not
easily accounted for.

The acclimatization of red deer has added a new attrac-
tion to a country which is in many respects one of the
most attractive in the world, and is surely destined one
day to be an important source of wealth.
Hares have also been most successfully established in

New Zealand, another of my father's exploits, in which
I had the pleasure of assisting him. Our pioneer hares
were netted by country louts among the beanstacks or
in "runs" through thorn hedges down in Suffolk, and
were kept for a fortnight in the zoological gardens under
the charge of a Suffolk boy who took care of them on the
voyage out. They were fed on oats, bran and ship's
biscuit moistened with water, and we only lost ten per
cent. The survivors, numbering twenty-seven, we
divided into two lots, one of which we turned out at
Nelson, at the same spot where we drove the deer away,
while the others saved us the trouble by leaping out of
an open port hole at Lyttleton, 400 miles to the south,
and swimming ashore on Bank's Peninsula. In both
places they multiplied amazingly, and spread in course
of time all over the country, either of their own accord
or by being netted and turned out at fresh spots.

It is a singular thing that wherever hares are turned
out they are for many years most numerous at the very
spot where the original ones were liberated. I know
gullies which are a mere speck, as it were, in a wilder-
ness of hill and dale, but where, nevertheless, hares are
thicker than anywhere else in the neighborhood, simply
because the first that were turned out made their form
there years ago. Shooting does not spread hares much;
but hunting with harriers or beagles—now a thoroughly
established institution both in New Zealand and in
Australia—soon disperses them far afield.

The hares, like the deer, commonly attain a size which
would be considered abnormal in Europe. I have often
been at shooting parties where over 200 hares were
bagged in the day, and the majority of them were over
lllbs., and a very respectable minority weighed 131bs.

The hare has the same affinity for red-currant jelly in
New Zealand as it has elsewhere, and is equally in favor
roasted, jugged or in soup. It has been a most welcome
addition to the somewhat narrow menu of a new country.
We took out a great variety of game and song birds,

including pheasants, partridges, starlings, blackbirds,
thrushes, skylarks, bullfinches, chaffinches, goldfinches,
linnets, robin redbreasts, and in most cases with complete
success. The various acclimatization societies have con-
tinued to import all kinds of birds, so that the colony is

now well stocked, except in certain instances where the
failure has been equally complete and unaccountable.
Pheasants have taken very kindly to the country, espe-

cially the Chinese variety; but partridges have been a
miserable disappointment. Both the brown English and
the red-legged Frenchman have been tried and tried and
tried; but every attempt ended sooner or later in the same
failure. The birds increased for a year or two, and then
diminished and nearly or wholly died out. This is so
well ascertained that the societies have given up par-
tridges in despair, and are now trying their luck with
grouse.
The bird which has taken possession of the country

most effectually is an American, the California quail, a
beautiful little crested bird like a diminutive guinea fowl.

I cannot better conclude my article than by saying that
American sportsmen will find themselves quite as much
at home in New Zealand as is the American quail.

Edward Wakefield.

A RATTLESNAKE KILLER.

THERE is a man in Hague, New York, who follows a
queer business part of the year. The Albany Jour-

nal's Lake George correspondent wrote last fall: "Isaac
Davis of Hague, who in 4 years has killed upward of
1,400 rattlesnakes, and who last fall at the county fairs

of this vicinity was the first to handle rattlesnakes in

public exhibitions, recently killed 4 monster rattlesnakes
near- Sabbath Day Point. This year he has killed upward
of 400, for which he has been paid a bounty of 25 cents
per snake. He makes rattlesnake hunting, catching and
exhibiting his whole business, and is paid $50 a month
during the season by property owners about Hague for
killing snakes in aid of their extermination. He is be-

lieved to be the only man in the world following this

occupation. He is an intelligent man, fond of reading,
of quiet demeanor and gentle disposition. His friends
apprehend that he will meet his death some day in hand-
ling these reptiles, but the business seems to have a fas-

cination outside of the remuneration it affords him. He
always carries with him a remedy in case he should be
bitten, but does not feel any special confidence in its

efficacy. He is a man of 45, and killed his first snake be-
fore he was 6 years old, but never went into regular
snake hunting until 4 years ago. His father before him
was the famous snake hunter, 'Mint' Davis, who used to
kill them for the oil to sell to druggists. The old man is

said to have been bitten several times by snakes and to
have cured himself by use of 'rattlesnake weed.' It used
to be a standing joke about the lake that when a rattle-

snake bit old 'Mint' Davis it was the snake that was
poisoned to death. The old man certainly seemed to
have no more fear of a rattlesnake than a child had of a
kitten."
We wrote to Mr. Davis about this and he replied as

follows:

Editor Forest and Stream: The item in the Albany
Journal was an error. During the past two years I have
killed 1,400 rattlesnakes and destroyed eggs to more than
three times that number, l devote my time through the
month of May and from the 15th of September to the loth
of October to killing the rattlers.

They almost invariably rattle before striking, except
during dog days, when they are blind; then they strike
at every noise they hear. The blindness is caused by the
shedding of their coat or skin, a covering is shed from the
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eye at the same time. During this process of change
they are totally blind.

The weed grows mostly in wild places or on new-cleared
land, varying in height from 3ft. to 6ft.. according to

soil. Color of stalk is red, with leaves growing exactly
opposite and varying in length from 6 to 10in., three-

pointed, the center point being; much the longer. The
top is bushy, flowers yellow.

1 once sa\v a dog bitten on which it was nsed. About
an half hour after bite he was unable to walk. Free use
of tea made from the plant and a poultice of the same
applied to the wound brought speedy recovery.
My father was twice bitten. He used the tea with

liquor, also a poultice of the weed on the wound, and he
fully recovered from the wound in a short time.
The oil is a valuable article for many purposes, such as

deafness, removing scars, limbering stiffened joints,

relaxing contracted cords; and is one of the greatest rheu-
matic cures of the age. The oil is valued at $1.25 to $1.50
per ounce. Isaac Davis.

Mouth Bolton, N. Y.

BIRDS OF NIAGARA COUNTY, N. Y.

WITH ANNOTATIONS BY J. L. DAVISON, ASSOCIATE
MEMBER A. O. U., LOCKPORT, N. Y.

(Concluded from Page 16L)

92. iHiordciics virginia mis (Gtnel.), Nighlbawk (420).—A common
summer resident.

93. Chcclnm pchxgica (Linn.), Chimney Swift (123).—A common
summer resident,: breeds. „ ,

94. IrocJiiht* coin/Mis Lmn„ Ruby-throated Hummingbird (429).

—A common summer resident.
05. Tyrnrinvs tyrannus (Linn.), Kingbird (444).—A common sum-

mer resident.
96. Myiarchus rrivitm (Linn.), Crested Flycatcher (452).—A com-

mon summer resident.

97. Sayornis phcclie (Lath.), Phoebe (458).—A common summer
resident.

95. Cqntopus borealas (Swains.), Olive-sided Flycatcher (459).—

A

rare migrant.
99. GontopVB virrns (Linn.), Wood Pewee (461).—A common sum-

mer resident.
100. Empidonax flaviventrte Baird, Yellow-bellied Flycatcher

(463).—A rare migrant.
101. Empidonax acaOicns (GmeL), Acadian Flycatcher (465).—

A

rare summer resident. June 14, 18h7, 1 secured nest, eggs and
female of this species. The nest is pensile, and composed of the
fiber of thistle and dried grasses; a number of the latter hang
from the nest, some as long as 18in. The nest is more shallow
than thatof the red-eyed vireo; outside measurement being 2.50 wide
hy 1.50 deep, inside 1.75 by 1.00. Eggs cream white with a few
dark brown spots at large end. When I first saw the nest I took
it for a wisp of grass caught on the limb, and should have passed
it had I not seen the bird on the same limb.

102. Empidonax pusillns iraillii i Aud.),Traill's Flycatcher (466a).—
A not uncommon migrant.

103. Empidonax minimus Baird, Least Flycatcher (467).—A
common summer resident.

104. Otacoris cdpestri* praticola (Hensh.), Prairie Horned Lark
(474h).—A common summer resident. I have seen it every month
in the year except January, and I think a few remain through the

105*. CyanocULa crLstcUa (Linn.), Blue Jay (477).—A common sum-
mer resident along the shore of Lake Ontario. 1 have taken one
nest and eggs within the city limits of Lockport.

106. Corvus americanus Aud., American Crow (488).—A com-
mon resideut.

107. Dolirlmnyx oryzivorus (Linn.), Bobolink (491).—A common
summer resident, but 1 have found but one nest in ten years' col-
looting-

IRS. Molothrus (iter (Bodd.), Cowbird (4.95).—A common summer
resident.

109. Agdaius plurniecns (Linn.), Red-winged Blackbird (49S).—

A

common summer resident.
Hi). Slunidla magna Linn., Meadowlark (501).—A common

summer resident.
HI. Merus-aallmla (Linn.), Baltimore Oriole (507).—A common

summer resident.
112. Scolc.cophagus carolinv* (Mtill.), Rusty Blackbird (509).—

A

rare migrant.
113. Quiscalusguiscida uncus (Ridgw..), Bronzed Crackle (511b).—

A

common summer resident.
114. Pinicola euuclcutor (Linn.). Pine Grosbeak (515).—An occa-

sional winter visitant. Feb. 29, 1883, 1 secured six specimens, and
have not seen aay since.

115. Carpodavus purpureus (Gmel.), Purple Finch (517).—A com-
mon summer resident.

116. Eoxia curmi'ostru m inor (Brehm), American Crossbill (521).—
An occasional spring visitor. On June 8, 1888, 1 secured a male
specimen in a piece of heavy timbered wood. 1 concluded it was
a "straggler," and did not look for its nest. On July 28 I saw an-
other in the same place, but did not succeed in securing it, and I
came to the conclusion that the male taken iu June was of a pair
breeding there.

117. Acanthis linaria (Linn.), Redpoll (528),—An occasional win-
ter visitant.

118. Spinus Irtstis (Linn.), American Goldfinch (529).—A common
summer resident.

119. Spinas pinus (Wils.), Pine Siskin (533).-An occasional win-
ter visitant.

120. Plcctrophcnax nivalis (Linn.), Snowfiake (534).—A common
winter visitant.

121. Pooccctes gramincus (Gmel.), Vesper Sparrow (510).—A com-
mon summer resident.

122. Ammodramus sandwicliensis savanna (Wils.), Savanna Spar-
row (542o).—A rare summer resident. Breeds. I have found but
one nest of this species iu ten years' collecting.

123. Zonotriehia Icucophrys (Forst.), White-crowned Sparrow
(554).—A common migrant.

124. Zonotriehia altyCfillw (Gmel.), White-throated Sparrow
(558).—A common migrant.

125. Spizella monticola (Gmel.), Tree Sparrow (559).—An abund-
ant migrant.

126. Spizella soclalis (Wils.), Chipping Sparrow (500).—A common
summer resident.

127. Spizella pusilla (Wils.), Field Sparrow (563).—A common
summer resident.

128. Junco hyemah's (Linn.), Slate-colored Junco (567).—A very
common migrant; a few remain through the winter; have never
seen them during the summer.

129. Mdospiza josciata (Gmel.), Song Sparrow (581).—A common
summer resident.

ISO. Mdospiza georgiana (Lath.), Swamp Sparrow (584).—A rare
migrant.

180a. Passerella iliaca (Merr.), Fox Sparrow (585).—A common
migrant in the spring, but rather rare during the fall. On April
19. 1888, I saw a dozen at one time; could have secured half of
them. I secured one, which I sent to Mr. Dorr of Buffalo, N. Y.
The late Prof. Charles Linden always claimed that they were a
very rare migrant in that vicinity during the spring, but not un-
common in the fall, while it is right, the reverse in this vicinity.

131. Pipilo erytlirophthalmus (Linn.), Towhee (587).—A rare sum-
mer resident. On May 1 and 10, 1886, 1 saw and secured the first I
had seen of this species, both females. On June 14, 1887, saw a
male and female; did not succeed in finding a nest, but concluded
that they breed here.

132. Carduirdis cardinaUs (Linn.), Cardinal (593).—A rare strag-
gler. On May 10. 1883, 1 secured a female of this species, which
was among a flock of warblers, and on two occasions I have seen
specimens here in January.

133. Habia ludoviciana (Linn.), Rose-breasted Grosbeak (595).—

A

common migrant: but the past season I found three nests and
eggs in a locality where 1 had never found the bird before. In
two instances the male was on tiie nest during incubation. The
third nest contained two young birds three days old and one egg
nearly fresh.

134. Passerina cyanca (Linn.), Indigo Bunting (598).—A common
summer resilient.

135. Pifanga e-fyttvromelas Vietll., Scarlet Tanager (608).—A not
uncommon summer resident.

136. Proanc subis (Linn.), Purple Martin (611).—A common sum-
mer resident.

137. Pctriic.lielidon lunifnms (Say), Cliff Swallow (612).-A com-
mon summer resident.

138. Clie-Udon erythrogastcr (Bodd.), Barn Swallow (613).-A com-
mon summer resident.

139. Taclujcinrla htcolor (Vieill.), Tree Swallow (614).—A common
summer resident.

140. Clivicoja riparla (Linn.), Bank Swallow (016).—A common
summer resident.

141. Ampdis 0O/rr\dUS Linn., Bohemian Waxwing (618).—An
erratic summer visitant.

142. Ampelis cedrorum (Vieill.), Cedar Waxwing (619).—A com-
mon summer resident.

143. Lapius barealis Vieill., Northern Shrike (021).—A not un-
common winter resident.

141 La n im huloviiianris exeubitorides (Sw«ins.», White-vumped
Shrike (U22rt).—A not uncommon summer resident.

145. Vin-K oHvaccus (Linn.), Red-eyed Vireo (624).—A common
summer resident.

146. Vireo ]iliil,oi,ii>hicm (Cass.), Philadelphia Vireo (626.—

A

rather rare migrant,
147. Vi/rco gilvus (Vieill.). Warbling Vireo (627).—A not uncom-

mon summer resident.
148. Firm llavifrons (Vieill.;, Yellow-throated Vireo (628).—

A

rather rare summer resident. On June 8, 1888, I found a neHt of
this species, but was unhide to get it.

149. Vireo soMforlks (Wils.), Blue-headed Vireo (629).—A common
migrant.

150. Mniuddo »ma (Linn.), B lack and White Warbler (636).-A
common migrant. June I t, 188s. I saw a S of this species and a
i ruby-throated humming bird disputing as to the nossession of
a certain locality, aud the humming bird "held the fort." As I

had never before seen M. naria here later than the middle of May
I concluded there, must he a pair breeding, but 1 did not succeed
in lidding the nest.

151. HclminUiophila ruiicapllla (Wils,), Nashville Warbler (645).—
A rather rare migrant.

152. Hclmintliopiiila prregrina (Wils.), Tennessee Warbler (647).—
A rare migrant. I have a specimen of this species that flew into
an open window of a photograph room, on Maine street, this city,
Oct. 31, 18S5.

153 Compsothl)fpis americana (Linn.), Parula Warbler <>;i-i. a
common migrant.

154. Dendroica aistiva (Gmel.). Yellow Warbler (652).—An abund-
ant summer resident.

155. Dendroica vivrulcsvrw (Gmel.), Black-throated Blue War-
bler (651).—A very common migrant. 1 think a few remain to
breed as I have observed them iu two instances as late as July 14

and 15.

156. Dendroica coronata (Linn.), Myrtle Warbler (655).—A com-
mon migrant.

157. Dendroica maculosa (Gmel.), Magnolia Warbler (357).—A not
uncommon migrant.

158. Dendroica emrvUa (WilsO, Cerulean Warbler (058).—Until
the past season (1888) 1 have considered t in's a very rare migrant,
having seen but two specimens, both males, in ten years collect-
ing; but during the past season I found three nests, two of which
I secured with three eggs each, and the two females taken as they
left the nests. On Nov. 3 I sent to Capt. Chas. E. Bendire a nest
and three eggs for the Smithsonian Institution collection, having
learned that there was but one egg of this species in the collec-
tion, and without data or locality. See Auk for October, 1888, p.
430, "Breeding of D. cccridea in Niagara county, N. Y."

159. Dendroica pennsylvanica (Linn.), Chestnut-sided Warbler
(659).—A common migrant.

160. Dendroica caslanca (Wils.), Bay-breasted Warbler (660)—

A

not common migra,nt. 1 have never seen this species during
spring migration except in one particular piece of woods, about
five acres of second-growth oak, on the late ex-Gov. Washington
Hunt's place, "Wyndham Lawn" lately offered to the Masonic
fraternity for an asylum, by the present owner, Mr. John Hodge.
For the first five years I have found a few of this species there be-
tween May 15 and 18, never earlier nor later, none during fall
migration.

161. Dendroica striata (Forst.), Black-poll Warbler (661).—An
abundant migrant.

162. Dendroica blackburnuT (Gmel.), Blackburnian Warbler (662).

—A common migrant.
163. Dendroica virrns (Gmel.), Black-throated Green Warbler

(667).—A common migrant, and a few stop to breed. I have
never yet found the nest and eggs but have seen the bird late in
June, aud on June 24, 1883, 1 found a young of this species unable to
fly, the male parent being with it.

164. Dendroica vigorsii (Aud.), Pine Warbler (671).—A very rare
migrant.

165. Dendroica palmanm (Gmel.), Palm Warbler (672).—A rather
rare migrant.

166. Seiurm aurocapillus (Linn.), Oven-bird (674).—A not uncom-
mon summer resident.

167. GeoUdypis philaddiihia (Wils.), Mourning Warbler (679).—

A

rave migrant. On June 8, 1888, I saw a male of this species and
could have secured it, but thinking it had a nest near by I pre-
ferred watching it and to find its nest, but did not succeed^ June
II I again visited the same, place and saw a female of this species,
but after a search of three hours I failed to find the nest.

168. Oeoihlypis triehas (Linn.), Maryland Yellow-throat (681).—

A

not uncommon migrant.
169. Sylvania pusilla (Wils.), Wilson's Warbler (685).—A rare

migrant.
170. Sylvania canadensis (Linn.), Canadian Warbler (686).—A not

uncommon migrant.
171. Setophaga rinicilla (Linn.), American Redstart (687).—

A

common summer resident. June 14, 1888, I found a pair of this
species occupying an old nest of the red-eyed vireo. Thev had re-
lined it, and laid two eggs; and a cowbird had added another. I

put the female off the nest three times before I could believe it to
be a redstart, as this species is generally so particular about its
nest. I have never known a nest to be occupied after 1 had put
mv hand into it while it was being built.

172. Ucdeoscoptcs carol inensis (Linn.), Catbird (704).—A common
summer resident.

173. Harporhyuchus rufus (Linn.), Brown Thrasher (705).—A com-
mon summer resident.

174. Troglodytes aVdon Vieill., House Wren (721).—A summer
resident. Since the advent of the English sparrow this species
has become quite rare in the city. A few years ago we had two or
three pairs breeding in our yard in boxes put up on the side of the
barn and on apple trees, but they were driven off by the sparrows.
Afcerward I put up boxes with holes only large enough to admit
the wrens, and for three years a pair have occupied one of them.
After the young had left the nest the past season, I saw the male
removing the nest from the box piece by piece; he would bring
them out and drop them to the ground. After watching him a
long time I thought I would assist him in his labor, and putting a
ladder up into the tree, I opened the box and threw out the rest of
the nest, and had barely reached the ground when the bird again
entered the box, and a moment after it came out, and mounting a
limb within 2ft. of the box, and stretching up his neck, poured
forth his song of gratitude. Wondering what the effect would be,
I picked up the nest, and mounting the ladder placed it on top of
the box. Hardly had I reached the ground before he again at-
tacked the nest, and it was not. a minute before he had thrown it
to the ground, and againmounting the limb finished his song, and
departed, and we saw nothing more of our little friends. But we
expect them to return next season, or why were they so particular
to remove their old nest from the box?

175. Troglodytes hiemalis Vieill.. Winter Wren (722).—A rather
rare migrant.

176. Cistothorus palnstris (Wils.), Long-billed Marsh Wren (725).—
A summer resident along the marshy shore of Lake Ontario.

177. CerthiafamUiaris americana (Bonap.), Brown Creeper (726).—
A very common migrant.

178. 'Sitlacarolincnsis Lath., White-breasted Nuthatch (727).—

A

common summer resident. May 15, 1888, a nest of this species was
found near Sanborn, N. Y., containing nine eggs with incubation
well advanced. June 6 three more eggs were taken from the
same nest.

179. Sitta canadensis Linn., Red-breasted Nuthatch (728).—A not
uncommon migrant.

180. Parus alricapUlw Linn., Chickadee (735).—A common winter
resident.

181. Regulus satrapa Licht., Golden-crowned Kinglet (748).—

A

common migrant.
183. Regidus calendula (Linn.), Ruby-crowned Kinglet (749).—

A

common migrant.
183. Tardus mustcliuus Gmel., Wood Thrush (755).—A common

summer resident.
184. Turdus fuscescens Steph., Wilson'3 Thrush (756).—A very

common summer resident. In some pieces of woods this bird is
more common than any other species, and they do not allow the
robin to feed or breed near their nest.

185. Turdus alieiec Baird, Gray-cheeked Thrush (757).—A not com-
mon migrant.

186. Turdus usiuuiLus swainsonii (Cab.), Olive-backed Thrush
(753a).—A common migrant. A few stop to breed along Lake On-
tario.

187. Turdus aonolaschluv pallasii (Cab.), Hermit Thrush (759b).—A
common migrant.

188. Mcrula m igraioria (Linn.), American Robin (761).—An abund-
ant summer resident.

189. Sialia sicdis (Linn.), Bluebird (766).—A common summer
resident; but not as common in the city as formerly,

190. Passer domcsticus, English Sparrow (10,000,000).—A very com-
mon resident, altogether too common. They have driven away
the bluebirds, wrens and swallows. We formerly had all these
breeding in our yard, from two to four pairs of each, and for the
past three years have had only one pair of wrens. The first to go
were the bluebirds in 1883, and the next year but one pair of
(white-bellied) tree swallows, and a pair of house wrens remained.
The swallows were our pots. After they had laid their eggs and
commenced incubation, we could go to the chimney on which the
boxes containing their nests were fastened, open the box and take
the bird from the nest and put it back, seemingly without dis-
turbing it; we did this year after year. One day in the spring of
1885 we noticed the sparrows about one of the boxes, and on going
up to it found the swallows gone and all the eggs broken. Since
tneu the boxes have not been occupied.

The Frog's Diet.—Boston, Sept. IS.—The frog ques-
tion in your columns has amused rue immensely, as
various, of your correspondents, including J. 6. E.,
'vouJd have predicted. One of my earliest recollections
dates twenty years ago to the banks of the Cambridge
River at TJptou, Me. An angler was casting across its

muddy waters for practice, before my awe-stricken eyes,
now and then landing a 21bs. chub. As these flopped
upon the grass a big btdlfrog made desperate attempts to
swallow them whole. Yes, boys, a healthy frog will eat,
or try to, any living thing that kicks which he is able to
master. His whole restriction is that it must be alive or
seem to be. I have fished for minnows with bob and
sinker, and have seen a dozen frogs start at once from all
around the pool straight at the bobbing cork, and have
seen them wind up by taking in each other when the
cork disappeared. My own pet 2oz. bull will take fly
after fly from my fingers quick as a wink, but he won't
touch a dead one unless 1 make it move. He will pick
one off a sagittaria leaf six good inches above the surface,
without a rest to start from. Can any one tell me where
I can get a couple of live crayfish for my small aquarium?
I have never seen one, they not being found in eastern
Maine to my knowledge, and all my boyhood was con-
fined to that section. Any information in regard to their
habits and habitat will be gratefully appreciated and re-
ciprocated, if possible.

—

John Pheston Teue.

Birds Killed by the Washington Monument.—

A

great many small birds in their migration southward,
through Washington city, are meeting death by flying
against the Washington Monument. This plain shaft,
rising 555ft. into the air, with a width of 50ft., has killed
hundreds of birds during the last few years. Sixty-seven
dead birds were collected by a gentleman the other morn-
ing. These consisted of sparrows, wrens, warblers, etc.

The most remarkable thing about it is the fact that there
is no light upon the monument to attract the birds, they
seem to strike against it entirely by chance.

fag md

OPEN SEASONS.
Oregon.

Male deer, July 1 to Nov. 1; female deer, Aug. 1 to Jan. 1.

Elk, moose, mountain sheep, Aug. 1 to Jan. 1. Wildfowl,
Sept. 1 to May 1. Prairie chicken, sage hen, June 15 to
April 1. Grouse, pheasant, quail, partridge, July 15 to
Jan. 1.

Pennsylvania.
Deer, Oct. 1 to Dec. 15. Black, gray, fox squirrel, Sept. 1

to Jan. 1. Hare, rabbit, Nov. 1 to .Jan. 1. Wild turkey,
Oct, 15 to Jan. 1. Wildfowl, Sept. 1 to May 1. Upland or
grass plover, July 15 to Jan. 1. Woodcock, July 4 to Jan. 1.

Quail, Nov. 1 to Dec. 15. Ruffed grouse, pheasant, Oct. 1 to
Jan. 1. Rail and reed birds, Sept. 1 to Dec. 1. Pike County.
—Squirrel closes Dec. 1. Rabbit, Oct. 15 to Dec. 15. Wood
or summer duck, Oct. 1 to Jan 1. Woodcock, July 4 to Dec
15. Quail. Oct. 15 to Dec. 1. Ruffed grouse, Sept. 15 to
Dec. 15.

NEW YORK PROTECTORS.
Ed itor Forest and Stream:
The following is a list of the protectors and the counties com-

prising their districts as at presen t assigned to them:
First District.—Robert Brown, Jr., Port Richmond—Rich-

mond, Kings, Queens and Suffolk counties.
Second District.—Willett Kidd, Newburgh—Orange, Rock-

land, Ulster, Westchester, New 1'ork and Putnam counties
Third District.—Matthew Kennedy, Hudson— Columbia,

Rensselaer, Albany, Green and Dutchess counties.
Fourth District. — S. C. Armstrong, Riparius — Warren,

Washington and Saratoga counties.
Fifth District.—J. W. Pond, Malone—Franklin, Clinton and

Essex counties.
Sixth District.—Peter R, Leonard, Ogdensburg—St. Lawrence

county.
Seventh District.—George Moyer, LowvOle— Lewis, Herki-

mer and all of Hamilton lying north of a continuation of the
south line of Essex county.
Eighth District.—Thomas Bradly, Rockwood—Fnlton, Mont-

gomery, and all of Hamilton south of a continuation of the south
line of Essex county.
Ninth District.— Francisco Wood, Schoharie — Schoharie,

Schenectady, Delaware, Sullivan, Chenango and Broome coun-
ties.
Tenth District.—Fred P. Drew, chief, headquarters at Albany,

home address Washington Mills—Oueida, Madison and Otsego
counties.
Eleventh District.—Daniel Staring, Alexandria Bay—Jeffer-

son, Oswego, Onondaga and Cortland counties.
Twelfth District—Henry O. Carr, Union Springs—Caj'uga

Tioga, Tompkins, Wayne and Seneca counties.
Thirteenth District.— John Sheridan, Penn Yan—Yates

Schuyler, Chemung, Cattaraugus, Allegany and Steuben coun-
ties.
Fourteenth District. — George M. Schwartz, Rochester-

Monroe, Orleans, Genesee, Wyoming, Ontario and Livingston
counties.
Fifteenth District.—Chas. Ripson, Youngstown —Niagara

Erie and Chantautrua counties. Fhed P. Drew,
. „ ^ Chief Game and Fish Protector.

Chief Game and Fish Protector's Office, Albany, Sept. 17.

Loading Revolvers.—Stapleton, S. I.—In your issue
of the 19th A. C. Krueger asks how to load .38cal. revol-
ver cartridges. Here is my experience. I had Jin. cut
off the base of the regular ,38cal. bullet mold, and then
reamed the remainder Jin. deep to the exact size of in-
side diameter of shell. The btillet is composed of 1 part
tin and 20 of lead, and in charging I use a lOgrs. black
powder charge cup of wood powder, and seat the ball
quite solid. I also recommend A. C. K. to procure some
hard rubber plate iin. thick (or hard wood will do) and
build on both sides of the handle of his revolver, as the
makers do not turn out revolvers thick enough in the
handle for good holding. I inclose target made with a
Merwin & Hulbert .38cai. revolver, 5£in. barrel, 5 shots
at 15yds. Please let me know how it compares with the
shooting of professional shooters.—C. W. GL [Four of
the shots are within a silver quarter, and the fifth is iin.
away; the target compares well with those made in the
galleries.]
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QUAIL IN THE RED RIVER BOTTOM.—I.

THE month of January last beheld the raging waters
of Father Red bursting through the levees on both

sides, some eight miles below Shreveport, La. The entire

country from Bayou Pierre to the levee that confined
the back water, was a sea of red waters. Those planters,
who wisely had made high levees on the rear of the
plantations, to keep the water back from their cultivated
lands, were comparatively safe: but the water from the
river was nearly at the top of the front levees, while
sipe water was running through the cultivated lands,

nay under the very house.-;; and grave fears prevailed
that the front levees could not be kept from breaking.
The morning was as balmy as one in spring, though it

was only the second week in January. The rays of the
sun appeared to fall with unusual warmth, and as it were,
motherly compassion on the drooping drowned plants,
animating them into a renewed lease of life. I was sit-

ting on the veranda steps watching the scene with great
interest, when suddenly some pigeons darted across the
garden, and on looking up I saw a large hawk in pursuit.
In a moment I brought out the Greener from my room;
the pigeons had escaped to the rear yard, but the hawk
was circling around, each circuit taking it higher into
the blue vault of heaven, when I raised the gun and fired.

Its wings closed to its breast, and down it fell at the feet
of my daughter, who barely had time to avoid its falling
on her head. She had noticed it trying to catch the
pigeons, and was unaware of my getting the gun to kill

it, until she heard the shot, and my exclamation, "Look
out for your head, Anne." "You robber/' she cried,
"never more will you catch my pretty pigeons and Ply-
mouth Eocks; your wings and tail shall serve as fans to
keep off mosquitoes this summer, and remind me of this
occasion." I went up to where the grand bird lay on its

back gasping; its eyes were as piercing and fierce as when
in pursuit of its prey: uot for one instant did it lose the
dauntless, fierce aspect with which it looked straight into
the eyes of me, its murderer.
The whole affair roused in me a desire to go shooting.

I had not been hunting but a few times for birds the en-
tire season. I now wished to exercise my pointers and
to have a day's sport. ""Vantura, if you can lay aside
your painter's brush to-morrow, I will'go with yoii to the
Clyde Pickett plantation, where, I am told, are several
bevies of partridges. The negroes will kill them all, as
the waters drive them to the high fronts of the levees,
and we may as well shoot them as leave them for the
negroes. Death anyhow is the result to the birds. I will
load shells and we will start after an early breakfast. It

is only five miles distant, hue the mud and waters will
require a three hours' ride to get there."
By 10 o'clock we were on the grounds. A small space

of twenty or thirty acres of coco land had been inclosed,
a part of which had grown up with red corn-peas, which
formed a dense mass of vines, under which a great many
peas were lying, as this species of pea does not rot for
years, though covered in the earth. Another part was
covered with the dew-berry vines, dense and some two
feet high. Here and there hogs had rooted deep holes
for the coco tubers, which were now filled with sipe
water, yet there was dry ground where no holes had been
rooted. Here, no less than eight large bevies of par-
tridges were feeding. In the rear of this inclosure was
the raging Red River, and on the opposite bank stood the
store and many tenant houses of Capt. Billy Robson, the
oldest living pioneer in Shreveport. It was death to the
poor birds to fly across, death where they were, and al-
most death to fly to the high grass nearly covered with
sipe water.
This was the place to which Vantura and I had come

for a morning's sport. I had brought with me my two
pointers, black Maud and Dan's Trump. Vantura did not
take his setter bitch Cora, because her puppies were only
two weeks old. "Look at Dan's," he exclaimed, as the
grand young dog was ranging over the grass and sipe
water so splendidly. It was a beautiful picture. I gazed
with admiration as I saw the puppy strike the scent of
the birds several hundred yards off, inside the inclosure.
Maud was held back by us, and had not been permitted
to range as yet. He did not halt, but threw up his head
higher, slightly slackening his speed, and gentlv moved
forward to the wire fence, where he grew rigid as a
statue. Maud saw him and backed at once. We get off
our horses, put sufficient cartridges into our shooting
coats and got over the fence. The birds were feeding in
fancied security. By the time we could lower the wire
for the dogs to get through they had fed a hundred yards
from the fence, when we flushed. Vantura bagged two
and I missed with both barrels. The birds were very
gentle; did not know their danger; flew a short distance
and lighted. Both Maud and Dan's retrieved the birds.
As Maud is quite deaf, I waved to her to range ahead.
Before getting to the birds, at which he had just shot,
each pointer, at the same instant, came to a beautiful
point. Dan's had his left hind foot raised to spring, as
the warm scent struck his delicate nose, and he grew in-
stantaneously rigid in that position. He looked the exact
image of his grandsire, DihVy's Ranger. "You take
Dan's birds," I said to Vantura, "I will take Maud's."
He flushed a new bevy and missed with both barrels.
Old Maud stood as firm as the pillars of Hercules; I ad-
vanced before her. Another fresh bevy flew up, and I
got two to my two barrels, while Vantura gathered in
one and missed one.
The birds were retrieved that I killed, but Dan's made

a point as he dashed to recover the bird shot down by
Vantura. It was only winged. We reloaded and went
to Dan's, Maud followed and backed, turning her head
in an opposite position. "There is another bevy here, " I
said to Vantura, "because the birds we shot at flew to
another part of the inclosure. Let Dan's hold your
wounded bird while I flush those Maud has pointed. I
want to see whether he will keep his point after hearing
us shoot."
The birds were flushed, a fresh bevy; I bagged two,

Vantura missing; and to my great delight Dan's heeded
our shots no more than if he were deaf. Going up we
ordered him to "hie on," and he made a spring, seized
the wounded bird and brought it to me, as proud as if he
had gained a victory. Though such a fine retriever
never hurting the bird, yet he will not give up the bird,
but turns his head to one side to prevent its being taken
from him, and I cannot get the bird from his mouth
until I can hold him and take it away. He never runs
off but keeps moving around my feet. Vantura says it
is because he is so proud, and that he will get over this

habit as he gets older; but I am afraid he never will. I
would like to know if any of the readers of the Forest
and Stream has had any experience on this point. I am
afraid if I punish him and force him to put down the
bird he will not retrieve at all. He has always retrieved
naturally without any instruction.
We had only taken some thirty cartridges each with

us, and these were soon shot away, bagging some thirty
partridges in all. I kilted a bird or two more than Van-
tura. We returned home with the determination to go
back the next day with more cartridges, and as this was
to he my last hunt for partridges, to shoot as long as I
could see to shoot and had a bird for my target.

I was very much pleased with the day's sport, with our
shooting, and more with the good qualities exhibited by
Dan's Trump. If Maud could hear as well as Dan's, I
would not exchange her for any dog in the sporting
world. As it is, no man can get her. Uarda.
Gold Dust Landing, La.

KANSAS MISADVENTURES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The following outline of a recent hunting episode is

not given in a spirit of bravado, but merely as an honest
attempt at exemplifying the maimer in which the Kan-
sas game laws are enforced by the local powers that be.
Please reserve comments, for we appreciate all that
might be said to our discredit.
A party of seven started from the Missouri State line

for a point 150 miles in the interior of Kansas, which
point we will call Dennis, after prairie chickens, five days
before the close season was up. Our breaking of the law
was on account of authentic information that the farmers
had been shooting chickens for a month before our
advent, and that if we desired to secure even a sample
we must anticipate the open season.
In our party was the private clerk of a railroad digni-

tary, through whose courtesy we enjoyed the comforts
of the latter's private car. Unfortunately a certain
physician in the village of Dennis had shortly before our
trip been deposed from the position of local surgeon to
this railroad, which was combination No. 1. Our pilot
to the hunting grounds was a Democratic ex-postmaster
of Dennis, and was most thoroughly disliked becam-e a
Democratic administration had forced him upon the
honest farmers of that burgh. This was combine No. 2.

Each member of our party was notorious for paying his
debts, and this fact, in connection with the other that
the local finances of Dennis were below zero, rendered
us fair game from which to replenish a depleted county
treasury. This was combination No. 3, all against us.
In our 150 miles of travel to Dennis we passed through

some of the best farming country and most extensive
areas of corn that it was ever our fortime to see. Mile
after mile there was nothing but waving fields of corn,
averaging 10ft. high, and every stalk supporting two and
three ears. A. subsequent trip in a more southerly direc-
tion shows the same; the corn crop in this State cannot
begin to be moved by the railroads this fall, and the
writer is an old railroad man and knows whereof, etc.
Well, we arrived at Dennis at 1 A. M. ; commenced to

hustle at 3, and had our teams, ice, and all etceteras on
the move by 4:30. We had five dogs, and coursed due
south, and by daybreak were far enough from town to
expect some hunting. Out here, when on a chicken
shoot, there being no fences, a party simply sits in a
wagon and drives over the prairies, sending out the dogs
at will, and only getting out of the wagon when a dog
comes to a point. We had one setter who was brought
up to chicken ranging, and who would cover twenty
rods while you were cocking your gun; one pointer who
was a first-class retriever, but who persisted in rushing
in after the first chicken was down and bringing in his
bird, and three other dogs who were enjoying—to our
discomfiture—their first experience, and about which the
least said the better.
Our destination was about twenty miles south of

Dennis, where we arrived about noon with fourteen
chickens. We had understood that Mrs. Dodge, on whose
farm we proposed to camp, would feed the outfit; but
imagine our disappointment upon arrival to find that,
being ten miles lioni a post office, she had received no
word of our coming, and was totally unprepared to take
care of us. Everything in the house was at our disposal,
but you know what it takes to care for seven men, two
drivers and two teams. Mrs. Dodge was not in very good
health either, having been blown 100yds. by a cyclone
and bitten by a rattlesnake within the past year or so;
but in spite of infirmities she acted the mother to us all.

By good luck we carried along a little coffee and sugar,
and this, with what game we shot, together with some
milk and eggs, constituted our commissary until the con-
stables—but we anticipate.
We cast anchor about noon. Our tent poles were lost

in the shuffle and were carried back by mistake; there is
absolutely no timber in that section of the country, and
we stripped the farm before we could secure enough tim-
ber to pitch our wall tent; but we finally succeeded, and
after dividing up into two parties and getting a couple
of dozen more chickens before dark, we dug a trench
around our tent by the light of a lantern, for which fore-
sight we were profoundly thankful the next morning, as
it rained at daybreak and nearly carried away our whole
outfit. Boxes, guns, dogs, drivers and party were piled
in one promiscuous mass on top of a little pile of hay as
nearly under the peak of the tent as possible, while we
expected every moment to see the entire affair collapse
with the. wind.
The rain spoiled that morning's work, but we turned

to in the afternoon and by hard work captured a couple
of dozen more, making sixty-two chickens in all. These
were drawn as soon as brought to camp, stuffed with
grass and packed on ice in a box at the bottom of Mrs.
Dodge's cyclone cellar.
At 6 o'clock next morning, just as we were getting

ready to start out again, three horsemen rode up to our
tent, read a warrant for our arrest, and toted us seven-
teen miles across the country to the residence of the jus-
tice who had issued the warrant, It seems the good peo-
ple of Dennis had deputized the doctor mentioned here-
tofore in this article, to swear out a warrant for our ar-
rest, but not to do so until we returned to Dennis and
were all ready to leave, but the disciple of Esculapius
got drunk—in spite of living in Kansas—hitched up his
team and drove over to a justice residing in the town in
which we were shooting, swore out the warrant at mid-

night and insisted upon its being served at once. The
result was that his own town derived no benefit from the
penalty imposed upon us, while if he had waited until
the fruit was ripe the farmers could have squeezed .$45
out of our party.
We arrived 'at the justice's house about 11 o'clock,

made friends all around, demanded an immediate trial,
which was had as soon as they could send for the com-
plaining witness and States Prosecutor, six miles away,
and as .the easiest way out of the matter—they had no
evidence excepting our intent—we let one of our party
plead guilty for all, and the Justice imposed the lowest
fine allowed by law and cut his own fees one-half, mak-
ing a total fine of $29.15. He furthermore said that all
the farmers' boys around there were shooting chickens
daily and no complaints were made, and if we chose to
stay at his house we could unhitch our teams and put up
and go right out into the fields and shoot and he would
guarantee no molestation on the part of any one.
A great ado was made by the Dennisvillians because

the constable failed to secure our chickens. They were
so eager to tap our pocketbooks that they overlooked all
details, but when the chief constable told them that a
search warrant was necessary if they expected him to
bring in property they saw the point at once. Our
chickens were taken fourteen miles across the country
at midnight, shipped by first express and reached home
before we did, still on ice and in excellent shape. We
were offered $4 per dozen for them, but as we are not
pot-hunters money could not purchase a single chicken.
While as law-abiding a party as the average we believe
the sixty-two chickens we secured are just that number
less for the sharks who prosecuted us and for the honest
farmers who have been shooting them since before they
were able to fly.

No exaggeration to say that in a number of instances
on this trip members of the party could have repeatedly-
killed little toddling quail with a whip. They are very
numerous, but still more so in the vicinity of Baileyviile,
which has been visited by the writer and others during
the past week. Col. D. R. Anthony's farm, near Bailey-
ville, is a paradise for quail, and he has five hounds there
which he keeps for no other purpose than to course jack
rabbits: they will sight and run one down within a mile,
and no questions asked.
There were numerous ludicrous incidents interspersed

with thehard matters of fact of a genuine hunt, such as our
host commanding his dog to " seek the dead" every time
a chicken dropped; our drivers helping themselves before
all others, and to more; the remark that our railroad man
made to the farmer when he saw a toothed hay-knife, that
he didn'tseehow he could have nicked it so badly in cutting
hay; but the most laughable thing of all—from our side
of the fence—was how we escaped alive from those hun-
gry cormorants. H. A. P.

MORE RIFLE TALK.
"OOSTON, Sept. 15.—Editor Forest and Stream: InO the communication by Mr. Leopold I find this re-
mark, "The sharp twist kept the bullets point on."
Question, is it the sharp twist which keeps the bullets
point on? I have an old muzzleloading target rifle with
gain twist which certainly cannot be (and as nearly as I

am able to judge is not nearly so sharp a twist as modern
breechloaders, yet it does not make keyholes even at
500y ds. My experience is limited in the matter of wind-
age at long ranges, but so far as I am able to judge my
muzzleloader with 162-grain bullet, shooting over the
same ground at same time, will require less allowance
for wind than the ,45cal. target gun. The muzzleloader
uses a large charge of powder in proportion to the bullet,

much larger proportion than the breechloader; it sends
its bullet to the mark same as the breechloader. Would
not the breechloader do better with less lead and larger
proportion of powder to its bullet?

The U. S. Government is now experimenting with a
view of using smaller caliber guns (.30 they are trying
now) and a larger proportion of powder to its bullets.
A writer claims .45-60-300 to be the best charge he knows
of. The tendency is to more powder in proportion to the
bullet and it seems to be a step in the right direction.

Senex.

Michigan Feathered Game.—Alma, Mich., Sept. 17.

—The weather has been so dry that the woodcock have
had to seek more congenial quarters, their usual feeding
grounds being dry and hard. Have seen but two in the
course of a month. Ruffed grouse fairly numerous, and
quail, although not numerous, have increased under pro-
tection by law. Last Friday, Sept. 13, while our men
were cutting and burning a patch of weeds and bushes
they flushed some quail, and after the fire had subsided
found a quail's nest with thirteen eggs in it, all pipped
and about to hatch, but the heat had been too intense,
and hence there will be one less bevy to keep for seed
this year. I mention this, as it seems an unusually late
incubation.—L. A. S.

New Jersey.—Perth Amboy, Sept. 23.—Shot an Eng-
lish snipe, in excellent condition, on the Raritan marshes
last Monday, and four yelpers Thursday. Also saw sev-
eral sprigtail ducks. There was a great flight of bitterns
and reed birds over this locality on Wednesday night,
and on Friday morning thousands of flickers and red-
headed woodpeckers passed to the southwest, Hying
against a brisk westerly wind. Many were killed here-
abouts. Qesterday was moving day for several species
of hawks, of which there was a steady migration from
sunrise until late in the afternoon; wind northwest, brisk.
—J. L. K.

Maryland.—Cecil County, Sept. 19.—The reed and rail
bird season epened Sept. 5 in Cecil county. Rail birds
are very scarce, 25 birds being high boat on the best tide.
Reed birds are more plentiful than for some years. The
rabbit hunters report cottontails enough to go round and
some over. Quail are on the increase in this county, six
and eight coveys being reported from one section where
there was not more than one covey three years ago.
Squirrels are numerous enough to give good sport.

—

Ed.

Beayer, Pa. , Sept. 21.—Wednesday morning I took my
Bullard .22, and atter a little over two hours in the wood6
brought home a nice mess of gray squirrels. On my trip
I saw evidences of a good crop of pheasants (ruffed
grouse) and quail, and as for rabbits, "the country is

full of them."—G. A. Scroggs.
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PATTERN AND PENETRATION.
FOLSOM BROS.' CHEAP GUNS, 10 AND 12-GAUGE.

HPH1S time in the narrative of our series of shotgun
X tests, we sing the song of the under dog in the fight.

It is not the high grade, thoroughly satisfactory,

eminently respectable Greener or Paiker or Scott costing

up in the hundreds of dollars, but the mean grade gun of

no name. "W. Richards," that nonentity in the gun
trade, was stamped on the plate, but they were really

only those cheap bits of ordnance which come through
our custom houses, pay a duty of 40 per cent., and yet

may be placed on the counters of the gun shop at $5 a

piece. The Forest and Stream has already in past

times expressed its opinion about these pestiferous

products of the penurious population clustered on Belgian

soil. Liege has much to answer for in that the products

of her shops have done to sweep game and every feathered

thing, game or not, from off our meadows, shores and
woods. Well, it was a pair of these weapons, taken at

random from the immense stock in the warehouse of H.
& D. Folsoni, of this city, which were put to test on Sept.

FOLSOM GUN, 10-GAUGE, BIGHT BARREL, 40YDS., 176 PELLETS.

19. They were double barrel, to be sure, and had the old

nnder snap for locking the breech. The finish was some-
thing to make a lover of fine guns weep, yet they were
just a pair out of hundreds going out weekly into every
nook and corner of the land, and particularly into the

southern part of the Union, The arms under examination
are sold as cylinder bore and are labeled as retailing at

$8 each. The charges were prepared by careful loaders,

and every opportunity was given the arms to do their

very best.

How well they did a glance at the percentages of shot
accounted for will show. The 12-bore was the better

arm of the two. It got 40 per cent, of its charge on the
target at 40yds., taking the mean of a pair of very uneven
barrels. The patterns were fairly well distributed at

FOLSON GUN, 10-GAUGE. LEFT BARREL, 40YDS., 195 PELLETS*.

60yds. with the 12- bore, the right harrel was still far

ahead, and the average performance of the weapon
dropped to 15 per cent- With the 10-bore the barrels ran

very evenly, and at 40yds. located 35 per cent, of the

charge, and at 60yds. but 11 per cent. The guns kicked

in a fashion to shame an army mule, yet they were
strong enough to take the charges of black and white
powder used in a former test of the Scott gun, while the

12-gauge was tried a couple of shots at each range with
the cartridges used with the specially imported test gun
Greener.
The day was a good one. The degree of humidity was

high, the wind was strong and gusty, but it came from
the 12 o'clock quarter, and its only effect was to retard

the flying charge a trifle and so lead to a falling from the

point'aimed at. It would seem from the record that the

12-bore was the better gun of the two, since with a
smaller charge it got a larger number of pellets, both
actually and by percentage, into the circle. No. 10

showed the usual "unaccountable" in the third shot with
the right barrel; so it would appear that these sudden
lapses from the average are not confined entirely to full-

choke, and more particularly, as some claim, to extra

choked arms. Taking each charge as fired, the record of

its pellets upon the fixed and selected circles, with the

distance between their center, stands as follows:

Right, Barrel.
10-BOUE--40yds.

Left Barrel.

Aimed Selected Dist. Aimed Selected Dist.
Circle, Circle, bet. cen- Circle, Circle, bet . cen
Pellets. Pellets. ter. In. Pellets. Pellets. ter. In.

w$ 176 185 195 6
163 163 138 163 7

33 44 5 151 156 5
159 159 4 148 167 6

154 172 5 150 173 4—
Av...V33

—
143 3 154 170 5>£

10-Bore—60yds.
46 42 m 42 46 4

64 69 60 62

34 40 m 29 35 3j|
23 29 P 25 3

46 49 38 56 6—
Av... 43

—
46 39 45 4

12-BORE--40yds
150 169 ~'P

' 139 139, 6

183 180 144 161

184 190 8!^ 175 164 7

166 184 6 137 163 8

165 165 145 155 5^

AV...169 178 7 144 156 t%
12-BORK--60yds.

65 88 83 97 4

71 76 47 54 4

74 89 m 41 52 P07
15

74 6 64 66

23 6 59 59 6

Av... 58 69 6 59 66 4

The formal record of the test stands:

ClAREMONT, N. J., Sept. 19, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

Gun—Folsom Bros. (Liege) Breechloader. Cost, $8. No. of

gun, —. Weight, lOlbs. Length of barrels, 32in. Gauge,
10. Right barrel, cylinder. Left barrel, cylinder.

Weather—Clear, Direction of wind, 12 o'clock. Force of

wind, 17 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 61
0

. Do.,
wet, 54°. Humidity, 63° . Barometer, 29.7in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun:

FOLSOM GUN, 12-GAUQE, RIGHT BARREL, 40YDS., 190 PELLETS.

BOTH BARRELS.

Shell—Club.
Powder, Brand—FG Dead Shot.
Powder, Quantity—3%drs.

I Make—LeRoy's.
Shot - Quantity—1 lioz.

I Size—No. 8 Chilled.

FOLSOM GUN, 12-GAUGE, LEFT BARREL, 40YDS., 175 PELLETS.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at TiaWdom.

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Powder. Shot.

Card over shot; card(l... 101 grs. 547 grs. 484 pellets,

and four B. E. wads- 2. . . 100 grs. 548 grs. 485 pellets,

over powder. (3... 102 grs. 564 grs. 501 pellets.

Average 101 grs. 553 grs. 490 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest affixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets. Pattern. Penetration, s pellets

1. 159 pellets. 12 sheets. 1. 185 pellets.

2. 102 pellets. 7 sheets. 2. 138 pellets.

*3. 33 pellets. . . sheets. 3. 151 pellets.

4. 159 pellets. 11 sheets. 4. 148 pellets.

5. 154 pellets. 11 sheets. 5. 150 pellets.

12 sheets.
12 sheets.
10 sheets.
12 sheets.
. . sheets.

Av. 143 pellets. 10 sheets. Av. 154 pellets. 11 sheets.

*Not included in average.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 176 pellets. 1 195 pellets.

2 163 pellets. 2 167 pellets.

8 172 pellets. 3 173 pellets.

Average 170 pellets. Average 178 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.

Five Shots per Barrel from rest, at fixed 30-inch Circle.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern-. Penetration, 3 pellets.

42 pellets. . . sheets.1.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, :) pellets.^

46 pellets.
64 pellets.
34 pellets.

23 pellets.

46 pellets.

sheets.
12 sheets.
.. sheets.
. . sheets.
6 sheets.

60 pellets.
29 pellets.

27 pellets.

38 pellets.

10 sheets,
4 sheets.

. . sheets.
7 sheets.

Av. 43 pellets. 9 sheets. Av. 39 pellets. 7 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 42 pellets. 1 46 pellets.

2 69 pellets. 2 62 pellets.

3 49 pellets. 3 56 pellets.

Average 53 pellets. Average 55 pellets.

CLAREMONT, N. J., Sept. 19, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

@Wi—Folsom Bros. (Liege) Gun. Cost, $8. No. of gun, 661.

Weight 81bs. Length of barrels, 30in. Gauge, 12. Right
barrel, cylinder. Left barrel, cylinder.

Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 12 o'clock. Force of

wind, 17 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 61° . Do.,

wet, 54° . Humidity, 63° . Barometer, 29.7in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.

Shell—Club.
Powder, Brand—FG Dead Shot.
Powder, Quantity—3drs.

(
Make—LeRoy's.

Shot J Quantity—1}£oz

.

( »Size—No. 8 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.

Three Cartridges Taken at Random.
BOTH BARRELS.

Loading. Powder.
Card over shot; cardfl... 91 grs.

and two P. E. wads- 2. . . 90 grs.

over powder. (3... 92 grs.

Shot.
473 grs. 418 pellets.

440 pellets.
437 pellets.

495 grs.
492 grs.

Average 91 grs. 487 grs. 432 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.

Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. * LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets. Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 150 pellets. 15 sheets. 1. 139 pellets.

2. 183 pellets.
3. 184 pellets.
4. 166 pellets.
5. 165 pellets.

16 sheets.
8 sheets.

12 sheets.
13 sheets.

2. 144 pellets.

3. 175 pellets.

4. 137 pellets.

5. 145 pellets.

12 sheets.
9 sheets.

12 sheets.
12 sheets.
13 sheets.

Av. 167 pellets. 13 sheets. Av. 148 pellets. 12 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 80-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 186 pellets. 1 161 pellets.

2 190 pellets. 2 164 pellets.

3 184 pellets. 3 163 pellets.

Average 187 pellets. Average 162 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.

Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pelleti

65 pellets.
71 pellets.

74 pellets.
67 pellets.
15 pellets.

4 sheets.
6 sheets.
5 sheets.
7 sheets.

.. sheets.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

83 pellets.

47 pellets.

41 pellets.

64 pellets.

59 pellets.

6 sheets.
9 sheets.
.. sheets.
7 sheels.
6 sheets.

Av. 58 pellets. 5 sheets. Av. 59 pellets. 7 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 83 pellets. 1 97 pellets.

2 76 pellets. 2 66 pellets.

3 89 pellets. 3 59 pellets.

Average 82 pellets. Average 74 pellets.

Lewis County, N. Y., Sept. 20.—Extended trips and
faithful hunting on the part of the sportsmen m this

vicinity confirms the reports of the woodcock shooters in

regard to the scarcity of ruffed grouse, at least on their

usual haunts. One fair bag in years past for one man
was made by two men last week. The score was six

grouse and three woodcock. Several bags of two or three

are reported. The general verdict, however, seems to be

that they are few and far between, or else we do not look

for them in the proper places. Next month we expect to

find woodcock on the high grounds and we are hoping

for a good flight, although no large bags are anticipated.

A good-sized buck was seen a short time since on the

Utica & Black River R. R. track near the village of Cas-

torland by the section hands. This is some distance from

the Adirondacks proper. A few duck are reported on

the Black River. The weather is cold and raw; if it con-

tinues so migrating birds will soon be going.—Osceola.

The Lost Flight.—The Cedars, Oakdale, L. I., Sept.

17.—During the heavy northeast storm on Thursday

and Friday, Sept. 12 and 13, there was a hig flight of

large snipe on the Long Island coast. Marlin, willets,

curlews and yelpers in great numbers winged their

happy way over the numberless empty blinds. As the

rain fell in torrents, and the tide was so high, gunning

was out of the question.—Alfred A. Fraser.

Upland Plover Gunning.—Mr. W. Howard Pack, of

Philadelphia, is stopping at the residence of Joshua Ben-

nett, at Court House. Mr. Pack is one of the finest shot*

in the State, and spends much of his time in gunning

field plovers on horseback, being an accurate shot when
his horse is going at the highest speed.—Atlantic Goast

Pilot. Sept 21.
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ABOUT GUIDES.
[This paper was among manuscripts left by George Dawson, and

was only recently discovered and sent to us. It was iutended for
one of the "Winter Talks on Summer Pastimes," written for the
Forest asd Stream just before Mr. Dawson's death.]

HANDY and obliging guides are as necessary to one's
comfort in the woods as skilled and good-natured

servants are to the peace and harmony of the domestic
circle at home. Many a summer's outing has been marred
for the want of them. But my experience has taught
me that the quality of a guide, like the quality of a do-
mestic, depends very much upon the quality of those who
employ them. Oftener than we are willing to admit it is

"like master like man," and like mistress like maiden.
Neither care to be "nagged," and both are apt to recip-
rocate in kind.
There is, perhaps, a larger percentage of mild-mannered

men in our fraternity than in any other: but all are not
as good-natured and considerate as they should be, and
for this reason are not always as well served as they
might be and as they would be were they less exacting
and better tempered. It is the habit of some men always
to bully their subordinates. This sometimes pays, no
doubt, but it oftener fails to secure cheerful service,
especially in the woods, where we haven't even "Hob-
son's Choice" to fall back upon.
There are. few things more helploss thau the average

angler on unknown waters. He is as dependent upon his
guide as the "occasional foreign correspondent" is upon
liis guide book. Unless he has learned from long experi-
ence just where to look for what he seeks, he will not
even know were to cast without his guide's suggestion;
and if, unhappily, his guide is "tiffed" by his manner, or
rendered mulish by his undeserved rebuffs, he will be
very likely to be kept ignoraut of the best preserves and
most prolific waters. Few things bring a better return
anywhere than good nature, but nowhere is the habit
more remunerative than in the woods, where your pleas-
ure can be very easily made or marred by your pleased or
displeased servitor. There is just as much human nature
to the square inch in a woods-guide as in any other son
of Adam or daughter of Eve, and that angler will make
the most of his outing who, in all proper ways, makes
the most of his guide.

I once spent a week in May on the Raquette, near
where were camped two gentlemen who had never before
been on the river at that season. My tent was pitched at
Setting Pole Rapids and theirs on the high ground near
Lothrop's Chopping. The fishing was superb on the
rapids, and I enjoyed it to my heart's content from the fact
that all I could kill w*-e gratefully received as a supple-
ment to the scantily provided larder of a logging camp in
my immediate vicinity. Notwithstanding the proverbial
voracity of a "bushwhackers" appetite, the fish were so
abundant that the supply was never short of the demand
and never in excess; for I soon discovered that however
many fish I might kill none would be wasted. The result
was the busiest and most enjoyable week I ever had had,
up to that time, on angling waters. But while 1 was thus
having an absolute surfeit of sport, my neighbors were do-
ing little else than cursing the stupidity of their guides
and anathematizing the barrenness of the waters. When
I heard of their ill luck, I sent them an invitation to come
and try the rapids. But they declined with thanks, as
"they preferred to fish in still water." Now every old
angler knows that those who fish for trout in still water
in May are likely to angle in vain, angle they ever so
deftly. Still-water fishing will do in July and August,
but it is dull work in May or early June.
I subsequently met one of the guides who accompanied

these gentlemen, and his story was something like this:
"The difficulty, sir, was just 'here. They knew nothing
about their business, and they were not willing to learn.
As soon as they struck the river, instead of halting and
casting where the fish were, they halted and cast where
the fish weren't; and when I ventured a suggestion they
just told me to mind my business and they would mind
theirs. As I was agreeable, 1 concluded to let the
darned fools enjoy themselves in their own way. The
result was that after fishing every bit of still Avater be-
tween Cold Brook and Lathrop'tj Chopping they didn't
catch fish enough to make one square meal for a hungry
man; whereas, by fishing the riffs and swift water, the
donkeys might have half filled the canoe. I never went
out with a brace of more disagreeable buffers. I could
and would have put them where they could have had all

the sport they could have desired," but as they 'knew
their business.' and were as abusive as they were stupid,
I could only get my revenge by permitting them to skin
their own skunks "after then-' own fashion. They left
Martin's with as poor an opinion of the Raquette as I had
of them."
The mistake of these gentlemen was that because on

some former occasion they had fair sport in still water
and nowhere else in August, they expected equal sport
in the same kind of water in May. But that is not ac-
cording to the order of trout nature. They have their
different haunts in different seasons, and those who know
their habits will be always sure to have the best sport.
As a rule I have been fortunate with my guides—less,

perhaps, because they possesssed any inherent superi-
ority than because T early learned how to get out of
them the best that was in them. I always treated them
kindly, and uniformly went where they wished to take
me—provided they wished to take me where I wished to
go. By this seeming acquiescence I always had my own
way, and at the same time rendered them as anxious that
I should have a "good time" as I was to have it.

But there is, nevertheless, a great difference in guides.
Some are stupid, some are lazy, some are willful, and
some are so full of conceit as to render them quite un-
bearable. Others are obliging, industrious and thoroughly
posted in every department of their craft. They are ex-
pert anglers, good cooks, perfect masters of paddle or oar,
and thoroughly acquainted with every rod of forest and
every foot of water within the territory where they under-
take to pilot their patrons. When one is fortunate enough
to secure such guides he is sure to have the best sport and
the highest pleasure attainable. A carry of a mile or two
doesn't deter them from revealing what may be hoped
for by making it. Because the current is stiff or the
rapids formidable they don't try to evade their ascent by
jying about them. Nor do they wait to be forced to

father fresh boughs and plenty of them to make your

a
ouch soft and fragrant. When the evenings are chilly
nd a roaring fire is necessary for warmth and comfort,
they don't wait to be reminded of the fact. With such
guides your tent is always tidy, your larder is always
protected, and your cooking utensils and tin plates are
always clean. They can fry a trout or broil a salmon to
perfection; their baked pork and beans would satisfy the
most exacting denizen of the Hub: their pancakes are
always light andartisticallylbrowned; their coffee is never
spoiled by over-boiling, and they are never so happy as
when assured that they are rendering satisfactory and
acceptable service.

While good guides are to be coveted on all waters, they
are indispensable on salmon rivers where the canoes are
light, the currents heavy, and the rapids formidable.
As a rule, Indians are the most expert and safest canoe-
men, whether handling a paddle or a pole. I have fre-
quently had one Indian and one white man in my canoe,
but the Indian was always given precedence, not by my
wish alone, but with the assent and concurrence of his
white co-laborer as well. They are not only more ex-
pert but more cautious than white men, and, on the
roughest waters, I soon learned that it was always safe
to go wherever my Indian pilot was willing to take me.
I only once deemed him too timid, and ordered him to
push straight through a rapid around which he wished
to carry. He obeyed, with no other protest than a gut-
tural "Ugh! Get wet!" And so we did; for it was
"nip and tuck" whether we went over the rapids or went
under them. I never afterward asked him to take me
w here he was not willing to go.
But handling a canoe is not the most difficult office of

a guide on salmon waters. There are ten good canoe
men where there is one good ga ffer. To a looker on it

seems easy enough to gaff a 20 or 301b. fish, but to do so
from a canoe, in swift water and while the fish is in full
life and in constant motion, or even when drawn near the
shore, is about as difficidt a piece of work as is connected
with the art. A miss is as mortifying to the gaffer as it

is provoking to the angler. But misses are common and
often fatal. In such cases, if the angler has any " swear
words" in Ids vocabulary, they are pretty sure to be ven-
tilated.

I had killed a great many salmon before I ventured to
gaff one; and while I was about it I wished I hadn't un-
dertaken the job. Such scooting and dodging, such
dashing and flopping, such striking and missing was
never before seen in salmon waters. But I succeeded,
thanks, not to my own skill, but to the saintly patience
and marvellous manipulations of the Judge who had
hooked the fish.

While few guides are perfect in every phase of service,
one is seldom met with who cannot be made useful. If
he is only willing the rest will follow. With a willing
guide all things are possible, if his employer is endowed
with the essential gifts of patience and good temper.

G. D.

CHEAP FISHING FOR "PODGERS."
Editor Forest and Stream:
I want to say a word to "Podgers," and not only "Pod-

gers" but all who like him have known the troubles and
trials that beset a sportsman around the old time resorts.
Did it never occur to "Podgers" that there were places
where he could fish, aye, and catch fish, without being
bled financially. There are such places; the west coast of
Florida is one. If "Podgers" will write to me I will put
him in the way of such sport with rod and reel as he
never dreamt of, and I'll warrant he will be satisfied
with the. fish he catches, and the price be pays. I have
fished some myself, and I know of no place where a
man is so sure of a catch as he is in this vicinity. Boats
can be had for from $3 to $5 per day.

I have in mind now a little cabin yawl with accommo-
dations for four, fast, tight and able, that can be had
with a man to her, for $5 per day, and the skipper will
take his party where they can catch fish, too. What's the
matter with that? There is a plenty of groupers and
channel bass or redfish, sea trout, Spanish mackerel,
lady fish, pompano, jack fish, and in the season tarpum;
while there are fresh-water lakes close by. where big-
mouth bass are plenty, 5lbs. to 151bs. in weight.
Just leave Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard severely

alone, and give these waters a try. Within a few miles
of where I write there are some 12 to 15 varieties of fish
who take the fly readily. If one wishes to add the gun
to his outfit there is an abundance of beach birds along
the shore with quail inland. Bears, deer and turkeys are
fairly plenty, but it requires some experience in the coun-
try and considerable tramping to get them. They are
here though, and there are very few days in the year
when we don't have venison or turkey in the market.
Now, "Podgers," don't break your heart, "there are as

good fish in the sea as were ever caught," and we have
some of them here. Tarpon.
Tarpon Springs. Florida.

A Land Fish.—Surgeon Charles H. White of the
U. S. Navy in a recent letter to Dr. Gill, writing from
Samoa, gives the following interesting account of the
goby (Periophthalmus): "1 have several specimens of a
fish that lives on land and breathes the air. Of course,
this thing is not new to you, but it quite surprised me by
its antics. It never goes under water as far as my obser-
vation goes, buj; skips along the surface of the pool in a
straight line and very rapidly, landing on the mud and
hiding at once under a leaf or any other convenient shel-
ter; or, perhaps, jumping up on an overhanging twig and
balancing itself there by means of its pectoral fins, which
are developed into organs of land locomotion. The only
thing that does not look fishy about it is the exophthal-
mic eye, and these forward flippers. I only saw this fish
in one place—on a muddy creek. They seemed to be
always sunning themselves when left alone, but fled for
shelter at the coming of any one." This fish has been
known to naturalists for many years, nevertheless the
description by Dr. White of its habits is very interesting
and well worth recording. It feeds upon insects and
crustaceans largely, which are found upon the beaches.
In the Standard Natural History, Vol. III.

, p. 256, there
is a picture showing the very curious habits of this fish
upon the land.

New Jersey Striped Bass Fishing is reported good at
Belmar.

SUSQUEHANNA BASS AND PERCH.

ONE of the beautiful portions of the Susquehanna
River, and one that contains some of the best spots

known for successful angling, 'is that portion lyingbetween
the Falls (Collins's station, P. R. R ) and the Riffles, one
mile south of Bainbridge, Pa. This body of water forms
an ideal home for the black bass and pike-perch, being
composed of clear running water, forming eddies, pools
and rapids, affording excellent spawning grounds for
bass and perch.
As is well known the bass were first introduced in this

river in 1869 by several citizens of Harrisburg, and in
1873 the State Fish Commissioners commenced the work
of stocking the Susquehanua with this fish. Their in-
crease in size and numbers has been rapid, and, if we
can believe reports, this applies to the whole river from its

headwaters to its mouth, for up stream and down anglers
are claiming the largest numbers and t he biggest fish.

My first catch of bass from the Susquehanna was made
out of season. It was one of the 1873 plant, and its cap-
ture came about thus: We (boys) were Bitting upon a
raft of logs which was moored to the stone wall of the
towpath in front of town, and some of the party were fish-
ing. I had no line, but for pastime started to rig one, and
this I did out of a piece of cotton cord to which I attached
a bent pin to serve as a hook, a small nail did as a sinker,
then I let the "hook" down along the edge of the raft,
and it had hardly reached "near-the-bottom" when I had
a very unusual bite. The fish was soon landed and
proved to be a black bass, a small one. We fishermen
were filled with wonder, it was a new fish to us and a
little larger than our ordinary "sunny," consequently we
all considered it a prize. Ex-Sheriff Smith was on the
wall and told us what the fish was, and that it would
have to go back into the water. Back it went and seemed
none the worse for the handling it had received.
The pike-perch is much liked as a game fish in this

portion of the river. The first one of this species seen by
the writer was about the year 1869. It was captured in
the river at Bainbridge, by Mr. Henry Nagle, and
weighed something like 8 or lOlbs. For this beautiful
fish my father paid $2. We had a royal feast, for we
were eating "salmon." As I remember the company at
table was very enthusiastic in praising the fish, and it
surely was food to be esteemed. By some anglers in
Bainbridge the pike-perch is considered the best fish in
the river, principally on account of the large size it
attains.

Another percoid fish which has been taken in the Sus-
quehanna quite frequently of late years is the red-eye
perch or rock bass (Ambloplites rupe&tHs). Several years
ago I was shown one by Mr. George Depue, who, upon
my asking Mm the name of the fish, said he did not
know a name for it, but that it was a cross between the
black bass and the common sunfish. I think I learned
afterward that Mr. Bernard Doyle was the father of that
idea. What else could they think, it surely looks as
though it was a hybrid made by the crossing of these
two species, and having as many anal spines as both its

parents combined. Mr. Frank G. Galbraith obtained
one at Wrightsville several years ago, which excited
considerable curiosity at the time, and I think Frank
showed a shade of disappointment when I told him the
fish was probably the "rock bass" after he had given me
a verbal description of it. This species lias been planted
in the Susquehanna, and I hope it will thrive there. It
is one of the best pan fishes of this country, and the
Pennsylvania State Fish Commission, and other citizens
of the State, deserve unlimited praise for their efforts to
introduce such valuable fishes into the waters of the:

State.

As will be seen by the following notes, furnished me
by my friend. Stehman Herr, of Bainbridge, the fishing
this season has been good, fish plentiful and biting read-
ily. The excessive rainfall has affected the fishing to
some extent. Mr. Herr writes under date of Sept, 14:

"The fishing was very good until the present wet spell of
weather began, yet there have been some good catches
this week. Yesterday Mr. Ell. Haldeman caught eleven
'Susquehanna salmon.' On Sept. 1 he landed three that
averaged 31bs. apiece. Messrs. Doyle and Haldeman were
up at the Falls to-day fishing for 'salmon,' but met with
poor success, catching only three, the largest of which
weighed 81bs. I also drove up to the Falls to-day and in-
terviewed Mr. G. W. Walton. He told me that fishing-

there is at its best, never better, and will continue good
until cold weather interferes. 'Salmon' are numerous
and bass are very plentiful. German carp are sometimes
caught at the Falls, and eels are in abundance. The
water at the present time is in very good condition.
Anglers come here from Philadelphia, "Lancaster, Harris-
burg and from many other sections of eastern Pennsyl-
vania, and those having suitable tackle and knowing how
to use it, usually take home good strings of fish. The
'salmon' and bass increase each succeeding season in spite
of the large numbers taken out of the river every year.
The former species average about 4lbs. in weight, and the
bass average from 1 to l^lbs. The largest bass Mr. Wal-
ton has seen caught at the Falls weighed 41bs. The
largest catch of 'salmon' made at the Falls this season
was that of Mr. Harry Bricker, of Harrisburg, who suc-
ceeded in landing fifteen fine 'salmon' one day last week,
among them there being one of 91bs, weight. This beau-
tiful example was about 3ft. long, and is considered the
finest fish caught here up to date.

"Lamprey eels are the best bait; bright-sided minnows
or shiners, small catfish and helgramites are also very
good. Rod and reel are used , with spoon. The fishing
is all done by trolling."

I have spent the greater portion of my life right on
this spot, and, therefore, I know that I speak the truth in
saying that some of the best angling for the pike-perch
(Susquehanna "salmon") and the small-mouthed black
bass is to be had on that portion of the river mentioned
in the beginning of this article. I have seen strings of
from twenty to thirty bass (an unusual number) cap-
tured in one day by one rod between Bainbridge and the
Riffles. Messrs. Doyle, E. and J, Haldeman, Hippie,
McNeil, "Squire" Bear, Smith and others are the local
anglers. Hotel expenses there are nominal, whde the
table is always well supplied. The Pennsylvania Rail-
road runs through the place, affording ample and easy
facilities for getting in or out of town. Good boats and
guides are to be had at moderate prices. It is a place
where the stranger will not be fleeced.

Barton A. Bean,
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THE BAY OF QUINTE.

P> ELLEVILLE, Ont., Sept. 16.—The fishing season in

Jt3 these waters has not been an universal success this

season.
Maskinonge have been scarce, as compared with last

year, when the number and size of the fish caught in this

district were unprecedented. Then 40-pounders were
quite common, and a monster of ollbs. headed the list.

Now the big ones are few, the largest recorded being a
36 pounder, which was taken on Saturday afternoon at

Mosquito Bay, by Mr. H. K. Smith, one of the vice-presi-

dents of the Forest and Stream Club. The fish, which
was beautifully proportioned, was measured in my pres-

ence, and its dimensions were found to be as follows:

Length, 4ft. 2|in.; girth, 23}in. The number of fish

caught is not, probably, more than one-sixth of the catch
of last year, but they were found to be widely diffused.

The same remarks apply to the Bay of Quinte'as a whole
and to Hay Bay.
Since the departure of the shark or gaspereaux, early

in August, bass have been taken in greater numbers than
for many years past, and they are still biting freely when
the weather is favorable. A party from your side of the
line had upward of lOOlbs. one day, and an old angler
who camped and fished for a week a few miles west of

the city told me that he and two companions averaged
at least 701bs. per day. The same augler caught on
Thursday last twelve bass which weighed a little more
than 4()ibs. Four of the string were 151bs. good weight,
and the largest of the lot weighed 4ilbs. Grasshopper
and fly were the lures used. At the famous "middle
ground," opposite Northport, some enormous catches
have been reported. Most of these reports I believe, but
cannot personally verify.

Pike and pickerel (dore) have been taken hereabouts in
large numbers, and many of them of large size.

Tbe Bay of Quinte is a splendid fishing ground. If

properly protected it would be a veritable paradise for

anglers. R. S. Bell.

The Wrong Place foe Plaice.—Editor Forest and
Stream: A contributor alluding to the fact that English
sparrows are sometimes palmed off for reed birds in the
restaurants reminds me that not long since I had occa-
sion to go to the restaurant of the Pennsylvania Railroad
depot in Jersey City, and looking over the bill of fare I

saw on the fish list "Halibut steak, 40 cents." As this

seemed a tempting dish I ordered it, and in a few min-
utes the waiter brought in a couple of transverse sections

from a plaice, which might easily be mistaken for halibut
by a man with a very bad cold. I asked the waiter if he
couldn't serve a different sort of halibut if I waited a few
minutes, and he said. "No sah! that's the only sort of
halibut we have, sah." As I am not a kicker I said
nothing aud paid my bill, but decided to go elsewhere
for dinner next time. As stewards can buy the cheap
and coarse plaice for a mere trifle, and as the delicious
halibut is expensive, T presume that a great many travel-

ers fiud that they do not care much for halibut.

—

Robt.
T. Morris.

Havre de Grace, Maryland.—We are indebted to
Mi'. D, W. Kenly for the following notes upon the occur-
rence of certain fishes at the mouth of the Susquehanna
River: Mr. Kenly says the striped bass (Boccns lineatiis)

has been and is very abundant, the river at times being
literally alive with these fish. They will not take the
hook, much to the angler's disgust, as they find plenty of
food in the herring and shad which are swarming in the
river. There are millions of young shad at this point,
which they do not leave; owing, it is said, to the salinity
of the water. These young shad occurring in immense
numbers are supposed to be the result of last spring's
shad hatching and planting by the U. S. Fish Commis-
sion. The report that Mr. Thomas Reynolds of this place
"caught 2,400lbs. of striped bass in his trammel net is

true. The fish varied in size from | to BO and 40lbs. The
water at last accounts was clear, favorable to angling for
striped bass, and would undoubtedly be very fine but for
the presence of the small fish.

Brown Trout in Virginia.—The U. S. Fish Commis-
sion, at Washington, has received a beautiful specimen
of the brown trout of Europe, which was reared at the
U. S. hatchery at Wytheville, Virginia. It is one of
nine, which were taken in a seine in Tates Run, Va.
This stream flows by the hatchery, from which the trout
had escaped. The one here noticed is about 12in. long
and of a beautiful coloration. This is very gratifying to
the Commission , as the eggs from which these fish were
hatched were imported from Germany. It seems settled
beyond a doubt that this fine species is to be added to the
list of trout to be found in American waters, as several
have been captured in different j>arts of the country this
season.

Black Bash IN Illinois.—One of the most remarkable
features of fishculture work in Illinois is the fact that
80 per cent, of the fish handled there this season are
black bass. Carloads of bass are being planted in streams
suitable for their reception. Here will be an angler's
paradise for bass fishing.

SAWDUST IN STREAMS.

MR. W. H, ROGERS, late Inspector of Fisheries for Nova
Scotia, made a report to the Hon. C. H. Tupper, Minis-

ter of Marine and Fisheries, upon the question of sawdust in
streams and its effect upon tish. This report was dated at
Ottawa, Jan. 1, 1S89, and. for some reason was suppressed at
the time. It has just been published in Halifax by William
Maena-b. under the title of "The Suppressed Sawdust Re-
port," l2ino., covering 15 pages, with an addendum of 5
pages made up of the following articles, all of which have
appeared in Forest and Stream during the present year:
"A Century of Sawdust," Hallock; "The Sawdust Question,"
Peirce;" "Effect of Sawdust on Fish," Piscator.
The report of Mr. Rogers is a strong argument against the

belief that sawdust is injurious to fish life in streams, and
it wholly disproves the supposition that fish are driven from
waters in which much sawdust is thrown. Mr. Rogers
states that he usually found the most fish at the run of
water from the mill wheels, and that is where the sawdust
is thickest, aud he further says that "so well is this known
by men employed in saw mills that during the salmon
season, so soon as the mill is stopped for any purpose, a man
or two will be seen under it with dip-net or spear, endeavor-

ing to capture the fish which have gathered there while the
mill was in operation." Mr. Rogers's connection with the
Department of Fisheries, and the fact that the Province in
which he has lived and worked has numerous small streams
flowing to the sea which are well stocked with auadromous
fishes, and which have many saw mills upon their banks,,
has afforded him excellent, opportunity for a study of this
question, and after making extensive, investigation of the
subject he states that he has been unable to obtain evidence
to sustain the belief that sawdust is injurious to fish. Mr,
Rogers quotes at length from letters received by him from
Overseers of Fisheries in the different counties of Nova
Scotia,. These overseers ire for the most part of the belief
that the sawdust is not injurious except where it covers the
spawning beds, which it seldom does, owing to the fact
that the swift running waters of the beds do not allow the
dust to settle there. They obtain no evidence going to prove
that the fish are poisoned by sawdust, but say that the dams
are the principal cause of failure in the fishery for anadro-
uious fishes.

Mr. Rogers quotes from a letter received by him from
Commissioner Stilwell, of Bangor, Me., viz.: "In answer
to your esteemed favor of the 28th nit. (November, 1880), we
have no reports or papers upon the subject of sawdust. We
have not succeeded in keeping it out of our rivers. It does
not seem to seriously affect the anadromous fishes where
thrown out below their spawning grounds; if thrown in
above I think it would. Our auadromous fish seem to make
their way through it readily enough." In referring to cor-
respondence had with Mr. Henry O. Stanley, Fish Commis-
sioner, Maine, Mr. Rogers says: "He (Stanley) has had no
experience as to the effect of it if lodged on the upper por-
tions of rivers or on spawning beds, aud thinks that in such
cases it would injure the salmon fishery, and I am inclined
to think so too, but I have never been able to find any
lodged where salmon would spawn, as there is too much
force of water in such places to allow it to remain, salmon
always spawning in shallow rapid running water. Some of
onr rivers have been receiving sawdust at their very head-
waters for many years, and one looks in vain for sawdust
where there is any likelihood of salmon spawning. Maine
has much more sawdust in her streams than we have and
her officers are close and keen observers of long experience."
One very remarkable case recited is that of the St. John

River, of which Mr. Rogers speaks as follows: "It will not
be denied that there is and has been for very many years
past more sawdust thrown into the St. John River than
into any other in the Lower Provinces. Gilson's large
mills and others on the Nashwaak with numerous others
all along the smaller streams which flow into the St. John
on both sides, from the Craud Falls down the river almost
to its mouth, allow their dust to pass into the water. All
the other large fish-producing rivers, however, are clean as
to sawdust

}
and yet the shad and other fish on the St. John

are increasing, and decreasing on other rivers where there
is little or no sawdust." A table is given showing a grad
ual increase in the* number of shad taken from the St. John
River from 1878, when the catch was reported as but 428
barrels, to 1887, in which year the reported catch amounted
to 2,793 barrels. From 1876 to 1881, six years, the annual catch
of salmon on this river was 173,-±921bs., and from 1882 to 1887
210,1 lOOlbs., an average annual increase of 37,42-flbs. for the
latter period. During the same season a large increase in the
catch of alewives is noted. This is more remarkable, as in
the whole province there was a decrease in the catch of
salmon amounting to an average of 596,9501bs. annually.
Mr. Rogers presents a table showing the catches of sal-

mon in the rivers of Nova Scotia proper, where sawdust
abounds, aud also the catches made in the rivers of Cape
Breton, which are comparatively clean. During the years
1880 to 1887 there was an increase of nearly three hundred
per cent, in Nova Scotia, while in the rivers of Cape Breton
there was no increase whatever.
"The Clyde River was for many years almost entirely

barren of fish. We never received an account of a pound, of
fish of any kind from it until after the dam was opened by a
patent fishway in 1879. Sawdust has continued to run into
it for many years, and it is still running." The catch of
salmon in this river in 1885 is given as 3501 bs., and a gradual
increase is noted up to 1888, when the catch was S,9751bs.
Mr. Rogers cites numerous cases similar to the ones given

above, and says: "The natural and only rational deduction
from this state of facts is, that the best way to stop com-
plaints as to sawdust is to open the dams and make natural
falls passable for all kinds of auadromous fishes;" and he con-
cludes as follows: "In conclusion I may say that those who
affirm that sawdust injures the fisheries to the extent
claimed by them should be in a position to show facts and
produce instances clearly proving their assertions. This
should, of course, have been done before their, in my
opinion, untenable views were placed in the form of law;
but even nowthatthelawhas to a large extent been allowed to
fall into desuetude, and when the important milling inter-
ests of the couutry are likely to be so seriously affected,
there should, I think, be a careful examination or inquiries
into the whole subject^

A NOVEL WAY TO CAPTURE FISH—Mr. E. M. Rob-
inson, of theU. S. Fish Commission, who has been stationed
at the Wytheville, Va., hatchery, used a McDonald fishway
in capturing escaped trout a few days ago. He placed the
fishway in position in Tates Run, which flows by the hatch-
ery, having a pool at the head of the way into which the fish

fell as they crossed the structure. In this way he captured
108 trout, most of which were the speckled or common brook
trout, and a few brown trout. Mr. Robinson has gone to
Leadville, Col., where he is to superintend the work of fish
hatching. It is Ms intention to try the fishway as a means
for capturing the native-trout of that region for breeding
purposes. As the fish receive no injury whatever from this
method, it may prove of great use in this work.

FISH HATCHERY AT LEADVLLLE, COLORADO.—
It is expected to have the Leadville station ready for trout,
hatching on or" before the first of November. The work at
first will have to be done in a temporary building; this
building to be a part of the permanent establishment. Mr.
E. M. Robinson, superintendent of the station at Leadville,
has been ordered to Washington, where he will receive
necessary instructions and then proceed to his new station.
The work at this station during the coming season will be
carried on to as great an extent as possible under the circum-
stances, and, although it may be somewhat limited, good
results can be looked for.

WHITEFISH WORK ON LAKE ERIE.—Col. John Gay,
Inspector of Statious of the U. S. Fish Commission, who
has had charge of the establishment of a station at Lead-
ville, Colorado, will go from that place to Put in-Bay, Lake
Erie, to take charge of the collection and distribution of the
whitefish. The work will be carried on under the same
arrangement as last season, the eggs being collected on the
lake and taken to the State Fish Commission hatchery at
Sandusky to be hatched out. If the season is favorable for
the obtainment of eggs, the work done will be upon a large
scale, as under the existing arrangement large quantities of
eggs can be handled.

FISHES FROM THE YELLOWSTONE.—It is expected
that car No. 1, of the U. S. Fish Commission, will carry to
Washington, on its return from the Yellowstone Park, a
good series of the food fishes of that region. This series will
include the black-spotted trout of that country, the white-
fish and the grayling. These will be exhibited in the Fish
Commission aquaria in Washington, and will no doubt
prove a great attraction.

lie Menttel.

F I XT U RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Oct. 1 to 3.—Third Annual Dog Sliovv ff tbo Bristol Park Agri-
cultural Society, Bristol, Conn. F. C. Barnes, Secretary.
Oct. 8 to 12.—Eighth Annua) Dog Show of the Danbiiry Agri-

cultural Society, at Danbury, Conn. B. C. Lynes. Secretary. En-
tries close Sept. 28.

Nov. H to 10.— First Dog Show of the Continental Kennel Club,
at Denver, Col. Claude King, Secretary.

Jan. 13!to 18, 1890.—First Annual Dog Show of the Georgia Pet
Stock and Bench Show Association, at Augusta, Ua, A. EL Von-
derleith. Secretary.
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890.—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 18 to 21, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 11 to 14, 1890.—Second Annual Dos Show of the Rochester

Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yar.es, Secretary.
March 25 i.o 28, 1890—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lvttn, Mass. 1). A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.
April 15 to IS, 1890. —Second Annual Dog Show. of the Mascoutah

Kennel Club, at Chicago, 111. John L. .Lincoln, Jr., Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 4.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel Club.

P. T. Madison. Secretary, Indianapolis. Ind.
Nov. 11.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel Club,

at Chatham, Ont. C. A. Stone, Secretary, London, Ont.
Nov. 18.—Eleventh Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at High Point, N. O. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.
Dec. 2.-Inaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club,

at Lexington, N. O. C. H. Odell, Secretary, Mill's Building, New
York, N. Y.
Dec. 16.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Amory, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at, Bakersiield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313
Bush si reef, San Francisco, Cal.
Feb. 11, 1890.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary.

COURSING.
Oct. 9 to 12.—Fall meet of the National Coursing Club at Hutch-

inson, Kan. M. E. Allison, Manager.
Oct. 24.—Annual M*et of the American Coursing Club, at Great

Bend, Kan. F. K. Doan. Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.

TORONTO DOG SHOW.
[Speeiai Report.]

rpHR Dominion of Canada Kennel Clubs' Exhibition, held
A in connection with the Industrial Fair and Exposition,
Sept. 16-20, is considered the most successful dog show that
has ever been held in Canada. Notwithstanding that a dog
show was being held in Rlinira the entries footed up about
335 all told, and the quality was decidedly better than aver-
age. These figures are far in excess of any benched by the
other fall shows; and a well-known judge who was present
at London declared that Toronto was so vastly superior,
both in number and quality, that the smaller exhibi-
tion was " out- classed." In regard to the attendance all we
need say is that on Tuesday nearly 5,000 persons paid for
admission, and that when the president of the Industrial
Fair called to have a look at the dogs he was unable to get
into the building The fair people are so much pleased with
the outcome of affairs that next year they will erect a larger
and more suitable building especially for the dogs. Better
prizes will be given, and the Toronto dog show of 1890 will
probably have 500 entries.
Captain C. Grevile Harston, who bad most to do with the

management, is not a new hand at the business. He is a
downright bard worker, and it will not be owing to a lack
of appreciation on the part of exhibitors if he is not again
seen in the same capacity. Before the closing of the show
he was presented with a suitable testimonial which con-
tained the signatures of all the prominent exhibitors pres-
ent. This compliment to his devotion was well merited.
He was ably assisted by Mr. W. S. Jackspn and Mr. J.
Massey, both good dog men, and by Mr. Dean and other
friends and members of the club. The judging was done in
a large tent off the main building, and the -management is
to be commended for the quick manner in which the rings
were served, considering the tremendous crowd that was
gathered about the. benches. Mr. McEwen of London was
ring stewart for Mr. Davidson, and Mr. Jackson officiated
in the same capacity for Mr. Mason. Mr. Davidson, who
had to leave for Elmira on Tuesday afternoon, commenced
his duties ou Monday at noon, but Mr. Mason did not get to
work until nearly 4 o'clock. The awards were all made be-
fore, noon on Tuesday, and on Wednesday a catalogue with
printed list of awards was on sale.

It is scarcely necessary to add that our visit was a most
pleasant one, and that we were received with generous
Canada hospitality; but we cannot commence on the dogs
without first thanking the club members for the many
courtesies and kindnesses received at their hands.

MASTIFFS—(MR. MASON).

In point of quality this was probably the best class that
has been seen in Canada. Beaufort., the English champion,
was entered, but not sent, and the competition lay between
Sears' Monarch, a well known winner, and Mode, a promis-
ing young dog, owned by Mr. Hugh Falconer, of Shelburn,
Ont. Monarch has an advantage in length of body, strength
of loin, spring of ribs, muscular development, bend in hocks
and straightness in forelegs, and these are the points that
pulled him through. Mode is a trifle better in head and
vastly superior in bone, but his rather short body, not very
well sprung ribs, straight hocks and out-turning feet nut
him back. The Melrose dog, too, had a decided advantage
in condition. Mode was catalogued at $200, aud if any one
wants a cheap dog here is a chance. Rosedale Bruce, owned
by Mr. J. Massey, who is one of Toronto's most popular
fanciers, was a good third. He lacks in width of muzzle,
depth of stop, strength of quarters, massiveness of body,
and would be improved with more bone, better bent hocks
and by less length in legs. King, be, lacks in head, ears,
strength of limbs, muscular development and general mas-
siveness. Hector, he, is not typical in head, and the fore-
head especially is of wrong formation; it should be flat. He
also lacks in size, bone, and formation of hindquarters.
Major II,, unnoticed, lacks in muzzle, hang of lips, color of
eyes, massiveness of body, strength of limbs, formation of
feet and in one or two other minor points. He is a useful-
iOoking dog, but not a show mastiff. In bitches Countess
of Dunsrnore, an old face that is well known to mastiff
men, scored a very easy first. Bess, second prize, was
beaten in all head properties, and owing to suckling a litter
was not in bench show condition. Fawn, unnoticed, is
very shallow in head, wrong in muzzle and lips, light in
bone and lacking in massiveness of body. Flora, unnoticed,
was entered as a yellow dog. Fawn, yellow or brindle, she
is not a show dog, being altogether wrong in head, bad in
ears, slab-sided, leggy aud weak in'jbone. Lady, another of
the unnoticed division, lacks in head, ears, bone and con-
dition, and in none of the other points is she first-class.

Minting Minor, one of the best of the get of the deceased
champion that we have seen, made mincemeat of the rest of
the puppy class. If his ears and eyes were of better color
he would' look much better. If given proper attention dur-
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ing the next six months he should certainly be heard from
again. Crown Prinee (this is much too good a name for so

bad a dog) was clearly outclassed in head, ears, body and
limbs. The special for best mastiff bred in Canada or the

United States was won by Sears' Monarch, and the brace

prize went to the same dog and his kennel companion.
Countess of Dunsmore.

ST. BERNARDS—(ME. MASON).

In the class for dogs, rough or smooth, Plinlimmon, Jr.,

although shown light in flesh, was clearly the best of the

class. Bruce, second prize, also was not in good condition.

In body and limbs he is decidedly above average, and bis

head, although not good, is not actually bad. Monk III.

and Don Pedro were each given a third prize. The former
is too full in cheeks, defective in stop, plain in hindquarters
and lacking in size. The latter is a smooth-coated speci-

men that lacks massiveness in head and body and runs too

much to the hound type. Duke, he, is plain in head and
defective in markings. Leo, he, lacks in head, eyes, ex-

pression and iu face-markings. Beruie, unnoticed, is plain

and out of condition. In the bitch class the beautiful Lady
"Wellington smothered her competitors, being away ahead
of the class in almost every St. Bernard attribute. The
Meadowthorpe Kennels' Nora, that took second, like Lady
Wellington, has already been fully described in these

columns. Nellie, vhc, is too houndy. She is also small
and not in condition. Beulah, third prize, lacks character
and is wrong in color and markings. Duchess, he, is an
eleven-month-old puppy that will never make a mark in

good company. Vola, unnoticed, is a Berghund, and a poor
one at that. Garibaldi, first in puppies, has neat ears, but
his light eyes and full cheeks, besides several defects behind
the occiput, will handicap him heavily when he meets good
company. Hector, vhc, lacks volume in head. Duchess,
he, although undersize and defective in head, shows some
character, and may some day turn the tables on Hector.
Priam II., unnoticed, is washy iu color and bad in head.
The brace prize was won by Plinlimmon and Lady Welling-
ton, and her ladyship outclassed everything in competition
for the special for best bitch.

GREAT DANES—(MR. MASON).

Although there were thirteen entries in these classes only
one need be mentioned. This is Lord, a useful-looking
second-rater, that was placed at the head of the dog class.

He should do some winning if shown in better company
than he met on this occasion, but a Cedric the Saxon would
leave very little of him but his color. The most that can
be said of the great Danes in this country is that they are a
very seedy lot.

NEWFOUNDLANDS—(MR. MASON).

Lead, first in this class, bears a very strong resemblance
to Leo, that was once shown by Dan O'Shea. He has a very
bad temper, a most serious failing in a dog of this breed,
but this is not all. Duke, second prize, is undersize, sour
in expression, better than average iu body, legs, and feet,

and just fair in coat. Victoria, unnoticed, was first at Lon-
don. This is not a Newfoundland at all, and it seems
strange that so good a fancier as Mr. Laidlaw should have
so little confidence in a judge's ability as was demonstrated
when he entered a mongrel, over-grown setter iu the New-
foundland class. Bruce, another mongrel with wretched
head, gooseberry eyes and infernal coat, was also dismissed
without notice.

SETTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON).

The class for English dogs contained several very useful-
looking specimens. Locksley, catalogued at §200, but not
sold, was placed at the head of affairs; we would have placed
him second to Gladstone, that, although not his equal in
head, is decidedly his superior in ribs, back, loin, hindquar-
ters, stern, carriage of stern, and in legs and feet. Brighton
Dick, vhc. , was too thick in head as a puppy, and it has
since' grown coarser, still there is much in the dog that we
admire. Rock, vhc, is a bit coarse in skull and muzzle and
long in tail. He has good bone. Grouse, vhc, we liked bet-

ter than Rock although he is rather wide in skull and not
perfectly straight in front. Dick Bondhu, vhc, while de-
fective iu head and undersized, is of a useful sort. Rock-
ingham, he, has plenty of ear, is somewhat coarse in head
and not perfectly straight on his pins. Of the unnoticed
ones Rupert is open in coat, stumpy a^d sour in head and
wrong from the shoulders down. Shot (Perryman's) is leggy
and wrong in front, His feet are his best points. Rex shows
Irish character. Don is all out of condition, added to which
he has many defects. Jake lacks in head, feet, position of
ears and in neck. Rock is defective in head, eyes, coat and
hocks. Shot (Toronto Setter Kennel Club's) is strong in
head, hardly straight in front and too straight behind; good
back and chest. Duke is leggy and rather light behind.
Shot, third prize, was not on the bench when we called. In
bitches old Genevieve, in creditable condition, was well
placed first. Canadian Lillie, second prize, is a racy-looking
one that is hardly right in head or neck and too light behind
the short, ribs. Countess Daisy, third prize, has too much
ear. She lacks also in expression and in spring of ribs; she
has some quality. Liddesdale II., vhc, lacks in skull, bone
and stern, but notwithstanding these defects she has some
quality. Scottish Belle, he, lacks in stop and is not clean
below the eyes; good back and loin. Belle, he, is fairly good
iu head, but very throaty; she was not in show trim. Jep,
c, is wide in front, rather weak in head and not just the
thing in set of ears. Lady Romp, e, is much too small, and
in addition is coarse in head, WTong in ears and shoulders,
light in bone and out of condition. Pearl, unnoticed, is

coarse in head and eyes, wrong in set of legs, not strong in
knees and straight behind. She was shown fat and out of
coat. Sir Tatton, that is not in condition for the show
bench, did not compete. His owner showed good judgment
in not putting him before Mr. Davidson in his present con-
dition. Of the puppies shown probably not one will be
heard from in the future.
The Irish setter dogs, Jack Malone, first prize, Redstone,

third prize, and Rover, vhc, are well-known winners that
have been fully described time and again in these columns.
We like Redstone for first place. Paddy Sarsfield, second
prize, is rather on the undersize, too flat in head, ribs and
loin, a trifle short in body and not all that could be de-
sired in knees. He stands on good feet. Shaun Rhue. he,
is a bit coarse in head and flat in ribs. His coat was in baa
condition, and taken all in all he is not quite a show dog.
Drake, vhc, is coarse in skull, light in eyes and straight
behind. Bang, c, is rather coarse and sour in head, too light
in quarters and not quite right iu forelegs. In bitches Irene,
with a fairly good head, but too weedy for our fancy, was
first, and Pearsall's well-known Belle Ida was second, with
Juno, too flat in head, not quite right in set of ears and on
the weedy side, third. LadyNoreen, vhc, while not very
neat in stop, nor clean below the eyes, and showing slight
coarseness, would probably have been our choice for first.

Mr. Davidson stuck to the little ones, and his awa,rds were
perfectly consistent. Bob, first in puppies, is decidedly better
than average in head and is fairly good in body and limbs.
His long stern does not add to the appearance* of his hind-
quarters. Jennie and Biddie, unnoticed, are very nearly as
good as Bob, and we would have given both vhc. cards.
Belmont represented champion Gordons, and also secured

the special for best Gordon of all classes. Heather Harold,
Roy and Simcoe, winners in the open dog class and the only
ones shown, are a trio of well-known faces and were prop-
erly placd. The same may be said of Becky Sharp and
Blossom, that were first and second in the bitch class. Queen
Ann, third prize, has a sweet head, but it is of English type;
color, hocks and loin not first-class. Hilda, vhc. , is not good

in ears; they are too wide. Strong, useful-looking limbs
and correct feet are her best points.

POINTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON).

This class is nearly always a weak one at Dominion shows,
and here it was no exception. The winner in the dog class
is not of correct type, being light behind, not well sprung in
ribs, light and flat in loin, not just right in set of forelegs, a
trifle leggy, only moderate in head and having a dark nose,
which , as we have repeatedly pointed out, is a defect in a
lemon and white dog. He would be outclassed in good com-
pany, although clearly the best in the class on this occasion.
Shot, second prize, lacks in stop, cheeks, neck, ears, second
thighs, hocks, shoulders and set of forelegs. The middle
part of him is the best. The other Shot, that took third, is

light in quarters, straight in hocks
;
not well turned in loin,

rather stilty behind and not right in front. He is a lemon
and white, by Old Shot out of Belle. We cannot say that
any of these Shots bear a very striking resemblance to
Shorthose's Shot, that was a winner iu England fifteen years
ago; in fact, the Shots do not appear to be improving. Hec-
tor, vhc, is coarse in head, wrong in set of ears, not correct
in color of eyes, heavy in shoulders, and in knees and hocks
there is much room for improvement. Nellie, first in
bitches, is strong in head, light in eyes, straight in hocks,
weak in knees, not well let down in chest, short between
the couplings and not quite the thing in position of fore-
legs.

FOXHOUNDS—(MR. DAVIDSON).

First prize in this class was rightly awarded to Dan
O'Shea's Ranger, shown by W. J. Watson. His defects, and
there are plenty of them, need not be enumerated. Rip Van
Winkle, second prize, is a Rip that we would not care to fol-

low in the hunting field. Shoulders, knees and feet all
defective, and these are most serious defects in a dog of this
breed. He is better than average in head, but is decidedly
wrong in brush. Kingwood, third prize, is coarse in head,
not well sprung in ribs, poor in coat and brush, heavy in
shoulders, flat in loin, in fact, not quite a show dog.
Anthony, vhc, is of Yankee type, which takes in everything
objectionable in coat, brush, legs, feet and bone. Ned, he",
is a half-bred pointer, so is Driver, who was commended!
"Honest John" must have been in a generous frame of mind
to recognize these animals.

BEAGLES—(MR. DAVIDSON).

This was a splendid class of six, and the competition for
the blue ribbon was soon narrowed down to Jessie and
Rattler. Jessie, a bitch we do not remember having seen
before, was given the prize, and undoubtedly she is a good
one. In legs and feet she had no equal in the class; her
shoulders are well placed and she has a good head which is

marred by slight coarseness in skull. In hindquarters, coat,
brush and true beagle character she is decidedly above aver-
age. Unfortunately she was shown out of condition and
very light of loin, and on this account* we would have
pegged her back to third place, leaving Rattler and Fltz-
hugh Lee to fight out the battle. Rattler, that has been on
the shelf for some time, came out in great form and we
should have placed him first. He is decidedly inferior to
Fitzhugh Lee in legs and feet, but beats that dog many
points in head, eyes, expression and ears. The third prize
winner is a bit monkey-faced and we cannot recognize it as
a better specimen than Fitzhugh Lee. We would have
placed the class in this order, viz., Rattler first, Fitzhugh
Lee second, Jessie third, Fardinade III. vhc, Cleopatra he
and Gypsey c.

SPANIELS—(MR. DAVIDSON).

Two Irishmen faced the judge, with Handy Andy prop-
erly placed first. While not a badly formed dog he is too
light all over for our fancy and is spbi led by gooseberry eyes;
head better than average. Shake, second prize, is light in
color and neither good in body nor leg-coat. In bitches there
was little to choose between Ochtwan Biddy and Biddy
Shaugraun. The winner is fairly good in head, but lacks in
ears and is wrong in body and leg-coat. The second prize
winner is altogether wrong in formation of head.
Boss III. was the only entry in the class for Clumber dogs.

He is undoubtedly a Clumber, but he is not the dog he has
more than once been represented. In forehead, stop, ex-
pression, formation of foreface near the eyes, and also in
ears there is plenty of room for improvement, 'and in addition
to these defects he is not flat in coat about the neck, and his
forelegs are not straight, In formation and massiveness of
body, length and strength of limbs, bone and feather he out-
classes the so-called Clumbers that have hitherto been
shown in this country. But we cannot leave him without
assuring his owners that if Boss III. had been shown against
a typical dog like old Nabob he would not now be a cham-
pion. He has a clear field in the dog class for Clumbers in
this country, as there is nothing to show against him. Bro-
mine, first in bitches, is probably a better specimen than
Boss HI., but of this we cannot be certain until we see her
in decent condition. She stands as far ahead of the bitches
as Boss III. does of the dogs. Lucy II.. second prize, is

wrong in formation of head and in set and formation of ears.

She is also light in eyes, throaty and shows lots of room for
improvement iu shoulders, knees and hocks. We have been
condemued for having repeatedly stated that the Clumber
spaniels in this country were little better than a lot of mon-
grels, just as we were condemned for our denunciation of a
lot of spiked-nosed mastiffs and snipy-faced pointers. The
proof is now on hand that we wrote not one word too many
against this class of dogs.
In the open class for field spaniel dogs, Kaffir, that is only

fair in head, too long in legs, and not heavy enough in bone,
was given first, although closely pressed by Sweep, thai is

also defective, i n head and too far from the grouud. His
straight legs are to be commended. Friday, third prize, is

of cocker type. Bluff, vhc , is an over-sized cocker and was
shown out of coat. He looks like a workman. Blackie
was the only field bitch shown. She, too, runs too much to
the cocker type. Mike was the only entry in the challenge
class for cockers. A queer dog this for champion honors.
The competition in the open class for dogs was very keen,
and we did not euvyr the judge. Obo, Jr., first prize, is a
dog of far more than average merit, although not one that
will win in the best of company. He has a fairly good head
that would be improved by cleanness below the eyes and
a lower carriage of lips near the nose. He is also slightly
underhung, not quite first-class in coat, not perfect in hind-
quarters and not meiTy enough in his movements for our
liking. He begins to show age. Black Graf, second prize,

came out in great form, and we would not have known this
old face without the assistance of the catalogue. Black
Duke, third prize, was about the equal of anything in the
class, although not perfect in head and shown too light iu
body. Pedro, vhc, is a puppy that may be heard from
again, although lie may go coarse in head. His thiu tail

and scanty coat told against him on this occasion, and we
thought we noticed something wrong in his back action.
Smutt, vhc, is not right in muzzle, stands rather too high,
and is slightly underhung. Rabbi, vhc, is getting worse in
head. Bronte, vhc. , migh t be i mproved in lips. His coat is

too short and he is light in bone. Rabbi cau beat him.
Troy, he, gets his flag too high, and in addition is full in
cheeks, wide in muzzle and not first-class in ears. Billy,
unnoticed, is coarse before the eyes, but he moves well, and
what a back! Pekoe runs to the field type and is crooked
in front. He is too long and too low for a cocker, but has
good bone. Kespie is very defective in limb and is decidedly
too long-cast. Silver King should have had a card, and Bob
Obo, fair in head, not just"right in lips or perfect in stop, too
curly in coat, and with stern carried high, was also deserv-
ing of notice. Dandy is bad in head and muzzle, short in

feather, and light in bone. First in bitches went to Yic,
that shows field character, especially in head. She shows
some quality and would be improved by darker eyres and
more bone. Madgy, second prize, is deficient in muzzle, ex-
pression and eyes."' Her eyes are not bad in color, but they
ax-e much too small. She is also too large, and will probably
some day find herself in the field class. Yarrow, third
prize, lacks iu eyes and coat, and her nostrils are not well
displayed. Mol'lie, vhc, stands rather high, is too light in
bone, and not just right in muzzle. Miss Nance, vhe, is

well known. She begins to show age. Veno, he, is faulty
in muzzle, light in bone and a bit sour in expression. Shela,
he, turns out her feet and is short in coat. In other points
she is decidedly7 ahead of nearly everything in the class, and
should, we think, have been higher. Fitte, e, is rather light
in eyes and not quite right in front of them. She has straight
legs and good body. In the novice class, Bronte, already re-
ferred to, took the only prize offered, and in the puppy class
Pedro, that was vhc. in the open dog class, won.

COLLIES—(MR. DAVIDSON).

The challenge class contained two good ones in Dublin
Scot and Scotilla. the latter winning with many points to
spare. The old dog grows coarser in head and worse in
shoulders, whereas Scotilla, that was once a bit too fine in
head, has improved, and as the dogs appeared in the ring
on this occasion, Dublin Scot seemed to us to be almost out-
classed. First in the open class for dogs was won by Colonel
Scot, a youugster by Dublin Scot out of Flurry III. He is

rather heavy in skull for a puppy, and is at present all out
of coat. He carries his eats well, has good bone and stands
on fairly good legs and feet. Charleroi II., second prize,

while not so good in carriage of ears, shoulders or carriage
of stern, was shown in far better condition, and we would
have placed him first, although it must be a close thing be-
tween them when both are'equal in condition. Maxwell,
third prize, is many points behind the first and second prize
winners. He is coarse in skull, wrong in carriage of ears,

not good in undercoat and only moderate in back and loin.

Glenroy, vhe, is light in eyes, wrong in expression, and
soft, open and short in coat. Melton Wonder is plain in
head and entirely wrong in ears. His coat is of good quality,
although hardly close enough, and he has plenty of bone.
Bendigo, he, is a useful-looking dog, with moderate head
and defective ears. Jordan, e, was not on the bench when we
called. In bitches, Roslyn Clara, a rare bred one by Carac-
tacus out of Pitch Dark, was placed first. She has a well-
formed head, which is sadly marred by a stupid expression,
and her eyes are too light in color. She stauds rather low
at the shoulders, is an inch too short in loin, carries her
brush too high aud is badly formed from the hips to set-on
of tail. She has an excellent puppy coat and the very best
of ears. When matured she will be beaten out of sight by a
bitch like Flurry III. Spoiled Miss, not in full coat, but
shown with more flesh than we have ever seen her, is so

vastly better in expression, formation of body and other
collie attributes, that we would have placed her first. Mer-
maid, third prize, is too round in skull, her ears are inclined
to prick aud she is short in brush, rather light in bone aud
not very strong in pasterns. When matured she will prob-
ably have a good coat; but no matter how good it may be,

she will not be a winner over good ones. Roslyn Clara was
clearly ahead of the novice class, and Colonel Scot had an
equally easy victory in puppies. Glen Locksie, a clean-
headed youngster, was Colonel Scot's most dangerous com-
petitor. Driver, vhe, is wrong in ears, brow and coat. Turk
III., e, is bad m head and ears, and will never be a show
dog. tocotilla was a very easy winner of the special for best
collie of all classes.

GREYHOUNDS—(MR. MASON).

Balkis, the sturdy hero of many a well-earned victory
a-field aud on the bench, was alone in the champion class.

In the open class for dogs, Douglas Fleming, that has gone-
all to pieces in loin and hindquarters, was easily defeated
by the plain-fronted Fleetwood. Scavenger, third prize, is a
dog of good bard color, and there was little to choose be-
tween him and Douglas Fleming, notwithstanding that he
lacks liberty and is decidedly heavy in shoulders. Milo,
he, lacks size and has not improved on his puppy form.
Blucher, vhe, is a useful-looking dog, although lacking in
quality and character. Fly, he, has rather a nice outline,

but he lacks power behind, shows age and is not well sprung
in ribs. Rarnaby, e, lacks in eyes and is weakiu front of

them. Heis also wanting in muscular development in back,
loin and thighs. Spider, first in bitches, was clearly the
best, but her plain head and heavy shoulders would put lu r

back in good company. Second prize was withheld for want
of merit. Second Eight, third prize, shows farmore strength
than quality. Alla-Greta, vhc, was first at Toledo. This is

a fifth-rater. She is weak in jaw, flat and light in loin,

very deficient in bindparts, light iu bone, weak iu pasterns
and very bad in feet. Fly, he, is a better greyhound, but
she shows age and was not in good condition.

BULLDOGS—(MR. MASON).

Lion and Portswood Tiger were the entries in the dog
classes. Lion, superior in head and true bulldog character,
notwithstanding his poor condition, was given first. Met.
first in bitches, is wrong before the eyes and not well let

down.
TERRIERS—(ME. MASON).

Mr. Dole, as usual, took most of the prizes for bull-terriers

and we are pleased to see that his dogs are at last iu good
condition. The class was divided for dogs and bitches.

Don Pedro, first in dogs, is a fairly good puppy, with too
much jowl and cheek for a youngster. In body and
limbs be will do. Spotless Duke, second prize, is too round
in skull, and we fear it will never tone down. In bitches
the beautiful Starlight was many points ahead of her ken-
nel companion, White Daisy. The latter, although by no
means a bad one, is too cheeky aud defective before the
eyes to win in good company. Daisy II,, third prize, is

short in foreface and light in eyes.

There was nothing very good in the fox-terrier classes.

Village Belle, an old-timer, represented the champions. Her
condition was first class. Blemton Tttlmp, first in the open
class for dogs, was fully criticised in these columns when
owned by the Blemton Kennels. Zigzag, second prize, is a
gay little' fellow, but too light at all points. Viper III.,

third prize, is as much too coarse as Zigzag is light. His
front would not. do at all in good company. Ebor Speedy,
first in bitches, is not one of our sort, being poor in expres-
sion, big in ears and too soft in coat. Bacchante, second
prize, is better in expression, but her coarse skull, wide front
and heavy shoulders put her in the second place. Puppies
were a bad lot. Oxford Duke, the winner, is entirely wrong
in head, and it is a head that cannot posssbly improve. The
winners in the wire-haired classes are well known and need
not be described. Blemton Trump had an easy task in win-
ning the special for best of all classes.
Mr. W. S. Jackson's well known Bedlingtons being out of

condition, this class was poorly represented. Sentinel and
Zulu II., the prize winners, are not of correct type, being
too long in body and too near the ground.
In Yorkshires, Dolly, that has grown into a most lovely

silver, fairly smothered Fanny and Minnie, that were both
out of coat. Sweep, vhe, is a puppy of more than average,

merit, and one that may be heard from again. No fault
could have been found if the judge had withheld second
money in this class.

Scotch terriers contained only one of correct type, but a
second prize was given to Dundee, that is of a useful-look-
ing old sort.

Chummey, second prize in Irish terriers, was the only one
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with any character. Peggy, shown in this class, is not had
in head, hut she is decidedly coarse and her coat is all
wrong.
The Meadowthorpe Kennels' goodDandie Dinmont Riever

had the class to himself.
Black and tans hrought out a new one in Kaiser, shown

by Mr, J»\ F. Dole, of bull-terrier celebrity. He scored a
very easy win, being better in color than his competitors,
and decidedly superior in head. Rochelle Lass, second
prize, is going wrong in head and color, a nd Desdemona,
third prize, continues to get wider iu front and thicker iu
skull. Kaiser should breed well with this bitch as he has a
clean, narrow front, and excels in other points where she iff

deficient.
Toys as usual were a weak class and first prize was with-

held." Weak faces and apple-heads were very conspicuous.

TOT SPANIELS—(MR. MASON).

The unnamed winner in this class is too long in foreface,
but in other points will do to show again. Topsy, second
prize, was beaten many points in head aud color. Fannie,
unnoticed, is closely related to some cocker.

FUGS—(MR. MASON).

Midget, first prize, was a very easy winner, and if her
head were as good as her body it would take a red-hot
one to beat her. All the other noticed ones are defective
in head.

MISCELLANEOUS—(MR. MASON).

The Chestnut Hill Kennels' smooth-coated collie, Lady-
bird, was decidedly the best exhibit in these classes. The
retriever that won second, is bad iu.steru and moderate in
head. Snowflake, a white English retriever, is marred by
a marked ear.

Following is a list of the

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—CuAllknoe—No entry.—Open—Dogs: 1st, E. B.

Blare's Sears' Monarch; 2d, H. Falconer's Mode; 3d, J. Massoy's
Rosedale Bruce. High com., A. .J. Calhoun's King and W. Bar-
clay's Hector. BUches: l»t, K. B. Sears's Countess of Dunsmore;
2tl, J M. Willis's Fawn. Puppies: 1st. C. H, Nelson's Minting
Minor. Best bred in Canada or United States, Sears' Monarch;
Lest pair, the same with Countess of Dunsmore.
ST. BERNARDS.

—

Challenge—No entrv.

—

Open -Dogs: 1st. E.
B. Sears'S Piinlvmmon Jr.; 2d, W. Miller's Bruce; equal 3d, C. B.
Glass's Dun Pedro and A. St. L. Mackintosh's Monk III. Rich
com., T. Crooks'* Duke and H. F. Bilker's Leo. Bitches Is', E. B.
Sears's Lady Wellington; 2d. Meadowthorpe Kennels' Nora: 3d,
J. S. Williams's Benlali. Very high com., F. W. Wilson's Nellie.
High com., A. F. Jones's Duchess. Puppies: 1st, H. O. Charles-
worth's Garibaldi. Very high com., J. A. Glass's Hector, High
com.. A. F. Jones's Duchess. Best dog aud bitch, Plinlimmou, Jr.
and Lady Wellington; hitch, Lady Wellington.

BLOODHOUNDS.—Absent.
GREAT DANES.

—

Dqqsi 1st, T. Roldler's Lord: 2d and 3d,F. W.
Wilson's Dudley Snow and Pollux. Bitches: 1st, 2d and high com.,
F. W. Wilson's Feida, Flora and May; 3d, M. Herzog's Juno.
Best nair, Dudley Snow and Feida.

NEWFOUNDLANDS— 1st, W. J. Watson's Lead; 2d, W. Saut-
ter's Duke.
ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge—No entry.-Open— Dogs:

1st and very high com., T. G. Davey's Locksley aud Brigbtbn
Dick- 2d and very high con]., Thos. Johnson's Manitoba Gladstone
and Dick Bondhu; 3d, ,1. James's Shot. Very high com., Toronto
Setter Kenne] Club's Rock and Grouse. * High com., G. A.
Thomas's Rockingham. Bitches; 1st, A. G. Habbick's Genevieve;
2d, very high coin, and com., T. G. DaveVs Canadian Lillie, Lirl-
desdale II. and Lady Romp; 3d, T. P. ' Hebblewhite's Countess
Daisy. High com., E. J. Walsh's Scottish Belle and J. Kennedy's
Belle. Com., P. E. Perryman's Jcp. Puppies.' 1st and 2d, C. H.

barred), Genevieve; brood bitch, Lady Romp; in Toronto, Pearl;
litter puppies, C. H. Corbett.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge—No entry.—Open—TJnqs: 1st
and 3d, A. W. Pearsail's Jack Malone and Redstone; 2d, I). Ward's
Paddy Sarsfield Very high com.. C. W, Temple's Drake and
Meadowthorpe Kennel Club's Rover. High com., J. F. Quill's
Shawn Rhu. Com., J. Maughan's Bang. Bitches: 1st, J. Doug-
lass's Irene; 2d and very high com , A. W. Peat-sail's Belie Ida. and
Lady Noreen; 3d. C. A. Temple's Juno. Very high com., Dr.
Temple's Belie. Puppies: 1-t, D.Ward's Bob. Brace, Jack Ma-
lone and Belle Ida. Best owned in Canada, Irene; iu Toronto (2),
Paddy Sarsfield. Brood hitch (2), Irene.

GORDON SETTERS—Challenge—1st, Meadowthorpe Kennel
Club's Belmont.—Open—Dogs: 1st and 2d, Meadowthorpe Kennel
Club's Heather Harold and Roy; 3d, J. L- Campbell's Simcne.
Bitches: 1st, J. L. Campbell's Becky Sharp; 2d, Meadowthorpe
Kennel Club's Blossom; 3'i, T. P. Hcbblewhite's Queen Ann. Very
higb com.. Mount Royal Kennels' Hilda. Best, Belmont. Brace,
the same and Heather Harold.

POINTERS.—Challenge—No entries.—Open—Dogs: 1st. Mead-
owthorpe Kennel Club's Duke; 2d, W. J. Dandy's Shot L.; 3d, J.D.
T. Mackle's Shor. Very high com., J. E Robertson's Hector.
Bitches: 1st, H. M. Kipp's Nellie. Best puppy (2) Hector.
FOXHOUNDS—1st, W. J. Watson's Ranger; 2d, 3d and very

high com., W. S. Gold's Rip Van Winkle, Rinewood and An-
thony. High com. and com., T. C. Stegmaun's Ned and Driver
Kennel, W. S. Gold. Puppy, J. Leslie's Nip.

BEAGLES.—1st and very high com. (3), Clark & Rutter's Jessie,
Fitzhugh Lee, Cleopatra and Gypsy; 2d and 3d, W. J. Watson's
Rattler and Fairmaid. Kennel, Clark & Rul,i> r.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—Dof/s: 1st, Dr. J.Ross, Jr.'s Handy
Andy; 2d, H. Habart's Suako. Bitches: 1st, A. E. Gooderliam's
Ochtwan Biddy; 2d, Dr. J. Ross. Jr.'s Biddy Shaughraun. Best
pair (2), Handy Andy and Biddy Shaugbran.
CLUMBER SPANIELS.

—

Dogs: 1st, Bate & Geddes's Boss IH.
Bitches: 1st, Bate & Geddes's Rrbmtne; 2d, H. B. D. Bruce's Lucy
II. Best, Boss IH.; brace, Boss III. and Bromine.
FIELD SPANIELS.— Dogs: 1st, Woodstock .Spaniel Kennels'

Kaffir; 2d, J. Scully's Sweep; 3d, P. J. Keatiug's Friday. Very
high, com., G. Evan's Bluff. Bitches: 1st, Woods: • -

kels' Blackie. Best, Blackio: pair, Blaekie and Kaffir.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Challenge—1st, C. H. Nelles's Mike —
Open— Defies; 1st, P. G. Keyes's Obo, Jr.; 2d, H, G. Chariesworrh's
Black Gr;<f: 3d, Woodland Kennels' Black Duke. Very high
com., A. K. BOSS'S Sniutt, S. R. Hemingway's Rabbi, 8. W.' Bunt-
ing's Pedro,and Woodstock Spaniel Kennels' Bronte. High com.,
Woodstock Spaniel Kennels' Troy. Bitches: 1st. W. G. McCul-
lagh's Vic; 2d, A. G. Charlesworth's Maggy; 3d, Woodstock
Spaniel Kennels' Yarrow. Very high coin., T. J. F. Fitzsimmous's
Molbe and S. R. Heminway's Miss Nance. High com., S. W.
Bunting's Sheila and T. P. Hebblewhite's Veno. Com., R. E.
Cooper's Fitte.—NoviOE—1st,Woodstock Spaniel Kennels' Bronte.
Puppies: 1st, S. W. Bunting's Pedro. Kennel, H. G. Charlesworth;
stud dog. Black Graf; best in open classes, Obo, Jr.

COLLIES.—Challenge.—1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Scotilla.
—Open—Dogs: 1st and 2d, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Colond S<jot
and Charleroi JLj 3d and com., MeEwen & Gibson's Maxwell and

3d, MeEwen & Gibson's Mermaid.—Novice—1st, Chestnut Hill
Kennels' Roslyn Clara. Puppies: 1st, Chestnut Hili Kennels'
Colonel Scot; 2d, R. Cureston's Glen Locksie; 3d, MeEwen & Gib-
son's Jordan. Very high com. and com., A. Borland's Driver and
Turk III. Kennel, Chestnut, Hill Kennels. Stud dog, Dublin
Scot. Owned by member of Collie Club, Maxwell. Best, Scotilla;
dog in Canada, Maxwell; bitch. Mermaid. Second best puppy,
Glen Locksie.

GREYHOUNDS—Challenge—1st, H.W.Huntington's Balkis.
Open—Dogs: 1st, G. Stanton's Fleet wood; 2d, Meadowtnorpe Ken-
nel Club's Douglass Fleming; 3d aud high com., G. C. Taylor's
Scavenger and Milo. Very high com. and com., F. Hubert 's
Blucher and Batnaby. High com., H. J. Thompson's Fly. Bitches:
1st. T. P. Hebblewbite's Spider; 2d, withheld; 3d, G. C. Taylor's
Second Light. Very high com., Meadowthorpe Kennel Club's
Alla-Greta. High com., F. Hubert's Fly. Com., H. H. Davidson's
Fly. Best, Balkis; brace, Douglass Fleming and Alla-Greta.

BULLDOGS.

—

Dogs: 1st and 2d, R. B. Sawyer's Lion and Ports-
wood Tiger. Bitches: 1st, H. J. Leslie's Met.
BULL-TERRIERS.—Dogs: 1st and 2d, F. F. Dole's Don Pedro

aud Spotless Duke. Bitches: 1st and 2d. F. F Dole's Starlight and
White Daisy; 3d, R, Cureston's Daisy II. Puppies: 1st and 2d,

F. F. Dole's Don Pedro and Spotless Duke. Kennel, F. F. Dole;
best, owned in Canada, Daisy II.

M)A- I ERRIERS.

—

Ch allenge—1st,, Oxford Kennels' Village
Belle-OPEN-D/ia*; lst' A - Mardonnld's Blemton Trunin; 2d,
H. P. Tbompsou's Zig-Zag; 3d, Mrs. J. Smitb's Viper III

btrt. High com., W. Barber & Co.'s Jack and J. G. Mitchiner'b
Carlcton Vic. Puppies: 1st, Oxford Kennels' Oxford Duke. Yerv
high com., Mount Royal Kennels' Royal Dart. -Wire-Haihed-"-
Dogs: lst, Oxford Kennels' Billet; 2d, G. M. H end He's liskdale
Broom; 3d, F. F. Dole's Cotswold Jocko. High com., M Mae-
Pherson's Adswood Jim 11. Bitches: 1st, Oxford Kennels' Cap-
sicum. Kennel, Oxford Kennel. Puppy, Oxford Duke. Pair
owned iu Canada, Billet and Capsicum. Bitch in novice class,
Royal Dart. Best owned in Toronto, Blemton Trump.
BERLINGTON TERR1 ERA. -Dogs: 1st, withheld; 2d, A F

Jones's Sentinel 11. Bitches: 1st, W. J. Watson's Zulu II. Best,
Zulu II.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—1st, J. Hackett's Dollv; equal 2d,
Meadowthorpe Kennel Club's Fairy and J. F. Campbell's Minnie!
Very high com., J. F. Campbell's Sweep. Best owned in Canada,
Dolly.

SCOTCH TERRIERS.—lst, Meadowthorpe Kennel Club's Don-
ald: 2d, J. C. Morgan's Dundee. Best owned in Canada, Dundee.
IRISH TERRIERS.—lst, withheld, 2d and special, J. B. Boomer's

Chummey.
I.)AN DIE DINMONTS.-lsfc and special, Meadowthorpe'H Ken*

nei Club's Reiver.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS—lst and special, F. F, Dole's
Kaiser; 2d, Rochelle Kennels' Rochelle Lass; 3d, J. F. Campbell's
Desdemona.
TOY TERRIKRS-SMOOTU-lst, withheld; 2d and special, J.

Mills's Daisy Beall. 1 ligb com., Miss Carrie Habart's Charie and
J. Kennedy's Tim.—Rough—1st, withheld; 2d and special and
high com., W. R. Bingham's Boozer and Fairy.

TOY SPANIELS.—lst and special, A. Triblecock's unnamed;
2d, J Yorke's Topsey.

PUGS.—bt, T. P. liebblewhite's Midget; 2d, Mi«s K. H. Bell's
Stinge; 3d, C. P. Reid's Judy. High com.. Kitty V. Fustbrook's
Okeechobee and C. H. A. Lee's Patsy. Brood bitch. Midget.
Puppy, Stingo.

FOREIGN BREEDS.—1st, withheld; equal 2d, Mr. Irwin's Pat-
rick, H. Piper's Met-La-Katla and C. Cluthie's Bism^rk.
MiSCELLANEOUS.-lst, Chestnut Hill Kennels' smooth collie

Lady Bird; ,

'id and special. Meadowthorpe Kennel Club's retriever
Black Diamond; 3d, J. F. Scholes's white English terrier Snow
Flake. jyr.

ELM1RA DOG SHOW.
[Special Report."]

ELMIRA, Sept. 20.—Editor Forest and Stream: The dog
show held here the past week has been quite an attract-

ive feature of the fair. This is the first show of the Pet
Stock Association and the managers have labored under
many disadvantages as none of them were posted as to
what it was necessary to do to iusure success. As a natural
consequence things were somewhat mixed. Uncle Dick
worked like a beaver to straighten matters and did so to a
certalu extent, but one man cannot do all the work even for
a small show. The experience gained this year will un-
doubtedly be utilized in giving us a much better show next
year. Mr. John Davidson judged pointers and setters and
Mr. EL W. Lacy the remaining classes. The judging was
not finished until late on Wednesday as Mr. Davidson did
not arrive until the afternoon of that day. 1 was unable to
procure a catalogue until yesterday. There were 138 entries
with 11 absentees. Many of the breeds had but one or two
representatives, but although the classes were small the
cptality was very good in most of them. Following is a list
of the

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—Dogs: lst, F. P. Kirby's Dan; 2d, G. M. Diven's

Derbyshire Lad; 3d, C. A. White's Turk. Bitches: Absent.
ST. BERNARDS.

—

Rough-Coated—Dogs: 1st, J. Marshall's
Tantalon. Bitches: No entry.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—lst, J. Marshall's Prince George; 2d, H.
Hartman's Rover.

GREYHOUNDS.— Challenge —Dogs: 1st, Hornell-Harmoriy
Kennels' Memuon. Bitches: 1st, Hornt Jl-Ha rmony Kennel-' Har-
mony.—OPEN-Dogs; lst, Hornell-Harmony Kennels* Hazelburst;

and 2d, Ho'rntli-Harmony Kennels' Queen Vic and Kaoka.

FOXHOUNDS—lst, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Pride of Hor-
nell: 2d. 3d, high com. and com., T. McCann's Jack, Driver, Sing
and Duke. Very high com., A. J. Mathews's Gabe.
POINTERS.—Large—Dogs: 1st, J. M. Barney's Tom Pinch; 2d,

Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Sam; 31, Dr. Dixon's Ike. Very high
com., G. F. Gray's Prince Bang. High com., W. J. Spa front's
Lad. Bitches: lst, J. M. Barney's Lady Pinch; 2d, W. Barnes'
Devonshire Countess; 3d, J. E. (Jill's Don's Dot, Small—Dogs-
1st, A. Marshall's Forest King; 2d, E, 0. Mann's Neb B. Bitches-
lst, B. F. Lewis's Venice; 2d, T. M. Barney's Galatea; 3d G. C. Mc-
Nett's Nadj^ . Puppies: Lst and 3d, E. L. Risley's unnamed, 2d
and higb com.. F, Smith's Don and Rock.
ENGLISH SETTERS.

—

Dogs: lst, J. J. Snellenburg's Count Hen-
ricks. Bitches: Absent.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge— Dogs: lst, E. W. Clark, Jr.'s
Blarney. Bitches: 1st, C. T. Thompson's Mollie Bawn.-OPEN—
Dogs: lst, W. C. Hudson's Kenmore; 2d, E. Maher's Larry S.; 3d,
M- Flynn, Jr.'s O'Donovan Rossa. Bitches: 1st. J. F. Wolf, Jr.'s
Aileen Aroon; 2d, W. C. Hudson's Cora B.; 3d. H. G. Bryan's
Chipeta. Very high com., J. Gallagher's Peggy. High com., F.
P. Kirby's Nell Gwynne. Com., M. Flynn, Jr.'s Sedan.—Puppies
—Dogs: lst, W. C. Hudson's Kossmore. Bitches: 1st, W. C. Hud-
son's Lady; 2d, M. Flynn, Jr.'s Kitty Glendyne; 3d, Bowman &
Thornton's Quad.

—rby'i
Daisy.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.-lst, Hornell-Harmouv Kennels'
Capi. Muldoon.
COCKER SPANIELS. — Challenge—lst, Hornell-Harmonv

Kennels' Horneil Silk.—Black—Dogs: lst. G. Bell's Second Obo*.
Bitches: lst, Lake Shore Kennels' Bene Silk; 2d, Hornell-Har-
mony Kennels' Horneil Martha; 3d, G. Bell's Lady of Lyons.
Puppies: lst, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Horneil Ladv.—Any
other COLOti—lst and 3d, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Horneil
Dick and Horneil Fancy; 2d, W. Barnes' Red Doc, Puppies: lst
and 2d, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Bend Or and Little Tycoon.
BEAGLES.—Challenge—lst, W. D. Hughes's Lou; Hornell-

Harmony Kennels' Myrtle.—Open—Dogs: lst and 2d, Hornell-
Harmony Kennels' Royal Krueger and Uncle Dick II. Bitciies:
lst, 3d and com.. Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Una, YTonnie W. and
Frissa W.; 2d, Clark & Rutter's Molly.

Bonnie Scott; 3d. W. D. Hug lies' Nullauiore. High com., L.
Bacorne's Tom. Com., H. H. York's Laddie.

BULLDOGS.-Withheld.
BULL-TERRIERS—Challenge—lst, F. F. Dole's Trentham

Baron.—Opes— Dogs: 1st, W. F. Hobble's Spotless Prince; 2d and
3d, F. F. Dole's Rinks and Roc-key. Bitches: 1st, W. p. Bobbie's
Enterprise; 2d, F. F. Dole's Lady Melville; 3d, F. P. Kirby's Nell
FOX-TEKRIERS.-Doff* and bitches: No entries. — Puppies-

Dogs: lst and 2d, E. L. Vanderburgh's Rob White and Ketch.
Bitches: 1st and 2d, E. L. Vanderburgh's Romp and Fanchon.
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS. - lst, Rochelle Kennels'

Meersbrook Maiden.
SKYE TERRIER^.-Doffs: lst, W. H. York's Prince Victor.

Bitches: 1st, F. Kirby's Lady Maud.
IRISH TERRIERS,—Dof/s: 1st, Winslow <fc Lewis's Burnside,

Bitches: Absent.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—lst, J. Cumming's Dandy; 2d. J
Marshall's Marquis.

TOY TERRIERS.-1st, M. D. Reid's Flossie.

PUGS.—Challenge—lst, Dr. M. H. Cryer's Bessie.—Open—
Dogs: 1st and 2d, Dr. M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivy and Othello; 3d. F. P.
Kirby's Fran lac. Bitches: 1st, G. W. Fisher's Tra-la-la; 2d, Dr. M.
H. Cryer's Ino.

BLENHEIM SPANIELS.-lst, M. Dallett's Little Banjo.
ITALIAN G REYHOUNDS.—lst, F. P. Kirby's Daisy.
MISCELLANEOUS.—Large—Equal lst, F, P. Kirbv's Nero and

Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Horneil Rover.—Small—lst, J. E.
Reade's Sport; 2d, Miss Lucas's Dash.

SPECIAL PRIZES.
Largest entry, 1st, Hornell-IIaraionv Kennels; 2d, F. P Kirbv

handler of largest num>>er, lst, J. Stout- 2d, B. F. Lewis- four
working spaniels, Hornell-Harmony Kennels; pair grcv hounds
the same; beagles, the same; beagle stud dog. Royal Krueger

s.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB MEETING.
THE regular quarterly meeting of the American Kennel

Club was held at M Broadway, New York, Sept. 19.
Following is a list of the members present: Associate mem-
bers; Dr. J. F. Perry and Mr. II. W. Huntington. Cincin-
nati Sportsman's Club, Mr. J. T. Richards; Collie Club,
Mr. T. H. Terry; Long Island Live Stock Fair Association'
Mr. T. Prime; Michigan Kennel Club, Major J. M. Taylor-
New England Kennel Club, Mr. F. B. Fay; American Eng-
lish Beagle Club, Mr. H. F. Schellhuss; New Jersey Kennel
Club, Mr. A, C. Wilmerding; Westminster Kennel Club,
Mr. F. It. Hitchcock: American Spaniel Club, Mr. James
Watson; St. Bernard Club, Mr. S. B. Macfarlane; Virginia
Field Sports Association, Hon. John S. Wise; Maseoutah
Kennel Club, Mr. James Mortimer; St. Paul and Minnesota
Kennel Club, Mr. A. D. Lewis; Southern Field Trial Club,
Mr. J. L. Anthony.
The meeting was called to order at 1:30, Mr. Thomas H.

Terry, the vice-president, in the chair Minutes of the pre-
vious meeting were read aud approved. Applications for
membership were read from the American Spaniel Club and
the American Pet D -g Club. The report of the secretary
was accepted and ordered laid on the table. The president,
Mr. Belmont, now took the chair. The treasurer's report
was read and adopted. The report showed a cash balance,
on hand of 1829 07, and a further balance due on the books of
$534. The receipts from all sources for the year are. §6,002.81

;

expenditures $5,173.74. The report of the Advisory Com-
mittee was adopted aud approved, as was the report of the
Stud Book Committee.
Members were elected as follows: American Spaniel Club,

Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock Association, Southern Cali-
fornia Kennel Club, and Montana Kennel Club. It was
voted not to recognize the wins at the recent show of the
Southern California Club held at Los Angeles, Cal., owing
to non-compliance with the rules. The application of the.
Brooklyn Kennel Club was refused. The application of the
A merican Pet Dog Club was referred to the Advisory Com-
mittee. It appeared to be the sense of the meeting that the
Pet Dog Club should not include in its list breeds that are
already taken care of by specialist clubs. The application
of the California Kennel Club was laid over until the ad-
visability of admitting two members from the same city
could be determined.
The secretary read complaint that some of the prizes at

the Albany show had not been paid. The matter was re-
ferred to the Advisory Committee. Messrs. Poyneer and
Smith, of Malvern, la., requested the club to adopt the stan-
dard reported by the committee for the Chesapeake Bay dog.
A long discussion followed as to the propriety of the club
taking such action, and it appeared to be the sense of the
meetiugthat this was a matter that should be attended to
by the breeders and owners of the different breeds through
the specialty clubs,and it was voted that the club recommend
that the standard in question be used by bench shows until
such time as a special club for that breed be formed.
Mr, R. Leslie gave notice of a proposed amendment to

Rule IX., making it necessary that a veterinary should be
approved by a committee of three before he can serve at a
show. Dr. Perry gave notice of a proposed amendment to
Rule XXVIII., making it the duty of dog show secretaries
to forward to the secretary of the A. K. C. a report by the
judges at each show. Both of the above were laid over
under the rules. The Richmond County Poultry and Pet
Stock Association gave notice that, the name had been
changed to the Georgia Pet Stock and Bench Show Associr
ation, and requested that the A. K. C. recognize the change,
and it was so voted.
A letter was received from Mr. Amory B. Starr, president

of the Texas Field Trial Club, requesting that wins at field
trials be allowed to count as well as bench show wins as a
qualification for registry in the Stud Book. Referred to
the Stud Book Committee. Mr. A. Laidlaw preferred
charges against Mr. H. P. Renuie, of Oakland, Cal., stating
that he had not paid for the spaniels Giffee and Woodstock
Belle, and requesting that he and the dogs be disqitalified.
Referred to the, Advisory Committee. Dr. H. T. Foote re-
quested that the wins of his black and tan terriers Meers-
brook Maiden and Meersbrook Girl be recognized. After
some discussion it was voted that the Stud Book Commit-
tee be instructed to place the record iu the next volume of
the Stud Book.
A letter from Mr. Elliot Smith was read, in which he sug-

gested that as the rules of the different bench shows were
not uniform, they should be cbanged. Upon motion Messrs.
Hitchcock, Terry and Lewis were appointed a committee to
codify the rules as suggested. A letter was read from Mr.
C. J. Peshall, stating that the minutes of the July meeting
were incorrect iu saying that he moved a vote of thanks to
the president for his offer to guarantee the Gazette against
Joss, and that the motion was made by Mr. Terry. Letter
placed on file and claim disallowed. Mr. Huntington sug-
gested that the delegates of the Associate Members be al-
lowed their expenses in attending meetings of the club.
Referred to the Advisory Committee. The protest against
the Rochester Kennel Club was referred to the Advisory
Committee. Adjourned.

D
FIELD TRIALS.

O uot forget that entries close next Monday, Oct. 1, for
the Indiana and the Eastern field trials.

BULL-TERRIER IMPORTATION.-New Haven, Conn
Sept. 24.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I have just received
from England, per State of Nebraska, the celebrated bull-
terrier dogs Bendigo and the undefeated Queen Bendigo.

Patrick Cleves, Billy Fair Play, Crow Berry, Bendigo II.,

Excelsior, etc. Queen Bendigo has met all the best dogs
and bitches in England, and has never been defeated. I
have sold the well-known bull-terrier dog Trentham Baron
and the bull-terrier bitch Dauntless. These dogs go to Vera
Cruz, Mexico, and are for Senor Francisco Hernandez.

—

Fkakk F. Dole.

ST. BERNARD IMPORTATION.—Pittsburgh , Sept. 20.—Editor Forest and Stream: The Keystone and Mascot
Kennels have just received by steamer England the rough-
coated St. Bernard dog Liverpool Duke. He stands full
32in. at shoulder, has a rich orange color, perfect white
markings, and dark face shadings, and combines the blood
of champions Beauchief and Nero III. He will stay at
Keystone Kennels, Pittsburgh.—A. Stuoky.
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GERMAN DOGDOM.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I was once rash euough to venture within the precincts of
a. German dog show held by the Gifno Munnybrize Club at
Veel-under-Diin. The show was inaugurated under the
special patronage of H S. H. the Emperor of all the Ger-
mans, and was supported by 300 real live princes, 400 ditto
dukes, and a list of counts that filled twenty pages of the
catalogue. Resolved to luxuriate in the realms of royalty
for once in my life, and to allow my dogs the privilege of re-
ceiving a princely pat, I entered them at the show, and my
experiences I detail for the benefit of your readers.
My reason for recounting the thrilling incidents which

happened to me is, that several people on this side are advo-
cating at the present moment the imperative necessity of
tempting one of the Kaiser's "faithful children" from his
fatherland, in order to enlighten the children of liberty and
freedom, with respect to the graceful proportions of the
breed of dogs known as the "Deutsche Doggeu, "or in vulgar
parlance, the great Dane. It is not my intention to inflict

on my readers the pros and cons of that vital question,
"Whether the English for the breed should lie great Dane,
boarhound, sooner, or any other title," but it will be my
best endeavor to prove, by stating facts, the thorough com-
petency of any one of the "Kaiser's children," to undertake
the duties of enlightening a nation with respect to.this grand
and noble breed.
In May last year a friend and myself conceived the idea of

taking a string of dogs to a show held in Germany, at Veel-
uuder-Diin. On the list of judges were Princes, Counts,
Dukes, a scattering of Herr Von's, and a meagre display of
plain Herrs. To have our dogs handled by such dis-
tinguished officials made our plebian veins swell again and
agaiu in anticipation of future honors.
Our entries came to twenty-seven all told. They included

a champion deerhound, a champion otterhound, a ditto
mastiff, two bloodhounds, a champion great Dane, ditto
smooth and wire fox-terrier, etc., etc., some of which we
borrowed of friends, but of course we entered them in the
proper owners' names.
Oar route was from London, via Harwich and Antwerp, a

Monday morning smiling on the commencement of our
undertaking. Everything went well uutil half way across
the German ocean, when a dense fog persistently enveloped
us for several hours; this made our arrival at Antwerp
late, and consequently the fat-headed driver of the van that
was to convey our dogs across the city to the station, which
is naturally a long way from the quay, had, with that per-
spicuity which so distinguishes many of his class, driven
away just before our arrival, therefore we had to wait two
hours at the sweet will of this sublimely uncultured and
unwashed child of the soil. After nearly' breaking a blood
vessel in his heart-rending endeavor to prove how pros-
trated he was with grief at his negligence, and after giving
apoplexy a chance of utterly extinguishing what was un-
doubtedly a noble nature, and having proved beyond a
doubt that we were the two greatest men on the face' of the
earth, this intelligent creature rallied sufficiently to under-
take the task of serving us, the delights of which had en-
thralled him all his life; so eventually we had the satisfac-
tion of seeing our dogs duly enscoused. in a special wagon,
at a special charge, to be delivered at Veel-under-Diin at a
special rate of speed. The hour of departure from this in-
teresting seaport was 5 P. M. Tuesday. The understa nding
between Smith and myself was, as long as we were in a
French-speaking country I was to enlighten its subjects as
to the proper pronunciation of their language, but when we
arrived on German territory he would distinguish himself
by his fluency in that tongue, and as I could not speak a
word of the latter this arrangement seemed feasible.
"We had not got far out of Brussels before I began to have

misgivings as to the genuineness of the solemn assurances
given us at Antwerp that the dogs would travel by the same
train we were in. and at every stop with great volubility I

demonstrated my knowledge of French and the purity of
my pronunciation. However, all things come to an end; at
10 that night my career as a linguist had terminated, and it
was Smith's turn to pour forth his rich mine of knowledge,
for at Aix la Chapelle we had arrived on German territory,
and here it was where he could utterly eclipse all my pre-
vious efforts.

Out he jumped, his breast swelling with self-conscious
superiority, raised his hat to the station master, and ad-
dressed him in these words, the meaning of which I have
never yet been able to have interpreted, ''Das Hunde u-Wagon

;

das Hunden." The station master smiled pleasantly and in
a confident tone replied, "Yah, yah; yah, yah." "All right,
old man," says Smith, "the dogs are on the same tram.

"

But as "yah" repeated four times didn't seem to me to have
sufficient variety to mean that the dogs were all right, etc.,
I went to look for myself; but there they were. So I came
to the conclusion that I at least knew one sentence in Ger-
man, and that was that "yah" repeated four times had ref-
erence to dogs in a train, etc. When at Cologne, and sub-
sequently Mayeuce, Smith repeated the same mystic words
and "yah" multiplied four times was always the response.
I was then coufident I could add German to my many other
accomplishments; but at 6 Wednesday morning my power
as a German linguist and Smith's evident control of the
language received a body blow, for at this hour we arrived
at Veel-under-Diin, and evidently minus our dogs. Then it
was I discovered the extent of Smith's fluency by the rapid
and unvaried way in which he thrust "Das Hunden-Wagon"
upon the unhappy head of the station master, who could
only repeat "yah, yah," which revealed to me the fact that
Smith, as a linguist, was a most untarnished fraud, and
that anything a German did- not understand was answered
by "yah, yah" out of politeness.
Well, here was a pretty kettle of fish; the dogs had had

nothing to eat since Tuesday midday, and this was Wednes-
day dawning upon us, and all we could gather about them,
was "Yah, yah;" so, much to Smith's disgust and annoy-
ance, I engaged an interpreter to get at the bottom of
things as soon as possible. He gathered the interesting fact
that the station master knew nothing about the dogs, 'what
route they would come, where they were likely to be, or
anything else; the only thing he was confident about was,
that no dogs would come to that station, but would lie sure
to arrive at another, about two miles off. Here we comforted
ourselves by learning that they certainly would not come
there, but to another station only two miles further away.
Thither we went, only to receive the respectful assur-
ance of its station master, that no dogs could possibly
arrive there, but would without doubt arrive at the one
we had come from. Well, to cut a long story short, all
Wednesday was spent in telegraphing " to every impor-
tant station in Germany, Belgium and Holland, but not
a trace could we get of the dogs, and as judging commenced
at 7 Thursday morning, and the poor beggars were still at
the mercy of some frivolous son of the Fatherland or other
Smith and myself began to have a gulpy feeling in the
throat, as we thought of a favorite locked in his box, per-
haps dying from suffocation or thirst. Never again do I
want to go through what I did that Wednesday, and es-
pecially during the night; but what joy it was, when at 6
Thursday morning we were unfastening the boxes, and
fondling each dog as he came jutnpiag out. At last our
continual traverse of; the equilateral triangle formed by the
three stations was at an end, and our long anticipated en-
joyment of princely association was to be realized, so with
glad hearts and happy thoughts we attended to our dogs'
wants, and spruced them up for their coming contests.
The ordinary details of the show were excellent, Spratts

doing the benching and feeding, and everything else being

carried out on an elaborate scale. There were spaciously
fenced in judging rings, which, by the by, had a notice
posted up that owners wishing to use them for their dogs
could do so on payment of a certain sum, which imposition
was judiciously not enforced, and everything conducive to
the comfort of the dogs had evideutlv'been made a study.
The number of entries were, I believe* in excess of any pre-
vious show in Germany, and "specialist" judges had been
engaged; real live, full-blown soldiers we're for the nonce
engaged in looking after the dogs' instead of their country,
an occupation they apparently relished after the monotony
of garrison life. Away at some distance from the spacious
building was a large artistically arranged stand, in which
one of the military bands performed that music for which
the country is so noted; in fact, everything was on a gor-
geous scale, even to the ponderous badges which each
official conspicuously exposed to the admiring gaze of the
crowd.
But, although everything connected with this great exhi-

bition was on so lavish a scale, all paled at the imposing
demeanor of the judges, as they walked with dignified and
self-conscious air into the different rings. Never shall I for-
et the reverence and awe with which they inspired me;
ad I been in the presence of some great tribunal, its effect

could not have been more complete. These men were judges,
judges which until then had been but an indistinct flicker
of my imagination; judges whose glance should have ren-
dered immortal every dog on whom it fell; judges whose
slightest commendation should perpetuate forever and ever
the image of that dog who was the lucky recipient. Such
were the impressions that passed through my mind as I felt
the influence of these grandiose airs.

An otter hound, considered in England the best of its
variety, was the first to share with me this trying ordeal, and
may such an experience, as was this my novitiate, never fall
to the lot of any reader of these lines; for having accustomed
myself to the great atmospheric oppressiveness, over which
three of these inspiring individuals reigned supreme; cold-
blooded reality revealed to me the fact they, one and all,
were intently studying the records of each dog as laid down
in the catalogue. Yes, these unapproachable arbiters of
dogs' destinies were determining their fate by a previous
list of wins. Talk about the thunderbolt on Brooklyn's
balmy heights, not even that could produce such a shock as
did this exposure of utter incompetency on the part of these
sumptuously decorated officials. Defeat seemed certain
from a long-bodied, hollow-backed thiug. that I discovered
had never been beaten in this land of a paternal king, and
all its population, "his children." A bold stroke was neces-
sary, and having fortunately discovered the only committee-
man who appeared to me to understand the language of this
country, I divulged to him, as a deep secret, the fact that
my dog was considered in England the best ever seen. Such
a secret was a great deal too burdensome to confide to a not
over-strong but highly over-strung nature, and consequently
he gave it away to one of the impostors, who in turn trans-
ferred it to his fellow participators in the attitudinizing
line. Therefore, Q. E. D., as Euclid would say, these bene-
factors to the canine concluded, after inflicting my hound
and his hollow-backed opponent with an hour of ostenta-
tious officiousness, garnished with au active display of
incessant jabbering, much sapient shaking of heads, and
other details so esssential a part of the duties of an official
judge, that my dog, after a contest which for closeness was
unparalleled, was the hundredth part of an inch longer in
ear than his opponent, a,nd on this superiority they awarded
him the prize. So ended my first experience of a German as
a judge of dogs.
As the day progressed many and varied were the autics

which the other exhibitors and myself were called upon to
witness. Smith, whose first exhibit was a Newfoundland,
had not fared so well as I; although Lion was a real good
typical dog, with a proper flat coat, he had only succeeded
in getting vhc. to a pack of curly-coated brutes, whose sole
claim to the breed wTas their color. He, unfortunately, had
discovered the vwdus operandi too late, and had to defer
proclaiming the many prizes his dogs had won until another
opportunity occurred; but poor Smith had not long to wait,
for he was showing one of the national dogs, the "Deutsche
Doggeu," or great Danes. This breed being judged by three
professed specialists this time, there was no timid hesitancy
in telling tree professed specialist of the three p. s.; how she
had always been considered the speciman of all others in
England. Result, ecstatic rhapsodies on the professed spe-
cialists'' part in behalf "de most beaut'fullest Deutsche Dog-
gen as had ever was ;

" but when the crucial poiut arrived,
"demost beautiful lest," etc., was only awarded second to
"de most miserablest, light-boned, skimped-up blue devil
as ever was." The explanation was that the disgrace would
be too much for a great Dane to come from England and
beat all the specimens on their own soil. This may
seem the wild, acrid statement of a prejudiced mind,
but I respectfully beg to correct any such erroneous
idea, for it is nothing but the plain unadorned truth. Had
another, that was led by a private soldier in the guise of a
keeper, been placed first, then one could bave excused any
previous discrepancies, as she was really better than the one
Smith was showing, but as she had never been exhibited be-
fore, there was unfortunately no string of wins attached to
her name, and as an ordinary attendant led her in the ring,
the three pretenders had no line whatever, except their own
fathomless discernment, to go on with, which f. d. deter-
mined that she was worthy of a commendation; but I
noticed that after a good offer for this commended specimen
of "Deutsche Doggeu" had come from England, she carried
all before her, and beat those, that until this English offer
came, had beaten her.
Another little incident, and I am through. Smith was

awarded second iu another breed, with a bitch who was a
champion and at the top of the tree; on remonstrating about
the decision, the judge informed him that on no considera-
tion would he put a bitch over a dog; consequently he
awarded the best dog first. This was the culminating blow
to an already long list of misadventures, and as Smith falls
lifeless in my arms, let a thin gauze of hazy indistinctness
fall o'er the scenes of my first, and if the Lord be merciful,
my last, experience of the German as a judge of dogs,

Brittle.

CENTRAL CLUB'S FREE-FOR-ALL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Our club has decided to give an additional stake, which

will be known as the "Free-for-AU Stake," open to all
pointers and setters without regard to previous winnings.
There will be but one money (§1,0001 to winner, no second or
third place, $50 forfeit, $50 additional to fill. Entries for
this stake will close Nov. 1. Pointers and setters will be
drawn together, not separately, as in the All-Aged Stake.
The Free-for-All State will be run at Lexington, N. C, and
will be started within three days after the running of the
All-Aged Stake is completed. We will issue separate entry
blanks for the Free-for-All Stake, and trust that none of our
patrons will confound this stake with our All-Aged Stake,
which closes Oct, 12, in which setters will be run by them-
selves and the pointers by themselves. Forfeit money must
accompany the entry and the additional money to fill must
be paid when the drawing fakes place the night before the
race is started. The published rules of the Central Field
Trial Club will govern this race, except that each heat will
be exactly four hours, neither more nor less. There will be
no preliminary series, but the winner and loser of each heat
will be declared in the first series. For entry blank and
other information our patrons will kindly apply to

Central Field Trial Club,
C. H. Odell, Sec'y and Treas.

? Mills Building, N. Y

DOG TALK.

DR. WILLIAM A. HAMMOND asserts that there is on
record no authenticated case of a cure of hydrophobia:

but probably Dr. Hammond never heard of Mr. G. L. Brown;
of 285 Devonshire street, Boston, and his pills. The pills are
warranted to cure, nay, have cured, the most aggravated
cases of sure-enough hydrophobia. They are compounded
by a secret formula, bought of a Maryland man who said
his grandfather gave 81,000 for it. Mr. Brown, having
secured the recipe, now turns out the pills himself and re-
commends every dog owner to have them in the house. He'
charges 11 a piece for them, but they are "large pills." so-
the price is not out of proportion. Mr. Brown sets forth
that his main purpose is to benefit his fellow men by selling
them hydrophobia pills; if he is really hungering after fame
as a philanthropist we advise him to send his pill secret to
us for publication. If hydrophobia pills are to be consumed
in large quantities by an appreciative and grateful public
the $1 tax must be taken off, for most people are stupid
enough to fool with biting dogs, and never a pill in their
pockets.

Mr. J. C. Anderson, of Chattanooga, Tenn., has received
from the kennel of Mr. S. W. Smith, Leeds, Eng., two St.
Bernards that will undoubtedly prove a great acquisition
not only to their owner, but to the breeders in his vicinity.
Prince Regent (formerly Don of Leeds) is a large dog of
good color and markings. He stands nearly Soin. at the
shoulder and weighs in poor condition about ISOlbs. He
was whelped iu February, 18S7, and is by Pliulimmon and
out of Smith's Miss Meg. Commodore Valentine, the other
one, is not yet mature; he is very promising. He was
whelped May 28, .1888, and is by Plinlimmon and out of Lady
Adelaide.

Mr. Hough sends us this from Chicago: "The intelligent
telegraph editor of the dailypress has been once more getting
in his work in the matter of field sports. I note that the
dispatches in one of our big dailies here show the results of
the recent 'rabbit-chasing contests' of theN. C. A. at Louis-
ville, and mention among other things the fact that ' Land-
run's blue and white dog Count ran with Abyc.' I think
this is the same old Abye that I have met while trying to
send a telegraphic report of a coursing meet to the Associ-
ated Press. The intelligent telegraph editor knows more
about a left-hand biff than he does about a bye-dog."

Two correspondents sign their names to a note sent to
Land and Water, recording that a sportsman, who was out
shooting with a favorite black retriever, in the act of firing
at a rabbit, accidentally shot the dog. Seeiug that the
dog was wounded, he was too overcome for a moment to go
and see what damage he had done. Before he had recov-
ered himself the dog came to him retrieving his own tail,
which had been shot clean off, and laid it at his master's
feet.

Entries for the Daubury dog show close on Saturday.
Although the fair is held during the whole of the week, the
dog department will be ruu only from Wednesday morning
until Saturday at 10 o'clock A. M. The judges are Mr. E. S.
Porter, New Haven, Conn., and Mr. James" Watson. Phila-
delphia. The address of the secretary is B. C. Lyon's, Dan-
bury, Conn.

The first annual dog show of the Georgia Pet Stock and
Bench Show Association will be held at Augusta, Ga., Jan.
13 to 18. The management announce that a liberal premium
list will be issued. Mr. Johu Davidson will judge all classes.
Mr A H. Afouderleith, Augusta, Ga., is the secretary.

The report of the annual meeting of the Canadian Kennel
Club is unavoidably crowded out this week.

DEATH OF OTHO.—Arlington. N. J.. Sept. 21. -Editor
Forest and Stream: Champion Otho died on the 19th from
disease of the kidneys. He was born in August. was
bred by Mr. F. W. Rothera, Simcoe, Out., and was by Hollo
out of champion Lady Abbess, He was well known all over
the country for his magnificent head and front. We miss
him as much as if he had been a member of our family.
Will there ever be another St. Bernard raised in this conn
try with a model head like Otho's?—K. E. Hdpf.

KENNEL NOTES.
NAMES CLAIMED.

£ST~ Notes mast be sent on tne Prepared Blanks.
Tallow River Joe. By L. K. Avery, Bremen, Ind., for Murk,

white and tan beagle dog, whelped June 0, 1884, Mark Anthony
(imported Major—Diana) out of Flora (imported Riugwood-
Juliet).
Yellow River Music. By L. K. Avery, Bremen, Iud., for black

and white beagle bitch, whelped July 17, 1880. by Goodwood Hal-
tier (A.K.R. 3812) out of Goodwood Mu^ic (A.K.R. 3*1 1).

Lord Chandler, Lord Elesmcrc, Parone, Virgle E. and Lulu Lee.
By Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., for silver fawn pugs,
three dogs and two bitches, whelped Sept. 1, 1889, by Joe IE
(champion Joe—Maudie) out of East Luke Virtue (champion Brad-
ford Ruby—Puss B.).
.Dido II. By Joseph Hayes, Manchester, N. TEL. for red Irish set-

ter bitch, whelped July 1, 1887, by Suil-a-Mor (Claremonl—Dido)
out of Nora (Cigar—Belie).

BRED.
£W Motes mast be sent on tne Prepared Blanks.
Hilda—Grim Bayard. T. N. Vail's (Roxbury, Mass.) St. Bernard

bitch Hilda to American Kennels' Grus Bayard, Aug. 24.

Knight's Belle—Muni; of Fumes*. Elms Kennels' (Forest Lake,
Minn.) English setter bitch Knight's Belle to P. H. Gotzian's
Monk of Eurness, Sept. 8.

Spunkey—Little Red Rover. Theo. J. Hook's (Rome, N. Y.)
cocker spaniel bitch Spunkey (A.K.R. 0572) to his champion Little
Red Rover (champion Obo II.—Woodstock Dinah', July 8.

Walk-in Bess—Little Red Rover. F. P. Servev's (Route, N. Y.)
cocker spaniel bitch Walkill Bess (Walkill Silk—Walkiil Blanche I

to Theo. J. Hook's champion Little Red Rover (champion Obo II.
—Woodstock Dinah), Sept. 0.

New Forest Russet—Tenhro eel; . T. J. Tyrell's (Philadelphia, Pa )

fox-terrier bitch New Forest Russet (New Forest Rustic—Ga\ ) to
W. T. MeAlees's Tenbroeck (Raby Mixer—Temptation), Sept. 15.

WHELPS.
t~&~ Notes must be sent on tbe Prepared Blanks.
My. E. F. Vacheron's (Woodhaven, L. I.) greyhound bitch Fly

(George Washington—Louisette). Aug. 1-1, eight, (three dogs), by
H. W. Huntington's champion Bauds (Cly to—Primrose).
Miss Pug. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.) pug bitch

Miss Pug, Aug. 3, five (three, dogs), by their Bradford Ruby II.
(champion Bradford Rub\—Puss B.).
Miss Topsy- Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.) pug hitch

Miss Topsy, Aug. 23, four (two dogs), by their Douglass If. (Doug-
lass I.—June).
Pandora. John R.oggc's (New York) English setter bitch Pan-

dora (A.K.R. 2425), May 21, four (three dogs), by Rock Belton (Yale
Bel ton— Princess Lilly).
Spunkey. Theo. J. Hook's (Rome, N. Y.) cocker spaniel bitch

Spuukey (A.K.R. 0572), Sept. 13, seven dogs, bv Lis champion Little
Red Rover (champion Oho 11.—Woodstock Dinah); one red.
Goldsmith Venus. A. M. Goldsmith's (Chicago, Hi.) Yorkshire

terrier bitch Goldsmith Venus (Bradford Harry -Biddy), Aug. 21,
two bitches, by P. H. Coombs's Bradford Harry (Grawshaw's
Bruce—Beat's Lady); both since dead.

PRESENTATIONS.
Pandora. Blue beltou English setter bitch, whelped Julv 25,

1884, by Don Juan out of Petrel III., by C. H. Mcilwain, Treuton,
N. J., to John Rogge. New York.
Rock Belton—Pandora whelps. Black, white and tan English

setters, whelped May 21, 1889, by John Rjgge, New York, a dog to
Dr. C. H. Mcllwaine, Trenton, N. J,, and a hitch to Dr. Bathgate,
Morrisania, N. Y.
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life m\d \hootin$

RANGE AND GALLERY.

THE INTER-STATE MATCH WRANGLE.
SOME very reckless statements have been put, in print by mem-

bers of the Pennsylvania team since rhey went away from
Creeiimoor without the possession of the Hi] I on trophy which
they hurt Virtually won hut from which they were technically
though justly shut out.
Gen. Robbing, though brusque and inclined to be a martinet in

matters military, is a capital allot and has the interests of rifle

shooting and Creedmoor thoroughly at heart. For those who
know him best many of the assertions set afloat appear super*
ridiculous. The history of the match is a very simple one.
There was a great desire on all sides to win the trophy. The
"world beaters" were there from Massachusetts with their lecord
of the season to round out in another victory. The New York
team were at home and were specially anxious in view of criti-
cisms to the manner of selections of the team to score a win, and
finally the Pennsylvanians had come over from their Gretna
range ready andiconrtdent to.beat the crack team from down East.
There was much challenging all day and the visitors cannot say
that they were not given all their rights in the way of bavins
their challenges considered and in the majority of cases sustained.
Had they been denied their rights as competitors, they had and
have the privilege for appeal to the directors of the N. R. A., and
this appeal will hold just as good on the point of time as any
other. It the visitors had not the time properly theirs to finish
the match under the conditions, they have the right of appeal.
Thai no suc h appeal has been made is the very best proof to any
outside unbiassed observer that they have no proper ground for
one.
Gen. Robbing, when talked to on the matter, reviewed the his-

tory of the day very fully and said:
"It was agreed that a minute a shot should he allowed the com-

peting teams. At 200yds. we shot, the Inter-State and Hilton
trophy matches in conjunction. Two targets were assigned to
each team, which gay* us 17 shots to be tired by 6 men, or 102 in
the aggregate. The 2 hours from 10 to 12 really allowed 1 minute
and 42 seconds per shot. The match was begun at 10:15. New
York had two protested shots, for one of which 2 rniuules and the
other 3 minutes were allowed. Massachusetts and Pennsylvania
each protested one shot, thereby gaining an allowance of 3 min-
utes. In addition to this it was found necessary to provide a
further allowance of 15 minutes for retouching t he targets in
conseqenee of the rain. This would have required that New York
should have finished at 12:35 and Massachusetts at 12:33. respec-
tively. As a matter of fact, New York completed its oil-shoulder
score at 12:18 and Massachusetts and Pennsylvania at 12:10. I n the
afternoon pool targets were opened at 1 o'clock on the under-
standing thai ihey were to be closed at 1:45. It was proposed to
begin shooting the second stage of the matches at 2 o'clock. Col.
Rockwell came to me and wanted to know if the time of opening
could not be advanced. 1 was willing to accommodate him, and as a
result shooting at 500yds. began at 1:58 instead of 2 o'clock. We thus
gained 2 minutes. 1 had informed the captains of the contesting
teams that 3 hours would he allowed for the firing of the 144 shots
on each target. This arrangement would have necessitated the
closing of the matches at 4:58. Ten minutes were, however ai
lowed for changing distances between 500 and 600yds. New York
finished its team score at 5:05. Massachusetts at the expiration
of the time limit had one and Pennsylvania two shots to the.
Promptly at 5:08 I directed the horn to be sounded. At that time
I had no knowledge whatever as to how the scores stood, as has
been my invariable custom."
Secretary Shepherd of the Association, who was a member of

the defeated New York team, spoke bot h as a, competitor and an
officer of the Association and said: "General Robbins is as fair
and honorable a maD as ever lived. He was the executive officer
in charge of the match, and as Inspector-General of this State he
was the captain of the New York team, but he would not give a
wrong decision even if the fate of the trophy depended upon it.

As for shutting out the Pennsylvania team before they had
finished, the captain of that team told his men tliat it served litem
right. In 1885 General Robbins, at the demand of the Penn-
sylvania men, gave the order to cease firing wheu the New Yorks
had still nine shots, giving the Pennsylvania team the place that
the New Yorks would probably have otherwise had. The markers
could not possibly have known which target the New York team
was firing at. General Robbins has been at Oreedmoor a number
of years, and has always given perfect satisfaction.
"There is no foundation for the charges of unfairness, howevor.

We generally get our markers from Willet's Point. They are
men who are in the employ of the United States, and are thor-
oughly competent. They were in the pits some timo before we
tossed up for targets. Of course they might have found out dur-
ing the match what targets our team was on, but that would have
made no difference to them. One of the Pennsylvania team
watched with a. glass the result of the firing of our men. He
challenged the mark for one of the shots on the 200yds. range,
and General Robbins sent a Massachusetts man, together with a
representative of the Philadelphia team and the superintendent
of the rifle range, clown to the target, and they sustained the
challenge. A second challenge was also sustained, but a third
challenge resulted in favor of our team. There was much chal-
lenging all day, and the decisions as a whole were rather iu favor
of the Pennsylvanians."
George S. Scott, of the New York team, said: "There is no

donbt the Pennsylvanians would have won the match if they had
finished their firing, but they can only blame themselves. They
should have finished as soon as the other teams did. When the
Massachusetts men went down to Creedmoor they were glad that
General Robbins was in charge, as they had every confidence in
him, knowing that he was fair and competent. General Robbins
hurried us up toward the last. I was one of the last two men to
shoot. One of us was loading while the other was firing, and the
consequence was wc made the poorest record made by any of our
team on that target. We did not even have time to blow out our
guns to keep them in condition. If the other teams bad-done t he
same thing they would have finished as soon as we did. The
order to cease firing was not given, however, as soon as we were
done, but several minutes after we had stopped. General Rob-
bins was undoubtedly fair and honest in all his decisions, and
thfere are no grounds at all for complaint."
The following pair of letters from Pennsylvanians who were

present, connected with the fight, tell their side of the unfortu-
nate wrangle:

Philadelphia, Sept. 21.— Editor Forest and Stream; Your ed-
itorial in regard to the Creedmoor meeting as to time limit I
partly agree, but no match is finished until the last shot is fired.
It' Gen. Bobbins had stopped all shooting at 5 P. M. then there
would be no cause for complaint, and on behalf of all the captains
of the teams to had continued to a finish (as has been the practice
heretofore) everything would have been satisfactory; but no, he
allowed the New York team to finish, and it took until after 5
o'clock to do so, showing very clearly that knowing the New York
team to be in the lead from 500yds., by shutting out the Massa-
chusetts and Pennsylvania teams they would win, but he over-
stepped the mark and was left. I inclose you an open letter to
Ool. L. A. Watres, from our supervisor of the New York team.—
John J. Mountjot.

New York, Sept. 15.
Col. L. A. fFaircs, Inspector General of Rifle Practice, N. G. P.:
Colonel—1 desire to make you a personal report of the manner

in whicb the Pennsylvania State rifle team has been treated at
Creedmoor, as well as to show you (conclusively, if I can) that
General Robbins was extremely partial to the New York State
team, and by his sharp practice expected to win the Hilton
trophy match for that State.

It will take considerable space to give you the matter in detail,
but I very much desire that you should understand it in every
detail, and therefore I take the time to give it to you, as follows-
On the morning of the match! was detailed with glass and score
card to keep the records and watch the shots as they were fired
upon the two targets by the New York State team.
From the manner of marking the shots that were close to the

line, I am convinced that the markers in the pits knew they were
marking for the New York team, and from the manner of de-
cisions of General Robbins on contested shots, I am almost sure
t hat he knew it. I instance the following: At 200yds. in the Hil-
ton trophy match, Underwood, in his sixth shot, made a close four
a-fel o'clock, and it was so spotted by myself and the captain of
t e Now York team, and so marked by the marker in the pit.
After marking the shot, and before another shot had been fired,
be (the marker) again raised the trap and marked a bullseve over
at 10 o'clock, and the man Underwood then claimed the last mark
on a bnllseye, which 1 challenged. Gen. Robbins was appealed to,
and he decided without investigation that it wa* a bullseye,
although the eaptaiu of the team, who saw the shot made, re-
fused to say it was other than a four at 1 o'clock.
The next challenge J made was on the fourth shot at 200yds.,

Hilton-Brohm match, made by Major Gaus, which was marked
fin eye. JVty challenge was sustained after a visit to the target,
and he was given a four (4). The next challenge was on the fourth
shot, by Elliott, same match and smite distance, for which wart
marked an eye,.and my challenge reduced it to a (4). The next
challenge was on the sixth shot, by Stein, for which he was
marked an eye, and my challenge reduced it to a (4), thus securing
a reduction of three points at this distance in this match, .lust
the number we are credited with boating them.
In the Inter-State match at 500yds. the sumo thing was at-

tempted, and at the third shot for Hamilton a 4 was marked which
was at least 3in. outside of t he 3-line at 10 o'clock. Mv challenger
made it, a 3 without investigation, Gen. Robbins being at the time
lying down beside Hamilton coaching him. At my challeugiug
the shot he simply turned to the captain of the team, who a 1soliad
a glass, and asked, "How about that, captain?" The ea plain an-
swered. "It's a three." Gen. Robbins then said, without further
investigation, to mark it so, which wo did. An exactly similar
occurrence happened when Major Gaus fired his eighth shot in
this same match and was allowed as before, with this additional
remark by Geo. Robbins, "Captain, I would sustain that challenge
and investigate it, but it would take up more time than t he point
is worth, and it is time we are watching."
All this to show you that the markers were gi viug the New York

team every point they could and trusting that they would not be
challenged. No such marking was done on any other targets, and
I do not believe any one made a single challenge during the en-
tire, matches but myself. Gen. Robbins personally coached Ham-
ilton and Stokes, of the New York team, at both 500 and 000 yards.
At 17 minutes before the matches were stopped Gen. Robbins
called to him the two officers who were coaching at the two firing
points of the New York team, and in a low voice said: "Now!
you must hurry your firiug. You have onlv IT minutes to get
through, and I am going to call the matches off when the time is
up." The officers immediately returned to their firing points and
the firing was so rapid after that so that I could not. get the shots
on the. targets as ( bey were fired.

I called Lieut. Newtou, of our team, and gave him the informa-
tion I had overheard, aud he iuimediatly went back to the Penn-
sylvania, team's firing point and gave the information.
At 12 minutes before, and also at 5 minutes before the closing of

the match Gen. Robbius again cautioned the New York team to
hurry, that the time was up. They continued firing, however,
rapidly nutil they bad finished, which was 4 minutes after the
time allotted, and then Gen. Robbins gave the order to cease tir-

ing—thinking, of course, that. New York had won, because thev
came up from the 503 yards firing point to the 000 in the lead of
both Massachusetts and Pennsylvania, and now that they had
finished and the time limit expired, it was their great chance to
win. But they did not. The Massachusetts team, with one shot
to tire, stood 1.057; Pennsylvania, with two shots to fire, 1.055, and
New York finished with 1,052.
There is no doubt, but had the match been finished on its merits

we would have won. I have no suggestions to make that might
alter the result. But I do believe that it was a clear case of rob-
bery on the part of Gen. Robbins, who fully expected that his
team had won. Very respectfully submitted,

Robert C. Patterson,
First Lieut, and Q. M. 14th Reg't, N. G. P., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Editor Fores/, anil Stream:
I notice in the last issue of your valuable paper that at the

meeting of the Na tional Rifle Association just closed at Creed-
moor, the Massachusetts team again won the Hilton Trophy,
beating the Pennsylvania team on a technicality caused bv the
strict observance of the time limit. Of course the Massachusetts
boys cannot feel very highly elated over such a viet.oi y, bur the
team from Pennsylvania should be the last on earth to make a
fuss, as they virtually stole the Hilton Trophy match from I lie

Michigan learn in 1882, by scoring a ricochet shot as an inner in-
stead of a miss, as it should have been. There are several mem-
bers of other teams who were eye witnesses of this bare-faced
robbery; and now Pennsylvania knows how it is hersel f, although
it has taken seven years for her chickens to come home to roost
Kalamazoo, Mich. Ben. O Bush.

NATIONAL RIFLE CLUB.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The annual meeting of the National Rifle Club was held at

Vernon, Vt., Sept. S and 4. Early Monday morning the shooters
began to assemble, and during the day all but one or two had ar-
rived. The greatest feature, was the presence of the president,
John Williamson, who has for years suffered intensely from rheu-
matism and been unable to walk except with great, difficulty, and
it was only by making extraordinary efforts that he was able to
be present after an absence of many years. Though his bodily
health is impaired, his mental powers are as active as ever, and
he kept all in good humor by his lively conversation. One pleas-
ing feature of these shoots is their social character and freedom
from all discord. All seem anxious to assist one another in put-
tine up rests, flags and all the little devices incident to a shoot of
this character.
After the rests were put in place came a little practice to got

everything in readiness for the next day's shoot. • Then came
supper, mmgled with such conversation as only riflemen indulge
iu. After supper the pent-up volcanoes found relief, and theories
were propounded and discussed, the latest news iu the rifle world
was given, letters from absent friends were read and commented
upon, each one contributing his mite to the general conversa-
tion: and at an early hour the party retired to be in readiness for
the morrow. Tuesday opened very foggy and damp, with very
little air stirring. As the morning advanced the fog molted away,
but the wind remained very light, promising to be a fine day for
short shooting. The morning was given to practice shoot ing, arid
at 2 o'clock the match was called. The promise of the morning
was partly fulfilled, and some excellent shooting was done. Iu
the evening the strings were measured and Low and Brockway
were found to be ahead, and much conjecture was raised as to
how the result would stand on the following day.
The fine conditions of Tuesday prevailed part of the forenoon of

Wednesday. About 10 A. M. the air began to grow very dry aud
a light wind sprang up, upsetting many tine calculations. The
result of the shooting gave Brockway the modal for the shortest
aggregate of the 50 shots with a string of 55%iu. The detailed re-
sult of the shooting is given below, in string measurement, 10
shots each string; double r63t:

First String.W V Lowe lO'-io N S Brockway. .1U,,
;
H VV Smith W ruSecond String.

WVLowe 74 ,« RC Creasy 8'V. N S Brockway.. 9s
,,.

Third String.
N S Brockway... 9 13

l(1 W VLow 10>V. I) A Brown 1P.„
Fourth String.

N S Brockway. ..12' R C Cressy 12" u W V Lowe W», H
Fifth String.

LPark 13',, N S Brockway..W\ a I) A Brown ,15s ,,,

The above was done under the rules of the club, which allows
J£in. per pound on each string of 10 shots for every pound the gun
weighs less than 201bs., which is the standard weight of funs lls

fired. Brockway was allowed H. W. Smith Cressy 3-^, BrownV Besides these before mentioned there were present the' veteran
N. Washburn, Frank J. Fenn, David Cox, Martin Wilbur, of
Omaha, Neb., J. R. Moore, E. B. Stephenson, and a number who
simply "looked on." The meeting was one of the most enjoyable
ever held, and many promises were made for the spring shoot
next May. William Hayes, C. H. Reiner and Col. H. F. Hart bad
made arrangement to attend, but were obliged to give up their
intentions at the last moment.
At every meeting we hear of some new person who has become

interested in this style of shooting. Long-range shooting, which
is next to it in science and skill involved, has died out, principal] i

because men object to being pounded to death by a kicking rifle.
In this style of shooting one may use a rifle of light or heavy
weight as desired; should there tie a heavy recoil it is not noticed.
The outfit for this style of shooting is very simple and inexpen-
sive. The results obtained are very satisfactory. As a means of
testing the accuracy of a rifle, one can more thoroughly test a
rifle in half a day than by several days' tiring from the shoulder.
To test a rifle one must first be sure it is h Id exactly alike every
time, and in no other manner known to t he writer is this unifor-
mity secured.
The chief requisite to a proper enjoyment of the sport is a fine

shooting rifle. Fine shooting rifles can be bought, but, my ex-
perience is that fully three-quarters of the regular breechloading
rifles on the market will not show steady shooting when tested
from a double rest. All rifles can be made to shoot well and in ad-
justing ammunition to guns it is well to adopt those methods
which experience shows give the most satisfactory results,
which method, above, all others I believe, to be testing from
double rest.
Ambitions riflemen, who desire to keep posted, should make

efforts to attend the shoots of the National Rifle Club, at Vernon.
Vt., where they will be given every opportunity t n add to their
Store of knowledge. Wi lljaw V. Lowe.

BOSTON, Sept. 21.—The Massachusetts Rifle Association held
its weekly shoot to-day, with a large attendance of riflemen. All
matches were well filled and some good scores made. Mr. Fames
won the gold medal in the 20-shot rest match, and Mr. niarke the
champion gold medal. Mr. Eastman won the silver membership
badge, and Messrs. Lounsbury and Pctlman each won the bronze
military medal. Next: Wednesday at 13:30 P. M. the range will be
open for rifle and pistol shooting. Following are the best wore,-,
made to-day:

30-Shot Rest Match.
fin. a io io it n id is w

, 13 12 12 11 12 10 10 !! 13 12- 319
10 12 10 12 12 9 10 9 11 9
0 0 g 13 10 12 12 12 11 10—210
12 10 13 0 11 II 11 11 11 s
10 10 10 9 11 8 9 10 10 12—205
9 13 11 9 10 II 10 10 9 9
10 11 5 10 11 9 10 12 12 9-199

.-- 10 9 8 9 10 10 10 9 9 118999 11 99 9 9 5—186
Champion Medal Match.

9 7 8 6 2 5 6 10 8 6-67
,.,«,* 9 5 7 7 7 7 3 5 5 10-65

Silver membership badge, won on 10 scores of 70 or better bvCH Eastman 76 70 70 79 73 73 77 75 72 74
Military bronze medal, 200yds., won on 10 scores of 36 or better by
F 3 Lounsbury 37 38 43 45 40 38 43 39 4'l 41
0 E Pettman 39 38 38 36 87 42 40 43 42 39

Victory Medal Match.
C H Eastman 7 9 6 7 6

J N Eames. .

.

5 R Monroe.

.

.f Francis—
T P Williams

JNFrye

0 C Clark
E Alson

..7 6 7 10 8
Military Medal Match- 200vds.
.5445455445-45 J B Folio

'

..4444454555—44
.454451.4455—44
.44r.44iU4lr.--43

.4454145435—12

.5514;! 15444- 42
500yds.

W L Swan..
AS Field....
B L Kuapp .-

VV B Day.
F D Hart....

8 7 8 9-75
>73'r 5-72

.
. 4445443544-41

..5444354354-41
. .3414344544—39
...4414424443-37
...4-141.133434—37

..3413445345-37

..4 5 3 4 5-41

A S Hunt

.

W O Hussey
S F Oooley
A McCarthy ...

F J Lou ns In try.

TD Carroll. ...

O E Pcttman .

O D Greene

J J Monroe
J N Eames
S Wilder
A Warbash
A S Hunt
M T Day
A Ballard
M B James 10 10 9 10

Off-Hand Match.
F Daniels 7 10 8
E Alson 4 5 4
A McBean 6 5 8
G L Homer.. 6 5 3
A E Brown 4 3 3
V Weeks 4 4 6 _

WAKEFIELD, Mass., Sept. 31.—The rifle team of the Richard-
son Light Guards, Company A, Sixth Regiment, shot two friendly
matches this afternoon with Company C, Sixth Regiment, of
Lowell, and the Fifth Regiment staff team, and succeeded in win-
ning both matches. After the shoot the visitors were invited to
Company A's armory, where a collation was spread. Following
are the scores, 7 shots at 200yds., Creedmoor count:
Company A, Sixth Regiment.

Rest Match—200yds.
11 11 1.3 II 11 12 12 12 13 10-114
12 13 9 11 11 17 11 11 12 11-'12
13 12 It 41 12 13 10 10 9 9-107
10 11 12 7 9 8 12 12 11 12-104
5 11 9 9 10 10 12 11 ]2 8-97
9 9 12 8 13 11 8 11 9 9- 97

...10 9 7 11 9 8 12 10 8 8— 92
" 7 10 9 11 10— 88

5 9
4 10
4 3
5 5
5 5
5 4

9 6
9 7

5 8
9 7
5 9
7 10

6— 76
6- 64
9— 59
7- 59
8- 53
3- 52

Lieut Gihon

.

Cup i. Taylor.
Pv t Babbett

.

Pvt Horton.

,

P\ I, Keough .

Pvt Killani .

Pvt Howard.

. 4545445-31
....4554445-31
....5444445-30
...4444454-2!)
....4445444-29
...5154344-39

3415441-28-207
ompany A, Sixth Regiment.

Company C, Sixth Regiment.
Lieut Worthen. .4545444—30
Capt Pratt 4354455— HO
Sergt Foster 4453444 -28
PV t Kincade 4445455—31
Pvt Farnsworth. .3444134-26
Pvt Fetters 3444334-25
Pvt Tarrell 3443243-23-193
Fifth Regiment: Staff Team.

Lieut Eades 4444455-30
Maj Foster 4344444-27
Major Benyon 3343435—25
Sergt Hill 3534343-25

3433134—34—.143 Average —37—134
This team shot with four men, and was allowed an average score

.

TORONTO, Sept. 17.—The eighth match of the Off-Hand Rifle
Association was shot over the different ranges to-day. There are
two more matches to be shot, the last being at Orillia on Oct 8
when all clubs in the association will meet face to face and shoot
for the final championship in a series of 10 matches. At the same
lime there wdl be a three-day tournament, when upward of $200
in pfixes will be competed for. Below is the result of the last
shoot. Matches

Points. Won.

Lieut Gihon

.

Pvt Babbett.
Capt Taylor.
Pvt Horton..
Pvt. Keough.

1544445 - 31
. . .4555444-31
..5543544-30
...4341444—27

Orillia

N
..753 62

58
55

Matches
Lost.

6

10
13
26
39
43
53

each

500yds!
43554—56
30-132-47
34453-57
33332—40
32443—48

vtou Brook 734
King City 788
Tottenham 632 29
Point Edward 643 26
Alliston 484 15
VILLTSOA, Iowa, Sept. 17.—Company B, 5th Regiment Rifle

Team, I. N. G., strong northwest wind, fish-tail, 5 shots at each
range, Creedmoor target, 200.3(0 and SOOvds.

200yds. 300vds.
Capt West 24344 34353
Lieut Harris 24143 45333
Sergt Overman 44443 34444
Sergt Ashmore 23444 33003
Pvt Bevans ....54333 24504
MASSACHUSETTS MARKSM EN.-Under the direction of

Col. Horace T. Rockwell, inspector-general of rifle practice
M. V. M., the State rifle matches will take place at the range of
the State camp ground, South Framingham, to-day. There will
be a staff team match, a company team match, an officers' match
and an enlisted men's match. Officers and men will appear in
fatigue uniform. Each company team will consist of seven mem-
bers and one substitute, and will be under the command of a
commissioned officer. The staff teams will consist of five mem-
bers and one substitute. Shooting will, begin at 8:30 A. M The
trophies to be competed for will be as follows: For staff teams,
one trophy; for company teams, four trophies; also for the team
(excluding the first four) making the best gain in points compared
with 1888, one trophy; also for teams using carbines, one trophy;
for staff officers, two trophies, and. for line officers, three trophies.
For enlisted men, three trophies, and one additional for the best
score in each regiment of infantry; also one for the best score in
each cadet corps, in the signal and ambulance (combined), and in
the cavalry using carbines—if neither of the first four trophies
are won by the members of the corps named. All competitors in
tlie team matches making centers or better on their team score,
will continue shooting for seven additional shots. Other com-
petitors for individual prizes will follow the same rule, and the
aggregate of fourteen shots will determine the winners of indi-
vidual prizes.
BROOKLYN, NT. Y., Sept. 17.—Nearly 1,000 persons were pres-

ent at VVoodlawn Park, Gravesend, Loug Island, to-day, the occa-
sion being the first annual festival and prize shooting of the
Farmers' Hook and Ladder Company, No. 2, of Parkville, L. I.,
the officers of which are: G. VV. Joppert, Actum Foreman; H.
Blacklcy, Treasurer, and D. Justus, Secretary. In the prize shoot-
ing contests there were about 80 entries. At the regulation bulls-
eye targets, with 3 shots per man, Acting Foreman G. VV. Joppert
won first prize, scoring two bullscyes and one center, William
Siaite second, A. Erzitiger third, Harry Blacklcy fourth, Edward
Levine fifth, and D. Justus sixth. The Judges' prize was won bv
Charles Cooke, of Bay View, with the score of 32 out. of a possible
39, J. Schariff second with 31. For the Woodlawn Park Grand
Badge, presented by B. Koenig, Harry Black ley made 33 out of a
possible 39, William Staite was second with 29, aud G. W. Joppert
third with 28. This competition was at the ring target, range
uOyds., aud 35 competed.
MONT REAL.—The Montreal Rifle Association, as a finale for

the most successful season in the history of military rifle shoot-
ing in Canada, are endeavoring to arrange a gigantic telegraphic
rifle match between the clubs of the leading cities of the Domin-
ion, the match to be fired on t nch club's own ranges on Saturdav,
Oct. 5, with Martini-Henry rifles, at 200, 500 and 600yds. , 7 shots at
each range, 20 men on a team. The "range totals" aud weather
details arc to be exchanged by telegraph. The following associ-
ations have been asked to take part: Toronto, Ottawa, Hamilton,
Bowmanville, St. Catherines, Guelph, Winnipeg, Vancouver, B.
C., Victoria, it. C, Montreal, Quebec. St. John, N. B., Halifax, N.
S., and Prince Edward Island.—W. R. Psingle, Acting Secrttarv
M. R. A., P. O. Box 234, Montreal.
HAMILTON, Ont., Sept. 20.-At the annual meeting of the

Hamilton Association these officers were elected: CaiUain Zea-
land, President; D. Mitchell, Vice-President; J. R. Adam, Secre-
tary-Treasurer; Committee., W. M. Goodwin, Peter Robertson, H.
Mai lis and Captain Adam.. Captain Adam and W. H. Clark, the
retiring president and secretary, retire after holding office for
six years, during which they have done much to encourage r.fle
shooting in this ci'y. It was decided to hold the annual matches
on Saturdav, September 28.
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THE TRAP.
Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with clvh scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

CENTRAL ILLINOIS SHOOT.
JERSEYVILLE, 11]., Sept. 17.—The eleventh annual tournament

of the Central Illinois Sportsman's Association began at:

this place to-day. with an attendance of something like forty
shooters. The cold weather which has for the last few days been
prevalent throughout this region made itself disagreeably mani-
fest, and the shooters at the grounds had anything but a pleasant
time in the cold and raw wind that blew during the greater part
of the day. After supper fourteen shooters took trains for their
home, somewhat cutting down the prospects for the following
day. The unkindly weather doubtless had much to do with this.

Jerseyville is a pretty and well shaded little town in the south-
ern end of the State of Illinois, about forty miles from St. Louis.
It claims a population of 2 500, and by vote of the Association is

entitled to this shoot for three years, next year concluding its

term. It has made a better success of the shoots than any ofher
town, and the Central Illinois shoot has in the past been one of
the top events of the shooting year in this State. It is largelv
attended by the individual shooters scattered through the central
and lower parts of the Slate, and this holds up the numbers,
although the bond which holds the club organizations together
seems unfortunately to be becoming weaker and weaker. There
w-ere only four different foreign clubs represented at this meet
to-day, the Bunker Hill, Carrolton, Taylorville and Audubon
clubs, the latter coming from Jacksonville.
The Association makes little claims in the matter of game pro-

tection or allied topics, and frankly devotes itself to a rousing-
trap shoot, every year. There is on record only one case in which
it has prosecuted for a violation of the game laws. As the eoun
try covered by this association embraces some of the best upland
shooting in this State, and as violations have been so open that
to-day one shooter boasted he had killed illegally two hundred
and fifty chickens last year, and numbers this year, it would be a
consummation devoutly to be wished should the question of
game protection be taken up and pushed by this body.
The shoot is given under the auspices of the Jersey ville Fishing

and (run Club, whose grounds, nicely located at a distance of per-
haps half a mile from the center of the town, are admirably
adapted to the purposes involved, being spacious, .clean and of good
background for shooting. A number of tents are on the grounds,
and the management, active among whom arc Mr. Cam. R. Hutch-
inson, president, Mr. John Fox, treasurer, and Mr. L. S. Hansell,
secretary, have provided amply and intelligently for all the needs
of the boys. Intoxicating liquors are not allowed upon the
grounds. The ladies of the Episcopal Church are out in force,
and at noon provided a lunch for the shivering shooters, which
sent them away warmer and happier.

It was announced on the programmes that professionals would
be barred. The class of shooters is purely amateur, but a
look at the scores will show that mighty good shooting and stay-
ing are necessary to win. The most interesting feature of the
day has been the shooting of the two boys, Walter and Charles
Spencer, who with their father, Dr. E. L. Spencer, are here from
Bunker Hill. Neither of the boys is large for his age. Charles is
only sixteen and Walter, but fourteen years of age, is a mite of a
fellow, about as big as a chew of tobacco; but they shoot all day
long in rattling good shape, and did work that any man might
hold a credit. They both break their birds dead center, and smash
them into powder. Dr. Spencer says the boys have only been
shootiug about, a year. They form a unique feature and excite
much comment, and with Forest and Stream's blessing they
ought to make dandies when they have their growth.
Mr.IPaul North, of the Bluerock Company, is here from Cleve-

land. Mr. Fred A. Fodde is here from St. Louis, and is handing
around programmes of his second annual tournament at St. Louis,
Oct. 8 to 11, which also will be a good shoot. Mr. Fodde is rod and
gun man on the St. Louis Republican, and a gatherer of s port-in*,'
news for other papers also, sending in occasional items to Forest
and Stream over t lie name of "Unser Fritz." Mr. J. F. Schick is
here from Mt. Pulaski in company with a 13-pound guu which
makes some of the boys look sad. Mr. Schick weighs 2851bs., and
has a hand as large as the hand of Providence. He was cut off
early in his growth, or he might have grown up into a good deal of
a boy. Mr. C. W. Parent, of Marshall, Mo., is also here, and asks
after old friends in Chicago.
At the business meeting, held at the court house at 8:30 P. M.,

little business was found necessary to be transacted beyond the
election of officers. Mr. L. S. Hansell, this year's secretary, was
elected president; Mr. Cam. R. Hutchison, this year's president,
was elected secretary; Mr. John Fox was reelected treasurer. All
these gentlemen are of Jersey ville. Dr. E. L. Spencer, of Bunker
Hill, was reelected vice-president. Directors for the following
year are: Dr. Chas. Henry, of Jacksonville; Mr. Weed en 0. Smith
of Mt .Zion; Mr. Chas. Me \ nincb, of Carrollton; Mr. C. W. Parent
of Marshall, Mo.; Mr. H. W. Metcalf, of Chicago, and Mr. A. M.
Tack, of Jersey ville. The executive committee of the local club
has usually had charge or details in these association shoots. It
consists of Messrs. G. N. Burleigh, W. B. Skelly, Jas. D. Perrings.
L. S. Hansell and Mark A. Warren. Mr. Fodde acted as referee
in all association events, while Mr. Skelly took care of the spe-
cials. Score:

Shoot No. 1, sweepstakes, 9 single champion clay birds, entrance
SI, 50. 30 and 20 per cent.:
"iauer 111111111—9 AC Aden 101111111—

i

Edwards 011111101—

7

Ed Spencer 11111111 1—9
Robley 111111101-8

Taylor 111111101-8
TWk 011111111-8
Warren 111111111-9

Ranson 011000001—3 Rexroat 100UI0101—

4

E Bess 1 11110111-8
Parent 111111110-8W S Duer 1 11110110—7

Harris Ill 1111 11—

9

Nash 110100111—0
Lee 111111101—8

Perrings 11011 1011 —7 Stonckel 101111 1 11—

y

McAninch 1010101 1 1—7 Chappell 1111 1 1 n 1 1 -8
Pugh 11101 101 1—7 O'Neill UlOlllll—

8

Waller 111111011—8 Dr Spencer UlOlllll—

8

Bauer, Ed. Spencer, Warren and Harris div. first; O'Neill shot
out and won second, needing 18 straight to shoot out Aden, 17
straight; Perriugs and Pugh shot out and div. third.

Shoot No. 2, Association. 10 single standards, en trance SI 25
prizes valued $7, $5, 551.50, $3:

'

Dr Spencer OOillllllO— 7 J T Ranson 0010111001— 5
AlTack 1111111011—9 WSDuer 000111 1 110—

0

Perrings 1111111111— 10 Hutchison lllllllioi— y
McAninch 0111111011— 8 Parent 1111111101— 9
Taylor 0010101010- 4 Herman 0111101111— 8
Warren 101111 1 11 J— 9 Speer 1111010111— 8
Hansell 1111100111— 8 Long 1010100101- 5
Lee lUtllOOlO— 7 Geo Beatty OOllldlOOl— 5
Rexroat 1110110111— 8 Geo Henry 1110110111— 8
Bauer 0111111111— 9 Robley UlllllOll— 9
E Bess 1101010010- 5 Nash 11101 Hi 100 - 0
C Spencer 0101111111—8 Ed Spencer 1111111101—9
Fred Chappell milOllll- 9 W Spencer 1110010111— 7AC Aden UOHlrilO- 8 A Harris lllOOUlll— 8
E B Range 1101111011- 8
Ed Spencer won first on shoot off, breaking 18 in ties to beat

Bauer's 17. Harris won second in shoot off, breaking SOstrajgfit
in the lies. Walter Spencer (the fourteen-year-old boy) won
third in the shoot off, shooting out his fattier and matin" -Jo

straight in the tie. Duer won fourth alone.
Shoot No. 3, sweepstakes, 3 moneys, 9

birds, entrance $2, prize value M added to
Chappell 100110111—6 Westfield 110111110-7
Range 011110111-7 Bauer 111111110-8
Bo hiey 01111 101 1 -7 Parent 1IlUlOll—

B

Duer 110110111—7 Taylor 000011111—

5

Spear . . 101 110011—6 Herman 111001 11 1—7
Dr Spencer 111111111—9 Beatty 101010110—

5

Pugh 111111110-8 Lee Ill 1 11001—7
Edwards 111111111—9 Warren 110111111—8
Walter 111110110-7 Harris 110111111- 8A C Aden 111010010—5 Bess 000101111—5
Perrings 111011111—8 O'Neil

, . 011111111—8
Ed Spencer 111111111—9
Edwards and Spencer divided first, Warren and Perrings shot

out and divided second, ties on 7 divided.

Shoot No. 4, Association, 15 single standards, entrance $1 50,
prizes valued $8, #0, $f„ M;
Bauer milllllOlllll—14 McAninch 111111111111100-13
G Henry 101111111101001-11 Westfield 111111111111111-15
Duer 1(10001011010011- 7 O'Neil 1111111X1111011-14
C Spencer 11111HU011001-13 Bess 001U0010001100- 6

single champion clay

Chappell 011111111111100—12 Perrings 111111111111111—15
Sanson 101111 00J 011 110- 10 Rexroat 110111111101111—13
B°D2 lOllOtlUl 11111-13 W Spencer. . . .111111111111111-15
Range.

.
111110111110111-13 Unman 111101011111111-13

Spea* 11111111] 101110-13 Stoeckel Iimil1lllllll-15
Ifrep llllllOlOHOllO -10 Hutchison 1 1011 1 1ll 111111— 1

1

E Spencer 111110!] 1 111111-14 Harris 111111011111011-13
Parent 111110101 inn 1-13 Dr Spencer. . . .101111111111111-14
Beatty lOlOOlllOOllOlO- 8 Robley .1 10111101111111-13
Taylor .111110110101111-12 Lee 101011110111101-11
Weatfjeld, Perrings, Walter Spencer (the fourteen-vear-old bov)

and Stoeckel divided first. Ed Spencer and O'Neil shot out to 19
and divided second. Harris shot out and won third with 16
straight m the tie. Chas. Spencer shot out and won fourth.
Shoot No. 5, sweepstakes, $25 guaranteed, 4 monevs, 9 single

champion clay birds, entrance $2: fifth prize value $2.50:
Ouer 1 1 01 1 0001-5 Baner 111111111-9
Parent, 110111101—7 Rexroat 011011010-5
Warren OlOlOllll-B A Harris 011111011-7
Edwards 110011010-5 Range 111111111-9
North 111111111-9 Westfield 1011H1U-8
Bess 111101011-7 Ed Spencer 111101111-8
gush • 011111111-8 Waller 111111010-7
F Chappell 110110110-6 Spear 111111111-9
D Spencer.... 111111111-9 O'Neil 111111111-9
Perrings 111111111-9 Je n ni ngs 011101100-5
Taj lor 111110011-7 Robley 111101011-7
Lee 111111111—9 Wildtnan 011001110-5
Schick 111111111—9
All ties div. except 7s, Harris, Robley and Parent shot out and

div. third.

Shoot No. 6. individual championship medal, 20 single standards,
entrance $1.50; prizes $50 medal, others valued at $15, 810. $7, $5;
O'Neil 101011 1 U 11111111110-17 Parent. . . .11 1101101 1111111111 1-1

8

Still 1111 1111 111111111101-19 Rexroat.. .00101111111 101011111—15
Bauer 11111111111111111111 -:;o G Beatty.. 101 0010111 ni 01 110110—12
E Spencerlllllll 1 1 1111111 1111-20 Taylor. . . .11111110110111101101-16
Schick.... 11111111101111111111-19 Warren.. .11101 111111000111111-16
Tack 11111111001111111111-18 WGreen..llll1111101111011111-lK
D SpencerlOllllllOOOlllOIOOOl-12 A Harris. .11111111111101101111-18
McAn±ttobl01110101Ulllllllll-17 OSpBucer,milllllllil1l01111-iy
Chappell. .1 01010011 10 II 1111110—It Perrings. .11111111110110111111-18
Herman. ..1011 11 1111111111 1111-19 Stoeckel. .101 ill 11111101111011—17
Long 11011101110111111010-15 Lee 11111111111101111011-18
Hutchisonlll 1111 1111 111111111—20 E Bess. ... 01 101001111011110111—14
Range 11111111101111110111-18 Sneer 1101 1111111011011111-17
Robley. .

..111011 1 1111111 101011-17 Hansell . . .011011 1111J 110101110-15
WSpeneerllllimiOimOlHlo-17 ACAden. . Ill 1 1 111011111011101—17
Burleiiih. .00101011011111110101—13
Ed. Spencer won first in shoot-off. Charles Spencer won second

in shoot-off. Lee won third in shoot-off with 15 straight. O'Neil
won fourth in shoot off with 15 straight. Taylor and Warren div.
fifth.

Shoot No. 7, sweepstakes, 3moneys, 6 single champion clay-birds
entrance $1.25; 4th prize, value $3:
Bauer 111101—5 Speer 001101—3
Schick 110U1-5 Parent 011111-5
Westfield 1 11111—0 Lee 10 1111—5
Rauge 010011- 3 Rexroat 100111—4
Waller 101001—3 Herman 001 101—3
Duer 000111—3 Beatty 011100—8
Hansell 101001—3 Harris 010111—

4

Wildman, Jr 111011—5 Taylor 100010—

3

Jennings 010111—4 North 100111-4
Pugh 110110—4 Ranson 011100—3
Aden 111101-5 E Spencer 011111—5
Hutchinson 011111—5 Robley 110001-3
Or Spencer 111111—6 Perrings 010110—3
O'Neil 111111-6
All ties divided. A few sweeps were shot during the day besides

the programme events.

Second Day, Wednesday, Sept. 18.—The weather was milder to-
day, and the day a pleasant one for shooting. A moderate wind
blew from the traps. The ladies of the church had a good dinner
again. The number of shooters was somewhat less than yester-
day, but nearly all present took a baud, and the interest was well
maintained throughout the day. Score:

Shoot No. 8, Association, 15 single standard targets, 4 moneys
entrance $1.50, prizes, value j?t>. $1.50, S3, $3:
Ouer 111010111101111-13 Perrings 111111111111111-15
Bauer 111111101110110-13 Whitehead.. 111111111111101-14
C Spencer 1011111111 11111—14 Range 00101111111011 1 -11
Schick 111111011111111-14 Long 010111101111111- 1*
Taylor 111010110001.111-10 Speer 11 11 11 11 1001111-13
Spencer 111111111111111—15 Aden 11111111 1 101101—13
Harris 111111111101011-13 Burleigh 011010011111101—10
Parent 101110101110110-10 O-Neil 111111111101111-14
McAninch 110110110111111-12 Rexroat 110111UU01111—13
Ed Spencer.. ..111111111111111—15 Lee 1110001 1 01 1110 1—10M Watts 1111111111U011-14 Warren 010110101111111—11
Hutchison 111111101111110-13 Herman 111111010101111—13W Spencer. . . . 1111111111 11111— 1 5 Beatty 001011111111101—11
Ed. Spencer shot and won first, Whitehead shot and won second

Ties for third divided. Bauer shot out and won fourth.

Shoot No. 9, sweepstakes, 4 moneys, 9 single champion clav
birds, entrance $2, fifth prize, value $2.50:
Herman 01101 1 100—5 Bauer 101 110001 —5
Harris 111111111-9 Lee lOlllllOl—

7

Shick 111101011-7 Rexroat 1101 100] L-fi
Ed Spencer 111111011—8 Dr Spencer lOlllllii—8
Alden 111110101—7 Perrings llOHHll—s
Range - 000111001-4 Warren. 001111110-6
Whitehead 11101 11 01—7 Hough 110011100—5
Parent 111111111-9 O'Neil 111110111-8
North 011111101-7 Speer 101111111-8
Bauer won in shoot-off for fifth; other ties div.

Shoot No. 10, Association, 4 moneys, 10 single standard targets
entrance $1.50, value of prizes $10, $7, $5.75, and $4.50:
Bauer 1111111111-10 MAden 11J1011111— 9
Duer 00010J0001- 3 Speer 1111110001— 7
Warren 1111111111—10 C Spencer. .,1111010111— 8
Burleigh OOOllllllO- 6 Schick 1111111111-10
Perrings ,1111111111—10 Taylor 1110011111— 8
Dr Spencer 1001011011—6 O'Neil 1111111101- 9
Whitehead omiWOlO- fi Long 1011110110- »

Harris 1111111101- 9 Range 1111011111— 9
Ed Spencer 1111111111—10 McAninch 1100110101— 6M Watts 0111101111- 8 Culp 0001011010-4
"Westfield"... 1111111111—10 Hutchinson H0111H0O— 7
Rexroat 1100101101 — 0 Parent 11 1 1111111—10M Green 1111111001— 8 W Spencer 1101111101— 8
Ed. Spencer shot out and won first, O'Neil shot out and won

second, Charles Spencer shot out and won third, Hutchinson
Long and Spear div. fourth.

Shoot No. 11, sweepstakes, $35 guaranteed; 18 single champion
clay birds, four moneys, entrance $3.50, fifth prize value $4-
Schaick 111111011111—11 Lang HOOIOOOIOIO— 5
Ed Spencer 111110110111-10 Watts 1111001 1 1111—10
Westfield 111111111111-12 Dr Spencer 011111011111-10
Harris 111101000100- 6 Walt Spencer. . . .111111110010- 9
Parent 111111111101—11 O'Neil 110101111111-10
North 110010001101- 6 Lee 100111100111— 8
Bauer 1101J11U111-11

"iwi±±

Ed Spencer and Watts shot out and divided first. Other ties
divided.

Shoot No. 12, Association, four money; 15 single standard targets
entrance $1.50; prizes value. $7, $5, $4 and $3.75:
Perrings 111111111101111—14 Bauer 111111111111111—15
Aden 000011101101111— 9 Range 111111111111111-15
Whitehead. . .. 111001111111111—13 Taylor 11 1 1 10011110011-1

1

McAninch... . 1111101 10101 101-11 Hansell 111011100111110-11
Warren 11111111 111 1011—14 Dr Spencer .... 0110] 1 1 1 11 11011—]3
O'Neil 111111111011111-14 0 W Parent... 111110011111111-13
Harris 1111111 1 1111011—11 Culp 110000101111110—9
C Spencer 111111011110111—13 Duer 110011111111111-13
Long 01001111 1 101011-10 Weal field 111! Ill 11111111-15
Green 011101110110111—11 Schick minimum I -11
Spear 1111111 11111111—15 Hutchison 111111111110111—14
Rexroat 11010111 0101191—10 Ed Spencer... 111111111111111—15
Tack 111111111011111-14 M Watts 110111101111111-13
Ed Spencer and Bauer shot and divided first. Bower buying out

Spencer. Perrings shot out, and by a hard fight of 14 straight
second and the subscription to Forest and Stream, greatest
sporting paper published. Aden shot out and won third. Dr.
Spencer won fourth alone, and proudly carried off his shells and
ham.
Shoot No. 13, sweepstakes, 3 moneys. 9 single champion clay

birds, entrance $1.50, fourth prize value $2.50:
Bauer 011110100-5 W Spencer lllioim—

8

Parent 101111111—8 Lange 101101111—7
Tack lOOllim—7 Perrings 011111111—8
Feiden 000011 110-4 Schick 100111110-6
Hodge 10] 111111—8 Warren 011110111—7
Ed Spencer 111101111-8 Watts 111101111-8

Westfield 111111100-7 Rexroat 111111111-9
North 101010000-3 Lee 010111111-7gams 101101101-6 Taylor OllOHOOl-S
Hutchison 111100101-6
Rexoat won first, Ed. Spencer won secotd in shoot-off, W.

Silencer drawing out his entrance fee; Tack. Lange, Lee andWarren div. third.

Shoot No. 14 sweepstakes, 3 moneys, 10 single standard targets,
entrance $1.25, fourth prize value $2.50:

^
Whitehead 11101HI11- 9 Range ...1111111111-10
Vv airsn 0101100111- 6 In:]? 111H 1111-10Ed Spencer 1111IH111—10 Westfield 1111111111-10
Bauer 0111111111- 9 Dr Spc-ncer 11111111 11-10
Sejjick 1111111111-10 Hutchison 0111101111- 8
O'Neil 1010111101-7 Harris 1111101111—9
Psrrmgs 1111011111-9 Wi-.tts 11110111 1-10C Spencer llOlllllOl— 8 Cadwalader 0110101 100- 5
Felter 0010111110— 6 Parent 0011111111- 8Long lllOOllll- 9 North 1011111101— 8
Spear.. 0111111111-9
Ties on 10 div., Bauer shot out and won second. Spencer, Hut-

chinson, Parent and North div. third, O'Neil won fourth aloneA few minor sweeps were shot during the day. There were two
sets ot traps, one ol five Keystones and one of three blueroeks,
alternated with the American clay bird traps. Keystone system
traps at known angles, was followed. There were no delays of
consequence m the trapping, and the shoot moved ou with' fair
promptness and regularity. The system of scoring employed is
very loose and it should ne improved. No book 'record 0f the
scores is kept at all, and the loose score cards were often lostwhen the time came for them to be needed. This is a method
hardly worthy of so large an event as this is. The utmost of
cheerfulness and good feeing has prevailed throughout the day.
There is hardly a kicker here, and the air is consequently Quieter
than is ordinarily the case at a big shoot.
Third Day, Thursday, Sept. 19.—The weather was delightful

throughout the day, with little or no wind. The attendance was
not heavy, and it was thought that the races at Alton had some-
thing to do with this. The last day of this shoot is usually the
heal. Considerable interest i* anticipated for the club tf-a at 'shoot
of to-morrow, which will probabtv call out a larger crowd than
was present to-day. The brass band of a barn-storming theatrical
trpupp came out to the grounds this afternoon, and made a good
deal of noise for a while, but barring that, everything was pleas~
ant. Score:

Shoot No. 15, sweepstakes, three moneys, 3 singles and 3 pairschampion clay birds, entrance $1.50; fourth prize, value 12 50-
Ed Spencer Ill 10 10 10-6 Parent 101 10 10 10-5
Bauer Ill H H 10-8 Chappell 110 10 00 11-5
Dr Spencer Ill 111111-9 Watts 100 111110-6
Tremblett 100 11 00 10-4 Warren 101 111101-7
Perrings Ill 11 11. 10-8 Westfield Ill H 11 n_<)
Harris 110 11 01 11-7 Hutchison 101 10 01 10-5
Dr. Spencer and Westfield div. first, $5.85; Perrings and Bauer

div. second, $3.50; Warren and Harris div. third. S2.25: Ed. Spen-
cer and Watts div. fourth.

Shoot No. 16, Association, 15 single targets, entrance $1.50, fou r
moneys; pnzes' value g§, $4, $&75, $2.50:
Jack. 010011 110110111-10 Watts 111111111110111-14
CadwaUader . .110110101101001— 9 Ed Spencer.. .111111111111111—15
Chappell 1111110110111.10—12 Perrings 111111111111110-14
Bauer 1 1011 1

1 Hill 111 -14 V.Y-;: eld 11111111 1111 1 111-M
101011111111110-12 Beatty 1 Hill ill 1 1 1 100-13

C Spencer 111101101011011—11 Range 11101 11 01 10111 1—12
Dr Spencer. .

. .11111111111.1 111-15 Tremblett 0010100 1 OloOlOl— fi

Burleigh 111011011011111-12 Long ] 11111111111111—15
Hutchison 111011101101111-13 Spear 111011111011111-13
Parent 11101.111011111 1-13 Harris 111111111 111111-15W Spencer. . . . 11 ilOllllOUlll—13 Warren 110111101 101<>U-]1
Harris, Loug, Dr. Spencer and Ed. Spencer div. first. -i9 35 (Dr

Spencer won the flour); Bauer, Watts, Perrings and Crosby div.'
second. $6.95 (Crosby won the boots); W. Spencer, Spear Parent
and Beatty div. third , $1.60 (Beatty won 1hc lamp and shot); Chap-
pell, Duer, Range, Burleigh and Hutchinson div. fourth, $2.50,
and also div. shells.

Sboot No. 17, sweepstakes, $25 guaranteed, four monevs, 12
single, champion clay birds, en trance $2.50; fifth prize, value 50-
Westfield ...Hill 111111 1 -12 Tack 111011011100- 8Ed Spencer 110101101110—8 Tremblett HlOllOlOHl— 9
Harris.. 111111111110-11 Perrings 0(1 11000101 1— 7
Chappell 011011000101- 0 Range 1111H11U11—12
Parent 110110110111— 9 Hutchison 111011111111—

H

Bauer 111110111111—11 Watts 111101010111— 9
Westheld and Range div. first, $11.10: Hutchison and Harris div

second, $8.35; Parent shut out and won third, $5.55; Tack aud Ed
Spencer div. iourth, $2.80, the latter winning the 100 shells.

Shoot No. 18, 4 moneys, 10 single standards, entrance $1 25
prizes value $5, $4, $3, $2 50:
Parent 1111111111-10 Bauer 1111011011- 8Hams 1111111111-10 Long ...0010110101- 5Ed Spencer U01U1111- 9 Chappell 1101 10 Oil— 8
Warren 1011010111- 7 C Spencer 1111111111-10
Westfield 1111111111-10 Watts 1110101111- 8
Beatty 1101101111- 8 Hansell lllOOUlll— 8
SPcar 0111111111-9 E Chappell 1010010101-5
Dr Spencer 1111111110— 9 W Spencer lllOlllOU— 8
Duer 0111010111— 7 Hutchison 1111111111-10
Tremblett (K)lOOOl 101- 4 Burleigh 1011101111—

S

Range 1111011111— 9 Tack 1110111111— 9
Perrings 1111111111-10

Hansell div. third, *4'40; Bauer and Spencer shooting out the
otheis in the race for the two quarter sections of pork- Warren
and Duer div. the 1C0 shells.

Sboot No. 19, sweepstakes, 3 moneys, entrance $1.50, fourth prize
value $2.50:
Warren 11 10 11 01 10 10- 8 Ed Spencer.. 11 11 11 11 11 11—13
Bauer 11 11 01 11 10 11-10 Harris 01 H 01 11 11 11-10
Ed Chappell.OO 11 10 11 00 00- 5 Tremblett. . .00 01 10 10 00 00- 3
Parent... .11 11 01 11 11 H-n Perrings 01 10 01 11 10 00- 6F Chappell.. 11 10 11 01 10 01- 8 Dr Spencer.. 11. 10 01 11 H 11-10
Westfield.,..11 10 01 11 11 11—10 Duer 10 01 11 11 11 u-10
Ed Spencer shot out and won first, §6.85; Parent shot out and

won second, $4.10; Westfield and Harris shot out and div. third,
$2.75; Warren won the 100 cigars.

Shoot No. 20, Association, 15 single standard targets; entrance
$1.50; three moneys; prizes value $5, $4, $3, $2.50.
C Spencer ... .111110111101111-13 Spear 110110110011111-11
Perrings OUllll 11111111-14 Range OmillllollUl-13
Hutchison lllOmilllllH—14 Westfield 111111 1111111 1 1—15
Tack 110110101111101—11 Tremblett 01J 110101111111-12
pong Ill 11010111111 1-13 Fred ChappelJ.Ol] 1 1 1040111111 - 13Ed Spencer... inilllimmi—15 Watts .111001 lOoll 1111—11
Bauer. 111110110111111-13 W7 arren 1011 101 10110111—11
Burleigh 111HI111I.11 1 111-13 Dr Spttncor. ... Hill ilimoni-14
Parent 1111111 U1U111-15 Cadwalladcr . 1101 lOOlfiOUlll—10
Harris 111111111111111—15 Duer 111011010111111—13
Ed Cnappell...l011110il0noil-ll
Ed. Spencer, Parent. Harris and Westfield div. first, $11, and

also div. the cigars; Perrings, Hutchison and Dr. Spencer div.
second, $6.60; Hutchison won loading tools and slippers; Bauer
Long, Range, Burleigh and C. Spencer div. third, $4.40. Burleigh
won the flour in shoot off; Tremblett and Chappell div. fourth
the 100 shells.

Shoot No. 21, sweepstakes, three moneys, 9 single clav birds en-
trance $1.25; fourth prize, value $2.50:
Ed Spencer 10'JllOlOl—5 Spear 11011UU-8
Westfield 111111111-9 Dr Spencer 10111 1111-8
Bauer 1)1111111-9 Perriugs H1100111—

7

Harris M .011101111-7 F Chappell 111001111-7
Parent 111111101-8 Warren O.OllHH-7
^V.-'-v .....111111001-7 Tremblett 111001010-5
Westfield and Bauer div. first, $5 88; Parent Spear and Dr

Spct.cer div. second, $3.50; Harris and Perrings shot out and div!
third, s>2.35; Ed. Spencer won the 50 cigars on shoot-off
Scores were handed in of a side match, 50 inanimates, shot late

last- evening between Perriugs and Watts. Perrings 46,' Watts 45.
The usual number of sweeps were shot to-day. Entrances ran
smalt and the winners won little.

Friday , Fourth Day, Sept, 3U.—The weather was pieasan t as could
be asked to-day. In the afternoon a strong wind blew from the
score. The attendance in the morning barely held its own, but in
the afternoon the grand stand showed a number of spectator
mostly church ladies connected with the restaurant, who gath-
ered about their rector upon the top seats. The shooting dragged
badly, and there were long interims of silence at the traps, which
suggested that the tournament was in an acephalous condition.A better and more snappy executive would have been a good im-
provement. Considerable interest was manifested in the club
team shoot. It required a good deal of talk, argument and demur
before the teams were finally organized. During the day Mr. Ed
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Spencer gave hrief exhibitions of wing-shooting with the rifle,

hitling elass halls, coins, etc, with tolerable regularity at short

range. "Shortly after dinner the barn-storining brass band ap-

proached within a block or two of the grounds and threatened to

come in. This danger, however, was happily averted hy the pres-

ence of mind of the management. Toward the close of the day,

as the awards of the last special prizes fell due,the interest became
intense, and the applause which greeted the announcement, that

Dr. Spencer had won the special prize of one bottle of Pitts's

Wonderful Black Liniment was only equalled by that which fol-

lowed (he news of the division among several fortunate shooters
of the SI worth of bread tickets which constituted another prize.

It mav thus be seen bow useful to a man of family may be his

skill with the guu, and all decryersof shooting at the trap should
take a lesson hereby. Score:

Shoot No. 22, Association, 10 single standards, usual rise, use of

both barrels; entrance $1.50, three moneys; prizes value $6, $5,

Parent
1

' 0011111101- 7 Tack 1211111121-10

Ed Spencer ,. . .111111 1111—10 Burleigh 1211112112—10

Bauer ...1112111111-10 Perrings 1101111111- 9

West field 1112011111— 9 Spear 2111111021— 9

W Spencer 1111111 111-10 Warren 0111012111- 8

Hutchison 1112020111— 8 Long 0100101012— 5

Scott. 1111111211-10 Beatty 1111121211-10

Range 0122111102— 8 Baker 1011010010- 5

Harris 1121011112- 9 Chappell 1111112102- 9

Govto 1111111101- 9 McAuinch 2211110211- 9

di

der:
McAu . u .

Range and Hutchison div. third, $4.80; the two former div. the
keg powder; Parent won fourth and the subscription.

Shoot No. 23, sweepstakes, "walking match," three moneys; 6

champion clay birds, entrance $1; fourth prize value $8.50. (The
match shot by shooter calling "ready" and walking toward trap;
the trapper to pull any time thereafter he liked.):

Bauer 100111—4 Scott ... .101011-4

Tack 111101—5 Ed Spencer 111111—6
Burleigh 111110-5 Govro 1 10011-4
Harris 101101-4 Baker 111111-6
Perrings 001111-4 Westfield 111111—6
Parent 101010—3 Dr Spencer 101011—4
Ties on 6 div. $8.35; ties on 5 div. $3.75; ties on 4 div. $2.50; Par-

ent won cigars.

Shoot No. 24, Association team shoot, 15 standards to each man,
4 men to team, entrance $4 per team, four prizes— $40, $18, $12 and

Bunker Hill Team.W SpencerHlllll 1 1011011-13
Dr Speneei 1mi 101 01 10111—12
C S pen cer . 001101 11111 1 1 01—11
Bauer 111111111111111—15--51

Taylorvdle Team.
Range 111111111111111—15
Long 10111 1100010111-10
Spear 110111101111111—13
Westfield . .11 1101111111010—12—50

Jerseyville Team.
Warren. . . .110101111011111-12
Hutcbins'nllll 11011111011-13
Chappell . ..111111011101111—13
Burleigh.. .101101011111110—11-49
Second Jerseyville won first.

Woodburn was shot off as below
Bunker Hill Ties.

W Spencer..lllll-5 11111-5
Dr Spencer. 11011—4 11111—5
C Spencer... 101.01-3 01001-2
Bauer 10111—I 00111-3

Second Jerseyville Team.
-Tack 101111111111111-14
Perrings. . .1111111 10101111-13
Parent 111010111111111—13
EdSpencerlOnillllllllll—14—54

Woodburn Team.
Govro 001111011111111-12
Harris 111111 111111111—15
Scott 111100111111111-13
Baker 111110100111011—11—51

Carrolton Team.
Beatty 111111101011111-13
Hansel 1. . . . 101 110110000000— 6
Stoeckel. .

.110101111111111—13
McAninch.lllllllilllllli—15-47

The. tie between Bunker Hill and
in ties of 5:

Woodburn Ties.
Govro 11100—3 11110-4
Harris 11111—5 11111-5
Scott 11101—4 01111-4
Baker 11011—4 10111—4

16 15-31 16 17-33
Woodburn won second. Taylorville third. Jerseyville fourth.

Shoot No. 25, sweepstakes, 4 moneys, $25 guaranteed, 12 single
Standard targets, entrance $2.50, fifth place $2.50.

Westfield moilimil-ll Harris 111111111111-12
Bauer IllllJllllll—11 Scott 111111111110-11
Spear 11111 11 1 1111—12 Perri ngs 1111111 111 1 1—12
Parent 111110110101— 9 Govro 111011110111—10
Baker 111101101111—10 Ed Spencer 101111110111—10
Hutchison 111111111110—11 Dr Spencer 111111111111—12
Hodge 0111 oil 10110— 8 Warren 111110001111- 9
Range 111111111110—11
Dr. Spencer, Spear and Harris div. first, $12.85. Westfield.

Bauer. Hutchison, Range and Scott div. second, $9.05. Baker,
Govro and Ed. Spencer div. fourth, $0.40, Warren and Parent div.
fourth, $3.20, aud Hodges won the cigars.

Shoot No. 20, Association, 3 moneys, 5 single standards and 5
pairs, entrance $1.50, prizes $5, $3, $2:

Harris 11111 10 11 10 11 10-12
Scott. 11101 11 00 10 10 11-10
Parent 3 1 101 01 00 1 1 11 10—11
Ed Spencer 11101 10 11 11 11 01-12
Perrings 11100 10 11 10 11 00- 9
Chappell ... 11101 10 11 00 11 01-10
Bauer - 11011 00 00 01 11 11-10
Spear 01111 10 11 00 10 10- 9
Range 11U1 10 10 10 10 10—10
Baker 10111 10 11 10 11 10-11
Westfield 11111 10 11 11 11 11-14
Govro 00111 11 11 10 11 10—11
Westfield first, 86.40, and the beer; Harris and Ed Spencer

divided second, $3.85; Harris won the coat in shoot off; Parent,
Baker and Govro divided third, $2.55, and also divided equitably
the bread tickets.

Shoot No. 27, sweepstakes, 3 moneys, at 9 single champion clay
birds, entrance $1.50:
Hams 111111111-9 Range 111011111-8
Westfield llllllOOl—7 Ed Spencer 111111101-

8

Dr Spencer 110111110-7 Perrings 111111110-8
Parent 101001111-6 Govro 111111111-9
Scott 101111111—8 Tack 010110101-5
Baker 101011111—7 Spear 101011111-7
Bauer 111111111—9
Ties on 9 had $8.57, Govro drew out entrance, and Harris shot

Bauer out, ties on 8 div. $5.15, ties on 7 div. $3.40.

Shoot No. 28, Association, three moneys, 10 single standard tar-
gets, entrance $1.25; prizes value $3 and $2:
Harris UOUOIHI— 8 Parent 1101111111-9
Ed Spencer ...1111111111—10 Burleigh 0111111111—9
Perrings. 1111111110— 9 McAninch f .1010110111 -7
Scott 1110101011— 7 Warren 1111111110-9
Ed. Spencer won first, $3.50, and the silver cup. Parent, Bur-

leigh, Warren, Perrings div. second, $2.30, and Parent and Bur-
leigh won wine in shoot-off. Harris won third, $.1.50.

This closed the day's hostilities and ended the shoot. It re-
mained only to distribute the prizes for averages. Mr. Cam. R.
Hutchison, best average in shoot No. 6 by Jersey county boy, re-
ceived one year's subscription to Jersey county Democrat; Mr. Al
Tack, second average, one year's subscription to Weekly Call. In
figuring other averages the management reaped the fruit of its
loose system of scoring. The reporters had carried off the loose
score cards, some of which were in New York, and some under
the bed in Room 3, Commercial Hotel, Jerseyville. It was cer-
tain, however, that Mr. Ed. Spencer won the handsome silver
goblet for the best average in shoots 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18. 20, 20
and 28, and that "Westfield" won the cash prize, 60 per cent, of
$12.50, for best average in four days throughout. Westfield's real
name is Crosby, and he is a farmer boy from O'Fallon Station.
He is a steady shot, and at one stage of the game he had broken
173 out of 175 birds shot at. Spencer is a very quick shot, but
more subject to "unaccountables." His home is at Carrolton,
and he also is a farmer boy. Both are professional shots in a way.

It may be noticed from the scores that the light entry and low
entrance made it impossible for any one to win much. Nearly
everything was divined. Trap shooting seems to be no longer a
test of skill, but a struggle to make something, and as such to be
surrounded with due caution. The races were too short, and the
resulting ties too numerous. Longer races and larger entrances
would be better in a shoot of this presumed magnitude

.

The shoot was hurt by divers outside causes, such as the Alton
races, and the management say it is not up to those of previous
years. It has been, however, a very pleasant and sociable little
affair, and one in which no one can regret his participation. The
citizens of the town have been exceptionally liberal and atten-
tive, and if they gave freely not only of their silver and gold, but
also of their liniment and bread tickets, it shows that their hearts
were in the right place for the boys, and next year the boys will
all be back again. E. Hotrcm.

THE RUTHERFORD PLEASURE CLUB was organized Thurs-
day, Sept. 19, with Richard Curran, Pres.; Chas. Kirsch, Vice- Pres.
Walton L. Lockwood Sec.-Treas. It has temporary rooms at A
St. Marks Place, New Fork, 9

ST. PAUL TOURNAMENT.
ST. PAUL, Minn.—Editor Forest and Stream: The fourth an-

nual tournament of the St. Paul Gun Club was a success in
every particular. Perfect weather prevailed, and good shooting
was done, as the scores will show. There were sixty-four entries
the first day, but that dwindled to fifty the second, and from
forty to twemy-five the last event. Everything moved like clock-
work uuder President Blakely's excellent management, and the
popping of guns was continuous and so fast that it was somewhat
difficult to score correctly, still there was no trouble from that
source, in fact, no'cause for complaint about anything, and there
was none, every one appearing satisfied.

The tournament was held on the fair grounds, midway between
Minneapolis and St. Paul, during the great Stale fair, and the
fcrbwd or Oil-lookers was large. They were separa ted from the
shooters by a substantial wire fence, aud everything was ar-
ranged admirably. Five Peoria traps were used under the Key-
stone syst em, otherwise American rules. Among the shots pres-
ent, were Paul North of Cleveland. O.; II. Durant and J. G. Smith,
Algona. la , the latter the president of Iowa Slate Sportmen's
Association; H. S. Grimm, Clear Lake, la., who captured seventh
average; several members of the LeMars, la., Gun Club, H. S.
Tyler,' Bismark, Dak.; S. A. Cuudy and son, Sault Ste. Marie,
Mich.; II. A. Stone, Larmore, Dak.; J. H. Block, sheriff of Nicol-
let t county, St. Peter, Minn., who always captures first average;
J. W. Balsam, Hudson, Wis., who captured second average; C. J.

Gress, Sleepy Eye, Minn.; J. H. Kayser, Marshall. Minn.; Presi-
dent Harrison of the Minneapolis (inn Club, and Nicholson, En-
sign, Dunn, Lawrence, Cutter, members of the same; A. C. Cow-
ing aud J. Morrissev, Crookston; Hon. R. M. Anderson, Stillwater,
Minn.; P. E. Hanson, Litchfield, Miun; H. A. Jones, Atwater,
Minn.; C. B. Howard. Davenport, la.; L. Thieleman, St. Cloud,
Minn.; S. P. Greener and H. A. Westerson, Hastings, Minn.; C.
H. Gi ant, Owatonna, Minn., and many others.
The traps face north, and the first two days the wind was from

the southeast, the last day from the northwest, but not very
strong at any time. The following are the scores:

First Day, Sept. 10 —First event, 10 single Peorias, $1.50 entrance,
four moneys:
Max 0111010111— 7 Ruble 1111111001- 8

Hanson 1011101010- 6 Tyler 0101111111- 8
Ca (amaran 0011 1 11101 - 7 Turnbull 0100101O00- 3

Peck 1111111110- 9 Grant 1001010111- 6

George oionooioi— B Litehfield looiooioii— 5
Cutter mmum- 9 .) c uoi lioin- s

Hastings 1111101111- 9 North 1101111110- 8
Candy, Jr 1110111011- 8 Balsam 1111111111-10
1 -V 1101111111— 9 Cundy, Sr 0101111101- 7
Ne wton 1111111011— 9 Baldwin 2 1111111111—10
Forbes 1111111111—10 Thompson UlOOlOlll— 7
Kennedy 0111111011— 8 Gress 1110111111— 9
Ensign 1111111111—10 Murphy 1101111000— 0

Wilson 0110110101— 6 Stevens 0001010110— 4
Block 1111111111—10 Watson 1111011111— 9

Jones llol 1111 10— 8 Holt , 1110010011— 0

Kavser 0010111111- 7 Yates 1010101111— 7
Cummings 0011010101- 5 Cowing 0111101011— 7

Baldwin 0110111111- 8 Grimm 0111101101— 7
Burke 1111111111—10 Skinner... 0111111111- 9
Smith 1001010101— 5 Lawrence 0111001111— 7

Stone 1101111100- 7 Blakely 1110110101— 7

Nicholson 0011111111— i Paulson 1U0110101— 5

Peet 0001110000— 3 Barnes 0100011011— 5

Bennett llllilllll—10 Durant 1001110000- 4
Leonard 1101011110- 7 Revicr 1111011111— 9
Hamline 11111 11111—10 Howard 1010010110- 5

Forbes. Block, Burke, Bennett, Hamline and Balsam divided
first, Peck, Cutter, Hastings. Pfister, Newton, Gress, Wilson and
Skinner divided second, Kennedy, J. C. and North third, Grimm
fourth.

Second event, 15 singles, entrance $3 50, $100 guaranteed, 4

moneys:
Pfister 111111111110111—14 Watson 111100101010111—10
Stevefls 000010 1111 01 110— 8 Gress 10111)1011111011—11
Leonard 111001011111011—11 Ensign 110111111111111-14
Grimm 111111111110101-13 Wilson 010111111111111—13
Newton 101111111 1101(tl—12 Smith 110110001100111—10
Block OUOllimOIOll-ll Barnes 01101101 1 lllill —12

Skinner 111111011111101-13 Kilby 10101000O011101- 7

Parkes 111111011111111-14 Cutter 100111101101111—11
Bennett 111111011101110-12 Cowing Ooll 0011011 1111-10
Jones 100110111111011-11 Hamline 111110111111111—14
Hastings 011111010110111-11 Baldwin 111110111100001—10
Grant 111111010110101—11 Thompson 10011110:110101—10
Revier 011110101110111-11 Kennedy 1.11111111111111—15
Murphv 111111111110111-14 Forbes 111011011111111-13
Baldwin 010111101111101-11 North 11111110(110111-13
Catamaran. . ..110111111111110-14 Nicholson 111011011111111—13
Cnmmings ....000111111 111110-11 Peck 1111 illl 1110111—14
Stone 011101111001111-11 Blakely 111001011011111—11
Hanson 111110101010111-11 J C 100111011111101-11
Morrissey 101011001110111—10 Uundy 110101001011110- 8
Howard 111111111110111-14 Ruble 101101110110001- 9

Kavser 011110001101011- 9 Tyler 111111011101011-12
Max 111111111111111-15 Holt 111001011111011-11
Litchfield 101101010110011— 9 Burke 110111001110111—11
Yates 011001 110001011— 8 Durant, .11101 1100111011-11
All ties divided.

Third event, 5 singles and 2 pairs:
Yates 01101 10 10—4 Nicholson 0(111 10 11—7
Murphy 11010 10 11—6 Stevens OHIO 0110—5
Tyler 11111 10 11—8 Getty 01000 10 10—3
peck 11111 11 10—8 Barnes 11111 10 00-0
Morrissey 01111 0110-6 Stone 10111 10 11-7
Block 11111 10 11-8 George 00010 10 11-4
Hastings lllll 0111-8 Hall 10111 10 11-7
Leonard 11110 10 10-6 Jacobs 01111 11 10-7
Catamaran 01001 10 11-5 Revier ....01111 00 10-5
Parker 111U 11 10-8 Bennett 11111 11 11-9
Blakely Hill 11 01-8 Durant 01111 11 01-7
Newell 01110 11 10-6 Cowing 01101 10 11-6
Smith 10101 11 11-7 Fletcher 00110 11 10-5
Cundv 10110 11 10-6 Grant 11110 11 11-8
Olaggett 11011 11 10-7 Ruble 11101 11 10-7
Howard 00110 10 11—5 McAnish 11011 10 10—6
Grimm 11011 00 10—5 Baldwin No 2 OHIO 10 10—5
Turnbull 01100 00 01—4 Wilson 01101 11 00-5
JO 11011 1110—7 Jones 11111 10 11—8
Baldwin No 2 11101 1111—8 Hanson 11010 10 10—5
Hamlin lllll 11 01—8 Skinner 10111 11 11—8
Paulson 01001 10 CO—2 North lllll 10 U—

8

Brown 01111 10 11—7 Guion 10001 01 10-4
Cummings 11011 11 10—7 Max lllll 01 11-8
Pfister.. ': lllll 10 11—8 Kennedy lllll 00 10—6
Newton lllll 11 01-8 Cutter 11100 10 10—5
Forbes lllll 10 11—S Burke 11100 11 10-C
Ensign 11110 11 11—

S

Bennett first, Baldwin No. 2, Parker, Blakely and Skinner div.

second, Clagg u tt, Nicholson, Durant third, Kennody fourth, Cata-
maran fifth, 250 cigars, George sixth, lap robe.

Fourth event, 10 single and 3 pair, entrance $3.50, $100 guaran-
teed, 4 moneys:
Harris... 1100000110 10 11 00- 7 Baldwin,
Murphy ..HOlOOllOl 10 10 10— 9 No. 1... .1110001111 00 11 10—10
Hanson... 1110111 011 11 10 00-11 Cutter. .. .1011111110 10 00 11-11
Bennett.. .1011111111 10 1111—14 Stone ... .0111011111 110111—13
Jacobs ...0000111111 10 10 11—10 JC 0100101110 111110-10
Skinner...llllilllll 10 11 11—15 Leonard . .0100011001 10 11 10— 7
Burke.... 1101011100 10 10 11-10 Peck 1111110010 11 10 10-10
Claggett.. 1000101101 11 11 11—11 Grimm.. ..1101111111 111111—15
Wilson.... 011110 1111 1110 11—13 Turnbull. .011010)001 10 10 00-6
Tyler 1111101100 10 00 10- 9 Block ..,.1111100101 U 11 10-12
Cundy.... 0111111110 10 10 00 -10 Forbes. .. .1111101101 10 11 11—13
Sampson .1111101111 10 10 11-13 Smith 1110111011 1110 10-11
Steyens...0101011000 11 00 00- 6 Pfister. . .

.1111101011 10 1111—13
Barnes....0110111111 1110 10-12 Baldwin,
Grant 01JU001U 00 10 01- 9 No. 2. .. .1101111111 10 1111-14
Grimm....10011 01010 10 10 10-8 Hastings. .1111110111 10 10 11-13
Cat'mar'ulOlOllllll 01 10 10-11 Ruble 1011100111 10 11 10 11

Kennedv..0110101111 10 11 11—12 Morrissey lOlOHOUl 11 10 10-11
Howard'...lomol010 10 00 00- 7 Cowing. .1011001011 1110 11-11
Yates 0111111100 11 01 10 -11 Parker. .. .1111111011 10 10 10-12
Holt 0111111111 111111-15 Newton.. .1111110111 1110 10-13
Max U01U0110 10 10 11-11 Hamline.. 1 1111 lllll 111110-15
George.... 0111110 100 111110-11 Dutn'ings.OllOOll 101 01 10 00—8
Jones. llllilllll 10 11.11-15 Blakely. ..1111100111 10 1111-13
Ensign... .1101111111 10 1111—14
All ties divided.
Fifth event, 10 singles, entrance $2, 4 moneys:

Max 1010111111- 8 Forbes 1111111110- 9

Morrissey 1110110101- 7 Skinner 1110111111- 9

Harrison 1110010111- 7 Jones 1111011110— 8

Kennedy 1111101111— 9 Cundy, Sr 1011011111— 8
Rennet llOlllOlll- 8 Cowing 1101110011— 7

Baldwin 1111011111- 9 North 1011101111— 8

Grimm 1111101010-7 Barnes 1011100110- 6
Block 1111111111-10 Blakely 0110101111— 7
Catamaran 1010110111- 7 Murphy 1011111101- 8
JC 1101)11101- 8 Getty 0100111010- 5
Wilson ..1110011110— 7 Hamline 1111111101—9
White 1111111111-10 Grant 01 11 100111— 7
Ensign 1110101111- 8 Stone ,1011011101—7
Olnugott 1101111101— 8 Brown 100101(1000- 3
Cund v, Jr 0000111011— 5 Hustings 1010111101— 7
Baldwin No. 2 1111110111- 9 Holt 1111111011- 9
Pfister 0111111011— 8 Howard 1011111111- 9
Newlou 1110110111- 8 Nicholson 1010011001— 5
Parker 0111110111- 8 Revier 0101101010- 5
Tyler .....0011111101- 7 Kayser 1110101110—7
Ties on 10 div. first, Kennedy, Burke, Skinner and Hamlin

second, Pfister and Parker third ties on 7 fourth.

Second Day. -First event, at 10 single Peorias, $1.50 entrance,
four moneys.
Howard 01U011111— 8 Burke 0101110011— f»

Hanson lOlllOU 10- 7 Getty 0001010101—4
Remer 0011101110— 6 Tyler OP 001 0011— 5
Hamline 10110111 1 1- 8 Hastings.. .1011111011— 8
Parks 1011111111—9 North 1011111111-9
Wilson 1011111101- 8 Baldwin No. 2 0011111110- 7
White 1111011111- o Grant 0111000111— B
J C illllOlUl— 9 Pfister 1111110111— 9
Morissey 1001110111— 7 Bennett 1011111101- 8
Grimm 1111111111-10 Baldwin No 1 1111111111-10
Clagget 01 11111111— 9 Harrison 111.1111110- 9
Kennedy 0111111111— 9 Max U111I0010- 7
Stone 1100110101—6 Parker 1111111111—10
Cundy. Jr 0010010010- 3 Cowing 1111111111—10
Nicholson 0001010101— 4 Holt 1011011111— 8
Jones 0101111111— 8 Skinner 1111111111-10
Peck 1111 111101— 9 Kavser 0001110001- 4
Newton 1111110101— 8 Turnbull 0001010001— 3
Barnes 1001010111—6 Fnsign 1111110111— 9
Cundy, Sr 1110110111— 8 Catamaran 0111111111— 9
Forbes 1011101111- 8 McAnish 1100000111- 5
Block 1111111 110— 9 Terry OOOlOOOOOl— 2
Blakely 1111110111— 9
Grimm, Baldwin, Parker, Cowing and Skinner divided first;

Peck, Block, Notth and Hamline second, Howard, Forbes and
Hastings third: ties on 7 divided fourth.

Second event, 5 singles and 3 pairs, entrance $3.50, four moneys:
Parks lllll "11 11 19-10 Tvler 10101 11 00 11- 7
Pfister 10111 10 H 11— 9 Wilson 11111 111110-10
Newton 10111 10 10 00— 6 North 00111 10 1110—7
Block Hill 1110 11—10 Forbes 11101 1110 10—8
Grimm 00111 1110 11—8 Hastings OO101 0110 10—5
While 01111 10 10 10— 7 Blakely 11110 10 00 11— 7
Morrissey 11101 10 10 11- 8 Holt 11110 10 11 11- 9
Jones 11101 11 11 11—10 Hanson 01011 10 11 11— 8
Baldwin No 2.. lllll 11 11 11—11 Bennett Hill 111111—11
Baldwin No 1..lllll 111111—11 Skinner 11111 1110 11—10
Hamtine 10111 10 10 11— 8 George 00100 10 10 10— 4
Kennedy 11011 10 01 10— 7 Howard lllll 01 11 00— 8
Parker lllll 11 11 11—11 Stone 10100 00 10 10— 4
Max 11010 10 00 11— 6 Cundy 00110 10 00 10- 4
Nicholson 11011 10 11 10— 8 Cowing lllll 00 10 11— 8
Burke 01111 11 10 10- 8 Ensign 1111 1 U 11 10-10
Hanson 11011 10 10 11— 8 Barnes 11001 11 10 10— 7
JC 11110 10 10 10-7 Grant 11110 10 00 00-5
Peck 11010 1110 10-7 Catamaran. . ..lllll 01 11 GO— 8
Baldwin 1 and 2, Parker and Bennett first. Parks, Block, Jones,

Wilson and Skinner second, ties on 9 third, ties on 8 fourth.
Third event, 10 singles and 3 pair, entrance $3 50:

Hanson... 1111110100 111111-13 Grimm....Ill 1111 110 111111-15
Stone 1110101111 111110-13 Baldwin 2.1101 101100 1110 11—11
Barnes.. .1101111001 00 10 11—10 Baldwin 1.11 1111.01 11 00 1110—12
Holt 1101101111 10 0111-12 Howard. ..1111111110 10 10 10-12
Peek 1101011110 10 11 10-11 Catam'r'n 1111111011 10 11 11—14
Kennedy .1111011110 11 10 10—12 Bird 0100001101 00 00 10- 5
Claggett..imiOlOlO ll 10 lO—ll Morrissey 1110010100 10 10 10-8
JC... 1111000111 11 11 11—13 Skinner.. .1110111111 1110 10-13
Harrison. 1101111111 10 10 00—11 North 1111110111 10 10 00—11
Newion.. .1101110111 110110-12 Hastings .0111 10J 101 001110-10
Blakely.. .1011111111 0110 10-12 Burke. ...llllilllll 111110-15
White ....1110101110 11 11 11-13 Turnbull .0111000001 11 11 00— 8
Pfistisr.... 1U101 0100 10 10 10-9 Hamline. .1111111111 Illl H-16
Will. ... 0000100111 10 10 10- 7 Forbes. ...1111111011 1110 10-13
Tvler 1111011101 10 0111—12 Leonard . .00001 Oil all 10 10 10— 6
Park-:. .miiomill) 1''' b< 00— L-'ern... .loifiCOlOOi llnon]_8
Wilson... 1011111111 111100-14 Max 1110111001 110110—11
Bonnet ,. OrUllllll 11 11 10—11 Ensign. .. .1110111111 1110 10-13
Jones 0011110111. 11 11 11—13 Block llllilllll 111111—15
Parker ...1110111111 10 11 11-14
Hamline first, ties on 15 second, ties on 14 third. Skinner and

Hanson fourth.

Diamond badge contest, 26 single Macombers and 12 pairs
Peorias, winner to have all the entries nest year at $5 each,
second prize valuable setter puppy:

S. M. D. P. Total. S. M. D. P. Total.
Baldwin No 1.17 17 34 Burkhard . . . .24 20 44
Thompson.... 24 17 41 Paul 20 22 42
Schurmier....20 16 36 Morrissey... 16 15 31
Hanson 21 20 41 Anderson ....18 17 35
Baldwin No 2.23 17 40 Ruble 19 17 36
Blakely 21 20 41 Block 13 Withdrew.
Highous 20 13 33 Lyon 20 32 42
Pfister 22 16 38 Ponsonby . ...16 Withdrew.
Kennedy 21 16 37 Lawrence — 18 Withdrew.
Burkhard wins badge, Paul and Lyon win puppy and ''divide" it

Ninth event, 15 singles, $3.50 entrance:
Stone 101101100111011-10 Cundy 10011.1101010111-10
Hastings 111011100111111-13 Max 111001110110111—11
Hanson 100111101111111-12 White 110111001111111—12
Bennett 111111010110111-12 Ensign 101111111111101—13
Jones 010111011111101—11 Burk 101 1 111 J i 1 i- ;;:

Blakely 101101011111111-12 Baldwin No 1. IK 0110011101 10—10
Nicholson DOlOOnOlllllOl— 9 Forbes 010111101111101—11
Tyler 101011111110111—12 Skinner 11011111111111.1-14
J C Ill 101101111 1H -13 Barnes 111011111110111-13
North 1 11011UlUOm—13 Wilson 1111111 11111111—15
Parker imiUUllUU-15 Pfister 111111111011111—14
Grant 100101000111010- 7 Catamaran. . . .110101110111011-11
Grimm 111111111111111-15 Murphv 111101111011110-12
Morrissey llllOlOlolloOll—10 Baldwin No. 2..011111011 111101-12
Kennedy 1< millll 11 1 111—13 New ton 100011 Ooll 10101- 8
Block 111111111111111-15 Holt 111101111111111-14
Hamlin 1110110miUlU-13
Parker, Grimm, Block and Wilson first, Skiuner, Pfister and

Holt second, ties on 13 third, Hamliu fourth.

Tenth event, 10 singles: Stone 6, Hastings 6, Hanson 6, Bennett
10, Jones 9, Blakely 8. Nicholson 9. Tvler 9, J. C. 6. North 8, Parker
10. Grant 10, Grimm 9, Morrissev 0, Kennedy 7. Block 9, Hamlin 9,

Cundv 6, Max 9, White 9, Ensign 8, Burke 8, Baldwin No. 1 8,

Forbes 8, Parks 7, Skinner 9, Barnes 8, Wilson 7. Pfister 7, Cata-
maran 7, Murphy 9, Baldwin No. 2 8, Newlin 7, Holt 10, Rogers 5.

Ties on 10 div. first. White second, Baldwin and Forbes third,
Pfister fourth.
The scores of three other events are "lost in the shuffle," but I

send you a list of the average winners. The number of birds shot
at was 162: Block, first, $60, 147: Balsam, second. $50, 145; Hamline
third, $49, 144; Sinner, fourth, S30, 143: Ensign, fifth, $85, 142; Ben-
nett, sixth, $20, 140; Grimm, seventh, $15, 139; Pfister, eighth, $10,
137. Williams.

CORRY, PA., GUN CLUB, Sept. 19.—The following are the
scores made at the weekly club shoot of the Corry Gun Cluh. also
score of a very interesting team race after club shoot, for birds
and ammunition. The day was cold and rainy, and the weather
seemed to affec t some of the good shots. Penrose won gold medal,
and Starbird silver medal. Keystone rules, trap and targets
were used:
Penrose 1011111011111111111111111—23
Edwards 1001000110010110011 111011-1

4

Srarbird ;:::.,..,.'.,!,;;,, r !} ii

Ward 0111111010101111111110110-19
Wetmore lOOlOOOHHOUOOlOlOOOOOl-ll
Swan -.- ... - : 1 101001000001001100—12

M Arnold 1010111101111111111111111—21
Ellis lOOOOOOOlOlOtttllOOOOlOlOl- 8

Batton O0O000OOOO00OOO0O0000CO0O- 0
Laurie 101imilU00101()01100111-17
Austin. 0101111111111011101110111-20
Team shoot:

Penrose 10111101110011111011.11111—21
Edwards 1110101101011100111111110-18
Wetmore 1111011101110111111110011-20
Starhird 101111011 1 111 10101 1 1 101 01—19—78
Laurie lOlllUH 01010111 11011111—20
Ward flOOOllllllOOOlUOllOllll—17
Swan 1100100101111101 111111111—19
M Arnold 1101111111011111111111010-21-77
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CONNECTICUT TOURNAMENT.
MERIDEN, Conn.—A three days' shoot at Keystone targets

was held here on the 17th, 18th and 19th, in connection with
the State fair. Several medals and purses had been offered by
the Fair Association, and in addition to these events a large
number of open sweepstakos were shot. The first two days were
rainy and very disagreeable, so a much smaller number of con-
testants were in attendance than was hoped for. On the last day
the conditions changed, and with the exception of one hard
shower in the afternoon, during which all were forced to seek
shelter, the weather was very pleasant. The scores are here
given in full.

First Drty.—Event No. 1 , 10 singles, 75 cents entrance, 3 moneys,
ties div.:

E Ames 1111111110— 9 Sherman 1111111111—10
Johnson....- 1001111011- 7 Gould 1111111111-10
Savage 1110010111- 7 Bristol 1101111111— 9
Folsoni 1111611010— 7

No. 2, same conditions, ties div.:
Folsom lllillOUO- 8 Gould 1111111011— 9
Johnson 1111111111-10 Avery 1111111111—10
Sherman 1111111010- 8 Bristol 1101111111— 9

Savage 1110101101— 8

No. 3, same conditions. Ties div.:
Johnson 1100111111— 8 Savage
Avery 1111101111—9 S terry
Folsorn 1111001001— 6 Bristol
Gould 1111111111-10 Sherman...

No. 4, at 15 singles, S3 entrance, 4 moneys:
Gould 011111111111111-14 Woodford
Averv 11011011 1111111—13 Bristol. . .

.

Johnson 111101111111101-13 Alcotr, ...

Savage... 111111110111101 -13 Langdon .

Folsom .011110101101 110-10 Widuian 001110111101111-11
Sterry :111111111 111100-13 Hill 011011011110111-11
Sherman 111111111101110-13
Ties all div. except on 13, which was shot off and div. by Avery

and Johnson.

No. 5, at 10 singles, entrance $1.25, 3 moueys. Ties div.:
Johnson 1010111111- 8 Sterry...- 1011011111— 8
Gould llliomil— 1) Sherman UOllllLOl— 8
Avery 1111111111—10 Bristol 1111111010— 8
Folsom 1111011111— 9

No. 6, at 5 pairs, entrance $1.25, 3 moneys, ties div.:
Gould 01 10 01 11 11— 7 Avery 11 11 11 11 10-9
Johnson 11 11 11 11 10- 9 Folsom 10 10 11 11 11-8
Sterry H 10 11 1L 10— 8 Bristol 11 00 11 00 11—0
Sherman 11 11 11 11 11—10 Savage 11 11 11 10 10—8

No 7, at 5 pairs, same conditions, ties div.:
Gould 10 11 11 00 11-7 Avery 11 11 11 11 11-10
Johnson 10 11 11 11 11-9 Folsom 11 11 11 10 10- 8
Sterry 10 10 11 10 11—7 Savage... 11 11 11 00 11- 8
Sherman 11 11 11 10 11—9

No. 8. at 10 singles, same conditions, ties div.:

. ..1010100101- 5

... .1111111001— 8
. ..1011111111- 9
....1111111101— 9

....111101011001111—11
111111111111111—15

. .
. .111111111111110-14
..111110011111111—13

Gould 1110111111- 9
Johnson 1111111101- 9
Sterrv 1110101111- 8

Sherman 1111111111-10

No. 9, same conditions:
Gould 1111111010— 8

Avery 1011111111— 9
Folsom 1111010111— 8
Savage 011010 1100— 5
Bristol Ill 1111111 —10

Folsom 1111011001-7
Johnson 1111111011— 9 Savage 0111111111—9
Sterry 1111111111-10 Bristol 1111011111-9
Sherman 1111111111—10 Brown 1111101110—

8

Avery 1001111111— 8
Ties div. except on 8 which was shot off and won by Gould.
No. 10, at 6 singles, 25 cents entrance:

Gould 111110-5 Savage 010101-3
Sterry 111101-5 Bristol 111111-6
Woodford 100111—4 Sherman Jill 11—6
Higby 010011—3 Avery 111111—0
Goodwin 110111—5 Folsom 011111—5
Johuson 111111-6
Ties div. except on 5, shot off.and won by Folsorn.

No. 11, at 10 singles, $1.25 entrance, four moneys:
Hill 1110111111— 9 Burbridge 1110100111-7
Bristol 1111011111— 9 Avery „ 1110111101—

S

Gould 1010111111— 8 Strong 1111111101-9
Willey 1111111111—10 Savage HlOilllll—

9

Johnson 1111010111— 7 Sherman 1111111110-9
Ames 1111010111— 8 Sterry 101011 1010—6
Langdon 1111011111- 9 Folsom 1110111011-8
Widman 0011111111— 8 Woodford 0101010111—0
Cady 1111111101— 9
Second div. by those breaking 5 in shoot-off, and third won by

Avery, shooting off.

No. 12, at 10 single straightaways, entrance 75 cts., four moneys,
ties di
Langdon OOlllOlOw.
Widman 1111111011— 9
Ames 1009110 w.
Cadv 1101111110—

Willey 1111111111-10
Goodwin 1101111111— 9
Folsom 1111001101— 7
Gould 1011110111— 8

Johnson 1011010011- 6 Strong 01111101H— 8
Woodford 1111101001— 7 Hill. .'

11111 11111—10
Burbridge 1110111111 - 9 Brown 1011110111— 8
Sterry 1011111111- 9 Sherman 1111111010- 8

No. 13, two-men team match at 25 birds per man, medal and §10
to winners:
Sterry 1 110101111011 111111111111—22
Savage -..Ill 1111111111111111111110—24—46
Gould 1111111011111111100110111—21
Sherman 1111111111111111111111101—24- 45
Johnson .101111101110111011111101 1—20
Bristol 1111 111111 1 1 1111101111111—24—44
Woodford 11 1111101101 1 J 11111010110—20
Alcott 1111111111101111111111111—24-44
Hill 1110101011111111110111111—21
Avery 1 01111 1 1111111 lllOllllllOl -22—43
Langdon.
Widman
Folsom
Goodwin
Ensign
StroDg
Willey -

Burbridge
Ames
Cady
No. 14, at 10 singles, entrance $

Averv limiOOll— 8
Hill 1001011011— 0

Johnson 1100110110— 0
Ames 1001000110—
Sterrv O11O1UO0O-
Langdon 1111011111-

,..1111010011111110111101111—20
. . .0111111110111111111101110-21—41
...IIOIIIOIUIOIOOIOJOIOIIOI—16
...lOlllllOimmillll 11111-23—39

. . . .11111011101 11110111111010-20
. . .mooon 10 i i ii «:i i 1 1 1 m loiH—i6-36
. . .10001111101 1 11 1 1 1 1 1000110—18
. . .01100101011 1111 01011 11011 -17—35
. . . 111111001000 1 1 01 1 101 11110-1

7

. . . 01111111101 11100010110010-16—33

.25, 4 moneys:
Savag-
Willey
Burbridge.
Cady
Strong

irdon

1100111111- 8
.. ..1111111111—10
. ..1110111111— 9

...Hill 10011- 8
.. ..1110100100— 5

..1100111110— 7
Ties div., except for third, shot off and won by Savage.

No. 15, at 0 si unlet
Johnson...•...111H1
Gould 110111
Hill IH011
Widman 111111

and 3 pairs, entrance §1.25, 4 moneys:
10 11 11-11 Avery 111011 11 11 11-11
10 11 11—10 Cady 111011 10 10 ll- 9
10 00 10- 7 Savage 110111 10 H 11—10
11 11 11—12 Sherniau 111111 11 11 11—12

Langdon 011110 11 11 11—10 Sterry 110111 11 11 11—11
Burbridge.... 111111 10 11 10- 10 Goodwin 111111 111110-11
Willey 110011 10 1111—9 Folsom 111001 10 10 11—8
Bristol 111111 10 11 11—11
Second shot off and div. by Bristol and Goodwin, third shot off

and won by Langdon, fourth, shot off and won by Cady.
No. 10, at 10 singles, same conditions:

Johnson 1U110L101— 8 Ames 1111011111— 9
Langdon 1011111101— 8 Hill 0010110101— 5
Avery 1111111011— 9 Cadv 0111111001— 7
Savage 1011111111- 9 Sterry lllllllllO- 9
First shot off and div. by Avery and Sterry, other ties div.

Second Day.—Event No. 1, at 10 singles, 75 cents entrance, 4
moneys, ties div.:

Merriman 1111111111—10 Strong
Gould llllOLlOll— 8 Bates
Sherman. 1111110111—9 Soper
Goodwin llimilOl— 9 Folsom
Yerrington 1001101111— 7 A Strong
Bristol imilllll - 10 Sterry
Hill 0110111110— 7
No. 2, at 10 singles, entrance §1.25, 4 moneys:

Gould Ullllllll—10 Bates
Sherman 1111111110-9 Yerrington...,
Goodwin lllOlllOll— S A Strong
Folsom 0111111111— 9 Sterry
Bristol 1H0111011- 8 Avery
Hill U11111001- 8 Merriman....
Strong 1111111111—10 Soper . .

.

..1101111100- 7
-.1111111111-10
...0011111110- 7
.. .1111001110- 7
...1000000111- 4
...noiimui- 8

. ..1111111111—10
. .mumoo- 8
...0001010011— 4
..1111111101— 9
..1110110111— 8
..111111111 1-10
. .1011111

No. 3, at 10 singles, entrance $1.25, 4 moneys:
Gould 1111111111-10 Strong 1011101111- 8
Bates 1111111111-10 Ames 1001111011- 8
Sherman 1111111110- 9 Folsom 0111001011- 6
Sterry 0010111111- 7 Merriman 1111110110- 8
pady 1111110011- 8 Soper \ 10.Ulil0.tl- 8
Hill 1001110111- 7 Conner 1110111111- 9
Avery 1101101111- 8 Bristol 1110111111- 9
Goodwin 1111101010- 7 Yerrington 1111011111- 9
Ties all divided except for third, which was shot off and won

by Merriman.
No. 4, at 10 singles, same conditions:

Folsorn 1101001111- 7 Cady Ullllllll—10
Sherman 1111111111-10 Ames 1111001111— 8
Sterry lllllllllO- 9 Strong 0U1111110- 8
Gould 1111111111-10 Hill 1111011111— 9
Conner 1111111111—10 Goodwin lllllllllO— 9
Avery 1111111111-10 Bates 1111111111-10
Yerrington .1111101111- 9 Bristol 1111111010— 8

First shot off and div. by all but Sherman and Cady; other ties
divided.

No. 5, at 15 singles. $2 entrance, 4 moneys; ties div.:
Gould 110110111111111—13 Sterry 101111111111111—14
Sherman mill 1 111 10111—14 Frances 110101111010010— 9
Hill 111011110110111-1 3 Bates 1101 11111111111-14
Yerrington.... 111110111111111-14 Bristol 111011001110111-11
Strong 111111111111110-14 Avery 111111111111111-15
Couner 111111111111111—15 Langdou 111111111111111-15
Folsom 111101111111111—14 Widman 110111101111111-13
Cady 011111011101111-12

No. 6, at 10 singles, $1.25 entrance, 4 moneys; ties div.:
Burbridge lllllllllO— 9 Bates 1100110101— 6
Willey C011111101— 7 Yerrington 1110111010— 7
Sherman 1111111111—10 Whittlesy 1001010101— 5
Bristol 1111111111-10 Cady 1110011100- 6
Gould lllllllllO— 9 Strong 1110111111— 9
Folsom 1011111111— 9 Sterry 1111111010— 8
Langdon 1111111111—10 Beers 0110011111— 7
Avery 0111111011—8 Goodwin ....0111011011—7
Vibarts 1011011110- 7 E D Folsom 1110111110- 8
Hill 1101101101- 7 Coma 1111111111-10
Widman 1111101111— 9

No. 7, at 5 pairs, $1.25 entrance, four moneys:
Gould 11 10 10 11 11— 8 Avery 11 11 11 U 11—10
Sherman 10 10 10 10 11— 6 Bristol 11 11 10 11 Tl— 9
Hill 11 11 10 11 11— 9 Sterry 10 00 10 10 10- 4
Widman 11 10 11 10 11— 7 Goodwin 01 11 II 10 11— 8
Cady 10 11 11 10 11- 8 Bates 11 11 11 10 11- 9
Langdon 10 10 11 11 11— 8 E Folsom 11 11 10 11 01— 8
Folsom 10 11 10 10 11— 7 Vibert 10 11 11 00 00— 5
Ties div., except on 8, which was shot off and won by Goodwin.
No. 8, at 6 singles and 3 pairs, entrance $1.30, four moneys, ties

div.:
Hill 101011 00 01 01- 6 Strong 011110 10 11 00- 7
Willey 111101 111111-11 Cadv 011000 01 0011-5
Aveiy 111111 111111-12 Whittlesy ..100100 11 11 11—8
Burbridge.... 111111 0110 11—10 Sterry 111101 11 10 10- 9
Goodwin 101111 10 1110-9 Vibert 110111 10 10 10—8
Connor 101111 01 10 11— 9 Folsom llllll 11 11 H—12

No. 9, at 10 singles, 75 cents entrance, four moneys, ties div.:
Burbridge 1111111111—10 Merriam lllllimi—10
Whittlesy C010000010- 2 Hill 1100111111— 8
Sterry 1110111111— 9 Avery 1111011111— 9
Yerrington 1111011101— 8 Folsom 1111110111— 9
Willey Ullllim—10 Soper 1011010111— 7
Strong 11H111110— 9

No. 10, club team rac, six men from anv club in Connecticut,
at 20 birds per man, $10 and medal to winners, optional sweep-
stake of $2, in which all but six contestants entered, 4 moneys:

Hartford Gun Club.
Willey 011 11 01101111 1 001 1 1 ll—1

4

Burbridge 11111111111111111110-19
IS Folsom 11111111111011111001-17
Vibert 11011101111010110100-13
Sterry 1111111111 10U1 11101—18
N D Folsom 11001 111 1 1 11 11 111 1 11—18- 99

New London Gun Club.
N A Ames 01111111111111110111—18
Yerrington _ 111111111111111 111 10—19
Strong Ill 1 1 11111111111 111 1 —20
J H Ames 11110111111111101111—18
Conner 11111101101111111111-18
Cady mimiioiiiioiom-17-no

New Haven Gun Club.
Langdon 00111111 11 11 01 1 111 1 1- 17
Gould imommimin n-18
Bates minimum] noo-18
S herman - 1111111111 111LUHU-20
Widman .11111111111111111111-20
Bristol millimimiOllll—19-112

Meriden Gun Club.
Merriman 00011111101111111110—15
Hill 11111011011110011111-16
Avery 11111111111111111111-30
Strong 110100101 11 101000111—13
A Ives 11111111011011111011—17
Birdsy 11100110010010101010-10— 90

The $10 aud medal went to New Haven Gun Club; sweepstake
money went, first to Sherman, VVidman and Avery; second to
Burbridge, Ye.rriugton and Bristol; third to Sterry,' Gould and
Conner; fourth to London and Folsom.
No. 11, at 6 birds, 25 cents entrance, three monevs; ties div.:

Goodwin 101111—5 Sterrv 111011—5
Whitlesy 00111.0—3 Langdon llllll- 6
Willey 111000—3 Ames 011111—5
Foley 001110-3 Beers 110110—4
Vibert 010111^ Col Ames J 11111—6
Strong 111110—5 Cady 111111-6

No. 12, at 10 singles, 75 cents entrance, four monevs; ties div.:
Sterry 0011111111— 8 Sherman "...1111111111—10
Strong 111011U11- 9 Cady 0111101111— 8
Yerrington 1111111111—10 E FoLsom ObilUlllO- 7
Hill 1011011010- 6 A Strong 1101111001— 7
Goodwiu 1111110111— 9 Bristol 1110111110— 8
Bates...* 1111111111—10 Folsom lOOOllllOl— 6
Langdou 1111111111—10 Vibert 0111100111— 7
Widman 1101111111— 9 Foley 1101111011— 8
Gould 1111111111—10 N Ames 1111111100— 8

No. 13, at 10 singles, 75 cents entrance, four moneys, ties div.:
Yerrington 1110011111—8 Hill 1011000 w.—

3

Cady 1011011000— 5 Avery 0111111101-8
J H Ames 1011110111— 8 Strong 1101101101—7
N H Ames 1111101101— 8 Sterry 1111111101—

9

Burbridge 1111111111—10 Whitlesy 0011100100—4
Willey 1011110101—8 Folsom 1111111110-9

Tiiird Dan.—Event No. 1, at 10 singles, 75 cents entrance, four
moneys:
Soper 1000110111— 6 Sherman HOliimi— 9
Bristol 0111110111— 8 Merriman... 0011111110— 7
Bates moilllOO— 7 Conner 1111111101— 9
Higby OOOOlllUO- 5 Bill 0110110111- 7
Whitney 1101111111— 9 .Jewett 1111111111—10
Putney lHHllHl-10 Avery 1111110111— 9
Ties div. except on 9 which was shot off and div. by Sherman

and Avery.
Event No. 2, at 10 birds, $1.25 entrance, three monevs; ties div.:

Avery 1101111111— 9 Bates 1111111110— 9
Bill 1111 101111— 9 Coilins 0010100111- 5
Putney 1001110011- 6 Sherman 1111111111—10
Whitney 1111111111-10 Jewett 1011101111- 8
Bristol 1111110110— 8

Event No. 3, at 6 singles and 3 pairs, $1.30 entrance, three
moneys: ties div.:
Sherman 111110 10 10 10—8 Bill 111100 111111-10
Whitney llllll 11 11 11-12 Conner 001111 (XI 10 If)— 6

Bates 111101 10 10 10- 8 Sterry 111111 10 10 10- 9
Bristol llllll 01 11 11—11 Avery 111101 10 01 11— 7
Putney 111011 U 11 11-11

Event No. 4, at 10 singles, $1.25 entrance, four moneys; ties div.:
Bristol limiim-10 Bill 1111110111— 9
Putney 0111111111- 9 Avery 1111011111— 9

First and second divided. Third shot off and divided ny ii;e 8
men except Avery. Fourth won by Soper.

. . .1101111101— 8 Conner 1110011101- 7
1110111111- 9 Webb 1001011001- 5

, Ullllllll—10 Jewett ..1.101110111- 8
1111111111—10

5, at 5 pairs, entrance $1.25, 3 moneys, ties div.:

]0 11 10 01 10- 6 Bristol H llllll H—10
10 11 11 10 10- 7 Whitnev 11 10 11 11 10- 8
10 10 10 11 00- 5 Bates 11 10 11 10 11- 8

Putney ,10 11 11 10 Jl- 8 Conner 11 00 11 11 11 - 8

Whitney. .

.

Bates
Sherman. .

.

Sterry

Rvent No
Averv
Sher
Sterry

an.

Event No. 6, at 10 birds, entrance S>1. 4 moneys, ties div.:
Bates 10011 11111— 8 Webb 0011001101— 4
Sterry 1110011101- 7 Whitney 1111111111-10
Putney 1 111111111—10 Bristol 1011111010- 7
Bill 1010111111— 8 Jewett 1111111111—10
Avery 1111111111—10 Conner H01110101— 7
Sherman 11111111 10— 9

Event No. 7, at 10 <=inerles. on trance $1. four moneys:
Sidney 0111101111— 8 Goodwin 1110111111— 9
Gould ..1111111111—10 Johusou 0101101111— 7
Connor ...1101111011— 8 Bailey 0111111111— 9
Starry 1111111111—10 Putnev 1111111111-10
Whitlesy mnomo- k Avery 11U111111-10
Henry 0111100110—0 Whitnev ninmiUl—

s

Higby 0011101101— 6 Bristol 1111011110— 8
Langdon 0111011111— 8 Sherman 1110111111— 9
Ives OOO0OO1110— 3 Bates 1110110011—7
Hill oimoioio-e Bill momm- 9
First, second an* fourth div., third shot off and div. bv Whit-

lesy, Langdon and Whitney.

No. 8, errand individual State championship match, at 30 sinrrles
and 10 pairs, $10 and medal to winner, optional sweepsiake, $3.25
entrance, four monpvs:
MerrimanlOnOlOl 101 1111.1.1 1101 111111101 1110 H 11 1010 11 10 11 10-39
Bristol ...mmioiomoniommmm n 1010 in 1011101111 11-41
Putney ...111111111111101.111101111111010 llllll 110111111101 11-44
Gould 111111111101101111111111011111 111110 10101111 11 11 11-44
Sterry 10101111001 1111111100101011110 11 10 10 00 10 10 10 00 11 10-31
Bates. . .111111111101111101011111111111 11 111011 11 1111 00 ! Mi-U
Sherman.. 111110111111111111111111111111 11 11 10 11 11 11 1011 11 10-46
Henry 111111100110101011111111111101 11 n 10 10 01 10 01 10 n 10-37
Johnson.. .111111111110011111111111111111 01 1011 11 10 10 10 11 00 11-41
Conner.. ..010001110110111101111110111001 11 1010 10 11 1111 10 01 10-34
Bill 1111111111101111111.11111101110 1011 n 11 01 11 111101 11-44
Longden ..111111111111111.101111111111111 10 11 u 1110 0011 11 11 10-44em oiionmommoiiomiioiiii m rn oo to no unon m mm
Whitney .. 111011 1111 11 1111111 ill 11110111 11 001011 1011 10 10 10 11-41
Averv 11.11111111111111111111111001111 111111 mnnnii U10-45
Whittlesy .11111001 1111111011001113000110 11 11 11 11 11 10 11 11 1 1 00-38
Goodwin.. 1111110010111111.1111111(1100111 in 11 11 01 1011 11 10 11 11-40
Higby inniioiiiooooioomoioimiii ooioioioio w
Ensign. ...111011111110111011111111101001 11 10 1001 10 10 10 II 1111-38
Bailev 101101101100111111100011011011 1011 11 1011 11 1111 11 00-36
Peckham..00111 1H1 001 1101 10111011111 1U 00 01 001011 01 11 1001 11-34
Savage... .111111111111111.111111111111011 n 11 n in 11 n 1110 11 kmh
Sydney-. ..111011101111111101111111111111 11 01 1010 11 10 11 10 1010-40
Burbridge.moil.1imoinmillillimnn 1001 11 1111 11 10 00 J 1 11-41
Ives 111101.11101 10101 Oi 011010000100 10 1100 01 11 1 w
e Eoisom.iimmimoiiioiimmomi u n io n 1111 huh n-tti
wmev....ommmmiiieoimio!moi ion nun nnn 1111-43
Widman.. 111111111111111111101111110111 11 100011 11 llllll 1011-44
Sherman and Savage tied for first. Folsom not being entitled to

shoot in this State event, the first two divided the money and
Savage took medal. Other ties divided.

No. 10, at 20 pairs, for $10 and medal:
Avery 11 10 11 11 11 11 01 10 10 01 11 11 11 10 10 11 11
Langdon .11 10 10 10 00 11 101010 w.
Whitney.. .. 00 1111110111111011.1111111111111111
Hill 0001 01 0111 n 11 n io n 01 1000 11 01 10 11

Burbridge 10 11 10 11 10 00 10 11 11 (10 10 10 11 11 10 10 01
Whittlesey.... 10 11 10 10 10 11 10 00 10 1011 11 11 10 11 01 01
Willey 11101111111111 11111111 01 1011 1111 11

Sidney 11 11 01 00 10 11 11 11 11 01 00 11 01 10 11 11 00
Johnson 1010 11 01 10 10 11 00 00 10 11 10 1 1 10 10 00 10

Folsom 11 101111 1111 1111 llllll 11 11 1] 11 11 11
Thompson 11 1011 10 100011 11 10 01 11 11 11 11 11 11 01

Henrv 1011 11 0101 01 11 11 110! 01 11 1011 01 11 01

Gould 11111011 1111 11 11 10 ll 101111 11 11 11 10
Bristol 11 11 11 111111 1111 10 11 10 1110101011 11

Merriman 10 11 11 11 00 11 10 11 10 10 00 1 1 00 10 01 10 10
Soper 01 11 11 10 1110 10 11 10 11 11 11 1010 0011 11

Goodwin 11 11 00 11 11 10 11 01 00 09 11 10 11 11 Jl 10 11

Ensign 11 11 10 11 10 10 11 01 10 11 10 10 11 11 10 00 01
Folsom won medal and purse.

01 11 U-32

11 1111-36
1011 11-27
11 10 00—24
1011 11-27
0011 11—35
11 10 10—27
no 00 10—19
11 10 li-«88
11 10 00-38
11 01 01-21
nn 10—35
1100 11—32
1111 11—28
1 1 10 11—29
1110 11-32
11 11 10-28

NEW JERSEY ASSOCIATION.
THE annual meeting of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's As-

sociation was held on Monday evening, Sept. 23, at 812 Broad
street, Newark, N. J. The President. Dr. W. N. Pindcll brought
the meeting to order at 8:45 and Secretary Win. Hayes called the
roll to which the following delegates responded: Jersey City
Heights Gun Club. Al. Heritage; Middlesex Gnr: Club Se'vmour
G.Smith and W. L. Force; Smith Side Gun Club, J. A. Bennett
and W. R. Hobart; Forester Gun Club, Jacob Pent?.; Newar k Gun
Club, C. M. Heddcn and Jacob Pentz; Essex Gun Club, W. Have*
R. H. Brientnall and Dr. W. N. Pindell. The minutes of the last,
regular meeting, also of a special meeting were read and ap-
proved. Two new clubs were unanimously elected to member-
ship. The Bergen Gun Club, Mr. Ortb, Secretary, of Haekensack,
and the Riverside Gun Club. B. S. Paine President, of Red Bank*
Under the head of reports of committees. Mr. Hayes said there
were none to receive, except that of a commmittee' appointed to
embody the new shooting rules in constitution and hv-laws and
they were not ready to report. Mr. W. Fred Quimhv then moved
a reconsideration of the recent change in rules which compels the
gun to be held below the armpit until the bird is on the wing. At
ta« last special meeting the American Shooting Association" rules
were adopted with cer tain changes, one of which was as above;
motion seconded by Mr. Hobart. The chair questioned whether a
reconsideration was proper at this meeting when the representa-
tives were not the same as present at former meeting; he said no
notice bad been given that this question would be brought up and
that some who voted for the change were not present to uphold
that action. Mr. Quimbv replied that when the change was
made, no previous notice had been given, so the situations were
identical, and claimed that a motion to reconsider was always in
order. The chair then put the motion and it was carried with a
few dissenting votes.
Mr. Pentz questioned whether, after having advertised to hold

the present tournament under certain rules, it was advisable to
change them now; and in looking over the by-laws the secretary
discovered a section reading " that any changes of shootirg rules
that may be made shall not apply to the present tournament."
This made Hie action in adopting rules at last meeting, which
were intended to govern this year's shoot, out of order, and Mr.
Pentz moved that as the alteration of Rule 10 and other s having
been a violation of the by-laws of the Association, the action be
rescinded and expunged from the minutes. Seconded and carried.
It was then said that the tournament would have robe shot under
the old rules of the Association, but on inquiry as to what those
rules were, no record of them could be found. A lengthy discus-
sion on rules ensued, and a motion to suspend Section 8 of the
Constitution so as to allow a change or adoption of new rules
was declared illegal by the chair. Mr. Quimby then appealed to
the Association, reminded them of a conversation which took
place when the Jersey City Heights Club was requested to give
the touruament—that they then claimed it would be impossible
to give a sucessful shoot under the old rules, which call for 21yds.
rise, plunge traps, use of one barrel only—that on the under-
standing that new rules would be adopted suitable to the present
style of shootins", they had gone ahead and incurred expenses in
preparing for the tournament, and wound up by say'ng that the
Association had no right to compel the use of the old rules. He
made a motion that the American Shooting Association rules be
adopted hy the New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association to gov-
ern all their contests. Motion seconded, but declared illegal
by the chair. An appeal was taken from this decision, and the
chair not sustained. Motion then put and carried.
Under the head of new business Mr. Hobart desired some in-

formation about the expenses attendant on the recent movement
among certain clubs, which resulted in the legislation, legaliz-
ing pigeon shooting, said he thought the Association should in-
dorse this action, see that all claims for services were settled,
and moved that Mr. Quimby be allowed to draw on the Associa-
tion for a sum not to exceed $100 to help defray anv expenses
which might accrue from the efforts to pass said bill. Motion
seconded and carried. After some talk, as it seemed to be the
sense of the meeting that the Association shoukl uphold this
action which resulted in the passage of the law, and should be at
the head of all movements to sustain the law, prosecute offenders,
etc. Mr. Quimby moved that the Association accept all the books,
papers, etc., connected with the meeting held at the Astor House
in March, also the contributions then pledged by various clubs,
and use the same to pay any outstanding bills and the balance as
a fund to carry on future work. Seconded and carried. The
following officers were then elected for the coming year: Presi-
dent. Al Heritage, Jersey Cir.v Heights Gun Club; First Vice-
President, Seymour G. Smith, Middlesex Gun Club; Second Vice-
President, Frank B. Ilyer. Midway Gun Cluh; Recording Secre-
tary, Jacob Pentz, Newark Gun Club; Corresponding Secretary,
W. R. Hobart, South Side Gun Club; Treasurer, W, Fred Quimby.
A vote of thanks was tendered to the retiring officers and the

meeting adjourned.
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FIXTURES.
Sept. 34, 25. 36 and 27.—Fifth Annual Tournament given byAl.

Bandle. at Cincinnati $1,(100 guaranteed.
Sept. 24. 25. 26, 27.—New Jersey Sl ate Sportsman's Association

for the Protection of Fish and Gapie Annual Tournament, on
grounds of the Jersey City Heights (inn Club, at Marion, N. J.
W. F. Quiinby, 291 llroadway, N. Y.
Oct. 1, 3, 3.—Linlhicum's Keystone Tournament at Baltimore,

Md.—Samuel J. Fort, Ellicott City, Md., Assistant Manager.
Oct. 8, 9, 10, 11.—Middlesex Gun ( Tub Tournament, Dnuellen,

N. J. W. V. Force. So, retarv, Plainfield, N. J.
Oct. 8, 9, 10, 11.—Fred A. Fodde's Second Annual Amateur

Tournament, at St. Louis, Mo. Inanimate targets.
Oct. 15, 16, 17. 18.—Tournament at live birds and inanimate

targets, Philadelphia. J. F. Kleinz, Secretary, 600 South Dela-
ware avenue. Philadelphia.
Oct. 17, 18, Ifl.-West End Social Gun Club Tournament, Harris-

burg, Pa.
Oct. 21. 22, 23, 24 and 25.—Second Tournament of the Mercer Gun

Club, at Trenton. N. J. E. G. Updegrove, President.

CATSKILL, N. Y., Sept. 18.—Editor Foirst and Stream: Although
a number of shooters who were expected to take part were de-
terred by the rain, Fred. Tolley's trap-shooting contest to-day-
was a success, Mr. Tollcy having temporary shelter for shooters
at the firing point. It became quite muddy after traveling over
the tiring- point, bui the -hooters accepted the situation of things,
considering it was the lirst attempt, ar anything in the wav of a
shooting tournament in Catskill. Clubs from the Hudson River
Valloy were I'ftpi esented as the scores will show. Kingbirds were
n sod from 5 traps, ties div. First event, 10 kingbirds. 75 cents
ent rauce:
Mat.tice 1111111110-9 Benter 1110110011-7
Tollcy 1 111 11101 1 -9 Beach 1 101 01 1010-0
Short 1111110101—8 Russ 0000101001—3
Second event, 15 kingbirds, Sfl entrance:

Mat l ice 111101111111111—14 II Schutt 11111111010110]—13
Livingston ... .111111 111110111—14 Tolley 110110110011111-11
Pierce 110111111111111-14 J N Ramsdill.ll 1111101110100-11
Ramsdill OllllltlilOllil-13 Beach 101110111110011—11
Short . . , llll 1 11010111 II -13 McVicker 0011 UOOll lull 1—10
VVytrant 01111111 1 110111-13 Halstead 1U0011J1 10001 II- 9
L Schutt 111011011110113-13 Russ 0101011 00001000— 5
Third event. 20 kingbirds, $1.25 entrance:

Gardner. .11 1111111 111 i 1111101— 19 Halstead. .0011 101101 1101111101-14
Mattice...01111 1101! 1110111111-17 Beach lOtOOll 11011 11110101-14
Short llJlUiOlllOHOlllil -17 JNH'sdcll ooOUol mi 101 1 11 1 10 -14
JilR'sdell 11 101 11 J 111 1 101 10111-17 H Schutt..! 11111 1 lOOOUll 1 1 1 100-14
Wygant.. .11111011011 1011 11101—16 L Schutt. .011 1 1001011010111011—13
Pierce 10111 1111 10101111110—16 Livingst'nl 1 11001001 1011011010-12
KuchcncklBinulOHl 11011011—16 Russ 0010101 101 000010011)]— 8
McVicker 11101 ) Uoul 1111 10110 15 Tollc v 10000110000
Fourth event, 25 kingbirds. $1.50 entrance:

Gardner 111111111111 1111111111111-25
Wygant 1111111110111111111111111—24
Liviu gsCoti 1111 1 1 1 1 111111 1 101 1 111 1 1 1-24
J N Raniidell - ] 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 11 1 llll 011 1 -24
Beach 1 III 1 1 1 tllOl HI 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 11 -23
McVicker 11 lloiouiHlinillonni—22
U Schutt 10noillllll01.il 111111111-22
Pierce 11111000111 11111 10111 1 1 11-21
Hitchcock lOt 111 llll 1 11 1 11001111101-2

1

Short ...... 010H1 1 1111010 11111111101 -20
Mat I ice HllOlOlOllll 111 1 1 1101101—20
J H Kamsdell 11 1000] tOalimmoi 11111-19
Halstead 01101011010111101)0111101—17
Spencer lOlllllllOlllOlUOOl w.
Fifth event, 20 kingbirds. 81.50 entrance:

Mattice... 1111111011111 1111111-19 L Short.. .00011110111111111111-16
Gardner.. 10111H1 111 111111111 -19 Beach 01111111111011111001-16
Collins. . . .011111111111111 llll 1-19 Spencer... 11111011110110111011—10
LivingsFallliniOHlllimilO-LS McVicker 11111111111111000100-15
Wygant.. 1 1 110 11 11 11 1 11101101 —17 Lindslev. .00111111 1011110011 11—15
JNR'sdell 11 1101111 1011111101 1 —17 Hil.chcocklOllOllllOUlllOiOlOl-13

... ..01111 101 1 11111111101-17 JHR'sdell 11101111010010101 110-13
L Schutt .01111011110111111111-17 Halstead. .11101110110011101100-13
Sixth event. 30 kingbirds, $2 entrance:

Gardner OllllllllllllUllllnillllllll—29
L Short 11111 11 11111111010111111111110-27
Wygant - 1111011 1 1011 1101 11 11 1111111111—27
Pierce 1011 111 llll 1111011 11 1111101 101-26
Lindsley 1101O1 1 1 HGOl 111 11111111111111—20
Collins ojiiiuiiiiiiomimiiiiiniio—26
Halstead , 010101111101110111 110111 101101-22
McVicker 01110111111110111 10] lOlOOOilll—22
Beach 111101111111011010011111011001—22
L Schutt. 11101011 01 01111 11 1010(110101101—20
J N Kamsdell 0 1 001 0010 1 1 1011 1 1 01 11 ( 1 01 H llll—19
Halpin II iOlOnnii.lUji 1 101 1 0U H Odium—16
Seventh event, 15 kingbirds, SI entrance:

Beach 110111 111011 11 1—13 L Schutt, 1010111111 10111-12
Kamsdell 010111111111111—13 L Short 011110 1 101 01111—11
Lindsley 11111)1101111111—13 Mattice OHOlollllllllO—11
Gardner 111110111111110—13 Spencer 101011111010001— 9
Collins 111010111111111-13 Wygant OOIIOIHOOIIOH— 9
McVicker Ill 1 HlllOlOlOl-12 Hitchcock 011101 101001001— 8
Pierce 111101111011110—13 Halstead 101101101010001— 8
Eighth event, 10 kingbirds, $1 em ranee:

Mattice 1111111111—10 Pierce 1111110101— 8
Gardner, 11111111)1—10 Lindslev 0011110111— 7
Wygant 1111111111—10 L Schutt .1110111010— 7
Halstead ..1011111111—9 McVicker 0111011110—7
Collins .0110111111— 8 Spencer .(JOOlOllllO— 5
Beach 1111011101— 8
Ninth event, 15 kingbirds, SI entrance:

Halstead 111111111111111-15 Pierce 111111111101101-13
Collins 111111111111111-15 Lindsley 11 111 J llll 1 fl 1 01—13
Mattice 11111 111110111 1—14 Beach 1111111K 101101 0-11
Wygant 1110111 111111 1 1—14
Extra event, 10 kingbirds, 50 cents entrance:

Mat tice 1111111111-10 Tolley 1110101001—6
Short 1111111111-10 Shufelt 01 11001010— 6
Benter 10H100101- 6 Beach 0101101010- 5

De Toll.
THE ESSEX GUN CLUB, of Newark, N. J., held their regular

monthly shoot on Wednesday, Oct. Is, at Jersey City Heights Gun
Club grounds at Marion, N. J. The attendance was small as com-
pared with usual Essex shoots, but this was due entirely to the
weather, which, for the past ten days, had effectually put a stop
to sport at the trap. The shooting was all at live birds, furnished
by Al. Heritage, and they were in the main good flyers. A club
event at handicap rises was lirst put through, and then two open
sweeps. The. latterwas a close and exciting race, in which all the
contestants made an equal score. In shooting off the tie 17 birds
were uecessary to deeiue it, and it was finally divided by Class
and C. M. Hedden. All the contestants were shooting well. Dr.
Pindell made some remarkable long kills. Hayes was in great
form, also Class and Hedden. Trophy shoot, Essex rules, handi-
cap rises at 10 live birds:
C M Hedden (30; . . .

.0221111222-9 E D Terril (26) 0223010000— 4
Al Hedden (28) 1221112011-9 Hugh Leddy (28). ..1022201111- 8
Frank Class (30) 1121121011—9 W Haves (30) 2111221111—10
E Morris (26) 1212022001-7 Dr Piudcll (28) 2111011211- 9
Open sweep at 4 live birds, Hurlingham rules, $3 entrance, three

moneys:
Class 1211—4 W Hayes 1111—4
Al Hedden 1211—4 Leddv 0200-1CM Hedden 2110-3 Tee Kay '..'....2810-3
Dr Pindell 2111-4
Ties divided.
Open sweep at 4 live birds, same conditions:

Class 1221—4 Pindell 1111—

4

Al Hedden 1212-4 W Haves 1111-4CM Hedden 2121—4 Leddy 2*31—

4

Tie:
Class 21212111122221111—17 Pindell 21121110 — 7
Al Hedden . . .20 — 1 Hayes 1 112221211110 -12
C xVl Hedden. 11112211111212221-17 Leddy 222110 —

5

Class and Hedden divided the money,
POTSDAM, N. Y., Sept. 20 —Regular semi-monthly shoot of the

Potsdam Gun Club. The attendance was light owing to inclement
weather; a. hign wind accounts for poor scores. Match at 6 king-
birds, 3 traps, 18yds. rise, National rules, badge prize:
Heath 010010—2 Watkins 100100—2
Leete 010001—2 F A Weed 011110-4
Lewis 0010)1—3 W A Weed 011010—3
Team match at 9 kingbirds, 3 traps:W R Weed 011100001—4 Lewis 010001111—5

Heath .011000110-4 FA Weed 100101110-5
Watkins 110010110-5-13 Leete 101100110-5—15
THE AMERICAN SHOOTING ASSOCIATION are anxious to

give a shoot at some western point before the season closes—and
nave been corresponding with parties at a number of points. It is
.rumored they will give a tournament about the middle of Octo-
ber at Kansas City.

PENNSYLVANIA SHOOTERS.-Score of a friendly shoot; be-
tween the Lansdale and Forest gun clubs on the grounds of the
latter. Sept. 14:

I Henry..

RS Yearfuss.

..13
Forest Gun Club.

Mills . 7
..12 Raunslv . 7
.. 6 Hallowell . 1
( . 7 Robinson .10
. . 8 Ely . 5
.. 2 Reed . 6
. 3 Redmond . 4
. 7

.. 2 Brolsford . 7

.. 3
8 Knipeton 5

.. 8 Sayres . 5
.. 9 Smith . 3
.. 6 Jones .10W B Moyer

G Young 5-98 Medd 5—89
The return^match between the Penn Gun Club, of Norristown,

" Matsunk, Fa., was shot on the
k, on Sept. 14. The match was

Pa., and the Matsunk Gun Club,
grounds of the latter at Malst
the second one between the two clubs, the Matsunk having de-
feated the Penn Club at Norristown bv 2G breaks. Score, 25 tar-
gets per man:

Penn Gun Club.
Kerper 11
Gross 15
Casscl 17
Yost, P 15
Fry 15
Yost, ,1 13
Ashenfelter 7

Hass 12
Gehriuger 19
Sheetz 16
Stanger 20
Mack 19

Matsunk Gun Club.
Cressman 18

Nettles 19

Carter, J C 13
Carter, S 14
Noblitt 17
Ritter 17

Miller 11

O'Brien 14
Heffelfinger 12
Smith 14

Bell 16
Dewces 13

Taney 10—189 Swartley 18—196
The following is the score made at a shooting match on Thurs-

day, 19th inst.. at Bryn Mawr, between the Bryu Mawr and Key-
stone (inn Clubs:

Bryn Mawr.
J Kerrigan. .

.

Geo Soley...
C MooreW Soley
H McClellan
FH Shank
D Harner

13
8
14
18
14

J Oberb.nltzer 15Wm Batty.

Keystone Club.
H Hathaway 13
F Troupe 6
McKiuley 3
J Baird 7
Lafferty 6
Petitt 2
Gray 9
R Johnson 3

13-121 H Baird

JEANNETTE CLUB. Sept. 20.-The Jeannette Gun Club held a
tournament at Greenwald's Shooting Park, at New Dorp, Staten
Island, to-day, and the shoot proved to be one of the best of the
present active season. The officers of the club are: President,
Oapt. H. H. OordtS: Treasurer, Charles N. Bruno: Secretary, Aug.
J, Christian; Financial Secretary, Charles Meyer. Mr. O." Offer-
maun, of the Falcon and Fountain Gun Clubs, was elected a
member. A stiff wind blew across the traps and hurt the scores.
The live birds did not arrive on the grounds until nearly 11 o'clock,
and those present indulged in a sweepstakes at clay birds. The
classified shoots at live birds resulted as follows:

Class A, 28yds.
C Meyer 1011111111—9 C Steffens 1111111100-8
O Fricko 1111011111-9 C N Brune 0011111111—8
J Vadtz 0111111011-8 H Otten 1111108001-6

Class B, 25yds.
C Offermann 1111111110—9 H H Cordts 1111111100-8
AT Christian 1110111111-9 H Erbstein 1U1111000—

7

C Disb... 0101111111-8
Class C, 21yds.

L Erbstein 1111111111-10 L Ahders 1101010111—7
H Winters 1111111101— 9 C Ahders 1010110110-6
G Mever 0011111111— 8 H B Duke 0101011110-6
RMonthey 1010111110— 7 C Morrison .0101010111—6
J Burger 0011111101— 7 J Rodegest 0101101010-5
Live bird sweepstake at 5 birds each, entrance $2.50: Cordts

first, Meyer and Brune div. second and third. In each of the
three classified shoots, A, B and C, a medal is awarded, which
must be won three times, not necessarily consecutive, before be-
coming the personal property of any one shooting for it. Winters
held the medal for Class C, but lost it to Erbstein, who won it for
the second time, Winters's ninth bird falling dead out of bounds.
Christian won the Class B medal for the third time and thus re-
tains the handsome trophy. Class A medal was a tie between
Meyer and Frieke. The final shoot of the season wiU be held at
Greenwald's Shooting Park on Friday Oct. 18. Sweepstakes at
live birds and clay-pigeous will be contested, and so will the final
competitions for the gold medals in the classified shoots. The
members of the Jeannette Gun Club will go to Sullivan county on
Oct. 5, on their annual partridge shoot.

WALNUT HILL, Sept. 18.-A foggy, dark day, with drizzling
rain, greeted the baker's dozen of shotgun men who met at the
range to compete in the gold coin match and other events. The
scores of Messrs. Black and Perry—29 each out of a possible 80—
in the gold coin match, are fine, and other good scores were frc-
quent. Gold coin match, 16 claj -pigeons and 15 Kevstone targets,
Keystone squad system:

Clays. Keystones.
Black 1101H111111111-H 111111111111111-15-29
Perry 011111111111111-14 111111111111111-15-29
Stanton Ill Hi111111011-14 111111011110111-13-27
Lee 111101111111110-13 111111111011111—14-27
Hosmer 111110111111110—13 111110111110111-13-26
Bowker 111110101101111—12 1110111 11 11101 1—13-25
Knowles.. 111111111111111—15 110111000011101— 9- 24
Swift _.;.iioiiiuiomi! -r.s lonoino-.ooji: i.,. .

Dodge 110111111111110—13 100110101 101011— 9—22
Crown 011110111011101-11 1010101 niiOlll-11-22
Nichols 110001100100111— 8 111110100100111—10-18
Nelson 011111110111000-10 010011110100100- 7—17
Sweepstakes Events.—Ten standard targets, Dodge 9, Bowker

and Crown 7, Knowles 6; 6 Chicago tin pigeons, Nichols and Crown
6, Bowker and Knowles 5, Dodge 4; 10 clay-pigeons, Knowles and
Dodge 9, Crown and Bowker 7, Nichols 6; ii standard targets,
Knowles 6, Dodge and Nichols 4, Crown 3; 6 Chicago tin pigeons,
Dodge, ,-tanton and Knowles 5, Bowker and Crown 4, Swift and
Nichols 3; 5 clay-pigeons, Knowles 5, Dodge and Stanton 4, Nichols
3; 3 pair standard targets, Nichols 0, Knowles 4, Crown 3; 10 Key-
stone targets. Keystone system, Stanton and Swift 9, Crown 8,
Nichols and Knowles 7; 7 standard targets, Bowker 7, Stanton 6,
Dodge 4; 10 clay-pigeons. Keystone system. Swift and Knowles 10,
Stanton, Neal and Black 9, Dodge 8: 7 standard targets, Perry 7,
Black 6, Nichols and Swift 5; 15 clay-pigeons, Keystone system,
Knowles 15, Stanton, Black and Perry 14, Swift, Hosmer and
Dodge 13; 6 Chicago tin pigeons, Hosmer and Perry 6, Stanton 5,
Swift 4. Nichols 3; 16 clay -pigeons, Keystone system, Stanton and
Black 10, Hosmer 9, Knowles 8; 5 pairs standard targets, Stanton
9, Nichols 6; 10 clay-pigeons, Stanton and Knowles 9, Black 8,
Nichols 6; 15 clay-pigeons, Black and Stanton 14, Knowles 11; miss
and out, Stanton. The next shotgun shoot at Walnut Hill will be
held Oct. 3

JERSEY CITY. Sept. 14.—The annual prize pigeon match be-
tween the Brooklyn and Jersey City Hod and Gun clubs was held
at the latter's grounds this afternoon. There was a large num-
ber of ladies and gentlemen present, and the sweepstakes were
of $100. The conditions required teams of 6 members, at 20 birds.
The birds were furnished by S. A. Gardner and were a very fine

strong and swift flying lot. P. H. Michell was the trapper and J.
R, Moore referee for the clubs. The following was the score:

Jersey City Gun Club.
J J Clark 01110111101111110111-16
C W Bunce 10111101010011101110-13
T Smith 11001111101011101011-14
P R Moeram 101110001010mil011-13
JL DriU .- 01111101111001111111-17

G H Wade 11001111101011101011-14- 86
Brooklyn Gun Club.

W H Weaver 11111111111111110111-18

Geo Harkness 1011111110 1 111111 1 11—19W A Reed ..10111111111111011011-17

JW Parker 01010111101011110111-14

C H Johnson 1111011111111 1111011—18
J J Buckley OlOOlllllllllllllOn-16-102
WELLINGTON, Mass., Sept, 21.—At the regular weekly shoot

of the Wellington Club to-day Bond and Bowker tied with 14 each
for the silver pitcher, but as Bowker is not a member of the club
Bond was declared the winner. The other scores in this match
were; Cowee 13, Melcher, Sanborn and Warren 12, Roxton, Field
and Ward 11, Chase 11, Scone 9, Gill 8. In the merchandise match
at 15 clay pigeons, Warren and Lang tied with 15 each. The other
scores were: Bowker 14, Chase and Chapin 13, Sanborn, Field and
Perry 12, Ward, Bond, Melcher and Dill 11, Cowee 10, Porter 9
Seventeen sweepstakes at Keystones and bjuerocks followed.

NEWARK, N. J., Sept. 18—The local rain of to-day did not
prevent a number ol intrepid marksmen belonging to the Essex
Gun Club of Newark from holding their regular monthly live-
bird shoot on the Jersey City Heights Gun Club's grounds at
Marion. The sport began at 3 o'clock aud continued until dark.
The conditions of the club shoot were 10 birds per man, handicap
rises, ranging from 36 to 30yds., and the score resulted as follows:
W. Hays 10, N. Nicholas 9, O. M. Hedden 9, A. E. Hedden 9, L.
Class 9, H. Leddy 8, M. Morris 8, and D. D. Terhune 4. The object
Of holding the above shoot was to decide the championship of the
club for each individual year, and the member having thehighest
aggregate at the end of the competition is awarded a valuable
gold medal, which becomes his personal property. Sweepstake
shooting followed the prize contest. In the first event there
were seven entries at §3 per man, and each contestant had four
birds to shoot. This was the result: L. Class 4. A. Hedden 4. W.
N. Pindell 4, W. Hayes 4, C. M. Hedden 3, Tec Kay 3, and H. Leddy
1. Ties div. The second and last sweepstake was a repetition of
the first, with the exception of one individual. The event, how-
ever, proved to be very interesting throughout, and on the first
score all of the marksmen tied for the. first place, and it was de-
cided to shoot off. After making the feathers fly for nearly an
hour, the event narrowed to Frank Class, the champion live-bird
shot of New Jersey, and C. M. Hedden, an old vetera n sportsman,
who has just passed his 63d year. The men kept on shouting, but
neither missed a bird, and the judge decided that they should
divide the purse between them, as it was getting dark and the
shooters could hardly see the birds. The majority of the pigeons
proved to be good flyers.

LEBANON, O., Sept. 14.—The hainnierless gun put up for com-
pel ition by Mr. Al Bandle, of Cincinnati, for the shooter of this
(Warren) and Clermont county who would equal his 1 Handle's)
score of 91 out of 100 clay birds, sprung from 5 traps, American
Association rules. After many futile attempts it was finally won
by Andrew l'lickinger, a country boy, 19 vears of age, hailing
from King's Mills, Ohio, a cross-road burg on the C. W. & B.
Railroad. He is a proleg£ of the State's double-bird champion
shot Wick, and was for several years acknowledged the most
rapid live and clay bird trapper Cincinnati ever knew, the Cin-
cinnati expert, Bandle, taking him to various cities as his mas-
cot. In the present series the boy made an excellent showing
each time, but to look upon him as a winner was thought fool-
hardy, owing to the race being a long one, necessitating much
endurance. However, he was equal to the task and emergency,
and landed winner over such old time experts as Girton, Jackson,
GJassford and Shorty, all 90 men, with tnc handsome score, of 93
out of 100 to his credit (missing his 6th, 12th, 19 Lh, 31st, 34th, 71st
and 83d), the other high entries being Girton 91, Jackson 90.
There were in all 19 entries.

DEXTER PARK, L. I.—The postponed shoot of the Unknown
G un Club was held at Dexter Park, Jamaica Plank Road, L. I.,
Sept, 17. All the birds furnished by Miller were first class flyers,
and several of the best wing shots made poor scores, as with this
club only one barrel is allowed to score m killing the bird. It
pruved that the old wing shots completely outsnot the vounger
ones, they taking all the prizes in the several classes:
A Rankin (23 UOltlOO-3 H Van Staden (24) . . ,1100101—4
0 White (23) OOUlui—4 A Haas (25) OiuiOoo-3
C Baizer (24) 1011100—4 Dr Schwartz (25) 1101110—5
11 Knebel, Jr (29) 0110110-4 J ttur.hieu (24) 1111111-7W Skidmore (35) 110J110—5 H Kneoel, s r (35) 1111111—7
1 Brown (25) 1011001—4 D Monsees (26)

"

"..'lOOOll 1—4
On shoot off H. Knebel, Sr., won first and medal. Dr. Schwartz

second and Oapt. Baizer ana H. Van Staden divided third.

WORCESTER, Mass., Sept. 19.—At the meet this week of mem-
bers of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club at Coal Mine Brook Ran ge
the contest for the Noreross Trophy was continued. It was the
ninth of the series. In this coutest each man nas a possible 30
cl.iy pigeons thrown from open traps and in case of a tie a pos-

of each man in the ninth contest more in detail follows: E, T.
Smith 26, W. L. Davis 20, C. Crompton 26, A. L. Oilman 25, E. F.
Swan 25, E. Waish 24, G. J. Rugg 23, H. O. Jourdan 22, C. B. Hol-

OMAHA, Sept. 12.—John Leonatus Winston, of Cincinnati,
known as a shooter under the name of "Mudd," "Drake," "Jack."
etc., to-day broke the world's record at inanimate targets m a
match at 100 composition birds, shooting against Frank Parmalee
of this city. The match, as stated, was at 100 single bluerock
pigeons, thrown fiom 5 traps, unknown angles, according to
American Shooting Association rules, for §100 a side. Winston
scored his 100 birds straignt, landing winner oy 10 birds. Winston
is the same gen ileman who was defeated by Al Bandle, of Cin-
cinnati, in St. Eouis several months ago. Parmalee will be re-
memuered as the running mate of Clias. W. Budd, who, as a team,
defeated Messrs. Al Bandle and tl. McMurehy at 50 birds the last
day of the American Shooting Association tournament held in
Cincinnati some three months ago. Winston's record is the best
ever made at inanimate targets in a match for stake money.

BED BANK, N. J., Sept. 20.—The first shoot of the season of
the Riverside Gun and Rifle Club took place this afternoon on
the club grounds in Middietuwn township. The wind was fresh
from the southwest and nearly all the birds were strong aud
swift. The event of tlie day was the club shoot at 7 live oirds,
modified Hurlingham rules, 50yds. boundary and 28yds. rise: Ed.
1\J. Cooper 7, Bergen 6, J. Cooper, Bussell, John Cooper and linapp
5, Cornwell and Henurickson 4, Couover 3. A shoot at 5 birds be-
tween Or. Edwin Field and Chas. Bobbins was won by Field, who
killed 4; Roohins killed 1. Alter the lire bird shooting there were
two sweepstakes matches at clay pigeons. The first at 9 singles
was won oy Ed. M. Cooper, who Oroke 8; Jas. Cooper, Jr., second
with 7, and Bussell and Kuapp tied tor third with 5. The last
event was a sweepstakes at 5 doubles. Jas. Cooper and Edmund
Throckmorton tieu lor first, each breaking 8; Conover and Asa
Whymer tied tor second with 7 and Chas. Robbins was third
with (i.

BREWER VS. CLASS.—Capt. John L, Brewer, of Trenton, N.
J., and Frank Class, of Piue Brook, N. J„ are to try conclusions
in two matches, eacn for $250 a side, at 100 live birds each, under
strict Hurlingham rules, except that Class is allowed four yards
handicap, due exact dates are not yet settled upon, but the first
match will be shot at Ero's Park, Newark, N. J., the last week in
September ana the second one in October, at Trenton, N, J., on
the grounds of the Mercer Gun Club.

BALTIMORE TOURNAMENT.—On Oct. 1, 2 and 3, W. H.
JLiutnicum's shoot wiii oe held at Acton's Park, Baltimore. Key-
stone targets will be used under supervision ol H. A. Penrose.
Shooters will be classed A, B, <J, and money handicapping system
followed. Events at from 10 to 25 targets are scheduled tor first
two days, including two team races, in which tne Haltimore Gun
Club is pitted agaiust uie North End Gun Club, of Philadelphia,
and the Wawasett UJub, of Wilmington, Del. The third day is to
be devoted to live birds. Shooting to commence at 10 A.M. sharp.

BREWER VS. CLASS.—Two matches have been arranged be-
tween Capt. J. L. Brewer, of Trenton, and Frank Class, of Pine
Brook, N. J. Each match will De tor $250 a. side at 100 live birds,
governed by tne Hurlingnam rules, with the exception that Class
shall receive 4yds. handicap. The first match will be shot at
Erb's Park, Newark, the tatter part of this month, and the
second on the grounds of the Mercer Gun CTuo at Trenton.

HEDDEN-REINHARDT.—C. M. Hedden and Chris. Reinhardt,
of Newark, will shoot for a purse of $50 on Saturday, Sept. 25, at
Erb's Park, Newark, at 1 P.M. The match is at 25 live birds each,
under modified Hurlingham mles, loser to pay aU expenses.

The revised and abridged edition of the A. O. U. Check List of.

North American Birds, including the additions and changes made
in the supplement, will be sent post free on receipt of SOcts.—Adv

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for oy its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
tney may kill. Cloth, 220 pages, price $3.50. For sale by Forest
and Stream.

Forest akd Stream, Bos 2,832, N. Y. city, has descriptive illus*
trated circulars of W. B. Lefbngweirs book, u Wild Fowl Shoot"
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Uloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybiliene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
extant.
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tacljtittg.

"TPest India Hurricanes ami the Great March Blizzard.' Bii

Everett Hayden, CT. S. Hud'roaraifliic Offite. Ldrge Quarto,wtn 28

Uthoararilm plates. Price $i. Contains full history nf Ore weal
storm of March, 1888, with practical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; iisk of oil at sea, etc.

THE NEWPORT RACES.
Morgan Cups, Sept. 10.

THE attendance, "both of racing yachtsmen and spectators, at

Newport last week was in no way proportionate to the im-
portance of the events or t he quality ot the racing, but. those who
braved the bad weather of the early part of the week were well

repaid in i he end. The season of 1889 will long he remembered
for its exceptional weather and strong winds, giving many fine

races- but of all the stirring sea fights of the year the best were

thc-e of Thursday and Friday last. The sea and wind were no
worse than in the first Titaiiia-Kat rina match in June, but on the

present occasion there wore forties and thirties racing, as well as

seventies, and the work of the little fellows and their hardy crews

was something to see and remember. On the second day in par-

ticular the windward work of the thirties was equal to anything
that has been seen since the October races of the Seawanhaka C.

Y. C. in '84, when Daisy and Yolande sailed on New York Ray.
The prizes on the present occasion were given by Messrs. Morgan
and KOHeift". who between them bore all the expenses of the races;

the nipt being one of £350, offered by M r. Morgan for !K)ft. schoon-
ers and 70ft. single-stickers sailing together, with the N. Y. Y. C.

allowance for rig, and a cup of 8150 tor the fori ies, asecond cup of

SlOO being ottered in each class for more than three starters. The
Rogers cup, ¥100, with a second of 850 for more than three start-

ers was for "the 30ft. class only. The courses announced were
from off Brenton's Reef Lightship, 15, 10 and 8 miles respectively

to windward or leeward, the time limits being six hours for the
large class and five for each of the others. The original dates
were Sept. 17 and 18, but the continued heavy weather along the
coast made a postponement necessary, and a change was made to

the 19th and 30th.
.,

"On Wednesday night the tail end of the late cyclone was still

whisking ominously about Newport and Point Judith, with a N.E.
wind. rain, and threatening telegrams from the signal service

stations along the southern coast. Thejainwas still falling at

daybreak on Thursday, but by breakfast time the wind had
shifted to the west, and a big patch of blue sky was visible. A
little later the chilly wind came fresher and the sky clouded
a iraiti, making rather a dreary outlook, and hinting strongly that

the end of the racing season was netir at baud, but still offering

a race to all who were hardy enough to accept the challenge.

Unfortunately these were but few, most of the cracks had evi-

dently had all the sport and glory they cared tor, and only half a
dozen out of the thirty or forty yachts in harbor made ready for

the start. The schooners were absent entirely, t hough they
migtit have had the finest race of the year; the singlestickers

were represented onlv by Titania and Bedouin, Puritan not being
on hand, although it had been reported that Mr. Forbes was
anxious to try her with her younger and smaller sister. Such a
trial would lvave been most interesting, but Mr. Forbes was busy
with Fredonia, preparing for her match with llesper. The 40ft.

fleet that started out in June a whole regiment, had come
down to a mere corporal's guard, owing to the number that have
discovered that their vocation is cruising rather than racing.
Little Pappoose had come round the Cape for a race. Gorilla was
ready ana so was Liris, while the new centerboard Awa was look-
ing for a chance to make a record before t he season closed. Mara-
quita had just been fitted out at Wintringham's with a new mast,
the old Oregon pine boom of the Atlantic, her old mast, a 9io.

yellow pine stick, being worthless; while she shipped a light
spruce bowsprit in place of a heavy one of yellow pine. Some ad-
ditions were m;ide in her ballast, more lead being added outside,
and shn reached Newpoi-L on the night before the race, but did not
Start owing to Mr. Belmont's non-arrival in time.

The big Luekenbaeii tug Idlewild was ready, with the regatta
corumit.ti e of the New York Y. C, Messrs. S. Nicholson Kane, W.
E Iselin and Chester Griswold on board, but the wind, now W. by
N was blowing so heavily that there was some doubt as to the
propriety of a start. Capt. Haft was by no means inclined to
take Titania out, aud turned in two reels when the time came to

go. The forties were willing to try, so at about H A. M. the fleet

worked out. Gorilla carrying whole mainsail and head sails, while
Liris, Pappoose and Awa turned in one reef aud housed topmasts.
Off Brenton's Keef the wind was W. by S., while there was a
short, heavy sea. Everything in the way of trade, coasters and
catboats, if fhev showed at all outside the harbor, were close
reefed, and it was clear that there wet jackets and plenty of hard
work ahead for the racing men. The nearest to a leeward course
that was possible was E. by S., making the turn for the forties a
couple of miles beyond West Island. The seventies sailed the
same course but went on two knots further, their course being
shortened from 15 to 13 knots. The steam yacht Vedette rah
ahead with a floa t and flag for them to turn, while the committee
boat set one for the forties. The. wind was thus a couple of points
off from dead astern, working still further to the south later on.
The preparatory signal was given atl2:15, with the start for the

seventies at 13:25 and the forties at 13:30. In such a breeze there
was absolutely no excuse for a handicap, but only two yachts,
Gorilla aud Pappoose, went over in time. Titania declined to

show the way to Bedouin, hut Anally went over with 16s. handi-
cap a ma tier of no importance, as she made her rival take 47s., or
a clear gain for Titania of half a minute on the start. She had
shaken out the second reef, hut held the first, setting a jibbender
aloft, Bedouin carrying whole mainsail and jibheader. Gorilla,

with whole mainsail and jibheader, led Pappoose over, the little

one having one reef and housed topmast. Liris sent up her top-
mast and set her jibheader oyer a reefed mainsail, while Awa
had no topsail but topmast set. Both were handicapped, the
starting times being:
Titania • 13 30 10 Pappose 12 34 07

Bedouin 12 30 47 Liris 12 36 (16

Gorilla 12 34 04 Awa 12 87 00

Titania set her spinaker at the line aud Bedouin followed a few
minutes later. There was too much wind and sea for the big
kites of the forties, but Liris set her full spinaker at the line and
began to walk up on Gorilla. The latter waited for some time
and finally set hers also, but with the upper part stopped up.
Pappoose had her staysail boomed out, but no proper spinaker.
After a long time Awa was evidently impressed with the neces-
sity of doing something to keep her

;
going, and set a. reefed spin-

aker at the masthead. As soon as it was broken out Liris's spin-
aker ballooned over the stay, and from that time until it was
taken in it went through a number of curious gyrations, but still

she passed Pappoose and gained on Gorilla. A little after 1 P. M.
the big fellows took in spinakers aud housed topmasts, Titania
having split one spinaker and finished the leg under a jury one.
She h id gained on the run, the times at the turn being:

Titania 1 39 00 Bedouin 1 41 30

The elapsed times for 12 knots were 1.08.44 and 1.10.43, or 10}£
knots per hour. The forties were timed:

Gorilla 1:40:14, Liris 1:47:43, Pappoose 1:50:53. Awa 1:51:39. The
elapsed times were: Liris 1:11:37, Gorilla 1:12:10, Awa 1:14:39,

Pappoose 1:10:26,

Ail turned on the starboard tack, Titania standing on for a few
minutes, and then going on port tack in shore, and Bedouin fol-

lowing when to windward of Titania's wake. The latter had a
good lead and increased it at once, gaining steadily all the way
home. The pair were nearing the lu-kuot mark when the last: of
the forties were clear around it, and they were soon ahead of the
small fellows. Gorilla had much more sail than she wanted for
the long thrash home, especially as a bad squall had been making
in the west for nearly an hour, and was now about to break on
the fleet. She luffed and got down sheets and soon tried to tack,
but missed stavs, being finally put on port tack. Liris, with one
reef in and No.'l jib and staysail, did better than Gorilla as soon
as she was trimmed on the wind, running rapidly through the
latter's lee and ahead, until after 10 minutes she was in a position
to tack and weather Gorilla.

"De wind she blow a hurricane,
Bime-by she blow some more,"

and as the squall came hurrying down the wind headed the boats
on the starboard tack, while the sea ran very roughly. Liris de-
termined to tack before the squall struck, but she hung in the
wind, only paying off with the staysail across her. This cost her
some lime, and before she gathered way the squall was on her,
striking her almost broadside on. The immense stability of the
boat was shown in the way she stood up to the full force of the
gale, never going further than to wash her rail. She hung for a
few moments and then a crack aloft told that something had
parted, aud both the port shrouds tell on deck. Though left

without support the mast, a noble stick of Oregon pine, made a
brave struggle before it gave way, swaying back and forth for an
appreciable time, though too brief to permit of any efforts to

save it, and then falling with a crash. The sea was now higher
than ever under the lashing of the squall, the little boat rolling
in the trough until it was difficult to keep a footing on 'the deck,
while the spray Mew from end to end. The spar had parted about
8ft. above the deck, leaving nearly 40ft. in the broken piece, be-
sides the housed topmast. The wreck lay across the boat, almost
at right angles to her side, the inboard end just lapping the
stump of the mast. At each roll the broken spar threatened to
shoot away from the boat, going overboard and coming in
through her side with the next sea. No one ol her crew of 11 was
hurt, though the boom in falling struck the man who was to lee-
ward tending staysail sheets, while a second man got out to walk
when the mast fell, but came on board after it was down. There
was no confusion or panic, but all hands turned to at once, the
wreck was firmly lashed across the deck, the topmast was drawn
in as far as possinle, the gnff, which was floating alongside with
most of the mainsail in Die sea, was cut loose and taken on board,
and in a comparatively short time all immediate danger from
the wreckage was averted.
The yacht was about 3 miles from West Island when the acci-

dent happened, and 10 miles from Brenton's Reef, but her mishap
w as seen froni the tug. and all haste was made to reach her.
When the Idlewild came up, about twenty minutes after the mast
fell, a very amusing incident, occurred. To miote from that stir-

ring sea poem, the "Wreck of the Guyascutas":

"Oh, then 'twa3 the noble second mate.
Thai filled them all with awe;

The second mate, whom sailors hate,
And cruel skippers jaw."

One of the petty officers of the tug, the cook's mate, or second
assistant deck hand, leaped boldly on to the tug's weather rail,

struck an attitude like Farragut in the futtock shrouds, and
bawled out the order, "Cut away everything and let it go." His
promptit tide and presence of mind met with poor appreciation,
and was rewarded by a galling lire in the rear from the rtgatta
committee, until the amateur lifesaver was effectually routed
from liis perch.
A hawser was finally passed aboard the vacht and made fast to

the stump of the mast, the bowsprit, shrouds being slacked off out
of the way of the line. The long bowsprit, entirely unsupported,
was thrashing about in the sea and threatened to go at every
plunge, but it was necessary to send a man out to clear the top-
mast stu v, in order to allow the wreck to be hauled aft. This
difficult and dangerous piece of work was tuccessfully accom-
plished by one of the seamen of the Liris, who held on, though
entirely out of sight at times. With the wreck as far inboard as
possible, and securely lashed, the tug started for the long trip
home, heading into the sea, and then the fun really began for the
crew of the Liris. The spray Hew until she was almost invisible
from the tug, while her antics were beyond description, some-
thing to be felt deeply but not spoken of lightly. As she plunged
into each successive sea the mast across the deck seemed to press
her down as, though it would smash the decks in, while it was
impossible to keep a footing, even below. The dismasting was
timed at a few minutes past 2 by those on tiie tug, and it was
nearly 6 o'clock before she was at her moorings in Newport
Harbor, hut iu all the buffeting no signs of leakage or strain-
ing were apparent to the anxious watchers on board. The
shrouds, l%in. steel wire, parted aloft, one in the splice and one
just below it. Beyond the loss of the mast, and a break in the
rail where it fell, no damage was done, and every piece of wreck-
age was saved and brought in.

The rest of the fleet went through the squall unharmed, though
Titania was forced to start sheets and Gorilla had a hard time to
lug her full mainsail. She did grand work all the way home, as
the wind held its strength until near the finish. Titania had
stood it under the land near Sachuset Point, getting smoother
water when well in, and the three forties followed her, making a
long tack just after Liris came to grief. Pappoose did well for a
time, but the sea was too heavy for her and she dropped astern of
Gorilla. Awa made but a poor showing on the way home, and
did not cross the finish line, taking a short cut for Newport. The
full times were:

THIRD CLASS.
Start. Fioish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Titania 12 30 00 3 58 39 3 28 39 3 28 39
Bedouin 12 30 00 4 09 50 3 39 50 3 37 42

40 ft. class—sloops.
Gorilla 12 34 01 4 38 53 4 04 52 4 04 52
Pappocss 1> 1 0; 4^ 33 4 II) A; 4 14 37
a Wq ... 12 35 00 Not timed.

Li rig 12 35 00 Disabled.

Titania wins the prize iu her class, heating Bedouin by 9m. 3s.

Gorilla wins first and Pappoose second prize in the 40ft. class.

The times afford an interesting basis of comparison between
the 70 and 40ft. classes, as the conditions were the same for all

the boats, the larger merely sailing a little longer course.
The true, elapsed times of Titania for 12 knots and Liris for 10

knots down wind give the average speeds of 10.5 and 8.4 knots re-
spectively; the best observed speeds under favorable conditions,
as given by Kemp, being 10.4 knots for 70ft. and S knots for 41ft.

According to this estimate Liris did the better work down wind.
The elapsed time of Liris over the 10 knots was 1.10.39, and Ti-
tania's time for the same distance would be very nearly 57.15.

The difference between them is 13.24, while by the New York Y.
O. rule Titan. a would allow Liris but 8.29 for this distance. On
the Way home Titania was timed by chance as she passed close to

the 10-knot mark, her elapsed time from there in being 2.04.09,

while Gorilla's time was 3 52.89. The difference is 39.40. while by
New York rule Titania would allow Gorilla but 8.50. The above
limes were made under more even conditions than usually pre-
vail, and afford about as fair a basis as is often met with tor a
test of the rules. From them it would appear that the allowances
from the large to the small boats arc entirely too small for heavy
weather at least. Of course, it is unnecessary and undesirable
that seventies and forties should race together; but such a com-
parison is important as showing a fault in the rule which has ex-
isted too long without an attempt to remedy it. The performance
of the forties, as far as it can be compared with Titania's, was
fully as good, but under existing rules the small boats could have
no possible cbauce of winning.
In this ra.ee Liris was steered by her professional skipper and

manned by professionals, only two Corinthians being on hoard
out of a crew of 11. Under such circumstances there was no
excuse for abusing tier Corinthian skipper, but some of the daily
papers, notably the Boston Herald, lay the blame for the wreck
on the owners. These gentlemen have spout nearly all the season
in replacing the spars and rig, originally too light, an operation
that has lost them much racing and cruising. After the break-
down at Vineyard Haven the boat was very thoroughly over-
hauled at Fall River, in readiness for the Corinthian sweepstakes;
and again, on her return to New York, a great, deal of work was
done to make her ready for the Larch mout regatta and the pres-
ent race. Neither of the owners were present at Newport, but
on receiving news of the wreck by wire at night the order came
to tow to City Island immediately and relit for the special race at
Larobmont on Saturday next. The spirit and pluck they have
shown in t he face of the long series of disasters and disappoint-
ments should at least secure them freedom from the unfounded
and malicious criticisms that have been made for some time by
certain papers. „ _ ,

Rogers Cup, Sept. 20.

The wind blew heavily from S.W. all night, and next morning
the sea was too bad for 30ft. racing off Brenton's Reef. After
consultation the committee decided on an inside course, 8 knots
to leeward and return, starting off Rose Island Light, just out, of

Newport Harbor, and running up the bay to a mark anchored
one mile N.E. of Sahds's Point Light, on Prudence Island, pass-

ObnsuelQ, sailed over the course aud were timed by courtesy,

though not in the race. Clara started with a boat in tow, which
she afterward anchored, but she did not turn the outer mark,
and neither she nor Consuelo kept to the west of Gould Island, as
ordered. Capt. Tom Sloan, who was on from Boston to sail

Kathleen, was content to house his topmast in harbor, while
Capt Pittnck, in command of Tom Boy, rent his topmast ashore.

Undeterred bv such examples, the impetuous young skipper of

the Mops i started out early lor the original start off Brenton's
Reef with topmast on end, grumbling roundly when the commit-
tee ran after him and announced that the course would be inside.

Tom Boy. Kathleen and Bantam had each a reefed mainsail and
second "lib butt ( tic lat ter came to grief very early, a catboat run-
ning into Iter and carrying out the bowsprit. The two Herreshoff
yawls had reefed their mainsail, Consuelo having one reef and no
missen, while Clara had a double reefed mainsail and reefed
m
The starting whistle was given at 11:35, Kathleen being first

across with 'torn Boy close astern. The latter was to wind ward
and Capt. Sloan luffed out to protect his weather, Tom Boy luff-

ing too. After a little of this work Tom Boy set her No. 1 jib to

port as a spinaker, the weight of the large spinaker boom serving
to steady it. As soon as the sail was drawing Kathleen luffed
again, so that Tom Boy had to go uuder her stern, running

through her lee. Kathleen now set her large jib as a spinaker
and covered Tom Boy. For the next 5 miles the pair ran to-
gether, Kathleen breaking Tom Boy's wind and keeping her spin-
aker aback nearly all the time. Meanwhile the bold skipper of
Mopsa had started in to teach such novices as Pittnck and Sloan
how to carry kites in a blow, and when over the line his spinaker
was mast-headed iu stops. AVhen it was broken out there was a
lively mutiny on board, as the big sail insisted in taking entire
charge ot the boat. The tack whipped loose and away went the
sail, held only at head and clew, streaming out,, wrong side first,

beyond the topmast stay, the tack flying out straight ahead of
all. After a lot of hard work the mutiny was quelled and the
sail was taken in, but only to be at once re-set, to go through
worse antics than before. During this time the. leaders were
leaving Mopsa very badly, but she was having more fun and ex-
citement. Consuelo did very well on the run considering her
small sail and her length, 88ft., but Clara stopped to anchor her
boat, and did not turn the mark. The times were:
Tom Boy 12 33 05 Consuelo 12 35 45
Kathleen 12 33 15 Mopsa 12 38 45
Maraquita was out for a trial under storm canvas, three reefs

and a third jib, and had been in company with the racers for some
time, turning the mark a couple of minutes ahead of Tom Boy.
She stood along on the wind for two or three hundred yards and
then lay to, evidently watching the race. Tom Boy luffed to trim
sheets when by the mark, but Kathleen reached through her lee
aud was soon so far ahead that she could have tacked and made
the other's weather, where Sloan was trying to put her. As the
two raced alone; they came up to Maraquita, lying in the course
without way on. Tom Boy was just far enough to windward to
go by without losing time, but Kathleen found Maraquita square
m her course, and bad to luff or run her down. By the time she
had got by Maraquita Kathleen was astern and to leeward of
Tom Boy, aud her chance for the day was gone. The result
proved that she was no match for Tom Boy to windward in such
weather, but had she made the place she worked for onTomBoy's
weather at the start of the windward work there would have been
sport worth seeing in the battle between two such cracks as Sloan
and Pittuck. That she did not do so is entirely the fault of
Maraquita, a piece of carelessness that is without excuse.
Once iu the lead, Tom Boy went away fast enough from Kath-

leen, standing well in shore under Prudence Island, before tack-
ing. The sight from the tug was a stirring one, as the little fel-

lows plunged through the seas that washed from stem to stern,
but, there was littlo fun on board the racers themselves. Kath-
leen was carrying a reefed foresail, and the sail sat so badly that
it, was finally taken in. Clara came up alongside of Tom Boy for

a trial to windward, but the little cutter shook her off. while
Oonsuolo, after turning the mark, had no show with the cutters
to windward. Both of the yawls went inside of Gould Island,
gaining considerably, but were badly beaten at the end. Tom
Boy increased her lead with every foot sailed, and finished 10m.
ahead of Kathleen. Mopsa sailed a poor course, keeping out in

the open while the others worked close in shore, and she wras so
far astern that she finally withdrew, going in belaud Rose Island.
The full times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Tom Boy .11 36 05 2 42 07 3 06 02 3 04 04

Kathleen 11 35 52 2 52 03 3 16 10 3 16 10
Consuelo 11 37 19 3 08 10 3 30 51

Mopsa 11 37 00 Withdrew.
Tom Boy beats Kathleen 13m. (is.

The beating was a perfectly fair one and is ascribed by Kath-
leen's crew to the bad balance of sail. As such weather is found
only once in a score of races it is always a matter of chance with
a new boat as to how she will balance under storm canvas, and
only a trial like this will decide the question. Kathleen had too
large a mainsail with the double reefs and yet, her crew were
afraid to risk the third reef, as it would probably have been too
small, besides the loss of time in reefing. The reefed foresail was
a failure, as the sail never sat all day and was finally taken in.

The mainsail has a small first reef and a large second reef, mak-
ing something between one and two reefs, and in the strong
breeze it was necessary to keep the helm across the boat all day.
Tom Boy has lately had a new suit of sails, aud under Capt. Pit-
tuck's skilful hand she has been worked into far better form than
when in the Seawanhaka races this spring. She carried her two
reefs well and seemed to steer easily, while she went to windward
beautifully. Her extreme beam is 6in. less than Kathleen's, and
the beam at waterlme is still smaller iu comparison, with far less
displacement and an easier form. To this a part of her victory is

due in all probability, as the great displacement of Kathleen does
not seem to help her in heavy weather as it does in light, while
her full form makes her heavy to drive. It is not the old question
of light displacement vs. heavy displacement in a heavy sea, re-
gardless of length, but of heavy displacement and beam vs. more
moderate displacement and easier form, and as in Minerva's
case, the latter came out ahead.

HESPER AND FREDONIA.

UP to the time of going to press nothing was known of the result
between the pilot boat Hesper and the fisherman Fredonia,

which were to race yesterday off Boston. The race has excited a
great deal of interest in yachting circles, the two boats being of
the same length and known for their speed. Hesper No. 5 is a
pilot boat, designed and built by Mr. D. J. Lawlor, at Chelsea,
Mass., in 1884, siuce which time she has been in service, making
a good record for speed. Fredonia was built this spring by Mr.
Adams, at Essex, Mass., from a design by Mr. Burgess, and has
been used during the summer by Mr. J. M, Forbes as a yacht,
making a trip to the Azores and back, and then joining the New
York Y. C. cruise. Both vessels have been specially fitted for
the race, Hesper having a longer boom, gaff and bowsprit and
some new sails, while Fredonia will swing Puritan's mainsail.
The conditions of the race are as follows:

Stakes $3,000 a side, payable to the winner on the written de-
cision and instructions ol the Eastern Y. C. regatta committee
rules, sailing regulations of the Eastern Y. C. to govern, except
as hereby modified; date, race to take place Sept. 25. subject to
postponement from day to day as below, but if not completed on
or before Sept. 27 it shall bo declared off and stakes withdrawn.
If in the opinion of the committee the wind will propel the ves-

sels at the rate of 7 knots an hour the boats will be started. The
start may be postponed for not exceeding one hour. The signal
for such" postponement s bull be a square red flag hoisted on the
committee tug, to cancel all previous engagements. The starting
Hue will be between Boston Ledge and the committee tug, lying
one-quarter ot a mile southeast of same. At 9:30 A. M. a flag-

will be hoisted on the committee- tug, which shall indicate the
course to be sailed as follows: Course T—Red. white and blue
Hag, vertically in thirds—from starting line to and around Davis'
Ledge Buoy, leaving it on port, thence to and around a mark-
boat bearing Eastern Y. C. flag anchored off Eastern Point (about
one-quarter mile south-southeast of light), leaving on port,
thence to starting line; 41H> miles. Course V—White flag with
red diagonals— t he reverse of course T, leaving both marks on
starboard. Neither vessel shall on any course pass to the west-
ward of Harding's bellboat, Martin's Ledge Buoy, Graves Whistl-
ing Buoy, Can Buoy off Pig Rocks, outer Breakers or Half-Way
Rock. At 9:55 the course flag shall be lowered and a blue (lag

hoisted as a preparatory signal. At 10 the blue dag shall be low-
ered and a whistle shall be blown, which shall be signalflto start.

The. exact time, that each vessel crosses the line shall be taken if

before 10:05, when a short whistle will note the expiration of the
time for starting. Either vessel starting later shall be timed
from ttilS line. Unless one vessel shall complete the course
within eight hours it shall be no race. Each vessel shall place a
representative aboard the other, who shall see that all rules
aud agreements are complied with. No clubtopsails shall bo
used. Spinakers shall be allowed, but no other balloon sails.

Jihtopsails and mai utopmaststaysails shall he similar to those
carried to windward by fishermen, and shall be inspected aud
approved by t he representatives of the two vessels before the day
of the races. The vessels shall be measured by the measurer of

the Dorchester Y. C, and the measurements shall be given in
writing to the committee before the day of the race. Allowance
shall be calculated by Eastern Y. C. tables. The Fredonia may
carry the iron ballast which she had at 1 P. M. of Sept. 11, and
also any part of 12 tons of lead. If more than 12 tons extra bal-

last, is required it shall be. of iron. The Hesper may carry the
ballast wnich she had at above hour, about 4 tons of lead oil keel
and 5 tons of lead inside, the remainder being iron, and shall be
allowed any part of 12 tons of lead in addition. If more than 12

tons, of extra, ballast is needed it shall be of iron. Neither vessel

shall take out any iron to replace it with lead after the hour above
named.

SMALL RACING BOATS.—The Southport Corinthian . Y. C.
(England) has decided to adopt a class of centerboard dinghies
lor racing, all boats to be built from the same lines, I3f t. over all

and 4ft. 6in. beam, with lOOsq. ft. of sail and no hallast. Seven
members at ouce agreed to build for next season, and there are
chances of a dozen boats before the spring. A great deal of good
racing can be had in places where yachting is impossible, out of
such small craft, provided that outbuilding is presented by suit-

able restrictions.
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THE THORNYCROFT WATER-TUBE BOILER.
ATTENTION has lately been drawn to this boilerby t he request

of the Herreshoffs that they be allowed to use it. in the
new torpedo boat tor the U. S. Government now under construc-
tion, in place of their own boilers. The following paper, for
which we are indebted to Knginccrinti, was read by Mr. J- I).

Thoinycrnft at the last meeting of the Institute of Naval Archi-
tects:
In modern warships the weight to be carried is an ever iticreas-

ir-g source of difficulty. The essence of a skillful design is (lie

combination of great powers of offense and of defense, of sped
and coal endurance, in a limited displacement. In the ironclad
of to-day, evidence may be seen in every part of the struggle of
the (lesig&er to reduce the weight of his element* without im-
pairing the efficiency of the structure. Forced to increase the
thickness of his armor, he covers with it only a small portion of
the hall, and he hardens the face of his plates to increase tin;
resisting power of a given weight of material. The structure of
the hull has been elaborated uutil the amount of material has
been reduced to a minimum consistent with safely. The weight
of the guns has been reduced, 1 am inclined to think, quite as
much as is desirable when the amount of the charge is consid-
ered; and the engines, like the guns, have had their pressures and
velocities increased until progress in these directions appears to
have reached a limit. In the boilers, however, there is still much
room for reduction of weight, not only by economizing material
but also by economizing fuel. Mr. Sennett's paper, last year,
shows how strong is the pressure brought to bear upon the engi-
neering department with a view of saving weight in the boilers.
His answer has been, reduced test pressures and reduced thickness
of material. Economy of fuel in steam boilers depends greatly
on the amount of heating surface that can be allowed for a given
Evaporation. If we can estimate the weight of a unit of heating
surface in different classes of boilers, it becomes a very simple
matter to calculate the comparative weight of boilers for a given
economy of fuel. On the other hand, for a given weight of boiler
we can estimate the saving in fuel, or the increase of power, due
bo a change from one class to the other.
some experiments were made at Portsmouth two years ago

having a direct bearing on this subject. By an evaporative trial,
at natural draught, of two boilers, the on- locomotive and the
other water-tube, t he heating surfaces of which were in the ratio
01 1 to 2$, it was found t hat in the case of the lat ter hoiler the
rate of evaporat ion could be increased in the ratio of 1 to 8JM with
the same economy. It follows that a water-tube hoiler will evap-
orate a little more wafer per foot of surface than a locomotive
whi n working equally economically, and, therefore, under these
conditions, the weights of the two types will be proportioned to
one another as the weights of a unit of beating surface. The
weights of hoiler and water and fittir

face of the lot omoiivea
were ;'.Yiilhs. and 9.61 lbs
wate r-ttihe 1 lotler and \\

asal ive boiler a
tice \ve pre; Br to make
the 1 oil- ra i ess bard ox-

face for a given quail
meat s bette r economy
upon the ho lers.

_ per foot of heatin^ . .

ter-tuhe boilers tried at Portsmouth
respectively. The weight, therefore, of a
iter, working at the same economical rate
id water, will be loss than half. In prae-
smaller reduction in weight, and to work
giving a larger allowance of heating sur-
ety of water to be evaporated. By this

Whereas the common wind pressure for locomotive boilers in
torpedo boats is from •I'm. to 5in. of water, we do not usually ex-
ceed lj£in. to 2in. with the water-tube, and a corresponding re-
duction could doubtless be made in war-ship practice. The7 fol-
lowing figures wil show the amount of the saving in weight:

Indicated
horse power.

Indicated horse power per ton weight of water-tube boiler,
including all littings, mountings, water pipes, donkey,
spare gear and funnel 63

Locomotive boiler of same power in a torpedo boat IS
Locomotive boiler in the latest English torpedo catcher. . . t;>

Boilers of H.M.S. Anson 21.3
Boilers P. and O. steamers 16|(i

The boiler has other qualities which render it. particularly suit-
able for warships. In audition to the saving of fuel due'lo the
greater economy, the power of getting up steam in a short inter-
val of time must tend to further saving, for when it takes a long
time to raise steam it must be Kept up continuously, if there j« a
probability that it may be wanted with onlv a notice of an hour
or two. Willi the power to get up steam quickly, it would be suf-
ficient to keep steam in one holier, for Che purpose of starti a"
auxiliary engines and warming the maiu engines. It has been
found that steam can be raised in from 15 to 20 minutes without
risk of injury, and forced firing has never caused leakage of the
tubes.
Tne water-tube boiler consists simply of three cylinders lying

parallel to each other, the smaller being at the base of the struc-
ture, and t he larger one at the top. (See Fig. 1.) These cylinders
are connected by means of two large tubes at the firedbor end
and are stayed at the opposite end by a triangular frame. A
further connection exists between the top and bottom cylinders
in a great multitude of small tubes. These are the steam-gene-
rating tubes. On looking carefully, it Will be noticed tba :

: i f

inner row of tubes, forming what would be the crown of the firebox
and the outer row, forming what would be the shell in an ordinary
boiler, are, by means of a very simple alteration at their end*
made to lie quite close together, so that none of the products of
combustion can pass between them (Fig. 3). The lower part of
the upper cylinder is thus protected from the direct action of the
heat. The tubes are fixed in the cylinders by expanding in the
ordinary way, and an outer casing of thin steal covers the whole
In the upper half of the upper cylinder a curved baffle-plate with
serrated edges is fixed to protect the steam pipe, and effect the
separation of the water and steam. The hrebarsare disposed at
the base of the boiler, and between the two lower cylinders They
are surrounded by firebrick slabs, which act as protectors' to the
lower cylinders, and as bridges over which the flame most pa«s
on its way to the chimney.
When steam is required, the boiler is filled with water up to

nearly the middle of the upper cylinder, and the fire is lighted
The products of combustion pass ovr Mr ......

, :

through tne spaces between the lower ends of the generating
tubes, into the spaces between the tubes, and along tnem to the
upper half of the upper cylinder, whence they pass to the funnel.
In addition to the heat absorbed by the gases a great amount of
radiated heat is received by the tubes forming the crown of the
furnace. The heat absorbed by the tubes is at first only commu-
nicated to the small volume of water within them, so that
the density of the water is rapidly reduced. At the same
time the two large tubes which connect the upper and
lower cylinders are filled with water of the original
density, thus more than balancing the weight of the
contents of the generating tubes, and causing rapid circulation.
The discharge from the tubes into the upper cylinder is a mixture
of steam and water, and these elements are separated as thev
flow over a curved baffle-plate, which is placed immediatelv under
the openings of the tunes, and incloses a considerable space above
the water surface protected from spray, and from which the
steam is taken.
The absence of leakage may be briefly explained as being due to

the facts that the. tubes can expand freely, and that their connec-
tion with the upper and lower cylinders are not exposed to the
heat of the fire, while in fire-tube boilers the part of the tube ex-
posed to t he most severe heat is its junction with the, tube plate
around which there is no water to cool it.
Opinions have been expressed that this boiler will have but a

short Me. Opinions on such a matter are not of much value, and
the author thinks it will be of interest to the institution to learn
how the boilers, of this type, which are already at work, have
stood the test of time. The first one was made for the Congo Mis-
sion steamer Peace. The vessel was tried on the Thames in 188 !

then taken to pieces, the boiler included, and re-erected in Africa
by the Rev. Geo. Greufell, with black assistants only. She com-
menced work on the Congo in the spring of 1884, and has per-
formed continual, service since. The last, news we had of her was
contained m a letter from Mr. Grenfell dated the 18th &t Septem-
ber last. He says: "The boiler itself is doing splendidly, and we
have no difficulty in keeping up steam sufficient for 400 revolu-
tions; in tact, quite steam enough for any purpose, and when
head to wind oiteii too much."
The next boiler was fitted in a second-class torpedo boat for the

British Navy, and tried eariy in 1886. it has therefore been atwork tor about three >
rears. I obtained permission from the

Admiralty to remove some of the small tubes for ascertaining
their condition. These specimens were cut out last week, and are
exactly m the condiiion in which they were taken from the boiler
In examining them 1 was exceedingly pleased to find thai the
deposit it them was so very small in amount. It appeared possi-
ble that this boiler might fail, from the tubes becoming obstructed
by deposit, and as it is impossible to gain access to much of their
interior, this would have been a very serious drawback. Iam
not aware that the boiler from which these tubes are taken has
been treated with any special care; the surface condenser is of
the ordinary kind, and is not specially made to prevent leakageA few of these tubes, however, are not in such good condition
as 1 had hoped; oxidation seems to have taken place to a slight

THE THORNYCROFT WATER-TUBE BOILER,

extent within them, and the external surface of those taken from
the outer rows has been very much rusted, aud seems to indicate
that these tubes have been wet for a considerable period. This is

corroborated by the fact that the plates forming the external
casting are also decayed in places. It is most satisfactory, how-
ever, to find that the tubes in the flue, and also those forming the
firebox, are in most excellent condition. The blue scale is still
visible on the outside, and the parts of the tubes exposed to the
most intense heat do not show the least trace of injury from the
fire.

The next examples are the boilers of the Ariete and Rayo. It
will be remembered that an exceedingly high speed was attained
by these vessels, due largely to the lightness and steaming power
of the boilers, of which each boat had two. They were delivered
to the Spanish Government in August, 18S7. Very soon afterwards
newspaper reports appeared as to defects having manifested
themselves, and it was stated that the boilers were condemned,
and were to be replaced by others of locomotive type. We had
no communication made to us officially concerning these alleged
defects.
Seeing in the newspapers an account of certain maneuvers in

which these and other torpedo boats were engaged, where it was
stated that one of the boilers of the Ariete was disabled, we applied
to the Minister of Marine for permission to send an engineer over
to examine the boilers, and to put right any defect which had
arisen. After much delay this was granted, and our engineer
reported as follows:
"The work of removing pipes, casing, etc., was commenced

March 15. On removing the front and back plates of boiler cas-
ing, all the small tubes were found covered with a coating of soot
from 5^in. to 3

16in. thick. I then caused the side casing to be
removed; when this was done the lower parts of the casing (ad-
joining the coal bunkers) weTe found wasted away, caused by
small coal, ashes and soot being allowed to accumulate to a depth
of about 5in., the steam-heating gear pipes being imbedded and
partially destroyed.
"The front frame plate carrying the ashpan doors was then

removed, and I found the ashpans firmly fixed in a bedding of
small coal and soot which had been allowed to accumulate; this
had to be dug away before the ashpans could be removed, and
through this accumulation it has to some extent corroded the
sides of ashpans. On going inside the firebox I found the Are-
bricks much damaged, and they have been in this condition for
some time; those on the port side will have to be removed. The
center firebrick on the inside of end casing, nearest the safety
valve end of boiler, is missing, and from the crumpled appear-
ance of the plate has beeu in this state for some time. The inside
of separator tube aud collector tubes are very fair, no appearance
of pitting being discernible, although the collector lubes have a
deposit on the bottom of %ux. of lime, etc. The separator dash-
plates (zinc) have wasted in their thickness from %xa. to s

i e in. on
the part that has been in the water, while the upper parts have a
great deal of sediment fixed on them. The zinc bars in the col-
lector tubes are but. slightly worn.

"I have examined the safety valves and stop valves, and these
are in a very fair condition. This day I have tried the small
tubes with water, and have discovered one tube in the row marked
I, or the second row counting from the top center of separator,
and it is the eleventh from the safety valve end of boiler; this is
the only one I have discovered, and it is caused through a small
hole in tube of about %in. in diameter. I propose to draw this
tube and refit a new one, to remove all sediment from the col-
lector tubes, clean zinc dash plates and bars, refit new firebricks,
well cleanse the outside, of small tubes from the soot, and remove
the damaged parts of side casings and fit strips of plate 8in. deep
to take the place of damaged parts.
"I would add that there is nothing in these repairs, excepting

the damaged tube, but what could have, and should have, been
done by tne stokers belonging to the ship, but which, from the
total neglect the boiler has received, has very seriously impaired
the efficiency of the boiler, until the neglect is rectified, in ref-
erence to tne damaged tube, there are a number of special plugs
supplied with the ooat for the purpose of putting out of use any
detective tube or tubes. Had this been applied—and the applica-
tion of it is very simple—no annoyance would have been experi-
enced, except instead of 918 tubes there would have been 917.
From the general appearance of the boiler and fittings, it shows
it has been greatly neglected, for in addition to the steam clean-
ing gear, there are brushes supplied to assist; these have not been
used, nor have the end plates been removed for this purpose nor
for inspection, since the ooat left England."
The next vessels in order were tne Danish torpedo boats Stiiren

and Soloven, delivered in 1887. Since then we have supplied
water-tube boilers in ail the new torpedo boats built tor that Gov-
ernment, and are now replacing tne locomotive boiler in a ooat
5}4 years old, with two water-tuoe boilers.
Careful experiments have recently been made by Prof. Kennedy

on one of these boilers, in order to ascertain the evaporative
efficiency at different rates of working. The best result was with
natural draught, when the evaporative duty reached lo.tlbs. of
water per pound of coal, from and at 213°. Tne Calorific value of
the coal, as determined by analysis, was 15.411bs. per pound of
coal. The efficiency of the boiler with natural draugnt was, there-
fore, 87 per cent, of the theoretical evaporation, wnich we have
reason to believe is the highest on record.

MIRAM1CHI Y. C.

THE last race for the Miller and Call-Noonan cups was sailed
on Sept. 12, the course being trom .Newcastle to Chatham

and return, 10 miles. Wind, deau ahead on the first leg. Kilbride
lead from the start, with Kittock second, Blondy third, and
fedora (schr.) last. When oft Chatham Fedora was knocked over
by an unexpected pulf or great force, the first of the day, and re-
fusing to luff, tilled and aanii in BUtt. of water. "Let go" sheets,"
ordered the skipper, Vice-Corn. Stewart, as he jammed the helm
hard down, but the crew of 4 leaped upon the windward rail and
seized lore aud mam rigging. Dir. Stewart went down with the
ship, nelm down and sheet in hand, and had to disentangle some
ropes that floated up around his tegs before he could get up. He
reached the surface Lift, from the masthead, to winch the crew
were clinging, and, though he dad never swam a stroke uefore,
swam on me water and under the water, against the tide to the top
mast stay. Clear grit andcoolness won agaiust the heavy odds.
The judges' steamer, Derby, tooK the snipwiecked yachtsmen off,
none the worse tor the bath. Kilbride won, and lLondy took
second place on time allowance. Mr. Secretary Watts's ooat cap-
tured the Call-Noonan cup. Tne lollowing is the record:

PI R.ST 01, ASS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Kilbride, J. C. Miller 1 59 33 1 59 33
Kittock, Jas. Miller 2 04 42 2 03 50
iilondy, W. R. Gould a 08 22 2 03 33
Fedora, J. L. Siewait Capsized and sank,

siseoiai class.
Mackerel, Geo. Watts 2 53 45
Squirrel, Thos. Crimmen 2 59 04
Gommodore Milter has won his own cup twice, and Secretary

Watt nas won the Call-Noonan cap. The next unci last race of
the season will be for the Vice-Commodore's pennant.

LAWLEY'S YARD.—Messrs. Lawley & Son will put in new
tools this fall, including a plant for composite construction,
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BAY OF QUINTE Y. C.

BELLEVILLE, Ont„ Sept. IP.—After having acquired the most
successful record ever gained by any yachting organization

in a rac ing sense, the Bay of Quinte Y. C. quietly dropped out of
the L. Y. R. A. this season. This occurrence was greatly to the
regret of many good sportsmen here and elsewhere, who hope
that tnis lapse will not be permanent, and that the glories of the
club, which but a few years ago possessed a fleet that swept the
board on Lake Ontario, and still number among its craft the
holder of the Fisher eip, for the championship of sloops on fresh
water, and the fastest 35-footer in the world, will next year be
revived.
The causes of the decadence in our club are simply these: 1.

Sale of a number of yachts out of the fleet and removal of work-
ing members to other places. 2. Refusal of members to race
their yachts. 3. Small attendance of foreign yachts at our re-

gattas. 4. Dry rot in the club.
For cause 1 there is no remedy. No. 2 could be overcome, and,

as the same time, public interest aroused by a race for the Fisher
cup, a challenge for which would be readily accepted by the
holder, with the race fixed for the day before the regatta next
year, if there be one. In this connection, let me suggest to the
L. Y..R. A. the desirability of challenge prizes for the champion-
ship in second and third classes. The Fisher cup provides for the
first class. As to No. 3, the opening of the Murray Canal by
shortening the passage for the Toronto fleet by a hundred miles
and giving them a much easier and safer route, assures their
attendance. No. i must be cured from within the club if at all.

It can readily be done if all who are able to take part in the work
will do their share. The same men cannot be expected to per-
form onerous duties as a labor of love for an indefinite period.
An effort ought to be made, and I trust will be made, to this end.
With this, 1 repeat my advice to the L. Y. R. A. to return to

their former system of classification by corrected length. If, also,
they in their wisdom increase thenumber of classes by sub-divid-
ing the present second class at 45ft., the interests of the sport
would be advanced materially. Port Tack.

A FUTURITY YACHT RACE.

THE following challenge, which appears in the last number of
Land and Water, suggests something new in the way of

yacht racing that is worth the attention of American amateurs.
There are plenty of amateurs about New York and Boston alone
who are competent, to design, superintend and race a small
yacht, and such a novel compet ition could not fail to be exciting.
An agreement might be made this fall, deciding on the length of
boat and the rules under which she would race, tbe contests to
take place during the season of 1890. A good size for the purpose
would be 25ft. l.w.l., under Seawanhaka and Eastern rules, as
this would limit the cost for those who already have a yacht of
some sort and do not care for a second boat as costly as the
modern 30 or 40-footer. The challenge reads:
Sib—Inasmuch as the pleasure of winning races is greatly en-

hanced when the owner is also the designer of his yacht, 1 now
challenge any Euglish yachtsman who will design a 5-rater and
have her built during the coming winter, to race for a cup next
season, each competitor depositing 9f» guineas at Messrs. Cox &
Co., bankers, for this purpose.
Details can be arranged later, but I would suggest: (1* That

each competitor should deposit with the stakeholder a declaration
that the design is hova fide amateur—i. c, has been drawn up
without any professional assistance. (2) That three races be held
inside the Isle of Wight; the first in June on the course of the
Royal Southampton Y. C, the second in July on the course of the
Royal London Y. C, and the third, if necessary, in August, on
the course of the Castle Y, C. (CalshoU, (1) The yacht is to be
fully decked, with a watertight steering well. (I) Mo time allow-
ance for any difference of rating or of rig. (5) Referees to be
agreed upon, one of whom shall accompany each race and decide
on any dispute or protest.

J. T. Bucknill, Lieut-Colonel (late Major R, E.).
Thornfiel.d, Bitterne, Hants, Sept. 9.

MONTGOMERY SAILING CLUB-Semi-monthly regatta
Sept. 16. Course, Norristown to Indian Creek and return, 5 miles'
Wind, southeasterly. Summary:

Corrected. Corrected.
F andW Playford 1 41 30 Vesuvius 1 56 50
Volunteer 1 54 20 Grade 1 f,7 00
Igidious . , 1 55 00 Starlight. 1 58 45
Nellie 1 55 30 Iola 2 02 40
It was a run to tbe buoy and a close reach home. The canoe

Starlight should have started six minutes ahead of the tuekups,
but was late getting to the line, and started four minutes behind
them, otherwise she should have finished second to the Playford.
Judge, William Alcorn.

BEVERLY Y. C—The 155th race and 3d Buzzard's Bay cham-
pionship was sailed at Monument Beach on Sept. 14, in' smooth
water and a strong and puffy E.S.K. wind, rather higher off shore
Mattie and Sirius started in first class under oue and two reefs'
respectively, both being short handed. Course was round No 3'

Wings Cove Bay, Scraggy Neck, and return, llj^ miles. On the'
run home reefs were shaken out. Mattie finding it juather
day, beat the fleet handily. In second class Gymnote was short
banded and did not shake out her reefs on the way home, losin"
ground by it. Mist, Lestris and Gymnote started with two reels'
Widgeon with three. Mist and Lestris shook out all reefs com-
ing bome, but Widgeon kept one in. Lestris split tacks, heating
to windward, and gained by it. In third class Daisv appeared
with her small rig single reefed, Eina with two reefs in her big
new sail, Dolly single reefed, Eina won easily. The other two
shook out reefs at windward mark and sailed an exceedingly
close race, Daisy beating by a quarter of a second. In fourth
class Kitten, single reefed, and Edith, double reefed, sailed a
close race over the five-mile course, Kitten being the best to
windward.

FIRST OT-ASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Mattie. Howard Stockton 26.07 1 57 07 1 45 30
Sirius, M. N. Bray 26.07 2 07 3(1 1 55 52

SECOND CLASS.
Mist, G. H. Lyman, Jr 25.06 2 00 40 1 47 36
Lestris, Joshua Crane 23.06 2 04 10 1 48 30
Widgeon, Moses Williams, Jr 25.08 2 04 15 1 51 23
Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis 25.11 2 06 39 1 54 06

THIRD CDASS.
Eina, John Parkinson 22.07 1 29 49 I 18 47
Daisy, Howard Stockton . .19.03 I 36 2d 1 21 57
Dolly, Alt Hardy 21.05 1 36 2934 124 1*14

FOURTH CLASS.
Kitten. G. H. Richards ct als 17.11 1 02 15 0 51 28
Edith, Irvin Chapin . 18.10 1 02 50 0 52 49
Winners: Class one, Mattie; class two, Mist and Lestris; class

three, Eina; class four. Kitten. Judge, W. Lloyd Jeffries. Pen-
nants won and held by Eina in class three, and Kitten in class
four. Buzzards Bay champions for 1889 are Mattie, Mist, Eina
and Kitten.
The 156th race, cup sail off for third class eats, took place at

Marblehead Sept. 21. It was a mere gamble 011 the weather, and
the light weather boat won. Edith is without doubt the fastest
boat in very light airs, Kiowa being far the best in a breeze. The
weather was poor for racing, being about the only poor afternoon
in the last ten days. Kiowa's old mast being very bad, she went
up for a new one to isouth Boston, leaving 8wampscott on the 12th
in the middle of the severe N.E. gale of last week. It was blow-
ing very hard with a very heavy sea; she worked perfectly under
four reefs, and covered the 12J4 knots in between 1% and 2h., the
exact time not being taken.
A match race had been arranged for the 20th at Marblehead

between Wanda and Nerina, and Kiowa was asked to enter.
When she left South Boston the bay was feather white, there
being such a strong south wester that pilot boats and coasters were
carrying only jibs and double-reefed mainsails. Kiowa ran the 14*4
knots under three reefs in exactly 2h. 22m. from wharf to wharf.
As she entered Marblehead Harbor she met Alga, a very weath-
erly 40-footer, under storm jib and trysail, just in trom Province •

town. Nerina did not put in an appearance, but Wanda was on
hand, and other boats were on the point of crossing the line, wiien
one of the jaws of Kiowa's gaff (a brand new one; broke short off
This unfortunate accident stopped what would have been a lively
race.
That night the wind blew itself out, and there was practically

none next morning. It was Edith's race to a certainty, unless a
breeze should come up later. About 1P.M. a nice little hiveze
sprung up, but at 1:30 a thunder squall came up and killed the
wind.
Nerina had not arrived at 2:30, the starting time, but the others

waited 15 minutes for her, though the air was dying out.
The boats got off together in a light air; Edith and Kiowa had

it nip and tuck half way to Bowditch, Nerina falling astern badly.
Here the wind went down almost completely, and Edith spun out
a good lead, Nerina steadily dropping back.
On the windward work Edith gained steadily in the light air

>ut it seemed doubtful if she could make the race on time

Nerina broke tacks to the southward, hunting for flukes and get-
ting them, as a nice breeze came out from Marblehead, reaching
her long before the others got any. After a while Edith, under
the Beverly sbore, got the breeze, while Kiowa, between the two,
lay becalmed for many minutes. When she. did get it she was a
very bad last. She picked up a good deal, but not enough to affect
the result. Kiowa broke the other jaw of her gaff just before the
start, but patched up a temporary rig with a mast hoop. Sum-
mary as follows:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Edith, F. H. Wood 20 05 1 50 19 1 37 11
Nerina, Robt. Saltoustall 21.09 1 55 19 1 43 27
Kiowa, W. A. & W. L. Jeffries 22.01 1 55 29 1 43 57
Judge, R. C. Bobbins,
This closes the club racing for the season, although Eina and

Daisy are to sail five matches. BrjjF, with a Gold Castle.

DORCHESTER Y. C. SPECIAL REGATTA, SEPT. 17.-Course
—No. 3, club course; distance 7 miles. Weather, cloudy. Wind,
S. W., strong and puffy. Tide, flood:

Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed. Cor.
Psyche, Francis Gray.. 18.06 3 05 00 4 27 28 1 22 28 53 57
Rocket, H. W. Fakon.. 18. 04 3 05 00 4 31 24 1 26 24 57 41
Paradox, C. J. Means. . 19.00 3 05 00 Withdrew.
Psyche won. This race was for the Soley challenge cup, which

was held by Rocket. As Rocket and Psyche had each won it once
this was the deciding race between these two boats as to the
ownership of the cup. Paradox was light in ballast, and after
rounding the second mark of the triangle, withdrew from the
race. Rocket and Psyche had a very close race running off the
wind, but when t hey hauled around the second buoy for the beat
to windward Psyche outpointed and outsailed her rival and
turned the mark on the first round at 3:48:05, followed by Rocket
at 3:50:15. In the second round Psyche, having the race well in
hand, took things easily and finished winner by about 4m. AH
the boats carried double-reefed mainsails, and at times had all
they could stagger to. Judges, E. R. Tilton, Hartford Davenport.

THE RECORD OF LIRIS.—The Boston Herald rolls up an as-
tounding total for Liris as follows: Three masts, 2 booms, 3 spiu-
akers, 4 topmasis, 2 gaffs, 2 bowsprits, total 16, beside channels
and shrouds. The statement is in such a form as to infer that
she has carried away this number of spars. Her actual record is
had enough without making it worse by any exaggeration. In the
New York race she lost her mast, topmast, a spreader and sprung
her topsail yard , all hollow sticks. At Larchmont, on July 4, she
sprung her bowsprit so badly that a new one was necessary. On
the run from Newport to Vineyard Haven, on the Now Fork
cruise, she parted a masthead runner and sprung her hollow
spinaker boom, and in the race two days later the spreader went
again, the topmast also going and breaking the gaff in the fall.
In tbe last wreck the shrouds parted and the mast snapped off, no
other damage being clone. In addition to this her original hollow
boom was replaced by a solid one, as the sail would not sit, though
the spar did not break. The prime cause of all the trouble was
the small size of spars and gear compared with the enormous
power of the boat. In spite of the many extravagant stories
afloat, the hull has sto jd the strain thus far with no signs of weak-
ness, there is no leaking, even in the races, and after the terrible
pounding and tugging of last Thursday it looks as though the
construction was equal to any legitimate strain of racing or
cruising.

CAPE ANN Y. O. SWEEPSTAKES.—The last race of the sea-
son, a club sweepstakes, was sailed on Sept. 21 off Gloucester,
over a 10-mile t riangular course. The wind was variable from
about S.W. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Leugth. Elapsed. Corrected.

Black Cloud, A. Brown 23.10 2 58 00 3 24 03
Evelyn and Silver Cloud did not finish.

SECOND CLASS.
Lark, A. P. Parkhurst 10.02 3 88 00 2 56 42
Inez did not finish. Judges, Heury A. Norwood, Franklin

Davis. Mr. Brown, the owner 01 Black Cloud, proposes to raise
her topside and add lead to her keel next season.

A STEAM YACHT LOST.—The steam yacht Leo, from Detroit
for Cleveland, left her home port, Lorain, 28 miles west of Cleve-
land, on Sept. 15, and has not been heard from since, though the
bodies of three of her crew have been found on the beach. The
yacht, which is not enrolled in the yacht list, is described in
our exchanges as of 17 tons, and lately purchased in Detroit for
$550, which would indicate that she was an old boat. It is also
reported that she had naphtha on board, thoueh the style of en-
gine is not given, and it is supposed that an explosion of some
sort took place during the heavy storm of Sept. 16, one of the
bodies being badly burned. The party included Fred Pelow, T.
D. Ritter, Capt. S. Root, J. B. Tunte, I. D. Lawler, D. A. Lawler.
Benj. Kline, S. D. Knight and an engineer.

ROYAL CANADIAN Y. C—A race was started on Sept. 21
over alO mile course between the 20-footers Woos, Ellida and Cap-
rice, in a strong N.W. wind. Off the Queen's wharf the spinaker
boom of Ellida broke, throwing Mr. Wm. Postlewaite, whs was
holding the boom down, into the water, where he was covered by
the sail. At the same time the boat capsized, so the others were
unable to assist Mr. Postlewaite. The Woos came to their aid.
Mr. Alex. Marshall leaping overboard and supporting Mr. Postle-
waite, who was nearly exhausted. The skiff was towed in by the
steam yacht Abeona and her wet crew properly cared for.

COMING RACES.—In the Larchmont special race on Saturday
the entries are Gorilla, Liris and Maraquita. Alice, Helen and
Chiquita were to sail a private match yesterday over the course of
the Hesper-Fredonia match. Kathleen will try a match with
Liris under Seawanhaka C. Y. C. rules before the season closes,
and will also sail against Arab for the pennant of the 30l't. class
in the Atlantic Y. C. She will also meet Delvyn and Shona in the
special race of the Corinthian Y. C. next month. The Dorchester
Y. C. has in hand a schooner race for yachts of 90ft, and over, in-
cluding the fast fishermen, for a $250 cup, presented by a member
of the club, but nothing is definitely settled yet.

AN ACCIDENT TO SAPPHIRE.—The steam yacht Sapphire,
Mr. John Stetson, was in collision on Sept. 17 with' a coal barge in
tow of a tug in Boston Harbor. Tbe yacht, was stove in above the
waterline on the port side amidships, making water rapidly, but
she was quickly beached on the flats at Jefferson Point.

A NEW STEAM YACHT.—Dr. C. D. Miller is now busy at bis
yard in Poughkeepsie with a new steam yacht, the dimensions
being 81ft. 4ih. over all, 72ft. l.w.l., 9ft. 7in. beam, 4ft. draft. The
engine will be 7, 11 and 18x9in., with a Roberts coil boiler. A
high speed is looked for.

. NAHLI AND TATTLER.—The last of a series of four matches
between the open jib and mainsail boats Nahli, Mr. W. E. Connor
and Tattler and Expert, Mr. J. H. Cornwall, was sailed on Sept.
18 over a 19-knot course off Sand's Point, in a fresh S.W. breeze.
Nahli beat Tattler so badly that she did not finish. Nahli sailed
against Expert, rigged as a cat, on Sept. 2, beating her; again on
Sept. 7 against Tattler under cat rig, and on Sept. 17 against Tat-
tler with jib and mainsail, winning each race. She has won four
firsts to five starts this year.

THE CAPE MAY CHALLENGE CUP. - This cup, won by
Genesta from Dauntless in 1885 and then by Irex from Oene3ta,
has gone to tbe yawl Wendur by default. Wendur challenged
Irex for it, but the latter did not come to time for the start, and
011 Sept. 12 Weudur started alone to sail over the course from
Ryde to Cherbourg and back for the cup.

QUEEN CITY RACES.—The open races of the Queen City Y. C.
of Toronto were sailed on Sept. 21 in a squally N. W. wind. In
the 20-25ft. class one yacht capsized and the others went to her
assistance, so the committee decided that, the race should be re-
sailed on Oct. 5. Fifteen yachts started in the. class under 20ft.,
the winners being Elsie, Ana and Egeria. On Sept. 28 a challenge
cup race for second class will be sailed.

CLUB BOOKS—The Quaker City Y. C. has issued a very neat
and complete club book this year. The club has a membership of
91, with a fleet of 38 yachts. We have to acknowledge the receipt
of books from the Great South Bay and the Mahopac clubs.

COLUMBIA Y. C—The postponed regatta of the Columbia Y.
C. will be sailed to-day, starting off the club house, foot of Eighty-
sixth street, North River.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OFFICERS, 1887-88.

Commodore: H. C. Rogiers ) TJ„4.„_,.„ t „
Secretary-Treasurer; Geo. VV. Hatton {

Peterborough, Can.
Vice-Corn. Rear-Com. Purser.

Central Div..W. R. Huntlngton.E. W. Hasten T. H. Stryker,

Atlantic Div.W. P. Stephens L. B. Palmer F. L. Dunaeli,
N

'
Y "

^ . ._ , m 186 Jerolemon St., Brooklyn.
N'them Div. .Robert Tyson S.s. Robinson Colin Fraser, Toronto.
Eastern Div..H. E. Rice. X D JIaxton Holmes H. D Marsh,

,. .
Springfield, Mass.

•!•: >» wns ror membership must be made to division pursers, accom-
panied by the rewmnieialatlou of an active member and the sum of $2.00
for entrance fee and clues for current year. Every member attending
the general A. C. A. camp shall pay $1.00 for camp expenses. Application
seat to the Sec>Trea*. >vil] be forwarded bv him to the proper Division.
Persons residing In any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnished with printed tonus of applieati on by address-
ing the Purser.

J

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—C. J. Stedrnan. Cincinnati, Ohio,
Vice-Commodore—T. .1. Kirkna trick, Springfield, O.
Rear-Commodore- Thos. S. fiat.es. Columbus, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J. B. KeogU, Cut-ago, 111

MARINE AND FIELD CLUB CANOE RACES.—The Marine
and Field Club, of Bath, L. I., has been specially unfortunate in
its canoe races, the weather on Saturday being so bad that the
races, already postponed a week, were not started, though Messrs.
Butler, Vaux, Stevens, Ward, Blake and others were on baud.
The day was clear, but with a strong N.W. wind and some sea,
with a couple of heavy squalls during the afternoon. A number
of canoeists were out under sail, but as the means of rescue in
case of a capsize were limited to one rowboat it was not con-
sidered advisable to start. Nearly every canoe was newly fitted
with a sliding seat, which few of the sailors had as yet become
fully used to, and the risk of capsize was greatly increased by
this fact, as well as from the danger of the new seats breaking.
One canoeist who capsized climbed aboard and sailed in past the
boat that put out to his help, the oarsmen being greatly surprised
to find no one in the water and the man safely on the float.

SAILING COURSE 3JEW
Canoe Regatta, Sept

NEW YORK ATHLETIC CLUB CANOE REGATTA.

THE New York Athletic Club will hold a sailing regatta under
A. C. A. rules off the club house at Travels Island, Sept. 28,

starting at 2 P. M , the programme being as follows: Unlimited
sailing, upset sailing, man-overboard race, Among the canoeists
who have promised to at tend are Messrs. Butler, Gage and God-
dard, of Lowell; Kuappe, of Springfield; Forrest, of Hartford:

tip -JS--^,

, / /"> /is

* » " »3 *3&jfl

fOEK ATHLETIC CLUB.
. 28, Travers Island.

Quick and Masten, of Yonkers; Whit'lock, Ward and Blake, of
Brooklyn: Vaux, Stevens, Bailey and Nadal, of New York, and
Elliott of the Field and Marine Club. With suitable weather
some very line racing may be expected, as the entries include
some of the best sailors in the Association. Travers Island may
be reached by the main line of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford R. R, to Pelham Manor or by the Harlem branch from
Third avenue and 133d street.
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AMATEUR VS. PROFESSIONAL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The A. C. A. is a strictly amateur organization, and should be

governed by its rules, the same as any other body of the same
standing.
Several vears ago Frank Holmes, the then champion sculler of

the N. A. A. A., rowed for a purse of $150. and won; the money
was not paid to him, hut was used to buy a watch, which was
given to him. Yet the fact still remained, that primarily he had
raced for money, and he was expelled from the N. A. A. A. and
never reinstated.
In vour acoount of the skiff races of the R. C. Y. C, in the For-

est and Stream of Sept. 5, W. G. Mac Kend rick wins the first

prize, which is stated to be $12 in money. Article XVI. of the
By-Laws and Rule V. of the Sailing Regulations of the A. C. A.
unqualifiedly forbid all racing for money, and the application for
membership also hears on this very point.
Mr. MacKendrick raced and won. If he had come in last the

case would not have heen altered.
The letters from this gentleman are always interesting, and the

answer to this will probably prove equally so with the rest.

A. C. A. No. 1,213.

THE POINTE CLAIRE CANOE CREW.—At a meeting of the
Pointe Claire District of the Montreal C. C.,held at the Pointe
Claire hoat house on Sept. 12, it was decided to resolve the district
into an organization, for the promotion of canoeing, to he called
the Pointe Claire Canoe Crew. A constitution was adopted, and
it was decided that the burgee of the club should be a pointed
burgee composed of a white cross on a light blue ground. The
totem selected was the constellation of the Plow, to be displayed
on a bear of light blue. The election of officers resulted as fol-

lows: Captain. Daniel A. Poe; Mate, D. C. S Miller; Purser, W.
Kennedy. The crew has a membership of twenty-nine, and its

fleet includes one sloop yacht, five decked sailing, as many un-
decked sailing, and a score or so of open paddling canoes. Six or
eight of the members are A.C.A. men. and it is hoped that the
coming meet of the Northern Division in Montreal waters, will
bring every active member of the crew into the Association. A
great dVal of interest is being manifested in sailing, and between
eight and ten of the crew's sailors are talking of getting racers
for next year's meets. A subscription list for a sailing trophy
has been opened and a goodly sum of money has already been
subscribed.

GALT C. C—The first club regatta of the Gait C. C. was held
on Sept. 18, the entries being limited to men who had never pad-
dled previous to '89. The results were doubtful till the last
stroke had been taken. Single blade, Y% mile, 4 starters: Irex, C.
Turnbull, first; Cygnet, G. I. Riddle, B. A., second. Hurry scurry,
run, swimand paddle, G. A. Ball. Tandem, 4 starters: G. I. Riddle
and J. H. Buchanan, first; C. Turnbull and J. H. McGregor second.
Lady and arentleman tandem, 4 crews: Miss M. Blake and C.
Turnbull, first; James and Alice McKendrick, second. Pours: J.

H. McGregor, C. Turnbull, .las. McKendrick and H. Reynard in
the Carryalovus finished first.

—

Mamac.

IANTHE C. C. REGATTA, SEPT. 28.-The following pro-
gramme of races for the lanthe C. C. regatta on Saturday will
attract many canoeists to the Passaic Rive: 1. Class I. paddling.
2. Sailing and paddling combined. 3. Sailing, record. 4. Sailing,
junior record. 5. Sailing upset. 6. Paddling, Classes III. aim
IV., record. 7. Paddling. Classes III. and IV., junior record. 8.

Paddling tandem, decked sailing canoes. Classes III. and IV.
9. Hurry scurry, Classes III. and IV. 10. Tournament.

A. C. A. PHOTOS.—Mr. S. R. Stoddard, of Glens Falls, N. Y.,
has ready his new list of photos of the last meet, 46 in all, with
miniature card for ordeiing. Mr. Stoddard is at work on a hand-
some book entitled "Glimpses of the A.. C. A , 1889," containing 20
photogravures of the meet, "XlOiu. in size. It will be published
by subscription, the price being $2 50,

RARITANIA.—A correspondent writes as follows about the
canoe Raritania, whose design is given in "Canoe a.nd Boat Build-
iug": "My opinion of the model for inland use, with paddle, no
sails, can be summed up in one word—perfect. The canoe is

light, roomy, handles remarkably easy under paddle, is a dry
boat in rough water, draws but little water, has plenty of storage
room; in fact, I do not see where any improvement can be made,
and the model deserves to be very widely used by all who cruise,
as I do, in narrow, rapid streams, broken by rapids, falls and
dams."

CANOE BRASSWORK- The establishment of the W. B. Baker
Mfg. Co., at Watertown, N. Y., was lately partly destroyed by fire
of supposed incendiary origin.

\mwm[& to ^ortesffondmk.

53>y~No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondent!.

Dan, Cincinnati.—Please send us your address.

L. O.—Ruffed grouse season will open in Pennsylvania Oct. 1.

J. B. H., Oswego.—The lug sail will be suitable for your pur-
pose.

W. B. McC, Brooklyn.—Sailing craft have the right of way
over vessels propelled by oars or steam.

J. T., Washington, N. J.—See Pennsylvania seasons in our shot
column.

F. D. F., Cambridgeport, Mass.—You will do well to go to Maine
for the small game; write to Mr. Kennedy Smith, whose post office

address is Eustis, Me.

W. A.—Rail shooting is reported to be good at Pine Brook and
on the Hackensack Meadows, New Jersey.

L. C. W., Oswego Center.—The squirrel shooting in Chautauqua
county is reported as excellent this fall. Go to Fredonia or
vicinity.

F. B. S., Allentown, Pa.—The law of Pennsylvania forbids the
killing of the "yellow-hammer" or "flicker." There is no law on
turtle doves.

M. A. T., Plymouth, O.—For Michigan seasons, see our game
columns. For full text of law address State Game and Fish War-
den Wm. Aiden Smith, Grand Rapids, Mich.

F. H. S., Washington, D. C—The firm is of Birmingham, Eng.
and makes a gun of medium grade and price, with a good reputa-
tion. Neither in cost nor grade do their arms compare with
those of the best London makers.

J. A. H.—There are rattlesnakes in Pike county, Pa., but not
so many that you need hesitate to take your dog out there. There
are quail, ruffed grouse, woodcock and deer there. For open
seasons see our shot department.

B. A. J., Syracuse.—Please inform me if ducks can be shipped
out of the States of Minnesota and Wisconsin. I am going about
Oct. 1 after ducks, though not for market, but I would like to
send my friends a few. Ans. Forbidden to export from Minne-
sota, but not from Wisconsin.

H. E. W., Newark, N. J.—Is chilled shot made so by a mixture,
or is merely chilled on the surface ? Ans. Chilled by a hardening
"temper," which is an alloy mainly of antimony and is put into
the melted bar lead. The manufacturers have their own secret
"temper" mixture.

Ornithologist.—It would be interesting to me and I think to a
majority of your readers, if you would give a short account of
how birds are procured for ladies1 hats. Ans. This subject was
fully treated two years ago in connection with the decrease of
song birds and the organization of the Audubon Society.

A. McG., New York.—Can you inform me whether smelt will
take a fly, and if so what are the best flies to use? Also if there
have been any smelt caught in the Hackensack River? Ans.
Smelt sometimes take the fly (a scarlet one), but are usually caught
with bait, shrimp, minnow, pieces of fish or of frog, etc. They
are not due before the last of October or the first of November.
F. W. S. —The powder is generally apt to give poorer penetra-

tion. The Hazard will give good results if carefully loaded. The
charge you name should give a low trajectory, as the powder is a
heavy charge for the lead. You will gain much instruction by a
study of the tables in our little pamphlet "Trajectories of Ameri-
can Hunting Rifles," giving the results of our extensive and care-
ful tests at Creedmoor in 1885.

W. H. K., Newark, N. J.—Will you kindly tell me where I can
get .32cal. round bullets for reloading the Winchester S. & W.
shell for short range target practice? I have tried to get buck-
shot the proper size, but cannot; they are either a little too big or
too small. Ans. You will probably find it necessary to mould
them yourself. Mr. Jas. Conlin, of Conlin's gallery, this city,
makes his own .32s round and will perhaps supply you with
some.

F. C, Toms River, N. J.—Will you please name the following
bird for me? Body about the size of a duck egg, spotted black
and white, head black, breast white, webbed feet, and a bill like a
duck. It was shot while swimming in a pond on the salt meadows,
by a friend. I have heard of only two having been killed here
for a long time. Ans. The description is too vague to permit of
accurate identification. It is probable that the bird is a phalarope.
Either the northern phalarope (Phalaropus labatus), or Wilson's
phalarope (Phalaropus tricolor), more likely the first.

Always Small-Bore.—Mount Vernon, N. Y.—I have often
wondered that you never publish the pattern and penetration of
some of the large bores, say 4 and 8 at 100yds. In these modern
times, when ducks and geese are so hard to get at, I think a few
such trials would interest your readers. At the same time I am
a "small-bore man" and believe in proportion they beat the large
bores hollow. I have a record of three sparrows to a shot with a
.22 shot cartridge. Ans. We will, perhaps, give these large bores
a test at our range.

A. H. M„ Meriden, Conn.—I have a case which I wish you to de-
cide for us, as we are not quite posted. On the card inclosed you
will notice the offer which our State secretary made to the State
shooters through us. In the State championship match Mr. A., a
resident of Springfield, Mass., wished to enter, but I refused to
allow him because of his non-residence. Now, when we came to
the double-bird match he entered and shot before I was awaTe of
it. making the. highest score, and claims the cash and medal. I
refused it until we can get a decision from you. I understand
he belongs to the Colt Gun Club, of Hartford, in this State; but
does this make any difference, as he is a non-resident? Suppose
a resident of Ohio should belong to one of our clubs, would he be
entitled to shoot for these medals and cash? We think not. Ans.
According to the wording of the programme furnished us, which
is all we have on which to base our decision. Mr. A. was not en-
titled to shoot in the first event, as that is scheduled as an "Indi-
vidual State Championship Match," but in the second event no
such limitation appears. The programme simply says, "Second
event, double-bird match, 20 pairs, medal and $10 to winner, op-
tional sweep, $2 entrance." This would allow entries from Ohio
or California for that matter. On a strict reading of the pro-
gramme, Mr. A. is entitled to medal and money.

Beecham's Pills cure bilious and nervous ills.—Adv.

HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free.
cokes ( Fevers. Congestions, Inflammation,
««* < Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B. B.--Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C. C.--Disteniper, Nasal Discharges.
D. D.—Dots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.—Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.LI—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.—Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifies, Manual,

Witch Hazel Oil and Medlcator, $7.0 0
Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.
Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders.
FBIOK, S1.00.

TOR hALE AT THIS OFFTOT!.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
No. 18 VE8EY STREET, NEW YORK.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ash your Dealer for them.

KTot Sold at Retail t>y ttie manufacturers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 83-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.
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'medicineA AMJHnv
For Weak Stomach—Impaired Digestion—Disordered Liver.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
PRICE 25 CENTS PER BOX.

Prepared only by TH0S.BEECH1M, St.Helens,Lancashire,Englan<l.

B. F. ALLEN & CO., Sole Agents
FOR ClflTED STATES, 365 & Sti7 CANAL ST., NEW YORK,
Who (if your druggist does not keep them) will mail Beecham's
Pills on receipt of price—but inquire first. (Please mention this paper.)

SPORTSMEN SMOKERS
SHOULD ALL SMOKE OUR CELEBRATED

Hand-Made Havana Cigars.
MADE IN TWO STYLES AND SIZES.

LONDRES PEEFEGTO, 5in. long ® $7.00 per 100

CONCHAS ESPECIALS, 4Min. © 6.00
"

The favorite cigar of Rod and Gun Clubs generally.
These cigars are made of the choicest tobaccos grown,
and selected with the greatest care. They cannot fail
to suit the taste of all lovers of the fragrant weed. Each
cigar has the brand impressed on it, and every box has
a label, fac-simile of the title of the popular journal,
and our firm's signature, without which none are genu-
ine. We are the only authorized manufacturers of the
above brand, and to insure the smoker of the genuine
we would ask you to send us your orders direct. We
will deliver, free of express charges, either size, on re-
ceipt of price.

A. W. FOOTE & CO., Sola Manufacturers,

125 Maiden Lane, New York.

AN EXCURSION TO

ALASKA.
The wonderful richness of this Arctic country

and the rapid strides in material prosperity

which it is making, are attracting the attention

of the whole world, and since the completion of

the Northern transcontinental railway lines

Sitka is as easily reached as Paris. Every one

wants to go to Alaska, and for those who can

make the journey Mr. Hallock's volume.

is indespensable. To those who want to go, but

cannot, this volume with its graphic pen pictures

gives a clear idea of the interesting conditions of

life in the iar North. Price $1.50. Sent post

free by the

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

London : DAVIES & CO.. 1 Finch Lane.

TATE 5T£

No Chemicals.

I. Baker & Co.'s

Breakfast

Cocoa
Is Absolutely Pure,

and it is Soluble.

: the solubility of the powdered cocoa, vari-

ous expedients are employed, most of them being based

upon the action of some alkali, potash, soda or even am-
monia. Cocoa which has been prepared by one of these

chemical processes, can usually be recognized at once by
the distinct alkaline reaction of the infusion in water.

W. Baker & Co.'s Breakfast Gocoa

is manufactured from the first stage to the last by per-

fect mechanical processes, no chemical being
nscd in its preparation. Ey one of the most
ingenious of these mechanical processes the greatest de-

gree of fineness is secured without the sacrifice of the

attractive and beautiful red color which is characteristic

of an absolutely pure and natural cocoa.

W. Baker & Go., Dorchester, Mass.

THE WIIXOTJGHBY PATENT

TARPON SNELL.
Preved last Winter to be the Only Snell

Absolutely Reliable.

Retail Agents:
John Krideb, Cor. Second & Walnut sts., Phila.
THOS. J. Conboy. 65 Fulton street, New York.

Wholesale Agent:
J. C. Harrison, 253 Market street, Philadelphia.

We now have ready for delivery pictures of the
following celebrated dogs, winners of prizes at
Field Trials, on toned paper, size 10x12.

DASH and BESS, SEFTON, CROXTETH.

Price for the fall set of three pictures, -10 cts.

,

or 35cts. each, sent post paid. Address

Forest and Stream Pub. Co.,

P. O. Box 2832. New York City.

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

aSLiaXTJXTEY BROS.
(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having the patent

INTURNED EDGE.

2,000 shots out of each 1,000 targets on accrunt
of non-breakage in shipping, trapping and fall-

ing ttpon ground. The only target made with
the Inturned Edge, producing the surest break-
er when hit, and surest non-breaker when not
hit. Our traps are sold for the sole purpose of
shooting onr targets.

The Epop Gun Cleaner.

Will remove Lead and Burnt Powder immedi-
ately without scratching or defacing the barrels.
No one owning a gun should be without this
cleaner. Expression of all who have used them.

Price 75c. each. Remit Postal Note.

A. P, POPE, Olean, N.Y.

Best ±xx tiie World.

One-third size.

For Onns, Bicycles, etc. Throws only small
iiunntitv of oil at a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated.

For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt ot price

50c. each. CTJSKMAN & DENISON, 172 9th ave., N. Y.

LOG CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim-

plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.

Everyone going into the woods and designing

to construct his shelter with the materials at

hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple

and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter ot-

to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of

detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

A GUN CLUB OWNING THE SHOOTING
over about five thousand acres, well stocked

with quail, partridges and some woodcock, and
having a trout stream running through the
grounds, has an opening for a few more mem-
bers. Grounds within a hundred miles of New
York City aud easy of access. Please address

GUN CLUB,
sepl9,2t Box 2,229, New York City.

FOR SALE.—PATENT OF THE ECLIPSE
loader, equal to any loader in the market,

and by far the cheapest. Address
EDWIN SCHENCK,

It 1007 St. Paul street, Baltimore, Md.

FOR HAXiE.
A fine telescopic 141bs. rifle, adapted with

s\\ edge to use the same ball as the long-range
' ree imoor rifles. Also an 8-gauge double muz-
zle-loading lGlbs. duck gun, newly choked. Also
i everal breech-loading shotguns. Prices low.

It N. C. LOCKE, Salem, Mass.

FOR SALE.—PARKER $100 GRADE, 10-
gauge, Damascus, 82in., 10-lb. gun, full choke,

with extra set of fine twist barrels, 30-in., left
full choke, right modified. Cost complete $135.
In splendid condition, superb shooter. Price
with case, $75 net. O. M. PADDOCK,
sepl9,2t Watertown, N. Y.

T TVP OTT A TT FOR SALE. Orders
V 1j V, U ±\1JU delivered as booked.

LIVE GAME A SPECIALTY.
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant,

174 Chambers street, New York.

i<OR SALE.—FRESH RICE SEED. CHAS.
GILCHRIST, Port Hope, Ontario, Canada.

aug22,tf

Chester Wliite, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foxhounds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,
bred and for sale by W.

GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
Send stamp for circular and price list.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus Americanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,
Me. decl6,tf

WILD RICE. -THE GREATEST WILD-
fowl food. Send your orders now for fresh

seed. R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis. aul,tf

Plinlimmon's Sons
SIR HERBERT, imported May, '89; dam, ch.

Queen Jura.

Duke ofLancaster,
dam Lady Burghley. Both these grand dogs at
stud. For particulars address
CHEQU ASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass.

Yorkshire Terriers at Stud.
ROTt, strong blue and tan, 71bs. Fee $5.
TOONS ROYAL, immense coat, fine color,

Tibs. Fee $10. NORTH FIELD YORKSHIRE
KENNELS, 4 Dearborn St., Salem, Mass.

sepo,3mo

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
English and American prize winner Brad-

ford Harry, described in show reports as "best
Yorkshire in America." Choice young stock for
sale by this celebrated dog out of good matrons.
P. H. COOMBS, 1 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

MM Fancy (toots Co, New Tort City.

I. BREMER, Pres. & Treas.

I Dog Collars and Furnishing ,made
of Brass, Copper, Silver, Gold, Har-
ness Leather, Seal Skin, Alligator
Skin, Morocco, Calf Skin, Patent
Leather, and fifty other varieties of
leathers and metals; any special
materia], sent to us r>s through
your dealer in these aoods. to have
us make up. Send for catalogue 0.

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN,
MANUFACTURERS OF

A1STID CLOTHING FOR

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, LUMBERMEN, MINERS, ETC.
Write for our new combined Catalogue witli samples of Imported

- Corduroys, Moleskin, Mackintosh, Canvas and Flannels- >
SEE DUB HEW SHADES OF ENGLISH CORBHBOU. Address XJP. «Sc MC, Valparaiso, Indiana.

NOTICE TO FISHERMEN. CUT PRICES.
IT WILL PAY YOU

PRICE.
15

HERE I AM AGAIN AS USUAL, CUTTING THE PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE.
TO BUY YOUR TACKLE IN BROOKLYN.

$2.7o
E
For Split Bamboo Salt-Water Bass Rod, 6 strip, 2 joints, 8ft., 20oz„ Solid Reel Seat Nickel Trimmings

>P^^%^S^^^^%^^.^ *fS
3 32 For Split Bamboo Black Bass Rod, SJft., 3 joints, 10 or 12oz., Solid Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Raised Tie Guides, Extra Tip, Silk Wound, Wood Form .

gjg
3 32 For Trout or Black Bass Fly Rod, same finish as above, 10£ft., 7 to 9ozM complete in wood form. --•••<

90-

90 For Ash and Lancewood Weakflsh or Striped Bass Rod, Hollow Butt, Extra Tip, Swelled Ferrules.. . ... .. ;• • *j
t
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' VnYaWiiP 1*51

1*50 For Fine No 00 Brass Multiplying Reel, Balance Handle, Screw Qil Cup, Holds 600ft. 18-thread Linen Line, diameter 3|ilf. Also Nos. 0, 1, 2, 3, same price. See catalogue 1.5 J

3 75 For Hard Rubber and Nickel Multiplying Reel, with Drag, Raised Pillars, holds 600ft. 15-tbread Linen Line. .
.
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aCW^h and Shrined
Hooks Down go the prices. My best quality all kinds sneiled on single gut, lOcte. per doz. ; double, locts.

;
treble, 20cts. ; in J doz Packages Leaders: Tieb |g^Weakfish anc Wnped

Open Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 5 1 , 53 & 55 Court St, Brooklyn, N, Y.
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A FOURTH CHAPTER OF ACCIDENTS.

ON Sept. 20 a Midclletown, New York, farmer, while

carrying his gun through a hallway, muzzle poin ted

toward his stomach, accidentally struck the hammer
against a chair, the gun exploded, and the man died

almost instantly. On the following day, as two Penn-

sylvania sportsmen were returning from a rabbit shoot-

ing expedition, one of them carrying his gun aimed

square at the neck of Iris comrade in front, the arm was
accidentally discharged and the victim instantly killed.

Last week a young man of Yonkers was shooting in

the suburbs. Walking up to retrieve a bird, he found it

not quite dead, and hit it with the butt of his gun; the

second barrel exploded, filling him full of shot; he died

a few days after.

These are specimens of frequent firearm casualties

They are all the result of foolish carelessness, they are

the stern penalties paid for violation of the rule never to

point a gun at one's own person nor at the person of

another—a rule so imperative, so simple and so easily re-

membered and observed, that there is no room for excus-

ing its neglect.

That the rule is violated one has only to read the news-

papers to learn; for the name is legion of those who poke

their guns at others, pull them toward themselves, and

point them around promiscuously, as if they were some
harmless variety of the big-headed canes carried by small-

headed dudes. The hopelessness of it all is that these

people are, in most instances, grown up men, but indi-

viduals who for all their years have not arrived at the

age of discretion in handling deadly weapons, and never

will; they are past reproof and instruction, and as fast

as they accidentally kill themselves and their fellows

their ranks and the supply of their victims will be filled

by others like them.

It is, if not profitable, at least interesting, to classify the

firearm pokers and pointers and clubbers, as alienists

segregate the various classes of the feeble-minded and

insane, or as an ornithologist might catalogue according

to the A. O. U. Check List the birds that destroy them-

selves by flying against the Washington Monument. First,

then, for one reason because they are often very old

men and should have precedence because of their gray

hairs, come those who pull their guns after them, muzzle

foremost. Thus a Newark gunner, aged seventy-four,

having climbed over a fence, reached back after his gun,

which, catching under the edge of the top board, was

discharged, and the load passing through the board

entered his left wrist. It was found necessary to ampu-

tate the arm. For the fence accident there is a stereo-

typed formula: "While getting over a fence he shot

himself in the neck and died instantly;" "in climbing

over a fence his gun was accidentally discharged, the shot

entering his left hand and blowing off the two last fingers

and breaking the middle one;" "at 4 P. M., as he was
climbing a fence, his gun was accidentally discharged

killing him instantly."

In many instances the mischief is done before the fence

has its opportunity; there is a distinct class of wagon
casualties. A Maine hunter, when getting out of the

wagon, lifted his gun; it was accidentally discharged,

the shot passed through his coat sleeve and then instantly

killed his little eleven-year-old son. In the Adirondacks

one combination was a buckboard, on a rough road, in it

a young man with a loaded gun, with the muzzle pointed

toward his body and the butt between his feet, a cigarette

and a match; to scratch the match on the leg of his pan-

taloons he lifted his foot, twitched the trigger, and blew

an arm off. A Nebraska farmer, whose gun had slipped

from the wagon seat, grasped it by the muzzle and

attempted to pull it toward him; both barrels were dis-

charged into his heart. A Long Island sportsman, stand-

ing on a hub of a front wheel, drew his gun toward him

on the bottom of the wagon; the hammer caught on a

cleat, and the load of bird shot proved fatal.

In a similar category belong the boat fatalities. A
gunner on Sinnepuxent Bay, Md., caught his gun by the

muzzle and pulled it toward him; it was discharged by

contact with a seat, and his injuries were fatal. The

same thing happened to a Sandusky, Ohio farmer, and a

San Francisco man brought a like fate on himself, in a

precisely similar way, on the rail marsh at Belmont; while

a New Orleans physician, who was collecting bird speci-

mens, and an Auburn, N. Y., duck gunner met their

deaths by pulling guns out of boats.

Clubbed muskets are legitimate arms in time of war;

but fate is against the gunner who uses his rifle or shot-

gun as a club. An East Poughkeepsie, N. Y., party were

coon hunting at night, when the dogs got into a fight.

One of the hunters attempted to allay the scrimmage by

clubbing the dogs with the butt end of his gun. The

stock hit a tree, the weapon exploded and the man died.

A sailor rode out into the country after game; and when

his horse balked, he poked up the animal with his gun so

effectively that the refractory creature kicked up its heels,

struck the gun, and shot off the man's arm and killed hi m.

Allied to this class, as a passive manifestation of it per-

haps, is the employment of the loaded gun as a staff or a

crutch. A North Carolina sportsman, who had been

hunting and had returned safely home again, was relat-

ing to his family the story of his luck; and as he talked

he leaned on his gun, butt on the floor, muzzle at chin,

while his little boy played with the hammer. When
the gun went off it tore away the entire top of his head.

A Pennsylvanian lost his head in a like manner; having

primed his muzzleloader with a lucifer match, he leaned

on it, muzzle to face, when the stock slipped and the

hammer fell. In a Connecticut barn a young man stood

leaning on his gun, and talking with a friend; during the

conversation he crossed one leg over the other, thus dis-

charged the gun and killed himself. At a Chicago turkey

shooting match one of the contestants, who was waiting

for his turn to shoot, placed the muzzle of his gun, with

both barrels full cock, under his right arm-pit and leaned

on it; then swinging one foot from side to side, he

accidentally struck the trigger and fell down dead.

An army officer rested his rifle with the muzzle on his

foot, and it cost him a big toe. A Wisconsin gunner,

caught in a shower, put his hand over his gun muzzle to

keep the powder dry; a clap of thunder made him jump,

his knee struck the gun hammer, and he lost the hand

that was keeping the powder dry. A Brookfield, Conn.,

gunner, handling his cocked gun by the muzzle, caught

the trigger in one of his boot straps; a Staatsburg, N. Y..

man naught the trigger of his gun in his clothes; a Hag-

erstown, Md., boy got his trigger tangled in his shirt

collar; all these with fatal effects to the gunner or a com-
panion. That there are still many muzzleloaders in use

is demonstrated by the frequent reports of the unfortun-

ates who peep into the muzzle to see why "the old thing

did not go off," or who, having loaded one barrel, kill

themselves by discharging it while attempting to load

the other.

TROPHIES OF SKILL.

INHERE is a class of sanguine and enthusiastic people,

whom no anticipation of danger or difficulty can

daunt, and who are ready enough to go to the world's

end in pursuit of hazardous undertakings, but succumb
readily enough when brought face to face with them.

Several Englishmen of this class went out to Cashmere
during the past summer, allured by the spirited accounts

of hunters, of the glorious sport in pursuit of bears and

chamois, and the spreading-antlered deer of that favored

region. They were men of means, who took with them
express rifles and all the appliances for camp life and a

summer's sport, and after a very pleasant trip they

reached Srinuggur, to find that man and nature and

especially women had conspired to make it the veritable

paradise it had been represented; but three days' clam-

bering among the rugged mountains in pursuit of ibex

was quite sufficient to take all the Excelsior out of them,

and glad enough they were to reach Srinuggur again in

safety.

But they were a practical set of men; who, when they

found they could take no comfort out of mountain climb-

ing, applied themselves to achieving one, at least, of the

objects of their journey by other means. They sat at

home in the bungalow in the Vale of Cashmere, and em-

ployed native hunters to bring them the trophies of the

chase.

Whether these men have done wisely or not is yet to be

proven; they will take their trophies to England, some

they will probably present to friends, and some they will

probably display in their dens, never pointing to them,

but when questioned about them, simply saying that

they are some of the things that they brought from

Cashmere when they went there for a shooting trip. We
have heard of one man who thus took home a lot of pur-

chased trophies from India and left it to be inferred that

they were the spoils of his own weapon, until at last he

had to invent a history of his acquisition of each trophy

in turn, and repeat it, until he was driven to give the

whole lot away for his conscience sake. But all men are

not constituted alike ; for we know of another,who, having

had a lot of skins given him by a friend, invented a story

of his acquisition of each, and told them so often and

circumstantially, that he was at length able to tell them

unblushingly and in full detail to the man who had pre-

sented him with them, pointing at the same time to the

holes in the skins to embellish his narratives.

"A Summer Hunt with the Pawnees" is the title of

a sketch by "Yo," which will be published in our next

issue. Readers of the Forest and Stream, who are

familiar with "Yo's" descriptions of rough life in the

West, will be pleased to learn that he has prepared a book

of "Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales'—and a capital

book it is—which will be published at an early date from

this office. A fuller notice of it will be given next week.

Club Preserves are attracting more and more atten-

tion among thoughtful sportsmen. Decided differences

of opinion prevail respecting the merits and demerits of

the system. There are those who profess to "view with

alarm" the growing dominion of the preserves; while

others claim to see in the extension of club holdings only

beneficial results. The subject is one that deserves care-

ful consideration and full discussion.

Our Trap Reports have of necessity taken up much

room of late, for having set out to give the best trap de-

partment published in America, the Forest and Stream

has accomplished that purpose only by a generous allot-

ment of space. Now that the tournaments are nearly

finished and gunners are giving"more attention to field

work, our Game Bag and Gun columns will expand.

Col. Robert Patton Crockett died at his residence on

Rucker's Creek, Texas, last Thursday, in the seventy-third

year of his age. His death removes the only remaining

son of pavy Crockett.
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THE MODERN KNIGHT.

THE lance and shield in days of old

Were emblems of the warrior bold,

Who for his love grim death would feel;

But now we have an era new
When landing net and split-bamboo,

With fly-book, line and reel,

Will better please a maiden coy,

And fill her gentle soul with joy,

And often bringher heart to creel.

J. Charles Dayis.

IN PAWN IN A FRONTIER TOWN.
IN the suniiner of 1885 I spent several weeks on a hunt-

ing trip in the White River country of northwestern
Colorado. Colorow and his band of Utes were on their
annual hunt at that time in the neighborhood, and, as
there is always a prodigious destruction of game by the
Indians on these occasions, I had met with only moderate
success in my quest for deer, and had failed utterly in a
wish to add an elk's head to my trophies.

Somewhat chagrined at the result of the trip I had
turned my steps homeward; but was spending a few days
on a ranch near the new settlement of Meeker, beguiled
"by the unsurpassed trout fishing of the place, when I

met with an odd adventure which gave an unexpected
turn to the latter part of my summer's sojourn in Colo-
rado. "While fishing one morning I incautiously, and
with some difficulty, forded the river in order to reach a
coveted spot. I was not so fortunate when I attempted
to stem the swollen stream further down on my way
back. Where the river broadened out somewhat, form-
ing a series of rapids, I ventured in. The current swept
over the slippery, moss-grown rocks with bewildering
rapidity, and I kept on my pins with difficulty. When
mid-stream was reached an unlucky stumble caused me to
lose my balance. In an instant I was caught up by the
flood and borne down toward the deeper waters. The
thought of being tossed into the vortex below was not
reassuring, and I clutched a big rock as I was being
carried along. Clinging to this I was able to get my
breath and steady myself. An overhanging bough as-
sisted me to shore, and I was congratulating myself that
aside from the wreck of the trout rod, I was none -the
worse for my involuntary bath, when it suddenly oc-
curred to me to look for my pocketbook, which I had
placed the night before in the outside pocket of my
shirt. Of course it was gone, gone with all my money
and beyond the hope of recovery. Eeturning to the
cabin, I put on dry clothes and began to cogitate on my
position. The situation was awkward to say the least.

Two hundred miles from a railway, among comparative
strangers, and with no means of communicating with
friends except by the slow overland mail. There was
apparently no prospect of money reaching me at that
distant point inside of three or four weeks. I determined
therefore to make for Glenwood Springs—the nearest
town of any size—and there await the arrival of assist-
ance in the shape of a money order or registered letter.
Cowboys have a reputation for kind-heartedness and

generosity, and, as I needed provisions to carry me over
the journey to Glenwood, I resolved to put this to the
test. So next morning I asked one of my cowboy ac-
quaintances to accommodate me with a small loan.
Without a moment's hesitation he produced his wallet
and handed me the needful wherewithal to begin my
journey homeward. Next morning I said good-bye to
my new friends, and started over the divide to the Grand
River, where I arrived three days later without further
adventure. With well assumed assurance I rode up to
the best hotel in the town, called for the hostler to look
after my horse, and walking into the office, signed my
name and asked for a front room. The clerk in charge,
after a discriminating look at my now ragged and travel-
stained garments, had a brief consultation with the pro-
prietor. The two then entered into conversation with
me. My easy air aDd Eastern accent were not without
effect, and the order to "show the gentleman up to 22"

was given, and I soon found myself in a cosy room over-
looking the main street. On the door was tacked a
printed notice, which, among other items, contained the
following:

: The Price of this SOOW fe $3 per Day. •

: Reduced Rates for Those Remaining a
;

: Week or Lonc4er.
;

: ALL BILLS PAYABLE WEEKLY. :

A stage coach started next morning for Aspen, where
there was a telgraph station, and that night before going
to bed I sat down and wrote out the following somewhat
pathetic message, addressed to one of my friends: "I am
at Glenwood, busted and without credit. Send $100 im-
mediately. " Next morning I intrusted this to a passenger
on the stage, with a request that he forward it directly on
his arrival. To cover the expense I gave him a dollar
bill—a portion of the cowboy loan I had reserved for that
purpose. I counted on getting an answer to this urgent
communication at the end of a week. In the meantime
I set out to amuse myself in such quiet and harmless
recreations as the bankrupt state of my finances per-
mitted.
Unlike so many other towns in Colorado, Glenwood

did not owe its birth to the discovery of mineral deposits
in the neighborhood, but rather to the presence of num-
erous mineral springs, said to be of great medicinal
value. One of these is especially interesting. From the
floor of a cave in the wall of the cafion a boiling spring
gushes forth, emitting a sulphurous vapor which is effica-
cious in removing rheumatism and other ills.

_
Notwithstanding the fact that Glenwood owed its incep-

tion to the faith of its projectors in hot baths rather than
in rich " finds " in the mountains, there was no absence
among its citizens of that abiding confidence in the
future greatness of the place which animates the breast
of every Western pioneer. A court house nearly com-
pleted and two rows of one-story shops on the main street

were the only features which suggested the future me-
tropolis; while scattered over the plain and perched on
the rocks overlooking the river was a curious collection
of cabins, tents and " dugouts," the homes of the small
army of health-seekers who had flocked here from all

parts of the State. A noisy activity characterized every-
thing—houses were going' up everywhere, contractors
were busy. Every stage brought additions to the ranks
of the invalids, merchants, speculators, saloon-keepers
and gamblers. Every other house was a saloon and every
saloon had a " lay out " for the devotees of fortune. At
night interesting groups gathered about the tables. There
you would see the well-dressed, dainty-fingered profes-
sional presiding at the faro bank with inimitable sang
froid, while bronzed cow-punchers, brawny laborers, con-
valescing patients and alert capitalists risked their earn-
ings on the turn of the cards.
By some tacit arrangement the guests at our hotel

were seated at the tables according to then- supposed
social importance. To my disgust the autocratic head
waiter assigned me a place' at the fourth or lowest table.

Perhaps my ragged habiliments justified him in doing
this; but I resented it all the same and laid my plans for
promotion. Next day I brushed up my clothes, polished
my boots, and resolved that nothing in my demeanor
would betray me as the conscious owner of but fifty

cents. As a result the stable boy had some one else for a
neighbor at table that day, and I found myself with men
who wore coats at table and who abstained from the use
of expletives with every remark.
My vis-a-vis at this" table was the proprietor of the

largest faro bank in town; he was always accompanied
by his "lady"—a delicate-featured girl, who seemed
strangely out of harmony with the surroundings. I made
the acquaintance of a leading real estate man, and
through his good offices, and by significant references to
my cattle interests (in a very distant part of the State), I

had the satisfaction of sitting at the first table and count-
ing the magnates and cattle kings of the country among
my acquaintances. In spite of this little social triumph,
time hung heavy on my hands, and I longed to get away
from the place. With all drinks and cigars costing
twenty-five cents each such luxuries were out of the
question, even had I been disposed to seek distraction in

that quarter. Trout fishing was a. great solace at this

time, and every day found me trying my luck in some
stream in the neighborhood. Whether successful or not,
the few hours' walk among the trees or along the river
bank was always a welcome change from the noisy town.
One morning I was reading a newspaper in the saloon

of our hotel. Two games of poker were in progress at the
time. Suddenly the stillness was broken by the reports
of two pistol shots, and a few moments afterward the
barkeeper rushed in and said a man had just been killed
outside. Anxious to see the row, I started to go out, but
before doing so paused to note the effect of the announce-
ment on the gamesters: not a muscle changed as they
quietly continued the game, each man guarding his pile
of chips and the deal going round as usual. Outside a
group stood bending over the burly figure of a well-
known gambler who had just paid the last great forfeit

in the game of life. He lay where he had fallen in the
street, with a bullet tlirough his heart. They said the
tragedy was the outcome of a dispute over a game of
poker. The slayer of this poor fellow ' 'sent to his account
with all his imperfections on his head" was arrested, but
I never learned whether or not his case ever came up for
trial.

By the middle of the second Aveek I had grown more
impatient at the non-arrival of the letter. I could not
sell my horse, for he was a borrowed animal and I was
responsible for his safe return. Already the first of
September had come and gone, and I still had a ride of*

185 miles ahead of me. It would have been foolhardy
to have undertaken this journey over the mountains
alone and without money or provisions; yet I am sure I
would have attempted it but for the load of debts which
encumbered me and kept me perforce a prisoner in the
hateful town. Finally, on the evening of Sept. 4, the
important epistle was forthcoming at the post office, and
next morning, after paying my bills, I rode down the
Grand River valley en route for headquarters. The con-
finement in the livery stable on a hay diet, had broken
the spirit of my once proud-stepping Dan, and it was
only by the occasional reminder of the spurs that he
could be persuaded to resume his usual gait.

The rough Indian trails which I followed during these
last days stretched over a most diversified country. For
hours my horse would pick his way among the rocks of
dry creek bottoms, then low mesas would have to be
crossed, dreary stretches of desert solitude, where the
cactus and sage bush only partly concealed the white
patches of alkaline soil. But the scenery was not all of
sucli a depressing character, and I found myself betimes
on a high tableland, where the hot breath of the valley
gave place to the stimulating ah- of the upland. Here
the trail wound its way through dim shadowy groves of
quaking aspen, across sparkling rivulets and over the
soft green turf of the little parks. Again leaving all this
behind, I descended into the valley of the Gunnison
River, where the screech of a locomotive soon apprised
me I was nearing my journey's end. At length a well-
traveled wagon road led me into the town, from which
ten weeks before I had departed, gay and eager to taste

the bitter and sweet of wild Western life.

The tendency of nature to leave something of her own
rude, savage impress on one who has lived with her for

a period, was illustrated in my own case, for I found it

necessary to disclose my ideutity to a number of friends,

who failed to recognize a visitor from the East in the
bronzed, bearded and generally uncouth looking in-

dividual who now saluted them. H. G. B.

A Grouse in Town.—Huntington, Mass., Sept. 30.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Yesterday (Sunday) morn-
ing at 9 A. M. I was sitting by the window in my dining
room reading the morning paper; and I heard quit-quit-

quit, and I looked out of the window, and upon the
broad stair beside my house within 8ft. of me stood a
partridge. She did not leave for three minutes, prob-
ably she had learned of my selling my gun and that the
Selectmen of our town had recently offered ten dollars
reward for information that Avould convict any one hunt-
ing upon Lord's day in Huntington. My house is in a
village of about 800 inhabitants, not more than ten rods
from the railroad, the church and my store.—H. W. M.

ALBINOS AND HYBRIDS AMONG BIRDS.

IN the bird collection of the TJ. S. National Museum, at
Washington, there are numerous examples of albin-

ism, including white blackbirds, white bluebirds, white
robins, and Avhite crows. Albinos among birds are found
in all parts of the world, and are much more common
than is generally supposed. Black and dark colors, in
general, are the most susceptible to albinism. The white
robin is apparently the most common albino in this

country. Specimens are found entirely white, while
others are normally colored except that they have a
slight mixture of light-colored feathers, others again
being variously intermediate.
Some albinos are yellow instead of white on account

of the presence of a yellow pigment in the plumage,
which the disease does not affect, though ah the darker
colors and markings of the normal plumage may be ob-
literated. An example of this style of partial albinism is

the ox-dinary cage canary bird in yellow plumage, the
normal color of the species being olive green, streaked
with dusky. There are, also, a great many specimens of
albino crows in various stages of albinism: some are
entirely white and others are mixed, having more or less

of the black remaining. In the common Bob White
there are cases where the brown color has faded out
entirely and the black markings remain, while in other
specimens of the same species the reverse has taken
place, the brown remains and the black is absent. There
are many other examples of albinism in the National
Museum. We noticed an albino redbird, a white sora,
albino ducks, owls, hawks, meadow larks, and in fact
one will find specimens in almost every group of birds.

Then, too, there are examples of partial albinism affect-

ing only a portion of the bird. This is well shown in the
case of a Mexican house finch, with partial albinism
affecting only one side of the bird, the markings upon
the one side of the head being crimson, while those on
the other side are pale yellow.
"The prettiest albino I have ever seen," says Mi-. Ridg-

way, "was a common flicker. It was entirely pure white
with the exception of the scarlet crescent on the back of

the head and the golden yellow coloration of the under
surface of the wings and"taii."

Hybrids among birds are quite common. Among
geese we have a cross between the ordinary Canada
goose and the blue-winged goose, and another between
Hutchins's goose and the white-fronted goose. Among
ducks we have three beautiful males representing a cross

between the mallard and pintail; the three specimens
are exactly alike, each combining perfectly the peculiar-

ities of form and plumage of the two parent species.

There are also several hybrids between the dusky duck
and the mallard, and several between the mallard and
the muscovy duck.

MOCKINGBIRDS IN MASSACHUSETTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The Connecticut Valley in this region is remarkable

for the variety of its birds. For fifty miles each way Ave

have the overlapping of the Northern and Southern
migrants. The great Arctic owl and the pine grosbeak,
with the beautiful Northern snow bunting, are here in
the winter, and if the season be a severe one they come
in large numbers.
One of the latest and most interesting instances of this

extension of migration is the fact that hoav for two suc-
cessive years a pair or two of the real Southern mocking-
birds have bred across the river in West Springfield.

There is no doubt about the identity of the birds, and a
few of us who were in the secret have driven across the
river many times during the season to see and hear these
beautiful and musical visitors. Of course we are not
treated to the full volume and richness of the Southern
song, for parental anxieties and duties dull the music for

a while, but the graceful motions and the domestic
musical interludes at dawn and twilight have illustrated

their presence. They nested near a public, much traveled
highway, and could be often seen about and across it,

but feAv people suspected the identity of the visitors.

Springfield, Mass. E. H. Lathrop.

NOTES ON BACK NUMBERS.

IN reply to Joseph Ide, I would say that it is pretty con-
clusive that the loon cannot rise from a small body

of Avater. If it is found in such a place, its instinct will

cause it to resort to diving as a means of safety. Here
along the ponds of the Mississippi River lowlands there

are plenty of loons during the spring and autumn
seasons. Great numbers of them may be seen sitting on
trees near the banks of rivers and ponds. One time I

found two crested fish-ducks in the open center of a
large pond which Avas nearly frozen over. Not having
much space of water to start upon, they refused to leave
it. and resorted for safety to their Avell-known proficiency

in diving.
Have you eA^er seriously and scientifically considered

the great moral of the Bible command to "Be as wise as
serpents and as harmless as doves?" Very few persons
are familiar with the nature and traits of either one.
The dove and the snake are well chosen types of the good
and the bad spirits. The serpent is low and deceitful in

all its habits, while the pure and innocent dove is the
very perfection of harmlessness.
One of your correspendents tells of a woodcock being

crippled by flying against telegraph wires. Here in
Missouri, where wild chickens are plentiful, numbers of

them are killed by striking telegraph wires. Quail suf-

fer much in the same way. All swiftly-flying fowl are
subject to such accidents.

The middle of September appears to be rather late for

the hatching of quail, yet that is the date when a flock

of ten came forth from a nest I had been Avatching.

These were hatched mainly by the sitting of the male
bird, and of the dozen eggs two failed to develop birds.

I believe I never noticed so many quail as there are here
this year. No doubt the mild and favorable winter was
the principal reason for the splendid flocks Avhich now
are so common in our fields and forests.

On Sept. 4 a Avhite-headed eagle passed here on his

journey south. It is a rare occurrence to see the emblem
of freedom earlier than November in this latitude. Per-
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haps the one I saw was a knight of labor out on a strike.

Forest and Stream recently inquired as to the correct

spelling of the name of the fish known in differt parts of

our country as croppie. crapple and croppy. Along the

Mississippi anrl its tributaries the usual name applied to

the fish is croppie.

One of the sights to amuse the naturalist is to see the

fierce little kingbird routing a hungry hawk and getting

in its savaye thrusts on the bird of prey. I bad often

heard it said that the pugnacious nature of the kingbird

is such that it will even venture to take a rirte on the

back of a hen harrier, vet I somewhat doubted the story.

Recently, however, I had all my suspicion clearly dis-

pelled by seeing this warlike propen ity of the kingbird

exhibited in it charging upon a large hawk and taking a

position on its bHck, a 1 the time vigorously pecking the

greatly alarmed flesh-eating bird. Surely the kimrbitd's

title is well bestowed. Jasper Blines.

Alexandria, Mo.

Small Bcms and the Song Birds.— Yonkers, N. Y.,

Sept. 29.—Something needs to be done to save the birds

from extermination at the hands of the small boy. This

morning I found several boys in a clump of briers and
saplings on Ludlow street shooting at the feeding birds

with rubber slingshots. One of them had killed a yellow-

bird, and was searching for another which a lame but

none the less rascally "Murphy" declared he had knocked
off a limb "wid a stone." A volley of foul language was
my reward for interfering in behalf of the birds. This

afternoon I took a walk to the beautiful plateau just ad-

joining Mt. St. Vincent, where the Leake & Watts new
orphan asylum is being built. The day was beautiful.

But the small boy again spoiled my enjoyment of it. My
wife espied a shaver of some 10 years with a small breech-

loader, and on nearing him I found he held a half-grown
catbird with a broken wing in his left, while trying to

load with bhe right hand. "I shot him easy, so that I

could put him in a Cage," was all the excuse he made for

his cruelty, but he speedily decamped on being threatened
with arrest; I ended the' little creature's sufferings, and
only wished the scamp of a boy could experience the

feeiing of being shot "easy."'—C. L. S.

Two-Headed Snakes.—The recent note of a two-

headed snake has brought out this memorandum from a
Denver, S. C. correspondent: A double-headed suake
was found near here a few years ago by Mr. W. T.

Lander and placed on exhibition at the drug store of Orr
& Sloan, Anderson, S. O, where it was seen by a great

many people. It was about a foot long and had two per-

fectly developed heads, which seemed to act independently
of each other. About an inch from the heads they joined

in one snake without any other peculiarities It was
what is known as a "king snake," black, with white rings

around it. For aught I know it can be seen yet at the
drug store preserved in alcohol.

—

Blue Ridge. The
editor of the Sunbury (Pa.) News, commenting on our
note, reports that a two-headed snake was found in Sun-
bury this year.

Blacksnakes.—Springfield, Mass.—Inoticedsome time
since in the Forest and Stream a contention as to

whether there was a ring-necked blacksuake. I can say

there i«, for I have killed two, one in the summer of '86

and one in '87, both in the same locality; and I think if

one cared to do so they might capture one or more in the
same place. They are quicker in their movements than
the common black variety, audi think a large one would
be an ugly customer. When I was a boy two of my
brothers and myself killed a blacksnake with a white
spot on its throat; when it saw us it turned and came
directly for us. and I shall always think that but for a
lucky blow with a stone it would have been a serious

matter for one of us, as we were all small lads at the
time.—A. C. Sikes.

Natural History Collections from Africa.—Mr.
W. H. Brown, of the U. S. National Museum, is to accom-
pany the party going to St. Paul de Loando this month
to view the eclipse of the sun, for the purpose of making
collections for the National Museum. Mr. Brown will

be provided with an outfit for securing large collections

of birds, fishes, reptiles and insects; and it is hoped that
he will be favored with weather and other conditions
suitable for collecting objects of natural history, espe-
cially as this is a large field, containing many animals
desired by the Museum.

ing nnd

PENNSYLVANIA GAME LAW.
WILKES-BAR RE, Pa., Sept. 30, 1889 -Editor Forest and Stream:

P< rruit rue to call your atteution to an error in the game
law of Pennsylvania, as published in tbe last issue of the Forest
ANi Stream. At the last session of [he Legislatur e the game law
was anieueled, as follows: "No person shall k^ll or expose for sale,
or have in his or her possession afier the same has been kill rd,
any quail or Virginia partridge, between the fifteenth day of De-
cember in any > ear and the fhst day of November rest following,
under a penalty of $10 for each one so killed, exposed for sn]e or
had in possesion. Approved the 25tu day of April, A. D., 1889."
Previous to this amendment the open season for quail was irum
Oct. 15 to Dec. 15, as published by you. Irving A. Stearns.

THE GAME SEASON.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Chautauqua game notes are rather uninteresting this

fall excepting in the squirrel line. This has been one of
the great squirrel years, and they have been slaughtered
accordingly. They are here, there and everywhere, evi-
dently migrating, for places that have not harbored a
squirrel for years and have no food for them have been
alive with them. They have come into the village limits
and played around in the shade trees. They are fre-

quently seen on the highway fences, away from any
woods. Farmers kill them in their apple orchards and
chase them across lots. They are now and then so nu-
merous in the public roads as to block the wheels of
wagons. (This, I'll acknowledge, makes me tired, like
the wagon wheels: but give me credit for not making it

more flagrant.) Some of the rodents are very fat and
some quite poor, which makes a fair average. Strings of
a dozen and upward are common, black and gray alike.

Red squirrels too plenty to mention—oodles of 'em. I
slew a black squirrel, as black as the conventional hat

or cellar, excepting that the tip of his tail was snow
white. He was an odd fellow.
Wild geese are not plentiful yet. Plenty of the tame

kind, both feathered and human. They have been usu-
ally plucked, bui »re not fat enough to kill. The w Id
turkey flignt did not frtcp tins year, 'ihey um-t have
passed during the night. We expected that giouse would
show up in great shape this fall, but so far, in a numbei
of trips in good cover, I have not started a feather. Why
so. [ am at a loss to understand, for they were numerous
last fill, and the winter «as mild Maybe it's microbes
or bacteria or something that h j s carried them < ff. It is

an off year for bear and den1

. There was much rain in
the spring about the time of tin ir usual nesting, and they
wi re probably drowned out. There were several wood-
cock shot during the summer, but the hunters who
poked around thrruah |he Lush* 8, plopped through the
mud, fouuht and cursed the nuv-qu tots, toie their clothes
and sweated them-elvts to death, earned every cock
they misled. It'o the kind of stopcock I dou't {effect.

O. O. S.
CnAUTAUQUA County, N. Y , Sept. 25.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Up here in old Connecticut where, though tbe buds

are scarce, we have more than our share of glorious crisp
days during the fall, we always look forward with pleas-
ure and longing f< r October fhst Cooped up as I have
been in New York city almo-t continually this past sum-
mer, I am counting the very moments till next Tue day,
when, D.V., I expect to introduce Spike, a young four-
legged Englishman, to a covey of partridges that have
been fattening these past few weeks under the shade of a
scrawny old grape vine not many miles from Exouizee.
The past winter was an open one, and Let! says the birds
wintered well, and then, too, the spring was favorable
for young birds, there being none of those deadly wet
cold storms, so that taking into consideration the num-
ber of birds that I have seen on the one or two Sunday
walks I have had this summer. I confidently expect
enough birds to satisfy me and, withal, a glorious time.
In my short experience I have shot bear in New Bruns-
wick) deer in Maine, elk, antelope, etc., in Wyoming
(Casper M< untain and Bate's Hole), and yet, despite those
heart -warming memories, I would not change for all,

the days I have stumped up through the scrubs on a

sunny sidehill, chasing a wily old partrioge, or, sinking
knee deep into the black soil, have startled a woodcock
from his shady table, spread by nature near a tmy
stream. What though 1 missed this one, or my dog
flushed that one? We both had our sport, the days were
only too short, and satisfied, Bang audi rustled home
through the scarlet leaves. To the ever-repeated ques-
tion, "Well, what luck to-day?" a short "three" or "five

and a rabbit," sufficed, but of those we misse I the de-
tails of "how" and "why" always lasted through dinner
and far into the evening. It is this kind of a day, and a
week or two ftdl of them, that 1 am looking forward to.

and I know that some of your readers, "Forest and
Sireah, who, looking back over the summer, with a
week here and "over Sunday" there, wish they were in

my boots and could say with me, "I begin my vacation
on the first of October." F'lin.

Editor Forest and Stream :

The open season does not begin till Nov. 1 for partridges,
but doves may be killed in August. The outlook for
wing-shooting was never better. Bob White has done
exceedingly well, and young birds are better grown than
usual. It is a common remark among all classes that the
supply of birds is unusually large, notwithstanding a
great deal of wet weather during summer. This is prob-
ably accounted for by the early nesting, which enabled
the young birds to get large enough to stand the wet
before it began. However, Mr. M. D. Mays reports find-

ing two nests while pulling fodder the la^t of August.
Tnese birds, if alive, will be too small to kill Nov. 1; and
this fact of some biids being so small caused our Legisla-

ture to defer the time of opening the season so late.

The season continues till April 1, giving hunters five

months to hunt in.

Some idea of the shooting done in Anderson county can
be derived from the amount of shot used each year. One
firm in city of Anderson sells six tons of shot each season,
and a number of other houses sell quantities of them,
besides those sold at Pendleton, Pelzer, Piedmont, Belton,
Honea Patb and Autun, which swells the amount up to
snug proportions. Nearly all of this shot is expended on
game, as the trap is very little used here. Blue Ridge.
Denver, South Carolina.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Everything is very wet. The swamps are full and the

fields nearly so. Consequently the birds are in unusual
places. I went out with a friend on Monelay and we had
a good time, but found few birds, although we knew
there were plenty of them on the same grounds a week
or two ago. We put up two partridges (both old birds)
and got one, and five or six woodcock, and brought to
bag four of them. We found all of them on newgrounds.
Please send us some dry weather. Cohannet.
Taunton, Mass.

Editor Forest and Stream:
To all appearances there- is very little game in the mar-

kets heie, I have seen two brace of partridges but no
woodcock. In the early part of tbe month there was
very little gunning, but later I have seen and heard of a
few good bags. I saw to-day in the show window of
Green's pharmacy a bag of twenty five of the handsomest
gray squirrels that I have seen in five years. They were
the result of a two-days' gunning trip, made by H. C.
Farnham, a well-known sportsman here. No shore shoot-
ing heard of as yet. Cohannet.
Providence, R. 1., Sept. 25.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The shooting is not very good just now, nothing but

summer ducks, wood and black ducks, but they have
been shot at so much they do not come into the rice beds
until after dark, and leave at day light in the morning for

some of our small lakes in the wood--, sit there all day
and flock to the rice beds at dark. In about three weeks
tbe fall ducks will come in thousands and stop until the
lake freezes up. The shooting will be g< od then. There
are plenty of partridges in all the woods around the 1 ike;

it requires a good dog to tree them. Chas. Gilchrist,

HAbwood, Rice Lake, Oat.. Sept. 25.

QUAIL IN RED RIVER BOTTOM-II,
''I 'HE next morning found ns on our horses in rapid
t movtment to reach the Pickett plantati n, but I was

stopped by a messenger with a note iioui Jlr. Tom Pick-
ett to bring up my compass and establish the line between
him and Dr. ii )hert M >ss. B tiding the messenger go on
to Gold Dust and get my surveying instrument °, 1 rode
with Mr. Pickett to the lane hetwe< n him and Dr. M< ss,
who fortunately was riding by at that moment, and very
quickly I lound that the lane was elue nrrth and south.
We then requested Mr. P'ckett and Dr. M"ss to accom-
pany us. The Doctor said be had no shells loaded.
I * ffered to supply him with all he shoulu need, if he
wrul'l get his gun and join us. To this he consented.
Mr. Pickett said he was going to his rnphew's plantation,
and would accompany us 10 witness the sport.
We did not arrive on the grounds where the birds feed

until 11 o'clock. Dr. Moss had never seen the fielding
<>f pointers or setteis. This morning Ventura permitted
Cora to go with us. As soon as the flogs got to the
grounds Cora set, with Maud and Dan's Trump backing.
Dr. Moss wasper'ectly delighted. The b'rds were flushed,
he bagged one, Ventura one, but I mi-sed. The birds
uere retrieved, and the dogs did not go but a few steps
beyond the point where the birds fell before each dog
pointed to a separate bevy. I went to Dan's and baggeel
two birds as they ro*e, Moss went to Cora and bagged a
bird, while Ventura went to Maud's birds and bagged a
bird. I never saw dogs do prettier work. Not a flush was
made by them, the presence of C >ra seemed to ani-
mate Dan's and Maud, and made them hunt both wiih
more activity and po -d caution. In retrieving, it was
only the question which got to the point the bird fell, in
advance of the others, for it to be retrieved.
We found a large b< vy in high grass I did not go to

the point, but remained on thp inside of tbe wire fei ce.
when the birds w ei e flushed, Dr. Me>s bagged two birds,
one with each birrel not twtnty yards from him. Con-
sidering tin* was the fir?t time he had ever shot over a
pointer, it was remarkable good shooting. Tbe bevy flew
back into the inclo ure, and as they came by me, I made
a double, shot, and a remarkably good one for me, as the
birds were at long range and a broidside shot. Mr.
Pickett shot a few shots with Ventura's gun, but only
bagged one bird. He and the Doctor left us to go back
to dinner. The Doctor had bagged eight birds in fll,

Veuturaard myself continued the hunt until late, with
varied success. S uuetimes he would miss and I would
kill, and then I would miss and he would kill. We had
rei uced the number of buds down to a very >mall figure,
not a dozen birds had escaped, and those I proposed to
Ventura t> leave for breeding this summer. We returned
home with forty-one birds, each bagged the same number,
and one was a joint shot.

Thi? will close my hunt for the season; I am too good a
sportsman to desire the entire destruction of the game,
and would do more to protect it than any one in this
whole section of country. But what avails my single
efforts, when the law is openly violated ov< r the entire
State, and no punishment ever ensues for its violation.

Gold Dust Landing, La. TJarda.

THE SQUIRREL EXODUS.
RENOVO, Pa., Oct. 1—Editor Forest and Stream: The

unprecedented hegira of black, gray and the red or
pine squirrel, through the West Branch region of the
Susquehanna has certainly been wonderful, and the
old* st inhabitant fails to recall to his mind anything
like it.

The black and red squirrels predominate, the gray not
being so numerous, altnough there are a goodly number
in the crowded woods. The red or pine squTiels are as
thick as Pharaoh's locusts. They are saucy and So im-
pudent that they almost inva ie ihe muzzie of the hun-
ter's gun. Strange, too, they seem to be on good terms
with the blacks and grays, this being so different from
what naturalists tell us about them. My own observa-
tion, to , about these red deniz* ns of the forests is that
they become helligerent whenever a gray or black squir-
rel shows itself. Not so with this crowd; they seem to
be on good terms with each other and all seem bound
for the same place. They are apparently going south.
That they have come from the north somewhere is

evident from the fact that there are none on the south
side of the river, or at least very few, and they are
"natives and to the manor born."
Thousands of these squirrels have been shot bv our

native hunters and converted info food. While we have
old logies who intimate that tbey would ju-t as soon
make a least off a kitUn, the majority, however, are of
the opinion that there is no better dh-hthan squirrels and
potpie. The potpie itself is a favorite dish among Penn-
sylvania people; but when the squiirel is added to it and
they are cocked in one pot, th<n ihey ate food fit for the
gods. These squirrels are as fat as butter, from the plen-
itude of nuts in our woods, and tbe chestnut-!, acorns and
hickory nuts weie never known to be more plentiful.

Tbe trouble is in this section of PennsyjV .nia we have
so many pot-hunters—destroyers of game out of season.
There are a number of the e fellows around here who

kill deer every month in the year, and when the genuine
sportsmen goes to look for game m season it is not there.
The same way with our pheasants. The broods w°re
nuineiou* in our surrouuding woods last spring, but these
destroyers of game have been killing them right along
out of season.
The Susemehanna is full of game fish, but the Fishery

Commissioners do not seem to pay any attention to this

part of tt.e State, and allow numerous" fish baskets to be
put in the river and remain there all fa'l. Both above
and below us here the river is lined with fish baskets and
wing wails for nets. We have strict laws, but no one in
authority seems to care about enforcing them. The Fish
Commissioners have unlimited power antl plenty of
money to enforce these laws, but they seem to be neglect-
ful of what is certainly their plain duty in tbe premises.
The result of all this wanton destruction of our game

has become tro app-rent to the true sportsman. It will

have to be brought up with a round turn or cur game,
notably the d( er tribe, will become as scaice in Pennsyl-
vania as the buffalo is in its native land.

James H . Ferguson.

Names aitd Portraits off Birds, by (Juraon Trumbull. A
book particularly inte resiins to gunners, for oy its use tliey c»n
t'lentif v without question all the American game birds whi th
taey may kill. Cloth, tfsO pages, price $2.50. Far sale by Fobjsst
a.i.u Stream.
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PATTERN AND PENETRATION.
WINCHESTER REPEATER, 10 AND 12-GAUGE.

THE gun on the stocks this week for examination
marks the first appearance of the repeater in the

tests. It came from one of the largest arm factories in

the world and has been pushed in a successful recognition

of its merits by the energetic New Haven firm. This
Winchester came to test under exceptionally favorable
conditions. It was a selected arm, brought down by the
shooting expert of the company, Geo. W. Albee, who, it

will be remembered, holds the record for rapid and ac-

curate rifle firing, made years ago with tbe Hotchkiss
rifle and not as yet surpassed in any record test. Mr.
Albee brought down a pair of the Winchester repeating
shotguns, and struck pretty fair weather at the Jersey
shooting ground. There was a stiff wind on and it came
up the line of fire in a way to drop the shot a bib and per-

haps affect the penetration. But the air was humid, and
no bird hunter ought to expect a much better showing.

WXNCHESTEB 10-GAtTGE, 40YDS., 357 PELLETS.

Mr. Albee treated the gun in the usual trap-shooter's
fashion, dipping the barrels for a foot or 10 inches into
cold water after each discharge. In this respect he was
the only shooter in the whole series of tests thus far to
follow the fashion of the Parker expert, Mr. Gaines, who
kept his barrels carefully wet through his shooting last

spring. Curiously enough it was in the second test of the
Parker arm when the most attention was paid to this wet-
ting of the interiors of the barrels, and it was at the
second test that the best shooting was not done.
The Winchester with its single barrel was a simple gun

to test. There is no comparison between the barrels, and
five shots at each range with each gun enabled the whole

WINCHESTER 12-GACGE, 40VDS., 340 PELLETS.

shooting to come well within an hour. It was not fired
as a repeater, each cartridge being inserted after the pre-
vious one bad been fired. How smoothly it worked is

shown in the following table, showing the count of pellet
marks in the 30in. aimed circle and again at the circle
selected from the same sheet for best pattern with the
distance in inches between the two centers:

10-GAUGE (U-N.
40yds.

Aimed Selected Between Aimed
Circle. Circle. Centers. Circle.
Pellets. Pellets. Inches

284
326

Av.,.303

307
313
307
326
295

Av.,.309

324
327
304
324
351

336

337

340
324

6
7

Pellets.
150
146
145
172
174

6^ 157

12-GAUGE GUN.m in
4 167
6 200

187
W4 157

60yds.
Selected Between
Circle. Centers.
Pellets. Inches.

173
160
153
194
203

140
175
211
201
159

6 104

5*6
5

hi

04
8

The arm worked in good shape, and the throwing down
of the breech mechanism sent the shell nipping out over
the shooter's shoulder. The rolled steel barrels used were
of the ordinary output of the Winchester Works, being
uncut in fitting and without any of the binding which
comes with the braizing together of a pair of barrels; it
is urged that under action the Winchester is scientifically
uniform. It is certainly a quickly manipulated arm in
experienced hands, and the ready fashion in which Mr.
Albee got in breaking shots at three targets sprung simul-

taneously showed what a 'killing arm the Winchester
would be when ducks were plenty and time for reloading
very limited.
The best pattern for each of these two guns is given

for the 40yds. distance, A showing the point aimed at
and C the center of the target for best patterns. The
formal and complete record of each gun is shown in the
regular way as follows:

ClAREMONT, N. J., Sept. 20, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOEEST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

Winchester Repeaters, Steel Barrels.
Gun-10-Gauge. Cost, $25. No. of gun, 22,345. Weight,

8%lbs. Length of barrel. 30in. Full choke.
Gun—12-Gauge. Cost, $25.' No. of gun. 4,036. Weight,

7%lbs. Length of barrel, 30in. Full choke.
Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 12 o'clock. Force of

wind, 16 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 63°. Do.,
wet, 56°. Humidity, 64 °

. Barometer, 29. 6in.
Cha/fige, as given by holder of gun:

Shell—Winch ester.
Powder, Brand—American Rifle No. 4.

Powder, Quantity—10-Gauge, '?>% drs.; 12-Gauge, S^drs.
(
Make—Tatham's.

Shot-!. Quantity—10-Gauge, 1% oz.; 12-Gauge, IV oz.

( Size-No. 8 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Tliree Cartridges Taken at Random.

10-GAUGE.
Loading. Powder.

Card over shot; three il... 98 grs.
pink-edge wads over-: 2... 97 grs.
powder. "(3... 98 grs.

Average 98 grs.

12-GAUGE.
Loading. Powder.

Card over shot; twoil... 91 grs.
pink-edge wads and*; 2. ..

"

card over powder. ( 3. .

.

90 grs.
91 grs.

Shot.
555 grs. 514 pellets.
554 grs. 511 pellets.
554 grs. 512 pellets.

554 grs. 512 pellets.

Shot.
545 grs. 516 pellets.
548 grs.
541 grs.

did penecs.
513 pellets.
512 pellets.

Average 91 grs. 545 grs. 514 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

10-GAUGE. 12-GAUGE.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets. Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 284 pellets.
2. 326 pellets.
3. 258 pellets.
4. 298 pellets.
5. 348 pellets.

14 sheets.
13 sheets.
14 sheets.
16 sheets.
15 sheets.

1. 307 pellets.
2. 313 pellets.
3. 307 pellets.
4. 326 pellets.
5. 295 pellets.

15 sheets.
15 sheets.
16 sheets.
12 sheets.
15 sheets.

Av. 305 pellets. 14 sheets. Av. 309 pellets. 15 sheets.

Three Shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

10-GAUGE. 12-GAUGE.
1 324 pellets. 1 337 pellets.
2 327 pellets. 2. .... . 338 pellets.
3 351 pellets. 3 340 pellets.

Average 334 pellets. Average 338 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

10-GAUGE. 12-GAUGE.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, :i pellets.

1. 150 pellets.
2. 146 pellets.
3. 145 pellets.
4. 172 pellets.
5. 174 pellets.

9 sheets.
8 sheets.

10 sheets.
7 sheets.
9 sheets.

1. Ill pellets.
2. 167 pellets.
3. 200 pellets.
4. 187 pellets.
5. 157 pellets.

6 sheets.
7 sheets.
9 sheets.
9 sheets.
6 sheets.

Av. 157 pellets. 9 sheets. Av. 164 pellets. 7 sheets.

Three Shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

10-GAUGE. 12-GAUGE.
1 173 pellets. 1 175 pellets.
2 194 pellets. 2 211 pellets.
3 203 pellets. 3 201 pellets.

Average 190 pellets. Average 196 pellets.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In common with many of your readers I have been

greatly interested in your shotgun trials, and believe
that these reports will be of great value in showing us
what may reasonably be expected from our shotguns.
While it is a trial of guns and not ammunition, still your
careful and accurate analysis of the cartridges is worthy
of study; for instance, your reports have demonstrated
that our American manufacturers of shot have succeeded
in making their produuct of remarkable uniformity of
size.

Your plan of giving us the weight of each load in Troy
grains, and in an opposite column, the number of pellets
by count, enable one to detect at & glance even slight
variations in the average size of the pellets, by compar-
ing the count with the weight of the several cartridges
analyzed.
In several other particulars, to which I may refer at

another time, your reports will furnish data which will
enable us to come to very definite conclusions.
Nm BfliTAJN, Conn. WOODEN NUTMEG.

ALL-ROUND RIFLES.
SOMERVILLE, Mass., Sept. 20.—Editor Forest and

Stream: As is well known to many readers of For-
est and Stream, the writer has given a great deal of
attention to the small-bore rifle, to adapt the same to
hunting small game, and if possible to secure, by trying
and experimenting with different rifles and cartridges,
different methods of loading, lubricating, alloying and
making bullets, etc., etc., the best results. For a long
time I have been trying to find the rifle which has been
longed for by so many, and for which thousands and
thousands of dollars and a great deal of time has been
wasted, viz., the all-around rifle; the arm that can be
used for anything and everything successfully, from a
chipmunk or English sparrow to a deer. I will omit
other large game, as the deer is the largest that we have
in this State, and will try to cover the field of small game
and include deer. As is the case with many others, I
thought that a large caliber, say .40, could be so loaded
with light charges of powder and a round or light coni-
cal bullet that it would do nicely for gray squirrels,
grouse, rabbits, etc., but soon found that the meat was
badly torn and the game spoiled for the table. Then I
dropped to a .32, which, by the way, comes the nearest
to it of anything, as the .32-40 is a powerful cartridge,
and if the .32 Smith & Wesson revolving rifle bullet,98gr8.

,

is used with a light charge of powder, good results can
be obtained. But then there comes light gallery or prac-
tice shooting around home, and this rifle is too large, so,

as is the case with some other " rifle cranks," I buy my
experience, pay dearly for the whistle, and then give it

away to the younger ones that are coming on the field,

that they may benefit themselves without paying a for-
tune for their knowledge, as some of us older ones have
to do.

I do not desire to give a free ad. to any gun or ammu-
nition maker, and will speak of those that I have proved
to be good, while those that have proved not to be so I

will give the benefit of the doubt and say nothing of
them. As regards sizes or calibers, it is more a mat-
ter of cartridges than rifles, so I have found it neces-
sary to select three cartridges to cover the ground that
I have tried to cover. The cartridges represent also
three different calibers, viz., .22, .25 and .38. These three
calibers can be used in three different barrels and
belong to the same gun by using the Maynard rifle,

which has interchangeable barrels to use on the same
stock, and for which the new .2oeal. .25-20-85 cartridge
is made. These rifles also handle the .22 long rifle car-
tridge well. My favorite arm for this cartridge is the
Stevens rifle, and it is (in my opinion) as near perfection,
using the .22 long rifle cartridge, as will ever be found,
and is just the thing for target practice at short range,
sparrows, squirrels, etc., etc. The cartridge has some
faults which may be remedied in the future, of which I
have written before in Forest and Stream, and of
which no more need be said, only that the extreme accu-
racy of the cartridge in several different Stevens rifles,

as well as Maynards, leads me to call it perfection itself.

Then the new .25-20 cartridge is just the thing for ordi-
nary hunting purposes as well as target shooting up to
200yds. It is good for geese, turkeys, ducks, black and
gray squirrel shooting, and all of the medium sizes of
game. In the East our game is rather wild and has to
be shot at longer range than in some other places.
Now the third and last, but by no means least of the

cartridges the writer has selected is the .38-50-255 Rem-
ington. The rifle being a No. 3 Remington-Hepburn
model, 28in. octagon barrel, and mounted with a nice
telescopic sight. This rifle is the one for long range,
game and venison shooting, and woodchucks, crows,
hawks, owls, wild geese, etc. etc., at distances from 100
to 500yds. are liable to get into serious trouble, unless
they leave before the combination can be brought to bear
on them. The latter cartridge and rifle is the maximum
size that I care to use, and is good for anything that
wears hairs or feathers that is found east of the Rocky
Mountains. A few words regarding the telescopic sight
and I will close this. Telescopes on rifles have given me
no end of annoyance at various times, and a sight of this
kind meant a good round sum of money and then, per-
haps, an inferior glass. Here is a pointer from experi-
ence. I ordered not long ago a telescope and mountings
from Mr. L. N. Mogg, of Marcellus, N. Y., told him the
faults I had to find with some of the glasses I had used
and the high prices I had been charged for them. Well,
to make a long story short, the glass and fittings came in
a few days Avith instructions to send it right back if not
satisfactory. The price was very moderate, and for the
benefit of the readers of Forest and Stream that are in-

terested I would say that it is the equal of any one I ever
used. I can easily see a .38cal. bullet hole in white
paper at 200yds. This, of course, I mean in good light.

The freedom from distortion is remarkable, and for one
having as much power as this the absence of vibration is

noticeable at once. On my small-bore hunting rifles to
use in the woods for off-hand shooting I find nothing so
good as the Lyman rear and ivory front sight. I think
that with these three cartridges I am satisfied. "But,"
some one asks, "supposing you can have but one rifle,

which cartridge will you choose?" My answer is choose
according to the work you wish to do. They are all

three good.
.

Iron Ramrod.

A VAIN QUEST.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Where can I get an "old-fashioned" flintlock shotgun,

such as I was lucky enough to own twenty-nine years
ago 'i As early as that I found that there were imitations,
and that there was a wide and far shooting difference
between the two kinds. In those old days I had a Hud-
son's Bay gun, a singlebarreled flintlock, that, could I

find it, I would give the best breechloader that ever I

owned for it. It would shoot anything from buckshot
to cut up nails, and I brought home more game with it

than ever I have with my Parker or Greener. In those
days we lived on the frontier, and when I didn't kill

something the family had no meat. It took three fingers

to pull it off , but the mallards had to be a long way out
in the lake, if some of them didn't turn up when that
long barrel blazed out her charge. In those days there
was a kid that, with powder horn and shot bag, and
that homely old thing of a gun, knew where the part-
ridges hid, where the patches of wild buckwheat that fed
dozens of coveys of prairie chickens, the lakes that bore
the wild rice which the big mallards knew too, and the
oak ridges where a deer might be found. And that old
gun had a partner, a mongrel cur, that went by the name
of Bounce, and he was a hunter too. It is of no use to

ask you where I could get another such a dog, for money
wouldn't buy him; he was a boy's dog. Ah ! if I could
only have, now, that old gun, and that dog, and the fun
that boy had, and his appetite. E. S.

Phtlipsburg, Montana.

[E. S- will find the old flintlock, not a bit rusted, lean-
ing against the Norse tree on which grow the apples that
make one young again; the old dog is lying there in the
shade, too, and the appetite will be restored by quaffing
the Fountain of Youth bubbling up near by. J

Petaluma, Cal., Sept. 21.—The whole country north of
here up the coast is a paradise for the sportsman, no
healthier spot in the world, with game enough for any
reasonable person; but it cannon last. The trout hog
and deer hog are everywhere. Near the city the game
laws are pretty well* respected and enforced, but the
mountaineer does as he pleases.

—

Bkrne.

Fastening Wads in Brass Shells.—"W- P. H." in
issue of Sept. 19 asks how to fasten paper to brass shells.

I use shellac to fasten wads in brass shells and find it

satisfactory.—J. R. T,
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MICHIGAN WILD TURKEYS.
TTARTFORD, Mich.—Editor Forest and' Stream: There
XI are still some wild turkeys left in Michigan. A few
miles west of Bay City they are found along the line of
the Pere Marquette Railroad: again on the line of the
Michigan Central Railroad, where one may get off at
Fair]and or Decatur; or take the narrow gauge at Law-
ton as far as Paw Paw, and then go north and west four
or five miles. There are some fine broods of turkeys in
this neighborhood, and lots of grouse. Nor are they con-
fined to these especial localities, for every few days one
hears of a flock of turkeys having been put up some
where.

I don't go much afield nowadays, but eight years ago
last fall I took my trusty 12-gauge Parker with a supply
of am munition and started off, telling my wife that we
would have wild turkey for Christmas. I drove five
miles southwest from Hartford into Berrien county, put
the horse in a barn, and learning from ray host that tur-
keys were in the habit of coming into his back field. I
started in that direction, taking cartridges loaded with
3£drs. powder and l|oz. No. 3 shot. I soon found tracks
in a cornfield that had been harvested, and my dog,
which was part pointer and the rest, as my boy says,
"just dog," only waited my command to track them to
cover. In a few minutes he raised his voice to let me
know he had found, and guided by the sound I soon
reached a tamarac marsh, and open swamp with high
grass, and scarcely had I got fifty yards into this latter
before up went an old I ironze gobbler scarce fifty yards
in front of me. I dropped him, and before the smoke
had cleared aw ly up went a hen, which the next minute
lay kicking in the grass.

I tied their heads together and started for my horse,
and by the time I reached the barn I estimated the weight
of that pair of turkeys at lOOlbs., or thereabouts; the
steelyard made them only 311b.-., but there was ample for
Christmas. S. C.

The Ship Harbor Tragedy —A correspondent sends
us the testimony of the moose hunter who recently shot
a man by mistake for a moose near Ship Harbor," N. S
[He said: "Win. Tayloi and myself stayed at a cauip at
Gold L.ike dialings oti Thinsd iy night. In the morning
we camp to Grassy Lake Ridge, a di-tance of one mile,
Wm. Taylor called for moose by a tree about two rods
off the road, and I sat down at a tree about chn e rods
from him at the same side of the road. I heard a cow
moose answer Taylor to the northwest, in a swamp. Tay-
lor called again and I heard her answer to the west of us,
coming down toward the road. In about fifteen minutes
I heard the same call, I supposed, on the road. When I
heard her on the road I rose to my feet, and could see the
opening of the road through the small bushes. On ac-
count of these bushes I could not see the bed of the road.
I was confident it was a small cow moose, and on that
account was watching the opening on the road, expecting
to see the cow moose come up. I had taken my eyes off
the opening for a few seconds, and when I looked back I
saw what I took to be a moose coming toward me, but
could not see it distinctly on account of the small trees
standing close by me. I raised my gun to my shoulder.
I had taken sight and then taking my eye off it for a
second or two. and moved my head to the left a few
inches and saw what I felt certain at the time was a
moose's head and ears, and I could see what I felt certain
was the top of the shoulder. She appeared then to be
turned with her shoulder toward me. I put my eye back
to the gun and fired instantly, and could see that some-
thing fell. The first sound I heard I thought was the
groaning of a moose that had fallen, when I heard a man
exclaim, 'You have shot a man.' I exclaimed, 'My God,
I have shot a man,' and fell to the ground, I rose as 30on
as I could and proceeded toward them, when I saw the
men lying on the ground and I fell again, and was not
able to go up to them for some time."

Ths Law of Field Sports: A Summary of Law Affecting
American Sportsmen. By George Putnam Smith, of the New
York Bar. Contents: Equipment, Does, Trespass, Property in
Game, Game Laws, Fish and Game Clubs. Appendix: Abstracts
of the Game and Fish Laws of all the States and Territories. A
most useful book for every one who uses rod or gun. Price $1.
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.—Adv.

titer

CLUB PRESERVES.
TWENTY odd years ago the Rev. Adirondack Murray

marshaled his admiring hosts and led them through
Swamps and midgets into the finest umbrays of the North
"Woods. Justly may he claim precedence as the apostle
who first imbued the intelligent masses with a love for
angling and its associate charms. The passing generation
are not likely to forget the furore then created. The
movement developed new industries, opened new lines of
traffic, stimulated inventions, and compelled an aban-
doned region to pan out gold where it refused, to yield
due tribute in iron. It introduced the parasol and sar-
dine box into sequestered precincts sacred to the presence
of Audubon and John Lodd, and it festooned the limbs
which overarched their sinuous streams with glistening
lines of silkworm gut, which vied with the filmy handi-
work of spiders spun in the mid-summer noontide, indica-
tive like brokers' wires of the amount of business trans-
acted and of close connection with distant tackle shops
and tourists' outfitters. But, like John the Baptist, who
came crying in the wilderness, Murray was but the
forerunner or harbinger of the great impulse which was
to come later. In those flush days, which now seem
ancient, the speckled trout was the superlative quest of
the most ambitious neophyte who went afishing. All
were content with this ne plus ultra; with its grateful
environment, the freedom of the waters, the homeliness
of the log walled inns, and the immunity from the
straight-jacket of the autocrats of fashion. Until about
five years ago the Adirondack region remained a happy
Arcadia, where all its population were wood nymphs
together, untrammeled by forms and unrestricted by
lineal metes and bounds. Here was the kindergarten of
our rudimental beginning, where the alphabet of angling
was diffidently spelled beside the lakes and streams.
Stilted science had not invaded its penetralea to give old
things new names, nor had the familiar brook trout
entered its protest against the nomenclature of the gods.

And the troutis doomed! Its cultivated, pampered and
over-fed substitute may live, but the wild trout has had
its day in all accessible regions. With the increase of
intellectual light and scientific development his name has
not only been changed, but his very entity has been
transmogrified into a pale and sickly semblance of his
former self. Protection, like a high tariff, is working out
his ruin. Fenced in and corraled, coddled and appro-
priated by the rich, with the vulgar multitude persistently
kept aloof, only the barons of a soi-disant nobility will be
privileged to enjoy him while a lingering remnant re-
mains, and then he will pass forever into the realms of
apotheosis, where it is to be hoped he will abide a3 a
pleasant memory, and become a conspicuous shiner
among the constellations of angel fish which bespangle
the piscatorial heavens.
During the last ten years or so the bass, the salmon, and

latterly the winninish have superseded his excellency,
and now the bolder and hardier classes of anglers habit-
ually seek Canadian waters for superlative sport. There,
in that wild elysium, whose impetuous and restive
streams outvie the favorite rivers of Scotland, which a
few American enthusiasts were wont to frequent as long
as fifty years ago, they indulge their favorite propensity
with an ardor as fervent as the dash of the fish they
tempt and contend with, for no fish that swims is the
peer of the salmon, and no angling experience or pastime
carries with it the exciting episodes, aspects and vicissi-
tudes of salmon fishing. But even now, these privileges
•can be enjoyed only under tense restrictions. All fishing
privileges are subject to an official fee,- and all good
rivers are leased by the Government, and those who
would fish must pay dearly for the sport. Well may our
miscellaneous populace who love an outing in the woods,
view with alarm the encroachments of wealthy indi-
viduals and clubs of gilded sportsmen who are so rapidly
acquiring exclusive possession of all the choice fishing
waters of this country, and not of ours only, but those of
Canada, shutting out the public as trespassers, and gain-
ing no personal compensation to justify the hardship im-
posed upon their fellows save the comforting vain glory
which attends the consciousness of unlimited possession
and the power which money brings.
Memory recalls in vain that halcyon period when the

world's width was a public domain; when all of our in-
terior streams were virgin ; when our forests were un-
>c red by the swampers' axe, and no logging roads
threaded the sequestered penetralia; when to the birch
canoe alone there was an open sesame. Many are the
mid-summer weeks which I have passed alone on these
changeful rivers. But when my old stamping grounds
became occupied in course of time, I hied me to new
fields without more regret than the camper usually casts
at the smouldering embers of last night's fire when he
breaks up to go. But now, whither shall I flee? Last
July I went into the wilds of Canada, two hundred miles
back of the river St. Lawrence, and but a little distant
from the western confines of Labrador, and there I found
the river lessee and the clubs before me! A railroad led
up to the casting grounds, and steamboats plowed their
way to the camps. This was the luxury of ease, but for
the ordinary vacation rambler it involved only a privi-
lege to see, and not to participate in the sport. Five
dollars per day was the least exorbitant of the charges
for fishing, and reasonable enough, too, for the moss-
backs or backwoodsmen of the old days could not have
furnished shelter, canoes, grub, guides and transporta-
tion at anything like such minimum cost, for what he
saved in cash he would have to furnish in hardship and
expense of time. Only a bold and hardy explorer of the
old school, like Lanman or Ruxton, would now volun-
tarily exchange the convenience and comfort of the new
for the crucial regime of the old days. We who protest
against the occupation of the fishing grounds will not in-
veigh against the lessee who sub-lets rod privileges.
Indeed, he is the only foil which stands between us and
absolute prohibition of our pastime. Likewise those who
travel over the stock ranges of Texas do not object to
the small rancher who occupies the land and charges us
on passing what he supplies us with. It is the wire
fences we object to, which compel us to drive twenty
miles around in order to accomplish less than one. So
when we go to the Adirondack^ or to the Laurentian
water-shed and find vast tracts utterly without a human
tenant, but legally closed to all but their owners, who
have absolute title by purchase and whose right is un-
questioned, we are apt to vehemently protest and to ask
Cui bono? Who profits by the protection? Does it

profit the owner, or the fish, or the country? The latter
gains, to be sure, in proportion as the proprietors spend
money and introduce improvements and invite settlers

—

settlers to settle anywhere except on their territory. But
as it happens the lessee soon tires of his prerogatives; the
game proves not worth the candle, and he moodily
vacates the premises after two or three seasons. But
the title stands and the notice to trespassers continues to
stare each would-be angler in the face. If the angler
enters he does so under danger of any penalty, however
heavy, which the decree of a prejudiced court may im-
pose on him. The chances, however, are in favor of the
trespasser not being discovered or informed upon, if he
is prudent, but there is a risk, and inasmuch as there is

no pecuniary incentive for professional poachers to ply
their calling in these out of the way places, the domain
is generally left unmolested; for such gentlemen as visit

the wilds for pleasure usually seek out those limits
which are not tabooed. And thus vast areas of the best
selected territory are kept under the ban of entry and
occupation by the fiat of selfish monopolists who differ
from viceroys only in name. This is a few removes from
the position of Henry George. Between the two ex-
tremes we might hope to discover the happy medium,
but in a republic the only intervention possible seems to be
by Government's reserving and appropriating for pub-
lic use, subject to regulations, all such wilderness tracts
as are useless for other purposes, the chance discovery of
minerals and ores being the only condition of excep-
tion.

I have read with much interest the multiplying com-
plaints of a disbarred and distressed public, and they
come not too soon, if your readers believe the state-
ments to be exaggerated, let me enumerate here. The
evil is not confined to the Adirondacks; it is all over.
Besides several tracts of thirty to fifty thousand acres in
the North Woods, not to mention lots of minor tracts,
we have the 72,000 acres of the Megantic Club in the
Dead River region of Maine and the eastern townships of

Canada; 50,000 acres in the Cheat Mountain country,
West Virginia; 18,000 acres of the Blooming Grove Park
Association in Pike county, Pa. ; the ten-mile tract of the
Rising Sun Park in Illinois; the Arden Park in West-
chester, N. Y. ; the great game preserve in the pine lands
of New Jersey; the big preserve in the Cheyenne Valley,
Kansas, and others which I have no memoranda of at
present. In Canada it is even worse. There are no less
than fifteen fishing clubs, composed of residents of Can-
ada and the United States, with an aggregate member-
ship of perhaps 200 souls, besides individual owners,
which have leased or purchased large areas of forest in-
closing scores of lakes. The Stadacona Club, of Quebec,
covers an area of forty or fifty miles. The Laurentides,
of Quebec, covers a group of large lakes on the Myguick
and Batiscan. The Metabetchouan Club, of which U. S.
Senator O. H. Piatt is president, is located twenty-two
miles north of Lake Edward (which is seventy-seven
miles from Quebec) and fifty-five south of Roberval. the
interval covering fifty-five miles. The Springfield (Mass.)
Club, E. S. Brewer president, occupies the lower Meta-
betchouan River, and a Philadelphia club twenty-eight
miles of the upper stream. The Paradise Club of
New Yorkers, of which Judge Henry A. Gildersleeve
is president, is located at the lower end of Lake
Edward. The fishing privileges of Lake Edward en haut
and Lake Kiskisink are owned by the Lake St. John
Railway Company. Messrs. A. B. Scott, W. H. Griffith,
Harry Poole and Messrs. Twombly and J. C. Eno are lessees
of all the winninish pools at the"Grand Discharge, or out-
let of Lake St. John. Nazarre Tuscotte controls both
banks of the river Au Sable. Mr. R. L. Ogden, of New
York, controls large fishing privileges. The Jeanotte
and Batiscan rivers have both been in large part appro-
priated. Indeed the choice waters of the accessible parts
of this far off land have all been thus early pre-empted by
the pioneers of sport. This statement would seem in-
credible, but it can be verified officially. One thing in
advantage of Canada: Its government usually retains its

fee to the land. It leases, but does not sell, and the
leases are not for long periods. The United States might
do well to follow the example, though, with a plethoric
treasury, it might despise the small revenues which the
Dominion is glad to receive. In the case of clubs, where
the privileges of domain are shared by many individu-
als, or by families, as in the case of Blooming Grove
Park, whose membership is 200, the objections raised are
not serious, but where great territories, equal to European
duchies in extent, are held by individuals, unoccupied
and totally unused except for a single fortnight each
year, it is a case of selfish appropriation such as the
author of the "Dog in the Manger" never dreamed of.

I am glad to see these abuses agitated by the press,
though I do not perceive, as yet, what great good will
come of it. Charles Hallock.

SHOOTING THE FOUR-EYED FISH.

MANY years ago, while tramping along the Trinidad
side of the Gulf of Paria, in company with a friend,

we came to a long, sandy beach some miles north of the
celebrated Pitch Lake, and there for the first time I saw
schools of fishes, apparently about ten inches long, coming
up with the advancing waves upon the beach, remaining
there for a second or two after the tide had retreated and
then suddenly turning around and scuttling back. These
strange movements excited my curiosity, and being un-
able to capture them in any other way, I took my gun,
which I fortunately had with me, and fired at an incom-
ing school, killing three of them. Upon taking these up
I immediately recognized in them a species of the remark-
able four-eyed fish (Anableps tetrophthalmus), previously
only known as an inhabitant of the coast of Guiana.
Evidently, then, this development of the so-called four-

eyes has relation to this peculiarity of habits, but as my
stay was necessarily limited, I could not enter upon an
extensive investigation at the time as to what was the
exact reason of the habit, whether in search of the minute
crustaceans that are to be found upon the beach, or for
some other reason. The species of Anableps is peculiar
to tropical America. There are three well-defined
species, two occurring along the northern coast of South
America and extending to Trinidad, and one living along
the western coast of Central America. They are mem-
bers of the family of Cyprinodonis, of which the common
killifishes of the United States are well known repre-
sentatives, and are the largest of the family, attaining a
length of 10 to 12in. The eyes are unique in that each
one is divided into two parts by a horizontal, dark colored
band of the conjunctiva, while the pupil is completely
divided by a pair of lobes projecting from each side of
the iris. The orbits are extended upward above the
level of the head, so as to at once attract attention on
account of their prominence.
The four-eyed fish of the Pacific was one of the earliest

species described by me, and was named Anableps doiri
in honor of Capt. Dow, a famous collector. Immediately
after the description some of its peculiarities were noted
and published in the "Proceedings of the Academy of
Natural Sciences" for Feb. 12, 1861, page 21. "Dr. Le
Conte stated in regard to the species of Anableps described
in the Proceedings of last month, by Mr. Gill, as A. dowi,
that he had seen it in great abundance, not only in the
Bay of La Union, San Salvador, but in all the streams
emptying into the Gulf of Fonseca, and also in the small
tributaries of the Rio Lempa, as far as the town of Ver-
tud, a great distance from the ocean. The method of
swimming is very peculiar; the fishes are seen in groups
on the surface of the water, with their eyes projecting.
They are easily alarmed and very active. They are known
to the natives under the name of cuatro-oxos, in allusion
to the transverse black band which divides the iri3."

Theo. Gill.

Vermont Bass.—The famous Back Bay region at the
head of Lake Champlain has not been able to retain its

great piscatorial reputation this year, owing to the ex-
ceedingly wet season. The waters were too high to
enable anglers to pick out their accustomed fishing beds,
and more than all else, the many rains filled the lakes
and streams so full with fresh and tasty tidbits that the
sensible fish disdained the substitutes offered, no matter
how temptingly, by the zealous Ikes. The writer visited
a small lake famous for its big bass, about six miles from
St. Albans, and secured one fish of 4-}lbs., which was the
only bass of over a pound weight caught there by any one
during the three days of his sojourn. That is a fair ex-
ample of the season.—W. H. R,
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IT was a long, hard pull to the Sault, and one not ac-
quainted with the river would be, tolerably certain to

miss the channel frequently, and more than likely get
lost in the dark among the many islands dotting the river

up toward the rapids.
Cunningham was asked if he could find us a man who

knew the river to pull one of the boats, Charley and I

agreeing to follow in his wake in the other one, near
enough to keep from getting lost. He knew an Indian,
"Big Joe," who was just the man if we could get him,
"strong as an ox, and the best man with a boat in the
whole region." Joe was sent for, and brought another
much smaller Indian with him, and we recognized them
as the same two that had come to the camp after Louis,
"big Joe and little Joe" as they were called, and cousins
to Louis, as we afterward learned.
Big Joe was a picture, over six feet in height, deep-

chested, broad-shouldered, with the prominent cheek
bones of his race, built from the ground up in perfect
proportion, with not an ounce of flesh on his big bones
that didn't belong there; his shirt sleeves rolled back, ex-
posing a pair of long, powerful arms, on which the cords
stood out like brown ropes, and straight as old Sam's
"tree box;" he was about as perfect a physical specimen
of a man as I had ever seen; and doubtless Cunningham
did not greatly exaggerate when he said he was "strong
as an ox."
Asked what they would charge to pull the two boats to

the Sault, Joe said "a dollar and a half apiece and their
boat fare back in the morning," which was fifty cents
each. If he had doubled it we would have paid it just
as willingly, for the boats had to go back that night, or
we would be detained there another day and night.
When the Indians got their suppers and reported back

ready for the start, it was D o'clock, and dark, except
for the faint light afforded by the stars. Charley volun-
teered to go along for company, but as he would only be
an additional weight to pull, it was decided that only the
"skipper" should make the trip, and at the same "time
learn, if possible, what had become of the other boat and
our two young comrades, for Uncle Dan was getting un-
easy about them.
The larger boat had two sets of rowlocks and two pairs

of stout, tough, ash oars, and with little Joe at the bow,
big Joe at the after pair, and the skipper at the tiller,

with the smaller boat towing astern, we were off in the
darkness for a ride of twelve good miles, that will be re-

membered by the skipper as one of the "episodes" of his
life.

Big Joe set a lively stroke from the start, and it was
kept up without the slightest noticeable variation, the
powerful sweep of the oars being as regular, and appar-
ently as tireless as the even throb of a smoothly running
engine. Once in a while he would lose the stroke for
half a minute, to dip up a drink of water from the river
with an old basin lying at his feet, and then the boats
would almost lose steerage way, but when he caught the
stroke again, a string of bubbles would go dancing by on
either side in the faint starlight, showing the increase in
the pace. The lesser Joe was made of good tough stuff
too, but he lacked big Joe's great strength and quickness.
Big Joe was a wonder. Totally unlike Tom. he was a

good talker and spoke English very well. In fact he
talked all the way up in a natural tone of voice without
seeming to get out of breath on account of the violent
exercise; at least it looked to me like the hardest kind of
work, but he seemed to do it without the least effort.

He kept up his piston-like stroke, and at the same time
entertained me with hunting and fishing stories galore;
told me of" his adventures by flood and field, of his ex-
perience with hunting and fishing parties as guide and
cook, how he once packed ISOlbs. of provisions on his
back from the Sault, thirty miles back in the woods to a
lake for a party that had run out of grub; again how he
was caught in a storm in a small boat near Drummond
Island, while looking after some fish nets and tossed
about the upper end of Lake Huron for sixty hours,
without anything to eat before he was picked up. He
told me of his life, and family, and relatives, that there
were forty-seven of them of the same name—Lesarge

—

and how his grandfather had died a short time before at
the great age of 102 years, instructed me how to build a
raft with no tool but an axe, how to construct a bark
camp, bow to smoke and cure a fish on green twigs over
a fire so it would keep fresh and sweet for days, and a
hundred other scraps of information that kept me inter-
ested from the time we left Cunningham's till we crossed
the river under the roar of the rapids. Big Joe was full
of the lore of the woods and the waters and good nature;
the lesser Joe seemed to be full of nothing but silence
and river water, and said not a word during the whole
trip.

As we rounded a point a couple of miles up, the lights
at Garden River twinkled in the darkness a short dis-

tance ahead, and we pulled in to see if we could learn
anything of our stray boys. Entering the post-office and
store—a country post-office won't thrive without the in-
separable "store"—we stated our errand to the proprietor,
who said the boys had been there, but finding no mail
for them they had got aboard the steamer Atlantic with
their boat and gone up to the Sault.
Back in the boat and out in the stream again, Joe

looked over his shoulder—he seemed to have a joint in his
neck like an owl—and to hold the boat for a certain star
hanging low down near the top of the hills, as he in-
tenued to edge over to the American side to avoid the
current as much as possible, and then he launched into
some more yarns of the woods. An interruption broke
the thread of his discourse a mile or more above Garden
River, when we had gone fifty yards or so past a house
near the edge of the water, but only for a minute or two.
A light flashed out over the water at the corner of the
house, and a shrill, piping feminine voice hailed, "Oh,
Mister Harrison, is that you?" "No, ma'm," answered
big Joe, as he dropped his oars and dipped up a drink
from the stream. "Oh, I thought it was Mister Harri-
son," and in the same breath, "did ye come up from
about the landin'?" "Yes, ma'm," Joe answered; and the
lesser Joe rested and scooped up a drink with the basin.
Again the piping voice pierced the darkness in search of
some more information, "How is the diptheery down at
the landin'—is it gittin' any better?" "No, ma'm, but
some of the children are," Joe replied; and the light went
out behind the corner of the house as suddenly as it had

appeared, and the female went in, doubtless as full of
information—and wrath—as I was of laugh. Another
"episode," as old Sam would have happily figured it out.
The four oars fell as one, Joe picked out another star to

steer by, and the boat was quartered across to the Canada
side to get into easier water. It was so dark that the
shore line could with difficulty be made out unless within
a few yards of it, and as we neared a point reaching out
in the stream the shadows were so delusive and mystify-
ing that I held the tiller a trifle too much " port," and
the boat crashed into the rocks with a shock that sent the
lesser Joe sprawling on his back over in the bow, and big
Joe nearly on top of him, while I was only saved from a
headlong dive under the thwart Joe had just vacated by
the firm grip I had on the tiller ropes.
Reaching out quickly, the bow of the little boat towing

astern was shoved to one side barely in time to miss
crashing in the stern of the other one, and then when the
two Joes had got back on their thwarts, after a look to
see if any serious damage had been done, we backed out
and gave the point a. wider birth for a new start. An-
other " episode," which old Samwell would have greatly
enjoyed had he "bin thar," for Sam heartily relishes a
good episode.
Again we crossed over to the American side, and fol-

lowed the dim outline of the shore for half a mile or
more, in the deep shadows of the hills frowning darkly
above us, and then back to the Canada side,which we held
till ready to cross the river below the rapids. After fol-

lowing this shore a while,Joe saidwe were nearing a widen-
ing in the river infested with numerous snialL islands, and
I wTould have to keep my eye peeled, and be on the alert
to obey his order to " starboard" or " port" without fool-
ing away any time , and then his entertaining talk resumed
its flow where he left off.

When we entered the widening, we ran into a fog so
white and thick that we could scarcely see the boat's
length into it, and I intimated to Joe that we were possi-
bly in a category, but he said it looked more like a fog to
him, and as he didn't seem to be rery well acquainted
with categories, the stroke and speed were kept up, as
though it were broad daylight and the sun shining.
He seemed to know every current and eddy and chan-

nel in the broad river by intuition, but it was impossible
for me to steer with perfect certainty in the thick pall
that had settled on the water, even in accordance with
"his orders to the wheel," and two different times in less

than a quarter of a mile we tried to run over two differ-

ent rocky islands under "full steam," but fortunately no
damage of consequence resulted, only a good shaking up
all around. Had only Charley and I been together we
would have camped on the first island struck, and staid
there till the morning sun dispelled the fog.

After the last "island episode" I had a notion that Joe's
faith in my ability to steer through the fog without run-
ning aground on every island in turn was a trifle

shaken, as he ordered the helm aport, and said we would
work over against the shore into a channel free of islands,

but the route would take us a little out of a direct line,

and make our time a few minutes longer at the Sault.
Occasionally the lesser Joe would get tired, and let his

oars trail in the water while he rested a few rods—the
stroke was too quick for him—but big Joe appeared to be
absolutely tireless, and the boats were kept booming
through the water with a barely perceptible falling off in
the pace.

Big Joe was indeed a marvel of strength and endur-
ance, and I caught myself wondering if the man was
made of iron, and his muscles fashioned out of steel,

with a boiler hid somewhere inside, carrying lOOlbs. of
steam to the square inch to furnish the jjowter; He
started out from Cunningham's with a quick, powerful
stroke, and I don't believe the strokes varied two in the
minute on the whole trip, except when he dipped up a
drink of water, when we stopped at Garden River, and
during the "episodes" that occurred on the way, and the
distance was made in a little less than four hours, towing
a jerking boat at the stern against a strong current a
good part of the time, and the last five miles in a dense
fog. Had we tied the little boat jam up against the
stern she would have towed much easier, but it would
have interfered with the working of the rudder.
We were now in hearing of the rapids, and all we had

to do was to keep the boats in the water, and not try to
climb the bank. Sometimes we would get so close in,

the trees would be hanging over us through the fog, and
once we had to go around a long point reaching out in
the river, but Joe seemed to feel when he was within a
fewT yards of it, and with a "Hold her out a little more,"
we passed around, with the starboard oars striking the
rocky bottom as we went by.
The fog was a regular old-fashioned "Scotch mist,"

and my coat—not a heavy one—was wet through on the
shoulders, as well as my arms and legs where exposed,
and the air had turned quite cold, and I was chilled to
the bone, and cramped and doubled into the semblance
of a figure 5 from long sitting in one position, and I
heartily wished the voyage at an end.
Joe said from the sound of the falls we must be very

near the town, and just then a light shone dimly through
the fog almost over us, and in a moment we were right
under the stern of the Atlantic lying at her dock, which
was barely missed by jamming the tiller hard-a-starboard,
so closely had he calculated the distance from the shore,
for we could see it no more than if we had been in the
middle of Lake Superior. With the roar of the rapids on
the starboard beam to steer by, we soon slowed up on the
other side of the river, to feel our way through the fog to
a landing place. For the last mile or two we had been
looking for the powerful electric light at the lock, which
could be seen for five miles, Joe said, on a clear night,
but not until right at the dock could we see it, struggling
faint and dim through the drifting mist with a brighter
gleam at intervals, like the fitful flashes of a feeble fire-

fly. Pulling slowly along down the dock, feeling our
way the while till we found the slip where the boats
belonged, they were made fast, and I got out, stiff, sore,

wet and chilled, but glad to be once more on solid ground
where I could cut a few capers and work the kinks and
cramps out of my benumbed legs. The two Joes were in
better trim, as pulling the boats had kept their blood in

circulation, and they were little the worse for the trip;

big Joe was not even tired. Big Joe Lesarge is still a
wonder to me.
We found our way into a street, dim, dark and deserted

at this hour of the morning, and following it through the
gloom a short distance, fortunately ran across, and nearly

over, a friendly policeman, who put us on the trail to
Everett's house, where, after some vigorous knocking, he
was roused out, the boats paid for, and our mission was
accomplished.
Everett said the boys had returned the other boat the

previous evening, and as every thing was now squared
to his pleasement, we searched our way back through
the fog, till we found the "Messenger" lying in her slip
below, got the clerk out under a protest of growls about
"waking people up at 1 o'clock in the night," went to
bed to have a sure thing on not getting left in the morn-
ing, and slept solidly, till awakened "by the working of
the engine, as the boat backed out of the slip to go up to
her dock in front of the town.

I looked for the stray boys to come aboard and go down
with us, but saw nothing of them, and no time being
left to hunt them up, they were left to follow when the
spirit moved them, or stay there the rest of the season,
as they chose; their erratic "gaddim 'round'' having
about exhausted the small stock of patience I had left
on hand for the next "shipwreck."
A friendly morning breeze had blown the fog from the

river, leaving only a few straggling wisps of mist cling-
ing along the shore, and around under the lee of the
islands here and there, as reminders to the two Indians
and the "skipper," of the episodes of the night before.
At Cunningham's we took the boys and the calamities

aboard, shook our Samaritan friend and the Indians a
kindly good-bye, waved our hats courteously at Mrs.
Cunningham standing in the store door—may her days
be full of happiness for her kindness to the "Kingfishers!"
—and were off again in search of a new camp, and glad
to get out of a region that had bowed us down under a
burden of big trout—(stories) echoes, "shipracW and
"episodes," albeit the kind treatment received at the
hands of the Rnttles and Cunninghams more than made
amends for the disappointments and back-sets that had
betaken us since Captain Tate stranded U3 at the sawmill
dock, through too much "tamperin' with the critter."

Happily we saw nothing more of Captain Dave after
he disappeared in the woods back of the mill, carrying
his skin full of "snake breeder" and the marks of the
"wollopin' " administered by the big engineer as remind-
ers to him that "the ways of the bibulous bring them at
last to grief."

Nor did we see anything of our friend from Detroit*,

but this was a disappointment, for Brother Fritz was
one of our kind, and a sportsman "of many parts," He
got as far as the Sault, he afterward informed us by let-

ter, but having promised his wife not to go beyond reach
of telegraph communication, on account of sickness in
the family, he had taken the back track next day for
Mackinaw City, where a dispatch awaited him to corns
home at once; and we thus missed a chance of judging
his attainments as a beguiling "fi-h liar" in the flicker of
a camp-fire, for which Knots said he had a high and unr
tarnished reputation.
As we passed by the sawmill, Captain Barker was re-

minded of the unpleasant predicament he had left us in
the previous evening, but he "crawfished" out of the
responsibility by saying he was at supper at the time and
didn't see us, else he would have landed and taken us
aboard; and the unctuous mate, who was at the wheel,
said there was a bad bar running out in the stream above
the mill that would have delayed them some time in get-
ting around had he made the landing at the dock, and he
didn't know it was our party, and he couldn't stop the
boat without orders, etc., etc., all of which was highly
satisfactory to them, but mighty "onsatisfyin' " to us,
who bad been put to a deal of inconvenience and trouble
because they chose to be pigheaded and disobliging to

their fellows when in a "category."
But we were in a better humor than we were the night

before, and as we had in reality lost no time, the hatchet
was buried and we turned to the enjoyment of the scen-
ery along the course of the grand old stream, of which a
lover of nature can never grow tired.

About 6 o'clock in the evening we were once more in
Mackinaw City, bothering our friend Carpenter, of the
G. R. & I. R. R., about another camping place, but
having "a leanin' that way himself," he is always ready
and willing to help a brother angler with his advice and
services without leaving the impression that he owns the
road , a disease that frequently crops out on the average
station agent with alarming and sometimes fatal symp-
toms.
We had thought of making a camp in Carp Lake,

seven or eight miles down the road, but he thought
Douglass Lake, about half way between Mackinaw City
and Petoskey and six miles off the road, would suit us
better if we could get boats, and after dictating a few
inquiries that covered the case, a brief talk Dy wire with
the agent at Pellston and a wait of half an hour or more
brought back the information that he had hired a team
to be on hand when we arrived in the morning, and had
also secured two boats, and there were a couple more
that we could hire when we got to the lake.
This was better luck than we had been used to, and old

Sam at once pronounced it "a heap the best episode that
had hit us."
In the morning Dan decided to wait for the two

Decatur boys, and give them his "blessing" when they
did come for the worry and anxiety they had caused
him, and the Jedge's business calling him home, there
were but four of us left to go on and make the camp.
However, the truants came down on the Jay Gould that
evening, and were at camp next morning, ready for an-
other lesson in pitching a tent under the watchful eye
of Uncle Dan, this time without the annoyance of the
blackfly.
Just as we got the last of the calamities out on the

platform at Pellston, and the train was starting, old
Knotts startled us with, "Where's my trunk?" and with-
out waiting for an answer, swung on to the step and dis-
appeared in the baggage car as the train moved off. The
engine was, in railroad parlance, one that "picked up
quick," and before 200ft. from the platform was going at
a lively speed.
As the train was just then passing over a short "fill" of

loose sand 10 or 13ft. high, Knots appeared on the lower'
step of the baggage car, and without hesitation sailed out
in the air, with arms and legs extended like the sails of
an ancient windmill, or, as old Sam made it out, "Like a
great fat water spider doin' a flyin' trapeze act without
the trapeze." He struck the loose sand on his feet with-
out the usual dull thud, pitched heels over head, and
rolled over four or five times to the bottom of the em-'
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bankment, while we held our breaths, and then, without
losing any valuable time, picked himself up, scrambled
up on the track, and came walking leisurely back to the
station, brushing sand from his clothes the while, when
on learning he was entirely unhurt the smothered snick-
ers burst forth, for we were afraid to laugh before know-
ing the result of his flying leap.
"What the devil are you laughing at¥ r '—his mouth

twitching with the suspicion of a smile—"can't I take a
little exercise and pi-actice a few gymnastics without you
fellows splitting your sides with unseemly hilarity?
Where is that cussed pie box, anyhow ? It ain't on the
train, and it's got all my fishing tackle in it." It was
pointed out to him at the bottom of the pile of baggage,
and he yanked it out to make sure it was his, with a few
remarks that " he didn't see why some of us couldn't tell
him it was there before he nearly broke his neck getting
on and off the train." However, the hilarity subsided,
and we turned our attention to loading the wagon which
was waiting on the other side of the track. He said the
conductor told him he could jump off easy enough, but
it was a dangerous experiment at the speed the train was
going, and had the ground been hard or rocky the result
might have been a broken limb or two, if no worse: but
to even things up, had the pie box been in sight before
the train started, he would have missed the opportunity
to exhibit himself as a new-fangled flying machine, and
old Sam would have been cheated out of " another epi-
sode, the beatin'estone o' the trip,"

We hired a young fellow, recommended by the station
agent, to go along and cook, whose incessant talking and
fresh ways proved more annoying than his poor cookery,
but " the Joneses never was used to the best o' everything
nohow," and by mixing in a little more meekness and
humility in our deportment than was our habit in camp,
we managed to pull through, without having to answer
for the crime of drowning him in the lake, but it was a
close shave. Deliver us from a camp cook with a tireless
jaw, who knows it all.

The wagon was loaded and we trudged after it the six
miles to the lake for lack of room to ride, and because
another wagon was not to be had.
We found Douglass Lake to be a beautiful sheet of

water, about six miles long by nearly two miles wide at
the widest part, and well-wooded around its entire shore.
The outlet is Maple River, a rapid, shallow stream, ten to
twenty yards wideband famous for its grayling below

(
the mouth of the West Branch, a stream of ice-'cold

' water that joins it a couple of miles below Pellston. The
Maple flows into Burt Lake, one of the chain forming the
"inland route" from near Petoskey to Cheboygan on Lake
Huron.
We had heard much of Douglass Lake as a great lake

for bass, and were anxious to wet a line in its clear-
waters. A camping place was selected about a mile
above the outlet, on a smooth, level beach, well shaded in
the afternoon, and before sundown the camp was made,
the two boats dragged from then- hiding in the adjacent
"bresh." and with a few lank-bellied Michigan frogs, the
emaciated remnants of the "menagerie" that had survived
the bumps and jolts of the trip to Echo Lake, enough
bass and pickerel (will we ever find a gallon of waterIn
Michigan without a pickerel in it ?) were taken in the bay
in front of the camp for supper and breakfast, and we
went to bed that night tired and happy, each one with a
"curve of expectancy" in his spine for the days of sport
to come.

In the morning when Dan's tent was up, and his cot
stretched to the exact tension and "flatness" required,
and the old flag run up on a tall sapling planted firmly in
the sand, the "camp of the Kingfishers" was once more
in running order, and we settled down to the enjoyment
of a couple of weeks of solid comfort, marred only by
the hum of the ever present skeeter, and the tireless
efforts of our fresh cook to wear out the running gears of
his jaw, and our forbearance.
While in this camp Charley and I walked seven miles

one morning to the sawmill near the mouth of the West
Branch, waded and fished the stream a matter of five
miles down to the old Brutus House—famous as a hos-
telry in the day of stage coaches, but now deserted—
and tramped back in the evening by sundown, seven
more miles, with an even 50 grayling, weighing just
181bs. And the following day old Sam and I fished over
the same water, striking the stream at 10 o'clock in the
morning and leaving it at 4 in the afternoon, with 35 fine
fish, 85 in all for about twelve hours fishing during the
poorest part of the two days.
But the time draws nigh for these chronicles of the

camp, the "episodes" and happenings by the way to end.
They are already much longer than at first intended, but
it seems there is always something more to write about
the woods and the waters; another cast to make which is

to be the "very last" before reeling up for the campward
tramp, and the pen will linger over the paper as does the
rod over the pool, loth to be laid aside.

I might go on and tell of the bass we took in Douglass
Lake, and of some cunning, powerful fellows that we
didn't take; of "more pickerel," big and little, gaffed and
knocked on the head; of the "beatin'est place in all
Michigan fur bluegills," near the upper end of the lake:
where old Dan and Sam and Knots reveled in "pure de-
light," taking one, two and three at a cast on trout flies,
some of them a pound in weight, till darkness drove
them to camp; of the days of sun, and rain and storm,
and how the running gears of the cook's jaw held out to
the very last; but all this may peradventure be better
told in another series of letters.

Suffice it that each day brought its pleasures and its
minor disappointments, with an occasional "episode" for
old Sam, till the end came at last, and we took our way
homeward with a new lease on life, and planning in ad-
vance a fresh campaign for next year.
And now, if the foregoing pages have served to while

away a lonesome hour, and "lighten the burden" of some
disappointed brother whose vacation didn't "hit" this
season, the time will have been well spent, and I lay the
pen aside with a kindly greeting to the gentle craft, to
all the readers of Forest and Stream, and the "rest o'
mankind in gineral," trusting that we may meet again
in the wilds of well-beloved old northern Michigan to
"swap reminders" in the flicker of the camp-fire in some
future "Camp of the Kingfishers." Kingfisher.
Cincinnati

, 0., Sept. 20.

A PIECE OF LUCK.
ONE sometimes hears surprising stories of anglers re-

covering lost leaders and other tackle by hooking
the same fish a second time and landing him with the
lost tackle still fast in his mouth.

It was my good fortune to recover my lost tackle one

,
using light gut

Sisns-Es, Nets of every description. American Net & Twine Co..
jJtffrs., 34 Commercial st„ Boston, or 199 Fulton St., N. Y>~A.dv,

"trace" (I believe that is the proper phrase when you are
using a "paternoster," with the sinker below the hooks),
and was having very fair luck. Presently I had a bite,
and on striking found that my fish had "hung me" on
one of the troublesome snags, which are abundant in this
pond, so securely that I was unable to clear it with mv
rod, and when I tried to haul in the line by hand the
trace parted about a foot from the end of my reel line.
I had no whole spare trace with me, but found a piece of
an old leader in my pocket, which I tied on to the
remains of the trace, and putting on a new sinker and a
single hook, baited up and tossed over in the same place.
No sooner had the hook reached the b ittom than it

appeared to catch on again, and fearing that I was once
more snagged, I raised the tip of my rod, and to my sur-
prise found that, instead of snag, I had a fish, and appa-
rently a good one. After a little run, for I was using
light tackle, I brought the fish alongside the boat, and
was astonished to find that I had two fish! How could I
have caught two fish when I had only one hook! I could
hardly believe my eyes till I lifted my fish into the boat,
and found that I had caught not only a half-pound
perch and a hornpout somewhat larger, but my lost trace
complete, sinker, hooks and all! The hornpout was
securely hooked on one hook and the perch on the other,
while my last hook bad caught the trace somewhere be-
tween the two, and the whole was well tangled up.

I suppose when the trace parted it gave way just
where it was caught round the snag, so the pair of fish
were set free, but tied together like dogs in a leash.
Apparently they couldn't agree to go off together, but
one pulled one way and one the other, thus stretching-
out the trace for my hook to catch on.

I basketed the perch, restored the pout to the water,
and memded up my paternoster again. I caught a good
many more perch with it afterward.
The yellow perch bit very nicely in the South Ply-

mouth ponds round Manoniet during August, though
bass fishing was not up to the mark. We took three good
baskets of ijereh from Beaver Dam Pond—the first day,
two rods, 124perch; the next day, two rods, 94 perch, and
the last day, three rods, 226 perch, all fair perch, witli a
"pounder" or two in each lot. These fish were not
wasted, but were all consumed at the hotel.

John Murdoch.
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.

LATE SPAWNING TROUT.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I had made ready to start for the Manistee waters after
grayling, but the rain of this morning upset my plans,
and remembering that I promised you a brief of my notes
and observa tions on late spawning trout, I have prepared
and herewith inclose the same. It would be more com-
plete and valuable had my attention been sooner called
to the subject, and I now offer it for whatever it may be
worth.

I think that many, perhaps one-half, of our trout con-
tain spawn in May; that it is probable that some deposit
their spawn dming each month of the summer, and there
is no doubt that they do so in August. Brook trout
caught in May, 35, containing spawn 6 (or more); June,
85, containing spawn 15; July, 50, containing spawn 2L;
August, 43, containing spawn 13. It will be seen that in
May about ^, and probably more, contained spawn: in
June about in July nearly in August nearly and
that of the 213 trout recorded, 55, or more than i, were in
an interesting condition.

If these facts have any value you may publish them,
and I hope will add your opinion as to their significance.
Central Lake, Mich. KELPIE.
[Thorough investigation of this matter needs to be

made. The size of the fish, old or young, containing
spawn and their location, whether on spawning beds or
not, are questions to be answered. A trout when taken
from the water, if found to be full of spawn, should be
returned immediately back to the water, if this is possible,
without injury to the fish. It is to be hoped that • -Kelpie"
and others will continue their observations leading to a
better understanding of what is required to secure the
proper protection of trout.]

CHEAP FISHING FOR " PODGERS."
Editor Forest and Stream:

I see by your last number that a generous-minded fish-
erman down at Tarpon Springs, Florida, takes compassion
on my discouraging experience in Eastern salt-water fish-
ing and invites me to "come down" to a country where
things are cheap and fishing is good. I am * greatly
obliged to "Tarpon," and can indorse his views, being
familiar with the west coast of Florida, having fished
from Cedar Keys to Charlotte Harbor, but one don't
care to go down to so low a latitude in the summer
months.
"Tarpon" is all right on the general facts, and I have

had it in my mind to run down that way this coming
season. I know that the fishing is good—too good if

anything—that is, too easy in general, but the tarpon
fishing is more a question of chance and skill, and
hence more desirable. Meantime I must ask him not
to let the skipper of that little cabin yawl get the swell
head and raise his prices, for I am no longer a partner
of Mr. Vanderbilt and shall not take down over a mat-
ter of twenty thousand dollars for the winter's expenses.
See you later, "Tarpon." Podgers.

Lake St. John,—The Quebec Chronicle of Sept. 23
says: "The fishing for the celebrated game fish of Lake
St. John, the ouananiche, is now very fine. The fish
have left the Grand Discharge and are now going up the
rivers flowing into the lake. Some splendid sport is be-
ing had on the Metabetchouan River. Last week Mr. J.

E. Livernois, of Quebec, caught a large number of heavy
fish, and a New York gentleman who has just returned
from Metabetchouan, made the following splendid score

with one rod, using the fly: Sept. 1, 8 fish, 271bs.: Sept.
3, 11 fish, 45lbs.; Sept. 5. 19 fish, 751bs. : Sept. 8, 9 fish,

311bs.; Sept. 10, ll fish, 411bs.: Sept. 12, 4 fish, 1311>s.

;

Sept. 14, 13 fish, 551bs.; Sept. 17, 9 fish, 321bs.; total, 84
fish, 3l91bs. A. writer in Forest and Stream, speaking
of the netting which is being done in Lake St. John,
says: 'It seems incredible that this rare and highly
prized game fish, that has carried the fame of the Lake
St. John waters into all English-speaking lands, should
be exposed to extinction for such a paltry sum as the
Government obtains for a netting license.' The writer
goes on to suggest that the Government should endeavor
to protect and propagate this fish by means of a hatchery,
such as they have at Tadousac, and elsewhere, for the
salmon, and that the adjacent lakes and rivers should be
stocked from it. The suggestion is well worthy of con-
sideration, for this species of fish can be had nowhere
else on the continent, and if properly protected will at-
tract to our Province an influx of visitors from all over
the world. This year sportsmen have como all the way
from Texas and California, on purpose to catch the ouan-
aniche."

Astrology jnd the Fishing.—Chatauqua County,
N. Y., Sept. 25.—Bass fishing has not been good in Lake
Erie this summer. Last year tugs with nets ruined our
sport. This year a few fish have been taken, but not
enough to grow jubilant over. There has been much
wind, which with the undertow has probably changed
the season, or floated the reef into deep waters or other-
wise, interfered with our accustomed catch of blistered
hands and tanned noses. This has been an off year all
around, any way. I suspect the conjunction of Jupiter
and Saturn, which brought the frost in May which
knocked out the apple crop, almost ruined the grapes and
gave chickens the murrain, had as much to do with poor
fishing as anything, both for trout and bass. There are
a few half-starved and wholly scared trout left in the
county that would migrate with the squirrels if they
could. Some of the streams were stocked several years
since, but small boys and worms, both on the hook and
in the fish (I refer to the worms) in and out of season
have got away with all the fingerlings. Knowing that
there were trout in Canada, I went up to the Nipissing
region last spring, but I haven't time to talk about it

now.—O. O. S.

Rice Lake.—Harwood, Ont., Sept. 25.—The fishing has
been good this season, is good now, ana will be for six
weeks yet for tuaskinonje; not so good for bass. Our
lake is full of small-mouth and big-mouth bass. Quan-
tities have been taken this summer. I saw two In-
dians a few days since who had been trawling; one had 22
maskinonje, the other had 13. There are about 70 Indians
who fish pretty much all time, trawling. -I estimate their
catch through the season at 30,000 maskinonje. Last
winter they caught about 100,0001bs. of big-mouthed bass
through the ice. There are millions of them in the lake.—Chas. Gilchrist.

A Hint.- See nest issue for adv't. of Bints and Helps for
Sportsmen— 611 of them.

rgislicttlnir^

AQUARIA NOTES.
[Occasional Observation? on the Fishes of the Aquaria of the

U. S. Fish Commission at Washington.]

THE EFFECT OF CHANGE FROM FRESH TO SALT WATER.

SOME white perch {Roccus amcricaivm), caught in the
fresh water of the Potomac River, ou being placed in

an aquarium, were so severelv attacked by fungus (Sapro-
Ugfiid) that most of them died in spite "of repeated salt-
water baths. As a last resort a number of them were placed
in a salt-water aquarium, with a density of 1.020, on the
"kill or cure" principle. In this they were unable to sub-
merge more than two-thirds of their bodies, and were appar-
ently otherwise affected, so that the density of the water
was reduced to 1.015. In this density they appeared more at
ease, but. the dorsal fin and a small portion of their backs
remained above the surface. They were able only by a great
effort to swim a few inches below the surface, aud on relax-
ing their efforts they immediately rose again. The fungus
disappeared at Once. It was a week befoi'e they were able
to move about freely, having by osmosis acquired'the density
of the water.
In a similar experiment made on some eels, it was found

that they were able to keep near the bottom, but had a
tendency to stand ou their heads. They had fully recovered
in two days.
This would indicate that the necessity for a gradual

change from one density to another exists in the necessity
for a corresponding change of density in the fish, and opens
up an interesting field for experiment. It is a question as to
whether these changes, if quite gradual, are not possible with
other than anadromous fishes.

A CURIOUS PARASITE AND ITS RELATION TO TEMPERATURES.
A curious infusorian parasite, which appears to be identi-

cal with one fully described by Dr. C. Kerbert under the
name of Chromatophagus parasiticus in the Report of the
U. S. Fish Commissioner for 1884, last winter infested the
percoid and salmonoid fishes in the aquaria. The same
parasite infests similar kinds of fish, also cyprinoids in
European aquaria. Very strangely the cyprinoids in the
Fish Commission aquaria were wholly exempt from their
ravages.
It is a terrible pest, resisting any treatment which is not

sufficiently severe to destroy the fish also. A fish will be
completely covered with them, encysted in the skin, so close
together tliat they have the appearances of fungus.
In the spring, however, when the water had risen to 60

degrees, they had wholly disappeared. The Commissoner
of Fisheries, to whose attention the matter was called, sug-
gested that the proper remedy is in keeping the fish in a
temperature never below 60 degrees or in subjecting them to
water of that temperature for a period sufficient to rid them
of their tormentors.

NUPTUAL COLORATION.
During the period of sexual excitement, preliminary to

and while spawning, the male of the killitish (Fundidus
majalis) becomes intensely black, while that of Fundulua
hetcroclitus becomes a very dark blue flecked with pale
yellow and with margins of the same color on the tins.

These changes of color are assumed in the course of an hour
or two. Sometimes, as in the case of F. majalis, the colora-
tion will be confined to a part of the fish in irregular
blotches, making a vivid contrast to the lighter color. The
black horizontal and vertical bars and bands characteriz-
ing the male and female of this species, are entirely obliter-
ated by this coloration. Wm. P. Seal.
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FOR THE FISH COMMISSON AQUARIA.

THE Bluewing has returned to "Washington with a good
supply of live fishes for the fish aquaria in Central

Station. The weather was very unfavorable most of the
time, so that she could not get further than St. Jeromes,
Md. Thirty odd species of fish were collected, and the
young of the food fishes of that region were found to be
plentiful. Mr. Seal says the striped bass (Rooms) is the
favorite fish in that locality. The fishermen say the demand
for this fish is steady, and that it always brings a good price;

also, that they deplore the fact that this species with them
is growing scarcer each year. Kingflsh from an inch up to

about four inches long were found iu considerable numbers
at St. Jeromes. Plenty of young trout (Cynoscion) were
also found at this place, and in fact at every point visited.

Young bluefish, called salt-water tailor in the Chesapeake,
from live to ten inches long were found. No large ones were
seen. One specimen of the common square-tailed catfish

(Aniwrus nehvlnms) was taken; also one sun fish (Lcpomis)
in brackish water. Several mud-shad (Dorosoma) were ob-
tained in Breton's Bay, near Leon ardtown, Md.; these were
about ten inches lone. Menhaden were also taken, but
these, like the mud-shad, died in transit. The weak fish or

trout were also hard, if not quite impossible to keep alive.

Quite a number of toadllsh iBal raehiiR) were collected, and
are now doing well in the aquaria. Mr. Seal was much sur-
prised to find that the toadfish is eaten by people of this

locality. Those elegant little fishes, the harvest and butter-
fishes, were found. A large eel sports in one of the tanks.
Mr. Seal informs us that eels are much thought of by the
fishermen, as they find a ready market for them.
Other species taken were: Yellowtail (Bairdidla), croak-

ers, spots, flounders and hog-chokers (Achirus'*, mummi-
chogs, killifish, top minnows, lizard fish (Synodns), a good-
sized sheepshead, and two fine tautog or biackfish.
But one species of crab was observed, the common blue

crab. Shells and plants of various kinds were obtained.
Mr. Seal says the recent storms have washed out the pound
nets, causing much loss to the fishermen uf the Chesapeake.

SHE IMPING IN FRANCE.—The French Fisheries Com-
mittee, after investigating the fishing for shrimp with
trawl nets, have concluded that the nets injure the fry
of various food fishes, and advocate that shrimping with
trawls be abolished. Two other methods are_ recom-
mended tor the capture of shrimp. One of these is a trap
on the. principle of the lobster pot, and consists of a wooden
frame in the shape of a barrel, about 2>£ft. long, having
two funnels made of small-meshed net, through which the
shrimp are attracted by bait. The second method is a coni-
cal pocket made of fine meshed net, ISin. deep, fastened to
an iron ring with a diameter of from 30 to 36in. Four lines
are attached to the ring, and are made fast to a rope extend-
ing from a buoy. Pieces of fish are used for bait; these are
placed on the bottom of the pocket, and some bait is hung
in the ring to attract the shrimp. It is necessary to raise
this trap about every half hour, and it is said to work well
when fished early iu the day, or morning, during low water.

ARIZONA FISH COMMISSION.—The Governor of Ari-
zona has recently appointed T. W. Otis and John Howard,
both of PresCott, and C. W. Stearns, of Phoenix. Fish and
Game Commissioners of Arizona Territory. These Commis-
sioners have commenced work with a view to the introduc-
tion of food fishes into their ponds and public streams, and
have made application to the U. S. Commissioner of Fish
and Fisheries, Col. M. McDonald, for such fishes as are dis-

tributed by the Commission. Carp, trout, etc., will be in-
troduced if possible.

TROUT IN THE YELLOWSTONE.—The shipment of
7,000 trout from Northville, Mich., and their introduction
into the waters of the Yellowstone Park, has been success-
fully accomplished. Out of the whole 7,000 but 30 trout
died during transit. These fish have been distributed
throughout the Park as follows: The brook trout (5,000)
were planted in the middle and west fork of the Gardiner
above the falls. The California trout were planted in the
Gibbon River, and the Loch Leven trout in the Fire-Hole or
Madison River above the Geyser Basin.

THE ALBATROSS is now at Portland, Oregon. She
will proceed to San Francisco in the course of a week, where
she will be fitted out for her work upon the California
coast during the coming fall and winter. The weather has
heen too stormy upon the Oregon coast for her to continue
work there any longer during this season. This summer,
and up to the present time, she has carried her work south-
ward from Columbia River to near the southern border of
the State.

THE ALASKA INVESTIGATION,—Livingston Stone,
one of the party sent out to investigate the salmon rivers of
Alaska, has arrived iu San Francisco, and the remainder of
the party are now due at the same place.

he Mmnel

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Oct. 1 to 3.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Bristol Park Agri-
cultural Society, Bristol, Conn. F. C. Barnes, Secretary.
Oct. 8 to 12.—Eighth Annual Dog Show of the Danbury Agri-

cultural Society, at Danbury. Conn. B. C. Lynes. Secretary. En-
tries close Sept. 28.
Nov. U to 16.—First Dog Show of the Continental Kennel Club,

at Denver, Col. Claude King, Secretary.

Jan. 13!to 18, 1890.—First Annual Dog Show of the Georgia Pet
Stock and Bench Show Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Von-
deiieith, Secretary.
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890.—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 18 to 31, 1890.— Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 11 to 14-, 1S9Q.—SecondAnnual Dog Show of the Rochester

Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 25 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lvivn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to i, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.
April IS to 18, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of tbeMascoutah

Kennel Olitb, at Chicago, 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. <L—Third Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennol Club.

P. T. Madison. Secretary, Indianapolis. Ind.
Nov. 11.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel Club,

at Chatham, Oat. C. A. Stone, Secretary, London, Ont.
Nov. 18.—Eleventh Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.
Dec. 2.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club,

at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Secretarv, Mill's Building, New
York, N. Y.
Dec. 16.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Amory, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at Bakersfleld, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretarv, 313
BuBh street, San Francisco, CaL

Feb. 11, 1890.—Fourth Anaual Field Trials of the Texas Field
Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary.

COURSING.
Oct. 9 to 12.—Fall meet of the National Coursing Club at Hutch-

inson, Kan. M. E. Allison, Manager.
Oct. 24.—Annual Meet of the American Coursing Club, at Great

Bend, Kan. F. K. Doan, Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.

ST. LOUIS NATIONAL MEET.

ST. LOUIS, Mo.. Sept. 23.—A fair attendance met the first

day's races of the National Coursing Association of
Hutchinson, Kan., at the Fair Grounds here last Saturday,
and the beautiful and spacious grand stand presented what
the daily reporters wotild call an animated appearance. It
was not claimed by the mauagement that all advertising
and other preliminary work had been more than hurriedly
done, as the advance time was limited to three or four days.
All details at the grounds, however, were perfect, and the
association may congratulate itself that it has secured a
smooth-working plan. A large tent at the upper end of the
course served as a corral forthe hares, and they were sent out
of this through a chute into the course. The latter, a quar-
ter of a mile in length, lay directly in front of the grand
stand, the sides of the race-track fence being provided with
wire netting and canvas. The escape was a fence, arranged
hurdle-fashion with brush, and the opening of the escape-
tent was so arranged that the hare was safe after passing
through the hurdle. It was perhaps a neglect of the man-
agement that the hares had not been chased over the course
frequently with slow dogs, but although the hares often
turned back and ran to the upper end of the course again, this
gave really a longer and finer exhibition of coursing to
the people. The hounds were run muzzled, and out of the
total of hares run into, there was only one which apppared
injured, and that was due to the slipping of the muzzle.
For the most part the hares seemed very confident, and it is

probable that if well trained on the course, so that they
would go straight through, they would rather enjoy a turn
with a pair of greyhounds of the class, for the most part,
entered here.
The stake run for Saturday had an entry of 16 dogs. First

prize, a young greyhound, Dick Kline, by champion Sandy
Jim, a very fairish young brindle; second prize, a fine dog
collar. The running was open only to local dogs and the
contest chiefly for glory.
Iu the first series Mr. Johu Egans white bitch Ponta

and Mr. C. McCarthy's red dog Tom McCarthy ran a very
sensational race for the benefit of the grand stand. Ponta
was unsighted at the start, the dust raised by a solitary
horseman employed by the management obscuring almost
everything. The horseman is supposed to "extend the
hare," but he mostly extended an annoying dust cloud and
won the derision of the Roman populace by always getting
in the way. They very justly invited him to go bury him-
self, Once sighted Ponta drew iu and made all the work.
Just at the escape, Ponta wrenched repeatedly aud the hare
turned back. Ponta could not close. The hare turned to
the red fellow, who lost at once, and Ponta "killed" with
muzzle on. beating Tom pointless. Ponta is a thin and
weedy bitch, but had more back than Tom McCarthy.
Dr. L. G. Tandy's white and blue bitch Beatrice and Mr.

P. Rohn's white bitch Fola ran neck and neck down to the
stand. Fola drew in and scored seven wrenches at once,
beating Beatrice pointless, the latter, a green young one,
running with ears up much of the time. Fola is a stocky-
coupled bitch with poor head and neck. Miss Beatrice is

not fine, beiug too lathy and light.

Mr. Frank K. Doane had out a good one in his blue bitch
Bell Smart, and a feel of her loin showed she had been
fitted. Not so much could be said for Col. R. S. McDonald's
big fawn dog Ranger, whose, too, too solid flesh proved too
much load for him to carry. Ranger had a notion that this
coursing business had been gotten up for his personal
amusement, and pranced gayly up aud down a limited por-
tion of the course, watching Bell run circles around him in
a pumping hard course, which showed her a close stayer.
Dr. Tandy's black dog Sir Charles and Mr. S. Plant's fawn

dog Punch had a good gallop to the hare, which favored
Punch in the turn, the latter failing to hold possession.
Sir Charles, scoring repeatedly, was at the hare as the latter
stumbled and rolled over, and beat Punch any way he liked,
the latter earning perhaps a point.
Mr. Ben O'ReetVs blue dog Jim K. showed good hind-

quarters but bad chest. His mate, Mr. Chris. You der Abe's
light fawn dog Fly, is a litter brother to Brandt, runner-up at
Louisville. He is a well made big dog, large but not coarse,
a.very well proportioned fellow. Be placed Jim K. on the
gallop up, and scored three points. Jim, however, held pos-
session long enough to win, the big dog not being able to
get about fast enough.
Mr. L. Barn brick's red and white dog Jake Kilrainis a

sea serpent of a brute, too long and straight in the back to
get under himself on the turn. He proved good in a
straight away, however, and took a grand go-by in the
round-up, scoring then a turn and two wrenches, placing
Speed, Speed then proved so much better at close work as
to cut down the lead and win by a bare point. The long
dog is very speedy and game.
Mr. Frank K. Doan's fawn dog Paddie, and Mr. Dan

O'Keefe's red dog Prince Albert next went into the slips.

Paddie is the dog that tried to carry off Mr. Carney's
barbed wire sheep fence at Great Bend last year. He is a
trifle long-coupled, but a useful one, and was in good con-
dition. Prince Albert wrants more lung room. These dogs
ran an undecided course. Paddie scored plenty to win on a
quarter course, but Mr. Luse, who acted as judge, thought
it better to put them in again for a longer course, to be held
over until the following day.
Mr. John Madden's blue dog Don is a fairly working-like

dog and was in fair condition. He is long in the loin and of
bad muzzle. He went In with Mr. E. Burgess's fawn dog
Spring, a game-looking and clear-built large dog, which
was pronounced a good one by the old coursers present.
When slipped these two fell to fighting, and the hare trotted
up the course and was cornered and captured by Dr. Royce,
official field steward, assisted by one of Capt. Bellair's men
employed about the park. They were then slipped single to
a good hare. Spring led up and made all the work, scoring
eleven points and beating Don pointless. He works won-
derfully well for so large a dog.
This closed the racing for the day. The comment was

general that the sport had been good and interesting to the
point of excitement. There wei'e present some of the regu-
lar attendants at the American Coursing Club's open meet
at Great Bend, including Col. R. S. McDonald and Miss Mc-
Donald, Mr. and Mrs. Frank K. Doan. They were all

pleased. Mr. Allison, Mr. Luse and Dr. Royce were all

present in official capacities. It looked quite like old times,
and the greatest of eagerness was expressed for the October
meet in Kansas.

SECOND PAY.

It was estimated that between 2,500 and 3,000 people were
on the grounds to witaess the deciding courses, and the gate
receipts show this estimate to be not far wrong. The racing
was good and the enthusiasm marked, and it was evident
that the people were beginning to understand the sport.

The first course was the undecided one brought forward
from the day before, between Mr. Doan's Paddie and Mr.
O'Keefe's Prince Albert. Paddie led up, turned, won a go
by, worked the closer on the turns, took three go-bys and
rolled up twenty-two points in a grand course, winning
every way. The hare escaped from the tent and ran Out on
the course. Prince Albert followed idly and quit.

Running was now begun in the second series, Mr. Rohn's
Fola and Mr. Eagan's Ponta being drawn together. Ponta
had the advantage in the run-up, turned and wrenched bet-
ter and held possession most of the time. Long-tailed Fola
could not keep the pace. Ponta tripped twice and turned
to Fola who killed,

Mr. Doan's blue bitch Bell Smart had already growu a
great favorite with the crowd, and applause met her as she
went out with Dr. Landy's Sir Charles. Bell was better up,
and had her six points scored before Sir Charles got in. She
then doubled them up out of sight. Bell worked the hare
admirably and much in the style of an old courser.
Running was begun in the third series, Jim K. aud Paddie

going in. Paddie could not stay in this course, and Jim K.
had the better in the exchange, enough to win.
Running was continued in the second series, Mr. O'Keefe's

Speed and Mr. Burgess's Spring going in. Spring went out
of slips like a rocket,and rolled up enough to win over Speed's
turn and kill.

In the third series Ponta and Bell Smart fell together.
Bell was better in a cracking run-up, scored four points and
placed Ponta. Ponta scored, but lost a go-by to Bell, who
scored nine points additional. Ponta killed. Bell Smart
won, and was a high favorite for final wiuner. To old cours-
ers she showed a decidedly experienced look.
In the third series Spring and Jim K. went out well on a

short hare. Not much was done, and if Spring really won
be did it by a small majority. That, however, was techni-
cally sufficient.

There remained now for the fourth series and the decisive
course only Bell Smart and Spring, and they showed a good
pair as they went down to the slips. Spring got away in
great shape, his muscles fairly cracking under the strain,
bell hdd her own well for a moment, then rapid exchanging
followed, iu which the fawn dog had the better of it. He
went about wonderfully close. Bell stuck to it and got in
some points, but it appeared as if she was not running alto-
gether square, oeing a little tired from her earlier courses.
She had up her ears once, and while she certainly could not
be disqualified for running sly. she probably was waiting
just a bit, and had no serious objection to Spring's doing a
trifle more than his share. This Spring did and won. Mrs.
Doan, who had wagered two pounds of candy with a press
representative ou this result, was much grieved over her
blue racer's defeat. Such, however, is frequently the fate of
favorites and of good dogs. It was certainly a good dug that
beat Bell, aud old coursers connected with the association
think much of him. The two dogs may meet again in the
Kansas events.
A disgusting and well-nigh disastrous affair occurred after

the close of therunuiug,aud while theussistants were driving
the hares from the escape-tent to the upper corral. There
were four or five hares trotting along just in front of the
grand stand gate, when all at once three greyhounds, loose
and unmuzzled, were seen to spring away after them, cours-
ing them up aud clown amid the shouts of a few brutal hood-
lums who called out to the attendants to "get out of the
way of the dogs." Themob wished to see the distracted hares
killed, and would have had it not been for the crowd which
swiftly broke into the track. It was said that four grey-
hounds were loose. Forest and Stream's representative
saw three. One of these was the prize dog, Dick Klines;
one was Tandy's Sir Charles, and the other" was a white
bitch, said to be be Mr. Egau's Ponta. It is probable that
some or all of these dogs were loosed purposely by those
who were holding them, although it is very difficult to get
at the facts, as the confusion was very great. Tandy's ex-
planation is that he heard some one call out, "There's a rab-
bit!" and thinking it was loose in the grounds across the
track, he loosed Sir Charles to catch it, becoming afterward,
in the confusion which followed, so excited as to call out to
the dog aud urge him on. Nothing could be learned as to
the other dogs. Any of them might or might not have
broken away, might or might not have been loosed inten-
tionally. The man who would do an act of the kind could
not be called a sportsman by any straining of the term.
These hares are difficult to obtain and difficult to handle.
The association values each of them at $35. More thau that
it is barbarous and inhuman to chase and kill them in this
way. One hare was killed aud another will die. It should
be borne in mind that the association had no fault in this
matter, but did all in their power to get the doss away from
the course. It would have been perfectly justifiable under
the rules of the park to shoot any or ali of the loose dogs,
and this would have taught their owners a good lesson.
Capt. Bellairs, tbe park superintendent, says that a valuable
zebra was killed iu the park last year by a loose dog, which
chased it into a fence where it broke its neck.
The National Coursing Association has made a success of

its two-days' meet here, and its success has been both finan-
cial and popular. There is much talk about the sport here
to-day, and if there could be another day or so of the run-
ning the attendance would be better and better. The Asso-
ciation gave St. Louis a good exhibition, and St. Louis has
appreciated it. Struggling under all the trials and discour-
agements incident to any enterprise of the size, it is a matter
of congratulation that these plucky Western men—as good
a lot of men as ever got together—have made so fair a suc-
cess and have so good an outlook for the future.

SUMMARY.
First Series.

Ponta beat Tom McCarthy.
Fola beat Miss Beatrice.
Bell Smart beat Ranger.
Sir Charles beat Punch.
Jim K. beat Fly.
Speed beat Jake Kilrain.
Paddie beat Prince Albert.
Spring beat Don.

Second Series.
Ponta beat Fola.
Bell Smart beat Sir Charles.
Jim K. beat Paddie.
Spring beat Speed.

Third Series.

Bell Smart beat Ponta.
Spriug beat Jim K.

Final Heat.

Spriug beat Bell Smart, and won. E. Hough.

CLUMBERSPANIELLOST.— Editor Forestand Stream,:
On Sept. 19, the Clumber spaniel bitch Lass disappeared
from the stables, where I kept her, and thinking that some
of your readers may come across her, I write to you, hoping
that in that event they will do as they would be done by,
and put me in the way of recovering her. She is a small
bitch, about 401bs in weight, head very heavy, one eye
marked withlemou, the other white, ears partly white and
white body. When going up to any one she crouches close
to the ground. She is very low on the leg, body of good
leDgth. She was clipped recently from head to foot, but
hair was beginning to grow again. Lass is one of the last
of the Piers' strain, consequently valuable for breeding,
and I should be loth to lose her —F H. F. Meroek, Ottawa,
Canada, Sept. 20.

BEAGLE LOST.—Lawrence, Mass , Sept. 27. — Editor
Forest and Stream: We have just got word that our beagle,

bitch Molly, exhibited at the Eimira be ach show this mouth,
was lost. She had on a collar marked E. A. Peabody, Salem
Depot, N. H. Any brother sportsman that can give us any
information regardi»g her will confer a great favor.

—

Clark & Ruttee, Lawrence, Mass.
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THE GORDON SETTER CLUB.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Sept. 26.—Editor Forest and Stream: In
your issue of Sept. 19 appeared an article by Dr. J. H.

Meyer on the mode and manner of the election of officers for
the American Gordou Setter Club, in which he says that sev-
eral members object to the election. If be bad said simply
that be personally disapproved of it, the remark would have
been less open to criticism.

_
In looking over the constitution of the A. G-. S. C. I fail to

find any basis for the angry carpiugs iu Dr. Meyer's letter.
What his object is I am at a loss co know. If Dr. Meyer is,

as he says, working for the interest of the club, and if
everything is not just the way he would like it to be, I
think his proper course would be to endeavor to wiu a
majority to Bis views, and endeavor to secure the ueeded
reforms by harmonious action. Dr. Meyer says the laws
and constitution are deficient. What nonsense". It would
be one of the wonders of this world if all should be right at
the beginning, [f Dr. Meyer bad written on this question
months ago, and showed the. members where the lawsneeded
mending, every member would have been willing to make
any change or correction for the benefit of our club and
dogs.
With regard to Dr. Malcolm's letter advising our Gordon

men not to run their dogs, I heartily agree with him; so do
the balance of the Gordou men of St. Louis. And if Dr.
Meyer is so anxious to run bis Gordons, why not enter them
and run against other breeds? The Gordon Club and its
members do not wish to clash against each other, but will
continue to work together and keep their dogs at home uutil
the field trials of this country are no longer controlled by
Llewellyn men.
When all dogs shall run as they are drawn, and all classes

be doue away with, and a judge be appointed for each breed
las Mr..Eustace says) then, and not until then, will the
Gordons become, field trial rnuners. Try your Gordons with
other setters and never mind any one else in the club; it is
no one's business but your own. A word about proxy. I
have in my mind an institution that represents hundreds
and thousands of dollars, and all the officers are elected by
proxies sent to the secretary. If all the, members of our
G. S. C. lived iu New York city, i would say do away with
proxy voting. I will say I have requested our secretary, Mr.
Norris, to save all the votes by proxy and have them put in
a package and sealed up, so that any member can examine
them and see if the members' proper signatures are signed.
I love free elections, and that is the only way to protect the
ballot-box with us. I think Dr. Meyer will agree with me
on this point.
Dr. Meyer says that sections three and nine conflict. They

can easily be righted without destroying the whole fabric,
and yet be wanted to postpone the meeting for sixty days,
after he had had twelve months to look this matter up. If
he remembers right our last election was in the beginning
of July, 18SS.

It reminds me of the party out*of office; they always cry
for a radical change in the office-holders, as the old officers
have done nothing. Only Dr. Meyer credits the office hold-
ers of the club with having retarded the growth of our
organization.
Now, Mr. Editor, let us see what has been done by Mr.

Malcolm and the members of our Gordon Club. In the
first place there was no G. S. C. Mr. Malcolm wrote to all
our sporting papers, who very kindly published all he
wrote to the several owners of Gordons recommending that
a Gordon club should be formed, mentioning the names of
Queen Bess and Royal Duke as a stopping point. Then
came the tug-of-war. Mr. Meyer at that time was not with
us, as Mr. Morris had not sold him his Beaumont.
Now, 1 do not intend to be personal, as that shows bad

breeding. A great many of our sportsmen rushed into
print with grape and cannister at what Malcolm had writ-
ten, and some that had nothing to do with the formation of
the Gordon club at all, as they did neither own one, nor
would own one at any figure. Now, mark what follows: a
club is formed and admitted in the A. K. C, a Gordon class
is obtained, and a standard for Gordons adopted, and in
spite of the opposition we encountered, we gave a $25 silver
cup at the Richmond show, open to all, members or not.
Air. Baillie, a non-member, got the award for the. best Gor-
don; Malcolm was the judge. We also gave §30 to the Syra-
cuse show. What more could a young club do? I do not
know of any other club doing as much in the first year of
its existence. I would say let the club go on smoothly, it is
now plain sailing, the hard work is done, all difficulties
have been overcome, and nothing left now for us to do but
pay our dues, and donate some, if needed, for the coming
shows. St. Louis members indorse the action of Mr. Ben-
nttt, Mr. Norris and Mr, Malcolm by voting the ticket got
up by them.
It may appear to Dr. Meyer that I am writing this be-

cause my name is on the ticket, but no, I am writing for
the benefit of our club. I do not see the expediency of any
member making his troubles known to the public. If a
wrong exists, the club and not the press should be called on
to remedy it.

I fail to see any possible good results from Dr. Mever's
letter in all our sporting journals. I know that either Mr.
Norris or Mr. Malcolm will give Dr. Meyer all the informa-
tion at his command. They may have been a little slow to
inform Dr. Meyer and this may Seem to be a good excuse for
his rushing into print. In looking over his letter I find it just
eight days between dates (I only take figures). That is be-
tween his asking Mr. Norris and his publication of the
action of our president. I cannot see where the clique and
the desire to perpetuate their term of office comes in. Is
there any emolument, or what benefits do the president or
any of the officers get for work? Of course hard work is
done, those in office, I mean the president, secretary and
treasurer, did it. if any member will write to me saying he
would like to be on the ticket in my place. I will gladly
give him my place by resigning in his favor with the best of
feeling toward him. Now, do not be backward, brothers,
you know a faint heart never won a fair lady. And another
thing, it shall not be made public, for the public have
nothing to do with our affairs, except when we donate
something open to all, as we did at Richmond and Syracuse
shows.
Look at the condition of affairs impartially and I think

you will find every officer has been true to his trust. The
man that must be at the head of our club for one more year
is what other writers call the champion of the Gordons.
The ti me is not far distant when any man can be our presi-
dent, that is, if be is a member and owns a Gordon.
The sporting journals of this couutry know that in our

fight to form a club and secure recognition of the American
Kennel Club, I never rau down any man's dogs, or any strain
of the Gordon type. I refer you to my letter published in
our journals in the first week of December, 1888.

I think the proper way to settle such points as those
raised by Dr. Meyer is for each member to give his ideas
about the necessary changes in proper form to the commit-
tee, for them to act on. And when a majority of the com-
mittee agrees, let them send a copy of their proposals to
each member for approval, yes or no. I do not mean as my
friend Meyer has done, send them to the press, but send
them by mail, with instructions to return them at once to
secretary. They should then be kept on file until a regular
meeting of the club can be had at some point away from
New York, as some members live in California.

I am at a loss to know where the club has not been pro-
gressive both iu character and firm to its principles. lam
surprised to see a letter from Dr. Meyer condemning the
club and its president. When Dr. Meyer has done as much

for the Gordon as the president has done, then and not till
then can such a letter be justified. A word about our stan-
dard: It is adopted, and those that own Gordons had better
breed up to it, for the nearer they come to it, the better will
be their Rtock, in the estimation of our judges who have the
prizes to award.

I hope that after this, all members will transact their
affairs with the secretary, and not rush into print and get
up controversies that no'gond comes from. Any one wish-
ing to write me will have courteous attention.

Sr. Louis, Mo. J. WHITAKER, M. D.

MASTIFF TOE NAILS.
Editor Forest mid Stream
A year or so since I was visiting Mr. R. A. Craig and we

were immensely amused at some mastiff correspondence,
wherein the writer was deploring that "this" dog of his
had so many white toe nails on tins foot and so many on
another, saying that "that" dog had all black toenails, and
giving a decided preference to "that" on account of this
point of perfection. If 1 remember aright, Mr. Craig or I
knew both dogs and knew that the solid black nailed one
was a rank duffer and the white blemished one. a tolerably
fair specimen. Anyhow we were vastly amused at it and
wondered what iu thunder the loony was driving at. And
when we compared notes neither could say whether any dog
owned by either had white toenails or all black, nor did
either remember anything on the subject concerning any
dog we e ver saw or heard of, and it got to be a sort of a
joke between us, "all white nails," or "no white toe nails."
But recently I received a letter from a gentleman who

was evidently no "loony." but a man of sense and judg-
ment, deploring that his dog, very well bred on both sides,
had so many white toe nails on one foot, and asking if it

was evidence of any impurity of blood, and whether I
knew of any champion that had white toe nails. The tone
of this letter, so far above being laughed at, set me to
thinking where such an idea could come from, and I
finally investigated the. standard of the old English Mas-
tiff Club, and to my surprise found it there set down "Toe
nails black." Of course I replied to the writer that the
color of the" nails was of absolutely no significance as to
the animal's blood, that 1 didn't believe that one mastiff
breeder out of ten ever noticed the toe nails, and that a
judge who would set a good specimen back on account of
this point would be howled out of the ring. Whether I told
him that a majority of the brindle dogs of Lukey's had even
white blazed faces, and that Wolsey, the .great crack of his
day, had white toes and as a consequence would have white
toe nails, I do not now remember, but such was certainly
the fact. Certainly I never knew a dark brindle or dark
fawn that did not have some white on his toes, and gener-
ally a white spot on the breast; and iu a litter where there
are some pups much darker in mask and ears than the
others, white markings are very common. From memory
only, I would say that this is the case in a vast majority of
instances. Photographs are rather unreliable in' such a
matter as this, but from a careful examination I would say
that the English mastiffs Orlando, Duchess (2,366), Hah-
bury's Queen (dam of Nichol's Prince and Wolsey), Beau,
Ilford Baroness, The Lady Rowena, Jack Thyr and Ilford
Cromwell all have (or had) white toe nails, and several of
the most distinguished of them had white toes and white
breasts as well. Reine, that fine bitch that Dr. Perry im-
ported, had a white blaze running nearly the whole length
of the leg; Wynn's champion Peeress, the best mastiff he
ever bred, had a white blaze down her face, or if not a dis-
tinct white, it was of so much lighter shade of fawn as to
amount to white. Mr. Kingdon and Mr. Wynn had a grand
encounter iu Webb, but agreed on one point, that color was
the very last point to be considered in a mastiff; and this is
set forth in every standard that was ever drawn up.
Now, I am a great stickler for conforming to the require-

ments of established standards, and if I were judging mas-
tiffs in England, or if judging here, I attached sufficient im-
portance to "The Clique Club No. 1 of America" to heed
any of its sayings or doings , I would put evevy white-toed
dog back, were it Lady Coleus herself. Of course it would
raise, a howl and would be bad judging in itself, but when
a specialist club enacts specific, requirements it should not
complain if taken at its word and its ideal realized by the
judge. I have no doubt that the point of "toe nails black"
was put in the English standard without intending it to
carry any weight, just as a suggestion or preference, but as
stated it is as obligatory as the broad short head or anv
other desideratum. Now, as elucidating this point I would
like such judges as Messrs. Mason, Naylor, Watson, May-
hew, Marshall and Mortimer to say whether they ever took
this into consideration. I can imagine how several of these
gentlemen will laugh at the question being put to them, but
would ask them to remember that many new adventurers
at mastiffs have been worried at finding their dog thus
"disfigured," and the expressed opinion of known judges
will (or should) settle their worries and extinguish their
doubts.
This curious outcome of "standard" requirements illus-

trates the value of a scale of points, not to guide the judge
in "point judging," but to attach definite and comparative
values to the various points of the standard. Had the O.
B. M. Club standard been accompanied by a scale of points
rating black toe nails at 1 and head properties at about 40,
anybody could have extracted a clear idea of the sigifi-
cance of the two, and questions of "purity of blood" would
never suggest themselves in consequence of the white toes
or toe nails. W. WADE.
Hulton, Pa.

EASTERN COURSING CLUB.
AT a meeting held Sept. 16, 1889, Mr. W. J. Blackham,
1\. president, in the chair, on request of the president, Mr.
Huntington, chairman of the committee on grounds, hares,
etc. (appointed with power to act), reported as follows:
"After examining several large plots of ground on Long
Island to be used by the club as a preserve for the hares, one
was selected and secured as being eminently suitable for the
purpose. Privilege was obtained from lessor to course over
his entire property and that of his neighbors. The commit-
tee has further to report that the club has now 20 hares on
hand and 20 more are to be delivered Oct. 1, making 40 in
all. They are all strong and healthy. The wire netting
used for the inclosure is of the very best quality, and gal-
vanized. The number of hares can be increased if the club
desires it." The committee was then discharged with
thanks.

It was moved and seconded that bv this provision of com-
mittee on grounds, etc., the club should hold its meeting
beginning either on the 6th or 15th of November, 1889, at
which time prizes of money and plate will be offered.
There will be two stakes, one a 16-dog (puppy) stake and the
other a 16 or 32 dog (all-aged i stake, trials to be run under
rules of American Coursing Club. The Executive Commit-
tee expressed the hope that each member of the club would
enter at least one dog in the stakes.

H. W. Htjxtington, Secretarv.

The Tkacy Artotyfss.—£an Francisco, Sept. Forest and
Stream Put). Co.: Please accept my thanks for the prompt de-
livery of the four Tracy artotj pes. I am much pleased with tbem
and can fully indorse all you have claimed for them and consider
them a most welcome addition to my list of sporting pictures.
Very truly yours, S, L. Abbot, Jb.,

AN ALL-ROUND DOC.
Editor Forest a-rul Stream:
Tn one of the late issues of this journal "Novice" asked

for information in regard to training a beagle puppy and as
to an "all-round bird dog." The Kennel editor' supple-
mented his question with a request for contributions on
these subjects.
Since then Mr. A. C. Krueger has responded as regards

training the beagle nuppv, but I have failed to see any an-
swer to the remainder of the nuestion, at which T am not
surprised, as it is a, vexed question. However, I should like
to relate the story of a dog which came as near to the above
requirements as we usually find them. His owner was
what is popularly known in the country where he resides as
a swam)) angel. How he came into possession of the dog
mav be thought but not mentioned.
My idea on first seeing the dog was that he was of the

Chesapeake Bay breed, but I wondered how his owner had
got possession of such an apparently well-bred dog of that
breed. A later inquiry, however, as to manner of possession
and breeding confirmed my first conclusion.
He bad two of the qualities which al ways gn with that

breed—intelligence and affection—especially well marked,
and as to his sporting qualities, I fear my pen will fail to
give him his deserts. He would retrieve anvbird or animal
you might kill, that he could lift, from anywhere. This, of
course, was a necessary quality as a duck dog, and he had
all thp others.
Used as a flush er he was a first-class woodcock dog, and

for partridge (ruffed grouse) he was excellent, as he would
work iu a half circle in front of the shooter, sending nearly
all birds in when flushed and promptly treeing those which
were missed, a very necessary requisite in that country. I
may be permitted to say that mv experience with partridges
in trees has led me to the conclusion that if a partridge
"trees." shoot him there before be gets a chance to put not
only that tree, but several others between vou and him, for
if he flushes from a tree the odds are one hundred to one in
bis favor, and that is several more than 1 can afford to give.
To return to the dog, he would run rabbits and give tongut
freelv, whilp he was as good a still runner on coons as on*
could wish for. Also, when he was after coons he never
would run a rabbit track, as many dogs are wont to do.
Numerous minks and very manvmuskrats owe their sudden
demise to his unerring scent and cruel teeth. I owned this
(-log once for about two hours, having traded a breechload-
iutr rifle, a very fair pointer dog, and a few shekels to boot
for him, but in the short space of time above mentioned his
former owner appeared and wished to "trade back," as he
said. I objected at first, but on second thought, and know-
ing the party's reputation, I thought that T would rather
have my dog. rifle and money than to have the "angels"
come by night and take the other dog, forgetting the while
to return my chattels which were given in exchange for him.
So after the "angel," very generously for him, granted me the
privilege of using said dog at anv time. I gave him up and
received mv property in return. It is needless to relate that
I borrowed him many times, and I would that I owned one
exactly similar to him to-day. Osceola.

THE TRUE USES OF A STUD BOOK,
Editor Forest and, Stream:
There is a controversy going on between Messr«. Peshall,

Hopf and Shotwell on one side, and so far Mr. Anthony on
the other, the subject being the Stud Book of the .America!
Kennel Club. In this I do not propose to engage just now.
Tbidpmytime. But there is aside issue raised between
Mr. Peshall and Mr. Anthony as to the propriety of admit-
ting "mongrels" to a pedigree register, on which T entirely
agree with what I understand Mr. Anthonv's position to b»—that it is not only no objection, but an advantage to have
all animals registered, pedigree or no oedigrer. It is most
pernicious mischief to attach any definite value to a regis-
tration in any dog pedigree register, and no greater piece of
humbug was preached during the war over Rule 2 than
that registrations in an official register would have a higher
value than in a volunteer one; not in difference in character
of the two. but hi the idea that registration in anv register
could add one jot or tittle to any dog's value. Doubtless
this may be true of stud registers of horses, cattle, etc., for
there the produce of one female is generally restricted to
oue per year, wbi le a bitch may have twenty, and the greater
number cannot be handled on the lines of the lesser one.
Everybody knows that there are dozens of mastiffs entered
in the Stud Book that either as breeding or exhibition
animals are not really worth the entry fee, and also that
many animals of very great value cannot be entpred in the
Stud Book. There are the mastiff bitches Wnnna and
Gytba II., dams of Holda, Gerda, Wodan, etc., etc.. Holda
andWodan being among the verv cream of late mastiffs,
yet neither of these bitches could be entered, as their dam
had no nedbrree and neither of them ever won a prize. When
Debonair. Ilford Coroner, Ilford Chancellor, etc.. appeared,
their darns. Tdalia and Brenda Second a. could not have been
registered in our Stud Book, their granddam having noped-
igree, and at that time their great grandsire was wrongly
given in the English Stud Book, and there was a stuoendous
error iu giving their dam the number of Mr. Nichols'*
Brenda, a bitch that was whelned in 1866.
As to the particular stud book that Mr. Peshall takes such

care of, as excluding "mongrels," the gross blunders in
mastiff pedigrees registered in it, blunders that for gross
stupidity surpass anything extant, minimizes the value to
be attached to the magic letters "A. K. C. S. B, number
000000."
The idea that so many have, and that was so developed

during the war over Rule 2, that a thoroughly pedigreed
animal is humiliated by appearing in a register in company
with animals destitute of pedigree, is the veriest nonsense,
and the calling unpedigreed animals "mongrels" is a co-re-
lation of rot. Mona had absolutely no pedigree whatever,
yet her daughters, Wunna and G-ytha II., are fountains
of winning blood. Mr. Morris's Flora bad no pedigree, and
she was the dam of that "wonderful bitch" Mrs. Rawlin-
son's Countess, who in turn was the dam of The Emperor,
probable sire of Crown Prince. So here the choicest ani-
mals of the day run straight into "mongrels!" The pedi-
greed animal doesn't need any painting of the lily, nor is
the unpedigreed one a "a sow in silk" by its registration.
But apart from this, entries in stud books often inflate the

owner of the registered animal with a false idea of the
value of it, and he will triumphantly quote "A. K. C. S. B.
No. 000!" as though that settled it. There would not be the
slightest difficulty in entering an animal with a bogus
pedigree in the Stud Book, nor do I believe that it would be
detected^and from the enormous blunders appearing in the
Euglish Stud Book and passing without correction, it does
not seem more reliable than ours, so where is the good of
them? To the breeder, who wishes to keep track of the
blood he is using, be it known or unknown, and for the en-
lightenment of him, a stud book is of very great value, but
for any other purpose* it is not worth the paper it is printed
on.
No stronger presentation of this matter was ever made

than that by "Hibernia" in a late number of the Fanciers'
Journal, and his idea of a novice buying a pedigree as the
first consideration and the dog as a secondary one, com-
pletely fills the bill. The perfect ideal of a stud book was
realized iu the A.K.R., which made no pretense to absolute
accuracy, but relied on its own vigilant watchfulness and
tbat of outsiders to correct any errors. W. WADE.
Htjiaon, Pa., Sept. 36.
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" PODGERS " TALKS DOG.

THE other dav when I happened in at the FOREST AND
STREAM office and saw the care-worn expression of the

editor-in-chief and the piles of manuscript lying around, I

thought I would not disturb him. and shortening my visit

turned to go ont. As I did so my eye caught the sign over
another door, ' Dogs " "Oh," said I to myself, "dogs, that
is my strong suit. I will go in and see the dog editor aud
his dogr." I found him whittling off the corner of a. plug
of Virginia Cavendish wherewith to fill his pipe. He was
cool and salubrious in his shirt sleeves, while the literary

editor was warm and uncomfortable and saying some bad
things against Sergt. Dunn Forgiving us such a spell of

mngSy irrifatiue weather. The contrast was noticeable,

and" I mentally reflected on the differeut effect of the two
callings on two men. aud said to myself, "dust see the in-

fluence of associacion with dogs. Literary work versus
digs" The surroundings of the dog editor's den were
soothing and conducive to a calm state of mind, and even
the work was made pleasant, for the editor had only to

raise his eyes to the walls and let them rest on numerous
plates and pictures of all the famou« dogs of the country, a
noble array of portraits, displaying in their countenances
intelligence vastly superior to what one would observe in

the same number of human brings. Mv selection was made
at once. I should take the dog eud of Forest and Stream
if 1 he choice were ever offered to me.
That brought to my mind the mournful and miserable

condition of a man that is doomed to live in a city

wherp he emnot keep a dog. My mind wandered hack to
the bright days when my houseoold consisted principally
of dogs: thirteen, if I remember correctly, aud if my best
friend bad come to me and said, "I wan't a clog, you have a
world of dogs," I cou:d not ou the life of me nave selected

one cut of tbe lot that 1 could have parted with. Occasion-
ally when one of them misbehaved, and for the moment
w is in disgrace, and 1 said, "Look here young man, you
and 1" will have to part company," he would sit dowu in
front ot me (for dogs always know what you are saying),

look so penitent aud b aseeching and when he si w that I was
reieutiug. would wag his tail faintly aud hesitatingly, until

he wa< sure the storm had passed, and then bow he would
show his delight bv nearly jumping out of his skiu to lick

m face. Give that'dog away ? Not much. Not lor a hun-
dred.

I tried keeping a dog once in New York, asmall specimen,
whom c'uriug the d*y I reiegated to the back yard of my
boarding bouse, after entering into a treaty offensive aud
defensive with the cook, involving pecuniary considera-
tions; but it was attended with great embarrassments and
troubles, and continually led to differences wiih the land-
lady. I think I moved seven or eigut times that winter on
account of such differences, besides frequently losing the
small dog and expending many dollars for advertisements
and rewards, until tbe frequency of mysterious disappear-
ances became chroaic, and led to a suspicion tnat a certain
dog merchant was making his season's expenses out of me
It was in vain I moved, he followed my wanderiugs until

on the last occasion a long interval eusutd without his pro-
ducing the dog, and when he finally appeared, I had struck
a landlady of stroug views and prejudices ou the dog ques-
tion, a woman of decid' d opinions It was a good pl*ee,

tbe surroundings were pleasant, the table excelltnt, added
to which was a heavy charge by the do:.c mau for capture
aud maintenance. I hesit .ted, and working myself up to

a pitch of indignation with the small specimen, for his
vagabond propensities, I declined further investments, and
gave the m m the animal for his bill, much to his disaatis-

faction, 1 b-lieve, but ue walked off wit.i Peter under his

arm. It was many a day before I could rid my miud of ti e
reproachful, beseeching last look that little cog £ave me, as
he str> t_hed bis neck over the man's arm as he walked down
the street. I felt mean, for the little thing looKed heart-
broken. L often wondered what that dog thought of tue.

What a mean opi> iou he must have bad of hutnau nature.

I have not tried it again, nut 1 mourn for the society of

some respectable, right- uinded dog. I know a good many
meu. friends wi;o huuor me with their cotnp my at times,

but they don't fill the nil!. They think I have a bank at>

oouut. (What a delusion.) Don't believe tney would come
if toey thought orbervwie, but. a dug never asks tbe ques-
tion. He is too ninth of a geutleman to do that. Tue mm
would wag his head if 1 said, when I enue home frimi down
town, that [ han dropped a lot <>f money that d.iy down iu

Wall street; the dog would simply wag his t ill in welcome,
and oe just as glad to see me hH if 1 had made a thousand or
two. 'there's the difference, an l the difference is in f.ivur

of tbe dog every tune. The ioager 1 live, I say as the chap
did, -'The mora I sea of ni-n the better I think of dogs "

1 am loo .ing for a place to board this whiter, wnere I can
keep a dog. Know or any such? If you do wire me.

PODGERS.

THE " STOCK-KEEPER " AND ITS ASSAILANTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I propose in tue following lines to defend an English
j mrual, the Stock-Keeper, (rSm the currish thrusts that nave
be<m made at it bv such Eua lisn men as Mr. Mayhew
(.' Ji'rsc'i B fit is Her") in rurf, Field and farm. Mr. Hus
croft in another journal, and their uncieau allies in this
cotiutry. I claim to do so as one of the euitors and proprie-
torrof the ktock-Keeper, and I reply over my own signa-
ture for two reasons; first because my uatueisuot mentioned
iu the kennel world with hV<rted eye aud baud-screened
Utterance, sccoudly because 1 am no swash-bu".kler; shield
or protection of any kiud is unrequired for sucn opponents.
With your permission, sir, I will introduce, feeling it is

necessary, a word or two about the >t>ick-Keeper. Four
years ago this journal passed into the hands of its present
proprietors, vvuo are al! men of good repute aud some stand-
ing in the realms of fancy. None of them was dependent
upon thepapei for his riving, thev all had other occupations;
but they w<-re prepared to devote their ltisure hours to an
earnest purpose, w hich was to create a journal that should
raise the tone of the kenuel press aud with it that of the
keunel world. Tbey have tried to give their readers an in-
teresting paper, void of scurrility aud personalities, and
superior to all other considerations than those of duty.
Success has rewarded their efforts, and envy, likeaniil-
bred cur, snaps at their heels. Bayoud material benefit,
however, are prized the thanks of tbe most emiuent and
reprtsentativu members ot the kennel worid, which the-Stock-
Keeper has leceived ior its share in elevating the standard
ol kennel ethics.
Mr. Mayhew has tried to weaken the position of the Stoclc-

Keeper by au attack on me. As to ihe burdeu of his
charge against me, 1 believe my character as a gentleman,
even in a strange land (which America is to me), is suffi-

ciently known to render it superfluous for me to say that I

have never made use of my hobby as a means toward busi-
ness; iu fact, my friends and acquaintances know the con-
trary to be the case. 1 wiil proceed to furnish the clew to
Mr. Mayhew's bitterness. When the respectable portion of
the terrier world started their crusadeagainst trim mi ng, they
met an active opposition from a body of men who made a con-
siderable snare of their living by exhibiting and dealing in a
breed of dogs that are by some exhibitors trimmed. Against
trimming and piucking autisuah devices todeceive were ar-
ray e- 1 gentlemen oi the highest standingin the kennel world;
in favor of the practice aud continuance of these arts were
"the clever division" and .vlr. Mayhew, who under the old
order, which suited him so well, had snatched a few suc-
cesses on the bench in w-ire haired fox-terriers. Mr. May-
hew opened up for his party with a violent aud outrageous

|

attack upon the honorary secretary of the Fox-Terrier Club,
Mr. Tinne, one of the most esteemed members of the Kennel
Club. The letter was such a bare-faced backing up of trim-
ming that tbe Stock-Keeper in commenting upon it stated
that Mr. Mayhew might think himself lucky if he escaped
an interview with the Kennel Club committee. Mayhew
heard the crack of the whip, but he just escaped the thong.
It came to the Stocli-Keepcr's knowledge that Mr. Mayhew
was. after this, going about telling people he intended to
prosecute the paper for libel. To stop hie trading on such
cheap notoriety, an editorial was inserted, offering Mr. May-
hew every facility for bringing an action. He did not do so,

and the kennel community missed the revelation of hearing
him under cross-examination. He waited for his revenge
till he had the Atlantic between him, and till he found an
American paper that would print his attacks. This is not
English, not the English character of those who stop at
home, and I venture to hope that publishing the cowrardly
attack was not American, but an accident. However, the
respectable party here won, and trimming was condemned.
Mr. Tinne and his friends would have deserted the fancy
had they lost the day, but the climax came when the Kennel
Club issued its ukase against the operation, classing it as
tampering, and instructing the judges to report cases.

He never had au appointment here in connpction with
the press He was simply ernoloved on odd jobs, though
never, I believe, by the Stock-Keeper; if so it would
have been without my knowledge. This may even
have served to embitter him against myself, added to
which I studiously avoided any contact with him. In
showing dogs one is compelled to mix with many people
whom one is not obliged to know. Outside his own
set Mr, Mavbew was only known in the catalogues as
a wire-hair fox-terrier exhibitor He was not known in
any other breed, and so little was he thought of in this
country that the Kennel Club never asked him to judge.
This distinction, which many regard as a hall-mark of the
kennel world, was never offered to Mr. Mayhew; but still

he is considered good enough for America, where, being un-
known, he can pose as an authority upon all breeds of dogs.

A word is necessary to explain why this reply doe* not
appear in the paper that puhlished the attack on me. When
Mr. Maybew's attacks were read here tbey excited universal
contempt, and no secret was made of the fact that an Eng-
lish exhibitor had written to the paper to give expression
to that feeliug. His letter was not published, nor has a
word of apoloav appeared in that journal for inserting such
abuse of an editor of afriendly contemporary. Such a course
is so opposed to English canons of fair play, that i still sus-

pend my judgment, thinking a retraction or explanation
may yet be forthcoming. It was noticed over here that Mr.
Mayhew's contributions over the nam de plume of "Bl'rst'd
Britisher" had ceased to appear, but I observe that he has
broken out with a new alias, of which he gives a maudlin

I accouut. With his shifting signatures f have no concern,
I but I do indignantly draw the attention of the American
public to Mr. Mayhew's last offense iu callins his composi-

' ticms "Canine Whispers." The name "Whispers," never
I before used iu any newspaper to describe pa'ographs, was
adopted by myself for tbe Stock Keeper paragraphs, conse-
quently the word has become inseparab y connected with
the Stock-Keeper. It is monstrous that Mr Mayhew should
adopt from the paper he has already done his est to decry.

I trust the editor of my American contemporary will arrest

tins move, and tell his pilfering contributor, who has no
originality of his own, that this robbing men of their ideas

is exceeding the limits of decency and toleration.
George R. Krehl.

London, England.

JACK.

I AM sorry to be obliged to confess that Jack was not,
strictly speaking, a blue blood dog. On the maternal

side his lineage was pure, nut his tatht r was only just doir.

Poor Jack! Pride of nlood or something, won id not per-
mit him to associate wit b his patirnal ancestor, whom he
would regard with » look ot dudain from the corner of his
eye, as he sat ou his ham,dies witn nose well in the air,

sh epily and innocently studying the horizon till his obnox-
ious parent withdrew trotu his presence. Then, with a
shake of his giossv brown coat and silky ears, he would go
to his b- d. doubtless overcome by the cruel necessity of
cut'iug his father's acquaintance.
Generally speaking, Jack w-s strictly honest. Bread,

meat, milk, anything in lact was safe for any length of
time when Jack was left alone, because he knew they be-
longed to his human superiors.

But to the cat he owed no dsbt of gratitude for scoldings
and switchings; consequentlv he and pussy would often
differ as to the proprietorship of certain saucers of milk,
O.teu have I watched him when he little thought human
eye could see his evil doings. Givine the cat ber miJK I s iy,

'Jack, don't you touch that, now!" Understanding per-
fectly whatlsav, Jack walks sadly away, while I go into
the kitchen and very nearly close the door. Jack pricks up
his ears as he sees me go in, and as-unies a more cheerful
expres«ion; he studies each window closely; if any out is

there pussy's milk is safe, nut now there is no one in sight;

he sniffs; no one watching evidently, so very cheerlully,
now, he walks over to pussy's dish and assists in cleaning
it out. Just here I open the door suddenly. Like a flash he
drops on bis haunches, half closes Lis eyes, raises his nose,

and sniffs the air, as though looking for signs of raiu or
ducks. Slowly and indifferently he turns his head to give
me a glance from his sleep v "blinking eyes, aud while
giving his tail a recogniziug wag he slyly hitches a half
inch or so further away from the saucer.
"Jack 1" I say, "din you touch that milk ?"
Blink, blink go Jack's eyes, and he hitches away another

half inch, never once relaxing his expression of innocence
and sleepiness, yet so very plainly showing that he is con-
sciously oblivious tn cat, saucer or milk. But to save him
he caDnothelp a quick, anxious glance at the rapidl y dimin-
ishing quantity of milk, though he does not turn his head,
even abair's bread th,ashe flashes his eyeiukitty's direction.

Finally I go and close the door, but hastily peep out from
behind the curtain. Jack, still sieepiiy blinking, is takiug
a sly sniff toward the closed door; once more he views the
windows, and sees nothing. Suddenly resuming his natural
expression, he I.risk J y turns to the now empty dish, and
seeiug its condition, he makes a sudden spring at his play-
mate, which causes her to fly iu terror, while be looks, and
1 truly believe he thiuks, too, " I'm well out of that scrape;
but didn't I fool him, though !

"

Jack knew as well as a#y one when I was preparing to go
shooting. He made no demonstrations of delight when I

would don business coat and hat, but let me draw on gum
bouts and canvas coat, aud his delight knew no bounds. He
would spring and leap as he whined, "sung," and fairly

howled in his delight. Sometimes I would say: " Can't go
to-day, Jackie; stay home now." With a heart-broken ex-

pression he would sit down, while howl after howl made
the neighborhood ring as he watched me go through the
gate. Turning back after a short distance I would call:
" Would you like to go, Jackie ? " Oh, how expectant and
hopeful he would look, but not a step would he take yet.

"All right, old boy, come on!" and with a bound Jack
would clear the gate, joytul once more.
When quite a young pup I left him home one day iu earnest.

He howled pitifully for a while, but near the house I shot a
grouse. At the sound of the gun his misery was intense; he
sprang at the door, scratching and pawing the panels franti-

cally; from that he leaped out to the kitchen table, jumping

1 at the window in a wild endeavor to get out. Fearful lest
be should break the window my wife held him; but caresses

1 were powerless to quiet his howls for some time. All
through the day he would start from his naps and utter

I fresh howls as the memory of his sorrow seemed to return to
him.

I taught him, when a very small pun, to retrieve. To
carry a ball of yam he was obliged to bold his head very
high, and to this I attribute his habit of carrying his head
well up when he retrieved a bird. His legs were very short,
his chest broad and powerful ; and with head held high as he
brought in a duck, and his extremely long silky ears reach-
ing over his shoulders, he made a beautiful picture.
Jack proved to me that a spaniel will learn by observation

as well as by training. Often when I was out for a day my
game bag would become heavy, and to relieve myself of the
weight I would hide afewT birds in tufts of meadow grass,
to be taken up on my way back to camp, but at no time did
1 tell Jack to hide game.
One night as I was returning to camp I shot a duck.

Giving it to Jack I told him to take it "home," and he ran
on ahead. Suddeuly 1 remembered that I had left my coat
in some brush on a tiny hill, and turned back to get it.

Hidden by the brush, and from the elevation I watched
Jack. After trotting proudly along for a while, he looked
back to see if 1 wTas coming. Not seeing me, he dropped
the duck, sniffed and watched the deserted trail. No signs
of me. Picking up the duck he trotted off quite a distance
from the path, hid the duck in a tuft of grass, and came
back iu search of me. Soon he found me and we started on
together, I taking no notice of tbe fact that, he was without
the game. We walked on rapidly till suddenly, when op-
posite his game, he rushed oil, pawed away the grass, and
secured the duck, trotting on as before, till he took it into
camp. I was proud of Jack then. But the poor fellow was
the victim of a joke one day. I shot a duck on a tiny pond
close to the house. It floated apparently dead and Jack re-
trieved it, while I started back to the house. As he neared
the gate he laid the duck down a moment to get a better
hold of it, when, like a flash it was off. Astonished at his
lively game, Jack stood for one brief moment and watched
its flight; then, like a streak, he tore round the fence, and
off through the bushes, determined on heading oil: and
capturing that duck. In vain I whistled and called. Jack
was deaf. Looking up 1 saw my wife on the veranda with
tears of laughter rolliug down her face, "over the expression
on Jack's countenance,"' she said.

Two or three hours later Jack returned, panting, tired
and disgusted. I suspect he blamed me. he looked reproach-
ful, I fancied.
A more ambitious dog never hunted. One day in winter

he retrieved ducks from the water to the side of the boat,
where two of us were shooting, till be had brought iu thir-

teen without leaving thewater. Then I pulled him into tbe
boat, and wrapped him in a gre^it coat, for he w is chilled
and stiff. As another duck fell he struggled to get into the
water, but I held him back.
Never shall I forget mv last day's sport with my favorite.

He had retrieved a number of pigeons and a grouse or two.
Finally I shot a grouse, which fell and fluttered aw.sy. Jack
followed, aud feeiiug sure t hat he would soon . atch it, 1 sat
on a log to rest; for I was tired after a long tramp through
tbe bush Suddenly I heard a close shot and soou a young
half-breed boy appeared on the trail.

"What did you shoot ?" I asked.
"Dunno; seen a animal runnin', an' tired; guess I didn't

hit 'im " And he passed on.

A few minutes later Jack emerged from the bush, weak
and tottering from pain and loss of blood. Springing for-

ward 1 bent over him as he laid the captured arouse at my
feet. "Jack, old boy, did the brute shoot ym V I exclaimed,
and for answer Jack looked up into my lace, whined, licked
my hand, and turne.i over, dead. Ken.mare.

THE ALL-DAY FIELD TRIALS.

A MEETING of the committee who have in charge the.

inauguration of the All-Dav field trials was held on
Tuesday afternoon at the office of Mr. F. R. Hitchcock, in
this city. Au informal discussion of the details was had,
and it was decided to hold the trials at some convenient
point iu the Smth. beginning Mondae, Jan. 27. The event
will lie a sweeostake, open to all poii ters ami setters, with
$50 forfeit and $100 additional to start; 70 percent, of the
stake to the winner, 20 per cent to second and 10 per cent,

to third. Entries will close Dec. 10, additional money
to be paid the night before the race. The committee
guarantee the expenses, and the entire s'ake will
po to tb* winners. The rules of tbe Eastern Field
Trials C'ub will govern, except if there is a bye dog in the
first series be must run a heat with the best dotr that has
been beaten, and in case of defeat he will be retired, and his
competitor will run in the second series. Each heat iu the
fiis series will be an all-day one. from 8 A. M. until 5 P. M.,
with an hour's intermission at noon. In the remaining
series the heats will be of four hours duration e cb, except
the fina1

, which will be similar to those of the first series.

The following named sreutlemen comprise the committee:
Col. C. H. Odell. New York; Mr E R C nVmaii, Lebanon,
P.t ; Messrs. J. O. Donuer, H. B Dm yea and F. R. Hitchcock,
New York; Mr. Heath, Newark. N. J.; Mr. Knb-rt McCook,
Steubeuville, O , aud Mr. Bayard Thayer, Boston, Mass.

DOG TALK.

THE Stock-Keeper says of the increase of the registration
fee: "The miud of'the American kennel world is much

exercised with the decision of their Kennel Club to raise
the registration fee from fifty cents to a dollar. What sort
of reception would the plan receive in this country were
Cleveland-row to propose to charge 4s. 2d. for registration!
We should all go out on strike. Even the shilling has been
loaded with epithets, and grizzling arithmeticians have
made laborious calculations to show that the cost of labor,
stationary, etc., etc., to the Kennel Club would be well
covered by a 6d. charge: and then they ask what does the
club do with the balance? No doubt the club do have a
surplus when all expenses have been allowTed for, and that
surplus is fairly distributed in special prizes to provincial
shows. We consider a charge of 4s. 2d. altogether beyond
consideration. That any less sum would entail a loss ou
the American Kennel Club we must believe, because we
have for the genuineness of that statemeut the wrord of

three respected members of the American kennel world, but
even so, such a fee is too high, and the A. K. C. should sub-
mit to a loss on their stud book rather than put such a pro-
hibitive price on the entries."

The same journal aiso expresses its opinion about compul-
sory reports from judges: "For an institution in a repub-
lican country we must say that the American Kennel Club
is an extraordinarily autocratic body. Its last imperial
decree iusists that judges shall furnish reports for publica-
tion in their official organ, and, considering that the judges
are gentlemen who discharge the judicial duties with no
other return than that very empty oue—"the honor of the
thing"—an observer cannot help being struck with the
curious idea of blending an onerous obligation with an
honorary office. The committee of the American Kennel
Club probably7 smooth out any objections to this proposal
with the excuse that appears to satisfy' all doubts on sport-

iug subjects in the United States: "It's English, you know."
But is this English? We think we can show our transatlan-
tic cousins that they have misunderstood the practice in
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this country, and have gone far beyond what is done by our
club. The. English Kennel Club would never have ventured
upon such an arrogant step as insisting that all judges at
shows held under Kennel Club rules should write the reports
for their paper. The utmost that they do is to forward a
polite appeal to the judges at their own shows for their
notes on the classes they nudged. This courteous request is

often acceded to and sometimes not. To many men sucli a
task is not easy—nay, it is even disagreeable, and we are
pleased to say that in this monarchical country we are too
independent to be bullied into doing other people's work.
Jf our committees with their invitations to judge were to
couple the request for a gratuitous report, they would have
to create a new breed of judges, for the body of men who at
present give their services gratis would draw the line at
being compelled to act as reporters at the same time." For
the information of the Stock Keeper we -will say that "the
honor of the thing" is not, as a rule, the> only compensation
our judges receive, as very few of them do not pocket a
round fee for their services.

The amendment to the rules of the A. K. C. proposed by
Dr. Perry at the last meeting; of the club, which will com-
pel all judges at dog shows to write a report of their classes,
is rather too arbitrary, and we fear that the result aimed at
will not be accomplished nearly so satisfactorily as it would
be were the matter differently arranged. Official reports of
the judges are desirable, and their publication iu the Ken-
nel Gazette would be useful to the exhibitor as well as
gratifying to the public, We believe that this could be ac-
complished, in most cases at least, by a courteous request
for such report instead of an imperative demand. Man the
world over is notoriously a very contrary animal to drive,
but a little coaxing will nearly always succeed in accom-
plishing its purpose.

We published iu this column in our issue of Aug. 15 an
article from the Stock-Keeper relating to Mr. Hnscroft, who,
it will be remembered promulgated the Salisbury pedigree
scandal. The article, among other things, slated that it

was the belief at the Stock- Keeper that Mr. Hnscroft had
furnished other journals with advance news of the doings
of the Kenuel Club. Fanciers' Gazette having published
Mr. Huscrott's denial of this charge, regards us as " guilty
of gross unfairness " in not apologizing for having published
the charge. This strikes us as being very, very funny, as this
charge was a trivial one compared to the other charges which
neither the Gazette nor Mr. Hnscroft disprove or even apolo-
gize for.

The Eastern Field Trials Club has si cured the services of
Mr. D. C. Bergundthal, of Indianapolis, Ind.. and Mr. J. R.
Henricks, of Pittsburgh, Pa., to judge at their coming field
trials. Mr. F. I. Stone, of Chattanooga, Tenn., was also in-
vited, but owing to business engagements he was obliged to
decline. As already aunounced, Col. Arthur Merriman, of
Memphis, Tenn., will be one of the judges in the Pointer
Stakes, and we hope to be able to announce the third judge
for the Setter Stakes next week.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kocas must be sent on prepared blanks, wfalcn are Tur-

u Jsued free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Seta of 200 of any one form, bound fo*

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

BRED.
Kotes mast be sent on tUe Prepared BlfeiifcB.

Sptnaway III.—Bang Bang. Westminster Kennel Club's (Baby-
lon, Li. I.) pointer bitch Spinu wav III. to their Bang Bang, Axis, ]o.

Pocalumtax—Lad of Bow. F. R. Hitchcock's (New York) pointer
hitch Pocanontas to Westminster Kennel Club's Lad of Bow,
July 31.

Madstone—Lad of Bow. Westminster Kennel Club's (Babylon,
L. I.) pointer bitch Madstone to their Lad of Bow, July 29.
Luckystone—iVaso of Kippen, • Westminster Kennel Club's

(Babylon, L. I.) pointer birch Luckystcne to their Naso of Kippen,
July 88.

Glauea—Lad of Bow. Westminster Kennel Club's (Babylon, L.
I.) pointer bite h Glauca to their Lad of Bow, July 22.

Patlie of Naso—JSaso of Kippen. J. R. Daniels's pointer hitch
Patti" of Naso to Westminster Kennel Club's Naso of Kipoen,
July 20.

Bessie Bravo—Buna Bany. E. C. Freeman's pointer bitch Bessie
Bravo to Westminster Kennel Club's Bang Bang. July 20.
Queen—Naso of Kippen. J. H. Winslow's (^mladelphia, Pa.)

pointer bitch Queen to Westminster Kennel Club's Naso of Kip-
pen, June 24,

May M.—Bang Bang. H. B. Thomas's pointer bitch May M. to
Westminster Kennel Club's B.mg Bang. June 11.

Modesty—Naso of Kippen. T. H. Terry's (New York) pointer
hitch Modesty to Westminster Kennel Club's Naso of Kippen,
May 8.

Kate VIII—Lad of Bow. Wescmraster Kennel Club's (Baby-
lon, L. I.) pointer bitoh Kate VIII. to their Lad of Bow, May 19.

WHELPS.
5^3" Notes must be sent on tbe Prepared m&ukg.
Wanda. Stratford Kennels' (Newark. N. J.) poiuter bitch

Wanda. Sept. 17, six (two dogs), by E. Dexter's Pontiac
Lass of Bow. Westminster Kennel Club's i Kabylon, L. I.) pointer

biich Lass of Bow, June 19, ten (six dogs), by their Naso of Kip-
pen.
Kale VIII. Westminster Kennel Club's (Babylon, L. I.) pointer

hitch Kate VIII. . July 16. eleven (nine dogs), by their Lad of Bow.
Nancy. Westminster Kennel Club's (Babylon. L. I.) pointer

bitch Nancy. Sept. 19, eight (five dogs), by their Westminster Cato
(Naso of Kippen—Kate VIII.).
PatseyBang. The Elms Kennels' (Forest Lake, Minn) pointer

Patsey Bang (Bang Bang—Peggie), Sept. 24, nine (four dogs), by
Dr. J. Hansen's Duke (Sensation—Rose).

SALES.
fS&~ Wotes must be sent on tbe Prepared Blanks.
PeHow River Joe—Yellow River Music- whelps. Black, white, tan

and ticked beagles, cog and bitch, whelped Aug. 10, 1889, by L. K.
Avery, Bremen, Ind., to Wm. L. Ewing, Vincenncs, Ind.
Romp and Rowctt, White, black and tan, and black, white and

tan beagle doss, whelped Oct. 17, 1888, hv Dan out of Weasel, by
Blue Ridge Beagle Kennels. Denver, S. C, to Fred C. Cook, Chi-
cago, 111.

Harry Bird—Lady Vixen whelps. Pointers, whelped March 8,
1889, by F. R. Page, Orlaud, Me., a lemon and white dog to J. B.
Baker, Manchester, Vt., and a liver, white and ticked bitch to Dr.
L. M. Thompson, Mahanoy City, Pa.
Lord Cltandler. Silver fawn pug deg, whelped Sept. 1, 1889, bv

Joe II. out of East Lake Virgie, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincin-
nati. O., to Mrs. David Hope, West Bay Cits', Mich.
Paronc, Silver fawn pug dog, whelped Sept, 1, 1889, by Joe 11.

out of East Lake Virgie, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati,
O., to W. H. Biymyer, same ulaee.
Ben Bill—Nora whelp*. Black, white and tan English setter

bitches, whelped March 13, 1889, by T. Norris Cochran, Philadel-
phia, Fa., one each to D. C. Jones, Memphis, Tenn., and W. A.
Hinesley. Indianapolis, Ind.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
PW Wo Notice Taken ot Anonymous Correspondents.

L, J., Brooklyn.—f have a small King Charles spaniel, 5 years
old, and 1 feed on bread and crackers soaked in tea, with sugar
sprinkled over it, and very little meat. She is continually scrat ch-
ing her.-elf and hack sf ems to itch most, and her breath is very
foul. Teeth are iu fair condition, but front upper set is goue
Kindly advise me in one of your issues what can be done for tier
and Oblige subscriber. Ans. Give 5 drops of Fowler's solution of
arsenic in the food daily. Give a 3-grain pill of quinine hidden in
a morsel of mea t each day.

J. E. V., New City, N. V.—I have a poiuter dog, 6 vears old,
weight 451bs., that has been troubled for the last two vears with
sore feet. Sometimes they seem to be nearly well and then t|v y
break out again, and look as if they had been scalded between the
toes and on the bottoms around the ball of the foot, I have used

remedies recommended for mange. I think it must be his blood
that is impure. Ans. Wash between toes and after drying dust
on dry calomel powder. Do this night and morning. Fowler's
solution, 5 drops daily in the food, is an exoellent general tonic.

M. W., East Hampton.—My pointer dog has had sore eyes since
last June: they run matter all the time. We have done all we
can for him. He is 15mos. old; is dull and stupid; when I speak to
him he. hones his head and seems frightened. When I got him he
was all covered with small lumps, but I kept washing him with
carbolic soap and they are all gone. There seems to be a skin
growing over his eyes. Ans. Looks like distemper, Give 5 grains
quinine night and morning in a pill concealed in a bit, of meat.
Also give 5 drops of Fowler's solution of arsenic in the food once
daily. Feed very little, or no meat. Keep the bowels open by giv-
ing one or two blue pills as s°ems necessary.

\lwotina

RANGE AND GALLERY.
REGIMENT VS. STATE.

rpHE intimation that the 23d Regiment of this State would like
X to pit a team against a team from a Massachusetts regiment
was not responded to, and now the following correspondence has
passed in the endeavor of the Brooklyn boys to get on a match:

Brooklyn, Sept. 25.

Col. H.I. Rockwell, Inspector-Gcncro I of liiih Practice, State of
Massachusetts:
Sir— I have the honor to submit to you the following proposi-

tion: In order to test the relative merits of the Springfield 45cal.
rifles and the Remington .SOoal. rifles, the 3od Regiment, N. (>., S.
N. Y., would like to arrange two matches with the Massachusetts
Rifle team under the following conditions: First match, the 23d
Regiment to use the Remington .5()cal. rifles «,nd the Massachu-
setts team the Springfield rifles. Second match, to exchange rifle

actually used in former competition, each team to furnish to th_
other the elevations used in former match. Considerations as to
distance, number of shots, etc., to be mutually agreed upon here-
after. The 23d Regiment will furnish you 15 or 20 Reming-
ton .50oal. rifles to use in practice, von to provide the 33d Regi-
ment team a like number of Springfield rifles. Wo desire a
friendly contest to try and solve the vexed problem of the relative
merits of guns aud men.
The 23d Regiment will accept an v Massachusetts man as referee

aud agree to terms that would be fair to all parties. We hope you
will give this proposition favorable consideration, and advise us of
your decision at an early date. Very respectfully your obedient
servant, Heywood C. Brodn.

Capt. and Insp. Rifle Practice, 23d Regiment, N. G. S. N. Y.

To this challenge Col. Rockwell replied as follows:
Boston. Mass., Sept. 28, 1889.

Capt. JT. C. Broun, t R. P., SIM Regiment N Y. S. N. <?.;

Sir—The matches you propose would be interesting, whether
successful in sett Hug mooted points or not. I doubt", however,
whether it would he practicable this season to get a team to-
gether. Our fall drills are yet to occur, and these, added to other
State duties performed and rifle matches engaged in, will take all
the time that some of the men can possibly spare. There might
be a possibility,however,of your getting on a competition through
the inspector of the 2d Regiment. 1 would suggest that you ad-
dress Lieut S. S. Bumstead. I. R. P., 2d Regiment M. V. M., Spring-
field, Mass. He may be able to make up a team from the imme-
diate neighborhood, with one or two additions from this part of
the State, so as to meet you with 8 or 1(1 men. Permit me to add
that whatever has appeared in the public press in the way of
undue hoastfulness about our Massachusetts team is not attribu-
table to me or to anv other representative of the State. We have
for years recognized your New York troops as affording an ex-
ample for emulation in rifle shooting, and it has been our ambi-
tion to put ourselves on your level. If we have the privilege and
pleasure to meet your State team in future years we hope to
come off with credit, whether winning or losiiig, but those who
speak of any of the team habitually measuring strength at Creed-
moor as " invincible " are. badly advised. I am. very respectfully,
your obedient servant. H. C. Rockwell,

Col. and Insp.-Gen. Rifle Practice, M. V. M.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Sept. 21.—The second shoot of the St. Louis
P'Stol Club on its new tourney took place last Wednesday night
at the Laclede Gallery. Although the attendance was rather ligbt
several good scores were made by those who participated in the
shoot. At a 20yds. Standard American target the following scores
were made:
SGDormau 10 7 10 10 10 8 9 10 5 9—8',
M Summerlield 10 679 10 8998 8— 84
G W Alexander 9 8 9 7 8 8 9 9 10 9-83W Bauer 5 5 8 7 10 8 9 8 10 10-80W C Maekwifz 10 ti 5 10 B 7 7 8 7 6—71
A E Bengel 8 7 9 6 8 6 5 5 5 6-68
Sept. 88—Only six members of the St. Louis Pistol Club were

present at the last mednl shoot held on Wednesday night at tbe
Laclede Gallery. An 86 by Mohrstadr proved high, and" the medal
will remain in his possession until next Wednesday. Following
are the scores:
E Mohrstadt 10 10 6 9 10 7 9 8 10 7—86W Bauer - 8 10 8 10 10 8 5 10 4 10-83
M Snmnierfield 7 8 9 9 7 9 8 9 9 6-81
G W Alexander 8 8 6 6 6 9 7 8 9 9—79
WCMaekwitz 6 7 9 10 9 6 6 10 -8 8—79
A E Bengel 8 7 7 8 9 0 10 8 7 6-70
The fourth friendly match with pistols between Summerlield

and Mohrstadt took place the past week, aud was won by the
former with six points to spare. The latter is not satisfied 'with
his score, and another match between the above gentlemen will
be shot next week. Conditions were: 50 shots per man at
121.3yds. standard American target, with .22, -al. Stevens pistols-M Summerfleld 8 10 79869 10 8 8—83

10 9 9 10 7 9 9 8 9 10 -90
6 8 7 10 8 9 10 5 10 7-80
10 98989879 9—8676998988 10 7-81—120

E Mohrstadt 7 10 6 10 7 7 10 7 10 7—81
10 88898778 9-83
9 10 7997786 6-78
7 10 7 9 9 10 10 7 6 9-84
6 8 7 10 9 10 8 10 10 10 -88—414

UTTCA, N. Y., Sept. 23.—The contest between the Frankfort
Rifle Club and the Fort Schuyler Rifle Association was held this
afternoon at the range in Deerfield. The contest was spirited,
and over 200 spectators enjoyed the sport. Although the visiting
team made some good shots, the home club won by 39 points.
The feature of the contest was the excellent record w-hieh F.
Ferris made with his muzzleloading rifle, the only muzzleloading
gun used. He easily won first place, while Mr. Stoddard of the
Frankfort Club secured the second. Below is the official score,
each marksman being allowed 10 shots at 200yds.:

Utica.
E Devine 4 8 3 8 4 V mi 4 10—58
A Ferris 02 3 31 5 864 3—33
F Ferris 10 7 7 8 4 5 7 10 6 6—70
Sieboth 3 5 7966 556 8-60
Utter 4 4 6 4 6 5 5 6 8 7—55
Woodward 3 4 8 9 5 6 5 3 3 3-48
Kent. 4 6 7 4 7 5 10 8 4 10—65
Symonds 294946 5 45 7—55
Hendricks 249834444 5—47
Hoges.... 1 3 2 3 3 3 5 S 3 9-40—531

Frankfort.
Gray 632460879 7-58
Perkins 465556053 4-44
Rich 4 4 4 2 4 3 3 4 4 7-39
Dobson 3 4 3 2 5 10 5 3 6 8-49
Whitney 3 3 1 5 4 5 4 3 3 6—37
Tubbs 8 4 4 5 6 6 4 4 4 4—49
Stoddard 6 5 8568996 6—08
McMillan 14 6 474538 2-44
Staring 3 3 2 8 7 7 4 7 5 10—56
Valentine 9 2 0 3 3 10 5 5 6 4—47—492
The visiting team was handsomely entertained by the Fort

Schuyler Association.

MARION, N. J., Sent. 25.—At the weeklv shoot of the Marion
Rifle Club, which was held to-day, Mr. L. Variek, the youngest
member of the club, and who may be termed an amateur along-
side of the other crack marksmen comprising this organization,
made the highest score that was ever shot on the club's range.
Ke scored 210 points out of a possible 230,

FRAMINGHAM, Mass., Sept. 26.—The annual State shoot of the
Massachusetts militia was held here to-day under rather unpleas-
ant auspices. The rain which descended at intervals, and the
cloudiness of the atmosphere, did not help the shooting, but some
remarkable scores were made nevertheless. The general run of
the shooting was considerably above that of last year, and with-
out doubt, the brilliant trip of the Massachusetts rifle team to
England has inspired the younger members of the militia to take
up rifle shooting. Each company in the State was represented by
a team of seven men, who shot for the company prize. Company
A, Sixth Regiment, was victorious, winning the first prize by a
score of 201 out of a possible 245. The remainder of the matches
were not finished, owing to the rain and darkness, and may possi-
bly be shot at some later day. The scores in detail are as follows:

Company Match.
Co A, 0th inf 201 Co G, 9th Inf 162
Co G, 2d Inf 199 Co M, 5th lnf,— 161
Co F, 5th Inf 197 Co A. 1st Oavalrv 160
Co B, 2d Inf 197 Co B, 0th Inf 159
Co H. 2d Inf 193 Co M, 1st Inf 159
Co M, 2d Inf 191 Co D, 1st Cavalry J59
Co G. 5th Inf .187 Co E, 2d Inf 158
Co 1, 2d Inf 187 Co A, 1st Cavalry 157
CoM, 8th Inf 186 Co B, 1st Cadets . .155
Co C, 6th Inf 183 Co C, 1st Cadets 154
Co A, 1st Inf 183 Co F, 1st Cavalry 154
Co L, 3d In f 183 Co A, 5th Inf 153
Co H, 5th Inf 181 Co K, 9th Inf 153
Co L, 5th lnf 179 Co F, 9th Inf 153
Co F, 2d Inf 178 Co C, 5th Inf 151
Co C, 1st Inf 177 Co F, 8th Inf 150
Co B, 5th Inf 177 Co A, 3d Cadets 147
Co B, 1st Inf 176 Co H, 6th Inf 140
Co K, 6th Inf 170 Batt A, 1st Artillery 140
Co F, 6th Inf 170 Co D, 1st lnf 141
Co B, 8th Inf 169 Co G, 6th Inf 138
Co G, 8th Inf 166 Co G, 1st Inf 135
Co II, 1st Inf 106 Co D, 1st Cadets 133
Co F, 1st lnf 166 Co H, 8th lnf 125
Co I, 5th Inf 165 Co D, 6th Inf 119
Co M, 5th Inf 165 Co M, 9th Inf IP!
Signal Corps, 1st Brig 163 Co H, 9th Inf 113
Go E, 6th Inf.... 163 Co B, 9th Inf 109
Co L, 9th Inf 163 Co D, 9th Inf 106
Co B, 2d Cadets 162 Co E, 8th Inf 104

Staff Teams.
Staff, 3d Brig 138 Staff, 9th Inf 117
Staff, 5th Inf 134 Staff, 6th Inf 110
Staff, let Brig 133 Staff, 1st Inf 100

Officers' Match.
Capt F H Briggs, A, 1st Inf Lieut J G Harris, G, 2d Inf.... 21

29 28—57 Brig-Gen Bridges, Jr, 1st Brig?0
Col E P Clark, 2d Inf 27 Lieut J C Morgan, B, 3d Inf . .19
Corp F W Dallinger, B, 1st Inf27 Lieut JW Pierce,Staff,lst Cavl9
Mai P D Bridges. 3d lnf 26 Capt H Mousse y, D, 5th Inf. . .19
Sergt Cj A Blair, B, 5th Inf . ...35 Lieut A D Nichols, A. 1st Cav.18
Cant Henderson, D, 1st Cav.. .24 Lieut W J Howard, 1, 1st Inf 17
Col W A Bancroft, 5th Inf . ...23 Lieut C H Stearns, A, 6th lnf 16
Lieut Lomhard, B. 1st Inf 23 Capt C E Shaw, K, 9th Inf.. 16
Lieut J Kenny, A 1st lnf . ..22 Lieut C S Pope, H. 8lh Inf .. .14
Capt T Cordis, 1st Brig Staff. .21 Lieut Spear, G, 5th Inf 12
Lieut D Emerson. A, 1st Cav. .21 Capt W H Dunuey, K, 8th ... .11
Lieut L H Perry, E, 8th Inf....21 Capt W 0 Parker. G, 5th 10
Lieut A D Nichols, A, 1st Cav.21

Enlisted Men's Match.
E J La Ferre. M, 2d Inf 29 27—56
Sergt G W Olmstead, F. 6th Inf 39 24- 53

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 30.—The annual shooting fest or prize
shooting of the Philadelphia Sehuetzen Verein was held on Thurs-
day, Sept. 26, at their park on Queen Lane. Prizes for the ladies
were also contested for in the ten pin alley, and were the cause of
a great deal of enjoyment in this contest. Prizes on the honor

Dr L Thomas 19 17 24—60 W Wurfflein 4 12 14-30
E FKolb 14 18 33-55 S Watson 7 8 15-30
Dr MM Prince 1718 19-54 F Holzman It 0 15-29
A Booz 20 24 4 - 48 G F Kolb 6 14 9—29
FSeeber 10 16 25—17 M Briefly 16 111—28
E Travis 15 18 14-47 E Anshutz 0 17 8—25
JReist 10 19 17—46 X Zaeger 0 17 8—25W Stein, Jr 17 12 17-46 E Stees, Jr 9 4 11-24
JHBeuhler 17 15 13-15 C W olters, Jr 13 3 9-24
JJMounljoy 15 16 14—45 C Betz 13 9 0—22
O Molter 17 7 19-43 F Brehm 3 0 19-22
H Balbain 20 23 00 -43 G Zimmerman 6 14 0-20
J M Green. . . .A 1115 13—38 P Bernhardt 4 8 4-16W Oelzer 14 17 6 -37 H Frederick 0 0 15—15
JLWetherly 14 15 8-37 J Koonz. 15 0 0—15
E Steiber 0 20 16-30 C H Wolf 0 5 9-14
G Soedine 14 13 9—36 FBalben 0 0 8-8
AScheufH.cn ..20 14 0-34 GWeisbrod 4 0 0-4
CH Beeler 10 14 10—34
First aud last bullseye morning and afternoon, premium of $1

each: First, bullseye morning, C. Molter; last, W. Stein, Jr.
Afternoon, first, VV. Wurffleiu; last, W. Stein, Jr.
Point or bulb eye target. 12in. bull. 4in. center only to count; 3,490

tickets sold; 287 bullseye; 24 cash premiums o« best bullseye, won
by the members: 1 W. Wurfflein. 2. C. Moulter. 8. G. Seeding.
4. J. M. Green. 5. W. Gelzer. 6. J. L. Wetherby. 7. E. F. Kolb.
8. E.Travis. 9. S. Wafson. 10. J. J. Mountjoy. 11. P. Bernhardt.
12. A. Schaufflen. 13. L.Thomas. 14 Dr. M. M. Pierce. 15. W.
Stein, Jr. 10. F. Steeber. 17. J. Reist. 18. C. H. Wolf. 19. W.
Stees, Jr. 30. F. Brehm. 31. T. Mayer. 33. G. F. Kolb. 23. C. H.
Beeler. 24. F. Balhram.
Premium on oullseyes of 55 cents each after all expenses of

markers and warners were deducted.
Messrs. B. Voight and C. Notnnagel of the Newark Shooting

Sockty were the gues.s of the club, then- visit was to complete
arrangements for the proposed visit of that society to Philadel-
phia in October—they expected to bring about 250 members.
BOSTON, Sept. 28.—The weekly shoot of the Massachusetts

Rifle Association was held at its range to-day. The conditions
were good with a one point wind from 8 to 9 A. M. Mr. Lee won
the champion gold medal and Mr. Francis won the gold medal in
the 20 shot match. Following are the nest scores made to-day:

20-Suot Rest,
J Francis 102 107 309 J N Fames In3 34—196WP Thompson 99 100-199 JK Muuroe 86 89—175

Champion Medal Match.
H L Lee 75 C C Clarke 73

Military Medal Match, 200yds.
J B Fellows 45 43 41 A S Field 39 36
E A Poyen 44 30

All-Comers' Rest, 200yds.
S Wilder 110 108 A Ballard 102 101
J N Eames 105 101 T Oliver 98 94A Wabash 104 E James 97 94
J Francis 104 AS Hunt 73 73WP Thompson 103 102

All-Comers' Off- Hand. 300yds.HL Lee 82 E W Fren'tz 67 64
J E Kelley 80 ED Roe, Jr 66 65
A McBoau 74 67 F O Martin 63 60
A Sharp (mil) 69 69 AH Brown 59

500yds.W E Halladay 45 36 II W Downs 31 24
C A Dean 41 40 H E Williams 34 32
O T Moore 35 32 F D Hart 28

Military Match. 200vds.
A Sharp 44 44 B Farmer 31 31
C Greene 43 43 A S Field 26 24
Fennessey 36 35 33 J Jameson 25 21
Lieut J J Sullivan 36 30 30 C Doyle 18 17
E Fredericks 32 30 W H Hastings... 18 15

WIMBLEDON'S SECRETARY.—It is with very deep regret
that we announce that Captain Mildmay has resigned the secre-
taryship of the National Rifle Association, It is now very nearly
thirty years since he was appointed to that important office, the
very onerous duties of which he has for that long period per-
formed with the greatest conscientiousness and the highest abil-
ity. Of Captain Mildmay's unfailing kindness and courtesv we
need not speak—they are well known to all who have had any-
thing to do with 'Wimbledon." He is, indeed, weli entitled to
his retirement after his long and arduous service, but we fear
that the Council of tbe National Rifle Association will not have
a very easy task to find a new secretary who will be as well quali-
fied for the post as Captain Mildmay.—Volunteer Service Gazette.
[We would heartily second the kind words of our English con-
temporary with remembrance of the most kindly attention shown
us by the retiring secretary upon Wimbledon range.]
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SAN FRANCISCO, Sept. 22.—Thirty-five members of the San
Francisco Schuetzen Veroin competed to-day at Shell Mound in
the monthly medal shoot of the society. Ring-tarects at 200yds.
were used and the possible score for 20 shots was 500. F. Boeck-
man madp 402, the highest in the first class. George A. Schultz
scored 3o3, the top sco'e in the second class. A. Morker scored
326, being the best of the third class, and Emil Ipseu made 345,

the highest in the fourth class. In a special shoot between Philo
Jaeoby aud A. Thierbach of the > bampion class, the former won
with a, score of 416 to 403 for his opponent.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished grails to club

secretaries. Correspondents u'ho favor us with club scores are par-
tieularlv requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
Oct, 1, 2, 3.—Linthicum's Revstone Tournament at Baltimore,

Md.—Samuel J. Fort, Ellieott City, Md., Assistant, Manager.
Oct. 8, 9, 10, 11.—Middlesex Gun Club Tournament, Dunelien,

N. J. W. F. Force, Secretary. Plainfield, N. J.

Oct. 8, 9, 10, 11—Fred A. Fodde's Second Annual Amateur
Tournament, at St. Louis. Mo. Inanimate targets.
Oct. 15, 16, 17. 18.—Tournament at live birds and inanimate

targets, Philadelphia. J. F. Kleinz, Secretary, 600 (South Dela-
ware avenue. Philadelphia.
Oct. 17, 18, 18.—West End Social Gun Club Tournament, Harris-

burg, Pa.
Oct. 31, 22, 23, 24 and 25.—Second Tournament of the Mercer Gun

Club, at Trenton. N. J. E. G. Updegrove, President.

AL. BANDLE'S SHOOT,
CINCINNATI, O., Sept. 24—Al. Baudle's fifth annual shooting

tournament opened here this morning to good business, and
has every promise of being what its predecessors have been, in the
front rank of the shooting events of the year. Mr. Bundle is

unique in his ideas and his methods of running a tiap tournament,
but he never fails to interest, sportsmen, always gets a crowd to-

gether, and always keeps the crowd busy and contented. He does
not believe in any theory of classification or of handicapping, but
insists that every tub must stand on its own bottom. He hangs
out as his flag the announcement that there wiU be $1,000 cash
guaranteed, which will he shot for with "no pro rata, no favorites,
nobody barred, no handicap. 1 ' This may not be quite up to the
modern theory of trap shooting, but one must confess that viewed
in the light of recent trap-shooting history this tournament is a
success, no matter what its theory. It is a better shoot to-day
than the American Association shoot was on its first day here
last June, aud is as fairly entitled to its claim as being a "World's
tournament."' The numbers of shooters, however, is not up to

what it has formerly been, or to what it was hoped it would be,

although there are about as many here as at any of the shoots.

The manager who can show an eutry of 30 as an average has no
right to complain nowadays, for the trap-shooting interest is

breaking up into such numbers of small local shoots that only a
few shooters will travel any ereat distance to an event. Many of

the old-timers of the West are here, and the shooting company is

very strong. Budd. Heikes, Tucker and Ruble are here. W.
Crosby, alias "WestHeld." alias "Denver Pete." is here with his

old hammer Parker, and looks as innocent as he did at the Den-
ver sboot, where he came pretty near stealing the town site by
virtue of guileless airs and old clothes. J. A. R. Elliott, a noted
Kansas City shot, is on hand, and so is his running mate "D. A.
Meade," of St. Louis, which the same name hides a professional

with cotton in his ears. "Dayton." another prince traveling
incog., is looking as fat and happy as when he sat up all night and
studied history at the Corry shoot. C. C. Hebhard is looking after

the standard targets from Cleveland. "J. K Keene" is one of the

best live-bird shots in Kansas City. "Keene," Elliott and "Meade"
will all doubtless be in the Missouri team if the Missouri-Illinois

shoot at 1,000 live birds ever comes oft". Wm. Horn is here from
Zanesville, O.; S. P. Anthony comes from Muneie, Ind.; Dr. Vin-
cent is from Guildford, Ind.; Drs. Richardson and Hibbard are
from Athens, O., and J. E. Pumphrey comes from Columbus, O.,

and so does L. Fink; R.W.Bennett is from Jackson, O.; C. W-
McPhee is from Bullets ville, Ky.: Martin O'Neiland a lot of others

are expected from Lexington, Ky.; Dr. S. H. Moore and Geo.
Beck are from Indianapolis, Ind.; and there are a lot from all over,

with some "deest ricks" yet to hear from. In a morning paper it

is announced that MeMurchy, Slice, Meadera and several other
well-known shooters are here, as well as a number of others, im-
aginary or unknown. These are not here, nor are they likely to

be It "is difficult to teU by what right, any journal publishes or
cares to publish such reckless and silly "news" as this. Among
the absent ones are some who are missed. Frank Parmalee ha?
not yet shown up, though he has telegraphed from Omaha, "I
w-w-will b-b-b-be there."
The weather is exceptionally pleasant to-day. The grounds

are in good order. The traps are arranged in three sets of five,

squad shooting not being used. Everything has worked very
smoothly, and it is a jolly, joking crowd, every man of which is

able to hold his own anvwhere you come at him. The live birds

are about a Cincinnati lot, and therefote not extra. They are a
trifle better ttian those used at the Association shoot here last

summer. The same old cockroach is on the table that there was
here then, and toe same old cook is on hand who came so near
killing the crowd then. He can make the coldest and poorest

(soffeeon earth, bar nobody. Al. Bandle ought to kill him and
hire somebody with a stove. But then Al. don't driuk any coffee

himself. A new and valuable discovery was made by some of the
pilgrims to-night, which saved them an hour or two of riding on
the one-armed grapevine street railway which runs past the tun-
nel mouth. By going up the hill one block the electric cars are
reached, and these run down into the city much more rapidly.

The management hung up the following page in the regular
programme pamphlet: -

"Owing to the number of questions usually asued the manage-
ment we have appointed Mr. Ed Taylor to answer the following.

No other questious allowed: What's the next race? How many
entries? What's the entrance? What kind of birds? How many
birds? Where's the lunch counter? Where's the bar? Where's
t_ue y Do- you think Budd or Stice, etc. will shoot me out if I

get in a tie? How many will I break if I enter? What's first

money? How many tie for second? What rules are you shooting
under? Why don't you run a 'tourney' like we. do? Why don't
you hold it next month? If I get broke will you send me home?
If I shoot in all the matches do you t h ink 1 will get some surplus?
Which is MeMurchy? Is Carver here? Who is that at the score?
Introduce me to Budd, Stice, Ruble, Penrose, etc. Where is

Bandle? How many sets of traps have you? Say, mister, how do
you load? Do you hold behind those quartering birds? Why did

I not break that hird— I shot right at it? Do you shoot wood or
Schultze? What's the round trip to Cineinnati? Where is the
double bird champion? Is dis de blace? Dis must pe de blace,
dere's no oder blace arouut."
Following are the scores:

Match 1. 0 single bluemcks, entrance $2:

Budd 011111111-8 McPhee 111111011-8
Heikes 111111111-9 J E Miller 010011111-6
Pumphrey 01101 1110-5 Moore 0101U1U-7
Bandle 0 1 111 1111-8 An thony 101111601—6
" Dayton " 111010101-6 Richardson 10UU101-7
" Westfield " Ill] 11111-9 C A Smith lOOOOw.
"Keene" 111001111-7 Hibbard 111110110—7
"Cole" 101111111—8 Waddell 110101011—6

Elliot 111111101—8 Scrof HllOllll-8
Roberts. 100111001-5 O Hayes 111111101-8
Vincent 0010 w. Tittle 11110W11—

7

Haine - 110111111-8 Tucker 111111101-8
«Meade " 111101111—8 Bob White 11111 1111-9
McVev Ill 111001-7 Girton 1101010 ,v.

Taylor 010111111-7 See 011111111-8
First money div. by Heikes, White and Westfield; second div.

by Budd, Bandle. Elliot, Haine, Scrof, Tucker, See with 6 each,
others 0; McVey won tie of 7 with 3, Taylor aud Tittle 1, others 0.

Match 2, 9 single Peoria blackbirds, entrance $2:

Budd 111111111-9 Keene 111111111-9
Heikes 111111011- 8 Elliott 111110011-7
Dayton 101001111-6 Westfield .011111111- 8

Horn 111110110-7 White 001011111-6
Cole 111111111—9 Girton. 111111111—'J

Mead .111111111-9 See. ; . . .lOlllHll-8
McVey 111111101-8 Bandle ..110U1111—

8

Vincont 011111101-7 Taylor 0111111U-8
Moore 110101111—7 O Hayes OlllllUl—

8

Miller 1011011.01-6 Tittle .011011111—7

Rich ai dson 101111010-6 Wadd ell 1 1llHill—

9

Anthony 111011101—7 McPhee 1011011U-7
Smith 101110110-6 Stephenson 011111111-8
Hibbard 111111111-9 Roberts 000000010—

1

Cargil 1 111101010-6 Pumphrey UlllUll-9
Scrof 111110110—

7

Ties on 9 div. first. On 8, Heikes 4, McVey 0, See 5, Westfield,
Bandle, Taylor, Hayes and Stephenson 6 and div. second. On 7,

Horn and Anthony 4, Scrof 1, Elliott 0, Vincent, Moore, McPhee
and Tittle 6 and div. third.

Match 3. Ed. Taylor's Favorite, 10 single champion clay birds,
entrance $5, first, $40: second, $30: third, §20: fourth, $10:

Vincent 1111111101- 9 Taylor 1111101111- 9

Cole 1111010111- 8 Waddell 11110U011— 8

Moore 1000011111- 6 Bob White HHOIHOI- 8

Elliot Olimilll- 9 Dayton 1110100100- 5

Budd 1110111111- D Stevenson 1U0111U0— 8

Bandle 0011100111- 6 "N G" 0111111111- 9

Mead 11 10111111- 9 O Hays HUOlOOll— 7

Haine ..0101111110- 7 Pumphrey 1001111010- 6

Keene 1100010000- 3 Girton 1001011000- 4
West field 1111111111—10 Srof 0100110100- 4

McVev 111110U10- 8 Miller. 1111011110- 8

Anthony 1001011111- 7 See 1110011101- 7
McPhee 1011111011- 8 Tittle 1101110110- 7

Hibbard 1100011011— 6 Richardson 1001100000— 3

Heikes 1111110101—8 Fink 1111101110- 8

Westfield first; ties on 9 div. second; on 8: McVey 0, McPhee 1,

Heikes 3, Waddell 3, Bob While, 2, Stevenson 4, Fiuk 0; Miller and
Cole 5 each and div. third: on 7: See 3, Tittle 2, Hayes 8, McVey 8,

Haine 9.
. ,

Match 4, Blue Island's favorite, no medals, 7 single live birds,

entrance p. .. B
Bandle 1112212-7 Elliot 0101111—5
Dayton 1211101-6 Bohemian 2010100-3
Vincent 1121212-7 Reif 11201 11-6

Cole 1121212—7 Roberts 1122101-6

H orn 1222212-7 Hibbard 01 22112-6
Tucker 0111101-5 Mead 1211112—7
Budd 1111111-7 Smith 1111100—5

McVey 2110121-5 Richardson 2101122-1.

McPhee 1121122-7 Keene 1211JH
_

I
Anthony 1001001-3 Westfield gSHHf^S
Moose 0112100—1 Pumphrey 1112211-7

White 11121 12—7 Fin k 0202111-5
Heikes 1211112-7
Bandle,Vincent, Cole. Horn, Budd, Heikes,White, Mead, Keene,

and Pumphrey div. first; Dayton, Richardson, Westfield and
Hibbard div. second; Tucker, Elliot and Fink div. fourth.
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Match No. 5, Lieut. Geo. Albee's favorite, 10 single Ligowsky
::iay birds. $100 guaranteed, entrance $5, first $40, second $30,
third $20, fourth $10:
Bandle 0111101111— 9 N G 1100111110— 7
Smith 1111111190— 8 Keene 1011110110— 7
Tavlor.... 1111011010— 7 Fink .,0 1101111101— 8
Heikes 1100111111— 8 Anthonv 1011111011— 8
Horn 1110011101- 7 Budd 1111111111—10
Waddell 1100000010- 3 Jack 0110001011- 5

Col*1 11 10111101— 8 Pumphrey 11H 110111— 9
McPhee 1110101101— 7 Bob White 11UU1111—10
Meade 1111111111—10 Vincent 1111001011— 7

Westfield 1111111101- 9 Early 1011111111— 9
McVey 1110110110- 7 Miller 1111110111— 9

First div., Meade. Bob White and Budd. Second div., Bandle,
Westfield, Pumphrey. Early, Miller. Third div , Smith, Heikes,
Hole, Fink, Miller. Fourth div., Taylor, Horn.
Match 6. at 9 single standard targets, entrance $2:

Bandle -. . ..111100111-7 McPhee 111111111-9
Heikes 1111 11111—9 Hibbard 11111 1 110-

8

Cole 011111111-8 Westfield 01H 11111—

8

Dayton 111001111-7 Girton 1111011 10-7
Mead 1111 11111-9 Budd 11 11 1 1 111-9
Horn 111101111-8 Roberts 010100001-3

* Mr. Budd uses rhis load In each barrel, at both live birds and targets
He uses medium pressure on the powoer, and wads it with 1 card 12-g., 1

hkt. k utise ana I s'Sin. U. SL C. telt 11-g.; 1 card on shot.
tMr. Bandle uses a T-iin. shell, aud wads his powder with 1 card No. 12,

1 black-edge No. It and 1 U. M. C. ^sln. white felt; a split black-edge on shot.
tMr. Ruble uses on powder I card No. 10 and 3 black-edges No. 8.

>iMr. "Meade" uses on his powder 1 eaid No. 12, 1 blaek-edge and one
V. M. C. ?6in. felt,

§ Mr. Guxuotte uses on his powder 1 card, 1 gray felt ^sin. and 1 pink-edge
all No. 10's.

TMr. Elliott uses on his powder t nd 8 pink-edges No. 12

S fe ph enson 1 11 111111—

9

O Haves 110000111-5
"N G" 011101010-5
White 101111111-8
Miller 101110111-7
Tucker 011111111—8
Lee 111111001-7
Tittle 101111111—8
Srof 110110011—6
McCan 010101111-6
Fouts 001111111-7

Moore 101011101-6
Waddell 111111100-7
Taylor 11101111.1.-8

Cargill 011111111-8
Pumphrey 111010111-7
Vincent 111111111—9
Keene 111010111-7
Elliot 001111111-7
McVey 111101001-6
Anthony.. 110111011-7
Richardson 011 101011—6
Fink 101111111-8

First. Heikes, Mead, Vincent, McPhee, Stephenson and Budd;
Second, Cole, Horn, Tavlor, Cargill, Fink, Hibbard, Westfield,
White, Tucker, Tittle; Third, Bandle, Dayton, Keene aad Elliot.

Extra match, sweepstakes, 9 single bluerocks, entrance $2:

Tucker 7, Elliot 9, Mead 9. Heikes 7, Bohemian 6, Reif 6, Keene 6,

Horn S, Bandle S, Early 9, Vincent 0, E. B. Vincent 7, Cole 9, West-
field 9, Anthony 8, Dayton 7, Budd 8, McVey 0, Moore 7, O. Hay 8,

Bob White 8, Richardson 6, Girton 0. First money divided, Elliot,

Mead, Bandle, Early, Cole and Westfield; second money divided,
Horn, Budd, O. Hays, Bob White and Anthony; third money
divided, Tucker and Heikes.
The last programme match was shot late in the evening with

the following results, detailed score not being obtainable at this
writing: *

Match No. 7, 9 single Standards, entrance S3: Bandle 7. Heikes
9, Cole 8, Ilavton 7. Meade 9, Horn 8, Moore 6. Waddell 7. Taylor 8,

CatgiU 8, Pumphrey 7, Vincent. 9, Keene 7, Elliot 7, McVey 6, Me-
Oann 6. Anthonv 7, Richardson 6, Fink 8, McPhee 6, Hibbard 8,

Girton 7, Budd 9. Roberts 3, Stephenson 9, Haves 5, "K. G." 5, B.
White 8, Miller 7, Tucker 8, See 7, Tittle 8, Srof 6, Fautz 7. Ties
on 9 div. first, ties on 8 div. second, Bandle, Dayton, Keene and
Elliot div. third after shoot-off.
Extra match, sweepstakes, 9 Standards, entrance $2: White 5,

Pumph rev 9, McVev 8, Moore 9, O. Haves 7, Bohemian 7. Reef 4,

E. B. Vincent 8, Tittle 6, Horn 6, Mead 8, Smith 8, Anthony 7,

Roberts 3, Richardson 6, Elliot 8, Cargill 5, Vincent 9. Heikes 6,

Cole 5, Fink 5, Keene 7, Bonduiant 7, Hibbard 6, Bandle 8,

Stephenson 6, Girton 9, Westfield 9, Budd 9, Early 8. PumphTej ,

Moore, Vincent, Budd, Girton and Westfield div. first: McVey,
E. B. Vincent, Mead, Smith, Bandle, Early and Elliot div. second;
Hayes, Bohemian, Anthony, Keene aud Bondurant div. third.
Second Day, Wednesday, Sept. S3.—The weather for to-day has

been good, ixcept that in the afternoon it grew very cool with
light rain, which, however, interfered but little with the shoot-
ing. There was one very strong live-bird race shot at a fairish

but badly mixed lot of birds, in which the ties were continued
until far into the dusk. There were 5 ties left in the 7 hole, when
Charlie Budd missed a big right-quartering blue, and then the
wicked other four shook hands and agreed to divide " Since they
had shot the 'Chippie' out."
Really the most interesting feature of the day was the individ-

ual match between Al Bandle and " D. A. Meade,'' the St. Louis
crack, at, 50 champion clays. $25 a side. Bandle was hardly
thought up to his usual form, and some money went on " Meade."
C. W. Budd was chosen referee, W. Crosby and Rolla nikes act-
ing as judges. All three of the men were needed, as very often
only the merest flake fell out of the high birds, and very often,
too," the gun wad deceivedthe shooterinto thinking be had scored
a bird when he hadn't. The men were tied four times and re-
mained at tied the end of the 50 birds. In the ties, at 25 extra birds,
they broke even in the next to tbelast round, and had not Bandle
missed his last bird they would have tied on the 75. It was the
closest and most exciting race of inanimates ever seen here. The
erratic and singularly difficult flight of this bird makes it most
suitable for such a test of skill, although it is a hard bird on a
referee. Mr. Budd, however, promptly sat on the kicks, and was
applauded by the crowd, One peculiar incident happened.
" Meade " was at the score and called "pull;" at the same instant,
or just thereafter, he discharged his gun accidentally into the
ground. At the same time the trap was pulled and the bird
sprung. Mr. Budd held that, as the lost chance was due to the
fault of the shooter, and not to the gun or other mischance, the
bird should be scored as lost, and it was so scored. "Meade."
protested. Although this did not affect the final result of the
match, the question was agitated as to the correctness of the de-
cision. The match was shot under American Association rules.

Match between Al Bandle and " D. A. Meade," at $25 a side. Score:
"Meade" 1111111111101111111111 11011011011 111 101 10111111011—13
Bandle llllOHllOlUllllli 1.11111101111101 11 11010111011111—13

Ties-"Meade" . 111111U llllllOOOiiiiiii t _s*2
BaDdle llllllOllOHl10ll1imi10-2l

Match 9, 9 standards, entrance $2:

Tavlor 111111110-9 See 1H101111-8
Pumphrey 111111011-8 Early 1111H0I1-8
KG 001111101—6 McVey 111110010-6
Smilh 101111111-8 Moore 011111011-7
Meade 111111111-9 Anthony HOllUlll-7
Ri ehardson 011101 1 11—7 Girton 111101111-

8

Heikes 1111U111-9 Hibbard 11110111 1-8
Fink 011111111-8 McPhee 101101111-7

Leedom 101010110-5 Cargill 100111001-5
Bnndle 111111101—8 Tucker 110111111—8
Waddell 111111111-9 White 111111111-9

Cole 111111101—8 Jack 110111 111-8
Keene 010111111—7 Hampton 111111111—9

Budd 11U11111-9 Cook ,111111101-8

Westfield 110111111- 8 Wayne 011000111—5
Horn 101111110—7 Miller OoGOlllll-5
Fouts 111001110-7
Ties on 9 div. first; on 8, Smith 3 Fink 9, Cole 3, See 0. Jack 0,

Cook 1; Tavlor, Pumphrey. Bandle, West ieid, Early, Girton, Hib-
bard, Tucker 6 each div. secoud; on 7. Horn 0. Fouts 5, Moore 1,

Anthony 3, McPhee 4; Richardson and Keene 6 and div. third; X.
G. and McKee div. fourth.

Match 10, Jim Stice's favorite, 12 single Peoria blackbirds, en-
trance $5. First, $40: second, $30; third, $25; fourth. $10:

Keene 011101111011— 9 Westfield 111111111111-12

Heikes 111111111111-12 Hampton 110111111111—11
Anthonv 001101111111— 8 Cook 101111111111-11
Meade 110111111111—11 McVev UH11010101— 9

Elliot 111111111101—11 Pumphrey UHUllllll—12

Early Ill 11111 1011—U Jack OHll'llHOl—10
Richardson 001111100011— 7 Fink U0H1111010— 9

Hibbard 110000U1111— 8 Miller 111111111111—12
Smith 111101111111-11 Bohemian 1U111011100- 9

Cole 111111111011-11 Vincent 111110111111—11
Taylor 110111111110-10 Bandle OllOlOllllU— 9

Horn lllUOtlOOlii- 8 White 011111011111-10
Waddell 110111111111-11 Budd 111111001111-10
McPhee 111011101111-10 Dan S 111001000101— 6

Ties on 12 div. first; on It: Elliot 2, Smith 2, Cole 3, Cook 2, .Mead,
Early, Waddell, Hampton and Vincent 6 each and div. second;
ties on 10 div. third; ties on 9 div. fourth.

Match 11, C. W. Budd's favorite. 6 live birds. $100 guaranteed,
entrance $6.50; first $40. second $30, third $20, fourth $10:

Dayton 1001122-5 Budd 1111111-7
Cole 1111011-6 White 1111112—7
Keen 1121212-7 Pumpnrey 0011111—5
S Vincent 1011111-6 Fink 0001112-4.

Elliot 1221121—7 Bondurant 2212011—6
Mead 2023111-6 Miller. 2012011-5
Horn
Smith
Bohemian. .

.

Heikes
Richardson -

..1222202-6
..2211111—7
. .1202202—5
. .0122112—6
..1202122-6

Anthony 1121011-6

Cook 2001201-4
Bing , 2201101-5
Hampden 2212221—7
Early 0110112-5
Williams 1121110-6
McPhee. 1221112-

OO P 2211011-6 McVey 1212021-6
1 Westfield 2111112—7 Willie 2102111-K

Bandle 1112131—7 Leedam 2010222-5
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Tie? on 7: Keen 2, Smith 0, Rudd 5, Hampden. 3, McPhee. 3;

Elliott, Westfield, Bandle and White fi each and dir. first. On 6:

Cole 7, S. Vincent 1, Horn 10. Richardson 7. Anthony 2, O. O. P. 2,

Bondnranr, 1, William 0, MeVev 1. Willie 3; Meade and Heikes 11

and div. second. On 5: Bohemian 0. Bing 0; Dayton, Pivmphrey,
Miller. Early, Leedam 2 and div. third. Ties on 4 div. fourth.
Tie shooting again went on nntij night time. It may be seen

that (he entry on the second day ran above 30 in sune shoots.
More men are expected for to-morrow. The class of men who
come to the, Bandit- shoots arc those who shoot right on through
the whole tournament, and that 1s what makes any tournament
a success.
During the afternoon, after the close of the Bandle-" Meade"

match, the latter, who is a mighty hard single-hand talker be-
sides being a pretty hard shooter, was challenging the universe
and the star-filled circvimambient tether to shoot him a match at
anything. lie said something about 25 live birds, use. of one bar-
rel, at $25 a side, and Holla Heikes called him down. Reluctantly
he put, '-.]> $10 forfeit to cover Holla's #10, and the boss are looking
for some, more fun to-morrow. Two or three additional sweeps
with good entries were shot to-day.

Tliird Day, Thursday* Sept. SC.—Good weather marked the day.
ami it will be seen th« t the crowd came to stay. The live birds in
the afternoon shoot were more properly to be. classed under the
bead of inanimate targets. They couldn't fly by themselves.
Only once in a while did one go out of the trap at the pull. The
live-hird shoots had ta ken so much time that the programme was
running a HtUe behind, four shoots remaining over from yester-
day. Much interest was manifested iu the single-barrel match
bi tween "Meade" and Heikes. Heikes had "Meade" beaten in his
first four birds, three dead out of bounds. Score:

"Meade"—Heikes, 25 live birds, $25 a side, use of one barrel,
31yds. rise:

"Meade" 0101 1 11 11.11011111 1011101 1—20
Heikes .1111111111101111110111011—22

Match 12, C. E. Verges's favorite, 12 single bluerocks, §100 guar-
anteed, entrance $5: that SiO, second $30. third $20, fourth $10:
Handle 111111111111-12 While 111111111101—11
Budd 001111111111-10 Miller 111101111111—11
Horn 111010111101— 9 Pumphroy OK'OIOI 11101— 7

Anthony. .. 01 1 101 .100101— 7 Leedom 000110001111— 6
Heikes 110111111111—11 Early 111111111111—12
Westfield 1 01 11 1 1 10111- 10 To pf 11 101 1 011111— 1

0

Keene. 101011111110— 0 Dayton 111111011101-10
Meade 111110111111-11 Vincent 111111111111— 12
Taylor 111101110111-10 Bondurant 110111110111—10
Elliot 111111111111-12 Randall 111011101111-10
Cole 101011111111 10 McPhc.e, 111.1.1 11 J 1101 - 11
Ties of 12 div. first: ties of 11 div. second; ties of 10 shot, off, Tay-

lor 3, Cole 0, Topi 4, Davton 3. Bondurant 5, Randall 3, Budd and
Westfield 6 and div. third; ties of 9 div. fourth.

Match 15, 10 singl" champion clay birds, entrance, 82:
Bandle .'"..1111111111-10 Cole 1100001110- 5
Elliott 1001111110—7 Harris 1110111101— 8
Bondurant 1101111111- 0 Early 1110111111— 9
Horn . 1110100111—7 White 1011OH 111—

8

Heikes 1001111110—7 Pumphrey 1110001011- fi

Merrick... (Mill 1 1 1011— 7 Budd 11011111)1- 9
See 1111011011—8 McPhee lllllilllt—10
Keene 1010010000— 3 Taylor 1110.11110— 8
Meade 1111(111011—8 Vincent HllOuoill—

7

West field .0111101111— 8 Kelly 0011013101— 6
Dayton 0110101111— 7 Tn her 1110010111- 7
Tits of 10 div. first; ti< s of 9 div. second; ties of 8 shot off. See 8,

Westfield 12, Harris 14, White. 3, Taylor 0, Meade scored 15 straight
and took third.

Match 16, 9 single standard targets, entrance $2:
Baudlr 111111111—9 Vincent 011111111-8
Budd. 111111111-9 Keen 1110111 11—ft

Dayiou 111101110—7 Westfield lllllllll- 9
Anthony 111111100—7 Cole. 110111110—7
Early 111111(111-8 Tavlor 111111111—9
Horn 101111011—7 See 11 Hill 11—

9

Piimphre\ lOUOilll—7 Meade .lllllllll- 9
McPhee... 111116111-8 White lllllllll 9
Hdkes. 11 1111111-9 Randall 111111111—9
Gii-ton 110111111-8 Elliott 111111111—9
Ties on 9 shot, off, and after scoring 9 straight all, div.; ties on 8

phot off, Vincent 2, Keen 3; Early. McPhee and Girton scored 6
and div. second; ties cm 7 shot off, Dayton 2, Anthony 3, Horn P
Pumphrey and Cole scored 6 and div. third.

Match 19, Tee Kay's Jonah, 10 single champion clav birds, $100
guaranteed, entrance $5, first $40, second $.»J. third $20, four! h <s in-

Bandle U11011101- 8 Meade 0IP111101- 8
Heikes 0111111111— 9 Elliot D 11011101— 8
Cole 1010101101— 0 Keen lOUloiOll— 7
Budd 1111111111-10 Miller 1110000111-6GOP 1111101001- 7 Westfield mill 1110- 9

7

5

Horn 1110011110- 7 McPhee OlllloillO—
White 1111111111-10 Topf 1011010010- „
Tavlor 1101100011— 6 Early-... 10U1110111— 7
Anthony 1010000100— 4 Vincent 0111110011— 7
Ties on 10 div. first. Ties on 8 div. third. Tics on 7 shot off-

Keen 1. Early 2, Vincent 0. C. O. P. and McPhee scored 0 and
div. fourth.

Match 20, 12 Peoria blackbirds, entrance $2:
Heikes 01111 1 100011— 8 Girton 011111111011—10
Anthony 111111111111-12 See 111111111111-12
Davton 110110111111-10 Randall 11101I1111H—11
Cole 101101111001-8 Meade 11111111 1111—T2
Tucker ....011110111111—10 Elliot 111111111111-12
Taylor 011011111101— 9 Oondell 111011111101-10
Bondurant OOllilllllll—10 Pumphrey 111111111111—if
Keene 111110111111-11 Horn 111011111011-10
Vincent 1 1 101 1111111-1 1 Whi te Ill 1 11111101—11
Westfield 111111111111-12 Miller 111001101111- 9
Bandle 111011111111—11 Leedom 011111110001— 8
Earl y ..11 11 10111111—11 Frank 001 1 1 llllui-10
Budd 011111111111-11 Murphy HlllOllllli-U
Hibbard 101111001111- 9 Kelly 111011011111—10
Topf 100110101101— 7 Kramer 010103111011— 7
Ties on 12 div. first, ties ou 11 shot off: Keene 1, Vincent 0,

Ban lie 1, Randall 1, Murphy 1; Budd, Early and White score 3
and div. second. Ties on 10 shot off: Tucker 0, Bondurant, l,Condell
1, Horn 0, Frank 0, Kelly 0: Girton and Dayton scored 3 and Six
third.

Match 18, Frank P-P-Parmalee's favorite, 7 single five birds,
3100 guaranteed, entrance $6.50. First, $10; second, $30; third, JS20-

fourth $10:

Da vton 1122222—7 Keene 1121022—6
Cole lUUll - 7 Horn 1211102-6
Bandle 3132311—7 Sullivan OOllfilO—

3

Budd 1111111—7 Westfield 1111211—7
Anthony 1200001—3 Bondurant 022211;.'—

6

.1111111-7
1120 lit--)

0022021-4
1112100—5
3212111-7

White 1211111-7 McPhee
Heikes 1112210-6 Elliot ....

Mead 1122111-7 Bohemian
Miller 2111211-7 Kelly
Vincent 1201012—5 Earlv
Tucker 2110111—6
Ties on 7 shot off: Dayton 0, Bandle 7, Miller 1, McPhee 7, Early

7, Cole, Budd, White and Mead scored 9 and div. first; ties on 6
div. second; ties on 5 div. third; Bohemian took fourth.
This live bird shoot was the last of the day, and the ties might

not have been divided had it not grown so dark. The programme
is now five shoots behind, but everybody has been busy and
happy.
jut lie live bird match of yesterday "Westfield" and "Keene"

fell foul of each other, and "Westfield" wagered a pie tnat he
would kill his next bird. The stake was doubled on the same
basis until "Westfield" had won twenty, -five fair round pies.
These Mr. "Keene" produced upon the grounds this morning.
Wick seized and ate twenty-four of them before be could be
stopped. Therefore "Keene" offered to back Wick as champion
double pie-eater. Charlie Budd took him up, and produced Al.
Bandle as his man. A difficulty, however, arose, as Mr. Budd in-
sisted that his man's hold was Bologna sausage, and not pie. in
the argument about how to arrange for equal quantities of

Mr. Frank Kleinz has just conferred on him in the East, of "Cap-
tain" Budd, and says no title except "Chippie" goes.
After 1 he dollar-pitching race there was some, jumping, run-

i! «*. etc , and at any sport that came up "Meade" freely offered
t.i otidT himself against the world and the general atmosphere.
Tae crowd collected in the tent, and for half an hour there was
too hardest line of bluff put up that probably ever was known at
a tournament. Elliott bluffed Bob W bite, and Bob White bluffed
Elliott, and "Meade" bluffed them botn and ran off. "West-
field" refused to give up the stake monev, and everybody was
challenging the world. Wheu the smoke cleared away it was
discovered that Heikes ami "Meade" had on a 100 birds single
barrel race, $100 a side, to be shot Saturday; and that Elliott and

Bandle had a 100 birds race for the same day. To-morrow, there-
fore, will not be last day of the shoot, and most of the crowd is
likely to stay over to see what will really be the best part of the
tournament.
Fourth Day, Friday, Sept. 27.—Weather clear and cool to-day. A

good many of the boys have gone, home, bur. the crowd remaining
is a gritty one. Heikes and "Meade" have agreed to shoot their
100 live birds single-barrel race at Davton tournament next
month instead of here. The Bandle-Elliott 100 bird race lias for-
feit posted for to-morrow, and talk is made of a sweep at 35 live
birds. 5J25 a corner. At the close of the shooting this evening
Heikes and "Meade" fell to shooting one-hand races at targets, 15
birds, for amounts running up to $4 or $5, the crowd also betting
f i eely. Heikes won t wo such races, "Meade" one. The programme
is no longer followed. Score:

Match 21, 12 Peorias, entrance $3:

Bandle.
Horn
DR
Bofld
Heikes
Early
Bondurant.

.

Girton

...111111111111—13

. . mionomo— 9
. .111111101111-11
... .111111111111—12
...101111111111—11

Dayton.. 111111011011-10 See 111101111111-11
Randall 111111011011-10
McPhee 111110111110-10
Vincent Ill lllllllll—13
Keene 001111101111- 9

Westfield 111111 111011—11
111111110111-11 Taylor 011111111111—11
1 11111010111—10 White ...111111111111-13
immmu-12

Ties on 12 div. first. Ties on 11 shot off: D. R. 1, Westfield 3,

Taylor 5. Heikes and Sec scored 6 and div. second. Ties on 10

shot off: Dayton 3, Bondurant, 5, McPhee 2. Randall scored 0

straight and took third.

Match 23, Rolla Heikes' favorite, 12 single standard targets, $100
guaranteed, entrance $5. First, .$40, second $30, third $20 and
fourth $10:
lloikes 111111111111—12 Frank 011110011101— 8

Bandle 11111111101 1 -11. Elliot 111111111110—11
Budd limillOlll— 11 Westfield 011112111111-11
Keene 110111111101—10 McPhee 111111111001-10
Mead 111.111111111-12 White 111111111111-12
O R 111101011111-10 Vincent 011111111111-11
Horn 111111111011—11 Toms 111011111111-11
Taylor 010101101111—8 Miller 110101111111-10
Cole 111101111111—11 Early 01111 1 11.1010- 9

Ties on 12 div. first. Ties on 11 shot off: Bandle 1, Jones 3.

Budd, Horn, Cole, Elliott, Westfield and Vincent scored 6 straight
and div. second; ties on 10 div. third: Early fourth.

Match 24, H. MoMurehv's favorite, 7 single live birds, $100 guar-
anteed, entrance $6.50, first $40, second $30. (bird $20, fourth $10.

Bandle 0002 1 11—4 "D R" 2210101—5
Budd 1112111—7 UC E" 1110,201-5
White 1220122—6 Shoonmaker 01111 10—

5

Meade 1011111—6 Anthony 2010022—4
Cole .2133118—7
Westfield 2111212-7
Heikes 0111211—6
Keene 2121112—

7

Elliot 11111 11—

7

Murphy 11 12001-5 Dayton
Frank 2111000-4 Vincent

Toms 0211121-6
McPhee 1111011-6
Bohemian 1113031—6
Horn 2121222-7
Miller 0112101-5

2112121-7
21 10122-6

Ties on 7 shot off. Cole 1, Horn 1, Budd, Westfield, Keene, Elliot
and Davton scored 3 and div. first; ties on 6 shot off, White 8,

Hrikes 10, Toms 0, McPhee 2, Bohemian 0, Vincent 13, Meade
scored 15 straight and took second; ties on 5 div. third; ties on 4

shot off, Frank 2, Bandle and Anthony scored 3 and div-. fourth.

Match 25, 12 single Keystone targets, entrance $1:
Budd 1111 11111101—11 See lll'OlOHOll— 9

Heikes 111111111111-11 Vincent 111111111110-11
Horn 111101111111-11 Girton 001UU 11011- 9

Miller OllUOlumi— 9 White 1H11111U11-12
Bondurant 111111110111-10 Elliot lllimOlliO-iO
Westfield 111111111111-12 Cole 101001110111— 9

DR 110(101111111- 9 Tavlor 111110111111—11
Bandle 111111111111-12 Frank 101011011111- 9

Keene 101011010111— 8 .Murphy OHOIOIUIU— 9

M^ade 111111011111-11 Early 111111101111-11
McPhee 111111111111-12 Adams KOilOllOlll- 9

Ties on 1.2 div. first; ties on 11 shot off, Heikes 4, Horn 0, Vincent
17, Taylor 11, Early 10, Meade scored 18 straight and took second;
ties ou 10 div. third.

Extra Match, 5 pairs bluerocks, entrance $2: Dayton 4. Heikes 8,

Murphy 9, Bandle 8, E. B. Vincent, 7, Budd 8, D. R. 9, Bohemian 8,

Anthony 7, "Meade." 6, Westfield 9, McPhee 9, Early 6, Keen 4.

Ties on 9 div. first; ties on 8 div. second; Pes on 7 div. third.
Extra Match, 12 standards, entrance $2: Bandle 9, Murphy 9,

Heikes 11, "Meade" 10, Vincent 8, Tucker 13, Bohemian 10, D.
R. 10, S. Vincent 9, Anthonv 9, Adams 10, Keen 10, Dayton 11,

Earlv 11, Frank 11, C. E. 9, Eudd 11. Westfield 11, White 12. Ties
on 12 di v. first; ties on 11 shot off: Heikes 5, Early 2, Frank 2,

Budd, Dayton and Westfield 6 each and div. second; ties on 10
shot, off: Bohemian 1, D. R. 2, Adams 1, Keen 5, "Meade" scored 6

and took third.
Extra match, 10 single clay-birds, entrance $2: Heikes 7. Keen

8, Westfield 9, D. R. 8, Bandle 7, Girton 7, Randal 0, Budd 7, Mc-
Phee 10, Mead 8, Earlv 6, Elliot 9, Cole 8, Adams 7, Viucent, 6,

Taylor 5, Bob White 10, See 9, Murphy 8, Dayton 6, Frank 4, Horn
and Bondurant withdrew. Ties on 10 div. first, ties on 9 div.
second, ties on 8 shot off: Keen 3, 1). R. 6, Cole 4, Murphy 3, Mead
scored 10 and took third.
Extra match, 10 Ligowsky clav-birds: Cole 9, Mead 7, Budd 7,

Horn 5, Bandle, 10, Keen ?, Elliot ft, Heikes 7, Westfield 8, Ftauk 6,

Bondurant 6, See 6, Adams 7, Bob White 7, McPhee 9, Girton 7,

D. R. 9, Taylor 9, Vincent 5, Miller 5. Bandle scored 10 and took
first; ties on 9 shot off: Boh: 0, Elliot 0, McPhee 1. D. R. and Taylor
scored 5 and div. second; Westfield scored 8 and took third.

Fifth Day, Saturday, Sept. -28.—The tournament proper closed
yesterday, but most of the old crowd were on hand to-day to see
the live-bird matches, and the largest number of spectators out,

on any day were present in the afternoon. The talk of (he $25
sweep resulted in a $10- sweep, the shooting of which occupied
most of the morning after a few small side matches had been
shot. Extra sweep, 10 live birds, entrance $10. Score:
Elliot 1111201111-9 Keene 2022101202- 7
Bandle 1111111301— 9 Westfield 1211221120- 9
Budd 1111111111—10 Heikes 1221121112-10
Ties on 10 div. first; ties on 9 shot off, Elliot 14, Westfield 3: Ban-

dle scored 15 straight and took third.

The chief event of the whole shoot now transpired, the match
between J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas Citv, and Al Bandle, at 100
live birds, the former posting $100 to the latter's $125, on the
ground that his gun was a new one to him. This match was one
of the closest, ever shot, and was singularly exciting from start to
finish. Bandle shot an uphill race from his second 30 on, but in
ins last 20 Elliott dropped 3, and the men were tied on 94 at the
end of the hundred. The men went in for the tie at, 25 birds, and
each dropped a bird. In the second tie at 25, however, Bandle's
luck foresook him, and he lost three all in a bunch, missing one
incomer that he could have killed with a rock. Al vows this bird
winked at him as it came in, and broke him up. Elliott got 24 in
good style, and won. He shot a great race. The birds outclassed
those used earlier in the tournament, and were an exceptionally
good lot for any town. Both men had to make kills that broixght
out applause. Elliott shot, a 12-gauge Lefever and Bandle shot a
12-gauge L. C. Smith, and each gun made a record for the twelves
against any heavier guns. This match was a sensational one, and
a fitting close to the shoot. It will be repeated at Kansas Citv at
Mr. Elliott's tournament this winter, when, the latter gentleman
will post $125 to his competitor's $100. Score:
Elliott -Bandle, 100 live birds, 28vds., 5 ground traps:

Elliott (1100) 2121110im2112milllil2111111oll2111imill2!lol
11121111 lmi2211121111111121112110111210H211oll 1-94

Bandle ($135) 122112111312111121110ol21 1112111101111111212021112
llll2l3llllllll2l22l2lllol22lllll0lll12llim0lll3-94

First tie of 25 birds:
Elliott 1112111121121111221 12o222-24
Bandle 2111212101123121212101.121—24
Second tie of 25:

Elliott 1211121113221121111110111-24
Bandle .' 1112112]olo01221]12o]2111-2l
o Dead out of bounds.
Elliott won with a total of 142 hirds out of 150 to Bandle's 139

out of 150. C. W. Budd acted as referee, acceptably as usual.

The boys now separated for their homes or different journey-
points. Budd goes to Mew York and Philadelphia, for his match
with Frank Kleinz next Saturday. "Meade" and Heikes go to
Dayton. Elliott, "Keene" and "Westfield" started for Kansas
City and St. Louis. There is talk of a sweep, $100 a corner, to be
shot at the latter city on Thanksgiving dav bet ween Elliott, Ban-
dle, Budd, "Westfield," "Meade," and Heikes, and some such
match will probably come off. The result will not be a sineh for
am body to name. At this tournament "Westfield" won first
average in the competent shoots, $15 25 of the surplus money;
Budd and Boh White div. second average, $12.20; "Meade" won
third average, fil0.98; Heikes won fourth average, $9.15; Vincent
and Cole div. fifth average, $7.32; Bandle, McPhee and MiRer div.
sixth average honors, $6.10.
From the amounts of the surplus, it may be seen that the events

did not fill strongly enough to make big Al. Bandle any big
money, but such seems to be the history of trap shoot3 fof this
year. There has not been during the entire year, however, so
thorough a shooters' tournament as this, nor one where the
shooters have had a pleasanter time. Al. Bandle knows bow to
give a tournament and to make a success of it; and this thought,
with many others of compliment and gratitude, was in the minds
of all the boys as they bade their big and good-natured host
good-bye. E. Hough.

NEW JERSEY STATE SHOOT,
ON Tuesday of last week the fourth annual tournament of the

New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association opened at Marion,
N. J , under the auspices of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club.
For a number of years the Association has held no tournament,

owing to the law which, until lately, existed in New Jersey mak-
ing the shooting of live birds at the trap illegal. This law has
been changed within a few months by the efforts of a number of
the Slate gun clubs to allow live-bird shooting by regularly or-
ganized clubs. One effect of this legislation has been to revive an
interest in the New Jersey Sportsmen's Association; hence the
present shoot. A four-days' programme was arranged, allowing
for two days at inanimate targets and two at, live birds. The
attendance was not very large on the opening days. In view of
the execrable weather that prevailed this is not to be wondered
at. Blue rock targets were used, from three sets of traps, under
American Shooting Association rules. The maungomeni of the
shoot was invested in the hands of the old reliable Al Heritage
("Old South Paw"), Milt. F. Lindsley and W. Fred Quimby, and
under their active effortseverything passed off smoothly anil rap-
idly. A novelty in the shape, of a score book was shown by Mr
H. A. Penrose.of Corry, Pa. It is called the Keystone Score Book,
and byThe use of carbon paper it makes five separa te scores. It
will be an invaluable aid to clubs and tournamentmanagers in
lire paring reports for the press. Eight regular events were shot
the. first day and a number of extra sweeps. Some remarkably
good scores were made, and Justus von LengerKe opened u lfi ey's
oi onlookers by his skill with a 514-pound Francofcti, proving that
a light gun is capable of good, effective work.

Event No. 1, 10 bluerocks, entrance $1, 3 money?:
Lindsley 1011111111—9 Heritage , 1110111110 8
Miller 0011111111-8 Van Riper -..lHHHlil—10
Jay Bee 1111101011— 8 Post 1111010111— 8
*ig!«r 1111111111-10 Reading....." 101011 1010-

6

M J Smith 1101101011— 7 Wolstencrofo 1111111111-10
Quimby 0010110UOI— 4 Albee 0110110101— ti

L Ayres 1011111111- 9

No. 2, 15 single bluerocks, entrance $2, 4 moneys:
Lindsley lllimiimill—15 Post 111011111111111—14
Miller 01 1 11011 lOi till I 11 Wolstencroft.,11 1111111101111—14
Jay Bee 111111111110111-14 Albee 101111111101111—13
Sigler 111 11 1111 110111-14 Collins HUH 1 DlOjijO] 1-10
•1 Smith 011)0111101 111 1 1—11 Seely . , HlllOlimooiO-n
Quimby OJllOllOOOOOOlO— 6 Tee Kay 00001 UOlOllOll— 8
L Ayres 101101111011111-12 Verriugton. . ..HOmomillll -13
Van Riper . . ..lllOOtlUOllOOl-10

No. 3, 20 birds, $25 guaranteed, entrance $3, 3 monevs:
Sigler 11000H 1 10111011 1 111-15 Daly 001111111011 11 111011—IS
Miller .... 11111 111 H110H 11110—19 Collins. ...11101111011111111011-17
Wolsten- Van R i p e r [ 00 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1n t j0 1 1 11- 15

i
croft.... 11111111111111111111-20 Post 01111 1 11 1 10 1 1 1 1 111 11—is

Albee 00100111101110010111-12 Tee Kay . .10101111011111011010 -14
Lindsley.. .1111111 1111111111110-19 M Fox. . . .OllllOOUl lOlOOlloll—IS
Jay Bee. .11111100111101111010—15

No. 4, 5 pairs bluerocks, $1 entrance, three moneys:
Miller 10 10 11 00 11— 6 E Post .10 10 10 10 w
Wolstencroft. ..11 11 11 10 11- 9 Albee 10 00 10 10 00 3
Jay Bee 00 10 11 01 11— 6 Sigler 11 II 10 11 11—9
Van Riper 11 11 11 11 11—10 J Smith 01 11 11 11 lu—

8

Daly 10 01 00 11 11- 6 Lindsley 10 10 11 11 11-8
Quimby. 10 10 11 00 11- 6 Tee Kay 11 00 10 11 00-5
No. 5, 15 single bluerocks, $2 entrance, four moneys:

Miller ....111111111111111-15 Albee 1101 1111 1110111—13
Sigler 111111111111111-15 Jay Bee HI 111101111101—13
Wolstencroft..111111111111111—15 Collins OlllHlOllliill—1'3
Lindsley 11 tllllil 111111-15 Yerrington. . . . 101111 10] 1011 11 =43
Post iOUOltmmil-12 Q.uimbv 01101 1 lOOOuOUO^- 7
Paly 10.1 10U1 1011101—11 Tee Kay OlOj 1 1

'
.

'

i
!

-
;

MFox milllOUHOOt—13 J VonL'ngerivellUll 101111111—14

No. 6. 15 singles, entrance $1.50, four moneys:
Sigler Ill llllHltllll—15 J VouL'ng'erkelll 111011111 011—13
Miller 11101101 111111 1-13 S Smith 1100111 1 J 111110-12
•P» Bee lOlimiUlUU-14 Daly U1OlllO1llOulO.il- 7Nan Riper ....111101101011100—10 Tee Kay OlOllOOlOlOHO]—

8

J Smith 101111101 1 11110—12 Lindsley 11111] 1 11110111—-13
Wolstenoroft.,limilllllU10—14 Collins 011111111111111-14
A>res 1O10O11H 1111 11-12 Post lllUlUfiHlIll-li
Fox .111101010111111—12

$2, 4 monevf

;

.1110.11111101111-18

.111110110110110—11—24

.iomoiimooii-11
1m11010100110—10—21
01HI(t!l.e0lli!-n
.11100111101 1011—11-22

No. 7, two-man team, 15 singles, entrance
Post, 1111 10111110010—11 Sigler
Van Riper. 00100001101101 L— 7—18 Jav Bee. .

.

Miller 010111111101111—12 Tee Kay..
wolstene't.llll 11111111111—15—27 P Daly....
Se\ uiuur. ..010100110011010— 7 M Pox. . .

.

Alberts lOlOOltilOOlllll— 9—16 J Smith.

.

Collins 111111001111101—12
Linihley . . .111011111111111—14—26

No. 8, 10 tingles, $1 entrance. 4 moneys:
Wolstencroft 1111111111- -10 Reading llOilllOH— 8
Sigler Uimilll-10 Lyon I JlollOll— K
Miller 1111111111—10 Lindsley 0100 ill ill— 7
S G Smith 11111 11111-10 A Soper OlinulUO— 7
Jay Bee 1111111101— 9 Wright OUOlJOlll— 7
J Von Lengerke....1111011111- 9 Hughes 1110101110— 7
Yerrington 1111110111— 9 Daly - 1010111001— 6
Collins 1111111011— 9 Fox 0110110011— ti

Tee Kay 110U11011— 8 Van Riper 0100110000- 3
J Smith 1011111119— 8 Quimby 001 moilou- :i

Post 0111011111— 8

Extra No. 1, 10 singles. $1 entrance, three moneys:
Sigler 1111101111-9 Miller 1111101111— 9
Lindsley 1111011111—9 Wolstencroft 1111111111—10
Heritage 1110111110—8 Reaching 1100011011— 6
Smith 0111110011—7 Jay Bee lilliioull— 8
Ayres 011U1U00—7

Extra No. 2, 10 singles, $1 entrance, four moneys:
Sigler 1111111111-10 Daly 0101100111-

6

Wolstencroft, 1111111111-10 Quimby 1001111010-6
J Von Lengerke. ...1111 Hull—10 S G Smith 0111110010—6
A Heritage 1111111011— 9 Van Riper . .1111001010 - 5
Miller 1111111110- 9 Collins .lOtlluOOlO-5
J Smith 1111111110- 9 Fox ..1110001010—5
Lindsley 1011110011— 7

Extra No. 3, 10 single bluerocks, handicap rises, 30 cents en-
trance, three moneys, both barrels:
Miller (28) 1121201112- 9 F Post (28) 3130101100-6
Sigler (30) 2011111013- 8 Quinlan (30) 0002001 01 10-;.'

Jay Bee (28) 0110210001- 5 Albee (28) :

'

1

:
m -

J Smith (30) 2101120103- 7 Lindsley (30) 3101020
Wolstencroft (28) , ..131 1111111-10 Avres (30) 11200221 10-7
Van Riper (28) 0100111011- 6 Tee Kay (30) 1011100010-5
Extra No. 4, 10 singles, $1 entrance, four moneys:W Wolstencrolt... 1111111111—10 Post .11(1110110—8

Sigler 1111U1111—10 Soper 1111010011—7
Miller 1111111011— 9 Lyon OlHloOlOl 7
Van Riper .1111111101— 9 Jay Bee 01)001100-6
J Smith 1111111110— 9 Heritage 1001111100-6
J von Lengerke .... Ill 1111101— 9 T G Smith 0011010101—5
Lindsley llOlllUlll— 8 Ayers 1011001100—5
Reading 1111011110— 8 Fox 0101001110—5
Daly .11 11110110- 8 White U10001000-1
Collins 1101011111- 8

Extra No. 5, same conditions:
Sigler 1111111111—10 S G Smith 1111011101-8
Wolstencroft 1111111111—10 Sigler 1111101110-8
Lindsley 1111110101— 8 J von Lengerke 1100 111011—

7

Miller 1111011101— 8 Fox 1010010111—6
Tan Riper 1101011111—8 Daly 1110010010—5
Heritage liOlllllOl— 8

Extra No. 6, 15 singles, $2 entrance, four moneys:
Miller 111111111011111-14 J v Lengerke. . .110111111111111—14
Fox 011 i 010 1 0100111— 9 Yerrington. . . .100101111111000— 9
Wolstencroft... (lilt all 11.111111-13 Hughes
Lindsley . .. .UillOliimilO—13 Thomas
Heritage OlllullllOiiiOl-11 Van Riper.

.

Daly 00mil011Uilul-i0 Sigler
Jay Bee OUOlllOiuOOOlO— 7 Collins. .

.

Lyou OlllOOHOHllOO- 9

)imumioiio-i2
Jiiioioioimio-io
101101111111110—12
.111111011101011-12
.mm 110101111—13
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ARMS AND LOADING USED BY VETERAN SHOOTERS AT NEW JERSEY STATE SHOOT.

Geo. Eaton, Jersey City, N. J.
Al. Heritage, Jersey City, N. J
J. B. Burdette. Jersey City, N. J
Jacob Pentz, Fanwood, N. J
Wm. Taylor, Suffern, N. Y
J. D. Vorhees, Bound Brook, N. J
Dr. E. F. Taylor, Middle town, N. J.
Dr. Nicholas, Newark, N. J
Geo. L. Everett, South Amboy, N. J
Sam Castle, Newark, N.J
J. Lamberson, Matawan, N. J
C. M. Hedden, Newark, N. J
Hugh Leddy, Montclair, N. J
Win. Hughes. Jersey Citv, N. J
Wm. Sigler, Montclair. N. J

ToUey
Tolley... ..

Tolley
Lefever, .

.

Webley. ...

Moore
Lefever ...

Greener.. .

.

Greener. . .

.

Lefever—
Thompson.
Parker
Smith
Webley
Parker

Bore.

choke
choke
choke
choke
cylinder
choke
choke.
mod . choke. .

.

choke
choke
cylinder
choke
choke
cylinder
choke

First Barrel.

4drs. Schultze; lj^oz. No. 7
Idrs, Schultze; P/ioz. No. 7

idrg, Schultze; lMoz. No. 7

SJ^drs. American Wood: l%oz. No. 8..

4drs. C. & H.; H4oz. No. 7%
;%drs. Dupont Ducking; lMpz, No. 8
3i^drs. American Wood; IMoz. No. 8
3J^drs. Orange Lightning; lJ|oz. No. 8 soft..
4drs. Dupoht's; lktoz. No. 8
3J4drs. Schultze; lj^oz. No, 8

41£drs. American Wood; lJ4oz. No. 8 soft. .

.

'&%&vs. Schultze; H4oz. No. 8
SWdrs. Schultze; IMoz. No. 8 trap
4drs. & H.; Vtfpi. No, T>4
4drs. Laflin & Rand; lj^oz. No. 9

Second Barrel.

tilts. Schultze; lj^oz. No. 7

4drs. Schultze; lUoz. No. 7
4drs. Schultze; IMoz. No. 7
3J£dr?. C. & H,; l^oz. No. 7 ...

4drs. C. & H.; lJ4oz. No. 7

4drs. Dupont Ducking; lj^oz. No. 8
S^drs. Laflin & Rand: lj^oz. No. 8
SMdrs. Orange Lightning; lJ4oz. No. 8 soft
4drs. Dupont's; IMoz. No. 8

3J^drs. Schultze; lj^oz. No. 7
4^>drs. American Wood; Hioz. No. 8 soft
3Mdrs. Schultze; IMoz. No. 7
3>fdrs. C. & H.; IV40Z. No. 7

•kiiv. C. &. H.; MOZ. No. 7

4drs. Laflin & Rand; l?4oz: No. 7

Cartridge,

U. M. C.
U. M. C.
U. M. C.
Climax.
Climax and Club.
IT. M. C.
U. M. C.
U. M. C. & Climax.
Climax.
Eley.
Club.
Climax.
TJ. S.
Climax and Club.
Club.

Extra No. 7, 15 singles, entrance $1.50, three moneys:
Von Lengerke.imilllllimi—15 J Smith 011101 100110110— 9
Daly 111110110111111-13 Van Riper 111000111101100- 9

Miller 111011111111111-14 Fox 101110011111111-12
Wolstencroft. .01 i ID 1 DID 1 11-14 Wright 011001010111601- 8

Post 111111110010111-12 Lindsley 111111110t0il01-12

On Wednesday the rain poured downin torrents and the attend-
ance was slim. The management had advertised to postpone the
shoot in event of rainy weather, and this notice no douht kept
many away, but a postponement was not deemed advisable, as it

was necessary to get rid of the inanimate events before commen-
cing on live birds. Seven events were programmed, but only four
of them were shot, including one guaranteed purse of $25, and the
remainder of the time was filled in with extra sweeeps.

Second Day—Event iTo. 1,10 singles, $1 entry, three moneys,
A. S. A. rules:
Sigler 1011111111-9 C Smith 0111010111—7
Hunt. 0000010110-3 A Heritage 1011011111-8
Quiinby 1010101111—7 Tee Kay 1100100110-5

No. 2, 15 singles, $1 entry, three moneys:
Sigler 111111101111010-12 Post 111011111111110—13
Jay Bee 111110101101111-12 Van Riper 101111101101010—10
C Smith IIOIUIOIIIOIIO—II Quimby IOIIO1OIOIOIIOO— 8

Heritage 010111011111111—12 Tee Kay 101101000100001— 6

No. 4, guarantee $25, at 20 singles, entrance $3. three moneys:
Miller . ... . OmillOOlllllllllGl—Hi Jones 11111110111110111110-17
Zigler 00111110110111110111-15 Lindsley. .01110011101000110110-12
Wbls' e' ft. ! 1 1 1 ill 1111 1 11111111—20 Jay Bee. . .11110110110111111111 -17
Penrose...0110111 1101101 110001—13 Post 11101111111110100101-15
Van RiperlllOllllOOOllOlOlOll—18 C Smith. .10011111111110111111—17

No. 7, 5 pairs, $1.50 entry, three moneys:
Sigler 10 10 11 10 10—0 C Smith 01 00 00 10 11-4
Post 11 10 11 10 10—7 F Class 00 00 11 10 11—5
Van Riper 11 10 10 11 00-6 Quimby 10 01 10 10 10—5
Jay Bee 11 11 10 11 00-4
Fxtra No. 1, 10 singles. $1, three moneys:

Sigler 1111101111-9 Tee Kay U11001100-6
Quimbv 1000110001-4 Hunt 0] 1 1 1 lOUlo-O
C Smith 111011 1110-8 Heritage 1110111000—6

Extra No. 2, same conditions:
Jay Bee 1010111111- 8 C Smith 100110U11- 7
Class 1110111000- 6 Van Riper 1111000111— 7
Sigler 1111111101— 9 Quimby 0011000111- 5
Post 1111111111—10 Leddy 0101000001- 3
Heritage - . . . 0011011111- 7 Tee Kay U001H001— 6

Extra No. 3, same conditions:
Jay Bee 1101101001— 6 Penrose 1010111011— 7

Sigler 1111111111—10 Jones 1111110101— 8
Smith 1101011111— 8 Quimby 0111101100— 6
Post 11U100111- 8 Lindsley 1001011110- 6

Van Riper 1101110101— 7

Extra No. 4. same conditions:
.lav Bee 1111011110- 8 G Smith 1101111100- 7

Lyons 1110110011— 7 Van Riper 0100011011— 5
Jones lllimm—10 Post 1110111101— 8

Penrose 1111000110- 6 Lindsley 0110010101- 5
Sigler 1111110110- 8

Extra No. 5, 4 singles and 3 pairs, $1 entrance, 3 moneys, A. S. A.
rules:
Eindslev 1101 H 10 01—7 Jones 0010 10 01 H-5
Van Riper 1111 10 10 00—6 Jay Bee be 1111 0100 10—6
Post 0010 11 01 11-6 Sigler 1001 11 00 11-6
Penrose 1D1 1110 11-9 C Smith 1000 11 01 11-6

Extra No. 6, at 10 singles. $1 entrance, 3 moneys:
Van Riper 0011011000^- i Jay Bee HOlllOOlo—

6

Post 111O01O0U—6 C Smith 1101110101—7
Penrose 0000011111—5 Lyons 1111011100—7
Sigler 1111111101-9 Jones 0101110H1—

7

Lindsley 1110111101-8

Extra No. 7, same conditions:
Lindsley 0001010100 - 3 Van Riper 1111111100- 8

C Smith 1111011110— 8 Post 1100111011— 7

Jones 1101110101— 7
Lyon 1111001001— 6
Penrose '• - lOm--
Jay Bee 0U01111011— 6

Extra No. 8, same conditions:
Miller 10111 10111-8
Jay Bee ..1110111101-8 Post 1101011101-7
Penrose 0111111111-9 Lindsley 1111011111-9
Lyon 1011111011-8 C Smith 1110111111—9

Extra No. 10, same conditions:

Sigler 1111111011 - 9
Tee Kay 0101110100— 5

Miller 1011111111— 9

F Wolstencroft... 1111111111—10

Wolsey 10imilll-9

Lindsley ..1100101111- 7

Post 0111131111— 9
Jones 1011100001- 5

Sigler 1111111111-10

Miller 1111011110—
Penrose 0101111111— 8
Woolsey 1111111111-10
Jav Bee 1111101101- 8
Lyons 1111110011- 8

Third was shot off and div. by Miller and Penrose.

Extra No. 10, same conditions:
Penrose 1111111111-10 Lindsley COOiOitlll- 6

Miller 1111111011— 9 Jones 1110101111— 8

Wolst 1111111011- 9 Lyon 1110000111— 6
Jay Bee 1111111111-10 Post 1001101100- 5
Sigler 1111111111-10

Thursday's work was devoted entirely to live birds, of which a
large number had been procured. The weather still continued
unfavorable, but the number of contestants and spectators was
largely increased. Among those present were Tony Kuser, A.
Turford, Chas. Van Camp, Mahlon Fox and Ed Updegrove, of
Mercer Gun Club at Trenton; Dr. Pendell, R. H. Brientnall, A.
Hedden, Wm. Hayes, Asa Whitehead, Ed Carrington, J. R. Bur-
nett and A. E. Hedden, of Essex Gun Club at Newark; F. Post,
Wm. Ely, Ress Van Riper, J. A. Blauvelt and Wm. H. Jersey, of
Bergen Gun Club at Cherry Hill; T. Compton, J. Van Brackle,
Jas. Beddell, J. Lamberson, Dr. Tavlor and J. L. Terhune, of Mid-
way Gun Club at Matawan; C. M. Hedden, Sam Castle, John Erb,
Frank Class, Chas. Heath, Wm. S. Green, Hugh Leddy and Jacob
Pentz, of Newark Gun Club; E. D. Miller, E. Collins and W. H.
Wolstencrost, of Union Gun Club at Springfield; S. G. Smith, W.
L. Force, Chas. Smith, John Riggott, Emory Robinson and W. S.
Cannon, of Middlesex Gun Club at Dunellen; Al Heritage, Fred
Quimby, Milt. Lindsley, Wm. Hughes. Capt. Jones, Dr. Burdette,
P.. S. Payne, Geo. Eaton, Wm. Sigler and F. Payne, of Jersey City
Heights Gun Club; Jas L. Smith, of Hackettstown Gun Club; Phil
Daly, Jr., of North End Gun Club at Long Branch, and others.
This large gathering of club members was due to the fact that
the State Trophy, a cup, was to be contested for by teams of three
men from any club belonging to the Association. This race was
a very close and interesting one. and resulted in a tie between
the Jersey City Heights (iun Club and the Newark Gun Club.
The tie was postponed until Friday on account of darkness. The
birds were a fair lot, but would have had more vim and go to
them had the weather been clear.

Third Day.—Event No. 1, 10 live birds, entrance $5, 4 monevs:W Sigler (30) 1111012111-9 Miller (28) 1111112111-10
Lindsley (28) 2222012222— 9 Wolstencroft (2s) . .1121112121—10
P S Pavne (30) 1011100ol2— 6 A Hidden (28) 1111101111— 9
F Payne (30) 1012211102— 8 J Riggot (28) 1121221111—10
R H Brientnall (30)111011121-10 Beddell (30) 11111U101- 9

C M Hedden (30) . . ..2211220111— 9 Compton (30) 1010111113- 8
Lamberson (30) 0011112221— 8 Jones (30). 1111110102— 9
Van Brackle (30) . . .2U011U12— 9 Van Ri per (38) 1H1211111-1

0

W Henry (28) 0011001101- 5 Post (28) 2101121211— 9
S Castle (28) 1211211111-10 Class(28) 1211]22oll—

9

Quimby (30)., 1110121221— 9 Leddy (28) 1112011200— 7

No. 2, 10 live birds, entrance $7.50, four moneys:
R A Brientnall... .1021112111-9 SG Smith 1121221121-10
C M Hedden 1121100012- 7 W Mills U2212ol01— 8
S Castle Ilo2220111— 8 W Hayes 1112212011- 9W Sigler 12111312H-10 A R Kuser 1121200200- <>

E Miller 1111112111-10 C Van Ramp 1121122122-10
Wolstencroft lHUlllll—10 M Fox 2212121221-10
A Hedden 1211111111—10 H Babbige nioOMlS— 8

J Riggott 1112121121-10 S S Hedden 102200oll0- 5W Jones 1111 H212o— 9 L Hedden 2121011111— 9

Van Riper 1100212211— 8 E Collins 2111122111—10
F Class 1211112111-10 J L Terhune 1100202101— 7

H Leddy 0111111211— 9 W Henry 0110212120— 0

F Payne 1021100110— 6 J Lamberson 1121112223-10
B S Payne IHI2I00I0- 7 J Collins 1112010222- 8
C Smith 201122o210- 7 P Daley 1112110020-^7
J Erb 0111101211- 8 W F Quimbv 1011112002- 7
J H Green 1112012202- 8 M F Lindsley 0222022220- 7

No. 3, State cup shoot, for teams of th ree from any club belong-
ing to the Association, at 10 live birds per man, entrance $22.50 a
team, all money to go to present holder of cup:

Newark Gun Club. Middlesex G. C. of Dunellen.
Sam Castle 2111222111-10 S G Smith 0202020111- 6
C M Hedden . . ..2222212121-10 Chas Smith 1121211110- 9
Frank Class. . ..1021112110- 8-28 John Riggoi 1111112110- 9-24
Jersey City Beights Gun Club.Wm Sigler 1112202121- fi

Capt Jones 1122111U2-10W F Quimby . ..1112122210- 9—28
Essex Gun Club of Newark.

A E Hedden . . . .1110111210- 8

R H BrientnalUOOillOlll- 7

Mercer G. C. of Trenton.
A. R Kuser 1002222211— 8
C Van Camp... 0120102001- 5
M Fox 2122112111-10-23
Midway G. C. of Matawan.

T Compton 0110120oll— 6

J Van Brackle. 1111101220— 8

Wm Hayes 1122221112—10-25 J Beddell 1111210111— 9-23
Bergen Run Club of Cherry Hill.

F P Post .202011o220—0 W Ely 2100202002—5—18
JBVan Riper 0118601211—7
Friday was the first bright day of the week. The sun made an

early appearance and a moderate wind served to quicken the
flight of the birds. They were much more speedy than on Thurs-
day, and in consequence some apparently poor scores were made
by really good shots. All the live bird shooting was done under
American Shooting Association rules, except the veterans' match.
These rules make the boundary line 80yds. from shooter's score
instead of from the Trap, and this shortening of 30yds. allowed
more chance for birds to drop out of bounds. In the veterans'
match the conditions were that all contestants must be 55 years
of age or over, that the gun must be held below the elbow until
bird was on the wing, xise of both barrels allowed, 25yds. rise and
the fence inclosing the grounds as a boundary. This coutest
brought out 15 men, with ages varying from 55 to 72. and the
scores made will safely bear comparison with those made by
mucn younger men. It was an interesting sight to watch some
of the old vet erans, whose years had made them gray of hair, but
not dim of sight. They faced the score with looks of grim deter-
mination and grassed their birds in fine style. Uncle Billy
Hughes, whose years number 67, did his work in a masterly way,
making a clean score without once using his second barrel. J. D.
Voorhees, "Uncle John" as he is affectionately called, was the
oldest shooter op hand; 72 hard winters have passed over his head,
but he succeeded in killing nine out of ten, while the other bird
fell dead just out cf the bounds. We have prepared a table of
the guns used and methods of loading followed by these old-
timers which will interest our readers. The first event of the
day was an open sweep at five birds. Then followed the shoot off

of the tie for the State cup. It was decided to shoot at three birds
per man and the honors went to the Jersey City Heights Gun
Club, their team making 9 straight, while Hedden of the Newark
Olub missed one bird. In the State badge shoot for individuals,
the Jersey City Heights Club again were in luck, as one of their
prominent members, W. Fred. Quimbv, won it with the only
clean score of 15. After the veterans' shoot, a sweep at 5 birds
was run and then darkness ended the tournament. All ties were
divided except when otherwise stated.

Ten live birds, $10 entry:
Penrose 0111122212— 9 Treblecock 2110102221- 8
CM Hedden 0112112110-7 Lindsley 2122011111-9
Williams 1222111102— 9 Class 1222212222—10
J Erb 2111221121-10 Cannon 1121112212-10
Heflln 2111200112— 8 Riggott 1120121221— 9
Jones 2111111111-10 Quimby lol212U00- 7

Miller 2121Hloll— 9 Green 12o0100120- 5
McPherson 0120012000— 4 Malone 0222212211— 9

Castle 2110101000— 5 W Taylor 1110022001— 6

Fox 0011112212— 8 Morris o001120201— 6

Sigler 0111211211- 9 L Hedden 2111002211— 8

Leddy 0011111201- 6 Burdette 1111120001- 7

Griffiths HOIO212I0 7
Ties ou team trophy shot off at 3 live birds each:
Jersey City Heights G. C. Newark G. C.W Sigler 221-3 S Ca*tle 211-3

Capt Jones 111-3 OM Hedden 202—2
W F Quimby 121-3-9 F Class 222-3 -8
State badge match, IS live birds, entrance $7.50:W F Quimby. J C H G C 111211121111112-15

S Castle, Newark GO Iollllolll211 12-13
F Class, Newark G C 121111100120210-11
J Collins, JCHGC 20o220211000000- 6

E F Taylor. Midway GO 020122111202101—11
Capt Jones, JCHGC 111221200121221—13
M Fox, Mercer tiC... 211222122201211 -14
Veterans' match, 10 live birds, $5 entrance, 25yds. rise, gun be-

low elbow, both barrels allowed:

6af S Castle 12oll01100- 6 56?Dr Burdette.... Iollol2110- 7
65. J Lamberson... 0111211121— 9 57. J Pentz 12002200)1— 6
60. CM Hedden....1222212222-10 61. Wm Tavlor 2212122122-10
56. H Leddy 2011000112- 6 72. J D Voorhees. . .22!oi22121 — 9

67. Wm Hughes....111111111 1-10 59. Dr Tavlor 1012002100 - 5
59. Wm Sigler 1112111oll— 9 61. Dr Nicholas . . . .1211101220— 8

57. Geo Eaton 2012222200- 7 64. Geo Everett IOOOIOUOOI— 3
55. Al Heritage... 0111000220- 5
Sweep at 5 live birds, $5 entrance:

Jones 11121-5 C Hedden 02211-4
Lindsley 20220—3 Cannon 10220—3
Penrose 11112—5 Malone ..11202—4
Erb 12112-5 Heflin 11121-5
Williams 1121o-4 Sigler 21121-5
Treblecock 11211—5 Miller 01100-2
Nelson 1 1011-4 H olli s 0 1020-2
Class 20220- -3 Tavlor 10111-3
R'ggott 31111—>"> Parlimeut 11011—4
Fox 10122-4 Mills 10201—3
First and third money div., second div. by Williams, Hedden,

Fox. on shoot-off.
Extra event at 5 live birds, $5 entrance:WF Quimby 11122—5 Bedell 21111-5

F Class 22122- 5 C M Hedden 11111-5
Heflin 00212-3
Malone 22210-4W Sigler 211ol-4
Jones 11121—5
Lamberson 11121—5

W H Green 01111—
S Castle 12111-5
Wolstencroft 10121—4
E D Miller 11112—5
J Riggott 12011—1

Leddy 102o0-2 M F Lindsley 12o20-^
First money was div. on shoot-off by Quimby, Jones, Lamoer-

son, Bedell, C. W. Hedden, S. Castle, second, third and fourth
div. Frank Mason.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—The regular monthly shoot of the Hillside
Gun Club was held on Friday, Sept. 25, al Chas. Westers Cypress
Hill Park. 25 hluaroeks each: H. Knebel. Jr., 22, T. Short 20. C.
Carolan 16,. J. Link 11, O. Welhardt 11, A. Weisser 9, J, Ranch 8,

C, Dettloff 4, Jw Reiss 3—J. R.

CROWN POINT, Inch, Sept. 10.—Following are the scores shot
at the third special tournament of the Crown Point Gun Club,
Sept. 20. First event, 10 birds, entrance $1:
Hayward 0111101011— 7 Graver ..1101111111—9
Place 1010111111— 8 Trumbull 1000110010- 4
Rosenbower 0111111110— 8 Dodd 1111111110- 9
H Kleinman 1111111101— 9 Reeyes 0101111101— 7
Marble 1111111111—10 Coneway 1111111101— 9

Elliott 1111110111— 9 Smith 1100111111— 8
Coffin 1010110111— 7 R B Short 1000011011— 5
Reder 1110111111- 9 T E Short 0111111101- 8

Logan 1110000111- 6 Mills 1011001000- 4
Sherman 1111111110- 9 Hammond 0011011101- 6
Koutts 1001101101- 6

Second event, 10 Keystones, entrance $1.50:
Coffin 1111 H0011— 8 Smith tlOllllOll— 8
Elliott 0011101011— 6 Sherman 0111100111— 7

Marble 1111011111- 9 Reevts 0111110111— 8

Hayward 1111111111-10 Hammond 0101000000- 2
Dodd 1111111011- 9 Koutts 0010100111— 5
Rosenbower 0110101111— 7 Reder HI 1111111—10
II Kleinman 1110110111- 8 Trumbull 0010011000- 3
Wheeler 1011111111—9 Logan 1001101111-7
Place 1011111101- 8

Third event, 10 Keystones, entrance $1:
Coffin 1101110111— 8 Hammond 1100110101— 0

: .vard 1111011111— 9 R B Short 1110001011— 0

Place 1111111111-10 T E Short 001101 1111- 6
Elliott 1111111111-10 Reder 1011000101— 5
Marble HllOUOlO- 7 Smith 0111011101—7
Rosenbower 1110111101— 8 Coneway 1111110111— 9

Dodd 1101101011— 7 Loague 1100111111— 8
Sherman .1 101 lolll 1— S Trumbull 0001011111— 6
H Kleinman 1011111111— 9 Wheeler 1111111111-10
Reeves 1111011110— 8 Gadsby 0111101010— 0

Fourth event, 15 Keystones, entrance $2.50, $40 guaranteed:
Place 011100111111111-12 H Kleinman.. .101111111111111-14
Com n 11 111 1111111 000 -12 Rosenbower. . .111111111111110-14
Sherman 011101101000110- 8 Reder 111110011111011-12
Elliott 101011110001110— 9 Wheeler 111110111111111—14
Haywafd inloimil01111-12 Trumbull 111001 lOuOlllll—10
Marble 111111110111001-12 Reeves 111111111110110-18
Hammond OllOlOOlllOlOll— 9 Smith 110011011111110—11
K-utts 001010010111111— 9

Fifth event, 10 Keystones, entrance $1:
Hammond 0101110111—7 Reeves 100111 1111—

8

Coffin 1110110111- 8 Logan 0010101111— 6
Place 1110111101— 8 Kleinman 1111111110— 9
Rosenbower 1111111111—10 Graver 1001010010— 4
R B Short 0111110111— 8 Wheeler 1011110111 - 8
TE Short 10. 0011111— 6 Loague 1001010111-6
Elliott 0010110010- 4 Coneway 1111101100—7
Reder 1101011111- 8 Koutts 1110110111— 8
Smith 1111001110- 7 Marble 1011111001— 7
Sherman 1111111111-10 Ames 1101011101- 7
Hammond. .

.

Trumbull ...

-.101(1010011— 5 Mailiet IIOOIOIO1I- 6
. .1110010111- 7 Atkins 1111111111-10

Sixth event, 15 Keystones, entrance $2.50, $40 guaranteed:
Ma rble lOllllll 11110il-i3 Hayward 00101111111 1110—11
Coffin 011111111111111-14 Smith 110001011111111—11
MR Hart. .. .001111101101100-9 Kleinman 110110111111111-13
Place Ill 1011111 11011-13 Reeves 111101101111011-12
Elliott 011111111111011-13 Atkins 110111111111110-13
Mailiet 111000111001011- 9 Wheeler 11101111 H1J 11 1-14
Reder 111111110111101-13 M T Hart 111011010110110-10
Rosenbower. . .100111111100101-10 Dodd 1U0101111H1U—13
Seventh event, 4 pairs Keystones, entrance $1.50:

Hayward ...10 11 10 11 6 Dodd 10 10 10 10-4
Coffin 10 10 11 10-5 RB Short 00 01 00 10-2
MTHart 11 11 11 11—8
MR Hart 11 10 01 11-

Smtth 01 11 10 00-4
Place 10 10 10 10-4

Elliott 10 10 01 11—0 Reeves 00 11 00 00 -2
Mailiet,-. 00 00 01 00—1 Wheeler .10 10 11 00-4
Eighth event, 15 Keystones, entrance $2.50; $40 guaranteed:

Marble 1 01101111111111 13 Place . .110101110111111-12
M T Hart 1 '001110111 1110—11 Elliott 111111010011111-12
Rosenbower. ..010011100100110- 7 Reeves 011011110110111-1

1

Reder H0111100111111—12 Sherman 1100101 11 loom -10
Smith UimiOllOlOll—12 Dodd 001110101111111—11
Hammond. ...llltKhlllOOllOO- 9 Kleinman 111111111110111-14
Coffin 1 11100111 110000- 9 Wheeler 101111111001111-12
Hayward 011101111111111-13

ONEIDA, N. Y., Sept. 24.—Match between Canastotaand Oneida
Gun clubs at 15 singie kingbirds and 5 pairs doubles, 3 traps,
shot under American Association rules:

Canastota.
Suits 001010101001010 10 00 10 00 11—10
Graham 011110000001001 00 00 01 10 11—10
Clow 110110110011011 00 00 00 11 00-12
Salisbury 01100001 n 11110 10 11 01 00 11-15
Roberts 111111111011101 10 10 10 11 11—20
Barrett* .1 lllOOijOlUllOl 11 10 00 00 10—14
DrVan 000000010000001 Withdrew. -2
Lansing 111011110011111 CO 01 10 10 10-16- 99

Oneida,
Mark ham 111110011111111 11 11 11 10 11—23
Marble 011100010100010 01 00 01 00 10- 9
Tuttie loimimimi
Clark OHlllOOOllllOl

11 11 11 00 10-21
10 10 11 10 10-16

Dr Carter 101100011010001 Withdrew. — 7
Chase .001010001111111
Devereux 111101111111111
Maxwell 011111110011101

10 10 10 01 10-14
11 11 11 10 11-23
11 11 11 10 11-20-132

EMERALD GUN CLUB.— Regular shoot, held at Sea View
Park, New Dorp, Staten Island, N. Y., Sept. 25, at 10 live birds, 5
ground traps, handicap rise, three prizes, use of both barrel, 80yds.
boundary:
John Bade (25) 0010101101-5 Charles Harth (25). .1010111020—

6

N Measel (30) 0122110102—7 John Howard (21). . .0211012000-5
August Nowark f25).nll02,21002- 6 IT Rubino (25).. 1000010200—3
L CT Gearing (32) 1122200001-6 B S Morrill (25) 1021110010—6
R Regan (25) 0010102112—6 T P MaeKemia (25;. .1102200200—

5

p J Brennan (21). ...0200100110-4 George Remsen (30). 1012212022-

8

Dr Hudson (30) 0221011011-7 John Klein (30) 0011202112-7
Col J H Voss (32). . . .2101100012-6 T J Crystal (25) 2221001020—6
John Measel, Jr (30).0210101021-6 Dr Liveredge (35). . . .1122012220—

8

Phil in Butz (30) 1202111012-8 T F Russell <21) 001121 1 101 - 7

M W Murphy (25) . . .2211000121-7 John McConnell (21^.0100000000-1
Tie on first prize, 30yds.: P. Butz 1, G. Remsen 0. Butz wins

first prize, a gold medal, for first time; Dr. Liveredge wins second
prize for second time: T. F. Russell wins third prize for first time.
The weather was anything but pleasant, as it rained almost con-
tinually while the shooting was going on, and at times heavy rain,
drifted by a strong easterly wind, almost hid the birds from the
shooters, making high scores almost impossible. The birds were
a good strong lot of flyers, and were mostly left-quarterers and
drivers; needless to say the drivers mostly got out of bounds
safely, and some of the top-notch shooters got left.—T. P. M.

THE NEWARK GUN CLUB, of Newark, N. J., which has been
organized less than a year, has a large number of crack live-bird
shots in its membership, and wishes to cross swords, or rather
guns, with, some other (dub. They now issue two challenges, and
will put up a team of three men, or one of ten men, against any
three or ten men from any club in New Jersey, to shoot for any
amount from* $100 to $500. It is hoped that one or more clubs in
the State will accept these challenges, or one of them, and there
is certainly enough talent outside the Newark Club to make a
close race.
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ST. LOUIS, Mo., Sept. 28.—Since the appearance of ducks in

this vicinity the gun clubs here are winding up the trap season,
and the "'mud saucers" are beiug shelved till next season. Ou
last Monday the Empire Gun Club held its last, shoot for this

year, which had a large attendance. Live birds were used ex-
clusively, and they were a remarkably lively lot. Several good
scores were made, amr all present expressed themselves thor-
oughly satisfied with the sport furnished. The birds were paid
for out of the club treasury. The score is as follows. No. 1, 13

birds each, 5 ground traps, SOyqa, rise, 12-gauges allowed 2yds.
handicap, use of bot h barrels:
J E Hagerty 12121 11212113-13 C Evarts 1201001100210- 7
FSloll 1310111201220-10 P Burg 2121111112111-13
J Stussell 1231000211001- 8 J Steffen 11001311)0002- 8

J Lenbardt 2122010111122—11 T White 1202212002213-1O

C Jamison 1200212102211-10 H Nagcl 1011101111011-10

A Yuuge 1001002111012— 8 E Meyer 2101101121110—10
,T Stoetzle 1010011001020— 6 0 George 1110201121111*11
F Freschcr 1211112110112—12 JWieber 1201100110111—0
C Loeffell. 0112100010001- 6 II Stein 0120111222121-11
J Rosier 1201120102101- 0 Kuntze 0120121202101- 8

.1 Schnell 12121011 11110-11 Dr Borm 2202011222121-11
S Schnell 1002110112010- 8 Tinglin 2020210101011-8
F Fink 0011122201120- 9 Kacer 0111101010100 - 7

B Westhus 0200221210011 - 8

Five moneys; all ties div.
The. Diana Guu Club was fortunate enough to have a pleasant

day for its wind-up shoot hist Wednesday afternoon. There was
a large crowd present, and the shooting was of a high grade. The
score is as follows: Shoot No. 1, sweepstakes, 20 single Peoria
blackbirds: B. Westhus 19, A. Junge 15, D.Weinheimrr 15, ll.Wil-
heltn 10, G. Walicb. 10, C, Kurtz (5, Quelimaltz 13, Schweigler 9,

Metzger 14, M. Weinheimer 14, L. Weinheimer 5, O. Frioke 15, M.
Reeg 11, P. Best 12, J. Klicker 10, J.Minck 8, C. Stricli 6, Roy 18, A.
Lefka 15, O. Billon 15, l-l. Dasch 13, O. Baer 13, L. Kalrwasser 11,

H. Bachmann 8, T. Herold 15, H. Hasenvann 13, J. Sauer 3, G.
Bruggemann 7, J. Vogel 9, w. Heineman 16, C. Eilert 1S» C.
Eckert 9, 0. Haittbacher 5. F. Tremniel 2. Bosh 10, F. Herman 9, C.
Georgo 11, L. Battel 10, Sehewitz 12. B. Westhus first, Roy
second, ties on 16 and 15 divided third and fourth respectively.
Yesterday afternoon at Compton avenvue Park Dr. M. C. St irk-

lofl and Fred. Freschcr shot a match at, 50 live birds for $50 a side.

A fine, lot of birds were secured for the event, and they proved
entirely too "frisky" for the contestants. Almost half of the
number shot at went scot free. The weather was pleasant, a fair-
sized crowd of enthusiasts were present to witness the affair.

Prescber made a splendid stop on a right-quartering bird, and
with his second barrel, for which the crowd applauded liberally.
The score is as follows: The conditions of the match were 50 live

pigeons per man, J lorliughain rules modified to use 10-gauge guns,
for $50 a Bine:
Dr Starkloff . . , . . 012211121 1—9 Frescher OlOllllOll—

7

11111 01202—8 1 210010032- 0
0202120111-7 • 2100001022-5
1000021021—5 0001100o?0-4
0921012100-5—34 1001102-201—fl-27

DAYTON, Ohio, Sept. 21.—The Kennel Gun Club was out in
force to-dav at the Mile House for the September cup shoot.
First match, at 10 single inanimate targets:

Chas Whealen 8 Gus Sander 8

Ed Cooper 7 Chas Sauder 5

Rolla Heikes 11 J C Porterfield 7

TB Hanna 6 Adolph Sander 12

C G Stoddard 19
Club cup shoot, at 30 singles:

T B Hanna 22 Charles Wheeler 19

Gus Sander 23 Ed Cooper 22

R O Heikes 27 George Makley 24

Charles Sander 27 J C Porterfield 19

A Sander 24 CG Stoddard 20

Next was a sparrow match, 18 birds each, 3 ground traps, asso-
ciation mles:
Ed Pike 12 Gus Sander 13

Geo Makelv 7 Ed Cooper 5

J C Porterfield 13 Chas Wheeler 12

Chas Sander 14 J B Hanna .....10

Adolph Sander 11 Rolla O Heikes 13

"WELLINGTON, Mass., Sept. 28.—At the regular Saturday shoot,

of t he Wellington Club to-day. Perry won m the silver pitcher
match with a clean score of 15. The other scores were: Lee 11,

Chase, Melcher and Stone 12. Cowce and Bond 11, Field 8. Chapin
and Webster 7. The merchandise match closed to-day with the
following winners making The best 10 scores at 15 clay-pigeons:
Sanborn 137, Warven 133, Schaefer 132, Snow, Field and Chapin
each 131, Bond 130. Dill 128, Bradstreet aud Chase each 127, Mtri-

cher 119, Stone ll r
), Cowse 107, Baxter 104. The first prize was an

elegant gold badge, while the others were money prizes. Ths
winuers in the sweepstakes follow: 7 bluerocks, Perry; 8 clay-
pigeons. Lee, Perry and Melcher; 6 bluerocks, Smith and Cnapin;
5 bluerocks. Chase: 5 clay-pigeons. Chase, Cowee, Franklin and
Webster; 5 bluerocks, Chase; (1 bluerocks, field; 0 bluerocks, Dick;
10 bluerocks, Keystone match, Chapin and Dill; 6 bluerocks. Cha-
pin; 5 clay-Pigeons, Dill and Lee; 5 bluerocks. Stone, Field and
Bradstroetj 5 clay-pigeons, Dill and Field; 5 clay-pigeons. Chapin,
Bond and Brads treet; 5 pairs bluerocks, Warren, Dick, Perry and
Porter. \ novel and somewhat absurd match will be shot next
Saturday, at 20 birds, Keystone system, for an elegant medal. The
conditions of the match are known only to the reporters, aud the
shooters will not know whether the best or poorest score wins.
The match will begin at 3 o'clock.

NORTH BRANCH, N. J., Sept. 28.—The first of a series of
matches between the North Branch Gun Club and the White
House Gun Club, at 15 Lockport bats, one clay-pigeon trap, three
angles, 18yds. rise, Keystone rules:

North Branch Gun Club. White House Gun Club.
F Kramer..m0ilimiU00-]2 Sw'khanierOOOlOOlOllOOlOO- 5

G Kramer. 111011010100101— 9 ,f H Davis..l011111110im0— 12

T C Welsb.lOllOllOlllllOl—11 B Pickel... 01 1111011111110-12
Duickinck.lOlliminiOlO-12 Anderson. .111011111 11 1101 - 13

Col Kline.. lllOlllllOOOOOl— 9 H Bishop...OlllQlOllllOOOl- 9

Ed Lever. ..011101111011011-11 C Abbott...001101101110011- 9

Hoagland..011100010010010 - 6 -70 L Woodin.-OOOOOUl 101 1101 - 8—68
Return shoot at White House station, Oct. 5.

TORONTO, Sept. 21—The following are the scores to-day of the
Stanley Gun Club for the McDowell & Co. gun. The weather was
desperately cold, and considering the very stiff wind which blew
across the traps, the scores are good. Mr. C. Charles took thegun
for the second time with 22 out, of 25 at 34yds, rise. The handicap
in yards and scores are as follows: From 5 traps: 0. Charles (241,

22; F. Emond (25), 21; N. Dick (25), 18: Geyser (19). 14; T. S. Bavles
(18), 11; Sawden, Sr. (34), retired. First sweep, at 25 birds, 25vds.
rise, from 5 traps: Charles 31, Sawden 20, McDowall 17, Power 14.

Second sweep, 10 birds, 18yds. rise, from 5 traps: Charles 9, Mc-
Dowall 7, Power 5, Dick 2.

EL1ZABETHTOWN, Pa., Sept. 28—The East End Gun Club
had a shoot, to-day for the gold medal; the wind was blowing a
regular gale; and this accounts for some of the boys making poor
scores. 25 bluerocks each man:
Lindemuth 1110100H100000I1 11111010-15
Hergleroth OoOOllllllOOOOOOOHOOlOOO— 9

Keller 0110001011000001011111111-14
Coble OlOoUiOOl 1 110101 1111010101-13

Kersev Ill 111 IlllllllOl] 11111111- 24
Westhafer 0100010111 lOlllOlOlllOOU—15

EMERALD GUN CLUB, Sept. 25.-The Emerald Gun Club held
its regular club shoot at Sea View Park, New Dorp, to-day. The
following are the prize winners; P. Butz won first prize for the
first time, having killed 8 birds at 30yds. rise: Dr. Lineredge won
second prize for the second time, having killed 8 birds at 25yds
rise; T. F. Russell won third prize for the first time, having killed
7 birds at 21yds. rise. On Oct. 18, at Greenwald's Park, New Dorp,
S. I., the last regular shoot tor this season of the Jeannette Gun
Club will be held.

CLASS VS. BREWER.—Frank Class, of Pine Brook, and Capt.
John L. Brewer, of Philadelphia, have come to an agreement
about their 100-bird matches for §250 a side, and the first will be
shot at Erb's on Friday next, Oct. 4, under Hurlingham rules, at
the best birds procurable. The second match will be shot at the
Morristowu Driving Park on the last week in October.

NEWARK, N. J., Sept. 28.-A 25-bird contest between Chris
Reinhardt and C. M. Heddeu took place at John Erb's this after-
noon, Hetlden winning by killing 23 to Reiuhardt's 21 . The match
was for $25 a side, the loser to pay for the birds.

fmtftittg*

"Tosf India Hurricane* and the Gnat March Blizzard.'" By
Everett Haydm, U.S. Hydrngraphic Office. Large quarto, with 28
lithographic plates. Price. $i. Contain.* full hMory of the great
storm of March, 1SSS, with practical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone', use of oil at sea, etc.

Fokbst and Stream, Box 2,882, N. Y. city, has deseriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B, Leffingwell's book, " Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
extant.

LARCHMONT SPECIAL 4-OFT. RACE, SEPT. 28.
rpHE Larchmont Y. C, which opened the season of 1889 on May
-L 30, also had the honor of seeing it out in a fitting manner dri
Sept. 28. with a very spirited race of the forties, the last regular
event of the year. The entries were few in number, but such as
to make a very important race, as the conditions M ere favorable
for a fair test—a good sailing breeze, variable and puffy, hut giv-
ing no chance for flukes. Up to the time of the New York Y. C.
cruise there was not, a new forty in the fleet that was in fair rac-
ing form, and the older boats had things to a great extent as they
wished; but as the new boats have improved the old ones have
dropped out, leaving the pacing to the former. Gorilla has been
doing better work ever since her July trip to Marblebead, aud has
done a good deal to reverse the unfavorable impression made by
her spring races when just from the stocks; Liris hasbeen greatly
improved in rig, every part being strengthened, aud has shown
better in the past two races, in spite of a very bad mainsail; Mar-
aquita has had a new mast and bowspri t, and as a result has come
nearer t» the top in the present race than ever before; she has
been persistently and pluekily raced a II the year, with a record
of sixteen starts, and deserves better luck than has befallen her.
Tomahawk, though sailing but few races, has done better in the
later oues, and has given evidence of speed, though her record,
taken all through, is anything but brilliant and by no means
shows what the boat is Capable of if fully worked up. It has been
evident to all who have watched the races of the last six weeks
that the fleet is for the first time in lit condition for racing, and
that the results of the last halt dozen races sailed are of far more
value as a basis of comparison than those of June and July.
The total number of races in the 40ft. class, including the runs

of the New Vork aud Eastern cruises, four each, and also the
double race at Vineyard Haven, in which two separate prizes
were sailed for, is 31; a total never before reached by any class of
decked yachts in one season in America. A detailed table, of the
entries and places in each race affords a very interesting study in
view of the present situation of the measurement question, but
in order to form any accurate conclusions if, is necessary to cal-
culate the position of each boat under the different rules, a task
of no small magnitude. The official record of each race gives
the position of every boa t, according to the rule under which that
race was sailed, New York, Seawauhaba, Larchmont, etc., and
onsequently is of little value as a test of the rules. To make

the test complete it will be necessary to calculate the position of
each yacht m every race she started in under the Larchmont,
New York and Seawanhaka rules separately, comparing the win-
ners under one rule with those under the others.
.The four yachts which claim the first notice in the class are
Minerva, Liris, Gorilla and Pappoose; the first, on account of her
uniform success, the second on account of her unquestioned speed
when she has not broken down, the third by reason of the many-
races she. has sailed during the season between Bar Harbor and
New York, 22 starts in all, in which she has met every one of her
lassmates, and the fourth by reason of her small size and suc-

cessful racing together. Though Gorilla has been unsuccessful
in maoy races she is the best t rial horse of the lot , aud it must be
said in her favor that iu common wit h the other boats of heavy
rig and power she has su ffercd from too light an outfit, losing
four or live topmasts and being obliged to replace her mast;
while, unlike some of her centerboard sisters, she has not picked
her races, going in for a record where there were few entries, but
has started in every race open to her through the season. She
also hurt her record by entering the first races when just off the
stocks, being beaten every time she started up to the New York
cruise.
In looking for the most desirable typo of yacht it is necessary to

take the record as it stands, including breakdowns, but an inter-
esting question just now is that of the relative speed of the
heavily rigged boats, regardless of all economic considerations,
and to get at this it is necessary to confine the record of each
yacht tp those races that were sailed to a finish, omitting for the
time ihe races in which yachts did not finish owing to some acci-
dent. According to t his count Gorilla and Tomahawk have met
twice, each winning one. race; Gorilla and Liris have met eight
times, each winning four; Gorilla and Chiquita have met four
times. Chiquita winning three; Gorilla and Verena stand one and
one; Gorilla and Nymph have met five times, Nymph winning
three; Gorilla and Pappoo.-e have met nine times, Pappoose win-
ning six; while Minerva has beaten Gorilla seven times straight.
From thisit would appear that the boats which have beat en Gorilla
worst are Minerva and Pappoose of the keels and Chiquita of the
eenterboarcis, and it is fair to assume that Gorilla and Chiquita
are the best representatives of the centerboard type in the class,
Verena never having beaten anything better than Helen and
Alice in her five starts. In view of toe record of Chiquita and the
claims of Verena and Nymph, their presence in such a race of
Saturday would have been most instructive, but the two former
would not come around the Cape so late in the year for one race,
while since her hollow victory in the American Y. C. race, and
her defeat on one run of the cruise when both were in cruising
trim, Nymph has refused to come to the line with Liris, either in
the club races or a private match, consequently Gorilla was left
almost alone to represent the ccnterhoard division; her only ally
being the new Broncho, built, bv Capt. Louis Tonns, of Stateu
Island, a dark horse of the forties, a shoal centerboard boat of
moderate beam and small sail area.
Liris was ready at Piepgrass's yard on Friday, with a new mast

of black spruce and new outfit of wire rigging from Low's loft.

Her mainsail was as bad as usual and handicapped her on the
windward work, never having recovered from the partial soaking
that it received in the first race she started in. Maraquita was
also ready to try her new spars. Nymph was under way, but did
not start in the race. The race was for a special prize offered by
the Larchmont Club, aud also for the Thayer cup, one leg of
which was held by Liris. Banshee was expected to start, an exeep-
t i on beip g made by the others in her favor, allowing her to carry her
professional sailing master, but she did not show at the line. A
match was also arranged between the thirties, Kathleen and Tom
Boy, but the latter was not present, having gone on to New York.
Capt. Sloan, who was to sail Kathleen, went on Gorilla to look
aft r the head sheets. Mr. Carroll steering. Liris was steered on
the first and fourth leg^ by Mr. Wetmore and on the windward
wnrk by Mr. Lovejoy, and Maraquita was steered by Mr. Belmont.
As the wind was about N.VY., giving nothing but reaching over
the regular courses, a new course was arranged on Friday night,
starting from the regular line, off the harbor, and i unning'W.&S.,
& knots; to the black buoy off Centre Island; thence N.W.i^W.,
0I4 knots, to the mark boat off Captain's Island, in its usual posi-
tion, and thence over the regular course home, S.YY.OjS., <i% knots
to Hempstead markboat, and N.N.W. 3 knots, to the finish, 24
knots in all. Clubtopsails were not allowed, nor were thev really
wanted, as the wind was squally at times, being about N.W. at
the start and backing to the westward during the latter half of
the race.
The start was given at 11:33, Gorilla going over at once. Liris

followed her, while Maraquita and Broncho hung hack a little,
the times being:
Gorilla 11 33 49 Maraquita 11 35 35
Liris 11 34 39 Broncho 11 35 37
Balloon jibtopsails were ser, spinaker booms were dropped to

port and the sails set in stops, but they were oof broken out for a
mile or so, the wind beiug puffy and well forward. Finally Mara-
quita and Liris broke out and Gorilla soon followed. The breeze
was very uneven, first one and then another catching a, streak of
wind, but no one gained any material advantage in the end.
Liris ranged up abeam of Gorilla to leeward, but failed in two or
three attempts to get through her lee. She took in spinaker be-
fore. Gorilla and dropped astern a little, making a, couple of trials
for a weather berth, but missing it until just at the buoy, when
she cut in ahead of Gorilla anil turned the mark 15s. ahead. Mar-
aquita was some distance astern all the way across, picking up
what the other two lost in their lulling matches. Broncho was
practically out of it from the start. The times at the Center
Island buoy were:
Liris 12 57 30 Maraquita 12 59 34
Gorilla 13 57 45 Broncho 1 15 15
Liris made the run in 1:33:01, Gorilla in 1:23:50, Maraquita 1:23:59

and Broncho 1:39:38. Liris came on the wind on port tack, but by
the time that she was trimmed down a tug with a canal-boat in
tow with a long hawser was directly in front of her. Instead of
tacking she bore away to leeward to clear the tow', while Gorilla
came up just in time to pass clear without any delay. This set
Liris a hundred yards or so dead to lee ward, and worse still, when
on her course again she had a fit of the Sulks and refused to go to
wjndward. Gorilla was already ahead and to windward, while

Liris seemed to slide off in a way that was new to her. As no
change of trim or sheets seemed to help she tacked, Gorilla just
crossing her bow, but when once down to work on the new lack
everything was changed, the boat moved off to windward and verv
soon had Gorilla in her wake, the latter having tacked also. The
leg was dead to windward, the breeze being verv puffy and the
boats sailing about rail to. Liris parted her topsail tack but soon
repaired damages and continued to gain on both of the others.
Broncho being so far astern as to be out of the race. Maraquita
held further in shore off Greeuwicti than Liris With her draft
considered prudent, but the three were badly broken off by the
wind when near the mark, making several short tac ks to rou ud it,

The times were:
Liris. 2 07 15 Maraquita 2 15 27
Gorilla 2 12 04
Liris had made the leg, 5>4 knots to wind ward, in 1:09:15, Gorilla

in 1:14:19 and Maraquita in l;15:53. The next log was a close reach
for the Hempstead mark, the wind constantly hauling ahead, so
all held as far to windward as possible to be sure of fetching.
Maraquita set a small jib topsail, which seemed to drive her to
leeward, the others holding on better under plain sail. Liris,
gained over 3m. on each, t he times being:
Liris 2 59 32 Maraquita 3 09 58
Gorilla 3 07 01
On the next leg, close on the wind, Liris still gained a few

seconds on Maraquita and a minute on Gorilla, ihe latter taking
third place as in the following official summary:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Liris 11 34 29 3 26 57 3 52 29 3 52 21
Maraquita 11 35 35 3 37 29 4 01 54 4 01 23
Gorilla 11 33 49 3 35 21 4 01 32 4 01 3*
Broncho 11 35 37 Not timed.
Liris beats Maraquita 9m. 8s.. and Gorilla 9m. lis., winning the

Thayer cup as well as the class prize. Her gain on every leg
was a fair one, the only fluke of the day being against her, the
loss through, the tow at the. first, mark. Maraquita sailed the
best race that she has yet made, beating Gorilla, but she was
aided a little by the luffing matches of t he latter with Liris on
the first leg. Liris' best work was to wind ward, where she beat
Gorilla almost a minute to the mile, also beating her on the long
reach across the Sound on third leg. Taken iu connection with
their previous meeting the race show that Liris is a great deal
better to windward than Gorilla, in spite of the latler's board.
Gorilla would undoubtedly have travelled taster with more
wind, but. Liris also did best with her when it was blowing
hardest. Maraquita, though much improved since the Ccrinthian
sweepstakes, is evidently nowhere near good enough for Liris,,
and the question of the fastest forty may be considered as nar-
rowed down to three boats, Minerva, Liris and Pappoose, the ex-
tremes of the class.
The meetings between Liris and Pappoose have been few and

indecisive, but they indicate strongly that the small boat has m>
business with the large one. A very fair trial was had in t heir
first meeting, when tn new hands aud with wretched spars and
sails Liris made her first race, beating Pappoose with ease. When
they next met, in the Vineyard Qaven sweepstakes, Pappoose
gained a Jong lead at the start, partly by a fluke of the wind ami
partly by some very good pilotage and her light draft of water,
nearly 3ft. less than Liris. On this occasion, however, she did
some wonderful work to windward in a breeze, carrying sail and
traveling very fast, a little too fast for Liris to catch her. In the
Corinthian sweepstakes Liris sailed so badly that no fair com-
parison is possible, but in the final race for the Morgan tup at
Newport she had saved all her time off Pappoose before she was
disabled, and would have beaten the little boat easily in a heavy
sea. Pappoose is certainly one of the best of 1 he Burgess boats,
but a part of her success must be looked for in the fact that she
has been for two seasons in the same skillful hands, going into
the races this spring in perfect form and being well handled and
piloted aU the year.

'the real point of the forty foot racing, without which much of
the work of this season must pass for nothing, is whether Minerva
can beat Liris under either or both rules. New York and Seawan-
haka. The two meetings that have taken place between them,
each winning one, have proved little or nothing, but now a series
of match races, determining the exact place of each, would be of
the greatest value as a guide to legislation. Minerva's victories
are by no means an unmixed good just now, as they are used as a
basis for hasty and false conclusions. Most yachtsmen are will-
ing to concede her superiority in speed to the rest of the class,
and on the strength of this are inclined to drop the question of a
revision of the rules, arguing that if Minerva can win with small
sails from the monsters there is no necessity for a change. Such
an argument does not recognize the fact that all of Minerva's
races have been sailed under the Seawanhaka rule, and some
uuder the very liberal allowances of the Fastern Y.C. in addition.
Even if her work proves that the Seawanhaka rule is sufficiently
heavy on sail, it does not follow that the same is true of the New
Y'ork rule, or that such a rule as that of the Larchmont Y. C. is

at all desirable.
We believe that, apart from Minerva, a correct record will show

that even the boats of last year, with large rigs, have no further
business with Liris, Gorilla or Tomahawk, with still larger rigs,
now that, the. three are in some sort of form, and that if the sticks
can be held in Liris she wiU prove that power does pay under the
present conditions, save in an exceptional case, such as Minerva.
Further than this, the 10ft. class is not the only one to be consid-
ered, and Minerva's supremacy there, though 'fully proved, can-
not offset the strong tendency to outrageous rigs in the 70ft. and,
the schooner classes. Minerva's work will have onegoodresu.lt
in that it will lead to a more moderate type of boat next year; but
if the matter is overdone, or managed by unskillful hands, we
shaU see the monsters ahead at the end of the season.
There is every prospect of a number of new yachts this winter.,

the 53ft. class in particular being promised an active revival, and
the present is the most favorable opportunity for a thorough re-
adjustment of the whole measurement question that has oc-
curred or is likely to occur in a long time. There is certaiuly ai

clearer understanding of the question than has before existed,
while at the same time such moderate, but important reforms as
were suggested last spring in the way of a classification on the
basis of corrected instead of waterline length can be. inaugurated
with little, friction and with no interference with vested interests
or the rights of existing boats. Such being the case, it will be
very unfortunate if the work is left undone through any false
conclusions based on a hasty and incomplete survey of the sea-
son's racing record.

NEWARK BAY Y. C—The annual fall regatta of the Newark
Bay Y. C. was sailed over a, 5 mile triangular course. 15 miles in.

all, on Newark Bay on Sept. 27, the wind being fresh at first but
falling later on. Just Woke Uo led for a time but finally cap-
sized. The times were:

CLASS 2, .TIB AND THA1NSAJ.L BOATS, BETWEEN 20 AND 26FT.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Leader, Pavonia 22.04 1 83 49 1 30 44
Our Own, Newark Bay 23.10 I 46 09 1 44 34
Viola D. Newark 2C.05 1 4S 01 1 48 04
Just Woke Up, Newark Bay 21.11 Capsized.

CLASS 3, OPKN OATBOATS, BETWEEN 20 AND 2l>FT.

Alida, Newark Bay 22.09 1 37 20 1 37 0".

Vision, Essex ..23.00 1 47 52 1 47 52
Terror, Newark 20.00 2 12 41 3 09 41
Smuggler, Newark Bay 24.0b Did not finish.

GLASS 4, OPEN CAT BOATS UNDER 20PT.
Mist, Essex 17.10 1 55 21 1 5 b 21
A. Forsythe, Jersey City 17.08 1 57 09 I 56 59
Addie, Newark Bay 15.00 3 06 51 3 04 01
Gallawater, Newark Bay 16.03 2 13 59 2 11 24
Petrel, Essex 15. OS 2 13 52 2 11 42

ROYAL CANADIAN Y. C.-Tfae last race of the season, a.
cruising race to Whitby, was sailed on Sept. 21 in a strong W.N,
W. wind, the times being:

Finish. Elapsed Corrected

.

Verve No 2 5 54 40 2 54 40 .2 54 40
Verve No 1 6 01 28 3 01 28 2 56 18
Condor ...5 59 05 2 59 0ft 2 57 2t
Rivet 6 01 45 3 (11 45 2 58 53
Escape . ..6 30 45 3 30 45 2 58 57"

Alexander Marshall, who rescued Mr. Postleth waite in the late
skiff race, was presented with a very handsome testimonial in
the shape of a Maltese cross of solid gold in recognition of hia
bravery.

HAMILTON Y. C. SWE IfiPSTAKES RACE, SEPT. 2l.-Course,
triangular in Hamilton Bay. Distance, 14.8 nautical miles. Wind
strong northwest:

Start. 1st Round. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Cyprus, Monck.. .,2 00 00 3 57 55 4 43 11 3 43 11 2 38 34
Psyche, Kilvert...2 00 00 3 54 13 4 40 37 2 40 37 2 40 87
Alert, Milne 2 00 00 4 04 47 4 50 08 2 56 08 3 51 87
Deerhound, Lee. . .2 00 00 Withdrew.
Eoho, Smith 2 00 00 Withdrew.
Coquette, Dunbar.2 00 00 Withdrew.
Winner flrBt prtee, Cyprus: second, Psyche; third. Alert,
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FREDONI A AND HESPER, SEPT. 26.

AFTER one postponement the match between the yacht-fisher-
man .Fredonia and the pilot boat Hesper was successfully

sailed on Sept. 26, resulting in a very easy victory for the fisher-
man. For some time opinion has been divided as to the probable
winner, and a very close race was looked for, but on the contrary
the pilot boat was beaten from the start, being badly outsailed to
windward in a sea. The latter part of the race was marred by-
fog and a shift of wind, the rear boat being very badly left, hut
long before this happened she had been beaten on her merits.
The boats were ready on Wednesday at an early hour, but after
waiting until 11:30, with a foggy day and little wind, the post-
ponement flag was hoisted. Next day the tug X. P. Doane, with
Mr. W. 8. Eaton, of the Eastern Y. C. regatta committee, on
hoard, was off the starting line abreast of Boston Ledge by 9:30
with the signals flying for a course from the Ledge around the
buoy on Davis Ledge, then around a mark boat off Eastern Point,
near Gloucester, and home, 41^ knots. Tne wind was strong
from S.E.. making a dead beat to the first mark, knots, with
a heavy sea, there being some fog before the start. Fredonia,
with Capt. Harty in command, assisted by Capt. Terry, of the
Grayling, in charge of the sheets, and with Messrs. Forbes and
Burgess on board as well, was carrying lower sails, both workiDg
topsails and jibtopsail. Hesper, sailed by Capt. George Lawlor,
was carrying the same canvas with the addition of a maintop-
maststaysail.
After a false start by Fredonia, owing to the signals being ob-

scured by fog, a second start was given at 10:30, Hesper being then
hove-to on starboard tack near the line. Fredonia, better timed,
came for the line just before gun-fire, with good way on and ran
through Hesper's lee, crossing the weather end of the line at
10:31:13 on starboard tack. Hesper crossed a little later, 10:32:08,
and stood in Fredonia's wake, pointing higher but not going so
fast. Both were heading into the sea on this tack off shore, but
Fredonia was sailed freer and traveled proportionately faster.
After a little time, as Hesper was dropping steadily astern, her
maiatopuiaststaysail was taken in, but still she could not hold
the fisherman. The schooner Alert had crossed the line a couple
of minutes after the. racers, and was now doing very well with
Fredonia, having left Hesper. The off shore tack was held until
10;56, when the leader tacked in for Nantaslset Beach, getting the
seas on her beam. She was steadily leaving Hesper^the latter
being sailed very close, but failing to foot. The next off shore
tack was made at 11:22, near Black Rock, and at 11:43 Fredonia
made her final tack for the first mark, the times of the two being:
Fredonia 11 50 32 Hesper 12 04 25
Alert did not turn the mark, but was still keeping close to the

leader. Thus far, in a beat of knots, Fredonia had beaten
Hesper 12m. 58;. With a strong breeze on the starboard quarter
and her maintopmaststaysail now set, Fredonia started over the
second leg to the markboat. off Eastern Point, 11% knots. Alert
ran with her very evenly, while Hesper, though now far astern,
ran as fast as the others, losing but 27s. to Fredonia on the leg.
The times at the second mark were:
Fredonia 1 35 50 Hesper 1 49 10
The last leg, of lf&jj knots, was a reach, with the wind just for-

ward of the beam, Fredonia carryiag small jibtopsail but no main-
topmaststaysail. After the turn the racers ran into a dense fog
and were lost to sight until well across the Graves. When near
the buoy the. wind headed Fredonia, coming out nearly S.W.,
making a beat home, at the same time falling much lighter.
Fredonia was so near home that a couple of ta«ks took hoi- over
the line, but at the time the wind shifted Hesper was some three
miles astern of Fredonia, giving her a beat of some six miles to
the finish in a falling wind, so that her beating was much more
than it should have been. The full times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Fredonia 10 31 13 3 41 50 5 10 37 5 10 37
Hesper 10 32 08 4 24 40 5 52 38 5 49 16

The race was sailed under the conditions given last week, the
stakes being $3,000 per side. Fredonia was the better handled and
had better sails, using Puritan's mainsail. Each boat carried a
spinaker and boom, but did not set them.
We quote from the Boston Globe the following careful analysis

of the race, written by Mr. Geo. A. Stewart:
"The. race between the Hesper and Fredonia has been one of the

most significant features of the present season for the men of all
classes who pass any portion of their time upon the sea. The
difference in the type of the two vessels is nearly as great as that
between the combatants in the recent international contests.
Narrow beam and depth are the features of the Hesper's model,
with easy bilge and a steep angle of dead rise, or, as it is otherwise
termed, a 'sharp floor.' Her section is much like that of a cutter.
In fact, she was likened to the Minerva in the dock, and her sharp
entrance and clean run caused many enthusiasts to back ber, to
their sorrow.
"The Fredonia is built for the fishing trade, in which carrying

power and the ability to stand up straight in order to facilitate
the work of the men on deck arc the chief factors to be considered.
Consequently she is a 'full' vessel, with full bow, comparatively
heavy quarters and a powerful, hard blige. She is more of aii

American type of recent years in which power has been sought,
rather at the expense of fine lines. A year ago it would have been
thought that the Fredonia's model tended more in the direction
whence speed should bo sought, but the Minerva has proved that
great power is not necessary to produce high speed.
''On the merits of the models, therefore, it was hard to found

an opinion as to which would be the winner. It was suggested
that the Hesper was too much cut away, and that power had been
sacrificed which was not made up for by tne easiness of lines ob-
tained. Still, the merits of the models will not explain such a
defeat as this, and the explanation must include the other things
which help to bring the winner first home to the finish.
"Among yachtsmen is a well-recognized fact that the model of

the vessel does not count for more than one-half the total which
makes speed. A good model is a necessity, but beyond this there
are an infinite number of things to be looked after in order to
bring out the best speed of a vessel. Ballasting, rig, the sit of
sails, handling, all bear an important part in the success or fail-
ure of a racing yacht, and of course the same features make or
mar the fortunes of any vessel entered for a trial of speed.

"It was in these last-named elements that the pilot boat chiefly
fell short. Of course, after the race is over it is easy enough to
point out the defects. If the Hesper had won it would have been
due to some cause, and the make-up of the Fredonia would have
come in for its share of criticism. But the fact stands that the
Fredonia won, and some of the causes for her success were plainly
evident on the day of the race.
"To begin with, the handling of the Fredonia was of the very

highest order, judged by the yachtsman's standard. Rarely is a
schooner yacht handled as well as the Fredonia was in Thurs-
day's race. The Grayling, the best handled sehooncrin America,
is not usually handled so well, for in his own yacht Capt. Terry
has to stand by the wheel, and he cannot give as close attention
to the sails as he was able to in the Fredonia. Capt. Harty is

naturally a fine helmsman, and his drill this year under such an
experienced yachtsman as ex-Com. Forbes, combined with a rac-
ing experience in the New York Y. C. cruise, has been of great
use to him. Forward everything was excellently managed. The
light sails were set and the canvas was handled to the best ad-
vantage. All the little schemes for making leaches stand right,
and such things drawn from yachting experience, were tried.
These things count for minutes in the windward wTork.
"The Hesper was at a disadvantage in all these things. To he-

gin with, her crew decided before the race that they had no
chance against the Fredonia in a light breeze, so they put in ad-
ditional ballast, hoping for a heavy wind. On the day of the race
the wind, though strong, was not enough to warrant putting ad-
ditional weight into a sea-going craft like Hesper. Then the
pilot boat's sails were not up to the mark. She had a new suit of
sails made expressly for this race, and had not time enough to
get them into shape.
"Added to this, mistakes were made in the sails set. Yachting

experience, the constant mbbing up against an opponent as fast
as your own craft, has convinced yachtsmen that a maintopmast
staysail and a jibtopsail as big as the Hesper's are a detriment in
windward work, if there is at ail a decent breeze. The boat will
carry them all right, but they drag her to leeward and astern.
"Pilots are at the same disadvantage in racing that yachtsmen

would be if you should put the latter out on the station in the
depths of winter looking for steamers. Racing yachtsmen are
continually studying out little contrivances by which a few
seconds can be added to their vessel's speed. Pilots have no in-
centive to look after these minor points. It takes constant
racing and constant defeat to spur an owner up to discover all
the weak points ol his yacht and rectify them.
"A good illustration of the importance of the little things was

shown by the experience of the Sachem last year. She had a new
suit of sails in the spring, and to the careless observer seemed to
be fit to win all the mugs that could be offered. She went on to
New York, and was beaten by the Grayling 25m. in a true breeze
over the New York Yacht Club course. It seemed a hopeless
task, but her owners, with rare pluck, went to work to do what
could be done to rub out this tremendous lead. A month and a
half of hard work, and the Sachem was ready for the New York
Yacht Club cruise. On this cruise she met the Grayling repeat-

edly, divided the honors with her, and in the same breeze in
which the. Grayling beat her so badly in the spring she was now
more than a. match for her dangerous opponent.
"As far as Capt. Lawler's steering is concerned no amount of

fine steering could have made up the difference between Jthe two
vessels. The Hesper being the narrower boat, with fine entrance,
ought to point higher into a head sea than the Fredonia. Capt.
La wler at first tried her high, but later he let her off. but neither
way could she hold the Fredonia. It turned out that she had not
enough after sail tor the best windward work.
"Some people have been misled by the time. The Fredonia beat

the Hesper 42m. on the record, but half of this was due to the
wind falling light, and heading the Hesper off at the finish. On
the merits of the sailing the Fredonia beat the pilot boat about
20m. on the course.
"Some one said after the race. "Every old hooker will now

think that she can beat the Hesper." Let no one be deceived.
The Hesper is a very fast vessel as manv a presumptuous craft
will hnd out this winter. Pilot boat No. 5 goes on the station at
Boston light, Monday noon, and in a week she will go on the
station at Cape Cod."
The following rather cool proposal has been made to Mr. Forbes,

but he has not accepted it:
To the Yachting Editor of the Boston Globe:
As we understand Com. Forbes has said he did not wish to

make money by sailing, and as he has won $3,000 in the match
race between the Fredonia and Hesper. and as he seems to be a
great lover of testing the sailing qualities of the different types
of boats, we think the public and all seafaring men would like to
see Com. Forbes come out and offer the money in as many prizes
as he saw fit, to be competed for by any fishing or pilot boat 80
to 100ft. l.w.l., under working sails, such as they use in their busi-
ness, and to sail on time allowance, and not to sail underan 8-knot
breez?, and Com. Forbes to make arrangements as he may see fit.
This, we think, will bring all such fast vessels as the Fredonia,

Hesper, Carrie E. Phillips Nellie Dixon, Susan R. Stone, Roulette,
Lizzie Maud, Lillie Fernald. Elsie M. Smith, Julia Costa, 1. J.
Merritt, Jr., George F. Edmunds. Isaac Collins, Sylvester Whalen
in competition. (Signed) Capt. N. F. Blake,

Capt. Alfred Sorensen,
Capt. John Cannon.

Boston, Sept. 28.

KATHLEEN AND SHONA.
TUESDAY last, the wind up of the racing for 1889, was utilized

by the clerk of the weather as a sort of closing out sale of
samples and remnants, to make room, let us hope, for an entirely
new stock next season. Among the bargains that fell to the lot
of Kathleen and Shona, the only contestants, were a nice whole-
sail breeze with sheets well in, a pretty bit of light wind for a
beat to the outer mark, a moderate breeze astern to test spina-
kers, and such a rattling squall as only the Staten Island bluffs
can furnish. The race was in its way of the allegorical order,likc
the dear d ull goody-goody stories of our childhood.a sort of 'youth
at the oar and pleasure at the helm " business at the start, with
fair tide and topsails, a lazy run under spinaker in smooth water
later on, and a wind up in the dark with a hard beat against tide,
with two reefs down, to a lively accompaniment of thunder and
lightning. The small band of pilgrims who finally reached shore in
a damp and disgusted condition after a very hard day's work were
bound on the path of progress toward higher and bettor things in
the yacht racing line, the immediate object of the race being the
collection of data that would throw a needed light on the much-
disputed measurement question. There was no lack of data, it
was lying all over the lower bay iu chunks, but unfortunately it
was all of a meteorological nature, such as might interest Sergt.
Dunn or Ensign Hayden, hut of which yachtsmen have had a
great deal too much this season.
The match was arranged by the Corinthian Y. C, of New York,

the owners of Kathleen and Shona kindly offering their boats for
the purpose of a test race, the object being to learn how much
the fat and overgrown American cutter could beat the lean and
hungry offspring of the old tonnage rule. The former type was
represented by Kathleen, designed by Mr. Gardner and owned
by Mr. Whitlock, and the latter by Shona, designed by Mr. Wat-
son and owned by Admiral Tweed, Corinthian Y. C. The two
compare as follows:

L.W.L. Beam. Draft. Sail area. Cor. length.
Kathleen 30 10.6 7 3.036 87 W~
Shona 33.5 5.9 6 1,300 34.25
Kathleen allows Shona about 3m.
The course was from Buoy 15, below the Narrows, past Buoy 9,

then to Buoy 1 off Point Comfort, in Raritan Bay, thence past
Buoy 10 on the South West Spit, and home to the start, 18}£ knots.
The morning was wet and cloudy, with stray bits of sunshine, the
wind being S. W., but by 11 o'clock all was bright and clear. With
one delay or another it, was noon before the yachts left the Cor-
inthian Basin at Tompkinsville in company with the naphtha
launch Bertha, on which were Messrs. Schuyler, Clark and Por-
ter, of the club, as well as Mr. Gardner and the representatives of
the press. Kathleen left her topsail yards at her mooring, under-
standing that topsails were not to be carried, but as events
proved Shona had hers in her main saloon in case of emergen-
cies. On board of Kathleen was her owner, with Capt. Tom
Sloan at the stick, while Shona was sailed by Capt. Little, with
Capt. Charles Barr, her old skipper, as mate. Before leaving the
moorings topmasts were housed on both, the wind being pretty
heavy, having held so all night. Kathleen had come over from
Bay Ridge under two reefs and kept them in, Shona carrying
whole mainsail. On the way down, in spite of some heavy squalls
off tne hills, the wind dropped considerably, and topmasts were
sent up, reefs shaken out and jib headers set.
The start was given at 1:33:10, Kathleen going over to windward

of Shona at 1:33:55, the latter being timed at 1:34:37, The wind was
well ahead and puffy, while the tide was on the early ebb. Kath-
leen, with balloon foresail set, reached off for Buoy 9, gradually
dropping her rival. At Buoy 11 the course hauled a little, and at
Buoy 9 it became a dead beat of five miles to the outer mark.
Kathleen had gained on the reaching, and went away still faster
when on the wind, though Shona pointed very high. Kathleen
was first to tack, standing in on port tack toward Staten Island
when near the Quarantine ship, Shona holding her starboard tack
until well down toward the Book. As it proved, the latter was
the better course, in spite of a stronger tide to leeward, as when

the two finally neared, Shona had made up a great deal of her loss
from the start to the time when they parted company.
The wind was now very light and to Kathleen's disgust Shona

shifted to clubtopsail. Kathleen came about on tli^ other's weather
bow and soon began to walk away from her. When up Raritan
Bay the wind strengthened a good deal. Shona finally dousing
her clubtopsail. Kathleen gained until at Hie turn she was timed
4:00:35, with Shona 4:13:10, a lead of 13m., or over 9m. more than
the allowance for the full course. Kathleen made a clean turn
and set her spinaker smaitly, running off very fast with boom to
port. Shona made a wider sweep and had trouble with her spina-
ker, setting it for the third time before the stops finally broke.
The turn at Buoy 10 was timed Kathleen 4:80:00, Shona 4:43:45.
Kathleen had run the distance, a quarter under 4 knots, in less
than 30m., gaining a little over a minute on Shona.
Thus far the day had been warm and bright enough for June,

and with a good breeze on the port quarter, with jibtopsail set,
the miles home promised to be as pleasant as the first part of
the sail. The weather, however seemed anxious to keep up the
reputation it made in the June regattas, every one of wnich was
sailed partly in a squall, and when Kathleen was off Buoy 11. only
a couple of miles from home, the wind chopped round into the
northwest, with thunder in the distance, and bv the time that
jibheader, jibtopsail and foresail were off her she was in the
midst of one of the wildest squalls of this squally season.
When it struck she was under whole mainsail and No. 1 jib, close-
hauled along the line of the West Bank. The squall laid
her flat on the water for a time, and she refused to do her work
until two reefs were tied in, when she looked up to windward and
sailed off in fine shape through the gusts which struck her heavily
at frequent intervals. Shona was far enough astern to profit a
little by Kathleen's experience, and was snugged down in better
shape before the squall reached her. It was now very dark, the
sky a mass of inky clouds in all quarters, while the lightning bad
a peculiar rose tint. The tide was setting out very swiftly but
the little ships had wind enough to breast it. LTnder two reefs iu
her mainsail and No. 1 jib Kathleen handled beautifully, and the
beat up in the teeth of the squalls was the most exciting part of
the day's work.
When near the finish the wind dropped and she was hardly

able to make way against the tide, but with some light drafts of
air from astern and with topsail and jibtopsail set and the reefs
out of her mainsail she finally crossed the line at 6:26:18. Shona,
after gaining a little before the squall struck, was now about as
far astern as before, and with the light wind she worked up near
to the finish, when she was becalmed, drifting down the bay. The
launch took her in tow near the line, no time being taken. Kath-
leen managed to keep way on until under the fort, when the
squalls struck in as heavily and suddenly as before. She was
soon under snug canvas and worked through them all right,
though on her beam ends at times. It was 8 P. M. before'she
reached her moorings off Tompkinsville.
Had the race finished without the squall she would have beaten

Shona by about the lead she had at Buoy 10—13m. I5s. In connec-
tion with this, it is interesting to note that Liris and Kathleen
sailed a scrub match of about twenty knots this week, Liris al-
lowing 13m. under Seawanhaka rules, and beating Kathleen by
30m, Liris has shipped a cruising boom, bowsprit and topmast
and winter sails, preparatory to cruise in the Chesapeake. Kath-
leen went out of commission on Wednesday, hauling out on Win-
tringham's ways for the winter. Captain Sloan sailed on the
City of Paris for Queenstown, promising to try America again
next season.

M'INTYRE'S COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION.
MR. JAMES McINTYRE, a foreman in the City Point Iron

Works of South Boston, and the inventor of the skylight
and companion slide bearing his name, has lately patented a new •

method of constructing composite vessels, by which the wood
keel is entirely dispensed with. The keel is a casting in the form
of a trough, of any desirable thickness of iron, the sides and bot-
tom being strengthened by cross bulkheads. The wooden stem
and sternpost are bolted to the keel, fitting into suitable mortices
cast to receive them, and the steel frames are riveted through

the keel. A small yacht is now being built after this method
from a design bv Mr. J. Borden, of the Bo-tton Yacht Agency.
She is intended for the 16ft. class of the Pleon Y. G, and is 22ft.
over all, 16l't, l.w.l., lft. 6in. fore overhang, 6ft. Gin. extreme beam,
6ft. Sin. l.w.l. beam, llin. freeboard, 3ft. t:i u. draft. Her mast will
he 26ft., bowsprit 8ft. outboard, boom 22ft., gaff 14ft., hoist of
mainsail 16ft. Ail the spars will be hollow, made by Mansfield.
She will carry three sizes of jib, to set living with clubs on the
foot. Her sails of 8oz. duck, with silk spinaker, will be made by
A, Wilson. The mainsail will Pave a reefing batten, as in a canoe
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sail. The iron casting for the keel is lift. 6in. long and lft. 6in.
deep, the sides being about %in., and the total weight TOOlbs. The
steel angle frames, nine on each side, are MX^X^in., and are all
reverse frames, or with, the rib inside. Each is backed on the
outside by light ribs of hackmatack, %xlin., riveted to the angle
bar. By this means all beveling of the steel In addition to the
bending is avoided, the wooden frames faying against the plank
and taking the bevel. Between tbe composite frames are
steamed oak ribs, $ix%in. The steel angles are riveted at the
heels and steel floor plates, and these in turn are riveted to the
sides of the keel, extending 4in. above it to the cabin floor. After
the frames and floors are fitted and drilled they are galvanized.
The planking of Spanish cedar in full lengths is riveted
with copper nails to the frames. The decsk beams are sided p^in.,
moulded Sin. , with5in. crown, and the planksheer is of mahogany.
The deck is of white pine, %X%, blind-fastened. The lead bal-
last, l,2001bs. in all, will be run into the trough keel. The frames
and floors weigh but 571bs. after galvanizing. The yacht will be
fitted below with two sofa lockers, two hammock beds, and pan-
tries, etc. The skylight and companion will be designed by Mr.
Mclntyre, a combination hatch that can be removed in racing.
The, Composite, as she is called, will make her trial trip next
month. Mr. Mclntyre is now "busy with skylights for sevei-al
Government vessels. The cut shows the framing of a centerboard
boat on this system.

YACHTSMEN OP NEW ENGLAND.—Under this title Mr.
W. H. Couillard has published in a very handsome volume a com-
plete list of all the New England yacht clubs, with names and
signals of the yachts and addresses of members, besides the tide
tables of the year and other useful information. The book is very
well illustrated with photogravure reproductions of photographs
of the leading yachts, and is a very ornamental as well as useful
addition to the yachtsman's library.

ALBANY Y. C.-The fall regatta of the Albany Y. C. will be
sailed on Oct. 12. being open to both sailing and steam yachts of
all organized >acht clubs between Poughkeepsie and Troy in-
clusive. The steam yachts will be divided into first class," 30ft.
and under 56ft., and second class, under 30ft. - There will be two
prizes in each class, presented by Capt. Sanders. Entries close
on Oct. 5.

THE LOSS OF THE LEO—From all that we can learn of the
steam yacht Leo, lately lost on Lake Erie, she was an old and
poorly equipped boat, with a steam boiler, usine: kerosene for fuel,
purchased at a very low price and ran by incompetent help. She
was not a naphtha launch. No further particulars of her loss are
known, but it is supposed that her boiler exploded.
COLUMBIA Y: C—The postponed regatta of Sept. 26 was a

failure through a fog and calm, none of the 16 starters complet-
ing the course. The race will not be re-sailed.

GRAYLING.—The report that Grayling has been sold to go to
Lake Erie is contradicted, but it is said now that Vice-Corn. Fish
will not race her next season.

ORIENTA, steam yacht, has been sold by J. A. Bostwick to E

.

R. & J. H. Ladew, of Mew York.

(Ijsdtutqing.

FLY.
rpHE canoe Fly, whose lines are here given, is the best known of
Jl the famous Vesper canoes, the handsomest fleet of canoes
that has ever been brought together. The boats are all of the
same dimensions, 16x30, and of nearly the sama model, all being
built in the same way, ribband carvel, of Spanish cedar. Fly
was designed by Mr. Paul Butler, of Lowell, Mass.. in 1888, and
was built under his direction by Mr. W. E.Stevens, of Portland,
Me., the work being done in Lowell. She raced at the meet the
same year with rather poor success, having a rather incomplete
rig, but later in the season she defeated Eclipse ar, Springfield in
the final race for the Springfield cup, and in the special races at
New York at the time of the international races she won the two
races of the morning and afternoon, beating the time of the
Eclipse over the same course in each race, though of course not
racing for the same prizes. As the latter canoe was not at the
meet this year the two have never met since. Fly is built, to the

MIDSHIP SECTION CANOE " PLY."

full limit of 16ft.x30in., but as we explained in connectio-i with
the limits of Charm, Oct. 11, 1888, the lines are reduced in length
to 15ft. for the sake of uniformity with other desigas. In build-
ing from the lines and the table of offsets it will ba necessary, in
order tj build to 10ft., to space each station 12 13

i 6in. apart, in
place of 12in. In any case, though the table of offsets is taken as
carefully as possible from a drawingyA full size, it will be necessary
to lay off the design full size, as described in " Canoe and Boat-
building for Amateurs,'" in order to make the moulds, and in
doing this the lengthening is an easy matter by spacing each sta-
tion as above. Wasp, one of the latest of Mr. Butler's canoes, is
very similar to Fly, but her floor has a trifle less round in it. The
deck, too, is differeut, there being hardly any coaming, but the
deck itself is arched into a sort of turtle-back form about the
well, m order to throw off the water, an object which it does not
quite accomplish, an apron or higher coaming being needed. The
dimensions of Fly are as follows, the fractions being eghths of an
inch:

• Length 16ft.
Beam, extreme 30in.

l.w.1. 4in 27in.
Draft 4in.
Freeboard 7 3in.
Sheer, bow. lft. l4in.

stern
, lft. 0 4in.

a Heights. | Half
O

w Deck. Keel. Deck lOin. 8in. 6in.

0.... 1 54 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

1.... 1 4 02 36 3 2"

2.. . 1 26 6" 57 54 4'

3.... 1 l 6 92 8 6 8s 7 4

4.... 1 06 112 11 104 9'

5.... 1 1 1 1 0* 1 0s 11'

6.... ll 5 1 2"- 1 2= 1 1« 1 I2

7.... ll4 1 2<s 1 26 1 24 1 2

& •• ll4 1 3 1 3 1 2« 1 28

9.... ll 6 1 2' 1 2" 1 S5 1 22

10.... IP 1 2* 1 28 1 2 1 1 l6

1L... 1 0s 1 l4 1 l2 1 07 1 0s

12.... 1 V 02 ll 4 W 10« 10 1

13.... 1 2 06 8* 82 77 7 1

14... 1 3i 0 6 4s 43 4> 36

15.... 1 4* 0 1 01 0 1 0 1

Rab-
bet.

Dia. Dia.
1 2

0*

94

46

6a

73

8i

77

67

3«

01

The fittings and interior will appear next week.
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NEW YORK ATHLETIC CLUB CANOE REGATTA.

THE canoe regatta of the New York Athletic Club was held on
Saturday at Travers Island, the races being sailed in a very

light breeze. The maneuvering race was first called, the starters

being Wasp, Paul Butler; Eclipse, H. O. Ward; Alpha, Everett
Hasten; Vagabond, C. J. Stevens; Sea Urchin, B. H. Nndal; Cyrus,
H. L. Quick. Cyrus was third to recover the paddle after it was
thrown over, hut came in ahead with Alpha second. The same
canoes started in the unlimited sailing race over the course shown
last week in the Fobest and Stream, one round only being
sailed. Vagabond led on the first leg, hut was passed by V\ asp
and Eclipse near the turn. On the next leg, to windward, she re-

passed Eclipse and Wasp, being first at the second mark, but the
wind was very light and the tide running swiftly, so that in en-
endeavoring to avoid a foul with Wasp, Vagabond fouled the
buoy, immediately withdrawing from the race. Eclipse passed
Wasp on the way in, and led at the end of the first round v. nen
the race was called, there being little wind, while the hour was
quite late. The official times were as follows:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Eclipse 4 17 18 5 25 53 1 08 35

Wasp 4 17 13 5 28 31 1 11 19

Tramp Disqualified.
Alpha i 17 20 5 31 42 1 14 22

Cyrus * 17 13 5 32 35 1 15 22

Sea Urchin 4 17 1? 5 36 20 1 19 03

Robert W. Gibson acted as referee, and the judges were Henry
Stanton, of the American Canoe Association, and A. H. Wheeler,
of the New York Athletic Club. Messrs. W. G. Schuyler, R. B.

Burchard, Dr. Ramon Guiterasand R. W. Rathbone composed the
committee.

IANTHE C. C. FALL REGATTA.
THE fifth annual regatta of the Ianthe C. C. was held on the

Passaic River on Saturday, and was a success in every way,
the weather being all that could be desired.
The club house and the banks of the river surrounding it were

crowded with friends of the club, while many were out in the
boats and canoes on the water. There was a very large attend-
ance of canoeists from other clubs, the Brooklyn, Bayonne, N. J.

Athletic, Crescent, Arlington, Orange, Rutherford and Paterson
all sending their share.
The races were all spirited and well contested, and the prizes,

consisting chiefly of flags and banners, were of a very superior
order. The paddling course was about half a mile and the sailing
course about a mile, twice around the triangle.
The first event, Class I., paddling, for the Commodore's cup,

went to the Arlington C. C, through C. V. Schuyler in the Re-
dante; G. P. Douglass, Ianthe, in the Scoot, second; J. Duguid in
the Clara R., third. Schuyler led from the start and won by a
length.
Sailing and paddling combined was the second event, and again

Mr. Schuyler in the JSipsic held the lead for the first round, but
the pace was too fast on the last round, and he finally dropped
back to last place and then gave up the race. G. P. Douglass fin-

ished first in the Nenemooska; R. Hobart secoud, in the Cyniska,
and Geo. Baxter tnird, in the Mineola. All were Ianthe men.
The sailing seniors and juniors were started together, and was

a close fight throughout, L. B. Palmer winning in the Ianthe, G.
P. Douglass, Nenemooska, second; then came the first junior, W.
J. Steward, in Wind; O. F. Coe, Cresent C. C, in Sybil, fourth; G.
W. Baxter fifth, R. Hobart sixth, C. V. Schuyler seventh, H. S.
Farmer eighth. G. Manley, Orange C. C, ninth.
The sailing upset was won by Nenemooska, G. P. Douglass;

Wind, W. j. Stewart, second; Cyniska, R. Hobart, withdrew.
Paddling classes III. and IV. Seniors was won by G. P. Doug-

lass, canoe Nenemooska: B. Frederick second, in Bachelor: VV. M.
Myers, Bayonne C. C, in Nahma, third; O. F. Coe, Crescent C. C,
in Cybil, fourth.
The junior paddling brought out a large fleet, and was a good

race. W. J. Stewart, in Wind, won after a hard fight, with J.

DugUid, in Nilo, second; E. W. Edinger, of the Crescents, third;
G. L. Metze, of the Hoboken C. C, fourth; Geo. Manley, of the
Orange C. 0., fifth; H. Morgan, of the Arlington C. C, sixth.
The hurry-scurry had but four entries on account of the cold

water. E. W. Edinger finished first, with J. Stewart second. J.

Duguid and G. R. Metze did not finish.
The tandem paddling was the most exciting event of the day.

The Collins Bros., of Bayonne, have long been the champion tan-
den canoeists of the Passaic and had never been beaten on that
stream. When the race was called they were the only crew en-
tered, one of the Ianthe crew not having shown up, so Douglass
and Stewart at the last minute, as well as Manly and Daly, of

the Orange C. C, started. Though Douglass and Stewart were
members of the same club they had never been in a canoe to-

gether before, hut thev fairly wrested the championship of the
Passaic from the Collins Bros., leading at the finish by a length
and a half. The Orange crew were at least twenty lengths behind
and out of the race.
During the afternoon there, was music in the club house, and

between the events many availed themselves of the opportunity
to dance. Mr. Irving V. Borland, rear-commodore elect A. C. A.,

acted as referee, and Mr. Jas. Close as clerk of the course. After
the races the priz- s were distributed by Mr. F. Li. Dunnell, secre-
tary elect A. C. A. In the evening a collation was served, and
more than fifty canoeists made merry until a late hour.

BRANTFORD C. C.-The fall regatta of the Branttord C. C.
was held on Sept. 21, on Lovejoy's Pond, the races being as fol-

lows: One mile tandem (club)—Bloomtield and Boswell first, Fred.
Frank and Chas. Frank second; time, 11.58. Ladies' half mile
tandem (club)—Miss Helen Goold and Miss May Bennett first: Miss
Katie Wilkes and Miss Ross second; time, 6.25. Half mile, single
(open)—1, Harrv MacKendrick, Gait: 2, Alex. McKenzie; 3, Harry
Frank; time, 5.0434- Hurry-scurry—1, John Me Willie; 2, Charles
FraflK; 3, S. R. Potter. Halt mile, passenger (club)—1, Harry
Frank; 2. Bloomtield; time, 5.47. Lady and gentleman tandem
(club)—1, Alex. McKenzie and Miss Frances McKenzie; 2, Bloom-
Held and Miss Helen Goold; time, 5.18. Tug of war, dead heat.
The sides were: W. A. Wilkes, S. K. Potter, Salter and Spence,
and Fred Frank, Chas. Frank, J. McWillle and P. B. Wallace.
Two trials were made, but the ropes slipped from the canoes, and
it was decided to contest it some other time. One mile tandem
(open)—1, Alex. McKenzie and Harry Frank; 2, MacKendrick
Bros.; time, 10.01.

NEWBURGH CANOE AND BOATING ASSOCIATION.-On
Sept. 21 Newburgh Bay was the scene of one of the most enjoyable
events of the season. The wind fresh from the northwest: one
could not wish for a better day. The entries for the ten-mile
race, mainsail yachts, were as follows: Flight, Dolphin, Annie,
Nabob, Jennie, Jessie. Flight, owned and sailed by Wm. T. Hil-
ton, won first prize, Dolphin second. The race for cruisers was
won by Mabel, sailed bv N. S. Smith, and the canoe race by Rat,
Grant E. Edgar. Fred B. Smith won the half-mite paddling
race, and the half-mile double scull race was won by Harry Shaw
and Chas. Low. After the races a reception was held at the club
house, and a very successful season was closed.

NEW YORK C. C.-The fall regatta of the New York C. C. will
be held on Oct. 5, at the club house, off Stapleton, commencing at
2 P. M. The programme is as follows: 1. Unlimited sailing. 2.

Sailing keel canoes, 3. Unclassified sailing. 4. Man overboard
race. 5. Paddling race. 6. Tandem paddling race. 7. Live duck
race. 8. Upset race (weather permitting). The races are open to

all members of canoe clubs, and will be sailed under A.C.A. rules.

PHOTOS OF THE MEET.—Mr. R, W. Anderson of Anne street,

Toronto, has now teady a good series of photos of the meet at

Stave Island, including the A. C. A. group, the circus, the tents
and the racing canoes. A list will be forwarded on request,,

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlantic Division: F. D. Laughlin,
New York.

J$nswer
L

s to (^omsgondmtz.

^"No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

E. B. M., Newark, N. J.—The English gunmaker is unknown
to us.

W. J. S.—1. Are meadow-larks and reedbirds protected in New
York State? 2. What size Tatham's shot compares with No 8

standard size, used in testing foreign guns? Ans. 1. Yes. 2.

There is a difference of nearly one size in the numbering, our
No. 6 corresponding very closely with the English No. 7 and soon.

Blue Ridge. Denver, S. C—What is the correct name of our
Southern "Bob White?" We call them partridges here, but I

am not sure which they are, partridges, quail or grouse. Ans.
'• Bob White " is the bird usually spoken of in our columns as the
quail. It is known to science as the Colinus mrQiviarvm; and is,

strictly speaking, neither a quail nor partridge, wnich names are
commonly applied to it, however.

NEW BOOKS RECEIVED.
Every Day Business. Arranged for young people. By M. S.

Emery. A book of useful information on business matters. Bos-
ton: Lee & Shepard.

Witin the Lines. A story of the Blue and Gray Series. By
Oliver Optic. Boston: Lee & Shepard; $1.50.

Travels and Adventures of Little Baron Trump and His
Wonderful Dog Bclgbr, By Ingersoll Lockwood. Illustrated
by Ueorge Wharton Edward. A gorgeous story book. Boston:
Lee & Shepard; $2.

NEW YACHTS—There are already indications of plenty of
work for the builders during the winter, and the classes below
60ft. are apt to be largely increased. Several new boats are
promised in the 53ft. class to beac Clara, Mr. Gardner having an
order for one now. The latest report is that Mr. Fife has an order
for a new 40 for a Philadelphia owner. Mr. Burgess is working on
a design 60ft. l.w.l., 15ft, beam and lift, draft, besides a cruising
schooner. Mr. Gardner has an order for a 30 to beat Kathleen,
for a. Boston owner, and a 23ft. catboat, Mr. D. J. Lawlor, of
Chelsea, Mass., has an order for a 30 footer and a steam yacht
100ft. long. The composite build is likely to be tries! this year,
aftei Mr. Gardner's success with the hull of Liris.

Now the small boy goes a gunning
In the woodland turning dun,

And he whistles loud and merry,
For bis soul is full of fun;

But his whistle ends abruptly,
And he looks demure and glum

When he gazes on the mosses
At his sanguinary thumb.—Pitch.

The R. J. Douglas Co., of Waukegan, 111., whose name is so
familiar to our readers from the fact that they are constant ad-
vertisers in our columns, are branching out and reaching for a
lsrger portion of the Eastern trade. They have just completed
arrangements with Merwin, Hulbert & Co., 26 West Twenty-third
street, New York, to take the Eastern agency of their boats. The
Douglas Co. build everything in the boat line, from a canoe to a
steam launch. Merwin, Hulbert & Co. -will carry a full line of
the goods and invite general inspection.—A dv.

Beecham's Pills cure sick headache.—Adv.

HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on TreatmentofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

cubes? Fevers, Congestions. Inflammation,
£-A. I Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C. C.--Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D—Dots or Grubs, Worms.
K.E.--Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I. I.--Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.—Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Witch Hazel Oil and Medicator, $7.00
Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.

Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders.
PKICSE, 81.00.

FOB feALB AT THIS OFFIOK.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post

the Sporting

paid.

No. 18 VE8.EY STREET, JSTEW YORK!.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ash your Dealer for them.

Mot Sc»X<3L at ICetail toy tto.es XMEa.xi-u.fet.ct-ULX'ex's.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,

312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.
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For a DISORDERED LIVER

Try BEECHAM'S PILLS.

25cts. a Box.

IMPORTANT s
t
p°oR

e
t
vsK.

RIDGWAY'S MANUAL OF

NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS.
Profusely Illustrated with 464 Outline Cuts. By

Robert Kidgway. Library Edition. Royal Svo.
Extra cloth, gilt. $7.50. Sportsman's Edition.
Bound in leather, flexible. 87.50.

"No one is better fitted to speak with author-
ity on our birds than Mr. Ridgway."—Forest, and
Stream.
"It is indispensable to sportsmen."—Boston

Glohe.

LEWIS'S

AMERICAN SPORTSMAN.
A New, Revised and Enlarged Edition.

Containing Hints to Sportsmen. By Etjsha J.
Lewis, M.D. With New Chapters on the Origin,
Breeding and Science of Breaking Dogs. By
Arnold Burges. With over 300 illustrations.
Extra cloth. $2.50.

"It is superior to any work on sporting that has
yet been published."— Ttic Dispatch.

If not obtainable at your Booksellers', send di-
rect to the Publishers, who wi 11 forward the books
free of postage promptly on receipt of the price.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY, Publishers,

715 and 717 Market St., Philadelphia.

SPORTSMEN SMOKERS
SHOULD ALL SMOKE OUR CELEBRATED

Hand-Made Havana Cigars.
MADE 1ST TWO STYLES AND SIZES.

LONDRES PERFECTO, 5in. long © $7.00 per 100
CONCHAS ESPEC1ALS, 434in. <g> 6.00

"

The favorite cigar of Rod and Gun Clubs generally.
These cigars are made of the choicest tobaccos grown,
and selected with the greatest care. They cannot fail

to suit the taste of all lovers of the fragrant weed. Each
cigar has the brand impressed on it, and every box has
a label, fac-simile of the title of the popular journal,
and our firm's signature, without which none are genu-
ine. We are the only authorized manufacturers of the
above brand, and to insure the smoker of the genuine
we would ask you to send us your orders direct. We
will deliver, free of express charges, either size, on re-
ceipt of price.

A. W. FOOTE a 00., Sole Manufacturers,

125 Maiden Lare. New York.

farirtinj <5o««s.

No Chemicals,

W. Baker & Co.'s

Breakfast

Cocoa
Is Absolutely Pure,

and it is Soluble.

To increase the solubility of the powdered cocoa, vari-

ous expedients are employed, most o£ them being based

upon the action of some alkali, potash, soda or even am-
monia. Cocoa which has been prepared by one of these

chemical processes, can usually be recognized at once by
the distinct alkaline reaction of the infusion in water.

W. Baker & Co.'s Breakfast Cocoa
is manufactured from the first stage to the last by per-

fect mechanical processes, no chemical being
used in its preparation. By one of the most
ingenious of t'.iese mechanical processes the greatest de-

gree of fineness is secured without the sacrifice of the

attractive and beautiful red color which is characteristic

of an absolutely pure and natural cocoa.

W. Baker & Co., Dorchester, Mass.

The Epop Gun Cleaner.

Will remove Lead and Burnt Powder immedi-
ately without scratching or defacing the barrels.
No one owning a gun should be without this
cleaner. Expression of all who have used them.

Price 75c. each. Remit Postal Note,

A. P. POPE, Olean, N.Y,

Best lax tlio World.

One-third size.

For Gnus, Bicycles, etc. Throws only small
quantity of oil at a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated.
For sale everywhere, or sent by mail on receipt ot price
50c. each. CUSHMAX & DEKISON, 172 9th ave., N. Y.

SPORTSMAN'S
Camping or Fishing Tenfe

OF ALL KINDS, SHAPES AND SIZES.

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most approved styles
AJso awnings for store fronts, windows, yacht boats
ate. New style of Canoe Tents made at low figures
Blags, Burgees and covers of all kinds. Camr
itoves, Camp Chairs, Sacking Bottoms, Hammocks
ill kinds of Fancy Tents, and in fact anything madt
from canvas when an intelligent description is giver
it what may be needed. My beautifully illustrated

circular now ready. Send stamp for price li?t. Ad
Iress S. HSMMEtrWAI, 60 South st., N. Y. City.

A. WILSON,
Sail 3VTa.lx.oi*,

No. 416 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
Yacht Sails and Flags a Specialty.

DUCKING YACHT TO LET BY DAY, WEEK
or month. Complete and comfortable.

Terms moderate, including hoard, services of
two men, 300 decoys, battery, etc. Yacht now
located on good Chesapeake Bay ducking
grounds. Address "LORANIA," care of Forest
and Stream.

WANTED.—HEAVY B. L. DOUBLE GUN,
12-gauge; must be in good order and cheap:

describe fully. WE H. GORDON,
It Ellenburg Centre, N. Y.

|0f fate.

Stuffing Birds Without Skinning.
Any one can stuff birds by our new process.

Complete outfit, consisting of full directions, in-
struments, material, eyes, etc.. $1. NATURAL-
IST SUPPLY CO , 12(5 Chambers st., N. Y.

T TVr? OTT A TT FOR SALE. Orders
JUL V Xl> J\L±J delivered as booked.

LIVE GAME A SPECIALTY.
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant,

174 Chambers street, New York.

FOR SAJLE.
A tract of 1.000 acres of marsh land in the State

of Virginia. Considered the finest duck shooting
ground on the coast. Suitable for a club. Easily
accessible. Title guaranteed.

Inquire at 52 Broadway, Room 92, New York.

F OR SALE.—FRESH RICE SEED. CHAS.
GILCHRIST, Port Hope, Ontario, Canada.

aug22,tf

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foxhouuds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,

_ bred and for sale by W.
GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
Send stamp for circular and price list.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus Americanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,
Me. decl8,tf

WILD RICE. —THE GREATEST WTLD-
fowl food. Send your orders now for fresh

seed. R. VALENTINE, Janesviile, Wis. aul,tf

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

KINTKrEY BROS.
(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

«©
SPORTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by THE
AMERICAN NEEDLE AND FISH

HOOK CO., New Haven, Conn.,
who have the

' largest facili-
ties, and make Best goods in the world.
For Sale by the Trade Everywhere. Ask.
For Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ALFORD & BERKELE CO.
P. O. Box 2002. SPECIAL AGENTS,

No. 77 Cuambers St., N. X.

THE WILLOU6HBY PATENT

TARPON SWELL.
Preved last Winter to he the Only Snell

Absolutely Reliable.

Retail Agents:
John Krider, Cor. Second & Walnut sts., Phila.
Thos. J. Conhoy. 65 Fulton street. New York.

Wholesale Agent:
J. C. Harrison, 253 Market street, Philadelphia,

"WELL LATHERED IS HALF SHAVED."
Spanish Proverb.

That which dlstiusniishes "Shaving Soap" from Toilet or Washing Soap Is the Lather.
What is lather for.' What does it do? What should it do? .„ „ ^ ,

The use of Soap in Shaving is to penetrate, moisten and soften the. beard that it may present the least

possible resistance to the keen edge of the razor. Failing In this—it fails utterly

!

Shaving' is naturally an Irritating process to the skin. The soap applied should contain properties to

soothe and" allay irritation. . . „ "
,

Many "so-called" Shaving Soaps have a very opposite effect. They draw and parch the skin, and after

shaving impart to the face a feeling similar to that caused by the cutting of a sharp wmd.
A true Shaving Soap should contain vermicide properties.
Gentlemen who are shaved bv barbers are unconsciously exposed to the most distressing cutaneous

diseases. For HALF A HUNDRED YEARS WILLIAMS' SHAVING SOAPS have ranked as the purest,
richest and best. Compare the lather with that of any other.

Mild and Delicate, it penetrates and softens the beard, and renders Shaving a positive luxury. Unlike
other Shaving Soaps, the lather will not dry on the face <rh He shoring,

WILLIAMS' SHAVING SOAPS have a Soothing effect, upon the Skin. Like rich cream, the lather
cools, softens and heals.

GENTLEMEN WHO ARE SHAVED BY BARBERS should insist upon it that WILLIAMS' BARBERS'
BAR SOAP is used. Rich and refreshing, it contains properties destructive to disease germs, and ren-
ders SAFE the luxury of being shaved.

Unsurpassed for Use of Gentlemen who ^shave Themselves.

|"Genuine Yankee" Soap,
1

Standard for Quality in U. S. Navy.

Mf;il;<*m #i' PUm.n (**;*!/ Excelling all other Shaving Sticks in Richness of Lather, nr.
WIIII8I11S ollSVIHfj MIGK, Delicac'y of Perfume,superlorstrengthandStyleof Package. /{}[;,

in»it> in i n #i Used in Thousands of Families as a Toilet Soap. /nW I IPI11Q RariPrQ Rar Snail absolutely-Pure! Sure Preventive of "Chapped A P
IllliiaillO UhIiJCIO Uul OUu|J, Hands." A Perfect Nursery Soap. 6 cakes for 40c. *TUU.

WILLIAMS' SHAVING SOAPS are SOLD hy aR DRUGGISTS.
Eor ~5 cents we will mail, postpaid, a package of each of the three kinds.

Sample of any one hind mailed on receipt of price. Stamps or Currency.

Address communications to

THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO., Glastonbury, Conn.
(Originally Williams & Bros., Manchester, 1840.)

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having the patent

INTURNED EDGE.

2,000 shots out of each 1,000 targets on account
of non-breakage in shipping, trapping and fall-

ing upon ground. The only target made with
the Inturned Edge, producing the surest break-
er when hit, and surest non-breaker when not
hit. Our traps are sold for the sole purpose of
shooting our targets.

AN EXCURSION TO

ALASKA.
The wonderful richness of this Arctic country

and the rapid strides in material prosperity

which it is making, are attracting the attention

of the whole world, and since the completion of

the Northern transcontinental railway lines

Sitka is as easily reached as Paris. Every one

wants to go to Alaska, and for those who can

make the journey Mr. Hallock's volume,

OUR NEW ALASKA,
is indespensable. To those who want to go, but
cannot, this volume with its graphic pen pictures

gives a clear idea of the interesting conditions of

life in the iar North. Price $1.50. Sent post

free by the

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

London : DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

Ouite Welcome
to a copy of our little book

"How to Make Photographs."

Your nam

e

is all suffi-

ceive a copy
containing
catalogue of

graphic

Olt stock is

complete,
from $2.50

The Scovill & Adams Co.,

423 Broome St., New York.

GURDON TRUMBUIili'S

Wliich Interest Qunners; with descriptions in
language understanded of the people.

Practically speaking, this is the first popular
volume of ornithology ever issued from the press;

a work which goes far to demonstrate that scien-
tific accuracy may be as easily maintained in
English as m Greek or Latin. Follows the
game birds all over the continent and gives a
glossary of all the local names in popular use.
Illustrated with admirable portraits from the
pencil of Mr. Edwin Shepard of the Academy of
Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, which, with the
clear descriptions in the text, will enable any
man who can read to identify the contents of his
game bag.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS:

It is the first, so far as we 1seow.
;

a <u~ . ss of
books of which the need is falt in fcvery depart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press,

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-

Ocean.

I would much rather know what this book tells

me, the various names by which the people call

a bird, than the Latin, Greek or Hebrew name
which science gave him for the sake of catalogu-
ing him. * * * It is more value to me to have
a description of a bird in plain English which I

understand than in scientific language which I

do not understand.

—

W., in Journal of Commerce.

SOLD BY

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PRICE, SS.50.
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The Celebrated Smith £ Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

mprovements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED". Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the
genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH & WESSON,
UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN,

MANTJFACTTJRERS OF

Sliootin.g' and ZF'IslxIng* Suits
jf^lSTlD CLOTHING IFOR

CIVIL ENGINEERS, EANCHMEN, LUMBERMEN, MINERS, ETC.
Write for our new combined Catalogue with samples of Imported

+t>=^ Corduroys, Moleskin, Mackintosh, Canvas and Flannels.v=^t<~
Address TJT>„ <5c MC, Valparaiso, Indiana,SEE BUS NEW SHADtS OF ENGLISH CORDUROY.

NOTICE TO FISHERMEN. CUT PRICES.
HERE I AM AGAIN AS USUAL, CUTTING THE PRICES OF FISHING TACKLE. IT "WILL PAY YOU

TO BUY YOUR TACKLE IN BROOKLYN.
PRICE. PRICE.
$2.75 For Split Bamboo Salt-Water Bass Rod, 6 strip, 2 joints, 8ft., 20oz., Solid Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Double Guides, Silk "Wound Black Beaded Handle $2.75

3.32 For Split Bamboo Black Bass Rod, 84ft., 3 joints, 10 or 12oz., Solid Reel Seat, Nickel Trimmings, Raised Tie Guides, Extra Tip, Silk Wound, Wood Form 3.32

3.32 For Trout or Black Bass Fly Rod, same finish as above, lOJft., 7 to 9oz., complete in wood form , 3.32

.90 For Ash and Lancewood Weakfish or Striped Bass Rod, Hollow Butt, Extra Tip, Swelled Ferrules 90
1.50 For Fine No. 00 Brass Multiplying Reel, Balance Handle, Screw Qil Cup, holds 600ft. 18-thread Linen Line, diameter 3£in. Also Nos. 0, 1, 2, 3, same price. See catalogue 1.50

3.75 For Hard Rubber and Nickel Multiplying Reel, with Drag, Raised Pillars, holds 600ft. 15-thread Linen Line 3.75

Hooks. Down go the prices. My best quality all kinds snelled on single gut, lOcts. per doz.
;
double, 15cts. ; treble, 20cts. ; in J doz. packages. Leaders: Treble gut Weakfish and Striped

Bass Leaders, three length, 5cts. ; four length, 7cts. , five length, 9cts. ; all best quality. Reel Lines on Blocks of 300ft., 9 thread, 38cts. ; 12 thread, 43cts. ; 15 thread, 46cts. ; 18 thread
53cts. 300ft. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Blocks, 41cts. Broken lots of Hooks from best manufacture, all kinds and sizes, 2cts. per dozen. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Qcen Evenings. J. F. MARSTERS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sam LoveFs Camps;
Uncle Lisha's Friends Under Bark and Canvas.

A SEQUEL TO "UNCLE LISHA'S SHOP."

By E0WLAUD E. EOBDTSON.

The two series of papers published in Forest and Stream, with added chapters. An
nimitable portraying of the woods and village life of Danvis folks. Cloth, 253 pp. Price $1.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway. New York.

PREMIERE QUALITY,Our :N"©x*c Cigarette.
As the result of long labor and careful study we have this superb

Cigarette to offer. It cannot he surpassed in purity or excellence; and
is a novelty, unique, chaste and dainty. It is from the highest cost
Virginia and North Carolina leaf.

The finest Smoking Mixture*} wu „ yiMDtlt « nn
are of our Manufacture, WlW, S, KIMBALL & CO.,

Fifthsmm Ptlss Medals, BO0H«lST«9i M, T.

LOG CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim-
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

318 Broadway, New York.

LONDON! DAVIES & C0 t , 1 Finch Lane,

MOILERS

FOR
General

Debility, 1

Scrofula,
Rheumatism

or Consumption,"
is superior to any in de-

licacy of taste and smell,'

medicinal virtues and purity.

London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it tl

purest and best. Sold by Druggists.

/WHJTE&WILtS

|1 fORlT,mm
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Fobest Asid Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.

Communications on the subject to which its pages are devoted are

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications will not be re-

garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent.

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Only advertisements of an approved character inserted. Inside

pages, nonpareil type, 30 cents per line. Special rates for three, six,

and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one

inch. Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday previous to

issue in which they are to be inserted. Transient advertisements

must invariably be accompanied by the money or they will not be

Inserted. Reading notices $1.00 per line.

Address all communications
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

No. 318 Broadway. New York City.
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"YCS" PAWNEE BOOK.

IT is often interesting to know the motives which have

prompted the writing of a book. The circumstances

which led to the preparation of "Yo's" volume of Pawnee

ptories were such as, we are confident, should add to an

appreciation of what he has done.

Years ago, when the Pawnees lived in Nebraska, "Yo*'

camped and hunted with the tribe, and joined in their

skirmishes with the Sioux. The evenings were given up

to story telling; the Pawnees, like most Indian tribes,

had a vast fund of stories; and some of these tales were

written down by the fire light in "Yo's" note book, for

he recognized in them many things that were worthy of

preservation.

Last winter, when the story of the "Dun Horse" was

written out for Forest and Stream's readers, conversa-

tion turned one day to the Pawnees and their native

literature, the stories which had been transmitted from

generation to generation, handed down from father to

son, but which now, with the diminishing numbers of

the tribe and its changed conditions of life, were destined

to be forgotten. "Those stories should not be permitted

to perish," said "Yo," "they form the distinct, unique,

characteristic literature of the Pawnee people, and they

should be rescued from oblivion."

The suggestion led to a plan, which has since then been

executed. Last March "Yo" made a literary pilgrimage

to the Pawnee reservation in the Indian Territory, re-

newed his acquaintance with Eagle Chief and other

ancient men of the tribe, and spent a month in patiently

recording the tales and traditions of the tribe. He brought

back a rich store of veritable treasure—tales of daring

and adventure, weird accounts of magic and mystery

and the supernatural, relations of the ways of life in the

old wild days, stories of war and the craft of war parties,

the history of the tribe as treasured by the very old men
and in short a fund of good things, so fresh and ingenu-

ous—for that is the only word that will express it—that

the book into which he has put them will be a genuine

surprise.

Better than all else, the book is a faithful delineation

of the Pawnee as he is; it presents a picture of Indian

human nature, which is recognized as after all very

much like human nature all the world over. It would be

a mistake to regard this collection of "Pawnee Hero

Stories and Folk-Tales" purely as a book for entertain-

ment, however charming may be its pages: the higher

value of Mr. Grinnell's work lies in its true portraiture

of the Indian as a human being, moved by the same im-

pulses, swayed by the same passions, as other men.

The chapter recounting a buffalo hunt with the Paw-

nees, printed in our columns to-day. will be recognized

by some of our readers as based on an account published

in this journal some years ago. In our issue of Oct. 23

we shall give one of the hero stories, "Comanche Chief."

TO RESTRICT THE NUMBER.

"T/"ARIOUS are the schemes to restrict the killing of

* game. Ten years ago in these columns we dis-

cussed the proposition some one made to impose a tax on

shotguns. That was a newly discovered panacea. Tax

a man so much for every gun he owned; that would be

to discourage the possession and use of firearms. Just a

grain of sense in that project theoretically, but it is not

a plan that commends itself, nor would it accomplish the

desired end. It is safe to say that the question of taxing

firearms may safely be put to sleep, to slumber until all

the guns of the present day have been handed down to

succeeding generations.

There is, however, a scheme of restricting the destruc-

tion of game which has worked well in several places

where fairly tested. That is the limiting of the amount

of game that an individual may kill in a season. Several

of the States have placed such limitations on big game

and feathered game destruction, and it has accomplished

good results. To aver that these laws are not violated

would be saying too much; they are no doubt set at

naught in scores of cases, but in general they are

observed, and their effect is good. Public sentiment

approves of them. Take it in the Adirondacks,

where the number of deer one person may kill is

limited to three. This number is undoubtedly exceeded

in many instances, but the law has struck at the very

root of one abuse which had grown up, the senseless

killing merely for count. Men no longer brag of the

number they have killed; and deer slaughterers like Mr.

Polhemus, of Brooklyn, who used to hire retinues of

guides and dogs and strive to score the highest number of

deer killed in a season, have perforce given over their

campaigns. When mere magnitude of success is no

longer recognized as the test of a sportsman's achieve-

ments, the incentive to reckless, wasteful and senseless

butchery has been removed.

That a better sentiment prevails is demonstrated among

club members, on the large preserves where game is

abundant, but where only that is killed which can be

utilized. Sport like all other interests is so much governed

by the dictates of fashion, that to make anything un.

fashionable is to discountenance it with a large class. To

frown down as unfashionable the wasteful slaying of big

game is, in the Adirondacks at least, equivalent to put-

ting an end to such killing, except of course among mar-

ket hunters and others who have a purely mercenary in-

terest in venison and antlers.

It would be wise to extend this principle of restriction

to the killing of small game. In scores and scores of vil-

lages it is known that one or two gunners, who shoot fox-

market, kill most of the game. They are at it from

morning to night, week in and week out, shooting and

shipping the game, while other gunners must need stick

to business, blessing their stars for an occasional day in

the field, and with equal warmth cursing the pot-hunters

who have been ahead of them. It is manifestly unfair

that the few should have all the benefits of the game

supply, while the many are thus deprived of everything

except liberty to tramp through depleted covers.

Now, if in the localities thus afflicted with market

hunters laws were enacted restricting the number of

quail and grouse any one person might lawfully kill in a

season, it would put an end to one agency of game de-

pletion. There is little fear that such a law would not

be enforced. Among sportsmen who have been thus de-

prived of their legitimate sport year after year there

would be no hesitation about bringing to book the mar-

ket hunters; and we might look for something approach-

ing enthusiasm in the congenial task of saving the game

to be shared by all.

We commend this method of game preservation to the

careful consideration of those who dwell in pot-hunter

infested regions. It is, as we see it, a just, practicable

and efficacious system of enforcing equal rights and

privileges for all. The man who hunts for market is all

right in his place. His place is in a country where he

can hunt without robbing others of what belongs to them.

In all other districts, where his persistent warfare de-

prives others of their reasonable and fair share in the

bounties of nature, he should be suppressed. The game
is for the public, and the public ought not to be deprived

of it. Restrict the number of birds to be killed by any

one shooter and the supply will go around. If this is not

a common-sense method of game protection, where are

its weak points';'

THE HUMAN EYE.

IT is a popular belief, more or less loosely formulated,

that there is something so terrible and majestic in

the human eye that man has only to fix his gaze on the

most terrific denizens of the forest to inspire them with

awe. Numerous and some well authenticated instances

are on record of unarmed men, who have met the lion or

the tiger in his native jungles, fixed their eyes on his and

compelled him to turn tail. There is then some founda-

tion for the popular belief , but if a man having unques-

tioned faith in the awe-inspiring power of the human

eye proposes to put it to the test in his own person, con-

siderable discretion is to be recommended, not only in

the selection of his beast, but also in the selection of his

locality. For example, he should not make his first ex-

periment with a rampagious bull in a ten-acre inclosure,

at any considerable distance from the fence, nor would

we strongly recommend a trip to the Rocky Mountains,

with the object of experimenting with a full-grown

grizzly, for both bulls and bears are fighting animals,

have the habit of meeting their foes face to face.

The measure is successful only with the cat family-

lions, tigers, etc., and by no means to be relied upon with

them. Hope of success depends upon the fact that the

members of the cat family are not to any extent fighting

animals; they do not hunt in packs and quarrel over their

prey; they very rarely quarrel with each other over the

females at mating season, and in striking their prey they

never attack in front. It is a beautiful provision of na-

ture that the lion, the tiger, the panther, the leopards,

and the whole family of Felidce, are prompted by irre-

sistible instinct to seize their prey from behind, springing

on it with their whole weight, closing their powerful jaws

on the neck of their victim, and dislocating it with one

wrench, while their fierce claws penetrate the flesh and

paralyze the muscular powers. The tiger pursues the

same method whether his prey is a full grown buffalo or

a timid fawn. The slender doe, with her fawn at her

heels, goes into cover for her mid-day siesta, and con-

fronts the lurking tiger; she barks, stamps her foot, and

endeavors to bounce him: the tiger fixing his eyes on

hers, crawls a little nearer; paralyzed with terror the

poor beast is incapable of flight, but unable to sustain

the basilisk glance any longer, she turns, as if to essay

retreat. At that instant the tiger springs, grasps her

neck in his vise-like jaws, and the victim dies without a

pang.

If the tiger comes unexpectedly on a powerful animal

like a wild buffalo and it offers battle, the tiger declines

it, but if hungry he will take advantage of what cover

there is and maneuver to get at the tail end of the buffalo

and make his fatal spring.

With civilized men the tiger is more wary, for he

stands in more awe of thjeir appliances than of the brute

strength of the buffalo. Many a hunter going through

the jungles has passed within an easy spring of the tiger

lying in wait for him, and before he has gone another

two hundred yards the same tiger has again been in

position, and yet has wanted the courage to spring; even

a man-eatiug tiger, if familiar with firearms, might hes-

itate to spring on a man that had the courage to confront

him. In the jungle he would not attempt it; if brought

face to face with a man he would crouch, and if the man
did not turn to flee the tiger would disappear as suddenly

as if the earth had swallowed him, but in a very few

minutes he would have secured the desired vantage

ground and made his fatal spring.

This is not because the tiger is a coward, nor because

the human eye is capable of dominating him. When it

becomes a question of fighting there is no sign of quailing

in lion or tiger, but when it is a mere question of taking

their prey, the destructive instinct is a purely pleasurable

one, the enjoyment of which would be marred if they

attacked in front, and provoked their prey to battle; and

it is a merciful provision Qf nature that they show no-

such tendency,
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A SUMMER HUNT WITH THE PAWNEES.
From a forthcoming volume of "Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-

Tales."

BY GEO. BIRD QBINNT3LL ("YO").

I.

IT was in the month of July, 1872. The Pawnees were
preparing to start on their semi-annual buffalo hunt,

and only the last religious rites remained to be performed
before the nation should leave the village for the buffalo

range.
"Eh, idadi, lehoop," came from without the lodge; and

as I replied, "Ehya. whoops the sturdy figure of Le-ta-

kats-ta: -ka appeared in the doorway,
"Lau, idacl, tut-tu-ta-rik ti-rah-rek—Come, brother,

they are going to dance." he said, and then he turned
and went out.

I rose from the pile of robes on which I had been doz-

ing, and, after rolling them up, strolled out after him.
The village seemed deserted, but off toward the medicine
lodge, which stood upon its outskirts, I could see a
throng of Indians; and a low murmur of voices and of

footsteps, the hum which always accompanies any large

assemblage, was borne to my ears on the evening breeze.

The ceremonies, which comprised the consecration of the
buffalo staves and the buffalo dance, were about to begin

.

The great dirt lodge was crowded. I pushed my way
through the throng of women and boys, who made up the
outer circle of spectators, and soon found myself among
the men, who made way for me, until I reached a posi-

tion from which I could see all that was going on within
the circle about which they stood.

For several days~the priests and the doctors had been
preparing for this solemn religious ceremonial. They
had fasted long; earnest prayers had been made to Ti-rd-
wa, and sacrifices had been offered. Now the twelve buf-
falo skulls had been arranged on the ground in a half-

circle, and near them stood the chiefs and doctors,

reverently holding in their hands the buffalo staves and
sacred bows and arrows, and other implements of the
chase. For a little while they stood silent, with bowed
heads, but presently one and then another began to mirr-

mur their petitions to A-ti-vs Ti-ra -wa, the Spirit

Father. At first their voices were low and mumbling,
but gradually they became more earnest and lifted their

eyes toward heaven. It was impossible to distinguish
what each one said, but now and then disjointed sentences
reached me. "Father, you are the Ruler—We are poor

—

Take pity on us—Send, ns plenty of buffalo, plenty of
fat cows—Father, we are your children—help the people
—send us plenty of meat, so that we may be strong, and
our bodies may increase and our flesh grow hard

—

Father, you see us, listen." As they prayed they moved
their hands backward and forward over the implements
which they held, and at length reverently deposited them
on the ground within thedine of buffalo skulls, and then
stepped back, still continuing their prayers.

It was a touching sight to witness these men calling
upon their God for help. All of them had passed middle
life, and some were gray-haired, blind and tottering; but
they prayed with a fervor and earnestness that compelled
respect. They threw their souls into their prayers, and as
a son might entreat his earthly father for some great gift,

so they pleaded with Ti-ra'-wa. Then bodies quivered
with emotion, and great drops of perspiration stood upon
their brows. They were thoroughly sincere.

After the last of the articles had been placed upon the
ground, their voices grew lower and at length died away.
A moment later a drum sounded, and a dozen or twenty
young warriors sprang into the circle and began the buf-
falo dance. This was kept up without intermission for
three days, and as soon as it was over, the tribe moved
out of fcbc village on the hunt.
From the village, on the Loup, we traveled southward;

for in those days the region between the Platte and the
Smoky rivers swarmed with buffalo. With the Pawnees
were a few Poncas, Omahas and Otoes, so that there were
about four thousand Indians in the camp. It was the
summer hunt of the tribe. Twice each year the agent
permitted them to visit the buffalo range. The meat
which they killed and dried on these hunts, the corn
and squashes which they grew on their farms, and the
small annuities received from the Government, were all

they had to subsist on from season to season. Thus
the occasion was one of importance to the Indians. Per-
haps only the older heads among them fully appreciated
its economic interest; but for all it was a holiday time;
a temporary escape from confinement. Life on the res-
ervation was monotonous. There was nothing to do
except to sit in the sun and smoke, and tell stories of the
former glories of the nation; of successful fights with
the Sioux and Cheyennes, and of horse stealing expedi-
tions, from which the heroes had returned with great
herds of ponies and much glory. Now, for a little while,
they returned to the old free life of earlier years, when
the land had been all their own, and they had wandered
at will over the broad expanse of the rolling prairie.
Now, for a time, it was as it had been before the corn-
fields of the white man had begun to dot the river bot-
toms,before the sound of his rifle hadmade wild theirgame,
before the locomotive's whistle had shrieked through
the still, hot summer air. Half a year's provision was
now to be secured. The comfort—almost the existence

—

of the tribe for the next six months depended on the
accumulation of an abundant supply of dried buffalo
meat, and no precaution was omitted to make the bunt
successful. It would not do to permit each individual to
hunt independently. Indiscriminate buffalo running by
six or eight hundred men scattered over the prairie, each
one working for himself alone, would result in the kill-

ing of some few buffalo, but would terrify and drive
away all the others in the neighborhood. This matter was
too important to be trusted to chance. The hunting was
systematized.
The government of the hunt was intrusted to the

Pawnee soldiers. These were twenty-four warriors of
mature age, not so old as to be unfitted for active work,
yet with the fires of early youth somewhat tempered by
years of experience: men whose judgment and. discretion
could at all times be relied on. These soldiers acted
under the chiefs, but the practical guidance of the hunt
was wholly in their hands. They determined the direc-
tion and length of each clay's march, and the spot for

camping. They selected the young men who should act
as scouts, and arranged all the details of approach and
the charge when a herd of buffalo was discovered large
enough to call for a general surround. All the men were
under their control, and amenable to their discipline.
They did not hesitate to exercise then- authority, nor to
severely punish any one who committed an act by which
the success of the liunt might be imperilled.
The scouts sent out by the soldiers were chosen from

among the younger men. They acted merely as spies,
their office was to find the buffalo. They moved rapidly
along, far in advance of the marching column, and from
the tops of the highest hills carefully scanned the country
before them in search of buffalo. If a herd was discerned
they were not to show themselves, nor in any way to
alarm it. Having found the game, their duty was to
observe its movement, learn where it was likely"to be for
the next few hours, and then to report as quickly as pos-
sible to the camp. The soldiers then determined what
action should be taken. If the news was received late in
the day, and the buffalo were at some distance, the camp
would probably be moved as near as practicable to where
the herd was feeding, and the chase would take place m
the early morning. If, on the other hand, the scouts
found the herd in the morning, the men would start off

at once for the surround, leaving the women to follow
and make camp as near as possible to where the dead
buffalo lay.

Day after day we traveled southward, crossing the
Platte River, and then the Republican about due south
of the present flourishing town of Kearney. South of
the Platte a few scattering buffalo were found, but no
large herds had been met with—nothing that called for
a surround. At length we camped one night on the
Beaver, a small affluent of the Republican, emptying into
it from the south.

II.

With the gray dawn of morning, the camp, as usual,
is astir. By the time our little party have turned out of
our blankets some of the Indians have already finished
eating, and are catching up their horses and preparing to
ride off over the bluffs, leaving the squaws to take down
the lodges, pack the ponies, and pursue the designated
line of march. Before we are ready to "pull out," most
of the ponies have been packed, and a long, irregular
line of Indians is creeping across the level valley, and be-
ginning to wind up the face of the bluffs. The procession
moves slowly, proceeding at a walk. Most of those who
remain with the column are on foot, the squaws leading
the ponies, and many of the men, wrapped in their
blankets, and with only their bows and arrows on their
backs, walking briskly over the prairie, a little to one
side. These last are the poorer Indians—these who have
but few horses. They travel on foot, letting their horses
run without burdens, so that they may be fresh and
strong, whenever they shall be needed for running the
buffalo.

Side by side, at the head of the column, walk eight
men who carry the buffalo staves. These are slender
spruce poles, like a short lodge-pole, wrapped with blue
and red cloth, and elaborately ornamented with bead
work, and with the feathers of hawks and of the war
eagle. These sticks are carried by men selected by the
chiefs and doctors in private council, and are religiously
guarded. Upon the care of these emblems, and the
respect paid to them, depends, in a great measure, the
success of the hunt. While borne before the moving
column, no one is permitted to cross the line of march in
front of them.

Close behind the staff bearers follow a number of the
principal men of the tribe; the head chief, old Pi'ta Le-
shar, and a dozen or fifteen sub-chiefs or head men, all

mounted on superb horses. Behind them comes the
camp at large, a fantastically mingled multitude, march-
ing without any appearance of order. Here most of the
individuals are women, young girls and children, for the
men who accompany the camp usually march singly, or
by twos and threes, a little apart from the mob. Most of
those rich enough in horses to be able to ride at all times,
are scattered over the prairie for miles in every direction,
picking up the small bands of buffalo, which have been
passed by the scouts as not large enough to call for a gen-
eral surround. The hunters are careful, however, not to
followT too close upon the advance line, whose movements
they can readily observe upon the bare bluffs far ahead
of them.
At the time of which I am writing the Pawnees had no

wagons, all their possessions being transported on pack
horses. The Indian pack pony is apt to be old and sedate,
requiring no special guidance nor control. A strip of
rawhide, knotted about the lower jaw, serves as a bridle,
and is either tied up to the saddle or held in the rider's
hand. In packing the animals a bundle of lodge-poles is

tied on either side of the saddle, one end projecting for-
ward toward the horse's head, the other dragging on the
ground behind. This is the travois. Cross poles are
often tied between these two dragging bundles, and on
these are carried packages of meat and robes. Often,
too, on a robe stretched between them, a sick or wounded
Indian, unable to ride, is transported. The lodge-poles
having been fastened to the saddle, the lodge is folded
up and placed on it between them, and blankets, robes,
and other articles are piled on top of this until the old
horse has on its back what appears to be about as much
as it can carry. The pack is then lashed firmly in posi-
tion, and pots, buckets and other utensils are tied about
wherever there is room.
On top of the load so arranged one or two women, or

three or four children, clamber and settle themselves
comfortably there, and the old horse is turned loose.

Each rider carries in her hand a whip, with which she
strikes the horse at every step, not cruelly at all, but just
from force of habit. If the pack is low, so that her feet

reach down to the animal's sides, she keeps up also a con-
stant drumming on bis ribs with her heels. The old
horse pays not the slightest attention to any of these
demonstrations of impatience, but plods steadily along at

a quiet walk, his eyes half closed and his ears nodding at
each step. If the riders are women, each one holds a
child or two in her arms, or on her back, or perhaps the
baby board is hung over the end of a lodge-pole, and
swings free. If the living load consists of children, they
have in their arms a lot of puppies; for puppies occupy
with relation to the small Indian girls the place which
dolls hold among the white children. Many of the pack
animals are mares with young colts, and these last, in-

stead of following quietly at their mothers' heels, range

here and there, sometimes before and sometimes behind
their dams. They are thus constantly getting lost in the
crowd, and then they charge backward and forward
in wild affright, neighing shrilly, until they have again
found their place in the line of march. Many of the
yearling colts have very small and light packs tied on
then backs, while the two-year-olds are often ridden by
the tiniest of the Indian boys, who are now giving them
their first lesson in weight-carrying. Loose horses of all
ages roam about at will, and their continual cries mingle
with the barking of dogs, the calling of women and the
yells of boys, and make an unceasing noise.
The boys are boiling over with animal spirits, and

like their civilized brothers of the same age, are con-
tinually running about, chasing each other, wrestling,
shooting arrows and playing games, of which the fam-
iliar stick game seems the favorite.
Whenever the column draws near any cover, which

may shelter game, such as a few bushes 'in a ravine, or
the fringe of low willows along some little watercourse,
the younger men and boys scatter out and surround it.

They beat it in the most thorough manner, and any
game which it contains is driven out on the prairie, sur-
rounded and killed. The appearance even of a jackass
rabbit throws the boys into a fever of excitement, and
causes them to shriek and yell as if in a frenzy.
All the morning I rode with the Indians, either at the

head of the column, chatting as best I could with Pi'ta
Le-shar and other chiefs, or falling back and riding
among the women and children, whom I never tired of
watching. Frequently during the day I saw at a dis-
tance, on the prairie, small bunches 'of buffalo in full
flight, hotly pursued by dark-skinned riders, and occa-
sionally two or three men would ride up to the marching
columns with heavy loads of freshly-killed meat. The
quick-heaving, wet flanks of the ponies told a story of
sharp, rapid chases, and their tossing heads and eayer,
excited looks showed how much interest they took in the
hunt.
The report of firearms was seldom heard. Most of the

Indians himted with the primitive weapon of their fore-
fathers— the bow and a.riow. For buffalo running an
arrow is nearly as effective as lead. The power of the
bow in expert hands is tremendous. Riding within half a
dozen yards of the victim's side, the practiced bowman
will drive the dart so far through the body of the buffalo
that its shaft may project a foot or more from the oppo-
site side—sometimes, indeed, may pass quite through.
Besides, the bow can be used very rapidly and accurately.
I have seen an Indian take a sheaf of six arrow.-s in his
hand, and discharge them at a mark more rapid lv and
with more certainty of hitting his target than I ejtild
lire the six barrels of a revolver.

m.
It was nearly noon, and I was riding along at the head

of the column. I had but one horse, and did not care to
wear him out by chasing around over the prairie, pre-
ferring to save him for some great effort. We were
traveling along a smooth divide" between two sets of
ravines, which ran off, one to the east and the other to
the west. Pita Le-shar had just informed me by signs
that we should make camp about two miles further on,
by a stream whose course we could trace from where we
then were. Suddenly, without the slightest warning;
the huge dark bodies of half a dozen buffalo sprang into
view, rising out of a ravine on our left not a hundred
yards distant. When they saw the multitude before
them, they stopped and stared at us.

They were too close for me to resist the temptation to
pursue. As I lifted the reins from my pony's neck and
bent forward, the little animal sprang into a sharp gallop
toward the game, and as he did so I saw half a dozen
Indians shoot out from the column and follow me. The
buffalo wheeled, and in an instant were out of sight, but
when I reached the edge of the bank down which they
had plunged, I could see through the cloud of dust, which
they left behind them, their uncouth forms dashing down
the ravine. My nimble pony, as eager for the race as his

rider, hurled himself down the deep pitch, and sped along
the narrow broken bed of the gully. I could feel that
sometimes he would lengthen his stride to leap wide
ditches, wiiere the water from some side ravine had cut
away the ground, but I never knew of these until they
were passed. My eyes were fixed on the fleeing herd;
my ears were intent on the pursuing horsemen. Close
behind me I could hear the quick pounding of many
hoofs, and could feel that one of the horses, nearer than
the rest, was steadily drawing up to me—but I was gain-
ing on the buffalo. Already the confused rumble of their

hoof-beats almost drowned those of the horses behind me,
and the air was full of the dust and small pebbles thrown
up by their hurrying feet. But they were still ahead of

me, and the gulch was so narrow that I could not shoot.

The leading horseman drew nearer and nearer, and was
now almost at my side. I could see the lean head and
long, slim neck of his pony under my right arm, and
could hear the rider speak to his horse and urge him f or-

ward in the race. My horse did his best, but the other
had the most speed. He shot by me, and a moment later

was alongside the last buffalo.

As he passed me the young Indian made a laughing
gesture of triumph, slipped an arrow on his bowstring,
and drew it to its head; but just as he was about to let it

fly, his horse, which was but a colt, took fright at the
huge animal which it had overtaken, and shied violently

to the right, almost unseating its rider. At the same
moment the buffalo swerved a little to the left, and thus
lost a few feet. Truly, the race is not always to the
swift. As I passed the Indian, I could not restrain a little

whoop of satisfaction, and then swinging my rifle around,
I fired. The buffalo fell in its stride, tossing up a mighty
cloud of the soft yellow earth, and my pony ran by him
fifty yards before he could be checked. Then I turned
and rode back to look at the game. The other Indians
had passed me like a whirlwind, and, close at the heels

of the herd, had swept around a point of bluff and out of
sight. Only my rival remained, and he was excitedly
arguing with his horse. The logic of a whip -handle, ap-
plied with vigor about the creature's ears, convinced it

that it must approach the dead buffalo; and then the
rider dismounting, and passing his lariat about the ani-

mal's horns, drew the pony's head to within a few feet of

the terrifying mass, and fastened the rope. When he had
accomplished this, he grinned pleasantly at me, and I

responded in kind, and in dumb show transferred to him
all my right and title in the dead buffalo. At this he
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smiled still more cheerfully, and set to work "butcher-

'

ifijA animal was a superb specimen, just entering his

prime, and was fat, round and sleek. His horns were

symmetrically curved and beautifully polished. Not a

scratch marred their shining surfaces, nor a splinter was

frayed from their sharp points. The sweeping black

beard was long and full, and the thick curls upon his

hump and massive shoulders were soft and deep, while

the short hah- of his sides and hips was smooth as the coat

of a horse. His size was enormous. It seemed that he

would have turned the scale at quite two thousand

pounds. Certainly his weight exceeded that of both the

fifteen-hand ponies that stood beside him.

A few moments later, I was again m the saddle, and

riding on along the course taken by the remaining buffalo,

for I was anxious to see what had become of them. On
roundiug the point of the bluff, where I had last seen

them, my curiosity was satisfied. The valley here wid-

ened 'out until it was perhaps sixty yards across, and on

either side rose vertical bluffs of yellow chalk to a height

of forty feet. Scattered about over the little plain, lay

half a dozen buffalo, over each of which bent one or two

Indians busily plying the knife. At the foot of the bluff

atone side of the valley stood four or five others, looking

at a cow, perched on a narrow shelf ten feet below the

top. I shall never understand how that animal readied

the'position it occupied. There was evidently no way of

getting to it except by jumping up from below, which

was obviously impossible—or down from above, which

seemed out of the question. The shelf was so short that

the animal could move neither backward nor forward,

and was just wide enough for it to stand on. As I rode

up and 'joined the little group above it, the head and

shoulders of a middle-aged Indian appeared over the top

of the bluff, above the cow. He lay down flat on his

breast, and holding in both hands an old-fashioned muz-

zle-loading pistol, attempted to shoot the cow from above,

but his old arm would not go off. He snapped it half a

dozen times, and then, discouraged, called out something

to us below. One of the boys turned to me, and said

very slowly and distinctly, "He say, you shoot." I

therefore dismounted, and fired at the cow, which re-

sponded by shaking her head angrily, and whisking her

short tail. Another call came from the old fellow on top

of the bluff, and the young man said to me, "He say, you

hit her: right spot." A moment later, the cow bent for-

ward and fell on her knees, and the Indian above dropped

down on her back.
'

Turning my horse's head in the direction from which I

had come, I rode up through a side ravine on to the high

prairie. A mile away I could see the column of march-

ing Indians, plodding along at their old slow pace. Here
and. there, over the rolling hills, dark forms were visible,

some of them in rapid motion, others apparently station-

ary. Often it was impossible to determine whether these

fi>ures were horsemen or buffalo, but sometimes, far

away, I could see a mimic chase in which pursuer and
pursued appeared no larger than ants.

As I came up with the Indians, they were just descend-

ing into the stream bottom, where camp was to be made.
The small boys had, as usual, dispersed themselves over

the valley and among the underbrush. Many of the

squaws, leaving the ponies and packs to their sister-wives

or children, were hurrying up or down the stream to

gather wood. Already the leading ponies were being re-

lieved of their loads. Suddenly, from the mouth of a

little ravine coming down into the stream bottom, rose a

chorus of shrill yelps and shrieks from childish throats,

and a gang of wild turkeys were seen, running rapidly

through the high grass toward the hills. A moment
later, with a loud quit-ginl of alarm, they took wing,

but not before several of their number had fallen before

the missiles of the boys. Most of them went up or down
the creek, but one inexperienced bird took its course

directly over our heads.

Those who have seen the Indian only ©n dress parade,

talk of his stolidity, impassiveness, and his marvelous
control over his countenance and his emotions. This de-

meanor he can and does assume, and when he is with
white men. or among strangers, he is usually ail that he
has been pictured; but take him by himself, and he ex-

presses his feelings with as little restraint as a child. So
it was now. No grave chief, no battle-scarred warrior,

nor mighty worker of ti-war' -uks-ti (magic) was too

dignified to express his interest at the appearance of this

great bird sailing laboriously along, thirty or forty feet

above him. It was as if the turkey had flown over a

great company of schoolboys, and the utter abandonment
of the excited multitude, the entire absence of restraint,

the perfect naturalness of the expression of feeling, had
in them something very delightful and infectious. Every
Indian, who held in his hand anything that was light

enough to throw, hurled it at the bird, and a crowd of

whips, sticks, hatchets, fleshers, and arrows, rose to

meet it as it passed along. One missile knocked from its

tail a few long feathers, which drifted slowly down on
the heads of the people. It kept on, but before it had
passed beyond the long line of Indians extending back
over the plain, its strength became exhausted, it came to

the ground, and was at once dispatched by those nearest

to it.

Almost before the turkey's fate had been decided,

many of the lodges had been pitched, and now the slender

gray columns from a hundred camp-fires began to climb
up through the still air toward the blue above. The
women were hard at work cooking, or spreading out
freshly killed robes, or putting up drying scaffolds, while
the men lounged in the shade and smoked or chatted.

Our wagon was halted at one side of the camp, and the

tired horses and mules were stripped of saddles and har-

ness, and picketed near at hand. The Indian pack ponies

were collected and driven off on the upland in charge of

several boys.
rv.

We had invitations to eat meat at several lodges that

day. Usually we did not accept these freely proffered

hospitalities, because we had no means of returning them,
but one of these invitations came from a particular

friend, and to-day we broke through our rule. We
feasted on roast ribs, ku'uns, and dried meat, and really

had a dehghtful time. It was about three o'clock when
we finished the meal, and we were lounging about the
lodge, smoking and chatting, in lazy after-dinner fashion,

when we were startled by a series of yells and shouts,

among which I distinguished the words "Cha-ra-rat tva-

ta'—The Sioux are coming." Our Indian companions

snatched tip their arms, and rushed out of the lodge, and
we were not slow in following. l 'Suks-e-kitta-irit iris-

kuts—Get on your horses quick," shouted our host. The
camp was in a state of wild excitement. Naked men
were running to their horses, and jerking their lariats

from the picket pins, sprang on their backs and rode
hard for the bills; while women and boys rushed about,

oatching horses, and bringing them in among the lodges,

where they were securely fastened. Less than a mile
away , we saw the horse herd dashing along at top speed,

and a little to one side of it a horseman riding in circles,

and waving his blanket before him. It was evident that

the Sioux were trying to run off the herd. We ran as

hard as we could to the wagon, caught up rifles and cart-

ridge belts, and buckling on the latter as we ran, kept on

to the horses. There was no time to saddle up. We
looped the ropes around then' jaws, sprang on their naked
backs, and were off. As we rode up on the prairie, the

herd of ponies thundered by, and swept down the bluffs

to the camp. The rolling expanse before us was dotted

with Indians, each one urging forward his horse to its

speed. Many of them were already a long way in ad-

vance, and were passing over the furthest high bluff,

which seemed to rise up and meet the sky. Hard as we
might push our ponies, there was little hope that we
would be in time to have any hand in the encounter—if
one took place—between the Pawnees and their here-

ditary foes.

We kept on until we reached the crest of the high bluff.

From here we could see far off over the plain, dozens of

black dots strung out after one another. Nearer at hand,

other Indians, whose steeds, like ours, had proved too

slow for the swift pursuit, were riding back toward us,

showing in their faces the disappointment which they

felt at being left behind. With these we turned about,

and rode toward the camp. Among them was one of the

herd boys, for the moment a hero, who had to repeat his

story again and again. He had been sitting on top of a
hill, not far from the horses, when he discovered several

Sioux stealing toward them through a ravine. Signaling

his comrades, they succeeded in getting the herd in

motion before the robbers had approached very close to

them. Eight of the slowest horses had dropped behind
during the flight, and had no doubt fallen into the hands
of the enemy.
One by one, the Indians came straggling back to camp

during the afternoon and evening, but it was not until

late that night that the main body of the pursuers came
in. They had ten extra horses, two of which they had
taken in turn from the Sioux. They had no scalps, how-
ever, for they had been unable to overtake the enemy.
Long we sat that night tby the fire in Pita Le-shar's

lodge, talking over the exciting events of the afternoon;

and as we rose to go to our wagons, and said good-night,

the old man, who had been silently gazing into the coals

for some time, looked up at me and smiled, saying,

Wa-ti-hes ti-kot-it ti-ra-hah—To-morrow we will kill

buffalo."
v.

When we turned out of our blankets the next morning,
a heavy mist hung over the prairie. This was unfortu-

nate, for so long as the fog lasted it would be impossible

for the scouts to see far enough to discover the buffalo.

The first few hours of the march were uneventful. Once
or twice the huge bodies of a small band of buffalo

loomed up through the white mist about us, their size and
shape greatly exaggerated and distorted by its deceptive

effect. As the sun climbed toward the zenith, the air

grew brighter, and by mid-day the fog had risen from
the ground, and though still clinging in white cottony
wreaths about the tops of the higher bluffs near us, we
now could see for quite a long distance over the prairie.

A little latter the sun burst forth, and the sky became
clear. Soon after noon we went into camp.
We had just begun our dinner, when arunner was seen

coming at full gallop down the bluff. It was one of the

scouts. He dashed through the village, and did not check
his pony's speed until he had reached old Pi'ta Le-shar's

lodge. Here he stopped, and bending from his horse

spoke a few words very earnestly, gesticulating and point-

ing back over the prairie in the direction whence he had
come. As he rode on and past us, he called out, " Te eo'

di tut-tu-ta-rik ti-ra-hah—I saw many buffalo," and we
shouted back to him, " Tu-ra-heh—It is good."

At once the women began to take down the lodges and
pack the ponies. Buffalo had been discovered about fif-

teen miles to the southwest, and orders had been issued

to remove the village to the creek on which they were
feeding, while the men should go on at once and make
the surround. Our teamster, to whom the Indians

had already, from his occupation, given the name "Jack-

ass Chief," was directed to move with the camp; and
leaving everything save guns and ammunition belts in

the wragons, we joined the crowd of men who were riding

out of the village.

The scene that we now beheld was such as might have
been witnessed here a hundred years ago. it is one that

can never be seen again. Here were eight hundred war-
riors, stark naked, and mounted on naked animals. A
strip of rawhide, or a lariat, knotted about the lower jaw,

was all their horses' furniture. Among ail these men
there was not a gun nor pistol, nor any indication that

they had ever met with the white men. For the moment
they had put aside whatever they had learned of civiliza-

tion. Then bows and arrows they held in their hands.

Armed with these ancestral weapons, they had become
once more the simple children of the plains, about to slay

the wild cattle that Ti-ra'-iva had given them for food.

Here was barbarism pure and simple. Here was nature.

A brief halt was made on the upper prairie, until all

the riders had come up, and then, at a moderate gallop,

we set off. A few yards in advance rode the twenty-

four soldiers, at first curbing in their spirited little steeds,

till the horses' chins almost touched their chests, and
occasionally, by a simple motion of the hand, waving
back some impetuous boy, who pressed too close upon
them. Many of the Indians led a spare horse, still riding

the one that had carried them through the day. Often

two men would be seen mounted on the same animal,

the one behind having the lariats of two led horses

wound about his arm. Here and there a man, with his

arm over the horse's neck, would run along on foot by

and rose and fell with it in the rhythmic swing of its

stride. The plain was peopled with Centaurs, Out over
each horse's croup floated the long black hair of his rider,

spread out on the wdngs of the breeze. Gradually the
slow gallop became a fast one. The flanks of the horses

showed here and there patches of wet, which glistened

in the slanting rays of the westering sun. Eight, ten, a
dozen miles had been left behind us, and we were ap-
proaching the top of a high bluff, when the signal was
given to halt. In a moment every man was off his horse,

but not a pony of them all showed any sign of distress,

nor gave any evidence of the work he had done, except
by his wet flanks and his highly accelerated breathing.
Two or three of the soldiers rode up nearly to the top of

the hill, dismounted and then peered over, and a moment
later, at another signal, all mounted and the swift gallop

began again. Over the ridge we passed, down the smooth
slope, and across a wide level plain, where the prairie

dogs and the owls and the rattlesnakes had their home.
Through the dog town we hurried on thundering hoofs,

no doubt amazing the dogs, and perhaps even arousing
some slight interest in the sluggish, stupid snakes. Bad
places these to ride through at such a pace, for a little

carelessness on your horse's part might cost him a broken
leg and you an ugly tumble. But no one took much
thought of dog town or horse or possible accident, for the
minds of all were upon the next high ridge, behind
which we felt sure that the buffalo would be found.
And so it proved. Just before reaching it we were

again halted. Two of the soldiers reconnoitered. and
then signaled that the buffalo were in sight. The tired

horses were now turned loose and the extra ones
mounted. As we rode slowly up over the ridge, we saw
spread out before us a wide valley black with buffalo.

Two miles away, on the other side, rose steep ragged
bluffs, up which the clumsy buffalo would make but
slow progress, while* the ponies could run there nearly as

fast as on level ground. It was the very place that would
have been chosen for a surround.

At least a thousand buffalo were lying down in the

midst of this amphitheater. Here and there, away from
the main herd on the lower hills, were old bulls, singly

and in twos and threes, some of them quietly chewing
the cud, others sullenly pawing up the dust, or grinding

their battered horns into the yellow dirt of the hillsides.

Not the slightest notice was taken of us as we rode down
the slope at a pace that was almost a run, but still held

in check by the soldiers. The orders for the charge had
not yet been given. Our line was now much more ex-

tended than it had been ; each man pressing as far for-

ward as he dared, and those on either flank being so far

ahead of the center that they were almost on a line with
the soldiers. We had covered perhaps half the distance

between the hilltop and the buffalo, when some of the

outlying bulls seemed to observe us, and after looking

for a moment or two, these started in rapid flight. This

attracted the attention of the herd, and when we were
yet half a mile from them, they took the alarm. At once

all were on their feet. For a moment they gazed be-

wildered at the dark line that was sweeping toward them,
and then down went every huge head and up flew every

little tail, and the herd was off in a headlong stampede
for the opposite hills. As they sprang to their feet, the

oldest man of the soldiers, who was riding in the center

of the line, turned back toward us and - uttered a shrill

Loo'-ali! It was the word we had waited for.

Like an arrow from a bow each horse darted forward.

Now all restraint was removed, and each man might do
his best. What had been only a wild gallop became a

mad race. Each rider hoped to be the first to reach the

top of the opposite ridge, and to turn the buffalo back
into the valley, so that the surround might be completely

successful. How swift those little ponies were, and how
admirably the Indians managed to get out of them all

their speed! I had not gone much more than half way
across the valley when I saw the leading Indians pass

the head of the herd, and begin to turn the buffalo. This

was the first object of the chase, for in a stampede the

cows and young are always in the lead, the bulls bringing

up the rear. This position is not taken from chivalric

motives on the part of the males, but simply because

they cannot run so fast as then- wives and children.

Bulls are never killed when cows and heifers can be

had.

Back came the herd, and I soon found myself in the

midst of a throng of buffalo, horses and Indians. There

was no yelling nor shouting on the part of the men, but

their stern set faces, and the fierce gleam of their eyes,

told of the fires of excitement that were burning within

them. Three or four times my rifle spoke out, and to

some purpose; and one shot, placed too far back, drew on
me a quick, savage charge from a vicious young cow.

My pony, while a good cattle horse, was new at buffalo

running, and his deliberation in the matter of dodging

caused me an anxious second or two, as I saw the cow's

head sweep close to his flank. It was far more interest-

ing to watch the scene than to take part in it, and I soon

rode to a little knoll from which I could overlook the

whole plain. Many brown bodies lay stretched upon the

ground, and many more were dashing here and there,

closely attended by reluctant pursuers. It was sad to see

so much death, but the people must have food, and none

of this meat would be wasted.

Before I turned my horse's head toward the camp,
the broad disc of the setting sun had rested on the

tops of the western bluffs, and tipped their crests with

fire. His horizontal beams lit up with a. picturesque red-

ness the dusky forms which moved about over the valley.

Up the ravines and over the hills were stringing long

lines of squaws, leading patient ponies, whose backs were
piled high with dark, dripping meat, and with soft,

shaggy skins. Late into the night the work continued

and the loads kept coming into the camp. About the

flickering fires in and before the lodges there was feast-

ing an merriment. Marrow bones were tossed among the

red embers, calf's head was baked in the hot earth, fat

ka'-icis boiled, and boudins eaten raw. With laughter

and singing and story telling and dance the night wore
away.
Over the plain where the buffalo had fallen, the gray

wolf was prowling, and, with the coyote, the fox and the

badger, tore at the bones of the slain. When day came,

the side of the animal which was to serve him in the the golden eagle and the buzzard perched upon the naked

charge red skeletons, and took their toll. And far away to the

As we proceeded, the pace became gradually a little southward, a few frightened buffalo, some of which had

more rapid. The horses went along easily and without arrows sticking in their sore sides, were cropping the

effort. Each naked Indian seemed a part of big steed, 1 short grass of the prairie.
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OUT-OF-DOOR PAPERS.
I.—IN A GARDEN.

LIFE first began, the record tells us, in a garden, and
ever since, gardens have had a charm for humans.

A town garden is an especial delight, affording rest in
the midst of restlessness, and being the fairest resort in
all the world for birds. My Lord St. Albans setteth out
the. requirements of a garden in what shape it seemeth to
Mm most pleasurable, and he fails not to instruct us that
it should be some green, some heath, and some devoted
to both flowers and fruits. Such an one is surely most
pleasing to the birds, which being small themselves,
usually enjoy the world in parvo, and like not to seek
far for their variety. If now there be provided for them
iii the space of a quarter acre, both trees and shrubs, in
due proportion with flowers and waste ground, the owner
may become a White of Selborne, if he only will, and
write an edifying book on what he sees from his window.

First, if it is an ideal garden—and all my ideal gardens
are modeled after one which existed so long since Queen
Anne's day, that I can remember it distinctly—there
must be berry-yielding shrubbery and small fruits, apple
and plum trees, not too trim to afford a supply of worms
and insects, strawberries for the robins, flowers for the
humming birds, shade trees for nesting, viburnum bushes
and mountain ashes to furnish food for the winter
comers, and in one corner a sheaf of weeds for the
finches to revel in.

If such a garden lacks regularity and spruceness, are
these matters of importance, when every year the robin
turns mason there, and plasters an adobe hut in the
crotch of the maple tree; when later on the pewee sad-
dles her shallow nest on some convenient limb in the
leafy hermitage of the upper branches, and the yellow
warbler, in building her domicile, samples all the cot-
tony materials within reach—fern silk, urilkweed down,
thistle down, cotton grass threads, the wool of willow
catkins, even to robbing the cotton clothesline of all the
lint she can pull off; while, best of all, the dear old
"chippy" comes back year after year to build in the bush
honeysuckle a nest woven of roots and horsehair, as neat
and clean as herself; the bright-eyed, contented little

housekeeper that she is. No comer is as welcome as the
"chippy," who knows us all, and trusts us wholly.
Of course, every spring there is the usual battle con-

cerning the ownership of the martin house over the way,
in which the purple martins send the English sparrows
packing with little ceremony, and verify the maxim that
possession is nine points in the law. Then follows much
twittering and talking over of plans on the part of the
victorious pair, who never fall out with each other,
although either would defy the world in arms

—

"The bravest are the tentferest.

The loving are the daring."

And now the female flies back and forth, gathering
stra%vs for her nest. The strawberry bed, from which the
covering has now been removed, presents excellent "ter-
minal facilities," which she is not slow in perceiving.
Whether it is an individual peculiarity or a feature in
the domestic economy of the species is not for us to deter-
mine, but here at least the lady chooses her own straws,
and flies with them—two or three in a fagot held firmly
in her tiny bill—to her house, her spouse accompanying
her, himself unladen, but gallantly offering praise,
encouragement and protection. Considering the excel-
lent name which this couple bears, it is at least charita-
ble to suppose that the arrangement is mutually agree-
able, and that the lady prefers to see to the management
of her own affairs.

On their first arrival the cherry or cedar buds are wel-
come, their trim figures and tailor-made clothes attract-
ing attention. Their voices, which are politely soft and
monotonous, and their limp way of sitting around doing-
nothing, would seem to indicate that they had been
•'fitted" to shine in bird society. Perhaps they do; but,
like many other brainless society lights, they soon wear
out their welcome, develop gourmandizing tendencies and
shameless impudence in helping themselves to what they
want. In cherry time they are insufferable, not only
stealing from you, but adding insult to injury by raising
their voices to inform you that you can't help yourself.
Earlier in the season they do eat canker worms, and in
the spring they have a pretty way of feeding each other
to any particular choice morsel. Even the bitter moun-
tain-ash becomes a pledge of affection; nor is this pretty
custom confined to mates alone, for Nuttall tells us that
an eye-witness assured him that "he has seen one, among
a row of these birds seated upon a branch, dart after an
insect, and offer it when caught to bis associate, who
very disinterestedly passed it to the next; and each de-
clining the offer the morsel has proceeded backward and
forward before it was appropriated."
In the spring the juncos, or blue-backed snowbirds,

come in flocks, and are abundant for many days, flitting

about in the shrubbery, conspicuous by their parti-colored
tails, and their grasshopper-like w^ay of rising only when
forced to do so, and after a denii-fltght dropping to the
ground near at hand. At this time of the year they are
unusually busy, examining the frost-bleached patches of
chickweed, rustling through the dead pea vines and
shaking the dry stalks of the annuals in the flower gar-
den as they search for seeds. It is their Lenten season;
but although the fare must be scanty, they accept it with
pleasant chirrups and an attempt at"song. No bird seems
to enjoy a bath more, and even in chilly March mornings
they will dip and splash in any open pool, apparently
quite careless of taking cold or getting the rheumatism.
The robins are there at all times. How they degener-

ate as the year rolls on, at least in our estimation. From
the glorious scarlet-breasted creature who sits high up
among the bare limbs in March and April, and pours out
rich full-throated music, to the midsummer poacher of
our choicest berries, with a faded cinnamon waistcoat
and an unmelodious voice, not inaptly called a "yaup,"
•what a decline! Then, when the nests blossom with
golden mouths, what a quadrupling and quintupling of
this inharmonious aubacle, which, whether you rise with
the lark or not, makes you, perforce, wake with the
robin. And later the trials you have to undergo with
these same spotted-breasted changelings that make haste
to tumble out of the nest before they can fly, get horse-

hairs down their throats and strings around their legs,
or sit yellow-mouthed and sleepy-eyed, happy in their
ignorance, in the most dangerous places, to whom you
have to be a beneficent Providence, rescuing them against
their wills from dangers they are unaware of—the cat,
the dog, the small boy, the "adversary" in all the various
forms under which he preys upon birds.

It would take too long to mention all the pleasant ac-
quaintances one makes in a garden. They are so numer-
ous and so diversified—some, like the people you pass in
the street, whom you know only to nod to; others a lit-

tle better, yet not intimately known; some with whom
you may claim a calling acquaintance; others dear and
familiar friends, whose failure to return would be lamented
and whose presence never becomes wearisome.

Life in a garden is, I suspect, for birds as well as men.
a sort of revival of the Eden experiment—delightful to
the imagination, but with serious drawbacks of a practi-
cal nature. The cares of housekeeping are no less there,
and as the year rolls on, the birds may be seen changed
from enraptured lovers into hard worked providers, and
scheming parents. Parental affection seems sometimes
to supplant all the other virtues; care induces nervous-
ness, and nervousness exhibits itself in a bad tempt r.

from which not even birds are exempt. Nor are the
birds without temptations. My currant bushes become a
tree of knowledge to them, where they learn good and
evil, and become initiated into the arts of dissimulation,
stoutly averring before the tell-tale juice is dried on their
beaks, that they never touched my currants. Ought I
to put such temptations in their way? Or ought I to
drive the birds Out? The latter, fortunately, cannot be
done. They will still rob me, and defy me, and dpniand
the whole for an imaginary tithe of worms, and I shall
allow it this year as heretofore.

Fannie Pearson Hardy.

THE HAWK AND THE SQUIRREL.
DRIVING down the gentle slopes of Sonoma Mountain

yesterday—the mountain is 3,340ft. high—we ob-
served a very large hawk—the largest of the hawks, a
large brown-spotted fellow, perhaps rightly an eagle-
perched on the fence by the roadside. As we approached,
he flew quartering toward us, dove down at the foot of a
rocky hill and arose in the air carrying a full-grown gray
ground squirrel in his talons. This squirrel is nearly the
size of the timber gray squirrel of the East, and looks
very much like it, except t hat i t usually has several light-
colored bars on its sides, and old specimens are of a
lighter earthy gray. It lives in holes in the ground, usu-
ally in dry, rocky places.
The hawk flew* about 50yds., when the squirrel reached

up and bit him on the leg. This squirrel has a very
tough hide, sharp, strong teeth, and is a fighter from
away back. The hawk at once released his talons, but
the squirrel hung on with his teeth quite a little time,
and then dropped to the ground and started for his rocky
home The hawk flew down lOOy ds. further and alighted
on the fence. The squirrel was injured somewhar, but
made very good time back. The hawk waited until he
was within a few yards of home, when he darted for him
again and arose with him. This last flight of the hawk
showed with what wonderful velocity the great bird
could pass through the air. The hawk had flown only
two or three rods when the squirrel bit him again, and he
dropped it. The poor squirrel was now badly used up,
but he did his best to get under cover. The hawk again
perched on the fence. The squirrel had reached within
a few feet of its burrow when the hawk started for him
again. This time he seized the now well nigh helpless
squirrel securely with both feet and sat down on his
tail—the hawk's tail—stretched out his legs to their full-

est extent and stretched his head and neck away back
out of danger, and so held his victim until his struggles
were over, and then he flew up on an old tree to enjoy
his dinner; and the show was over.

This gray ground squirrel is one of the very worst nuis-
ances of the foothills and dry plains, because* of his injury
to the farmer's crops. They have become so destructive
in places that farmers have had to organize and pass
stringent regtdations for their destruction. 1 have been
in places in Alameda county where it was not uncommon
to see a hundred of them in sight at once. They are very
swift of foot and usually run with their great bushy tail

erect. They look very pretty scudding across the smooth
sward. The California pocket gopher, a rat-like rodent
with a large pocket in each cheek, which lives entirely
under ground, on the roots of trees and plants, is often
fearfully destructive on trees and bulbs, and is a great
nuisance. It is ubiquitous everywhere, in hill, mountain
and valley, even in towns and cities. It is a very hard
critter to" dispose of. They often destroy fruit trees
several inches in diameter, and eat up crops of potatoes
and other tubers and bulbs.

We have in these two rodents a good lesson in the
action of species upon other species. They were held in
check, before the State was settled, by the larger hawks,
eagles, coyotes and snakes; the gopher especially by the
gopher snake, a large, active, harmless constrictor
snake, like the bull snake and black snake of the
Eastern States. All of these creatures it was the first

hard work of the early settlers and all the settlers since
to kill at every opportunity, with the result that the
rodents have scarcely a natural enemy left, and nave
nothing to do in life but to grow fat and breed like rats
and mice, and they attend faithfully to business. Coyote
and man, it is true, could not get along very pleasantly
together, but the other enemies of these squirrels should
have been protected.

A long, long time ago, in some unknown region, the
larger hawks, after destroying all their natural food—the
rodents—rather than starve caught and ate a measly
spring chicken; and at once the edict went forth to kill

every large hawk or eagle on sight. I wish that every
one would read the reports of the Ornithologist and Mam-
mologist of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, and
they would not be so fond of destroying hawks and owls.
Of 983 stomachs examined only 57 had fed on poultry,
and this mostly in old settled regions where poultry was
of all things the most plentiful and easiest food obtain-
able. The average man , woman and child will kill snakes
on sight, and I suppose there is little use in any one try-
ing to combat such a silly habit. There seems to be an
uncontrollable antipathy and enmity in mankind to all

snakes, be the majority of them ever so harmless and
useful. Because one small family of snakes, now very

scarce in all the northern part of this continent, have a
dangerous bite, all the snakes must go. Nevertheless,
two or three large healthy gopher snakes to the acre in
this State left undisturbed would prove a grand blessing.
Again the jack rabbit; the self same enemies held him

very carefully in check. Now, his enemies being gone,
he is having things very much his own way in the great
interior valleys. For a time he was "the boss." But by
making great "drives" of a township at a time, the jacks
can be driven into a pen like a flock of sheep, and thous-
ands of them killed at one fell swoop. I think this same
jack rabbit the most ridiculous looking an-i-mule on
earth, as he goes scudding over the plain with his small
head, immense ears, both erect, pressed close together
and pointed forward, and what little tail he has tucked
carefully between his hindlegs. He goes like the wind.
He can outrun the coyote in a fair race, but the little
wolf circumnavigates him and eventually brings him to
grief. But he cannot outrun the eagles and great hawks.

Several letters have come here latelv addressed to
the postmaster, with the request to hand them to "Byrne."
This is unnecessary, for if they are simply addressed
"Byrne" I will get them. Tire sportsmen here are now
having lovely sport after deer and quail. A friend has
just come in from the Red Woods in the north part of
this county, where he and his chum bagged eight fine
deer in three days. He brought me a "hunk" of jerked
venison, which is tender and delicious. The coast or
red wood region of this county and to the north is cer-
I ainly as fine a place for the sportsman's autumn outing
with gun, rifle or line, as can be found on this earth.
Deer, bear, grouse, quail, squirrels and rabbits are more
than plenty; gamy mountain trout are in all the moun-
tain streams, and the climate is so perfect that one is at
home wherever his blankets are, with no storms or rain
to seek shelter from. I will be pleased to give sportsmen
any desired information about this or any other part of
the State. Byrne.
Pf.taluma, California.

RHINOCEROS HORNBiLL.
V HIGHLY interesting and remarkable case of birds

has recently been put on exhibition in the National
Museum at Washington. The group represents a breed-
ing pair of Bornean rhinoceros hornbills (Buceros rhinoc-
eroides), and shows in addition to the birds themselves a
section of a large tree, in a cavity of which the female
has her nest. The female is on lier nest, with only the
tips of her bill exposed to view, having been plastered in
by the male, according to the universal and altogether,
peculiar habit of members of this family of birds. The
male is perched upon a branch slightly above the kvel
of the entrance to the nest and is in the attitude of reach-
ing down to the female with a fruit in his beak with
which to feed her. The accessories to the birds are made
in papier mache in very exact imitation of a forest tree
trunk with vines and foliage; and the group is upon the
whole a very striking and interesting one. The species
represented is with one exception perhaps the largest and
most conspicuous of the family. The specimens were
collected by the taxidermist, Mr. Chas. F. Adams, of
Champaign, Illinois, who designed and prepared the
group, and who on account of his familiarity with their
native haunts is especially well qualified to transfer from
the wilderness to the museum one of the most remark-
able scenes in the domestic affair* of wild nature known
upon the earth. As stated above this remarkable habit
is entirely peculiar to the hornbills. The reason for it is
not certainly known; soine observers state that the plas-
tering is done by the male, others maintain that the
female incarcerates herself. If the male does it, his
object is doubtless to prevent the female from leaving
her nest before the eggs are hatched. If the female does
it, it is probable that protection from enemies is her ob-
ject. The female is fed by her mate during her incarcer-
ation, and should anything happen to him during her
imprisonment her life would necessarily be sacririe. <i.

A Skunk in the Trail.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Hough's recent account of a family of "Skunks on
Dress Parade" reminds me of a meeting with one of these
loud-breathed varmints I met in the Big Hole Basin,
Montana, last fall. I was riding a sleepy" little cavuse
through a creek bottom in the foothills, when I saw a
skunk in the trail about aOyds. ahead. I supposed the
cayuse saw him too and paid no attention to him. It
seems, however, that lie had not, for when we came
within about 4ft. of the skunk, he suddenly realized that
we were there, got his back up like an indignant Maria
cat, whisked his big bushy tail up over spine and the
cayuse made one of the allfiredest jumps that ever a
scared horse made, I reckon. He went about 20ft.
square sideways, and when ho did strike the earth he
drove my spine clear up into my hat. Fortunately I was
prepared for some little disturbance and had a good seat,
so he didn't get out from under me, but after that when
I saw a skunk ahead of me I always rode round through
the next school district that the cavuse might not see
him.—G-. 0. Shields.

Birds of Plume.—According to the Mobile Register,
Emile Scheuermann of that city has since June 1 shipped
10,000 terns and other birds of plume to the New York
markets. They were killed on Sand and Pettibois islands.
Commenting on the bird plume industry the Southern
Lumberman, of Oct. 1 says: "There is one flourishing
Southern industry that is not at all pleasant to contem-
plate. We allude to the indiscriminate slaughter of birds
for their plumage. But it is the decree of fashion—the
crnelest and most senseless of tyrants, a tyrant that
drives its votaries to some curiously inconsistent acts.
They kneel with devout fervor at the throne of divine
mercy, solicit with charming eloquence funds to educate,
civilize and Christianize the benighted heathen of foreign
lands, carry flowers and gushing sympathy to the cells
of the most infamous and atrocious criminal in the jails,
and offer money inducements for the cold-blooded
slaughter of the few plumage birds that remain on this
continent."

Homing Swallows.—Considerable success has attended
experiments at the Paris Exposition with swallows as sub-
stitutes for homing pigeons. The originator of the idea,
one M. Desbouverie, of Roubaix, sent up two young swal-
lows about two months old from a pavilion on the Espla-
nade, which arrived at their distant aviary in an hour and
a quarter.
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Hawk Migration.—London, Ont., Oct. 2.—On Friday,

Sept. 30, an immense flight of hawks passed south over

Port Sta nley. Elgin county, Ont. The flight continued all

day. Numbers flew quite low while the others circled

round as high as the eye could discern them.—R. G. M.
[Hawks have recently appeared in unusual numbers in

Connecticut; one town has paid out $49.25 hounty on
them at 25 cents per head.]

Recent AuRrwAns at the Philadelphia Zoological Garden.
-Purchased—"Nine hedgc-noRS (Erinaceu.s ewrojpqus), fnTee Rich-
ardsonM spermopliiles (Spermopliiius riehardxuniU one collared
pee< ary (Dieotijles tarquatus), two cuckoos (Cuculus eanorum), one
hoopoe ( Upupa epops), two Siva inson's lorikeets (Trieotjlossus nom;-
mllantlioe), tnree ureat eagle owls (Ifidw ifHiamw), one wood owl
Kj/rrtfMCT aluco). two green lizards (Laexrla viridis), four basilisk
cbama?leons (ChamaHeon hasiliscmh one European glass pnake
(Pseudop us pcdlasii), two common European snakes (TropidanoLvs
\tiatrix), one iEsculapian snake (Coluber cv.sculapli), one four-rayed
snake (Elaphis tjuaterradieittis), six ring-necked snakes (DiadophLs
punctatus), three uog-nostd snakes (Hctcradon platyrhinus), two
wafer snakes (TtopMonottiS sipedon), oue ("yclop's water snake
{Tropidonotus cycilopcum)* one green snake (Cyelophis icstivus), one
Osceola's snake (Osecola dapK'oicLed), one water moccasin (Ancistro-
tdon piscivarus), one coach-whip snake (liascanium HageUiforme),
eijilu common iguanas (Iyumut tithcrcvlata), one royal python
APython regius), three handed rattlesnakes (Orotcdus horridus),
twenty-seven spotted salamanders (Salamander maculosa), eleven
r'spotted salamanders (Dicmuctyltts niiuiatus) and six black sala-
aaandois (Desmuanothus nigrr). Presented—One gray fox (Canis
rirjinnttins), two raccoons (Procyon totnr), two great hlue herons
XArdea nerollias), one night heron [NyotteorttX grise,us ntvviws), one
common hiitern (liolattrvs minor), one turtle dove (Turlur rixorhtx),

four al iiia tor.- (Alligator mUsissippiensis), five musk terrapin
(ArontiH'htiit* ndonitus), one handed rattlesnake (Orotcdus Iwrridus) ,

two pice snakes (I'itophte nulanoletictis). one hog-nosed fnake
(Hctcradon plabyrhinus), iifteen wave-lined lizards (Scc.loporuts un-
dulatus), two chameleons (AnolUs principalis), three Arizona dia-
inond rattlesnakes (Oroialus adamantcus atrox), one water snake
( T> Opidbnbt us sipedon ) and three Gila monsters (JleJodernia suspec-
t\n,n.

'time §<tg nnd %m\>

OPEN SEASONS.
West Virginia.

\ Deer, Sept. 15 to Dec. 15; no hounding season. Quail, Virginia
partridge, Oct. 10 to Dec. 1. Wild turkev, Sept. 15 to Jan. 1.

Untied arouse, pheasant, Oct. 1 to dan. 1. Wildfowl, Oct. I to
I April 1.

Texas.
Belton. Tex., Sept. 23.—Editor Forest and Stream: Referring to

"Guadalupe's" letter in issue of 12th, let me say that, our open
seasons are: Deer, Aug. 1 to Jan. 20 (Act of April 11, 1883. which
was amended April 1, 1889, to exempt 110 counties. Pinnated
grouse, pra'rie chicken, Aug. 1 to March 1 (Act March 15, 1881,
with the 116 counties exempt;. Quail, partridge, Oct. 1 to April ]

. (Act March 25,1887. amended April 4, 1889, to exempt 12B counties').
Wild turkey, Sept. 1 to May 15 (Act amended April 4, 1889, to ex-
empt 133 counties).

A WEEK IN NEBRASKA.
^l^HE russet year brings back the whir of the partridge,
1 the piping of the quail and the chatter of the great
gray squirrel. In this region it would be more in accord-
ance with fact to speak of the flight of the ducks and of
the flushing of chickens. September has come with a
rare combination for the sportsman—ducks, chickens and
snipe. Those who have not the fear of the law before
their eyes add quail to this list. Hot days and cold nights
has been the rule, and this is as the hunter would have it.

The open season commences Sept. 1, but ever since the
first of August chickens have been shot without attempt
at concealment of the fact. As a result shooting wa3 re-

ported very poor when fall opened. Hunters would take
long trips to the northwest or go among the sandhills
south of the Platte and return with empty bags. The
knowing ones shook their heads, laughed in their sleeves
and declared that they would have better luck within
five miles of town.
So it proved. On the afternoon of Sept. 2 a party of

five of us started to investigate on our own account

—

three men, two ladies, who enjoyed the sport as well as
we did, and two dogs, one a young Llewellin which was
broken last season on quail, the other a six months old
pup that owned old Count Rapier as his grand sire.

Scarcely had we got outside the city limits, when a
young bird flew across the road. This was taken as an
indication that we were near a covey, and at the first

stubble field we alighted. The older dog knew instinc-

tively what was wanted of her, and the yard-broken pup
was not slow in showing the result of his breeding. We
had not gone 50yds. from the wagon, when Sid came to
a stand, and we flushed three young birds that dropped
before they were fairly under way. Three coveys were
flushed in that stubble and then we drove on to the next,
keeping up the work until the last ray of daylight was
gone and raising chickens in every field where we
alighted. When we arrived home and the birds were
dressed the veteran of the party proposed that the next
day he and I should make a thirty-mile trip up Wood
River and try the wheat stubble near the Loup. I did
not need a second invitation.

Early Tuesday morning we set out, the faithful Sid
resting in the bottom of the buggy. The day wa3 ex-
tremely hot and not a feather did we see except in the
copses near Wood River, where young quail were abund-
ant. About 5 o'clock we reached our destination, Mc-
Donald's ranch. It was still too hot to look for chickens
but the prospect was inviting. Far away as eye could
see were quarter-sections and half-sections of wheat and
oat stubble, checkered with fields of ripening corn. An
hour passed and then we donned hunting coats and boots;
McDonald brought out his muzzleloader and his red Irish
setter and off we went. Why it is I do not know but
the old sportsmen would not touch a field of oat stubble.
They said that chickens would not go into it when they
could get wheat. At first we had no luck, but as twilight
fell, the birds came from the shelter of the corn to their
feeding grounds. Webster and I took one stubble field

with Sid, McDonald took another with Frank, whom I
despised as a very lazy "purp." But first appearances
were deceitful. We wandered about for fifteen minutes
not getting a shot nor did we hear a sound from our part-
ner. At length a break in the intervening cornfield dis-

closed him, gun poised and that dog Frank standing as
prettily as ever a dog could, and he held his birds there
for full ten minutes until we came up. Then the guns
tracked and kept cracking, for chickens rose in front, to
tight and to left, until our ambition was fully satisfied,

rod in the cool of the evening we went back to a splendid
impper.
The next morning was cold and cloudy. We were up

at gray dawn and out in the stubble, but the chickens

were very wild and but one fell before Webster's gun.
After breakfast we started homeward, intending to hunt
most of the way. The day was so cold that the birds
would not seek the corn. Every field yielded its quota of
game, though the birds were found only in twos and
threes. At high noon we were at an oat stubble, and I

proposed that Webster get out and go across it. He did not
believe in oat stubble, nevertheless he went. I held the
horse and watched the fun. Sid ranged freely for a few
minutes and then—bang ! and a single young bird went
into the bag. He was going over the hill and Sid was
sneaking along as though on a, fresh scent. I lit my pipe
and stood on the seat in time to see two more birds fall.

I longed for a fence-post, a tree, or anything to which I

could tie the fractious steed, but fate was against me, and
there I had to stay while five coveys rose right in front of
my friend's gun.
However, I had my revenge. We were far away from

any road, and decided to push eastward until we struck
one. In going over a hill we saw just ahead an immense
cornfield, and in the middle of it a lagoon. Above a pair
of mallards were circling, and then the appearance of a
hawk caused a large flock of small waterfowl to rise and
fly impatiently from one pond to another. At the dis-

tance we took them for teal, and we cautiously approached
until within a quarter of a mile, then the Colonel drew
on his wading boots and disappeared down the corn rows.
In about ten minutes firing began, and kept up with such
rapidity that I thought a heavy wagon would be needed
for the game. By and by Webster appeared plowing
slowly through the mud, and in his hand were a couple
of little yellowlegs. That was all. The next lagoon gave
us a young widgeon, and then we drove home perfectly
satisfied with the day's work.

I was taking a week's vacation, and so cotdd not afford
to lay aside my gun for a single day. After breakfast
the next morning Ben Marston, a most genial sportsman,
and I, with the afore-mentioned pup, Dude by name, took
a buggy for the county poor farm, nine miles northeast
of town. The country in the immediate vicinity of the
farm promised good shooting for ducks and chickens.
About it are corn and stubble fields, and within a half
mile on either side are "draws," or canyons, and old buf-
falo wallows that, at this season, are full of water. We
put out the horse at the nearest ranch, and after Ben had
finished his business we rambled out on the hills without
a sight of fur or feather. At length a flight of ducks ap-
peared, and though we could not mark them down we
decided to try the lagoons. Before we reached the wafer
two other sportsmen appeared over the hill, and as they
drew nearer we recognized the colonel, my old companion

,

and his chum Johnson. Well we amused ourselves g] loot-

ing at kildeers until dinner time, and then Ben and Web-
ster returned to the ranch through the draw, while John-
son and I took an upland trail. The other pair brought
in a teal and a mallard.

After dinner Johnson and I determined to distinguish
ourselves, so we stole away and went to another draw.
No matter how cautiously we stole along the bank, the
ducks would rise ahead of us, just out of range. At
length we got upon a pair of teal, winged them both and
they dropped into the wrater. What a time we had to
get them. They dove and hid and it took four shots to
kill them. Then we pursued a big mallard that seemed
bound to elude us. Finally as we were about to give up
the sport, Johnson fell flat and pulled me with him. A
tremendous flock of teal were coming toward us. Over-
head and around us they circled and finally dropped in a
buffalo wallow 300yds. away. The grass was light and
short and the ground was damp, but we managed to
flatten ourselves sufficiently to get within 82 steps of
them. (We paced the distance afterward). Then we
arose and they arose; four shots and eight teal. Wew^ent
back to the house and found that Ben and the Colonel
had left, but a shot let us know that they were not far
away. When we reached them Dude was getting his
first lesson in standing quail.

The homeward ride was broken every few minutes by
the sight of ducks, that one by one found a resting place
beneath the buggy seat. At length in a pasture near the
woodside we saw a small lagoon that was perfectly black
with ducks. The buggies were driven by and the horses
tied. Three of us lay in the grass waiting for the ducks
to fly over, while Johnson repeated the crawl act. He
bagged seven ducks as they rose, but the rest of us were,
doomed to disappointment, for the Colonel's hunting-
coat was in the buggy and his white shirt sleeves were a
warning to the flock.

One day more brought the sport of the week to a close,

and it came about in this way : During the duck flight

last spring a couple of boys left town every afternoon
about 6 o'clock. They would return about 10 o'clock
just loaded down with ducks. They went invariably in
one direction, but told very contradictory stories as to
the location of their ground. This fall the old sportsmen
were on the lookout, and finally their resort was dis-

covered. It was a marsh four miles west of Kearney.
There were several small ponds on the forty-acre tract,

the rest of the piece was deep bog covered with tall

rushes and cat-tails that afforded the best of cover. It

was just the spot that the ducks chose for passing the
night when they came in from the lakes and rivers.

I went out early on Saturday morning, but the ducks
had about all left. I saw one flock of mallards and
secured a fine young bird. But here were what I had not
seen before in Nebraska, jack snipe in abundance. And
rare sport I had with them, though among the reeds
scarcely half the birds that fell could be recovered. With
them wrere kfldeer, yellowlegs, avocets and soras. In the
afternoon I returned to the same spot and was surprised

to find five buggies fastened about the field and eight
sportsmen in the marsh. I thought it would be useless

to stay, but still would not go off defeated. I would wait
as long as any one. About six o'clock the first ducks put
in an appearance, but they were frightened away long
before they were within range. It was very cold and
very wet. Just as darkness fell there was a whir- of
wings close by and the guns flashed into the dark mass.
Before we could hunt the slain another flock came down,
and so it went on for an hour, filing almost as fast as we
could load. In the darkness it was impossible to take
aim, and yet we were very successful. Probably a num-
ber of ducks were killed that were never secured, but we
had load enough of mallards, teal, widgeon and a shovel-
ler.

While at McDonald's ranch on Tuesday night I learned

t
hat five years ago the prairie sharp-tailed grouse was

very abundant. The cold weather made the birds very
tame and they refused to be flushed. Since that time
few have been seen.

Quail are abundant. Every park in Kearney, even the
grounds around the school buildings, boasts its covey, and
as firearms cannot be discharged within city limits, the
birds are safe.

There was a time when Nebraska did not seem to me
much of a State for game, but I am more than satisfied

to carry a gun through a thickly settled farming coun-
try and close to a city of 12,000 inhabitants. And from
every sportsman's door the latch, string hangs out to our
Eastern confreres. * Shoshone.
Kearnuiv, Neh„ September.

LIGHT-WEIGHT OR SMALL-BORE GUNS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I want to say a few words in favor of the small-bore
gun. There is an old maxim, "where ignorance is bliss

'tis folly to be wise," which some people stick to as long
as they live. It seems to me that gunners are particu-
larly prone to follow it. I know it is good in its place,
but if we wish to advance we must drop it; also the old
flint lock and Queen's arm. Why not as well the heavy
10 and 12-gauge guns? They are (for the field) entirely
out of place, and in a few more years will be considered
as relics of the past. Can a man convince himself, or
any one else, that he goes out for sport and enjoyment
when he tramps ten or more miles carrying a small can-
non, which uses up 4 or odrs. of powder and 1.} to 2oz. of
shot? What must a bird think that gels through such a
charge, and is not scared to death by the noise? For the
benefit of any brother sportsman who is about to buy a
gun, and does not already "know it all," I will advise
him, by all means (if you are going for sport, and not the
market), to get a 16 or 20-gauge gun. This may be too
light for a heavy man, who could handle a light 12-gauge
better. *

I thought ten years ago that it was fun to lug a 9£lbs.

gun through the brush all day, and have a lame shoulder
for a week after into the bargain; but now I am perfectly
satisfied that a 61bs. gun weighs more at night than it

did when I started in the morning. Ten years ago I lived

in the city of Taunton, Mass. At that time there was
not a gun smaller than 12-bore in the city, as far as I was
able to find out. Now the gun dealer keeps a good as-

sortment of 16-bores, and the number used in proportion
to the larger bores is increasing every day.
A sportsman goes into the woods for pleasure, and if

he shoots, to use his nerve and show his skill. He wants
to act as little fatigued as possible, consequently he
dresses light, reckons close on shells and lunch, and car-

ries the lightest gun that he believes will be effectual.

It is difficult to make a man believe that a small-bore gun
will kill as well and sure as a large one, although he
knows that rifles are small bore, and that a small-bore
rifle is preferable to a large. For proof we have but to

look abroad. Foreign nations are adopting the small-bore
rifle for their armies, while we are content to use a rub-
ber pad to keep our shoulder blade in place and use the
old "back number." If the 16 and 20-gauge are not
powerful enough, how is it that such scores are made
with them? For instance: Miss Oakley, at Gloucester,

N. J., used a 20-gauge with a charge of foz. of shot,

weight of gun S^lbs., and killed 49 out of 50 live birds.

Was it accident ? No. They get there every time. I

have owned a good many guns and of all weights and
gauges, and the most satisfactory gun I ever owned was
a 16-bore 61b. W. & C. Scott gun. Do not think from
this statement that I favor the English guns, for I do not.

I believe that the American-made gun is a better gun to-

day, and base my opinion on a considerable experience.

I have to-day a 16-gauge gun with 24in. barrels, and only
5lbs. in weight, that will make as nice a pattern at 85yds.

as any large bore used for the same purpose, and it kills

every time it is held right. Two of my friends (both
collectors) have Parker guns. One, a light 12-gauge, has
been used from Florida to Maine, and has been shot until

its barrels are as thin as paper at the muzzles. The locks

and breech mechanism are just as good as new. This
gun has been under salt water nearly a week while lost

on a gunning bar. The other, a 16-bore, was made to

order and has been from Newfoundland to Mexico, and
has been shot many thousand times. It is in use to-day,

apparently as good as ever. I do not wish to discrimin-

ate in favor of the Parker, as I believe that any of the
regular §80 grade guns of Parker, Colt, Smith or Lefever
will last any ordinary man a life time. And also that a
Davis gun will give any of them a good battle. Almost
any of these dealers will supply you with a fine, light-

weight gun to suit.

Here in southern New England the small-bore has come
to stay and is gaining rapidly in favor. Every known
advantage but one (heavy charge) is in its favor. Quick
aim, short barrels, light weight, little smoke and not
much recoil, economy, etc. All favor the little gun. It

will fill the bill on every thing but wildfowl. To my
certain knowledge nothing will stop a deer so quick as a
charge of buckshot from a 3mall-bore shotgun. If a man
goes after wildfowl, or guns for the market, he takeB

every chance and wants a big gun with all the load that

he can stand behind. To such I have nothing to say, but
as I remain devoutly thankful to the man who first in-

fluenced me in favor of a light gun, I take it upon my-
self as a sort of missionary work, to try to convince
others that their pleasure afield depends largely on the

weight and size of their gun. No doubt some who read
this will call me a crank, but if they will go out with me
here for a day, they can have one of my heavy guns to

use, and if they can honestly say (toward night) that they
would as soon carry it home, as to exchange for a while
and carry mine, then they can have it and welcome.

COHAXNICT.

Quail in South Carolina.—A correspondent highly
recommends Rocky Hill, South Carolina, as a stamping
ground for quail shooters. One person who spent sixty

days there bagged in that time 495 quail, with a good
score of woodcock, snipe and rabbits in addition. Howell
Cobb, of the Carolina Hotel, controls 12.000 acres of

shooting ground for his guests. Snipe and duck shoot-

ing may be found in the vicinity.

Oil Hints and Helps for .Sportsmen. A book of 340 pages.
Send for table of contents. Price $1.50, postpaid, from tliis office.
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THE HUNTING RIFLE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
To one who has kept track to some extent of the pro-

gress that has been made in tlie construction of military
rifles it seems strange that the ideas most approved in
military circles regarding what constitutes an efficient

weapon have not yet been adopted in the construction of
sporting rifles. For example, several of the leading
European powers have adopted rifles with calibers rang-
ing from ,30 to .32, and having a strong twist, instead of
those of larger caliber and less twist: and for ammunition
they have adopted long shells loaded with plenty of
powder, and very long conical-pointed, steel or copper-
jacketed bullets. The advantages claimed for the new
guns over those of the older models are: (1) The recoil is

less with small than with large calibers even when the
same amount of powder is used in both instances. (2)

By jacketing the bullet with steel or copper the barrel
can have the twist considerably increased without strip-

ping the bullet, and the increased twist will give a very
long bullet steadiness in the air. (3) A long bullet will
have greater penetration than a shorter one, and by using
heavy charges of powder it may be given a high rate of
speed, higher than would be possible with a larger caliber
owing to the severity of the recoil. (4) Such a ball mov-
ing at a high speed will have not only a longer range but
a flatter trajectory than those of the ordinary rifle, and
(5) the gun itself and ammunition are not so heavy to
carry.
Another thing that military authorities have almost

unanimously condemned is the under-barrel magazine of
the repeating rifle, which is the most commonly used of
all by sportsmen, and they have almost as unanimously
pronounced in favor of the sub-breech box, such as that
of the Lee.
Now, it has not been without a great deal of careful

experimentation by men scientifically trained in the
science and art of gunnery that the governments of Eng-
land, Germany, France, Switzerland, Austria and Italy
have been led to adopt the small-bore, strong twist guns,
and it would seem that they have been proved beyond a
peradventure to be better guns for military use than such
guns as the Winchester, Marlin, Ballard and others which
are the favorites with sportsmen. The advantages
claimed for the new guns should, it would seem, com-
mend them to sportsmen as weli as to soldiers. Can the
editor of Forest and Stream or any of his corres-
pondents give a good reason why the American manu-
facturers of sporting rifles should fail to keep abreast of
the times? Or is game so rapidly disappearing by aid of
the relatively inefficient weapons still in use that it is in-
expedient to hasten its departure by introducing any new
improvements?
The writer has tried in vain to find out from leading

gun dealers where, if anywhere in this country, guns of
the Lee, Mannlicher or Vetterli types could be procured
or whether any sporting rifles embodying the principles
of their construction could be had, but their ignorance of
the whole matter has been of the densest kind. He has
also searched the price lists of numerous tradesmen to
find whether these guns were on the market, but in vain.
Could you, Mr. Editor, inform one through your journal
whether these arms are to be had in this country, and if

so, where? E. S.

Chicago, 111.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In reference to the articles by ''Senex" in your issue of

Sept. 12 and 26, the new .25cal. is about midway between
the .22 and .32eal., and will undoubtedly become a popu-
lar weapon in the near future. As a hunting arm its
killing power is far greater than the .22, and as a target
weapon its accuracy is superior to the deservedly noDular
.32-20 115 Winchester.

v

The sharp twist used in the majority of modern rifles
is not intended to give greater killing power, but greater
accuracy.
The trajectory of a rifle may be lowered by decreasing

the weight of the bullet and increasing the powder
charge, but after you pass certain limits in this reduction
of the trajectory curve, accuracy is sacrificed, and other
bad results follow, such as the excessive fouling of the
bore, requiring frequent wiping out if anything like
steady shooting is to be maintained.
In regard to the old-style .22cal. long cartridge. I stated

that the 16-inch twist of the Maynard rifle kept them
point on, and I am still of that opinion. I am not a gun-
smith, and cannot explain why the bullets from these
cartridges will wabble and keyhole when fired from a
rifle or pistol rifled with a long twist. In regard to the
Lebel rifle, I am quite willing to admit that it has a com-
paratively low trajectory at 1,000yds., but I have failed
to discover one iota of evidence of its accuracy at any
distance. When the proof of its accuracy shall appear.
I shall be anxious to know what kind of powder and
bullet is used. The chemists must give us a better pow-
der before we shall have approached the millennium of
rifle shooting, and the bullet makers must give us some-
thing better than a leaden pellet encased in a flimsy paper
patch.
In regard to the allowance to be made for side winds,

"Senex" probably makes too large a claim for his muzzle-
loader shooting a bullet weighing 162grs. He has omit-
ted a very important factor in this connection, viz., the
caliber of the rifle. If the rifle is .32cal. or over, then he
w-ould be badly beaten by the .45cal. using a 550- grain
bullet; but if his rifle is smaller than ,82eal,, he may"have
some grounds for his claim. The allowance for side
winds depends mainly upon the comparative length and
width of the bullet, and very little upon the amount of
powder used. The short bullet will float off to leeward
in spite of any amount of powder that maybe put behind
it; while the long, narrow bullet cleaves the air like an
arrow, ana often reaches the bullseye when the other
goes wide of it, in spite of the best human skill that can
be placed behind the gun. From the standpoint of the
target-shooter, as a general rule, the accuracy of any rifle
of first-class manufacture may be very nearly determined
by comparing the caliber with the length of the bullet.
A bullet two calibers in length would be beaten by one
three calibers in length, and this latter would be beaten
by one four calibers in length. If you wished to go be-
yond four calibers, your gunsmith would probably refuse
to build the gun for reasons best known to himself.
For hunting purposes a short bullet is often preferable,

on account of its flatter trajectory at short range and
lighter recoil, and for thickly wooded districts, where

nearly all of the shots are made within 75yds. range, a
light powder charge is generally the best, as the trajec-
tory is of small consequence; and you have the great
advantage of being able to use a repeating rifle, and may
fire rapidly without regard to the dryness of the atmos-
phere, and after a day's shooting the rifle will be found
in good condition. For these reasons and others, the
Winchester cartridges, .32-20-115, .38-40-180 and .44-40

200, are still the most popular cartridges used in repeat-
ing rifles, although others have been put on the market
giving a flatter trajectory, greater killing power and
kicking much harder. The express rifles require nurs-
ing, as do the fine shooting target rifles.

E. A. Leopold.
Norristown, Pa.

WILD RICE.

WE received from Mr. Frank Pidgeon some speci-
mens of the grass growing in the Hudson River,

near Saugerties. Mr. Pidgeon wrote:
' 'I beg to say that I am perfectly familiar with every

foot of each Hudson River locality which your corres-
pondent US." name3, having shot ducks and rail upon
them for twent3T years and more. The "Vly" was owned
by my father for many years; I am therefore well ac-
quainted with that section. The grass, the seeds of
which furnish food to the aquatic birds in the places
named, Ave have known as wild oats or teal grass; if it is

"wild rice" I wish you would kindly say so through your
columns, for if it is we do not want to buy any wild rice
to sow; if it is not, we want to buy a quantity. I send
you a few seeds of the grass in question, which certainly
resemble oats more than they do rice."
The specimens sent were insufficient to base an opinion

on, but they appeared to us to be wild rice. We sent
them on to Mr. Charles Gilchrist, of Rice Lake, Ont.,
who replied that the specimen was not wild rice, but a
wild grass which was familiar to him.
From Mr. Charles L. Flint's work, "Grasses and Forage

Plants," published by Messrs. Lee & Shepard, Boston,
1888, we take by permission of the publishers, the follow-
ing description, with illustration, of wild rice:

WILD RICE.

Indian rice, wild rice, or water oats (Zizania aquatiea),
Fig. 12, is found in swampy borders of streams, in shal-
low w^ater, and is common. It grows from 3 to Oft. in
height, with flat, long, lanceolate leaves. Panicle large,
pyramidal; lower branches sterile, spreading; upper,
pistillate or fertile, erect. Flowers in July and August,
and drops its seed, when ripe, at the slightest touch, and
this furnishes food for water fowls. It is also used for
food by the aborigines. North America.
This plant is the folle avoine of the early settlers of

Louisiana. It is exceedingly prolific, growing wild in
all the Southern States, where it is said to produce two
crops in a year of good hay, of which stock of every kind
are very fond. It is greedily eaten when green.
In the Western States, where it is also common in the

shallow water on the swampy margins of streams, it

forms an important food for the Indians, who paddle a
canoe among the rice, bend it over the sides, and beat
out the grains with a stick.

In Fig. 13, the staminate flowers are seen as they ap-
pear at the end of a branch of the natural size. Fig. 14
represents a staminate flower, magnified: Fig. 15, the
germ and stigmas; Fig. 16, a fertile or pistillate flower:
Fig. 17, the same, ripe; Fig. 18 the seed. Contrary to the
usual arrangement, the fertile or pistillate flowers are
above the sterile or staminate ones, while the minute
grains of pollen, being lighter than the atmosphere, rise
when they leave the anther, and thus come in contact
with the stigmas. In Indian corn, on the other hand,
the grains of pollen are heavier than the surrounding
air, and so fall from the sterile flowers of the "tassel"
upon the styles or "silks," and thus fertilize them.

Names and Portraits oj? Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use ttey can
identify without question all the American game birds which
tney may kill. Cloth, 220 pages, price §2.50. For sale by Fobbst
Atxi Stream.

THE GAME SEASON,
Editor Forest and Stream:

It is surprising, wonderful, that so great a number of
deer are killed in the St. Regis district south of here this
season. Hardly a train comes down on the Northern
Adirondack Railroad that does not bring from one to half
a dozen. I was at the station yesterday when the 3
o'clock train came in; two parties of Boston sportsmen
came down on it, bringing with them three very large
bucks entire, and the saddles of three other deer; and this
has been common ever since the hounding season opened.
Last Tuesday a party of four went up to Deer River, in-
tending to have a week's hunting. Wednesday morning
they put out their dogs, and during that day one of the
party shot and killed five deer on one runway; the other
three members of the party did not happen to get a shot,
and having all the venison they wanted, they came out
Thursday morning, bringing four of the deer with them.
The engineer of the passenger train on the Adirondack
Railroad has killed three deer since Sept. 1, and an old
bear and cub half grown. He killed all in the vicinity of
Brandon (or Paul Smith's station, as it is called) while
waiting there with his engine, between train time?.
Bears have been plenty this season, more so than com-

mon, all through that region, and quite a number have
been killed; but what is strange to me is, that with all

the deer hunting that has been done in that region for
the past twenty years, especially for the last six, and the
great numbers that have been killed every season, the
deer should still continue to be as plentiful there as ever.
When the lumber companies first began operations

there and the railroad was building, I with others here
predicted that, while the trout fishing would probably
remain good for some years to come, the deer hunting
would soon be a thing of the past. But it has turned out
to be exactly the reverse: the deer are as plentiful here as
ever, while the trout fishing has been nearly rained in
those waters that are in the vicinity of the railroad and
the lumbering camps. But if nothing is done to stop the
great slaughter of the deer that has been going on for
the past five years, the end must soon come. Even if all
the deer there are in the whole Adirondack region con-
gregate here, it will be impossible for them to hold out
much longer if the slaughter is allowed to continue at
this rate.

The Santa Clara Lumber Co. is a stockholder to the
amount of $100,000 in the syndicate that has lately pur-
chased the great tract of land in the Adirondacks of W.
W. Durant. The president of the Santa Clara Lumber
Co. is also president of the Northern Adirondacks Rail-
road; and this means that this great tract of the wilder-
ness will too soon be despoiled by the lumbermen, the
more especially that charcoal burning has now become an
established business in the region about Spring Cove Sta-
tion, on the Northern Adirondack Railroad. A. C.
Moira, Franklin County, N. Y., Sept. 30.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The inclosed ''clip" sizes up the situation very nicely.

It is from the Hartford Courant of Oct. 2, and reads:
Yesterday furnished a gratifying sight, not only to Hartford

but to Connecticut. For the last ten years the Hartford markets
have been, the first day the law was off, stuffed with birds. Two
years ago 1,500 birds were on sale in Hartford the morning the
law was off. Of necessity they must have been shot during the
closed season. Yesterday not a bird was on sale in the whole
city in any market up to 13 o'clock noon, and onlv seven birds
were offered for sale up to dark. Air. A. C. Collins^ the efficient
game warden of Hartford countv, was seen by a Courant re-
porter during the afternoon. He said that, to the beBt of his
knowledge, the game laws this year had been observed. The
efforts which had been made all over the State to bring about a
rigid enforcement of the laws had proved effective. The pot-
hunters were frightened all over Connecticut. The principal
reason for this undoubtedly was that a law was passed during
the last session of the Legislature which enabled game wardens
to search the refrigerators and ice boxes of dealers in game.
The result was that dealers were afraid to sell and so the demand
was lessened.
The opinion of the various dealers in game in the city makes

interesting reading. A Courant reporter visited a number of the
most prominent yesterday and asked their opinion of the work-
ing of the game law. One man was found who said that he
thought it a failure. He thought that it. did not diminish the
shooting of game at all, but resulted merely in sending the birds
that were shot out of Connecticut for sale.
The opinion of all the rest was, however, that the game laws

had been well enforced. They expressed themselves as being thor-
oughly in sympathy with Mr. Collins and the work he is doing.
One man said: "I have only had two hirds offered to me this
season. The birds haven't been shot. Hunters are frightened all
over the State. I am informed that the shipping of birds to New
York, which used to go on heavily in the easterupart of the State,
has almost entirely ceased. I am glad this condition of things
exists. As far as Hartford is concerned there have been no birds
sold to speak of this season. The restaurants have, I suspect,
served a few, but the number has been very small."
From inquiries made in various directions in the city yesterday,

from conversation with dealers in game, and from the actual con-
lion of the markets, it soems to be established beyond a doubt
that the statement made by Mr. Collins is true that " the game
laws have been ooserved this year better than at any time during
the last ten years." Credit to whom credit is due is always a
good moLto, and this Excellent state of things is due largely to
the efforts of the Connecticut Association of Farmers and
Sportsmen for the Protection of Game and Fish, and especially
to the work of the faithful president of the society, Mr. A. C.
Collins.

The Connecticut Association of Farmers and Sportsmen
for the Protection of Game and Fish does not have any
clam chowder nor shooting tournament attachments.

A. C. Collins.
Hartford, Conn., Oct. 3.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I was out in the country with Mr. James Dtipuy last

week looking over his old camp ground; found game
plenty, quail, squirrels and quite a number of young
wild turkeys. The indications are that fall shooting will
be good. Mr. R. S. Dupuy is going South to hunt in
November. Jim intended going along, but the cards are
out for his wedding with Miss Sallie, a daughter of Mr.
George Howland, who has figured as George in some of
the contributions James has sent you. W,
Ironton, Ohio, Oct. 1.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Our grouse season opened Sept. 1, but owing to the

almost continual rain little shooting has been done, and
that has been confined to places near by. The foliage is
unusually dense, and but little shooting can be done until
the leaves fall. We have already had one or two light
frosts, and the hills are dressed in their autumn colors,
presenting a beautiful sight. Squirrel and rabbit pros-
pects are good in Rutland county. This locality is very
favorable for grouse, and they were formerly very plenty,
but though constantly hunted and sadly thinned out
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now, they cannot be exterminated owing to the nature
of the couutry and the fact that they seek almost inac-

cessible places. However, we sometimes find tbem in

fair numbers, and from outside reports as well as those
from our local sportsmen, I think the birds are more
numerous this fall than for many seasons, and we may
expect fair shooting later, when the cover is not so

thick.

The duck shooting on Lake Champlain is reported very
good, and Burlington sportsmen, as well as others along
the shore, are making great bags. A Burlington paper
reports that three Burlington shooters while at the sand-
bar grounds near that city, killed in the morning shoot-

ing of two days eighty-four ducks—mostly black ducks

—

and fifty-seven plover. Ducks, plover and other birds

are reported there in great abundance, heavy flights now
coming from the north.
Our fishermen were forced to lay aside their rods some

time ago. as the heavy rains have put an end to the bass
fishing. F. E. A.
Water-bury, Vermont, Oct. 3.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The delta extending back 50 miles or more from the

Gulf, north and west of here, abounds in sloughs and
lagoons, and about these white egrets are plentiful at this

season of the year. A great many of them are being
killed simply for the plumes. One soulless wretch who
lives about 14 miles from the city has a cow skin that he
throws over himself, and then by crawling on his hands
and knees is enabled to approach within easy shooting dis-

tance of the unsuspecting birds. He is slaughtering hun-
dreds of them and shipping the plumes to France where,
it is said, he gets much higher prices for them than can
be had here.

Sickle bill curlews are also abundant on these marshes
and afford fine sport to lovers of wing shooting. I have
lately traversed the State twice, from north to south on
different lines of road, and have found quail in great
numbers everywhere. Coveys of 15 to 35 birds are found
in almost every bunch of cover or on nearly every feed-
ing ground, and grand sport may be enjoyed by any one
who will come here for it. G. O. Shields.
Galveston, Texas, Sept. 24.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Ducks are now coming in to our lake. Teal have been

here for some time. The prospect for fall shooting is

very good. I expect to go on my regular fall hunt about
Oct. IS or .20, and will try and send you a few camp notes.
Our game law, as amended by the last Legislature, Sec. 3
of Chap. XLV. provides : That no person shall kill,wound,
ensnare or trap any bison or buffalo for ten years, moun-
tain sheep for eight years, any ibex or mountain goat for
ten years, any deer, elk, fawn or antelope within this
State for any purpose whatever at any time; except that
those which have horns may be killed between July 1

and Dec. 1 for food purposes, as provided in Sec. 4, Chap.
XLV. (i. e. immediate use). No protection to ducks and
geese, except as to nets, which are prohibited. They
might as well make open season all summer. This horn
business won't work, for every deer killed is sure to have
horns, but they will, of course, be small, broken or not
good in some way and left in the hills too rough to pack
out, etc. A. A. K.
Berthoujd, Colorado, Oct. 1.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The hunting season in the Adirondacks is now at its

height. Many sportsmen from the city still linger among
the grand old hills, and the resident or native hunters are
fully awake to the opportunities which are presented
each day. Many guides and hunters say that there are
not as many partridges and squirrels in the woods as
there were at this time last year. However, those who
go out for partridges have fair success. But the deer
hunters are having the most fun, and have thus far been
quite successful. At least twenty deer have been killed
in Elizabethtown thus far, and the hunters are confident
that niany more will fall before the season closes. The
greatest enthusiasm "prevails, and the hills and valleys
are lined with hunters almost evei-y day. Observer.
Elizabethtown, N. Y., Oct. 5.

Editor Forest and Stream:
This is the time when the hunters of the peninsula

begin to stop the war on the shore birds, and to look for
likely coveys of partridges on which to make a descent on
opening day. Partridges are more plentiful than usual
this year and good bags are expected. All of the shore
birds have left except the willets, which are beginning; to
flock, and by the time this reaches you will be on their
way south. Willets are becoming scarce of late, being
shot all through the breeding season when they are tame
and decoy well. Squirrels are not very plentiful this
year. I saw to-day two flocks of ducks, vanguards of
the multitudes soon to follow. B. W. L.
Eastville, Virginia, Sept. 28.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I was out Sept. 28 to try a new canvas boat in a pond

near here, and found, to my surprise, that the ducks had
begun to arrive. I would not venture to say where they
came from, but 1 got a widgeon, three shovelers and a
blue-winged teal in the course of a few hours. I found a
number of snipe, and had a happy time till I exhausted
my shells. Not expecting such game I had taken only a
few. I was decidedly pleased with my Acme folding
boat. It is a real piece of mechanism, and promises to
be handy and serviceable. But where did those ducks
come from? Aztec.
Sax Luis Potosi, Mexico, Oct. 2.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The gunners have been out the last week and the game

has come in. There are plenty of fine partridges in the
market windows, with a few woodcock. The partridges
seem to be mostly old b rds and are in fine condition,
while the woodcock alt seem to be rather poor. It is re-
ported that quail are being shot already, but if so the
shooters keep out of sight. Cohannet. •

Providence, R. I., Oct. 3.

Mr. E. B. Nicewaner, of Baltimore, sends us these ex-
tracts from a letter received from his son, E. G. Nice-

f

waner, C. E. f who is with a Pennsylvania Railroad Co.

survey party in the Alleghany Mountains, near Johns-
town, Pa. The letter was written Sept. 27: "There has
not been a day that I have not wished to have you along
since we have been in camp. Yesterday we ran across
fresh signs of bear droppings and footprints; to-day we
not only saw bear tracks, but deer and otters. I inclose
quill from a little porcupine we ran across. Every day I

see trout. There is a pool in the creek alongside of camp
that has some 12 and 14-inch ones in it. The water is so
clear that they can be seen darting from rock to rock.
We have for an axtnan a young fellow who hunts most
of his time, and he told me to-day that one day last spring
he caught 360 trout from 8 to I6in. long. How would you
like to get a whack at them? Pheasants are as thick as
sparrows. Every half hour we flush from one to six. I

know where a dozen are feeding already, and if I only
had the proper sort of gun I would have good sport. It

is a common occurrence to see one running along the
road. Another of our axmen, who lives about 800yds.
from camp, told me w here a flock of turkeys use every
day. I am going up there to-morrow evening: his little

boy saw them to-day. If you could only slip up here and
be with us for a week, what a time you would have."

Deer hunting on Long Island has been great this year.
The season down there is for the first ten days of October,
Sundays excepted. The game has an area of 300 square
miles to roam over. Points of attack are from Ronkon-
komo. Say ville and Smithlown. The deer are dogged.
The law has been generally well observed. The only in-

stance of its infraction corning to our notice was in the
case of a man who appeared before a Sayville justice and
informed on himself. He had killed a deer before the
time was up, said he had to in self-defense, the varmint
raided his cabbages and ate up his vegetables.

From many localities in New England ruffed grouse
are reported plenty, the broods large and the birds well
grown. Woodcock are also fairly plenty, but not up to
last year's shooting. A good flight, which should have
already begun at this writing, has been predicted by all

the knowing ones.

The rail have "struck on" in the marshes of Long
Island and Connecticut, and some big bags of plump
birds have been scored. On the Hackensack, N. J.,

marshes, by the way, the credit of being high boat has
been won by a Hackensack lady.

ON GALLATIN RIVER, MONTANA.
ON the 4th of September my brother and I started out

froni Bozeman, Mont., for a hunt in the Rockies.
We left after dinner, with seven pack and five saddle
horses and team and wagon. Our guides were Ira Dodge
and John Kirby, the cook, Blackstone. Our course was
almost south. The wagon left us at Squaw Creek, about
thirty miles from Bozeman. Here we packed the horses
preparatory for starting over the mountain trail. This
Gallatin trail is one of the roughest in the Rockies, and
we found it a "holy terror."' I had seen rough roads, but
never thought a horse could go over such a trail as this
proved to be. The first eight miles is fearfully rough,
but after that it is a fair mountain path.
We got to the hunting grounds in two days after leav-

ing Squaw Creek, having caught fish and shot grouse en
route. With a .22cal. rifle one can get all the camp meat
they need, and with a rod and line and grasshopper, or
most any kind of fly, all the mountain trout, whitefish
and grayling. We saw lots of elk and mule deer, and
two grizzlies and a lynx. We succeeded in getting some
venison, and it proved an agreeable change to fish and
grouse. I was fortunate enough to make the acquaint-
ance of two grizzlies; broke a front leg of the first one,
but he got into the timber before I could get in a second
Bhot. The second bear I succeeded in killing. My guide
and I were riding along on top of a high mountain
about sunset, looking for game, when we saw the bear
crossing an open park about two hundred yards off.

We rolled off our horses, leaving them to take care of
themselves (which they did by galloping off in the oppo-
site direction) and stalked to about 75yds. of him. He
was moving slowly and swaying his body from side to
side. The first shot struck him in back of shoulder and
went through him. He uttered a fearful growl and
reared on his hindlegs for an instant, then coming down
on all fours he struck the ground a fearful blow with his
paw, making the dust fly in fine style. Then wheeling
he came for me at a gallop, growling all the while. Shot
No. 2 struck him in the shoulder and went half his
length in a longitudinal direction, coming out near his
spine. This brought him on his knees; but recovering
himself he came for me again; but No. 3 fixed him and
he fell dead about 20yds. off. He proved to be a 7001bs.
bear, fat and fur in fine condition. The hide measured
6ft. 8in. It is now being mounted as a rug. I have also
the head of a mule deer, which I hope soon to add to my
other trophies of the chase.

I met my wife at Cinnabar and went on to the Mam-
moth Hot Springs Hotel. The next day my brother and
guides with extra man and teamster (Charlie Tommond)
and outfit met us there and we started out for a seven-
days' trip through the National Park, making the trip on
horseback and camping at nights. The Park well de-
serves the interest the Forest and Stream has taken in
it, for it embraces both grand scenery and the moat won-
derful natural curiosities in the world.
This trip, combining as it did the hunting on Gallatin

and the sight-seeing in the Park, is one of the most en-
joyable of the many similar ones I have taken. The Gal-
latin ie a rough country to hunt over, but to sportsmen
vyho are willing to climb and rustle a little, it is worth a
visit. The scenery is grand, water fine, grass good, and
fish, fowl and mammal fairly plentiful. In conclusion I
would like to say that sportsmen desiring good reliable
guides and hunters will find them in Ira Dodge and John
Kirby, of Bozeman, Montana. They combine both the
hunter aud the genial camp companion. H. W. H.
Hohokus, N. J.

Forest and Stream, Bos 2,832, N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. LeffinswelTs book, " Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," -which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Editor Forest and Stream:
There seems to be a great abundance of small game

this fall in this State, and others to the south of it. At
Jerseyville the quail are more abundant than they have
been for years. The town was full of them when I was
there, and two were caught in a drug store, into which
they had wandered. They could be heard whistling all
about. They had begun the movement which in that
country is regular with them every fall, a sort of migra-
tion from the fields to a warmer and better cover. Mr.
Guinnotte, of Kansas City, says the northern Missouri
quail nearly all migrate to the South and West in cold
weather. Mr. C. W. Parent, whose name will be famil-
iar to many Chicago shooters, now lives at Marshall, Mo.,
and he tells me there are more quail about that place
than he ever saw. He says if any of the Chicago boys
will come down he can assure them of all the shooting
they can ask. The vegetation is too high for quail shoot-
ing until after heavy frosts have cut it down. The best
season, therefore, is late November or December. From
what I learned in Jerseyville, I should think one need
ask no better shooting at quail than can be had right
near there. The whole country is full of quail there.
That bird is reported unusually plentiful in the Indian
Territory and in Kansas this fall.

Mr. Al. Bandle, of Cincinnati, called my attention to
an error in the open season dates published in another
sporting paper. The open date there is given, "Quail
aud ruffed grouse, Oct. 1 to March I.'* It should be Oct.
20 to March 1. We telephoned across the river and con-
firmed this.

I learn from the West that Messrs. J. A. Ricker and a
friend from Evanston, Wyoming Territory, in company
with others from Laramie City, Denver and Kansas,
have left for a big-game hunt in Idaho. I do not know
any of the party except Mr. Ricker, my old friend and
business partner. He is about the most consistently en-
thusiastic sportsman I ever knew, and about the best and
biggest-hearted fellow on earth, I expect. I hope he will
find that bear he lost long years ago.
Nothing much is doing right now in shooting circles in

Chicago. We must have rain or our duck shooting will
suffer. Mr. E. C. Cook and Mr. Montgomery Ward were
lately clown on their marsh at the De Golyer Club, and
got a nice lot of snipe. They report their local mallard
supply as very satisfactory.

I have not heard of any more prosecutions under the
game laws as yet in this State. Over in Wisconsin, N.
0. Hanson, a pound-net fisherman of Oshkosh, who was
netting in Lake Winnebago, got caught for $97 and lost
his nets, worth $1,000. That's the way to snake 'em.
Now let the Wisconsin wardens watch Lake Koshkenong
and see that the canvasback shooters this fall keep their
sneakboxes "inside the natural cover of the rushes."
That part of the law has been violated on that lake openly
enough already. E. Hough.

ON A STAND.
rHAD been on several deer hunts and had always been

very unsuccessful, not even catching sight of a deer
on any occasion, but decided to try my luck once more.
On a very cold and wet morning at 5 o'clock I was
aroused from my peaceful slumbers by a very unpeace-
ful noise at my door, and with the greatest trouble hav-
ing- gotten a piece of stale bread about the size of my
hand and a microscopic piece of half-cooked ham I
started out into the cold, wet morning feeling rather the
reverse of an enthusiastic deer hunter. After a walk
(or rather a swim) of two miles through the drizzling
rain and through mud up to my knees we came to the
river, where I was placed on a stand by the driver and
told to wait there till he returned. I tried first to sit

down, but stuck in the mud, and so had to get up again.
I next tried leaning against a tree, but the mosquitoes
which are in millions by the river, having in the mean-
time collected their forces, attacked me. At first I stood
on the defensive, pulled my coat over my head and.
smoked for all I was worth, but it was of no avail, the
smoke instead of driving them away seemed rather to
attract them, and at last my patience being exhausted I
attacked them and slew about five hundred in five min-
utes, at the cost, however of making my hands so sore
I could hardly hold my gun. At last I gave it up and let
them do their worst; and they did it, too, for in about
three or four minutes I was bitten completely beyond
recognition. About this time, the rain, which had been
drizzling till then, came down in earnest, and in spite of
all my exertions to keep a little dry I was soaked to the
skin and remained in that state for the rest of the time.
After I had stood there about six hours, the driver
arrived and said he had started two deer, but they had
gone in the wrong direction (as they always do). I had
not heard nor seen a sight of dogs or deer the whole
time, nor had most of the others. When the driver
arrived I started for home, and in about an hour and a
half arrived dreadfully hungry, wet and tired, and
registering oaths that I would go on no more deer hunts
in Bath county, which oaths I certainly for the future
intend to keep. *

C. H. R.

THE PEND D'OREILLE COUNTRY.
C^OLVILLE, Wyoming, Sept. 9.

—

Editor Forest and
) Stream: I left here on the first of August, 1888,

and went about twenty miles up the Pencl d'Oreille
River from the mouth. There we made a log house and
stayed for the winter, and did not get back till last
April. The country is full of black-tail deer, white-tail
deer, caribou, black and silver gray wolves, beaver, otter,
mink, fisher, black, brown, and silver-tip bears, besides
any amount of salmon and mountain trout. When we
first got there we put in all of our time catching fish and
salting them; we caught l,2001bs. and put in brine for
market, and as soon as the fur got good we commenced
hunting. I killed three silver-tips, nine black, thirteen
brown, and one bear about the color of slate, that weighed
2081bs. dressed. I showed the skin to the Indians and
old hunters, but they had never seen one like it. Besides
I killed and trapped seventeen caribou, twenty-one
wolves, fifty-two beaver, nineteen otter, twenty-seven
fishers. I never kill deer except when I need meat, so
that we did not bother them. My partner got seven
silver-tips, fourteen black and five brown bears, eight
caribou, nineteen wolves, thirty-six beaver, twenty otter,
twenty-three fishers and three mountain sheep. There
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are a good many sheep here, but they are in such a
rough country they are not worth trying to get. I shot

a deer which I think is a curiosity. It was pure white,

7ft. long from tip to tip, and 3ft. high; its hoofs were like

a white-tail's, and its tail was small like a black-tail. I

shot it through the butt of the ear, so that the skin is not
hurt. I fleshed the skin and and set the hair with alum.
I would like to have you tell me if you ever heard of any
such deer before, and where I can send it to be stuffed:

then it will be for sale. Any one wanting to know any-
thing about this country can do so by writing to me.

N. C. LlNSLEY.

L, C. SMITH GUN—40YDS.

PATTERN AND PENETRATION TESTS.

L. C. SMITH 12-GAUGE GUN.

W'
HILE the trial of the Folsom cheap gun was in pro-
gress at the range on Sept. 19, and the shooting

was about to wind up at 40yds., two gentlemen bearing
each a gun came upon the scene. One was a well-known
New York lawyer, who was about to purchase sev-
eral arms. He had gone into the New York agency
of the L. C. Smith shotgun, and had picked out a beauty
from the stock on hand. "How does she shoot?" was
his query. "Take a run down to Claremont and have
Supt. Moss fire a few shots with it at the Forest and
Stream screen was the very natural response. Hence
the visit of lawyer Mead to the range, and while down
he brought along also a Greener which he thought of
buying. It so happened that he caught the testing ma-

il. C SMITH GUN, 12-GAUGE, LEFT BARRET,, lOi'DS., 312 PELLETS.

chinery in full run, and the proffer was at once made and
accepted that the L. C. Smith arm should be put through
the regulation test for pattern and penetration. Along
with the gun the New York agent had s<mt down a box
of loaded shells. The weather was good enough to give
the arm a fair showing, and so the fine product of the
Syracuse shop took its place beside the cheap output of the
Belgian factories, and the day's trial, instead of being at
two cheap guns, became a trial as well of a crack Ameri-
can and a first-class English shotgun. Intending as he
did to use the Greener only at long distances against
duck, etc . the trial was made only at 60yds. with this
weapon and with a box of cartridges taken from the

L. C. SMITH GUN, 12-GAUGE, RIGHT BARBEL, 40YDS., 805 PELLETS.

stock in the Claremont cartridge closets. They were the
largest sized shot in stock, and proved to be No. 7.

How well this L. C. Smith arm acquitted itself may be
seen by a study of the annexed tabular record of its
doings. It would seem that the wood powder with which
the cartridges were loaded was not calculated to bring
out the best effort of the gun. Certainly it is fair to as-
sume that such a fine-appearing arm as this hammerless
weapon was ought to have made a better percentage of
results, while in penetration the falling off, especially at
the long distance, was something out of the common". It
was a good holding gun, as a glance at the following
showing of each shot fired both for the aimed circle and
the selected circle will show. In some instances any
change of center intended to improve the pattern only
served to reduce the count of pellets:

Right Barrel.

.

Aimed Selected Between Aimed Selected Between
Circle. Circle. Centers. Circle. Circle. Centers.
Pellets. Pellets. Inches. Pellets. Pellets. Inches.

305 257 256
196 211 5.VS 122 133
254 250 m 311 312 \y
300 £93 4 158 168
174 173 m 139 152

AV...247 237 6 197 207 6

L. C. SMITH GUN—60YDS.
36 62 12 80 95 6
44 59 46 85
77 94 86 93
52 61 5 42 68

107 125 9 57 62 6

Av... 65 80 8 62 "so 7

Subsequent trials are promised for Smith guns under
conditions better calculated to bring out their merits. The
defection in this case may perhaps best be explained by the
fact that the cartridges were not adapted to the gun. They
seemed to be in good order when analyzed, and how they
weighed up the record will show. During the day a few
shots were fired from the Smith gun with the cartridges
remaining over from the test of the Greener 12-gauge
sent over from England. Their showing in the American
gun will be given in a later issue along with other com-
parative data.
The record of the Smith gun shows:

Claremont, N. J., Sept. 19, 1889.

test made at forest and stream gun-testing screen.

Own—L. C. Smith hammerless. Cost, $— . No. of gun,
22,251, Weight, 7><lbs. Length of barrels, 30in. Gauge,
12. Right barrel, full choke. Left barrel, full choke.

Weath cr—Clear. Direction of wind, 12 o'clock. Force of
wind. 15 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 61°. Do.,
wet, 51°. Humidity, 63° . Barometer, 29. Tin.

Qha/rge, as given by holder of gun :

BOTH BARRELS.
Sh ell—Climax.
Poiixlcr. Brand—Wood.
Pmodcr, Quantity—3 drs.

i Make—Tatham's.
Shot< Quantity—1% oz.

( Size—No. 8 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.

Three Cartridges Taken at Random.
BOTH BARRELS.

Loading. Powder. Shot.
Card over shot; B. E., (1... 40 grs. 54(3 grs. 500 pellets.
P. E. and card over <2... 39 grs. 548 grs. 501 pellets,
powder. ( 3. . . 40 grs. 550 grs. 503 pellets.

Average 40 grs. 548 grs.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.

501 pellets.

Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed SO-incli- Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets. Pattern. Penetration, :s pellets.

1. 305 pellets. .. sheets. 1. 254 pellets. 13 sheets.
2. 198 pellets. 8 sheets. 2. 122 pellets. 10 sheets.
3. 254 pellets. 11 sheets. 3. 311 pellets. 12 sheets.
4. 300 pellets. 8 sheets. 4. 158 pellets. 7 sheets.
5. 174 pellets. 9 sheets. 5. 139 pellets. 8 sheets.

Av. 247 pellets. 9 sheets. Av. 197 pellets. 10 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 80-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 257 pellets. 1 272 pellets.
2 250 pellets. 2 312 pellets.
3 29-5 pellets. 3 168 pellets.

Average 266 pellets. Average 251 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.

Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, apiellets.

1. 36 pellets.
2. 44 pellets.
3. 77 pellets.

4. 52 pellets.
5. 107 pellets.

2 sheets.
3 sheets.
3 sheets.
3 sheets.

. . sheets.

80 pellets.
46 pellets.
86 pellets.
42 pellets.
57 pellets.

4 sheets.
.. sheets.
7 sheets.
2 sheets.

. . sheets.

Av. 65 pellets. 3 sheets. Av. 62 pellets. 4 sheets.

Tlirce shots at 4-foot square; -30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

EIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 62 pellets. 1 95 pellets.
2 94 pellets. 2 85 pellets.
3 125 pellets. 3 90 pellets.

Average 70 pellets. Average 90 pellets.

The Greener gun which was brought down for trial
came on for trial when the 60yds. firing point was reached.
It was a fine hammer, 10-gauge weapon, weighing 8 tflbs.

,

with both of its 30in. barrels full choke. Its shop num-
ber was 24,494. The charges used in it were as stated of
Chamberlin make, marked with4drs. of Hazard and l^oz.
Tatham's No. 7 Trap shot, in Club shells. They were
quality C, and the catalogue load No. 354. When opened
they were found to have a thin B. E. card wad over the
shot, and a felt with a thin P. E. wad and a card over the
powder. The analysis of three showed:12 3 Average.
Powder, weight 122grs. 122grs. 121grs. 122grs.
Shot " 595grs. 596grs. 597grs. 396grs.
" count 458 pel. 460 pel. 463 pel. 460 pel.

The record of the gun at the distance tested is shown
in brief as follows:

GREENER 10-GAUGE GUN, 60YDS.

Right Barrel. Left Barrel.

Aimed Selected Between Pene- Aimed Selected Between Pene^
Circle. Circle. Center, tration. Circle. Circle. Center, tration.
Pellets. Pellets. Inches. Sheets. Pellets. Pellets. Inches. Sheets

64 75 4i 14 21 34 5

54 66 4 10 81 89 6V5
95 112 5 .. 87 89 7 11
54 55 6 9 83 79 10 8
44 42 7 6 88 92

.
5 13

62 70 514 10 73 76 6^ JO

Wisconsin Export Lav/ —Albion, Wis., Sept. 30.—
Editor Forest and Stream: In iosue of Sept. 26, in An-
swers to Correspondents, you inform "B. A. J., Syracuse,"
that the shipping of ducks out of Wisconsin is not for-
bidden. Section 87, Chapter 374, Laws of 1887, is as fol-
lows: "It shall be unlawful to kill, take, wound or pur-
sue, purchase or have in possession when so killed or
taken, any of the birds or animals mentioned in the first

six sections of this act [these sections include all our
game birds and animals] with intent to export, carry or
convey the same*, or any part or portion of such bird or
animal, beyond the boundaries of this State." Violation
of above section is a misdemeanor punished by fine of not
less than $5 and not exceeding $25, or by imprisonment
in the county jail for not more than sixty days, or by both
such fine and imprisonment.—A. A. Binoham, Deputy
Game Warden.

"That reminds me."

281.
FOUR or five of us were in the pool at the Warm

Springs, Virginia, bathing, several weeks ago, when
the following was told by a gentleman of electric light
fame from Ohio: "We were driving along the road this
afternoon to Jackson's River, when my attention was
attracted to a pheasant on the roadside, just ahead of us,

which seemed perfectly oblivious to our approach. On
nearing him I determined he should be my meat if possi-
'ble. I stopped the horse a few paces from him, and with
whip in hand, jumped from the buggy, went toward him
and struck at him with my whip. The lash caught him
by the neck, and I managed to draw him to me, and in
a short time he was lying lifeless in the bottom of the
buggy." An old Southern from the same State, who was
standing on the platform, and had been listening atten-
tively leaned forward and said, "I know the reason he
did not fly, it was because he had been used to the Brush
all his life." Norfolk.

282.
No doubt many others besides the writer have taken

much pleasure in reading the chronicles of the exploi ts

of the Kingfishers at Echo Lake, but there is one thing I
think old Kingfisher owes the fraternity an apology for,
and that is the frequent mention of Knots's catfish story
without once giving the story. Mayhap he takes it for
granted that every one has heard the tale. Now he is

wrong, for the writer had not, and he has had especial
advantages that many of the other readers of the Forest
and Stream have not enjoyed, having been afishing with
old Knots several times, and also enjoyed many quiet
chats with the charter members of the Kingfishers at
various other times. Can it be that Jeems Mackerel im-
bibed so greatly of that pure, cold, crystal spring water,
taken from that only spring, that the number of times
that fish story was told were multiplied in his fertile

brain? Can it be that after all old Knots did not relate
the tale at all? However, for the benefit of the man that
did not get there, through no fault of his, and the many
who did not exj^ect to get there, it may not be amiss to
tell the catfish story, and as Jeems Mackerel does not seem,
to be inclined that way, the writer will give the tale as
written him by particular request, by old Knots himself:
An old darky fishing on a warm day had caught quite

a large cattish, which he laid aside on the bank; rebait-
ing his hook for another bite. Not meeting with im-
mediate success he presently fell asleep. Another darky
came along with a much smaller catfish, and observing
that his brother of the rod was sound asleep, he quietly
exchanged fish and wended his way stealthily from the
scene. When darky No. 1 awakened, and looked about
him for his catfish, he espied the little one where he had
deposited the big fellow, and with horror depicted on his
sable countenance exclaimed, "Gor a mity! how dat fish

am shrunk!" P. D.
Detroit, Mich.

\m Htjd j^ivqr ^/fishing.

ON THE BAY.
\ LONG the prow the tender wavelets lapping,

Sang of content through all the dreamy day;

And softly hung the autumn hazes, wrapping
The low blue hills that bounded Sodus Bay.

My silver hook in gleaming spirals whirling.

Like a lost sunbeam chased me on my way,
While from my pipe the pale clouds softly curling.

Join the faint mist enfolding bluff and bay.

My shining oar blades in the sunlight dripping,

Shed opal dews like drops of bright Tokay;
And now and then a darting swallow dipping,

Grazed his swift shadow in the dimpled bay.

A thrill, a shock, a rush at sudden angles;

A gleam of broken circles far away;
Alas ! a fractured pipe, a line in tangles,

But one less spotted beauty in the bay.

"Content, content," the lapping wavelets whisper;
"What more hath life?" their rhythmic murmurs say_

Aye me, what more ? Yet in reproachful answer
Come gleams of towered cities far away-

Come sweet blue eyes, a sudden longing bringing.

Content? Ah yes, were she but here to-day

To hold the line and join me softly singing,

While twilight faded down our sky and bay.

M. M. Cass, Jr.

Minnow Bait.—Some weeks ago you printed some of
my notes on the care of live bait. Perhaps I should have
said that when the temperature of the atmosphere is

higher than that of the water from which the live bait is

taken, the more air forced into the minnow pail, the more
ice must be put into the pail. For the atmosphere of 80°

is a heater of the water which is about 66°, and must be
kept with the ice at a uniform temperature of 66° or the
minnows will die. I find it better when in a boat angling
on a hot day to change the water rather than force in too
much hot air.—J. W. T.
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THE STREAMS OF ALASKA,

SITKA, Alaska, Sept. 12.—-I have spent a year now in

southeastern Alaska, which in that designation, em-
braces the narrow belt and the adjacent archipelago,

extending from the Portland Canal, which separates

Alaska from British Columbia on the south, to Mt. St.

Blias. In that period I ha ve made considerable study of

the fish of these waters, both salt and fresh; and as I

receive many letters from my sporting friends in the

States regarding the opportunities for such amusement
here, some of my observations and experiences may
interest others.

It is becoming quite generally known that few of the
fresh-water streams of southeastern Alaska extend far

into the interior. All of them, both on the mainland
and in the numerous islands off the coast, originate only
a few miles from the shores of the bays and inlets in the
melting glaciers and snows which fill the. canons and clothe

the high mountains in winter and throughout a great part

of the summer. These streams, which seldom contain a
greater volume of water than an ordinary mill stream,

reach the sea in a succession of cascades, some of them
with a fall of lOOt't., but the most of them not more than.

30ft., the last of the series generally not more than a few
rods from the beach. The streams are so walled in with
rock that it is impossible, in most instances, to go above
these falls, though in the case of half a dozen of them,
which our party explored, we succeeded in getting two
miles from the point where they entered the sea. Where
there is any margin to the stream the ground is covered
with an almost unpenetrable jungle composed of thickets

of alder, salmonberry bushes, and a sort of a stinging
cactus called the devil's club. Here and there in this

jungle stand giant spruce, fir and yellow cedar trees, aud
occasionally a slender silver birch.

In the upper pools, at the foot of the cascades, are
thousands of small mountain trout. Few of them are
more than six inches long. They are almost black in

color and have a few brownish spots on their sides. They
never take the fly, and utterly refuse to pay any atten-

tion to it, but readily take the hook when baited With
salmon roe, or small pieces of fresh venison, or halibut.

They are not gamy in the slightest degree, and when
once hooke l lie still until dragged out of the water and
are disengaged. The average length is about four inches,

and I haAre known local fishermen to take two hundred
in a single pool of an area of an eighth of an acre in three
hours' fishing. When cooked as a pan fish, to a crisp,

they have quite a good flavor, but are somewhat disap-
pointing in that respect.

The only zest there is in this kind of fishing here is in
overcoming the difficulties of getting up to the pools
whete the trout congregate. The extreme danger in
climbing along the faces of rocks almost perpendicular,
in the attempt to get above the falls, with the constant
peril of missing one's foot-hold and being hurled against
the dashing and roaring water, and being thrown fifty

feet into an icy cold pool of unknown depth, are some of
the sources of excitement in making the attempt to cap-
ture mountain trout in Alaska. It requires abundance
of nerve to attempt it, and no "tenderioot," whose ex-
perience in trout fishing has been confined to whipping
meadow streams and brooks in the States, should try it.

unless, at considerable hazard, he is resolved to acquire
a new and an exciting experience.
The salmon trout, another sportsman's fresh-water

fish, are beginning to ascend these streams from the bays
and inlets in great numbers. They find their first rest-

ing places in the pools at the foot of the falls nearest the
sea. As they are now taken from the streams tbey re-

semble the common brook trout of the States in shape,
their sides are of a silver color, while the back and part
way down the side is of a very light green. When first

taken from the water faint green and brown spots i
L
t
,in.

in diameter are observable on the sides, but these almost
totally disappear in a few hours. The latter part of May
the salmon trout appeared in the deeper places in the
sea, near the beach, and within a mile of the mouths of
the fresh-water streams. For several weeks while they
were in this position the natives, the Russians, and others
either went out in canoes or walked into the water to the
depth almost of the highest rubber boot tops and fished
for salmon trout with hools and line. At first the bait
used was a small slender fish called the "needle" or
"sandfish," which is caught in great numbers in the
sands on the beach when the tide goes out. After a few
days this bait ceased to be tempting to the salmon trout.

About the middle of June salmon begin to make their
appearance in small schools among the inlets and are cap-
tured with seines, the fresh roe being used for bait for
salmon trout fishing At the same time the latter fish begin
to ascend the streams to the first pools. The first run of
salmon trout is of very small fish, the longest of them
not being more than a foot long. Neither have they any
gamy qualities, and they utterly refuse to take the most
skillfully thrown fly, but jump voraciously at a hook
baited with either salmon roe, pieces of halibut or bait
prepared by cutting salmon trout themselves.

In July three of us visited one of these large streams
southeast of Sitka about six miles, going in a boat. The
first falls, about forty feet in height, had once been
utilized by the Russian-American Company to drive a
saw mill, which has now nearly all disappeared. The
pool below the old dam and waterfall has an area of
about the sixteenth of an acre. It is very deep, and
simply a boiling, foaming caldron. The roar of the
water can be heard for more than a mile. The foot of
the fall is less than forty rods from where the tide enters
the mouth of the stream. On the north side of the pool
a perpendicular rock a. thousand feet high rises out of the
water. On the south side the remains of an old. flume,
over the few planks of which a torrent of water rushes
at a fearful rate, is the only place where there is access
to the pool to fish. Perched on one of the high logs
thirty feet above the surface of the pool, with this torrent
over the flume at our backs, we sat for five hours, afraid
to move, lest by losing our balance one of us would be
carried off by the rush of water immediately behind us,

or dashed into the pool beneath. It was an intensely ex-
citing position to be in; but the fishing was of vastly
more interest. In five hours' fishing we took from that
pool 283 salmon trout, averaging Sin. in length. The day
before our visit to that stream a naval officer and his
companion took 205 salmon trout from the same pool.
Later in July, when the larger of the salmon trout were

beginning to ascend the streams. I went with, a party of

Indians to Katalanskie Bay, fourteen miles around the
northeastern side of tins island, Basanoff, to quite a large,

river which enters the head of the bay. Fifteen days of
clear, warm weather had melted the snows, and began

: to make some impression upon the glaciers among the
mountains which constitute the interior of the island,

I and the snow andicewater were flowing in great torrents,
! so wildly and swiftly that it was impossible to ford the
stream at any point for two miles from its mouth. The
water which at ordinary stages is as clear as crystal, was
almost the color of milk. The Indians caught a dozen of

salmon trout, each weighing about a pound, in a small
pool half a mile from the mouth of the river, but the
water was too turbulent and murky to induce many of

the fish to ascend in great numbers. In coming out of

the bay, in a canoe, we found them congregated in large
schools about the mouth of the stream, in sea water,
a waiting the subsidence of the stream to go to their old

haunts miles above. August is the favorite month for

the taking of these large salmon trout in this and other
similar streams along this coast.

As we were coming out of the bay we encountered
a school of more than one hundred porpoises chasing and
feeding on the salmon and salmon trout, off the months
of the fresh-water streams, where they lie in deep water
waiting the proper moment to ascend and spawn. Hun-
dreds of thousands of salmon and salmon trout are de-

stroyed every year by the three or four large schools of

porpoises which have their haunts at the upper and lower
ends of Sitka Bay. The same is true of points all along
this coast. When the porpoises start out to feed they
move in quite a straight line stretching across the bay ,

with the salmon, the salmon trout or the great herring
school before them. Their appearance as they leap out
of the water and then sink again out of sight, to reappear
a few rods further on, is that of being at play, but iu

fact is the most serious business of their lives—getting
food. In their dash under water they never miss their

prey, and thus devour several tons of their victims in an
evening meal, and traversing several miles of water bo-
fore their appetites are satisfied.

I had intended speaking of some of the sea fishing in

these waters with hook and line, but I tincl that I have
taken up so much space already that Imust desist The re

is no fresh-water fishing in southeastern Alaska with
hook and line, except for mountain trout aud salmon
trout. It is impossible to capture salmon by that means.
The streams are too wild, short and rapid to become the
habitat of any other fish which resort to fresh water, or
which live in it, than the mountain trout and the salmon
trout, which I have named. J. H. K.

BLACK BASS IN MAINE.

J HAVE just returned from my vacation in Mount
Vernon, Maine. This beautifully situated village is

upon the shores of two ponds. One of these is among
the finest ponds of the. State famous for lakes and
streams. It has rocky shores, deep, clear water, shoals,

and a great amount of food for the larger fish. Not
many years since it was as well stocked with speckled
trout as now are the lakes on the northern border of the
Pine Tree State. Even now in the springtime it supplies
yearly some of the "speckled beauties," as do all of the
many clear water ponds in this vicinity. This pond we
began to stock with black bass about seven or eight years
ago. Now it is fairly well stocked, much to the "satis-

faction of the people in the vicinity.

The other pond of the village I think is not of a char-
acter to be the home of black bass, though it has many
pickerel. Just above this Mill Pond is Flying Pond, a
large sheet of water dotted with many islands. It was
once the favorite home of large trout, only a few now
remain to tell the tale. But black bass are fast repopu-
lating their haunts.
Two or three miles from here is the well known

Parker's Pond. For more than half a century I have
admired it as a resort of legions of pickerel and white
perch. Hundreds of barrels of pickerel from this pond
have been sent to the Boston market in years past. The
ever active Fish and Game Commissioners last spring
caused thousands of landlocked salmon fry to be put
into these waters. In good time they will be heard from,

If we go down stream from the village two miles we
come to Crotched Pond, and a Jittle below the series of
Wayne Ponds. This line of ponds, I am told, have large
numbers of pickerel and white perch. Indeed when a
hoy I took fish from nearly all these ponds, and then they
were homes of very large trout.

Maranacook Lake is at the head of another line of
lakes, all now well filled with black bass, pickerel and
I think all have the favorite white perch. Certainly
some of the Winthrop and Monmouth ponds have.
Maranacook has become a great resort for taking the
black bass, and with its elegant accommodations, row,
sail and steamboats, I fear is giving the fish the worst of
it. Not far east of Maranacook is deservedly, perhaps,
the favorite lake for black bass in my native State, I
refer to Cobbosseconttee. It is large, has many islands,
points, rocky shores and bottoms, and clear water, with
plenty of food for black bass. It was stocked about
twenty years ago, and has some "old settlers" to delight
the enthusiastic angler for this prince of gamy fish. I
have never fished here, but in August I visited its shores
and saw a fine village of cottages on its banks built by
devotees of the dusky finny tribe, and these devotees are
from the large cities of New England.
Another cluster of lakelets has in its number "The

Great Pond" of Belgrade and is also in Kennebec. Nature
stocked it with pickerel, trout and white perch, and many
years since man stocked it with black bass and land-
locked salmon. Thousands angle there every season
with great success.
Not tar from this, with its east shore in Belgrade and its

west in Mt. Vernon, is Long Pond, Nature was as gen-
erous to this as to its larger neighbor, while man added
only the black bass. The conditions of this almost spring-
like cool, clear water are most propitious for the Trojan
fish, and here he has flourished for about fifteen years.
His reputation for fighting and for flavor have drawn
large numbers of sportsmen from different sections of the
State and many large cities elsewhere. This now is my
favorite angling place. Here I met from clay to day in
August and early in September representatives from some
of the largest mercantile houses in Boston and other
cities. Are the fLh gamy? Just like a black bass, full

1 of intelligent fight. Are they good for the table ? When

from these sparkling waters they have no superior among
fresh-water fish, unless salmon or trout. Are they popu-
lar as a game fish ? Five or eight years ago they were
not; those having caught trout aud pickerel for years got
their tackle smashed and could not catch them, and with
an emphasis said " sour grapes !

" To day the young men
of the present generation think it the supreme point of
angling. Are they liked upon the table? Five or eight
years ago they did not know how to cook them and the
natives sighed for the white perch, their sweetest morsel.
To day they know how to cook them, and the multitude
cannot tell which is black bass and which perch when
placed upon the same plate and taken from the same
pool. But as I have indicated scores of fishermen are on
these waters each suitable day, and as on the northern
lakes of Maine rowboats, canoes aud sailboats are on every
shoal and reef and by every island seeking this fish. For
next year a steamboat is threatened. And unless the
Commissioners call a halt it is likely these grand reports
of the black bass will become abattoirs as have been the
trout lakes. I have not forgotten what I have said in
the past in praise of trout when enjoying him on the
artificial fly or on the table. I deplore the destruction of
the trout, yet 6ince his glory has departed 1 join with
two men I met on Long Pond (one from Connecticut and
one from Boston) in saying it is a world better for me to
take a 3-pound black bass with a minnow (and we
take many larger ones) than a dozen 6in. trout on a fly.

These two men have recently come from the trout regions
of northern. Maine,
My wish is that the good days of trout fishing may be

restored, and that bass may still be increased, and that
both these fish may in the future be sources of joy to
sportsmen and of revenue to the good old Pine Tree State.

J. W. T.
Boston, Sept. 28.

A MONTANA BIG ONE.
T HAD been told that there were trout in. Big Spring
JL Creek "that long" (indicating something less than a
yard), and so, having no fish line, I twisted a formidable
cable of black linen thread, and for some hours I patiently

waded the icy stream, and tried to convince the fish that

my ponderous tackle was not so bad as it looked; still,

they wouldn't even consider the matter. I had my doubts
as to there being any fish there after all, but I threw a
grasshopper on the surface of the current, and as I

watched it drift down over a deep green pool under a
ledge of rock, an enormous trout rose majestically, much
as I have seen porpoises roll, and gathered in the grass-

hopper, thereby putting an end to my doubts at once.
Well, thinks I to myself, that's a little the biggest trout

I ever saw or heard of, and I must certainly make
another effort. So with many misgivings I set about
twisting another line of white thread, when suddenly it

occurred to me that if I could make him jump like that

again, so coolly and easily, I would have time enough to

put a rifle bullet mighty close to him before he could set-

tle back to the safety of deep waters. Shooting trout on
the rise, too, would certainly be original if not exactly

lawful.
So I threw away the thread and hooks, and taking my

rifle along, caught another grasshopper. This I threw
just as I had thrown the other, and the moment it struck

the water I sighted it and followed it along as it drifted

over the same pool. As before, there was a gleam of scar-

let and olive-green, the hopper was gone, and before I

knew it I had discharged the rifle into the mighty swirl.

No results at first, and I thought what a fool I was to

suppose I could shoot a jumping fish with a rifle; but

presently a huge pink belly made its appearance, coming
to the surface, and there floated my fish, larger even than
he had appeared before. I rushed in on a shallow riffle

and seized him as he came floating down. Oh! such a
beauty, and not a bruise on him; he must have been en-
tirely under water before the bullet got there, but he had
received such a shock that he hardly moved after it. I

had no means of weighing him, but his length was 20jjin.

Deekeield, Montana. IPSARRAKA.

Gentle Anglers.—Some young ladies, friends of

mine, went camping this summer, that is, they stopped
for a couple of weeks in a cottage five miles from civ-

ilization. One day when they were out fishing they
were in luck to the extent of a gigantic bullpout. They
started for the cottage with their hearts set on fried bul I

pout for breakfast next morning. Then the question of

dressing his bullpoutship arose. Of course, dressing him
before he was dead was out of the question, so after

pounding him on the head some little time with a stick

with no other effect than causing him to flop most
viciously, they held a council of war. They decided to

stab him. The most hard-hearted girl in the crowd now
stepped to the front provided with the sharpest knife in

camp. She put the point to the victim's throat—the

bullpout flopped. Her maidenly heart failed her, the mur-
derous weapon dropped from her nerveless grasp, and the

bullpout was saved. After the scheme of putting him on
ice and freezing him to death had been suggested, and
brought to a termination by the discovery that there was
no ice in the chest, it was resolved that the bullpout

should be put in a bucket of water, and in the morning
turned loose in the lake.—Darby (Brockton, Mass.).

Hickory Shad Fishing at Providence.—Providence,

R. I., Oct. 1.—We have had sport for two weeks with the

"skipjacks" and hickory shad. There were about thirty

fishermen on Red Bridge last Sunday, and they caught
over 120 shad. It is great sport. The shad weigh from
1 to 31bs. and are caught in the swift cm-rent under the

drawbridge. Probably three fish are lost to every one
caught, as their mouths are so tender that a hook will

often tear out from the weight of the fish alone. They
are being caught nearly every tide now. The menhaden
are schooling here in the river almost in the center of

the city. Fly rods and live bait are mostly used for shad.

—H. B. Soule.

Osakis, Minn., Oct. 4.—Messrs. J. D. Knight, John
McManigal and D. R. Sizer of Lincoln, Neb., have been
fishing in the lakes near here for the last four days, dur-

ing which time they have taken 156 black bass, ranging
in weight from 2 to lilbs. They shipped home SOOlbs.

,
yesterday, besides having supplied their table ever since

|

they came. Other parties who are fishing here are

equally successful.—G. O. Shields.
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THE CH1TTE.

CHITTE* FISHING IN MAURITIUS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Doubtless both you and your readers are well up in the

art of catching the finny tribes from a shark to a trout,

yet I think I have had experience with one species of

game fish which perhaps no other one of your readers

has ever brought to grass. During my long residence in

Mauritius, that little island in the Indian Ocean, so famed
from early times for its icthyological treasures, I had op-

portunities of being in at the death of most of the game
fish of both the salt and fresh waters of the region.

Mauritius has many small rivers emptying into the sea,

and some of these contain fine fish, among them are two
species of Agonostoma (Nestis) the A. telfairi, and the
A. dobuloides of Gunther. The former is native in Mau-
ritius and the Comoro Islands, but the latter is indigenous
to the one island only. The two fish look somewhat
alike, but the dobuloides has thick lips, and a spine more
in the anal fin. Its habits are similar to those of our
trout, and it is one of the quickest fish known in its

movements, requiring great skill to hook and land it

safely. Some or these rivers run through the large sugar
plantations, and the Black River is especially noted for

its chitte. These fish are preserved by the proprietors of

the estates, and no one is allowed to take them except at

certain seasons of the year, prescribed by law, and then
only by permission of the owner.
Once a year parties of ten or twelve gentlemen are in-

vited for a week's fishing, and these piscatorial receptions
are always looked forward to with pleasure by the disci-

ples of Izaak Walton. A day is fixed for the gathering
and the rendezvous announced. Few but expert fisher-

men are invited, for if a man cannot handle his rod and
reel adroitly and cast his fly in the exact spot every time,
he had better stay at home, as he will not capture a fish.

In many places the banks of the river are shaded by over-
hanging branches, under which the fish are fond ©f lying
in wait for any unwary fly that touches the water. Now
an old hand with the rod will bring out a chitte every
time from just such a place where a novice would only
entangle his line and scare the fish.

I was many times invited to these parties, and always
accepted, and I can truly say that the times I have passed
with the sportsmen I met at these gatherings were among
the pleasantest of my life. We had English officers and
French gentlemen of leisure, all men of cultivated tastes

and delightful companions, and bent on having a good
time. The meeting generally takes place soon after day-
light, as the early morning is considered the best time to
fish. We assembled usually down stream, it being re-

garded as more sportsmanlike, and requiring more skill

to fish up stream, especially where the current is rapid,
with numerous cascades. Our haugar, or permanent
rendezvous for the week, was some miles from our start-

ing point, and there we were to eat, relate the incidents
of the day and sleep as best we might, and thither our
traps were forwarded on the heads of coolie servants.
When our work fairly began, some of us took to the

shallow stream and others to the banks of the tributaries,

where deep holes and cascades were numerous. My
Companion was a jolly Scotchman and expert with rod
and reel, and he and I took to the water together, cau-
tiously casting our lines into every cascade and over the
deep holes. The second cast my friend made he cap-
tured a fish weighing 1-pbs. It requires great skill to
hold your fish after he has taken the fly, for his jaws are
very tender, and he is much more active than a trout.

He darts about with great force and energy to free him-
self, and to reel quickly would be disastrous. You must
give line and play with him sometimes for minutes till

he is exhausted, when he is easily taken from the hook.
I very soon found I was not casting my line properly; I

did not cast far enough; but when I reached 50ft., if the
cast was a good and clean one, without splashing when
touching the water, I always captured my fish.

The chitte, like trout and other fish, is easily fright-

ened, and great care must be observed in this respect, for
if scared, he is off under the nearest boulder or hiding
place under the bank, and you see him no more. We
fished up stream for six or eight miles, and every careful
cast of the line was successful.

At one spot we halted to light our pipes, and it was pro-
posed that we should see who could cast the furthest
when we resumed work. To my surprise the distance
was nearly equal, our lines were cast side by side fully
55ft.

,
striking the water together, and, still more singu-

lar, each hook soon had a fish attached, and a beauty,
too. We went on up stream, fishing as we felt inclined,
till we had nearly reached the haugar, and the sun was
high in the heavens. By this time the fish were shy and
scarce, but as we had nearly 301bs. between us, we felt
satisfied with our morning's work. When the sun grows
hot the chitte hides away and refuses the most tempting
bait. He dives into deep, shady holes, and under the
banks of the stream. Near the haugar was a very deep
hole by the side of an immense boulder, and it was full
of fish that had left the sunny stream for their noontide
rest. We tried for an hour, but could not induce one to
rise; but the experience and practice I gained in casting
repaid me for the trouble, and we reeled up, and pro-
ceeded to our home for the ensuing week.
Some of our party had preceded us, and their catch

was already in the hands of a French cook when we
arrived at the haugar, and better still, we found a huge
bowl of champagne punch resting in a block of ice.
Strange as it may seem, ice is now extensively made in
Mauritius by a French process, and our good host had
sent some over in a mule cart, for which we were duly
thankful. While waiting for our breakfast and resting
after our labors, a Creole asked permission to show us
how his people caught chitte when they would not take
the fly. Our curiosity was aroused, for we did not think
it possible for such an active fish to be captured without
hook, line or net. One of the most expert men was
chosen, and he soon stripped, and having procured a large
pole was fully equipped for work. Placing one end of
the pole on the bottom of a pool, while two men held the
other end from the top of a boulder, under which the hole
was nearly ten feet deep, he then placed a split bamboo
over his nose and down he went hand over hand on the
pole. When well down he drove the fish under the
boulder, and actually caught them with his hands in the
crevices where they had sought shelter. As he caught
one he killed it by a nip with his teeth, and it was cer-
tainly a most successful but very unsportsmanlike way of

* Pronounced shc.at.

fishing. We forebade any further work of the kind, and
our host gave them warning of dire consequences should
they be found poaching.
Our appetites were well sharpened by the time our chef

announced breakfast, and we were greatly surprised to
find that a sumptuous repast of native and imported
delicacies awaited us, with the choicest wines of France
and Germany at command. Most noticeable were the
dishes of chitte cooked in various ways. My beau-ideal
of a pan fish had always been a fresh, well-cooked Eng-
lish sole, but when I tasted the chitte I awarded it the palm
before any fish I am acquainted with. As the sole is a
salt-water fish, perhaps the comparison is not fair, but I

do not hesitate to aver that the chitte is superior to our
trout. Both alike must be cooked as soon as caught to

be perfection, as they soon soften, but when taken from
a cold mountain stream both are delicious eating. I say
the chitte is superior from its peculiar flavor, and I have
heard the question discussed by Scotch and English
sportsmen, and they usually gave the chitte the prefer-
ence.
After our sumptuous repast was over I was curious to

know how the fish I had eaten were cooked. M. Jean
Louis, our chef, informed me of several ways of serving
them, but theone I liked best was as follows: After the
fish was cleaned it was carefully wrapped in white paper
with a strip of bacon, and broiled to a turn, over a quick
fire. I heard many encomiums on the fish, but certainly
did not expect my Scotch friend to pronounce so em-
phatically that "it beat Sprey trout."
Our hangar was a building about 20ft. square, one

story, open at the sides, with two long tables in the mid-
dle which were used as dining tables by day and served
for the "downy" couch of the poor tired fishermen at
night. The situation was most romantic, as it was in a
grand gorge of the Black River Mountains. The valley
we were in was once a living, very active crater, but the
revolutions of ages have partially filled it up with
detached rocks and debris. When not inclined for fish-

ing, we were tempted to ramble through the lovely
scenery. We were not far from some giant cascades, and
nature had covered every rocky ridge with a vesture of
luxuriant vegetation. Ferns, orchids and other varieties
dear to the botanist, were to be had for the hunting, so
little of our time was unoccupied. Near by was a coffee
plantation, in full bloom, filling the air with fragrance,
and as the proprietor had planted rows of lime trees to
screen the delicate plants from the prevailing winds, we
had abundance of this most refreshing fruit. There were
tall trees in our neighborhood, inhabited by a small
species of monkey, so disgusted that their haunts should
be invaded by the footsteps of man, that we were often
startled by what we took to be shrieks of defiance. At
night our slumbers were at times disturbed by the pecu-
liar cries of the flying foxes (Pteropus edillis), which
resemble the yelp of a lap dog. We killed one that
measured 8ft. 4m. from tip to tip of his wings. He was
Foon converted into curry by our Creole servants, who
preferred it to fish. After a week of unalloyed pleasure
in this invigorating mountain ah", with companions all
we could wish, we returned, far better able to bear the
discomforts of the heated city of Port Louis than when
we left it. Nicholas Pike.

The Waterproof Myth.—Most men believe that there
exists a kind of leather which either is or may be made
to be impermeable to water. Clad in these waterproof
boots the sanguine man dreams that he would be able to
stand for hours in a trout stream, or to walk miles over a
road ankle-deep with mud, or even to get on or off a
street railway car in winter and still keep his feet dry.
From time to time he buys a pair of boots which he thinks
are waterproof, and when he finds that they admit water
almost as freely as if they were made of paper he always
imputes the fact to some alleged oversight of the boot-
maker in leaving a small hole through which the water
enters, and his faith in the existence of waterproof boots
remains unshaken. There are very many men, especially
among those whose regard for veracity has been weak-
ened by habitual fishing, who will claim to have owned
at some remote period a pair of waterproof boots. A
man of this kind is not infrequently heard to say, "I had
a pair of boots about ten years ago that you couldn't wet
through. Why! I've stood for six or eight hours up to
the tops of these boots in water and never had a drop
come through them." It is a curious fact that assertions
of this kind, if examined, are uniformly found to be
wholly false. The tendency to make them, while almost
invariably found among fishermen, is not confined ex-
clusively to that class, and it is not easily explicable by
experts in ethics. It is, perhaps, worth noticing that the
story is always the same. The teller never claims to have
owned more than one pair of waterproof boots, and he
never takes the trouble to explain why he has not always
bought boots of the same quality and from the same
maker. He must know that scarcely any one believes his
marvelous tale, and yet some strange impulse urges him
on to repeat it, and so blacken his soul with useless and
aimless perjury.—Funny Man of the New York Times,

Galveston, Tex., Sept. 24.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Fishing in the Gulf waters here is excellent at this season of
the year. Large catches «f sheepshead, Spanish mackerel,
channel bass and sea trout especially, are being made,
and red snapper and grouper can be had on the banks, a
few miles out, by any who see fit to go after them. The
great silver king, the tarpon, is also plentiful in Galves-
ton Bay, though, so far as I can learn, no one has ever
taken one here on a rod and reel or even attempted to do
so. Lines are often lost to them, however, by persons
angling for the smaller species, and the market fishermen
occasionally get them in their nets. The uninitiated
have a good deal of fun with the tarpon in these waters by
baiting shark tackle with live mullet, attaching it to a cask
and setting it afloat. Sometimes a number of these floats

are put out at once and it is said to be no uncommon
thing to see three or four of them sailing round the bay
at once. A boat follows them up and when the tarpon or
shark, as the case may be, tires himself out he is hauled
up to the boat by main force and slaughtered. The tar-

pon will, no doubt, soon be proceeded against by some
of our Western and Southwestern sportsmen, for this

point is nearer to many of them than the Florida ports
which have heretofore been the field for this class of

sport. I sorely regret that I did not bring my tackle
with me and devote a day or two to the tarpon while
here, but shall see them later.—G. O. Shields.

Pumpkin Seeds.—The Washington Post pokes a bit of
fun in this wise: "A private letter from Peoria, 111., in-

forms us that Mr. Eugene Baldwin, the gifted editor of
the Journal, while fishing in Spoon River recently,
caught forty eight pumpkin seeds in less than thirty
minutes. We deem it to be our patriotic duty to inform
the esteemed Secretary of Agriculture of this wonderful
catch. We know very little about pumpkins, but we
should think that a river which yields this remarkable
number of seeds might be cultivated with profit. We
leave the matter in Secretary Rusk's hands, quite assured
that he will know what action is wisest to take in the
matter." "Pumpkin seeds" are to be found in large
numbei-s in most of our eastern rivers and ponds. They
are the small boy's delight, and have proved a source of
enjoyment for years to the older boys as well as the
younger. Drs. Gill, Jordan and Gilbert and other writ-
ers tell us that the pumpkin seeds found in the waters
build nests which they defend with great courage, and
that they are carnivorous, voracious, gamy, and are
valued as food.

A Channel Bass at Fire Island,—New York, Oct. 7.

—One of our customers, and in fact a personal friend of
mine, Mr. H, C. Wilson, of 28 Beekman street, and an
enthusiastic angler, was fishing Saturday for bluefish
outside of Fire Island with a light bait-rod and about
150yds. of our No. 9 Cuttyhunk line, when he struck a
very heavy fish. The catboat was pitching heavily and
it was quite a task to play the fish; in fact part of the
time he had to be held from falling overboard. After a
stubborn fight of three-quarters of an hour he managed
to get him near enough to the boat to see that it was a
large channel bass, or spot, a stray wanderer from the
south. Not having a landing net or gaff, it was a diffi-

cult matter to land him, but Capt. Phelps, by lying at
full length on the deck, managed to get his hands in the
gills, and with the assistance of all hands lifted him into
the boat. It was in fine condition and weighed 35 Hb&.
Mr. Wilson says the fish attracted a great crowd when
he got back to" the hotel, and he felt that he had a very
exciting time.—W Holberton.

The Fisherman's Jug.—"G. A L." sends us a copy of
the child's paper Little Helpers, which is published by
the Women's Baptist Foreign Missionary Society at Bos-
ton. It has a very pretty little story of a New Jersey
Sunday school's "missionary jug," which was deeoratad
with a speckled trout rising to a fly; and was left for the
season at Edington Park, in the Adirondacks, where
visiting anglers were invited to drop into it their contri-
butions. The jug took in $58 the first season, and was
bid off by one of the fishermen for 810. 25; the second year
it took in $100 and was again sold, this time for $100
the total earned being $268.25. It is needless to add
that the New Jersey Sunday school scholars have an
exalted opinion of Adirondack fishermen.

A Large Lafayette Fish.—New York, Oct. 1.—

I

found a few days ago at my fishmonger's a Lafayette
fish of such extraordinary size that I think it worthy of
record. I neglected to have it weighed before it was
cleaned, but the next morning the weight, dressed, was
13oz., so that the fish when whole and fresh from the
water must have weighed very nearly, if not quite, a
pound. Prof. Baird, as quoted in Goode's "American
Fishes," says " the usual size in New Jersey is about 6in.,

although occasionally measuring lOin." I have never
caught any larger than 7in., nor do I remember seeing
any in the markets longer than that. These nice little

fish have been very scarce this season in New York —E.
Titus, Jr.
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Athens, Pa., Oct. 2.—Editor Forest and Stream: Yes-
terday Chief of Police Bennet of this place arrested John
L. Russell, 0. F. Riney and Wayne Towner, of Athens,
and brought them before Justice Lamberson, charged
with taking fish with fyke-net attached to wings or walls.

The net was set in " Hotaling riffs," about two miles
above here on the Susquehanna River. They were re-

leased on bail to appear the 12th inst.—W. K. P.

MISSOURI FISH COMMISSION.

WE have before us the fifth biennial report of the Pish
Commission of the State of Missouri for the year

1.887-88. The present members of this Commission are: H.
M. Garlichs, St. Joseph, Mo., chairman; Gen. J. L. Smith,
Jefferson City, Mo.; Capt. H. C. West, St. Louis, Mo., and
A. P. Campbell, St. Joseph, Mo., secretary.

The Commissioners report that they are gratified with the
results obtained, and say, "We think we have not only
niade a good showing, but elegant results for the future
supply in Missouri." The annual appropriation for the
maintenance of this Commission is but 13,000, and the Com-
missioners complain that the uncertainty and backward
appropriations work serious injury to future operations.
They say it is their desire to expand the work, and to do so

their ponds must be increased for breeding purposes. "We
have now on hand in ponds spawning fish of the following
variety: Bass, crappie, California trout and German carp
enough to produce four times the number of fish we turned
out last year, but the appropriation is wholly inadequate to
make the fish industry a perfect success. To operate on a
broader scale it requires more money than the appropriation
for the past two years." The railroad companies, with one
exception, have given free transportation for messengers
and their tubs and cans, as well as for the State aquarium
car. This car was built in 1885 at a cost of -$2,000, and has
been of great service in transporting fish to all parts of the
State. It has a carrying capacity of from 10,000 to 25,000
young fish. The Commissioners ask for a larger appropria-
tion. They say: 'As we have an aquarium car, and bad
we ample means, we could supply all demands for native
fish by seining the bayous and shoal ponds along our border
rivers. These shoal places are formed by the filling up of
the old river beds and small depressions during the spring
freshets, and on the receding of the waters leave many
spawners of different varieties imprisoned. These pond's
are good breeding grounds, and the fall finds them alive
with small fry that must surely perish before spring. Our
sister State, Illinois, does a large, amount of such work, and
finds excellent results."
The State has a hatchery at St. Joseph. There is ten

acres of ground here owned by the State. The ponds are
fed by two springs and a large windmill. This establish-
ment' is superintended by Capt. Jas. W. Day. It is located
within one-half mile of five lines of railroads, affording
good facilities for shipping fish.

Forest Park Ponds, under the personal supervision of
Capt. H. C. West, with Philip Kopplin, Jr., in charge of
the ponds, has proven a success for the culture of crappie
and carp.
With reference to carp and carp culture the Commissioners

say: "There seems to be quite a difference of opinion as to
the value of the carp as a food fish, even among those who
have spent much time and money in their culture. vVe are
of the opinion that we have fish of a better quality among
our native fish in Missouri, but the rapid growth and appar-
ent hardiness under conditions fatal to many of our natives,
commend the carp to all people embarking in fishculture.
With but few exceptions under our observations in our State
they are raised in ponds of sluggish, impure water, and any
person expecting to get fine-flavored, firm-fleshed fish from
such waters will continue to be disappointed as to their
edi ble qualities. Simply because they are of a hardy nature,
and will thrive and multiply in such waters, it does not
follow that such ponds are necessary for successful carp
culture. The idea so prevalent throughout the country that
earp can be raised in any sort of a pond is a mistaken one,
and many people have been deluded by this notion, and have
made application for and received the necessary supply of
carp for a fair start in the business, deposited them in their
supposed model ponds, never to gaze upon them again."
The crappie is mentioned as an elegant pan fish, and one

that affords fine sport for the angler; 1,200 spawners were
obtained from Lake Contrary and placed in the Forest Park
Ponds, and from this stock young fish have been distributed
to all parts of the State and there still remain thousands to
distribute. It is the purpose of the Commission to propa-
gate the crappie to as large an extent as possible.
The black bass is also receiving much attention. These,

like the crappie., are obtained from Lake Contrary.
The California rainbow trout (Salmo iricleu's) has been

planted in the Ozark Mountain region, where it is expected
to thrive.

In reference to the use of dynamite in killiug fishes the
report states that the killing of fish by the use of dynamite
is perhaps the most wanton destruction ever known. In
the dry season, when the streams are but a succession of
pools, malicious persons follow up and down the streams
exploding dynamite cartridgss in the deep pools, killing
everything. The fish of a marketable size are used, while
the myriads of young fish are left to decay upon the banks.
Illegal seining also causes much destruction among the
fishes of the State. More stringent laws are asked for, call-
ing for heavier punishment, especially in the case of the
dynamiters.
An annual appropriation of $5,000 is asked for, besides an

appropriation of 81,000 to repair the aquarium car and erect
a building to protect it from the weather. A table is given
showing the number of ponds and streams stocked in the
State to date. Number of ponds stocked with carp previous
to 1S87, 4,117, and during 1887-8, 701 additional ponds were
stocked with this species. The total number of carp dis-
tributed to public and private waters is 595,785. Number of
black bass and crappie planted in public and private waters
to date, 273,957; of this number 133,836 were distributed to
public waters during 1887-8, and 14,005 to private ponds dur-
ing the same year. The number of California trout planted
previous to 1887 was 51,400, and during 1887-8 there were
10,000 distributed. These were planted in public waters.
The Commissioners having received numerous letters ask-

ing for information concerning methods of fishculture, how
to construct ponds, etc. , have appended as a paxt of their re-
port a revised edition of "Carp and Carp Culture in Mis-
souri," with appendix on native fish. This treatise upon
the carp was prepared by Dr. I. G. W. Steedman, of St.
Louis. It covers 57 pages, and is of much valne to those
about to undertake the raising of carp.

TROUT IN NEBRASKA.—Considerable numbers of
brook and California trout have been taken in Long Pine
Creek, Shadron Creek, and various other streams of
Nebraska during the season of 1889. Trout seem to find
suitable conditions in this State as, from reports, they are
increasing in numbers very fast, and brook trout (S, fonti-
nalis) are found weighing over 21bs. each. We saw a
specimen last winter, which measured 17in., and weighed
a trifle over Slbs. This fish was sent on by Mr. W. L. May,

fish commissioner, and was a genuine brook trout. The
trout, both species, were introduced into Nebraska several
years ago, and were raised from the eggs in the State
hatcheries, the eggs being obtained from the U. S. Fish
Commission. At present the State has a large number of
stock fish, or breeders, and thousands of trout fry are dis-

tributed each year. At the time of the commencement of
this work Mr. M. E. O'Brien, superintendent of fish hatch-
eries, Nebraska, said, "

I f the trout streams of Nebraska are
stocked as they should be it would not be long until there
would be as good trout fishing in Nebraska waters as there
is now in many of the older States." It would now seem
that this has been accomplished, and that the. brook trout
is finding suitable conditions for thriving in Nebraska can-
not be disputed .

he Menml

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Oct. 8 to 12.—Eighth Annual Dog Show of the Danbury Agri-
en it u nil Society, at Danbury, Conn. B. C. Lynes, Secretary. En-
tries close Sept. SB.

Nov. 14 to 16.—First Dog Show of the. Continental Kennel Club,
at Denver, Col. Claude King, Secretary.

Jan. 13 to 18, 1890.—First Annual Dog Show of the Georgia Pet
Stock and Bench Show Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Von-
derleith, Secretary.
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 18!)0.—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and

Pel Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 18 to 21, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 11 to 1-1, 1890.—Second Annual Dok Show of the Rochester

Kennol Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 25 to 28, 1800.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 189(1.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.
April 15 to 18, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of tbeMascoutah

Kennel Club, at Chicago, 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 4.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennol Club.

P. T. Madison. Secretary, Indianapolis. Ind.
Nov. H.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel Club,

at Chatham, Out. C. A. Stone, Secretary, London, Ont.
Nov. 18.—Eleventh Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.
Dec. 2—Inaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club,

at Lexington, N. C. O. H. Odell, Secretary, Mill's Building, New
York, N. Y.
Dec. 16.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Ainory, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at Bakerstield, Cab H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313
Bush street. San Francisco, Cal.
Feb. 11, 1890.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary.

COURSING.
Oct. 9 to 12.—Fall meet of the National Coursing Club at Hutch-

inson, Kan. M. E. Allison, Manager.
Oct. 24.—Annual Meet of the American Coursing Club, at Great

Bend, Kan. F. K. Doan, Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.

AMERICAN GORDON SETTER CLUB.
EditorForest mid Stream:
In your issue of Oct. 3 appears a communication signed

by J. Whitaker, M.D., in which he pretends to criticise my
open letter, dated two weeks previously. It seems to me
that his criticisms are simply a wholesale apology for the
shortcomings of the committee or clique who are how run-
ning the American Gordon Setter Club.
The first section of the Constitution of the club states its

object to be to promote the breeding of Gordon setters, to
develop and bring to perfection the natural high qualities
of the same for field use. Now, this being the object, one-
would naturally think that the officers of the club should
endeavor by all possible and proper means to impress t he
public generally, and the buyers of sportingdogs in particu-
lar, that the Gordon setter is the equal, if not the superior,
of any other field dog. To do this it becomes necessary that
the Gordon setter should enter into such competitions wit h
dogs of other breeds as will fully demonstrate this; yet the
president of our club has advised all owners of Gordon set-
sers not to run their dogs in field trials as at present man-
aged. This would impute to the field trials clubs either in-
ability or dishonesty. Certainly this is a most inconsistent
reason. The judges selected are men of ability, and the
large number of entries is in itself an indorsement of the
judges by owners generally. It is simply nonsense that Gor-
don setters will not receive justice at the hands of these
gentlemen. I have made an entry and wish I had more
dogs fit to run.
The fact that Mr. Malcolm has done all he could to dis-

courage entries at field trials, I consider a sufficient reason,
if none other existed, that a change of officers in the club
would be beneficial. I am not alone in this opinion, a num-
ber of members fully agreeing with me, and as evidence that
even St. Louis contributes her quota to the dissatisfied, the
following extract from a letter received by me will show:
"St. Louis, Sept. 29.—Your article of Sept. 21 meets my
views; and I hereby authorize you to use my name in order
to have the election of officers postponed for sixty days, so
that all members may be consulted and have a chance to
select officers who will do more for the Gordon setter than
the present ones have done. I am not at all satisfied with
the present management, etc." Thus you perceive that Dr.
Whitaker, when he speaks for all the Gordon men of St.
Louis as indorsing the faked ticket, evidently labors
under a delusion. The doctor's communication throughout
is one of apology as well as an indorsement of the president's
action. If he is satisfied with the course pursued by the club,
it is no reason why I should'nt take exception to it, especi-
ally as I am deeply interested in the future of the Gordon
setters, and am willing to do my utmost to have them attain
that degree of popularity to which their good field qualities
entitle them.
Too much of your valuable space would be occupied were

I to dissect the constitution and expose its irregularities.
The probabilities are that it was gotten up hurriedly, and
no attention has been paid to it since. A committee should
be appointed to amend and revise it, then the officers and
governing committee should be elected annually at aregular
date. The last election took place in July, 1888. The meet-
ing now called for an election of officers is fixed for Oct. 9,
after a lapse of about fifteen months. This cannot be an
annual election, and should it take place on the date men-
tioned would certainly be invalid, as the constitution makes
no provision for it. Section 9 says that a general meeting
of members shall take place at least once a year for the
election of five members of the committee, yet in face of
this provision we are sent a blank proxy with a list of nine
names for the committee attached and asked to sign it for
an election that should have taken place last July. Perhaps
if this matter were carefully considered by the members of
the club they might see that such a meeting as proposed by
the star-chamber committee would be in violation of our
constitution or fundamental law. It would be the best fox-

all concerned to move in accordance with the constitution
as it now exists. This would be best done by calling a meet-
ing for the reconstruction of the constitution, that would

correct the errors the club has fallen into, and we could
then proceed in a legitimate way to the election of officers
and other business.
In regard to secrecy, referred to in Dr. Whitaker's letter,

there is a wide difference of opinion. Many will assert that
the more publicity given the proceedings the better it will
be for all concerned. The leading organization, the Ameri-
can Kennel Club, publishes everything that occurs mont hly,
and it seems proper to me that this should be done in our
case also. Should all concerned in this matter get an
opportunity to consult with each other and offer their sug-
gestions, the probability is great that the conclusions ar-
rived at would be for the best interests of all and it might
succeed in uniting all the Gordon men to work as a unit to
popularize their favorite breed. John II. Mkykp.
159 West TniHTY-FOURTH Stkeet, New York City.

COURSING NOTES.

CCHICAGO, 111., Oct. 1.—In a late visit to St. Louis, I
J found Mr. Frank K. Doan, secretary of the American

Coursing Club, very busy in getting out illustrated matter
for the October meet at Great Bend, Kas., and vowing he
never, never would be secretary again. On this latter point
I trust Mr. Doan to be misinformed, for he has been so
efficient that the club can do no better than elect him again.
Already there is proof of the good year's work in the show
of hands of those who have said they will be present at the
meet. Beyond doubt this will be the greatest affair of the
kind ever seen in this country, and it will be well worth
anybody's time to come out and see it. It is thought that
nearly a car load of visitors will go on from St. Louis, and
other points have promised a good attendance, including
this city, although 1 can not get folks here to half under-
stand me when I tell of the sport to be witnessed at these
occasions. Now is the time for New York men and men all
over the East to head West, and those who do will not be
disappointed in what Great Bend has in store for them
The meet i« set to begin Oct. 24. That is rather too late,
for the weather will be coolish, but not too much for a big
crowd and a big time. There will probably be 4,000 people
in line.

The dogs at this fall's meet will be the best ever seen
there. Mr. Luse's Dick's Darling should run, and so should
one of the Waterloo Kennels, Glendyne, and Dr. Royce's
Handmaiden, a very good-looking little bitch. The Snow
bitch from Louisville is to be on hand, and is thought ex-
ceptionally dangerous company. Mr. Burgess has promised
to bring on his St. Louis winner, Spring, and Mr. Doan,
allied with old Uncle Bobby Smart, of Kllinwood, is sure to
have a blue honey or so which will make grief for some-
body. Denver should send down Young Gold Dust and
others, and Kansas and Nebraska will be on hand with a lot
of sturdy and tough ones. Mr. H. C. Lowe is reported to
have spent much care in fitting White Lips, last year's
runner-up, and Mr. Allison can always go out into his ken-
nel of a dark night and find a puppy that hasn't so much
style about him, but someway will run disgustingly far
down in the stakes. And lastly, when I was in Cincinnati
I found the following In the Commercial-Gazette, of that
city, in regard to another lot of dogs whose owners, Mr.
Roger D. Williams, of Lexington, Ky., and Dr. Van Hum
mel, are well known to all who follow coursing, although
not all may know them as joint owners of the Rook wood
Landseer Kennels.
"The Rookwood-Landseer Kennels of Lexington, Ky., last

week purchased of Mr. M. Phister, of this city, one of his
recently-imported English greyhounds, Peveril. This dog.
a areat prize winner in England and a courser of note, is

built upon excellent speed lines, and great thing are ex-
pected of him by the Rookwood people. He will be sent to
Colorado immediately to be trained by Dr. G. Van Hummel
for the October annual meet of the American Coursing
Club, at Great Bend, Kas. The price paid for Peveril was
what is termed "fancy," and as the dog cost Mr. Phister a
good round sum iu England, it is safe to presume that he
received dollars instead of cents in return. The Rookwood-
Landseer Kennels have sent six coursers, four imported, to
Colorado, to be trained for the event mentioned, Peveril
now making the seventh dog and fifth imported flyer of the
little band. As he has had great experience against the
English hares, he will give the Western jack rabbits some
work, with all their show of heels, if they elude him."
Five imported dogs in one lot isn't bad. There will be

nearly a dozen imported ones in all. I hope Mr. Phister
(who is dramatic editor on the Commercial-Gazette) will be
able to come out and see his former property do up the field,

or get done up, as the case may be. He can be assured a
rousing time, and so can everybody.
Mr. Wm. Greeu, of Colorado, will judge at this meet.

Then later follows at a distance of a little over a week the
meet of the National Association at Hutchinson, Kan. This
also will be a big affair, the best of the kind at inclosed
coursing in this country, and it is to be hoped it will have
a rattling good attendance. Mr. Allison's patient pluck
and the hard work of his assistants deserve it . The National
Avill give a good exhibition, and those that can visit Hutch-
inson and Great Bend both for this fall's meetings are
among the truly fortunate of earth. 1*:. Hough.

THE CANADIAN FIELD TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The inaugural field trials of the Canadian Kennel Club

will be held at Chatham, Ont., on Nov. 11 and succeeding
days. Mr. John Davidson, of Monroe, Mich., has kindly
consented to act as judge.
There will be an all-aged stake for setters and pointers

for a purse of 8135; 875 to first, 835 to second, 815 to third,
and 810 for the best pointer.

The club has decided in addition to the above to allow all
entries over 20 to be made into a sweepstakes and divide 50,

30, 20 per cent. The Dominion Cartridge Co. and the Hamil-
ton Powder Co. have donated specials in the above stakes.
The entrance is 85 to enter, $5 to fill. Besides the all-aged
stakes there will be a derby for all setters and pointers
whelped on and after Jan. 1, 1888, for a purse of 850; $25 to
first, 815 to second, $10 to third. All entries over 10 to be
divided in 50, 30,20 percent., $2.50 to enter, $2.50 to fill. These
trials should draw largely both from Canada and the United
States, as all the other field trials are held so far south tha
it debars the majority from seeing as the distance is so great
while Chatham is so centrallv located, being only some 4
miles from Detroit, Mich., and 160 from Buffalo, N. Y. The
best of accommodation can be had, and special arrangements
have been made with the hotels and liveries.

Entries close Nov. 1. Rules and entry blanks can be had
by applying to me. C. A. Stone, Secretary.

Lonuon, Ont.

"THE 'STOCK-KEEPER' AND ITS ASSAILANTS. "—
Editor Forest and Stream: Permit me to correct one slight
error in Mr. Krehl's article on the above subject, which I
am sure was an oversight of his, Mr. Krehl says it was the
design of him and his coadjutors in the Stock-Keeper to
"create" a journal of higher tone in kennel journalism.
Unquestionably the Stock-Keeper, since Mr. Krehl and his
associates undertook the management of it, has vastly in-
creased in power, enterprise and value, but I do not think
that Mr. Krehl meant that there was opening for a higher
tone in any paper than Mr. Broombead gave the Sioefc-

Keeper while lie was the editor. • As Mr. Wynn headed his
mastiff article in Webb, this is "defensio, non offensio."—
W. Wade (Hulton, Pa., Oct. i).
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THE A. K. C. FINANCES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In the January, 1889, issue and first number of theAmeri-

canKennel Gazette, as part of an editorial, is the following:
"The unflinching purpose of your officers is to administer
the affairs of the American Kennel Club with the strictest

impartiality, and for the benefit of one and all of its mem-
bers, both active and associate, whether far or near. It is

the active support and unbiased criticism of the breeders,
owners, exhibitors and lovers of the dog in the United
States, which alone c an make the good influence and useful-
ness of the American Kennel Club possible. Both are
earnestly invited, and in return the management, of the
American Kennel Club offer their very best efforts in serv-
ing them."
After what has been published lately in the several papers

devoted to kennel and other interests anent the Stud Book
and Gazette, I fully expected that the officers of the Ameri-
can Kennel Club would submit a complete statement of the
financial affairs to its members at the meeting held Sept. 19
last,. In the report of that meeting appearing in the several
papers, 1 see that a complete statement of the club's finan-
cial affairs was not submitted, but simply a report, which,
while much longer than the preceding one, amounts to
practically the same thing, the receipts from all sources
between two given dates and the expenses for the same
period, as follows:

TREASURER'S REPORT.
New York, Sept. 18, 1889.

The Treasurer beas to report as follows: Receipts from all

sources:
From Jan. 11 to date $6,002.81
Expenses for same period 5,173.11

Balance on hand $839.70
BILLS RECEIVABLE.

Dae for advertisements Gazette $637.37
Due for advertisements Stud Book 32.00

Due for petty accounts 92.25

Accounts not: good

BILLS PAVAULI5.
Rogers & Sherwond, pnutiDg account..

Balance due club
STOCK ON HAND.

Books bound in cloth:
Vol. I. Hi copi. s at $2.00
Vol. II. 15 copies at $3.00
Vol. ill. 10 copies at $3.00
Vol. IV. VI copies at $3.00 _

Boolvs bound in paper:
Vol. 1 1. 100 copies at $2.00
Vol. 111. 78 copies at $2,00

Quarterly parts l otted in paper:
Vol. IV. Part 1. 326 copies

Part 1 r. 134 copies
Part III. 153 copies
Part IV. 90 copies

703 copies at oOcts
Vol. V. Part I. 36 copies

Part II. 185 copies
Part III. 163 copies
Part IV. 131 copies

$7Gl.'i2

7100

$690.62

8135.7ft

$554.87

$288.00
45.00
30.00
39.00

200.00
156.00

498 copies at 50et s 249.00

American Kennel Gazette* on hand:
2,410 copies of the full issue at 20ets..

$1,358.50

. 482.00

$1,840.50
A. P. Vredenburgh, Treasurer.

That the officers of such an important body as the A. K.C.
should furnish such a meagre and unsatisfactory financial
report to its members, is to me a matter of surprise. If the
last item tinder the heading "Stock on ITaud," part of the
last report, is as it should be, I would say, increase the
price of the Gazette; and if it is not as it should be, yet put
forward in good faith, I would suggest to the bench show
committees of local clubs, when ordering their printing, to
provide for an extra supply of catalogues, and not to dispose
of the unsold ones as has been the practice heretofore, but
to hold them as assets. Further, if all the items in "Stock
on Hand" are as they should be, it appears to me that each
associate member entails a loss on the A. K. C. of $1 annu-
ally, and more if they each register two dogs free.

The American Kennel Club is composed of four compo-
nent parts: (1) the local clubs, (2) the Stud Book, (3) the as-
sociate membership scheme and (4) the Kennel Gazette.
The Stud Book Committee of the A. K. C, in their re-

cently published card say, "When the present volume is

published and paid for, the result will be that it has been
published at a loss of over thirty-one cents on each and
every entry that the book contains:" which statement, I
think, is contradicted by the officials of the A. K. C. in a re-

cent issue of the American Kennel Gazette. And in the
same card they say that "the income and expense of the
Stud Book are kept entirely separate, and distinct from the
other departments of the American Kennel Club." If the
Stud Book account is kept separately, why is it that it,

together with the accounts of the other departments of the
A. K. C ,

are, before they are submitted to the members of
the A. K. C, put into a something resembling a milk shake
machine, from which they are taken in such a thoroughly
mixed condition that it is impossible to separate the one
from the other?
At the beginning of this year the Stud Book was iu a pretty

healthy condition, and had entered in it about 6,660 dogs.
How many were transfers from the A.K.R. does not appear.
From Jan. 1 to Oct. 1 of this year the Stud Book has, as per
Stud Book Committee, entailed a loss of about $660. Now I

fail to see wherein and how the expenses of the Stud Book
have become so different since Jan. 1, 1889, from what they
were before that date, as to entail auy such loss. During
the meeting of the A. K. C, on Sept. 19 last, a matter came
up before the delegates present which I think was worth
more attention thau it received, namely, Mr. Pesball's com-
munication. During two or three minutes discussion of the
matter the secretary of the A. K. C. remarked that "we had
to destroy some eight pages of the manuscript," referring to
the steuographer's transcript. Now I say that the A. K. C.
had not, nor has now, the official minutes of that meeting,
of the reports of which eight pages were destroyed by "we,"
and I think that Mr. Peshall's communication was very
summarily disposed of. Come, Messrs. "We," let the
breeders, owners, exhibitors and lovers of the dog in the
United States know exactly where the A. K. C. stands, ana
whether it is up in the clouds or on terra fi rm a.
In the September, 1889, issue, and last number of the

American Kennel Gazette, as part of an editorial, is the
following: "Some critics, both press and personal, have
croaked about the rocks the American Kennel Club was
nearing in the shape of decreased receipts for the Stud
Book, the overwhelming burden of conducting the Kennel
Gazette, failure of the associate membership to properly fill

its role, damage to the specialty clubs from it, etc., etc., all
of which the last meeting of the delegates of the American
Kennel Club, and the treasurer's report, showed did not
exist at all in some cases, and in others the rocks were small
and quite deep enough to permit our ship to pass over them
in absolute safety. These critics, if with this name we really
should dignify them, one and all, assumed the garb of anx-
ious friends of the American Kennel Club devoted to its
"brilliant future. Since the meeting they have shown the
cloven foot by the bitter, and in some cases unconcealed,

disappointment at the really prosperous and satisfactory
state of affairs in all the departments of the club. To such
we can only say that the American Kenn<d Club can but
benefit, by such badly concealed hypocrisy and selfishly
founded enmity."
Whither are we drifting ?

I write the above as a criticism of the A, K.C, iu compli-
ance with the invitation held out by the officials of the
American Kennel Club, as appeared intheir "Greeting" of
January, 1889. Had I seen the last number of their Ameri-
can Kcrnicl Gazette before; 1 began to write this, it would
never have been undertaken. L, Livesey.
Jersey City, N. J., Oct. 5.

CRITICS AND CROAKERS.
Editor Forest a,nd Stream:

I supposed that 1 would not be surprised at anything the
present rulers of the A. K. G might do. I thought that nil
ndmirari would be my chronic condition after that intoler-
ably insolent editorial in the Kennel Gazette for June,
wherein Turf, Field, and Farm was so scored for daring to
have an opinion of its own as to the wisdom of the proposal
to require reports from judges to "pad" the Gazette, which
proposal had not even been considered by the A. K. C, but
was merely the proposal of one of its officers. But the pre-
sumptous," brazen folly and assurance of the. editorial in the
September number passes all comprehension. Has it come
to such a pass that when any one differs from action of the
A. K. G, either proposed or executed, he is to be black-
guarded by the official organ of the club? Are we to under-
stand that all the press and public have to do is to sit still,
nay, vociferously applaud anything the A. K. C. enacts?
and that any comments, suggestions or censures are treason
foul? Is there no possibility of honest criticism of the A,
K. C, or is all criticism hypocrisy?
As to whether I am overstating the case I ask any fair-

minded man to study this astonishing editorial; it looks as
though it were intended for a defense from unjust criticism
and malignant attack from some parties, and the honesty
of these is directly impugned by such choice gutterisms as,
"These critics, if with this name we really should dignify
them, one and .-ill assumed the garb of anxious friends of
the A. K. C. * * * Since the meeting they have shown
the cloven foot * * * to all such we cati only s£y that
the American Kennel Club cm but benefit by such badly
concealed hypocrisy and selfishly founded enmity * * *

vaporing of our friends (?j" etc., etc.

Now, in considering the above delicacies, so strongly savor-
ing of the Fata nsvil.lc Gazette, remember that the only criti-

cism of the A. K.C. to which this stuff could possibly apply
have been those of POBEST and Stream, Turf, Field and
Farm, Fanciers' Journal, and Messrs. Pesha'll, Hopf and
Shotwell, and I defy the production of a single sentence in
either of the named journals or written by one of the above
named gentlemen that warrants the disgraceful charge of
hypocrisy that the editorial makes. Tart. Field and Fa rm
remained quiet under a supercilious attack on its right of
criticism, which I suppose proceeded from an unwillingness
to damage the (dub for the. presumption of the attack, and
everything that it published as editorial was strictly within
the bounds of fair, honest, open criticism; FOEEST AND
STREAM and the Fanciers' Journal have been studiously
careful to avoid anything li ke attacking the A. K.C, and the
gentlemen I have named stated their objections to the action
of the A. K.C. and gave their reasons in a perfectly honest
manner, and the only lesson to be learned from this most
astonishing editorial is that no differing from the ruling
powers of the A. K.C is to be tolerated. Mind you, it is not
offensive criticism, malignant strictures or virulent ani-
mosity that is objected to, it is simply disputing what the
A.K.C (or its officers) do, and this disputing is to be " hypoc-
risy " per sc, without any qualification.
Now I would earnestly ask the attention of the many

honorable gentlemen 1 know to be delegates to the A. K. C,
to ponder over what this last performance is and say whether
they will allow their official organ to abuse its position to
so insult such journals and gentlemen as I have named?
Was it ever heard of before that the official journal of a
ruling body was used for purposes of personal attack on
those differing from it? Of all journals the official one
should be particularly dignified and only resort to person-
alities under the pressure of overwhelming necessity. I

would particularly commend to Messrs. Perry, Moore, Hunt-
ington, Wise, Kelly, Collins, Leslie, Pay. Wilmerdiug,
Winslow, Seabury, etc., the consideration of whether they
propose to allow this abuse of official position to pass with-
out censure? Remember that the greatest stumbling block
of the A.K.C. has been senseless fulsome flattery and flunky-
like suppression of honest criticism. Whether it is worth
while to discuss the composition of this remarkable editorial
and its vacuous conclusions and unfounded assumptions, I
really do not know, I would like editorial opinion thereon,
but 1 think I may point out that it cannot be said that I
write this from feeling hurt myself, for my hostility to the
A. K. C. as at present managed has been too open and well
known for a charge of hypocrisy to lie against me, and I

cannot remember of ever writing as a "friend (?)."

Hiiltok, Pa., OCt. 5.

Wade.

"PODGERS" TALKS DOG AGAIN.

WHEN one- starts in on dog talk it is a good deal like
talking horse—no end to it. As I heard a lady say-

after listening to her husband and myself all one evening,
"Don't let me ever hear you say women talk about dress
until men go wild, 1 never heard in half a lifetime as much
about dress as I have heard about dogs this evening." And
I suspect she was right, for we did get deep into dog lore.

You see there are a good many kinds of dogs to talk about,
and the subject is a wide one, a deep one and a broad one.
Every man has his particular aud peculiar views about
them and his favorite breed, which he advocates on all oc-
casions. With one it is the Llewellin (we are talking of
sportsmen now), another the blue belton, the red Irish or
the Gordon, and there is where your humble servant comes
in and raises his voice in paeans of praise, for he has eaten
and drank, slept aud lived with the Gordon for more years
than it ought to take to build several expositions; and he
has ever found the Gordon a gentleman. At the risk of
having a sharp rejoinder from some other kind of a thinker
I will say, and do say, that the Gordon setter is of the
nobility, the true aristocratic, These are my sentiments
after associations with dogs of every degree for years.
There are noble aud high-toned characteristics in the breed.
He looks the gentleman and his looks do not deceive. I

have seen more gentlemanly acts on the part of the Gordon
setters that I have owned and been acquainted with than
one is liable to see among the same number of presumed
gentlemen on two legs.

The stories I could tell of dogs, things coming under my
own observation, would swamp the dog department of the
Forest and Steeam every week for twelve months. The
last one I must relate. I owned a fine large specimen of the
Gordon that went about with me a good deal. One day we
stumbled over a litter of puppies astray from their kennel.
They had crawled under the fence and the mother was be-
wailing on the other side. Rex stopped and took in the
situation at once. I never said a word nor did Rex, but he
picked up a pup in his mouth, jumped thefence with it, laid

Iit
down in front of the mother, returned and did the same

thing for the four others; and I have no doubt declined all
thanks. Doubtless he suggested that she had better close

that hole under the fence if she wished to raise her family.
I said, "Rex, that was very gallant of you, considering that
you had not the least idea whether the mother was good
looking or otherwise. If you were a man now you would
have contrived to ascertain that important fact beforehand."
ReX answered with a faint wag of his tail and a look which
plainly said, "I hope you don't think a dog would be so
mean as that." Now, here was an instance, not of instinct,
except a gentlemanly instinct, perhaps. It was simply in-
telligence. I am weary of those people who are everquoting
instinct when an example is given of the kuowingness of
an animal.
Dogs must do a good deal of thinking about us and be

greatly puzzled over some of our ways; and no doubt discuss
us at times in an uncomplimentary way.
While I boast of the intelligence and gentlemanly quali-

ties of the Gordon setter, I do hot wish it understood that I
would detract from the qualities and qualifications of other
breeds. There are a good many other dogs that are very
high-toned and belong to the 400. Especially the beltous,
Llowellins, Eaveracks—all nice dogs, all dogs I am proud
to know and rank among my friends. There are but two or
three kinds of dogs that I do not like. Firstlv, 1 am not,

favorable to bulldogs. They rank low in the' scale, and
what their associations are we all know. They run to low
pursuits, prize fighting, pig retrieving and equally ungen-
teel game; and yet I have seen men, gentlemen, very much
infatuated with them.
We see gentlemen infatuated with a good many other

things that we don't all want, fortunately. If we all had
the same tastes and preferences it would lead to trouble. If
all men pinned their faith on Gordon setters there would be
a corner in the market at the expense of every other breed.
So it is all right as it is. "Many men of many minds "
There is one breed of small white bulls that are a degree

more respectable. I am acquainted with one, one up in the
country, and in spite of my prejudice Bob rather wou me
over to liking him very much, as he was playful, bright and
as full of fun aud humor as auy dog could well be. I make
an exception in favor of Bob.
The next most undesirable dog to own is a black and tan

terrier, for he is an ungrateful little scamp, has no loyalty
nor love of home, and will run away from the best one
every time he can get a chance. He is a vexation and a
worry, to say nothing of expense.
As a house dog of the most intense respectability the pug

is preeminently the dog. He has a proper respect for himself
and the family, aud no matter how often he may have the
opportunity he will seldom leave the frout steps to go down
into the street to make the acquaintance of any cur of low
degree. He knows his position in society, aud never lowers
himself nor loses his dignity of character. Then Puggy is

an amiable fellow, good tempered, and never resents teasing,
therefore safe for children. He is not so very playful, is too
digui fled for that; but will occasionally, surreptitiously as
it were, slyly indulge in a little private frolic with an old
slipper, but at once recovers his dignity if observed. There
is a degree, a point where ugliness becomes beauty, and the
pug has got there. His gravity is comical and nis proverbial
good nature makes him many friends.
The Yorkshire is a nice dog, too, but he is a spunky little

chap aud plucky, not afraid of anybody's dog, imagines him-
self a Sullivan, and when a big dog with the magnanimity
of such quietly ignores the fierce growls aud threats of this
twelve inches of small dog and trots off, the little chap
firmly believes the hundred-pounder was afraid and ran
away' to avoid' a good licking. Then to see him scratch
grass, growl fiercely and wonder at his own forbearance in
not following up that big fellow and giving him a lesson.
A great dog is little Yorkshire.
But the dog for all wear and weathers is the fox-terrier.

There is a dog now nobody can find fault with, gamy,
plucky, bright, smart, sharp, wiry, hung on steel springs:
aud lowers his tail to no man's dog. Then he is so clean and
neat, so fall of life and energy. He is a condensation of all
the cardinal virtues in small space; a jolly, companionable
little chap outdoors, a terror to rats and itinerant cats in-
doors, the children's pet and man's delight—but I am taking
too much space in the dog columns for this week. See you
later. Podgers,

THAT LAD OF BOW PRIZE.

CINCINNATI, O., Oct. 5—EditorForcst and Stream: At
J a meeting of the Board of Control of the American

Field Trial Club, held July 3, 1889, the committee appointed
for that purpose made the following report, which was
unanimously adopted by the Board:
"Your committee to whom was referred eemmunication

from J. E. Anthony, relative to prize awarded to Ead of
Bow, find that the treasurer of this club made a legal tender
to the said Anthony of the amount claimed at the time said
prize was won, and the said Anthony refused to accept it,

averring that he made no claim against the club and would
never accept its money and directed the treasurer to return
such money to the treasury for the benefit of the club. We
further find that the American Field Trial Club is not
legally indebted to the said Anthony for any account whatso-
ever. The committee further finds that the said Anthony
now desires to claim said money and to revoke his refusal
thereof; the committee therefore unanimously recommends
that the treasurer be instructed to forward to the said An-
thony without delay the Lad of Bow prize, as in their opin-
ion the club should promptly avail itself of such a desirable
opportunity to surrender tftie said money to the repentant
contributor. We further recommend that a committee of
three be appointed to review all the correspondence in re-

lation to this matter, as well as correspondence between the
said Anthony and the judges who made the award to Lad
of Bow, as well as correspondence in regard to the appeals
referred to and present their findings to the club at its next
meeting, with such recommendations as they may think
proper to make."
The Advisory Committee of the American Kennel Club,

had no right to consider the appeal at all as it had no juris-
diction, and in so doing they exceeded their authority. The
meeting of the board held July 3 was the first one heid after
the "contributor" named indicated that he had changed
his mind, aud it promptly gave the money back to him.
The Advisory Committee of the American Kennel Club ren-
dered its decision before the American Field Trial Club had
considered the case at all, a very arbitrary and uncalled for
proceeding. Had the club declined to pay the prize, which
they might properly have done, action (then) by the Advis-
ory Committee might have been in order, though if the
ruling was contrary to the findings of the Board of Control
they would have made a mistake. One understanding the
situation, does not wonder at the Stock-Keeper, when it

said in a recent issue that "For au institution in a republi-
can country we must say the American Kennel Club is an
extraordinary autocratic body." Tne Stocli-Keeper evidently
did not know that we had a "King Jim" in this "republican
country." A "king" usually has his way or there is a dis-
turbance. The history of our "king" as a kicker is well
understood. I. Smile.

GORDON SETTER STOLEN. - Baltimore, Oct. 7.—
Editor Forest a nd Stream : My Gordon setter bitch Mistle-
toe, about 223^in. high, racy built, weight about 371 bs., was
stolen from my yard with chain and collar on. She has been
taken out of this eity. I will thank any brother sportsman
who may find her if they will address me.—W, P. ZOLLINGER
(P. O, Box 336).
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THE IRISH RED SETTER CLUB FIELD TRIALS-

THE field trials of the Irish Red Setter Club were rvm
Heat Oinngb, Ireland, terminating Sept. 19. The London

Field states that, the trials were very successful, and that
some excellent work was done, although birds were scarce
and wild. fSeveu stakes were run, for which there were
fifty-two nominations. Following is a list of the winners in

each stake:
Irish Skttki; Puppy Stakes—For Irish setter puppies

whelped in 1888.—First, W. H. Cooper's bitch Henmore
Sure Death. 18mos. (Muskerry—Avoca). Second, W. H.
Cooper's bitch Henmore Shotover, Mmos. (Hector—Hen-
more Refind). Third, G. H. Loftus's dog Sam II., SOinos.
Sam—Psyche).
Irish Setter All-Aged Stakes.—First, C. C. Ellis's

bitch Mac's Little Nell, 5yrs. 8mos. (Cocksure—Graunuaile).
Second, W. H. Cooper's bitch Henmore Shotover, winner of
second in the Puppy Stakes. Third, W. H. Cooper's bitch
Henmore Snow, Hyrs. 2m os. (Count—Loo VII.).
Irish Setter IBrace Stakes.—First, C. C. Ellis's bitches

Mac's Little Nell, winner of the All-Aped Stake, and Little
Pixie, 2yrs. 4mos. (Moonlighter—Lalla Itookh). Second, W.
H. Cooper's bitches Henmore Snow and Henmore Shotover,
winners of second and third in the All-Aged Stakes. Third,
G. H. Loftus's dog Sam II., winner of third in the Puppy
Stakes, and bitch Wirreen, 2yrs. Smos. (Sam—Norah).
DERBY Stakes—For pointers and setters whelped iu 1888.

—Pointers: First, J. L. Bulled and W. A. Bruette's liver
and white ticked bitch Devonshire Sail, 20mos. (Molton
Baron—The Village Star). Second, same owner's liver and
white dog Devonshire Nero, litter brother to winner of first.

Third, G. Pilkiugton's liver and white bitch Woolton Gem,
lomos. (Gough—Larkspar). Setters: First, A. P. H. Lons-
dale's liver and white English setter bitch Ightfield Rosa,
18mos. (Ross—Pitti Sing). Second, W. H. Cooper's Irish
setter bitch Henmore Sure Death, winner of the Puppy
Stake. Absolute winner. Devonshire Sail.

GeAsb All-Aged Stakes—For all setters and pointers.
—First and second, W. H. Cooper's Irish setter bitches Hen-
more Sure Death, winner of first in the puppy stakes, and
Woodbine, 2yrs. 5mos. (Muskerry—Floss). Third, Bulled &
Bruettes's liver and white pointer dog Devonshire Jack,
20mos. (Molton Baron—The Village Star).
Grand Brace Stakes—For all setters and pointers.—

First, A. P. H. Lonsdale's liver and white pointer bitches
Perdita and Mopsa, 2yrs. 2inos. (Dancer—Peach). Second,
Bulled & Bruette's liver and white pointer bitches Devon-
shire Sal, winner of the Derby, and ner litter sister Devon-
shire Lady. Third, W. H. Cooper's Irish setter bitches
Henmore. Sure Death and Woodbine, winners of first and
second iu the Grand All-Aged Stakes.
Special Prize—The Irish Red Setter Club's Field Trial

Championship Cup for best pointer or setter in all the
stakes.—Won by A. P, H. Lonsdale's pointer bitch Mopsa,
winner with Perdita of the Grand Brace Stakes.

THE FOX-TERRIER.

MR. RAWDON B. LEE, kennel editor of the Loudon
Field, has published a monograph of the fox-terrier.

The book is very pleasantly written and contains a vast
amount of useful information regarding the history and
characteristics of the breed, useful not only to the new be-
ginner but. to the most experienced fancier as well. Mr, Lee
has collected from the writings of both ancient and modern
authorities upon the subject, all of the most important mat-
ter, and it is presented to the reader iu a form commeudably
terse while at the same time it is sufficiently comprehensive.
The experience of the author iu forming his kennel is

most instructive for the new beginner, while his pleasant
gossip about celebrated dogs of the past and present cannot
fail to deeply interest every fancier of the breed. Mr. Lee
ably advocates the maintenance of the form of the gamy
little dog that is best adapted for the work that legitimately
belongs to him, and be has little sympathy with those who
would prostitute his favorite to base uses by saeri Scing
working points for so-called beauty for the purpose of win-
ning prizes on the bench. He is especially severe on the
practice of rabbit-baiting, and the following which we quote
is most conclusive evidence that aside from the principle of
humanity involved the practice is most reprehensible. The
author says:
"Not content with him as a companion, either in town or

country, some of his ill-advised admirers have endangered
his good name by endeavoring to place him on a par with
the 'whippet' and utilizing him for the chasing of rabbits
in an iuclosure. Nature never intended the fox-terrier for
a rabbit, courser. Had she done so his form would have
been much more slim than it actually is, and his lines built
upon those of a greyhound in miniature rather than upon
those of a sturdy terrier. Still this somewhat plebian
diversion appears to have taken a great hold of a certain sec-
tion of the community, the members of which on Saturday
afternoons especially, and upon other holidays, too, hie. to
some field or other, and en joy themselves by letting a rabbit
out of a hamper, and after allowing bunny a certain start,
unslip a couple of terriers, who run after and in ninety-nine
times out of a hundred kill it. Had the rabbits a fair chance
in regaining their liberty, as is the case with the pigeon when
liberated from a trap, or with the hare when coursed at the
new-fangled inclosed meetings, this fox-terrier coursing
would be legitimate sport. As the rabbits have not an ordi-
nary chance of escape, and preparatory to their beina set
down in front of the terrier, have been confined, since their
capture, in a hamper or some similar receptacle, I must
look upon the thing with disfavor, and altogether fail to
acknowledge it as in any way likely to improve the fox-ter-
rier as he is, and as all his admirers would wish him to
remain.

'Although under these circumstances the rabbits have
little opportunity to regain their liberty, their chances of so
doing are greater than that which was afforded by the in-
dividual who possessed a terrier and a wild rabbit, which
he coursed in his cellar. The rabbit was given a start of
once across the floor, and Jack, failing to recognize that
spirit of fair play his owner possessed, seized poor bunny at
the first rush. He got a good kick in the ribs for his pains,
instead of the praise he might fairly, conscientiously think
was his due, while the proprietor of the terrier heaved a
deep sigh, and meditated upon the unfairness of the world
generally, and of dogs in particular.
"This modern mode of coursing does give the rabits a bet-

ter chance of bis life than '.lack' did. Still, for many reasons
it is not recommended; and it is gratifying to note that it is
not recognized by the Fox-Terrier Club or any of the leading
clubs either. In America, a few weeks ago, a prosecution
was instituted against a number of gentlemen who had been
engaged in the sport; but after a lengthened hearing, wh ich
caused no inconsiderable interest throughout that country,
no conviction was obtained, and similar prosecutions in this
country have, so far, had a like result.
"In sundry instances I have already noticed an inclination

to produce fox-terriers with larger legs, less compact bodies,
and with an appearance of an ability to gallop more defined
than should be the case. This is, of course, done to enable
them to prove more successful at coursing meetings, aud a
continuance thereof would, iu a few years, entirely change
the character of the modern fox-terrier. * * * An ordi-
nary fox-terrier has not pace to compete successfully with a
rabbit on its own ground, nor until the present time has any
attempt been made to breed him for speed alone."
The comments of the author upon judges and judging

are well worth perusal by fanciers in this country, as are
his remarks upon trimming and faking, Not the, least val-

uable portion of the work is the criticism and correction of
some of the pedigrees of noted dogs, together with points
aud information that have not previously been published.
The chapter upon breeding and rearing puppies while not
so complete in detail, perhaps, as the new begginer would
like, is still of great value and may be studied to advantage
by fanciers of other breeds. The work is invaluable to
lovers of the handsome gamy little dog whose cause it
champions, and we predict for it a wide circulation,

THE SOONER DOG.
Editor Forest and. Stream:

I have always regarded the word "sooner " in the light of
a slur when applied to dogs, and have often wonderd where
it originated and whether it had any local meaning at all.

Possibly professional dog fanciers have been better informed
than myself, but I have not yet heard one of them attempt to
explain. However, I think I have now ascertained its true
significance aud traced it to its derivation, and I discover
that, in its primitive, application it was indicative of merit
rather than demerit, and that it referred especially to pace
in field work, which we all know counts high in the scale
of points in judgiug. "Soon," as a qualifying adverb, is

used in a peculiar way all through the South as the equiva-
lent of the New Euglaud words quick, prompt, early,etc, so
that we almost universally hear that a person " came soon "

or " got up soon " or was " overtaken soon." It is easy to
conceive that if one person got somewhere sooner than
another, he must be a " sooner " person; and consequently
that any quick-gaited animal, horse or dog, must become
a " sooner " horse or dog. So here we have it ! but my im-
pression is that, used in this sense, it is strictly local to the
mountainous region which comprises the contiguous coun-
ties of western Virginia, North Carolina and West Tennes-
see. Out there a clever, active person is always " sooner,"
just as in the West he is a " hustler," and 1 readil y remem-
ber that while I was serving iu a semi-official capacity in
t he district with Major Wagner of the U. S. Mounted Rev-
enue Police, in 1867, 1 frequently heard my horse men tinned
as a " soon-footed " horse and a " sooner " horse. I do not
recollect that I heard the term applied to a dog, for there are
few hunting dogs in those ridges, and the native hunters are
especially averse, to hounds and hounding. Hut used in this
sense the word is just as appropriate to the dog as to the
horse, and 1 reckon is more familiar to most of us.
Hereafter I shall have more consideration for that popu-

lar combinatiou of " sooner " and " courtyard " dog, as rep-
resentative strictly of speed and endurance, of activity and
timber; and I trust that such of your readers as may regard
my conclusions as logical will "withdraw their disparage-
ment and contempt of the Sooner Dog.

CHARI.RS IT.M.LOCK.
PijAinkield, Mass., Sept. 30.

[
With all due respect to Mr. Hallock's erudition we ven-

ture to question the correctness of his theory. As everybody
knows the sooner dog is an animal which' it takes a lot of
rest to tire out; he would sooner sleep than run, and sooner
eat than hunt: and from these sooner proclivities his name
was derived. There is an old story to this effect, published
years ago iu the old Spirit.]

DOG TALK.
rpHE seventh annual meeting of the American Coursing
JL Club at Great Bend, Kan., Oct. 24 to 28, is attracting
considerable attention, and it promises to be the best meet-
ing yet held. 61,200 is offered in prizes for the two events.
All intending to enter should at once address for particu-
lars Mr. Frank K. Doan, Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.

Entries for the All-Aged Stakes of the Southern Field
Trial Club close Nov. 1. This is the last public meetiug of
the year, and we shall expect to see it well supported. The
grounds are all that could be wished for, birds are. reported
plentiful, and we have no doubt that the meeting will be a
most interesting one. The address of the secretary is Mr.
T. M. Brumby, Marietta, Ga.

The Pacific Kennel Club hasissued a circular to its mem-
bers which states that an assessment of $20 on each member
has been levied by the executive committee, to place the
club upon a sound financial basis. The club is a live one
and is doing good work, and we have no doubt that the ap-
peal will meet with prompt response.

At the dog show recently held at Edinburgh, Scotland,
some miscreant threw vitriol;over two collies, probably per-
manently disfiguring them. The club offer a reward of A'35
for information that will lead to conviction of the guilty
parties, and it is to be hoped that they will be found and
severely punished.

Mr. Charles N. Symonds, of Salem, Mass., a well-known
exhibitor of Yorkshires, has recently purchased in England
several of the breed that are noted winners, and he expects
to sweep the deck with his kennel at the spring shows.

The cropping question in England has been taken in hand
by the authorities and two men were recently fined in the
Thames police court, under the cruelty to animals act, for
cropping the ears of some great Dane puppies.

The list of winners at the field trials of the Irish Red
Setter Club of Ireland will be found in another column.
Next week we shall publish the comments of the London
Field upon the trials and the work of the dogs.

The Skye terrier fanciers of Scotland have formed a special
club for the improvement of the breed with the Right Honor-
able Viscount Melville President, and the Rev. David Dobbie
Secretary.

The tenth annual dog show at Edinburgh, Scotland, held
Sept. 18 to 20, was the largest ever held there. Over 1,300 en-
tries were made and the show was a very successful one.

We have received from Mr. R. F. Mayhew a communica-
tion in reply to the article of Mr. Geo. R. Krehl, published
in our last issue, which will appear next week.

There are 58 entries in the All-Aged Stakes of the Eastern
Field Trial Club, 35 setters and 23 pointers. The list will
be published next week.

Mr. C. J. Peshall has sold the pointer dog Nick of Naso
A.K.C.S.B. 5,553, to Mr. John N. Lewis, of Mahwah, N J

'

for 11,000.

We understand that the proposed field trials in Ohio have
been abandoned.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatmen t in Disease. By
Ashmont. Price $2. Kennel Record and Account Book.
Price $3. Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond
Price $1. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points of
all Breeds, Price so cents,

THE ALL ROUND DOG.—Mount Vernon, N.Y.— Editor
Forest and Stream: In reply to "Osceola" and "Novice"
on the question of an all-round dog, I think it should be a
cross-bred. The finest all-round bird dog I ever knew was a
cross between a spaniel and a retriever, and he was backed
to find Cur or feather under adverse circumstances. He was
a thick-set, dark liver, and a good one. His best point was
steadiness. I have had the luck to come across such a dog
as "Osceola" mentioned. If ever I came across one of those
dogs so much talked about as worth their weight in gold he
was one. If I were to tell of some of the wonders this flog
was capable of (according to his master, a regular old hunter,
up to all the trick* of the trade and of course a good shot),
my readers would think me romancing. He was, neverthe-
less, a paragon, and I think the best all-round dog I have
seen as yet. I have shot over him and can vouch for him.
As to pedigree, he was between a fox-terrier and a spaniel.
But my beau ideal of a dog is between a beagle and a span-
iel. They will, as a friend remarked, "rip through any-
thing" and never tire.—Cross-bred.

DEATH OF A PROMISING PUPPY.

—

Editor Form
and Stream: ft grieves me to announce the death of the
most promising St. Bernard puppy I ever bred, Prince Or-
monde, by my Marquis of Stafford and out of rii.y Lady
Rosalind. He died Sept. 27, at the age of three months and
one week, from worms. His measurement at three months
old were as follows: Height at shoulders, 21in.; skull,
1734m.; muzzle, llj^in.; chest, 29in.; loin, 24'.<in.: nose to
stop, 3km.; stop to occiput, 4J^in.; length of tail, 20in.; from
nose to set on of tail, 38in.; weight (thin), 641bs. He had a
perfectly marked head of rich orange tawny, with several
large patches of same color on body.—James F. Hall
(Philadelphia, Pa.).

*

ST. BERNARD IMPORTATION.—Melrose, Mass., Oct.
e—tiditor Forest and Stream: I have imported the rough
St. Bernard bitch Lady Miles, by champion Plinlimmon
out of Leonora (champion Leonard—Pastime). She is

heavy in whelp to Keeper. 1 imported her from J. F.
Smith, Sheffield.—E. H. Moore.

DESDEMONA II.—Montreal, Oct, 4.—Editor Forest and
Stream: Will you kindly make the following correction
iu your next issue. The black and tan terrier bitch that
won second prize at the Ottawa bench show was Desdemoha
If., and not Desdemona, as previously published.—J. F.
Campbell.

KENNEL NOTES.
Motes must Be Bent on prepared Blanks, which are fnr-

nislied free on receipt of stamped aud addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of auy one form, Bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
iJSJ" Notes must Be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

By__
Mass., for white and liver pointers, five doss and two hitches
whelped Max 30, 1889, by champion Graphic out of Say (imported
Bang—Belle Keta).
Bach. By T. B. Beach, GatskfU, X. Y., for red Irish setter doc

whelped July 5, 1889, by Sars field (Garryowen—Currer Belle if 5

out of Coe F. (champion Chief—Gvpsey Maid).

%W Notes must Be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Say—Spat Dash. Fleet View & Reading Pointer Kennels' (Lynn

and Reading, Mass.) pointer bitch Say (imported Bang— Belle
Reta) to their Spot Dash (Sir Philip Sydney—Topsy), Sept" 30
Bertha—Marquis of Stafford. Weisbrod & fWs's ( PbMadelphin

Pa.) St. Bernard bitch Bertha to .las. F. Hall's Marquis of Stafford
(Save—Miss Pliulinmion). July 29.
Bell-Beaumont. A. W. Harrington, Jr. 's (Troy, N. Y.) Gordon

setter hitch Bell (Chut—Bell) to John H. Mevcr's champion Beau-
mont (Ronald II) .—champion Floss), Sept. 30.
Whisper—Bradford Harry. M. H. Daly's (Bangor, Me.) York-

shire terrier bitch Whisper (Bradford Harry—Bel va) to 1' H
Coombs's Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Beal's Lady I, Sept

,

28.

WHELPS.
Notes must Be sent on tBe Prepared Blanks.

Belie Randolph. Fleet View & Reading Pointer Kennels' (Lynn
and Reading, Mass.) pointer bitch Belle Randolph (Sam—Juno)
Sept. 21, eight (three dogs), by Naso Kennels' champion Nick of
Naso (Naso II.—Pettigo).
Hecla. Mrs. F. Smyth's (German town. Pa.) St. Bernard bitch

Hecla, Aug, 1™, ten (three dogs), by Jas. F. Hall's Marquis of Staf-
ford (Save—Miss Plinlimmon).
High Rock Jet. High Rock Cocker Kennels' (Lynn, Mass ) cocker

spaniel bitch High Rock Jet (Pearl Lake Obo—Black Flash) Oct
1. seven (four dogs), by Black Duck (Obo II.—Altbeai; four dogs
and two bitches since dead.

Lilh'c Belmont. Jas. E. Unks's (Muncie, lnd.) fox-terrier bitch
LilUe Belmont (Earl Leycester— Coquette), Aug. 18, four bitches
by his Beverwyck Trap (Dusky Trape—Daze).

SALES.

J0f" Notes must Be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Spark. White and liver pointer dog, whelped July 24. 1889 by

Spot Dash out of Beauty, by Fleet View & Reading Pointer Ken-
nels, Lynn and Reading, Mass., to Win. E. Evans, Jamaica Plain
Mass.
Max. White and liver pointer dog, whelped July 24. 1889. by

Spot Dash out of Beauty, by meet View & Reading Pointer Ken-
nels, Lynn and Reading, Mass.. to B. F. Thompson, Winchester,
Mass.
Dime. White and liver pointer dog, age not given, by Count out

of Say, by Fleet View & Reading Pointer Kennels, Lynn and
Reading, Mass., to H. G. Plummer, Boston, Mass.
Sanciio. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped July 24, 1889, by

Spnt Dash out of Beauty, by Fleet View & Reading Pointer Ken-
nels, Lynn and Reading, Mass.. to Mr. Willis, Reading, Mass

TJ,-;,.,.', tAM-,,.-.-. n-r,^ O . ~ID ~ > ...1 . ^ . ]. n 1 , ,

liucLucipuid, jrci., i.u ijx. rvejii, nususioru, WIS.
Rosa Costello. White and orange St. Bernard hitch whelped

June 20, 1889, by Marquis of Stafford out of Lady Rosalind, by Jas
F. Hall, Philadelphia, Pa., to Jas. Costello, sanie place.
Boh Ingersoll. White, with ticked ears, St. Bernard dog,whelped

June 20, .1889, by Marquis of Stafford out of Lady Rosalind by Jas
F. Hall, Philadelphia, Pa., to Dr. J. A. Schimneller. Brooklyn,

Don Leo. Orange and white St. Bernard dog, whelped Juno 20,
1889j by Marquis of Stafford out of Lady Rosalind, by .fas. F. Hall,
Philadelphia, Pa., to Richard B. Hewitt, same place.
Ardmorc Chief. Orange and white St. Bernard dog, whelped

June 20. 1889. by Marquis of Stafford out of Lady Rosalind, bv Jas.
I. Hall, Philadelphia, Pa., to Allen B. Rorke, Ardmore, Pa.'
Prince Louis. Orange and white St. Bernard dog. whelped June

20, 1889, hy Marquis of Stafford out of Lady Rosalind, bv Jas. F.
Hall, Philadelphia, Pa., to Louis Janda, Mankato. Minn.
Lynn. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped July 28, 1889, by Black

Duck out of Sis F.,hy High Rock Cocker Kennels, Lynn, Mas-., to
Geo. H Page, same place.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT,
KIT" No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Correspondents.

J. R. T. —I have a Gordon setter dog, two years old; his eyes are
(died with thick wbite matter nearly every morning; I always
wipe it out when I find it; has been so for some months; had the
distemper last spring. Ans. Wash eyes once or twice daily with
borax and warm water, teaspoonful to the tea cup. Give 5 grains
of quinine night and morning for three days. Give 5 drops of
Fow ter's solution of arsenic in the food once daily for three weeks,
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RANGE AND GALLERY.
BARREL REFLECTORS.

THE two i s, A and B, illustrate various forms of reflectors or
inspection glasses intended to enable the rifleman to take a

quick and ready view of the interior of bis rifle barrel. Fig. A is tbe
^ invention of Capt. Russell, U.S. A...

and is intended for use with tbe
U. S. Army Springfield arm. The
brass frame, L, outlined, shaped
to lit the receiver, holds an in-
clined mirror, M. The bar, B,
across the front of the frame,
holds the breech block open. Tbe
mirror is backed by a wooden
plug, D, sot inside the brass sbell.
The projections, f.hold the mirror
in place. For muzzle inspection
the glass may be used to throw
light into the barrel.
Fig. B is a device placed on the

English market for use. by holders
of Martini-Henry rifles. It slips
diagonally into the open recess be-

hind the breech, and like the other is very handy for use by in-
specting officers. Baxendale & Co., of Manchester, the patentees,
claim for it "extreme simplicity and durability, combined with

Fiq. A.

Fig. B.

moderate price. Can be instantly attached and as speedily de-
tached without the least in jury to tbe rifle. It shows at a glance
and throughout the tntire length the exact state of the interior
of the barrel and chamber, and affords one of tbe best safeguards
to assist officers in command in their inspection of rifles."

SMOKELESS POWDER.
THE wrangle over the question who invented smokeless powder

promise's to take its plnce with the query about the author-
ship of "Beautiful Snow" or that other unsettled matter of the
assault on Billy Patterson. Anyhow, tbe Berlin Post has published
an explanation, as it is termed, with the object of putting an end
to the controversy. The journal is "authorized to state" that the
compound was invented by Major General Kuester, director of
the powder mills at Spandau. It is further announced that the
officer received from the Emperor in person, upon the ground
where his Majesty had just witnessed tin- tests of the powder, an
order for 50,000 marks as a recognition of the value ot his inven-
tion. The BevlHciw. Ilrrres-Zt itung says that the Nobel Dynamite
Company has signed an agreement with the German Government
for the supply of a large quantity of smokeless powder. At a
meeting held recently at Hamburg the directors of the com-
panies forming part of the association discussed the questions of
contracts and choice of firms for manufacturing the said powder.
Those of Hamburg, Opladen and Dresden have been selected.
The London Olohc finds in the MiUtarischc ZeUunt/ a high

flown article pointing out many disadvantages which will attend
the use of the new smokeless powder, which was tried at tbe
recent review at Spandau. The duties of tbe guard and the
patrol will be made immeasurably more difficult by the absence
of the smoke and noise, which, in tbe case of the employment of
ordinary powder, attracted their attention to, and pointed out
the position of the enemy. On the other hand, it will render
capital service to the Franc-tireurs, whose object it is to escape
from and confuse the guard. Sudden attacks and surprises will
become matters of such daily occurrence that outposts and
patrols will have to be immensely strengthened and kept at the
utmost tension of watchfulness. Firing drill and discipline must
necessarily be made much stricter than at present. The most
important fault of tbe smokeless powder is, however, tbe terrible
clearness, the overwhelming distinctness with which, when it is
used in battle, every man will be able to see the carnage and
slaughter around him. Hitherto, the heavy roll of the tiring lias
mercifully smothered the cries and shrieks of the wounded: the
cloud of powder smoke has veiled the horrible sight of men piled
in heaps, dying and dead, their dreadful sufferings, their agon-
ized end. Eacn man, lighting behind a thick fog of smoke, which
was only wafted aside now and then by a gust of wind, or light-
ened by a pause in the tiring, felt a certain sense of screened
security, mistaken, indeed, but none the less reassuring, until he
himself was struck by the fatal bullet. How will it be in the
future? The fall of each man who is shot down will he clearly
seen by his comrades; every cry of anguish will be heard by half
the company; the least hesitation, the least vacillation which,
through the rapid change of commander that a death or a severe
wound often renders necessary, will be immediately observed by
the men and rob them of that feeling of perfect confidence they
ought to have in their officers.
All this building castles upon a smokeless foundation is very

pretty, but there comes a report, that the new powder docs not
wear well in loaded cartridges. That.it deteriorates when kept,
and if this be so its use must he very slight in real warfare. After
all it may turn out that the new chemical explosive is a pretty
toy for tbe government, profitable only to the officers who man-
ipulated its sale to the German authorities.

PHOTOGRAPHING A FLYING RIFLE BULLET BY ELEC-
TRICITY.—Photographs of the interior of the gun are taken by
means of tbe electric light, and the information obtained by these
means is most valuable, and is manifestly more satisfactory than
that given by the method of taking impressions of the bore in soft
rubber. Photography has also been made use of in studying the
motion of the projectile. In the case of large guns instantaneous,
views of the shot during its flight have been successfully taken by
means of the camera provided with a quick-acting shutter. This
method is not applicable, however, to small arms. A rifle bullet
is a very small object, and the camera; must be set very near its
path in order to obtain a picture of sufficient, size to be of use;
but the nearer the instrument is placed to the moving object to
be photographed the more rapid is the, motion of the image over
the plate, and no "instantaneous" or quick-acting shutter could
possibly be made to operate with sufficient rapidity, or at tne
proper instant, to give a sharply defined picture. The desired end
is accomplished, however, by the aid of electricity. The camera
is provided with an extremely sensitive plate and placed in a dark
room, through which the bullet is made to pass. The instant the
bullet is in front of the camera it breaks an electric circuit, pro-
ducing a spark which illuminates the bullet for an instant, and
its image is impressed upon the sensitive plate. The duration of
the electric spark is almost infinitesimal, and since the plare is
affected only during the continuance of the spark, a well-defined
photograph of an object moving at a greater velocity than that of
sound is obtained. Such pictures show tbe condensation of the
air in front of the bullet, the vacuum behind it, and the eddies
and currents produced in tbe surrounding atmosphere bv its
motion; and they afford information which is of value in deter-
mining the best shape to be given to the projectile in order to
reduce to a minimum the resistance which the air opposes to its
flight, and so increase its range and effect.—Lieut. John Milli*, in
Scribncr.

V1LLISOA, Iowa, Oct. 1.—A match was shot here to-day by the
Villisca Special Rifle Team. Being a nice day, there was a 'good
crowd of spectators who watched very closely the indicator as it
would show the result of each man's shot; .32cal. Winchester,
Ballard and Marlin rifles were used. There were three matches,
$1 to enter, divided 50,30 and 20 per cent. One gun with peep
sight was handicapped at the rate of 3 points for every 10 shots.
Creedmoor targets, 50. 100 and 200yds., 5 shots at each match, 11
o'clock wind, 5 miles per hour. First, match. 50yds.:WB Arbuckle 43531-19 T Brad field 41313-17
A P West 42223-13 Lee Harris, handicap'd.45445—22
Second match, 100yds,:

Arbuckle 42453-18 Bevans 33546-15
Dunn 44455-17 Harris, handicapped .. ..35144-20
Third match, 200yds.:

Arbuckle 34434—18 Bevans 44544—21
Dunn 44455-22 Harris, handicapped. . .54454-22

L. M. H.

BOSTON, Oct. 5.—The regular shoot of the Massachusetts Rifle
Association was held at its range to-day, with a good number in
attendance. The weather conditions were very fine, with a light
wind from 2 to 4 o'clock. Mr. Clarke won the champion gold
medal. Mr. Eames won the gold medal in the 20-shot rest match,
and Mr. Bond won the bronze military medal. Mr. Frye made a
fine record of 50 shots off-hand. Following are the best scores
finished to-day:

20-Shot Rest Match.
J N Eames 104 102 - 200 W Thomas 96 98—194
J R Muu roe ... 97 100—203 G Wn rren 92 03—155

Champion Medal—200yds.
C C Clarke 74 L Laugley 50

Bronze Military Medal.
Won on 10 scores of 36 or better.

T Bond 40 41 37 41 39 43 41 40 41 44
50- Shot, O ff-Ha nd -200yds.

,T A Frye 5 10 - 9 8 9 9 9 8 7 0—80
9 9 9 7 0 10 9 10 9 10-88
4 10 10 8 10 10 10 7 8 7—84
9 8 5 9 9 9 9 10 10 0—84898877 10 10 5 10-83-418

Victory Medal -200yds.
J A Frye 88 A F Brown 84
DP Holder 84

Military Medal—209yds.
J E Kelley 45 43 A B Frye 40 38
T Bond 44 43 M T Day 37
A S Field 41 30

Rest Match—200yds.
J Francis U2 100 F S Ham 103 103
J R Munroe 108 107 A .1 Home 101 95W P Thompson 106 N James 99 94
J N Eames 105 105 F Warner 93 84
A Ballard 104 lv93 A L Stone 86 75

500yd. Military Match—10 shots.
JW Ilodgkins 43 AS Hunt 38

Off-Hand Match -200yds.
J A Frve 82 80 AS Hunt 68 67
F Daniels 81 79 L Damon 65 60
D P Holder 80 79 D E Roth 57 52W L Skinner 70 73 EW Frentz 55 53
L Ames 72 67

REVOLVER MATCH, Cincinnati. Oct. l.-The revolver match
between Messrs. J. B. Copcland, of Dayton, Ky., and B. J. Robert-
son, of Covington, Ky., for the championship of Ohio, Indiana
and Kentucky, which was to hav e taken place on the range of the
Kentucky Rifle Association, Sept. 15, and which was postponed
successively from the 15th to the 23d, and from the 23d to the 29th,
because of the failure of Mr. Robertson to put in an appearance,
much to the disappointment of many who were present to witness
the contest, was shot by Mr. Copeland on the 29th at the t^rne and
place appointed, being witnessed by several disinterested parties.
It Mr. Robertson fails to participate in his part of the match in-
side of two weeks from tbe 29th of September, at the place and
under the conditions specified in the terms of the match, Mr.
Copeland will rightfully lay claim to the championship title

above referred to. Appended are Copelaud's scores, which were
shot in a drizzling rain from start to finish, and which had the
effect of making the shooting somewhat unpleasant. Conditions,
100 shots at 50yds., with Smith & Wesson .44cal. Russian model
revolver, factory ammunition, standard target, under the rules of
the Massachusetts Rifle Association governing revolver shooting;
possible 1 ,000. Time of score:
0 minutes ..7 6 7 7 10 8 6 7 6 8-72
7 minutes 9 898787 10 6 5-77
0 minutes 9 10 8 7 10 7 10 9 8 6-84
6 minutes 8 6 6 9 5 8 9 9 10 9-79
(% minutes 8 10 8 10 8 6 7 9 8 6-80
5 minutes 7 676 5 6988 9-71
6M minutes 9 9 8 9 9 10 8 10 6 8—84
5 minutes 1 8 10 9 8 10 10 9 10 7-88
6 minutes 5 7 9 W 8 8 8 9 6 6-76
5 minutes 9 8 10 878777 5—76—787

WORCESTER. Oct. 4.—At the annual target shoot this week of
the Worcester City Guards, Co. A

;
2d Regiment Massachusetts

Volunteer Militia, the shoot was off-hand and governed by Win-
gate's Manual. The work in detail follows:

Honoraries.
Maj E RShuuiway 54444-20 A E Brown 33333—15
Capt, .1 V Willard 24333 -15 Capt W D Preston 42480-13
Lieut J Early 44043-15 J F Quiun 00043 - 7
Lieut F B Fay 51024—15

Active Members.
Sergt A D Jefferson.. .44454—21 Pvt F End 34343-17
Pvt J D Macintosh 55434—21 Pvt F IT Willard 43344-17
Lieut M H Tisdale 54344—20 Capt W E Wilkins 33433—16
Lieut E G Barret- 44434—19 Pvt F E Choate 34044-15
Pvt W H Farnsworth. . 33535-19 Pvt E A Stone 41483—14
SergtJDGrace 53433—18 Pvt A J Underwood. .. .30424-13
Pvt F E Fisher 44934-18 Capt F 11 Lucke 43023—12
PvtCJBoyden 44433-18 Pvt J F Cruickshank. . 33240—13
Corp W Leonard... ....53433—17 Pvt T 3 Mannberg 35040—12
Pvt. F Howland 34331-17 Pvt if Taf t 44004-13

Unqualified Ma rk smen

.

Pvt E A Price 44543-19 CaptW A Condy 20335—13

NEW YORK, Oct. 7.—The marksman's badge and sharp-
shooter's matches were shot at Creedmoor, on Saturday, Oct. 5.

The attendance was very large and the scores made were very
good. The day was fine, and conditions for shooting were good.
Following were the winners of cash prizes and medals:

200yds. 500yds. Total.
J C Abrams, Co G, 7th Regt 23 34 47
R Oliver, Stiff, 23d Regt 23 23 46
Jas Duane, NBA 23 23 45
H C Brown, Staff, 23d Regt 23 33 45
Edw Duffy, Field, 68rh Regt 20 24 44
S C Pirie, Co I, 23d Regt 22 22 44
R Darling, Co A, 7th Regt 19 24 43

Medal Winners.
F A WT

ells, Co B, 23d Rent 23 24 47
T J Dolan, N C S, 12th Regt 23 23 46
Geo Shorkley. N R A 21 24 45
G F Hamlin, Co I, 23d Regt 20 24 it
A G Scranton, Co F, 7th Regt 22 31 13

Last matches this season: Saturdays, Oct. 12 and 26. and elec-
tion day, Tuesday, Nov. 5.—J. Manz, Jr., Asst. Sec'y N. R. A.

ST. LOUTS, Mo., Oct. 5—Alexander won the St. Louis Pistol
Club's medal at the last shoot. The attendance was light. Stand-
ard American 20yds. target:
G Alexander. 6 10 10 10 9 8 10 8 9 10—90
E Mohrstadt 10 9 6 6 9 7 9 9 9 9—83
M Snmmerfield 8 7 8 7 10 10 10 8 8 5—81W Bauer 6 7 10 10 9 7 8 7 9 8 81
WHettel 8 10 6 10 7 5 10 6 9 9—80W C Mackwitz.... 8 467999 10 7 5—74W J Lard 744747878 8-64
A E Bengel 5 5 7 5 4 10 8 9 6 5-64

NEWARK. N. J., Oct. 3.—To-day the members of the Newark
Shooting Society met at the Schuetzen Society's grounds in South
Orange. Among the rifle shots present, were delegations from all
the neighboring cities. New York sent among others Barney
Walthers. Barney's coadjutors were C. G. Zettler, H. Holses,
Geo. Joiner and G. W. Downs, all of the Zettler Rifle Club.
The Philadelphia Rifle Club was represented by Messrs. Wm.
Wurffleiu, E. T. Travis and J. M. Green; the New York Rifle Club
by Wm. P. Uhler. The home club—Newark Shooting Society—was
represented by the great champion of 200yds. shots, Wm. Hayes,
and Messrs. Freche, Bergerow, Seitz, Felzberg, Cleveland, Egger,
and a dozen others. The light was anything but favorable, with
dense clouds flying across the face of a bright sun. Mrs. G. W.
Downs accompanied her husband to the grounds and took much
interest in the shooting. The little lady is about 5ft. 3in. tall,
stoutly built, has blue eyes of most pleasing expression, and
handles a lOlbs. Ballard rifle as if its weight was but that of a
feather. The shooting began promptly at 3 P.M., and continued
without intermission until it was too dark to sight the. bnllseyes.
The scores: Honor target—F. A. Trenzenhauer 46, G. D. Berge-
row 51, G. L. Freche 43, T. Felzberg 24, W. Cleveland 54, C. R.
Townsend 58, S. Seitz 58, P. Bell 56. L. Sante 33, J. T. B. Collins 60,
I. Coppersmith 64, J. Bandie 55, W. Haves 56, G. Georke 56, F. C.
Watts 57, A. Bergerow 60, F. W. Egner 19, 1. Baylen 67, 1. P. Watts
59, C. E. Overbangh 38. American champion target—H. Hodges
09, J. Coppersmith 68,0. Zettler 60. B. Walthers 65, Dr. Boyken 03,

Geo. Joiner 63, J. T. B. Collins 60, A. Bergerow 58, C. B. Towns-
end 53, F. W. Campbell 47. These numbers out or a possible 75.
The prizes were rich and numerous, the handsomest being a two-
karat diamond pin for the club president, Egner.

LORD.—Frank Lord, the weli-known pistol shot of this city, is in
Paris viewing the Exposition, and treating the appreciative
Frenchmen to some fine shooting.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.—General Snowden, of the First Brigade,
has issued orders announcing that the auntial rifle contest for the
Potter trophy, presented by Colonel Thomas Potter, Jr., and
badges presented by Mr. William M. Singerly. will take place at,

the Hartranft range, Bridesburg, on Saturdays, Oct. 19 and 26,
commencing at 9:30 A. M., as follows: Oct. 19—For company
teams of four, for marksmen who have qualified this year. Mem-
bers of previous winning teams (in brigade or State contests)
barred. To shoot five shots each at 200 and 500yds. First prize,
four gold collar badges; second prizp, four silver collar badges;
third prize, four bronze collar badges. Oct. 26, A. M—Second-
class regimental contests; for teams of four, from regiments, bat-
talions or independent companies. To shoot seven shots each at
200 and 500yds. Those who bay^e been members of previous win-
ning regimental or brigade teams, in brigade or State contests,
barfed. First prize, four gold collar badges, with diamond bulls-
eye. First-class regimental contests, Oct. 26, P. M.—For teams of
four, for regiments, hattalions or independent companies, to shoot
seven shots each at 200, 500 and 600yds. Prize, the Potter trophy,
a bronze group, "The Last, Cartridge," to become the property of
the organization winning it three times, and four gold collar
badges, with ruby bullseye, the property of the team.

HARTFORD, Conn., Sept. 28.—The annual prize shoot of the
Franklin Rifle Club was held at, their range this afternoon. The
scores made out of a possible 75 at 200yds., Standard American
target, off-hand, were: C. E. Watkins 65, S. J. Lyon 60, E. C.
Hewit 37, H. Andrews 55, E. H. Williams 54, H. Williams 53, D. J.
Jordan 49, C. A. Terry 49, F. B. Colville 47, EL O. Whitney 47, F. K.
Rand 47, L. A. Robertson 46, H. M. Jacobs 46. 11. M. Pope 40, E. J.
Hale 46, D. S. Seymour 45, H. Hurlbut 44, W. W. Tucker 42, Otto
Klett 11, W. S. Loveland 40, George Bliss 40. J. 0. Kinney 38, J. C.
Wiseman 37, Gen. J. R. Hawley 37, J. W. Fay 36, J. C. Naedle
34, G. H. Britain 3:;, Alien Willey 31, F. Tucker 31, John S.
Russell 30, H. B. Wood 30, W. R, Hopkins 29, E. P. Whit-
ney 29, G. A. Faxon 29, W. H. McLeau 29, Cuno Helf riclit 26, O. H.
Burbridge 24, W. B. Davison 23, H. Lloyd 19, R. P. Kenyon 16, E.
E. Beach 14, E. R. Faxon 13, Asa Cook 13, C. H. Case 6, J. Stadley 6.

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION.-At the regular monthly
meeting of the National Rifle Association on the 1st, Gen. Win-
gate reported that as president of the Association he had submit-
ted the deed and abstract, of title of Creedmoor to the Attorney
General, and it was probable that the transfer of the range to the
ownership of the State would he effected within a few weeks at
the latest. Resolutions commemorative of the late Gen. Rodney
C. Ward, Treasurer of the Association, offered by Secretary John
S. Shepherd were adopted. The financial statement of the recent
prize meeting held at Creedmoor has not yet been made up, but
sufficient data were reported to be on hand to show that the
Association, as the result, of the storm, would be called upon to
meet a deficit of close upon $1 000.

MARION, N. J., Oct. 1.—Cool and shifting winds were of no ad-
vantage to the members of the Marion Rifle Club this afternoon,
when they held their weekly competition on tho club grounds at
Marion, and consequently the scores were very poor, as can he
seen by the record of the leading marksmen: William Weber 193,
John Rebhan 188. L. P. Hansen 169. H. Hoersch 169, G. C. V'arick
160, C. Bauchle 152 and Thomas Stiff 150. These weekly competi-
tions were begun the first week in April, and will terminale on
Thanksgiving day. Tho main object ot holding the weekly shoots
is to decide the championship of tho club for each year, the win-
ner receiving a gold badge valued at, ?50. Up to date Messrs. John
Rebhan and L. P. Hansen are in the lead, with the others closely
upon them.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.—The funeral of Chevalier Ira Paine, the
world's crack rifle shot, took place from his late home, on Delane
street, at 2 o'clock to-day, his body having arrived here Thursday
from Paris. Rev. Thomas II. Cocroft, of the Church of the Mes-
siah, performed the Episcopal service. The body was buried at
Swan Point. The floral tributes included a cross from Buffalo
Bill, a broken lyre from Nate Saulsbury and other pieces from
members of Buffalo Bill's company, all of which accompanied
tho remains from Paris. There was also a reproduction in flow-
ers of the emblems won by the Chevalier, from Miss Jennie M.
Paine, and other pieces from prominent theatrical people.

HOBOKEN RIFLEMEN.-The annual fall shoot of the Hobo-
ken Independent, Schuetzen Corps was held at Kroeble's Park.
Jersejr City Heights, on Oct. 2. The shooting was mostly of pool
events, and Messrs. Baeman, Meyers and Behn had rheir pockets
well filled with shekels when darkness set in. The officers for tbe
year were as follows: Capt., August. Rewig; Lieut., John Lehmer;
First Shooting Master, H. Leith; Second Shooting Master, John
Meyer; Sec'y, N. Stonden.

AT CONLIN'3.—Proprietor Conlin has a curiosity that excites
the. interest of Gotham marksmen. It is a genuine old-fashioned
Kentucky squirrel rifle. It is nearly 6ft. long and very heavy.
Five shots were fired recently from a self-cocking revolver in
three-quarters of a second at 20yds. distance by A. A. Cohen and
William Kent, each of which would have been fatal if fired at a
living man instead of the target figure.

MERIDEN, Conn.—The first annual rifle match of the Citizens
Rifle Club, of Moriden, Conn., will be held at their new rifle
range, Oct. 15 and 16.

NEW MILFORD, Conn.—The third annual fall prize shoot of
the New Mi I ford Rifle Club yvill beheld on Wednesday and Thurs-
day, Oct. 16 and 17.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to cl,ub

secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to urrite on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are req nested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
Oct. 8, 9, 10, 11.—Middlesex Gun Club Tournament, Dunellen,

N. J. W. F. Force, Secretary, Plainrleld, N. J.
Oct. 8, 9, 10, 11.—Fred A. Fodde's Second Annual Amateur

Tournament, at St. Louis, Mo. Inanimate targets.
Oct. 15, 16, 17. 18.—Tournament at live birds and inanimate

targets, Philadelphia. J. F. Kleinz, Secretary, 600 South Dela-
ware avenue. Philadelphia.
Oct. 17, 18, 19.—West End Social Gun Club Tournament, Harris-

burg, Pa.
Oct. 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25.—Second Tournament of the Mercer Gun

Club, at Trenton, N. J. E. G. Updegrove, President.

ELM CITY GUN CLUB SHOOT.
NEW HAVEN, Conn., Sept. 27.-The Elm City Gun Club of this

place held an all day shoot, on their grounds to-day, and had
a fair attendance. Although the shooters did not turn out quite
as well as we expected we had a general good time. No one got
very rich out of it. as you will see hv the scores. Ties were div.
unless otherwise stated. Match at 6 Keystones:

Gould .111111-6 Tyler U1101-5
Bristol 111111-6 Beers 111011-5
Ortseifer 011010-3 Ferris 111111-6

Same:
Gould 111111-6 Beers 011111-5
Bristol 111101—5 Ferris 110110—4
Ortseifer 1U011-5 Tyler 110001-3

Same:
Gould mill- 6 Ortseifer 111110 5

Bri stol 1H111—6 Ferri s 01 1 0 11—4
Tyler 1H111—6 Beers 101010-3

6 singles and 2 piirs:
Bristo, H1101 11 11-9 Beers 111101 10 11—

S

Tyler Hllll 11 10—9 Goodwin 111110 10 Oi—

7

Pbmeroy 111101 H 11—9 Ortseifer 111010 01 01-6
E A Folsom 111111 11 10-9 N D Folsom 010110 10 11—6
Gould 101110 11 11-S

Nine singles:
Gould 111111111-9 Goodwin 110111111-8
Bristol 111111111-9 Collett 011111011-7
Ortseifer 101111111-8 Beers 011011101—6
Tyler 11U110H-8 Ferris 110191101—6

Nine singles:
Bristol 111111111—9 ND Folsom 111111101--
Goodwin 1 11111111—9 G ould 111111010- -

Beers .111110U1-8 Tyler 001111111—
Ortseifer 111111011-8 Collett OOlllllOl—

"

E A Folsom .1U111011—8 Ferris 110110101—
ti
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Eight straightaways, 21yds.:
Bristol ±111111-8 Tyler UlOllll-7
E A Folsom 11111111-8 Ortseifer 10111110-6
Goodwin 11111111-8 Pomeroy 10110111-6
Gould 111111 11-8 Ferris 11001110-5
Collett 01111111-7 N I) Folsom 11001000-3
Beers 10111110-7

Two men team match, 12 birds:
Bates 101111111011-10 Gould 111111111111-12-32
E A Folsom 111111011111—11 Longden.. ..011111111111-11-22
Bristol 111111111111—12 Beers 011011011111- 9-21
Alhee 101111111101-10 Ferris 011 111111111—11-21
Savage 110111111011-10 Tyler 110001111111- 9-19
C nil L' tt 11001111 111 1—1 0 Pomeroy 001 1 1 01011 1 1- 8-18
N D Folsom 101011010111- 8 Merriinan. . ..011111101111-10-18

Six singles and 3 pairs:
Albee 111111 111111-12 Tyler 110111 1110 11—10
Widman 111111 11 11 10-11 Longden 111111 11 10 10—10
Goodwin 111111 1110 11—11. Pomeroy 010111 111111-10
Bristol 111111 10 11 10-10 Bates 111011 11 01 11—10
Gould 111110 1110 11-10 Savage 000011 11 11 10-7
Beers 111110 011111—10 Merriman. .. .011011 10 1110-7
Albee 1U011 10 11 11-10
Ties on 10: Bristol and Longden div. second with 7 each.

Nine singles:
E A Folsom 111111011-8 Collett 110111011-7
Bristol 111011111-8 Beers ...110111011-7
I 'oi neroy 1111011 11-8 Goodwin 11 1110010—

0

Tvler 101111011—7 Ferris 011101011—6
Ortseifer 001 1 11111-7 N D Folsom 110U11000-4
Gould 010111111—7

Five pairs:
Gould 11 10 11 11 11-9 Tyler 10 10 11 11 11-8
Goodwin 11 11 11 11 10-9 Savage 10 11 11 10 10-7
Albee 11 10 11 01 11-8 Merriman 10 00 11 11 11-7
N D Folsom 10 11 11 10 11-8 E A Folsom 10 11 00 11 11-7
Longden 01 11 11 11 10-8 Allen 10 10 11 10 10-6
Bristol 11 11 10 11 10-8

Nine singles:
E A Folsom 111111111-9 Pomeroy 101111111-8
Gould 111111111—9 Bates 011110111—7
Longd en 111111111—9 Albee. 01 1 111101—

7

Tyler 111111111-9 Goodwin 001111111-7
Beers 111111111—9 Allen 111110100-6
Widman 111111111-9 Ferris 111011011-0
Savage 111111110-8 N D Folsom 011110010-5
Bristol 011111111-8 Merriman 101100110-5
Ties on 9: Beers 0, Gould 3; others 6 and div.

Six singles and 3 pair:
Beers 111111 10 11 11-11 Collett 111110 11 11 10—10
Gould 110111 111011—10 Pomeroy 111010 111110-9
Tyler .111111 10 11 01-10 Bristol KtOlll 10 10 11- 8

Ferris ...011111 11 10 11-10 Goodwin 110011 10 01 11- 8

Ties on 10 won by Gould.

Seven straightaways, 21yds.:
N D Folsom 1111111-7 Tyler .1101111-6
Gould .1111 111—7 Bristol 1110111-6
Goodwin 1111111-7 Ferris 1011111-6
Ortseifer 1111111-7 Beers 1111010-5
Collett 1111111-7 Pomerov 1110101—5
E A Folsom 1111110-6

Nine singles:
Beers . 111111111—9 Bristol 011011 111—

7

Tyler 111111111—9 Pomeroy 111101110—7
EA Folsom 111111011—8 Goodwin 111010111-7
N D Folsom 111111110—8 Savage 011110110-6
Longden 011111111—8 Ortseifer 010110111-6
Collett 111011111—8 Bates 101110011—13
Gould 1 11111110-8 Ferris 110000100-3
Ties on 8 div. hy Longden and Gould with 8.

Miss and out: Widman 12, Gould 11, Merriman 11, Alhee 6, Long-
den 6, Bates 3, Bristol 1, Allen 1, Savage 0, Pomeroy 1.

Elm City.

Tenth eveut at 5 singles and 3 pairs, entrance $1.50:
Albee 11111 01 10 10- 8 Courtney 11111 00 11 11— 9
Penrose 11111 10 11 1 )- 0 Krueger 11111 10 11 11—10
TL tline 11101 11 11 11—10 Evens Hill 11 11 10-10
Hall 11111 11 11 01-10 Williar 11109 11 11 11— 9
First shot off and won by Kruger. Other ties div.

Eleventh event at 10 singles, use of both barrels, entranco $1.50 :

Penrose. 1122010111—8 Hall 2111111101-9
Albee 1101111111—9 Hefline. 11 211101 11—9
Courtuey 110U010U10-4 Krueger 1111110101-8

Kirst allot off and won by Hall. Other ties div.

Twelfth event at 10 singles, entrance $1:
" Courtney 0001010110— 4

Hall 1111111111-10

THE BALTIMORE TOURNAMENT.

WH. LINTHICUM'S shoot at Baltimore on the 1st, 2d and 3d
. insts. was not a. pronounced success in point of numbers,

as not more than twelve men entered in any event. This was due
partly to the fact that the law on partridges in the State was off

Oct. 1, and most of the Baltimore shooters preferred to spend
what spare time they could in the field rather than at the traps.
Only a few visitors were on hand, among them Lieut. George E.
Albee, of tbe Winchester Arms Co., W. Fred Quimby and W. E.
Cannon , of New Jersey; E. L. Mills, of Washington, and H. A.
Penrose, of Keystone Manufacturing Co. Two days were devoted
to Keystone targets under Keystone rules, and on Thursday, the
last day, wild birds were flown. These were supplied by W. Fielis
& Brother, of Christiana, Pa., and they were good strong flyers.

The tournament was held at Acton's Park, just across tbe Charles
River, in Brooklyn, Md. This park is a popular summer resort,
and is well patronized by Baltimorians daring the warm weather.
Its proprietor, Sam Acton, knows how to serve a Maryland shore
dinner in first-class style, and the first day those present at the
shoot reveled in fish, crabs and chicken cooked to suit the most,
fastidious taste. One of Baltimore's best shots, Fred Hefline, has
a boy thirteen j ear old whom he is training in the way he should
go. The youngster entered in several events, and on one occasion
shot his paternal ancestor clean out, making the only straight
score of 15 in the event and won first money alone. If the boy
keeps on in this way he will make some one hustle before many
years pass.
The tournament was given by W. H. Linthicum, aided by Dr.

Sarn'l J. Fort, "Picus,"and H. A. Penrose, of Keystone Co., added
his efficient service in properly running the events. Two team
races were down to he shot by ten men from the Baltimore Gun
Club against similar teams from the North End Gun Club, of
Philadelphia, and the Wawasett Club of Wilmington, Del., hut
as the Philadelphians and Wilmingtons did not appear, they had
to he postponed. The scores as shot follow, all ties were divided
unless otherwise stated:

First Day.—First event, 10 single Keystones, $1 entrance, classes
A, B, C:
Franklin 1111111111-10 Brown 10101 11111— 8
Albee 0101100110- 5 Cantlin 1010011111- 7
Grove 1110011000— 5 Krueger . . .1011111110— 8
Williar 1101011101— 7 Penrose 1111110111— 9

Second event, Classes B and C, 10 singles, entrance SI;
Krueger 0111110110— 7 Albee 0111111111— 9
Grover 0111111111— 9 Brown 1111100111— 8
Williar 1111111111—10 Jury 0101101111- 7

Event No. 4. Class C, 15 singles, entrance $1.50:

Grover .000110111101111-10 Brown. ...... .111110111111111—14
Williar 011111111001011-11 Jury 011011010101111—10
Beagle 1 101111110111 11 -13 Can tli n 111000111101110-10
Albee UOlllOHllllll—13

Contest No. 4, at 10 singles, entrance $1:

Albee 1110111001— 7 Brown 1001001111— 6
Courtney llUllllOl-10 Jury 0001111100— 5
Krueger 1111111111—10 Heflin ., 1101111111— 9
Williar 1111111010— 8 Evens 1011010101— 6

Fifth event, at 20 singles, classes A, B and C, entrance $2:
Heflin 011111 11110111111111-18 Williar . . . 11113 J 0103 3 II II 111 101-16
Albee H111101011010101111—15 Brown. ...11111011111101111111-18
Courtnev .10010110011100111101—12 Boud 0111 10011111011 1110 1 —16
Krueger. ,11111111111111111101-19 Cantlin. . .1111.111 1001110001 111-15

Sixth event, at 10 singles, entrance $1:

Heflin UUH0011— 8 Albee 1111111111-10
Courtney 1101011010- 6 Williar 0111111111— 9
Krueger llllllOHO— 8 Malone 011010O11O— 5
Bailey 1011101011- 7 Evens,. llllllOHl— 9

Seventh event, at 10 singles, entrance $L30:
Heflin 11H110011- 8 Albee 1111111111-10
Courtney 1101011010- 6 Williar 0111111111- 9
Krueger 1111110110— 8 Malone 0110100110- 5
Bailey 1011101011— 7 Evens 1111110111— 9

Event No. 8, at 10 singles, entrance $1:
Heflin 1111111111-10 Bailey 1100100011— 5
Evens 1011110010- 6 Courtney ,0110011111- 7
Albee. .. 1110111111- 9 Penrose 1111110101- 8
Krueger 1110111111-9 Cantlin 1011100110- 6
Williar 1011110011— 7 Bond 1110111111- 9

Ninth event at 10 singles, entrance $1.30:
Penrose 1111111111-10 Evens 1101011111-8
Courtney 0110111110- 7 Jury 0111000111-6
Albee lOllllllll— 9 Heflin 1111111101—9
Krueger 1110111011— 8 Parsons 0100199111-5
Cantlin 1010011101- 6 Williar 010U0U01-6
Bond 1001111110- 7 Colson 1100000111-5

Jones 10111 1111(1—
Williar 1111111111-10

J. VVUILIU t_'V<-lJl< t^L I" ^HIUIKP, f.li

Penrbse 1111110111-9
Evens 1111101011—8
Krueger 1101011101—7
Albee 1011111111—9
Hefline 101 1101111—8

Thirteenth event at 15 singles, entrance $2:
Albee 110111111110010—11 Courtney 111111001111100—11
Hefline 111111111111101—14 Brown 110101101111101-11
K rueger 11111111 1111011-1 4 Hall 100(101100101100- 6
Evens 111011111101111—13

Second Day.—First event, 10 singles, $1 entrance:
Pink Edge 1111101101—8 Courtney 0011101110- 6
Albee 0111111110—8 Krueger 1011111111— 9
Franklin 1111111110-9 Perm 1111111111-10

Second event, same as No. 1:

Pink Edge 1110111110- 8 Penn 0111110111-8
Albee 1111111110- 9 Krueger 1111111110-9
Franklin 1111111111—10 Courtney 0111011111- 8

Event No. 3, same:
Pink Edge 001101111O- 6 Franklin 0111101111-8
Albee 11 11 1 1 1 111 —10 Courtney 0111111111-0
Penn 1111101111- 9 Krueger 1011111100—7

Event No. 4, at 15 singles, entrance $2:
Pink Edge 111111010111011-12 Krueger 111111111111011—14
Penn 111111111 111 111-15 Franklin 111111011111111—14
Williar imillJlimi0-14 Albee. 111 1 1101H11H1—14
Courtney 001111010111100— 9 Hefline 011011111011001—10

Fifth event, at 10 singles, entrance SI:
Pink Edge 11101 11111-0 Kruege r 1011010111— 7

Franklin 1111111110-9 Hefline 1111111111—10
Ducker .1110011000-5 F Hefline 0011111 101- 1

Smith 1100101111-7 Williar 1111011101— 8

Courtney 0110100111-6 Albee 1110111111- 0
Corker 0100101000-3

Sixth event, same:
Pink Edge 1111111011- 9 Courtney. 0011101111- 7
Albee 1111111111-10 Krueger 1101111111- 9
Franklin 1.101.111 111- 9 Hefline 0101111101- 7
Ducker 0101010111— 6 F Hefline 1101011001- 6
Penn 1111111111-10 Williar 0110101011- 6
Ties divided, except on 9, which when shot off went to Pink

Edge and Krueger.

Seventh everft, same:
Penn lOllllllll- 9 Franklin - 1111111111-10
Albee 1110011111- 8 Felis 0010111101— 6
Krueger 1101011010-0 Pink Edge llllllOHl—

9

Jury 0101101001—5 Williar 1111111111—10
Evans 1101101111— 8

Eighth event, same:
Pink Edge. 1011011111—8 Krueger 1111111111—10

Hefline 1111111111-10
F Hefline 1110101111—8
Evans 1110111111- 9
Williar 1101101111— 8

Franklin 1001111111- 8
Penn 1111110111— 9
Albee 0111001110— 6

Linthicum 1111011100- 7
Files 0111100111— 7

Ninth event, same:
Pink Edge 1100001110-5 Files 1111101111-9
Penn . ,. 0111111110-8 Hefline 1111101111-9
Franklin 1111110111-9
Albee 0111101011-7
Hall 0110011111-7
Evans 0110110111-7

F Hefline 1111011011—

S

Krueger 1111111011-9
Jury." 1110010100-5

Tenth event at 5 pairs, £1 entrance:
Albee 11 10 10 11 10—7 Files 01 10 11 10 00—5
Evans .11 10 01 11 10-7 Hefline 11 10 11 10 11-8
Franklin 01 11 11 11 10—8 Williar 01 10 10 H 01-6
Krueger 11 10 10 00 10—5

Event No. 11, for a gold watch, entrance $2.
Denny. . . . 1101111111111 1 111110—18 Pink EdgeOmimOllOlOOOmi—14
Files 11110100w —5 Williar. . . 1111101111w —9
Krueger. .11111111111111111111—20 Albee 11001113.111101111101—10
Hefline... .11101111110110111111—17 Linthurn 10101111111011111101-16
Clark llOOOlllOlllOOUOltOO-10 Hefline JrllllOOlllllOOlllllOO—14

Krueger won the watch.
Event Mo. 12, at 5 singles and 3 pairs, entrance $1.50:

Hall 01010 00 10 00— 3 Evans 11110 00 10 01—6
Files 01101 0100 11-5 Franklin 11111 10 00 00-5
Krueger 01111 00 11 11— 8 Hefline, Jr 11101 00 00 10—5
Hefline 11111 11 11 11—11 Williar lllll 10 11 10-9
Event No. 13, at 15 singles, entrance $1.50:

Keller 100111110111110-11 Joey 101010101110110- 9
Hefline 0111 HQ1 1 101111-12 Krueger Oil 110111 11 1111—13
Hefline, Jr 111111111111111-15 Hall 101111110101101-11
Dr Brown 11.11111111H110-14 Evans 101111001110111—11
Pink Edge 10U111H1013.01-12 Williar 011101111101110-11
Aull 101000111100110— 8

Third Day.— First event, at 5 live birds, $4.25 entrance, 3 moneys:
Penrose 11111-5 Burch 01111—4
Quimby 11122-5 Williar 21101-4
Cannon 11120—4 Fieles 11020-3
Krueger 21210—4 Alhee oooH—

2

Second event, at 10 live birds, entrance $7.50, 3 moneys:
Penrose 1111221112—10 Gulick 122011olll— 8
Mills 1111121121-10 Bocker 0110121111— 8
Cannon 2122101112- 9 Quimby 2111201100— 7
Krueger 0112111121— 9 Albee 0010111111- 7
Fieles 2101111112— 9 Williar 201O2Ow .

Ties div.

Third event, at 10 live birds, $7.50 entrance, 3 monevs:
Quimby 1112111212-10 Fieles 201111.0211- 8
Burch 22121 11 1 21-10 Bocker 2221 121010- 8
Hefline 2111111121—10 Williar 122ol22022- 8
Penrose 1212111011— 9 Albee. 0101121021— 7
Mills ..1201111111- 9 Krueger 1200218101- 7
Cannon 1100111122- 8 Gulick 0111201200— 6

First and second div., third shot off miss and out:
Cannon .111121211211-13 Booker 10
Fieles 111212111110—12 Williar 0
Cannon won after killing 13 good strong birds.

Fourth event, at 7 live birds, entrance $6.25, 3 monevs:
Penrose ,1111212-7 Cannon 1101201—5
Quimby 123.1111-7 Krueger 2010111—5
Hefline 1112121—7 Malone 1101110-5
E L Mills 1111111- 7 Franklin 1020101—4
Bocker 0112111-6 Gulick 0000112—3
Williar 0121121-6 Burch 2021000-3
Ties div. Frank Mason.

CORRY, Pa., Oct. 3.—Corry Gun Club match at Keystones, 5
Keystone traps; rain and windy sveather:
Mead 111110111101111101111111-22
Edwards 1111110111101111011111111—22
H. Arnold 1111110011111011110111111-21
Austin 1110101111111101100111111-20
M Arnold Hill 111101011111110U 100-20
Ward lllimOOOllimilOOlllll—20
Ellis 1100111100011101100001110-14
Newman 0011.OIOWIOOOI00110110000- 9
Mead gold medal, H. Arnold silver medal.

EATON, New York, Oct. 5.—Eaton Gun Club. Dark and rainy,
making some of the birds almost invisible. Match at 15 singles
and 6 pairs kingbirds, 5 traps, 18yds. rise, association rules, badge:
Peet 111111111103110 10 10 10 11 10 11—21
Hall .1013 1

1
lOOOOH 11 11 10 10 10 11 10 -18

Curtis ,
...1010113 11111011 11 10 31 11 10 11-22

Rriggs iOmOllOHOlll 10 11 01 11 10 11—20
Cole. lOlimillllOil 11 00 00 11 10 OO—18
Fryer 111011010101011 00 10 10 10 10 10-15
Short 101110010101111. 10 10 11 00 10 10-16
Stone 101010100101010 11 10 10 11 10 10-15
Hamlin 101001001010100 10 00 10 00 00 10— 9

CLAREMONT, N. J., Oct. 5.—Shoot for Lefever trophy:
Sigler ,11111101111111111111101111—23
Hathaway 11001101011111111001111011—18

Johnson 11111111101111111111111111-24

NORWOOD GUN CLUB TOURNAMENT.
FLORENCE, Mass.—Editor Forest and Stream: The annual fall

tournament of tbe Norwood Gun Club was held Thursday.
Oct 3. The day was all that could be desired for shooting. Some
of the best trap shots in New England wore present, and some
good shooting was done. The club having met with such success
will in the spring hold a two-day tournament and put up some
good prizes. Five Keystone traps were used and Keystone tar-
gets, American Shooting Association rules. The following are
the scores:

First event, 10 birds:
II Leroy 1111111111-10 Nuttleman 1111101100—

7

"Joe" 1111111110— 9 Gaylor 1011000110-5
Verrington 0111111110- 8 Russell 10C0010100—

3

Harris 1111011110-8
Ties div.

Second event, 5 pairs:
E A Folsom. . . .11 11 11 11 11-10 Whittlesey 10 11 10 10 11—7
Quinton 10 11 11 11 11— 9 Besserer 10 11 00 11 10-6
Yerrington 11 10 11 10 11— 8 "Joe 1

' 11 01 10 01 10-6
H Lorey 11 01 11 01 10— 7 Harris 11 11 10 10 00-6
Ki: ~t.ll 10 11 00 11 11— 7 Dr Herrick 10 10 00 11 10—5
Burbridge 10 10 11 10 11- 7 Gaylor 10 11 00 00 10-4
Willey 11 10 10 11 10— 7
Ties on 7 for fourth money: Leroy 10 11, Russell 10, Burbridge 00,

Whittlesey 1011, Willey 1010; Leroy, Whittlesey and Wille> div.

Third event, 15 straightaway:
Quinton 111111 1 1 1111111— 15 Coweo 100111111113100—11
Leroy 111111111011111-14 Cohb 111110101010101-10
Burbridge 110111111111111-14 C N Gabb 110111001010111-1(1
Harris 111111111011101—13 Besserer lllll 110100 HOO—10
Whittlesey.... 111110111110101—12 Herrick 00111 OOlOOlllll- 9
Willey 011033311131011-12 Denman 101010011010101—8
Yerrington ... .11011101 1 1ll 101—1 2 Twiss 1 00110101 101100- 8
"Joe" 111111111101100-12 Russell 011010101100011— 8
Folsom 111.111111110100-12 Davis OOOOOlOllOllllO— 7
Ties on 12 for fourth monev: Whittlesey 1110, Willev 111111111,

Yerrington 11U111 10, "Joe" 10H1, Folsom U110, Willey fourth.

Fotvrth event, 20 birds, merchandise match:
Leroy 11101111011011111011—17 Herrick. . .11101.10(111(1110110100-12

Twiss... .10111110111111011110-16 Davis 01100101110100001100- 9
Cobb 11001101111110010110-13 Cartwrig ,t01000010030110011001- 8

Fifth event at 7 birds:
Folsom 1111111—7 Demau 1101011—5
Quinton 1111110-6 Russell 1001111—5
Cobb 1110111-6 "Joe" 010101 3—4
Besserer 1111110—6 Cowee 0111001—4
Whittlesey 1111110-6 Nuttleman 1110010-4
Wi lley 10011 11-5 Yerrington 0001111-4
Burbridge 1011101—5 Gaylor 0000110—

2

Parker 1101011-5
Ties on r»; Quinton 0, Cobb 0, Besserer.llO,Whittlesey 1 11. Ties on

5: Willey 10, Burbridge 10, Parke* 131, Demau 10, Russell ft Ties
on 4: Cowee 111, Nuttleman 000, Yerrington 10, "Joe" 110.

Sixth event at 15 birds:
Leroy 111111111111111-15 Cowee ...111011101011101—11
Verrington 111111111110113—14 Burbridge 011011101011111—11
Folsom 111111011111111- li Whittlesy 101110100111111—11
"Joe" llOlllimillOl- 13 Herrick 01001 10] 0011101— 8
Willev 111011111101101—12 Cobb 101001110010100— 7
Quinton 101110101111111—12 Ties div.

Seventh event, $20 guaranteed, 25 birds:
Quinton 1111 1 1110111 1 1 1 1110111111-23
Yerrington 1111111101111111011111111-23
Folsom ,

1 1111111111101.01111111111-23
Willey 1111101111110111111011111-22
Harris 1111111101111111110011101-21
Besserer 010111111111110111111101 1—31
Cowee 1 11 111 111101 1 1 1 0111111001—.21

Burbridge 011 01 111110111 1 1 1011 1 1 101- 20
Leroy 1011111111111 1 10101110011-20
Lathrop Ill 1101101011 1 1 1010111111-20
Whittlesey 1110101111101010111011111-19
"Joe" 1011 11 lllll 1 1011101100001-1

8

Davis 1110010101000010011110011—13
Ties div.

Eighth event, 10 singles and 5 pairs:
Willey 1111111111 11 U 11 11 11-20
Whittlesey 1101111111 11 11 10 11 11-18
Besserer 1111111101 01 11 10 10 11-16
Cowee 0101111111 01 01 11 11 10-15
Yerrington lOllllllll 10 10 10 10 11—15
Herrick 1111000011 10 11 10 11 11-14
lolsom 1101310011 11 01 10 10 10-14
Burbridge 1111111110 00 01 01 10 10-13
"Joe" 0110110111 01 00 01 10 OO-io
Ties div.

Ninth event, 5 pairs:
Besserer 11 11 11 10 11-9 Harris. 10 00 10 01 01-5
Gaylor 10 11 11 00 01—6 W Gabb ....01 00 01 10 10—4
Herrick .10 00 10 11 10 -5

Tenth event, merchandise match, 10 birds:
" Joe " lillllllll-lO Herrick 0111001111—7
Folsom 1111111 HI—10 Gaylor 1110011101-7
Burbridge. 1111111110- 9 Besserer 1110011011—7
Willey lOllllllll— 9 Russell 1110011011—6
Leroy 1111111110- 0 Davis 010010101 1— ft

Whittlesey 1111111100- 8 W Gabb 100101 1100 - 5
Lathrop llllOllOH— 8 P. Demau 001 01.0001.1-4
Cowee 1001110111— 7
Ties for choice of prizes: u Joe," lllll; Folsom, 1101. Ties on 9

for second: Burbridge, 00111; Willey, 01111U1111; Leroy, 11101111111.
Ties on 7 for fourth: Cowee, 111110; Gaylor, 1.11111.

Eleventh event, 15 birds:
Folsom 111111111111010—13 "Joe" 01101001U 1H11—11
Besserer 111111111101110-13 Twiss 100111111110100-10
Harris 111111111110101-13 Willey llOilOlOiOllOOl— 9
Herrick 111101111 10111.1-13 Parker OHIO 11 (JOOl lOl 1 - 9
Yerrington .... 111101 110111011-12 Deman ..11 Of lot >i '

:

; i i

Whittsey 1110101D111110-12 Davis HOUOlOOOOOOll— 7
Mayott 111110110111011—12 Cobb OJDOilOllOoooOl— fi

Burbridge .... 10110111111 1010-11
Ties div.

ALLENTOWN, Pa., Oct. 3.—To-day was an off day for all the
shooters, due partially to the very unfavorable wind prevailing,
but notwithstanding that, our club came out victorious by a
small margin, The occasion was a return shoot with Mahanov
City Gun Club, first match won by us, 76 to 65. After the match
several minor sweepstakes were shot off. The visitors expressed
themselves highly pleased with our grounds and were loud in
praise of it. Lehigh Gun Club vs. Mahanoy City, return shoot to
oneatMahanoy City, Aug. 15, 10 Standard bluerocks, 16 and 18yds.
rise, Chamberlin Cartridge Company's rules, friendly shoot.

Lehigh Gun Club. Mahanoy City Gun Club.
J Nettles 1111111111-10 F Cooper 1111111111-10
: B ;

• r*.:r . . . .0100111000— 4 M Cooper OOHOlllll— 7

LW Mazurie.. 0101101010— 5 G R Goodman..0100110111— 6
P C Blank 0100110110- 5 M Clauser 1110010111- 7

E T Fink 0100111011— 6 J Barr 0001100111— 5
Milton Ochs. . . . 111010 1001— 6 H L Miller. . . . .1000100011- 5
1 1 H Wieand. . . 1 1110 0.011- 8 W Baker U001101001- 4
D Brown 1111000001— 5 S Wildes 0001001110— 4
JWBell 1110010100- 5 -54 C Burke. 10UU0U001- 4-51
Sweepstake, money divided owing to approaching darkness:

9 standards, three prizes:
F Cooper ......110111111—8 J Barr 000110111-5
C Burke 011111111—8 O R Goodman 000110111—5
M Clauser 111110111- 8 JW Bell 101001110—5
S Wildes 101101111—7 J Nettles 10100110O-4
M Cooper 011111111—7 H L Miller 11C011000-4
J Benning 111001101—6 L W Mazurie 000111(100—3
U A Wieand 011110101—6 W Baker. 03 0010000- -2

E T Fink 101111100-6
On Nov. 12, the Fourth Ward Guards of Newark, N. J., will have

target practice on our grounds, and will come 150 strong. The
Jawalcnen Club, also of Newark, will be here for target practice
on Nov. 21, with 200 or more men.—A. B. J. Fkantz, Sec'y.

TRENTON TOURNAMENT.—The programme for the tourna-
ment at Trenton, Oct. 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 presents an attractive
array of events. On the first three days targets and live birds
both will be used, and on Thursday and Friday nothing but live
birds; $565 in guaranteed purses is distributed through the four
day?, the largest purse being a $800 one at 20 live birds. The
management announces a championship match at 100 live birds
for $250 aside between C. W. Budd and J. Frank Kleintz to come-
off on the first day. Just how accurate this is, in view of the fact
that the match was shot by these men at Gloucester on Saturday
last and another proposed for Reading in two weeks, we cannot
say, but in any event enough of interest appears in the oro-
gramrne to draw shooters even without that,
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BUDD VS. KLEINTZ.

OX Saturday, Oct. 5, Charles W. Budd, of Des Moines, la,, and
Capt. J. Frank Kleintz, of Philadelphia, mot in a match at

live birds. It will be remembered by our readers that m June
last these two men shot a match at Chicago for the championship
cup, which Budd holds and which Kleintz had challenged for.

On that occasion Budd won with, a score of 98 to 94. Kleintz still

thought he had a chance to beat the champion, and arrangements
were made for another race when Budd should, come Bast for the

Eastern tournaments. The champion arrived m Philadelphia on

Friday night, and on learn ng that Kleintz had been sick tor sev-

eral days, immediately ottered to let him down on the amount of

the stake. A t'orfei t of $60 each had been posted tow. iTd thi '..>

which was the original sum agreed upon, hut in view oi hlc. ••

condition he availed himself of Burid's kindness, ami another $50

was added to the forfeit, making the stake $100 a side. The race
was shot at the baseball park in Gloucester, N. J., just across

the river from Philadelphia, About 300 spectators were present

and witnessed a verv close contest. The birds were supplied and
trapped bv Miles Johnson, and were way above the average.

Very few of them refused to fly when liberated, and the great

majority started oft' at lightning speed. Many of them were so

strong that unless a wing was broken they were able to carry
li i ces outside the bounds, there to fall victims to the

scouters, those ever present attendants of a live-bird shoot. The
boundary was supposed to be 80yds., but in some places it fell as

far short as 03yds. Few birds were lost on this account, however,
as their flight was mostly in the other direction. A recapitula-

tion is given below, showing the direction of flight, hut fully two-
thirds of the turds might be called towerers, as they rose straight

from the trap before starting off. This seemed to he due to the
high fence around the grounds, close to the boundary lines—it
served to make the birds rise to clear it. Both contestants used
12-gauge guns, standing at 30yds. rise. Budd started in with a
new gun which he had never shot before, and this be used up to

the -3d round. He was apparently getting under his birds, and
had lost 5 out of 22; so changed to his old gun, an L. C. Smith,
weighing Tibs. 7oz., full choke. His cartridges were loaded with

.
, )rs. American wood powder and l?4oz. trap sevens shot.

K feintz u^ed a Greener, full choke, weighing 71bs. 13oz., and shot

SMdrs. Schultze powder and l}4oz. trap sevens shot in both bar-

U
Notwithstanding Kleintz's condition, and he really looked out

of trim, be shot a game race, and finished only one bird behind.

Both men have made better scores, hut it is doubtful if biros of

tin' same quality were used. Before the race Miles .lohnson

oifi red to net any amount that 90 would not be killed, and the

<-equel proved his faith to be well founded. Each man had 5 birds

fall dead just hoyond the houndary. Kleintz seemed to have the

luck of the birds early in the match, but Budd's luck commenced
I'.ward the latter part. Kleintz's 49th bird was a clipping blue-

r.ick. that dodged both barrels and got away clean; his 66th was
another hummer, and only sucoumbe'd to a rattling good shot

with the second barrel; Ids 62d was a strong incomer that was
dropped two feet from the score. Budd's 22d bird was a right-

nuMteriiig, incoming blueroek that vanished in the distance; his

f.u h was also a bluerock to which he had to say "good b\;" his

filth was hit in the h-g and circled three times around inside the

bounds, every one expecting him to drop, but he at last slowly

sailed over the fence. Below is the score in full, the figure i dt-

n'otine second barrel kills and o dead out of bounds:

ChasW Budd o2o2121152o22121012110112

Capt J Frank Kleintz.,

Recapitulation—Budd had 14 rigbt-qi:
_

G4 drivers, 10 towerers, 7 right quartering incomer-, a letl-nuar-

tenr.g incomers and 3 twisters. He used his second barrel 41

times and his longest run was 17. Kleintz had 18 rigbt-quarterers,

3(5 left-nuarterers, 23 drivers, 10 towerers, 1 right-quartering in-

comers, 7 left-quariering incomers and 2 twister.-. He used the

-i t.) id barrel 48 times and his longest run was IS. Kleintz is not

Wt -ati-fied, and in all probability another match will be shot at

R adiug. Pa., during the tournament which commences there

Oct. 15, though nothing definite is now known. Frank M ascw.

212222111111 2021111121111
aJ202t)1121of•2211022120111

2211212221

U

23< ,20 12.2021 12-85
120121121121 1 102 1 2.2 122131

lo2(l.'21010120

2 122 122201 2.2121.) 122222 10.2

0O.22121 1 12220222221.2121 12-84
artcrers,27kft-quarterers,

ST LOUIS,Mo..Oet. 5 —Monday morning at 8 o'clock 1 wenty-one

trarebooting enthusiasts assembled at the giouudsof the (Jump-
ton Hill Gun Club, to contest for the Hawlings Bros, medal. The
day was a miserable one and the greater part of the snooting had
to be done in the rain. If was a close contest be! ween the win-

ner Sieruiuski, Field and Prendei gast, and not till the hist round
of Shad bpen shot, was there any certainty which of the three

would captuie the trophy. It is a very handsome medal, and is

representative of the individual inanimate target championship
of this city and county. The score, 50 singles and 25 pairs of

doubles:
Jule Sieminskie.

S'neles .
..1111111111111101111101111010111110111011 11 II 111111-44

lofo ii ii ol ii ii n on n 01 H 10 10 1101 n U n to u n n to n-ie-si
C. Armfield.

Smel es .111101000100001 ! 1 10001 100010100001001000001 11111 00-23

10 oo co id ii id oo n 10 oo n 10 n n oi oo ii oi ii n oou n 10 11-30-53

J. Godfrey.
Smiles . .

.00101100100011101111101100011111110000100000100000-23

11 10 OI161O 00 LI 11 10 10 00 00 10 10 10 01 11 10 11 11 10 11 11 11 10-31-54

E. Prendergast.
Singles .1101 101 1111 111101.1111101.1001 1110110010)10111011101-37

0" fi ii mil 01 11 01 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 01 11 11 11 11 11 01 11 11-4&-S0

J, S. Schaaf.
Singles .100111010100010100] LOllOllOlUOlllllll0l01U111011-34

10 fl 11 Ou 01 00 11 00 11 00 10 1.1 11. 11 11 11 1.1 10 11 11 11 11 01 10 11-371-69

J. E. Hagerty.
Sinales .00011100111101111111010110011111100111111111101010-35

11 00 10 11 01 U 11) 11 11 11 H U 11 01 10 01 11 10 11 10 11 10 11 11 11-40-75

G. Le Faivre.
Sinelcs . .101111111001111111111011101011.11110111111111011111-4.2

n io 10 10 11 11 10 11 11 10 11 11 10 10 11 00 11 10 10 10 11 11 10 11 11-36-78

L. Cabanne.
Singles 10110001111010101010000010101110011011011011001001-26

10 10 11 10 00 10 10 10 10 10 00 10 00 00 11 00 10 10 11 11 11 1 1 00 00 00-27-53

15. Mohrstadt.
Singles - - • .110100101 01001101101000010111101111 11 oonoi 1 on on -20

11 CO 11 01 10 00 01 11 01 10 1.1 10 01 11 00 10 11 10 00 11 10 01 10 10 11-38-57

W. Flynn.
, ,;i 1.1 M'i'.i:: "n-oa < -'WU

00 U 11 10 oilfil 01 01 00 00 01 11 10 01 00 11 11 10 10 01 1
1 10 10 00 00-23-41

Ed. Weber.
Singles 0111 10!" ;(mio)lOU00lOOmO000OOllOOlO11llOl(XKMl-24

10 10 00 ii'10 io 10 1 1 10 00 10 00 00 01 10 10 10 10 10 io 11 10 11 00 10-21-43

W. H. Horner.
Singles ,1100111111100111110101101010110000111101 1 11 11.10011-34

11 11 ll'ii 10 11 11 10 .10 10 10 11 11 11 01 11 11 11 11 10 1 1 11 11 10 01-42-76

W. H. Hettel.

Singles .. 011110C011011IJ0110()ro0111009111001100101011l001110-.20

11 11 11 io 10 11 10 11 10 10 10 01 00 10 01 11 01 00 11 00 11 10 11 10 10-31-57

Jule Seltzer.

Singles 0000001101010010111111111111111 1001110101101110010-31

10 01 11 11 11 00 11 11 10 11 11 11 10 11 00 11 00 10 10 11 10 01 01 11 01-34-65

A. McGivney.
Singles 0010111001100011111110001110111100010.1 110010110111-30

11 01 10 10 11 01 1C 11 11 10 11 11 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 1.1 10 1.1 11 10 01-37-67
B. Weaver.

Singles 111011101 11001 II 1101011111111111101111101111111001-40

01 01 01 00 01 11 10 01 11 01 10 11 00 10 10 00 01 10 11 10 01 10 11 11 11-.29-G9

J, Lenhardt.
Singles 1011101111110111011111101101101011110111001 1 1.1 101 1-38

00 11 01 11 00 11 10 10 n 10 10 01 10 11 11 10 11 11 10 11 11 1 1 n 01 10-35-73

W. E. Field.

Singles I1111111111101.lll.01101011110m0111010111111in01.l-41

11 01 11 11 11 10 10 10 01 11 11 10 11 11 11 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 10 10 11-41-S2
Louis Dening.

Singles 00111001010101111111110111110 101 11 1110011111101011-36

11 01 1110 11 11 11 11 11 01 11 11 10 11 11 11 10 10 10 11 10 11 11 11 11-12-78

B. Westhus.
Singles .11101111011110111001101111111101 n Joloullomi0110-37

10 11 U'll 11 11 01 11 11 11 11 10 01 11 11 10 11 11 10 10 01 10 01 10 11-39-76

F. Kling.

singles .oniiiiooioniniiiioiiiiioioioix)ii]iiioiooiioioio-34

10 01 1110 11 10 11 01 00 11 11 11 10 11 01 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 00 11 01-38-72

Sieminskie medal and first money, Field second, Prendergast

^I'he' Carondelet Gun Club closed its trap season with a grand
prize shoot last Wednesday. There was a large crowd of the

Brown 11, B. O'Reilly 16, W. Ahrens 15, G. Lav 2.1, A. Paule 21, F,

UMch 16, O. Groffman 12, W. Krueger 16, H.Harris 22, V. Shremp
13, J. Yockey 14, G. Stueckel 11, G. Hill 24, J. Greene 16, A. Ulrich

10, A. Messer 19, Dr. M. Bice 8, A. C. Gould 15. R. Schlegel 15, D.
Ray 14. Dr. Wills 14, E. Meyer 23, J, Meyer 19, F. Coney 13, F.
Mohrslin 4, L. Scbremp 11. L. Lap 20, S. Simon 3, F. Vallet 14, F.
Jackson 16,J. Smith 12,G. Hemrich 15,H. Khnorr 11,F. Bowman 12.

DAYTON, O., Oct. 2.—Those who attended the Gem City Club
tournament met as fine sport as the shooters ever struck, cracks
being present from all the leading clubs of southwestern Ohio.
The traps were set on the club range at Shorty's Inn. All matches
were under American Association rules. To-day's scores ran:
First match, 12 single targets:

Ruble 111111111111—12 Taylor 111110111101-10
Heikes 11111111 1111-1 2 Bruce .11110110111 1-10
Bacon 111111110111-11 Mumms 100101.001011- 6

Tippy 11 1 1 1 1 1 11 00 1 -10 Angel 1 1 1 1 1.1 110011- 10

Ruble and Heikes div. first. Bacon second, Tippy third.
Second match, 15 single targets:

Taylor 111110111101111-13 Ruble 111111111111110-14

Mumms 0001 10111111111-11 Heikes. ... 101 11 1111111111 -14
Bruce 1011011.11111111-13 Tippy 111011110111111-13
Davtou 111111111111111-15 Bacon 110111111111111-14
Dayton first, Ruble and Heikes div. second, Taylor and Tippy

div. third.
Third match, 7 live pieeousr

Dayton 1111111-7 Ruble 1111101-6
Mumms 1101110-5 Angel 11 10110-5
Taylor 1011011—5 Bacon 1111111—7
Heikes 1111111-7
Dayton, Heikes and Bacon div. first. Ruble second, Mumms

third.
Fourth match, 13 single targets:

Taylor 111111111111-12 Bruce 111111110110—10
Mumms 110101011111-9 Ruble 11 1 1 11101111—11
Heikes 111111111111-12 Tippy 111011111011—10
Dayton 111111111000- 9 Bacon 001111111111-10
Taylor and Heikes div. first, Ruble second, Bacon third in the

shoot off.

Fifth match, 10 live pigeons, entrance ©10:

Dayton 1111011111-9 Mumms 1111111110-9
Heikes 1011111111-9 Angel 1011101110-7

Ruble 1110111110—8 Bacon 1011111101—8
Dayton, Heikes and Mumms div. first. Ruble and Bacon second,

Angel third.
Sixth match, 9 single targets:

Taylor 111H1101-8 Dayton., 101111111-8
Heikes lllllOOH-7 Breene Ill 111010—

7

Bruce 111101111- 8 Ruble 011110111—7
Mumms 101100111—6 C Sander 001111110-0
Rudolph 101111101—7 G Sander OllOlOHO—

5

Makley 111001 111-7 Turner 000101011 -4
Cain , 111111101-8 Bacon 1111111)1-9
Tippy 100111111-7
Bacon took lirst money, Taylor, Bruce, Cain and Dayton div.

second: Heikes and Ruble third, C. Sander and Mumms fourth.
Seventh match, 10 sparrows, 5 traps, 26yds., entrance $4:

Dayton 1111101101- 8 Taylor 1110111111- 9

Cam 1111111111—10 Bacon 1111111111-10
Ruble 1111110111— 9 G Sander OOlOllOlOl— 4
Heikes 011111111.1—9 Mumms ». 0111110011—7
Cain and Bacon div. first, Heikes and Taylor div. second, Day-

ton took third.

TORONTO, Oct, 2.—The annnal tournament of the Toronto Gun
Club commenced to-day at Woodbine Park. There was a very
large turnout, and the shooting, which was at live birds, was ex-
ceptionally good, considering that while the light was fair the
wind was strong. It was noticeable that, whereas the majority of

the competitors shot with 10-bore guns, J. Townson used a 12-bore,

according to English rules, and killed his whole 15 straight with
one barrel. Following is the score so as the competition has
gone. 15 birds:

First Class—First Squad.
J Townson. . . .1111111 11111111—IS C Wilmolt 1 1101 1010110101—10

J Bloug 111011111111111—14 GPearsall 1111.10000101001- 8

a small 010] 11111 1 11011—12 J Chambers....110011001001100— 7

E Permnan.. .111101101 110110—H J James 0001 10100101000- 5

H 0 Dennis. ... 111011100111110—11
Second Squad,

C H Riggs 111111111111111-15 D L Van VlacktOOllllllllllll-13
J Barrett. 111111111111110-14 W MoDowall.,11 1111011011010 -11

C Ayre 111110110111111-13
Third Squad.

B Pearsall 111111111111111-15 W Felstead.. . .011111111111110-13

G H BriggB....011111111111111-14 P Wakefield... Ill 101111110111-13

J Bel'l 111111111011111-14 D Beldam 011 111 11)101111—13

D Blea 111111101111111-14 R Dickson 101111111101001-11

W A Olarko . .411011111111111— 14 R Hunter ... .011101111001101-10

Artificial bird shoot; 9 birds at 18yds.: C. II. Riggs 9, VV. Mc-
Dowell 9. T Sawdon, Sr. 8, Dr. Po-irson K, I'. Wakefield 8, H.
Kipp 8, W. Felstead 8, J. R. Wells 8, VV. 11. Pearson 8, A. Elliott 7,

C Wilmott 7, C. Sinclair 7, J. W. Sinclair 7.

Oct. -3.—The Toronto Gun Club's tournament, I'm- a big list of
valuable prizes, was continued at Woodbine to-day. The weather
was thick and "muggy," aud the rain prevented a start until
nearly noon, the result being that the third and fourth classes
and trie ties at 12 and 11 in the first class have yet to be disposed
of. Shooting will he resumed next week. To-day's results were:
At 15 birds each, 20yds., H and T traps:

Fourth Squad.
S S tandand 13 E' Mar ti n, Sr 12

J Foreman 14 E O Jackson 10

C Rodder 11 A Elliott 13

W H Pearson 10 J James U
G T Smith 12 JB Armstrong 12

G Taylor 6
Fifth Squad.

F E LeRoy 13 C Sinclair 11

G R Wells 15 WG Sinclair, Jr 12

H M Kipp 6 TSawden, Sr 13

F Quarrie - .11 Dr Pears 13
Sixth Squad.

T Loudon 15 J Worden 12W Bugg 14 W Villiers 12
Shooting oft the ties in the first class, J. Townson, C. H. Riggs

and B. Pearsall, 15 each, shot 5 birds from the 29yds. mark.
Townson and Riggs killed aU their birds, but Pearsall missed
one. Going back 3yds. further, Townson again had a clean score
of 5, while Biggs missed his fifth. Prizes in the first class went
as follows: First, John Townson; second, C. H. Riggs: third, B.
Pearsall; fourth, D. Blea; fifth, W. A. Clarke; sixth, G. H. Briggs;
seventh, John Bell; eighth, W. Bugg; ninth, J. Blong; tenth, A.
Elliott; eleventh, D. L. Van Vlack; twelfth, D, Beldam; thir-

teenth, S Sfaneland. In shooting oft the ties in the second class

the results were: First, J. R, Wells; second, T. Loudan; third, J.

Barrett; fourth, J. C. Foreman; fifth, C. Ayre; sixth, P. Wake-
field; seventh. Dr. Pears; eighth, C. Sinclair; uiuth, W. Felstead;
tenth, T, Sawden, Sr.: eleventh, J. B. Armstrong; twelfth, F. E.
LeRoy.

WHITE HOUSE, N. J„ Oct. 5.—Return shoot between the North
Branch Gun Club and the White House Gun Club. The day was
perfect, and a large number of spectators witnessed the match,
which proved to be a very close and interesting shoot. The White
House club took the lead, but finally got rattled and lost the
match by 1 bird. The scorers, too, lost their heads in tbe excite-

ment, and announced that the White House club had beaten by -3

birds, but when their brains cleared the corrected score stood 43

to 44 in favor of N«rth Branch. 15 Keystons, 1 Kcj stone trap, 3

angles, 18yds. rise, Keystone rules:

White House Gun Club. North Branch G tin Club.

H Bishop.. 10111.1 11 1111101—13 Ed Lever. .OJOll 1 lOHHOoii- !i

\nderson. .011111iniXJ001.1-10 G Kramer. 101 1.01] 11101110—11

J H Davis . .001 0011 01 101 100 - 7 Col Kline. .10110001.0100010- 6

B Piehle.. .110111110000000- 7 T Welsh.. .101011011011101-10

C Abbott.. 010000001 01 1011- 0—13 Duickinck.OOOlOolOllilllO— S-44
At the clo.-e of the shoot an amusing incident occurred. When

some members wont to retrieve the unbroken birds in the field a
rabbit sprang from a bunch of grass and bounded across the
smooth pasture right before the shooters. Instantly a dozen guns
were leveled at him, but no one pulled a trigger, and he bounded
away unharmed. It was evident that if the quickness and pre-

cision bad been shown at the trap which were manifest when the

rabbit showed itself, much better scores would have, been made.
Two gray snipe were also flushed from the same bog, and were
killed with one shot by Mr. J. V. Voorhees, an old-time sports-

man and an excellent shot. The third shoot between these clubs

will take place Oct. 19 at North Branch.

SING SING. N. v., Oct. 2.—A lively series of sweepstakes at

Kevstoue. targets and live-pigeons was held ou the grounds of the

Sing Sing Gun Club to-day. There was a good attendance of

well-known shooters who kept the traps throwing quoits almost
continuously d uring the day, besides the events at live birds. The
shooting averaged BO and 90 per cent. The money iu the principal

events was div. by Gettle, Raymond, Liudsley, Collins. Rohr,
Cave, Edsall, Pierce, Paul Aker, Hitchcock and Pringle. Fred
Mead was referee in the Keystone shoots, and Oscar Haines in
the live bird contests.

CINCINNATI, Oct. 3.—The fine weather of to-day swelled the
entrance for the Independent Gun Club's Muldoon medal to 11.

The shooting, with the exception of fhat of the winner, was poor,
and that, too. With the weather and the flight of the birds being
perfect. Twenty single champion clay birds from 5 traps, Ameri-
can Association rules:
Sport 01100011011101001101—11 SchafEer. 1 0t nil 1 1 0100001000010— 7

Gibson... .loouluiuuonooi lOOWl— 6 Dewald.. 10101)10010011001111—12
Metcalf . . .11 101101 V i' >] 1 k ( a oCojij— 7 Wer ning.1101100 (Oil 000111110—11
Frank 11001011101111011111—15 Bauer. .

.'. .lOllluOOHOOOlllOlOl—11
Wick 1 1 lio 1 1

i
1

1 i 1 ! i ; 1.U 11-IS Becker. ...0001 lOOilOlllOOOlilO—10
Snider. . . . 10011011101 111010010—12
Match No. 2 at 10 singles: Wells 4, Schalfer scored none in 5

and withdrew, Dewald 0, Wenning 0, Becker f>, Bauer 5, Gibson 2,

Metcalf 3, Frank 0, Wick 7. Match No. 3 same: Wells 6, Frank
7, Wick 0, Metcalf 3, Gibson 4, Sport 4, Bauer 5, Becker 5, Wen-
ning ti, Dewald 8, Schaffer scored none in 5 and withdrew.

BROOKLYN VS. NEWARK.-At the. grounds of the Newark
Gun Club, in Newark, N. J., on,the2d, ono of the most interesting
shooting matches of the season was decided when the Brooklyn
Rod and Gun Club contested a match with the Ne wark Rod and
Gun Club. The conditions of the contest were: Five- traps to be
used, 1440Z. shot, the boundary flags to be placed a 1 80yds. on the
front and ou the right and left sides of the field, and 32yds. on the
back:

Brooklyn Gun Club. Newark Gun Club.
C W Thornton (.-8). 1121311211-10 C W Shepaid (30). . .1121221002-8

R T Barker OM) . 1121021211-9 E A Freeman (29). . .1131320111—

8

O S Brown (30). . . .1202101211— 8 E Newman (27) 2120110102—7
C N Ornssin (30). . . .13120110)0- 7 A L Davenport (3s).. 1020012100—

5

<•• S. ott (28)... . . .1210102100- 6 C S Howard (20) 0021100200—4
S Lawrence (27) , ... 1210021000— 5 W W Hill (30) 1122000000—4
\V Ualjill (30) 21 0,3 103000 - 5 H W King (27) 1000000000-1
G W Red) (2"( 1120100:100- 4 G W Cramer (.20). .. .1132110012-8
N M White (26) 0010200000— 2 H C Foster (26) 0110220000—4
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NEWARK, N. J., Oct. 4.-The much-talked-of match between
Class and 13rower failed to materialize this afternoon. 200 per-
sons put in an appearance at Krb's Park only to he disappointed.
Class was on hand, but Capt. John Brewer failed to come to the
mark. Not a line came from him regarding the cause of his
absence, and he lost his $30 forfeit. Frank Class shot in a series
of sweepstakes, as he said he wished to make a record for himself,
and his magnificent form iu this shooting did somewhat to make
amends for the lick of a contest between him and Brewer. His
score was one 01 50 straight kills. The birds were a grand lot,

and, helped by the northwest wiad, which blew strongly across
the traps, were oft like a rocket, and puzzled the very best shots
present to make scores. Frank Class is a finely formed man of
about 30 and of sturdy physique, lie stands about 5ft. 10in., and
is broad of shoulder and muscular of arm and leg. He is dark-
eyed and dark-haired, and possesses withal a most pleasing ex-
pression. He handles his gun with wonderful celerity, and no
shooter of the country can equal him in the quickness with which
the second barrel follows 1 he first if the latter fails to grass the
bird. The feature of the dav was the. retrieving of the olack set-

ter dog Rem. He was quick as a flash, and cunning as a fox. If

the bird was likely to fly, he sneaked up to it with the stillness of

a weasel. Did it require dash, he was equnl to the occasion and
bounded in with the jump of a panther. The only time Lem ever
forgot his duties was a short time ago. when, sent to gather a far-

away killed bird, he put up a full-grown rabbit on his way. The
temptation was great. He forgot his training in nature's law and
dashed madly after bunny, leaving the bird to the care of itself.

After a mad chase, he came back looking as shamefaced as a cor-
rected schoolboy. First sweep, 9 entries at $5: Class, Riggott, Erb
and Leddy tied for first, and divided with 5 straight kills; Geof-
frey and Cavanagh divided second; Heath and Parment third.
Second sweep: Class, Riggott and Erb again divided first with a
clean score; Parment, Leddy, Freche and Geoffrey captured
second, while third money went to Heath and Cavanagh. Third
sweep: Riggott, Class, Leddy, Heath and Freche d ivided first, Erb
taking second, third betug added to first. The fourth and fifth

sweep were exactly similar. Sixth sweep: Class, Heath, Green,
Cockefair and Siglow divided first with straight killed: second
money went to Riggott and Leddy, third to Rrb, Freche and Bern-
hardt, Seventh and last sweep: Chris. Reinhardf captured first

money all by himself; second event to Erb and Cockefair. third to

Francis, Hollis aud Siglow, all the rest out in the cold. Had Capt.
Brewer come to time the day would have been one to be long
remembered.
WELLINGTON, Mass., Oct. 4.—There was a fair attendance at

the grounds of the Wellington Club to-day, and the weather con-
ditions were favorable. In the silver n tcher match, at 8 clay-
pigeons and 7 bluerocks, Chase and Melcher tied with 13 each,
and in the shoot-oft Melcher won with 3 straight. The other
scores in this match were: Perrv, Bond and White, 12; Cowee and
Bradstreef , 10: Baxt er 8. Moore 7, Bradbury 0, Needham 5. In the
booby medal match the following scores were made at 20 blue-
rocks: Chase, 17; Bond, Perry and Stone, 15; Warren, White and
Bradstreef, 14; Baxter, Cowee and Moore, 13. In the above match
the medal was to be awarded to the man making the most con-
secutive misses. Bradstreef and Moore tied with 3 each, and in

the shoot-oft Moore was awarded the prize for breaking 5 straight,

the conditions having been reversed without the shooters know-
ing it. The winners in the sweepstake follow: Six bluerocks,
White, Cowee. Chase, White; 7 bluerocks, Melcher and Bi'ad-

street; 8 pigeon?, Melcher, Chase and White; 5 bluerocks, Moore
and Cowee'; 0 hluero ks, Moore; 5 pigeons, Perry, Moore, White
and Melcher; 10 bluerocks, Chase, Moore, Warren; 5 pigeons,

Stone and Bond: ft bluerocks, Moore and Bond; 5 pigeons, War-
en, Needham, Stone aud Cowee; 6 bluerocks, Bradstreef; a pairs

each, Perry 22, Moore" and Bradstreef 21 each, Cowee 19, Bax-
ter 18.

MIDDLESEX SHOOT.—The fifth annual tournament of the
Middlesex Gun Club commenced on Tuesday of this week at Dun-
ellen, N. J. The attendance the first day was much smaller than
on previous occasions when this popular club has given tourna-
ments. In one event 33 men came to the score; but taking aU
events together, an average of about 20 was all that could be mus-
tered. This, too, on one of the most beautiful days that a shoot
could be favored with. Just what the reason is for this light at-

tendance it is impossible to say. Perhaps it may improve before
the week ends, as many who have promised to be here have not
yet made their appearance. Among those now here are C. W.
Budd, of Des Moines, la.; Rolla O. Heikes, of Dayton, O.; H. A.
Penrose of Oorry, Pa.; A. G. Courtney, of Syracuse, N. Y.; A. R.
Bowdish. of Oxford, Mass.; W. VVolstencroft, of Philadelphia, Pa.;

John A. Ruble, Beloit, Wis., and such local talent as Milt. Liuds-
ley, W. Fred Quimby, Win. Sigler, Ed. Collins, Charles Smith and
S, G, Smith. Bright sunshine accompanied the early morning
events, and though later clouds appeared and the air grew cooler,

it was still possible to keep comfortable while in motion. Nine
re«nlar events were shot and thirteen extra sweeps. Wednes-
day's programme calls for eight regular events, all at inanimate
targets, and on Thursday and Friday live-bird contests will surely
draw good entry lists. Full scores will be given iu our next issue
—Frank. Mason.
CRESCENT GUN CLUB, Oct. 2.—The members of the Crescent

Gun Club of Brooklyn enjoyed a bird dinner to-night. About
forty covers were laid, and President Walter H. Fitz Gerald pre-

sided. Representatives from the Unknown, Brooklyn, Coney-
Island, Glen more, Dtiana, Falcon, and many ot her of the promi-
nent gun clubs were present, and enjoyed an excellent repast and
listened to speeches until a late hour. The Crescent Gun Club
medal, designed by Mr. Burkee, of the Crescent Watch Case
Company, and presented to the Crescent Gun Club by the donor,
was on view during the evening. The trophy was won by Dr. H.
L. O'Brien at the List shoot of the club. The next shoot of this
organization will be held at Miller's Dexter Park, on the Jamaica
Plank road, on Saturday, Oct. 26, when the classified shoots for
the club medal will be decided, in addition to which several
sweepstakes at clay-birds will be shot.

RED BANK, N. J., Oct. 4—The Riverside Gun Club held its

weekly shoot this afternoon on the grounds on the Middletown
shore. The weather was perfect. Clay-birds were the targets.
The first event was a match at 10 singles: E. M. Cooper, A. Whay-
mer and John Cooper 8, and W. G. Conover, the only other con-
testant G. The first three div. the prize. The second event waB
at 5 pairs: W. S. Conover won by a score of 8, and John Cooper 7,

A. Whaymer and Edwin Cooper 0. Third event at 10 singles: Jas.

and Edward Cooper 10, A. Whaymer 7, W. G. Conover 5. A few
small matches by outsiders followed. The live bird shoot of the
club will take place on Oct. 18.

PHILADELPHIA, Oct. 1.—Mr. Ed. Holske was a passenger on
the Chicago limited which passed through Philadelphia this

morning. He is now on his way to Australia with Capt. Brewer,
the celebrated pigeon shot. Holske intends backing Brewer
against any one in the Antipodes.
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ftre th « shooting ground* of this part ofRockland county. To-day a shoot was held. The day openedwith a heavy shower. It cleared off by noon, and those few whoreached the shooting grounds represented the Harverstraw Ber-gen County and Newark Gut, clubs. The master of ceremonieswas that genial crack shot Bill Taylor, brother of .lack. Thewinners ot first sweep were Van Riper and T. G. Peck, with
straight scores ot kills; Post and Blauvelt tied for second Secondsweep \ an Riper and T. G. Peck divided Hrst; Post and Blau velt

,

T
i
nrd sweep, T.G. Peck captured first, und second wasdivided between Post, Van Riper and Elev. Fourth sweep, T. G.Peck and Van Riper divided first, others divided. The sixth and

last sweep was a hotly contested one, at 7 birds each man Pour
tied for first, with six kills each to their credit—T G Peck RVan Riper, K. I. Peck and W. EJey. The tie was shot, miss and
put. Van Riper winning. Second money was divided between W.Taylor and R. Blauvelt; third went to G. H. Peck. Old veteranJacob Penfz was referee.

ALLENTOWN, Pa., Oct. 3.—The Malmnoy City Gun Club ar-nveu at Allen town to-day and engaged in a return shootingmatch with the Lehigh Gun Club. Each contestant was allowed
10 shot?. 1 he local team won by the following score: Lehigh-
J. Nettles 1(1, J. R. Saeger 4, E.W. Masuih'Ti P C Blank 6 K Fink
6, M. Oehs 0. U. H. Wieanci 8, D. Brown 5. J. Bell 5 'toud M? M»hanoy Oity-F. Cooper 10. M. Cooper 7, G. R.Goodman (5. M.

Bu'rkei-VoiV^f
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1
' 0

'
H ' S,M,Uer 4

'
W.Baker 4, S. Wildes 4, C.

HELLERSTOVVN, Pa., Oct. 3.-The Valley Gun Club held its
rail meeting here to-day, shooting three 5-bird pots and one at
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n the olay h,rd shooting the score was: O. Marsteller

11, J Wood ring 10, W. H. Gosner 8, J. Kane 8 and G Quler 7 At
i
l
JS b,rd

,

8: ^ oodrinJ?; J%8 -.
Bagey and J. Kane tied with 1 each,and m the shoot off W oodring won by 5 out of 6. The shootingwas good and attracted a big crowd.

CARLISLE, Pa., Oct. 1.—Several hundred persons assembled
on the county grounds yesterday to witness the all-day tourna-ment given by the Cumberland County Fish and Game Associa-

O/er *» live birds were used, and shooters from all parts
ot the State were present. The big purses were won by Dingertand Bresinger, of tfarriahurg: Cassell,tifHumineistown; Corcoran
of York, and Lefever, of Carlisle.
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ld b>' the Ravine Gun Club, at the
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Rase ball Park, Peekskill, N. Y., Oct. 14. beginning at 10A.M. sharp. Two sets of 5 traps each with the rapid system willbe used and the several events on the programme will be shot off
as last as possible. Shooters from New York and vicinity can
l%t Me
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Utral d-epot at 8 A-¥- ^riving at Peekskill at
9:20 A.M.—W. H. Pierce, Secretary and Manager.
HARRISBURG, Pa.-The first annual fall tournament of the
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be beld at the baseball grounds,

Jvlffi&$&\ IIL~7^ Pl
v,
oria blackbird and live pigeon tournament

will lie held here Oct. 10 and 17.

FLY.
TVKE accompanying plans of the canoe Fly,whose lines appearedX last week, show the interior arrangement and the leading
fittings. The canoe is used ror match sailing almost entirely , andconsequently the requirements of crusing have been little con-
sideredm the planning. The well is square at the after end and
pointed forward, hemg 17?4in. wide inside. It is but little over
4ff. long, while the greater part is taken up by the centerboard
trunk, leaving little room to sit below, but as the sailing is done
entirely from the deck, this is a small matter. There are twobulkheads, one, forward of the trunk and one immediately abaft
the well, each having two circular openings or hand holes' about
tin. diameter, closed with a flanged cover held in place bv a
si rew. the flange being lined with rubber; the whole arrange-ment being modeled on the ordinary hand hole plate of a steam
boiler. Tne compartments are quite latge. but are not used for
stowage. The well contains only a plain flooring, there being no
foot steering gear or fittings ot any kind below deck. The deSk
furniture is also very simple; at the stem is a small socket plate
let into the deck, into which a ring about tin. diam. drops, being
used for the painter, and in sailing for the snatch block that
takes the halliard. The mast tubes project about 2in. above the
deck, each being carried up through a deck plate. Two travelers
are provided, for mam and mizen sheets, the former made of two
pieces ot rod, about Jqjn. diam., as shown in the section, tit itedbv
a length ot tubing just large enough to slip over thewire The
ends are passed through the coaming and secured by wing nutsThe mizen traveler is one of Mr. Butler's most ingenious inven-
tions, a metal tube 6in. long pi voted so as to swing in any direc-
tion in a horizontal plane. The two parts of the mizen sheet are
led through this tube, as shown, the result being that the mizenboom can be trimmed down flat without at the same time beino-
hauled m to the exact center line of the canoe, thus giving a vervmuch more effective angle to the sail. The details of the traveler
with those of rudder, tiller, etc., will appear next weeK

'

The canoe is constructed ou the ribband-carvel method and
resembles very much that shown in Mr. Stewart's two Pearls
The keel is of oak, lJIm. wide at rabbet amidships, with a keel"
son of white pine 3m wide and Urn. deep. The stem and stern
are of steamed oak. The planking is of Spanish cedar s,„in.
thick, with but three si rakes to the side, as shown m the sectionThe ribbands are each J^in. wide and %\a. deep, slightly rounded
on the back The timbers are Hin. wide and fan. d. ep, spaced
6in. In building the ribbands are first run along the moulds then
the ribs are bent to shape and jogged into the ribbands, the re-
verse of the method described in "Canoe and Boat Buildin<* "
after which the frame is planked up. This makes a very strongand light canoe, with perfectly flush seams. The deadwood ofstem and stern, as well as the keel, is very carefully rounded
away, while every care is taken to preserve a fair sweep of the
lines from the stemband to the after side of the sternoost The
stem is protected by a carefully-shaped casting of brass, makin^
almost a knife edge to the stem. The metal fittings are of alum-inum specially made for the boat. The centerboards, of which
several kinds are used, are of steel or brass, the latest one beingmade of two thicknesses ot sheet brass, about *ieih riveted to
gether along the edges. In the tipper and after angle a smallauxiliary board is fitted, filling the space between the keel and
board when the latter is down. By this means the width of themain board is considerably reduced. The deck is of Spanish
cedar, some of the Vesper canoes being decked with butternut
It is laid on beams spaced 9in., with 2^in. crown. The coaming
is :<4in. high amidships. 8

PADDLING CANOES IN THE A. C. A.
Editor Forest and Stream:
It seems now about the time in the course of human events andcanoeing tor the Association to do something in regard to pad-dling canoes. After such an unsatisfactory race as the cham-pionship this year, not only to the participants but as to its con-

ditions, and as we are m the future to have a valuable trophy forthat race, now is the time tor the Association to make as strict

m canoef
11 lOT paddling canoes as we have for our sail-

Last year and the year before the " disgruntled kickers " had thestanding rig and the sliding seat to worry their wits and bra ns
about, calling all. sorts of names. This year thev have beforethem a startling vision of a shell planked, veneered deck cotton-
stuffed centerboard-does anyone know what it isif—withltsmast tubes too small for a match and its rldioulous substituteslor centerboard anci rudder, etc.. upon which to vent their wrathand fling tbeir scathing criticisms. Last year I sailed a boat withstanding sails ana sliding seat, and this year I am the nossessor
of one of the above described crafts. Surely 1 must beffiSES
in hard luck. These criticisms that have appeared at such lengthm the Forest and Stream do not do the boat justice so lest the
veracity of the critics be questioned, I am thinking seriously ofhaving the necessary alterations made; to make the crime fit'ihA
punishment, as it were.
Let us look at the conditions of the championship race
"Canoes noted as decked must be properly equipped sailing

CciHOSSi
"Open canoes must use the single blade paddle."
In the opinion of the committee, as was given after the race

decked canoes must be such as are used ordinarily in sailing andwhich weigh anywhere from 701bs. to 1251bs., and these were to bematched against racing open canoes weighing anywhere from
31)lt,8. to 401bs. Could you expect a race with any such conditionsor werevre expected to bring forth a race of giants to paddle with

Can any one he blamed for entering the race in as light a boat as
lie thinks will come withm the requirements, with such con-
ditions as these /

I race for the excitement and fun I derive from it and there is
as much excitement m paddling races as the, e is in sailing orrowing or any other kind of racing, except when you are away off
in the back ground trying to get a move on a sailing canoe in apaddling race.

It seems to me that this race was all wrong from the start thematching of sailing canoes versus open paddling canoes, the

o?v3 vi i°
y «>ngle, and the committee's allowing thedecked boats to start in the race when they did not consider them

properly equipped sailing canoes.
Let us encourage paddling, not discourage and handicap it in

t litis vv&y

>

How easily this can and should be done.

r.J^
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lntroduce anew class of canoes, the decked paddlingcanoe with the double blade. s

Is there any reason why we should not have it?
It is the fastest boat and fastest blade.

,J am1

8Ure there are many who would enter the, races if they
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1 boat lmilt tor paddling and a boat

strength!
relatlve Proportion rn its weight to their weight and
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ama? race in the fastest boat he can build, only limitingthe boat, of course, as to dimensions and its weight, to 351bs.

"fl
reason why we should not have racing paddlingcanoes as well as racing sailing canoes?
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IZZ * aVe been cauoes butlt to win that race or were racing
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6 Paddling canoes could not go into the Record
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om an " wv would have good races, plenty of ex-citement, and what we want most, more entries.
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Is tins not reasonable?
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llmy boat may not be so much of a scapegoatMteato
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- Alex. E. PotLm.

«I?Si.Srai?^?TS? the two canoes that were disqualified dealtprincipally with Mr. Johnson's craft, certainly a poor suecimen
vit

CaM^^ lm twith 11,0 evidcnt intention of exiling therule. Mr. Putnam's canoe was not as bad, but taking the twotogether wc still think that the protest against them was m ule

?^°°J fl?
UnlS- The splintered deck of Mr. Johnsons canoe,torn oft after the race, was lying about the float for several daysa pretty good evidence of the build, of tiie canoe. We have
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e absurd division which matches decked and
Xm4nt°n^°Se^ler 111 Paddl>n?; races, and the still more absurd

t62 ^^^^V^K^T*1^ only the s^gle blade inan open canoe. There is no shadow of reason for such disi inc-tions, and no good can result now from classing decked sailingand open Canadian canoes in a paddling race, or for compellingthe use of the single blade m the principal paddling races. Tneii
aVpl'eacllt £or a paooJing class of canoes. u„hampeied b> any sailing gear, and to meet l his the regulationsof the new paddling trophy should be framed. WhileSS

n
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nt tHnl'r SZh?'**

ireinents a good serviceable canoe shouldnet bo Its* sight of, and in addition to a maximum liar;, r.f Lngthand a minimum limit of beam as at present, it will prohably benecessary to impose a minimum limit of weight. The bestWV
J,rt Tn

ng canoe8 "ow used are the open Peterboro, 15 to 16ft.

^ w^l «
01 ".-that have lately become so popular in the States,
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. and by weighing several of these ofaverage light build, such as are sold and used for generalpurposes, it will be easy to determine a reasonable
ffi^f^' b^t lirait wiU Probably be not over
16ft

.
length, not under 28m beam, nor under lOlbs. weight.

1 he hniu mentioned by our corrcspotidetit, 351bs., is very good fora racing craft, but would not be fair to men who wish to enter inordinary light service canoes not built and used specially forracing. Nark a, a strong cauoe fitted for sailing, weighed 551 bswithout her movable board and trunk. With no limit on weight
»m s ol f

oon
!
e? a S -Danish cedar "shell" canoe, decked with

Silk and n t tor nothing but racing. On a weight of 401hS . there isample chance to build a fast racing canoe 16x28, with a light deck
it desired, that, through superior model, could outrun anv of the
Cegula r Canadian open canoes, as was proved by Na rka The lat-

IT^™!' dfeP and V-shaped in her bottom, rather than flat andU-shaped like the Canadian canoes, cut the water like a knife,
!',
0Uea

nne allPPle, and was capable of far greater speed thanthe flat Canadian canoe, built to skim over the water. The re-u-lar decked sailing canoe is out, of the paddling championship "forever; no honest sailing canoe can be built to race against the rac-ing machines which a continuance of the present conditions willbring forward every year. A very good proposal was mad e at t hemeet to make no canoe elegible for a place on the Record unlessshe has entered m one sailing, one combined, and one paddling
race. This would offer some needed inducement to the sailingmen to paddle, and insure that with some of them at least the useot the double blade would not become entirelv a lost art The <

single blade, though not , he equal of the double in point of speed!has so many advantages in its way that its use should not be dis-couraged entire y by the Association, but a special race for single-blades only might be a permanent and interesting feature of the
J)1 02^1'ciiHUlC J

NEW YORK C. C, FALL REGATTA.
TH
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E regatta of the New York C. C. was held on Oct. 5 at theX- club house. Stapleton, Statem Island, a number of ladies beingRte^ffWo18' The wind was very strong from £L., Wiiile the flood tide was running swiftly. The race for keelffi^?e a novelty, as these craft have long been out offashion, hut the club possesses three old keel boats, the FenceCat and Kitt, wake, each 16ft., and Mime, lift., which have raced
tZt % thVOl
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30 a special race was made for
.
Fenc

f
°at was sailed by her owner W.W. Howard, Kitti-wake by O L. Norton, and Mime by E. C. Delavan. The coursewajs triangular, to a buoy off Clifton, then to a buov in mhbehan!nel and home Fence Oat was very well sailed by Mi'. Howiirdand won easily, beating Kittiwake by 8m. Mime did not finish'Neither Vagabond nor Eclipse hafi reached the club house from'I^J^M^ °n Saturday, so the only starters in the unlimitedrace weie: Atom, C. B. Vaux; Nenemooska, C. P. Douglas Elli-^fiW^TT^^^W^ H

' °' Bailey Sylph b D.Oessler; Sea Urchin, B. H. Nadal.
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stal'twas near the dock in a very strong tide, and whileAtom and Nenemooska got away promptly, both Ellida and Ran- .d
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Ug> t hl th% tlde and carried away from the linebefore they had gathered way, not crossing the line for severalminutes alter the others. Atom won in 28m. 5s., beating Nene-mooska by lm..30s. Ellida sailed fast and made a good showing

in third place m spite ot her bad start. In the maneuvering raceNenemooska beat Sea Urchin. The tandem paddling brought Outthe Collins Bros., of Baypnne,.in the She, a borrowed canoe, astheir own had not arrived, Stewart and Douglas in the Nene-mooska, and Gessler Bros in Sylph. She was first and Nene-mooska second. The paddling race was won bv Mr. Douglas inthe Nenemooska with H. S. Farmer in the Wind second. Mr EW. Fdinger paddled the She, coming in first, but not going overthe designated course. The upset race and duck chase did not

If-]^,?^ AT TRAVERS ISLAND.-Roslyn. L. I , Oct 4-MMor Forest and Stream: I notice that in your report of the

fcf^SS^ra S1
X
el1 last Saturday by the New York Athletic Chibat Travers Island, no mention was made of the yawl race overthe same course and at about the same time. \Suck being thecase, will you kindly publish the following facts? Through the^^^^^^^'^^ F1 êt

'
who « also a mem!berof theN. i. A. C, I was invited to enter mv sharpie yawl

vtft
kinclly offered to the yawls of'the MosquitoFleet by the N. Y. A. C The Gnat was duly entered, appeared att^SSw'AaYng forber so

,

le antagonist the yawlC'ossaek
f P,t

ai ^tiP°^r4ft - l0?8'^ than herself. Yawls Hyacinth andLestris, of the Mosquito Fleet, were also on hand but did notenter, because one of them had "carried away two halliards andhad no spmaker boom." while the other was "not in trim » andher owner stated he "wanted to start for the Norwalk Islands"
fc>o rather than spoil a race or appear diseourteons to another clnbthat had extended its invitation to tbe Mosquitoes, I concluded
to sail against the much larger boat. We were duly started andtimed by the committee five minutes after the canoes. Cossack]ed °ver tbe line, was passed by Gnat just after turning the flag
off Wen Island. At the outer flag Gnat was four minutes ahead,and *eld her lead until thefinish. which was made by Gnat about
6 o'clock The captain of Cossack when within about lOOvds. ofthe hmsh line lowered sail and was towed up to the landing stagew^ Same tnn

£ remarking to me. "They won't give it to you,"
t
T
6 fa

tf
tS iSPlS8 *

1*^ ai
;
e

' appears to me a singular
t°

,
say - VviU add that shortly after the canoe rac? was

?S ™.^eawryb
,
0dy aAd everything except the two yawls van-

ished, probably to catch a tram, or a crab, or something.-
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THE STATUS OF THE CLERK OF THE COURSE.

B
Iu the^dmirable report which Mr. 0. Bowyer Vaux, as chairman

of the regatta cstfmimttee of >SB, submitted to the executive com-

mittee, he made the following suggestions relating to the status

of the clerk of the course: '

. _j ^lXm
"The clerk of the course is the most important officer, next to

the chairman of the executive committee, and therefore be should

be a member of such committee, appointed at the suggestion ot

the chairman from the (same town or club as the chairman, or

living near him. The timekeeper and buoymeu can be got at

the meet, and by appointing a number, need serve only one day

each. The clerk should serve all the time, to make sure of accu-

ra
These suggestions were not acted upon at the last meet, and it

is because, as a result of my experience as clerk ot the course at

the last two A. C. A. meets, I am thoroughly convinced that they

are advisable, that 1 wish again to call the attention ot the canoe-

ing public to them. The principal advantages which would be

secured bv the adoption of these suggetions are. first, that a thor-

ough understanding would exist between the chairman and the

clerk of the course; second, that the clerk would come to the meet
prepared for his work, and with a supply of the- necessary mate-

rial-third, that the clerk would be thoroughly acquainted with

tne nature and conditions of the regatta programme; fourth, that

the clerk would be m a position to give an authoritative answer
to the greater number of the countless questions with which
anxious contestants ply him; and fifth, that the decision of dis-

-—isteel by the constant pre
clerk, in the stakeboat.

anxious contestants ply nun; una muu mau towiwuu. ««
outes would be materially assisted by the constant presence of a

member of the committee, the clerk, in the stakeboat

.

The successful use of sailing numbers instead ot the A. C. A.

numbers or totems, as distinguishing badges m all sailing races,

it the last A. C. A. meet, will, I trust, never be departed from,

and the executive committee at its next meeting should amend
the sailing rules in that particular, in the manner and form
recommended by Mr. Vaux. It is not necessary, however, that

the numbers should be placed upon both sides of the sail, if the

stakeboat is placed as it should be, inside, not outside of the

course. The rules as to the carrying of colored flags m paddling

races should also be amended. The flags now used as distinguish-

ing signals in paddling races, are, if not altogether useless, nearly

s0
°

jfll paddling races are now straightaway, and it is impossible

for the clerk of the course to be in the stakeboat at the finish and
at the start to distribute these flags to the contestants. They are

even when distributed, indistinct, hard to pick up, and harder

still to take a record of. The better plan would be to give the

Saddling as well as the sailing men their consecutive number and

let them carry it upon their canoe or person, in any way they

pleaae.Bothat.it he sufficiently conspicuous.

It is I think, of some importance to the Association, that as far
nc -nossible, not only the racing records of the Association, but of

each division should be taken in as uniform method as possible.

To facilitate this I wish to suggest that a form ot record book
should be adopted by the Association, and that all clerks of the

course be requested to make use of these books and of uniform
blanks and methods. , ji „ . . ,.

As I trust that I have earned the right to serve the Association

in the capacity of an ordinary member in future, 1 wish for the

benefit of all future clerks of the course to mention a matter that

pertains exclusively to the clerk's work. Acting upon a sugges-

tion of Mr W. P. Stephens I this year took all sailing races upon
boards Which I got the camp carpenter to plane up for the pur-

nose A board was ruled off for each race, with a space for the

Bailing number and the time for each rouud, and as each canoe

went round the flag 1 took its number and time. All the record

books wee left in the regatta committee's tent, where they were,

safe from all accidents of weather. Unless paddling races take

nlace on a rainy day it is not necessary to prepare boards for

them, thev can be best taken in a common-place book, which can
be used as an entry book, a regatta committee minute book, etc.

David A. Poe.

AMATEUR VS. PROFESSIONAL CANOEISTS.

Editor Forest and Streamy
The downw

beginnings.
'

who from the high posit--
nallv descended to that ot a common professional canoeist, and
all through the introduction of an innocent-looking spirit level

into his canoe. This, however, was only a beginning, and in a
short time, was followed by the hiker seat and such like contri-

vances as one is apt to adopt when trying to shake speed out of

bis craft with the resnlr, that we now see his name being coupled,

in the Forest and Stream by "No. 1213" with the word "pro-

fe
As°'No' 1213" remarks, the A. C. A. is a strictly amateur organ-

ization, and should be governed by its rules, but still that does

not necessarily mean that we are to be governed by the N. A. A.O.
or any other athletic rule?, as in canoe, skiff or yacht sailing

races bne does not require to be an athlete to take part in them,
and thev are of a totallv different character from those in which
oersonal strength plays such an important factor, and therefore

uronerly come under a different rule. It is and has been custom-

ary for a couple of centuries to offer money prizes for all classes

of yachts both here and abroad, and yet no one would call the
gentleman vachtsman who sails bis own craft in a race for a
money prize a professional yachtsman; and yet according to the

N A A. O. he and all those who took part with him in the race

for a'money prize would be professionals. Where would Com-
modore, Stanton, Wm. Whitlock. W. P. Stephens and many of

the best of our Association be if such a rule as that were allowed.

But Rule V. eavs no prizes of money shall be raced for. This

soring several canoeists who also belonged to the Royal Cana-
dian Y C. were at a loss to know what to do about this rule; they
wished to enter their canoes against the skiffs, and see how they

would make out, but the prizes were $12, S3 and $4. Now, while

thev did not want any money prize, they did want to race and
=ee how a JBlfc. canoe would make out against the larger class of

skiffs but wishing to be sure of their ground before they went
into a' race, thev wrote to the Fohest and Stream on the subject,

asking if thev went into the race and won, but purchased a trophy
instead of accepting the cash, whether they would be considered

as professionals. The reply was to the effect that they would not

be professionals ashing as a trophy was purchased. This was
considered just, and satisfactory, and two of us went into the

races and took prizes to the value of $12 each, the cheque for

which was handed to the secretary of the Toronto C. C, where it

now lies waiting (ill a suitable trophy can be selected.

If judgment were given otherwise on this question whole
clubs'would be disqualified. The Royal C. C. of London, 1 believe,

offers prizes to the value of so much, with which the winner pur-

chases a prize to his liking. The same course has been pursued
this year in the Toronto C. C, where instead of saying the prize

will be a medal, they state that the prize will be so much value,

and the fortunate winner can purchase a trophy to his liking;

if he likes flags he can buy a flag, or if a medal he can get one
made to his liking, or if he has a hankering after mugs he can

'Trusting that the foregoing will provide friend "1213" with the
information which he desires, I will belay!

W. G, MacKendkick.
[The question was submitted to us last spring, and we gave a

decision in accordance with previous usage in similar cases about
New York, in which canoes had entered special races for small
craft held by yacht clubs, the prizes being small sums of money.
In all cases the entries were made with the understanding that if

a prize was won the money should be paid to the secretary of the

canoe club to purchase a suitable trophy for the winner, and this

was deemed to be in compliance with the spirit of the rules. Ac-
cording to the reasoning of "1213," the A. C. A. rules are to be
interpreted strictly in accordance with the usage and precedent
of the National Association of Amateur Oarsmen, and a man who
starts in any race for which a money prize is offered, even though
he does not complete the course or take the prize, is at once con-
stituted a professional, as are all who may in future race against
him. Under such a literal interpretation of the N. A. A. O. rule

applied to canoeing some sweeping results would be reached; sev-

eral New York canoeists who have in the past entered races under
the conditions described above would be rated as professionals for

the past six years, as would every canoeist who has raced against
them in that time, to sav nothing of those canoeists who are also
yachtsmen and race for the prizes regularly given by the various

yacht clubs. Rather than to reach any such dire result as this,

involving the entire reorganization of the A, C. A., it might be
better to interpret the rules in t lie light of a little common sense
and the usage of other bodies besides oarsmen, as between match
rowing and canoe sailing there is little in common. The condi-
tions and surroundings of vowing, running and athletic spores in

general, in all of which personal strength is the chief factor, have
long been such as to encourage very active competition, with its

attendant evils of gambling and professionalism. In sailing, on
the contrarv, in all classes of craft, betting and gambling are
comparatively unknown; though yacht races are sometimes sailed

for large sums of money, and heavy betting is found on the great
international races, more is staked by the outside sporting

fraternity than by yachtsmen themselves. As a rule, the

evils which have attended rowing for money have troubled

yachtsmen but little, and consequently while the rules

have necessarily been drawn very tightly m one case,

they are comparatively lax in another. The accepted
definition of an amateur in yachting, one who does not earn his

living by manual labor about the water, or does not sail a vessel

for wages, is far less stringent than the definitions m rowing or

athletic sports generally, and there is nothing said about racing

for cash prizes". A yachtsman may with perfect propriety race

for money, and in no way impairs his standing as an amateur,
and if he chances to be a canoeist too, it would be straining anoint

to force him, and all who race against him, into the ranks of the

professionals. As to the case in point, it would seem that every
precaution has been taken to comply with the spirit of the A.C.A.
rule by making the prize which the winner receives a trophy such

as he might win with propriety in an A. C. A. race. Though the

rules of the Amateur Rowing Association of Great Britain are

far more strict than those of the N. A. A. O., proscribing any
man "who is or has been by trade or employment, for wages, a

mechanic, artisan or laborer, or engaged in any menial duty in

addition to the usual restrictions as to racing for money or

against professionals; and though in addition they expressly pro-

hibit anv "value prize fi. c, a cheque, on a tradesman);" they have
not been accepted as a binding precedent by the Royal Canoe
Club: the winner of prizes in the club being allowed to select the

value in silverware or other articles. The value of such pnze3 is

usually from £3 to £6. One great source of strength in the A.C.A
has been the purity of the amateur standard which it has set and
maintained, and the corresponding freedom from any of the

doubtful practices which have brought discredit on both amateur
and professional rowing. We should regret any action which
might be used as a precedent to lower this high standard, but
under such circumstances as those m question, where a prize of a

few dollars only is involved, which prize, though nominally m
money, is actually in the form of a cup, a flag or some similar

trophy, the whole transaction being open and above board, there

seems little danger to be apprehended. The spirit of the rule is

complied with, and it is hardly likely that the case would be used

as a precedent'for racing for a large stake. It the other extreme
view be accepted then a change of the rules is necessary, and
some line must be drawn between the Corinthian yachtsman and
the amateur canoeist as recognized by the A. C. A. Since the

above was written we have received from a British canoeist a
sum of prize money won in sailing races, with a request that we
should purchase for him an assortment of American canoe fit-

tings.]
.

RED DRAGON C. C. REGATTA.—The annual regatta of the

Red Dragon C. C. was held on Sept. 28, on the Delaware Ri ver.

Three events were contested with the following results. Lnlim-
ited Sailing and Trophy Cup:
Raniona, B. E. Fortiner 3 50 4 17 27

Cigarette, F. N. Noyes 3 oO 4 18 ^8
Nacoochee, H. E. McCormick 3 50 4 20 80

Course triangular IVi miles, wind strong from S.W. Class 4,

paddling:
Valesca, H. M. Kreamer 1

Alice. C. B. Haag f
Mermaid, D. A. McCormick 3

Tandem paddling:
Valesca, Kreamer and Bond 1

Mermaid, Haag and D. McCormick • *

Nacoochee, Fortiner and H. McCormick 3

This ends the racing for this season. There will be quite a

number of now boats this winter and doubtless some hot contests
next year. All of the old boats can be. greatly improved, both in

rig and finish.

TORONTO C. C —The final sailing race of the season wassailed
on Sept. 27 over a 5-mile course, the wind being strong and puffy

from N.W. The times were:
CLASS I.

Start.

Hvla, D. B. Jacques 4 00 00

Una, Colin Fraser 4 00 00
CLASS II.

Petrel, Geo. Sparrow 3 =>-> on

Isabel, Robt. Tyson 3 55 00

Bervie, A. Shaw 3 55 00

Levite, W. C. Lee 3 55 00 ....
The record in Class I. now stands: Una 0, Hyla 8 and Mac 6. In

Class II. it is Petrel 11, Bervie 7, Isabel 4, Levite 5.

CORINTHIAN MOSQUITO FLEET.—Fhe fall regatta of the

Corinthian Mosquito Fleet will be held at Roslyn, L. I., on Oct.

12, race to start at 12 o'clock. Cups will be awarded by the Asso-

ciation in all classes where two or more boats start. Com. Smith
offers a cup; class and conditions to be named on day of race.

Vice-Corn. Clapham offers a pennant to yawls of 15ft, l.wl. or

under. Mr. F. B. Jones offers a cup "for the best time over the

course, corrected, by a double-rig boat; canoe, sharpie, yawl, etc.,

irrespective, of class." Boats from other clubs having a water
line of 20ft. or under are cordially invited to enter for the Associa-

tion prizes. A regular meeting of the club will be held on Oct.

21, at the Sturtevant House, New York, at 8 P. M. Eleven mem-
bers have been proposed.

BR -VNTFORD C. C—The postponed events of the Brantford C.

C regatta came off on Oct. 2, a half-mile paddling race finishing

as follows: Fred Frank first, Fred Blomfield second, A. McQuillie,

J. McQuillie and S. R. Potter; time 4.5i>. The tug-of-war was won
by Fred Frank, Fred Bloratield and J. McQuillie against fe. R.

Potter, E. R. Salter and Alex McQuillie.

WHO WAS AT THE MEET.—The Sail and Paddle, for October
publishes a complete register of the A. C. A. members present

at the last meet, 216 in all. The total number of members of

the A. C A. since its formation is now above 1,000.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Eastern Division: John J. Martin,

Boston; F. C. Waterraan-Stanstead, Jr., Quebec.

must be raised very high in order to secure a reasonable breadth'
often necessitating a cabin house. What the effect of Minerva's
success will be. she being of the exact opposite type, it is not easy
to say now, but there has been every indication for some time
past that under the prevailing influences and conditions a boat
would be evolved, and perhaps prove a success as a racer, that

would be far more extreme than Chispa, Maraquita, or even the

present design, practically a wide, shoal hull of comparatively
light displacement, easy bilge, and with an exaggerated fin,

loaded with lead. Such a machine would have nothing to recom-

Finisb.
4 00 00
5 02 00

5 13 00
5 23 00

Elapsed.
1 00 00
1 03 00

1 18 00
1 28 01

»W-est India. Hurricanes and the Great March BHzumV By
Everett Bayden, U, 8. Hy&vograph ie Office, Lame quarto, with n
lltlwarophic plates. Price, $1. Contain* full history oj the great

storm of March, 1388, with practical information how to handle a

vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

A LENGTH CLASS RACER.

THE accompanying design is the work of Mr. Chas. Livingston,

of Liverpool, an amateur boat sailor and designer, and also

a canoeist. She was designed for racing on Lake Windermere,
being built this spring by John Shaw, of Bowness. The yachts of

Lake Windermere are built under peculiar rules, that for the
20ft class being as follows: Beam, not less than 6ft; Bin.: draft,

limited to oft. Bin.; the after end of counter, not less than lft. fin.

out of water, and the counter 5fr, tiin. long; no part of the stem to

project either above or below the water beyond the 20ft. gauge,

nor the srernpost under the water; that the inaBt from deck to ex-

treme top be 26ft. Sin.; that the bowsprit from fore side of mast
to extreme end be 10ft.; that the boom from aft side of mast to

end belSft, Gin.; gaff be 16ft. Bin.; topsail yard be 18ft. Hin.; hoist

of mainsail from thimble to thimble be 16ft.; from deck to pin of

iib halliard sheave be 23fi. 9iu; that mast from deck to pin of top-

sail sheave be 25ft. 9iu.; that there be no alteration in the new
class for five years, dating from July, 1884; that the boats be con-

structed of wood, with steamed and natural frames, and single

blanking, pine, deal or larch; iron knees to be used to secure the

ead keel only; to carry not less thanl ton 2cwt. of lead. The
oractical result of all these numerous and arbitrary dimensions

is a length rule, the yachts not to exceed 20ft. l.w.l., as though the

sail is limited also, t he limit is so great as to permit a very large

sail plan for the length, and to offer no inducements to the de-

signer to use a small sail plan. The actual dimensions of the

Windermere boat are given below and also the dimensions on a

scale that, would give a length of 40ft. instead of 20, as the design

is just as well adapted for the 40ft. class in American waters.

What the speed of this specific design would be if properly built

to for the 40ft. class, is a matter of opinion, but the tendency of

the past three years has been almost entirely in this direction, of

great beam and draft, light bilge, high center of buoyancy and
low center of gravity, with a very large sail plan. Since the ad-

vent of Pappoose the drift of designing m the class has been
away from the moderate section of the former wide cutters with
plenty of displacement and a fullness about the garboards, and
toward the tvpe represented by the present design, with moderate
displacement and a thin, deep keel. However fast such boats
mav prove under a big rig, they are objectionable as seaboats,

and have the additional disadvantage of very little room in pro-

portion to the great draft, being so thin m the keel that the floor

BODY PLAN OF WINDERHERE YACHT.

mend her save her speed, she would be a worse racing machine
than any yet seen, but there is good reason to believe that she
would, win races under the New York, Larohuiont or Atlantic
rules. It may be that Minerva's success will lead designers in

the contrary direction, a consummation devoutly to bo desired,

but if the present rules remain, and Minerva is disposed of by the
ostrich-like policy of calling her a racing machine and the
American forties cruisers, there will be some queer productions
afloat next season to beat Liris.

For racing only in the 20ft. class where one exists, the design

would make a very good boat and probably be speedy, hut those

intending to build from it, will find it best to replace the peculiar

sail plant the outgrowth of local conditions on Lake. Windermere,
by the ordinary proportions of the sloop or cutter rig, preserving

about the same area. The details of the design are as follows:
20ft. Design. 40ft. Design.

Length over all 25ft. 55ft.

L.W.L 19ft. 9^in. 39ft. 6m.
Beam extreme 7ft. flm. 15ft.

L.W.L 0ft. lOin. 13ft. 8iu.

Draft extreme oft, lj^in. 10ft. 3in.

Freeboard lft. 4in. 2tt. 8rn.

Displacement, loug tons 3.15 26.00

Ballast keel, long tons 2.05 14.00

Sail area, including topsail

RACING IN TWO CLASSES.—Owen Sound, Out,, Oct. 2.-

Edit or Forest and Stream: At a regatta held here in August last,

prizes were offered to the yachts winning in the following classes:

•?irst class, 30ft. or over; second class, under 30ft. and over 20ft.;

third class, 20ft. and under. The yacht Lucille (oclongiug properly

to the third class) entered for the second and third class races.

These races were sailed over the same course at the same time.

The Lucille came in first in the third class and second in the

second class, and claims the prizes for each race or class. Our
rules do not cover the point, and before deciding the question

w bother she is entitled to both or one only of the prizes, we would
like vour opinion, and what, if any, precedent you have in the

point'. I might add that under our rules any yacht is entitled to

sail in anv race higher than its own class.—H. B. S. [According

to common usage of vaeht clubs a yacht must enter in one class,

and one only, before starting in a race; and it is not customary
for a yacht to enter a higher class except when she has no com-
petitors in her own. Under ordinary conditions we should decide,

that in the case, given the yacht had sailed only in Iter regular

class, and was entitled to that prize alone. It, however, as our
correspondent intimates, she had made a formal entry in both

.-.s, which entry was accepted by the regatta committee, and

was known to aU competitors, she could claim both prizes. It

would obviously be very unfair to the contestants in the larger

class to give a prize to a yacht belonging to a smaller, unless they

were properly notified that she was admitted to their class and
was sailing against them.]

CAPE MAY CHALLENGE CUP.—The race for this cup having

been fixed to take place on Sept. 12, the Wendur started at 11 A.

M to sail over the course in the absence of the Irex. The wind
was light from the westward, so there was a dead beat f rom Ryde
to Cowes, with a fair-going tide. Off Cowes the wiud still headed
the vessel, but the strength of the tide asserted itself, 30 that the

Needles was passed at 2:50. The breeze was now from W .S.W., so

the yawl could just lay her course for Cherbourg, and with bal-

loon foresail, jackyard and jibtopsails, she logged about seven
knots without any perceptible motion, so lakelike was the Chan-
nel sea, The. breeze going down and backing with t he sun. at 9:30

a iibe had to be made, and another later on, and but little progress

was recorded. The nest day, at 8 o'clock in the morning, the

kedge was let go two miles off the-Cherbnurg breakwater; got

under way at 9 o'clock, and the west end of the breakwater was
reached at 12:15. There was a dead run through the French road-

stead, the air being so light that the east end was not left till 1:30,

when a nice northwesterly sprang up, which afterward freed so

much that sheets were checked, and the Wendur for a time reeled

off eleven knots: the clinometer only registering 21° of heel, and
the sea being smooth good progress was made. The Needles
Li»bt was passed at 10:30, and with a strong, fair tide Cowes ap-

urday morning, —„—» — ----

now holds the Cape May cup, a handsome trophy ot the value ot

500 guineas, and it is to be hoped that in the interest of sport the

Americans will try and regaiu their trophy next summer. The
race was sailed under the flag of the R. V. Y. C, who, wc are glad

to see, are again occupying their former proud position.—Field,

Sept. SI.

NEW YORK YACHT RACING ASSOOIATION.-At a meeting
of the New York Y. R. A., on Oct. 4, it was decided .to hold an
annual cruise on Long Island Sound in August, beginning m 1890.

President Prime reported that the association had been regularly

incorporated. The regatta committee presented its report of the

first re
trade,
Vice-C
Jersey C

Class 1,

~~~
Class i, Lone Star, A.'Bauer,

B., James Smith, Sing Sing 'y. C. Class 9, Bon Ton, E. M, Post,

Staten Island A. C.
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QUEEN CITY Y. C.—A race for the Commodore's cup was
sailed on Sept. 28 in a strong N. W. wind over two rounds of the
club course. The cup was presented by the commodore to be com-
peted for by second class club boats, the winning boat to hold it
for one year. If won by same boat three times in succession to
become the property of the owner. The starters were Elsie. Alli-
ance. Tramp, Come-Again and A. A. Elsie won easily in spite of
a bad start. The postponed race for 20 to 25ft. boats was sailed on
Oct. 5 in a strong wind, the starters being Brenda, Mischief, Made-
line and Swan. Brenda, when in the lead, broke her tiller, but an
oar was passed aboard from the judges' boat and she continued
the race, being steered by the oar, holding: her place for a time.
The times were: Mischief 5:12:05, Swan 5:16:43.

A RATHER FISHY STORY.—The following dispatch to the
New York World marks the opening of the winter season of paper
yacht racing. The report is in every way improbable: "Glasgow,
Oct. 5.—James Bell, one of the members of the syndicate who
owned the Thistle, has bought on this associates, and, it is reported,
intends to fit her with a centerboard. He will then issue a chal-
lenge on the old terms for the America Cup, which, under the
circumstances, the New York Club will not be able to refuse."

A CURIOUS BLUNDER.—The last issue of the Field contains
a table of the 40ft. racing copied from an American paper, in
which the number of starts and the positions in each race are
given for each of the leading forties. The Field has interpreted
the list of positions to mean that seventh and even eighth prizes
are given in America, and laments over the long string of flags
which Gorilla must fly, running all the way from firsts to eighths.
It is hardly necessary to say that prizes are seldom given for any-
thing worse than third place, and more commonly for first and
second only.

ROYAL CANADIAN Y. C.-On Sept. 28 a race was sailed for
the Cosgrove cup, the times being:

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Brenda 4 41 50 1 41 50 1 38 47
Kelpie ' 4 39 48 1 39 48 1 39 48
Alert 4 42 28 1 41 28 1 40 37
Finette 4 42 30 1 42 30 1 41 51
Fmette protests Alert for forcing her on a buoy. On Oct. 5 the

race for the McGaw cup was sailed in a fresh'S.E. wind. The
times were:

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Viper 4 49 00 1 49 00 1 49 50
Bifida 4 51 45 1 51 45 1 50 25
Woos Withdrew.
Freda Wiihdrew.

SING SING Y. C—A race for 22ft. cathoats was sailed on Oct.
4 in a stroog northwest wind, the course being two rounds of a 5
mile triangle. The times were:

Length.
Pauline B., James Smith 22.06%
Orient. Aug. Osborne 2s!.(H&J
lrex, Roger Haydock 23.00
Columbia-, 22.00

Elapsed. Corrected.
1 38 50 1 38 50
1 40 21
1 4L 14
Disabled.

1 40 21

The judges were Messrs Gibson and Sherwood.

CATBOATS AT NEWPORT.—On Oct. 5 a race was sailed at
Newport for prizes of $35 and $25 in each of three classes, given
by Mr. E. D. Morgan. The course was 16 miles, wind light. The
win ners were:

FIRST CLASS.
Dove 4 12 18 Jennie 4 14 20

SECOND CLASS.
Pawpaw 4 20 32 Lizzie . . 4 24 16

THIRD CLASS.
Shamrock 4 42 04 Rebecca 4 44 18

VALKYRIE.—On a late voyage from Cherbourg to Southamp-
ton Capt. Diaper was thrown from the forecastle ladder as the
yacht plunged into a ses, breaking both the small bones of one leg.

CORINTHIAN Y. C—The Corinthian Y. C. of Marblehead has
issued a very complete and interesting summary of its midsum-
mer races for 40, 30 and 37ft. yachts.

A GOOD RECORD.—The jib-mainsail boat Eureka, designed
by Mr. J. Borden, Jr., has won 10 firsts and 4 seconds for 14 starts.
She is 25ft. over all, 19ft. 6in. l.w.l.

A NEW CENTERBOARD PILOT BOAT.—A new Burgess
pilot boat is talked of for Capt. J. N. Reid and other owners, to
be a centerboard craft.

RIVAL, sloop, has been sold by Messrs. Hope and Capman to
her former owner, Mr. P. G. Sanford, of the Cedar Point Y. C.

TIDAL WAVE, schr., has been sold to Dr. A. L. Ranney.

Imw^B to (^arresgondmte.

iSff'Ho Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents,

C. S. W», Zanesville, O.—See our game columns.

Setter, Asheville, N. C—The American Kennel Club, 44 Broad-
way, publishes the Stud Book.

Kenmore, Albany, N. Y.—The Irish setter Kenmore is owned
by Mr. W. C. Hudson, Albany, N. Y. He is not a champion and
was not shown at Toronto.

F. N. M., Lebanon, O.—The Park bill did not become a law. On
application Mr. Chas. S. Fee, general passenger agent Northern
Pacific Railway, St. Paul, Minn., will send you pamphlet describ-
ing the National Park.

W. H. B.. Spring Lake, Mich.—1. We do not know of any firm
which will sell the castings you wish. You might apply to the
Bowdish Mfg. Co., Skaneateles, N. Y.. for castings or drawings.
2. Read "Training vs. Breaking." For sale at this office. Price $1.

J. M., Raleigh, N. C.—Please give me the name of some reliable
firm who can furnish me with genuine waterproof silk English
corduroy. I have written to every prominent firm in New York
and have so far failed, and to a great many other places with a
like failure. Ans. We cannot find a waterproof silk corduroy.
Dealers say that they do not know that such an article was ever
made. If you wish silk waterproof cloth the rubber dealers,
whose addresses'are given in our advertising columns, can supply
them.

J. R. T., Norwich, Conn.—How can I tell the small-mouth black
bass from the large-mouth? I sometimes see a fish in the market
that the dealers call a chiquit; is that the right name for the fish?
Which is the best line for trolling, Cuttj hunk bass or braided
linen? Which is the best material to make a dip net with fine
mesh to catch small fish for bait, cotton or linen, and what size
twine? Ans. 1. By its smaller mouth, the upper jaw ending at a
vertical through the middle of the eye, and by the larger number,
of rows of scales between the head and tail (lateral line), and by
its different coloration. The small-mouth has 74 scales in the
lateral line, and the large -mouth but 68 scales. 2. We are unable
tu find our, to what fish this name is given. 3. Braided linen.
4. Ordinary net twine, fine. Mesh small according to size of fish
desired.

New Jersey.—Please identify this bird observed in New Jersey:
Length about TJ^in. Head and bill shaped like that of white-
throated sparrow. Head black with whitish yellow line over the
eye. Broad yellow stripe on crown streaked with brown. Bill
yellow. Feet and tibia black. Feet small, seemed feeble. Back
variegated. Wings and tail black or dark slate color. Two
white bars on wings. When flying showed bars and white spot,
either on each wing or on outside edges of tail. Wings when
closed extended nearly half way down the tail. Tail rather long.
Under parts white. Throat and chest tinged with reddish yellow
streaked with light brown. Sides under wings when flying showed
bright rose colored patch. Elight was jerky like a chewink.
Seemed to walk slowly and witn difficulty. Very tame. When
first seen, flew from ground to roof of shed. Then to ground.
From there it continually flew a few feet upward and caught
small moths that lit on side of house. Ans. The bird described
is a young male rose-breasted grosbeak (Habia ludoviciana).

30-FT. RACING YACHT FOR LAKE WINDERMERE.
Designed by Chas. Livingston, Esq., Liverpool, 1889. Beecham's Pills act like magic on a weak stomach,—Adv,
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HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

cubes ( Fevers, Congestions, Inflammation,
A.A. I Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B. B.--Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism*
C.C.—Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.—Coughs. Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
T.I.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.Ii.—Diseases of Digestion-
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Witch Hazel Oil and Medicator, $7.00
Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

andin any quantity on Receipt of Price.

Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders,
PRIGS!, 81.00.

^OR 8ALE AT THIS OFFICE.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
No. 18 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.

IXTot

Ask your Dealer for them.
»old at Retail "fc>y tla.e nUanufacturers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,

312 Broadway, IM. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN.
MANUFACTURERS OF

AND CLOTHING FOJR.

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, LUMBERMEN, MINERS, ETC.
Write for our new combined Catalogue with samples of Imported

^:^=^lCorduroys, Moleskin, Mackintosh, Canvas and Flannels.v=^
SEE IIUB M SHADES OF ENGLISH GOHBUHDY. Address TJS*- *3fc MC. Valparaiso, Indiana.

effectual

PILLS GUINEA*,^
For Bilious and t

Fulness, and Swelling a

Appetite, Shortness of brcc
Dreams, and all Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c. THE FIRST DOSE WILL GIVE RELIEF IN

TWENTY MINUTES. This is no fiction. Every sufferer is earnestly invited to try one Box of these

Pills, and they will beacknowledged to be a WonderfulMedicine.-"Wortn a_gtnneaa dox. -

BEECHAM'S PlUyS, taken as directed, will quickly restorefemales tocomptete health. For a

WEAK STOMACH; IMPAIRED DIGESTION; DISORDERED LIVER;
they ACT LIKE MAGIC:—afew doses will work wonders upon the Vital Organs ; Strengthening

the muscular System; restoring- long-lost Complexion; bringing back the keen edge of appetite,

and arousing with the ROSEBUD OF HEALTH the whole physical energy ofthe human frame.

These are "facts " admitted by thousands, in all classes of society, and one of the best guaran-

tees to the Nervous and Debilitated is that BEECHAM'S PILLS HAVE THE LARGEST SALE OF ANY
PATENT MEDICINE IN THE WORLD, Full directions with each Box.

» Prepared only hy THOS. BEECHAM, St. Helens, Lancashire, England.
Sold by Druggists generally. - B. F. ALLEN & CO., 365 and 367 Canal St., New York, Sole

Agents for the United States, who, (if your druggist does not keep them,)

WILL MAIL BEECHAM'S PILLS ON RECEIPT OF PRICE 25 CENTS A BOX.

DOG TEAINING:
BY

& X. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM

.

For tale at tills offlea. Price 11.00.

AND

CANOES,
SPECIAL CHAPTERS ON MODEL YACHTS
AND SINGLEHANDED SAILING.

by

C. STANSFELD-HICKS.
Author of "Oub Boys, and What to Do With Thbm.

NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS
AND

WORKING DRAWINGS OF MODEL YACHTS AND VARIOUS SMALL CRAFT
SUITABLE FOR AMATEURS.

DESIQ-NS

:

Model Yachts.—Defiance, Isolde, Bonny Jean, and 10-tonner with sail plan.

Canoes.—Birch, Mersey Paddling Canoe, L'Hirondelle, Sailing Canoe.

Sailing Boats and Yachts.—Dabchick, Wideawake. Myosotis, Una, Singlehander by C. F
jleyton. Puffin, 3-ton Racer, 3-ton Cruiser, 34ft. Auxilliary (Steam and sail) fishing boat.

This volume contains much that is valuable and interesting to American yachtsmen aDd
canoeists. The design, construction and use of small craft of all kinds is treated of in a simple

and entertaining style, and the instructions are clear and easily understood.

Large crown 8vo., 380 pages and 16 large folding plates.

Price, Postpaid, $3.S0.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N, Y,
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SHOOTING FROM STEAMERS.

IT was once the common practice of tourists to shoot

birds audi alligators from the decks of steamers on
Florida rivers and lakes. This abominable, because cruel

and useless, warfare was waged until the supply of

victims for the brutality w~as nearly exhausted. The de-

velopment of the Florida railway systems, by which the

tide of travel has been diverted from the water courses,

has bad a direct and marked effect on the wild life of the

country. Instead of the leisurely progress by water craft

tourists are now whirled through the country by rail, and
the blood-thirsty contingent has no opportunity to deal

out death at every turn. The waters and the shores are

once again becoming populated with birds of plume,
even the alligator is coming again into peaceful posses-

sion of his mudbank, and the moss-draped stretches of

shore line are enlivened by the welcome charms tff living-

creatures.

Some of the peculiarly constituted individuals, who
find satisfaction in maiming birds by shooting from the

decks of moving steamers, have found a new if more re-

stricted field for their pernicious activity : and the scan-

dalous practices that once disgraced Florida are now re-

peated by them in Maine. The shooting by tourists from
the little excursion steamers, on many of the lakes, is

rendering the birds that have usually bred on these lakes,

scarce and extremely shy. Everybody shoots at them.
Even the firemen on the little steamers shoot at every
bird they see, and the poor loons—the great northern
diver whose night cry renders such a weird charm to the

woods and the lakes—are being exterminated. It is a
shame. These steamer people are hurting their own
trade in that they are destroying one of the principal

charms of the lakes.

The birds are entitled to fair treatment, especially in

the breeding season. Shooting from these steamers on
Moosehead and the Rangeleys should be prohibited.

Many of the ducks and loons shot at are only wounded.

and the steamer people have no time to finish their cruel

work. In one case, reported to us by our correspondent

"Special" as having come under his own obseiwation, a

loon was shot at several times with a rifle and left minus
his under mandible. The shooter thought he had accom-

plished a good deal, but alas for the poor loon that must
die of starvation.

This shooting at everything alive on the water is

wrong, and real sportsmen will not do it. There is no

defense for this depriving wild creatures of life in pure

wantonness nor for the cruelty of maiming them. No
thoughtful, high-minded man will wound a bird which

he knows he cannot put out of its misery, nor will he

kill birds when no advantage can be derived from their

death. Shooting birds from steamers, like the old-time

game shooting from railroad trains, is very mean and
contemptible business.

"MAD BULL"—PISTOLS ALL!

NEW YORK had a quiet autumn day last Sabbath,

but the quietness was sharply interrupted by a

street bull fight. That is, one four-footed beast tried con-

clusions with a thousand two-legged idiots and came out

dead. He only made one victim, and this only indirectly

since the shot which lodged in a spectator's groin was in-

tended as a tickler in the hide of the bullock.

It was the old story. One which has been told over

and over again and will probably be told as long as bul-

locks come afoot to this town to be eaten. The anima^

came with others over an uptown ferry. He did not go

to the abattoir near by, but wandered away. He may
have wandered along ever so quietly, but he at once be-

came a "mad bull" in the opinions of the lads and men
about him. Small fools "pegged" him with stones or

belabored him with cudgels, bigger simpletons took

him for a target, drew all manner of petty

firearms, and made all the variety of misses possi-

ble in trying to hit him. This programme was car-

ried out over several miles of city street, and naturally

there wrere several retaliatory rushes by the bull; but he

was finally downed, killed and carted away to the butch-

er's. Then a score tally was taken and thirty punctures

of the skin were reported. Just about one hit in ten

shots, a wretched showing of marksmanship, but nothing

better than might be expected from such a parcel of

shooters. One shot of the several hundred misses is

accounted for. It is in the flank of an onlooker. An-

other, too, is accounted for; it was stopped by the hand

of one of the assistant shouters. Police and populace

stood side by side in popping away. The crowd on one

side of the street fired at the bull in the middle, and the

crowd on the other side responded in a vigorous skirmish

fire, and neither company of fools seemed to think for an

instant of the danger run.

There is a city ordinance which prohibits the firing of

firearms within the city limits. There is another which

requires the taking out of a license to carry a pistol, yet

the moment a stray bovine is noticed in the street, these

two ordinances are flung to the winds, and every Tom,
Dick and Harry either rushes into the house for his fam-

ily arsenal or yanks from his hip pocket his personal

armory and shows how clever he can be at missing.

The police are little, if any, better than the people as

shots, but they keep at it to the end. A mad dog, or

more often one which somebody has imagined might be

mad, is in large measure a target for the mob; but he

does not compare with a bullock astray in drawing out

the reckless bullets of the citizens.

What is needed is a few arrests followed up by fines

the very next time a bull takes a stroll. Let the ordi-

nances about pistol firing hold good when the bull is

abroad as at any other time. Let those familiar with

the management of animals at large attend to the wan-
derer, under police supervision, but let not each and
every man and boy appoint himself slaughterer by the

pistol process.

In next week's issue will be given the story of

"Comanche Chief," being one of Mr. George Bird Grin-

nell's "Pawnee Hero Stories," soon to be published in

book form. The same number wilt contain a lively ac-

count of the adventures and misadventures of a Wash-
ington party of duck shooters on the North Carolina

coast, written by Alexander Hunter. Mr. Edward Wake-
field, whose story of wild boar hunting in New Zealand

is printed to-day, has promised us a number of other

sketches of wild life at the antipodes.

SNAP SHOTS.

TT is much to be desired that the treasurer of the Amer-
ican Kennel Club should give to the public a plain,

comprehensive and detailed statement of the income

and expenditures of the club. Such an exhibit, demon-
strating financial prosperity, would put an end to theor-

ies and speculations about the condition and prospects of

the club, and would at once and most effectually silence

adverse criticism, questionings and "croakings." As the

club is a public institution, we can see not the slightest

objection to making public these details; in fact, the more

the publicity given to them, the more surely will the club

be accorded such measure of support as the figures shall

show it to deserve. The club is a voluntary association;

and no good purpose can be served by withholding from

the kennel world the fullest information as to the finances.

It strikes us as altogether unreasonable to construe this

demand for the figures into an attack on the integrity of

the treasurer, or to question the motives of those club

members who are calling for facts and figures. Certainly

nothing that Mr. Peshall has published can be construed

as casting imputations on Treasurer Vredenburgh's hon-

esty; it has rather been a reasonable and quite justifiable

demand for enlightenment on the business standing of

the concern. The controlling spirits of the club should

have discernment enough to distinguish between the

chagrined snarls of those newspaper managers whose

penny-catching schemes have gone awry, and the well-

meant comments of club members who have at heart the

well-being of the A. K. C, and deserve at least the credit

of meaning well, whether right or wrong in their con-

tention.

Last Saturday Kaiser William, having the Russian

Czar to entertain, and too considerate to treat him with

any more Bismarck, did the most sensible thing he could

do under the circumstances, and took his imperial brother

hunting. Of course Diana is always favorable to royal

.

ties, and never permits them to draw a blank cover.

Red and fallow deer were driven within shot of their

imperial majesties, and Czar and Kaiser laid each his

victims low; then came a rest for lunch and a renewal of

the royal sport. Doubtless the Czar bethought him of

the ponderous wisent, or bison, in his forest at Bialowitz,

and of the Russian bears and wolves, and craved for the

triumph of demonstrating to his imperial brother the

superiority of Russia in this respect. Pending war may
even be averted to afford the opportunity. Be this as it

may, nothing could have been better designed for the

promotion of peace as far as it depends on the will of the

two autocrats, than a day spent together in a congenial

pursuit in the forest. There throwing aside all cares of

state, stripping themselves of the trappings of royalty,

and exhibiting themselves as comrades in a pursuit of

which both are said to be passionately fond, each re-

vealed himself in his true light. In the forest Czar

and Kaiser met each other as man to man, and whatever

is noble and manly in the character of each would be

sure to have commended itself to the other. All the

talent of a Bismarck could not do as much to cement

a good understanding between the two potentates, as a

day spent together in the hunting field. If Kaiser Wil-

liam designed that hunt, he is perhaps a keener politician

than he himself wots of.

The yachting season which opened in American waters

with a strong breeze in the match between Titania and
Shamrock on May 30, and closed very appropriately with

the very squally finish between Kathleen and Shona on
Oct. 1, has been a remarkable one in several ways. The
weather conditions have been more severe than in many
years, the usual drifting matches being few compared
with the races sailed in moderate to very strong winds;

this year for the first time has been seen a regular racing

class, well built up to and keeping up the racing persist-

ently about the coast, as both forties and thirties have

done, while there has been an unprecedented number of

races. Each class, 40 and 30ft., has sailed some thirty

matches, and while there are many knotty questions

still unsettled, and many apparent contradictions to be

reconciled, the season must be set down as a most suc-

cessful one, for the racing men in all classes, for the non-

racers who look on, and as an aid to those enthusiasts

who are constantly at work for the advancement and

perfection of the sport,
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AUTUMN THOUGHTS.
rpH!B summer has fled with ita garments of green,

And the pencil of autumn is painting the scene
Upon hillside and forest with colors that glow.
Ere old winter sends down his drop-curtain of snow.

How brilliant the picture our eyes may behold.

With the maples all flaming with scarlet and gold;

*Tis as if in regret for once breaking the chain.

Our New Eugland had donned royal colors again!

Now the oaks are all gorgeous in purple and brown,
The bright gold of the beech to the hills lends a crown,
While the background of hemlocks, that once looked so green*
Seems black from the contrast to all this gay sheen.

Still a few faded asters are left by the brook.
While the harebell yet lingers in some sheltered nook;
But the brightness and beauty of flowers are gone,
And the berries are red on the alder and thorn.

I have likened my picture to some mimic scene
Which is set on the stage, the great actions between,
For it makes a bright moment of happy repose,

Ere the drama of life draws at last to a close.

Would that such brilliant hours may come in one day,
When bright morn and hot noontide have faded away,
And our autumn of life be as sunny and clear
As the picture which natures painting us here . Von W.

HOW WE SLEW THE GREAT BOAR.
THERE lias long teen a controversy among natural-

ists as to whether die wild boar and the domestic
pig are two different species, or merely one and the same
species under different developments. So far, the former
theory has been universally adopted in books on natural
history, and the zoologists invariably class the wild boar
as a separate species and under a separate name. Sus
scrofa. They assume it to be a distinct kind of pig, like
the peccary of South America or the indigenous pigs of
the tropical islands of the Indian Ocean, which are totally
dissimilar, both in habits and appearance, from the do-
mestic porker. Yet there is absolute proof, in one very
conspicuous instance, at all events, that they are all mis-
taken.
"When Captain James Cook, the celebrated English

navigator, rediscovered New Zealand in 1774—it having
been discovered by Tasman more than a century before,
but never visited in the interval by any European—he
found no animals of any kind in the islands, nor could he
gather from the natives any idea of quadrupeds. They
were cannibals living on one another, and on fish, birds
and vegetables when the supply of human flesh ran short.
They had certainly never seen a quadruped of any sort.
Captain Cook put ashore a number of pigs and goats,
which he had brought with him for the purpose, and on
revisiting the country two years later was pleased to
learn that they had increased considerably, the natives
apparently being too much afraid of them to molest
them.
Seventy years passed away after that before New Zea-

land was occupied as a British colony, and when the first

settlers arrived in 1S39, they found wild pigs, having all

the characteristics of the wild boar of Westphalia, in
possession of the mountain fastnesses and the forest
depths; while pork was a favorite food of the natives,
though they still had a hankering for "long pig," as they
called a missionary or a sailor, when properly cooked in
one of their nice, clean stone ovens.

It is now 115 years since Captain Cook landed his pigs:
and the wild boar of New Zealand , the direct descendant
of these miserable animals which had been cooped up on
board ship for many months, is now a ferocious monster,
a terror to men, horses and dogs, and monarch of the im-
penetrable gullies which he loves to haunt. The increase
of the European population, who now number nearly
700,000, and the occupation of all the lower or more open
lands, has only had the effect of making the wild boar
wilder than ever, by driving him into the mountains or
bush, and compelling him to lead a purely savage life,

rooting his subsistence out of the sterile soil"or devouring
everything eatable that he can get hold of. Yet, not-,
withstanding the incessant war that is waged against'
him, he holds his own very well and is in no more dan-
ger of being exterminated than the tigers of India are.
The sheep farmers, in fact, only hold their own against
him by organizing raids upon him in his own territory
and offering rewards for all the tails that are brought in
by shepherds and hunters. The mountainous interior of
New Zealand is mostly covered with tussock grass, an
excellent summer pasture for sheep, intermingled with
" Spaniards," a terribly sharp-leaved plant, somewhat
akin to the yuccas of the Rocky Mountains, which has a
huge succulent root like a parsnip, a foot or two long, and
as thick as a man's leg. This root is the favorite food of
the wild boars, and to find it they will often root over
miles and miles of grass country, leaving it very much
like a plowed field, with nothing for the sheep to eat.
They never attack full-grown, active sheep, which can
easily get away from them, but they make havoc among
the lambs, while if they come across a cast sheep or a
" crawler," unable to keep up with the others, they tram-
ple it down and soon leave nothing but some bones and
shreds of wool.
New Zealand is a grand country for sport of various

kinds, if you only know how to go to work, and it has
this great charm, that there are no drawbacks in theway
of climate, insects, venomous creatures of any sort, or
heavy expenses. It is a temperate, healthy, exquisitely
beautiful and very cheap country; and the sportsman
can enjoy himself to the utmost without taking too much
out of himself and without exhausting a moderate purse.
There is no better sport, perhaps, in its way than boar
hunting. Of course it cannot be got near the cities, and
to have anything like a good time at it you should either
go and stay with some friend at a sheep station in the
hills or else organize an expedition and make a week of
it under canvas.
There are several ways of hunting the wild boar, the

most approved being to find him in his lair with dogs,
and then, having got him into the open, to spear him or
knife him on foot while the dogs hold him by the ears or
by any other part of him that they can get hold of. It
is very dangerous work both for men and dogs, for the

boar is a huge brute, four or five feet long and three feet
high, with vast strength in his forepart, the muscles
being developed to an exaggerated extent by rooting and
tearing in the woods—and his jaws are furnished with
long, curved tusks that would go through a half inch
plank easily. The dogs are ofted ripped from end to end
and disemboweled on the spot, while sometimes the
boar will get a clean snap at one and bite a great piece
out of its side or its leg, leaving a wound that nothing
will heal. It treats a man the same way when it gets
the chance.

It is difficult to give an idea of the invulnerability of a
real old boar which has survived a hundred fights. Its

ears are all gone, so that the dogs have nothing to lay
hold of, it has a "crest" on its shoulders and back, con-
sisting of half an inch of solid gristle, which neither steel
nor lead can penetrate, and on the top of that a hard coat-
ing of stiff, shining bristles, from which, when it lays
them back, a spear, or knife or bullet glances off as from
a polished marble surface. The only way the dogs can
tackle such a brute is to seize it by the legs, at the risk of
being ripped every moment, or by its terrific jaws them-
selves, with the certainty of being horribly chawed; and
the only thing the hunter can do is to come close up to
the boar, watch for a moment when its attention is taken
up with the dogs, and then drive his spear with all his
force into the comparatively soft part just behind the
shoulder. Even then the boar often rises in his wrath,
rips or tramples the dogs, sends the hunter flying to a
tree or to his horse, breaks the spear off short and trots
off sullenly to his lair, leaving a trail of blood, but not
more than enough to make him more savage than ever.
I have seen a boar when it broke loose like that, chase a
hunter to his horse, rip his leg before he could mount,
and then rear up on his hind legs and rip the horse so
badly that it died a few days after. Another way to
hunt wild boars is to drive them out of their fastnesses
and shoot them, in places where it would be almost im-
possible to go in at them with dog and spear, owing to
the nature of the country; and this also is a form of
sport requiring some nerve and skill. It is an adventure
of this kind that I set out to describe for your readers'
entertainment.

I was staying the other day with a friend of mine who
owns a large sheep station in the interior of Otago, the
southernmost and most mountainous province of New
Zealand, and I had for my fellow guest a young clergy-
man from England, brother of a very famous sporting
man there, and himself keen after any sort of game. At
my friend's table, and round the log fire in the evening,
sport was all the talk, and "his reverence" and I were
much interested in the stories we constantly heard about
a tremendous boar which was said to have' held despotic
sway in a deep glen away in the mountains for many
years. He was commonly supposed to be quite invulner-
able, and the shepherds and station hands, who are all
boon hunters, declared that he must have fifteen or
twenty bullets imbedded in his hide. They scouted the
idea of our being able to make anything of him, and my
friend the sheep-farmer looked grave and said nothing
when I proposed that we should try. A few days later,
however, "his reverence" and I were to go for a ride to
another part of the run, where there was good paradise
duck shooting, and it was agreed that we should take our
guns. We were accompanied by a young lady, a beauti-
ful, ingenuous, high-spirited girl of sixteen, sister of our
hostess. Our friends also sent with us a young shepherd
on horseback to show us the way. The parson and I held
a secret council of war before starting, and resolved that
we would not trouble the paradise ducks that day, but
find that big boar and slay him or die. Instead of a shot-
gun, therefore, the parson took a French carbine, in
which he had great confidence, with copper-cased cart-
ridges three inches long, a terrible weapon for big game
at short range, but certainly not my idea of a gun for
wild boar. I took a double center-fire 12-bore Greener
chokebore, a shooting iron which I have found of great
service under all sorts of conditions, the choked charge
serving as ball at short range, and the scattered shot
making sure of bird or hare at 70 or even 80yds.
When we had got a few miles from the house, we drew

the shepherd into conversation about the big boar, atopic
on which he soon grew very excited : and on our asking
him whether he thought he could show us where to find
him, he swore he could, but he declared nothing would
induce him to go into the gully Mmself . As for Rosie,
she nearly jumped off her horse with joy at the thought
of a big pig hunt, and faithfully promised to do exactly
as she was told, if we let her come with us. Accordingly,
we turned our horses from the direction of the plains and
the river and followed our guide in single file, rode along
the narrow, winding ridge of a saddle till we were quite
in the wilds and could see nothing all around us but hills
on hills and alps on alps. It was quite afternoon before
we rested for lunch in a shaggy glen, under a precipice
of black basalt, where a stream of glittering water gushed
out of a crevice into a natural basin full of watercress
and sweetly perfumed water-orchids.
The shepherd told us we would find the boar in the

scrub at the bottom of this glen, that being his regular
retiring place during the heat of the day. As soon as we
had finished our cold swan and scones, and taken a
grown person's dose of cherry brandy to steady our
nerves, we set off and rode slowly along the steep hill-

side, above the gully, the bottom of which was entirely
hidden in tangled fernbrake with thorny shrubs grow-
ing through it here and there, matted together with bram-
bles. The shepherd got off his horse and led it cautiously
along the opposite side of the gully which was just
within "coo-ee" of us—"coo eel' the watch cry or view
hullo in all the Australasian colonies. The only dogs we
had were thetwo collies which had followed the shepherd.
After working our way noiselessly like this for a mile

or so, we saw the gu'ly open into a larger valley ahead of
us, and we were beginning to fear we had missed our
quarry when we heard a long "coo-ee!" from across the
gully and saw the shepherd waving his arms over his
head and then pointing below him. At the same moment
the dogs began barking furiously from some place in the
thicket where we could not see them. Looking down,
we could see that some big animal was crushing its way
through the brake toward the opening of the gully, fol-

lowed by the dogs. We held a hurried conference and
agreed that the parson should remain on the hillside and
shoot as soon as he got a shot, and that I should go on
ahead and wait for the boar in the open in case he broke
away. I told Rosie, who was now pale with excitement,

to come on quickly with me. and to remain perfectly
still with her horse and mine, at a safe spot which I
showed her on the other side of the gully. She promised
she would, and having posted her with the two horses, I
took my own stand about 50yds. clear of the scrub in the
flat of the gully. The barking and yowling and crush-
ing went on hotter and hotter. Suddenly there was a
rush and a yell. "Crack" went the parson s carbine.
"R-r-r-r-r-r-r," went the long, rattling echo in the crags
above us. I felt my triggers and hardened my heart.

"I've missed him," shouted the parson, "look out for
yourself!" At the same moment an immense beast broke
from the thicket with the two dogs close to him, and
came straight toward me at a heavy gallop. As soon as
they got into the open one of the dogs turned tail and
skulked yelping away. The other made for the boar
pluckily, but was rolled over and left behind. I saw that
it all depended on my Greener, so, running a few paces
to the left, to get as near a side shot as I could—"bang,
bang!"—I fired both barrels as quickly after one another
as I could draw- finger from trigger to trigger. The boar
let out a deafening sound, a grunt, a roar, and a shriek
in one, and tumbled head over heels into a tangle of fern
and rushes and brambles. I reloaded, and then went up
to him, but what was my astonishment when I felt a
light hand on my arm and heard a trembling voice say:
"Is he dead? Oh, you will be killed if you go up to him!"
It was Rosie, who had forgotten all my injunctions, left
the two horses to take care of themselves, and rushed
into the very thick of the danger—if there had been any
danger—out of sheer excitement and fear for my safety.
I soon reassured her, and the parson having descended
from his hill, we examined our boar. He was as dead as
herrings, herrings that are red. My chokebore had made
a hole in him half as big as my fist, just behind the
shoulder. The parson, however, had by no means missed
him; but the wonderful copper-cased French bullet had
simply gone in at one side of his flanks and gone out at
the other without stopping him for a moment, He might
have died of the wound some other day, or he might not;
but such a wound was neither here nor there in the heat
of the fray.

The boar was of a kind of leaden blue color, very
smooth all except the forepart, which was bristled like a
mat, and though he was scarred and ribbed with old
wounds, we could not find any sign of bullets in his skin.
He measured just 5ft. from snout to tail, and his tusks
were 5-Jin. long from root to point, though, being curved
more than half a circle, they looked much shorter. They
were as sharp as a razor and beautifully white.
Fastening the boar's tail in Rosie's ha,t for a trophy, we

cut off the head and hung it to the jwson's saddle bees,
and in this triumphant style we returned to the station
and received a cordial ovation from al 1 hands. The boar's
head was duly cured, and I doubt not that when it is fit

for the table, the tale will be retold to many a guest in
that hospitable home, which I have told to you to-day.
My friend the parson died of consumption at Salt Lake

City on his way home to England; but in a letter I re-
ceived from him in New Zealand, written a few weeks
before he died, he called to mind the good time we had
together "the day Ave slew the great wild boar."

Edwaed Wakefield.

THE HIBERNATION OF REPTILES.

THE more we study and observe reptiles (and the term
may here include both the Repiilia proper and the

Batrachia) the more do we realize how little we know
of their habits, and how much there is still to learn con-
cerning them. As regards, for instance, their natural
term of life, we can only affirm of those in captivity that
a certain snake was so many years in the menagerie,
that a particular toad was an inhabitant of our garden,
or a lizard of Its cage for such or such a time; but who
shall say how much longer they might have lived under
their natural conditions, supposing they had escaped
their natural enemies? Long-lived all reptiles are reputed
to be; and considering that they are active at most only
half the year, and sleep away the other half, expending
but little energy, even when they display their maximum
of vitality, there is no reason why they should not be
long-lived. We have no clue to any definite period
beyond what can be observed of them in captivity.
Evidences of their marvelous powers of endurance are
obtained in the phenomenon of hibernation alone, when
they retain, or recover vitality under peculiarly trying
conditions. Some cases under my own notice have been
so amazing as to render one almost a convert to the belief

that toads have been encased in rocks for countless ages,
as has been often affirmed. Some of my pet batrachians
have been encased in solid ice and survived. And hiber-
nation during captivity is, and must be, far more trying
to them than when, obeying a naturalinstinct, and under
certain physiological conditions which dictate that in-

stinct, they retire to their own selected spot at their own
time. •

In a reptijiurn it is seen that on the approach of winter
they become disinclined for food, are less active and, as
visitors vote them during the colder months, are extremely
"stupid and disappointing." They are indeed so readily

affected by temperature that even during summer a
chilly day produces inactivity. It was, I think, the dis-

tinguished writer, P. M, Boget, in his "Animal Physiol-

ogy" (1884) who first used the oft quoted words "reptiles

are obedient to the external atmosphere." Observing
them in captivity one is more and more impressed with
this truth. "Obedient" in its widest sense they are; sub-
mitting, as it were, without resistance, without a struggle
even to quasi death, and renewing life with as little

effort. More sensitive than the most delicate invalid,

your pet batrachians will inform you of a change
of weather almost before you perceive it yourself, by
their becoming suddenly dull and inactive. Some newts
that on warm summer mornings have been swimming
about actively, every few minutes popping their noses
out of the water to take a fresh breath, suddenly remain
below and almost motionless, and you open a door or a
window to discover a fall in temperature. Other reptiles

are similarly affected, and should you see them by and
by resume their activity, you may, without consulting
the thermometer, decide that the temperature has risen

.

Even their intelligence is affected. During the height
of summer my captive newts readily recognized me,
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looking up expectantly for food supplies, and rising to

the surface when a worm was held there, and sometimes
so quickly as actually to take it from the hand, whereas
in cooler weather they took no notice whatever of either

person or food. This was the case with some frogs also.

The hibernation of reptiles in captivity is not at-

tended with, invariable success, nor must it be forced.

In zoological gardens, where the reptilium must be kept

at a given temperature, all take their chances alike.

Those from tropical countries may retire beneath a cov-

ering and cease to feed, while others from temperate
zones may continue active and hungry throughout the

winter. On the whole, the conditions of the spacious

reptfliurn are more favorable than the narrower limits

and fussy attentions frequently bestowed on private pets.

As regards my own, the hibernation has been a perplex-

ing business, aggravated not a little by the great and
sudden changes of weather, early frosts producing early

torpor, and midwinter mildness* causing them all to be
astir again. So early as September, and even sooner, a

few sunless days, so common in England, render them
disinclined to feed, and instead, therefore, of being in a.

thriving, well-nourished condition to enable them the

better to sustain the approaching winter fast, they are

poor and with low vitality at the outset. Yet in this

latter case, one has been amazed at their powers of pro-

longed endurance. One very tiny frog (liana iempora-
ria) and an undersized English newt (Molgc vulgaris)

were remarkable instances of this. Both, at the begin-

ning of summer, were in a globe with others, and both
soon became melancholy examples of "the weakest going
to the wall," while their companions proved themselves
"survivals of the fittest," at any rate the strongest.

There were eight or nine frogs of the same brood, and
during the first few weeks of their captivity all of the
same size, but soon showing conspicuous gradations,
some rapidly outgrowing the rest; and then, by rea-
Bon of their being the most active and quickest to

seize the food given them, leaving the others, and
one especially, far behind, till this tiny creature was
almost starved. A similar state of things existed in the
newt bowl, one feeble little hungry newt looking up
almost pathetically when the cover was removed; yet
only occasionally would it take such small creatures as
were presented to entice it. Both it and the wee frog
seemed easily baffled and discouraged, as if they had dis-

covered that resistance was useless; and though extra
care and vigilance were bestowed on them, their lives

were almost one prolonged fast. If placed in a bowl by
itself the little newt fared not much better, seeming to
have no energy to pursue its prey, and only if conveni-
ently close making any attempt to seize it. Nor did this

small Molge show any disposition to hibernate. In Sep-
tember it ceased entirely to feed, and so late as December
the tiny creature persistently kept above, generally cling-

ing to the side of the glass globe, a mere skeleton, pitiful

to behold. An occasional rise of temperature caused it

to move ahead a little, but otherwise thus it remained
during the whole of the winter, not once closing its eyes
or showing signs of torpidity. Its head looked preposter-
ously large, its vertebra? were painfully distinct, and its

legs" were mere threads. During some sunny days in
March it moved about somewhat more vigorously, looked
at such small creatures as could be found for it, and even
made an attempt to seize one now and then; but its efforts

were, so far as I could see, ineffectual, except on one
occasion, when a very small worm was swallowed. This
single meal, together with a show of spring weather, re-

vived it slightly, and toward the end of April it took to the
water; but its crest not having developed, and its tail being
almost cylindrical, its swimming capacities were evi-

dently feeble, so that it had much difficulty in rising to the
surface. Strange to tell, this little amphibian, fitted so
admirably for an aquatic life, was drowned at last. On
the morning of April 29 I saw it lying on its back at the
bottom of the bowl, motionless. Probably it had been
there for some hours, unable to rise, perhaps all night, as
during the previous days I had several times lifted it out
of the water, but, obedient to its natural instincts, it soon
took another dive. When, now, once more taken out
and brought into a warm room, a slight movement of the
tail showed that life was not quite extinct, but it did not
revive. Only after some hours its eyes became duller
and the tail quite still. Its tiny form, with every bone
distinct, was a perfect skeleton, held together by the
cuticle only. A study of anatomy the delicate structure
distinctly is, and at the same time a marvel of the vital

power having been so long sustained in a mere skeleton.
Its vertebra* are easily counted; fourteen I think there
are to the tail, and above thirty in this latter, but so
minute toward the tip as not to be accurately reckoned.
All the other articulations are equally recognizable. The
entire length of the skeleton is exactly 2fin., of which
the tail is nearly two-thirds. It was—as all newts are

—

entirely gentle and inoffensive, yet it displayed a good
deal of spirit and activity to the very last when taken
out of the water, in its determination to get back again,
fatal as I foresaw in its feeble condition and inability to
rise to the surface. Just one year it had been in my
possession, and eight months of the time had literally
lived on air.

Of the rest of the batrachian family only the one tiny
frog had succumbed to the first hard frost, the others,
frogs, newts and toads were none the worse for having
been buried in icy graves, literally frozen hard during a
part of the winter: and when on one occasion I broke
the surface ice under which some frogs were immersed

,

they bad their eyes wide open, and they dashed about
as actively as in summer. Some of the family had got
away during the previous autumn and managed their
own hibernation out of doors, no doubt more healthfully
and satisfactorily than those on whom much anxious
care was lavished, for they reappeared in Aprfl and even
found their way back to their old haunts, a small con-
servatory where, during the previous summer, they had
hopped about at will, and now re-established themselves.

Catherine C. Hopley.

Wild Pigeon in Massachusetts.—East Templeton,
Mass., Oct. 13.—Editor Forest and Stream; It gives me
pleasure to be able to report the return of the wild pigeon
to Massachusetts. I saw three Sept. 23, genuine Ectopis-
tes migratoria, the first seen since 1879 or 1880. They
were feeding on blueberries and huckleberries that,
although badly dried, were persistently hanging to the
bushes. May this beautiful and purely American bird
soon cease to be a vara avis in Massachusetts,—C, E, I,

THE WOODCOCK'S WHISTLE.
STOCKHOLM, Oct I.—Editor ForeHt and Stream : TheO other day, when shooting partridges in the Province
of Delacarlia, Sweden, my good dog Nero came to a dead
halt in a clump of busbes by the reedy lake shore. Nero
was facing me, and as I walked toward him a large bird
flew up between us and went tumbling along through the
air in its drunken flight. It was an easy shot in the open,
and at the report the bird fell dead, riddled through and
through. A woodcock it was, to be sure, but not the
merry brown beauty of America. Its wings were longer
and more pointed, its color less brown and more gray, and
its flight as silent as that of a hawk. It was a great, big
fellow, however, to American eyes, and tipped the scales
at 12oz.

The Forest and Stream reaches me regularly in my
northern home, and as I picked up this bird and looked
him over, as the sportsman is wont to do, I thought of
the controversy now going on in your columns upon the
whistle of the woodcock.

I have said the flight of the European cock is silent .

It is not always so. An American sportsmen visiting
Sweden in May will surely be invited out woodcock
shooting. This is a very leisurely sort of sport. You
leave the city at six in the evening, after the day's work
is done, sail out a dozen miles among the islands, and
landing, take your stations in favorable openings in the
woods. Some time after nine the laggard sun goes down
and the woodlands ring with the sweet carols of the birds
of spring.
But what is that? Qnarr! Gnarr! like the grunting

of a hog. It comes again and again, always twice re-

peated. Now it is nearer and followed by a hissing
whistle thus: Qnarr! Qnarr! Hvisi! Qnarr! Qnarr! Hvist!
Yes, it is over head. You look up, a dark bird sails

across the opening in the treetops. There is just time
for a sna|3 shot and your first European woodcock drops
dead at your feet. This is shooting "pa streak" on the
flight. It is the male bird alone that flies thus, and the
shooting is only permitted after the female has laid her
eggs, is sitting on her nest, and pater familias has become
rather a nuisance about the house than otherwise.
But what has all this to do with the whistle of the

American bird? Not much, perhaps, and jet it may
throw a side light upon the question.
The European woodcock makes this grunting, and also

this hissing, whistling sound with its bill. This is an
undisputed fact. It makes these sounds only in the
breeding season, to be sure, and the hissing whistle is not
the merry jingle of our October bird as it springs from
the alder swamp. Yet these two facts remain. The
European cock does make a hissing whistle with his bill,

and second, no bird in the world is so like our own wood-
cock as its European cousin.
Now this does not prove but that our own "timber

doodle" whistles with its wings. In fact, that has always
been my belief. But the question is still an open one,
and the vocal notes of the woodcock in Swedish woods
show that the thrilling whistle of our own bird may be,
after all, not a matter of a pinion. Marstrand.

Quail's Nesting Habits.—A writer in a recent issue
tells of a male quail that devoted its time to developing
the brood without aid from the female. The habits of
the quail in this respect are somewhat changeable, being
due to certain laws of nature which are quite beyond our
knowledge to explain. Bee keepers are aware that bees
swarm more in some seasons, and this year was one for
the sending forth of more than the average number of
swarms. The same principle is true of quail, and the
flocks number probably a hundred per cent, above the
average. Sometimes a female quail will lay a nest nearly
full of eggs, and then begin a second nest within a hun-
dred feet of the first one. In this case the cock bird will
take possession of the first nest and diligently and
patiently sit upon the eggs during the long period of in-
cubation, thus allowing the female quail the privilege of
laying and bringing forth the second brood. This is

usually smaller than the first one, and is about one month
later.—Jasper Blines (Alexandria, Mo.)
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ODD INCIDENTS.
ONE of the druggists had been out shooting and several

of us dropped into the store in the evening to ask the
usual question of, What luck? After the narative of the
day's sport had been related, by-gone days were talked of
as is usual at such gatherings, and among other incidents
the following was related by the elder druggist.

'''Late last fall four of us were out looking for the last
woodcock; we had two dogs and hunted in twos, agree-
ing to meet at a certain point in the afternoon. Each
party had fair luck, and when we met we had five birds
and the others six. Tnere was a slight rivalry between
the parties and we wanted to show as good a score as
they, so I proposed that we hunt a cover about a quarter
of a mile distant. To this the clothier and his friend ob-
jected and remarked that they were ready to go heme,
as they wished the score to stand as it was and feared
that we would tie their score, or beat it, as we were al-
ways considered a lucky pah-. However, after some
talk we started and they went along, thinking, I suppose,
that possibly they might get another bird or so and beat
us still more. When we arrived at the cover we spread
out and entered it; my dog made game and soon came to
a point in a position where I was the only one who could
see him; I said nothing to the others, but went up to him
and walked up the bird, which came almost straight
towards me. I waited until he passed, then turned and
fired first one barrel, then the other, but he kept right on,
and leaving the cover, crossed a small opening, going
down among a few scattering trees. I thought I must at
least have wounded him; so, calling the dog, I started
after him. When I got there I sent the dog in and he
worked over every foot of the ground, but failed to find
him. I called to the others to come and help me find
him, as they had not found any more birds. They came,
but we coidd not find him, dead or alive. Then they
began to laugh, and tell me that I had shot at a robin,
but I was positive, and went over the ground again with
the dog but without suocess, I had about concluded that

the bird must have flushed again before the dog got
there, when, as we were coming out of the timber, I
noticed the dog in;.king game near an old rotten log just
at the edge. I called the others' attention to it, and we
went over there all ready to shoot at the first sound of
the whistle. But no whistle was heard, although we
looked carefully and walked all around the log. I sug-
gested that possibly the bird had been wounded and
crawled under the log. As it did not appear to be hollow,
the othpr fellows laughed, but finally one of them helped
me roll the log half over, which proceeding failed to reveal
the bird. We both let go of it at the same instant; and
it rolled back with a crash, splitting in two from the jar:
and there, to our astonishment, on one half of the split
log, lay my woodcock, still alive, but badly wounded.
On studying the problem of how the bird got there we
found that at that portion of the log a knot had been pulled
out, leaving a hole just large enough to admit Mr. Wood-
cock, but how he came to go into the hole is still a mys-
tery."
A few evenings later I happened into the hardware

dealer's place of business, when he told me the following:
"One Sunday several years ago I was out for a walk with
a young dog I had just purchased: and, naturally enough,
my steps led to a small cover near town, where an occa-
sional woodcock was found. I thought possibly there
might be one there, and wished to try the dog on a point.
I did not have a gun with me, but carried a light walk-
ing-stick. The dog worked carefully through the cover
without even making game, but just as he came out on
the further side he froze stiff about ten feet from a cedar
bush. I came out about ten feet on the opposite side of
the bush, and,could plainly see a woodcock sitting under
it. The thought came to me to make a rush and hit him
with my walking-stick as he went up; but after less than
a second's deliberation, I raised the cane and threw it at
him, striking him fair in the head, and stunning him so
that I ran and picked him up before he could recover."
The above is vouched for by several reputable men;

and by its oddity it reminds me of one of the strangest
occurrences which has happened in my hunting life.

The snow was about a foot and a half deep'and light. We
were hunting rabbits. The bag was rather light, so when
I spied a partridge in a hemlock tree, I promptly fired
at him; but the effect of my shot seemed only to hasten
his speed more than usual if possible. We followed, and
had gone some distance without seeing him again, when
I stepped on to an old log to get a better view. As I
stepped off on the other side I felt something moving
under one of my feet, and could hear the confused flut-

tering of wings. Quickly looking down I saw that I had
stepped on a partridge, which had, probably, striven to
hide under the snow. On capturing and examining the
bird a shot mark was found on one of his legs, which
was the only wound seen; and a post-mortem confirmed
the diagnosis. So he was, probably, the bird shot at,
which had flown some distance, and, striking the snow
at an angle, had gone under for safety, as they some-
times do dm-ing severe storms.
In this narrative of novel happenings the following

seems worthy of a place: A young gentleman of the
name of Northup, who was staying at Dunbar's, at Still-

water, a short time ago, went to Mud Pond, about three
miles above Stillwater, to watch for a daylight shot. He
waited until daylight waned without seeing any game;
and as he was some distance from camp and one of the
plucky kind, he concluded after eating his lunch to make
a night of it and try his luck the next morning. So find-
ing as comfortable a spot as possible to lie on, he prepared
to sleep. Night had let her blanket of darkness tall upon
the land, and Morpheus was lulling him to a quiet slum-
ber, when suddenly he was startled from a dream of a
monster deer by the sharp cracking of dry sticks, as if

some animal were walking. He raised himself to a sit-

ting posture, and as he did so the thought occurred to
him that it was a deer coming down to drink.
The night was dark as Erebus; he could not see his

hand before his face. How he was to see the deer, to say
nothing about shooting her, was a question. After a few
seconds' thought, he decided to get his rifle ready any-
how; it was close beside him; and as he reached for it

his hand brushed against the paper bag he had carried
his lunch in. At this moment a scheme flashed across
his mind and he proceeded to execute it and the deer at
the same time. Silently cocking his rifle he laid it across
his knees, with the muzzle pointing toward the sounds he
had heard, then he took off his hat, carefully picked up
the paper bag and placed it, or as much of it as he conld
without making any noise, in the hat. When this was
done he took out one of those old-fashioned, blue-headed,
Gates's eighteen-day matches (it takes something like
that amount of time for the brimstone to burn before
there is a flame that can be used), and holding the hat
with the paper toward him, he lit the match in his coat,
and as soon as possible lit the paper bag, which instantly
blazed up, when he could see a fine doe standing a few
yards from him. As the bag lighted he had turned it

toward the deer, which immediately turned her eyes full
upon the light. In an instant Mr. Northup had raised
the rifle to his shoulder with one hand, holding the hat
with the blazing bag in it with the other, and shot her in
the head, dropping her in her tracks.
He then built a fire, by the light of which he dressed

his deer and hung her up, after which he awaited day-
light by enjoying that sleep which a contented mind
always brings in the woods. The next morning he re-
turned to camp for help to bring in his deer and told his
story, which was generally voted to be the " biggest lie

of the season," but to the guide who went with him after
the meat he showed such conclusive evidence of the truth
of his story that its veracity is not questioned; and I be-
lieve it, or I should not have ventured to send this nar-
rative to the Eorest and Stream with these other odds
and ends of sport. Osceola.
Northern New York.

Seeing A Bullet.—At the inquest in the case of the
Ship Harbor, N. S. , men killed by mistake for a moose,
one of the party with them swore: "The sun was about
half an hour high, and it was a beautiful clear, still

morning, I was looking intently ahead, and saw a black
speck or streak distinctly and the bullet whistled past my
ear within a few inches." "Did you see the bullet com-
ing?" "The morning was clear and I was looking very
intently and the bullet came so directly toward me that I
am firmly convinced I saw the bullet as a black streak
coming,"
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DUCKS AND DUCK SHOOTING.
NATTJEE has divided ducks into two broad classes, the

divers, and the non-divers. Ducks of the first class,

having their feet or paddles well behind, can, by diving,

obtain their food from the bottom of even quite deep
water. The non-diver, on the contrary, feeds on the flats

or in water so shallow, that the bottom can be reached
by the head and neck only being put under water.
The object of these different organizations is evidently

to increase the range of their food. The divers readily
reach the marine plants, which grow on the bottom, and
the smaller Crustacea and insects, also found there;

whereas the non-divers consume the food found at or
near the surface, or on the flats or mud-banks tempo-
rarily left bare.

The divers needing light for their search for food in

deep water, feed almost wholly in the daytime. The
non-divers on the contrary, feed principally at night,

and are guided probably to their food by their sense of

smell, which in most of the class is quite acute.

Ducks are large feeders. To propel a body of several
pounds weight through the air, at a speed of 50 or 60
miles an hour, requires great expenditure of muscular
energy, which can only be supplied by much nourish-
ment. Besides, ducks are cold weather birds, and their
animal heat must be kept up by much fuel in the form
of food. It is apparent therefore, how ingeniously Nature
has provided for the multiplication and liberal support
of waterfowl, by doubling as it were their feeding grounds,
and making the bottom as well as the surface and shores
of the water, tributary to their support.
The different habits of these two classes of ducks per-

haps explain the extraordinary difference in their mental
endowment. The non-divers are very intelligent birds
and in their keenness of observation and power of draw-
ing inferences as to danger from very slight circumstan-
ces, they are equal to, if they do not surpass man.
The divers, on the contrary, like the sea coot, the can-

vasback, the redhead, the bluebill or bay widgeon, etc.,

are dull birds, with apparently limited observation, and
are slow to avoid danger. But this class of ducks live
and feed on broad waters, and can only be approached
by boats which are easily noticeable, so that the approach
of danger is sufficiently obvious, even to their sluggish
observation.
The non-divers feed near the shore, often quite close to

high reeds or bushes, which allows a stealthy approach
of their enemies: a constant hazard, to be avoided only
by their higher organization and the development of their
powers of observation.
The diving fowl come more readily to decoys. They

fly but a few feet above the level of the water, and so
have a limited range of observation. They will light
among decoys, set near an open boat, or a boat slightly
concealed by bushes. If shot from the shore with decoys,
a very slight screen is sufficient for the shooter.
Tbey have apparently little or no sense of smell. They

rise slowly and heavily from the water, and at an acute
angle with the surface, and although among this class
are some ducks, like the canvasback, which afford the
most delicious food, they are far less interesting to the
sportsman, and require much less of his care, patience
and skill for their capture.
They are largely shot in the Chesapeake and Currituck

waters from batteries, which are boxes sunk to the water's
edge, in which the shooter lies down for concealment:
and in this way the autumn and winter markets are kept
supplied by the market gunners with this table luxury.
The non-divers, like the mallards, the black and gray

duck, the bald pate or American widgeon, fly high in the
air, approach their feeding grounds or the decoys 30yds.
or more up in the air, and then only after a close scrutiny
and observation of all surrounding objects. They differ
from the divers by not usually alighting among the de-
coys and by sailing a few yards above them ; they come
up from the leeward and fly either into or across the
wind, and in so doing, if they detect any motion or recog-
nize the artificial character of the decoys, they spring
into the air, with the wind under their wings, and are
beyond shot often in less than a second's time.
They also have the power, if alarmed when sitting on

the water, of springing six or eight feet up into the air,
like a quail or partridge when flushed, and making off
with great rapidity.

Apparently they have keen power of scent; for fre-
quently when the wind drifts them into the line of the
scent of the sportsman in his stand, they will instantly,
even at a distance of 50 or 60yds., recognize the danger,
and escape it by rapid flight across the wind.
Currituck Sound, in North Carolina, is the resort in

autumn and winter of great numbers of ducks of all
kinds. The canvasback and the redhead frequent the
open waters, and are shot in great numbers for the mar-
ket from batteries and blinds by the native gunners.
The non-diving ducks frequent the shallow waters and
marshes which form the eastern side of the sound, and
which lie adjacent to the wide sand beach which is the
barrier to the ocean.
On the eastern side large tracts of marshes have been

purchased by various shooting clubs. Among them is the
Swan Island Club. This club owns about six thousand
acres of marsh land and shallow waters, held under an
original grant from the State of North Carolina, which
gave exclusive titles, to the waters, as well as the land,
thus affording ample legal protection against trespassers.
As, however, the canvasback and redhead bring a much
higher price in the market than the non-diving ducks,
there is little temptation to the natives to shoot the latter;
and as the members of the Swan Island Club do not shoot
from batteries or blinds, there is no interference between
them and the natives; and the relations of the parties are
harmonious and satisfactory, the club giving a good deal
of employment to the natives as boatmen, etc.

This club is exceptional in having no by-laws nor rules,
but it is tacitly understood that no member is to go out to
shoot before breakfast, and that each member has his
choice of position for the day by rotation.
The member who has this first choice of position

naturally takes an early survey of the club grounds
before announcing his choice. His object is to find a
large body of ducks which appear to be wonted to the
place they are resting in, and to want to remain there for
the day; or, failing this, to find a place in the probable
line of flights of ducks for the day.
With a glass he can command a stretch of about five

miles, and in this extent he sees thousands and thousands
of ducks. It would seem a very easy matter to go almost

anywhere, and secure three or four dozen as his day's
bag; but experience soon teaches him that nature has
made much too good provision for the safety of her
feathered children to allow of any such certainty. He
therefore studies the weather, the 'wind , the flight of such
birds as are moving, and especially the possible changes
in the day, so as to secure a position well to windward,
as the ducks moving during the day usually make their
flight to windward.
Having announced his choice, he starts for his destina-

tion with his flat-bottomed boat well loaded with decoys,
and is rapidly driven over the shallow water by his boat-
man with a long shoving pole. Having arrived at the
bay or cove which he has selected, he puts out the decoys
in such a position that the ducks coming to them may
have a long sweep over the water from the leeward, so
that the wind blowing across their flight gradually draws
them toward the stand or screen in the reeds or bushes,
in which he is concealed as carefully as possible.

The great object is to secure the ducks passing within
shot of the sportsman and then leaving him, flying
straight into the wind. The more perfectly this position
is obtained the better will be the shooting. The ducks
when flying away offer a better mark. He does not flare

or jump when the gun is raised, and if there are two or
more ducks the second barrel can be used more effectually.

It is very difficult to place the decoys perfectly until
several birds have drawn in and passed over them. The
first few birds often come wild and full of suspicion,
probably owing to the decoys having an artificial appear-
ance, or their being too near the stand, or too far to the
right or the left.

Various changes will have to be made, and some good
shots apparently lost before the decoys are all right; then
the satisfactory shooting begins and continues until a
shift of the wind of two or three points may compel the
sportsman to move his entire rig to some other point
where the wind favors, and begin his shooting over again.
And so the day goes on, his success being dependent on
the vigilance of his observation, and on his activity and
energy in arranging for the changes of the day and the
caprices of the ducks. Then the element of luck comes
largely in. A day may have been a very dull one until
the middle of the afternoon, when a sudden and unfore-
seen change of wind and weather may bring a great
flight of ducks and give a couple of hours most active
shooting.
The shooting is wholly at single birds, that is, when a

flock of ducks come to the decoys they spread, so that two
can be rarely caught in a line so as to be covered by one
barrel. A right and left shot at single birds is usually all

that can be accomplished.
The gun in use at the club is a light No. 10 breech-

loader, loaded with IJdrs. powder and lioz. or l|oz. shot.

This, with a good shot, insures the death in the air of any
single bird within fifty yards. With No, 5 shot a bird
may be killed at even seventy yards, but not with cer-
tainty, and such long shot are avoided.
Geese are shot with No. 1 shot of the same load as to

powder and weight of shot as for the ducks, and can be
effectually shot at seventy-five or eighty yards, and occa-
sionally at a hundred.
The shooting ceases at sunset, and varies of course as

to its success with the weather, the height of the water,
and the habits of the ducks for the day. On a still, bright
day ducks come very little to the decoys. A windy day
with clouds increases their readiness to decoy, and on a
stormv day with violent rain or snow they decoy very
boldly.

At Swan Island, on a bright, pleasant day, twenty or
twenty-five birds make a good average bag. On a more
favorable windy or cloudy day, forty or fifty are a good
bag. On a first rate shooting day the bag may come up
to seventy or even to ninety or a hundred.
These bags are made between ten in the morning, abftut

which time the decoys are set, the stands made up and
the shooting begins, and half past four or a quarter to
five, when the sun sets. In fact, a member of the club is

generally sure of six hours of active, interesting and suc-
cessful shooting for three days out of four.

All the ducks killed on the Swan Island preserve are
excellent eating, though perhaps not quite equal in flavor
to the canvasbacks of the Chesapeake, after they have
fed for two or three weeks on the wild celery. The wild
celery grows sparsely in Currituck Sound, where the
widgeon grass furnishes abundant pasture for the im-
mense flocks of swan, ducks and geese.

All the ducks not eaten by the club are sent to the
market in Norfolk, so that nothing is wasted, and every
bird killed furnishes a good, nutritious dinner for some-
body

.

The duck shooting at Currituck begins, by the law of
North Carolina, on the 10th of November, and is restricted
to the hours between sunrise and sunset. The climato of

the sea coast of North Carolina is a very healthful and
delicious one during the late autumn and winter. Occa-
sionally a severe frost freezes over the shallow waters,
but the ice generally continues but for a day or two, and
as it melts and leaves spaces of open water, good shooting
can be had. The ordinary temperature is very like that
of the New England September or October, but with a
very much softer character.
As a sanitarium, the place is of great excellence. The

open-air life and the exercise, of which the snipe shoot-
ing affords abundance, and the good food, for the ducks
are by choice the principal article of diet, and the sound
sleep, make a marvelous change in the mental and physi-
cal condition of the man who exchanges his office and
indoor life in New York or Boston for his vacation at the
club.

It is probable that the club grounds will continue for
many years to be a good preserve for ducks. They are
disturbed as little as possible on their feeding grounds.
They find abundant food and entire quiet, and it is not
uncommon to see from the lookout on the club house
from fifteen to twenty thousand ducks and geese within
the limits of the club's grounds.
The number killed is but a very small fraction of the

immense numbers that pass the winter there; and until
their breeding grounds in the extreme north and north-
west are broken up, the annual increase will far exceed
the loss from, shooting, or even from that unseen and
somewhat mysterious destruction carried on by Nature
through the agency of birds or animals of prey , or by un-
usual severity of storms and other similar causes, which
regulate and balance the different orders of living crea-
tures, whether inhabiting the land or the water. M.

THE SAFETY OF GUN LOCKS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Of the casualties mentioned by you in "A Fourth

Chapter of Accidents" something more than fifty per
cent, were occasioned by the hammer falling without
the trigger being pulled ; and as it is improbable that all

the unfortunates were guilty of using the rubbish sold as
a cheap gun, the inference is that the rebounding lock
does not always furnish adequate protection, even in
well made guns. At least one firm of London makers
think so for in some of their hammer guns Holland &
Holland use the additional security of an intercepting
safety.

And apropos of this safety I wonder why it is that no
tumbler bolt is used in the hammerless gun built in this
country. The gun critics are quite agreed that there is

need for it, and abroad the makers of best reputation
use it. Mr. J, H. Walsh ("Stonehenge") in "The Modern
Sportsman's Gun and Rifle" takes very strong ground in
favor of an intercepting safety, a judgment concurred in
by "Gloan" and by the authors of "Shooting" in the
Badminton Library. The latter insist on it, almost as a
sine qua non. They say: "We strongly recommend a
sportsman invariably to insist when choosing a hammer-
less gun that it shall possess besides a so-called safety
bolt an intercepting block that is only moved from its

protective position when the triggers are purposely
pulled." (Badminton Library; "Shooting," pp. 93.)

Mr. Purdey employs intercepting safeties. Mr. Lan-
caster has invented and uses a device for blocking the
mainspring. The Messrs. Holland use the block safety
so popular in the Scott gun. Mr. Grant relies on a sec-
ondary scear, as does also Mr. Greener in some guns.
And, without further enumeration, it may be said that
the best British makers use a tumbler bolt of some
description, either of their own motion or to appease the
demands of their customers.
Then why, I ask, is it not as generally used in this

country ? Certainly not because of the trifling additional
cost of manfacture, for we have makers who seem to
be more anxious to make fine guns than large profits.

Neither can it be that the best gun made by any of them
is without it secure beyond the possibility of such acci-
dents as the tumbler bolt is designed to prevent; for to
claim it would be to assert that the authorities are all

wrong, or that the American gun possesses some super-
lative excellence in design, material and finish which
they have failed to discover in the weapons of the crack
London makers, quite universally regarded as the highest
achievements in sporting arms. I think that the answer
lies in the fact that our shooting men know little and care
less about the construction of their guns, if only they
shoot well and function easily. I doubt that many of
them have ever examined the lock with the purpose of
ascertaining just what is meant by the word "safe"
underneath the trigger slide. Could they be induced to
do so there would soon be a demand for something to
prevent the firing of the piece by a hammer falling be-
cause of a sudden jar or the breaking or fouling of the
scear nose or tumbler bent. When such a demand shall
be heard the makers will respond quickly enough, with
the result of enabling one, for a fair price, to buy an
American-built gun that shall be quite as safe as its

British competitors. Caution.

THE HUNTING RIFLE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your paper of Sept. 12 a correspondent, "Senex,"

says he would like the .32-20-115 rifle better if it carried
85grs. of powder, but he seems to fear that so large a
charge might cause the bullet to strip or lead the barrel
if the twist of the grooves is very quick. The following
account of an experiment made by me lately shows that
with proper loading there is no risk of stripping:

Having a Maynard .32 barrel, rifled with a turn in
16in. and chambered for the .32-160grs. cartridge, I

loaded with the Winchester factory-made llogr. bullets

and 30grs. of Curtis & Harvey's No. 6 powder. (Judging
from powder trials I believe this charge to be quite as
strong as 35grs. of Hazard rifle powder). A lubricated
cloth wad was next the powder in the shell, and then a
card wad to prevent the powder adhering to the bullet in
its flight.

I first tried three shots at 36yds. range in my garden,
using a chair for a rest. They hit the central line of the
bullseye and were all in a space Jin, wide and fin. deep
(measuring through the center of the bullet holes). The
bullets struck with great force, considerably indenting a
fin. iron plate behind the target.

I then loaded sixteen cartridges and took the rifle to a
proper range some miles distant. The light was good,
but the wind blew in strong gusts from 4 o'clock. I fired

from the prone position without a rest, using an aperture
hind sight and the bead of the Lyman and Beach fore-

sight. After one cartridge for a sighting shot the remain-
ing fifteen gave the following results:

Three at 50yds. struck in a space 2in. square.
Four at 75yds. in 2in. deep by Sin. wide.
Four at 100yds. in 2in. deep by 6in. wide.
Four at 150yds. in 4in. deep by 2£in. wide.
The wind was extra strong at the 100yds. target, which

accounts for the shots being in a greater width than at
the other ranges. The 115-grain bullets were scarcely
tight enough for the shells, and were pushed in with the
fingers. If some shells were made slightly smaller in the
mouth, and a proper bullet-seater used, similar to that
supplied by the Maynard people for then own bullets,

there is no doubt that cartridges loaded as above described
would shoot with the most delicate accuracy up to 200yds.
I should have mentioned that the rifle was not wiped out
at all while firing the 16 shots. I never clean the barrel
now during a whole afternoon's shoot at the weekly meet-
ings of the club to which I belong, having found that
with proper wadding there is no perceptible difference

between the last and the first shot.

I lately made another trial of the muzzleloader described
in Forest and Stream of July 18, Fired from right and
left barrels alternately, with hollow bullets and 90 grains
of powder, it will put a succession of shots into a 4in.

ring at 100yds. The recoil is so moderate that it would
not be noticed at game shooting. J. J, Meyrick.
Dublin, Ireland.

Florida Cruising.—Mr. F. D. Hughes's advertisement
in this issue offers an exceptional opportunity for a small
party to join the advertiser for cruising, hunting and
tarpon fishing in Florida this season,
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THE GAME SEASON.
Editor Forest and Stream:
One of our sportsmen a few clay since shot an albino

pine or red squirrel, which is certainly rare in this sec-

tion, and if its like was ever caught I have never seen

any record of it. Mr. A. K. Pierce is the lucky possessor

of this rare specimen, and has it on exhibition nicely

stuffed and mounted.
The rapidity with which the pheasant can fly is cer-

tainly something marvelous. One of these birds in

taking a "flyer" on the north side of the mountain oppo-

site the railroad shops here got his bearings a little too

low, a,nd in his flight struck the window of a baggage
car that was standing on the siding, going between the

iron bars that are about 4in. apart—and are placed on
the windows of all baggage cars— broke the double thick

French plate-glass and was picked up by one of the work-
men inside the car comparatively unhurt.
The exodus of the squirrels is now being followed by

the black bears, who have within the last week become
numerous in our surrounding mountains. Quite a num-
ber have been seen by our hunters and four have been
killed within a radius of six miles from here within the

past week.
The squirrels are still on the march southward, and

fabulous stories come to us from Clearfield county to the
south of us of hundreds of little fellows being killed by
the boys with clubs and stones. Jas. H. Ferguson.
Re.vovo, Pa., Oct. 14.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Our deer season opened on the first inst. , but so far but

little attention has been given to deer hunting. Our
sportsmen have had smaller game enough to satisfy

them, and then the heavy growth of leaves has made it

impossible to see a deer in the red brush on the moun-
tains, where they are generally found here at this season.
The squirrels are still here, but not nearly so numerous
as in September. Yesterday a party some twenty miles
doAvn the river killed a black bear that weighed 4701bs.,

certainly the largest killed in the county for years. They
sent his head to Harder's gun works to be mounted.
Other bears have been seen quite nea,r here. One party
of five, consisting of Moore, Punpacker, Fornman. Reams
and the writer have arranged to spend next week in the
"green woods" of the Alleganies, and Monday morning at
daybreak will see us off. I want to write you sometime
again of "Bill Reams," a hunter from childhood, a royal
good fellow, and who has been in at the death of car-
loads of big game. Frank G. Harris.
CLEARFIELD, Pa., Oct. 12.

Editor Forest and Stream,:
The dry season has been favorable for most kinds of

feathered game. Woodcock are unusually plentiful. I
know of one bag of sixty-one being made by two guns in
one day; while bags of thirty to forty are quite common
for two or three guns during an afternoon's shooting.
Ruffed grouse and quail are very abundant, and as soon

as a law is made to prevent these game birds being shot
for the market, they will steadily increase in numbers.
The Dominion Gun Alliance has taken hold of this mat-
ter, and we may expect such a law passed at the next sit-

ting of the Ontario Parliament.
Duck and snipe shooting has so far been poor, as many

of the marshes are destitute of water; and unless heavy
rains come soon the shooting will not improve when the
flight birds arrive. Stanstead.
Western Ontario, Oct. 5.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Here is our bag for Friday last: Four partridges (ruffed

grouse), one rabbit, seventeen woodcock. Guns—Fred
S. Godfrey, W. H. Bradford, John Davis, H. C. Shields
and yours truly, " Seymour Van Santvoord.
Bennington, VtM Oct. 8.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Partridges very plentiful in New Brunswick this year,

and some good bags of woodcock have been made around
St. John. No gun accidents recorded here as yet.

R. D. W.
St. John, N. B., Oct. 9.

PATTERN AND PENETRATION.
some comparative figures.

OF course the whole tendency of our tests of shotguns
is in the direction of comparative results. As soon

as gun No. 2 is shot the first question is "How does it

compare with No. 1," and so it is that some of our watch-
ful correspondents have sought to reduce the results into
tables of percentages, etc. Had an exact basis for uni-
formity of comparison been sought it would have been
the easiest thing in the world to have a standard 10-gauge
cartridge prepared and a similar 12-gauge and loaded each
gun as it came along from the proper heap of cartridges.
This would have made our work very simple and at the
same time have made the outcome as unsatisfactory as
previous gun tests conducted on the leveling rule have
been. Instead we preferred to allow each gun handler
to put into his weapon just the charge with which he
thought he could secure the best results. This cut off a
vast deal of growling at the very start and has we think
made the data as collected of far more general interest.
But while this was the rule it did not prevent a great

deal of direct comparisons making from time to time.
On Sept. 19, when four guns met on the range, there was
such a comparison so far as weather conditions went, but
that was a great deal more, for the loading in some of the
trial shots fired enabled the most direct averages to be
struck between the several guns. It will be remembered
that on the date mentioned we took down for trial a
10-gauge Liege gun costing $8 at retail and a 12-gauge of
similar make and price.

The story of the trial of these guns has already been
told. There came to the range two other guns for trial,
one was a 10-gauge Greener of the $150 grade, and the
other a $125 L. C, Smith gun. How these guns acted
under the charges prescribed for them by the agents was
given at length in our issue of last week.

It will be remembered, too, that some weeks before we
had a Scott ducking gun on trial. It was a heavy 10-
gauge weapon, and the showing made by it was not very
high, taken by percentage. This Scott gun was tried
with two sets of charges. One was a black powder load

with 4-J drams of Dead Shot powder. There were a
number of the charges remaining in our magazine and
these were put in the 10-gauge Liege gun, and at 60yds.
in the Greener arm. To make our table complete we re-

produce the figures of the Scott gun and give the data
for each shot fired. It will be seen that at 40yds. the
cheap gun sui'passed the imported arm. At 60yds., where
the Greener came in, it seemed best suited to this charge,
being almost equal to the total of the other two arms.

THE CHARGE.
Sliell—TJ. S. C. Co.'s Climax.
Powder—Dead Shot, 4^drs.
Shot—Tatliam IMoz., No. 6 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS—THREE CARTRIDGES.

Loading. Powder.
Card over shot; two B. ( 1 135 grs.

E. wads and card < 2 130 grs.

over powder. (3 132 grs.

Average 132 grs.

SCOTT GUN, 10-GAUGE,
Right Ban-el.

Shot.
588 grs.
607 grs.
589 grs.

581 grs.

275 pellets.
271 pellets.
274 pellets.

273 pellets.

Aimed Selected Between
Circle. Circle. Center.
Pellets. Pellets. Inches.
123
107
93

105
85

32
32
62
42
47

30
37

126
112
100
92
101

6

2%

Pene-
tration.
Sheets.

27
31
23

33

Aimed
Circle.
Pellets.

Ill

101
103

Selected Between
Circle. Center.
Pellets. Inches.
115 5

104
86
104
100

4

4

123

92

POLSOM (LIEGE) GUN, 10-GAUGE, 40YDS.
7V2 21 111 135
4W 24 75 82

40
39
66
50
51

6 22 93 108

SCOTT GUN, 10-GAUGE, OOVDS.
4
3
2
2^

9
22
15

51

66
23
58
52

59
86
35

5^

Pene-
tration.
Sheets.

19
26
27
31

28

19
18
17

16 50

61

59

41
39

94
82

FOLSOM (LIEGE) GUN, 10-GAUGE, 60YDS.
17
13

29
31

36
35

8 15 30 35

GREENER GUN, 10-GAUGE, 60YDS.
5 16 72 71
5VS 17

16 72 71

6
7

There was also tried in the Scott gun a cartridge loaded
with Schultze powder. It was intended to have the two
charges, black and white, of about equal effect as to

powder, as they were evenly charged with shot. This
charge was not put in the Greener gun, as its owner
shared the very prevalent objection to having the strong
explosive tried* in his barrels. There was no hesitation

on our part, however, in putting it to test in the Liege
gun barrels. It will be noticed that both arms show a
falling off in pattern when charged with the white
powder. In this, as in each of the other cases, the
charge as given and the analysis for. immediate com-
parison is printed in juxtaposition with the record of

results.
THE CHARGE.

Shell—Greener Sporting Life.
Powder—Pigou, Wilks & Laurence Alliance No. 5, 3^drs.
Shot—Newcastle, IMoz. No. 6 English.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS—THREE CARTRIDGES.
SIlOl.Loading. Powder.

Card over shot; card 1 1 91 grs.

felt and card over-< 2 92 grs.
powder. I 3 90 grs.

Average 91 grs.

600 grs.
608 grs.
605 grs.

604 grs.

GREENER GUN, 12-GAUGE, 40YDS.

372 pellets.
380 pellets.
377 pellets.

376 pellets.

Right Barrel.

Aimed Selected Between Pene- Aimed Selected Between Pene-
Cirele. Circle. Center, tration. Circle. Circle. Center, tration.
Pellets. Pellets. Inches. Sheets. Pellets. Pellets. Inches. Sheets.
236 249 5 20 146 206 9 16
188
86

185 m 17 123 211 m
115 7 15 192 209 P 14

226 231 4 16 199 242 17
183 208 7^ 15 173 205 17

183 198 5 17 167 215 8 16

FOLSOM (LIEGE) GUN, 12-GAUGE, 40YDS.
115 121 6 19 94 113 5 10
96 113 6 14 76 73 16

108 117 6 16 85 93 13

SMITH GUN, 12-GAUGE, 40YDS.
107 112 ®A 18 235 253 4 27
140 210 9Vs 18 92 121 8 15

123 161 1Yz 18 164 187 6 21

GREENER GUN, 12-GAUGE, 60YDS.
52 54 6 5 70 102 9 12
67 73 5 11 24 31 6
83 81 6 11 100 108 n "i
77 70 7 10 101 114 3

105 99 6 15 42 59 7 12

77 75 6 10 68 ~83 7~
8

FOLSOM (LIEGE) GUN, 12-GAUGE, 60YDS.
30 42 QH .. 35 45 5 5
39 52 (% 10 32 52 10^ 5

35 47 6J^ 10 33 48 7^ 5

SMITH GUN, 12-GAUGE, 6

6 .. 39
0yds.

43 88 46
46 63 7 11 22 28

44 75 6^ 11 30 37 5

We now come to the 12-gauge guns. "When we tried
the Greener 12-gauge sent over from the Birmingham
works of W. W. Greener, it was charged with two differ-

ing cartridges, each of black powder. They,were both of
them loaded by the American agent of the gun, Henry
C. Squires, of this city. In one he used the shells sent
over by Mr. Greener with English powder and shot. The
other set was a finely loaded and strong cartridge, Ameri-
can make throughout. The trial was a sort of interna-
tional match on a modest scale. Beaders of Forest and
Stream will remember our report on the Greener gun.
Well, there were some of both sets of cartridges left

over, and they were brought out on Sept. 19 for trial in
the Liege gun from Folsom Bros, importing house and in

the L. C. Smith weapon. First is given the result with
the English charge. Here the superiority of the better
grade of gun is seen in a very marked way, though in
the matter of penetration the charge seems to do its

own work independent of the barrel from which it is

fired. The comparison between the three anus was car-
ried through both ranges. The five shots from each bar-
rel in the original Greener are given, while the others
have but two shots at each range fired from each barrel.
The figures throughout the test will repay careful study

and let the reader into some of the vagaries of which
guns, no matter of what make, are liable. Let him who
can, fix the rule which governs these variations.

THE CHARGE.
Shcll-JJ. M. C. Co.
Powder—Dupon t Ducking, 3Mdrs.
Sfcot-LeRoy Chilled, l^oz. No. 8.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS—THREE CARTRIDGES.

Loading. Powder. Shot.
Card over shot; card. 1 1 91 grs. 611 grs. 633 pellets.

heavy felt and card-; 2 89 grs. 606 grs. 519 pellets.

over powder. (3 89 grs. 613 grs. 539 pellets.

Average 89 grs. 610 grs. 560 pellets.

GREENER GUN, 12-GAUGE, 40YDS.
Right Barrel. Left Barrel.

Aimed Selected Between Pene- Aimed Selected Between Peno-
Clrcle. Circle. Center, tration. Circle. Circle. Center, tration.
Pellets. Pellets. Inches. Sheets. Pellets. Pellets. Inches. Sheets.

323 356 6 14 241 314 5^ 15

323 362 Sy2 18 288 355 8 16
253 282 7 13 233 329 9 13
286 327 7 15 317 353 4 12
303 327 6 14 184 207 1% 12

298

167
167

128
282

113
131
122
95

59
24

65
100

331 6 15 253 313 6

FOLSOM (LIEGE) GUN, 12-GAUGE, 40YDS.
168 OJ^ 7 140 176 5

168 4 11 149 156 4

SMITn GUN, 12-GAUGE, 40YDS.
147 5 10 188 250
295 8 12 272 283

221 7 11 230 266

GREENER GUN, 10-GAUGE, 60YDS.
124 m 10 69 78
123 7 4 77 115
147 8 4 70 81
125 7 6 52 91

126 6^ 7 108 141

6
7

ii
8

$6

13

9
11

10

14

129 m 0 75 101 8

FOLSOM (LIEGE) GUN, 12 GAUGE. 60YDS.
56 8 7 48 61 5^
38 6Va .." 33 51 0J4

85
110

97

7 7 40 56

SMITH GUN, 12-GUAGE, 60YDS.
8 4 77 95
6^ 8 99 115

6

7% 6 88 105 7% 6

Finally, we come to the last set of comparisons made
on Sept. 19, bringing the cheap Liege and the standard
L. C. Smith into trial with the Greener, with American
cartridges, just such charges as are used by thousands of

our field shots. Again the higher grade guns leave the
cheap weapon far behind, and the English arm seemed
to accommodate itself very easily to the American charge
and put in a far greater average of the charge than did
the home gun.

THE CHARGE.
Shell-U. S. C. Co.'s Climax.
Powder -Schultze, 4drs.
Shot—Tatham, IMoz. No. 6 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS- THREE CARTRIDGES.
Loading. Powder. Shot.

Card over shot; one B. ( 1 61 grs. 596 grs. 2S0 pellets.

E., two P. E. wads- 2. .. 60 grs. 592 grs. 273 pellets,
and card over powder ( 3 59 grs. 578 grs. 270 pellets.

Average 60 grs, 588 grs. 274 pellets.

SCOTT GUN, 10-GAUGE, 40YDS.
Right Barrel. Left Barrel.

Aimed Selected Between Pene- Aimed Selected Between Pene-
Oirole. Circle. Center, tration. Circle. Circle. Center, tration.
Pellets. Pellets. Inches. Sheets. Pellets. Pellets. Inches. Sheets.

7 27 97 102 4 25
5 25 45 54 4
4 25 8S 84 5
5)4 36 20 29 4
4 26 100 103 B% 30

69 90
98 110
24 29

124 106
8291

81

51

27

18
50
41
8
43

10

16

83 5 28 69 74 4

FOLSOM (LIEGE) GUN, 10-GAUGE, 40YDS.
54 TYi H3 117 &h
32 5 ..50 97 8L.

48 6 ,. 81 107

SCOTT GUN, 10-GAUGE, 60YDS.
18 3 .. 56 60
50 4^ 17 50 52
50 4 .. 50 50
9 2 36 36
55 4VS 21 27 31

16
18
17
17
20

36 3*4 19 44 46 3

FOLSOM (LIEGE) GUN, 10-GAUGE, 60YDS.
29 6 52 57 5
19 3^9 41 52

24 46 54

ADIRONDACK DEER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The game law has been very generally observed in this

section during the past summer. Up to the first of Sep-
tember very few deer were killed, for jacking is not very
successful after the middle of August. But I cannot say
as much since the open season for hounding deer, for by
this method of hunting killing deer becomes an easy
thing to do. This brings in a horde of hunters, who
could not kill a deer in a lifetime by any fair method of

hunting. Almost every lake and pond has its watchers,
consequently the slaughter must necessarily be great.

A party consisting of twelve men and thirteen dogs
passed this place a few days ago en route for the hunting-
grounds. I heard from them after they had hunted three

days, and they had then killed twenty deer. They have
yet two weeks to hunt, and seventy-five or one hundred
deer are not too high an estimate of the number that will

be killed by that party alone. The one-deer transporta-
tion law and the three-deer clause do not apply to such a
party. They can jerk the venison and thus lay in their
winter supply of meat, and they are of that make-up.
The law allows them to bring out as much venison as
they please in that form, while such a party could legally

bring out the legs and heads of thirty-six deer. Numer-
ous parties are doing the same thing. It is sanctioned by
law and there is no help for it. More deer will be killed

during the hounding season than by every other method,
including the cruster and the June jacker.

What a shame that the great State of New York by its

legislative enactment should open the way for this un-
mitigated slaughter of its noble game, which, if properly
protected, would remain sufficiently plenty to supply all

reasonable demands of the sportsmen and the tourist so

long as the Adirondack woods remain. But with the
present fifty days of open season for hounding, the deer
of the Adirondack will soon be a thing of the past.

Number 4, New York, Oct.^. MUSSET,
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THE BEAR AS A BOXER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In one of the most graphic and best told stories I ever

saw in print (your issue of Sept. 19) your Dakota corres-

pondent "Larry Yatt" ingenuously states that "Hugh
Campbell taught Rube boxing." Rube, T must mention,

was a camp bear raised from a cub, and Campbell was a

"rustler from the Bad Lands." You will mark the differ-

ence? But I object to the statement. I am willing to

believe that what Larry slings off-hand so gracefully was
said inadvertency, for I am convinced that he knows
better. Rube never had a lesson from Campbell, or any
other man. They may have had intimate business rela-

tions, but there is no room for them both in the same prize

ring. John L. Sullivan himself couldn't give a bear

points. Bears are self-taught. The sparring instinct is

in 'em, and there never was a professional so handy at

Grseco-Roman, or catch-as-catch-can. I say this boldly.

I know bears—as well as beans. I have raised bears from
young cubs up to four years, and I have had them in

the kitchen and in the camp, several of them.
When I was corresponding secretary of the Blooming

Grove Park Association in 1871, we were building the
club house and staking out the one-mile deer paddock in

Pike county, Pa. Ira Tripp, of Scranton, gave us a cub,
which became a great pet as he grew in years, and the
ladies fed him ice cream and watermelon. He was very
gentle, and would let us comb his hair. We called him
"Joe" for short; but this didn't shorten him any, for he
grew in stature until he measured eight feet standing
erect by his climbing post, with his great black paws
clasping it above his head to steady himself. Capt. La-
fayette Westbrook was then a war veteran of seven years
standing, and he stood six feet four inches in his socks.
He had been a member of the Legislature for Pike. Green
and Monroe counties, and had plenty of practice in legis-

lative sparring, as well as previously in the school of the
drill-shed. Indeed, we all regarded him as an expert,
though he made no great account of himself, being of

a rather retiring disposition and by no means aggressive.
Lafe was as good-natured as the bear. But one day when
a party of us were amusing ourselves with Joe, he took it

into his head to aggravate the animal. Bruin was up-
ended, smiling, and Lafe waltzed into the ring with a
flourish, and made a few scientific passes at his chest
and mug. He tweaked his nose, smacked his chops,
rubbed his head, pulled his ears, thumped his ribs, and
made himself generally familiar. Joe stood it for a
while without showing heat, merely dropping his jaws,
lolling his bright red tongue and leering foolishly at the
crowd. Occasionally he would clutch somewhat briskly
at the captain's feints, but the play went on monotonously,
until quite of a sudden the bear hit the captain a left-

handed swipe which tossed him outside of the ring and
curled him up promiscuously. This ended the play. The
captain allowed he was hurt badly, and we didn't see
him any more for several days. It was whispered that
he had gone down to Milford.
There were a couple of rather amiable full grown bears

up at my place in Hallock, Minnessota, a brown one and
a black one, who used to try their science on each other
for the amusement of spectators, but they never injured
any one until one day the black one laid out a spiflicated
Swede in pretty much the same way. Although re-

peatedly warned, he persisted in monkeying with the
bear, and hence those tears and tears, the court plaster
and the tailor's bill.

I tell you, Mr. Editor, that it never came in Hugh
Campbell's way to teach Rube boxing. I don't know
either of them, but I declare it on general principles. If

any of your readers whose name begins with Aleck wish
to be convinced, let them step into the zoological house
at the Smithsonian grounds in Washington, where the
bears have an hourly set-to in the pit every day in the
week, including Sunday. Why, sir, they are the very
masters of science. Go and see them, Mr. "Larry Yatt,"
and then pit Rube against the field: but leave Mr. Camp-
bell out of the play. Charles Hallook.

NOTES FROM WORCESTER.
WORCESTER, Mass., Oct. 11 —The good bags of birds

brought in on opening day led every one to believe
that we were to have an excellent season's shooting, but
nearly every one has experienced some strange freaks of
fortune since then.
One day you find a good number of birds and find them

right where you want them. They lie well for the dogs,
and when tliey get up you "get in a right and left with
the little hammerless." The next time you are out the
moment you get over the wall into a cover, purr-r-r-r-t
goes its sole occupant in the shape of "biddies" out the
other side. When you do get a woodcock pinned, he gets
up and whips around a birch before you can cover him,
and you are forced, at dark, to quit without a feather.
When it comes to putting in two such days in succession,
especially by one of the "Old Guard" and on his favorite
ground, it seems a trifle like rubbing it in, doesn't it?

Possibly the next report you hear from one of the
"beginners" who declares that he never killed bird yet
that he saw when he shot at it. He has been out and
downed five partridges in a day. That evening you drop
into "Lisha's" and hear the boys making it interesting
for two of the best bird shots in the country who were
out all day and both got shut out.
Well, so it goes, but the general belief is that there are

a fair number of birds, and if they ever do get out into
the edges and runs, some of them will have to pay dearly
for the trickery and even abusive treatment we have re-
ceived from their relations.
That the birds are more wary than usual this fall there

is no doubt. Even the woodcock are getting educated,
and you find them with their dress suits all on, ready for
a party at a moment's notice, and the way they do scoot
across an old pasture about the second time you get them
up makes you think of the flight of an old cock partridge
when he dives out of an apple tree and sails away over a
mowing with his coat buttoned up so tight that lie is out
of reach before you can make up your mind whether it's

a i"obin or not.
The woodcock flight has. not arrived yet, but there is

a large self-appointed reception committee waiting im-
patienty to make their short stay with us as interesting
as possible.

The opening day of the fox season, Oct. 1, as regulated
by the "Fur Company," was anything but an ideal one.
Very few of the fox hunters braved the disagreeable cold

drizzle, and of these but one secured a brush. E. F.
Whittaker, with his hound Tilden, went out to Oakdale
the night before, and between showers the dog started a
fox which Ed. shot after a half horn's run. Not much
fox hunting has been done as yet, but about every one
who has gone out started a fox. The Fur Company are
already talking up the big annual hunt, and intend to
make it a greater success than any of its predecessors.
This year they think they must be about due for a good
day. We trust the clerk of the weather may deign to

smile on them this year.
A pretty good thing, and one that is just "peaches" for

some of the fox hunters, has just come to light. The
president of the Worcester Fur Company (I think he still

holds that honorable office), early in the season, made it

known to the fox hunters that they were expected to

keep away from a certain territory, known as "Bonds"
and "Sewall Hills," until the time of the annual hunt,
and there was an understanding that these grounds were
to be reserved, as it were, for that occasion. The gentle-
man who was particularly instrumental in circulating
this request has been out several times since Oct. 1 , and
yesterday one of his party killed a fox.
For some reason the man who engineered the hunt did

not show up at "Lisha's" last night with his report, but a
delegate from the hunt was there "instructed." He gave
a very minute and interesting account of the day's sport,

describing the spot where the fox was shot, "just back
of the old barn between Rattlesnake and Bailey HilJ."

Well, the boys listened with due respect for some time,
but finally they could stand it no longer, and when
Charlie Knight asked him if "the old oak tree had moved
from Bond Hill up on to Rattlesnake," every one gave
way, and the way they lit on that "instructed" delegate
was a caution to sub-liars. Si. Lovell had been into

"Lisha's" that afternoon and told the whole story of their
killing the fox right in front of his house. He lives just

at the foot of Bond Hill.

The delegate weakened, but protested that he told the
story as he had been instructed to. "However," he said,
' 'it's no earthly use trying to lie to a party of old liars,

and I might have known better." The chances are that
the "combine" won't be able to reserve any more fox
ground, to enable them to have a snap on it themselves,
under pretense of keeping it fresh for the annual hunt.
An invitation to a coon supper took Uncle Nathan out

before he had time to express his opinion of this sort of
sportmanship, but remarks were pretty freely circulated
which tended to show that the boys had arrived at

some very definite conclusions in regard to "fox hunting
as she is foxed," Hal.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

CCHICAGO, 111., Oct. 2.—Writing under date of Sept. 12,

from Plainfield, Mass., Mr. Charles Hallock inclosed
to me some tickets, which invited the bearer "to be pres-
ent at the first annual chicken hunt of the Rising Sun
Game Park Association, beginning Sept. 15." The tickets

were signed by Valentine Hicks, director, Ashton, 111.

As I could not go down to the hunt, and as I knew very
little about this association, I wrote to Mr. Hicks, and
duly received the following reply:

"I have handed your letter to our president, Mr. Sam*
uel Dysart, of Franklyn Grove, who will call on you next
week and have a talk with you about our object in this

hunting and game park-. It is run for pleasure and for

profit, and the two can go together as well as not, for
though we graze cattle and sheep, and sow timothy and
clover, the land raises all the more game for that, on ac-
count of the increase in insects, etc., and even when pas-
tured down to a solid blue grass sod, all the game needs
is a strip or so of timothy grass left for them to rustle and
nest in, and some wet oats, sorghum, Egyptian or Kaffir
maize, sunflowers and buckwheat. We use these and a
short, sweet corn or early ninety-day dent corn, which
will grow about four feet high. All these seeds fall

clown, and all winter long can be found by grouse, quail,

turkeys or wildfowl. We also have lime shells, snails,

etc., and gravel (thrown up by a steam ditching machine)
on a few localities. You should come down and see the
place. It is most perfect for all kinds of land and water
game birds and animals. It can be made a great place
for bass and pickerel, and I think by damming up some of
the streams from the cold springs which bubble up, all

pure soft water, we could make some special trout ponds
much better and cheaper than is done on Long Island, my
native home.

"I send you a pamphlet showing our first move of
organization into a stock company. Come down and a
team will meet you at Ashton and take you to the club
house and back again when you like. You can shoot on
the club grounds within two miles of the house.
"As you know, our law was up on last Sunday (Sept.

15), and town and club hunters were out in full force.

Mr. S. Dysart informs me they shipped at the express
station 113 prairie chickens. If it had been a warm, still

day instead of a cold and windy one the market-hunters
would have killed nearer 200 apiece, for they are good
shots. The birds are full grown, and fly a long distance,
hiding in the cornfields, where they protect themselves
much better than any land owner can protect them.
"I sued one market-hunter Monday. He paid the costs,

$11.50, without standing trial, and promised to stop
hunting. I sued a club hunter yesterda}^, putting the
damage at $200, the highest sum allowed by the law. We
want this Nathan Roe to stand trial and test our power
as land owners to prosecute for trespass. We will now
sue any man who trespasses on any part of over 20,000
acres of land, which extent we mean to increase for the
next three years. Our friends, the adjoining farmers,
have caught our idea, and have posted their lands, warn-
ing off trespassers, and thus beat off the market and
town hunters. I stopped the whole shooting business
to-day over nearly ten miles square of country. I have
one more extra good shot, a renter, to sue. He is a great
liar, and he has often told my neighbors to go to a
warmer climate when they ordered him off, saying he
meant to hunt anyhow. He has begged me not to sue
him, but I must. He was on my farm. I am very busy
and will write more later, but you must come down and
bring a friend or two. The chicken shooting lasts all

October. V. Hicks."

I turned with considerable interest to the pamphlets
Mr. Hicks mailed here, and found that the Rising Sun
Game Park Association was incorporated Deo. 24, 1887,

It is the theory of its originator that our game laws are a

farce, and that in ten years our game will be gone. He
reflects with bitterness on the failure of a proposed
national convention at Chicago a year or so ago. to se-

cure uniform game laws, and says, "There were four of
us attended, and four Chicago sportsmen came, by our
coaxing them to be there at 8 P. M. , after business hours."
He hits a good idea squarely when he says, "The selling
of game should not fee allowed any more than killing
it, no difference whether it is a plover or a rabbit, or
a deer, or even a woodcock. Let October and November
be the only two months to shoot. The law should be
made strong enough so all would obey it to a certainty
by the complainer having all the" fine. This law
would save the game nearly twenty years longer, but it I

must go; the hunters increase faster thau the game."
He does not believe, however, in the efficacy of any law,
and thinks the only remedy lies in the park system of
increasing game. He thinks northern Illinois a good
country for such a park, on which head he says:

It is very evident now,tbat the only hunters who will enjoy any ;

shooting worth mentioning, will be the sportsmen who are smart
and sensible enough to build up a park to hunt in. Ton years of
this decrease will settle the hunting in America, sure; no law can
stop it, because the hunters are bound not to agree on any uniform
system of belief and action, any more than the church, religion,
or the political parties. This evidence has shown that we can't
have any uniform protective game laws. The land-owner sees
that he is forbidden to trap game in his own way, and any loafer
that can shoot, has the right to kill it and bear no expense- of tax
or of feeding or protecting the game. It is no strange thing that
the farmer is down on the hunter shooting on h>s land, and takes
no pains to save the birds' eggs or young, and does not complain
of any violation of shooting, which he sees more thau any one
else; he says it is no use for him to get into trouble and make
enemies, wit h no pay or equal rights. ' We have in this country
the naturally greatest variety of game of any part of the earth,
and we have about destroyed it. The people are the law and they
interpret their different ideas of game laws to suit their tastes
according to location and convenience to a special few. The
minority make the laws against the majority's wishes, and can-
not get them respected because there is fun and money in break-
ing them. These, and many other causes, have shown that there
is no way left in America tor us to have game left for shooting,
without we adopt the park system in every good place, that will
increase game and pay its own expenses, so the poor can enjoy
shooting as well on a limited number of ten or one hundred dollar
shares in a stock company. The hunter must, now look out and
provide his own hunting grounds.
Nature has given in many places the wa ter for fish with the

natural place for land game. Lakes, ha ys, rivers, etc., will always
be public property, for fishing for any citizen, which law can pro- 1

tect, but the migratory game it cannot. Now I, with seven other
good men, who saw the need of the enterprise, have started in to
form a large, grand park, in a natural, good place, which can
yield a revenue much more than will be needed to bear the neces-
sary expense of the park and game increasing. I am the only i

one of the organizers that has been a practical game raiser and I
hunter. There are two that never hunt or fish and only two that!
are young enough to ever shoot much, if they get time from their 1
large farming and stock business. There is no speculation in I
stock shares by t his company, or land to sell at a high price or any I

salary expected for services rendered. I never expect to got any I

pay for managing the hunting and increasing of game; only pleas-

J

ure and a plenty of good things to eat, and to have the satisfac-
tion of knowing that I have made some return for my long great 1

pleasure iu hunting without doing anything toward increasing.
As soon as I can find any young hunters capable of attending to
the management of the game and fish raising. I want the com-
pany to only let me look on and rest happy. 1 am sixty t wo years
old and naturally cannot have power to attend to a great park like
this will grow to be in a few years.

When I had read so far as this I began to get a good
deal interested, and finally I just got down and read all

of the delightful, naive, rambling and absorbing little

book which constituted the first prospectus of this associ-

ation. It seems that Mr. Hicks is an old market-shooter,
and was "commodore" of the old Currituck Club in
Carolina before the war. He went West in search of I
new pastures, settled in northern Illinois, bought land,
slew ducks as thoughtlessly as ever for a time, and then
reformed and fell to thtaking how he could bring back
to life again some of the thousands he had slain. Thisl
park, embracing large amounts of land under close wire
fence, and amply stocked with"game of all sorts, was his

solution and his dream. The project is stocked for the'

modest sum of $6,000,000, and books for subscription
thereto are placed in this and other cities. I do not
know what has been accomplished by way of actual suc-
cess in this project, but hope to find time to go over to

Ashton and investigate. It is very probable that some- 1

thing very interesting is to be learned there. There is.

some quaint and delicious reading matter in this samei
little prospectus, in which Mr. Hicks, now sixty-two!
years of age, sometimes makes reference to his past lifeJ
as a coast shooter. He is a Quaker, and says of himself:!
"I grew up in the Hicksite Quaker church, where the!
women make the best preachers, Elias Hicks, the foun-

1

der of the Hicksite religion, was said to be the best shot I
that ever hunted on Long Island. He would always!
shoot at the hind bird in the flock so as to keep from
crippling the rest. This is more than I have ever done
to save game. I killed all the ducks and geese I could,

and never knew a man kill as many wild Canada geese.

Now I am appointed as a director and as an executive
officer to increase the fish and game, and I have a lively

business to attend to the balance of my active life." May
the balance of his life be happy, and may we hear more
of his park and his prospectus. From the latter I prom-
ise myself the pleasure of offering, at some future day, a
description of a day on Currituck in the old times, all

written just as its author gave it, and therefore simple
and delightful.

Oct. 3.—I got a notion the other day that I could write
newspaper paragraphs, so I sent some to the Daily News,
of this city. The editor, Mr. John F. Ballantyne, very
promptly and wisely sent them back; but in the course of

his letter had occasion to say:

"By the way, I saw something in Forest and Stream
the other day about albinos, and it reminded me that
Arm. Waugh (1 spell his name phonetically), of Henne-
pin, told me last spring that he had shot two white mud-
hens, and that he or somebody else there had shot a white
teal."

Mr. Ballantyne is a member of the Hennepiu Duck Club,
and the inventor of a new style of duck boat which
George Cunningham, the club keeper, is going to con-
struct as soon as the plans and specifications 'are com-
pleted.
Speaking of albinos, I am reminded that I saw in the

Zoological Gardens at Cincinnati, the other day, two 1

white squirrels, labeled "From S. Carolina." They were
in the gray squirrels' cage, and were of about the size of

the gray squirrel. In coat they were quite white. Were
not these albinos? Is there such a thing as a species of

white squirrels in this country?
Very delightful is a visit to these animal gardens,

either at Cincinnati or St. Louis, and one never tires oi

seeing so close at hand the big creatures he has pursued

in a state of nature, In each of the above parka there.
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are a few buffalo. Capt. Bellairs, superintendent of the

St. Louie fair grounds park, wished to say to Forest and
Stream that their buffalo cow dropped a healthy calf

this year, but the bull killed it the next night after its

birth'. There were three good elk in the Cincinnati gar-

dens, and a number of fine bears. One of these, a grizzly,

weighs l,2001bs. I remember a series of articles written

by an expert grizzly bear hunter, in which he said ho had
never seen a grizzly that weighed over 6001bs. I wouldn't

want this Cincinnati bear to sit on me at any 600lbs, esti-

mate. Yet he is not nearly so large as was the Chicago
grizzly, old Bob, who was killed in a battle-royal of

bears at Lincoln Park here not long ago. The grounds of

the Cincinnati gardens are diversified and beautiful.

There is a good" dining hall near the big music stand
where the band plays. In this room I sat and ordered a
very good supper. It was growing cool with the breath
of fall, and the windows were closed. A fire in the

grate cast a pleasant glow through the dusky room, and
lit up the face of a comely matron at an adjacent table.

The band blared out some cheap and vulgar air, but once,

in a while in some intermission of the music there pealed

out the more stirring trumpeting of the big elk's October
challenge, hoarse and wide-borne on the wind. It was
enough to set one thinking* This summer I fished to the

music of a brass band. Here was a brass band vyiug

with a live elk at the music of the reddening leaf. The
brass band is getting the better of it all over the country.

They have them in the Rockies, now. Perhaps Mr.
Hicks is right, and perhaps we must park our game if we
expect to save it.

Oct. 12.—Mr. C. E. Willard, superintendent of the
Standard Cartridge Co., Mr. E. S. Rice, general agent of

the DuPont powder, and Mr. Heizer, the patentee of the

Standard people's loading machine, went on a family
picnic to Fox Lake last Friday. Mr. Willard killed 102

jacksnipe on his first day's shoot, and 50 on the morning
of the following day, uBmg No. 6 shot most of the time,

as he didn't go loaded for snipe. Mr. Heizer killed 42
snipe in a half day, and Mr. Pice got a dozen ducks up
the river, it, seems that the snipe are coming in with the
moon. Mr. Willard adds that he killed 41 chickens on
Sept. 15, near Woodstock, in this State. The fishing was
good at Fox Lake during the days he was there last week.
This is a sporting coitntry out here, and there don't any-
one want to forget it, '\Podgers" would better move out
here. He can have a lot of fun for might}'' little monejr

around here. Railroad fares, 50 miles and return, $3,
with big discount on 25-ride tickets. Board, $1 per day
up to $10 per week. Pusher and boat (including decoys,

etc.), $2 and $8 per day. E. Hough.

Loading Chokebores.—Upton, Maine.—I have found
sti'ong choked guns (full choke) to shoot a little thicker

(in 10-gauge) by loading without that card wad under
the powder wad, and with two card wads on top of shot.

I can always make the strong choke barrel of my Parker
spread the shot wide and even, like a woodcock gun,
just by loading with one wad on shot.—C. B. S.

CLUB LEASES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The system of the Quebec Government in dealing with

its inland fisheries has a great deal to commend it;

it recognizes the common right of the people at large, to

all the rivers and lakes of the Province, and provides for

leasing exclusive rights in any of them, to individuals or
associations.

Non-residents are not permitted to fish in any of the
waters of the Province without a license, and although
it would be more logical and consistent with protective
measures, to extend the same prohibition to residents,

the unpopularity of the measure would render it highly
inexpedient. Moreover the present system is an excel-
lent training school for the people, in the doctrine of ex-
clusive rights for those who are willing to pay the mar-
ket value of them. They learn to respect exclusive rights
legitimately secured, and as the area of free waters is

contracted from year to year, they recognize that they
must either secure exclusive rights for themselves, or
give up fishing, and are prepared to accept the situation
without murmur.
At this present time the best and most accessible salmon

rivers are leased by wealthy individuals, clubs or associa-
tions of anglers, and the same is mainly true of the best
trout and winanish waters. The annual rental is very
low, and the lessees secure the privilege entirely for their
own enjoyment: but if prudent provision be only made
for keeping the waters well stocked, it will not be many
years before the demand for fishing privileges on the part
of non-clubmen will result in a very considerable modifi-
cation of existing conditions. There are thousands of

residents, and a growing number of non-residents, who
do not feel that they fish enough, or have their pockets
sufficiently well lined, to justify their belonging to a club,
but who nevertheless are eager to secure fishing privileges
during their limited summer outing to pay a fair price
for them. Such a widespread demand will create the
means for its own gratification . Club members may hold
it infra dig to accord fishing privileges for a considera-
tion, but speculators will not be slow in realizing that
it will be good business to lease fishing waters and throw
them open to the public at a moderate fee per month, or
week or day. Hotel keepers notably will find it to their
interest to secure all the fishing privileges in their neigh-
borhood, and railway companies will find it essential to
their prosperity to provide fishing privileges for as many
of the traveling public as wish to avail themselves of
them. The suggested measures have already been inau-
rated in Quebec; the Q. and St. John Ry. Co. have secured
fishing privileges along their line of route and thrown them
open to the public; and fishing privileges can be secured
for payment in the famous winanish waters of the " es-

cape" of Lake St. John.
Fishing is a popuiar and healthy recreation; its votaries

belong to the best classes in the community, their num-
ber is continually increasing, and there need be no fear
that in Quebec at least, where fishing privileges are
granted on short leases only, the wealthier clubs will be
enabled to monopolize all the best waters, to the exclusion
of the less wealthy non-clubmen. What these latter can-

not do for themselves will be dene by the organized efforts

of railway companies, hotel keepers, and others. The
one important point, about which there is any room for

doubt, is whether the waters will be kept sufficiently

well stocked to maintain their present high reputation.

The Quebec Government appears to be alive to the im-
portance of the fisheries as an element of wealth, directly

and indirectly, but as far as I can learn, no adequate
measures for the maintenance of the, supply are in con-
templation. Voyaoeur.

NIPIGON, THE PARADISE OF ANGLERS.
HAVING obtained the required permit from the Minis-

ter of Marine and Fisheries to angle in the Nipigon
River from Jidy 28 to September 1, 1 took passage "for

Red Rock, the 'most southerly trading post of the Old
Hudson's Bay Company, and came to an anchorage at

the head of Nipigon Bay. Having purchased my' com-
missary supplies at the Sault, I found no difficulty in

supplying myself with necessary camp equipage at Red
RockJ situated at the mouth of the river; and here I em-
ployed three Ojibwa Indians with their birch bark canoe
to convey me up the river. This river is but a chain of

small lakes connected by a succession of rapids, pouring
down a great volume of water from 500 to 800yds. wide,
leaping and seething through granite boulders, and over
cliffs ten, twenty and fifty feet high. The portages
around the rapids'were along rough trailways, the Indians
carrying the canoe and baggage from point to point. At
5 1'. M. I had reached a point twenty-five miles up the
Nipigon, and here, at the foot of one of the rapids, I de-
termined to try my luck as an angler. My tent was soon
pitched and my house put in order.

After an early breakfast next morning, I started

equipped for a day's sport, accompanied by Indian Henry
to manage the canoe and handle the landing net. My
first throw was a success, as a speckled beauty caught
the fly on a leap of several feet about the surface of the
water. After a desperate fight for several minutes he
was safely landed, and weighed 3JJbs. The ball was now
fairly opened, and by noon I had killed twenty-twTo
trout, several of them weighing 4lbs., and not one under
21bs. I now pulled ashore, and my little party fared
sumptuously at dinner. Again in the' afternoon I amused
myself in loitering along the bank near my camp, and
watching the trout rise to the deceptive fly, only to find

a resting place in Henry's net. Although I had not been
over half a mile from camp during the day, I was com-
pletely overcome by fatigue and excitement, and was
soon sound asleep in my tent, before which a large fire

was kept burning during the night, as the temperature
was clown to 45° Fah.
Early next morning I resumed offensive operations.

The whole river seemed alive with trout, the genuine
Salmo sahielinus. ' Near the camp I secured my trophy
after a hard and prolonged struggle, a 5^-lbs. trout, whicb
I preserved, and have sent to the artist of the officers of
the Smithsonian, who returned me an admirable paint-
ing of it, which now adorns my office walls. Having
killed more fish than I wanted, I packed 115 in our frail

canoe, broke camp and returned, reaching Red Rock at 6

P. M. Next morning we bid farewell to the Nipigon,
having had a few days of the finest sport that was ever
enjoyed by An Angler.
Washington, D. C.

SALMON FISHING IN SCOTLAND*
THE salmon fishing for 1888 has shown a falling off

from 1887, and though not successful as a whole
there have been at certain times during the season, and
at certain parts, excellent angling and good netting.

The shipments to Billingsgate market during the year
amounted to 28,859 boxes of Scotch salmon, the smallest
quantity sent there since 1880. The average annual ship-

ment for the seven years, 1881 to 1887 inclusive, was
28,610 boxes. The value of a box of salmon is placed at

£5 5s. ,
making the value of the shipments to Billingsgate

during 1888 £120,009. The estimated value of the salmon
fishery for the whole year is £240,018. The income de-
rived from the rental of the salmon fishings of the Tay.
the chief salmon river in Scotland, amounted to £19,655
during 1888. The rental for 1887 amounted to £22,142.
An alteration of close time on the Tay has been made.

The fishing season on that river will be from Feb. 10 to
Aug. 27, with extension of time for rod-fishing until Oct.
81. In 1888 the season commenced on Feb. 5 and closed
Aug. 27.

There is much illegal, fishing for and illicit traffic in

Scotch salmon. It is estimated that more than 100 tons
annually are sent to English and French markets through
this illicit traffic.

Mr. Archibald Young, Inspector of Salmon Fisheries,
reports:
"The salmon angling in Loch Tay was fairly good in

1888. The total number of salmon killed was 878, and
the total weight was 7,0061bs., giving an average weight
of 181bs. 8oz. per fish. The heaviest fish caught weighed
371bs. , the lightest 121bs.

"Both on the Tay and the Earn the rod-fishing season
of 1888 was a bad one. After the nets were off the rivers
were too low, until a freshet in the end of September
brought up a good many fish, when some fair angling-
was had on the Stobhall water at Isla Mouth and else-

where; 451bs. was the weight of the heaviest fish caught
by the rod during the season." The Aberdeenshire Dee,
usually productive, was disappointing. In the autumn
there was some fair fishing on it. One 361b. salmon was
taken. "On the Forth the angling was likewise poor,
the rain coming too late. The largest salmon (871bs.)

was captured by Sergeant Tait.

"On the Spey the angling season was fairly good. The
largest fish (401bs.) was caught by Lord Leconfield on the
Gordon Castle Avater.

"The fishing on the Nith was very poor, but some fine
salmon were landed from the Annan late in the season.
A fish of 44|lbs. was taken in the nets in August, and in
November one of 461bs., and another of 4llbs. were cap-
tured by the rod." Mr. Young also mentions the singular
capture of a 43lb. male salmon in the little River Urr:
"The keeper of Mr. Thomas Gladstone was dragging a

pool with an artificial minnow, with the view of recover-
ing a lost cast of flies, when the bait was seized, and after
a fight of throe hours a male salmon weighing 431bs. and

* Seventh Annual Report of the Fishery Board for Scotland,
188S, Part II., Salmon Fisheries, Edinburgh, 1889.

measuring 4ft. 2in. in length was landed. But, unques-
tionably, the greatest angling performance in 1888 was at

the wonderfully productive fishing at the Grimersta, in

the Island of Lewis. Last year Mr. A, M. Naylor, in

nineteen days' fishing in the month of August, killed, to

his own rod, with fly, 214 salmon, weighing 1,3071ns.,

besides 804 sea trout, weighing 161 lbs. His best days
were as follows: Aug. 23, 31 salmon, weighing 1831bs.:

Aug. 28, 54, weighing 3141bs.; Aug. 31, 45, weighing
2691bs. The best two days made by Mr. Naylor's two
companions were 36 and 46 salmon.
"Mr. Naylor states that he has not a record of the total

kill of the three rods during the month of August; but he
gives the following summary of the take during the last

six consecutive days of August: No. 1 rod, 143 salmon,
85611 >s. ; 31 sea trout, 231bs. No. 2 rod, 106 salmon, 6801bs.

;

26 sea trout, 191bs. No. 3 rod, 84 salmon, 4901bs.; 14 sea
trout, lOlbs.

"Mr. Naylor states that the time he took to kill the 54
salmon on the 28th August was nine hours, or an average
of ten minutes per fish. The average weight (a little

under 61bs.) was small, but notwithstanding he was quite
tired at the end of the time: although, as there were two
hours more of daylight, he could certainly have killed at

least ten more fish if he had gone on."

AQUARIA NOTES.
Occasional observations on the fishes in the Aquaria of the TJ. 8.

Fish Commission.

FROM SALT WATER TO FRESH.

ONE aquarium is stocked with gar-pike (Lepidosteus
platystomas) and mud fish (Amia calva). Very

strangely the gars are infested with that very common
fish parasite Argtdus sp. (entomostracan), usually referred
to as "fish louse," while the mud fish are absolutely free
fro i, i it. So rapidly do they propagate that it is neces-
sary to take the fish out of the water and free them of

the pests very frequently, but all attempts to exterminate
the lice by killing all that are found and through clean-

ing out the aquarium, have failed. During the past
summer thousands of them have infested the gars, but
not one has heen seen on the mud fish. The smaller gars
are also freer from them than the larger ones. Although
they may at times be seen swimming about the aquarium
or attached to the glass, they are undoubtedly true para-

sites and cause great irritation and suffering to the fish.

They soon die when kept in a vessel without fish.

The power of endurance and tenacity of life of a fish is

well illustrated by the rather sad story of a captive
sheepshead which has just died in one of the aquaria. It

was caught off Point Lookout in Chesapeake Bay, on
Sept. 19. Several thicknesses of seine twine were passed
into its mouth and out through the gill opening and tied

tightly. In company with two large tatitog or black fish

it was towed after a sailing canoe, probably ten miles,

including tacks, to where they entered the live-box of

the Blue Wing. This is the method of handling these

fish in that locality; they are tied to stakes until ready
for shipment to market. The shore water at that point
is not very salt, being only 1.009. This sheepshead was
just eight days on its journey to the aquaria in Washing-
ton, during which time and for four days additional it

ate nothing, and was kept a portion of the time in water
almost fresh, being 1.003 to 1.005. The transfer to

water at 1.024 was made as gradually as possible under
the circumstances and evidently had no injurious effect

whatever, as the tautog are thriving and feeding in the
same tank. After death it was found that the cords used
in towing the fish had lacerated the gills and the inner
surface of the opercle, the surrounding tissues also being
highly inflamed.

I have found that when fresh water is introduced into

a salt-water aquarium it will remain on the surface
unless the whole is thoroughly stirred or mingled. It is

probable that the fresh water of rivers is not thoroughly
mingled with the water of bays, but flows off on the sur-

face, and that at considerable depths it may be very
nearly as salt as that near shore outside, say 1.024, or at

least 1.020.

The sheepshead and tautog are bottom fishes, and ex-
tremely local, requiring hard or rocky bottom (ledges).

It occurs to me, in view of the extreme changes of
salinity encountered by these fishes in this transition
without apparent effect that it opens an interesting field

for experiment. It is probable that the conditions of en-
vironment of most animals, and of fishes especially, are
accidents rather than necessities of existence. I feel con-
fident that it would be possible to transfer successfully
many salt-water fishes to water wholly fresh, by slow
degrees, if conditions were found otherwise similar to

their native ones. What a noble fish the sheepshead
would be for the Great Lakes.
Some experiments of this nature will be made during

the coming winter and the results noted in FOREST AND
Stream. It is well known that the brook trout goes to

the sea from streams contiguous to the coast, where it un-
dergoes considerable change of appearance and is known
as the silver trout.

WHO HAS EATEN TOAD FISH?

The toad fish (Batrachus tan) is to most persons a slimy,
repulsive object. To the naturalist it is beautiful rather
than ugly. It is perfectly harmless to man, and when
caught on a hook may he taken freely in the hands to

disengage it, although fishermen and others will inform
one that it will sting. At St, Jeromes, Md., where they
are very abundant (and where there is also an abund-
ance and variety of fine food fishes), they are eaten and
pronounced excellent, although in other localities they
are generally despised as utterly worthless. I intended
trying them, but circumstances prevented. I will em-
brace the first opportunity to test their merits and report
to the epicurian readers of Forest and Stream.

Wm. P. Seal.

Forest and Stream, Bos 2,882, N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-

trated circulars of W. B. Leffm^well's book, " Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The hook is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "-Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
extant.

Names and Portraits ojt Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds whicb
tney may kill. Cloth, 220 pages, price S2.50. For sale by Forest
ajsd Stream.

Seines, Nets of every description. American Net & Twine Co.,
Mfrs., 34 Commercial st. Boston, or 199 Fulton st„ N. Y.—Adv.
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A SILVER-SIDE.

SEATTLE, Washington, Oct. 4.—In my last letter to

you I spoke of the destruction of fish in Lake Union
near this city. Seattle, by the way, is building up since

the fire of June 6 so rapidly as to astonish even Western
people.
Four and a half miles by cable (fare 5 cents) from this

city lies Lake Washington, and around its shores are

sawmills dumping sawdust into this magnificent body of

water, poisoning its waters, teeeming as it is with fine

trout.
I thought I would like to land one of the large salmon

our bay is now crowded with. Taking my wife with me
and a friend of ours we pulled out into the bay with my
light trout rods and tackle, Mrs. C. handling the rod and
I the oars. It was a lovely evening (Sept. 29) and tbe
bay was fairly dotted with the boats of anxious fishermen.
We met with no success and the motive power of our
craft grew tired of changing the spoon baits for Mrs. C,
and in despair put on an old worn silver spinning bait

that had seen service in many States and Territories and
declared himself tired of the whole business and headed
for the boat house. We had gone on our homeward way
but a very short distance when Mrs. C. shouted, "He has
struck," and instantly a beauty sprang from the water,
showing his silver sides; and with a dash for liberty
made the rod bend and the reel sing. I laid down the
oars and reached for the rod (which the lady was slow
to give up) and then began as beautiful a play as I ever
had, with many mad rushes under and around the boat,
but finally he was coaxed alongside and the net neatly
slipped under him and landed. He was a beauty silver-

side, weight 4|lbs. As it was now rapidly growing dark
we pulled for home. W. P. C.

P. S.—Mrs. C. says she caught the salmon.

Trout in Virginia.—Col. Marshal McDonald, U. S.
Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, has received an in-
teresting communication from Dr. Thos. R. Perry, of
Tazewell C. H., Va., who writes under date of Sept. 27:
"Last summer I sent in two applications for California
and brook trout for stocking headwaters of Clinch River,
and received 560 of each kind. A short time since I took
my rod and caught nine in an hour, five California and
four brook trout, from 5 to 9in. in length; the trout being
the larger. The brook trout were heavier and in better
condition than specimens caught in Wolf Creek, and
were the prettiest and fattest specimens I have ever seen.
The Clinch is a small stream from this point to its head,
some four or five miles above where I five, and has two
branches which come together on our farm admirably
adapted to trout, and I am anxious to have it stocked
with California and brook trout. I have seventy-five
brook trout large enough to spawn this season. Have
hatched mountain trout as well as common fishes arti-
ficially. I have a cold spring (52^°) on hillside well suited
for hatching, and have constructed three ponds for the
purpose of raising two varieties of trout, and hatching a
sufficient number of each to stock streams."

The "Chiquit" is a Squeteague.—New York, Oct. 10.—Editor Forest and Stream: I notice in your corres-
pondents' column "J. R. T." asks what kind of a fish the
"chiquit" is. In Niantic Bay, Fisher's Island Sound, and
New London, the fishermen call our common weakfish
by that name. They are very scarce there; in many
years that I have sailed over that ground I have caught
but few, although I fish a good deal.—F. D. [The Indian
name of the weakfish (Cynoscion regale) is squeteague;
of this the local names, squit, succoteague, squitee, chick-
wit or chiquit are probably corruptions. Two other cor-
respondents have written us, C. J. K. J. of Louisville, Ky.,
and A. D. D. of New York, who says: "The name is locally
applied to weakfish from Stony Creek to Madison. I have
frequently seen weakfish taken from menhaden pounds
and so called by the fishermen."J

U, S. FISH COMMISSION WORK.
WE printbelow a table showing the distribution of fryand

one-year-old fish from the central station of the U. S.
Fish Commission at Washington, during the year ending
June 30, 1889. The salmon, trout, whitefish, and the shad
were hatched in this station. The carp and tench were
reared at the carp pond, and the red-eye perch were reared at
Wytheville, Va.
The McDonald hatching jars are used for hatching the

eggs of the Salmonoids, as well as for eggs of the other
species here mentioned. The water is obtained through
the pipes of the city, this hydrant water being found suit-
able for the purpose of hatching fish eggs, and without fil-
tration.
The uses of this station are threefold. 1. As will he seen

by reference to the table of distribution, many fry and
young fish are hatched in and distributed from it. 2. The
station being situated right in or near the center of the city,
is daily visited by hundreds, and is, therefore, especially use-
ful as an.instructor in the art of practical fishculture. 3. An
extensive aquaria has been established, in connection with
the fishcultural work, and both fresh and salt-water species
are here shown; also numerous other animals, such as crabs,
lobsters, crayfish and various shells inhabited by smali
crabs, etc., are to be seen. Fresh and salt-water plants are
also exhibited. The animals and plants are collected at
Woods Holl, Mass., in Chesapeake Bay, Potomac River,
Western rivers and lakes, and brought to Washington in
live boxes of the Fish Commission. There is now on the
way from Woods Holl a shipment of a fine lot of live fishes
and many beautiful plants. The sea anemones are said to
be especially fine and doing well.
The aquaria are vastly interesting and instructive; obser-

vations on how certain species of fish are affected by hand-
ling and by change of water, surroundings, etc., are of
much value. The Bluewing, on her recent cruise to the
Chesapeake, brought up a lot of spots (Livstomus xanthu-
r us). These are doing well, much to the surprise of every-
one immediately concerned, and are interesting from the
fact that the members of this family (Sciatntdce) are not
especially hardy. Thus it is readily seen that the work done
at Central Station is of great importance, and on account of
the lesson to be obtained through the aquaria it is likely to
prove invaluable.
Following is a statement of the distribution of fry and

one-year-old fish from Central Station, TJ. S. Fish Commis-
sion, for the year ending June 30, 1889;

Species. Fry.
German carp
Goldfish
Landlocked salmon 27,000
Rainbow trout
Brook trout 21,000
Lake trout 36,000
Whitefish 4,595,000
Red-eye perch
Tench
Shad 34,501,000

Totals 39,180,000

One year old. Total.
190,928 190,928

6,509 6,509

27,000
10,280 10,280

125 21,125
36,000

4,595,000

1,218 1,318

1,530 1,530

34,501,000

310,590 39,390,590

SALMON WORK IN MAINE,

THE TJ. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, Col. Mar-
shall McDonald, has returned to Washington after an

absence of more than a month. During this time he has
visited Woods Holl, the zoological station of the Commis-
sion, and inspected the salmon hatcheries in Maine. Com-
missioner McDonald is well pleased with the prospects for
good work on the Penobscot River, and says that the work
has been developed with the idea of turning out yearling
salmon instead of fry. The Commission have now over
100,000 Penobscot salmon for distribution; many landlocked
salmon will also be handled; there are now 15,000 of these
for distribution. The Commissioner says the salmon have
been reared on natural food. The actual food given the fry
are maggots; these are bred at the hatchery at the rate of
eight quarts per day. These salmon will be turned into tbe
Penobscot and its tributaries. The landlocked salmon will
all be placed in Green Lake, which has been selected because
this species is already indigenous to the lake, though the
numbers have been greatly depleted by trapping and spear-
ing. The real object in stocking it, however, tbe Commis-
sioner says, is that it may be made a base for operations
with the' landlocked salmon hereafter. It is expected that
the fish will thrive here and that fish for spawning pur-
poses can be procured in this way quite readily and at a
small expense. Under authority of Congress, which has
made appropriation for the purpose, the Commissioner has
recently purchased a tract of land of 130 acres, and the
property now under control of the Commission includes the
entire brook which furnishes the water supply for the
station. Plans for the erection of the new hatchery build-
ings, quarters and ponds have been perfected. The erection
of these building and the developement of t he salmon work
in Maine are in charge of Mr. C. G. Atkins, who, on account
of his long experience and work upon salmon, is especially
fitted for this duty.

TROTJT WORK IN COLORADO.—Mr. E. M. Robinson,
Superintendent of the Government Hatchery at Leadville,
Colorado, in a private letter expresses himself as highly
pleased with the outlook for good work at that station.
Mr. Robinson writes under date of Oct. 3, 1889: "I have
6,000 beautiful trout in a pond where they can be spawned
without any trouble, and I am daily collecting from two or
three hundred fish for this purpose'. I cannot now see why
we should not collect 1,000,000 brook trout eggs: this looks
like a large estimate, but the brood stock here is unlimited.
1 have never before seen trout do so well and to all appear-
ances without any care. The climate is beautiful, cold, dry
and clear. This is a lovely country and things now look as
if we would make this a station that the Commissioner and
all concerned may feel proud of." The trout mentioned by
Mr. Robinson are black spotted trout, native to that region.
It is the intention of the Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries
to introduce the brown trout into that country at an early
date.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Nov. 14 to 16.—First Dog Show of the Continental Kennel Club,
at Denver, Col. Claude King, Secretary.

Jan. 13 to 18, 1890.—First Annual Dog Show of the Georgia Pet
Stock and Bench Show Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Von-
derleith, Secretary.
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890.—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 18 to 21, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, Mew York. James Mortimer, Superintendent .

March 11 to 14, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Sbow of the Rochester
Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 25 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 1800.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.
April 15 to 18,1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah

Kennel Club, at Chicago, 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 4.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennol Club.

P. T. Madison. Secretary, Indianapolis. Ind.
Nov. 11.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel Club,

at Chatham, Out. C. A. Stone, Secretary, Loudon, Out.
Nov. 18.—Eleventh Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.
Dec. 2—Inaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club,

at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Secretary, Mill's Building. New
York, N. Y.
Doc. 16—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Amory, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at Bakersfleld, Oal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313
Bush street, San Francisco, Cal.
Jan. 27, 1890.—All-Day Field Trials, at West Point, Miss. F. R.

Hitchcock. 14 Broadway. New York, Secretary.
Feb. 11, 1890.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary.

COURSING.
Oct. 9 to 12.—Fall meet of the National Coursing Club at Hutch-

inson, Kan. M. E. Allison, Manager.
Oct. 24.—Annual Meet of the American Coursing Club, at Great

Bend, Kan. F. K. Doan, Secretary, St. Louis, Mo.

THE A. K. C. FINANCES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The secretary and treasurer of the A. K. C. made apartial

report of the financial condition of the club, and I will say
that, if there is any error as to tbe deficit or loss between the
actual earning of the club since Jan. 11 last, I am now fully
convinced that my former estimate was substantially cor-
rect, while the deficit is more than I claimed. The club is
losing not less than $300 per month, and as the treasurer did
not make a detailed report showing income and source
thereof, I will now give to your readers a detailed statement,
which, upon examination of the book when examined or de-
tailed report when made by the treasurer, will, I believe, be
found to be substantially correct.
I will first call attention to the following report made by

the treasurer to the club Feb. 21, 1889:

Treasurer's Report, 1889.

a. k. c. accoukt.
Balance on hand Dec. 5, 1888 $5.39
Received from clubs for annual dues 370.00
Received for registration of prefixes 15.00

EXPENSES.
Returned dues to Tenn., P. & P. Sk. As-
sociation, said club withdrawing its
application 810.00

Stenographer, meeting Dec. 6, 1888 35.00
Office furniture 15 00
Petty expenses i 6 . 94— 856 .94

Balance ... 8333.45
CLUBS IN ARREARS FOB HUES.

American Field Trial Club $10.00
National Poultry Association, Atlanta, Ga..'. . 10 00
Stafford Kennel Club io 00
Winsted Kennel Club 10.00

A. P. Vredenuurgh, Treasurer.
Treasurer's Report, 1889.—Of moneys received by the A. K. C.from all sources, and of expenses of every description to Feb. Hi,

1889:

Receipts to January 11, 1889, as per balance car-
ried forward to new cash book $1,228 28

Receipts from January 11, 1889:
From registrations Stud Book $182 00
Sales of Stud Book 145 50
Advertisements Stud Book. . . so'oo
From registrations Gazette 141 75
Sales Gazette 50
Advertisements Gazette

, 9 00
Subscriptions Gazette ." 6 00
Annual dues active members UO'OO
Annual dues associates. 507 50
Claims for prefixes 15 00

^ „ 83,375.53
Expenses from January 11, 1889;
For Stud Book, including editor's
salary on account last year $101 .39

For Gazette 865 64
For Club 194.51— $751 .44

Balance on hand $1,624.09
A. P. Vredenbuugh Treasurer.

According to this report the treasurer has failed to in
any way explain to us where and from what source the
item $1,228.28 comes, except as to the item $333.45, having a
balance recorded of ¥895.83 to be accounted for as received.
From Jan. 11 in this report every source of income even

to 50 cents for sale of Gazette, is stated. Will the treasurer
kindly in his report say what for and from whence this sum
was recei ved :

:'

On May 23 last the treasurer made another report to the
club:

Receipts from all sources from Jan. 11 to date. $4 538 43
Expense for same period 3.578.38

Balance on hand 8930,05

Now will he kindly tell us what became of themoneys re-
ceived by the A. K. C. from all sources before Jan. 11 as
shown by item in report of Feb. 21 amounting to $i,2§&2S|
Surely this amount should have been added to the balance
in the May account, as this was received before Jan. 11, and
the May account gives receipts from all sources from Jan.
11, and the same indefinite manner is employed to account
for the expense. I now give the advertising rates as pub-
lished in Gazette:

Outside covers—One inch.—One to three insertions, $2 each; six
insertions, $1.50 each; twelve insertion?, $1.25 each.
Inside covers—One inch.—One to three insertions, $1 50 each;

six insertions, $1.25 each; twelve insertions, $1 each.
Other than covers—Half inch.—One to three insertions, 75 cents

each; six insertions, 60 cents each; twelve insertions, 50 cents each.
One inch.—One to three insertions, $1 each; six insertions 85 cen's
each; twelve insertions, 75 cents each.

And I will give the advertising for each month:
Inside Cover. Other than Cover

Inches. Inches.
January 27 54
February 27 54
March 27 54
April 27 40
May 27 45
June 37 46
July 24 47
August; 24 55

Total 210 395

Now, taking the six months' rate, if all pay, f lu's would
amount (210in. at $1.25 per inch) to 8262.50, and 395iu. at 85
cents per inch to the sum of $335.75. The two outside cov-
ers, I am informed, have been taken at $250 each for tbe
year, so for the 8 months they will net, say $333; prefixes, say
150. So our income from the Gazette will be found, " not
from all sources," but by adding together the amounts re-
ceived from the different sources of income, to wit:

Registered dogs in Kennel Gazette, 1,904 giro 00
Advertising, outside covers 333 00
Inside covers 262 50 .

Other than cover . . . . 335 75
Prefixes, say £,0 00

Total $1,457 25
EXPENSES FOR EIGHT MONTHS.

Editor's salary $1,000 00
Cost publishing Gazette, say $200 per month 1,600 00
Office rent 125 00
Clerk and stenographer, say 100 00

.
Incidentals, including postage, etc 800 00

Total expenses $3,125 00
R KCAPIl ULATlON.

Expenses from all sources for 8 months $3,125 00
Income from actual earning. . . 1,457 25

Net loss on Kennel Gazette 1,667
'

I now estimate the loss from the increased expense ac-
count as shown by the treasurer's report, as follows; Expense
account as shown by last partial report, $5,173.11; and to
this I will supply what I believe to be a full estimate of the
club's income:

Stud Book Register, 1,875 dog3 $937.50
327 associated members (if all have paid) 1,635.011

Total earning of Gazelle 1,457.25

Total income $4,029.75
Expense account as shown by treasurer 5,173.11

$1,143.36

Now as I have credited the club with the item paid by as-
sociated members, the club should be charged with the
stock which the club owes them:

Kennel Gazette to 327 members for 4 months $215,82
327 Stud Boons at $3 each 981.00

Total $1,196.82
1,143,36

Total loss for the 8 months $2,340.18

The Stud Book Committee say in their card in the August
number of the Gazette, that each entry in the Stud Book
will be published at a loss of over 31 cents. So if these
gentlemen are correct we may add another thousand dollars
to the loss.

Mr. Anthony, of the Advisory Committee, in a published
letter referring to the Kennel Gazette, says: "The fee, 25
cents, barely covers the cost of printing and the time of the
editor devoted to compiling such pedigrees for publication."
The Stud Book Committee say they are working at a loss.

Mr. Anthony claims no profit from registration in Kennel
Gazette.
As an advertising medium the Kennel Gazette is worth-

less, for I do not believe they have 100 subscribers outside
the associate members.
As a book of reference, as Mr. Shotwell has well said, "It
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is simply a nuisance." As a newspaper it is devoid of news.
While as a roster of mongrels it is a success, forty-eight ap-

pearing in the Inst issue.

Will Mr. Vredenburgh kindly give us the official figures

by making a detailed statement? Pesjiali..

Jersey City, Oct. 4.

New York, Oct. 13, 18S9.— Editor Forest and St/ream:

I beg to inclose copy of correspondence passed between
Mr. Vredenburgh and myself, which will serve to explain
and answer certain criticisms which have appeared recently

in a portion of the sporting press respecting the American
Kennel Club. August Belmont, Jr., Pres. A, K. C.

New York, Oct. 11. 1889.—August Belmont, Jr., Esq.,

President A. K. C—My Dear Sir: I had the honor of being
elected secretary of the American Kennel Club May 6, 1886,

and since that time, as each annual meeting occurred, 1

have been highly complimented by being re-elected, with-
out opposition. By this action of the club, my course as its

secretary has been approved and indorsed. One month after

my first election as secretary, the office of treasurer was
combined with the position 1 already held, aurl my prede-
cessor turned over to me the balance on hand, amounting to

$49.15. With that capital, the club opened its office and
commenced the publication of its Stud Book. During the
time that I have held my present position, over 811,000 have
passed through my hands, mid I am prepared to demonstrate
to any committee, properly appointed, a full account, for
every penny that has been received by me. In ray treasurer's

report at each quarterly meeting 1 have duly reported the
receipts, disbursements and balances on hand, which with-
out exception, has been satisfactory to the delegates, ac-

cepted, and ordered on file. The action of the delegates,

from the time our list of members numbered thirteen,

Until now, embracing forty three members, has been
one of confidence in (uy houesty. integrity and ability to

care for the best interests of the club, and I assure you I
highly appreciate their kindness and courtesy. Within
the last few months certain gentlemen have seen fit to chal-
lenge the accuracy of my financial statements, and by infer-

ence question my truthfulness. They have published figures
entirely different from the correct ones in all of the sporting
press, claiming that tbey were right and that mine were
wrong. One of the public papers has taken up the cry and
called upon me to substantiate my statements. I have had
a personal demand made upon me to exhibit my books,
which I as their custodian promptly refused to do. I have
been advised that the machinery of the law was to be put in

motion to compel me to show my books, and to-day was
asked on the street if there was anything wrong in our
finances. All of this is not only very annoying, but is mis-
leading, and is calculated to excite suspicion in the minds
of a certain few who are new in the kennel world. In order
to correct, these erroneous statements, to remove any sus-
picious that may have been formed, andin justice to myself,
I demand a thorough investigation of my accounts, and
wrould respectfully request you to appoint a committee from
the delegates (barring those comprising the. advisory com-
mittee, with whom I am most intimately connected in the
management of the office), with instructions to examine
into and report on the following points:
First—Whether my accounts are correct or not.
Second—Whether we have ever received any moneys,

by way of loans, donations, or from the guarantee fund.
Third—Whether the income has been derived from only

legitimate sources or not, and
Fourth—To state from what sources our income does

come.
In conclusion, I beg to thank you for your uniform cour-

tesy to me in all of our business relations since you assumed
the presidency of this club, and to assure you of my thor-
ough appreciation of your valuable assistance in the trans-
action at many of the affairs of the club.

I will hold myself in readiness to meet your committee at
any time that may be convenient and agreeable to its
members.

I have the honor to be yours very truly.
(Signed) A. P. Vredenburgh, Sec'y-Treas. A.K.C.

New York, Oct. 13, 1889.—..4. P. Vredenburgh, Esq, Sec'y
and. Treas. A. K. C.—Dear Sir: I beg to acknowledge the
receipt of your letter of the 11th inst., in which you request
me to appoint a committee of three to investigate and re-
port upon the correctness of your accounts kept as treasurer
of the American Kennel Club.
Under ordinary circumstances I would immediately com-

ply and name the committee without delay.
For reasons, however, which 1 will proceed to explain to

you, I beg that you will permit me to hold the appointment
of the committee in abeyance until a desire is manifested
for investigation of your books by those more properly en-
titled to know their contents and entertaining a sincerer
interest for the welfare of our association.

It is with regret that I feel compelled to speak as duty
obliges me in this letter respecting parties with whom my
personal relations are so friendly, but forced to it by the in-
terests of the A. K. C. I shall not mince matters.
You will remember that early last spring I prepared you

for the disguised, and later for the open, hostility of the
Turf, Field and Farm. You must recall how at the outset
of the Gazette's existence Mr. Bruce, of the Turf. Field and
Fa rm, gave evidence in his conversation with me of a mis-
giving as to whether after all the Gazette would not trench
upon the domain of the sporting press, both respecting news
and advertisements, and preferred to have the A. K. C. hire
and pay for a certain number of columns in some sporting
paper (suggesting his columns as at our disposal) to be used
by the A. K. C. exclusively as its official mouthpiece and
for publishing its official records; but this we did not think
practicable. It is still fresh in my mind that I went to see
Mr. Busby and informed him, when we started publishing
the Gazette, that we tendered his paper complimentary
space for its advertisement, both as a courtesy and on the
principle that everything that tended to widen the circula-
tion of kennel news was of mutual benefit to all kennel
periodicals. It was accepted without condition on either
side.

You will also recall the fact that later on Mr. Mayhew
was negotiating to regularly enter the staff of the Turf.
Field, and Farm, and came to both you and myself with
the proposition from Mr. Bruce to have the Kennel Gazette
divide with him the cost of having dog show reports made
by Mr. Mayhew. I talked with Mr. Bruce about it when
visiting his office one day in the early part of the year, and
we declined the proposition. Simultaneously with this,
and afterward, came the attacks upon the policy of securing
gratuitous judges' reports for the Kennel Gazette, and the
remarks found a sympathetic echo iu the Stock-Keeper,
which, for reasons better known to itself, has always had
some unpleasant criticisms or remarks to make about the
A. K. C.
You will remember no action has been taken by the A. K.

C.'s delegates, officers or committees on the subject of com-
pelling judges to write their reports; it was merely a sug-
gestion of yours, and yet, to prejudice interested parties
against the practice, the matter was dexterously treated as
though practically disposed of, and quotations from the
Stocli-Keeper

, condemning our arbitrary course in this
matter, were conspicuously printed in the Turf, Field and
Farm.
A fair discussion of a subject with the pros and cons is one

thing and the pr ivilege of every one, and is and always will
be recognized by the A. K. C. in the proper spirit, but tq

build attacks upon incorrect premises or for pecuniary con-
sideration is quite another matter, and I feel it my duty to
fight and expose them, it was with this feeling that I wrote
for you the. editorial of the Gazette for June and approved
afterward with my colleagues in the A. K. C. of your
omitting the Turf, Field and, Farm's gratuitous advertise-
ment.
Also when it became apparent that Mr. Peshall was re-

ceiving encouragement and indorsement from the Turf,
Field and Fa rm in his malicious and hypocritical letters
upon the subject of the. A. K. C.'s financial condition, and
on top of this it withdrew its exchange from us for the per-
fectly groundless reason that it was part of the considera-
tion for the Turf, Field and Farm's free advertisement in
the Gazette, 1 wrote the editorial of September, with the
avowed object of letting our kennel world see those with
consciences jump for the cap and put it on, and to dispel
the fears their unanswered attacks might create among our
mutual readers.

If the A. K. C. members individually or collectively be-
lieve with Messrs. Bruce, Wade, Peshall and his dependent
Livesey, that the editorials referred to are not decorous, jus-

tified and legitimately within the province of our official

organ, ( take the entire responsibility of them and will an-
swer for them to the A. K. C. at the next quarterly meeting.
The criticisms in all our other sporting papers have been

criticisms on the merits of the question, some merely pass-
ing remarks, others complete arguments, and for those the
June and September editorials were not meant, and they
proved that they knew it by not crying out that they were
stung.
Why should you ask to have your accounts investigated

to confute a false interpretation put upon them by pari;ies

who merely desire material for further misrepresentation?
You have made the same sort of general reports as the last

one at all the previous quarterly meetings, reserving your
detailed report, tor the annual meeting.

If the delegates of the A. K. C. or some one of recognized
authority desires to change our custom and to have a de-
tailed report now, it can be called for in the proper way and
will be complied with iu the proper manner. The A. K. C.

is not a rabble; it is an organized body, and you and its

officers, I am sure, will be sustained by its members in keep-
ing its ranks closed up, discipline good, organization effec-

tive, and finances and treasury in order and above suspi-

cion. We were not put in our positions to scare and run at
every popgun which Mr. Peshall chooses to lire oft', or at the
stage thunder of some part of the press, intended to iutimi
date and drive us from pursuing a policy for the benefit of

the A. K. C, which, however, may not redound to the pecu-
niary profit of that dissatisfied portion of the press. The
cries ot arrogance, dictatorial methods, cliques, society, arc
heaped upon us the while forgetting that we are nothing
but the elected representatives of a big body of breeders and
exhibitors in the United States, who can and do control us
through their duly elected delegates, and can and will drive
us out at the next election it we fail in our duty.
The Stock-Keeper is running a very clumsy second in this

attack, making a mess of its criticism by treating the
mooted question of compulsory reports by judges as an ar-

rogant edict, while it had on ly
r been broached at that time

iu'vour secretary's report at the spring quarterly meeting;,

and the Gazette's June editorial expressly indicated that it

had not been acted upon, but intimated that when it was, it

would be by the delegates, and if approved, would be the
edict of the A. K. C. through its representatives and not its

officers, and under those conditions would have to be obeyed.
It is even now only proposed by Dr. Perry and is to be. acted
upon at the December meeting.
The A. K. C. is not likely to ill-treat itself. When its

officers undertake to ill-treat it in an unauthorized manner,
they will hear from the A. K. C. promptly. We court re-

view of our actions in this connection.
The Turf, Field and Farm conspicuously quoted an arti-

cle from the Stock-Keeper, and I could not insult Mr. Brace's
intelligence as a kennel authority by accusing him of ignor-
ance of its absurd inaccuracy. Yet itwas given currency to

help in the unfriendly work. This article was on the Stud
Book Committee's advance of the price of registration in

the. American Stud Book from 50 cents to $1, and our action
was in it termed arbitrary and stigmatized as a miscarried
attempt to be "English, you know." The American Kennel
Club is anything but English in its composition or construc-
tion. Every man of reputable character is eligible to asso-

ciate membership, and any one can have indirect right of
membership through a club a member of the American
Kennel Club. Every one is represented through annually
elected delegates, and all officers serve but for one year. It

is perfectly republican and very "'American;" while the
English Kennel Club is an exclusive club with a limited
membership, and many, many dog men in England do not
and cannot belong toil. The English associate member has
no voice in the English Kennel Club; he simply has certain
privileges for his annual subscription of a guinea, but he is

not received at the club house, nor has he any voice in the
conduct of affairs whatsoever.
As to the registration in the English^ Stud Book, it is

much dearer than that iu the A. K. C. S. B. to-day, eveu
with the new charge of $1, which includes the 35 cents for

compulsory registration in the Gazette. In England the
compulsory registration in the Gazette is 1 shilling (35

cents), and registration iu the Stud Book 5 shillings (SI. 35),

so that both cost in England 6 shillings ($1.50), as against $1.

True, about one-fifth of the dogs are registered free by the
English Stud Book's secretary and without the owners' in-

tervention, as winners are put in without charge. In
America we have not this practice, so that all our stud book
registrations are voluntary and cost $1.

If you still insist upon the appointment of a committee of
investigation I will appoint one.

After receiving my reply to your letter I trust you will
come to the conclusion that the necessity for the appoint-
ment of an examination committee does not exist. Yours
respectfully, August Belmont. Jr., President A. K. C.

"THE 'STOCK-KEEPER' AND ITS ASSAILANTS."
Editor Forest and Stream:
The statements of Mr. Ceo. R. Krehl in your issue of Oct.

3 I will analyze accurately and briefly as possible. He says
I attacked the Stock-Keeper, etc. Now, if he, or any one
else, cares to take the trouble to re-read my notes, it will be
found that I aver the Stock-Keeper would be a good paper
if Mr. Krehl didu't do this, that and the other, or in other
words, what a grand paper it would be were not he its

editor. It was not my intention to attack the paper per se,

but simply to assert that Mr. Krehl was not the proper man
to have the handling of it, and this 1 still maintain.
Now, with regard to his biography of myself, he says: "I

will proceed to furnish the clew to Mr. Mayhew's bitterness.

When the respectable portion of the terrier world started
their crusade against trimming, they met an active oppo-
sition from a body of men who made a considerable share of
their living by exhibiting and dealing in a breed of dogs that
are by some exhibitors trimmed," etc.

In the assertion about the men who made a considerable
share, etc.,with one exception must be included the whole of

the wire-haired exhibitors. These include such men as Wm.
Car-rick (an exhibitor for at least 30 years), Harding Cox, Ar-
thur Maxwell, H. Haywood Field, J. G. Pim, A. E. Clear, C.
W. Wharton, W. Easton, Geo. Raper, and a host of others; in
fact, Mr. Krehl's statement includes, as I have said before,
every man—except one (P. C. Reid)—who had an interest in
wire-hairs, so that I am not in such bad. company as Mr.

Krehl would wish to iufer. With regard to my attack on
Mr. Tinne, I was perfectly justified, for. for two years had
this gentleman been attacking at every opportunity this
breed, and a* he had never owned such a thing, and openly
stated he knew nothing about them, nor did lie care to, his
evident fauaticism was treated as it should be; but at last
he overstepped the bounds, and it was necessary for some
one to uphold the breed. This I did in a letter I shall always
be proud of; not, as Mr. Krehl states, countenancing trim-
ming and faking, but, to the best of my ability, definimr
what was trimming and faking and what was not. ' and con-
tending that Mr. Tinne. and bis supporters (none of whom
were real wire-men) had no right to dictate about that
which they were ignorant of to those who were not, and to
those who were also the most interested parties.
In order to show how unwarranted are Mr. Krehl's re-

marks concerning my upholding trimming and faking, and
also my "outrageous" attacks against Mr. Tinne, in justice
to myself I must further ask you to publish the letter to
which he alludes, at the same time explaining that a meet-
ing was to be held at the time, to decide as to whether
"wire-hairs" were worthy of a place in the "Fox-Terrier
Club." I may add, I am or Avas on the committee of the
Fox-Terrier Club, and also on the list of judges.

To the Editor of the Fox-Tcrricr Chronicle:
Sin: So long hack as last January, the question of trimming

wire-haired fox-Terriers was publicly dismissed, fir the first time,
by the Fox-terrier Club; the decision arrived at by that bi.dy, or
I should say by a. section of that body, was, that, unless this prac-
tice ceased the wire division would ho asked to retire at the moot-
ing to be held in the following -January, 1889.
.Such was the resolution blazoned forth by two prominent. mem-

bers of the club, and though it elicited much eorrespondenoe at
the time, not one regular wire-haired exhibitor thought fit to
enter into the discussion, presumably with the hope that the
advocates of such a scheme would, as time rolled on, perceive
how unjust, and I may say tyrannical, was their proposition.
Nor would I now have broached such a subject had it not been
(or the open manner in which Mr. Tinne, the. smooth judge at
the late York show, made manifest his extreme prejudice where
the. interests of the rougher variety were at stake. And as his
eccentricity in this respect seems unbounded and never ceasing,
it is surely time his numoply of this subject was contested Uy
those who do not. appreciate this peculiar trait in his character.

'

I do not intend entering into the pros and com of the trim-
ming question, firstly, because denials are of no avail, even iu the
many cases where dogs are untrimmed; secondly, that, with one
exception, no regular wire-haired exhibitor has yet complained,
or considered it dishonest, to show his dog to the best advantage,
provided he kept within the bounds of producing that effect,
which would be the same as though the dog had been combed or
groomed. Hero it is where the imaginative mind of the immacu-
late (?) smooth exhibitor runs rife—mingling the fantasies of
rumor with the solidities of truth—for all sorts of atrocities are
laid at the door of the wire exhibitor. Ah! he is a base, black
monster who owns a wire! Once lot him own such an art icle, all
Nebuchadnezzar's fiery furnaces, and all the possible and impos-
sible tortures in this or any other world will not be sufficient to
expiate that most terrible of crimes—contamination with a wire-
haired fox-terrier. What that most debased of animals will have
to answer for in the hereafter is known but to the gods! His con-
nections are every! hing that is dishonest! discreditable!! and dis-

reputable!!! What a contrast to his smooth cousin. He is every-
thing that is honorable? creditable?? and respectable??? How
utterly hopeless must be the case of the iutended outcast, to whom
even the expanded minds of 'Varsity men refuse a helping hand.
Why all this thusness? Because a few men object to some old
loose eoat, which has a ragged and tattered appearance, having
rather been extracted by a quicker process of plucking with the
fingers than by the slower and more tedious operation of the
comb and brush. Yet the most persistent of these objectors does
uot consider putting weights on his terrier's ears—even to just
before the time of judging—tampering with nature in anv
way. Now, I dare say this man, who can for himself so
satisfactorily determine two such crucial points, should
have all credit due to him; but 1, myself, utterly fail

to appreciate the logic emanating from a man in such
a condition of mental exaltation. If Mr. Tiune has really that
innate dieUke ibx wire-hairs which he professes to have, then he
is the wrong man in the wroug place; and how much more digni-
fied would it be on his part to retire from his post on the score of
(•"uscientous scruples than to foiever have the stigma of being
the cause of disruption of a club, which under ordinary circum-
stances should be happy and thriving; revered by those minor
bodies, whose pleasure it should be to look up to this, their parent
club. It seems such a shame to think that men who have been
laboring together for so many years for one and the same object,

viz., the Improvement of the fox-terrier, wire and smooth, should
be suddenly severed and rent asunder for the sake of a whim of a
few men, which is a great deal more imaginary than real. Purely
those men who, though in a. minority, stand in the kennel world
higher than the majority can be magnanimous and, for the sake
of

8

*the majority, pocket all likes and dislikes, and so save two
bodies, which cannot possibly exist singly, from drifting asunder.
Is there onlv one opinion among smooth men? Do they all so
utterly detest wire terriers, or is it only that the voices of two or
thrfee are stronger than the voices of those who still feel a regard
and respect for their rough cousins? If there be any men who
would protect the two varieties, now is their time to proclaim
their intention, now is the time to show these high officials that
they are not the Alpha and Omega of the fox-terrier world. But
if there be no smooth men who consider the two breeds closely
allied, then is the Fox-Terrier Club—as it should be—a thing of

the past. It was openly avowed at the last York show that there
was nothing in common between the two varieties, and therefore,

the two boilies should separate. For this reason, and this only,

have I written, hoping that I may arouse some feeling of indigna-
tion and anger among those who thoroughly appreciate, without
distinction of coat, that individuality tha t characterizes the fox-
terrier.

' R- Mayhew.
The end of the whole thing was that, in fact, my defini-

tion of trimmiug was accepted, through the proposition of

my friend Arthur Maxwell (a member of the Kennel Club)
by the Fox-Terrier Club.
'Now for my dealing transactions; Until I came here and

split up my kennel I had sold two dogs and bought probably
a hundred, so my dealing was all on the side of purchases,
and twice did I refuse $750 for my favorite.

Concerning his statement about the libel, Mr. Krehl,
through probably placing too much credence in a deaf friend

of his, who got iuto a four-wheeler with Maxwell, Geo.
Raper', and myself at Birmingham, is all wrong, as it was
their opinion it was libelous, not mine; for myselt I never
troubled whether it was or not, as I had been previously
initiated into the ways of their money transactions, when
not in their favor.
About my connection with the press, I had the pleasure,

of writing reports for the Field (London), as well as con-
tributing angling articles; but if having at that time inde-
pendent means, and not being in any way dependent on my
own exertions, and doing such things for the pleasure of

having some little employment, comes in the category of

feeing "employed on odd jobs." then was I an "odd jobber"
on the Field. With respect to this and my doggy position

I inclose a letter which will speak for itself:

The Press Club, 107 Fleet Street (Ludgate Circus), E. C,
London, March 3. 1889.—Dear Mayhew: 1 have pleasure iu testify-

ing r<> :,[icexc. lleuce and reliability of the reports of dog shows
you have at times contributed (through me as the kennel editor)

ro the Field, London, and believe that your practical knowledge
of dogs and sport generally, angling in particular, would be of

great service to any paper requiring such service. I hope that
you may be able to secure such employment as I have found you
fitted fo'r here and regret that we are likely to lose your services,

at anv rate for a time. As a judge of terriers of all varieties,

pugs and tov dogs. I believe you to have no superior in England,
and vour knowledge of other varieties will no doubt prove of use
to you in the future. I wish you every success in your new home,
and believe me faithfully, etc., Rawbon B. Lee.

Mr. Krehl goes on to say I never, to his knowledge, did

work on the Stocli-Kcepci\ Now, in this he is mistakeu.
At a show held by the Pug Club, at the Aquarium, he him-
self, in the presence of Mr. Berrie, " asked me to do a report
of the show," adding he would pay the usual rate, and so

lucrative did this turn out that I have never yet received the
" usual rat.e." though the paper did not forget to badger me
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for a dollar I afterward owed them. So much for his asser-

tion as to my bitterness against him.
"Outside my own set" 1 am not known, nor is my name,

except as a "wire-hair exhibitor." Considering I had been
to probably more shows before he was ever heard of, than
he has in his whole career, this is a decidedly cool misstate-
ment, for in 1868 I made my first appearance at Birming-
ham, and only three times have 1 missed it since; and,
voung as I was, was well known and "intimate" with Sam
Handley, T. Pickett, Mrs. Bligh Monck, and was known to

the Rev. Hodson, Rev. Meller, Mr. Kingdon, and even cor-

responded with Miss Aglionby, the well-known breeder of

the mastiff Turk. I was associated also with Octavius
Green (owner of Monarch), Curtis (owner of Duchess, sister

to Mrs. Roblinson's Countess), Herbert Bright and many
other well-know faces, that are either of the past or hardly
ever seen. George Hallewell can remember me then, also
dear old dad Nichols and Mrs. Foster, so that I am not
making a statement of the "has beens," without mentioning
the names oL

! these who were of that time and are still of

the present. Few of the prominent exhibitors have there
been with whom 1 have not been on speaking terms, espe-
cially in the non-sporting variety; and because I did not take
up the breeds of which my father and mother were so fond,
it does not follow that I am so incompetent as he would
wish to be inferred. With pugs, toys of all kinds, mastiffs,
Newfoundlands, and nearly all non-sporting breeds have I
been associated all my life, and this he well knows.
That I am not stamped with the "hall mark" of the E. K.

C, i. c, have not judged there, puts me in the same com-
pany with such well-known men as Geo. Raper, Geo. Helle-
well, L. P. C. Astley and others; but I do remember Mr,
Krehl officiating at the last Alexandra Palace show, when
the judge of "Foreign Dogs'-' could not attend, and no one
else cared about the empty honor of becoming a "stop gap."
I have never yet posed as an authority on any breeds, but
have given my opiuion, as I did in England, to be taken for
what it was worth, that is, nothing or something. If it was
worth nothing, I could not help it, but it would be given to
the best of my knowledge. I was never desirous of thrust-
ing myself forward, nor do I think I have done so here.
In his last paragraph, Mr. Krehl alludes to a friend, writ-

ing Turf, Field and Farm, and his letter not being ac-
cepted. He omits to mention the answer he received, in
which it was intimated that Mr. Krehl could repudiate the
charges himself, without the necessity of calling on a friend.
With regard to my "cribbing" "Canine Whispers," I had
not the faintest idea it was Mr. Krehl 's heading. On the
verge of going to press "Whispers" were put for the want
of something better, never dreaming that such was Mr,
Krehl's own special captions and original title.

R^F. MAYHEW.

DANBURY DOG SHOW.
• [Special Report.]DANBURY, Conn., Oct. 12.—Editor Forest and Stream:

The eighth annual dog show of the Danbury Agricul-
tural Society held here the past three days was th"e best one
yet held both in point of number and in the quality of the
animals shown. There were 197 entries with about 50 ab-
sentees. The visitors to the fair crowded the building set
apart for the dogs most of the time, and it was apparent
that this portion of the exhibit was second to none of the
others. The Society, I understand, will charge au entrance
fee next year and add to the number of classes and give
larger prizes. Mr. James Watson, of Philadelphia, and Mr.
E. S. Porter, of New Haven, judged, and so far as I am able
to learn gave general satisfaction. Below is a list of the

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—Days: 1st, G. E. Sears' Kaiser William. Bitches:

1st and special and 2d, Herbert Mead's Aydah and Leonice.

ST. BERNARDS.—Rough-Coated—Dogs: 1st and special, H.
Embens' Itoland. Bitches: 1st, C. Wagner's New York Lace.
Smooth—Do(/s; 1st, T. Burke's Duke of Sparta. Bitches: 1st, C.
Wagner's Thisbe Wagner; 3d, L. Albert's Duchess. Puppies: L.
Albert's Duchess,

DEERHOUND8.—Absent.
GREYHOUNDS.

—

Challenge —1st and special, H.W.Hunting-
ton's Balkis. Open—Dogs: 1st, Warwick Kennel's Ten Broeck;
equal 2d, C. L. Griffith's Tramp and F. Cninstock's Dick. Bitches:
1st, A. R. Kyle's Flora; 2d, Woodhaven Kennels' Fleet; 3d, G, R.
Hair's Flash.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—Dogs: 1st, W. F. Ageltinger's Nero.
Bitclies: 1st, withheld; 2d, Prof. L. P. Braive's Brunette. Pup-
pies: 1st and special, E. H. Morris's Admiral.
POINTERS.—Dogs: 1st. E. H. Morris's Sancho; 2d, Dr. S. S.

Banks's Underwriter; 3d and very high com.. Fleetview and
Reading Pointer Kennels' Spot Dash and Reading's Bang.
Bitches:" 1st, .1. E. Gill's Don's Dot; 2d, V. L. Rockwell's Lafford
Pearl; 3d, withheld. Very high com., Fleetview and Reading
Pointer Kennels' Say. Puppies: 1st and 2d. Miss H. Wooster's
Duchess oi Naso and Duke Naso. Kennel, Fleetview and Head-
ing Pointer Kennel.

ENGLISH SETTERS —Daps: 1st, Dr. J. E. Hair's Hair's Belton;
2d, J. J. Snellenburg's Count Henricks. Bitches: 1st and special.
J. W. Wood's Donna Juanita; 2d, Dr. J. E. Hair's Topsy Laverack.
IRISH SETTERS.

—

Challenge—Dogs: 1st, E. W. Clark, Jr.'s
Blarney. Bitches: 1st and special, C. T. Thompson's Mollie Bawn.
Open—Dogs: 1st and 2d, St. Cloud Kennels' Glenmore and St.
Cloud. Bitches: 1st, St. Cloud Kennels' Lida; 2d. G. E. Dawson's
Flora D. Puppies: 1st and 2d, St. Cloud Kennels' Bendimore and
Flora.

GORDON SETTERS—Challenge—1st and special, S. G. Dix-
on's .Little Boy. Open -Dogs: 1st. E. H. Morris's New York Ron-
ald: 2d, Miss A. Hall's Nip. Bitches: 1st, W. A. Mitchell's Vic;
2d, Smith Bros.' Dandelion. Bitches: 1st, Smith Bros.' Laddie.

FIELD SPANIELS.-Doos: 1st, E. H. Morris's Beau. Bitches:
Absent, Puppies: A. C. Wdmerding's Princess Newton.
COCKER SPANIELS.-Dofls: 1st, J. N. Bliss's Don.
FOXHOUNDS.—Absent. PupiHes: Withheld.
BEAGLES.—Challenge—1st and special, W. D. Hughes's Lou.

—Open—Dogs: 1st and 2d, S. M. Cate, Jr.'s Ben and Don.
FOX-TERRIERS.-Dogs: 1st, A. K. Austin's Bute; 2d, M. Rey-

nolds's Dandy. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Jean Grosvenor's Fina and
Hillside Jaunty; 3d, J. M. Garvin's Chippie. Puppies: 1st, 3d aod
com., (2) E. L. Vanderburgh's Romp, Fanchon, Dick and Bob
White; 2d, withheld. Wlre-Haibed.—1st and special, F. F.
Dole's Cotswold Jocko.

COLLIES.—Challenge—1st and special, W. D. Hughes's Bon-
nie Brae.—Open—Dogs: 1st, A. R. Kyle's Robin Hood; 2d, Lothian
Kennels' Glenboig; 3d, W. D. Hughes's Nullamore. Bitches: 1st
and 2d, A. R. Kyle's Adcla Doon ot Nessel Down and Hebe of
Nessel Down; 33, LotJiian Kennels' Lothian Maid HI. Pwppies:
1st. 2d and very high com., Lothian Kennels' Lothian Guard,
Glenboig and Lothiana.

BULLDOGS.—Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Riverview Kennels' Ports-
wood Tiger. Bitches: 1st, Riverview Kennels' Soudan.—Open—
1st and special, Riverview Kennels' Lion.

BULL-TERRIERS.—Doc/s: 1st, F. F. Dole's Hinks; 2d, J. H.
Preston's Czar. Bitches: 1st and 2d, F. F. Dole's Starlight and
White Daisy; 3d, J. E. Maddern's Blanche. Puppies: 1st, C. B.
Andrews's Nailor.
SKYE TERRIERS.—1st, W. W. Stafford.
IRISH TERRIERS.—1st, Lewis Jarrett's Burnside.
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—Do'ys: 1st, Rochelle Kennels'

Dick; 2d, F. F. Dole's Kaiser. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Rochelle Ken-
nels' Eoc belle L -ss and MeersbroJk Girl.
TOY TERRIERS .—Do gs: 1st, Prof. L. P. Braive's Marquis; 3d,

Mrs. L. P. Braive's Jack. Bitclies: 1st, A. Wipper's May; 2d, Mrs.
B. C. L.vnes's Cosette.
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—Absent.
PUGS.—Challenge—1st, Dr. M. H. Cryer's Bessie.— Open—

Dogs: 1st and special. Dr. M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivy; 2d, J. ElHs's
Punch. Bitches: 1st, Lothian Kennels' Lothia; 2d, Dr. M. H.
Cryer's Uno.
MISCELLANEOUS.—Large—1st, F. H. Down's wolfhound

Ours.—SMALL-lst and 2d, C. A. Shinn's Clydesdale terriers
Clydesdal'j Lons and Clydesdale Lady.

DAN.

B

PORT HURON DOG SHOW.
[Special BepoH.']

AY CITY, Mich., Oct. 8.— Editor Forest and Stream:
There was a dog show at Port Huron, this State, last

week, held by the Agricultural Fair Association in connection
with their annual fair. Some 50 dogs were present and the
show was pronounced by all to be a grand success for the
first attempt. Mr. C. A. Stone, secretary of the Canadian
Kennel Club, judged all classes. Following is a list of the

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—Dogs: 1st, Eureka Kennels' Bismark; 2d, J. J.

Lynn's Dave. Bitches: 1st, Eureka Kennels' Mig; 2d, C. Grief's
Nettie. Puppies: 1st, Eureka Kennels' Wonder; 2d and very high
com., W. Cole's Dan and Jennie.

ST. BERNARDS.—1st and 2d, H. Gorman's Bernal and Brian.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Bitch cs: 1st, J. Ellison's Lu Moll; 2d, G-
Jackson's London's Pride.

IRISH SETTERS. -1st, J. Thompson's Jack.

DEERHOUNDS.—1st, J. Gamack's Captain.

GREYHOUNDS.—1st, W. J. Watson's Josey.

IRISH WATEE SPANIELS. -1st, withheld; 2d, G. Jackson's
Dolly.

COCKER SPANIELS.-Do(/s: 1st, W. J. Watson's Grouse-
Bitches: 1st, W. J. Watson's Jet.

FOXHOUNDS.-lst, W. J. Watson's Ranger.
BEAGLES.—Doss: 1st, W. J. Watson's Tom Boy, Bitches: 1st,

W. J. Watson's Fairmaid.

BULL-TERRIERS—1st, W, J, Watson's Royal II.; 2d, G.
Draper's Sue.

FOX-TERRIERS.-lst, withheld; 2d, J. D. Brientnall's Grover.

IRISH TERRIERS.—1st and 2d, W. J. Watson's Garry and
Rock.
BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.

—

Dogs: W. J. Watson's Sting II.

Bitches: 1st, W. J. Watson's Zulu.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—1st, J. Cailey's Tiney.

TOY TERRIERS.—1st, W. J. Watson's Nellie W.; 2d, J. Carley's
Dandy. Very high com., Mrs. Jane Gamack's Nellie.

PUGS.—1st, Mrs. D. Lynn's Ban; 2d, Miss C. Goldie's Teddy.
Puppies: 1st, L. Hanky's Tiney.

MISSCELLANEOUS.-lst, withheld; 2d, A. Roberts's Gipsy
Queen. Ned.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS ENTRIES.

ALL-AGED SETTER STAKE.

Duke (J. T. Richards, New York city), black and tan dog,
June, 1886 (Norton's Dan—Richard's Nellie).
DAME Coster (S. C. Bradley, Greenfield Hill, Conn.),

black and wuite bitch (Dorman's Racket—Dolly S.).

Miss Monarch (Chas. C. Gray, Providence, R. I.), black
and white bitch, 3yrs. (Roy Monarch—Flossie).
NORA ( f, Norris Cochrane, Philadelphia, Pa.), black, white

and tan bitch. 4>.<yrs. (Count Noble—Lit).

Nat Goodwin (I. Norris Cochrane, Philadelphia, Pa.),
black, white and tan dog. 4yrs. (Roderigo—Bo-Peep).
Roi D'OR (O. W. Donner, Boston, Mass.), black, white and

tan dog, June, 1887 (Roderigo—Bo-Peep).
Desmond II. (Chas. F. Thompson, Philadelphia, Pa.), red

Irish setter dog, 3yrs. (Frisco—Grouse II.).

Countess Rush (R. V. Fox, Harrisburg, Pa.), black,
white and tan bitch. April, 1888 (Count Noble—Belle of
Piedmont).
Whitie (Herbert Merriam, Weston, Mass.), lemon and

white dog, March. 1887 (Gus Boudhu—Royal Myrtle).
Dick Tate (A. M. Tucker, Charlestown, Massjj black,

white and ticked dog, 2yrs. (Gus Bondhu—Lady Dixie).
Antoinette (E. O. Damon, Northampton, Mass.), lemon

and white bitch, 2yrs. (Doncaster—Princess Pearl).
Rebel, Jr. (Adolph Dill, Richmond, Va.), black, white

and tan dog, December, 1886 (Roderigo— Bo-Peep).
Prince Imperial (Ramapo Kennels, Ramsey, N. J.),

orange and white dog, 5>a'yrs. (Emperor Fred—Bessie).
King Leo (Ernest F. Thomas, Arapahoe, Col.), black,

white and tan dog, 4yrs. (Count Noble—Hamilton's Ruby).
Maude Foreman (Ernest F. Thompson, Arapahoe, Col ),

black, white and tan bitch, 3yrs. (Foreman—Miss Elsie).
Maude (Bert Crane, Chicago, 111.), black, white and tan

bitch, 7yrs. (Dog Whip—Juno II.).

Little Gift (Bert Crane, Chicago, 111.), black, white and
tan bitch, 4yrs. (Roderigo—Queen Bess).
King's Mark (J. I. Case, Jr., Racine, Wis.), blue belton

dog, April. 1S86 (King Noble-Belle Belton).
Sam (J. I. Case. Jr., Racine, Wis.), black, white and tan

dog, May 8, 1S86 (King Noble—Crickett).
Nannie B, (J. I. Case, Jr., Racine, Wis.), lemou and black

bitch, May 15, 1888 (King Noble—Queen Vashti).
King Noble (J. I. Case. Jr.

,
Racine, Wis.), blue belton

clog, Aug. 2S, 1883 (Count Noble—Rosalind).
Rapid Ann (W. F. Townes, Danville, Va,), blue belton

bitch, July, 1887).

Toledo Blade (J. E. Dager, Toledo, Ohio), black, white
and tan dog, May, 18S6 (Roderigo—Lillian).
ClNClNNATUS (J. E. Dager, Toledo, Ohio), black, white and

tan dog, May. 1886 (Count Noble—Dido II.).

Guv (Geo. T. Leach, High Point, N. C), black, white and
tan dog, 21^yrs. (Gladstone Boy—Lady).
Orlando (John Simpkins, New York city), black, white

and tan dog, June, 1887 (Roderigo—Bo-Peep).
Polly (John Simpkins, New York city), black, white and

tan bitch, ( ).

CASSIO (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.),
black, white and tan dog, 4yrs. (Count Noble—Lizzie Hop-
kins).
Laertes (Memphis & Avent Kennels), black, white and

tan dog, 3yrs. (Count Noble—Lizzie Hopkins).
Antonio (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.),

black, white and tan dog, 3yrs. (Roderigo—Bo-Peep).
CHANCE (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.),

black, white and tan dog, l^yrs. (Roderigo—Bo-Peep).
Bettie S. (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.),

black, white and tan bitch, 3yrs. (Roderigo—Bo-Peep).
Rowdy Rod (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.),

black, white and tan dog, January, 1888 (Roderigo—Juno A.).
Flounce Gladstone (Whyte Belford, Memphis, Tenn.),

white and tan bitch, 2^yrs. (Gladstone—Flounce).
Nanna (Percy C. Oh'l, Plainfield, N. J.J, lemon belton

bitch, May, 1887 (Buckellew—Miunetonka).
Dash B. (H. R. Baldwin, New York city), orange and

white dog, 4yrs. ( Dot).

tointers.

Count Fauster (Dr. J. G. F. Holston, Zauesville, O.),
lemon, white and tan dog, March, 1887 (Mainspring—Dolly
Fauster).
Bounce (George W. Amory), Boston, Mass.), lemon and

white dog, February, 1887 (Bob—Sal).

Miranda (J. T. Richards, New York city, N, Y,), lemon
and white bitch, January, 1887 (Mainspring—Beauty).
Random Clover (Augustus B. Field, New York city.

N. Y.), lemon and white bitch, July, 1887 (Graphic—Clover).
Duke of Hessen (F. R, Hitchcock, New York city), liver

and white dog, May, 1885 (Luck of Hes3en—Blarney).
Woolton Game (F. R. Hitchcock, New York city), lemou

and white bitch, February, 1887 (Gough—Larkspur).
Joyce (F. R, Hitchcock, New York city), lemon and white

bitch, March, 1S87 (Lad of Bow— Bloomo;.
Stella (F. R. Hitchcock, NewYork city), lemou and white

bitch. January, 18S7 (Naso of Kippen—Boski).
Tory White (F. R. Hitchcock, New York city), lemon

aud white dog, October, 1887 (Tammany—Juno II.).

Dad of Bow (Westminster Kennel Club, Babylon, L. I.),

lemon and white dog, March, 1884 (Graphic—Climax).
Pontiac (Ed. Dexter, Charlottesville, Va.), lemon and

white dog, 3yrs. (Milton's Bang II.—Climax).
Rip RAP (Ed. Dexter. Charlottesville, Va.), black, white

and ticked dog, May, 1S8S (King of Kent—Hops).
Consolation (C. H. Odell. Yonkers, N. Y.), orauge and

white dog, June. 1885 (Bang Bang—Grace III.).

Roger Williams (C. H. Odell, Yonkers, N. Y.), orange
and white dog. May, 1886 (Bang Bang—Lalla Rookh).
Dolgorouki (C. H. Odell, Yonkers. N. Y.), orange and

white bitch, August, 1886 (Bang Bang—Lalla Rookh).
Flirt (O. W. Donner, Boston, Mass.), liver and white

bitch, May, 188S (Mainspring—Merry Legs).
Fred (Bayard Thayer, Boston, Mass.), liver and white

dog, 2yrs. (Robert le Diable—Tuck).
LABANON (E. R. Coleman, Labanon, Pa.), lemon and

white dog. November, 18S5 (Tim—Peg).
Satenella (Rutherford Stuyvesant, Hackettstown, N.

J.), liver and white ticked bitch, 2yrs. (Robert le Diable—
Tuck).
Tammany's Boy (Miss H. Wooster, Ausonia, Conn.),

liver and white dog, November, 1887 (Tammany—Juno).
Rock II. (J. B. Wallace, Ansouia, Conn.), liver and white

dog, July. 1887 (Graphic—Lady Belle).
Fan Fan (J. B. Wallace, Ansonia, Conn.), liver and white

bitch (Graphic—Lady Belle).
Seldom (Nat Simpkins, New York city), liver and white

bitch, 4>^yrs. (Booth—Tuck).

champion stakes.

Roderigo (Memphis & Avent Kennels), black, white and
tan dog, QV,jvs. (Count Noble—Twin Maude).
Gath's Mark (Dr. Jas. N. Maclin, Masou, Tenn.), black,

white and tan dog, 5yrs, (Gath—Gem).

INDIANA TRIALS ENTRIES.
INDIANAPOLIS, Oct. 12.—Editor Forest and Stream:

The entries to the Iudiana Kennel Club's All-Aged
Stakes closed Oct. 1 with 43 nominations—28 English setters,
1 Gordon setter and 14 pointers. The Irish setter entries
promised us failed to materialize.

I desire to call the attention of all who anticipate visiting
our trials to the special arrangements made for transporta-
tion. The Central Traffic Association has granted special
rates to Vincennes from all points in Indiana—full fare
going and one aent per mile returning. The O. & M. R. R.
will sell tickets to Vicennes from all of their terminal points
and junctions at full fare goiug and one cent per mile re-
turning, and will carry two dogs free if crated. The L. &_
M. R. R. Will sell tickets to Vincennes from all points on
their line at full fare one way and one cent per mile return-
ing, and will carry all dogs free if crated.
Parties desiring to avail themselves of these concessions

must secure from the agent of whom they purchase their
'

tickets a certificate showing that they have paid full fare to
Vincennes. This certificate when signed by the club's sec-
retary at Bicknell, will enable the holder thereof to pur-
chase from the railroad ticket agent at Vincennes a return
ticket at the reduced rate. We are now trying to arrange
for special round-trip tickets from Vincennes to Bicknell.

P. T. Madison, Sec'y.

All-Aged Setter Stake.

english setters.

Lufra's Mark (W. W. Titus, West Point, Miss.), black,
white and tan dog (Gath's Mark—Lufra).
Hope (A. M. Young, Nashville, Tenn.), lemon and white

bitch (Gath's Hope—Daisy F.).

Floe Windem (A. Thoman, St. Louis, Mo.), lemon and
white bitch (Rebel Windem—Carrie H).
Lady F. (A. Thoman, St. Louis, Mo.), black and white

bitch (Rebel Windem—Carrie H.).
Blue Mark iFrank Richards, Stewart, Minn.), blue beltou

dog (Gath's Mark—Lufra).
Monarch E. (H. Hulmau, Jr., Terre Haute, Ind.), liver

and white dog (Grouse Dale—Stockton's Floe).
Billy B. (Gen. W. B. Shattuc, Cincinnati, O.), orange

and white dog (Count Noble—Dido IL).
Noble Dido (Gen. W. B. Shattuc, Cincinnati, O.), black,

white and tan dog (Count Noble—Dido II ).

Daisy H. (J. H. and J. A. Hunter, Sandborn, Ind.), orange
and white bitch (Gath's Hope—Daisy F.).

Dot Belton (Clarence Swanman, Minneapolis, Minn.),
blue belton bitch (King Noble—Elsie Belton).
Datsy F. (Fisher & Dudley, Nashville, Tenn.), lemon aud

white bitch (Gleam—Dean).
Prince Royal H. (Fred H. Kennedy, Pittsburgh, Pa.),

black and white ticked dog (Royal Ranger—Daisy Queen).
Dad Wilson's Boy (J. Shelly Hudson, Covington, Ky.),

black, white and tan dog (Dad Wilson—Dolly S.).

Quail (H. S. New, Indianapolis, Ind.), black, white and
tan bitch (Nick—Beauty).
Beaumont (W. R. Huntington, Cleveland, O.), black,

white aud tan dog (Prince Royal—Nettie).
King's Dan (Geo. W. Ewing, Fort Wayne, Ind.), black,

white and tan dog (King Noble—Elsie Belton).
King's Mark (J. I. Case, Jr.. Racine, Wis.), blue belton

dog (King Noble—Belle Belton).
Sam C. (J. I. Case, Jr., Racine, Wis.), black, whiteandtau

dog (King Noble—Cricket).
Nannie B. (J. I, Case, Jr.

2
Racine, Wis.), blue belton bitch

(King Noble—Queen Vashti).
King Noble ( J. I. Case, Jr., Racine, Wis.), blue belton dog

(Count Noble—Rosalind).
Little Gift (Bert Crane, Chicago, 111.), black, white and

tan bitch (Roderigo—Queen Bess).
Maud (Bert Crane, Chicago. Ill,), black, white and tan

bitch (Dog Whip—Harrison's Juno II.).

Dan Gladstone (Maj. J.W. Renfroe, Atlanta, Ga.), black
white and tan dog (Gbidstonc—Sue).
Count Erie (W. H. Daly, Pittsburgh. Pa.), black, white

and tan dog (Count Noble—Fannie W.).
Balee Gladstone (N. B. Nesbet, agt., Chesterviile, Miss.),

lemon and white latch (Paul Gladstone—Bessie A.).

Rosebud (W. -W. Titus, Robertson, Miss.), black, white
and tan bitch (Roderiero—Flora M.).

Count S. (VV. B. Stafford, Trenton, Tenn.), black and
white dog (Browu—May).
Dashing Dixie (A, J. Gleason. Alma, Kansas), blue bel-

ton bitch (Dashing Dale—Dashing Model).

GORDON SETTERS.

Stubble (J. 13. Sperry, Iowa City, Iowa), black and tan
dog (Malcolm—Dream IV. ).

ALL-AGED POINTER STAKE.

Electric (Frank Carlisle, Newton Falls, Ohio), orange
and white dog (Croxteth—Young Beulah).
Tofsy W. (Dr. John E. Link, Terre Haute, Ind.), black

bitch (Sweep—Lady Pape).
Joe Pape (Dr. John E. Link. Terre Haute, Ind.), black dog

(Sambo the Devil—Spot).
Rod's Gal (Dr. John E. Link, Terre Haute, Ind.), liver

and white bitch (Rod—Juno).
Rodman (W. B. Alleu, Indianapolis, Ind.). liver aud white

dog (Rod—Belle).
Tamarack (Frank Billings, Cleveland, O,), liver and

white dog (Tarn—Croxteth's Rival Queen).
OssiAN (P. T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind.), liver and white

dog (Croxteth—Amine).
Ben La Nier (Harry S. New, Indianapolis, Ind.), lemon

aud white dog (Joe Bovvers, Jr. ).
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Tretkett's Cash (C. G. Stoddard, Dayton, O.), liver and
white dog (Oroxteth—Trinket).
Lord Graphic (Dr. John Tl. Daniels, Cleveland, O.), liver

and white dog (Graphic—Daphne).
Baknermak (Chas. E. Michel, St. Louis, Mo.), black and

white dog (Osborne Ale— Kiswick).
BASK (W. B. Stafford, Trenton, Tenn.), black dog (Mani-

nins—Lady Pape).
RE5IMUS (W. B. Stafford, Trenton, Tenn.), liver and white

dote (Mainspring—Dell).

Count M. (W. B. Stafford. Trenton, Tenn.), liver and
white dog (Oroxteth—Trinket).

THE ALL-DAY FIELD TRIALS.

THE committee who have in charge the All-Day field

trials are meeting with a hearty response from breed-
ers, and quite a number of entries are already assured.
Through the courtesy of Gen. W. B. Sbattuc the grounds
of the American Field Trial Club at West Point, Miss.,
have been secured, and the trials will begin Monday, Jan.
27, 1890. Birds are reported to be plentiful on the grounds
selected, and there is no better place for holding such trials,

as the fields are very large and open and the accommoda-
tions for visitors are ample. The event will be a sweep-
stake, opeu to all setters and pointers, with $50 forfeit and
8100 additional to start. The winner will receive 70 per
cent, of the stakes, the second 30 per cent, and the third 10

per cent. The rules of the Eastern Field Trials Club, modi-
fied to suit the conditions of the stakes, will be used. The
heats in the first series will be "All-Day" heats of eight
hours each, with an intermission of one hour at noon. In
the remaining series the heats will be of four hours dura-
tion each, except the final heat, which will be of eight
hours, as in the first series. The judges may run the best
of the remaining dogs for second and third place or select
the winners if they see fit. The object of these trials is to
demonstrate the ability or inability of our field dogs to
stay.
Since the inception of field trials in this country there

has been, every season, considerable talk about the ability
of the winners to stay out a long race, and at the same time
it. has often been claimed that many of the defeated dogs,
as well as scores of others that did not compete, would, if

given time enough, totally eclipse the brilliant but short-
lived performers who earned off the honors. Several owners
of dogs that have distinguished themselves at field trials
have already signified their intention to enter them for this
stake, and we presume that those who own the dogs that
can down the champions in an all-day race, will not neglect
so good an opportunity to demonstrate the truth of the
claims made for their favorites. We have no doubt that
the uumber of entries will be more than enough to mate
the experiment a success, and it will undoubtedly prove to
be th3 most interesting and important field trial meeting
th '-if has ever been held.
The committee who have charge of the matter have the

confidence of the public, and that they will receive a hearty
support is beyond doubt. The entire amount of the stake's
will go to the winners, the expenses being guaranteed by
the committee. We hope to be able to announce the judges
next week, they are sure to be capable, and we have no
doubt that all will be satisfied with the selection. The ad-
dress of the secretary is Mr, F, R. Hitchcock, 44 Broadway,
New York.

DOG TALK.

THE list of entries for the All-Aged Stakes of the Eastern
Field Trials Club are published this week. There are

59 in all, 34 English, 1 Irish and 1 Gordon setter and 23
pointers. The Champion Stake has but two entries, but
there may be more, as the winners in the All-Aged Stakes
this year will be eligible. At all events the stake will be
well worth tioing a long distance to see, as the old com-
petitors, Roderigo and Gath's Mark, will be sure to be at
their best, and some grand work will be done without
doubt.

S. E. Fisher, a well known deer hunter of California, lost
his valuable dog Don, while hunting in the vicinity of
NoVato recently. The dog was attacked by a wounded buck
and sustained injuries from which he died. Don was a
prize winner in the recent bench shows,

The Eastern Coursing Association is having a hard time
procuring jack rabbits for their proposed meet this fall,
but nevertheless they hope to succeed in doing so, in which
case the meeting will be held on Long Island some time next
month.

Mr. H. W. Huntington, 148 South Eighth street, Brooklyn,
1ST. Y., would like to learn the address of the gentleman who
purchased a black greyhound puppy (Balkis—Cassandra) at
the New York dog show of 1888.

Entries for the All Aged Stakes of the Southern Field Trial
Club close Nov. 1. The address of the secretary is Mr. T.
M. Brumby, Marietta, (}a.

The London Field's comments on the Irish setter field
trials, in type for this week, have been crowded out, and
will be given next wreek.

The Denver dog show has been postponed to Dec. 5 to 7,
as it was found to be impossible to secure a suitable build-
ing.

The winter show of the English Kennel Club will prob-
ably be held at Agricultural Hall.

A WORD FOR THE BLACK AND TAN.—Buffalo, Oct.
11.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I would like to ask "Pod-
eers" if he ever "owned and became acquainted" with a
well-bred black and tan terrier. He says they are ungrate-
ful, have no loyalty nor love of home. My experience with
them has beeu very different. They are the best of friends
and companions, and as for their loyalty, I have a bitch
three years old that I have owned since puppyhood. When
1 am away from home for more than a day she is restless
and uneasy. Last July I was absent from home for about
two weeks. Poor Queen went about the place with a de-
jected air, refusing to be comforted. She would come up
on the veranda and go to each of the family and whine, as
if asking where I was. They could not coax her to lie down
by them, but off she would go, around the garden, out to
the stable, and back to the house, where she would repeat
the same performance. When she first saw me after my re-
turn, she set up a shout of welcome that might have been
heard a block a way. As to running away from home, no
dogs appreciate home more than the black and tan terrier,
as they know where home is as well as I do. For a loyal
faithful friend, give me the—Black and Tan.

THE CROSS-BRED DOG.—Mechanicville, N. Y., Oct. 14.
—Editor Forest and Stream: Will "Cross-Bred" please
continue his remarks on "The Ail-Round Dog," and tell me
what kind of spaniel to cross with the beagle? If any one
ever has bad such a dog, will he please give me his opinion
of it. I am not an experienced breeder, and ask these ques-
tions through your paper because no one here can answer
them. H a dog can be bred that will put up and retrieve a
partridge, tree a squirrel, run a rabbit and bring in a duck,
I want him.—Novxce.

AMERICAN GORDON SETTER CLUB.— Baltimore,
Md., Oct. 12.—Editor Forest and Stream; The annual
meeting of the A merican Gordon Setter Club was held Oct.

9, at Baltimore, pursuant to call, and a total of twenty-six
votes (representing over three-fourths of the membership)
were cast for the following officers, who were, declared
elected for the. ensuing year: President, II. Malcolm, Balti-
more, Md.; Vice-President, Dr. Jos. Whitaker, St. Louis.
Mo.; Treasurer, F. T. Washington, St. Louis, Mo.; Sec-
retary-, Isaac T. Norris, Baltimore, Md. Committee

—

J. W. E. Clarke, Oakdale, N. Y.; J. D. Sperry, Iowa City,
la.; E. G. Asmus, Milwaukee, Wis.; Noys Billings, Dodge-
ville, Mass.; Isaac T. Norris, Baltimore, Md,; Harry Mal-
colm, Baltimore, Md.; Frederick M. Bennett, New York,
N. Y.; Dr. John H. Meyer, New York, N. Y.; Dr.
Joseph Whitaker, St. Loiiis, Mo. Delegate to A. K. C.
—Fred M. Bennett, New York, N.Y. The treasurer's report
was read and examined by the committee, and found correct.

The American Field Cup, and any future specials to be
donated by this club, were referred to the executive com-
mittee. The secretary was authorized to call the attention
of delinquent members to the provisions of Sec. 6, Par. 2, of
the constitution. On motion adjourned.

—

Isaac T. Norris,
Secretary.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be eent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
ifSf" Notes must he sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Highland Stuart, Highland Warrior and Higland Bruce. By H-

W. Huntington, Brooklyn. N. Y., for white and brindlc greyhound
dogs, whelped Aug. 28,1889, by champion Balkis (Olyto—Prim-
rose) out of champion Cassandra (Debret—Dead Secret).
Highland Prince and Highland Gladys. By H. W. Huntington,

Brooklyn, N. Y., for fawn and white greyhound dog and bitch,
whelped Aug. 28, 1889, by champion Balkis (Clyto—Primrose) out
of champion Cassandra (Debret—Dead Secret).
Highland Foe. Ry H. W. Huntington, Brooklyn, N. Y., forblack

with white greyhound dog, whelped Aug. 28, 1889, by champion
Balkis (Clyto—Primrose) out of champion Cassandra (Debret—
Dead Secret).
Nick of Nam, Jr., Sir PcshaU, Lady Pesliall, Ramapo Girl and

Quern of Lynn. By Fleet View& Reading Pointer Kennels, Lynn
aud Reading, Mass., for white and liver pointers, two dogs and
three bitches, whelped Sept. 21, 1889, by champion Nick of Naso
out of Belle Randolph.

BRED.
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks*

PhcBdrc—Jdonzo. Chas. E. Bunn's (Peoria, 111.) mastiff bitch
Phasdre (Debonair—Danadies) to J. F. Stone's Alonzo (Orlando-
Lady Canute), Sept. 23.

Mollie—Don Croxtcth. McBeth Kennels' (North Lawrence, O.)
pointer bitch Mollie (Rod—Nan) to Geo. Wilson's Don Oroxteth
(Count Oroxteth- Lo Faust), Sept. 18.

Bie—JacJt. McBeth Kennels' (North Lawrence. O.) pointer bitch
Rie (Joe Pape—Nellie Pape) to Chas. Lane's Jack (Satan—Nig-
gress), Aug 15.

Marie—Bradford Harry. F. O. McGuire's (Bangor, Me.) York-
shire terrier bitch Marie to P. H. Coombs's Bradford Harry
(Crawshaw's Bruce—Beale's Lady), Sept. 38.

WHELPS.
0f* Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
(rip. F. H. Hayes's (Dexter, Me.) foxhound bitch Gip (imported

Jim—imported Gip), July 26, nine (Ave dogs), by his Bang (Jack-
Bess).
Juno. M. C. Thomas, Jr.'s (jersey Shore, Pa.) mastiff bitch

Juno whelped recently fourteen fine puppies.
oVuso's Belle. Harry L. Rice's (Boston. Mass.) pointer bitch

Naso's Belle (champion Naso of Kippen—Belle Randolph), Oct. 4.

eleven (seven dogs), by Fleet View & Reading Pointer Kennels"
Spot Dash (Sir Philip Sydney—Topsy).

SALES.
IST" Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Carlo. Black, white and tan foxhound dog, whelped May 33,

1885, by Jack out of Bess, by F, H. Hayes, Dexter, Me., to H. J.
Fuller, Taunton, Mass.
Joe Pave, Jr. Black pointer dog, whelped March, 1889, by

Bronco, Jr., out of Rie, by McBeth Kennels, North Lawrence, O.,
to Harry M. Delapole, Boston, Mass.
Duke. Lemon and white English setter dog, whelped July, 1886,

by Frank Royal out of Belle, by McBeth Kennels, North Law-
rence, O., to Theodore Kuntz, Malvern, O.
Jubilee—Nell whelp. White bull-terrier dog, whelped Aug. 3,

1889, by H. A. Harris, North Wilmington, Mass., to Fred M.
Wood, Boston, Mass.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
OF" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

L. S. P., Fredrickshall, Va.—Please tell me what to do for £

young setter doe with canker of the ear. Ans.
S Tr. opii 3li

Bromo- chloral 3 i

Aq 5h
Mix. Sig. Let a few drops fall in the ears night and morning.

ffwating

RANGE AND GALLERY.
THE RENSSELAERWYCK MEETING.

ALBANY, Oct. 10. -The twelfth annual fall meeting of the third
Brigade Rifle Association began at Rensselaerwyck this

morning. The weather conditions were good until along in the
afternoon, when a pretty strong northwest breeze exerted a little
effect on the shooting. The attendance of marksmen was good;
in fact it was one of the best first days in the history of the organ-
ization, and some good wort was accomplished. "The matches
which were begun continue through to morrow.

Oct. 11. — The rifle shooting at Rensselaerwyck under the
auspices of the Third Brigade Rifle Association was concluded
this afternoon at 5 o'clock. The weather conditions were very
fair, except for the pistol shooting and the fact that it grew dark
rather early. The meeting has been successful in every respect,
bringing out a good attendance and some excellent scores. Out
of the seven matches all were continued both days, save the bri-
gade team match, which was shot to-day.
The first match was the short-range continuous militarymatch,

open to all comers, at 200yds., standing and off-hand with the .50-
caliber State model of the Remington rifle; the aggregate of the
best two scores out of five to count. The first prize is a handsome
bronze military figure, the second $8, the third $6, and so down to
the eighth of $2. Col. Fitch won the first prize, with the others
named in order:
Col W E Fitch 45555—24
S Schrieber 5:^455—24WC Gomph 44555-23
Sergt J 1 Miles 5-4554-23
Mai P TT finTUt

45455-23-47
54545-23—47
54455-23-46
45554-23-48
55534—22- 44
45444—21-43
44444—20—42
44445—21-42

Maj C H Gaus 14554—22
Corp E S Hoag 54454—23
Lieut C H Hitchcock 44545—22
Corp A H Rennie 34554—21
The standard American target re-entry match was the second

event. This was also open to all comers, at 200yds., standing and
off-hand, with any rifle, number of shots five, with the aggregate
of the best three scores to count for the first three places, and the
best two scores counting for all places below. A bronze shield,
with military emblems, is the first prize. The other two prizes
consist of cartridges and rifle powder. First prize taken by W.
C. Gomph.W C Gomph. 9 9 10 9 10-47

10 7 10 10 6-43
6 7 10 10 8-41-131

J Newberry.. 8 10 8 9 8-43
9 6 10 8 8-41

Col W Filch. 8 7 10 6 10-42
10 7
10 9

Maj C Gaus.10 7
6 10

8 9 7 8 9-41-125 J G Brown...10 6 9

7 7-3.

7 5-3S-119
8 10-43
9 10-40- 82
9 G-40

5 8 7 10 9-39- 79

Event No. 3 was the champion marksman's badge match, open
to all members of the National Guard of the State who have
qualilied at 100 and 200yds., and to members of the. local rifle asso-
ciation. The distances wpre 200yds., at a third class target, stand-
ing and off-hand, and 500yds., at a second class target, prone.
Five rounds were fired at each distance with the State model of
the Remington. The prizes are from $8 down to |2 in this match,
and scores made also count for the marksman's badge of 1889.

Col. Fitch again was in the lead, and the other prizes won in the
following order:
Col W E Fitch 55555-24 55555-25 - 49
DHOgden ...45545—33 54555-24-47
Major O H Gaus 54454—23 55455—34-46
Corp A H Rennie 31555—23 55554—24—46W C Gomph 55454—23 44555 -23—46
S Schreiber 45544-33 35555—33—45
No. 4 was the shoulder and muzzle rest match, open to all, at

8OO3 dsi, on a standard American target, with any weapon and un-
limited reentries. Out of five shots the best three scores counted
for the first two prizes, and tue best two scores for third prize.
James Mix offered a gold medal for first prize, 30 per cent, of the
match receipts went for second, and 12J£lbs. of rifle powder con-
stituted the third prize. In this event Mr. Gomph also scored a
second victory. The scores are as follows:W C Gomph.ll 13 13 11 13-58 S Schreiber..13 11 10 13 10-55

13 9 11 13 12-55 11 11 13 12 0-55
11 10 10 13 10-53-1 06 13 13 10 8 12-51-164

HOMilliman 10 11 12 10 8 -51 9 9 10 9 9- 46— 97
Next in regular order was the Steveus target pistol match for

all comers, on a reduced standard American target at 30yds.,
standing and off-hand, with unlimited re-entries. The best, three
scores out of five shots counting for first, and the best two scores
for the balance. Open sights: standing position; one arm used;
lOin. barrel used: ammunition, any. Day alternately cloudy and
bright. Wind quartering and fitful. Three best scores given:
Maj ffm R Pryor, 23d JEtegt 45 44 43—133
M F Roberts 44 43 ..— 87
Sergt J I Miles 38 37 . .- 75
Revolver match, for revolvers only; conditions same as in pistol

match. Any revolver allowed of 3lDS. Weight and Sin. barrel:
Maj Wm R Pryor, 32d Regt 49 47 46—142
J C Newberry 43 43 ..— 85MF Roberts 41 41 ..— 83
Major Pryor makes the best single target on record, aud the

aggregate of his three best targets constitutes also the best on
record at the distances, beating Ira Paiuo's record of 139 made at
Creedmoor.
The third brigade team match was the concluding event on the

card, and it was begun and finished to-day. This was open to all
teams of 6 officers and men of the brigade. The distance was
200;, ds. standing and 500yds. in any position with the head to the
target; 5 shots at each distance with the State model of the Rem-
ington rifle. The first prize for the highest aggregate score is the
$100 trophy from the State; the second, $20 in cash, and the third,
251bs. of rifle powder presented by J. D. Van Buren. The team
from the Twentieth separate company, of Binghamton, was the
winner by 14 points from the Tenth battalion team, second. The
scores in detail are. as follows:

Twentieth Separate Company.
Corp E S Hough 54544-33 44455—23-44
Lieut C H Hitchcock 44444—20 55555—25—45
Pvt A Bevier 43433 -17 45045-18 - 35
Pvt T M Congdon 44454—21 55554—24-45
Pvt John Murphy 44444—20 35453—20-40
Pvt D H Ogden 44554-23 05554-19-41-350

Tenth Battalion.
Pvt C M Underwood 34304—14 44445—21—35
Pvt Geo P Hilton 34534—19 54444—31- 40
Corp A H Rennie 43545—31 43433—18-39
S Schreiber 54454-33 45454-22-44
Sergt J E Roach 35444-30 45443—20-40
Col VV E Fi toil 34544—20 33354—18-38—236

Twenty-Second Separate Company.
Sergt A D Jones 05334-14 02500— 7—21
Corp Steinmacher 35004—11 04044—12—33
Pvt Hammond 34333—16 24555—21-37
Lieut McNeill. 24243-15 32354—17-33
Sergt W H Henry 40434-15 00035- S-23
Sergt G B Griffin 34433-17 35053-15- 33-168

PENNSYLVANIA MILITARY MARKSMEN.
PHILADELPHIA, Oct. 13.—The rifle contest between 10 men

from each of the 10 companies of the First Regiment, N. G.
of Pa., took place at the Hartranf t rifle range to-day. Eight com-
panies reported with full teams, B and 1 not being fully repre-
sented. The day was very fine with a gentle breeze from the
south, light in the morning was somewhat hazy, but brightened
up about noon. Company D claimed to have a walkover hut F
loomed up aud won first prize, having 37 points to spare, I) com-
ing second and E third:

Company F.
300yds. 500yds. Tot'l

Sergt G F Root. . . 43455—31 55555—35— 46
Sergt L Bryan 33345-30 25033-13- 3S
Sergt L H Maltack 44344—19 32422-13— 32
Sergt W McCombe 32435—17 55553—23— 40
Corp M F Neffendorf 34432-16 35534—30— 36
Pvt G A Burgee 55443—31 44433—18— 39
Pvt F B Fay 33343-16 54420-15- 31
Pvt F O Jessen 54444-19 24426-17— 36
Pvt G T Martin 3:1344 17 43333-15— 33
Pvt B H Markly 34340—14 53554-22— 36

183

Company D.
Sergt C E Slough .33434-17
Corp G W Carr. 33233-14
Pvt K T Linward 44444-20
Pvt T D McGlathery . . . , 44354 -20
PvtWW Abbott 44444—20
Pvt H L Bates 35433-18
Pvt F B Bowers 50344—16
Pvt T R Laumont... . . , 23020— 7
Pvt A P McDowell 33344—17
Sergt J O Bowman 33354—18

k% 167
Company E.

Sergt C P Hunt. 43434—18
Sergt H B McKnight 03353-14
Corp SB Maull 34033—12
Corp H S Lewars 41444-20
Pvt, R Baile 23352—15
Pvt E Whitaker 51444-31
Pvt J C Harbour 00003— 3
Pvt M H Lawrence 13425—15
Pvt O S White 44443-19
Pvt J H Willey 35444-21

181 363

33333—15— 32
4240:3-13- 27
43453-19- 39
45345 -31— 41
35434—19— 39
23144-16- 34
43344-16- 33
20332-10— 17
01334—14— 31
32353-16— 34

159 326

03222- 9- 27
40125-15- 29
oiio:?::- 4— 16
25453-19— 39

- :u

40330-10- 31
00000- 0— 3
03254-14- 29
14032-13— 32
j-,'34-;—14— 35

158 103 261

200. 500. Total. 200. 500. Total.
CoG 140 111 351 Co A 135 105 240
CoO 133 103 236 Co K 104 127 231
Co H 142 92 234
On Friday, Oct. 18. the hue officers will compete for the diamond

medal, value §500, as a team, three officers to shoot 7 shots each at
200, 500 and 600yds. As only six officers of the regiment have ever
shot at 600yds., it will no doubt make it very interesting to the
surrounding country and the cattle in the immediate vicinity of
the range. Springfield.

NEWARK, N. J.,Or,

t. H.—Almost every member of the Howard
Rifle Club, Newark, was in attendance at the regular monthly
meeting this evening. The following were elected for the rear:
President, Adam Burger: Vice-President. J. Meyer; Correspond-
ing Secretary. Fred Dilly; Financial Secretary. A. Herman;
Treasurer, F. X. Deri vans: Sergant-at-Arms, J. Amberg; Official
Scorer. M. Amberg; Rifle Inspector, Frank Swing; Captain, Fred
Laute; Assistant Captain, Tony Lutz; Executive Committee, H.
Schroeder, R. Neundorf, and J. Burger; Tournament Delegates,
W. Hollenbeck, M. Amberg andF. C. Dietz; Substitutes, R. Neun-
dorf, Eli Slate and Adam Graef. After the meeting adjourned
the members proceeded to the shooting range in the lower part
of the club house, where the championship contest between teams
A and B was decided, and resulted in the following scores being
made by the marksmen: Team A—C. Derivaux 109, J. Burger 107,
A. Graef 107, E. Tneurrich 105, H. Schroeder 105, J. Herter lOf.
A. Berger 103. Fred Laute 100. Tony Lurz 98, F. X. Derivaux 83, C.
Miller 75, and J. Schroeder 67; total 1,162. Team B—F. Dietz 110,

by th totals team B defeated team A by 30 points. After the
shooting was concluded the members and their Iriends sat down
to a bountiful supper.
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BOSTON, Oct. 11.—Fine weather and a tracing October breeze

rendered the 10th annual field day of the Boston Press Rifle As-
sociation, a successful and enjoyable occasion for the three-score

or so members at Walnut Hill to-day. Aside from the keen in-

terest taken in the team match, which annually decides the

supremacy of some one newspaper office, there was much friendly

rivalry over the handsome trophies provided by the Association

and the valuable gifts offered for competition in the individual

classification, military and rest matches, so that from early morn
until the shadows of evening began to obscure the bullseye there

was an almost continuous fusillade by the small array of amateur
marksmen. What is technically known as an 8 o'clock, fairly

steady wind blew during the day and the light was not the best.

The team malch was called at 1 o'clock P. M., and the result was
exceedingly close as regards the three leading teams, the mm
finishing first with a score of 304, the. Advertiser second with 200

points to their credit, and the Herald third, only four points be-

hind. The Transert.pt men closed their shooting with a total of

180. The Boston Theater cup goes to Mr. Samuel Merrill. Mr.
Rollins, of the Herald, makes the highest individual score ever

made at any shoot of the Association, thus placing him first m
the individual competition. His trophy will be announced at the

annual dinner, to occur in about 10 days. The following tables

will show the relative rank of the riflemen m the several compe-
titions, the score published being subject to verification by the

statistical officer. .
.

Team Match.
Association prizes—To the newspaper team making the highest

score, first prize trophies; to the second best team, second prize

trophies; trophy to man making highest score on each of the other

teams; distance 200yds.; position, off-hand; rounds, 10; highest

possible (score, 50; Creednioor count:
Globe. Team. Herald Team.

S Merrill 5444545445-44 F E Rollins. . . .
5444444443-42

J P Frost (mil.)44445l4544-42 C B T)anforth..4354444444-40

J Ta vlor (mil.).5444545434-42 G H Morgan . . .4343485444-89

C S Howard . . .4444354454—41 E Stearns 2444444454—39

F Davis (rail.). 4454434043-35-204 H KBusbuell .3533425245—36 -198
Advertiser Team. Transcript Team.

A Reach 2444545554-42 J Whitcomb...4445444444—41
D B Farwell . . .4443544445-41 H S Fisher 4554334442—38

J « Smith 4344454444-40 W Alexander..3353440344-33
GHMethsb a ' j -39 FWFord 2344444043-32

E W Fren tz. . . .4442444444—38—200 One average score 36—180

Individual Competitions.
Association and gift prizes, as per list posted at range, and to be

published in detail after the prize award at the annual dinner;

winners to select prizes at their option, in their respective classes,

in the order of shooting rank; distance 200yds.: position, off-hand:

rounds, 7; best possible score, 70 (decimal) and 35 (Creednioor);

classes A and B, decimal; class C, Creedmoor; three scores to win;
members divided in classes, according to association rules.

Class A.
T E Rollins, Herald 160 J G Smith, Advertiser .133

W Johnson 155 W H Hathaway, Herald 126

A Reach, Advertiser 154 F W Scott. Post 121

DB Farwell, Advertiser 152 E Sterns, Herald 119

S Merrill. Globe 150 C B Danforth, Herald 112

O S Howard, Globe 142 H T Fisher, Transcript 112

J D Whitcomb, Transcript. . . 139 F C Brownell, Herald 106

G H Morgan, Herald 138 HP McNally, Herald 82

Class B.

J N Taylor, Globe 132 E F Draper, Herald 83

E W Frentz. Advertiser 129 J H Parker vyg0
.W V Alexander. Transcript. .121 H A Waterman, Transcript. . .79

H R Bushnell, Herald 115 W R Templeman, Post 74

JW Scott, Post 112 R Luce -«?

F McDonald 90 S J Byrne, Herald b(

Class C.

F A Davis, Globe 86 E F Hogau. Transcript 69

W E R ibinson, Journal 84 J C Rerrison, Herald 52

F W Ford, Transcript 7(5 L C McRinnon, Advertiser.. . .38

J H Grout, Jr, Herald 75 C S Drew, Record 33

G H Hellish, Advertiser 74 FW Stimson, Transcript 27

Rest match, 200yds., standard American (decimal count), rounds
seven, best possible score 70, four prizesr

C S Howard, Globe 174 F A Davis, Globe 152

D B Farwell. Advertiser 169 G H Mellisb, Advertiser 127

E F Draper, Herald. 163 H K Bu.sb.nell, Herald 114

H S Fisher, Transcript 154

Military match, 200yds., off-hand, rounds seven, standard
American target (decimal count), best possible score 50, throe

. 83

. 63

Oct. IS.—The regular shoot of the Massachusetts Rifle Associa-

tion was held at its range to-day. The weather conditions were
very flue, with a light wind from 2 to 4 o'clock. A good number
of riflemen were in attendance, among them Mr. P. B. Cuptill, of

Oherryfield, Me., Rifle Club, and G. F. Ellsworth, from Gardiner.

Mr Frye won the gold champion medal, and Mr. Francis won the

gold niedal in the 20-shot rest match. Mr. Severance won the

Silver membership badge, and A. B. Frye and A. McCarthy each
won the bronze military medal. Wednesday the trap shooters

hold their regular prize and sweep shoot. Following are the best

scores made to-day:
20-Shot Rest.

J Francis 113 110-223 J R Munroe 100 103-203

WP Thompson 95 110-205 JNEames 100 98-198

Champion Medal Match,
J A Frye 84 A Newman 67

Silver membership badge, won on 10 scores of 70 or better by
H Severance 78 79 78 81 71 73 ?0 77 76 74

Bronze military medal, won on 10 scores ot 36 or better by
A McCarthy... 38 38 41 37 38 42 42 43 44 41

A B Frye 38 37 36 37 36 -40 36 41 41 41

Victory Medal Match.
GF Ellsworth 89 87 A Newman 74 67

SO Gardner 84 81 A S Hunt 65
Military Medal Match.

JEKelley 42 43 42 D Wigglesworth ;

;

TBond 45 42 42 A S Hunt 37 35

JBFeliows 43 42 T Moore 30 34

A S Field 42 41 B A Farmer 36 30

A B Frye 41 41 41
500Yds. Military Match.

EFBergholtz 42 40 A S Field 86 28

JH Jaubert 41 39
800Yds.

RBEdes., 46 44
Rest Match.

J R Munroe 113 112 A Ballard 103 102

J Francis 108 103 E James 101 99

FSHam... 108 108 W Pomeroy 97

JNEames 103 103
Off-Hand Match.

PBGuptill 84 82 82 79 A Stevens
J A Frye 84 80 78 78 C D Carney
A McBean. 75 75 S E Howard
FW Chester 75 12 MB Ames
CBGill 75 69 E F Binney

J^Frost, Globe 100 FA Davis, Globe
F W Scott, Post 94 J W Scott, Post

CREEDMOOR.—New York, Oct. 14.—The 12th Marksman's
Badge and Sharpshooter's matches of the N. R. A. were shot at
Creedmoor on Saturday, Oct. 12, under very favorable condi-
tions, the weather being perfect and the wind from 3 o'clock.
The following made scores of 42 and upward. Stuart won the
gold badge for the second time:

200yd. 500vds. Total.
T J Dolan, N C S, 12th Regt

2John Kerr, Co K, eoth" Regt,.

.

G S Scott, Jr., Co A, 23d Regt.

JW N Bavier, Co B. 22d Regt.

,

•=0 E Dudley. Co F, 7th Regt. .

.

5H H Tredwell, Co B, 23d Regt.
6Jas McNevin, N C S, 13th Regt
*J M McConnell, Co E, 9tb Regt
Alex Stein, Co C, 7th Regt
S C Pirie, Co I, 23d Regt

*F L Holmes, Co I, 23d Regt. .

G S Towle, Co D, 7'h Regt
E L Chase, Co K, 9th Regt
F S Reynolds, Co F, 22d Regt..
F W Perkins, Co F, 7th Regt.

.

F P Rnowles,'Co C.23d Regt.
Edw Duffy, Field. 69th Regt..

.25 24 49
25 47

23 24 47
24 45
24 45
34 45

22 23 45
22 23 45

.23 45
23 45
33 45
24 44
23 44

.21 23 44
21 44
31 23 44
.22 22 44
22 22 44
22 22 44
22 22 44
23 21 44
33 21 44
.21 22 43
.23 20 43
23 20. 43

23 42
.20 22 42
.20 22 42
,21 21 42
22 20 42
.32 20 42

i_7 Winners of cash prizes.
* Medal winners. J. Manz, Jr., Ass't Sec'y N. R. A.

PHILADELPHIA. Oct. 10.—The regular weekly practice of the
Philadelphia Rifle Club was held at the club's park on Queen's
Lane to-day, when the following scores were made at 200yds. on
bullseye and honor targets:

C Molter 19
E Travis 13JM Green 13M Price 13W Gelzer 0
C Becler 6W Wurfflein 4
C Bernhardt 4
L Thomas 4

Bullseye. Honor.
35
55
55
37
17

33
31
34

21

E Stees 4
M Brielv 2
E F Kohl 1
S Watson 1
M Brehm 2
P Frederick 1

J Reist 1
P Sherman 1

Anschutz 0

Bullseye. Honor.
41

9
22
11
63
10
10

NEWARK, N. J., Oct. 11.—This year the tournament of the
United Rifle Clubs of New Jersey will surpass all preceding
events, and it is the main thing that now interests the many
marksmen. At the meeting of the United Rifle Clubs, held to-
night, nine clubs were represented. The new constitution and
by-laws were brought up for a second reading, adopted as a whole
and ordered printed. The making up of a schedule having been
delayed by clubs failing to enter promptly, the opening of the
tournament was postponed from the 14th to 21st inst. A resolu-
tion was adopted providing that no man who is in arrears for any
moneys whatsoever, to any club, shall be allowed to shoot on a
club team until such arrearage be paid in full. The tournament
shoots will be on Monday and Friday of each week, three matches
to be shot on each night. The association decided on a set of val-
uable prizes. It was also decided to award a gold medal, valned
at $10, to the member making the highest average, contestants
for said medal to shoot in all matches duriDg the tournament.
The following officers were elected: D. J. Mahony, Lakeside,
President; J, Hollenberg, North Wards, Vice-President; Gus.
Widman, Monroe, Recording Secretary; M. Freidag, Essex Ama-
teurs, Financial Secretary; F. C. Dietz, Howard, Treasure*; F.
Weiler, Puritan, Sergeant-at-Arms; C. Kopf, Puritan; F.H. Rob-
erts. Newark; F. Klinger, Lakeside, trustees. The chibs included
in the proposed schedule are: Monroe, Annie Oakley, Excelsior,
Oakland, Puritan, Newark, North Ward, Electric, Essex, Howard,
Lakeside, Columbia and Sheppard. There are twenty gallery
clubs in this city, with an aggregate membership of at least 750.

Allowing each man 25 shots a week for the sen son (seven months)
it will require about 665,000 rounds of .23cal. cartridges.

CINCINNATI, Oct. 8.-The Queen City Pistol and Revolver
Club open its annual series of winter club shoots to-night at its

club range. The club has now some 50 odd members, and out of
that number can select a team of 5 or 10 men wb o will compare
as off-hand revolver and pistol shots favorably with any like
number of men in the States, with the exception, perhaps, of the
St. Louis Club, which ranks as the leading one in America. The
local club was organized about a year ago merely for winter
nights' sport, no initiation fee being charged or dues of any kind
demanded from the members. It suffered defeat as a team of
10 against a St. Louis representative 10 last winter, the first year
of its existence, but produced two individual shots in Messrs. B.
J. Robertson and Ben Copeland that virtually shot that same
club's two representatives to a standstill in a series of three
matches. The club will, in a few wTeeks, endeavor to arrange a
series of team telegraphic matches with both the ConlinClub, of
New York, and the St. Louis. The club shooting here is all done
at a^in. bullseye, 12yds. range, off-hand, with ceater counting 10.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa,—At the annual meeting of the Gaiety
Rifle and Pistol Club for election of officers for the ensuing year
resulted in Mi*. G. H.Perkins as President; Jos. M. Green, Vice-
President; John J. Mountjoy. Secretary; Wm. Wurfllein, Treas-
urer; E. Travis. Captain. Three new members were elected: G.
Atkinson, J. Hunsinger and W. Price.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.

69 68
68 95
67 63
62 59
60 &6

WILMINGTON, Oct. 7.—The first breath of winter struck Heald-
moor Rifle Range, Wilmington, Del., this afternoon and threat-
ened to make target shooting uncomfortable, but after the "office

stove" was lighted up the shooting house became more homelike,
and shooting was as pleasant as playing a game of billiards.

With the exception of a gusty wind, which at. times was rather
troublesome, the day was very favorable for target shooting and
resulted in a run of fine even scores. A few days ago a 50-shot
pistol match was shot between E. J. Darlington and H. Simpson,
which proved a very close contest. Following are the scores in
detail, standard American target, off-hand:

50-Shot Pistol Match, Stevens's .22cal. Gould Model, 50yds.
E J Darlington 87 87 85 87 80-426
H Simpson 87 87 86 78 87-425

Pistol Match, 50yds.

E J Darlington 8 9 9 10 10 10 9 7 8 9—89
H Simpson - 7 9 10 9 9 8 8 8 9 10-87
H Phillips 6 9 7 9 10 8 9 7 10 8-83
E Jackson 10 6 7 8 9 10 7 8 9 9-83
Dr R Knight 5 9 8 8 9 7 9 8 7 10—79

Diamond State Match, 70 Class.
H Simpson (mil) 7 99785676 fi-70

Dr R Knight 9 7 4 6 9 8 6 8 2 5-64
H Phillips (mil) 5 8 5 5 9 4 4 9 9 6-64
A Carlisle 7 3 6 9 7 4 5 10 5 7-63
W Elliott (mil) 6 5 5 6 4 8 4 5 6 5-54

Military Match, 200yds.. Creedmoor Target.
Sergt H Simpson. . . 4544544554—44 Pvt H Phillips. 4445445444—42
CorpW Elliott 5444554534-43 Corp H Doan 4345144444—41

The following scores were made by the club at their gallery at
12J^vds„ standard American target, reduced from 50yds.: E. J.
Darlington, 91, 88; H. Simpson, 87, 80; E. Jackson, 85, 79, 79; W-
S. Johnson, 76, 76; H. Phillips, 71.

Oct. 15, 16, 17, 18.—Tournament at live birds and inanimate
targets, Philadelphia. J. F. Kleinz, Secretary, 600 South Dela-
ware avenue, Philadelphia.
Oct . 17, 18, 19.—West End Social Gun Club Tournament, Harris-

burg, Pa.
Oct. 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25.—Second Tournament of the Mercer Gun

Club, at Trenton. N. J. E. G. Updegrove, President.

Force's Hotel, at Plainfield, housed most of the visitors, among
whom were Rolla O. Heikes, of Dayton, O.; John A. Ruble, "Bob
White," of Beloit, Wis.; H. A. Penrose, of Corrv, Pa.; Charles W.
Budd, of Des Moines, Iowa.; A. G. Courtney and Harvey McMur-
chy. of Syracuse, N. Y.; A. R. Bowdish, of Oxford; Mass., E. W.
Yerrington, of Norwich, Conn.: C. B. Manlev, of Danbury, Conn.;Wm. and Jas. Wolstencroft, of Philadelphia Pa.; Milt. Lindsley,
of New York, and others. The shooting grounds are about twenty
minutes drive from Plainfield, and every morning and evening a
string of hacks were pressed into service to transport the shooters
with their heavy load of ammunition, for during the week many
thousands of shells were fired. The ride is a beautiful one oh
fine macadamized roads, with the undulating, autumnal-colored
slopes of the Orange Mountain range in view to please the eye.
The Middlesex grounds are admirably adapted for holding a large
tournament. They are beautifully located on the crest of a hill
and surrounded by a high, solid fence. Within the inclosure is a
commodious club house, with racks and lockers for guns and
shells. At its left is a well-built grand stand capable of seating
many spectators. Adjoining the club house is a small building
reserved for the use of the press and the cashier, who on this oc-
casion was Sam Wilber. He did his work promptly aud to the
satisfaction of all. The Middlesex boys are all workers, and a
commendable feature of their shoots is the system with which
everything is run. Fred Quimby and "Tee Kay" hustled around
lively for entries in the events, and as soon as each was finished
it was handed to the cashier, who figured the divisions of the
money, put each man's share in an envelope ready at his request ,

and then handed the score card to the press representatives, who
were thus able to do their work properly, and to have it all done
by the time the last event of each dav was shot.
We want here to thank Mr. H. A. Penrose for the use of his

Keystone score book, Which greatly facilitated our work. It was
gotten up for the special use of tournaments and clubs. By using
carbon paper, it manifolds four copies, thus at the same time
making a permanent record on the original sheet, which is re-
tained in the book for reference, while the four tissue copies
arc detached, and may be sent out for publication.
The shoot occupied four days' two of which were devoted to in-

animate targets and two to live birds. Bluerocks and Keystone
targets were used under the Keystone system. Two sets 'of five
traps were in constant operation and the events were rattled off
in a lively manner. The tournament committee was W. Fred
Quimby, T. H. Keller, M. W. Mulford, Wm. Sigler and Nov.
Apga.r, and it is due to their untiring efforts that all the guaran-
teed events but one filled, and most of them overfilled, all surplus
mbuey being divided with the purse. Tuesday, the first day,
dawned bright and clear, and promptly at 9 o'clock the shooting
commenced.
No. 1, open to classes A B and C, at 10 singles, 81 entrance:W Wolstencroft... Ill 11 1 llil—10 C W Yerrington llormoiO-7

Penn 1111111111-10
Bowdish 1111111101— 9
C W Budd 1011110111— 8
Penrose 0101111111- 8
Apgar 1 110111110— 8

R O Heikes 1110100111—7
C Smith 0110101111—7
Tee Kay 111)011001-7
Conrtney 1100111110-7

First $4.06, second $2.47. third $1.65.
No. 2, open to B and C, at 10 singles, entrance $1:

Apgar 1111111111—10 S G Smith 1110101101—7
Courtney 111111 1111 -10 E M Couper ..1(111011100—7
Penn.... 1111111101- 9 Tee Kay 1110110001 - ti

Ruble 1111111110— 9 W J Conover 0101111010—6
Rowaish 1111011101— 8 W Terry. , 0111001110—6
C Smith 1110001111— 7
First $4.12, second $2.40, third $1.65.
No. 3, class C, at 10 singles, $1 entrance:

Penn 1111110111-9 E M Cooper ..... 1000011111-6
Wood 0111111111-9 Apgar... llOllflGOll-6
French 1111101111-9 Lawrence 1011011001-6
Hall lOUllllll-9
J Cooper 1111001011—7
Ziglow 0110111101—7
Conover 1010111101—7
Clark 0111011110-7

Chctwood 0100111110—6
Forrest 1111000110-6
Hough toil ... .0100110011- 5W Terry 1101000100-4
Hat daway HOOUOOOlO-3

THE MIDDLESEX TOURNAMENT.
ON Tuesday, the 8th inst., the fifth annual tournament of this

popular club was opened on their grounds at Dunellen, N.
J. The Middlesex Club is noted for its liberality aud nerve in

annually offering a large amount of guaranteed money, and their
tournaments never fail to have as good an attendance as any
event of the year. This may be said of the present one, for it

compares well with all other tournaments this year, but in com-
parison with its tournaments of former years the attendance was
light. Many familiar faces were missed from the ranks of the
tournament rounders—men who never before tailed to connect on
a Middlesex tournament. The reason for this may be that there
are too many tournaments—that they get too much of it; certain,

it is that there is no big money to be made nowadays, as a glance
at the scores will show. When thirty-three men out of thirty-

four in one event divide money, few, if any, of them get back their

Who indulge m It expect to pay a cerium amount. iur uiuir iuu
so they do, but unless a little winning can be made once in a while
it becomes altogether too expensive. When a man shoots through
a tournament at an 85 or 90 gait and then quits a loser, he begins
to think it time to stop. The fact of the matter is, there are so

many good shots now—the growth in trail-shooting has resulted
in increased skill for so large a number—that under the present
style of shooting no one can win anything. It seems time now to
inaugurate a change in the method of shooting; in some way,
either bv an increase of rise, throwing the birds harder or other-
wise, to make breaking of them more difficult. Leaving the ques-
tion of money entirely aside, it would be advisable to do this, and
thereby make our trap experts still fljore skillful, Well-to the
shoot.

First $4.80, second $3.60, third $2.40, fourth $1.20.
No. 4, open to A, B and C, at. 15 singles, $75 guaranteed, entrance

Ruble 111111111111111—15 Penrose 111110011111111-13
Wolstencroft. .111111111111111-15 Courtney 101111010111111-12
Sigler 111111111111111—15 Aogar 1111110101 1011 1 - 12
V er r ing to n .... 1 1 111 11 1 1 1 1 1 01 1— 1 4 T\ 1 an 1 1 v, 1 1 1 0 1 001 11 1 1 1 11-1

2

Penn 01 1 11 1 1 1 1111 11 1
—1 4 C Smith 1 11 1111 11010001-11

Heikes 1111011111111.10-13 Quad 110111011111001-11
Bowdish 111(11111 101 11 11-13 Qnimbv 1)011011 UUlldUl—10
Budd 111111101111101—13 Houghton 010011110111000— 8
S G Smith 101111110111111—13
First $30, second $22.50, third $15, fourth $7.50, ties div.
No. 5, at 15 singles, open to B and C, $75 guaranteed, entrance $3:

Houghton 111111111111.110-14 C Smith 11 10111 00 111110—11
McQuade 111 1 1 1 1 111 1 1011-14 M Cooper 100011101 101111—10
Penn 1111 1 1111101111-14 Quimby 101 0 1011011011 1—10
Collins 011111111111111-11 Conover 011101011101110-10
Bowdish Oil 111111111011-13 Manning 01 1 101 1 01)101 111-10
.1 Cooper 001111111111111-13 Brightman. .. .01101 1101 1 101 10-10
Thurman 1101011111111.11-13 S G Smith 110110111010010- 9
Apgar 010111111111111-13 Sanford 011100101001111— 9
Ruble 101111111111110-13 Ziglio 101110111100001— 9
Teeple 111111011110110-12 Post 01010101101.0011- 8
Courtney 111010111110111-12 Lindsley 010010100110101- 7
Taylor 1 10101111111011—13 dietwood 0011100011 10001 - 7
Wood lOOlllllUlOlOl—11 Hathaway 010010111001100- 7

Manitz 10001101.111.1 111—11.

First $30, second $22.50, third $15, fourth $7.50.

No. 6, at 6 singles and 3 pairs, A, B and C, $50 guaranteed, $2.50:
entrance:
Sigler HUH 11 01 11—11 Lindsley 111111 00 10 10- 8
SG- 'Smith 111111 1110 11—11 Houghton.... 110011 10 1110—8
Heikes 111111 1110 10-10 C Smith 101111 10 10 10-8
Ruble 111111 1100 11—10 Manning 111011 10 10 10-8
Penrose 101101 11 11 11-10 Brighton Ill 101 00 11 10— 8
MeQuade .. ..110101 111111-10 Manitz 111011 10 00 10—7
Wolstencroft.HOlll 11 10 11—10 Apgar 100101 10 10 11- 7

Maj Tavlor... 111111 10 1110-10 Howell 111010 00 10 10-6
edollins 101111 111010-9 Forrest 101010 10 10 00-5
Budd 011111 10 10 10-8 Courtney 001101 00 00 10-4
Bowdish 110111 11 10 00- 8
First $21, second $15.75, third $10.50, fourth $5,25.

No. 7, 6 singles, 3 pairs, $2.50 entry, $50 guaranteed, open to
classes B and C:
Ruble 111111 11 10 11—11 Post 101111 11 10 10— 9
Manitz 111111 111110-11 C Smith 101111 10 1101-9
Quad 111111 11 01 01-10 Force UUOl 11 10 00—9
Collins llllll 011110—10 Bowdish 011111 1100 10-8
Lindsley 110111 011111—10 M Cooper 110100 1110 11—8
Quimby llllll 00 1110-10 Apgar 110111 10 10 10—8
Wood.'. 101111 10 10 11—9 S G Smith. ...110111 10 00 U— 8

Houghton ....111110 11 11 00- 9 Teepel 011110 11 10 00— 7

Manning.. ..llllll 011100-9 J Cooper 101100 00 00 11—5
Brantingham UJ1101 10 10 11— 9 Conover 001100 00 10 11- 5

First money $20, second $15, third $9.94, fourth $5.

No. 8, 12 singles, A. B and 0, 350 guaranteed, $3.50 entrance:
Ruble 111111111111—12 Penrose 111111011011—10
Wolstencroft . . . .111111111111—12 Courtney 111101111011-10
Bowdish 111111111111—12 C Smith 111111111100—10

Budd 111110111111-11 J Cooper 111011011011— 9

Heikes 111111101111-11 F Post 111101011011- 9

Penn 110111111111—11 Wood 011111010111- 9

Quad 111101111111—11 Houghton 101110011101— 8
French OlllUimil-11 S G Smith 001111110101— 8

Sigler Ilimi01111-ll Manitz OlllOIOOOill- 7

Collins- 110111111111-11 Hathaway 101010001110- 6

Yerrington 111111010111-10 Lindsley 100010011010- 5
First $20, second $15, third $10, fourth $5.

No. 9, 12 singles, open to B and C, $50 guaranteed, entrance
$2.5:
Manitz 111111111111-12 C Smith 111111010011-9
Quad lllimiUOl—11 Thurman 110111110101—9
Kuble .....111111011111-11 Hall 111111011001-9
Courtney 110111111111—11 H Meeker 110011111101—9

French . . - 111111011111—11 Penu 011101010111-8
Houghton 011110111111-10 Post 01111 1 1 10100-8
Tavlor 001111111111—10 Collins 111010101010—7

J Cooper 111110111011-10 R Manning 101111010001-7
Bowdish 111011101111—10 E M Cooper 011110000110—6

Wood 111101111101—10 Teeple 101011000010—5

SG Smith 011111101111—10 Forrest OlOOOlOOOOw.
Lindsley 1111011H001— 9

First $20, second $15, third $10, fourth $5.

Extra No. 1, at 10 singles, $1 entrance: Budd 9, Yerrington 9,

Heikes 9, Penn 9, S. G. Smith 9, Ruble 8, Bowdish 8, Penrose 8,

Lindsley 8, Tee Kav 8, Wolstencroft 7, C. Smith 7, Courtney 6,

Howell 6, French "6. First $4.50, second $3.37, third $2.25, fourth
$1.12. Second shot off and div. by Ruble, Bowdish and Penrose.
Extra No. 2, same conditions: S. G. Smith 10, Budd 10, Heikes

10, Penn 10, French 10, Wolstencroft 10, Apgar 10, Ruble 9, Yer-
rington 9, Lindsley 9, Penrose 9, Tee Kay 9, Bowdish 8, Hall 8, E.
M, Cooper 8, Sigler 8, J. Cooper 7, Houghton 7, C. Smith 7, Court*
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GUNS AND LOADS USED BY SHOOTERS IN THE RACE AT LIVE BIRDS.

Name.

W. Wolstencroft, Philadelphia, Pa
Rolla Heikes. Dayton, O
Wtn. Sigler, Montclair, N. J
Mose Williams. Elizabeth, N. J
C. Van Camp, Trenton
F. A. Heal, Oeeauport, N. J
C. W. Budd, Des Moines, la
Bob White. Reloit, Wis
Chas. Smith, Plainficld, N. J
Phil Daly. Jr., Long Branch, N. J
0 . B. Manley, Dan6ury, Conn
.). Lamberaou, Mattawan, N. J
H. A. Penrose, Oorry, Pa
Mahlon Fox, Trenton, N. J ,

M. W. Lindsley, New York
H. McMurchy, Syracuse
O. M. Hedden, Newark, N. J
John Erb, Newark, N. J
W. S. Cannon, Newark, N. J

Gun.

Greener 12, choke
12, choke
10, choke.

Smith 10, choke.
Smith 13, choke
Ithaca 10, choke
Smith 12, choke
Ithaca 10, choke ,

Smith 10, choke
Smith 10, choke
Colt 13, choke
Thompson 10, cylinder
Smith 12, choke
Smith
Smith
Smith
Parker 10, choke

13, choke

FlHST BABRETi.

3drs. Schnitzel lj^oz. No. 8

3drs. American Wood; lUoz. No. 7
i&ts. American Wood; IMOfs. No. VA Tatham's. ..

4drs. Schultze; lMoz. No. 8 Chilled
3Udrs. American Wood; lJ4oz. No. 8
4j|drs. Schultze; ltyoz. No. 9
3J4drs. American Wood; 1J4oz. No. 7

4drs. 12-bore Trap; IMoz. No. 7

4J4drs. American Wood; l'4oz. No. 7>^ Leroy
Plrs. American Wood: VAoz, No. 8 Chilled
3%drs. American Trao; lj^oz. No. 7

4>^drs. American Wood; l!4oz. No. 8 soft
3J4drs. American Wood; l'/^oz. No. 7

3'Mdrs. American Wood; l^joz. No. tyz
ffMdrs. American Wood; 3J4oz. No. 8 Trap
3%drs. American Wood: IJ4oz. No. 8

3-Mdrs. Schultze; IMoz. No. 8

SMdrs. Schultze; l'^oz. No. 8

4J4drs. American Wood; !J4oz. No. 7 Trap, chilled.

Second Barrel.

3drs. Schultze; IJ40Z. No. 7
Si^drs. FEE Laflin & Hand; IMoz. No. 7

4drs. Laflin & Hand Special: IMoz. No. 7 Tatham's
4H/lrs. Schultze; IMoz. No. 7 cuilled
3^drs. American Wood; IMoz. No, 7
4Mrirs. Schultze; IMoz. No. 7)4
Sjfdris. American Wood; IMoz. No. 7
4drs. 12-bore Trap; 1%oz. No. 7

4Mdrs. American Wood; IMoz. No. 7
4drs. Schultze; IMoz. No. 7 chilled
4drs. Dead Shot; IMoz. No. 6
IJ^drs. American Wood: IMoz No. 7 soft
oM'lrs. American Wood; IMoz. No. 7

3'Mdrs. American Wriod; IMoz. No. 7 l4
4Mdrs. American Wood; IMoz. No. 7
S%drs. Laflin & Rand: IMoz. No. 7

3Mdrs. Schultze; IMoz. No. 7

3Mdrs. Curtis & Harvey; V/am. No. 7
4Mdrs. American Wood; IMoz. No.7 Trap, chilled.

Cautkidgw.

Winchester,
Climax.
Climax.
En. Prim. & Kynoch
Climax.
Climax.
u. a.
u. s.
Climax.
Climax.
U. S.
Climax.
Climax.
U. M. C.
U.S.
U.S.
Climax.
Climax.
U. S.

ney 5. Forrest 4, Lawrence 2. First $6.58, second $4.95, third $3.28,

fourth ©3.05.

Extra No. 3, same conditions: Dudley 10, French 10, Wolslen-
croft 10, Apgar 10, Bowdish 10, S. G» Smith 10, Yerrington 9, Signer
9, Budd 8, Koikes 8, Courtney 8, Penn 8, II. Wood 8, C. Smith 8,

Penrose ft Houghton 6, Howell 5, Oonover 5, Salmon 4, Sigler 3.

First second third $3, fourth $1.50. Ties div.
Extra No. 1, same conditions: Budd 10, French 10. Heikes 9,

Penn 9, Ruble 9, Bowdish ii, Penrose 9, Thurman 9, Wolstoncroft
8. Wood 8, Courtney 8, Yerrington 7, Sigler 7, C. Smith 7 Howell 6.

Quimby 6, Liudslev 5, S. G. Smith 5, Reading 5, Haighton with-
drew. 'First, $6; second, $4.50; third, $3; fourth, $1.50.

Extra No. 5, same conditions: Bowdish 10, Penn 9. Conover 9,

Ruble 9. Quimhy 9, Hall 0, Lindsley 8, French 8, Tliurman 8, Man-
itz 8, Quad 8, Courtney 8, Apgar 7, Chctwood 7, C. Smith 7, E. W.
Cooper 6, Hough ton 6, Ziglio 6, Forrest 0, Lawrence 6, Tee Kay 5,

Hathaway 4. 'First, ffi.W; second, $4.95; third, $3.30; fourth, $1.05.

Extra No. 0, same conditions: Penrose 10, Taylor 10, Sigler 10,

Houghton 10, Collins 9, Heikes 9, Yerrington 9, Wolstoncroft 9,

Budd 8, Apaar S. Quad 8, Soper 8, Sandford 8, May 8, Lindsley 7,

Manitz 7, Bowdish 7, Conover 7, Meeker 7, Reading 6, French 6,

Penn 5, Courtney 4, Hall 4, Clark 4. First, $7.50; second, $5.60;
third, $3.72; fourth, $1.85.

Extra No. 7, same conditions: Sigler 10, Wolstencroft 9,Yerring-
ton 9, Brantingham 9, Courtney 9, H. Meeker 9, Budd 9, Hall 9,

Quad 9. Manitz 9, Manning 9, Penrose 8, Collins 8, Heikes 8, Tay-
lor 8, Penn 8. H. Smith 8, Lindsley 8, Meeker 7, Cooper 7, Bow-
dish 7, Clark 7, Van Ness 7, Houghton 6, Soper 6, French 6, Way 0,

S. G. Smith (i. F. Post 5, Conover 5, Lawrence 4, Apgar 9. First
«9.90, second $7.37, third $4.90, fourth $2.45.

Extra No. 8, same conditions: Heikes 10, Yerrington 10, Budd 10,

Manitz 10, M. Meeker 9. Sigler 9, Wolstencroft 9, Houghton 9,

Lindsley 8, Penn 8, Penrose 7, Hathaway 7, Quad 7. Bowdish 7,

Tee Kay 7, Collins 7, Lawrence 6, Courtney 3. First
*"

$4.04, third $3.70, fourth fl.:

$5.40, second

Extra No. 9, same conditions: Manitz 10, W. J. 9, H. Meeker 9,

Penn 9, Apgar 9, Courtney 9, S. G. Smith 9, Ruble 8, Bowdish 8,

Houghton 8, Clark 8, Lindsley 8. French 8. Quimby 8, J. H. Force
8, Hall 7. Van Ness 7, Collins 7, Soper 7, Way 0, Manning 6,

Moulton 6, Quad 6, Tee Kay 6, Wood 1. First $7.50, second $5.68,
third $3.48, fourth $1.85.

Extra' No. 10, at, 5 pairs, entrance $1.50: Budd 10, Heikes 10, 0.
Smith 9, Quimby 9, Penrose 8. Houghton 8, Sigler 8, Quad 7, Post 7,

Collins 7, Bowdish 7, Wolstencroft 6, Lindsley 6, E. M. Cooper 5.

First $6.80, second $5.10, third $3.40, fourth $1.70.
Extra No. 11, 10 singles, $1 entrance: Manitz 10, S. G. Smith 10,

Penn 9. Thurman 9, Bowdish 9, French 9, Halt 9, Ruble 9, Hough-
ton 8, Quad 8, Courtney 8, Apgar 8, W. J. 8, Clark 7, H. Meeker 7,

Manning 7, Van Ness 7, Tec Kay 7, Quimby 6, Wood 6. C. Smith 6,

Dan Terry 5, Way 4. First, $6.90, second $5.25, third $3,05, fourth
$1.70. Ties div. except for second which was shot off and div. by
Penn, French and Hall.
Extra No. 12, same conditions: Penrose 10, Yerrington 10,

Sigler 10, Wolstencroft 10, Courtney 9, Heikes 9, Apgar 9, Hough-
ton 8, Quimbv 8, Quad 7, Budd 7, Way 6, Lindsley 5, Manitz 5.

First $£20, second $3.15, third $2.10, fourth $1.05.

Extra No. 13. 15 singles, $2 en trance: Manitz 15, Heikes 14, Yer-
rington 14, Sigler 14. Collins 14, Bowdish 14, Budd 13, Wolstencroft
13. Pentose 33, Puad l's, C. Smith 13, fljughtcn 13, Lindslej 11
Quimbv Hi. First $9,10, second $6.80, third $4.55. fourth $3.27.
Extra No. 14, 10 singles, $1 entrance: Collins 10, Post 10, Ruble

10, Apgar 10, Brantingbam 10, Bowdish 9, Courtney 9, C. Smith 9,

W.TerrvS, Houghton 8, H.Meeker 8, Teenle 8, Hathaway 7,Quimby
6, Lindsley 6, Manitz 5, Moulton 3. First $4.75, second $3.5o, third
$2.40, fourth $1.19. .

Extra No. 1.5, same conditions: Apgar 10, Houghton 9, Bowdish
9, Meeker 9, Post 9, W. Terry 8, 0. Smith 8, T. Terry 7, Collins 7.

First $3.27, second $3, third $1.35.
Oct. S—No. 1, at. 12 single, entrance $1.50, open to all:

Yerrington 11 1111111111-12 W Wolstencroft..111101111111—11
Heikes; 111111111111-13 Collins 111111111110-11
Sigler 111111111111-12 J Smith 011111111110-10
J Wolstencroft...111111111111-13 Courtney 111100111011- 9
Pentose Ill 101111111-11 Bowdish 110111111010-9
Budd 111111011111—11 C Smith 100111101011- 8
Houghton 111111111011—11
First $6.25. second $1.65, third $3.12, fourth $1.56.

No. 2, 12 singles, open to B and C, entrance $1.50:

Ruble 111111011111-11 Post 111111001110- 9
C Smith -.111011111111-11 Ford.- 110011101111— 9
Houghton 111111 1 01111-11 Manning 110110111011- 9
J Wolstencroft...110111111111-11 Apgar 111101101110- 9
Courtney 111110111011-10 Collins 011111011100— 8
Bowdish 011111110111—10 Chetwood 111011011000— 7
J Smith 111101001111—9 Quimby 001111100011—7
First $7.01, second $5.38, third $3.50, fourth $1.77.
No. 3, at 20 singles, 30yds. rise, use of both barrels, $40 guaran-

teed, entrance $3:
Collins .

. .11021111111122131003-17 Yerr'gt'n. 11130111012010013001—13
Heikes. . ..222011 1 12)21001 101 11—16 Houghton 10211.310110101001201—IB
Ruble 01110 1 222iCU 3 1.02112—16 J Smith . . .33UOJl22tW JOJ 12 1! 132- -12

CW Budd 111011 10111011111100-15 Preston.mm' '00200100- 8
" Bowdish

. .00001210110101002000- 8
Taylor .... 1 001 1 1 01 0 10) 11001011—13
J W BuddOHOOlOilOllCKI w.

Sigler . . . .02101112102111001112—15W Wolst-
encroft..ll.01001illl001101213—14

S G Smith.21201122210120001101—14 Quimby. . .01101000200 w.
J Wolsten- RupeU. ..00100000100102001103—7
croft.... 02001111110111101110—14 Richards.. 001000300 w.

.

' -Mi -
., a 01212 103003111—14 Heritage. .100000 w.

No. 4, 30 singles, $40 guaranteed, $3 entrance:
Ruble lltmiimillllllll-30 Siggins. . ..11111101011111111101—17
Branting- Bowdish.. 11101 101111011111110-16
ham 11111111111111111111—20 D Terry.. .10011111111010111111—16

Dick'rm'nlllin 11111111011111- 19 Collins. . . .11011110111101111011—16
Courtney .llOOllllllllllimil—18 J Smith . ..11111111001111101101-16
J WoJstcn- Tee Kay . . 01U 1 11101101 11101111—15
croft. . . llOUUlllOlimilll—18 Walton . . . 101UH0M0.il Ollllll—15

Post 11111111111110011111—18 Meeker... .0H0111111 1001111001—14
Apgar 01111101111111111111-18 Elliott. . . . 01010110011011111011—13
Taylor. . . .11111110101111111111—IS HathawavHOllOOOOlOllOllOlll—12
S G SmithlllOlllllOllllllllll—18 Ruppel. . ..01011001110110101010-11
Russell.. ..11111111111100011111—17 HoughtonOOlOlOUllOOOlOOOlO 1 0

J W Budd 1U00U1H1H1111101-17
First $16, second $12, third $8, fourth $4.
No. 5 at 15 singles, open to all, $40 guaranteed, $3 entrance:

Yerrington ...111111111111111—15 Collins 101111110111101—12
Houghton 111111111111111—15 J Wolstencr't'tllllllOlOllllOl—12
Sigler. - 11111 11.11111111—15 JW Budd 100111110111011-11
Ruble 111111111111111—15 S G Smith 111011111011001-11
Hei kes 111111110111111—14 Evens 011110011011110—10W Wolstenc'ftlllOlllllllllll—U Richards 001111101111100-10
C Smith lmillMMj Vi--M M;, rr .ii»01—l()
Taylor .HlDIHllllHU—14 Bowdish 101101100110101— 9
Chas Budd.... 111011111011111-13 Heritage 001010110111101— 9
J Smith 111111101111101-13 Barnes 100110001110101— 8
Dykeman 111011111011111-13 Rupell 101001001010110- 7
First $16, second $12, third $8, fourth $4.
No. 6, at 15 singles, open to B and C, $40 guaranteed, entrance $2:

JWolstencroftimillllllllll-15 Post 011111111111101-12
Taylor 111101111011111-13 Barnes 011111110111001—11
JW Budd 111111111001111—13 J Smith 111011111101100—11
Ford 111101111111110—13 Richards 011011011111101—11
Quimby 1111111101H011—13 Bowdish OOllllOlOOUUl—10
Courtney J.OmiOllllllll-13 Heritage 011100010101111—9
Russell 01111) 111111011—13 Rupell 1 110111U010000— 9
biggins 101111111101111—13 WT

ailer 011000100101110—7
Houghton 011111111101111-12 Chetwood 100011000101001— 5
C Smith 111100111101111-12 Riggott 00100010.1100010- 3
Dykeman UH101H00HH-13

'

First, $16; second, $13; third, $8; fourth, $4.
No. 7, at 10 singles and 5 pairs, op«n to all, entrance .$3:

Sigler 11111111)1 10 11 11 11 11—19
W Wolstencroft...; 1111111111 1110 111111-19
C WBudd 1111111110 11 11 11 11 10-18
Heikes 1111111111 11 11 11 00 11-18
Penrose...- 1111111111 10 1) 10 10 11—17
Taylor 1111111110 11 10 11 11 01-17
Dykeman 1111011011 11 1.1 10 II 11—17
C Smith .- 1111001111 11 11 11 11 10—17
J Wolstencroft, 0110111111 10 11 1.1 11 11-11
Houghton 0111001111. 11 10 01 11 11-15
Quimby 1111001111 10 10 10 11 10-15
J Smith 1111011111 11 10 01 11 00—15
Collins 1111111110 00 10 11 10 10-14
JW Budd 1010111001 H 10 11 11 10-14
Walton 0011110110 01 10 11 11 10-13
First, $9; second, $7; third, $5; fourth, $3.25.
No. 8, 10 tingles and 5 pairs, open to B and C, $3 entrance:

Russell 1101111111 10 11 01 11 11-17
Ruble «)11 110111 11 11 11 11 11-17
Taylor 1111111111 10 10 10 10 11-16
Houghton 1111110111 10 11 11 10 10- 16
J W Budd 1111110101 11 11 11 01 01-16
J Wolstencroft 1111111101 11 10 10 10 10-15
Post 1111101111 00 10 10 11 11—15
C Smith 0111111110 10 10 00 11 11-14
Bowdish.. 1101011111 10 11 10 10 10-14
Courtney 1111 111101 00 10 10 10 11—14
Collins 1111100101 10 01 10 10 11-13
Siggius 1001111101 11 00 01 10 11-13
Ford HOlOniOlO 11 11 01 10 11—13
Quimby 1011110011 10 10 11 10 10-13
Richards 1110111000 10 10 00 10 11- 9
Chetwood 0010000101 10 11 00 10 00- 7

Heritage 0011110000 10 w.
First $10 20, second $7.05, third $5.10. fourth $2.55.
Extra No. 1, 10 singles, $1, open to all:

Yerrington 1 1111111 11—10 Houghton 1101011111—

8

Collins 1111111111-10 C Smith 1110101111—8
Courtney 1111111111-10 Heikes 0111101111-8
Quimby 011111HU— 9 Penrose 1101111110-8
Bowdish 1111111011— 9 Apgar 11 10101101-7
Wolstencroft 111011U11— 9 S G Smith 0010111111—7
Budd 1111111011— 9 Post 1001011010-5
First $4.30, second $3.05, third $3.10, fourth $1.05.
Extra No. 3, same conditions, open to all:

Yerrington 1111111111-10 Bowdish 0111111101-8W Wolstencroft...lilllimi-10 Penn 1011101111—8
Houghton 1111111111—10 Collins 111U0U01-8
Ruble 1111111111-10 Courtney 1011111011-8
Heikes 1101111111- 9 J Wolstencroft 1111010011-7
Budd 1111111110- 9 J Smith 0010101111-6
Post 1111101111- 9 C Smith 1100001111-6
Apgar 11U111U0— 9 Manning 0001100100—3
Quimby 1111111110— 9
First $4.30. second $3.80, third $2.55, fourth $1.25.
Extra No. 3, same conditions, open to all:

Penrose 1111111111—10 Yerrington 1110110111—8
Heikes 1111111111—10 Houghton 1111101101-8
C Smith UlUlllll-10 Bowdish 1110111110-8
J Smith 1111H1111—10 Courtney 1111011011-8W Wolstencroft... 1011 J 11111- 9 Apgar 1100111111-8
Ruble 1111011111- 9 Quimby 1111111000-7
J Wolstencroft 1111111011— 9 S G Smith 0110110111—7
Budd OlllimOl- 8 Collins 01101)1111-8
First $4.80, second $3.60, third $2.40, fourth $1.20.
Extra No. 4, same conditions, open to B and C:

J Smith 1111111111-10 J Wolstencroft 0111111110—8
Ruble 1111111111—10 Quimby 1100111111—8
Houghton 0111111111— 9 Tee Kav 00111)1111—8
Bowdish 1111101111— 9 S G Smith 1111011100-7
Brantingham 1011111111— 9 Courtney 0111001101—6
C Smith 1111101111-9 Post 10U0001U-0
Apgar 1111101111— 9 Ford 1011011100—6
Chetwood 1011111101— 8 Manning 1001010011-5
First $4.80, second $3.60, third $2.40, fourth $1.20.
Extra No. 5, at 5 pairs, $1, open to all:

Budd 11 11 11 11 11-10 C Smith 11 11 10 01 11-8
Heikes 11 11 11 11 11—10 Houghton 11 11 01 10 10-7
Penrose 11 11 10 11 11— 9 S G Smith 11 10 10 11 10-7
WWolst'ncroftll 11 11 11 10— 9 Collins 10 11 10 10 01—6
Sigler 11 10 11 11 11— 9 .1 Wolstencroft..01 10 11 00 10-5
Quimby 10 11 11 11 11— 9 Bowdish 01 10 10 10 00-4
J Smith 11 11 10 11 11— 9
First $3.90, second $2.90, third $1.95, fourth $1.
Extra No. 6, 10 singles, $1 entrance, open to B and C:

C Smith 1111111111—10 Brantingham 1111010111—8
F Post Hllllllll-10 S G Smith 11101 11 101 8
J Smith 1111111110- 9 Collins 0111110110-7
Apgar 0111111111— 9 D Terrv 01101011)1—7W Terry 1101111111— 9 Chetwood 1011110110—7
Ruble ..1110111111— 9 Houghton 1111001100—6
Bowdish 1111110101— 8 Courtney. 0110100111-ti
Ford 1010111111- 8 S Wolstencroft 1011100001—5
Manning 1101111011— 8
First $5.10 second $3.80, third $2.55, fourth $1.26.
Extra No. 7, at 15 singles, $2 entrance, open to all:

Penrose 111101111111111—14 Collins OlllllimilOll—13
Budd 111111111011111-14 Houghton 0111111101imi-13
Yerrington... .111111111111011—14 J Smith lOllllllullllll—13
Heikes 111110111111111—14 Bowdish 111011111101110-12
Sigler 111111111101111—14 Courtney 111110110101111—13
J Wolstencr'ftimilOllllllOl—11 Quimbv 011111011111110—13
C Smith. 110111111111111-14 Riggott 111100011000111-9W Wolstenc'ftllllllOlll 11101—13
First $9.73, second $7.32, third $4.90, fourth $2.43.
Extra No. 8, 13 singles. $1.50 entrance:

Heikes 111111111111—13 Bowdish 011111110111-10
Sigler llllll 1 11111-13 Walton 101110111111—10W Wolstencroft. 11111) 111111-13 Dykeman 1)1101111110—10
C WBudd 111111111101-11 Houghton 101101111111-10
Yerrington lOimilllll—11 Courtney 111101 11 1011—10
S W^olstencroft. .101111111111—11 Hathawav 111110011111-10
Russell 101111111111-11 Heritage lOOlilOlllll- 9
C Smith 111111011111-11 Russell. 011000100101- 5
Penrose 101111111101-10
First $8.16, second $6.10, third $4,06, fourth $3.04.
Extra No. 9, at 15 singles, $2 entrance:

Yerrington. . . .111111111)11111—15 C Smith 111111111011111—14
Heikes 111111111111111—15 Houghton 101111111111110-13W Wolstenc'ftlllllllllimil-lS Bowdish 111110110111111-13
Courtney llllimillllll—15 Walton 111111111110011—13
Penrose. 11101111.1111111—14 .1 Wolstenc-r'ftlllllO 111111001—13
Sigler 111011111111111-14 J W Judd 101111111110111-13
Budd 1111111 1 1110111-14 Apgar 1111 111 1 1010110-13
First $9.08, second $6.80, third $4.56, fourth $3.38.
Extra No. 10, at 13 singles. $1.50:

Russell 111111111111—13 Bowdish 111111011111—11
Courtney 11111(111111—13 Heikes 110101111111—10
Penrose 111110111111—11 Budd 111111011011—10
Sigler .111111111110—11 Houghton 1 11011101111—10
Yerrington UU110111U—11 W W^olsteneroft..111011011011— 9
Collins 111101111111-11 Hathaway 101101110100- 7
First $5.76, second $4.30, third $3.88, fourth $1.44.
Extra No. 11, at 15 singles, $2:

Heikes 111111111111111—15 S G Smith 010111111111111—13
Budd 111111111111111-15 C Smith 011111101111111—13
Coiuns miimimiii-15 Walton HOonmiinn~i3

Penrose 011111111111111-14 .1 Wolsti neroftOlOllllll]] 1011—12
Sigler 11111 111 111101 1-14 Yerrington ...100111101111101-11
J Wolstencroftill 111111111101-14 Courtney 111111101001110-11
J Smith 111111111110111-14

First $8.43. second $6.33, third $4,23, fourth $2-12,
Extra No. 1.3, at 10 singles, $1:

Apgar 1111111111—10 Post 0110101111- 7
Bowdish 1111110111— 9 J Wolstencroft. ... 10 11111011— 7
Walton 1111111011- 9 Tee Kay 1101010111- 7
Brantingham 1011111111- 9 Siggins 001 111 1 010- 6
Way.. 0101111111- 7 Manning 1111010010-6
Russell 1)11111010— 8 Dykeman 1010000111— 5
•1 Smith 1011011111- 8 Terry 0100011100— 4
Courtney 1111010111- 8 Houghton lOOOOIOHO- 4
First $4.80. second $3.00, Ihird $1.80, fourth $1.20.
Extra No. 13, at 12 singles. $1.50:

HeikfiB illlllllllll-12 Penrose 01011111)111—10
C Smith 1111111111.11-12 Bowdish 110011111111-10W Wolstencrof t..111111111111—13 Collins 1111 10101L1-10

.100)11101110- 9
1011 11011101— 9
101011110101- 8
10010) 1011.01— 7
100001001111— 6

Sigler 11 111 mill 1-13 Hat, haway
Ruble 1111111111 1J-13 G Smith...
Budd 011111111111-11 Houghton..
Tee Kay 111110111111-11 Forest
J W^olsteueroft.. .111111011111—11 Quiinby .

.

Yerrington 11 Kill 111011—10

First $8.15, second $6 12. third $4.08, fourth $2.04.
Extra No. 14, at 10 singles, $1, open to B and C;

Walton 1111111111-10 Way - 1011111101— 8
C Smith 1111111111-10 Tec. Kay 1110111110—8
Russell 1111111110— 9 Quimby 1011011110— 7
J Smith 1101111111-9 Bowdish 1111010110- 7
Ruble .0111111111— 9 J Wolstencroft 1100111011— 7
Brantingham llllll 1001— 8 Courtney 0000111011— 5
First $3.00. second $3.70, third $1.50, fourth 90cts.
Extra No. 15, at 15 singles, $2:

Budd 111111111111111-15 Forrest 111111111111011—14
Yerrington. . . .111111111111111—15 Russell 1011111 J 1111101-13
C Smith limillinilll-15 Sigler 111111111101 101-33
Heikes 011111111111111-14 E O Miller 1)1111 111110101-13
Penrose 101111111111111-14 Wralton ..llllOlllOlOOUl—11W Wolstene'ftllOllllI 11111.11- 14 Courtney 110101011101111-11
First $7.80, second $5.86, third $3.90, fourth $1.96.
Thursday, Oct. 10.—This was the first day at live birds, and from

far and near the meu who "wouldn't look at a clay saucer,"
flocked in to try their skill. There was Bob Welsh and Dick
Irwin, of Philadelphia; Johnny Riggott, of Roekaway. N. ,).; Geo.
Cubberly, of Red Bank; Mahlon Fox and Chas. Van Camp, of
Trenton: Capt. Jones, Al. Heritage and Wm. Hughes, of Jersey
City: E. M. Cooper, of Red Bank; Fted Bea), of Long Branch;
Frank Class, of Pine Brook; Ike Dukes, of Burlington, N. J.; L.
J. Houghton, of Chepachet, R. I., and Jack Walton, of Mount
Hope, Pa. It rained hard just before breakfast, but Middlesex
luck carried the day, and ere the trip to the grounds \vas started,
the sun was shining brightly. The birds were an average lot,
some good, some poor, with a few corkers. The usual gang of
scouters were on hand and bagged all but a few of the birds that
escaped over the fence. In event No. 3 twenty men tied for first
money, and eleven for second. It was too late when the event
finished to shoot off the ties, and as some were not able to remain
over, they were allowed to draw their share, and the others who
wished to shoot off had to wait till Friday. All live bird events
were shot under American Association rules, except a few extra
sweeps from plunge traps.
No. 1, at 8 live birds, $100 guaranteed, entrance $6:

Budd 11111111—8 Penrose 12111220—7
Bob White 32211131—8 Manly ..311110U—

7

W Wolstencroft 11111121-8 O Smith 10211311-7
Heikes Ill 11113—8 Voorhees 21212202—7
Welch 32122U3-S J Smith 21102122-7
Irwin 13113231-8 Capt Jones 11021111-7
Riggott 112111 12-8 Walton 10.321012-fi
McMurchy 2111HU—8 Yerrington 210122 10—6
Cubberly 11223111-8 S G Smith 11212010-6SW Dukes 31121112—8 M Fox 12.111010-6
Sigler 11111111—S C M Cooper 12030121- 0
Quimby 12101111—7 Houghton 1;'101210—

6

i.MM.-C . , V im,;o .: -
-

J Wolstencroft 13110111—7
All ties div. except for lirstmonev, which went to Budd, Bob

White, W. Wolstencroft, Heikes, Welch, Irwin, Riggott and Mc-
Murchy, who killed 1 on the shoot-off. First $64.80, second $48.60,
third $33.40, fourth $16.30.
No. 3. at 10 live biids, $200 guaranteed, $10 entrance:

Budd 1111221112—10 J Smitn 0122)31313— 9
Class 2122212113-10 Cubberly 0111311211— 9
Heikes 1111131321—10 S G Smith 1111111101- 9W Wolstencroft....2321111112-10 Bob White 2312120122- 9
Beal 1111212111-10 Capt Jones 1101121011— 8
Fox 1111111121-10 Manly 1110211101— 8
Riggott 111111)112-10 Quimby 2022333101- 8
Welch 1313H2311—10 Lindsley 0233202233— 8
Van Camp 1222111121-10 Forest 1121211001— 8
Williams 1111112321-10 Houghton 3112021220— 8
Hughes 1212112111-10 Dukes 1221021320- 8
C Smith 1311112121-10 Cannon 1O00112121— 7
McMurchy 1312232011— 9 Irwin 2110200111—
Sigler 1111110211- 9 Cooper 2012121200— 7
Penrose 1111121101— 9 Voorhees 0110112210— 7
Walton 1121211011— 9 Yerrington 1222021011— 7
J Wolstencroft 1110112112— 9 Collins 1020101002— 5
First $132, second $99, third $66. fourth $33.
No. 3, at 7 live birds. $1 entrance:

- 11211222 Bowdish 2221111—7Penrose 1111111—7
Cannon 1121331-7
Sigler 1311121—7
Lindsley 2222222-7
Jones 1111131-7
Irwin

21131 133 Va n Camp ... .1131111-7
1110 Budd 0111111-6 0
22222222 Walton 1210211-6 1110

Beal 1U0112-6 0. dr. out. _
.. R12331-7 dr. out. Yerrington. . . 2012122—6 dr. out.

McMurchv.... 1111121-7 21112130 Daly.... 1103211-6 10
Heikes 1111112—7 210 Quimby 1110111-6 11133
Wolstencroftilling- 7 1120 Hughes 1111013-6 dr. out.
Welch 1311131-7 dr. out. J Smith 1301121-6 dr. out.
Williams,.. .1221322—7 dr. out. Houghton... 1211201—6 dr. out
SG Smith.... 1212312-7
Fox 1122121—7
Manley 1111111—7
Cubberly 1121111-7
Class 1112213-7
H Force 3121121—7
Riggott 1111111-

Eirst. K72. Rp.onnrl ^4

0 T Terry 2222101-6 dr. out .

0 Boh White.. .1212210—6 2113
0 Collins 1221300—5
0 Forest 3013110—5
dr. out. C Smith 1111100—5

Snedeker .... 0010333—4
Tee Kay 1132000-4

First $73, second $54, third $36, fourth $18. Third and fourth div.
The shoot-off of the tie for first money in this event was very

interesting. Nine men had drawn out their share, and but eleve ii

remained to shoot on Friday morning. Four of this number fell
out on the first round, one on the third aud two on the fourth,
while the others pounded along until 8 birds had been killed by
Penrose, Cannon and Lindsley, who then divided, McMurchy
having missed his eighth bird. To decide second money 5 birds
were required. Quimby and Bob White killed them all and di-
vided. Six men had drawn out of this tie, thus reducing the
amount as given above.
Friday, Oct. 11.—Another rain storm threatened to spoil sport

to-day, but again it cleared, and the weather was simply perfect
for live-bird shooting. The ties on Thursday's event wi re first
shot, then a sweep at 5 birds, and then the grand $400 guaranteed
purse, for which the best birds had been kept, and they were an
exceedingly fine lot. Nineteen men faced the score in this event,
and that they are a set of magnificent shots no one will deny after
a look at the score, as only 44 birds were missed out of the 466 shot
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at. The time occupied was five hours, commencing at 11:15'A. M.
Nol, at 25 live birds, $25 entrance, 4 moneys, $400 guaranteed:
W Wolstencroft 2111111121221212111111221-25

R O Heikes 12131101111211321311.11131-24

Wm Sigler 112111112131111 10211 121 1 1-34

M Williams 311231112212322112fmi03-34
C Van Camp 3311331111313011331231111-34

F Beal 20111 1 111 3111111 1 30111222-23

C W Budd 1 111123121011101213] 11211-23

Bob White 1223111111110101121131212-23

C Smith - CimimiH:%l?1011i; 123-28

Phil Daly, Jr 121121122001122321 321 1331-23
"0 B Marilv 0111111122211111310111111-33

J "Lamberson 1110111 1111313110221131133-23

W A Penrose 01 10212332110211233211111-32

M Fox 21 02113212013233111111120 - 22

m tindoiev .sfssss^&mmammt^
H McMurcH i:,111.10niU10111120111f.l -&
CM Heddcn ll--.20110211«031111iagl23-?i

jFrb "
" omiioo:',moiiioimmi-.?o

W S Cannon 00123I321131200W. -11
First money $190, second $143.50, third $95, fourth $47.50.

W. Wolstencroft, who won first money with the only straight

score, is a young man of perhaps twenty-seven, who has made a
reputation for himself as a steady, reliable shooter. His victory

was greeted with applause, which was received with becoming
modesty. Charlie Budd had the misfortune to have his old gun
iniured' by beinsr run over on Thursday night while going in from
the grounds, and was somewhat handicapped with a new gun to

which he is unaccustomed. He only dropped two birds, but was
shot out in the tie for third money. The second and fourth,

moneys were divided and the third shot off as below. Tie for

third money:
Bob White 12211 Budd .22220

C Smith 11112 Beal 10

Manly ...11221 Daly 0

Lamherson 12112

Those who killed 5 straight took the pot.

We append a record of the guns and loads used in this race, also

of the flight of all birds killed.
E.Q. L.Q. R.Q.I. L.Q.I. I. D. R.Q.D. L.Q.D. Tw. Tow.

Wolstencroftl3 3 8 1 2 2 2

Heikes 5 4 4 1.3 5 2 .

Sigler 10 13 .3133 1

Williams 6 3 3 3 5 1 1 3 2
Van Camp. ..10 14 4 112 1 . .

Beal 7 2 2.1 2 ..
Budd 4 4 3 3 1 4

Boh White... 5 1 7 3 3. 4 . .1
O Smith 12 1 3 3 1 1 2 2 .,
Daly 8 3 2 1 2 4 2 1 . .

Manly 4 3 4 3 6 2 1 . .

Lamberson.. A 3 3 3 5. . 3 .

Penrose.. ..13 . 3 4 3. . .

Fox 7 1 5 13 1 1 3 .

Lindsley 10 2 3 .4 1 1 2 . .

McMurchy.. 9 5 2 3. 1 2 .

Hedden 74 . 313 2 3
Erb 12 3 ,21 1 1 .1
Cannon 31 2 .4. 1 . ..
Note.—R.Q.—Right-qua rterer. L.Q.—Left-quarterer. R.Q.I.—

Right-quartering incomer. L.Q.L—Left-quartering incomer. I.

—Incomer. D.—Driver. R.Q.D.—Right-quartering driver. L.Q.D.
—Left-quartering driver. Tw,—Twister. Tow.—Towercr.
Mo. 2, at 5 live birds, $3.-60 entrance:

Beal 11212-5 Lamberson 11112—5
Penrose 12112—5 S ft Smith 12011—4
Cuhberly 11111—5 Vorhees 32110-

4

M anion 22111-5 Tee Kay 11012-4
Walton .11121—5 Van Brackle 11110-4
C Smith 12111—5 Hughes 02123—1
Budd 11211—5 Lindsley 22001-3
McMurchy 2111 1—5 Cannon 31200—3
Sigler....." 11212-5
First $25.50, second $18, third $10,20,

Extra No. 1 . 4 live birds, entrance :S2, plunge traps:

S G Smith 1111-4 G Besser 0111-3
Walton 2111—4 Albee 0121—3
D Terry 1211—4 Voorhees 1110—3
Collins 1112-4 Tee Kay 0.201-2

Van Brackle 2102-3
Ties for first money, shot out on extra sweep No. 2, won by Col-

lins and Walton; second div., Tee Kay third.
Extra No. 3, same conditions:

Collins 1121—4 Voorhees 1211—4
Afbee 1122-4 S ft Smith 1013-3
Walton 1111—4 Terry 0H1—

3

Besser 1311—4
AValton and Besser first, S. G. Smith and Terry second.
Extra No. 3, 3 pairs live birds, plunge traps, $3 entrance:

S G Smith 11 11 11-6 G Albee 01 01 11-4
PDalv 01 11 11-5 Collins 11 00 11—4
A Meeker 11 11 10-5 Busser 11 10 10—4
Ford 10 11 11—5 Voorhees - ..00 11 10—3

S. ft. Smith first, second div., ties on 4 div. third.

Extra No. 4, 10 live birds, olunge traps, 87.50 entrance:
Capt Jones 1221 111111-10 Ford 1121110111- 9

SG Smith 21111111 11—10 Quimhy 2111111201-9
Albee 1121120211- 9 Meeker 0121313111- 9

Forest 1110212121— 9

Ties on 10 div. first, ties ou 9 div. second
Extra No. 5, 5 live bird", $5:

Penrose.' 31 1 11—5 S G Smith 11122 -5
Budd 11111—5 Ven Camp 12012—4
McMurchy 12212- 5 Daly 12022—4
Fox 11221-5 Erb 10120-3
Jones 22232- 5 Cannon 11100-3
C Smith 11112-5 TK 02100-2
First div. hy Penrose, Budd and McMurchy after a shoot off;

second and third div.
At the conclusion of the big race, just enough time was left for

a five-bird sweep, which was shot, and the Middlesex Tournament
of 1889 was a thing of the past. Frank Mason.

THE FODDE SHOOT.
OT. LOUIS, Mo.. Oct. 11.—The second annual Fred A. Fodde
IO amateur tournament took place at Compton Avenue Park,
this city, on Oct. 8, 9, 10 and 11. Beautiful weather favored the
shoot, but the attendance was rather light, except on Thursday,
which was a partial Holiday, owing to Fair week. Keystone tar-
gets were used for all events. 5 traps, walk-around system.
Many strangers from a distance were present and expressed them-
selves thoroughly satisfied with the sport furnished them.
Mr. Fred. A. Fodde, assisted hy Mr. W. A. Sherman, of Keo-

kuk, Iowa, attended to the duties of referee. All ties div. unless
otherwise noted. •

First Day.—No. 1, 10 singles, entrance $1.50:

J Sieminskie 1111111011- 9 E B Range 0101101010- I

S B Reynard .0101110111- 7 W A Sherman 1101 111111— 9

Dr E L Spencer .... 1010110101— 6 W T Wetmore 0110100001— 4
E Spencer 1111111111—10 APaule 0111101110— 7W Field 0101101010— 5 G Hill 1011111100- 7

T Bauer 1111111.111-10 H Nagel .1111111111-10
WSwavne 01111111.11—9 WDallmcyer 1001110110—6
F Sigler 0111110010- 6 H Wagner 0001000110- 3

F Govro 0101111111— 8 G Crosby , . ,001 1110111— 7

Ed Baker 1101111011-8 ft Lay 1001110110- 6

Hill and Crosby fourth.
No. 2, 15 singles, entrance S3:

Sigler.-- 110001111111100-10 Lay 111111011111111—14
Bauer 111111110011111-13 Govro 111101101110111-12
E Spencer 111111111011111-14 Baker 111101111101001-11
Reynard 101101011101110—10 Range 101001011110010- 8

Dallmever... .111111100111000—10 J Roeser 10010011 1000M— 6
Dr Spencer.. -.110111101100111 -11 Sherman 111111110111101—13
Sieminski 1111001 101 1 1 1 01 —11 Crosby 011011111010111—11
Hill 110110111110111-12 Nagel 011101010110000- 7

Paule 101100001010110—7 Swavnc 1111110111 11011—13
Wetmore 001000100001101— 5 Waller 001111011000100— 7

No. 3. 20 singles, entrance $3:
Siminskie 11111011111111111111—10 Roeser. . ..01001110110111110111-14
E SpencerlllllOllllllllllllll—19 D Spencei 00101111111111100101—14
Wetmore.OOLOlOlOOllOOOllOOOl- 8 Hill 10011101101110100001-11
Lay 11 10111111 111 1100111-17 Govro 10101111111110111101-16
Nagel ...4OIIOIIOIOIIIOIOOOOI-II Baker. .. .1111111111101011101 1-17
Paule 01110010110001101111-12 Reynard . .1 1100111110011111011-15
Sigler . . ..11001111010101000110-11 Swayne. . .01011111110011011110 -14
Bauer 10111111 111110011111—17 W Golm. .01101010011101111111-14
Dallmey'rlll0011101100101.01ll-13 Sherman .01111011111011111110-16
No. 4, 20 singles, en trance $3:

Nagel 00011111111111010110-14 Bauer 11111111111111111001-18
Golm 11000111111101111111-16 E SpeucerlllllllllllllllU 111—20
Sherman.,101 1101 101111010)011 -14 Hill . :

-.
D RpencerlOllllimil ! lOuoill-16 Paule. 10110011110101011010-12
E Meyer . .11 1 1 1 1110 1 1 1 1 .1 1 1 fl 1 1 1 -IS H Wagner 00000100000010101100— 5

Siminskie 11111101011011010111-15 Govro Iimilllllllllllll0-19

Dallmey'rmim0000110011110-13 Lay .10011110011011110110-13
Sigler 100J1100011010111100—10 Reynard. 11111100111111111011-17
Baker 11001011 101 011101011—1

8

No. 5, 20 singles, entrance $3 50:

SiminsMe.11111111101101 11 Ull-18 E Soencerllllll01111011111111-18
Hi U Ill 11111 11 1 1.1 11 1 1 1.11-20 S b email ... 1001011 1010 10w

.

Golm 11111111011010111011-16 DrSpencerlOOllllll 1 1110111110-16
Bauer 111111101111101 10111—17 Wetmore. 0001 01001001 01101101- 9
Sigler 11111101111111111011-18 Baker 1.1001111 1 111 10111011-16
Nagel ....11010111111111011011—16 Govro ,...01101110110111100111—14
No. 6, 15 singles, entrance $1.50:

Sieminskie ... 11 11 1 01 10 1 1 1 11 1-13 Meyer 1111111 1 111 1101—14
F Kling 01 111 01 11101110—11 Golm 1101101.10110111—11

Bauer 111111011111111-14 G Rawltngs... 001100010011000- 5W G 0111 101111] 10000- 8 Crosby 110001111010110— 9

Sigler 111111111001111—13 Dr Spencer. . . .101011111111101—12
Wetmore 0110 0)1 10 1 00100- 7 Baker 111110101001101-10
Govro 111101111111111-14 Nagel 111110111101101-13
E Spencer.. -.111111111111111—15 Lenhardt. 110111100111111-13
Hill 110111110011101-11 Sherman 111111111101011-13

Lay 110011101100111—10 W Stancer 111111110111110—13
Re'vnard 111011111111110—13
Sieminskie, Sherman and Stancer (bird; Nagel and Lenhardt

fourth.
No. 7, 10 singles, entrance $1:

Sieminskie 1110111111— 9 Ed Spencer 1111111111—10
Bauer 1110111101- 8 Lenhardt 1111111111—10
Crosby 1111110111— 9 Golm 1111011000— 6

Kling 1111011111- 9 Govro 1111110111- 9

Legler 1111000111— 7 A Sawyer 1110011101— 7
Stancer 0011011111-7 McGee -.0111101111- 8
Baker 1111011001— 7 Dr Spencer 1111111111-10
Scott 1100110111— 7 Swayne 111O01011O— 6
Mever 1110111111— 9 Nagel 1111011101- 8
Hill llilllilll-10 Waller .. . 1110111110- 8
Lay 0111101101— 7

Sieminskie second, McGee and Waller third, Stancer fourth.
No. 8, 15 singles, entrance $3:

Kling 101011111111100 -11 Nagel 111111110011101—13
Mever 111011101101111-12 Legler 0011011110111001- 8

E Spencer 011111111101101-13 Bauer 111111111011111-14W ft 111101101111111—13 Swayne 1101 1 1100011111—

H

P Smith 111111111000110-11 Rawlings OnllOl 101111001— 9

Stancer 111111111111111-15 Lenhardt 111010001111001- 9

Spencer fourth.
No. 9, 5 pairs, entrance, $2:

Sieminskie 10 10 11 00 11-6 Govro 10 10 00 10 00-3
Legler 11 10 11 10 11-8 Crosby 11 10 11 00 11-7
Revnard 10 11 10 11 10-7 Rawlings hi 11 10 10 11-7
Ed Spencer 11 01 11 10 10-7 Baker 10 11 00 10 00-5
Bauer 10 11 11 10 10-8 Waller 11 01 10 11 10—7
Kling 10 10 10 10 11—6 Nagel 10 10 till 10 fO-3
Swavne 10 11 00 10 10-5 W G .11 10 10 11 11-8
Stancer 00 11 11 00 11—6 Lay 11 11 11 00 00-6
Revnard second, Kling third, Swayne fourth.
Second Day—No. 1.0, 10 singles, entrance $1.50:

Sieminskie 1011011111- 8 Reynard 0001 U 11110— 5

B Pike 0110111100- 6 J Victor ...0001130111- 6

Baker 11 1 1111110— 9 Wetmore 1000101000— 3

Swavne 1001110111— 7 Waller 1111111101— 9
J E Longsworth.. . .1101111010— 7 Govro 1111101111— 9
Bauer 1111011001— 7 Hill 1111111111—10
Sherman 1101101111— 8 W G 1111101101— 8

Ed Spencer 1111111111—10 Meyer 0011110011— 6

C E Latshaw 1101111100— 7 W T Irwin 1011011111— 8

Longswortli fourth.
No. 11, 20 singles, entrance $3.50.

Bauer 11011111111111111111-19 W O 11111101111111110111—18
\ '

1 ;
-1 M 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1111—IS Irwin 11100111001111110101—14

Siminskie 1111011 11] 1101011011—16 Swavne. . .11111011111110011111—17
Reynard . .11100101101001111111—14 Waller. . . llOlOOllllOllOlootll—13
E SpeneerllllllllOlinillllll—19 Latshaw. .1011 1 IIOOIOUOOOOHIOO— 8

Longsw' 11.11011011101111111010—15 Sherman ..OOlllOllllOlOw.
Biker 1110001(11 11 111110110—14 Golm 11110011100111111100-14
Hill 00111011111)01 1110111—14 Smitb lOOllOolllOlOlllll 10—13
Mever ....11111111111111110111—10 Stancer. . .11111110011111111100—10
WBTdw'nOlO 1101100001 1 01 1010-10 Pike 11011111 00101001111 1—13
Govro 011011111.11111111111—18

No. 13, 30 singles, entrance $3.50:

Bauer 11111011111111111111-19 Meyer . . . .11111011111111111111—19
Govro 1110111111111 1000110—15 FADrayerliCKj0f01111111illlOO-14
Reynard. .01 1111011] 0110101111-15 Smith 11010111101110001110—13

Spencer . .111100111111 10110111—16 JW G 1100011 1101 1 10101010-13
Siminskie 1 1111 10101 1101 1 1 1101—16 Scribe .... OOlllOlOOUOOOl 100000- 6
EdSpeuc'rOllll 111011111111111—18 J E Itag'tylllOlll] 11 111 1110110—17
Longsw'h.lllllllOlOm 1111111—18
No. 13, 20 singles, entrance $3:

E Spencerllllliin 11110101111—IS Govro 11111001111000011101—13
Siminskiellllllllllllllllllll—20 Wetmore. 11000001110111110111—13
Meyer 11111111111111011111—19 W G 11101011101101010101-13
Bauer 11011 1 01 1 011 1 1 1 11111-17 Golm 011001101 10011101111- 13
L'ngsw'thlOnniOl 01 111101 111-16 Fodde 10111110111110101110-15

Revnard .1 111110101 1 1 1 10 1 1111—17 Irwin 11101101 110111111001—15
Hiil IIOIUIHI 11 11011111—18 Mensiug.. 11001010101 moi 1111-14
Staucer. .1111111100111 1111111— IS Stoll 0000001 11 011 01010110— 9
Smith 101000011 00001 010001- 7
No. 14, 10 singles, entrance $2: Ed. Spencer 9,Wetmore 3, Swayne

4. Peck 4. Bauer 9, Victor 7, Pike, 7.

No. 16. 10 singles, entrance $1.50: Bauer 0, Sieminskie 7, Baker
8, Mensing 6, Smith 3, Longsworth 9, Meyer 10. Reynard 8, Hill 3,

Stancer 5. Golm 7. Wetmore 7. Govro 7, Swayne 9, Latshaw 5,

Waller 8, Ed. Spencer 8, W. G. 8, Irwin 7. Denny 7.

No. 17, 5 pairs, entrance $1.50: W. G. 8, Reynard 6, Golm 7,

Stancer 6, J. Colt 3, Hagerty 6, Ed. Spencer 10, Longsworth 8,

Smith 3, Mever 5, Wetmore 4, Bauer 8, Govro 4, Drayer 6, Irwin 8.

No. 18, 10 singles, entrance $3: Hagerty 9. Stancer 8, Ed. Spen-
cer 10, Smith 6, Bauer 10, Hill 6, Reynard 10, Golm 9, Longsworth
7. Meyer 8, Westervelt 7, W. G. 6.

No. 19, at 10 singles, entrance $1 .5(1: Sieminskie 9, J. E. Hagert v
4, H. C. Griesideck 4. E. C. Mohrstadt 6, W. Stancer 5, B. Weaver
5, P. Charles 3, B. Westhus 8, Bauer 5, Kling 5, Ed. Prendergast 7,

Sherman 9.

No. 20, at 10 singles, entrance $2: Nagel 7, A. Yunge 4, O. Kin-
ner 8, J. W. Jones 4, T. H. Stewart, 2, A. Clas 8, B. Weaver 3, A M.
Colgrove 6, F. A. Drayer 6, M. L. Lee 5, Ed. Prendergast 10, Bauer
6, Stancer 9, Sieminskie 9, Mever 9,

No. 21, 10 siugles, entrance $1.50: Sieminskie 8, Harris 9. Prend-
ergast 9, Jones 4, Colgrove 4, Stewart 2, Weaver 3, Kinner 7, Bauer
9, Class 8, Yunge 3, Stancer 6, Drayer 3, Barnum 7, Longsworth 10,

Meyer 9.

No. 22, 10 singles, entrance $1.50:

Meyer 1111101111— 9 Bauer 0101110011— 6

Prendergast 0110.111100- 6 Longsworth 1101111010- 7

Clas 1111111011- 9 Charles 0011010000— 3

G Crosby 0111111111— 9 Sherman 1011101101— 7

E Mohrstadt 0111110111- 8 Dr Spencer 10111 10011— v

Sieminskie 0110111011— 7 W T Irwin nilllllll-10
Nagel 1010100111— 6 Barnum 0111011111— s

Hagerty 0011111011— 7 O Kinner 0110111101— 7

W Clarke 0110101111— 7 Lenhardt. 111000111.0— 6

Weaver 1111001110- 7

No. 23, 10 singles, entrance $1.50:

Hagerty 1111111101- 9 G Crosby 1111111111—10
Hettel 0100011110- 5 Lee 0100100011— 4
Westhus 1111011111— 9 Brown 0001100010 - 3

Sieminskie 1110100111— 7 Steffen 0101101001- 5

Prendergast. 0000111111- 6 Class 1111101111- 9

W H Horner 0011111111— 8 Barnum 1111110011- 8

Kling 1011100101 - 6 Mohrstadt 1001101010—5
Weaver 1001110100— 5 Longsworth. 1101001110— 6

Kinner 1110110110— 7 Dr Spencer 1111011111— 9

Meyer 1011000110- 5 Ed Spencer 1111111111—10

Bauer 1111111011- 9 Irwin 1111100011- 7

Nagel 0110101110- 6 Charles 0101101111— 7

Stancer 0111110111- 8

No. 24, 10 singles, entrance $1.50:

Clas .0111111101— 8 Sieminskie 0100101111— 6

Longsworth .

.

". 1000111111- 7 Yunge 00110100U— 5

Meyer 1111111111-10 Kinner 1111100101- 7

Sherman lOllllHOl- 8 Stancer llllUlIll—10
Drayer 0101110110- 6 Jones 1001 101110- 6

Ed Spencer 1111011111— 9 Stewart 0110101000 - 4

Irwin ... ,1001111111- 8 Barnum 1000110110- 5

Hagerty 1011111111- 9 Harris 1011010000— 1

P Hat 1111101110- 8 Colgrove 1010000001- 3

G Crosbv 1110111111- 9 Prendergast 11H110111- 9

Weaver 10100H110— 6 Bauer 0111000111— 6

No. 25, 20 >ingles, entrance $3.50:

Weaver. ..01011101100C11000010— 9 Stancer.. 111111 U011001U 0011—15
Simiuskiell0111inimillllll-19 E SpeneerHlllOHOOw.
Bauer.. ..111U11110111 1101111-18 Jones. ...00111110110110001110-12

PHat . .11111111100101101101-15 Colgrove..ll0101101111l0001100-12
Kinner...,0J10110111 loll 001000- 11 L'ngsw'thOlOllllllI 1111101101— 16

Clas 11111111010010111101-15 Crosby. . . .01111111011101101101-15
Barnum . . 101101 111 1 011 1011 111—16 H agerty ..101 111001 001 01011010—11
Prend'rg'tlllllOOOl liilOHOinn-13 Dra'ver . .

.11101110001011111111-15
Nagel 11111010101111111111-17 Stewart. . .10111110101011000110-12
Meyer . . . .101111111.11100110101—15
No. 26, 20 singles, entrance $3:

Weaver. . .10100101001011110001-10 LongswHhllOlOOlll 1 1000110110-11
Siminskie 11110111011111110011-10 Dr Spenc'rllOlIUH 11111111111—16
P'dergast.ooiJ 1 1 1 1 loOOOl.lOloll—13 G Crosby ..01111 U 101 111 1001111—16
Kinner. ...11100001111110110111 -14 E Spenoer.l L0113 1 1 1 11111111111—19
Bauer 11101111111110111101-17 Irwin 01 Oil 01 1 101 1 till1110-14
Sfan cer . . .0001111 1 11 11 11 1 111 01—1 6 Charles . . . 01010000001000001101— 5

B arnurn . . 1111 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 10] 1 0 1 001 -15 Kling 111111111 10111100111-17
Class 11011111101001011111-15 Lcnhardt.01001 11 101 1110101.111—14
Nagel 11101110011011110111-15 Wmtams.10100011100111111011—13
Meyer . . . .11011001 11111 1101111-16 J Steffeu. .11011001101010111111—12
Il9^ei'rv..imin0l010lO0H10l—14 Westhus..10101001110100110111—12
Mohrst 'dt 111111111 11011001 110-16
No. 27. 10 singles, entrance $2.50:

Prendergast 0011001100- 4 Hettel 1111111100- ft

Hagerty 1101010011- 6 Kling 0110111111- 8
Bauer 1011111111— 9 Longsworth 1110111111— 9
Mever 0111110011- 7 L Denning 0101110110- 6

Weaver lOllllOOnl— 6 Barnum 1011011001— 7

Nagel 1011110101- 7 Mohrstadt 11H001101- 7

Kajanka lOHOOim— 7 Dr Spencer 1111111111—10
Brown 1101011010— 6 Stancer llimilll—10
Kinner 101(1001101—5 Irwiu 1111110011— S

G Crosby 0111100110— 6 Sherman 1101110101— 7
Clas....! 1101111111— 9 Griesedick 0010011101— 5

Williams 1100011111— 7 Sleffen 0000011110—4
Lee 001 01 10000— 3 Edward s . 001 1010100- 4

Sieminskie 111.1111111—10
Sherman took fourth after shoot off.

No. 28, 6 pairs, $2 entrance:
Ba.uer 10 11 00 01 10 11- 8 Kling 11 11 10 11 10 00-8
Horner 11 10 11 10 11 11-10 Clas 10 01 11 01 11 11 -9
Kaianka 11 11 10 10 11 11—10 Prendergast.. 11 11 03 11 10 11-9
Stancer .11 01 10 In 11 10- 8 Longsworth.. 1 1 11 00 00 00 00-4
Hagerty 11 11 10 10 00 10 - 8 Charles 11 10 10 10 10 00-6
Sieminskie.il 00 11 00 01 11— 7 Dr Spencer. ..11 11 .10 11 10 10-9
Oiok 11 11 01 10 10 11— 9 Irwin 00 10 10 10 10 10-5
Weaver 00 11 00 10 00 01- 4 G Crosby. 11 01 01 11 11 10—9
Barnum 10 10 10 00 10 10- 5
Dr. Spencer second.Bauer and Stancer third. Sieminskie fourth.
Fourth Day.—No. 29, 10 singles, entrance $2: Lenhardt 10, Dr.

Spencer 9. Clas 9, Bauer 7,Stancer 0,Paule 5.HU1 9, Mever 10, Lay 8.

No. 30, 10 singles, entrance $2: Ba.uer 9, Meyer 10, Hill 8, Lay 6,

Stancer 8, Paule. 5, Lenhardt 7, Clas 7.

No. 31, 10 singles, eu trance $2: Lenhardt 0, Bauer 9, Dr. Spencer
8. Meyer 9, Lay 9, Class 7, Stancer 9, Paule 6. Stancer first, Dr.
Spencer second.
No. 32., 15 singles, entrance $3:

Bauer 111111111111111—15 Class ....111111111111110-14
Stancer 101111110111101—12 Barnum 1.01111111011111—13

Mever 111111111111001—13 Longsworth . 110101111011101—11

Hiil 101011111101111—13 Lenhardt, 101101111110111-12

Paule 101111110110110-11 Lay 0101 101 1 1 100OIO- K
Dr Spencer. . . .111101101101111-12 Irwin 1U111101H1U1-14
No. 33, 10 singles, entrance S3:

Bauer 1111111111-10 Barnum 010100U00-4
stancer 1111111100— 8 Longsworth 0101111001—6
Mever 1011111111- 9 Hill 1011111111-9
Lenhardt llOlllllOl— 8 Class 1101111111-9
Irwiu 1111011011— 8 Lay 1101101111-8
Dr Spencer 1011111001- 7 J G Schaaf 1111100111-8
Paule 1101111111—9
No. 84, 10 singles, entrance $2:

Bauer.. 1111111111-10 Lenhardt 1011110111— 8

Mever 1101111010- 7 Lay 11 10011111- 7

Class OlOnillll— 8 Longsworth 0111000110- 6

Barnum 1100111001- 6 Irwin 1110U1011— 8

Schaaf 1011110001— 6 Stancer llimillO- 9

Dr Spencer 1111101111— W

No. 35, 10 singles, entrance $3: Bauer 10. Irwin 8, Staucer 7, Dr.
Spencer 9, Lenhardt 8, Schaaf 8. Barnum 9, Longsworth 0, Class 8,

Lay 9.

The ahove events were finished about 4 o'clock, and the re-

mainder of the day was filled in with miss-and-out, shoots, all of
which had a fair entry. Unsbr Fhitz.

VIRGINIA FIELD SPORTS ASSOCIATION.
WHEN it was announced that the Virginia Held Sports As-

sociation, which has its largest membership at Richmond
and in the country below the. mountains, would have their fotirtli

annual meeting and shooting practice, upon the grounds of the.

Baldwin District, Fair Association, there was universal gratifi-

cation expressed, says the Staunton Spectator. This was brought
about through the activity and application principally of Messrs.
C. Bat-gamin and W. F. Summerson, the first one of the vice-
presidents of the V. F. Si A., and the latter a member of tha t

organization, who was appointed Executive Committee, local

secretary and manager of the tournament. The Staunton and
other gun clubs were invited to participate.

The great interest was imparted to the V. F. S. A. by its late
president, the Hon. John S. Wise, and how efficiently he promote

d

its objects will not he forgotten. The attractions it made for the
amusement, and public benefit as well, at the great Virginia Ex-
position last year, drew to it a support which has accomplished a
good work aud for public benefit, too, as all will testify who will

examine into some of its prime objects, among which are—to in-

crease the game that contributes so much to the good living and
comforts of the people; to observe the laws euaoted, to aid the
public authorities in their enforcement, and to prevent the
slaughter and destruction of birds—in a word, as expressed hy an
eminent minister of the Gospel who is a member of the organiza-
tion, it is a "humane institution," and deserves the generous sup-
port of the enlightened public.
The presence of Mr. Wise was expected, and it was his purpose

to bo here, but professional engagements prevented. He made
this known as early as he could, aud all deeply regretted that he
could not fill the appointment.
The four days in which this tournament existed imparted the

bigbest interest at the Fair Grounds, and the elegant, medals and
prizes offered by the Fair Association and our citizens were highly
appreciated as the registration and exhibit in large numbers were
afforded the public.
The fine attendance of members from Richmond and other sec-

tions of the State, as well as on the part of local gun clubs in this

vicinity, was somewhat of a surprise, but it settled one important
fact—that thoughtful and prudent men all over Virginia are now
adding to their numbers in a good strong organization of 500 or

more members, to advance the good objects already adverted to.

The shooting tourney was arranged for the four days of the
fair. During the first two there were four events, and in the last

two, three.
The splendid gold medal of the Baldwin District Fair, offered

for the best average shooting, was awarded to C. Bargamiu.
Participating in the tourney during the four days were many

gentlemen from different organizations in the State, as well as
other skilled marksmen and hunters, a few of whom are named,
From Richmond, Polk MiUer. the new president of the V. F. S. A.;

H. B. Grundv, late secretary; Dr Lew's Wheat, — Stump, etc.

The member's of t he Waynesboro Club were out in force. Among
tliem were Patrick, Coyner, Stokes, Fishburne, Lambert aud
others. Of the Staunton Gun Club, and other gentlemen skillful

in the field as crack shots, were Bargamin, Cooke, Sr., Summer-
sou, the two Waymans, Ayres, West, Argenhnght, Dr. Hawes,
Bowling, Harman, etc.

The annual business meeting of the Association was held in the
Council Chamber Thursday night.
Mr. Polk Miller, of Richmond explained the absence of Mr.

Wise, the president, and moved that Mr. C. Bargamin, of Staun-
ton, one of the vice-presidents, take the chair, which was agree-

to. Mr. B. H. Gr udy, the secretary, of Richmond, was prest

with his portfolio, and the Association proceeded to busin »

Among the papers read were the proceedings of the last am
J

meeting and the anuual report of tbe president, with an exh. •>

of the financial affairs of the Association In concluding J
-9

report Mr. Wise earnestly commended the Association, and 8

couraged its members to perseverance, and pronounced
A'.tJ
—

2

finest organization of its kind in the United States. He •
.dOKUO—

.

his regret that he could not servelongeraspresident^ .uuwuui—

<

re-election iiuuuuuiiu—

b

Mr. C. L.' Cooke, of Staunton, nominated 7 - ' 101011000010—

5

Richmond, for president, and he was elect ed

taking the chair Mr. Miller delivered a
and pointed out the methods to pursi' tjl 1

and growth of the Association.
The following named gentlem

fj

sections of the State, were then

... 0100010000 vv.

J. Crowder, Staunton; H. G. Will
King George; W. W. Astelle. A
H. H. Downing, Warren; and W
ton county.
The Executive Committee cc

IW-. Budd 9, Yerrington 9,

. 1 .ifUle 8, Bowdish 8, Penrose 8,

U r
i'?, C. Smith 7, Courtney 6,

1 Uilond $3.37, third $2.25, fourth
* Utble, Bowdish and Penrose.
SVG. Smith 10, Budd 10, Heikes
(croft 10, Apgar 10, Ruble 9, Yer-
Tee Kay 9, Bowdish 8, Hall 8, E.
Houghton 7, C, Smith 7, Court*
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kiss and W. S. Archer. Richmond, and R. G. Southall, of Amelia,
and Hon. John 8. Wise, of New York.
W. L. Boyd, of Richmond, was elected secretary, Mr. Grundy

having declined in consequence of business engagements which
required his whole time. He highly commended, as did other
members, Mr. Boyd for the office of secretary, and also Mr. John
W. Pierce, of Richmond, who was elected treasurer.

It was agreed to cancel all outstanding fees, and date the finan-

cial year for its close 30th of September. The entrance fee was
fixed at S3, and the annual contribution $1.

The Association decided to have an annual trophy—a S25 gold
medal—which would become the property of the winner at the
annual practices.
A large nnmher of members were added to the Association,

amoug them, by complimentary resolution, the Reverends II. II.

Hawes, D.D.. and W. Q. ilullihen.
Mr. Grundy, speaking for the members from Richmond of their

desire at tho'most convenient time to manifest specially their ap-
preciation of the entertainment arranged by Mr. W. F. Sumnier-
son, manager of the tournament, on this occasion, proposed the
thanks of the Association to him, which were most heartily
voted.
On motion of Mr. Bargamin the executive committee was re-

quested to appoint the Time of holding the Lynchburg fair in 1890.

when and at that place the annual meeting of the .Association
will take place.
After the adjournment of the Association the invitation of

Messrs. Burke & Oroghan to the gentlemen making the 10 best
shots, with their guests, to partake of an oyster supper was ac-
cepted. A pleasant hour wos spent in doing justice to the least,
and in a conversational way recalling the experiences and obser-
vations in bird hunting, and in suggestions promotive of the ob-
jects of the Association.
The scores were as follows:

Oct. J .—Mooie match, 0 hluerocks, gold medal first priae, three
other prizes, entrance $1:
Ayres 01011110D-5 West 111110001-6
Bargamin .111111101—8 Summersou 111011111—8
Cooke 111111001—7 Argenbright

,
.011111111—8

Wecmer 1110U009—5 Hawpe OillDOlO-5
EFWayman.. 110111111—8 Jones. ... OOnilllll—

6

J F Wayman Ollllllll—

8

Summersou took the medal, Cooke second, Jones third, Wegner
fourth.

Second event, at 9 bats, entrance 81:
Ayres .110010110-5 West 011111011—8
Bargamin 011111111—8 Argenbright 111111111-9
Cooke.... 111111111—9 Jordon 100101001—4
Wegner 010000011-3 Hawpe 111101011—7EF Wayman 111010110-0 Jones 001110111—

0

Summerson 111111110—8
Argenbright first, Summerson second, Hawpe third, Wayman

fourth.

Third event, at 9 bats, entrance $1:
Ayres 111111111—9 West 110000101—

4

Bargamin 100111111—7 Argenbright 111110111-8
Cooke 01000)11 1U -3 Jord on 000000101-2
Wegner 110011000-4 Jones 001010110-5
E F Wayman 111111111-9 J F Wayman 111111111-9
Summerson llllliriO—8 Lambert 111101101—
Wayman first, Summersou second, Bargamin third.
Fourth event at 9 clay birds, entrance 82:

Summerson . . 111110011—7 West 011111111—8
Ayers 111111111—9 E F Wayman '..110101111-7
Bargamin 111111111—9 1 T Wayman 111111100—7
Jones 0111110U—7 Wegner 011001110—5
Cooke 111010111—7 Lambert 11 1111000—6
Ayers first., West second, Wayman third, Lambert fourth.
Oct. 2.—Equity Life Association match, at 16 bluerocks; gold

medal for first, three other prizes; $1 entrance:
Ayers 1111111110—9 West 0111111111—

9

Bargamin llllllOlU—9 E F Wayman 1111101111—9
Cooke 1010001110—5 Jones 111101 1110-8
Summerson 0111111111—9 Argenbright 11111 11010—8
West took the medal, Summerson second, Cooke third.
Second event at 9 bats, entrance $1:

Ayers 011001101-5 Patrick 011111110—

,

Bargamin 110101110—6 Summerson 111111111—8
Jones 110101111—7 Coiner 100111001—

5

Fishburn 110010001—4 E F Wavman. ...101111111—8
West 101101101-6 J T Wayman 101110110-6
Cooke 111101111—8 Lambert 111111000—6
Summerson first, Patrick second, West third, Ayera fourth.
Third event at 9 bats, entrance Si:

Avers 11011101 1-7 Fishbern 10111 1000-5
Bargamin 111111111—9 Coiner 111111111—9
Argenbright 111111110—8 Stokes llliXMOIl -0
Cooke 111111100-7 Patrick 111110110-7
Jones 010110101-5 Wayman 1111101 .11—

8

Meriken 010001010-3 Summerson lllllUOO—

7

Harris 101001110—5 Lambert 000010101-3
West 110101010-5 Cooke, Jr

, .101001101-5
Bargamin first, Argenbright second, Summerson third, Stokes

fourth.
Fourth event at 9 bluerocks, §2 entrance:

Bargamin lllimil—9 JT Wayuian 100011110—

5

Meriken 001011101-5 EF Wavman Ollllulll-7
Stakes .. 111011111-8 Cooke, Jr llOOllOOl-u
Cooke ! 111111111-9 Palmer 1111 11101—8
Summerson 1111111U—9 Harman 111111100—7
Coinen 010101011—5 Hawpe 011001100-4
Fishbern 111011111—8 Hansberger 110)11101—6
Jones 001011111-6 Christain 000100010-3
Harris 000000111-3 Patrick OOOT11111-6
Summerson first, Stokes second, E. F. Wavman third -Jones

fourth.
Sweep at 9 bluerocks, entrance $1, 50, 30 and 20 per cent

Fishburn 100010011—4 E F Wavman 111110111—

8

Coiner. 101111011—7 Summerson 111111011—8
Stokes im01UO-7 Lambert '.100001000-2
Bargamin 111110011-7 Harris OOlOOtim—i
Argenbright 111101111-8 Patrick '.'..".'.'.001011111-6

Cooke 011001011-5 Palmer 100101011-5
Jones 110101011-6

J1Uli 0

Summerson first. Bargamin second, Jones third.
Sweep at 10 bluerocks. entrance SI, 50. 30 and 20 per cent •

Summerson 1111 111111 10 Jordon, Jr. . . , 0100110011— 5
Jones O0111O1101—6 Jordon, Sr 1000010001—3
Hawpe llOOIOCOOa- 3 Cooke 0111000101- 5
Clumner, 1000000101- S Coiner 1001111111 13E F Wayman 1101101111- 8

iwuj.jxlll a

Sumerson first, E. F. Wayman second, Jones third.
( let. ,3.—Match for Virginia Field Snorts Association gold medal

15 bluerocks, entrance 82: 1

Jones 001111110110111—11 Grundy 011111011101011- 11
Harris 011111011101011-11 Miller. lOHMllOimil-12
Bargamin lOlOUOlOUlHl-ll Wayman 110111100111001—10
Summersou.. .111111111011110-13 West 0110111010 11 -
E F Wayman. .111101111 11 1 010-12 Argenbright

. .lllOlllonillOO -12
Cooke 011001010110101- 8 Coiner . . . 110011000111111-10
Summerson won medal, Argenbright second, Bargamin third,Conner fourth, Cooke fifth.

'

trance $l-
at 9 bluer0cks for Dintel & Lang gold medal, en-

Ayres ' 011101010-5 West uiOOl 110-6
Argenbright 111111100-7 E T Wayman 111111101-8
Joues 101001101-5 Grundy . 110010010-4
Cooke... 111111101-8 Coiner. 111011111-8Bargaimu OOllloOll-fc Summerson 101100110-5Bumgardner .111100101—

6

fourth
6 VV°n m6dal

"
Argonbl'ignt second, West third, Summerson

Third event, 9 clay birds, 50 cents entrance:
Jones OOUlilll—7 Jordan, Jr 111001111—7
Ayres 111111111-9 Harris. .' '

101110100-5Bargamin. 111111111-9 Summerson IOlllllm-7
Argenbright 11H10H0-7 Harman". 11 01 1 I
«poke 1101 1101 1-7 Stokes ...'....'.

". 011010111-6
'West IIOIOII1O-6 Patrick 100101111-6

! E F Wayman 11101 1110-7 Coiner. . . 001000001 2

m ji::::::::r:;JWS=S
JMComer moomi-7

No. 6,,
fil'st ' Harman second, Summerson and Stokes third, Ar-

Sltet ^'er0
i?Pmm n

J
' I'FUgan S°ld meda1 ' *? entrance:

JWBudd - '^nnHmZ^ ?aTs
'V iOHOlOOOO-4

Ford : .11- . ^nuiM Joi^amJr 1100010001-4
Quiniby.. ..lMui

111 ,1 F,Wayman 0000111101-5
Courtney . V lOllHOr £0,

oke
< Jr 0011001100-4

Russeii

*

Mmm zt $£i&t 0000100101-3
t-iggins lOllllHLVj,
Houghton 0111111111;
C Smith llllOOllllOij
pykeman 11111011100111

-5 Slump 101 0010001-3

\Zj> ¥S,n|^er«er 1101010101-6
3-7 J T W ayman 1101000011-5—6 Comer 1010101011-6

Cooke gold medal, Summerson second, Harman third. McDaniel
fourth.
Match at 10 bluerocks. entrance 50 cents:

Ayres IIIOIIOIU- 8 E F Wavman 0011111011— 7
Bargamin 1011011110- 7 West. ,., 0111 1 10111 - 8

McDantels 11U1UU1—10 Summerson 1111110010— 7

Harman 1101101001—6 Cooke 1X00101100- 5

Stokes OOlllUUl— 8 Coiner llOOOOlllO— 5
McDaniel first, Wayinan third, Harman fourth.
Boys' Match, Oct. 4, shot at bats by bovs under 16 years old:

Kootes (1000110000—2 Jordan 0000110000—2
Ilullihen 1000111001—4 Cooke 0110000000—2
Ilullihen first, Kootes second, Jordan third.

UNKNOWN GUN CLUB.—The members of the Unknown Gun
Club were very fortunate in respect to the fine weather of Oct. 10
for their regular monthly shoot for the club badge and extra
prizes at Dexter Park, L. 1. Fifteen wont to the traps to shoot
CO! the emblem at 7 birds each, club handicap, gun below the
elbow. H. Ktiehel, Jr., 29yds., and J. Rankin 23yds., killed 7 birds
each, and on shooting off the former won the medal. This makes
the third time he has won the emblem duriug the season, and
he will no doubt be the possessor of it at the close. A sweepstake
followed, and three tied for the prize, which they divided between
them. The score, sweepstakes. 25yds.:
G Ellerhorst 00 G Rankin 111—3
G Pfohlman ,

011-2 G Bohling 011-2
H Knebel, Sr 111-3 O Hill 111-3
M Brown .110—2

CUMBERLAND CLUB OF CHICAGO.—At Cumberland Lodge,
Sept. 21, for derrick medal:
McFariane (32) 222121122112110—14 Lovedav (30). . .201212110212101—12
Eich (32) 121110111110222-13 Hoffman (30t. .022002002102020— 7
Ashley (32). ...221211021120111—13 Gardner (30).. 111121110210112—13
Farmer (82) ...200.111111112201-12 Stephens (38). 210020122200211—10
Shepard (30)... 111121122111201-14. Blake (28) II (1.200200200101— 7

Low (30) 101111112202202—13
Sweepstakes, 30\Tds.. 10 nirds:

Farmer 1111221102- 9 Stephens 0021210012- 6

Farland 1122112221-10 Hoffman 0012200102- 6

Ashley 1111101121- 9 Low 0100011012- 5

Eich 3111110111— 9

TieB on 9, miss ana out: Ashley 2, Eich 1.

TRENTON. N. J .—The second annual tournament of the Mer-
cer Gun Club will be held at Trenton, N. J„ on Oct. 21, 22, 23,24
and 25. This tournament will be conducted in a first class man-
ner, and nothing will be left undone to make it a groat success in
all respects. American Shooting Association rules and classifi-
cation will govern inanimate target shooting. The same rules
will govern live, birds, with the exception of the boundary, which
will be 80yds. from the traps or field iuelosure. The Tournament
Committee reserve the nght to make any change in the pro-
gramme that will better suit shooters present, with their consent.
Birds are iucluded in all sweepstakes. Tie birds arc extra. Offi-
cers of the Mercer Gun Club: E. G. Updegrove, President; £ A.
Shreve, Vice-President: A. S. Leigh, Secretary; C. W. Van Camp,
Corresponding Secretary; A. R. Kuser, Treasurer. Tournament
Committee: Charles Zwirlein, Charles O. Lutes, Michael Gaiser,
II. Maddock, George D. Voorhees. Classification: W. Fred
Quiniby, J. Frank Kleinz, E. D. Miller, Wm. Sigler.

NEWARK, N. J., Oct. 12.—The old shooting ground of John
Erb was the scene of a number of lively contests at live pigeon
shooting this afternoon on the occasion of the semi-monthly
shoot of the Newark Gun Club. To-day's shoot was not as well
attended as former ones, the majority of the members having
had a surfeit of shooting at the four-days' tournament at Dunel-
len. The main event of tfie day was the club shoot bt 10 live birds,
Hurlingham rules. The score:

J Erb (28) 1111202111-9 Dr Hawk (28) 1112021002-7
Chas Heath (28)... .1121111101-9 W Hoi lis (28) 0111011201-7
Sam Castle (80) 1111211012—9 G Freehe (28) 1211001202-7
C M Hedden (30) 0022221111—8 A Wheaton (30) 21001010.21—6
CReiuhardt (28) ...1011101111-8

Erb, Heath, Castle, Hedden. Hollis and Freche put $5 apiece in
a pot on the result of their scores in the above shoot. Erb, Heath
and Castle divided first, Hedden second, Hollis and Freche divid-
ing third.
The Woodside and Maplewood gun clubs will cautest in teams

of 10 men on Oct. 23 at the grounds of the Woodside. Club.

MILLER—JOHNSON.—Springfield, N. J., Oct. 12.—The long
talked of match between C. H. Johnson, of (Tnion,and E. D. Mil-
ler, of Springfield, took place at the Union Club grounds this
afternoon. Conditions, 100 bluerocks each, 3 screened traps, N.
G. A. rules. Johnson came to the grounds loaded for bear and
shot, in his best form, and proved himself a hard one to down bv
finishing up with 95 out of his 100. But Miller proved to be the
better shot by scoring 99, which was wonderful considering the
fact that a greater part of the match was shot during a severe
thunder storm. Botn men shot Lefever 12-bore and stood at
16yds. Score:
Miller .11111111111111111111—20

11111111111111111111-20
liiiHi tin iiioimi-19
liimin iniui mi-20
11111111111111111111—20—99

Johnson Ill HI 111 mill i n ] i_go
liiioioiiiomiiiiii—17
liimi liiiiiiiiiiii—ao
nounimmnmi-ig
11111111101111111111-19-95

if Johnson continues to improve m the future as he has for the
past year, he will soon be one of the best target shots in this
country. A team shoot of three men on a side is arranged to take
place at the Union Club on next Saturday at 2 P. M. Johnson is
captain of one team and Miller of the other: eacb man to shoot at
18 pairs doubles and 70 singles, losing team to pay for turkey
supper.

—

Springfield.
EATON, N. Y., Oct. 12.—Eaton Gnu Club. Match at 15 singles

and 6 pairs, 5 kingbird traps, 18yds. rise, Association rules, badge
prize:
Curtis .101011111011101

Cole llOOlHlOllOOOi
Fryer lOlOOOlOOOlOuOO
Briggs 101110111101111
Stone lOOllOulOl 01000
Richardson 1H011111101111
The club will give a tournament to day.

10 11 00 10 11 10-18
10 01 10 10 10 10-15
10 10 10 10 10 10—10
11 10 00 10 10 10-18
10 10 10 10 10 10-12
10 00 10 10 00 1 1—18

the shooting public. A competent superintendent is employed
who keeps tne grounds in constant, readiness for individuals or
parties who desire practice or sweepstake shooting with the shot-
gun. A targeting and testing score is one of the features of these
grounds. On Saturday afternoon, Oct. 19, there will be a grand
rally of the old friends of these grounds. Uncle Billy Sigler E
D. Miller, Johnson, Collins, Quimby, Lindsley, Tatliam, Hatha-
way and others .have signified their intention of being present
and a fair-sized one-day tournament will be the result. Trains
from foot of Liberty street at 2 and 3 o'clock P. M. Shootin°-
commences about 2 o'clock.—C. M. Hathaway, 291 Broadway.
TACOMA ' GLOBE" CHAMPION.—A large crowd of gentle-

men and ladies yesterday attended the live bird match for the
Globe diamond trophy and championship of the Northwest be-
tween E. S. Barlo *v and J. M. Bell, both of Taconia. The birds
were the hardest flyers that have yet been on the grounds; this is
the unanimous opinion of the many sportsmen in attendance
yesterday. Mr. Bell won the toss and sent Mr. Barlow' to tfie
score. He killed his bird, followed by a kill by Mr. Bell. Both
men did splendid shooting. The excellent shooting of Mr. Barlow
iu this his first individual match for this coveted trophy was
loudly applauded by the spectators. He shot coolly and 'killed
his birds in an excellent manner. Unfortunately he lost two dead
ones out of bounds. Bell was the first to lose a bird, dropping ins
sixth bird, thus putting Barlow one in the lead, but he caught
Barlow in the eighth round and from tfiat to the end he forged
ahead, killing 22 out of the 2o, Barlow killing 19. Both are excel-
lent scores for such hard birds. The trophy is again open for
challenge. Although the sportsmen in the Northwest are all
friends of Mr. Bell they are anxious to see the trophy chau°-e
hands, for should Mr. Bell, by chance, hold it until the next tour-
nament in Portland and win it there, it becomes his personal
property. This Mr. Bell says is an impossibility for any man
hence no fears may be enteitaiaed,—Morning Globe, Taconia IF

'

Sept. 16. "

GRAND CROSSING, Oct. S.-The South Chicago Gun Oluh
shoot for medai at 20 Peoria blackbirds. 18vds. rise, two trans-
E. Reeves 16 and wins medal, Geo. Kleinman 10, Lem, Willard 1«
C. Templeton 12, F. Willard withdrew. Live bird medal shootsame day, 10 birds each, bOyds. rise, 80yds. boundary. Illinois
State rules; E. Reeves 9, Geo. Kleinman 9, Lem, Willard IOC
Templeton 10, F. Willard 1, Ties on 10 at 5 each, Willard 4 Tern:
pleton 5 and wins.-ltAVBiiRiGG. ' -

iiiira % ieiri*

BE AVERTOWN, Oct 7.-The postponed contest of this associa-
tion for the handsome silver challenge cup came off to-day, but
on account of the unsatisfactory weather only thirteen members
put in an appearance. The conditions of the match were: 200 and
400yds., standing or kneeling at 200, any posiiion at 400; five shots
at each range, Snider rifle. The. highest possible was 50. Mr. J.
A. Williamson, of Lindsay, was the successful competitor, mak-
ing a score of 36. This, considering a bad wind which blew across
the range, must be considered very satisfactory. The cup has to
he won three times by the same member before it becomes his
own property. This is Mr. Williamson's seeond win. The other
competitions, extra series, etc., was postponed until Thanksgiving
Day.
WELLINGTON, Mass., Oct. 12—In the silver pitcher match at

the grounds of the Wellington Gun Club to-day, Shumwav won
with a score of 14, the match being at 7 bluerocks and 8 clay-
pigeons. The other score in this match were: Wnrren and
White 13, Bond, Chapin and Edwards 12, Cowee 11, Melcher 9, and
Stone 9. A number of sweeps followed.

SAILS AND FITTINGS OF FLY.
rp'H ERE is probably no canoe in the entire American fleet which
JL so thoroughly reflects the ingenuity and skill of her owner
as does the Fly, whose lines have lately appeared in our columns.
Not only does she possess a number of original and distinctive
features, such as the rig, the sliding deck seat, the thvvartship
tiller and the mizen traveler, but every detail, however trivial, is
carefully worked out under Mr. Butler's supervision. In spite of
the furore that followed the introduction of the Pecowsic sails,
and the general adoption of the standing rig, Mr. Butler has ad-
hered persistently to 1 he reefing rig, believing it to be the best,
and trying in every way to prove it so. The accompanying sail
plan shows the standard rig of the Vesper canoes, the shape, area
and number of battens varying, but the general *;afu.e» uf the
rig being common to all the boats. The area of the mainsail is
68ft. and the mizen 44ft., or 112ft. in all, no spinaker being carried.
The sails are of the old " bats wing gunter " type, but most of the
details are original with Mr. Butler. The boom and yard are
each held to the mast by a jaw, that on the yard being faced with
leather so as to allow it to slide easily, while a small strap, but-
toning on to studs on the end of the yard, also passes around the
batten and holds it aud the yard together. The principal diffi-
culty in a rig of this kind is the hoisting gear, as it is necessary to
set the yard up very taut to hold it so. This is accomplished by
means of a halliard doubled on the end, there being but one haul-
ing part, running through the snatch-block on the stem, but a
double standing part (a second short line spliced into the halliard)
running over sheaves on each side of the masthead. On each
side of the masthead is a single sheave, while on each side of the
yard at the height of the masthead when the yard is in position,
is a single block. Each part of the halliard is led through its cor-
responding sheave on the masthead and block on the yard, the
bight passing around the mast. One pull of the single hauling
part on deck hoists the yard close against the masthead, there
being power enough in the purchase to hold it firmly there.
A very ingenious fastening is used for the blocks on the yard

and also the sheet block on the boom; a leather band about 2in.
wide is sewn around the spar. Before the band is put on, the
blocks, one or two as required, are fastened to it by wire staples,
the ends passing through the leather and being riveted through
small brass plates on the inside of the strap. When sewed tightly

on the strap clings to the spar, so that no screws or fastenings
any kind go into the wood itself. The staples may be made of
wire bent to shape, or the belt fastener known as Clark's patent
may be used, as in the Fly. The blocks are all made specially
from sheet brass, cut to shape and bent over, one piece forming
the two sides of the shell. They are a great improvement on the
clumsy cast brass blocks commonly sold for canoes and boats.
In place of a solid pin for the sheave to run on two pieces of brass
tube are used, one inside of the other, the larger piece being a lit-
tle longer than the thickness of the sheave, thus holding the sides
of the shell from jamming, while the smaller piece, about J^in.
diameter, runs through the sides, forming a pin, and is rivetted
like the ordinary solid pin. The batten is fitted with the usual
hand reefing gear, the hauling part leading to the well. The
main sheet leads from the traveler, through a block on the boom

.

and then through a block on the traveler. Three rings are used
to hold the luff in to the mast. The sail may be quickly set,
lowered or reefed. The diagonal battens are not always used, be-
ing put in when the cut of the sail requires it. The largest sails
used on the Vesper canoes are about 75ft. in mainsail and 50ft. in
mizen, 125ft. in all, the mizen being about 65 per cent of the main
The spars of the Fly and Wasp are hollow, made after a method

probably suggested by the manufacture of paper cartridge shells
in the factory with which Mr. Butler is connected. Hfmaking
these shells the paper is pasted and rolled on a solid mandrel,
being allowed to dry before removal. The spars are similarly
made, of three layers of veneer, each about ^gin. thick. The man-
drel, of wood and tapering, is first covered with paper, then a
layer of veneer is wound around it spirallyT, being glued fast. A
second layer, laid in the opposite way, is then glued over the first
and finally a third layer, laid in the same direction as the first,
completes the spar. When dry the mandrel is removed and the
masthead is plugged solid, while a second plug is glued in the
lower end, reacning just above the deck. This plug, it has been
found, must be rounded off at its upper end, as if cut squarely off
the mast is apt to break where the end of the plug comes. Both
boom and yard are constructed in a similar manner. These spars
are very light, and when carefully made are strong also.
The mizen sheet traveler, shown iu Figs. 1 and 2, is one of the

most ingenious of Mr. Butler's inventions. The ordinary lead.

used, swinging to one side when the sheet is trimmed flat, and
holding the boom at some distance from the center-line. The
traveler consists of a brass upright, turning in the socket plate /,
which is set in the deck. Through the upright a brass tube about
6in. long and J^in. internal diameter is run, being brazed in place.
The edges of tne tube at each end are rounded with a bead so as
to prevent any chafe of the sheet. The upright is held in place in
the socket by a split washer, m, held down by screws. The upright
is thus free to swing in any direction, the tube moving in a hori-
zontal plane. A stop, not shown in the drawing, prevents the
tube and upright from swinging through more than 120 degrees.
The mizen sheet is double, with a brass block in the bight, which
block is fastened to the boom. The sheet may be taken in or
slacked off from either windward or leeward side, and when
trimmed flat the boom is several inches away from the center-
line. As already stated, in the Fly aluminum is used in place of
brass for all fittings.
The sliding deck seat which now seems to be the proper thing

in a canoe, is an invention of Mr. Butler's, he being the first to
use it. In place of the ordinary fixed deck seat, in this one the
seat is in two pieces, one fixed and one sliding, forming a seat
well out to windward. A section of the Butler seat is shown in
Figs. U and 12, in which n is the fixed part of the.seat, a piece of
hard wood about 5>£in. wide and thick, running acrosH ths
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ranoe and resting on the coaming. It is held fast by hooks and

screw eyes or bf a knee, 8 on each side with a thumb screw, t,

whTch sets 'uV under the coaming. An end bracket p
>

ie
;
some-

times used, and makes the seat stronger. Placing the
•

staaiD on

the canoe proper instead of the coaming, bur it otters a drag when
the boat is heeled. The sliding part of the seat, o, lies on top ot

the fixed part, being held in place by the slides, ^.scievved be-

neath it. The two pans are of the same length, irom 30 to mn
A small piece of rubber set in the fixed part serves to Md the

sliding part in position, while a cord, with one end attache 1 to

each part, prevents the sliding part from running off the other

entirely, in use the seat is shoved to leeward as the canoe goes

aCt, thus projecting to windward and «<!*»^*3^3«
aa

bodv when on the new tack. It is necessary that the slides, qq,

and kneef .^should be specially strong, as the leverage is
.
very

great and a broken seat means a bath, as many have lately learned

Another -ood method ot construction is shown m the Tassaic

detk seat Figs. 8, 9 and 10, made by the Passaic River canoeist,

Mr J T kolden.'Kutherford C C. In this the^Mf**' »v"
stiffened by the guides, >vu\ of hard wood, about lXMm. I he

t iding seat: o, slides on top of the other, being Held down by a

strap, v, of sheet brass, in the center. At eacb endot o is a head,

w. which serves as a stop to prevent the seat sliding entirely oft.

The construction is strong and simple. In each seat the sliding

part o is stiffened by three pieces of hard wood about 3X >4m. set

into the lower side and running across the gram, as at it.

We do not know who first invented the thwartship tiller which

is such a necessary accompaniment of the slidtag seat^SnlUt not

the ii

make

STARTING SIGNALS FOR RACES.

Editor Forest- ami Stream: . „ ... . . „ „„j
I desire to raise the question whether it would not be a good

idea to incorporate, in the sailing rules of canoe clubs,.and.the.A.

O.A.a general method of signalling a start in Sailing or Otnei

races, so that every one interested may readily is m h ft-

are ....

side^fthe^^e istrazed a s 97ti^"o7a T-acic" c. The sleeve d is

fitted to turn freelv on t he mast tube, a part ot trie tore side being

cut awav, as shown, to permit it to pass over the rack c. ibe

bottom of fl is stiffened by a band e, which must be also cut away
enough to pass over c. To the sleeve d a second tube / is brazed

at right angles, forming a socket for the tiller, a round stick of

asli or hickory, to which the rudder lines are attached. This

represents the tiller in its simplest form, but it has been further

improved by a locking attachment, holding the rudder m any
position, and also by fitting the tiller so that like the seat it may
be slid out to windward, within easy reach of the hand when ly-

ing out on the seat. The locking gear includes, m addition to the

rack c already mentioned, a second rack, cut in a bar ff, about %
X3-161D. This bar is about 12in. long and at each end is fastened

to a ferrule ft, on which is a groove I for the rudder line. The bar

a fits in a groove cut in the wooden tiller. When m place the

rack bar a is run through the socket / and the ferrules h are

rivetted or brazed fast, one on each end of ff. The tiller is then

slid through f. holding the rack bar firmly m place. The sleeve

ri and socket f are cut away where they cross, leaving an opening

wide enough to admit the rack on ff. The rack bar ff is fitted with

same time a turn of the wrist brings the teeth ot the rack bar a m
gear with c, effectually locking the whole gear. A slight turn

downward of the tiller throws the teeth out of gear and allows

the sleeve to revolve and the rudder to swing freely. The, lines

are spliced rather loosely around the grooves i, allowing the fer-

rules to turn without tightening them. An extension tiller is

absolutely necessary with the sliding seat, and this torm is more
convenient than the regular fore and aft tiller with a jointed

piece on the handle.

CORINTHIAN MOSQUITO FLEET REGATTA.

THE Corinthian Mosquito Fleet sailed its fall regatta on Hemp-
stead Harbor on Oct. 13, the starters being:

Unique Openschooner. . .18ft. 9in F. B. Jones.

Vagabond Canoe 16ft.
r .

0. J. Stevens
O-nat Yawl lift. 7m Thomas Clapiiam.

Lestris Yawl 13tt. Sin Dr. T. Ledyard.

surf Oat lift William Hicks.E Cat lift. Sin G. G. Clapham.
A triangular course was laid from the head of the harbor down

to Mott's Point (two miles), over to the opposite shore (one mile),

and back to start (two miles). Time reckoned on five miles.

Order of sailing, to leave stakeboats on starboard hand.

The wind from start to finish was from the southeast, steady,

and strong enough for small craft, to keep lee decks awash.

The start was made at 1:30, the last of the flood, trom a one-

minute signal, the six boats going over the line in as many sec-

onds, making a very pretty start. Down the wind they flew, each

boat describing a curve of its own to the first mark, at which

point, the entire six endeavored to round at once, and so close were

they {hat a general mix up seemed unavoidable, but only tor a

second and away thev went, for the second mark with sheets

trimmed half down, and each making its individual curve again.

At this mark Vagabond was first, with Unique a close second.

Gnat third. Surf fourth. From here it was almost a dead beat,

with enough wind to give good sailing and a show for pointing

and footing. On this leg Vagabond and Unique both held to the

port hand going up. Gnat keeping in midstream, with Lestris

working the starboard hand, in which work she soon crossed

Gnat's bow, the former being on starboard tack. Hie Vagabond
was declared to be handled beautifully; Gnat seemed to make a

few too many tacks. . . .,

On the first leg Lestris had a mishap and lowered mainsail, and
on the second leg parted windward stay; but after that good work
was done, beating her rival over eight minutes. •

Mr Stevens gets the cup offered by Mr. Jones tor fastest cor-

rected time. Surf wins from Rita. Lestris wins Commodore
Smith's cup to yawls and a pennant presented by Mrs. Thomas
Clapham. Following is a summary:

start

^S«a.:::::-::.:.:
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::! f|Surf

i

1 5nm
Lestris 1 » 00

Gnat 1 » 80

Rita 1 20 00

ounTthe
a
sign°ils was so preposterously^f^^S^t

the writer failed to hear a single signal ot to/^WXi"
bp ffiVpr and the winner of the race had to sail his boat up xo me
starlers 'and hail them to know if the signal had been given; on

receiving an affirmative answer he at once staited oft and lett

two of the boats waiting for what never came.

Our sailing rules are. I believe, derived from those ot the JN. Y

V O Imagine if you can, a yacht race, where, at the start, a

yacht hSls the regatta committee to know if the signal has been

liven. Aside romT he question of unfairness to those entered

snch a start Is also unfair to the guests invited to view the sport,

a" of courS III fairer the start, and the greater tbe number en-

gaged, the more interesting must it be to the spectators.

Now I propose as a remedy, a starting signal to be generally

adopted! so that it may be recognized on any
.
occasion just as

easily as any other technical point in canoe racing, and I would

suggest for the instrument a horn which can be readily heard at

any distance likelv to be covered in maneuvering for position, the

fir«t signal five minutes before the start, to consist of three blasts;i^S^^W^Mmm start, two blasts; third, one blast,

g
°l'f any one can suggest something better I should be glad to

have it adopted, but 1 am satisfied that some general signal

would save much trouble to the regatta committees and facilitate

the starting of our canoe races. Kandom.
New York, Oct. 9.

[We have learned since our report of the New York C, C. re-

gatta was writt en that the reason why Random and Ellida did

not start promptly was not on account of the tide, but because no

signals were heard. Unfortunately, it requires no great effort of

the imagination to picture a similar state ot confusion at a yacht

race, though in the leading clubs the starting arrangements have

improved greatly in the past few years, and are now tolerably

satisfactory, save in the fact th at there is no umtormity, and the

start of one club on Tuesday may ne totally different, trom that

of another on Monday. The signals should be given by means ot

flags, whatever other means, such as a horn or pistol, may be

used; A certain flag signifies that the preparatory interval has

begun, while- a second flag shows that the start has been given.

As flags are sometimes invisible, blowing directly toward the

starters, thev can be replaced to advantage by colored balls, two

or three barfel hoops lashed together, with a cloth bag drawn over

them. In addition lo the flags or ball, a horn should be used; but

the latter alone will not, suffice, as there is nothing to tell a man
whether the signal has been given without, being heard or whether

tbe time has not, yet expired. An addition to No. XIII. of the A.

C A Sailing Rules, defining the signals to be used, flags or bails

'd a horn, would lead to one common system by all clubs.]

the bolts were backed out, being found sound and good; but since
then they have not been examined. When the boat was hauled
out a few weeks since it was discovered that the keel was miss-
ing, and a search showed it snugly tucked away in tbe mud in
which the yacht had rested at low water. The bolts were eaten
away about the joint of the wood and lead keel, the ends being
tapered off like the point of a conical bullet or a cigar. The bodies
of the bolts were badly rusted, all traces of the galvanizing being
gone; but the heads and nuts were comparatively perfect, the gal-
vanic action apparently having been confined mainly to the im-
mediate vicinity of the joint between the wood and lead. The
boat had been floating as usual to all appearances for some weeks
after the keel had gone, simply rising a little out of water. She
was uninjured, needing only new bolts, which will probably be of

composition this time. The occurrence may serve as a warning
to yachtsmen having iron bolts through lead keels.

MONTGOMERY SAILING CLUB. — Semi-monthly regatta,

Sept. 29. Norristown to Indian Creek and return, 5 miles, wind
light westerly: , _

Length. Corrected.
Nellie, tuckup lo.OO

Volunteer, tuckup » mw
Igidious, tuckup IfJW
Gracie, skiff 12.00

Iola. ducker 15.00

-Pennsylvania, hi ker .lb .00

The tuekups Stranger, Playford, Priscilla, A esuvius and Lmma
L. withdrew. Pennsylvania was ruled out for touching the mark
at Indian Creek. Judge, William Alcorn.
The above race was the last of the series for the season of 1889.

The standing of the boats for the season is as follows:
Races. Poiuts.

1 53 50
1 53 20
2 02 00
2 26 00
2 32 30
1 15 80

Igidious, tuukup.

J. S. Lever, tuckup
Gracie, skiff

Priscilla, tuckup
Stranger, sharpie
Vesuvius, tuckup

Flying Eagle, tuckup
Josephine, tuckup
Cocktail, tuckup
Volunteer wins championship trophy.—E. A. Leopold, Sec y.

10 89.09
10 77.28
9 73.48

10 63/97
7 50.6i

3(5.31

9 32.53
9 31. eo
0 26,37
7 25.75
8 2i.85

80i0l
5 10.17

a 8.10
i 4.00 *

i 1.00
i 1.00

CANOES VS. SAILING BOATS.

TO those of our readers who have followed the many and
lengthy discussions of the relative merits ot canoes and

small sailing boats that appear at intervals in the Fokest asd
Stream the race of Saturday last will be very interesting. But
one eanoe started against, five boats of all lengths from 11 to 19ft.

and of various models, including two of Mr. Olapham's
i

wide and
shoal craft. The course was on the home waters of the latter

boats, which were sailed by Mr. Clapham and his son, while the

canoe was in strange waters, and consequently handicapped by

her crew's lack of local knowledge. In spite ot this the canoe

beat four out of the five boats on even time, while tbe fifth, a

large sailboat with schooner rig, led her by only 10s. elapsed

time, the canoe receiving an allowance of over lm. The canoe,

of course, was sailed by one man only, while the boats weie al-

lowed two men. The Clapham boats, we believe, were also sailed

singlehanded. Their decisive defeat of nearly a quarter ot an
hour ought to settle the merits of the canoe, as V agabond thus

far has not shown herself equal to several other well known

^"No Notice Tafcen of Anonymous Correspondent*.

tacffting.

Finish.
3 13 50
3 14 00
3 17 10

3 18 40
3 26 14
3 27 45

CORINTHIAN MOSQUITO FLEET.-Proposals for member-
ship: C. J. Stevens, 7 Bowling Green, N. Y.; O. M. Bird and G. G.

Murray, Larchmont, N. Y.*, F. B. Lewis, 218 Mam street, Hart-

ford, Conn.; J. A. Stow and G. G. Stow, 218 East Tenth street

New York. The last regular meeting for the season will be held

at the Sturtevant House, New York, Oct. 21, at 8 o'clock.

BROOKLYN C. C—Nov. 5, Election Day.—Paddling race for

decked sailing canoes; paddling race for open canoes,, single-

blades; tandem paddling race, decked canoes double blades, and
open canoes single blades; sailing race for canoes, cruisers, duck-

ers, skiffs, etc.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Northern Division: M. K. Dunlevie,

Ottawa. Atlantic Division: Daniel B. Goodsell, New York.

A 2SFT. STEAM LAUNCH.

THE handsome little steam launch shown in the accompanying
drawings was designed by Mr. E. R. Bowdish, secretary

of the Bowdish Mfg. Co., of Skaneateles, N. Y ., builders of small

steam and sailing craft of all kinds. Her dimensions are as fol-

iows:
ft.In.

Length ^^•;; : ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:v;;;:;;;;;;: | g

Beam, extreme * §
L.W.L * 3

Least freeboard imy
Sheer at bow ,

stern ~r *

Draft, extreme * A

The motive power, also designed by Mr. Bowdish, includes a

two-cylinder compound engine 3 & 5x4m., with a water tube

boiler, the latter being arranged for either coal or oil as fuel, the

propeller is two-bladed, of 21in. diameter and o4m. pitch. The
vacht is of a very convenient size, seating 14, the machinery being

well amidships and the seating space aft. The space heside the

boiler is used for bunkers when coal is burned. I he rudderhead.

is fitted with an iron tiller beneath the after deck, to which the

lines are run in addition to the tiller shown above deek. As the

drawings show the yacht is very graceful m sheer and outline,

far more so than most boats of her class.

J. S., Boston, Mass.—We have no record of Red Lassie.

Keonk, Harrisburg, Pa.—We know nothing of the dog men-
tioned.

A. W. S., Cortland, N. Y.—Dash Ranger was second at St. Paul,
1888. He is owned by Mr. L. C. Gould, St. Paul, Minn.

B. L„ Santa Barbara, Cal.—Wet the canoe and paint while wet
with boiled linseed oil and Japan dryer, using any desired color.

Wm. H. Fenduicu, Columbia, Pa.—The catamarans are practi-

cally out of use in New York and Boston, and no one manufac-
(

ture's them for sale.

ROBIN, Staten Island, N. Y.—The law of 1880 permitting robin

shooting was at one time repealed, but in 1887 (Chap. 641) it was
declared lawful to shoot robins and blackbirds on Long Island

and Staten Island from Nov. 1 to Jan. 1.

V. B. MM Raleigh, N. C—1 have a canvas gun case that I desire

to render waterproof. Can you give me information? If 1 use

paint will it not so stiffen canvas that when case is folded it will

break or crack? Ans. See directions given "Camper."
Killdee, Richmond, Va.—A deep centerboard boat will be the

most serviceable for your purpose. Though a small keel boat

would have some advantages, you would probably have to build

in order to get just what what you want.

W. H. M., Wilkesbarre, Pa—Canvas canoes, if built for sailing,

are much heavier than the cedar canoe s. But few canvas canoes
j

are used in the A. C. A., but they make a very good boat for pad-
dling and river cruising, being strong and durable as well as

cheap. A new cedar canoe, fitted complete, will cost from £150

to $200.

E. P., Philadelphia.—I am one of those unfortunate individuals

who love to shoot quail, but whose business will not admit of ab-

sence during the shooting season in the North. Can you direct
i

me to a place in the South, say within 24 hours ride of Philadel- -

phia, where first class shooting can be had during January. Ans.
The locality named in our game columns last week, Rocky Hill,

S. C. will meet your desires.

Camper.—Can you tell me how to make my canvas tent water
and" mildew proof? Ans. The recipe given in "Hints and Points"

reads: "Dissolve Yi pound each of sugar of lead and powdered
alum in a bucket ot rain water, and pour the solution into a tub.

Soak your tent for twenty-four hours, and then hang it up to dry
instead of wringing it dry. Rain will hang to it in globules, but

won't go through the cloth. It will also prevent mildew."

A. N. C, Philadelphia.—I would be greatly obliged if you can
give me anv idea as to tbe quantity of nuts that should be pro-

vided for a squirrel for one year's consumption. I have a number

LEAD KEELS WITH IRON BOLTS.

THE little keel sloop Corinne, once well known as the Gael, of

Boston, has lately lost her lead keel while lying m the basm
of the Corinthian Y. C. at Tompkinsville. The lead keel of

2,0001bs., replacing an iron one ot about 1,200, was put on about

twelve vears since, the bolts, twelve in number, being of 9»m.

galvanized iron. When the boat was sold to New York, m 1880,

quantity, because the number of defective trees is limned, and to

have them all filled with nuts in excess of the requisite quantity

would result in having the depositories tilled with rotted nuts.

Ans. An allowance of six hickory nuts each per day will ha suf-

ficient. They will eat more than this and grow tat, but will

thrive on the rations named.

IN FORMATION WANTED.
M. R.—Information wanted by two gentlemen as to where they

can procure one or two weeks good duck shooting after Nov. 5,

Chesapeake or Virginia preferred. Full particulars asked for.

For a disordered Liver try Beecham's Pills.—Adv.

HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

cokes ( Fevers, Congestions, Inflammation,
A..A. I Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C.C.—Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grnbs, Worms.
E.E.—Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.--Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I.I.—Ernptivc Diseases, Mange.
J. It.—Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Witch Hazel Oil and Medicator, §7.0O
Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), » .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt oi Price.

Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

Forest & Stream Pile Binders,
PRICE, 91.00.

FOB foALK AT THIS QJTFIOE.

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

ABBEY & IMBBIE,
No. 18 VBSEY STREET, NEW YORK.
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WINCHESTER
1 RIVAL

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.

Not
Ash your Dealer for them.

;old sLt Retail "fc>y tlxe* Manufacturers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING- ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

UPTHEGROVE & McLELLAN,
MANUFACTUBERS OF

Slb.ootln.g' and ZF'IsHn.Iz^ Suits
-A.1*TID CLOTHING FOR

CIVIL ENGINEERS, RANCHMEN, LUMBERMEN, KINERS, ETC.
Write for our new combined Catalogue with samples of Imported

4i -Corduroys, Moleskin, Mackintosh, Canvas and Flannels-^
SEE II IIS NEW SHADES OF ENGLISH CORDUROY. Address TJJP. MC, Valparaiso, Indiana.

THE CREAT ENCLISH REMEDY.

Beecham's Pills
For Bilious and Nervous Disorders.

«*WortU a Guinea a Box"—but sold

for 25 cents,
BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

No Chemicals,

W. Baker & Co.'s

Breakfast

Cocoa
Is Absolutely Pure,

and it is Soluble.

To increase the solubility of the powdered cocoa, vari-

ous expedients are employed, most of them being based
upon the action of some alkali, potash, soda or even am-
monia. Cocoa which has been prepared by one of these
chemical processes, can usually be recognized at once by
the distinct alkaline reaction of the infusion in water.

W. Baker & Co.'s Breakfast Cocoa
is manufactured from the first stage to the last by per-
fect mechanical processes, no chemical toeing
used in its preparation. By one of the most
ingenious of these mechanical processes the greatest de-
gree of fineness is secured without the sacrifice of the
attractive and beautiful red color which is characteristic
of an absolutely pure and natural cocoa.

W. Baker & Co., Dorchester, Mass.

BEPELLEHE.
An Infallible Preventive of tbe Attacks ol
Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats

and all other Insects.
\eat, clean and easily applied. No unpleasant

odor, will not stain or injure the skin, easily
cashed off. May be carried without danger of
leaking or spilling. In neat, oblong round-cor-
nered box.

Price, SO Cents, Postpaid.
Sold by Dealers In Sportsmen's Goods.

If your dealer does not keep it, I will send it od
receipt of price.

A, FERGUSON, Proprietor and Mannfaot'er,
Office, 65 Falton street, N. Y.

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

Manufactured only by
HLIWKTEY SR.OS.

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

^SPORTSMEN WILL consult their own interests
if when buying Fish Hooks they insist up-
on having those only made by THE
AMERICAN NEEDLE AND FISHHOOK CO., New Haven, Conn,

gfc^ who have the
—

largest facili-
ties, and make Best goods in the world.
For Sale by the Trade Everywhere. AskFor Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ALFORD & BERKELE CO.
P

* % Bo^2°02
- SPECIAL AGENTS,

No. 77 Cuambers St., N. Y.

THE WILLOCGHBY PATENT

TARPON SNELL.
Proved last Winter to be the Only Snell

Absolutely Reliable.

Retail Agents:
John Krider, Cor. Second & Walnut sts., Phila.
Thos. J. Conroy. 65 Fulton street, New York.

Wholesale Agent:
J. C. Harrison, 253 Market street. Philadelphia.

SPORTSMEN SMOKERS
SHOULD ALL SMOKE OUR CELEBRATED

Hand-Made Havana Cigars.
MADE IN TWO STYLES AND SIZES.

LONDRES PERFEGTO, 5in. long @ $7.00 per 100
CONCHAS ESPECIALS, 4Min. @ 6.00

"

The favorite cigar of Rod and Gun Clubs generally.
These cigars are made of the choicest tobaccos grown,
and selected with the greatest care. They cannot fall
to suit the taste of all lovers of the fragrant weed. Bach
cigar has the brand impressed on it, and every box has
a label, fac-simile of the title of the popular journal,
and our firm's signature, without which none are genu-
ine. We are the only authorized manufacturers of the
above brand, and to insure the smoker of the genuine
we would ask you to send us your orders direct. We
will deliver, free of express charges, either size, on re-
ceipt of price.

A. W. FOOTE & 00., Sole Manufacturers,

125 Maiden Lane. New York.

Every dealer in Fishing Tackle has heard
of Chubb and the high reputation which his

goods have obtained, but they do not yet know
his prices on Fishing Rods for the coming
season. Now is the time to send for Whole-
sale Catalogue and discounts to the Trade.

Address THOS H. CHUBB,
Tbe IFM sliing Rod IWCaxi.ui.f^otiJi.x-oi",

POST MILLS, VT.

YACHTS, BOATS
AND

CANOES,
WITH SPECIAL CHAPTERS ON MODEL YACHTH

AND SINGKLEHANDED SAILING.
BY

C. STANSFELD-HICKS.
Author of "Our Boys, and What to Do With Them.

NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS
AND

WORKING DRAWINGS OF MODEL YACHTS AND VARIOUS SMALL CRAFT
SUITABLE FOR AMATEURS.

DESIGHSTS

:

Model Yachts.—Defiance, Isolde, Bonny Jean, and 10-tonner with sail plan.
Canoes.—Birch, Mersey Paddling Canoe, L'Hirondelle, Sailing Canoe.
Sailing Boats and Yachts.—Dabchick, Wideawake, Myosotis, Una, Singlehander by C. P

ulayton, Puffin, 3-ton Racer, 3-ton Cruiser, 34ft. Auxilliary tsteam and sail) fishing boat.

This volume contains much that is valuable and interesting to American yachtsmen and
canoeists. The design, construction and use of small craft of all kinds is treated of in a simple
and entertaining style, and the instructions are clear and easily understood.

Large crown 8vo., 380 pages and 16 large folding plates.

Price, Postpaid. *3.SO<

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

PREMIERE QUALITE CIGARETTE.
A SUPERB ARTICLE. The standard of purity and excellence. The

faultless union of two matchless tobaccos prevents that dryness of
1he throat usually produced by smoking other brands. Do not allow
prejudice to prevent you from giving this incomparable Cigarette a trial.
It is simply perfection, a luxury and not a low-priced article.

Our Vanity Fair and various Smoking Mixtures are the finest for the pipe.

16 First Prize Medals. WM, S. KIMBALL & CO.
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The Celebrated Smith & Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy,

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

mprovements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the
genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.
If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive ' prompt and

careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH <£, WESSON,
WANTED.

To meet three or four gentlemen to go fishing
for "TARPON" and hunting on the east and west
coasts of Florida; trip to last from four weeks
to two months. The eost for each person per day
would be $4.50 to $5, including first-class board,
bait, small boats, and attendance by experienced
men. The yacht Tarpon, 52ft. in length, is now
fitting out at Rock Ledge, Fla.. especially for this
cruise. Has power and sail, draws 2^ft., 6ft.

headroom, cabin 14ft. long. Has one large double
and three single spring beds. Toilet room with
running water. Large deck room, with awning
covering the entire boat, and an arrangement
for keeping bait alive. Party to leave Ivew York
about Oct. 21 by steamer, to join the yacht at
Rock Ledge, Fla., Nov. 1, as tarpon bite better in
November than they do in the winter months.
Having cruised in Florida for the last seven
years, I am quite familiar with some of the best
fishing and hunting grounds in South Florida,
from Rock Ledge on east coast to Pine Island on
the west. For further particulars address

F. D. HUGHES,
Care Messrs. Henrv Clews & Co., Bankers,

It No. 15 Broad st., New York City.

A LOVER OF ROD AND GUN WISHES TO
buy out entire or buy an interest in an es-

tablished gun and sporting goods business. Ad-
dress SPORTSMAN , care Forest and Stream. It

WANTED.
Live Deer, Prairie Chickens, Partridge,

Quail and Turkeys. Address full particulars,
Box 3 350, P. O. New York City. octl7,2t

Ferrets vs. Rats.
The best breeds of both young and old Ferrets

for sale at ADOLPH ISAACSEN'S "Sure Pop,"
92 Fulton Street, New York City. A complete
book on Ferrets and Rat Exterminating sent by
mail for 15 cents.

Anyone Can Stuff Birds
By our new process. Full directions with com-
plete outfit of instruments, eyes, etc., $1.00.
Naturalists' Supply Co., 126 Chambers st., N.Y.

FIRST-CLASS HAMMERLESS GREENER
gun, 28in. barrels, 12-gauge, suitable for

gentleman's field gun. Cost 35 guineas; for sale
at $75, lowest price, no exchange. Apply to ED.
MADISON, 564 Fulton st., Brooklyn, N.Y. It

FOR SALE.
A tract of 1.000 acres of marsh land in the State

of Virginia. Considered the finest duck shooting
ground on the coast. Suitable for a club. Easily
accessible. Title guaranteed.

Inquire at 52 Broadway, Room 92, New York.

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch

. Collies, Foxhounds and
= Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,„ 9 bred and for sale by W.

GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
Send stamp for circular and price list.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus A.mericanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,
Me. decl6,tf

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having the patent

INTURNED EDGE.

ASK YOUR DEALE

For NELSON'S Cartridge Belt. The only
PRACTICAL contrivance for carrying ammuni-
tion in the field. For Shot Guns, Rifles and Pi?tols,

Nothing like it in the market. Patent lateral action.

J. N. DODGE,
276 & 278 Division Street,

Detroit, Mich.

Manufacturer of White Cedar Duck Decoys of

all kinds. Also Swan, Geese, Brant, Coot, Shell
Drake, Plover, full-shaped and flat folding Snipe
Decoys. Duck and Turkey Calls. Decoys made
like any pattern furnished without extra charge.
Bottom prices to the trade. Illustrated price list.

2,000 shots out of each 1,000 targets on acccunt
of non-breakage in shipping, trapping and fall-

ing upon ground. The only target made with
the Inturnbd Edge, producing the surest break-
er when hit, and surest non-breaker when noi
hit. Our traps are sold for the sole purpose of

shooting our targets.

GURDON TRUMBUIili'S

Names anfl Portraits of Birfls
Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in

language understanded of the people.

Practically speaking, this is the first popular
folume of ornithology ever issued from the press;

a work which goes far to demonstrate that scien-

tific accuracy may be as easily maintained in

English as m Greek or Latin. Follows the
game birds all over the continent and gives a
glossary of all the local names in popular use.

Illustrated with admirable portraits from the
pencil of Mr. Edwin Shepard of the Academy of

Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, which, with the
clear descriptions in the text, will enable any
man who can read to identify the contents of his

T TV17 OTT A TT FOR SALE. Orders
_LvL V X!i W <J t\±.±-J delivered as booked.

LIVE GAME A SPECIALTY.
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant,

174 Chambers street, New York.

WILD RICK.-THE GREATEST WILD-
fowl food. Sendyour orders now for fresh

seed, R, VALENTINE, .Tanesville, Wis. aul,tf

SMALL YACHTS
their Design and Construction, Exemplified by i>

Ruling Types of Modern Practice. Wit*
Numerous Plates and Illustrations.

—BY—
O. P. KUNHABDT,

Cloth, 370 pages of type and illustrations, ana r>

elates. Size of page, 14^x121*. Price $7.00.

FOB BALI BS TH»
TOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING 00..

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS:
It is the first, so far as we know _ is of

books of which the need is felt la ii\ 3iy apart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-

Ocean.

I would much rather know what this book tells

me, the various names by which the people call

a bird, than the Latin, Greek or Hebrew name
which science gave him for the sake of catalogu-
ing him. * * * It is more value to me to have
a description of a bird in plain English which I

understand than in scientific language which I

do not understand.—TP., in Journal of Commerce.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Go.

PRICE, »».50,

CANOE
AND

BOAT
BUILDING

FOB

AMATEURS.
Fourth edition, 26i pages 52 plates. Price $2.

l orest and Stream Publishing Co.

Net? Yobk N. Y.

London: DAVIES & CO.. I Finch Lane.

MOLLERS

FOR
General

Debility, 1

Scrofula,
Rheumatism

or Consumption,"
is superior to any in de-

licacy of taste and smell,"

medicinal virtues and purityj

London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it the

purest and best;. Sold by Druggists. ^
W.H.Schieffelin & Co.(gaffi<&£) NewYorkj
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THE WILD PIGEON.

A VERY interesting paper by Mr. William Brewster, on
the present status of the wild pigeon, in the current

number of the Aula, points to the conclusion that this in-

teresting bird is by no means extinct, but that driven

and harassed by the assiduity with which it was pursued

in the States it has betaken itself to uninhabited woods

somewhere to the north of the Great Lakes, in British

North America.

This argument is mainly supported by the fact that in

the spring of 1888 almost every county in the southern

peninsula of Michigan was visited by large flocks of this

bird passing northward. A few isolated pairs stopped to

roost in the wooded districts, but the main army disap-

peared across the Straits of Mackinac about the close of

April, much to the disappointment of the oldtime netters,

who, concluding that the birds had returned to their old

haunts for the season, got out their nets and made prepar-

ation for the familiar slaughter.

Mr. Brewster having been informed that the birds had

arrived in large numbers and were preparing to roost, set

off at once* to learn as much as possible about the "breed-

ing birds, reaching Cadillac on the 8th of May, and ling-

gering there waiting for information as to the nesting

site selected, until it was evident that the birds had gone

North. Here he collected evidence of the flight, prin-

cipally from Mr. S. S. Stevens, a resident of the place, a

veteran pigeon netter, and one who has a high reputation

for veracity and carefulness of statement. Mr. Stevens's

testimony was to the effect that pigeons appeared that

year in numbers near Cadillac about the 20th April. He
saw fully sixty in one day scattered about in beech woods

near the head of Clam Lake, and on another occasion

about one hundred drinking at the mouth of a brook, while

a flock that covered at least eight acres was observed by

a friend, a perfectly reliable man, flying in a northeast-

erly djreption, Many pther smaller flopke were reported,

But how do these figures compare with the flights of

fifteen or twenty years ago? Mr. Stevens, speaking of

the great nesting of 1876 or 1877, says: "It began near

Petosky and extended northeast past Crooked Lake for

twenty-eight miles, averaging three or four miles wide.

The birds arrived in two separate bodies, one directly

from the south by land, the other following the east coast

of "Wisconsin and crossing at Manitou Island. We saw

the latter body come in from the lake at about 8 o'clock

in the afternoon. It was a compact mass of pigeons, at

least five miles long by one mile wide." Again referring to

the nesting season of 1881, Mr. Stevens estimates that five

hundred men were engaged in netting pigeons, and that

they secured on an average 20,000 birds apiece during the

season. That is to say, ten million birds, equal in food

food substance to a herd of thousands of oxen.

Mr. Brewster concludes: "It is probable that enough

pigeons are left to rr-stock the West, provided that laws,

sufficiently stringent to give them fair protection, be at

once enacted. The present laws of Michigan and Wis-

consin are simply worse than useless, for, while they

prohibit disturbing the birds within the nesting, they

allow unlimited netting only a few miles beyond its

outskirts during the entire breeding season. The theory

is that the birds are so infinitely numerous that their ranks

are not seriously thinned by catching a few million of

breeding birds in a summer, and that the only danger to

be guarded against is that of frightening them away by

the use of guns or nets in the woods where their nests

are placed. The absurdity of such reasoning is self evi-

dent but, singularly enough, the netters, many of whom
struck me as intelligent a,nd homest men, seem really to

believe in it. As they have more or less local influence,

and, in addition, the powerful backing of the large game

dealers in the cities, it is not likely that any really effec-

tual laws can be passed until the last of our passenger

pigeons are preparing to follow the great auk and the

American bison."

In our issue of Sept. 5, Mr. Geo. Boardman reported

that after an absence of some years the wild pigeons had

returned in small flocks to the neighborhood of Calais,

Maine. Last week a Massachusetts correspondent re-

ported having observed scattering birds in that State.

Now a report comes to us that many wild pigeons have

been seen this year in Prince George's county, Md. On
Oct. 11 Mr. Geo. Marshall, of Laurel, saw three and shot

two of them, a third was picked up by Mr. Robert Ridg-

way. Mr. Marshall has noticed only five of these birds

this season. He was told that a boy living near the

Pecosin Swamp had killed three, and it is currently re-

ported that there is a flock of twenty-five in the neigh-

borhood.

HERE IS A MYSTERY.

ON a certain farm in New Jersey, not far from New
York city, there was once excellent quail shooting.

No special attention was paid to protecting the birds,

they had to run all the risks and brave all the perils that

beset the average game bird in its hard struggle for exist-

ence in New Jersey. Despite their natural enemies and

the assiduous pursuit by enthusiastic and persevering

gunners, the birds held their own, and year after year

the farm covers yielded a reasonable quota of game.

It would appear to be a reasonable assumption that if

such a natural quail ground were carefully preserved,

the parent stock replenished , and the public kept off from

it, there would be some return to furnish a commensurate

reward for the pains of the proprietor. So at least rea-

soned one of the gentlemen who had shot on the terri-

tory. He converted the farm into a game preserve. It

was surrounded on all sides by a fence of netted wire, five

feet high, above which was a smooth sheathing of tin,

and above the tin another wire netting; boards were sunk

into the ground below the fence, and the entire inclosure

was thus made proof against the inroads of vermin from

without.

It is believed that nothing but snakes can get through

the fence: and it is the testimony of the game keepers,

who are constantly employed on the place, that the pre-

serve is free from vermin. The land is posted, and tres-

passers are rigidly excluded. The shooting privileges of

several adjoining farms are leased, and outsiders are also

prevented from shooting on these tracts. For several

years supplies of quail have been brought from Georgia

and other Southern States and put out on the farm. They

bare evidently prospered and multiplied; at Je&gfcjbere

has been every evidence to that effect in the breeding

season.

Now the puzzling fact remains, that with all the intel-

ligent effort expended to better the quail shooting on this

New Jersey farm, the exact reverse of what was to be

anticipated has been the result. The shooting is not so

good as it used to be in the old days when the birds were
left to take care of themselves, and when the fun was
shared with other gunners of the neighborhood. Why
this should be so the proprietor is at a loss to explain.

The grounds are restocked with new birds; they appear

to breed well, but when the shooting season comes around

they are not to be found ; and to Bob White may not in-

appropriately be applied the boisterous refrain of De Quin-

cey's Society of Connoisseurs of Murder, after they had
kicked out Toad-in-the-hole

:

Et interrogatum est ab omnibus—Ubi est ille Toad-in-the-hole?

Et responsum est ab omnibus—Non est inventus.

What adds to the mystery is this, that after the shoot-

ing season is over and it has come time to put away the

guns, these elusive birds are said to reappear and once more

to people the covers of the old farm. It may be that the

birds actually do not come back, and that this alleged

reappearance is only the apparition of unreal spook

birds, presenting themselves as an uncanny hallucination

of the mystified game preserver and his friends whose

brains have been too severely taxed in grappling with

the mystery ; but all are stout in their assertion that the

birds are to be found both before and after the shooting

season, but never while their feathers might be lawful

game.

The preserve proprietor is at his wits' ends to account

for this mysterious disappearance or to circumvent the

cunning birds. One theory is that the birds migrate to

the South; that having come from Georgia they do not

take kindly to New Jersey autumn weather, but follow

other migrants to sunnier climes. This is a tenable

hypothesis, but it leaves out of account the alleged

materialization of the quail still later in the season and

in harsher weather.

The most reasonable conclusion is that the quail are of

an educated stock, "up to snuff" and altogether too cun-

ning for New Jersey craft, even though it be backed up

by wire netting, paid keepers and all the paraphernalia

of modern game preserving; and if the proprietor of the

farm wants quail shooting he must stock his preserves

with unsophisticated birds. But in these days of shot-

guns universal, where shall one go for an uneducated

strain of quail?

SNAP SHOTS.

"QPORTSMAN" is a better term than "nimrod" to

^ designate the field shooter of feathered game or

the hunter who pursues larger game. It is simpler, more

natural, less affected, and in every way an appropriate

designation. "Nimrod" is much more affected by the

"lay press" than by a paper devoted to sportsmen's inter-

ests; and it usually appears in some such connection as

this, "John Doe and Richard Roe, the well-known nim-

rods of our village, were out shooting this week and

returned with a brace of bunnies each, one of which

found its way to the editor's table. Thanks, Richard."

Mr. Wm. P. Seal's suggestion that it may be proved

practicable to transfer some of the valuable salt-water

species of food and game fish to inland waters, points to

a new field of fishcultural enterprise as novel as if suc-

cessful its results will be vast and important. The ex-

periments in this direction will be watched with eager

interest, for the possibilities are tremendous.

American types of small pleasure craft are making their

way around the world. The publishers report repeated

sales of Stephens's "Canoe and Boat Building" in Aus-

tralia and Japan. In that particular line of boat building

America leads to-day, and it is not to be wondered at

that foreign nations should come to us for instructions.

We have known many a man to be so lavish of right-

eous indignation against game law breakers that he had

none left for himself when he went into the woods and

ran deer out of season.

We give, to-day the story of "Comanche Chief," from

"Yo's" "Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," and we
hope-soon, to announce that, \hd bpok is re.atfj/pr^Jj-verY,
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COMANCHE CHIEF.
The Peace-Maker.

From advance sheets of a forthoonrine volume of "Pawnee Hero
Stories and Folk-Tales."

BT GEO. BIRD GKINNELL ("YO").

I.

MANY years ago there lived in the Ski'-di village a

yourig man, about sixteen years old. His name
was Kut-a'wi-kutz (the hawk). At this time the Pawnees
wore their hair in the ancient fashion, cut as the Osages

wear theirs; the whole head was shaved except a roach

running back from the forehead beyond the scalp lock.

A war partv went off to the south and he joined them
as a servant," They went a long way and a long way,
traveling far, but they got no horses and came back.

Afterward another partv started off on the warpath, and
he went with it. They traveled many days, going to the

southwest, and at length they came to a camp, and hid

themselves to wait until it was dark. It was a camp of

the Comanches.
When night had come they all went into the camp to

steal horses. The young man went to a lodge near which
stood three horses, two spotted horses and one gray.

They were tied near the door of the lodge, and from this

he thought they must be fast, for the Indians usually tie

up their best horses close to the lodge door, where they will

be under their eyes as much as possible. He went to the

lodge to cut the ropes, and just as he was about to do so

he thought he heard some one inside. He stepped up
close to the lodge, and looked in through a little opening
between the door and the lodge, and saw a small fire

burning, and on the other side of the fire was sitting a
young girl, combing her long hair. The young man
looked arcund the lodge to see who else was there, and
saw only an old man and an old woman, and the fire-

maker. "He cut the ropes of the two spotted horses

standing outside, led the horses out of the camp, and
met his companion. To him he said, "Now, brother,

you take these horses and go to the hill where we were
hiding to-day, and wait for me there. I have seen an-

other fine spotted horse that 1 want to get; I will go back
for it and will meet you before morning at that place."

He went back, as if to get the spotted horse, but returned
to the lodge where the girl was. He went all around it,

and looked at it carefully. He saw that there were feath-

ers on the lodge, and rows of animals' hoofs hanging
down the sides, which rattled in the wind, and to one of

the lodge-poles was tied a buffalo tail, which hung down.
Then he went back to the door and looked in at the girl

again. She had braided her hair and was sitting there

by the fire. He stayed there a longtime that night look-

ing at ber. Toward morning he went to look for his

companion. When he met him he told him that some
one had taken the spotted horse before he got to it; he
could not find it. When the party all met next morning,
they found that they had taken a lot of horses, and they
started north to go home. They reached the Pawnee
village, and every one was glad of their success.

After this, whenever this young man saw anything
that was nice or pretty, such as medals, ear-rings, finger

rings for women, beadwork leggings, bracelets, necklaces,
wampum beads—things that the Comanches did not
have—he would give a pony for it. For one year he
went on like this, gathering together these pretty' things.

When the year had gone by he had no horses left; he had
given them all away to get these presents. He packed
all these things up in a bundle, and then spoke one night
to his friend saying, " I intend to go off on the warpath
again, and I would like to have you go with me; we two
will go alone." His friend agreed to go.

II.

Before the time came to start, other young men heard
of it, and several joined them. There were eight of them
in all. Kut-a ici-kutz was the leader. He told his young
men that they were going to a certain place where he
knew there weie lots of spotted horses to steal. They
started out on foot. After traveling many days, they
came to the place where the camp had been at the time
he saw the girl. There was no camp there.

They went on further, and at length came to a camp
and bid themselves. When night came the leader told
his men to remain where they were hiding, and he would
go into the camp and see if there were any horses to
take. He went through all the camp looking for the
lodge in which he had seen the girl, but he did not find

it. Then he went back to where the young men were
hiding, and told them that this was not the camp they
were looking for; that they did not have here the spotted
horses that they wanted. In the camp of the year before
there had been many spotted horses.

The young men did not understand this, and some of
them did not like to leave this camp without taking any
horses, but he was the leader and they did as he said.

They left that camp and went on further.
After traveling some days they came to another camp,

and hid themselves near it. When night came on Kut-a'
ioi-kutz said to his young men, "You stay here where
you are hiding, and I will go into this Gamp and see if it

is the one we are looking for." He went through the
camp, but did not find the lodge he sought. He returned
to the hiding place, and told the party there that this
was not the camp they were looking for, that the spotted
horses were not there. They left the camp and went on.
When they had come close to the mountains they saw

another camp. Kut-a'wi-kutz went into this camp alone,
and when he had been through it, be went back to his
party and told them that this was the camp they had
been looking for. Then he sent the young men into the
camp to steal horses, and he put on his fine leggings and
moccasins that he had in his bundle, and painted himself
and went with them. He took a horse and his friend
took one. They met outside the village. He told his
friend to get on his own horse and lead the other, and
with the rest of the party to go off east from the camp to
a certain place, and there to wait for him. "I have
seen," he said, "another fine horse that I like, and I wish
to go back and get it."

His friend looked sorrowfully at him and said, "Why
are yon all dressed up like this, and why is your face
painted ? What are you doing or what is in your mind ?
Perhaps you intend to do some great thing to-night that
you do not want me, your friend, to know about. I have

seen for a long time that you are hiding something from
me."
Kut-a'wi-kutz caught his friend in his arms and bugged

him and kissed him and said, "You are my friend; who
is so near to me as you are? Go on as I have said, and if

it turns out well I will tell you all, I will catcli up with
you before very long."
His friend said. "No, I will stay with you. I will not

go on. I love you as a brother, and I will stay with you,
and if you are going to do some great thing I will die

with you."
When Kut-a'wi-kutz found that his friend was resolved

to remain with him. he yielded and told him his secret.

He said to him, "My brother, when we were on the war-
path a year ago, and I took those two spotted horees, I

heard a little noise in the lodge by which they were tied.

I looked in and I saw there a little girl sitting by the fire

combing her hair. She was very pretty. When I took
the spotted horses away, I could not put that girl out of

my mind. I remembered her. Brother, when we went
back home, that girl was constantly in my mind. I

could not forget her. I came this time on purpose to get
ber, even if it shall cost me my life. She is in this

camp, and I have found the lodge where she lives."

His friend said, "My brother, whatever you say shall

be done. I stay with you. You go into the camp. I

will take the horses and go to that high rocky hill east of

the camp, and will hide the horses there. When you are

in the village I will be up in one of the trees on the top

of the hill, looking down on the camp. If I hear shoot-

ing and see lots of people running to the lodge I will

know that you are killed, and I will kill myself. I will

not go home alone. If I do not see you by noon I will

kill myself."
Kut-a'wi-kutz said, "It is good. If I am successful I

will go up there after you, and take you down into the

camp."
They parted. The friend hid the horses and went up

on the hill. Kut-a'wi-kutz went into the camp.

in.

It was now the middle of the night. When he came
to the lodge he saw there was a fire in it. He did not go
in at once; he wanted the tire to go out. He stayed
around the lodge, and gradually the fire died down. It

was dark. He went into the lodge. He was painted

and finely dressed, and had his bundle with him. He
took his moccasins off and his leggings, and hung them
up over the girl's bed; then strings of beads, then five or
six medals, bracelets, ear-bobs, beaded leggings, every-

thing he had—his shirt. He took his blanket and spread
it over the bed where the girl was lying, stepped over
the bed and crept under his own blanket, and lay down
by her side.

When he lay down she woke up, and found that there
was some one lying by her, and she spoke to him, but he
did not answer. He could not understand her, for he
did not know Comanche. She talked for a long time,

but he did not speak. Then she began to feel of him,
and when she put her hands on his head

—

Pi ta'-da—
Pawnee—an enemy! Then she raised herself up, took a
handful of grass from under the bed, spread the fire and
put the grass on it. The fire blazed up and she saw him.
Then she sprang up and took the top blanket, which was
his, off the bed, and put it about her and sat by the fire.

She called her father and taid, "Father, get up; there is

a man here."
The old man got up, and got his pipe and began smok-

ing. This old man was the Head Chief of the Comanches.
He called the servant, and told him to make a fire. The
girl got up and went over to where her mother was
lying and called her. The mother got up; and they all

sat by the fire.

The old man smoked for a long time. Every now and
then he would look at the bed to see who it could be that
was lying there, and then he would look at all the things
hanging up over the bed—at the medals and other things.
He did not know what they were for, and he wondered.
At length the old man told the servant to go and call the
chiefs of the tribe, and tell them to come to his lodge.
Presently the chiefs came in one by one and sat down.

When they had come there was still one brave who ought
to have come that was not there. His name was Skin
Shirt, the father wanted him. He sent for him three
times. He sent word back to the chief to go on with the
council, and that he would agree to whatever they de-
cided. The fourth time he was sent for he came, and
took a eeat by the chief, the girl's father. This brave
spoke to Kd-a'im-kutz, and told him to get up, and take
a seat among them. He did so. The girl was sitting on
the other side of the fire. When he got up, he had to
take the blanket that was left, which was the girl's. He
put it around him, and sat down among them.
When the chiefs came in, there was among them a

Pawnee who had been captured long ago and adopted by
the Comanches, and was now himself a chief; he talked
with Kut-a'wi-kutz and interpreted for him, telling him
everything that was said as each one spoke.
After the young man had seated himself, the chief

filled his pipe, and gave the pipe to his brave to decide
what should be done with this enemy. The brave took
the pipe, but he did not wish to decide, so he did not
light it, but passed it on to another chief to decide. He
passed it on to another, and he to another, and so it went
until the pipe came back to the Head Chief. When he
got it again, he asked Kut-a 'ioi-kutz: "Why have you
come here this night and lain down in my lodge, you
who are an enemy to my people? And why have you
hung up in the lodge all these strange things which we
see here? I do not undei stand it, and I wish to know
your reasons."
The boy said to him: "A long time ago I came south

on the warpath to steal horses. I traveled until I came
to your camp. I saw three horses tied outside a lodge,
two spotted horses and a gray. While I was cutting one
of the ropes I heard a little noise inside the lodge, and
pushing aside the door, I looked in, and saw that girl

combing her hah. I stole the two spotted horses, and
took them out of the camp, and gave them to a friend of
mine, and came back to your lodge, and kept looking at

the girl. I stayed there until she went to bed. For a
long year I have been buying presents; beads and many
other things, for I had made up my mind that I would go
after this girl. I came down here to find hex. I have
been to where you were camped last year, and to two
other oamps that I discovered. She was not in these and
I left them, and came on until I found the right camp.

This is the fourth place. Now I am here. I made up my
mind to do this thing, and if her relations do not like it

they can do as they please. I would be happy to die on
her account."
When he had spoken the old chief laughed. He said:

"Those two spotted horses that you stole I did not care
much about. The gray horse was the best one of the
three, and you left him. I was glad that you did not
take him. He was the best of all." Then for a little

while there was silence in the lodge.

1 hen the chief, the girl's father, began to talk again ; he
said: "If I wanted to decide what should be done with
this man. I would decide right now. but here is my brave,
Skin Shirt, I want him to decide. If I were to decide, it

would be against this man, but he has my daughter's
blanket on, and she has his, and I do not want to decide.

I pass the pipe to my brave, and want him to light it."

The brave said, '

' I want this chief next to me to decide,"

and he passed the pipe, and so it went on around the
circle until it came to the Head Chief again. He was
just about to take it and decide the question, when they
heard outside the lodge the noise made by some one
coming, shouting andlaughing; then the door was pushed
aside and an old man came in, and as he passed the door
he stumbled and fell on his knees. It was the girl's

grandfather. He had been outside the lodge, listening.

The pipe was passed to the chief, and he gave it again
to his brave to decide. While the brave was sitting there,

holding the pipe, the old grandfather said, " Give me the
pipe, if you men cannot decide, let me do it. In my time
we did not do things this way. I never passed the pipe;

I could always decide for myself."
Then Skin Shirt passed him the pipe, and he lit it and

smoked. Then he said, "I do not wish to condemn to

death a man who is wearing my granddaughter's blan-

ket." The interpreter began to tell Kut-a 'wi-kutz that
the old man was going to decide in bis favor, and that

when he got through speaking he must get up and pass
his hands over him, and thank him for taking pity on
him, and so to all the others. The old man continued.
"Now, chiefs, do not think hardly of what I am going to

say, nor be dissatisfied with my decision. I am old. I

have heard in my time that there is a tribe up north that

is raising from the ground something that is long and
white, and something that is round; and that these

things are good to eat. Now, chiefs . before I die, I want
to eat of these things, and I want my granddaughter to

go and take her seat by this man, and for them to be
man and wife. Since I was young we have been ene-
mies, but now I want the two tribes to come together,

join hands and be friends." And so it was decided.

The young man got up and passed his hands over the

old man, and over the brave, and passed around the

circle and blessed them all. The Pawnee, who was in-

terpreter, now told him to get up, and get a medal and
put it on the brave, and then another and put it on the

chief, and so on until all the presents were gone. And
he did so, and put on them the medals, and ear-rings,

and strings of beads, and breast-plates of wampum, until

each had something. And these things were new to

them, and they felt proud to be wearing them, and
thought how nice they looked.

iv,

By this time it was daylight, and it had got noised
abroad through the camp that there was a Pawnee at

the Head Chief's lodge, and all the people gathered there.

They called out, "Bring him out; we want him out here."

They crowded about the lodge, all the people, the old

men and the women and the young men, so many that

at last they pushed the lodge down. They shouted: "Let
us have the Pawnee. Last night they stole many hordes

from us." The chiefs and braves got around the Pawnee
and kept the Comanches off from him, and protected

him from the people. The Cheyennes were camped close

by; near the hill southeast of the Comanches, and they,

too, had heard that the Comanches had a Pawnee in

camp. They came over, and rode about in the crowd to

try and get the Pawnee, and they rode over a Comanche
or two and knocked them down*. So Skin Shirt got his

bow and arrows, and jumped on his horse, and rode out
and drove the Cheyennes away back to their camp again
The Cheyennes saw that the Comanches did not want

the Pawnee killed, so they sent a message inviting him
over to a feast with them/intending to kill him, but Skin
Shirt told them that he was married into the tribe. While
the Cheyennes were parading round the Comanche camp,
they were shooting off their guns in the air, just to make
a noise. Now, the young Pawnee on the hill, who was
watching the camp to see what would happen to his

friend, saw the crowd and heard the shooting, and made
up bis mind that Kut-a' ioi-kutz had been killed. So he
took his knife, and put the handle against a tree and the

point against his breast, and put his arms around the tree

and hugged it, and the knife blade passed through his

heart and he fell down and died.

In the afternoon when all the excitement bad rmieted

down, the Cheyennes came over again to the Comanche
camp, and invited the Pawnee and his wife to go to their

village, and visit with them. Then Skin Shirt said,

"All right, we will go." Three chiefs of the Comanches
went ahead, the Pawnee followed with his wife, and
Skin Shirt went behind. They went to the Cheyenne
camp. The Cheyennes received them and made a great

feast for them, and gave the Pawnee many horses. Then
they went back to the Comanche camp. Kut a'lvi kutz
never went up to the bill until the next morning. Then he
went, singing the song he had told his friend he would
sing. He called to him, but there was no reply. He
called again. It was all silent. He looked for his friend,

and at last he found him there dead at the foot of the tree.

v.

Kut-a'wi-kutz then stayed with the Comanches. The
Cheyennes came north and east, and the Comanches
went on west, nearer to the mountains. While the Paw-
nee was with the Comanches, they had several wars with
the Utes, Lipans and Tonkaways." Kut-a'wi-kutz proved
himself a brave man, and as the son-in-law of the chief he
scon gained great influence, and was himself made a chief.

After some years the old man, his wife's grandfather,

told the Pawnee that he thought it was time that he
should eat some of those things that he had long wanted
to eat that ffrew up north; that he was getting prettv

old now. Kuta'wi-kutz said: "It is time. We will go."

So. he had his horses packed, and with his immediate
family and the old man, started north toward the Paw-
nee country. At this time he was called Kut-a'wi-kutz-u
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si-ti'-da-rit, which means "See! The Hawk." When
going into battle he would ride straight out to strike his

enemy, and the Comanches who were looking at him
would say, "See! The Hawk." So that became his name.
They traveled a long time until they came to the Paw-

nee ground. As they were traveling along, they came to
afield where were growing corn, beans and squashes.
The Pawnee said to the old man: " Gi*andfather, look at

that field. There are the things that you have desired to

eat." He got off his horse and went into the field, and
pulled some corn, some beans and some squashes, and
took them to the old man, and gave them to him. The
old man supposed they were to be eaten just as they were,
and he tried to bite the squashes. Thismade the Pawnee
laugh. When they came to the village, the Pawnees
were very glad to see him who had been lost so long. He
told the people that he had brought these Indians to eat
of the corn and other things; that they were his kinsfo] k.

He told them, too, about the young man who had killed
himself. His relations went out into the fields, and gath-
ered corn and beans and squashes, and cooked them for
the Comanches.
They slayed there a long time at the Pawnee village.

When they wrere gettiug ready to return, the Pawnees
dried their corn, and gave a great deal of it to th« Co-
manches, packing many horses with it for the Indians at
home. Then the Comanches started south again, and
some of the Pawnee young men, relations of Kut-a'wi-
kutz, joined him, and went back with them After they
had returned to the Comanche camp, the old grandfather
died, happy because he had eaten the things he wanted
to eat.

Soon afte" this, Kut-a'wi-kutz started back to the Paw-
nee village, and some young men of the Comanches joined
him. Some time after reaching the village he went south
again, accompanied by some young Pawnees, but leaving
most of the Comanches behind. He had arranged with
the chiefs of the Pawnees that they should journey south,
meet the Comanches on the plains and make peajpe.

When he reached the Comanches, the whole village
started north to visit the Pawnees, and met them on
thejr way south. When they met, the two tribes made
friends, smoked together, ate together, became friends.
After they had camped together for some time, some

Comanches stayed in the Pawnee camp, and some Paw-
nees in the Comanche camp. Kut a'ici-kiitz was called
by the Pawnees Comanche Chief. He would have re-
mained with the Comanches, but when he went back
with them his wife fell sick. The Comanche doctors
could not help her, and he wanted to take her north to
see the Pawnee doctors, but the Comanches would not
let him. They kept him there, and his wife died. Then
he was angry, for he thought if he had taken her north
her life might have been saved.
So he left the Comanches, and went and lived with the

Pawnees, and was known among them always as Co-
manche Chief, the Peace-Maker, because he made peace
between the Pawnees and Comanches. He was chief o"
the Ski'-di band, and a progressive man of modern times
He sent his children East to school at Carlisle, Pa.
Comanche Chief died Sept. 9, 1888.

EN ACADIiL
i.

TTOT shines the sun o'er the quivering land,
No wind comes up from the sea,

Silent and stark the pine woods stand,
And the mock-bird sleeps ia the mayhaw tree.

Where, overhung with, brier and vine
Thy placid waters slip and shine
And dimple 1o rhy lover's view-
La belle rivuh-e cle Calcasieu.

Under the bonding cypress trees,

Bedecked with pendulous cool gray moss
That woos io vain the recreant breeze
And silently mourns its loss,

With drowsy eye, in my little boat
I dreamily lie, and lazily float

Lulled by the thrush's soft Te-nte—
On '*Z,»7)'filte riviirc dc Calcasieu."

A heron stands, like a ghost in gray,
Knee-deep 'mongst the bending water lilies,

And yellow butterflies lightly play
'Midst the blooms of fragrant amaryllia;

The swift kingfisher winds Ms reel,

Saying his grace for his noonday meal,
And a hawk soars up to the welkin blue
O'er "ia helU riviere de Calcasieu."

Across the point, where the ferry plies,

I hear the click of the boatsman's oar,

And his Creole song, with its quavering rise

Re-echoes soft from shore to shore;
And this is the rhyme that he idly sings
As his bont at anchor lazily swings,
For the day is hot, and passers few
On La belle riviere cle Calcasieu.

"I ain't got time for make merry, me
I ain't got time for make merry;

My lilT gall waitin' at de River of Death
To meet her ole dad at de ferry.

She gwine be dere wid de smile on her face,
Like the night she died, when all de place
Was lit by the moonbeams shiverin' troo
La belle riviere de Calcasieu.

"O sing dat song! O sing dat song!
I ain't got time for make merry!

De angel come 'fore berry long,
And carr' me o'er de ferr j I

He come wid de whirlwind in de night-
He come wid the streak of de morning light-
He find me ready—yass, dass true-
By La belle rive dc Calcasieu.

"Den who got time for make merry, eh ?

Den who got time for make merry ?

De fire burn up de light 'ood tree,

De bird eat up de berry.

Long time ago I make Voudoo,
An' I dance Calinda strong and true,
But de Lord he pierce me troo and troo
On La belle rive de Calcasieu."

Louisiana. h. p. Ukford.

ON THE NORTH CAROLINA COAST.
NOT over a day and a half's journey from Old Point

Comfort and Norfolk, Va., there is found not only
the finest wildfowl shooting in America, but also a primi-
tive people, isolated from the world on an out-of-the-way
island, who have as distinct a personality as the soft-
voiced Acadians of Louisiana or the uncouth mountaineers
of East Tennessee.
Every Northern sportsman who ever took a shy at the

waterfowl at Currituck or shot over the blinds at Albe-
marle and Croatan sounds, or sailed his vacht in the
stormy waters of old Pamlico, has met the Goose Creek
Islanders of eastern North Carolina, and found them as
different from the average American as a Corsican from
a Frenchman. Their idiom, their idiosyncracies, their
carriage, their peculiar color, their expression, or rather
lack of expression, all combine to make these islanders a
race apart. They live and marry among themselves,
and thus keep their individuality separate and distinct.
The Goose Creekers are all sportsmen of the Rip Van

Winkle type, for they hate honest labor as does a Zin-
gari gypsy, and the advent of the rich Northern sports-
men means to them food, drink and raiment, and they
look upon these amateur sportsmen as the Niagara hack-
men upon the verdant tourists and bridal couples—beings
that are like an eel, to he skinned alive. Not that these
islanders are dishonest. Far from it. They make admir-
able guides, and would scorn to steal; nor yet are they
like Autolycus in the "Winter's Tale"—"a snapper up of
unconsidered trifles," No: honesty is their best trait,

and yet in their own manner they generally contrive to
make away with all they want. They spend the summer
in fishing, catching terrapin, collecting bird eggs; any-
thing, in fact, that they can sell or trade off at a country
store, and they can turn their hands to any craft except
steady work. Fall and winter are their harvest months,
and how they subsist will be told in this article.

There were ftrar of us, a sight-seeing, duck-hunting
quartette, comprising Messrs. Charles Hallock, William
Wagner, one of the finest wing shots of America, George
Ransdell, an old Black Horse cavalryman in the war
days, who had spent the last quarter of a century roam-
ing over the frontiers of the Far West and Mexico, and
myself. A goodly company of Bohemians and sports-
men, who confidently went forth in the North Carolina
sounds to slay vast quantities of waterfowl and to enjoy
the pleasure that only a coterie of choice spirits can find
in out of the way places far from the swirl of the "mad-
ding crowd." Most men have a touch of the savage in
their composition or a tinge of the old Norse blood in
their veins, and take keen delight in severing themselves
from all the luxuries and charms of civilized life and
roughing it in a way that a tramp would despise.

It takes some thirty hours to reach Pamlico Sound
from Norfolk by way of a steamer. Half of the time the
route is through narrow canals that connect the Curri-
tuck, Chowan, Albemarle and Pamlico sounds. The
scenery is flat and unpicturesque, and consists entirely
of swamps and pine barrens. Reaching Pamlico Island
in due time, the steamer's whistle blew the warning
signal and a boat put out from the place to meet us; its
owner was the ex-lighthouse keeper, who, when the
light was abandoned by the Government, found, like
Othello, that his occupation was gone, and he still re-
mained at his old quarters, simply because he was too
lazy to move away. It was a small boat that came
dancing over the waves, sufficient, perhaps, to have
carried "Caasar and his fortune," but certainly not cap-
able of holding four men, one dog, a small arsenal of
guns, boxes of previsions, several hundred pounds of
ammunition, eight bags of decoy ducks with their weights
attached, a half-dozen trunks, besides any number of
traps, not counting a huge demijohn—a cure for snake
bites, and the only cure, for any accident, sickness or
mishap that might befall us.

Tiie wind was blowing great guns, and the whole sound
as far as the eye could reach was full of white caps, and
it was with great difficulty that the little craft could be
made fast to the leeward side of the steamer, as we looked
down from the gangway and watched the lantern rise
and fall in the swell of the billows, some 8ft. from the
crest to the trough, then arose a protest from us all.

"I am not prepared to leave the world yet," remarked
the Professor, as we nicknamed Mr. Hallock. "Davy
Jones won't get me in his locker to-night if I can help it.'"'

"I'm rather timid of water anyway," said Wagner,
whom we dubbed Major Clam because being a silent
man he rarely opened his mouth except to take a drink,
"I was on a yacht once "in Lake Erie, and it was over-
turned and all hands lost on board, I'd just as leave com-
mit suicide at once as to get in that cockle shell."
"Are youuns a coming?" cried the voice of the boatman,

commencing in a high tenor, and then sinking in a low
stomach note as the boat dropped from the crest deep in
the hollow of a rolling wave.
"As for me." remarked Old Boreas, so called because

Ransdell was always blowing his money about, "as for
me, if you catch me inside of that coffin, then I'm a big-
ger fool than all the three wise men of Gotham who went
to sea in a bowl."
The result was that the captain of the steamer launched

the life boat and six stalwart rowers soon landed us on
the island.

It was a barren sand bank in a wide waste of waters,
and as we scrambled ashore we were prepared to see the
ex-keepers wife, and even a whole tribe of children, but
the crowd of Goose Creek Islanders who stood crouched,
leaned, reclined and slouched around the tower and
house rather astonished us. They did not show any ex-
travagant delight in the meeting; they welcomed us with
a nod and a grunt, that was all. Their appreciation of
rest was most patent, every man of them leaned or
reclined against something, half a dozen or so were prop-
ing up the tower, apparently to keep it from falling,
another squad braced up the house, while others ballasted
their boats made fast to the shore, by lying at full length
on the seats.

The typical Goo3e Creek Islanders are tall, most of
them are fully six feet when they stand erect, a thing
they rarely do except when yawning. Their hair is gen-
erally of that color known as carrotty, and combed every
Sunday morning in honor of the day, their foreheads are
receding, their organs of vision are protruding, and of
that kind called out West the jackass rabbit eye; in color
it is a dull blue; a sparkling black or clear hazel is rarely
seen. The said eyes are generally as destitute of expres-

sion as Banquo's ghost, except, indeed, when their glance
rests upon a roll of money or handful of coin, and then it
is curious to watch them light up, and really scintillate
for the nonce. The nose is nondescript, and the mouth
is a real catfish one, like little Jack Gibbs' in the nursery
ballads, who had

"A rainy new moon for a mouth."

The cheeks sire lank and covered with a sparse beard

,

that grows in detached spots like clumps of wire grass in
a run down field. The jaws are the best feature and are
strong and firm, denoting tenacity, and if not courage,
at least the absence of fear. The visage is always of a.

lead or saffron color. No one yet ever saw a rosy-cheeked,
fail- faced islander. Their sickly hue is caused by genera-
tions of chills and blood tainted with malaria. Ague
fever is the cross all have to bear, from the toddling child
to the tottering grandsire. "Chills is bad," is the common
and pathetic expression, as the unfortunate stricken one
retires to some dark corner and alternately shivers and
roasts. Their throats are long, and the Adam's apple
especially predominant. They always stoop, simply for
the reason that it is too great an effort to hold the back-
bone erect. That part of the body known as the abdo-
men is very long, a wise provision of nature, intended to
allow a large storage of food within. The limb3 are
lengthy and the hand enormous, with knuckles as big as
door-knobs. Clothe these figures in a mixed costume, of
sportsman's cast off garments of the finest material and
the native's coarse butternut fashioned by the housewife
at home, and the man will stand before you.
Take Tim Cignal, for instance. Tim was one of the

crowd that awaited us, and the only one that abideth with
us, to our sorrow. Tim wore a fashionable billycock hat,
dogskin jacket, over which his homespun coat hung, fine
corduroy breeches, with two gigantic brogans at their
feet. Tim would have had his feet encased in India rub-
ber boots, only no sportsman had ever yet appeared on
the North Carolina coa9t whose pedal extremities took up
as much real estate as Tim's.
They all have a lazy, drawling pronunciation that

never includes what they consider a. superfluous letter,
thus for example, outing is outin', coming, meeting,
going, is coinin', meetin', goin', and so on.
While we busied ourselves in housing our stores and

traps, not an islander moved; they kept their gaze fixed
on vacancy, inert and motionless, except that their jaws
moved regularly < and they spit ever and anon a long
stream of tobacco juice from between their closed teeth.
This was an art to be accomplished only by long practice:
an amateur may discharge his nicotine saliva any way,
but only the expert can expel it with his jaws clenched
tight.

At last the ex-keeper, who had self-elected himself as
host and custodian of our stores, stepped out on the porch
and gave the invitation, "Boys, walk up and reef yer
sails." The motionless figures were touched into life and
motion, as were the denizens of Tennyson's sleeping
palace, when the kiss of the Prince dissolved the charm.
They all arose as one man and actually hurried in, and
imbib tl in a way to make the famous Major and Judge
blush with envy.
To make a long story short, the islanders remained

with us for three days, eating, drinking and loungingy
and cleaned out our whole large stock of wet and dry
groceries, and then all with the exception of Tim launched
their boats, spread their sails and departed for their
island home.
The morning after we arrived all our party started off

on a reconnoissance, visiting many points in the vicinity;
the result of our observations was that the black brant
were fairly plentiful, and the ducks, such as the bald-
pates, mallard, shufflers, widgeons, sheldrakes, black
ducks, sil ver backs and redheads were scarce.
We decided upon three points to place our decoys, and

returning home spent several hours in loading shells and
in getting our hunting paraphernalia in order.
The next day was more like a summer than a winter

one, and we only killed enough ducks to fill up the yawn-
ing chasms in the stomachs of the perpetually hungrv
crowd at the lighthouse.
The morning after the weather changed, and as a stiff

breeze was blowing we had very good luck, but we shot
no brant. Our party spent several hours in constructing
a cedar blind about a mile from shore, and hoped to have
fine sport after the brant should have gotten used to the
green-looking stockade on their feeding grounds.

"It 'pears like it' gwine to storm," said Tim, who had
constituted himself our body guard, though he never did
anything but louuge around, and Tim could hold his own
agaiust any man on this plane for lounging. "Ef the
win' do blows then the ducks will come to sho' right
smart, and you uns kin have all the shootin' you wants."
A happy inspiration struck Major Clam. "I'm going

to build a Potomac River sinkbox," he said, "and if the
ducks come this way I'll be ready for them."
The boat house on the island had been blown down by a

high wind, and the materials were all there. First the
Major made a coffin-like trough, or rather a burial-case
some 7ft. long, by 2ft. deep and some ,30in. wide. This
box was corked and pitched until it was perfectly water-
tight. Then the wings or flooring made of pine planking
some 12ft. wide were attached to the trough by hinges,
and the affair was complete. Of course this device could
only be used in calm water.

Several days passed before it could be utilized, for as
Tim had prophesied, a severe storm had raged, and in
consequence the ducks had been driven from the deep
waters of the sound into the shallows around the island.
We started off before day towing the blind behind us,
and a hard enough pull we had to reach our destination,
Porpoise Island, about three miles distant. We anchored
the blind about 100yds. from shore, and Major Chm being
the finest shot as well as an expert in that particular
kind of shooting, scrambled in and stretched himself at
full length in the case with his No. 10 lying across his
body. The trough sank with his weight to the level of
the water, but the platform floated buoyantly and well
sustained the box an inch or so above the surface, suf-
ficiently high indeed for keeping the water from trickl-
ing in. Then we arranged the decoys around him and
paddled back to shore.
Of course the Major's sole business was to lie motion-

less and shoot the waterfowl as they circled around the
decoys, our part in the programme was to remain on the
beach and collect the dead ducks, and follow up and kill
the cripple I ones,
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It wa3 a very trying position that the Major had as-

sumed, one that very few sportsmen had the x^atience,

the nerve or the ability to fill. To make the sinkbox
water-blind a success, one must remain absolutely motion-
less, lying flat on his back, and only moving when the
ducks crossed the decoys, frequently so close as to brush
him with their wings, and then to'rise to a sitting posi-

tion by a muscular motion of his body alone. He must
pick out his particular bird coolly and fire as quick as a
flash. Frequently he has to slue himself around and
shoot in a most inconvenient position. Added to this every
movement must be guarded, for a nervous or violent

change of position causes the wings of the sinkbox to dip,

thereby allowing the water to roll in; and once in, there
is no possible way to bale it out. It often happens that
sufficient water is shipped to sink the trough, and then
the shooter has to hang on to the platform and shout for

help.
It was cold, bitter cold, waiting for the sun to rise, but

at last the monarch of the day raised his ruddy face
above the rim of the waters of old Pamlico, and its beams
made every detail of our work visible, and showed how
comprehensive and cunning was the work of man. op-
posed to the wariness and instinct of the waterfowl. There
in the midst of a placid calm was the flock, with not a
sign of anything else, the decoys hid the edge of the plat-

form entirely, and the sinkbox, weighted by the shooter,
had sunk to the level of the water. The illusion was
simply perfect, and had a hunter rounded the point sud-
denly he would undoubtedly have seized his gun and
blazed away on what he would have thought was a rick
of unsuspecting ducks.

See! across the silvered and golden waters there comes
a stream of baldpates, heading directly for the decoys,
around which they circle fearlessly; some even seemed
to light on the platform. We held our breath; where was
the Major? was he asleep, or what? Suddenly he rises

up, two puffs of white smoke are followed by the report
of the gun, and the astounded, frightened fowls scatter
in every direction, giving us a chance to bring down a
couple as they headed across the point. The waterfowl
now came in quick succession, singly, in pairs, and in
scores, and we sat there and beheld some of the prettiest

fancy shooting we ever witnessed in our lives. The
Washingtonian took all sorts of shots, in all sorts of dis-

torted positions, but his unerring aim rarely failed to

bring down his bird. We on shore, Boreas and myself,
for the Professor would not rise before light to kill every
duck on the sound, were kept busy in collecting the dead,
and dispatching the wounded.
Just here I want to add a word to sportsmen going to

Currituck and the vicinity, and that is, by all means, if

you belong to a club, add the Potomac skiff to your col-

lection, and the great labor of poling a keeled boat along
shadows and over flats wdl be dispensed with. There is

no craft ever built that can get along in low water as well
as the skiff, and as a double paddle is employed, it can be
handled with perfect ease. This little boat, which is used
entirely by the duckers of the Potomac and its tributa-
ries, is 12ft. long by 2-J-f t. wide, both bow and stern com-
ing to a sharp point, and it is flat-bottomed. It pasily
carries two men, and with their double paddles they can
make it fairly fly through the water. It is safer than a
canoe, and can be used in deep water, provided a high
wind is not blowing. Care must be taken not to let the
waves strike, broadside, for it is easily overturned in that
way. For noiseless traveling and still-hunting ducks
along shore, or drifting up to flocks with the creeping
paddles or following crippled ducks, the Potomac skiff is

incomparable, and yet I never saw one south of Point
Lookout.
About noon the ducks ceased to fly, and the Major sig-

naled us to take him to land. He said he felt as if every
member of his body was asleep, but a run along the
strand soon made "Richard himself again." Upon count-
ing the spoils we found he had killed fifty-seven, counting,
of course, the crippled ones, and had only fired about
seventy shells. Both Boreas and myself were fair shots,

but this performance was so far ahead of anything that
we could do, that we simply acknowledged that this

sporting Crichton was way ahead of us. Among the
spoils was a magnificent sea fishhawk, whose keen eye
had not detected the cheat, and skimming along the
water had dropped among the decoys intent on securing
his breakfast, but received a reception he little bargained
for. He fell near shore with a broken wing, and fought
his captors with beak and claw, defiant to the last.

As there was no way of shipping our game to our
friends at home, we lived on ducks cooked in every
imaginable manner, roasted, stewed, fried, broiled and
hashed, until they became as unpalatable as the tradi-
tional partridge eating every day for a wager.
Several days of rainy, cold, foggy Aveather now ensued,

which kept all hands closely confined to the house; our
provisions were exhausted, and we started one evening to
Goose Creek Island, some five miles distant, to replenish
our store. There was a heavy head wind blowing, and
soon the rain came down in torrents; the sails had to be
lowered and we went to work with the oars; it was hard
palling and we made slow progress against both blast
and tide, and not until night came did we make the land-
ing. Then there was a tramp of two miles in our heavy
rubber boots, along the causeways of the swamp and ox
road through the pines. In single file our party stumped,
slided and waded along the miry route, at one time
almost stalled in the quagmires, another time up to our
hips in some deep hog wallow. It was tough work, and
when we finally reached the store wet and miserable, we
were panting from our intense exertion like the winner
of a four-mile steeple chase.

We found the store closed, so we hunted around for
some place to get lodging. Tim led us to a house not far
off, and in response to our knock we were civilly invited
in. The picture in that room was full of interest to us,
one of strong lights and shadows, such as painters of
the Rembrandt school would have loved to have protrayed
on canvas.
The apartment occupied the whole length of the cabin,

the floor was of dirt packed hard, a large fireplace oc-
cupied one side, and the smouldering pine knots would
occasionally flare up into a bright blaze, alternately
glooming and lighting up the interior. A high four-post
bed fronted the fireplace, which was half concealed from
the rear portion of the room by a bed quilt suspended
from a rafter. The walls within" had been adorned with
illustrated papers tacked to the logs, not only to keep
out the wind, but also as art decorations.

On the bed sat one of the most aged beings that ever
mortal eyes rested upon. Her stockinged feet rested
upon a chair, her long disheveled white hair being in
tangles down her back, but her face was one not soon
forgotten; it was like "She" when her charm had failed,
and looking every day her age. The visage was plaited
with wrinkles, covered and entwined with lines, furrowed
with creases and corrugated with crows' feet. Her age
was subject for wild conjecture; she looked like the
actual Cumaaan Sibyl, to whom Apollo granted her prayer
that she might live as many years as she had grains of
sand in her hand, but as she neglected to ask for health
and youthful bloom, she shows her antiquity very
plainly.

Her wasted figure was clad in homespun, and she
rocked her body to and fro like Sycorax uttering a curse,
or Meg Merrilies invoking a tempest. Her eyes were still

sharp and bright, and her glances elfin-like and uncanny.
Suddenly she stopped rocking, felt around the bed with
her skeleton fingers 'or her tin tobacco box, opened the
lid, and then took out from the bosom of her dress a
stick about the size of a lead pencil with one end chewed
fine, this she rolled around in the snuff, next she lifted
her lips with the fingers of her left hand, while with her
right she rubbed the stick all along her blackened tooth-
less gums, wiping the grains of tobacco from the outside
of the orifice with her long, fexible, discolored tongue,
then she wiped the saliva from her mouth with the back
of her hand, which in turn was cleaned by rubbing it on
the bed clothes. She then gave a sniff of content, and
sat, sat, her senses steeped in a dreamy repose. This was
the first time I ever saw the practice known as "snuff
dipping," and the performance was simply sickening.
At the foot of the bed a little boy sat rocking a cradle,

in which was an infant not over a week old. Thus the
cradle and the grave were cheek by jowl.
The owner of the house of course placed his house at

our service, but finding that we would ha^e to sleep in
the same room we were sitting in, the Professor demurred
at remaining over night, saying that it was against his
principles to sleep in the same room with a lady, even if

she was a little elderly. Boreas demurred, too, because
the infant would certainly cry, and its mother (who re-
mained during our visit in a dark corner) would not be
able to keep it quiet, besides a crying baby always made
him lose his night's rest.

We all decided to try further, the real reason being
that the atmosphere in that apartment was appalling and
nauseating.
We met with success at the next house, and though

they are mostly all alike, this one was clean. A huge
fire was made, and our host sold us a gallon of Catawba
wine. We decided to stay, though behind a hanging
blanket was a trundle bed, wherein four daughters of
the host, aged from about sixteen to twenty-five, lay
snugly tucked in. Even the Professor, who was broken
down and tired out, was fain to yield to the urgency
of the case and crawl beneath the blanket of his shake
down.
In the morning, before we awoke, the girls got up,

dressed, and cooked the breakfast, and after we had
made our ablutions at the branch just below the house,
we found on our return the beds made, the floor swept
and a hot meal of Johnny cakes, bacon and coffee await-
ing us.

Goose Creek Island is one of the most inaccessible, un-
come-at-able places to be found in the South. Its area com-
prises several thousand acres, and its soil is unusually
fertile and admirably adapted for the raising of cattle.

The island is surrounded for many miles inland by
almost impassable swamps; access by water is had through
a narrow, tortuous channel only navigable by the small-
est of craft. For miles around the water outside of the
passage way is only a few inches in depth, and a man
in rubber boots could wade dry shod all day long this
worthless stretch of water, which is too shallow" for fish

and too deep for agriculture. Hence the islanders lead a
very retired and isolated life, practically as much shut off

from the world as if they were in the midst of the Atlan-
tic. There are about 250 houses on the place, mostly
cabins, though there are several well to do planters who,
educated and refined, keep aloof socially from the poor
and illiterate inhabitants. The women of the latter class
are buxom, but with no form to speak of. Nore of them
wear corsets, their complexion is of the same muddy, un-
healthy color as the men's. The girls are shy and retir-

ing, but still they are daughters of Mother Eve, and in
their way strive to keep up with the latest fashions.
Their principal dress is of calico cut strait, and many of
them use bustles, and as newspapers are scarce they
employ dried sea grass bunched in a knot, and as their
dress is not fashioned long behind, it tilts up in a most
comical manner, and displays to a looker on an expansive
view of their homemade yarn stockings.
The women are immeasurably superior to the men in

everything, they are good, modest and hard working,
and labor from morning to night; all of them have pecu-
liar pathetic mournful-looking eyes, and all of them use
snuff. These are the same people that Col. Byrd, of
Westover, Virginia, wrote about, who first discovered
them when he surveyed the Great Dismal Swamp over a
hundred and fifty years ago. Col. Byrd, after exploring
that veritable terra meoynita, published an account of hiB
adventures in what is known as the "Westover Manu-
script," one copy of which is still preserved in the State
library in Richmond, which was written in 1725. Col.
Byrd says:

"The men for the most part are just like the Indians,
and impose all the work on the women, they make their
wives rise out of bed early in the morning, at the same
time they lie and snore until the sun has risen one-third
of its course and dispersed all the unwholesome damps.
Then after rising, and stretching and yawning for half
an hour, they light their pipes, and under protection of a
cloud of smoke venture in the open air, tho' be it never
so little cold they quickly return shivering to the kitchen
corner. When the weather is mild they stand leaning
with both arms upon a com fence, and gravely consider
whether they had better go and take a small heat at a
hoe, but quickly find reason to put it off for another time.
Thus they loiter away their lives like Solomon's sluggard."
The author of the novel called "Annals of a Quiet

Neighborhood," should come here for inspiration. An
occasional bark of a dog, or the cawing of a crow high in
the air, is the only thing that breaks the stillness, even
echo is silent. Around the village store the male denizens
sit in the sunshine and solemnly puff at their pipes, as

imperturbable as ever were the old Dutch burgers with
Governor Wouter Van Twiller in their midst in the tavern
porch at Nieuf Amsterdam, smoking their long calumets,
and discussing the probable appearance of the English
fleet off Spuyten Duyvil Creek.
One is apt to conclude that after all these listless people

are the happiest of their kind, and barring chills then-
existence is one of passive content.
Nearly all the able-bodied Goose Creek Islanders own a

boat, and nearly all of them have hidden away under the
bow a box of some two feet square, one side of which is
closed with a sliding lid; an inspection of its contents
will reveal a kerosene lamp and a tin reflector.
A dark, calm night is chosen, and the boat is noise-

lessly propelled by a pole along the estuaries and creeks
where the ducks congregate to sleep; the gunner sits in
the bow, with his ears open, and so keen is a trained pot-
hunter's hearing that he can detect the swimming of the
ducks as they move away. The pusher sends his craft
along with hardly a ripple, the gunner now opens the
slide and a dazzling glare flashes over the water; the
ducks, bewildered by the light, mass together and swim
slowly in a circle, blinking at the blinding gleam. The
gunner fires at point blank range, and dozens are killed
at one discharge and as many more crippled, that flutter
away and die on the marshes. The balance fly aimlessly
away and the next morning migrate to distant parts.
Hunting waterfowl by firelight is a grave offense

against the State laws, and heavy penalties are exacted
if the offender is caught. But, ah! there's the rub. It is
almost impossible to capture these pirates, for as soon as
the shot is fired and the dead ducks gathered, the lid of
the fire-box is closed, the craft glides away in the dark-
ness, and the reflector is not used again until some remote
point is reached. It is needless to add, this kind of
shooting drives all the ducks from the neighborhood.
The creed of the Goose Creek Islander is that the wood,

the water and the wilderness is free to all. In the late
falrtiearly every able-bodied man among them starts off
to Currituck and other shooting grounds where toe
Northern sportsmen most abound, to serve as guides and
hangers on. Most of the Northern club men are very
wealthy and they scatter their money lavishly, and the
Goose Creek Islanders receive so much for so little ser-
vice, that they become spoiled, and charge enormously
for everything they are called upcn to do. They never
hesitate to ask for what they want, and have about as
much idea of delicacy as a Piute Indian.
Of course I am only speaking of that class known as

"low downers," as for the planters and farmers of eastern
North Carolina, a truer-hearted, higher toned and more
generous people never lived. They are famed all through
the South for their State pride, their kindness and their
unstinted hospitality. I think every sportsman who ever
shot over the blinds at Currituck or vicinity will indorse
every word I write about the grasping rapacity of these
islanders, and I know that those who are yet to go there
will be glad they have read these lines, that show them
what to expect. To those contemplating a trip to these
famous ducking grounds, one word of advice. Estimate
the expense of your jaunt, then multiply the total by
three, and you will then have enough left, if you are
economical, to get back home.
Two of our par ty, the Professor and Major Clam, had

had enough of sporting, so they, in company with the
ex-keeper, took a boat bound for Newberne, N. C, and
bade Boreas and myself a sad farewell. As the Professor
is writing a novel, and wont on this expedition to collect
materials, we may in the course of time see the character
of the Goose Creek Islander drawn to the life.

Having purchased our provisions our trio now put back
to the light house. The wintry weather, interspersed
with storms, kept us on the Point, and we found that our
anticipated sport of brant shooting was illusive as a
dream, for every one of them had suddeidy disappeared.
The solution was an easy task, some of the islanders had
been shooting them in the night, and scared them off for
good and al I. t

In a few days our situation grew desperate, our stock
of food, thanks to Tim. was well nigh exhausted, bacon,
hard-tack, flour, sugar, coffee, were all gone, and we were
living on cornbread, rain-water and ducks. Oh, those
ducks; we were sick of such diet. We felt like the Welsh
vicar, when he said grace

:

"For ducks hot, and ducks cold,

For ducks youug, and ducks old,

For ducks tender, and ducks tough,

We thank the Lord, we've had enough."

The shipwrecked mariner, or lonesome mariner, was
never more anxious to leave his abode than my comrade
and myself to get off this desolate sandbank, but the
winds still held high carnival, and a sail some twenty
miles out in the sound to catch the Newberne boat was
more than Tim wag willing to undertake.
One morning we saw the U. S. tender Violet beating

to windward, so we hastened to the top of the tower, and
made frantic signals by waving a blue mantle to send a
boat ashore. We could see by the spyglass the officers
consulting on the quarter deck, but evidently the waves
were too high for them to think of launching their
pinnace.
At last, when our cupboard was almost as bare as

Mother Hubbard's, and we were living on fat meat, meal
and rain-water, the welcome sound of the steamer's
whistle was heard, and we joyfully collected our traps
and made ready to go. What was our astonishment,
when Tim absolutely refused to sail about a half a mile
out to meet the Manteo, unless we paid him fifteen dol-
lars.

"Well," said Boreas indignantly, "if this don't take the
rag off the bush, these people don't know what gratitude
is. Just to think what I have given that man, all my
spare underclothing, boots, hat, handkerchiefs, ammuni-
tion to last him half of his life, tobacco that will keep
his jaws moving, and his pipe full the balance of the
year, fed him like an alderman, wined him like a lobby-
ist, and now to be blackmailed in this manner, I won't
pay, that's flat."' So we sat there looking at each other too
mad to speak. How I wished for the sandals of Vidar
which sustained equally on the earth, air and water.
But it was no use to kick, Tim held the trump cards,

and he knew it, for he reclined on the seat of the boat
with an air of supreme indifference. We could not
afford to remain, it would be days before another steamer
would pass the placp, and we were threatened with an ab-
solute famine. All this time the boat was approaching
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rapidly, and what must be done, must be done at once.
So we were perforce compelled to submit to the extortion,

and we paid the money, very much in the same spirit as
the traveler in Spain, who, when wending his way along
a mountain defile, heard a soft voice crying, "Charity,
gentle stranger, for the love of God, charity!" and gazing
around beheld a half a dozen long barrels of the mus-
ketoons leveled at his heart.
So we cashed up, Tim hoisted sail and in a few minutes

we were safe on the steamer's deck. Tim shouted good-
by most cordially, and said we must certainly let him
know when we came to these parts again. Chasseur.

tm[nl fftetorg.

" IN A GARDEN."
Editor Forest and Stream:

If Miss Fannie Pearson Hardy will permit me to bor-
row the above caption from the first charming number
of her "Out of Doors Papers," I will relate a little

"episode" (as "Kingfisher's" friend "Old Sam" would
call it) wMeh ] witnessed "in a garden" to-day, albeit I

cannot approach Miss Hardy's felicitous style of treating
such a subject. The "episode," though only a trifle, is

perhaps worth relating.
I was walking along one of the streets of this village,

and passed by a" flower garden where a large bed or bush
of salvia grew against the front palings. The plant or
plants was filled with a great profusion of bright red
flowers, some of which reached above the fence. Hover-
ing over these were two hummiug birds, whose coats of
metallic sheen glistened in the sun like burnished gold
and silver. The little creatures darted hither and thither,
inserting their long bills into the tube-like flowers with
absolute precision and lightning-like rapidity, but all the
while engaged in a fierce combat with each other. They
constantly maintained a position facing one another, and
only six or eight inches apart, suddenly rising a dozen
feet into the air, where they would have a little battle,
and as suddenly dropping like two bullets on one string
back to the flowers, over and among which they would
flit about like animated sunbeams.

Occasionally they would "hitch" and flutter all the
way to the ground through the leaves and branches,
where they would lie and pummel each other like two
school boys, one on top and the other beneath, the top
fellow pausing to take breath and then pummeling some
more.
The under bird would appear to give up and look very

dilapidated, with outstretched wings and disordered
feathers; but the moment the top fellow let go and rose
up to the top of the bush the bottom one would be there
facing him again.
The most interesting feature of the performance was

their utter obliviousness to my presence. As I stood near
the palings watching them, which I did for a quarter of
an hour, they would flutter around my head and about
my face, occasionally striking me with their fluttering
wings on face and hands, and one of them lighted for a
moment on my thumb.
One* now and again lighted on a picket within a foot

of me and gave a quick side glance toward me, which
was the only notice I appeared to excite from them. At
last one of them retired, vanquished, and the other ex-
ultantly took possession of the flowers.
These birds had a greenish color on the back with

dusky white underneath, and their bills were scarcely an
inch long. COAHOMA.
CLARKSDAEE, Miss.

THE HIBERNATION OF REPTILES.
(Concluded from Patje SkS.)

/ANE particular toad (Bufo vulgaris) during a partial
\J hibernation afforded me opportunities of making
some observations, the recording of which may be of in-
terest to batrachiologists. Not to weary my readers I will
briefly state that this Bufo was an especial pet. and I had
reason to believe that a good understanding existed be-
tween us. For example, when I saw it was restless and
not able to find some snug corner in which to hide itself,

I covered it over with moss or mould or some sheltering
refuge where it remained content. Or, during very hot
weather, when Bufo looked somewhat dry and dusty, I
put him into a pan 'of water, out of which he would at
first scramble once or twice just to show that he had a
will of his own, but on being put back settled himself in
real enjoyment, particularly if a tuft of grass or such
like shelter screened him, where he would remain the
entire day, and subsequently go into the water-pan of
his own accord, which he had never done before, though
it was always there. Consequently when on the approach
of winter, this Bufo began to be sluggish, showing a dis-
position to retreat in corners which afforded no efficient
shelter as hibernating retreats, I scooped out a place in
some earth in one corner of the conservatory, and here,
having discovered that his needs were understood, he
readily established himself, working his way down with
his hind legs as frogs and toads do, and burying himself
entirely, excepting his snout and the upper part of
his head. Frosty weather setting in, I covered him with
a flower pot, thinking he was settled for the winter, but
though he remained thus for five weeks his eyes were
never closed when 1 cautiously raised it. Then came some
very mild days, and one morning, on lifting the flower
pot, the toad had disappeared. He had tunneled a pass-
age out. He was in a drowsy, uncomfortable position,
behind some plants. Next he w-as placed within a very
large, deep flower pot, with a supply of earth and moss
at the bottom, and here he again comfortably entrenched
himself, making a cavity as before till half buried, but
with his eyes still open" Not till the middle of Decem-
ber, during a hard frost, were his eyes quite closed as in
true hibernation. At this period one was able to observe
that the eyes, so prominent when open, now recede so as
to be almost on a level with the surrounding parts, and
that if the little animal were aroused, the eyes only by
very slow degrees opened and resumed their prominence.
This recession of the eyeballs—owing to a retractor mus-
cle possessed alike by toads and frogs—is distictly protec-
tive. If disturbed when the torpor is not thorough, the
creature extends its limbs in a helpless manner, *and
simultaneously you perceive the throbbing at the throat,
showing that respiration, a moment ago suspended, begins

at once and that air is being rapiply swallowed. The ac-
tion of the nostrils at the tip of the snout is also seen, the
valve which closes the small orifices working quickly,
like a blinking eyelid. Should there be no other move-
ment whatever, the toad remaining apparently insensible,
the rapid breathing immediately betrays alarm. There
is also a ymlsation at the side of the head, Avhere the gills

formerly were. By degrees the eyes a,re then opened and
the breathing becomes regular. After such interruption
to its midwinter slumbers the toad does not readily com-
pose itself again; and even when replaced in its bed the
limbs remain uncomfortably extended.
The temperature where it was at first being seldom

down to freezing point, and the toad never perfectly tor-

pid, it seemed kinder to place it out of doors altogether,
and also the frogs and newts in a similar receptacle.
That toad having displayed remarkable climbing powers
—though it seemed scarcely possible for it to reach the
edge of that deep prison, where it now was—a heavy
board was placed over it, and at the same time covering
the others, and the entire family were then left "out in
the cold," undisturbed for weeks. During a very hard
frost by and by, curiosity prompted me to peep once
more at my hibernating batrachians. The frogs and
newts, as already stated, were—with the exception of the
poor little Molge vulgaris that defied seasons—encased in
solid ice, but Bufo was non estl When he had got out it

is impossible to say. There had again been an interval
of thaw; but that this persisting and persevering toad
should have had strength to reach up and raise that hea vy
board sufficiently for his escape seemed absolutely in-
credible, but I am entirely convinced that he did this,

and by his own exertions only, having witnessed his per-
severing struggles and achievements on several previous
occasions, and that no other agent than himself accom-
plished that feat.

With the return of spring the little garden was again
and again searched, and I had relinquished all hope of
ever seeing my highly endowed Bufo again, when lot

one morning, April 10, 1888, there he was, sitting quietly
meditating on the floor of the conservatory. Last sum-
mer he had discovered a little corner chink in the wall,
and had used this as a private exit and entrance on vari-
ous occasions, going and coming at his own pleasure.
This gap he had evidently remembered, and had now
made use of it to return to his old haunts.

Catherine C. Hopley.

The Wiles of a Mother Teal.—Lake Koshkonong,
Wis., Oct. 14.—While we were going up to the slough
after pike, late one afternoon in the early part of July,
we saw a striking illustration of parental protection
among our feathered friends. We were rowing leisurely
along, when all of a sudden out of the weeds on the river
bank fluttered a female bluewing teal. We stopped,
supposing that the bird was hurt, for she acted as though
her left wing was broken. She continued to flutter in
this way until she reached the middle of the river, when
she stopped, righted herself, and gave a peculiar call,

which, to our surprise, was answered in a few seconds by
eight young teal, who, while the mother had been man-
euvering, had gained a distance of six or eight rods up
the river. As soon as the call was answered, the old
bird flew to them and hastened them along, talking to
them as they swam, until they had gained a considerable
distance further up. Then she swam across the stream
with them, the young ones following in her wake. All
this happened in a very short time and we were astonished
at the skill and seeming reason which she displayed.

—

Eex.

Waders in Sandusky Bat.—Cleveland, O., Oct. 13.—
I had the opportunity yesterday of examining a number
of wading birds shot by Mr. E. A. Brown, of Ashtabula,
at Upper Sandusky Bay, Ohio. Anions: the lot I found
a few so rarely met with in this locality that I thought
the matter worth recording. Of the number most con-
spicuous was a pair, male and female, of the great mar-
bled godwit (Limosa fedoa), eight red-breasted snipe
(Macrorhamphus griseus) and four long-legged or stilt

sandpipers {Micropcdama himantopus). All of these birds
were in perfect fall plumage. But few of this godwit
have been met with on the south shore of Lake Erie.
The first pair ever noted were shot here by the late Mr. A.
Hayden, in 1837, and are now in the cabinet of the Kirt-
land Society of Natural Sciences. Of the red-breasted
snipe, several have been noted in this locality within the
last thirty years. Previous to this collection but one
specimen of the sandpiper had been seen here. This was
shot by Mr. R. K. Winslow, of this city, and is now in
the above-mentioned rooms. —Dr, E. Sterling.

"The Auk" for October contains the following papers:
"The Present Status of the Wild Pigeon (Ectojnstes mi-
gratorius) as a Bird of the United States, with some Notes
on its Habits," by William Brewster. "Some Account of
the Birds of Southern Greenland, from the MSS. of A.
Hagerup," edited by Montague Chamberlain. "Descrip-
tion of the Nest and Eggs of Megascops asio maxioellim,
the Eocky Mountain Screech Owl," by Capt. Charles E.
Bendire. "Notes on Birds Observed in the Vicinity of
Englewood. N. J.," by Frank M. Chapman. "Notes' on
the Blue-Winged Warbler and its Allies (Helmintliophila
pinus, H. leucobronehialis, H. latrreneei and H. chrysop-
tera) in Connecticut," by Edwin H. Eames. "List of the
Birds of Fulton County, Kentucky," by L, Otley Pindar.
"A Second Specimen of Cory's Bittern (Boiauras neoxe-
ivus),*' bv W. E. D. Scott. "A Summary of Observations
on the Birds of the Gulf Coast of Florida," by W. E. D.
Scott.

Another Black Fox.—Winnipeg, Man., Oct. 12.—
Feathered game, chickens and ducks, are reported plenti-
ful in this Province, but extremely shy and hard'to get
at. Wm. Hine, Jr., one of Winnipeg's crack shots, was
out yesterday after chickens. He saw plenty of birds,
but they would not lie to the dog. Though he got no
birds he bagged a fine black fox. "Blacky" was watch-
ing some pinnated grouse that were perched on a hay
stack, and as he saw the team approaching he dropped
into the grass and allowed Hine to come within close
range. It is needless to say that the said fox was a
male.—Stanstead.

Names and Portraits op Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use ttey can
Identify without question all the American game birds which
tney may kill. Cloth, 220 pages, price $2.50, For sale by Forest
akd Stream.

mm
THE GAME SEASON.

Editor Forest, and Stream:
To-day opens the shooting season with us, and the

prospects bid fair for fine sport. There is a greater supply
of quail than ever before; one day last week there were
twenty quail on Main street; they walked around as un-
concerned as if they were in a stubble field: and a day
later I saw one sitting on top of a dwelling house. The
report comes from the Territory of an abundance of quail
and chickens, which speaks well for our shooting, as we
can take the train and run down to the prairie country
in the morning and have four hours of shooting and be
back at six in the evening. The report comes of several
good bags to-day. John Tobien with his red Irish setter
Lara brought in 24, John Fetherstun killed 18, Murdock
10 and Jones 15. Ye writer was compelled to stay at
home, and could only wish for time to go out among the
birds for half a day. But my time will come in the
future.
To-day four of our market- hunters leave for Oklahoma,

to spend the winter shooting and shipping game. Their
absence will save more than two thousand quail to be
shot at by the sportsmen of our town. You will hear
from me later when I can take time to write. F.

SENEICA, Mo., Oct. 15.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have found another skin hunter. A. G. Requa, of

this place, has a steer skin mounted on a light wooden
frame, which he and another man use for shooting geese.
They get into it, button the leg-skins around their legs,

and the imitation is so perfect that they are able to walk
right into flocks of the poor unsuspecting birds. They
are shooting for the market and have killed over 400
geese so far this season.
The birds are abundant here, I was out to Fresh-

Water Lake, twelve miles north, one afternoon last week
and the lake and surrounding wheatfields were literally

white with Arctic geese. I presume we saw 10,000 of
them during the afternoon. There were also a great
many Hutchinson and Canada geese. I killed thirteen
with a .32cal. rifle and could have been killing yet if I had
been disposed to be piggish.

Prairie chickens were plentiful at the opening of the
season, but most of them have been, killed off. One local
shooter killed forty-two in a day. Ducks are usually
abundant in this region, but owing to the dry season, are
scarce this fall. G. O. Shields.
Devil's Lake, North Dakota, Oct. 13.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have recently made several trips along the south

and west coasts of this island, and have made it a point
to find out as much as possible about the game prospects.
From what I saw and learned, there is an abundance of
fine game in many portions of the island, and if properly
protected will afford sportsmen good shooting.
The new deer law, if strictly enforced, will prevent

many persons coming into the country from abroad and
slaughtering large numbers. At present quite a number
are shot in season and out by the natives, who think they
have a right to shoot as many as they like—to eat. At a
small hotel on the west coast last July and August ven-
ison was put on the table quite frequently, shot within a
few miles of the town. Bay of St. George and Bay of
Islands on the west coast are the best localities for caribou
shooting; and the steamer Harlaw makes fortnightly
trips from Halifax to points where the game abounds.
A number of English gentlemen come each season via
St John's in the steamer Volunteer.
Black bears are quite numerous at St. George Bay and

other points on the west coast. Chester.
Placentia, Newfoundland, August, 1SS9.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I laid down Forest and Stream last night with real

regret at the close of the "Kingfishers," and only hope
we may have Douglass Lake in due season. What is

"Ahwahsoose" up to? I enjoyed his "Hunting Without
a Gun" much, for it is about the only kind I can indulge
in now. Nature has issued her "statute of limitations"
for me, but I think if your Pennsylvania correspondent
would send some of those squirrels here, I might get the
old gun out yet. The gray squirrel seems to have ceased to
be an important element in our fauna. My friend Paris's
factotum, "Jem," shot a ruffed grouse on his lawn a week
ago, and I have heard of two more in the village. Are
they yielding to civilization? Von W.
Chareestown, N. H., Oct. 7.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Now that the trap season has closed the sportsmen are

turning then attention to field shooting. The open sea-
son for quail in this State went into effect last Tuesday,
and the future promises grand sport. Ducks, teal princi-
pally, are in good numbers, and several fair bags have
been made. Mallards also have made their appearance,
but very few have been bagged. Snipe are here and
some excellent sport has been had on them the past week.
The marshes are dry, and they are found about the edges
of the lake, which makes the pursuit of them very labor-
ious. Unser Fritz.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 15.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Wild goose shooting is at its best here now, and good

bags of both Canada geese and wavies are in order for
those who are experienced in this kind of shooting.
Canada geese, canvasback, redhead and bluebill ducks

bred this season in Lake Manitoba, while the wavies
raised their broods along the western shores of Hudson's
Bay. The weather has come off warm and pleasant,
which will keep the birds here, but make them wary and
hard to approach. Stanstead.
Stieewater, Manitoba, Oct. 14.

To Hunt Lions.—Messrs. R. P. Carroll and H. A.
Carey, of this city, left on the City of Eome last week,
bound for Zanzibar-

, where they will hunt lions and other
large African game.
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PATTERN AND PENETRATION TESTS.
THE COLT GUN.

WHEN the Colt guns of Messrs. Merrill and Moss were
tried in our series of tests the report brought a

prompt protest from the Colt armory in Hartford. "They
have been out of the armory for several years. Have
been manipulated in various ways, perhaps rebored, and
may not now fairly represent our output. We would
like to try a gun or two of our own directly from the
factory."" "All right," said Forest and Stream, "send
along man, gun and charges, under the invitation which
is open to every gun maker the world over." A test was
made of a pair of Colt guns on Oct. 2. They were beauti-

ful to look at, and expert Alex. McMullen, who brought
down and shot the arms, had a right to the pride he felt

COLT GUN, 12-GAUGE, RIGHT BARREL, 40YDS., 405 PELLETS.

in handling them. The transparent finishing fluid used
on the barrels brings out the steel and iron grain in the
clearest possible fashion, and there is none of the dull
browning generally found on barrels. This finish de-
mands the nicest work from start to finish in making
the barrels, as every blemish is brought out in a startling

fashion. The smooth-working breech machinery was a
pleasure to handle, while the bits of walnut used in the
s^ock had the richest grain known to this fine finishing
wood.
The day was fortunate for a test. There was a 2 o'clock

wind, blowing a bit gustily at times, and freshening up
as the 60yds. range was reached. Still, it was a good
enough day to test any gun, and the two Colts, one a 12
and the other a 10-gauge, ran smoothly from start to
finish.

The paper screens from the liberal way in which they
were spattered with shot gave promise of a high percent-
age of pattern, but it remained to be seen what sort' of
charges were in the big brass shells which had come
down with the guns. It was the first time that a brass
shell had appeared on the range in connection with a test.

They were not particularly handy or satisfactory. The

COLT GUN, 12-GAUGE, Llsti ^AI.IUIj, 40YDS., 370 PELLETS.

wads over the shot insisted on working up and allowing
the shot to shake about in the brass cylinder. Of course
but one barrel was loaded at a time, and the shooter
watched each|shell as it went in to see that a loosely wad-
ded one did not get in to vitiate the results. The guns
were not wet in any way during the test, and the only
moisture was from the breath of the shooter as he blew
down each barrel after shooting. They responded very
well and remained quite clean during the entire test.

When the three test charges were opened, the powder
was found to be fairly even as to weight, though the
greasy wads had formed a marked deposit of verdigris in
the cartridge shell interiors. The shot charges, however,
were very irregular, and the shot used was very far from
being even or true. There were dumb-bell and pear-shaped
shot by the dozen, and how the count and weight came
out a glance at the record will show. In order to give
the reader an idea of the entire performance of the guns
we give the figures for each shot fired as follows:

COLT GUN, 12-GAUGE, 40YDS.
Right Barrel. Left Barrel.

Aimed Selected Between Pene- Aimed Selected Between Pene-
Circle. Circle. Center. tration. Circle. Circle. Center. tration.
Pellets. Pellets. Inches. Sheets. Pellets Pellets. Inches. Sheets.
401 405 4 14 231 339 11
314 316 6 14 281 295 13
293 302 ft 13 338 370 13
334 336 16 221 266 12
392 400 4 11 230 357 15

347 352 14 260 325 6 H

COLT GUN, 10-GAUGE, 40YDS.
Right Barrel. Left Barrel.

Aimed Selected
Circle. Circle.
Pellets. Pellets.
218 232

Between Pene- Aimed Selected Between Pene-
Center. tration. Circle. Circle. Center, tration.

Sheets.. Pellets. Pellets. Inches. Sheets.

213
326
332
323

146
64
167

124
50

192
158
75

240
382
355
372

66
204
160
93
180

128
49
184
177
95

5^ 16 295 290 4 16
43^ 13 364 370 914. 15
5*4 15 273 317 5H 13
6^ 14 360 842 5 17
7 16 326 325 16

6. 15 323 329

— —
15

COLT GUN, 12-GAUGE, 60yds.

5^ 5 90 127 7 7

8 7 99 153 4
6^ 6
8

130 159 7 8

83 121% 8 134 178 7

107 147 7 6

COLT GUN, 10-GAUGE, 60YDS.

81 75 m 8
4 7 140 149 8
7 11 131 145 6
4 7 190 190 5
8 7 122 155 6 6

5^ 1 133 143 S 7

In addition to the cartridges brought with the gun
another set was tried. The latter were purchased from
the stock in the store of Von Lengerke & Detmold, and

COLT GUN, 10-GAUGE, EIGHT BARREL, 40YDS., 382 PELLETS.

were made up by them. Taking first the 12 -gauge charge
they showed up as follows:

THE CHARGE.
Shell—V. M. C. Club.
Powder—Dead Shot, S^drs.
Shot—LeRoy, lj^oz. No. 8 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS—THREE CARTRIDGES.
Loading. Poioder. Shot.

Card over shot; black \ 1 97 grs. 482 grs. 428 pellets.
edge, pink edge and-; 2 96 grs. 478 grs. 409 pellets.
card over powder. (3 97 grs. 486 grs. 417 pellets.

Average 97 grs. 482 grs 418 pellets.

COLT GUN, 10-GAUGE, 40YDS.
Right Barrel. Left Barrel.

Aimed Selected Between Pene- Aimed Selected Between Pene-
Circle. Circle. Center, tration. Circle. Circle. Center. tration.
Pellets. Pellets. Inches. Sheets. Pellets. Pellets. Inches. Sheets.

15306 310 3 20 252 268 iU
292 283 4% 13 289 279 18
328 328 SH 15 254 254 18

308 307 m 16 265 267 17

COLT GUN, 12-GAUGE, 60YDS.
95 140 7 8 155 160 11
122 133 6 8 132 140 6 9
86 103 6 6 126 119 5H 6

101 125 6 ~7 137 139 5 8

COLT GUN, 10-GAUGE, LEFT BARREL, 40YDS., 370 PELLETS.

The record of the 10-gauge gun with the paper shells

was another good test of the gun, and stood as follows:

THE CHARGE.
Sliell—U. M. C. Club.
Powder—Dead Shot, 4J^drs.
Shot—Tatham lJ4oz., No. 6 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS—THREE CARTRIDGES.
Loading. Powder.

Card over shot; two B. ( 1 122 grs.
E.; one P. E. and oard-< 2 116 grs.
over powder. ("6 120 grs.

Shot.
598 grs. 541 pellets.
600 grs. 541 pellets.
605 grs. 546 pellets.

Average 119 grs. 601 grs. 542 pellets.

COLT GUN, 10-GAUGE, 40YDS.
Right Barrel. Left Barrel.

Aimed Selected Between Pene- Aimed Selected Between Pene-
Circle. Circle. Center, tration. Circle. Circle. Center, tration.
Pellets. Pellets. Inches. Sheets. Pellets. Pellets. Inches. Sheets.

344
346
293

176
158
108

349
358
396

175
176
165

19
13
17

16

348
343
342

344

348
343
326

339

COLT GUN, 10-GAUGE, 60YDS.

7 7 167 198
8 8 158 200
8>« 6 117 175

6

5^

147 191

It will be noted as a peculiarity of the gun, at least in
comparison with many others tested, that in many cases
the aimed circle is the best for that shot; often a shifting
of the striking center to secure a better pattern only led
to a falling off in the record. This makes our column of
inches between center rather misleading, unless this fact
is kept in mind. With this brief story of the day we
learn the formal record of the two guns:

ClAremont, N. J., Oct. 2, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

Git?!—Colt Hammerless. Cost, $—. No. of gun, 4, •

Weight, 91bs. Length of barrels, 30in. Gauge, 10. Rij,
barrel, full choke. Left barrel, full choke.

Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 2 o'clock. Force of
wind, 8 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 59°. Do.,
wet, 53 °. Humidity, 67°

. Barometer, 30.1m.
Ghfirge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—U. M. C. Brass.
Powder, Brand—No. 4 Ducking.
Powder, Quantity—3%dvs.

( Make—Tatham's.
Shot < Quantity—l%oz.

( Size—No. 8 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.

Tliree Cartridges Taken at Random.
BOTH BARRELS.

Loading. Powder.
P. E. wad over shot;(l... 101 grs.
two P. E. wads and-] 2. . . 97 grs.
card over powder. ( 3 . . . 98 grs.

Shot:
603 grs. 561 pellets.
597 grs. 560 pellets.
575 grs. 542 pellets.

Average 99 grs. 591 grs. 554 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.^ Pattern. Penetration, s pellets

1. 218 pellets.
2. 213 pellets.
3. 326 pellets.

4. 332 pellets.
5. 323 pellets.

16 sheets.
13 sheets.
15 sheets.
14 sheets.
16 sheets.

1. 295 pellets.
2. 364 pellets.
3. 273 pellets.
4 360 pellets.

5. 326 pellets.

16 sheets.
15 sheets.
13 sheets.
17 sheets.
16 sheets.

Av. 282 pellets. 15 sheets. Av. 323 pellets. 15 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 382 pellets. 1 370 pellets.
2 355 pellets. 2 342 pellets.
3 372 pellets. 3 325 pellets.

Average 368 pellets. Average 345 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30 inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 124 pellets.
2. 50 pellets.
3. 192 pellets.
4. 158 pellets.

5. 75 pellets.

9 sheets.
7 sheets.

11 sheets.
7 sheets.
7 sheets.

1. 81 pellets.
2. 140 pellets.
3. 131 pellets.
4. 190 pellets.
5. 122 pellets.

8 sheets.
8 sheets,
6 sheets.
5 sheets.
6 sheets. »

Av. 120 pellets. 8 sheets. Av. 133 pellets. 7 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 126 pellets. 1 149 pellets.
2 184 pellets. 2 190 pellets.
3 177 pellets. 3 155 pellets.

Average 159 pellets. Average 165 pellets.

CLAREMONT, N. J., Oct. 2, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

Gun—Colt Hammerless. Cost, $—. No. of gun, 4,283.
Weight, 8 7-161bs. Length of barrels, 30in. Gauge, 12.

Right barrel, full choke. Left barrel, full choke.
Weather—Clear, Direction of wind, 2 o'clock. Force of

wind, 8 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 59°. Do.,
wet, 53°. Humidity, 67° . Barometer, 30.lin.

Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—V. M. C. Brass.
Powder, Brand—Bucking No. 4.

Powder, Quantity—3>£drs.
( Make—Tatham's.

S7toi -< Quantity—l%oz.
( Size—No. 8 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.

Three Cartridges Taken at Random.
BOTH BARRELS.

Loading. Powder.
P. E. wad over shot;(l... 80 grs.
two P. E. wads and J 2... 82 grs.
card over powder. ( 3 . . . 81 grs.

Shot.
621 grs. 581 pellets.
612 grs. 573 pellets.
585 grs. 554 pellets.

Average 81 grs. 606 grs.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.

569 pellets.

Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 401 pellets.
2. 314 pellets.
3. 293 pellets.
4. 334 pellets.
5. ,392 pellets.

14 sheets.
14 sheets.
13 sheets.
16 sheets.
11 sheets.

1. 231 pellets.
2. 281 pellets.
3. 338 pellets.
4. 221 pellets.
5. 230 pellets.

11 sheets.
13 sheets.
13 sheets.
12 sheets.
15 sheets.

Av. 347 pellets. 14 sheets. Av. 260 pellets. 13 sheets.
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Three shots at 4-foot square; oO-iueh Circle selected from
hest pattern.

BIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 405 pellets. 1 339 pellets.
2 336 pellets. 2 370 pellets.
3 400 pellets. 3 357 pellets.

Average 380 pellets. Average 355 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, :i pellets.

1. 50 pellets. 5 sheets. 1. 90 pellets. 7 sheets.
2. 168 pellets. 7 sheets. 2. 99 pellets. 4 sheets.
3. 146 pellets. 6 sheets. 3. 130 pellets. 8 sheets.
4. 64 pellets. .. sheets. 4. 83 pellets. .. sheels.
5. 167 pellets, 8 sheets. 5. 134 pellets. .. sheets.

Av. 119 pellets, eja'sbeets. Av. 107 pellets. 6 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected, from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 204 pellets. 1 153 pellets.

2 160 pellets. 2 159 pellets.

3 180 pellets. 3 178 pellets.

Average 181 pellets. Average 163 pellets.

NEW ENGLAND GROUSE.
THE October shooting is upon us, and best of all, the

chances are good. Ruffed grouse are fairly plenty
in Massachusetts, and some good bags have already been
made, since the leaves began to fall, so as to make the
brush shooting more practicable, especially as the birds
are wilder than usual and take to wing at the first alarm.
Every gunner has a dog; in fact, such an animal is indis-
pensable to success in grouse shooting in this State. The
gunners say that the birds lie fairly well to the dog, but
they are remarkably shy when the gunner enters the
woods alone. Boston sportsmen have been up into New
Hampshire and they have brought back some fairly good
bags. Partridges are scarce near the settlements iu some
sections, but in the old woods—the dense forests—they
are unusuahy plenty. Bags are made of twenty a day
by some of the market-gunners. I am sorry to say that
there are still market-guuners, in spite of the game laws
of any State, and that the birds are coming into the Bos-
ton market in greater abundance than last year. They
are sent in to the commission dealers by the grocerymen
of the towns. They come in all sorts of ways. If the
game laws of the State prohibit their shipment, they are
smuggled over the line in some way, and once they get
into Massachusetts they are forwarded without restraint.
The number of birds killed in Massachusetts, near the
line, is a wonder. There are ten partridges killed on the
Massachusetts side of the line where there is one killed
in either Maine or New Hampshire.

In Maine grouse are plenty, as a whole, though nearer
the settlements in some p&vts of the State they are very
scarce, as early stated in the columns of the Forest and
Stream. But even in these sections the birds are more
plenty than at first supposed, for the extreme density of
the foliage up to very late in summer and the early
autumn afforded such a shelter for them that they were
not seen in such numbers as has been the case since.
But it is in the far distant woods that the partridges are
unusually plenty Their tameness is also almost painful,
and something to make the heart of anything but the
pot-hunter relent—no, the market-hunter must not be
forgotten. But this tameness of the ruffed grouse in ihe
old woods of Maine is something unusual this fall. The
birds do not seem to fear man. To shoot them on the
ground is as easy as it would be to make game of the
farmer's poultry, and equally as sportsmanlike. Some of
the shooters are using rifles of small caliber and aiming
at their heads. One Boston gunner claims to have taken
five in one morning in this way as he followed up the old
lumber road in Kingfield, in Franklin county. A party
of gunners report that they shot twenty birds from a
wagon as they drove through a wooded section only a
few miles from Calais. In that section the shooting is

reported to be especially fine. On the Penobscot, in the
back towns and beyond the settlements, the partridge
shooting is especially good. The birds killed by the gun-
ners are coming into Bangor and the towns above in
unusual numbers. The favorite method is for the gunner
to follow up some old lumber or tote road as far as he can
and get back the same day, and if the weather is suitable
he is sure of some shooting. Shooting from wagons and
teams is also a favorite method of gunning—more popu-
lar than ever this fall. A horse is selected that is not
"gun shy," and he is driven up the mountain roads and
roads through the woods that are little traveled, with re-
sults often very satisfactory to the gunner; for he is able
to do a good deal of his shooting from the wagon, and
without the trouble of alighting. Even the teamsters
and the farmers have "caught on'

:

to this sport, and they
all carry their guns. The afternoon of a still, bright day
is the best. Then the grouse come out of the thick woods
into the roads to feed and to burrow in the sand. They
are not very coy of a team till they have been a good
many times shot at from a wagon; 'then they begin to
fear what ordinarily they would allow to comeVery near
them, and it is an easy matter for them to skulk away
so quietly that the gunner is none the wiser for their
presence.

It is a curious fact that these dense woods birds will
not lie to the dog well at all, and it is explainable only
on the theory that wild animals are the birds' most
dreaded enemy. They quickly take to the trees at the
first approach of a dog. A fact came under my own ob-
servation the other day that has since given me food for
thought. We were partridge hunting some six or seven
miles in the wood under the side of old Aziscohos, which
towers above Richardson Lake on one Fide and the Ma-
gaallway Upper Settlement on the other side. We had
followed up an old lumber trail a long distance, with
fair success in shooting, when all at once we noted that
every partridge quickly took wing and into the dense
woods so suddenly that even a wing shot was almost im-
possible. Suddenly I had a glimpse of a dark animal
some twenty rods ahead. It skulked around a stump
and up the fallen trunk of the tree which had grown on
the stump. None of us had more than a glimpse of the
creature, but almost instantly several partridges took
wing from the brush directly before where the creature
was creeping. These we followed up and shot They

had each taken to high trees, where they did not seem to
have any fear of us. The guide saw the animal plainer
than any one of us, and he unhesitatingly pronounced it

a fisher, or as the hunters of their region term it, "a
fisher cat," the real name of which is the pekan, or the
Mustela canadensis. In hunting for the partridges which
had been put to flight by the fisher we noted several
bunches of feathers, evidences of previous feasts of
the animal. It was plain that the fisher was
creeping upon the birds, with his body as far con-
cealed by the brush and treetops, fallen by the lum-
bermen, as possible. The guide told us that formerly
these animals were very plenty, and that it was useless
to look for partridges in the old woods at that time. The
birds come to be very shy of any animal on the ground,
and hence they will not lie to the dog, as will the birds
near the settlements where the fisher is unknown.

Oct. SI.—The recent beautiful October days have been
welcomed by the sportsman with dog and gun, and the
results are very satisfactory in many instances. Part-
ridge shooting continues good, especially so in the remote
districts of the New England States. But in Maine the
trees begin to be nearly stripped of their unusually heavy
burden of leaves, and the birds are more wary and diffi-

cult of approach. Perhaps this is well, for if the terrible
slaughter of the earlier fall had continued, the results
must have been disastrous to the stocks of birds that
should be left to breed. Deer shooting is good in Maine,
but it promises to be better as soon as the falling of the
leaves is entirely over. Special.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

CCHICAGO, HI., Oct. 10—Last week I said something
J about the Rising Sun Game Park Association, giv-

ing what I could learn from the literature submitted and
from the correspondence with the projector, Mr. Hicks.
It teemed probable, however, that there was some-
thing in the matter worth investigating, and accordingly
on last Thursday went out to Ashton, which is only eighty
milea from this city, to make such personal inquiry as
would compass all the facts. The result of this inquiry
I think worthy of notice.

I found Mr. Hicks a very pleasant and affable man,
hardly showing the full tale of his more than sixty years.
It required but a little additional time to learn that he
was a man with a hobby, and a hobby that permitted
him no rest. He poured forth copious information about
the advantages of his country, and showed abundant
reasons why his proposed game park should be a money-
making project as well as a boon to sportsmen. It
seemed to him easy to stock a portion of said park with
buffalo, and he dazzled me with figures showing the im-
mense profit in buffalo raising, treating very lightly my
modest reminder of the difficulty of first obtaining his
buffalo, and assuming—what I don't personally for a
minute believe—that he knew more about where" to find
buffalo and how to catch them than I did. He thought
also that deer and antelope could be raised in great num-
bers in the park. Undoubtedly they could be if plenty of
money were expended upon the attempt, but it would be a
double-decade before land enough and deer enough could
be obtained to make hunting such game in the inclosure a
possibility for any right-minded sportsmen. He thought
wild turkeys could be bred in numbers. This is probably
true, but unless the adjoining four or five miles of groves
and timberland could be secured the turkeys would be apt
to wander off and be killed elsewhere. He thought that
the draining ditches of the former great adjacent marsh
could be dammed and the old marsh restored, with its

former wealth of wildfowl. This is probably true, for
this was once a wonderful marsh for ducks, geese, snipe,
and even last spring, when the drained marsh was wet
with heavy rains, there were thousands of wildfowl, and
the snipe shooting was fine, 100 and 200 a day beingmade
by market-shooters. Before the drains could be dammed,
however, it would be necessary to buy or lease on long
term a large acreage in the marsh, and this is not yet done.
Mr. Hicks thought also that trout could be raised in the
streams or ponds made by the cold springs of the bottom
lands, I do not believe this practicable, for if the marsh
were dammed the chief springs would be either over-
flowed or left with a very short stream of water between
them and the shallow marsh. If a large pond was
formed, doubtless the large-mouthed bass, native to all
this country, would do well in it. Large pickerel were
formerly taken on the marsh before the ditches were cut
through. Mr. Hicks thought that quail could be again
made plentiful in all this region, and beyond doubt this
could be done with careful winter care. The quail is

native to the region, and was once extremely abundant
there. It has been mainly hard winter weather that
killed off the quail. They can't stand the deep snows.
There are only a few left in the locality, but no bird
thrives better when '

' planted " in large numbers. It was
Mr. Hicks's opinion further that prairie chickens could
be made as abundant as would be liked. This is also
doubtless true, for no country in all this State is naturally
so good a chicken ground. The great marsh and its

adjacent grain fields have always drawn the birds to-
gether here in large numbers, and even to-day, under the
close law of three years, they have increased and show
an abundance which is a positive delight to any lover of
this grand bird, whose swift destruction in this State has
been a disgrace to civilization.
In America all things are possible, and I certainly

should not wish to be asked to set a limit for an enter-
prise of this kind if properly backed by money and
energy. Certainly, too, Forest and Stream would wish
the boundaries of any such project placed as wide as
possible, for it is all in the way of praiseworthy purpose
in game protection. Suppose, however, we leave at one
side the possibilities of this project and consider only the
easy xn-o Liabilities. It is beyond question true that the
tract of land in view could be made a grand preserve for
upland shooting. I do not know of any body of land so
desirably located of which this is in any measure so true.
Here, the food is naturally abundant, and the past has
shown that the upland birds naturally breed there in
great numbers. The chickens come in on this ground in
the late fall from all the country about, to a distance of
probably fifty miles, and in the spring they have every
requisite for a safe and roomy breeding ground. Ducks
also once bred there in the marsh and snipe could be
made to swarm there if the marsh were restored. I
asked Mr. Hicks how much land he had secured by way
of leased ehooting privileges, and he said the amount was

now about 20,000 acres, and that other land owners were
willing to lease shooting privileges for little or nothing.
The farmers are anxious to stop the depredations of the
town market-hunters, which they realize to peril the ex-
istence of the last of the native game birds. Doubtless a
very large body of land could thus be easily secured in
the heart of what is now the best of the Illinois chicken
country, and about as good as any chicken country
further west, so far as reports for this year seem to go.
Should a stock company be formed, as Mr. Hicks wishes,
there are about 700 acres of farming land and a very
good commodious 6tone farmhouse ready to be turned in
as joint property, and as the capital grew it might be
applied to the purchase and lease of other land. The ques-
tion confronting the company would then be one of rais-
ing a revenue from the land sufficient to justify the pur-
chase of expensive farming land for a game park.
Mr. Hicks thinks that the revenue of the land
devoted to farming and grazing would pay a
premium on the investment. I can not see how it would
pay a company any more than it does the present indi-
vidual farmers, but it is very certain that the farming of
the preserved lands would not in the least interfere with
the raising of the game. Of course, any such scheme as
stocking the company for $6,000,000, or even $1,000,000,
makes the matter indubitably and purely visionary so
far as sporting purposes are concerned. There must be
a limited membership, or no one would care to go into an
association of the sort. For instance, chicken shooting
lasts but about 60 days of the year. Suppose there were
even 200 members, and suppose one half of them were
on hand!. What ground could stand for any time the
ravages of so many guns, even at a limit of say 10 birds
to the bag? Upon tWother hand , the holder of 100 shares
ought not to have a single shooting privilege not accorded
to the holder of a single share. No man would care to
belong to a handicap hunting society, and that feature
certainly must be cut off. It seems to me that the ques-
tions resolve themselves into the query whether a limited
number of wealthy men can be found whose resources
permit them to use farming land for shooting purposes,
and who can afford to risk the mischance of the farming
revenue paying them out on their investment. If such
a body of' men can be found, there never was so good a
chance to found a grand American preserve for upland
shooting; and if this hope is not outside the interest and
the accomplishment of our wealthy sportsmen, how
grand it would be to see this enterprise go on , and to see
these noble native birds preserved that other generations
may see them, here on what is so preeminently their na-
tive home!
Doubtless many would prefer to know exactly what

amount of game there is now on this tract in question.
To learn of this accurately I started out on the morning
after my arrival in company with Mr. Hicks's son Wis-
ner, not in the least sad to think that I was to have a clay
of October chicken shooting, which always seemed to me
to be as elegant and gentlemanly a sport as any within
the possibility of the shooter. This transpired after a
night of bliss in a big feather bed, with what my old
cowboy friends would call "goose-h'ar pillers," and after
a breakfast which good Mrs. Hicks may be sure would
touch a tender chord in the most callous newspaper
bosom. We had along old Mack, a liver-colored pointer
who would have scored minus nothing in a bench show,
but whom I loved at first sight as one of the old-time
race of what we used to call just plain "chicken dogs."
Mack's legs had both been broken by a wagon, and they
were crooked and lumpy and a little wabbly. His head
was gray, his muzzle white and scarred, and his teeth
worn down with age and many hunts for mice among
the board piles. It seemed a question whether the old
fellow could stand a long tramp, but he showed he loved
a gun and was bound to go; so eff he wabbled, in stiff-

jointed trot or solemn, slow and wheezy gallop. Poor
old Mack! He is a type of chicken dogs and chicken
days gone by.
"I usually find a bunch of birds on the stubble just

below the barn," said Wisner Hicks; and thither we
turned. We did not find the covey, but not a quarter of
a mile from the house flushed a big old cock that went
rocking and cackling off in spite of Wisner's long shot at
him. Then we turned west, crossed into some clover
stubble and then entered a timothy stubble. Here the
old dog made game, and won my heart entirely by the
way he handled the trail. He was eager but careful, and
in a moment he came down on a point which many of
our high flyers might well copy. It had been years since
I had shot a chicken, and my heart came into my mouth
as we stepped quickly up, knowing the birds would jump
wild. Then there came the same old bouncing whirr,
and the same old flash of gray and brown, and mechani-
cally I pulled down on what seemed to be the same old
chicken I missed when I was a boy. The 12-gauge was
too good this time, however. The Little puff of feathers
flew out, forty yards away, and down crashed Br'er
Chicken. Up, too, went another bird right in front of
me, and fell in a heap before it had started.
"Two down!" I sang out. "Three down!" cried Wisner.
"What? Did you shoot?" said I. And so he had, kill-

ing a bird to the right as I shot my first on the left, and
firing also into the straightaway just killed.

We picked up two of our birds, and then hurried on to
the old dog, who had again pointed. A corking old bird
got up wild and teetering off, first one wing up and then
the other, as a strong chicken often will in October. I
held on this bird carefully, and was again surprised to
hear Wisner say he had also fired at it. We got it, just
the same, and in the same way got another that jumped
close in. We had now started five birds, doubled on
three of them, and bagged them all—for old Mack found
my first bud when we turned back. We felt pretty good,
and I began to think this wasn't such a bad world to live
in, after all.

We passed over corn and stubble until nearly noon

—

we did not start out till 10 o'clock—but saw no more
chickens. Wisner killed a snipe out of five that we
started in the bottom lands, on a wet spot near a spring.
After dinner we went east, and within a mile from the
house Wisner jumped two or three chickens and got one.
A half hour later I jumped two and missed the same
bird with both barrels most ludicrously at ten or fifteen
yards. Then I jumped another at long range and knocked
it down all right, as I also did a third bird which I was
nearly upon before it sprang. There was another went
up with it, but this flew toward Wisner and I dared not
shoot. He missed this at a long shot, and also another
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in the corn. We both missed a big cock on stubble, and
I missed a second which rose wild on another stubble

field. At the report of this shot a great covey rose and
went off wild. Wisner scratched down one with No. 4

shot. We now began to see a great many birds flying

down from the hills into the bottoms to roost. We got

two more, the last falling to my gun just at dusk. Our
bag for the day was eleven chickens, alL well earned,

and a magnificent lot of game birds, plump, strong and
well matured. We had had genuine sport in getting

there, and sport very different from August shooting at

squabs. During the day we covered five or six miles of

territory, and saw probably 150 chickens, mostly in large

bands near evening. The birds seemed scattered pretty

much all over the country.

HUDSON RIVER WILD RICE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I send you herewith samples of wild rice such as is

quite common in the Hudson Eiver in this vicinity, and
it certainly is the same plant as that known as wild rice

in Canada and the West. If not wild rice, it is so good
a substitute for it that I would advise our Saugerties
friend not to expend much money or trouble to get the
real article. It is next to impossible so late in the season
to get specimens showing the staminate flowers, although
you will find some in this lot. If you will take the
trouble to hull a few of the matured seeds you will find

them to be wild rice without a question. This plant
appears to have been first noticed here about fifteen years
ago, and has been known as rice weed, wild oats, duck
grass, etc. Hoping the specimens sent will help to solve
the rice question, I am, M. Schenck.
Albany, N. Y.

Editor Forest and Stream :

I really think that it is largely a question of locality

which makes an apparent difference in the seeds. Our
plant has seeds which are many times smaller than
those which you sent me as coming from Rice Lake, On-
tario. I have seen larger seeds on the Delaware and
Schuylkill, and at Elkton and North East at the head of
Chesapeake Bay, than we have, but I do not remember
to have seen anywhere such large seeds as those you sent
me. I am convinced that our wild oats are the same as
the wild rice of Ontario, or very closely resembling
it, but think it would be of enough interest to gunners to
forward to you specimens from widely separated locali-

ties of what they they take to be wild oats, wild rice or
teal grass, in different stages of their growth. If they
are practically the same, it might be of interest to note
the slight difference of size of seed, stalk, leaves, etc.,

due to climate, soil and water. The authority you
cite speaks of it as Indian rice, wild rice or water oats.

As a matter of curiosity I would like to know which it

most closely resembles, oats or rice. Frank Pidgeon.
Saugerties, N. Y.

The specimens sent by our Albany correspondent leave
no room for doubt that the plant in question is the wild
rice. Mr. Pidgeons suggestion that a comparison of the
rice seeds grown in different localities would no doubt
lead to an interesting comparison. Much activity is

manifested in the line of renewing the wild rice supply
in various quarters and in introducing the seductive wild-
fowl bait where it has not been planted by nature. Under
date of Oct. 7 Mr. Charles Gilchrist, of Port Hope, Ont.,
wrote us, "I have sold all my rice, so you will please stop
my advertisement. I have had a good many letters from
Canada and from twenty-two States, saying, 'I saw your
advt. in Forest and Stream of wild rice.'" We would
be glad to have reports from those who have planted the
rice with or without success in past years.

TAXING THE GUN.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have carefully read your editorial in the last issue of
your paper, Oct. 10, on taxing the gun, and would like
to express my views on the subject. There is much in-

terest here on this subject. Your plan to restrict the
number of birds killed by each individual will no doubt
work to advantage in any locality where game is abund-
ant enough to tempt the market-hunter. But here in
southern New England, where the game has been de-
pleted to such an extent that it does not pay to buy
powder to kill them with, such a plan is useless. I do
not agree with you that this question "can safely be put
to sleep, etc." The birds are not all gone here yet, and
we want to keep them, not for ourselves alone, but for
our children after us. Here with us the birds are mostly
in the thick covers, and are beyond the market or pot-
shot.

It is the snare that we want protection from. In every
market in the city can be found the evidence of its use on
the birds exposed for sale. The authorities in power take
up very slowly the protection of game. The first reason
given for this hesitancy is, there is no money revenue
from this quarter that can be expended in its protection.
I believe the game to be the property of the people as a
whole. As we stand to-day a few men get all the benefit.
Why not take out a license on the gun? Say $2. Put a
part of this money toward the payment of salaries for
smart, active game wardens, part to pay the farmer
for damage done him, and part to help restock our nearly
depleted covers. The revenue from dog licenses is used
after this plan. In nearly every other country a man
must have a license to carry a gun, why not here? The
principle is right. "In payment for value received." A
few well paid men as game wardens would do wonders
here, and every sportsman would do all in his power to
aid them. Then the license would do away with the two
worst of nuisances that we have to contend with, first,

the foreign element nuisance. These loafers and tres-

Sassers who make then gun an excuse for all manner of
eviltry, who plague the unprotected countryman nearly

out of his senses, shooting around his house Sundays,
killing pet squirrels and pigeons, robbing his orchards
and making a man jeopardzie his life if he desires a day
in the fields or woods. If you remonstrate with him he
smiles and pretends that the use of the English language
is beyond bun. I think he would go less if he paid for it,

and it would be much easier to catch him when he made
trouble.
Then there is the "small boy and his rifle" nuisance.

Would it not do away with him? I think it would. How
many fathers (to-day) would be willing to pay a t;ax,

and be responsible for the damage done? Very few. The
small boy can be seen every day out in the fields and on
the edge of the woods, shooting at every robin or bluebird
that he can find, regardless of the fact that a barn or hen-
house, perhaps a human being, may be on the other side

of the bush he is shooting into. I have barely escaped
the small boy myself several times. How many of the
startling headings in the newspapers dike "Mysterious
Disappearance," "A Skeleton Found," "Shot Dead," etc.)

can be laid at his door? Why should a minor be allowed
to use or buy a rifle, any sooner than rum or tobacco? Is

it less dangerous? No! It is much more so. If the gun
is taxed, then this nuisance will be stopped. With rum
and tobacco a boy has examples of their careless tise, held
up before him, and if he disregards the same he hurts
only himself. With the rifle it is different. He does
damage he knows not of. A rifle carries too far to be
handled by a careless boy. And who ever saw a careful

one? Life is too precious to be risked through the care-

lessness of others. My own father never allowed me to

have a rifle. He often said, "It may kill a man 200yds.
off although you are shooting at a bird not fifteen."

There is no game large enough to use a rifle on in this

section of the country to-day, and no excuse for carrying
the same into the woods.

I am in favor of taxing the gun. It will rob no one,
but will equalize the sport more. I do not forget that I
was a boy once myself, or that if I have a boy he will

have a gun. But it won't be a rifle, nor will he be al-

lowed out in the woods before he is ten years old, with
the handling of a death-dealing weapon which full-

grown men handle none too carefully. I may stand on
untenable ground, but 1 give my convictions for what
they are worth, and stand ready and open to conviction
to contrary if wrong. I fail to see any reason why Mass-
achusetts,"Ehode Island and Connecticut should not levy
a tax of $2 on every gun, forbid the use of the same by
boys under fifteen years of age, demand the carrying of
a license into the field, have a warden (with full power
to search, arrest, etc.) in each county at least, and put
out a small sum each year to restock, after the same plan
that they are using with the fish. Our laws here (although
not by any means beyond improvement) would answer
well enough, only as they now stand with no one to en-
force them they are useless. What good does the law on
trespass do a man in the country? He is perhaps five

miles from a sheriff, and when a half dozen young row-
dies with dogs and guns come out and tramp through
his garden, shoot his pigeons, and insult his wife and
daughters, is it any wonder that he hates the sportsman?
The only real sportsman he sees he does not recognize as
such. To him the sportsman and rowdy are one. I do
not believe we will ever see game protection until we
have a revenue from taxation of guns to protect them
with. However, as I said once before, I am open to rea-

son, and if such can be said to the contrary, let us have
it by all means. Cohannet.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Tom- position on the game preservation question is

weak, as no ijrovision is made for enforcing the laws.
A hunting license of $5 or $10 is best, as it will furnish

the means to pay game wardens. A limit might also be
placed on the amount to be bagged in one day, in addition
to this, but it is doubtful whether it could be enforced.

I advocated the license system years ago, and such a
system would not injure the gunmaker's business or bur-
den the trap-shooter.

I have often been amazed that your great influence
was not used to stop the spring slaughter of migratory
birds; a question that is vitally important to nearly all

of your readers, and yet be so interested in game preser-
vation in the National Park, considering that not one in
a thousand of your subscribers can ever visit it in quest
of game. Impress on the minds of the sportsmen that
"the end of the ducks means the end of all free shoot-
ing." Remo.
Chicago.

Illinois Quail and Prairie Chickens.—On the Ohio
and Mississippi Railway I noticed several coveys of quail
in cornfields in southern Illinois as we flew along; but
conductor Charles Bishop assured me that he counted 37
coveys from the baggage car, during the run between
Vinc'ennes, Ind., and Mian. This was after a rain and
the birds were near the track. He says the flocks were
large and that quail are more plentiful than he has ever
seen them before; they are located in the com and stub-
ble and, indeed, in almost any kind of cover. The mild
weather of last winter, Mr. Bishop thinks, will account
for their abundance. It is a very common occurrence to
find quail on the track after heavy rains. Many of the
St. Louis sportsmen go to Carlisle, 111, for prairie chickens
and quail; this point and the country east for a distance
of 10 miles furnish ample returns. Prairie chickens are
greatly diminished in numbers at the present time, but
quail are sufficiently numerous to satisfy the most exact-
ing.—T. H. B.

Aggravating.—A North Woods correspondent, com-
menting on a big deer slaughter by a hounding party in
his district, feelingly remarks: " You can readily imagine
that it must be at least aggravating to me to do with-
out venison all summer and try to protect the deer,
only to see those deer massacred in the fall. There are
doubtless some sportsmen that like to hunt in this way;
and if there were only such it might do. But most that
hunt here with hounds are a low set who have no idea of
game protection and who will kill all the deer they can
and in any way they can."

California Quail.—In San Francisco the gunners were
preparing for mountain quail shooting. During the dry
season it is difficult to find this bird because it ceases to
be gregarious; but now that the first rain has fallen ex-
cursions out the narrow gauge road to San Rafael for a
distance of 40 or 50 miles will begin at once. The birds
are to be seen in coveys anywhere after that distance
from the city.—T. H. B.

Tionesta, Pa., Oct. 5.—Since the season opened it has
been discovered that pheasants are unusually scarce.
The continuous wet weather of May and June last is

supposed to have been too much for the young broods
just hatched; at least this seems to be. tjie only cause,

assignable for the scarcity.

"Silently Cocking the Gun."—How many scores of
times you read this in these pages. How silently cock-
ing the gun he did so and so. Now it struck me that a
word to the uninitiated might be appropriate, knowing
how many shots have been lost through the click, click,

or cling of a good pah" of locks. It can be done and many
a head of game bagged by knowing how. It is in this

way: Simply hold back the trigger with the forefinger
while you raise the hammer with your thumb. Now a
word of caution is necessary. First, let go the trigger

and then the hammer, and be sure and practice well with
an unloaded gun, and be very careful with an old one
with worn locks, or a premature discharge will be the
resu It.—Collector,

The Accident Record.—Sedalia, Mo., Oct. Id,—Editor
Forest and Stream: A grand idea you have in publishing
cases of accident caused by carelessness in handling of
firearms; your readers should be benefited by it. An
editor in Fayette, Mo., was out gunning for quail about
three weeks* ago with a friend. The birds were found
by the friend and flushed. Instead of bagging his unlaw-
ful game the editor stopped the charges from both bar-

rels with his face, neck and breast. He is not expected
to live. This was two weeks before the open season
begins.—L. S. E.

"That reminds ine."

283.

ONE morning in the month o? March I arose about 4
o'clock and started for the lake, distant about four

miles as the crow flies. I had been suffering with the
buck fever for several days, and I was bound to get relief.

When I arrived at the lower end 'of the lake, it was just
light enough to see pretty distinctly two or three hundred
yards up the shore. Looking over the tops of the flags
which border the lake at the south end I discovered some
black objects moving up and down along the east shore
about 150yds. away. My first thought wa« that they
were mudhens, but just then I saw a flash or two of
white, and I made up my mind that they must be blue-
bills. I did not stop to look long, but began to devise
plans for their immediate destruction. The only feasible
plan seemed to be to get down and crawl on hands and
knees, keeping low behind the rushes which fringed the
east shore. 1 had done some crawling for duck^i in my
time; but I observed that I had seen a great deal better
ground to crawl over than this was, as every few rods
I would strike a small patch of half-frozen overflow
about an inch or two deep. But this was nothing,
considering the fun I would have when I showed the
boys my bag of ducks at night. So i smiled app ovingly
to myself and mentally calculated how I would get such
a thundering string of ducks home. After a tedious me-
andering and groveling over wet sand and other equally
agreeable substances, I brought up behind a iarge clump
of rushes just opposite the place where I had located my
bluebills. I could catch occasional glimpses of them
through the weeds, as they bobbed serenely over the light
waves; and knew they had not taken any notice of my
presence. Drawing in a full breath I slowly poked the
muzzle of the gun around the clump of rushes, and fol-

lowing with my eye, drew bead on the thickest of a
bunch of about 25—wooden dec ys, painted black and
white, which some lazy vagabond had left ont over night
to fool the guileless and unsuspecting " town feller."

My sportsman friend, were you °ver there? If not, my
word for it, you haATe missed something. My firstthought
was to look around to see if any one had observed the
occurrence, inwardly resolved to give the fellow a dollar
to keep his mouth shut until I got away, but finding I
was alone in my glory I sadly dropped down on a wet
log, to meditate upon the extreme probability of an early
visit of the fool killer to our neighborhood. C.

gen m\A §kfr S t̂inih

THE PLEASURES OF FLY-FISHING.
OFTEN the mind turns longingly to the wooded

streams, creeks and runs of dear old Michigan, the
lower peninsula leaves an impress on the angler's mind
that age does not dim nor time efface.

A few miles back from Traverse City, beside a rapid
winding stream, stood one log cabin and a frame shanty
bearing this inscription, "Hotel." The stream at this
time was famous for its trout, and the trout for their
gaminess and coloration. These two shanties composed
a city of the future, its streets as yet the woody laby-
rinths of grand old forest trees, as yet unshorn by the
pioneer of civilization. We pulled a rowboat twelve miles
to get to this stream. Once in the mouth the oars were
dropped and the pushing pole taken up. The stream is

narrow, swift and tortuous, along its bottom could be seen
stumps, old trees and roots, and at intervals could be seen
fishlike forms. The surroundings were trouty, the only •

question came up, are they big ones?
Let us push on up stream as far as the rapids, we can

try for these fellows as we drift down. A sharp push
and tug for an hour and we cover the mile, then rest at
the foot of the rapids with the boat tied to the arm of a
fallen tree, but we are warm and feel the mosquito buz-
zing at us. The sharp poling up stream has started the
perspiration from every pore, and as we rest, trout can be
seen rising to any object coming from the rapids. Quietly
putting together a handsome Orvis split-bamboo rod that
had to be baptized and dedicated to the elegant art of fly-

fishing, opening a book filled with Orvis gems, we turn
the overflowing pages. What shall I use? Grays, whites,
red browns, yellows, black and gold, silver and tinsel in
almost every shade and hue, and names known in fish-

lore. Hackles! these trout are barbarians anyhow, they
know nothing of flies, a brown maple leaf brings them to
the surface by the half dozen ; vicious little fingerlings;
but the big fellows! Ah! there's one of them rising to a
big brown chafer or buzz-bug that frequents oaks and
maples.
My nine feet looped leader has been soaking in a tin

can for an hour. I bend it on my line, put on a big
brown-hackle for a tail-fly and a gray-professor for a
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dropper; take seat in the stern of the boat and cast out
in the whirling waters at the foot of the rapids. Some-
thing rose! the flies drifted on; we saw a trout rise again,

but somehow* we hadn't caught on. While retrieving the

line a good-sized trout jumped clear from the water,

missed the flies, but we missed the trout.

Never mind, it was fun; no need to get nervous;
plenty more in that hole; they don't know what flies

are; keep cool, we'll get them yet. Thus we soliloquized.

How pleasant to sit here alone and listen to the dron-
ing bum of nature's bass, to watch the coming waters.

Here's a big green caterpillar coming down stream; will

the dainty trout rise for it ?

Ugh, the beast; a big trout rose almost under the tip of

my rod and quietly sucked the fat monster in. My very
skin creeps along my back as I think of it.

Laying out thirty feet of line as gently as we knew
how, and watching how the tail -fly fell as it came down.
Ah. that's perfection; "No snowflake ever kissed the
water prettier." Wh-i r-r, b-u-z-z, a miniature leviathan
must have taken my tail-fly and is bound for Lake Michi-
gan, twenty miles distant. "Never be in a hurry except
when going for a doctor," so my reel still whistled and
screamed; let her scream; if the fish is so big that I am
likely to be pulled into the rapids, why I can swim. The
thumb gets some pressure on the revolving plates, and we
get hold of the handle and begin to fight him. Inch by
inch he contests our claim and won't yield: the little rod
bends and springs until we imagiue the creek must have
a pike in it, and we have got the pike, and it's a big one;
but as the fish comes to the surface there is no question
about fontvnalis. Quickly slipping the landing net under
him we land him in the boat, as handsome a fish as ever
came to a fly, and a pound and a half in weight.

It made no difference what fly—yellow mays, Port-
lands, grasshopper, hooker, coachman, Seth-Green, oriole,

hackles, anything else—the little fellows jumped for all

of them. I used big lake flies, even some salmon flies,

and caught a creel of trout weighing from three-quarters
of a pound up. I had small midgets in my book and
could have caught; and counted my trout by the hundred,
but I did not kill a single small trout. Drifting down
stream I cast ahead of my boat and had just the same
grand sport—no need to use worms; trout came to every
cast if I wanted them.
Two days after this I was in another stream where I

used every kind of fly in my book, and could not raise a
single trout. I could see one lying on a sand-wash, 1 fished
for him two hours. During that time I lay hidden behind
the maple brush and watched him rise at every leaf that
came down stream. It was a handsome trout of lOin.

length, and I was going to have it if I stayed there all

day. I sat and watched until I saw it rise to every green
leaf and float down underneath it as if in search for
something.

I have it, my beauty ! You're mine, unless you get
sight of me.
Taking out my penknife I cut a small maple leaf across

to the center vein, bent on a small black fly, and switched
out into the stream, my snell run through the leaf, leav-
ing the tiny hook underneath. I cast about a yard above
him. He rose instantly and went for that leaf; but no
examining this time. He struck; I was head of him, and
though the gut was as fine as the finest bair, I landed
him at my feet a victim of his own inquisitiveness.

Coming down stream I dropped my flies about twenty
feet ahead and took in once in a while a nice trout. My
creel held a dozen weighing about 71bs. My friend with
whom I was staying fished up stream. We met; he had
twenty trout, all killed with, worms, none of them aver-
aging mine in size or weight.
SaidF.: " There's a big fellow in a hole down here I've

been fishing for—spent a full hour at him. He skinned my
hooks of about half a dozen worms. I broke two hooks
in the hole; wish you would try him."

I tried him; he tried me, and beat me. The hole was
waist deep, the waters ran swiftly through it, and curved
around the roots of an old cedar tree.

Taking the tip of a worm, so that it would squirm,
I fastened it to a big fiery brown-hackle and let it drift

under the root of a tree. A gleam of white shot up
through the darkening waters. I felt a sharp tug and
struck. Away the fish bolted like a racer down stream.
With lightning rapidity the thought flashed through
my brain. How deep is that hole? Can I keep my feet
in those sharp waters? My friend was jumping. "You've
got him! Take to the creek! You'll lose him if you
don't!"

My bine was running out at a rate that indicated the
approaching end, when I plunged in to wade—#aae did
I say? The second step I could find no bottom. Throw-
ing myself forward the stream carried me across the
hole, about 15ft. wide. I kept my rod out of the water,
and the moment I struck bottom I began reeling in; but
the line came in slack for some feet. My friend on the
bank consoled me, "You will lose him! He has your
leader around that bush." Too true, I found to my sor-

row, he had made straight for this piece of brush, and
with a sharp jerk turned up stream again. I saw him as
he darted past me, a big fresh-run trout, just come in
from the lake. Wading down I unloosed my leader,
found the gut snell broken at the hook. 'Twas no use
storming or saying cuss words. Poor Anglo-Saxon never
improves an angler's temper. I registered a vow that
S. fontinalis was not going to beat me again. I proposed
to have him if it took me all the next day. My dozen
trout furnished supper for the family. I spent the even-
ing boating in the bay with my wife and retired to rest
none the worse for my wetting.
The first rays of light streaming in our room woke me.

Hastily jumping into my fishing suit, and without putting
on wading boots, I took my rod and started on a run
down the trail leading to the creek. I stood above the
hole, the scene of last evening's ducking, bending on a
big white-miller that had just come from the maker's
hand, and putting my landing-net together I drew about
80ft. of line from the reel and dropped the fly into the
broken waters. It floated grandly; foot by foot I watched
it, giving line as freely as the stream carried it along.
My eye was peeled; every nerve ready to respond to sight
or feeling. Amid the music such a stream will always
make when compressed into such a small area, I heard a
distant "chug" and saw a flash of white. I struck sharp
and drove the hook home, The trout turned to the

j

snarled roots. "Softly, my beauty; you beat me yester- ;

day, my turn to-day." I played him carefully against
|

the rush of. w&terg and in two rnirmteg he lay under my 1

rod, drowned by the very elements he had so long sported
in, mouth wide open and gasping, the white-miller fast
at the corner of his mouth in the upper jaw. Slipping
the net under him I scooped him without even wetting
my feet. I killed him with my knife and at once started
for the house.
"Well, Grandpa Norton, what do you thing of this?"

"Well, well, well, is that the fish that gave you a duck-
ing yesterday? He's a handsome fellow; weighs over
21bs.; the biggest trout I ever saw come from that creek.
Caught with the fly. too. You may well feel proud of

him." I was proud of him.
In one of the feeders of the Manistee River I was drop-

ping flies for grayling. Once in a while I would find

enough standing room to use ashortBethabara-wood rod.

and by skillful manipulations spring my fly under the
bushes overhanging the stream where the current ran,

using some small Foster flies sent me by the editor of an
English sportsman's paper, all of them black or dark
brown, so minute that when they touched the water I

could not see them; but the grayling did. If I could find

a place where the sun's rays came through the foliage

and sent an orange ray athwart the stream, there I could
find grayling. By getting up stream above this spot I

could drop a fly across the light ray, instantly a grayling
arose. I could see them rise, and waiting to strike them,
by a sharp spring of my rod I drew them to me without
alarming the balance of the fish in the pool.

I had a red-tag, a strange-looking fly with a fuzzy red
tail. In one spot I think I caught all the fish there were
in that one pool—six of them. In a large open pool
where I could see grayling I did not raise a single fin;

they would not even deign to come up and look at it, but
did take a bumble-bee.
In August of late years, when business does not press,

we sometimes spend a day on a Lake Superior stream
within a few miles of Duluth. Here the conditions are
different; water is wine-colored, free from clay or mud;
the trout are wild and vicious, snap at any and every-
thing—salt pork, grubs, larva?., worms—even a big bass
spoon skittered across a pool will raise them by the dozen.
Climbing the hills and striking the stream miles away
from the mouth, we have found pools that seemed alive
with trout; but the big boulders made such splendid hid-

ing places you had to find the trout. I have stood in the
water thigh deep and cast all around me, when my
friends declared no trout were in the pool, until a yellow-
may or a grasshopper would bring up a trout from under
their rods when they were fishing with worms. After
finding the trout they could catch them with worms.
They would outnumber me every time, but the pound-
weight trout came to my fly. After heavy rains I have
stood at the mouth of a stream and cast into a rush of
waters. I could see no trout, but thought some ought to

be there. Casting out, I found my line and flies going
lakeward. The Seth-Green and deadwing-coachman are
taking flies with fresh-run trout. Try them miles up
stream and trout scarcely look at them. Put on big
fuzzy hackles and you will get trout in any water and in
any kind of weather. W. D. Tomlin.
Duluth, Minn.

Canandaigtja Anglers' Association.—Canandaigua,
N. Y., Oct. 19.—The annual meeting of the association
was held last Wednesday evening, with the following
election of officers for the year: Fresident, Dr. C.

T. Mitchell; Vice-President, J. S, Crawford; Secretary,
Mark T. Powell; Treasurer, Frank M. Durand; Executive
Committee—Marvin Sutherland, James Menteth, W. H.
Fox. Dr. C. T. Mitchell and H. Seymour Cooley. The
banquet was held in the Webster House. Exquisite
menu cards were photographed by Crandall Bros, from a
crayon drawing by Fred D. Crandall. At the conclusion
of the feast Dr. C. T. Mitchell, president of the associ-

ation, delivered as his annual address a beautiful poem
entitled "The Unlocking of the Streams." The delivery
was listened to with interest and close attention through-
out, and the author was applauded vigorously at the close.

Monroe A. Green, of Caledonia, superintendent of the
State fish hatchery and brother of the late Seth Green,
was then introduced, and in response to queries by differ-

ent members, expressed an affirmative opinion upon the
advisability of stocking Canandaigua Lake with alewives
for food and bait. The discussion of this question was
participated in by many different members, and the pre-
ponderance of opinion was in favor of the experiment.
It was noted by well-posted anglers tha t in waters stocked
with alewives trout fishing has been excellent. There
were a couple of skeptics, however, who informed the
members that their experience with alewives for bait was
far from successful. An expression of the meeting was
largely in favor of the experiment, and the executive
committee was empowered to investigate the subject and
act in their discretion. Mr. Green also advised ^rutting
German trout into the lake. He described them as one
of the most handsome of the finny tribe as well as the
most palatable. He mentioned the fact that he recently
caught a German trout weighing 6^-lhs. He said they
grew rapidly and were very gamy. He informed the
association that an application for 50,000 of these fish for
Canandaigua Lake would be honored.

Abundance of Humpback Salmon.—The smallest sal-

mon of the Pacific is the humpback or garbusche (Onco-
rhynchus gorbuscha) of authors. In numbers, however,
this species surpasses all the others, and statements of
facts concerning its advent into streams read, to the un-
initiated, like wild romances. Photography has been
employed, with partial success, to give an idea of the
struggling masses of fish as they are about to enter cer-

tain rivers; but only those near the surface of the water
can be shown. Mr. Charles Hirsch, of the Karluk Pack-
ing Company, San Francisco, has recently described to

us an unusual run of this salmon in Karluk Eiver. About
the 6th of July, 1880, a glut of humpbacks came into the
Karluk and continued five weeks, during which time no
other salmon could enter the river. It was impossible to
pull a boat across the stream. A seine 90ft. in length,
hauled at 6 A. M., took an enormous draught of fish.

About 140 barrel, or 7,000 salmon, were dressed out of it

from that hour to 6 P. M., and afterward the men were
occupied three hours in clearing the seine. The re-

mainder of the fish were in a mass about 4ft. deep. At
the end of the run the humpbacks begun dying, and those
that did not get up to Karluk Lake were floating down
dead or dying for one month. The banks of the stream
were strewn with dead fish, and. the stench was more
easily imagined, than endured,

Large Brown Trout.—Mumford, Oct. 15.—Monroe
A. Green, superintendent of the State hatchery, was
busy around the hatchery on Friday, and hearing some
disturbance in the wild pond just north of the hatchery,
he went there and found a very large German or brown
trout trying to get up the raceway to spawn. Mr. Green
and his men caught the fish. It weighed 6-Jlbs., meas-
ured 25in. in length, and contained. 6.000 eggs, which
can he seen in the trough at the hatchery now. This fish
is 6oz. larger than the one caught by Messrs. Hart and
Babcock last spring. One caught one vear ago by F. J.
Amsden weighed 51bs. 6oz., but the one caught by Mr.
Green is the largest on record in this country. It can not
be over five years and eight months old, for the only
German spawn that has been imported reached the
hatchery Feb. 18, 1884.

Supposed Fossil Trout.—The Portland Oregonian
recently published a note on the discovery, by William
G. Dillingham, of a fossil trout in Gordon Creek. The
fossil is 15in. long and in a state of perfect preservation,
"every scale of the fish as plainly marked hi the rock as
if cut by a skilled artist." We hope that Mr. Dillingham
will at once take steps to secure this valuable specimen,
for, as already stated in Forest and Stream, the salmon
family is not represented in. America by fossil remains
except by the genus Iihabdofario of Cope, and the exact
relations of this form are doubtful. Will some of our
friends in Portland keep us advised of the steps taken
with regard to this interesting subject?

Appearance of King Salmon.—In the Nushagak
River, Alaska, in 1888, Capt. H. E. Nichols, of the U. S.
Coast Survey, found king salmon running June 17, and
they had been observed a few days earlier. He saw two
of these salmon at St. Michaels June 28; they were said
to be the first of the season. The species is perhaps best
known as quinnat, Sacramento or Columbia River sal-
mon. The Sacramento is the southern and the Yukon
the northern limit of this well-known fish. A few king
salmon enter Karluk River, Kodiak, late in May, and
spawning fish can be found in that stream until the end
of August.

Honeoye Lake.—Bristol Center, N. Y.—Heneoye
Lake is four miles long and one wide, very shallow with
mud bottom; there are some very large bass of the large-
mouth variety. I have taken one of 7Ubs.—L. J. R.

Vincennes, Ind.—Crappies are found in abundance in
the spring in ponds about one and one-half miles from
here.—B.

REV. ABNER P. BRUSH.
PERHAPS, in the. Judgment of a majority of people, the fitting

place to record the good qualities of a clergyman who has
passed away from tins life would be the religious press. But I
can conceive of no better medium than Foujisr and Stream
through which to say a few words regarding my dear friend, Rev.
Aimer P. Brush, rector of St. Thomas's Parish. Bath, N. Y., who
died at the rectory, Oct. 8, 1889. in the fifty-ninth year of his age.
I had known him for eleven years, and although many years

mv senior, nis heart was as young as mine. I am free to confess
that the affinity born so long ago, and fostered and strengthened
through all these years, was brought about by mutual tastes
along the line of the gun and rod. With hut two exceptions, for
nine consecutive Junes we have taken a fortnight's outing along
the Loyal Suck and tributaries in Sullivan county. Pa., after
trout. Very bright spots in the calender have these trips been,
and now that they have gone forever the sweetness of their mem-
ories will largely recompense for their non-recurrence. Our fare-
well "meet" was in June last, when, although prevented from
angling very much by the floods, we still had a pleasant, time at
the cottage of a mutual friend who had come up the mountain to
visit us. A brief account of this trip was published in Forest
and Stream.
Thrown from his carriage in April, 1888, Mr. Brush sustained a

fracture, of the hip, that kept him in ordinary for months, aDd
did awav with Sullivan county for that June, to his great regret.

Last June, although walking with a cane, he was bound to visit

the old fishing grounds again, and it was a surprise to me how
well he stood the trip. Mis had hip did not affect his rod arm, and
our scores stood about as of old, two to one in favor of the rector.
Possessed of great nervous energy, with a conscientious view of
his duties towaid his large and busy parish, he pluueed into work
again, onlv to find his vitality failing, and a complete cessation of
labor imperative. But it was too late; he gradually became
weaker, and in spite of everything being done that kind hearts
could suggest, he died.

What more need be chronicled than the universed remark of
every one, young aud old, rich and poor, church people and
others, in the large circle of his acquaintance, wheu they heard
the sad news, "He was a good man." He was a friend to every
one. A most genial aud whole-souled companion. Unselfish,

had discovered, with a generosity that fishermen in general are
not endowed with.
There is a beautiful cold spring, clear as crystal, welling up

near the mouth of a little tributary of the Loyal Sock. Many's
the time we have quaffed at its head while eating our lunch after a
hard day's fish." Six good miles it was to the cottage, and here we
would put up our rods, light our pipes and take a long cool draught
before starting. Wo were just ready to climb the mountain on
our homeward wav, when Mr. Brush said, "Come, pard, let's ko
back and take one more drink at the old spring, we may never
have another chance together."
i wonder if there are springs somewhere where they who drink

may drink and drink again through, endless years?
Dansvillb, N. Y., Oct. 15. H. W. DeLonq,

tgislfmltnrq.

DIMINISHED MACKEREL CATCH—A falling off is

reported in the catch of mackerel in the vicinity of the Mag-
dalen Islands, and it is said that the New Englaud fleet,

using hook and line, has returned to Prince Edward Island,

to continue fishing while the weather permits. The decrease
in the yield is ascribed to the use ot purse seines "and other
devices for the wholesale slaughter of fish," referring, per-

haps, to the utilization of steam to replace sail power and
handwork. There is no doubt that the take of mackerel
this season will figure as the smallest known for many years,
aud that the fishery will bring disaster to most of the fleet.

The purse seine is justly styled a destructive appliance in

the present depleted condition of our mackerel schools, for

it ensnares and destroys myriads of fish too small to be
saleable. Chapters might be written, however, on wasteful
and injurious methods in the fisheries against which there
is no adequate protection. What shall we do when mackerel
become too scarce to make the fishery profitable? Some of

our adventurous merchants will send vessels to the Irish

and Norwegian coasts; others will, perhaps, chase the. frigate

mackerel iu southern waters, while it is possible that the
"thimble-eye" of the coast of California will have its fol-

lowers. Iu the meantime we trust that the efforts of the
Government to multiply this useful food fish through the
medium of its Fish Commission will be rewarded with
abundant success. '

"
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NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION.

THE seventeenth report of the Commissioners of Fisheries

of the State of New York has just reached us. With
the principal statements contained in this document the
readers of Forest and Stream have already become ac-

quainted through its columns and the daily press. The
period covered is from November, 1887. to November, 1888,

aud the amount of the appropriation for the general pur-
poses of the Commission was §30,000, most of which was
applied to the construction and maintenance of the hatching
statious. From the hatcheries were distributed about 14,-

000.000 of young fish, nearly one-third of which were shad
and most of tb e"remainder smelt, trout, salmon and white-
fish. The "frostfish," a small species of Coregonvs, was
represented by two aud one-half millions of fry.

"It will be the policy of the Commission, while not aban-
doning the propagation of trout, to concentrate its efforts

upon the production of food fishes, the stocking of the great

lakes with whitefish. the hatching of shad in the Hudson
and the planting of salmon trout and muskallonge through-
out the interior of the State. In this way the work of the
Commission can be made of the utmost practical benefit to
the public generally, and repay a thousandfold the appro-
priations made for its support."
The Commissioners express their sense of obligation to the

United States Fish Commission for the free gift, of millions
of eggs and fry, and for hatching and distributing eggs
without expense to New York. Attention is drawn to the
increasing number of shad caught yearly in the Hudson, and
to the growth of public interest and confidence in the work
of the Commission as expressed by letters from prominent
sportsmen and fishermen.
The report of the engiueer of the shellfish department,

Mr. Ford, is a lasting tribute to his ability and efficiency.

The reports of the oyster protector and the chief game and
fish protector show the gratifying results following a vigor-
ous prosecution of offenders against the laws.
Mr. Mather's account of the salmon in the Hudson River,

which was referred to at some length in our minutes of the
meeting of the American Fisheries Society in May, is here
reproduced in full.

Mr. Green's description on page 45 of the young muskal-
longe is full of interest; we are at a loss, however, to under-
stand the process of taking eggs from male fish as stated on
page 44.

From Mr. Mather's report on Cold Spring Harbor hatch-
ery we learn that eels, kingfishers, minks and turtles have
been destructive iu the rearing ponds, and especially the
first. The brown trout began spawning Nov. 11 and ended
Nov. 27. with the exception of one ripe female found Dec. 9,

another Dec. 11 and three Jan. 14. Golden ide spawned for
the first time aud the young reached a length of 4in. in
seven months. Smelts were obtained in a gravid condition
from March 5 to March 2ft.

The Commissioners recommend new legislation for the
better protection of lobsters, shad aud salmon, and the in-

terests of the oyster growers. For the work in 1889 an ap-
propriation of §44,500 is estimated to be necessary.

THE FISHING INDUSTRIES OF OREGON.

WE have, before us the report of special committee to the
legislative committee investigating the fishing iudus-

tries of Oregon. It was prepared by Senator L. T. Bariu
and Representatives J. W. Maxwell and M. Pomeroy. The
other members of the committee were Senator J. C. Allen
and Representative Bilyeu.
The committee left Portland July 8, making a thorough

examination of t he Cascades, thence to the Dalles and to

other points up the river as far as Celilo. Astoria aud vicin-
ity, including Baker's Bay, was next visited. Sept. 28, 1887,

the Yaquiua Bay aud vicinity was investigated. The com-
mittee reports that " the great difficulty that we met with,
and perhaps the greatest obstacle, that the Legislature will
have to surmount, is the feeling that exists more or less

among the fishermen that the particular mode of fishing in
which they are engaged is the ouly proper one and the one
least injurious to the fish industry of the State, and that all

other.modes of fishing are, therefore, far more detrimental.
In fact, many of the fishermen of each locality judge of the
question solely with the view to what is most advantageous
to them, and argue as to the mode of fishing employed by
them wholly from the standpoint of self-interest." '

.

In their investigations they have endeavored to reach con-
clusions such as would, if embodied in legislative enact-
ments, stimulate the fish industry and keep up ami increase
the supply of fish food in the State.

This report goes on to say that the first salmon to ascend
the Columbia River and its tributaries are the largest and
best quality of the chinuook (Oneorhynehus chimiehu).
The run commences in March and lasts until July or later.

The July ruu continues through August, and some even run
up during September. The July run of Chiunook salmon
are of a small size, but of very goo'd fiavor.

The blueback (Oitcorhynclius nerka) begin to run in
June, but do not enter tributaries of the Columbia until
they have passed the Cascades. The next species that
ascends the river is the silver salmon (Oncorliynchus
Uixiilf.li). The first run of this fish takes place about the
first of September. The steelheads (Salvia yairdmri) en-
ter the river in July, but do not run into the tributaries
until the middle of October. This species is usually called
salmon. Many of these are taken during the close season
for salmon by fishermen, who claim that they are not sal-

mon, but trout, and, therefore, are not entitled to protection
under the law for salmon. The Commission suggests that
a specific clause be inserted, in any new fish law enacted,
for the purpose of protecting this species during the close
days and seasons. The Columbia River chinuook range in

weight from 3 or 41bs. up to TOlbs. The spring and July
runs are the best for canning purposes., finding the best mar-
ket abroad. The silver salmon are found from 21bs. weight
up to 18 or more. It is a fair table fish and is canned, but it

is inferior to the chiunook. The steelhead varies in weight
from 8 to SOlbs. It is used for table and canning purposes,
and is considered an excellent fish both for shipping and
smoking. The blueback salmon weighs from 3 to (ilbs., and
is, consequently, the smallest salmon of the Columbia. It
is an excellent fish for canning and for table use.
The spawning season of the different species is given as

follows: Chinnook salmon commence to spawn toward the
last of August aud continue up to the first of November,
silver salmon spawn from Dec. 1 to Feb. 1, the steelheads
from about April 1 to the middle of May.
The committee states that every species of salmon ascend-

ing the Columbia and its tributaries has a distinct time for
spawning, and that the assertion so often made that the
inferior kinds of salmon might be bred or mixed with the
chiunook salmon or one species with another at the estab-
lished hatcheries or breeding stations, is absolutely with-
out foundation. Gill-nets, pound-nets', seines, trap's, fish-

wheels and dip-nets are generally used for the capture of
salmon. A great deal of complaint has been made against
fishing with traps, wheels, seines aud similar apx>liances, as
they are said to destroy many small fish, causiug a gradual
falling off in the supply of salmon. After a thorough in-
vestigation of the subject the committee found that the
small fish or salmon caught by these appliances consist
principally of small chinuook salmon weighing from 3 or 4
to 7 or 81bs.; these run at the same time and with the best
chinnook, here called royal chinnook. The other small
fish are bluebacks and a very few small steelheads. The
smallest female salmon found by the committee was caught
near Astoria. This fish weighed 9^'lbs. Of the hundreds

of small salmon (chinnook) examined by this committee all

were males. These ranged in weight from 3 to 7 or 81bs.

The committee goes on to state that "The question that
now arises is whether or not the taking of them is injurious
to our fish industry. If those small salmon referred to
ascend the river and return to the ocean, and again ascend
the river a larger salmon, then of course it is injurious to
our fish industry to take them while they are small, but if

on the contrary they ascend the river, perform their func-
tions the same as the large salmon aud then die, in that
case the taking of them while small is not hurtful to the
fish industry of the State, but to the contrary, beneficial."
The committee investigated the subject of the spawning

of salmon with a. view to determine whether all of the fish

die after the act of spawniug or if some of them return
to the sea. They state that after making a thorough investi-
gation, they had to conclude that the chinnook salmon after
spawning dies. Tbey state that: "The most conclusive
evidence by far was brought to light by the building of the
fish rack across the Clackamas River to keep those salmon
from ascending that were to be used for propagatory pur-
poses at the State hatchery there during the year 1887,

That year the rack was not put into the river until after
middle of June, consequently all the run of chinnook sal-

mon from February until the rack was put in had passed
up above the rack. * After the spawning season was over we
caused the rack to be watched to see whether the salmon
that had passed up the river for spawning would return.
The president of the State Fish Commission and parties
employed at the State hatchery watched that rack continu-
ally for the purpose stated, and here be it understood that
uosalmon from above could pass through that rack, and
every salmon, whether dead or alive, that came down to the
rack could be seen. The chairman of this committee also
went there several times to investigate that question, and
the result of all these investigations was that all the salmon
that came back to the rack—salmon which in their prime
would have weighed from 4 to TOlbs.—were found to hare
come back dead, in fact were washed down by the current.
While the rack has proven without a doubt that the chin-
nook salmon die atter spawning, it has also proven without
a question or doubt that the steelhead does" return to the
ocean after spawning." The committee think it possible
that a few of the late runs of chinnook, which are com-
pelled by force of nature to spawn within a few miles of the
oceau, may return again to the sea.
Again referring to the small salmon, taken in the nets,

traps and wheels, they say that these males ate prematurely
developed, that in impregnating eggs upon the spawning
grounds they deteriorate the species: that they are not
needed for propagating purposes, as there is an excess of
large males over the female salmon. They, therefore, con-
clude that the talcing of small salmon (chinnook) is not in-
jurious to the fish industry, and that every small salmon
that escapes is so much loss to the commercial interests of
the State, as they sell well, and are preferable for family use
on account of their size and delicious flavor.

The trap and wheel fishermen are generally riparian
OAvners, resident citizens and taxpayers, while many of the
gill-net fishermen are not residents of either Oregon or
Washington, but. come from abroad to stay merely through
the fishing season.
The committee recommend a close season during which all

fishing should be prohibited. They state that the close sea-
son, which now extends until April 1, should be extended to
April 15, and the open season should extend from April 15
toAug. 15) acd that from Aug. 15 to Sept. 15, or Oct. 1, all

fishing should be stopped; also, that the close days, Satur-
day evenings to Sunday evenings, should be retained. This,
the committee thinks, would give ample opportunity for a
sufficient number of chinnook salmon of the spring run to
ascend the river to their spawning grounds, and to breeding
stations. They also say that one hatchery should be
established by the State of Oregon, and another by the State
of Washington on the tributaries of the Columbia, and that
the St ate should extend aid to the hatchery on Rogue River.
They further state that a hatchery can be established and
put into good running order for a sum not exceeding $10,-

000, and that the cost of maintaining and operating it would
not exceed §5,000 per annum. To the objections urged by
some persons against the hatcheries, and the belief of these
persons that it the salmon were permitted to ascend the
river in sufficient numbers to their spawniug beds, and
there allowed to spawn in a natural way, better results
would follow, and the expense of the hatcheries be avoided,
the committee say, "But we cannot agree with that view of
the matter, for while that might be the case if salmon were
not taken in such large numbers as must necessarily be
taken to make our salmon industry of any great importance,
it is easy to be seen that while fishing is carried on to the
extent that it is uosv, in order to keep up even the present
supply, nature must be aided."
The spawning beds of the salmon are infested by hordes

of fishes which devour the eggs almost as fast as they are
spawned. This report states that of these spawn-destroy-
ing fishes the trout are by far the most ravenous. This
committee strongly favors artificial propagation aud say
that, "We deem it doubtful whether an average of more,
than a half dozen young salmon are propagated in the
natural way from one female salmou, while a sufficient
number of experimental tests has been made to prove that
by the artificial method of propagation at least 90 per cent,
of the eggs of a female salmon—or an average of 4,500 young
salmon—can be hatched out and kept until they are large
enough to take care of themselves and then turned into the
river. Three hatcheries on the tributaries of the Columbia
River would, with proper management, turn into the river

at least 15,000,000 young salmon annually, and that number
turned into the river each year, in addition to those that
spawn naturally, would more thau keep up the supply, and
the number could be gradually increased as the salmon in-

creased at the propagating stations, until at least 40,000,000

or 50,000,000 could be supplied annually, which would be
great ly in excess of the requirements of the fishing industry
on the Columbia River, aud many young salmou could
therefore be turned iuto our coast, livers and thus keep up
the supply in those streams. Besides, in addition to chinook
salmon, silver salmou and steelheads could be propagated
at the hatcheries aud thus keep up the supply of those fish

in the bays and the rivers of the State, and especially in the
coast rivers."

Neither Oregon nor Washington, say the committee,
should hesitate to expend a mere trifle on an industry so
beneficial to both. They also say that a rigid observance of

the close seasons is absolutely necessary for the successful
operation of the hatcheries, but that the fine now imposed
for the violation of the close season law is excessive,

making it almost impossible to secure the conviction of

parties violatiug that law; that a fine of one hundred or two
buudred dollars, part to go to the informer, would work to
greater advantage, The State Commission should have the
power and means to place watchers along the river during
the close season, and the committee fully believe that a good
law could be enforced. They would also deem it well to
offer a small bouuty for the destruction of seals and sea
lions. They further state that there should be a law pro-
hibiting the throwing or discharging of sawdust into the
Columbia or any of its tributaries, as well as iuto any of the
other streams of the State. The levying of a small tax is

recommended upon all salmon caught, and upon cases of
salmou put up at the canneries, the income from this tax to
be used toward defraying the expenses of protecting the
salmon and for a hatchery. They also state that all fishing
for salmon within one mile of any salmon hatchery should

be prohibited, and racks necessary for the successful opera-
tion of the hatcheries should be protected by law. They
would further deem it advisable to prohibit by law the
carrying of salmon in or out of the State during the close
season from March 1 to April 15, or any of the close days
during the year; also, prohibiting all persons from selling,
or having in their possession, salmon during the close days
and seasons just mentioned. In this connection they further
say, "It would not, however, be so easy to enforce a law to
prevent public or private carriers from carrying salmou
during the close season from Aug. 15 to Oct. i, for at that
season the fishing commences aud is carried on to its prime
in our coast rivers, and it would not be just to bar the fish-

ermen from those rivers from sending their fish to market
in or out of the State, or selling them in Portland or other
cities."
The principal fish found in the coast rivers of Oregon,

according to this report, are fall chinnook and silver salmon,
and steelheads. These begin to run from the 1st to the loth
of August, being about the commencement of the fall close
season on the Columbia.
The fish and time of fishing on the Rogue River, especially

iu the spring, is said to be similar to that on the Columbia;
and the seasons of the Rogue River could be made to corre-
spond with those of the Columbia.
The report concludes, viz.: " To avoid all question or de-

bate as to the law regulating salmon fishing on the Columbia
being a local law, and therefore unconstitutional, there
should be passed by the Legislative Assembly of Oregon one
general law to regulate the fishing and the time thereof iu
the different rivers and bays of the State. * * * Should
a law be enacted for the protection and preservation of sal-

mon, each species of commercial salmon should be specified
as follows: 1 Chinook salmon,' ' silver salmou,' ' bluebacks '

and ' steelheads '
; and for the purpose of properly enforcing

the law, all those species named shall be deemed salmon
within the meaning of this act."
The fishing season for salmon on the coast rivers and bays

should be from the 15th of August to the 15th of November
of each year. The close days, Saturday to Sunday evenings,
should be observed on all waters throughout the State.

SCARCITY OF OYSTERS.—The receipts of oysters from
Chesapeake Bay for the last fortnight have been very small.
Prices in Washington and Baltimore are higher than they
were in September. The processes of canning and refrig-

eration have greatly reduced the supply for shipment in the
shell. Eastern oysters are sent in great quantities across
the continent and sell readily, notwithstanding the loss of
flavor occasioned by transplanting. The fishery will be
diligently operated, for the Maryland Controller has already
issued more than six hundred licenses for dredging.

Whc Mmnel

F I X T U R ES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 5 to 7.—First Dog Show of the Continental Kennel Club 1

at Denver, Col. Claude Kuig, Secretary.

Jan. 13 to 18, 18'JO.—First Annual Dog Show of the Georgia Pet
Stock and Bench Show Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Von-
(lerleith. .Secretary.
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1830.—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 11 to 14, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, American Institute Building, New York. James
Mortimer, Superintendent .

March 11 to 14, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Rochester
Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 25 to 28, 1*90—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club. at. Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.
April 15 to 18,1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of tbe Mascoutah

Kennel Club, at Chicago, III. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 4.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel Club.

P. T. Madison. Secretary, Indianapolis. Ind.
Nov. 11.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel Club,

at Chatham, Ont. C. A. Stone, Secretary, London, Ont.
Nov. 18.—Eleventh Annual Field Trials of the. Eastern Field

Trials Club, at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.
Dec. a.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club,

at Lexington, N. C. C. H. OuelJ, Secretary, Mill's Building, New
York, N. Y.
Dec. 16—Second Annual Field Trials of tbe Southern Field

Trial Club, at Arnory, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at Balcersheld, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313
Bush street. San Francisco. Cal.
Jan. 27, 1890.—All-Day Field Trials, at West Point, Miss. F. R.

Hitchcock, 44 Broadway, New York. Secretary.
Feb. 11, 1890.— Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary,

NATIONAL COURSING ASSOCIATION.
[Special .Report.]

HUTCHINSON, Kansas, Oct. 15.—The meeting on the
home grounds of the. association, the third in the

series, began Tuesday, Oct. 8. The weather was favorable,

and the preparations being complete, nothing was wanting
to make this, the most important meeting of the season, a
grand success, and so it proved until it was interrupted by
the rain that commenced on Saturday after the first series

of the second stake had been run off.

The programme as published left the entries for the
National Derby open to the. world, the American Sweep-
stakes excluding imported dogs.
Several days previous to that named for the entries to

close, the nominations came in so rapidly that the manage-
ment was obliged to limit the stake to thirty-two dogs in
the National Derby, and was further obliged to decline a
large number of entries, among which were several imported
dogs whose owners intended to enter them, but were de-
barred by their own tardiness and neglect. The entries
were free', but one-third of the winnings were reserved by
the association for a general eutrance fee. and for this rea-

son no excuse could be offered for the delay in making
entry.
There is a tendency among coursing men to improve the

quality of their dogs, for as proven at the meeting the
smaller and speedier type wili carry off the honors every
time. A 401bs. greyhound is preferable to a TOlbs. dog for
coursing purposes, but the happy medium will come nearer
meeting the demand than either extreme. A dog from
55 to 601bs. in weight and a female from 50 to 551bs., other
conditions being equal, will win more stakes than their
much heavier competitors. The feet of the heavy dogs are
liable to suffer, and when it comes to "getting ab rat" at the
turns the big ones are wanting.
The morning of the 8th all of the greyhounds to compete

at the meeting were brought out on the main street for a
grand parade, and the display was certainly the finest ever
seen at a coursing meeting in this State, and as they marched
up the street with their proud owners at their side "one was
reminded of the old days in England," as a big-hearted old
Yorkshireman expressed it.

Prominent among the lot were Trales, the imported son
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of Wandering Tom and Little Emily III., a grand fellow im-
ported in 1888 by Dr. G. Irwin Royce, of Topeka, Kansas,
with three Glendyne bitches, in company with D. N. Heizer
and G. N. Moses, of Great Bend, Kansas. He is just coming
fco himself after getting acclimated. He is a white and brin-
dle in color, weigbs about sixty pounds and is very symme-
trical throughout; especially strong iu loin and quarters,
good bone, and has most excellent legs and feet. His main
faults being a little too much fullness iu the head above the
eyes, and a neck too short. This latter is a more common
defect in greyhounds than any other one fault. He went
down before the grand old imported bitch Dick's Darli ug, but
a couple of days previous to the meeting was not himself
from some disturbance of the bowels. He is undoubtedly the
best all-round coursing dog in the West at the present time.
Dick's Darling, a rather blocky black bitch, imported in

1888 by Mr. D. C. Luce, of Great Bend, Kansas, is worthy of
more than a passing notice. She is by Coleraiue Diamond,
out of Daylight, and her pedigree carries back to a large
number of the Waterloo winners. She won some minor
stakes before coming to this country, and in one event she
stood to win a big stake, but was snagged on a picket in the
fourth round. She is rather low on her legs, very muscular,
strong in loin and quarters, well sprung in ribs, and weighs
about 581bs. Although beyond the age for coursing, she still

goes honestly about her work, with all the fire and vim of
an untirctl youngster. She divided the stake after being
seriously injured by jumping the fence into the corral in
the course with Hand Maid.
Her daughter. Lady Barton, atlrirteen-niontbs-oldpuppy,

went to third- place worthily. She is a little red brindle
weighing about 401bs., but goes away like a fiery flame,
works her hare as fast as a terrier a rat, and apparently has
great staying qualities. She is a very pretty little thing,
symmetrical throughout, but with the fault of both parents,
too much fullness over the eyes. Were she three months
older andlOlbs. heavier, she would certainly be a dangerous
competitor in the Great Bend Derby, the 34th of this month.
Among the little American-bred greyhounds may be men-

tioned Bar Maid, who divided the first with Dick's Darling.
She is from what would be called unknown stock, but in
makeup shows good breeding. She is coal-black, weighing
471bs.. and is of a. rather delicate type, a little rangy, well
up on legs, and a little light in bone. She has a long stride,
but gathers quickly, and when slipped goes away at a grand
pace*, in working the hare she rather lacks fire", but with a
little more experience will stand well in any eonrpany.
Another little bitch very noticeable was Hand Maid, a

pretty little white bitch with blue markings. She is nine-
teen months old, will weigh about forty-eight pounds, is
symmetrica I throughout, is fit for a place at any bench show,
is built on running lines, and has that determined fire in
her eye that brooks no obstacles. She only went down
before the old courser Dick's Darling in the third round, in
what should have been an undecided course. Spring, the
winner at St. Louis, Sept. 23, was in place, but in the first

roimd on a long hare, was carried through the half mile
course without a turn, breaking a nail, and being down in
the second series with Bar Maid was thrown out in a close
course. Holly, a brother of Hand Maid, a compact and
nicely made fellow, solid blue in color, weighing about 521bs.,

was working to the front, and only met defeat by Bar Maid!
Miss Rare, Minnehaha and Melodrama, of the Lexington

Kennels, were entered in the second stake and were all in
good form, but Miss Rare went down in the first round
with Hand Maid, and Melodrama with Ariel, a half sister
of Hand Maid.
There were others worthy of notice, but space will not

allow of a detailed description. Mr. D. M. Sidle and Wm.
Dunn came from southern Kansas with a string of seven,
confidently expecting to win, but after the first fast brace
went from the slips they were a little shaky. They are
both pleasant gentlemen, ana went home filled with knowl-
edge and enthusiasm.
Mr. Alfred Haigh, of Cable, 111., nominator of Bar Maid,

is a gentleman of very large proportions, weighing over
330 lbs. He is from Yorkshire, England, and is jolly and
kind in his make-up and enters into the sport with' enthusi-
asm. It was a sight, to see him with his face all streaming
with perspiration and flushed with excitement as Bar Maid
weut to the slips for the last round, and after the second
course was called "undecided" he collapsed, and was only too
willing to divide the first and second money.
Mr. E. T. Vernon, a prominent attorney of Larned, Kan.,

was seen for the first time on a public coursing ground. He
is a gentleman of Southern birth, Oft. 4in. tall, big-hearted
and genial, a valuable addition to the coursing interests.
Every year brings a new lot and a better class of coursers,

and let me say that the interest demands that clubs be
formed in different localities throughout the country, and a
class of men called to the ranks with a practical love for the
sport; men of independence in finance, but not extremely
wealthy, as men of this class are apt to encourage exclusive'-
ness.

Clubs can be formed with little expense, and the practical
furnishing of rabbits and material for coursing can be done
by parties who are adepts at the business, and a round of
meetings in the spring and fall can be successfidly arranged
for. This is iu perfect harmony with the original ideas of
the inaugurators of coursing in this country.
Make a large stake, open it to the world, and especially

invite foreign competition. It will yet come to this, and we
hope to soon see a movement put on foot looking to organi-
zation in various localities of coursing clubs. The sport is
attractive in itself, and is enduring; the personal interest
increases with each experience, and it is thoroughly before
the public, will rapidly gain in public favor, and in" time is
destined to divide the interest with horse racing if it does
not become the national sport.
There are greyhounds through the country which, if well

trained, by which we mean exercised and hardened fox-

coursing, and if only trained on cottontails, will stand a
good show at any open meeting, as instanced by the work of
Bar Maid at the meeting here in Hutchinson, Kansas. She
had never seen a jack-rabbit, but was fit and went to her
work like an old courser.
At Louisville and St. Louis there was a good lot, and

most of them worked gamly.
The running ground in the Association Park is the long-

est in the world, and in fact it is too long. It is 900yds. long,
by 75yds. in width; at the end of the course there is an
escape for the rabbit into a forty acre field, being a part of
the half section of ground devoted to the rabbits; the escape
fence is composed of a board fence 4ft. high, with 4ft. of
strong wire netting above it, and was supposed to be all
sufficient to check the dogs, but proved insufficient for two
of them, Dick's Darling and Hand Maid, both of which
cleared it at a bound.
The rabbits mostly ran well, but true to their obstinate

disposition, a few of them would wait till pressed by the
dogs, and then wdth a fast pair after them, would wait too
long. In the open they will often do the same, and it is no
uncommon thing to pick up four or five in succession, in
ruus not averaging 300yds. Had the distance been only a
quarter of a mile, three but of five would have escaped. On
Friday when the first series of the second stake was run,
seven out of twelve escaped.
As the new entries for the secoud stake were made, the

subject of muzzling the dogs was taken up, and by unani-
mous consent of the dog owners the dogs were all to be muz-
zled, and by action of the, association it was decided to
muzzle the dogs on all occasions whenever and wherever
meetings were held in an inclosed park. The racing is just
as satisfactory, and instead of killing the rabbit, they are

only mussed over by the dog, and an attendant being ready
at hand secures the game, which runs away with little ap-
parent injury as soon as released.
The field officers of the meeting were as follows: Dr. Chas.

Halloway, judge; Arthur Massey, slipper; G. Irwin Royce,
field steward; D, C. Luse. slip steward.

It was fully 3 o'clock when the first brace was brought to
the slips, but with little further delay the races were run
through in rapid succession. I). M. 'Sidle's Little Katie
was drawn with D. N. Heizer's imported Trales. The En-
glish fellow left the slips in his masterly wray, led to the
hare by four open lengths, turned to Katie, but she failed to
hold possession, Trales leading again for a turn and a kill.

Trales won.
M. E. Allison's Reno Rex and M. Walsh's Maggie went to

the slips. Rex cut out the work, turned, made a go-by, and
killed, beating Maggie pointless.
D. M. Sidle's Pearl Sidle was next slipped with Mrs. C. K.

Phillips's Bender. Pearl led from the slips, wrenched several
times but failed to turn, the hare escaping. Pearl won.
John R. Pjice'S Reno Pilot a bye.
M. Mullen's Sport was next down with Mrs. D. C. Luse's

Little Thought Of. Little Thought Of raced away from the
slips like a flash, lost sight by the rabbit starter's horse,
letting Sport in without merit, and the remainder of the
course was but a follow my leader to the escape; unde-
cided.
M. E. Allison's Reno Redwood drawn with G. Irwin

Royce's Hand Maid. Maid led up with a rush, turned the
hare, fell, rolling over twice, but regaining her feet made a
grand go bye and killed, again falling, but held the hare as
she came to her feet. Maid won,
Wm. Dunn's Don Pedro a bye.
J. R. Cochran's Bridget and D. C. Luse's Dick's Darling

were slipped to a good hare. Dick's Darling weut away
with her usual meteoric style, wrenched several times,
turned again comingin, held possession for several wrenches,
and killed, beating Bridget pointless.
D. N. Heizer's Lady Graham Glendyne slipped with W.

W. Carney's Jessamine. Lady Graham went away in a
style worthy of her noted sister, Miss Glendyne, the Water-
loo winner, made a beautiful run up. turned, placed Jessa-
mine for several wrenches and a turn; gave Lady G. an
opening for a go bye, which she was not slow in accepting.
Again turned to Jessamine, and the white and red took the
work for a moment for four wreuches, and in the rapid ex
changes following Lady (I. won with credit, but being out
of condition showed the' effects of a hard course. She has
never been herself since having pups, and will require an-
other year to get on her feet again.
D. C. Luse's Lady Barton with A. A. Tanner's Rena.

Lady Barton raced away to the hare with speed worthy of
her old mother, Dick's Darling, turned in a quarter, placed
Rena, who failed to hold possession for a point, letting
Lady Barton in for a go bye and turn, and then some pretty
work followed, iu which Lady Bartou had decidedly the
best of it, beating Rena with much to spare.
T. Coke Eberly's Cousin Frank being delayed the course

with Lady in White was postponed by consent till the mor-
row.
Mr. Phelps's Ace of Spades and Mr. Alfred Haigh's Nip

next in order were placed to complete the running for the
day. Nip ran away from Ace of Spades, only allowing him
to kill without merit. Nip beat pointless.
The next was the undecided heat between Sport and Little

Thought Of. L. T. O. raced away to the hare in her usual
style, turned, placed Sport, took the work away from him
again, made repeated wrenches and tripped, but the hare
escaped.

Wednesday, Oct. 9.

Cousin Frank and G. A. Walkup's Chicago, Bell being
absent, Arthur Massey's Lady in White, Arthur Haigh's
Bar Maid, two bye dogs, were by consent placed together:
Bar Maid led from the slips, turned to Lady in White
for the kill; Bar Maid won. A. F. Walsh's Kate M.
with Mrs. E. A. Rowell's Holly; Kate M. was favored in the
slip, but Holly drew up for a go by, turned to Kate, but she
falling, gave away her opening to Holly, allowing him to
score a turn and a kill; Holly won.
Wm. Dunn's Clothes Horse came down in the drawing

with the St. Louis winner Spring; Spring led to the hare in
a masterly way, wrenched repeatedly, but failed to turn, the
hare being a strong one carried the eager fellow to the es-
cape, Spring winning pointless.

J. R. Cochran's Ariel was next slipped with Arthur Mas-
sey's Savina. Ariel led from the slips with Savina close up,
turned to Savina, who wrenched twice and turned to Ariel
for the kill. This closed the series in the sixteen-dog stake.

Second Series.

Trales placed with Pearl Sidle to open the secoud series:
Trales showed more of his old form than yesterday; leading
up with a rush he turned his hare, and having considerable
the advantage iu the ruu up, again turned, placing Pearl
for a turn. Trales killed, winning with much to spare.
The best course of the day was the one next drawn. Little

Thought Of and Hand Maid, two quick, active, workers and
very speedy, and the crowd was on tiptoe as they were called
to the slips. They went away to a good hare, Maid having
the stride, but being unsighted for a moment let L. T. O. up,
but recovering, Maid raced aWay, turned the hare, placed
L. T. O., and then was seen some of the quickest and pret-
tiest work of the season, Maid having the best of it, raced,
around L. T. O., wrenched twice and killed. Hand Maid
won.
Don Pedro, Dick's Darling in the slips, the old lady went

to her hare like a rocket, turned, went back to her work,
turned, let Don Pedro in for two wrenches and a turn, again
taking possession rolled up several points, turned to Dou
Pedro for a kill without merit. Dick's Darling won.
Lady Barton beat Lady Graham Glendyne in a short

course.
Nip and Holly were in for the next course, Niplleading to

the hare, turned to Holly, and the blue brother of Hand
Maid, getting to his work in great style, rolled up points
rapidly, winning easily.
Again the St. Louis crack, Spring, was in, but with a

bustler, the Illinois black Bar Maid, with his broken toe
nail scored against him. They went, away at a rattling,
rushing pace, keeping the spectators in a dizzy whirl. Bar
Maid slightly in the lead. Racing to the quarter Bar Maid
wrenched several times, turned to Spring, he again placing
the black. Bar Maid tripped, Spring killed. It was a close
course and a pretty one. This course showed Bar Maid a
good one, and went a long ways toward placing her as fa-
vorite.
Ariel a bye.

Third Series.

Again the imported white and brindle, Trales, was let in
to down Pearl Sidle, which he did in a short course, win-
ning easily.
A tremor of excitement went through the large crowd,

and dog men were anxious, as Hand Maid and Dick's Darl-
ing were called out. The old lady had won all her courses
handily, and the little white had plenty of points to her
credit; they were slipped to a demon hare, Dick's Darling
getting away in the lead in the first two hundred yards, but
only held her advantage to the quarter, when Maid drew up,
lessening half the distance in the last quarter to the escape.
It was simply a straighta way run with not enough points to
make a course, and certainly should have been declared un-
decided, but Dick's Darling was awarded the course.
Over the first or temporary escape they went, falling as

they struck the mesh wiTe, but away they raced to the per- I

manent escape, the two owners of the dogs groaning as they
saw them going to the escape, knowing the persistency of
both, Comingto theescape, Dick's Darling, afterthe second
effort, cleared the fence and was racing away down the
corral after the fleeing hare. She carried him to the end of
the field and back, killing as her owner secured her. Hand
Maid, in her effort to scale the fence caught in the.wire and
was secured. This heat was the sensation of the day.
Lady Barton won over Holly in a short course. Ariel

went down before Bar Maid in a short but close contest.

Fourth Scries.

Trales and Dick's Darling, the two imported dogs came
down for a rattling course, and even though the old lady had
injured her legs and feet in jumping the fence, she was game
and eager, and to a good hare she spun away, leading Trales,
but becoming unsighted, let Trales up, but as Dick's Darl-
ing became sighted again she raced up, turned to Trales,
and rapid exchanges took place, the hare turning toward
the judge, separated the dogs for a moment, unsighting
Trales. Dick's Darling killed a,nd won. but in the judg-
ment of your reporter Trales should have had the course.
Lady Barton, the little red 13mos. old daughter of Trales

and Dick's Darling, had worked gamely to third place, but
went down before the "dark horse" Bar Maid from Illinois.
This brought theruuning to the final course, The two blacks
were still left in, Dick's Barling, the imported, and Bar
Maid, the. unknown, and they were placed in the slips amid
great excitement, Dick's Darling the favorite, but as they
were loosed to a good hare Bar Maid shoved to the front;
the injury to Dick's Darling's leg had made her sore in spite
of her great gameness. Bar Maid turned in 200yds. and
Dick's Darling killed; undecided. Again they were placed
in the slips, only to repeat the performance. Again to a
short hare, and again undecided. As they were taken back
for a third triaf the two owners. Mr. D. C. Luse and Mr.
Alfred Haigh, after a hasty consultation, agreed upon a
division of first and second money, Lady Barton third,
Trales fourth.

Friday, Oct. U.
The second stake, the American Sweepstakes for Ameri-

can-bred dogs only, brought, twenty-four entries, most of the
dogs in the first stake being re-entered, but there were
several well-known good ones present, including Miss Rare,
Minuehaha and a young one, Melodrama, belonging to the
Lexington, Ky., Kennel, and Duke of Dodge, a son of Needle,
the runner up in the young dog stake at the first American
Coursing Club meeting iu 18S6.
The dogs were muzzled, and rabbits seemingly ran better,

and the first, day of the new stake was rather the best of the
meeting. The weather had been everything desired up to
the present. Saturday being a trifle cooler than the days
previous, and twelve courses were rattled off in quick suc-
cession.
Ariel and Lexington Kennel's Melodrama raced to the

escape, Ariel leading by four open lengths, reaching the
escape. Ariel being but a bit of a body, went through the
small space for the rabbit to pass through and ran herself
to a standstill, but won the course over Melodrama point-
less.

Kate M. had a walk away over Little Katie in a long
strung course to theescape; Lexington Kennel's Minnehaha
beat Holly in a elosely contested course, Holly apparently
having the best of it, but falling, lost ground for a moment,
but was soon at his work and should have been named
winner.
Mr. E. T. Vernon's Beauty ran a bye.
The Lexington crack, Miss Rare, weut down before the

little white. Hand Maid in a pretty course. In the run up
Hand Maid showed four open lengths, worked closer, and
won handily. As they reached the escape Hand Maid
jumped the temporary escape, went to the permanent es-
cape like a ray of light, the attendants trying to check her,
but evading them she cleared the eight-foot fence without,
touching, turned the hare, brought it to the escape and
killed.
Miss Rare's owner, Dr. Van Hummell, attributed the de-

feat to the muzzle, and in his usual confident way offered to
wager a hundred against Hand Maid in a trial on the open
within the week following.
lh the heat between Rena and Lavina, Rena had the best

of it from the slips, but Lavina made a go bye in the two
hundred yards, forcing the hare to the escape in a culvert.
Duke of Dodge beat Bender without an effort. Nip beat

E. T. Vernon's Jack pointless on a good hare which escaped.
Pearl Sidle beat Duke B. in a short course. Bridget made
merry with her hare before her kennel mate Stonewall Jack-
son. Don Pedro, in a close course, beat Bar Maid, wanner
in the first stake; but she was apparently sore and worked
sluggishly. Jessamine beat John Walton's Newton Bell.
The following day the rain interfered with the conclusion

of the stake and running was postponed until Monday, but
the rain continued without interruption, and with uo
prospect of ceasing, and after mature deliberation and con-
sultation by the officers of the association and nominators
iu the stake, it was decided to divide the money equally
between the winners, and call the stake closed. This, as it
has proved, was a wise move, for up to Wednesday night it
was still raining, and this iu droughthy Kansas.
Thus closed the largest'and most successful inclosed park

meeting ever held in this country.

NATIONAL DERBY.
Open to the world, $300 to first, $100 to second, $50 to third,

$35 to fourth,
First Series.

D. N, Heizer's (Great Bend. Kan.) brindle and white dog
Trales beat D. M. Sidle's (Winfield, Kan.) brindle bitch
Little Katie. M. E. Allison's (Hutchinson, Kan.) red dog
Reno Rex beat A. F. Walsh's (Nickerson, Kan.) red and
white bitch Maggie. D. M. Sidle's red and white bitch
Pearl Sidle beat Mrs. C. K. Phillip's (Greensburg, Kan.) red
dog Bender. J. R, Price's (Topeka, Kan.) fawu dog Reno
Pilot a bye. G. Irwin Royce's (Topeka, Kan.) white and
blue bitch Hand Maid beat M. E. Allison's Reno Redwood,
Don Pedro a bye. D. O. Luse's (Great Bend, Kan.), black
bitch Dick's Darling beat J. R, Cochran's (Winfield, Kan.)
fawn bitch Bridget. D. N. Heizer's white and black bitch
Lady Graham Glendyne beat, W. W. Carney's (Great Bend,
Kan.) white and red bitch Jessamine. D. C. Luse's red
bitch Lady Barton beat A. A. Tanner's (Jamestown, N. Y )

white bitch Rena. Alfred Haigh's (Cable. 111.) black bitch
Bar Maid beat Arthur Massey's (Great Bend, Kan.) white
and black bitch Lady-in-White. Alfred Haigh's blue dog
Nip beat Mr. Phelps's Ace of Spades. Mrs. D. C, Luse's
(Great Bend, Kan.) brindle bitch Little-Thought-Of beat
M. Mullen's (Nickerson, Kan.) brindle clog Sport. Mrs. E.
A. Rowell's (G reat Bend, Kan.) blue dog Holly beat A. F,
Walsh's Kate M. E, Burger's (St. Louis, Mo.) fawn dog-
Spring beat Wm. Dunn's Clothes Horse. J. R. Cochran's
white and blue bitch Ariel beat Arthur Massey's fawn bitch
Lavina,

Second Series.

Trales beat Reno Rex, Pearl Sidle beat Reno Pilot, Hand
Maid beat Little-Thought-Of, Dick's Darling beat Don
Pedro, Lady Barton beat Lady Graham, Glendyne Holly
beat Nip, Bar Maid beat Spring, Ariel a bye.

Third Scries.

Trales beat Pearl Sidle, Dick's Darling beat Haud Maid,
Lady Barton beat Holly, Bar Maid beat Ariel.

Foivrth Series.

Dick's Darling beat Trales, Bar Maid beat Lady Barton-
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• Bar Maid and Dick's Lfarling, divided first dad second,-
Lady Bartdu third, Trales fourth.'

,. . AMERICAN SWEEPSTAKES.
n pipen It) Americaiv;bred dogs only, $100 to first, $50 to sec-
ond, p8,-t6 third' £1"}' to fourth, entries free, but one-third of
winuings retained by the Association for general entrance
fee, • i, ,- - 0 ..

Ariel beat Willb.nis and "Van Hummell's (Lexington,
Ky.) black and white bitch Melodrama. Kate M. beat Little
Katie. Williams and Van Hummell's (Lexington, Ky.)
white mid fawn bitch Minnehaha beat Holly. Beauty a
bye, Hand Maid beat Williams a nd Van Hummell's (Lex-
ington, Ky.) white and brindle bitch Miss Rare. Dr. 0. H.
Simpson's (Dodge City, Kan.) white and black dog Duke of
tiddge' beat Bdflde%Mn beat fi. T. Vernon's (Lamed. Kan.)
black dog Jack. Pearl Sidle beat Lfrike B. Bridget beat
Stonewall Jackson.. Don Pedro beat Bar Maid. Jessamine
beat .'dim -WaltQnjB .(Newton, Kan.) fawn bitch Newtoh
Belle; Stake $MK divided

'

_ THE A. K. C. FINANCES.
Editor Fared nmt). 8h:wwi

\ Jr » \

Replies to the open lecfera iff BWsftfti. Vredenl7.urg.h and Bel-
mont seem hardly necessary, but the atleh'Mc'rt tjf *he, flog
public may properly be called to the drift of affairs that wi'fl

be inevitable if these letters are not promptly censured in
the only practical way. The letter of Mr. Vredenburgh com-
pletely begs the question; he asks for a committee to inves-
tigate Whether his books are correct, and any practical bttsi-
fie.S^.maii knows ho'w hfjOM niay be COttect; and a statement
jpid£ front tbgtii that contains nri falseMdd, and yet is

atteflly derasite. "I" he point ,is that Mr. , Peshall add Mr'.
Shotwell both say that appearances, indicate that the
A. K. C. will not have funds at the find of the year with
which to publish the Stud Book. As treasurer, Mr. Vreden-
burgh has received moneys in payment of entries in the Stud
Book not yet published: if he cannot show an unquestiona-
ble reserve fund, out of which the expense of publishing the
hfext volume of the Stud Book Will be borne, then all money
thus received ehduld, be classed as accounts payable. If
Messrs. Peshall and Shotwell arc correct; the A, K.(J. is un-
questionably insolvent. Any business u/an.w|ll admit this
on sight. Whether these gentlemen are correct I ani not
fully prepared to say, bnt that they have abundant ground
for their opinion is shown by the reports made bv the Stud
Book Committee. Now, I do not see wherein the use of a
{53u}niittce to explain (of state) what nobody has denied
etimes in. A- detailed report from Mr. Vredenburgb is asked
for by the circumstances' thefds.elves^and nobody has said
that Mr. Vredenburgh's report will not be a< cepted as

4

tnrth-

Now as to the desirability of such a detailed statement
being made at this time, M& Belmont has a lot to say about
the ''regular tiirje; Usual cUsfdlH," and that Nucha de-
tailed ilep'dri will be, .furnished, \then Called for by proper
kiitlmiaty, etc.; etd; Whd Bad ftJeftj b§ ffial has abetter
Hght to a«k for this infdruuitiorrtlian tine tfeultdrfc tit the
V. K. C. those «dio have

s
advanced money on the pledge of

i-'ecieH'ing trie ghtriet' rtud ntud b'-ok5.ju return* I take it

that Mr. Shotwell is in this category, a£ ig M». Hopf.
Rightly or wrongly the solvency of the A. K. C. has been
questioned, and the doubts expressed are supported by fig-

ures that on their face conclusively support the charge of
insolvency-. Does not any business man, in such circum-
|'tdiio'e^, Wif.pt Sfld'etmuj* mfire tliail a toefe generalisation
j'tdm jiis debtor-- And wiled ltd ge'f/? rt ;i>emeut' what does
ije ,-tbiuk of the debtor, when the inventory of stocK fcdfcltains

Bhpaleable goods jvalued at full prices? Mr. Vredeoburgh ;

:=

report shows stock oil hand F0 something like $1,840. Does
any man believe that the whole lot would be ebld for #140?
There are plenty of mercantile men among the delegate! of
the A. K. C. Ijjust ask them to apply the state of this case
to One of their debtors and what their impression would be
as to the Chance of their getting their money? So far. the
lesson of the fepoi'ts and letters thereon is that the A. K. C,
Jsiot|el$tely iiifioifeht.-

, Now as,Id tnt ,sf)tfji ofthe letterS; the .prospect they
jiol.d out-, for future dignified and harmonious cpltr'Ses in
fcanine affairs. Honestly, J. am grieved alt Mr., Belmont's
letter, i I know nothing' whatever of the gentleman but
what i gather from his. public, expressions;' I never had a
particle of private expression tit o'pin'op as to him from
anybody, and I am sincerely sorry that any Man can be at
the head of American canine affairs and fail to realize the
shocking impropriety of his indulging in what appear to be
vindictive personalities, over his official signature and in
the official organ of the body he represents. This maybe
consistent with perfect uprightness, but it certainly shows
complete unfitness for the position. There is no use in mincing
words; the frank truth is the only thiugto save us, and I ask
all American dogdom how they relish the prospect of their
officers using their official signatures and the A.KC. official

organ to promulgate charges of " hypocrisy" against gentle-
men whodifferfromthem? Juststop audthink whatthiswill
inevitably lead to? Mr, Belmont would have aperfect right
to publish anything and everything he. has written, if he did
it m the public press and over his private signature; but to
throw the weight of his reprsentative character into the
scale against some one with whom he differs, or to use the
official organ of his club for this purpose, is simply destruc-
tive of every good purpose for which the club was instituted.
Remember that not a single particle of evidence was pro-
duced to support the wild charge, of hypocrisy against Mr.
Peshall, it being entirely an assumption of Mr. Belmont's.

It would probably be impertinence in me to say to Mr.
Belmont that I have no personal feeling against him in this
matter, but to the public at large such a disclaimer may be
necessary as a preliminary to my saying that, under its

present management, nothing but wreck and ruin is in
store for the American Kennel Club. W. WADE.
Hulton. Pa., Oct. 19.

Editor Forest and Stream:
After reading the published correspondence between the

secretary and president of the A. K, C, which appeared in
your last issue, it is very evident that the management will
not permit a detailed statement to be made showing the ex-
act financial condition of the club, and the members must
be satisfied with the statement made by the secretary dur-
ing the last meeting, which showed for the first eight
months of the year that over §6,000 had been collected from
the breeders and dog men of this country, and about the
same amount had during the same time been expended by
the officials of the club; and that if the members are not
satisfied with this statement they must estimate for them-
selves and therefrom airive at their own conclusions. No
one for one moment has ever questioned the integrity,
honesty or ability of either the secretary or his assistant,
that the amount has been received and the amount disbursed,
no one has ever doubted, or in any way questioned, and all
the members of the club who have written on the subject
ever asked for is a detailed statement by the secretary show-
ing from what sources the income was derived and the items
of expense, or "from whence it cometh and whither it
goeth." The secretary has been asked in the most kindly,
and I might say almost in an affectionate manner for this
information. This is a voluntary association, and every
member of a local club is a member of tnis association, and
is entitled to this information when reasonably requested-

What I claim is this, that under a reckless and extrava-
aUt Management thousands of dollars have been taken

nanagement
members of

management
is top vsaxui of an idiotic hobby, adopted by* ti .rhafflfity pf
the delegates, for ime.fssue .of the monthly publicatftfn;, tKe.'

Kennel Gazette, and the fasten r«g.An bo. the local clubs that
fungus, the associate membership. The K?:it:>iel Gazette,
with its expensive attendants, its costly attauntient^ and
m.a^nifif-<ent surroundings, worthless in itself, useless to the
breeder and a\£tap/ling menace to the. sporting press, is use-
ful only to hold within* ftsfforir'st the outpourings of venom,
and the aroma which arises from fh'". littrafy prod ltd. of an
illiterate, ignorant writer, directed against m* rubers of the
club, as will more fully appear from a personal pefmSatof
the September issue. The associate membership comesupof/
Us from the same source in its wake, sapping the very foun-
dations and Vitals Of the local clubs. Under the old consti-
tution about forty clubs Wefe built Up and an interest

' to

48

respect.
Now let us take a look at 1889 ant? the pj'ftgpec.ts for 1890.

B/i. party desires kennel recognition now he fn*# beydmo
an .'i «M;'ate pjetube!', he must join the club throu
office door of ** Broadwa^- and While there is no compulsion
for him to either open Grf read ..the Oi'gatl Of the club, the
Kennel Gazette, he must receive it - dot onfily with Its un-
savory odor, but with its unpedigreed long iW, <?f rodOgl'el
curs therein contained as registered bv the A. K, C The
Ideal clubs ha-ve pOrtred into the coffers of the club, throUgH?

tb
now

,.„le to
open their shows- next ye*r; and it if. not mil f thtt small
clubs, but. the Philadelphia Club' an'd

t
*hf clrib in the.gfeat

city of Boston ha^e ftbou't cpnclpded to succiimb; while,.the
New York show will perhaps be thednly successful one 61 the
season The Stud Book for 18S>.» 1 ag <>;! '<•--

1 within i ts primitive
leaves in the kennel office, the fifty cents whic^'haH come down
frdid the hills and up from the vales to pay for the' 'eg'strA-
tio'n in the club's official book has long since been absorbed'
by th^infmifieeh't sftrrotfud-ings ftotti without, and according
to the Stud Bosk Opi'.dmrttee, the^'S is tt© money to that ac-
count to nom
by the offici

OUtfooks, h>

the chai'med No, 44 Broadway, and that there' numbers
df the A. K-. C. who have been termed hypocritical bei .ti-s?

they bfffe' th'ti q&i&atfe to .express not only their views, but
who refuse to' fri^cRle" and bend the knee to the many wiles
growing out of this idiotfe' bobby, even if bolstered up by
the hearth of .a

1

Herchles; the wtsQiM W. a Soldmion,- or the
golden wealth of rfn rtss; - -

.

So the management of the At. K\ C. is not, a TMrnd- n'df'is

it controlled by a rabble. It is not So1 elevated, for the facta
will convince any one that it has descended to' the control of
a eliUde, History teaches us that good govern me'St has at
times grown ddt of the actions of the rabble, but never an
instancy can we remember where good government has ever
resulted frdM tfie intriguing ofa clique. The rabble can
exist without the assistance of the clique, and the clique
does not desire the advice, aid of assistance df the rabble,
excepting in this, that the clique will accept front the rabble
or any member thereof any contributions of money that
may be sent them, and which will be used by the Clique in
furtherance of their adopted motto, "Health, Wealth and
Wisdom.' Peshall.
Jkksby City, Oct: iiJ

1
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the Irish setter fieL© tf?iaLs\

TTCTE publlsn' below the chm'mentg of the. toiid'on' FldttW upon the recent field trials of the Irish Red J3ettef
-

Club: ,., ,

"When we say that every one was hearrilj glad as" fbe last
course was being run on the evening of Thursday, Sept. W,
no disparagement of the gathering is intended; simply iht
meeting was a day too long, when the severe nature of the
grouud ofer which the various trials were run is taken into
consideration. There were too many stakes, too many en-
tries, and greater interest would have been shown in all,

had fewer of the dogs beeu entered in more than one of the
competitions. Two or three good stakes, with the number
df entriesin each limited, would be quite as many a£ could be
satisfactorily concluded in a couple of days on any grouse
mountain in Ireland in the middle of September. Birds
then are wild and considerably scattered, and though they
lie much better to dogs there than they do in England and
the south of Scotland, still many of them are away from the
hill points and hillocks long before the dogs come within
scenting range. Grouse generally were found to be fairly
numerous after the first day; but on the terribly rough and
dangerous moor of Sir W, McMahon's, gone over on Tues-
day, they were by no means so plentiful as could have been
wished. Still they lay well under the tussocks of old
heather, and it was rather peculiar that on that day every
bird we saw was utilized in some way or other, either a
good or bad point being had from it. This was by no means
the case later on in the meeting, when far more birds were
found, but they were wilder. Mr. W. P. Black's mountain
is an exceedingly pretty one from every point of view;
heather in profusion, in all stages of growth, is to be found,
and with an abundance of grouse there is a fair sprinkling
of blue hares, with a snipe or two now and then. There are
a few sheep on the shootings, but not nearly so many as
would be found on the same extent in Scotland.
"Taking all things into consideration, this last field trial

meeting of the Irish Setter Club must be set down as a great
success, inasmuch as, in addition to several well-known
celebrities, there also competed two or three brace of Irish
setters almost, if not quite, equal to anything of the kind
previously seen. Indeed, the work of the native red setter
throughout was of such a character as cannot fail to en-
hance the value of the variety in the opinion of sportsmen,
especially those whose shootings lie in wild and exposed
situations. Although the chief honor of the meeting did
not actually fall to an Irish setter, this may be said to have
arisen more through inadvertence than otherwise. To Mr.
Heywood Lonsdale's liver and white pointer bitch Mopsa
went the cup for the best pointer or setter in the competition

,

a bad or mistaken rule, we think, allowing her, although
only one of an entry in the brace stakes, to compete against
the'dogs entered in the ordinary single competitions. Thus
Mopsa, when she met Devonshire Sail in the finals, had pre-

viously run only a single short trial of about twenty min-
utes, and so was comparatively fresh. Shewas well handled
by Brailsford, who, if not able to go quite so fast over his
ground as some of the more juvenile breakers, still was
always about the place when he was wanted, and he never
allows any of his animals to lose a point through want
of attention on his part. Devonshire Sail, the Derby
winner, run by Messrs. Bulled and Bruette (the latter

we believe an American partner of the Devonshire
man), and handled admirably by Turner, who proved
so successful with Mr, Ellis's Irish red setters last year
and the year before, is' a good-looking bitch, a prize
winner on the bench. She goes a rare pace, carries her
head well, and seemed to be an untiring worker; still, on
the trials she cau scarcely be brought into comparison with

sotnfe of ihf r^d setter's
1

that had run so many rfl<Sfe tfnSeS
than she; bfit of thehr inore anon. Devonshire Jadk,het
brother (they arebyMolfon Baron—Tillage Star, and 20m&i.
old), is equallygood, perhaps better,- and a thorough show
dog in appearance; he has likeW*e<e won prizes^ and is a good
Ofte to go. We were particularly pleased with the style in
jvhichhe carried hie head, and the showy idanner iin W'hidfo
be

1

gallopfed and S'food his game. The best English setter* at?
the meeting' was" tf-ndotibtedly that smart liver and white

tell, went q'dfre as? fast over the rough heather as the red

bfac^ Master Sam and Merry Dick, di4 not work so well «*»
we hare £3ett them, the first named espectaHf--Tperhaps at-
tributable to thC fact that neither has beeo m the moors'
this season; so they wefft somewhat tamely on gf'd«ste oVet
the mountains in comparison With what they might baYe
done after partridges in the low eVtfniry, Still, Dick Wmt>
excessively fast at times—aright merry gW,. that on a future
occasion! may be seen to better advantage. Tbrs- was Nich-
olson's first appearance at an Emerald Isle meeting/ and re--

g/ets were expressed that he was not more sueeft'ssfui..

Tfidmaw Armstrong, tod, -wm there for the first time, #adl
he pleasea all by the quiet way in which he worked his dogs1

',

and their non-succeM cannot be laid to' his door.
"No doubt the honors 6t the meeting wefit to R. K. Arm-

istioft^i a sop of Edward Aimfttftnte,- Of Dauby Lodge< and
now engaged' as.trainer to Mr. W. tL C'ooperv-of Ashbourne,
who has got ti fennel of Irish setters together which,, with
a little further imprWemeUt, will be almost ttabeatable,
Young Armstrong had hia 4ogs nicely broken, tya* he
worked them too quickly, himself miming over the grotmcfl
at a p'aee with which the judges failed to keep up. Meruit £•

who is hWwith Mr, C. C. Ellis, did likewise, and on thfe
account, whett *wmpeting together, the two tfaisers had to
be spoken to by thtl jwdgeS,- and cautioned as to their rate oi
procedure. No doubt both will in future bear this in mmd/
lOfttjM are excellent, steady fellows,' painstaking and hardi
travelers',- and their good sense will lead them to benefit by
thai}' experience* at this meeting in cotiflty Tyrone. Of the
new rfeu sfettersy precedence must be gi yen to* Mearn'oTe Sure
Death, a bi'tcb thdft was unfortunately entered in sill the
stakes. We should li&e i.O have «?en her and her half-fcisteE'

\Voamlne run by an Irish Sportsman; but there was the
next best th^ng. to this—they were bred by one, viz., Mr. J,
G. Hawks, of Kenmare, County Kerry.- Ttoey are fair-look-
ing hitches, both of ttiem are directly descended from the
blood of Captain Hutchins'6"»'« old celebrity Bbb,- and have
not a drop of anything but pu're Milesian blood ib their
\
verusv 'to Bltfc Death would undoubtedly have gatm fehe>

chtHrifftoxt cup had she not been so hard fan;- bow she weftfe-

over the g+'o'dud, ey'en in the earlier part of her last course,-
after running drirfeg the last three days no fewer frban ten
trials, some of which Wefe' prolonged ones, must ha*^ been
3CCQ to be believed. Armstrong had taken great pains with
herV and she was a vast improvement on the form she had!
shown in the spring at the Kennel Club's trial, no doubt
bw'h£ to' fh£ fact Of her haviug had a fortnight immedi-
ately precMfiffg this meeting over some of the yongh-
n«t mountains in. Tyrone We fancy she is faster fh ant
Mai'/h's piffle Nell if both were down on similar ground:;
her style" Ssf smart aod clean; she knows where to'

look for game', possesses a find nose, and, if kept welll

under command and toade to back properly, will prove a
hard nut for the celebrities to crack in the spring of 1890.

W e do not expect to find such ti prodigy as a dog that can
gallop around her or take the outsids beat. Next to her of
the young Uukuown ones must come Wcpdbine, already
mentidthfld j she is extremely smart, and may even possess a.

more delicate nose than her half sister, and thcr'ir was little

to choose betweed her and* Mac's Little Nell when the latter
was given the trial in the' puppy stakes. We beMeve at
home Woodbine's reputation i£ as high as Sure Death's', .and!

here' she appeared to back better' fh'an1 any Trish setter We
have yet seen—a duty in which most of the cracks of this
variety seem to fail. They, however, worked- the ground
scent 'less than is usual, and in most cases these red dogs
had an iigly,- houudlike habit of putting their noses' to fhs-

grouud- aod making cut the line in that manner, rather than?
by hdldiug high their heads and catching the tainted Mr;
When Irish setters will altogether ceise this low style ©£
hunting and condescend to acknowledge a point of an oppo-
nent, they will have lost the two defects which have alone
prevented the taking that high rank they deserve at field
tidal meetings. Another good young dog is Heumore Shot-
over, a son of the bench winner, Mr. Perrin's Hector. Not.
a. iiad-lookiug dog, he too has pace on his side, and stamina
in ahtUldance; indeed, one-half of the work he and Sure
Death went through would, we fancy, have quite tired out
a moiety of the ordinary dogs we see runniug at the spring
trials, and after what we saw at Omagh last week, we are
sure that the Irish setter for rough land such as the trialsi

were run over cannot be excelled. One drawback he, how-
ever, possesses. This is his color, so difficult to see against
the dark background of the faded heather as it is in the^

autumn. This was especially to be noticed when one of the
variety ran against a pointer or English setter, nor did we
find that birds lay better to the one than to the other. The
pointer certainly looks to best advantage on these high
ranges of mountains; but when the sharp rain stoftos came
on, they scraped a bed, crouched and shivered in the e«M, at
the same time that the native dogs appeared warm an.<l eoiv-

tented.

"We have said the trials throughout were a great success,

so was the judging; and to Mr. J. H. Salter, Capt. Milner,
and Mr. T. H. Richardson, of Crumlin, the club is greatly
indebted for the excellent manner in which they performf

d

their duties. They walked well and worked hard—the latter

as a steward, and also when he took Mr. Salter's place as
judge. The arrangement of the beats the first day was not
good ; but when they came under the superintendence of Capt.
Hugh Stewart there was no going over the same ground
backward and forward to get the wind, and so a fair amount
of work was done for no more than a maximum amount of
walking.
"On the conclusion of the meeting, some surprise was ex-

pressed that the winners of the various stakes had not been
given separate and distinct trials for the champion cup, in
accordance with the rules. As a fact, the judges were not
aware of any such rule, and they would have been quite
within their rights, in the absence of such knowledge, in
awarding the cup tb any dog at the meeting without giving
any extra trial at all. However, they decided to run Hen-
more Sure Death, Mopsa, and Devonshire Sail, with the re-

sult published last week. Mac's Little Nell had won the
All-Aged Stake, and beaten Sure Death in the second round
of it; so her worker was clearly justified in his complaint
that Mr. Ellis's favorite and excellent bitch had not been;

given another run for the trophy. We hear that Mr. EUis.

has formally protested against the award, and a letter from
him appears in another column. Under the circumstances
no blame can attach to the judge in the matter; and Mr.
Giltrap's absence from the ground was owing to an accident
on the first day. This was the grumble at the meeting, and
the secretary (Mr, G-iltrap) may well feel delighted at the
result of his labors, and every one was full of praise to him
for his kindness and the welcome he gave to all.

"Some of the members of the trish Setter Club intend, if

possible, to secure a mountain of their own, over which the
• field trial meetings may be held

;

If they succeed, in doing
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this, the trials can borne off in August, before birds have
been either driven or shot over dogs, wben they will be less

wild than in September, more numerous, and so afford better
and more satisfactory trials, with not so much of the first-

point wins as had to be ftdrowed ton 'the occasion of whmh
we write." .„

'

fcENTfiAL FIELD TRIALS ENTRIES.
AEL-AC£lD POINTER STAKE.

Bo\TNtE *Pr>b—Sal), G. W. Amory.
REiiJfbs (Mainspring—Dell), Castleman Kennels,
Kofi's Gal (Rod—Junoi, Castlemau'Kennels.
Count M. (Croxteth—Trinket) CastleinaU Kennels.
Flirt (Mainspring—Merry Legs), 0. W. Donner.
PONTIAC (Milton Bang II.—Climax), Edward. B.eSTOK
Rip Rap (King of Kent—Hops), EdwaSM Dexter.
Louo GEAPHK! (champion G^apTiic—champion Daphne),

John £t. Daniels.
Deke of TsRnOs (Glendale—Spotless), L. Gardner.
CfouNf FAOSTEK (Mainspring—Doily Fauster), Dr. J. G. F,

Holston.
Duke of Hessen (Luck of Hessen—Blarney), h\ R. Hiteh-

WOOLTON GAME (Gough—Larkspur),, F. % Hite'hCock-.
RfiVEL IH. (GranhiG-Bervb, Chas. Heath.
MEALLT (Pax=Udlmax>,.Cfcaljv Heath;
SALLY BRAss It. (Graphic—Meall-yV, Chas. Heath.
LAV N< ei en '< Graphic—Mealiy) , Chas. Heath.
t&RT»rft '.Graphic—Mealiy), Chas. Heath.
t^SA^QS (Tim—Peg), Lebanon Seiinels.
Nick of Naso '(Naso Ih-^Petttgo), John N. Lewis.
BAnnerman ( Osborn 's Ale—Keswick II.), Dr. C. E. Michel.
BTONEWALL (Beb—Kirkland's Gip), W. B. Meares, Jr.
Consolation (Bang Bang—Grace III.), C. H. Odell.
Roger Williams (Bang Bang—Lalla Rookh), C. H. Odell.
Dolgokouki (Bang Bang—Lalla Rookh), 0. H. Odell.
LALLA Rookh (Sensation's Son—champion Grace) 1

. C. H
Odell. . ,

Ajax (pedigree not given)-, Walter R. Stio&is.
Seldom ((Booth—Tuckl, Nat Simpkitts.
Pre!) (pedigree not given), Bayard Thayer.
TAmMANS's Boy (Tammany—Juno), Miss H. Wooster.
Lad of BOW (Graphic—Climax), Westminster Kennel

Club.
Rock II. (Graphic—Lady Belle), J. B. Wallace.
Fan Fan (Graphic—Lady Belief J. B. Wallace.

At,J>A«EO SetTeS StAke.

eNc.iJsh setters.

IArK (('Dash ->, Cashrnan Meeker.
-LSTTle Gift (RoderigO"-'Q.ueen Bess)-, Bert Crane.
MAUD ;(Dog Whip - Harrison's Juno). Bert Crane.
KIN*

-

* M-arh- KKxnp, Noble—Belle Bel ton"), J. L Case, JiS
SAM C. VKlug Noble—Cricket), J. 1. Case, Jr.,

,

iNAforNiE B. (King Noble—Queen Vashti\ J. t. IJase, Jr.
Roi d'Or (Roderigo—Bo-Peeph. ©. "Vf. Conner.
Toledo Blade (Roderigo ^Lillian), J. B. Dager.
CincinnATUS (Couut Noble- Dido II.), J. E. Dager.
Rebel, JR. (Boderigo—Bo-Peep), Adolph Dill,
Kino's m>, (King Noble—Elsie Bel ton), Elmwood Ken-

CoUNTESSRush (Count Noble—Belle of Pieduibnl;), R. V.
Fox.
Roger (Count Noble—Queen of Mee), L. Gardner.
Miss Monarch (Ro.v Monarch—Flossiel C. 'C.

Jim Blackburn (^oderigo—Po-Beeph T. W. House.
TEMPEST (Corn it Noble—Lit>, H He >•,,', an. Jr.
Natalie II. (King Noble---NT alalte), J. He'yward, Jr. .

StLK '(champion Foreman—Harris's Isabella II.)-, t\ F.
Harris.
Dash (Bits* Drake—Diana II.), Chas. Hea*h.
JORDAN'S Dash. (Rake—Myra), J. P. -Jordan.
G-UV (Gladstone's Boj'—Lad.yN Geo. T. Leach.
^Foreman's Nell (Fo^cnian—Nellie II J, L. A. Lockwood,
Whitie (Gus BoudbU—Royal Myrtle), Herbert Merriam,
Rowdy Ro*> (Roderigo—Juno A.), Memphis <fe Avent

Kennels.
\h : n \ »•; S. (Roderigo—Bo-Pep), Memphis & ,\ vent Kek-

&els»

IjAeetes (Count Noble^-Lkzle Hopkins);, Memphis &
Avent Kennels.
Cassio (Count Noble—Lizzie Hopkins), Memphis & Avent

Kennels.
AN i-riNi o (Roderigo—Bcr Peep), Memphis & Avent Kennels.
'CHANGE (Roderigo— Bo-Peep), Memphis & Avent Kennels.
Blue Mark ((G&fch's Mark—Lufra), N. B. Nesbit. agent,
Kate (pedigree not given), J. T. Richards.
Suns-hinc (Count Noble—Lit), J. T. Richards,
PfiiwiE Imperial (Emperor Fred—Bessie), Ramapo Ken-

nels.
Orlando (Roderigo—Bo-Peep), John Simpkins.
Polly (pedigree not given), John Simpkins-.
Dick Tate (Gus Boudhu—Lady Dixie), A. M. Tucker.
King Leo (Count Noble—Ruby), Ernest F. Thomas.
Maud Foreman ( Bridgeport—Miss Elsie), E. F. Thomas.
Rapid Ann (Jeff Davis—Gypsey Blue). W. T. Townes.
LUFRA's Mark (Gath^s Mark—Cross's Lufra), W.

Titus, agent.
COUNT Howard (Sir Alister—Mena), Frank Windholz.
CORA of WeTHEral (Sir Alister—Mena), F. Windholz.
Princess Beatrice II. (Royalty—Kate Westmoreland), F.

Windholz.
GORDON SETTERS.

CtoUXTESS Flo (Heather Roy—Molly), Dr. John H. Meyer
IRISH SETTERS.

Desmond II. (Frisco—Grouse II.), Chas. T. Thompson.

W.

THE ALL-ROUND DOG.

MT. VERNON, N. Y.-Editor Forest and Stream: In
reply to "Novice," I intended to write more at the

time, but was afraid of taking too much space. The spaniel
should, as a rule, be the dog, and the beagle the bitch, and
she should whelp in the spring. Fall puppies don't, as a
rule, do well, being weakly and stunted. It should be a
medium-sized cocker spaniel and as small a beagle as can
be got.
As to what this dog will do. There is a saying about

" wanting the earth." For instance, some sportsmen would
want their dog to carry their gun and overcoat too; then
they might expect them to load it. What I mean to say is,
you must not expect too much from your best friend. But
I think the spaniel-beagle will do everything "Novice" enu-
merates. For all ground work he is simply par excellence.
His nose is all that could be wished, but for retrieving par-
tridges and ducks over water he must be more carefully
trained. If the shooting is more over water I would advise
the retriever-spaniel cross, putting a spaniel to a retriever
(curly-coated for preference).
Then there is the terrier-beagle cross, largely used for

rabbits and squirrels, a very handy little dog. Of course
every one knows the dropper, about which there is some dis-
cussion, some (principally judges) voting him a nuisance,
while others (Captain Bogardus, for instance) swear by
them, and I think that for rough work and only one dog
they are better, on account of their not tiring so easily.

Cross-bred.

THE NEW YORK SHOW.-Westminster Kennel Club,
Babylon, L. I., Oct. 19.—The next show of the Westminster
Kennel Club will be held at the American Institute Build-
ing, Third avenue, New York, on the 11th, 13th, 13th and 14th
pf February, 1890.—Jas, Mortimer, Supt,

getter, Bvlt lift hits cdine to the front ag
nml njoftg letter front Oh H. M,i-ycr I

Its officers and fbj- ntfld;
(

thals. Again
writ ,e| appeal's in -pi-int with a rehearsal

THE GORDON SETTER CLUB.
,

QT, LOUTS, Mp , Oct. ik^$Mr jsffi$t ou,). Stream: I0 ain pleased tr>
p
|ea< n that w,e have members iih our Gor-

don <Gliib thai. ,VviU look after the interest of the same,
'b&ll t-say tor all or only a few of its members? or perhaps
It is neither'; only just to be writing, to let the eouufcfy
know that we own Gordon setters. For several monthr. oUf
sporting journals nave had thte very Best oi letters printed
nit almost every breed of hunting dogs except the Ro&lfln
Setter-. Bvlt he' hits iiOine tnjhe froi\t again'. .Ou Sept, 3t! we

"eybr On the Gordon Club,
Lgain on Oct. 11 the same

ihearsal of his first letter of

&<H$t. W (except a little more personal),
On Oct. 3 I replied to game, defending the ft] lib ami its

officers. I have nO apology t& offer" th behalf Hf Mfc Mal-
colm; he is able to del end himself-. There is riot a (Mb 11)

existence to-day in this country HV altV ulner coilntry; that A
member eanrioi get followers-. Let hiui write a long lettei;

to the different papers tellingtlie m-mb. Is tiint ,a radical
change is .wanted; by saying they linVe .star chaiuber meet-
ings, arid it is riUed bf & clique and all is secrecy with them,
HY.vi 'v.ai'iy members belonging to such a club would ikjck^
Whyypiost of th.e.in. Have not nations, beou ri iv,med , .racheif

^gMnpt.son and the wholn civi-li'-ed ivuiid .shocked from one
'end to th.e patftt Why' Because some man or men have led
tlw; V'eot'.lc to believe that they were unjustly treated.
With regard to not dissecting the constitution, let the

members see wben the club was formed and when admitted
into the A. K. C. in form, Now would it be wise for any
one member so interested in the club to make it Weaker in
place of stronger? 1 leave that to the ptlblle;

As there are, only a few .that Me breeding the pilre Gordon
s^bter pi, to-day as classed in. the A. K. C., my object .wori|d

be-, ffiake more breeders: and, potlyins can Stop tHe Gordon
from .corning ,tH tHe front', both on the bench and in the
ftel'd. ' it always appears to me when a person opens up a
j^tibiic correspondence, that his second letter always con-
strues bis opponent's letter, that is if be wants to keep before
the people. For instance (quoting), Dr. J. H. Meyer, he
says m regard to secrecy referred to in Dr. Whitaker's letter,

Now let US quote Dr. Wblt.rtker as he wrote it: the wofds
ate! "I do not see the consistency of any member makhlte
his troubles known to the. public.' aS in Sll matters where a
wrong exists the 'club should have the first right to act (and
n'ot ihhe M'essK V. • : • r .

•

sloVV laughable it is for Dr. Meyer to tell me and the
press that all is published what the A- K. C. does monthly.
Why it answers for itself, for I never see what the A. K. C>
has "done until after they have had arneetjug and not before'

1 say again the club must .haVc" the first right to act and not
the press,

,
(Club first, and press second.)

t shall hot go into details about officers of any organiza-
tion, as some are only figureheads and can only act when so
ordered. A president of a club has no power to do anything
only what the club orders he shall do. Can an officer of a,

club ha,ve an opinion of his own? or shall one member tell

the officer how he must think and act individually'' If a
member belonging to a cltlb should have sitch ideas of a
president that he mttst not write Or think on w'hat the
member thinks for hinij then I say do away with the ikesi

dent.

don setter in America, or doPs he V?a,nt to force Little Boy
to run, a dog that IS gun-shy by being shot at. I am not
saying %Mh to injure Little Boy, far from it, I am onlyshow-
ittf tfle position of our friend Meyer. The voting of the so-

caTled fake ticket by the St. Louis members will explain for
itself without my reply on that point.
Oue word to friend Meyer and then I haVe finished'. . t

thought when our club Was formed that all thOse, did reel
ings would be done away with-, that existed in forming it

and so fought against it. f would say to the members not
to lisfcen.to nten that are outside of the club, as this is no
OWe man's country, and we all know that one man cannot
nor shall not rule our Gordon Club. J. WiilTAKER, M. D.

THE SOONER DOG.
Editor Forest anil Strmnvi
Mr. Charles Hallock's, investigation Of the question as to

the significance, alio, origin of the term "sooner dog;': the
result of Which is contained in your.number of Qct. 10) de-
serves credit for the ingenuity displayed', although the sub-
ject hardly merits the attention which he bestows upon it,

wheP the true einlaftation of the expression is known.
I could rot repress a smile while reading his dignified

disquisition on the subject, and being forcibly reminded of
Mr. Pickwick's antiquarian find in the shape of a paving
stone on one of the London streets, which bore what he de-
termined was a very ancient Roman inscription. He had
the stone dug up and carefully preserved and afterward
presented it to the antiquarian society, of which he was
president, as a great treasure. The inscription was as
follows:

BILL,!ONE
S H I S MARK

But the beautiful theory .which Mr. Pickwick had con-
structed as to its age and significance was effectually ex-
ploded by the interpretation given by an irreverent and
matter of fact member, who declared that it should be read
"Bill Jones—His Mark."
As to Mr. Hallock's "sooner dog" theory, I am afraid it

is fated to a similar explosion. There is a current ribald
and silly catch which is worked in this way: A "knowing"
member of a party will "give the wink" to some of the
others and then remark, "Why that's a sooner dog, the first
one I've seen in some time." Then the "sucker" of the party
inquires, "What do you mean by a sooner dog ?" The reply
is, "He'd sooner stay in the house than go out doors."

Coahoma.
Clarksdale, Miss.

A TROTTING IRISH SETTER.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.—Editor Forest and Stream: Early

last week a gentleman with his son and dog arrived in
this city, stopping at the Hotel Woodland to visit friends.
It soon transpired that the dog, a fair specimen of the Irish
setter, was used very differently from what such dogs are
supposed to be kept for, viz., that of pulling his young
master hitched the same as a horse to a sulky. Getting on
some of the smooth streets of the city be was noticed dis-
tancing all horses that came his way, and at the same time
trotting horse-fashion. The president of the driving park
learning of the wonderful feats performed by the dog, in-
vited the owner to show him at the track, where he made
the half mile in such good time that an engagement was
made for a public exhioition, which was given on Saturday
afternoon.
The novelty of the race brought out a good crowd, especi-

ally quite a number of the youths of the land, who took
advantage of the matinee to gaze for the first and possibly
the last time upon a genuine trotting dog which can lay
claim to speed.
Everybody was on tip toe to see how the dog was to be

hitched and how big he was, and all felt relieved when he
was harnessed and the driver was seated and he had the
word go! at which he gave a jump and then settled into a

good th)t'j wiiicli he niaintainecl all the way t.o the lin k n,

increasing his speed at the wire. The tickers recorded the
good time of 1.52. ,,

i

When unhitched the dog did not appear worried, but
jumped and frisked about bis master as though delighted
with his! own accomplishment. . -

.After fl sliott rest he was flgatn starred, this time msnkinf?
a better record^ reaching home 1on« befo' e slipper time 111

the Rygcllent tuna of l\fa)}4\ thus beating all previous dog
rc<rords.

The Exposition Driving Park is something new, only com-
pleted about two months ago, but it is already, like the ball
nark and the exposition building, a very popular resort, and
it should be, as there are three cable-line roads running
direct to the park, making it easy of access to all parts of

the cityi RtjstlE B,

THE GAMAEHAN TRfAL$.

FMt'nf JjMr'mi aiij, stHiiihi . ».

Have just returned from Chatham, near which place the
first annual field trials of the Canadian Kennel Club will
be held.. ,

The club has secured -,and •posted^i tract. pflaqq.
some two .m'<Ues -.soiiare and - have also secured two btb;??-

§TOu iids so that, should anything happen to the One or the
grounds they have another to fall back on. The grounds
are first class in every respect, being free from dense covers
and heavy woods. Birds are plentiful and everything looks
promising; Entries are coming in, but we would like to see
some entries from your side as we are anxious to test the
quality of our dogs against some of your cracks. This being
our first trials we can't afford to make our purses as large
as We woitld like, but with good support this year we. hope
to make then! larger Pext year: . Entries close $ov. h and
Should dI B&it Id tlie .secretary: C. A. Stone; London, Oh*!

C. A. Stone,

DOG TALK.

MR. COSTER informs us that arrangements have been
made with Southern railroads whereby all who at-

tend the Eastern or Central field trials from points south
Can, by" applying to . tie-feet .agents ^ind .paying .full faj'e |d

Gi-eenlboJ.-o or Salisbury, obtain a certificate entitling them
to rettirn, at one-third the regular., fare: The railroad com-
pany will also transport three dogs free when accompanied
by Handler, upou presentation of card from the secretary of

either club. Negotiations are now in progress with North-
ern roads, and it is probable that the same arrangements
will be made withjthem.t The address pf the, secretary of
the EHRtetd Field Trials Club is W. A. Coster: Farat^a
Springs, N. Y. Of the Central Field Trial Club, Col. 0.

if Odell, 19 Broad street, New York.

In his letter to Secretary Vredenburgh, A. K. C, pub-
lished in our last issue, President August Belmont, Jr.,

asserted that Mr. L. C. Bruce had sought to have his paper
appointed to the paid and exclusive organship of the A. K.
C. We have received a letter from Mr. Bruce in which he
denies this. The Unimportant subject then resolves itself

itifd a simple question of Veracity between Mr. Bruce and
Mr, Belmont.

The Noifolk . & \yestetu. Railroad Co. announce that
during the hunting iseasdn, i c\, from Oct. 15, 1889, to Jan.
15,1890, the company will take free in baggage cars, when
accompanied by owners, and at theirrisk, the dogs of sports-

men or hunting parties, not exceeding one dog to each man.
After Jan. 15, 1890, the regular dog tariff to apply in all

cases.

The annitaL dog Show, of ,th,e
:

l^estfiiinstej-
;
Kennej-6ill$

Wilf,be held Feb. 11 to 14 instead of a week later as previously
announced. Arrangements have been made with the Amer-
ican Institute for the use of their building on Third avenue,
between Sixty-third and Sixty-fourth streets.

Mr. H. P. McKean, Jr., of Philadelphia, has recently pur-
chased from Mr. Chas. Kemp, London, England, the brindle
and white bulldog Hodge. He was whelped July S, 1880,

and is by the welbknown British Monarch and oUt of Roaelll*

(Surplice—Nell Gwynne).

At Newcastle. England;.. a man w,as recently fined Undef
the. Cruelty to Animals act for docking the tails of fox-ter-

rier piippies»

The All-Aged Stakes of the Central Field Trial Club have
77 entries, 32 pointers, 43 English, 1 Irish and 1 Gordon
setters.

We have it straight that a Tammany puppy will win both
the Eastern and Central Derbies.

GREAT DANE IMPORTATION,—Brooklyn, N. %. Oct.
19.—Editor Forest and Stream i Mr, Laibacher arrived last
week with eight more specimens of great Danes from the
kennels of Messrs. Burger, Esslg, TJlrich and Watzger, in-
cluding champion Harres, one of the noblest of his breed;
and other prize winners. We have now one of the largest
and best kennels of this breed in America, including hade
quins, blue, golden and tiger brindles,—WelZ & ZerWECK,
Proprietors High Ground Kennels.

INDIANA TRIALS.—Ohio & Mississippi Railway Co.,
Cincinnati, O., Oct. 19.— Editor Forest and Stream: Dogs
entered in the Indiana field trials (in crates) will be trans-
ported free over this road, at owners' risk, on presentation
by owner or keeper of a ticket reading to or from Yincennes
or to or from Bicknell. There was a misunderstanding on
the part of one of our subordinates in limiting the number
of dogs to be transported free to two.—W. B. Shattec, Gen,
Pass. Agent.

CENTRAL TRIALS.—New York, Oct. 16.—Will you
kindly call attention in your issue of next week to the fact
that the Free for All Stake, four-hour heats, of the Central
Club, closes Nov. i; also that the forfeit is $50, and $50 addi-
tional to fill, and that the first money is $1,000.—C. H.
Odell, Sec'y and Treas. Central Field Trial Club.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must I>e sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
K§F° Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Forest Roclt, Forest Thunder, Forest Monk, Forest Tatton, Forest

Heather and Forest Vine. By O. A. Stone, London, Ont , for blue
belton English setters, four dogs and two bttehea, waelped Oct. 7,
1889, by Sir Tatton (Sir Alister— Belle of Furness) out of Forest
Fern (Prince Royal—Forest Ruby).

BRED.
ESF~ Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Lady Bess—Thyrass. Mohican Great Dane Kennels'- (Albanv, N.

Y.) great Dane bitch Lady Beas to E. Johnston's Thvrass, Oct. 17.
Nydia-Ediini. Scugart & Hamilton's (Council Bluffs, la.) mas-

tiff "bitcli Nydig, (Clement—Queen of Ashmont) to Dr. Georgo B.
Ayres'-s Edwy (champion Orlando—Countess of Woodlands).. Aug..
13, »- --. - " " " •
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Wacouta Donna—Edusy. C. N. Powell's (Omaha. Neb.) mastiff
bitch Wacouta Donna (Ilford Chancellor—Hford Comedy) to Dr.
Geo. B. Avres's Edwy (champion Orlando—Countess of Wood-
land?), Sept. 13.

,

Wacouta Rose—Edwy- Dr. Geo. B. Ayre&'s (Omaha, Neb.) mas-
tiff bitch champion Wacouta Rose (champion Montgomery—The
Princess) to his Edwy (champion Orlando—Countess of Wood-
lands), Sept. 1.

,

Ilford Comedy—Edwy. Dr. Geo. B. Ayres's (Omaha, Neb.) mastiff
bitch Ilford Comedy (champion Orlando—Idalia) to his Edwy
(champion Orlando—Countess of Woodlands), July 25.

Dolly Vardcn II—Lord Raglan, Dr. Geo. B. Ayres's (Omaha,
Neb.) mastiff bitch Dollv Varden II. (champion Hero II.—cham-
pion Dollv Varden) to his Lord Raglan (champion Crown Prince—
The Lady Rowe.ua), Sept. 2.

Lady Price—Duke. Elms Kennels' (Forest Lake. Minn.) pointer
bitch Lady Price (Graphic—Meally) to Dr. J. Hanson's Duke
(Sensation—Rose), Oct. 4. „ , . , ™
Flora -Boycott, John Moran's (Cincinnati, O.) pug bitch Flora

(Douglass 1.—June) to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Boycott (Duke-
Bonnie), Oct. 17.

Mamie—TJnuplass II. Mrs. N. Sykes's (Norfolk, Va.) pug bitch
Mamie to Eberhart Pur Kennels' Douglass II- (Douglass I.—June),
Sept. 23.

Judy—Bradford Ruhy 11. F. Homin's (Cincinnati, 0.) pug bitch
Judy (Douglass II.—Beauty) to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Bradford
Ruby II. (champion Bradford Rub.y—Puss B.), Oct. 11.

Muzz—Bradford Ruby II. A. B. Porter's (Chicago, 111.) pug
bitch Muzz to Eberhart Pus Kennels' Bradford Ruby II. (cham-
pion Bradford Ruhr—Puss B.), Oct. 11.

Pearl La/verack—Monk of Furness. H. E. Thompson's English
setter bitch Pearl Layerack to Elms Kennels' Monk of Furness.
Oct.. 8.

Gyv Dot-Monk of Furness. M. A. Callahan's (Williston, M. T.)

English setter bitch Gyp Dot to Elms Kennels' Monk of Furness,
Oct. 13.

KnighVs Belle—Monk of Furness. Elms Kennels' (Forest Lake,
Minn.) English setter bitch Knight's Belle to their Monk of Fur-
ness. Sept. 8.

Zylla—Glcnmar. St. Cloud Kennels' (Mott Haven, N. Y.) Irish
setter bitch Zylla (St. Cloud—Princess Ida) to their Glenmar
(champion Glencho—Mavourneen), Sept. 27.

WHELPS.
ISr™ Notes nm&t be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Ilford Comedy. Dr. Geo. B. Ayres's (Omaha. Neb.) mastiff bitch
Ilford Comedy (Orlando—Idalia), Sept. 20, eight (three dogs), by
his Edwy (champion Olando—Countess of Woodlands).

Vesta. C. A. Altmausperger's (Minden, la.) mastiff bitch Vesta
(Diavalo—Madge), Aug. 18, seven (three dogs), by Dr. Geo. B.
Avres's Edwy (champion Orlando—Countess nf Woodlands).
Nudia, Shugart & Hamilton's (Council Bluffs, la.) mastiff hitch

Nydia (Clement—Queen of Ashmont). Oct. 11, ten (seven dogs), by
Dr. Geo. B. Ayres's Edwy (champion Orlando—Countess of Wood-
lands).
Juno. M. C. Thomas's (Jersey Shore, Pa.) mastiff bitch Juno,

Sent. 14, fourteen (eight dogs), by W. H. Gray's Prince (Zulu-
Dolly).

Forest Fern. C. A. Stone's (London, Ont.> English setter bitch
Forest Fern (Prince Royal— Forest Ruby). Oct. 7, seven (five dogs),
by Item Kennels' Sir Tatton (Sir Alister— Belle of Furness).
Countess Fin. Beaumont Kennels' (New York) Gordon setter

bitch Countess Flo (Heather Boy—Molly), Oct. 9, seven (one dog),
by their champion Beaumont (Ronald III. - champion Floss).
Julia. St. Cloud Kennels' (Mott Haven, N. Y.) Irish setter hitch

Julia (Duke II.—Peg II.), Sept. 23, three (two dogs), by their St.

Cloud (champion Klcho—champion Noreen).
Fan. L. Wister's (Philadelphia, Pa.) black and tan terrier bitch

Fan, Oct. 3, eight (four dogs), by A. W. Smith's Buffalo General
(Halifax General—Lady Lottie).

Flo. Chas. N. Symonds's (Salem, Mass.) Yorkshire terrier bitch
Flo (Bright—Fan), Oct. 5, three (two dogs), by P. H. Coombs's
Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Beat's Lady).

SALES.
£IF° Notes mnst be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Bonnie Comedy. Fawn, black marks, mastiff bitch, whelped
March 24, 1889, by Edwy out of Hford Comedy, by Dr. G. B. Ayres,
Omaha, Neb., to E. L. Marston, same place.
Doctor. Liver aud white pointer dog, whelped Aug. 1, 1887, by

Don Juan out of Alameda, by W. S. Bidwell, Monterey, Mass., to

Wm. Hawkins, same place.
Dan. Fawn pug deg, age and pedigree not given, by Eberhart

Pug Kennels. Cincinnati, O., to R. D. Gray, Richmond, A7a.
Count Howard—Princess Plwbus whelps. Blue belton English

setters, whelped May 12, 1889, by F. Windholz. New York, a dog to

John Yewdell; Philadelphia, Pa., and a bitch to Joe Lewis, Can-
nonsburgh. Pa.
Count Howard—Princess Beatrice II. wliclp. Blue belton Eng-

lish setter dog, whelped May 29, 18S9, by F. Windholz, New York,
to John Yewdell, Philadelphia, Pa.

Cricket!. White and tan fox-tertier bitch, whelped Aug. 18, 1889,

by Beverwyck Trap out of Lilly Belmont, by Jas. E. links, Muncie,
Ind., to Geo. Will, Pittsburgh, Pa.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

E. B., Boston.—My setter is afflicted with chronic eczema. I use
nearly all the remedies prescribed in "Ashmont," both external
and internal. Can you help me? This time it is very stubborn. Is
there any cure or remedy that will be permanent? Ans. Keep
bowels open with compound cathartic pills, two at a dose. Con-
ceal the pills in a bit of meat. Give Fowler's solution, beginuiug
with four drops night and morning and running up one drop daily
to ten. Then down again to four drops in the same way. After
this omit ten days and begin again. Use zinc oxide ointment for
external application. It may take two or three months to" cure.

A. H. C, Albany, N. Y.—As you have kindly answered me several
times when I have written to you for information, I again wish
for help, which you will probably be able to give me. My brown
water spaniel (3yrs.) is afflicted with what I have lately thought
to he mange, but the symptoms do not tally with any I have read.
His health is generally good, as is his appetite. I have washed
him frequently through the summer with Buchan's carbolic soap,
let it dry on, per directions, and let him bathe usually once a
week, which he enjoys very much. He seemed to scratch and
bite himself a good deal and I treated him for fleas, which I know
he had. These I think I've gotten rid of, but he still continues
scratching. He has two bare spots on his rump bones, but I ac-
counted for these by his biting and drawing himself along on the
ground when he happened to be costive. One of these spots is

entirely healed and the other nearly so. His skin is free from
eruption and dry. Some dandruff or dust. Hair in tail some-
what turned whitish. Sleeps well. Ans. Give your dog two com-
pound cathartic pills each morning for three days. You can con-
ceal the pills in a morsel of meat. Put five drops of Fowler's
solution of arsenic in the food night and morning. Keep this up
for three weeks, then omit ten days and begin again.

See advertisement of Messrs. Harvey's rough-coated St. Bernard
stock.—Adv.

^floating

RANGE AND GALLERY,

THE NEW WIMBLEDON.
AN English letter, dated early in September, says: " For several

days past the large number of 1,700 men have been hard at
work upon the butts at Bisley in preparation for the next prize
meeting of the National Rifle Association to be held in July of 189n,
and already some idea of the ultimate appearance of the New
Winibledon can be formed from the position of the two prin-
cipal butts, which are fast approaching completion. The larger
of these, to be used for the firing between 200 and OOOydys., is in-
tended to provide so many as 90 targets, and the whole of the earth
for this long embankment is being dug out and filled up by mili-
tary labor. The latter comes entirely from Aldershot, the plan
adopted being to march out a brigade of three half battalions of
500 men each, these remaining at work for ten days at a time, and
camping on the Bpot. As yet but two brigades of half battalions
have been so engaged, and the, third has still to take its turn, and
after this the other half battalion will be called in, until all the
Aldershut infantry have had 10 days on the work,the men being al-
lowed extra working pay of 6d. per day. The remaining 200 men to
complete the 1,700 at work at one time are supplied by the Royal En-
gineers, who, however, are occupied with the more important

duty of surveying the land and marking out the ground upon
which the unskilled military laborers are to he employed. The
great butt for the short ranges, already referred to, back toward
Brockhill, which affords an excellent ston for any long traveling
bullets which may pass over the butt, the tiring here, as in other
ranges to be constructed for the great annual contest, being in a
northwesterly direction. The only other butt as yet in course of
construction is that for the l,C00vds. range, to provide about 30
targets. The firing point is almost in a line wit h the 600yds. targets,
out all danger to the men firingfrom the 1,000yds. point is avoided
by the ridge called Hog Lees, which runs between the two. The
1,000yds. range will also be used for firing at 800 and b'OOyds.. so
that all the ranges ordinarily used at the old Wimbledon will be
fully provided. During the last few days the engineers have been
marking the site for the Running Deer range, which is to be in a
sheltered nook of Hog Lees between the two ranges already men-
tioned, and close to the spot on which theofTieesand other princi-
pal structures of the camp are to be pitched. To the right of the
long 600yds. butt the land has been marked for the construction
of a 1,500yds. range, a distance not hitherto used at the National
Rifle Association prize meeting, it being proposed to provide six
targets. The firing will again be toward Brock-hill, but in this
case the ground will require more preparation than elsewhere,
there being many bushes and trees to be cleared away. As yet no
commencement has been made in the case of the 36 targets which
it is in contemplation to provide for the ordinary musketry pur-
poses of the Metropolitan volunteer.%but the intention is to place
these still further to the right and beyond the 1,500yds. range, the
firing here being almost directly to the westward and therefore un-
der conditions entirely different to those attending the firing of the
July fortnight. Toward the left of the general site pool targets
for 200, 500 and 600yds. ranges are to he placed alongside the
1,000yds. range, but here again the work of making the butts has
not yet made much progress. A great effort is now being made
to get the ewrth for all the butts heaped up before the fine weather
ends, when it will no longer be possible for the soldiers to remain
out under canvas. None of the offices or other permanent build-
ings have been started, but the ground has been planned for them,
and it is expected that considerable progress will be made during
the winter by the Royal Engineers, who, in order to be close to
tneir work, are to occupy the huts in Pirbright Camp so soon as
the Foot Guards complete their annual summer training. The
1,500 infantry now at work are to return to Aldershot on Thurs-
day, and their places will then be taken by three half battalions
of the Third Aldershot Brigade,"

PHILADELPHIA, Oct. 15.-The Gaiety Rifle and Pistol Club
met for usual weekly practice and contests for gold and silver
medals at their headquarters, 818 South street, this evening. Mr.
A. McManus winning the gold medal, and Mr. Geo. Atkinson
winning the silver medal for this meeting. Standard American
targets (reduced), 30 ds., Wurfflein rifles, plain open sights, off-
hand, 10 shots per man, offic'al score as follows:
E Travis 10 9 6 9 10 10 9 10 8
A McManus .10

J M Green 7 10
J J Mouutjoy 10 9

G Atkinson 3 8
A F Si mpson .9 6
A F Wiggins

4

1
WWurfflcin

..10

6

F Paul 0 9W Price 10 4

RHuusingcr

5

5
R Roletta 8 5
J Hunsinger 5 5W Meagher 9 6

F Maher 6 3
A Simon 4 4

9 7 10 9 8 6 8-84
8 8 9 10 7
9 7 10 6 5

6-81
7-79

« 9 7 7 10 7 10 10-77
6 9 9 6
8 10 4 7
6 8
5 7
5
7
7
5

3

4
7

9 5
7

4
4

7—72
7 10-71
4 8-67
8 9—66

7 6 4 9—65
8 7 10 4-65
7 6 5 8-63
8 5 4

'
8-61
3-59
3-54
6-51

Capt Hastings
Lieut Crump
Lieut Deane

CaptG Eiler
Lieut W Brad
Lieut T E Heath

Capt w E ving
Lieut dims —
Lieut Allen

Capt Williams
Lieut Morehead
Lieut von Moschisker.

500vds.
4443141445—40 -79
J54t5.-i5ll5-f.5-81
3543355543-40—79- 239

2354335432—34—66
32.24U05445-27- 56
4444555555—46-80-202

0444244444-32—58
0033054055—25—42
5240334334—29—53—153

22:4254244-31-66
420(1033033—18—41
0;i0iii)ijui400— 0—18-125

000yds. T.
5445545-32-97

4454555-32 - 97

Oct. 18.—The officers' match of the 1st Regt.. N. G. P., took
place at the Hartranft rifle range to-day. This match was orig-
inally for 200, 500 and 600yds., 7 shots each distance, but, owing to
the inability of a number of the. officers to shoot at 600yds. (as
some of the scores at 500yds. will show) it was decided to shoot 10
shots each at 200 and 500yds., the first prize for three officers of
each company, the Baily medal, valued §500; special prize of
handsome sword belt, best individual score. Officers from Co. D
were the winners of the medal and Lieut. Crump won the special
prize:

Co. D Team.
200yds.

...4542445344-39
... .4333444:444-36

. . .4444553343-39
Co. F Team.

.. 4204531334 -32
....0320144353-29

. ..2223344410-34
Co. B Team.

. . . .2403404440-25
.. ..0024222320—17
...0103233045-24
Co. G Team.

... 3343334444-35
.. 0232303354 -23
....0432330300-18

Oct. 19.—The rifle match for Company teams of four for Wm. M.
Singerly badges, was postponed until Oct. 25, 1889, on account of
death of Ma.ior-Gcneral John F. Hartranf t.

The best individual scores made at the Hartranft rifle range
for this week were as follows, 7 shots, at, 201, 500 and 600vds. each:

Tue day, Oct. 14
200yds. 500vds

J J Mount joy 555455-1—33 5454554-32
Thursday. Oct. 16.

J J Mountjoy 5554554—33 4455554-32
Saturday, Oct. 19.

B W Collision 5454444—30 5554555 -34 5545545 -32- 96
J J Mountjoy 4445444-29 5554455- 33 4555553-31-93

BOSTON, Oct. 19.—A pleasant fall day greeted the. members of
the Mas'achuseits Rifle Association as they gathered in the prize
and practice mat ihes to-day. A light breeze was blowing from 6
to 9 o'clock, making the shooting conditions good. Some fine
scores were made. Mr. Eames won the gold medal iu the 20-shot
match, and Mr. Frye won the champion gold medal. Mr. Kelley
won the silver, and Mr. Foster won a bronze military medal, and
Mr. Frye won the gold membership badge. Following are the
scores in detail: *

Twenty-Shot Rest Match.
J N Eames Ill 109—220 W Pomeroy 83 95—178
F.TRabbeth 100 103 -203

Champion Medal Match.
J A Frye 78 A Newman f8
Silver military medal—Won on 10 scores of 42 or better by

J E Kelly 45 42 46 43 44 43 42 42 ' 44 46
Bronze, military medal—Won on 10 scores of 42 or better b\W M Foster 40 40 42 39 39 41 37 38 38 39
Gold membership badge—Won on 10 scorf s of 81 or better by

J A Frye 82 85 81 88 84 83 81 82 83 S4
Military Medal Match.

WOBurnite 46 44 S Washington 43 41
J E Kelly 46 44 FLowell 40 39
CEWiggin 43 42 A S Field 37 35WM Foster 42 41

All-Comers Off-Hand Match.
H Severance 87 83 F Newton 68 62
J A Frye 82 76 B C Ames 67 59
SE Howard 71 68 H L Green 66 65
AMcBean 70 67

Rest Match.
S Wilder 105 103 J II Farmer 97 95
J N Eames 102 100 PW Summer 97 90
ABallard 102 100 N James 96 95
A G Home 99 95 J Hardwick 88

Military Match -200Yds.
WOBurnite 44 43 C L Holmes 40 32
J E Kelley 44 43 C E Wvraan 38 37WM Foster 40 39 A Spring 38 36

800Yds.
F Caster 554555545 5- 48

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Oct. 18.—Nine members of the St. Louis Pistol
Club were present, at the Laclede Gallery to do battle for the
medal last Wednpsday night. Dorman male the top score, a good
91, and walked off the honors for the week. Standard American
20yds. target is used by the club.
SG Dorman 10 10 9 10 9 7 8 8 10 10-91
ONeuhaus 9 9 10 8 9 8 8 9 10 8-88
W Bauer 9 10 6 9 10 8 7 10 8 9-80
M Suuiuieriield H 8 10 6 9 6 9 10 9 7—S3
E Mohrstadt 8 10 10 6 8 8 8 6 9 10-83
G Alexander . '. 6 8 10 8 8 7 8 10 10 7-82W Maekwitz 6 7 10 10 7 6 5 8 7 8-74W J Lord 9 10 7 8 7 6 8 4 5 8-72
AEBengel 78 10 998g66 5—66

WILMINGTON, Del., Oct. 14.-The weather to-day at the
Healdmoor rifle range was about as unfavorable for target shoot-
ing as could be furnished. The wind was very gusty, blowing at
times like a gale, at others settling down into a calm, and, ; n.
to the unpleasant features a cold, raw, drizzling rain set iu
lasted nearly all afternoon. The marksmen felt blue and growle
with disappointment, but took the matter philosophically ,

a

'went in" to have a good time. The discomforts of the weV I

were somewhat lessened after the parlor stove was lighted
and the windows of the shooting house tightly closed. The com
petition brought out some fine shooting and the detailed scores
are. as follows. Standard American target, off-hand:

Pistol Match, 50vds.
R J Darlington 9 10 10 9 9 8 9 9 10 10—93
E Jackson 10 9 9 10 10 6 7 9 7 8—S7H Simpson 8 10 8 8 9 8 8 8 9 9—82
Wfl Johnson 9987 10 7788 9-82
J Evans 9 9 8 7 7 5 9 7 6 8—75

w Diamond State Match, 200vds.H Simpson 8 5 10 569997 7-75W H Johnson 5 8 5 5 8 6 6 8 8 9-67H Philips 5 5 7 8 4 7 5 6 8 7-62
HDoan 67876664 5 7-61W Floyd (mil.) 4 8 6 4 4 7 5 5 5 7-55
U Fuller (mil.) 4 5 2 4 5 5 7 5 4 5-43

Military Match, 200yds., Creedmoor Target.
LieutW Floyd 454444444 4—41
CorpU Fuller 545333444 3—38
PvtF Williams 2 2444 5 422 4-33
SergtHDoan 3 3 4 0 3 3 3 3 4 3-29
The following scores were made by the Wilmington Pistol Club

at their gallery, at 12Uyds., Standard American target, reduced
from aOyda:
H Simpson 10 7 10 10 10 10 9 10 8 9-93
E J Darlington 10 10 9 10 7 9 10 8 9 7—89
E Jackson 10 0 9 6 8 9 10 8 10 7—86WH Johnson 8 10 10 9 6 6 7 10 10 7—83
J Evans 9 9 7 8 10 7 8 9 8 7-82
J W Geyer 8 7 7 8 9 8 7 8 9 10-81H Philips 7 8 7 6 10 6 9 7 9 6-75W Floyd 47 10 635 7 85 S-60

WORCESTER, ±Mass., Oct. 19.—The Central Church (Congrega-
tional) of this city. Rev. Daniel H. Merriman, D.D., pastor, about
18 months ago organized what is kuown as the Central Church

ago there was offered a gold medal as a. prize to be contested for
annually. Last year the medal was won by E. A.Richardson;
score 19. To-day he surrenders it to W. Burshaw, who makes a
total of 17. The medal will not become the property of a member
until he has won it three consecutive times. The shooting was
off-hand, 200yds., with a possible 25:

The Cadets' Score.W Burshaw 24314-17 S Tilden 43022-11
G S Knight 24343—16 W Rice 03223—10
H A Whitmore 33333—15 E A ilichardson 04042—10
E A Richardson 40334—14 F W Smith 30032— 8
F M Ramsdell 34322-14 J Clarkson 00304— 7
A P Brom 40342-13 J Munroe 03202- 7
C Baker, Jr 40044-12 H F Bon field 00033- 6W H Fuller 33320-11 N Berginger 00330- 6

Visitors' Score.
J Logan (Vet 2d M V M)44434—19 A Van Dusen 40403—11
C Jillson (ex-mayoi ). . . .23435-17 C Sanford 03034—10
Capt D Earle ( Vet 15 M)43442—17 E L Orth 23400 - 9
E A Holmes 04444—10 Rev D Merriman, DD...40202- 8
Dr Southe (Surg. Bat B)35323—16 C D Austin 20230— 7M Woodbury 43423—16 F Brown (reporter) 03022—7
A W McClure 24333-15 J C Noyes 03030- 6W K Sergeant 43233-15 R S Potter 20022- 6
J H Wall 43422—15 M Brighan 02400- (i

J D Noyes 24440-14 W H Sanford 02300- 5
E L Smith 23423 -14 H A Bower 03200- 5
GNewcomb (reporter). .3.2422—13 W Whitman 20003- 5W Berry ; 23322-12 W Baker 20003-5
G L Brownell 02234-11 J Reid 00300— 3

VILLISCA, Iowa, Oct. 15.—To-day being the dav for the second
series of matches of the Villisea special rifle team, a large crowd
was at the range long before the shooters arrived. The dollar
to enter was divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent. The appointed rifle
inspector failed to appear, and another was appointed in his place.
At 50yds. Harris and Dunn tied for first money; in shoot-off Har-
ris won. At 100yds. Harrisand Ferris tied for second; in shoot-oil
Ferris won. At 2(i0yds. Dunn and Moore tied for first and div.
Next match Oct. 29. Five shots at each match, 6 o'clock, wind
10 miles per hour, Creedmoor targets. Score:

First Match, 50yds.
Arbuckle 34444-19 Poston 43323—14
Luce 33542—17 Harris 54544—22
Ferris 45444—21 Bradfield 34343-17
Dunn 44455—22 Pat ton 03334-13

Second Match, 100yds.
Harris 43443—18 Dunn 43453—19
Arbuckle 23443—17 Luce. 23034—12
Ferris 34443—18 Boston 34233—15
Gourley 03324—12 Moore 43334—17
Mitcheil 00330— 6 Bradfield 30230— 8

Third. Match, 200yds.
Luce 33243—15 Arbuckle 4244;!—17
Moore 54414—21 Harris 44444—20
Dunn 35544—21 Reduv.

NEW MILFORD, Conn., Oct. 17—The third annual prize shoot
of the New Milford Rifle Club held yesterday and to-day was very
successful, owing to the fair weather and large number of rifle-
men present. Some of the best shots in the State were present,
and the different prizes offered were closely contested for.
Although some good prizes were taken by the visiting riflemen,
yet the members of the club were generally successful and are
well pleased with the result of the shoot:

Match No. 1, Off-Hand, 200yds.W H Beardsley 45 46 43-134 E P Hill 36 36 36-108W B. Wheeler 43 44 42-129 Geo B Calhoun 38 35 34—107
A H McMahon 41 11 40-122 MW Hill 36 34 32—102
G C Can field 38 38 37—113 Wm Schoverling. . . .34 32 32— 9S

Match N". 2, Rest, 200yds.Wm Schoverling.53 50 49 49—201 C E Brimon 49 49 47 44-189W H Beardsley...51 49 48 48—190 A II McMahon.. .48 45 41 38-172
Frank Evitts 50 49 48 47—191 H L Ranrlle. 41 40 43 43-167
B E George 51 48 47 46-192 J P Forties 47 40 41 36—164

Match No. 3, Pistol.W H Beardsley 44 39- 83 A H McMahon 33 31—64MW Hill 39 39-78

MERIDEN, Conn., Oct. 51.—Inclosed are the scores of those
taking part in the first open rifle match for cash prizes amounting
toover$200,givenby the newly organized Citizens Rifle Club of this
city. The management and range were very satisfactory to all,and
had the shooTbeen properly advertised the club would have had a
large attendance and made some money. The tournament was
wound up by the string of three fired by B. Jahn, of New Britain,
62 points, for which he took a p prize. Nobody was able to catch
S. J. Lyon and his score of 71. and he carried off the big prize of
§10, besides 817.96 on the point target, §5 for the most, bullseyes
and $2.50 in extra prizes, his total winnings being 805.46. Meriden
men showed up decently, S. W. Foster, with his score of 65, stand-
ing highest among the local shooters. Scor s on the prize target
are as follows: S. J. Lyons, Col'insville, 71: W. H. Beardsley,
Bridgeport, 70; W. B. Wheeler, Bridgeport, 69; E. T. Stephens,
Springfield, 67; W. M. Farrow, Holvoke. 65; S. W. Foster, Meri-
den, 05; H. M. Pope, Hartford, 64; T. F. Bailey, Meriden, 64; C. I.
Foster, Meriden, 64; W. E. Watkins. South Manchester, 63; J. N.
Lane. Meriden, 63; A. A. Merriman, Meriden, 62; B. Jahn, New-
Britain, 62; G. E Betls, Hartford, 62; H. B. Wood, Hartford, 59;
A. Danakin, Meriden, 58; Wm. Allcmier. Meriden, 58; J.B.Covell,
Hartford, 55: W. A. Webber, Meriden, 55; J. S. Russell. Hartford,
48: P. Maurer, Meriden, 48.
The points made on the other set of targets are given: A. H.

Merriam 114, W. B. Wheeler 213, S. W. Foster 28. W. H Beards-
ley 136, T. F. Bailey 49, A. Daniel 39. A. Danakin 13, H. B. Wood
27. G. E. Bftts 6, J. N. Lane 30, B. Jahn 20, S. J. Lvon 449, F. E.
Watkins 50, W. A. Webber 22, H. M. Hall 16, C. I. Jones 22, W.
Allmeir 14, P. Maurer 4, J. Thomas 25, G. A. Foster 8, W. Halm 6,
J. S. Russell 17, F. E. Sands 11, C. I. Foster 38, F. B. Oorell 60, H. M.
Pope 102, E. T. Stevens 82, W. M. Farrow 63, B. W. Norton 20, J.
F. Ives 3, W. J. Muller 4, J. Theison L Ten dollars was divided
for those making most bullseyes on point target. S. J. Lvon,
with 16 to his credit, took 85; Wheeler with 6, took S3, and Bailev
and Farrow, with 5 each, took SI. Ten dollars was offered for the
best string of three shots on the point target. Beardsley, of
Bridgenort, took 85 of this, and Lyons and Wheeler divided the
other $5.
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CINCINNATI, 0,—In the revolver match for the championship
of Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky between Messrs. I. B. Copeland,
of Dayton, Ky., and B. -J. Bobertsou, of Covington. IT y., Mr. Cope-
'- "d scored a victory, defeating his opponent by 29 points. The

lions of the matoh were 100 shots per mm with a Smith &
. cssbn .44cal. Russian model revolver, distance 50vds., standard
U'get. under the rules of the Massachusetts Rifle Association

' ruing revolver shooting:
Copeland.

minutes , 7 6 7 7 10 8878 8-72
1 minutes 9 8 9 8 7 8 7 10 (i 5-77
« minutes 9 10 8 7 10 7 10 9 8 6-84

minutes 88695899 10 9-79
t£ minutes 8 10 8 10 8 6 7 9 8 6-80
5 minutes 7 0 7 6 5 6 9 8 8 9-71
6M minutes 9 9 6 9 9 10 8 10 6 4-84
5 minutes 7 8 10 9 8 10 10 9 10 7—88
6 minutes 5 7 9 10 8 8 8 9 6 6-76
5 minutes 98 10 878 7 77 5-70-787

Robertson.
C minutes 5 10 7 9 7 5 7 7 8 7—72
ij).<2 minutes 8 8 10 9 9 6 8 10 6 7-81
6 minutes 8 6 9 9 8 7 9 6 8 9—79
Wz minutes .10 9 10 8 5 7 9 10 8 5-81
7 minutes 9 9 6 10 10 8 6 7 8 8-81
7 minutes 7 7 10 7 8 9 7 7 7 8—77
Wz minutes 77 57697 10 6 8-74
7 minutes 7768 5 9877 6-70
7 minutes 7 7 10 0 5 6 4 6 10 4—05
6 minutes 7 10 6 9 7 10 9 8 5 8—78—758

SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 13.—Notwithstanding the furious wind
which blew across the bay to-day made shooting difficult a large
number of marksmen assembled at Shell Mound Park to try their
skill. Companies C and Q of the 1st, Infantry held their regular
shoot, the best scores being as follows, 10 shots at 200vds. Creed-
moor count: Meyer 44. Ruddock 38, Johnson 43, Klein 43. Young
45, Walthara 44. Fennel 43, SI i tor 39, Stewart 45, Peterson 43. Snook
4.1, Nolle 45. Hult 4t, Klein 41, Alexander 41. Taylor 43, Eyre 41,
liarper 40, Parmalee 39, Kelly 38, Cambrell 37. Two teams of 6
men each of the Nationals, led by J. £. Klein and A . Johnson,
then held a very interesting contest. Though each man tired 10
shots the shooting was so close, that the winning team only won
by one point. Following was the score:

Johnson's Team. Klein's Team,
Johnson 5444454545-44 J E Klein 5515544444-44

• Young 8445445445-44: Meyer 4444S5.-.544-44
Nolle 4855441444—42 Stewart 4444.445565-44
Hult 4554445444-43 Waltham 4545443455-43
C Klein 4444454545-43 Fennell 5444454454-43
Robertson .... 4454354444-41 -257 Taylo r 54444344 14-40 -258
The San Francisco Fusileers, Co/C, of the Second Artillery

held its nineteenth annual prize shoot at the park. The scores at
the shooting range were as follows: Capt. Hnber 13, Lieut. Box-
ton 18, Lieut. Weeding 18, Sergt. Huber 19, Sergt. Woodall 30
Sergt, Siebe 19, Sergt. Tobin 21, Corp. Huthger 15. Corp. Ringan IS,

Corp. Scneupbaok 19. Corp. Borton 13, Corp. Victroek 33, Corp.
Menke 31. Drummer Meyer 15, Drummer Likms IB, Pvt. Albrecht

mann 17, Woodall 16, Wellert IS, RingenlS.
At the honorary target the following scores were made: Chas.

'lierbock 22, J. Hi Mangels 19. 0. Lenik« 19, C. Young 16, H. Goet-
]en 13, J. 11. Winter 11, J. Reusing 8, D. Dunker 7.
The Independent Rifles were out in force and made the follow-

match with military rifles, resulting in a victory for Johnson bv
a score of 239 to 220.

Oct. 15.—Many of the marksmen of the National G-uard in this
city believe that if a portion of the Presidio would be set aside bv
the Government for the use of riflemen the percentage of the dif-
ferent companies would be materially increased. "By having a
jratrgeat the Presidio they would be enabled to have targets at
300, 500, 800 and 1,000yds. As there is no other place in the vicinity
of the city they believe an effort should be made by the com-
manders to see what the representatives in CongrSss can and will
do about the matter.

THE TRAP.
Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blank*

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with dub scores are par-
ticularly requested to write, on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we mav
give due notice m our column of fixtures.

READING TOURNAMENT.
THE first annual tournament of the Reading Gun Club was held

last week at Fleishman's Agricultural Fair Grounds, about,
two miles irom the center of the citv. The regular programmecommenced on Tuesday the 15th inst. On Monday a team matchwas shot at 25 live birds each, between 11. A. Penrose and Miles
Johnston against Bob Welch and Dick Irwin, the latter team win-
ning as shown in score below. Ben. Fleishman's hotel, located
right at the entrance to the grounds, was the headquarters of
most, all visitors, and very handy it was, too. Mine host Fleish-man and his good wife exercised all their ingenuity and skill for
the comfort and pleasure of their guests, and succeeded in mak-
ing their stay very enjoyable, There was no hustling for a pick
up lunch, but every day a good substantial dinner was served
every one taking time to eat it comfortably. A few of the events
called for could not be shot on account of the absence of somewho were confidently expected to be here, notably the race bp.
tween Badd and Kleintz. As Kleintz is still confined to his bed
with pneumonia, Budd started westward after the Dunellcn
tournament. A few of the visitors during the weeK were W.

Bob Welsh, of Philadelphia. Not many local shooters put in an
appearance, and in truth the attendance throughout the week
was rather light. Those who came, however, had a good soci sthle
time and no doubt will be on band at the next tournament hereWith the exception of Tuesday morning, when the sky was
overcast and the wind very raw and piercing, the weathe>*-
simply delightful. None better could be wished for on such an
occasion, and in view of that fact, it is somewhat strange that sofew shooters appeared. Both live birds and inanimate i i

were used each day, the latter being all Kevstones from li Key-
stone traps under Keystone rules. The live birds were, taken all
in all, a good average lot, some poor ones, but more that were
good, and on Wednesday, as a strong wind across the traps was in
their tavor, they were exceptionally hard, especially the rio-lit
quartering birds, which had to be hit very hard to stop them
from getting beyony the boundary. Miles Johnston supplied and
trapped the birds, and Hurlingham rules governed all contests.On Thursday the wives of a number of the shooters visited the
grounds, and at the close of the day were persuaded to shoot a
sweepstake race, in which Mrs. Irwin, Mrs. Welch, Mrs. Fleish-
man, Mrs. Lmdsley and Miss Bechtel were opposed against each
other. A press representative volunteered to keep the. "score
which is given below, and as an excuse for possible mistakes
pleaded his inabili ty to resist the bright eyes and pleading tones
Sti?? ones, who after each shot approached him with, "Oh,
1 hit it

!
" Didn't you see that piece ? " etc. At anv rate, accord-

ing to his score, Mrs. VY elch was the winner, though we have an
idea that the purse was liquidated rather than paid by the stake-
holder. Another impression we have is that arnica'. Pond's ex-
tract, etc, were in great demand that night for bruised should-
ers and arms. Of the positions taken at the trap Mrs. Lind Sle

1

r'swas the most businesslike, showing that she has profited by her
husband's tuition, and had the referee's evesight been sharper
she might have won the race. The scores of all the events are
given in full. Ties div. unless otherwise noted.
Monday—Team race at 25 live birds ner man:

g 3*w& 3112210111111321212121122-24R Welch 1211111111211111110111011-23-47H A Penrose 213112111 30212] -> <S0 2 J331D—23
Johnson 111021020121111Hllim02—21-44
Tuesday, Oct. 15.—First event, at 10 Keystones, $2 entrance. 3moneys: '

Roberts lllUVDll—10 Grover 001 1011111— 7Goodman 1011111111- 9 Hepler 0110111010- 6
Fleishman 1111110111— 9 Daly 1000110100- 4Mortar 1011101111—8 Matz 0001011010- 4Coldren 0101111111- 8 Miller

, 0100010HO- 4
Leonard 1110011101— 7

No. 2, at 7 live birds, entrance $7:
Irwin 1111221—7 Motler 2202221-6
Roberts 2111222-7 Matz 1111230-6
White .1121311-7 Leonard 0110113-5
Shivtly 1112213-7 Daly 0220212-5
Welch 1111111—7 Goodman 0120021—4
Hepler 3131! 33-7 Miller 0102020 -3
Fleishman 2112110-6 Coul dron 3000110-3
Ties for first money shot off and div. by Roberts, White and

Welch; second aud third div.; Goodman won fourth alone.

No. 3, at 15 Keystones, entrance $3:
Ruble 11111.1111101111-14 Miller 001010110111101- 9
Daly 011111011110101-11 Leonard 011000101011111— 9
Fleishman iiiomooioilil-u Motter , ootooooioioino- 6
Goodman 0101.1 1011011.111- 1 1 Matz QUQOOOOOOOlOOl - 4
Coldren 101 100101011111-10

No. 4, at 10 Keystones, $3 entrance:
Ruble 1111111111—10 Irwin 1011011110- 7
Daly 1111001111— 8 Goodman.. 1011010111 - 7
Floishman 1111101101— 8 Leonard 000010101 1— 4

No. 5, at 5 live birds, $5 entrance:
Daly 12111-5 Hepler 02121-4
Miller 11211—5 Kimmel 01011—3
Shively 21110—4 Roberts 23030-3
Eley 10111-4 Williams 03013-3
White - 11011-4 Motter 20110-3
Matz 22101-4 Irwin . ..01200-2
Leonard 12210-4 Bi-obst 20003-2
Fleishman 101 11-4 Welch 00210—2
Goodman 22101—4

Fi rst and fourth divided. Tie on 4: White 3, Fleishman 2, Good-
man 2, Matz 0, Shively 0, Eley 0, Hepler 0. White, Fleishman and
Goodman div. second. Ties on 3: Kimmel 6, Roberts 6. Williams 4,
Motter 3. Kimmel and Roberts div. third.

Extra No. 1, at, 10 Keystones, $1 entrance: Fleishman 9, Leon-
ard 9, Grover G. Ma.rtz 0, Miller 1, Goodman 5, Moltcr 8, Ruble 8,
Coldren 5, Hepler 3.

Wednesday, Oct. 15.—Regular event No. 1, at 8 live birds. $8 en-
trance:
Quitnby 11111111-8 Ruble 10121210-6
Smith. 11112131-8 Welch 12022012-6
.VIeMurehy 11112110-7 Irwin 13101012—6
Ely 1111 1310-7 Lindsley 10012103-5
Mack 12110221-7 White 01112020-5
Trodway 1130011.1—fl Clinton 11212000—5
Daly 10222101—6 Matz Oil 1 2000—4
Coldren 11012110-6 Leonard 11000200—3
Goodman 11022021—6
Third shot oil and div. by Tredway, Daly, Coldren, Goodman

and Ruble: fourth shot off and won by Lindsley.
Regular No. 2, at 10 Keystones, eutrance 83:

McMurchy 1 111111111—10 Leonard 0111011111— 8
Miller 1111111111-10 Coldren 1101111101 8
Ely 1111111011—9 Courtney 1001 1101 11— 7
Ruble 1111101111- 9 Tread wav 1110101011— 7
Lindsley 1111010111-8 Matz -..1011001111— 7
Quimby 1111100111- 8 Irwin 1111111000- 7
Daly 1010111111- 6 Smeek O10UOI1O0- 5
Mack 1111101101- 8 Goodman 1001100101- 5
Smith UOUOlllI- 8 Clintou 001U01010- 5
Third shot off and div. by Lindsley and Coldren: fourth shot off

and div. by Treadway and Irwin.

No. 3, at 5 Keystones, 81:
Ruble Ull1—5 Miller 11100—3
Treadway 11111—5 Lindsley 01010 -2
McMurchy 11111—5 Smeck 11000—2
Ely 11111-5 Mack 00101—2
Daly 00111—3 Coldren 10100—2
Smith 11001—3 Clinton 10000—1
No. 4, at 7 live birds, entrance $6.75:

Quimby 2211112-7 Daly 0201211—5
El.v 2U3111—7 Miller 2232001-5
McMurchy 1 1 211 12—7 Lindsley 3100102—4
Ruble 1 223111-7 Whi te 0 .'02201-4
Smith 1111110—6 Clinton 3101010-4
Tread wa y 1)333111—6 Ford 301 0031—4
Welch 101MI-6 Brobst SCO 1001—

3

Irwiu 1120121—6 Matz 0000111—3
Mack 1210112—6 Goodman 2000202—3
Second shot off and div. by Smith, Treadway and Welch, fourth

shot off and won by Clinton.

No. 5, at 10 Keystones, entrance $1.50:
Miller 1111111111—10 Matz 1111100111—8
Lindsley 1110111111— 9 Coldren HlIHOOll—

S

Ely llllllOlll— 9 Grover 0110101101—6
Quimby llllllloll— 9 Goodman 0111001110—fi

Smith. . . ,.1011111111— 9 Irwin 0100101011—5
McMurchy 1111011111- 9 Daly 1101000110-5
Roberts HlllllOil— 9 Smeek 0116010010-4
Treadway 1.111111001— 8
Second shot off and div. by Smith, McMurchy and Roberts.
Extra event, at 10 Keystones, SI entrance: Miller 9, McMurchy

9, Ruble 9, Smith 9, Grover 8, Irwin 8, Treadway 7, Lindsley 7.
Couldron 6, Hanck 6, Matz 6, Ford 5, Smeck 3.

Extra event, at 5 live birds, entrance. 85: Quimby 5, McMurchy
5, Lindsley 5, Ely 5. White 5, Miller 5, Mack 4, Smith 4. Ford 4,
Probst 4, Clinton i. Irwin 4, Daly 4, Welch 3, Treadway 3, Fleish-
man 3, Hanck w. Second shot off and div. by Mack, Smith and
Ford; third shot off and wen byr Welch.
Thursday, Oct. 17.—No. 1, 7 live birds, entrance $5:

Quimby 1112122-7 Mack 1110112—6
Daly 1122211—7 Lindsley.... 0.320211—5
Miller 2l?mi-1 Clinton 2021011-5
Ely 1121111-7 Irwin 0210133-5
McMurchy 1121111—7 Welch 1103011-5
White 0111111-6
Ties on 7: Quimby 9, Miller 9. Ely 9, McMurchy 9, Daly 7. Ties

on 5: Lindsley 3,- Irwin 3, Welch 3. Clinton 3. First shot off and
div. by Quimby, Miller. Ely and McMurchy, after killing 9 more
straight; second div.; third shot off and div. by Lindslev, Irwin
and Welch.
No. 2, at 10 Keystones, $1.50 entrance:

Ruble 1111111111—10 Irwiu 0110010111—6
Lindsley 1111101111— 9 Fleishman 0000000001—1
McMurchy 1111101111- 9 Daly 000010w.
Richards 1110011111— 8 Grover 0100101010—4
Miller 1101111101— 8

No. 3, at 15 Keystones. 83 entrance:
McMurchy. .

.
.111111111111111—15 Grover 001001111101111—10

Ruble 111111111111110-14 Richards 011010111010110- 9
Miller 111111111111110-14 Lindsley 111001010101001- 8
Ely 101100011111111-11

No. 4, at 5 live birds, entrance 85:
Irwin 12233-5 White 31101-4
Ely 11211-5 Clinton 20221-4
Mack 22111-5 Lindsley 12020—3
Daly 21211-5 Welch 03110-3
Miller 31212-5 McMurchy 00110—2
Ruble 21121—5 Fleishman 0101X1—1
Quimby 10121-4
First shot off and div. by Ely, Mack, Daly and Ruble, second

shot off and won by Quimby, third div., fourth won bv McMur-
chy.

No. 5, at 7 Keystones, entrance $1:
McMu rchy 1111111—7 Daly 101 1110-5
Miller 1011111—6 Irwiu 1101001—4
Ruble 1111110-6 Welch 0011000-2
Lindsley 1001 111—5 Fleishman 0000000—0
No. 6, at 7 live birds, entrance 87:

Ely 1311111-7 Mack 0111211-6
McMurchy 1111211-7 Daly 2013330—5
Miller limiS-r Clinton 0Q212S*-S
Fleishman 2111112-7 Lindsley 3310103—

5

Quimby... lo.v.;-, ( Welch 021102?-?
Irwin 0112112—6
First div., second shot off and div. by Quimby and Mack, third

shot off and won by Daly.
No. 7, at 5 live birds, entrance 85, two moneys:

Ely. 11111-5 McMurchy 01211-4
Ruble 12111-5 Irwin 01131—4
Miller 21333-5 Welch ~ 30311-4
Paly 23113-5 Lindsley ".'.31021-4
Quimby 12101-4
Tie on 4: McMurchy 13. Quimby 13, Irwin 2. Lindsley 2, Welch 1

Second money won by McMurchy after a long and interesting
shoot off.

No. 8, 10 Keystones, entrance 81.50:
McMurchy 1111111111—10 Lindsley 11110101U- 8
Ruble H11011111- 9 Irwin.. . . . .llllOlPIll-

8

Miller HLtlOllll- 9 Stout . . . . 1011111011- 8
Daly H0HU0U- 8 Matz 01100U011- 6

First won by McMurchy, second shot off and won by Ruble
third shot off and won by Stout.

Ladies' race, at 5 Keystone targets, sweepstake, 25 cents en-
trance:
Mrs Irwin 11011—4 Mrs Welch 11111—5
Mrs Fleishman 11110—4 Miss Becntel 10111—4
Mrs Lindsley 01111—4
Friday, Oct. is.—Xo. 1, at 5 live birds, $5 entrance, 2 moneys:

Penrose Ill 12 -5 Roberts 1 2022—4
Qniinoy

,
11111-5 Goff 12013-4

McMurchy 11113-5 Irwin 22020 -3
Welch nil 1-5 Fleishman 00001-1
Daly 13110—4

No. 3, at 5 live birds, $d entrance, 2 moneys:
Penrose 11211—5 Goff 12012-

4

McMurchy 12121—5 Daly 11210—

4

Welch 11121—5 Quimby '..WW. —0
No. 3. at 6 live birds, miss and out, $5 eutrance: Penrose fi

Welch 6, Goff 6, Daly 8, Quimby 3, McMurchy \. Ties on 6 div.
No. 4. at 10 live birds, $10 entrance, two moneys;

McMurchy 1111113111—10 Van Gump 1101111011—8
Daly 011321 1112 - 9 Brobst U1C803122 -g
Welch 1021112121— 9 Goff 10130UW1J2—

5

Irwin 1110112213— 9

No. 5, at 5 live birds, $5 entrance, two moneys:
MeMurch y 11111—5 Dal y 20022—3
Van Camp 21101—4 Golf 02002—3
Ruble 11220-4 Welch 12100-3
No. 6, at 10 Keystones, $2 entrance, two moneys:

Ruble 1111111111—10 Van Camp 1010011110—6
McMurchy 11111111U— 10 Gehringer 01 10101000- -1

Daly 1011111101— 8 Irwiu 10O010O100-3
Penrose. 1111001111— 8 Goff 01000U0110—

3

Jamison ,0111011110— 7
Event at live birds, miss and out, 85 entrance: McMurchy 17,

Ruble 17, Penrose 16, Van Camp 9, Welch 8, Daly 2, Irwin 3, Goff
3. McMurchy and Ruble div. Frank Mason.

THE NICKEL PLATE GUN CLUB TOURNAMENT.
IINCOLN, 111.—The Keystone tournament of the Nickel Plate

jk Gun Club of this city, held on Thursday, Oct. 10, proved a
financial success, although the number of shooters was not as
great as could have been wished. The traps worked excellently,
and the Keystones were thrown out as lively as possible. All
matches were shot under the Keystone system. The presence of
C. M. Powers, ot Decatur, made many hold back, and it was difficult
to get entries in matches at times. Unpleasant as it was, it
finally became necessary to bar Powers out of some matches and
to handicap him three yards when he did get in. Powers is a very
fine gentleman, and the only mean thing about him is that hers,
an unerring shot. Once in a while he will accidentally (?) drop a
bird so as not to get it, all, but nevertheless he shoots too well for
the ordinary amateur, and consequently he is a scare-crow in a
tournament. Just why this should be carried to the extent it is I
cannot see, as he cau take no more than his share of first money,
and usually the fellow that kicks the hardest cannot get more
than second, though he shoot his best. It has been determined,
however, hereafter to bar all class "A" men whether they have
been classed by the American Shooting Association or not. I
append the scores:
Shoot No. 1, 6 single Kevstones:

Powers 111111—6 C E Schroeder .111 100—

4

Schwerdtfeger 1111 10—5 Gayle 01 1110—4
L Halm 011111—5 Stanseli 001011-3
T Ryan 110111- 5 Wildman 100101—3
E<1 Gibson U011.1-5 WW Stinnett 001001-2
Shoot No. 2, 9 single Kaystones:

Powers 111111111—9 Wildman 110010111—6
Halm 111111111-9 Stanseli 111100010-5
CEKuorr.. . - 111111011—B Stinnett 100100011-4
Schwerdtfegcr 110111 101—7 JT Gelsthorp 000001000—1
Gibson 011111011-7
Shoot No. 3, 9 single Keystones:

Powers - 111111111—9 Hahn.. 1101 10101—

6

Schwerdtfeger 111110110—7 Wrildman. 011011110—6
.Terrv Parker 011101111—7 Smith 001040111—4
Thos Ryan 110101111- 7 Schroeder 000100111—4WD Gayle 011011111-7 W Stinnett 000001001-2
Shoot No. 4, 9 single Keystones:

Davidson Ulllllll—9 Lineberger 111101100—6
L Hahn.... 111111111—9 Pilaris 110101101-6
Wolcott '11111101-8 Thos Ryan 101111001—6
McCurdy 100111111—7 Jamison 111011001—6
Jerry Parker 110101111—7 Isabell 101101110—6
Will Davis 11.1001111—7 Schroeder 00101H11—

6

Gibson .101111110—7 Stanseli 001101011—5WD Gayle 101011111-7 Geo Cavle 011000011-4
Powers lOllilllO—7 E Jennings 1100ioiOO-4
Wildman 101110111—7 Charles Dadv 000010010-3
Pharis 110101101—6 Gdsthorp 100001010-3

First money Davidson and Hahn; ties on second shot down and
divided by Powers and Wildman; ties on third shot out and taken
by Lineberger. In this match Powers stood at 31yds.
Shoot No. 5, 15 single Keystones:

Schwerdtfegerllllllimillll-15 Schroeder 101111011110101—11
Hahn 111111111111111—15 Wolcott 111110110000111—10
Thos Ryan.... 111111111011111—14 R Schuster. .. .00001011 01H010— 7W D Gayle.... 111111011 111101—13 Wildman fi

Ed Gibson 0111111111.10110-13 Smith 0 1001111 1000000- 6
Stanseli 111111101111010—12 Gelsthorp. . . . ..01Q00101J010010— 6
McCurdy 111101010101111—11 Stinnett 110100101000000— 5
Shoot No. 5, at 9 single Keystones:

Powers 111111111—9 McCurdy 100111010-5
Hahn 101111110—7 Isabell 011101100—

5

Lineberger 11011.1101—7 Thos Ryan 101011100—5
H S Stanseli 100111101—6 Pharis 000011000—3
Davidson 011011110—6 J J Armstrong 000001100—2
C EKnorr 011010101-5 Wolcott 000000100-1
R Jennings 011110010-5
Shoot No. 7, at 12 siugle Keystones:

Powers 111111111110—11 Lineberger 100110111110-8
Schroeder 111110111111—11 Jamison 001100111101-7
Davidson 011111111111—11 W D Gayle 100101110101—7
Schwerdtfeger . . .

011111.101111—10 McCurdy 01 1 0 110 tlfii 10 -ri
Thos Ryan 111011111011—10 Jerry Parker 001111001001-6
Isabell 111101011011- 9 Lechleiter 011110011101—7
Gibson 11000111.1011- 8

Shoot No. 8, at 9 single Kevslones:
Powers 011111111—8 McCurdy... 001101111—6
Hahn 111101111-8 Gayle 111010011—

6

Stanseli 111111110—8 Ryan 101001101—5
•i e l-'a.rker 100111111—7 Gelsthorp 11101O000—

4

Schroeder 11 1011101- 7 St inne 1 1 ..101000000—2
:->!-;<.< i

: tfeger 101011011-6
Shoot No. 9, 15 single Keystones:

T Ryan 111111111111111-15 W D Gayle. . . .111000111111101—11
Sch werdtfegerll 1111111111101-14 Pharis 011110111101011—11
Gibson 111101111111111—14 McCurdy 101000101111111—10
Lineberger... 111111111111101—14 Isabell.. 110011110001110—9
J Parker 111110111011111—13 J J Armstron^OOOOHOl 1100110— 7
Davidson 100000111111111—13 Schroeder. . . . JlllllOOlOHOw.
Shoot No. 10, 7 single Kevstones:

Wildman 1111111—7 R Schuster 1011100-4
Schwerdtfeger 1101111—6 Wm Davis 1100011—4
G Atwell 1111011—6 T Moran 0100011—3
Wildman first, Schwerdtfeger second, Davis third.

L-! o • =? .<:'.._- .'

. ones.-

Wildman 111110101-7 Stanseli 001100110-4
Davis 101111110-7 T Moran 101100110-5
Atwell 111100101-6 C Dady 000011000-2
Schuster 001111110-6

ouuonuuu

A special match of 3 pairs was shot between Powers, at 21yds.,
and Schwerdtfeger, at 18yds., as follows:
Powers 10 10 10—3 Schwerdtfeger. ... . ..11 11 11—6
It is but fair to say that on the second pair Mr. Powers, who

shoots a Lefever, found that his right hammer was not cocked,
and instead of letting the birds go he broke his gun, closed it
again and broke the first bird, the second was a few inches from
the ground, and it was a question whether he had hit it or not
but the referee called it a lost bird. For quick work this little
act of Powers's can not easily be equalled. Sachem.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Oct. 18.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Major J.
M. Taj lor, manager of the American Shooting Association, spent
last Friday in this city. His visit was to ascertain the prospects
for holding a tournament next spring. Quite a number of promi-
nent trap shots used very strong arguments to have the Associ-
ation give a shoot under its popular classification rules. There
are a large number of trap-shooters in this city and vicinity who,
it is believed, will turn out and attend such a shoot. Before de-
parting for Kansas City the Major apparently was favorably im-
pressed with the outlook, for ne promised to use his influence
upon the Board of Directors, which meets shortly, to have them
put St. Louis on the list.

—

Unseb, Fritz.
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Miller

Sopher

Sickley ...

SPRINGFIELD, N. J„ Oct. 19 —Editor Forest and Stream:. On
the ground of tbe Union Gun Club situated here, one of the nicest

team races took place this afternoon that it has over been my
good fortune to see. For over six months a great deal ot rivalry

has existed between several of ttic members as to who had the
best team, Capt. Miller with Sickley and Sopher as partners, or

Capt. Johnson upheld by Conover and Roll. Many an evening
has been spent discussing their respective merits and finally

about ten days asro an agreement was drawn UP and signed that
the match should be shot to-day rain or shine. Everytnimf-
seemed to smile on ub this afternoon, »s the day was delightful

with just, enough air sirring to blow the smoke away, m tact: it

was an ideal day for tr ap-shooting. The match was to commence
at 3 o'clock sharp but owing to the non-appearance of the Miller
team it was nearly half past three before it was in full blast, the
delinquent having shown up in the meantime. Capt. Johnson
pulled out a quarter from his pocket, tossed it in the air, Miller
called out "'heads" and tails it proved to be, so Johnson decided
to go to the score first followed by Miller and so on down, a man
from each team shooting alternately. I is a wonder that either
team could do any shooting as every man at the score was most
unmercifully guyed with such remarks as this: "Ding-a-ling-
1 i ti tr, T knew be would miss it." "Next time pull a little furthcr
abeod." "you shot behind that, Roll." "You shot over that,
Sopher." "Now see Sickley miss three straight." "Don't you do
that again Doc." "About time Johnson would slip up." "Stick
to them Judge." "That's the stuff," and so on. When all the
singles had been, shot it was found that Johnson's team led "by 15
birds, but this was noue toomuch a? Sickley and Sopher are rioted
for their double shooting, while the rest of us are only passable.
Everything went well until the last five pair all around when it

was so dark that it was almost impossible to see tbe first bird, let
alone the second, but the scores were shot out. Johnson's team
winning by a score of 288 to Miller's 335, This from all accounts
is far from satisfactory to the losing team, and I hear that there
is a challenge being written to have it all oyer again at no very
remote date. There, is also some talk of a series of matches be-
tween Sickley and Roll, and if all the sand does not run out of
one or the other before next Saturday great sport is expected, as
both say they will come loaded for bear, nee bluerocks. Follow-
ing are the conditions and score of to-day's shoot. Teams com-
posed of three men each, each man to shoot at 100 bluerocks (70
single and 15 pairs) thrown from 3 screened traps, American As-
sociation rules. Benj. Pudney, referee; Al Snow, scorer:

Johnson's Team,
Johnson 10111111111111111111111111111111111

111 1111 10] 1101111111111111011111110—65
10 10 10 11 11 10 10 10 10 11 10 10 10 11 00-18-83

Roil nioiiiioj ion niuiiuoi looiomii
1 1 it i u oi iniioiiiii to 1 1 1 1 noioi 1 1 1 1 -57

11 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 10 11 01 10 00 10 00-19—70
Conover 10111111101111111111001111111101011

liniiiioi mil i loiini.milium 1- 62
11 10 10 11 10 10 10 11 10 10 11 10 00 00 10—17—79—23

Miller's Team.
11111.11111111.1111111111111111111111mn uiiiiiimiiuu imiiiiooiii-68

10 11 11 11 11 11 10 10 11 10 11 10 00 10 11-22-90
01101 110! 0111 11101 1 1 1 1001 1 J 11011010
11110101 11 11101 1 1 10101001 1001101111—50

11 11 01 11 11 00 11 11 11 10 10 11 01 11 11-24—74m ooii ioi i omum a ion iu j 11 1001

11 11 10 11 10 11 11 10 10 11 10 10 11 CO 00-20-71-235
12- Bore.

WALNUT HILL, Oct. 16.—High scores were the rule in all the
matches to-day. In tbe thirteenth competition for the gold coin
match the shooting was exceedingly close, and Perry's *• ore of
29. which stood at the head, was only one point higher than the
figures reached by three other competitors. In the shooting for
the Standard Target Company's gold medal, some very fine Scores
were shown, and no less than four of those who shot in this match
succeeded in gaining full scores and winning each a point in the
race for the trophy. Below are the scores made, in th<) two main
events of the meeting, as well as a summary of the work done in
the minor sweepstakes.
G old coin match, 15 clay birds and 15 standard targets, Keystone

system of sauad tiring:

Clays. Standards.
Perry 111111111111111-15 111011111111111—14-SS
Gale 11111011111 11 1 1-1:1 101111HI 1 1 11 1 1—1 1—28
Wheeler 1110111111111 11—14 101111111111111-14-28
Curtis 111111111111111-15 101110111111111—13- -38

Black 111011110111111-13 11101 1 1 11111011—13-26
Nic hols HI 1 111 1 1 010011-1 2 1111 00 1 1 1 11 10 11—13—24
Suow 100111111111111-13 1111101 11011001-11—24
Hosnier 111101101101011—11 010011111111111—12—23
Holder 000003011110101— 6 111111001011111-12—18
Nelson llOlOOOlOOUlll— 9 101001101111010— 9—18

Standard Target Co.'s medal, 30 standard targets, handicap- by
classes: Black, A, 20: Wheeler, A, 20; Hosnier, B, 20; Gale, C, 20;
Nichols, C, 19; Wheeler. A. 18; Nelson, C, 18; Snow, C, 16; Holder,
C. 13. Six Chicago tin birds: Wheeler 4, Perry 3. Six Chicago tin
birds! Nichols 4. Perry 3. Six standard targets: Wheeler 6, Nich-
ols 5. Six standard targets: Black aud Perry 6, Wheeler 5, Gale
4. Fifteen clay birds: Gale, Perry and Wheeler 14, Black 13, Nich-
ols 12. Fif t een standard targets: Perry 15, Gale and Wheeler 14,
Black 13. Twenty standard targets, handicap rules: Black and
Hosmer 20, Nichols 19. Nelson and Wheeler 18. Six Chicago tin
birds: Hosmer and Wheeler 5, Black 4, Snow 8. Three pairs clay
buds: Nichols 0. Black, Curtis and Wheeler 5, Gale and Perry 4.

Ten standard targets: Black and Hosmer 10. Gale and Nichols 9.

Six standard targets: Nichols 4, Gale 3. Six standard targets:
Black 6, Nichols 4. The next shotgun meeting at Walnut Hill is
scheduled for Wednesday, Oct. 30, when the gold coin match and
the competition for the Standard Target Company's medal will
he open, in addition to the usual sweepstake shooting.

MADISON COUNTY TOURNAMENT.—Thursday morning,
Oct. 17, opened bright and the members of Eaton Gun Club were
astir, especially President Richardson, who was over anxious to
have meeting a success. The 10 A. M. train brought the hoys from
Oneida and Caoastota, but the club from Cazenovia failed to ap-
pear. After a business meeting of the Association the shooters
faced the five traps each with a determination to do his hest.
Soon it became dark and smoky, with a 4 o'clock wind, which
made the birds fly low and irregular. The trophy had been won
by Eaton at the previous shoot on 80, and now it was captured hv
Eaton's first and second teams on a tie of only 70. The most inter-
est centered on contest No. 3. the first prize of which was a superb
Parker hammerless. There were 20 contestants, but it soon
became evident that the fight lay between Markham, of Oneida,
and Cole of the Eaton Club. But Markham won with 18 to Cole's
17 out of a possible 20. The members of the Association seemed
pleased with the management of the tournament and also for the
partial donation of the fine gun by Parker Bros., and donation of
Fokkso: and Stheam. The entire programme of six events was
successful carried out. The following scores were made in the
two leading events: First, $140 trophy, 4 men per team, at 15
singles and 6 pair doubles, each club allowed as many teams as
desired:

Oneida, 1st Team.
S D

J F Tuttle 7 3-10
T A Deverux 8 8—16
J M Maxwell 11 7-18
J M Markham. 13 10—22—66

Eaton, 3d Team.
C A Stone 9 8—17
DF Parsons 10 3-13
F E Short 3 7-15
FSacket 7 6-13-58

Eaton, 1st Team.
RJPeet 9 9—18
A E Richardson... . 8 7—15
WmHall 13 7—20
S A Curtis 10 7—17-70

Eaton, 2d Team.
S D

Geo Cole 14 11—35
G B Palmer 6 10-16
Geo Fryer 9 7—16
FLBriggs 7 6—13—70

Cana slot a, 1st Team.
EB Roberts 10 8—18
H H Lansing 9 8—17W Salisbury 9 7—16W Suits 4 4— 8—59

Oneida, 2d Team.
MSMarkham 5 9—14
H T Carter 7 4—11
F B Cheeny 3 3—5
R Clark 10 10-30—50

Guu contest with numerous specials, 20 single kingbirds, 5 traps.
Association rules: J. Markham 18, won $85 Parker gun and in-
dividual championship of the county; Geo. Cole 17, watch; R. J.
Peet 15, Forest a^'.d stream; H. Lansing 14, E. Roberts 14, 100
loaded shells; E. A. Richardson 13, F. L. Briggs 13, J Maxwell 13,
flannel shirt; S. A. Curtis 12, F. A. Deverux la, oil stove; W. Salis-
bury 10, Geo. Palmer 10, whip; Dr. Bailey 8, Geo. Fryer 8, R. Clark
8, W. Hall 8, F. B. Cheeny 8; H. T. Carter 7, C. A. Stone 7, tie for
ham, flipped cent and Carter won.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication in the current issue. It is particularly re-
quested that scores be sent us as early as possible.

HOOSICK FALLS, N. Y., Oct. 19.—The grand kingbird tourna-
ment so long talked of took place yesterday at Webster's Glen,
under the auspices of the Independent Gun Club, of Hoosick Falls.
The day was very fine, with uo wind. There were 10 events at
kingbirds, thrown from 5 1 raps, Keystone system. The shooters
came from Troy. Albany, Coboes, Saratoga Springs, Lansingburg,
Cambridge, N. Y. The new trap pulling machine, invented and
managed by "P. K.," worked to perfection.
First event, 10 kingbirds, entrance §1:

Woodstock O1110O110O-5 Goggin 001 11.1 1111-7
Beck 0100111111-7 Thoene 1111111010-8
McGinniss 0111101101-7 McVicker 1 111101100-7
Shepherd 1111010110-7 Patten 1110001111—7
White 01 10101010-6 Levengston 1101111111-9
Ramsdill 1010010111-6 Johnston 1110111101-8
Harkness 0100000000-1 "P K" 1100011111-7
Second event, 10 kingbirds, entrance 81:

Beck 1110111110- 8 McVicker 0101011101- 6
White 1011110111- 8 Woodstock 1001111101- 7
Ramsdill 1111111111-10 Johnston 1011101111- 8
Shepherd ,. 1011110000— 5 Patten 1111010111— 8
McGinniss 1101111111— 9 Thome 1111011011— 8
Levengston 1111111111-10 Mills 1111111101— 9
Harkness.- 1111001100- G Williams 0001011110— 5
Goggin 1110101101— 8

Third event, 15 kingbirds, entrance SI. 50:
Woodstock 110101011111111-12 Mills lllOlimilUlI—14
White ..110011010100000— 6 Williams 111 110011001111—11
Ramsdill 011 111101011111-12 Patten 1 11 11111101 1 110-13
Goggin 011100111111100-10 Beck 110111111001100-10
McGinniss 111111110111010—13 Thorne 111111101111111-14
Shepherd 11111011 1010011-11 Johnston 111111111111101-14
Harkness 000000010001000- 2 Levengston. ...11111111111.1100-13
Fourth event, 15 kingbirds, entrance #1.50: Woodstock 13, Mc-

Ginniss .13, Ramsdill. 14, Beck 1.2, McVicker 7, Goggi'n 12, Patti n 8,
Mills 12, Williams 12, Levengston 14, Thome 12.
Fifth event, entrance §2.20 kingbirds: McGinniss 17, Beck 15,

Ramsdill 18, Goggin 16, Woodstock 15, Levengston 19, Mills 16,
Williams 17, Johnston 17, Thorne 14, "P. K." 14.
Sixth event, 10 kingbirds, entrance 81: McGinniss 10, Wood-

stock 5, Ranudill 9, Beck 8, Shepherd 6, White 1, McVicker 10,
Goggin 9, Mills 6, Williams 7, Patten 10, Groesbeck 7, Johnston 8,

Levengston 9, Thorne 9.

Seventh event, 15 kingbirds, entrance $1.50: McGinniss 13,
StockwellO, Ramsdill 14, Beck 15, McVicker 14. Levengston 12,
Goggin 11. Patten 9, M ills 14, Williams 12, Johnston 14, Thorne 11.

Eighth event, 15 kingbirds, entrance $1 .50: McGinniss 14,Wood-
stock 10, Ramsdill 14, Shepherd 9, Beck 18, Goggin 13. Mills 14,
Williams 12, Levengston 15, Johnston 12, Thorne 11, McVicker 13.
Ninth event, 20 kingbirds, entrance $2: Woodstock 15, Beckford

1.8, Ramsdill 20, McGinniss 17, Mills IS, Williams w., Johnston 19,
Thome 16.

Tenth event, 10 kingbirds, entrance $1,50: Woodstock 9, McGin-
niss 9, Ramsdill 10, Goggin 8, Patten S, Beck 9, Mills 7, Williams 7,
Johnston 10, Thorne 7.

The following is a list of averages of shooting out of a possible
140: Ramsdill 127, Johnston 124, McGinniss 120, Beckford 115, Gog-
gin 113, Thome 110, Woodstock 100.

SUBURBAN SHOOTING GKOUNDS.-New York, Oct. 19 —
Editor Forest and Stream: The crowd at Claremont to-day was
not as large as expected owing to several causes. E. D. Miller and
C. H. Johnson were engaged in a team shoot at Springfield, N. J.,

Fred Qnimby and Milt Lindsay were not yet in sight from Read-
ing, and others were detained by business. The dozen who were
there had what all called a good shout, and are to he on hand next
Saturday afternoon. With the closing of many clubs for the sea-
son, and the winding up of the tournaments, will come the harvest
time for these grounds. Last winter as many as forty shooters
were engaged in the Saturday afternoon shoots, and some days
the traps wcro kept busy all the afternoon, Tbe base ball and
rowing clubs must soon cease operations, and their sport-loving
members will, many of them, be found here. The public are wel-
come. Below will be found some of the scores. Ties div. unless
noted:
Sweep No. 1, 10 bluerocks, 50 cents entrance:

Tatham llllOlllll—9 Nixon 1101001111—7
Simpson 0H1111 111-9 Howard 0001010110-4
Lyons 1100110111-7 Borland 0010010100—3
Sigler „ ... 1011110111-8
Lyons third on shoot off.

Sweep No. 2, same:
Tatham 1111111011—9 Sigler 011UU110—

8

Simpson 01 101 10010-5 Nixon 0101111100 - 0
Lyons 1111011010-7 Howard 011J101010-6
Sweep No. 3, same:

Tatham 1011010110-6 Sigler 0101111111-8
Simpson 1101110010-6 Nixon 0101110101- 6
Lyons 1100110011—6 Howard 0100010001—3
Sweep No. 4, same:

Tatham 0111101111- 8 Nixon 1111101100- 7
Simpson 1010111111- 8 Howard 1110000001- 4
Lyons 1111110010— 7 Hathaway 0010111101- 0

Sigler 1111111111-10
Sweep No. 5, same:

Tatham llimilll—10 Nixon OOOIOICOH- 4

Simpson 1011111111- 9 Howard 1100110011- 5
Lyons 1111110010- 7 Hathawav llOUOHOl— 7
Sigler 1111111111-10
Sweep No. 6, same: Tatham 9, Simpson 10, Lyons 7, Sigler 8,

Nixon 5, Howard 9, Hathaway 7.

Sweep No. 7: Tatham 9, Simpson 9, Lyons 5, Sigler 10, Nixon 8,

Howard 5, Hathaway 9.

Sweep No. 8: Tatham 10, Simpson 8, Lyons 8, Sigler 9, Nixon 7,
Howard 0, Hathaway 8.

Sweep No. 9: Tatham 8, Simpson 8, Lyons 5, Sigler 10, Nixon 7,
Howard 7, Hathaway 7.

NORTH BRANCH VS. WHITE HOUSE.-North Branch, N.
J., Oct. 19.—To-day witnessed the third! shoot between the White
House aud North Branch gun clubs. The weather was warm and
delightful, with a hazy atmosphere, none the best for trap-shoot-
ing. The White House hoys started in with a grim determina-
tion to do or die, and the result shows what such a determination
can accomplish. The North Branch men bewailed the absence
of t heir champion, Mr. Frank Cramer, but even Frank with his
15 straight could not have saved them from defeat, as the scores
will show. This victory gives the White. House boys a chance, as
the series was to be the best of five, but thev will have to look
well to their laurels, for the North Branch men say they are
coming to White House next time "loaded for bear." Next shoot
Nov. 2. Match at 15 Lockport bats, 18yds. rise, 3 traps, Keystone
rules:

North Branch Guu Club. White House Gun Omb.
E Lever. . ..111000011110111-10 H Bishop. .100111110111111-12
G Cramer..0111000lllH001— 9 J H Davis..! lOHOlllllOl 11—12
Col Kline..100011100001COO— 5 Anderson. .111001111011101-11
T Welsh. . .101010111110111-11 B Pickle. . .110011101XH010-10
DuyckincklOlOOlOOUOlOlO- 7 L Woodin. 0011.10011001111— 9
Hamman . . 100000100100000- 3-45 C Abbott . ..011011111111010-11- 65
PHILADELPHIA, Oct. 12.—The Wayne and Frankford gun

clubs shot a friendly challenge match at Keystone targets, 25 per
man, at Frankford, and the home club won by a score of 321 to
207 Officer Wm. Johnson, of the Frankford police force, a mem-
ber of the Frankford Club, broke 24 straight and missed his 25th
target when it was quite dark. John Blair, of the Frankfords,
broke 20 straight, all that he shot at. Frank Hessler, of the
Wayne Club, broke 24 out of 25. Darkness came on hetore all
could shoot their full score, three men on each side getting but 20
targets each.

Wayne. Frankford.
H King .21 J Crowther 15
S Merchant 18 K Langhead 17
JSeidel 17 JDanser ...17

TJack 14 EBetson 20
J Sparks 14 E Dawson 15

A Cli ft'ord 14 T Al 1en 13W Milary 18 W Bourne 15
F Hessler 24 J Sehwartze 20
A Sill 14 W Johnson 24
CBiiney 18 D Mercer 18
S Davis 12 J Blair 20
G Hessler 10 E Delaney 15
T Scargel 13—207 J Entwistle 12—22!

RED BANK, N. J., Oct. 18.—The Riverside Gun and Rifle Club
held their regular monthly live pigeon shoot to-day. Two hun-
dred pigeons were on the grounds and most of them were shot in
the two events. American Association rules govern the matches,
the boundary being 50yds. The first event was the club shoot at
seven birds, in which there were 12 entries. A. Ivins and John
Cooper won first money, each killing 7. The second money was
divided between Edmund Throckmorton, Jas. Cooper, Mel Corn-
well, Edward Cooper, Wm. Conover and Asa Whymer, each kill-
ing 6. John Bergen and Charles Noble won third money, killing
5 each. Dr. Edwin Field won fourth money with 4. The last
shoot was a sweepstakes at 8 birds Ivans won first with 6, John
Cooper second with 5, Edward Cooper third with fourth.

HARRISBURG, Pa., Oct. 14.—The regular monthly shoot at
live birds came off Oct. 10. and 12 shooters faced the score for the
first time under American Association rules. The birds weTe a
lively lot and gave the boys the slip very unexpectedly, as the
score will show. The gold medal was won bv Mr. H. B. Shoop for
the second time with a clean score; he will have to win it only
once more to own it and wear it for good. If the weather he
favorable the club expect a very large attendance at out tourna-
ment on the 17, 18 and 19th inst., of which I will send you scores.
Match at 10 live birds, 5 ground traps, 30yds. rise, 80yds. boundary,
American Association rules, gold medal:W Dunn 000011111]— H W F Wade 1101111001-7
H B Shoop 1111111111-10 Geo Foerster 1101001101-6
J Whiteman 0100011000- 3 J D Kinzer 01J1100110-6M H Brensinger... .1111110011— 8 F Warden 0111111100—7HA Bach 1100001111- 6 A Miller 1111011110-8
J Nutt 1011000011- 5 P Hummel 1100101111—7

M. H. B.
SAN JOSE, Cal., Oct 9.-The opening day of the eighth annual

meeting of the California State Sportsman's Association was well
attended. The Selby trophy, including the division of the en-
trance fee and seven additional prizes was the first match. H. H.
Briggs, of the Breeder and Sportsman, was the referee, Keat Bas-
com scorer and Louis Dezaldo trapper. The entries were: Cali-
fornia Wing Club of San Francisco, Bluerock of Oakland. Pacific
of Sacramento, Colton Club and Garden City of San Jose. The
trophy was won by the Pacific Gun Club of Sacr.amento by a score
of 89 out of a possible 100. Colton took the second prize with a
score of 84. The California Wing Club and Bluerock Club made
81 each and divided their money. The Garden City Club took the
fifth prize with 78 individual. Tbe scores were: Pacific Club—J.
W. Morrison 20, C. E. Mack 19, William King 19, Louis J. Nicholas
17, Adam Damin 14. Colton Club—Dr. O. P. Britton 19, M. Chick
19, E. Unger 16. Gus Knight, 16, B. Wilier 14. California Glut)—C.
J. Haas 18, C. Robert son 18, Dr. Slade 16, E. Fay 15, C. W. Osborne
14. Bluerock Club—F. B. Norton IS, S. I. Kellogg is, H. C. Golcher
19, A. F. Adams 14, C. E. Boardmau 13. Garden City Club—Joseph
Delmas 20, F. E. Coykendall 15, Geo. C. Anderson 5, S. A. Childs
14, James Tams 14. A sweep was made up after the trophy match
and 10 birds shot at. Sixteen were entered at $2.15 each, and
divided the money into five prizes. W. Chick took first money
with a score of 9.

TRENTON TOURNAMENT.—In our announcement of the
Trenton tournament in last week's issue we questioned the
accuracy of tbe statement made in their programme that C has.
W. Budd and J. Frank Kleintz would shoot a match there on
Monday, tbe opening day. In doing this we simply questioned
the fact, not the honesty of purpose of the management in mak-
ing the announcement, and we are now glad to be able to say that
it was made on the strength of a positive statement lo them by
Mr, Kleintz, who firmly believed that he would be well enough
to shoot the match and that Budd would remain East to meet
him. On the strength of this assurance from one of the contest-
ants the programme and bill were printed announcing the match .

Now that it has fallen through, the management express their
regret for thus unintentionally making an incorrect statement,
but hope to present enough other attractions during the live days
of their tournament to offset this disappointment.

TORONTO, Oct. 16.—The West Toronto Gun Club's annual tour-
nament concluded to-day. The weather was all that could be
desired, and there was a good attendance. The following are tbe
results: First Class, ties of 1-1 birds—S. Staneland 7, D. Beldon 0,

D. Blea 3. Ties of 13 birds—E. Brown 1, G. H. Briggs 2, W. A.
Clarke 3. W. Bugg 4, G. Carruthers 5. Second Class— (4. Davies
13. D. O. Walton 12, W. .McDowell 12. C. Kemp, E. Dye, P. Wake-
Held, C. Hint.on and W. Smith took the rifxt five prizes in tbe
order named without shooting off. Third Glass—W. Skev 12, G.
Oakley 7, A. Royce 5. Fourth Class—W. Blea 8, E. Gabel 6, A.
Laseelles 3, T. Griffith 2. W McDowall won the first money in
the sweepstakes at 5 birds, with D. Blea second, C. Emond and D,
Beldon divided third and fourth. C. Kemp won the merchandise
match at 9 artificial birds with a score of 8, E. Brown took second,
E. Emond third, and W. McDowall and W. A. Clark divided
fourth and fifth.

faceting.

CLASSIFICATION BY CORRECTED LENGTH,
DURING the unusually active season that has just closed, a

season remarkable both for the number of races aud the
strong winds in which many of them were sailed, there has been
little time for any discussion or study of the measurement ques-
tion; the great points have beeu " Who won," and how the win-
ner might be beaten in the next race. Now, however, with the
racing over and the fleet laid up, it becomes necessary to take up
again the subject so generally discussed in the early'spring and
postponed by common consent until the close of the racing sea-
son. The fact long recognized by the more thoughtful yachts-
men, that spars and sails were rapidly developing to a most unde-
sirable extent, was brought home to the majority las', winter by
the construction of several yachts in which drafD aud sail area
were carried to an extent never before reached on either side of
the Atlantic; the result being very much like a panic. The stories
that were told, and with good foundation, of a draft of nearly
lift, in the forties Helen, Tomahawk and Liris, and of sail spreads
such as had previously been seen on notning less than two classes
higher, gave a strong impulse to the movement for further re-
st fictions on some of the elements of design which has been qui-
etly but persistently pushed for a long time. Among the propos-
als which were made was one to place an arbitrary limit on draft,
another to tax sail more heavily than at present, retaining the
same basis of classification, waterline length; and a third, to
change to a system of classification, as well as measurement, on
a basis of corrected length.
As has always been the case, this agitation for a more or less

radical change of the rules was not, made at a time when it could
be discussed with the care aud deliberation which its importance
demands, but it came so near the beginning of the racing season
that any action would necessarily have been hasty and incom-
plete, while much injustice might have been done to the large
fleet of new yachts whose sails were just being bent. It would
probably have been an easy matter so to have excited and directed
the popular clamor last spring as tohave hurried through a radical
change in the rules at the spring meeting of some of the clubs, hut
fortunately wiser counsels prevailed and the whole question left
iu the hands of committees, with the distinct understanding that
some decided action, one way or another, should he taken as soon
as possible after the season closed. It was confidently expected
that the many promised races and the very large- Meet, especially
in one class, would afford a basis for some positive conclusion;
and although this expectation has not been fully realized, though
there are many loose ends to the record, and much that is unsat-
isfactory and incomplete, there is at least more to work on than
has ever been offered to yachtsmen in the past. The present time
is of all the year the most favorable for the consideration and
execution of a task of this kind, as, though active work on the
water has stopped, the interest in yachting has uot yet been tem-
porarily deadened by the demands of business and society, as wiU
ho the case by December, and the subject still has a firm hold on
the attention of yachtsmen. Though there is as yet nothing defi-
nite, the indications are very good for a fleet of new yachts next
season, tbe forties are by no means done with yet, and both the
53 and 70ft. classes are likely to experience a revival, in order to
encourage huihling and to induce men to begin iu season, it is

most essential that the measurement question shall be settled
within the next few weeks, at least by tbe end of November,
either by the adoption of the such changes as may seem desirable,
or by a determination to do nothing at all for the coming season,
If tne matter is left until after New Year, it must go by default
until the following autumn.
At the present time three important committees are at work on

the subject, in the New York and Seawanhaka clubs, a nd the
Lake Y. R. A., all of them to report within a couple of weeks.
There seems little prospect of any direct increase of the tax on
sail, and if any change be made it will be in the adoption of a
classification by corrected length, such as was favored by many
leading yachtsmen last spring. Without attempting to analyze
the rather complicated records of the races, or to draw any con-
clusions from them as to the advisability of a change, we propose
at present to consider the subject of classification by corrected
length in its application to the American fleet, in order that the
attention of yachtsmen may be called to the many points in-
volved.
As every yachtsman knows, by the system in use now by the

principal American clubs the yachts are grouped in classes by
their waterline length, time being allowed between those in a
class according to tbe "corrected length;" while by the proposed
method, instead of classing by a fixed quantity, as the waterline,
the basis of classification as well as measurement will be the
"corrected length."
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DIAGRAM SHOWING RATIO OF SAIL TO LENGTH IN THE RACING FLEET.

The vertical lines indicate the present limits of classes by waterline length; the inclined lines indicate the limits of classes by corrected length. The relative position
of each yacht in its class, near the upper or lower limit, is shown by its proximity to lines indicating the class limits.

The operation of the former system is familiar to all, yachts are
built to the utmost limit of waterline allowed for their class, the
leading feature of the design being the power which is obtained
from beam, draft and ballast; and then sail is piled on according
to the judgment, or often the lack of judgment, of the designer.
Under this system both waterline ai;d sail may be considered as
constant for each class, in spite of the fact that the latter has
steadily and rapidly increased of late with the improvement in
mechanical features, such as build and ballast; but under the
other system both are variable, increasing and decreasing in in-
verse ratio according to the particular formula in use. Thus, as
length is increased the sail is decreased, leaving the designer at
liberty to. select his dimensions freely for any given class. Under
such a rule 1 he present forties would come, for instance, in a class
whose maximum limit would be 48ft. corrected length by Seawan-

haka rule, or —~- = 18.

If we substitute. 40 for the length (L) in this formula the corres-
ponding sail area (8) will be 3,186sq. ft.; and if a length of 45ft. be
taken the corresponding sail area will be but 2,601. In the 40ft.
boat a beam of 13ft. 6in. and a draft of 8ft. 6in. would probably be
taken; in the 41ft. both would be reduced a little, while in the
45ft. craft, if such a length should be desh-ed. the beam would be
about 10ft., with 9ft. draft. In theory the three yachts would he
of the same size, and would race on even terms with no time
allosvance from one to another, and whether or 110 such a result is
reached in piactice depends on the proportions of length and sail
in the rule. It is easily seen that the desiguer or owner cannot
eat his cake and have it too; if he prefers the comparatively wide
model with large sails, such as the forty, he is at liberty to build
it; if he wishes less extreme dimensions, more fore and aft accom-
modation and 3 small rig, he can just as well have that; but what
he cannot do is to take the length, 45ft., and with it the proportion-
ate beam and sail of the 40ft. boat in order to beat the latter
through mere size.
Such is briefly the theory of that "classification by corrected

length" that has been so much talked of for a couple of years or
more. In order to consider its practical application to the Ameri-
can fleet it is necessary to know something of the elements of the
yachts, to which end we have prepared table A. As the most con-
venient and accurate basis for the comparison of the sail areas we
have taken the ratio of the square root of the sail area to the
waterline, as given in the fifth column.
The rather nebulous and indefinite unit, "corrected length" is

in the various forms of what is called the "length and sail area"
rule, made up of the waterline and some function of the sail
area, in varying proportions; by adding twice the waterline to
the square root of the sail area and dividing the sum by three;
by adding the waterline and square root of the sail area together
and dividing by two; or else the measurements of the principal
spars are combined in such a way as to avoid that terrible bug-
bear, the square root, the sum being used in connection with the
waterline to make up the "corrected length."
In the actual measurement of the sails by New York and S. C.

Y. C. rules the sail plan is considered as a triangle whose base is
the distance from the intersection of the luff of the jib with the
bowsprit to the end of the main boom, with 34 of the gaff added;
and whose perpendicular is the distance from the upper side of
main boom to the topsail block or sheave in topmast. The merits
and demerits of this method of measuring sail offer in themselves
a wide field for discussion, but without going into it now we shall
assume that the measurement is as fair to one yacht as another,
and shall use it in all our invtstigations, as it is the only one ob-
tainable. The figures which we give are compiled from the racing
measurements in the various club books. By the English method
of measuring the actual area of mainsail and topsail is taken, the
latter being sometimes a club and sometimes a sprit topsail,
consequently the measurement is a little larger than by the
American rules, and in cases where the measurements of British
yachts are given in the following tables a correction has been
made in the official Y. R. A. measurement to bring the figures
down to an American basis in connection with table A.
The accompanying diagram shows very plainly the decrease of

sail with the increase of length, and at the same time the great
extreme to which some of the latest yachts have gone in the mat-
ter of sail and power. The horizontal scale represents the lengths
of waterline in feet from 25 to 100, while the vertical scale shows
the ratio of the square root of the sail area to the corresponding
waterline; thus in the case of Pappoose, the waterline is 36.90ft.,
the sail area is 2,334sq. ft., the square root being 48.31ft., conse-
quently 48.31 =1<gli Qr lgi as plotted on the vertieal scale at the

point equal to 36.90 on the horizontal.
Besides much that pertains to the immediate subject in hand

there is a text for a very interesting discourse in the diagram and
figures, showing as they do the great increase of sail in the new
yachts, Litis and Kathleen, for instance, overtopping everything
with a ratio of 151 per cent., while in the schooners the new Quick-
Step shows a proportion of 115 per cent, compared with 98 per
cent, of the old racer Clio, of nearly the same length. The main
purpose of the diagram at present is to illustrate the law
by which the proportion of sail to length decreases as the
yachts increase in size; for instance, in Pappoose of
36.90ft. waterline, the ratio is 1.31, while in Volunteer
of 85.88 waterline, the ratio is but 1.12. The line BB
shows very nearly the average of the existing fleet up to the last
two seasons, the ratio being nearly as in Table B for each of the
established classes. A point well worthy of notice is the varying
degree of development of the different classes, in the past as
well as at present; for instance, the highest point to-day is
reached in the 30 and 40ft. classes, the 46 and 53ft. classes as yet
having comparatively small iigs. Further on the old Mischief,
81ft., shows up with a very large rig, far above the average of her
day in either of the adjoining classes, but she is now overtopped
by Titania in the 70ft. class, to say nothing of the still bigger rig
of Katrina. In the schooner division the new boats Quickstep,
CEnone, Marguerite and Merlin stand far above the older, or even
the comparatively modern boats of their classes. In making a
comparison it is necessary to bear in mind that theoretically the
greatest ratio would be found on the. smallest yachts (about 130 per
cent, for 25ft.), decreasing from this down to nearly 110 in the

ELEMENTS OF MEASUREMENT AND CLASSIFICATION OF RACING
YACHTS.
Schooners.

S.
So. feet.

Dauntless 11,016
Kamona 10 653
i 'aimer 10,798
Gitana 8,546
Fortuna 8,494
Montauk 8,553
Merlin 9.410-
Sea Fox 8,718
Alert 8,303
Phantom 7,879
Sachem 8,773
Mayflower.... 8,849
Miranda 7,186
Elma 8,-166

Grayling 7,855
Iroquois 7,081
Magic 6,350
Marguerite... 8,139
Halcyon 7,042
(Enone 7,440
Olio 4,469
Harbinger.... 4,538
Quickstep .. 5,611
Azalea 4,180

Galatea 7,505
Thistle 8,967
Volunteer ... 9,271
Mayflower.... 8,634
Priscilla .,

Atlantic .

Irex
Genesta. .

.

Puritan
Bedouin 5,796
Titania 6,844
Valkyrie 6,400
Katrina 7,082
tirade 6,U07
Shamrock. . . . 6,2<:8

Fanny 5,715
Y arana •-; 200
Stranger ... . 5,100
lleen 4,503
Thetis 4,69g
Huron 5,190
Vision 5.203
Mohawk 3,890
Mischief 5,403
Hildegarde... 4,837
Wenonah 4,720
Whileaway... 3.380
Athlon 3,900
Clara 3,220
Cinderella ... 3,900
Isis 3,363
Lenore 3,400
Oriva 3,364
Bertie 3,400
Regina 3,188
Daphne 3,218
Adelaide 3,043
Vreda 2,550
Fan it a 3,324
Bavadere 2,601
Vixen 3,180

vie 2,620
Uli'iia 2,190
Minerva 2.724
Banshee 3,800
Gorilla 3,257
Maraquita. . . . 3,173

7,353
8.2=0

6,800
7,887

2.CO0

2,986

3,603

3:333

2,930

Nymph
Lotowana.

.

Litis
Chiquita. .

.

Tomahawk
Verena
Helen
Alice
Baboon
Xara
Madge 2,315
Wave
Rival

... 2,187
. 2,520
. 2,334
2,380

Pappoose
Schemer.
Peri
Hera
Shadow..
Iseult
Beatiice.
Elephant
Volusia.

.

Shona
Saracen ....

Kathleen 2,045
Tomboy 1,721
Gael 1,102
Yolande 1,161
Bantam 1,091
Daisy 1,249

.... 2,024

.... 2,400
1,800
1.922

. ... 3,020

i.753
1,300

VK
Feet.
105.10
103.21
103.91
92.44
92.15
93.48
97.00
93.36
91.10
88.59
93.66
94.06
84.77
92.01
88.63
84.14
79.68
90.21
83.92
86.25
66.85
67.36
74.91
64.65

L.
Feet.
116.70
111.05
104.30
99.00
96.30
98.26
89.90
89.50
89.00
87.00
86.88
86.58
86.30
85.90
83.50
80.55
80.50
79.95
79.63
75.00
68.00
66.24
65.10
60.85

Corrected Length.
VS .

'
.

L. New TTorlf. Seaxvanh.

Singlestickers.

86.63
94.69
98.80
92.92
85.50
90.83
82.46
85.94
89.34
76.13
82.73
80.00
84.15
77.50
79.36
75.60
73.10
71.43
67.10
68.50
71.93
72.12
62.38
73 50
69.55
68.70
58.16
63.02
56.75
62.44
57.96
58.24
58.00
58.24
56.46
56.73
55.17
50.50
57.65
51.00
56.14
51.18
46.79
52.19
52.91
57.07
56.33
53.85
54.64
60.03
54.06
57.72

87.00
86.46
85.88
85.54
85 30
84.05
83.54
81.08
81.01
70.17
70.08
69.64
69.38
69.28
68.10
66.75
66.08
65.15
65.12
64.00
63.50
62.95
61.21
61.00
60.85
60.75
57.17
53.10
53.05
52.00
51.56
50.81
50.75
49.00
46.96
46.25
46.17
45.74
45.40
45.00
44.83
44.42
42.50
39.98
39.95
39 92
39.92
89. SO
39.75
39.70
39.70
39.65

1.08
1.10
1.08
1.18
1.14
1.21
1.12
1.17
1.13
1.09
1.09
1.03
1.07
1.13
1.14
1.02
1.20
1.14
1.13
1.02
1.18
1.07
1.20
1.12
1 14
1.14
1.19
1.17
1.22
1.20
1.10
1.27
1.13
1.26
1.15
1.10
1.300
1.33
1.43
1.41
1.35
1.39
1.51
1.36
1 45

Feet.
112.83
108.44
104.17
96.81
95.35
95.33
92.37
90.78
89.70
87.53
86.14
89.08
85.79
87.94
85.21
81.74
80.23
83.37
81.08
78.75
67.63
66.61
68.37
63.11

86.87
89.20
89.35
88 00
85.37
86 15
83.18
83.68
83.85
73.16
74.30
73.09
73.85
71.94
71.85
69.70
68.08
67.57
65.78
65.50
66.31
66.00
61.60
65.17
63.75
63.40
57.50
56.40
54.38
55.58
53.69
53.28
53.17
52.08
50.13
49.74
49.17
47.33
49.48
47.00
48.60
46.67
43.93
44.04
44.27
45.64
45.39
44.55
44.71
46.47
44.49
45.67

48.12 39.40 1.22 42.31
46.76 38.66 1.21 41.36
50.20 38.25 1.31 42.57
48.31 36.90 1.31 40.70
47.71 38.83 1.29 40.46
44.98 36.28 1.24 39.18
48.96 34.92 1.37 39.60
42.40 34.17 1.24 36.91
43.84 33.42 1.31 36.78
38,86 33.25 1.17 35 12

41 ! 87 32]80 i!28 35.82
36.05 32.45 1.11 33.65

45!22 29.90 L51 35.00
41.48 29.82 1.39 33.70
33.19 28.06 1.18 29.77
34.06 27.50 1.24 29.68
33.03 26.80 1.23 28.88
S5.33 25.33 1.40 28.66

Feet.
110.90
107.13
104.01
95.72
94.22
94.37
93.45
91.43
90.05
87.79
90.27
90.32
85.54
88.95
86.06
82.34
80.09
85.08
81.79
80.63
67.42
66.80
70.00
62.75

86.82
90.07
91.09
89 23
85.40
87.88
83.00
83.50
85 17
73.15
78.40
74.82
76.76
73.39
73.73
71.17
69.09
68.28
66.12
66.25
67.71
67.54
61.80
67.25
65.41
64.22
57.66
58.06
54.90
57.22
54.74
54.52
54.37
53.63
51.91
51.49
50.67
48.13
51 52
48.00
50.48
47.80
44.64
46.07
46.43
48.50
48.12
46.87
47.19
49.86

' 46.88
48.68
47.00
46.50
47.00
46.80
46.40
43.76
42.71
44.22
42.60
42.27
40.63
41.94
38.28
38.63
36.05
35.75
37. 80
34.25
36.10
37.56
34.90
30.63
30.78
29.91
30.33

largest, or 86ft.; and similarly in the schooners. Instead of this
gradual incline the line jura ps up at 30 and 40ft.,falls at 40 and 53ft.,
and rises at 70ft., showing that the development is by no means
even, depending largely on the fashion for certain classes. It is
worthy of note that the Daisy, with the very high percentage of
140, is an imported Itchen boat, the prototype of the modern thir-
ties and forties with their enormous rigs.
In order to change from a classification by waterline to one by

corrected length it is necessary to determine first a starting point,
common to the two systems; second, the desirable class limits
under the new system, and tnird, the proper formula on which
the corrected length is to be based. If, as some believe, it is de-
sirable to tax sail more heavily than is now done, it would be an
easy matter to lay down arbitrary limits for each class and work
out a rule to correspond, having no regard to existing boats, but
such a sweeping measure is unnecessary and undesirable; instead
of taxing sail a similar end may be reached in a much more satis-
factory manner by takiug a part of the tax off of length; and it is
in every way desirable that if a change be made it should be ac-
companied with the least possible friction and disturbance to
existing interests. The following table, B, giving the average
ratio of sail area to length in each of the existing classes, has been
Compiled from the diagram, the average being a high one and in-
cluding all but half a dozen of the singlestick fleet.

Table B.

ELEMENTS OF MEASUREMENT AND CLASSIFICATION IN EXISTING
CLASSES.

Corrected Length.

S. 2 L+ V'S~. l+^s:L. v& vs.

L.
25ft. 1.37 35ft.
30ft. 1.40 42ft.
35ft. 1.40 49ft.
40ft. 1.40 56ft.
46 ft. 1.30 60ft.
53ft. 1.22 65ft.
61ft. 1.20 73ft.
70ft. 1.186 83ft.
80ft. 1.12 90ft.
90ft. 1.10 100ft.

1225sq. ft. 28ft. 30ft.
1765sq. ft. 34 ft. 36ft.
2401sq. ft. 40ft. 42ft.

45ft. 48ft.
3600sq. ft. 51ft. 53ft.
4225sq. ft. 57ft. 59ft.

67ft.
'

1
XI 65ft.

88S9sq. ft. 74.3ft. 76.5ft.
8l00sq. ft. 83ft. 85 ft.

lOOOOsq. ft. 93ft. 95ft.

The first column, L, contains the waterline length, the second
the ratio of square root of sail area to this length, the third con-
tains the square root of the sail, the fourth the actual allowance
of sail, and the last two columns the corresponding corrected
length by the formulas now in general use. Fractions have
been omitted as far as possible in order to give an even number
for the class limit, the only exception being in the 70ft. cla*s.
» ri h on e point in each class fixed upon, it is a simple matter to
work out the allowances for the whole class on the basis of cor-
rected length. For instance, in ihe 40ft. class, by the New York

rule, the calculation would be
gJj4~*°

=45, and by substitut-

ing different figures in turn for the length we get the correspond-
ing allowance of sail. With the starting point for each class
fixed, as in the above table, the present fleet with their large ri°-s
would be left practically undisturbed, the allowances between
them under any given rule would be the same as now exist, while
each boat would be as firmly fixed in its new class as it now is in
the old one. The important question would be to determine the
allowance of sail to the new boats to be built under the rule, in
which the length, instead of being fixed, as now, would vary at
the will of the designer. Under a system of classification by cor-
rected length almost any tax maybe placed on sail with the'same
rule, as shown 111 Table C, which gives the various classes possi-
ble under either formula that should include the present forties.

Table C.

COMPARISON OF POSSIBLE CLASSES BT CORRECTED LENGTH AP-
PLIED TO PRESENT 40FT. CLASS.

2L+ VS. L+Vs~.
3

Waterline
length.

hhft.
Class.

33ft 8136
39ft 2916
40ft 3704
41ft 2500
42ft 2304
43ft 2116
44ft 1936
45ft 1764
46ft 1600
47ft 1444
48ft 1296

hoft. heft. ItSfL h6ft. hSft.
Class. Class. Class. Class. Class.

Sail allowed for each length.
3844 4624 2916 3364

4356 2809
4096

3481
3249
3025
2809
2601
2401
2209
2025
1849
1681
1521

3364
3136
2916
2704
2500
2304
2116
1936
1764

3136
^916
2704
2500
2304

2704
2601
2500
2401
2304
320i)

2116
2035
1936

3249
3136
3025
2916

2704
2601
2500
2401
2304

50ft.
Class.

3844
3731
3600
3481
3364
3249
3136
3025
2916
2809
2704

From this table, if we take a class limit of 44ft. corrected length
by the first rule the allowance of sail for a forty would be but
3,i04tt ., or less than Minerva, while any longer boat would be stillmore restricted. If, on the other hand, a limit of 48ft. be taken
for the class, the normal boat, the present forty, would be allowed
the ridiculous amount of 1,096ft. Similarly under the second
rule tor a class of 48ft. corrected length, only 2,704ft. would be
alowecl, while for a 50ft. class a forty might have 3,600ft., the sail
plan of Liris. An inspection of the table will quickly show that
the practicable classes would be 45 or 46ft. if the first formula is
followed, and 48ft. under the second.
Assuming that the starting point in each class would be about

the amount of sail now carried by the existing boats that would
go 111 the new class, of from 3,000 to 3,200 for a forty, the next
thing is to determine the form of rule and the particular classunder it which is likely to produce the most wholesome type of
boat in the future. The 40ft. class will set ve very well as a basis
tor calculation, as it would occupy too much space to carry out
the comparison for all the different classes. Referring to table C
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and to the first formula, the two practicable classes would be

45 and 40ft. corrected length. In the former the allowance, of sail

for 40ft, 3,035sq.ft., Is less than is carried by several of the new
yachts, hut still in excess of anything seen before this season,

being more than is now carried by Nymph, Verena, Daboon,
Xara and Chiquita.

, ,„„.,.,„,
Going to 41ft. length the allowance of sail would Ixi but. 2»0«ft..

the present rig of Banshee on a hull lf-t, longer, which would not

be bad, but for a length of 43ft, the sail would be cut down to a

figure that would onlv perm.t a very narrow hull, such as the

old 10-ton cutters. Going up now from 40ft.. a length ot Wit.

would be allowed 3,481ft. of sail, or more in proportion than Liris.

The effect, of this class then would be to confine all experiment
practically to lengths of 39 to 41ft., changing the existing order of

things but little; unless a man wishes to t ry his luck with a nar-
row cutter ..f . i-i.ui i '»ft with 2,401ft. of sail, (similarly the

46t't. class under the same rule, though starting with a very large

rig on a forty, 3,364ft, would at 43t't allow less sail than Minerva
has. The action of the first formula applied in this way, with

the corrected length fixed and the length and sail variable, is to

cut down sail very rapidly as length increases, taking off over
gOOffc of sail for an increase of lit. of length, and adding sail as
rapidly as length is decreased. The second formula, ou the con-
trary, though taxing sail more heavily when used as at present,
is much more liberal than the first when applied to a classi-

fication by corrected length, the difference of sail for each foot of
length, as snown in the. seventh column of table C, being about
100ft.

With a class of 4Sft corrected length by the second rule, as in
the column referred to, the starting point for a forty would be
3,136ft. of sail, about that of Maraquita. There would be a place
at the upper part of the class for a boat of the extreme propor-
tions of Liris. 38ft. length and 3,364ft, of sail, but further than
this a wide field of experiment in more moderate craft would be
opened in the lengths from 41 to 45ft,, the allowance of sail even
for the latter lengt h being such as to permit of 10ft. or more beam.
The average beam of the present keel forty with 3,100ft. of sail is

13f t. 6in., and roughly speaking it would decrease about Bin. for
each foot of extra length, giving 12ft. 6iu. beam tor a 42ft. yacht
and 10ft 6in. to lift, for a 45ft. In comparing the action of the
two rules it would seem that the second, with its more grad-
ual changes and the greater allowance of sail for the larger
I oats, would be much superior to the first, the latter offering
still a strong premium to trie very wide boat with the big rig,
and practicalLy confining all experiment to a few lengths of
nearly the same type.
One leading feature of the system is that there is theoretically

no limit to any class, a man may build a yacht 60ft long for the
48tt. class corrected length, but he can take only l,300it. of sail;

and on the other hand he can build a 30 footer for the same class,
taking 4,300ft. Both of these boats would be absurdities, and
practically the class would be confined to the limits of 38ft.
length with 3,249ft, of sail and 44ft. length with 2,704ft. It would
be possible to build a reduced Clara of 46ft. length for the class,
but such a boat would hardly frighten the present fleet in racing
on even terms.
One objection that has been urged to the system is that it would

never be known in what class a yacht belonged, that she would
race in the 42ft. class one day, the 48ft. class on the next, and again
in the 53ft. class; but such a misapprehension is founded only on
an ignorance of the subject. A yacht would be as firmly anchored
in tne class she was built for as under the present system. For
instance, the present 46ft. class, such as Daphne, Fanita and Alga,
carry about 3,300ft. of sail, giving a corrected length ot 51 to 53ft,
while the limit of the class which included the present for Lies
would be 48ft., consequently the larger boats could not go down
into the smaller class. This is shown in the diagram, in wbich
the inclined lines show the proportionate, sail allowed for each
length in any class. The limits of each class are, as before ex-
plained, infinite; but the practical working limits are indicated
hy the heavier line; thus in tne 48ft. class the leugths would run
from 39 to 45ft, and the sail from 3,249 clown to 2,601ft.
While the classes overlap they do not intersect or conflict, and

a yacht must be designed for a particular class, remaining always
in it. It would be possible for a 40ft yacht to go in the 42ft, cor-
rected length class, but to do so she could have but 1,936ft. of sail,
about the rig of the modern 30-footer. consequently she would be
of an extreme type that would have little show of success
against the more moderate, boats of her class. Similarly, a 53ft,
boat for the 48ft. class could have but 1,849ft. of sail, in other
words such a boat would be impossible.
Our object thus far has been merely to make clear the lead-

ing features of a system that our readers are likely to hear a good
deal of in the future, even though nothing should be done at
present toward its adoption. The first thing to be settled is the
merit of the principles embodied in the new system compared
with those of the present, one; when this is settled it will be time
enough to discuss the many points of detail, such as the best for-
mula, the proper classes, and the boats likely to be produced under
them.

VIPER AND AIDEEN—A match was sailed at Hamilton. Out,
on Oct. 12, between the two 20ft. yachts Viper and Aideen, one
round of the regular triangular course, 10t, miles, for $50 per side.
Both are new yachts, built last spring, Viper being designed hv
Mr. JEmilius Jarvis, who sailed her in the race, while Aideeu was
btult by Mr. Luke Thompson. The start was made at 2:30 in a
heavy wind and sea. Viper carrying one reef and Aideen two.
Aideen gained on the run to first mark, but after that Viper
headed her and finally won by a large margin. The times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Oorrected.
Viper 2 23 30 5 10 38 2 44 08 3 44 08
Aideen 2 m 18 5 26 ll 2 53 23 2 53 10
F. E. Kilvert, judge; R, A. Mathesius, timekeeper. The wind

was blowing 30 miles per hour during a part of the race. The fol-
lowing challenge has resulted: "Having been defeated on Satur-
day by the Viper, and being anxious to have another race, 1

hereby challenge Mr. Jarvis to sail the Aideen against the Viper
a series of three races for $50 a side. The first race to take place
next Saturday, when the Aideen sails the Stella, and I am satis-
fied to sail the race on lhe old conditions, with the exception of
the wind, which will have to be taken as it comes.—Wm. Bc~ru"-
SIDH, Captain Aideen."

GALATEA.—This cutter yacht, with her owner (Lieut Henn)
and Mrs. Henn, arrived in the Shannon on Oct. 8 from Plymouth,
after a wild passage. She got the first of Sunday's hurricane-like
wind, and was fortunate enough to be able to fetch an indifferent
harbor on the Kerry coast—Smerwiek by name. The holding
ground was none of the best, and there was a heavy swell setting
into the harbor. In the height of the terrific squalls which swept
down from the high mountains, grave doubts were felt as to
whether she could hold on; however, with two anchors ahead, 75
fathoms on one and 60 fathoms on the other, she rode it out all
right. But it was an anxious time for those on board, for if the
ground tackle failed us, it was all up with them, and no ohanee
of saving life. Outside the harbor is a small island 90ft, high; the
sea was making a clean breach over it, and the rebound from
cliffs 600ft. high was something to see,—Field, Oct. 12.

THE INTERNATIONAL MARITIME EXHIBITION. - On
Nov. 9 there will be opened in Mechanics' Hall, Boston, an ex-
hibition of everything pertaining to shipping and yachting.

,

Among other interesting features will be a large canal, in which
Lawley & Son have built a reproduction of the topsides of the
Burgess schooner Quickstep. The canal will also "eon tain life-
boats, launches and small craft of all kinds. The exhibition will
be open for two months.

THE INTERNATIONAL MARINE CONFERENCE.—The In-
ternational Marine Conference, including delegates from twenty
different governments, met at Washington on Oct. 16, and will
continue in session until Jan. 1. The programme of subjects
which will be discussed was published in the Forest and Stke !lM
of May 33.

WONA—This fast little cutter, whose lines were published in
the Forest and Stream of Nov. 22, is offered for sale in another
column, her owner having purchased the 28ft. cutter Marguerite,
designed by Mr. J. Borden, of Boston.

GORILLA.—Mr. R. P. Carroll, owner of Gorilla, sailed last
week for Europe en route to Zanzibar, whence he will start with
two friends on a hunting expedition in the interior of Africa, re-
turning next season.

SCHOONER WANTED.—Attention is called to the advertise-
ment for a schooner yacht in another column.
NEW YORK jr. C—The regular October meeting will be held

to night at the club house.

Forest and Stream, Box 3,833, N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Letting well's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Oloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybilleue" and
other competent authorities to be the beat treatise on the subject
extant

fU/mtaqing.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
reauested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses,with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and liftings, and all items
relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Officers, 1887-8S.

Commodore: H. C. Rogers ) pptprhr,rn,lffi, p„n
Secretary-Treasurer: Geo. W. Hatton \

Peterborough Can.

Vice-Corn. Rear-Cmn. Purser.
Central Div..W. R. Huntington. TC. W. Hasten T. H. Stryker,

Rjme, N. Y.
Atlantic Di v.W. P. Stephens L. B. Palmer F.L. Dunnell,

186 Jerolemon St., Brooklyn.
N'thern Div. .RobertTvson S. S. Robinson Colin Praser, Toronto.
Eastern Dlv..H. E. Bice. 3C D Maxt.on Holmes H. D Marsh,

Springfield, Mass.
Applications for memOershlp must be made to division pursers, accom-

panied by the recommendation of an active member and the sum of $2.00
for entrance fee and dues for current, year. Every member attending
the general A. C. A. camp shall pay $1.00 for camp expense," Application
sent to the Sec'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Pel-sons residing In any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C A., will be furnished with printed forms ot application by address-
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—C. J. Stedman. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Vlce-Oommorlore—T. J. Kirknatriek. Snritisrfield, O.
Rear-Commodore- Thus. S. Gates, Columbus, O.
Secretory-Treasurer—J. B. Keogh, Chicago, 111

THE "MINI" TENT.

UP to the day when my dear friend and partner bought a
beastly, worn out steamer, which he (an old bachelor) named

Freya (goddess of love), our trips to our plantations of poplars
and' willows in the ParanA Mini* were made in his flat-bottomed
boat named No hagas daflo (i. e. don't commit nuisance). These
boats of the Parana Delta are a kind of sharpie with sharp stern
and bow, but without centerbnard. On our trips I used to tease
mv friend by bringing with me a dagger leeboard of 2 meters
(6ft.) long, and 0.30 meters (1ft ) wide, well-greased and sharp-

edged. This boat did not sail any worse for it nor did we sleep

worse, for the reason of my tent, than we used to do before my
having it made.

I'll never forget one night we slept, or rather did not sleep, at

the mouth of Parana de las Palmes, moored to a willow, with
water in the boat and on shore, and any amount of mosquitoes in

tbe air. We alternately covered our dear good selves with rugs
and ponchos against the mosquitoes and uncovered ourselves on
account of heat and perspiration. It was that, very night my
plan for the "Mini" tent ripened to about 75 per cent, of what it

is. Once ashore I hegan to think, and draw, and think, (1 am an
architect, mind) until I hit upon the thing of which I send the
accompanying designs. I have tried it and think it is a success.
(Mark Twain says, '"Every cow thinks the same of her own calf.")
The requirements to satisfy were: (1). room for two men to sleep;

(2), easy setting up and stowing by one man; (3), woodwork not
over 1.20 meters (3ft, Sin.) long; (4), no pegs or poles to be set into
the ground; (5), absolute security against mosquitoes; (6), ventila-
tion or absolute watertightness, according to weather; (7). en-
trance to close automatically against mosquitoes; (8), easy shifting
from one place to another without disarming (pulling to pieces).

Modesty apart (like Mark Twain's cow), I think my "Mini" has
these qualities: The wooden skeleton consists of 9 pieces, 6 of
which are of one pattern and the other three are also of the same
pattern. Put together they form a prism whose basis is an equi-
lateral triangle of 2 meters (6ft.) side and whose length is also 2

meters. All wood parts are jointed together like scissors and are
made rigid in the expanded position by means of two pins.
The frame is put together in one minute, the thumb-screws

setting everything rigid. The cloth is then thrown over the frame
and the two lower edges tied to the foot beam from the inside of
tent. The gable sides of tent have their halves overlapping and
tied crossways so that a person wanting to enter or exit pulls

*"Mini" means "email" in Guarani language*

cloth apart in the inside line and shoves himself through: the
sides close immediately on account of elasticity. The oiled floor-
cloth is tied at the four corners, or if preferred, all along the
four edges. I think the drawings explain the whole better than
words, especially when written by people who, like myself,are not
masters in the language they make use of. Carlos' Adtgelt
Buenos Ayres.

SOME MORE SNIPS FROM AND ANOTHER
SNAP AT THE '89 MEET.

PART I.

THE tents at an A. C. A. meet, like the men who inhabit them,
are of all sorts and conditions, but that is where the resem-

blance, coverings and covered, ends, for the men all have an
affinity for tbe canoe, and that is exactly what the great majority
of tbe tents have not, The tents at the '89 meet were no exception
to the general rule; there were A tents, wall tents, round tents,
round-ended tents, pavilion tents, pyramid tents, tents as big as a
house and as small as a dog kennel, and there was little that was
new and less tha,t was admirable about the whole lot. The heavy
rams of the first week searched out the weak places in the tents
very effectively, however, and it is not improbable that a.good
many men who have been aroused to the necessity of paving some
attention to their tents by a wet bed. will during this winter
waste a certain degree of the gray matter of their brain in devis-
iDg new camp shelters.
Scott, of Ottawa, brought the fine big round-ended wall teut

which he had at Lake George last year, down the Rideau with
him, and it, was perhaps the best tent of its kind in camp. This
tent has but one pole, and yet it is big enough for half a dozen. It
has a high wall, a steeply pitched roof, and Scott manages to
carry it all over the country in a sixteen-foot open canoe.
The Torontos' pyramid tent is simple enough in all conscience;

it has but one pole, a bamboo, light iron or steel pins, and it fur-
nishes room for two. As matters now are it is probably the most
serviceable, shore canoe tent in use. It is certainly a better tent
than the square- headed oiled affairs the TJbiques use, and it is
simpler, lighter and better adapted to turn a heavy rain than the
Brooklyn square, header, even if this last is provided with Mr.
Carter's extending joint expansion gear. One thing ex-Com-
modore Wilkin has about his tent gear that is quite admirable,
and that is a steel tent peg that will drive anywhere and bold in
anything. It is made from a piece of three-quarters by th ree-
sixteenths flat steel, and has a looped head and a cannulated
shank. Like all good pegs it is not easy to draw, but it drives
easily and it will hold in sand.
The Jabber had a very pretty little wall tent in camp that he

says he made himself , and if the fittings were fined down I be-
lieve such a tent as this could be made that would be, as an all-
around tent, superior to the Toronto pyramid. The way the Jab-
ber had that tent set up was as ingenious as simple. He had a
floor—everybody had floors this year—and on top of this floor a
wall one board high the size of the tent was erected. The uprig'b t

poles were nailed to this wall, and the edge of the sod cloth was
attached to it ail round, so that the Jabber slept in a box with a
cotton roof. This was a very comfortable, arrangement tire -Jab-
ber found, but there were certain jealous ones in the camp who
envied him his serenity, and they did plot and conspire to destroy
it, These evil ones waited until the famous night came when "the
Commodore was in New York," and then they gathered to them-
selves many kindred spirits, picked up the tent, floor, walls, trunk
and all, and carried it bodily up Yonge street to the headquarters
pavilion. After much trouble it was placed within that struc-
ture, and with many a chuckle at their ingenuity and many an
admiring glance at their handiwork the conspirators were gath-
ering about the camp-fire, when the Jabber, who of course nad
been over at Squaw Point all the evening, appeared, and took in
the whole situation at a glance.
When the Jabber began, "Well, now, if moving mo up to head-

quarters is not showering honors upon my unworthy shoulders to
an extent that," etc., the plot dissolved into thin air, and it was
the conspirators, not the new vice-commodore of the Central
Division that were sold.
There were quite a number of one-pole pavilion tents, with

striped sides, gaily painted poles and very flat roofs, in camp, and
I think 1 am safe in saying that not one of these tents proved
watertight during the heavy rains of the first week. The pitch of
their roofs was not sufficient to permit the water to run off from
the upper side of the canvas, and in consequence it dripped down
into tne tent from the line of juncture between roofs and walls.
This was particularly the ca.se with those tents, the roof of which
were extended by a square frame, and I do not believe that this
description of tent can do other than leak in wet weather. In
my opinion, a canoeist's shore, lent should have plenty of room
for two, not more, and be high enough in the walls to' permit of
the use of low cots. It should be small in bulk, with the shortest
and lightest pedes possible, have plenty of ventilators, a steep! v-
pitched roof, so as to be dry under all conditions without being
waterproofed or of too heavy material. If it is of such a form as
will permit of its walls being raised to allow of the interior being
thoroughly dried by wind and sun, and of an awning being set up
in front of it, so much the better. An awning or fly may he a
luxury, but it is one that adds much to the comfort and complete-
ness of a meet camp. How to get all these good qualities into
one rather small tent without making it a hard camp to set up, is
the problem for the inventive geniuses to solve. So far as I know
there is not a tent extant that combines all of these good qualities,
and there are but few who have more than two or three of them.
This year, several events that formed an important part of the

old-time meets were omitted from both the general and the re-
gatta programme, not as far as 1 can see with a good effect upon
either. The illuminated parade, one of the most enjoyable
features of a meet, had this year to be abandoned, because of bad
weather, and the review of the fleet, which was dropped in '88

because, the regatta spread over its allotted time, was not
even spoken of this year. It would I think be a decided loss if
these two events, perhaps the most picturesque portions of a
meet, should be denuitly abandoued. The fleet review is in par-
ticular an event that works only for good, it is the ouly possible
recognition by the fleet as such, of the authority of its commo-
dore, and it brings the canoes of the A.C.A. together for once on
a friendly footing. The two principal omissions from the regatta,
programme were the club and the maneuvering races, and 1

do not think that the programme was the better because
of this. The maneuvering race is a particularly good race, quite
as good if not a better race than the sailing upset, and it
always brings out a full list of entries. The club race is also
a good race in every way, and has a tendency for good, in that it

encourages clubs to come to the A. C. A. meet as clubs, and is an
incentive to club esprit lie corps. Although it would be perhaps
better for the club race that it should he in the future what it was
in the past, a special race, there is nothing to prevent the prize
for it being given upon the result in the unlimited. The maneuv-
ering race should, however, be a special race, that is unless it is

considered advisable to sacrifice a good race in the hope of mak-
ing a better one by combining the maneuvering and upset sailing,
and so making a species of general expert race of it. The tourna-
ment had also to be abandoned owing to the absence of lances,
and although thetug-of-war and the gymnastics of this year were
decidedly good, they do not replace the great game of splash.
Wednesday of the racing week is by time-honored precedent

the day when the A. C. A. abandons its comforts in order to give
amusement and p"

who can
for anyt—-
set apart for the annual review and the expert events, such as
the upset paddling, upset sculling and maneuvering races, the
tournament, gymnastics, the tug of war and perhaps the hurry
scurry also, the visitors would be given something to look at
besides the tent interiors, the A. C. A. men would get something
to do, close to camp, and in such a way that tney could still show
every attention to their visitors, and what is now, to put It mildly,
a very wearisome day, might be converted into a very enjoyable
one.
Canoeing is in all its phases one of the most picturesque of

sports, and it is therefore natural that the canoe and the camera
should become close allies. This year every second man in camp
had a camera of some kind or other, and the snap of the shutter
was heard in the camp from morning till night. There is every
reason why this alliance should be preserved, the canoe gives the
camera plenty of good subjects, the camera furnishes tbe canoe
with enthusiasm-producing pictures, and therefore one assists
the other might! y. I kuow from personal experience that all the
canoe talk wnich a possible novice can be induced to give ear to,

will have less effect in bringing him to the canoe-buying point,
than one photograph such as Stoddard's plate of the Dimple, of
last year, and a set of A. C. A. views has an effect upon the un-
initiated that in some cases is a little short of magical. Tbe
alliance has now become so close that I think the camera should
be Teeognized by the A. O. A. at least to this effect, that a simple
but effective dark room be built by it for the benefit of the camera
man. Such a room would cost little; it would be a great conveni-
ence to all photophiends, and through them to the camp.
The pieturesque appearance of the camp owes a good deal to

the strings of flag3 that decorate every available vantage ground
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ad now that the scalp system has heen adopted as a method of

ke Association, the display of flags is beginning to mean some-
ittig as well as to look well. Now, although there must have
jBTi two dozen commodores and ex-commodores of all kinds and
Agrees in camp, there was hardly an officer's flag other than the
immori ore's to be seen. As the commodores of the past have, I

ippose, no right to fly the flag of office and the officer's flags are
|fhard to make, neither effective nor pretty when made, and
ie differences between the flags of the different ranks arc of such
[nature that not one out of ten A. C. A. men knows wliat it is,

ie absence of the oliicers' flags from the scalp line is no great

iss to any person. If it is worth while having officers' colors at
11, however, they should be of such a character as to be worth
nns in camp, and if their design was such as to make them
inplo and effective, not merely as a flag, but as a means of

Slug both the rank and the year of office of their owners, this is

lactly what they should be.

Bv an adaptation of the method of the Royal C. C, which the
oronto C. C. has adopted with ereat success, this could be done
isilv and simply. The commodore's flag under this system would
B a swallow-tailed A. O. A. pennant, with ihe year of his office

pon the red field in blue; the vice-commodore's would be, pre-
feely the same, with the addition of a blue, ball, and the addition
I another bait would designate a rear-commodore. The ex-
[ficers would then all have a scalp to fly, as the numbers on their
ags would show them to be past, not present, rulers of the desti-

les of the canoeing republic, and Ihe reproach of ingratitude
rbich can now be brought against the Association would be re-

toved. The addition to the flags of the vice arid rear-commo-
tires of the initial letters of the name of their division would
luxke the system more complete. RktAW.

THE SITE FOR THE A. C. A. MEET.
Id/itor Forest and Stream:
The following was passed after the adjournment of the B. 0. C.
leeting on Oct. 8: "Mr. Ward moves that in the opinion of the
u 0. A. members of the B. C. C, here assembled, that it is per-
Bcily feasible to hold a meet on Huntington Bay or vicinity, and
hat they strongly recommend the committee to confine them-
Ives to these waters (preferably the west shore of Eaton's Neck
account of the prevailing wind). In our opinion these waters

j the only accessible ones' to visitors from the north and west,
ie fresh-water difficulty can be overcome and the ground can be
jtained. Bases of supplies are within reach. North port and
[uatington. Communicatiuii is sufficiently close with New York,
tad is abundaDt. The beach is as good as elsewhere, and the
;e remarkable for natural scenery: and further, we consider
ie Association is expected and almost pledged to be near New
irk, if not indeed to this locality. The prevailing winds being
itherly and westerly insure comparative freedom from mosqui-

Robt. .T. Wilkin, Chairman.
M. V. BROitAw, Secretary.

far. V. Brohatc, Esq., Secretary Brooklyn Canoe C/ub:
I Your favor of the 11th in3t., inclosing a copy of a resolution
lidopted at the meeting of your club on the 8th inst., concerning
Kuntington Bay as a site for the next A. C. A. meet, is received.
Whe resolution will be referred to the Camp Site Committee as
"oon as that committee shall be appointed.

(

In regard to the recommenda'iou contained in the resolution
hat the committee confine their selection to Huntington Bay and
gpmity, if the recommendation is intended for the Camp Site
Committee I do not see how they can comply with it. It appears
to me 1 o be the plain duty of the Camp Site Committee to examine
Uie several places that have been suggested in order that they
tnav lay before the Executive Committee the facts concerning
flach, so that that committee may intelligently pass upon the
auestion as to -which place is most suitable for the meet.
As to the suggestion contained in the resolution that something

in the nature ox a nledge has been given that the meet should be
.it Huntington Bay, I think there must be some mistake about,
this, as no one has the right to give such a pledge nor anything
like it. The whole matter is to be determined by the executive
committee upon the report of the camp site committee and upon
inch other facts as may be furnished to them from other sources.

,
I have examined Huntington Bay and the bays in its vicinity,

namelv, Oyster Bay and Hempstead Harbor, with a view to find-

ing a camp site for the meet, but without seeing any place which
seemed to me tit for the purpose, yet the very positive statement
contained in this resolution, namely, "It is perfectly feasible to

hold a meet on Huntington Bay or vicinity," leads me to believe
that, notwithstanding my inability to find it, a suitable place for
the meet exists on or in the vicinity of that bav and is known to

the gentlemen who voted for this resolution. I quite agree with
them that Huntington Bav should be selected, if a suitable camp
site can be found there, and I feel sure that gentlemen who take
go lively an interest in this question, and who, judging by this

resolution, possess special knowledge on the subject, will be will-

ing to assist in the real work of finding: a site, and, acting on this

belief and in pursuance of the power vested in me by Article 7 of
the Constitution of the A. C. A.. I hereby appoint the mover of

Che resolution, Mr. Henry C. Ward, a special committee, with
power to add other members from among gentlemen who voted
tor this resolution, charged with the duty of malting an actual
and careful examination of Huntington Bay and its vicinity,

with the view of ascertaining if there is on that bay or in its

vicinity a suitable place at which to hold the next meet of the A.
C. A., and to report the result of such examination in detail and
in writing to the Camp Site Committee ten days before the meet-
ing of the Executive Committee, which will be held in New York
oh the 23d of November next.
I inclose by way of suggestion to this special committee an ex-

cerpt from an article published in the Forest and Stream of
Sept. 12, 1S89, containing some valuable suggestions as to what is

required for an A. C. A. camp, and 1 beg leave to express the hope
that their report will be based on actual knowledge gained from
;a persona] examination of the p round, and that their labors may
be crowned with success.
May I ask that you will be kind enough to notify Mr. Ward of

his appointment and furnish him with a copy of this letter.

Henrt Stanton, Commodore-Elect A. C A.
New York, Oct. u.

BROOKLLN C. C—A series of winter camp-fires has heen
arranged by the Brooklyn C. C , the programme being: Oct. 24,

199 Montaeue street (basement.)," Knots and Splices." I., by Mr. H.
CWard; Nov. 21,648 Prospect Place,"Our Cruise on the Delaware,"
,bv Dr. G-. R-Butler, on invitation of Mr. W. H. Cameyer; Jan. 11,

•annual club dinner; Jan. 80 170 Sixth avenue,Lantern Exhibition,

by Dr. B, N. Denison; Feb. 27, 199 Montague street, "Knots and
Splices." II.. by Mr. H. C. Ward; March 21. 186 Joralemon street,

lantern Exhibition, by Mr. F. L. Dunne]]; April 24, Public Lan-
Itern Exhibition, Canoe Life, in Camp and Racing, by Dr. Denison
and Mr. Duunell. The club invites its membes to the above camp
'fires, and each member may invite one friend to accompany him.

CANOES VERSUS SAILING BOATS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
While thanking yon for your most excellent account of the

Mosquito Fleet regatta at Roslyn last Saturday, let mo correct
some errors vou make in your comments concerning my boats.

In the first place there were not "two Olapham boats" in the race,
as the Rita was built by a house caipeuter. I have had nothing
to do with either designing or rigging her, nor do I approve of her
model. In the second place, my own boat, the Gnat, was not "one
of Mr. Clapham's wide and shoal boats," but on the contrary she
is a narrow keel boat, drawing 2J4ft. of water, carrying several
hundred pounds of lead in her keel and having no centerhoard.
She was soundly and most deservedly beaten by everything in the
fleet, because I chose to experiment on her with a view to seeing

how a narrow sharpie would act with a lead -loaded keel. So the
poor little craft is a victim to the teachings of our good friend,

the Forest ajnd Stream. Only two days before the race Gnat
had am. in depth and 50011)8. of lead added to her keel, then went
into the race, untried, with the result, as reported. .

As to the comparative merits of sharpies and canoes it is perti-

nent to inquire if such a matter was ever settled by one race in a
very moderate breeze?
The same sharpie with less keel and less lead easily outsailed a

far larger and more powerful canoe than Vagabond in the N. Y.
Athletic Club regatta two or three weeks ago, the canoe in that
instance being sailed by one of the most skilful canoeists in

America. Did the Forest and Stream think that, set tled the

relative meri is of canoe and sharpie? Thomas Clapham.
Roslyn, L. I., Oct. 19;

Editor Forest and Stream:
I wish to say a few words bearing on the short article m last

week's issue on'" Canoes vs. Sailing Boats."
To begin with, Unique, the boat that beat the canoe over the

course at the Corinthian Mosquito Fleet regatta, is not. " a large
open sailboat with schooner rig." The dimensions of Unique are.

19ft. Sin. over all, 18ft. lOin. I.w.l., 52in. beam and 12m. draft.

The rig is more like a sharpie than a schooner, there being two
hoisting gaff sails, 120 sq. ft. in foresail and 100 sq. ft. in afterswjL

This is not a very large beat, you will admit. As for the race
itself, I desire, to present the following facts which do not appear
in the published account of the tvent:
First—The canoe Vagabond had about % of a minute the hest of

all the boats on the start, and was not overhauled by Unique
runninsr until about a quarter of a mile from the lower mark.
Second—Mr. Stevens used the sliding seat on Vagabond, which

gave him a greater advantage than the other boats had in carry-
ing two meu. , .

Third—The race was sailed in comparatively smooth water
throughout, what sea there was running behind the boats from
outside was affectiug them in the windward work.
Fourth—It is only fair to call at lention to the fact that Vaga-

bond is 2ft. longer than Mr. Clapham's'and Dr. Ledyaro's yawls,
both of which are keels. The advantage gamed by this extra
leugtli is considerable in such small craft.

Though I do not wish to take from Mr. Stevens and Vagabond
any credit which is due (for the canoe sailed fast), 1 wish to have
the conditions which 1 have called attention to considered in

forming an opinion of the merits of the different types of boats
represented in the race.
Finally, it is my firm convinction and I judge from consider-

able experience in sailing Unique in competition, that had a fast

catboat within the class limits and sailed under the disadvanta-
geous rules, been entered in this race, that she would have beaten
the entire fleet easily. While cauoes are very fast sailers in

smooth water, I have, yet to see the canoe that can hold her own
with a. good catboat in a beat to windward in a breeze, the condi-
tions that bring out the real sailing qualities of a boat.

Frank Bowne Jones.

THE PADDLING TROPHY.
Editor Forest and Stream: ..

. ,

After reading Mr.Putman's letter about paddling canoes in the
A.C.A. and the championship race, I agree with Mm when he says:

"L?t a man race in the fastest canoe he can build;" but within cer-

tain limit s,say Class III., 10ft.X28in.x9in., with a minimum weight
of 401bs., so as to prevent matchwood construction. This would
give the open Canadian canoe, which is the paddling canoe par
emoeUmce, a chance in the race; for it is the canoe which nine out
often paddlers use. If it is to be a paddling eveut let it be for

paddlint: canoes, and not for the mongrel paddling sailing canoes
they have been trying to bring to life during the last two years,

with what success any one who was at the last A.C.A. meet might
see. With a minimum weight of 401bs. the open canoe would
have no advantage over her decked sister.

There is another very important point which should be consid-
ered, viz., the " one man, one canoe " rule, as regards this race.

There are many canoeists who, like myself, go in for paddling to

some extent for the fun, exercise and excitement there is in it,

and who also do some sailing, hut who would not like to forego the
pleasures of the sailing and the other general events for the sake
of getting into the cnampionsirip paddling race, and on the other
baud would not think of going into it in a heavy sailing canoe.
I would therefore suggest that this race be exempt from the "one
man, one canoe" rule, as by so doing we would have a larger
number of entries and would encourage canoeing in its broadest
sense; not sailing alone.but as it is enjoyed by all around canoeists,

as fond of swinging the blade as of sitting out on tbe piazza and
hanging on to the main sheet. Harry F. MacKendrick.
Toronto.

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING.

NEW YORK, Oct. 21.—To the Members of the A. C. A.: Please
take notice. First—A meeting of the executive committee

of the A. C. A. is herebv called to be held on Saturday, Nov. 23,

1889, at 10 o'clock A. M., in the city of New York, in such place m
that city as shall be selected by the committee of arrangements.
The following named gentlemen are hereby appointed such com-
mittee, the first named being the chairman, viz.: Edward VV.

Brown of the Knickerbocker C. C, William Whitlock of_ the
Brooklyn C. C. and Henry O. Bailey of the New York C, C.

Second—The following named gentlemen are hereby appointed
the committee on camp site and arrangements, the first named
being chairman, viz.: R. B. Burchard, of the New York C. C.and
Paul Butler, of the Vesper C. C. Under the constitution of the
A. C. A. this committee has power to add to its number. Very
respectfully yours, Henry Stanton, Commodore-Elect.
By the Commodore-Elect, F. L. Dunnele, Secretary-Elect.

CORINTHIAN MOSQUITO FLEET.—The fall meeting of the
Corinthian Mosquito Fleet was held on Oct. 21, Com. Smith pre-

siding. Sixteen new members were elected, making a total of 60

and a fleet of 44, a very good showing for the first- season.

A. C. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlantic Division: Edmond Chable,
Jersey City, N. J.

UBIQUE C. 0.—The annual meeting of the Ubique C. C. was
held at Stave Island. Two new members were elected. The fol-

lowing officers were elected for the ensuing year. Com., R. W.
Waters. Norwood; Vice-Corn., Colin Eraser, B, A., Toronto; Pur-
ser, John. N. McKendrick, B, A., Gait; Steward, Richard Lees,

Brampton; Boatswain, Will A. Frasev, St. Thomas. A resolution

was passed that the next annual meeting of the club should be
held on salt water during the time of the annual meet of the

A. C. A.

IANTHE C. C—The lanthe C. C. will hold record races next
Saturday, at 4 P. M, These races will, probably be the last of the
season.

J2SF~Ho Notice Taken ot Anonymous COM6*pttndei» i*.

E. P., Philadelphia.—Send us your address.

Corner, Albany, N. Y.—There is no Irish setter that is "oham-
pion of the world."

C. H. S—We can send you a copy of Forest and Stream con-
tainiug the Illinois game law.

H. C, Lynn, Mass.—Mollie (Prim—Nell) was the only bitch of

the name Wed to Elcho. She was owned by Mr, John Develin,
New York, and was bred in 1879.

W. H. P., Memphis, Mich.—1. Tbe shellac recommended by a
correspondent will no doubt accomplish the purpose you desire.

2. Your subscription will expire March 0, 1S90.

R. L. M., Minneapolis. -Beaufort, South Carolina, is a highly
recommended point to make one's headquarters for winter quail

E. S., Chicago, ni —Messrs. Hartley & Graham, of Maiden Lane,
this city, can supply you with the Lee .43 or .45 caliber. We do
not know where you will find the Vetterli or Mannicher rifles in

this country, but they might be imported for you by any of the

principal importing houses.

R.D. W., St. John, N. B.-Kindly inform me through your
columns the best way to clean brass shells. I police "J. R. T." in
your last advices the use of shellac to fasten wads in brass shells.

'Would not shellac injure the barrels? Is there any better method?
Ans. 1. Clean the outside with vinegar. The. inside ueeds no
cleaning. 2. The shellac will not in jure the barrels.

J. W. P., Stoughton, Mass. -I desire to know through the ccl-

tiHins of your paper, if you can gi -o me the information, as to
where 1 can obtain wild rice packed in mud as it grows for re-

planting. Ans. There would he no advantage in having the rice,

packed in mud; it is sent dry like other grain, and should be
soaked in water over night so that it will sink when scattered on
the water.

H. L. N, Guanajuato, Mexico.—I should be greatly obliged to
your fish editor for any information he may he able to give as to

the nearest point to Laredo. El Paso, or Eagle Pass, thai it is pos-
sible to buy carp or carp spawn. Also for any information he
can give as to what tish can ne cultivated in a small deep pond of

still water in a chmite that rarely or never gets to freezing point

and never gets higher than 30° Fahrenheit in tbe shade. Ans.
The persons named below have obtained carp, mainly from the

U. S. Fish Commission, and il is likely that one or more of them

Wm. Elliott. Taylor, Texas. The report of the U.S. Fish Com-
mission for 1884 contains much information about carp in Texas
and elsewhere, including useful hints as to their care We be-
lieve that large-mouthed black bass and crappies would thrive in

the pond described. The former can be obtained in streams of
Texas and northern Mexico, the latter from the Mississippi
Valley.

J. W. G. D.. Philadelphia.- 1. While up in Maine I shot a few
ducks which I could not find the name of. They were quite plenty
and rather wild, feeding on the same ground with the black
duck. Their flesh was very tender and juicy and very nice tast-
ing. When on the wing the white spot on the wing was very uo-
ticable. The description of one noted in my note book is this:

White breast, large white spot on each wing, about 2 or l^in. in

ducks. What were they ? 2. Are there such a thing as black
foxes? Where are they found ? Ans. 1. The description as far as
it goes applies best to a duck which is generally supposed to be
extinct, the famous Labrador duck. There is a possibility that it

may have been the young of Barrow's golden-eye, but this always
has" a brown head, which would have been observed bv our cor-
respondent. Would it be possible to send us a specimen of this
bird? If it should prove to be the rare species first mentioned.
Ornithologists would be highly delighted. 2. Black foxes are oc-
casionally found in New England and Canada; see our natural
history columns to-day, also issues of April 7, Sept. 1 and St pt. 29,

1887, and July 12, 1888. For answer to other queries see next
number.

INFORMATION WANTED.
E. H. F. wishes information of a good locality in middle Florida

or anywhere South, for months of January, Ft bruary, March and
possibly part of April. Must be in a good game ••oumry; desires
board for himself and wife in a private family where price will
be reasonable.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

Paddling in Florida; or, the Canoe Cruisers of the Gulf, by
St. George Rath bone, is another of G. W.Dillingham's young

i cruiser series, a book of stirring and fascinating adventure by
flood and field. G. W. Dillingham, New York.

Beecitam'R Pills cure bilious and nervous ills.—^4rZu.

HUMPHREYS 5

VETERINARY SPECIFICS
Tor Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,

AND POULTRY.
500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals

and Chart Sent Free.
cores? Fevers, Congestions, Inflammation,

* §Pillal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism

>

C.C.—Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.£.--Conghs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
«"6«—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases,
j.I.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J. K.—Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

. Witch Hazel Oil and Medieator, S7.00
Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), . .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt oi Price.
Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

7.

Forest & Stream File Binders,
pbios. ai.oo.

FOB feALE AT THIS OFFICE.

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It U the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

INTo. 18 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK.
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WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS
Ask your Dealer for them.

KTot Sold a-t RetaU toy tine Manufacturers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

DO YOU WANT A GUN,
Rifle, Revolver, or anything in Sporting Goods, such as Loaded Shells,
Sportsmen's Clothing, Loading and Cleaning Implements, Ammuni-
tion for Rifles, Shotguns or Revolvers, Fishing Tackle, etc., etc., etc.?
If so send at once to CHAS. E. FELTON, Assignee of Western
Arms <fc Cartridge Co., 47 & 49 State St., Chicago, III., and get
Catalogue and Special List giving Full Descriptions and Prices of
many of the Guns he is offering Below Cost.

THESE GOODS MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE FOR CASH. Largest assortment of
Fine Guns, both Hammer and Hamnierless. Improve this opportunity of getting a
FINE GUN at the Cost of the Cheap Article. Address at once

CHAS. E. FELTON, Assignee,Western Arms «$& Cartridge Company,
47 & 49 STATE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

b^ MEDICINE jH Jfi,MMBmfo&& GUINEA/^

For Weak Stomach—Impaired Digestion—Disordered Liver.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
PRICE 25 CENTS PER BOX.

Prepared only l>y T1F0S.E BECHAM, $t.Helens.Lancashire,England.
B. F. ALLEN & CO., Sole Agents

FOB UNITED STATES, 365 & SG7 CAI\AL ST., NEW YORK,
Who (if your druggist does not keep them) will mail Beecham's
Pills on receipt of price

—

but inquire first. (Please mention this paper.)

Sam LoveFs Camps;
Uncle Lisha's Friends Under Bark and Canvas.

A SEQUEL TO "UNCLE LISHA'S SHOP."

By ROWLAND E. EOBDTSOU.
The two series of papers published in Forest and Stream, with added chapters Admmitable portraying of the woods and village life of Danvis folks. Cloth, 253 pp. Price %\

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway. New York.

PREMIERE GtUALITE CIGARETTE.
A SUPERB ARTICLE. The standard of purity and excellence. Thefauliless union of two matchless tobaccos prevents that dryness of
1 he throat usually produced by smoking other brand*. Do not allowprejudice to prevent you from glvlua: this incomparable Cigarette a trial.
It is simply perfection, a luxury and not a low-priced article.

Our Vanity Fair and various Smoking Mixtures are the finest for the pipe.

16 First Prize Medals. WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.

WILD RICE

^ATTRACTION FOR WILD FOWL OANKfjT
Tc
E i§SA/ L̂?9v F0R PLAxS'TING IN FISH PONDS IT

IS ESPECIALLY DESIRABLE. New Crop now ready,
price 40 cts. per lb. postpaid, by express 30 cts. per lb.

NORTHRUP, BRASLAN & GOODWIN CO.,
Seed Growers, Minneapolis, Minn.

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having the patent

INTURNED EDGE,

2,000 shots out of each 1,000 targets on account
of non-breakage in shipping, trapping and fall-
ing upon ground. The only target made with
the Inturned Edge, producing the surest break-
er when hit, and surest non-breaker when not
hit. Our traps are sold for the sole purpose of
shootir.g our tarerets.

SPORTSMEN SMOKERS
SHOULD ALL SMOKE OUR CELEBRATED

Hand-Made Havana Cigars.
MADE IN TWO STYLES AND SIZES.

L0NDRES PEBFECTO, 5in. long @ $7,00 per 100
CONCHAS ESPECIALS, 4Min. © 6.00

"

The favorite cigar of Rod and Gun Clubs generally.
These cigars are made of the choicest tobaccos grown,
and selected with the greatest care. They cannot fail
to suit the taste of all lovers of the fragrant weed. Each
cigar has the brand impressed on it, and every box has
a label, fac-simile of the title of the popular journal,
and our firm's signature, without which none are eenu-
ine. We are the only authorized manufacturers of the
above brauu, and to insure the smoker of the genuinewe would ask you to send us your orders direct. We
will deliver, free of express charges, either size, on re-
ceipt of price.

A. W. FQOTE & GO., Sols Manufacturers,
125 Maiden L«.ne, New Yorfe.

No Chemicals.

W. Baker & Co.'s

Breakfast

Cocoa
Is Absolutely Pure,

and it is Soluble!

To increase the solubility of the powdered cocoa, varf

ous expedients are employed, most of them being base"

upon the action of some alkali, potash, soda or even anr

monia. Cocoa which has been prepared by one of thes*

chemical processes, can usually be recognized at once bs

the distinct alkaline reaction of the infusion in water. .

W. Baker & Co.'s Breakfast Cocoa
is manufactured from the first stage to the last by pec
feet mechanical processes, no chemical beta)
used In its preparation. By one of the mos^

ingenious of these mechanical processes the greatest de:

gree of fineness is secured without the sacrifice of th

attractive and beautiful red color which is characterise

of an absolutejy pure and natural cocoa.

W. Baker & Co., Dorchester, Mass;

Increasing bales Attest the Popularity
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS
Manufactured only by

KIKTKTEY I

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors),
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

BEPELLENE.
An Infallible Preventive of the Attacks
Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnat

and all other Insects.
Neat, clean and easily applied. No nnplsasa

odor, will not stain or injure the skin, east
washed off. May be carried without danger
leaking or spttlina. In neat, oblong round-ct
nered box.

Price, 30 Cents, Postpaid.
Sold by Dealers in Sportsmen's Goods.

If your dealer does not keep it, I will send It <

receipt of price.

A.. FERGUSON, Proprietor and Manufact't
Office. 65 Fulton street, N. Y.

ASK YOUR DEALER

For NELSOJf'8 Cartridge Belt. The onl
PRA(;TICAI. contrivance for carrying ammun

;

tion in the field. For Shot Guns, Rifles and Pistoli
Nothing like it in the market. Patent lateral actioi

HI TOR IT

worn
84-STATE 5T.<
CHICAGO, V
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FIELD TRIALS AND FIELD WORK.

IT is a common saying of many who are ignorant upon

the subject that field trial winners are only good for

field trial show, and that they are unfit for the ordinary

work such as is expected from every-day dogs. In rare

instances this may be the case, but there is no doubt

whatever that a very large majority of our field trial

cracks are as good dogs for the sportsman to use in the

field as can be found. They have demonstrated their

ability to do good work quickly, in a stylish manner; and

in most cases they are very intelligent and obedient. But,

the doubter will say, they cannot keepjup their speed for

any length of time, and consequently are worthless for

ordinary shooting. Of course it is impossible for them

to maintain the phenomenal speed which they ex-

hibit at the trials for even half a day; but no one

wishes them to do this, since for ordinary field work,

except on the prairies, a much more moderate rate will

be far more satisfactory. Speed, as is well known, is

largely a matter of training, and the course that makes

perfect the quarter-horse would break down the four-

miler. So it is with dogs in training. As a rule the

heats at field trials are comparatively short and the dog

is worked accordingly and taught to put forth his best

efforts in short spurts, and consequently he is unable to

stay the pace for all-day work; but when the same

animal is properly trained for continuous work he is as able

both to go and to stay as any of his race, and in most

cases both his speed and work are superior to those of the

much vaunted all-day dogs that we hear so much about.

This opinion is not guess-work nor hearsay. "We have

often had the pleasure of a day's shooting over field trail

winners, and without exception we have found them to

be intelligent, pleasant companions, as well as killing

dogs, and able to do as much and as good work as any

animals we have ever seen.

THE ADIRONDACK FORESTS.

rpHE Fish Commission of the State of New York is

preparing to make a strong stand against the tre-

mendous devastation which is being perpetrated in the

Adirondack forests.

Of the three million acres of land and water embraced

in the Adirondack forest, the State owns about seven

hundred and fifty thousand acres, or about twenty-five

per cent, of the whole. A great deal of this land has been

in private hands, has been denuded of its most valuable

timber, and has again lapsed to the State for arrears of

taxes. It is not by any means a compact block, but is

distributed irregularly through the whole area, small

areas being sometimes surrounded by private holdings,

while in other cases the continuity of considerable State

tracts is broken by the intervention of small private

holdings.

The Commissioners aim at the gradual resumption of

the whole area of the region to be set aside as a great

public park for the people of the State, whose right to it

should be kept inviolate, and this matter is to be urged

upon the Legislature in the annual report of the Commis-

sion, with special recommendation for legislation for the

establishment of a great public park, rendering the pres-

ent scattered area compact and continuous by the pur-

chase of the connecting tracts.

The recommendation of the Commission is not for any

considerable outlay at the outset; it proposes to make
experimental purchase of small tracts, "and if the ex-

periment proved a success other tracts could easily be

added from year to year."

There is nothing experimental about the measure. The

whole region as a pleasure resort, as a hunting resort and

as a timber-producing reserve is capable of being made
the source of a considerable permanent public revenue,

and if the State can add to its present holding by pur-

chase of adjoining tracts on favorable terms, we have no

hesitation in indorsing the language of the Commission-

ers when they say: "We believe no investment made

by the State could produce greater or better results."

This is not that Ave see any reasonable hope of the State

reserves being prudently and economic illy administered

for the next decade or two. There is nothing in forest

conservancy for the politicians: but because the character

of the Adirondack region is such that if it be once de-

nuded of its forests and the soil burnt off it would cost as

much to restore an acre as to acquire a hundred acres by

purchase to-day, and because looking forward to the

future when the price of timber in this country, as in

Europe, will have to carry cost of production including

interest, and recognizing from the experience of European

countries that State control of the forests of a country is

an essential feature of their satisfactory administration,

we should be glad to see the State secure control of a

tract so considerable in area, so desirable as a pleasure

and sanitary resort, and capable of being rendered of

such vast economic importance, as is the Adirondack

region.

But, alas! this recommendation of the Fish Commis-

sion is no new project, and we fear that this eminently

respectable body wields no such influence as will result

in giving practical effect to its recommendation, in so far

as that involves the appropriation of funds for the pur-

chase of the two and a quarter millions of acres now in

private hands. Our legislators will never do it of their

own motion; they must be first urged to it by popular

clamor, and for that we must wait until we begin to im-

port pine from the Baltic.

Moreover, it is a mistake to suppose that all the jobbery

and corruption of the country must be sought inside of

legislative halls. There are some people outside quite

capable of putting up a job even on the Legislature itself,

and it is not safe to open the public purse and invite these

outsiders to come and dip in it. It is only necessary to

make it known that the State has decided to secure pos-

session of any given tract of land to increase its value

many fold.

Most of the timber dealers in the Adirondacks, after

cutting off the spruce and pine from their holdings, are

willing to let the land lapse for taxes. It would be many
years before they would find pine or spruce on it fit for

the axe again, and five years ago the most prudent policy

for the State appeared to be one of^masterly inactivity,

that is to sit still and wait for the lands to become forfeit.

But of late years conditions are being modified, game
clubs are securing large tracts and inclosing them for

game preserves, and this system now in its infancy is

growing with such vigor that forest land promises to in-

crease rapidly in value to meet the growing demand.
Under these new conditions the best practical direction

which could be given to the proposed recommendation of

the Commission would be to bring in a bill empowering
the Forest Commission or other properly constituted

authority to purchase any tract of forest land adjoining

lands held by the State at a maximum price to be fixed

by the Legislature. The State can certainly afford to

pay a3 high a price as a club of sportsmen, and could do

so if the possession of the forest involved no higher con-

sideration than utilizing it as a game preserve, and rais-

ing a revenue by lease or license.

"We do not build any exalted hopes upon the proposed

recommendations of the Fish Commission, but we hail its

pronounced interest in the matter as evidence of a grow-

ing public sentiment that it is, in the language of their

report, "A shame and a disgrace" that this beautiful

and economically important region "should be devast-

ated and destroyed like the section along the Chateaugay

Railroad or the Sacondaga country."

SNAP SHOTS.

THE Long Island deer hunting season, which extended

from Oct. 1 to Oct. 10, offered an instructive and

encouraging instance of the tenacity of our game and

the readiness with which the supply may be fostered if

only intelligently cared for. The deer range embraces a

district of only ten by twenty-five miles, and it is within

an hour and a half of New York city. This range has

been well protected; hounds discovered running deer out

of season have been killed; the local sentiment has been

such that no one would dare to show venison illegally

killed; and taking it all in all the deer have been practi-

cally unmolested. During the nine hunting days of the

season seventy-five deer were killed. Sayville hunters

scored thirteen, one of them said to have been a ten-year-

old buck, which weighed 2251bs. No one knows how
many hunters these seventy-five deer gratified and dis-

appointed, but one estimate puts the number at between

400 and 500 each day, posted along the line of the rail-

road, across which the deer passed, when driven by the

hounds. One driver averred that he saw twelve deer at

one time ahead of his dogs. In the deer range are the

preserve of the South Side Sportsmen's Club and that of

Mr. Cutting. These properties were harbors of refuge

for the pursued game, which seemed instinctively to flee

to them; and once on these grounds the asgis of protec-

tion was over them. We have already pointed out that

such preserved tracts of territory benefit the general

public by thus protecting game which does not remain at

all times on the territory, but gives sport to the public as

well.

The contents of the Forest and Stream this week

afford an index of the wide range and interesting diver-

sity of this journal's correspondence, and are not less

noteworthy as an indication of the wealth and variety of

the game and fish resources at the command of the

American sportsman. There are accounts of wildfowl

shooting in California and bear hunting in the new State

of Washington and salt-water fishing at San Diego.

Then leaving the sports of the Pacific coast, one may read

of big game hunting amid the Rockies in Wyoming,
wildfowl in Idaho, and deer in Montana. Stories are told

of rabbit, duck, quail and prairie chicken shooting in

Illinois, and deer in Michigan. The East is well repre-

sented by chronicles of adventures with the deer in

Maine, the elusive grouse among the wilds of Pennsylva-

nia, and deer in the Adirondacks of New York. The South

is represented by correspondents who report favorably on

North Carolina quail grounds, and by a story of wild

turkey hunting down in the palmetto swamps of Florida.

Taking it all in all, with its records of shooting and fish-

ing activities, its hints and suggestions, its friendly dis-

cussions, and the happy spirit which pervades all depart-

ments, the Forest and Stream furnishes not only an

animated picture of American field sports, but also a re-

flection of the character and qualities of the men young

and old who constitute the great army of outers.
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EN ACADIE.
II.

FROM out of that group of magnolia trees,

Whose waxy blossoms scent the breeze,

Shaking their perfumes far and wide

All up and down the country side.

Whose is that call, with its rhythmic heat

Of "Sweetheart, sweetheart, sweetheart, sweet ?"

Ah! tnat is Gahriel, in search of his mate-
Lonely and losing and desolate

—

Seeking his lost Evangeline

From Calcasieu to Lacassine,

Calling, to tempt her flying feet,

"Come, Sweetheart, sweetheart, sweetheart, sweet.'

Because he heard she had proved untrue,

And believed the lie, without more ado,

For this lack of faith in the maiden's truth

For a thousand years he must suffer ruth,

Must wander and search, until he can meet
His "Sweetheart, sweetheart, sweetheart, sweet."

So he's taken the form of this little brown bird,

With the saddest note that ever was heard,

And he follows still in a bootless quest.

Calling in vain, in wild unrest,

Through winter's cold, and summer's heat,

"Oh, Sweetheart, sweetheart, sweetheart, sweet !"

Such is the tale the Acadian maid
Repeats to her love, 'neath the cypress shade,

And she crosses herself in loving fear

As she hears the flute-Ilk e notes so clear,

The same sad burden still repeat—
"Oh, Sweetheart, sweetheart, sweetheart, sweet."

hi.

Puck and Ariel and sprite,

Symphony in black and white-
Saucy varlet, jocund wag,

Tramp, Bohemian and vag—
Most incorrigible joker,

Of thy fellow-birds a mocker,

Scoffer at humanity,
Jeerer at man's vanity;

Bubbling o'er with riotous mirth,

At all things in Heaven or earth,

Bandit of the southern pines,

Despoiier of my choicest vines;

Happy when you slyly prig

Choicest pomegranate or fig—

Or devour with mocking japes

All my ripening Tokay grapes;

Gorging on my finest berries,

Drunken with the wine of cherries,

Laughing at my futile wrath
As I glean thy aftermath.

Still, bold sinner, all's forgiven,

And thy direst sin is shriven,

When, from out the orange grove
King thy vibrant notes of love,

Wiiile the very heavens rejoice

In the music of thy voice,

And the palpitating air

Seems thy ecstacy to share!

Oh! the dew lies fresh on the clover,

And sweet is the morning air,

The sky hangs lovingly over
And smiles at a world so fair.

The birds and the crickets are singing

To welcome the morning light,

And up from the meadow comes ringing
The musical call of "Bob White!"

"Bob White! That's my name!
I'm not ashamed to own it!

I'm plucky and I'm game.
Fear? I've never known it!

Bob White! That's my wife there
In the mayhaw thickets;

We have spent our life there
Happy as the crickets.

Bob White! enjoy to-day,

Care not for the morrow,
Be jolly while you may.
And laugh at care and sorrow-

Bob White!"

Oh! bonny brown bird of the meadow,
Ring out, unmolested, thy call;

Thou 'rt safe, for the pot-hunter's fell shadow
On "The Pomegranates" dares not to fall.

In orchard, or meadow, or vinery,
Still welcome to me is the sight

Of thy simple, yet dainty brown finery,

My brave little neighbor, Bob White!

v.

Come out upon the gallery

When the sun has gone down,
And hark to the voices

As the night comes on.

Hear that bull 'gator

With his hoarse, sullen bellow!
'Tis his call to his mate, or
A challenge to 'tother fellow.

Ha! there is the answer!
Now there'll be trouble!

Hark! how they roar,

Now single, now double!
"Fight?" of course they wilL
They just love to fight;

Keep it up sometimes
All day and all night.

"Te-rwe, te-rue, te-rue!"

How shrill and sweet and clear!

That's the swamp thrush, calling
To his love and dear.

"That must be a young 'gator?"

Sounds like one, I know,
But it really is a bull-frog—

Louisiana.

Weight, ten pounds or so.

"Bci-a-a."' That's another frog;

Used to think 'twas sheep;

Many a time I've wakened
From a midnight sleep

Heard those beggars bleating—
Rushed frantically out-

Had my trouble for my pains-
Nary sheep about.

"Where's that church bell ringing ?"

That's no bell you've heard,

Oaly the lonely voice

Of the shy cathedral bird.

Some say it's the ghost of the bell

That hung in the chapel de l'Eau,

That was wrecked in seventeen-ninety,

The year of the terrible blow.

Blown clear out of existence-
Bell weighed a thousand pound-

Went like the walls of Jericho -

Never a trace of it found.

Some say the angels received it

As it crashed down from out the steeple;

Some, that le Diable carried it off,

For the sins of priest and people.

But all make the sign of the cross

As they hear it solemnly toll,

For they know that Purgatory
Is glad o'er another soul.

And—"B-z-z-z .'" Ah, here he comes

!

'Tis the Louisiana 'skeeter!

The congregation is dismissed!

Scatter! in short metre.
H. P. Ufford.

OLD TIMES IN CALIFORNIA.
/TpHE early hunting experiences of California pass from
J_ man to man, but seldom reach the dignity of print.

It is only forty shears since the whole State was a wild-
erness and overflowing with game. Almost every county
has its old veteran grizzly hunter; every valley is full of
pioneer farmers who shot elk, deer and antelope in the
wild oatfielcls, and wild geese from the doors of their
squatter shanties. Some of these stories seem worth
gathering up to illustrate the changes which a few years
witness.
In 1849 the finest winter shooting then known in Cali-

fornia was "along the Contra Costa shore," on the east
side of the Bay of San Francisco, a region now the most
thickly settled rural portion of the State. The "bay
shore," a strip of country thirty-five miles long, consists
of sloughs, low islands, willow swamps, tule and cat-
tail fastnesses, an occasional fresh-water "creek," and a
few rocky hills set in the midst of the wide marshes.
West was the open bay; east was the broad valley, over
which Spanish cattle roved, and still further east were
the mountains of the Coast Range.
There were eight or nine professional hunters in the

region, sending wildfowl to the San Francisco markets,
where mallards sold for $5 a pair. In February, 1852,
four of these hunters shipped from San Lorenzo" Creek,
and sold as the result of four old-fashioned muzzleloader
shotguns, in twenty-five days actual shooting, the fol-

lowing amount of game, 125 pairs of wild geese, 53 pairs
of canvasback ducks, 60 pairs of small ducks, 13 pairs of
widgeons, 41 pairs of spoonbills, 27 pairs of teals, 63 pairs
of broad bill ducks, 192 curlew, 207 plover, 48 dowicthers,
156 "peeps," 48 snipe and 1 rabbit. This makes a total of
1,428 head, which sold for over $800. These men made
so much money that they bought farms and retired from
the business of pot-hunting. In 1853 an old sea captain,
Jonathan Mayhew, went out one November morning to
a field near his house and fired two shots into a flock of
wild geese which had settled there. He picked up 59
geese as the result of the operation.
In the early sixties, the whole region of which I write

was still full of game, but the pot-hunters had nearly
deserted it, and had gone to the Solano, San Joaquin and
Sacramento regions, where the wildfowl were so abund-
ant that the farmers poisoned hundreds of thousands of
them. Although so near to San Francisco, there were as
yet no club3 of wealthy sportsmen. The "Alameda
shore," as it was now called, became the favorite resort
of dozens of noted hunters of the time. For ten years
there was always good shooting to be had; then the
ground was overworked, and being rented in very exten-
sive tracts to clubs, is now slowly recovering some of its

reputation.
All through the sixties, every man who went to the

schooner landings, or embarcaderos, on the salt-water
creeks, took his gun with him. The climate is most ex-
quisite here after the first showers. Then comes a warm
and perfect Indian summer, dry , clear and beautiful often
till Christmas. With the first rains, which seldom last
more than a day or two. the wildfowl crowd the water-
ways and nightly descend on the farmers' stubble fields.

In those halcyon days of the early sixties, which every
sport-loving son of Alameda county remembers with a
regretful sigh, the veriest farmer lad could often shoot
wild geese from his wagon box as he drove over the
winding, unfenced road across the wide cattle pastures
that extended from the wheat fields to the Bay. And,
after he had unloaded his wheat or potatoes, he could
walk along the bank of the slough and start up flocks of
widgeons, spoonbills, teal and mallards within easy shot.
In the course of a few years, the young men of the rapidly
growing community developed a great deal of the true
sportsman spirit. They bought good guns, they discount-
enanced pot-hunting and waste, they had an informal but
effective a5sociation. Some of the bags they made are
still talked of in the valley.
One favorite plan the boys had was to choose a " half

fight moon," and go to the seaward end of the willow
marshes, on a row of old Indian burial mounds. We
generally built a roaring fire, well hidden in the trees,
and sat around it telling stories until nine or ten o'clock.
Then we took our stands on the mounds, near to the ends
of the willow clumps, and shot the ducks as they flew
overhead from their feeding grounds in the stubble fields
back of the sloughs. I have often known four good
shots to gather in eight or nine dozen in two hours' shoot-
ing, and sometimes a good sportsman well situated to be
in the line of wildfowl flight would shoot three or four
dozen by midnight. The ducks always '

' flew in streaks.

"

Between ten and eleven say, those which had been feed-
ing in the lowland fields returned and ran the gauntlet

of fire. Then there was a long break, with hardly the
flutter of a wing or whistle of a single bird; then sud-
denly without warning, the flocks that had flown further
to the upper valley borders came whizzing overhead.
Sometimes, just before daybreak, the last of the wander-
ers would sweep in on hasty and frightened wings.
Night-shooting always has its fascinations for the hunter,
but it has especial charms in the warm, frostless Cali-

fornia nights where a man can literally shoot in his shirt

sleeves, and seldom has his overcoat with him or needs
it. The fires we built were for the beauty and mystery
of the swift lights and shadows under the willows and
along the water channels bordered with tule and wild cane.
Blinds or shelters were things utterly unknown in those

days, and the chief use of a boat was to set the hunter
across a slough or creek to some of the islands. You
took your gun when the tide was about half full in the
channels, and walked over the marsh grass in almost any
direction until you came to a "wash" or blind side-chan-
nel, of which there were thousands. As you approached
it, ducks usually flew up, and gave you a fan; shot, at
from 25 to 40yds. In half an hour or less you would
have chance at another flock. This, in the phrase of the
day, was "marshing for mallards," for mallards were
considered the most desirable results of such an expedi-
tion, and there was not a day, from October to March,
when this plan could not be followed with pleasure.
Another favorite method of taking a "day with the

ducks" was to start s© as to get to the shooting grounds
about daybreak. The farms in the valley, along the foot-
hills, were none of them more than four miles from good
shooting, and many were of course much nearer. Hunt-
ers from San Francisco came up by stage and stopped
over night at some farm house or village hotel; by 1865
there was a railroad skirting the foothills, and giving
access to the whole region. The sloughs, which ran in-

land past the points of the Coyote Hills—low rocks, then
partly wooded, and like islands rising from the marshes
—were filled with wildfowl at all hours of day or night,
but the houra between daylight and 9 o'clock offered the
best shooting "from the rocks." The hunter, there, was
safely hidden at some tide-washed point, looking over
wide salt sloughs. He usually sat between black rocks
and shot at everything that came within reach overhead.
The vai'iety of wildfowl was bewildering. Gray geese,
white geese, teal, widgeon, spoonbills, canvasbacks, red-
heads, mallards, curlew, all came swinging past, cutting
off the curve of the slough, and so flying above the
smooth hill slope, where, silhouetted against the rose-
purple of dawn, they offered most entrancing opportuni-
ties for swift shooting. Looking back upon my own
boyish experience, I am surprised that so few birds were
lost, for it must be remembered that there were not three
retrievers in the county at that time. This was owing to
the character of the marsh growth. Aside from the wil-

low islands and the tule bunches, which could usually be
avoided, there was little cover for the wounded birds.

The whole country really invited good honest shooting on
land at birds passing from one feeding ground to another.
Hardly any one cared to row a boat down the sloughs to

get into the large flocks three or four miles distant. And
so through the early sixties, as I have said, there was no
diminution in the numbers of wildfowl.
Suddenly the pot-hunters came back, for wildfowl were

temporarily driven out from the Sacramento sloughs,
and in three or four seasons they broke up and destroyed
the large bodies of wildfowl that the sportsmen had left

undisturbed along the outer islands and sloughs of the
bay. This cut off the supplies; the Alameda shore by
1875 was one of the poorest of shooting grounds, and it is

only of late years that it is recovering its reputation, as it

passed out of public into private ownership.
The abundance of wildfowl all over the valley, so near

to San Francisco, for fully twenty years after the discov-
ery of gold, and the growth of a large city on its borders,
has been a surprise to all sportsmen. The wild geese
settled down on the fields in flocks, covering several
acres. They were often shot by men on horseback, who
rode up within distance before the birds could rise.

After the winter rains, ducks often settled down into
farmers' door yards, or where there were goose ponds,
wild geese were found there mingling with the tame
ones. For years, therefore, the wildfowl constituted a
great source of food supply as well as sport. Every bit

of marsh or swamp or wet willow land, every spring or
stream or rod-square pond over the entire upland for ten
miles east of the bay shore, was teeming with game all

winter. And, indeed, all over California, twenty years
ago, the abundance of wildfowl was beyond the concep-
tion of modern hunters. It recalled the stories that come
down five or six generations ago about the New England
coast or about the Chesapeake shores. But here, with
the clear, warm, open winters, and the green grass and
blooming flowers in December, a sportsman felt in those
pioneer days as if it were the earthly paradise. "You
never had to go anywhere for game; it always came to
you," as the old hunters say to each other when they re-

call the past. Charles Howard Shinn.

The Goose Creek Islanders.—Editor Forest and
Stream: I have read and re-read with great relish the
notes on the North Carolina coast, and the Goose Creek
reminiscences in your last issue by "Chasseur." It is

vivid and racy enough and is rigidly true. The writer
must have been there on the very ground to give such a
graphic description not only of the surroundings, but of

the physique and character of those beachcombers. I

recognize the. various attitudes of repose and reclination

of the male member on wmatever might be handy, the
expectoration through the closed teeth, the interior of

the cabins and the snuff-dipping old hag. And the grat-

itude of these miserable specimens—gratitude of the
serpent the husbandman found nearly frozen and took
home to his hearthstone. I spent nearly a month with
them on the Chicimocomico banks, a narrow stretch of

sand beach between Pamlico Sound and the ocean north
of Cape Hatteras. These brethren are sui generis, a
mean type, but identical in every respect with the Goose
Creek Islanders. After having eaten you bare and drank
you dry, after you have loaded them "down with gifts of
ammunition and clothing, extras that a long life of their

intensest energy could never earn for them, and for which
they have absolutely done nothing for you, but to lie

around and bless you with their ravenous appetite and
hideous presence—then when they can render you a
slight service will they jump to do it? Not if they know
you have a bare copper left.

—

Jacobstaff,
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OUT-OF-DOOR PAPERS.
II—FROM MY WINDOWS.

FOR three years my front windows overlooked the

main street of a' small Massachusetts city and the

Bide window faced toward the Catholic church which
stood near by. The prospers was not an extensive one,

although from certain angles there was a glimpse of

mountains, and the street widened just below into what
used to be called a "heater piece," where beautiful elms
overarched the greenest grass. Had it not been for the
vacant lot between me and the church, with its old apple
and pear trees, its grape vines and quince bushes, and the
tall Norway spruce which grew just beside the corner of

the piazza,*roy windows would have afforded few oppor-
tunities for seeing the birds, except now and then the
meteor streak of au oriole flashing through the elms
below or the gold of a thistle bird in the shrubbery across

the street. But they came to the apple trees, sang there,

nested there and were social. From behind my closed

blinds I could spy on all then- movements, and by the aid

of my strong field glass bring even the most distant under
strict surveillance.
During the summer there was rarely a time when some

bird was not to be seen in the apple trees; either the
sparrows and robins which nested there, or some visitor

from a home more or less remote. The oriole, whose
hammock was slung in the neighboring elms, used to

flaunt his colors amid the apple blossoms, and the sober-
habited catbird, stealing from his home among the alders
and hiding himself unseen, would establish a Dodonan
oracle in the quince bushes. From the bare twigs dis-

senting flycatchers proclaimed each his peculiar doctrine,

eking out a living by catching flies between whiles. In
their season warblers of all kinds haunted the branches,
singing all the variations of ticeedledum and tweedledee
that are put down by the ornithologists. With a few
exceptions, such as my cheery friend the summer yellow
warbler, whose strong, clear voice was as unmistakable
as his habit of singing his best when he was about his
work, I seldom undertook to identify them by their
voices alone. My note book never made their songs read
twice alike; and a description of the music too often re-

solved itself into mere words.
By putting different materials on the piazza roof, I was

able at once to help the birds in their nest building and
to see what they preferred when they had a choice of-

fered them. The kingbird wanted cotton. As soon as
he saw a bit of it on the roof he would cease his chatter-
ing and fly boldly up to the window, yet with such a
wild look and such a belligerent attitude as indicated
either apprehension on his own part or a desire to frighten
others. He invariably elevated his crest when he put on
this ferocious appearance, but never in such a way as to
show the beautiful crown-patch in the center of it. Hair
combings were in great demand. The cherry birds
especially sought for these, and, with their usual greed,
got the lion's share. The cherry birds also carried off

large quantities of string, showing a decided preference
for white, although I furnished them with several colors
in order to see whether, like the oriole, they had a taste
for gay colors. As far as I could tell they did not take a
single piece of the pink string, and little or none of other
colors. These cherry birds always showed a plentiful
lack of wit in getting their string, and seemed not to

understand the difference between a firm knot and a
slight catch; but would tug at a piece of twine tied to the
blind, until they appeared to be out of breath and out of
temper.
The purple finches came frequently for hair, once under

such suspicious circumstances that I give the note as I

wrote it down: ''May 16, 1887.—This morning I saw
three beautiful male purple finches courting one female.
They were making a harsh throat ncise, not loud enough
to be called either a squeak or a squeal, but a disagree-
able hissing which seemed to be made by sucking in the
breath, and somewhat resembled the sound of compressed
air escaping through a small hole. One uttered a note
or two, none sang. The males raised their crests,

stretched their necks, dropped their wings and paraded
about, showing all their best points. Strange to say, the
female at this time was collecting materials for a nest,
and the males looked on to see her tug and pull at stray
hairs without offering to help. They did not appear to
be at all unfriendly to each other. Later.—I have seen
these finches again. The gentlemen are evidently a-woo-
ing, but it is hard to make out the object of their atten-
tions, for the lady appears to be mated already. They are
gay gallants, but their morality does not appear to be of
the strictest, as sometimes there are two males and one
female, and sometimes one male and two females together.
Are they polygamists or polyandrists?" It may be well to
add that as the blinds were closed, all the birds were
within 3ft. of me, so that I was able to hear the noise they
made. At 10ft. I think it would have been almost in-
audible, as it seemed hardly louder than the noise made
by pressing the ah* out of a rubber ball, though higher in
pitch.
Only two days before these finches exhibited them-

selves the Norway spruce furnished me the finest sight of
the season. It was veiy early in the morning, and I had
risen with the intention of • 'going birding" before break-
fast, when a noise in the tree told rue that the birds were
there de tonne heure. Looking through the blinds, I saw
a flock of ten or twelve small dull-colored bird?, streaked
with white and dusky, with light bands on the wings,
and a short, forked tail. I knew them, but I could not
believe my eyes until I had written out a description
from life and carefully compared it with a printed
description. Then there could be no doubt that they were,
pine finders. In all my winter drives in Maine I had
never seen one fairly enough to be sure it was not a red-
poll; yet here in the warm Massachusetts springtime this
northern bird, not abundant even in Maine, was giving
an exhibition before my window7

. I watched them for a
long time as they pecked at the spruce buds, hanging
head downward on the pendant sprays, or flitting from
one bough to another with a flip of gauzy wings. "They
made no song, but a little rasping throat noise, and an occa-
sional utterance like h-k-k-lczee, rather shrill and harsh, but
in quality not unlike a canary's voice." 1 saw no more
of them that year, but the next (1888) they came again
&s early as April 22 and stayed some time. May 9 I saw

them singing "a cheerful, sweet little song, very con-
tented," my notes say. And again I find mention of
them as making "a sharp, shrill clieep! very much like
the ear-splitting notes of a canary." None of these birds
Showed any trace of yellow on the wings, nor, as far as
I could see at the distance of 20ft. and with a six and a
half power field glass, the slightest olive tinge on the
back. Yet I have seen mounted specimens taken in
Maine in the winter with a wide band of yellow across
the inner webs of each wing. On April 23 I saw a flock
of the pine linnets feeding in a little green runlet where
the skunk cabbage was growing. They were eating
something, what, I could not discover, now and then
uttering a low note. A brown creeper, which was moun-
ting an apple tree near by, seemed curious to know what
they Were getting, and flew down to them, where he
began to eat also. I was much puzzled to think what
there could have been in that place, which seed-eating
and worm-eating birds would both agree to call good.
Perhaps, however, the creeper only wanted company.

It is customary to think that the deep woods are the
places to find birds and that a city observer has no op-
portunities. For my own part, I seldom find many birds
far away from men, and some of the best notes I ever
took have been inside of city limits. Here, if you wish
an example, were birds which were unknown to me in
their northern home, almost inviting me to observe
them from my chamber window,

Fannie Pearson Hardv.

Food f>l? California Birds.—The California Ornitho-
logical Club was founded in San Francisco, February 9,

1889, for the study and advancement of the ornithology
of the Pacific coast. The investigation of the food habits
of Californian birds has been undertaken by the club,
and in order to make this work successful, the co-opera-
tion of all members, both active and corresponding, and
the assistance of others interested in this undertaking, is

earnestly desired. Assistance may be rendered in two
ways: first, by saving material for examination; second,
by making careful observations and notes. The contents
of birds' gizzards and crops may be preserved in two
ways, viz. ; in a dry condition or in alcohol. The con-
tents of the gizzards of all graminivorous birds and
most of the insectivorous species may be dried and placed
in an envelope provided for this purpose by the club. In
the case of rapacious birds (hawks and owls), all the water
birds, and such land birds as feed on worms or soft,

perishable insects, the gizzard must be preserved entire
in alcohol. A tag bearing a number written with pencil
should be attached before putting gizzard in alcohol, and
a few slits cut in it to allow the alcohol to enter but not
large enough to permit the escape of contents. Further
information and a supply of envelopes may be obtained
from the chairman of the committee, Walter E. Bryant,
Box 2247, San Francisco, to whom the envelopes should
he returned when filled. Full credit will be given in all

cases for material and notes supplied. The committee
desires to state that the aims of the club are in nowise
antagonistic to those of the Division of Economic Orni-
thology and Mammalogy of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture. They are simply trying to do in detail for
California ornithology what the Division is doing in a
more general way for the. whole United States. It is

well known that there are many collectors making skins
of California birds, who never examine the contents of
the gizzards and crops, or give attention to the food
habits of birds. With but little additional care they, as
well as sportsmen, might greatly increase their useful-
ness and the debt which is already due them for their
interest in advancing the study of ornithology.

—

Walter
E. Bryant, Charles A. Keeler, Harry 'E. Taylor,
Committee on Food Habits.
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MY FIRST BEAR.

WE were camped on the mountain crest, a party of
nearly a dozen members, including several ladies,

for nearly a week during the month of August last past,
busily engaged in picking huckleberries.
Soon after getting the camp in order several members

of the party became clamorous for fresh venison. The
true still-hunter needs but little urging; and the next
evening found me watching a pass across the mountain,
half a mile distant from camp; and about sunset as a
large mule deer buck attempted to cross he caught scent
of me and bounded off down the mountain, untouched by
the bullet I sent in chase of him. The rifle shot was
heard back in camp, for sound travels far through the
ghostly silence of these hills; and no explanations of mine
met their approval when I returned to camp without
meat. They seemed to feel justified in hoping for better
things from the old uncle.

It was partly in the hope of redeeming a somewhat
tarnished reputation for marksmanship, that the follow-
ing evening found me watching the same pass, and in
consequence brought me into contact with bruin, I was
early on the ground, and as the light breeze swayed back
and forth across the mountain it became a very' difficult

matter to decide upon a proper hiding place to the lee-

ward of the small open space through which the game
trail ran. A cliff of rock was at length selected, the top
of which, rising 20ft. above that pass, was curtained by
the drooping limbs of a fir tree, affording excellent cover
and a fine view of the trail 30yds. beyond. Climbing to
the top of the rock, I seated myself in a comfortable posi-
tion, and when a careful survey of all the open ground
far down the mountain side to the westward had failed
to indicate the whereabouts of a single deer, I leaned
back against a projecting ledge and resigned myself to
that silent communion with nature known only to those
deeply in love with the wilderness.
Who shall decribe the charm of these day dreams, so

fascinating to the watchful and silently waiting stiil-

hunter? Noting without effort every manifestation of
life around him, detecting instantly, with the searching
glance grown habitual and easy with him, every indica-
tion of the presence of game, the chatter of the inquisitive
squirrel, the noisy protest of the scolding jay, and the
tattoo of the pileated woodpecker, whose flaming crest
flashed a moment Bince across the green curtain of the

drooping fir above him—all blend easily and naturally
with the reverie that takes possession of him ; while the
vigilance, grown sleepless and undemonstrative with the
experience of years, would indicate to a chance observer
a subdued alertness on the part of the motionless figure,
ready to take instant advantage of the unexpected, which
is said always to happen,
Far below me and miles to the westward the mighty

Columbia crept, a thread of silver, in and out among the
distant hills. Away beyond, tier above tier, rose the
spurs of the distant Cascade range, hazy and dim with
distance; while far to the northwest, misty and ethereal
in the far off blue of heaven, climbed Mount Chopaca,
the reputed home of the bighorn and of the mysterious
goat, he of the ebon hoof and horn and with the fleece of
snow.
The hunter sighed as he thought of the adverse cir-

cumstances that conspired to delay Ids long-promised
pilgrimage to those haunts of the strange animals he had
never seen, and both deer and bear were for the moment
forgotten. The sun had sunk low in the west. The
shadows far down the mountain side crept slowly and
steadily up toward me. Night was approaching, and my
time for successfully guarding the lonely trail was grow-
ing brief.

Scanning intently all the open ground below me in
search of the wary deer, which as yet wisely remained
hidden in the cover of the thickets, and with my face
for an instant turned away from the trail that I was
guarding, suddenly the bump! bump! bump! of a jump-
ing animal behind caused me to turn instantly and there
right across the trail sprang a bear of medium size and as
black as jet. The eddying breeze had given him just a
sniff of his hidden enemy, but had not enabled him to
locate the danger.
Jumping into the edge of the first thicket, he stopped

and stood, listening intently. His head was hidden from
view, but his body showed plainly enough to offer a fair
shot.

The .45cal. Sharps was loaded with 120 grains of Haz-
ard's electric powder of fine grain, and with an express
bullet of 270 grains weight (experience having led me to
adopt the bullet of the weight and shape recommended
by the veteran "P."); and as the intervening distance was
but 40yds. it was really getting the drop on him.
As the rifle cracked he vanished, but the sound of his

running followed for an instant and then all was still.

Hurrying hopefully downward I took his trail, and before
I had gone 20ft. blood appeared, sprinkled upon every-
thing he had passed. Twenty-five yards from where he
had stood in life, an ebon statue, I found him stretched
dead at the foot of a young fir tree, with his heart un-
folded like a mushroom.
Some idea of the destructive effect of the express bullet

(when driven by a sufficient powder charge) may be ob-
tained when I state that the ball struck him back of the
shoulder, leaving all of his limbs untouched, and although
driven by so large, a charge of the quickest powder ob-
tainable, not an atom of lead had gone through him, but,
flying into fragments, had expended all its force upon
his vitals, and although he ran down hill over ground
the last part of which was very steep, he was able to run
only 25yds. Imagine the effect when an animal at that
distance is obliged to stop such a projectile with its body.
The deed was done. The unexpected had indeed hap-

pened. As I stood over the sleek black body of my first

bear it was difficult to realize that the haunting desire of
years was at last gratified. He had appeared so sud-
denly and it had all happened so quickly. For years I
had sighed to meet a long lost bear, and he had on
several occasions almost literally slipped through my

I had one time gone on a wild goose chase after him
only to shoot a climbing fisher in the top of a tall pine;
and once I had galloped furiously along a mountain trail

in chase of him, impelled by a tale of wild-eyed wonder,
but this had resulted in the slaughter of a timid porcu-
pine in hiding among the rocks; and now, when no one
was expecting his appearance, and when his very exist-
was for the time forgotten, he had nearly run into my
arms. Hurrying back to camp, I told my tale, and the
ladies instantly decided that they must see the dead bear.
As the twilight lingers long in this high latitude we had
abundant time to view him before darkness came on, and
one of the party, a Texan of experience in California
where he had assisted in the killing of several grizzlies,
pronounced him a probable three-year-old, and a really
fine specimen. He was very thin in flesh, although in
good coat for this time of the year.
As past experience had demonstrated that my ponies

would not submit to the smell of bear's blood nor of his
hide without growing frantic with terror, we quickly
jdanned to engage an Indian camped near by to skin the
bear and to carry the hidedown the mountain to a trading-
post in the valley. The Indian understood half a dozen
words of English, and my Texan neighbor and Jf as many
of the Siwash dialect. A lively pantomime ensued, re-
sulting in my writing on a bit of wrapping paper found
in camp, an order on the trader for $2 worth of merchan-
dise to be delivered upon presentation of the bear's skin,
and pocketing the important document, and with his face
wreathed in smiles born of his faith in the methods of
civilization, our Indian acquaintance departed silently
and swiftly upon his errand. He did his work with con-
summate skill and delivered the skin at the store in good
faith.

As I p>en these lines the chubby face of Forest
and Stream's grizzly looks placidly from the wall down
upon me, and the difference between his shape and that
of my first ursine trophy is plainly apparent. Judging
by the appearance of the formidable looking claws which
ornament his fore paws, were I to meet a three-year-old
brother of his alone in the forest I might not attack him
quite so confidently.
By the way, my little white-headed five-year-old begins

to wonder if the artist of Foeest and Stream is not
after all something of a wizard, or if there is not at the
very least something uncanny about the picture of this
strange acting grizzly; for, go where he may, in any
part of the room, still this mildly inquisitive bear will
persist in looking straight at him. Although our dear
old Forest and Stream is abundantly able to charm
every adult lover of nature in all our broad land, is it not
after all just a trifle unfair for it to bewitch the un-
suspecting children also? Is the editor or the artist most
to blame? Orin Belknap.
Thetis, Washington.
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PATTERN AND PENETRATION.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have taken much pleasure in watching the gradual
piling up of facts in your shotgun tests, and have been
busy reducing your crude figures of results to the only
true basis of comparison, that of percentage of shot

accounted for out of shot fired, and I have come to sev-

eral conclusions: First, it seems to pay to pub plenty of

charge in a gun. Second, that black powd'-r is, after all,

the most reliable explosive, and that wood and Schultze

powder are not what glowing advertisements would make
them out to be. Third, that it does not pay to buy a cheap
gun, nor, on the other hand, does it seem necessary to

run to the other extreme and get the most expensive
weapon offered. Fourth, that there seems to be a good
deal of ignorance on the part of gunuiakers when they
play the role of gun loaders.

I have made tables of the results, and have separated
for ready comparison the gauges one from another. The
Remington 16-gauge is still solitary in its class, with the
white powder a poor second to the black powder at both
of your test ranges. I had hoped to see some response or
explanation from the white powder makers on this ex-
hibit, but have watched in vain. Perhaps expert Grif-

fith, of the English Schultze range, can draw from the
funds of his vast experience as a gun tester and enlighten
us on this point.

Table of Patterns.

40tds. range.

Right Barrel. Left Barrel. Whole Gun.

Charge. Pellets. FT ct.'pellets. Prct. Pellets. Pr ct.

Rem. 16 (Sch. Pdr.) mi
Rem. 16 (Bl. Pdr.) 367

Parker 12 (1st test) 546

Parker 12 (&1 test) 5H6
Colt 12 (Merrill) 570
Colt 12 (Moss) 570

Greener 12 (liner. Cart.) 376
Folsom 12 (line: Curt.)..376
L. C. Smi'h l2(ETi«.en).376
Greenei-12 (Am. Gait.;. 560

Folsom 12 (Am. Cart.).. 560
L. C. smith 12 (Ain.crt.) 560
Folsom 12 433
L.C. Smith 12 ( VV'd Pdr.)501
Winchester 12 514
Colt 12 (Brass shell) 569
Colt 13 (Paper shed) 418

Parker 10 (1st test) 595
Parker 10 (21 tesi) 535

Greener l'J (SUbtt) 8 shot.517
J-olsomlO 490
Winchester 10 512
Coltl0(3rass shell) 551

Colt 10 (Paper shell) 542

Greener 10 (Such), 7 shot377

Scott 10 (Sch.), 6 shot. . ..274

Folsom 10 (Sch.). 6 shot.,271
Scott 10 (Black). 6 shot..273
Folsom 10 (Black), 6 shot273

Greener 10 (Such), 1 shotl07

60yds. range.

21 y 44.7 239 48.8 329 46.8

240 65.3 205 55.8 232 60.5

371 67.9 254 64.8 363 66.3
364 67.9 365 68 0 364 67 9
237 41.5 278 48.7 257 45.0
274 48.0 293 51.3 283 49.6

229 60.1 220 58.fi 225 59.9
117 31.1 93 24.7 105 27.9
161 42.8 187 49.7 174 46.3
318 631 315 61.6 346 61.9
168 28.9 166 28.5 167 28.7
221 39.7 266 47.5 243 43.6

187 43.2 162 37.5 174 40.3
266 53.0 251 50.1 258 51.5

338 65.7
880 ma 355 63.3 368 64.5
307 73.6 267 63.8 287 6S.7

432 73.6 436 71.5 429 73.0
326 60.9 S88 72.5 357 60.7
853 69.2 359 69.2 358 69.2

170 34.8 178 36.3 174 35.5

334 65.2
368 eiu 345 62/2 357 64.3
367 67.7 339 62.5 353 65.6

258 68.4 257 48.4 257 68.4

81 29.5 69 351 75 26.7
43 15.6 107 39.0 75 27.3

113 41.3 108 39,5 110 40.4
108 39.5 108 39.5 100 39.5

70 65.4 79 73.8 75 69.6

Rem. 16 (Sch. Pdr.).,
Rem. 16 (Bin. Pdr.)..

..489

..367

102 20.8 100 20.4 101 20.6
105 28.6 94 35.6 100 27.1

160 29.3 189 34.6 175 31.9
30.4151 28.1 176 32.8 163

103 18.0 90 15.7 96 16.6
Si 15.9 114 20.0 97 17.9
80 21.2 108 28.7 94 24.9
47 12.5 48 12.6 48 12.6
75 19.9 37 09.8 56 14.8
133 23.3 115 20.5 124 21.9
47 0S.3 56 10.0 53 Ofi.U

97 17.3 105 18.7 101 18.0
82 18.9 74 17.1 78 18.0
70 13.9 90 17,9 80 15.9

196 381
isi 3L8 183 182 31.8
135 29.9 139 33.3 133 31.5

214 35.8 224 37.6 219 36.7
181 33.8 178 33.2 179 33.5
166 32.1 162 32.0 164 32.0
53 10.8 55 11.3 54 11.0

190 37.1
159 28.7 ies 39.7 163 29.2
172 31.7 191 35.3 181 33.4

70 15.2 76 16.5 73 15.8
120 31.8 136 33.4 123 32.6

52 18.9 54 19.7 53 19.3
14.324 08.9 54 19.7 39

55 20.1 6-3 23.0 59 21.5
40 14.9 35 12.8 37 13.8
88 32.2 71 26.0 79 29.1

34 31.7 33 30.8 34 31.2

Parker 12 (1st test) 546

Parker 13 (2d test) 536

Colt 12 (Merrill; 570

Colt 12 (Moss) 570
Greener 12 (bhig. Cart.). 376
Folsom 12 (liner. Cart.). .376

L C Smith 12 (Eng. Cart)376
Greener 12 (Am. Cart.). 560
Folsom 12 (Am Cart.). .560

L.C. Smith (Am. Cart.).560
Folsom 12 433
L. C. Smith (Wood Pdr.)501
Winchester 12 514
Colt 12 (Brass shell) 569
Colt 12 (Paper shell) 418

Parker 10 (1st test) 595
Parker 10 (2d test) 535
Greener 10 (Such), 8 shotM7
Folsom 10 490
Winchester 10 512
Colt 10 (Brass shell) 554
Colt 10 (Paper shell). . . .543

Greener 10 (Mead ) 7shoU60
Greener 10 (Such), 7 shot377

Scott 10 (Sch.), 6 shot. . .274
Folsom 10 (-eh.;, 6 shot. 274
Scott 10 (Blk.), 6 shot.. .273

Folsom 10 (Blk.), 6 sjol.273
Greener 10 (Mead), 6shoL274

Greener 10 (Such), 1 shotl07

Now, of the 12-gauges with No. 8 shot, there is quite a
line of them, and with the Colt showing the best percent-
age, and this curiously enough not with the cartridge
selected by the Colt Company, but with the cartridge
from a gun shop stock and taken to the range by your
gun man. I doubt, however, from your figures, whether
you are ri$ht in saying that No. 8 shot were in those
paper shell Toads; 60lgrs. of weight with a count of 418
pellets is hardly a correct tally for No. 8 shot.
Among the 10-gauge guns at 40yds. which were, I

think, misloaded with No. 8 shot, the Parker gun still

has the advantage, but taking the average of the two
tests of that Parker gun it falls below the average
made in the one test of the Greener gun submitted by
Mr. Such. Again there comes a black eye to the Schultze
powder when the No. 6 shot list is struck, and both the
Scott and Folsom guns refuse to show good results with
the white, smokeless powder.
That Greener gun of Mr. Such was a fine weapon, with

an average of over 69 per cent, out of three varying shot
sizes at 40yds. That is what one might call a capital all-
round gun.
Coming to the GOyds. distance, the Winchester heavies

seemed to jump to the front of their respective classes,
and particularly was this seen with the 12-gauge arm.
This may explain why it is that this heavy, hard-hitting
piece is such a favorite in the AVest, where long shots are
more the fashion than with our Eastern men in the field.
It may be the effect of careful loading, as it will be noted
that in each case where the armory experts came down
to work the weapons capital results were reached, as for
instance the Parker, Colt and Winchester arms. What
there is in a proper load is well shown in the case of the
Greener of Mr. Mead, which with a load of No. 7 shot
taken from an old Chamberlin stock got 15 per cent, at
60yds., while with your black powder charges remaining
over from the Scott trial 29 per cent, is reached.

So much for the pattern test, which to so many is all

that is thought necessary in trying a gun; but looking at
the penetration figures the importance of proper charges
is brought out strongly. Look at your L. C. Smith gun,
showing, for instance, how it jumps as soon as a black
powder cartridge is put in compared with a wood powder
popgun charge, especially at 60yds. distance. The heavy
shot shows up finely at this part of your elaborate tests,

while so far as hitting hard is concerned it is hard to see
what advantage there is in a heavy 10-gauge gun over a
lighter 12-gauge, or even a 16-gauge for that matter. If
I may be allowed the expression, it is all nonsense to
shoot No. 8 shot out of a 10-gauge barrel, and the only
reason so many of these charges are seen, I suppose,
is because of the trap- shooters' influence and the desire
of the gun concerns to catch their trade. It ought to he
strongly borne in mind by those who read your reports
and take them as a guide in gun buying, that if they are
of the trap-circuit-purse-grabbing class, trained to hold
close and fire quick after they have got the gun to the
shoulder and shouted pull ! then they want a closely
choked gun, capable of blowing to smithereens anything
within that terrible volley of hard shot; but if game is

the object of the shooter, then a weapon and charge which
will put 180 pellets into the circle at 40yds. will kill quite
often enough and not give game mincemeat to carry home
either.

THE PENETRATION RECORD.
40yds. 60yds.

Chai ge. Riccht Left Right Left
Propor- bar. bar. bar. bar.

Gun. Pdr. Shot. tion. Sheets. Sheets.
Remington 16 (Sch. Pdr.). 37 492 1 to 13U 10 11 4 4
Remington 16 (Black Pdr) 71 423 lto 6 22 17 8 7

Parker 13 (1st test) 90 529 lto
rf

\ 20 19 10 9
Parker 12 (2d test) 107 564 lto ? 14 16 9 8
Colt 12 (Merrill) 98 545 1 to 5> . 14 13 5 5
Colt 13 (Moss) 98 545 lto ;V,

i
12 13 6 7

Greener 12 (Eng. Cart.)... 91 604 lto 6! ; it 16 10 8
Folsom 12 (Eng. Cart.). ... 91 604 1 to (;>.<

s 16 13 10 5
L C. Smith 12 (Eng. Cart) bl 604 lto tii

a 18 31 11
Greener 12 (Am. dart.).... 89 610 1 to 6? \ 15 13 6 5
Folsom 13 (Am. Cart.).... 89 610 1 to K\ i 9 10 7 9
L. C. Smith 12 (Am. Cart). 89 610 1 to 5 U 14 6 6
Folsom 12 91 487 1 to i 13 12 5 7
L. C. Smith (Wood Pdr.,).. 40 548 1 to 13%i 9 10 4
Winchester i2 (single bar.) 91 545 1 to 6 15 7
Colt 12 (Brass shell). 81 606 lto m it 13
Colt 12 (Paper shell) 97 482 lto 5 16 17 7

§
*

Parker 10 (1st tesi) 132 576 1 to 4? i 18 16 9 10
Parker 10 (2d test) 125 559 lto Vy 3 17 14 9 8
Greener 10 ^Such) No 8 sht.109 547 1 to 5 17 15 8 9
Folsom 10 101 553 lto 5V£ 10 11 9 7
Winchester 10 (single bar.) 98 554 1 to m u 9
Colt 10 (Brass shell) 99 591 lto 6 15 15 8 7
Colt 10 (Paper shell) 119 601 lto 5 16 16 7

Greener 10(Mead) No 7 sht.122 596 1 to 10 10
Greener 10 (Such) No 7 sht.109 548 1 to tS

20 31 12 13

Scott 10 (Sch Pdr) No 6 sht 60 588 lto £ 33 27 19 18
Folsom 10 (Sch Pdr) 6 shot 60 588 1 to It 28
Scott 10 (Bl k Pd r) No 6 sht.132 581 1 to i 38 26 i6 17
Folsom 10 (Blk Pdr) Bsbot.132 581 1 to [ 22 22 15 12
Greener 10 (Mead) 1 shot..132 581 1 to 16 13

Greener (10 Such) No 1 sht.127 664 1 to m « 43 21 25

There is one thing that has surprised me in the order of
the tests. Why is it that we have not had such guns as
the Daly, Lefever, Ithaca, Pieper, Davis, Spencer, Rem-
ington and Whitney out for trial, is it that their makers
lack the public spirit to put their guns before the shoot-
ing world on their merits or do they prefer to claim
everything in nicely worded announcements and cata-
logues and not risk such a leveling democratic gauging
table as your test rest seems to be. The L. C. Smith gun,
for one which has such an enviable record at the several
trap shoots, makes a very bad showing. When the per-
centage touch stone is applied I should think that the
Syracuse shop could turn out an arm which could if need
be put 90 per cent, of the charge in a 10m. circle. I have
heard of such arms but 1 never wish to shoot one.

Nick.

[Our correspondent's careful study of the results reached
in the several tests already made present the figures in a
new phrase, and the deadly parallel is nowhere, compared
with his columns of percentages. We fully agree that
readers should discriminate in looking over the results
and in studying the loads whether they wish to get the
best results in the brush or whether trap scores are to be
striven for A word to our correspondent anent the pur-
pose and scope of our tests, and not to him alone, but to
others who have written. The screen is a fixture, and we
shall go on shooting and reaching results as opportunity
may offer. When we were ready to open operations in
March last we sent the following circular to all the gun-
making firms in this country, and it was in response co it

that some have come and that all the remainder are
expected:

.Dear Sir—Forest and Stream proposes to open its new gun-
testing screen on the grounds of the Suburban Shooting Associa-
tion at Claremont, N. J., by a general trial of shotguns for pattern
and penetration. It is intended to include in this comparative test
all the reliable double and repeating shotguns now upoa the
American market. The shooting will be at 40 and 60yds., 5 shots,
at rest, from each barrel at each range, and each shot will be at
once a test for pattern in a fixed SOin. circle, and for penetration
in a Dennison pad placed behind the center of the pattern sheer.
In addition three shots per barrel at each range will he fired at a
sheet 4ft. square, and a circle of 30in. diameter will be struck
from any desired center to include the greatest number of pellet
marks. This latter test will be an exhibit of maximum pattern
independent of an irregularity of aim on the part, of the shooter!
You are invited to submit a gun of either 10 or 12-gauge, which

you would consider a model gun of your make. Such a gun, for
instance, as you would send to a customer a ; king tor the all-round
gun you would most recommend. You will send also cartridges
not to exceed three sets, loaded ia such charges and manner as
you would recommend for such weapon. It will require at least
25 cartridges of each sort per barrel for the complete test, as in
all cases live loaded cartridges will be taken bv Forest and
Stream for analysis by weight, count and measure of shot and
powder in our office laboratory. The weather conditions during
each test will be carefully noted and ail the details and averages
published at length in our columns.

It is desired that each gun company shall submit a gun direct
from its works, and if possible have the actual work of shooting
performed by some expert employe; or, if desired, the gun and
cartridges maybe sent to this office, and the shooting will be done
by a skillful and experienced marksman. By sending, as sug-
gested, a selected gun direct from the works, all trouble on our
part in getting a gun of that make from the stock now upon the
market, will be avoided.

It is desirable that all the tests of the score or more makes to be
included in the preliminary trial shall be completed within the
next few weeks. If you will, therefore, write as early as possibly
we can agree upon a date when we can meet on the range and
carry through the open air part of the test with accuracy and ex-
pedition. Yours respectfully,

Forest and Stream Publtshing Co.

[Of course, all expenses connected with the tests have
been met by Forest and Stream, and no charge has

been made upon the companies. It is not intended to
close the tests when each company has been heard from
with its make of gun; but the large field of comparative
charges, of various styles of loading, of various calibers,
weight and styles of weapons, of powders and shot—all
these open up a large and inviting held for our gun man
to lead the way and for our readers to follow.]

The following guns have been tested and reported upon
in the issues of dates given:
Remington 1(5 hammer, May 30.

Parker 10 hammer and 12 hammerless, June 6.

Colt 12, July 25.

Greener 12. Aug. 1.

Scott 10, Sept. 5.

Greener 10, Sept. 12, Sept 19.

Folsom 10 and 12, Sept. 26.

Winchester repeater 10 and 12, Oct. 3.
L. C. Smith 12, Oct. 10.

Colt 10 and 12, Oct. 24.

RIFLE CALIBERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have been much interested in the correspondence
there has been going on for some months in Forest AND
Stream respecting rifles for small game and all-around
rifles. A few years ago when I was in Canada, and used
to go shooting along the shores of a lake, I got very much
disgusted with my .22 rifle, for the ducks and other
waterfowl seemed to mind a bullet very little; I have
even shot snipe so that their entrails hung out as they
flew' away; biit I lost them for all that. Then when I
took my .88 rifle I found it too noisy and dangerous for
that district, and after thinking the matter over I came
to the conclusion that a double rifle using the .22 and .32
cartridges was the thing.
However, leaving Canada and coming to a country

where shooting can only be indulged in by people with
very long purses, it has not been my fortune to get any
shooting, so that the rifle question did not interest me so
much.
But a few weeks ago, when at the Paris exhibition, I

saw a very near approach to my ideal rifle, and it proved
that my idea was practical; so for the benefit of any one
who may choose to have one made I will describe you my
ideal rifle: I would have a steel octagon barrel made,
with two holes through it, bored and rifled, one for the
.22cal. and the other for the .32cal. rim-fire cartridges.
For a breech-action I would have the No. 1 Remington,
with the firing pin made so that it would act on the rims
of both cartridges. I would have the rifle put together
so that the .22cal. chamber was over the .32. As it would
be almost impossible to bore out both holes perfectly
parallel I would have tsvo sets of folding back sights, 6ne
set for each barrel, or the one could have the plain open
sight, and the other a Lyman back sight. A rifle of this
description need not cost above twenty per cent, more
than a single one.
Foremall calibers I prefer rim-fire cartridges; they are

cheap and can be found almost anywhere. Small reload-
able cartridges are a nuisance. I can put in hours at a
time casting bullets and filling shells for my military rifle,
but when it comes to loading my .32 S. & W. shells I get
disgusted very soon. As to power, I bhould think the
.32 extra long rifle cartridge powerful enough for deer,
even while the short would be just the thing for ducks,
etc., although a rifle could be made to take the Winches-
ter .32 center-fire cartridges for any one requiring a heavy
bullet. I would like to know what "Iron Ramrod" thinks
of my ideal rifle. If he is not too crushing in his remarks
upon it, I may give you my ideas about a combination
rifle and shotgun. Franc-Tireur.
Medle, France.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Perhaps no subject has been so fully discussed of late

as that of the ''all-around rifle," and I doubt if any one
will ever arrive at a satisfactory concluf ion regarding it.

The writer has given it up long ago. The rifle that was
good for such game as bear and deer I could never con-
vert into a good arm for small game and short-range
practice. Of all the calibers tried, the best, I found, all
things considered, was the .38-55 255 cartridge. It has
very fair killing power for large game, using fifty-five
grains of powder (which has to be poured through a long
tube in order to get it into the cartridge case) and an ex-
press bullet of 235 grains. For small game and gallery
practice fair results may be obtained by using from eight
to ten grains of powder and a round bullet, but even then
it will tear small game pretty badly. For short-range
practice there is a cartridge made which uses a short
conical bullet, and gives excellent results, while for off-
hand practice at 300yds. the regular charge is too well
known to need any comments made upon it. But after
m uch trouble and experimenting I find the most satis-
factory way is to have a stock with detachable barrels.
For short-range practice and gallery work the .22cal.
long rifle cartridge is the thing. I have fired some 4,000
of these cartridges from a Stevens and Maynard rifle and
have never had an unaccountable and only about twenty-
five missfires, and have obtained first-class results even
up to 200yds. and fair results at much longer distances.
For small game, such as squirrel?, grouse, ducks, geese,
etc., all things considered , I believe the new .25-20 center-
fire cartridge fills the bill; it has a low curve, does not
tear the game much, is remarkably accurate and has
splendid killing power; in fact I don't know of any other
cartridge embodying so many good points.
For large game use a good charge of powder and a

pretty large bullet. I have seen deer killed with charges
varying from five grains of powder and a round bullet of
fifty grain?!, shot from a S. & W. revolver to the old
Sharp .45-120-550, and have used the .32-40, .38-55, .40 60,
.40-65, .40-82, .40-70, .44-40 -20, .45-70, etc. The .32 40 I
liked very much for a short-range deer gun, having a light
recoil and being an excellent cartridge so far as trajec-
tory and accuracy are concerned; but it is too small and
light for bear shooting. The .38 55 was better for killing
power, but I came to the conclusion that for larger game
a larger bore would give better j esul ts. The .40-65 loaded
with an expansion bullet of 260 grains was one of the
best little guns I ever shot. While using this gun I killed
eight deer and tw» bears. None of the deer ran over
20yds. after being hit. One of the bears ran about 10yds.
down hill, but when I got there 6he was dead. If you
wish a little more killing power and a lower flight of
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bullet use the .40-32-260. The last named cartridges (.40-65

and .40-8i) have given me the host satisfaction s:> far.

The .45-70 500 Government cartridge is, to rny thinking,
utterly unfit for deer hunting. It i-s used a great deal

here and I have had a good chmce to note its effects for

the past three years, and have seen wounded deer get

away double the number shot with all the other car-

tridges combined. It appears to have no effect upon the

soft parts or! the animal, leaving a small hole and no
stunning effect. It has also its high trajectory andheavy
recoil. I am now using the following gun and do not see

how I can better it, viz., a M+ynard stock with the fol-

lowing barrels: .22-5 40 (long rifle). .'25 20, for short-range
practice and small .game, and a .40-70 270 for large game.
Do not try to ma ke one gun do the work intended for two
or three; it does not pay. If you use a sinali bore you
are sure to lose a good deal of large game; and if you use
a large bore for all-around work, you are bound to tear

up your small game, and short-range target practice loses

half its enjoyment. Chelan.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[Continued from Pane 26S.~\

THAT evening, in response to a telegram sent in the
morning, Mr. Win. Mnssey arrived at Ri-dng Sun

farm. I presume many readers of Forest and Stream
will remember Mr. Mussey as one of the best-known
shooters of Chicago and a prominent figure at the trap.

He arrived on our scene of action at ab ut 9 P. M , and
ate a supper whose dimensions I should be ashamed to

mention. We showed him the striug of chickens we had,
and he could hardly wait till morning.

It was just a decent hour when Mr. Mussey and I and
old Mack started out to see what we could do. On a
meadow near the house I expended one wood powder
shell and bowled over a fat cottontail which Bi ly scared
in shooting1 at a lark. A few moments liter we routed
out a great band of chickens from the open meadow.
They flew very wild, and old Mack's face bore a look of
unmi-takable disgust. We watched the birds down,
nearly a m ile ou t on the dry marsh, took their line and
weie lucky enough to strike them exactly. Again they
rose wild, and before the dog ever winded them. Bdly
and I each missed a bi pd at 60yds., and then I got down
one that jumped a little clo er in. The covey flew out
of sight. Mack pointed the deid bird nicely, and we went
on through the grass. The day was cold and windy, and
we did not hope to do much on the stubbles; neverthe-
less, Mck struck a faint trail on a high wheat stubble,
and while he was puzzling at it Billy jumped a lusty
young bird close in and stopped him with a brilliant sec-
ond. We then worked out to the bottoms again, and
killed a. j cksnipe each at a bog on a spring branch. Mr.
Hicks mVt u- here with a buggy, just as we were putting
some court piaster on the abraded heel Billy's new boots
had given him. As we all sat on the grass we heard fir-

ing to the north of us. and saw numbers of birds scatter-
ing out. We marked down three in the east on the pas-
ture, and a big; covey to the west on corn. Then we
crouched low, for we saw a bunch coming right over u=.

I t.hot one bird directly overhead at 20yds., and I don't
think I ever saw a bird strike the giolnd with so few
feathers Wt on it. Mr. Hicks and Billy missed elegantly
with b >th barrels, and I was so surpri-ed at killing my
bird that I forgot to u*e my second barrel. We had
hardly loaded before another covey came sailing over us,
and the style in which we missed with six barrels was
truly elegant. Eleven shots and one bird was our record
at this stand, and we didn't think very much of our-
selves.

We went east on the meadow after the birds we had
marked down. Two jumped directly in front of me. I
staggered thp first and missed the second, which dropped
to Billy's right barrel. Mr. Hicks marked down the
crippled bird, aud after Biily had killed an owl that
flopped in fiont of him, we went after the cripple, and
the old veteran M«ck found and pointed him. He whs a
big cock, stone dead, and had been much worse hit than
we had thought. We had yet one bird marked d wn,
and presently Mack located him. Mr. Hicks and Billy
both m ss d this bird at 30yds. and afforded me a whole
lot of fun for about half a day.
In passing along a piece of breaking near the buggy,

old Mack began to yelp a I a hole he found under a sod.
"He's got a mink!" i-aid Mr. Hicks. "He'd rather hunt
minks than chickens any day."
We tore up the sod and drove the mink to the end of the

burrow, where he showed his nose several times. Fear-
ing he would f scape the dogs—for we had now been
joined by the staghound Archer—we shot the mink, and
the dogs had a great tussle over the body. Mr. Hicks
has kept most of the minks killed off and loses no chance
to gft one. The prairie chickens have no worse enemy
than the m ; nk.
In the corn Billy and I cross-fired on the same bird,

killing it, and he then cut down a second bird stone dead,
and lost a third badly crippled, while I was trying to get
some shells into my gun. We had had very fair success
and took in seven splendid birds with u--, feeling we had
earned even the bountiful dinner spread for us.
After dinner oldMack was feeling pretty tired, but he

hobbled out with us again. We put up birds all over
the country, but they were so wild we could not get a
shot. We crouched in the grass and killed a regular
grandfather of a crow that came flying over, and which
was so large we thought it was a raven. Worst fooled
crow ever was. You ought to have heard him squawk
when we rose up out of the grass. This finished a very
good record on game enemies for the day—an owl, a
mink and a crow." We got no more possible chances at
chickens till evening, wnen we both snapped into a bird
that sprang out of the grass. I do not think I ever saw
any bird, ruffed grouse, wild pigeon or anything else,
take wing with such tremendous power. He seemed to
go 40ft. before he spread a wing. These grand grouse
are so different in October from what they are in Augu-t.
Make the open season Oct. 1, and enforce the law, and
these birds will protect themselves.
We saw plenty of birds that afternoon. One covey flew

west of a bare meadow; another went out ou the dry
marsh, where we followed and jumped them wild.
Another very large band flew out from the edge of the
tall grass just at dusk. During this day we must have
seen between 250 and 300 hirds, and they were good ones.

I trust I will be forgiven for so much detail, but this

whole hunt was so interesting to me I cannot help telling

of it. The most interesting feature of it came as climax
right at the very la>t, and formed one of the most strik-

ing sporting incidents I ever saw. We were crossing; the
meadow where we saw our first big bunch of birds in

the morning, and it was so dark that we lost one bird
that I knocked down over the fence. The sun had set,

hut in the east the moon was risen a little height. The
light was dim and gray, and onlv a few objects could be
discerned upon the horizon. "We might as well take out
our shells." said Billy as we crawled through the last wire
fence. But a few yards further there rose a whirr of
wings, and a gray shadow shot off to the ri«ht of us».

Billy cut away right and left, and remembering a trick

learned in boyhood, I dropped to my knees and got a
f dr sight of the bird against the horizon. There was no
seeing of the gun barrel so I did as BJly did, swung away
ahead and cut away. Which of us struck the bird we
could not tell, but we thought we saw it sag after it had
flown a hundred yar ds.

"Look! Look!'' cried my companion. And lo! there
against the faint eastern sky was the bird, towering
straight up in what we knew was the last tremendous
exercise of energy. Up and up it soared, and then,

directly in front of the full orb of the rieing moon, and
as distinct as if it had been pasted there, it stopped, long
enough to photograph a strange aud weird pictuie on our
two minds perhaps forever. Then like a stone, the bird

fell straight down, and we knew its soul had gone up to

the skies.
" We'll never find him," said BUly, as we looked at

each other and started back.
"Billy, we must find that bird, if it takes all night,"

said I. So we called old hobbling Mack, and sought
along the black and shadowy ground. We overshot our
mark, it seems, by about a bundled yards, but we had
the line all right. Coming back on our tracks the old

dog—bless his heart—drew down to a point, and we knew
he had the fcent. It was fully ten mmutesafter the bird
bad been killed, and we knew the bird had never stirred

after it fell, but Mack scented it fully 30yds. and went
up to it over such a. crooked, uncertain route that we
wondered if the bird could be running. At last we found
the bird, lying dead on its back, and then we just burn- d
home snd hugged the old dog:, and told him all he needed
was a frame to be a mediaaval samt. Poor oi l Mack ! may
his tired legs hobble him into a comfortable corner of the
heaven where all good dogs go.

So, in a really sen-ational manner, ended our pleasant
hunt, the n«?t bag of which was y0 splendid ch ckens, 3

snipe, 1 cottontail; 1 mink, 1 crow and 1 owl. And since

as much or more may happen for those who may asmem-
btrs of the association enjoy the privileges i'hat were
with such kindly courtesy extended to us, let us hope
that our host may meet every success he wishes in the
project wherein be is so heartily enlisted. Neither to

hurt or help him would I give anything but the facts as
they appeared to me, but to me it dops beem plain that a
grand upland park could indeed be started here if the
matter were properly handled, and for any that may be
iuterested therein I would like to say that the pinnated
grouse are there, and there in large numbers. They aTe
right there to-day. in October of 1889, within 80 miles of
the city which will presently hold a World's Fair to show
the progress of American civilization. That civilization

could show no greater wi-dom than in the establishment
of a preserve which would keep alive the noble birds
whose rapid disappearance has been a blot upon our time,

Oct. 11 —Last Saturday mallards were reported in

great numbers on Mak-saw-ba marsh. Mr. J. Wiggins
got nineteen, and other good ba?s were made. Last
week mallards swarmed on the Illinois marshes. One
shooter at Henry bagged over one hundred in one clay.

Mr. W. W. MeFarland has sent up two barrels of ducks
from that country, presumably from Hennepin Club.
A party of gentlemen start for Neep-e-nank Club, up

in Wh-c )csin, next Saturday. I am asked to accompany
them, and expert to find something of interest up there.
Ducks are the object of the trip. The fishing is thought
to be about over.

Mr. Geo. T. Farmer is just back from a business trip to

Sr. Francis, Arkansas. He reports that a grand game
and fish country. Ducks are tueie in quantities. Quail
are very abundant and wild turkeys are numerous, while
squirrels throng the woods. Mr. Farmer bought four live

wild turkey--, and has sent them down to add to his col-

lecion of wild b rds, gee.-e, etc., at Cumberland Lodge.
D< er shooting has begun in Wise nsin and Michigan.

It began 1 ist summer. The open date on deer in Michi-
gan is Oct. 1. Three dajs ago Messrs, G-. W. Skinner,
Harry Raton and an employe of the John Wilkinson Co.,
of this city, got back from a two week*' trip in the North
Peninsula. Tiny are boasting around that they killed

five detr. "Don't say anything about it," said the last

gentlemen; "you know they all do it."

To-day John Gillespie showed me a sort of decoy that
will revolutionize duck shooting. It is a mallard decoy,
made of canvas on a very lifelike model, and well painted.
When inflated it looks just like a duck. When not in

use it can be rolled up and put in a pocket along w th a
dozen others. The shooter who with infinite toil wades
out to a distant pond in the big marsh need not weight
himself down with a dozen wooden decoys. The wooden
birds will hold their own for certain sorts of work, but
for certain other sorts it is likely the new canvas bird,
which will cost no more per dozen, will take the lead
among duck shooters. This, I hear, is a Tennessee
patented invention, and will soon be put on the market.

Messrs. Alex. T. Loyd and R. Donnelly had only fair

luck on their Iowa chicken trip. They report the birds
scarce. Tney bagged about 150 birds in two weeks, shoot-
ing in early September. Upon the other band, one
shooter this fall bagged 42 chickens in one day near
Aurora, in this S.ate. So much for the three years' close
season. Give us long close season?. Give us parks.
Give us intelligence and common sense.

A good many ducks have been killed on Tolleston
marsh. Mr. F. A. Howe has been down three times, and
I hear his lowest bag was 43. One or two bigs of a dozen
have been made at Cumberland marsh. Ducks appeared
in good numbers at Fox Lake Sept. 28, and at English
Lake, Inch, Oct 2. No recent word from those points.

Mr. Loyd told me that he and Mr. Donnelly used a
preservative called "Preservaline" on their chickens out
in Iowa, and got their birds home all ri^ht without ice.

He gave me some boxes of it, and I used it on the birds
in the Ashton hunt. They were in perfect order when

we got back, though the weather was so cool we prob-
ably did not reallv need anything to p?'eserve them.

It was at Mr. Hicks'a Rising Sun Farm that Mr. Mus-
sey and I found a pigeon-game that woidd just about
down the best of our trap shots, and it is one that Mr.
Hicks delights in springing on visiting shooteis. He has
a tall shed, in which the pigeons, to the cumber of 400 or
500, live. This shed stands on the edge of a hill. Tnirty
feet below and to the right of this srands a barn. The
birds fly out of the upper window of the shed, duck clown
and sweep around the corner of the barn. They go like

a shot, and the man who can stop three out of five before
they get around the barn, Rising Sun rules, can kill 150
out of 100 from ground traps. Billy Mussey and I f>tood

on the hill and went against this game till we sowed the
country with empty shells, and we only cleaned up
twenty birds, taking only the hard shots as the birds
darted down. There are three curves in the pigeon's
flight of say 40ft. down, up and to the right, and they go
like a streak of lightning when scared out of the shed.
It was kill or miss clean at such short range. We both
agreed it was the hardest practice we ever saw of any
kind whatever, and we have got money to put up on the
birds under Rising Sun rules. E. Hough.

THREE DEER IN THREE SHOTS.
LATE one afternoon in the early winter of 1S80, as I

wa? leisurely riding along returning to our Montana
ranch near the Highwood Mountains, three deer, a buck
and two does, jumped out of a small clump of trees in
front of me, ran out a short distance on the prairie, de-
liberately stopped short and turned to gaze upon uip. The
di.-tance was well within 150yds., and immediately dis-

meunting I threw up my rifle, drew sights on the buck,
and at the sharp crack he fell. With the remark, "Well,
old fellow, you are my meat." pumped in another cart-

ridge from the magazine and fired at the largest doe.

With one jump, down she went sprawling. By this time
the third deer was running and had reached the edge of
the woods, and while she was in the air bounding over a
1 ig I fiied. She also fell, but was up and off again in a
moment. Feeling sure of the first two deer and leaving
them to take care of themselves, I ran to the woods for

the victim of my third shot. As I expected, I found the
snow plentifully spattered with blood. After following
the trail for a short distance I found where the oeer had
lain down, leaving a pool of blood, and not much further
along I found the doe again lying down and gasping out
her last breath. On examination I could not find where
my rifle ball had entered, but beneath the right foreleg I
di.-covered a i-plinter of wood proiruding from a jagged
wound. The following day I returned to the spot wnere
the doe had jumped the log when I shot at ir, and dis-

covered the bullet hole in the Jog. I had missed the deer,

but as she jumped she had been impaled upon a sharp
branch, and in this extraordinary manner had received
her death wound.
As for the second deer at which I had shot, and which

I supposed I should find dead at the spot where it had
fallen, or not far away, on returning to the place I was
forced to the conclusion that I had missed it. There was
no sign of blood on the snow, and nothing to make me
believe the deer had heen wounded. The cause of its fall

was apparent; at its first jump and at the moment 1 shot
it hud struck a piece of ice covered lightly by the snow,
slipped on it and went down m a heap. I never saw the
deer ag. in. I then looked for the buck at which 1 had
first fired. He was nowhere to be found. I saw where
he had fallen and floundered in the snow, and then where
he had made off. Two days la ter I saw a party of a dozen
Blackfeet or Piegan Indians circling a deer on the prab ie

about a mile distant. After an exciting chase, in which
they turned the deer from point to point by their sh^ts
and shouting, they rode the bewildered animal down and
shot him. I rode to the tpot, and there l*y the buck at

which I had fired. I was confident it was the same from
a malformation of the antlers, which I had noticed when
I had shot at him two days before. Aud there was the
mark of my bullet through the top of the neck. The ball

had creased the deer; that is, it had gone through the
gristle on the top of the neck, and had dropped him as
effectually as if shot through the heart, but the wound
had only stunned him, and" had done him no further in-

jury. This is the true history of how I knocked down
three deer in tlneo shots. Nawday.

A MICHIGAN DEER COUNTRY.
METROPOLITAN, Mich., Oct. 21.—There are quite a i

good many deer, wolves, bears, lynxes and wild-

cats in this locality. One man in our c^mp has killed

thirteen deer this season right around camp. I do the
scaling for two camps three miles apart; I carry my gun
back and forth, a Piepir rifle, and shot; and my r* cord
since the season opened is two deer, twenty-three par-
tridges, one rabbit. I have picked those up right
along the road. I am too busy to spend any time hunt-
ing, but would enjoy a nmni h with nothing else to do.

The country here is rough, full of cedar swamps, and a
thick undergrowth of birch, maple, popple and hemlock.
Deer find plenty of cover. I have a set of hi ths taken off

a doe killed Oct. 14. One prong measures 1 tin., the other
8m. They are covered with coarse velvet, and are quite
a curiosity here, coming from a doe, but I .-aw the deer
and helped eat her. She weighed Slolbs. dressed.

B. B.

Amateur Photography—I recently made a short trip into
the country, and took with me tne beauiiiul little '"Lilliput"
camera made by Anthony & Co., which is bo portable that it can
be carried in a good-=ized coat pocket. It contains six double
pl-nie holders, so that twelve views can be taken, and the plate
holders are so small that «• dozen mere plates. c?.n be carried in
• lie p/cket. No focusing is necessary, for this wonderful lens
apnears t"> acci mmodate itself 10 ail distances like the human
eye. You have in rely to point the cann ra at the object or scene
intended to be photographed, touch a little spriig and the deed
is done. On returning home jou have to place the plates m a
developing solution and then in a fixing bath, and you have the
perfect negative from which anynumh'er of pictures can betaken.
Those not oeshing to complete the proce.-s themselv. s can send
the . xposed plates to a ph ttoaranher, who will hand vou ready
mounted copies for a nominal price. I tuink the completion of
the pror ess the mosr intere.-tU'g part, and it is so simple and easv
that all (lazy people excepLe<- ) suouid do ic themselves.—John
Michels, late editor of Science-

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbiill. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Mentify without question all the American game hirds whuh
tnej may kill. Cloth, 'J&Q pages, price $2.50. For sale by Forssx
axu Stream.
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GROUSE ON THE POCONO,
"See ! from the brake the whirring pheasant springs,

And mounts exulting on triutnphant.wings."

THAT is pretty much as we found it in Monroe and
Pike counties, Pa. They may (the grouse) have

silently exulted, the triumphant wings were apparent
often enough.

Oct. 17, 1 P.M. found Dr. P. W. Levering and your cor-

respondent on the D. L. & W. train at Hoboken en route
for Canadensis and the Pocono Mountains.
We were much pleased to find that genial, old, reliable

Silas W. Harding conductor of the train. Sile is the
man who posted us years ago on "where the trout hide"
and the grouse drive in Monroe county; and it was a
glorious truth he told us too. Sile is an old and valued
officer on this well-conducted road. Has been conductor
long enough to know everybody, and everybody knows
Sile, his smile and hearty words and the replies thereto
as he passes along the aisle speak well for his deserved
popularity. He informed us that for years even during
his experience on the road (some sixteen years) never had
there been such a season for grouse. Over two thousand
he said he knew of having been shipped on that line since
Oct. 1, besides the many that the sportsmen had taken
that he had no cognizance of. The grouse this year have
certainly been very abundant, of large size and excellent
flavor. We thus rolled along to our destination with
high hopes for sport and a big bag, for we knew that he
was a gentleman, for he reads the Forest and Stream.
We were met at the Cresco depot by Mr. D. M. Craue,

the proprietor of the Brookside Cottage, Canadensis,
where we intended stopping. A drive of three miles
through a rough and not rich country brought us to the
little village of Canadensis and to the cottage, a large
fourteen-room house, admirably situated on the main
road, with ample yard and surrounding of shade and
fruit trees. Just opposite is the stream celebrated for its

big trout, also the sawmill that used to be a tannery in
Jay Gould's boyhood days. His old home is but al'ew
steps above, though I understand he laid the foundation
for his early fortune in the tannery business at a small
village called Mountain Home, some two miles awav.
We were welcomed by Mrs. Crane, a fine specimen of

the superior class of farmers' wives, a good house wife,
ample of form, with a clear honest eye and a nature
fairly bubbling over with hearty welcome. Mr. Crane is

a man of more than ordinary intelligence, and one of the
most prominent citizens of the place. His family con-
sists of bright-eyed Jennie, the oldest daughter; George,
the cowboy, just returned from a two-years' sojourn on
a Colorado ranch, a sturdy, open-hearted lad of some
twenty years, a good shot, better with the rifle, perhaps,
at big game in the West, but he will get his hand in with
the scatter gun at the grouse, and lastly, but by no man-
ner of means least, Miss Fannie, the Bella Yokes of the
family, the tease, the romp, the effervescent, and the
terror of her brother and sister, but a warm, honest heart
withal.

We have sojourned and camped down in our thirty
years of a hunter's life from Shinnecock Bay to Pamlico
Sound, and as far west as the Mississippi, but never have
we found a place with which we so fell in love as with
Brookside Cottage and its big-hearted inhabitants. There
are large rooms, good beds and a table with its fresh,
rich cream, butter, eggs, etc., etc., all in great abund-
ance and placed before you with so little fuss or cere-
mony. You are made at home and feel so at once.

It is a good place to be in when well; it is a rare one
when ill, as I found out when laid up for three days with
my old enemy, rheumatic gout. No mother could have
been kinder than Mrs. Crane and her two daughters, and
all was done so unostentatiously and as a mother of
course. The only fault we found in their way of run-
ning things was that they wanted us to eat all the time,
four or five times a day and pie between meals. How
they can afford to set such a table as they do at one dol-
lar a day is more than we can see. Others have tried to
prevail on Mrs. C. to combine and raise the price of sum-
mer boarders to $1.50 a day, telling her they can all get
it just as well as not out of these rich city folks; but she
says no, one dollar is enough; it pays her: and that ample
satisfaction is given is proved by the fact that some of
her boarders come in June and remain until October, and
only go because they have not their winter clothing with
them. They were full to overflowing all last season,
some thirty-four or th.rty-five sitting down regularly to
table; but they always find room for more, for there are
beds, and good ones, too, to be had at neighboring houses.
I have written thus fully because I think they richly de-
serve the success they are reaping, and long may it' last.
But to our hunt. After an excellent breal'vfast, in

which cakes and light brown biscuit and the pure coffee
and cream that was cream were not an insignificant part
(and perhaps some may intimate that this was where the
gout came in), we started up the mountain just back of
the house, Doctor, George and your humble servant. No
dog; oh, if we only had a dog.
The climb was tough, and the subscriber thought to

himself more than once,"Thereis no fool like an old fool;
and Jacob, your grouse shooting days were over long ago;
What in thunder did you undertake this job for?" But
it wouldnt do to give away before the Doctor and young
George. The summit or plateau was reached at last, and
we plodded along through the thinner bushes, when
whirr, whirr, and almost from under our very noses
started two grouse. Two shots were sent in vain. "What
did you shoot into that tree for, Doctor?" and "Jacob,
why didn't you kill that big fellow?" Whirr, whirr,
whirr, whirr, and four more were off in the same
direction up the further hillside. The first barrel made
a miss, but the next a good kill and a gather by Jacob-
staff. "You got yours down, Doctor,' but I rather sus-
pect only wing-tipped," and hunt as we may we could
not find him. Oh for Dickey Dine and his staunch Dash.
What a paradise for him. Would he have let five bio-
birds out of six get off that way? Perhaps so, and then
again perhaps not.

"Well, we'll follow them up; they can't have gone far
up that mountain side." Not much for Jacobstaff.
"Goodness, boys, I wouldn't climb that rocky precipice
for all the grouse in Monroe county. You young legs, go
up there and root them out. I will go along this road
and take them as they fly back to the bottom."'"
Very soon I heard the rattling of wings, and the Doc-

tor's gun boomed out, and I saw two brown streaks flash-
ing through the air toward me. Gerwhilleker! how they

came, with heads stretched out and feathers lying as
close as if greased. A big cock with the speed of the
wind bore down a good quartering shot. The first barrel
scored a clean miss—too far behind, I mentally observed;
and throwing my gun full four feet ahead of the next
bird I had the exhilarating satisfaction of seeing him turn
in the air and come down with a crash but a short dis-

tance away, stone dead. Upon coming together we found
the Doctor had killed, making three nice birds out of the
six. "Not so bad, boys, without a dog; if we can keep
this up all day we'll do." But we didn't.

We then started down the hill toward the swale, where
it looked grousy. Of course, when we least expected it,

whirr, whirr, up got a couple and were off "for pastures
new." The Doctor let drive, "Did I kill?" "Don't
know." But the beating of wings on the ground, the
thud, thud, so pleasant to sportsmen's ears, told the story,
and another was added to the bag. We reached the
swale or alder swamp, George had a single barrel, or
rather a single shot barrel (this gun was double, an old
muzzleloader, with the other barrel rifle, good for deer
but a poor thing for grouse on the wing). He proposed
that he go in, and that Doctor and Jacob skirt along the
edge and take what might come out. With finger on
trigger, and eye and ear" alert, we silently threaded our
way, Y/kirr; there's one. A big cock sprung out and
essayed to sail over the bushy tops. A quick snapshot
from Jacob and he was down. Much good it did us.
Though we saw just where he fell, when we got there he
was not there. "Mark cock!" from George, and two
more came sailing out; one to be missed by Jacob, for he
was mad at not gathering the other one, and one neatty
stopped by the Doctor. We found no more in that, and
George proposed that we start for Goose Pond run, a good
place
" I say, Doctor, the next time you buy a hunting coat,

whether of Fred Quimby, Hodgkins or anybody else,

please buy a shooting coat, not a fishing jacket with no
game pockets in. This is too thin, or rather too thick;
these birds, from a couple of pounds or less, are getting
to weigh lOlbs. apiece." George only having his ranch
buckskin roundabout, had of course no receptacle for
game, and poor Jacobstaff was made the packhorse for
the expedition because, forsooth, he had pockets. Moral

—

Don't have too many pockets when the others don't have
any.

" Hold, Doctor; see that hen grouse strutting through
the bushes there? Shoot her head off." "No sir," re-
plied the good-natured Esculapius, " I am not that kind
of a sport, to huff a bird on the ground that way. Put
her up and see how neatly I'll cut her down." " I tell

you, Doctor, it is allowable to kill these wary birds any
way you can, on a tree or on the ground; that bird wiil
get away." And sure enough, it would not fly until it

reached a large tree, around which it flipped and was up
and off, and none of us got a shot. " What did I tell

you? They are smart, and don't you fail to note the
same."
We journey on; and now through the most abominable

country the Lord ever allowed to live—rocks, burnt
stumps, catbriers, laurels, grapevines and tangle-roots.
Would we ever get through? Why is it that these de-
icious birds are always found in the most inaccessible
places?
Well, here we are, out at last. Several birds we heard

get up and had a fleeting glimpse of one or two; but it

was too thick to even raise a gun. One had to watch out
for his eyes all the time. We had killed nothing for more
than an hour, when George said, "Now, down in the
edge of this swamp we ought to find at least a dozen and
we must kill at least six." We had hardly skirted the
edge a dozen yards when whirr, whirr; two guns to the
shoulder; two quick discharges; whirr, whirr; two
more ditto; four barrels; and for ought we know those
birds are going yet. Not a word was said. A few steps
further and whin-

,
whirr; two more barrels belched

forth and the birds had business elsewhere. Whin-
went the third bird from near the same spot; a splendid
shot across the opening; two barrels more, the Doctor and
Jacobstaff both taking deliberate aim, Jacobstaff confi-
dently meaning to wipe the Doctor's eye as the saying is.

Did the bird stop? "Not as we knew of."
"I say, Doctor, what is the matter with you?" "Well,

Jacobstaff, I thought you could shoot; you are getting
old." "Six barrels and not a feather to showr

. Let's go
home." Oh, for Dickey Dine or John Hen Outwater.*

"I marked that last down, I think, just to the right of
that spruce over there, and we may get him up again.
These birds don't seem to be so very wild."
We proceeded cautiously, finger on trigger. "There he

is, up and straight away. See how he towers over those
thorn bushes." The Doctor's gun cracks, and here comes
in the balance of that quotation at the commencement
of this sketch. Is it Pope or Thompson's "Seasons?" I
think the first

—

"Shoot is his joy, he feels the fiery wound,
Flutters in blood and panting beats the ground.*'

But why continue the story? It is about the same.
George, with his single barrel, did his part and got an-
other, I rather guess out of a tree, perfectly justifiable,
We found the birds in plenty, made some fair shots and
(Jacobstaff at least) some atrocious misses. Had we had
a good grouse clog that would warn us where the birds
were in time, and could shoot even a little, I believe it

safe to say a bag of from twenty to thirty or more birds
could be made in a day. The birds seemed to be every-
where, in threes and twos or fours, the singles the ex-
ception, unless having been put up. Later on in the
season it may be different.

Well, we got all I wanted to carry home that day any
way. The next I was laid up with my old complaint,
the gout; and the Doctor and George, with Grandon
Turner, deer and bear hunter of the settlement, started
out. Gran Turner is a character, full of quaint humor
and a language peculiarly his own. He will keep your
risibles up to the top notch all the day long. A good
shot, a tremendous walker, and with a knowledge of the
surrounding country possessed by few. He is a necessary
acquisition with his heavy rifle and stanch hound when
the deer season opens, and withal an honest, genial com-
panion to travel with. We hope for a day or two with
him and the deer on Pocono Mountains later on.
Upon the whole we were fairly satisfied with our trip;

we saw the country, made some pleasant acquaintances,

* Dine aud Outwater are probably as good brush shots as New
Jersey produces.

and got a fair share of birds. It was our own fault that
we didn't get more, and but for the confounded Gout
(spell it with a big G) would have had a splendid time.
But it is as the home of the speckled trout that this

region is famous. There are some score of streams close
by, which in the spring are fairly alive with the fish, and
though large ones—two or three-pounders—are rare, yet
a creel filled to the brim with i-pound and §-pound fish is

not a rare thing to do in a day's walk on the Bushkill or
or Blight's Creek. Even some of the lady boarders at
Mrs. Crane's, the brooks being of easy access, have proved
themselves no novices in the Walton art, and have
brought in respectable creels; among them Emma Juch,
the prima donna. We calculate on a week up there in
May, when we may be able to give a big but veritable
(we did not say reliable) fish story. Jacobstaff.

ON A WYOMING RANCH.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I quote from a letter recently received from friends in
the Rocky Mountains. The letter is written from their
home, Sage Creek Ranch, Corbett, Wyoming Territory,
some fifty miles east of the National Park, and possibly
the best place known in the Far West for large game, as
the letter will testify. The ranch is something like 150
miles south of the Northern Pacific Railroad, and is

reached by stage or appointment by Mr. Frost. The let-
ter was w-ritten by Mrs. Frost, as the sturdy hunter was
too busy at the time with his ranch affairs; and I think
your readers will enjoy a part of it, as I did.
"The weather is perfect, no climate is more health-

giving. If Eastern people who enjoy nothing but poor
health could see the people—few in number* it is true,
but the picture of health and strength—they would envy
our lot. We are cut off from the outside world and see
but little of it. The mail brings us tidings once a week.
But the truth is, we are so busy with our stock (for you
must remember we are starting a stock and hunters'
ranch) that we have little time to note the doings of the
world outside. We have seen it all in other days, and
are not sorry for the change. Yes, we have game here
and fish, all the trout fishing any sportsman could wish.
We have often seen bands of elk numbering from 10 to
100. Mahlon [Mi-. Frost] shot at one recently from our
door. My son Jesse and an Eastern gentleman went out
five miles and camped to fish and hunt. They remained
three days, and killed three elk, four deer, two antelope,
one bear and all the sage hens and other birds they
wanted. They did not hunt hard, and it was not the
time of year for game, as it had not come out of the high
ranges yet, this being in early October.
"Last week a man walked to the mountain, saw three

mountain sheep, shot at a mountain lion, saw a number
of foxes, and got back the same evening. But Mahlon
went one better than all this near the house recently.
He went out to look after the stock, and as is his custom
took his gun. He had gone but a short distancewhen he
shot a wolf. He went round a hill and saw standing up
in front of him a large silver-tip bear, and shot it. Just
then three yearlings came in view, and he killed all three.
Then he came home. I went out and helped him dress
the four bears. I got eighteen gallons of fat, and it is

better by far than the lard we get here for cooking pur-
poses.
"The next day we had a dance which lasted all night;

and as our neighbors live from ten to forty miles away,
and as we had forty for our guests, you may know they
appreciate fun to come so far."

I have known Mr. Frost and his family for some years.
They are good people. He is a sportsman in reality and
not in talk alone. I met him in Bismarck, where he
killed many deer. W. H. W.

CENTRAL ILLINOIS.
JERSEYVILLE, 111., Oct. 21.—The Forest and Stream

has not generally been taken here from the simple
fact that it has always been regarded as an "Eastern
paper," and to the Suckers of little interest; but I find
that this, the only objection, is now removed, and to-day
it contains about as much matter of interest to the West-
ern as it does to the Eastern sportsman. Success to its

efforts to become so; may it continue, until it is classed
by the East and the West as our paper,

I read with pleasure in the last number, the article on
duck shooting; it is instructive as well as interesting. I

do not agree with the writer in all things as to the habits
of the several species, yet perhaps they may act differ-
ently around the Chesapeake from what they do in the
waters of Illinois. Perhaps he has never shot ducks on
oiu- waters; and I know I never did around the Chesa-
peake. I would be pleased to read more of his letters on
the same subject, as duck shooting is about the only
kind of shooting I have really enjoyed for the last twenty-
five years of my life, which is not half of it, and to-day
I can enjoy some of the good days that I have had by
calling them to mind as clearly as though they were but
yesterday. Time, although it is beginning to have its

effects on me, does not mar the beauty of some of the
days that are past.

Speaking of ducks reminds me of the fact that there
are none, or but few, in this part of the State. Our lakes
are all dry, or about dry; yet they are full of feed, wild
rice, etc. Unless we have plenty of rain, or a rise in the
river to fill our lakes in the low bottoms, we seldom have
fall duck shooting; neither in the spring, but give us
water in fall or spring and we will guarantee the ducks.
The same thing has occurred for years, and I have been
here since 1840. Quail are plenty everywhere, especially
in the bottoms along the Illinois River; a man can shoot
until he is tired.

Nineteen years ago this fall Miles L. Johnson of New
Jersey, E. W. Tinker of Rhode Island, Mr. Fisher of
Philadelphia, and a Mr. Brown of Rhode Island, spent
several months here shooting quail; and when I say to
these gentlemen through the Forest and Stream that
quail are as plenty now as they were then, they will
know that there are a few. Many is the day we've
tramped together, and many the yarn we've told. Miles
and Ed I hear of occasionally through the papers, but the
others I have lost entirely; yet I hope they are alive and
able to pull a trigger and have their share of sport. If
we can't kill fresh game we can at least kill again, or
rather pick up some of that we killed years ago.

I will try in the future to keep you posted on matters
pertaining to shooting, and if agreeable may write of my
camp life, or at least a portion of it. Kizzer,
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GAME IN NORTH CAROLINA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
My official duties taking me over considerable territory

in this section, I am very much pleased to find that
although the past summer has been an extremely wet
one. Bob White has held his own and gained several
points. The coveys are more than usually large and the
young birds in fine condition, and there is every prospect
for excellent shooting for those of us who have good
dogs, of whom your humble servant is one. I have not
shot much yet, merely tried my young pointer pup Milo
twice, and though only nine months old he is a "wonder-
ful pup." I have not been able to trace his pedigree yet,
but it is plain to be seen that he is no scrub. The gentle-
man who placed him in my hands not being " doggy,"
made no inquiry of the party from whom he obtained
him. simply receiving the information that he was of
imported stock, and that his mates sold at $100 each at
six months of age, as sufficient evidence of good blood.
I shall endeavor to find the breeder and learn more of
the dog's blood, as he is an unusually fine dog. My old
setter Ponto has taken all the degrees, and is now all that
is needed for good sport. He has developed one trait

not possessed by any dog ever owned by me before, I. c.

,

if lost in a dense growth on a point, lie will invariably
round up the birds, back oft and bark to let you know
of his location. Sounds " fishy," I know, but I can sub-
stantiate the statement by numerous eye-witnesses; and
one remarkable fact is that the birds do not take flight

from the barking. He will also tree squirrels when pass-
ing through woods. He is only six years old and is in
full vigor.

Speaking of albino or white squirrels, a few days since,
to an intelligent farmer of Harvey's Neck (a locality noted
for the abundance of game), I was told that it was no
unusual thing there to kill fox squirrels perfectly white,
and occasionally one perfectly black; in fact, one was
shot while I was shooting in that neighborhood almost as
white as ermine. The ordinary gray squirrel has been
extremely abundant this season, but the incessant shoot-
ing lias thinned them out. One man killed forty-eight
in one day's shooting, and remarked that it was " no un-
usual day for squirrels either." Turkeys and deer are
also fairly abundant, while bruin is lording it over the
farmers on the swamps up the river. Too much water
to hunt him successfully, though several large ones have
been shot recently. A. F. E.
Belvedere, N. C, Oct. 19.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The prospect for Bob White in this State is excelleut;

at least such is the information I get from all quarters.
In the bottom lands on the larger streams there was much
destruction, because of high water, but on the hills and
narrow valleys the young birds escaped. I hope to have
the physical strength and the time to make many a jaunt
during the approaching season, to see if my vision and
arms are still equal to a sportsman's demands. My old
dog Argo has about "served Ms day and generation," but
I have a. young setter named Bip, who will be able to
supply his place, and a still younger one whom I have
called Ned, in honor of Capt. Edwin Sully, who presented
him to me. His brother* is of royal stock, but he is a
niittiUS filius. Still, lie is a fine looking fellow—much
fairer looking for a dog than his former or present owner
is for a man. Wells.
Rockingh am, N. C, Oct. 20.

THE ADIRONDACK DEER LAW.
NEW YORK, Oct. 29.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

think the New York law limiting the number of
deer to be killed by each person to three a most excellent
one. Of course it is rarely enforced and often ignored,
but it does good for all that. In the first place, it pre-
vents men from bragging of their slaughter; and puts
them in the position of feeling that they are law-breakers;
and where there are a number of sportsmen gathered
there is a certain feeling of pride that prevents most men
from violating that law.
At the clubs in the Adircndacks all game laws are

thoroughly respected by both members and guests; and
at the Adirondack Club no does are ever shot, nor are
shotguns used to kill deer. I know personally of one
member who had six does come within easy shooting
distance on one morning, and he did not fire a shot,
although he had not had a chance to kill a buck the
whole season.
But the best law of all is the one that prevents the

sending of deer out of the woods, for the reason that it is

easily enforced. Many a time we have refrained from
hunting because we had venison enough in camp; but if

we could have sent a deer or two home we would have
been glad of the excuse to kill more.
The hotel keepers are the ones most to blame for what

poaching is done in the Adirondacks. I have heard this
Beason of one who bought venison in May, June and July,
and I dare say there are many others. They serve it as
"mountain lamb," or put it away in their cold storage
rooms. They do the same with ruffed grouse. By the
way, I wonder if the Connecticut sportsmen know that
hundreds of ruffed grouse are being shipped to the New
York markets. They sell (?) them to the stewards of the
steamboats, and they turn them over to the New York
agents. J W. Holbertox.

Editor Forest and Stream:
As a constant reader of your interesting paper, I have

noticed that others are bewailing the great slaughter of
deer which has been going on since the law allowed all

the dogs in Christendom to chase them. Ever since Sun-
day, Sept. 1, till the sun set Sunday, Oct. 20, there has
noi been a lake or pond to which deer could be driven but
has been watched by from three to a half dozen men or
boys, Sundays the most of all. Now that the hounding
season is over reports are plenty of pai"ties who went
hunting. From 500 to 1,000 deer have been killed since
Aug. 15 in the Adirondack region. This is an estimate
made by carefully looking over the map and comparing
the result of the lake and mountain resorts by reports in
the local newspapers and by actual observation in my
own locality. Will those who have written for your
columns assist me or give me same points on which to
work? for I, as a native of those grand old woods, love
those timid creatures too well to sit still without a
protest against such slaughter. Maine has had to pro-
liibit bounding and Wisconsin will not allow it. Will |

the Empire State, with those beautiful mountains, allow
this deadly work to continue?
Our game protector Major Pond is an energetic officer

who never sleeps (in the eye of the law), but I would
strengthen his hands by a system of rewards for infor-
mers, It may be this is out 'of place, but I know not
where else to turn. I therefore ask all who will to give
me their name and address and suggestions as to mode
of procedure in the line of concerted action, so that
when the next Legislature meets, a vigorous effort can be
made toward attaining the desired end, for I am willing
to devote time and what little money I can spare. My
views as to the proper legislative enactments are for an
open season from Aug. 20 to Nov. 10, hounding season
from Oct. 5 to Oct. 20. A reward of $25 made payable
by the State Game Commissioner to the informer, upon
affidavit of the officer before whom trial and conviction
of the guilty party is obtained. In order to fully enforce
a law that if broken harms no individual or his interest,
complaint to the proper officer is seldom made: but if

you appeal to the mercenary men—and they are as plenty
as the lazy wretches who will put on snowshoes and
tramp to the deer yard to slaughter at pleasure—then you
will get a watch put on the law-breaker and the State
will not have to exp3nd very much in the way of rewards
before the cruster and June jacker will cease his work,
because for $25 his nearest neighbor perhaps will land
him in jail. "Musset," let me help you or you help me.
Ellenbubgh Centeh, Clinton County,- N. Y. LAW.

OUR TURKEY HUNT.
LAST winter, while collecting specimens of natural

history down on the gulf coast of Florida, my boat-
man informed me that there were plenty of turkeys back
in the swamp; and he thought we would have no trouble
to shoot a gobbler if I cared to try it, and would get out
to their roosting place by daylight. I readily accepted
the invitation. A change of diet was not to be ignored
after a week's trial of fish and pork; and moreover I had
for years been coveting a chance to shoot a wild turkey.
Twice in my life had I gone to the mountain region of
my home State of Pennsylvania, for the purpose of trying
for a shot at a turkey. The first time we saw none; on
the second occasion my companion ran on to three tur-
keys as they were feeding in the woods; he was quite as
much surprised as were the birds, and they were out of
shot before he recollected that he carried a gun. I had
only the satisfaction of seeing them fly over the hilltops
to a distant mountain range. Several years had elapsed
without presenting an opportunity to fulfil my ambition,
and I was determined that no lack of effort of mine
should lead to another failure.

We were camped on a creek two miles back from the
gulf, and our tent, formerly used by fishermen, was
under a clump of cabbage palmettos^ just where open
marsh or salt meadows met the timbered swamp or low
hamak, as it is called in that country. Traveling through
the timber was extremely tiresome, there being but a
single path leading but a short distance back from our
camp—the remains of an old road used for hauling out
cedar logs. After leaving this path we had no trails, and
for the moat part the ground was wet, muddy; or if dry
frequently thickly covered with the cabbage palmetto,
with naked leaf stalks projecting in every direction, and
so close together as to make it a matter of time and exer-
tion to travel any distance.
An afternoon was spent in locating the turkeys, and

fortunately they were found to be not far distant from
the old road. The next morning we were stirring early.
We had planned to have breakfast over an hour before
sunrise, but as we were minus a timepiece our guess-
work proved in error. After a hasty repast of coffee,
crackers and onion omelette, we sat around the camp-
fire for an hour wondering what time it could be. Ex-
cepting an occasional rustle of a "cabbage" leaf, all was
still. An old bull alligator, who had the night before
kept up a continual bellow back of the hut, was silent.
We were too far from the gulf to hear the noise of water;
and apparently we were alone. Our hunting party num-
bered three, and it was planned that I should go with S.,
my boatman and guide, and we to take the dog, while J.

,

who was not a new hand at the work, should cross over
the creek a half mile above cauip and try his luck alone.
He had heard an old gobbler over there a day or two be-
fore and was quite confident of success.
After exhausting our patience around the camp-fire,

we started through the woods and swamp, trying to keep
in the old road; but time and again getting off into the
wet ground, stumbling over logs or runnina: up against
the outstretched stalks of palmetto. A half mile or more
of this brought us to where J. was to branch off; and as
there was still no signs of daybreak, we built a fire to
temper the chilly night air, and sat around it for nearly
an hour; and finally decided (and after events proved)
that we had begun our hunt about 2 A. M.
After leaving J, with instructions to yell for us if he

should wound a bird and need the dog to trail it up, we
followed the old road. Now that we were among the
older cabbage my guide showed me a novel substitute for
a lantern. Picking up a fallen and dry palmetto leaf
with stem five or six feet long, and palm spreading four
feet or more, he lighted it, and marched ahead with
torch on shoulder, lighting our way most brilliantly.
When one was burnt out it was dropped and another
lighted from the embers with scarcely a halt. They
seemed to ignite easily, but burned steadily and not
rapidly. For a mile or more we traveled in this way,
with cabbage and pine arching over us, our light glisten-
ing through the overhanging branches, until we ap-
proached the supposed vicinity of the turkey roost. Then
we put down our torches, rested our guns against a tree,
and dried our feet for a few minutes by the flames of a
few palmetto leaves hastily drawn together. We stood
thus probably ten minutes, when S. moved a few steps
from the path, put up both hands to his mouth and gave
an excellent imitation of the hoot of the barred or swamp
owl. "Hoo, hoo, hoo-hoo oo-oo." This, he had informed
me, usually provoked a gobble from any turkeys if

near at hand. The echo had scarcely died away,
when to our astonishment a turkey flew off, with no
warning, from the lower branches of a pine not twenty
feet from where we were standing. Daylight was
far enough advanced for each of lis to note a Very blank
pook on the face of the other fellow, as we saw a dark
orm disappear in the treetops before either could lay
n ands on a gun. A minute or two later a second bird

was heard to fly from a short distance behind us, and
apparently close by the path we had followed. We had
gone too far and were right in the midst of them. We
kept perfectly quiet in hopes others would betray them-
selves or that we could call them up after a little; but
within ten minutes we heard a shot over across the creek
and then J. 's call; so, on the uncertainty of our getting
another shot, S. took the dog and hurried off. I lay quiet
for an hour or more, heard several distant gobbles, which
I followed, but saw no birds. I started over to join the
others and found they had followed the wounded bird
more than a mile, and J. had finally shot it as it flew
from a low tree. It was a large gobbler, which we judged
Would weigh over 201 bs. The meat was excellent "as pre-
pared by camp cooks and flavored with a "cracker's"
appetite. Thus ended my third turkey bunt, a good deal
more interesting than the others, but so far as I am con-
cerned, no more successful. If any of the readers of
Forest and Stream know of a few real tame wild tur-
keys, information is solicited. MeleaGris.

A MAINE DEER STORY.
ALREADY several deer have reached the Boston mar-

kets, doubtless from Maine, in spite of the law
against transportation. The underground railway is
open for both illegal partridges and deer. The other
morning a friend of the game laws, who hunts in Maine
as often as a busy life will permit, observed the carcass of
a deer being drawn from a barrel just in front of a com-
mission house. The joints of the legs had been cut in
order to get the body into the barrel—the old trick—and
marked cranberries. The doe was quickly hustled out of
sight, and not a man in the store knew where it came
from. But, on the whole, this underground system of
getting game into the market is becoming unpopular,
even with those who do the work in the States where
transportation is forbidden. In the first place, there is

the risk of detection and punishment, and besides, the
receivers of such goods are likely to "skin" the shipper
down to the last cent. The venison is usually shipped
here to be sold on commission, and together with the
higher cost of freight and teaming attendant upon such
shipment, and the extra trouble of managing such a
trade, the receivers manage to get about all there is in
the shipment. In the case of a fine buck shipped by
steamer last winter from Calais, Me., in a barrel, the
shipper had left for him the sum of 50 cents—and all this
for breaking the law and the risk of detection and fines.
Each season the sentiment in favor of game protection
improves, and such lessons as the above are weighty in-
struction for such as can be touched by no other means.
Harry Moore, of the Boston grain trade, has just been

down to Maine, though he did not go deer hunting, as he
will do later; for the forests were too full of falling
leaves. But he did get hold of a good deer story, and all
the better from having happened this season. Harry
vouches for the truth of this deer story, and brings the
names of reputable hunters in Maine to prove it. lie also
did the same in regard to his celebrated moose story, pub-
lished in Forest and Stream last year. Mr. Harding, a
very respectable business man of Bangor, told the story
the other evening, as they sat by the fireside. The even-
ing was chilly and the birch backlogs lent a cheerful
blaze. Harding had been hunting only the day before.
With a friend, he had tried the deer grounds of Goulds-
boro. They had hunted nearly all day without a sign of
a deer, other than the tracks, and Avere about discouraged.
At last they came to a brook, and beyond the brook a
hill. Here Harding's friend and guide was sure that they
ought to sight a deer, and very cautiously they passed the
brook. There were fresh tracks that led up the hill. Hard-
ing took one set of very large tracks and his friend another.
Cautiously he followed up the hill till he got were he dared
to peep over. He lay flat on his stomach and took a look.
The first sight was disappointing. There were cattle
browsing—the land was partially cleared. But about
one hundred yards beyond the cattle, though some of the
cows had bells on, there was a beautiful buck! He stood
head on; his quick ear or scent had detected the presence
of a more dangei-ous enemy than the cows with bells on.
Harding had nothing but a muzzleloading rifle, but one
with which he had done some fine work. He was a man
of quick thought and of quick action. He glanced along
the barrel. In his crawling over the hill he had broken
off the forward sight of his rifle, but the magnificent deer
stood there, head erect, and just ready to jump. Hard-
ing was bound to shoot, and he pointed the rifle as best
he could. The report startled the cows into a run, but
the buck fell as stiff as a log. Harding shouted to his
friend and ran to cut the deer's throat with his hunting
knife. He came up to where the animal had fallen, but
he was gathering up and was nearly erect, though rather
dizzily, and was beginning to get away. This would
never do. Harding was as quick of action as of thought,
and he made a grab for the buck and just succeeded in
getting a good hold of the short tail of the beast. Here
he hung on for dear life—deer death it proved—and the
buck began to bound away. The ground was covered
with hummocks and logs, but Harding hung on. Here he
paused in his story.
"Harry, did you ever, when you was a boy, try to

hang on to the tailboard of a wagon, with the driver
whipping up his horse in order to shake you off?"
"Yes, I have."
"Well, you know just how that deer was making my

legs hum, only I could not let go as easily as you could
let go of the wagon on the smooth road, and it would not
do to let go, for I wanted that buck. All at once he
stumbled over one of those hummocks and fell to his
knees. His prongs plowed the next hummock and stuck
fast. He was my buck and he was down, and I jumped
for his throat, calling to my friend. The buck kicked as
only a deer can kick with those mighty long legs of Ms.
I tried to approach Ms head, but with a well directed
stroke of his hind leg he ripped my vest, shirt, pants and
drawers from my throat down almost to my feet and
came near cutting my head off with his sharp hoofs.
Then my friend came up and helped me dispatch the deer.
Afterward he dryly remarked that his first thought was
that I was about to retire—from the conflict—I was so
well unbuttoned."
"Now, Harry, where do you suppose that buck was

hit? The bullet had just grazed Ms backbone lengthwise
and for the moment paralyzed Mm." Special.
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IDAHO WILDFOWL.
TT was my good fortuue to have spent nearly all the

JL month of August in Idaho and the Yellowstone Na-

tional Park. The" longest stay at any one place was at

Soda Springs, and I visited that rnamly to chink as freely

as possible of the delightful waters for which the locality

is noted. Out of an extensive bed of lava there corner

gushing and sparkling from the earth a number of

springs, mostly cool, and highly charged with the salts of

lime, iron, soda and magnesia.
I took my 14 bore Tolley along with me. and quite a

number of shells loaded with 22drs. of gunpowder and
loz. of No. 5 and 6 shot, with the view, if the temptation

was offered, of trving my si- ill on sage hens and other

small game. While at Soda Spring-', and on my way
from Beaver Canon to Snake River, I killed probaMy fifty

of these birds, and found them verv agreeable food wkeu
well prepared. Ah Sm, Tin Pan, the Chinese cook at the

hotel where I stopped, knew how to prepare them, as he
did most other articles which were put in his charge. I

went to a lake about eight miles northeast of the town,
which has no visible outlet. It covers hundreds of acres

of land, and one of the streams—the main one—which
supply the water for it. is so heavily covered with the

salts of lime that the waters have deposited an enormous
quantify of gypsum , mixed with silica. The area was no
less than fifty acres. Tn this lake there is a breeding;

place for ducks and other waterfowl. I saw thousands
of them, fully grown, and but for the mosquitoes, which
disputed my right of entry. I could have killed a large

number of them, even though it was said to be the close

season. Among the ducks were quantities of mallards.

I did not see a f-ingle gieenhead. In the hundreds which
I saw on Shotgun Creek not one had a green head. They
were all grown, and many of tbem must have been males.

Is it a fact that the beautiful vivid color of the heads of

the mnles is not developed until just about the time the
migration commences? It must be so.

On my route frorn Beaver C fi-m, wbilepassing through
the plains from Antelope Valley to Kooch's Hotel, my
companions and myself killed 37 sage hens and a few
other birds. IE we had not tired of the sport, we could
have filled our wagon. So soon as we reached a cieek
called Sheridan we found them in grfat abundance.
They had just gone to the water for drinking: purposes.
The following day we killed about 20 ducks, to help out
the menu of our host, the most of which were green-
winged teals. There were among them five mallards and
one spoonbill. The mallards had the green spot on the
wings, but the head looked like that of the female. I

would like to spend a part of Ausust and September in

that rection. under a tent, with three companions, each
supplied with a breechloading shotgun and a rifle. What
a pleasant time we could have! Wells.
Rockingham, North Carolina.

ON BOYHOOD'S STAMPING GROUNDS.
Dear Forest and Stream:
Those of us, who when boys lived in the country—God's

country—know how to pity the other fellows who, un-
fortunately in their early days, were forced to inhabit
man's portion of creation—the towns: and I do pity such
unfortunates from the depths of my heart, for they
missed pleasures that brick walls and paved streets know
not, that wealth cannot buy, and yet that linger with us
through all vicissitudes of fortune, and help us to feel
young again even though we may have passed the three
score notch in life's calendar. I feel this to be true, for
I am spending a few days among the rocks and hills

where I received my first lessons of life, and their
memory ever has been, and is to-day, blight, pleasant and
beautiful.

I did not intend to be sentimental when I began this
note, but I know you will excuse me if you "have been
there yourself.

1
' I simply intended to say that I had

come up here to spend a few days in shooting among the
birches and alders, the hills and the valleys, where as a
boy I had done the same nearly half a century ago.
(Thpre I go again, right off my feet.)

Well, quail, woodcock and partridge are fairly plenty
here; they are somewhat scattered of course over a broad
scope of country, and one has to know in what direction
to look for their favorite haunts and feeding grounds,
and then has to put in a good day's tramping m order to
get even a fair tag-

; but notwithstanding tliCEe difficul-
ties, I find a pleasure I never found elsewhere. I killed
my first quad and woodcock in true sport-man's style,

but made a dismal failure on my first partr dge, and it hap-
pened in this way: We had just eaten lunch and got into
the wagon to drive to another point, when looking up the
road I saw a partridge standing under some overhanging
bushes. Before I got withm shooting distance he whizzed
across the road into a s^vamp to the left, and at the same
instant I saw another run into the brush whpre I had
seen the first one. Moving rapidly, exppcting this one to
attempt to follow his mate in a flight across the road into
the swamp, I was going to give him a snap shot, but to
my surprise, the first glimpse I got of him lie was sailing
straight away 10yds. further up the road and going like
a scared partridge (you know how fast that is). 1 let go
at him, and while the boys (probably to console me) said
I hit him, he did not stop to show me how badly. When
the wagon came up, and one of the boys said he thought
I would surely have got him, I t dd him 1 had thought so
too, but I had come to the conclusion that I had conscien-
cious scruples against shooting a partridge in the road.
Good night. W.
Haddam, Conn., Oct. 28.

A DELAWARE STATE OF AFFAIRS.
MILFORD, Delaware, Oct. 26.—I have been expecting

to see appear in your journal a communication
from "Del. A. Ware," of Dover, in which he will claim
that the Game Protective Association is seeing that the
laws are not violated. Your Dover correspondent made
this assertion last year about this time, when it was a
well known fact that the law was a dead letter three
weeks before the opening of the shooting season.
The woods and fields are now full of men and bovs

with guns and dogs. This afternoon I stood on my front
porch and saw two packs of beagles running rabbit*, and
armtyof three shooting quad. A local paper has it:
" Detective Hutchins says tnat wheYi properly informed
he will proceed against those who violate the law." He
draws the salary and expects others to do his work. A

few arrests in this neighborhood would put a stop to this

business at once, but as those in authority are totally in-

different, of course the extermination of game goes
bravely on.

Non-residents will be pleased to learn that the cost of

license is now but $5. Victor M. Haldeman.

Habits of Quail.—Garysburg, N. C—Editor Forest
and btream: I have been a huntsman for thirty-five or
forty years and have been studying the habits of deer,

wild turkeys and quail for twpnty-five years. I have 100

or 150 coveys of quail in a radius of four or five miles of

my house. For the past six months I have been experi-

menting. I bought thtee dozen hawk traps, which I set

in and around my hunting grounds to see if catching the
hawks would increase the quantity of birds. I find it a
perfect success. The number of hawks caught in the six

months was about fifty; and there is a groat increase of
birds. After the hunting season opened, which was
Oct. 15,1 took my dog without my gun to examine the
coveys, which I find very full. Owing to the wet spring
the first brood was drowned, consequently the birds are
too small to shoot at this time. In the spring at mating
time I leave in the coveys of quail from six to two old
birds. In the fall, at batching time, I take my dog to
ex unine the birds and find on tne same grounds a covey
of young birds with two old birds. There are no other
o'd birds with the covey nor any new coveys in the im-
mediate neighborhood. Can you tell me where the old
birds go?—W. T. K. [When quail piir and select their
nesting grounds, each cock drives other birds from his

own bailiwick, and defends it pugnaciously throughout
the breeding season. The rest of the buds seek other
nesting grounds.]

The Bellingham Bay and Country.—The editor of
the Bellingham Bay Reveille, published at Whatcom,
Washington, thinks no sinall potatoes of his corner of
the world as a sporting ground. "No other country in

the world," he says, "offers better inducements to'the
genuine sportsman than is afforded here in Whatcom
county. Game of all kinds is aburdant. On the main-
land deer of the largest size are numerous, but owing to
the heavy growth of timber, still-hunting is attended
with difficulties. On the islands, from 5 to 10 miles west
of Whatcom, across the bay, deer are more numerous
and easier of access, and hundreds are killed annually by
pot-hunters. Elk abound in the eastern and unsettled
portions of the county near the foothills of the moun-
tains. Mountain goats of gigantic size frequent the
mountain crags near Mt. Baker and the Cascade rango.
Throughout the entire county pheasants and blue grou-e
are plentiful. Water fowl of every description swarm
in myriads in the bays, rivers and inlets of Whatcom
county. Canvasbacks, sprigtails, mallards, teal, wild
geese, swan and brant are here taken by the thousand
during the months from October to April. Our rivers
and lakes are teeming with the speck'ed and gamy
trout, while ccd, silmon and hal but may be obtained at
nearly all seasons of the year in Bellingham Bay."

War on the Grouse Shippers.—Hartford, Monday,
Oct. 21, 1889.—Mr. A. C. Collins, the Hartford county
game warden, was instrumental in intercepting a con-
signment of game for New Yoik in this city Saturday,
and proceedings against the offenders will be instituted
without delay. The game was seized in the office of the
Adams Express Company, the lot consisting of twenty
pariridges and eleven quail. It was consigned to Knapp
& Van Nostraud, Nos. 208 and 216 Washington Market,
New York city. The game was sent by Orrin J. Whiting
of East Thompson, his name appearing on a card in the
box. There are sixty-four counts in the offense, there
being two for each bird. One count is for killing for
transportation out of the State, and the other is for ship-
ping. The fine on each count is not less than $7 and not
more than $50. Cunningham & Ladd, of Souiers, have
also been detected in shipping twenty-seven partridges
to Springfield, Mass., the game being secured while in
trans tu. It is expected that they will be brought before
a justice of the peace on Tuesday. The disposition is to
enforce the law rigidly in all cases where men are found
sending game out of the State.

—

Hartford Post.

Ohio Eabbits and Quail.—Mr. John H. Law, the Ohio
State Fi-h and Game Commissioner, has sent out the fol
lowing order to all the county game wardens: "Cincin-
nati, Oct. 11, 1889.—Dear Sir:' Between now and the lOili

of November many hunters, under the pretense, of huni-
ing rabbits, will violate the game law by shooting qu.iil.

I wish you to do your utmost to bring all i-uch violttors
of the law to speedy punishment. It would be well to
send to all your assistant wardens a similar notice that
thev may be on the lookout. I am satisfied ihat a large
number of quail were shot last year before the 10th of
November; also, after the 15th of December. You will
please look out for such violations. The present law we
think lame in not proteding rabbits and making it law-
ful for them to he shot only during the same time when
it is lawful to kill quail, thnteby removing the temptation
to the rabbit hunters. Yours very truly, John H. Law,
Commissioner."

Grouse Snarers.—Providence, E. I., Oct. 26.—There
are great quantities of game in the markets this week,
and it is mo-tly snared. I have been tlrs week to Taun-
ton. Mass.; Chepachot, E. I.; Pascoag, E L, and several
other places, and the gunners all complain of the birds
being thinned out. Three men with two dogs went up
on the train with me as far as Smithfield, E. I. This is

a good partridge country, but to-night when they came
home they failed lo show any game, and seemed dis-
gusted. I know one man who kicked up over twenty
snares on these same grounds in a day's hunt.

—

Cohannet.

A Moose Invades a Barnyard.—Calais, Maine, Oct.
25.—As Mr. Seth Gerry, of Eobmstown (about twelve
mile below Calais), was milking his cows in the yard on
Wednesday, evening a large bull moose made its appear-
ance among the cows. Tney did not appear the least
alarmed. Mr. Gerry shot the creature from his house
window. Not often does such large game come to a
man's yard to be shot in such an old-settled neighborhood
as Eobinstown. Tne head will b« sent to your neighbor,
John Wallace, to be mounted.

—

Geo. A. Boardman.

Ohio Notes.—Cincinnati, O , Oct. 26.—The guns and
general hunting p iraphernalia of the l ite IT. F. Robinson,
for three terms president of the Independent Gan Club,
were all sold by his family last week, realiziatra fine

sum. Mr. R. T. Belt, the State Game and Fish Warden
of Hamilton county, and his assistants, arrested eleven
violators of the game laws and had them appear before
Squire Hornberger, of this city. Two were arrested for
shooting on Sunday at Bridgetown and fined, with costs,

$70.10: two for the same offense at North Cheviot, $35
and costs each, and nine for shooting on Sunday and
killing two quail, $25 and costs each man. Total fine with
co-t, $490.10. The open season for quul op°ns Nov. 10.

They are reported plenty everywhere throughout the S>ate.
Six quail were seen on the Cincinnati court house Tues-
day last, and while at Diyton a few days ago I saw eia:ht

birds flushed in the heart of the city.—C.'G. Newsboy.

The Schultze Gun Powder Co. have enlisted the aid
of the camera to demonstrate the difference in smoke-
producing qualities hetween their product and ordinary
black powder. Messrs. V m Lengerke & Djtmol i, their
American agents, send us a series of instantaneous photo-
graphs of a comparative trial. Two gunners shooting at
the same instant, facing the camera, are photographed
at the moment of di-charging their guns, or rather the
Schultze man is pictured with tolerahle distinctness
through the little smoke of his gun, wh le the black
powder man is left to the imagination, his person being
entirely shut off by a cloud of "smoke.

Albino Squirrels.—In your is«ue of Oct. 17, your
very interesting correspondent, E. Hough, mentions see-
ing two albino or white squirrels in the zoological
gardens at Cincinnati, labeled '"From S Carolina." Mr.
Hough ask-3, "Is there such a thing as a species of white
squirrel in this country?" In my younger days squirrel
hunting was about all the spoit i indulged in, and many
a squirrel has been killed by me and Mack Qualms in our
boyhood hunts, and I have never seen but one white one,
which leads me to conclude they aie of rare occurrence,
—BLUE Eidqe. [There is no species of white squirrel].

Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 15 —The hunting season for
quail and chickens opened to-day. Mall srds, teal and
butter ducks are on the market. The migration of geese
and ducks has not yet commenced, although a few are
shot occasionally. Eabbits and quail are abundant in
Wyandotte county, and several good bags have been
taken. Nearman Lake, seven miles from Kans is City,
will soon be the finest duck grounds near here, although
along the Missouri Eiver an occasional flock can be seen.
Out fifteen miles on the Northwestern E. E., prairie
chickens are found.—W. H. P.

Wild Animals in San Diego Park.—San Diego, Cal.,
has a park of 1,400 acres, cmrpo^ed chiefly of canons.
Here may be found coyotes, badgers, and a few wildcats.
Jack rabbits and cottontails are abundant. Valley quail
are present, but not very plentiful, because there is too
much shooting. Wild bees are very abundant in the
cations, making honey and storing it up in winter for use
during the dry summer when flowers are wanting. The
honey is found in large masses in crevices under rock
ledges, and in the spring great quantities of it are stolen
from the hives.

A Paris Award to American Arms.—The friends of
the Winchester Repeating Arms Co. will note with satis-

faction and indorsement the fact that those manufactur-
ers have carried off the highest honors at the Paris Ex-
position. For their exhibit of arms and ammunition
they were given a First or Grand Pi ize, the only first

prize of that class that came to this country. Tne Win-
chesters have faiily won this award on their merits and
we take much pleasure in recording the Exposition
judges' appreciation of the claims of the Winchester
rifle.

Worcester. Mass., Oct. 26.— The season has been ex-
cellent for partridges and woodcock. This evening Aus-
tin Warren came in with the best bag of the season, 9
partridges and 3 woodcock. Yesterday E. S. Knovvles, of
this city, with Capt. B. P. Williamson, of Newburyport,
and Ge'orge E Newton, of Grafton, reported with a bag
of 10 woodcock and 9 partridges; whne L. E. Divol', of
thio city, and George Sampson, of Clinton, to-day secured
a bag of 17 birds, and A. E Dean reported with a fox.—

Live Prairie Chickkns and Dewr.—A gentleman who
is desirous of stocking a preserved farm m the East with
prairie chickens, is anxious to secure a number of Jive
birds for this purpose; and we would he much pleased if

any of the readers of the Forest and Stream can assist

him. He also wishes to secuie a pair ot deer; this it ap-
pears should not be a difficult thing to do, but his efforts

have thus far been unavailing. Any letters sent us will
be forwarded to him.

Barrels of Birds.—Capt. John W. Stiles, of Exmoor,
Va., runs a yacht and takes parties ducu and snipe shoot-
ing. He went once with Messrs. Ben. West, of Fulton
Market, this city; S. L. Stone, A. Eddy, and a Mr. Eob-
in^n, in ten days bagging 800 du'*ks. Ou a 'Lipe shoot-
ing expedition with Hamilton Disston, of Pniladelphia
—ihe great saw man and Florida everglades reclaimer

—

and the booty was over a barrel of snipe, a day.

Wild Pigeon in Massachusetts.—Apropos of editorial

in Uct. 24 uumoer regarding wild pigeon; a pair nested
this summer in the town of Plymouth, Mass., being seen
by myself. I do not mean the Carolina dove, or Cape
pigeon as it is known here, but the real passenger pigeon.
These wr.re the first seen by me in this State in six or
seven years.—H. J. Thayer (Boston).

Alexandria, Mo.—The first flock of wild chickens to

appear here came forth in regular style on Oct. 10. There
were fourteen of them, and their presence in dress parade
order was rather a pleasing sight upon a beautiful field of
growing wheat. Quail and grouse appear to maintain
their average numbers, regardless of the dense settlement
of the country.—J. B.
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ROCK Hill is the correct name of the South Carolina

quail shooting resort to which reference ha* heen made
in these columns as Rocky IIiU. Landlord Howell Cobb,
of the Carolina Hotel, at Rock Hill, has published a pam-
phlet containing letters written by Northern sportsmen
who have found the quail shooting at Rock Hill a grand
success.

Quail is Virginia.—Mr. R. E. Lewis, of the TJ. S. Fish

Commission, has just returned from Clarke county, Vir-

ginia, and informed us that quail are unusually abund-
ant. Fine shooting is to be expected when the open
season begins, Nov. 1. Rabbits are excessively common.

"That reminds me."

884.

IN my native town in Illinois some years ago lived Charlie

B., a bright, active boy 16 years old. He knew little

of country life and sports. His uncle, Capt. F., was a
thorough-going sportsman and a fine shot. The Captain
usually put in about two months each autumn and spring

shooting ducks along the Illinois River. One fall lie was
going up to Sena chwine Lake for a month or two shoot-

ing, and he had Charlie come out to his farm to do chores

and look after the stock while he was away. When he
returned he found that Charlie had fallen in love with
country life. So Cap arranged with him to stay there

through the winter. Cap was keen after game of all

kinds, and was well prepared for it. He dearly loved to

shoot cottontail rabbit in winter in the open fields. For
this purpo-e he had a little dog named Scip, half shepherd,
the other half thoroughbred cur. Scip understood his

business thoroughly. He would generally run the rabbits

across in front of* Cap, when Cap would knock them
over "every time sometimes." The first morning that

there was "snow on the ground the trio started out for

rabbits, Charlie going along to carry the game and see

the sport. Scip worked beautifully and in a short time
Cap had knocked over six. He then had to go to town,
telling Charlie that any time he wished he could take out

the gun and learn to shoot.

Charlie had enjoyed the sport greatly. Cap had knocked
over the rabbits so" cleverly and seemingly so easily that

he thought he could do it himself, and the more he thought
of it the more he wished to try. So after noon came he
took the gun, called Scip and started out in the field.

Soon Scip was greatly elated to have another run, and
did his part of the work beautifully. He quartered off

to the right and soon jumped a fine large cottontail,

which came crossing right in front of Charlie on the full

run. Charlie drew up the old gun, took deadly sure aim
on the running hare, shut both eyes and pulled trigger,

and killed poor Scip, who was about thirty feet behind
the hare. It was a fine shot, but hard on the dog. Cap
was notorious for loading his old nmzzteloader fearfully

heavy; when it went off this time it jumped up and hit

Charlie a fearful pelt on the nose, and sent him backward
into the snow. But Charlie had grit, he soon gathered
himself up; and with the blood streaming from both nos-

trils went staggering forward to bag his first head of

game. He loved Scip dearly, and knew that Cap did and
prized him highly , so did the whole family. Then we
may judge what was the poor boy's agony when, instead

of finding a fine fat dead rabbit, poor Scip lay stretched

lifeless on the snow. The boy sank right down on the
snow and cried like a baby.
Now, it so happened that Cap was coming up the road

intent on an afternoon's hunt, and was in good seeing dis-

tance of the whole hunt. Cap loved Scip, but he loves a
rich joke, or we may say the funniest fun, better than
anything else; and he said the expressions arid changes
of poor Charlie's countenance, his blank amazement
when he found himself sitting down in the snow after

the old gun went off, and still blanker when he came to

the dead dog, and then the excruciating misery and fear

when he took in the whole situation and collapsed all in

a heap—this was. of all his experiences, the most ridicu-

lously funny funny scene he ever witnessed, and he sank
down and rolled in the snow with laughter. When he
recovered so as to straighten himself out, he looked over
in the field and saw Charlie still crying as if his heart
was broken. Cap went over and tried to comfort him,
but it was a long time before he could make any head-
way; and even to this day Charlie will never touch a gun
again. And though he is now the sedate head of a large
business and of a family, if any one hints in his presence
of shooting rabbits on the wing, Charlie at once has
urgent business elsewhere. Byrne.
PetatjUma. Cal.

THE MAN OR THE PANTHER?
AN agent of the Smithsonian Institution has been dig-

ging into the Indian mounds of southern Ohio. In
the Cincinnati Commercial Gazette he reports the result

of his labors. One of the mounds is thus described:

The first mound opened was on the farm of Mr. James, three
miles east of Chillicothe, O., and overlooked the Scioto Kiver. It
was on rather high ground, the third river terrace. This mound
was 13ft. high. 90ft. wide and 110ft. long. It took sis men eight
days to dig through. We began at the east side with a trench
25ft. wWe, and carried this excavation right through the mound.
When about 20ft. from the eastern edge we came upon a thick
layer of burned hones. This layer was Gin. thick and the width
of the trench. The ashes of which it was composed were either
resultant from animal or human hones, we could not tell which,
but at any rate, whether animal or human.it must have taken
thirty or forty skeletons (if cremated) to have made that many
ashes.
About 5ft. above this layer, or 9ft. from the summit of the

mound, was a skeleton of a very large individual, which had
burned by the side of it the boaes of a panther. Whether the per-
son had killed the panther and it was buried with him as an
honor, or whether the panther had killed the individual, I cannot
say. This much, however, can be said, that in forty-three mounds
opened no find of this nature has been made. It is therefore quite
Interesting and important. The skull of this panther was very
large, the teeth very long and sharp. It would take a mound-
builder "i a great deal ot nerve to attack a beast of this size if he
had nothing but a stone hatchet and a bow and arrows to defend
himself with. So, if he did kill the panther, he is certainly en-
titled to a great, deal of credit. Just below this skeleton and lying
on the layer of buried bones, was a medium-sized personage who
had buried around his neck between the upper and lower jaw, 147
bone and shell beads. The shell beads were made from the thick
part of conch and Pyrula shells. These shells must have been
carried from the Atlantic OceaD, as they are ocean shells, and nut
found inland, or the tribe to wbicti this man belonged may have
traded with tribes near the ocean, and thereby got the beads.

Did the Indian kill the panther, or did the panther kill

the Indian, and how did it happen?

hit nt\i §iv(>r $ishin$.

BARRACUDA FISHING AT SAN DIEGO,
AFTER making several ineffectual attempts to induce

some congenial friends to join mo and break the
monotony of office fife by a day's sport with the famous
barracuda, I finally decided to go down to "Shanty Town"
and seek a companion among the professional fishermen.
Inquiries as to the biting brought most encouraging
replies. A party of fishermen invited me to go out with
them as soon as their boat was repaired, and they ex-
pected to have it ready by Saturday night; but when I
came to fill my appointment the boat was not done.
Fortunately a friend of the boat menders volunteered to
borrow a sloop from Portuguese Bill if he did not intend
to use it, and to try the fishing with me. Bill agreed to
lend us his sloop, "Baby Mine," on condition that we
give him our catch of fish. "Good enough," said I.

"It suits me," said he, aud so the bargain was concluded.
I was to go down to the bay about 10 o'clock at night and
sleep aboard the sloop. My preparations were soon made.
1 donned some old clothes, took a good supply of lunch,
and carried a long my rifle to pay my respects to a certain
bull seal, which had a well-known propensity for follow-
ing the boat, sometimes coming within 20ft., to rob the
lines of as many fish as possible. My companion was a
sailor and sealer by occupation, and known to me under
the name of Bob.
At the appointed time we rowed out to the sloop and

found everything in perfect order. There were two
bunks and the fides of the cabin were lined with fishing
tackle. We retired very soon to await the outgoing tide,

which turned at 2:19 o'clock in the morning. About
2 o'clock some friends rowed past in their skiff and
awakened us. In a few minutes we hoisted the sail and
oast adrift. There was no wind at the time, and we took
to the oars, to cross the bay into the channel and use the
outgoing tide. Presently a light breeze sprung up and
sent us skimming over the bay; and how beautiful was
the night. The stars were shining brightly and it was so
warm that we had our coats off. Fish were darting here
and there, leaving wakes of phosphorescent light resem-
bling stieaks of lightning at a distance. Once in a while
a large fish, disturbed by our presence, would start off,

leaving a glow of light 6 to 8ft. in diameter.
Once in the channel the tide swept us along at the rate

of three miles an hour. At daybreak we were drifting
past Ballast Point, the entrance to the bay. After float-

ing a mile out into the ocean, assisted occasionally by a
cat's paw, we concluded to tie up to the kelp and wait
for the wind. Here we enjoyed for an hour the continu-
ous up and down motion of the heavy ground swells,
sometimes throwing out a line as far as possible and pull-
ing it in rapidly to entice the barracula which were
playing around us, but withottt success. So we dropped
back into our seats, filled our pipes, and waited patiently
for the breeze, which is indispensable for barracuda fish-

ing as it is in the Atlantic for that wily corsair, the blue-
fish. As I was puffing away at my pipe, and speculating
as to our prospects, I heard something like the surf
breaking on the shore. After calling Bob's attention to
it, and remarking that we were too far out to hear the
surf, he laughed, and told me to look over the stern.
Here something met my gaze that I had never seen
before. About 1,500 porpoises were coming toward us in
a line, jumping out of the water and looking like big
black wheels rolling along. They raised a wave about
two feet high in front of them, that was lashed into
foam, and the sound like surf breaking on shore was
continuous. When within 200 or 300yds. of us they
changed their course, and passed at a right angle for
over an hour, until we lost sight of them in the distance.
About nine o'clock a light breeze sprung up, and, cut-

ting loose from the kelp, we began to move slowly over
the water, but not fast enough, as Bob said, to put out
our lines. In my anxiety to begin the sport I cast out
two lines, and very soon we hooked two so-called Spanish
mackerel of 10 and 121bs. apiece. These fish remind me
of our Eastern bonito, and I am inclined to believe they
are not Spanish mackerel. Presently the breeze fresh-
ened and within a half hour we were sailing at a lively

rate; so we adjusted outriggers, one on either side, about
in the waist of the boat, with two lines on each. We
also trolled one from the stern, making five in all. Just
then we met our friends coming home loaded with 65
barracuda, which they had caught by towing and troll-

ing while we were tied to the kelp. Being thus encour-
aged we put everything in readiness aud placed in front
of the cabin door a fi3h-box 3x3 x3ft. Bob had the first

strike and pulled in his fish, then he hooked and landed
another, and a third. As I was beginning to wonder
what was the matter with my lines, one of them straight-
ened out, and I began to haul in hand over hand. When
I was about to lift bim out of the water he doubled him-
self up, and I brought out the bare hook. I repeated
this three times, and then caught on to Bob's method of
landing fish. Upon hooking another I took Bob's advice,
pulled in slowly, and when the fish was within three feet

from the boat I threw him up into the air, bringing him
over my head, and landed him in the box. Then, by
catching hold of the drail and jerking if, the fish came
off easily. As I found out. all the drails for barracuda
fishing have the barb of the hook filed very blunt, and an
inexperienced person might easily lose his fish, while, at
the same time, the hook is readily jerked out of the
mouth free from the lance-like teeth.

Now the fun has commenced in earnest; first one, then
two, four, five, are hooked at a time, and rare sport it

was to haul them in. For about five minutes we had all

we could handle, and then for ten or fifteen minutes we
would not see a sign of one. Now we are into them
again, hauling away for dear life! Sometimes when
hauling in one or two they would become entangled with
the other lines, and before we could get them in we
would have one, two or three on the remaining lines,

and then there was a sad jumble of lines and struggling
fish. Occasionally, in attempting to land fi-h in the box
we missed it, and they fell clown into the bottom of the
boat; or our uncertain footing would be lost and we were
bunched in a slippery mass, fish and all. The sloop was
pitching heavily, as half a gale of wind was blowing;
wet from the waist down, we had what you might call a
huge time. The drails tow^d at the surface of the water
and we could see nearly every fish that took hold. We
caught sixty-eight barracuda and two Spanish mackerel

—about 4251bs. of fish—filling our box, and with the loss
of only one hook. Having all the fish we wanted by
2 P. M., although the biting was as furious as ever, we
got undpr way to save the wind home. Portuguese Bill
was well satisfied with his share of the cruise. The fish
were selling at the time for ten cents each.
Sixty feet of soft laid cotton line is used for trolling,

and the bone drail, shown in the accompanying illustra-

SAN DIEGO BARRACUDA DRAIL.

A. Hook; barb filed blunt. B. Soft laid cotton line. C. Cross
section of bone drail. D. Should represent twisted wire,
length Sin.

tion, is preferred for barracuda fishing. When drails
cannot be obtained, common hooks with a piece of rag
attached are substituted. The hook is fastened to the
bone by means of a rivet and a wire loop. Eight inches
of twisted copper wire is made fast to the drail for the
protection of the line.

The favorite haunts of the barracuda are in and along
the edge of the kelp. Sometimes they can be seen in a
mass, making the water boil with their frantic leaping;
there may be fifty out of water at a time and as many
more just disappearing under its surface. The fishing
lasts from about the middle of June to the middle of
September, and while it continues there is no lack of ex-
citing sport. J. C. Van Hook.
San Diego, Cal.

AQUARIA NOTES.
Occasional Observations of the Fishes in the Aquaria of the U. S.

Fish Commission.

THE RELATIONS BETWEEN SHARKS AND REMORAS.

THE amicable relations existing between sharks and
those strange fishes, the remoras, usually attached

to them, appear to indicate a considerable degree of re-

ciprocity of some nature. What it is can only be conjec-
tured; but I have often thought that the remora keeps
the shark free from parasites, and is thus tolerated. I

have seen clusters of goose barnacles growing from the
skin of the great 6ea sunfish, but the skins of the shark,
swordfish and rays, which are each attended (or tenanted,
as the case may be) by a different species of remora, are,

as far as I have seen, free from them. The remora is not
a parasite, but is commensal in nature. The laminated
disk on top of the head, by which they attach themselves
to the skin of the shark—as the small boy fastens his leather
sucker to the brick—although giving so tenacious a hold
that it is difficult to detach it, slides about on the skin of
the shark from belly to back (in which position the
remora is upude down), and from head to tail, like a
piece of well greased machinery. The common position
of the remora, however, is on the belly of the shark.
During one summer at the Wood's Holl station there

was a shark about three feet long in one of the aquaria,
with three remoris, each about one foot long, attached to

it. When the remoras became hungry they would work
up under the shark's throat and move about restlessly,

and the shark would appear to be looking around anxi-
ously for its accustomed allowance of food. The shark's

meal would be two or three pieces of fi3h about the size

of a man's fist, or several fish five or six inches long. No
sooner did the shark's teeth close on the fish than the
remoras were all activity, seizing the fragments or tearing
mouthfuls from its very jaws with the greatest voracity.

Sometimes one would detach itself, dart off and catch a
small fish, returning at once to its place on the shark to

eat it.

Whatever the relations existing between them, they
are perfectly harmonious. To the teleologist there can
be no fitter illustration of adaptation. The mouth of the
shark is underneath. On the other hand the under jaw
of the remora is rjrotruding, an(j Jts mouth opening
upward is perfectly adapted for feeding from the mouth
of the shark.

SPOT OR LAFAYETTE FISH.

Reference has been made to the addition of a lot of spot

to the collection at Central Station. They prove to be
exceedingly hardy, being very easy to transport and live

well in the aquaria. They will eat raw beef chopped
fine (also oysters, clams, etc.), but seem to enjoy soda
cracker equally well. One of them, about 5 or 6in. long,

had a great gash on one side and a less severe one on the
other, evidently inflicted by the teeth of a bluefish or
squeteague. The gash was fully three-quarters of an
inch long and gaped open at least half an inch, and was
at least a quarter of an inch deep. I would have consid-

ered it a mortal wound, but it has wholly healed up,
leaving a disfiguring scar. Another one has suffered a
severe injury when quite young and is a hunchback.

GIZZARD SHAD.

Three specimens of gizzard shad have adorned an
aquarium since Oct. 3. They were somewhat bruised
and the fins were considerably abraded when they ar-

rived. Although there was no expectation of keeping
them, as it has been generally considered impossible to

keep them, or any of the family, in aquaria, they have
steadily improved in appearance and are now in fine con-
dition, all traces of bruises and congested blood having
disappeared, and the fins having healed up. They eat
raw beef scraped fine and soda cracker. They will eat

very little while under observation, but a considerable
amount of food disappears during the night. In a fresh-

water aquarium they would have been attacked by fun-
gus and have speedily died. Wm. P. SEAL.

Fire Weed for Trout Lines.—Judge James G. Swan,
of Port Townsend, Washington, informs us that the In-

dians at Vancouver use the fiber of the common fire weed
(Epilobium augustifolium) for making an excellent quality

of trout lines. The fiber is very tough and lines made
from it are strong and durable.

Seines, Nets of every description. American Net & Twine Co.,
Mfrs., 34 Commercial st. Boston, or 199 Fulton St., N. Y.—A.dv.
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LAKE TAHOE TROUT.
FROM Mr. Max Heilbronner, the genial secretary of the

Alaska Commercial Company, we have late reports

about the trout fishing in Tahoe Lake and other lakes in

the vicinity. Mr. H. went over from San Francisco with
some friends early in July, and the party had great suc-

cess with the trolling spoon, using minnows for bait.

Artificial flies were seldom used. In the latter part of

June and early in July the fishing is good. During
August, owing to the abundance of minnows, the trout

will not take the fly. In September the sport is fairly

satisfying, but nothing extra. Indians have made a great

deal of trouble by using traps in Tahoe Lake; this drain

on the supply, however, has been checked. The fishing

varies from year to year. Mr. Martin and Mr. Lydell, of

Yanks, Cal., are fishermen who furnish the hotels with
trout and take parties out. Boats holding four persons
are furnished at from $2 to $5 per day, this including
hues and bait. The Tallac House charges $3 per day.
McKinney's rates are $13 per week. Fallen Leaf Lake,
Floating Island Lake and Cascade Lake contain the
Tahoe species, but fishing is best in Lake Tahoe. Emer-
ald Bay and Carnelian Bay are lo rely sheets of water
near by. The route from San Francisco is by the Central
Pacific to Truckee, stage to Tahoe City, and boat to hotel.

The beautiful trout above referred to is figured in Forest
and Stream of April 4, 1889. In June and September all

the individuals found in the San Francisco markets were
moderately small

;
perhaps at some other season large ex-

amples may still be observed.

The Metabetchouan. — Westerly, R. I., Oct. 28.—
Editor Forest and Stream: In a recently published
communication concerning the winnanish fishing in the
Metabetchouan River, I noticed a rather startling series

of catches, claimed to be that of a single rod. The score
given was composed of a series of catches by four rods,

one of which was mine, with twenty-four fish to its

credit, in three outings, which weighed at the house
several hours after being caught, Si^lbs., viz., three of
llf, seven of 28, fourteen of 49i. Now, I am only too
pleased to hear of a brother's good luck in your eagerly
read columns, but when such a glaring misstatement is

given, one who knows the truth is apt to think it an
advertising scheme. To be sure the fishing in the river
is good, but in obtaining it one must take some very hard
tramps and put up with miserable food on his return
home at night. Give good trails to the pools and good
food and one could ask for nothing better. A. word to
the wise, etc.—Edwin R. Lewis, M.D.

Where the KingfishersWould Have Fared Better.
—Alpena, Mich., Oct. 19.—One can never tire of reading
such papers as those contributed by "Kingfisher." I
think his description of that tussel with the muscalonge
the most perfect pen-picture I ever read, as one almost
imagines that he is doing it himself. But he seemed to
have poor luck with black bass on Echo Lake. If he
had been on some of our lakes back here, he would have
found plenty. Another gentleman and myself with two
youngsters caught in five days 659 black bass and 37 pike
and muscalonge, all of which we turned loose in the
lake as soon as landed except what we wanted for eat-
ing of course. It is a day's journey by buckboard to
reach those lakes, but the roads are not bad in summer.
-H. B.

Trout Fishing from San Diego, Cal.—The nearest
trout fishing is sixty miles northeast of San Diego, at
Polar or Smith Mountain. A gentleman went there in
the latter part of June and caught 23, averaging about
lOin. in length. There are no trout south of this locality
in San Diego county. All the streams except those in
the mountains dry up in summer; even San Diego River
does so and water is collected in wells sunk in the river
and pumped by engines into reservoirs, from which it is

piped to the city.—J. C. Van Hook.

The Opaii in California.—We have received from a,

correspondent in San Francisco a photograph of a fish
previously unknown to the Califoinia coast and entirely
strange to all who saw it. Upon examining the print we
recognized the species as the opah (Lampris guttatus),
which is occasionally found about the British Isles, rarely
in the western Atlantic, and more frequently in Japanese
seas. The. California example weighed 701bs., and was
caught about October, 188S, in Balenas Bay.

Large Thimble-eye Macicerel.—A fine looking thim-
ble-eye mackerel (Scomber pneumatophoms) seen in San
Francisco recently weighed 31bs., which is far above the
weight of the largest individuals of the same species in
the Atlantic, as far as our observation goes.

Potomac Bass.—Bass fishing in the Potomac is afford-
ing good returns and the proportion of large fish is much
greater than usual. Hancock and Sir John's Run are
favorite localities, but there is fine fishing all the way up
to Woodmont.

Holbricot or Amber Fish.—In San Francisco the
amber fish or amber jack (Seriola lalandi) is styled hol-
bricot by dealers in Clay street market.

^mlfcuUnr^

LATE APPEARANCE OF SHAD.—On Oct. 5, Mr
Thomas Reynolds caught a female shad weighing 3lbs. in
the Susquehanna River, near Havre de Grace, Md. The
eggs were so ripe that they ran out of the fish. This is said
to be a very unusual occurrence and may have been due to
the extraordinary season of cold and wet weather. Shad
are caught at the mouth of the Potomac late in the summer
and may be taken fresh at Leonardtown and other places
all summer in certain years. We believe that this and
other anadromous fishes will be discovered in Chesapeake
Bay when diligent investigation of the winter habitat of
our economic species has been completed. On the Califor-
nia coast shad are to be found in the brackish water of the
bays during the winter months. From December to Feb-
ruary some very large ones are captured in gill nets of Skin
mesh, set for salmon.

EFFECTS OF SEWAGE IN RIVERS.—At the recent
Sanitary Conference in Worcester, Mr. Willis Bund, chair-
man of the Severn Fishery Board, read an important paper
on the standards of pitrity for effluents from sewage works.
He charged that experiments, with the exception of the
York, were limited to streams containing only members of
the carp family (Cijprinid(e), and related chiefly to the in-
troduced goldfish, which is one of the hardiest members of
this family. Tests which are satisfactory when applied to
this fish do not prove anything with regard to the salmon
family, whose genera are lovers of purity, and avoid filth

even at the expense of forsaking their birthplace. Mr. Bund
reasons that the presence of goldfish, roach and other coarse
minnows at the mouths of sewage effluents is no guarantee
that salmon and trout will continue to inhabit the contami-
nated waters, and he urges the necessity of establishing the
proper standard of purity with reference to the actual deni-
zens of each stream.
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 5 to 7—First Dog Show of the Conlinental Kennel Club
at Denver, Col. L. A. Weston, Secretary.

Jan. 6 to II, 1890.—Annual Dog Show of the Michigan State
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Bay City, Mich. W. F.
Brace, Seeretai-y-
3m. 13 to 18, 1890.—First Annual Dog Show of the Georgia Pet

Stock and Bench Show Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Von-
derleith. Secretary.
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 11 to 14, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, American Institute Building, New York. James
Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 11 to 14, 1890.—Second Annual Dos Show of the Rochester

Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 26 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dok Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
A pi il 1 to 4, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J". W. Newman, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

Nov. 4.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Indiana Kennel Club.
P. T. Madison. Secretary, Indianapolis. Ind.
Nov. H.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel Club,

at Chatham, Ont. C. A. Stone, Secretary, London. Ont.
Nov. 11.—First Annual Field Trials (foxhounds) of the Bruns-

wick Fur Club, on the Albany Hills, South Paris, Me. Mr. J. H.
Baird, Secretary, Auburndale, Mass.
Nov. 18.—Eleventh Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.
Nov. 22 —Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Robins Island Club,

for members only. Walter L. Wellington, Secretary, Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Deo. 2.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club,

at Lexington, N. C. O. H. Odeli, Secretary, Mill's Building, New
York, N. Y.
Dec. 18.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Amory, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at Bakersfleld, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313
Bush si reel . San Francisco. Cal.
Jan. 27, 1890.—All-Day Field Trials, at West Point, Miss. F. R.

Hitchcock, 44 Broadway, New York, Secretary.
Feb. 11, 1890.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. ThomaB, Secretary.

"POH PR1NNEH."
DODGER, has become an old dog. The salubrious climate

of Pine Hill fails to restore bis youth. He goes around
with a stiff, mai'tial bearing. He refrains from altercations
and avoids those rude, boisterous curs that sidle and jostle
and infringe on his dignity, He never evinces surprise nor
betrays himself into a hasty movement. He loves repose.
He refuses now to accompany Kellup in bis rambles further
thau the brow of the hill, where he can look back at the
house. When requested to come further, he wags his tail
in a decrepit way and barks. Then Kellup concludes not to
climb the bars, but settles on a flat stone instead, and plucks
a spray of spearmint to crush out its odor, while the dog
stretches on the grass with his head averted from the ex-
pected lecture. He is not disappointed. The old gentleman
touches severely on the facts that he never would" "travel to
heel" nor under a wagon, and never retrieved a bird nor
even pointed one in his life; nor ever did a thing a man
might be proud of, but often brought derision on his master.
When Dodger barked expostulatihgly at this, Kellup

could not fail to notice how mournfully hollow it sounded,
and how gray the muzzle had grown, and how well it
matched the eyebrows, and how bad the coat was getting—
rusty and unkempt. He tried to joke it off. and declared he
would shave the dog in artistic style, with a lion's mane
and a beautiful tuft on the tail, but concluded Susan
wouldn't allow it. Then he indulged in comparisons, and
recalled how the dog used to come panting, with tortuous
wrigglings and convolutions, after describing great circum-
ferences at full speed. He wound up with some reflections
on the character of Maria Muzzey for ever bestowing such a
nickname on the dog.

'•' A great name," said he, " for a sporting dog. Might do
very well for apoodle." Then, with intense disgust, "Prin-
ney!" said he, "Pore Prinney!" But he couldn't say it

just like Maria, for his teeth were not gone iu the same
place. The truth was, she had bestowed this name onDodger
in memory of a pet long deceased, and claimed it was quite
as appropriate, for she never knew him dodge anything, not
even the broom sweeping the fireplace, and she said he
would lie in the sand and make wagons turn out. So she
persisted.
One morning Dodger refused bis breakfast, and Maria

made him a bed of nice sweet hay in the stall. Toward
noon Susan tried him in vain with a tidbit, so Maria trudged
off to the village without a word. On her return, an hour
later, she unwrapped a brown paper, and proceeded to broil
a piece of sirloin over the kitchen fire. She dressed it with
butter, and was greatly pleased when Dodger mouthed it a
little. When Kellup came home, toward evening, he found
her where she had been all afternoon, beside the dog, with
her rocking-chair and knitting, " to keep him company/'
That night she made an excuse to stay up late, and after

the old folks had retired she quietly hung a lantern on the
side of the house where the rays would shine through the.
barn door. In the morning when Kellup came down to
breakfast she responded to his salutation, "Oh, poh Prinneh

!

poh Prinneh ! he's dade." Jefferson Scribb.

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS FOX CLUB.—The West-
ern Massachusetts Fox Club will hold their annual hunt at
Chester, Mass., Nov. 13 and 14. On the evening of the first
day a dinner will be given by the club to the guests. Pol-
lowing is a list of the officers of the club: Pres., Geo. W.
Romback; Vice-Pres.. P. S. Gross; Sec, Dr. O. J. Shepard-
son; Treas., C. D. Smith; Ex. Com., Gurdon Bill, E. A.
Perkins, F M. Pease, R. B. Crane, R. M. Fairfield, Wm. M.
Williams, J. H. Casey, F. S. Hagar, E, T, Slocum and Dr. S.
C. Burton.

PAST AND PRESENT CONDITION OF THEA. K.C.
Editor Forest ami Stream:
In December, 1887, the Forest and Stream published an

editorial in which was questioned the financial condition of
the A. K. C. At that time I was chairman of the Stud Book
Committee, and I sent a letter to the Forest and Stream
on Jan. 7, 1887, which was published in their issue of Jan.
19, as follows:

I am very much surprised that you would permit the state-
ment to be made in your paper that the American Kennel Club
was indebted on account of the Stud Book, when the fact is that
the chib has paid all bills and now has $800 and over to Its credit
in bank. Again, it is not true that any money has ever been con-
tributed by individuals. The Stud Book has more than paid its
way, and the only money received has been for registration fees,
advertisements and for the book. I believe that next year we can
pay all expenses at 25 cents per dog.
Please also permit me to say that all this howl about "bulldoz-

ing" is more bosh. You might as well say that it is "bulldozing"
to have a bench show committee require an exhibitor to pay an
entry fee of $3 for each dog. The regis! ration of dogs is to pre-
serve the pedigree. The giving of bench shows is not for the pur-
pose of making money; the object is to encourage and improve,
the breeding of dogs. Just look at the contest now going on in
your own paper over the breeding of the beagle Kino. If this
Rule 2 had been in force when this dog was first exhibited the
breeding would have then been settled.

I hope m the next issue of your paper that you will correct the
statement you have made in regard to the financial condition of
the club; and I will say that if you doubt my statement of tbe
same, if you will send Mr. Hammond or an accredited reporter
for your paper to the office of the A. K. C, No. 44 Broadway, I

will take pleasure in showing him expense account, bank account
and all of the accounts of every name and nature, vouchers,etc.,
of the Stud Book Committee.
I do not charge that you have knowingly made this misstate-

ment, but believe that you have been imposed upon.
C. J. Peshald, Chairman Stud Book Committee.

New York, Jan. 7.

1 was then of opinion that the fee for registration in the
Stud Book could be reduced to tweuty-five cents, and that
the Stud Book could be made self-sustaining. The Forest
AND Stream accepted my invitation and the books and the
accounts of every name and nature were opened for their
inspection. The inspection was made by Mr. Reynolds, one
of the. editors of the Forest and Strkam, and a bookkeeper
whom he brought with him. A few days after this inspec-
tion was made, Mr. Vredenburgh, who was the theu secre-
tary, sent the following statement to the Forest and
Stream, which was published in due course Jan. 26, 1888.

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENSES OF THE A. K. C. S. B. FOR
THE YEAR ENDING DEO. 31, 1887.

Receipts.

Received dues from A. K. C. members (not used for
Stud Book purposes. . * $238.35

" Entries for Vol. IV 1,089.50
Advertisements, Vol. IV , Parts I., II., III.

(Part IV. not yet due) 469.25
" Subscribers. Vol. IV 221.00
" Cash sales, Vol. IV., Parts I., IL, and HI.,

(Part IV. not yet published) 213.50
" Cash sales, Vol. I., II. , and III 76.03
" Tabulated pedigrees 110.00
" Donation for a bookcase 10.00
" Fees, charged for collections .65-

$2,453.15
Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1S88 $650.04

Expenses.

Paid for Club expenses from A. K. C. dues $58.27
Librarian of Congress, Copyright 4.00
Fees charged by bank for collections 6.50
Petty expenses (telegrams, express, etc.) 8.03
Gas bills H.19
Postage stamps 67.75
Office furniture 57.95
Paid for Vols. I., 11. and 111 59.50
Office rent 164.58
Printing Stud Book, Part L, H and III. (including

a new issue of Vol. II. and 5,000 copies of the
bench shows edition, distributed at the. spring
shows for the benefit of advertisers) 954.74

Salary of Secretary 41)0.00

Balance on hand _ 650.04

$2,453.15

Now, it appears from this statement that during the year
1887 the Stud Book was issued quarterly, and that the
entii'e cost of the issue and publication and the costs of the
A. K. C, including expenses of every name and nature, as
well as 5,000 copies of the Stud Book, as appears by the re-
port, which was pixblished and given away as stated in the
report, amouuted, all told, to the sum of 81,803.11; so that
the dog men and breed ei's of this country during that year
received the benefits derived from the A. K. C. for that sum.
During that year we had to contend against the rival regis-
ter, the A. K. M., which was being published and backed
with all of the influence of the Forest and Stream. In ad-
dition to that we had to pay very much more for the work
of registration, for the reason that very few dogs had sire
and dam previously registered, and consequently the pedi-
grees were extended as far as possible, also all winnings
were given as well, and the cost then of registration was
very much more than the present cost, for the reason that
most of the dogs now offered for registration have their sires
and dams registered and all that is necessary in such cases
is to give the name of sire and dam, and Stud Book num-
ber, breeder, owner and date of birth.
During this year Rule 2, requiring compulsory registra-

tion, had not been passed, and dogs could be shown without
being registered. Also we must take into consideration
that the A. K. C. commenced the year with only thirteen
clubs, local members, and ended with nineteen, and not-
withstanding all these facts we find that the A. K, C. only
collected for the entire year the sum of §3,453.15, as appears
from the treasurer's report above submitted. And in addi-
tion thereto, from an examination of the. treasurer's report
made at the last meeting held Sept. 18, 1889, that the secre-
tary now has of the quarterly parts of the volumn for the
year 18S7, 703 copies, which he enters as assets valued at
$351.50, and I have no doubc but what $300 worth have been
sold since the publication of the secretary's report for 1887;
consequently we find that the club for that year, while it
perhaps was not governed or had in its possession "health,
wealth and wisdom," was yet willing to not only make a
detailed report but to invite and stand the critical examina-
tion of its books and accounts by those engaged in a rival
publication. 1888 was the trying year, for we not only had
to contend against the A. K. R., and the influence of the
Forest and Stream, with a vigorous opposition made by
that paper against Rule 2, but an opposition club sprang
into existence, numbering nearly 300 members, which in-
eluded among their number many of the most prominent
breeders in the country, and two of our most prominent
club members resigned, namely, the New Haven and Boston
clubs; yet with all this opposition we find that the Stud Book
prospered and flourished, and when the year closed all bills
of every name and nature were paid out of the actual income
earned by the club, and a balance was left in the treasury.
The Stud Book had appeared regularly each quarter, and
the following stock accumulated during the year: Volume
V., 498 copies, valued at $349, as will appear by the secre-
tary's report made at the last meeting, was on hand and
paid for, besides many numbers of this volume which had
been sold by the club since publication. We also find that
the club membershi p had increased during this year from
nineteen to thirty-five, and that the opposition club was
practically dead, and that through my many interviews and
efforts made with Mr. Grioneli, of the Forest and Stream
Publishing Co. . Mr. Grinnell, through Dr. Perry, offered the
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A. K. It. to the A. K. C. for the sum of $500, which offer

was shortly after accepted by the A. K. C, and the rival

register ceased to exist. The above is a short history of the
workings and actions of the A. K. C. under the old consti-

tution, and which gave to the breeders quarterly their Stud
Book and a substantial and equivalent return for the
moneys which they paid into the A. K. C, and this brings
us down to the year 18S9.

Shortly before the beginuing of 1889 the delegates and the
A. K. C. abandoned the practical aud substantial registra-

tion which had been inaugurated and by putting into force

a new constitution and set of rules providing for an annual
publication of the Stud Book, and the publication of a
monthly Kennel Gazette, as well as the admission of what
are now known as associate members. Under this constitu-
tion a reckless and extravagant management has been in-

augurated, an advisory committee has been created, two
editor secretaries have been employed, one secretary editor
for the Stud Book at a salary of St.000 per annum, the other
secretary of the A. K. C. and editor of the Kennel Gazette
at a salary of $1,500 per annum, typewriters, stenographers,
expensive offices, and with a costly and expensive publica-
tion to bring out monthly, which, with the exception of the
two advertisements which appear upon the front and back
cover, is of no earning capacity whatever except what it re-

ceived from the dog men and breeders, and to whom it is of

no utility whatever, while to some it is a detriment, for

many of the breeders have placed advertisements in this

Kennel Gazette without the expectation of receiving any
return whatever therefrom, excepting the object to assist

and sustain the club. We now find that since this new con-
stitution went into force aud the inauguration of the reck-
less aud costly management, which must necessarily follow
under the present constitution and rules, that for the first

eight months of this year the dog men and breeders have
already paid in about -$6,000, and the officers have expended
about the same amount, yet we have no Stud Book or even
the sign of one, aud notwithstanding this great expenditure
and cost to the bleeder, the Stud Book Committee have in-

creased their demands 100 per cent, upon the breeders, and
after Jan. 1 next, the breeder must pay to register his dog in

the Stud Book for the sum of one dollar.

I earnestly hope that the local clubs will at once take this
matter in hand and that at the next annual meeting we pro-
ceed to adopt a new constitution for the A. K. C. and rules
which will provide aud give to the dog breeders in this
country a Stud Book published every three months, and a
uniform system of bench show rules for the government of

clubs.
This can now be done by a concerted action of the local

clubs, and t he breeders will be enabled under a conservative
and economical management to have their dogs registered
at a cost not exceeding 25 cents and a stud book which at
the end of the year should not exceed $1.50. The associate
membership should be done away with, and if these gentle-
men are interested in dog matters they should be required
to obtain that interest through the local clubs where they
reside, for it is this local interest which builds up, improves
and encourages the breeding of good dogs. If the breeders
have any money to spare, let it be used within their own
clubs iu promoting bench shows, and thereby they can enjoy
themselves much of the "health, wealth and wisdom'' which
is now experienced only at 44 Broadway. Peshall.
Jersey Citt, N. .T., Oct. 21.

BRUNSWICK FUR CLUB FIELD TRIALS.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The first annual field trials for foxhounds of the Bruns-

wick Fur Club will be held at the Albany Hills, Me., com-
mencing Nov. 11, and continuing every fair day thereafter
till the various classes have been run off. This is the first

instance in New England, that I am aware of, where hona
fide field trials for foxhounds have been inaugurated, ami
the Brunswick Fur Club claims the honor of instituting
them. Dtiring the early part, of October several members of
the club went to the Albany Hills with a few choice hounds
to test them, and after five days' running were satisfied that
foxes were plentiful and ran nicely, and that good accom-
modations for the members of the club could be had at rea-
sonable rates. The object of these field trials is the improve-
ment of the stock of hounds; and careful observations will
be taken during the races for future benefit. It is expected
that about thirty members of the club will be present, and
sixty or seventy hounds.
The club, in its desire to ascertain the best type of fox-

hound, will probably put up a purse of $100 this winter on
a pack of six dogs selected from the club's kennels, and
challenge any other pack of six dogs iu the United States,
they to be backed by the same amount, for the best three in
five races, the winning pack to take all the stakes. These
races will probably take place in February at the New
Meadows, Me., where dogs can run all clay, and pluck and
endurance gain the victory.
Our Southern fox-hunters are especially requested to at-

tend our meets and bring some of their best dogs. The
officers of the club are as follows: President, H. C. Newell.
Ashburnham, Mass.; Vice-President, R. t>. Perry, Brain-
tree, Mass.; L. O. Dennison, Waltham. Mass.: A. McDonald,
Rockland, Me.; Secretary, J. H. Baird, Auburndale, Mass.;
Treasurer, Henry Stetsoe, Brunswick, Me.; Directors of
Hunts, Ed Thomas, New Meadows, Me.: Dr. A. C. Heffen-
ger, Portsmouth, N. H.; C. H. Greenleaf, Bath, Me.; A, M.
Gerry, South Paris, Me.: Geo. Russell, Fall River, Mass.:
W. S. Perry, Worcester, Mass.
Further information regarding the field trials, rules gov-

erning trials or anything pertaining to the meet can be had
of the secretary. PlSCATAQUA.
Portsmouth, N. H., Oct. 26.

THE GORDON SETTER CLUB.
"TVTEW YORK, Oct. 26.—Editor Forest and Stream: Re-
_1_M ferring to the communication in your issue of Oct. 24,
dated St. Louis, Oct. 15, aud signed J". Whitaker, M. D., I
will merely state that, what was originally stated is still
adhered to. Several members of this club, among the num-
ber the undersigned, did not think the club had been
properly managed and that a change in the executive body
would prove beneficial. The attempt was made to induce
the committee to postpone action for sixty days in the
matter of the election. This was not done, but the election
was held and the old officers were re-elected. How this
election can be valid under the constitution remains for the
future to decide. The need of a revision of the constitution
was urged which the present executive committee of three
may determine to do in the ensuing year. Thus it is easy
to perceive that my mission in this regard has ended aud
the efforts made have proved fruitless. For me to attempt
to answer the many personal insinuations or innuendoes
that might emanate from the possibly fertile brain of Dr.
Whitaker would be useless, or for me to enter into a dis-
cussion on many other matters referred to by him which are
not at all pertinent to the original subject is not my busi-
ness, as the subject which originated my first open letter
has been disposed of. All further communications from
Dr, Whitaker will be treated with silence. In conclusion I
will say that it is my earnest hope that the Gordon Setter
Club may prosper and that the management for the ensuing
year will be less open to criticism than for the past.

John H. Meter.

INFECTION AND DISINFECTION.
f"pHE disinfection of kennels is a matter of such import-
JL ance that it is remarkable that the subject should be so
little understood; or rather that so mauy of those intrusted
with the care of kennels should have so little idea as to
what is really required in a disinfectant. Absence of smell,
or possibly the substitution of one odor for another, is con-
sidered by many to be the one thing needed to secure free-

dom from disease.
"Clean sawdust and fresh air is all I use," said the owner

of a noted kennel recently, "aud I want nothing more. 1

have been here four years, and have never had a case of dis-

temper, so I am perfectly satisfied." Happy, thrice happy
owner. But he never shows puppies, and he does not adver-
tise his stud dogs, the use of wnich is permited only in the
case of personal friends. And then the bitches are isolated
long enough to allow of sufficient observation to insure the
detection of any signs of infectious disease. It is entirely
due to the wisdom of these arrangements that clean saw-
dust, and fresh air alone are needed iu these keuuels. All
that has been necessary was to deodorize the kennels, and
cleanliness and fresh air will do that most thoroughly.
Some of our most popular disinfectants rest their reputa-

tion simply and solely on the makers' claim to produce
something similar to fresh air, or, better still, to sea breezes.
The chemical combinations are really deodorizers, substi-
tuting a pleasant odor'for an offensive one. A disinfectant
to be reliable must be a germicide, that is, it must be capable
of destroying germ life in every stage aud in every form.
These "sea breeze" producers will doubtless destroy some
forms of germ life, but not when diluted as in common use.
In other words they will not destroy germs unless they are
used in such strength that they will also destroy or at "least

injure the coat, or the skin, or the clothing in which the
germs are lodged.
To understand what is needed in a disinfectant we must

know something of the life history of the germs that cause
the diseases which we desire to banish from our homes, our
stables and our kennels. To show this briefly aud plainly
is the object of this article, and we propose to deal fully,
later, with the question of disinfection, and to examine
briefly the claims of some of the preparations in common
use as disinfectants.
In the early days of surgical practice there was a large

percentage of deaths from the mortification of wounds.
But our surgeons soon discovered that this was largely due
to dirtj and they at ouce set about, minimizing the risk of
mortification by protecting all wounds from contact with
dirt. This was no easy matter, for the air, as we know, is

laden with dust, aud we are constantly and inevitably in
contact, with minute particles of dirt, although we can only
see them in bright sunshine. But it is important to note
that long before the germ theory of putrefaction and dis-

ease was mooted English surgeons had adopted such pre-
cautions against dirt that serious cases of mortification were
reduced to a minimum.
They had discovered that dirt was fatal, and they guarded

against, it accordingly, but why it was fatal few of them
suspected. The first step toward a knowledge of the germ
theory was the discovery of the yeast plant, iu 1S86, by
Cagniard de la Tour. Prior to that the belief was current
that all epidemic diseases were caused by what is called
malaria, and this was supposed to be organic matter in a
state of decay. It was supposed that this matter was capa-
ble of absorption into the body through the lungs, or skin,
or stomach, and that it had the power of spreading in the
body thus invaded the destructive process by which it was
itself assailed.
Yeast was commonly mentioned as an illustration of this,

as it was supposed to be a visible exhibition of matter in a
state of decomposition, capable of propagatiug indefinitely
its own decay. Why should not a particle of rotten malaria
in the human body set up a similar action ?

Cagniard de la Tour gave an uuexpected answer to this
query by proving the existence of the yeast plant, a« living
organism, which, when placed iu proper position, feeds aud
grows and propagates itself, and in this way carries on
the process which we now know as fermentation—what, had
hitherto been considered a process of decay was in reality a
form of active, life.

Schwann, of Berlin, discovered the yeast plant about the
same time, and early iu 188? he made the announcement of
a uother aud equally important discovery. This was the fact
that decoctions of meat, etc., when protected from the action
of ordinary air, could be kept for any length of time with-
out putrefaction. Calcined air could be admitted freely to
the decoctions without any bad result. Putrefaction, then,
said Schwann, is caused not by the air, but by something iu
the air, something which could be destroyed by heat.
Helmholtz, Ure and Pasteur had already arrived at similar

conclusions from different experiments, and further re-
searches by Schultze, by Schroeder, by Dusch, and by others
led to similar results. It was therefore established beyond
doubt that the decay of dead matter, animal and vegetable,
was due not to the action of dirt, nor of t he air, nor of gases,
as had sometimes been maintained, but to living organisms
resting iu the dirt or floating in the air. These organisms
settling on dead matter and reproducing themselves with
marvelous rapidity, speedily consumed the tissues thus in-
vaded, aud produced the result which we call decay.
Side by side with these experiments, and supported and

confirmed by their results, came the theory that many of
the most deadly diseases that inflict men and animals were
also due to germs floating in the air and capable of repro-
ducing within the body after absorption a form of parasitic
life which would in its turn reproduce the original disease.
The strength of the theory consisted mainly for many years
in the well-known fact that each disease would reproduce
itself infallibly time after time. Just as wheat reproduces
wheat so small-pox would cause small-pox, cholera would
cause cholera, and scarlet fever would cause scarlet fever.
Each disease would in fact reproduce itself with as much
certainty as if it were a dog or a cat.
Sir Joseph Lister was the first to apply the knowledge

gained by Schwann and others as to dead matter to the liv-
ing tissues of those suffering from surgical or other wouuds,
and thus revolutionized the art of surgery. By surrounding
the wounds with a spray of carbolic acid he destroyed the
germs which would otherwise cause mortification and death.
This was the first application of the principle of disinfection,
and its efficiency is entirely due to the fact that the carbolic
acid destroys the germs that would cause the form of disease
known as mortification.
While Lister and his followers were perfecting their anti-

septic treatment of wounds, others were working steadily
at the germ theory of the causation of disease, the artificial
cultivation of the Baeillis anihracls under microscopic ob-
servation being, we believe, the first great achievement in
this field. To Professor Koch belongs the honor of having
defined this most formidable microbe, although he did not
actually discover it. As early as 1850 Davaine and Rayer
had observed microscopic rods in the blood of animals that
had died from splenic fever, but they made no use of their
observation, and took no further steps in the matter until
thirteen years later. Then Davaine's attention was again
drawn to the matter by Pasteur's researches, and after some
further investigations he stated that these rods were the
cause of the fever. But nothing came of this, for these
rods lost their potency in a few months, and it was a well-
known fact that the contagium of anthrax would hang
round sheds and layers for years.
In 1875 Dr. Koch, while holding a small appointment near

Breslau, took up the study of anthrax, and cultivated these
rods under microscopic observation. During a period of

thirty hours the rods developed into a totally different form
which had not previously been noticed by any microscopist,
and this form was found to retain its virulence for any
length of time. In 1876 Professor Koch published a paper
giving the results of his experience, and this paper at once
gave an impulse to other workers. Pasteur, who had pre-
viously investigated the matter without definite result,
now resumed his experiments, and by attenuating the virus
obtained his vaccine for splenic fever.
The virulence of this disease may be estimated from some

statistics. In Russia, where the disease is known as the
Siberian plague, it formerly wrought fearful havoc. In
one province in one year the disease carried oil' 100,000 cattle
and sheep, while more than 800 persons died from malignant
pustule, the name by which the disease is known in human
beings. Anthrax was also terribly destructive in Egypt
Spain, Italy and France. In the latter country the loss in
some years amounted to from fifteen to twenty millions of
francs.
The contagium of this disease, as already noted, would

lurk in sheds and in pastures for years, and then break out
afresh when cattle came upon the scene. Professor Koch
kept some of his virus, dried and pulverized, for four years,
and then found it as absolutely fatal aswhen fresh from the
fever-stricken animal. But M. Pasteur rendered this mur-
derous virus not only harmless to life. but. a sure protection
against the disease, which has now lost, its chief terrors.
The virus of distemper is now being cultivated by Mr.

Everett Millais and other gentlemen with a view to its atten-
uation for protective purposes. It will, therefore, be well to
refer briefly to the theory underlying vaccination.
When a log of wood or a bundle of wheat or barley straw

is burned, a certain amount of mineral matter is found in
the ash. This amount is very small in comparison with the
bulk of the block or the straw, but it is absolutely essential
to the growth. When a soil is exhausted of its mineral con-
stituents it is well known that no crop will grow. The
germs that cause specific diseases require certain constitu-
ents to support their life, just as surely as wheat or barley,
or any other plant. It is, therefore, easy to understand how
one crop of germs may so exhaust the blood and tissues as
to make it impossible for a second crop to exist. The soil is
exhausted, and until the lost constituent is restored the
body is effectually protected against any further attack of
the same disorder.

It is important to remember that a mild or attenuated
form of the virus may suffice to exhaust the "soil." and that
the more highly destructive virus may afterward be intro-
duced without any bad result. Briefly, this is the whole
secret of vaccination.
We have now followed step by step some of the researches

of science into the means of infection. Our case would be
immeasurably strengthened were it possible for us to deal
properly with M. Pasteur's work, which far exceeds that of
all other microseopists put together in extent and in its
marvellous achievements. But we have said enough to give
a fair idea of what science, has actually done in this field in
the last thirty years or so. And what has been achieved
already, affords the strongest, possible hope for the future.
We believe the day is not far distant when science will do

for puppies what nature does for older dogs by protecting
them from distemper. Meantime, for that and for mange,
thorough disinfection must be our sheet anchor.
Amoug the diseases of dogs few are more common than

that which is termed mange, and certainly there is none
which is less understood generally. -Almost every skin
disease passes under its head, although there are two, and
only two. kinds of mange. Neither is very common,
and one is rarely met with. The most common is the
"sarcoptic mange," the actual existing cause of which
is a very minute and almost microscopic insect. This
parasite draws nourishment from the skin and causes in-
tense itching, which, in turn, incites scratching and develops
the disease known as eczema. The male insect remains on
or near the surface of the skin, while the female digs into
the deeper and softer layers,and burrows until she dies,which
is generally in three or four months. Along the tunnel
which she makes she deposits one egg after another, block-
ing up the passage with them. The number of eggs which
one female lays is near fifty. The young are hatched in
about two weeks. As soon as they are sufficiently developed
and are released from the furrows, they run over the surface,
and the females among them, after union with the males,
begin to tunnel like their mothers before them. The itching
occasioned by these parasites is intolerable. Around the
furrows made by them there forms, first, small pimples,
which soon change to vesicles and pustules; they discharge
a purulent matter, which dries into thick crusts. These
practically close up the furrows, but the itching causes the
sufferer to scratch, and by the nails the coveriugs are torn
off and the young insects set free. Unless effectual remedies
are applied this form of mange, as might be expected, grows
rapidly worse, aud large surfaces of skin are soon torn and
raw.
The other and more troublesome form, follicular mange,

is usually attributed to an animal parasite, the Aearus fol-
liculorum. But science has lately cast some doubt on this
matter, and it uow seems probable that this form of the
disease is really due to a vegetable mould. But in either
case, as the disease attacks the skin only, instead of invad-
ing the tissues, as in distemper, the proper remedy is disin-
fection, a matter which Ave hope to deal with thoroughly in
our next.—Merlin, in English Kennel Gazette.

AMERICAN COURSING CLUB.
[Special to Forest anil Stream. ]

REAT BEND, Kan., Oct. 29.—The meeting of the
VT Americau Coursing Club closed to-day. The weather
has been good and the attendance large. The. class of com-
peting dogs was exceptionally high. Mr. D. N. Heizer's
imported dog Trales won first in the All-Aged Stake; H. C.
Lowe's imported bitch White Lips second. In Derby Stake,
D. C. Luse's Lady Barton and Lady in Black took first and
second undivided. These puppies! both imported, are by
Trales out of Dick's Darling, and both are owned in Great
Bend. There is general satisfaction with the results of the
running. The judge was badly hurt by a fall from his
horse to-day, and Mr. B. Waters was also hurt by a fall.

E. H.

TRANSPORTATION TO THE FIELD TRIALS.
SARATOGA SPRINGS, Oct. 26.—Editor Forest and

Stream: Arrangements have been made with all north-
ern railroads for reduced rate of fare to all who attend the
field trials of the Eastern and Central clubs. By procuring
a certificate from the ticket agent at place of starting, return
ticket can be had upon presentation of the certificate at
High Point or Lexington, N. G, at one-third the regular
fare. Each person can also procure transportation for three
dogs, if entered for the field trials, by procuring a card from
Col. C. H. Odell, secretary of the Central Field Trial Club,
or from me. W. A. Coster, Secretary.

CANADIAN TRIALS.—London, Out., Oct. 26.—All the
arrangements are about completed for the Canadian Kennel
Club's field trials to be held at Chatham, Out., on Nov. 11
and succeeding days. It has been decided to keep open the
entries until Thursday, Nov. 8, as the time has been so short
for parties to work their dogs on quail before deciding about
entering. Entries should be made as soon as possible with
the secretary, C. A. Stone, London, Out.—C. A. Stoke.
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COURSING RULES.
ADOPTED BT THE EASTERN COURSING CLUB FOR THE GUID-

ANCE OF COURSING MEETINGS.

1. The Judge shall be appointed the night the drawing
takes place. The Slippe r find other field officers shall also

be appointed on the night of the draw.
2. Two weeks' notice shall be given of the day of the

drawing through the public press.

3. The drawing shall take place at least three days pre-

vious to the ruuniue. when the time and place of putting the

first brace of doss into the slips shall be declared. A card,

or counter bearihura corresponding num her shall be assigned

to each entry. These numbered cards or counters shall then
be placed toeether and drawn indiscriminately. This class-

ification once mad? shall not be disturbed throughout the
meeting, except for the purpose of guarding, or on account
of byesT Dogs whose positions on the card have been altered

in consequence of guarding or of byes, must return to their

original position in the next round, if guarding does not
prevent it.

4. GUARDING.—When more than one nomination in a
stake is taken in one name, the greyhounds, if bona /kZetbe
properly of the same owner, shall be guarded throughout,
This is always to be arranged, as far as possible, by bringing
up the dogs from below to meet those which are to be
guarded. This guarding is not, however, to deprive any dog
of a natural bye to which he may be entitled, either in the
draw or in running through the stake.

5. Byes.—A natural bye shall be gi\ en to the lowest avail-
able dog m each round. No dog shall run a second such bye
in any stake, unless it is unavoidable. When a dog is enti-

tled to a bye, either natural or accidental, his owner or nom-
inator may ran any greyhound he pleases to assist in the
course; provided, always, that in Sapling Stakes only a sap-
ling may be used, and in Puppy Stakes none older than a
puppy. But if it is proved totnesati faction of the Stewards
that no puppy can be found to run an accidental bye, the
owner shall have the power of substituting an old dog. No
dog shall run any bye earlier than his position on the card
entitles him to do so. The Judge shall decide whether
enough has been done to constitute a course, or whether it

must be run again. If at the commencement of any round
in a stake, one dng in each course has a bye, those byes shall
not be run, but the dogs shall take their places for the next
round as if the byes had been run

6. Postponement of A Meeting.—A meeting appointed
to take place on a certain day may, if a majority of the com-
mittee (and the Stewards, if appointed) consider the weather
unfavorable for coursing, be postponed from day to day; but
if the running does not commence within the current week,
all nominations shall be void, and the expenses shall be paid
by the subscribers, in proportion to the number of nomina-
tions taken by each, ]u the case of Produce Stakes, how-
ever, the original entries shall continue binding, if the
meeting is held at a later period of the season.

7. Taring Dogs to the Slips.—Every dog must be
brought to the slips in proper turn without delay, under a
penally of five dollars ($5). If absent for more than tfn
minutes (according to the report of any one of trie Stewards),
its opponent shall be entitled to claim the course, and shall
in that case run a bye. If both dogs be absent at the expira-
tion of teu minutes, the Steward shall have power to dis-
qualify both dogs, or to fine their owners any sum not ex-
ceeding twenty-five dollars ($25) each. No dogs shall be put
into the slips for a deciding course until thirty minutes
after the decision of the course in the previous round, with-
out the consent of its owners.

8. Control of Dogs in Slips.—The control of all mat-
ters connected with slipping the greyhounds shall rest with
the Stewards of a meeting. Owners or servants after deliver-
ing their dogs into the hands of the Slipper, may follow
close after them, but not so as to inconvenience the Slipper
or in any way interfere with the dogs, nor must they halloo
them on while ruuning, under a penalty of five dollars (#5).
Any greyhound found to be beyond control, may be loosed
out of the slips, and the course decided by the Rules of the
Club.

9. Greyhounds of Same Color to Wear Collars.—
When two greyhounds, drawn together, are of the same
color, they shall each wear a collar, and the owners shall be
subject to a penalty of one dollar ($1) for non-observance of
this rule, the collar to be red for the left-baud side, and
white for the right-hand side of the slips. After the first

round, the upper dog on the card for the day will be placed
on the left hand and the lower dog on the right of the slips.

10. Trie order to slip may be given by the Judge, or by a
Slip-Steward, or the .Stewards of a meeting may leave the
slip to the sole discretion of the Slipper. The length of slip
must necessarily vary with the nature of the ground, but
should never be less than eighty yards, and must be main-
tained of one uniform length, as far as possible, through
each stake.

11. The Slipper.—If one greyhound gets out of the slips,
the Slipper shall not let the other go. In the case of slips
breaking, and either or both dogs getting away in conse-
quence, the Slipper may call both dogs back and put them
again in the slips at t he discretion of the Stewards.

12. The Judge shall be subject to the general rules which
may be established by the E-isWn Coursing Club for
his guidance. He shall, on the termination of each course,
immediately deliver his decision aloud, aud shall not r( call
or reverse his decision, on any pretext whatever, after it has
been declared; but no decision shall be delivered until the
Judge is perfectly satisfied that the course is absolutely
terminated.

13. The Judge shall decide all courses upon the one uni-
form principle that the greyhound which does the most
toward killing the hare, during the continuance of the
course, is to be declared the winner. The principle is to be
carried out by estimating the value of the work done by
each greyhouud, as seen by him, upon a balance of points,
according to the scale hereafter laid down, from which also
are to be deducted certain specified allowances and penalties
—all raw s to be run by courses.

14. The points of the courses are;
a. Speed—Wbicb shall be estimated as one, two or three

points, according to tUe degree of superiority shown. (See
definition a below.)

b. The Go-By.—Two points, or if gained on the outer cir-
cle, three points.

c. The Turn,—One point.
d. The Wrench— Haifa point.
e. The Kill—Two points, or in a descending scale in

proportion to the degree of merit, displayed in that kill,
which may be of no value.

/. The Trip.—One point.

definition of points,
a. In estimating the value of speed to the hare, the judge

must take into account the several forms in which it may be
displayed, viz.:

I. Where in the run up a clear lead is gained by one of
the dogs, iu which case one, two or three poiucs may be given,
according to the length of the lead apart from the score for
a turn or wrench. In awarding these points, the Judge
shall take into consideration the merit or a lead obtained by
a dog which has lost ground at the start, either from being
unsighted or from a bad slip, or which has had to run the
outer circle.

II. When one greyhound leads the other so long as the
hare runs straight, but loses the lead from her bending
round decidedly in favor of the slower dog of her own accordm which case, the one greyhound shall score one point for
speed shown, and the other dog shall score one for first turn.

III. Under no circumstances is speed without subsequent
work to be allowed to decide a course, except where great
superiority is shown by one greyhound over another in a
long lead to covert.

If a dog, after gaining the first six points, still keeps pos-
session of the hare by superior speed, he shall have double
the prescribed allowance for the subsequent points made
before his opponent begins to score,

b. The Go-Bp is where one greyhound starts a clear
length behind his opponent, and yet passes him in a straight
run, aud gets a clear length before him.
c The Turn is where the hare is brought round at not

less than a right angle from her previous line.
d. The Wrench is where the hare is bent from her line

at less than a light angle; but where she only leaves berime
to suit herself, and not from the greyhound pressing her,
nothing is to he allowed.

e. The Merit of a Kill must be estimated according to
whether a greyhound, by his own superior dash and skill,
bears the hare; whether he picks her up through any little
accidental circumstances favoring him; or whether she is
turned into his mouth, as it were, by the other greyhound.

f. The Trip, or an unsuccessful effort to kill, is where
the hare is thrown off her legs, or where a greyhound
catches her but cannot hold her.

15. The following allowances shall be made for accidents
to a greyhound during a course; but in every case they shall
only be deducted from the other dog's score:

a. For Losing Ground, at the start, either from being
unsighted or from a bad slip, the Judge is to decide what
amount of allowance is to be made, on the principle that the
score of the foremost dog is not to begin until the second
has had an opportunity of joining in the course.

b. Where a Hare bears very decidedly in disfavor of one
of the dogs after the first or subsequent turns, the. next
point shall not be scored by the dog which may be unduly
favored, or only half his point allowed, according to circum-
stances. No greyhound shall receive any allowance for a
fall, or any accident of any description whatever, with the
exception of being ridden over by the owner of the compet-
ing' greyhound or his servant (provided for by rule 25), or
when pressing the hare, in which case his opponent shall not
count the next point made.

16. Penalties are as follows:
a. Where a greyhound from his own defect refuses to

follow the hare at which he is slipped, he shall lose the
course.

b. Where a Greyhound Wilfully stands Still in a course,
or departs from directly pursuing the hare, no points subse-
quently made by him shall be scored; and if the points made
by him up to that time be just equal to those made by
his antagonist in the whole course, he shall thereby lose
the course; but where, one or both dogs stop with the hare
in view, through inability to coutinuc the course, it shall be
decided according to the number of points gained by each
dog during the whole course.

c. If a dog refuses to Fence where the other fences, any
points subsequently made by him are not scored, but if he
does his best to fence, and is foiled by sticking in a hedge,
the course shall end there. When the points are equal the
superior fencer shall win the course.

17. If a Second Hare be started during course, and one
of the dogs follow her. the course shall end there.

18. A ''No Course'' is when, by accident or by the short-
ness of the course, the dogs are not tried together, and if one
be then drawn the other must run a bye, unless the Judge,
on being appealed to, shall decide that he has done work
enough to be exempted from it. An undecided course is
where the Judge considers the merits of the dogs equal, and
if either is then drawn, the other cannot be required to run
a bye, but the owners must at the time declare which dog
remains in. (See rule 21.) The Judge shall signifv the dis-
tinction between a "no course" and an "undecided'' bv tak-
ing off his bat in the latter case only. After an "undecided''
or "nd course," if the dogs, before being taken up, get on
another or the same hare, the Judge must follow, and shall
decide in favor of one, if he considers that there has been a
sufficient trial to justify his doing so. A "no course" or
"undecided" may be run again immediately, or, if claimed
on behalf of both dogs, before the next brace are put into
the slips, or, in case of "no course," if so ordered by the
Judge, otherwise it shall be run again after the two next
courses, unless it stand over to the next morning, when it
shall be the first course run; if it is the last course of the
day, fifteen minutes shall be allowed after both dogs are
taken up.

19. Impugning Judge.— If any person openly impugns
the decision of the Judge on the ground, he shall forfeit not
more than $25 nor less than §10.

20. Objections.—An objection to a greyhound may be
made to any one of the Stewards of a meeting at any time
before the stakes are paid over, upon the objector placing in
the hands of such Steward, or the Secretary, the Sum of $25,
which shall be forfeited if the objection proves frivolous, or
if he shall not bring the case before the next meeting of the
Eastern Coursing Club, or give notice to the Stewards pre-
vious thereto of his intention to withdraw his objection.
The owner of the greyhound objected to must a lso deposit $25,
and prove the correctness of his entry. All expenses in con-
sequence of the objection shall be bome by the party against
whoria the decision may be given. Should an objection be
made which cannot at the time be substantiated or dis-
proved, the greyhound m<y be allowed to run under protest,
the Stewards retaining his winnings until the objection
has been withdrawn, or heard and decided. If the grey-
hound objected to be disqualified, the amount to which he
would otherwise have been entitled shall be di vided equally
among the dogs beaten by him; and if a piece of plate or
prize has been added and won by hitn, only the dogs which
he beat in the several rounds shall have a right to contend
for it.

21. Withdrawal of a Dog.—If a dog be withdrawn
from any stake on the field, its owuer, or some one having
his authority, must at once give notice to the secretary or
Flag Steward. If the dog belongs to either of these officials,
the notice must be given to the other.

22. Stakes Not Run Out.—When two greyhounds re-
main in for the deciding course, the stakes shall be consid-
ered divided if they belong to the same owner or to confeder-
ates, and also if the owner of one of the two dogs induces
the owner of the other to draw him for any payment or
consideration; but if one of the two be drawn without pay-
ment or consideration from lameness, or from any cause
clearly affecting his chance of winning, the other may be
declared the winner, the facts of the case being clearly
proved to the satisfaction of the Stewards. The same rule
shall appiy when more than two dogs remain in at the end
of a stake which is not run out; and, iu case of a division
between three or more dogs, of which two or more belong to
the same owner, these shall be held to take equal shares of
the total amount received by their owners in the division.
The terms of any arrangements to divide the winnings, and
the amount of any money given to induce the owner of a
dog to draw him, must be declared by the Secretary.

23. Winners of Stakes Running Together.—If two
grevhounds shall each win in a stake, and have to run to-
gether for a final prize or challenge cup, should they not
have run an equal uuinber of ties in their respective stakes,
the greyhouud which has run the smaller number of courses
must run a bye, or byes, to put itself upon an equality in
this respect with its opponent.

24. Greyhound Getting Loose.—Any person allowing a
greyhound to get loose, and to join in a course which is be-
ing run, shall be fined $5. If the loose greyhound belong to

either of the owners of the dogs engaged in the particular
course, such owner shall forfeit his chance of the stake with
the dog then running, unless he can prove to the satisfaction
of the Stewards that he had not been able to get the loose
greyhound taken up after running its own course. The
course, is not to be considered as necessarily ended when a
third dog joins in.

25. Riding Over a Greyhound.—If any subscriber, or
his servant, shall ride over his opponent's greyhound while
running in a course, the owners of the dog so ridden over
shall (although the course be given against him) be deemed
the winner of it, or shall have the option of allowing the
other dog to remain and to run out the stake, and in such
case shall be entitled to half the winnings if any.

26. Description of Entry.—Every subscriber to a stake
must name his dog at or before the entry, giving the name
(the running names if they had any) of the sire and dam of
the dog entered. For Puppy Stakes the names, pedigrees,
ages and colors, shall be detailed in writing to the secretary
of a meeting at the time of the entry. No greyhound is to
be considered a puppy which was whelped before the first of
January of the same year preceding the commencement of
the season of running. A sapling is a greyhound whelped
on or after the first of January of the same year in which
the season of running commenced; and any greyhound
whose marks and pedigree shall be proved nottocorresDond
with the entry given, shall be disqualified, and the whole of
its stakes or winnings forfeited.

27. Breeding Pups.—Every rnemberof the club breeding
pups shall notify the Secretary in writiog, within ten clays
after the birth of any pups, of the number of clogs and
bitches, colors, and other distinguishing marks, date of
birth, and the name of sire and dam. Any member violat-
ing this rule will not be allowed to enter or run any of such
pups in a Puppy or Sapling Stake.

28. Alteration of Name.—If any subscriber should
enter a greyhound by a different name from that in which
it shall have last ruain public, he shall give notice of the
alteration to the Secretary at the time of entry, and the
Secretary shall place on the card both the late and present
name of the dog. If notice of the alteration be not given,
the dog shall be disqualified.

29. Prefix of "Ns."—Any subscriber taking an entry in
a stake, and not prefixing the. word "names" (Ns) to a grey-
hound which is not his own property, shall forfeit that,
greyhound's chance of the stake. He shall, likewise, if re-
quested, deliver in writing to the Secretary of the meeting
the name of the bona,fide owner of the greyhound named
by him; and this communication is to be produced should
any dispute arise, in the matter.

30. PAYMENT OF Stakes.—All moneys due for nomina-
tions taken must be paid at or before the entry, whether
the stakes fill or not, aud although from insufficient descrip-
tion or any other cause, the dogs named may be disqualified.
No entry shall be valid, unless the amount due for it has
been paid ia full. For all produce and other stakes where a
forfeit is payable, no declaration is necessary; the non-pay-
ment of the remainder of the entry money at the time fixed
for that purpose is to be considered a declaration of forfeit.
The Secretary is to be responsible for the entry money of all
dogs whose names appear upon the card.

31. Defaulters.—No one shall be allowed to enter or
run a greyhound in his own or any other person's name,
who is a defaulter for either stakes, bets, dues or fines.

32. Judge or Slipper Interested.—If a Judge or Slip-
per be in any way interested in a greyhound running, the
Stewards shall appoint others to judge or slip any course
which that greyhound may run,

33. Any person who is proved to the satisfaction of the
Eastern Coursing Club, to have been guilty of any fraud-
ulent or discreditable conduct in connection with coursing,
may, in addition to any pecuniary penalty to which he may
be liable, be declared incapable to run or enter a greyhound
in his own or any other person's name during any subse-
quent period that the club may decide upon.

THE MUZZLE IN ENGLAND.
THE muzzling order in Kuglaud is commented upon as

follows by ' Ouida" in the Times of Oct. 9: "If one
desire to measure the change which has taken place in Eng-
lish manhood, and its decay from courage to cowardice,
old volumes of Parliamentary history offer indisputable
evidence of the melancholy fact. In regard merely to the
view which Englishmen take of Taxations bye-laws and of
petty legal interference, it is worth while to study 'nan-
sard' of the present and the past. In one matter alone, turn
to the Parliamentary record of the first attempt made under
Mr Pitt's administration to put a half-crown tax upon dogs,
in Vol. XXXII. of 'Parliamentary History.' Such a sug-
gestion, emanating from a Mr. Dent, and feebly supported
by the Ministry, was received with Homeric laughter by the
House. 'One might imagine,' cried Mr. Windham, 'that
Actseon had revived' What would the gallant soul of
Windham feel now at seeing a Privy Council treat these
animals as if they were some uoxious vermin, and ignore
all rights of property in them possessed by their owners?
You have no more right to compel a man to muzzle
his dog than you have to compel him to ride or drive
his horse with a curb, which he considers vexatious
or injurious. You have no right to make a mau
pay a tax for a property, and then force him to employ
methods which ruin the object taxed. The muzzle ruins
dogs. It renders them timid aud apprehensive, joyless
and fierce; they hate it and the sensation of it on
their faces is most injurious to their nerves and tempers.
It is difficult to believe that the Lords of the Privy Council
can have considered what they did; it looks as if they had
carelessly put their signatures to an order which they did
not trouole themselves to read. Many among them must
know, as every owner of dogs knows, that there are many
dogs whom it is impossible to muzzle, and none whose tem-
per and courage are not ruined by it. To small dogs it is a
barbarous cruelty, as their tiny noses offer no resting place
for the noxious appendage; while to large and small the in-
fliction of the muzzle is, I repeat, most injurious to beauty,
to character, and to sight; whoever has worn, voluntarily, a
loup at a masked ball knows its distressing effect on the
vision, and can imagine what torture it would be to wear
one in metal or leather every day. The obligation to lead
your dogs is nuisance enough, but it does not injure the
dogs as muzzling injures them, and to small dogs it is
scarcely a hardship. But the muzzle is more than a hard-
ship; it is a grave injury, and when the State puts its hand
in the pocket of the dog owner for a tax the State is bound
to allow the person taxed the exercise of his own judgment
in the proper keeping of his dogs. I have repeatedly said in
your columns that while those accursed institutions, dog
shows, and those haunts of filth and misery, dog fanciers' cel-
lars and yards, are left untouched by the law, it is ridiculous
and odious to see ladies fined because their Maltese or York-
shire terrierruns loose in the square, and gentlemen menaced
with prison because they resist the brutalities of the police to
their collie or their deerhound. I have considerable knowl-
edge and experience of dogs, and I declare again that many
dogs it is altogether impossible to muzzle, and that to
all it is most injurious, alike physically and morally.
The dog is a merry-spirited, animated creature, made by
Nature for play, sport, fuu and movement; the more he is
throttled, menaced, worried and tormented, the more his
health and his disposition must suffer. I hope, for the credit
of the English nation in general and the Privy Council in
particular, that this tyranny will soon be ended, and the
legislation upon dogs be turned in the right direction—/,, e
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apain Ft those who breed and exhibit tbe dog as a means of
live 1

! hood. To allow constables to annoy a lady because her
silky-h: ired pet is running by her side, while you leave un-
molested tbe fancier, who crowds together his poor, chained,
living chattels in the filth of the New Cut. or S»wen Dials,
and that ottvotr fancier of higher rank who, to win bank
notesand silver cups for himself, rackets his prize dogs about
all over the kingdom, pent up in railway vans and in exhibi-
tion kennels, sacrificed to his cupidity and greed, is a part
of that lopsided and most injurious by-law making which is

doing so much to destroy the naturally sturdy, independent
and generous temper ( f the country.
"Owners of does are for the most part attached to them

and keep them in health; venders of dogs have no feeliutr for
them whatever, and torture them reckKssly to get a £5 note.
Yet the one class is badgered, fined and imprisoned, while
the other class is left at leisure and untouched."

THE AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB.

NOT by any means for the first time in its history our
corifr&rcs across the Atlantic have excited the wrath

of the "kickers" by proposals which appear to be arbitrary
and vexatious. We do not for a moment suggest that they
are so. but at first blush they certainly have that appearance.
The American Kennel Club has. however, given so mauy
proofs of its power to manage, its own affairs that criticism
or advice from us would be altogether out of place. We
simply desire in these few notes to put the issues involved
fully and fairly before our readers, and that chiefly because
in some of tbe criticisms recently published on this side
some of the points have obviously been lost sight of.

To begin with, the constitution of the club has no parallel
here, for its membership cousists, not of individuals, but of
clubs. Some fifty or more clubs spread throughout the
length and breadth of the States subscribe to certain laws
by which fchey agree to be bound, and send duiy elected
delegates to New York to represent them and to vote on all

que tions submitted tor consideration at general meetings.
Each club is bound as absolutely by the vote of its delegate
as though the particular question had been fully discussed
and voted on at one of its own meetings.
At the annual meetings in New York the delegates elect

various committees to carry on tbe work of the year, thus
delegating their own powers to the committees, which meet
practically as often as may be necessary to carry on the
duties of their respective offices. These* committees, con-
sisting of about a dozen members all told, actually legislate
in the name of fifty or sixty clubs for all the members of
those clubs, and the rubs and regulations thus made ate
binding on all such members.
The various sub-committees practically form the executive

committee, a body which really serves, not its own purposes,
but the iuterestsof all the clubs that are members of the
American Kennel Club.
The American Ken nel Gazette is thus the organ, not of

one club, but of fifty clubs, and every member of each of
those clubs has a special interest in making the Gazette as
perfect a record as is possible of all matters connected with
his club. And it will probably be admitted on all hands
that no matter deserves more special attentiou than the
official report of the shows organized by those clubs.
The Americau Kennel Club holds no shows on its own ac-

count, and simply recognizes and legislates for those held
by associated clubs. One of its acts last December was to
authorize the publication of the Kennel Gazette and to re-
quire from secretaries of associated clubs holding shows a
certified list of awards at their shows for publication in the
Gazette. This was a new thing, as no official award list had
ever been issued by the clubs holdiug shows, but we dot not
remember to have heard of any objections being raised by
the secretaries upon whom this work was thrown.
It is now proposed that the clubs should go further, and

should not only furnish an official list of awards but an
official report of the reasons on which those awards are
based. The value of such reports would undoubtedly be
great, and if the recent proposal is carried after fair discus-
sion there will probably be no difficulty in giving it effect.

So far as we can judge from our exchanges the opposition
to the proposals does not come from the clubs, and outsiders
have nothing to do with the matter, so far as we can see.
Practically it is proposed that every associated club when
arranging for a show shall also arrange for a report from its
judges, most of whom are paid for their services.
The proposal, as it now stands, is in the name of Dr. J. F.

Perry, a gentleman who has many friends in Euglaud, and
who enjoys to the fmPest possible extent the esteem and
confidence of all sections of the American kennel world.
His resolution takes the form of an amendment to Bench
Show Rule XXVIII., and is worded as follows: "The secre-
tary of every show must also forward to the secretary of
the" American Kennel Club a duly certified report of' the
judges' awards, together with their reasons for making
such awards, withiu five days of the closing of each show."
Dr. Perry supported his resolution by a long and exhaust-

ive argument, in which he dealt fully with the objecttons
that have been advanced. * * * The other matter which
has raised the ire of a section of the American kennel world
is a proposal to double the fee for registration in the Stud
Book, which is at present half a dollar, practically two
shillings. Tbe Stud Book was commenced in January,
1887, am' this low fee was fixed as au experiment.
Experience has shown that the cost of production of the

Stad Book is at the rate of more than three shillings and
sixpence per entry, and that there is consequently a consid-
erable loss on the Stud Book. It is therefore proposed to
make the charge for registration in the Stud Book one dol-
lar. As this registration is voluntary, and as the fee for
registration in our own Stud Book is five shillings, we nat-
urally consider the charge of one dollar reasonable, and a
sum that any one desiring a Stud Book number will be
ready to pay.
The registration that is compulsory is in tbe Kennel

Gazette, and the charge for this is twenty-five cents, practi-
cally one shilling—the same as ours. There is no proposal
to alter this charge, although one of our contemporaries has
written as though it were proposed to charge fcur shillings
for this compulsory (Kennel Gazette) registration. The
American Kennel Club Stnd Book is at present produced at
a loss and the Stud Book Committee simply propose to
make it self-supporting. Judging from the past we imag-
ine they will do this, for we believe that American breeders
desirous of having an authentic pedigree will not consider
four shillings an exorbitant sum to pay.

It is worthy of note that no pedigrees are registered in the
Stud Book without verification, and as the committee in-
sist on having three generations, tbe verification involves
a considerable amount of work in each case. Dogs of un-
known or doubtful parentage or with short pedigrees can
only be registered in the Gazette, and can never get into
the Stud Book at all.—English Kennel Gazette.

MASCOUTAH KENNEL CLUB.—Chicago, Oct. 23,-
Edilor tforest and Stream : In a recent issue you publish
under some misinformation the date of our next bench
show. The bench show committee, who have in hand all
matters pertaining to the bench show, have not as yet re-
ported the selection of a date. At a meeting of the directory
last evening it was decided to suspend in future the collec-
tion of anJJual dufs, owing to the very flattering report
made bv the treasurer. Toe initiation fee was raised to
$100.—John L. Lincoln, Secretary.

THE WORCESTER FUR COMPANY.
WORCESTER, Mass., Oct. 23.-The annual meeting of

the Worc ester Pur Company was held at tbe Bay
State House last evening, when Mr. A. B. F Kinney was re-
elected president and Mr. E. S. Knowles secretary.

i

Alter the regular business had been disposed of, the ques-
tion of tbe annual hunt was brought up and discussed at
length. The majority favored an earlier date than has been
customary, on accouut of the probability of getting better
weat her. A bare ground hunt has long been wished for by
many of the owners of crack hounds, who claim that a run
on bare ground will test the capabilities of the dogs much
more severely than a snow hunt. Where there, are as many
hounds brought together as at the Worcester hunt, there is

necessarily considerable rivalry between their owners, and
this year an opportunity is presented for the good dogs to
make a showing. The traveling will also be much more
comfortable for the participants, and this will doubtless
attract many who lack the enthusiasm to turn out at day-
light on a zero morning when the snow is knee deep, though,
of course, the old veterans would scorn to take anynotice of
such an advantage. November 20 was finally decided on as
the day, and the presideut and secretary were appointed a
committee to make all arrangements for the hunt. It was
also decided to have a fox hunters' supper in the evening,
which feature proved a great success last year.
Now all that remains is for all fox hunters, near and far.

to paste Nov. 20 in their hats and decide to come. An invi-
tation is extended to every lover of the chase, and a welcome
is assured you. Come, and bring your dog if you have one,
if '. on have not, there will be dozens here. Come the night
before, as we start at daylight. All you need to do is to
notify Secretary E. S. Knowles, 416 Main street, how many
there are in your party and arrangements for getting you to
the meet will be looked after.
Those who drive in from surrounding towns kuow where

to report, as the meet is to be at the Heywood farm, as for-
merly.

If you have been here before you know what to expect
from us. if you haven't, just risk it and see if the. Worcester
Grand Hunt isn't one of the institutions of the country.

HAL.

DOG TALK.

A CORRESPONDENT wishes to know how to break a
dog from killing chickens. "Training vs. Breaking"

suggests that young puppies be brought up in the society of
chickens; if with an old hen that will give them a drubbing,
so much the better. If an old dog, take the chicken that
has been killed by him and put its legs around the neck of
the dotr, and tie them securely, with the body of the fowl
under his neck, so that he cannot reach it with his teeth. A
day or two ot this will in most cases effect a radical cure.
Before tying on the chicken beat the dog lightly with it

about tbe bead, and at the same time scold him and repeat
the scolding occasionally during bis punishment.

The Stock-Keeper has this to say of the all-day field trials:

"Listen to this, ye field trialers. Tne advice of good King
Alfred has been taken by transatlantic lovers of field trials—
'eight hours work, eight hours rest, and eight hours play,'
seems to have been on the minds of the gentlemen who have
just decided to hold field trials in which each heat is to last
eight hours. * * * Seemingly a trial of this sort for
pointers and setters is a very great undertaking. Soy there
are 60 entries, it will take a month to run once through the
card. Poor field trial correspondents, 'a month hard!' "

The sport of fox bunting appears to be gaining ground.
The Brunswick Fur Club give notice in another column of
a field trial for foxhounds that will undoubtedly prove to
be a very interesting event. The Worcester Fur Company
also give notice of their annual meet, which is sure to he a
most enjoyable affair. We have also received the programme
of the Western Massachusetts Fox Club, which will hold
its annual meet at Chester, Mass., Nov. 13 and 14, at which
most royal sport will without a doubt be enjoyed by mem-
bers of the club and their many friends.

Arrangements have been made with all railroads, both
North and South, for reduced fare and free transportation
for dogs for all wQo attend the field trials at High Point or
Lexington, N. C. In order to secure reduced rate of fare it

is necessary to procure from the ticket agent with your
ticket to High Point or Lexington a certificate that will en-
title the holder to a return ticket for one-third the regular
price. Mr. Coster or Col. Odell will furnish cards entitling
owners or handlers to free transportation for their dogs.

The Eastern Coursing Club are in hard luck over their
supply of jack rabbits, but the officers are energetic and
determined, and aver that they will "get there all the same."
If any one can help them out by supplying the jacks, Secre-
tary H W. Huntington would be delighted to hear from
him. Unless the jacks are forthcoming, the meeting will
have to be postponed to Nov. 23 or to Thanksgiving Day,
when northern wild hares will be substituted for jacks.

College item: The Seuate has decided to accept the
apology of the two Seniors who tied a handkerchief to a
dog's tail in Chapel recently, thereby creating much com-
motion and disturbance during pray er time on account of
the clog's antics on the platform. The Seuate has, neverthe-
less, passed resolution censuring the two men.

The dog show to be held at Denver, Col., next month,
promises to be one of the best ever held in the West. The
management are sparing no pains to make it a success, and
a large number of prominent dogs are already promised.
A cash special of $350, we understand, will be offered for
the best kennel of dogs from outside Colorado.

A correspondent writes that on Oct. 23 a match was run
near Bulletsville, Ky., between the English setters Wick's
Killbuck, by Blue 'Dick out of Daisy Cambridge II., and
Nellie Hope, by Gath's Hope out of Campbell's"Lit. The
dogs were down 5 hours, Wick's Killbuck winning with a
score of 36 points and 2 flushes to Nellie Hope's 27 points
and 6 flushes. Both clogs were very speedy.

Entries for the Free-for-All Stake of the Central Field
Trial Club close to-morrow, Nov. 1. As the heats in this
stake will be of four hours duration each, it is expected that
those who have all-day dogs will give the event a liberal
support. Tbe address of the secretary is Col. C. H. Odell, 19
Broad street, New York.

There will be a dog show at Bay City, Mich., Jan 6 to 11,

1890, in connection -with the eleventh-annual exhibition of
the Michigan State Poultry and Pet Stock Association at
the Washington Avenue Rink.

At a recent meeting of the English Kennel Club it was
decided that any Irish setter whelped after Dec. 31, 1889, if

cropped, will not be eligible to compete at any Kennel Club
show.

Here is a story of a dog's devotion, sent by telegraph to
the press, from Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 29: "Mr. Robert Denhani
left his house yesterday morning with his dog and gun to
engage in a squirrel hunt. He had not proceeded a quarter
of a mile in the woods when he was stricken with paralysis

and fell to the ground, speechless and helpless. His dog
found him in that condition, and unable to move his master
to his home, he could only stav by his side, which he did
for long weary hours. Thp dog watched and waited by his
stricken friend, but no human aid came, and tbe day was
near its close. Going to his master's house, he went in, and
whining piteoudy. tried to attract, the attention of the
family. They thought nothing of his conduct at first, but
as it continued they noticed his acts mora closely. He, would
start away from the house whiniug and barking, and going
a short distance, would return when he found they did not
follow him. This he did eight or ten times. Finally they
decided to follow, and when he saw this he was frantic with
delight and set off in a straight line through the woods. The
dog led them to the old man, whom they picked up and
carried to the house. He lny in the same condition till early
this morning, when he died."

Mr. George Laick, of Tarrytown.N. Y., the well-known
beagle exhibitor, on account of au accident, will be unable
to hunt this season and will dispose of some of his dogs.

Mr. A S. Weston is the secretary of the Continental Ken-
nel Club's show, which will be held in Denver, Colo., Dec. 5,
6 and 7.

OWNER WANTED FOR POINTER BITCH".—New
York, Oct. 26.— tidllor Forest and stream: On Friday
evening last I noticed a fine-looking lemon and white poin-
ter bitch in charge of a boy on the street, who said he had
found her and wanted to sell. His price was $2. I purchased
the bitch iu hopes of being able to find the owner. The bitch
acts as though thoroughly broken. — Percy C. Ohl (50
Broadway).

ROBINS TSLAND FIELD TRAILS.—Brooklyn, N. Y.

>

Oct. 28.— Bditor Forest and Stream; The eight h annual
field trials of the Robins Island Club will be run on Friday,
Nov. 22. Two stakes wid be run, the All Aged Stakes and
tbe Derby, open to setters and pointers belonging to mem-
bers.—Waltepw L. Wellington, Sec'y.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letrer size. Sets of 800 or any one form, bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
%W Notes must be sent on thf> Prepared Blanks
Margery Daw and Rhoda C. By C. H. Crocker, New York, for

black, wiiile and tan and blue belt on English set ter bitches,
wheloed July 22, lsS9, by Bock Bel Ion out of Trusty Gladstone.
Mullcttliey. By Michael rdynu, Jr., Bristol, R. I., for red Irish

setter bituh, age not given, by Maze (Chief—Bizieena) out of
Gladys (Tim—Lady Edith).

BRED.
ZW Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Nellie- Rattler III. R. Jenuiugs's (Tarrytown, N. Y.) beagle

bitch Nellie (Mayo—Trixey), to Geo. Laick's champion Rattler
HI. (Rattler-Music). Aug. 16.

.Six—Rattler III. Geo. Laiclc's (Tarrytown, N. Y ) hragle bitch
Sis (Trifle—Old Silk) to his cbam pion Rattler III. (Rattler—Musfc).
Sept. 28.

Dora—Rattler ITT. Geo. Laick's (Tarrytown, N. Y.) beagle bitch
Dora (Ri gwood—Birdie) to his champion Rai tier III. (Rattler—
Music), Oct,. 23.

Little Dot—Laick's Rattler. P. Whallen's (Tarrrtown, N. Y.)
b agle bitch Little Dot (Mavo—Dot) to Geo. Laick's imported
Laick's Rattler (Chancellor- Careless), Sept. 5.

Psyche—-Beaumont. C. L. Griffith's (New YTork) Gordon setter
bileb Psyche (Roy—Doit) to Beaumont Kennels' chanip :ou Beau-
mont (Roualo III.—Floss) Oet. 24.
Gvpsey Qui en—Buffalo General. A. W. Smith's (Buffalo. N. Y.)

black and tan terrier bitch Gipsey Queen (champion Vortigern—
Fortune) to his Buffalo General (Halifax General—Lady Lottie),
Oct. 27.

Meersbrooli Girl—Dich. Roehelle Kennels' (New Rochelle, N.Y.)
black and tan terrier bitch Meersbrcok Girl (Punch—Meersbrr ok
Jessy) to their Dick (Prince— ), Sept. 22.
Hecate— Veronese. W. S. Applegate's (New Albany, Iud.) fox-

terrer bitch Hecate (Lucifer—Daze) to Fred Hcev's Veronese
(Velasquez—Valetta), Sept. 13.

WHELPS.
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

.Music, S. C. Graff's (Cadiz, O.) bengle bitch Music (King Will-
iam—Goodwood Music), Sept. 17, seven (four dogs), by bis Driver
(Domino—Flirt).
Singer. S. C. Graff's (Cadiz. O.) beagle bitcb Singer (King WJft-

iain—Goodwood Music), Aug. S), five (three dogs), by his Driver
(Domino—Flirt).
Bizreena. F. L. Cheney's (Pittsflell, Mass ) Irish setter bitch

Bizreena (Nimrod—Bizorah), Oct. 29, seven (five dogs), by Max
Wenzel's cnampion Cnief (B.-rkley—Duck).
Tiny. G. W. Rlchari's's (Bangor, Me.) Yorkshire terrier bitch

Tiny (Tug— Mistress Mary), Oct. G, three (one dog), by P. H.
Coombs's Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce— Beat's Lady).

SALES.
Notes must be sent on the Prepax-ed Blanks.

Neitieyoke. Black, white and tan beagle bitch, whelped March,
1888, by Kuler out of Fmette, by Geo. Laick, Tarrytown, N. Y., to
Noah Dibble, Kalamazoo, Mich.

I In liter. Black and tan foxhound dog, whelped March 11, 1886,
by Jock out of Fanny, by F. H. Hayes, Dexter. Mt., to Jits, Hart,
Washington, Pa,
ViruieE. Silver fawn png bitrh. whelped Sept, 1, 1889, by Joe

II. out of East Lake Virgie. by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati,
O., to Mrs. H. i bf?rt Hammond, Chicago, HI.
General Bur-natty. Red Irish setter dog, whelped Jan. 10, 1888,

by champion Tim out of Sally, by Geo. Lanerran, lronkers, N. Y.,
to L. A. Bevin, New York.
Don. Black and tan terrier dog, whelped May 24, 1889, by Buf-

falo General out of Meersbrook Girl, by Rochelle Kennels, New
Roehelle, N. Y\, to Henry Lewis, Fairhaven, Vt.
Squaw. Black and tan terrier bitch, age noc given, bv Salford

out of Nettle, by John F. Campbell, Montreal. Can., to Alfred
Geddes, Ottawa, Can.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
%W No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondent:).

C. P., Seattle, Washington.— I have a bull-terrier bitch troubled
with tenderness and some weakness in hindlegs. She is 14 weeks
old and in good health und spirits, also eats well, I feed her on
oatmeal. She runs ahout fairly, but, seems to be in pa n after any
jar, as jumping, etc. Shells no other symptoms which would
indicate worms, that is, none that I know of. Ans. Give a two-
grain pill of citrate of iron and strychnine mornmg and evening
concealed in a morsel of meat.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment in Disease. By
Ashmont. Price $8. Kennel Record and Account Book.
Price $3. Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond.
Price $1. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points of
all Breeds. Price 50 cents.

Some years ago there lived at an old mill near Salem, in
this county, an old man named Bruen. Besides attending
the mill he undertook to ran a farm. One day he said to
his hired man: "John, we must brush up a little about the
place; the barn wants a new door, that fence wants propping
up, tbe well needs a new bucket, the harness ought to be
cleaned, and the wagons greased. Iu fact, there is so much
that ought to be dor e I hardly know where to begin at it.

But get some bait and we'll go fishing."—Elizabeth (jV. J.)
Leader.
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RANGE AND GALLERY.

CONNECTICUT STATE SHOOT.

NEW HAVEN, Oct. 23—The State rifle match was shot at Quin-

nipiac range to-day, bv teams representing the First, Second,

Third and Fourth regiments and the Fifth Battalion. Though
tied bv the First Regiment in the grand total, the Second Regi-

ment "was awarded the first prize, as the total on the 500yds.

range was greater than that of the First Remmeut. The First

Regiment ream scored 6 more points on the 200yds. range than
the Second, hut the latter were pulled out of the hole by Pvt.

Cnmmings, Sergt B^ach and Capt. LaBarnes, the last three men
who shot on the 500vds. range. Not until the last Second Regi-

ment, man had completed his score was it decided who was the
winner:

First Regiment.
200. 500.

Lieut Norton 29 27

Sergt Ripley 29 30

Oapt Preston 22 32

Sergt Colling 20 15

Capt Houston 24 28

Corn Smith 26 27
Sergt Kiraberly . ... 26 20

Capt McLean 24 30
Sergt Thompson . . .27 22

Lieut Green. 25 25
Capt Thompson ...26 20
Lieut Penrose 26 21

304 307

Second Regiment.
Capt Hreed 26
Pvt O'Connor 23
Corp Laudonsack..22
Corp Kapnler 20
Lieut Walker 27
Pvt Landon 26
Pvt Goldsmith 24
Lieut Norton 27
Pvt Bolger 25
Pvt Cummings 23
Sergt Beach 24
Capt LaBarnes 25

TT
56
59
54
35
52
53
46
54
49
50
46
47

Third Regiment.
200. 500.

Pvt White 26
Sergt Connor 19
Lieut Bransfteld...26
Sergt Hatton 25
Sergt Miner 23
Corp Crowell 28
Corp Malone 30
Sergt Tourtellotte.26
Pvt Darling 25
Pvt Mclntyre 25
Pvt Withev 23
Lieut Holt 24

35
20
24
30
25
24
28
27
23
31
•18

20

300 265

Fourth Regiment.
Sergt Derrick 23
Corp Glenn 21
Pvt McFadden 28
Pvt Baker 21
Corp Waldron 15
Sergt Pratt 25
Pvt Wardell 18
Lieut Crammond..l8
Pvt Oillespie 29
Pvt Johnson 29
Sergt Nothnagle.. .28

Sergt Kerr 27

298 313 611 282 258 540

Capt Lathrop 18
Capt Seymour 20
Pvt Banta 11
Corp Thomas 18
Sergt Donaldson . . .13

Lieut Freeman
Capt Totten 17

Fifth Battalion.
21 39 Lieut Salsbury 17 19 36
19 39 Sergt Jones 31 5 26
2 13 Corp Randall 18 34 43
4 23 Corp Cannon 16 33 39

13 Pvt Moore 23 27 50
23 32 — — —
11 28 191 177 368

Major T. Attwater Barnes was referee of the match in place of
General S. R. Smith, who was too ill to attend. The 2d Regiment
takes the first prize, which was won by the First last year. This
is a silver cup, which will be held for a year, and when won three
times for any regiment will become the property of that regi-
ment. Each member of the winning team each year receives a
medal.

The. 1st Regiment takes the bronze medallion of General Grant,
which the Second won last year. The third prize, -which is a
statue of a Roman soldier on ah oak pedestal, goes to the 3d Regi-
ment.
The 1st Regiment made a grand total of 645 last year, while the

Second made 626. The falling off this year can be attributed only
to the cold and windy weather, and this fact may cause a good
number of marksmen to work to have the time for the brigade
shoot changed to another date.
A more unpleasant and disagreeable day for the match could

not possiblv have been selected. It was not onlv cold, but the
wind greatly interfered with the shooting. It blew down from
the northeast with terrific force from the butts into the faces of
the marksmen. All the shooters wore heavy overcoats and
gloves. When they were not. shooting the men were gathered
around a bonfire in the rear of the shed and suggesting that the
next State match should be held in August.

THE NEWARK TOURNAMENT.
THE United Rifle Clubs of New Jersey have opened their 1889-

'90 tournament in good shape, and it promises, before its con-
clusion, to see some very fine, targeting. The schedule for the
series has been carefully laid out as follows, the first column giv-
ing the date on which matches will be shot on the ranges of the
clubs first, named, and the last column the dates for matches on
ranges of the clubs last named:

1889. Home Range.
Oct. 21—Electric
Oct. 21—Excelsior
Oct. 21—Annie Oakley . .

.

Oct. 25—Essex
Oct. 25—Puritan
r.ict . 25 Newark
Oct. 28—North Ward
Oct. 28—Lakeside
Oct. 28—Howard
Nov. 1—Oakland
Nov. 1—Sheppard
Nov. 1—Monroe
Nov. 4—Essex
Nov. 4—Annie Oakley
Nov. 4—Excelsior
Nov. 8—Puritan
Nov. 8—Newark
Nov. 8—Electric
Nov. 11—Howard
Nov. 11—Oakland
Nov. 11—Sheppard
Nov, 15—Monroe
Nov. 15-North Ward. . .

.

Nov. 15—Electric
Nov. 18—Annie. Oakley

Home Range. 1890.
•vs. Monroe...... Jan. 10
vs. North Ward Jan. 10
vs. Lakeside Jan! 10
vs. Howard Jan. 13
vs. Oakland .Tan. 13
vs. Sheppard Jan . 13

... .vs. Electric Jan. 17
vs. Excelsior j.m 17
vs. Annie Oakley Jan 17
vs. Essex Jan! 20
vs. Puritan Jan. 20
vs. Newark jan . 20
vs. Lakeside ran 34
vs. NorthWard Jan' 24
vs. Monroe Jan 27
vs. Howard Jan' 27

...vs. Oakland jan 07
vs. Sheppard Tan 27
vs. Excelsior Jan ! 31

....vs. Annie Oakley Jan. 31
vs. Essex Jan. 31
vs. Puritan Feb 3
vs. Newark Feb! 3
vs. Lakeside Feb! 3

. . . . ..vs. Monroe. Feb 7
Nov. 18—Essex vs. North Ward .Feb. 7
Nov. 18—Puritan vs. Lakeside "Feb. 7
Nov. 23 -Newark vs. Howard Feb' 10
Nov. 23—Electric vs. Oakland " Feb 10
Nov. 22—Excelsior vs. Sheppard !!Feb' 10
Nov. 25—Oakland vs. Excelsior .' "Feb 14
Nov. 25—Sheppard vs. Annie Oakley '

Feb 14
Nov. 25—Monroe vs. Essex Feb 14
Dec. 2—North Ward vs. Puritan

. Feb' 17
Dec. 2—Lakeside vs. Newark Feb 17
Dec. 3—Howard vs. Electric Feb' 17
Dec. 6—North Ward vs. Monroe ' Feb 21
Dec. 6—Howard vs. Lakeside Feb' 21
Dec. 6—Sheppard vs. Oakland Feb' 21
Dec. 9—Excelsior vs. Electric Feb' ,?

4
Dec. 9—Essex .vs. Annie Oakley Feb' °4Dec- 9—Newark vs. Puritan Feb' 24

vs. North Ward Feb' 28
vs. Howard Feb. 28
VS. Sheppard Feb 28
vs. Electric Mar! 3

Dec. 13—Lakeside. .

.

Dec. 13—Oakland
Dec. 13—Monroe
Dec. 16—Annie Oakley.
Dec. 16-Puritan vs. Essex Mar 3
Dec. 16—Excelsior vs. Newark 'Mar' 3
Dec. 20—Lakeside vs. Monroe "
Dec. 20—N orth Ward vs. Sheppard
Dec. 30-Essex
Dec. 23-Puritan
Dec. 33—Newark
Dec. 23—Sheppard
Dec. 27—Oakland
Dec. 27—Monroe
Dec. 27—Newark
Dec. 30-AnnieOaklev .

Deo. 30-Puritan
Dec. 30-Sheppard

1889.
Jan. 3—Howard
Jan. 3 -Oakland
Jan. 3—Newark
Jan. 6—Essex
Jan. 6—Monroe
Jan. 6—Annie Oakley .

Electric...
Excelsior
Annie Oakley .

.

Howard.
North Ward
Howard
Essex
Excelsior
Electric

...vs. Lakeside

. . vs.
...vs.

. . vs.

..VS.

..vs.

..Mar. 7
,

.
- la i-

.Mar. 7
..Mar. 10
. . Mar. 10
..Mar. 10
..Mar. 14

. . .Mar. 14

...Mar. 14

..Mar. 17
...Mar. 17
. ..Mar, 17

. . vs. North Ward Mar. 21
. .vs. Lakeside Mar. 21
..vs. Electric Mar. 21
...vs. Excelsior Mar. 34

.
.
vs. Oakland Mar. 24

..vs. Puritan Mar. 24

The first week's shooting resulted as follows. Monday, Oct. 21:
Excelsior.

C Mayer 99
Gotthard 104
C Mink, Jr 94
C Berger 98
O Krauss ill
HBuob... 107
Bauer 110
F Schmitt ,109
Wurtzbaeh 106

North Wards.
E Lewis 105
English 102
Hortsman 102
Voget 101
Vrecland 107
Phillips 103
Shirk 100
Stiles 101
Leonard 103

J Burger 101—1,039 Willet. .

.'.'..'.'.'.'.'.".
7. 96—1,025

Lakesides.
B Limpert 101
J Farley.... 107
G Snellen 109
P McKeon 99
J Hearn 100
H Snyder 103
WMander 97
TMcGovern 106
J Limpert 102

Annie Oakleys.
E Marlins 104
G Oberst 103
F Rothaker 89
F Hcyl 106
G Krauss... 103
J Thomson 95
A Hunkle 95
A Brohm 98
F Brohm.

D Manoney!!!.' .'!!.' .'.'.'.

'.'107-1,031 J A McCalium.' .'..'.'.'.'.'
.109 - 978

Monroe.
Coleman 84
Reich 86
Minion 103
Targe tt, Sr 91
Coons 103
Roker 108
Risk 100
Gilliland 93
Erskine 105

Electric.
B Hearn 88
Klinger 98
Steinmetz 66
Lunn 70'

Day 74
Kaluibach 65W Lewis 77
Markey 66
Hagel

Widumn 108- 989 Flanery. '.'.'.'. '..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' 83— 783

Friday, Oct. 25.

Oakland.
Smith 103
Bayer 93
Minier 98
Bishop 98
Grundler 100
Bleier 94
Reiss 93
G Schmidt 104
A Schmidt 108

Puritan.
Bander 104
Geork 100
Kopf 109
Alhrecht 102
Phillips 101
P Schiebe. 91
Me h ling 84
H Schiebe 96
Miller 100

Chapman 100- 991 Weiler.'.'.'." .'.'.'. .'
. .104- 991

This tie will be shot off on a date to be set by the Association.
Howard.

Dietz 107
Laute ins
A Burger 102
Herter 110
Neundorf 9"

Meyer 106
Herman 98
Theurich Ill
J Burger 104
Swing 110—1056 Coppersmith

Essex.
Shackleford 98
Weigman 104
Neuman no
Walsh 95
Weeks 100
Jenkins... 99
MeCraith 9s
Cooper 99
Welters 100

Newark.
La Rue 70
James 97
Wolff 79
N Garrigan 93
Hogle 97
Hedden 93
Bucher 91
Roberts 98
Wentz 97

Sheppard.
Stewart 97
McQuoid 04
Ferguson 95
Partridge 104
Puree 89
Boyd 99
Sprat t 93
Christie 71
McLaren 86

Kaufman 160— 914 Sheppard .

.' .'

.

.' .' .' .' .' .' .'

! \ l

.'

' 79 —907
There is likelihood of trouble over the time limit of shots, each

man now being allowed 15 miuutes wherein to fire his ten shots.
On single ranges this would give 20 men 5 hours, and would, if the
full time were taken, carry a match up to 1 o'clock in the morn-
ing. The team instead of each individual shoukFbe limited, each
team having 100 minutes to fire its string of 100 shots. When a
match opens at 8 o'clock this limit would allow until 11:30 to
finish the scores for two teams. While a very few of the gallery
shooters require from 10 to 12 minutes to fire 10 shots, the major-
ity lire their strings in less than 6 minutes, so that 100 minutes
would be ample time for anv team. The advantage of shooting on
double ranges has been so plainly shown in the work done on the
Monroe, Newark and Our Own ranges that all clubs should insist
upon double ranges.

PENNSYLVANIA SHOOTING.
THE annual fall competition for the Wm. M. Singerly gold

silver and bronze collar badges, open to teams of four form
any regiment, battalion or company was contested for on Friday
Oct. 25, at Hartranft Rifle Range; 5 shots per man, at 200 and
500yds. The weather was very raw and chilly and a stiff breeze
from the northeast; light was somewhat dull. Major R. S. Huide-
koper was the officer in charge and everything was run as
smoothly as a toboggan slide:

Co 1,6th Regt, Westchester.
300 500

Sergt, Ogler 19
Pvt Bennett 16
Corp Jones 19
Corp Leaf 22
Co D, 1st Regt, Philadelphia.

Lieut Deane 17 17-34
Pvt Bates 16 16-33
Pvt Abbott 21 33-43

21-40
32-38
17—36

Co K, 1st Regt.
200 500

BMcCoort 13 11—37
R Clymer 19 15-34
R Atwater 20 21-41

17—39—153 WS Water 14 17-31—133
City Troop's Team.

Pvt S Bispham ..15 17 - 33
Pvt N orris, 3d. . .14 17—31
Pvt Henry 13 18—31

Pvt Bower 31 18-39—148 Pvt Martin
Co A, 6th Regt, Pottstown.

Pvt Atkinson.. ..20 18—38
Sergt Klink 18 20-38
Pvt Somisky 19 17-36
Lieut Tonnelier.19

Co F. 1st Re„
Sergt McComb. . .18 20—38
dpi Kiler 17 33-39
Pvt Burger 15 16—31

.18 30-38—132
Co G, 1st Regt.

Sgt von derLint.14 17—31
Pvt Pen 15 17-32
Pvt Von d Lint.. 18 19—37

17-36—14S Pvt Rose 16 13-28-128
Co H, 2d Regt.

Sergt Connolly.. 16 10-26
Pvt. Frazier 20 20—10
PvtGuele 17 4—21

CorpJesser 19 19-38—146 Capt Ahrens. .. .20 20-40-127
Co A. 3d Regt. Co B, 1st Regt.

Lieut Mitchell. 20 14—34 Oapt Ewing 16 10-26
Lieut Kemp .20 22-42 Sergt J F Carliu.21 19-40
PvtMcConnelL.il 15-26 Corp A Kerns 19 6-25
Capt Hall, Jr.... 17 18—35—137 Pvt Lander 21 3-23-114

Co E, 1st Regt. Three Men.
Corp J BMaull..20 19—39 Sergt McKnight.18 11—29—9')
Pvt Willsey 18 13-31

The First Class Regimental match for teams of four from
any regiment, battalion or company, from the First Brigade. N
G. P. Seven shots each at 200, 500 and HOOvds., was shot Oct. 26*

The contest was for the Potter trophy, "The Last Cartridge " and
gold collar badges, with ruby bullseyes, which were won by the
team from the First Regiment, as follows:

First Regiment. Sixth Regiment Team.
200 500 600 200 500 600

Lieut G Coultson.. 29 31 30-90 Pvt G Atkinson. 26 31 '>3-80

353 339
City Troop Team. Second Regiment Team.

Pvt E K Bispham. 27 25 36—78 Capt G Ahrens. . .26 30 27—83
Pvt Glendenning.. 29 31 28—88 PvtAFreuud 30 30 25—85
Corp L Barry 29 33 21—83 Sergt N Wilson.. 26 30 30 - 76
Sergt F Patterson. 29 31 33-93 Pvt A Francks ... 29 22 23—74

342 31S
The Second Class Regimental match for teams of four from

any regiment, battalion or company of shots at 200 and 500yds.
Prizes, gold collar badge with diimond bullseye, to each of 'the
team, was shot in the morning, team from First Regiment win-
ning as follows:

First Regiment. City Troop Team.
300 500 200 500

Lieut P S Conrad 28 29-57 Pvt S Bispbau... . 28 21-49
CaptG Eiler... . 26 30-56 Corp J Norris, 3d 24 30-54
Sergt L EToboldt 29 32—61 Pvt C T Henry. . . 25 3>-47
Sergt H Menhard 28 28-56-230 Pvt J N Martin. . 24 19-43-193

Sixth Regiment Team. Third Regiment Team.
Pvt G Atkinson. . 30 34—64 Sergt H Geforera 22 6-28
Corp W Fulmer.. 38 25-53 Pvt J Honey 19 29-48
Lieut J Tonnelier 26 15-41 Capt L C Hall, Jr 28 20—48
PvtRSomiesky.. 25 31-56-214 Lieut F Redfern. 28 31-59-183

Second Regiment Team.
Capt G Ahrens... 28 29-57 Pvt W C Frazier. 24 28-53-168
Pvt A Franks— 29 30—59

CAPTAIN MATT G1NDELE.
CINCINNATI Oct. 27.-The champion 200-yard shot of the
V> United States and Canada is, Cincinnati lovers of rifle shoot-
ing are proud to state, a resident of this city. I refer to Captain
Matt Gmdele. of the Cincinnati Rifle Association. In 1887 the
Bullard Repeating Arms Co. offered to all the marksmen of the
United States and Canada a handsome and valuable trophy to bewon three times to become personal property. The conditions
were: 200yds., American standard (or Hinman) target, standing
position, with 3-pound trigger pull, 50 shots each match, in other
respects National Rifle Association rules to govern. The first
match was shot m May, 1887, and was won by Mr. Gindele with a
score to his credit of 419. The second match was shot during the
month of October, 18?7, resulting in a tie between Mr. Gindele and
Mr. A. E. Chandler, of St. Paul, Minn., the match being decided
in a shoot-off in February, 1888, resulting in another win for Mr
Gindele. In Mav, 1888, Mr. G. G. Wentworth, of Dover, N. H., won
the throphy with 435 points. In October. 1888, Mr. I. A. Huggi^s
of Pittsburgh, Pa., won it with 440 points, certainly a wonderful
improvement over Mr. Ghidele's first winning score—419 points
TUi^ lacf onrl «T,r,1 4-1... +«~~U „ -in,-,,. A-

match he scored 44 bullseyes out of 50. Seventy-six competitors
fought for the trophy the last time, 16 of which made scores of
400 or more points. Of the five full scores made, two were ma'e
by the winner, Captain Matt Gindele, and one eacu by Dr. A. J.
Mai ling, of Greenville, O.: J. B. Stevens, Jr., of Dover, N. H., and
A. E. Knight, of Brattieboro, Vt. Following were the full scores
made in detail:
Marling 10 9 10 9 10 8 10 9 10 10-95
Gindele 10 8 10 9 0 II) 10 8 10 9-93
Gindele 8 9 10 8 10 9 9 10 10 9-93
Knight 10 8 8 10 9 10 8 8 10 8-89
Stevens 9 8 9 8 9 9 8 9 8 10-87
The winning score made by Capt. M. Gindele. and which gives

him the title, of the champion 200yds. off-hand marksman of the
States and Canada, was shot as follows:
Capt M Gindele 8 9 10 8 10 9 9 10 10 9—92997 10 10 8789 10-87

10 10 8 10 9 8 8 7 10 6-86
10 8 10 9 9 10 10 8 10 9—93
8 10 10 7 7 10 10 10 8 9-89—147

Mr. Gindele was awarded (he medal several days ago, and
values it above all the trophies he has won during his caieer as a
marksman. Tho members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association are
more than jubilant over their captain's grand victory, with whom
he stands as a pet and the high cockolorum. Personally Mr.
Gi ndeie is a modest nuassumi ng gentleman, of few words, possessed
of wonderful rifle knowledge and considered nc plus ultvaa.su
captain and handler of rifle teams. His profession is that of a
lithographer, and his wonderful scores one reads of are due to his
temperate habits and regular mode of living. The trophv, of
which I inclose a photo, is an exquisitely and artistically got ten
up affair of gold and laid in enamel, which by special r. quest
has been by him on exhibition at the Bandle Fire Arms Co., this
fiity. C. G. Newsboy.
WILMINGTON, Del., Oct. 22.—The weather combined every ele-

ment favora ble for target-shootiug to-day, and t he regular weeklv
practice at Healdtnoor Riflo Range resulted in some line and well-
contested work. A clean score of bullseyes each by E. J. Dar-
lington and Simpson in the pistol match and the former's fine run
of 94 were the principal features of the day. Darlington's score
at 100yds. with the pistol was also a good piece of work, consider-
ing it was his first, attempt with that weapon at such a distance.
Following are the scores in detail. Standard American target
off-hand: '

'

Pistol Match. 50yds.
E J Darlington .10 '9 9 10 10 9 9 10 9 10-94H Simpson 8 8 8 8 9 9 10 9 8 10—87
E Jackson 9 8 9

"

W H Johnson , 7 7 6
9 6 8 9 10 10 8-8L
7 8 10 8 10 8 8-81
7 8 9 9 8 6 6-70
5 5 10 9 6 8 7—73

E Darlington 9 8 10W Floyd 7 6 10
I) Evans 6 5 8 6 9 4 8 10 7 4-67
T W Geyer 4 6 6 6 5 8 8 5 5 6-59
E Melchoir, Jr ...6 0 8 4 4 5 3 4 5 0—40
O Evans 6 5 8 6 9 4 8 10 7 4-31

Pistol Match, 100yds.
E J Darlington 8 7 7 9 6 7 5 8 5 8—70

Special Pistol Match, 50yds., - k for Blood."W Floyd 6 9 5 10 7 5 6 8 6 9—71
J W Geyer 6 4 3 5 8 6 0 5 8 4—55

Diamond State Match, 200vds-
E J Darlington 5 5 8 10 8 6 9 8 7 6-73
E Darlington 6 0 8 6 8 0 9 6 9 7—71
H Simpson (mil.) 8 10 5 3 5 9 6 7 10 5-68W Darlington 9 7 10 5 4 5 0 6 8 5-65W Elliott (mil.) 4 7 10 4 7 9 5 5 9 5-61
G Darlington 3447 5 7 8 7 8 6-59
D Evans 10 8 6 4 3 5 2 3 6 7-56
E Jackson 0 3 9 9 7 5 4 10 5 9-01
II Doau (niii.) 8 5 4 5 3 4 3 4 7 3-46
D George 4 6 4 5 3 4 4 7 3 3-43

Special Record Match. 100yds.
E J Darlington 10 8 10 8 8 1(1 9 5 7 8—86W Darlington 9 9 10 8 8 10 7 5 7 8-81
E Darlington 8 7 8 10 8 0 5 10 5 10-77
G Darlington 6 8 7 8 8 4 6 5 8 8—67

Military Match, 200yds.. Creedmoor Target.
Sergt H Simpson 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 4 4 4—44
Pvt H Phillips 4 4 5 4 4 5 4 4 5 4—13
Corp W Elliot 4 5 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 5-43
Corp H Doan 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 3 4—40

Oct. 25—The following scores were made bv the Wilmington
Pistol Club at their gallery this evening at ISJ^vds., standard
American target, reduced from BOyds., Gould model oistols:
K J Darlington 7 9 10 9 9 10 8 10 9 9-90
E Jackson 8 3 9 8 10 9 9 8 10 7—86
11 Simpson 10 10 9 9 6 8 7 9 9 10-85W H Johnson 8 8 8 8 6 10 9 7 9 5-78
H Foster 6 8 9 6 4 9 4 8 -1 10-68
BOSTON, Oct. 36.-The regular shoot of the Massachusetts Rifle

Association was held to day. Mr. Francis (Rabheth) won the gold
medal in the 20 shot rest match, and Mr. Fryo won the champion-
ship medal. Following are to-dav's scores:

Rest Match. SOovds., 30 shots.
.1 Francis Ill 108-222 J N Fames 101 107—308
J B Mnnroe 109 103-313 W Pom=rov 94 S7—181

Champion Medal Match, 200yds.
JAFrye ,...79 A Newman 07

Victory Medal Match, 300vds
83 J E Keile

A Me Bean.,
ial Match.

43 FTavs
41 L E Barter.

G V Ellsworth '..83

F S Gardner 8£

Military kW O Burnite
G H Be n yon
D T Wigglesworth 41 38 AS Porter.
O E Pettman 38 A F Jennings

500yds., 10 shots.
F Carter 50 J Y Cressey

600yds.
F Carter 4 5 5 5 5 5 5

Military Match, 800yds.W O Burnite 45 AS Field
GHBenyon 44 B L Blake
F B Sumner 40

All-Comers Off-Hand Match, 200vda.
J E Kelley 85 RE Farmer .

.

'.

E F Richardson 82 F W Cnester.. .

J A Frye HO R E Jameson .

C C Clark 79 O Damou
A Mc Beau 75 FA Martin
S 11 Homer 75

Rest Match, 200vds.
S Wilder ill 107 F S Ham
J R Munroe 109 108 C To

75
67

36
35
35
34

W P Thompson
J Francis

105 W Adams
104 T Oliver

4 5 5-48

...40
....38

75
73
73
70
70

..102 100
..102 99
...10!) 94

91
91

u * 1 anv. 10 iui 1 uii v ex. Vi
A Ballard 104 103 C T Wyman MA Wabash 103 100

VILLISCA, la., Oct. 22.—Company B riflo team shot a vervgood
score to-day, considering the weather was dark, damp and" hazy,
9 o'clock wind, 15 miles per hour:

Lieut, Harris 554;

.-.ergt Overman 544-

vt Bevans 5Vi55545—39
vt Moore. . . . , 446!4454-t34

Harris 45454444—34 Be vans 13443444-30
Overman 41433444—30 Moore 45443453—32

800yds.
Harris 23344444—28 Bevans 43445445—33
Overman 43545343-30 Moore 44344454—31
Totals on three ranges, possible 120: Harris 100, Overman 96,

Bevans 102, Moore 97.
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GUNS AND LOADS USED BY SHOOTERS AT THE TRENTON TOURNAMENT.

W. Wolsteneroft, Philadelphia, Pa...
Mose Williams. Elizabeth, N. J
C. Van Camp. Trenton
P. A. Bcal, Ooeanpoi t. N. J
Ohas. Smith, Plainfiekl, N. J
Phil Daly, Jr.. Long Branch, N. .1

C. B. Manley. Banburv. Conn
Mahlon Fox, Trenton. N. 3
M. W. Lindsley, New York
H. MeMurehy, Syracuse..
Prank Class, Pine Brook, N. J
E. D. Miller. Springfield, N. J
TomEley, Kingston, Pa
A. R. Kuser, Trenton, N. .1

J. Wolstencrot't, Frankford, Pa
John Riggott, aockawav, N, J...
R. Welsh, Philadelphia,
R F. Irwin, Philadelphia
W. Fred Quiniby. Newark, N. J
J. F. Kleinz, Philadelphia
John A. Ruble, Beloil, Wis

Greener
Smith
Smith
Ithaca
Smith
Smith
Colt
Smith
Smith
Smith
Lefever
Lefever
Smith-
Har. &Rich. ..

Scott
Smith
Greener
Parker
Smith
Greener
Lefever

12, choke.
10, choke.,
12, choke..
10, choke..
10, choke..
10, choke..
12, choke.

.

10, choke..
10, choke.

.

12, choke..
12, choke..
12, choke.
10, choke..
12, choke..
12, choke..
12, choke..
12, choke..
12, choke..
10, choke..
12, choke.
12, choke..

First Barbel.

3drs. Schultze; U4oz. No. 8
4drs. Schultze; lj^oz. No. 8 Chilled
BMdrs. American Wood; lJ4oz. No. 8
4Mdrs. Wood Trap; B4oz. No. 0 Tatham
4>^drs. American Wood; lkioz. No. 7>< Loroy
4rirs. American Wood: 1J4oz. No. 8 Chilled.
3^drs. Wood Trao: P4oz. No. 7 Tatham
S^drs. American Wood; lkioz. No. 7H> Tatham. .

.

3%drs. American Wood; lkioz. No. 8 Trap
3J4drs. American Wood; IJ4oz. No. 8
3}|drs. Wood; B40Z. No. 8 Leroy
SJ^drs. American Wood; lJ4oz. No. 1% Tatham..
4¥fAvs. Laflin & Rand Special; IMpz. No. 7 Tatham
o'gdrs. Schultze; P4oz. No. 1% Tatham
3*4drs. Schultze; l}4oz. No. 7 Tatham
3!4drs. Am. Wood Tra p; lkioz. No. S Tatham
8}4drs. Schultze; ll^oz. No. 6 Sparks
Skldrs. Schultze; ]J4oz. No. 7 Tatham
ll-idrs. American W ood: 1J4oz. No. 7 Tatham
3J4drs. Schultze; P4oz. No. 7 Tatham
3Mdrs. American Wood; IJ^oz. No. 7 Chicago ...

Second Barrel.

3drs. Schultzp; IMoz. No. 7
4Mdrs. Schultze; lkioz. No. 7 chilled
3k&drs. American Wood; lkioz. No. 7
dkidrs. Schultze; IMoz. No. 7 Tatham
4J4drs. American Wood; lkjoz. No. 7
4drs. Schultze; lkioz. No. 7 chilled
3k£drs. Trap Wood; lkioz. No. 7 Tatham ,.

4drs. American Wood; lkioz. No. 7 Tatham
4kidre. American Wood; IMoz. No. 7
Skill's. Laflin & Rand; lkioz. No. 7
3kfidrs. Curtis & Harvey; lkioz No. 8 Lerov
Skill's. American Wood; IM-oz. No. 7« Tatham .

.

Ikjdra. Laflin & Rand Special; lkioz. No. 7 Tatham
BUdrs. Trap Wood; lkioz. No. 7
tyidvs. Schultze; lkioz. No. 7 Tatham
Skadrs. FFFG Dead Shot; I340Z. No. 7 Tatham....
Skidrs. Schultze: lkmz. No. 6 Sparks
Skidrs. Schultze; IWoz, No. 7 Tatham
4kidrs. American Wood: lkioz. No. 7 Tatham
Skidrs. Schultze; lkioz. No. 7 Tatham
3kidrs. American Wood; Iksoz. No. 7 Chicago

Cartridge.

Winchester.
En. Prim. & Kynoch
Climax.
Climax.
Climax.
Climax.
Climax.
Climax.
U. S.
Climax.
Climax.
Climax.
Club.
Climax.
Winchester.
Climax.
Eley.
Eley.
Climax.
Eley.
Climax.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Oct. 25.—The members of the St. Louis Pistol
Club who took part in the last shoot did nothing brilliant. Hettel,
by defeating Bauer on the shoot off, carried off the honors; stand-
ard American 20yds. target:W H Hettel 8 9 9 10 6 8 10 10 7 9-86

9 6 8 8—86
6 10 8 5-82

0 10 9 9 10 4 10 8 8-80
8
7 8
6 7
9 8

8 7 7-80
7 10 10-79
9 10 9-77
7 7 7—76
1 7 7-71

fl 9-64

8 6-84
8 9-84
7 9-90
7 7-85-439
7 8-77

8 10 10 7—84
8-80

W Bauer 8 10 9 8 10 10
O Neuhaus 10 8 9 9 9 8W J Lord 6
M SummerfieLd 9 6 10 9 9
G Alexander 10 8 5 6 8
EMohrstadt 6 7 7 8 9
L G Dorman 9 7 6 9 7W C Maekwitz 5 8 7 9 8 6 7
A E Bengel 7 10 0 6 5 7 6
The seventh friendly match with pistols between Mohrstadt

and SummerHeld was shot the past, week at the Laclede Gallon,
and w is wou by the former with 11 points to his credit, Mohr-
stadt took the lead on the first ten shots and held it to the finish.
Conditions: Fifty shots each with .22cal. pistols, at a 12J^yds.
standard American target. The scorp:
E Mohrstadl 9 6 8 0 8 10 10 8 8 10—86

10 9 10 9 10 10 8 i
10 8609889
9 9 10 9 10 9 10 8
10 7 9 8 10 9 9 9

M Summeriield 8 8 6 6 10 8 9

8 9 7 8 9 8
6 10 10 7 7 8 9 8 .

9 9 8 10 8 10 8 9 10 10-91
8 10 8 10 8 10 8 8 9 7-86-llS

Bullseyes: Mohrstadt 39, Summeriield 43.—Unser Fritz.

CREEDMOOR, Oct., 26.—The 13th uiarlssman's badge, and sharp-
shooters' matches of the N. R. A. were shot to-day. The attend-
ance was large and good scores were made, conditions were fair,

good wind, but the light was bad on account of the foggy weather.
F. Stuart, of the 69th Regt., again won the gold marksman's
badge and becomes the final winner thereof for 1889, on scores of
24, 25—49, 22, 25—47, 22, 25—47, out of a possible 50. The following
were the winners of this match:

Cash Prizes.
200yds. 500yds. Total.

F Stpwart, N. C. S., 09th regt
J H McGinn. Co K, 9th regt
L J Elliott, Co C, 23d regt
F S Reynolds Co F, 22d regt
H Coburn, Jr., Co C, 7th regt
H A Bostwick. Jr., Co B, 7th regt
J J Godfrey, Co K, 47th regtW C Goffe, Co F, 7th regt

Medals.
S C Pirie, Co I, 23d regt
J MeNevin. N. C. S., 13ih regt
C H Smith, Co B. 71st regt
The match on Nov. 5 (Election Day) will b

season.—J. Manz, Jr., Ass't Sec'y, N. R. A.

NEW YORK VS. NEW JERSEY.—The details for the 100-
shot gallery match for the championship of New York and New
Jersey, are as follows: Entry—open to all comers; entry fee $5,
no re-entry allowed; weapon—any .22-caliber rifle, with sights to
conform to N. R. A. rules; no restriction as to weight or trigger
pull; position—oft-hand (nip or body rest allowed); target—the
"Our Own Standard" 25 ring; ammunition—any .22 short. The
match will begin on Monday, Nov. 11, and continue on Monday
and Wednesday evenings thereafter until all competitors have
shot. Four men will shoot on each evening, two at a time. Shoot-
ing will begin at 7:30 and 9:30, and each competitor will be limited
to 100 minutes for his 100 shots. All ties will be shot off. All
moneys received as entrance fees will be divided among one-half
the competitors, the highest aggregate scores for 100 shots to
count, for all prizes in order. Thf divisions of money will be on
the following plau: Ten entries, $14, $11, $10, $8, $7; sixteen en-
tries, $17, $14, $12, $10, $8, $7, $6; twenty entries, $19, $16, $13, $11,
$9. $7, $7, $6, $6, $6. Entries, to be accompanied in all cases by the
eutry fee, must be sent to Charles Mink, Jr., by Nov. 4. This
match should certainly have a large number of entries, as several
of the finest: shots of the Zettler, Miller, Barry, Our Own and
other clubs have promised to enter.

22 25 47
22 23 45
.23 23 45
.21 23 44
.19 24 43
.21 22 1 43
.19 23 42
.19 23 42

.23 23 16

.21

1
44

.22 43
the last one for the

THE TRAP,

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blank*
prepared by the Forest and Stream., and furnished ttratig to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticula/rlu requested to w-rite on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
Nov. 13.—Tolley's Trap Shooting Contest, Catskill, N. Y. Geo.

F. Tolley, Manager.

TRENTON SHOOT.
THE second annual tournament of the Mercer Gun Club was

inaugurated on their grounds at Trenton, N. J., on Monday,
the 21st, in>t. The first day was destined for a race between Chas.
W. Budd, of Des Moines, la., and Capt. J. Frank Kleintz, of Phil-
adelphia, but owing to an unfortunate contretemps, which has
been fully explained in our Trap columns, this match did not take
place. It was expected that the major part of the day would be
occupied in shooting this race, so not many other events were
listed. This probably accounts for the small attendance of the
first day, as nearly all who might have come knew that the match
would not take place, and so waited till Tuesday to make the
Start. A few, however, were ou hand, and shot a number of
sweeps at Keystones and live birds, the totals of which are given.
The weather was very cold and raw, and the club house stove was
a much more comfortable spot than facing the traps.
On Tuesd ay many more w; re present, and the regular programme

was shot with a few exceptions of events for amateurs, for which
there were no entries. The day was clear and warm until toward
night, when the wind began to freshen and the clouded sky gave
promise of storm for the morrow. This fear was realized when
on Wednesday morning a driving snow storm greeted the eyes of
early risers This continued until noon, and the morning was
occupied with shooting talk at the hotel. After dinner, as the
skies brightened a little, a feeling of restlessness showed itself
among the loungers, and although it had been announced that no
shooting would take place that day, a 'bus was called, quickly
filled and away they went for the grounds, where a few sweeps
were shotbefore dark. The air was piercing and cold, and fingers
were numb and noses blue before a return start was made. The
live bird event was the principal race shot, and the shoot-off in
the tie which resulted was most interesting.
On Thursday morning blue sky and bright suulight appeared,

but during the ride to the grounds it became apparent that the
wind would take a hand in the day's sport. Such proved to be
the case, and to the strong northeast wind which prevailed all
day, blowing directly across the traps, the escape of many birds
must be attributed. The birds were about as good as have been

seen at any tournament of the year, and when aided by the wind
required hard hitting to be stopped within bounds. Event No. 3
was perhaps the most exciting race of the day, though not the
most important in a monetary sense, but the long and not shoot-
off in the tie for first money was something out of the common,
as it required twelve more birds before a settlement could be
reached. The $130 guaranteed purse brought out a good list of
entries, and the purse largely over-filled. The display of skill
was fine, but as usual there were so many in each tie that"a number
did not get back their entrance money.
On Friday the weather was anything but propitious—dull, low-

ering clouds hung aloft all day, promising another storm, which
fortunately did not fall. The air was cold and made brisk motion
desirable. The $300 guaranteed purse was the event of the day
and 21 men responded to the call for entries. The birds were good
ones, but though only one straight score was made, more could
have been made had it not been for the combination which as
usual existed. This race was started after a preliminary event
of 5 live bird?, and before its conclusion the writer was obliged to
leave on account of illness. We have been informed, however,
that a most disagraceful squabble ensued as to the division
of moneys. There were "combines within combines," and for a
time confusion reigned supreme. One tie was settled by the
referee, H. A. Penrose, who tossed a cent, declaring that "heads"
should divide and "tails" shoot off, and vowed if it came "tails'
to make them shoot it down to one man. Heads turned up. how-
over, and the money was split. The jangling was kept up till a
late hour in the evening, when a division, if not a satisfactory
one, was made.. The management, of a tournament is powerless
to prevent occurrences of this description, but they are a shame
a nd disgace to the sport of pigeon shooting. Unless some action
is taken to eliminate this gambling element, trap-shooting will
descend to a level with six clay walking matches, dog fights and
prize fights, and gentlemen will have no connection with it. It
seems to us this is a point on which the American Shooting Asso-
ciation should legislate if they desire to popularize the sport and
increase the number of those who engage in it. The members of
the Mereer Gun Club with a few exceptions were conspicuous by
their absence, and had it not been for these few workers the tour-
nament would have fallen fiat. The notable exceptions were E.
G. Uptliegrove, the president; Chas. W. Van Camp and A. R-
Kuser; they with the invaluable aid of W. Fred Quimby, Tee Kay,
Jacob Pentz and other outsiders, managed to keep things moving
fairly well.
For inanimate shooting, Keystone targets, traps and rules were

used. American Association rules governed the live bird contests.
The scores follow in full:

Monday. Oct. Zl—Event 1, at 10 Keystones, $1 ent ranee, two
moneys: Miller 10, Ruble 9, Fox 8, Wolsteneroft 8, Daly 6, Van
Ua ni p a, Lee 5.

No. 2, same conditions: Miller 10, Ruble 10, Wolsteneroft 10,
Daly 8. Moore 8, Fox 6, Van Camp 6, Leigh 4.

No. 3, at 5 pairs. $1, two moneys: Miller 10, Wolsteneroft 9,Van
Camp 9, Ruble 8, Fox 6, Daly 6, J. Wolsteneroft 6.
No. 4, 10 singles, $1, two moneys: Ruble 0, Fox S, Moore 7, Dalv

6, Leigh 3.

No. 5, same conditions: Miller 10, Wolsteneroft 9, Ruble 9, Fox
8, Daly 0.

No. 6, at 15 Keystones, $2.50 entrance, two moneys: Miller 15,
W. Wolsteneroft 15, Ruble 14, J. Wolsteneroft 13, Daly 12, Zwer-
lein 12, Van Camp 9.

No. 7, 10 targets, $1 entrance, two moneys: W. Wolsteneroft 10.
J. Wolsteneroft 10, Ruble 9, Miller 9, Daly 8.

No. S, at 10 live birds, $7.50 entrance, two moneys:
Wolsteneroft 1121211211—10 J Wolsteneroft 2211011212— 9
Van Camp 1121112111—10 Daly 1210020121— 7
Fox 1122112022— 9 Jewell 0020022111— 6
MiRer 0111111111— 9
No. 9, at live birds, miss and out, $2 entrance: Miller 4, J.

Wolsteneroft 4, Ruble 4, W, Wolsteneroft 4, Fox 3, Van Camp 1,
Daly 0. Money div. by those killing 4.

Tuesday, Oct. ^.—Regular event No. 1, at 12 Keystones, entrance
$1.50, four moueys:
W Wolsteneroft. 111111111 111—12 Tee Kay 111111111100—10
Ruble 111111111111-12 Williams llOUlolllll—10
Apgar 111111111111—12 Daly 010111101111- 9ED Miller 111111111011-11 Garwin 101101101111- 9
MeMurehy 111011111111—11 Van Camp 011000011111— 7
French Ill 111100111—10 Pierson 011010101101— 7
Treadway 111011111101—10 Irwin 011010011100— 8
C Smith 111101111110—10 Vanderveer 011000101100— 5
No. 2, at 10 Keystones, use of both barrels, 30yds. rise, enti ance

$2, four moneys:
C Smith 1110111110-8 Daly 0122011010-6
Tec Kay 1101212101-8 Williams 1221001020-6
Garwin 2012211002- 7 Miller 1000101102-5
Apgar 1 II 0110110—7 Treadway 2200001101-5
French I Utnl0l2i-7 Fox »k)lOltiiO-.5W Wolsteneroft. . . .1111100100—6 Irwin 1100010001—4
MeMurehy 1121020010—fl Vanderveer 1010000100—3
Manley 1001211100-6

First, second and third div., fourth shot off and won by Fox.
No. 3, al 15 singles, $10 guaranteed, entrance $2.50, four moneys-

Wolsteneroft. .11111111 1111111—15 JWolstencroftllllllOlllOOlll—13
MeMurehy .... 111111111111111—15 Pierson 111111110110111—12
Ruble UlllllHlUlll—lo Haly 110110110111101—11
C Smith 111110111111111—14 Treadwav lOlOiniiUOOOO— 9
Apgar 101111111111111-14 Van Camp 111101011000110— 9
French 111111011111111—14 Vanderveer. . ..10001 101111 1001— 9
Miller 11 1 1

I Ujj I llllil-lf
, ,

Hue. u,-,

Tee Kay 100111111111111-13

No. 4 at 15 Kpystones, $2 entrance four moneys:
Wolsteneroft. .1111111 111 11111—15 C Smith ."..010011101111111—11
Tee Kay 111111111111111-15 Van Camp.... 110111101011101-11
Miller 111111111011111—14 Garwin 011011111111010—11
Treadway 111111111101111—14 Williams 011111001111110—11
MeMurehy. . . .111111011011111—13 Daly 001101110001111— 9
Ruble 011111101111111-13 Apgar 111010000101111— 9
French 11101101 1101111—12 Vanderveer. . . .000111100001110— 7
Exlra No. 1 at 10 Keystones, 81 entrance:

Tred way Ill 11 111 11—10 Daly 1101101101—7
Ruble 1111111111—10 Irwin 1101111001—7
Miller 1101111111— 9 Wolsteneroft 1U1000111—

7

French 0111 110111— 8 Fox 0110101111—7
Williams 0111111011— 8 Garwin 1000101111—6
MeMurehy 1101110111— 8 Vandorveer 1011010011—6
Extra No. 2 at 10 Keystone, $1.50 entrance:W Wolsteneroft . . . 1111111101-9 Ruble 1101111101-8

Apgar 0111111111-9 French H11101011-3
Tee Kay 1110111111—9 Treadway 1101101111-8
Pierson 1111111101—9 C Smith OH 0111 110—7
MeMurehy 1011111101-8 Williams 0101110111-7
Miller 1110011111-8 Daly 0011101110-6
Irwin 1001111111—8
First and third div.; second shot off and div. by Miller and

Irwin: four Hi won by Daly.
Extra No. 3, at 10 Keystones, $1.50 entrance, 4 monevs:W Wolsteneroft.. ..1111111111—10 Ruble 1111111110— 9

Miller 1111111111—10 Vanderveer 1111111101— 9
MeMurehy 1111110111— 9 C Smith 0110111111— 8
J Wolsteneroft . . . .0111111111- 9 Treadway 0111111101— 8
Tee Kay 1U1H1011— 9 Irwin 1111100111— 8
French 1101111111— 9 Apgar 0111010111— 7
Daly 1111111110-9 Williams 1101011110- 7
First, third and fourth div.: second shot off and div. by Me-

Murehy, J, Wolsteneroft and Ruble.

E.xtra No. 4, at 10 Keystones, $1 entrance, 2 moneys:W Wolsteneroft....1111111111-10 Apgar "...1111111101— 9Tee Kay 1111111111-10 Ruble 1101111111- 9MtUei 1111111111-10 MeMurehy 1110111011- 8
J Wolsteneroft . .

.
.1101111111- 9 C Smith 1111111101- 9Mrst div.; second shot off and div. by Wolsteneroft and Ruble.

Extra No. 5, at 10 live birds, entrance $5:
W Wolsteneroft.... 1211111111—10 C Smith 2011210211—8
C B Manley 2222122111-10 Van Camp '.'.'.'.1212112111-10
Tec Kay . . . 0210101102- 5 M Fox ... . HolllTl12-9
E Vaudeveer IOIOOOOw. T Eley 1110112122- 9
J Wolsteneroft .... 1221211121.-10 Zwerlein 0101 111111- 8E U Miller 1101101111- 8 A R Kuser 21010012o0- 5MeMurehy 1221211111-10 A Thomas 0111131113- 9P Daly 1210222o02- 8 Ruble 2111102121- 9Treadway 2211110111- 9 D Williams 1032102010- 6
iTgffi;. 1221122322-10 Apgar 0oD211120- 7F Williams 1111211112-10
Ties div.

Miss and out, .at, Keystone targets, $1 entrance: Miller 10, W.Wolsteneroft 9, p. Smith 8, Ruble 7, Apgar 6, J. Wolsteneroft 5,Tee Kay 3, Van Camp 0.

Wednesday, Oct. 33.—No. 1, at 15 Keystones, $1.50 entrance, threemoneys:
Wilier 111111111111111—15 Lindsley 011111111101111-13

B&SFPa" •-• ]«1UUU 11111-15 Van Camp 011111110101111-12
VV Wolst'ncr'tl0lllllllllllll-14 Tee Kay 10001UimoHl-ll
iV

11
.'!
6 111011111111101-13 P Daly, Jr 010111110101111-11

MeMurehy ....110111111110111—13

No. 2, at 10 Keystones, $1 50 entrance, three monevs:
Miller 1111111111-10 Lindsley . .1011110111-8

WteasaaErJaW ¥S^r::.:::::SS^
asse

..:::::::.:::!!!a!iir S
v™ 0*m* «»»-*

No. 3, at 10 Keystones, $1.50 entrance, two moneys-
Penrose 1111111111-10 Tee Kay 1011111111-9MeMurehy 1111111111-10 Ruble 0111001110-

B

Wcjstencroft
ggjg^g 1110010010-fc

First shot off and div. by Penrose and Wolsteneroft, secondwon by Tee Kay. '

Event No. 4, at 10 live birds, $7.50 entrance, three monevs-
Efnraae II21121IU-10 Eley 2121201111- 9W Wolsteneroft....2 1 22U21 11-10 Van Camp 2102111211- 9MeMurehy 2111221121-10 Walton . 2021222312- 9Ruble n21121112-10 P Daly, Jr 2121o22220- 8Fox 2221111112-10 Manley . M^LlloW- 8Miller 1111222122-10 Joe Camp Ioll212102- 8Lindsley 22121o2223— 9
First shot off, Rui le 9, Fox 9, Miller 3, Penrose, W. Wolsten-

eroft and MeMurehy 10 each and div. first. Scores of 9 div
second. Scores of 8 div. third.

Thursday, Oct. i'4.-Event No. 1, at 10 Keystones, $1.50 entrance
three monevs:
Miller 1111111111—10 MeMurehy 1111110110— 8W Wolsteneroft...immitt-10 Tee Kay...... ' '

lOOlUllllI 8
Ruble 1111111111-10 Daly. ,.; 0110110111- 7
J Wolsteneroft llllllOlll- 9 Lindsley 1110101101- 7
Penrose 0111111111- 9 Maulev 0110111010- 6
Ties of 10 div. first, ties of 9 div. second, ties of 8 div. third.
Second event, at 15 Keystones, $2 entrance, four moneys-

Miller 111111111111111—15 Penrose 111101110111110—12W VVolstene'ft.minmilllll-15 Tee Kay 110110111111101-12
J WolstencrotTlinillHOlllll-14 Moore. 111101111001111-12
Ruble 111111011111111-14 B Kuser 111001011101111-11
Eley 110111111111111-14 Daly IOIOOOOw.
MeMurehy . . . .011111111111101-13
Ties of 15 div. first, ties of 14 div. second, MeMurehy scored 13

and took third.

Event No. 3, at 5 live birds, $6.25 entrance, 4 moneys-
H MeMurehy 11111—5 J Wolsteneroft 01111- 4
E J Miller 11111-5 M Lindsley 10122-4
F Quimby 21102-5 C Mack 10111-4
F Class 11111—5 R Irwin 21011—4
W Kleintz 11112—5 Tom Eley '

".'llOU—

4

Fred Beal 11111-5 J Ruble " 02111-4W Wolsteneroft 11112-5 M Fox 11101-4
Bob Welch 11111-5 Phil Daly, Jr '.01210-3
OB Manley Ulll-t Clinton. 000li-£
Tee Kay 11111-5 Goff ""

00101—2
First shot off: MeMurehy 11, Miller 5, Quimby 5, Class 11, Kleinz

9, BealS, W. Wolsteneroft, Welch and Manley 12 each and div.
Second shot off: Lindsley 2, Mark 1, Irwin 0, Ruble 3, J. Wolsten-
eroft, Eley and Fox 4 each aud div. second. Phil Daly, Jr. scored
3 and took third; Clinton and Goff scored 2 and div. fourth.

Event No. 4, at 10 live birds, $12.50 entrance, $150 guaranteed
FBeal 1111211121-10 J Piggoit .1211101220-8
F Kleintz 1121221122-10 H Mack 2101210121— 8
F Class 2122222121-10 P Daly, Jr 1011201211- 8
T Eley 1111122112-10 R, Irwin 1021121120— 8W Wolsteneroft. .

.1121112212—10 J Wolsteneroft . . . . 1011111020— 7
J Ruble 1211111111—10 O Van Camp 0210122120- 7
II MeMurehy 1222011121— 9 PGoff 0010212112- 7W P Quimby 1021221211- 9 M F Lindsley 2200002221- 6
i; w'. 10 ' ... : ... _

E E Miller 0211111220- 8 M Fox 1111011000— 6
C B Manley 1020211211- 8

Ties on 10 div. first; ties on 9 div. second; third shot off: Mack 1,
P. Daly, Jr., 1, R. Irwin 0, Miller, Manley and Riggot 2 each and
div. third.

No. 5, at 25 Keystones, $5 entrance, $75 guaranteed:
Wr Wrolstencroft 1111111111111111111111111—25
J Ruble 11111111 11111111111111110—24
MeMurehy 1111111111111111101111101-23
Eley .111101111011 .11 mill] 1111-23
Van Camp 11011111111111 11111111110-23
Piggott 1110111101 11111 1111111011-22
Williams 1111011111111111111110110—22
Miller 1110110111101111111111101—21
Tee Kay 1111100011111111101111111—21
Daly 0110110111111111011110111—20
Fox 1101111111111100110111011—20
J Wolsteneroft 1101111011111010111100010-17
B Kuser 0011011110101111111010010—16
W. Wolsteneroft scored 25 and took first, J. Ruble scored 24 and

took second, ties on 23 div. third.

No. 6, at 8 live birds, $8 entrance, four moneys:
TomEley 11111221-8 Manley 10111212-7
F Kleintz 11111111—8 J Mack 11222210—7
Miller 11211111-8 M Fox 10111121—7
J Wolsteneroft 11111222—8 F Beal 21103110-6
JRiggott 11112122-8 R Irwin 21112012-6
J Ruble 11112122-8 Daly 21102011-1

Welch 11101110-6
E Smith 11101110—6
M Johnson 11011220-6
P Goff 10102011-5

11012111-7 H Clinton 02101012-5
211U011—7 B WaRon , Jr 02000122—

W Wolsteneroft 11111111—8
Quimby 02211113-7
Class. 11201112-7
A R Kuser 21110212-7
Van Camp. . .

.

MeMurehy
First shot off,' Eley 4. J. Wolsteneroft 3, Ruble l',' Miller, Riggot*

and W. Wolsteneroft scored 5 each and div. first; second shot off
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Class 0, Kaiser 3. M>Murchy 1, Manley 0, Foxl, Quimby,Van Gamp
ana Mack scored 3 each and div. second; scores of B di v. third;

scores of 5 div. fourth.
Friday, Oct. 25.—First event at 5 live birds, $4.25 entrance, four

McMurchy ,M 11-5 J Wolstencrof t fBl9~i
Miller 11112-5 Welch

03131-JW Wolstencroft 12111—S Tnomas
??>,,, t

Fox 12111-5 Kiev
Ruble 11111-5 Irwin -0110-4

Kleintz V'V « Guff
Tte Kay 11122-5 Manley S&iO
Riggott HI 12-5 Walton 201 0-3

Olasg 1.113-5 Van Camp 0 g 0-f

Kle-ntz! Riggott and Class 8 each and div. first. Second shoe off.

J Wolstencroft 1, Thomas 1, Qtn'nibv 1, Welch and Eley Scored i

and div. second. Third shot off. with the exception of Walton,
who withdrew. Goff 1, C. Smith 2. j.rwin, Manley and Van Camp
3 each and div. third Daly won fourth.

The 20 live bird sweep, the event of the week, $400 guaranteed,

entrance $25:
% ff

Class • 0 2 1 1 1 2 0 2 1 2 0 3 1 1 1 1 2 10 1-16

Bptll 12010111 S 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 f, 11 M>
Irwin . „ • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o 2 1 1 2 1 1 £.—13

DpIv aiS0a*2i S0&01 00S18S6 g-ie
M ller 11112111111101 '-1111 1-1J
McMuYc'liy .'. 1221121111211221211 1-20

W Wo'st* nercft 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 1 1 2 1 0-18

J Wolttencroft 0 o 2 0 0 o 1 22222o213 101 2-13

Van. Camp..: 3 2 1 1 2 1 0 1 2 3 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2-18

Manley 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 111 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 l-)9

Lindsley
" 220o022o022212o222o 2-13

Kle nz .. ...1 12 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 0 0 1 1-18

A Ku er 2 1012131212110011020 15

W lliams 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1-19w.mams
i , 111111221311231 1. 1 0-19

Rleebit ' . 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 0 0-18

r ^,'ts ....2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 211 1-19
Smith 0 222121121111102011 0-16
V™1SD •'221112112121111211 0-19

Fox ; 12131 10111111100102 i-ie

EMERALD GUN CLUB—Regular shoot, at Burbank's. New
Dorp Staten Island, Oct. 23, at 9 live birds, handicap rise, 80yds.

bouni ar\ . use of i.otb barrels, 5 gi ound traps, E. G-. C rule*. The
figure 2 denotes the ato of second barrel. In shooting «ff ties,

miss and ou% second barrel counts a half bird. The weather was
all that could be desired, with very lit 1« wind. The birds were
a very fair lot pnd took flight w'thout much scaring. L. C. Gehe-
rlng. referee; P. J. K enan, scorer. Mr. Gehering is on improve-
ment on the average referee, at least at our shoots, as he was
calm and deliberate and made haste slowly, and would not back
down from an v decision once made. L. C. Gehering and Col.

John H. Voss shoot lrom the 33-yird mark as punishment for

having won a fir-t prize to keep. Dr. Hudson and Mr. R. Regan
must h . ve had then- shooting clothes on, as thev cam.- near mak-
ing a full score. Dr. Liveredge, T. ,T. Crystal and McKenna, who
have ea' h won the second prize for the seend tinv. got badly
left as C. ll'<rth gave ' hem the go-by. killing 8 out of his 9 birds.

Dr Vand. grift, and Mr. Howard went lionv before the termina-
tion of the shoot and i aerefoy lost their chance of shooUng off for

third pHze, which went to P. J. Brennan. The Washington
Iteifhts Gun Club must have some dandy shots if C. R. Terwilli-

ger is a sample. T. F. Russell is also ambitious to shine as a

f^udlon""30)'. .

.

bC
.°n'f2-?2220-8 L O Oehfring (32) .. 23Q801200-B

R R<-«an C.'5> 1 10 1 11212—8 L Scheruieraorn (501.20212. 001—

6

T J Crv-tal (25) 201112210-7 TP M»"IO-nna (23).. 11.22012101 6

I Howard (21) 2)20(12000—4 J Bade (25) 110100*11-4

C Horth (25) 111111101—8 G Remsen (30) 01210201-0

N Mosel (30) 211011012—7 Dr Van ,egrit (21), . ,110002010—4

Dr Livereigt (-5) ll.
:011.0—7 J J MeCiv n^ 11 (21).. .0100,0000

P J Krc'iun (2!y .... 10-110010-5 F -enrarter (30). ... .010100H1—

5

GusN«wnrk(.5) OOJ01H01-4 Col J H Vtss (32) 11,110010-6

Dr. Hudson wins first prize first time; tt»s on second. Itsgan 1 0.

Horth 1 1, Hon h wins sei ou I prize first t'm< ; P. J. Brennan wuis
third for fust time.—T. P. M.
NEW YORK SUBURB VN GROUNDS - Claremont. Jersey

City, Oft. 26.—Matcn. a m 10 blueroclcs, 50 cents eutrauce, 5 traps,

all "ties div. Siveepsiakes No. 1:

Tatbam 0 00 )11111 0 Nixon 010P10011-6
Johnson lOlllULl—9 Howard OloOOOilOOJ—

1

Simpson 011111.111—9 Magnus 0010^01100-3

Sw« ep No. 2, sani' :

Tatharn. 001P00101 5 Nixon 1110001101-6
Johnson 110 1 0101—7 Howard 101U1 KK10—

5

Simpson 011x111111-9 HAG 11011111)1—I
Sweep No. 3, same:

Tatharn UIOIOOIOI-C Nixon 311110(1001—

S

Johnson lllllllOll—fl Howard 010101 1-0
Simpson oil, 1:0111—8 iviagnus OlouulOlOO—

3

Sweep No. 4, same. 2 m ocye:
TMtbara 10il : 111 10- 8 Nixon 1111101110—8
Johnson 1111111:11 10 Howard 010110 Ojl—

5

Simpson OllOailll— 8 HAG 0110000:11—5
Sweep 5, same:

Tatharn 11 11110101 8 Nixon 1100111101-7

Johnson 11 1011111—8 Howard 0111010011—6
Simpson HlllOlOll-8
Sweep No. 6, same, ttiiee moneys:

Tatharn. 1111100100 -6 Tee Kay 0100111111-7
Johnson 11 1001 1001—6 Lindslev OHIO 0010-5
Simp .oa 111110 011—8 Hathaway 1111100110-7
Nixon 01(000101 1-5 Apgar UlliOOlll-8
Howard - 0000011010-3
Sweep No. 7, saint

:

Tatharn 1011100100- 5 Tec Kay 1100111101- 7

Johnson 1161111110-8 Lindsley IIIIJIOHO—

8

Simpson 11 sl 1 11111— 1 0 Hathaway 11010 1 1 1 11-8
Nixon 1010110001— 6 Apgar 1011110101-7
Howard 0U1011001— 6

Sweep No. 8, same:
Tatharn 0010110111- 0 Howard 0000100101—3
Johnson 1111111111-10 Tee Kay 1110111101-8
Simpson 0011111111— 8 Lindsley HllllliOO-8
Nixon 0011110000— I Hathaway lOQlilllOl-7
Sweep 9, same:

Tatharn 101011110—6 J Smith 0110010101—8
Johnson 1101111111—9 Lindsley 1010031110—5
Simpson 1110:11011-8 Hathaway 1111111111—10
Nixon 10000101 0-4 Moffatt HtllUOll— 9
Howard lOuliOllll-7
Sweep 10, same:

Tatharn 1011011011-7 Howard 1001111101-7
Johnson 0111 10 . 11 1—8 Lindsley 1110101 ill—

9

S.mpson 0111111111 9 Hathaway 1111111101—0
Nixon 1010001001-4 Moffatt 1110110011-7

First, and third div.
The cloudy threatening weather to-day deterred many from en-

joying the Usual Saturday shoot on the grounds of the Association.
Oncle Billy Sigier did not show up although he intended heme on
hand, Miller and Qnimby did not maieri lize, prohnbly were" en-
gaged m figuring the profits of the season's shooting. Milt.
Lindsle\ and Tee Kay nothing could tire (in the shooting line), so
although just returned frem Trenton, they were in most of the
sweeps to day. There will be shooting all day on Election Day,
Nov. 5, and quite a crowd is expected; also every Saturday until
further notice. Lunch served on the grounds. Pin.
TWO-MAN TEAM R ACE.—One result of the Trenton tourna-

ment is a team match between Frank Class and Phil. Daly, Jr.,
against J. Frank Klelnz and R. E. Irwin, the conditions of wlvch
are here given: Trenton, N. J.. Oct. 25.—We the undersigned
agree to shoot a match at 50 live bird 1 per man for $100 a corner,
making in all $400. Strictly Hurlingham rules, witn the ex-
ception that Daly shoots with a 10-gauee gun. John Erb to select
the birds and match to be shot at Erb'a grounds, Ne wark. N. J.,
on Tuesday, Nov. 12, 1:30 P. M. Mr. Ed. Updegrove, stake holder.
8100 has besn posted as forfeit with the above, the balance to be
put up on day of shoot. (Signed) J. Frank Kleinz, R. E. Irwin,
Frank Class, Philip Daly, Jr.

MISS ANNIE OAKLEY sends us from Paris a map of that rity
and a newspaper clipping which says of her: "Les representa-
tions do Buffalo Bill sonc toujours tressuivies. Le Baron de Moh-
renheim, Ambnssadeur de Russie, s*y trotlvait bier avec toute sa
famille; ll a beaucoup applaudile tir de Miss Oakley, ainsi que les
exerciees de dressage des ohevaux sauvages."

Oaafle..... OUOlin-6
Freche 10110222—6

Freche olllll)2—

7

Erb 21010111-6

Freche 23101110—6
C Heath 02112120-0
Reinhardt 11210120-6

Castle 01101011-5
C Heath OlloJlQg-5
Freche 00012001-3

NEWARK GUN CLUB—The members of the Newark Gun
Club had a most enjovahle time on Thursday, Oct. 24, when a
few of them met at South Beach, Staten Island, for a clam bake
and live bird shoot. The dinner was exceptionally good. Nine
events were shot, all af live birds, which were of the usual
quality. The st ores follow:
Event No. 1, at 8 Jive birds, $5 entrance, 3 moneys, birds pxtra:

CMHedden 11222112—8 S Castle 12101110-6
J Erb 12111101-7 Gus Freche 01220221—6
Event No. 2, same conditions:

Hedden 21122111-8
Erb 11221110-7
Event No. 3, same conditions:

Hedden ....12211111-8
Castle 11312101—7
Event No. 3, same:

Erb 21113111-8 Hedden 21210212-7
Castle 11111121-8 Freche 2110L121—

7

Event No. 5, same:
Hedden 21210212-7
Erb 11111202-7
Castle 12111011—7
Event No. 6, same:

Hedden .- 12112111-8
Erb 11112210-7
Reinhardt 10112111—7
Event No. 7, same:

Reinhardt 11121121-8 Erb 01212011-5
Ctstle 11102111-7 Freche 22100011—5
Ledd v 21 21022 1-7 Heath 10210011-5
Hedden 11220201-6 Wannech 20210110-5
Event No. 8, same:

Hedden 12'11112-8 Castle 01112110-6
Freche 11112111—8 I>ddy..., 01022121-8
R«inluird t 111H 1 1 1-8 Heath 10021220- 5

Erb -.11221011-7
Event No. 9, at 16 live hirds, 810 entrance, birds extra. 3 moneys:

Castle 1111112121112121—16 Hedden 1201122011121200—12
Erb 1201011211220211-13 Heath 20 '1121211002222-13
Reinhardt . . 11120211 1 1102102-13 Leddy 020101o91U11211—11

WOODSIDE VS.MAPLGW ">OD -On Wednesday, the 23d inst.

members of the above named gun clubs met at the Woodside
Club grounds at Newark, N. J., in a team race. The conditions
were for lO men on each side, but the visitors being short handed
the teams were reduced to 7 men each. The weather was cold,
with a piercing northeast, wind, and not conducive to good scores.
The Woodside team was victorious by 29 birds. Conditions of
match, 25 Ligowsky pigeons per man:

Woodside Team.
S Geoffrey 1111111111111111111111101-24

J Von Lengerke 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 0 1 1 11 01111 -23
S Cockefair 1101011111111011111001111-20

J Stbltles 110111 1 11 1011 II 1011011101—19
MFuerth 0111101! 101 1001 10].1011101-17
Brvan 00H10M1 0 1010P1I 001—16
D Carter UlOlOOlOOllllOlOlOOlOlOO-13-133

Maplewood Team.
J R Burnett 1111110101110100111011011—18

S Tillon 1100003 LOW lulu H01 1 1111—17

\ Sickley 0110010111111.ill 100101011—17
Laidlaw. lOlOO.OlllOOO 0 lllli 1101—10
9L G Parry 001 0 1111111 LO000 1 0 1 1 11001 - 1 r,

Eager .. OOOOIOIOOIIOOHIOOIOIOIOI-H
D Tillon OoOOlOlOilOOOOllOllOOOOOl- 9-103

At the conclusion of this event a number of sweepstakes were
shot, of which the totals are given:
No. 1, at 5 clav-hirds: Heller 5, Tillon 4. Burnett 4, Cockefair 3,

Addisou 3, Parrv 3. Eagles 2, Geoffrey 2. Fuerth 2.

No. 2. same: Fner h 5, Sickles 5, Bvram 5. Cockefair 4, Tillon 4,

Levei 3, Walters 3, Geoffrey 3, Heller 2, Addison 2, Eager 2, Carter

'No. 3' same: Parry 5, C. Von Lengerke 4, Heller 3, Addison 3,

Lever 2, Russel 2. Byram 1.

No. 4, same: Heller 4, Cockefair 4, E. Von Lengerke 4, Byram 3,

Addison 3. Sickles 2, Walters 1. Russell I.

No. 5. at 10 clays: Geoffrey 8, Cockefair 8, Addison 8, C. Von
Long- rko 8, O. Von Lengerke 6, Fuerth 0, Parry 6, Heller 6, Sickles
5, Walters 4.

No. 6. same: Geoffrev 10, Bvram 10. C. Von Lengerke 9, Cocke-
fair 9, O. Von Lengerke 8, Sickles 8, Heller 7, Carter 7, Walters 6.

CINCINNATI, Oct. 27.—The first of the series of winter one-day
live-pigeon sho -Mug tournaments, under the management of
Mes'i's. Al. Bundle and A. C. Dick, was shot on the grounds of the
East End Gun Club, Columoia four mOes ea-t of this city, Thurs-
day last. Ir proved a very enjoyable affair, the weather being of
the finest possibla kind, and the birds used a very choice and
Select lot, duffers being in the minority, and the shooting of the
best. From a strictly financial standpoint to the shooters preseut
in competition, the day's sport was a failure, t o many good shots
presenting themselves to catch on am heavy paying purses, the
tie shooting eating up the profits. Bandle shot in wonderful
form, missing but one bird in tne entire day's spnr\ and realizing
for his meritable work the magnificent sum of $3.75. The at teud-
ancf of spectators was large, aud the scouls outnumbered the
acual competitors five to one; in fact, proved a veritable nui—
ance. Five ground sc^op traps were used in springing Lhe birds,
winch accounts for the number of birds run off in so short a time.
All shooting was from ground traps set equal distance (5'ols.)

spitrt, use of both barrels allowed, the rise Heine 28 for 12 and
30y's. for 10-gauge gun-, purses divided into 60 and 40 per cent.:

Match No. 1,10 live pigeons, entrance $4:

F Ferris 100020 ill I- 6 Apking ... 1011011203—6
Dayton 1211211103— 9 Richards 1011101111-8

Al Bundle 2111111121-10 Whitney 00011110.20—5

Match No. 2, 5 live birds, entrance $2:

Davton 22223-5 Stone 20111—4
Bandle 11121—5 Apking 11210-4
Richards 10111- 4 N G 12103—4
Murpny 21120-4 Peril? 12200—3
Girton 21111—4 Shorty 11110-4
Bohemian 1201 1—

4

Ties div.
Match No. 3, 5 live birds, entrance S2:

Davion .120 3—4 Stone 21122-5
Bandle 22120-4 Apking 11211-5
Richards 22232-5 NG 11111-5
Murphy 11221—5 Ferris 21111—5
Ujrton." 11212-5 Shorty 31010 3
Bohemian 02211—4
Ties on 4 div. second, ties on 5 each decided the 5 birds in the

following ra- e to decide winner of first money.
Mai eh No. 4, 5 live birds, entrance $3:

Dayton 11012-4 Girton 10212-4
Bandl- 11111-5 Ferris 21220 -4

Apking 12112-5 Shorty 12210-1
Richards 01123-4 Murphy 10211-4
Apking decided winner of first money in Match No. 3, Match

No. 4, Bandle and Apking 1st money, ties on 4 each split.

Match No. 5, 5 live birds, entrance $2:

Dayton 20110-3 Shorty 01211-4
Bandle 11222-5 Murphy 11211-5
Aukmg 01102—3 N G 00210—2
Richards 11212—5 Bohemian 11201—4
Girton 20322-4 Stone. 01102—3
Ferns 21110-4

Ties div.
Match No. 7, 5 live birds, entrance S2:

Dayton 11112-5 Ferris 12122-5
Bandle 11121—5 Stone 23110—4
Richard 0H21-4 Murphy 20111-4
Girton 12111-5 NG 11121—5
Bohemian 11121-5 Shorty 11220-4
Apking 11231—5
Ties on 4 div. Ties on 5 for first shot off: Bandle 6, Dayton 6,

Girton w., Bohemian 6 Apking 6, Ferris 6, N. G. w. Ties of 6 div.
Individual shooting, live birds. Match 1, $5 per man: Shorty 5,

Apking 5.

Match No. 2, conditions same: R'chard 5, Apking o.

Match No. 3, conditions same: Apking 3, Ferris 6.

Match No. 4, "onditions same: Apking 4, Ferris 3.

Match No. 5, 5 live birds, 3 men, «5 entrance: Dayton 6, Apking
4, Ferris 5. Dayton and Ferris div.
Summarv: Davton killed 41 out of 46, Al Bandle 40 out of 41,

. Richard S6 out of 40, Murphy 22 out of 25, Girton 25 out of 2e, Bo-
; bemian 23 out or 26, >tone 17 out of 30, Apking 61 out of 74, N. G. 21

out of 26, Ferris 46 out of 56, Shorty 35 out of 31, Whitney 6 out of

I

10. - C. G. Newsbot.
TO WANDA, Pa„ Oct. 27.—The attendance of club members at

' our weekly shoot has been gradually growing less until this week
but three faced the traps, all using hammerless guns. Turner
shoots a Lefever, Snider a new National Gun Co. for first time,
and Dittriob an L. C Smith. The following is thp score:
Dittrich. .00101111101 110111111-15 Snider. . . .101001111110U110011-14

' Turner . . . .IOOOIOOIIIOIOIUIIOI -13 Trap,

CHARTER OAK PARK.-Hartford,Conn„ Oct. 24.—The second
tournament bv ihe Connecticut Shooting Association, at Charter
Oak Park, to-day, was a notable success, everything considered.
The day was cold and raw, and the trap-shooting season past.s o
that the number present and 1 he interest taken shows that the
tournament was a, perfect success. Six thousand pigeons were
thrown, aud all the events were well filled. So well pleaded was
the large delegation from New Haven, that. President, Bristol, of
the New Haven Gun Club, arranged with the officers of the Asso-
ciation to give a shoot at New Haven, on Thank8gi%ing Day.
Shooting commenced at 9:30 A M., and ended at 5 P. M„ darkness
then preventing further shooting. Notable among the absentees
were Yerrington and Manley. Perhaps the "'State champion"
ra.-e.frightened tliem off. New Haven s nt thirteen good men,
and they all did fine woik. The cold, a brisk wind and traps set
to throw hard-flying hirds. made the scores poorer than usual.
In fact no one made a score equal to what could have been made
under more favorable circumstances.
Second extra event, 10 birds, 5 angles: Whitney 9, Webb 7, Met-

ro e and Johnson 5, Alger 6, Treat 4.

Third extra event, 10 birds, 5 angles: Bristol 10, Bates and
Sherman 9, Lewis, Widman, Wood, Hubbard and Quinton 8.

Widman won on 8 straight.
First regular event. 10 birds 5 angles: Whitney 10, Widman and

Sherman 9. Lewis and Wood 8. Hubbard. Henry, Treat, Bates,
Bristol and Webb 7. Tie won on 5 straight by Bristol; Folsom,
Quinton and Johnson 6, Cowee and Alger 5.

Second regular event, same condition: Widman, L?wis and
Bristol 10, Whitney and Sherman 9, Bates, Gould, A'ger, nubbard
and N. Folsom 8. Bates and Gould divided 8 on 5 straight.
Webb, Johnson and Cowee 7; Treat, Woods and Henry 6, Good-
win and Whittlesey 5.

Third regular. 5 pairs: Cowee 8, Whittlesey and Whitney 7,

Lewis, Gould, Putney, Bates. Widman and Henry 6. Won by
Widman on 4 straight; Bristol, Webb, E. Folsom, Hubbard and
Johnson 4, Goodwin 3.

Fourth regular event, S^afe championship and pitcher, etc., 10

straightaways, 20 singles, at 5 angles and 10 pairs:

Straight-
aways. Sineles. Total.

45
43
43

Pairs.

E Folsom 8 18 19

Wnitney 10 10 IT

Bristol 10 17 15

Gould 10 16 16 19
Putney 8 16 17 41

Widman 7 20 13 40

Lewis 8 30 11 89

Sherman. 7 16 16 SO

N D Folsom 9 K 14 8«

Henry 7 16 18 38

Bnrbndge 8 15 15 38

Hubbard 7 15 15 37

Bates 10 15 10 85
Johnson 8 13 13 34

Melrose 8 12 14 84
WtHey S 14 10 82

Cowee 6 13 14 82

Whittlesey 8 10 11 29

Webb. 6 12 10 88

Trent 5 10 11 26

Fifth event, at 40 singles. 5 angles, for Parker gun: Woods
and Widman 37, Bates and Gould 36, E. Folsom and Sherman 35,

Lewis and Whitnp\ 31, N. Folsom 31, Melic-se 30, Bustol, Putney
and Johnson 28, Willey 27, Webb, Henry and Cowle21. Hubbard 23,

Sixth event: Widmin and Sherman 10, Bristol, Gould and
Whi'nei-9, Lewis and Goodwin 8, Cowle. Henrv, Bate? and E.
FuUom 7, Johnson, N. Folsom, Woods and Treat 6, Whittlesey 5,

Webb 4.

In the two-man team, 20 eutries, Bristol and Whitney took first

mono on 80, Gould and Sherman second on 19.

In the miss and out Bates and Henry stood uplongest, and Bates
finally won. This was the last » vent, although a number of small
events were shot on a stt of side traps.

BROOKLYN, Oct. 26.—Leaden r-louds greeted the men of the
Crescent Hun <"Tub when the. members of that organization as-
sembl. d at Louis Miller's Dexter f»rk 10-day for their regular
monthly shoot; the conditions of the weather were such that
g. od shootiug was almost impossible, and only one of the crack
sh is who participated in tin c .mpeiition came anywhere near
his real form, and that gentlem-m was Mr. C. H. Himbell, the
winner of the principal 'ompetitiou of thed.iv. The great match
at 25 live birds which was announced t" be d-cided betwe. n
Walter D. Gilman and Mr. Groin Man of Brooklyn proved to be
a grand fizzle, as the latter gentleman did not put m an appear-
ance, and the referee, Mr. HopKi'is. t'e ided th it, under the rules,

if Mr. Gilman went 10 tne traps and shot at one bird he would be
comply ing with the conditions of the m ..tch, and iha^, he would
award the contest to Mr. Gilman if, after waiting a, reasonable
time for Mr. Cromelian to app j'ir and ibat geatlem n tailed to

come to time, the former faced the traps and shot at one bird,

thus establishing the fa> t that he was on band ami ready -nd
willing to deMie the event. Aftt r me regular sh 101 Cot tae club
medal was decided Mr. 'rilman walkel to Che traps and called
•'Pull!" to Trapper William Mil, aid the bird, a large one,
which was a quarter to the right, rose in th'1 air and was 1mme-
d at d> bowled over, upon wbi'-h the referee immedi a telv awarded
the match to .Mr. Gilman by the seor* of 1 bird killed to 0. Some
good shooting was done in the regular club competition for t ie

gold club badge, which was at 10 birds per man at 25 as. r;se, the
score1-- of wh'ch were as follows:

D. Gilman 4, W. J. Bolton 2. W. E. Skidmore 7, L. C. Hopkius 3,

Orto Hill 7, C. B. Huib.ll 8. The la'ter gentleman tnus won the
trophy, and will w» ar it uutil the next regular shoot, of the club.

A s .veeps takes at 3 live birds per man f dlowed. the score of which
was as follows, each contestant stoot? g at 25yds. rise: fiubhell 3,

Hill 2, Gilman 1, B-lton 1, Skidni ire 0, H^pnins 0. Uubhell thus
w.ui first money. Hill second, an i Gilmm and Bolton_ tbv. third
monev. The entrance fees in this evrnt were divided in the ratio

of 50. 30 and 30 oer cenf. for first, second and third prizes respec-

tively. A spirited and very close oon r est resulted in the next
event, whicn was a team ra itch at 5 live birds per man, at 25yas.

rise, Hubbell's team vs. Oilman's team, which was won by the
narrow margin of one bird bv the former team, as the subjoined
score shows: Hubbell's team—Hubbi 11 4, H'l 4, HopuinsO; total

8. Gilmau's teani-Gilman 3. Belt >n LSkidnnreS; iital7. Several
«weepa at bluerorks fo'Uwet, and at the meeting of the members
of the club held later in the evening it wis unanimously decided
to hold the regular shoots of the club on the last Friday in each
month at Dexter Park.

WORCESTER. Mas«.. r>t. 20.—The content for the Norcross
trophy last 1'uesday was themost closely contested shoot yet held
for this cup. E. S. Knowles. C. B. Hidden and C. R. Crcmpton
tied on 27 out of 30. On the first shoot-off to decide the tie each
man hi ok e 9 out of 10, but on the second round Knowles shot the
others out and won the cup. "Lisiia" kept open house that even-
ing and the bo.ys all enj i.ved a smoke at his expense. "The best
the house affords" was none too good,

—

Hal.
The scores were as follows:

ES Knowles 27 M D Gilman 24

C B Holden 27 E Jewett 23

C Crompton. 27 A R Bowdish 22

G J Rugg 26 EES wan 22

E Welcu 26 WRD.an 22

C Forehand 26 C R Holman , 21
Win Whiie 17
F Forehand 14

W L Davis ,„ 25

George Sampson 25

A L Gilman 24
Ties shot off as follows:

Knowles 11U1-5 10111-4 11110-4 11111-5
Crompton lolll—4 11111—5 Mil—4 10 w.
Holden 01111—4 110 w.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Oct. 26.—The amateur shooters being in
the bush, the professionals aud semi-professionals had a gala
time at the traps. In the silver pitcher ma'ch Bond again
scooped the trophv, and unless .-ome of the shooters return from
the bush to compete w:tn him next Saturday the doator will win
the same. Th^ scores of 8 and over follow: B ind 13. Cod v 12,

Warren 11. Porter, Sanborn aud Field 11 each. Gale Tne first

in the sweepstakes w. re won as follows Five bluerockp, Cody;
5 pigeons, Bond; 6 bluero. ks, Bond; 3 p irs pigeons, Melchei ; 5

bluerocks. Field aud Bond; R '.lueroeks, Bond; 5 bluerocks. Bond;
6 pigeons. White aud Bond; 7 bluerocks, Bond and Gale; 8 oige ns,

Warren; 7 bluerocks, Bond; 10 bluero ks. Keystone traps, Melcber;
5 bluerocks, Warren; 6 bluerocks, Sanborn: a pairs oiuerocks, Key-
stone traps, P. rtei;5 bluerocks, Sanbi rn aud White; 5 pigeons,
Bond and Gale; 5 pigeons, Sanborn anil Bou j;5 bluerocks, San-
born; 5 bluerocks, Hurlingham rules, Sanborn.

GRAND CROSSING, 111., Oct. 22.—Match between W. P. Mns-
sey and A. T. Loyd at 50 pigeons each, 5 ground traps, SOvds. rise,

80yds. boiumarv, Illinois State rules, for a purse of S100. After
e ecu had shot 40 birds Loyd threw up rhe march:
W P Mussey .1101111221112001121111^02101111111002211-33

A T Loyd 102101201011111110120002102^310200102223-37
Kavellkigq,
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MIDDLETOWN, N, T„ Oct. 22.-Tho second shoot of the Madi-

son County Sportsmen's Association came off on Saturday at
Eaton. The priucipal event was the contest for the silver cup,
for which Oneida entered two teams, Canastota one team and
Baton three teams, each of four men. Following is the score
made at 16 singles arm 6 doublet-: Eaton—First team: Peet V,
Riohardsou 15, Hall 20, Curtis 17—W; second to im: Cole 38,
Palmer 16, Fryer 10, Brings 13-70; thiirJ team: Stoue 17, Parsons
13, Short 15, Sacket 13—58. Oneida—First team: Tattle 10, Deve-
reaux 16, Maxwell 18, J. M. Mark nam 22 -6i>; second team: M. S.
Markham 14, Carter 11, Cheney 5, Clark £0-50. Canastota team:
Roberts 18, Lansing 17, Salisbury 16, Huits 8 69. Another interest-
ing event was tire contest lor a Parker nam merle s -hotguu and
the championship of Madison county; won bj J. M. Markham. of
Oneida, by a scorn of 18 out of a po Bible 20. Ueorge Cole won the
second prize on a score of 17 out of 20.

TORONTO. Oct. 21.—Messrs. Beldam, of the Toronto Gun Club,
and Emend, of ttrs Stauley Gun Ci\i\ sltot a match at Chas.
Ayre's grounds this-afternoon at 50 live birds, H. and T. ground
traps, 26yds. rise, with use ot both barrels, Toronto Gun rules.
This is the way it stood at the finish:
Emond 1 100111 1 1 121110 J001 1 2 1 01111100210 1 01101111 11011001—36
Beldam 1 i 0121.1121 121121121 il limiyuimilll210.;U2U::01l- W
The figure 2 shows wnere rue second barrel was used. After the

match a sweep was shut at 10 birds under the same rules. Messrs.
BptagS and Pi Wakefield divided fir.it and second with a clean
score. Tney both shot in good form.

MEW HAVEN, Conu. will have a big shoot on Thanksgiving
Day, given by the New Haven Guu Club.

lavfjting.

"West India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard." By
Everett Hayden, LI. S. Hydrngraplii-c Office. Large quarto, loith 8$
lithographic plates. Price $1. Contains full hmorii of the great,
storm of March, 1888., with practical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

"DOWN THE BEACH " IN A NORTHEASTER.
NORFOLK, Oct. 26, on board yacht Medusa.—Editor Forest and

HU-earn: 1 see so often in the Forest and hauEAM accounts
of little iOfti or even 30ft. boats that make ten miles an hour as
they float gaily over a summer sea, tuat 1 thought you might find
it interesting to know What a good staunch Gl-footer can do when
it really blows, with a fair wind. Every one calls Medusa an old
tub, and all the turtles think they can beat her; 1 fancy, how
aver, that my trip down here would have completely used up the
best of them. I started on Wednesday, Oct. 23, from Twentv-
eighth street, New York, at 11 o'clock, with a northeaster that
was too good a chance to miss, being bound for Norfolk. The
winter rig is bent and everything is good and strong. Of course
yacbLsmeu would laugh at a mamboorn that went to the tatl'rail
only, aim every mother's sou would probably declare that his
Vessel would prove staunch euougn with more sail. Probably a
22ft. bowsprit on a vessel of 61ft. long on deck would also seem a
very stubuy looking " hern," but it proved long enough.
The first incident of an exciting run met us before we were

clear of New York Bay, a tug running into us when we were
square before the wind, while 1 could not alter my course without
a certain chance of exactly what did happen next day, a jibe on
top ot the runner. My men, who were, below at dinner, hearing
me bail the tug rushed on deck and at a great risk tried for the
runner, I keeping away with mainsail just on the uembie, but we
went into the tug; result, bad language galore, bowsprit driven in
and bitts bent back, and bowsprit sorouds stretched too long,
besides a parted mainsheet ana a round hole in the topside wnere
the ball ot the anchor stock did duty as a fender. We hove about
on the other tack and los. a lot of lime repairing damage, or our
time on tneruu would have been considerably better, the damaged
head gear causing some anxiety at times in addition to the direct
loss of time.
When under way again we set topsail, in fact the wind was so

moderate inside that 1 even got ji< topsail out, but on reaching
the Hook we found a oad sea on, and sent topsail down on the
cap. We passed Buoy No. 5 about 1:30, at Scotland Lightship we
had gotten off the bar, sea running regularly, so ere set topsail and
away we Went . Lig.t ship bore abeam at 1:50 exactly, % mile to
Windward, and we set course to ctear Barnegat nicely and ran
quite lively all the afternoon with breeze gaining strength and no
one going our way, but a few working up to get into the hook.
One pilot boat was reefed down aud cue nig tcuuoner had miazen
reef-d.
At 6 o'clock we took in the topsail, for the breeze had gotten

quite briskly "down to work." Barnegat bore abeam at 6:20;
distance 12 miles (nautical, of course). Course was now laid to go
between N.E. and Caps May lightships, and every effort was
made to steer carefully. The sea was getting up, but nothing to
bother us as yet. Absecom bore abeam at 9:15, and all went merry
as a marriage bell, ior a wonder we had no trouble with our
binnacle fignt. u.r. Bliss has at last really succeeded in making
something that will burn when the wind blows. At 11:35 N, E.
Lightship was one mile distant and exactly on our starboard
beam. We were not making 10 knots like our iutle friends in the
Forest and ."stream, but we were foolish enough to think our old
hooker was "humping along" at a One pace, and I think the skip-
per did not care a penny for the racing forties. At 12:35 we were
alongside Cape May Lightship within a cable's lengtn, in fact as
close as it was safe to go. 1 make the distance on the chart from
Scotland Ligntsbip to ue 103 nautical miles, and we had done it
in lull. 15m. exactly. There can be no mistake, for 1 took the
times uiyoelt and \\ e passed both marks too close aboard to be
out of the way on bearings.
The wind by this time was a good honest gale, and the sea was

rough. Of course, we had all hatches battened down forward aud
aft, but main companion and tbe lee sine of main skylight were
open to keep the cabin stove under some sort of control. 1 here,
in tne name ot the yachting community, ask the inventors of the
country to get us something that will burn while under way.
The miseries we have in late cruising, language fails to convey.
If ever anything has been careiuiiy, religiously, thoroughly
damned, it is the beautiful porcelain affair that stands in my
cabin. It is more contrary and "ordinary" than a jioing horse or
a kicking mule!
Having such a splendid departure, we now laid our course for

Winter Quarter Lightship, 56 miles away. We '.new along
with an increasing sea, and everything as yet in good shape, i
make it to be a very pretty piece of steering to have thus La- hit
off the mark so exactly: and Petersen, tbe skipper, deserves much
praise for it. Of course, modesty prevents my expatiating on my
own part of the "navigation," as Capt. Reuben Ranzo puts it. At
<j P. M. to the minute we were abeam of the new ship off Fenwick
Island Suoai, but too close to it; and 1 found that the sea, which
was now big, had hove us somewhat to the westward. 1 therefore
altered the course to allow for it.

By this time the wind had increased so that it was no longer
safe with a whole mainsail, small as it is, and we took in two
reefs at once—a hard job, as we were about dead before it at this
time. The main hatch cover was screwed down and all openings
in deck looked after. At 6:38 we were alongside the Winter Quar-
ter vessel; total distance 15y miles from Scotland Lightship, in 16
hours 18 minutes,

Il was a wild and grand sight. The ship lay with her trysail
up, and looked very small as the big y eitow mountains drove
down on her. The sea now bad the regular loot of an ocean gale
and wanted only the color for one to think of mid-ocean. The
bottom was still too near the top, however, and the saud was
stirred up through it quite thoroughly. We bad for the next ob-
jective point the new lightship off Cape Charles, distance 57%
miles. The sea being so long, we were goiug quite comfortably,
and only when we got on the shoal spots did we fear anything
from it.

While below, however, at 10:30, alas ! I beard a great crash, and
rushing on deck found that tne boom had jibed over on the
runner and was dragging alongside in three pieces. The wind
for some time bad showed a tendency to cant northerly, and as
we were running nearly a S.W. course iS.W. by S.), it neeoed
careful steering. Petersen says the shift came without warning
and that the sail went over without a previous quiver of the after
leach. It took some time in that big sea to get tne wreck cleared
away, with the boom back on deck and tne sail tuiied untorn;
but we did it and set trysail. As we got down near (Jape Charles
and into the shoal water the sea began to grow oangerous, as we
bad run a long time on tbe wrong jibe gathering in tne wreck.
Still we were able to go S.W., so that in the end we fetched about
14 mile inside the Whistling Buoy off Cape Charles, wnich we
passed at 1:30 (within a minute or so at least), making the sea
portion of our trip in 24 hours, I thought that when in Vindex I

did the same thing in 26 hours I was going very fast and every
one considered her speedy down wind. The distance from Winter
Quarter to Whistling Buoy is 64 miles, we therefore had come
lrorn Scotland ship 225 miles and from the "Hook" to Scotland is
Smiles, thus making the toial sea trip 228 nautical miles in 24
hours, I think without the accident we should have, been able to
do 230 within the day.

Utu' course now gradually hauled westerly with, the wind nearly
north. The sea hefore reaching the hay was already very alarm-
ing in character. We soon took in the foresail, and' then we went
through t he worst experience 1 ever had iu a small vessel; we
were practically in breakers, as the depth, 6 to 4 fathoms, was
much too small for such a big sea. Everything was closed up
tight. Water came aooard everywhere, one sea " pooping us,
going clean up to the waist of man at the wheel. It went up to
the gaff of I'm led mainsail and filled my rubber honts standing
on top «vt' mam skylight. It was enough to fr.guten any one but
a hardened old salt, but I can speak naught but praise lor my
men; they showed no timidity, and Churh g Johnson, who was at
the wheel, steered his course as coolly and collectedly to all ap-
pearance as on a summer day. It was now slow work with the
wind forward of the beam, au ebb tide running and a cauldron of
waters around us. In fact, it was 5 o'clock before we got to the
Thimble Light, and 7 to the minute when wo le t go our anchor in
Norfolk, mnking 32 hours toi the trip from dock to dock.
The last few hours had let. a lil tie water below, but not a drop

got through the sk\ light m mv own stateroom, and not a single,
thing has come out of it to be dried. The men's berths were not
wet, their lockers only suffering. The carpet in mam cabin got a
very good soaking, as several doses of salt water wore given it.

The o ver of cabin skylight was not well secured, aud my chart
came in for a little. Still the cushions are not wet enonarb to
keep on deck, as the covers protected them and were themselves
so little touched that everything was dry soon after we nunc to
anchor. The upper cabin skjliglit wept a little, the carpet came
up, but the beds got a very insignificant sprinkle. The damage
below war, practically nil. We went to bed, aud of course are all
now busy repairing damage, getting ready to ship our new boom.
Now that it is all over 1 leel proud of the little ship that carried

us through so safely. The jibing of the boom of course wrecked
things a little, runucr gone, and man rope 81 anchions aft demoral-
ized, l)ii the boat did not leak more than usual, and outside is as
smooth as an egg. I forgot tu mention tuat the Cape Charles
Lightship, the last mark we ran for, wo did not make out, but as
we got the Whis ler we did not care. She was not easy to pick up,
for she was not there at all, but had gone adrift with 150 tathoms
out and was in Norfolk when we got in. We passed, however,
Within two and a half miles of her position, and that this error is
partly attributable to the accident, I tniuk I can claim in all
modesty. Robert Center.
IMeduaa enjoys the distinction once accorded t.une old Vindex,

of being the cruiser of the American singlestick fleet, in active
service practically all the year around. She is a cutter of 54it.
l.w.l., 1,'h't. 4in. beam, and 10ft. .-fin. draft. At present she is
bound for a winter cruise in the Chesapeaite. The run recounted
above shows something of her qualities as a sea-going cruiser, and
she is not. a whit less perfect in tbe cosy and comfortable appoint-
ments which add so much to tbe pleasure of cruising.]

NARROW BEAM UNDER THE NEW RULES,
IN commenting on the Katbleen-Shona match the Field speaks

as follows:
' The Kathleen is more like one of our old 30-fonters than a

modern 10-rater. and is, we believe, of about 14 tons clispiaceim nt,
while the displacement of Shona would be about K tons. It the
point sought to oo ascertained is, whether 14 tons can be put into
a better proportioned form thin that of Kathleen's, we think the
question can be answered by referring to our lO-iwers, which are
of about 14 tons displacement on a length of 36ft. Furtht r, a study
of the relative performances of Doris (i ho best 5-umner yet built),
Vvonne and Decima, would throw more light on the rating aud
classification question than any number of matches between Shona
and Kathleen. That Boris would beat Kathleen as much as she
would have a Kjeepsake or Curtsy we have not the smallest dcubt;
but when tbe displacement of the 30-footor is put into a forui3'.ifi.
long it is a very different matter. The four crack British 10-raters
compare as follows:

Length. Breadth. Sail area. Y.R.A.rating.
Doris 33.86 5.6 1680 9 5
Yvonne 34.10 8.0 17:27 9 8
Dis ..MM 9.1 1666 10.0
Djcima 35. t7 10.3 lo79 lu.0"

The dimensions given have a direct bearing on the question now
uppermost with American yach'smen; will the new classifica-
tion by corrected length lead to narrow boats? It would seem a
sufficient proof to the contrary that in England, with the strong-
est inducements in the way of habit, prejudice, conservatism and
vested interests to adhere to tue old nairow type; the beam lias
increased greatly iimll classes. Decima, with 10.2ft. beam has
beaten Doris, with5.6tt., while the other two new boats, Yvonne
and Dis, with 9:t., have been fully as successful. In the nest class
the result has been the same, the beam has at once expanded
trom 7ft. 6m. in the old 10 tenners like Ulidia and Melissa, to 10ft.
Sin. or over m the new 20 inters, the latter winning easily from
the narrow boats. If such has been the experience in England
there can he little question as to the effect m Anieticfl, wnere all
the habits and prejudices of yachtsmen demand as much beam as
they can obtain; very often to tne detriment of tbe more essen-
tial qualities of the yacht. To say nothing of the far lighter winds
on this slue of the Atlantic, there are other conditions which
favor a wide rather than a narrow boat, aud a rule which lias
produced a comparatively wide crate in England is certain to "ive
a still wider one here, if its factors are properly proportioned?

NEW YORK Y. C.

THE fall meeting of the New York Y. C. was held on Oct. 24,
with Vice-Corn. Fish in the chair. Com u-ei ry being in Europe-

The following gentlemen were appointed on the nominating com-
mittee for the annual election: J. D. Smith, Ogdeu Goelet, Llo\d
Phoenix, F. W. Vanderbilt. J.N. Winslow, J.K.Piatt, T. B. As-
ten, ti. M. Durant, D, S. Worden and Augustin Monroe.
Some further correspondence concerning the Valkyrie chal-

lenge was read, but lis tenor was not made known outside the
club. The committee on measurement, Messrs. John Hyslop L
A. E'ish, E. A. Willard and A, Gary Smith, presented their report'
While its substancd has not been made public it is understood
that the committee recommend a classification by corrected in
place of waterline length, with no material increase of the tax on
sail. They further recommend mat when the smnaker boom ex-
ceeds in length the distance trom the foreside ot mast to the for-
ward point of measurement for sail area, ou the bowsprit, that
such excess be added to the base line, also that the present for-
ward point of measurement, to tuff of jib, be replaced by a point
halfway between it and the jibtopsaii stay. Tne effect of these
two changes will be very slight on tne present fleet, but will
modify the present tendency toward longer spiuaker booms ano
extensions of the bowsprit far beyond the present point of meas-
urement. It is also recommended that a change be made in the
correction to base line for length of gaff, so as to measure the sail
more accurately in all cases. A further recommendation was to
increase the percentage of the allowances from 46 to 5o per cent
the present scale being low, and a change being especially neces-
sary to correspond witn the proposed classification. Tne com-
mittee's report was adopted, but the amendments require to be
voted on at a second meeting before their final enactment, and a
special meeting will be called as soon as the committee decides
on the class limits by the proposed rule.

A NEW YACHT ON THE PACIFIC.
YACHTING has been at a standstill for several years on tbe

Paeitic coast, there being practically no racing, wnile the
fleet has declined in numbers. It is pleasant to note, as tue first
promise of better things, the construction of anew yacht of mod-
ern type, which shoulu. do much to revive the interest in yacht-
ing that was once so strong about San Franciso. The new craft
is a keel schooner of 86f't. over ail, 74ft. 6,n. l.w.l.. 24ft. beam and
Oft. 3m. draft., being modeled by Captain Matthew Turner, builder
of Lurline, Caispa and Nellie. She has a clipper stem of hand-
some proportions, a moderate o .erhang auu a midship section
not unlike the Burgess boats, something very different from the
older boats on the coast. Her keel is a steel trougn of Hpn. plates
23in. deep and 24m. wide, filled with lead, the total Weight being
2y,3401bs, The frame is of cedar, locust and pine,with Oregou pine
planking. Her outfit of canvas, winalass, etc., will be of the best
Eastern make.

jTONKERS Y. C.-On Oct. 23 the Yonkers Y. C. gave a compli-
mentary dinner to its commodore, Mi'. Charles T. Mercer. Dur-
ing the evening Com. Mercer was presented with a handsome
clock.

ALARM AND ENCHANTRESS.—The famous old schooner
Al inn was lately broken up ou the sands at Southampton after a
liferime of nearly 60 years, and now another two-sticker is to
share her melancholy fate. Enchantress, Mr. J. F. Loubat's
schooner, as she whs once known in t his count ry, was recently
sold at auction in lots at Cowes, England, and a couple of week's
since she was towed to Southampton to have her g..ara lifted out
by the steam shears, returning to Cowes to bu broken up. En-
chantress was modeled by Capt. B b Fish, aud built at Green-
point, N. Y,, m 1870 by Mr. Samual Pino, be'ng 144ft, 2m. over all,
120ft. Bill, l.w.l., 24ft. liu. beam and lgft.

l

0!n. draft, being, of course,
a keel boat. Sue has been iu British waters for the pa 1 1.7 years,
being owned during the latter part of tho time by Col. Owen
Williams.

EASTERN Y. O.-The Eastern Y. C , at its fall meeting on Oct.
22, went no further in the way of an amendment to its measure-
ment rules than to drop the following clause from Rule 4: "Should
any yacht of the fourth or any smaller dass sail a race exceeding
5 knots an hour, or should any yacht of the third or .any larger
class sail a race at a rate exceeding C>U2 knots, the allowance in
tho class in which such case occurs shall be increased by one-
fourth the amount given in the table."

NEW YACHTS.—Mr. Burgee is at vv irk on a design for a 60ft.
keel cut.i.er for Mr. D tvid Sears, of Boston. She will bo of com-
posite bund. He also has two forties under wav, one for Mr.
Adams. Lawley h is finished and s Id the 45ft. eenrcrboard begun
last spring for Mr. Owen, of Providence.

A SUCCESSOR TO IREX.-It is probable that Mr. John Jame-
son Will ouild a large cuHor this winter, but it is not Known who
will desigu hor, or what her length will he. A rum ir has been
prevalent on this side that Gen. Paine will build a 70-footer, but
it is not correct.

LAKE Y. R. A.-The fall mepfing of the Lake Y. R. A. will be
held at Ham d ton, Ont., ou Niv. '.). The principal ousinesj to
come before the meeting is a change of the measurement rules.

SEAWANHAKA C, Y. O.-Tli-j fall meeting of the Seawanhaka
Q. V . tj. will bo held at the club house on Nov. 9, when the com-
mittee on measurement will make its report.

Ctier.— This handy little cruiser is offered for sale at a bargain.
See another column.—Adv.

Secretaries of canoe clips are requested to send to Forest and
Stream then- addresses, with n-mc, mpmbersmp, signal, etc., of
then clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and laces, and
report of the same. Cano. ists at d all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream iheir address, s.with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and Lit tings, and all items
relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OFFICERS, 1887-88.

Commodore; H. O. Rogbks ) „ . . . „
Secretary-Treasurer: GteOi \V. Hatton J

Peterborough, Can.
i'ice-L'om. Hear-Com. Purser.

Central Dlv..W. It. Huntington. E. W. Hasten T. H. Su-yker,

Atlantic Div.W. P. Stephens L. B. Palmer F. L. Dunned,
N

"
Y '

„,^, „, 186 Jerolemon st., firooklyn.
N'thern Div.. RobertTyson S.S.Robinson CoJm cviso I'crowtb
Eastern Dlv..H. E. Ki*a, M. D Maxcon Holmes H. D Mursh,

Springfield, Mass.
Applications tor meniDership must be made to division pursers, accom-

panied by the recommendation of an active member and the sum of ,

the a. C. A., will he fumlsbea with pr
Ing the Purser.

I forms ot applicati on by address-

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—C. J. Stedman. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Vlee-Commodore—T. J. ivIi Kiiiitri. «. sio'-hiutipld, O.
Rear-Commodore- Thos. St. bates, Columbus O.
Secretary-Ti ea ilirer— J. B. Kcogh, 34 Monlau,c Block, Chicago, III

Applications for membership should bo made to the Scc.-Treas., on blanks
widen may be ootaiuei irom nim, and suould be accompanied by sa as
Initiation foe and dues for the cur.out year.

SNIPS FROM SNAPS AT THE A. C. A. MEET.
PART II.

WHEN the fact that there were only two standing rigs used
during the regatta this year, and that last year there were

only about two hoisting rigs iu t he lieet, s taken into the account,
it is somewhat re-mama ole that i here was so tittle tea. was new
in sails or gear, along shore at Stave [bland.. Toe Vesper men, as
a matter of co rse, nail not been idle, and their r g3 showed it,
for the gear and tittings had been simplified aud woi-Ked up to a
vtry oecided di^ree oi efflcieucy, but tne only distinctively new
feature was tho use of leather instead of metal for bat. en' j iws.
The Ubique men had each of them, a Kotos sail, ngged on a jack
suty, formed by a half tnen strip of brass sereneu to the mast,
and this was perhap:' the most novef sail biting at Ihe meet.
That the gear worked well both on Una aud Mac cannot be
denied, but whether it is a de.ideu improvement on toe Notus
lacing, and u hetber the long spar of this rig is not a fatal defect
are still unanswered que-Hon?. As far as i know the Notue ng
pure a»d simple, has never been Used wim good results upou any
canoe out Not us, and Notus is an exceptional era it in t very way.
Just think of it, she has only broken uown once in three long
years of hard racing. The Mac's, rig was noticeable for one tiling,
it was throughout the production ot that "proies-mnal canoeist"
her captain; for not content with designing his canoe and her
rig, that disgruntled racer made his sails himself out of English
linen, and a good job he maue of them.
Another canoe, ibat was in rig and rittings the result of the in-

telligent and unsparing efforts of her caytani, was tbe Evange-
liue. Mr. Quick went to worn on his cruiser at the moet with
pummice stone and coal oil, and put a p ilisu on her that was not
surpassed by tne vasel.no finish of ihe Vesper men. His rig, made
by himself through jut, was as simple as effecti ve, an att-tne-
mast sail, with no seams between tuo batten pocket, aud bis hal-
liard gear waa the nearest approach to ao impic tment on the
Tramp double halliards. 1 have yet seen. An n -shaped piece of
orass went over the masthead, to the starboard eud of which a
block was made fast. The halliard led trom the poit side to this
n-shaped strap, to which it was made fast, througu a boxwood
dcadeje lashed to the spar, then around the mast, through the
starboard oeadejeou the >ard, through tne bloc* at masthead,
and to the deck. The double hailiara is so simple in n self and
gives so little extra trouble, and it affords sucn a powerful pur-
chase, that I am inclined to consider i superior to any single rig,
out there can be no question that tne Evangeline's ng worked, and
worked well.
Every meet of the A. O. A. is something approaching a mani-

festation in concrete form oi the development ot canoeing during
the j ear thai preceded it, and el the effect produced thereon bv
the Association through its rules and piactiees; and the meet of
'«9 was in this respect an unusually important one. Shortly be-
fore it took place the great agtta.iou tor such a relormoi the
racing rules and practic, s of theAssociation as would bring them
into accoid. with the onditious affecting canoe development that
now exist, had oeen bro. ght to a locus by the submission to the
ttxecucive Committee ot such amecuments to the racing rubs as
would prevent the use of the standing rig, tne hiking seat and the
projecting centerboard in meet racing; and although a majority
or the executive officers voted for i hese amendments at tne re-
quest of the conservative minority, the enforcement of the new
rules was postponed until next year. It was, m fact, left lor the
development of the meet to decide whether or no the Association
shoulu legislate against these appliances or no, and the develop-
ments are of such a character as to complicate the ques.ion to a
decided extent. Last year two of the evil leaturcS—tne standing
rig and tbe projecting board—were in almost tin l versa 1 use, and
the hiking seat, otherwise tue piazza, was used only by the Vesper
men. This year there were oiuy two canoes witn standing rigs in
tne racing ileet, there- was practically no change in the chaiacter
of the centei boards used, and the hiking seat was as universally
used as was tbe standing rig last year. Theore neatly, these de-
velopments should not alter tbe nature of the question of racing
reform at all; if a standing rig is had m itself, it is no better or
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worse because one or fifty use it. But from a practical stand-

point, the question has been much altered. If only one or two
men use a standing rig, and the great body of canoeists devote
themselves to the development of the hoisting rigs, the "abomi-
nation, "while none the less abominable, is no more a lion in the
path of progress; it is a danger that canoeing has weathered out
on. There is, however, no guarantee that the standing rig is

dead. It must not be forgotten that last spring, when the major-
ity of canoeists were devising new rigs, there was every chance
that standing rigs would be legislated against; and as the trophy
was won this year by a standing rig, there will be next spring a
reaction in its favor, ii the Executive. Committee takes no action
against it.

The new rule relating to the centerboard did not deal with the
essential evil, the devotion of the entire interior of the canoe to

the accommodation of the centerboard. but if it was desirable to

legislate against projecting boards in '89; it is as desirable to do
so in '90; this year's meet has not changed the position of affairs.

The developeinents of this year, as far as the hiking seat is con-
cerned, have been of a most peculiar nature. Last year the Vesper
men, and the Vesper men alone, used the railway and defended
it; this voar the whole clan of racingmeu use them and like them
so well that I believe every mother's son of them would wax so
wrathy if they were legislated against that not even a drop
from the ends of their railways into deep blue water with an
October chill on it would cool their anger to a sufficient extent to
prevent them from rebelling. If the hiking seat is left alone,
moreover, it will soon prove whether the effect of the railway
upon the development of the canoe will be as injurious as it would
naturally appear to be, and both canoeing and the Association
are strong enough to permit the hiker to work out its own desti-
nies for some years to come. Rex aw.

A DISMAL STORY.

IT is very little time I can devote to vacation, winter or sum-
mer; but last Juno 1 found myself in a Michigan town visiting

relations and three whole weeks on my hands to do as I liked
with. After a few days of such quietness and early hours as one
finds in a small town or in the country itself, I made up my mind
to spend a week at least in the woods; and no sooner had I con-
ceived the idea than I rushed to my cousin Spencer, and after
ten minutes' talking had him as enthusiastic as myself. Our
camping ground, we concluded, should be a small lake, sixteen
miles by almost straight road from where we were. There is a
small river running through that neighborhood; and by consult-
ing a county map we found we could go by boat down this stream
for about six miles and then turn Id to another stream that flowed
into the first one direct from the lake we had decided upon,
though I now recollect the map did not state that it was a very
crooked stream. This was the route we determined to take, not-
withstanding that those who knew told us the trip had been at-
tempted several times by others and had been found impossible,
even with canoes, to say nothing about a loaded boat. But wo
always knew better than those who would advise.
We started at 5:80 A. M. on a Saturday, the boat containing

tent and poles, blankets, minnow pail, bucket, rods and tackle,
gun and cartridges, minnow net, banjo, axe, two valises, and
last but by no means least, a large trunk full of provisions.
Spence took the oars; and the only seat for me was astride the
trunk in the stern. The gunwale of the. boat when we shoved off
was about an inch out of water. Our first difficul ties came in the
form of two or three railroad bridges;, to get under there without
upsetting the boat was painful in the extreme. I had no idea be-
fore I was such an accomplished contortionist and equilibrist.
Spence was on the seat and hadn't much trouble, but I sat. some
two feet, above the water. However, we anticipated some diffi-
culty, owing to the kind advice of our friends not to undertake the
trip at all. Our next obstacle was a tree fallen directly across the
stream; the water being only 3^a or 4ft. deep, we managed to get
out without tipping, and after several experiments succeeded in
getting the boat over, and proceeded on our way. To make niy
tale of hardship short in this quarter, we had to get out into the
stream twice more; we cut our way through two small trees
across our path; and three times we had to land, unload and carry
our boat around.
When we reached our six-mile terminus it was 3:30 P. M. The

other stream wound away to the right, clear and deep, and we
both heaved a sigh of thanksgiving that our difficulties were over-
come. But I always did count my chickens. An old farmer
standing on shore greeted us, and we asked how far wre were from
the lake. He answered, "Well nigh ten miles as the crow flies "

We concluded that would be about twelve bv stream; and with
light hearts we continued our way, feeling sure we could have our
tent up by dark, a s the stream was clear of all obstacles. The last
time we had unloaded we had thrown our coats in the hniiom of
the boat, and in reloading had piled everything on top of them:
but we did not mind, as we were going across a large marsh and
the sun's hot rays did not make us hanker for them. About four
miles straight across the marsh we could see woods, and as we
would be under the shade of their trees soon, we did not mind the
heat. Suddenly the stream turns to the west; we go about two
miles due left; theu a curve and away across the inajsh again to
the right, the turns in the stream about a half mile apart and
running parallel. As we almost reached the right extremity an-
other turn took us back to the left; and so on back and forth we
went six times before we reached tho woods, to find only another
stretch of marsh. After making a nearly complete circuit, of the
woods without coming within an eighth of a mile of shade we
went on again as before, back and fort h, really gaining from one-
naif to three-quarters of a mile each trip. To land was impossi-
ble, to return folly: so we proceeded, fairly cooked.
Finally the sun went down, the moon came up, the heavy dew

and damp air made us very uncomfortable after our severe roast-
ing; our coats were under the cargo. About 2 A. M. the moon
went down and we were still crossing marshes. When the moon
was gone it was difficult to distinguish our course, and we kept
continually running into the reeds and backing out. So we gave
it up, and as we seemed to have reached a pond of some sort a*
there was no current, our only alternative was to stay there until
daylight or to go ahead and take chances. We decided on the
former. Then we had a jolly time to keep each other awake. To
nod meant to capsize. There must have been more frogs than
reeds about us; we could hear them on all sides, the olc ,

"More rum," and "Pull 'em down," sounded quite distinct- and
Spence convinced me one little fellow with a piping voice said,
"Can't camp here;" but we were verymuch alive to the fact with-
out his reminding us of it. Along toward daylight 1 nearly lost
my senses; 1 assigned it to a too sudden change of climate; how-
ever that might be, I could see houses and horses, hear people
talking and dogs barking. Spence said afterward that he thought
1 would attempt to get out and walk ashore. I was never so tired
before nor since; and when dawn began to break we hailed it
with delight, only to find we had to wait for the sun to drive the
mist away. All tilings come to an end, however, and when the
sun did rise we found we had been lying on the lake itself since
3 A. M.
At 7:30 Sunday morning we landed and were so stiff we couldn't

stand at first: but we got our tent up and blankets out, and oh
how sweet was that sleep.
We awoke just before dusk; I went trolling and captured two

fine pickerel, and we had a heavy supper. Spence lit his pipe a ml
said, "Thought they said it couldn't be done." I could only say
"but it can be." But we don't propose to do it again to convince
the sceptical. As we had had such a good sleep we didn't turn
in until midnight. I was just getting into a doze when Spence
got up and told me to "light out." 1 wanted to know why He
said, "Do you smell anything?" and then I could detect a sour
sickening odor that pervaded our tent, Soence said it was a
massasaugua, a snake very much resembling the rattler only
minus the rattles, deadly poison, and no warning given of its in-
tentions. This was told me on the outside of the tent. We gave
Mr. Snake about an hour to rest himself and then he left. We
didn't see him at all, and neither cared to hunt him up. After
his departure we retired once more, and covered ourselves over
with the minnow net to foil the mosquitoes.

I was just getting into another doze when Spence gave a yell
that made my hair curl and jumped up, I natural! v followed suit.
After lighting the lantern we discovered that on his turning over
one of the sinkers on the minnow net had dropped into his mouthand frightened him half to death. We got composed once more
but now sleep was out of the question; and I lay on my hack flick-
ing the mosquitoes off with my han kerchief. In doing so the
handkerchief struck Spence in the chin. He swept his arms over
his face, gave another yell and jumped up again, peeling his elbow
on tho corner of our provision chest, and then told me atale of
horror of how a bat had alighted on his face and he could see hi"
eyes gloaming. He couldn't imagine why I rolled and laughed
until 1 was sick for twenty minutes afterward. I would get quitecomposed, then start off again into con vulsions, so that neither of
us could sleep. Spence does not know to this dav but what it wasa bat. I wonder what he will say when he sees this, for he takesForest and Stream regularly.
Two more days we spent fishing, sleeping, and fighting snakes.

Early Thursday morning I was dreaming I was driving through
the clouds in a chariot; the earth underneath was inundated, the

thunder rolling and lightning flashing and people crying "help."
Then I was rudely awakened by Spence calling, "Will you help
here? The wind will land this tent over in the marshes." Such
a storm, such thunder, such lightning, and how it did blow and
pour. Poor Spence was tugging at the guy ropes to tighten them
and absolutely everything was soaked through. We finally con-
cluded it was best to let the tent down, which we did until the
wind ceased. Matches and tobacco were fortunately dry; we lit
our pipes, left our camp a perfect wreck; walked two miles in the
rain to a farm house, and stayed there until about 3 P. M., when
the sky cleared. We then had the farmer hitch up his team to
his lumber wagon and drive us back to camp. On our arrival we
put the boat, tent and everything else into said wagon, climbed
in, and by 7:30 P. M. on Thursday we were home again.
We had other mishaps while out; but I have occupied too much

space thus far, so will leave it to the imagination. But in spite of
it all was there not at least the small, but pleasing consolation
that no one had accomplished it before and we had. Next time
I shall take the advice of those who kuow, and permit me to
suggest that all who read this shall do likewise. Some other
time I shall tell you of a trip fraught with more pleasure. It is
great pleasure, even now, though, when I think of Spence and
the "bat." Osceolio.

ALONG LONG ISLAND SOUND.
LONG! ISLAND SOUND is by far the finest stretch of clear

water for a short canoe cruise to be found along ( he Atlantic
coast of our land. The coast of the State of Maine is more diver-
sified and consequently more picturesque, making it better for a.

long cruise, but it lacks tho reliable character of the Sound,
which in unpleasant weather is steady and not subject; to sudden
changes. Therefore it is good water for cauoe sailing.
After a week of waiting, admirably spent, my canoe arrived at

the Yonkers C. C. safe and sound, and on Sept, 1 she was loaded
with "all my goods and chattels," including my tinsmith's won-
der, the "box of tricks," so feelingly abided to in a recent number
of your valuable paper. At half past 10 o'clock in the morning,
we (Ilex and myself) started on a cruise along the Sound.
The morning was pleasant, though a light mist hung over the

Hudson like a veil, making the Palisades loom upward until they
appeared twice their natural height. The wind was light from
the south'rd, so reclining upon the cushions I lighted a cigar
and lazily floated down the river, until the square uprights at
the drawbridge leading into Spuyten Duyvil Creek came into
view. Upon reaching the entrance to the creek I lowered sails
and spars, and resorting to my trusty blade started down toward
the Harlem River. This creek is very winding, but easily fol-
lowed as far as the coal wharves, where it branches, the branch
turning to the right being the proper one. On the young flood
tide the current is favorable as far as the falls, which are only a
foot high and easily run.
Down the Harlem we had a strong head wind and bead tide, and

it was not until half past two that the Third Avenue Bridge was
reached. Here the canoe was put into the house on a pay float
for the sum of half a dollar, having made ten nautical miles in
four hours.
Next day we made a start from Third avenue at I o'clock P.M.,

going through the Kills and over the flats. The wind was W.S.W.
and steady, so upon reaching clear water the sheets were eased,
and more comfort indulged in. A large fleet of coasters was
making its way to the Sound, hut with one or two exceptions,
they were soon left behind. After passing Throgg's Neck Light
the sheets were started broad off, and with wings soread bo star-
board and port, Ilex made very fair time. How enjoyable it is to
sail in a light fair wind, lying down on the cushions, a cleat sky
overhead and the genial warmth of the sun making everything
serene.
Execution Rock and Great. Captain's Island were passed at 4

and 6:30 P. M. respectively, and at just 6 P. M. Stamford Harbor
was made and the canoe hauled upon the beach near the swim-
ming school. Mr. Ennis makes all welcome, and a genial man be
is. Five hours' sailing and 25 nautical miles to our credit caused
the pangs of hunger to he felt, so out came the "box of tricks."
Prom the center of the kit came its alcohol heart, upon which a
cup of water was soon boiling; from the grub box came a couple
of eggs, which were soon cooked, and then the tea put into the
water to steep by tho camp-fire; Over the alcohol stove a couple of
slices of bacon were cooUed, and then supper eaten with that
relish which only the Corinthian sailor can know. The dishes
being washed then came a wonderful exhibition of legerdemain
from the baud of the arch magician who exhibited this kit at the
meet. A few magic passes, and by one simple twist of the wrist,
the "box" was complete and stowed beneath the deck. By this
time the moon had risen and its soft radiance turned the Sound
into a sheet of light; by its light a pipe was enjoyed, and then,
tired nature asserting itself, bed was made in the canoe, and
wrapping myself inmy blanket bagl was soon beyond the troubles
of the day—asleep.
We cut loose from Stamford Harbor about 7 A. M., in the same

breeze as of the day before, and at 8:30 passed Norwalk Island
Light. Here we made a slight detour, so as to pass among the
Norwalk Islands. It was worth the trouble, as it was wry mt cr-
esting, being so near the shore. Oyster fishers at their business
formed a diverting feature of the scene. At 11 Penfield Reef
Light was picked up, but finding that with it aboard the canoe
was over ballasted, 1 set it down behind me, and if not washed
away it is there to the present day. At 11:15 A. M. Bridgeport
Harbor was passed, and the smoking chimneys of the city fac-
tories reminded me that civilization was not afar off. The wind
here freshened, and soon there was quite a bobble on. At 13 M.
Stratford Point was made, and at 3 P. M. New Haven bore N. W.
The Thimbles were passed in the distance, and at 4:30 Faulkner's
Light was passed, so turning in shore we landed at. Sachem's Head
at 6 P. M., Having run 41 nautical miles in 10 hours.
At this juncture that heavy northeaster which cleaned out

Coney Island happened along, so 1 housed Ilex and made a visit
to the interior of Connecticut,
On Sept. 17, the next day after the big storm, the wind came

back in the old quarter and blew hard. Setting my "lift, dandy
forward I started, and it did not take long to sta rt either. With
one bound Hex began the wildest sail it has ever been her skipper's
fate to indulge in. The huge green seas from the storm were
sweeping toward the west, while the wind blew hard toward the
east. I need say no more, for any one who ever saw open water
knows what that means, /. e., a regular "monkey and parrot time."
Having started at 8 o'clock in the morning we readied Saybrook

Breakwater at noon, and never was rest more welcome. Sea after
sea had pounded, first on the forward and then upon the after
deck, and by way of variety one would occasionally look in over
the side, until, in spite of the apron, the canoe was half full of
water. At the breakwater I spent an hour bailing the water o^,
and at one olclock started on. Same kind of a time. 1 did not
enjoy this at all, and solemnly vowed that if we ever reached
StoniugtonI would conclude the trip. And 1 did, for reaching
Stonington at live P. M. I stopped then and there, having made
thirty-seven miles in eight hours. My canoe and myscl f, for those
two make the "we" of this log, had thus, in twenty-three hours
of actual sailing, covered 103 nautical miles of water. In not one
of all those miles had the centerboard been used at all, which is
quite exceptional in my experience. All along the Sound are
houses where provisions may be obtained, and if so desired hotels
are plentiful. At no time was 1 more than seven miles from
laud, and as long points are continually to be found jutting out
into the sea, it makes navigation very simple. If any one con-
templates this trip all the advice I can give is, take it by all
means. James Weld Cartwright, Jr., Sec'y P. C. C.
488 Columbus Avenue, Boston.

P. S.—If any one wants a camp kit, otherwise known as a " box
of tricks," my " prize tinsmith " will make one for $3. I will see
to it myself.

PURITAN C.C—After eight unsuccessful dates we have at last
had a tine day, and a race for the cup and also for the club n-rord.
The big fellows are allowed to race for the record only, the class
A and 13 canoes for the record and the cup. Oct SI. Wind S.W
light. Started and finished in the following order: Tobique.
17x40, T. A. MacDonald, first record. Ilex, 15x30, Cartwright,
leg on cup and second record, Old Calamity, 10x43, L. Hedge
Alice, 15X30, C. W. Fourclrinier, takes pewter mug. Lasca
14.6x29, T. Cooney, Jr. Annawan, J. E. Hill, did not finish. Ibis
H. E. Jepson, disabled. Ula, C. J. Underwood, disabled. Course
3% nautical miles.—Jas. W. Cartwright, J it, Secretary P. C. O*
The second race for the Puritan C. C. cup was sailed on Oct. 26.

The wind was fresh from the eastward and there was consider-
able sea. The regular club course of 33-4 nautical miles was used.
The following boats entered and finished iu the order named;
Puritan, sailed by T. A. MacDonald; Ilex. J. W. Cartwright. Jr.;
Old Calamity, Lothrop Hedge: Alice, O. W. Fourdrinier; Urchin,
Geo. R. Underwood; Lasca, T. Cooney, Jr.; Ibis, H, E. Jepson.
Puritan not being sailed by her owner, was ineligible, so the race
goes to Ilex, giving her the second race and the cup for 1889.

SEVERN.—In the account of the B. C. A. meet in our issue of
Sept. 5, the beam of the Severn is incorrectly printed as 27Win.; it
Bhould be 39f$in,

COMPOUND CENTERBOARDS,
Editor Forest and Stream:
In the description and illustration of canoe Ply iu your issues of

Oct. 10 and 17, you give publicity to the construction of, and use
by Mr. Butler, of a centerboard which consists of "two thick-
nesses of sheet brass, about 1-ltiin. thick, rivet ted together along
the edges. In the upper and after angle a small auxiliary board
is fitted, filling the space between keel and board when latter is
down. By this means the width of the main board is considerably
reduced."

1 have seen this board myself a»d consider that it infringes on
U. S. patent issued to me on Aug. 3, 1887, in which is allowed—
apart from any combination—my claim, "A lower hollow blade
adapted to contain the othor blades." This feature, as well as
others, was mentioned in your notice of my board iu the Forest
and Stream about that date. Mr. Butler doubtless had this
board constructed in ignorance of my rights, and in a solitary
instance I should not have deemed the matter of sufficient inter-
est to notice it, but as your description will give it the utmost,
publicity, and probably result in its imitation by others, I wisli
now to respectfully notify all canoeists and yachtsmen that the
construction and use of any board which embodies this feature,
or any other covered by my allowed claims, will not be permitted
without the written consent of myself, or of the W.R.Baker
Manufacturing Company, of Watertowu, N. Y., who alone have
the right to manufacture cente.rboards under mv patent,
CHICAGO, Oct. 21. '

T, B, BROUGH.

CRESCENT C. C—At a meeting of the Crescent C. C, of Green-
ville, Newark Bay, held at Newark, Get. '-'3. the following officers
were elected: Com., Dr. O. F. Coe; Vice-Corn., W. Scotr; Seo'y-
Treas., Win. H. Hillier. A constitution and by-laws were adopted.
The flag ot the club will be a burgee, blue and white stripes, with
a red crescent, and the club totem a red crescent. The club house
is situated at the end of Danfortb avenue, Greenville. N. J., and
can be reached by Central Railroad of New Jersey or bv horse
cars from Jersey City.—Wm. H. Hillier, See'v-Trcas. (605 Broad
street, Newark, N. J.).

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Eastern Division: John C. Powers,
Rochester, N . Y.

Canvas Canoes and how to Build Them. By Parker B. Field.

\nmve\[B to ^arm^andmh.

Jio Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents

R. B. P., Cambridge, Mass.—The lines were published on Nov.
17, 1S87.

J. S. G., Brooklyn.—Trp the Pocono Mountain region described
by "Jacobstaff" in this issue.

C. F. L.—You will do well to try some of the Sullivan county
resorts in the viciuity of Ellenbnrgn.

J. D., Tuscarora, Mo.—The "smallest place in a ehoke.bore gun"
is of course at the point of greatest constriction of the bore, and
this is usually one-half or one inch back of the muzzle.

E. H. F. can find good boarding houses at reasonable rates as
follows: On the Atlantic coast at Day tona (Halifax River) or R.oek
Ledge (Indian River); in the interior at Orlando, Winter Park or
Ocala; on the Gulf coast at Tarpon Springs.—C. L. N.

H. B. K., Philadelphia.—Will you kindly inform mo of the
name of the U. S. Commissioner to whom I should apply for any
information concerning the oysters and terrapin of Chesapeake.
Bay and James River? Atis. Address U. S. Fish Commissioner
Marshall McDonald, Washington, D. C.

L. J. R., Bristol Center, N. Y.—I send by to-day's mail a box
containing part of a weed from Honeoyo Lake, in this county.
Can you tell us what is on it, and if fish feed upon it, as we think
they do? Ans. The plant is one of the mosses, apparently a species
of llijimum, and is not eaten by fishes; indeed it is not an aquatic
plant, but may be occasionally submeiged. The long stem is not
a part of the moss, but has merely become surrounded by the
debris of its roots.

J. W. G. D., Philadelphia—The bird you describe is the kildeer
(^•juditis vocilera). We should call its notes something worse
than "twittering," especially when they interrupt the still-hunter.
You will find much aid iu identifying birds m Mr. Trumbull's
"Names and Portraits of Birds which Interest Gunners. ' To
preserve decrs' legs and feet iu warm weather for trophies, steep
twenty-four hours in a solution of 'f.lb. alum and }£lb. salt in gal-
lon of water, then dry thoroughly. We have mislaia your address.
Please send it; letter for you here.

F. E. W., Newark, N. J.—Will you inform me how I can render
a brown canvas fishing suit waterproof and not have it soil the
inside suit? Ans. The following is recommended: Take a solu-
tion of sulphate alumina iu ten times it weight of water, and a
soap bath of the following composition: One part of light-colored
resin and one part of crystal ized soda (sal soda) and boiled in
ten parts of water until dissolved. The resin soap is precipitated
with half a part of table salt, and is subsequently dissolved along
with one part of white curd soap in thirty parts of not water. It
should be put into woodeu tubs for use. On made up articles the
two solutions can be applied with a brush and then rinsed off.

Ptarmigan, St. John's, Newfoundland.—1. Is the powder in-
dosed Schultze powder? It has been sold as Schttltze by a firm
here. If not, what is it, and is it a good powder? 3. Is the
Schultze powder as good for wing-shooting as Curtis & Harvey's ?

3. What is the best preparation for removiug rust from gun bar-
rel, also for removing lead and powder marks? 4. Whatis the
best thing for putting on guu to prevent rust when putting it

away for the winter ? Ans. 1. It seems to be, though not as tine-
grained nor as light-colored as we have geuerally seen. 3. It is very
popular, especially abroad, for first barrel charges. 3. "Hints
and Points" says: "Rust spots in barrels may be smoothed out
with emery paste, made trotu three parts cosmoline, or oil, and
one part emery. Use on a soft swab, which tils the barrel closely.
Then apply the wire scratch brush, and finally wash out clean.
To remove leading warm the barrels and anoint with mercurial
ointment, then wipe out clean. Tallowfree from salt; or Eaton's
rust preventive."

J. L. B. Philgdclphia.—Being quite an enthusiast over the shot-
guu, having since Sept. 1 killed rufied ^grouse in N. H. and N. C,

cardboard and two pink-edge wads over powder—does it increase
the penetration ? Ans. The object of waading strongly is to hold
the gases geuerated by the burned powder, so that their best work
may be done upon the superimposed charge of shot; increased
wadding in that, way means increased penetration. Quick pow-
der means high initial velocity, gained at the cost of a strain on
the barrel. Slow powder burned completely reaches an equally
satisfactory result without the strain. Penetration, while largely
dependent on velocity, is not wholly so, and increase of velocity
generally means an irregular sequence of patterns.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
The Favorite Speaker, comprising fresh selections in poetry

and prose, humorous, pathetic, patriotic, for reading clubs,
school declamation, home and public entertainments, containing
the selections published in the Reading Club Nos. 17, 18. 19, 20, by
Geo. M. Baker. Boston, 1890. Lee & Shepard. Price Sll

Christmas is coming round again, and Messrs. Lee & Shepard
have sent us some very tastefully gotten up New Years and
Christmas cards. The illustrations are colored, and the cards in
sets are bound together with chains and rings. Price $1.

Beecham's Pills cure sick headache,—Adv.
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HUMPHREYS 5

VETERINARY SPECIFICS
For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,

AND POULTRY.
500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free.
cokes ( Fevers, Congestions. Inflammation,
» » ' iDinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.

"'l 'u *> lameness. Rheumatism.
C.G. --.Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
».D.--Bot9 or Grubs, Worms.
E"S'""'S0l

l'hs ' Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache. .

G.G>~Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.

Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.Iv.—Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Witch Hazel Oil and Medicator, $7.00
1'rice, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), . .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.
Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders.
PRICE, ex.oo.

1TQR SALE AT THI8 OFFICE.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

No. 18 VE8EY STREET, ISTEW YORK.

Winchester Leads Them All.

The "GRAND PRIZE"
WAS AWARDED TO THE

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARM
NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A.,

THE ONLY AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS OF FIRE ARMS AND
NITI0N WHO RECEIVED THE HIGHEST ATTAINABLE H

A "GRAND PRIZE.
How to Build and Furnish Them.

By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

The beck is thoroughly practical. Every step in the process of construction is ex-

plained. The aulbor is an architect who has himself built log- cabins, and very handsome
ones, tco, as shown in Ihe plates. The designs are rumejous and varied. Plans are given

fcr cabins, large and small, -with details of exterior and interior finish; and there are also

some very useful directions for comtructir g- temporary shelters—the Indian camp, brush
house and baik camp. The furnishing consists of tables, chairs, bedsteads and other

ariicks, all made of the malerial at hand, arid all in keepirg with the style of the house.

The illustrations are numerous and helpful. Price $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

DOG TRAINING:
BY

& T. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM.

For tale at this offloe. FrtoefLOO.

Life in a Corner of Yankei
By ROWIiAH^D E. ROBINSON.

A book that appeals to all who know anything of the old-fashioned New England life.

These are some of the chapters:

j^he School Meeting in District 13. Uncle Lisha's Spring Ghm, In Uncle Lisha's Shop. Con-
cerning Owls. Uncle Lisha's Courting. How Zene Burnham Come It on His Father.
A Rainy Day in the Shop. The Turkey Shoot at Hamner's. Sam Lovel's Thanksgiving.
Little Sis. Sam Lovel's Bee-Hunting. In the Shop Again. The Fox Hunt. Noah Chase's
Deer-Hunting. The Hard Experience of Mr. Abija'. Jarvis. The Coon Hunt. In the
Sugar Camp Indians in Danvis. The Boy Out West. Breaking Up. The Departure.
The Wild Bees' Swarm.

They make a handsomely printed volume of 187 pages, bound in cloth. Sent, postpaid, on
receipt of price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. 318 Broadway New York.
ilAVIES * CO.. London. Eneland.

YACHTS, BOATS
AND

WITH SPECIAC CHAPTERS ON MODEL YAOHTS
AND SXNGkEHANDED SAILING.

BY

C. STANSFELD-HICKS.
Author of "Our Boys, and What to Do With Ihbm.

NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS
AND

WORKING DRAWINGS OF MODEL YAOHTS AND VARIOUS SMALL CRAFT
SUITABLE FOR AMATEURS.

DESIGHNTS

:

Model Yachts.—Defiance, Isolde, Bonny Jean, and 10-tonner with sail plan.
Canoes.—Birch, Mersey Paddling Canoe, L'Hirondelle, Sailing Canoe.
Sailing Boats and Yachts.—Dabchick, Wideawake, Myosotis, Una, Singlehander by C. P

Jlayton, Puffin, 3-ton Racer, 3-ton Cruiser, 24ft. Auxiliary (steam and sail) fishing boat.

This volume contains much that is valuable and interesting to American yachtsmen and
canoeists. The design, construction and use of small craft of all kinds is treated of in a simple
and entertaining style, and the instructions are clear and easily understood.

Large crown 8vo., 380 pages and 16 large folding plates.

Price, Postpaid, I3.&6.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
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The Celebrated Smith & Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy,

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

mprovements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the
genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels
with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH & WESSON,
Every dealer in Fishing Tackle has heard

of Chubb and the high reputation which his
goods have obtained, but they do not yet know
his prices on Fishing Rods for the coming
season. Now is the time to send for Whole-
sale Catalogue and discounts to the Trade.

Address THOS. H. CHUBB,
TJtio ZFMsslxingr Rod Manufacturer,

POST MILLS, VT.

CAftfGE HANDLING.
By C. B. VAUX ("DOT.")

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very-
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simplest and plainest way possible.
Everything is made intelligible for beginners- and besides this ABC teaching there are so
many hints and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will find pleasure and profit in the
study of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The
subjects treated are the choice of a canoe, paddling, sailing, care of the canoe, recipes and
rules. The text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of the
book is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with "Canoe
Building." Price, postpaid, $1.00.

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway.
LONDON: Daviks & Co., 1 Pinch Lane, CornhilL

Sam Lovers Gamps;
Uncle Lisha's Friends Under Bark and Canvas.

A SEQUEL TO "UNCLE LISHA'S SHOP."

By BOWLAUD E. EOBDTSOff.
The two series of papers published in Forest and Stream, with added chapters. An

nimitable portraying of the woods and village life of Danvis folks. Cloth, 353 pp. Price $1.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
S18 Broadway. New York.

PREMIERE QUALITE CIGARETTE.
A SUPERB ARTICLE. The standard of purity and excellence. The

faultless union of two matchless tobaccos prevents that dryness of
the throat usually produced by smoking: other brands. Do not allow
prejudice to prevent you from giving; this incomparable Cigarette a trial.
It is simply perfection, a luxury and not a low-priced article.

Our Vanity Fair and various Smoking Mixtures are the finest for the pipe

16 First Prize Medals. WM. S. KIMBALL & CO.

AS AN ATTRACTION FOR WILD FOWL CANNOT
BE EQUALLED; FOR PLANTING IN FISH PONDS IT
IS ESPECIALLY DESIRABLE. New Crop now readv,
price 40 cts. per lb. postpaid, by express 30 cts. per lb.

NORTHRUP, BRASLAN & GOODWIN CO.,
.Seed Growers, Minneapolis, Minn.

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having tbe patent

INTURNED EDGE.

2,000 shots out of each 1,000 targets on account
of non-breakage in shipping, trapping and fall-
ing upon ground. Tbe only target made witb
the Inttxrned Edge, producing the surest break-
er when hit, and surest non-breaker when not
bit. Our traps are sold for tbe sole purpose of
shooting our targets.

SPORTSMEN SMOKERS
SHOULD ALL SMOKE OUR CELEBRATED

Hand-Made Havana Cigars.
MADE IN TWO STYLES AND SIZES.

L0NDRES PEEPEGT0, 5in. long © $7.00 per 100
CONCHAS ESPECIALS, 4Min. @ 6.00

"

The favorite cigar of Rod and Gun Clubs generally.
These cigars are made of the choicest tobaccos grown,
and selected with the greatest care. They cannot fail
to suit the taste of all lovers of the fragrant weed. Each
cigar has the brand impressed on it, and every box has
a label, fac-simile of the title of the popular journal,
and our firm's signature, without which none are genu-
ine. We are the only authorized manufacturers of the
above brand, and to insm-e the smoker of the genuine
we would ask you to send us your orders direct. We
will deliver, free of express charges, either size, on re-
ceipt of price.

A. W. FOOTE & GO., Sole Manufacturers,
125 Maiden Lane. New York.

DECOYS.
Send for price list of the finest decoy ducks in

the world. H. A. STEVENS, Manufacturer,
Weedsport, N. Y,

BEECHAM'S PILLS
(THE CREAT ENCLISH REMEDY.)

Cure BILIOUS and
Nervous ILLS.

25cts. a Box.
olr ALl DRUGGISTS.

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors),
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

REPELLEHE.
An Infallible Preventive of the Attacks of

Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats
and all other Insects.

Neat, clean and easily applied. No unpleasant
odor, will not stain or injure the skin, easily
washed off. May be carried without danger of
leaking or sjnUvng. In neat, oblong round-cor-
nered box.

Price, 30 Cents, Postpaid.

Sold by Dealers in Sportsmen's Goods.
If your dealer does not keep it, I will Bend it on

receipt of price.

A. EERGUSON, Proprietor and Mannfact'er,
Office, 65 Fulton street, N. Y.

ASK YOUR DEALER

For SEASON'S Cartridge Belt. The only
PRACTICAL, contrivance for carrying ammuni-
tion in the field. For Shot Guns, Rifles and Pistols,

Nothing like ic in the market. Patent lai.eral action.

I F<>R IT,

WANTED.—LIVE DEER, PRAIRIE CHICK-
ens, partridge, quail and turkeys. Ad-

dress full particulars
oct31,3t, P. 0. Box 3.350, New York City,
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THE VOLCANOES OF ALASKA.
nHHE Aleutian chain of islands constitutes a very in.

teresting group. There are more than a hundred
in all, which crowd so closely upon each other or else

are separated by such shallow waters that there are only

half a dozen channels through which ships can be safely

navigated. No less than twenty-five of them have been
active at some titne or other since the advent of the Rus-

sians in 1743. So also of the sixty or more craters in the

mountain ranges of the mainlands. In fact from Mount
Wrangell on the east to the Commander Islands in the

extreme west there is a continuous chain of volcanoes,

which scientists aver are the vents for a subterranean

channel of lava, which finds an outlet first through one

and then through another. There is no more extensive

theater of volcanic activity known.

Here in the Aleutian archipelago men have witnessed

the birth and growth of island?. In 1796 a Russian

trader named Kruloff , stationed at Urnnak, discovered a

column of smoke rising from the sea about twelve miles

off. This was on the morning of the 19th day of May.

In the evening a black object, projected from the waves,

was visible under the smoke, and during the night the

sky was brilliant with ascending flames. At the same
time convulsions shook the earth, and rocks were thrown
across the sea to the land, twelve miles distant. On the

third day the tremors ceased, the flames subsided and a

newly created cone loomed up from the waves, which
grew apace and expanded into the island which was
later known as Bogoslov on the charts.

By 1800 it had ceased to smoke, but a party who visited

it then found the surrounding water still warm and the

rock too hot to permit a landing. A few years later it

had cooled off sufficiently to attract a colony of sea lions,

with whom it eventually became a favorite resort. By
1823 it had largely increased in circumference and

attained a height of 1,000ft. Then it began to diminish,

and finally sank back into the depths of the sea gradually,

until a few years ago, when it broke out with renewed

eruption, a second commotion took place, and in a single

night it disappeared altogether, another islet of about the

same circumference making its appearance about two

miles away. And now the new Bogoslov is gradually

rising, though as yet it presents a comparatively flat sur-

face at an elevation of not more than 200ft. above the sea

level. From it theie is a constant emission of steam and
smoke.

This is one of the most suggestive and authentic inci-

dents of the world's ovology. It affords a practical ob-

ject lesson, from which it would be deduced that most
of the Aleutian Islands have been produced by gradual

elevation rather than volcanic eruption—that is, the

piling up of lava and debris thrown out from craters.

The history of Bogoslov is being constantly repeated.

Indeed, it is the opinion of some geologists that the en-

tire eastern half of Behring Sea is steadily decreasing in

depth by a gradual elevation of its bottom, though the

great floods of the Yukon and other rivers which empty
into it and deposit vast quantities of alluvial matter, are

doubtless mighty contributory agents in increasing its

shoalness. There is every prospect that it will become
an archipelago or a part of the mainland. The western

part of the sea has a uniform depth of a hundred fathoms

or more, the bottom gradually shelving upward until in

the eastern half there are but a few places where it is

safe for a vessel of ordinary draft to approach nearer

than fifty miles of the shore. Some say that it will be

dry land in the course of a century.

THE OLD ORDER AND THE NEW.
TN the November number of the Century Magazine^ in

the "Topics of the Time" discussions, is a paper on

"American Game Laws." Most of what is there said is

a familiar story to readers of these columns, where the

subject of game protection is constantly a topic of discus-

sion; but it is worthy of remark and emphasis that

the importance of the subject is meeting a fuller

recognition among journalists and magazine editors.

The conservation of our natural resources of game and

fish has a distinct place in national economy; the time

has already gone by when communities can afford to

neglect the question, leaving it to ignorant or indifferent

or shiftless and dishonest legislators and executives. An
appreciation of this fact is set forth in the Century 's com-

ments. Its suggestions relative to the growing tendency

to preserve the shooting and fishing privileges are so

true and timely that they will bear repetition here:

The American " poacher," however, will always be a very dif-

ferent offender from his English prototype. All that the Ameri-
can law will require will be a due respect for the rights of the

people. Game is not to be preserved for particular persons, but

for all; and during the proper time limit all men may become
"poachers" so far as the American game laws will concern
themselves with him. All this may seem to many quite incom-
patible with the fact that, even within proper time limits, no one
may pursue game upon the land of another without express or

tacit permission, and they may conclude that there is not to be
any essential difference between English and American game
preservation after all. Such a belief confuses two different

things, land ownership and game protection. If we are to have
land ownership, the owner must be owner altogether, and his

ownership must cover the live stock on the estate, be it wild or

tame. But this is just as it always has been. It is true that there

is an increasing unwillingness to grant permission for the intru-

sion of others in pursuit of game; but the permission has always

been legally necessary, as a part of land ownership, and should

not be attributed to the new system of game protection. The
change is merely a corollary of the country's development; the

permission to hunt or fish, which was once valueless and was'

given with corresponding liberality, is now valuable and must be

paid for.

It would not be fair, however, to leave even an implication

that the change, legal as it may be, is withal an injury to the peo-

ple. When one tract of wild land after another is taken out of

the market and reserved as a hunting or fishing park, when the

people of successive neighborhoods find that the lakes, brooks

and forests over which they and their fathers have fished and

shot from time immemorial are now closed to them, it is easy to

suggest to them that they have been injured in some way.

One must take the development as a whole, not in parts. The

case is not one in which powerful barons have entered by force

and outsted the people from their natural privileges. It is

merely that the lake, the trout brook, or the shooting ground

has acquired a new value from a general development which^

in another part of it, has enriched our tables with fish and game
from the most distant parts of our own country, and with food

products from all over the world. The parts must go together.

He who wishes to turn back the years, and fish and shoot as freely

as his grandfather did, cannot surely expect to enjoy the North-

western salmon, the Southern berries, ti e Florida oranges, the

California figs, the Western beef, the tinned or glass goods from

all over the world, for which his grandfather possibly would have

been glad to barter all his meager privileges of the chase. Such

details of development are enough to show that, while there is

always a scale of popular loss, it is altogether outweighed by the

scale which represents the popular gain.

In this change from an old order to a new is also to

be found the justification and reasonableness of all those

restrictive regulations which are so often complained of

as tyrannical abridgments of individual rights and privi-

leges. It is because an old order of things has given
place to new conditions, that in Maine, for example,
where once every hunter was free to kill all the game he
wished and at any time he wished, without directly im-
pairing the public interest, he is now restricted as to

both the manner and the extent of his hunting.

There is a class of men, who, having enjoyed the licenBe

of former years, do not take kindly to the new order

They refuse to recognize the justice of the game statutes

they break the laws, defy the officials, and stand on their

individual "natural rights." The most notorious repre-

sentative of this tpye in Maine is Jonathan Darling,

whose arrest for breaking the game laws is elsewhere re-

ported. Darling is out of his place in history. He re-

fuses to be reconstructed. He has set out to stem an ir-

resistible cm-rent, and though he shall be convicted and
sent to prison, we question if he will acknowledge even

to himself that he is other than a wronged man, the

victim of harsh and oppressive laws. Because it was
once permitted to him to hunt unmolested, that permis-

sion he regards as an inalienable right, and resents being

deprived of it.

THE ST. LAWRENCE ANGLERS' ASSOCIATION.

WE invite special and thoughtful attention to the

account of the grand work accomplished by the

Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence River, as re-

lated by the founder of the society, Mr. W. W. Byington.

The brief but comprehensive history of dozens of fish

protectective movements may be summed up in one

word—talk. The netting evil or some kindred abuse is

recognized; and with all zeal men set about organizing

an association for reform; but the campaign begins with

talk, progresses with talk, and ends in talk. The review

of the work done on the St. Lawrence River would be

valuable, if for nothing else, because it shows in the first

place that in fish protection, as in every other field of

effort, the one way to accomplish anything is to set to

work and do something; and it demonstrates as well the

encouraging truth that such activity will be crowned

with an adequate reward.

Immediately upon recognition of the extent of the de-

structive netting in the St.Lawrence, and being assured of

the illegal nature of the practice, Mr. Byington and his as-

sociates, without delay for organization, took off their

coats and went to work; or rather they did not wait to

take off their coats, but plunged in, as Cassius challenged

by Caesar to swim the Tiber's flood

—

Upon the word,

Accoutred as I was, I plunged in,

And bade him follow, so indeed he did.

The work so promptly and energetically undertaken

has been carried forward with intelligence, determina-

tion, courage and success. The St. Lawrence River to-

day is in large measure purged of the illicit and destruc-

tive traps for game fish. The Association has stood be-

hind public officials with money and moral support, and

it has furnished the funds for fighting doubtful cases in

the courts. It has waged the war with enthusiasm, and

it has been guided by discretion. It has not only cleared

the bays of deadly devices, but it has cleared the moral

atmosphere, and wrought a healthful change in public

spirit. The Association deserves all support; we heartily

second Mr. Byington's appeal for the co-operation of all

anglers of the United States who repair to the St. Law-
rence waters for their annual outings.

"What has been done for the St. Lawrence might be

done for all the waters cursed with unlawful engines of

destruction, if only there were available a like energetic

and determined spirit to control the workings of associ-

ated bodies of anglers. The St. Lawrence work is an
object lesson, showing what associated effort can do. It

demonstrates also what one man can do, for after all the

Association of the St. Lawrence River grew out of the

personal enterprise of Mr. W. W. Byington; to him is due

in large measure the credit for what has been accom-

plished. He organized the society; drafted its constitution

and by-laws; was its secretary until elected president; for

five years did a large part of the work connected with

the Association, even when it encroached upon his private

business; and now that he has insisted upon being re-

duced to the ranks, is there proving himself to be a host.
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[It is a superstition among the older negroes around here, that

if one sees a nighthawk (or ha'nt-bird, as they call it) sitting on

a fence, and does not make it fly, some misfortune is sure to hap-

pen to him.]

SEEK a ha'nt-bird on de fence;

Stidder scarin' urn offen hence-
Some fool niggers' got no sense

!

Luff um stay.

Grwine home my ole mule slip,

Trowed me oher her head kerflip

!

Bus' mer nose, 'n' cut merlip,
Dat same day.

Nex' day, mer gyarden gate onlatch;

Hawgs git in mer tater patch—
Mek um look ez ef Ole Scratch

Hed bin dar.

Went er huntin' in de bawg

—

Saw er rabbit 'hind er lawg—
Done shot at um—killed mer dawg

Stedder ole bar'.

Den, m' ole 'oman—bone o' mer bone-
She tuk up wid Passon Jone—
Went libbin' wid him, 'n' luff me alone-

Mean ole rip

!

'N' dat young huzzy—'Mazen Grace-
Wat 1 dun 'suade to took her place-
Stay jest er week—den slap mer face—

'N' she done skip.

Den dat triflin' Gunnel Briggs—
Jes' caze I horrid one er his pigs,

Ter holp mer save mer crap er figs,

W'at wuz rottin'—

He swore I stole um—den an' dar—
Hed me up before the Squar—
Sent me ter jail fur mos' a y'ar—

Jes' for not) in.

Dass why I says it—pintedly—
'F you see ha'nt-bird, 'n' don' mek um fly,

Bad luck is er comin' mighty nigh

Somebuddj 's doo'.

Er ef he holler in de night-
Holler free times, 'n' den stay quiet—
Somebuddy gwine die 'fore mawnin' light,

Sartin sho'.
Louisiana.

, H. P. U.

THE ISLE OF CORMORANTS.
IF THERE is in this world a realization of the poet't,

ideal of the Isles of Bliss, it is to be found in those
waifs and strays of land which seern to have been flung
into the ocean in sheer cap»ce, when nature, in her
grandest mood, upheaved the North Island of New
Zealand from the depths of the Pacific. Some of these,
such as Rangitoto, "blood red sky," the most perfect ex-
tinct volcano known, are mere picturesque masses of lava
and scoria, which may not be covered with vegetable
soil for ages to come. Others, not less volcanic in their
origin, are already among the most fertile spots on earth,
clothed to the mountain tops with evergreen forest or turf
so vivid it is difficult to believe it is not artificial, and, on
the lower levels, reveling in gorgeous flowering shrubs
that robe the very rocks of the shore with beauty, shade
the white beaches under their spreading arms, or trail
their crimson blossoms in the sparkling waves themselves.
The Frith of Thames, immediately outside of Auckland
Harbor, is dotted with these delicious inlets; and any one
who is blessed with a love of nature and a taste for sport
can gratify both there in a variety of ways. Many of the
islands have been stocked with deer, hares and pheasants
while every secluded inlet is alive with wildfowl, and
every reach of open water is frequented by gannets and
tern, and sometimes the rare and beautiful boatswain
bird, with tail feathers of the brightest scarlet more than
a foot in length. The reefs and shoals and sunken ledges
among the islands are the favorite feeding places of all
kinds of fish, hapuka, or snapper, gurnard, moki, and a
host of others, while, wherever the gannets are seen to
hover, it is safe to count on a shoal of kawhai, the beauti-
ful sea salmon of those teeming waters. When you leave
Auckland in your sailing boat in the early morning to
beat down the bay, you never know what'you may get
before you return by moonlight or starlight, running
swiftly before the unfailing southerly breeze that comes
up at sundown. Rifle, gun, rod and deep sea line may
all have helped to fill your boat, and the four hearty
meals you have made in the day, having taken nothing
with you but bread, tea and sugar, may have comprised
a m&nu varied and delicate enough to excite the envy of
a French cook.
The gem of this lovely archipelago is the famous

Kawau, or Isle of Cormorants, so-called from the rocks
and cliffs upon its shores having been from time imme-
morial the chosen haunt and breeding place of innumer-
able flocks of those voracious buds. Kawau, pronounced
so as to rhyme exactly with "bow-wow," with the accent
on the "bow," which lies between thirty and forty miles
from Auckland, off the coast of Mahurangi, has a histor-
ical interest of a most peculiar kind. It was purchased
far back in the early days of the colony by Sir George
Grey, that "great proconsul," as he was called by one of
England's most famous statesmen, whose intrepid explor-
ations opened South Australia to the knowledge of the
world; who rescued South Africa from the chaos of Boer
revolt and Kaffir war: who was governor of New Zealand
during the twelve most eventful years of its history, and
whose adventurous and heroic career yet left him time
to become the greatest authority on Polynesian mythol-
ogy, philology and ethnology, and a most distinguished
litterateur, bibliopole and patron of art and science. Sir
George Grey, who is a passionate lover of nature and the
most fearless hunter I ever knew, bought Kawau for the
express purpose of making it an acclimatization garden
It seemed indeed to have been created for that purpose. It
has an area of about 5,000 acres, and its formation is such
that within that limited extent it has a mountain 1,200ft
high and a river navigable by canoes for several milesA great part of it is covered with primeval forest, but it
has plateaux, valleys and glens, which afford an endless
variety of climate and surroundings. The flats along the

shore are very rich, and the lower parts of the island lie

toward the mainland, distant twelve or fifteen miles,
|

they are entirely protected from the ocean storms and
enjoy the full warmth of the northerly sun. On a shelt-

ered terrace, overlooking a romantic bay, in this secluded
paradise, the soldier, ruler, scholar, poet, sportsman,
philosopher, built himself a stately pleasure house of
chosen cedar wood, with its library, containing the
rarest collection in the Southern Hemisphere, its arm-
ory, its museum, unequalled in the world, in some
branches, its pictures and sculptures and trophies,
making every wall and corner of it luminous and elo-

quent of the life's work of one of the most distinguished
pillars of the Empire. Around the house he planted
a garden, which I am safe in saying contained the
most complete botanical collection to be found any-
where, in the open air. The rest of the island, with the
exception of a few fields for his live stock and the com-
fortable homesteads of his thirty or forty retainers, he de-
voted absolutely to the acclimatization of animals. From
all the countries which he had governed or where there
were learned societies or enthusiasts in correspondence
with him, he obtained zoological specimens, and from
remoter parts of the world, beyond the sphere of his per-
sonal influence, he brought them by the all-compelling
power of gold. It seemed as if he would never rest until
he had emulated the celebrated exploit of the patriarch
.Noah, and brought under his own charge a pair at least
of all the creatures upon earth.

All this time, it should be borne in mind, Sir George
Grey was Governor of New Zealand, Commander-in-Chief
of the Forces and Vice-Admiral of the Fleet. A war,
moreover, was being conducted under his direct authority
by land and sea, in which were employed no fewer than
20,000 troops and ten great battle ships. It was this that
led him to make an experiment at Kawau, which was
his first failure and a momentous one.
General Sir Duncan Cameron having inflicted a defeat

on the enemy—a most unusual occurrence—found him-
self in possession of 300 prisoners, Maori warriors, whom
he was at his wits' end to know what to do with. Ex-
perience had shown that no fort or jail or hulk would
hold them. It took a small army to guard them, even
for a few days after their capture, when they were half
starved and worn out with fatigue. Even then a good
many got away. In this difficulty the Governor came to
the General's assistance with an offer to take the whole
body of prisoners under his own care at Kawau, where,
he pointed out, they might receive that fair treatment
which was due them as brave men whom the fortunes
of war had placed in our hands, while, at the same time,
it was impossible for them to escape. They were, accord-
ingly, conveyed to Kawau and established in a camp of
huts built and furnished with every regard for their com-
fort ; a man-of-war being anchored"in the channel between
the island and the mainland. Sir George Grey visited
them and received quite an ovation of gratitude and
respect. Three nights later every man jack of them
escaped, swimming or wading from rock to rock or islet
to islet, and safely breasting the strong current along the
Mahurangi shore, under the very guns of the frigate. To
add insult to injury, they carried off the camp utensils
and fixings, and a number of articles belonging to Sir
George Grey, After that, the Governor determined to
exclude the human race from his biological studies. A
few years later he had a serious difference with the Im-
perial Government, and retired into private life at Kawau,
where he found a solace for all his griefs and disappoint-
ments among his books and plants and animals.

Thenceforward he carried on his acclimatizing opera-
tions with redoubled vigor; his activity in that respect
being almost the only tie that connected him with the
outside world for many years. I have known Sir George
Grey since my boyhood, and, with my love of natural
history, one of the most memorable pleasures of my life
was a visit I paid him at Kawau after he had made it his
permanent residence. He was a most charming host, and
nothing gave him greater satisfaction than to show the
wonders of his island to a guest in sympathy with his
own tastes. It needed some nerve, however, to keep up
to his standard of what a forester should be. One day he
proposed that we should go to see his herd of wild cattie,
of which he was exceedingly proud; and having taken
me for a mountain clirnb, which alone was a good morn-
ing's work, carrying a rifle and cartridge belt, he expressed
a hope that we should come across a bull which was
known to frequent the locality where we were. Sure
enough, we did come across the bull, a truly magnificent
animal, which no sooner saw us, as we emerged from the
bush into a little flat where it was browsing, than it gave
a terrific bellow, pawed the ground for a moment, and
came straight at Sir George Grey, who was a little ahead
of me. Sir George calmly raised his rifle to his shoulder,
waited till the furious beast was so close that I thought
he must have been gored to death next moment, and then
brought it to earth by a bullet which actually penetrated
the curl in the middle of its forehead, the most vulner-
able part of a bull, he explained to me, which you should
always strike—if you can. The muzzle of the "bull, as he
fell dead, was not five yards from Sir George Grey's feet.

I took a note of the animals and birds successfully ac-
climatized at Kawau at that time. They included red,
fallow^ and roe deer, several kinds of antelope, kangaroo,
wallabi, hares and rabbits, ostrich, emu, peafowl, pheas-
ants, black swan, quail, numerous waterfowl and all the
common English song birds. These were all quite wild,
taking care of themselves without any sort of protection
or encouragement. One of the finest spectacles was
afforded by the peafowl, which had become very numer-
ous, flying about among the highest trees and sometimes
passing over our heads in flocks, as we ascended the lit-

tle river in a canoe. The bush was literally alive with
creatures of one sort or another., much like the jungle in
India, only without the reptiles or the carnivorae. Near
the house, in small inclosures, was a perfect menagerie
of other animals which were evidently thriving, but
were not suitable to be turned loose.

Quite recently I had a talk with Sir George Grey about
his island, and he spoke very despondingly about it. The
kangaroo and wallabi, he told me, had increased in num-
ber so enormously that they had fairly starved out the
cattle and sheep and seemed" likely to take entire posses-
sion of the island. Wallabi are marsupials a foot and a
half or two feet high, very like kangaroo, but more active
and more difficult to get rid of because they live in rocky
places and get into holes almost like rabbits. I asked Sir
George why he did not thin them out. He replied that

he had killed more than 20,000 that year and as many the
year before, but that it appeared to "make no difference.
They were steadily and rapidly gaining on him in spite
of all this slaughter, and he was afraid he should have to
give up the struggle. Shortly after that, he presented

-

his picture gallery, his magnificent library and unique
museum to the city of Auckland—a priceless gift, which
forms at this day one of the chief attractions of the place
—and having broken up his establishment, he sold Kawau
to some Australian speculators for less than half the
amount at which it had been assessed eight or ten years
earlier. He was literally driven out of the island by the
animals which he had brought there at great expense and
reared with unwearying pains.
Tins result is especially interesting as a practical exem-

plification of the principle of the survival of the fittest.
It shows that the marsupial herbivorte, under favorable
circumstances as to climate and food, and exempt from
the attacks of natural enemies, will eventually occupy
the whole ground and displace all other animals, even in
a country that is not their own and is not at all like their
own in natural conditions. How things will end at
Kawau, I am sure I don't know. When I left New
Zealand some months ago, Sir George Grey was living at
Auckland, mainly engaged in supervising the catalogue
and arrangement of his princely gifts to the city; and the
new people had not yet gone into occupation of the
island. It will be curious to observe how they will get
on with their purchase, which simply consists at this
moment of 5,000 acres of kangaroo and wallabi, as thick
as they can live within the space.
The island is practically worthless in its present state,

yet I know of no way in which the animals can be got
rid of or kept down sufficiently to make the pastures
available for stock. If it were open country the case
might be different; though in many parts of Australia,
where the country is quite open, the increase of the mar-
supials, through the destruction of their natural enemies,
the natives and the dingoes, has proved too much for the
sheep farmers. At Kawau the introduction of their na-
tural enemies would be of little use, because the land is
so broken and the cover so abundant that neither men
nor dogs could interfere with them very much. The very
circumstances which rendered Kawau exceptionally suit-
able for purposes of acclimatization make it impossible to
restore it to a servicable condition for any other purpose.
At all events it would cost twice as much to do so as the
island is worth.

I could not help thinking of Kawau the other day,
when I saw an immense drayload of kangaroo skins in
Broadway, being taken, I suppose, to some tannery or
leather factory. If Kawau were situated somewhere in
Long Island, say, the commercial demand for the skins
would make it a most valuable property, and it would
pay handsomely to work it as a kangaroo farm and keep
the head of game constantly up to the full carrying
capacity of the land. Kangaroo skin makes very" soft
and pliable, yet very strong, leather, well suited for the
uppers of the lighter kinds of boots. It has the advan-
tage, too, of requiring very little tanning. There is a
common saying in Australia that you can kill a kangaroo
one Sunday and go to church in boots made of its skin
the next; and it is truer than most epigrams. But lying
away down there in the South Pacific, six weeks' steam
from any of the great markets of the world, an island full of
kangaroo skins, with the animals jumping about in them,
is an uncommonly heavy concern.
A friend of mine in New York, with whom I have dis-

cussed this and kindred subjects, assures me that wherever
animals of any kind have become a nuisance by their
numbers, the American pot-hunters are quite equal to the
task of clearing them off in the shortest time on record.
Judging from the way in which game has been extermin-
ated in the Catskills, diminished in the Adirondack's, and
even seriously reduced in the rivers and groves of Flor-
ida, as I am told, I am inclined to think there is some-
thing in it. If these gentlemen feel inclined to try their
hand in a new field, I am sure they would be heartily
welcomed at Kawau, the Isle of Cormorants.

Edward Wakefield.

WOODCOCK IN TOWN.
NEW YORK, Oct. 19.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

live just four blocks from the Brooklyn Bridge. On
Thursday morning last, at 10 o'clock, my wife, hearing a
knock at the door, opened it, and found a woodcock lying
on the stone steps. It had apparently flown against the
door. The tip of its bill was broken and blood was flow-
ing from its mouth. It was put in a basket in a warm
room, but died in the late afternoon. The bird was plump
and in fine condition. What induced this bird to come
so far within the city limits? S. E.

A Chocolate-Colored Skunk.—We learn from Mr.
F. W. True, Curator of the Department of Mammals in
the U. S. National Museum, that the Government collec-
tion has recently secured a unique specimen of the little

striped skunk (Spilogcde putorius) from Morantown.
Kansas. Through incipient albinism the color of the
pelage is uniform chocolate instead of the usual jet black
with areas of white. Mr. True believes this to be the first

record of such an example.

Another Argentine.—One of the statistical agents of
the U. S. Fish Commission writes that the crew of the
life-saving station at Biddeford Pool, Maine, recently
secured a second individual of the rare fish known as the
argentine (Argentina stlus). The first specimen of this
deep-water species taken at Biddeford Pool was for-
warded to the National Museum in 1886. The fish is

allied to the smelts, which it exceeds somewhat in size.

American Ornithologists' Union.—Washington, D.
C, Oct. 14, 1889.—The seventh congress of the American
Ornithologists' Union will convene in New York city on
Tuesday, Nov. 12, 1889, at eleven o'clock A. M. The
meetings will be held in the American Museum of
Natural History, Eighth avenue and Seventy-seventh
street. A large attendance of associate members is hoped
for.—C. Hart Merriam, Secretary.
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OUT-OF-DOOR PAPERS.
1 1 1.—WINDBOUSD ON CHAMBEELAIN.

T T used to be the custom of the old cartographers to
A leave no blank space on their maps; and when their

geographical knowledge gave out they filled the unex-
plored regions with pictures symbolical of the dangers
supposed to be lurking in those wilds—lions and unicorns,

dragons, griffins, wyverns, ttatant, couchant, saltant,

rampant, guardant, saliant—neither the animals nor their

attitudes being calculated to soothe the apprehensions of

the adventurous. In like manner we to-day imagine
that the woods are full of wild creatures, yet when I re-

viewed my woods notes to find some red-letter clay full

of the birds and their doings, I could not think of one
which compared with many spent in field and hedgerow.
There are few birds in the woods. The wilderness is a
wilderness indeed, barren of life; and you can find more
birds, more plants and more game within five miles of

settlements, than in an equal space of forest. As Thoreau
says: ''Generally speaking, a howling wilderness does
not howl; it is the imagination of the traveler that does
the howling." Since Icannot find a day which is at all

noteworthy for the observations it afforded, something
prompts me to select one which was wholly ordinary, and
yet pleasant to remember; that day when, having crossed

Mud Pood Carry, we camped on the side of Chamberlain.
Those who remember the "boundary dispute" of 1842

may locate this lake, on being told that it lies just north
of the highland which the English claimed, the Dutch
Commissioners debated upon, and Col. Graham surveyed,
as the northeastern boundary of the United States, said

"highlands" being Mud Pond Carry et al. Those who
know the country best concede great credit to Col. Gra-
ham's ability in his survey, not only for discovering that
the land here is high, but that there is any visible above
water. Mud Pond Carry is the most famous road in the
State. Thoreau says of it, with a pun on one of our
lumbermen's terms,"This was the most perfectly swamped
of all the roads I ever saw;" but the remark is lacking in

originality to those who have seen the place. Mud Pond
Carry leads to Mud Pond, and Mud Pond outlets into

Chamberlain Lake, the largest lake in Maine tributary to

the St. John.
We were belated in crossing the carry, and we de-

layed a little paddling across Mud Pond, for after a week
of rain this morning seemed doubly fine, and the view
of Katahdin—grand old Katahdin—lacking nothing of

being a perfect mountain, and as savage to-day as when
Lief Erickson landed, was so glorious that we' could not
resist it. Then there was half a mile of quick water at

the outlet, where the canoe had to be "waded" down,
while the passengers went overland by the carry until

they reached the meadows, where they (the passengers
aforesaid) stood on stuthps in order to keep out of the
water, and surveyed the wide, green meadows, fair in

color, but desolate to look on, becau-e of the standing
dead trees, kdled by the fiowage, until the canoe came
down. Then there was a short voyage through the
meadows, past newly -built muskrat houses. At one
place the wind brought down the smell of tainted meat

—

some moose or caribou which had been left to spoil. All
these delays consumed valuable time, and meanwhile
the wind had risen as we had feared it would, when we
were so hindered in crossing the carry. When at last

the lake was reached, such a sea was running that it was
deemed imprudent to attempt to cross.

Chamberlain Lake is twelve miles long by two to three
miles wide and has the name of being a very ugly lake,
which in woods parlance is equivalent to dangerous. It

lies over 900ft. above the sea, extended from northwest to

southeast, without an island in it capable of affording any
shelter, and not only exposed to all the winds, but sub-
ject to draughts which raise a cross and choppy sea. It

is also distinguished by having two inlets and two out-
lets, one of them artificial. It is not a beautiful lake.

There is no high land near it , and the shores, which are
straight and forbidding, are even to this day fenced with
the trees killed by the fiowage when the locks were built
nearly fifty years ago. The locks, about which a word
should be said, are at the natural outlet—two dams with
a space between them, built for the purpose of driving
the logs cut on the lower lake, which naturally would
go down the St. John, up into Chamberlain,' thence
through Telosiuis and Telos, and down the artificial "cut"
into the Penobscot. The locks having nothing to do with
navigation, no boat larger that a batteau ever floated on
Chamberlain.
We held the canoe in the Mud Brook inlet for a time,

and looked at the heavy sea which was running outside

;

listened to the doleful creaking of the dead wood as the
waves sawed one long tree against another, and subsid-

ing showed ugly black snags sticking out, on which a
canoe would be wrecked instantly; looked again at the
farm opposite, and reluctantly drew back. Experience,
in one of her hardest lessons, had taught one of the perty
not to dare Chamberlain needlesslj\ As we turned we
saw some small duck dipping and feeding among the
driftwood, but just as the gun was pointed at him he
saved himself by diving. One may be a strict bird de-

fender at home, but in the woods everything goes to fill

the kettle.

We were more easily consoled for our failure to ei'oss,

because it was dinner time. We managed with some
difficulty to get ashore on the right side of the stream, in
a growth of sapling birch and poplar; and, fortunately,
remembered to build our fire where the smoke would not
attract the attention of the men at the farm. For now,
as in Thoreau's day, a smoke near the inlet is a signal for

the farm to send a canoe across, some two miles and a
half. Even in their great sea canoes this would have
been no easy task on such a day. Mr. Coe, the owner of
the farm, tells me that in winter they always leave a
lamp burning all night, to guide any wandering lumber-
man belated on the lake.

Dinner is not an elaborate meal in the woods. Ours
was soon finished, and we had the afternoon before us;
for evidently we were windbound. "And yet the wind
might go down," we said, watching the treetops bend,
and knowing: very well that there was no such happiness
in store. How beautiful across the angry lake the farm
looked, seated on the sloping hillside among fields colored
with the soft rich hues of growing grain, of grass land
and of cultivated soil. Not one of the other "supply"
farms compares with this in picturesquenesB, as seen
across the lake.

These jgreat farms are a surprise to strangers. Here is

Chamberlain, some 80 miles from the nearest railroad,
and CO from the nearest main road, one of the only two
houses on a block of twenty-eight townships—a space
larger than the State of Rhode Island. What can be
done with the produce of these hundreds of acres? It is

all for the winter's business. For fifty years this farm
has raised bay and grain for the lumbermen's cattle, and
potatoes for the men themselves, It is too cold here to

ripen maize, although at Trout Brook Farm 30 miles to

the east a little is grown. A few staple vegetables are
raised, and these, with the large quantities of grain and
hay, are the objects of the farm's existence.
While we were thus forced to lie still, there was a good

opportunity given to watch the birds; but except for a
kingfisher which sat on the other side of the stream, and
some impudent Canada jays which came ca-ea-ca-iug
about, I saw nothing. The jays tiptoed about on the
trees, bowing and bending; they fluttered down with
spread wings and tails, and made themselves such nuis-

ances, that until one of them came under the scalpel of
the taxidermist there was no peace to be had. I should
not omit from the list of birds two partridges, which
made an excellent stew a little later, and a herring gull
which sat on a rock in the lake about 200yds. off, and was
saved only by the ball falling a little short of him.
These large lakes are close reproductions of the seashore,
even to the sea gulls which breed here, although they
are never seen between the lower end of Mooosehead and
salt water. It would be unkind not to mention the
beautiful green caterpillar that lived on a poplar near by,
so strong, so firm in his muscles, so silken skinned, and
so intelligent in his determination to go to the place he
had in mind, that I remember him with pleasure. But,
except a dish of raspberries, that was all that the woods
had for us. What city garden would not have yielded
more in half a day?
The wind did not abate as we had hoped; so, at last, the

tent was pitched on the same spot where some one else

had been windbound before us. But the afternoon had
not passed unpleasantly; it was too great a treat to see
blue sky above us after our rainy week to demur at
having to wait for the wind. And, then, wehad resolved
to get up before the wind the next morning. That night
a woods mouse came into the tent and hopped over me,
tapping my face softly. Camping out sometimes gives
one strange bedfellow?—toads, lizaids, bats, flying squir-
rels, and mice to wit; but it is all part of the fun.
The next morning our first call came at 2 A. M,, but

this was reconsidered, and for two hours more we were
allowed to sleep. Then a hasty toilet in the dark, a cold
bite, and the tent was struck, the baggage packed, the
canoe loaded, and we were off before daylight. The lake
was smooth as glass; yesterday's swell was lost in the
calm which on fresh water follows so quickly on the sub-
sidence of the wind. Off in the east a red line pierced
the gloom, and spread until it lighted all the heavens on
that side with fiery, vermilion-tinted hues, leaving the
treetops black and jagged as the walls of a burning
building. Overhead flew a young herring gull, and he,
too, looked black in this morning conflagration.
And now the water began to curdle like hot milk. Be-

fore the sun was fairly up the wind began to ripple over
the surface of the water, gathtring force as it went,
which was in a direction opposite to that from which the
curdle came. Tne wind was up, the waves rolled and
broke, but we were across Chamberlain.

Fannie Pearson Hardy.

WAYS OF THE WHITE-FOOTED MOUSE.
HPHE white-footed mouse is the only species of the genus
x Hesperomys found in the District of Columbia, the
golden mouse being absent, and from what wr know of
its geographical distribution, not to be confidently ex-
pected north of the Louisianian fauna. A large scries of
the local form presents some differences from the animal
of the more northern States, being shorter-tailed and
darker-colored, resembling specimens from North Caro-
lina.

Before the writer learned to trap these mice success-
fully he found them alive in their daytime retreats more
easily than dead in trap?, and with the advantage of
learning a little of their habits. Several years ago, in

the vicinity of Morristown, N. J., I found many of them
while searching for the nests of screech owls in neglected
apple orchards. Usually they were found in a natural
cavity of some small limb, sometimes enlarging a cavity
with their teeth, leaving tell-tale marks easily recognized.
Old bluebirds' nesls were popular with them, and in
winter the mice comd be tracked over the snow to some
downy woodpecker's or chickadee's burrow. On one
occasion I frightened a white-footed mouse out of a large
flicker's hole, and it struck me that the mouse might
have found a smaller place, and one less apt to harbor
his enemy, the screech owl.

In the' vicinity of Washington there are not many
orchards, but the mice are abundant, and quick to find
any desirable crack or cranny in a tree. Jan. 7, 1S88,
teeth marks about a knot hole in a dead apple limb led

jme to climb the tree and knock on the limb. No sooner I

done than out came Hesperomys, leaping ten feet to the
ground and vanishing in a burrow before my companion
below could slay him. So far I have never found a nest
without a burrow in the ground below where the animal
could take refuge in an emergency.
March 1G, 188P, about half past five in the afternoon,

while rambling through the woods, I noticed some leaves
protruding from a crack in the side of a hollow tree.

Peering in my gaze met that of a white-footed mouse
sitting on a platform of leaves and regarding me quite as
intently as I regarded him. He soon vanished inside the
tree, and when the cavity was raked with a switch ran
out. He was caught, and soon another brightly-colored
adult came out, after his patience and endurance had :

succumbed to a liberal switching. This fellow escaped I

in the ground. Affairs had become so interesting now
that I expected an txodus of mice from that tree, never-
theless a great deal of switching and prodding brought
out oue more mouse only, which followed its predeees or i

into the ground, leaving me of the trio hut one, which
|
was taken home for a pet. This has bwerl the ouly case
in my experience where more than a simile animal or a
female with a litter of young were found in a nest

I

To the outdoor naturalist there will seem to be consid-
I erable analogy between these nervous, active creatures

| and the fidgety wrens. Like those birds, they will ex-
' plore any knot'cele, crevice or woodpecker's hole, and if

the situation is desirable, proceed to lug in a lot of rub
bish and fit up a home with all the modern conveniences
known to them. The analogy is rendered still more com-
plete by the habit these mice possess of climbing a bush
or a smilax vine to a bird's nest, such as a chat's or cat-
bird's, and roofing it over, have a nest not unlike that of
the marsh wren, that babbles out his cork-drawing notes
in the marshes. The mice are quite variable in the choice
of the material used for nest making. Leaves and bark
are usually staples; feathers, fur and grass are used, and
I have found one nest that was made almost entirely of
cat-tail down. This nest was in the hollow limb of a
willow tree on the edge of a marsh, from which the
material must have been brought. Though the white-
footed mouse has achieved some notoriety as a climber
and architect in the treetops, probably the majority live
in the ground. Numerous burrows are constructed, and
they also trespass on the burrows of pine mice. These
latter animals are very industrious and steady, and must
consider any intrusion by their lively and pleasure-loving
neighbors a decided bore.
The food of the white-footed mouse is procured mainly

on the surface of the ground, and consists of seeds and
nuts rather than roots and grasses. When they can be
procured the pits of the wild cherry and the seeds of the
basswood seem to be preferred to anything else. At cer-
tain times of the year there is no better place to trap these
mice than a group of wild cherry and basswood trees in
woodland, and the ground beneath is littered with frag-
ments of husks and kernels. Any low bird's nest, a vireo's
basket, for instance, in the vicinity is usually full of
refuse from the food carried there by the mice. Very
often you will find a pile of eaten pits or seeds in a corner
made by the juuetion of the roots of a tree with the trunk.
Apparently Hesperomys, like certain monkeys seen in
zoological gardtns. prefers to dine in a corner where
comrades cannot break in or steal. Rosehips, beech nuts
and seeds of the dogwood (Cornus florida) are elso eaten.
When captured, these mice make interesting pets, being
amiable and contented. Placed at liberty in a room,
they explore every crevice and endeavor to clitnb up the
walls or the legs of chairs. At times they rise on their
haunches like a squirrel, drop their hands on their breast
and peer about in an inquisitive way.

In this locality the species is found almost everywhere
—in the woods, in grassy meadows, under logs or brush
heaps, in stone walls and rocks, and on low land or high.
T.ieir favorite locality is a dry wooded hillside with
plenty of brush. i\] ORRIS M. GREEN.
Division of Ornithoix>gy, Department of Agriculture.

A Tame Wild Duck.—Ashburnham, Mass., Oct. 28.—
There is quite a curiosity here in the shape of a tame
black duck. A farmer found a brood of" them just
hatched, and as he had some domestic ducks he caught
one of the wild ones and put it with them. This was in
the spring of 1888. It was as tame as auy of the ducks,
but in the fall it got to flying to a pond about a mile
away. It would get its feed of corn in the morning, then
leave for the water, coming back just at dark again.
The 1st of April it di?appeared, and it was supposed that
some one had killed it. It came home, however, and is

as tame as ever. It arrived on Sept. 1; so it must be well
posted on the game liws. Partridges are very plenty
this fall in this section, but there are no gray squirrels
nor woodcock of any account.—H. C. Newell.

Ruffed Grouse Wanted.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Copious rains the last day cr two have broken up a pro-
tracted season of drought, and while they have virtually
ended the stream fishing, they have put the woods and
fields in better condition for the approaching fall shoot-
ing. Grouse are quite plentiful a few miles out from To-
ledo, and the crop of quail in our vicinity is moie abund-
ant than for several years. Personally, I am stdl hoping
to secure one or two ruffed grouse hens this fall to mate
with my male bird, and bring up that long expected
brood of grouse chicks. Doubtless some of the readers of
the Forest and Stream can aid me in finding any of
these birds now in captivity^ and I shall certainly be
under lasting obligations for any such assistance.

—

Jay
Beebe (To edo, O., Nov. 2).

A Blue Heron over Central Park.—New York,
Nov. 1.—While crossing Central Park in this citv on
Oct. 26, I observed a large blue heron pass over, flying
northward and not more than 50yds. high. At first

glance I unconsciously threw up my cane in mock aim
at him. He saw the movement and wearily rose a few
feet, when I noticed a broken leg dangling helplessly.
Somebody had "held too low" and lost a fine specimen.
The bird had evidently flown far and was much exhausted
and I pitied the cripple. However, musing upon the
habits of herons and remembering their preference for
one leg When restmg, I consoled myself with the thought
that none of our birds would be less inconvenienced with a
single stilt than this same blue heron.—II. R.

BLACK Foxes.—Ashburnham, Mass., Oct. 20.—Editor
Forest and Stream: "Stansteai" concludes a note on a
black fox, "It is needless to say the fox was a male." A
few years ago there was quite a discussion as to whether
any female black foxes were ever killed. At the time I

was sure that the only black fox I ever saw that was
killed in New England was a female; and last winter one
was caught in a trap at Cavendish, Vt., and the skin was
bought by Henry F. B jnd, of Westminster, Vt. , who car-
ried the skin with him to show while buying furs in the
country towns in New Hampshire and Massachusetts.

—

H. C. Newell.

Migration of Ducks.—On Oct. 12 there were in Buz-
zard's Bay a consid rable number of scattered flocks of
ducks, princip ;dly whitewing scoters, and also a few
large flocks of the same species. Three or four days
later the birds had not entered Vineyard Sound. On the
18th of the rwonth a few flocks appeared in that locality,

From this it would seem that the migrating birds arrive
in Buzzird's Bay from the north earlier than in Vineyard
Sound; but this may vary in different years.— J. W. C.

Birds of Niagara County.—Lockport, Oct. 12.—

I

find two more errors in "Bird* of Niagara County," viz.:

No. 4S, WiWm's snipe, "no <e"' .-hou d read "rare," and
in No. 141, Bohemian «-:ixwing, "summer" should read
"winter."—J. L. DAVISON.

The Isle Of Cormorants Experiment of Sir George
Grey, as related by Mr. Wakefield, furnishes an instruc-
tive chapter <ar acclimatization enterprise.
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A WOODCOCK HUNT.

IN the following lines I shall endeavor to give an ac-

count of a woodcock hunt differing from usual accounts
by including the shots which were misses as well as those
which, were kills.

The hunt came about in this wise. Frank, " Ruf " and
'

' Gi " had been out for the day and brought home seven-
teen woodcock and two partridges. So when during the
evening chat Jake suggested that he and I go out the next
day I agreed at once. The morning was dark and gloomy
and "Old Prob." said we might expect rain during the
day, but about ten o'clock it brightened up and we deter-
mined to start. We first drove about five miles to a very
good looking ground, and hitching our horse to the fence
bunted through the alders on each side of the creek with-
out finding a bird. Coming back we hunted along the
edge of some woods near the creek and alders where it

was swampy, and there was an occasional bunch of ald-

ers. As we walked by one of the bunches we heard a
woodcock whistle, but did not see him. We called the
dog, who was working closer to the woods; he came and
promptly nailed the bird in an adjoining clump. We
got into position and Jake ordered the dog to flush him.
It was Jake's shot and he killed with the first barrel. As
this was the end of this ground and it was afternoon, we
went to the buggy and ate our lunch, while our horse
was eating her grain.
Lunch over with we started for a ground made famous

for woodcock by a score made in years past by Frank
and "Ruf" of 29 birds one day and 21 the next. The
mare knew what we were after and pulled up at the
post in the fence where we always hitch. Donning our
shooting coats again we were soon ready for the work
and our dog started in at a slashing gait.

The grounds were very wet and I was thankful that I

had taken the precaution to wear hip boots. Tbe dog
splashed around, and soon disappeared in some very thick
alders; and as he did not come out when he naturally
would in quartering his ground, we knew he had located
a bird. Jake was on one side of the alders and I on the
other. I called to Sim to order the dog to "put 'em up,"
which he did and away went the bird. I caught a glimpse
of it and fired, but failed to stop it. Jake said he "did
not see it, but from the noise it made getting up out of
the bushes thought it was a partridge." After correcting
his ideas on this point, we moved on as far as a creek,
which was too deep to wade even with hip boots, so we
decided to hunt up the creek on the side we were on. As
we turned to start I asked Jake where the dog was. He
did not know and began to call and whistle. After a
while he came to us and Jake ordered him on, but he at
once turned and started back in the direction he had just
come from, looking at us the while as if he wanted us to
go with him. I said, "Jake, he has got a bird back there,
we had better follow him." Jake assented. Sure enough,
after going a few rods, he circled around a bunch of
alders and came to a handsome point. I immediately
wallowed through the mud and water to an open spot,
and as soon as I got in position Jake walked in and put
up the bird, which did not fly exactly as I had calculated,
but I fired through the alders. A second later Jake fired,
and I tried again with my second barrel. I thought I
saw the bird fall on the other side of the alders, but a
search failed to find him, so we concluded that we had
both missed.
We hunted along down tbe creek for some distance,

but the dog did not show game; so I decided to go back
to where I"thought I saw the bird fall, and take another
look. After I had been there some little time without
finding him, I heard Jake calling me; and I hurried to
him. As soon as I got there he said, "There is a bird in
here somewhere; you go out there," pointing to an open
spot, "and I will stay here." When we were in position
he ordered the dog on, and he flushed a bird, which Jake
missed with both barrels. Such a shot, too, a beautiful
right-quartering bird. Jake asked me to kick him, but
objected when I prepared to comply with his request.
The bird went around a corner of the bush and disap-
peared. We hunted where we thought he was without
finding him.

I then started along down the creek, on the bank of
which at this place was a thick fringe of cedars. These
were between me and the creek. I had proceeded about
three rods, when up went a woodcock from among the
cedars and crossed the creek without showing himself.
Luckily, just above I had noticed a log that I could cross
on. I was soon across with the dog, while Jake kept on
the other side. Working into the alders, the dog soon
made game, and after a few moments came to a point.
I called to Jake to get ready, and went to an open spot
from where I tried to make the dog put up the bird; but
the dog would not move. Jake said, "You will have to
walk him up and take your chances." So I walked up in
front of the dog, and all around him outside a radius of
eight or ten feet, but no bird went up. I then went
nearer, and got so near that I could touch the dog with
my foot, which I did standing beside him, and urged
him to go on. At this the bird sprang up between us
with a whirr and a whistle. I quickly raised my gun to
shoot, and at the same instant tbe dog made a spring at
the bird (something he was never known to do before),
but misled him. As I saw the dog jump, I threw the
muzzle of my gun up just as I pulled tiie trigger, to avoid
shooting him, and of course missed my bird, which was
flying very low and sailed over the creek toward Jake,
wbo promptly fired and dropped him into the creek. Our
dog does not retrieve, so we feared we would lose the
bird; but Jake got a pole, and after some maneuvering
fished him out.
As there was no more brush down the creek we decided

to return to the place where we were when the dog led
us to a bird, and to hunt up the creek, as we had then
intended. Jake went back to the side we had hunted
down on, and I on tbe other bank of the river. And such
walking as I had—mud, water and brudi, the worse than
which does not exi t.

I was floundering along about half way back to where
we started in, when up went a woodcock. I fired, as I
always do when I see the bird, hit or miss, and again
scored a miss. The dog was on the other side with Jake.
I tried to get him to hunt with me, but he would not
stay; so I wallowed alone. I had thougM the walking
was bad before, but soon after flushing the bird I struck

some that could give it long odds and beat it hands down.
I went to my knees at nearly every step in black mud
and water, and finally the climax came; I made a spring
to escape a particularly vicious looking hole, and as I
landed I could feel my left foot sinking into the mud
until it nearly ran over the top of my hip boot. I

mechanically dropped on to my right knee and tried to
pull the other leg out, but it was no go, or rather, no
come. I was stuck. Within reach of me was a rotten
stump, against which I leaned my gun, and off of which
I broke pieces to place under the knee that was on top.
These supported me if I kept quiet, but when I put any
pressure on them they broke. I saw a long piece of drift
wood that looked as if it would bear iny weight; this I
reached after an effort, and just a3 I got a firm hold and
began pulling it toward me, up went that woodcock from
near the other end of it. I suppose he had been sitting
there and chuckling to himself over my dilemma. I
thought so anyway, and hastily reaching for my gun,
cut loose on him at long range without ruffling a feather.
In a moment or so after I fired I heard Jake say, "What
did you shoot at?" and there he was on the other side of
the creek laughing at me.
I soon got the long stick under my knee and hoisted

myself out; then went directly to the bridge, which was
near, and crossed over to Jake. We then worked through
some cedars up the creek until we struck the alders
again. The dog went in with a rush down the wind, and
was not fairly in the brush before he flushed a woodcock,
which flew low so that we did not see him. If there is

one at this place there are always more. The dog soon
pointed where we could see him on his point; and as
Jake had killed all the birds so far, he said he would go
in and flush the birds, while I was to remain on the high
ground at the edge and do the shooting. He went to the
dog; then commenced some of the finest work by the dog
that I have been permitted to see in some time. He
would work along very carefully for a short distance:
then stop and cautiously turn his bead to see if Jake was
coming; then move a few steps further: stop again and
look. 1 could only account for his actions by the thought
that possibly there had been a large flight of birds there
flint had gone that morning, leaving a very strong scent.
After going through this performance several times, and
covering about six rods, he came to a point. Jake
thought he was over-cautious and was stopping again, so
he told him to go on. This he refused to do, and Jake
called out to me to get ready, as he guessed there were
two or more birds straight ahead. I secured a good posi-
tion, and Jake walked a few steps ahead of the dog,
when up went a bird. He did not come my way, but
gave Jake a good snapshot, and he killed. The dog took
a step or so and froze again. Jake walked the bird up;
he was a strong flyer and went some distance before he
rose above the alders. As soon as he did I fired. It was
a long shot and I scored another miss. Reader, are you
hoping that I will hit something before long? So did I,

Jake picked up his bird and told me to come where he
was. I went, and wo took a drink of water; then pro-
ceeded to hunt for the one I had just missed. We had
only hunled a short distance before up he went in the
safest place in the world for him—among thick alders. I
tried a snap shot and missed; then remarked with some
side talk that "we would leave him for seed." Jake re-
plied: " From the number of misses you have made 1
should think you intended seeding rather heavy." Jake
now had three birds and I none, so I felt that I must re-
trieve my lost reputation as a fair wing shot.

We took the dog over to another likely looking place
on the same ground, and soon heard a bird get up, but
did not see him until just as he came to the ground. We
marked him and got in position. We had no sooner
done so than he flushed wild, and gave me a left-quarter-
ing shot. I looked square at the bird and quickly brought
my gun to my face so that I saw the top of the barrels on
a line with the bird. Then I pulled the trigger, and had
the satisfaction of seeing my first woodcock for the day
tumble to the ground near a cedar bush. He had looked
very large on the wing, but when I picked him up he ex-
ceeded my expectations by proving the largest and hand-
somest woodcock I have ever killed. Jake remarked
that if he had not been so large I would have missed
him. The only shot mark to be seen was a scratch on
his lower mandible. I at once decided to have him
mounted and he is now in the taxidermist's hands. Both
Jake and the taxidermist thought him a beauty.

After feasting my eyes on the first bird for the day to
my credit, we proceeded up the creek, hunting some dis-
tance without finding anything untd we came to a place
where the alders were thickest on the other side of the
creek. Here in a little patch we flushed a bird, and I
scored another miss, while the bird flew across the creek.
After walking some distance to the next patch of brush,
the dog went in and flushed a partridge. Jake had a
snap shot, but failed to kill. Soon after this we turned
back, and cros-ing the creek on a slippery log—which
nearly caused Jake a ducking—went back on the other
side. We did not find any game until we arrived at the
place where the last woodcock I shot at and missed had
alighted. The dog found him, and as I was in the brush
while Jake was on the outside, I told him to get "ready."
I did not like his position and told him to move up the
creek a short distance. This took him above a clump of
cedars, and I thought the bird would fly above. After
some grunting he followed my advice. I then walked in
and flushed the bird, calling "hir-r-rd" as he went up.
The erratic bog-sucker did not fly as I had laid out the
programme for him, but went straight for the place where
Jake had stood when I advised him to "move up a little."
So Jake did not see the bird until he was just going by
the open place below the clump of cedars." He fired at
long range, and was not positive as to whether he killed
or not. A search by dog and men, however, failed to
find a bird, live or dead, so we concluded that he had
escaped unscathed and recrossed the creek. As there
was no practicable way of crossing the creek there and
as it was getting late Jake decided to leave the bird "for
seed." After he had expressed his opinion of me for ad-
vising him to move above the clump of cedars the air
was so blue that we were both glad to resume our hunt
down the creek and leave this unhallowed spot. We
soon arrived at the bridge heretofore mentioned without
having seen another feather, drank a cup of the crystal
water, then took to the road for our horse, which was
tethered near by. ^Vben we hove in sight of the mare we
were greeted by a whinny which plainly said: "I am glad
you have come; it is time to start for home."

We were soon aboard and whirling through the mud
at a twelve-miles-an-hour gait, stopping only to give the
mare a drink at a cross-road hotel, arriving home shortly
after dark. After supper we listened to much raillery on
the lightness of our bag, but this did not change our de-
cision that we had enjoyed a fine day's sport.
Northern New Yobk. OsOEOLA.

A MOOSE.
ON a beautiful forenoon in early September we were

• paddling up against the slow current of the Little
Fork of the Rainy, Burt and I.

We had been on our claims two or three weeks trying
to convert a couple of acres of Minnesota's grandest tim-
ber land into two little insignificant vegetable gardens,
and were on our way back to Tower for new supplies of
pork, flour, tobacco and everything that goes to make
life in the woods comfortable. We had made, this same
trip several times before and had seen lots of big game;
but had always depended on our little .32cal. Smith &
Wesson revolvers to supply our camp kettle with grouse.
On our previous trip we had seen so many ducks getting
up in front of us. that I made up my mind to bring my
gun next time. So here we are this beautiful September
morning, Burt in the stern and I in the bow, with my
trusty 13-gauge Remington between my knees, six
large buckshot backed by 5drs. of powder in one barrel,
and a charge of No. 6 in the other.
The air is laden with all kinds of sweet smells and the

bees are working everywhere as only bees can work. We
have just poled up a little rapid, and now our birch shoots
along a still reach of water, leaving a long trail of silver
behind her. The water is so still that, as we look over the
side of our canoe, we see each wee leaf or blade of grass,
and I even notice a rabbit scurrying up the sidehill; he
gets into the brush, however, before I think of my gun.
Everything around us is so quiet and beautiful that in-
voluntarily we drop our padoles into the water without
noise and converse in whispers.
Burt says, "Wouldn't it be great, Mac, if we could get

a moose tc-day? We are going into Tower and could
save the skin and part at least of the meat." I nod my
assent, and just as the canoe darts around a bend of the
river, we hear and see a mighty splash and a moose is
swimming the stream just ahead of us. It is but the
work of a second to take up my gun and pull on his head,
but oh, the agony and the disappointment—the primer is
damp and the six buckshot stay right where I put them
in the brass shell. All this time the moose is going
diagonally across the river, and Bert is paddling for all
he is worth. Just as the animal steps out on the oozy
bank I try once more at his full broadside. Bang! roar
after roar go the echoes from one bluff to another, and
oh joy! the huge beast is down! we have killed our first
moose.
After we got through our war dance and were calmed

down a little, we found that it was a cow moose and
probably weighed in the neighborhood of TOOlbs. What
a feast we had on tender, juicy steaks, and with what
pride did we afterward wear out"eleven beautiful pair of
moccasins made from the hide of our first moose. M.
Grand Haven, Mica.

THE WEED BULLET.
r\ ^ARRYTOWN, N. Y., Oct. 26.—Editor Forest and
JL Stream: In spite of wind and weather, after wait-
ing for the equinoxial rains to have their day, we went
into camp in Essex county, near Wolf Pond, with one
efficient guide and a sham affair that pretended to know
more than mortals are permitted to know, who proved a
mar-plot from beginning to end. He assumed the role of
Buffalo Bill with a broad brim that cast in the shade all
the hats on the plains. The airs of this would-be hunter
would have been amusing if the situation had admitted
of a jester.

I wish to mention for the benefit of your readers a hol-
low bullet, the invention of Mr. A. Weed, which certainly
is the most destructive missile it has ever been my fortune
to witness. I had a number of shells of the Marlin .40-60,
reloaded by the inventor, and he had prepared cartridges
for his Creedmoor rifle and also for his Baker. The pene-
tration of these balls is as great if not greater than of the
conical ball; there is less recoil to any gun; it carries as
straight: makes a clean cut like a punch; but in passing
out makes a ragged wound that you can put your arm
through. The inventor, Mr. Weed, shot a doe on the
run directly in front, the ball grazing the inside of the
hindlegs, entering the body near the udder, literally dis-
emboweling the creature, fracturing two ribs and leaving
a wound that made me determine not to use the ball in
shooting at deer. In an encounter with a more danger-
ous animal, a grizzly or a panther, it would be a prize
beyond price. I did fire one ball at a buck, which strik-
ing the shoulder glanced, doing little damage. In shoot-
ing into a plank or beam with this bullet, you see on one
side the smooth punch-like entrance, on the other side a
splintered hole as if a grape shot had been at work.
During the ten days in camp we had but two clear

autumn days, yet Mr. Weed managed to secure four deer
and I one fine buck; but the weather giving no signs of
clearing we broke earnp in a rain storm, the account of
which would cast a wet blanket over you; and as I parti-
cularly love sunshine, I will wait for a brighter day,
which found us on our way from Long Lake by way of
the Adirondack Club to Lake George. If any of your
friends wish to learn the art of cooking venison, advise
them to visit; the lower club house en route toward Lake
Champlain. Such a rendering of the article cannot be
approached by any of the leading hotels in any city.

If you have friends who enjoy a wild side and are
blessed with a double .backbone, send them from Long
Lake by way of Newcomb to Clifton on Lake George.
No words of mine can describe this trip. One must wit-
ness the gorgeous autumn changes that clothe every
mountain top with crimson and gold to appreciate that
side taken the first week in this month. H. C.

Peeth Ameoy, N. J., Nov. 4.—Quail and rabbits are
fairly plentiful in this section, but have been shot for
several weeks without regard to law. There is also a
good deal of Sunday shooting. Woodcock are scarce just
now, but a flight is due this week. There are a good
many ducks in Raritan Bay, and some have been killed
from sailboats and scuUing-boats.—J. L. K.
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A TENDERFOOT DUCK HUNT.
T DON'T know why they call a stranger out t his way a
JL '•tenderfoot," unless a stranger is supposed to have
more sensitive epidermis on his pedal extremities than
the average Western man, but that's what they call him.
But the term seems to refer not to his "foot" hut to his

brain, and not to the "tenderness" but to the thickness,
and hence toughness of that same. And again, I can't
get the Western idea of the connection of "foot" and
bx

-ain, unless the Western man carries his brains in a dif-

ferent locality from most men.
But my story. We were three of this class designated

"tenderfoot" who started early one morning in September
with thoughts intent on shooting ducks. If the further
east one hails from the more "tenderfooted" he may be
supposed to be, certain it is that, although in different

degrees, we represented an exceedingly high place in this

class. For one was a Yankee and hailed from Boston,
another came from the Empire State, and the third began
life near the beautiful "City of Brotherly Love."
Wending our way to the boat ferry, we roused the

keeper and were soon afloat on the broad Mississippi.

After a row of two miles down stream, we turned into a
slough, shot through a break in a dam, pulled our boat
over a sand bank and were afloat on the muddy waters
of Target Lake, our destination and the place where we
were "going to shoot ducks." One breechloader and two
muzzleloaders composed our armament. "New York"
possessed the breechloader and had a limited number of
shells, with each of which he intended to kill I don't
know how many ducks. "Boston" boasted a gun of
ancient make, long, thin barrels, and that could scatter
shot over something less than an acre of ground at each
discharge; his endeavor was to get the muzzle of that
gun as near his companions' ears as possible when he fired

it; he generally succeeded, and was quite persevering at
it. "Philadelphia" had a gun to boast of. Although a
muzzleloader, it could beat any breechloader in exist-

ence—kicking. The more he rammed the shot the worse
it kicked. If he had not stopped ramming, no doubt he
would have been obliged to carry his shoulder home in
his hand.
Slowly we pulled up along the shore, eyes and ears

both open and occasionally the mouth also, for it was
early. After going a little way we ran aground, and
then concluded to sit there for a little while and see what
transpired, A duck soon transpired and settled in the
water a little way off. Philadelphia raised his gun, fired

and then rubbed his shoulder. The shot struck the water
all around that duck, but it scarcely moved. We con-
cluded the most of the force of that charge went back-
ward. Then Boston tried it. Raising his gun to his eye
he fired, and then almost went over the other side of the
boat into the water. The duck moved on. How could
it help it ? The surface of the water for rods around was
torn up by the storm of shot. " My ! how that did kick,"
said Boston ; and then, " Why, both barrels went off."

After that he cocked the barrels one at a time. Nothing
like experience, is there ?

After a little while Philadelphia, having long gum
boots on, deserted the boat, and the others went down
the lake. Soon they found several flocks of ducks and
then began the bombardment. At the lower end of the
lake they got right into a whole mess of them, five or six
hundred, and began blazing away. They both fired to-
gether the first two shots, and then Boston had to reload.
But his hand shook like a leaf, and he could not get the
powder and shot into the barrel. The poor ducks lost

their heads and did not know which way to go, and New
York kept pumping his breechloader into them until his
shells were all exhausted and he had to stop. Boston got
in a few more, and then the ducks took to their wings and
got away. Then the shooters began to take account of
the slain, and in spite of having been only 25 or 30ft.

away from that thick mass of ducks, they found that all

they had killed were just 14 of them. Real good that for
a tenderfoot.
Meanwhile Philadelphia had reached the shore and

was wading through the rushes along the edge of the
lake. But fortune never favored him, for excepting a
stray half dozen not one did he see to shoot at. After
walking about for some time and finding nothing, he
concluded to hide himself and wait developments. He
hid, and nothing disturbed him either. After a little

several flocks began to come up the lake and settle along
the banks on the other side, just out of reach. And more
came, and more, until there was a multitude of them.
They lined the side of the lake in a thick black mass, oc-
casionally moving out almost into gun shot and then
back again. Was ever anything so tantalizing. There
he had to sit in the mud among the reeds, afraid of mov-
ing for fear of scaring them; and yet never a one came
within gun shot. After an hour of patient waiting the
boa,t came back up the lake; he got in and there saw the
success of the others. To say he was pleased all around
were not altogether true. He felt that those ducks had
done him an injury in keeping away and he was for re-

venge.
Again we gently approached them, and just as they

were about to rise Boston and Philadelphia let loose their
pieces. Out of that multitude two dropped over and two
swam off wounded. Better shooting still. We followed
the wounded ducks to try to get them, shot several times
at them but failed to strike them, and then found we had
come to our last charges. We gathered up what we had
shot, managed to get one or two more, and then as the
ducks were getting wild, our ammunition was almost
gone, and it was well on into the day, we started for
home. We were rather pleased, to say the least, at our
success, and spent the time counting up how far the
ducks would cover the expense of the trip. We all agreed
that we had come out ahead.
Almost home we met a friend. He pulled his boat

alongside, looked at our ducks, smiled and went on down
the river. When we reached the clock we proudly got
out of the boat and proceeded to take out our ducks and
divide them.
"Mud hens !" said the boat-keeper.
"What?" said we.
"Mud hens," said he.
' 'Ar'n't they good ?"

"7f you skin them."
Our countenances fell. Doubt began to fill our hearts.

But we laughed it off and went on tying them up. Then
a friend of ours came along.
"Mud hens!" said he.
•'Ar'n't they good?" said we.

"If you skin them," said he.
"Why! don't people shoot them?"
"No ! You can go out any time and shoot a hundred

in no time."
We felt as though our mothers wanted us. We had a

certain idea that a "man wanted to see us," and that we
must get away from thei-e. Boston looked blank but was
taking it all in. He evidently intended to know all about
"mud hens" in just about ten minutes. New York was
struggling to keep his face calm and placid. But through
it all the nightmare of those mud hens was revealed.
Philadelphia put on a smiling face. He joked with his
misery. But it was evident that he wished these ducks at
the bottom of the peacefully flowing river. But "now
came the question, whether to leave the ducks there or
take them home. New York already had his tied up and
in his hand.
"What are you going to do?" said Philadelphia. "Take

them home, of course," replied New York.
Then Boston loaded up too, but Philadelphia lingered.

In his heart he wished to leave them, but could not go
back on his friends. So the melancholy procession
started and left smiles of an audible nature behind
them. What were the thoughts that stirred their souls,

think you? Nothing more nor less than what was the
quickest and most secret way home.
Soon Philadelphia made a discovery which he hailed

with a shout, "Look here, New York, that's no fair, put-
ting your overcoat over those mud hens."
New York, caught in the act—for he had let his over-

coat slip down from his arm where he carried it, so that
it covered the hens—caught, I say, in the act, smiled a
most sickly smile, and calmly putting down his gun,
deliberately wrapped these mud hens up in his overcoat,
put them under his arm and proceeded. Philadelphia
immediately divested himself of his overcoat and fol-

lowed suit, and then Boston was "left," for he had no
overcoat.
Soon we passed a crowd of men. A laugh greeted us.

"Look at the mud hens." "Been shooting mud hens."
And then, horrors of horrors, one called out, "Cover
your mud hens up." Philadelphia in his hurry had left

the leg of one of the abominable birds sticking out of his
overcoat, and then it was swinging backward and for-

ward by the side of his ear. The gauntlet was awful.
Men would stop, draw near, look and then laugh. Street
urchins would run alongside of us, and bombarded us
with questions to even a greater extent than we had the
"mud hens" with shot. Mr. Editor, if ever you are
tempted to shoot "mud hens" don't you doit; flee the,
temptation.
We reached at last our offices to hide ourselves and

"hens" within then- grateful walls. Last night New York
committed a nicely wrapped up bundle to the current of
the Mississippi. To-night two more will go there. We
are tired of "mudhens," we've had a surfeit. Our lives

are not happy in the presence of that fowl. We can't
even eat chicken for dinner, it's too suggestive. Do you
remember your first long-tailed coat? That's we. We
have come to a "realizing sense" of "mud hens," and
we've one less "tender" spot in our "feet." LAX.

ABOUT TAXING GUNS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
This question has been a mooted one from time to time

for several years past, and just now seems to be coming
to the surface again. It is one of those questions which
have two sides, and that variety where the ultimate con-
spicuous side is not presented to view until something
decisive develops to call it out. But it is of such a
despotic, foreign nature, that there is little likelihood of
its ever coining to a critical test in this country, certainly
in liberty-loving New England. I am a native of New
England and a frequent visitor there; indeed, I have from
time to time traveled through all the northeast States,
and recently, too. And, withal, I have been something
of a gunner.
And this reminds me of the special horror of a rifle dis-

played by "Cohannet" in your last issue. It is not im-
probable that I have hunted weeks there where "Cohan-
net" has days, and mostly with a rifle, too, with which I

have killed far more game than with a shotgun; indeed,
hunting in company with men using shotguns, I have
day after day with my rifle killed more game than they,
and they were first-class gunners too. There are scores
if not hundreds of riflemen in New England to-day who
can do the same thing, and their game shall include that
which is generally killed with shot by our modern gun-
ners. I nearly always still-hunted quail, ruffed grouse,
etc., with a rifle, cutting the head or neck and invariably
killing them outright, while the shotgun hunters wound
more than they kill, and it requires more skill to kill such
game with a 'rifle; a point generally made by shotgun
hunters in their practice. I believe that rifle shooting is

keeping full pace with shotgun shooting, even in New
England, It will be a cold day when any considerable
number of riflemen tamely consent to have a special tax
laid on their rifles, particularly as many of them practice
only at target shooting.

It was an outrage that "Cohannet's" father did not let

him use a rifle, if he had a desire for it, and it would be a
continuance of the outrage for "Cohannet" to deprive his
own son of rifle practice because he was deprived, and pro-
bably knows nothing of this unequaled, highly reputable,
especially scientific, and in every way respectable
recreation. Give boys an opportunity for rifle practice,
and very few of them would care much for a shotgun.
They could get about as much enjoyment out of a small
shovel and a pile of peas. Nineteen out of every twenty
boys will find more fascination in rifle shooting than in
any other legitimate recreation. And in most instances
the practice will be of real service to them in after years,
and in too many ways for enumeration here. No intelli-

gent man will deny "this. If I had control of methods of
common school education, the curriculum would certainly
embrace rifle shooting, and, I believe the time will come
when this will become a feature in common schools, if

not in higher grades.
Now, a little more about the boys. I have had consid-

erable acquaintance with boys during the past fifty years,
and with but very few who did net use a gun, mostly the
rifle. Among them all there occurred very few accidents
in handling guns, and all which I can recall were with
shotguns. The mass of accidents we read about are
with shotguns, with the exception of one particular line,

in which one particular make of rifle is always named.

Shrewd advertisers understand this. I have taught quite
a number of boys the use of a rifle, and I don't believe
one of them ever injured any one with a rifle unin-
tentionally, or in any way except in the line of military
duty. A careless and generally heedless boy is liable to
cause injury to persons and property,whether he is allowed
a gun or not, and is especially liable to injure himself in
a multitude of ways, into which he is not likely to be
tempted if allowed a rifle, and particularly if instructed
in its proper use, whereby the practice becomes intensely
interesting to him, winning him from mischievous prac-
tices. He takes pride in his expertness, and quickly
learns to avoid all features of danger to others as well as
to himself. No, Mr. Editor, not for generations yet un-
born, will American boys be deprived of the use of the
rifle, either by taxation or any other device of selfish,

professional gunners, pot-hunters or dudes.
The way this question is going to be settled has already

been started in many parts of the country, and is rapidly
spreading, I have access to a great many newspapers,
published from Massachusetts to California, both States
inclusive; and within two weeks past I notice the pro-
ceedings of organizations of farmers and other landhold-
ers (and numerous calls for such organizations) for the
arrest and punishment of every person found hunting or
fishing on said lauds. The

(
class of gunners referred to

in the foregoing paragraph will be relegated to unsettled
regions. And, I repeat, there will be no special taxation
of guns in this country. Their use may be restricted and
doubtless will be, aud that would cause but little opposi-
tion. Tax the professional gunner ! Wacautah.

HIS FIRST BUFFALO.

MR. C. MILLS was a first-class mechanic when it came
to making pianos, and the year of 1869 found him

in London out of work temporarily, and he was therefore
a fit subject for the smooth-tongued agent of a Nebraska
railroad, who at that time was flooding England with
handbills setting forth the many blessings of a prairie
farm in the land of the free, and averrmgthat on his par-
ticular line of road you would be blessed the most. It

was a case of veni, vidi, v-ici, with the agent, on Mr. C.
M., who shortly afterward found himself in Lincoln,
Nebraska, with a box of tools and $2.80. Mr. Mills had
been born and brought up in London, and had never, to
his knowledge, seen wheat nor any other cereal growing
until he reached America; consequently, although the
blessings that were going to fall upon him were no doubt
there, he failed to see where they came in.

Board was $1 per day strictly in advance, and as
Charley had a good appetite it behooved him to hustle,
which he did. Two days later he was in full command
of a pair of mules driving to Fairfield. He was engaged
in freighting salt. The weather was cold, it snowed for
two days, and things were generally disagreeable. Two
trips were enough; so one bright day he turned his back
on Fairfield and commenced to hunt among the dugouts
for pianos to mend. He soon discovered that the hardy
settler cared more for a dinner of cold pork than for all

the melodies composed by Chopin. After considerable
trouble he secured a job, for his board, helping a man to

get out logs from the Little Blue; and it is a fact that he
had to ask, "What is that thing for? ' when he saw a rifle

hanging from a deer's horns in the dugout. The proper-
ties of the weapon were explained to him by the owner,
who also said that one of these days they would go hunt-
ing.
The winter wore away and at last the grass turned

green, and everything indicated an early spring. One
day at dinner Charley casually remarked" that there was
a funny "bullock" over in the timber, it had lots of hair
on its neck, was WUck, and when it saw him had run
away. The boss didn't wait to finish dinner, but grasped
his rifle, told Mills to get a pitchfork and come along, as
the day for hunting had arrived. Charley and his em-
ployer were soon on the buffalo's trail; and while follow-
ing it, the boss imparted to Mr. Mills the facts of what
he knew about buffaloes in general, and that a hump
nicely roasted was a dish fit for Charley's Queen. They
first saw the bison about two miles from where he stam-
peded, and after considerable work succeeded in getting
a bullet into him. Away the animal went at full speed
and the hunters after him, through brush and slough for
hours. Night found them twelve miies from home and
with no buffalo. They camped on the prairie by the side

of a "chip" fire, and at sunrise followed the trail, which
was plainly marked with blood. About 8 o'clock they
came to a bunch of brush, the boss slightly in the rear.

Charley had hardly got into it, wrhen the "bullock"
came at him with a roar. To say that he was frightened
hardly does justice to his feelings; but scared as he was,
he thought of his faithful pitchfork. He jumped to one
side and commenced to stab and yell. The buffalo had
fallen down, but was still viciously striking with his

hoofs. Every chance he got, Charley would "jab" and
yell, and with the noise he made, and that made by the
buffalo, it resembled a miniature cyclone. The boss was
up by this time, and encouraged Charley in his work,
directing him to "put it in behind the shoulder," which
Mr. M. did and soon put an end to the kicking and the
noise.

They were seventeen miles from home, but after secur-
ing the robe and the choice portions of the carcass they
considered themselves fully repaid for their hunt.

This was twenty years ago, and things have changed
since then, the spot where Mr. Mills killed the buffalo
with a pitchfork is now covered by the post-office of

Hastings, Neb. , and of the millions of buffalo that then
roamed the prairie, there is not one solitary animal out-
side of captivity. Tealy.

Pennsylvania.—Smith's Mills, Oct. 29.—Pheasants and
rabbits are remarkably plentiful in this section of the
county (Gerrlich township) this season. Deer and bear
are reported to abound in the mountains in great num-
bers. Sportsmen are limbering up their guns in prepara-
tion for the first snow. Woodcock are, as usual, very
scarce. Squirrels are rather few in numbers and have
been all fall. Ducks are winging their way southward in

great numbers, and the autumn air booms with the re-

ports of light artillery down on the pond. May I some
time write you of some big bags made?—C. D.

Forest and Stream Tests.—Fort Sherman, Idaho,
Oct. 19.—Your tests of shotguns are much appreciated
and enjoyed here, as they should be everywhere.

—

Chelan.
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THE CRUISE OF THE LALLIE-POO.

WE had promised ourselves a cruise to Martha's Vine-
yard and the adjacent islands, but spring had

slipped away and summer was flying. August was half

gone before we could think of going. Tiie fifteenth was
to be our day of sailing. There were three of us,

"Genius," the sailing master; "Mate," the executive
officer; and the writer, G., was the owner of a small
boat which was to accompany us as tender, the Lallie-

poo; while the other small boat was the Addie, and the
yacht Gracie. The object of our quest was shore bird
shooting.

Arrived at Cotamy Bay, we started for tbe beach be-
tween it and the ocean. Some years ago (1874) the Coast
Survey endeavored to dig a trench through the beach,
hoping to benefit the harbor thereby. The attempt
failed from the effects of a storm, and for some twelve
years the beach remained closed, but in 18b6 nature took
the matter in hand, and in one night opened a breach
300ft. wide, through which the fishing fleet of pink-
sterned schooners pass in and out unless the weather is

too rough. Cotamy Bay is between the Vinej^ard and
Chappaquiddoc Island. There is a hotel with some
cottages and lots of room there. The place is called
Katama, and is reached from Oak Bluffs by the Martha's
Vineyard railroad. Chappaquiddoc is a hilly island with
farms scattered over it. The various flats and bars puz-
zled us some, but we finally anchored near the beach.
No sooner was the sail furled than we broke out our guns,
shells and decoys. G.'s gun was of some foreign make,
so was Mate's. I was armed with a Davis old style, but
the companion of years, kind and faithful. G. tumbled
into the Lallie-poo and went off toward the inlet, while
Mate and I went to the southward toward the head of the
bay, which was a little cove some half mile deep and a
few hundred yards wide.
We saw a flock of birds running along shore, and Mate

landed, while I kept on up tha cove, which, by the way,
is called Mattakeset Bay. We soon heard G.'s gun and
saw three birds coming down shore in our direction, they
gave Mate a wide berth, but I was squat so close in the
beach grass that they did not perceive me until too late.

As they went right over head I dropped all three, using
both barrels. They were calicobacks. Birds of any size
were not plenty, and I was fain to shoot at a bunch of
ringnecks which flew by on the bayside. The wind
blew so nearly parallel with the shore that I had to go a
long way up the bay to retrieve five., which I would on
no account lose. After some tiresome wading through
the beach sand we went on board the Gracie again. I
had sixteen birds, ringnecks and calicobacks. G. had
some larger birds, but not so many, while Mate, who was
a novice nt gunointr, had nothing. We voted the shoot-
ing dull, but concluded to go to the head of Mattakeset
Bay lor tie night. We took a walk across the fields in-
side the beach, and went to a large pond where we hoped
to find birds on the ensuing day. At night we were
lulled to sleep by that pleasing but sad and lonely sound,
the roar of the burf

.

On the morning of the 21st we gathered up our traps
for a cruise on shore, with much bread and hard-tack
packed in knapsacks and many rounds of ammuntion.
We landed at the very head of the bay, and soon crossed
the plank walk which the K itima Go", have for tourists
who go over to the beach. On a tall stake in the first

fence we cime to was a sign that said "No shooting
here," which we found true enough, for there was noth-
ing in the field to shoot at. We crossed a wide ditch or
canal and went down to the shore of Herring Pond.
Seeing a small flock of summer yellowlegs flying on the
side of the cove opposite where we were standing, all

hands set up a vociferous whittling, which attracted their
attention. As they slanted over our way we subsided
into the grass and eagerly Avatcbed then coming. At
30yds. they caught sight of us as we raised, and luffed,
but too late; it was over in an instant; five empty shells
and four yellowlegs off in the water, which did not seem
very deep, as grass was growing out where they fell.

Here were the first feathers, but how to get them was
the question. G. and the writer took off their shoes and
rolled up their trousers and essayed wading to them.
The writer reefed his breeches close up to the last
cringle, but was too shorUlegged; when G., being the
longest sparred, went after them under bare poles, sans
culotte. Here was a fair beginning, and we followed
the shores of the pond, keeping on the beach side, getting
now and then a bird—mostly ringnecks—shooting at
single birds and difficult shots, for we had by 9 o'clock
picked up as many as our conscience would permit.
Mate scored several birds, one on the wing, which

being his first he was bound to have, although it fell m
the pond. Taking a snug roll in his pants he went in;
when half way to t he bird the water reached the divid-
ing line, and as his fingers closed on the prize his waist
band disappeared from view. When he reached dry
laud the peep was admired and put with some half doztn
of its kind he had before secured. Our proffered assist-
ance in wringing out his dripping nether integuments
was politely declined and the march was resumed.
Sometimes we followed the ocean shore, and once we

launched a long piece of joist and watched tbe breakers
as tbey played with it, now dashing it ashore and then
claiming it with each recession. We sat on the sand and
looked off on the mighty Atlantic and listened to the
hollow booming roar of the surf.
Away off on Mutton's Shoal we could see the fishing

boats, their white sails glistening in the sun as they
tacked back and forth. Stretched on the Avarni sand
with eyes closed and minds at rest, we dreamed of the
dear ones at home, and just as our thoughts were in that
confused state when sleep begins, we were startled by an
exclamation from G. coupled with a sudden getting up
of all hands, and a general rush up the beach; the cause
being an immense roller which broke right where we
were, and with great ambition rushed some yards higher
than any of its predecessors, surrounding us wi^h several
inches of water and foam. As luck would have it our
guns and other impedimenta were lying on a windrow
of seaweed above all danger.
C .ntiuu ng our v ay we came to a place where the seas

broke clear over into the p >nd, a trench naving been dug
through by human hands in the first place. Some little
bird 9 ran across when the waves fell back and we fol-
lowed suit. Near the western end of the pond we found
a wide ditch connf cting it with a smaller pond beyond.

|At the mouth of this ditch we saw a big winter yellow-

!

leg. He was some 60 or 70yds. from the nearest bunch
of grass that he could creep to.

Leaving Mate to guard the end of the ditch by the big
pond G. and I tried to creep up to him. He, however
was wide awake, and, when we were within what he
thought was proper distance he jumped up with a loud
whistle of "There-here-here!" We began to fire and
kept shooting till he fell in the shallow water 80yds. from
where we were. Who killed the bird we never knew, as
we both shot 6s at it. The firing disturbed another one
who flew up on our invitation, to see what the matter
was; at 30yds. he came to a sudden stop and proved to
be a much smaller bird than the first.

Here we found a camping place where some parties
had enjoyed fishing as well as shooting. In the shade 'of

an oak grove we ate our lunch and then started back.
When nearly half way to the east end of the big pond
we saw ahead of us a team loading with beach grass
which some one had mowed and was about to cart off.

On the load were two girls whose lower sails were filled

to their utmost extent by the fresh breeze. Here was a
chance to get some information in regard to the shooting,
and as we rapidly drew near the girls took a prudent reef
in their skirts by sitting down on the load. The man,
we thought, eyed us furtively, and no wonder, for wet
through and barefooted, with our shoes and boots tied
together and slung over our guns, with coats on our arms
and knapsacks on our backs, we looked anything but en-
couraging. Being three to one, not counting the girls,
who were up aloft and could work us no harm, we hauled
alongside and asked how he did. and kept up a running
fire of questions and a sharp watch on the parties aloft,
who were very interesting and quite interested. The man
did not know much about the shooting and could not give
us any encouragement. One of the girls asked us if we
had killed anything and expressed a wish to see our
game. Here was a chance to relieve our overburdened
consciences and lighten our game bags. Would they
like to have some birds? "Yes, indeed." Out from the
depths of our haversacks came the birds, and one by one
we passed them up to the fair hands that were reached
down to receive them. One or two peeps were overlooked
from shame at having taken sucn small life. Yellowlegs,
ringnecks, calicobacks, up they all went, except the big
winter yellowleg, which the writer clung to with especial
fondness, for wks he not fat, and would he not make a
good show in the kettle ? To his shame be it said, the
kettle won, though we are sure one more smile from
under that Gainsborough hat would have carried the
day, bird and all. By this time the hay was all on, and
the load with its fair occupants was started for the main-
land. Mate, the unmarried one of our party, was heard
to say something about being tired or wanting to ride.
We were now free to shoot again, but nothing appeared
but a crowd of ladies and children at the plank walk
near where our boats were; here we had to run the gaunt-
let again, and were outnumbered three to one with no
birds to offer. To the query of "What luck?" we told
truly and said we had given our game to a party on the
beach. "Lucky man," drily remarked a gentleman in
the crowd. Shoving,off the Lillie-poo we soon boarded
the Gracie. After dinner was over we made sail and ran
back to Edgartown to spend Sunday there.

Sunday, Mate was made ship keeper by his own choice,
while G. and the writer took a long walk bick into the
woods to tbe opposite side of Herring Pond from which
we cruised on Saturday. We saw a few dusky dunks and
many night.herons, but no plover. On our way back we
were overtaken by a young man in a light wagon, who
asked us to r ;de, an invitation that was promptly ac-
cepted. Our new acquaintance was quite a follower of
the sport and possessed a fund of useful information.
He told us that for upland plover we would have to ride
out in an open wagon and shoot them from the seat, as
by no other means could they be approached.
Monday we unbent the sail and had a sailmaker cut it

over to make it set higher on the boom. G. and Mate
took the Lallie poo and rowed down into Cape Pogue Bay
on a prospecting voyage. They returned with a favor-
able account and we decided that on the next day we
would run over to the Lape. Cape Pogue Pond, as it
is called, is a large triangular sheet of water covering
several hundred acres and bounded on two sides by a
narrow beach and on the third by Chappaquiddoc Island.
The juncture of the two beaches at their northern ends
forms the Cape, which consists of seventy-five acres or so
of rolling fields without fences and used as a common
pasture. The only buildings are the lighthouse and
keeper's lodge,
Tuesday morning we went over to the Cape and found

a little cove into which we ran the Gracie. We could
see a small meadow with some pond holes in it, and a lot
of birds flying and running around them. As soon as the
anchor was down we went on shore with our guns
and :-cared up a Jot of small birds and quite a flock of
plover. We found some pits dug in the bt ach grass near
the ponds. These pits were surrounded with a low wall
of stones, and we dropped into them and made ready.
Mate, who as before stated was a novice at shooting, oc-
cupied a blind about three gun shots to the writer's left,
winJe G. was posted some 200yds. off and nearly in front,
so we lay in a triangle with a pond in the center of it.

The birds which flew off on seeing us soon came back in
small bunches, and we began whistling and peeping, each
trying to produce sounds to entice them within shooting-
distance. The writer is no whistler, and doubtless the
sounds he emitted were taken for cries of distress by the
birds, who came near from sympathy perhaps. He had
the luck, however, to get the first shot at some small
plover, which left lour or five of their number scattered
among the decoys. Mate did not seem to have much
shooting, and after a while he concluded to go on board
and start dinner. G. had better luck and we two kept at
the birds till the writer had fourteeu and he about as
many. We got several black-breasts here, and saw a few
uplands or Bartramian sandpipers, These last were very
shy.
In the afternoon we got under way and ran over to

Muskeget, which is a low sandy island, being nothing
but a succession of ridges of o larse beach sand covered
with grass. There is a life-saving station and several
shanties, wher^ gunners or fishermen stop; but no one
was on the island when we got there. We pas-ed over
many shoals and rips on our way, but did not touch any-
thing. A boatman told us to lock out for a lime vessel
that was sunk off the east end of the island, but we did
not see her. There were two wrecks off toward Tucker-

nuck hard and fast on the flats. We rounded the east
end of the island and ran into a cove and anchored about
one hundred yards from the beach. This island is half-
moon or sickle shaped, wider on the north and east than
on the west. Where we anchored it was very muddy,
with long eel grass reaching the surface of the water.
G. and I hurried on shore and got a dozen birds in short
order; the calicobacks were the most abundant except
the terns, of which we saw hundreds. These are pro-
tected, and there are signs cautioning people not to break
the laws in regard to them. A lot of young ones were
running on the sand, and G. found an egg which he
brought off for the writer, who has taken an interest in
oology for many years, but bad never seen a tern's egg
before. We wisely deferred blowing this egg until after
supper; then the attempt was a most dismal failure,
though vastly amusing to G. and Mate. The writer, who
has had some experience with rotten eggs, distinguished
himself by smashing this one between his fingers, thereby
creating a vile odor.
Toward evening the sky clouded and it looked like

rain, the wind blew from the N. E. quite fresh; but Ave
were in smooth water and were pleased, as the prospect
for birds was better with easterly Aveather.
Aug. 85.—Sometime in the night I was awakened by

our centerboard striking bottom, and hard bottom at
that. We left the board down as it Avas in the way when
up, reaching nearly to the top of the cabin; and it also
kept watch, telling us if we got into less than four feet
of water. When we struck I ran out in the cockpit and
looked for the beach; much to my surprise a flash of
lightning showed it to be fifteen yards off instead of a
hundred, as it Avas when we anchored. We were lying
broadside to the shore, with the Addie and the Lallie-poo
thumping alongside.
To call all hands was the first thought, and the coming

up of the centerboard upset the sweet potato kettle,
which unhappily had been Jeft on the box. This dumped
over on to Mate, striking on his nose as he lay sleeping,
and causing him to think we had been run down. We
got out our spare anchor, bent on a warp and ran it out
to windAvard and hauled off. This we had to do several
times, as the mud Avas so soft and eel gra-s so thick that
our anchor came home without holding much. After a
while we got things straightened out and turned in. Mate
had the bridge of his nose barked, and looked as if he
had emerged from a prize ring. The morning found us
riding to two anchors in a lively breeze Avithout much
sea. We went for birds and got turnstones in abundance,
saw a curlew, killed a snipe and came off at dinner time.
After dinner G. and the Avriter took the Lallie poo and

went to an island Avhich lay off the extreme southwest-
ern point of Muskeget, Avith a channel of 200ft. width
separating them. Across this channel we Avent with a
fair wind. On landing we saw some small birds, but did
not shoot any until we got to the middle of the island.
There we found a flock of birds of several kinds in a little

piece of low ground. We fired as they rose and got in
two more shots as they circled around over the dead ones,
and then we began to pick up the killed and catch the
Avinged. We picked up thirty, and after a careful search
concluded there were none left to die of wounds. We
had no excuse for shooting more, although the flock did
not leave the island. We got into the Lallie-poo and
started for the Gracie, G. rowing and the Avriter forward.
There was a very nasty chop, as the tide was running out
through the channel * like a mill race. We were hardly
into the current before the waves slapped over the bow,
and we made such slow way that she was half full of
water and in imminent danger of swamping. We
changed places, G. roAving forward and the Avriter in the
stern bailing with his hat. We reached the flat by a
squeak, and both jumping out ran the boat ashore and
got out the water. Our guns were wet and the game
soaked, but nothing dampened our spirit and we dragged
the Lallie-poo over the flats until abreast of the Gracie,
and then rowed off. Mate received us Avith a burst of
enthUbiasm quite out of his usual manner. A general
drying out Avas next in order, guns were taken to pieces
and oiled, and Mate's attention Avas directed to a pile of
soggy, greasy and bedraggled birds as they were dumped
from our game bags.
The Avind continued to blow until late in the evening,

and we all voted it a mistake to leave Cape Pogue Avhen
we did, as a N.E. wind is sure to bring plover there.
Thursday the weather was better and we tried the island
again. We shot a few calicos and at noon got under way
and worked out the S.W. pass and ran over to the Cape,
arriving there at 3 P, M. The first thing we noticed was
a flock of very large birds that Avere on a hill near where
we had landed before. As we got nearer these birds
began to look suspiciously like some Ave had seen before,
and our suspicions were verified when Ave saw a man
step out from a blind and pick them up. This party
viewed our coming with evident disgust, and as we came
to anchor he took a boat and departed in the direction of
Cbappoquid lec without saying a word. We were one
day too late, as we afterward learned from the ligh
keeper. G. got three black-breasts and the writer one-
These, with a few small birds, completed our score foi
the day. We enjoyed a very pleasant evening and wert
charmed by the music of the surf and cries of the birds
The night was quiet and the Gracie lay as still as if frozen
in.

Friday we cruised about the cape, waiting for the wind
to blow from some quarter, as it was stock calm when
we tu ned out, and continued so until 10 A. M. We
started with a very light wind and got out of Cape Pogue
Pond and towed across the big flats off EdgartOAvn. It
was very hot, and Mate steered while G. and I rowed
ahead in the Lallie-poo and towed the larger boat. At
last the wished for breeze came from the S.W., and we
hugged the Vineyard shore by Oak Bluffs, Avhere we saw
many bathers enjoying themselves in the warm water.
We could hardly head up for Wood's Holl Avhen Ave left
East Chop, but the tide was in our favor and we went
through nicely. Once through we started sheets and ran
fof Nye's jNeck, passed out-ide of Minister's and South-
west ledges, by Wing's. Neck, and then for Hog Island
Narrows and home.
On reaching Onset, G. got his dunnage into the Lallie-

poo and cast off. M ite and the writer ran the Gracie up
through Tom's NarroAvs and reached the stake at 6 P. M.,
endmg a very pleasant and successful cruise.

Walter B. Sayaey.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111. , Oct. 17.—On one evening of last week

thcie were assembled at the Grand Calumet Heights
Club house Mr. Alex. T. LotcI. Mr. E. C. J. Cleaver, Mr.
Sarn Booth. Mr. Bird, Mr. Wilde, Mr. Fleming. Mr. Bis-
bpII, Drs. Davis and Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Melcalf, Miss
Folsorn and a number of other members arid guests of the
club, who had all run down to take a look at things and
may be get a bird or so. The ducks were not very abund-
ant and only a few were killed, although the time was
passed very pleasantly as usual. Partly owing to the
scarcity of game and partly in pursuance of an intention
formed long ago, Mr. Loyd and myself determined to put
in two or three days exploring the Little Calumet River,
one of the longest and least known of the streams of this
strange Calumet country, which lies along the coast of
Lake Michigan in a thousand ramifications of big lake,
pond, marsh and running stream.
Tin re was a tradition that the Little Calumet ran into

Lake Michigan away down at the end of the lake, some-
where near Michigan City. Just where this point was
nobody seemed 1o know, but the supposition was that,
after passing through a great marsh to the south, this
stream either ran into thp lake or, like the Grand Calu-
met, stopped in the sand hills a short distance from the
lake, except in times of very high water. The current of
the Grand Calumet runs sometimes one way and some-
times the other, it being a very independent sort of
stream. A like independence seemed a quality of the
Little Calumet, and I, for oue, had always thought that
this stream actually ran into the big lake, flowing out
from, and not into, the larger Calumet waters, which
empty into the main drain way of the system at South
Chicago. The fact that I was so much, mistaken, and
that others also have been so, will show that there was
serious need for a little exploring, since no one we found
could give us any satisfaction.

Mr. Loyd had traversed nearly every foot of the Calu-
met region except that portion referred to, and was curi-
ous about this. Himself a rare enthusiast on outdoor
matters, and much given to lonesome trips in the distant
"woods and along unfrequented streams, he was the best
of company and counsei, and his boat, along, slim,cayak
model of his own make, a splendid one for speedy travel,
made as suitable a vehicle as any two outdoor cranks
could ask for. In three minutes our plans were laid, and
on the following morning we bade our friends a tearful
adieu and started out, as did Messrs. La Salle, Marquette
& Co. before us, to brave the perils of an unknown land.
Tf the above named gentlemen had as good an outfit as
we had, they need not have feared very much. But we
had this advantage, that in case of failure of the lunch
basket we could fall back upon the farm houses and thus
subsist upon the country.
The Little Calumet runs distant from Grand Calumet

Heights Club house, and it became necessary to make a
portage of about eight miles to start with. Not having
any Indians to carry our boat and shell boxes, the method
adopted by the early French explorers, we just loaded
the boat on the club wagon and rode off down the beach
and through the sandhills. We saw few wild animals on
this part of our journey, except a number of gigantic
bullfrogs, which had been washed up by the recent storm
upon the lake. Some of these frogs were as long as one's
arm, if frogs ever grow that large. What they had been
doing out in the cold and clear waters of the lake is a
mystery, but there they were, cast up on the sand, and
so stiff with cold that they could barely move. The assist-
ant club keeper killed eleven of them. Mr. Loyd and I
sat motionless in the boat with the dignity that becomes
all great explorers.

It was noon of a cold and windy day when we turned
our backs upon the wagon that constituted the last link
which bound us to civilization, and with stern faces rowed
around the first bend of the river in search of a warm
place to eat lunch. This we found among the wild flags,
and so seriously did we devote ourselves to this duty that it

became apparent at once that we must either find a farm-
house that night or eat the dog cake that Mr. Loyd had
brought along for his semi-Gordon dog Grouse. Failing
that, there was nothing left but cannibalism; and as I
looked upon Mr. Loyd's willowy figure I shivered with
apprehension and wished that he were a trifle fatter. I
was going to eat him, though, if we didn't strike a
farmhouse.
We had not rowed an hour before we discovered that

the Littte C ilumet was a fantastically crooked stream.
It was so crooked that I could reach across the neck of
some of the bends and pull Grouse's tail as it hung out
at the stern of the boat. Same time he would have to
travel half a mile before he got to where I was, on the
front seat of the boat. Moreover, the river was bardly
wide enough for our two pairs of long outrigger oars, or
deep enough to flood us over all the bars. Lastly, and
worst of all, it didn't run the right way.
"Look here, Alex," said I, '• I didn't agree to come

along and discover no blame river that don't know its
own mind any better than this one. This here creek is

geographically billed to run into Lake Michigan, and yet
'here we are pulling against the current all the time. I'd
like to know if this is going to last all the way, and if

not, how soon we're going to get over the divide."
'Tt ain't no way to discover things to go to work kick-

ing before you've got out of sight of tow," said Mr.
Loyd. "You want the moutb of the river brought to
you on a silver plate, that's what's the matter with you I"

I subsided after this rebuke, and we rowed along
steadily for several minutes. Wind and current were
both against us, but the two pairs of oars made the long-
river racer walk along lively. So, quarreling amiably,
and lamenting the absence of game in unison, we slid
over mile after mile of water, passing through a wide
marsh-valley which seemed for the most part entirely
dry, now running close into the big sandhills, beyond
which we could hear the roaring of Lake Michigan, and
now winding out to the distant line of low timber on the
other side. We calculated our gait to be about five miles
an hour, and therefore when we landed at a little sand-
hill farm late in the afternoon, we thought we must have
traveled between fifteen and twenty miles from the little

village of Lake, near which we had launched our boat.
We learned that our surmi.-es Avere nearly correct, but
our informants, three flaxen-haired Swedish women,
gave us no very flattering or very intelligent account of
that portion of the river ahead of us. The youngest and
tes^loofeiag of the three

;
upon whom Mr, Loyd tried his

most artful blandishments, coolly informed us in very
broken English that if we wanted to go very much
further up we had better get out and carry the boat.
No knowledge could be gotten of the relations of the river
and the lake. It was about three miles to the lake, about
seven miles to Chesterton, and beyond that all was a
blank.

"I dinks dot river he run at Valaparaiso," said the
young lady. "Purdy soon you can yoonip ofer him at
Valparaiso, I dinks."
Now, Valparaiso is away down in Indiana, and not

any where near Lake Michigan, Moreover, we knew it

must be twenty or thirty miles to Valparaiso in direct
line, and on that basis it would take us about a year to
discover all the river properly. We were not pleased, as
we had only three days to devote to exploring purposes,
but it seemed certain that much remained to be done,
and we therefore went back to the boat.
Half an hour before dark I broke one of the oars, and

our progress after that was slow. The liver at times was
very narrow and shallow, but again it would expand into
wide pools whose bottom we could not find with the
longest oar. The stream had lost its marshy look, and
was more like an upland river. The total volume of
water seemed nearly equal to that noticed twenty miles
below.

When night shut down upon our exploring party, we
were out in the middle of the marsh with not a friendly
light in view in any direction. We hauled up our boat,
and taking with us only our arms and astronomical in-
struments, labored across the rough marsh to a grove
where we thought we had seen a house. We found the
house, but no one w^as at home, and we gladly accepted
the pilotage of a Swedish boy whom we met and who at
last led us to a pretty house "lying high on a hill. Here
we found an old Swedish farmer and his wife, simple,
good hearted and kindly people as ever lived. These
took us in, got us a good supper and a good bed. Their
quiet life does not bring them much in contact with the
outer world, but their quaint ways and simple hospitalitv
made a delicious experience for us, and we have promised
ourselves that next summer we will see Mr. and Mrs.
Samuelson again, if Providence spares their gray hairs so
long and we are still exploring things.

Mr. Samuelson told us that half a mile above where
we left our boat the Little Calumet was joined by Salt
Creek, which stream ran at the foot of the hill whereon
the house stood. It was Salt Creek that ran into Valpa-
raiso. Salt Creek was a good fishing stream, with plenty
of bass and pickerel. The Little Calumet was not larger
than Salt Creek. It ran through many obstructions'of
fallen logs and the like to Chesterton. Once it was
dammed at Chesterton, and there were wells there.
Now the dams are probably destroyed. It was about
seven miles direct to Chesterton, and about seven miles
above Chesterton there was a sort of marsh in which the
Little Calumet took its rise. It did not touch Lake
Michigan or go anywhere near it. We could not get up
the stream more than a mile or so further with a boat,
and above Chesterton we could do nothing at all by way
of navigation. We might rest assured that the only way
we could get our boat over to Lake Michigan was by way
of a wagon portage.
That svas the way we explored the Little Calumet, and

the way in which we exploded the erroneous ideas about
the mouth of that celebrated stream. It is now estab-
lished that the Little Calumet begins in a marsh, like
any ordinary stream, and runs down hill, after the fash-
ion of most rivers. It is impossible to sail down this
stream, or up it, into Lake Michigan. In its upper reaches
it is like an upland creek, lying well below steep banks.
In high water it overflows its banks, but at the time of
our visit the "marsh" through which it runs was perfectly
dry and there was nothing watever to attract wildfowl
to it.

We named the pool on whose bank we had landed Lake
Alex. Nyanza; then, not wishing the public to be at the
expense of fitting out an expedition to discover us, we
set out early on the next morning upon our return jour-
ney. The wind was favorable, and we spread our sail,

and such were the sailing qualities of Mr. Lyod and his
boat, that we actually sailed 12 or 15 miles of that pro-
digiously crooked stream without putting out an oar.
Our long, low, piratical craft, favored now by wind and
tide, flew swiftly on, and Grouse, who followed on the
bank, was kept on a steady trot. We went so fast, and
so engaged did we become in an argument over trie

Foeest and Stream gun tests, that we sailed by the vil-
lage of Lake in an unguarded moment, and the first thing
we knew it was nearly night, and we were in a marshy
section of the river which we had never seen before. We
now began to see a considerable amount of game. Mud
hens were present in thousands, and there were also
many ducks and snipe. The marsh was now wide and
wet, and as far as we could see seemed fit for game and
full of it. We passed the Michigan Central bridge, and
came to the Pittsburg and Ft. Wayne bridge.
"We must be near the Tolleston Club grounds," said

Mr. Loyd. And sure enough, just below the latter bridge
we saw the posted notices of that club, warning us, under
penalty of the curse of Rome, to step no foot on that
sacrrd ground. We backed out from under the bridge,
hid our boat, and after a devious night-time journey of a
mile or so found ourselves at another strange but hospit-
able home, in the shape of the hunting hostlerv kept by
Mr. Hoffman. This place, before the organization of the
present Tolleston Club and the closing of the marsh, was
the rendezvous of such choice spirits as Harry Orvis,
"old man*' Orvis, Roll Organ, the Phillipses, Fosses and
others, some of whom afterward went into the Water
Valley Club or others of the Kankakee organizations.
We passed a cheerful time talking over these people and
things with our ne w" host.

On the next morning Mr. Loyd and I did about the only
hunting we indulged in on the trip. Shooting on the
ground between the two bridges above named, which is,

so far as we could learn, quite open territory, we bagged
sixteen snipe and a ma'lard. Previous to this we had
killed on'y two mallards and a few snipe along the river.
The dog Grouse caught one mallard in the grass, and for
the life of us we could find no wound of any kind upon
it. There was a flock of tame ducks near by, and we
thought the mallard had been using along with them and
had so grown tame enough not to fly unless they did.
After dinner we pulled our boat around to the diteh

whioh runs down to the river from Mr, Ho&aan'a laud,

In order to do this we had to cross a mile or two of Tol-
le.-ton marsh. We did not shoot any upon this marsh,
but we wanted to almighty bad, for we saw numbers oi
snipe and some ducks in range. We met Mr. Gillespie,
one of the club members I met on my Tollebton visit last
fall. He was out with Ernest, the pusher who went with
me. We three recognized each other presently, though
not until Mr. Gillespie had told us we would probably
drop into the yawning maw of a policeman if we went
much further. We assured him we were not abusing
the rights of the club, but only trying to get our boat out
of the marsh, and so we parted pleasantly.
Mr. Hoffman now got his wagon down to the end of

the ditch, and we loaded our boat upon it. A drive of
about three miles brought us to the railway station of
Tolleston, and from there we got a guide and made a
short cut through Ihe sandhills of a couple of miles, and
then, just as dusk was falling on our third day out, we
launched our boat on the Grand Calumet River, and
started on a three-mile pull to the landing near the club
railway station, about half a mile from the dub house
whence we had started. This we duly reached in good
order, and were banqueted as all great explorers should
be.

We doubtless traveled in our water journey between
GO and 70 miles. We accomplished the main object of
our trip, of course, which was to discover the real ante-
cedents of the Little Calumet. Another discovery we
made by accident, and this is of more importance than
the other. We discovered that ducks know a good thing
when they see it. We saw abundance of game on the
Tolleston marsh. The Tolleston Club last year spent
$1,100 putting down feed. Grand Calumet Heights Club
spent nothing; yet during the three miles pull over the
best part of this stream, once preferred by the market
hunters to the Little Calumet, and in the night, late
enough for the birds to be in on the marsh, we saw just
one lonesome, solitary duck, and it was asking the way
to Tolleston marsh. The moral of this is plain: Grand
Calumet must feed if it would shoot. The boys know
this, and will this month put in a lot of feed, mostly mill
refuse and buckwheat.

I should say in passing that Grand Calumet Heights
Club now numbers ninety-two, mostly live voung fellows.
Several improvements have been made; an addition has
been built to the club house proper, giving much more
room, and one also ismade to the dining-room and kitchen
at the keeper's house. A cosy cottage has been erected by
three of the members, and a good boat house is put up on
the beach in front of the club house, near the trap-shoot-
ing stand, atwhich Mr. Loyd conducts his private experi-
ments in gunnery. I have been in the main truthful in
describing the incidents of our trip, and I would not wish
discredence cast thereon through the statement made by
Mr, Loyd himself in regard to these same expeiiments.
He says.that in the labor of targeting his gun he is much
assisted by his faithful dog Grouse, who displays an in-
telligence almost human. Grouse retrieves each pattern
sheet as soon as it is shot, and then carries out another
sheet and sticks the tacks in with his teeth. He even
counts up the number of shots in the thirty-inch circle,
and otherwise makes himself useful. This story of Mr.
Loyd's gives me trouble. I suggested to him that he
write it up for the column in Forest and Stream known
as "That Reminds Me," but he said it didn't remind him
of anything in particular. This story shows on its face
the elements of improbability, and if he is going to per-
sist in work of that kind, I would like to know how he
can expect to maintain an unsullied reputation as an ex-
plorer. E. Hough.

ON THE MEGANTIC CLUB TERRITORY.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Inclosed find si pfrorn one of our local papers in regard

to a trip I made: "J. J. C. Browne and son Louie re-
turned from a two weeks' fishing and hunting trip to
Spider Lake, P. Q. Mr. Browne is a member of the
Megantic Fish and Game Club, an organization composed
of some 200 members, who own a large presene in that
section, which is carefully guarded bv competent fron-
tiersmen in the interest of the club." Mr. Browne and
son took quite an extensive ramble over the country in
that section during his stay there, being accompanied by
the famous guide Jack Boyle. Fish and game were
plenty, and the excursioni-'ts had all the fishing and
hunting they desired through the country bounding a
chain of beautiful lakes. One of the trophies secr^d
on the march was a 2101b. deer, which Mr. Browne
brought home with him, together with the hide. The
trip was a most enjoyable one, especially so on the part
of Master Louie, who brought home also a box of par-
tridges brought down with bis own hand."
I wish to say one word about sportsman's club pre-

serves. Before the Megantic Club was formed, the game
was just slaughtered all over the grounds now owned and
protected by the club. Deer were killed by the hundreds
in the crust in winter, the hindquarters and skins taken
out and the rest left to rot. In the spring does heavy
with fawn were killed, and in the fall dogs ran them into
the lakes and ponds; and this kind of work was kept up .

until there was hardly a deer to be found; and the likes
and ponds were netted until there was nothing more to
net.

Since obtaining control, the club has been to a good
deal of expeme in fitting up a club house and camps at
the best points, restocking with fish and keeping compe-
tent men to protect our interests: and the consequence is
that the game has increased very rapidly and the fishing
is good: and any good sportsman can make a good bag
of birds with a chance to add a deer or caribou and per-
haps a moose to his list of game, and every year it is
growing better.

And now, having made somewhat extensive inquiries
in regard to the hue and cry against sportsman clubs, I
find it comes almost exclusively from those who would
kill game both in and out of season and leave it to rot in
the woods. I have seen so much of this in our sporting
paper's, and some of it shows so little common sense, that
I thought I would like to ventilate a little through my old
standby, the Forest and Stream. I have been some-
thing of a sportsman all my life, not a big one on paper,
but one who has had a great deal of pleasure from it and
has put considerable money into it; and now I like to go
where I can get something to show for the time spent.

J. J. G, R
LACOSSA^ N, B,, 1S9Y, t,
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PATTERN AND PENETRATION.
HOLLIS 10-GATOE GUN.

WITH the test of this week one of the cheaper grades

of guns on the English market, and frequently

Drought to America, comes up for examination. It was
marked "L Hollis & Son, London," and was a heavy 10-

gauge weapon, with Damascus barrels. The right barrel

on its hidden portion under the forestock had the label

11, while the left barrel was marked "11 B. 12 M., not for

ball," showing its choked build. Once on the trial table,

it was very evident that the two barrels were various,

since one far surpassed the other in grouping the shot

within the 30-inch circle.

The trial was made, as usual in these tests, as compre-
hensive as possible, and to that end the customary order
for two sets of cartridges was given ; one set to be of a

good standard black powder, the other of the Schultze
make. Dannefelser furnished one lot, while the white
powder charges came direct from the Schultze powder
agents. Von Lengerke & Detmold. The morning of the

HOLMS GUN, 10-G., RIGHT BARBEL, 40YDS., BLACK PDR., 228 PEL.

test was a capital one, and the gun did its best. Shooter
Moss, who held the gun, said it was a rare old kicker, and
in manipulation it was not altogether as smooth as might
be desired. Still, it seemed to be a hard hitter, and that
right barrel was enough of a scatterer to satisfy those
who complain, and with some justice, against the ten-
dency to excessive choking on the part of gun makers.
When the targets were marked up for counting it was

found that there was no material gain in shifting for a
better pattern from the center aimed at. This shows
that the gun was well-sighted, well-held and that the day
for the test was a fair one. As a matter of form we give
the averages for the distances between the centers of the
several struck circles. At 40yds. with the black powder
the variation was 7 and Qiin, respectively for the right and
left barrels, while with the Schultze powder the distances
were 6 and 7in. at 60yds., the variations were 5in. for
both barrels with black powder and 3-£ and 4in. for the
two barrels with white powder. While the gun was in
hand it was tested with two charges, which by this time

HOLLIS GUN, 10-G., LEFT BARREL, 40YDS., BLACK PDR., 348 PEL.

have become familiar with those who follow our tests.
The first was the Schultze powder charge used in the
Scott gun and again in the Folsoni arm. It will be re-
membered that this had a charge of No. 6 shot counting
274 pellets and weighing 588grs., with 60grs. of Schultze
powder behind the charge. With this the Hollis gun
acted as follows:

Right Barrel.

HOLLIS GUN, 10-GAUGE, 40YDS.
Left Barrel.

Aimed
Circle.
Pellets,

55
98
34

Selected Between Pene- Aimed Selected Between Pene-
Circle. Center, tration. Circle. Circle. Center, tration.
Pellets. Inches. Sheets. Pellets. Pellets. Inches. Sheets.

5 22 72 123
) 24 116 162
i .. 134 167

58
86
47 10

'

24
25
32

67

41
23
11

6 23 107 150

HOLLIS GUN, 10-GAUGE, 60YDS.

2^ 11 9 12
3^ 6 31 34

3 8 20 ~23

27

This enables us to make a direct comparison by per-
centage between the three guns, and borrowing the figures
in part from the tables of our correspondent "Nick," in
the last issue, we have

:

40 YARDS.
Right Barrel. Left Barrel. Whole Gun.

Gun. Charge.' Pellets. Pr ct.lpellets. Pr et.' Pellets. Pr ct.

Soott 274 81 29.5 69 25.1 75 27.3

Folsom 274 43 15.6 107 39.0 75 27.3

Hollis 274 67 24.4 150 58.3 108 41.3

60 YARDS.
Scott

274

52 18.9 54 19.7 53 19.3

Folsom
274

24 08.9 54 19.7 39 14.3

Hollis

274

25 09.0 23 03.3 24 08.6

The other charge put in the Hollis gun was used only at

40yds. It was the paper shells from the 10-gauge Colt^ •

HOLLIS GUN, 10-G., BIGHT BARREL, 40YDS., SCHULTZE PDR., 199 PEL.

arm. They had 542 pellets of No. 8 shot, weighing OOlgrs.

,

with 119grs. of powder. They showed as follows:
Right Barrel. Left Barrel.

Aimed Selected Between
Circle. Circle. Center.
Pellets. Pellets

103 142
153 188
149 189

Inches.
5

Pene-
tration.
Sheets.

15
19
12

Aimed
Circle. .

Pellets. Pellets.

276 310
273 281
195 240

Inches. Sheets.
16
15
17

135 173 7 15 248 277 5J£ 16

It will be remembered that the Colt gun in its right
barrel at 40yds. put in 367 pellets and with the left 339
pellets. Out of these same cartridges a feature of the
test was the uniformity with which the loading of the
cartridges was done. There is now little or no trouble
on this score and one of the points which makes the re-

HOLLIS GUN, 10-G., LEFT BARREL, 40YDS., SCHULTZE PDR., 298 PEL.

cords of previous gun tests so uncertain and unsatisfac-
tory, that of doubt about the charge used, is now, thanks
to cheap and accurate loading devices, entirely done away
with. The annexed formal record of the double test tells
its own story:

Claremont, N. J., Oct. 30, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.
Chili—I. Hollis & Son's (London, Eng ) Hammer Gun. Cost,

$50. No. of gun, 23,198. Weight, 984'lbs. Length of bar-
rels, 33in. Gauge, 10. Right barrel, cylinder. Left bar-
rel, choked.

Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 4 o'clock. Force of
wind, 4 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 49°. Do.,
wet, 45°

. Humidity, 73°
. Barometer, 30in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun

:

BOTH BARRELS.
Sliell-V. M. C. "Club."
Powder, Brand—Dead Shot.
Powder, Quantity—4% drs.

( Make—LeRoy.
Shot 4 Quantity—1% oz.

I Size—No. 8 Cbilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random,

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Powder.

Card over shot; two ( 1. . .133 grs.
B. E. and card over 4 2. . .132 grs.
powder. ( 3 ... 1 33 grs.

Average 132 grs.

Shot.
607 grs. 617 pellets.
607 grs. 615 pellets.
613 grs. 619 pellets.

609 grs. 617 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Penetration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.Pattern

1. 194 pellets.
2. 224 pellets.
3. 186 pellets.
4. 203 pellets.
5. 180 pellets.

18 sheets.
16 sheets.
12 sheets.
20 sheets.
10 sheets.

t 270 pellets.
2. 315 pellets.
3. 298 pellets.
4. 335 pellets.
5. 76 pellets.

17 sheets.
13 sheets.
16 sheets.
15 sheets.
11 sheets.

Av. 197 pellets. 15 sheets. Av. 359 pellets. 14 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL.
1 224 pellets.
2 228 pellets.
3 216 pellets.

LEFT BARREL.
1 284 pellets.
2 299 pellets.
3 348 pellets.

Average 232 pellets. Average 310 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

55 pellets.
81 pellets.
78 pellets.
77 pellets.
53 pellets.

4 sheets.
.. sheets.
4 sheets.
3 sheets.
5 sheets.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 101 pellets.
3. 88 pellets.
3. 117 pellets.
4. 119 pellets.

5. 110 pellets.

8 sheets.
4 sheets.
3 sheets.
5 sheets.
4 sheets.

Av. 69 pellets. 4 sheets. Av. 107 pellets. 5 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 78 pellets. 1 120 pellets.
2 88 pellets. 2 126 pellets.
3 91 pellets. 3 129 pellets.

Average 85 pellets. Average 125 pellets.

Claremont, N. J., Oct. 30, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

Gun—I. Hollis & Son's (London, Eng.) Hammer Gun. Cost,
$50. No. of gun, 23,198. Weight, 9%lbs. Length of bar-
rels, 32in. Gauge, 10. Right barrel, cylinder. Left bar-
rel, choked.

Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 4 o'clock. Force of
wind, 4 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 49°. Do.,
wet, 45 0

. Humidity, 73 0
. Barometer, 30in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell--U. S. Climax.
Powder, Brand—Schultze.
Powder, Quantity—4 drs.

l Maker—LeRoy.
Shot 4 Quantity—1% oz.

( Size—No. 8 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random.

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Powder. Shot.

Card over shot; B. E. (1... 52 grs. 593 grs. 509 pellets,
and two P. E. with-<2... 52 grs. 577 grs. 495 pellets,
card over powder. (3... 53 grs. 590 grs. 506 pellets.

*

Average 52 grs. 5 grs. 503 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle,

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 141 pellets.
2. 168 pellets.
3. 197 pellets.
4. 70 pellets.
5. 81 pellets.

16 sheets.
16 sheets.
18 sheets.
17 sheets.
16 sheets.

1. 226 pellets.
2. 75 pellets.
3. 244 pellets.
4. 53 pellets.
5. 342 pellets.

3 pellets.

24 sheets.
15 sheets.
20 sheets.
12 sheets.
14 sheets.

Av. 131 pellets. 17 sheets. Av. 168 pellets. 17 sheets.

Three Shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
hest pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 148 pellets. 1 211 pellets.
2 199 pellets. 2 298 pellets.
3 197 pellets. 3 240 pellets.

Average 181 pellets. Average 250 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.
25 pellets.
44 pellets.
22 pellets.
26 pellets.
57 pellets.

10 sheets,
sheets,
sheets,
sheets,
sheets.

1. 79 pellets.
2. 27 pellets.
3. 120 pellets.
4. 103 pellets.
5. 44 pellets.

8 sheets.
6 sheets.
9 sheets.
7 sheets.

. . sheets.

Av. 35 pellets. 10 sheets. Av. 74 pellets. 8 sheets.

Three Shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 37 pellets. 1 Ill pellets.
2 42 pellets. 2 136 pellets.
3 64 pellets. 3 114 pellets.

Average 48 pellets. Average 120 pellets.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The thanks of the users of shotguns are due to you for

your "Pattern and Penetration Tests," not only on account
of their intrinsic value in the dissemination of knowledge
of gunnery and in stimulating the production of superior
guns, but as well also on account of the labor performed
by you in obtaining the necessary data for those articles
—labor monotonous, uninviting and indescribably weari-
some in its infinity of detail.

In connection with these gun tests a query has occurred
to me, namely, Why do not your records contain accounts
of the shooting qualities of the guns produced by English
makers of renown? To be sure, Greener's guns have made
their marks on your targets, and very creditable ones
too, but why can we not there have exhibitions of the
performance of guns by Grant, Dougall. Purdy, Lancas-
ter, etc? Surely such guns are within reach. The im-
pression sought to be conveyed by the owners of these
guns concerning them is, that in their shooting qualities
they are immeasurably superior to American guns and
to guns of lesser known English gunsmiths.
On the other hand, American gun makers state that

their guns equal in performance those of the best English
makers, and in support thereof, target their guns at your
ranges. In the absence of evidence—patterns by English
guns—impugning such statements, must we not perforce
accept them as true? I hope the question here raised will
be determined at the Forest and Stream ranges by the
impartial, unanswerable testimony of shot patterns. No
such opportunity for a comparison of the guns under con-
sideration will occur again in years perhaps. And yet I
fear the comparison will not be made. Possibly the sub-
ject is too insignificant or is of too limited an interest to
warrant inquiry and experiment, and it may be well per-
haps for us to conclude without bothering about it, that
guns by celebrated English makers really are, as their
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owners in disdainful manner claim, closer, stronger,
further killine; shooters than other English guns and guns
made here. Were I the possessor of a Purdy or a Dougall
I would demonstrate the truth of that conclusion at your
ranges. W. H. M.^i

ARREST OF JONATHAN DARLING.
T>ANGOR, Me. , Nov. 4.—The officers say the arrest of
JD "Jock" Darling, the Lowell outlaw, whose arrest
for illegal hunting was reported in the Herald, is the
most important capture made for years. Well-laid plans
were made by Commissioner Stilwcll and Detective Wil-
liam McNamara, of Boston. They claim to have secured
enough evidence to prosecute to the full extent of the
law. The commissioners have heen aware for some time
past that Darling was chasing and killing deer by the use
of dogs, having learned through a number of parties who
had been at his camps that such was the fact. Recent
complaints about Darling's wholesale slaughter of deer
have also reached the commissioners from various parties,
so that they thought that the time had come to do some-
thing about it.

About three weeks ago Commissioner Stilwell sent for
the detective to see what could be done. After consult-
ing with Mr. Stilwell he returned to Millbridge, and in
company with Fred Swanton of that place they set out
for Darling's camp at Nicatous Lake, which is'in town-
ship No. 40, Hancock county. Darling's camp is well
known to sportsmen. Darling has always been a vigor-
ous opposer of the game laws, and has written articles
for publication, and has also appeared at various sessions
of the Legislature in opposition to the laws for the pre-
servation of game which he claimed interfered with
the just rights of the native hunters, ruining their oc-
cupations.
Darling's camp on Nicatous Lake is very difficult to

reach, and is a sort of stronghold for poachers. It is 50
miles from any railroad station, and to reach it one must
travel over a rough road. It can be approached only from
the foot of the lake, and the detective and his companion,
pretending to be sportsmen, were compelled to walk seven
miles over a road almost impassable. Then they had to
take a boat and row four miles. When there is no boat
in reach—and Darling always took care that there were
none that a warden might use in reaching his camp—one
is obliged to make his way for five miles through a perfect
jungle, an almost impossible thing to do without a guide.
These woods have always been guarded so that the inhab-
itants of the camp could be warned of the approach of
officers. McNamara and Swanton made their way to the
camp with much difficulty, and engaged quarters with
Darling. They also hired his guides and dogs to hunt
deer with, paying well for them. They remained five
days, and during that time collected all the evidence they
could to be used against Darling and his glides.
They were out each day with the dogs, Jock putting

out the dogs twice each day for three days, the guides
doijjg the business the other two days. They killed four
deer, one each themselves, Darling one and a guide one.
They caTne upon Darling after the dog had run the deer
into the wTater. just after lie had shot him. They heard
the report of the rifle, which was still smoking when they
came up, and the deer was still warm. McNamara says
they were obliged to kill the deer to accomplish the pur-
pose for which they went there. During the stay, Jock,
little suspecting their purpose there, unbosomed himself
to them, and told them that he. had been hunting deer
with dogs all the year round for eight years, and sent
large numbers of them to the markets. He said he should
continue to do so in the future. It is well known that
Darling has intimated that it would be very dangerous
for any warden to molest him. When McNamara and
Swanton had obtained all the evidence they wanted

—

enough, they thought, to convict Darling on some twenty
or thirty cases—they left the camp and came to this
city.

As the offense was committed in Hancock county,
they were obliged to go into that county to swear out
warrants against Darling and his guides. The warrants
were sworn out and assistants were obtained. On their
way to Darling's camp they met Darling in the town of
Lowell and immediately arrested him. "Jock" wanted
to go to his house to change his clothes and get his over-
coat, which the officer consented to, but said one of them
must go with him. But "Jock" insisted on going alone,
which the officers would not agree to, and he was accord-
ingly handcuffed, and Officer Davis volunteered to bring
the old man to this city, whi'e the others kept on to the
camj) in quest of the guides. Darling in some manner
sent a warning to the guides, so they disappeared before
the officers arrived. Darling had $770 with him when
arrested. Darling is charged with hunting deer with
dogs, keeping dogs for that purpose, and hunting and
destroying deer on Sunday. The penalty in each case
is not less than $20 or more than $100 fine. Darling has
been a hard customer to catch. He is quite well off, and
the case will be a hard-fought one.

—

Boston Herald,
Nov. 6,

THE DELAWARE SITUATION.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Since I wrote you last week that the game law was a
dead letter in this section of the State. I see in the papers
that Detective Hutchens has arrested five prominent
citizens of Dover for rabbit hunting. I may have been
unjust to Mr. Hutchens, he appears to do what work he
can energetically, of course he cannot be all over the
State at one time.
Local sentiment here is against the game law, and the

prevailing impression is that farmers have a perfect right
to snare end kill game upon their own farms at any time.
To remove this idea it is only necessary to make a few
arrests. No attempt has been made to enforce the law
in this vicinity during the three years I have lived here.
There would he no trouble to collect evidence, as the
violators are bold and defiant. Of three bevies of quail
within a rifle shot of my house two have been already
utterly exterminated, while the third consists of but three
forlorn birds.

The Game Protective Association of Delaware is re-
sponsible for this state of affairs in neglecting the duties
it has taken upon itself. The apparent indifference of
the Association has a degenerating influence upon sports-
men, formerly law-abiding, now apathetic and soon to
join the rapidly growing ranks of the law violators.

Miotobd, Del., Nov. 1. VICTOR M. Halpeman.

CONNECTICUT GAME.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Game is more plenty in southern Connecticut than it

has been for years. Partridges (ruffed grouse) have been
on the increase for five years. Quail are quite abundant,
and woodcock, which have been very scarce for some
years, have appeared in good numbers for that rare bird.
One bag of fifteen was secured in one day's hunt by two
local gunners. In the last two weeks I have spent part
of three days in the field and have started woodcock on
every trip. My best bag was four woodcock, two part-
ridges, eight quail.
Shooting does not begin here much until the leaves are

off thexmderbrush, as that is so dense it makes very diffi-
cult shooting, hut in the month of November I do not
think the shooting can be excelled by any place in the
State of Connecticut. Pot-hunters are an unknown
quantity. Snarers are a thing of the past. Our market
for game is poor now, as the two channels that absorbed
our game in the past are closed. The New Haven stage
line and the New York boats in the past have bought up
all the game. The stage line was abandoned five years
ago; and our Legislature has stopped the shipment of
game to New York. Five years ago every boy and some
meu had their fine of traps and snares'spread through
the woods in every direction; almost every thicket had
its snare-fence or dead-fall; and by the 1st of January
game was badly thinned out. Twenty birds were then
snared to one being shot, as our marksmen about here
are generally deficient in the art of wirg shooting.
As the demand for game has fallen off. the birds are

on the increase every year. A good marksman with a
good dog can secure a decent bag almost any day. Be-
ing only three hours' ride from New York it is a surprise
to me that this part of southern Connecticut is not more
sought by New York sportsmen. I could guarantee them
a good time and game enough to satisfy anv decent
hunter. The country is rough and the cover rather
heavy, but under what other conditions can we find
plenty of game in so close proximity to civilization ?

C. A. L.
Winthrop, Conn.. Nov. L

Editor Forest and Stream:
Under the caption of "The Adirondack Deer Law" in

your issue of the 31st ult. I find the following from the
pen af Mr. W. H. Holberton, which reads: "By the way,
I wonder if the Connecticut sportsmen know that hund-
reds of ruffed grou-e are being shipped to the New York
markets. They sell (?) them to the stewards of the steam-
boats and they turn them over to the new York agents."
As one of the "Connecticut sportsmen," I most respect-
fully ask for further information touching the above.
More particulars are needed, Mr. Holberton, either pub-
licly or privately. A. C. Collins.
Hartford, Conn., Nov. i.

AN AFTERNOON WITH THE QUAIL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
On the 25th of October, having an afternoon "on my

hands," I loaded twenty shells with No. 8, and taking my
pointer pup Milo, reached the fields, about two miles
away, about half-past 2 o'clock; walked probably l.OOOvds.
across wheat stubble and pea patches; and at the end of
two hours had one sfcell left and sixteen as fine, plump,
full-grown birds as ever graced a sportsman's bag. I
don't think I ever enjoyed an afternoon's outing more
than I did this one. My pup more than fulfilled rnyexpec-
tations. He seemed to know by intuition just what to
do and when to do it. He found three coveys; and out
of the first covey I killed eight straight, two when they
first flu-hed, and six singles after marking them down in
a beautiful oat stubble. Leaving the remaining scattered
birds I then hied him on; and within 200yds. he pinned
another covey. The birds rose before I got quite to him,
but I gave them both barrels and scored one bird and a
miss. I followed them up, and secured two more singles.
Ihen leaving them scattered in thick brush I struck
across a piece of stubble, and within less than 300yds. the
pup pointed another large covey. Out of this covey I
secured five, and left the birds beautifullv scattered
along a hedge about 15ft. wide—the pretties't place im-
aginable for shooting them had I been accompanied by
some one to take the opposite side while Milo and I
worked the windward. But having enough, and being
no hog, I called the pup, and was back home by half-past
five. The birds were fine large fellows and the coveys
very full. Don't think I exaggerate at all when I say
there must have been fully twenty- five birds left in the
three coveys. I did not hunt one-tenth of the field.

I have broken quite a number of young dogs, but have
never had one to equal Milo in point of acute scent, care-
fulness and steadiness. During the whole afternoon's
hunting he flushed only one time, and that was done
while retrieving a dead bird. He became a little excited
and rushed after it, running over a brace of scattered
biros. He is such a romping, rollicking, mischievous
"rattle-brain" around the yard, I thought severe treat-
ment would be necessary in the field, but I am agreeably
surprised, and think he will develop into something to
be proud of. If I had hunted with a companion, and
with sufficient shells, I could have doubled my score
easily. A. F. R.
Belvidehe, North Carolina.

.

Rhode Island Market Snarers.—Chepachefc, R. I.—
The laws here in this section are a dead letter. This
town, or rather village, is located on the Providence &
Springfield Railroad and is about twenty miles out of
Providence, right in the center of the best partridge
ground of this State. The hotel keeper informed me to-

day that 2,000 partridges had been sent into the city by
express this season. I doubted it until the stage driver
verified his statement, and also volunteered the informa-
tion that the ratio of birds snared to those shot is nineteen
to one. How is that for protection! The only man here
who apparently takes any interest is the hotel owner,
and ho dares not say a word for fear these game thieves
will close his bar room. There are only two good wing
shots in this village, but when the mill closes (at noon
Saturday) the pot-hunters come out by the dozen with
dogs and guns of every description, and for the remainder
of the day it is as much as your life is worth to venture
out, about one-third of them carrying rifles. There is
great need of a missionary here.

—

Cohannbt.

Game in Virginia.—Washington. D. C, Nov. 1 —
Editor Forest and Stream: I have just returned from a
successful bunt in Virginia and believe you will be glad
to know that there is still an abundance of game in the
region over which 1 have traveled. The place of my
headquarters was Shankland. on Jackfon River. The
route from Washington is by Va. Midland and Chesapeake
& Ohio to Millboro, thence by stage to Warm Springs
and private conveyance to Shankland. The stage fare
from Millboro to Warm Springs is $3. Wild turkeys and
ruffed grouse were abundant all the week of my stay.
Quail were plentiful; gray squirrels and red squirrels
were as thick as hops. As I was about to leave Col. Beall
was coming in with a parly equipped for deer hunting.
They had a lot of hounds and a wagon well stored with
provisions. This will be about the first campingparty in
that section; they invited me to join them, and I was
only too sorry to have to decline on account of business.
It was snowing on Warm Soring Mountain when I ar-
rived. It is scarcely necessary for me to say that sports-
men will find a pretty near approach to paradise by w-ay
of non-euphonious Shankland.—J. S. Pollock.

Game Along the Lower Susquehanna.—Port De-
posit, Md., Oct. 29.—Quail are more plentiful this fall
than they have been tor many years along the Columbia
& Port Deposit Railroad, and as for rabbits, there is no
limit to them. Peach Bottom and York Furnace are very
good points for guuning. Back of Fishing Creek, near
Liberty Square, there are a good many ruffed grouse or
pheasants. Gerritt, Smith flushed a number of them in
the woods on his place ten days ago. The river hills are
pretty well supplied with these birds. I have seen them
occasionally frightened up by trains. Ducks are abun-
dant on the flats at Havre de Grace, and the opening of
the season (Nov. 1) is awaited with much interest. A
gentleman living in Port Deposit told me that a double
sin I;box last season sometimes brought the enormous hire
of $150 per day, this including the services of an expert
gunner, and the whole bag of ducks. It seems in-
credible that any one should be willing to pay such ex-
orbitant rates, and yet my informant speaks from his
personal knowledge.—G. C. C.

Towanda, Fa., Nov. 3.—Friday morning, Nov. L was
the opening day on quail and rabbit in this State, and
long before daylight the boys were starting out for the
favorite hunting grounds. Some in the past month, look-
ing for grouse, had marked down a few coveys of quail,
and made direct for them. Bags as follows Snyder,
Sawtflle and Wilbur brought 4 grouse. 6 quail, 1 rabbit
and 1 woodcock. Their bag consisted' of the greatest
variety. Dimock, Decker, Turner and Dietrich brought
in 2 grouse, 13 quail and 4 rabbits, the largest bag. La
Plant, hunting alone, brought in 8 quail and 2 woodcock,
killing them in fifteen shots, a most excellent bag. Rit-
tenberg and Benjamin, 1 quail and 1 grouse, the smallest
bag, but not owing to poor shooting, as they are a« good
as we have them in this section, but failed to find or
locate their birds. During September and first part of
October very few woodcock were seen or killed, but lately
many covers that then failed to contain birds will very
often develop a small bag.—W. F. Dittrich.

1 Robin Score.—Hornellsville, N. Y„ Nov. 11.—
Editor Forest and Stream: There is a chance for some
missionary work around New York. Geo. W. LaRue
says in a Western sporting-paper that he killed forty-three
robins, one woodcock, one squirrel and seven clape. I
don't know what a clape is, may be a song or insectivor-
ous bird; if so, added to the forty-thre3 robins, the fine
would be just an even §500. Have you no game wardens
or game constables in New York or Tarrytown? If not
you had better get A. C. Collins, of Connecticut, or get
some of our club members, as we arrest and fine every
violator of the game laws, rich or poor.—J. Otis Fellows.
[•'Clape" is a name for the yellowhammer, which it is
forbidden to kill.]

Schultze Powder.—Wilmington, N. O, Nov. 2.—
Editor Forest and Stream: Permit me to ask that some
of your readers who have used Schultze powder give re-
sults through Forest and Stream.—Tar Heel.

Ohio.—Cadiz, Oct. H8.—Rabbits and quail are very
plenty here this season, and there have been more gray
squirrels than for years, owing to the big crop of hickory
nuts and other mast.—S. C. G.

CONNECTICUT WARDENS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I give a list of the county game and fish wardens appointed this

year:
Z. R. Bobbins, Norwich, ior New London county.
F. W. Wnitlock, Waterbury, for New Haven county.
Theron J. Loveland, Bantam, tor Litchfleid county.
George A. Reed, Chaplin, for Windham county.
A. L. Kurau, Tolland, for Tolland county.
J. W. Trantuin. Middletown, for Middlesex couuty.
J. A. Wilson. Bridgeport, for Fairfield county.
Abbott C. Collins, Hartford, for Hartford county.
The above gentlemen were appointed by the county commis-

sioners under the following law passed at the last General As-
sembly, 18S«: "Chapter CXCL, Section 1. The county commis-
sioners of each county shall appoint one person to act in such
county as game warden, wno shall hold his office two years from
the date of his appointment, and sball have the same powers as
other officers to arrest for the violation of an v law relating to
game. Said game warden may deputize another person to assist
in detecting and arresting any person who may be violating any
law relating to game. * * * Section The game warden or his
deputy shall have free access at reasonable hours to search anv
refrigerator or other receptacle in any place wrhere gray squirrel
ruffed grouse, commonly called partridge, woodcock, or quail are
bought, soid, or transported, for the purpose of examining into
any suspected violation of the game law."
The appointment of game wardens prior to this year was by the

selectmen of each town, who were suoposed to appoint two or
more persons to act in their town as game wardens. Many select-
men would not appointgame wardens, and those that did—the ap-
pointed game wardens were never heard of in the way of arresting
persons violating the game laws. Under the old order of things
the game wardens could not search for illegal game, but by refer-
ring to Section 3 of the above-quoted law (which, by the way, is
the backbone of any game law) you will see that our hands' are
not. tied.
The following gentlemen have baen appointed county fish

wardens:
J. W. Trantum, Middletown, for Middlesex county.
Dr. Fred'li Farnswortn, New London, for New London county.
Theron J. Loveland, Bantam, for Litchfleid county,
J. F. Nettleton, Brauford, for New Haven county.
Abbott C. Collins, Hartford, for Hartford county.
To my knowledge no persons have been appointed county fish

wardens for Tolland, Windham and Fairfield counties.
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The law conferring ttie appointment of fish wardens to the

county commissioners was also enacted at our last (1889) Legis-

latnrez
"Chapter CCVTT. Section 1. The county commissioners of each

county shall appoint one person in such county as fish waTd>n,
who shall Uold his office two years from the date of his appoint-

ment, and shall have the same powers as oilier officers to arrest

for the violation of any law relating to fish. S?id fish warden
may deputize any other person to assist in detecting aud arrest-

ing'any person who mav be violating any law relating to fish.

* * * Sec. 2. The fish warden or bis deputy shall have free

access at all reasonable hours to search, any basket, bag, vehicle,

or any other place where fish are placed, keot, or carried, for the
purpose of examining into any suspected violation of the fish law.

Sec. 3. Paid fish warden or his deputies shall be paid the same
fee allowed to errand jurors in criminal cases, and shall al«o have
half of any penalty recovered and paid into the treasury for any
offense detected by them."

, _. *

Fish wardens were formerly appointed by the 1< iSh Commission-
ers, two or more for each town, but rarely were they ever heard
of in connection with prosecuting fish law violators.
Referring to Section 2 of the last quoted law. you will see that

if we find a party fishing on a trout stream in the close season, we
can search his basket. Before, Mr. Violator could snap bis fin-

gers at an officer. Section 2 in this case, is the spinal column of
the fish laws. As the name and fish wardens receive no pay (but
in some cases part of the fines), it behooves every true sportsman
and also true angler 1o aid them in every possible way.
Let me assure your readers that each and every one of the above

named gentlemen are ready and willins; 10 do their duty, and we
are ready to help them. A. C. Connrss, President,

Connecticut Association of Farmers and Sportsmen
for the Protection of Game and Fish.

Hartfoed, Conn., Mov. 4.

The Ideal Mfg. Co., of New Haven, Conn., are out with a tool
for reloading shells for the LT. M. C. Co.'s new .38 lone: center- fire

cartridges, which have lately been adopted by the Government.
These cartridges, beine inside lubricated, will undoubtedly take
the place of the old .38 long center-fire outside lubricated cart-
ridges. The new shell is about B

32in. longer than the old, and the
cannelures of the new bullet holding the lubricating material
are inserted below the muzzle of the shell, which is crimped upon
its leaving the cartridge when loaded the same length over all as
the old, makine; a clean inside lubricated cartridge that can be
used in any arm that, now uses the old .38 long central-fire. The
users of the new ,2Seal. rifle will be pleased to learn that they can
get Ideal tools for the .25-20-87 cartridges, also special molds for
same caliber that cast bullets weighing respectively 77 and 67grs.

"That reminds me."

S85. *

AS Forest and Stream says, "That reminds me" of a
little incident that occurred that I think worth re-

peating. While strolling around Denver one evening, I

passed a restaurant, in front of which were standing sev-
eral people, and among them two "sons of the Emerald
Isle," looking at some fine lobsters that lay in the win-
dow. One said to the other, "And do they raise them
things here?" "Yes," replied the other, "they grow
them up here in the mountains." The reply being so
forcible, I stopped and found it made in good faith; so I

put it down among my collection of "Western Yarns,"
and tried to imagine what the future of Colorado might
be. T. A. T.

Dutchess County, 1ST. Y.

\m mjd $ivqr fishing.

ASSOCIATION OF THE ST. LAWRENCE.
IN JULY, 1883, the writer of this, while en route to the

St. Lawrence River, took the steamer Island Belle at
Cape Vincent, for Clayton. In passing down the river,
the steamer put in at Milieu's Bay, about sis miles below
Cape Vincent, where it was not' accustomed to si op, but
which landed there that afternoon on account of some
passengers of unusual importance. In coming out of the
bay, passing close to the New York State shore, there
were seen along the surface of the water, large numbers
of black objects forming lines in various directions. One
of the deck hands was asked what they were, and he re-
plied that they were net buoys. It took but a second to
see that the water in that immediate vicinity was filled
with nets, and that the river, which is not there very
wide between the New York State shore and Wolfe Island',
was almost entirely blocked with nets. The shore was
marked by some large, heavy bushes just opposite the net
buoys. On the arrival of the Island Belle at Clayton, a
conference of some of the leading Thousand Island tour-
ists was called at the Hubbard House, and the fact of the
existence of these nets, which were believed to be illegal,
was fully discussed.
The Hon. H. E. Morse, a leading lawyer of northern

New York residing at Clayton, and who is the present
collector of the port, was sent for, and after careful con-
sideration it was decided that the nets were clearly illegal,
and that any one had a right to raise and destroy them.
It should be remarked here that no one among the resi-
dents and the property owners upon the river, or among
the regular -visitors at the hotels at that time, seemed to
have any idea what the law was in regard to net-fishing.
Mr. Morse advised us, however, that no nets of any kind
were legal which could by their construction catch or kill
game fish.

Acting on this information a steamer was chartered the
same evening, and we left Clayton about 12 o'clock with
five St. Lawrence anglers and a half dozen oarsmen. Mr.
G. M. Skinner, the trolling spoon manufacturer, was one
of the party and one of the hardest workers. Proceeding
up the river some eleven miles the dark mass of bushes
was discovered, and from that time until daylight the
people who were on board were occupied in pulling and
securing the trap nets, and in throwing back into the
river the live fish which were found in them. It was
one of the dirtiest pieces of work the members of the ex-
pedition had ever been engaged in. The tar of the nets
ruined every suit of clothes, and the individual members
of the party were a sight to behold when davlight made
them visible. Soon after daylight tired nature asserted
itself, and the work, although entirely incomplete, was
stopped. Proceeding to Clayton the nets were hauled to
a vacant lot in the rear of the village. It was estimated
that fully a ton of game fish were liberated during the
night. The fish consisted largely of black bass, with a good
many wall-eyed pike and other fish. During the next
evening the nets were publicly burned. It created much
excitement on the river at the time, and many threats of
retaliation were made, but no one ever received any in-
injury from it. For the remainder of the vear 1883 very
few nets were placed in the river.

After the tourist season was over a circular was sent
out to many of the well known tourists of the river, call-

ing attention to the necessity of organizing an assocation
for the protection of the river, and a meeting was called,

to be held at the office of Mr. W. W. Byington, in

Albany, for the purpose of effecting such an organiza-

tion. This meeting was held on the 26tb day of October,

1883, and a committee was appointed to draft a constitu-

tion and by-laws, and another committee to name per-

manent officers. A subsequent meeting was held on the
9th day of November and apermannent organization was
completed, the late John J. Flanagan being made presi-

dent, with other officers, all of whom were well known
anglers. At this meeting the constitution and by laws
were adopted, and a large number of members elected.

So earnest was the belief in the importance of the work,
and of the necessity for active and organized effort, that

a further meeting was called, to be held iuUtica on the
11th of March, 1884. At this meeting there were present
Thousand Island tourists and anglers from all parts of the
State—in fact, from all parts of the country—many of
them coming hundreds of miles to attend the meeting.
The genereL situation in regard to the protection of the
river was fully discussed at this meeting, and the work-
ing plan of the Association mapped out. Assurances
were given the officers from every quarter, that help in
the way of money and influence would be given them to

any extent which might be asked.
As a result of this meeting the Association secured a

redisricting of the State, and shortly afterward, on their

recommendation, a State game protector was appointed
by Governor Cleveland for the district covering the river.

The officers of the Association at once set about work by
securing the cooperation of many of the residents along
the river, asking them to inform them of the first appear-
ance of nets in the river. In the early spring season,
after the breaking up of the ice, a number of the officers

visited the river and with a steamer patrolled the whole
river, seeking information in every direction about the
persons who would be likely to violate the law, and tak-
ing steps to prevent them from using their nets. King
ston was visited, and the authorities there conferred wilh
with reference to the use of nets on the Canadian side of
the river, and everything was done that could be done to
prevent the putting of nets in the river.

In the summer of 1884 the most constant vigilance was
used by the anglers, and net- fishers had but little chance.
The first regular meeting of the Association was held at
Clayton, Aug. 5, 1884. The work of the Association was
recounted and further plans made. The officers were
generally reelected, except that a much larger executive
committee was made, and it was decided also to secure
the passage of bills making more clear the laws in regard
to having in possession black bass during the close sea-
son, and also in reference to seizing nets upon shore.
These bills were passed as recommended the following
winter From that time to this the Anglers' Association
of the St. Lawrence River, with its membership averag-
ing about 300, has been one of the most active fish and
game protective associations ever known in the world.
Each year the annual meeting has been one of enthusi-

asm, one of congratulation over the work of the previous
year, and of planning as to the best methods for the
future. Mr. Flanagan remained president of the Associ
ation until his death, which occurred at Utica, N. Y., in
February, 1888. A special meeting of the executive
committee was held at the Brunswick Hotel, in New
York, soon after, and Mr. W. W. Byington was elected
president, and was again elected president at the annual
meeting of the same year. At the annual meeting of the.

Association in 1889, Mr. Byington declined re election,
and Mr. H. H. Warner, of Rochester, was made presi-
dent, which position he afterward accepted with an en-
thusiastic letter in regard to the protection of the river,
and Mr. W. H. Thompson, of Alexandria Bay, was for the
third time elected secretary.
During the six years which the Association has been in

active existence, there has been intense enthusiasm on the
part of its officers and its members. Each one has b en
willing at all times to do everything that it was possible
to do to protect the river from net-fishers. It has not
always been easy work, and at many times there has
been great doubt as to what course should be pursued.
In 1887 the State game protector destroyed a large

number of nets in the upper portion of the river and its

adjacent waters, and the net-fishers, through a Water-
town lawyer, brought suit for damages, with the p'ea
that the law which prohibited the destruction of nets
was unconstitutional, and to the astonishment of the
anglers and the friends of the river, Judge Williams of
Watertown sustained the plea, and declared the law un-
constitutional, and judgemnt was entered against the
protector for the value of the nets and damage?. The
protector, at the time of the destruction of the nets, was
acting under a request of the Jefferson County Society
for the Protection of Fish and Game, a valuable and
plucky organization located at Watertown, with Dr. E.
L. Sargeant president. The Anglers' Association promptly
assured them that they would stand by them in the ques-
tion of expense. The case was appealed to the General
Term, and there Judge Williams's decLion was reversed.
It has now been carried to the Court of Appeals by the
net fishers themselves, where the legality oi the law will
be finally decided.

In the fall of 1888, the Association employed Mr. E. W.
Rankin, of Albany, N, Y., to draft a bill which should
cover all the points in regard to the protection of the
game fish in the river, with special reference to its con-
stitutionality as well as to its practical value. The bill

was prepared with the greatest care, Mr. Rankin being
greatly assisted by Judge George L. Ingiaham, of New
York, and was submitted to the Legislature of 1888 for
passage. It was supposed the bill would pass readily
enough, but it was neglected until too late to make a de-
termined effort of value, and it therefore failed of pass-
age. The bill will be again submitted at the coming ses-

sion of the Legislature, and it is believed it will be passed.
If it is passed, it will then be certain that the days of net-
fishing are over in the St. Lawrence River. It provides
for such punishments for the violation of the law that
it is believed net fishers will not even try to use their nest.
The work of the Anglers' Association may be summed

up in a few words. A constant and untiring fight has
been kept up to prevent nets from being used in the river;
the State Game Protector has been advised and aided; an
assistant in the pay of the Anglers' Association has con-
stantly been on duty; every officer has taken a personal

interest in the work; nets in large numbers and of great
value have been destroyed from time to time. The laws
have been changed and improved, and every person now
knows what the law is, and what their rights are under
the law, and nothing has been left undone to protect the
river which enthusiasm and wisdom could suggest. The
great improvement in the fishing in the river, which each
year becomes better, attests the result of the work per-
formed by the Association. It was clearly in proof that
many tons of game fish were annually taken from the
river by net-fishers, prior to the organization of the Asso-
ciation.

At the time of the organization of the Association in
1888, the property in the vicinity of the river was nearly
at a standstill in prices. It is well-known that the hotels
were scarcely half filled. Islands unpeopled by their
owners were numerous, and the travel by rail was
meagre. It was difficult for the angler at times to secure
enough fish for his islanel dinner, and boxes of fish sent
home to friends were small and infrequent. As a sum-
mering place and a watering place, the river seemed
doomed, and this doom was the result of net-fishers; but
this has all been changed in the six years which have
succeeded. Several new and large hotels have been
erected. Nearly every island has a handsome cottage,
and the travel by rail has been very greatly increased.
Within a year, two residences have been "erected by
Messrs George M. Pullman and H. H. Warner, of very
great value and beauty.
To show the great change which has been made in the

fishing of the river, it is only necessary to state that in
the year 1881 there was shipped by the tourists to their
friends from the two principal points on the river, Alex-
andria Bay and Clayton, 344 boxes of fish. Tn the year
1888, there were shipped from the same two points, 616
boxes. In 1S89, the number of boxes shipped from the
two points was 553, and covered a total weight of 35,000
lbs. These numbers elo not include the fish shipped from
Thousand Island Park, Round Island, Point Vivian, Cen-
tral Park, Cape Vincent and several other small points,
from none of which were any fish of consequence shipped
in 1881 and 1882. It is believed that over 1 ,000 boxes of
fish were shipped from the river dnring the present year,
and three times as many fish were eaten by tourists as
were consumed six years ago. It is perfectly apparent
that there were three times as many fish caught by the
angler and tonrist in 1889 as were caught in any one of
the years immediately preceding the organization of the
Anglers' Association.
During its existence, the Association has constantly

been in consultation with the Canadian authorities in re-
gard to the protection of the two sides of the river, and
has secured much active co-operation. One of the most
active members of the Anglers' Association, Mr. H. R.
Clarke, of Jersq^ City, has been of very great value in
connection with the co-operation of the Canadian author-
ities, as well as in securing large numbers of new mem-
bers for the Anglers' Association.

The protection of the river which has been given elur-

ing the last six years from friends of the Association, has
resulted in a very large increase in the number of game
fish. The black bass and the muscallonge are much more
frequently caught, and are of much better size and
quality than at any time before, except in the early
history of the river. The number of pickerel (pike) has
increased to an extent which makes it easy for any one
to catch them in quantities to suit themselves. The value
of the protection extends to the yellow perch, which can
now be caught in enormous quantities, and of very great
sizes. In fact, there is no fish which has ever been found
in the river which cannot now be found in large quan-
tities, and which can be caught with great ease" by the
angler and tourist.

But the river needs even more protection than it has
ever had. There is now a State game protector watch-
ing the river. The Anglers' Association should have at
least two men located at different points during the net-
ting season. The Association needs membership, not
only for money which they pay to the Association, and
which is necessary for the expenses in connection with
the protection of theiiver, but also for the influence
which its membership will bring to bear upon necessary
legislation. Very few organizations have ever existed
with such enthusiastic members. From the first they
have been on the alert for anything which would be of
value to the river. It is felt now, more than ever, that
greater influence is wanted, and this can be had only by
greater membership.
At the recent annual meeting it was decided to reduce

the annual dues from $5 to $3, in order that all those who
go to the St. Lawrence should become members of the
Association anel participate in its work. The payment of
$3 a year to tli3 Association, to be used in the protection
ofthe river, is a very small sum in comparison with the
results obtained.
The Association appeals now to their old members and

to all who have enjoyed the beautiful waters and the
pleasant fishing of the St. Lawrence to come to their aid.

If the Association is allowed to die through the indiffer-

ence and neglect of those who should be its friends, or if

it is able to do its work only partially and incompletely
for w ant of means and influence, the noble river it designs
to protect wili be covered with nets and the angler" be
driven from his private fishing grounds. It is no exag-
geration to say that nothing stands at present in the way
of despoiling the St. Lawrence but this Association.
With a large membership to back its efforts, with judi-
cious official watching of all legislation that concerns the
St. Lawrence, with skillful, prudent, vigilant protectors
in their employ patrolling the river, and with necessary
means at their commancl to add additional force when-
ever neeeled and to protect them if molested, the Anglers'
Association will pledge itself to a continuance of its good
work. Will not all anglers, from sympathy with a good
cause or from personal interest, whose numbers every
year are growing larger and who include some of our
most influential citizens, unite anel preserve the finest
fishing ground in the United States for the use anel pleas-
ure of the thousands who enjoy the gentle art?

W. W. Byington.
ALBANY, N. Y„ Oct. 30.

A Large Haddock.—The Gloucester Daily Times has
a record of a haeldock bought by William H. Grimes, of
Gloucester, from Capt. Nelson, which weighed 23lbs
This was caught by one of the shore boats; it is claimed
to be the largest on record.
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CAPE MAY DRUM FISHING.

THERE is do denying the fact that the drum is in the

main an object of heartless piscatorial neglect. In
the South—its permanent home—itr is pooh-poohed e*n-

phatically. As for the North, the prevalent feeling wiih
regard to it here is very lukewarm, favoring the creature's

firetensions perhaps a little, hut yet holding any direct

audation ot it as in poor sporting form. One locality

here however, to its credit be it said, sees the matter in

its right bearing; estimating the majestic inches, splendid
fighting qualities and the gustatory worth of the species

at their right value, and classing their possessor, as is its

due, among the chief salt water piscatory prizes.

The fish is an annual visitant to the Cape May waters,
sojourning therein throughout all the finer months. But
the period when it is to be successfully fished for here is

a relatively brief interval, including as a rule little more
than the last two or three spring, and the like number of

the earliest summer weeks. If it takes the bait with any
avidity later than this it is something greatly out of the
line of its ordinary programme.
Coming fairly under the head of a blue water enter-

prise as it does in the main, and with blow and squall as

a chance contingency lo be reckoned with, a boat of the
stauncher class is in order for this diversion. The tackle

employed is a 30 or 40 fathom handline of a stouter
quality, to the end of which, weighted by an appropri-

ately heavy sinker, a large strong halibut hook is attached.
The favorite bait is a quahaug, which is used quite an
nature!., being simply bound in its cracked shed well
upon the back part of the shank of the hook, leaving the
point bare to get in its work without interference. It

should not be forgotten to state that it is on the days
justly to be distinguished as halcyon that the fish bites

the best, foul meieorological conditions—more particularly
easterly spells—taking all the gastronomic snap out of it.

The fishing grounds commonly resorted to comprise the
chain of oyster reefs stretching along the Delaware Bay
shore of the Cape and rounding its point seaward. These
reefs may be said indeed to constitute in our time the
staple haunts of the fish hereabouts, and where it seeks
the molluscan and crustacean appetizers which form
the menu demanded by its notably fastidious palate.

Occasionally, however, fair fishing is to be had in

the ocean inlets opening into the peninsula, and more
especially during the hotter spells of the season, in the
seaside breakers as well.

As will be surmised, this fishing admits only of bottom
fishing pure and simple. Naturally, solicitous care is

exercised to select a rpsting place tor the lure where it

will be displayed to the best effect and readily attract the
eye of the passing fish. Preliminary soundings are re-

sorted to to attain this end, and the bait is further re-

newed from time to time, the drum having no use for

stale diet, turning up its nose at it in fact without the
least show of ceremony.
The most interesting form of the sport is unquestion-

ably that to be had in the surf. The use of a boat is dis-

pensed with here, the breakers being too rough for a boat
to live among them. The fisherman finds his point
cTappui in his own stout underpinning as stationed waist
deep among the combers. From his post here he casts
his line—by a peculiar knack taking a long time to be
perfectly acquired—in such places in the watery wetter
beyond him as he has reason to believe prove attractive

resorts to his game. When a fish is hooked there is in-

deed fun alive to the fore; the heaving breakers lifting

the creature often to the surface and so revealing much
of the combat to the naked eye. The onlooker—whose
stake in the gentle art is notoriously of a vested char-
acter—is, as well he may be, immensely taken by this ex-
hibition, and in reality it is treasured as a big memorial
nugget by him; but all the same when the contest is

ended he will quite surely see the propriety of belittling

the victor's laurels in his own mind, which is the amiable
way with all of us mostly when we have been regaled
with the spectacle of notable deeds, and whereby we
flatter ourselves that in some sense we get even with the
doers.

The fishing on the oyster beds and in the ocean inlets

is of the usual off-shore marine order, the bait being
dropped plumb to the bottom or nearly so. The length
of line required to be put out varies as a rule from five to

six fathoms, but double this allowance will occasionally
be needed. As is plainly obvious, a bite at shoi t range is

the bite that most surely facilitates the fastening of the
hook. But this favor does not come altogether as one
would desire in every instance, and what really gives
proof of proficiency on the part of the piscator is his

ability to do his work equally well with a long or short
stretch of gear.
The drum's mode of taking the bait, if not exactly a

rabid demonstration, is nevertheless a procedure with a
notable degree of tone in it. But it takes the prick of the
hook to rightlv call forth the creature's gameness, and
when this incident takes place it lets itself loose instanta-
neously in a way that would do no discredit to a mustang
in the first stage of its disciplinary experience with spur
and rawhide; rushing and tearing about in every conceiv-
able direction, but mostly keeping well down in the
water, as if realizing that at th.s particular stage of its

fortunes daylight and destruction were convertible terms
with it. The fisherman's game is of course to play the
creature until it is sufficiently exhausted to be taken in
out of the wet without threatening the wreckage of his
gear. In this undertaking he will be engaged in ordinary
instances some five or six minutes; and when he happens
to be fast to a veteran fish, for a considerable longer in-
terval. If some would be led to aver that these scrim-
mages are of a defective style in that they want the due
lasting quality, it is to be confidently retorted that as
such things go when timed by the watch, and not by
one's heated imagination, they are decidedly lengthy.
All angling contests, let it be openly declared, would
seem ludicrously brief when timed by the cold mechanic-
ism of the chronometer beside the stretch that would be
ascribed to them by the upper-air belligerentwhen taking;
his cue from the promptings of his high-strung feelings
only. Furthermore, we are to bear in mind that in the
present case the piscator boasts the rare advantage
of waging battle on the merciless basis of a line
manipulated directly by the hand and thu3 readily re-
sponding to the applications of ruder muscular force, and
at the same time sufficiently coarse and strong in mo^t
instances to answer the purpose of the hangman. No
fish less than a whale, it is scarcely too much to affirm.

could hope to^tave off the moment of submission for any
considerable period when brought to book in this fashion;
and the drum shows what stuff it is made of by holding
out as pluckily as it does. If, in the place of this cut-
throat equipment, the rod and reel and suitably light run-
ning tackle were brought into requisition in trying con-
clusions with it, our finny hero would of a certainty
prove one of the toughest of combatants, perhaps, indeed,
turning out a veritable piscine Napoleon; for this, with
the backing of the fitting opportunity given the creature,
would seem one of the most reasonable surmises.
Of feather weights and juveniles, one never sees a

single specimen among the-catches, their numbers being
made up exclusively of fishes of maturer years, and
rating all the way from 80 to 50 and even GOlbs. If the
admission must be made that the returns of the sport are
apt to be fluctuating, experience demonstrates that this

is in the line of fishing in general, and, therefore, we
have no right to look for anything different. A good
catch for a single hand, as the rating of our time goes,
may be put at three or four fish a day. Takes of this

scope will sometimes be repeated at brief intervals.

Sometimes, again, a series of days will all unaccount-
ably, and in despite of abundant apparent promise of
better things, turn out flat blanks. Still, again, the
angler must content himself with the putting in of his

day with the requital of a single fish. So it goes, after
the usual system, or the want of it, attending the dispen-
sation of their awards by the piscatory fates. Of preach-
ing we have had enough; far too much, indeed, for men's
appetite for the delectation. Nevertheless, we may be
permitted to drop the adjuration here that the way of
the little bee, as set forth in a well-known distich, is a
very winning one in this sphere of action and has a
special application thereto; and for whoso that devotes
himself to the work of the field in question in the true
spirit of the poetized lesson, the fate of getting badly left

is in nowise (as yet) on the car*ds.

It will surprise no one, however, to learn that the scale
of success was much higher years ago. since of yore our
fish life universally was in much more plentiful supply
than now. Thus in due order stories recounting the big
hits made, in the fishing in the past are very rife on the
Cape. So far as bait-fishing is concerned, it would ap-
pear from these narrations that the bagging of from
twenty to thirty drums was no infrequent day's work
with one handliner even so late as in the forties of the
century. But it becomes manifest from these sources of
information that the seiners were the true heroes of this

pristine fi-hing, the fact that the drums were more given
at that earlier day to foraging for their feed nearer the
shore than now, particularly favoring the use of the net
in their capture. The reports of the hauls made by this
apparatus are in some instances well calculated to excite
one's gravest wonder. Below, one of thpse reports, at-
tested not by hearsay but invested with the authority of
contemporary journalistic indorsement, and given to the
public in M7e's Register of July, 1883, is appended, being
copied at second hand from Professor Goode's "American
Fishes:" "Some days ago a haul was made in Great Egg
Harbor near Beesley's Point. Cape Mt y, at which 218
drumfish was (sic) caught, their entire weight being
from 8,000 to 9,000ibs."

ThiB catch, of course, calls for no elucidatory comment,
the fact being stated with such business-like brevity and
directness, that its full significance appears at once on its

face. One could wish that it had been the regale of a
monster barbecue, with the fitting addenda of fiddle and
"straight four," as the ways of the latitude would readily
have admitted, but the historic muse being silent regard-
ing this point, we cannot promise ourselves that it was

.

the occasion of any marked expression of rejoicing. For
the decline in fishing we cannot in justice so much blame
the fisherman as the oysterman. The former has doubt-
less had a hand in the thinning out of the fish, but the
latter, by the unceasing push shown by him in pillaging
the oyster reefs of this particular section makes the
sustenance of the species here a problem of much less
easy solution than it was of yore, and consequently a
check has been given to the old-time freedom with which
it congregated in the locality. But the total withdrawal
of the breed from the district as a contingency of the
near future anyway, is not to be feared. Doubtless for a
relatively long period one may promise himself a bout
with the fish hereabouts if he addresses himself to the
business with an adequate understanding of its ins and
outs.

In preparing the drum for the board its susceptibilities
in this particular should be scrupulously heeded or
trouble may be looked for. Thus the attempt to serve it

up with entire acceptability in the guise of a boiled dish
or a chowder is bound to end in disappointment, the
creature's culinary bent being, sooth to say, too rigidly
fixed to admit of a clean cut unexceptionable exposition
of these methods of kitchen practice. To treat it in the
way most fully answering to the demands of its nature
in the sense now concerning us, the cook should slice it

in delicate steaks, and having coated these well with egg-
batter, submit them to the action of the frying pan, and
witti the right art brought to bear in this mode of work-
ing, a plat is produced sure to evoke the thankful plaud-
dits of all so lucky as to have it set before them.

W. L. Tiffany.

Fishing in the Lower Susquehanna.— About the mid-
dle of October Mr, W. L. Powell, of Harrisburg, a mem-
ber of the Pennsylvania Fish Commission, caught a good
many wad-eyed pike, lccally known as "salmon," at
File's Eddy. * On Oct. 25 I saw one of the pike at Colum-
bia weighing 81-lbs. Peach Bottom is growing in favor
as a point for black bass fishing. Conowingo is another
good place. Robert Stewart, who lives there, takes out a
good many visitors. At the present time, on account of
the muddy water, few bass are caught. There are nu-
merous places along the Columbia and Port Deposit road
which are famous resorts for anglers.—G. C. C. (Port
Deposit, Md., Oct. 29)^_

Providence, E. I., Oct. 21.—Soon the '-American
whiting" will be here, as they are being caught just
below at Wiekford. These fish are speared by lantern
light, as they follow the flood tide up the beach. They
had been absent for eight years until last year, when
they came in great numbers.

—

Cohan net.

Fishing at Patchogue.—Patchogue, Long Island.

—

Fishing has been very good and fish are plentiful still.

Some very nice bass were caught in the surf the other
day, one of the striped bass weighing 701bg,—L. B. T,

NEWFOUND LAKE-
pHARLESTOWN, N. H., Nov. 2.—Editor Forest and
Kj Stream: Probably Col. Riddle has sent you the in-
closed from the Massachusetts Union, but I want to be
sure you have it. "We began to stock Newfound Lake
with landlocked salmon in 1878, the year- after we began
at Sunapee, and it has been followed up nearly every
year since. We also put the saibling, of which Prof.
Baird sent us the eggs, in Newfound Lake, hut I fear
they were destroyed by the lake trout (namaycush), of
which the extract speaks. I have sometimes thought
they got changed, d la Pinafore, and got into Sunapee
by mistake and started the new trout.

—

Sam'l Webber.
The report, which will be hailed with satisfaction by

anglers in New Hampshire and elsewhere, is as follows:
Col. George W. Riddle, of the Board of Fish and Game
Commissioners, has returned from a trip of three days to
Newfound Lake and is in the most jubilant frame of
mind over the fishery interests in that locality. It will
be remembered that the Legislature at its last session ap-
propriated thf sum of $1,000 for the establishment of a
hatchery at Newfound Lake, leaving the location of the
same in the hands of the Fish Commissioners. The latter
visited the lake and after some negotiations with property
owners selected a site at Bristol, advertised for proposals,
let the contract, and the house was completed on the 10th
inst. at an expense of $700. When the Commissioners
first visited Bristol they met with every encouragement
from the citizens, who pointed to a catch of 109 trout
weighing l,0001bs., as indicative of the fishing facilities
of the lake, and guaranteed that there would be no trouble
in getting all the trout needed off the spawning beds.
Superintendent Hodge, of the Fish Commission, assisted
by residents of the town, has just completed five days of
work at the lake, in which he was assisted by George H,
Fowler. Charles N. Drake, George D. Cross and E. T.
Pike. They made the almost unprecedented haul of 500,-

000 lake trout eggs, whichhave been placed in the fishing
trays at Bristol. Walter Aiken, of Franklin, was present
some of the time and was much interested in the opera-
tions and delighted with the success achieved. Between
200 and 300 spawning trout were secured weighing from
6 to 121bs. each. The method employed in catching them
was to visit the spawning bed in the night and scoop up
the trout with a net, the best time being between the
hours of 12 and 4. Dr. Fowler at one scoop secured four
trout weighing 401bs. The trout were placed in a tank
and towed a distance of one and one-half miles to the
hatchery. The expense of securing this great stock of
trout and spawn has been trifling, and it is estimated
that the sales of young fry which can be made in the
spring will entirely liquidate the expense of the hatchery.
The Commissioners also visited a stream eight miles

distant in Hebron, which flows into Newfound Lake,
and took a look for salmon, discovering about 50 weigh-
ing from 5 to lOlbs. each. They caught 12 by means of a
net, but there were but two females among the number.
From one of these they secured 5,000 eggs. They also
discovered evidence of these magnificent fish being
speared, one dead salmon with spear marks upon bioi
and weighing 12lbs. being found which contained 8,000
eggs. The Commissioners have offered a reward of $50
for the conviction of any person who has been spearing
these fish, and propose to make the guilty parties suffer
for their transgressions of the law.
The establishment of the hatchery at Bristol seems to

have been a most successful move.

A CRANK SPEAKS UP.
THERE are cranks and cranks. Whoever reads this is

probably a brother angling crank, for the other
species of this large family will disdain such "trash" as
the Forest and Stream; is made up of. Do you own a
gun or a "fish pole?" If so, you will at once recall some
near friend whose ideas are entirely at variance with
your own; and all summed up, he finds no other word to
express his supreme contempt for either one of the two
blessed articles than, "You are a crank." But we cranks
of our family can take from its case a rod, light, sym-
metrical and loving in all its parts—I say loving, for do
we not, as cranks, have to love our rods, guns and
tackle? The rod U jointed for perhaps the hundredth
time. We feel its Weight; and the mind is carried to a
fine fat trout caught here or there. Not only is the trout
again at the end of the line and the weight felt the same
as in actual experience, but the grand scenery, the cool
and invigorating air, the freedom from care and busi-
ness, all combine to even now cause that restful and
exhilarating sensation that comes from a trip such as we
cranks only know.
Does there live a man who never cared to and never did

catch a fish or shoot a quail or to quiver with that excite-
ment only gotten when squinting along the rifle barrel
at a buck, and calls us cranks, but who loses every year
he lives the most enjoyable of all pleasures given us?
Take away my guns, my rods, my waders, duck coats

and general outfit, so that I can not fuss over and look
at and fix over and lay plans and review the past; and
you take away a part of my mind; for my mind is

stored with past pleasures and is continually being stored
with those fond anticipations that only hunters and
anglers ever realize. How we cranks do anticipate far
ahead dm-ing the winter months to the time when we
stroll along the beautiful streams with rods and flies or a
gun on the hills; and how much we enjoy the tired
tramps, wet rains, slips into the water and tumbles over
snags. But we have the sport and do not tire of it. Why
is it that we do not tire of it, and that the older we grow
the more we want? Do any of my crank friends know
of one who at any time in life says or has said, "Well,
I'm wrong; I'm a crank on fishing" and hunting in every
sense; my imagination has led me to think it was fun to
fish and hunt; hut I can buy them cheaper; I will sell all

my guns and rods and buy what I want," and who sticks
to this resolution feeling perfectly satisfied that he has
been in the wrong? I do not remember having met one,
and all crank friends seem to get worse every year.

It is not crankism but the gift of a desire to see nature,
to be free, to have a sort of sentiment akin to poetry and
music, that only nature can satisfy; so be proud of the
name "crank" when the scoffer stands by, as you fuss
over and pack and unpack the tackle and guns. Tile.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbun. h.
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by ita use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which,
tney may MIL Cloth, 330 pages, price $2,50, For sale by Fobbsk
two Stbsam.
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FISHING CLUBS IN CANADA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
By a communication from "Podgers" in your paper of

Aug 8, he would seem to imply that the leases of lakes
by Americans is not distasteful to the inhabitants of this

country. We are not speaking of Quebec territory, but of
the nest province to it and adjoining, and the fact that
two years ago the Government having attempted this
outrageous proceeding on the people's privileges a club
immediately organized and made their complaint against
it, securing in a very limited time 3,000 signatures of the
inhabitants of St. John city and surroundings to the
petition, shows at once the fallacy of "Podgers's" asser-
tion of there being no prejudice against the system. The
Government almost immediately stopped the business of
leasing on this complaint, which is proof positive.

Now, "Podgers" thinks it is all right to absorb the uni-
versal love of sport in man to himself or a few like him-
self, just because he happens to possess an extra supply
of gold dust; but it must be acknowledged by the com-
mon lot of mortals as a most unsportsmanlike and selfiah
feeling. So many rational and fair arguments could be
adduced to show the extreme conservativeness of his views
that it would be taking up too much space in your valu-
able journal to refer to them.
We are a sport-loving people here and as desirous as

any other people in any country to have correct laws to
protect the fish from unlawful slaughter; but if our
Government has been remiss in adopting the proper
means to that end, it is no sense to say that Americans
or Canadians among themselves should appropriate the
waters for trout fishing because they, the lessees, offer to
protect them and bear the expense thereof. These
waters in the wild wastes of the land are the peoples'
by all human and common consent, and the people here
have never growled against the proper preservation of
the fish from the greed of the pot-hunter and unlawful
fisherman. A $50 fine, strictly enforced by any Govern-
ment, would call up the whole country of honest fisher-
men, and would make this a land where the American
tourist would secure more generous fishing than he could
ever dream of in the present selfish, one-sided club plan.
What is the result now as compared to the days when

Halleck, of former Forest and Stream fame, published
his "Gazetteer'' for the guidance of fishermen and others?
The Americans could fish trout at any place indicated or
wherever they visited, and were welcomed by town or
country with civility and love wherever they roamed.
But the instinct that "Podgers" possesses was, unfortun-
ately for us, stamped on some of their numbers; and like
' 'Podgers," having some dust, they at once formed plans to
stop even the gjuide who showed them the spot where the
speckled beauties lay from fishing that spot again, as well
as debarring their own countrymen from doing so by
offering to lease the lucky fishing pool, and all other like
spots to boot, if they could have a chance to gobble them
up. Could anything be more grasping or ill-natured?
No, such are not of the common mold of men, but of the
glutton kind that occasionally crop up from the midst of
humanity. Thanks to the people of St. John and vicinity
for the stopping by our Government of such gluttons
over-riding the people with such selfish actions.
How ridiculous to state that clubs help the country

more than the old system of free fishing. When that
was in vogue grocers and supply dealers and even fishing
tackle makers here say they had a rousing trade, as every
American who had moderate means would visit our then
free-to-all shores and waters. Now only the few club men
come, and they generally bring their own supplies, as a
club, with them, so in this sense the great majority of
former-time fishermen do not come now, as the clubs
have absorbed the greater part of the best waters, and
consequently a great falling off is felt by many among
us, who once did a flourishing business in the season, and
this cannot be refuted. The Dufferin Hotel here, an
American house so called, experienced a case of six
gentlemen who came here thinking to fish as usual at
their old-time haunts, but who discovered their brothers
from the States had purchased leases of these very waters,
and of course they turned back thoroughly disgusted
with the system practiced by their countrymen.
And this is the way "Podgers" would have things—sport

for the gold dust man only. I think all true lovers of
sport must feel abashed at his article, but I think I have
discovered enough to show that he is not writing in the
interests of even his own nation. If gold is his god, be-
cause it relegates whatever waters he pleases to his own
selfish tastes, then let him get a good big pond and fish
alone. o. S.
St. John, New Brunswick.

THAT METABETCHOUAN SCORE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your issue of Oct. 3 contained an article copied from

the Quebec Chronicle in regard to ouananiche fishing on
the Metabetchouan Eiver. It stated that a New York
gentleman, who had just returned from the river, made
the following splendid score with one rod, using the fly:

S^Pt - h £ %h ' weight 271bs. Sept. 10, 11 fish, weight 411bs.

« III « « ft- :: sm :: :: m*-751bs.
311bs.

14, 13
17, 9

551bs.
33ibe.

In a note in your issue of Oct. 31 Dr. Edwin R. Lewis,
of Westerly, R. J calls this a startling series of catches,
a glaring misstatement, an advertising scheme; and
claims that part of the score was made by himself. Nowm regard to above score as published by you, I, the party
to whom the Quebec Chronicle referred (although I did
not write the article, nor do I know by whom it was
written, having given my score to several gentlemen onmy way home), would like to say that the scores as given
are true m every particular; that the catch referred towas all my own; and that I used one rod only, a seven-
ounce split-bamboo made by Fred D. Devine, of this cityMy largest fish was taken Sept. 3, and weighed nearly
61bs., and this after being out of water seven hours On
this day I killed eleven fish inside of three hours, fishing
at one pool only. My largest catch, Sept. 5, was nine-
teen fish weight 751bs. On this day I was accompanied
by Mr. Jesse T. Lazear, of Pittsburgh, Pa., also by mv
guide. Dr. Lewis left the river Sept. 10 for Chicoutim

;

on this and three subsequent davs I fished the river withmy usual good luck, killing eleven, four, thirteen and
nine fish, as per above score. Dr. Lewis is an enthusias-
tic angler and a thorough gentleman, and while he is a
little mixed on this question, I am positive he would not

intentionally make anyunfair statement nor*throw doubt
on one which he knew to be correct; had he looked more
closely at dates as given by you he would have seen at a
glance that four out of tbe eight scores given were made
after his departure from the river: and I feel positive he
did not have any information relative to scores made
after he left. What makes the score more wonderful is
the fact that the catches made by Dr. Lewis were made
on days when I was not on the river, and that between
us we could give an almost unbroken line of dates from
Sept. 1 to 17, on which good scores were made. For the
record I made I care very little, but I do not propose to
leave the party who furnished the item to the Quebec
paper in a false position. Whether it was put in as an
advertisement or not I cannot say, and have nothing to
do with, but wish to state positively that the scores as
published are perfectly correct in every particular.

It is as stated by Dr. Lewis, very hard work fishing this
river, and the food was not of the best, but should any
fisherman be tempted to try his luck on the river next
year from say Aug. 25 to Oct. 1, I think he could stand
both the food and hard work for a short time, and if our
good luck follows him he will feel amply repaid for any
discomforts he may suffer. A. Sharpe Hunter.
Utica, N. Y., Nov. 1.

AMERICAN SEA TROUT.
IT is well known that the American brook trout (Salve-

linus fontinalis) leaves certain fresh-water streams
for a portion of the year and goes to sea. This is true
in regions where it is not cut off from access to the ocean
by intervening areas of lowland traversed by streams of
high temperature. The sea-going habit is more pro-
nounced as we approach the northern limit of trout dis-
tribution. We think there is still some doubt as to the
proper application of the name sea trout in Canada. The
fontinalis certainly may be'included under this title, but
we believe that another and larger species, which is better
entitled to the name sea trout, occurs in Canadian waters.
We refer to the great sea trout of Labrador, Salvelinus
stagnalis. This splendid fish grows very large, much
larger than fontinalis, attaining the proportions and
shape of the Atlantic salmon. It is well known to ang-
lers and fishermen, and the fishing for it is prosecuted
extensively in the sea. This species, according to' Mr. L.
M. Turner, spawns only in large streams and does not
penetrate far inland.
On the Pacific slope the Dolly Varden becomes a sea

trout, especially in Alaska, where it is known commer-
cially under the name of salmon trout. This handsome
species is found in the bays during a large portion of
the year. Some individuals exceed two feet in length.
When taken from the salt water they are brilliant silvery,
with scarcely a trace of red spots, but exposure to the siin
or immersion in fresh water will soon cause the spots to
appear.
We have thus far spoken only of trout belonging to

the genus Salvelinus, and we have made no mention of
some species which occur only in the high northern re-
gions of our country. It may not be amiss to remark, in
addition, that several species of Salmo, or large river
trout, also have the sea-going habit well developed.
These include the brown trout, the rainbow, steelbpad
and redthroat. T. H. B.

Fish Protection in Pennsylvania.—The annual sup-
ply of eels has been harvested in the Susquehanna, and
now the Lancaster county authorities have come out with
a proclamation, in huge type, reciting that information
and discovery have developed the presence of dams, bas-
kets, kiddles, eel weirs and brush nets in the river. The
appliances mentioned are declared a common nuisance to
be abated by the owners within ten days under penaltv
of dismemberment and destruction of the apparatus by
the officers of the law. We have said that the winter
supply of eels is harvested and the unlawful fishing im-
plements have accomplished their mission. The procla-
mation, therefore, is a trifle late, but we suppose it comes
under the principle of "better late than never." These
insinuating devices for the capture of fish have been visi-
ble from the river banks for a period of two months and
the terms of the proclamation allowed them an extension
of their precarious existence for ten days longer, by
which time they were safely laid away for future use in
anticipation of the time when information and discovery
will again reveal their hurtful presence. Verily we are
learning lessons in war from the savages who give the
enemy notice of an intended attack, in order that he may
not be taken by surprise.

A Historic Reel.—Post Mills, Vt.—Editor Forest and
Stream: I had the pleasure of having shown me by Thus.
H. Chubb, tbe fishing rod manufacturer, a fishing reel
which was presented to him by Dr. E, Sterling, of Cleve-
land, O. It was the reel formerly owned and used by
Dr. Theodatns Garlick, the author of "Artificial Propa-
gation of Fish." With the assistance of this reel was caught
the Naiad Queen, the first trout ever used for artificial
propagation of fish. As Dr. Sterling aptly said, "What
a story this old reel could tell," of many streams and of
many fish; and how much of health and pleasure has
been inherited by the anglers of to-day by those experi-
ments of Dr. Garlick's; and the time will come, after we
have passed away, that the angler who fishes with rod
and reel will say that Dr. Garlick was the "father of all
fish." The reel, which was used by him, is a brass two-
multiplying click with balance handle, and will hold
some ; 100yds. of line. It is solid and substantial and is
good for many years yet.—Ompompanoosuc.

Black Bass Lures.—Lancaster, Pa.—In Conestoga
Creek brown hackles have proved very killing in black
bass fishing. Mr. Al. Rauch has taken a bass weighing
4flbs. and several others of about 3^1bs. each with tlr's
fly. At Fife's Eddy minnows and stone catfish are favor-
ite bait. On Oct. 10, at Bald Friar, two Baltimore gentle-
men caught 110 black bass by skittering with minnows.—
H. C. D.

Mr. Wm. C. Harris's nctice of the New York Fish
Commission report, last week, was cribbed from the
Forest and Stream of Oct. 24. It was stolen bodily
except one sentence referring to this paper. " I know a
good thing when I see it," said the cock in the fable, as
he picked up a diamond and stowed it away with the
gravel in his crop.

Cero in Bays and Rivers.—I note in "The Fishery
Industries of the United States," Prof. Goode quotes Mr
Stearns as authority for the observation that the cero or
kmgfish {Scomberomorus cdballa) always lives at sea. I
ha*e seen numbers of them at Maleo Inlet, three-fourths
of a mile from the gulf, and have in my collection a fine
one weighing 2<441bs. in jumping after a school of mul-
let it made a mistake and fell into a sunken skiff lying
at the wharf. It certainly visits the bays and rivers in
that locality, but it may not further to the north.—J. W
Velie (Chicago, 111.).

Dynamiting FrsH.—At the November term of the court
of Lancaster, Pa., will be tried several cases of killing
fish by dynamite. On Sunday, April 7. some parties
used this deadly material in the Conestoga and destroyed
a lot of catfish, as well as large numbers of carp. They
are likely to repent of their folly.

Large Wall-Eyed Pike.—Last week Mr, Wm. Beard,
of Washington Borough, Pa., caught a wall-eyed pike
weighing Sllbs. in the Susquehanna, and Mr. Charles
Franciscus, of Columbia, captured an individual of
10Jibs, on a trolling spoon, with lamprey eel for bait.

A LARGE CARP.—The New Era, of Lancaster, Pa., Oct.
29, has the following account of a carp taken in Conestoga
Creek: "David Hurst, Jr., an employ6 of the Eden paper
mill, caught a German carp in a spring near the mill [Oct.
28] which measured 26in. in length and weighed a trifle over
91bs The monster had wandered from the Conestoga into
shallow water and was caught by hand."

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 5 to 7—First Dog Show of the Continental Kennel Cluh
at Denver, Col. A. L. Weston, Secretary.

Jan. 6 to 11, 1890.—Annual Dos Show of the Michigan State
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Bay City, Mich. W F
Brace, Secretary.
Jan. 13 to IS, 1890.—First Annual Dog Show of the Georgia Pet

Stock and Bench Show Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Von-
derleith. Secretary.
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890.—Dok Show of the Colorado Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 11 to 14, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Ciub. Ajneriean Institute Building, New York. James
Mortimer, Superintendent

.

March 11 to 14, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Rochester
Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 25 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show o£ the Now England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

Nov. 11.—Annual Field Trials of the Philadelphia Kennel Club
at Richland, Va. For members only. Francis S. Bi-own, Sec'y

'

Nov. 11.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Canadian Kennel Club
at Chatham, Ont, C. A. Stone, Secretary, London. Ont.
Nov. 11.—First Annual Field Trials (foxhounds) of the Bruns-

wick Fur Club, on the Albany Hills, South Paris, Me. Mr. J. H
Baird, Secretary, Auburndale, Mass.
Nov. 18—Eleventh Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.
Nov. 23.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Robins Island Club

for members only. Walter L. Wellington, Secretary, Brooklyn'
N. Y.
Dec. 2.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club

at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Secretary, Mill's Building New
York, N. Y.
Dec. IS—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Amory, Miss. T, M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at BakersfieM, Cat. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313
Bush street. San Francisco, Cal.
Jan. 27, 1690.—All-Day Field Trials, at West Point, Miss. F R

Hitchcock, H Broadway, New York, Secretary.
Feb. 11, 1890.— Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary.

A TRANSACTION IN DOGFLESH.-Suspeusion Bridge
N. Y., Nov. 2.—Editor Forest and Stream: Something over
two years ago a friend of mine here bad in his possession a
handsome black corded poodle dog, and being" anxious to
secure a female of same breed I voluutered to advertise in
Forest and Stream for one. In reply to this advertise-
ment there came a letter from a Mr. Graff, of Pittsburgh
Pa., saying that he had one of the very choicest bitches o't

this breed in America. He named no price, but said he was
anxious to secure a fine fox-terrier bitch. My friend knew
of a fine bitch that was in season; and at' once had her
served, and wrote Mr. Graff about her. In reply Mr. G. re-
quested that she be sent to him at once with express charges
paid, and he would on her arrival send the poodle by first
express. The fox-terrier reached Pittsburgh in good condi-
tion and Mr. Graff acknowledged her arrival, and said the
poodle would be along in a few days. More than two years
has now passed, and not even so much as an apology has
reached my friend. I am informed by Pittsburgh friends
that Mr. Graff now resides at Cadiz, Ohio. Should these
lines meet the eye of this gentleman, I would say that my
frieud found through his advertisement in Forest and
Stream an honest man who sold and delivered to him a
genuine poodle.—Jeweler.

INDIAN DOGS.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In an
article in a back number (Dec, 1888) of the American
Magazine, written by Wm. Hoseu Ballou, descriptive of
Eicturesque west Michigan, I find this statement: ••Often I
ave taken trips over the ice along the shore in this (Grand

Traverse Bay) country, behind Indian dogs, on slender
sledges. The dog will not carry an Indian, but seems to
understand that it, is honorable to carry a white man, If an
Indian wishes to ride, he rolls himself up in a blanket and
feigns death, when the dogs will trot along with him, in
hopes, no doubt, that the brave is being borne to his lpng
home." Is there any truth in that ? If it is not a yarn Mr.
Hallock should surely add it to his notes on the husky —
Teepee. [Fol de rol de ri do !]

THE ST, BERNARD CLTJB OF AMERICA.—New York,
Oct. 31—The monthly meeting of the Board of Governors
will be held Monday evening, Nov. 11, at 8 o'clock, at the
Hoffman House, New York city. Many matters of import-
ance will come before this meeting. A full attendance is
earnestly requested.—Lorenzo Daniels, Secretary.
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AMERICAN COURSING CLUB MEET.

GREAT BEND, Kan., Oct. 24,-Had the fourth annual
meet of the American Coursing Club been held at the

date of earlier years, it would have fallen upon most unfor-
tunate weather, as heavy rains have prevailed throughout
Kansas for the past week or two. The later date of Oct. 24,

which it was feared would bring the meet upon inclement
fall weather, has proved fortunate, for to-day the skies are
clear and the sun w-arm, although yesterday the prospect
looked cheerless enough.
Even so early as yesterday morning the crowds which

regularly attend this singularly popular and usually pleas-

ant evi ut hadbegun to make their appearance. Each Santa
Fe train was met by numbers of the club members already
on band, and the uew arrivals and their dogs found abun-
dant and hearty welcome. Hotel Morrison is headquarters,
and its treatment of the boys is everything that could be
asked. Great Beud has surrendered herself to the annual
jubilee, and there is little business transacted by her enthusi-
astic and generous citizens except that connected with the
meet. The bright little city shows unusual improvement,
and appears to flatter herself upon nothing more than upon
the growth of her unique feature, the American Coursing
Club meet. There is probably no town upon the face of the
earth which can offer what Great Bend presents to a cours-
ing association. In earlier reports of this meet, however,
enough has been said regarding the features of this country
and especially regarding that home of the American hare,
the wide plain known as the Cheyenne, Flats.
While some of the old faces are'not here, it is the privilege,

of the club to welcome many new guests and members. Mr.
E. T. Vernon, of Larned, is an accession of the right sort,

an owner of many greyhounds and a practical plains courser.
Mr. A. Haigh, of Cable, 111., is another able and enthusias-
tic greyhound man who joins the ranks this year, and en-
ters for the stakes. Mr. Watson, of New York, was elected
a member. Mr. Win. Green, of Colorado, was elected a
member. Mr. B. Waters, of Chicago, in return for past
able handling of the club reports, was elected au honor-
ary member. It was learned with regret that Mr. Frank
K.' Doan, secretary of the club, could not be present by
reason of press of business. Col. Taylor, of Emporia, the
club president, is unfortunately detained away by serious
sickness, and Col. R. S. Macdouald, a St. Louis visitor whom
all wished to see this year, is also ill and unable to be
present, while Mr. Roger D. Williams, of Lexington, is kept
away by business. Numbers of new facets are seen among
the visitors. Emporia sends down a lot of froe youngfellows
with Dr. Foncannon. Larned will have yet more people
here to-morrow. Mr. T. W. Bartels, judge of 1887 meet, is

on hand. Mr. E. L. Branch is here from Pueblo. Mr. E.
Burgess is on from St. Louis. There are dozens and perhaps
hundreds of visitors now in town for the purpose of seeing
the meet or taking a hand in it. Mr. Carney, Mr. Helper,
Mr. Luse and other Great Bend men are courteous and ener-
getic as ever.
The class of dogs entered was never so high as it is this

year. As mentioned in a previous number of FOREST AND
Stream, Rookwood-Landseer Kennels have a lot of good
ones to run. Their Babazoun looks well and fit, and so
does Verdure-Clad. Mr. Luse, of Great Bend, has entered
for himself and Mr. Heizer a number of very likely ones,
and the Trales puppies show extremely well, while Trales
himself will make trouble low down in the stakes unless
there is no telling by looks. Mr. Allison has several puppies
here, all red ones, as usual, but not so good a lot as usual.
Mr. Lowe has entered Lord Neversettle, a stylish large dog,
imported, and also his popular favorite, imported White
Lips, a beautiful bitch, and Partera, his other imported
bitch, who looks dangerous. The great puppy, Spring, who
won first at St. Louis's National meet, is lit as can bo, and
Uncle Bobby Smart, for Doan & Smart, has entered Belle
Smart, runher-up at that event, hard as nails and like as
not to heat a lot of them. A good many people are going to
feel as if they had been to a dog race this week, and sure
winners are as thick as leaves in Vallambrosa.
At the business meeting last night little was done besides

the drawings. Mr. D. C. Luse was chosen temporary secre-
tary, the chair being filled by Mr. D. N. Heizer, of Great
Bend, vice-president. Mr. Wm. Green was chosen judge,
and Mr. Cbas. Halloway slipper.

THE RUNNINGS.
A late start with but small crowd was made. The first

clogs ordered into the slips were Mr. E. L. Branch's red dog
Don Fawcett and Messrs. Doan & Smart's blue bitch Belle
Smart. Belle was a trille favored in the start, and Don was
momentarily unsighted and thrown out. Belle got in,

wrenched, turned and killed in 125yds. This was properly a
no-course, but to the astonishment of all old coursers the
judge gave it to Belle Smart.
Mr. D. C. Luse's (Dr. Royce's) white and blue bitch Hand-

maiden and Dr. Van Hummel's brindle and white dog
Master Rich had a four mile walk and got up a strong hare".

Handmaiden was unsighted at slip, but when placed did
beautiful work. Master Rich when placed drew away.
The judge, who by courtesy of the best-natured man on
earth, Mr. W. W. Carney, was riding the latter gentleman's
old cutting-out horse Bob, ran away with his horse and so
held the course undecided. Adjourned for dinner.
After diuner the above brace went in again and got a. good

hare. Handmaiden was favored at the start and did the
work after placing Master Rich, scoring eight points. At
the road Master Rich drew by and led into the corn. He had
much to cut down, but the judge decided that he did it. On
the straightaway lie was the superior. His work in the corn
was not seen by the reporters.
Mr. M. E. Allison's (Mr. Burgess's) light fawn doe Spring

and Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' brindle bitch Verdure-
Clad were well sighted on a "long" jack. Verdure-Clad
was first in, and for over three-fourths of a mile worked
the hare beautifully. Near the barn Spring closed and drew
ahead up the hill. It was chiefly a following race then. On
his return the judge announced that ''if the bitch had had
any heart she would have won, but she stopped, and he
therefore gave the course to Spring." Not being close up
with the hounds it was impossible for him to tell whether or
not she stopped on the brow of the hill through lack of
"heart" or from being unsighted, and her score up to that
time would in any case count. She did the work in that
course, although Spring showed himself a great stayer and
all over a good one, he had no right to the course, which, by
some occult system of judging, Mr. Green gave to him,
Mr. Lowe's imported Neversettle went into the slips with

Mr. Luse's (Mr. Heizer's) Lady Graham Glendyne. Never-
settle got the run-up, but at once placed Lady Graham, who
held possession for a half mile, scoring with remarkable
beauty and rapidity. Neversettle got a possible go-by in
this work, but Lady Graham gave him a racing go-by in
return. Lady Graham had 13 points to her credit when
Neversettle gave her a racing go-by, which brought his
score to 7 points at the most. Neversettle led in the follow-
ing race across the flat to the hills. At the fence Lady Gra-
ham was closing slightly on him, and the hare was gaining
on them both, and at least 50yds. ahead. The hare turned
square off for cover. Neversettle followed her across the
angle, and Lady ran a trifle wider. The hare escaped. The
judge said that Neversettle stopped short in his course, and
Mr. Lowe, his owner, gave it out that he had re-broken the
shoulder that he broke last winter. He certainly never
scored a point after the go by, yet on this showiug, which is
the actual one, the judge placidly annouueed that Lord

j

Neversettle had won the course. Srich a decision was either
j

rank robbery or rank incompetency. There is no ground to
call it the former, and Mr, Green may therefore content

himself with the other horn of the dilemma in which he
placed himself in rendering this truly remarkable decision.
The result was received with just derision and indignation.
Mr. Heizer, the vice-president, announced that the running
would be closed for the day. Upon advice of his frieuds,
Mr. Heizer re-considered the announcement and at the busi-
ness meeting in the evening he apologized to the club for
his hasty action. Mr. Heizer was indeed mistaken; but the
only mistake he made was in offering any such apology.
Such work as Mr. Green's has not been seen in the four
years of this club's experience.
Mr. Bartels's white and brindle dog St. Patrick and Mr.

Luse's white and blue bitch Little Lady Glendyne ran a hot
course. The bitch threw St. Patrick' full length, and he
straggled for a moment flat on his back. He came stronger
at the close, and really won the course easily. A third dog,
belonging to Mr. Luse, broke away and joined the course,
and the hare was run to earth. The judge seemed to think
the course necessarily euded when the third dog joined, and
held the course undecided. The Executive Committee heard
Mr. Bartels's protest, enforced the rule and gave St. Patrick
the course. Mr. Bartels had expressed himself as a great
admirer of Mr. Green, yet be did not like his decision in this
case. It seems to make a difference whose dog is in the soup,
so to speak.
Mr. Branch's red dog Arkansas Traveler and Doan &

Smart's brindle bitch Bessie Lee, winner of last year's cup,
went in together. Bessie had the run-up, a trifle favored
by the hare, and for a mile did all the work in good coursing
style, beating Traveler on every corner. Bessie won her first,

six points untouched, and then doubled them rapidly; so
that her score, counting three go-bys, must have been 18 or
20. Traveler then drew by, and Bessie being purnped out
never closed again. The red dog ran a game rati; for a mile
and a half, and killed. He scored repeatedly, but could
uever cut down the lead the bitch had given him. The
judge gave the course to Arkansas Traveler, and this
pleased the crowd, inasmuch as he was the nearer dog to
t he bare at the finish. Traveler broke loose and coursed and
killed another hare alone before he was taken off the
grounds. He ran two very punishing courses. This was
the last course for the day.

SECOND DAY, FRIDAY, OCT. 25.

The weather was bright and clear, but cool. The attend-
ance was larger, reaching perhaps 1 ,500. The first event was
a bye race; Rip Van Winkle being absent. Mr. Vernon's blue
bitch Beauty took a spin with Lady Graham Glendyne.
The latter showed phenomenal speed and cleverness, and
excited comment.
Rookwood-Landseer's white and red bitch Minnehaha

was drawn against Mr. Lowe's black and white bitch White
Lips. White Lips won, doing most of what was done after
a corking hare that ran to the bluffs.

Rookwood-Landseer's white and blue bitch Miss Rare and
Mr. Luse's white and brindle dog Trales. imported, got off
well. Miss Rare a trifle better up, and at first leading in the
exchanging. The dogs worked the hare handsomely, but
Trales did more at the close of the very pretty course and
won.
Mr. Vernon's blue bitch Blue Bessie and Mr. Carney's

blue dog Holly went in. Holly won in a good strong course,
turning to Bessie's kill. Two young men rode this course
who had no right there. The horse of one threw him, and
the judge in passing called out it was "good enough for
him!" The other young man took offense at this and at the
close of the course insulted the judge shamefully, and even
laid his hand on his collar. He was finally persuaded to de-
sist, but no action was taken by the club to prevent a repeti-
tion of such a disgraceful scene, and the two youths, exult-
ant at what they doubtless thought a great victory, an-
nounced that they would ride when and where they pleased.
The club has always been singularly meek in all such cases
as this, and now is a fit time to renew the remark of last
year's report, that there should be a system of deputy mar-
shal Is on the grouuds with full power to make arrest. So
long as a judge is acting as judge he ought to have full pro-
tection against insult. Such affairs as this bring a club into
an unnecessarily bad position.
Emporia Kennels' white and brindle bitch Lightning and

Mr. Haigh's black and white bitch Bar Maid ran a crack-
ing long course, Bar Maid showing fair quality, killing and
winning.
After dinner Emporia Kennels' fawn dog Jack Baird and

Mr. Haigh's blue dog Nip ran a. long hare to the corn iu a
following race. Nip did the work for a mile, then Jack
drew by, showing great staying qualities and was awarded
the course.

It was announced that Mr. Lowe had withdrawn Partera-
she having a bad toe. Mr. Luse's white and fawn bitch Jes-
samine therefore ran a bye, a long course to the hills. Her
mate was LadjT Graham Glendyne, and this grand bitch
showed once more how wrong was the decision that threw
her out in her first course. She did great work in the three
courses which she showed the public.
Emporia Kennels' blue and white bitch Meta and Mr.

Luse's imported black bitch Dick's Darling got a good slip
on a strong hare. Meta was favored by the hare, but Dar-
ling drew by and held the hare to the hills, wrenching seven
times and turning twice. As the procession went into the
bluffs Meta closed up, but Dick's Darling had plenty to win.
Emporia Kennels' fawn and white dog Axtell went in

with Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' imported red dog Baba-
zoun, a grand looking greyhound. Babazoun took the run-
up and half a dozen go-bys, passing every time the dogs
extended. He worked the hare in exceptional style through
a hard course and won every way. Axtell yelped often in
the course. The hare escaped. It had so far been the excep-
tion to kill the hare, and the imported dogs have been espe-
cially unfortuuate.
Mr. Luse's red bitch Lavina and Emporia Kennels' blue

dog Bobolink went in together. Bobolink led up and did
all the work for three-fourths of a mile. Lavina drew by,
tied the points in a half-mile, came strong at the finish

,

killed and won a very close course.

THE GREAT BEND DERBY.
Running was now taken up in the Puppy Stakes. Mr.

Luse's brindle dog Lancaster and Mr. Allison's red dog
Reno Redwood went in first. Lancaster was young and
green in the slips, and was unsighted, not getting a very
good show. Redwood ran up and scored often, coursing the
hare well into a road and into high weeds. Here Lancaster
was unsighted again and stopped, but began again, follow-
ing. Lancaster blundered on the hare as she struck the
open, and led for a time toward the hills. Reno Redwood
won.
Mr. Vernon's black dog Jack and Mr. Branch's blaekdog

War Cloud got a good wbitetail jack and a good slip. Jack
led up and did the better work for a moment, then rapid
exchanging and a long course, followed. War Cloud's
owner rode between the dogs and the judge; the latter very
properly returned from the course and asked action of the
executive committee. Mr. Vernon was disposed to draw his
dog, but the matter was held over till the following day.

THIRD DAY, SATURDAY, OCT. 26.

The weather was beautiful and the crowd a very large
one, though not more difficult to handle than that of the
day before, Mr, Luse's white and blue bitch Lady in
White went in with Mr. Allison's (Air. Burgess's) fawn dog
Spring, and ran a rattling undecided course, the little bitch
showing elegantly.
Mr. Allison's red dog Rexensnoozer and Mr. Luse's red

bitch Lady Barton, another of this litter of good ones, went
in together. Lady beat the red dog pointless.

Another one of the Dick's Darling puppies came on in Mr.
Luse's black and white bitch Lady in Black, who was slip-
ped with Mr. Massey's blue bitch Belle Walton. Lady
showed herself too clever for her game mate, and held pos-
session for three-fourths of a mile, crowding the hare into
the grass, where it was lost. Lady in Black is a very slight-
looking bitch but handy.
Lady in White and Spring went in for their deciding

course. Spring ran up. The hare placed Lady and Spring
placed himself, showed the speed, turned, wrenched seven
times, and led beyond the fence. Lady began to close
and then got in and began to cut down the points. The
judge stopped at the fence. Spring was seen by the report-
ers to draw in again, and it is thought he killed. After-
dinner the judge decided the course for Spring.
Messrs. Doan & Smart's brindle dog Dublin" Paddy ran a

bye, Mr. Brougher's dog Lord McPherson being absent,
Mr. Allison's red bitch Fanny Oiler and BookwTOod-Land-

seer Kennels' blue and white bitch Melodrama found no
hare till after dinner. Then they got a good one. Fanny
led up and wrenched. Melodrama took a go-by and held
possesion iu a long following race, neither dog scoring
much. The hare turned at the road. Melodrama still lead-
ing and holding possession. The hare was killed unseen.
Melodrama won, Fanny doing very little.

Mr. Luse's brindle bitch Little Thought Of and Mr. Alli-
son's red bitch Queen Downs closed the gap, but could not
get in as the hare reached the hills. Little Thought Of won.

ALL-AGED STAKES.

Second Series.

In the second series of the All-Aged Belle Smart and
Master Rich ran an uudecided course, the judge being on
the wrong side of a fence.
Jack and War Cloud were put in again, Mr. Vernon being

induced not to draw his dog. War Cloud scored what there
was to the flat near the hills. Jack closed and scored pluckily
at the end, but not enough to win.
Spring and Lord Neversettle were slipped well on the

short buffalo grass. Neversettle led up and showed fine
balancing powers on the turns for so large a dog. He did
the work for over a mile, the hare drawing off for the hills.
Spring drew by at the barn and led over the hill, not scor-
ing. He showed himself a great puppy, but his owner was
giving him too much to do, and perhaps spoiled his chance
for one stake by entering him in both Puppy and All-Aged
Stakes. Neversettle won, and did pretty 'well for a dog
with a broken shoulder.
Belle Smart aud Master Rich went in again. Belle led up

and handed the hare to Master Rich a half dozen times, but
selfishly took it away again. Master Rich slid too wide for
the clever blue, who did admirable work, killed elegantly,
and won.

St. Patrick and Beauty were in the slips when a hare
sprang directly iu front of them on good ground. The judge
called out. "Let them go!" and the dogs were slipped at 25
or 80yds. Beauty, not at first well sighted, ran wide. Pat-
rick went in, wrenched a time or two, and with a great
burst of speed tripped the hare. Beauty came around and
pic ked up the hare. By the rules the other dog could not
begiu to score till she was placed, yet her first point was a
kill. The entire course was not over 125yds. •The judge
gave the course to St. Patrick, under the occult system
known only to himself. It could not have been better than
an undecided course, even had both dogs been sighted at
the start. For the benefit of the judge, who appears not to
have seen them, the rules on these points are quoted below:
"The length of slip must necessarily vary with the nature

of the ground, but should never be less than eighty yards,
and must be maintained of one uniform length, as far as
possible, through each stake."
"The following allowances shall be made for accidents to

a greyhound during a course; but in every case they shall
only be deducted from the other dog's score: a. For Loving
GfQWid, at the start, cither from being unsighted or from a
bad slip, the Judge is to decide what amount of allowance
is to be made, on the principle that the score of the foremost
dog is not to begin until the second has had au opportunity
of joining iu the course."
Arkansas Traveler and White Lips got a good slip. The

beautiful little bitch went out like a rocket, clung to the
hare in her best style, knocked it about merrily and killed
in elegant style. Arkansas Traveler was not in "it. Doubt-
less bis unnecessary double work of the day before had left
him unfit. White Lips won.
Trales and Holly were, put in the slips. Holly looked

whimsically full, and there was considerable smiling sug-
gestion that he must have been dallying with the flesh pots,
though that may not have been. Trales led up, wrenched
twice, turned, wrenched five times and turned, wrenched
and turned in sole possession two miles and a half and lost
the hare in a field. Holly tried hard to get his commissariat
up to the scene of action, but couldn't.
Jack Baird and Dick's Darling were slipped well on a long

hare, one of Mr. Carney's best brand. For three-fourths of a
mile the grand old bitch did the work and did it well. Then
the big fawn dog, a great one on a long race, drew by and
crowded the hare across the flat to the hills, a mile and a
half, scoring repeatedly and going clear away from Dick's
Darling, who at oue time stopped m the course, though she
resumed quickly and followed. Jack won with a wide mar-
gin, although the judge, who, with a presence of mind that
amounted almost to genius, had again gotten on the wrong
side of a fence, could call it only an undecided course. This
was most unfortunate, for Jack had earned his course, and
it was a punishing one.
This closed the runnings of the day, and out of this last

event grew an unpleasantness much to be deplored. Mr.
Loftus, owner of Jack Baird, met the judge at the hotel
and, it seems, charged him with injustice, or something of
the sort. Mr. Loftus is a gentlemanly young fellow, and
would not have done this except in great anger. He after-
ward sought confirmation of his position from the news-
paper reporters. The reporters of these meets are continu-
ally appealed to for their opinions of such and such a
course, and they usually say, "Oh, it was a good race," or
"Wait till the paper comes out," or something like that, try-
ing not to offend the questioner and not to go on record ex-
cept in their professional capacity. Mr. Loftus was there-
fore answered in this way and was shown that the judge
had not seen the course and so could not decide it. He was
also told that "Jack won the course if Dick's Darling had
stopped in the course." He unfortunately quoted this state-
ment to Dr. Van Hummel and the judge, Mr. Green. For-
kst and S tream's representative was a few moments later
invested by these gentlemen and Mr. Bartels, all of whom
wished to offer him bets that he didn't know the rules, and
didn't know anything about coursing anyway. Mr. Green
was moderate and delicate and showed "his" dignity as a
judge. He only wanted to bet $5 with the newspaper man.
It seeming easier to decide the question by referring to the
rules than by a bet, this was done and the mare's nest dis-
covered, the reporter admitting that his statement as made
had perhaps misled Mr. Loftus This question was settled,
but the animus for this action of Dr. Van Hummel was soon
made apparent. He was hunting for the red, flowing gore
of the Forest and Stream man, and nothing but blood
would do.

"I've got it in for you," said the bald-headed baron from
Caldwell, "I know you and your whole outfit. You have
always jumped on me every chance you got. Now, I can
buy your man Mason and your whole measly outfit for §5.
I've been laying for you, and I'm goin' to git you, I've got
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Allison, and I'm goin' to git you. I'm goin' to settle ;with
you some day."
Urrder these circumstances there seemed little to do ex-

cept to suggest that the settlement he made at once, CO.D.
This was accordingly suggested to the gentleman. With a
lofty forbearance which was touching in the extreme he re-

plied, "I won't lay hands on you." The core was therefore
not spilled, and the insatiable* vengeance of the terror from
Denver remains to be appeased at some very remote day in
the future.
The whole scene was a disgraceful one, but as Forest AKD

Stream was publicly assailed in this way the matter is mat-
ter of news and not of personal interest alone, and may
therefore be briefly continued in mention.
"Dr. Van Hummel." said the reporter, "you are quoted

as having said that T last year attempted to bribe the judges,
Mr. Nash and Mr. Williams, to decide a course in favor. of
Mr. Allison's dog Rowdy. Now, you lied if you said that."
"The judges told me vou Aid." said Dr. Van Hummel."
"No, they did not," said Forest and Stream's represen-

tative, "and if they had they would have lied." The Doctor
declared be would furnish proof of this. Inasmuch as Mr.
Roger D. Williams was one of those judges, inasmuch as he
has offered the hospitality of bis home to this writer, and
inasmuch as he is a gentleman of honor, without reproach
and incapable of falseness to himself or another, Dr. Van
Hummel will never furnish such proof from that source, nor
will he from an honest young man like Mr. Nash. This is

mentioned simply to show the methods by which this noble
gentleman "gets even" with one who lias offended him.
This writer has offended him in the most serious possible
way, for he has told the truth about him. This writer has
attended this meet annually from the first, aud knows the
record of Dr. Van Hummel from the moment he dawned on
Great Bend with an officer after him and the seventeen grey-
hounds, which he hastily conveyed by bill of sale. This
writer last winter showed that the credit for the formation
of this club belonged to Dr. G. Irwin Royce and not to Dr.
Van Hummel. Other writers for Forest and Stream may-
have failed to see in hisdogs at bench shows all that he him-
self saw. Bat in every case he has had truth and

,

justice—
the most painful treatment he could have—at the hands of
this journal. It is no wonder that he hates the journal
which can so well afford his hatred.
Dr. Van Hummel said that Forest and Stream hurt the

American Coursing Club among his wealthy friends, like
August Belmont in the East, because it reported all the dis-
turbances on the grounds, etc. He was informed that
Forest and Stream was a newspaper, and would always
get and print the news. He was also informed that his
mere statement was not enough to prove that Mr. Hunting-
ton and August Belmont "wanted to Come out here, but
were afraid to on account of the hoodlums, as the Forest
and Stream reports showed the members and visitors to be."
He. volunteered to show proof of this also. He was then
complimented on being a patient, meek and forbearing old
bluffer, and was left to bis own devices and his great plans
to ruin Forest and Stream and all connected with it.

Let the gentlemen in the East, among whom FOREST and
Stream has shed its baleful light on the matter of strict
facts concerning these meets, understand that the above is
a sample of the conduct of a man who has been posing in
the East as the parent and protector of the American Cours-
ing Club. There is no member like him in the American
Coursing Club. There is no other "hoodlum" so selfish and
unprincipled as he. Now let us go on record. This man
will kill the American Coursing Club or it will expel him.
An element like that cannot exist in an organization of gen-
tlemen, The signs of great dissatisfaction are in the air.
Mr. Vernon, of Larned, announces that he runs greyhounds
for sport, and so will not come back next year. Dr. Foncan-
non, Mr. Loftns and all the Emporia boys announce that
this is their last year, for they cannot stand the treatment
they have had. Mr. Allison. Mr. Burgess and many others
have already declared that this year ends it for them, and it
has even been thought doubtful whether another meet will
be held, although this is written before the final business
meeting.
The facts above related are lamentable. So far as this

paper is concerned, the position described was not sought
but thrust upon it. For the sake of the paper this mention
is necessary, not otherwise.

FOURTH DAY, MONDAY, OCT. 28.

The day was cloudy and cool, warming up in the after-
noon. The crowd was not so large as on Saturday, but was
far more orderly.
Jack Baird audDick'sDarlingwerethefirstpairin. They

were slipped at 30yds. Jack led up, wrenched five times and
scored lightly on the hare after her turn, into the road.
Dicks Darling seemed dull and unfit. At the corn Jack
was unsighted, and Dick's Darling gotiu a little work. Tne
course was made throughout by Jack, who won it easily.
The judge, however, applied his celebrated occult system
and called it an undecided course.
Lavina and Barmaid got a rattling long hare. Barmaid

took the run-up, a turn and two wrenches. At the half-
mile Lavina took a racing go-by and held the hare to the
hills, scoring lightly. The dogs crowded the hare from the
hills back to the flat. Lavina. showed clear in the lead,
wrenching all the time, and killed nicely after a three-miles
course. Lavina won.
Jessamine and Babazoun went in. In an 80yds. course to

a 35 or 40yds. slip Babazoun scored seven or eight points to
little or nothing, and was given the course. This course
should properly have been run again for more work.
Jack Baird and Dick's Darling tried it again. At the slip

Jack was unsighted for an instant and ran wide. The hare
struck tall grass and Jack ran by 250yds., while Dick's Dar-
ling was working the hare back in the opposite direction
When they struck clear ground Jack sighted them, and
made a gallant effort to close. Little by little he drew up,
and at last amid cheers went by with a burst and began
scoring. After that it was all his. and he made six or seven
go-bys and showed better on every turn, handing the hare
to the bitch to kill. He haviugbeaten his mate three times,
and there being no wire fence to get on the other side of, the
judge concluded to let Jack have this course.

GREAT BEND DERBY.
Second Series.

Reno Redwood and War Cloud started a long jack and
lost it after two miles of hard buffalo grass. War Cloud
did all he knew, but the long plains puppy was too much
for him and made a clinking course to win. The hare took
to earth or hid in the tall grass.
Spring and Lady Barton got another long hare. Lady ran

wide, unsighted. Spring drew across and wrenched twice.
Lady extended nobly, took a go-by, wrenched seven times
and led steadily, scoring additional points as the hare drew
off for the hills, and winning handsomely. Spring was a
grand puppy at this meet, but Mr. Burgess, his owner, gave
him too much to do in placing him for both stakes.
Lady in Black and Dublin Paddy ran a hot short course

properly undecided, and went in again, getting a whitetaH
hare of truly devious ways. Lady ran up, turned and
wrenched. Dublin Paddy laid up a bit on the corners. There
was mucti exchanging, the hare being a rare dodger. Paddy
killed. Lady did most of the work, took five go-bys at
least, and won rightly.
Melodrama and Little Thought Of got a good hare and

ran as beautiful a course as any yet seen, the scoring run-
ning over twenty points. Melodrama stuck well to the
hare worked it beautifully at theclose, and killed three fret
ahead of Libtla Though Of, winning nicely.

ALL-AGED STAKES.
Third Series.

Belle Smart and Lord Neversettle were slipped together.
Belle had in the morning broken loose and coursfd a hare
to akill with the chain about her neck, running a milebr two.
She also broke loose and ran a distance at the dose of the
last course. She showed little against the big fellow, who
went out of the slips elegantly, placed Belle, took the hare
again and led to the close, the hare taking to earth. Lord
Neversettle won.

St. Patrick and White Lips got a good slip. St. Patrick
had slightly the advantage in the run-up, and that was all.

White Lips took the hare, and in her unapproachable style
clung to it, a merry course of a half mile, killing cleverly.
White Lips is the most popular dog on the grounds. She is

a wonderfully true and elegant bitch.
Trales and Jack Baird ran a short course, which never

served to give Jack a chance at bis forte, a long finish.
Tiales led up elegantly, and placed Jack, who lost at once,
and was never in it npain. Trales made three turns,
wrenched handily, scored ten points, and won.
Lavina and Babazoun bad a Ions: time Dnding a hare, and

then lost four hares ui' sighted. Sighted, finally, Babazoun
led up and placed Lavina. who turned. Babazoun book a
go-by aud a turn. Lavina took four wrenches and Babazoun
drew by; Lavina wrenched four times and killed to merit,
scoring eight points. Babazoun scored ten points and won.
Lavina is always a scorer at the end of a long course, and
her kill was a detriment to her chances. There was, how-
ever, no doubt that Babazoun won.

FIFTH DAY, TUESDAY, OCT. 29.

The weather was raw and the crowd small.

GREAT BEND DERBY.
TMrd Series.

Reno Redwood and Lady Barton ran a quarter-mile
course, and Lady beat Reno pointless. She showed a very
fine little bitch.
Lady in Black and Melodrama got a good hare. In a long

run-up Lady was a bit the better, and wrenched eight times.
Melodrama drew by and wrenched repeatedly. Lady fell at
wire and was un.-ighted, and Melodrama went on. Before
Lady was again placed the hare was lost. Lady in Black
won.

ALL-AGED STAKES.
Fourth SeriCH.

Lord Neversettle and Trales went into the slips amid ex-
citement, and betting ran high on both the imported ones.
They had a good slip and and a long lead-up, in which
Trales showed ahead by two lengths. Trales turned and
placed Neversettle, who -wrenched four times and 'turned.
The dogs raced away at. great pace, and Trales was again
placed and scored handsomely. At once Neversettle "was
placed again, and balancing finely indeed for a dog of his
size, wrenched again four times. Trales then took a eo-by
on the inner circle. At great pace there was more traoing,
Trales the better in it. Trales then raced ahead in a little
draw and killed at the bank, sliding ahead with his forelegs
under him as he reached. Trales ended winner of a gra nd
course.
Shortly after this course there was a bad-looking accident.

Mr. B. Waters was riding at full speed, when his horse step-
ped in a grass-covei-ed bole aud fell, rolling over him. Mr.
Waters was seriously shocked and had a thumb very badly
sprained. Directly after luncb, and only about ah hour
after the above accident, a yet more serious one, apparently,
befell the judge, who was riding after White Lips aud Baba-
zoun, just slipped in the last course of the fourth series in
the All-Aged. In this case also the horse stepped in a grass-
covered hole, and gave Mr. Green a terrible fall, rolling over
him, as so often happens in these prairie falls. Dr. Royce
and the press men riding behind the judge at once went to
him, finding him motionless and insensible, with blood flow-
ing freely from a badly cut face. Mr. Lowe, Mr. Allison
and a few others who did not see the fall, with Dr. Van
Hummel, owner of Babazoun, rode on after the dogs, who
ran really the best and longest course of the meet, Baba-
zoun had the better in the run-up, but it was said that
White Lips was scoring at the finish. Those remaining
with the judge cared for him, and after a time he regained
consciousness and was later on taken into town, where be
rapidly recovered from what at first had all the look of a
very ugly accident. This was the fifth similar accident of
the week.
The Executive Committee appointed Mr. C. G, Page iud°e

in place of Mr. Green. Mr. Lowe and Dr. Van Hummel had
an earnest private consultation, aud when White Lips and
Babazoun were ordered in again, it was announced that
Babazoun was drawn.

ALL-AGED STAKES.
Final.

White Lips bad had her full hour when she went into the
slips with Trales to settle the possession of the All-Aged
cup and stakes, but those who saw her last course knew
she could not win against, Trales at the time. Trales led up
and scored a turn, the bitch struggling gallantly for a place
and fiually getting it. Trales, however, raced by her time
and again, working handsomely. Near the fiuish White
Lips returned him a go-by, and to the astouishment of all,
began to score. The hare ran to earth, Trales won every
way, but the work of White Lips after such a course as she
had run, made her a most worthy runner-up. The wildest
excitement followed the announcement of the decision. Of
all present, none were happier than Arthur Massey, the
club's old slipper, who trained Trales. He lost his chance
as slipper by being trapped into a bet as to the result by a
dog owner, who thereupon objected to him. The wager,
however, was well-placed, and tne above-named party, who
had said he would give .$50 to see Trales beaten, found that
neither his wishes nor his precautious were strong enough.
At the last course there, was strong talk for a divide, but
this Mr. Heizer, owner ol Trales, rightly refused to listen to.
Trales is a 581b. imported greyhound, white aud brindle,
symmetrical and compact, a good one aud run in good form.
White L ; ps was ruuner-up in this stake last year, and is a
well-known greyhound. Tne two are a noble pair.
The vice-president of the club had the last bare dug out

from her earth, and she was found unharmed. She was
formally presented to the National Coursing Association, of
Hutchinson, Kas., and will be marked and kept on the
grounds aud never run again while she shall live.

THE DERBY WINNERS.
Mr. Luse, owner of Lady Barton and Lady iu Black, con-

cluded not to run off for first and second, "but divide the
money and allowed thelittle bitches to share the full honors.
These puppies are two of the six Trales—Dick's Darling
puppies entered by Mr. Luse, and are 13 mouths old. Lad?
Barton is 1 brindle who would do fairly on the bench. Lady
in Black is weedy-looking, but was a surprise. It was not
thought she could beat Melodrama, who is Quite a remark-
able performer for a young dog. Melodrama is by Master
Rich out of Catch fly. Master Rich is a brindle and Catch-
fly a black. Melodrama is smaller and shorter than either
and is blue and white.
The people were hardly home from the grounds when rain

began to fall heavily. The weather selected by the execu-
tive committee had been most fortunate.
At the business meeting on Tuesday night a letter from

Mr. Doan, secretary, was read, explaining his absence. The
books not being brought up to date it was impossible to
tell just how tha club finances stood, but it was apparent

that a considerable amount remained to be made up. The
usual vote of thanks to the press was passed. The follow-
ing officers were elected: President, Hon. D. N. Heizer. of
Great Bend; Vice-President, Mr. W. W. Carney, of Great
Bend; Secretary, Mr. Ira D. Brougher, of Gre^t Bend; Treas-
urer, Mr. J. V. Brinkman, of Great Bend; ExeucMve Com-
mittee, Mr. C. G. Pape, of Aurora, III.; Mr. H, C. Lowe, of
Hutchinson, Kan., and Mr. D. C. Luse, of Great Bend;
Grounds Committee, Mr. W. W. Carney; he to select two
associates. It does not appear of record that Mr. Carney
received any vote of thanks, yet if ever any man was en-
titled to this and far more it was certainly Mr. Carney. He
has been the strong support of the American Coursing Club
and has thrown open his ranch, his barn, his house and his
heart unreservedly and without thought of pay. As the
club makes history, let it not forget the men who have made
it.

Not all the business necessary to be transacted was finished
Tuesday night, and a second meeting was called for Wed-
nesday night. By that time, however, the press representa-
tives were all forced to leave, and it is trusted that brief
mention of the latter meeting will be sent on by the club
secretary.
In summing up the features of this year's meet, little need

be added to the details given. It would be wrong to attempt
suppression of the fact that schism and dissension have been
rife, and the future of the club put in jeopardy. Much de-
pends upon the result of the Wednesday meeting, but it is
earnestly and sincerely to be hoped that the purer and more
sportsmanlike element of the club will be able to outweigh
all selfishness and intrigue, and so keep up for a noble
future what is so fine a feature ot the Arnericau sporting
year. The sport of coursing needs no explanation and no
pushing now; but a few facts to show the possibilities of
next year's meet maybe of interest. There are over fifty
puppies in the vicinty of Great Beud, all by the imported
dog Trales. There are eighteen puppies out of the imported
bitches Lady Graham Glendyne, Lady Milly Glendyne and
Little Lady Glendyne, these showing the blood of London

—

Lady Glendyne and Jester—Lady Glendyne. There are six
puppies out of imported Dick's Darling, and nine puppies
by Lord Neversettle out of Partera, and Rookwood Landseer
Kennels will doubtless have many good ones also. All
the above-mentioned young dogs can qualify for next year,
and out of this rapidly increased number of fine ones there
can be selected some astouishing ones. This is the greatest
comment on tbe growth of greyhound interests in this coun-
try since the esta bidshmen t of the American Coursing Club.
Such is that growth and such the evident superiority of the
imported dogs, that next year it will doubtless be found
necessary to establish a separate stakes for American-bred
dogs. All the dogs in at the close this year were imported
or of imported stock. Next year, under methods rendered
better and better each year bv gained experience, there
should be a meet fit for all America to see and to be proud

SUMMARY.
ALL-AGED STAKES.

First Scries.

Doan & Smart's blue bitch Bella Smart,
beat

Mr. E L. Branch's red dog Don Fawcett.

Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' brindle and white dog Mas-
ter Rich beat
Mr. D. C. Luse's (Dr. Royce's) white and blue bitch Hand-

maiden.

Mr. M. E. Allison's (Mr. Burgess's) fawn dog Spring
beat

Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' brindle bitch Verdure-Clad.

Mr. H. C. Lowe's white and brindle dog Lord Neversettle
beat

Mr. D. C. Luse's (Mr. Heizer's) white and blue bitch Lady
Graham Glendyne.

Mr. T. W. Bartels's white and brindle dog St. Patrick
beat

Mr. D. C. Luse's white and blue bitch Little Lady Glen-
dyne.

Mr. E. L. Branch's red dog Arkansas Traveler
beat

Doau & Smart's brindle bitch Bessie Lee.

Mr. E. T. Vernon's blue bitch Beauty, a bye.

Mr. H. C. Lowe's white and black bitch White Lips
beat

Rookwood-Landseer Kennels, white and red bitch Minne-
haha.

Mr. D. C. Luse's (Mr. Heizer's) white and brindle dog
Trales beat
Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' white and blue bitch Miss

Rare.

Mr. W. W. Carney's blue dog Holly
beat

Mr. E, T. Vernon's blue bitch Beauty.

Mr. A. Haigh's black and white bitch Bar Maid
beat

Emporia Kennels' white and brindle bitch Lightning.

Emporia Kennels' fawn dog Jack Baird
beat

Mr. A. Haigh's blue dog Nip.

Mr. D. C. Luse's white and fawn bitch Jessamine a bye.

Dr. D. C. Luse's black bitch Dick's Darling
beat

Emporia Kennels' blue and white bitch Meta.

Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' red dog Babazoun
beat

Emporia Kennels' fawn and white dog Axtell.

Mr. D. C. Luse's red bitch Lavina
beat

Emporia Kennels' blue dog Bobolink.

Second Series.

Belle Smart beat Master Rich.
Lord Neversettle beat Spring.
St. Patrick beat Beauty.
White Lips beat Arkansas Traveler.
Trales beat Holly.
Jack Baird beat Dick's Darling.
Lavina beat Bar Maid.
Babazoun beat Jessamine.

TMrd Series.

Lord Neversettle beat Belle Smart.
White Lips beat St. Patrick,
Trales beat Jack Baird.
Babazoun beat Lavina.

Fourth Series.

Trales beat Lord Neversettle.
White Lips beat Babazoun (withdrawnj.
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Final.
Trales beat "White Lips and won.

. GREAT BEND DERBY.
First Series.

Mr. M. E. Allison's red dog Reno Redmond
heat

Mr. D. C. Luse's brindle dog Lancaster.

Mr. E. L. Branch's black dog War Cloud
beat

Mr. E. T. Vernon's black dog Jack.

Mr. M. E. Allison's (Mr. Burgess's) fawn dog Spring
beat,

Mr. D. C. Lnse's white and blue bitch Lady in White.

Mr. D. C. Luse's brindle bitch Lady Barton
beat

Mr. M. E. Allison's red dog Rexensnoozer.

Mr, D. C. Luse's black and white bitch Lady in Black
beat

Mr. A. Massey's blue bitch Belle Walton.

Doan and Smart's brindle dog Dublin Paddy a hi/c.

Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' blue and white bitch Melo-
drama beat
Mr. M. E. Allison's red bitch Fanny Oiler.

Mr. D. C. Luse's (Mrs. Luse's) brindle bitch Little Thought
Of beat
Mr. M. E. Allison's red bitch Queen Downs.

Second Series.

Reno Redwood beat War Cloud.
Lady Barton beat Spriug.
Lady in Black be;\t Dublin Paddv.
Melodrama beat Little Thought Of.

Third Series.

Lady Barton beat Reno Redwood.
Lady in Black beat Melodrama.

Final.
Lady Barton and Lady in Black divided first and second.
Windings—Derby: First. $200; runner-up, $75; third, S50:

fourth, $25; fifth, $20; sixth, $15; seventh and eighth, 810.
All-Aged: American field Cup; first, $500; runuer-up, $150;
third, $100; fourth, $50. E. HoceH.

DOG TALK.

HE DREW the line at dogs: Metamora Cole, colored,
who said he had been a dog catcher for nine years, was

tried in the Criminal Court yesterday on the charge of steal-
ing a dog, valued at $40, the property of W. Stewart Diffen-
derffer, says the Baltimore Sun. The jury were out nearly
three hours, and were dischargtd, as they were unable to
agree. Cole testified that he had been honest in his busi-
ness. "I have caught dogs on the pavement of the City
Hall," he said. "I caught Mayor Latrobe's little dog and
Police Captain Cadwallader's little dog, and bavenever been
arrested for stealing a dog. I wouldn't steal a dog."
"Would you steal anything else?" asked Mr. Michael A.
Mulbn, who was assisting the State. "Yes, sir." candidly
replied Cole, amid general laughter.

About the American Kennel Register.—In Mr. Peshall's
letter last week was a statement which it was our intention
to correct by a note in that issue. Mr. Peshall said,
"Through my many interviews and efforts made with Mr.
Grinnell, of the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., Mr.
Grinnell, through Dr. Perry, offered the A. K. R. to the
A. K. C. for the sum of $500, which offer was shortly after
accepted by the A. K. C, and the rival register ceased to
exist." In this Mr. Peshall is mistaken. The sale of the
A. K. R. was not effected through his influence, uor was it
ever offered through Dr. Perry to the A. K. C. It was sold
to Dr. Perry, and his subsequent disposal of it to the A.K.C.
was entirely his own concern.

In one of the New York courts a case has been decided
awarding $500 damages to a bicycler who was injured by a
dog. "Judge Barnard finds that the defendant harbored the
dog, and although he was owned by his son-in-law, Hoolo-
han, the defendant is liable for the damage for harboring a
vicious dog, knowing him to be vicious. The proof shows
that before the plaintiff was hurt the dog had attacked
others, who told Kennedy of the viciousness of the dog, and
instead of disposing of him he still harbored him."

Chief Detective Wade has been following a hot trail close
upon the heels of literary thieves, and he tells us that part
of the article by "Merlin," which we copied the other day
from the English Kennel Gazette, was stolen by "Merlin"
from a Boston Herald, paper by Dr. J. Frank 'Perry, the
authority on canine disease. Dr. Perry will please take it
as a compliment to himself that we recognized the merits
of his paper, though it came to us tricked out in the dis-
guise of a plagiarist.

Mr. C. Bunn, of Peoria, 111., has purchased from Mr. Chas,
W. Cunningham, Kensington, Eug , the mastiff dog Or-
monde, a half brother to ehamnion Minting. He was
whelped April 7, 1886, and is by Victor Hugo and out of
Cambrian Princess. He won second in the puppy class at
Crystal Palace, 1887, and first and cup at the show held at
Southampton m September.

The types made us say last week that the English Kennel
Club had decided that any Irish setter whelped after Dec.
31, 1889, if cropped will not be eligible to compete at any
Kennel Club snow. The reader will please substitute terrier
for setter and then the item will be correct.

About the Eastern Coursing Meet Mr. Huntington writes:
"The hares not yet having arrived as ordered, oiir meet will
be postponed. Will advise you of exact date, which will
be as soon as a few days' familiarity with the locality will
enable them to run well."

The Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., have recently
received from Miss A. H. Whitnev, Lancaster, Mass. the
pus dog Sir Loris, bred by Mrs. Foster, of Bath, Eng-, He
is by champion Loris and out of May Queen.

Mr. R. B. Sawyer, Birmingham. Conn., has sold to Mr
John H. Mathews, New York, the well-known bulldogs
Portswood Tiger and Lion, and the bitches Soudan and
Thespian.

Mr. H. L. Goodman will judge the dogs at the Denver dog
show next month.

BULL-TERRIER IMPORTATION.—New Haven, Conn..
Nov. 1.—Editor Forest and Stream: I have just received
from England, per S S. State of Nebraska, the well-known
medium weight bull-terriers Chessnetts Flyer (first and
special Birmingham, 1888; first and special Brighton, first
South Hampton, 1889, and many other prizes) and Young
Bendigo, second Birmingham and second Aquarium. Both,
dogs are under 301bs.—Frank F. Dole.

WHITE TOE NAILS IN M A.STIFFS.

—

Editor Forest
and Stream: Some weeks since I wrote you as to the absurd
ideas novices often entertain as to the above, and I sent a
copy of Forest and Stream to Richard Cook, Esq., the
Secretary of the Old English Mastiff Club of England. I
append an extract from his reply: "Your remarks on white
toe nails are quite to the point. It was in the spring of last
year that a gentleman having used Ilford Chancellor and
had a fine litter, was actually going to kill them because
most of them had some white marks on feet or chest. He,
however, sent tor me. and I very soon disabused him of that
nonsense. I wonder who ever saw a Beau puppy without
some white on it." Iliad no idea that this notion had taken
hold in England as it has done here, and after the instance
Mr. Cook gives, it seems to me that it is high time for the
Old English Mastiff Club to "distinguish and divide" on
this.—W. Wade (Hulton, Pa., Oct. 29>

DENVER DOG SHOW.—We have received the premium
list of the first annual dog show of the Continental Kennel
Club, to be held at Denver, Col., Dec. 5 to 7. Challenge
classes, dogs and bitches to compete, with prizes of $10, are
provided for mastiffs, St. Bernards, deerhounds, greyhounds,
pointers, English setters, Irish setters, Gordon setters, cocker
spaniels, collies, bulldogs, bull-terriers and fox-terriers. The
prizes in the open classes are $10 and $5, and the same for
puppies. Valuable specials are also offered, among them
being one of $250 by the citizens of Denver for the best ken-
nel of five dogs of one breed owned outside of Colorado.
Entries close Nov. 20. The address of the secretary is A, L.
Weston, 910 Seventeenth street, Denver, Col.

WHERE LOST DOGS GO.—Aurora, N. Y., Oct. 29.—
Editor Forest and Stream: I occasionally read laments
over the loss of a valuable dog strayed or stolen, which is

never found. The dogs miy have found their way into
some medical college, and there undergone a torture (vivi-
section) and death as practiced by a lot of inhuman wretches
in the guise of gentlemen, who would make an Apache war-
rior turn green with envy. I was informed by a student in
one of the medical colleges of our neighboring city that
there were quite a number of English aud Irish setters cut
up alive there last winter. They seem to prefer a kind and
gentle dog, as they are too cowardly to tackle a large, fierce
dog.—G. W. H.

INDIANA TRIALS.—Bicknell, Ind., Nov. 4.-The third
annual field trials of the Indiana Kennel Club began to-day
with the Derby for setters. In the preliminary running
against a scale of points for a place in the second series,
Zulu, King Leo's Boy, Modesty, Braxton Bragg and Clo-
chette were thrown out. The drawing for the second series-
resulted: Hope's Riy against Sam O, Nannie B. against
Simonides, Tempa Cambridge against Lilly Bdrgess, Daisy
Girl against Fraukie Folsom. In the absence of Mr. D. C.
Berguudthal and Col. A. G. Sloo, Mr. P. T. Madison and J.
B. Stoddard acted as judges with Royal Robinson.

PROLIFIC POINTERS.—Bostou, Oct. BO.—Editor Forest
and Stream: This may be of interest to pointer breeders,
showing how prolific a strain maybe: Rhoda out of Belle
Randolph by Naso of Kippen whelped 11 (8 dogs) Jan. 18,
1889, not being a year old at that date. Aug. 1± she whelped
12 (8 dogs) by Duke, owned by W. H. Thorn, S-dem, N. H.
Naso's Belle, winner of several prizes, litter sister to Rhoda,
whelped Sept. 4, 1889, 11 (8 dogs) by Reading Kennels' Spot
Dash, all being evenly marked and so alike as to make a
choice almost impossible.—C. W. Hodgkins.

PHILADELPHIA K. C. FIELD TRTALS-Philadelphia
Nov. -2.— Editor Forest and Stream: The field trials of the'
Philadelphia Kennel Club will be held at Richland. Vir-
ginia, commencing Monday, No. 11. The entries are nu-
merous and there is excellent prospect of successful trials.—
Francis S. Brown, Sec'y.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, hound for
retaining duplicates, are s*»nt for 30 cents.

BRED.
<fW° Notes must he sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Bonnie Doon—Clipper. McEwen & Gibson's (Bymn, Ont.) collie

bitch Bonnie Uoon (Bonnie Dunkeld—Bonnie Knowe) to Jas.Wat-
son's Clipper (champion Eclipse—Nesta), June M.
Daylight—Red Gauntlet. McEwen & Gibson's (Bvron, Ont.) col-

lie biich Daylight (Uaractaeus—Pitch Dark) to their Bed Gauntlet
(champion Charlemagne—Hasty). June 28.

Ailsa—Red Gauntlet. McEwen & Gibson's (Byron, Ont.) collie
bitch Ailsa (champion Scotilla—Bonnie Knowe) to their Red
Gauntlet champion Charlemagne—Hasty) Julv3.
Jess—Red Gauntlet. McEwen & Gibson's (Byron, Ont.) •ollie

bitch Jess (Heather—Madge) to their Red Gauntlet (ehamnion
Charlemagne-Hasty). Oct. 14.

Madge—Red Gauntlet. McEwen & Gibson's (Bvron, Ont.) collie
bitch Madge (Highlander— Busty) to their Red Gauntlet (cham-
pion Charlemagne—Hastv), Nov. 2.

Toadies—Myrtle. Geo. W. Dixon's (Worcester. Mass.) pug bitch
Toodles (A.K.R. 2147) to Mr. Stack's imported. Mvr tie, Nov. :2.

Juno—Beaumont. J. B, Rbossom's (New York") Gordon setter
bitch Juno (Glen I.—Flirt) to Beaumont Kennels' Beaumont (Kon-
ald III.—champion Floss), Oct, 31.

WHELPS.
^SP" Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Bonnie Doon. McEwen & Gibson's (Bvron, Ont.) collie hitch

Bonnie Doon (Bonnie Dun Held—Bonnie Knowe), June H, six (four
dogs), by Jas. Watson's Clipper (Eclipse—Nesta).
Daylight. McEwen & Gioson's (Bvron, Ont.) collie bitch Dav-

ligbt (Caractacus—Pitch Dark), Aug. 30, five (one dog), by their
Red Gauntlet (Charlemagne— Hasty).
Ailsa. McEwen & Gib^ou's (Rvrou, Ont.) collie bitch Ailsa

(Scotilla—Bonnie Knowe). Sept. 3, six (three dogs), by their Red
Gauntlet (Charlemagne—Hasty).
Lulu 1Y. Michael Flynn, Jr.'s (Bristol, R. I.) Irish setter bitch

Lulu IV, (Shay's Dick—Lulu), Nov. 3, eight (seven dogs), by hie
O'Donovan Rossa (SarsQeld—Nino); two dogs and one bitch since
dead.
Brunette. Chas. York's (Bangor. Me.) Yorkshire terrier bitch

Bruuette (Bob—Judy B.), Oct. 25, live (tbree doss), by P. H.
Coombs's Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Beal's Lady).

SALES.
Notes mustbe sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Portswood Tiger. Brindle bulldoer, whelped Oct. 1, 1885, by Paul
Clifford out of Hussey, by R. B. Sawyer, Birmingham. Conn., to
John 1L Mathews, New York.
Lion. Brindle and white bulldog, whelped June 30, 1882. by

Gambler out of Nell, by R. B. Sawyer, Birmingham, Conn., to
Jobn H. Mathews, New York.
Thespian. Red bull bitch,whelped 1SS5, by Monarch out of Betsy,

by R. B. Sawyer, Birmingham, Conn., to John H. Mathews, New
York.
Soudan. White bull bitch, whelped Oct. 4, 1884, bv Billy out of

Zoo. bv R. B. Sawyer, Birmingham, Conn., to John H. Mathews,
New York.
Lord Elsmere. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped Sppt. 1, 1889. by

Joe IL out of East Lake Virgie, by Eberhart Pug Kennel3, Cin-
cinnati, O., to Irauk Searight, Nashville, Tenn.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
(J^"* No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Correspondents. *

M. C„ San Francisco.-A setter dog, six years old, eyes brown
befoie affecied; six m->nths a^o the eves ncgan tn turn blue, and
are neatly all blue but a small rim of brown on the outer edge.
The dog ca,n see a very little. The blue is transparent and does
not look like a skin grown over the eye. Please if possible give
the cause and a remedy. Ans. Opacity of the cornea for some
reason. It might be of service to use an eye wash of zinc sul-
phate 2 grains to the •unce. See an eye doctor.

lhaating

RANGE AND GALLERY.
NEWARK, N. J.—The tournament scores in the Association

matches for the past week stand as fullowa:

Monday, Oct. 28.

North Ward.
E Lewis 102
0 Eijrfish 107

B Stjtts 94W Sherk 104W Hague 101

F Hortsman 108
O Willet 104
H Cooper G3
E Perkins 95

Electric.
B Herron 97
FSteinmetz 79
C Dey 95
A Hagel 103
FKlinger 105
Marker 76
J Fla.nnery 83
JKalmbach 77
G Englesman 71H Leonard ..94—1,002 Hardenbroch

Howard.
J P Laute 107
J Burger 105
C Theurich 103
A Bureer 107
J Better H3
FCDietz Ill
F Switg Ill
R Neunriorff 105
J Meyer 109
A Herman 94-1,005 G Ghent

Lakeside.
J Herron 105W Clark .104
B Lim pert 105
H Rnvrter 104
T MeGovern 95
BStreudle 98
J Parley 84
B McKeon V7
C Hoerl 90
D Mahoney,

16- 882

Friday, Nov. 1.

Sheppard.
J Fereuson 87
Stewart 97
Partridge 102
McQuoid 101
Puree 96
D Ferguson 101
Bovd 105
Sprat 105
Christie 100
Sheppard 105-

Monroe.
Risk 107
Reich 97
Minion 96
Coleman 105
Koker 103
Hedin 98W idman 113
Gilliland 87
Dollinger,

Annie Oakley.
G Hunkle 82
J Thomson 73
FS- heel 89
E M-irfii g 109
F Rothaker 102
Gries 99
Bolge 83
J IVIeCallmu 107
L Heyl 100

- 60- 907
Excelsior.

J Gotthard 97
C Berger 09
J Bauer 107
C Maver. 101
E Wurtzbach 112
O Krauss 110
C Mink, Jr 101
J Burger 107H Buob 105

1— 990 F Schmidt 102—1,041

Puritan.
Albrecht 98
Bauder ]09
Geork 107
Walbejm 103
C Woiler 110
Phillips ill

eib

Newark.
Matts 99
La Rue 98
Hadden 91
James 101
Wolff 93
N Garrigan 93
Hogle 92
Ronerts 101
"richer 97

Erskine 101— 894 Yaufman .109— 979
Oakland.

Bayer 102
Chapman 107
Mimer 92
A Schmidt 109
Bischotf 109
Bleier 98
G Schmidt 103
Reiss 80
Grand Jer 91

Essex.
Cooper 105
Jerkins 98
Weigman 98
Coppersmith .103
Neuman 83
McCraitb 106
Shackleford 86
Walsh ....100
Welter....* 103

Schultz 85— 976 Weeks 104— 986

PHILADELPHIA. Oct. 26 —The regular weekly contest for gold
and silver medals of the Gaiety Rifle and Pistol Club took place
at the club's headquarters, 818 South street, this evening. Mr. F.
P. Maher, with his large, allowance, was the winner of the gold
medal, while Mr. J. Hunsihger, haviugno comoetitor, was entitled
to the silver medal. The official scores of the members at 20yds.
standard American targets (reduced), Wurfflein rifles (plain), open
sights, off-hand, 10 shots per score, possible 100, were as follows-
J J Mountjoy 10 7 8 10 9 9 10 9 9 8-^-89

E Travis 8 6 9 9 10 9
"

J M Green 6 10 10 5 9 9 6
9 10 10 9
8 7 9 10
4

9 9 9-82
6 8 7-79

_. 5 0 7—78
6 8 10 9 10 10—78

" 7-77
- 8-77

7 8 9—76
8 6 6—74

8-73
7- 72
8- 72
9-71
7—71
6-67

5 9-65
6 6-64
5 6-55
6 10-50

9 10 10 7 10 5 8-83
6 8 10 10 8 9-88
6 10 8 8 10 10—82

T E Shonert 8 4
F Paul 6 9 H
G Atkinson 7 7 7
F M Frees 9 6 7W Wurfflein 7 7 10 8 7 7 10
J A Pollock 7 10 4 8 7 10 6W Price 7 6 10 8 9 8 6
A F Simpson 7 9 7 6 7 6 8 6 6W Meagher 6 7 6 6 8 7 9 8 8
J Hunsiuger 10 6 5 6 10 10 6 6 5
R Hunsing.-r 5 b 5 6 9 8 8 10 5
J G Rea 10 6 6 4 6 10 7 7 8
R Roletta 10 7 6 5 6 8 6 5
H Beulin 5 7 6 6 6 8 9 4
G Beutelspacher 5 9 9 6 10 6 4 4
F Maher 3 5 7 5 4 5 5 10
A F Wiggins 40455547,
Special^eash prize for October to be awarded the best increase

of individual shooting was Avon by Mr. Jos. M. Green.—Spring-
field.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Nov. 2.—As the weather grows colder the at-
tendance at the regular weekly shoots of the St. Louis Pistol Club
hecomes better. From now out a good and steady attendance can
be looked for. At the last shoot of the club Bauer proved to be
the best man, he defeating Alexander in shooting off the tie.
Although the scores were not very good, some of the members did
very good shooting, the shooting being much better than it would
appear from a glance at the score. Below will be found the score
on the standard 20yds. target for pistol practice:W Bauer 7 8 9 8 10 9 8 10 8 6—83GW Alexander 7 10 7

~

O Neuhaus 8 9 8
WHHettel 8 9 6
M Summerfield 9 7 10
ECMohrstadt 8 8 8 9 8 7W J Land 7 10 9 8 8 6
J A Lee :8 6 8 8 9 8
A E Bengel 6 7 9 5 9 6 6
WOMackwitz 8 6 6 10 5 6 10 „

Unber Fritz.
PENNSYLVANIA.—Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 28, promises to be

unusually interesting for Philadelphia riflemen, owing to the
fact that three special e\rents are announced to take place at
Hartranft Rifle Range, as follows:
Three Evencs—Open to all comers, Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 28,

1889, commencing at 10 A. M., close at 4 P. M., at 200yds. only,
sporting and military rifles.

Target No. 1—New standard American target, 7 shots per score
three scores to count for prizes of 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent, of en-

shots for $1, divided pro ratci on 'bullseyes, lessYxpensesVVwo
classes, military and any rifles.
Target No. 3—Elliptical target, open for military rifles only; 7

shots per score, 3 scores to count, for prizes of 40, 30, 20 and 10 per-
cent, of entrance money, less expenses; $1 original entrance, re-
entry 50 cents, unlimited.
Rules governing this event will be for Targets No. 1 and 2 as

laid down by the National Rifle Association, and for Target No. 3
as laid down by Blunt.
All original entries must be made on or before Tuesday evening,

Nov. 26, 1^9, at W. Wurffleiu's, 208 North Second street, by 6 P.
M.; at E. Travis's shooting gallery, 818 South street, up to 11:30 P.
M.. or to J. J. Mountjoy, Hi7 Chestnut street, up to 12 P. M., and
must be accompanied by the cash for the original entry.
WORCESTER, Mass., Nov. 2—This week there was a meet at

Broad Mee dow range, of members of the Worcester Rifle Associa-
tion. The conditions were not good, and the light was poor, but
there was. notwithstanding, some lively shooting. The distance
was 200yds., shooting off-hand. The work in detail follows:

With Sporting Rifle.
J S Thomas.... .....9 7 8 10 10 7 8 10 9 8—86
J Jones 9 8 9 5 8 9 9 7 6 9—79

With Military Rifle.
JEarley 4454544544-43 W Smith 5444444333-38
C L MacomVer 4544453454—42 O Stone.. 3333444443-3$

8 7
7 9
8 9
" I

7
g

6 10-81
7 8-80
6 9-80

5-75
8-71
6-68
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GERMAN GUN CLUB.—This flourishing organization has
closed its trap season with many of its members off after game
afield. The club is in good financial condition, and the member-
ship has been steadily growing until it has become one of the most
important organizations of its kind in the city. The officers of

the club are: J. Boessnecker, President; F. Pfaonder, Vice-Presi-
dent; H. Greitner, Treasurer; J. Schlieht. Secretary, and P. Sau-
ter, Shooting Master. Although the club held only five shoots
during the year, the scores made show a very fair average, and
the meetings at the traps are always of the most enjoyable kind.
The club badge has to be won three times, not necessarily in -t.be

same year, before it ca r be retained, and the owner is not allowed
to to win it twice in succession.
The first shoot of the year took place at Dexter Park on March

12 and the medal was won by J. Schlieht with 11 birds out of a
possible 12. At the second shoot on May 13 J. Cawein and J.

Boessnecker were tied on 9 birds killed, and Cawein, who won
the medal, had to kill 7 more before he could out shoot his op-
ponent, who is not only the President, but also a veteran of the
club. F. Pfaender won the medal on July 19 with a clean score
of 10, and also on Sept. 18, with a score equally as good. The last
victory won him the medal for good, Mr. Pfaender having car-
ried off the honors in one of the shoots of the previous year, and
the treasurer had to open the club's strong box for the purchase
of a new badge. E. Blank was the winner on Oct. Hi. Mr.
Blank who is also a member of the Northside Gun Club, is

a- new member, and has participated in only two of the New
York German Gtva Club's tournaments. At the dinner which
the marksmen enjoyed on tk^t day, Shooting Master Sauter an-
nounced to his fellow members that the club would disband for
the winter, and expressed the hope that the members would be all

at their posts again at the first shoot in the new year. He called
special attention to the fact that, although the organization had
been crippled by the secession of a number of dissatisfied mem-
bers two years ago, the true sportsman's spirit of those remaining
in the fold had enabled it not only to survive the shock, but had
lifted it to the pinnacle of its present prosperity. Soups and
recitations took up the rest of the evening, and it was a late hour
when the members started on their way homeward. The year'
averages:

Total. Killed. Aver. Total. Killed. Aver.
*J Schlieht... 53 40 .755 F Pfaender. 30 29 .91:17

*P Hassinger 53 39 .736 J Goerlitz... 30 31 .700
36 .720 *FHoff 33 22 .667

P Garms, Jr. 50 36 .720 Dr Cantrell.

.

30 20 .667
*Boessnecker 58 40 .690 V Loewers. .

.

30 17 .567
MBonden.... 59 29 .580 30 14 .467
P Garms, Sr.. 50 28 .560 11 Greitner.

.

30 13 .433
*,T Cawein. ... 51 38 .745 *E Blank . .

.

23 14 .700
JDannefelser 40 27 .675 G Sehreiner. 10 5 .500
A Lucas 40 24 .6U0 R Spregade.. 10 4 .lOu

J Klein 40 19 .475

Marksmen who shot off ties for the club badge.

9 10 10 9 7—79
0 9 10 10 0—49

9 8 0 0-41-421
~ 7 6—77

8 7-93
5 5-73

0

9 9
5

7 5 0 0 0-56
6 0 9 8 9—49

SPRINGFIELD, Nov. 1.-The Smith & Wesson Revolver Club
made these scores to-day:
Capt W Goodrich 10 10 10 9 9 .8 7 7 6 5—81
J Smith 6 6 8 9 9 10 10 10 10 10-88
WStadden 10 10 10 10 10 9 8 7 5 5-84
O Clark 7 7 6 6 8

'

J Goigs i i 4 0 8

GHunmel 0 5 6 7 6
Capt J Goodrich 10 10 9 7 6

G O Talbot 10 10 10 10 10
E Dickinson 10 10 9 7 8
CCParkhurst 10 9 9 8 8
H McDonald 0 4 0 6 7

A L Smith 10 9 4 4 5 6 5 7 6 4-60—407

MARION, N. J„ Oct. 30.—Good scores were made this afternoon
by a majority of the Marion Rifle Club marksmen when they
contested in the weekly shooting competition of that organiza-
tion on the ranges at Marion, N. J. The calm winds aided them
materially, and the contest throughout was full of interesting
incidents. L. T. Hansen, who is still second man in the event,
but will shortly be in the lead if he keeps up his good work, is
now only 18 points* behind Rebhan, who is at present high man.
At the beginning of this month Rebhan had a lead of 17.- points
over Hansen. Following is the score of the leading marksmen
at jesterday's shoot: Henry Hoersch 203, William Weber ins,
Christian Bauchle 198, George C. Varick 193. John Speicher ISO
L. P. Hansen 184, John Rebban 173. Thomas Stiff 170, and William
Sutton 165. The contest occurred on the 200yds. range.

BICYCLE SHOTS—There will be a shooting tournament on
the grounds of the Queens Bicycle Club, at Queens. Long Island,
during the months of November, December, January, February
and March. The tournament will be open to all bona fide mem-
bers of bicycle clubs under the following conditions: Teams of 3
men each, 3 shots per maa, off-hand, 115yds. range, at a 100yds.
Creedmoor target. A handsome trophy will be awarded the ream

' winning the contest, and each member of the winning team will
receive a handsome gold medal of appropriate design. In addi-
tion the competitor making the highest score will receive a
special gold medal.

PARIS AWARDS.-In class 38 devoted to Arms, the catalogue
of awards at the Paris Exposition shows as follows: Grand Prix—
Winchester Repeating Arms Co.. New Haven, Conn. Gold Medals
—Colt's Patent Fne Arms Manufacturing Co., Hartford Conn •

Smith & Wesson, Springfield, Mass.; Union Metallic Cartridcrp
Co., Bridgeport, Conn. Bronze Medal- Standard Target Co,
Cleveland O. Honorable Mention—Bailev, Farrel & Co., Shot Co"
Pittsburgh Pa.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and turn (shed gram to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with dub scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
Nov. 13.—Tolley's Trap Shooting Contest, Catskill, N. Y. Geo

F. Tolley, Manager;

HARRISBURG TOURNAMENT.
THE first annual tournament of the West End Social Gun Club

at Harrisburg, Pa., was a success both socially and finan-
cially. A number of visiting shooters were in attendance and
expressed themselves as well pleased with all arrangements The
base ball grounds at the western end of the city, and within easv
reach by cable cars, was the scene of action, and there the three
days of sport were pleasantly passed. Two sets of five traps were
in operation for inanimate targets, one set for Kevstones and the
other for Standards, and American Shooting Ar"
governed. The same rules were strictly adhei
shooting, the bour dary being HOjds. from the
ground traps were used. The weather was charming thro
the shoot, and as a result of it much hiteresL has been awakened
among some who of late have taken no part in trap-shootin^ mat
ters. The. scores follow in full; all tits were divided except where
nt hprvvisp stater) *

ation rales
d to in live bird
icore. Five King

otherwise stated.

First Bay.—Event No. 1, 10 single targets, entrance
moneys:
Breesford 1101011000-5 Shearer

>2.25; three

Dinger 1111111101-9
Krueger 01111111.1-9
Sigler 0011111010-6
Fieles 0110111111-8
Hughes 110111U10-8
Event No. 2, 10 singles and 3 pairs targets, entrance 82,

moneys: '

Dintaman..1101(100111 01 01 10- 9 Worden. . . .1100111110 10 11 00-

0110111101-7
facb. 1100101111—

7

Pinkie lOlUOilOO—

6

Din taman 0010 111111—7
Filsenger 0111101111-8
Kaulman U10001100-5

Krueger. . . . lOiOOiOOlO 11 10 11- 9
Keuzer 1110101001 00 lu 10— 8
Fielos million 0010 11—12
Sigler 001101 loll 00 1010- 8

Breesford.. 0011011010 01 11 10- 9
Marshall . . .1010100000 10 00 00— 4
Dinger . . ..0111110101 11 10 09-10

- Kaufman. . 100 1 001 110 00 11 10— 8Hughes OllOJOmi 10 10 11-11 Felsiuger. . .110000 1.000 10 to 10- 6
Sheaur 1001001110 10 10 11- 9 Calket OliOUllH 11 10 10-12
Event No. 3, 20 single targets, entrance S3, four moneys-

Krueger.. 01111011111011011101—15 Rout 1011010111 10000*00110-10
Kaufman.llOOlOJ 10

1

111 Lllllll-lB Worden . . Ill II 101100110101010-13
Sheaur . . . .11100l011100«llC0111-ll Cnlket. . . . 1000 11H0101111m 1-15
Fieles.. ...01110011101 110111111-15 Ginter. .. .01101101110111111 Q0-UBack 01111111010110101111-15 Kinzer. ... 1 111 001111 0110000001—11
Dinger. . . .0111TO0111101()11011O-l2 Breesford.OOOOOOtllOOlllOOlll -10
Hughes... llllllimmoiouill—17 Snyder .0111110110111111111 1—17WD 0000010mil01010011-10

oujruer- •wluuuuwl""illl-17

Event No. 4, 10 single live pigeons, entrance $6.50, three moneys:
Bach .....1110011010-6 Sigler 1111111111-10
Fieles 0111011111-8 "Krueger lUlllOHO- 8
Sulwan 1111010111-8 Hughes 1101011010- 6
Snyder 1111111110-9 Shearer 1111111103-8
Schwartz OUOlllOiO-6 Breesford 1001101001- 5
Dinger 1011111101-8 McKee 0111010110— 6

Event No. 5, novelty walking match, 10 single targets, entrance
$2.25, four moneys:
Colket 0111101110—7 Krueger 0101110111—7
Kaufman lOUlllOlO-7 Fieles 1101101011-7
Shearer 0111011011—7 Forester 10il0n010-6
Root 001 1 101 1 11—7 S u 1wan 11 10100111—

7

Dintaman 1100101011-6 Felsenger 0110101011-6
Fox 0000000001-1
Snyder 0011000090-2

Hughes 0110001111-6
Breesford .1111010011-'"

Fuller 10001101101-4 Diuger... ;.!lUOll0110-7
Kinzer 11111101 1 1-9 Sigler 1001011101-6

First and third div., second shot off and won bv Fieles, fourth
won by Fuller.
Event No. 6. 15 single targets, entrance $3. four moneys:

Shearer 100111001001101- 8
Kr u e.ger 1101 1 01 11101101—11
Rout 011011001001100— 7
Fieles HlHllimioil-H
Sulwan 011010101111011—10
Di necr 1111 00110101011—10
Kinzer 101 111111101 101—12
Taylor OOIOOOUIOOOOU- 6

Snyder 011010 1 1 11101.01—10
Hughes 111001111010111—11
Bach 101000101010111- 9
Diller 000001001000110— 4
Dintaman OOlllllllOOlOOl— 9
Felsinger 100001011111110— 9
Breesford OllCOOlOOOOmi— 7

Event No. 7, 10 single targets, entrance 82. three moneys:
Krueger 111101 1111—9 Dinger 0111111 101—8
Bach 0010011 11 1-6 Sigler 011 1011110-7
Sulwan 001101 1111—7 Gross 0101001011 -5
Fergueson OOOOOHOOOO-0 Sbeafer 0111101111-8
Fieles Ill 1 011 111—9 Dintaman 0111100111-7
Kinzer 0111101111-8
Second Day.—Event No. 1, 7 single live pigeons, entrance $5,

three moneys:
Bach 1110010-4
Breesford 0101011-4
Krueger 0111111-6
Eley 1111111-7
Snyder 1110101-5

Brewster 1101111—6
Fieles 0111111—6
Miller 0111111—6
Hughes 0111100-4

Event No. 3, 10 single tni-gets. entrance $2.25. three moneys:
Krueger 1110010110— 6 Fieles lOlllillll—

9

Hughes 1111110111- 9 Nutt 1000111110—6
Dintaman 0000100011— 3 Dingyer lOllllllOl—

8

Bach 1111111111—10 Breesford 0001 0100K >-3
Eley..,.., 0101111011— 7 Worden 1111100101—7
No. 3, 10 single targets, entrance 82.25, three moneys:

Breesford 100 1 1 10101—0 Krueger 0 101101 0 10—5
Dintaman 1110011111—8 Eley 1110111111—9
Hughes 1111011101—8 Nutt. 1011101010-6
Bach - 1111111011-9 Fieles 1111111010-8
No. 4, 10 single taror-ts. entrance $2.25, three moneys:

Hughes 1111100111— 8 Dintaman '.. 0010110111-6
Rout 0111011001—6
Worden 1101111111-9
Deuyer 1101101.101—7
Nutt 0001111001—5

Snyder OHOIOOIOI- £

Krueger 1111111111-10
Kiev 1111111111—10
Bach 1111110110- 8

Fieles 1100111000- 5
No. 5, 10 single targets, entrance 82.75, three moneys:

Din taman 1 111 110111—9 Krueger 11 1 1 101 011 - 8
Fieles 0111011011—7 Dingyer 0110100111—6
Bach 0111111111-9 Eley 1110111100-7
Genter 0011110001—5 Worden 1010011101—6
Hughes 1011010100-5
Event No. 6, 10 single live pigeons, entrance $5, 4 rnonevs:

1101111101— 8 Hummel ....... 1011101010v 6Bac_
Brewster 1010011101— 6
Breesford 0111100101— 6

Owens 1101000101— 5
Lindsley 1111110011- 8

Sigler 1111011110- 8

Eley 1111111111-10
Krueger 0011111110—

Rout 1101111001— 7
Fieles 10101 111 11— 8
Snyder 111010HU- 8
Cassell 1111100901— 6
Hughes 1111111111—10
Miller 1111101100- 7
Denyer 1111111001- 8

Event No. 7, 10 singp bluerocks, entrance $2.50, 3 moneys:
Dintaman 1110111101-8 Worden 010U111110-6
Eley 1110111011—8 Hughes 1111110010-?
Krueger ...1111110111—9 Snyder 1100011111-7
Bach 1001111101-9 Lindsley 1100110101-6
Fieles 1110011111-8
Event No. 8, 10 single Keystones, entrance $2.25, 3 moneys:

Fieles lOlOllUlOl- 6 Snyder 1111100110- 1
Hughes 100H00111— 6 Worden 1010000010— 3
Krueger llUOUUO— 8 Rout 1000101010— 4
Kley UlllUlll-lO Marshall 1101111110- 8
Dintaman 0001110111- 6

TMrd Day.-Event No. 1, 7 silngle live pigeons, entrance $4, 3
moneys:

Bach 1111111-6
Snyder 1100111—5
Motter H00101—

4

Malone 0111111-6
Hefhne ..1101011—5

>7.50, 4 moneys:
0100111000- 4
10 10H1 111— 8mm uii-io
liomim— 9

Corcoran 110111U01— 8
Fuller limOOOOl— 6

Fieles
Hepler

Sulwan 1111111-7
Fuller 0101111-5
Fieles II 11110 -6
Eley 1111110—6
Krueger 11111 1—7
Pettibone 1010000—3
Event No. 3, 10 single live pigeons, entrance.

Sulivan 1001111111—8 Bach
Kinzer 1111011111- 9 Hefline
Eley ! 1111111111-10

"

Kobbins 1111110101— 8
Krueger 0111 101101— 7
Brewster 1110111111— 9
Malone 1111111111-10
Event, No. 3, 10 single live pigeons, entrance 6 75, 4 moneys:

Shearer 0111111110— 8 Cassell 0101111110— 7
Lindsey 0011110011— 6 Sulivan llimoill— 9
Hefline ..1111111100- 8 Corcoran 1110111111— 9
Malone 1011111111— 9 Motter 1011011101— 7
Krueger 1111101111- 9 Kinzer 0011091011— 5
Eley 1111111111-10 Roule 101001 001- 4
Fieles 1011100001- 5 Miller 1001101001- fi

Brewster 1101111110- 8 Fox 1111010011— B
Event No. 4. at 5 single live p'geous, entrance $5:

Bach 11010—3 Corcoran 01111—4
Sulivan. .

11111—5 Malone 11111—5
Lindsey 11110-4 Brewster 11110-4
Shearer : .11111-5 Hefline 01111-4
Snyder .11111—5 Kinzer 10011—3
Hipler 11101-4 Cassell 11110-4
Mi ller 10011-3 Wh i teman 00110-2
Diuger 11000—2
Event No. 5, at 10 single standards, entrance $2.25, 3 moneys:

Bach li'I1011110-7 Snyder 0010011110-5
Sulivan 101 1010000—4 Dinger 10001 1 1000—

4

Anthony 1010000111-5 Mnfter 1010110101—6
Hefline 1111111101—9 Kinzer 1110001011—6
Roule .lOlimiOO—7 Corcoran 1100001010—4
Worden 1110001110-6 Hepler 1100101100-5

LINCOLN, Neb.—Arrangements have been made by the Lincoln
Gun Club for a grand Tournament to be held on the State Fair
grounds, beginning on Nov. 23 and continuing through two days.
Ic will be styled the first aunual tournament of the Lincoln Gun
Club, and the contests will be open to all comers. Assurances of
a large attendance of marksmen from abroad have"

;been received,
and the club confidently expect the event to prove the most
numerously attended meeting of the kind ever held in the Stale.
An entrance fee of $10 will entitle one to shoot in all prize
matches, for which he will receive a card not transferable. No
combinations will be allowed. Prize and sweepstake matches
can be shot at the same time. Private or other matches may be
arranged for on the grounds. All matches will be governed by
the American Shooting Association rules. The committee in
charge of arrangements comprises Messrs. G. A. Bush, who is
captaiu, G. C. St. John and C. H. Clarke, secretary. They have
compiled the following programme. First event, 15 single blue-
rocks, shot by members of Lincoln 'Gun Club only, 3 traps, the
winner to receive club badge and a year's subscription to Forest
ANrj Stream. Second event, prize match, 7 single live birds,
13yds. rise, 5 traps, use of one barrel. Third event, prize match,
10 single bluerocks, 18yds. rise, 5 traps. Fourth event, prize match,
3 pairs live birds and 3 singles. Fifth event, prize match. 5 pair
bluerocks and 5 singles. Sixth event, prize match, 10 single live
birds, 18yds. 5 traps. Sweepstakes: First match, 10 singJe blue-
rocks, 5 traps, entrance $1. Second match. 7 live birds, 30yds., 5
traps, entrance $5. Third match, 15 single bluerocks, 5 traps,
entrance $2.50. Fourth match, 9 live birds, 30yds., entrance
$7. Fifth match, 5 pairs bluerocks and 5 singles, entrance $3.
Sixth match, 15 single live birds, 30yds. entrance $12.50. Shooting
will begin at 9 A. M. sharp on Nov. 2S. All moneys divided 50, 40,
30 and 20 per cent. All birds included in entrance money. Ties
on all matches will be left, to the contestants to decide. Shooting
will be done in squads of 5. After the first shot is fired in any
sweepstake match the same is closed to entries.

NEW YORK SUBURBAN GROUNDS.
NEW YORK. Nov. 2.—Editor Vtirest and Strcayn: The critical

moment in the lite of the New York Suburban Shooting
Grounds Association came to-day; result—the association is dead,
but the grounds still live—too expensive buildings absorbed all
the cash put into the concern, leaving some debts unpaid, the
creditors became importunate, put a lieu on the building, and the
shetitr sold the same to the highest bidder this morning.
The purchasers are strong parties who are able to carry out the

fundamental ideas advanced when the grounds were opened over
one year ago. They are about as follows:

1st. A paid superintendent on the grounds all the time.
2d. Grounds open every day (except Sunday) to the public for

practice or sweepstake shooting.
3d. A testing apparatus for ascertaining the pattern and pene-

tration of shotguns.
4th- Facilities for live bird and inanimate target shooting.
5th. The encouragement of such shooting by providing conveni-

ent grounds where marksmen from different clubs may gather,
and by giving tournaments from time to time on these grounds.
Theie ought not to be any antagonism between the clubs located

ill the vicinity of New York and the management of these grounds;
they should work in harmony for the development of the noble
sport of wmg-shooting. Every member of a club knows what it
is to carry a gun and load of cartridges to the. club grounds, only
to find no one else there; or if one or two whooters turn up, there
are no traps set up and no trappers to work them when they are
set up. On the Ctaremont grounds the traps are always in readi-
ness, and an employee on hand whose business it is to take care
of them and run them.
Again, suppose a New York man should buy a gun. Where can

he go to test its shooting qualities before taking his new and un-
tried weapon into the field? The writer knows of no place outside
of Claremont. The owner would most likely oe shut up to the
plan of a physician of my acquaintance. He gets his gun out of
its case once or twice each week and squints along the barrels at
o b.iec is around the room. Better than no way, but notmuch prac-
tical use-
Now that the future of these grounds is assured, let the trap-

shooters of the vicinity rally and make them a success. Shooting
next Saturday, commencing at 2 o'clock.
The shooting to-day was fair, considering the rain and darkness.

Below are the scores; ties divided unless otherwise reported:
Sweep No. 1, 10 blue rocks:

Miller OllllllOU—8 Simpson 0010011011-5
Joh nson 1 101 1111 11—9 Nixon 0101011011-6
Hathaway 0001111101-6 Tatham 10110H0U—

7

No. 3, same;
Miller lOilltlOll—S Simpson 0011011111—7
Johnson 1111011010—7 Nixon 0101101001—5

" Hathaway 1111111101—9

Simpson 1101111111—9
Nixon 0110001011—5
Tatham 101001.1110—6

Tatham 1101I11111-!

No. 3, same:
Miller 1111011111-9
Jonnson 1111001110—7
Hal haway 1100011011—6 _
Miller first, Hathaw ay thud on shoot-off.
No. 4, same:

Miller 0111101111 - 8 Simpson 1111010110-7
Johnson 1111011010—7 Nixon 1100100010-4
Hathaway .U11011110-3 Tatham 0000001101-3
No. 5, same: Miller 10, Johnson 7, Hathaway 8. Simoson 6. Nix.m

3, Tatham 7.

Sweep 5, same: Miller 9, Johnson 5, Hathaway 7, Simpson 6,
Nixon 5, Tatham 3, Lindsley 8.

No. 7, same: Miller 10. Johnson 8, Hat haway 8, Simpson 5, Nixon
0, Tatham 3 Lindsley 7.

No. 8, same: Miller 8. Johnson 7, Hathaway 9, Simpson 6, Nixon
4, Tatham 8, Lindsley 6.

Sweep 9, same: Miller 9, Johnson 9, Hathaway 8, Lindsley 6,
Nixon 7, Simpson 4, Tatham 7.

Sweep 10, 35 bluerocks, 50j. entry:
Miller . . 11111 1 11 11 1 111 11111 111111-25
•Johnson lloll tlllllilloill 1101111-22
Hathaway 001 1 10H i lull 1 1 1 HH i ] 10111—18
Lindsley HllOiooiOOl 11001 11100110—15
Nixon 100 1 01 1 01 1

1
)i Hi 1 1

1 ) 1 1 1 1101101—14
Simpson 0110 11 1 01 1 11 1 01)001 1101 1 10—16
Tatham OIOlUmoiOllOHlOOlOflli—16
In the shoot above Johnson, Hathaway, Lindsley and Tatham

scores count for Lefever trophy.

TRAP SHOTS IN A PALACE CAR.
EVER since the inception of the American Shooting Associa-

tion, its president, Chas. W. Dimick, of Boston, has had" in
view a grand scheme for furthering the interests of trap-shoot-
ing, increasing the number of shooters and therebv swelling the
volume of trade in guns, ammunition, targets, etc., etc. This
plan was to give exhibitions of shooting by teams of men repre-
senting the East and the West, in the principal cities of the South
and West, It was his idea to have the Association back t his trip
and its members derive any benefits accruing therefrom. The
Association, however, did not take kindly to the idea, the cost
rather deterred them from undertakingit, so Mi-. Dimick decided
to make the trip himself, or rather the company he represents,
the United States Cartridge Co., which will stand all expenses.
The plan provides that the shooters shall go as guests of this
company. All arrangements have been made with the railroad
companies to haul the private car, in which all will travel, sleep
and be fed. Every convenience, including a steward, cook, waiter
and general utility man, has beeu provided to attend to the wants
of the travelers. The. personnel of the teams is as follows: Ihe
East will be represented by It. McMurchy, of Sj : acuse, N. Y ; H
B. Whitney, of Phelps, N. Y.; W. H. Wolstencrof t, of Philadel-
phia, Pa.; 0. R. Dickey and Wm. E. Ferry, of Boston, Mass
The Western team has for its members C. W. Budd, of Des

follows: Starting as Cincinnati, Ohio, about Jan. 14, the following
cities will be visited in the order named: Louisville, Ky„ St.
Louis, Mo.; Memphis, Tenn., New Orleans, La.: Houston, Dallas,
Austin, San Antonio and El Paso, Texas; Los Angeles, San Fran-
cisco, Stockton and Sacramento, Cal.; Portland, Ore.; Tacoma
and Seattle. Wash.; Ogden and Salt, Sake City, Utah; Leadville
and Denver, Col.; Kansas City, Mo.; Omaha, Neb.; Des Moines,
Iowa; St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Chi-
cago, 111.; Detroit, Mich.; Toledo and Cleveland, Ohio: Pittsbui'gh,
Pa.: Buffalo, Syracuse, Albany and New York city and Boston,
Mass. In each city a match will be shot between the teams at 200
targetss a side, 30 singles and 5 pairs per man. thrown from 3
screened traps at unknown angles. In all probability dealers in
sportsmen's goods in the various cities will offer handsome prizes
for the high scores made in their cities or for the best average on
the trip. The scheme is a liberal and enterprising one, and the
result will be to make the wheels go round the Huo livelier than
ever.

BROOKLYN, Oc;t. 30—The Glenmore Rod and Gun Club held a
very successful shoot at the Dexter Park grounds this afternoon.
The weather was favorable and the scores made were very good.
The winner of the Midas badge, T. T. Edgerton, Jr., had to kill
15 birds to defeat his competitors. Mr. Edgerton shot a'. 39yds.
and won in class A with a clean score; J. Oaks, 26yds., won the
class B prize, with 6 out of 7, and H. Max, 21yds., carried off the
honors of class C. The summary follows: Club shoot—Seven
birds each, Long Island rules. Class A, 27 to 30yds. rise; class B,
23 to 26yds.; class (

', 19 to 22yds. C. Hclgaus, 29vds.. 7; W. Bennett
29 yds., 7; T. T. Edgerton, Jr., 29yds., 7; W. Selover, 29vd« 6- P
Suter, 29yds.. 6; J. Oakes, 20yds., 6; A. Powell, 29yds., 0; C. MeGee",
20yds., 3; W. Linnington, 24yds., 5; J. Schlichtner, 25yds., 4; H.
Max, 21yds., 2. Ties for medal, three birds each, then miss and
out:
Helgans Ill 11110-7 Edgerton Ill 11111-8
Bennett Ill 0 —3 Levens ..0

NEWARK, N. J.—A big team match will take place at Erb's on
the 12th instant, between Frank Class, of Pine Brook, and Phil.
Daly, Jr., of Long Branch, on one side, and J. Frank Kleinz and
Richard E. Irwin, of Philadelphia on the other. The match will
be for $200 a side, Hurlingham rules, at 50 live birds each man.
Shooting will begin at 1 P. M. The stakeholder is Ed. Uudegrove,
of Trenton, president of the Mercer Gun Club, who holds a $50
forfeit from either team, the balance of the stake to be put, up be-
fore the shoot begins. The birds are to be ihe hardest flyers that
can be selected.

FALL RIVER, Oct. 31.—An exciting clay-pigeon shoot took
place here, to-day for $250 a side, between George VV. Russell, of
Worcester, and John A. Congdon, It resulted in a victory for
Russell. Each had 250 biTds. Russell killed 173 and Congdon 172.

DEXTER PARK.—There will be trap-shooting at Miller's
Dexter Park, Jamaica, Long Island, every Saturday until further
notice. Reached by East New York cars.
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^--The fortnightly shotgun meeting ofthe Massachusetts Rifle Association was held to-day under the
best possible conditions of wind and weather. In the gold coin

Standards.
111111111111111-15-20
ii minimm -15-28
urn mi umo-M-27
imiimmon-M-27
iioioiiioiiimi^ii-2.r)
ill 11011 1111101-13-25m lino i o:jin in -10-23
11 01 1101(111 1] 10-n—22
111101110011111-13-22
iiinuoioiiou-la-ga
110J ion 11 ioom-io—20

squad firing:

Wheeler l1llimmio'll-ll
Stanton 1111 1 1111101 110—1.3
glack llllllOllliniO-13
Perry 111101011111111-13
Gale 111111110111111—14
fvyifr 111110110111011-12
Nichols 0111 tlllllll 101-l'i
Chase 11110111101 101 0-11
Curtis 110111011311001-10
Hosmer 011010111101101-10
Bowker 010101 1101101 ll-io
Nelson, clays 8. standards -12. Watson, clays 8, standards 1—9.

Standard target Company's medal match, 20 targets, handicap:
£tanton 20 Chase 17Wheeler 20 Swift .17B>c\ 19 Gale 16
Nienols 19 Nelson .'..IB
POTSDAM, N. Y., Nov. l.-Potsdam Gun Club match aguinst6

king'-irds, 3 traps, 18yds., National rules.
First event:

Holmes 110110-4 I>ete 100111—4
Heath -111011-5 Watkins 110H6-4

w^d
rs

luiini
Lewi9

°11100
-3

Second event: Heath 2, Witters 1, Watkins 2, totals, against
.Molines o, Leete 3, Lends 1, total 7.

o wlr5 CNT^rH?
lme;-- Lo?

t
-
e31 Lewis 3, total 5, against Heath

3, Witters 2, Watkins 1, total 5.

CLASSIFICATION BY CORRECTED LENGTH.
THOUGH the time has dually come when yachtsmen mustsummon stifheient resolution to form opinions on the meas-
urement, question and to stand bv them, and when the clubs must
race the responsibility of raakimr a decision of some sort it, is evi-
dent that the subject has not received that careful study which
its importance demands, and that a large -dumber are unWflLina
or unprepared to torce the issue- In fact, there are not a few who
arc content to let the matter go by default, with the plea that
docs not even amount to the dignity of an argument, that ifMinerva can beat the "brutes," the present rules are good enoughand there is no neecssi ty for any change.
The weakest point of this very weak excuse for inaction lies in

the looseness ot the statement that the present rules are good
enough; which is as far as any advocates* of such a course have
fu
U
f-

Ihe races of the year have been sailed under many rules;
that or the ST.

J. Y. C. with its light, tax on sail, that of the Sea-wanhaka and Eastern \. C. with a heavier tax on sail and withtwo different tables ot allowances, the length ru.es of the Laroh-
roont Y C., and others. As these rules are each radically differ-
ent, it follows that some must be good and others bad, "and themere general statement that all are good enough is too Buperfli it jand flippant to be worthy of serious consideration
The tests of the length and sail area rules, which have been inprogress since lfefo, have proved by no means satisfactory or com-

plete, chiefly because the principal rule, the one which exerted the
greatest influence oa building, included sail to so slight a dozrtf
as to leave.it practically unlimited. At the same time, iberefsconclusive proof in the progress of yachting during lite last" ha ifdozen years that the fnnciple of combining length and sail in arnle
is more nearly correct t hat nany method based on length alone on
Gn^ic coiuems. displacement, tonnage cr the three"d,ir>en«i-n3and that tor a long time, in all probability, all advance in meas-urement will be in the direction of improvements in the methods
of combining length and sail area in a rule.
As to the question whether the present rules are good enough-

even it we take the rule which is heaviest on sail, that in use bV
the Seawanhaka and Eastern, as well as the Lake V. R to*,
gether with anumber of smaller clubs, the first striking 'fact 'isthat the increase in size of sail plans is general throughout the
fleet. In all classes, from the little Kathleen up to the great Con-'steUation, the sail spread has increased with each successive
Bcc

.

until no one can say where the final limit will be Th»"id-a
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t year they have a fair chance of reversing the
nr w h l

C
'
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:

V:, *"' !!
- a?d Proving that size and sail do navffiS8 f Wel aS ?» New York rules, as pastex-

t' 7 he tl , W lot .

8h",v^d up to Mmerya's advent, in each
. ,. £ ,1^ V 1

ot theW the designer has taken a fargreater si en than he. has ever before done; Mr. Burgess fromBaboon to Tomahawk Mr. Smith from Banshee to Gorilla, whileMr. (rardnor m Litis has gone to an extreme in light construction,heavy displacement and area of canvas never before attomptedThe mere.taet that none of the boats are decided failures makesthe experiment a success, and promised greater speed in the nextattempts in the same direction.

Jt0nf^1n!? Sl^fiif
0? c»ptlusive proof that Minerva, can alwayswin and that the "brutes'- are out of the racing it is much more inaccordance with all the facts to assume that the very different

types represented by Liris and Tomahawk on the one hand and
" lerya on the other, are with the same handling so nearly equal

ossibiltties tor speed that it becomes a. question not which of

Miiier
in pi

thj
enoug
ac

ie two is fastest, but what type can be developed that while fastmugh for racing, shall give the best results in the way of cost
.•commodation, and other desirable qualities.
In all discussions oa measurement for the past two seasons the

forties nave claimed a far greater importance than they de-
serve, as the welfare of the large yachts, from f,0 to 90ft., is reallythe first consideration. At the same time the size of the 40ft
fleet, the number of its races and the reputations of the many
designers directly interested, have not only presented a largerbody ot tacts, but made them of more importance as a basis ofcomparison than those gathered from the races of Grayling andSea Fox, or Titama and katrina. The 40ft. class then must of

?£h « mw&int*thS1'^ £&" test of the rules, even liarly liable to this objection:though it may not follow that all conclusions drawn from it must m '

apply directly to the larger yachts. While spars and canvas havereached their greatest extreme in this class, it is <

"

«f
"

,
;— ... "Ji' J ±>ic\au, mar. mere will he nostandard by which to tost its merits and no incentive or even on-portumty to break out of the rut.
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0Ush th e resulting type should prove an excellent oneat first, there is every chance of its degeneration in a few years ftflvarious changes are made. The old "Thames tonnage rule hadbrought out a very lair type of moderate keel boat some 18 years

od™te ft
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el8
t
lr8t came in

'
at

?
d wilL a continuance of theold methddS m ballasting a comparatively wide beam would havetam retai ned. With the ad vauce in the use of outside lead the whole

7 hJ ™ i°" ,

he VP* was cha
,

nKed until the modern cutter of 6 or
7 beams to length was reached. How poor a tool such a yachtreally was ie now admitted by all, but the very influences which
S&i* !i

S develo Pm6Dt necessarily shut off all opportunities fortrial and comparison, and fostered a belief in i ts merits whichexperience has shown was based on a very slender foundation
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^f'sts bere to-day as in England a few yearsago; as the use of the lead keel stimulated development in a cer-a o direction, and gave full scone to the bad tendencies of theiilc so any improvements m hollow spars of wood or metal, orthe discovery of a metal at once stronger and lighter than steel forrigging and metal work, would lead to rigs that would befmoreu nmanageable than any yet seen. The tendency of any ro les™i to

which£mM to r&mvag
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alse belief *ln i? ffi e°which will be shattered some day by yachts built under vervdifferent.conditions, as was the case, with the British ihalongersm the late Cup races, and the. present system seems to be pio™

, ii is evident that the
sizes of sails have not only increased to a most undesirable degreem even the largest yachts, such as Volunteer and the big
schooners, but that such increase must goon in spite of the heavi-
est tax now laid on sail bv any of the existing rules
As it is generally admitted that sail and length are the twofactors on which a ru e must be based, at. least until something

very much better is discovered than has over been tried in the
past; and as at the same time t here is ample proof that the presentcombination of these factors is most uusatisfactorv, the question
arises, how.the present condition of affairs can be bettered.
The application of length and sail area to the rating of yachts

for racing must he by one of the two following systems:
ym-ulB

,
J-BU grouping the yachts in ckmes on the hdsix of their watcrline,

lengths, time heivq allowed for difference in size between thole in thesame class accordino lo greeted length" made ap of eertaU pro.portions oj wa1e,rh-m length and sail area.
ww**" 0

II. By making l
-corrcel.ed Inigu," the basis of ciassifieaUm as wellas allowance, emu further difference in size between vessels in™*

being Mowed for on the same basis of "combed lenath"
Incidentally it may be noted that "if desirable, some unit approx-imating to tonnage instead of linear measurement may he used inplace of corrected length, as is done in Great Britain, the finalresults being the same m either case. As tonnage, rulesTare^un-known m America, while "corrected length" of some kind haslong been a lamiliar quantity, only the formulas which give a re

suit in the latter unit need be considered. ^ e

The first system has always been used in America, and is nowfamiliar to all yachtsmen, while the results which follow from it

— Ol

sni'nn for
*e,»dencie8. It is an easy matter to combine length ands%« informulasby the score that will encourage any required pro-portmn of canvas on a given length, but. what would be the result?It may_be assumed that the products of the New York rail—-—- with its light tax on sail, are Merlin, Quickstep, Katrina,

Liris and Tomahawk. If now the Seawanhaka rule ^l±HLbe

f^hll
a
ln^

ad
i
0pted sail yfi]^6 somewhat reduced, for instance

m piace or d.JOO to 3,600 in the other_two. If the proportions of
the New York rule be reversed ki|^§- a boat of Minerva's tj;pB

waters; that Minerva's proportions and leading features will he
copied more or less perfectly by designers, both amateurand pro-
fessional, with a result easy to predict; that they will fail to canal

must accept the two as he finds them, and with them certain
other elements ot beam and draft which he may vary only wil bin
very narrow limits. He may break away from them, as Mr fife
has done in Minerva, and venture in a new direction, but the
chances are all strongly against his success; the easiest and safestway to win is to stick to the general type in vogue, and to cheat
the rule by light construction, more lead, by pushing to an ex-
treme some element that is the least heavily taxed.
The other system is based on directly opposite principles: in-

stead ot length being arbitrarily fixed by the classification and
the influence ot the allowance tables, and the limit of sail as
firmly fixed by the formula, both quantities are variable in an
inverse ratio, and the designer is left to himself to choose from
each according to his skill. In the 40ft. class, for instance, the
elements laid before him would be as follows-

time scale, are so proportioned as to compensate for anv difference m size withiu at least the limit of the class, thus allowing -

the designer the most complete freedom in the choice of length Sail area
> "..8364 3249 3130 3025 2916 2809 2704 2601 2500 2401 2304beam, draft and sail; in other words, anv desired length mav be

length, ft. 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48taken, with any good type as a model, and the resultiti" boat will
Tho ' ''*•"" *-t™ ** •- - • -

have the same chance of success as any larger or smalfer boat inthe class of equally good model. If this thcorv were borne out ISpractice, there could be no objection to the system, but, unfortunately, the very opposite is the case. The whole history of yach,racing tor an unlimited time back nrnves that m„i^,L „i.-*

Instead of being per ectly free in the cfloicel otalt Jemlnt/ofspeed so long as i be total sum does not exceed a certain limit "thedesigner has but one course before him. He must take the greatestpossible length allowed at the risk of being out of the effi andon this length he must hang all tbe lead and spread all the canvoithat be dares, the only limits being his skill or recklessness IIMayflower beat Puritan through length and size, so Volunteerm turn outdid Mayflower, the advance in two years from Purit-fn

S3
^t'^teer being represented by 1.200ft. of sail for ar^addit oSof oft. ot length. .In the schooners the new boats are cMefly re-markable for their large rigs, while both Tltania and Katrina farovertop any thing ever seen in the 70ft. class. Going down to the
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co^h»OM hold true
,
Chiqui ta, Xark and Baboon!

ot full 40tt., follow Papoose of the preceding year, and the mqximum limit of sail and draft in lSSsfunder 3,000sq. ft. for• oni^and"

sPect'ivelfi^st
PU8 *led UP t0 "" and lift, ro-

For every inch of advance in the science of designing in the last
18 f0UIld

.
a J^rd of canvas and a hu no redweight of leadVV hile this expansion of size, sails and lead ~ -

which must accrue from the influence of moderate ideas will beentirely lost, and the result will be the pushing of the present ei.
tremes ot lead and canvas to still greater limits.
One rather specious plea has been put forward to snpnort this

policy ot inaction; the fact is cited that in all classrs the larger
rigged and more heavily powered boats have been beaten bv the
less extieme craft; Grayling beats Sea Pox. Titania beats Katrina'and Pappoose, of 30.5ft., makes a good showing with the newerand larger forties.

This is all very true, and at first sight would seem to be eoneJu
Bive but two very important points are kept carefully in thebackground In the first place, every yacht of moderate size and
sails which has won has been in the charge of a man confessedly
at the head of his class as a racing skipper. Capt. Terrv inGrav
ling, Capt. Haft' in Titania, Capt. Barr in Ulara, Capt. Watson inPappoose, and Air. fowle m Saracen, rank among the best sailormen in the fleet. No one who has seen Sea Fox and Gravling to-gether from the first race in Ne w V ork Bay in 1888 to the. run from

audition in which he took
his boat and crew in to the races, has been one of the chief features
of the season m Titama's class, while it is chiefly through the skilland local jeno wleoge of her skipper that Pappoose has been able tocarry the handicap of 3ft. 6 n. lengih so well.
.
The second pom, in connection with too success of these boatsW co
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v 'Sfe'ed in the first place, has hadber sail am; lead increased within the past two years to enableher to keep up with the. procession. Grayling was forced to re!soil to a lead keel m place or ins.de ballast, with larger sails;
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per ivad heavier. An equally im-
rju is that the yachts of only laston boats wi'h larger rigs than had ever been seen before, are
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Bailsnee have any place with Liris, Tomahawk or

We. in common with many yachtsmen, would be only too gladto have convincing proof that the " brutes in all classes cannotwm irom more moderate craft, and that, r.h* thAn^i ^iirS
mvol
migh
cept
Mint
and the big ones have on the
but it must be remembered that this season was hot only an ex-ceptional one in the matter ol very strong winds, but also &nexceptional one m regard to extreme dimensions and power atleast m the 40ft. class, from wnicli the most thorough lessonsmust be drawn. Besides the general handicap under which allthe new boats suffered, of delay in building and time lost tnworking into shape compared with the older boats. Liris had her
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aced and worked up during the season, was neglected
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.'-^ther boar and Gorilla, as an txperimental boat, showedfauns which could be curea in anotiier of t he type.
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slualAer boate. with the .single, ex.

— can always do so
hole made a poor showing;
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good boat she has had the great advantage of two seasons ofcareful trial and preparation m skillful hands, besides being wellsailed this year; while she has suffered nothing from the earlydelays, poor sails and disasters wnich have attended thf» nWX-
boats of the year. Why Minerva wins, unless if be froVgeneralharmony of proportion and excellence of model, is a hard o net
tion to answer; wm she does, and the remarkable point ia that she
is the first proof of the possibility of winning under existing con!dittons with a boat not built to the utmost limit of the classNow that Mr. Fife has demonstrated the possibility of winningon model and moderate proportions rather than on mere brutetorce, there will be plenty to follow him, and some perhaps suc-cessfully; but it is too much to hope that Minerva alone will cureall the evils that now exist. The trutn seems to be that, while itis possiule to win through harmony of deaign and perfection ofform, it is very much easier and safer for most designers to triistto beam, lead and sad, as in the past, and that a few unsuccessful
attempts on Minerva's proportions will nullify the good influenceshe is.at Present •exerting, and leave the. brutes in po^ession of

of less
.__ ,„, no one

and depth, with a proVonionate toil plants thfrules an^allo"^ance tables almost invariably favor the longest and largest boatThus, the theory on which the whole system of classification*hvwateriiue length is based amounts to nothing, as it uo^ not holdm practice: nor is it po.sinle, as some believe, to correct• thetrouble by a rearrangement of the allowance tables giving moretime to the smaller yachts, as this would imply a degree of per-fection m the rule and allowances never approximately reachedm practice. The vital fault of the whole system is that it" doesnot allow any liberty to the designer, but compels him to take Imaximum length and to follow a certain typ^thus shutting thedoor almost entirely on experiment and advancement
g

The actual advance at yacht designing in the past ten years isgenerally overestimated on account of the great number of im-proved mechanical features that have been inirodmeh in a com-paratively short period. That the yacht, of to-day is far ahead ofber sister at 1880 is beyond question, but a great part of the im-provement is due solely to the lead keel, the cutter rig, improvedconstruction and the better blocks, wire cordage and canvasithithave been brought out to meet the demands of yachtsmen Apoint has been reached where improvement in this direction will be much slower than in the immediate past, and whereprogress must be looked for m the direction of model and designrather than in mere mechanical details; and the initial question iswhether the present system will give a proper scope for such

This we believe that it will not do, for the reason that a fixedlength of class confines the designer practically to one particular
type, only varying with the formula used. Thus there are fouifdro-day m each class only boats of comparatively large' beamgreat depth and very long spars. Some are centerboard and someare keel crait, the beam and draft varying a little m inverseratio, hut the leading characteristics in the class are very p aitilvmarked as in the forties, where the beam varies from 33 to 40per cent, of tbe length and the draft is about 17 per cent of length
in the centerboard and frem 23 to 27 per cent, in the keels- theratio of sail being about 1.45 per cent. Under the influence ofcompetition and aided by the mechanical advance alluded to thetype of one year differs from that of the precedingby be ng largerin all ways, as Liris, Tomahawk and Goiilla of % d'fflr fromBaboon, Xara and Nymph of '88, but if the present influences coTtinue in power tor a couple of years more it is likely that eachclass wiU contain a number of boats of nearly the same type

The believer in Liris could take her proportions of length and
sail, 33ft and 33U4sq. ft., and with them a[beam of'about la 5ftand a draft of nearly 10ft.; but if he. should chance to be on theother side, a believer in great beam, shoal draft and centerboard,
he would be at liberty to take the greater length due to a smaller
sail plan, say 40ft. and 3138sq. tt., with a beam of 10ft, and a draft
of 4 to 5ft. ff, again, he favored the moderate type of keel or
centerboard boat, there is room for a very fine 'craft on thedimensions 42ft. and 2916sq. ft., With probably 12.5ft. beam and 9ft'
draft, for a, keel, or 14ft. beam and 6ft. draft, for a centerboard-Beyond this he may go to any extreme he may deem desirable,
building a scow or Popotka on the one hand, or an 8-beam cutter
on the other. The prize would go, as it should, to the ablest de-
signer, while the greedy or ignorant would suffer If for in-
stance, a man was tempted by the length offered, and after taking
45ft. should attempt to combine with it a beam of 13ft. anil a draf t
Of 10ft. in order to overpower bis opponents, building a boat so
large that the. sail allowed for the length would fail to drive it
he would have no one to blame hut himself. If, on the otherhand, he is an adept, and through perfection of form and detail
gan drive a little longer boat with the saii allowed him than his
fellows, he reaps the reward of his skill in increased accommo-
dation at no greater cost.
The responsibility and the tax on the skill of the designer are

certainly greater than under the present system, but the more
troficient a man is the less he has to fear, and the greater will be
his reward in the event of success. Undoubtedly the boats builtunder this system will after a few years be mainly confined toperhaps a couple of leading types, but there will always be an in-
centive to experiment, and in the event of an over-developmentm any special direction as in length, depth and lead in Englandand beam, depth and sail in this country at present, there willalways be an opening tor improvement in some other direction
that will tend to correct the evil. Apart from the principles in-
volved, the success or failure of the system must depend lareelvon its details, such as the formula and class limits These wehave not space to discuss now, nor the possible objections to thesystem, most of which are probably due to an imperfect study ofthe subject and an attempt to judge it by the present standard offixed length classes. The principal objection urged thus far ap-plies not to the system itself but to the method now proposed for
its application, and this we will discuss next week. In the mean-time we will gladly give place to any criticism of the systemwhich will tend to throw hgnt on its merits and defects.

MINERVA AND CORRECTED LENGTH.
TN a recent letter Mr. Geo. A. Stewart, of the Boston Globe

tion-
rgUeS aS ws aealnst the proposed change in the elassifica-

uSuppose the classification by the corrected length is adopted in

connection with this formula, ^i^. The limit of the present
40ft. class would then he, say, 48ft. of racing length. A 40ft boatcarrying 3,lot.sq ft. of sail would just come into this class.' TheMinerva now carries but. 2 700ft. of sail, and rates at about 46. Aboat of the Minerva type 42^jtt, long, with sail increased propor-
tionately, would just come into the proposed 48ft. class Simi-
larly, a boat of the Liris type would have to be reduced to awaterhne length of less thau 38ft. to bring her into the proposed
48ft. racing length class. We should then have a boat of theMinerva type, 42^ft. long on the waterline, racing on even termswithout giving any time allowance, with a 40- footer of the modernAmerican type, and with a boat of the Liris type, 38ft. tone on thewaterhne. As the 40ft. Minerva has demonsfrated her amlitv toheat. T.ins unri mnrtnmta a m.i,.;„„ ,
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".<L "'J 1? 1? v*uel1 SQe nas an advantage of from 2to ir-ott. of length for which she is not taxed at ail "
Minerva's length is 39.96, beam 10.5, ratij of length to beam q 8and ratio of sail 1.306, her corrected length ling 8 07TSarithmetic will show that if these figures be enlarged in mopor-tion to make 4dtt. m place of 46 07, the length will be not 42 5ftbut 41.6; m other words, Minerva, in giving up her allowance o£ 2
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e American 40, would beTnUtled tobut 1.6tt. more length instead of 2.5. That she is also taxed for

, YaV^^V*6^ H fu
r/y Proved by the fact that she would beallowed but 3,9o0ft. of sail, or nearly 200ft. less than the 40ft. boatProbably the supposed Minerva of 41.6ft, would beat the others ofthe class as badly as the present 40-footer does, hut no one wouldbe any the worse. The new boat would be a verv finesort of craft

8& S2S£i*!S&2K*- coWed With the 7ft. of the old cutters of

40 from Liris to Pappoose, tnen it follows that the Minerva typewill survive to the exclusion of the others, at least lor all racingIf this is the ease, then in the ll.uxllft. boat yachtsmen will havea larger and belter craft than m the 40X10.5 Minerva, and at mostwill not he very badly off; while it Is by no means certain thattbeexperiments m various lengths which would follow the adoptionor the proposed rule would not lead to a type more in accordancewith American ideas than Minerva is, and at the same time farremoved from the present breed of -bru tes" and "monstersT"
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ARRANGEMENT OF CRUISING STEAM YACHT.

A CRUISING STEAM LAUNCH.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As considerable has been published lu the Fouest and STREAM

during ihe past year concerning small steam yachts and their
convenience as a means of pleasure and locomotion, I venture to
add my mite to those already contributed, trusting it may aid
some one who is contemplating a similar effort. I inclose a draw-
ing which is more or less self-explanatory as to how my launch is

fitted out. for cruising. After one summer's use I do not see how
it could be much improved at the same expense. I used her for
two months, sleeoing on her most of the time through rainy and
cold nights, without getting at all wet or catching cold. Never
slept better or felt better, and used her the same as though she
had an tmclosed cahin.
The Wave Crest is 26ft. long, 5ft. heam, with permanent water-

tight deck cove ed with duck and painted in the usual way.
Around the sides are curtains of thick drilling, which keep out
the wind and raiu. The one immediately in front has a window
in it similar to those in carriage curtains. In the front end of the
cockpit is a looker- 2ft. Bin. long and of the full width of the boat.
This has a cover A. which opims up and forward as indicated hy
the arrow, with a mirror 10"X16" on the under side. This serves
to dress bv and is out of danger when the locker is closed. At B
is a hinged bulkhead which folds forward and down toward the
how, and form.3 the bottom tor a part, of the bed when used for
sleeping. It is held in place wheu upright by a small sliding holt

on each side at the top. The crack through the wainscoting is

oovered by a half round bead, its curved form giving it the ap-
pearance of an ornamentation. The dotted line indicates the
cleats along the inside, which support The bed bottom. At 0 are
three folding leaves, hinged on alternate sides, the lowest one
heing hinged to the front of the seat. These leaves fold our, for-

ward, completing, with the dropping bulkhead, a space Oft. 6in.

long for sleeping. When folded back cn the seat, as shown, there
are triangular spaces left at the end of each leaf, owing to the
decreasing lengt h of each, which are filled up hy blocks made to

fit, and each held in place hy a peg projecting from the block into

a hole in ihe seat.
At D are two drawers which slide out in front after turning up

the door, and are large enough to contain the underclothing of

two individuals. B is a sliding cane-hack to the seat, extending
across the hoax in front, of the boiler. By lifting this out of its

slots, one can easily pass astern, stepping over the seat. F is a
roller shade, such as are used in dwellings, extending across the
boat. This, with the side curtains, completely iucloses the for-
-ward sleeping space. This space is nearly as large as a modern
bed, quite enough at all events for two persons. The drawers, D
make a safe place of deposit for valuables during the night. Even
the floor—if carpeted, as i n this case—cau be used for one's clothes
on retiring, as there are some Tin. between the bed bottom and
fltor of the boat.

1 had hair oratresses made to fit Ihe spaces. These with a thick
comforter, two woolen blankets, two sheets, two pillows and a
night shirt will go in the locker. An extra comforter can be put
in by a little squeezing. You see it is a sort of sleeping car ar-
rangement, the oedding being out rf sight during the day. The
cushion which belongs on the seat I used under the mattress or
pillows as a bolster.
The after-cabin or space is fixed as follows: Two wide boards

with iron cleat s on one edge, fill up the space between the locker
seats. These boards have legs on their inner sides, each let into
the board and pivoted to turn down and form supports when in
place. The iron cleats hook over pins in the edge of the lockers,
under the cover. Thus arranged there is one level smooth sur-
face for the bedding. The regular cushions form the mattress as
far as the seats are concerned. Other cushions are made to fit

the movable bottoms, these being in the form ot cushions (sec-

tional mattressee) can be stowed away together with the com-
forters, blankets, ect., through the opening (12in.x20in.) in the
after deck into the locker below. This is sleeping car arrange-
ment No. 2. By such devices one gets a really comfortable bed.
With the exception of the springs it equals a good modern bed.
One cannot expect everything on a 26ft. yacht, although 1 am not
sure that I shall not have devised a set of springs to be used and
6towed away with the bedding, before I am satisfied. The mov-
able bottoms can he thrown on upper deck during the day.
There are other conveniences, such as an icebox in one locker

seat, side-steering wheel (besides the tiller) and short ropes with
handles to hook into rings in the steering ropo at 0, so that a
pilot can steer from his seat on a camp stool in front during a
storm when the curtains must be down.
In conclusion I may mention the device for taking up the slack

in the cord which runs around the boat. At a convenient point
(right hand locker astern) I introduced a long (luiu.) spiral spring,
about %in. in diameter, slipping the cord (window-sash) through
the spring lengthwise, lea ving it slack ahout IHtt. between the ends
and then fasti ning the ends firmly to the cord: thus when the
oord shrinks from moisture the slack inside five spring is about
taken up. When the cord is dry the spline will take up the slack.
In steering it is the tension of the spring which turns the rudder
until the slack is taken up. This keeps the cord fight at all times
and yet. avoids all overs! rain and breakage due to a wet cord.
So much for the boat and some of its equipments. If acceptable

to yourself and readers 1 may sometime give an account of her
cruises. Wave Crest.

A RACE OF ST. LAWRENCE RIVER SKIFF'S.

HMIE towns of Prescott, and Brockville have for a long time
A cherished a healthy rivalry as to which place could turn out
the fastest sailboat; the outcome of whic i was the race at Pres-
cott on Oct. 38. A gentleman of Brockville made a wager with
some Prescott citizens that he could name a BrockvillR boat
that could bear any Prescott boat yet built. His offer was ac-
cepted, and Mr. Wallace, of Montreal, was asked to sail his Sauve
(Brockville) built sailing skiff Yukwa against the Evangeline, a
new Prescott boat by E. Dubeau. The course was to have been
at Maitland, and the time limit for the 10 miles 2h. 15m. Several
starts were made, but the wind dropping the race had always to

be called off, and it was decided to hold it at Prescott, where as
good a course and better accommodations could be obtained.
After three postponements the race was finally started in a very
stiff northeast blow on Monday at 2 P. M. The course was three
times around a triangle, about 11 miles in all. The Yukwa got
the best of the start by some 15s., but on the first leg, which was
a quartering run, the length of the Evangeline had to tell, and she
made up all but 63. of the lead. From this buoy the Yukwa
seemed to make a steady gain, only losing probably a few seconds
on the free ran. At the windward work she proved herself by
far the better boat, clawing to windward in great shape.
Tue following is the time taken at end of each round:

Yufcwa. Evangeline.
First round 2 S3 11 2 34 19
Second round 3 05 50 3 07 40
Third round. 8 30 15 3 39 15
The Yukwa winning the race by 3m., or 2m. 45s. elapsed time.

A. R. Porte and C. P. Lyons, of Ogdensburg, were j udges, and
Edward Jessop, of Prescott, referee. Both of these boats are
representatives of a class of sailing craft peculiar to the St. Law-

Yukwa
Length. Beam.
20ft. 4in. 3ft. ll^in.

Evangeline... . .
«t. 6 in.

The YuRwa holds the St. Lawrence Y. C. championship cup for

skiffs, besides first place at all regattas about Montreal, and it

was surprising to many the way she walked to windward of her
larger rival, and held her off the wind. She was sailed by her
owner, VV. J. Wallace, with Ford Jones of Brockville, winner of

A. C. A. trophy, as crew. Mr. H. G. Wiser sailed the Evangeline,
with E. Dubeau and A.Tripp, crew. The excitement over the
race was intense, and in spite of rain a large crowd was present,

who were well repaid bv seeing one of the prettiest and most
closely contested races yet sailed on these waters.

A SHOAL-DRAFT CRUISER— Ed itor Forest and Stream: I

hand you herewith the ci mansions, etc., of a light-draft yacht I

have just, commenced building for a Philadelphia yachtsman.
She is to be r. ady for sea within six weeks, and on completion
will go to Florida, Model, Nonpareil sharpie with yawl rig,

length over all 41ft., length waterline 31ft., beam 12ft. 3io., depth
amidship 4ft., draft of water 20in„ height inside cabin 6ft ; all tim-
bers 3x3in.. of chestnut, spaced 12in., and strengthened at angles
of bilge with 80 hackmatack knees. She will be neatly fitted up
inside with handsome woods oiled and varnished, and will have
two staterooms, galley, toilet room, with w. c; also stationary
washroom with two large water tanks of galvanized boiler iron
under the main deck aft. These tanas will be connected by water
pipes t • all parts of the yacht as far forward as tne gallev. Her
cost, completely furnished and ready for sea, will be $2,000. Sue
is to be fitted out and rigged in the best manner, and w-U have
elubtopsail, balloon jib, a mizen staysail, etc., etc.—Thom.ys
Clapham.

A NEW ENTERPRISE.—The firm of Charles L. Seabury& Co.
have lately started into the yacht bu'lding business at Nyack,
N. Y., Where they have erected work shops and propose to put, a
class of high speed steam yachts and launches on the market.
They have alreadv made a decided success of the few so far built

by them; one. a 55ftr yacht, 8ft. 6in. beam, being a model cruiser.

She is of light draft, with new style high class engine, triple ex-
pansion, with water tube boiler of their own design, and makes
15 miles per hour. A high speed, clean and safe steam launch,
inexpensive to run and with ligat-weight machinery, has long
been needed, and should find favor will all yachtsmen, wno want
a handy boat that can stand a sea, with room enough on board to

make a comfortable cruiser, without the dauger of Mowing up.

Mr. Seahury, of this company, was formerly Vice-President of

the Naphtha Launeh Company, and is an expert on all classes of

machinery, having had years of experience with yacht work.

NAVAL RESERVE.—On Oct. 28 the preliminary organization
of the New York Naval Reserve Artillery was begun by the en-
rolment of four companies. The recruits, to the number of 58, met
at the Second Battery Armory, Seventh avenue and Ififty-tbird

str<
Mr

and William King, to enroll their respective companies, J. W.
Blair acting for Mr. King, who was absent. Mr. Philip B. Low
was chosen temporary captain.

A LONG CRUISE.—On Nov. 3 the 23ft. yacht Fearless started
from Chicago on a voyage to Nicaragua, the route being via the
Illinois and Michigan Canal, the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers
to the Gulf: thence" along the northern shore of the Gulf scoping
at Pensacola, Cape St. Bias and Tampa. From there the route
will be to Key West and Havana, then along the Cuban coast as
far as possible before making an open sea, run from Cape. San An-
tonia to Cape Catoche in Yucatan. From this latter point they
will sail along the coast to Bluetields, Nicaragua, which is within
70 miles of Greytown, perhaps ciuising up the San Juan River.
The proposed cruise is expected to occupy about 3 months, the
distance beiug some 4,500 miles. The two venturous mariners
who form the crew are Messrs, Ball and Brainard, of the Chicago
Corinthian Y. C.

NEW YACHTS.—Mr. Burgess is at work on a design for a 45ft.

keel yacht similar to Alga for Mr. F. B. McQuesten, of Boston,
and also for a 30-footer similar to the Shark for Mr. Win.
Amory, of Quinc.v; Lawley will build both. Mr. John Jameson,
owner of lrex, will build a cutter of about 117 rating from a design
by Mr. Richardson, the designer of Silver Star, Samceua and
lrex. She will be a composite boat, built by Fay & Co., builders
of lrex and Valkyrie. As she is to be a comparatively wide boat
her length will probably be that of Genesta or lrex. 81 to 83ft., so
she need hardly be looked upon as a possible challenger for the
America Cup.

FIXED BALLAST ON THE ST. LAWRENCE.—The St. Law-
rence Y. C. of Montreal, has at its last, meeting adopted the fol-

lowing resolution hy a vote of 33 to 8: "No shitting of ballast or
planting out shall be permitted during any race, and all vessels
must carry the ballast they start with throughout the race; the
crew limit to be one man to every three f^et wateiiine or fraction
thereof." This rule was proposed last spring, but was laid over
until the fall, and the results of the racing during the season
have been such a6 to insure its adoption. It is a much needed
step in advance, and is likely to do much to extend the racing
next season.

JEFFRIES MARINE GLUE.—This standard article has been
awarded a silver medal and honorable mention at the Paris Ex-
position. It has gained greatly in favor in this country within
the last two years, and is rapidly supplanting all other materials
for paying the seams of yachts' decks, as well as for other uses in

building. It is used in nearly all the new yachts of the year.

HOUriE BOATS.—Our old friend and contributor "Podgers,"
once master Of the house boat Tulle Belle, commonly known as
the ''Mud Hen," has a very interesting article on these useful
craft in the New York Herald of Nov, 3.

LADY EVELYN, schr., feir Roderick Cameron, sailed from
New York on Oct. 30 for Cowes, whence she will go to the, Mediter-
ranean for the winter, returning to New York next spring.

MORE FIFE CUTTERS.—Mr. Will Fife has already an order
for a 42ft. design for Canadian waters and a 40ft, and 25ft. for the
United States.

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C—The November meet-
ing will be held on Nov. 9 at the club house.

"West India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard." By
Everett Hawlen, U. S Hydrographic Offlee. Large quarto, with 23

lithographic plates. Price $1. Contains full history of the great

storm of March, 18S8. with practical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

FOREST and Stkeam, Box 2,832, N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-

trated circulars of W. B. Lefnugwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-

rence River. They are undoubtedly the* fastest design of boats I nonnced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick SwiveUer," "Sybillene" and
for their size that are sailed onany waters. Their dimensions are I other competent authorities to he the best treatise on the subjeot
as follows: 1 extant.

ON THE SHENANDOAH.
LEAVES FROM THE LOG OF THE FRANKIE.

THE gray mist was rising from the smooth, still surface of the
river, and floating away in fleecy folds above the treetops,

and up the wooded slopes of the adjacent mountains, enveloping
their lofty summits and shrouding them from view, as I aroused
the camp at half past four on Saturday morning, by the tintin-
nabulations of a gong, extemporized from a tinplate and a
stick; and by half past eight breakfast was over, the tents
struck, everything was packed, the canoes slid down the bank
into the river and we were once more afloat, and tne lovely, long,
narrow willow-shaped sand bank upon wuich we had so pleas-
an;ly sojourned for the past three days, was loft to its original
solitude, disturbed only by the birds flitting from bough to
bough in the leaiy covens above.

It was a beautiful sunny morning, and as we moved slowly off
over the still, deep waters around tne bend, past the confluence
of toe North and South rivers, and into tne Shenandoah—the
'•Beautiful Daughter of the Stars" of the Indians—the rippling
waters, kissed by the fresh mornin? breeze and sparkling in the
sunlight, the bright grteu slopes of the mountains, the blue dome
above us flecked with fleecy clouds, the gtacetully moving flotilla

with the paddles flashing in the sunlight and the water falling
in diamond drops from their uplifted blades, all combined to
make a charming picture, wnich filled us with enthusiasm and
anticipation of a line day's sport.

We were aiming to reach Milnes—24 miles below Port Republic
and our last camp—by evening, and in view of the fact lhat the
river is but little else than a continuous rapid for the first 50 miles
of its course, the distance could have been easily accomplished;
but the numerous dams < aus d us so much trouble and aelav that
we went into camp at 7:30 at Coffman's farm, 5 miles above Milnes,
after a hard, fatiguing, bat most magnificent day's cruise to the
experienced canoeist, but a most disheartening, discouraging se-
ries of trials a&d disasters to the inexperienced ones of the party,
the crew of the beavy open skiff Mac in particular, faring so
badly that they declared that evening that notning could induce
them to continue in the river another mile.

The rapids are deep, magnificent stretches of swift water, some
of them over a mile long, plentifully strewn with rocks, which
were not always easy to avoid; and, though a little rough, were
hardly lumpy er ough to wash our decks, while the scenery was
most lovely. All around us lay the superb Valley of Virginia,
with its undulating, fertile, highly cultivated fields; dotted with
imposing mansions and thrifty farm houses; the scars of the war,
which once made it desolate, all happily obliterated by more than
twenty years of peace and prosperity. On the right, close at hand,
towered the imposing heights of tne Blue Ridge: its spurs and
foothills wasm d by t he waters of the river, while on the left the
lofty peaks of Massanutton reared their summits to the clouds;
the loug range stretching away down the valley almost as regu-
lar and clean cut as a wall against the western horizon, until lost
in the hazy mists of the distance.
VVe had a tedious poriage around the end of the Shavers' mill

dam, below which was the finest rapid we bad yet encountered.
The hea.i of the rapids was cut up by several small islands, nar-
rowing the channel materially, and in shooting one of them the
FrauKie received a tremendous thump from a sunken rock, doing
no apparent damage, however. This rapid was a couple of miles
long and afforded us magnificent sport in shooting it; a heavy
fish dam about half way down it, wuich we were obliged to take
on the fly, adding to the excitement of the ruu. 1 hurriedly
selected the only available chute, which was a crooked one, com-
pelling us to turn sharply to the rigut while on the very brink of
the fail, which was fuliy 3ft. and almost perpendicular, and with
a hasty ''Look out for yourselves:" at 1 he part > behind, I drove
the Frankie safely over without touching anywhere.
The heavy Mac was unable to make the t urn quickly enough

and struck heavily on the rocks on ona side of the chute. Mr.
Murray was thrown out into the dam, while Dunbar jumped out
into the deep water on the down-stream side and was compelled
to swim for it. The May then drifted over, shipping so much
water that she was compelled to lie to and bail out. The other
boats and canoes got over without mishap, although all struck
more or ltss heavily.
As we proceeded further down the river Ihe rapids grew stron-

ger and rougher, and the fish dams were very numerous, and
soon oecame objects of terror to the inexperienced in our party.
The light, narrow, sharp-ended, rouud-botiomed canoes generally
managed to slip over them without much trouble, hut the broad,
flat-bottomed Stranahau skiff had to pick her way over more cau-
tiously, wnile the heavy wooden Mac hung up on most of them,
and her crew were frequently in the water to assist in getting her

°\ve stopped for lunch at noon at the mouth of a clear, cold
stream, marked on my chart by the unpoctic name of Two-Mile
Run, which came brawling and sparkling down from the moun-
tain fastnesses, it3 crystal waters being very strongly suggestive
of trout. The spot was an inviting camping place, but it was too
early to camp, so after a stop of an hour for lunch, rest and a

smoke, during which time the Doctor essay, d fly-fishing for bass
in the clear water off the mouth of the creek (but as he affixed a

heavy sinker to his line above his flies, his success was not
marked), we were off again. . _ .

We Blid the boats over the end of the river bank mill dam
(managing to pour a couple of inches of water into the Frankie
during the operation) and also over the end of the next dam a
mile or two below; and while, stepping into the boat again Lacy
was a little too familiar with the Clyde, and capsized her so sud-
denly and completely that he was unable to realize what had
happened until he came spluttering and blowing to the surface •

and saw the round black bottom of his canoe shining in the sun,
like, the back of a huge turtle. He quickly righted her again, as
the water was only waist deep, and it, was found that—owing to

having followed my instructions in regard to keeping hatches
dosi-dfand fastened, and articles lashed fast that were stowed in

the open part of the cockpit—he did not lose a single article, nor
did he get his canoe more than half full of water.
We had a tedious and difficult portage over the end of the dam

at Cornrad's store, iu accomplishing which we were all compelled
to 'ake to the water; loilowed by a rough passage down a long,

rocky rapid, where more or less trouble was experienced by the*
diffeient boats, according to the skill and address of their respec-

tive skippers, and the trials and tribulations of the day finally

culmiuaied at a dismal, deserted old dam a few miles below,
which wo reached about 0 o'clock.

The river was cut up by islands and the dam extended irregu-

larly irom one to the other. The dam looked vicious and the
water flowed ominously black and swift ahove it. The mill had
neeu burned, and tne gaunt, blackened timbers still standing
looked spectral in the dense dark green of the surrounding forest

and added to the desolate and forbidding look of the place. The
shoot—suchas it was— was inthe upper end of the dam, oostructed

bv to^s and drift, over and among which the water rushed and
surged with great power and violence and then went shooting
swiftly down among the islands, under overhanging banks, lined

with a vicious tangle of roots, branches and tree trunks. It was a
forbidding place altogether, and the shoot was utterly hazardous
to negotiate, and the lay of the land rendered a portage im-'

practicable, so Gibbs and Beall got out into the water iu the shoot
,

and eased the boats gently over as they were dropped dowu to.

them one by one. By hard work and skillful management,!
escaped the" snares of the roots and branches, and was shot out'

from among the islands into a furious rapid, thickly strewn with
great boulders and vexed with cross currents, where the great

waves tossed the Frankie around like a cockle shell, and rolled]

over her decks iu sheets from stem to stern. I dodged the rocks;

and the waves rolled harmlessly from my decks and tightly closed'

batches, and 1 next found myself shooting along a magnificent

j

down-hill stretch of rapid, which extended straight away for a
mileormoie. _ . .

]

After proceeding some distance and finding that none of the
party were following me, I hung up m midstream, in the lee of a
big rock, the nose of the Frankie resting in a convenient crevice,

where I easily held her by an occasional stroke of the paddle, tc

wait their arrival: the Doctor, who had made bis way out ahead'

of me, being by this time just discernible a mile or more dowr
the river, his paddle blades flashing in the last rays of The sun at

he sunk to rest behind the neighboring peaks of Massanutton.
,

I waited so long that I oegin to grow uneasy, when finaUv one

of the canoes shot out around the bend at the head of the rapid, 0

quarter of a mile above, and presently I recognized Lacy, aud at

he approached I ooserved that he was chasing my coal oil car
aud Gtiorge'~ minnow bucket, pare uf the cargo of the Mac, which
were bobbing along serenely on the troubled waters a little aheac

°f,

-Hi?Coinmodore! piok up the bucket," he shouted, as he swepi

^What's -wrong?" I shouted in reply, as I left my moorings ami

darted out across the swift flood to meet him. J
"The Mac issunk up in that nasty hole below the dam, and Mi

Murray and the boys had to swim for their lives."
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"You don't say! Did they get out safely?"
"Yes."
"Is the boat lost?"
"Completely sunk and everything in her lost. These two arti-

cles here are all that could be seen," pointing to the rescued
bucket and oil can.
"Where are the rest of the party?"
"Gibbs and Beall were working at the Mac trying to get her

out when I put out to pick up wha t I could."
"Well, we are in a pretty pickle," said I, as we laid up under the

bank, holding on by the overhanging branches, to await the
arrival of the rest of the party.
"The Mac carried the entire culinary outfit of the expedition, as

well as a large part of the provisions, and here we are, five miles
from nowhere, and to-morrow is Sunday at that!"
"Gosh! You don't say!" exclaimed Lacey in consternation, "and

I'm wet and as hungry as a bear; haven't we anything to eat at
all?"
"Well, I've a can of coffee and one of sugar, and some biscuits,

and butter and crackers in the Frankie's mess chest, and possibly
a bag of eggs and one of bacon stowed somewhei'e, but the camp
stove, and every tin bucket, coffee pot, frying pan and plate in
the party were in the Mac, and our outlook for anything hot for
supper is exceedingly dubious."
"I certainly feel right sorry for Mr. Murray and the boys," said

Lacey, after a short interval of silent reflection on the supper
problem, in which he apparently gave it up.
"Yes, so do I, for they have had a hard time of it all day to-day

in that unsuitable, heavy, open boat."
"And yet the Mac is a right good boat?"
"That's perfectly true, but a boat like that is not adapted to

cruising on such a rough, rapid stream. Every summer, to my
positive knowledge, somebody attempts to descend the Shenan-
doah in an open skiff, and I have never yet heard of such a party
that did not come to grief."
In the meantime the Doctor had reappeared in sight at the

bend of the river, nearly a mile below, and in the course of half
an hour's paddling against the swift current he joined us. I
think it was at this time and after this little episode that the
Doctor finally and definitely abandoned any lingering notions he
yet entertained of turning at Harper's Ferry and paddling back
up the river, a project which, in his enthusiasm for the cruise, he
warmly advocated at the start.
In half an hour more the rest of the party came drifting down

in the gathering twilight, and a forlorn looking set they were in
the Mac. As Lacey had said, she had been drawn in irresistibly
among the overhanging roots and branches and capsized and
swamped; her crew were so thoroughly demoralized by the dis-
aster that it was with great difficulty that they were induced to
board her again, after she had been rescued by Gibbs and Beall,
and trust themselves in her on the treacherous river. I was glad
to learn that with the exception of a few minor articles none of
her cargo was lost, as according to my suggestions it was nearly
all lashed fast.

It was growing late when they joined us; they were thoroughly
cold, wet and disheartened; Gibbs and Beall were also wet, and
Lacey was shivering from the effects of bis capsize a couple of
hours before. Night was rapidly approaching and Milnes was
five miles away, so we gave up all idea of reaching it, and
turned our attention to finding a place to go into camp at once.
We drifted on down the river, around the bend and into the

dam. half a mile of very rough, heavy, rocky rapids, the black
rocks gMding swiftly by us like threatening shadows, while the
big foam-crested waves gleamed whitely in the gathering shades
of night, their deep angry roar chilling the spirits of our jaded
party. A. big two-story brick farm house loomed up oo the right
bank at the foot of the rapid, giving promise of needed supplies,
and we at once swung into the bank, where we found a very good
camping place.
Permission was readily obtained to camp on the land, and we

were soon all at work with a will. I at once started a Are in my
stove and a huge camp-fire alongside of it, and made it my im-
mediate business to get up a plentiful hot supper for the party.
Gibbs and Beall got up the canoes and the big tent with a rush,

ably assisted by Merrikeu and the Doctor. Dry clothing was pro-
citred from waterproof bags, or loaned by some fortunate mem-
ber of the party; a good supper stowed away, and cheered by the
warmth and light of our blazing camp-fire, aided by the soothing
influences of our pipes, comfort reigned again. F. R. Webb.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.

THE annual meeting of the Executive Committee will be held
in New York on Nov. 23. Com.-elect Stanton has issued the

following order:

To the Members of the American Canoe Association:
Please take notice that the following named gentlemen are

hereby appointed to be the Regatta Committee of the A. C. A.,
the first-named being chairman. Gen. Robert Shaw Oliver, of
Albany, N. Y.; John N. MacKendrick, of Toronto, Canada, and
D. S. Goddard, of Lowell, Mass. Very respectfully yours,

Hbnby Stanton, Com.-Elect.

By the Commodore-elect, F. L. DunnblTj, Sec'y-Elect.

New Yobk, Oct. 23.

OAKLAND C. C—The quarterly race for the Mayrisch badge
was sailed on Oct. 13 in a very strong wind, the times being as
follows:

Start. Finish. Corrected.
Frolic... 2 35 3 13 00 37 00
Dart 2 35 3 13 30 38 30
Whisper 2 35 3 14 45 39 40
Mystic 2 35 3 14 50 39 50
Bonita 2 35 3 20 30 45 30
Surprise Did not round stake.
Gypsy Retired.
Tuck Retired.

The judge was Oscar W. Davis of the Mohawk C. C. of Troy,
N. Y. Timekeeper, Harvey Darneal. Frolic thus wins for the
third time, Mystic having won once.

PEQUOT CANOE ASSOCIATION.-The P. C. A. held its third
annual dinner at Heubleiu's, in New Haven, on Oct. 31. The
business meeting resulted in the election of the following officers:
Com., W. A. B rden; Vice-Corn., F. P. Lewis: Rear-Corn., G. S.
Ford; Sec, W. H. Hale: Treas., W. W. Cornwall; Fleet Captain,
E. H. Everitt; Meas., J. H. Taylor. The dinner was very pleas-
antly relieved between the courses by toasts and singing by the
quartette. The Pequot Glee and Banjo clubs furnished the music,
and the affair altogether was the most thoroughly enjoyable in
the club's historv. No action was taken regarding the location
of the meet for 1890, it being resolved to await the action of the
A. C. A., hoping that the committee may decide on salt water for
that year. Should this be the case, the P. C. C. would have a
goodly delegation to send.

BROOKLYN C. C. CAMP-FIRE.—The first camp-fire [of the
Brooklyn C. C. was held last week in the Brooklyn Library Ruild-
ing, Mr. H. C. Ward delivering: a lecture on "Knots and Splices."
The next camp-fire, on Nov. 21, will have for a subject a cruise on
the Delaware River.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlantic Division: John J. Collins,
Fred B. Collins, Bayonne, N. J.

Canvas Canoes and how to Build Them. By Pafk&t B. Field.
Price 50 cents. Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens.
Price $1.50. The Canoe Aurora. By C. A. Neide. Price $1. Canoe
Handling. By C. B. Vaux. Price $1. Canoe and Camera. By T.
S. Steele. Price 1.50. Four Months in a Sncalfbox. By N. H. Bishop.
Price $1.50. Canoe and Camp Cooliery. By "Seneca.'1 '' Price $1.

to (j^omspondmte.

KP~No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

F. W. S.—The .32 will answer your purpose well, but you would
find a good breechloading shotgun more useful.

N. T. B.—Is the new process of stuffing birds without skinning
reliable as advertised by the Naturalist's Supply Company in your
paper? Ans. We believe it to be.

E. B., Boston.—Who is the best person to send to to get all kinds
of fittings for rods? I have hard work getting what I want from
dealers here. Ans. Thos. H. Chubb, Post Mills. Vt.

F. B., Deebetem), Mont.—Can you give me the address of a
dealer in birds' eggs and nests in answers to correspondents, and
greatly oblige ? Ans. Goodale & Frazar, No. 83 Sudbury street,
Boston, Mass.

10-Bobe.- Will you please tell me in your answers to cor-
respondents the best breed of dogs for treeing partridge, also
where I could get one at a fair price ? Try a cocker spaniel, and
see our advertising columns for addresses of breeders.

PiSECO, U. S. Receiving Ship Vermont. A pet chicken, highly
valued, has some trouble which I fear may prove fatal. He has
warty blotches on comb and throat, and gags and drools. What
is it? Ans. The trouble is presumably chicken pox, for which the
treatment is a dose of 3grs. bromide per day in doses of lgr. dis-
solved in a teaspoonful of water. Swab the affected parts with
weak glicerite carbolic 14 of 1 per cent.

T. A.—I would like to start in the business in a small way of
breeding dogs, as I expect to live out of town next season and to
have a little time to spend in that way, if I could make anything
out of it. What breed would you suggest for me to start with,
and how to commence? Ans. There is demand for good speci-
mens of all breeds; but owing to the large number of those who
have taken up the business there is not to be found in it the indi-
vidual profit there was when breeders were fewer. In selecting
a breed you must be governed by your own natural taste; if you
lack this you may not expect a very great measure of success.
Pointers, setters and cocker and field spaniels are always market-
able if of merit.

L. I. F., New Brunswick.—On July 30 1 saw two specimens of a
bird, the name of which 1 would like to know. The following is
a description, as I saw it at about 40yds. distance: Size about the
same as an English sparrow; head black, with a bright vellow
Sparrowlike bill; neck black; back and wings black, mottled with
white, something like those of certain small woodpeckers that
are common around here; breast and under parts of an ashy gray,
except that just under the throat was a large shield-shaped spot
of bright scarlet, the top or broad end of the spot being next its
throat, and more than half an inch wide, and the pointed end
terminating near the middle of the breast. The two were chasing
one another among some alder bushes on the bank of a brook.
This summer I saw the first flock of bluebirds ever seen in this
vicinitj . Ans. The description fits the common redpoll or red-
poll linnet (Aeantln'x linarius) reasonably well. The red crown of
the male would easily be overlooked at a di tance of 40yds. The
chin is blackish. This bird is resident in the northern regions,
enming south in winter, occasionally as far as the District of
Columbia.

BebCham's Pjxls act like magic on a weak stomach.—Adv.

HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free.
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eYer8' Congestions. Inflammation,

»*»• < §ninal Meningitis, Milk Fever,
o J?"""^-
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' Lameness, Rheumatism.

-B»stemper, Nasal Discharges.D.D.-Bots or Grubs, Worms.
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.
gn8 ' Heaves, Pneumonia.

Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
I*. %*,—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.U.--Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I.I.--Ernptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K—Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

.
Witch Hazel Oil and Medicator, $7.00

Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.
Humphreys' Med. Co. , 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders.
PRICK, Sl.OO.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

ABBEY & IMBUE,
No. 18 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK.

Winchester Leads Them All.

The "GRAND PRIZE"
WAS AWARDED TO THE

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A.,

THE ONLY AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS OF FIRE ARMS AND AMMU-
NITION WHO RECEIVED THE HIGHEST ATTAINABLE HONORS,

A "GRAND PRIZE. ff
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G^MEDICINE
For Bilious and Nervous Disorders, such as Wind and Pain in the Stomach, Sick Headache, Giddiness,

Fulness, and Swelling after Meals, Dizziness and Drowsiness, Cold Chills, Flushings of Heat, Loss ol

Appetite, Shortness of Breath, Costivenes, Scurvy, Blotches on the Skin, Disturbed Sleep, Frightful

Dreams, and all Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c. THE FIRST DOSE WILL GIVE RELIEF IN

TWENTY MINUTES. This is no fiction. Every sufferer is earnestly invited to try one Box ofthese
Pills, and they will beacknowledged to be a WonderfulMedicine.-"Worih ajguineaabox."-
BEECHAM'S PII,IyS, taken as directed, will quickly restorefemales tocompletehealth. For a

WEAK STOMACH; IMPAIRED DIGESTION; DISORDERED LIVER;
they ACT LIKE MAGIC:—afew doses will work wonders upon the Vital Organs; Strengthening
the muscular System; restoring long-lost Complexion; bringing back the keen edge of appetite,
and arousing with the ROSEBUD OF HEALTH the whole physical energy ofthe human frame.
These are " facts " admitted by thousands, in all classes of society, and one of the best guaran-
tees to the Nervous and Debilitated is that BEECHAM'S PILLS HAVE THE LARGEST SALE OF ANY
PATENT MEDICINE IN THE WORLD. Full directions with each Box.
d Prepared only by THOS. BEKCH/llJI, St. Helens, Lancashire, England.
Sold by Druggists generally. B. F. ALLEN & CO., 365 and 367 Canal St., New York, Sole
Agents for the United States, who, (if your druggist does not keep them,) ^

WILL MAIL BEECHAM'S PILLS ON RECEIPT OF PRICE 25 CENTS A BOX.

(£11^ ST 15 has crowned our efforts to produce a Shaving Stick superior in everyvUVVtgO .resect to any other, WILLIAMS' SHAVING STICK isfhn t-acii f ^U«^« -..1 l _ . . . • .

finest selected <-

Do you not think it v

the result. Those who have used others pronounce this far superiorThe lather is richer and creamier and will not dry on the face while shaving. The perfume is that of the
of roses. 1 he case is covered with leatherette, and is most attractive and serviceable,

lid pay you to Iry it? It costs no more than others. It is a genuine toilet luxury.
If your Druggist does not have Williams' Shaving Stick, we will mail you one neatly

packed, postage paid, for 25c. in stamps. One Williams' Shaving Stick is enough for
250 shaves. 10 comfortable, refreshing shaves for One Cent. Try It.

Address THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO., Glastonbury, Conn.,
Established half a hundred years. Makers of the famous Genuine Yankee Soap

CAKT01Z HANDLING.
By C. B. VAUX ("DOT.")

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simplest and plainest way possible.
Everything is made intelligible tor beginners and besides this ABC teaching there are somany hints and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will find pleasure and profit in the
study ot these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The
subjects treated are the choice of a catioe, paddling, sailing, care of the canoe, recipes and
rules, ihe text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of the
book is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with "Canoe
Building." Price, postpaid, §1.00.

NE^J^5K: Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway.LONDON: Davuks & Co.. 1 Pinch Lane, Cornhili

Sam LioveFs Camps;
Uncle Lisha's Friends Under Bark and Canvas.

A SEQUEL TO "UNCLE LISHA'S SHOP."

By EOWLAND E. E0BDTS0N.
.
^he twn series of Papers published in Forest and Stream, with added chapters. Anmmitable portraying of the woods and village life of Danvis folks. Cloth, 253 pp. Price *L

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
818 Broadway, NeV York.

WEST INDIA HURRICANES,
And the Great March Blizzard, 1888.

By Everett Hasten, Marine Meteorologist, U. S. Hydrographic Office, Washington.

Illustrated by 23 PLATes. Price One Dollar.

Beginning with a description of the great Bay of North America, Mr. Hayden firs.;

describes in detail the formation of the ordinary tropical cyclone, and then proceeds tci

trace the origin of the great blizzard, following it day by day by means of colored charts,

and brmgiDg into relief every interesting feature of this memorable storm. Valuable as

this record is to the navigator who may be exposed at any time to similar dangers, it :

no kss interesting to the casual reader, a? the mechanism of these powerful forces of nature
is laid before him. Even the landsman, who looks upon the wind as blowing from om
direction or the other, according to chance, and independent of any control or direction

cannot fail to be interested in the manner in which the track of a cyclone is marked oul

and its probable direction foretold, while to the mariner the same problem has a far mon
vital significance. In addition to much that will interest the non-technical reader or the

scientist, the book contains a great dial of clear practical information relating to thf
handling of a vessel in a cyclone, the use of oil at sea, and similar important matters.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
HIS Rmdwav, V«>T-tr.

AS AN ATTRACTION FOR WILD FOWL CANNOT
BE EQUALLED; FOR PLANTING IN FISH PONDS I
IS ESPECIALLY DESIRABLE. New Crop now ready
price 40 cts. per lb. postpaid, by express 30 ofs. per lb

NORTHRUP, BRASLAN & GOODWIN CO.,
Seed Growers, Minneapolis, Minn.WILD RICE

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having the patent

INTURNED EDGE.

Increasing: Sales Attest the Pop
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE?

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

KIKTPffEY BROS.
(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

2,000 shots out of each 1,000 targets on account
of non-breakage in shipping, trapping and fall-
ing upon ground. The only target made with
the Intuhned Edge, producing the surest break-
er when hit, and surest non-breaker when not
hit. Our traps are sold for the sole purpose of
shooting our targets.

SPORTSMEN SMOKERS
SHOULD all smoke our celebrated

HAVANA CIGARS.
The favorite cigar of Rod and Gun Clubs generally.

These cigars are made of the choicest tobaccos, grown
and selected with the greatest care. They cannot fail
to suit the taste of Ml lovers of the fragrant weed. Each
cigar has the brand Impressed on It, and every box has
a label, fac-slmile of the title of the popular journal,
and our firm signature, without which none are genu-
ine. We are the ouly authorized manufacturers of the
above brand.

We will deliver free of express charges

LONDRES PERFEGTO @ $7.50 per 100
CONCHAS ESPECIALS @ 6.50 "

Upon receipt of price.

A. W. FOOTE & CO., Sole Manufacturers,
125 Maiden Lane, New York.

ASK YOUR DEALER

For NELSON'S Cartridge Belt, The onlyPRACTICAL contrivance for carrying ammuni-
tion in tne fieid. For Shot Guns, Rifles and Pistols,
pothinglik'e it in the market. Patent lateral action.

BEFELLENE.
An Infallible Preventive of the Attacks _
Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats

and all other Insect*.
Neat, clean and easily applied. No unpleasant

odor, will not stain or injure the skin, easily
washed off. May be carried withant danger o:

leaking or spUliiig. In neat, oblong round-cor
tiered box.

Price, SO Cents, Postpaid.
Sold by Dealers in Sportsmen's Goods.

If yonr dealer does not keep it, I will send it on
receipt of price.

A. PERGUSON, Proprietor and Manufact'er,
Office, 65 Fnlton street, N. Y.

J. N. DODGE,
276 & 278 Division Street,

Detroit, Mich.

Manufacturer of White Cedar Duck Decoys ofI
all kinds. Also Swan, Geese, Brant, Coot, Shelll
Drake, Plover, full-shaped and flat folding Snipel
Decoys, Duck and Turkey Calls. Decoys made!
like any pattern furnished without extra charge.!
Bottom prices to the tracle. Illustrated price list.l

ABOUT GLOVES.]
When you are buying gloves, kid orl

dogskin, for driving or street wear, remem-1
ber that there is such a thing as a price that I

is too cheap, it is best to pay a lair price!
and get good gloves like Hutchinson's. I
They are made from selected stock in the!
bestmanner and are warranted to be the!
most serviceablemade. If you want to know I
more about gloves In general and Hutchin- I

son's gloves in particular, enclose stamp fori
thebook"ABOUT GLOVED." Nomat-1
ter where you live or what you do it will!

interest you. It gives a history of gloves and illustra-

1

tions of their use. prices of the different styles and qual- I
ities, directions for measurement and ordering, also 1

testimonials from those who know the value of!
Hutchinson's gloves. Established 1S62.
JOHN C. HUTCHINSON, Johnstown, N. Y.l

SHALL TIGHTS.
rheir Design and Construction, Exemplified by the I

Ruling Types of Modern Practice. With
Numerous Plates and niustrationa.

O. F. KUNHABDT.
Cloth, 870 pages of type and Illustrations, and TO j

oiates. Size ef page, I<g4xl2& Price $7.00.
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ONE-MAN POWER.

V*7 E took occasion last week, in commentiug on the

* * Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence, to note

that the inception and. performance of that society's

work was due in very large measure to the personal activ-

ty of one individual, Mr. W. W. Byington, and it was

pointed out that what was true of the St. Lawrence Asso-

ciation was likewise true of other associations working in

the field of fish and game protection.

A conspicuous illustration of the truth of this is found

in a New England society which is just now attracting a

large share of attention in its own State and elsewhere.

The Connecticut Association of Farmers and Sportsmen

for the Protection of Game and Fish is the most active

and efficient organization of the kind now in existence.

The newspapers are constantly giving among their items

of current news reports of the society's detection and
punishment of law breakers, usually of men who have

for years carried on their netting and trapping and
other illegal practices without interruption. Yesterday's

papers, for example, reported that the Association's

detectives had brought to justice one Charles Blackman

,

of "Woodbury, a market-hunter, who for the past ten

years has shipped his hundreds of snared grouse to mar-

ket with perfect immunity. He was taken before a

justice last Tuesday, pleaded guilty and paid a $29.84

fine. One after another of these old offenders are finding

their way into court, thanks to the Association detec-

tives; and Connecticut communities are gradually waking
up to a realizing sense thaat the game laws mean some-

thing. The snaring of ruffed grouse cannot be broken

up in one year nor in two years; it is an illicit practice

which has many ramifications; the trappers are leagued

with railroad and steamboat hands and game dealers in

Connecticut cities and in New York. But if the Associ-

ation gees on as it has begun, the market-hunters will

surely find their occupation unprofitable and too hazard-

ous to be engaged in with comfort.

Observers who have followed this work in Connecticut

cannot have failed to perceive that the credit for it chiefly

belongs to Mr. A. C. Collins, who is the president of the

Association and the head and front of its aggressive cam-

paign against the lawless element. Mr. Collins is demon-
strating in his own person the value and efficiency of in-

dividual activity. The Connecticut society of the long-

name is in effect Mr. Collins. He does the work. And
when he shall have reformed the State of Connecticut,

we hope some of its neighbors will invite him to take a

contract to render like service for them. If there were a

Collins in every State in the Union, the outlook for effi-

cient execution of our game and fish laws would be much
brighter than it is at present. One man who will put

his hand to the plow is worth a thousand after-dinner

orators.

THE DARLING CASE.

SOME further particulars of the Darling case are given

in our game columns this week, and it is there sug-

gested by our well-informed correspondent "Special"

that, in event of defeat in the lower courts, Darling may
carry his case up to the higher courts for a final decision

as to the constitutionality of the Maine game law. That

is surely a course of proceeeding most desirable. Daxling

has for years contended, not only in print, but in deed as

well, that the State had no constitutional authority to

deprive him of the privilege of killing game when and
how he chose, nor to forbid him to market bis venison in

the Boston markets. He has persisted in dogging deer

into Nicatous Lake; and if he has not shipped all his

venison to Boston his failure has been due to the vigilance

of the game wardens and the refusal of transportation

companies to receive the goods. Having thus done so

much to set at naught the laws, of which he has com-

plained, Darling will now perform a distinct service to

the State, if he shall spend his money in testing the con-

stitutional character of those laws.

No apprehension need be entertained of the final out-

come of such a test; the statutes which forbid the employ-

ment of hounds to drive deer to water butchery, and

those which forbid the shipment of game to market, are

based on principles of sound public economy; they are

quite in keeping with the spirit of the age; and their con-

stitutional integrity will be absolutely demonstrated, if

Darling shall furnish the opportunity for such a demon-

stration. It is to be hoped that his determination will

not fail him.

It must not be forgotten that Nicatous Lake has been

the resort of numerous visitors from Boston, New York

and elsewhere, who have taken part with Darling in his

deer dogging. He has not been without the moral sup-

port and substantial backing of that class of people which

is made up of reputable business and professional men,

who, while to all intents and purposes honest and law-

abiding members of society at home, when they go into

the woods seem to inhale with the odor of balsam a spirit

of contempt for law and decency. If Darling has dogged

deer into Nicatous Lake, he has done it because such

men paid him to do it.

This phase of the subject is more worthy of considera-

tion than Darling's own attitude toward the law. Dar-

ling had for years been doing lawfully certain things,

which upon the enactment of new statutes became un-

lawful; this meant for him personal hardship and loss;

if he rebelled and sought to evade the law and stoutly

held out that he would not submit, this was nothing more
than other misguided men have done and will con-

tinue to do so long as human nature shall remain

unchanged. But the city hunters, who have gone

into the Maine woods and tempted Darling and

others of his ilk to break the law, have done it in

pure wantoness; theirs is not the excuse that to obey

the law meant for them any personal hardship. They
were bound by all the constraints and obligations of their

position to set a good example, to encourage to law-re-

specting citizenship, and to array themselves, in the

woods as when at home, on the side of intelligence, self-

respect and good order. If the men who conduct our

business enterprises, teach in our schools, contend for the

supremacy of legal right in our courts, and preach in our

pulpits, aid and abet the unlawful jigging of trout and
dogging of deer, what can we expect of the Jock Dar-

lings ? Is it not vain to expect from a guide and camp
proprietor in the depths of the Maine woods a higher

standard of morality than we exact of our merchants and
lawyers and doctors and teachers and ministers of the

gospel when they visit those woods '?

STOCKING NATIONAL PARK WATERS.

TN the early autumn we mentioned the visit to the

National Park of Col. M. McDonald, U. S. Fish Com-
missioner. Our correspondent's letter spoke of the en-

thusiasm felt by Col. McDonald over the opportunities

for experiments in fishculture offered by the then barren

waters of the Yellowstone Park, and mentioned that the

Commissioner had promised that next year he would
send out 5,000 Eastern brook trout for the Gardiner River,

and other fish for other waters.

It has proved that these waters did not have to wait
even until next year to be stocked. There are now in the

middle and west branches of the Gardiner River above
the fails 5,000 Eastern brook trout; in the Gibbon River

above the Virginia Cascade 1,000 rainbow trout; and in

the Firehole River above Keppler's Cascade 1,000 Euro-
pean trout. These were all fingerlings, and under the

favorable conditions presented by these waters should

nearly all reach maturity and spawn.

Mr. E. R. Lucas of the U. S. Fish Commission has trans-

planted from the Madison tributaries to the East Fork of

the Gardiner River above the falls the native black-spotted

trout of the mountains to the number of 1,000. A large

number of whitefish, over 2,000, have been introduced in

the Twin Lakes, and about 1,000 as an experiment in the

Yellowstone River above the falls. During his sojourn

in the Park Mr. Lucas worked very hard, scarcely taking

time to eat or sleep, and the results of his labors must be

very gratifying to himself, as they certainly are to all

who take an interest in the work that he has been doing.

During the past autumn Professor Jordan and Dr.

Gilbert, of the State University of Indiana, have made
an extended examination of the waters of the National

Park with a view to determining their adaptability to

the propagation of fish. These gentlemen are convinced

that there is nothing needed except to stock the waters,

and that after that the fish may be left to take care of

themselves. Professor Jordan has expressed the opinion

that the grayling will do well in nearly all the waters of

the Park, and believes that the whole reservation might

be turned into a great grayling farm. There is no diffi-

culty about securing an abundant supply of this superb

fish, which is found native in large numbers in some
streams on the west side of the Park.

In our fishcultural columns this week are announced

Col. McDonald's plans for the introduction of fry into

Park waters next year. It will certainly be delightful

to find in Shoshone and Lewis lakes, grand sheets of

water as they are, such splendid fish as the landlocked

salmon. The turning of whitefish into the Yellowstone

River above the falls is an interesting experiment. It

may be remembered that this was recommended by a

special correspondent last fall in a letter from the Park,

on the ground that the whitefish would supply food for

the native trout, which appear now to be underfed. At
all events, it is well known that the trout of the Yellow-

stone River, below the Canon, sometimes run up to six,

seven and eight pounds weight, while those caught above

the falls rarely exceed a pound and a half, and are often

diseased. If enough of these whitefish escape their

enemies to spawn, we are inclined to look for a marked
alteration in the character of the trout of the Yellowstone

Lake.

The introduction of the brown trout of Europe to these

Western waters is another experiment which may be

followed by the best results. Salmo fario is destined to

become a widely distributed and popular game fish. It

is highly thought of wherever it has been introduced.

At present it is designated by a clumsy circumlocution

and needs a distinctive popular name to identify it every-

where. Since we owe its introduction in this country to

the courtesy of the Deutsche Fischerei Verein, it might

very well be named after the distinguished head of that

organization, and be called the Von Behr trout.

All the conditions in the National Park lead to the con-

clusion that the waters there are especially adapted for

the propagation of game fish. The waters are cold, clear,

ever flowing, and abound in fish food. It must be a mat-

ter of general congratulation that, given such favorable

natural conditions, Col. McDonald is so intelligent, so

thoroughly informed and so energetic as to push on the

work of stocking these waters in such a way as to carry

out this work to a successful conclusion. It is evident

that in a few years we shall have in the National Park

the grandest and most diversified sport for anglers to be

found anywhere in the world,
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A WINTER IN FLORIDA.

AFTER a week's tour through the interior of the State,

and while sojourning for a time in the quaint old
city of St. Augustine, my attention was attracted by ob-
serving a large number of men, women and children,

gatheredupon the long bridge that spans the St. Sebastian
River, busily engaged in casting with all manner of

tackle into the water below. This was just at the begin-
ning of ebb tide, and they were taking out in goodly num-
bers the beautiful sea trout. It was too much temptation
for an old angler to withstand, and the result was that a
trip ensued to the hotel, an Acme seven-ounce split-bam-
boo rod, with accompaniments, was quickly put in readi-
ness, and I made an arrangement with a boatman to fur-
nish a supply of shrimps and pull his boat to the fishing
ground. A light float was adjusted just above the six-

foot leader, and the bait was allowed to run with the
tide until some fifty or sixty feet of line had been payed
out, unless in the meantime the shrimp in mid-water had
tempted a hungry trout, which in turn was struck by the
"man at the wheel," and would then take the "bit in his
teeth" and pay out line with more rapidity until brought
to check, and eventually to the landing net. The fish
were biting with avidity, and in two hours enough had
been captured to suffice for supper, for the sea trout is

worthless for food unless killed and cooked within a very
short time after being taken from its native element, and
the guests at the hotel apparently enjoyed the treat.
Their capture certainly afforded me considerable sport,
and elicited the admiration of the oarsman and a number
of spectators, who had never before seen game fish
brought to creel with "such light rigging," and could
scarcely comprehend it. During the next few days a
succession of trips were taken up the Matanzas and also
down to the inlet, and a few channel bass of moderate
sizes rewarded my piscatorial efforts.

My objective point for a few weeks of salt-water fishing
being the Mosquito Inlet, whose ebb and flow gives cm-
rent to the so-called Halifax and Hillsborough rivers, I
Avent by train via Palatka to the handsome tropical-look-
ing Daytona, situated on the Halifax, seven miles above
the inlet. The broad streets, in which are left the native
palmetto and live oak trees festooned with moss, the
gentle rise from the river front, the neat residences on
the ridge land, the enterprising class of citizens, and the
comfortable hotels, all combine to make the place very
attractive. Oranges of the finest quality are here grown
in the greatest profusion, and command good prices. It
will repay one to visit, as I did, Mr. White's famous
Anita Grove and note the results of systematic cultiva-
tion, as also to partake of his hospitality. At Daytona
the principal recreation is sailing and rowing upon the
river, and numerous are the craft, and many among
them have won a record for fleetness. On a bright moon-
light night scores of gaily decked boats freighted with
youth and beauty—and frequently, too, with those who
are older and Tjerchance not given to beauty—may be
seen enjoying the outing, and making merry with voices
and musical instruments. There are also a few private
steam launches owned by residents here. A steamer
makes regular trips from Daytona to Titusville on the
(80-called) Indian River, making connections with the
regular line of boats from there to Rock Ledge and Mel-
bourne, as well as through the Jupiter River.
A peninsula that extends down from the Matanzas

Inlet to the Mosquito Inlet, shuts off a view of the ocean,
but a ferry—if not indeed at this writing a bridge—affords
opportunity for a carriage drive across it to the shores of
the Atlantic, one-half mile distant, and at low tide a drive
on the hard smooth sand beach mav be had extending
many miles each way. No finer beach for that purpose
can be found anywhere, and it affords a magnificent view
of old ocean in all its glory of rolling surf through
boundless space. One. can spend hours in the enjoyment
of the scenes presented on this elegant drive; 'and the
curiosity hunter is well rewarded by the number and
beauty of the shells that may be obtained for the trouble
of picking up.
The Halifax, at and above Daytona northward, is par-

tially freshened by the streams that flow into it, vet it
affords very fair fishing at this point. The principal
sport in this line, however, is had in surf fishing across
the peninsula, and many a fine catch has been duly re-
corded in the Halifax Journal, whose editor, Mr. Mann,
is one of the most enthusiastic anglers, and ever readv
to extend a hearty welcome to all true sportsmen. It
was my good fortune to form the acquaintance of an
attorney, Captain

, who was a charming entertainer
and a devotee of the sailboat, and I was invited to form
one of a party of ladies and gentlemen to sail with him
to Ponce Park, the name given the post-office at the little
hamlet on the peninsula side, a short distance north of the
Mosquito Inlet. Here, finding filled to repletion the ang-
lers' hotel, the unpretentious home of the veteran fisher-
man B. Pacetti (known to all readers of the Forest and
Stream through the articles from the pen of your old cor-
respondent, C. C. Clarke), we were kindly taken into the
hospitable home of the genial Captain Hasty, and well
bestowed.
The next day was set apart for a fishing picnic, in

which the ladies were to join: and when the morning
came all were found ready for embarkation upon the
sailboat, with tender, that soon landed the party on the
sandy beach near the inlet. In a short space of time
each was engaged in affixing the lively fiddler crab to
hooks adapted for catching the sheepshead that were
abundant in that locality. It w^as enjoyable to witness
the excitement and efforts of the ladies in landing their
first fish ever caught. They soon grew more accustomed
to the modus operandi, and in many instances handled
their rod with considerable skill for novices. When suf-
ficient had been caught for immediate use a halt was
called, and all hands turned in to assist in gathering fuel
and getting dinner. Mrs. Pacetti, by unanimous consent
superintended the cooking of the fish: and when all wasm readiness the avidity with which they were devoured
testified to their excellence, as well as to the appetite of
the party, sharpened somewhat doubtless by the exercise
and invigorating sea breeze. Then an hour or two of
lounging, smoking and shell gathering over the dunesand the near sea coast was indulged in, prior to again re-suming aggressive operations at the fishing bank Whenenough sheepshead, together with a few channel bass

and two remarkably fine sea bass that the veteran Pacetti
caught in the surf, had been obtained to furnish another
meal for the party and their friends at their hotel, all

but the writer returned to Daytona.
Finding a promise of varied sport, and being fortunate

in securing excellent accommodations at Captain Hasty's
house, which had but a short time previous domiciled
our old friend "Nessmuk," whose 16 pound cedar boat,
Nessmuk, Jr., had become the property and was reserved
for the use of Mrs. Hasty, I determined to spend a couple
of weeks here, Pacetti and the few other well-known
oarsmen having been previously engaged by some genial
sportsmen from Louisville and Nashville, I cast about for
some one acquainted with the intricate channels amid the
labyrinth of mangrove-covered islands to handle a boat
and in some degree act as a guide to the fishing localities.

Happily I found Bert Stevens ready and willing to do the
best he could; and before we finished our two weeks'
cruising he proved, for a novice, quite an expert in prop-
erly handling the oars after a large fish had been struck,
and I wanted no better man. Bert was used to throwing
the Spanish cast net, and was consequently an adept in
securing all the mullet desired for bait. The usual
method of luring the red channel bass was by the use of
split mullet rove on to the hook and the upper part fast-
ened in place by a bit of thread or fine wire. Casts
would then be made at the foot of a bar or where a swift
current ended in deeper water, or in the vicinity of an
oyster reef. My favorite way, however, was by'the use
of a moderate-sized live mullet, hooked either through
the lips or through the body just beneath the dorsal fin,

as it required more skill to hook the bass; and although
not as many could be caught, it afforded more sport,
and enough were obtained to supply two tables, besides
an occasional string supplied to the workmen en-
gaged in finishing Uncle Sim's new lighthouse in the
vicinity. Occasionally in going to and from the fishing
grounds I would put out a Hill's spinner, from which I
had filed off the superfluous third hook, and woe to the
bass or sea trout that snapped at it.

The only fish that I found in this locality that would
take a fly were the ladyfish and sea trout, and occasion-
ally finding a school of these, I had plenty of sport in
that way. When using split mullet for bottom fishing,
the bait would sometimes be taken by a prowling shark,
and if by a large one a section of line would be certain to
go with it. I succeeded in reeling in three of moderate
size, and when they were near the boat despatched them
with my rifle. Their carcasses were utilized for fertiliz-
ing the garden of my friend Stevens. A stingaree or
sting ray occupied my time and undivided attention
for two hours one afternoon, and after having broken a
ferrule on the second joint of my rod, was nevertheless
finally reeled up to the boat and shot, and then towed
upon a sand beach, and his sting of about Gin. length
secured as a trophy. The beast was estimated to weigh
about 361bs., and was a dead weight when attached to the
bottom.

This reminds me to state that the naturalist who visits
Ponce Park can find quite a collection of birds, incident
to this portion of Florida, at Capt. Hasty's house, all pre-
pared, and many of them procured by the hands of Mrs.
Hasty herself , who as a self-taught taxidermist, is entitled
to much credit. In addition thereto, she is well posted
as to the name, species and habits of each, and takes
pleasure in showing her "curiosity shop" to visitors.
One finds in this vicinity some of those remarkable shell
mounds that have excited the attention of scientists. Of
course a trip up the Spencer Creek to the spot where
"Nessmuk" camped during the greater part of his sojourn
here, was quite in order, and 1 felt well repaid for the trip.
During my stay at Ponce Park the greater portion of

time in favorable weather was spent with rod and reel.
On two occasions only did I go out for a day's sport with
rifle. I saw but one deer, and that so small and scrawny,
when compared with the deer of the Adirondack region,
that although opportunity presented, I would not draw'
trigger. A few squirrels and ducks made up the extent
of my bagging. I saw a number of birds of beautiful
plumage, that with a fowling piece could have been
secured for specimens, but I did not disturb them. I was
informed that but a few years ago there were hundreds
of t hese natural beauties where now they are rarely seen,
having been almost exterminated by hired hunters to
Supply the demands of fashion and her votaries.
While sitting on the wharf at Ponce Park one after-

noon, I saw three fine tarpon playing in the water within
a hundred feet, and as they leaped from their native
element their bright scales shone like silver. They were
the first that I had seen alive, and their size and beauty
convinced me that the appellation of "Silver King " had
been correctly bestowed. Hailing Bert, I told him to run
for his cast-net and find some fresh mullet, while I riggedmy heavier rod with reel, line and hooks appropriate;
and as an incentive for briskness on his part, promised
him an extra five-dollar bill in case we got out in time to
find their whereabouts and I succeeded in getting a single
strike. Bert did his best; but mullet were apparently
scarce just then, for it was a full half hour before he got
asingle cast. In the meantime my tarpon had not been
seen for twenty minutes. We pulled out to the vicinity
and cast here and there, letting the bait drift in every
favorable spot, and until darkness set in did we persevere
in our attempts to obtain a strike, but without avail.
These were the only tarpon seen by me on the East Coast!
I was informed that a few had been taken at Indian
River Inlet during the reason.
Ponce Park is truly a deligbtful spot. Situated on the

peninsula, with salt water washing each side, and far
enough—one-fourth of a mile—from the sea, so that the
live oak, palmetto and orange trees protect from the full
force of the breeze. The air is balmy and delicious, and
what is yet a greater consideration, there is a perfect im-
munity from those pests of the mainland—mosquitoes,
fleas and malaria. Here is a charming location for a
good and commodious hotel. It is easily reached by a
daily line of steamers from the railroad terminus above
and below Daytona and New Smyrna. The sea shore is
conveniently near both for rambles, surf bathing and
surf fishing, while the view from the lighthouse is one
never to be forgotten. Nearly all varieties of East Coast
fishes are found here, and afford any amount of sport.
After a pleasant stay of two weeks I started on a tour

through the lower country. Leaving Ponce Park in a
sailboat with an expert skipper, we soon passed from the
Halifax into the Hillsborough, touched at New Snivrna
Oak Hill and Shiloh, noted for their orange groves, all

on the broad Mosquito Lagoon; thence through the canal
at the head of Merritt's Island, into a wide bay at the
north end of the arm of the sea known as the Indian
River; and running under fair canvas with wind astern,
we soon reached the enterprising town of Titusville. At
this point the skipper was dismissed, and an arrangement
made with the captain and owner of a natty tittle steam
launch—using kerosene for fuel—whereby the captain
and his launch were to be at the disposal of a party of
three, who desired to take all the time necessary for an
exploration of the Indian River, the Banana River, St.
Lucie Sound, St. Lucie River; Halpatiokee River, Jupi-
ter River, North Creek, Logoohoochee River, as well as
for fishing and hunting when the spirit so moved.
The first run was to Rock Ledge, where we spent a

couple of days very pleasantly in rambling through this
long one-street town, or towns, for City Point, Cocoa
and Rock Ledge are virtually but one, with an orange
grove background and handsome water frontage. We
also visited Merritt and Georgiana, pretty hamlets on
Merritt's Island, and while cruising about 'shot a few of
the numerous coots that could be seen in every direction.
Having a satiety of oranges and groves, as well as of the
enterprising real estate dealers, who did their utmost to
induce us to invest, we provisioned our craft, and, with
colors flying and band playing—the writer with cornet,
composed the band—we steamed down to Tropic, and
landed to feast our eyes on extensive banana and pine-
apple plantations in that vicinity, partaking also of pine-
apples freshly plucked, and delicious; and then passed
around the needle point at the foot of Merritt's Island,
and steamed northward as far as Canaveral, on the
Banana River.
Retracing our course through the Banana to the Indian

River, we found at Melbourne quite a settlement of prin-
cipally Ohio people, whose enterprise was apparent in
the appearance of the town. Here we were nicely ac-
commodated at the neat and home-like hotel, and' were
also invited to attend a hop that was to take place in the
vicinity that evening. The tourists were too modest to
think of appearing at a society ball in sportsman's outfit
and with faces so sunburned that rouge gave no contrast,
and so excused themselves: but were afforded a look at
the merry dancers. The Captain, however, having a
spare suit in the locker, arrayed himself in nobby at tire
and went in for "all the fun that could be shook out,'"'
and being withal good-looking, and an excellent dancer,
he did not lack for partners, and cut quite a figure.
Parties attended from miles up and down the river, ali
coming by sail or rowboats, except such as came from
longer distances by the regular steamer line.
Leaving Melbourne, our next run was made to Sebas-

tian, consisting of one store and dwelling near the mouth
of the Sebastian River (fresh water). Here we indulged
in some very palatable peach cider, obtained good meals
and had good beds, but the Doctor was astounded at the
number and size of the immense spiders that appeared to
be holding a conference in his apartment, and he com-
menced a war of extermination, in which he was soon
joined by the Commodore and the Captain. The writer
philosophically concluded to live and let Jive, but before
retiring drew the bed into the middle of the room, and
raised the bed clothes to cut off communication, unless
by a drop from the ceiling. But these herculean spiders
were not so well educated as the Irishman's bed bugs—as
related in the story—and his slumbers were not disturbed.
A short excursion up the Sebastian River was made,

and then a run down through the famous and truly
picturesque Narrows of the Indian River, without parti-
cular incident other than a stop for fresh water at the
Narrows post office, kept by a family from Iowa, living
in a neat palmetto thatched cottage that was quaint and
picturesque in the extreme. Here we strolled about the
island for exercise and sight-seeing, and after an hour
thus pleasantly spent pushed on, making a short stop for
oil at Fort Capron, and thence to the comfortable hotel at
St. Lucie, kept by Mrs. Johnson, of Warren, Ohio, where
we secured accommodations to our satisfaction. St.
Lucie is an unpretentious hamlet of but few buildings,
but being situated directly opposite the Indian River
Inlet, a famous fishing ground, is sought out by numer-
ous anglers, who spend" inore or less of the winter months
at this attractive resort. We engaged oarsmen and spent
a few days in fishing for cavalli, sea trout, channel bass
and the gamy cobia, or sergeant fish, also picking up a
few groupers and snappers.
A 221b. sergeant, caught with light rod and tackle,

gave the writer more sport than anything heretofore
taken. No more fish would be taken each day than were
sufficient to supply the table at the hotel, and the wants
of a few of the natives in the vicinity, who were glad to
obtain an addition to their larder without money or work.
Next to the sergeant fish the cavalli proved an admirable
second in fighting qualities. A solitary flounder was
taken, and was an exception to the general rule that thiB
species of fish does not take bait. Here also we found
extensive reefs of the finest oysters that we had met with
on our trip, and our out-of-doors mid-day meals invaria-
bly had two courses of the bivalves, raw and roasted.
Excursions to the beach, across the narrow intervening
Hutchinson's Island, were daily had, that surf bathing
and a propensity for collecting the beautiful sea shells
here abounding might be indulged.
One day—it being necessary to lay in a supply of oil to

run the engine on our more extended trip to the south—
the Commodore and Captain having decided to take the
launch and run to Port Pierce, while the Doctor and the
Scribe were to be landed on the island side and put in the
time at the seashore. After a delicious bath, the Doctor
decided upon surf fishing, but was at a loss for bait. This
the Scribe soon supplied by standing on a coral reef and
firing a rifle ball into the midst of a school of mullet,
whereby a sufficient number were stunned and secured
for the purpose. After the nearly naked Doctor had
blistered sufficiently in the heat of the sun, he resumed
his apparel and went to the extremity of a coral reef and
indulged in casting, while the Scribe, from a headland,
took an occasional shot at sharks, porpoises and pelicans.
In the enjoyment of the sport, the M. D. was oblivious to
the fact that the rising tide was cutting off his return
dry shod to the beach; and was only brought to a realiz-
ing sense thereof by a shout from the Scribe, who had
returned and observed that the Doctor was then on an
island instead of a continuity of reef. The M. D. met
the emergency by taking off his clothes and wading to
terra firm a. e. S, W.

[TO BE CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.]
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OUT-OF-DOOR PAPERS.
IV.—A QUESTION OF TASTE.

FOR niany months in the year the two mountain ash
or "roundwood" trees under my windows are a fa-

vorite place of resort for birds of all kinds: but of the
many interesting observations which these frees have
offered me, the most interesting relates to a question of
taste, raised by the birds. A fool may ask questions, they
say, but it takes a wise man to answer them; and the
birds, though no fools, have not usurped the wise man's
province, so that at best the question must wait for its

answer.
In brief , there is a difference between these trees. They

are both large for their kind, of equal age, similarly sit-

uated, to all appearances precisely alike, except that the
one on the right sheds its leaves before the other, and is

an inch or two less in girth. There seems nothing to

choose between them, yet the birds know a difference,
which I, not having a nice taste in roundwood berries,

could never detect. That connoisseur of small fruits, the
robin, will sit all day on one of them and eat roundwood
berries till you wonder how his tonnage is rated, with
what

"Particular addition from the bill

Which writes them all alike."

But not a berry of the other tree will he touch. As the
robin's taste always agrees exactly with mine in the
selection of strawberries, cherries and currants, he in-

variably seeming the ones I intended to have—(It is a
mistake to say that the early bird gets the worm; he
leaves that for you)—I would unhesitatingly assert that
if there is anythinggood in the line of roundwood berries
he knows it and has his share of it. In the winter the
pine grosbeaks visit these trees in large flocks, and
although they eat the seed only, rejecting the pulp, they
confirm the robins' decision that the tree on the left is a
superior article. In the spring, if the yield has been
abundant and the grosbeaks few, the purple finches
finish the work of stripping the trees, and by these also
the tree on the left is preferred; while there is a single
berry on it the birds flock to it to the neglect of the other,
which may be hanging with almost unbroken clusters;
yet when there is nothing more left on the favorite tree,

they resort to the other and find food, if not epicurean
satisfaction, in its full bunches of berries. For twenty
years the same preference has been remarked, and the
same agreement among all species of birds. De giistilms
non disputandmn, There's no accounting for tastes, says
the proverb, with a strong hint as to tne reason; but in
Such a case as this, where the agreement cannot be
doubted, while we may throw a sop to the proverb by
allowing that a taste for roundwood berries is unaccount-
able on any grounds known to us, we must admit that
this unanimity of opinion among the birds argues the
existence of substantial grounds.
Granting this, what is the causeV Whence has the fruit

its flavor?

The birds asked the question and they must help an-
swer it. "Let the sapsucker be called as the principal
witness."
"May it please the Court, the sapsucker has a doubtful

reputation. He is accused of irregular proceedings, and
he bears a bad name. It is our point to show that he
deserves his name. Until that is done his testimony will
be worth little."

At the present day there is so little doubt of the yellow-
bellied woodpecker's object in tapping trees, that even
the naturalists have agreed, for the time being, to call
him "the sapsucker." There are still some of those good
people who, out of pure benevolence, would tell white
lies to screen the devil, who aver that the yellow-bellied
woodpecker eats nothing but worms; but if he should get
a little sap now and then we ought not to grudge him
that little. This is not the question whether the sap-
sucker is injurious or not. For my part, if he is content
to draw a few ounces of sap from my trees while I drain
them of gallons, he is welcome to all he gets, and to more,
too. We do not wish to rob him of his good name as an
eater of grubs and insects; we forbear to accuse him of
any evil intent in tapping our trees; we wish to learn
simply this—whether he gets anything besidesworms (and
bark, perhaps) out of those little holes which he places
with such regularity around the branches of our fruit
trees. Appearances are against him. For a bud that is
ostensibly vermivorous, the sapsucker looks for hisworms
in such unsuitable places that he lays himself open to the
same suspicion which attached to Sam Weller on that
occasion in the court room, when the judge bade him re-
port if he saw his father, and he, gazing steadfastly at
the skylight, was able to answer in the negative with a
good conscience. I myself have watched the sapsucker
frequently at his work. He comes with a headlong
flight, alights with a sudden flap of his wings, as if he
had been brought up unexpectedly by the tree when he
thought he was steering past it; looks quickly around,
like a person who has fallen on the ice, to see whether
any one saw his misliap, and soon addresses himself to
his work. First he taps the tree, sinking three or four
rows of holes on the same or on different branches, and
then he tends out on them, watching as lazily as a Mexi-
can to see the sap flow into the holes, drinking out of
each as it overflows, and sits thus half a day at a time,
without moving three feet, enjoying the double satisfac-
tion of anticipation and participation. If this is not proof
enough, we have Mr. Maurice Thompson's statement that
the sapsucker has been seen in the act of drinking sap
from the farmers' sugar troughs.

It is not an assumption to claim that he loves sap "for
sap's sake." Does he show any decided taste in sap, as
the robin does in cherries, as the red headed woodpecker
does in pears?
We know that the sapsucker prefers some species of

trees to others, and some individual trees to others of the
same species; and from the character of his holes we can
judge very nearly whether he was after grubs or sap. If
grubs were his principal object, of course he would not
care what kind of sap the trees yielded; but if sap was
what he wanted, may we not infer that his choice of
trees would depend more or less on the taste of the sap?

Just here an obstacle confronts us. Tastes differ. In
this region the sapsucker works chiefly on fruit trees,
birches, swamp-maple shoots and young softwood trees

—

hemlock, firs and spruces—these, perhaps, for their soft
inner bark. We favor the rock maple, which he seems
not to affect. If we are judges of sweet sap only and
he of other kinds, how can we reach an agreement? We
know that there is a difference in the sap of the maple
trees; some is better flavored, some renders a greater pro-
portion of sugar; but where is the judge of apple sap?
Then again, our observations are insufficient. While it

is well known that in an orchard some trees are much
frequented by sapsuckers and others are left almost un-
scarred by them, I have never seen it anywhere stated
that the sapsucker preferred either sour or sweet apple
trees, or that they selected those which bear well-flavored
fruit and rejected the crabbed; that is, that there is any
sensible connection between the taste of the sap and the
taste of the fruit.

It is still a question of taste, but how complicated.
From the sapsucker's preference we infer a difference in
flavor as the cause; but few of us know experimentally
whether there is such a difference; most of us would be
at a loss to detect it if we made the trial; we are unable
to prove that it is the taste and not some other quality of
sap which attracts him; lastly, we are met with the gen
eral question whether the taste of the sap is any index of
the quality of the fruit or not.
Let us interview the mountain ash trees again and

learn what they have to say about the sapsucker.
There can be no doubt that he has been here. One tree

is tattooed like the wold man from Borneo, from one end
to the other, with little round holes set in horizontal
lines, extending partly or wholly around the trunk and
the branches. This is unmistakably "His Mark." Ten
years will not suffice to outgrow this writing; twenty
years is scarcely too long to do it in the mountain ash
bark. Here stands the punctured record of many indi-
viduals and many years. Let us read it. One tree, we
said, was covered with marks; the other is but little
scarred. Twenty to one, at the lowest estimate, in favor
of the tree on the left. You see the sapsuckers agree
with the robins and other birds.
Here at last we get a little light on our questions. The

sapsucker certainly does have a taste in sap. He has
tried both trees; he chooses one. That he did not do it
for anything but sap, or a little bark, repeated observa-
tions within 20ft. have demonstrated. We accepted
without hesitation the robin's verdict on the berries of
these trees. We know by experiment that his palate has
the same gust as ours in all the articles of diet which we
enjoy in common ; and here we believed that our judg-
ment would agree with his decision. Shall we refuse to
believe what the sapsucker tells us, that there is a differ-
ence in sap, and that he prefers one tree to the other
solely on that account ? Preference is a more limited term
than judgment. We prefer maple sap to the neglect of
all other kinds; but in giving our deliberate judgment on
the respective products of these two roundwood trees,
can there be much doubt that we should corroborate the
decision of the sapsuckers and the robins ?

One more query was raised, which we cannot under-
take to answer, whether the taste of the sap sensibly con-
ditions the taste of the fruit. The case of these mountain
ash trees is remarkable enough to draw out the question,
and their conditions are so exactly alike as far as can be
determined, that it seems as if by the method of exclu-
sion the taste of the sap would be the only element left
to account for the flavor of the fruit—as if one must be
the cause of the other. But we cannot be too careful in
determining causes. Extended experiment only can
settle such a question, though a bird might raise it"

The roundwood trees have but one thing more to add,
and this has been said before often enough, that the
prickings of the sapsuckers do not appear to be injurious.
You may see for yourself that the trees he works on are
apt to be the healthiest. As well say they are so because
of as in spite of his interference; the professor would tell
you that either way it is a post hoc ergo propter hoc, which
is only another warning to be careful about assigning
causes. Fannie Pearson Hardy.

CAPTIVE GIRAFFES.
EARLY in the present month there was born at the

Zoological Gardens of Cincinnati, Ohio, a young
giraffe, said to have been the first ever bred in this
country. At birth it stood about oft. high, and did not
differ markedly in color front its parents. The mother
would not permit it to nurse, and efforts were made to
rear it on the bottle. It did not do well, however, and
died five days after its birth. The parents of this young
giraffe were obtained for the Cincinnati Gardens by Mr.
Frank J. Thompson, whose appended notes on captive
giraffes will be read with interest.

The recent notice of the birth and death of a young
giraffe in the Zoological Garden at Cincinnati, serves to
recall some of my experiences, not only with the parents
of the above-mentioned young one, but with other speci-
mens which have fallen under my notice. I had not yet
entered my teens, when, on returning from school one
afternoon, I found the agent of a wandering show en-
gaged in tacking up the bills for his exhibition on the
front of the tavern situated just opposite my father's
house. Among them were two which immediately at-
tracted my attention. On one of them was delineated
an enormous wagon, drawn by an indefinite number of
horses, from the top of which projected the neck and
head of a giraffe, and the other represented a pair of the
same animals feeding on the topmost fronds of a mighty
palm tree. I am sure that from that memorable afternoon
until the day on which I enjoyed the felicity of seeing
my first giraffe, my school duties did not receive the at-
tention that my teacher expected. My attention was
principally directed to my library, which consisted solely
of an illustrated popular 8vo. edition of Buffon, and
the chapter devoted to the giraffe was committed to
memory.
On the morning of the expected arrival of the show I

started for school, but varied my usual route by finding
my way out for some miles on the road by which the
concern was expected, and when that wonderful wagon
arrived I accompanied it into the village, and did not
lose sight of it until it was driven into the tents. When
the doors were opened I was one of the first to enter, and
soon found my wray to a fine female giraffe, nibbling hay
from a basket which had been suspended some distance
up the center pole. When the lecturer came around and
talked so glibly about the animal, how I envied him, and
wondered if I should ever know one tithe of what he did

about natural history. There was another animal hal-
tered to the foot of the pole, about which the lecturer
said nothing, but contented himself by giving it a savage
cut with a whip when it attempted to prod him with its
long, sharp horns. Little did I imagine that the time
would come when I would see both animals in their na-
tive state, and that the one treated so brutally was the
gemsbok {Oryx capensis), the first and only living one
that has ever been exhibited in the United States, and I
don't think that there has ever been a specimen in the
Zoological Gardens, London.
The above happened in about '36 or '37, and in '51 1 be-

came acquainted with Gen. Rufus Welch, who then
owned the circus performing at the corner of Chestnut
and Ninth streets, Philadelphia, where the Continental
Hotel now stands. From him I learned that he was the
party who had brought the giraffe to this country from
South Africa. He had sailed from Boston, and on his
arrival at Cape Town had fitted out an expedition and
traveled with it into what is now known as Namaqua
Land, where he captured two giraffes, a young hippopot-
amus, a gemsbok, and several other antelopes. He suc-
ceeded in landing both of the giraffes and the gemsbok
alive in this country, the young hippo having been
killed by the upsetting of the wagon in which it was
transported while descending the mountains, a short
distance back of Cape Town. Gen. Welch was gifted
with wonderful descriptive powers, and in '66, while as-
cending Mitchell's Pass from the Worcester Valley, on
my way to Ceres, on the High Karroo, I easily recognized
the place where the accident occurred, and verified my
recognition by the recollections of several of the older in-
habitants of Ceres. But for this unlucky affair the United
States would have had a living hippo long before the
famous one which was presented to the Zoological So-
ciety, London, by the Khedive of Egypt in 1850. At any
rate, the first giraffe arrived in this country about the
same time that the first four from Kordofan arrived in
London, and was the only specimen ever on exhibition
which came from south of the equator. The London
ones were captured by M. Thibaut in '34 and '35, and
brought to Malta in November, '35, where they remained
until the following spring, when they were safely re-
shipped to the Gardens of the Zoological Society. From
that date until 1867, no females were purchased, and
seventeen young ones were bred. From '67 to '79 seven
were purchased and none bred. Other gardens in Europe
have bred them; for instance, at Antwerp and Hamburg,
and if I am not mistaken, one has been reared in Ham-
burg within a few years.

About '60 a party by the name of Cazanova worked his
way in from Suakitn, a port on the Red Sea, to Cassala,
Nubia, where he made his headquarters, collecting not
only numbers of giraffes, but hippos, rhinoceroses, ele-
phants, etc., which he brought to Europe via Alexandria
and Trieste, from thence distributing them to the various
gardens tlrroughout the continent. Other parties soon
followed in his tracks, which not only greatly reduced
the prices but over-stocked the market, and the surplus-
age found its way into this country, where high prices
were realized on the first arrivals, particularly to show-
men, who were not long in finding out that giraffes were
not only costly, but also very risky stock for hauling
about the country. Consequently the trade began to lan-
guish, and then suddenly experienced a sudden complete
stop on account of the Mahdist troubles preventing col-
lectors from going into Nubia. In August, 1878, I was
sent by the Zoological Society of Cincinnati, to New
York, where I found four giraffes in the hands of a
dealer, who was very anxious to get rid of a portion or
all of them, as he did not fancy the attempt of carrying
them through the winter. I immediately telegraphed my
Board of Directors that I thought a pair could be bought
at a low figure, and received an answer, "Exercise
your own discretion." A bargain was soon made by
which I purchased a pair for $1,500, and immediate
arrangements were made for shipment. A.s they were
too large to box, the forward half of an express car was
hired, after finding by measurement that the door was
just six inches higher than the male's withers. A large
low truck was prepared by building up high temporary
sides, the animals led up into it and I took my seat along-
side the driver, holding the halter-stems with some mis-
givings as to the success of my undertaking. The motion
of the truck did not seem to frighten them, but I soon
found out that the male had a will of his own, and if al-
lowed to have his own way, preferred walking to riding.
A store of sliced apples carried in my coat pockets served
to keep his attention attracted until the ferry was crossed
and the railway station was reached, when the truck was
backed up the platform and they were led across into the
car and securely fastened. When the switching engine
backed down preparatory to hooking on and placing the
car in the train on the main track, I felt a twinge and
rode out on it for fear of an accident, but was much re-
lieved to find that my charges took everything quietly,
although they were forced to stand with their heads pro-
jected on a line with their bodies on account of the low
roof of the car. Feeling no fear of harm, I bedded them
down for the night and adjourned to the smoking car to
blow a cloud of peace.
The next morning at Elmira, on going into the car, I

found the male showing signs of temper ; but on giving
him his breakfast he became quiet, and I passed out,
fastened the door and was standing on the platform some
little distance away, when there was a crash of glass and
the male's head was thrust through the end door of the
car. Springing on to the front platform of the car, I
pressed him back and yelled for help, which soon arrived
in the shape of the conductor, who hurried off and brought
a carpenter with some boards, which were passed up
between my back and the broken sash, firmly nailed in
place, and the delayed train started with the accompani-
ment of sundry growls from the disgruntled passengers.
Fortunately the force of the blow had driven ail the glass
in the sash outward, and I had no further trouble witli
my passengers on the trip. On arrival in Cincinnati the
car was taken back up the track some two miles, where
the animals were unloaded at a cattle shute and then led
through the leafy avenues of Clifton, that beautiful
suburb of Cincinnati, until the Zoological Garden was
reached. For some time the male behaved decently, but
after a while he began swinging his head and battering
the female, when a partition was built between them to
stop his brutality. Thus they have remained in perfect
health and condition for over eleven years before breed-
ing. Frank J. Thompson.
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WOODCOCK IN TOWN."
~T>ROOKLYN,N.Y., Nov. 9.—Editor Forestand Stream:

JD The note of " S. E," in your issue of this week, re-

lating the capturing of a woodcock on the stoop of his

Brooklyn residence, prompts me to send you these notes.

One Sunday morning in December, 1885, 1 was awakened
by my twelve-year-old brother, who asked me with con-

siderable excitement for the name of a bird which his

older brother (fourteen years old) had caught the day
before in the street' a short distance from the house.

"Kind of a round plump bird, brown, with short tail,

awful long bill, and big round eyes." I at once thought
it was a woodcock. On going down-stairs, sure enough
there they had, in an old squirrel cage, as fine a big

woodcock as I ever saw and in splendid feather, the darker

blotches of feathers showing clear and distinct from the

lighter color. My brother gave an account of the capture

as follows: "I was playing in the street yesterday after-

noon with some other boys, when I saw a large bird fly

across the street and light in the gutter. I thought it

was a quail and ran over toward it, when it flew again
about half a block, and again lit in the gutter. When it

flew the second time I ran after it, for I thought it acted
queer, and when it lit I was close to it and caught it just

as a lady was also stooping to catch it; and I brought it

home and put it in the cage."
This woodcock had one of its legs injured (I think by a

shot) at the joint of leg and thigh. It looked as though
a cord had been cut and the bone partly splintered, and
a warty or semi-bone growth of say fin. or lin. in cir-

cumference had formed at the fracture. When picked
up in the street the bird had a drop of blood iu the end
of its bill; but my brother thinks this was caused by hit-

ting its bill against the cobbles in the street, as he says
he noticed each time the bird lit it " pitched forward."
The injured leg itself was not drawn up much, but the
toes of that foot were doubled under, and of course the
bird hobbled when it moved about. It was very fearless

and did not seem to mind being taken in our hands, and
only struggled when we examined its injured leg. As it

was late in the season and the swamps and feeding
grounds were frozen up, we did not think it possible for

the bird to live, and apparently it was not strong enough
to fly, so we killed it and sent it to a sick relative.

About seven years ago I was standing on the extreme
forward deck of a Fulton ferry boat in Brooklyn at about
7:30 A. M., when I was surprised to see a woodcock come
diagonally across the Brooklyn Bridge yard, fly over the
end of the boat (which was crowded and just about to
start for New York), and about 60 or 75yds. out over the
river turn and return over almost exactly the same
course, passing not more than 10ft. above my head and
disappearing.
A young friend of mine lived five years ago in a small

frame house on a corner lot of about 100x100, the house
being in the corner of the lot furthest from the streets;

and in the front yard there were two cherry trees, some
gooseberry bushes, flowers, etc. On one street a line of
horse cars runs about once in five minutes. Early one
morning my friend and his father were much surprised
to see a large woodcock stalking around as if feeling per-
fectly at home. My friend rushed into the house for his

gun, but when he came out the woodcock had flown.
The first and third of these incidents happened in

different parts of the most built up and populous part of
the Twenty-third Ward in this city.

How shall we account for the presence of so shy a bird
as a woodcock in the streets and private yard's of the
third city of the United States—a city of say 600,000
people? * Duplex.

Editor Forest and Stream:
On the 6th inst., while several members of the Brook-

lyn Athletic Association were playing lawn tennis on
their grounds, corner of DeKalb and Classon avenues,
their attention was attracted by the movements of a cat
to (what was to them) a strange bird. It could fly but a
short distance, and was secured by Mr. Walter Brown
with his tennis racket. It proved to be a fine female
specimen of woodcock. This is probably a first on record
for the racket as a weapon for killing woodcock. It had
doubtless injured itself in its flight against the wire net-
ting that surrounds the grounds. H. J. Gr.

Beookltn, N. Y., Nov. 9.

AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION.
''TTHE Union began its annual session in this city at the
J- American Museum of Natural History Tuesday
The active members in attendance were: Prof. J. A.
Allen, of the American Museum of Natural History,
President, and one of the most distinguished ornitholo-
gist in the country ; Dr. Elliott Coues and Robert Ridg-
way, both of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
Vice-Presidents; Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Chief of the Di-
vision of Ornithology and Mammalogy in the Department
of Agriculture, Secretary; Wm. Dutcher, of this city,
Treasurer; Wm. Brewster, of Cambridge, Mass., Charles
B, Cory, of Boston, Mass., Daniel G. Elliott, of New
York, Members of the Council; Charles F. Batchelder, of
Cambridge, Mass., Frank M. Chapman, of New York.
Jonathan Dwight, Jr., of New York, Col. N. S. Goss, of
Topeka, Kan., State Ornithologists; Dr. Edgar A. Mearus,
United States Army, of Fort Snelling, Minnesota; John
H. Sage, of Portland, Conn.; Geo. B. Sennett, of the
American Museum of Natural Historv; Dr. Robert Shu-
feldt, United Stages Army, of Fort Wingate, New Mexico,
and Gurdon Trumbull, of Hartford, Conn. Among the
associate members present were Leverett M. Loomis, of
Chester, S. C; S. Lowell Elliott, of Brooklyn, and L. H.
West, of Roslyn.
The following officers were elected: Pres., J. A. Allen,

of New York; Vice-Pres., Elliott Coues and Robert
Ridgway, of Washington; Sec, John H. Sage, of Port-
land, Conn.; Treas., William Dutcher, of New York;
Members of the Council, William Brewster, Charles B
Cory, Daniel G. Elliott, Henry W. Henshaw, George N.
Lawrence, C. Hart Merriam and Leonhard Slejneger. A
number of interesting papers were read yesterday. A
report of the meeting will be given next week.

The Chocolate-Colored Skunk.—We had not fully
understood Mr. True's description of the color of the
skunk, noticed in our columns Nov. 7. The white ares
are present as in the normal state of coloration; it was
only the black that was replaced by chocolate in the
Morantown specimen; the white tip and lateral stripes
remain unchanged.

'%me §ng mtd %m\.

CANVASBACK DUCKS.
MUCH has been written of recent dates to your valu-

able paper about the canvasback duck of Havre
de Grace, and the canvasback of Currituck and other
waters. I have just read a long and interesting article

in the New York Herald, by Mr. John Chamberlain, the
great Washington epicure. Mr. Chamberlain knows what
to do with a duck, when he gets him by the neck. I

have no doubt—in fact I feel confident—that a good fat

canvasback, served according to directions, would not be
bad to take, if there was not over one at each time,
but when Mr. Chamberlain and all the other writers we
have read recently on this subject tell us that the canvas-
back duck from Havre de Grace is superior to the canvas-
back of Currituck and Back Bay, he and they are mis-
taken, and very much mistaken too. I give the follow-
ing facts as a foundation for my assertion:

First—The duck is one and the same in every particu-
lar. The best gunner in the United States, with the
finest microscope, could not detect any difference in
color, shape or size.

Second—The waters at Havre de Grace, Currituck
Sound and Back Bay are exactly of the same flavor, a
little too brackish to be palatable.
Third—Wild celery is what a canvasback lives on, if it

is to be had; but if not he will eat any kind of duck food
or even mussels, small oysters or minnows. They do not,
as Mr. Chamberlain writes, pine away and die of starva-
tion if they happen by mistake or over-hunger to drop
into a stream where there is no celery, which gives them
the delicious flavor, of course; when a canvasback is shot
in salt water, he is no better than a white-winged coot,
except not quite so tough ; and as there is just as much
or more celery at Currituck and Back Bay, I claim that
the ducks are just as good.
Canvasback ducks and redheads are perhaps the greatest

birds for migrating in America. One day they are at
Havre de Grace, the next at Currituck, and in two days*
back to Havre de Grace. It is an understood fact that
these birds go or come a distance of 200 or 000 mOes in a
night's time; and often it has been my experience and
every other duck hunter's, too, that to-day there will be
thousands and thousands of canvasbacks and redheads in
the Bay or Sound in which we are shooting, and to-morrow
hardly a bird is to be seen; they are all gone. Perhaps
they will return the next day, but they generally stay
two to four days, when they are as plenty as ever. We
often see them just as the sun sets in the fall, when they
have been shot at hard all day, arrive in large flocks and
start north. They go direct to Havre de Grace; perhaps
a few will drop in the James River; and they go back and
forth all winter or until it gets too cold at Havre de Grace.
Still we are told that they are not the same ducks, and
that there is no comparison.

It was my happy fortune, a few days ago, to sail up to
Baltimore on the good ship Carolina with two of Havre
de Grace's famous shots, who spent several winters at Cur-
rituck and in Back Bay some 3

rears ago: in fact, Jake Pop-
lar and his brother John axe considered at Havre de Grace
two of the finest shots in America. Jake has killed in
Back Bay 325 canvasbacks in one day's shooting. They
say the only difference between Havre de Grace and
Back Bay ducks is that at Havre de Grace they don't kill

so many birds, and so have more time to sponge them off
and keep them looking nice and clean. This, my reader,
is the only diffrence between a Havre de Grace, Md , can-
vasback and a canvasback from Currituck Sound, North
Carolina.
But to prove my sincerity in the matter I will wager

$100 that I can take twenty canvasbacks from each place,
mix them up together, mark them so that a referee may
know, to decide the matter, and I will bet there is not a
man in the United States who can tell the difference.
To prove what I say about a canvasback preferring

mussels, small oysters and minnows to starvation, I will
relate some little incidents as they recur to my memory.
Two winters ago I bought quite a. lot of ducks at More-
head City, N. C. , and on one occasion when the weather
was very cold and all the waters at Currituck were frozen
up solid, I received from my agent a fine lot of canvas-
backs. I think they were decidedly the largest and fat-
test I have ever seen. The next day some of my friends
from Long Island, N. Y., sat down to my table to help
me destroy these delicious birds. But alas! my carver
had hardly broken the skin, when the scent of mussels
filled the room. Fortunately my cook had a good roast
ready or we should have had no dinner that day, for we
could not eat the ducks. There is no celery at More-
head, for the water is very salt.

Capt. Eugene Ballence, who formerly ran the steamers
Cygnet and Bonito to Currituck Sound, well known by
all sportsmen who ever visited those waters to be a man
of sound sense and veracity, had the same experience in
the Albemarle Sound, at the south end of Roanoke
Island. He awoke one very cold morning and found
what he had never seen there before, thousands and
thousands of canvasbacks swimming around the shore.
They seemed happy, and were feeding from the bottom
at a lively rate. He took out his gun, and in a short time
there were several in the hands of the cook. Although
the Captain says he had eaten nothing but salt fish and
griddle cakes for a month, he could not go the canvas-
backs. He examined their crops and found them full of
mussels and minnows.
While in Baltimore a few days since I was told by

Baltimore's greatest epicure, Mi-

. Robt. Rennert, that one
of the finest pairs of canvasbacks he ever saw came from
Currituck Sound last winter. Mr. James Jones, of Nor-
folk, gave them to him; and I sold Mr. Jones the ducks.

I was born on the banks of the river at Currituck about
thirty years ago; and I think it was next day—as well as
I remember—that they put a gun in my hands; and I

have been shooting ever since. I have shot all kinds of
ducks in this country, and a great many of them. I am
very fond of all kinds of game, and have eaten them in
every style—except as the English prefer them, rotten.
And I must say with all candor that T can cook a canvas-
back, redhead, and a widgeon or baldpate, and have
them carved and set before the greatest epicure in the
world, and I don't believe he can tell one from the other.
I have seen Messrs. James Gordon Bennett, George Pen-
neman and several of then friends try it at my table, and
they were completely at sea. Wild celery gives them the

flavor, and it does not matter whether they come from
Havre de Grace, Currituck, Back Bay, Ohio, Texas, or
anywhere on the Pacific coast: if only you get them in a
stream where there is plenty of wild celery they are all
right; otherwise they are no better than other ducks.
Game of all kinds is very plentiful at Currituck. I

think there are more ducks than we have had for ten
years. I attribute it to the passage of that new act of
the Legislature making it a penalty of $50 to shoot a duck
over decoys until Nov. 10 and after March 10. The pen-
alty for firing a rifle in Currituck Sound is $50, and $50
fine for shooting ducks for market before Nov. 10.

J. B. White.

MY FIRST CANVASBACK.
A bemintscence of shell point.

DURING the winter of 188- Boreas in our Northern
clime had lowered the column of mercury in the

Fahrenheit tubes to 10, 12 and 16 degrees below zero for
days and weeks together, when into our sanctum walked
W. R. A. with a challenge to seek a temporary abode in
a land of more etherial mildness, where we might snap
our fingers at his frigid majesty and vvarm our guns upon
the larger-winged game. Having enjoyed many rare
days' sport with him upon the high-flying upland plover,
the swift-flying quail, the devious-flying snipe, the erratic-
flying woodcock and the lordly ruffed grouse, it had long
been my ambition, as it had many times been his privi-
lege, to try conclusions with the seafowl of the coast.
The talk resulted in the almost immediate purchase of
tickets for the sunny South.
Arriving in Norfolk before noon, we take the Virginia

Beach Railroad to the Princess Anne, in time for dinner:
thence along the beach toward North Carolina by such a
combination of quadrupeds, wheels, boards, chains and
ropes for power and vehicle, and with such a Jehu for
driver as wildest imagination never pictured.
The dozen or fifteen miles from the hotel to our desti-

nation is a barren coast, evincing no sign of civilization
or life except about the stations of the U. S. Coast Guard,
which are some four or five miles apart. Hulks of old
wrecks and drift, an occasional fisherman's hut deserted,
now and then a disused windmill in the distance, its idle

arms outstretched as if in mute appeal from bygone times
to the present? eagles soaring in the air or perched upon
the telegraph poles of the life-saving service, are the only
companions of the trip, save the ceaseless roar and mur-
mur of ocean's billows as they sing their mournful dirge
as a fitting requiem over the graves of the many cast-
aways whose bones lie bleaching beneath the sands of the
shore, with only a broken spar to mark their last resting
places.

Arrived at Little Island, Capt. Andrew's voice rings out
a cheery welcome to my friend, whose advent, though
unexpected, was none the less welcome, and whose gun
in these parts had many times previously rung out the
death knell of many a noble bird. We turn in early and
are soon lost in pleasant dreams. We seem hardly to

have been asleep at all when aroused from our slumbers
by the ringing voice of the Captain, "All hands, ahoy!
rousing nor'easter."

"Aye, aye, sir," was the nautical answer of his land
lubber guests.
A hasty toilet and breakfast, and soon the gunner, well

bundled in the bow and boatman at the oars, were quietly
making their way to Shell Point long before the faintest
glimmer of daybreak appeared on the eastern horizon.
Point reached, decoys put out. boat beached among the
cane, gunner and boatman in readiness in an exceedingly
comfortable blind, anxiously await in silence the advent
of the first callers. The dark rolling clouds had scarcely
begun to lift, giving evidence of daybreak, when the keen
and practical eye of Eb. discovered in the distance a pair
of ducks coming up wind.
"Pair canvas, down, sir—mark south—don't shoot till

I tell you." Then began Eb.'s wonderful talk in purest
duck language. Down crouching, electric currents mak-
ing quick circuit of the system, realizing that the long
wished for moment of years was at hand, breathlessly
awaited their oncoming. Eb.'s whispered, "mark east"
indicates then: location, and peering between the cane
reeds of the .blind we see them swiftly flying into the
teeth of the wind and well out, as if to pass our decoys
in disgust, and my heart sinks as I see them pas3 us by,
but no! Eb.'s trained voice is too seductive for wisest
duck to resist.

They wheel, and with a whispered "Mark north, get
ready," he continues to call more impassioned and earn-
est, and in less time than it takes to write it around
they sweep in a rectilinear line to our decoys, and with
an audible "Mark east, shoot," the gunner is on his feet
and the old reliable 10-bore Scott rings out the death-
knell of my first canvasback. He was coming with such
velocity that he fell stone dead in the water within two
feet of our blind, although shot at a distance of forty to

fifty yards. Duck number two wheeled about and stood
not upon the order of his going in a line directly away
from us, and swinging around upon him I failed to stop
the gun when it covered him, and so shooting to the right
scored a clean miss.
"Well done, sir, well done; no gun could reach the last

one," were Eb.'s words of congratulation and flattery.

Ah! clever soul, well knew I that I should bave killed

the second, but his kindly genial way lessened my cha-
grin and his words of flattery were as balm in the mo-
ment of disappointment. Thus was ushered in our duck-
ing experience, and many were the pleasant and success-
ful days put in with Eb. since—the memories of which
in the mellow light of receding months and years form
mental pictures surpassing those of the artist's most skill-

ful limning.
Eb. V. Roe is now in the employ of the Currituck Club,

and the writer fully believes that every member will

testify that taken all in all, few equal if any excel Eb. in
all that goes to make up the art of duck shooting, and
the writer indulges the hope that it may be the pleasant
lot of the reader to fall in with as good a man and have
as good a time as he did on Shell Point, where he killed

his first canvasback.
The territory referred to joins on the north the terri-

tory of the Ragged Island Club and comprises Little

Island, Shell Island, Beech Island, Long Island, etc., a ter-

ritory of several thousand acres, and is owned by the
heirs of Capt. Travis, in his lifetime of New York. The
property has been held under lease for some years past
by John L. Roper, of Norfolk, Va., and is still in charge
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of Capt. Travis's man, Capt. Andrews, and it is open to

all gunners by paying $2 per day per gun for shooting
• privilege, board and lodging $2 per day, boatman and
decoys $2 per day.
On our last trip, in Mar.eh, 1880, we learned that some

gentlemen of Hartford, Conn., were negotiating for the
lease with a view of organizing a club, but it is our im-
pression that for years to come gunners will be received
on the conditions named.

It is certainly a great fowl country, and for snipe it is

the writer's opinion that a better does not exist in

America if in the world.
Even should the Travis estate fall into the hands of a

club, who would allow none but members gunning privi-

leges, there is as much fairly good shooting in adjacent
waters as would satisfy (or should satisfy) any reasonable
gunner who is not amember of the pot-hunting fraternity.

Worcestbh, Mass. Geo. McAleer.

THE DARLING CASE.
CALAIS, Me., Nov. 9.— Editor Forest and Stream:

The notice in your last issue from the Boston Herald
is not quite correct. The inclosed slip from the Times,
of this city, is more nearly correct. To Warden French
and Detective McNamara all the credit is due. Dirigo.
The Times report and comments are as follows

:

"Darling's camp on Nicatous Lake is very difficult to

reach, and is a sort of stronghold for poachers. It is 50
miles from any railroad station, and to reach it one must
travel over a rough road. McNamara, accompanied by
Swanton, of Milbridge, made their way to the camp with
much difficulty and engaged quarters with Darling.
They hired his guides and dogs to hunt deer with, pay-
ing well for them. They remained five days. When Mc-
Namara and Swanton had obtained all the" evidence they
wanted, enough they thought to convict Darling on some
twenty or thirty cases, they left the camp. As the offense
was committeoT in Hancock county they were obliged to
go into that county to swear out warrants against Darling
and his guides. Accordingly they went to Bucksport,
where the warrants were obtained. Constable George

I Davis and Sheriff James Swanton, with a formidable
I party, set out for Nicatous Lake. On their way to Dar-
I ling's camp they met Darling in the town of Lowell and
immediately arrested him.
"Darling was arraigned at Bucksport, Monday, before

a trial justice. The justice found Mr. Darling guilty and
fined him $40 for the deer which it was charged he killed
and $40 for each of the deer which the other parties
admitted that they killed. He was also fined $50 a day
for keeping dogs to hunt deer two days, the whole mak-
ing $260. On the question of costs there was some
argument. Mr. Voss suggested that the case of bringing
seven men from Milbridge to Nicatous Lake to arrest
Jock Darling be charged to the prisoner, to which Col.
Hutchinson objected, and said that any one officer could
have arrested Mr. Darling without a bit of difficulty.

The cost question finally went over for the counsel to
talk over and see if they couldn't decide upon something
satisfactory. The case was appealed and will come be-
fore the Supreme Court at Ellsworth on the 8th of April
next. Other cases stand against Darling. The officers
who went to Nicatous to arrest the guides found that
they had taken the alarm and fled. They will be cap-
tured later."

"Game Warden French, of this city, never lets up when
he has once started out to make a case. He has been
after the notorious Jock Darling for three years, and two
years ago nearly captured him, when he made that
famous raid at Nicatous Lake. At that time Jock es-
caped, but French brought to grief a lot of sportsmen
who were found at Darling's camp, and mulcted them
heavily in Hancock county. French went to Nicatous
after Jock again last year, but the foxy poacher had been
warned in advance, and, although the warden lay in the
rain three days and nights without shelter, he was un-
able to secure his man. He could not enter the camp as
a detective, because his exploit in 1887 had made him
known to Darling and his guides. But French would not
be beaten, and schemed to accomplish his determined
purpose. W. N. McNamara, a Boston detective, whom
the papers of the State have been applauding, was em-
ployed in a Milbridge case which came before the October
term of the S. J. Court for this county. French met him
at Machias on Oct. 6, and, after a cautious interview, re-
vealed his scheme, and obtained McNamara's consent to
take a hand. French thoroughly posted the detective,
who was ignorant of woodcraft, and marked out in every
detail the plan of movement which has so successfully
resulted. French then sent McNamara to Bangor to con-
ifer with State Game Commissioner Hon. E. M. Stilwell,
who had been anxious so long to bring Darling to justice.
French also wrote the Commissioner, and received letters
in reply that were favorable to the project and highly
commendatory of the warden, with instructions to go
ahead. Promises of reward were also made if the scheme
should prove successful.

"McNamara went to Nicatous. The papers of the State
have recorded his signal success. A brief account of bis
brilliant work, the arrest of Darling and the penalty he
received in court is published on the next page. Yet not
a word of praise for French has yet been published so far
as we have read. At the time arrangements were being
made all the letters that Mr. Stilwell wrote to French
were read in this city by a party who says that, while
the Commissioner merits chief credit for apprehending
the notorious poacher, he cannot fail to grant due credit
and reward to his efficient subordinate. French has
scored great achievements every year, and it would not
perhaps be detracting from his record to say that his
studied efforts for three seasons to capture Jock Darling
should be counted as his best work."

Editor Forest and Stream:
The story of the arrest of Jonathan Darling has created

a profound sensation among the dOg hunters, even in this
State. There are a number of Boston sportsmen who
have shot deer that Darling's dogs have driven to water.
Or at least they admit as much. But the feeling is one
of relief that such hunting is bkely to be stopped. Even
the very hunters who have done the shooting say that
obey want no more of it. The dogs, let loose in the
vicinity of one of those mountain lakes soon drive the
deer to water, and by time a man of any soul in him is

paddled up to the frightened creature, struggling for his

life, he is thoroughly sick of the business, and would
thank the guide if he would make some mistake that
might allow the deer to escape. It is a fact that the day
of dogging deer is about done, and the Maine commis-
sioners are to be thanked for the reform, though rather
slow it has been. Darling's arrest may not prove to be
the last chapter in that "disagreeable history, for ho is

determined: he has money, and he will carry his cases to
the full decisions of the'law. Indeed, if beaten at last,

he may try the same business again, for he believes, or

appears to believe, that he has an inalienable right to

hunt deer, just the same as he had before the framing of
the statutes for deer protection. He declares that the
game laws are unconstitutional, and that he can con-
vince the courts that such is the case. The results will

be watched with a great deal of interest. Special.

Boston. Mass., Nov. 11.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The sage said, "Let me make the songs of a people and

I care not who makes their laws." If we are to judge
nations and individuals by the songs they sing, the poems
they write and the doggerel they perpetrate, why is not
this "rhyming jingle" pat just now? It was copied by
me last month from the original, which was tacked up in

Jock Darling's camp on Nicatous Lake. I am sin e I

don't know whether Darling evolved it or whether it was
the Avork of some guest; but it is at all events a genuine
specimen wild flower of poesy indigenous to Nicatous
soil; and it strikes me that it is quite as characteristic' in

its way as were the rhymes of Robin Hood. It runs
thus:

NICATOUS LAKE.
A round this lake the deer abound.
And trout in all the streams are found.
Come on, ye hunters, from afar.
Neal Dow, if here, could find a "bar,"
Though long in Portland he has sought.
And yet he seeks, but. finds them not;
While hunters with but little skill

Find many a "bar" in Portland still.

And sailors wild, with faces brown,
Still "rush the growler" through the town,
Here Darling built his cabin stout,
And always leaves the latch string out.
Excepting when the wardens come
To guard the deer by swilling rum.
Whene'er he spies these sons of sin,
Bold Darling draws his latch string in.
Here, where the air is sweet and pure,
All pain and sickness find a cure;
Consumption dread is turned away,
Where grows the fir it cannot, stay;
Hay fever here no wind has blown,
Nor was the asthma ever known.
Old Brown-Sequard's elixir queer
Will never find a patient here.
And if at last you wish to die,
The promised joys of heaven to try.
You must employ a knife or rope-
Self-murder is your only hope.
For here no mortal dies, they say;
They just dry up and blow away.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Nov. 1.—The season just passing has

been unique in this locality, in that there has been
more upland shooting done around and about Chicago
than has been known for years. The opening of the
prairie chicken season has doubtless had most to do with
this, for many who went out after that bird found others
of our almost forgotten upland birds creeping back to
their old haunts. Not many of our shooters here know
or care much about plover shooting; yet a good number
of golden and upland plover have been bagged during the
fall. Of jacksnipe we have not had so many for years,
and although these can hardly be called an upland bird,
they have been abundant on every damp upland as well
as on the marsh. The snipe have gone on south now for
the most part. They and the unusually large numbers of
woodcock have given the shooters of our city an excep-
tional fall ; for they got in this year about six weeks
ahead of time.
There seems to be an unusual abundance of quail all

over the country this fall. Central and southern Illinois

has been full of them. From Missouri we have had con-
stant reports of plenty, and in Kansas I have had per-
sonal proof of large numbers, even so far west as the
edge of the high plains, where the crops failed this year.
In Indiana quail are fairly swarming in some localities;

yet friends who have correct advices say that there are
a few select spots in Ohio where the shooting at them is

even better still.

Nov. -5.—Mr. Fred Donald has started with Mr. Eustis
and Dr. Williams, of the C. B. & Q. road, and Mr. Grif-
fith, of Omaha, on a four weeks trip into the newly-
opened and wonderful game country lying near the
young town of Alliance, in northwestern Nebraska.
These gentlemen go in a private "Q." car, admirably
equipped. They will shoot wildfowl, grouse and quail,
and perhaps get some antelope. The country they visit
is probably the best game district now in the West. The
chain of lakes there is the only resting place for the wild-
fowl flight in a tremendous distance either north or
south, and the flight there is said to be enormous. It is

to be hoped that the gentlemen will not reach their point
too late in the fall for the best sport.
On a hunt lately we fell to talking about the duck sup-

ply. It was the opinion of my friends, all of whom had
hunted largely in Dakota and the Northwest, that our
scarcity of ducks here is mainly due to the fact that the
flight has moved further west. Mr. Donald had traveled
much in Manitoba, and was acquainted with the great
swamp in lower Manitoba, which stretches along the
Canadian Pacific for a hundred miles, nearly impene-
trable to footman or boatman. He said that no one
could form any idea of the countless thousands of ducks'
nests that great breeding ground held, and he thought
they could never be exterminated. I asked him about
the story of the Indians gathering and shipping the wild
ducks' eggs to the markets by the boatload.
"That's all nonsense," said he, "I never heard of any

such thing till I saw it in the papers, and when I did I
laughed at it. You may call it substantially untrue.
You waflt to remember that they have game laws up in
Manitoba, and they enforce them, too, far better than we
do ours. There is a license on every alien gun, and they
watch white man and Indian botb much more closely
than we dream of doing. The egg gathering you de-
scribe would be impossible and it does not exist, at least
in any of the territory tributary to Winnipeg."
Mr. W. W. McFarland is just back from a trip to

Northern Dakota and the edge of Manitoba, and reports

a pleasant time at ducks, quail, grouse, partridge, jack-
rabbits, foxes and what not. On this trip McFarland
found himself on the edge of a vast tamarack swamp into
which he could see going countless numbers of ducks.
The Indians told him there were "heap ducks" in there,
but that no one could get into the swatnp. It must have
been a pretty tough swamp, or "Mc" would have got a
boat in somehow. This doubtless was one of the great
northern breeding grounds also, although I did not know
the wildfowl chose the tamarack country for such a
ground.
Mr. Lee Hamline has gone to Council Grove, Kas.,

after quail. It is very probable that be will have good
success. There in no more deadly way of shooting quail
than along the Kansas hedges. Every quail flies straight
down the hedge, and can be walked up without even
marking it down. It is the easiest quail shooting there is.

Mr. Joseph Card has gone to Toledo, O., for a few days'
sport at the ducks on the great marsh near that place.
Mr. Card shoots with a club whose privileges are held in
such esteem that a membership is valued at $2,000.
Nov. 7.—In a talk with Mr. Bogardus, of Garden City,

Kan., the latter informs me that hard times and light
crops have made trouble among the new settlers on the
high tablelands of southwestern Kansas, and very many
of the new homesteads taken in 1886 and after have been
abandoned. In consequence, the game has drifted back
again over much of that territory. Antelope have again
become abundant much further to the north of the Neu-
tral Strip than has been the case for years, and some are
seen not far from Garden City, near the Arkansas Eiver.
Mr. C, J. Jones lately received a check for $20,000, one-

third of the payment of $60,000 for an undivided one-
half interest in his herd of buffalo. The news comes to
me that the herd is to be moved to Ogden, Utah, by a
boom syndicate, and will be kept there for advertising
purposes only. It will not be divided or decreased, and
Mr. Jones will supervise it. Buffalo Jones has so far
shown that he knows what he is about, and it is hoped
that in this case there is to be no exception.
Mr. E. C, Cook is just back from the club house on the

De Golyer marsh, with a good string of mallards. Nick
Sammons, the club keeper, declares that he has got all

the water and all the birds in that whole end of the Kan-
kakee country, which fact he attributes to a judicious
system of ditching. There are also a good many quail on
the club grounds this fall, and prairie chickens have in-
creased to noticeable numbers. These upland birds are
not molested.

I don't know why it is that when one mentions Mr.
Cook's name, it seems natural also to mention that of Mr.
Ward, who is a member of the same club and a great
friend of the former gentleman. Mr.Ward has just gone
down to the club house. He was afraid to go when Mr.
Cook was there. Mr. Ward has had great trouble in
getting a retriever of just the size and shape he wanted,
and has made a great many experiments. On this occa-
sion Mr. Ward walked all the way down to the club
house, about forty miles, and led a cow, which he desired
to add to the family there. The party at the club house
discovered the procession winding down the lane, Mr.
Ward walking backward in a persuasive attitude most of
the time, and some one was heard to exclaim in tones of
high disgust, "Well, there comes Ward again, and I'll

be blamed if he ain't got another kind of retriever along.
Say, he makes me laugh!" It is perhaps best to add, how-
ever, that this is Mr. Cook's version of the story.
Mr. Jenney, of the Jenney & Graham Gun Co., is back

from his sojourn in Canada, looking much better.
Numbers of the boys are up to Fox Lake this week, and

there has been a desultory exodus for the lower marshes,
but for some reason the duck hunters are not so eager
this fall as usual. It is probably due to the good chance
they have had at the snipe and to the better sport of up-
land shooting which has been mentioned earlier.

E. Hough.

WILD TURKEYS IN NEW ENGLAND.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Not a number of your good journal but stirs me with

the desire to make comment on some statement or ask
questions of some member of the craft; but somehow I
cannot get time to act upon my impulse. Let me free
my mind now of a number of things which the last few
numbers of Forest and Stream: have suggested.
The Eastern limit of the wild turkey in former times

has been discussed a good deal of late. In my boyhood I
used to hear much of then- former abundance in Massa-
chusetts, in the Connecticut Valley, about Mt. Holyoke
and Mt. Tom and on Mt. Toby; and I dimly remember a
story of the killing of the last gobbler that remained in
that region. Within a few years I have seen the state-
ment that a small flock of wild turkeys was thought to
exist in a wooded and thinly settled part of Connecticut.
I have either personally talked with or read the state-
ment of an old man who in his boyhood killed turkeys on
Mt. Toby. There cannot be the slightest doubt that this
noble game bird was once plentiful in that region, and it

would be strange, it seems to me, if it had not ranged far
to the east of there. I have read of turkey shooting in
Canada, but in just what part I cannot say.

Was it not '"Nessmuk" who described in Forest and
Stream that wonderful sight of myriads of wild turkeys
feeding through the woods in Michigan once upon a
time? The fascinating picture has remained in my
mind, but I am not sure that it was "Nessmuk" who
painted it.

To change the subject, I want to ask if any one knows
how far the smoke of forest fires will drift. During the
recent great forest fires in the far West, eastern Massa-
chusetts was swathed in a very hazy and smoky atmos-
phere. I thought, and still think, that this appearance
was due to the fires in Washington Territory and Mon-
tana. If reports from persons at intermediate stations
could be had, and dates could be compared, the results
would be of much interest. C. H. Ames.

Worcester, Mass., Nov. 9.—The first flock of wood-
cock is nearly over, but the seekers for this kind of game
are still in the field. The reports of captures this week
include the following: On Wednesday, H. L. Hall and
J. L, Waters came in with a bag of 19 birds, and about
half were woodcock, and on Friday Mr. Hall came in
with 2 quail, 2 rabbits, 1 partridge and a mink; the latter
is the first this season.—E.
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A BUNCH OF BEAR STORIES.
i.

AN adventure which my friend, Col. T. B. Hooker,

once had with a bear, I think deserves a place in

the Forest and Stream. Col. Hooker, who is at once

a very hospitable cotton planter, a genial gentleman, and
one who has been a keen sportsman in his younger days,

relates the following: ....
In the neighborhood of his plantation in the Mississippi

bottoms there was an abundance of game, such as bear,

deer, turkeys, etc., Lut a dense canebrake interposed be-

tween his house and the best hunting grounds, which
necessitated a long detour to get around it. To obviate

this he determined to cut a " hack " (in the vernacular)

through the brake, which was about half a mile wide.

He sent a man one morning to the opposite side of the

brake to cut through the cane toward the house, while

he himself, with caneknife in hand, proceeded from his

side to meet him. After penetrating the brake quite a

distance the Colonel's attention was attracted by the out-

cry of some of his dogs which had gone out with them.

It soon proved that they were in chase of a bear, and
were making directly toward the Colonel, who had not

encumbered himself with a gun. and therefore Btood

weaponless, excepting the caneknife, and awaited devel-

opments. The bear showed up pretty soon, making ex-

cellent time through the cane, but he was quite a small

specimen, and was overhauled by the foremost dogs when
very near the Colonel's position. That gentleman sud-

denly conceived the idea of capturing the bear alive, and
with that view rushed into the melee, kicked the dogs
aside, and laid hold of the bear's neck with both hands.

The bear struggled hard to get away and the Colonel

strained every nerve to hold him, all the time yelling

with all the breath he could spare for his assistant to

come to his help. The other man, who was several hun-
dred yards away, made all the haste he could to reach
the scene of excitement, his interest greatly heightened
by the combined baying of the dogs, yelling of the Col-

onel, and squalling of the bear. But the cane being very
thick his progress was much impeded, and the Colonel,

nearly exhausted by the tremendous strain on his muscu-
lar and nervous systems, was on the point of giving up
the contest and getting clear of the bear's claws and
teeth, when his companion came in calling distance and
shouted an inquiry as to what the trouble was. The
Colonel shouted back: "Come quick! I've got a bear!
He's about to get away ! Run and help me hold him !

"

The man came up with all speed to relieve the Colonel
from his perilous and awkward position, and at once
laid hold of the bear with both hands. Col. Hooker then
released his grasp, and discovered that the poor little bear
was stone dead—he had choked it to death. Coahoma.
Mississippi.

II.

Thanks to "Larry Yatt" for his bull and bear story,

over which I laughed heartily. When that bear leaped
the fence and struck on the other side "like a ton of mud,"
I recalled the description which T. W. Billings, of Brown-
voile, Me.—best of guides—once gave me of the antics of

a two-year-old bear which he caught in a trap, and which
managed to get loose from the clog at the first jump.
Dragging the trap, he frantically climbed into a young
spruce, and seeming in his crazy flight to think that that
tree led up indefinitely to some safe region above, kept
on till his paws clutched the smallest twigs at the top,

and he fell over and came "slithering" down through the
branches, striking on his hams with the traditional "dull
thud," making a tremendous dent, visible two years
afterward, in the swampy ground and eliciting a grunt,
at the recollection of wmich Billings always had to roar
again with laughter.
Of all comical creatures, give me for amusement a

tame and frisky bear; but the caution is in order to first

"be sure your bear is tame." I once barely missed having
my shoulder torn off by the wicked, lightning-like stroke
of the paw of a caged cinnamon bear, who stood sleepily
swinging himself back and forth from one foot to the
other, and looking almost too lazy to wink. I strolled
incautiously almost within reach, when between the
bars of the cage came that paw, the claws just grazing
my shoulder, with a quickness of stroke that then and
there taught me something new about bears.
By the way , where is the fine grizzlynamed Tom, which

used to be kept in one of the bear dens at Union Park, on
the West Side, in Chicago? Now I think of it, it was fif-

teen or eighteen years ago, or possibly even more, that I
saw him. Can he be the one mentioned by Mr. Hough as
having been killed in a "battle royal" with other bears in
Chicago some years ago? The bear I refer to was young-
two or three years old, perhaps—when I saw him, and
was said to have been brought up from a cub by a hunter
who had killed its mother. It was said to have followed
him like a dog and to have been perfectly tame, and that
its owner only parted with him to the park when called
to Europe on business. C. H, Ames,

hi.

The "Immortal Bard of Avon," in one of his aphorisms
tells us that 1 'Fortune brings in boats that are not steered."
An illustration of the same may be found in the follow-
ing:
A friend of mine hailing from the Emerald Isle, a forest

trotter of the most approved species, and a devoted dis-
ciple of Epicurus, whose palate had for some days been
hankering after the flavor of wood grouse, sallied forth
in search of that wily biped. The fresh morning air, de-
liciously tempered by the rays of an October sun, infused
the elasticity of youth into his fifty-year-old limbs, as
with light and airy steps of a Thisbe out for a morning
walk, he "o'er tripped the dew" to the "Fording," a noted
deer stand hereabouts on the Cowpasture. Irresolute he
stood contemplating the cold flood ablaze with the smiles
of Phoebus Apollo. Visions of rheumatism, neuralgia,
catarrh flitted through his mind,

"Thrice looked he at the river,

Thrice looked he, so 'tis said,

And then pulled down his beaver,

And then turned back in dread—"

When a pheasant drumming up a hollow on the other
side decided him, and he resolutely faced the chilling
waters, which eddied around his knees gracefully, but
with the effect of having his legs in an ice-cream freezer.
Arriving on the opposite side he struck up a deep hollow,
through which a little prattling stream, "making music
on the enameled stones," leaped and gamboled. Pursu-

ing his way and meeting with no success, footsore and
weary, he reclined against a tree absorbed in trying to

frame a Johnsonian ode on the vanity of human wishes.

Suddenly a noise proceeded from a small hollow a little

to his left. "A deer," thought he, "and dear me ! I have
only pheasant shot in my shells; however, I will let him
have it." But soon emerged from some underbrush a
black bear, making a beeline toward him. It, however,
turned up a ravine he was ascending; but Bruin chang-
ing his mind and wheeling sharply around came down
the hollow at right angles to my friend. When within
fifteen paces the sportsman blazed away at the "bar's"

head and roiled him over. But the shot only obfusti-

cated Bruin's intellect; and with a growl and a mighty
shake of his shaggy hide, he rose and was making off.

Another shot pounding away at his head made him
"heave to," describing a circle as if revolving on a pivot.

A third shot laid him out, to the great delectation of his

slayer, whose name would henceforth rank high on the
roll of Nimrod Hall sportsmen. The shot used was Eng-
lish chilled No. 6. Weight of bear about 2001bs.

Departing from the subject of bears, I might say a few
words in the way of bulling the place at which I am stay-

ing. It is an excellent locality for sportsmen, especially

those who are fond of mountain shooting and fishing.

Bass fishing in the Cowpasture is capital, the fish rising

well to a fly, as it is very little fished. There are also

several mountain trout streams within easy distance.

No less than twelve bears have been killed up to the
present time this year. Also a large number of deer, of

which the mountains have been unusually full. Ac-
commodation excellent, and any one would be well taken
care of from a gastronomic point of view.

Nimkod HALL, Bath County, Vh. H. E. W. R.

IV.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I send you a letter received last December from my

brother in Oxford county, Maine, relating his experience
with a bear. The dog Prince mentioned in this letter is

a cross-bred bear dog, part hound and part mastiff—the
combination recommended to me by one of your Califor-
nia correspondents some time ago. It should be said

,
too,

that the dog had only just that week been sent from
Boston to my brother, and this hunt was his first oppor-
tunity to show his mettle. Bruin.
The letter: Roxbury, Maine, Dec. 20.—Bear Brother:

We went down to Houghton's Monday morning and
started, four of us. Addison thought best to go up the
Lake road ; and if we found that the bear had crossed it,

that would save much travel. You may be sure it was
hard up those hills, with froni 8 to 12in. of snow. We
went to within a half mile of the place where you turned
off to go to the ponds, and there came on his track and
took it. The bear went to the west and northwest, of
course doubling and tacking as they always do. ' It was
a cold day and much wind; the meat froze in my knap-
sack. We were glad of the wind, for it kept up a noise.
We took dinner at noon, and went on and on.

Finally we saw proof of his wanting to den up. We
saw several of such places, and were soon completely
thrown off, for there were tracks all about. As we were
cautiously walking about, Addison's hound gave tongue.
I turned and he was looking under a rock, but turned
about with the hah- up on his back. There was a low
bluff close by: Add made for that so as to be able to see
the bear if he started. His dog was there as soon as he
was, and rushed in front to the mouth of the den and
gave tongue. The bear's head came out and Add gave
him a big bullet from his breechloader. I sent one of
the terrible bullets from the little rifle into the fire and
smoke. Then Add sent in his other bullet. The other
men were over the other side. I set away the rifle and
went down into the den. Add's hound had his teeth
already in the bear. Prince was looking in ; I set him on
as well as I could, and he soon took hold, and I took a
leg, and we all began to pull and pulled him out. Prince
did not let go but held like at trap. We let him work
for a good while, and finally had to cuff him off; but he
would set to barking and clinch hold, and for a long time
after we began to drag the bear he would grab and hold
back and jump right on to the bear, and wanted to be
right up with his nose at the bear all the way.
You may be sure we had a hard job to get the bear out.

After a long pull we reached the Bradeen branch of our
river; then went down on the ice, which was covered
with some Gin. of snow. The ice was very poor and kept
breaking. It took two of us to drag the bear and one as
beater ahead to see if the ice was safe, and the other as
rear guard loaded down with guns, etc., and to keep
Prince off. It seemed that we never should get out. We
started with the bear at 3 P. M., and at half-past nine
that night four Arctic travelers, covered with snow and
ice, could have been seen wending then- way in the
darkness up to Houghton's door—four tired, but happy
hunters.

Prince's feet were badly used up; but he was ready to
pitch into Houghton's dog and defend the bear, Hough-
ton's dog (part bull) was very much afraid of the bear.
When the bear was getting out, Add's dog had faced him
like a rock; you see a hound can be a bear dog, but not
such hounds as you have. All were pleased with Prince.
Add said before we started that he was worth more than
all the dogs you had sent. At any rate, he is not afraid
of a dead bear, as Mage No. 2 was. The bear is a nice
one, some five years old and very fat.

From some indications we thought this bear was not
the one that we saw the tracks of Saturday, so we started
yesterday morning and went far to the northeast and
took that track and followed around to the lake road, but
it was the same bear.
The only drawback to our grand hunt was that you

were not in it. Your tired brother, S.

V.

A. year ago last November the writer and a schoolboy,
Grant, went out on the mountains west of Ralston to
hunt deer, enjoy the scenery and breathe the pure air of
a higher altitude. Years ago this region was .chopped
over for burning charcoal, and it has grown up with
second growth, which makes a good cover for deer and
other game. There was here also a small mining town,
which has long since fallen into decay; here and there a
foundation is all that remains. There are three old clear-
ings, all connected by a road which runs nearly east and
west. I watched on a runway between two of these clear-
ings, while Grant made a drive south of me, but he failed
to scare anything out.

After he came back, I told him to wait where he was I

twenty minutes till I went out this old road to the third
clearing, and thence to what is known as the South Fork
of Red Run. Then he should beat the bush again. Thisjl
far we had seen nothing but a black squirrel, which II'

shot through the head with my repeater.
in going to my new stand, I had to pass through the J

I

middle dealing, which contains about two acres and*
where there were some wild apple trees besides some*
underbrush. As I walked rapidly into the clearing,,!!

something black shot out from under an apple tree, andB
loped toward the woods. Bear, thought I, as up went.!'
my .38-56 again; a sharp report rang out, and bruin turned li

a complete somersault in the dead grass. In a momentw
he struggled and rose upon his forefeet; the deadly rifle li

spoke again, and he rolled over dead, the second shorli
breaking his neck. About this time a boy came up thtli

road at a rate that would make a Dakota blizzard greerJi
with envy.
Grant was surprised when he saw what I had and all

happier boy never carried a shotgun. It proved to be a*
cub of 90 or lOOlbs. weight and very fat. It had beerl!
eating apples under the tree; the remains of nibbleca
apples were proof that he was having a sumptuous re

past when disturbed. We strung him on a pole anc
marched into town. Redux.
Lasgdon, Pa.

HOW A "TARHEEL" KILLS DUCKS.
EVERY rural community where there is game to be

iound, has its share of sporting curiosities. Thi;

community is no exception to that rule, and I believe
has more than its fair share of that particular species oi

the genus homo. The mode of hunting ducks by Johr
Shearin, one of these curiosities, a mild-eyed, innocent
looking native, with remarkably tough legs (which ht

uses to good advantage), in a tract of land near the Roa
noke River, commonly known as the "marsh" or "Sedgt
Pond," may not be without interest to some of the man}
readers of Forest a^i> Stream,
The tract of land aforesaid is about two miles long bj

a half-mile in width, entirely covered with tall sedg<'

grass growing on tussocks, separated by shallow wate;
and mud in abundance. This tract of land has long beer
used as pasturage for large herds of cattle owned by th
neighbors. Each herd has the "old bell cow," well knowi;
to the rest of the herd and the small urchin sent to driv
them home at nightfall. Now, when Shearin, erstwhile
was an urchin, it was a part of his daily duty, Melibceui

or Corydon-like (I have forgotten which), to drive up hi;

father's flock when longer shadows fell from the tal,

sycamore, and the festive mosquito, of large parts anc
deep penetration, winged his eager flight to the adjacen 1

farmhouses in quest of more delicate morsels than tougL
cowhide.
Now, young Shearin noticed that Sedge Pond was

frequently full of wild ducks, and to his surprise thej
did not fly from the very near approach of cattle—in fact
were not at all afraid of them. It seemed to him, as hi
stood with covetous eyes, that they rather liked the olo

bell cow and the " jangling of the bells sadly out o:

tune." When he grew up large enough to shoot and be
came the happy owner of an old, long, single-barrei

gun, with a silver spider sight, he cast longing eyes o^
the ducks feeding on the marsh with the cattle. Now and
then, by the exercise of quiet patience, and the still moro
painful exercise of crawling through mud and water
always keeping a cow, generally the old bell cow, be.

tween him and a selected duck, he would bring one to bag*

But this process had two serious drawbacks; its execu
tion was not only slow but too uncertain for him, andht
began to call on (to quote the words of the physiologists!

his ' "frontal cerebral convolutions" for a plan which woulc
satisfy Ms keen desire for baked duck. No one having
any degree of knowledge of phrenological science woulc
suspect Shearin of great creative genius. He hath not iti

massive forehead nor flashing eye. His imaginative pow
ers have never been stimulated by the delightful tales o:

Defoe or Robinson. But, nevertheless, one day, whilt,

"chewing the cud of sweet and bitter fancy" alonj?

with an enormous roll of old field tobacco reared ov

his own hillside, i t occurred to him that if he coul<^

successfully personate a cow, his success in killing duck
was assured. There was the old bell cow leisurely crop,

ping the tender herbage 'neath the tall brown grass of tin'

marsh. It was only the work of a moment to detacl

the bell from her neck and securely fasten it to his owi
coat tail. With this appendage, born of inspiration, h(

boldly took up his line of march to a little pool of wate:
behind some tall marsh grass where he had just seen i

flock of ducks alight. They paid no attention to the bell

with the sound of which they were familiar. Hiddei
now by the tall sedge he selected a thick cluster of duck;
and fired. He was amply rewarded. The old gun hai
felled many an antiered monarch and turkeys out of mind
Shearin got a bag full the first crack, and ran home ir

great haste to relate his good luck and exhibit his prettj
green-headed trophies.

Since that time down to the present, any autumn day
John Shearin may be seen wading down in the marsl
with the old cow bell jangling along. John has, fron
long practice, become a fan wing shot, and the duckt
rising from right under his feet, he plugs them in th<

back. Formerly he took to the mud and water as kindlj
as the ducks themselves, but of late years he has growi
luxurious and indulges in a pair of rubber hip-booti
which protect him entirely.

John has another plan of shooting ducks, which require
no expenditure of muscular force, to which he is some
what averse. He finds a deep piece of water in thi

Roanoke River or mill pond, where ducks frequenth
alight, and baits the place by sinking to the bottom bun
dies of oats and corn. When he finds that they are feed
ing on his bait, he builds a natural-looking hiding placi

on the bank at the right distance for a certain shot—saj

25yds. The ducks dive down to feed on the oats, ant
when they are all under water but one, he shoots tha;

one, and then one by one as they arise to the top of th«
water. The ducks under the water do not hear the re

port of the gun, and only come to the surface for air, a>

they ordinarily do. John has had as many as seven deat
ducks at one time floating on the water. This, I think
is almost as clever a trick as the Indian Sepoys practice

in floating down stream to flocks of ducks with thei:

heads encased in large gourds, with eye-holes cut for ai:

and observation. L. J. PicoT.

Littleton, N. C.
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CHICKENS IN ILLINOIS CORN FIELDS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Hough, whose delightfully told experiences charm

lis all, wrote this week of a prairie chicken's mounting
skyward in its death flight and dropping suddenly life-

less. I witnessed the duplicate of this performance a few
lays ago. It was on my last chicken hunt of the season.

We found the hirds in 'the corn, clean fields invariably

being chosen by these magnificent game birds as their

feeding ground. They were lying about in twos and
threes, and we had some good shooting. We had just

entered a bit of a field where the stalks were not tall,

when suddenly, "boom, boom, boom," the birds began to

spring above the stalks and dart away to the north. Be-
fore the twenty -five or thirty which composed the flock

*ot away I managed to stop four of them in four shots

—

as good as I ever did on the splendid and not too easily

killed birds. The nearest of the four I could see about
Forty yards away, and I hurried forward, after slipping

shells in my gun, to secure him. I was just reaching for

bis head, which was swaying from side to side, showing,
is I thought, that he was struck in the brain, when, with
i mighty effort, he bounded into the air and went climb-

ing skyward on wings less steady than those of the jack
mipe when he first leaps up from his moist pasture. I

was rattled too badly to hit him, although I tried it, shoot-

ing wild and wide of the mark. On, up he went in the
mellow autumn sunshine, when all at once his wings
ceased to move, and he fell like a lump of lead. One
;hing I learned was not to count your chickens until they
ire in the pocket of your shooting coat, for although we
marked the spot where this plucky bird fell, and" were
are that life was extinct, we failed to retrieve him.
I think the best chicken shooting we have here is in

Sptbber among Che com. The birds in August and Sep-
tember, while yet in the stubble, are too easily bowled
irver. The man who cannot make a good bag in August,
vhere the game is fairly plentiful, could hardly hit a
mock of corn fodder. But bagging the same game in

October, especially if it be a little late in the month, is

uite another thing. There is no time to waste after the
ong wings have lifted the big gray body above the
Iks, and have started away with it. This, to me, seems

he perfection of shooting, and there has been plenty of

t this year in Illinois. The three years close season did

ill that it was expected to do in restocking the fields with
lie almost vanished birds. It is well known that our
pecretary of State, in engrossing the law, put the opening
if the season this fall on the 15th instead of the 1st of

Jeptember, the latter being the date fixed by the Legis-

lature's action. The Attorney General decided that the
law must stand as recorded, although every one knew it

to be a blunder. Some of us growled, but the result is a
happy one. Many birds which would have been easily

killed in the first half of September, by the last half were
able to fly out of harm's way, and have escaped to give a
brood of birds for the gunner's entertainment next season

.

The opening of the season will be late again next year as

jur Legislature does not meet this coming winter. When
the game law is again considered it is to be hoped the
late will not be made earlier. I believe if the laws were
observed and shooting of chickens allowed only between
Sept. 15 and Nov. 1, there would always be plenty of

game. There are plenty left now to fill the fields next
fear.
The worst enemy the grouse have is the farmer. I talked

with, one farmer this summer, who said: "I plowed
around their nests last spring and the young brood have
fattened on my grain, and it seems to me those birds are
mine and I have a right to go out and kill them when I

please." And this man was no lawbreaker in other
things. But I am sure that he and others like him get
what shooting they want before the open season begins.

They watch the hunters from the towns and villages.

The latter, awai^ that the farmers have an eye on them
and that their exploits will be talked over in the town
also, are chary about shooting the birds out of season.

But the farmer can go out on his own land and do about
as he pleases. Few care to dispute his right to do so, and
evidence against him would be hard to get. Yet I am
mre, from rumors that float about in many neighbor-
hoods, and from some knowledge of the farmers' feelings,

that many a grouse goes into the pot or the frying pan
before the open season begins, brought down by the
farmer's old fuzee. Richard Gear Hobbs.
Paxton, Illinois.

AN AMERICAN GAME UTOPIA.
rj^HE discussion of some plan to secure a great game
JL preserve in Illinois enlists all my interest and sym-
pathy. When it is forever too late, I suppose an Ameri-
can Congress may become civilized enough to appropri-
ate enough money for such a thing, but where tben will
be the prairie chickens, antelope, wild geese, etc., where-
with to stock it? To the real sportsman the thought of
this hideous slaughter which is exterminating our noble
game is almost unbearable. While we wrangle over our
"rights" in the matter all our questions are being rapidly
suid permanently settled by "elimination." There will
right speedily be no game to scramble for. How one
longs for the power of a Vanderbilt or Gould that he
might himself make possible such a game preserve. I

3uppose, however, that when one gets to be a Vanderbilt
or Gould he has other things to think of. but what a
benediction from real sportsmen and naturalists the
world over would fall on the head of any one who should
Establish such a preserve!
Col. T. W. Higginson once said it was well worth the

annual fee of membership to the Boston Appalachian
Club just to know that such a club existed and that so
many good people were enjoying its field excursions at
low rates. What I would give most to see would be a
game preserve of grand proportions and superbly stocked
with all kinds of game which could flourish together, and
wherein not a mortal should ever be allowed to shoot, but
where the naturalist could study to his heart's content and
the dead shot and the man accustomed to make a tremen-
dous bag could learn the higher pleasure of stalking game
without destroying it, and where the only hunter who
carried any trophies away should be he whose weapon
was the camera.

I have been very sad indeed at the thought of the
rapid extermination of the prairie chicken from the
Illinois prairies, where I hunted when a boy; and the
plan of the preserve at Rising Sun Farm and the state-

ment of Mr. Hough that the birds are actually there,

within eighty miles of Chicago and in the oldtime
marshes, are enough to make me wish that every sports-

man would interest himself in the matter if a plan at all

practicable can be proposed. I would like to get in a
few rights and lefts at prairie chickens again before I

die; but I would give even more to see once more the
wonderful tournament of the mating birds in spring- and
to hear their curious booming call, which used to excite
my curiosity, till by dint of careful creeping and stealthy

approach I could see the birds in the act of making it.

If any one wants sport that is rare in quality and car-

ries with it no manner of regret whatever, let him creep
upon and watch a lot of prairie chickens at such a time,

and my word for it he would not exchange the experi-

ence for even the exhilaration of a day's hunt and a big
bag of birds in autumn. I have felt the rage for killing

as keenly as any man, and I have by no means given up
my gun, but I am in position to say that the cultivation

of*the gentler and less destructive delights of the chase
ore equally profitable to the soul. Mr. Hornaday tells

me that on his last expedition for buffalo for the Smith-
sonian his cowboy assistants wanted at first to shoot every
living thing that came within range, and hardly knew
what; lie meant when he tried to inspire them with the
idea of preserving all game not strictly needed, instead
of slaughtering it. When once, however, they caught
the idea, a great change came over them, and they were
willing to think of the future as well as the present
moment.
Sometime I want to apply this idea to fishing and to tell

you of the champion bass hog whom I. once found in
Florida and who has remained an unpleasant figure in

my memory ever since. C. H. Ames.

AIMING AHEAD.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I read with a good deal of interest, some time ago, the
views of "Ancient" upon cross shooting, but have not
seen the articles of others upon the subject. If you will

kindly afford space, I will give my opinion and the reason
for it.

In the diagram let AB represent the position of the
gun at the time of pulling the trigger, and E the position

of the bird at the same moment moving toward D. Now,
if the muzzle of the gun be in motion toward H, it will

reach some point at the left of B, as point C, by the time
the shot can reach the muzzle. For it must take some
time for the hammer to fall, the powder to burn and the
shot to start from rest and with an accelerated motion
reach that point (B). If the shot should continue in the
direction they are moving at the moment they leave the
muzzle, they would not follow the line CD, for they
have two motions, one due to the swing of the muzzle
and the other a projectile motion toward D. The result-

ant of these motions is the direction OF,

-2&FT

• 120 Ft.

If the velocity of the bird is such that it will go from
E to F or / (which is nearly accurate) while the shot are
passing the distances AC + CF, the shot would inter-

cept the line of the bird at the point F. If the bird be a
swift flyer, or the swing of the muzzle less rapid, or the
powder* slow burning, the shot in either case would fall

behind.
This computation is upon the supposition that the

shooter swings the gun more rapidly than the flight of

the bird, and discharges at the moment the line of sight

reaches the bird; that is, he swings upon the object and
fires without stopping the motion. My own rule is to

swing in line of flight and pull when the bird is visible

behind the muzzle. I consider this a good rule for swift
birds.

If the shooter should follow the flight and fire while
holding on, he would fall behind a distance, a trifle less

than the bird would fly while the shot are going from B
to E, or from C to D. The shot would have a lateral

motion and would follow the line of a diagonal of a par-
allelogram as CF in CDFO-. This of course would
lessen the distance the shot would fall behind.

If, on the other hand, the shooter should hold on the
bird without swinging, and shoot while holding on, the
shot would fall behind a distance equal to the flight of
the bird during the time from the moment of pull till the
shot reach the point E.
Let us try approximately to compute these distances.

Suppose a 30-inch gun to be swung on a bird with a muz-
zle velocity of 4 feet a second; that it take, for the ham-
mer to fall, the powder to burn, and the shot to tra-

verse the barrel,
jjfe

of a second; then the lateral motion
of the muzzle would be from the time of the pull till the
shot reach the muzzle of 48 inches or 2 inches. Then
we have BC = 2 inches. As the triangles ABC and
ADF are similar,
AB : AE = CB : BE, or 2$ : 120 — i : DE. BE= 8ft.

To compute FD, we have CD = 120ft.— 3ift., or in

round numbers, 120ft. If we suppose the velocity of shot
to be 960ft. a second, they would traverse the distance
CD or (120ft.) in i|g seconds, or \ of a second. If the
muzzle velocitv is still 4ft. a second, we have for the dis-

tance CO or DF\Hn., or 6in. This added to 8ft. gives
8-j-ft. for EF. Now the problem would not be essentially
different if we take the tangential line Edf, which would
be a more natural flight.

Now let us see what would result if a bird were flying

a mile a minute. The question is how far a bird with
the above velocity would move during the time from the
pull of the trigger until the shot reach the distance 120ft.

Time of shot in reaching muzzle, -
2
L
4- of a second; time of

CD or HTML, isec. 4̂-+£= -±
4-==£sec., 1 mile= 5,280ft.

Hg fl=88t't. a second, velocity of bird. Then in ^sec. the
bird would go from E toward / 14|ft. As the shot in the
above case would strike 8£ft." to the left of E, we have

14$

—

8i or 6|ft., the distance the shot would fall behind
the bird. In such a case a swifter motion of the gun
would be necessary, or as is the case, I think, with most
duck shooters, the gun could be carried somewhat ahead
of the bird.

If a bird were flying i mile a minute, the bird would
move 7^ft. in ^sec, and the shot would be something
more than a foot ahead of the bird. W.
Melrose, Mass.

CONNECTICUT GAME MARKET.
Editor Forest and Stream :

In your issue of the -.1st ult. I was glad to notice an
extract from the Hartford Post stating that some parties
had been arrested in the attempt to ship game from the
State of Connecticut in violation of the law. You may
remember that last fall through vour columns I called
the attention of the Connecticut Game Protective Asso-
ciation of Hartford to this subject, and now that ener-
getic measures have been begun I earnestly hope they
will be persisted in until the traffic is stopped. There is

much game taken to New Haven from the adjoining
towns, especially those along the line of the Shore Line
Railroad; it may be all used there, but I am afraid not.
One party whom I saw on the cars last fall, then on his
way to New Haven with game, told me that he had
taken 2,500 game birds that season to the New Haven
market. This week, in passing over the line from Say-
brook Junction to New Haven, I saw the same party and
two others on the train with four baskets of game, I
should judge numbering 150 pieces, which were taken
off at New Haven.
An outside market makes a dema,nd for market-hunt-

ers, and two or three such men can wipe the game from
a town in a few weeks. They are usually good shots;
are tough, wiry fellows, who can rustle through the brush
and thickets where a sensitive dog would unwillingly
enter; they know every foot of the ground thoroughly,
and the haunts of partridge, quail and woodcock; and
by putting in the time from daylight till dark during the
first two weeks of the open season, have not only de-
stroyed any hope of pleasure for others in a day's shoot-
ing, but have wiped the ground so effectually that but
very few birds remain to replenish the stock for another
year.
There are undoubtedly many birds snared and trapped

in Connecticut now; but in the sections I have visited
this fall the practice is much less than in former years;
in my few days' tramp I saw but one fence built for en-
snaring partridge, and that one I am quite sure will do
no more harm. It is the market-hunters that are de-
stroying the pleasures of shooting, and that, too, for a
very slight profit to themselves, and even this could not
be sustained but for the market found outside the State
by illegal shipments of game. So, Mr. Editor, please en-
courage the game wardens and all game protective asso-
ciations in rigidly enforcing the law, and Connecticut
will afford as good a natural field for a day's shooting as
a sportsman could desire. A.
Nov. 6.

ONTARIO INCIDENTS.
BELLEVILLE, Ont., Nov, 5.—Your correspondent had

the good fortune to be presented, on Saturday last,

by Mr. Wm. Clarke, of Sydney township, with an albino
black squirrel, which be shot the preceding day about
twelve miles from this city. This " freak " is of the ordi-
nary size of a black squirrel, but is of a yellowish cream
color. Its fur is very thick and silky, and its brush is

rather smaller than that of its black brethren. Another,
somewhat more yellow in color, has been seen in the
same vicinity. My specimen, which is regarded as a
curiosity here, is in the hands of Mr. Colet taxidermist.

Parties who went to the northern townships to hunt
deer have had much less success than usual. One party
who went from Belleville, and which included Judge
Hoyt and Mr. Loos, of Syracuse, N. Y., did not get a
single deer in their two weeks' hunt, although they
wounded two. Another party of two got 1 deer in a
week, while a party of six got 0 deer in two weeks. A
party from Stirling got 5," and a party from Marmora
secured 8, one of which weighed 2721bs. A reliable cor-
respondent from North Hastings states that deer have
been scarcer than in previous years, and that dogs,
which are running everywhere, have in different locali-

ties driven several deer into the clearances, where they
have been shot by the settlers; in fact, most of them seem
to have been got in this way.
The same correspondent narrates the following re-

markable series of events which happened at Maynooth,
one of the most northerly villages in this county: "Last
week a deer was seen to enter a small lake on the west
road; a man headed it and kept it in the water while Mr.
Green ran home for a gun. The only 'shooting iron' he
could procure had the stock broken off short, close
to the lock, and with this extraordinary weapon he
succeeded in shooting the deer; and last Thursday a
deer entered the village and rambled playfully along;the
sidewalk. It was soon discovered, and Messrs. J. B.
Cleak, S. Eoss, G. Green and others chased it through
the village, the priest adding to the excitement by send-
ing a couple of shots 'promiscuously' after the deer. A
house was burnt there some time since, and a large cellar
now yawns where it stood; into this the deer jumped,
closely followed by S. Ross, who seized it by the hindlegs
while G. Green hammered it with a club till life was ex-
tinct. On the Friday previous to this a large bear was
seen around the cheese factory. Mr. S. Rouse armed him-
self with a rifle and sought some time for it in vain, but
at length looking over into the vat he discovered it there
drinking the whey, and quickly gave it a quietus in the
shape of a bullet—and only a short time previous to this
another bear was killed at the same factory." While
deer have been scarce, ruffed grouse have been plentiful.
Some of the parties killed about a hundred of these usu-
ally wary birds. R. S. B.

Quail, on Long Island are said this year to be rather
scarce. A report from Southampton says that there are
but few birds, and that such as there are are great wan-
derers and scarcely ever found twice on the same ground.
A gentleman familiar with the grounds about Sayville
says that there are fewer birds than usual there. This
scarcity is attributed to the wet weather of the summer
which drowned the young ones.
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BOSTON SHOOTERS.
BOSTON, Nov. 11.—The shooting season is proving to

be a pleasant one to the Boston sportsmen, though
the flight of salt-water birds has not been as heavy as

usual. Some of the market-gunners have brought in

heavy strings of coot and black duck. When they have
been questioned as to where the birds were found, they
have given evasive replies. It is evident that some net-

ting, or at least unfair shooting, Jias been practiced, for

the gunners in the ordinary way have not yet had their

usual success. Grouse shooting in this State is about over
for the season. The trees are stripped of leaves, and the
birds that are left are very wild. Quail shooting lias not
yet shown up even fairly well. Boston sportsmen have
visited the Cape, even where they were assured that
special bevies had been left untouched for their shooting,

but they have returned without a bird. E. M. Gillam, of

the staff of the Boston Advertiser, is a great lover ot field

sports with dog and gun. He has just returned from his

annual vacation of two weeks at home in New Jersey.
His brother, of the staff of the Philadelphia Ledger, usu-
ally accompanies him. This time Mr. Gillam's score
is 51 quail, 23 rabbits. Mr. Gillam has a setter bitch,

of his own training, that is proving to be a won-
derful field dog. He rather surprised the natives with his

score of birds, mainly due to the good work of the dog.
Partridges he reports very scarce in the section of the
State where he hunted. Not a solitary one was seen. He
says that the close time of three years on deer is being
observed in that State.

Good partridge scores continue to be reported from
Maine. Some of them too good for the perpetuation of
game in that State. One Boston merchant, hunting in
the vicinity of Upton, made a score of 79. Deer are
plenty. The hunters are waiting for the first snows,
which still persist in turning to rain in the New England
States. Two or three Boston hunters will start on a deer
hunt in Maine, as soon as there is a prospect of snow that
will stick. Special.

WADDING CARTRIDGES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Thanks to " Nick " for his synopsis of the shotgun tests.

It reminds me of a curious experience I had in the way
of experiments in wadding, some years ago. During the
winter I got a new auxiliary barrel, about Sin. long, using
a .32 long shell, and immediately set to work with thin
card wads only, to decide on the best charge for the little

barrel. With the shell half full of powder and half of
shot I penetrated a certain number of sheets, and ob-
tained a sufficiently close, though somewhat "patchy"
pattern. Altering the loads, I found that with the shell
one-third full of powder and one-half full of shot, I ob-
tained equal penetration and better pattern. Experi-
menting with this charge, I found that one wad on the
powder gave a wide and irregular pattern ; two wads, a
close but still wide pattern, and three wads gave a perfect
pattern, both as to evenness and closeness, while the pen-
etration was equal to any loading of the larger charge of
powder.
These experiments were all conducted with one wad on

the powder, any addition making the pattern irregular
and scattered.
The curious part of the experiments lay in the practi-

cal use of the approved charge. With it I could kill
absolutely nothing, and after two or three trials on dif-
ferent mornings I returned to my old half-and-half charge

,

which gave no better penetration and not nearly so good
a pattern, but killed the birds every time unless by my
fault. That there is an explanation of the trouble I do
not doubt, but to this day I have not the slightest idea
what it is. The charges were approximately £dr. and ioz.

W. E. S.
London, Ontario;

MOOSE IN QUEBEC.
TI/TONTREAL, Nov. 1,—Editor Forest and Stream:UJ. The laws of the Province of Quebec, passed at the
last session of Parliament, are now printed, and I inclose
according to promise copies of those relating to fish and
game, chapters 18 and 19. You will notice that the latter
permits the shooting of moose after Sept. 1, 1S89, which
was previously prohibited until September, 1890. This
change is a mortifying surprise to those interested in the
preservation of moose in the Province. No allusion was
made to it in the official statement of open seasons sent
out by the Government at the beginning of the year
which is the usual responsible authority for sportsmen.'
It is said the new law was really passed sub-rom at the
request of one of the ministers; certainly none who were
interested in opposing it knew anything about it until
the printed statutes appeared. Thos. C. Brainerd
The law reads: Chap. XIX. An act to amend the

game laws. [Assessed to 21st March, 1889.] Whereas it
is necessary to amend the game laws; Therefore, Her
Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the' Leg-
islature of Quebec, enacts as follows: 1. Paragraphs1
and 2 of article 1396 of the Revised Statutes of the
Province of Quebec are replaced by the following' "1
Deer, between the first day of January and the first day
of October m each year. 2. Moose and caribou, between
the first day of February and the first of September in
each year."

That Massachusetts Bear.—Taunton, Mass., Nov. 11— We are having a little diversion in the hunting lineAH hands have turned to and gone bear hunting. Poor
Bruin

! He started from up near Dedham about a week
ago, and has caused consternation all the way from there
to here. In Bridgewater he captured some juicy porkand Ins life has been a weary one every since. I have
not as yet been able to find out where he came from, but
think probably he broke loose from some traveling showHe has a weakness for young pork, and when last seenwas chasing a fine young porker in a farmyard at East
launton. After scaring the woman folk nearly wild he
started toward the Cape. When I left home a"W huntwas being organized under the leadership of Leader
Spary of the cadet band. I have not heard the returns
yet, but it he gets through this crowd he deserves hisfreedom.

—

Cohannet.

Ohio.—Ironton, Nov. 5.-There is a great abundance ofgame, and out on Tygart wild turkeys are quite plenty.
R. S. Dupuy and George Howland start to-morrow on
their hunting trip south.—J. D,

A Camp Parlor.—There are private collections of one
sort and another in Brooklyn—books, paintings, statuary,
faience pottery, coins, stamps, rugs, violins and bric-a-

brac of various kinds, but it remained for Dr. R. B. Cant-
rell, of Brooklyn, to start one that is probably unique in
its way. The doctor is an enthusiastic sportsman with
rod and gun, and for the last five years has been the
leader of a troop of annual summer pilgrims to the wild-
est wild woods of Maine. The entire company are
generally designated "maniacs" by their friends of the
"can't-get-away" club, and always come home raving
about the sport in Maine. The doctor's madness, however,
has developed a method by which he has converted his
parlors into a suggestive sort of epitome of the wild-
woods and their fascinations. A model log-house, canoes,
paddles, snow-shoes, rods and rifles adorn the walls, but
the pride of Dr. Cantrell is in his collection of heads of
wild animals and various specimens of the taxidermist's
art. Upon his walls are splendid specimens of the heads
of the moose, elk, caribou, buffalo, Rocky Mountain an-
telope, the black-tailed deer, and at appropriate points in
the parlors a black bear opens his jaws for your benefit,
and the bald eagle of America all but soars and screams
for your edification. Other birds and beasts too numer-
ous to mention figure in the scene, which is a somewhat
startling one to a stranger as he first pops his head into
the parlor. How many of these specimens from the
wilderness, are, strictly speaking, trophies of Dr. Cant-
rell's skill in the chase is not positively known, and he is

modestly reticent on that point. But he has them—there
is no doubt of that—and in them probably the only col-
lection of the sort in New York or Brooklyn.

—

New YorJc
World.

Memphis, Tenn., Nov. 5.—1 have been for several years
a constant reader of your most interesting journal, and
have spent many hours in the perusal of its entertaining
columns. I am often surprised at the scarcity of news
items from our southern country, as we have as good and
true sportsmen as can be found anywhere, and as fine a
territory for field sports as the most fastidious could wish.
Most any of our railways within from one to three hours'
run can land one among numbers of wild turkeys, ducks
and quail, to say nothing of larger game such as deer,
bear, etc. Bob White is unusually plentiful this season,
and the devotees are enjoying rare sport with dog and
gun. I expect to take a week's outing about Dec. 1; and
perhaps you may hear somefhing of me later on. Have
just received a fine-looking young English setter from a
Philadelphia kennel (which, by the way, was obtained
through the medium of the Forest and' Stream), and I
hope to report great things of him within the near future.
Long may you prosper.—F. W. S.

Lykens, Pa., Nov. 11.—Having enjoyed the contents
of your paper for some time, and not seeing any com-
munications from our "neck o' woods," I take this op-
portunity of informing your readers of the condition of
our quail and pheasant shooting. Quail we have in
abundance, more so by far than heretofore. You may
judge how plentiful they are when I tell you that since
the opening of the season, Nov. 1, I killed 100 over a
pointer but 15 months old. I bought him of the Quaker
City Kennels in October. I killed 25 birds over him the
third day he was ever in the field. Pheasant shooting is

not as good this year. The birds axe very scarce. I sup-
pose so much rain during the breeding Season is the cause,
of it. Rabbits are numerous both in the surrounding
mountains and fields. There are still a few deer in our
county (Dauphin) and should we have a close season of at
least five years they would be plenty.—W. V. B.

Otsego, Chenango and Madison Counties, N. Y.—
Having hunted in each of these counties this fall, and
inquired of a large number of sportsmen, I give the re-
sult of my observation and inquiry. We had an unpre-
cedented wet spring and summer,* and large numbers of
nests must have been submerged or the birds died from
#ie gapes, because birds are very scarce. There is about
one bird where there were a dozen last year. One of our
best shots with his fine red setter has averaged about one
bird a day. His largest bag is four. August woodcock
shooting was next to impossible, as the boring ground
was submerged and the birds were scattered^ on high
ground and difficult to find. On Sept. 1 we raised three
birds (and killed them) on a piece where we killed sixteen
last year on the same day. I think this section contains
just about enough birds to keep the race from becoming
extinct.

—

Wing.

The Book of "Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales,"
by George Bird Grinnell ("Yo"), is now ready for de-
livery, and will be sent postpaid on receipt of price, $2,
by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. Mr. Grinnell has just
returned from an absence of several months in the North-
west.

Live Mexican Quail.—San Luis Potosi, Mexico., Oct.
30.—If any of your friends want live Mexican quail I can
furnish them. They are nearly twice the size of the
American bird, have white topknot and are very pretty,
hardy and prolific—E. A. V.

Bears are reported to be a nuisance in the neighbor-
hood of the Overlook Mountain House in the Catskill
Mountains. The route from New York is via Kingston,
and Samual Thompson, watchman at the Overlook, can
post visiting hunters.

George Piano, for thirty years a member of the West
Point Band, and famous as a hunter and fisherman, who
has guided scores of army officers in Orange county out-
ings, died at his home in Highland Falls, N. Y., last
Monday.

Virginia Game.—A well known gentleman who has
just returned from Virginia reports quail, rabbits and
squirrels very abundant at Amelia Court House.

\m Htjd

,

®3^H Your Friends the Benefit.—If you know a good thin cr,
tell it and let your friends have the benefit. Being of this opinionwe quote the following from one of our exchanges: "Lynch. Noble& Co., of the Freighi & Baggage Transfer, of Cedar Rapids laa press letter write: 'We have used Humphreys' Veterinary
specifics two years, and we cannot speak too highly of them Inpur judgment, none that we have ever used can compare with
them. One of our best horses was attacked with what the veter-
inary surgeons termed inflammation of the brain, and was ^ivenup to die, when these Specifics cured him.' Editoriallv we cheer-
fully give the above statement to our readers, in view' of the factthat it is in harmony with what is appearing in every part of thecountry respecting these wonderful remedies."—Baltimore (Md )

ANGLING NOTES.
WITH the arrival of the melancholy days of Novem-

ber, the angler, in this part of the country at least
,

finds his occupation gone. It is true that a few pickerel
still take hold, and here and there a striped bass pays for
his curiosity with his life, but with the exception of the
small boy with the little tomcod the season is practically
over. The wise fisherman will before putting away his
tackle for the winter, see that everything is in order for
the coming spring. Rods should be looked to, and if
needed, sent to the tackle maker for a thorough over-
hauling and varnishing. Anglers are too apt to leave
this important matter until a day or two before starting
on a fishing trip. This is a great mistake, for then the
varnish does not get a chance to harden, to say nothing of
the damage done to a fine rod by leaving it crooked and
in bad shape all winter. Reels should be cleaned and oiled
and flies and leaders put in a cool, dry place. Rods should
not be kept where there is much furnace heat, but should
be laid on the floor in some cool room if possible, and not
where they will be stepped upon.

If the angler is so fortunate as to be able to visit the
home of the channel bass and royal tarpon, he will now
begin his preparations, for though the tarpon is rarely
taken during the winter, yet the redfish or channel bass,
spotted weakfish, sheepsiiead and many other varieties
will afford plenty of sport.

Mr. Ed. Prime's magnificent catch of tarpon last May
will encourage many anglers to stay later next spring,
for usually they have left Florida too early to enjoy that
sport to perfection. Already a number of tarpon rods
have been ordered and the tackle dealers are preparing
for a busy season in this line of goods.

Heavy rains and high water this past summer made
the fishing very uncertain, but many big fish have been
taken by those who were lucky enough to be on hand
at the right time. It is very fortunate that people no
longer brag of the number 'killed, but strive to break
the record as to weight. It cannot but follow that if we
kill the little ones, we must do without the big ones.

Even within a few weeks some of the persevering fish-
ermen have been unusually successful with the striped
bass.

The black bass waters were all too high during the last
few days of the month of the season, but that will prob-
ably be all the better for the coming one. The black bass
fishing in Raquette and Blue Mountain Lakes, in the
Adirondacks, has been unusually good this fall; so also
was the fly-fishing there in J une. There is no reason why
this chain of lakes should not furnish the best black bass
fishing in the State.

The members of the South Side Sportsmen's Club, of
Long Island, were agreeably surprised this summer by
taking quite a number of large rainbow salmon on the
fly. They were in fine condition and afforded great sport
when hooked. It is a pity that the black-spotted salmon
(Salmo purpuratus) could not be introduced into these
streams on our coast that empty into the salt water.
They take the fly better, fight harder and are more deli-
cate on the table than the rainbow. As they spawn in
the spring they afford fine sport when our trout are out
of season. Anglers who have been so fortunate as to
have fished in the Columbia River and its tributaries, or
in beautiful Pend d'Oreille and Kamiska Lakes in Idaho,
will indorse this statement. The reader may form some
idea of their fighting qualities when it is stated by a well-
known New York angler that during a month's fishing in
the waters named, he did not remember ever being able
to save both fish, though he often hooked a brace. While
landing one the other would always tear loose and make
his escape.

Those anglers who went to Maine and the Adirondacks
for the September fly-fishing, which is usually so good at
that time, were sadly disappointed. The weather was
as warm as at any time during the summer, and the
trout remained in deep water. It is rarely in those re-
gions that the first of September passes without frost, but
this year it was well on to the first of October before the
thermometer dropped low enough. To make up for that
misfortune, the deer were unusually plenty, more so
than in many years, so at least those who visited the
North Woods were repaid for their journey.

FISHING CLUBS IN CANADA.
"TVTEW YORK, Nov. 7.—Editor Forest and Stream: I
-Li see, on reading the Forest and Stream of this date,
that a gentleman writing over the signature of "R. O. S."
sails into me in a querulous mood for my article of Octo-
ber in defense of fishing leases of Canadian waters to
clubs. He does me great honor in accusing me of being
a selfish capitalist reveling in gold dust galore, seeking to
deprive the dear people of the privilege of roaming over
the country at their own sweet wills, fishing and shoot-
ing without restrictions; and he claims as evidence of the
views of the people of New Brunswick that 3,000 signa-
tures were obtained to a protest against granting leases to
clubs. It is the easiest thing in the world to obtain sig-
natures to almost anything. I could obtain a thousand
signatures in this city in a day advocating the speedy exe-
cution of the Mayor and entire corporation. People sign
petitions without reading them or caring what they are.
There is nothing selfish on the part of our friend, of

course, in proposing to exclude clubs from New Bruns-
wick, and wishing to hog it all to himself and friends;
but such are not the sentiments of the Crown Lands De-
partment of Canada, inasmuch as a revenue is derived
from leases to clubs, most of which are made up of citi-
zens of the Dominion, and the Government does not
believe in allowing its waters to be depleted by the irre-
sponsible pot-fishermen, who would be governed by no
restrictions and consider it their right to slaughter ad
libitum. There is no free fishing in Canadian inland
waters, except on Lake St. John; its own citizens must
obtain leases, and Americans are placed on the same
footing. They are granted no privileges not accorded to
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its own people; and fishing clubs are not an exclusive
American institution in Canada. The Canadian Govern-
ment is composed of sound, sensible thinking men, gov-
erned by a wise policy ? and they have made laws that
seem wise and for the best interest of the country, and I

doubt if the views of "R. O. S." will affect the question
beyond his own immediate circle. If New Brunswick
does not want us, we are not going to weep over the fact;

there is plenty of good fishing nearer home.
One of the grievances of the gentleman, and perhaps

the tenderest point, is that American club men do not
risk the quality of New Brunswick "supplies." but bring
their own with them. If he alludes to beverages, it is

not strange that they do, for no one who has ever once
indulged in New Brunswick stimulants would ever care
to risk his life a second time. Podgers.

HER ACCOUNT OF SEA FISHING.

SACRAMENTO, Cal. — Editor Forest and Stream:
Although a woman I am a constant reader of FOR-

EST and Stream, and as such I trust you will permit me
to tell my "fish story." My husband is quite a sports-

mau, and T, a very apt pupil, am fast becoming one my-
self, and in no way do I take so much real genuine pleas-

ure as in hunting and fishing with my husband. We
often drive to the country early in the morning and spend
the day very pleasantly either dove shooting or fishing,

and never return without plenty of game, and frequently
we supply our neighbors as well as ourselves.
While spending the month of August at Santa Cruz,

Cal., we thought it would be a novelty to try our luck at
salt-water fishing for the first time hi our lives. (But we
sincerely hope it will not be the last.) We were informed
that few tourists dared to venture on account of seasick-
ness; but this only made us the more determined to go.
My husband felt quite certain that I would be sick, and
equally sure that be would not be; while I was secretly
praying that he might be the unfortunate one, that I
might laugh at him.
We secured the services of an old Spaniard, who prom-

ised to take ua out four or five miles to sea, for one dollar

a piece, with no extra charge in case of sickness, and the
next morning at 7 o'clock we were at the wharf. Find-
ing the little boat waiting for us we were, soon snugly
stowed on hoard and moving out to sea. The fisherman
occupied a seat near the bow, where he could manage
the oars. I was assigned to the stern, while my lord and
master was situated directly in front of me with his back
toward me. This. I think, was a scheme on his part that
I might be convenient to hold his head in case of sick-

ness. Oar genial landlady had kindly provided us a
basket of lunch, consisting of pie, cake and ham sand-
wiches, and I had supplied grapes, plums and peaches,
so we were not afraid of going hungry. Our fisherman
had provided a can of mussel worms for catching smelts,
which we were obliged to have for bait before we ven-
tured outside the bay; and we rowed to the smelt grounds
firBt. This is an immense field of seaweed situated about
one mile from the wharf and within the bay of Monterey.
We were not long in getting our tackle in shape, and

were soon trolling for the little shiners. Of course I had
to call upon my husband to bait my hook, as it was en-
tirely out of the question for me to take one of those
wriggling little worms in my fingers; and of course he
growled (as husbands always do but lovers never) all the
time while doing it, but he looked sorry when I carried
off all the honors by landing four beautiful little fish,

while he never had a bite, and as our fisherman assured
us that these would be sufficient for our day's fishing, we
took in our lines and started seaward.
The water within the bay was as smooth as a woodland

lake, and a heavy fog prevailed, so that our range of
vision was decidedly limited, and had the peculiar effect
of making a small fisherman's boat containing a solitary
fisherman appear almost as large as an ocean steamer.
Our basket of lunch was now brought into requisition,
and we enjoyed a sumptuous repast, which we thought
might be a fortification against the sickness of the sea.

Two miles from the wharf we passed the fog horn,
which was somewhat of a curiosity to us, as we had
never seen one of the kind before. It is of boiler iron
and funnel-shaped, with the small end upward and the
large end resting upon the water, being so arrangad that
the action of the waves forces a current of air upward
through it, and blows the immense whistle which is se-

cured at the top. The anchor which holds it in place is

said to weigh 4,0001bs. The mournful moan of the whis-
tle had a melancholy sound, which made us almost feel
that it was a lonely living thing grieving, like many a
human being, for a companionship never to be found.
Alone it stands two miles from the wharf, and performs
its noble duty of guiding vessels as they come and go, I
may be foolish, but I never can recall our visit to the old
fog horn without a feeling of sadness; for in comparison
with human life, it seems to me if all were to give vent
to their feelings when buffeted by the cruel waves of
life, we would not be compelled to go out to sea to find
fog horns, but we would find them standing as lonely
sentinels all OA7er our land.
As we proceded the waves grew larger, and our little

boat rose and fell with all the ease and grace of a little

bird. This was my first trip in a small boat, and I was
perfectly delighted; the sensation was grand, and it

seemed 'to me I could sit there and rock forever. But
ere long we reached rock bottom and our boat was
anchored and we went to work. This time I was inde-
pendent, for our smelts were dressed and cut into con-
venient pieces for bait and I could feed my own hooks.
Our lines were 100ft. long and had three large hooks. We
dropped them 90ft. down, when the sinkers told us we
had reached bottom', and we had but a short time to
wait, for a decidedly jerky message from below pro-
claimed "a bite." We hauled up our lines simultaneously
and landed a couple of beautiful red rock-cod in the boat.
Then we had a lively time for a few hours, our fish
weighing from 31bs. to olbs. Fishing at a depth of 90ft.

is not all play, for when hauling up a fish of even 31bs. or
4lbs. one is sure he has a whale on his hook. We fre-
quently found fish on two of our hooks when we pulled
them up. It was such hard work for me to pull them
through 90ft. of water that I concluded to bold my hooks
about 40ft. down and see what the result would be, and
I was dumb with astonishment when I captured an im-
mense bluefish. After that I caught nearly all blues.
When they quit biting fast enough for us in one place we
would row to another and try it again; and while the

Spaniard was hauling in his anchor, rowing to another
field and anchoring again, we were busy with our lunch,
so as to lose no time.
We had the finest fishing day we ever had in our lives,

until at 12 o'clock the sea began to roll, the wind to rise

and the white caps to snap around us. Then our fisher-

man declared his immediate intention of hoisting sail and
skipping out for shore. My heart sank within me, and
I begged him to wait until I caught just one more; but,
man-like, he insisted upon leaving at once, and my line

had to be wound up; nevertheless it was the last one
pulled in. My hands were swollen and red from the
salt water and the sharp lines, but I had not noticed
them before. We were so inteut on fishing that neither
of us were a particle seasick, and we finished up our
lunch, fruit and all, on our homeward voyage. We
marched up to our hotel feeling so proud with all the
beautiful fish we both could carry in a handle basket be-
tween us. But, O ! the cruelty of the guests. They one
and all shouted: "Wherc'd you buy 'em."
During our stay at Santa Cruz we made four more

voyages and had a delightful time and no seasickness,
but after the first trip we were always at the wharf at
five o'clock instead of at seven, as the little boats are
compelled to return on account of the roughness of the
sea at twelve o'clock, and often much earlier. One day a
large sea lion swam near us for a long time and every
few moments he woidd thrust his head up out of the
water and blow. We supposed he was out on a fishing
trip too, and came to the surface for the purpose of get-

ting air. Sometimes he would throw his body broadside
on top of the water, but he took great care to maintain a
respectful distance from our boat.
One morning upon our arrival at the wharf a stranger

approached us and introduced himself as Mr. H. from S.

C. ; and at the same time he informed us that he had ob-
tained permission from our boatman to become one of our
party for the day, and with our consent he would be
pleased to accompany us. My husband, who by the way
is of an extremely sociable disposition, without hesitancy
told the gentleman that we would certainly be delighted
to have his company; but fearing that he might get sea-

sick and therefore spoil our fishing by compelling us to
return, requested him to pledge his word and honor that
he would not be sick. To this he graciously consented
and smilingly informed me that my fears were ground-
less, as he "never was sick." He also stated that on the
day previous he had ventured out to sea in company
with three ladies, and unfortunately they became so sick
he was obliged to return without his fish, and his reasons
for wishing to accompany us were, that he had ascer-
tained from the boatman that we were never sick and
that we always returned with a beautiful lot of fish

.

He was a fine-looking man, strong and robust in ap-
pearance and his portly figure was charmingly set off by
a genial smiling countenance, and his conversational
qualities were simply enchanting. We were forthwith
enraptured with his interesting discourse and silently

congratulated ourselves upon our good fortune in the ac-
quisition of so charming a companion. He Avas assigned
a seat in the bow of the boat, directly facing the rest of

U3, and we were soon skimming over the placid waters of
the Bay of Monterey and laughing at the witty sayings
of our entertaining friend.

As usual, we rowed directly to the smelt grounds,
where we soon captured a beautiful basket of the pretty
little fish, our Mr. H. proving himself to be a capital
angler; and I trembled in anticipation of his carrying off

the honors of the day's sport. Upon our departure for

the ocean our lunch basket was produced, and everybody
partook heartily of sandwiches, cold coffee and fruit, ex-

cept Mr. H., who daintly minced one luscious little

peach, and could not be prevailed upon to indulge in
more substantial viands. We were soon rocking beauti-
fully upon the heaving bosom of the grand old ocean,
when suddenly all was still within our little boat; the
melodious tones of our entertaining friend had ceased,
and only the splash of the oars in the hands of our boat-
man broke the painful stillness.

Evidently there was something wrong in the bow.
Taking a hasty look in that direction I was somewhat

surprised to see that the ruddy countenance of Mr. H.
had assumed a vivid whiteness, his lips were closely com-
pressed and his eyes were religiously intent upon some
imaginary object of the most profound interest, which
was evidently supposed to be located in the extreme bot-
tom of the boat and in close proximity to his toes. My
suspicions were slightly aroused , and I could not resist

the temptation to give my husband a vigorous pinch and
nod. my head toward the' disconsolate-looking figure for-

ward. In reply he gave me a knowing smile; and we at
once engaged in a lively conversation upon the beauty
and grandeur of the sea. dwelling at length upon the
delightful sensation of the motion of our boat as it danced
over the waves, one minute resting upon the brow of a
mountain, the next plunging into the valley below. In
vain we expatiated upon the pleasures of salt-water fish-

ing, in vain attempted to engage our once social friend in
conversation; but alas! no response from the bow! Pres-
ently a happy thought possessed me, and reaching the
basket of fruit I passed it forward, saying, "Mr. H.. will
you have a peach?" A mournful shake of the head and
a faintly-murmured "Thanks" were my only reward;
but some mirthful glances were exchanged between the
boatman and ourselves as we quietly watched the de-
velopment of proceedings forward.
Presently rousing himself from his meditations, and

giving me a beseeching glance, he exclaimed, "Mrs.
,

what are you going to do with me if I get seasick ft

"Throw you overboard, of course," I replied, "for
breaking your promise. We came out here .to fish, and
we must have them at whatever cost."
Before I ceased speaking there was a hasty movement

forward, a hat was precipitated into the bottom of the
boat, the portly form of Mr. H. lay at full length across
the bow, and his head was dangling overboard. This
was proof positive; there could be no mistake this time.
I did not smile, but laughed outright in malicious delight
at the thought that this was one instance in which a lord
of creation was getting his pay as he went along for
breaking his promise to a woman, and I mentally prayed
that there might more cases develop. The peach, we
supposed, went overboard, but Mr. H., after a severe
spell of coughing and strangling, once more bore himself
erect, and wiping the briny surf from bis eyes exclaimed,
"Hang that peach. Mrs. , that was your fault." I
took no affront at this, but, on the contrary, felt thankful

that the "woman in the case" was at hand to bear the
blame for the suffering lord.

Well, we reached the fishing grounds at last, and all

went bravely to work. Even Mr. H., who declared him-
self "all right" after the delivering up of the peach,
succeeded in pulling in two or three beautiful rock cod,
when all at once he was prostrated again with his head
overboard. We went on with our fishing, thinking his
case was not serious, but that he had probably concluded
to go down after the lost peach. We caught all the fish

we could carry home, had a fine time, and I laughed my-
self nearly sick at the persistence of Mr. H. in his peri-
odical endeavors to recover the poor little peach. Just as
we were thinking of going home the sea became rough
and the whitecaps commenced snapping about us, even
dashing into the boat; yet I begged to be allowed time to
catch just one more " blue." Mr. H. gave me a wither-
ing look and began winding in his line, saying, " Well,
I am not going to fish any more; but if you'want to take
a boat ride, Madam, go ahead. I prefer to enjoy the
scenery." But the tears trickled down my nose with
laughter when I saw him take one hasty survey of the
" scenery," then, with more haste than grace, throw
himself full length across the bow again. With a. great
deal of laughing and joking at the expense of Mr. H.
we reached the wharf safely about noon, a much jollier
as well as wetter party than when we set out in the morn-
ing. When we landed my husband engaged the services
of our fisherman for the following day. and of course we
gave Mr. H. a pressing invitation to accompany us, I
holding out as a special inducement a promise to bring
more peaches. But we could not prevail upon him to go.
He said he didn't believe he liked to fish as well as he
used to.

One little incident which amused me very much while
out at sea, and also reminded me of the saying that "hu-
man nature is pretty much the same the world over,"
was the way in which we signalled a passing fisherman.
Some one had broken a hook, and we wanted to get one
if wo could, as we had no more in our boat. The fisher-
man was a Spaniard and could only speak in broken Eng-
lish. Our boatman, being of the same nationality,
attempted to attract his attention by calling to him ; but it

could not be done. He was utterly oblivious of the pres-
ence of any human being save himself. Finding his
lungs of no avail, our man took from his pocket a suspi-
cious looking flat bottle andcommenced moving it above
his head. Seeing what he was about, we all concluded
to lend him our assistance; and Mr. H. grasped the water
bottle, I my bottle of cold coffee, and my husband pro-
duced one which I had not seen before, and which, I
presume, contained lemon juice as a remedy for seasick-
ness. Imitating the boatman, we waved them in the air.

It is wonderful how soon that Spaniard's attention was
secured. His little boat shot toward us with the rapidity
of a bird. He seemed very thirsty, and we secured the
coveted hook.
We met Mr. H. again before we left Santa Cruz, and

he promised to meet us there next year, Providence per-
mitting, and also declared his intention of taking his
wife with him next time to hold his head. Marion.

NOTES ON MASSACHUSETTS FISHES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
You ask if I have caught any rare fishes this season.

I have taken four, which I think are new to the coast of
Massachusetts. One is the Nomeus gronovii. I took a
single individual while seining at G-ay Head, July 6, and
secured five others during the month at the surface
under the Portuguese men-o'-war in Vineyard Sound. I
believe ! saw fully 100 at different times this season
under similar circumstances. The Portuguese man-o'-
war was very abundaut; some days there were as many
as 100 in sight at one time in the Sound. The shores were
lined with them about the first of July.
The second fish is the Larimus faseiatus, caught

Aug. 13.

The third is the Seriola carolinensis, of which I ob-
tained an example 2ft. long at Wood's Holl, Aug. 16.

The fourth addition is the thin silver gar (Tylosurus
Man's), seined at Quisset Harbor, Aug. 22.

Young sea bass have been very scarce this season, only
sixteen specimens having been taken outside of the eel
pond. In the pond they are plentiful because I stocked
it with one jar of young fry hatched at the U. S. Fish
Commission station last spring. Young scup and tautog
were as abundant as in other years. Young bluefish
were scarce everywhere but in Quisset Harbor, where
they were plentiful.

We have not caught a young pompano anywhere
during the season; this is the first time they have missed
coming in eighteen years. Not more than ten young
sea robins were seined, while in other years hundreds
were taken. The same is true about the sea bass; we
were accustomed to get from twenty to one hundred and
fifty at one draw of the seine. Only about twenty young
menhaden were caught; in some seasons I have seined
twenty barrels of them. Not a school of menhaden ha3
been seen this fall anywhere on the south side of Cape
Cod. I never knew anything of the kind before; they are
always plentiful here in the fall.

One-year-old cod were caught in all the fish pounds
along the Vineyard shore last spring. This is a new
thing; the fish pound men told me it was the first time
they ever caught any small cod. From this it appears
that the young cod liberated here by the TJ. S. Fish Com-
mission are coming back toward home. Some of the
tautog fishermen have caught cod this fall weighing
about Jib; each. One was caught in the hole the other
day, the first one ever taken there.
Do you say that the silver-bellied eel is the same species

as our common yellow and white-bellied eel ? We have
both kinds in the aquaria, and they seem to differ greatly.
The fin of the silver belly looks much deeper, the tail

more nearly square and the lateral line shows much more
distinctly. These all have nearly ripe eggs, while the
others have the ovaries scarcely enlarged.

ViNAL N. Edwards.
Wood's Holl, Mass., Oct. 28.

[The query of Mr. Edwards as to the silver eel is

answered in another column,]

Mr. Wm. C. Harris was last week charged with hav-
ing appropriated our review of the New York Fish Com-
mission report. We are advised on excellent authority
that Mr. Harris was not responsible for the omission of

' credit.
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MALE SILVER EEL. (By Coubtesy of the IT. S. Commissioner of Fish axd Fisheries.)

THE SILVER EEL.

THE question of our correspondent, Mr. Edwards, as
to the relation between the common yellow-bellied

eel of the markets and the silver eel of New York and
New England fishermen, recalls to mind an experience in
Great South Bay in the fall of 1884. Prof. Baird had
sent the writer and some of his assistants to Patchogue
to study the fishes of the bay and make collections upon
which to base a report. Among the many interesting
species taken during our stay was a remarkable eel, the
relations of which have proved not a little puzzling. At
my request, Prof. John A. Eyder studied the examples
dist'nguished by the short snout, large eye, and sharp
contrast of dorsal and ventral coloration, and pronounced
them to be males, but did not venture an opinion as to
what species they represent. We were both in doubt as
to whether or not we had found simply the male of the
common eel; and it may as well be admitted that neither
of us lias had opportunity since to resolve the doubt. I
have long suspected that we have two species of eel
(Anguilla) on our coast, and I hope that the keen obser-
vation of Mr. Edwards will soon enable us to prove the
right or wrong of this position. For his investigations
Prof. Ryder had also several specimens caught at Wood's
Holl, in November, 1881. Concerning the Great South
Bay individuals, he said (Bull. IT. S. F. C, 1885, page 1):
'In all four I found the lobulated organs, first described
by Syrski, in a condition of development which leaves no
doubt whatever that they are truly the male generative
glands of the animal. * * * The whole character of
the organs, both macroscopially and microscopically, is so
entirely different from that of the ovaries found in the
female, that there is no possibility of confounding 1hem."
The Syrskian lobules of the male" are figured, en larged to
35 times and 200 times their diameter. The "series of
specimens from Wood's Holl * * * show the Syrskian
organs slightly larger than in the Fire Island specimens,
indicating possibly that functional maturity of the male
organs is not attained till midwinter. This is rendered
all the more probable from the fact that the young eels,
about 2in. long, which constitute the swarms which come
into fresh water in the spring, must have had three or
four months dming which to grow in order to reach the
dimensions which they attain, which would render it

probable that actual oviposition occurred sometime dur-
ing the months of December or January." Prof. Rvder
"takes pleasure in announcing that the male eel has been
positively identified from at least two points along our
Eastern coast, the animals in both instances showing the
male reproductive elements so far advanced in develop-
ment that there can be but little doubt if the animals had
been taken a few weeks later ripe spermatozoa would
have been found in the vasa deferentia of the testes."
Mr. Edwards has found the female silver eel with the

ovaries approaching maturity, and at about the same time
of the year males have been taken at Wood's Holl and
Great South Bay far enough advanced sexually to be
distinguished from the female. It remains to be deter-
mined whether the eel shown in the accompanying figure
is the male of the common species of the markets or of
another and distinct species. It will be noticed that the
eye of this eel is very large, the snout short, the pectoral
fin long and the coloration peculiar, as indicated in the
name "silver eel" applied to it by fishermen. The belly
of the male is milk white, contrasting sharply with the
dark slate blue of the upper parts. The individuals col-
lected near Patchogue were all taken from salt or
brackish water.
De Kay and Storer were disposed to consider the silver

eel as a variety of the common eel and not entitled to a
specific name. The former wrote concerning it as fol-
lows:
"We have examined the silver eel of the fishermen,

and are disposed to consider it only as a variety of the
above

|
the common New York eel]. It is silvery gray

above, with a clear satiny white abdomen, separated
from the color above by the lateral line." (De Kay, New
York Fauna, Fish, page 811). The Anguilla argentea of
Lesueur is mentioned on a subsequent page among the
extralimital species occurring further north. The diag-
nosis of color corresponds very closely with De Kay's ob-
servations quoted above.

Storer had specimens from a locality near Mr. Edwards's

i

my rePort [°n the fi8hes of Massachusetts] I in-
cluded a species which I supposed to be the argentea of
Lesueur. This was also contained in my 'Synopsis of
the Fishes of North America.' In October, 1845, my
friend, the late Dr. Yale, sent me a living specimen of
this fish from Holmes's Hole, where it is called the Ne-
shaw eel. I carefully compared this specimen with the
A. bostoniensis, and could not perceive characteristics
sufficiently well marked to make them distinct species.
The color of the Neshaw eel is rather more of a brown
than greenish, and the abdomen is destitute of the yel-
lowish tinge possessed in the common specimens in the

market; but these differences may be dependent upon its

locality." Dr. Yale writes: "The Neshaw eel is taken
in all the ponds and lagoons connected with the sea on
the Vineyard, and in October and November in pots
while making its way from the ponds to the sea. It is

said that when the openings from the ponds are closed
they pass over the sand in the night." The common eel
is figured on Plate XXXIII. of this work, and this is one
of the few good illustrations of the species. If our readers
will compare the figure given in this article with figures
of the common eel in the works of DeKay and Storer,
and in the "Fishery Industry of the United States," or
the Standard Natural History, they will at once see my
reasons for doubting the pertinence of this male to the
common form and for suspecting that the silver eel of
Lesueur is something more than a myth. T. H. Bean.

MAINE TROUT SHARKS.
IT is a matter of regret that the trout family ascends

the smaller streams and brooks to spawn, and that
when the breeding furore is on the fish, both male and
female, is reduced to a state of stupor that it is easy for
man and beast to make it a prey, either to the desire to kill

or to use as food. It is true that nature has made the
fish unfit for human food at this time, though rendering
it helpless so far as its enemies are concerned. Even the
birds become an enemy of no mean order at this period
of the trout's existence. Just here comes in an idea that
may be new to some of the readers of the Forest and
Stream. Report is making the great blue hei on one of
the whost enemies of the trout, unless it is possibly the
demoralized guide, who hunts and traps in the autumn,
and the spawning trout in the small streams easily falls
to his thirst to destroy. Last September the trout in some
of the Maine streams leading into the best trout lakes
and ponds in that State were found to be far advanced
toward spawning. In fact, the season was uncommonly
early in this direction. In many streams enormous trout
were seen, that would take neither hook with bait nor fly,
but alas for human nature ! they were taken some way.
"W hen taken they were found to be far advanced toward
breeding, and evidently that was the reason for their
presence in waters so shallow. The fishermen who took
these trout and brought them to a certain camp were
taken to task for catching such fish, with the reason ex-
plained, and to their credit be it said, they agi eed it was
no sport and that henceforth they should let spawning
trout alone. But a day or two after word came by way
of the guides that several more of these trout had disap-
peared from the same stream—from the same spawning
beds.
Matters were looking rather meanly for somebody

when a few days later several fine trout were washed
ashore just below the spawning bed. In then- backs
there was a hole nearly as large as a man's finger, which
looked as though made with some sort of a rude instru-
ment. Trout spearing on the spawning beds was sus-
pected. Who could it be? The dead trout were examined
more thoroughly. The wounds were ragged and peculiar.
If made with a spear, it must have been a very crude
one, and with a single tine. At last one of the guides
found a solution to the mystery. He twice observed a
great blue heron intently watching the close vicinity of
the spawning bed, and though the bird was too shy to
approach near enough to be sure of its movements, yet
the guide was convinced that the heron was the trout
spearer. The matter was referred to his uncle that eve-
ning, an older guide, and the uncle agreed that it is the
habit of the blue heron to strike at fish or frog in shallow
water, and that it is capable of driving its sharp beak
through the body of its prey. Hence the spike or spear
holes in the trout found. Now I do not desire to lay all
the destruction of trout on the spawning beds to the blue
heron, but I give the circumstances just as they happened
and the theory. Indeed this bird is already harassed
to the extent by hunters that it is fast becoming extinct,
and it would not be best to add the crime of trout stealing
to its death sentence, but it is possible that It is guilty of
destroying more trout than has been supposed heretofore.
But the human destroyers of breeding trout are not yet

all dead or convinced of the meanness of their crimes.
Indeed they go into the woods in October, in the States
where the laws are framed to protect the trout in that
month. They are there for hunting, but the temptation
to add fishing to their pastime is very strong. They
have but one vacation in a year, and when fishing is

legal, then the game is in close time. Hence, under the
plea of getting a few trout to eat, they arm themselves
with rod and line. Their success is not great, but fre-
quently they electrify the whole camp with the size of a
trout they take. Indeed they are surprised themselves
at the monster trout they find, often in water quite shal-
low, in the same streams. He will neither take a bait
nor rise to a fly. Patience is exhausted, and the fish is
an easy prey to the pronged jig or grapnel. A party of
hunters lately returned to Boston took "what trout they
wanted to eat." But somehow "they did not taste as
good as expected." Sure enough. A trout in the breed-

ing season is about as nice to eat as a farmer's cow just
before or after calving. One of the party took a big
trout, it weighed 61bs. and measured 24in. in length.
This is the account the hunter gave of it, though honestly
he did not understand that a trout of that length should
have weighed at least 81bs., and that 8-Jlbs. would not
have been in the least unusual. When questioned closely,
he confessed that the fish was "the meanest slab-sided
specimen" that he had ever seen, and he did not under-
stand it. "It probably was starved nearly to death in the
little stream." To any one familiar with the habits of this
fish the case was plain enough. Though it was a male
trout, it was a spent one. The cavities of its body had
been emptied of a pound or two of milt, if the truth
must be told in plain Avords. I explained the slab-sided
condition of the trout to the sportsman, who had honestly
confessed the breach of the fish law to me, and he owned
that he had never thought of the matter in that light.
He also, declared that he wanted no more breeding trout.
Hence it is often the case that ignorance of the habits
of fish and game is one reason that poaching is in-
dulged in, and often when the matter is brought before
the hunter in its true light, he resolves that he wants no
more illegal fish or game, and that if the open season on
deer and grouse falls on the close season for trout, it is
the fault of nature and not the game protective laws.

Special.

MOONEYE OR GOLDEYE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I wish some one at Neenah, Wis., or some other point
on Lake Winnebago, would write fully about the so-
called "mooneye," "mooneye shad" or "fresh-water
shad," which at a certain period each summer frequents
the river at the upper end of that lake in great schools.
The fish seems to resemble the cisco in its habits, for it

comes at periodical times and then disappears for the
remainder of the year. It attains a weight of 3 or 41bs.,
bites a fly ravenously and affords very good sport, being
a strong and gamy fighter. I never saw one of the fish,
and don't know much about them. Mr. Chas. E. Burton,
of the Kankakee line, tells me of them, and says he has
been on the river when the fish were in, and" the sport
was great. August is usually the season, I understand.
I notice that the restaurants here in Chicago are now
offering "mooneye shad" on their bills of fare.

I should like to ask how far West any reader of Forest
and Stream has taken the landlocked salmon. I am told
there are plenty of landlocked salmon in Burnside Lake,
near Eli, not very far distant above Duluth, and near a
short iron mine railway which runs north from Duluth.
The lake is near the boundary line between the United
States and the British possessions. I was told of this by
the cook on a railway boarding car at Kirton, Wis., and
the story was confirmed by the foreman of the gang.
Both of these men had lived in that country, engaged in
railroading on the construction department, and the latter
had been there within two years. The cook told me he
used to buy a 4 or 5-pound fish of the Indians for a small
piece of pork. The Indians brought down any quantity
of them to the railway, but the cook didn't know what
the fish were until a party of anglers, including an ex-
mayor of Minneapolis, came along and told him the name
of the fish. These anglers, the cook told me, were very
much excited over the discovery. I have never heard
directly from this lake, and of course have no means of
knowing positively that the fish in question was really
the landlocked salmon; but there has been a rumor cur-
rent in the West for a long time to the effect that the
landlocked salmon was found somewhere in the country
about Duluth. I wish some Duluth correspondent would
go into this. E, Hough.
[The mooneye is referred to in books under the names

Hyodon tergisus, alosoides and selenops, the first being
found in Canada, the Great Lake region, and throughout
the Mississippi Valley. Hyodon alosoides occurs in the
Ohio Valley and northwestward to the Saskatchewan.
The mooneye is a near relative of the shad and alewife,
but its bones are larger and less numerous. Richardson,
in "Franklin's Journal," described the northern species
and gave some account of its habits. Again, in 1886, he
redescribed the fish and states that "it bites eagerly at
artificial fly or worm. * * * Its. flesh is white, re-
sembling that of the perch in flavor, and excelling it in
richness." He associates with it the names of "goldeye"
and "Naccaysh." "The Naccaysh is taken during the
summer months only, and in small numbers, in the gill
nets set for other fish." The 54th parallel of latitude
appears to be the northern limit of this species. Hyodon
tergisus, which is probably the one above mentioned, is
sometimes called "toothed herring" and "silver bass." It
inhabits large rivers and lakes and is supposed to retire
to deep water in winter. Its vigor, game qualities and
good flavor were known to Dr. Estes who considered it

one of the smartest of fishes and one of the most difficult
for the fishermen to hook. The third species of mooneye
belongs to the southern rivers and is probably inferior to
the others in size and flavor.]
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AN INCREDULOUS RHYMSTER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
To the uncertainty of the biting of fish all anglers can

testify. When one is himself alone disappointed the
trial is enough to bear, but when he feels the disappoint-
ment of othersT'too. it is very annoying. It fell to my
lot to endure such, torture this summer.
Having been for several seasons to Philipsburg, Prov-

ince of Quebec, and having always met with reasonable
success with bass, I took it upon myself this summer to
write several friends to accompany me, holding out as an
inducement the almost sure capture of plenty of bass.

We went. The weather was superb, but the week passed
and six of us caught altogether perhaps about ten bass.
Four of the party left in disgust. My companion and

myself having been in the place and being possessed of
the true piscatorial spirit of patience, waited and fished,
from the day the skeptics left the bass began to bite. We
took a goodly number each day, one day bagging seven-
teen nice ones, and among others taking two which
weighed over 41bs.

To show the boys what they had missed I disinter-
estedly wrote them an account of my luck after they left,

and among other scurrilous epistles received the follow-
ing "epic" from one of them, which you may think it

worth while to publish:

ANANIAS THE FISHER.
There once were six fishermen who
With the wind into Philipsburg blew.

For hass they were laying.
And for good weather praying.

For each day would he spoiled hy a "too."

The first day was "too hot and still,"
The second "too rough and too chill,"

And somehow a leak
In each day of the week

Would prevent it from filling the hill.

There was "too much north wind" did they troll,
Or "too little" to fish with a pole:

So the bass wouldn't strike,
And the largest-sized pike

A wizard alone could cajole.

Then some went a-frogging with joy,
Homo went courting the milkmaidens coy:

Some lay in the grass,
And fished for the bass,

Which to catch you a corkscrew employ.

And after a week, three or four
Of the fishermen skipped from that shore.

Of the two left behind
One grew low in his mind,

Tho' often he had been there before.

At his hair and his whiskers he tore,
And 'tis said that he cursed and he swore,

And in language unclean
Said "Me hoped he'd be seen

In Halifax if he fished more."

But after the tempest was o'er,
He permitted his fancy to soar;

So large bass he did take
('Twas a hypnotic fake),

At least seventeen or a score.

For he fell into a mesmeric trance,
And about him saw 10-pounders dance.

And real bass be thought 'em,
And believed that he' i-aught 'em

Without wetting the plinth of his pants.

Now, no one has ever told why
It is that a man who won't lie.

Will, by a simple fish tale.
Make a tombstone turn pale,

And then he will only half try.

For when he awoke from his dream,
This man's eye showed a treacherous gleam,

Which revealed without doubt
That Jekyll was out.

And that Hyde was the boss of the scheme.

For with limitless "voltage of gall."
And a nerve that would make Keeley crawl,

He wrote down on a card,
By no scruples debarred,

What I hope he will quickly recall.

"The name of the bass it is Mud
(Cold as ice, as lie wrote, was his blood),

For this day, old boy,
I caught to my joy,

More bass than have lived since the flood.

Then humming the bar of a song,
He mailed it to one of the throng

Who had just gone away
On the previous day,

But who had never done him a wrong.

But success he will never attain,
And he'll fish for the suckers in vain,

If with such rotten yarns
He mends and ho darns

All those very large holes in his seine. H.

Why must we ' 'truthful" fishermen bear the opprobrium
of the "liars" of the guild? A Constant Reader.

A Trout Painting.—Anglers, as well as connoisseurs
in this vicinity, will be greatly interested in a painting
of a large brook trout now on exhibition in the windows
of Messrs. Tilden, Thurber & Co., jewelers, Providence.
The study is from the easel of Mr. T. Sedgwick Steele,
son-in-law of Hon. Darius Goff, and represents a 5ilb.
trout suspended by silver scales, the weight of the fish
being indicated on the scales. The fish was captured in
the Eangeleys, Maine, and painted to order for a gentle-
man at Mr. Steele's home in Hartford, Conn. Trout of
this size are not common, and one seldom sees them so
exquisitly painted with all the rainbow colors.

—

Provi-
dence Times.

Scarcity op Whales.—The whaling season just closed
in the North Pacific has been remarkable for fine weather,
but the catch of whales was smaller than ever before '.

The San Francisco fleet is reported to have taken only 45,
while the Okhotsk fleet captured 60. It is said that at
least two vessels besides the schooner Nicoline have gone
to winter at Herschell Island near the Mackenzie River.
The breeding grounds of the bowhead are reported in
that vicinity.

Abundance of Sharks.—Net fishermen along the New
England shores complain greatly of the annoyance caused
by sharks. Sometimes several are entangled in a single
net, and the damage is considerable. It is astonishing
what an amount of rolling and twisting a five-foot shark
can do before he is drowned in the net. The mackerel
shark is one of the commoner species in this unpleasant
muddle.

Anglers' Association of Eastern Pennsylvania.—
At the annual meeting of this association, held in Phila-
delphia, Nov. 9, a proposition to change the name of the
organization to one more indicative of its work and ob-
jects, was announced for consideration. It has long been
recognized as a fact that the association is a powerful
factor in the protection and increase of food and game
fishes, and especially active in originating and enforcing
legislation having for its object the improvement of the
waters of the Commonwealth. We shall, therefore, wel-
come it under its new name and cherish the memory of
its achievements under the old.

Blooming Grove Fly-Casting. — Blooming Grove
Park Association fall tournament, Nov. 4 (see report on
page 335). Distance fly-casting, two classes, for gold and
silver badges. First class, those who cast in matches

—

A. J. Post, 53ft.; D. Willis James, Jr., 60ft.; Nat. T.
Smith (handicapped) 74ft. Smith gives James 10ft. and
Post 5ft. Post gives James 5ft. Smith wins gold medal.
Second class, all others who had not cast—D. Bacon,
50ft.; B. E. J. Eils, 57ft.; C. T. Wills, 45ft.; E. M. You-
mans. 50ft. Non-members casting: for private prize

—

John Firth, 50ft. : S. H. Bacon, 45ft. Silver badge won
by Eils.

W. S. Barrett, widely known as "Bill" Barrett, the
mountaineer, died at Camden, Me., last Monday night, of
paralysis, aged seventy-six years. He cultivated a three-
hundred-acre farm near Lake Megunticook, and his place
w as a favorite resort for tourists.

A Big Eel.—A fisherman recently caught an eel in
Wenham Lake, Mass.

,
thirty inches long and weighing

nearly 41bs.

Seines, Nets of every description. American Net & Twine Co..
Mfrs., 34 Commercial st. Boston, or 199 Fulton at.. N. Y.—Adv.

STOCKING THE YELLOWSTONE PARK.

WE have referred in these columns of Sept. 19 and Oct. 3
to the planting of brook, California and Loch Leven

trout in streams of the Yellowstone Park. Nearly 7,000
yearlings of these species were distributed during the month
of September. In October the work of stocking was con-
tinued, as shown in the following statement of the collec-
tion and distribution of whitefish and black spotted trout
in Yellowstone Park during October, 1889:

2,000 whitefish collected at Horse Thief Spring, tributary
of North Fork of Madison River, Montana, and planted in
Twin Lakes, near Norris Basin.

1,000 whitefish collected at Horse Thief Spring, and
planted in the Yellowstone River, above the falls.

1,000 black spotted trout collected at Howard's Creek,
tributary of Snake River, Idaho, and planted in the East
Fork, Gardiner River, above the falls.

The Commissioner has directed Mr. Clark at Northville,
Michigan, to set aside, to be forwarded next spring, the fol-
lowing members of the Salmonidae:
For Lakes Shoshone and Lewis: 30,000 landlocked salmon,

25,000 Loch Leven trout, 100.000 Mackinaw front (namay-
cush.

)

For the Nez Percez and the Madison: 25,000 Von Behr's
trout (fario.)
For the Gardiner: 25,000 brook trout (foniinalis.)
Col. McDonald will keep a party at work for two months

next summer collecting grayling, whitefish and black
spotted (or red throat) trout and transferring them to
streams within the limits of the Park. He expects to see in
this reservation the finest assemblage of trout and salmon
waters in the world, and we heartily wish him abundant
success in his efforts to accomplish this purpose.

COLLECTING EGGS AT U. S. FISH COMMISSION
STATIONS.—At Great Brook station, Ellsworth, Maine,
140,000 eggs of the landlocked salmon ha-ve been taken up to
date. The species was not known to occur here in large
numbers, and the take of eggs is a complete though agree-
able surprise. The effort to gather eggs here was merely an
experiment, but it will be a very profitable, one. 15,000
yearling landlocked salmon, reared at Craig's Point, were
planted in Green Lake. At Sandusky 21,000,000 whitefish
eggs have already been secured. If this rate continues the
stations will all be stocked soon. The present capacity of
the stations is about 800,000,000 eggs. At Gloucester 12,000,-
000 eggs of the pollock have been placed in the hatching
house.

CARP SENT TO TEXAS.—For the additional imforma-
tiou of our correspondent in Guanajuato, Mexico, whose
queries were answered in Forest and Stream of Oct. 24,
we have from Mr. Geo. H. Moore, Superintendent of Dis-
tribution in theU. S. Fish Commission, the following names
of persons in Texas who have received carp from the U. S.
Commission: Ed. Stevens, Adolph Schuring and M. S.
Carty, San Antonia, Bexar county; Chas. Neber, Ysleta,
El Paso county. Mrs. E. Cartey, 600 S. Laredo street, San
Antonio, Texas, received 16 small carp eight years ago.
They have now increased to many thousands and no doubt
the fortunate owner will be glad to furnish materials for
stocking waters within reach.

he Menml

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 5 to 7.—First Dog Show of the Continental Kennel Club
at Denver, Col. A. L. Weston, Secretary.

Jan. 6 to 11, 1890—Annual Dog Show of the Michigan State
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Bay City, Mich. W. F.
Brace, Secretary.
Jan. 13 to 18, 1890.—First Annual Dog Show of the Georgia Pet

Stock and Bench Show Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Von-
derleith, Secretary.
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feh. 11 to 14, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Cluh, American Institute Building, New York. James
Mortimer, Superintendent .

March 11 to 11, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Rochester
Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 25 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Cluh, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 18.—Eleventh Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field

Trials Club, at High Point, N. C. W. A. Coster, Secretary, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y.
Nov. 22.—Eighth Annual Field TiIhIs of the Robins Island Cluh,

for members only. Walter L. Wellington, Secretary, Brooklyn,

Dec. 2.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club,
at Lexington, N. 0. C. H. Odell, Secretary, Mill's Building, New
York, N. Y.
Dec. 16.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern. Field

Trial Club, at Amory, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at Bakersiield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313
Bush street, San Francisco, Cal.
Jan. 27, 1890.— All-Day Field Trials, at West Point, Miss. F. R.

Hitchcock, 44 Broadway, New York, Secretary.
Feb. II, 1890.- Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary.

THE A. K. R. TRANSFER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your last issue I find the following item: ''About

the American Kennel Register.—In Mr. PeshalFs letter
last week was a statement which it was our intention
to correct by a note in that issue. Mr. Peshall said,
'Through my many interviews and efforts made with Mr.
Grihnellj of the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., Mr.
Grinnell, through Dr. Perry, offered the A. K. R. to the
A. K. C. for the sum of .$500, wbich offer was shortly after
accepted by the A. K, C, and the rival register ceased to
exist.' In this Mr. Peshall is mistaken. The sale of the
A. K. R. was not effected through bis influence, nor was it
ever offered through Dr. Perry to the A. K. C. It was sold
to Dr. Perry, and his subsequent disposal of it to the A.K..C.
was entirely his own concern."
In reply, permit me to say that I had so many interviews

with the Forest and Stream officials in regard to the sale
of the A. K. R. that I had the right to assume that I in-
fluenced the sale.

If your editor had taken the trouble to refer to the pro-
ceedings of the A. K. C. of Feb. 21 last, as published in your
issue of Feb. 23, your correction in last week's paper, 1 am
sure, would not have appeared; so you will now please do
me the favor to publish this extract from your published
report of said meeting:
The Chairman—It is proper for me to state here that in con-

nection with this. I had to do that on my own responsibility, and
I think I must report it to you, although the contracts are not
signed. I took it upon myself to make arrangements to buy the
American Kennel Register, because it was naturally a [rival] publi-
cation of the Gazette, and you appointed Mr. Peshall a committee
six months ago, I believe, to wait upon the Forest and Stream
and see whether the purchase could be made. When I found that
t he National Dog Club would come in, and that.it would be a very
desirable thing at the same time to suppress the Register—that in
fact the suggestion came from Dr. Perry himself, and he said he
would buy tbe Register from the Forest and Stream, and that
the Register then would he handed over to us and suppressed.
The contract has been drawn up, and I believe the purchase price
has been paid by Dr. Perry, and in connection with their coming
in they hand that over to us. Now, if you want to act upon the
price, or if you want to ratifyit.it is in order, or if you want
to leave the matter in the hands of your officers, so that it
shan't become public, which, perhaps might be the wisest plan-
but having taken that step I thought it necessary to report it to
you and leave it to you to do whatever is best.
Mr. Anthony—I think it is a delicate matter. It is one of

those diplomatic things that ought to be left to the officers to
close. It is virtually closed now, but, at the same time, it might
be wise not to givs too many of the details for publication. I
move that the matter be left with the president, of the club.
Mr. Peshall—I think the matter is well known. I heard it on

the streets. I think it is best to ratify it.

The Chairman—If it is well known perhaps it is as well to
ratify it.

Mr. Peshall—Tho strm is $500.
Mr. Anthony—I move that the arrangement made by Mr. Bel-

mont in regard to the purchase of tbe American Kennel Register
be ratified, and that the officers be empowered and instructed to
carry out the same.
The Chairman—I wish to say to you this, that in the contract

there are restrictions with regard to selling the Register to any
competitor, and in publishing the Gazette we are a competitor of
the Forest and Stream. Consequently the American Kennel
Club cannot purchase the Register directly. That would be in
violation of the contract, and, personally, my relations with the
Forest and Stream are not such as would lead me to make any
personal contract with them. That is why it was done through
Dr, Perry, and if you will, perhaps, put tho motion this way, that
the club appropriate a sum to be left to the discretion of the officers
for tbe purchase of the American Kennel Register, the contract
can he carried out with some individual and the same object will
be attained, and the money can be appropriated and we do not
really become the direct purchasers, but there is the money to"
pay for it.

Mr. Anthony—I will modify my resolution in accordance with
the. suggestions of the president.
Mr. Peshall—Mr. President, I move nn amendment to it. that

the parties who are managing it be allowed to remain in their
management until the matter is closed. Motion carried.

Your Mr. Reynolds was present at this meeting and heard
the statements made, which clearly show that Dr. Perry
was acting as the agent for both parties, and these proceed-
ings were published in your paper some time before the
transfer of the A . K. R. was made.
As the A. K. C. is now the owner of the A. K. R., the

rules should be amended to include all dogs registered in
the A. K. R. as officially registered. Peshall.
[We simply repeat what we said last week: "The sale of

the A. K. R. was not effected through his influence, nor
was it ever offered through Dr. Perry to the A. K. C. It
was sold to Dr. Perry, and his subsequent disposal of it to
the A. K. C. was entirely his own concern."]

CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—Editor Forest and Stream: The
Board of Management of the Central Field Trial Club

would consider it a very great favor if all spectators and
handlers who intend being present at the trials will send
their names to C. H. Odell, secretary, March House, Lexing-
ton, N. O, not later than Saturday, Nov. 23, and state
whether they will require a saddle horse or a team of horses
and wagon, or both.

Central Field Trial Club, E. R. Coleman, Pres.

Following are the entries for Free-for-AU Stake:

pointers.
SALL Brass II. (Graphic—Meallv), Chas. Heath.
Lebanon (Tim—Peg). Lebanon Kennels.
Roger Williams (Bang Bang—Lalla Rookh), C. H. Odell.
DOLGOROtiKi (Bang Bang—Lalla Rookh), C. H. Odell.
Consolation (Bang Bang—Grace III.), C. H. Odell.

setters.
Nora (Count Noble—Lit), J. Norris Cochran.
Little Gift (Roderigo—Queen Bess), Bert Crane.
Count Erie (Count Noble—Fannie W.), Dr. W. H. Daly.
Roi D'or (Roderigo—Bo Peep}, O. W. Donner.
Roger (Count Noble—Queen Meg), L. Gardner.
Bettte S. (Roderigo—Bo Peep), Memphis & Avent Ken-

nels.
Chance (Roderigo—Bo Peep), Memphis & Avent Kennels.
Antonio (Roderigo—Bo Peep), Memphis & Avent Ken-

nels.
Rowdy Rod (Roderigo—Juno A.), Memphis & Avent Ken-

nels.

SALE OF DOC—Philadelphia, Nov. 9. —Editor Forest
and Strecim: I have sold the well-known cocker spaniel
champion Doc (A K.C.S.B. 8511) to Mr. A. C. Wilmerding,
No. 152 Broadway, New York. It comes very hard for me
to part with the little fellow, as I am greatly attached to
him, but he is deserving of better care than I could give
him, and as a stock dog he merits more use than he would
ever get in this vicinity.—William West (American Cocker
Kennels.)
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"PODCERS" TALKS DOG—III.

ONE of the penalties of writing (scribbling, I might say
in my own case) for newspapers is that oue is bound to

put his foot in it and touch some one ou the raw. As, for

instance, the result of my talking dog, and disparaging
black and tan terriers. It seems impossible to draw invidi-

ous distinctions without stepping ou some dog's tail; and in

this case I trod on little Mr. Black and Tan's; hence its

owner's indignant protest.

Now a man's dog is like one of his children; and the owner
is sensitive on the subject of that dog. It doesn't matter
what kind of a dog either. He may be the veriest ornary
little cuss, worthless and unattractive to others, but he has
a merit in his owner's eves that others may not see.

It may be the family dog, endeared by appreciation of

the children; a pet, for there's no accounting for taste. I

have seen repulsive little alligators as household pets, and
after that oue can hardly object to the most wretched little

cur that, ever wore hair. Now I admire and respect the
spirit which prompts my Buffalo friend to stand up for his

dog. It betrays a commendable phase of character; and I

concede that lie may have auice little pet in his black and
tan; bat I cannot help thinking that it is an exceptional

dog of the breed, If he will acquire another one, and it pans
out as creditably as this one, I will throw up the sponge and
acknowledge myself mistaken.
He says he would like to ask me "if I over owned and be-

came acquainted with a black and tan terrier." "Well, I

should smile. That is just how I got my experience in the
breed, and is authority for the prejudice. I had a run on
black and tans for two years. I invested shekels in them.
I had the best breeds. They were well treated, had the
freedom of the house, occupied the softest chairs iu the par-

lor, took possession of the softest bed. Aud they caused a
deal of trouble in the household, for although my folks
were all lovers of dogs, there was a point when good nature
and forbearance ceased to be a virtue, and that was when,
after the capture of a rat or mouse they chose the house-
wife's best bedspread with dirty feet, to maul and worry
with the dead carcass. They were simply irrepressible, never
still, ever restless and on the move, into everything, on to

everything, especially the piano, and yet after all this un-
limited freedom, whenever the gate was left open they would
"scoot," and never an appearance did they put in until an
advertisement and a reward produced them; and then the
little scamps would exhibit the utmost delight and joy at
getting home. They were blasted little hypocrites^ The
money that those dogs cost me would make a hole in the
national debt. Do I know 'em? Am I acquainted with them?
I wish you could see my old check book and the "lost dog"
account in my household expense ledger—and then wonder
why I don't like black and tans.

A most fortunate, intervention of Divine Providence oc-

curred. A friend living in Australia saw them at my house
(this was in San Fraucisco), and went wild over them.
There were three or four of them. He wanted to know
where he cotild get such, and when he could find none, one
day offered me untold wealth for a pair. It was a glorious
opportunity to bo magnanimous. I said, "Aline friend, 1

cannot take your money. I don't sell dogs. Take them all;

and bless you ray children." He sailed for home with the
dogs; paid a fabulous price for passage for them. My con-
science smote me. But on the return "steamer came a pair
of Australian kangaroo dogs, magnificent animals. I know
they cost him a pot of money, for such were, and still are,

worth .£60 each. And thereby hangs a tail, two tails, in
fact; but this screed is quite long enough as it is, and al-

though the Dog Editor may be a patient man, I know he
don't want such a long "pointer" or a pointer with such a
long tale. Some other day will do.

I trust my Buffalo friend's little black and tan will accept
my apologies for having trod on his tail, and shake.

Podgees,

INDIANA TRIALS.

THE full report of these trials will be given next week.
In the setter Derby, first series, Hope's Roy beat Sam

C, Nannie B. beat Simonides, Lilly Burgess beat Tempie
Cambridge, Daisy Girl beat Franki'e Folsom. Second series,
Nannie B. beat Hope's Roy. Lilly Burgess beat Daisy Girl.
Third series, Lilly Burgess beat Nannie B. and won first;

Naunie B. second. Hope's Roy third.
In the pointer Derby, first series. Pearl's Dot beat Fancy

Free, Thomastoue beat Devonshire. Jilt. Second series.
Pearl's Dot beat Thomastone and won first. Third series,
Fancy Free beat Devonshire Jilt, then was beaten by
Thomastone for second. Fancy Free third.

WHOSE DOG IS THIS ?—Canterbury, Conn., Nov. 8.—
Editor Forest and Stream: While hunting iu this vicinity
I have several times seen a dog running about the fields and
woods iu a wild state. He is very much emaciated, and has
very little hair left on his body, and is so shy that no one
can get near enough to him to read the inscription on the
collar which he wears. He was first noticed by Mr. George
T. Sanger, of this place, early last spring. At that time he
had a coat of hair though, and seemed to be of the Gordon
setter breed. It is my opinion that the dog has been lost by
some one shooting in these parts, and with this view in mind
I write this notice, in hope for the dog's sake that you will
give it prominence in your columns, and thus perhaps bring
the poor animal and his owner once more together. I could
not get near enough to it to discern whether it was male or
female. But as it creeps under an outshed every night to
sleep I may be able to capture him aud learn whom he be-
longs to.—C. W. LlPPITT.

CHAMPION HESPER COMING OVER. -Mr. E. B.
Sears (Wyoming Kennels, Wyoming, Mass.) has purchased
through Mr. A. R, Crowell, acting as agent for H. B. Evans,
Ipswich, England, the well-known English champion rough-
coated St. Bernard Hesper. Champion Hesper has won
twenty-four firsts and specials, beating the champions Duke

or inge tawny with faultless markings and shadings. His
height, called 35in., is about 33J^in. standard, his weight
2061bs. in condition, his skull measures 28Ln., muzzle
18Kin- girth of chest 42in., total length 85in. He is the sire
of many winners, and will be on the beuch the coming
spring. He is acknowledged in England to be the most
typical-headed St. Bernard living, He will leave England
Nov. 16, by Leland Line, Liverpool to Bostou.

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS FOX CLUB.—A few of
the sportsmen here are looking forward to a grand time
next week, when they will attend the annual meet at Ches-
ter of the Western Massachusetts Fox Club. The party
from this city will include the following: A. B. F. Kinney,
Elisha Knowles, W. R. Dean, Nathan Harrington, John R.
Thayer, Jerome Marble, A. D. Warren, Webster Thayer,
Col. James M. Drennon and Capt. David Earle, aud John
White, of Millbury. Kenney and White will take five
hounds, Mr. Dean three and John R. Thayer two. Some of
the others will also have one or more dogs. The party in-
tend to have some twelve or fifteen houuds, and expect to
leave here Tuesday afternoon and return some time Thurs-
day.—E.

A LARGE ST. BERNARD PUPPY.—Melrose, Mass.,
Nov. 10.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I have a rough-coated
St. Bernard dog puppy, by Ben Lomoud out of Recluse, that
at five months old weighed lOO^lbs., stood 27in. at shoulder,
standard measure, girth of skull 22m., muzzle loin., chest,
32iu., arm lO^in.—E. H. Moore.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which, are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bound for
retaining: duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
p^* Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Rena Bondhu. By Rural Kennels, Wakefield, Mass., for blue
belton English Fetter bitch, whelped April 20, 188!), by Gus Bondhu
(Dashing Bondhu—Novel) out of Rural Neva (Pride of Dixie-
Fairy Belle).
Carl Belton. By Rural Kennels, Wakefield, Mass., for black,

white and ticked English setter dog, whelped Feb. 11, 1889, by
Leiirh Belton (Yale Belton—Princess Lily) out of Rural May (im-
ported Belthus—Daisy).
Klip Olenrock. By Dr. L. M. Thompson, Mahanoy City, Pa., for

blue belton and tan English setter bitch, whelped Aug. 15, 1889, by
Warwick Belton (Belton High—Magnolia) out of Garda (Glenrock
—Armida).

BRED.

$3T" Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Flora—Bradford Ridiy U. W. B. Gale's (Cincinnati, O.) pug

bit-m Flora to Eherhart Pug Kennel?' Bradford Ruby II. (cham-
pion Bradford Ruby- Puss B.), Oct. 23.

Duchess of Heath-field—Ben Lomond. C. II. Spring's (Newtou
Lower Falls, Mass.) St. Bernard bitch Duchess of Heathfield (Rip
Van Winkle—Recluse) to E. H. Moore's Ben Lomond, Nov. 1.

Lad ii Don—Wayne Bucketlcw. Anthracite Kennels' (Mahanoy
City, Pa.) English setter bitch Lady Don (Donald O.—Fredoua) to
their Wayne Buckellew (Buckellew—Minnetonka), Nov. 5.
Toody-Bradford Harm. G. W. Dixon's (Worcester, Mass.)

Yorkshire terrier bitch Toody to P. II. Ciombs's Bradford Harry
(Crawshaw's Bruce—Beal's Lady), Oct. 23.

SALES.

gfp* Notes mustbe sent on tbe Prepared Blanks.
Ashmont Cleopatra. Fawn mastiff bitch, whelped July 16, 1880

(A.K.R. 5803), by Lewis A. Bergor, Langhorne, Pa., to W. it. Stone,
Saud-isky, O.
Clcrm p iit—AshnwnL Cleopatra ivhdp. Fawn mastiff dog,whelped

Sept. 10, by Lewis A. Berger, Langhorne, Pa., to W. B. Angstadt,
Reading. Pa.
Lulu Lee. Silver fawn pug bitch, whelped Sept. 1, 1889, by Joe

I. out of East Lake Virgie, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati,
O., to Capt. D. A. Marr, same place.
Buttercup. Lemon and white English setter bitch, whelped

April 20,1889, bv Gus Bondhu out of Rural Neva, by Rural Ken-
nels, Wakefield, Mass.. to Wm. E. Hobby, Holley. N. Y.
Rural Dot. Black, white and fawn beagle birch, whelped Sep-

tember. 1885, by Flute M. out of Belle, by Rural Keuuels, Wake-
field. Mass.. to A. E. Aldricb, Gardner, Mass.
Rural Lvhi. Lemon and white English setter bitch, whelped

April 20, 18S9, by Gus Bondhu out of Rural Neva, hv Rural Ken-
nels, Wakefield, Mass., to E. J. Hulton, South Bay City, Mich.
SOW Bondhu. Blue belton English setter flog, whelped April 20,

1889, by Gus Bondhu out of Rural Neva, by Rural Kennels, Wake-
field, Mas,-:., |,o Frank E. Brown. Hudson, Mass.
Gus Bondhu, Jr. Black, white and ticked English setter dog,

. helped April 20, 1889, by Gus Bondhu out of Rural Neva, by
Rural Kennels, Wakefield, Mass., to Meade, & Council, Maiden,
Mass.
Hunter's Pet. Black, white and fawn beagle bitch, whelped

March 3, 1869, by Little Duke, Jr., out of Rural- Dot, by Rural
Kennels, Wakefield, Mass., to Horace H. Beer, Charlottetown,
Prince Edward Island.

untralto. Black, white and tan beagle bitch, whelped March 3,
1889, by Little Duke, Jr., out of Rural Dot, by Rural Kennels,
Wakefield, Mass., to Thos. Callahan, Stoughton, Mass.

DEATHS.
Lily of the Valley. White English setter bitch, whelped July,

1885, bv Blue. Dick out of Bella Gladstone, owned by Rural Ken-
nels, Wakefield, Mass.; poisoned.

THE CROSS-BRED. — The articles by "Novice" and
"Cross-Bred" with regard to the "all round" dog have been
of interest to me, as I have a dog that has many of the
qualities and would have had all of them if he had had suf
ficient training. This dog is a cross between a pure Irish
water spaniel and a field spaniel. I have hunted quail
jacksnipe, rabbits and squirrels with him with good suc-
cess, while as a retriever on laud or water I have never seen
his superior. He has retrieved mauy a redhead iu fine style.A cross between a beagle aud a spaniel ought to make the
dog that is wanted. Should be pleased to hear from
others.—C, T. P.

ALPINE KENNELS.—Fairfield, Ct.—Editor Forest and
Stream: I claim the sole right to the name Alpine Kennels,
the Messrs. Mack being no longer interested.—Chaeles T>
Bbetstheimee.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
82g?~ No Notice Taken o* Anonymous Correspondents.

C. H , Erie, Pa.—Please tell me what makes a dog slobber
(mucus) at the mouth, and how to stop it. My dog's coat is rough
and coarse. What will make it smooth and glossy? Ans. Give
Mgr. of extract of belladonua three times a dav in pill form.
Give 5 drops of Fowler's solution of arsenic in the food night
and morning.

J. M., Savannah.—I have a St. Bernard pup, 8 months old, weigh-
jng 86108. Three months ago she got caught iu passing through a
fence and sprained her right fore shoulder. When excited by
playing with other dogs she uses this lame leg, but at other times
goes on three legs, and the injured member is smaller than the
others. 1 have tried blistering and various linimcuts without
effecting any improvement. Can you tell me what to do to cure
her? Ans. Absolute rest of the part and continue to blister.

Pointer, Fitchburg.—I have a poiuter 4 years old and out of
condition Irom lack of exercise and overfeeding. His eyes dis-
charge matter in the morning and are inflamed a t times, especi-
ally the eyelids. Between his hindlegs he has an eruption which
is very red. I call it red mange. What shall I do for him? I feed
him table scraps and give him plenty of exercise. Ans. The
symptoms are all due to obesity. Get the clog thin and he will get
well. To do this, keep the bowels open with compound cathartic
pills, three at a dose; limit the food, giving little or no meat. Ex-
ercise regularly. Give 5 drops of Fowler's solution night and
morning. It is not clear from your account whether you exercise
him or not,

I. T. C, Simcoe, Ont.—My spaniel bitch. 3 years old, has been
troubled with some internal disorder for six weeks past. She
makes a rasping noise in the throat at intervals as a person would
who was trying to get rid of phlegm or a fish bone, and occasion-
ally ending with an effort as if to vomit, rarely ejecting anything.
Once or twice she vomited about a teaspoonful of frothy, tough
mucus. I hunt her once a week, her nose is keen, keef>9 moist
and is generally cool. Appetite good, though not quite so active
as usual. She is occasionally inclined to be listless, but. not par-
ticularly so. Gets regular exercise, and plays as usual daily. Can
you tell me what ails her and advise treatment? Ans. Probably
doe to some stomach trouble, gastric catarrh. Give2grs. of qui-
nine, in a piU three times daily. Also put 5 drops of Fowler's solu-
tion of arsenic in the food.

J. L. B., Elberon, N. J.—A friend sends me his setter bitch
puppy with the request that I give her a trial over quail, and
after I have hunted her a month to let him know what I think of
her. The bitch is, to all appearances, from a good stock, and
finely bred, a nervous high-strung creature, who, pravions to a
week ago, had never been outside the city, and to whom every-
thing in the country, from a cow to a tree, is a never-failing
source of wonder and alarm. Her owner iutimated when he sent
her that once in a while she had fits, a statement she at once
proceeded to substantiate by falling down in one the moment a
bird was killed before her. Since then every time I have had her
out she has tumbled over in one of these charming diversions,
until I have begun to think they are her sole object in life. When
she arrived here she was decidedly thin, having been kept too
fine, and I to counteract what I judged to be a mistake, aoid with

lll^Ct L. 1 1 1 _ 1 '"_[!.. ijt3l.ll;

creasing strength ana tone overcome, the fits, which 1 suppose
came to a certain extent from want of strength. But I am com-
pelled to confess that though the plan may be perfect as far as
theory goes, it does not seem to work in reality. 'What would you
advise? Will she ever outgrow the trouble? Is stfffworth break-
ing under the circumstances? Ans. She may outgrow the trouble
hut it is doubtful. We should advise you to give up her traiuine.
She is not likely ever to be worth the trouble of training.

SMOKELESS POWDER.

IN a recent utterance on the subject of so-called smokeless
powders, Gen. Benet, Chief of Ordnance, IT. S. A., said:

"We are experimenting with smokeless powder, and I believe
that in a short time we shall obtain some practical and satisfac-
tory results."
From present appearances the war of the future is destined to

be an approximately smokeless one, and hence more bloody. In-
stead of huge clouds of smoke rolling between the two armies,
and hiding the combatants from sight, instead of skillful maneu-
vers being made under its protecting shelter, the men will be in
plain view of each other, and numbers and marksmanship will
count for more in deciding battles than skill and generalship.
This is due, iu a great measure, to the recent, inventions of what

is known as smokeless powder. Every European nation is experi-
menting with it, and the United States does not propose to be far
behind other countries.
As yet the discovery has not been adopted by any of the great

armies, for the reason that there are a number of disadvantages
connected with its use, but these are being overcome gradually,
audit is probable that in a short time the great armies of the
world will be supplied with it.

Strange to say, the United States was the first country to which
this great destructive invention was offered, and stranger still, it
is almost the last among great military nations to take steps look-
ing toward its adoption. Some twelve years ago a gentleman
called at the department and obtained an interview with one of
the officials. He stated that he was the inventor of a powder
which would not, produce smoke, and wanted to know if the offi-
cials would investigate it, and, in case it was found to do what he
claimed it, would, if the government would buy the invention and
adopt it. He was told that it would undoubtedly buy such an in-
vention. He left, promising to return again. He was not seen
again, however.
The idea of such an invention was believed to be the delusion of

a crazy man, and tbe matter dropped out of sight until the news
came that France and Germany were experimenting with the
smokeless powder. Then the strange visitor of years before was
thought of and efforts made to find him, but without avail. No
reason is given for his failure to return, but it is probable that the
man may have been piqued at his treatment, and did not care to
again have his claim so incredulously received. Thus it was that
the United States missed the opportunity of securing one of the
greatest inventions of modern times.
The discovery is said to have been made by aman named Maxin.

Some, however, credit Vielle, a Frenchman, with it. The latter's
powder has been the most, extensively used, however, and the
results obtained have also been the best. Thero are a number of
other inventors. Germany, France, Austria, England, Italy,
Spain and Belgium, use different powders in their experiments,
aud the one which the United States will use will be different
from any of the others, and in all likelihood will be the invention
of an American.
Each country which is experimenting with the powder believes,

or rather says, it has the best; but as brag plays an important
part in European military methods, their assertions have to be
taken with a great, deal of allowance. The composition of the
powder has been kept secret as far as possible, Four or five kinds
have been tried in France, and the experiments have been con-
ducted with so much secrecy that it is not known whether a
powder has been secured which can be used with good results or
not.
Smokeless powder consists essentially of nitro-eottou or some

other kind of nitro-cellulose, specially treated with a view to
producing a slow-burning substance, or of nitro-glycerine and
nitro-cotion, together with a suitable solvent, in some cases am-
monia and ether.
In its manufacture a paste is first prepared by dissolving gun

cotton in a solvent, which is usually a solution of ammonia and
ether. From the paste thus produced a sheet is made, and equal-
ized by being passed through two met al rollers. The sheet is first
made three times the thickness it eventually is, in order to allow
for the shrinkage on drying.
The sheet is next freed from tho solvent by drying in the open

air or in a specially prepared oven, which permits of the conden-
sation aud recovery of some of the solvent. When nearly dry
the sheets are subjected to heavy pressure to reduce them to the
required thickness. The pressure is assisted by softening the
sheets with ether.
The sheet s are then cut into strips and the strips then cut cross-

wise, making cubes very small in size. In color the powder—
which is in reality no powder at all—is light brown, and transpa-
rent. A good simile is a sheet of sticking plaster cut into almost
infinitesimal squares.
Different solvents are used, and the process of manufacture is

different in different countries. In Belgium it is called paper
powder, and in Switzerland it is called " Walsroder."
For the use of small arms the cubes or grains are made much

smaller, for the reason that the pressure exerted by the powder is
tremendous.
With ordinary powder it would be impossible to fire large guns

at the maximum rate of some ten rounds per minute on account
of tbe hanging smoke from the discharge, which renders aiming
impossible, while with the so-called smokeless powder the same
hindrance is not experienced. The smokeless powder is not, as a
matter of fact, entirely smokeless, but at a distance of 1,000yds.
is not noticeable, and what little smoke is created dissipates very
quickly.
Another great advantage of smokeless powder is the increased

velocity it gives the bullet. Vicille's powder, which is used in
the French Lebel rifle, carries a bullet of 281grs. at a speed of
1 UliSft. per second. With a larger bullet the speed was increased
to nearly 3,590ft.

For another thing, smokeless powder does not weigh as much
as gunpowder. Therefore, for small firearms the cartridges
are made much smaller. The same results can be obtained with
oOgrs. of smokeless powder as with TOgrs. of the ordinary black
powder. The difference not only in size but weight would allow a
man to carry a great many more rounds of ammunition, and its
adoption, when proved practicable, will permit the adoption of
small-caliber magazine guns, although, with t he reductions of the
caliber, there would not be the corresponding reduction in the
effectiveness of the shot.
Like everything else, it has its disadvantages. The German

smokeless powder produces disagreeable and overpoweriug odors
from the. noxious gases which it, forms. The qualify deteriorates
also in time, and it is a serious question whet iter it may not absorb
moisture. The English have had trouble with smokeless powder
because it makes t he barrel of the gun too dry and produces more
friction on tho bullet. The explosibu is also too violent, and fre-
quently destroys the bullet. To prevent this hardened bullets
have been tried, but the pressure was too great, and simply re-
sulted in injury to the gun barrels.
The German powder is not noiseless, and in fact is said at times

to give a louder report than the ordinary powder. It also shows
at times a vivid flash, which, when the field is not obscured by
smoke, would be the means ot attracting attention and make the
battery's or men's whereabouts known if they were out, of sight.
The smokeless powder gives increased velocity, especially in

rapid-firing guns, which is an important consideration. In the
large guns it is used in strips, although the French believe it ac-
complishes better results by cutting it up.
The actual experiments of it first began in 1884, when it was

used by the French army. Since 1886 it has been developed con-
siderably, and since that time has been used in the artillery and
in the field maneuvers of the French army. It was also used in
the maueuvers of the Austrian and German armies this fall.
Its general adoption would modify the conditions of battle very

materially. If an army were fired on they would not know where
the firing troops were, as the sound is very deceptive, and there
would be no smoke by which they could be located. There would
be no smoke under which deploying could be successfully accom-
plished. It is said the men feel protected by the smoke to some
extent, but with this powder in use they would have no advan-
tage in this respect. It would be an immense advantage to sharp-
shooters, and in every way would increase the casualties of war.
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RANGE AND GALLERY.
CAPITAL REVOLVER WORK.

THE capital scores of Mr. Walter Winans, arJAmerican shot, at
the English ranges where revolver matches are open is

already familiar to our readers. At the recent tournament of
the South Loudon Rifle Club, for the revolver shooting champion-
ship for 1889, W. Winans for the third time led the list. The con-
ditions require a total of 7 selected scores made on separate days,
at 20yds., with a 41b. trigger pull revolver, using regulation am-
munition. Mr. Winans used a Colt .45cal. and his score stands:
First 7 7 7 7 7 7—42
Second 7 7 6 7 7 7—41
Third 6 7 7 7 7 7-41
Fourth 7 7 7 7 7 7-42
Fifth 7 7 7 7 7 7-42
Sixth 7 6 7 7 7 7—41
Seventh 7 7 7 6 7 7-41—290
The cuts annexed show the diagrams of the shots full size. The

hullseye is 3in. in diameter, counting 6, with a carton 2in. in
diameter counting 7 points.

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 5 —The regular weekly contest for gold
and silver badges of the Gaietv Rifle and Pistol Club was held at
the club's headquarters, 818 South street, this evening. Mr. A.
Simon with a large allowance was the winner of the gold badge,
while Mr. T. F. Shonert, having no strong competitors to compete
against, was the winner of the silver badge. Standard American
target reduced to 30yds., off-hand, plain open sight, 10 shots per
official score as follows:
J J Mountjoy 8 7 7 10 8 10 10 10 10 9—89
A F Simpson 6 10 8 8 10 10 10 8 8 8—86
E Travis 7 10 9 10 5 8 7 10 10 7-83
T F Shonert 8 9 10 9 9 8 10 5 6 9—83
R Roletta 6 9 10 8 10 6 9 7 9 7—81
JARollock 4 10 9 6 9 6 10 8 7 9—78
WWurfflein 10 5 6 8 7 10 10 7 8 6—77
GH Perkins 8 9 8 8 8 9 8 5 9 5-77
JHunsinger 6 4 10 7 7 8 5 9 9 9—74
R Hunsinger 5 8 7 9 7 6 6 10 7 8-73
W Meagher 7 8 7 9 6 8 6 7 4 7—69
G Atkinson 9 9 5 5 8 8 6 7 4 6—67
HBuelin 4 4 10 10 9 5 6 7 4 4—63
FPaul 10 5 5565875 5-61
A Simon 3 6 4 8 6 4 7 5 8 10—61W Young 9 5 9 6 10 4 4 7 3 4-61
C Beutelspacher 5 5 9 3 4 7 6 7 5 9-60
A McManus 58446767 5 6-58
WF Wiggins 3 3 0 3 6 0 7 5 4 5-36

Small Bore.
NEWARK, N. J., Nov. 6.—The second match of the series be-

tween the Miller Rifle Club, of Hoboken, and the Our Own Rifle
Club, of this city, shot on the Our Own range to-night, drew an
immense crowd of riflemen to the range. The match opened at 8
o'clock, John Coppersmith leading with 235 for the Newarkers
against D. Miller's 234 for the Hohokenites. The next two men
tied, while on the third round the Millers gained a lead of five
points. On the fifth round, however, the Our Owns gained a lead
of fourteen points, and from that on kept the lead, finishing with
twenty-five points to the good. This ends the series, and the Our
Owns,'having won two matches, not only win the championship
of Mew Jersey, but also become possessors of a beautiful silver
water set. The scores were all poor with the exception of Krauss's
243, all the shooters seemingly being out of form. The MiUers
shot three substitutes on their team. The scores were as follows,
each man firing 10 shots on the 25-ring target:

Our Own. Millers.
J Coppersmith 235 D Miller 234
J Bauder 237 G Plaisted 237

F P Laute 229 L Vogel 235W H Watts 234 G Schlicht 233
F A Freiensehner 233 J Meyer 224

O Krauss 243 A Meyns 234
G Widman 234 A Wagner 222
P Bell 234 F W Hofele 239
F Schmidt 234 F Brandt 234

M Dorrler 235-2,848 E Fjescher 231-2.323

THE NEWARK TOURNAMENT.—The following were the
scores made at the regular Association matches duringjthe past
week:

Monday, Nov. U.

Annie Oakley. North Ward.

J Thompson.

,

F Heyl
A Rothaker.
JH O'Neil...

G Hunkle
C Schumacher

Excelsiors.
C Mayer

C Gotthard

J Burger.

110
108
84 H Leonard

100
98 A Vi-feland
105 W E Sherk
97 O Willett
85
88 B Stitts
86— 961 FHortman

Monroes.
88

104 GABridan
109
102
102
109
106 GHedding
106 G Koker
104

H Buob 109—1039 D Erskine 102— 987

The match between the Essex and Lakeside clubs was post-
poned.

Friday, Nov. S.

Howard.
J burger 108
J Herter Ill

F P Laute 98
A Burger 108

E Theurich 105
F Swing 109

R Neundorff. 105
A Graef 98

J Mever 110
FCDietz 97—:

Newark.
JMatts 96
WLaRue 101
J Hogle 99
T James 100
H Wolfe 102

N Garrigan 101W Hedden 102
MBucher 93
FH Roberts 98W Yaufman 105—

Electric.
A Hagel 103
FKlinger 97
Harden brock 96
J Hearn ..99
CDey 81

F Smith 82W McGovern 94
ADey 96
J Markey 97

Puritan.
F Weiler 100
J Bauder 101W Hanselman 100
H Scheib 86
PSchweib 88
J Phillips 106
F Miller 96
G Geork 102

P Albrecht 196
C Kopf 112— 997

Oakland.
J Bayer 110
C Schuetz 102
J Paulus 95

A Schmidt 109
E Grundler 95
A Minier 105
G Chapman 109W Blyer 112
O Bishoff 106
G Schmidt 105-1048

Sheppard.
WSheppard 94
J Ferguson 92
Christy 83
Puree 103
McQuoid 98
J Boyd 106
JStratt 78
Stewart 101
Partrige 103

JFlannery 78— 923 McLarin 76— 931

ST. LOUTS, Mo., Nov. 9.—The last shoot of the St. Louis Pistol
Club had but seven members present. The scores made were
poor, and the blame is placed to the very poor condition of the
cartridges. The scores made at a 20yds. standard American tar-
get are as follows:
GW Alender 9 10 8 7 7 8 7

M Summerfield 6 7 8 10 8 10 7

CMohrstadt 10 8 8 6 8 7

8 9
8 9
9 5

8—83
7-80
9—79
5—78
9-78
9-73
0—65

W Bauer 10 7 10 8 7 10 5 7W H Hettel 7 7 8 8 7 8 8 7
W C Mackwitz 6787 10 776
A E Bengel 5 6 7 6 7 7 9 10

Unser Fritz.
NEWARK, N. J.—The 100-shot match on the Our Own range

will be opened on the 18th inst. The entries thus far comprise
M. Dorrler, J. A. Bovken, John Coppersmith, O. Krauss, F.
Schmidt, J. Bauder, J. Phillips, F. Keller and G. Widman.

SCRANTON, Pa., Nov. 8.—The annual report of Lieut. H. Ost-
ham. Inspector of Rifle Practice of Thirteenth Regiment, N. G.
P., shows for the second time that this regiment has qualified

every man with the following table:
Sharpshooters. Marksmen. Total.

Field and Staff 9 6 15

Company A 31 28 59

Company B 4 54 58

Company C 21 43 54

Company D 16 43 59

Company E 8 46 54
Company G 24 39 63

Company H 15 38 53

Company 1 16 46 63

144 343 487

This regiment having qualified every member, a showing wbieh
no other regiment has ever, so far as heard, attained in this coun-
try. Two full scores having been made by Rees Watkins, Prin-
cipal Musician, and Capt. E. C. Smith, of G, both having made 25

points at 200 and 500yds., each total of 50. Springfield.

BOSTON, Nov. 9.- The regular shoot of the Massachusetts Rifle

Association was held to-day at Walnut Hill range. The attend-
ance was good. The day being dark and smoky, sighting was
quite difficult at times, and the matches closed early. Mr. Lee
won the champion gold medal, and Mr. Francis the gold medal in
the 20-shot rest match. The scores:

20-Shot Rest Match.
S Francis 107. 107 J N Frye 95, 113 N James 94, 78

J B Munroe. . . 104, 109 W Pomeroy.. . . 96. 97
Champion Medal Match.

H L Lee 79 S C Sydney (mil.). .69 J Pullman (mil.).. .53

C C Clarke 75
Victory Medal Match.

A McBean 77 AS Hunt 70
Military Medal Match.

G W Hussey. . . .48, 46 J Marston 43, 42 W M Foster. . . .40, 40

J A Frye 43,43 O E Pitman 42,41 F Lowell 49,39
F J Lounsbury.43, 43 AS Field 41, 41 B D Hart 38, 38

F Carter 43, i2
All-comers' Rest Match.

J Francis 114 A Ballard 101 A S Hunt 96
J R Munroe Ill W Pomeroy 100 C F Binney 89

F C Towne 101 B A Black 97
All-comers' Off-hand Match.

J B Fellows 82 A Sharp (mil.). . . .74 B L Comey 69

H L Lee 82 F W Chester 71 F Lowell (mil ) 69
Hussey (mil..). . .77, 79 A S File (mil) . ..71, 71

Military Practice Match.
JEKelley 46 F J Lounsbury 44

WILMINGTON, Del., Nov. 9.—The Wilmington Pistol Club met
for regular weeklv practice at their gallery, and the shooting was
the best ever done by the club, that of E. J. Darlington being par-
ticularly fine. His consecutive runs of ninety and over, includ-
ing two clean scores of bullseyea and a top score of 95, complete a
feat in marksmanship seldom equaled anywhere. A 50-shot match
in the gallery between Darlington and Simpson one evening last
week resulted in a well-earned victory for the former by 16 points.
The scores are as follows, at 12J-gyds., standard American target,
reduced from 50yds.:
E J Darlington 9 10 9 10 10 10 10 9 10 8—!

7 10 7 10 10-89
7 10 9 8 9—89

9 9 9—85
5 7 9-81
6 8 7-81
5 9 9-72

7
9

9 8

H Simpson 10 10 10
E Jackson 10 10 9W H Johnson 10 10 6 8 10 7

J Evans 10 7 9 8 9

H Foster 8 6 9 10 10W Floyd 6 8 7 7 6
Fifty-shot Match, 12^yds.

E J Darlington 10 9 10 9 10 10 9 9 7 10-93
8 8 10 10 9 8 10 10 10 7-90

" 7 8 10 7 8 10 9 9-85
7
10

H Simpson 6

9

9 10 8 9 8 9 10 9 7-8(7999798 10 8-86-440
89 10 88787 8-79
9 10 10 10 8 10 8 9 7-89
9 9 7 9 10 10 9 10 7—89
9 7 9 8 10 7 10 10 8—879799767 10 7-80-434
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WILMINGTON, Del., Nov. 4.—The delightful Indian summer,
like weather made things lively at Healdinoor rifle range, Wil-
mington, Del., to-day. Some complaint was made that it was too

nice, as the light was so dazzling as to be troublesome at times.

However it was gratefully accepted as a relief from the wet spell

of the last two or three weeks. The only event of the day was
the remarkably long run by Darlington in the revolver match,
which raised his record for that arm one point. Following are
the scores in detail, Standard American target, off-hand:

Revolver Match. 60yds.

E J Darlington 10 9 10 7 9 10 10 10 8 10-93

E Jackson. ...10 10 5 10 V 8 6 8 10 10-84

H Simpson 7 9 10 7 9 10 5 7 10 0-80

J Evans 8 8 7 6 9 9 8 10 7 0-78
WH Johnson 8 8 9 g 7 10 1 4 8 6-73

H Philips 6 6 5 7 8 9 7 0 4 9-67
SHoward 10 " 8 g ? b £ 5 0 g—64

Diamond State Match, 70 Class, 200yds.

H Simpson (mil.) 4 7 7 5 7 7 8 7 9 9-70

W H Johnson 4 5 8 4 5 7 5 9 8 8-63
H Philips (mil.) 4 666988C6 7-61

S Howard. 8 4 8 4 6 4 7 5 4 7-57
HDoan(mil) 8 £ fj 4 i 8 4 7 10-58

Militarv Match, Creedmoor Target, 200yds.

Sergt H Simpson .4 4 6 4 4 4 4 5 5 5—44
CorpHDoan 4 5 5 3 4 4 4 4 5 4-43
PvtH Philips 4 4 5 4 4 4 5 4 5 4-43
Corp W Elliott 4 4 4 4 5 3 5 4 4 4-41
Sergt H Foster 5 3 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 5-40

Beginners' Match, lOOyda.

P William 9 9 5 8 4 8 5 5 10 6-69
W Pierce 4 5 9 4 10 3 4 6 7 5-59
G- Wilson 4 7 10 3 5 6 6 3 4 4-52
R Beaumont 8 55346554 3-48

ST. JOSEPH, Mo.. Nov. 2.- The Buchanan Rifle Club met at
their range to-day for their regular shoot. The days are short-
ened so now that the boys have to get in their work in a pretty
lively manner, but the rush did not seem to affect their aim
much, as the following will attest; 4 scores per man, possible 100

per score:
J W Batcheller . .73 71 71 73-288 Ed Nash 50 59 62 50 -221
MBMerriman. .69 69 60 75-273 J Manstin 57 48 38 56—199
Roscoe Thomas.. .62 60 80 69—271 E M Judson 40 52 50 45—187
C F Smith 75 70 56 68-269 J G Drew 34 53 59 33—179
H C Nash 59 68 59 60-246 A V Banes 37 44 35 56—172
Geo C Rough 57 62 56 60—225

PERFECT MILITARY SCORES.—Capt. Joseph B. Sanborn,
Co. G.First Regiment Infantry.Illinois National Guard,after long
practice this past summer, has succeeded in making a perfect
score on all of the military ranges up to 1,000yds. His detailed
score, therefore, reads as follows: A score of 25 in a possible 25 at
100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900 and l,000vds., respectively, and
50 in a possible 50, skirmish line. Total 300. The skirmish line
firing, of course, is at ranges from 500yds. down to 100. The posi-
tions are, of course, off-hand at 100 and 200yds., kneeling at 300
and lying down at ranges above 300. Has this score ever been
duplicated with the military arm? The First Regiment is show-
ing a very good grade of marksmanship this year. Following is

a list of the different companies, showing the number of sharp-
shooters in each. The score of the ranked sharpshooter must be
over 250 out of a possible 300. The list is given by Capt. Jos. H.
Barnett, of D company, thus: Co. A 17, B 7, C 13, D 8, E5, F 22, G
16, 1 11. The field and staff, numbering 8 officers, have all passed
the grade for sharpshooter's rank. The interest in the range
firing has been well maintained . —E' Hough.
ARMY REVOLVER SHOTS—General Order 78, just issued

from regular army headquarters, gives the record of the rifle,

carbine and revolver matches of the season. In revolver shoot-
ing, which was new this year, the best record, dismounted, is 87.2

per cent., made by the revolver team at Fort Leavenworth. The
Fort Wingate team leads for the mounted firing with 61.5 per
cent., and in the mean average with 75.8 per cent.

THE TRAP.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
Nov. 28, 29.—Lincoln, Neb., Guu Club Tournament. Open to all.

C. H. Clarke, Secretary.

WILL1AMSPORT (IND.) TOURNAMENT.
WILLIAMSPORT, Ind., Nov. 6.—Yesterday the Williamsport

Gun Club gave their annual tournament on their club
grounds at this city. It being cold and a brisk cross wind
blowing, the crowd was not large, but a fair turnout of shooters
was present and enjoyed the shoot . The shooting was only medium
on account of the wind, as will be seen by the scores:
No. 1, at 6 single Peorias, Keystone rules, 50 cents entrance,

three moneys:
Slauter - 101111—5 Madarea 000001—1
Flinn 111011—5 Johnson 001011—3
Bartlett 000001—1 Moneys divided.
No. 2, 6 single bluerocks. 50 cents entrance, one money:

Crook ..010110-3 Epperson 011001-3
Johnson 101010—3 Johnsant 101101—4
Madarea 001011-3 Bartlett 011000-2
No. 3, 9 single bluerocks, entrance 75 cents, three monevs:

Loekhart 011011111-7 Shaft 111110111-8
Crook 01 1 1 10110-6 Dellart 001010101-4
Hatfield 000011011—4 Missuer 011101000-4
Flinn 11011 1111—8 Epperson 10001 1101—5
Madarea 011000010—3 Haynes 011010111-6
First shot off. miss aud out, and won by Flinn. Other ties dlv.
No. 4, 13 single Peorias, $1 entrance, three moneys:

Hatfield 111111111111-12 Haynes 101011010000- 3
Crook 001100110110 - 6 Johnson 000110010010— 4
Madarea 000000110011— 4 Flinn 101111111111-11
Loekhart 011011010111- 8 Kertly 101000010111- 6
Epperson 111101010000— 6 Shaft 111010110011- 8

Ties div.
No. 5 at 5 Peorias, entrance SI, one money:

Johnson 11111-5 Johnsant 00111-3
Mad area 01001—2 Epperson 00110—2
Crook 11010-3
No. 6 at 6 single Peorias, 50 cents entrance, three moneys:

Flinn 001010-1 Johnson 001010—2
Hatfield 001110-3 Crooks 101111-5
Shaft .-.101111-5 Messner 111001—4
Loekhart 101101—4 Madarea 111001—4
Havnes 001011—3
First shot off and won by Shaft; other ties div.
No. 7, at 3 live pigeons, entrance $2, from 3 traps, Hurlingham

rules, one money:
Flinn 101—2 Hedrick 011—2
Haynes 101—2 Loekhart 010—1
Crook 001—1 Hatfield 111—3
No. 8, at 5 pairs targets, entrance $1, three monnvs:

Loekhart 11 11 10 11 11—9 Hatfield 00 01 00 10 11—4
Epperson 10 11 10 10 00—5 Madarea 00 10 00 00 00—1
Flinn .11 10 01 11 11-8 Bartlett 10 00 00 10 00—2
Havnes 00 11 00 11 00—4
No. 9, at 15 Peorias, entrance $1.50. three moneys:

Flinn 001111110110010- 9 Weber 000100000100001— 3
Loekhart 110111101111111-13 Shaft 101101010111111-11
Epperson 00J 11 11011 1 1110—11 Hedrick 1 10111111011011—1?
Johnsant 111010101101001— 9 Haynes OullOllOHO. —6
Hatfield 010000110000111- 6

No. 10, at 6 pairs targets, entrance $1.50, three moneys:
Loekhart 10 10 10 10 10 00—5 Hatfield 00 11 00 01 01 10—5
Epperson 10 10 00 00 10 00-4 Cronkhite. . . .11 00 10 10 10 10-6
Flinn 10 10 11 10 01 00-6 Ties div.
No. 11, at 9 singles, entrance 75 cents, three moneys:

Thompson 100000100—2 Hedrick 100101001—4
Weber 001000000-1 Messner 001000000-1
Flinn 110101101—6 Johnson 100101000—

3

Epperson 101100010 -4 Cronkhite 100101101—5
Martin 11OOO0O11—4 Coushman 110100000—3
Loekhart 111011001—6 S Hedrick 011011111—7
Stump 010000010—2 Johnsant 001001110—±
Hatton ( 11)0010010—2 Irwin 000000000-0
Ties div.
No. 12, at 15 Peorias. entrance $1.50. three monevs:

Epperson . . .U0J J 1 1010X001 L—10 Hedrick 000000110000011-4
Johnsant 01(301

1
i lllOtlQb-10 Madarea 001010011100100- 6

Loekhart 011110110001011— 9 Johnson 101110110001101— 9
Flinn 111111110011101-12 Shaft 101111011011110-11
Hayes. lOlOllOHOOlllO - 9 J Hedrick ....010111111111110-12
Hatfield 101010010011111- 9 Patton OlOOOOOOOOlOllO- 4
Ties div.

BLOOMING GROVE PARK.
Editor Forest, and Stream:
The Blooming Grove Park Association held its annual tourna-

ment on the grounds of the club on Nov. 2 and 4. There were
upward of thirty of the members present, some of tbem bringing
their wives. A special car on Friday. Nov. 1, carried the mem-
bers and their guests to Glen Eyre, where the club stages were
met and the party were driven to the club house, where a hos-
pitable reception awaited all. The house was illuminated from
ceUar to roof and the piazza hung with Chinese lanterns, making
a most beautiful effect. And once inside, the roaring log fires in
the spacious fireplaces for the outer man, and the table loaded
down with all the good things for the inner being, at once con-
verted the party into one huge family all bent on having a good
time. yet. insisting thai, there should be duo decorum.
Saturday was cold and rainy, but the several matches arranged

for that day were shot off, and, as is very often the case, the "un-
known" won. In order to attract contestants, those who had had
some experience in shooting at the traps freely granted the va-
rious handicaps which the committee arranged, and the resulu
showed that the handicapping had been fair.

While the contests were going on others of the members were
out with dog and gun after grouse or in the park with their rifles

in the hopes of seeing and shooting a buck, or on the lake fishing.
If all who had chances to shoot game that day could have ava iled

themselves thereof half a dozen bucks and scores of grouse would
have been hanging up that night in the chill room. But it is

always luck when you miss, and there was much ill-luck. Vet on
the table the next day we had spread before us fish and game, the
results of the sportsmen's pleasure of Saturday. On the 3d those
who eared to do so went fishing or hunting, or visited the hatch-
ery and preserves to watch Otto, the head game keeper, take the
trout spawn from our breeders., and see him feed the 25,000 trout
of various ages in the preserves.
On the 5th, the other matches in rifle shooting and fly-casting

were contested, and here again in the fly-casting the handicap-
ping committee were very much relieved of their labors by the
yielding of the more experienced contestants. After the various
contests were decided there was no feeling but that the best man
in each match fairly won by his excellenee, although some who
had before done very well in these matches fell below their
previous averages.
The evening was passed in whist, music and billiards, while

others sitting around the open fireplace, each had his story and
his eager listeners.
The tournament ended on the afternoon of the 4th, and the

party returned to the city and their homes in small groups, but
all with one mind, that if one wants thorough enjoyment, un-
hampered by dress and style so-called, but controlled by every
sense of propriety, and offered an opportunity of not only hunting
for but finding grouse and buck at which to get a shot, they
should become members of this association, and then they will
be able better to appreciate all the benefits of the club, which
this little sketch but feebly outlines.—N. S. S.
The various scores are annexed. Match for gold and silver

badges and sweepstakes, 25 clays, 18yds. rise, 3 traps, second barrel
(figure 2)14 bird:
Fred Engle, scratch 1 1112 1 1010 1 1KXP 01 1 0 1 21 10—1

7

N S Smith, scratch 1111012112112011122121121—19^
C T Wills, 2 birds 1100211110000311111100120-14^
B E J Eils, scratch i, :.

,
:

i h :! ] ui i; ii i - :;

E M Youmans, 2 birds 102211121 1000211 111111021—17^
*John Firth, 2 birds 1002000020220001010102002— 7M T Freeman, 4 birds 0000801 N |00l HJ0200000000000— U
D Bacon, 4 birds OnOlOloOUOllI 110011 11010— 14

*C Winters, 4 birds OOOOOOOOOOOOrjOOWXKWOOOCK)- 0
*W Post, 4 birds OfWO0(K)0OO«)0O0f)003O2O2O3- 2

Ties for first place at 3 birds:

N S Smith Ill 101 010-0 E M Youmans Ill 011 110—7
Youmans and Smith div. first money. Bacon second, Engle

third. Wills fourth.
* Non-members, but entered in sweepstakes.
Match at 25 live pigeons for gold and silver badges and sweep-

stakes, 5 traps, 10-bore guns 30yds. rise, 12-bore guns 28yds. rise.;

handicap:
Fred Engle, scratch 1111101222211201202111111-22
N S Smith, 2 birds 11002322111221 101 10112011—20
B E .1 Eils, 4 birds 0110 121022 1 1 12001 11101211 -19
C T Wills, 2 birds 10012211231101] 1010201 100 -17
E N Youmans, 2 birds 20000101 12010101 220210001—13
N H Evans, 4 birds 1820120003201001812211100—15
M T Freeman, 4 birds 110111100200111201 0(1002000—11
J H McKeever, 4 birds. . . , 0100000100101000000100200— 6W Bacon, 4 birds 00010001 loioooooiOlOOllOi— 9
John Kirth, 4 birds.... „.. 00021 2H mi J0I K 1.2111000011—14
*S H Bacon, 4 birds 0100002200101011110000001—10
*Non-members, but entered in sweepstakes.
B. E. J. Eils wins first prize and first money, being given i birds

his score was 23; N. S. Smith being given 2 birds ties Engle and
thev divide, Engle takes second money and Smith the badge; C.
T. Wills third, N. H. Evans fourth.

Rifle match for gold and silver prizes, sweepstakes, 5 shots,
decimal target, 200yds., only hunting sights allowed, two sighting
shots allowed:
F Engle 3 0 1 0 4 01- 6 D Bacon 04 5 5.7 7 5—29
NS Smith 0 0 0 3 300— 6 *C Winters 2 0 1 2 2 4 4—13
C T Wills 4 5 5 3 1 4 7-20 T W B Hughes. .8 7 10 4 5 5 2—26
E M Youmans. ...1 1 4661 8—25 N H Evaus 13 1173 1—13
M T Freeman. . . .0 0 0 2101— 4 *W Post 45 8 5 2 4 5-21
J H McKeever ...0 4 00 1 01— 3 *MeGill 52 1 0046-11
*J Firth 01 1 4523-15 B E J Eils 9 2 02 21 0-5
A J Post 6 2 5615 7-24 *SH Bacon.. .0 5 71 702-17
*Non-mcmbers, but entered in sweepstakes.
First prize, gold badge and first money, won by Bacon; silver

badge and second money wod by Hughes; third money won by
Youmans; A. J. Post and W. Post tied for fourth money, shoot-
off won by W. Post.

CORRY, Pa., Nov. 8.—Weekly shoot of Corrv Gun Club at 25
Keystone targets from 5 Keystone traps:
H Arnold 1111111111101111111101111-23
Laurie 110011101111 111 1101111111-21
Penrose 011100 11 ill 1U0J 111 1 111111-20
Scott 111010101111 11 10111101111—20
Edwards 101111101 1000113 111111111-20
Austin Ill 10111011 1 1 1111 10110101-20
M Arnold 1110111 111111101110001101-19
Ward lllion 1 LGOOlOOOlOUOOlll-15
Wetmore 00101101 110010100101 01 101—13
Howard 1 1 11101 01 00 1 011000 1 100001-13

o-n :;[!•

Van Vleck lOOlOlOOIOt 100 1 1101 1 n H nit »—13
Kniskern 100111101 1000010001010001-11
Arnold wins gold medal, Laurie the silver medal aud Kniskern

the leather medal.
Team race, 4 men to a team, at 25 Keystones each:

Wetmore's Team.
Wetmore 111111 110111101 111110U11 -22
Penrose Ill 1 1111 1 1011 10111 1011010—20
Edwards 1110111111111111111111010-22
Ward 1111011101111010111100111-19-83

Van Vleck's Team.
Van Vleck 0001101101110011010100011—13
Laurie 11 111 1111 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 1011111-24
A 1: .-.iv. ....... ;

'

I
:

"I
i

Starbird llllOlOlOuOl 110C001011111—15—73
Penrose's Team.

Penrose 1111111111111111010111111-23
Edwards Ill II 1 10101 101111 11001110—19
Ward -.- - 11 0 111 110 11 lOU0 1 101 111101—18
Kniskern 11 1 111110001 1 010101100010-15-75

Laurie's Team.
Laurie 11111111111111111)1111011-24
Austin 101 11 110111 lllOuillllOlll—20
Starbird 011 1 11111 1 I 10 litJ 101111 1111—20
Van Vleck 0010010101001110110000111—12—76

LINCOLN, 111., Nov. 7.—I send you herewith the score of. the
monthly badge shoot of the Lincoln Gun Club, held on Tuesday.
Nov. 5, 1889. The weather was fair, with a stiff wind blowing
across the traps. Shooting is done under American Association
rules, at Peoria blackbirds, 15 singles and 5 pairs:
L C Schwerdtfeger 1UUI 111111010 11 11 10 11 10-21
Robt Schuster 111110111110101 11 11 10 10 11—20
Harrv Webber 11101111 1111111 10 10 11 10 10—20
R MWildman 011111110110111 10 10 00 10 10—15
Jerrv Parker 001100101 111110 00 11 00 11 10-14
Geo Atwell 011101011001101 10 10 10 00 10-13
L. C. Schwerdtfeger takes the gold badge and Atwell sports the

leather medal.—Sachem.
NEWARK, N. J„ Nov. 5.—A well contested shooting match took

place to-day between William Bradbury and Stephen J. Hother-
sall against J. M. Kerr and Robert Bradbury, at 25 Keystone tar-
gets under American Association rules, resulting as follows:
T J Hothersall 21 J M Kerr 19
William Bradbury 18—39 Robert Bradbury 9—28

TORONTO, Nov. 7.—The blackbird shoot at McDowalPs shoot-
ing grounds to-day drew out a large number of representatives
of the different gun clubs of the city. The spectators were also
down in good numbers, and apparently took as keen an interest
in each event as the men at tbe score. The day's programme con-
sisted of three open matches for valuable, prizes, and a. continuous
merchandise shoot for 10 prizes. A gold medal presented by W.
MoDowall for the highest aggregate score, for the dav was a lead-
ing feature of the shoot. Messrs. F. Emond, Dr. Charles and P.
Wakefield came in for the lion's share of the prizes. The first
two gentlemen shot a hot race all day for the aggregate medal,
and if was not until the last round was finished that the steady
"Emo" defeated the lightning shot. The doctor, however, won
some handsome prizes, among which was a Martini repeating
rifle. He was also the only man to make a straight 9 in the mer-
chandise. The weather was all that could be desired. Mr. C. G.
Wine-hell gave satisfaction as referee and scorer, while Mr. Har-
rison did tbe same as referee for the merchandise match. Fol-
lowing are the scores:
First shoot, at 15 birds. $1 entrance:

Wakefield 1 1 001 11 1 00101 11—10 Charles 0110101001 —5
Emond 100111 101110101-10 McDowall 000000000010111-4
James 01 1011011 111100-10 Tay] or 000000100010000-2
Mitchell 1100101111 — 7
Ties on 10 shot at 5 each and Wakefield won.
Second shoot, at 25 birds, 5 prizes, entrance 82:

Charles. . . 11111101110111111111-18 Mitchell. .11111111 100011101111—16
Drase v. ..111101101 11 J 101 11111-10 Wakefield 10101010110111111101—14
Emond . ...010101 1 1111 i i 1110111-16 McDowalHOlOll 1 1 1.01 lu 1.001011—13
Dick 11101 11 101 1 1 11101011—16
Harrison 13, Verily 12. Heatheringtou 11, T. Sawdon 11, James 8.

Third Bweepstake, at 19 birds each, $1 entrance;
WakefieldlOl 11111011111011111-17 MeDowalinHOOlOJl — 7
Charles... 10111111110111111001—15 Emond. ...1100101111 — 7
James 011111111010100 —10
Fourth sweepstake, at 25 bluerocks, $3 entrance:

Emond 1001 1 1 001 1111111111 011111—20
Charles 0100101111101111110111111—19
McDowall 011 1 110111 11011 1100111001-18
Dick 110111111101111101011100:-- '

Wakefield 1000111111010100011110011—15
McDowall won third prize on the shoot-off.
Merchandise match, 10 prizes, 9 birds each, the prizes being won

in the order named, Charles. Emond, Sawdon, Lerov, Jenning,
Verity, White, McDowall, Wakefield, Mitchell. There were 75
entries in this match.

BERGEN POINT, N. J. Nov. 5.—The gunning contingent of the
New Jersey Athletic. Club had a bluerock clay-pigeon shoot on
the club grounds to-day. The first of the three chief events
was a ma.ton for a gold medal won last year and now held by Geo.
S. Virden. There were 11 competitors, the conditions being 25
birds; contestants handicapped from 1 to 3 birds, according to
excellence; medal to be held by the winner of the most of five
matches each year, and to be won three times before becoming
personal property. C. A. Pope (allowance two birds), won with a
score of 18 breaks to 7 misses, by one bird over Richard Sunder-
mann (allowance one bird). The scores follow:
Sundermann 16 J D Berdan 10 Bigonev 7
Vredenburgh 12 D W Berdan 2 Taylor'. 15
Cook 7 Smith 12 Kissam ...14
Bray 11 Pope 18
The second match was for shooting outfits. Fifteen shooters

competed and each shot at 10 hurtling targets. Edward L. Vre-
denburgh won first, prize by breaking 10 straight. Richard Sun-
dermaim and Messrs. Taylor and Smith tied at eight breaks each.
In shooting off Sundermann captured second prize and Major
Taylor third. The scores are annexed:
Pope. 5 JD Berdan 5 Wilmerding 5
Sundermann 8 Gray 7 Taylor 8
Schuyler 5 Smith H Cook 4
Vredenburgh 10 Davis 3 Anderson 2
Popham 3 D W Berdan 1 Parker 1
The third match was the first of a series for a Marlin repeating

rifle of .38cal. These events will occur every fortnight. In each
those who make the second and third best scores will receive good
prizes. Entries are handicapped according to ability as marks-
men. Major J. M. Taylor (scratch) won the first honor for the
trophy. Of the other 11 competitors Messrs. Kissam, Wilmerding,
and Pope did the better work. Here are tbe scores, each having
26 birds thrown:
Schuyler 11 Smith 13 Popham 8
G D Berdan 10 Kissam 16 Wilmerding 19DW Berdan 6 Gray .. .11 Sundermann 16
Pope 15 Taylor 17 Bigorney 7

CINCINNATI. Nov. 10.—The Forrester Gun Club held its second
regular weekly winter shoot on the grounds of the Price's Hill
Gun Club this afternoon, it being a dark, gloomy and dismal
chilly day threatening snow. A largo number of spectators were
present. The pigeons were furnished by Mr. Al Bandle, and
though not so good as those shot by the club some, few days ago,
averaged well, very few duffers being the rule. "Bohemian" (Mr.
Chas. J. Kauffman), a shooter of tbe 89 crop, did especially good
work. All shooting was from five ground scoop traps. 28yds. rise
for 12 and 30yds. rise for 10-gauge guns, use of both barrels al-
lowed, 8l>yds boundary. Mr. W. E. Limberg, sporting editor of
the Commercial Gazette, satisfactorily officiated as referee.
Ten live birds, entrance S3, two moneys, 60 and 10 per cent.:

"Guy" 0100111010—5 T Honing 2012132101—8
"Bohemian" 0021112101—7 A Bandle 2111011111—9
B Condell 0202011001-5 S Harris 1211100201-7
"Ranger" 2111110211—9 Oscar 2021100220-6
Ranger and Handle first money; Honing second.
Seven live birds, entrance $3, two monevs, 00 and 10 per cent.: *•

Guy 1121101—6 Honing U20121-8
Bohemian 2110111—6 Bandle 1111111—7
( Inndell 1122121—7 Oscar 0111110—5
Ranger 2111110-6
Condell and Bandle first money: ties on 6 divided.
Ten live birds, entrance $5, three moneys, 50, 30, 20 per cent.:

Guv 1121101110- 8 Honing 1120121210- 8
Bohemian 2110111111- 9 Bandle 1111111111—10
Condell 1122121111—10 Oscar .0111110011— 7
Condell and Bandle first money; Bohemian second; Honing and

Guy third.
Five live birds, entrance S3, one money:

Guy- 01100-2 Honing 11111-5
Bohemian 11111—5 Bandle 11111—5
Condell 01111—4 Oscar 10111—4
Bohemian, Honing and Bandle divided the money. Referee

and official scorer, W. E. Limberg.—C. G. Newsboy.
NEWARK, N. J„ Oct. 5.—To-day was a great day at John Erb'a,

over a dozen expert, trap shooters being at work from 11 A. Al.
until it grew so dark that they were unable to distinguish a dark
bird from a trap. The birds were the hardest lot of drivers and
twisters ever seen in th'S part of the.country, and a 90-per-cent.
man would have h<ul a lively time to hold his average. Twelve
sweeps were shot under Hurlingham rules, 6 traps, 28 and 30yds.
rise. 80yds. boundary. The winding-up shoot of the clay was at 8
birds, $7 entry, four moneys, all the rest being at 4 birds, $3 entry.
The scores were as follows:

Shot at. Killed. Shot at. Killed.
S Castle 52 44 WS Cannon.... 28 21
CMHedden 52 38 E Geoffrey 12 9
J Erb 52 38 W Hollis 16 8
ABHedden ... 40 33 W Hughes 16 9
PDalv, Jr 44 32 M F Lindsley. . .. 12 10
JE Wheaton. .. 52 30

W. S. Cannon was unfoitunate in having the slide slip on his
gun when he pulled his first barrel, thus being unable to pull his
second. This happened twice and lost him two birds, as under
Hurlingham rules a shooter is responsible for the condition of his
gun and ammunition, hinder the new American rules he would
have been entitled to two more birds.

CINCINNATI, Nov. 4.—Several members of the Forrester Gun
Club went down to-day to shoot at some three dozen odd pigeons
in coop. The shooting took place on the grounds of the Price's
Hill Gun Club. The birds were all good flyers, averaging away
above those generally used here. There were but five incomers
in the number of birds sprung, the remainder being all straight-
away right and left-quartering birds. Better tame birds I never
witnessed sprung from traps. The shooting was under Hurling-
ham rides, both barrels all .wed. 2S for 12 and 30yds. rise for 10-
gauge guns. W. E. Limberg officiating as referee. Official scores:

Live Birds.
Ed Shott llllllolOUO—9 Roy 110oo21QH00—6
Guy 02100 0H112-7 Griffith 21101w. —4

American 01 av Birds.
E Shott.. .11111110111111111111—19 Roy 1090101 1101001 100001— 9
Guy 1 11100111 1 11101000U—14

TACOMA, Wash., Oct. 25.-A live bird match, under the aus-
pices of the Tacoma Rifle, Rod and Gun Glut), will take place in
this city on Nov. 28, 1889. Open to all bona fide residents of Mon-
tana, Idaho, Oregon, California and Washington. Entrance $100,
at 50 live birds per man.—E. E. Ellis, Secretary.
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NEW BEDFORD, Nov. 5.—Sky and wind were favorable for the
tournament of the Now Bedford Gun Club, which took, place on
the club grounds T.n-day. The events follow: No 1,6 clay-pigeons:
L. A. Plummer, "Bishop" and Dr. Post first; J. T. Ball, of Kayn-
ham, second. No. 3, 6 bluerocks: "Bishop" first, Hall, Plummer
and Post second. No. 3, 6 clays: "Hall first. Post and Plmnmer
second, "Bishop" third. No. 4, 10 rocks: Hall first, Post second,
Plummer and "Bishop" third. No. 5, 10 clays: Hall and "Bishop"
first. Post second, Plntnnier third. No. 6, 10 rocks: Plummer
first, "Bishop" second, Hall third. No. 7. 10 clays: Plummer first,

"BiRhop" second, Post third. No. 8, C rocks. This was an excel-
lent contest:
Plummer 111111 -fi S Eggers, Jr 111111-6
Post 111111 -6 Morgan 111111-0
Hall 111111-6 "Bishop" 110111—5
No. 9, 6 rocks: Plummer, Post and Hall first, Eggers and Mor-

gan second, "Bishop" third. No. 10. 10 rocks: Plummer first,

Post second. Hall third. No. 11, fi rocks: Hall first, H. V. Davis
and Plummer second. No. 12, 6 rocks: Hall first, Davis and
Plummer second. No. 13, 6 rocks: Davis first, Hnli and Post sec-
ond, Plummer third. No. 11, I! rocks: Post first, Da vis, Plummer
and Eggers second. Hall third. No. In, ti rocks: Hall, Davis,
Plummer and Post first, Eggers second. No. 16, 6 clays: Hall
and Plummer first, Post, and Eggers second, Davis third. The
best thing was in the next three events, each for 10 rocks. No. 17:

Hall 1111111111-10 Plummer 1111111111-10
Post 1mil 1111-10 Davis 1101111111- 9

No. 18:

Hall Ill 11 11111—10 Plummer 111111111 1—10
Post 1111111111-10 Davis 1110111111— 9
No. 19:

Post ill 1111 1 1 1 -1 0 1 1 all HQUlllll—9

Plummer. 1111111111-10 Davis. 11011 111 11—9
Nos. 18 and 19 were considered as shoot-off for No. 17, and Post

and Plummer div. the first three moneys. No. 20, 6 clays: Hall
and Post first, Eggers second, Plummer third. No. 21, 6 clays
Davis first, Plummer and Post seeoud, HaU and Eggers third,

MADISON COUNTY TROPHY.—Eaton, N. Y.. Nov. 7.-The
trophy shoot of Madison county was held at Canistota, Oct. 28.

This cup has been twice won by the Eaton Club, and quite a.

friendly rivalry exists. The bovs are trying hard to winter it in
the northern part of the county. The Oneida boys "were very
tardy and the cup shoot was not called until about 2 o'clock, when
it should have been the second shoot on the programme. The
forenoon was occupied with the other events on the programme,
the cream of which was taken by Curtis, Briggs, Short and
Roberts. From 3 o'clock until dark the shooting was done in a
driving rain and at the close it was found that Eaton's and
Oneida's first, teams tied on 81, while Eaton's second team was
only one behind. The tie will bo shot oft' in the near future. The
following is the score, 15 singles and 6 pairs, 3 traps, Association
rules:

Eaton, First Team. Eaton. Second Team.
Hall 20 Short ....18

Peot 24 Briggs 23
Curtis 16 Tryer 18

Cole 21—81 Briggs 21-80
Oneida, First Team. Oneida, Second Team.

Markham 23 Bailey 15
Clark 19 Marble 15

Devreaux 20 Markham 11
Maxwell 19-81 Chase U-55

Canastota, First Team. Oanastota, Second Team.
Roberts 20 Bishop 8
Clow 19 Graham 9
Suits 14 Barrett 15
Ward 16-69 Salisbury 17-49

Canastota, second team, has 12 pairs yet to shoot. Stopped by
darkness.—G-eo. F. Bell.

POTSDAM, N. Y., Nov. 8.—The Potsdam Gun Club invited their
friends to join in a team match at kingbirds, the losing side to
pay for birds and supper. The following score shows how it was
done. Match at 9 kingbirds, from 3 traps, 18yds. rise, National
rules:
Heath, Capt 011111100-6 Holmes, Capt ...111100110—6
FA Ward 000110011- 4 Seete , 101111011—7
Lewis 111111001-7 Witters 000100100—2
Watkins 110100111—6 W R Weed 111111010—7
McKay 110110101—6 Cox 101110011- 6
Eastman 001101010—4 Swift 100011001—

4

Bonney 110101001—5 Clark 111111011—8
Everett 001000000—1 Adams 100000000—1
Wegant 001110101-5 Cassety. 001000100-2
BrowneU 010000001-2 Loveland 1000001 00-2
Britton 010000010—2 Nichols 100111111-7
Brown 100010010—3 Huggard 010000000—1
Sisson 001111111—7 Williams '•

O'Hara 000001000—1 Gurley 110010091-4
Fred Fay 103000100-2 Baum 111111101—8
Butler 011100101—5—66 E A Fay 000000100 -1—67
TORONTO, Nov. 9.—The shooting match between Charles and

Emond, at 100 birds—50 bluerocks and 50 live pigeons—took
place at McDowall's grounds this afternoon, and proved to be one
of th.fi most exciting and evenly-contested matches shot in To-
ronto for years. The score iu the bluerock shoot was remarkable,
the contestants killing 45 and 14, respectively. In the live-bird
match it was see-saw from the start until the last bird was called
" dead " by the referee, the total score then standing 82 to 81 in
favor of Charles, Phil Wakefield was the referee. The follow-
ing is the score:

Charles.
Artificial birds.. 1111111111011 111101111 1111110101111101111101111111-44
Dive pigeons lllOmimiOllOOimiOlllOOlOlOll.lOlllOOillllllll-38

Emond.
Artificial birds.. 11110111111101111101 111010111111111111111111111111-45
Li ve pigeons 11101000111111111101110111010110110010111110101111—36

TROY, Ohio, Nov. 5.—The result of the match between a picked
team of 5 shooters from Dayton and the same number from Troy

,

which occurred in Troy to-day, resulted in a handsome victory
for the Daytonians. The Dayton team consisted of Messrs. Rolla
O. Heikes, Capt. W. Scott McDonald. Wm. Pratchett, Ed. R ike
and Walter Keenan. The Troy team of Messrs. Ed. Ruck, Capt.
Senour. Sheets, Prill and Magle. The day was ugly for shooting,
a stiff breeze blowing directly across the range, and the scores
made indicate excellent shooting. Each man shot at 50 birds.
Capt. Heikes led shooting with a 16-gauge gun, loaded with but
Moz. ot shot, while the other shooters had guns of large gauge
heavily loaded. Heikes, handicapped thus, made a magnificent
score. He started the ball rolling by killing his first three,
quickly followed by Keenan, Pratchett, McDonald and Rike, all
killing their first birds. In fact the first run of the team was 29,

the 30th bird being missed.

Heikes 11111111111111110111111101111110111111111110111101-45

Keenan 11111111111111111111101111110111111111111111111111—48
Pratchett....miiiimimiioiiimioiiiiLimimmmmiH—48
McDonald. -.11111011111111101101011111110111111111111111111111-45

Rike iimmioiimiiiiomiioiiiimiioiimiimmo-45-231
The Trov team given in totals is as follows: Senour 36, Sheets

30, Prill 43, Ruck 45. Magle 41; total 196. From the score of 231 out
of a possible 250, to 196, it will be seen that the Dayton men had
no difficulty in winning the match, it was theirs from the start.
On the grounds t hey challenged the Troy Club to a team shoot, of
10 men to come off in Dayton, giving them the privilege to pick
their shooters from Troy, Tippecanoe and Piqua. The challenge
was accepted, and the match will come olf within two weeks, and
will be under the same conditions as that of to-day. The Dayton
shooters challenge any city in the United States to a team shoot
of 10 men. The prospective team to back this challenge is as fol-
lows: Rolla Heikes, captain, Wm. Pratchett, Walter Keenan, W.
Scott McDonald, Ed. Rike, Adolph Sander, Ed. King, Charles
Tippy. Wes Troup and Mr. Knight.—C. G. N.

CINCINNATI, O., Nov. 11.—The shots here look upon the Day-
ton, O., challenge as a wild offer, and were it not that its captain
and team were intoxicated at their victory over the Troy country
team—a man of which has not shot at the traps for more than one
year at most—shooters in this city, Cleveland, Toledo, Springfield
and, aye, even the Canton, O., team might give the challenge
some consideration; but as it is, the shooters here look upon the
Dayton team's challenge as only talk. Mr. Rolla O. Heikes, cap-
tain of the Dayton Club, dare not make the challenge open to 5
men and the targets half and half—35 champion clay and 25 stand-
ard. If he will, Cincinnati may accommodate him with a team
race inside of the next month, either at Davton, 0., or this city
for, as the "constant challenger" puts it, "either glory or money!"

AMERICAN SHOOTING ASSOCIATION.—Stewart Building,
N. Y., Nov. LI.—Editor Form and Stream: The American Shoot-
ing Association expects to make, if necessary, revision of their
trap shooting rules about Dec. 15. With this view they ask tbat
clubs and individuals throughout the country will give such ex-
pression as they may care to concerning them, or for any desired
change either in the rules for target or live bird shooting.—THE
American Shooting Association, J. M. Taylor, Manager.

BROOKLYN, Nov. 6.—This afternoon, at Woodlawn Park, the
members of this well-known shooting club of Long Island held
their regular monthly contest. The Fountain Club's men have
the reputation of scoring more victories as a. club than any other
in this vicinity. In the years gone by, after being victorious over
all the neighboring clubs, they boldly chartered a train and at-
tended the Slate Sportsmen's meeting, held at Seneca Falls.
There the (earn of the club captured every prize worth the win-
ning— the Dean Richmond cup, the diamond badge, and the largest,
cash prize in every contest for which the Fountains entered.
Never was seen so sweeping a victory. This led to the formation
of the Long Island Sportsmen's Association, this association tak-
ing to its bosom alt the better known clubs of this part of the
State. Then came the shooting meeting at Coney Island, when
more fun and hurrah were had than in any shooting meeting be-
fore or since. Men came from all over the State to compete for
the magnificent lot of prizes furnished for the occasion. In cash
alone there was over $5,000 distributed to the winners in the dif-
ferent events. Then came a lull. The Fountain Club bad reached
the highest notch as a shooting club. Members died and no new
ones took their places. It became a social club, and the shooting
men were relegated to the background. Then caroo another time
for an election. The old shooting element came to the front, the
"socialists" stepped to the rear, and the men of the club are now
once more putting their shoulders to the wheel, and hope to re-
place the club upon the plane it occupied a, short time ago. To-
day ten men faced the traps and shot for the massive gold badge
emblem of shooting supremacy to the one who wears it. The
weather was pleasant for the season. The sun shone out brightly,
but the wind was chill and penetrating, the stove in the club
house being much sought after. It was a shot outside, then a
shoot for the fire on the part of each contestant.
Regular club match, 7 birds each man, modified Hurlingham

rules to govern; handicap rises. Scores: Alfred Purdy, 30yds., 7
straight, the gold t rophy; Thompson and B. Weld 6 each; Blatt-
machcr, Allen, Blenksley, Shiels and C. Wingert 5; Orr 4 and
Wheeler 3.

First Sweepstakes, 10 entries, 5 birds each, $5 entrance, three
moneys, 50, 30, 20 per cent, respectively: Wild, Allen and Win-
gert 5; tie miss and nut. Stuart missed his fh'Bt pigeon, and then
the ot her two men divided. Purdey took secoud money with 4.

For third money Shiels, Wheeler, Blankley, Thompson, Blatt-
macher and Orr all tied with three each. On the shoot off Allen,
Blankley and Orr went to the rear on the first shot, Blattmacher
and Thompson on the second, Wheeler on the fifth, Shiels win-
ning by a straight score of five kills.

Second sweepstakes, same, conditions as the preceding one, hut
at 8 birds each: Allen Wingert and Orr killed all, and shot the
tie off miss and out. Allen dropped out on his second bird, Ori-
on his third. Wingert took first money. Second money was tied
for by Shiels, Wild, Wheeler, Blanksley, Purdy and Blattmacher.
It was altogether too smali for a division, and so was shot for
again miss and out. Shiels missed his third; also Wheeler,
Blanksley missing their fourth, Wild his fifth. Purdy and Blatt-
macher as the birds gave out had to divide, much against their
wishes.
The birds were only a fair lot. Some were extra good flyers,

some were slow in getting off, but corkers when they did start,
Others were poor, so that the effort to get them up was weari-
some both to the shooters and the lookers on. This uneven char-
acter of the birds, however, tested the capacity of the members
to the utmost, for when prepared for a hustler of a bird they
would get a loafer and shoot ahead of him, and when getting a
rasper shoot as far behind him as they did in front of the slow
fellow.
SPRINGFIELD, N. J.-The Union Gun Club held a tourna-

ment at live pigeons on the 12th inst. The day was beautiful,
with warm bright sunlight and balmy air, but despite such favor-
able conditions, few were on hand to participate in the sport.
The first sweep started with four entries, and only one more man
put in an appearance during the afternoon. The birds were of
first quality, some of them "screamers" that with dodging and
rapidity of flight combined, would have required a charge of
electricity to stop them. Five sweeps were shot, and It is of note
that not a single bird was dropped for a place, although several
tempting chances offered. This is as it should be and it is hoped
that at some future time the same may be said of all tourna-
ments, both largo and small.
Event No. 1, at 8 live birds, $4 entrance, two moneys:

MFLiudsley 21121222—8 B Freemen 11211112—8
E D Miller 21112111- 8 J Riggotts 22111211-8
No. 3, same conditions: ties in No. 1 to be decided also:

Lindsley 12222212-8 Freeman 02002423-5
Miller 12112111-8 Riggotts 11211112-8
First in Nos. 1 and 2 div. by Lindsley, Miller and Riggotts, sec-

ond in both won by Freeman.
No. 3, at 10 live birds. $5 entrance, two moneys:

Lindsley 2201231212— 9 Riggotts 1111110110—8
Miller 11121 13111-10 Cannon 0221103111—8
Freeman 310ol22001- 6
No. 4 same as No. 3:

Lindsley 12H202200-7 Riggotts 3120221121-9
Miller 1111110151—9 Cannon o312o03221-7
Freeman 2011211121-9
No. 5, same conditions:

Lindsley 0012001120-5 Cannon 0111221211—9
Miller 22U111101—

9

Ties div.
Match between Miller and Cannon for $10 each:

Miller 1112311112—10 Lindsley 1121123221—10
Cannon 0312200112- 7
Miller won.
Friendly match at 3 pairs live birds:

Miller 01 10 ol-3 Lindsley 10 10 11—4
WELLINGTON, Mass., Nov. 9.—In the silver pitcher match at

the Wellington range to-day, Sanborn scooped in his second
third of the trophy. The scores in this match of eight and over
were: Schaefer and Bradstreet, 8; Warren, 9; Moore and Melcher,
10; Bradbury, Cady and Chase, 12; Cowee and Sanborn, 13. The
winners of first moneys in the other events follow: Six blue rocks,
Chase: five pigeons, Ingersoll and Chase; six bine rocks, Chase;
five pigeons. Bradbury, Chase and Ingersoll; five blue rocks,
Cowee and Chase; five pigeons, Ingersoll and Chase; six tin birds.
Chase, Porter and Sanborn; six blue rocks, Schaefer, Cady and
Ingersoll; five blue rocks, Cowee and Chase; 10 pigeons, Melcher
and Bradbury; six blue rocks, Chese and Sanborn; five blue rocks,
Chase and Cady; five pigeons, Chase; five tin birds, Chase; seven
bluerocks, Sanborn: eight pigeons, Cowee and Bradbury; five
pair blue rocks, Warren; six tin birds, Chase, Cowee and San-
born; six blue rocks, Chase and Bradstreet; five pigeons. Porter,
"Warren and Sanborn; ten pigeons. Keystone target, Sanborn; six
blue rocks. Warren and Sanborn; five pigeons, Schaefer and San-
born.
CHICAGO, 111., Nov. 8.-Mr. R. B. Organ, of this city, and the

champion, Mr. C. W. Budd, will within the next thirty days shoot
a match at Kansas City with Messrs. Jas. Riley and*!. A. R. El-
liott, and at Omaha will shoot a match with Messrs. Parmalee
and Williams. This seems to be about the only outcome of the
great talk of a 10-men match between Chicago and Kansas City,
or Illinois and Missouri. It is the opinion here that the Kansas
City folks didn't want to shoot. If they did or do want to shoot,
why didn't they agree to some sort of a decmt compromise about
the handicap for 16-gauge guns, and come up to the score like lit-
tle men? They seemed more anxious to issue challenges and to
fight on paper than to have a shooting match. The Chicago boys
thought they could win, but they also thought enough of the
chances of their opponents not to wish to give them aU there was
in the match. Why not adjust the matter by a reference com-
mittee, make up the matter, go ahead, ami have the shoot?—E.
HOUOH.
LINCOLN, Neb.—The first annual shooting tournament of the

Lincoln Gun Club will be held on the State fair grounds, Nov. 28
and 29, open to all comers. Ten dollars entrance fee entitles one
to shoot in all prize matches, for which they receive a card not
transferable. No combinations will be allowed. Prise and
sweepstakes may be shot at the same time. Private or other
matches can be arranged for on the grounds. All matches
governed by American Shooting Association rules. G. A. Bush,
Captain; C. C. St. John. C. H. Clarke, Sec'y, Committee.
BALTIMORE.—The first tournament of the Standard Gun Club

will be held Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 28, at Stowman's Park, Bal-
timore, commencing at 9 A. M., weather will not prevent. All
shooting will be under the Keystone system and American Shoot-
ing Association rules. People's line of cars from City HaU via
German street, twenty minutes to the grounds direct, foot of
Ridgely street. For further information inquire of C. W. Gross,
secretary, or Chase's, 2 Light street.

CLASS-DALY, JR. AGAINST KLEINTZ-IRWIN.—The team
race between Frank Class and Phil Daly, Jr., against J. Frank
Kleintz and Richard Irwin, has been postponed until Thursday,
the 14th inst. at 1:30 P. M., at Erb's Park, Newark, N. J.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication in the current Issue. It is particularly re-
quested that scores be sent us as early as possible.

Secretaries of canoe cluhs are requested, to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
reanested to forward toFouKs/r .and Stream their addresses,with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items
relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OFFICERS, 1887-88.

Commodore: H. C. Bogkks ) t>.»„„v.„„_„„i, n„„
Secretary-Treasurer: Geo. W. Haiton j

Peterborough, Can.

fice-Ccrm. Rear-Com. Purser.
Central Div.,W. R. Huntington. E. W. Masten T. H. Stryker,

Borne, N. Y.
AtlantlcDiv.W. P. Stephens L. B. Palmer W. B. Haviland,

yonkers, N. Y.
N'thern Div. .Robert Tyson S. S. Kobiuson Colin Fraser, Toronto.
Eastern Div.. H. 10. Ri«o, M. D Maxton holmes H. I) Marsh,

Springfield, Mass.
Applications for memoership must be made to division pursers, accom-

panied by the recommendation of an active member and the sum' of $2.00
tor entrance fee and clues for current year. Every member attending
t-he .{cneral A. C. A. camp shall pay $1.00 for eamp expenses. Application
sent to the See'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnished with printed, forms of application by address-
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—C. J. Stedraan, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Vice-Commodore—T. 3, Kirknacrlck, Snrinttfield, O.
Rear-Commodore—Thos. S, Sates, Columbus, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J. B. Keogh, .14 Moi.vtauk Block, Chicago, 111

Applications for membership should be made to theSee.-Treas., on blanks
which may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied bv.$2as
initiation fee and dues for the current year.

HIS KINDNESS "REWARDED."
HOW FARMER BROADCLOTH DfD NOT GO TO CHURCH TN A CANOE,

A RATHER comical episode occurred on one of my canoe trips
last summer over which my friend and I have had many a

hearty laugh, it being so very ludricrous that at his request 1
write it out and send you.
We were running one of our northern rivers in an 18ft. birch

canoe which I always use on our inland streams. We generally
camp out at night, not under tents but rolled up in our blankets
on a bed of piue boughs and with a lean-to to windward did we
get that refreshing sleep one always has in the woods. On this
particular morning, which, by the way, was Sunday, we had
started down stream, having had no breakfast. We carried little
provisions with us, depending entirely upon the farm houses we
were sure to pass. 'Phis morning, however, we paddled on for
several hours without seeing one, and were of course hungry.
Finally seeing one, we pulled up, and the writer went, ashore and
asked the good housewife it she could accommodate us with some
milk and bread.
While she was telling us how sorry she was that the milk had

been collected by the creamery several hours before and that
while she could give us some bread she hardly had milk enough
for her own use, etc., her husband came in. U inding out what
we wanted he informed me that he was going down to the vil-
lage, two miles away, to church, soon, and if we would wait at
the second bridge he would show us where the creamery was.
Finding out that he was going down alone I asked him to get in
and go down in the canoe. O, no, he was not going to get into any
canoe. 1 finally persuaded him to come down and look at it,

which he did. He finally changed his mind and concluded that if
we would "jest wait 'til I get on my black clo'es and black my
boots," he would be with us.

While he was "getting on his black clo'es" we had our break-
fast, which we were just finishing when he came down as slick as
you please, plug hat and all. We paddled off, with Farmer Broad-
cloth sitting sprawled out in the center of the canoe. Now this
river was full of small and shallow rapids so disagreeable to
cruisers, and we bad not been out five minutes before we struck
one of the worst of the lot, hut got through all right. The farm-
er's eyes began to open, and he had a grip on the gunwales as
though life deponded on it.

Shooting out of the rapids the current was swift, and dead ahead
about 100yds. was a fence across the river, the first of the kind I
had ever encountered. It was made of pickets strung on wire top
and bottom, and was thrown across to keep the cattle from getti ng
up stream and crossing at low water later in the summer. Know-
ing of course that we should be obliged to carry around, 1 headed
the canoe for the bank, which the bow touched several feet from
the fence. The canoe of course swung around broadside against
the fence as I expected, and I was then going to throw the bow
around and run up alongside of the bank. But this was not to be.
Here was our friend Broadcloth's golden opportunity, and he im-
proved it. He was pretty well frightened, and according to his
idea that fence meant salvation, so he reached for it. Now, of
course, being strung on wire, when he pulled the top down the
bottom went up, Farmer Broadcloth, my friend and self over, and
the canoe under. I remember jusc before going down seeing his
legs waving frantically in the air, and nearly choked with water
laughing. When we came up we were all on the other side of
that fence. 1 started for the canoe which, bottom side up, was
Boating down in company with the farmer's centennial hat.
Pulling the canoe ashore and securing the hat I went back to the
scene of our mishap. Broadcloth was mad as a hornet, and swore
that we did it on purpose. My friend was explaining the accident
to him with a straight face, but when I came up with that hat
and clapped it on the back of his head it was too much, and we
both laughed till the tears came. He finally concluded it was all
straight and no conspiracy, and joined us; then, after thanking
us for his morning's entertainment in a way which belied his
words, he started for home. He did not go to church that day.

A. H. FORBUSH.

BROOKLYN C. C, NOV. 5.

HPHE hardy canoemen of the B. C. C. engaged in a series of races
JL on Election day as follows:

Paddling race, decked sailing canoes:
Myth, H. C. Ward i
Queen Bess, R. J. Wilkin 2
Brooklyn, C. P. Weekes 3
Vagrant, H. H. Smythe 4
Bunch, W. H. Oammeyer, Jr. 5
Niente, F. L. Duunell .,'

Paddling; race, open canoes, single blade:
Atla, It. J. Wilkin 1
Mignon, M. V. Brokaw 2
Wyandaueh, C. P. Weeks \. "

""
3

Louise, F. L. Bunnell. ; ' 4
Sailing race:

Brooklyn. H. O. Ward. B.C. C 4
S
|r 00 4* sj^OO

Sylph, D. D. Gessler, K. C. C 4 27 00 4 53 00

In tbe paddling race for decked canoes Mr. Ward had things all
his own way, but there was a hard fight for second place, Mr.
Wilkin winning by only about 2ft.

Iu the race for open canoes Mr. Wilkin took the lead at the start
and won with ease.

It was late in the afternoon when the sailing race was started,
with a strong N.W. wind blowing. The Brooklyn carried 70ft.
and the Sylph somewhat more and a sliding seat. It was a close
reach to the first mark, where Sylph almost caught Brooklyn,
but met with an accident at the turn and was slow in getting
around. On the run in Brooklyn widened the gap and won as
above. A large crowd gathered at the club house and wound up
the season in a very jolly manner.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.-Mr. Bunnell, Sec'y-Treas.-elect, has
turned over the books of the Atlantic Division to the new purser,
Mr. W. R. Haviland, of Yonkers, and all applications for mem-
bership and correspondence on division business should be ad-
dressed to the latter gentleman.

A. C. A. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.—Arrangements have
been made for a dinner to the members of the Executive Commit-
tee at Clark's, 22 West Twenty-third street, on the evening of
Nov. 2ii. The tickets for the dinner will be $5 each, and may be
obtained from the committee, Messrs, Brown, Whitlock and Bai-
ley, not later than Nov. 16,



SS6 FOREST AND STREAM. [Nov. 14, 1889.

o
ANOTHER DELUSION DISPELLED.

NE by one they are taken from us, the dear old delusions of

^ our childhood. The stern statisticians of the present age
tell us we must give up our sentimental picture of William Tell,

cleaving with whizzing shaft the apple off the head of his smiling-

son. Thev rob us even of George Washington and his Hatchet,

and will prove to you in the same breath that Aladdin could have
had no lamp, for thev then used candles, and Robin Hood never
split the peeled osiers, for there were no willows in that country,

and further, that 'twas not the season for them to peel, had there

It is bad enough to have our idols of sentiment and belief shat-

tered bv the busy hammer of these ruthless iconoclasts, but to

see them crumble before our own eyes is doubly bitter. What
must then be our grief ? B

Such an experience I have to relate, and such a grief to assuage

bv sharing it'with the sympathetic readers of the Forest and
Stream. Not the. critical, quarter-mch fellows, who want re-

corded to the last tiny scale tlie number of scales on the lateral

line of that big trout. For them I write not. But into whose ear
hath entered the whispered voices of the woodland, and into the
heart of whom stealeth the secret communion of Nature, for him
is the tale I would relate, his the sympathy I seek.
In the blue-covered, well-thumbed reader, in whose pages I

sought out the vexatious mystery of my mother tongue, was one
page, a trifle more dog-eared and finger-worn if possible, than its

fellows. A picture on this page has always shone, from a highly-
honored place, upon the walls of memory's picture gallery, with
radiance undimmed, as my steps have receded from it along the
long corridor of life. A picture faulty. I doubt not, in artistic

merit, but in the lesson to be taught, faultless. A watery waste
with an occasional fence stake projecting from the flood. A half-
demolished cart wheel in the background represented, as you
chose, either the risintr or setting sun. Some of the minor details

I may have forgotten; but the noble figure in the foreground, tbe
keynote in the whole symphony, I certainly never can.
A mammoth squirrel, by comparison with its surroundings at

least as large as a coon, sits in calm, unmoved complacency aoiid
the raging flood. A huge tail, proving indisputably his claim to

the original classic of his name "shady-tail," curls over his back,
and, parted like a cockney's beard, serves as a sail, whereby the
piece of drift upon which he sits is driven merrily onward toward
the distant forest. There, I always imagined, the fearless navi-
gator would find in abundance fat grasshoppers and "shag-barks"
as big as pumpkins to reward his bold voyage.
How my boyish heart admired the sublime courage of this won-

derful animal, sitting so smilingly upright, with not a hair wet or
displaced, and faring so blithely onward over water enough to
swamp a world. Here was your original canoeist; your primeval
navigator: your fearless explorer, before whose exploits the feeble
deeds of him who "died and was buried beneath the still waters
of the Mississippi" were but child's play. It was the dream of my
boyhood and the dearest hope of my youth that some day, as I

wandered through the forest, I might encounter a fleet of these
Corinthian sailors; or, at the very least, a select "club" of them
cruising the billows. '

'

Now behold the irony of fate. That twice in one short vacation
I should have my hopes shattered and my dreams dispelled by an
actual experience, which I proceed to narrate,
In the montu of August of last year, while cruising with my

friend the "Dr." on the Fulton Chain, we saw something swim-
ming across the river ahead of us. Urging the boat swiftly along,
we intercepted the swimmer, which proved to be a common reVl

squirrel. In the water swimming! With tail afloat and haunches
well up, an unmistakable red squirrel, swimming! Yes, actually
swimmmer, like a water rat or any other ordinary plebian rodent.
When an oar was thrust out he at first attempted to dive, and
succeeded in getting afoot or eighteen inches beneath the surface.
But his hair seemed to hold so much air that he looked like an
animated silver image, and evidently found it difficult to over-
come the buoyancy of his coat and tail, so returned at once to the
surface. When a Hand was extended to lift him into the boat, he
laid back his ears with so manifest a disinclination to come aboard
and so evident an intention of debating the question that he was
allowed to continue his journey to the near shore.
The encounter took place where the stream was some twenty

rods wide, and as there was no way for a squirrel, desirous of
changing bis habitation, to go around without a loug journey,
we did not so much blame this special individual for crossing.
"Yet," we thought, "he might have used his canoe." We con-
soled ourselves, nowever, by thinking that probably some other
fellow hid borrowed it, or it might have been undergoing repairs,
thus compelling its owner to resort to so unpoetic a mode of
travel. _ ._ .

Though our preconceived ideas on squirrel navigation were
rudely jarred, still we clung to them; and as human nature is

wont, found any number of explanations to account for the un-
pleasant fact which we were loth to accept.

"it never rains but it pours I" Scarcely a week after this
entrance of the edge of the wedge of disenchantment, it was
driven home by a second, still more cruel, blow of fate !

While paddling in an open canoe, in company with my sister,

upon one of the little lakes near "Fourth," we encountered a
second swimming squirrel. As in the former instance, 'twas a
"red brother," and as before he seemed perfectly at home in the
water; swimming "dog-fashion" very rapidly and quietly.
When first seen he was about midway from shore to shore, and

we lay in wait for and intercepted him. He was evidently "going
somewhere," because he wanted to, and had no intention of being
turned from his purpose a hair's breadth by such insignificant
beings as ourselves. For, instead ot turning back or changing
his course, he came straight on in a Decline, passing within two
or three inches of the cutwater of Budge without deigning to
notice us, and "traversing the watery way till he gained the
wished-for sands." The lake was some eighty or one hundred
rods in diameter, and of such shape that the distance, to one fol-
lowing the shore, from the point where the squirrel took to where
he left the water, was but little, if any, more than tbe distance
across.
Evidently this fellow swam because he chose to, not because he

was obliged to. There being then, in this case, no extenuating
circumstances as in the former, but on the contrary a wanton dis-
regard on the part of Sciurus for our cherished notions of the fit

and proper, we were moved to remonstrate with this young up-
start on his falseness to the traditions of his race and disrespect
to the memory of his fathers. By the time, however, that the
vague intent in our mind had crystalized into a definite purpose,
the object of our righteous wrath had reached the shore, flirted

the water from himself with a disrespectful whisk of his tail, and
from a stunted pine tree was calling in a voice hoarse with rage,
"Where's the impudent fellow who invited me to come over and
get tanned?"
Need I say that my cherished idol, shaken before, could not en-

dure this fresh shock, but tottered and fell? Never shall 1 cease
to regret that fiction, so pleasing, so loug and carefully fostered.
Nor can I hope to find a picture in all the galleries of the world to
replace ttiat of the squirrel of aldermanic proportions, with the
self-satisfied smile, sailing away, away, with that impossible tail,

into the glowing regions of the sunset. Korax.

"COMPOUND CENTERBOARDS."
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Oct. 31 you publish a letter under the above

caption, from Mr. T. R. Brough, in which he declares the center-
board used by Mr. Butler in his canoe Fly to be an iafringement
of his patent of Aug. 2, 1837, and states one of the claims of his
said patent to be for "a lower hollow blade adapted to contain
other blades." I have no interest in the matter save the general
one inspired by a sense of justice, but that prompts me to say that
Mr. Brough goes too far. His patent is tor a folding centerboard
of the well-known pivoted fan-blade type, and he obtained no
claim of the character aoove indicated. He quotes but a portion
of his fourth claim, which is as follows: "Thy combination, with
a eeries of pivoted centerboard blades, of a hollow lower blade
adapted to contain the upper blades, substantially as described."
Nothing appears in your descriptions and illustrations of the Fly
to warrant the conclusion that Mr. Butler used the parts of this
combination, and hence there is not even a semblance of infringe-
ment. Patent Attorney.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 6.

THE A. C. A. TROPHY.—The citizens of Brockville have
shown a most gratifying appreciation of Mr. Ford Jones's skill,

and on Oct. 34 a public meeting was held, at which, after a very
complimentary address by the mayor, a handsome gold medal
was presented to Mr. Jones. The meeting also discussed the
question of a yacht and canoe club for Brockville, and it is likely
that Mr. Jones's victory will bear substantial results in the form
of a new club on the St. Lawrence.

FA. 0. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Central Division: Everett Smith and
W. H. Peckham, Schenectady, N. Y,

RED DRAGON C. C-Editor Forest and Stream: The Red
Dragons have, after a most successful season, mostly gone out of
commission for the winter; and now we hear tales of the wondrous
rigs, of area vast, to be swung next season, deck seats en regie
upon which the rash racer will shoot to wonderful distances to
windward, and, while we do not care to croak, we have our eye
on several wet men elect. The cruising season began with the
early spring and has extended over some hundreds of miles of

water, fresh and salt. Since its reorganization, the club has pros-
pered wonderfully, and a limit to membership seems necessary
before next season opens. Our new house has accommodations
for thirty canoes, and could be enlarged should we find it to our
advantage to do so. It is a great improvement upon our old quar-
ters and better situated for launching and hauling out the boats.
In future it will be necessary for all club members to become
members of the A. C. A. We expect to be represented at the meet
next season by the majority of the club. There is a rumor of a
representation at Squaw Point, a movement which the elder
cruising cranks are endeavoring to frown down. Several new
boats are to be added to the fleet: the old craft are all being
greatly improved with new rigs and fittings. Each owner is mak-
ing an earnest effort, for a better place in the club races. There is

material in the fleet for some very interesting racing, the trophy
cup being won by a different boat in each of the three races
sailed for it, and should next season's weather prove propitious
there will be some hotly contested events. Several of our pad-
dlers have greatly improved in the last season, and if our genial
vice-commodore wishes to keep the place which he has held in
the past seasons, he will have to do some vigorous fanning with
his 10-footer or else put a screw in the Valesca. Strenuous efforts
are being made for a club Uak-ta-hee.—H. E. McCormick.

ST. JOHNSBURY BOAT CLUB.- Editor Forest and Stream:
The first annual meeting of the St. Johnsburv Boat Club, held
Nov. 5. the following officers were elected: Captain, J. S. San-
horn; Mate, Wm. A. Smith; Purser, Dr. R. W. Warner; Sailing
Master, 1. H. Hayes. Executive Committee, J. S. Sanborn, E. O.
Fine! and F, A. Batch. The club numbers thirteen active mem-
bers, has three steam launches, one catboat, five sailiug canoes
and numerous smaller fry, most of which are kept at our head-
quarters on Lake Memphremagog, 1% hours from here. Visiting
canoeists will be cordially welcomed, Any communication con-
cerning these waters will be most cheerfully answered.—Wm. A.
Smith.

THE A. C. A. PADDLING TROPHY SUB8CRIPTIONS.-
New York, Nov. 11.—Editor Forest and Stream: The committee
which undertook the collection of the above beg to report the
receipt of $232, and to state that the order has been given to Mr.
C. V. Schuyler, for the firm of Domiuick & Haff, and the cup is

nearly finished. It will be ready for presentation at the meeting
of the executive committee—R. W. Gibson, Wm. Whitlock.

Inciting.

"West India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard." By
Everett Hoyden, 77. S. Hydrographie- Ofwe. Large quarto, with 23
lithographic plates. Price $1. Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 1888, icith practical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

SEAWANHAKA C. Y. C.«

REPORT OP THE MEASUREMENT COMMITTEE.

BEFORE proposing a change which, if adopted, must exert a
very strong influence on the yachts of the club, it is but

prudent to look to the history of previous changes, in order to
profit by their results and perhaps to take warning by past errors
of legislation.

It is now eight years since the Seawanhaka Corinthian Yacht
Club took the first bold and decided step iu the direction of a sys-
tem of measurements which should include the' area of sail as an
important factor in connection with the length of hull. Though
discussed for some time on both sides of the Atlantic, no club
had yet ventured so far as to adopt a length and sail area
rule, and the action of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Yacht Club
was condemned by many as premature, if not radically wrong.
In spite, however, of doubts and dismal forebodings, the pioneer
work done by the club has received the strongest possible indorse-
ment from the leading yacht clubs of the world in the adoption
of the same principle of measurement by length and sail area.
Not only is the present "Seawanhaka rule," as it is commonly
called, in use by many American clubs; but in the great change of
rule which has lately takeu place in Great Britain, a change
made only after the most searching investigation of the whole
subject; the formula adopted, though different in detail, places
very nearly the same value upon sail as compared with length as
that established by this club four years before.
A brief trial of the formula first adopted, using a nominal sail

tonnage as the basis of measurement, served to show that it

could be materially improved, and in 1883 the present rule was
adopted, other minor changes having since been made; but the
results of all the changes of the past eight years have been such
as to justify the recommendations of the respective committees,
and the action of the club in indorsing them.
Tbe reputation which the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y, C. has

thus won in the past as a leader in the advancement of yachting
is of too great value to be imperilled now by any hasty and ill-

considered legislation; and in recommending the following
changes we do so with a full sense of the trust reposed in us, and
of the responsibility devolving on us personally, and on the club.
While it would be more satisfactory to lay directly before the

club the full sources of information on which our conclusions
have been based, the great bulk of the matter considered makes it

impossible to do so within the limits of a report like this; and we
have endeavored first of all to bring out the more prominent
features, trusting that the club will deem them so important as
to warrant a thorough discussion. In the six busy months that
have elapsed since the committee was appointed we have been
in communication, either by letter or in person, with the leading
designers of America and Great Britain, and have had as a guide
very complete records of races and of racing yachts built both
here and abroad during the past two seasons; while in connec-
tion with the similar committee of the New York club we have
been called on to answer objections and to discuss the question in
its many varying phases.
The various subjects to be considered were briefly as follows:
First—Tbe general system of classification and measurement,

whether as at present with a aeries of fixed classes by waterline
length, or by using the. present basis of measurement, length and
sail area, as the basis for classification also.
Second—The most desirable ratio between the two factors,

length and sail, under the system selected.
Third—The limits of new classes if auv be deemed desirable.
Fourth—The method of measuring sail for the rule.

Fifth—The possible improvements in the allowance, tables.

In dealing with the first two heads the chief point to be con-
sidered is the great increase in sail in the newer yachts of all

sizes; an increase which has excited very general comment and
condemnation. That some restriction is needed which shall be
even more binding than the present rule of this club, is so uni-
versally admitted as to require no proof, though plenty might
be adduced were it necessary. Even though the owners of some
of the most extreme vessels express themselves as satisfied with
their craft, it is evident that the type of yacht now directly en-
couraged in all classes is by no means the best for the encourage-
of yacht owning and yacht racing; white there is reason to fear
that it will grow worse rather than better under the conditions
now existing: and especially that the overgrown rigs in the small
class, where though undesirable they may be safely carried, will

exert a strong influence toward the expansion of sail plans in the
larger classes, where a big rig i3 not only expensive and unhandy
but positively dangerous.
If the only end in view was to restrict sail area on any given

length there would be no difficulty in replacing the present for-

mula of the club,
k+^S A by . an0 t,ner in wnjch the proportion

of sail would be increased; but the fault of the present system
seems to lie deeper t han such a remedy would reach. With any
given proportion of sail to length in the rule the designer is com-
pelled to accept a fixed length, and consequently a certain amount
of sail appropriate to that length under the existing rules; as the
experience in nearly all cases Is that it is more beneficial to give
than to receive time. The liberty of the designer in the selection
of the main elements of speed, in dimension and model, is redueed
to a minimum, and he must look to an exeeBs of ballast and sail

to win. The alternative to this system, by which the class in
which a vacht will race is governed not by one of the factors of
measurement but by the product of the two factors, seems to offer
both in theory and practice a very different result. The designer

is left, free to select his proportions of length and sail, and with
them the beam and depth; being only limited by the rule in that
the product of tbe two former shall not exceed a certain sum for
any given class. With the two factors disposed of in this manner
the actual tax on sail maybe much lighter than under the present
system of classification by waterline length without driving the
designer to an excess of canvas: and, if the system be adopted, the
present formula of the club, now familiar to all yachtsmen, could
be retained with advantage. On this point. Mr. Watson expressed
himself this spring as follows in speaking of the English rule:
"The only safe check on sail is to class by the ultimate rating and
not by length of waterline; were our rule (the Y. R. A.) not a rat-
ing rule it would pay, and pay splendidly, to build a boat of the
extreme length of the class, and then overspar her, allowing time
for the extra sail."
While any increase of the direct tax on sail under the present

system must result in a hardship to some of the new yachts,
compelling them to cut down canvas perhaps to an extent incom-
patible with racing, the proposed system has the great advantage
of leaving the existing fleet in precisely the same relation to each
other as they now stand, its influence only extending to the new
yachts to be built under it.

Before considering what these would be it is necessary to recall
that corrected length was at one time used as a basis for classifi-
cation in this club precisely as it is now proposed to do it. The
rule adopted in 18S3 was in this form, but in adopting it the com-
paratively novel feature of combining length and sail in the
measurement, engrossed the whole attention of its proposers, and
the other important principle involved was not brought into the
prominence which it deserved. The estimate at that time placed
on the value of sail as compared to length was so high as to blind
men to the possibilities of the rule, and not a yacht was built to
take advantage of it while it was in force. Id almost the first
trial of the rule a slight difficulty was encountered in the method
of its application, and after the season of 1884 a change was con-
sequently made to waterline length as the basis for classification.
In practice the operation of the rule would be, taking the 40ft.

class as an illustration, to allow an addition of about llOsq. ft. of
sail for each reduction of a foot of length; and conversely, to take
off about 110ft. of sail for each addition of a foot to the length.
In the 70ft. class the equivalent of sail per foot of length would be
about 1703q. ft. The result of such a classification would certainly
be to intfoduce a class of slightly longer yachts with more mod-
erate sail plans, but after very careful investigation of the yachts
built abroad under a similar rule we can find nothing to warrant
the inference that in America at least there would be any in-
ducement to go to an extreme of narrow beam. The objection
has been made that the rule would directly encourage the old
tonnage cutters, but the incomplete figures given in support of
thia view are at variance with those collected from the most re-
liable sources, all of which show that British de iguers take to-day
an amount of beam from 50 to 90 per cent, in excess of that of the
old cutters; and that further, the wider of the new boats have
proved the most successful.
The varying sizes of the larger yachts make a close comparison

impossible; but in the 20 rating class, corresponding to the Amer-
ican forties, the widest boats win, beating the fastest of the old
narrow boats, the latter carrying more sail; while in the 10 rating
class, about 35ft. waterline, the conspicuous success of the year is

the Decirna, 35ft. 8in. waterline and 10ft. Gin. beam. Two excep-
tions are found to the rule that beam wins, the boats in each case
being both longer and wider than their fellows, consequently
larger and with less sail; apparently not enough to drive thetn.
On the other hand, in all the racing abroad for two years there
are no instances of the old narrow yachts winning from the new
and wide in the classes where competition has been closest and
all types have been interested.
Under the proposed rule the modern British 20-rater, 45ft.

waterline by 10ft. beam, would race on even terms with a forty of
Maraquita's measurement, giving time to Nymph and Baboon;
but when the very small sails of the foreign craft are taken into
account, together with her draft of only 8ft. or 8ft. Bin., there
seems little danger that she could race successfully in Amorican
waters, or that anything is to be feared from vessels of her pro-
portionate length, but with very small sail plans. We would
recommend, then, that Rule Il.be changed by the substitution of
the words "corrected length" for "waterline length" wherever
the latter occurs; the present formula, as in Rule III., remaining
unchanged.
in readjusting the classes to suit the proposed change the

at tempt has been made to preserve the same division of the yachts
as has existed for some time, without perpetuating any faults that
could be avoided in the new system. As tbe prop jsed classifica-
tion, if adopted, is expected to stand for an indefinite period, it is

very important that it should be as perfect as possible in itself-

but at the same time it is desirable that no existing yacht should
be robbed of its rights to race m the class which includes its

former classmates.
The great irregularity existing in the schooner classes has

made this a difficult matter, and several changes have been neces-
sary, but the arrangement on the whole seems satisfactory so
far"as the future fleet is concerned without being unfair to exist-
ing craft. The proposed classes are: Over 100ft. corrected length,
90 to 100ft. corrected length, SO to 90ft. corrected length, 70 to SOft.

corrected length, and under 70ft. corrected length. The yachts
included in the various classes would be: Over 100ft., Constella-
tion, Yampa and Palmer; 90 to 100ft., Fortuna, Sea Fox, Alert.
Mayflower: 80 to 90ft., Elma, Grayling, Miranda, Iroquois.
In the sloop classes all of the larger yachts accommodate them-

selves to a division which brings the same yachts together in each
ease; but in the smaller classes an obstacle has been encountered
in the heavily rigged boats of the present season, whose large sail

plans would necessitate class limits which would clash with the
moderate rigs in the classes immediately adjoining, disturbing a
symmerical arrangement of all the larger classes as well. The
limits of the classes which would accommodate the majority of
tbe fleet would be as follows:
Present SOft. waterline class to be 30ft. corrected length; 35ft.

jlass, 43ft. corrected length: 40ft. class, 18ft. corrected length; 40ft.

class, 54ft. corrected length; 53ft. class, 60ft. corrected length;
01ft. class, 68ft. corrected length; 70ft. class, 77ft. corrected lengtn;
80ft. and class I., all over 77ft. corrected length.
Under this series of classes the yachts of the Seawanhaka Cor-

inthian fleet as well as those of other clubs which race with them
will be in the same classes and under the same allowance of time
as at present; the only exceptions being in the 40ft. class, Liris,
Tomahawk, Gorilla and Maraquita, and in the 30ft. class Kath-
leen. At least three of these boats could reduce to the limit of
the class, 48ft., without serious detriment if not with advantage,
but tbe other two exceed any limits that can be made without in-

terfering with tbe entire series of classes. Rather than do this
were commend that Ihe final clause of Sec. L, Rule II., be changed
to read as follows, "Any yacht in the 86 and 48ft. class on the roll

of this club on Dec. 1, 1889, which shall exceed the higher limit in
these classes by not over a fraction of a foot shall be included in
that class."
The entire arrangement of classes seems such as will conduce

to good sport and at the same time allow an ample number of sizes

from which those about to build may select.

Looking now at the method of measuring sail and its possible
evasions, there seems little occasion for change in the general
form of measurement, but in the details we recommend the fol-
lowing minor changes:

First—That in order to secure greater accuracy where a long
gaff and a short topmast are to be measured, the topmast shall be
measured from the hounds of lower mast to the lower side of the
topsail halliard block or sheave, and that 30 per cent, of this
length be subtracted from the gaff, tbe remainder being added to
the baseline in place of 25 per cent, of the gaff , as now used.
This method appears to give good results with any proportion of
gaff and topmast, or even with no topmast at all, provided the
throat halliard block be used as the highest point of the perpen-
dicular.
Second—In the measurement of the baseliue we recommend

that the forward point of measurement on the bowsprit be ex-
tended to a distance half way hetween the present poiut of meas-
ureme-.it, the jibstay, and the jibtopsail stay.
Third—In order to check the tendency to excessively long spars

in a direction not otherwise included in the measurement, we
recommend that any excess in. the length of the spinaker boom
over the distance from the forward side of the foremast in schoon-
ers, or of the mainmast in singlestick vessels, to the forward point
of baseline, shall be added to the baseline. The only effect of this
rule will be to shorten the spinaker boom if longer than the desig-
nated distance, as no one would have his measurement increased
for the sake of a little greater area of spinaker. In the case of
new sail plans, the influence of the proviso will be to keep the
mast aft rather than forward, as is desirable.
With the changes proposed above above there seems no necessity

for any change in the present allowance tables, based on a per-
centage of .50 of the theoretic speed; but in order to facilitate the
work of sailing committees we recommend that the extension of
the present scale to intervals of one-tenth of a foot, as already
provided for, be carried out at once, no smaller fraction than one-
tenth being used in the calculation of measurement. By this

means the operation will be greatly simplified for those who are
not well accustomed to the calculation, while even in the case of
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experts the saving in time and the lessened liability to error will
he of material importance.

In closing this report we call attention to the fact that all of
the recommendations contained herein are in exact accordance
with the proposed legislation of the New York Y. 0.. and tend to
that harmony of interests and of action which is so essential be-
tween the larger clubs whose fleets include so manv vessels in
common.
While the changes which we recommend may not be sufficient

to cover all possible contingencies in the future, and to render
unnecessary any further legislation as the progress of Yachting
reveals new facts and teaches fresh lessons; we are entirely* satis-
fied that the direction of the present step is right, and that, the
recommendations, if carried out, will meet an urgent need of
yachtsmen; Will contribute in a marked degree to 1 lie further de-
velopment and prosperity of yacht racing, aud will constitute
another of those many important measures of reform which have
always found their most earnest advocate in the Seawa.uhn.ka
Corinthian Y. C. (Signed) John Hyslop, Chairman.

A. Cart Smith.
W. P. Stephens.

LAKE YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION.
THE annual meeting of the Lake Yacht Racing Association, of

Lake Ontario, was held at, Hamilton on Nov. 9. From the
following detailed report, for which wo are indebted to the
Toronto Globe, it will be seeu that the Lake yachtsmen have dealt
very promptly and decisively with the issues be-lore them. The
change to corrected length as a basis for classification was
carried unanimously after a careful discussion, the new rule to
hold for at least 5 years. Two other very important changes were
made, one in Rule XVII. , making the starts from one gun; and
one prohibiting professional helmsmen in the races of the As-
sociation. The changes made and recommended arc all in the
line of progress, and in accordance with the past work of the
L. Y. R. A.
The meeting was held at the Royal Hotel. Commodore .1. F.

Monck, of the Hamilton T. C, President, of tho Association, oc-
cupied the chair, and Mr. George E. Evans, R. C. Y. C, Secretary
sat, on his left.

Cartwright, — Leary (by proxy), Rochester: Elliott Mott, Allen
Ames, Commodore MeMurrich. Oswego; jEmilus Jarvis, Harry
Lee, Hamilton. C. Chase and T. A. E. World were present, reV
presenting the Queen City Y. C, Toronto, but, their club not be-
ing enrolled in the Association, they were allowed to sit without,
voting powers.
President Monck, in opening the meeting, welcomed the dele-

gates to Hamilton in hearty lerms. Many important questions, he
said, would come before thorn for settlement, and perhaps the
most important would be the report, of the special commit
the reclassification of yachts. If any change was made, he hoped
that it would he made to last for some definite number of years,
so as to govern members in building new boats. The president
then referred to the various propositions that would be discussed.
He felt that small yachts were sonnwhat discriminated against
in the regattas. One member of the Association had told him
that, in his opinion, prizes should he made of equal value in all
classes; that those in the 20ft. class should be the same as those
in the 50ft. class. The view, of course, was an extreme one, but lie
mentioned it to show the feeling upon the matt er.
President, Monck pointed out several instances of discrimina-

tion against, small yachts which he had noticed in Rochester and
Toronto.
Secretary Evans read a telegram from the Bay of Quinte Y .C„

authorizing him to act as a proxy for the club. .Some doubt was
expressed on the question of voting.
Mr. Jar-vis, as chairman of the committee appointed last Mav

at Rochester to consider the question of classification and meas-
urement of yachts, presented the following report:
Since our appointment at the Rochester meeting- of the Lake

Y. R. A. in May last, we have been watching the course of yacht,
racing and yacht building, ho'thon our own lake and among the
Atlantic yacht clubs, and wo are of the opinion that the present
system of classifying by length does not allow sufficient scope, to
the designers, aud that it; develops an arbitrary type or model,
the leading features being

(1) A given length (the utmost limit of the class).
(2) Power which is ohtained from beam, draft and low ballast,

with sail piled on to an abnormal extent.
We believe that this type does not give the owner accommoda-

tion for cruising at all in proportion to the cost, and that, on
account of their enormous power and sails, the .yachts are much
more expensive to race, aud that their life must be necessarily
shortened on account of the great strain they are subjected to.
Therefore we beg to recommend that this association does away

with the present mode of classifying by load wat erline, and sub-
stituting therefor a classification by corrected length, obtained
as at present, viz., by adding to t he length the square root of sail
area and dividing hy 2. Under this system both length and sail
may not be considered constant, as in the present mode, but bot h
are variable, increasing and decreasing in an inverse ratio. Thus,
as length is increased sail is decreased, leaving the designer free
to select his dimensions for any given class. For example. We
will take the various types that would be eligible for our proposed
46ft. corrected length class;

Length. Sail Area.
86ft 3,136ft. 1

38tt 2,016ft.
|

$H i'„T00[t' rE1uals 4fl£t- corrected length

44ft!!"'!"ll"'..'/2,306ft! I

46ft 2,116ft. j

In theory, these six examples would he the same size and would
run on an equal footing, and a choice is given the owner of the
short beam, heavily rigged and canvas-ted type, the moderate beam,
draft and sail, or the narrow, deep sort with small sails.
The above system you will see gets over the sail area question

not hy directly taxing sail to a greater extent, but by taking a
part of the tax on length off, and in this way a change is wrought
without altering our present formula in the slightest, aud not in-
terfering with vested interests, as the attached diagram will
Show. From it you will observe the bulk of our fleet are can-
vased within .2 of each other; and leaving out one hoat (the Ven-
detta) our highest percentage of sail is .16 below the highest of
the Atlantic fleet, viz., Kathleen and Liris.
We have communicated with the various designers on both

sides of the Atlantic, asking for their opinions on the proposed
change, and, out of some seven writteu to, only one, Mr. Burgess,
has expressed himself adverse to the scheme. We are informed
that the committees of the New York and «. C. Y. C. having this
same subject on hand, have both prepared their report favoring a
like change, only using their respective formula?; and we are ad-
vised that the S. C. Y. C. will, in all likelihood, pass the scheme.
Therefore, this committee beg to recommend that the Associa-

tion make the limits of the various classes at the foliowiug pnim at

25ft. corrected length, and under; 30ft. corrected length, and
under; 35ft. corrected length, and under; 40ft. corrected length,
and under; 46ft. corrected length, and under; and, for the present,
all over 46ft.—this last to he sub-divided when the large yachts
are sufficiently numerous to warrant.

A. Ames, Oswego Y. C.
E, N. Wallbbidciu, Rochester Y. C.
N. B. Dick, P,oyal Canadian Y. C.
G. E. Evans, Royal Canadian Y. C.
J. B. Cahruthers, Kingston Y. C.
W. H. Bigg Aft, Bay of Ouinte Y. C.
JE. Jaryis (Chairman), Hamilton Y. C.

N. B.—There are other points this committee would like to
bring hefore the notice of the Council, but. as they do not bear on
the subject for wdiich we were appointed a committee, they are
not embodied in the report just read, so we take this means of
bringing them to your notice. They are:
1st—That 50 per cent, of the allowance due to the rule, as ac-

cepted by naval architects, is given in tho table of time allow-
ance in place of 40 per cent, as used at present.
2d—That in calculating time allowance for parts of afoot in

place of tenths that hundredths be used.
3d—That in measuring sail areas the actual sail be measured,

not an approximate area as our rule provides for.
Accompanying the report was an elaborate diagram, which Mr.

Jarvis explained at some length.
Mr. Robertson, in seconding the report, said it was the duty of

the Association to thank Mr. Jarvis for his carefullv prepared
report. He thought the committee had got over the difficulty of
not putting a direct tax on sail area. The plan proposed would
lead to a more economical class of yachts. If the report had this
effect it would accomplish much good.
Some discussion arose on the effect the change would have upon

certain yachts, notably tho Cygnet. President Monck thought
the question should be discussed tor the general good of the sport,
and not for any particular class.of yacht, In his case, the new

plan would take the Cyprus from the top of one class to the hot-
torn of another, yet he wotdd vo.te for the resolution with both
hands.
There was little said after this candid statement, and report

was unanimously adopted.
The following' amendments to the constitution were then

brought forward by the Toronto delegation:
1. Any club becoming a member of the Association under Arti-

cle III. shall be entitled to representation at, tho annual and other
general meetings, according to its membership, on the following-
scale: Clubs with less than 200 members, two delegates: clubs
with 200 members or more, i hree delegates. For every additional
2C0 members after the first 200, one more delegate. Delegates
may he represented and vote by proxv, duly authorized in writ-
ing.

2. Rule XVII. to be cancelled bv striking out from the word
"after," when it occurs on the fourteenth line of said rule, to the
word "line" on the twenty-third line of same, and by inserting in
place of the words so struck out, "No time shall be allowed in
which to cross the line."

3. That the following rule he inserted: "None hut Corinthian
yachtsmen shall steer a yacht during any race."
Mr. Hick moved and Mr. Robertson seconded their adoption,

and the clauses were taken up separately.
After some discussion of the first clause Mr. Evans stated that if

any one of the delegates objected to the proposition of the R.C.Y.C.
they would be only too willing to withdraw it, and the members
not showing any anxiety to adopt the clause, it was accordingly
withdrawn.
The second clause was then taken up, the Toronto delegat ion

speaking strongly in its favor.
Mr. Jervis said he was glad the matter had been brought for-

ward, it was a pet, hobby of bis. Last year when he brought for-
ward the matter he was badly sat, on. Ho was heartily iii favor
of it.

The clause was agreed to unanimously and the five minutes'
time-allowance became a thing of the past.
The third clause came in for a great amount of discussion.

There was a, very strong feeling expressed that professional sail-
ors Should not be allowed to sail yachts. Pome of the American
delegates did not appear to favor the change. The term 'Corin-
thian" rather bothered the delegates. The definition of a, Corin-
thian seemed to be somewhat, hazy in their minds. As the meet-
ing was in favor of barring out professional sailors, the difficulty
was got, over by making the rule read as follows, which was
agreed to by the delegates: "That no one be allowed to sail a
yacht m any race of the association unless he he a member of a
club in the association." Mr. Evans was the mover and Mr.
Ei'ving seconder of t he amended rule.
The association next took up the application of the Queen City

Y. C. for admittance into the association. The. application file I

with the secretary stated that the club had a membership of
fifty -two and sixteen yachts. After some discussion, during
which Messrs. Chase and World retired, the following resolution,
moved by Mr. Robertson, seconded by Mr. Jarvis, was passed:
"That the application of the Queen City Y. 0. be referred to
Messrs. Mott and Robertson to decide whether the. club has five
yachts, and that, if so. their qualification be passed aud the de-
cision of the executive committee admitting them he acted on."
On the heels of this resolution came the question: What is a

yacht V Mr. Robertson declined to act unless be had definite in-
structions as to what constituted a yacht. The executive, accord-
ingly put their heads together and drew up data for the instruction
of the committee.
Mr. Ames moved, seconded by Mr. Jarvis, That it be recom-

mended that the classification of yachts at present adopted be
kept in force for five years, save as to the classes above 46ft.,
which may he made. The mot ion was agreed to.
Mr. Jarvis gave notice that he would bring the three proposi-

tions attached to the re-classification report, given above, before
next year's meeting for consideration.
The circuit of regattas for next year was decided upon as fol-

lows: Hamilton, Aug. 13; R. C, Toronto, Aug. 15; Queen City,
Toronto, Aug. 16; Kingston, Aug. 20; Oswego. Aug. 23; Rochester,
Aug. 2?. This, it will be seen, reverses the order taken last year.
If Cobourg desires a regatta it can he held at the close of the
circuit series.
The election of officers was next taken up, with the following

result: President, Commodore Boswcll. Roval Canadian, Toronto;
Vice-President, J. B. Carruthers, Kingston; Secretary-Treasurer,
Ceo. E. Evans (re-elected). Executive—JE. Jarvis, Hamilton;
Vice-Commodore Cartwright, Rochester; Allen Ames, Oswego;
W. H. Biggar, Belleville; Y. A. E. World, Queen City, Toronto: —
Rod well, Kingston.
President Monck then departed from the paths of business, and,

after making a neat, eulogistic speecli respecting Secretary
Evans's capabilities, presented him with a costly diamond pin,
on behalf of the Association, for his valuable and untiring
services.
Mr. Evans was much surprised at this mark of approval, hut-

succeeded in uttering a few words of thanks to the members for
their valuable present.
Before closing the business of the meeting, Secretary Evans

stated that at the opening of the year there was a balance to the
credit of the Association of $> (8.82. The present year closed with
a balance of $98.82, which was considered highly satisfactoryj
Hearty vqfes of thanks were accorded to the retiring president

and Mr. Jarvis, and, after these gentlemen had suitably re-
sponded, the meeting, which had been a most harmonious one,
came to an end.
The delogates were banqueted in the evening by the Hamilton

Y. C. at the Royal Hotel.

A JANUARY CRUISE ON THE PACIFIC COAST,
ON Jan. 4 of the present year we left British Columbia, a party

of six, in the sloop Canuck, a keel boat of 25 ft. long, 8ft. beam,
and 4ft. draft, originally built for a smuggler. The, wind was
light and the day so warm that all wore summer clothing. With
a strong tide we made fair headway until the breeze freshened so
that we bowled along merrily, and anchored at Departure Bay in
good season, camping on shore. When we turned out next morn-
ing one of the anchors was missing, though what had befallen it

none could surmise. The wind blew half a gale as we stood across
for San Juan Island, keeping a bright lookout for the dangerous
tide rips that are found off the island. These tide rips make
sailing very exciting, as, if a yacht of our size was caught in one
of them, it, would take her down like a nutshell. The only ones
on deck were the skipper and Robagie, and we had a most glorious
run to within a mile of San Juan, when we squared away for Syd-
ney Island. Findiug no place there to camp we stood on, it still
blowing hard, made Shoal Harbor at 6:30 P. M., making the last
15 miles in an hour and a half, pre! f y fair running for a cruiser.
Spent a very pleasant evening ashore.
On the morning of Jan. 6 sailed over to an island and found a

splendid camp ground; put up our tent and fitted our folding
stove, designed hy the Skipper and Bobagie and which worked
like a charm. It being Sunday, we only did what work was neces-
sary, but had a most recherche dinner, and in the evening several
young men of the settlement came over to attend the "Even Song"
of the Bobagie and ( 'ornetist, and all went home about 11 P. Si.
seemingly highly edified. On the morning of the 7th a grand duck
hunt was organized, all but two went out, accompanied by several
gentlemen living in the vicinity. A heavy fusilade, which the
echoes trebled, led us to suppose that the slaughter would be im-
mense; but judge of the Bobagie's disappointment when they
brought home only three cauvasbacks. The Pilot and Count
Chamad, ignoring the abilities of the cookery department, under-
took to roast a duck d 2d Siwash. After scorching themselves until
the skin peeled off. they triumphantly took out their duck,and after
breaking the baked mud off found, to their intense disgust and
the ill-concealed joy of the Bobagie, that it wasn't warm through;
so that finished them.
On the 8th all started out again, but had no better luck, only

bagging 13 mallards. Being very tired we turned in early, about
midnight, but were awakened by an awful yell by the eornetist,
who swore that there was a bear going for him. The skipper rushed
out, hut could see or hear nothing. On the morning of the fith

got all our things aboard and started at 10 A. M. for home, the
breeze being light but fair, the clouds giving promise of plenty of
wind later on, which it did with a vengeance, and by 12 noon was
Mowing heavily, knocking up quite a sea. The wind continued
to increase till it blew a gale, and the sea was running very heavy,
hut the Canuck behaved splendidly. Being undercanvassed, we
curried all sail, dropping the peak when an extra heavy puff
came. The sea was now running fully ten-foot waves, and we were
all pretty wet, but did not mind that, as it was not cold. Passing
the Trial Island channel we met the tide coming up; it runs
through here at about eight miles an hour, the waves standing
up clear five feet against the wind, got safely through, and bore
away for Victoria Harbor, the wind blowing almost a hurricane.
Not another boat, sail or steamer, dare put out, and as we sailed
on everybody was surprised that we had come safely through, but
the Canuck proved herself a staunch, weatherly, stiff and fairly
fast boat, and we left her with feelings of regret that our pleas-
ant cruise was soon ended. Bobagie.

THE MARITIME EXHIBITION.
f~\N Nov. 4 the finest maritime exhibition ever held in the United
V/ States was successfully opened at Boston. The, large build-
ing known as Mechanics' Hall, covering seven acres of ground, is
completely filled with cxhi bit s representing everything connected
with the sea, from models of the largest war ships and ocean
st earners flown to fishing boats and implements. The chief feature
of the exhibition is the big tank, 500ft. long, iu which float boats
and models of all Kinds. In the main hall is built a model df the
deck and upper works, including all spars and rigging, of the Bur-
gess schooner Quickstep, the work being done by Lawley & Son.
On the deck a band plays during the dav and evening. Yachting
is represented by the little 1.6ft. Composite, lately described in our
columns, which floats in the tank with a cruising cat yawl
designed hy Borden aud built, hy W. K. Pryor & Ho'., as well as
by many excellent models. The Dorchester and South Boston
Yacht Clubs also have each an exhibit of models aud yachting
appliances. The art department contains a number of line, marine
paintings. The exhibition will be open until after the holidays.

NEW YACHTS—The list of new yachts up to date are as fol-
lows: Mr. Burgess is credited with orders for a large schooner, a
smaller schooner similar to Quickstep, a 60ft. keel cutter, a 45ft.
keel cutter, a 40 and a 30, as well as a design of a 30 for Canada.
Mr. Gardner's 30, to be built by Smith, of City Point, will be 42ft.
6in. over all, 29ft. 9in. l.w.h, 10ft. iin. beam, and 6ft. draft. Her
owner, Mr. L. H. Phillips, of Swampscott, has also designed a 30,
and will have the two built bv Smith after Molntyre's compo-ite
method. At Bath, Me., Messrs. Perkins & Blaisdell are building
a (-'OR. steam yacht, and at Essex, Mass., C. O. .Story is building a
60tt. schooner for Mr. W. S. Freeman, of Duxburv. Lawley &
SOfi will build an Sift, steam yacht from a design bv Mr. George
Lawley. At Bay Bulge Mr. Wii.tringham is busy- with two com-
promise boats. Cutter Marguerite, lately purchased in Boston
by Mr. W. L. St. -John, has been out for additional bolts in keel.
Kathleen is hauled up for the winter on Winti inghain's ways.
Lawley has sold the 45ft. centerboard begun for Mr. Owens to Mr.
A. Turner.
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business the report of the committee, appoiuted last April to con-
sider the need of any changes in the measurement rules, was read.
The report, which appears in another columo, was adopted, and
will be printed and sent to each member. It will come up for
final action at a special meeting. Ten members were announced
as elected by the trustees since the last meeting. The prizes pre-
sented by Mrs. Canfield for tho Marblehead races during the
squadron cruise were on exhibition. The schooner prize, won by
Quickstep, is a large and handsome lamp. The large singlestick
prize, won by Clara, is a large circular platter, and the smaller,
won by Minerva, is a smoking set of four pieces. All the prizes
are of solid silver and very elegant in design, being made by the
Whiting Mfg. Co. After the meeting adjourned the new Lelanrt
cup was filled with champagne, and then carefully examined by
ail present.

NEW YORK Y. R. A.—At the recent meeting of the Executive
Committee ot the New York Yacht Racing Association, the Bays-
water Y. C, of Far Rockaway, L. 1., was duly elected to member-
ship in the Association. The application of the club showed a
membership of 100 and a fleet of 25 yachts. Com. Geo. A. Barker,
Vice-Coin. A. H. Mot t and Secretary B. J. Danklefsen were elected
as delegates to the Association. The Association now has 16 clubs
on the roU aud is in a most prosperous condition. It is expected
that many more cluhs wiR joiu it during the winter.

CHART CORRECTIONS, NEW YORK LTARBOR.-The Quick-
step bell buoy in the. Lower Bay has been changed to a uouble
bell. The hell buoy indicating the entrance to Fire Island Inlet
has been changed in color from white and black perpendicular
stripes to red. A new H. S. spar buoy has been placed to mark
the wreck of a sunken coal barge off the west end of Kelsey's Pier,
No. 3, foot of Harrison street, Brooklyn.

A CRUISING STEAM LAUNOH.-Edifor Forest and Stream
I was very much interested in "Wave Crest's" description of his
ingenious outfit for a cruising steam launch. Will "Wave Crest"
add to the obligation, which many readers must feel, by telling us
where his launch was built, what it cost, what kind of engine— oil
or coal burning—and its horse power ?—Cruiser.

INTERNATIONAL MARINE CONFERENCE.—This hody is
now busy with the discussion of a wide range of subjects relating
to safety at sea, and it. is probable that much good will result.
The two important subjects of light and sound signals are receiv-
ing special attention.

LIRIS.—On Nov. 3 at 1:30 P. M. Liris sailed from New York for
Norfolk, making the run in 39 hours under her small cruising rig.
The weather was pleasant and the wind light during the run.
She wiU spend the winter in the Chesapeake.

^"No Notice Taken ol Anonymous Correspondent*.

G. R. J., Hamilton, On t.—Both drawings are correct and suita-
ble for building from, but they are not equal to the latest models,
and could be considerably improved.
M. H. B., Harrisburg, Pa.—How can I load my gun so as to

make her scatter the shot for brush shooting, etc,'? Ans. Separate
your shot into two or three portions with card wads.
C. B. S., Geneva.—Mast lift, deck to houuds. boom 13ft., gaff

6ft., bowsprit 5ft. beyond stem, mast 3in. in diameter, centerboard
2ft. 6In. long. You cannot carry a very long boom on the row-
boat, 12ft. boom, 6ft. gafS and 10ft. hoist will he enough. See
"Canoe and Boat Building."

O. P. H., Win Held, N. Y.—Is it, an uncommon occurrence to find
white squirrels '? We have one, captured a few weeks since,which
is the size of a gray, puro white with pink eyes. Ans. Albino
squirrels, as albino specimens of other specie?, are rare; we have
noticed several occurrences in the past few mouths.
W. L. F., New York.—I have au Irish setter dog who is gun shy.

Will you please inform me if there is any way of curing ft? Ans.
It may be done by gradually accustoming' him to the gun, by-
snap ping the primers of unloaded shells and then using very
light charges, gradually increasing them as he becomes used to
the sound. Or follow the instructions given by Hammond in his
"Training vs. Breaking."

W. E. H., Rochester, N. Y.—I have a valuable Irish terrier
puppy, four months old, and am undecided whether to have his
ears cut or not. Should 1 lose points in a bench show if I wished
to exhibit him at any time after the ears had been cut ? He car-
ries them well now, but 1 have an idea it may improve his appear-
ance if his ears are well trimmed. Ans. The dog will not lose
points if shown with his ears trimmed, but we hope that for the
sake of good taste and as an example to other exhibitors you will
leave the dog's ears as nature made them.
G. H. K.—I own a Great Dane pup 10 months old, a little over 28

inches at shoulder. May I ask you whether or not he may be ex-
pected to grow, and if so, for how long a time, aud now many
inches? His sire is over 33 inches, his dam about 32 inches. Some
people have told me that after 10 months of age. all hope for fur-
ther growth was vain; this would he a great disappointment to
me if true. Ans. Dogs of large, breeds like the Great Danes
should increase in size until they are two years old, under normal
conditions. Unless your puppy is stunted by lack of food or by
some other cause, he will attain a greater size than the present.

C. G., Newcastle, Pa.—In a private pigeon match, where each
party furnishes half the. birds, can one party mutilate the birds
to suit their man, or in other words, trim the tails of the birds in
different styles? The party on the other side furnishing birds in
their natural state and demanded the same from the other side,
which they refused to furnish, so the match did not start in eon-
sequence. Who is right, and who gets the forfeit? Aus. Thehirds
should all be put in a crate together and fed to the trap without
mutilation; any infraction of this gives a valid claim of foul.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trmnbuu.
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use tfiey can
Identify without question ail the American game birds which
tney may kiU. Cloth, 220 pages, price $3.50. For sale by Fokest
Abd Stream.

,

Fob a disordered Liver try Beecham's Pills.—Ado,
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HUMPHREYS"
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals
and Chart Sent Free.

cukes (Fevers, Congestions, Inflammation,
»*»* * §Dlnal Meningitis, Milk Fever.

,
ains ' lameness, Rheumatism.

Si»C.--DiBtem»er, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.—Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
P.P.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.~MiscarriR.ge, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
T.I.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.—Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Witch Hazel Oil and Medicator, $7.00
Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), . .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

andm any quantity on Receipt of Price.
Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders.
FSSICSS, S1.00.

FOB SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
No, 18 VBSEY STREET, NEW YORK.

WINCHESTER
STAR RIVAL

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

>old »t "fc>y "tlxe* Manufacture

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

LOG CABI
How to Build and Furnish Them.

By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

The bcok is thoroughly practical. Every step in the process of construction is ex-
plained. The aulhor is an architect who has himself built log cabins, and very handsome
ones, too, as shown in the plates. The designs are numerous and varied. Plans are given
fcr cabins, large and small, with details of exterior and interior finish; and there are also
some -very useful directions for constructirg temporary shelters—the Indian camp, brush
house and baik camp. The furnishing consists of tables, chairs, bedsteads and other
articles, all made of the material at hand, and all in keepirjg with the style of the house.
The illustrations are numerous and helpful. Price $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB, CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

DOG- TRAINING:
BY

A X. HAMMOND, KERNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM,

For ude At tills office. Price $L00,

UNCLE LISHA S SHOP.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland.

By BOWIiAND E. ROBINSON.
A book that appeals to all who know anything of the old-fashioned New England life.

These are some of the chapters:

ihe School Meeting in District IS. Uncle Lisha's Spring Gun. In Uncle Lisha's Shop. Con-
cerning Owls. Uncle Lisha's Courting. How Zene Burnham Come It on His Father.
A Rainy Day in the Shop. The Turkey Shoot at Hamner's. Sam Lovel's Thanksgiving.
Little Sis. Sam Lovel's Bee-Hunting. In the Shop Again. The Pox Hunt. Noah Chase's
Deer-Hunting. The Hard Experience of Mr. Abijan Jarvis. The Coon Hunt. In the
Sugar Camp. Indians in Danvis. The Boy Out West. Breairing Up. The Departure.
The Wild Bees' Swarm.

They make a handsomely printed volume of 187 pages, bound in cloth. Sent, postpaid, on
receipt of price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway Nbw York.
DAVIES & CO., London, England.

BOATS
CANOES,

AND

WITH SPECIAL CHAPTERS ON MODEL YACHTS
AND SINGLEHANDED SAILING.

by
C. STANSFELD-HICKS.

Author of "Our Boys, and What to Do With Thkm.

NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS
AND

WORKING DRAWINGS OF MODEL YACHTS AND VARIOUS SMALL CRAFT
SUITABLE FOR AMATEURS.

DESIGHNTS

:

Model Yachts.—Defiance, Isolde, Bonny Jean, and 10-tonner with sail plan.
Canoes.—Birch, Mersey Paddling Canoe, L'Hirondelle, Sailing Canoe.
Sailing Boats and Yachts.—Dabehick, Wideawake, Myosotis, Una, Singlehander by C. P

Clayton, Puffin, 3-ton Racer, 3-ton Cruiser, 24ft. Auxiliary (steam and sail) fishing boat.

This volume contains much that is valuable and interesting to American yachtsmen and
canoeists. The design, construction and use of small craft of all kinds is treated of in a simple
and entertaining style, and the instructions are clear and easily understood.

Large crown 8vo., 380 pages and 16 large folding plates.

Price, Postpaid, $3.10.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO,, 318 Broadway, N. Y,
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The Celebrated Smith £ Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

mprovements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrou^kt Steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the

genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH <So WESSON,
sPRinraFiE MASS.

BEECHAM'S PILLSACT LIKE naL».<3rICJ

ON A WEAK STOMACH.
2Scts. &,

OF ALL DRUCCISTS.

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having the patent

2,000 shots out of each 1,000 targets on account
of non-breakage in shipping, trapping and fall-
ing upon ground. The only target made with
the Inttjenbd Edge, producing the surest break-
er when hit, and surest- non-breaker when not
hit. Our traps are sold for the sole purpose of
shooting our targets.

REPELLENE.
An Infallible Preventive of the Attacks ol

Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats
and all other Insects.

Neat, clean and easily applied. No unpleasant
odor, will not stain or injure the skin, easily
washed off. May be carried without danger of
leaking or spilling. In neat, oblong round-cor-
nered box.

Price, 30 Gents, Postpaid.
Sold by Dealers in Sportsmen's Goods.

If your dealer does not keep it, I will send it or
receipt of price.

A. FERGUSON, Proprietor and Manufact'er,
Office, 65 Pulton street, N. Y.

DUCKING !

Gentleman to join me in trip of three weeks to
best shooting ground in U. S. Have complete
outfit; 22 hours by rail to schooner. Cost $175.
My fitth trip; success sure. Address

J07 Willow street, Brooklyn, N. Y,

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

KI3MKTEY BROS.
(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

J. N. DODGE,
276 & 278 Division Street,

Detroit, Mich.

Manufacturer of White Cedar Duck Decoys of
all kinds. Also Swan, Geese, Brant, Coot, Shell
Drake, Plover, full-shaped and flat folding Snipe
Decoys. Duck and Turkey Calls. Decoys made
like any pattern furnished without extra charge.
Bottom prices to thetracle. Illustrated price list.

SK YOUR DEALER

For KELSON'S Cartridge Belt. The only
PKA(!TICAL contrivance tor carrying ammuni-
tion in the field. For Shot Guns, Rifles and Patois,
Nothing like it in the market. Patent lateral action.

SMALL YACHTS
rheir Design and Construction, Exemplified by th>

Ruling Types of Modern Practice. With
Numerous Plates and Illustrations.

—BY—
0. F. KCNHABDT,

Cloth, 870 pages of type and illustrations, and V
olates. Size ef page, l£*xl2J*. Price $7.00.

FOB SAL* BY THB
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WEST INDIA HURRICANES,
And the Great March Blizzard, 1888.

By Everett Haveeh, Marine Meteorologist, U. S. Hydrographic Office, Washington.

ILLUSTRATED BY 23 PLATeS. PRICE ONE DOLLAR,

Beginning with a description of the great Bay of North America, Mr. Hayden first

describes in detail the formation of the ordinary tropical cyclone, and then proceeds to

trace the origin of the great blizzard, following it day by day by means of colored charts,

and bringing into relief every interesting feature of this memorable storm. Valuable as

this record is to the navigator who may be exposed at any time to similar dangers, it is

no less interesting to the casual reader, as the mechanism of these powerful forces of nature

is laid before him. Even the landsman, who looks upon the wind as blowing from one

direction or the other, according to chance, and independent of any control or direction,

cannot fail to be interested in the manner in which the track of a cyclone is marked out

and its probable direction foretold, while to the mariner the same problem has a far more
vital significance. In addition to much that will interest the non-technical reader or the

scientist, the book contains a great deal of clear practical information relating to the

handling of a vessel in a cyclone, the use of oil at sea, and similar important matters.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
ttIS Rroadway. N«w York.

By "SENECA."
A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because

the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him-
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work.
Cloth, 98 pages. Price $1.00.

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. 818 Broadway.
LONDON: Davies & Co., 1 Vmdb. Lane, CornhilL
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MARLIN MODEL 1888

TfiTOXa. will notice the breech block is on the old reliable Sharp principle, and has a solid

backing against the frame. YOU Will notice if yon TRY THE ARM that it works WONDER-
FULLY SMOOTH AND SLICK, that it is finished superior to any other magazine arm, and you Will
notice if you SHOOT IT that the accuracy exceeds all other repeating rifles. Weight 6% lbs. Same
retail list, same dealer's discount as the Winchester. Sizes made: 24, 26, 28in. barrel. Calibers made: .33

.38 and .44, using Winchester cartridges. Ask your dealer to show it.

Send for Catalogue of Marlin and Ballard Rifles.

CHARLES DALY AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS.

Made under DEELEY'S PATENT, the strongest and simplest, equal in every particular to any other

AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS costing DOUBLE the price. No. 150, price $175. No. 250, Diamond Quality,

price $275. Charles Daly Hamroerless, $100 to $225

CHARLES DALY 3-BARREL GUNS HAVE DRIVEN ALL OTHERS OUT OF THE MARKET.

Wholesale Dealers in Sporting Goods of every description, Guns, Rifles, Revolvers,

Ammunition, Fishing Tackle, Hunting and Fishing Sundries, Wright & Ditson's Rackets

and Lawn Tennis Goods, A. J. Reach & Co.'s Base Ball Goods.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 BROADWAY and 84 DUANE ST., NEW YORK.

Catalogues on application.
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' THE BEAR HUNTING OF TO-DAY.

^T^HIS is an age of progress and of ease and luxury.
J- And the bear hunter is keeping up with the pro-

cession, falling not a bit behind. The old fogies who
used to pose as bear hunters, what a laborious and fussy

and clumsy thing they made of it ! First there was the

muzzleloader; and then the bullet pouch, and the powder
horn, and the wadding, and the ramrod and the cap

—

they thought it was a tremendous step ahead when they

discarded the tlint and invented the percussion cap. But
to load up with all these was not the whole of it, nor

a half of it; for when armed and equipped, they must
go out into the woods and hunt for the bear. Terribly

slow that was; and downright hard work, too. Then,

when they had found the bear, and one shot did not do

for him, came the process of reloading; first the powder,

then the wadding, then the bullet, then more wadding;

and all driven home and thumped down with a ramrod.

And after all, the bear might get away, if indeed it might
not set to and do for the hunter himself.

This has changed, tbe bear hunter is up with the times.

For the muzzleloader there is the breechloader, for the

bullet pouch and powder horn and wadding and ramrod,

we have the machine-loaded cartridges, which can be

pumped out faster than Bruin can wink. And as for

hunting for your bear, taking the chances of finding

him, or of being found by him, a New York genius has

changed that.

Bear hunting is to-day an exact science; its pursuit is

unattended by hazard or hardship or possibility of fail,

ure. The metropolitan "Nimrod" has shown how to do

it, He is the pioneer in the art of bear hunting as it is-

hunted. He went up to Union Society, a Catskill Moun-
tain summer boarder resort, where they had a young
pet bear chained up in the yard, doing time in amusing

the guests and serving as a stool-pigeon or decoy for

other boarders with sporting proclivities. This was the

bear the New Yorker had been looking for. He bought
and paid for it on the spot, fifty dollars—a bear on the

chain is worth two in the woods. Then the gallant

sportsman, after schooling his nerves to stand the shock
of the exploding rifle, bravely did the brute to death;

paid the cook to skin the carcass and bore home in tri-

umph the skin as a trophy of his prowess. To-day it

adorns his residence; and he is rapidly coming by fre-

quent repetition to tell to admiring guests his thrilling

"bear yarn" by rote.

This style of bear killing is certainly progressive: it is

in fact decidedly in advance of the spirit of the times;

and the great body of sportsmen, with their old-fashioned

notions and prejudices and sentiment, may be depended
on to write down the New Yorker as a bloodthirsty

noodle. His exploit of shooting a bear on chain is not

likely to be emulated.

THE NATIONAL PARK IN 1889.

^PHE year L :1! te been in many ways an eventful one

for the 1 . si ual Park. In the spring of the year it

was rumored thai i change was to be made in the Super-

intendent, and for a time those especially interested in the

Park felt great anxiety lest some officer might be ordered

to this duty who would prove inefficient or without in-

terest in the National Reservation. Early in the season

Captain Harris, who for three years had so acceptably

filled the difficult position of Superintendent, was ordered

to Fort Custer, and Captain F. A. Boutelle, of the First

Cavalry, was ordered to take his place. Captain Boutelle

is a man of intelligence, of strong will and great energy.

In addition to this he is a keen sportsman and an ardent

lover of nature. He appreciates as well as any one can

the importance of preserving the Park as a whole: its for-

ests, its natural wonders and its game. His share in the

good work being carried on in the Reservation by the U. S.

Fish Commission has already been alluded to. He will

strive with all his might to protect it from enemies with-

out and from enemies within its borders. He is making
an excellent Superintendent.

Mr. Craighill, the new engineer officer in charge of the

roads, has spent a great deal of time in the Park and has

accomplished much good work. He has been cramped
this year, as his predecessors have been, by the picayune

policy of Congress, which refuses to make adequate

appropriations for the care of the Park, just as it refuses

to legislate for it in other ways.

We have recently alluded to the great work in fish-

culture already inaugurated in the Park through the

wise appreciation of Col. Marshall McDonald, IT. S. Fish

Commissioner. Last summer Capt. Boutelle, himself a

veteran angler, seeing the possibilities of these waters for

fishculture, invited Col. McDonald to visit the Park and
look at its streams and lakes with this point in mind.

Col. McDonald came, and his experienced eye at once

took in the situation. He grasped the opportunity.

What he has done and what he intends to do was told in

these columns last week.

The work of the IT. S. Geological Survey in the Park
has been very interessin g. Their investigations have been
carried on mainly in the Absaroka Range of mountains

on the east side of the Park, and they kave explored these

ragged peaks from Cook City south, penetrating the

mountains to the very head of the Stinking Water.

Among the interesting papers published by members of

this survey party are Mr. Hague's paper on the "Geologi-

cal History of the Paik," Mr. Iddings's on the "Obsidian

Cliffs," and three by Mr. Weed on the "Diatom Marshes

and Diatom Beds of the Yellowstone National Park," on

the "Formation of Siliceous Sinter by the Vegetation of

Thermal Springs," and on UA Deadly Gas Spring in the

Yellowstone National Park."

Travel in the National Park this year has been large,

and this travel had its interesting features. "Campers"

were present in larger numbers than ever, and they

brought with them, as usual, their wives and their

babies, their horses and their dogs. Living in the open

air and traveling from place to place, as free as that air,

they made the Park seem more than ever what it is and

ought to be~a pleasuring ground for the whole people.

The regular tourists were not less interesting. It was de-

lightful to see their enjoyment of every tiling and to

observe the pride that.they took in the Park. A member
of the staff of Forest and Stream who sj>ent some time

in the Park talked with . many of them, and found tke

universal sentiment one of wonder and satisfaction that
the United States had within its borders so lovely a re-

gion which belonged equally to every one of our people.
Many of these tourists were aware of the project to en-
large the Park, and all were loudly in favor of it. If

there was any complaint at all it was that the Govern-
ment did not have more soldiers and scouts to police and
protect it, and did not spend more money in building
roads and bridges. Many of these tourists expressed an
ardent desire to get away from the traveled roads and
into out of the way spots in the mountains of which they
had heard.

The Park this year has suffered some misfortunes. A
season of drouth, unparalleled in the annals of Montana
and Wyoming, prepared the forests for fires. Many of

these were started, some perhaps from neglected camp
fires, others no one knows how; but one, a most serious

one, through the carelessness, as it is believed, of the
Syndicate's saw-camp. The men had had a roaring camp
fire, which was supposed to have gone out. It burned
for two days under ground, and during this time the

men were twice wqrned that it was alive. At last one
windy day it burst into flame, spread into the forest

swept down the lake shore, jumped the Yellowstone River
and burned far over toward Sulphur Mountain, destroy-

ing a vast quantity of green timber. Capt. Boutelle's

men worked like heroes fighting fire, and put out a great

many.
The Yellowstone Park Association—the Syndicate, as

it is locally called—has completed its new hotel at the

Falls. It has also put up at the Lake, on a site which,

we believe, has not been even submitted to the Secretary

of the Interior, much less approved by him, a building

which they call one of the wings of the hotel there, but
which contains a hundred rooms. We do not clearly un-
derstand how they could have obtained permission to

erect this before the locality for the hotel had been ap-

proved at Washington.

Another matter in this connection needs looking after.

We have reason to believe that although once put down,
the liquor traffic in the Park is again assuming alarming

proportions. This traffic is carried on at the hotels of the

Association, and liquor is openly sold to mechanics, labor-

ers, freighters, and even to the soldiers. We have heard

of more than one drunken man in the Park during the

past season, and it is reported that the manager of one of

the hotels boasted of the heavy receipts of his bar just

after pay-day. This is a serious matter, and will demand
careful attention by the proper authorities next season.

On the whole, the year has been one of prosperity for

the National Park. We may hope that the next one will

be even better, and that before 1890 has gone Congress

may enlarge the National Park and provide a govern-

ment for it.

SNAP SHOTS.

THERE are large numbers of well-meaning but morbid-

minded individuals, male and female, who by con-

stantly exercising their imagination and feeding on fan-

ciful portraits, have persuaded themselves that the aver-

age sportsman is a Raw-Head and Bloody-Bones, up to

divers sorts of red-handed cruelty, and delighting in the

torture of all animate beings, from a chippy bird to an

elephant. It is useless and purposeless to reason with

such people or to attempt to show them the foolishness

of their prejudices and misconceptions. There are some
things that are just as well not attempted; it is of no use

to descant to a blind man of the beauties of the sunset, to

look for emotion in a deaf and dumb person at a sym-
phony concert, or to expect a sentimental, bigoted and
misinformed person to appreciate what field sports and
woods-life mean to those who find pleasure in them.

If some of the great Atlantic steamships, the ocean

greyhounds, which are competing for the time record

between this country and Europe, were owned in America

and carried the Stars and Stripes, what an interest would
be taken in the competition. We should have in effect

an international yacht race every week in the year; and
there would be abundant occasion for the booming of

eannon and the burning of bonfires to celebrate Ameri-

can victories on the wave.

The time for lawful gale of venisonJn New York State

expired last Friday. .
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A WINTER IN FLORIDA.
IConcluded from Page, 322.')

LEAVING St. Lucie, we proceeded through the sound

down to the charmingLome and hotel of Capt. Rich-

ards, whose attract fcve buildings, high on the bank, and

extensive pineapple and hanana plantation comprise

what is known as Eden. Here we found a pleasant com-

pany and a delightful resting place. The Captain is a

fino conversationalist and a person of large experience,

and very entertaining. His table was supplied with all

that a connoisseur could wish, including his renowned
specialty, turtle soup of rare excellence. The steamers

stop here, and the view obtained on this elevated plateau

between the waters of the sound and those of the fresh

water of St. Lucie River, is quite attractive, while a

ramble through the acres of pineapple plants, banana
fields and orange groves amply repays. The sportsman

or tourist who takes a run through " these waters should

make it a part of his programme to stop over for greater

or less time with mine host Richards at the Garden of

Eden.
Our next halt was at the domain of "Portuguese Joe," a

queer and eccentric character who holds possession of a

rich tract on Hutchinson's Island, a few miles south of

Eden but on the opposite side of the Sound. Here we
found quite a number of bearing cocoanut trees, besides

various tropical plants, etc. , that we had not previouslymet
with. Having a word of recommendation from Captain

Richards—whom Joe almost worships—we were soon in-

gratiated into his confidence, and having smoked the

pipe (or rather cigar) of peace with us, he entertained us

as best he could, producing for that purpose a few bottles

of rare old wine, some that had been buried by him after

saving it from the wreck of a vessel which had pounded
to pieces on the near beach; and after partaking with us

he insisted upon adding some to our stores. His volu-

bility, inbrokenEnglish, was something wonderful. Hav-
ing learned that our naturalist was a doctor of medicine,

he could not refrain from expressing his belief, ''Doctors

no good, doctors d— fool humbug," giving at great length

his many reasons, much to the embarrassment of our
M.D. but affording fun for the Commodore, Captain and
myself. In this vicinity we also met the brothers Gard-
ner, who have started a fine plantation, and who ren-

dered us some service.

Our next adventure was an exploration of the St.

Lucie River, whose fresh waters find head in the Halpa-
tiokee swamp westward from Ft. Pierce, just below St.

Lucie, and eventually form a sluggish river of considera-

ble breadth and depth as it nears a point westward from
Eden, and thence some twenty miles to its outlet. At the
junction of this river with the St. Lucie Sound Cor rather

the Jupiter River, as the arm is called from this point to

Jupiter Inlet) is quite high bluff land, remarkable in con-

trast with the general flatness of the country, and over-

looking the island to the sea. This is one of the most
desirable of all the unoccupied localities that we saw, for

a sightly hotel where sightseers would obtain a view
afforded' by no other hotel site on the east coast, and
would attract winter tourists by its sightliness. As we
steamed up the St. Lucie an occasional shot was had at

ducks and alligators. Night overtook us as we approached
the more narrow portion of the river, and we camped on
board the launch. The mosquitoes came out in full force

and greatly vexed the Doctor and Commodore, but the
Captain and Scribe, having in a moment of prudent fore-

thought provided themselves with patent head nets, were
not molested; and would have obtained a good night's

rest had it not been for the desperate efforts to destroy,

and desperate expressions used to intimidate, that the
Doctor and Commodore tried upon their foes. Water
moccasins could be seen swimming about the saw grass
near which we were anchored, and the bellowing of alli-

gators afforded diversity to the evening's entertainment.
On the advent of morning, breakfast was taken while

steam was being raised; and at an early hour we pushed
our way up the stream, and until the banks would
scarcely permit a passage through wonderfully fine foli-

age and hanging moss effects. In some localities the live

oaks were thickly covered with specimens of the beauti-
ful air plant, many in bloom, and giving them a beautiful
appearance. Our naturalist shot a number of handsome
birds, which he skinned and preserved for mounting.
We saw a number of the Seminole Indians poling their
dugout canoes loaded with small deer, for which they
sought a market at Ft. Pierce and St. Lucie. They
handled their long, narrow, burned-out losrs with much
dexterity. The Scribe remarked that more respect to the
center of gravity was essential thereto than requisite in

the famous Adirondack boats, in which both guide and
sportsman virtually have to part their hair in the middle.
Having ascended as far as was deemed prudent—unless

running very slowly to prevent snagging—we found a
place convenient for turning about and steamed back
until we reached the junction of the Halpatiokee River,
up which we took a short run and then returned to near
its mouth, and stopped at a plantation that presented an
inviting appearance. Here we found two brothers-
names not recalled—graduates from Oberlin, O., keeping
bachelor's hall, and surrounded with evidences of taste
and culture. The Forest and Stream, Century. Har-
per's Magazine and Scientific American were periodicals
regularly received by them. In addition to growing
oranges, pineapples and bananas, one of them was an
expert builder of sailboats, and had orders enough to
occupy all leisure time. We were most cordially received
and Bhared their generous hospitality, and enjoyed to the
fullest extent our sojourn with these worthy gentlemen.
While in these waters we caught a few of the bream and
other fresh-water fish, but they were not as palatable as
those taken from the salt water.
We then pursued our way back to and down the Jupi-

ter, the scenery improving as we drew near to the inlet.
At Jupiter Inlet we found a few houses, principally that
of the keeper of the lighthouse. The only hotel accom-
modations were such as could be obtained on an old boat
anchored at a favorable spot, and kept as a hotel by the
owner of the stage route, extending through the canal
from this place to Lake Worth. "While the staterooms
were rather small and close (for we had to hide from the
mosquitoes), the berths were comfortable, and the table
well supplied with substantial and well cooked food.
After visiting the Lighthouse, from which a fine view was

afforded, we prepared for a day's fishing about the inlet,

and were rewarded with a fine catch of channel bass,

bluefish and caval'i, the largest of the cavalb turning the

scales at 20lbs. We here met the genial Dr. Ken worthy,

of Jacksonville, the "Al Fresco" of the Forest and
Stream, whose facile pen has contributed much to the

enjoyment of the hosts of readers. He had just returned

from a hurried trio to Lake Worth, but could not with-

stand the temptation and opportunity of casting a line

and picking up a string of fish to be cooked in camp style,

on the way back in his sailboat, with the accommodating
Captain Richards at the helm.
The next day was spent in an exploration of the navi-

gable portions of North Creek and the Lagoohoochee
River (the latter, a fresh-water stream, incorrectly noted

on most maps as the Jupiter River). Afterward we had
a grand fishing and hunting expedition up North Creek
to a point where we could look over into the noted Lake
Worth. The waters of this creek are deep and navigable

for a long distance, and with but little dredging at some
of the bars, and a short canal cut through but little over

a quarter of a mile into Lake Worth, would make a com-
plete inside channel route from Lake Worth to Tomoka,
on the Halifax above Daytona. We understood that a
company had this project in contemplation, intending,

also, to place a line of li°ht draft steamers on this route.

If carried out they will reap a reward. At the southern

terminus of our trip up North Creek, we were due east

twenty-five miles from the southern extremity of that

great inland lake Okeechobee.
It was our intent to take the outside run and visit the

enterprising settlement and well known winter resort on
Lake Worth, but the roughness of the sea as well as the

limited time of the Doctor, conspired to prevent. We
then headed our craft for the return trip. At a convenient
bay we anchored and crossed tbe narrow Jupiter Island,

rambled for hours along the seashore and gathered shells

in abundance to enrich our cabinets. We again stopped
at Portuguese Joe's, and stopped over night with Captain
Richards at Eden. The next day we reached St. Lucie
and indulged in some piscatorial sport, as well as securing

some fine specimens of the white and brown pelicans for

our naturalist. The succeeding evening found us at

Sebastian. The next morning the Doctor, with fowling
piece in hand, wandered back westwardly toward the

"big swamp," and ere his return secured some fine birds

for his collection.

Leaving Sebastian we proceeded toward Melbourne, and
at high twelve the Captain found a fine oyster bar, and
doffing his nether garments and pulling off those above,

soon gathered a fine lot of the juicy bivalves, and we then
ran as near as possible to an inviting beach. For a few
moments it seemed that it would be necessary to wade in

order to get to shore, but the Captain discovered a punt
half full of water, and having emptied it pushed it out
to where our launch was anchored, and having loaded in

passengers and provisions drew them ashore in canal boat
style. He felt, or looked somewhat embarrassed, when,
as he was gathering wood in his undress uniform, he was
suddenly surprised by a female coming down the beach,
and beat a hasty retreat into the palmetto brush until she
had xiassed. When our oysters were duly roasted and the
other edibles laid out, we had a dinner fit for the gods
and relished it to the utmost. The Doctor, intent upon
adding to his collection, started out on a hunt, and ere

his return a sudden storm rapidly approached. By the
time that we reached our vessel the wind was blowing
hard and the waves rolling considerably. The fires were
relighted and we were impatiently waiting for the requi-

site steam, when the Scribe made*the appalling discovery
that his wood case containing his favorite 7oz. and lOoz.

split-bamboo rods had, by the motion of the vessel, been
thrown from the top of the canvas deck covering into the
briny deep at some time previous, unknown to the depo-
nent. One was a $25 rod of his own investment, and the
other a gift from a little coterie of angling friends and
highly prized. The lamentations of Job were nought in
comparison. All hands were called to the rescue,and every
foot of visible water was eagerly searched to discover the
"whither are we drifting" rods. As the waves were rolling-

quartering toward the shore,the Captain suggested that the
beach one-half a mile above would be the most likely spot,

and volunteered to take i he punt and go on a searching ex-
pedition. The Scribe offered quite a bonus should he suc-
ceed in finding "that which was lost."" Away went the
Captain, but ere going 40 rods his punt filled and sank
under him, and he was obliged to wade and swim altern-

ately until reaching a sand bar, he descried the rod case
and securing it held it aloft in triumph, and motioned us
to come on with the launch. It was easy enough to

motion, but not so easy to pole that craft without the as-

sistance of the wheel, with the waves and wind quarter-
ing against it. We, however, "worked our passage,"
and after a time the Captain was taken on board, and
having dressed himself, set about getting up steam in

good earnest: and we were soon out in the deeper water
and making fair progress, when a tornado broke over and
nearly capsized u<, and blew out our fires; and we were
drifting before the wind, kept somewhat in position by
rudder and the dexterous use of our poles, while the
Captain in vain tried to relight the lamps, as the force of
the wind put out matches before fairly ignited , and those
that were unused were by this time "too wet to burn, as
the rain poured down in torrents. Here was a state of
things ! We had just determined to run ashore and beach
our vessel, and take our chances on her being pounded to

pieces, wen we discovered the regular steamer coming
en route for Melbourne. We signalled; the pilot ran close

to U3, and our Captain threw the painter, which was
caught and made fast, and we arranged for towage to
Melbourne, where we shortly arrived safe and sound but
decidedly wet.

We remained over night and then ran up to Rockbridge,
where we dismissed our genial Captain, the party decid-
ing to remain at this point for a few days to witnesss the
annual Indian River sail regatta, which was quite an in-

teresting event and drew crowds from up and down the
ooast for fully one hundred miles each way. The honors
were won by boats from the Halifax River. After the
regatta the Scribe bade farewell to his companions the
Doctor and the Commodore, and took passage on the
steamer Clara—a Halifax River boat, bearing a broom
triumphantly at the top of her flagstaff—up through the
Indian and Hillsborough waters to his old stamping
ground at Ponce Park on the Halifax. After indulging
in a few day's sport in this vicinity, he proceeded to
Daytona, Palatka, St. Augustine and Jacksonville, de-

parting thence toward the middle of May for his northern
home, well pleased with his experience of a winter along
the east coast of Florida. E. S. W,

RUNNING THE BRULE.-I1.

IN the Forest aot> Stream of July 19, 1888, was pub-
lished an account of the running of the Brule from

its source near St. Croix Lake, in the State of Wisconsin,
to the North Pacific bridge; this is what is now generally
known as the Upper Brule to distinguish it 1'rom the
Lower, or that part between the bridge and Lake Supe-
rior.

The writer promised himself at that time, that this trip

should be continued at some convenient future day, and
also, that the lovers of forest and stream should have tbe
benefit of his experience. As the first part of this

promise has been redeemed, he hastens to place the other
at the disposal of the editor, thinking there may be some
who remember the experiences of last year on the Upper
Brule kindly enough to wish to share them on the Lower
Brule also.

In one respect the trips of last summer and this were
similar, in the length of river traversed. In either case
I should say about 50 or 60 miles, with this difference,

however, that while the Upper Brule is only about one-
fourth rapids, the Lower Brule is at least three- fourths,

and is in this respect much more savage, in fact, in
several cases the rapids partake of the nature of fails a
dozen feet or so in height, which even the most impru-
dent would hesitate to jump
The Brule—Bois Brule (Burnt Wood) River is hi-tori-

cally, at least, almost as old as Lake Superior itself.

Captain John Du Luth found it the most convenient route
by which to reach the Mississippi from Fond-du lac, via

lake and river St. Croix, about 200 years ago. since which
time it has been ascended and descended to and from
Lake Superior numberless times, more, however, for busi-

ness than for pleasure.
In our time, I think it was in 1844, our W. W. Spalding

took a stock of goods from somewhere in the Mississippi

Valley into Lake Superior, up the St. Croix, and down
this river, and thereby greatly astonished some Indians
and coureurs de bois who had declared the route imprac-
ticable.

Our party was made up of six persons in three boats,

flat-bottomed skiffs made for the purpose: of these Cap-
tain Patterson and the writer were the only ones that
had any experience to speak of in rapids running, hence
the party was divided up in such a way as to make the
most of what little we had. Captain Patterson took
charge of a young Washington patent attorney in his

boat which was to go first, generally speaking, a couple
of grain merchants with lots of "sand" paired off in No.
2, while I was to bring up the rear with the Artist. At
any rate, this was the order in which we left the Northern
Pacific bridge, on as fine a July morning as any one could
well wish.
On the first ten miles of river, or from the bridge to

what is known as the dam, there is comparatively slack

water, that is, there is a very lively current most of the
way, but there are no rapids to speak of, hence we anti-

cipated no difficulty on this part of the route. Had T, for

my part, anticipated more, I should probably have fared

better. As it was, we looked more for fish than for dan-

ger of any kind, for here is where some large trout might
Iiossibly be encountered, so we proceeded to slide down
eisurely, tying up to brush or snag whenever appearances
looked likely. For some reason, however, best known to

the trout themselves, we were not very successful, a few
fish only returning our salutations, and no important
strikes were telephoned. So we gradually quickened our
motions, letting the fish go by, and—the fir3t thing I

knew I was in the water up to my wai«.t. It happened
just as suddenly as it has been Av itten, and I could
hardly account for it until I was there. It was, however,
easily accounted for; our carelessness and not our want
of experience was the cause, for the boat was allowed to

swing with the current under a snag, and the stern in

which I sat went too far under, and—there you are; only
one of two things to do, upset the boat or go in yourself.

That I did the latter was not the result of forethought
but of necessity. I was there before I knew it, and the
only thing that can be said in my favor to compensate in

any way for my quick bungling in fulling in is that I did

not use up much more time in getting out again.

Now, if the reader will pardon me for a digression, I

wish to enlarge a little upon a philosophical train of re-

flection that involuntarily passed through my "thinking
apparatus" as I became again finally seated in the stern

of the boat and felt the coolsome water running in rivu-

lets down into my boots. "This is good," said I—in-

wardly of course—"I have been the first of the party to

take a bath: now if any dependence is to be placed on
human analogy, I shall probably not be the last." Old
soldiers will tell you that bullets never strike the same
spot twice; that one who is hit in the early part of the
action is subject to congratulation, as this mark of dis-

tinction placed upon him by Providence is supposed to

make him bulletproof du ing the re^-t of the day. A
piudent-minded man-of-war's man once, during a naval
engagement, proceeded to put this theory to actual proof

by sticking his head into a hole just made in the ship's

side by a cannon ball. Now, lie evidently thought that

the same spot would not be struck twice, just as I thought
that an upset or a "plump in" would not happen twice to

one party on the same trip, and I am afraid it would be
hard to make the reader understand the actual amount
of soothing consolation there was in this thouaht; for, as

before mentioned, there was at least forty-five miles of

rapids below us, and some of them were very bad.
Somewhere below, in one of the many bewildering laby-

rinths of eddies, whirlpools and boulders, Captain Mc-
Dougall himself, the very patron saint of this stream, had
once with his party come to grief and lost a lot of valu-

able duffle, among the rest an 8-gauge duck cannon of

special English manufacture, belonging to a certain Lord
Petre, one of the party. How oould we, then, all of us
inexperienced as we were, expect to escape the inevitable;

but, thank my lucky stars, I was bit early in action; for

me there was now no greater grief in store than to be
compelled to see some of my companions performing
some sudden and unexpected evolution in this line; and
while there was something sad in contemplating such
contingencies, there was something soothing neverthe-
less in the fact that I would probably— While thus

thinking, a peculiar set of circumstances again shaped
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heuiselves in the immediate future, and as if to set all

human theories at defiance, and to put all rational calcu-

lations of immunity from mishap at a discount, under
very much the same cirumstances as before, I was in the

river again, and this time up to my very neck. Well!

what wan to be done? Stay there? No, a thousand times

no! Even then, although my buoyant theories had been
subjected, as it were, to a very dampening reproof , which
served to dim somewhat the vista of glorious experiences

ahead of me, I still, be it said to my credit, retained pres-

ence of mind sufficient to wisli myself out again; and the

Artist helped me out in a quiet and unobtrusive way
which was quite touching. It was over my head here,

and he had to row me over to the other bank before I

could overcome the action of gravity and stand under my
freshly-soaked and now leaden-weighted habiliments.

My set of theories had been drowned—mercilessly, hope-
lessly drowned—yet there is this to be said about it, that

there is no misfortune but is relieved by some compen-
sating feature. The particular bright spot in this instance

was, that neither of my mishaps had been observed by
either of the other boat's crews. Of course it leaked out,

it could not well do otherwise, through the dampened
state of my attire; but this was gradually, as it were, and
not near so hard to bear as if my dexterity had been ob-

served and the humorous aspect of my gymnastic per-

formance commented on. The kind remarks that were
afterward made, to the effect that I "might as well take

my clothes off while I was about it," "Swim the rest of

the way for safety's sake." "Lay down in the bottom of

the boat," etc., etc., although well meant, no doubt, were
received by me, if not with scorn, at least with compara-
tive lack of appreciation. The historiographer takes

peculiar satisfaction in being able to state that the dam
was reached about noon this day without further acci-

dent. .

Here the fishing was supposed to commence, and as

'our heavy boats would have to be portaged some little

way over the dam, and as it looked like rain, and as I

felt a natural desire to "dry up," it was decided to camp
here for the night, although the day was but half gone.

The promised thunder shower came along, after consult-

ing our convenience sufficiently to enable us to raise

tents for the protection of our traps. The rain was not
very severe, but the thunder served to frighten the trout,

for of these we caught only enough to make a good mess
for supper. But while we ate the trout—some of us with
a ravenous appetite—we were ourselves beiug eaten by
flies, mosquitoes and midgets who had appetites as

ravenous. Of all pests of the woods. I will put up the

odds on ths midgets for downright cruelty to man. The
insect is so insignifiant as to size, as to bo almost invis-

ible, but then there are millions of them to the square

inch, and when one passes through a swarm of them, it

is as if passing through a flame of fire. By dint of much
"dope" and great smudging we succeeded in making a

tolerable night of it.

The next morning the real fun of rapids running began,
for Captain Patterson now promised us a continual series

of them to the lake. Now as my ardor had to some extent

been dampened by the events of the day before, I did

not look forward to this prospect with that degree of

equanimity with which I am in the habit of viewing
possible events in the immediate future: to a certain ex-

tent my star of fortune had paled in splendor; the gurg-

ling of* the Brule waters had an ominous sound; there

arose before me visions of home and friends, such as ai'e

said to float in dreams about old soldiers on the eve of

battle. In fact I had lost confidence in myself through
the day before, but being blessed with a disposition to

accept the inevitable with that philosophical complacency
which has always distinguished me in the face of danger,

and not only saved me at times from the imputation of

extreme timidity, but has .sometimes gained me an ill-

deserved reputation for bravery, I started with the rest

in the morning, with just as bold a front as if I had
never been known to tremble in my boots for anything.
The first three miles of rapids were passed both suc-

cessfully and rapidly, and even a gleam of happiness shot

through my mind as I felt the consciousness of power to

overcome natural difficulties. Then we hung up and
spun around like a top for a while; getting off at length

we clattered down another series, bumping here, scrap-

ing there, and sometimes, in our frantic efforts to pass

some huge boulder, getting broadside on, but kept going
just the same. Then we straddled, that is we stuck

between two boulders, Avhen the only thing to do was to

get out and either pull the boat back against the current

or shove her through by main strength. In this way we
reached the wild and picturesque region of the copper
range, where the old Bayfield road crosses? the stream,

and lunched.
This, so far, had been a glorious day, and on the whole

we had all enjoyed it, and none more than the two grain
merchants. These two happy "growlers" had prej)ared

themselves for a rough sort of a time, with a possible

upset or two, but seemed to fall into the way of the thing
naturally, and were as well mated as a pair of turtle

doves. The veteran Patterson and the "Kid" had had a
tussle or two, and had become acclimated to one another.

'Tis true—this the Captain imparted to me in all confi-

dence—that when he, according to the exigencies of the

case, would sing out to the left or to the right of a boulder,

as his judgment might dictate, the young attorney would
possibly first have to brush from his nose a troublesome
mosquito which peradventure had lit thereon, and then
proceed leisurely to put on his "glasses," by which time
said boulder might be half a mile behind. But after one
experience or two, circumstances, combined with the
Captain's teaching, made him understand that a little

dilatoriness on his part might mean a bath, and so he
was led to accelerate his movements, after which the two
got along famously. The Artist and I would have made
a splendid team if he had only sketched more of the
scenery, and lectured less on "high art." He was abnor-
mally afraid of getting wet. If the truth must be told

he had been led into this excursion under the impression
that it was to be a sort of a picnic—so it was to be sure,

but not the kind of a picnic he anticipated. The fact

was he had been, or was subject to rheumatism, and this

was really a bad trip for one afflicted that way. Fortun-
ately for my peace of mind, I have myself been afflicted

that way, but have never found that a soaking in the open
air, or sleeping on good spruce feathers in tents, even
though wet to the skin, has ever had any injurious effect

on me, so I felt no anxiety on his account, though I admit
it was natural that he should have on his own.

[laving lunched to our satisfaction, and fished a little

with indifferent success, we proceeded again in much
the same order as before, it being generally understood
that the first boat to get over a difficult or dangerous
place should tie up and fish until the others had got
safely over, or through, as the case might be. In this

way wc had passed several 'rapids, and were gaining not
only experience, but confidence, when the unforeseen
again slipped in and made a sad mess of it all. There
was a narrow and ticklish passage between two snags,
made the more so by the congregation of boulders both
above and below; we were approaching it in good shape
to make a successful shoot, when the bow struck on a
boulder, and the Artist, who, against orders, was stand-
ing up in the bow, took one of the most perfect headers
I ever saw. I should probably have stopped to crack a
smile at least, if not a joke, but I had time for neither,

for the boat swung around with the current, and in spite

of my best endeavors with the heavy cedar pole, would
have waltzed me through the shoot into the labyrinth of
rocks below, had not the submerged Artist recovered his

equilibrium and presence of mind in time to grasp the
bow and save me from going over. Now, being greatly
afraid of a fresh attack of rheumatism, my friend, the
Artist, felt as if he must take aU the precautions possible,

aud insisted that he must wring out his clothes at least,

and, sympathizing with his fears, if not fearing for him,
I drew the boat ashore, and left him on the bank to

make shift, as best he could, with all the available change
I had in my pack,' while I went to examine a little tri-

butary stream that just here entered the Brule from the
left bank.
The Captain, with the Kid, came dancing along in time

to see the Artist under bare poles; he realized the situa-

tion at once and shouted, "Give him my spare pants,"
and then his solid form, erect in the stern of his boat,
like a young giant, conscious and glorying in his power,
shot by through the intricate channel of rocks and eddies,
into the pool below. Here we found the rest of the boys
calmly casting for trout when we arrived, but the jokes
at our expense were not numerous, for we had many
miles of rapids yet, and the natural question was, "Who
next?"

Not far from here was the first fall of importance, over
the principal shoot of which we had to lower the boats
by hand, and below this fall there was an unusually
savage array of boulders, with seething waters leaping,
roaring and swishing about them in every conceivable
shape. Now, after our experience, the Artist and I had
boldly conceived the idea of being extremely cautious, so
instead of shoving our boat into the middle of the cur-
rent and taking haphazard chances among the rocks, I
proceeded to take a cut off of my own, and so escape con-
tact with the greatest obstructions. We never made a
sadder mistake, for we were hardly under way when we
hung up so badly that with our severest exertions we
could not budge the boat an inch; in fact we were not
only hung up but saddled and wedged in so completely
iphat I had to get out in the water to try and move her,

but as the Artist was not provided with rubber boots, and
was in deadly fear of being wet, he of course could not
get out, so the boat was still too heavy, and the result

was I had to pull and haul and shove till "daylight" was
nearly out of me: and oh, maddening sight! just as I was
about spent with this severe labor, what should I behold
but that infernal "Board of Trade," happy and uncon-
cerned, leaping from one ridge of foam to another, turn-
ing sharply here or there on the very verge of some inevi-

table catastrophe, and without the least sign of a mishap
reach still water below and calmly proceed to fish.

In my soul I felt a great and mighty wrath, as though
dammed up with a sudden rush of waters, and in my
exceeding anger there lit upon me great bodily strength,

not so much like that of a patient ox, but rather like unto
that of the bellowing bull; and with a mighty heave I

tore the ship and all that therein was from her fastnesses,

and lodged her in the deepest current of the rushing
waters: then I swung myself quickly into the ship and
smote upon the waters with my pole of cedar, and gave a
mighty shout, and even as the current bore me along
into the still waters and deep, my wrath assuaged, and
I became gentle and laughed even as a little child. But
after this it was not I that ever was so careful as to go
outside of the swiftest water.
A few more swirls after this, but none more exciting,

and we went into camp at the foot of a swift run over a
pool that promised good fishing, and where we did hook
a number of "speckled beauties." Herewe calculated we
had accomplished about half the distance to the lake.

The next day opened fair and continued beautiful. We
started early, for this daywe intended to run most, if not
all, the way to the lake, and as we had by this time gath-
ered not only confidence in our ability but experience,

we felt equal to anything, and had, moreover, adopted a
system which we found worked in most cases splendidly.

This was that only the stern man in the boat should stand
up, watch the heaviest cm-rent, and lay down the course
in which he could generally keep and guide the boat
with a retarding scrape or push, as the case might be,

with his pole, and the bowman should always keep his

seat and only shove to the right or left in obedience to

orders. By observing this rule, partly laid down by the
Captain and partly beaten into us by experience, we
found but comparatively little difficulty and much less

labor than might be believed in running safely the rough-
est rapids.

It were impossible to recount all the little incidents of

this day, so interesting in themselves, but crowding so

fast upon one another as to lose then- identity in one
continuous round of glorious excitement and pleasure.

It was one of those days we so often experience in this

climate during the summer months, in which it is a pleas-

ure to live for the sake of mere existence. The foliage

was now in its highest prime, so the scenery, though
wild as the river itself, was always fine, and earth and
air seemed permeated with a breath divine.

Sometimes we would meet an obstacle, such as a great
tree fallen across and obstructing the entire width of the
stream, where it would be necessary for all to w-ait and
render mutual aid till all the boats were over.

Sometimes it would happen that our fleet were close

together, and would be all shooting a rapid in close suc-

cession. This would invariably add interest and excite-

ment to the passage, for there great care must be taken
not to run into one another. The greatest danger here
was that one or the other would hang up, and the next
coming too close, would either run into it or not have

room to pass, and so get into difficulty; but no serious
complication of this kind happened, and after making
several dangerous runs successfully, the Captain in-
formed us that but one more fall, or heavy rapid, re-
mained between us and the lake. This I was told was a
fall of about ten feet with but one possible passage and
that well to the left. The Artist and I were the first to
run it, and were astonished to find how easily it was
done. The "Board of Trade" came next, and would have
taken the wrong side of the river but for our signals;
the Captain then came down the slide as though he was
ashamed it was not ten feet deeper, and then we all took
a drink of—water.
The rest of the trip was simply one great and glorious

toboggan slide of ten miles, more or less. Of course the
course could not be so straight as a toboggan slide, nor
so smooth, for rocks and boulders there were, and swirl-
ing eddies. The course of the heaviest current would
have to be watched and followed from side to side: we
would bump here or there, occasionally hang up on un-
foreseen obstacles, and would get into difficulties, but
they were comparatively trifling, and glorious vistas of
river would occasionally open to our view, on an incline
so even and straight, that they could not but suggest to
our minds, that though the toboggan simile was a happy
one, it resembled, more nearly perhaps, views adown one
of the newly graded avenues in Duluth, from the hillside
down to lake or bay, with this difference, however, that
the still and sombre earth colors of city streets were here
a running mass of living waters, reflecting from a thou-
sand rippling billows the sky, sun and cloud, so that the
river bed seemed, at times a broadway of silver bedded
between steep banks of the deepest green. Indeed the
varied beauties of this part of the route were so grand
and permeating to the deepest sense, that even the grain
merchants, matter of fact and dry as they were naturally,
could not repress a spontaneous exuberance of feeling
now and then, such as "Now this is fine." In fact the
latter part of our trip proved so thoroughly enjoyable in
every respect that it completely obliterated from our
minds any little difficulty or unpleasantness connected
with the first part.

So we passed from the rapids, and slid into slack water,
and camped a couple of miles from the lake, about three
in the afternoon of the thud day, tired and sore from our
exertions, as though we had been pounded in a prize
fight, but on the whole contented with ourselves and
with not one of our individual experiences for sale.

Here ends my narrative of the running of the Brule,
but not quite that of our adventures, for though the tug
Camp, as per appointment, picked us up at the mouth
of the river, we got aboard just in the nick of time, for a
furious northeaster struck us immediately after, and
kicked up such a sea, that had we been yet on shore such
a thing as picking us up would have been entirely out of
the question; as it was it began to look as though we
might wish the tug had not been quite so prompt, for
had the wind continued long, with the violence with
which it commenced, it would have made our veiy safety
a questionable matter. It was easy to be seen too, that
neither captain nor crew liked the looks of it, for the
weather was so changeable that they did not know what
to expect next. The wind quieted down after a little,

however, but it had set a most tremendous sea in motion,
which seemed to increase in volume constantly. This
experience, to those who were free from the nausea
usually attending the uncertain evolutions of a vessel,

made this not the least enjoyable portion of our trip. It

was wTell toward midnight when the lights of Duluth
heaved up above the horizon, and the good tug Camp
slipped into the smooth waters of the harbor. Berlin.

ANNUAL CONGRESS OF THE A. O. U.

HPHE ornithological event of the year was the seventh
_1_ annual congress of the American Ornithologists'

Union, New York city, last week. The place of meeting
was the American Museum of Natural History, accom-
modation in which was through the courtesy of the man-
agement placed at the disposal of the Union. Here on
the morning of Tuesday, Nov. 13, as appointed a year
before, all the noted ornithologists of this country who .

could so arrange it were gathered together in pleasant
conclave.
The president, Dr. J. A. Allen, called the meeting to

order at 11 A. M., and routine business became the first

order of the day.
The secretary, Dr. C. Hart Merriam, read his report,

showing the rapid growth of the Union from its original

membership of twenty odd members in 1883 to a mem-
bership of over 500 at the present time, together with
various similar details, all going to show its great and
growing prosperity.
The treasurer, Mr. Wm. Duteher, followed with his re-

port. It was characteristic of that gentleman in its clear,

concise and businesslike handling, and was extremely
satisfactory as a report, for it showed the Union to be
now no longer struggling for bare life and supported
only by voluntary contributions of the members, but out

of debt and a flourishing self-supporting institution, with
a handsome balance to its credit.

The council reported favorably in various proposed
changes of the by-laws, after which the annual ceremony
of re-electing the officers was carried out with uniform
results, excepting in the case of the secretary, Dr. C.

Hart Merriam, who, though unanimously re-elected,

positively declined to resume the responsibilities of the

office, and subsequently Mr. J. H. Sage wras elected to

reign in his stead.

In the elections to membership over eighty ornitholo-

gists were admitted to the outer court as associate mem-
bers, and Mr. Arthur P. Chadbourne was elected to the
higher honors of full active membership. Mr. Geo. B.

Sennett signified his desire to become a life member, the
final qualification for which is invested after a ceremony
in which the treasurer is the officer chiefly concerned.

The Committee of Avian Anatomy, represented by Dr.
Shufeldt, returned a long and interesting repprt review-
ing the ornithological work of the world during the last

two years. He especially praised the work being done in

Europe by Furbringer and other anatomists, and also

referred to his own forthcoming work on the "Compara-
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tive Anatomy of tlie Raven," that promises to be oi' great

service to students.
Mr. Geo. B. Sennett, representing the Committee on

Bird Protection, made a verbal report. He referred to

the satisfactory results that had been obtained in Penn-
sylvania, where not only excellent laws had been passed

to protect the birds, but where also public interest had
been aroused to such an extent that the Legislature had
made a grant of $19,000 to enable the State Ornitholo-

gist, Dr. B. Harry Warren, to prosecute and publish his

researches on economic ornithology in the fullest manner.
The first paper was by Dr. Edgar A. Mearns, entited

"Observations on the Avifauna of Arizona." The Doctor

has just returned after a stay of some years in this most
inviting field, and his paper was, as might have been ex-

pected, replete with good things, and throughout of

unusual interest. It is satisfactory to know that we may
look forward to the publication of this as well as of other

zoological papers at greater length and in permanent
form as soon as the necessary preparations can be made.
Dr. C. Hart Merriam followed with "Remarks on San
Francisco Mountain and Vicinity (Arizona) from the

Faunal Standpoint." Dr. Merriam has just returned from
a three months' sojourn in this region also. He has made
a special study of its fauna, and many of his conclusions,

as he bluntly announced, are diametrically opposed to

those of the previous speaker. The Doctor's remarks
were illustrated by charts and are understood to be a
prodrome of a work on the subject, the appearance of

which will be awaited with great expectations.

Mr. Frank M. Chapman then came forward with a
paper, "The Winter Destruction of the Bobolink (Doli-

ehonyx oryzivorus) with Remarks on its Routes of Migra-
tion." He showed three routes of migration across the

West Indies to South America, and also that of the three
the least likely one, that in which was an open sea 400
miles across, was the course pursued by the main body.
His second paper, on "The Changes of Plumage in the

Bobolink," was equally original. He showed that the
bobolink moults twice in the year, that its nuptial dress

acquired in early spring at first shows each black feather
with a broad margin of brown, which subsequently is

worn and broken off so as to leave the bird in complete
black plumage. He illustrated this point with numerous
specimens.
Mr. Jonathan Dwight, Jr., read a most interesting not

to say humorous paper on "Birds that have Struck the
Statue of Liberty. Bedloe's Island, New York Harbor."
He enumerated the species killed, and remarked on the
great proportion of Maryland yellowthroats, which con-
stituted fully half of the victims. The paper, though
replete with facts and figures, was often in a very light

vein, and in some parts even descended to the comic. It

was, however, well leceived by all but a reporter present,
whose paper became the object of some of the speaker's
satirical remarks.
Mr. Dutcher read a paper from the pen of Professor R.

W. Whitfield, on "Abundance of the Wild Pigeon in
Central and Eastern New York in 1835." The Professor
had described the great extent of the flock and the ruth-
less degree of the slaughter that prevailed in this region.
The Hon. C. N. Merriam, who was present, also offered
some remarks on the same subject and to the same effect,

and was subsequently invited to put them on paper for
publication in the Avk.

Dr. Merriam referred to the great change of nesting
habits that has been adopted by this bird within the last

half century. Formerly all nesting was done at great
"rookeries," where many thousand built nests without
attempting to conceal them. Now the bird was not
known to nest excepting in isolated pairs, and this change
the speaker believed would save the birds from extinction.
On the third day after the inevitable routine business,

Dr. Geo. B. Grinnell, as chairman of the Audubon Monu-
ment Committee, was called on for a report. He made a
verbal report of progress, asking that the committee be
continued till certain proposed schemes for the prosecu-
tion of the matter should be developed.

Resolutions were then passed of thanks to the Presi-
dent and Board of the American Museum for courteously
placing the rooms at the disposal of the A. O. U. ; to Dr.
Merriam for six years of unflagging service as secretary

;

and to the Linnasan Society of New York, for the hand-
some lunch provided each day by them for the union and
its guests.

A motion to limit the amount to be expended on lunches
in the future was lost. Mr. Ernest E. Thompson pro-
posed that at the next annual meeting all members in-
terested in photography as an adjunct of ornithology and
in all kinds of ulustration be invited to bring specimens
to form an exhibition and assist in ventilating the whole
subject of cheap accurate illustration. Mr. Brewster
proposed to call in the aid of a stereopticon and on motion
of Dr. Mearns the matter was referred to the Council.
The first paper of the day was by Mr. Leverett M.

Loomis, "Observations on some of the Summer Birds of
the Alpine Portions of Pickens County, South Carolina."
He exhibited a number of birds supposed to be exclusively
western which he had taken in Carolina; among them
were willow thrush, russetthrush, GrinnelPs water thrush,
Brewer's blackbird and Leconte's sparrow.
The next two papers were read by Col. N. S. Goss, the

genial representative of Kansas ornithology. In the
first he denied the validity of the frosted variety of the
poor-will (Phalcenoiitilvs nnttalli nitidus), in the second
he mentions the occurrence of Anas maculosa (of Sen-
nett) in Kansas, but disputed its claims to rank as a
species. In his proposed reduction of the former to the
rank of a subspecies it is believed that the Council will
uphold Col. Goss.
Mr. Jonathan Dwight next read on " Some Michigan

Birds Observed near the Straits of Mackinaw During
1888/' a most interesting paper, well read and well writ-
ten, with characteristic outcropping of the humorous.
Though the expedition described was productive of good
results, it failed in one of its main objects, viz., the dis-
covery of the passenger pigeon on its' nesting grounds.
" On the Western Form of the Warbling Viero," was the
title of the next on the list, the author Dr. Mearns.
The meeting then retired to the adjoining room, where

Prof. Ridgway was ready with a vast a array of skins of
shore larks to demonstrate and explain the" remarkable
extent to which subspecies have been recognized in the
group, and in every case he came off with flying colors
and compelled the doubters and scoffers to admit that
after all the recognition of these numerous forms must
be something more than a merely arbitrary hair-splitting.

The rest of the day was spent in discussing shore larks,

and as there were yet many papers ahead, a motion was
put and unanimously carried to prolong the session for a
fourth day.
On the' fourth morning (Nov. 14) Mr. Ridgway in the

chair; Dr. J. A. Allen presented by title a paper on the
Maximilian types in the American Museum. Another on
the extensive variation to which certain South American
flycatchers of the genus Elaenea are subject. The ex-
tremes in the same species being divergent enough to

warrant generic separation but for the fact that the in-

tergradation is so complete.
He then remarked at some length on a recently pub-

lished Waterhouse's "Index Generum Avium." He ex-
pressed his regret that the 13th instead of the 10th edition
of Linne had been selected as the starting point; he also

criticised certain insular- methods and pointed out a
number of errors, omissions and inconsistencies, but he
characterized the work as a whole as one of the highest
value to the student of taxonomy.
"Remarks on Dr. Blancbard's Report to the Congres

Internationale de Zoologie, on a Code of Nomenclature
Presented at the Paris Session. 1889," was the next sub-
ject by the same able speaker. This code he referred to

as even more radical than that adopted by the A. O. U.
The starting point for binominalism in ornithology was
fixed at 1700 instead of 1758, as with Americans. The
law of priority is to be as rigidly enforced as with us, but
the terms are to be euphoniously latinized, and in this

Dr. Allen opined that Americans would yet concur.
Mr. Frank M. Chapman presented a paper on the forms

of Maryland yellowthroat, describing a new form {ignota)

from Florida.
The next paper was by Dr. Allen, on "To what Extent

is it Profitable to Recognize Geographical Variation
among North American Birds." After reviewing the
attitudes of American ornithologists toward taxonomy,
during the last quarter of a century, and describing the
"oscillations" between the two extremes of "lumping"
and "splitting" in matters of geographical variation, he
proceeded to outline the present state of affairs and to

utter words of caution to the advocates of fine subdivision.

He was of the opinion that little was to be gained by
naming forms which were indistinguishable excepting
by an expert with an enormous series of skins at hand.
Much exercise of discretion and common sense, he be-

lieved, would be necessary in such matters to avoid
bringing "our beneficent system of trinomials into con-
tempt."
In the discussion which followed Messrs. Allen, Goss

and Brewster took part. Mr. Brewster expressed his

belief that differences patent to the lay following rather
than those perceptible to the expert only, should be
deemed worthy of recognition.

Dr. Allen then addressed the meeting on the status and
distribution of "The Forms of the Thryothorus ludovici-

anns Group of Wrens," illustrating his remarks with
numerous specimens.
Mr. Frank M. Chapman presented a note on Cyanoeitta

stelleri littoralis, recently described by Maynard, from
Vancouver's Island. Mr. Chapman emphatically rejects

the new race, claiming it to be a merely individual phase.
In this he was supported by Mr. Brewster.
Mr. Chapman's next paper, on "Peculiarities of Color-

ation in the Woodpeckers of the Genus Dryobates from
the Northwest Coast." was presented by title only.
Mr. Sennett exhibited a number of unusually interest-

ing birds, among them a young robin with a hawklike
bill; some motmots with the tail entire, others with the
shaft stripped in the well-known racket-shaped form ; a
sora from Erie, Pa., which, while not a melano, was re-

markably dark in its general color and obscure in its

markings, and a rose-breasted grosbeak with the whole
throat rosy to the bill.

" Notes on Some of the Birds of Orange County, Flor-
ida," by D. Mortimer, was presented by title only. Mr.
Brewster read a note on "The Occurrence of the Little
Brown Crane in Rhode Island," and another on " The
Western Form of the Purple Martin." He stated that
while no expert can distinguish the male of the Eastern
and Western forms, no tyro need confound the females;
he also described the males as booming after the manner
of the nighthawk, a habit never noticed in the Eastern
martin. His record of the Canada jay in Massachusetts
called forth remarks from Messrs. Goss and Thompson.
Mr. Erne9t E. Thompson referred to the habit of erratic

migration of the species, and mentioned the sudden ap-
pearance of a great number of Canada jays which is said
to have occurred at Toronto in 1837, when the species
became as common in the streets as house sparrows now
are; although both before and since it was unknown. Mr.
Brewster, in response, spoke of another great migration
of these birds along the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
Late in the afternoon the meeting adjourned to meet

again at Washington on the third Tuesday of November,
1890.

A TAMED RUFFED GROUSE.
BANGOR, Me., Nov. 12—Editor Forest and Stream:

I witnessed a strange, and to me an almost unpre-
cedented sight this morning, viz. : a perfectly tame, full

grown ruffed grouse. It is a fine large male bird. I at
first, in passing the window on the street, thought it a
skilled specimen of the taxidermist's art. I stopped, went
into the store, and upon inquiring of the proprietor,
learned its history. It was an acquisition of but a few
days' possession. He found it in almost an expiring state
from starvation, in an unoccupied house in the suburbs
of our city. You know of the wild frenzied flight of
these birds in autumn, frequently dashing themselves to

death against houses or windows; several have been thus
killed in our city this season. This one seems to have
dashed through a window of a deserted house, and not
being able to find its way out, was almost in articulo
mortis when picked up. With much difficulty it was
restored. A drop of water was inserted in its mouth,
then a bit of grape pulp, and so little by little nourished,
until the bird now feeds kindly and confidently from the
hand. It is almost omnivorous in its tastes. Takes clover
leaves, raw cabbage, grape, apple, parched corn, or what
is known as "popcorn," corn, birch buds, bread, etc.

Solitary, silent starvation, seems to have annihilated the
wild unconquerable instinct.

The secret to a door seems here to have been opened to

its possible domestication. Its kind-hearted possessor is

already inquiring round among the boys for a partner and

wife for his solitary pet. Some starving imprisoned bird
may yet be found by the farmer boys, beneath the snow
crust after some winter storm, and allow us to carry out
this curious experiment to domesticate a hitherto deemed
incorrigibly untameable bird. E. M. Sttlwell.

PAWNEE HERO STORIES AND FOLK-
TALES*

fJ^HlS book is from a loving hand, and that being so,
JL there is a deeper philosophy in it than any cold
pedant could possibly give. Pedants, pseudo-philosophers,
can fling names at you, long courses of facts which may
ride you round and round in a circle without seeming
ever to make you touch anything. They are not of much
use. Give me the horse that is not fixed on a track like
the wooden animal of the merry-go-round, but one with
life, instinct, scent—that keen scent which scents the
real in the air—his oats, if you please; that animal that
has sense enough to go to his provender; the man who
knows where the real food of humanity is, and who,
when he says "Come here and feed," will give you some-
thing to eat worth your while.
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales" is such a pas-

ture. The real life of the Indian is touched here. Here
you find, not the noble creature to pose as your specimen,
not the ganglion of nerves to furnish a name to the
worldwide nomenclature of science—something to label
and put in a cabinet; but here you find—your brother.
Separated some removes from you, owing to a different
mode of life, different habitat, different luck some time
or other. But he is religious, like you: his first care, like

yours, is to get something to eat—to which end he may
migrate, maraud, fight and get into lasting enmities and
revenge: he gets along well enough with his lodge neigh-
bor; he has, in the main, much grander and more digni-
fied thoughts and conceptions than such as are likely to
fall to a man who, for instance, is always poring over
books of account, or always writing letters, or always
trying to get rich by trading with people—the Indian's
life gives him some advantages that way. He traverses
the prairie—the prairie is boundless; he sees the stars at
night; he is swift, on foot or horseback: he is cold with
the wind, warm with the sun; his eye is on the river bot-

toms, the rolling bluffs, the beautiful horizon: he is hand
in hand with nature. Often he is tense—when he hunts,
when he rides beside the buffalo; he is abandoned, at
times, to his full strength, Ms full energy, his full wits;

so he lives; and, living, he gets that much nearer to God,
nearer than we do who trot over our pavements day after

day, enter our stores, and do and think all things in our
own miniature, unlasting world erected by our own
hand to the exclusion of nature.

In this book of Mr. GrinnelPs we get near to the Indian
as he is (no, let us say, in shame, as he was). We get
near his heart, his soul. Mr. Grinnell has sympathy; not
the mock sentimental thing that makes you drivel-
though a drivel may not necessarily be out of place—but
that broader sympathy that puts him, and you, if you
have it, on a plane with the Indian, because it reduces
you all to your lowest terms, or, rather, one may say,
your highest terms; it reduces you to your simplest terms,
that is, to your highest terms; you on the earth, on the
prairie, wherever you are; Tirawa, God, in heaven, i. e.,,

outside of you: there are the three things, the earth, the
maker of the earth, and you on the earth; therefore, you
can walk with the Indian, as you can, perhaps better

than you can in many cases with the white man. That
is the atmosphere you get from Mr. Grinnell's book. It

is wholesome. You can sniff it in by the handfuls, and
it is just as bracing to you as that exhilarating, actual
air of the Plains is, where the Pawnees ranged and
hunted and fought and felt.

This is not taking up your time with philosophizing; it

is only giving you the quality of the air that sweeps
through the "Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales." You
can not give it by simply telling what words are in the
book, what its Table of Contents is. You cannot give it,

either, by saying merely some other things, which, how-
ever, must be said, For instance, it is a rare thing that
a translator, an interpreter, can so sink his own indi-

viduality and ways of thought as to let a person speak
through him as through a tube. Yet, in half of this book,
which gives narratives by one Pawnee and another in

their own words, the writer of this book, who brings these
tales before us, has absolutely effaced himself. No mat-
ter how hard you try, that is hard to do. Here, the In-
dian speaks to us; we are in his lodge; our elbow is near
Ids; the pipe is before us; we hear him speak. Here
again sympathy is at work.
Perhaps Mr. Grinnell could not have made a fitter or

greater present to the Indians for telling him these tales,

than he has made, by thus just letting these stories stand
as they came to him. For, it is certainly a wonderful
thing, in what an artistic way those stories" are told. Let

any one reading the "Hero Stories," stop and think as he
reads; let him observe how well-rounded those stories

are, and yet how not a superfluous word is used: let him
observe the exquisite proportion of the story, the fine

balance between description and action, between the
treatment of the subjective and the objective, between
the thoughts in the man's mind and the mention of his
motives on the one hand, and on the other hand the
working out of those motives in the action—or rather,

the action as being accounted for by those motives. Any
one who has attempted to write a story will be well
aware of this besetting difficulty, this art of putting the
mind of man and his action both properly before you, so
as to represent humanity as it is and make it all seem real.

It would be hard to find more artistic stories than these
natural ones of the Pawnees are.

Mr, Grinnell mentions their great gesticulatory vocab-
ulary, their acting. It all leads one to think, to wonder,
whether there has not been a greater mind in the Indian
than most of us have given him credit for. Because he
has what we call savage ways, that is to say, natural
ways, we have despised him. He has seemed simple.
Because he can not do calculus, we think him mindless.
But what is the mark, really, of greatness of mind? a
knowledge of calculus, being used to mathematics? or
that simplicity that bares the human breast to final

* Pawnee Ilero Stories and Folk-Tales. With Notes on the
Origin, Customs and Character of the Pawuee People. Bv George
Bird Grinnell. Clotb. 417 pages. Illustrated. Price, $2.00. New
York: Forest and Stream Publishing Company, No. 318 Broad-
way.
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things, to time, to apace, sky and earth, to the last of

human motives—the last in the crucible when all others
are evaporated—the desire of life and companionship?
The author is just, and a very good advocate, too, to put
the Indian thus in the box and let him tell his own story
for hiniself. We listen intently, almost reverently, to

this strange voice, to this mind that seems great; we
think of the speaker after he has stepped down and gone.
There are other points in the book that cannot be ad-

verted to here—the more detailed matters of composing
and executing it—the thrilling, engrossing character of

the hunting and warpath stories when the author tells

them himself; his simple, excellent English that puts
you side by side with the man he is telling- you about: his

modesty, too, in declining some of the honor that would
naturally come to him and shifting it off on to the shoul-
ders of Mr. J. B. Dunbar, who seems to be a brother spirit

with the author; and, last of all, the affection seen in

every spot where he speaks of Major Frank North, and
his brother, Captain Luther H. North, the famous scouts,
and seen, perhaps most touch in gly, where he dedicates
this book, not to Major Frank North, Pa'-ni Le shar, but
to His Memory.
Mr. Grinnell is not an enthusiast, nor a sentimentalist,

over the Indians. There are bad Indians, he says, as
well as good. From his nearly twenty years' acquaint-
ance with the Pawnees, hunting with them and living
with them, having their esteem, he has been enabled to

get a good knowledge of them. Lo! he has found them
human; he tells us so, and tells it fascinatingly. It is

hard to say whether the book will be found more valua-
ble for its entertainment or its truth; it is very unusual
to find one and the same document embodying so much
of both; and, most of aM, so deep a philosophy and love.

John Elliott Curran.

"Captive Giraffes."—The types say that no female
giraffes were added to the collection in the London Zoo
from '38 to '67. They should read two females were pur-
chased. The original four consisted of three males and
one female, and it would have been hard lines for the
single one to have produced seventeen youngsters; par-
ticularly as the period of gestation is sixteen months.

—

F. J. T.

'unit mid $ut*r

TRAPPERS OF THE RAPPAHANNOCK.
A COLD, sweeping, searching east wind lifted the

tide of the Rappahannock higher and higher against
its banks, which rise from the form of marsh and shallow
sandbar to that of the precipitous cliff. Great masses of
light but incessant rain pursue each other across the
fields, and penetrate the skin of the dejected cattle,

until they shiver disconsolately in the fence corners. It

is the first approach of winter, and the contrast with the
lovely October weather of yesterday is sharp and strik-

ing. Recent frosts have killed the densely matted crab
grass which covers the cornfields, and in fertile bottoms
the ragged forms of the lifeless prince's feathers bow and
toss their mangled plumes, like war-stained veterans at
the close of a long campaign. All the color has been ob-
literated for some weeks, and now the bright crimson
of their heads and stems is changed to the dull and lifeless

hue of dingy brown. Beneath their shelter the little

brown-coated sparrow and ortolan, sleek and fat with
the prosperity of the fall seed harvest, rustle among the
mats of crab grass and scarcely rise in their low, brief
flittings, even at the approach of the passer-by. High in
the air long bands of wild geese hold their carefully
selected course among the clouds, and prepare for then-
descent upon the rushing waves of the river, which the
winds have capped with crests of foam.
Just on the bank of the river rises a peculiar structure.

It is the home of the trapper for the furring season.
Built like a wigwam in shape, it is formed by poles
placed on the ground in a circle, and converging to a
point at the top, which is left open to permit the passage
of the smoke arising from the fire, when lighted in the
center of the floor. The hut is covered first with rude
and coarse grass, and then coated over with earth and
mud to exclude the wintry winds, which are very pene-
trating on the bleak marshes. Between the fire in the
middle of the floor and the shelving sides of the hut are
placed the rude articles of furniture, usually consisting
of a wooden chest, in which can be locked the ver-y

limited supply of cooking utensils when the householders
are engaged with the traps, and the large sacks, which,
when filled with straw, serve for beds.
Rarely does the number of trappers exceed three, and

sometimes only one pursues this laborious occupation
alone. If the marshes, which are rented for the trapping
season, from November until April or May, are very
large, the trappers use hundreds of steel traps, varying in
size from the small muskrat single-spring trap to the
heavy otter trap. These traps are placed in the "leads,"
which are water pathways intersecting each other, and
extending over the whole surface of the marsh at inter-
vals. Some of the larger animals are trapped by a group
of traps, so placed as to catch more than one of the
animal's feet. These traps require very close attention,
as they must be frequently moved to new situations, and
many of the trapper's victims make their escape by gnaw-
ing off their own feet if left more than twelve hours in
the traps. The method of killing the animals is by a
blow upon the head with a short club, which the trapper
takes in his hand. The muskrat is the commonest ani-
mal found by the trappers, and his skin sometimes sells

for 30 cents, but usually 12 to 15 cents is the amount of
its value.
The mink furnishes fur in two colors, red and black,

and these skins are worth about 40 cents. The raccoon
has very handsome gray fur, and its ringed tail is a
special ornament, as it is always left attached to the skin.

* Its value is about 75 cents. Frequently the red and gray
foxes are trapped upon the marshes: but by far the rarest
and most beautiful of the fur-bearing animals is the sleek
and silky-coated otter. Its skin is worth from §6 to §10,
and the capture of this powerful animal often requires
more than one large trap. It is an interesting spectacle
to see a family of otters inlaying on the ice when the
river is frozen over. They are expert fishers and capture
their prey through openings in the ice. Otter hunting
with dogs, which is so much enjoyed in Europe, is never
practiced upon the Rappahannock, and the trapper is the

only human enemy which this wary denizen of the marsh
has to fear. Upon the light soils bordering the river the
persimmon abounds, and both the raccoon and the opos-
sum are very fond of its fruit. One hunter, in a single
month of autumn, captured over fifty opossums and quite
a number of raccoons by following these animals to their
nocturnal feeding grounds.
Through the marshes ruu many creeks and estuaries of

the river, and as these, are usually very circuitous in their

courses, and bordered by a dense growth of tall grasses,

they afford most excellent opportunities for the duck
hunter. The elbows and bends of the creeks are rather
wider than the very narrow courses of the streams, and
it is in these wider spots that the ducks come to feed.

Seated in a small skiff, the hunter silently propels his

tiny craft through the shallow water; where a sudden
bend in the creek reveals his presence to the ducks, when
too late for them to escape his gun. But so excessively
shy and vigilant are the birds, that it is necessary to

select a peculiar state of the atmosphere and a particular

direction of the wind to secure the successful approach
of the hunter. Late in the winter flocks of swans appear
on the Rappahannock. Their flight is often during the
night, and the elevation of their course is almost beyond
the range of vision. They are recognized by their pecu-
liar note, which descends from the moon-lit clouds with
a weird and almost supernatural effect. They alight on
the waters of the river, but too far off to be reached by
an ordinary shotgun. It is a very interesting sport to

shoot these birds with some of the improved rifles of

long range, as it is a most difficult and rare achievement.
Hawks" in great variety abound on these riverlands,

and a trapper once found a wild duck caught in one of

his muskrat steel traps, and a hawk in another, just a
few feet distant from the duck. Evidently the hawk
had attacked the duck and been caught in a trap himself,
although neither trap had been set with any view to

catching either duck or hawk. The wild geese are some-
times caught in the steel traps, which are placed in the
wheat fields, where they feed upon the young wheat, but
it is believed that they rarely ever revisit the field where
this result has been accomplished. During the winter
vast armies of blackbirds move over miles of the river

country, and sometimes they literally darken the sky as

they pass over, startling the air with the rushing sound
of their countless wings. Frequently the bluewhig hawks
hang upon the flanks of these sable hosts and cause great
devastation in their ranks. P. S. Hunter.

THE GUN TESTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your contributor "Nick" has thrown a flood of light

on the gun tests. From his figures I draw some conclu-
sions as to gauge. The 10-bores beat the 12s every way;
for instance, at 40yds. the average for the fifteen 12-gauge
pattern is 52.5; at the same distance the 10-bores average
54.6. At 60yds. the average for the 12 is 22.2, the 10-bore
scores 26.0. In penetration the 10 is still ahead at all dis-

tances, and both barrels. At 40yds, the 12-bores, right
barrel, for 14 guns, average 14 sheets, left barrels average
11. At 60vds. the right barrel 12s average 7, the left

6. Now, the 10-bores at 40yds., right 21, left 23: at

60, right 13, left 14. This is the average for 14 guns,
leaving the Winchesters out. Like "Mck," I am sur-

prised that the firms mentioned are not represented.
These tests are very valuable to all classes of shooters,

and tell a true tale of what guns will do when fairly

tested. They prove the superiority of the 10 over the 12,

and I think the good work should go on until the whole
line of guns are tested , and then comes the loading in

endless variety, I am anxious to see the Ithaca put
through the test. D.
Irontoh, Ohio, Nov. 5.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent "Nick" has placed under obliga-

tions those who are interested in the reports of your trials

of guns at target. His table of patterns, percentages and
other details brings the otherwise somewhat-hard-to-grasp
mass of statistics into manageable form and compass.
Referring to his comments accompanying the compiled

table, I am unable to draw the same conclusions. His
first is that "it pays to put plenty of charge in a gun."
If he means powder, the proposition is not sustained by
the performance of the first gun on the list, the Reming-
ton 16-gauge, which, with only 2idrs. and loz. shot (ac-

cording to the generally accepted theories one would say,

too much shot for the powder charge), gives a penetration
equal to any on the record and pattern among the best.

Compare Remington 16-gauge, 24drs., loz. , pattern 60 per
cent., penetration 22 and 16, with Parker 12-gauge, 3|drs.,

l|oz.
,
pattern 67 per cent., penetration 14 and 16. The

same Parker 12-gauge in the first trial, with powder and
shot in the proportion of 1 to 51, gives better penetration
than the above, where the powder charge is greater
relatively—viz., 1 to 5^.

As to whether it pays to buy a cheap gun depends on
what is meant by cheap. The f80 Parker is a cheap gun
compared with the $350 Greener, and its target compares
favorably with that of the latter. There are now some
very well built guns in the market at $25 and thereabout,
which shoot well in the field, and it would not be sur-
prising if some of them would show well at the target
in competition with the most costly guns.
"Nick" says in regard to hard hitting, "It is hard to see

what advantage a heavy 10-gauge gun has over a 12 or
even a 16," and the targets show that it has none. In
pattern the larger gauges should, and do, show an advan-
tage, because the charge is larger, and the guns shooting
equally well, the larger gauge gets more on the target.

I think these points are about the only ones on which
the targets throw" any light, viz., the advantages, if any,
of large over small gauges, and the best relative propor-
tions of powder and shot, and if my deductions are cor-

rect the answer to the first is, there is none in penetration
and some in pattern. The second question I think the
most important of all, and the showing in the trials is so

contrary (as to penetration) to the generally received
opinion"that I think it should not be accepted as conclu-
sive until confirmed by further experiment.
Now let us assume the purpose of the trials to be to

ascertain first the best weight, length and proportions for

guns of each gauge. Suppose we take a 12 like the
Parker, already used as representing an excellent weapon
of that size. Try it against others of greater and less

weight and the same quality. Do the same with the
other gauges, using of course the same charges for all of

similar calibers. Take the gun that gives the best results,

and with it try carefully various combinations of powder,
wads, shot and modes of securing the charge, including
the use of the brass star wad, which ought to be very
good, although it has not been much used so far as I

know.
This matter of fastening the shot wad is another very

important one and worthy of patient experiment. In
these days of machine made guns, it is fair to suppose
that the load that does the best work in one good gun
will do well in all; and as ammunition will be bought
fixed hereafter, it is of the utmost consequence that the
loading be as nearly perfect as possible. It is claimed
that the combinations adopted by the various ammuni-
tion makers are correct and approved by experts, and
perhaps they are all right; but a series of experiments
under your system would be very satisfactory in cor-

roborating this or otherwise. The same operation would,
of course, be needed for each gauge and for each size of

shot.

To recapitulate, ascertain the best weight, length, etc.,

for each gauge of gun; the best proportion of powder to
shot with each size of shot; the mode of wadding on
powder and the best way of securing wad over shot.

This would give definite aim and purpose to the trials

and the result would shed light on the most important
questions involved in the use of the gun. Instead of this

we have so far a miscellaneous collection of statistics

showing how M)-. Brown's 10-gauge performs with one
load, Mr. Jones's 12 with a second and Mr. Robinson's 16

with a third, all interesting but hardly furnishing data
from which to draw conclusions of practical use to Smith
when he wants to buy a gun or load or order cartridges.

Pardon my presumption in offering these suggestions.

AIMING AHEAD.
Editor Forest and Stream:
When a flying object is to be hit, a baseball club and

a gun arc one and the same thing. And it no more be-

comes a good marksman to take sight along his gun
before shooting at a bird than it would a ball player to

take sight along his bat before striking at a curving in-

comer of a ball.

The article by "W." in your last week's issue, on the
subject of aiming ahead, is very instructive from a mathe-
matical standpoint, and very interesting to those of us
who profess to be wing-shots: but are you aware, Mr,
Editor, that hundreds of anxious embryo wing-shots are

poring over that article and thhiking how nicely they
will apply the principles when next they go into the

field? My advice to any one who really wants to shoot
birds upon the wing, is to defer the mathematics of the

thing until after the a,rt has been acquired. He who
would become a wing-shot must look at the bird and not

at the gun, just as he looks at the ball instead of looking

at the bat; and then in the field he will soon learn to bat

the birds with the shot. If you ask him how far ahead
he aimed when a fine cross shot was made he will be
unable to tell you. The estimation and relative placing

of all of the factors in the problem, i. e., the distance, the

speed of the bird, the speed of the shot, the angles and
curves of flight, will all be done intuitively. There
are a certain number of men who learn to shoot accur-

ately by taking sight along the gun, but if one of these

men is placed in a thicket where ruffed grouse are abund-
ant, the grouse will all come out, and so will the gunner,
and all will be in good condition after they are out. That
at least is the rule, as far as my observation goes. Brush
shooting includes a factor that cannot be managed by
the accurate "sighter," and that is the point of suppress-

ing the image of the trees on the retina of the eye, when
grouse is dashing through the branches. It is only the

man who looks at the bird and not at the gun who can
kill ruffed grouse well in thick brush, and the comical
accident of firing the whole charge of shot into the trunk
of a large tree while watching the bird and suppressing

the images of all other surrounding objects often occurs

to him. That reminds me that the gunner often has a
practical demonstration of the fact that it takes an ap-

preciable amount of time to think. When a bird is fly-

ing away from A. and B., the bird is killed stone dead by
A. B. knows that the bird is dead, but he was so nearly

ready to shoot that his brain does not have time to send
word to the muscles to stop, and so they continue action

and B. shoots at the bird which he knows to be already

dead.
In conclusion let me again warn beginners against

aiming ahead according to the mathematical lesson given

by "W." in the last number of Forest and Stream. If

they do not learn to use the gun as they do the baseball

bat, their ambition to become wing-shots in the brush
will lead to disappointment.

I do not remember ever to have put my head anywhere
near the gun when wing-shooting, but I have frequently

killed more than half a dozen ruffed grouse in succession

in thick brush. Perhaps I have as frequently missed half

a dozen in succession, but that isn't such a pleasant thing

to remember, and I'll be blessed if I'm going to try to

think of anything of that sort. Robt. T. MORRIS.
New York. ____
The Question of Bores.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Being a reader and admirer of the Forest and Stream, I

take the liberty to ask a question of your readers, which,
if answered, will settle a question which I have been try-

ing to solve by experiments and observation for some
years. Which do you consider the best "all-around" gun,

a 10 or 12-gauge of equal grade? What I mean by "all-

around" gun, is one for general shooting, such as grouse,

quail, woodcock, wild duck, etc. I have owned several

of each, and never have been able to note the difference.

Of course, by using a 12-gauge we can use a lighter gun.

A reply will be thankfully received.—W. S. K.

Virginia "Partridges" and "Quail."—A gentleman
who returned Oct. 16 from Virginia, reports that quail

are very abundant in the hills around Charlottesville, the

county seat of Albemarle county. In that locality he
says young quail are called "partridges" and old ones are

always quail. Probably the old "quad" may really be
ruffed grouse.

The Connecticut Snaeers.—Fredrick Chase, a Hous-
atonic station agent, at Kent (Litchfield county), was
arrested last week charged with selling ten ruffed grouse

that had been snared. Chase will have his trial Nov. 25

before Justice of the Peace Perry Hefcut of Kent,—G.
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THE CHESTER FOX HUNT.
rpHE second annual hunt of the Western Massachusetts

X Fox Club was held at Chester, among the Berkshire

Hills, Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 18 and 14. The
events of the two days are thus reported by a special cor-

respondent of the Springfield Republican:
About 75 hunters had assembled at the Chester House

with 20 dogs at 5:80 Wednesday morning, and at 6 they

started in four squads for the hills, James D. Smith, for-

merly of Chester, but now of Athol, acting as captain of

the squad that went to Abbott Mountain, George Bora-

back of the squad to Gobble Mountain, Charles C. Clark,

Cemetery Hill and E. A. Perkins to the Spelrnan farm.

These squads again divided when they arrived at the

hunting grounds, and wero stationed by the captain so as

to cover as many foxes as possible. About 6:30 the voices

of the hounds rang out clear on the Eager lot near Mt.

Gobble, and in a short time it was plain to be seen that a
fox had been started from his hiding place and was en-

circling Gobble Mountain. Many hunters who had
stayed in the village, not intending to join the hunt in

the morning, then took their guns and started for the
mountain. The fox passed around the west side of Gob-
ble and over Eock Ridge before any of the hunters got
there, and took down the Austin Brook run , where Dr.

Burton of Pittsfield and Charles Clark were sta tioned . Dr.
Burton fired both barrels at him, badly wounding the
animal, which turned and ran toward Clark, who laid

him out. So the honor of killing the first fox goes to Dr.
Burton and Charles Clark. The squad that went to

Cemetery Hill was not much behind, and succeeded in

starting a fox on Cemetery Hill which passed over Capt.
Parker's Hill and back across the Parson's run, where
he was brought down by R. E. Brace of Lee. The squad
that went to the Spelrnan farm succeeded in starting a
fox which led them off the route near Becket Center,
when L. Bill of Worcester was the lucky man to bring
him down.

Smith's squad that went to Abbott Mountain had poor
luck to begin with. They succeeded in starting three
foxes soon after arriving there, but the animals kept the
mountain, one going to North Chester and the other two
to Middlefield , where, they stayed the rest of the day,
The one that went to North Chester started back in about
four hours, and when he came around the point of Ab-
bott Mountain, Alfred Wright, of Chesterfield, succeeded
in bringing him down. By 10 o'clock it was raining so
hard that most of the hunters returned.
The first of the invited guests to arrive was Benjamin

Coit, of Holyoke, who was on hand Tuesday. Mr. Coit
is the veteran fox hunter of Huntington Hill, and in his
younger days was well acquainted with the Chester
ground. He is 86 years old and is obliged to use crutches
on account of lameness, yet the temptation was so great
he says he was bound to go and hear the horn blow if

nothing else. The Springfield party were together largely
through the forenoon. The fog was so dense as early as
7 o'clock that the foxes had an easy time of it. About
11 o'clock the rain began to fall, driving in by 1 o'clock
all but the bravest. Capt. Smith's party had three lively
dogs. They were Major, owned by Capt. Smith, W. A.
Gibson's Mike and John R. Thayer's Fleet. They went
north to Abbott's Hill, Major striking the first scent.
Although Major's fox was finally brought down, it is sad
to relate that no Springfield man could claim his pelt.

However, one of the party is said to have lost the chance
of a life-time, and that man's name, they say, is Wood-
ward. Having climbed one of Chester's loftiest peaks,
the pause for breath lent to his ears the sound of dogs
pursuing a fox near by. He took his position in an im-
pregnable corner of a stone wall and called to his com-
panion to retire to the next corner, saying that he would
show him how to shoot a fox. The friend retired and
waited. Half an hour passed quietly and not unpleas-
antly. Suddenly the companion saw the fox, his great,
warm tail on a line with his sharp nose, coming straight
for Woodward. Each moment he expected to hear the
crack of Woodward's gun and see—a dead fox. But the
animal unscathed passed the hunter in the corner. In-
vestigation showed Brother Woodward to be fast asleep.
And so he cannot be classed with the immortal four who
brought in then' trophies. If the rain continue to-mor-
row the run will be indefinitely postponed, and the indi-
cations are so unpleasant that hardly seventy-five will
stay over to-night.

The social event of the meet was the dinner at the rink
this evening. That structure was turned into a hustling
lodge as well as a headquarters for all the guests. The
walls were covered with branches of cedar and pine boughs
and adorned with oriental lanterns and national colors.
In the rink were four tables 100 feet long and accommo-
dating about 250 men, many coming from Westfield and
other towns on the 7 P. M. train. The old board of officers,
including the executive committee, was unanimously re-
elected, a vote of thanks was tendered the management,
and then began the after-dinner speaking. The orators
were E. H. Lathrop of your city, Messrs. Knowles, Thayer
and Kinney of Worcester, Charles E. Hibbard of Pitts-
field and Ledyard Bill of Worcester. Mr Kenney invited
all to attend the hunt atWorcester, Wednesday, under the
auspices of the Worcester Fur Company. A characteristic
letter was read from that well-known hunter and trapper,
George M. Stearns of Chicopee. Three cheers were given
and then "good night.''

About seventy-five out-of-town hunters left Chester for
home on the midnight trains Wednesday evening, as the
weather was so threatening it did not warrant them in
staying over to renew the hunt yesterday. The morn-
ing's trains took away about forty more, leaving some
thirty or forty to try their luck at reynard again. Three
squads started out in the morning, one going to Abbott
Mountain, one to Chapman's Four Corners and one to
Stebbins' Hill. The squad that went to Abbott Mountain
started a fox in the swamp on the north side of the
mountain, Foster Beach's dog Billie, Henry Carter's doc-
Sam and Willis Hunt's dog Cuff striking reynard's track
about the same time. They drove him through the swamp
into Johnson's sugar orchard, where Foster Beach, of
Worthington, fired both barrels at him, but did not suc-
ceed in stopping him. He turned to the left and passed
north around Johnson Hill and back, when Beach fired
two more barrels at him, rurning him to the right in the
direction of Abbott Mountain. Beach then started for the
Ingell Run, and found Alfred Wright, of Chesterfield
and Henry Carter, Willis Hunt and Orain Beach, of
Chester, there before him. Reynard soon came in sight,

and all the hunters except one got one or more shots at
him, but could not bring him down. Mr. Beach, who is

one of Chester's veteran fox hunters, did not get a shot,

but he started for the Strong lot, thinking the fox might
cross there. He had barely got there when reynard
mounted the wall in front of him. Beach quickly gave
him a charge in the face, which brought him down. The
other two squads did not have any luck. The Stebbins'
Hill squad started a fox, and Homer Smith fired one shot,

which hit, but did not cripple him. He then disappeared.
The squad that went to Chapman's Four Corners started
several foxes, but everything was so wet that the dogs
could not follow their track, and the hunters finally gave
it up and returned to Chester, taking the noon train for
home. About twenty-five remained for the evening-
train. This ended the second annual fox hunt of the
Western Massachusetts Fox Club, which , on account of the
weather, has not proved as much of a success as was an-
ticipated, yet appears to have been satisfactory to all.

WOROESTER,Mass.,Nov. 15.—Editor Forest and Stream:
The Worcester party went to the annual hunt of the West-
ern Massachusetts Fox Club at Chester, with an even
dozen of the finest foxhounds Worcester hunters own.
The Berkshire men were not slow to accord them all a
hearty hunters' welcome and paid many a glowing trib-

ute to the fine appearance of our dogs. Well, we have
got some good ones. I waited for a late train Tuesday
night for a friend. I found two of them, and after get-
ting their badges, etc., we were tendered a banquet by
Mr. .Harwood, of the Hampden Emery Co. Harwood !

if the foxhunters were all like you, 1 don't knowT but I
would quit bird hunting and join them just for the asso-
ciation. He is one of the salt of the earth, verily.

The hunter's horn sounded 5 A. M., and on looking out
of our windows we imagined Linfield and Harry Smith
must be up there coon hunting, as the whole place was
lighted up in a halo of red fire. Our party were' driven
about four miles west under the leadership of Mr. Per-
kins, of Springfield; and letting loose the hounds we soon
had three foxes started. The fog was so dense that we
were unable to get the lay of the land, and were unable to

locate the runways. Mr. Ledyard Bill was fortunate
enough to intersect one of them, which he killed with
the second barrel ahead of Webster Thayer's hound Tige,
and slipping in a third shell he tumbled over a stone wall
in his haste to get at the game, dislocating his gun,
luckily without injury to himself. The other hounds
were driving over beyond Cherry Hill and finally went
out of hearing to the west, only one man getting a shot.

By noon it commenced to rain and we started back. The
chase, though short, had been a hot one, and a knowledge
of the country Avould probably have enabled our party to
get several chances to secure another brush. The after-

noon quickly passed in giving and listening to reports of
the different kills, and the banquet found a a large party
ready to enjoy the most excellent dinner provided by the
club.

The grand total was four foxes, and here comes the
peculiar part of it. Ledyard Bill killed one sure, for we
saw him when he was scarcely cold. Mr. Brace, of Lee,
killed one, as witnesses testified. Another party reported
by telephone that they had one, and as they were reliable
parties no doubt was expressed but that they had. Dr.
Burton, of Pittsfield, killed one, for "Lisha" says he saw
the smoke from the Doctor's gun when he fired and saw
the fox fall. So did Mr. Clark. Mr. Clark, of Chester,
killed one, for Dr. Burton stood right there and saw him
do it, and he is an honorable man. Mr. Knowles also wit-
nessed it. Now the fox reported killed by telephone was,
of coiu-se, not produced, so setting him aside there should
have been four pelts, Mr. Bill's, Mr. Brace's, Dr. Burton's
and Mr. Clark's, but strange to say only three were shown,
and stranger, only three foxes were claimed to have been
killed beside the one reported by telephone. Hence we
ask, where is that other fox?
Oh ! Berkshire, land of fogs and foxes galore. You

entertained us royally: and feasted and toasted us like
princes. Your hospitality was unbounded. Our respect
for your people and your country is truly great. Our
mountains are to your hills as toadstools. And our yarn
spinners ! We simply raise our hats to you. We are as
nothing.
The Worcester party returned home during Thursday,

ah pleased with the trip. The weather was poor, but
every one had a good time, and all the hounds but one
were secured and brought back, which was better luck
than coidd have been expected. Many pleasing acquaint-
ances were formed which we hope to renew. We are
satisfied wdth our showing. Worcester furnished at least
half of the total number of hounds in the hunt. Mr. Bill,
Mr. Clark, and Dr. Burton killed their foxes ahead of
Worcester dogs, and Mr. Bill was himself one of us.

Hal.

WILD TURKEYS IN NEW ENGLAND.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Nov. 14 I notice the communication of

Mr. C. H. Ames referring to wild turkeys in New Eng-
land. Thirty years ago wild turkeys were frequently
reported to have been seen on Mount Tom, Mass. An
old acquaintance of mine -was, early one morning, chiv-
ing along the road between Mount Tom and Mount
Holyoke, when he heard the sharp quit, quit, quit, of a
turkey high up the side of Mount Tom. Looking up he
say a large wild turkey flying out from the treetops of
Mount Tom. The length of its beard showed it to be an
old gobbler. He flew high over the road and disappeared
in the forests of Mount Holyoke.
Soon after the first battle of Fredericksburg, which

must have been twenty-six years ago, I came up from
our regiment in front of that place, for a brief visit to
friends at Easthampton, at the foot of the western slope
of Mount Tom. The day I was there a party from East-
hampton went on to Mount Tom hunting for gray squir-
rels, and upon their return reported having flushed a large
wild turkey, which flew away toward Mount Holyoke.
This Avas the last occasion of a wild turkey having been
seen that has come to my personal notice, but I should
presume that parties living in the vicinity would be able
to reliably locate them there at a later date.
There are numerous places in western Massachusetts

where this finest feathered game of America once existed
in large flocks, and if properly protected by law would
still be found in reasonable numbers. They are still

quite abundant in parts of Michigan and in West Vir-

ginia, and if Massachusetts and other New England
States would pass laws preventing their being killed at
all times except during the month of November, it would
pay the game societies of those States to get live stock
from Michigan or West Virginia and place in the north-
east forests. None should be killed for the first three or
five years, in which case, owing to their extreme shyness,
it would be almost impossible to exterminate them dur-
ing the open season of November alone. As they are
readily trapped, all trapping should be prohibited.

Fifty years ago they were abundant in the large forests
of southern New Jersey, as I have been informed by old
residents there, but they were exterminated by trapping
for the New York and Philadelphia markets. While
residing in South Jersey, I tried repeatedly to induce the
West Jersey Game Society to get some wild turkeys and
place in the forests there, but no attention was paid to
the request. Supposing the Society would do something,
I asked the New Jersey Legislature to pass an act for the
protection of the birds, which they promptly did. Finally,
as the game society would take no steps toward procur-
ing a stock of wild turkeys for the still immense forests
of South Jersey, I decided to do so on my own account,
although disabled physically so as to prevent hunting
them myself. I advertised in Michigan and other news-
papers, and soon found where over twenty fine wild
turkeys could be had at reasonable prices, and more at
unreasonable rates, About that time I decided to return
to Ohio, and turned the turkey enterprise over to Mr.
Lorillard, for his preserve on the Erie Railroad.

I never notice any reports of wild turkeys in the Adi-
rondack region, but there is no valid reason why there
should not be thousands of them there.

* Milton P. Peirce.
Cotombus, Ohio.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
I WAS sitting in the office, solving the question of

game protection, with my feet on the table, when in
came Mr. Fred Donald, wearing that peculiarly innocent
smile which has always carried him to success in railroad
work and poker. Mr. Donald, I need not repeat, is the
general passenger agent of the Chicago and Atlantic
Railway, president of the Gun Club of Chicago and presi-
dent of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association. He is

a dead shot on a sliding tariff or a clay bird. I can say
just what I please about him, for he is out of town, now,
anyhow.
"Forest and Stream is interested in game protection,

is it not ?" said Mi-. Donald.
"It are," I replied, with gravity.
"That's what I thought. Well, Charley Burton and

Hank Smith and I thought may be you would like to run
down into Indiana, a hundred miles or so over the road,
and protect a few quail from the hard winter that is com-
ing on. We'll go down in the car, you know, and there's
a boy to cook for us, and we can live in the car. We
have a couple of dogs, and I know there are quail where
we are going. Besides, the last time we were down we
killed three coons and cut a bee tree. The scenic attrac-
tions along the C. & A. "

"Don't say another word! This outfit knows a good
thing when he sees it. 'Bout when do you want to start?"
By this time I had gun, valise and she'll box together, and
was on the point of calling a cab. Delays are never de-
sirable on such occasions.
We started that evening on the big C. & A. Eastern

through train, of which we formed the last coach. "The
car," to which Mr. Donald so modestly referred, proved
to be the official car Fredonia, and I think it was built to
order for this occasion. Provided with smoking-room,
dining-room, sleeping apartments and kitchen, it came
near being as pleasant a hunting-camp as anybody ever
saw, and the fellow who would find fault with it would
kick about the door-plate on his own coffin. And there-

was Scott, the colored cook, the most important person-
age on hand, after the dogs; and there was Dick Turtle's
pointer, Lee, confiscated for this trip; and there was
Frank Arrowsmitb , the conductor who pulled us out—

a

great many in the East will remember him as a frequent
winner in the fly-casting tournaments and a trout fisher
from 'way back—and who seemed to drift from the front
end of the train to the rear car after every station. Char-
ley Burton I suppose everybody in this neck o' woods
knows. He is a city passenger and ticket agent of the
Kankakee line, and can tell a fish story with a tranquil
eye. And everybody on Clarke street, at least, knows
Hank Smith, just as everybody on the boulevards knows
his brother. Ed Smith. He doesn't deal in dry goods, you
know. Not long ago he was fishing, up in Wisconsin,
and ran across a blanketed Indian to" whom he offered a
drink of Apollinaris out of his flask. The Indian re-

marked that this was "haep good." "Yes," said Mr.
Smith," that's my special summer brand, copper-distilled,
made before the war. Say—" And when the boys found
him he had the Indian up a tree, and had nearly sold him
six cases of the Tennessee brand. Mr. Smith now denies
this story, but it is true, and is only one more instance of
the commercial activity which has made this city what
it is.

We made our run of nearly one hundred and fifty miles
before midnight, and in the morning awoke to find the
good ship Fredonia anchored on a side track in a little

town whose only feature seemed a short and low-browed
sawmill with a falsetto voice. Scott, arrayed in faultless
linen and a gleaming smile, served us a breakfast which
faded away even as the stars of the morning faded, and
then we went out and found Mack Middleton, the young
resident who had in charge Mr. Donald's setter Smike,
who made the other dog in our battery. A few minutes
later we started afield, numbering five guns with Mr.
Middleton. The latter's father started out with us, but
didn't count, for he shot a muzzleloader and unfortu-
nately lost his shot pouch early in the day.
We found a bevy of quail within 500yds. of the car,

and after that we* found quail wherever we went; so
many, indeed, that none of the party remembered ever
to have seen a like number on the same amount of terri-

tory. The country seemed alive with them. A great
many of the birds were not more than two-thirds grown,
and as this was about the 20th of October, they were
doubtless second-brood birds. It would be impossible to
say how many birds we struck in all, for the birds were
packed in large numbers. In one little swamp, which
could not have covered over five or six acres, we put up
at least 400 birds, and we could hardly drive them away
from the place at all. And yet, although the thicket waa
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full of flymg quail, the cover was so dense and difficult

that we made but a very poor showing. The season was
very dry, and the frost had not yet cut down the vegeta-
tion; therefore, though the dogs did their best, they ren-
dered comparatively little assistance either by pointing
or retrieving. We lost dozens of birds that fell in the
tangled thickets, and, indeed, spent more time Looking
for dead birds than in hunting for live ones.

We had any amount of shooting, mostly snap-shooting
in the hardest kind of cover. Shooting in all about two
half days, we killed considerably over 100 birds, yet the
number actually bagged averaged only about a dozen
and a half to each gun. Mr. Donald's dog Smike, a
promising young English setter, was sick and unfit to

work, and the pointer Lee seemed actuated by some sub-
tle sympathy with him, and also lagged close at heel. It

was a case of every man his own retriever, and many was
the jest or deep-mouthed exclamation which followed on
this work. I never was on a, hunt where so many birds

were lost. Still, we had all the fun that anybody ever
did have, and two pleas™ ter days must indeed have been
rare ones for any shooter. We.did not need to walk very
far, but strolled and chatted leisurely through the tinted

autumn woods, the sere and yellow corn or the many-
handed thicket. It was a pleasant time, and one to make
a shooter regret that such days of upland shooting are so

rare,

T said we did not walk far. I wonder if any shooter
has an idea how far he does walk in a day? Mr. Donald
had a pocket pedometer with him, and at the end of the
first day this machine showed that we had traveled seven-
teen miles and a half, though we had at no time been
over four miles from the car. When Mr. Donald saw
the record, he gasped, and declared he couldn't go on
any coon hunt or bee-tree expedition that night. The
rest of us, who didn't have any record, concluded to go
out, Mack Middleton having produced in open court his

celebrated coon dog, which being critically examined
under the bench show standard for coon dogs, was given
a vhc. on the spot. Scott, the colored cook, had never
been on a coon hunt, and *so we took him along. He car-

ried the ax. Mr. Smith carried his gun. Mr. Middleton
ca rried the lantern and Mr. Burton carried the pedometer,
representing the scientific corps of the coon hunt, and
resolved to establish reliable data bearing upon such ex-
peditions.
The dog in hand was not an old dog, but he had that

old look which all true coon dogs have, and proved him-
self possessed of a ripe experience in his specialty. He
climbed up on stumps, sniffed about the trees, and even
ran along the top of the rail fences for rods at a time
—a thing none of us had ever seen any other coon dog
do to a similar extent. He was, so to speak, a dandy,
and the. only trouble about him was that he gave the
pedometer a' hot box long before midnight. We treed in
all three coons; one up a hollow tree, where we couldn't
get him out, one in a big tree where we couldn't "shine
his eyes," and one in a small tree where we did shine his

eyes with the lantern and knock him out with the shot-

gun, much to the delight of Scott and the dog, who both
at once fell upon him.
This ' -shining" of a coon is something which takes con-

siderable experience and skill. Mr. Middleton was an
adept at it. He tells us that an old coon which has been
hunted will shut its eyes, or only peep out of a comer of

one eye at the light. When "shined," the eyes of a coon
look like two little balls of- green fire, distinctly resemb-
ling some phases of a fine opal.

We learned another thing about coon hunting, when
we saw Mr. Middleton tying a band of paper and rags
about the trunk of a tree where we had a coon treed, but
could not see him. "'A coon won't cross a line like that

at night," said he, l< but will stay up the tree till after

daybreak. I have come back to a tree early in the morn-
ing that way many a time and got Mr. Coon. They come
down a tree backward, and if they touch anything out of

the common, it scares 'em."
At 1 o'clock in the morning we paused in our nocturnal

wanderings, and lying down among the leaves fell to

telling stories. "We might as well wait," said Mr. Mid-
dleton, "and let the dog work around till he strikes

trail." So we waited, and told stories, and lay and lied

by the light of the lantern for an hour or so.

"Seems to me like that dog is an awful long time
striking a trail, " said somebody: but still we had confi-

dence in him, until at length a suppressed titter attracted
our attention, and looking behind the log we found the
dog lying on his back, convulsed with laughter at one of
Charley Burton's stories. That dog was no fool. He
wasn't going off in the woods by himself while Charley
Burton was there telling stories.

We went home then, and when we reached the car it

was nearly § o'clock hi the morning. Mr. Burton looked
at the pedometer, and nearly fainted when he saw that
it registered 38 miles. That included the whole day and
the night's walking. We started out again soon after
breakfast, but Scott was not quite so early with his

breakfast that morning as usual. On the evening of the
same day the "Limited" through train pulled us off our
siding and spun us back to the city, after a delightful
little trip indeed. This is how four of us. at least, came
to know there are quail in Indiana—and coons, too.

E. Hough.

Worcester, Mass., Nov. 16.—The Worcester Fur Com-
pany held a meeting this evening to arrange for their
annual fox hunt on Wednesday next. It was reported
that the score of the club this season is thirteen foxes.

The arrangements completed this evening indicate one
of the largest gatherings of the club since it was organ-
ized. It is now believed that Wednesday morning there
will be one hundred men and at least fifty dogs at the
start. No boys or rifles will be allowed, and ail foxes
shot must be brought in with their pelt on. In the eve-
ning the men will report at the Bay State. House in this
city, where a supper will be served at 7 o'clock. The
interest shown in the meeting indicate that it will be the
most enjoyable event of the season.—E.

Lake Erie Gill, Nets.—Judge E. 0. Potter, of the
Ohio Fish Commission, recently commanded a secret ex-
pedition from Toledo, which captured over 150 gill nets
illegally set in Lake Erie waters. Suits have been brought
by some of the fishermen, who claim that the law pro-
hibiting gill nets is "unconstitutional because it does not
operate the same in all sections of the State."

LOOK AFTER THE CRIPPLES.
TTAVING recently returned from my fall ducking trip,

JUL an eviL that has long troubled me has more than ever
impressed me, and is a cruel wrong that, I fear, is not
duly considered by many, if not most, duckers; and cer-
tainly not by guides, as a rule, though even among guides
there are exceptions. The wrong is by no means of re-

cent date, though it has greatly increased since the advewt
of the much-prized breechloaders.
Most ducks are very tenacious of life, and although

winged or otherwise severely wounded, will make per-

sistent efforts to escape; and often, quite too often, suc-

ceed, only to die alone or become victims to minks or
hawks.
When ducks are flying lively, and we are shooting

right and left, it is to be expected that some will fall that
the boatman cannot get without active work. So rather
than take the necessary time to chase the cripples we are
apt to say, "Never mind going after that bird; 1 can kill

two others while you are chasing that one."
This is where the wrong and cruelty come in, and no

effort or loss of needed time should be allowed to prevent
a thorough endeavor to secure the fleeing cripple. Better
lose three unharmed birds than fail to recover one that
has been winged or otherwise seriously wounded.

I am particularly fond of wing-shooting while decoy-
ing, but I notice that in that way more cripples are made
than when sitting in the water, or just before alighting

to the decoys; hence, of late, I have generally adopted
the latter practice. Of course, many good shots are thus
lost, and fewer ducks are killed, but certainly it is more
humane, and in the end more satisfactory to let birds

pass unharmed than to wound them to a lingering death.

I pity the man that can heartlessly recount the particu-
lars of game that he has badly wounded and finally lost,

whether it be feather, fur or fin.

Surely the pleasure of recalling our hunting experi-

ences does not consist so much in the number of birds
knocked down in any one day or one hunting trip, as in

the neat and skillful manner in which they were killed.

I am glad that through the continued efforts of Forest
and Stream the bad practice of spring shooting is be-
coming more and more a thing of the past, and will, I

trust, be entirely abolished by stringent laws if neces-
sary. J. H. D.
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THE SOUTH CAROLINA SEASON.
THE close season for game expired the last of October,

and since then several parties have been out after
Bob White, but no large bags are reported. Two sports-

men (?) from the city of Anderson went out one day last

week, and came back highly elated over their success.
One of them killed a screech owl and the other a single
partridge. The boys tell it on the one that got the owl
that he flushed a covy of birds and fired at them, and
killed the owl sitting on a bush away to the other side of
where the partridges were flying.

Small game, which is all the kind we have here, is

fairly plentiful. Partridges, rabbits and squirrels are to
be found in sufficient numbers to make hunting them
interesting, but owing to an unusually heavy crop of
grass and weeds, hunting partridges and rabbits is more
difficult at present than it will be when vegetation dies

down.
A few opossums are still left to entice the night hunter

to forego the pleasures of sleep for the time and ramble
around in search of them. It is wonderful how so slug-
gish an animal as a possum survives the nightly attacks
made on them by the proverbial darky and his dog, assis-

ted frequently by white'men and boys.

J. S. McCully and W, T. McGregor are off on a fox
hunt in Abbeville county. Foxes are reported to be so
thick there that dogs find it difficult to run one fox for
running another. Mr. McCully has a young foxhound
bitch from best native stock that ran a' race to the kill

before she was six months old. She was "right there"
when it was caught and took hold of it as if she would
tear it to pieces. She is a beautiful white, black and tan,
well grown, and combines some of the best foxhound
blood in the South.
As fox hunting is such a grand sport, why do not some

of Forest and Stream's numerous correspondents give
us some of their experience in this line? It seems as "if it

would interest a great number of your readers.

Blue Rnjorc
Denver, South Carolina.

Vermont Deer.—The deer put out in Vermont some
years ago have multiplied, and the enterprising sports-

men concerned in the work of restoring the deer forests

are sanguine of sport when the time shall finally come for
hunting them. Two men were arrested the other day for
having illegally killed a deer in Chittenden; one of them,
Charles E. White, was fined $50 and costs, or $56.91 in
all; the other was acquitted. Commenting on the case,
the Rutland Herald reports, two sportsmen came to the
conclusion that illegal deer killing was profitable busi-
ness, "'I tell you there's a premium for killing deer,
not a penalty,' said sportsman number one; ' and I will
explain the process whereby the reward comes in. The
plan requires two operatives, a hunter and an informer,
Let the hunter shoot a deer and his friend then complain
of him. The penalty for killing it is $50, while the re-

ward to the complainant is $75. See? They divide $25
between them . But that isn't all of it; the deer belongs to

the man who killed it, and the animal is worth $15, and
more if as good as the one shot on Saturday. This brings
the income up to $40—$20 apiece. There are the costs, to

be sure, but they can be reduced to a small sum on a plea
of guilty. It is'safe to say that the two will make over
$30 on a deal of this kind; but I don't believe it could be
tried on many times by the same men.' Unfortunately
the foregoing appears to be a truthful diagnosis of the
situation. The State law imposes a penalty of $50 for
killing a deer, while the Game Association offers a re-

ward of $75 to one giving information leading to the
arrest and conviction of the culprit. It is extremely
doubtful, however, if the foregoing scheme could be car-
ried into successful operation more that once or twice."

Wild Celery.—We reprint for the benefit of an in-

quirer these notes sent us a few years ago by a correspon-
dent who had successfully planted wild celery (Vallis-

neria spiralis) in Big Sandy Pond, Jefferson county, New

York: "First and above all, this plant calls for wet
ground—very wet ground—a pond of water, a real, gen-
uine, old-fashioned slough, plenty of wet muck and loam
with an abundance of water. If the water sets over all

from one to ten feet all the better. You all know what
kind of a pond or marsh is needed to make a first-class

feeding ground for ducks. I should make my order for
seed or bulbs for a couple of barrels or more. I would
place some of the seed at most or all the good places in
or about the marsh. I am satisfied this seed will grow
in almost any t'resTl water marsh. What it would do in
a. salt water marsh I do not know. Whenever I come
upon a desirable spot, I would sow a fair sprinkling of
seed upon it broadcast, as farmers sow wheat. I would
now and then plant a little of the seed, and occasionally
a bulb. I would do this at all the desirable places found
until my seed was exhausted. Everybody knows how to

sow seed broadcast.^ No instructions are in order as
(o the matter of sowing. Do it in the usual way. As
to planting. Have made a tin tube, the length de-
pending upon the depth of the water it has to work in.

Have a plunger made to work upon the inside of the
tube. Form a wad. of earth, and in the wad inclose a
few pods containing celery seed. Place it in the bot-
tom of the tube, inserting it fairly tight. Run the tube
down to the bottom of the water, force it into the soil

a trifle, and with the plunger force wad, seed and all, in-

to the soil below. Then let the seed take care of itself.

In this way I would continue my endeavors over all the
likely places about the pond. I would plant the bulbs
on the marshy ground where the water would stand, say
about 1 or 2ft. deep. I would plant them the same way
as seeds. Were I now to try again, having seen what I

have, and knowing what I do about the raising of this

plant, the above programme would be very close upon
what I should try to do. I think that the seeds and
bulbs can only be obtained in the fall, when the water is

at its lowest."

New Jersey Farmers Organize.—The farmers along
the Passaic River in Washington Valley have organized
"The Farmers Game Protective Association" in self-

defence against the hunters—who tear down stone walls
to get hidden rabbits, drive quails into farmers' barn-
yards to shoot, and burn big forest trees to get a coon or
possum. Smith Chittenden organized the society, which
will be regularly incorporated. Sunday hunting has
been indulged in by visiting gunners to an unusual extent
this year, and the farmers complain bitterly of this. No
strangers will be permitted to hunt on the lands of mem-
bers of the Association without a written permit signed
by a member and good for only one day. A State mar-
shal will be in the employ of the farmers, and every
offender caught will be prosecuted to the full extent of
the law.

—

Evening Post

St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 16.—The fourth annual coon hunt
of the King's Lake Club took place last Saturday night in
Lincoln county, this State. The hunt, although netting
but one coon", was thoroughly appreciated by all who
took part in it. The participants were E. H. Cunning-
ham, L. D. Dozler, Mark Taylor, C. H. Cunningham,
Harry Caruth, R. TJ. Leonori, Jr., J. H. Hayward, E, C.
Hayward, J. F. Perkins, Gus Shupleigh, E. W. Hayden,
W.'Hayden and Fred Fodde.—Unser Fritz.

The Rutland, Vt., Fish and Game Club held its

annual supper at the Berwick, Rutland, last evening.

ON TAXING GUNS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I see that my views? on taxing of guns, or rather licensing the

shooter, do not seem to please "Wacautah." T am sorry, very.
Still my views remain unchanged, and are likely to remain so if

the only opposition made to them is in the form of sarcasm and
inuendoes. I do not wish to enter a controversy with any one,
nor will I. I did not suppose my views would call forth an attack
almost entirely personal. However, I would like to call attention
to several statement made by "Wacautah" which will hear cor-
rection. He says, "It is of such a despotic, foreign nature." Does
lie mean the general principle of taxation, or only as it is applied
to guns? Are we not taxed for everything worth having, includ-
ing personal property ? Also our live stock and fowls ? Is it "any
more despotic or foreign to pay a tax on a gun than on a dog? Tf
so how? I fail to see. Are not "Wacautah's" ideas a little
"twisted ?" Tf a. dog is licensed in the interest of protection, and
a gun is licensed in the same cause (both being alike the means of
destroying the property of the common people), to protect, and
make good to the people their loss, wherein does the principle of
taxation as applied differ in the two cases? Perhaps he claims
that the wild game and fowl are not the property of the people in
the same sense as applied to the domestic birds. In this section
one man (with the use of snares) can with impunity rob a score of
gunners of a whole season of legitimate sport. We want protec-
tion. How can it be obtained except (hroiiEch taxation ?

I am (like "Wacautah"! a native of New England, but do not
pretend, as does he, to represent that broad domaiu. I am not
only a native, but come from the "old Plymouth stock," was born
and educated here, and live here now. My views are thoroughly
American. I only attempt to represent a very small portion of
New England, to wit, Rhode Island and southern Massachusetts.
Although I have traveled New England from end to end, and am
well acquainted with sportsmen all through the length and
breadth of it, I sneak for my home locality only.
As to rifle shooting: Who art thou, "Wacautah" ? And where,

oh ! where are the scores of riflemen of whom thou speakest ? Who
go out into the world and decapitate the lordly grouse and cun-
ning quail? Have we a legion of Bogarduses or Carvers among
us, or has the science of rifle shooting come to be mere play? Of
what use are the fine-bred dogs, and the costly chokebore ham-
merless, when the rifle brings to bag the largest score ? I should
imagine from the tone of •Wacautah's" article that he was (as he
says) "something of a gunner." Of the hundreds of sportsmen of
my acquaintance, including some members of our justly cele-
brated Massachusetts Rifle Team, not one has the cheek to stand
uj) and pretend that he can successfully hunt game birds with a
rifle. If there are any among us, let them stand up and be
counted. I for one want to make their acquaintance. Around
here the rifle is used for targets, and occasionally squirrels.
As for the "outrage" committed by "Cohannet's" father, "Co-

hannet" is old enough to appreciate it, also the fact that (appa-
rently) the majority of American fathers do outrageously use
their children in a like manner.
If "Wacautah" is desirous of ascertaining the extent of the

damage done my education in rifle shooting by lack of early prac-
tice, when he next visits New England let him bring his rifle,

money and friends, and I will endeavor to accommodate all three,
and will prove to him that, although not a professional rifle shot,
still lam one of the people. I would be pleased to compare scores
either at target or live birds. "Wacautah" will get my address
from the editor of this paper. I am an enthusiast on the subject
of rifle and shotgun shooting for men. As to the boys, I repeat,
"The rifle is a dangerous weapon in the hands of a boy (except
when said boy is under instruction), and were the fathers of these
boys held responsible for the damage done by them, or subject to
a tax of the small sum of $1, there would be few of them ai large
in the fields and woods." And I deny that a boy can get more
sport from the rifle. Otherwise the grown up boy would not dis-
card the rifle for the shotgun, as he now invariably does.
The statement made by •'Wacautah" on accidents, is so ludi-

crously false, that (when we consider that among boys who own
guns the rifle predominates in the ratio of ten to one, and accord-
ing to his statement "the mass of accidents we read about are
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with shotguns") it needs no second thought. It answers itself.

Although The high school hoy of to-day is older, and more care tut

than the hov we. meet in the woods, and is supplied with rifle and

uniform, and drilled according to the manual used by the sum e

militia, vet he is not trusted with ammunition. li,videnti\

"Wacautah" and the city boy are strangers. He professes a very

sure and certain knowledge on all subjects. Particularly on the

disposal of this question in the near future. I do not! I must
leave it to the great bodv of our American sportsmen, only adding

mv opiniou to that of others, who believe in "fair exchange^ and

"for value received." Had "Wacautah" been wise he would not

have nut in his article the statement that he had hunted weeks

where 'Cohannet' bad days," and later on expressed a horror ot

those "selfish professional gunners, pot-hunters and dudes. * or

every man who knows me and the extent ot my hunting, will im-

mediately place him as one of the first of the charming trio.

As to this prophesy, "And I repeat there will be no special taxa-

tion of guns; their use may be restricted, etc.. and that, would

cause but little opposition," he may be right. But why not sup-

port this positive statement by enlightening us as to the means
whereby this restriction without, opposition is to be brought

about. How except by taxation? Also, how shall we tax the

professional gunner" when he exists only in the imagination ot

would-be law revisers? ^ 4.

Let us have the rifle and shotgun, and let the boys have them
too. But there is a place for everything, and the place tor the

bov and his rifle is not in the fields and wooos, just outside City

limits, here in southwest New England. As the cold days which
"Wacautah" speaks of are coming soon, perhaps "the considera-

ble number of riflemen" who will not "tamely submit to have, a
special taxation laid on their rifles" had better "take down then-

self-appointed champion by speaking for themselves in contra-
diction to his views and statements.
Although "Wacauta's" convictions are very positive (and I hey

maybe right) I fail to be convinced of the fact, and with others

here beg leave to differ. Cohannet.

"That reminds me."

286.

WE were comfortably seated around the hearth at

Porter Lake, in Pike county, Pa., and the spirit

of story telling was strong upon us, because the fishing

had been unusually good and the supper bounteous. The
flash and sparkle of wit filled the upper air of the room
as with a fine aurora, and a halo of calm bliss encircled

the brow of each entranced listener. But first the drug
and then the antidote. The benevolent Colonel drew us

down gently from the giddy heights with a story of a
coarse plebian, locally known as a catfish. Thus ran his

tale: "A man and his dog went fishing in the Mississippi.

In a short time the man felt a mighty pull on the line,

and he knew that a catfish had taken hold. The giant

came along peacefully enough until he happened to

change his mind, and then he decided to double on his

course and take the man along. The faithful dog, seeing
his master's danger, rushed to the rescue bravely enough.
The wily catfish, when he found the dog ptu-suing, turned
upon him and terrified the dog, who incontinenty turned
tail and swam vigorously toward the dryland, the catfish

hotly following. Presently the dog gained the land and
ran hastily, the catfish madly surging after him. The
dog, sorely pressed and fearing a painful death, in his

extremity climbed a tree, the catfish still pursuing."
"Hold on! hold on!" we cried in chorus; "dogs cannot

climb trees."

"Can't climb a tree?" responded the Colonel. "But the
catfish was close upon him, and this dog had to climb."

ANGLING NOTES.
DOES the angler ever stop to think when looking over

the pages of his fly-book, what a great variety of
material is used in dressing flies, and from how many
different parts of the world they are gathered? Take
even the ordinary trout flies (and they are quite simple,
as a rule, in their construction), and yet the variety of
feathers used is quite extensive. When we come to the
elegant salmon flies, every quarter of the globe has to be
laid under contribution to supply the necessary assort-
ment. Among our home birds which supply material
are the wild and the domestic turkey, teal, widgeon,
mallard, sheldrake, woodduck. blue heron, swan, and
many others, including the much-used hackles. The
scarlet ibis comes from- South America, the bustard from
Russia, the bluejay from England, the Indian crow from
India, the argus pheasant andmacaw from the far East, the
ostrich from Africa, the grouse feathers from Scotland,
etc. The golden pheasant, originally from China, is now
raised in England in great numbers, and the famous
crests so much used in salmon flies, are picked from the
live birds, otherwise they do not have that metallic lustre
so highly prized. These are but a few of the fly dresser's
materials. There are very many more from other birds,
like the woodcock, quail, English snipe, rail, robin and
pigeon, besides fur from the seal, golden monkey, water
rat. hare, squirrel, camel, etc., all of which must be kept
in fly makers' establishments, and it is no small matter to
keep up the assortment.

The snells are made from silkworm gut and not from
catgut, as many still believe. Not long ago a gentleman
inquired in one of our tackle shops for salmon gut, and
he would not be imposed upon by silkworm gut; he in-
sisted that he wanted gut made from the salmon, and
that nothing else would answer.

That Metabetchouan score, recently referred to, is very
encouraging, particularly as so many anglers who visited
Lake St. John were rather discouraged this season. In
fact, there was very little fishing to be had, unless the
angler could get permission from the owners of the
waters. The Hotel Eoberval is some 15 or 20 miles from
the nearest salmon pools, and the lake is so shallow that
it is with difficulty that the little steamer can land its pas-
sengers anywhere near the fishing localities. The rail-
road people have promised to obtain more fishing rights
the coming season, so that their guests will not be disap-
pointed again. Those who visit these waters must make
up then- minds to rough it and put up with the plainest
fare when off at the camps fishing.

Striped bass fishing in the Hackensack River, New Jer-
sey, was very poor this season. Those who are in the
habit of fishing there complain that the river is full of
illegal nets, and that Fish Warden Ricado is not strict
enough. The Hackensack used to he famous for its

striped bass fishing; but, like the rail shooting, this is a
thing of the past. Five years ago a bag of forty or fifty

rail was not unusual, now half that number is a rare

score. In fact, a rail hardly gets a chance to alight be-

fore half a dozen boats are after him. The majority of

sportsmen in Bergen county aver that they would be
glad to pay a reasonable tax on the gun if it would assure

them a little sport.

Many anglers have no doubt had the good luck to come
across a worn out stream, which, having been left to

itself for several years and considered not worth fishing,

has panned out wonderful results. Dr. Howard, of this

city, showed us a photograph of six or seven noble brook
trout taken in such a stream last summer. They were
all killed in one evening; the seven weighed 91bs. The
stream was but a short distance from a very large and
fashionable hotel in the western part of this State, and
was supposed to contain only a few pickerel. A short
time after that he devoted a whole day to the stream and
killed thirty odd trout, none under half a pound.

One of the most killing flies, in fact, the most killing

fly last season, for the landlocked salmon, was the Jock-
Scott.

BEARS, BIRDS AND FISHES.
ABOUT the middle of last August a little party sent

out by the United States Commissioner of Fisher-
ies to get information about the salmon industry of
Alaska found it necessary to go up to the source of the
most famous stream in the Territory, the prolific Karluk,
in the island of Kadiak. After we had seen the fishing

gangs of the canneries landing their tens of thousands of

red salmon almost daily, and one particularly favorable
Sunday running the catch up to about 150,000, we were
all the more anxious to see the spawning grounds of these
struggling myriads. The river would be considered a
rather small creek at home, yet it yielded as many red
salmon this summer as all the other streams of Alaska
combined. It was evident that some explanation of the
annual occurrence of such immense shoals of fish would
be found in the lake out of which the Karluk starts on
its devious course, and we determined to reach Karluk
Lake if possible. Several miles above the mouth of the
river there is a series of rapids, over which we knew it

would be impossible to float even a bidarka at the exist-

ing low stage of the water; so we took passage on the
little steamer Ella Rohlffs, which carries salmon from
Karluk to a cannery in Uyak Bay, and journeyed with
our good friend Capt. Larsen to his headquarters in Port
Larsen. an arm of the bay, from which Karluk River
above the obstructions is reached by an easy portage. We
were obliged to turn away from the fine trees, flowering
plants and luxuriant ferns of the Uyak Bay shores and
from the generous hospitality of our host, and push rap-
idly iorward on our mission. Mr. Lewis and Mr. Stone,
however, found time to row across the bay to see the
wonderful mass of humpback salmon struggling up a
little stream not deep enough to float them nor wide
enough to hold the column of spawning fish. Mr. Lewis
obtained some of the eggs and mixed them with the milt
of the accompanying males. The eggs were found to be
larger than those of the red salmon, but smaller than
quinnat eggs, and not quite so bright red.

Seven natives of Karluk were employed to go with my
party, and they took for our use two 3-hole or 3-hatch
bidarkas. Mak Cem (sometimes called Maxim), because
of his ability to talk indifferent English, was a sort of
leader of these natives. He is a young man of bright and
rather attractive countenance, about 5ft. Sin, tall, and
weighs 1601bs. We carried a tent for the four white men,
and intended that the natives should sleep in barabaras
along our route. Provisions were taken from Karluk and
Uyak bays, and we had everything necessary for a stay
of a week or ten days. Canned meats, vegetables and
fruits were furnished us by Mr. Hirsch and Capt. Larsen
at San Francisco prices, which are very reasonable. We
carried three repeating rifles and two shotguns as a precau-
tion against bears, whose country we were about to in-
vade, and we knew that the guns would bring us a supply
of ducks, plover and other birds, to improve our bill

of fare. Mr. Booth carried a theodolite, a steel tape
measure and an aneroid barometer. I had a fine outfit
for photography and a thermometer for water and air
temperatures. Very early in the morning, August 16,
we started from Port Larsen, conveying ourselves and
the entire company and working outfit in a dory and
the two bidarkas. Those of us who traveled for the first

time in bidarkas furnished considerable amusement for
the natives when we made our attempts to be seated
without capsizing the unstable craft; but when we
tried to get out at the end of our comfortable journey
the fun grew intense. The hatch is so narrowly sepa-
rated from the bottom of the canoe that a beginner is

always caught at the knees and held fast until he learns
the knack of twisting around sidewise and drawing up the
knees before trying to arise. We reached the head of
the arm of Uyak Bay in one hour and a half, after pad-
dling five miles. The heavy dory was fully two hours in
making the distance. Eagles, ducks, magpies and si ag-
ing birds, including various sparrows, were common
everywhere. Rapid little streams tumble into the bay in
many places, and wherever a humpback salmon can force
its way will be found a squirming mass of fish intent on
wriggling to the highest possible point, to deposit their
eggs and milt and then drift helplessly back, lacerated
and dying, toward the sea from which they came, but
which they never seem to regain alive.

It was about two o'clock in the afternoon when we
reached the old barabara on the Karluk River, where we
proposed to camp for the night. The portage is not diffi-

cult and may be crossed readily in an hour and a quarter
with nothing to carry. From the bay the trail starts at
one of the little salmon streams, passing through a nar-
row belt of timber consisting chiefly of cottonwood,
alder and willows. There is a gradual ascent to a height
of several hundred feet to a comparatively level and
boggy plain. The natives carried our goods and the bid-
arkas, making two trips, and landing everything at the
river by six in the evening.
A lean and apparently spent Dolly Varden trout was

discovered in a little rill near our camp, and a few sal-
mon were seen leaping in the river. Some ducks were
shot, and we had a very good stew for supper. We were
not long in pitching our tent, and the natives soon patched

up the roof of their barabara with a little grass, which
is abundant and cheap on Kadiak.
On the morning of the 17th we made an early start up

the river; one-half of the party traveling in the bidar-
kas and the rest walking, sometimes along the shore and
occasionally making cut-offs where the stream bends in
its course. We expected to find a great many young
ducks between the barabara and the lake, and we were
not disappointed; ducks could be.had by the boatload if

we had felt inclined to slaughter them. In a very brief
space of time one gun killed enough teal, butterballs and
mallards to supply the entire company for two days. A
young swan, also, came to bag. There was enough va-
riety in the shots to suit the most fastidious taste, and
yet a pot-hunter could have destroyed whole broods of
birds with a single cartridge. The Karluk is decidedly
a meandering river, and especially in its upper portion.
It is a very little stream in a very big valley, and at the
time of our reconnoissance the water was extremely low
in many places, so that our loaded bidarkas, drawing less

than one foot, were frequently aground. The broad and
very low valley of the upper Karluk is a favorite breed-
ing ground for ducks, and a few swans were observed
there during the summer. The abundant tall grass affords
shelter and concealment, and innumerable little streams
of cold water fringed with seed-bearing plants must
supply ample nourishment. The river is dotted here and
there with water plants not unlike some that we have at
home: one slender and graceful species bearing a small
white flower being especially handsome. Wild celery and
wild parsnips are common. The shores are brilliant with
flowers of many hues, and yield several different kinds
of berries; but for the purposes of walking they are sim-
ply distressing. The difficulty of walking in Alaska,
however, is an old grievance with me, and had better be
passed over as lightly as possible.

We reached the lake about 3 P. M., bringing it into
view suddenly by an abrupt turn of the stream near its

source. Low mountains surround it, bearing trees within
certain limits of altitude, and capped here and there with
patches of snow. We had little* opportunity at this time
to study scenery, for Jupiter Pluvius was abroad and our
tent had to be pitched in a hurry. Near the river source
is a low pebbly spit making off shoal into the lake. Here
a colony ot gulls of small size were discussing the bait

question, and a little flock of bluewing teal circled around
just in time to give me a quartering shot at twenty or
twenty-five yards. We had broiled teal for breakfast.
In spite of the rain Mr. Stone and I stalked a little bunch
of lesser yellow legs, which we marked down near the
mouth of a rivulet adjacent to our tent, and we brought
back all of them after a few pretty shots. The natives in

the meantime paddled off in their bidarkas to a shoal not
far away and killed some of the spawning red salmon by
means of stones. They started a fire in the barabara and
soon looked very comfortable notwithstanding the rain.

It is astonishing to an American how little wood will

serve to boil water and cook a meal for the natives.
Wood is scarce at many points, and economy in its use is

always necessary. It did not take us long to discover
this fact, and we soon came to the further conclusion
that a barabara is a far more comfortable summer dwell-
ing than a tent. T. H. B.

[TO BE CON1INUED.
|

BY WAY OF PROTEST.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Another batch of odds and ends, if you will take them.

I promised to say something of the "bass hog." I met
him in Florida two years and a half ago. It was on the
shores of Lake Monroe, at Enterprise. His boat came to

the shore late in the day, and I saw his tackle and catch.
The latter was black bass of all sizes which nearly filled a
huge oblong basket containing, I should think, two or
more bushels, I asked what would be done with them,
and learned that day after day this act was repeated

—

the man doing his best to dejnete the stock of bass in the
lake and always bringing in a boat load—the cook at the
hotel usiDg as many as he chose to, but the greater part
going to the hogs, and this time I mean the swine. I

learned that this man or another (I cannot in absence of
my notes remember which, but the man who did it was
a Brooklyn alderman), had had an ambition to beat all

records in the world, and had in about eighty days of
steady fishing taken with fly-rod over four tons of black
bass, and there was no record nor mention of his ever
having returned - alive to the water a single fish. Now,
what else can be said of such a man save that his pride
of slaughter has excluded every gentler sentiment, and
that in him the sportsman, if he ever existed, has been
lost in the fish hog?
Compared with the trout, the black bass is no great

friend of mine. He is only better than the pickerel, and
one trout is worth a dozen of him for all purposes what-
soever; but still he is a genuine game fish, and in waters
where he is the rightful king ami not an interloper, he is

to be respected and valued ; and such waters are the in-

land lakes of Florida, which he inhabits in astonishing
numbers. No waters, however, can be so well stocked as
to defy forever suqh attack and waste, and it merits the
sharpest rebuke. Moreover, the coarse and crude gratifi-

cation at mere slaughter is not for a moment to be com-
pared to the fine delight in sport which does not destroy
the means of sport, and which rejoices in the thought
that it may be perpetuated and that others may share it.

Let any one kill what he needs and can use and even
what he can share with his friends, provided it is done
lawfully and by fair and sportsmanlike devices, but let

all that is beyond this be abandoned. Once let a man
give up slaughter for sport, and, having in his creel
enough for the pan, put back into the water every other
fish, and, my word for it, he will never go back to'the old
and senseless practice. With the proper care that "par-
ticularly big one," caught after enough have been saved
for use, can be weighed and measured and returned un-
harmed to his native wave; and the word of a man known
to do a thing like that ought to be taken unsupported.
Let me here have a whack at the misguided man who,

forsooth, because he has had plenty of trout all his life

and thinks it would be fine to have picket el and black
bass " for a change," puts tbose coarse fish into trout
waters and thereby ruins them forever. This mistake
once made, is made for all time. Nothing can remedy it.

Gradually this foolish man is getting in his work through
southern New Hampshire and Maine, and gradually the
trout waters are being ruined. Many and many a noble
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lake do I know of which once teemed with trout and
' harbored no hostile fish, but where now the trout is only
a tradition and the beastly black bass and the snake-eyed
pickerel—the miserable fresh-water shark—lord it in-

stead. We can get bass and pickerel almost anywhere,
not so the trout.

Let sportsmen everywhere unite to prevent this wretched
interference with natural trout waters and to teach the
natives the mistake they will make in exchanging ti'out

for any other fish that swims. There are two little lakes
under the shadow of a Maine mountain which literally

swarm with trout. It is a comfort to think of them, to

remember my many visits to them and camps in the dense
forest beside" them, and to know that there they are in

all their wildness and beauty and sure resources of gamy
rish whenever I can get away to them again; but my de-

light in the mi is always tempered by the fear of the advent
of the vandal with the black bass and pickerel. Not even
an eel has profaned those waters yet, an 18ft. fall in their

outlet stream effectually defending them from that loath-

some marauder; but who shall insure them from the
greater danger? C. H. Ames.

A LARGE NEW HAMPSHIRE BASS.

THIS record of a big bass, caught in Lake Massebesic,

New Hampshire, last year, is a tard}^ chronicling;

but the note should be put among the data which Forest
and Stream is every week and month and year compil-
ing and perpetuating for its present and future angling
readers. We are indebted to Mr. Walton 0. Taft, of Bos-
ton, for the three documents which explain themselves.

Boston, Sept. 19.—Dear Walton.: Geo. Riddle, our
Fish Commissioner, says he saw the newspaper article

stating that the bass weighed 71bs. Unfortunately I can-
not find copy of Mirror, but I take pleasure in handing
you herewith sworn statement of the fishman who
weighed the beauty the day after he was caught, lie

had been bled, etc., and then showed up 6 Jibs. Trusting
this will show that I did not intend to go on record as a
fish story teller, I am yours, A. Bunton.

State of New Hampshire, State Fish and Game
Commission, Manchester, N. H., Sept. 18, 1888.

—

Andrew
Bunion, Esq.—Dear Sir: I inclose you sworn statement
of Mr. Allen. He says Lawrence caught the bass about
dark. As soon as he was caught lie bled him, and the
next morning he brought him to Allen's market, where
he was weighed, (Ulbs. Lawrence thinks if he had been
weighed as soon as he was taken from the water he
would have weighed Tibs. This is no fish story, but a
reality. Yours truly, George W. Riddle.

Manchester, N. H.. Sept. 18, 1888.—This certifies that
Richard Lawrence, of Manchester, brought to my mar-
ket, 1047 Elm street, a very large black bass, which he
says was caught by him at Lake Massebesic. I weighed
said fish correct, and the weight was 6^1bs.

Chas. T. Allen.

State of New Hampshire, Hillsborough, ss.: Person-
ally appeared before me Chas. T. Allen, and made oath
that the above statement signed by him is true. Sworn
to before me Sept. 18, 18S8, George W. Riddle, Justice

of the Peace for New Hampshire.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
STATISTICIANS in the matter of large bass may be

interested in a small-mouthed black bass which fs on
exhibition, mounted, in the window of the Jenney &
Graham Gun Co. here. This is a genuine small-mouth,
and its weight is hung up as 71bs. It is a rough and
ragged-looking old fish, and was caught in the Fox River
at Algonquin by Mr. Alex. McKay.
Speaking of big bass, Mr. A. G. Spalding lately said to

me, "I wish you could do something to stop this big fish

business, and not to increase it. We are over-run with
big fish. About eight years ago we offered a premium
for a big bass—I forget what the weight was to be, but I

believe the premium was a $50 outfit. The offer was
only made for one year, but it got all over the country,
and is going yet. We get fish in here from about every
place where there is any water, and by the time they get
here they don't always smell good. Every one of these
fellows feels injured if he don't get a premium. Now,
as we have got to make a living, I want to declare that
premium business off. Nothing but the sea serpent goes
now."
Fishing has quieted down for the season. It has been

a remarkable fishing; season about this city, both in the
number and size of fish taken. There has been good fall

mascallonge fishing on Vieux Desert and other waters of
Wisconsin. The bass fishing I have tried to set forth
slightly heretofore. It has been magnificent. The trout
fishing to the north of us has also been good, and it seems
that the grayling are not all gone. Mr. Britton, division
superintendent of the B. & O. road, took grayling on the
Manistee during the past season, and he says he knows
where he can get a lot of them next spring.

'

E. Hough.

HOW TO TREAT THOSE FISH TRAPS.
PITTSBURG, Pa.. Nov. 13.—Editor Forest and Stream:

In your issue of Nov. 7, 1889, on page 312, you publish
an article entitled "Fish Protection in Pennsylvania," in
which it is stated that the Lancaster county authorities
have made a proclamation to destroy the illegal appli-
ances in their streams. Will you inform the public why
that was done ? And why they proceed under an old law
when there is a better and new law for their action ? If
they are really interested in protecting then- streams,
why do they not put in force the law approved by the
Governor of this State on May 2.2, 1889, and found on
pages 261 to 271 in Laws of Pennsylvania, 1889 ? Take
Sec. 9, page 266, which says:

"Any fish commissioner, nsh warden, deputy warden, sheriff,
deputy sheriff, constable, policeman, or any special officer of this
Commonwealth, is hereby authorized to destroy any fish basket,
eel weir, fyke net, pound net. shore net, drift net, dip net, wing
wall, or wing walls, or any illegal devices named in anv section
of this act, and they are hereby authorized to arrest forthwith
any person placing, erecting, using or fastening them. Any per-
son or persons interfering with any of the above officer? in the
discharge of their duties or resisting arrest, shall pay a fine of
§100, and be imprisoned three months in the county jail, or shall
be subject to both penalties at the discretion of the magistrate or
court before, which he or they shall be convicted."

Do you think any proclamation is needed after reading

that section ? If there is a fish warden over there, why
does he not attend to his duty? If he won't, why is he
not removed ? If there is not a fish warden there, why
don't they get one ?

Perhaps I am asking too many questions, but I like to
see the fish and game both protected, and when we have
the means at hand I cannot understand why they are not
used. Under the old law that was the only way to pro-
ceed, but now the new law opens up a shorter, better
and more effectual method of disposing of those illegal
appliances as well as of the offenders themselves.
Last week our fish warden destroyed over $500 worth

of illegal appliances, and he is now watching to take the
bodies of the offenders.
With good, active wardens, the inland streams of

Pennsylvania, as well as all other States, will teem with
fish, and any person can get a mess of good fish by rod
and bine. But the wardens must be upheld and en-
couraged, and money enough must be raised to insure
them against loss by attending to this work.

J. Williamson.

The Fly-Fishers' Club of London will hold its annual
dinner Dec. 11. William Senior, so well known to an-
glers under his nom deplume of "Red Spinner," and as
angling editor of the Field, will preside.

Florida Fishing is so largely the theme of the " Win-
ter in Florida" paper in the Sportsman Tourist, that our
angling readers should not overlook it.

Messrs. S. Allcock & Co., of Redditcb, Eng., were
awarded a gold medal at the Paris Exposition for their
display of fishing tackle.

MISSOURI FISH COMMISSION.
fpHE Missouri State Fish Commission's breeding ponds in
A Forest Park are at present being drained for the pur-
pose of separating the fish in them. This work is gone
through with each fall. All the large or stock fish are
placed in deep ponds for protection during the winter, and
the small ones are placed in shallow ponds where they can
be easily caught for distribution to persons who wish them
for stocking private ponds. The Commission breeds crop-
pie, bass and German carp. Your correspondent called upon
the superintendent a few days ago, but as the work of drain-
ing the ponds was not completed the gentleman could not
give any facts relative to the success of the past season.
Next week the work will be finished and the fish counted
and I will send a full report of the season's work.

Unser Fritz.
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 9.

OREGON FISHING AND FISHCULTURE.—We learn
from Mr. Livingston Stone that thousands of anglers have
visited the tl, S. Fish Commission station on the Clackamas
River, Oregon, since the hatchery was established. Recently
none but trout fishermen have been there. All the large
trout have been caught out. but small ones contiuue to be
taken in some abundance. More than 4,000,000 eggs of the
quinnat salmon have been obtained this season and they
are still accumulating.

FIRST SHIPMENT OF CARP.—The first shipment of
carp by the D. S. Fish Commission was sent from the
Washington station Oct. 16. These will be distributed by
one of the cars of the Commission to various points in Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,
Montana, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Colorado, Utah,
Nebraska, Kansas, Arkansas, Indian Territory and Mis-
souri.
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 5 to 7.—First Dog Show of the Continental Kennel Club
at Denver, Col. A. L. Weston, Secretary.
Dec. 9 to 14.—Fourth annual show Northern Uliuois Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, Roekford, 111. John Teague, Secretary.

Jan. 6 to 11, 1890.—Annual Dog Show of the Michigan State
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Bay City. Mich. W. F.
Brace, Secretary.
Jan. 13 to 18, 1890—First Annual Dog Show of the Georgia Pet

Stock and Bench Show Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Von-
derleith, Secretary.
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890. -Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry anil

Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb, 11 to 11, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, American Institute Building, New York, .lames
Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 11 to 11, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Rochester

Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 18 to 21, 1890.—Show of the Buffalo Kennel Club, Buffalo,

N. Y. A. W. Smith. Secretary.
March 25 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary,

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 32.—Eighth Annual Field Trials of the Robins Island Club,

for members only. Walter L. Wellington, Secretary, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Dec. 2.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club,

at Lexington, N. 0. O. H. Odell, Secretary, Mills Building, New
York, N. Y.
Dec. 16.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Amory. Miss. T. M. Brumby. Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at Bakersfleld, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313
Bush street, San Francisco, Cal.
Jan. 27. 1890.—All-Day Field Trials, at West Point, Miss. F. R.

Hitchcock, 14 Broadway, New York, Secretary.
Feb. 11, lSOO.-Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary.

THE BRUNSWICK FUR CLUB TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As published in your valuable paper, the field trials of the

Brunswick Fur Club were run on the Albany Hills, Maine,
from Nov. 11 to 15, and I am happy to state were a grand
success. These were not only the initial field trials of the
club, but the first foxhound field trials ever held in the New
England States. Those who have never inaugurated and
carried out such trials have no conception of the difficulties
encountered at every turn, but the officers of the club being
men of enthusiasm and determination, every difficulty van-
ished before their efforts, and the first annual field trials of
fhe Brunswick Fur Club stand an unqualified achievement.
The members, attended in goodly numbers and were all

eager to do everything possible to make the trials what they
should be, and when the finals came and the decisions were
made they were accepted with a unanimous vote of thanks
to the careful, diligent, and upright judges. The judges in
the open foxhound and fox beagle classes were Mr. J. A.
French, Andover; Mr. Samuel Knight, Brunswick; Mr.
Henry Stetson, Brunswick, and Mr. Henry Gerry, South
Paris; and in the puppy class Mr. R. D. Perry, Braintree,
Mass., and Mr. Samuel Knight, Brunswick.
The weather was good and foxes proving plentiful, starts

were easily made, and splendid runs obtained each day. It
was decided that, as the members could only spare a week
from the business of life, it would be best to run all the
dogs every day, the dogs having the highest averages in the
various classes in which they were entered at the end of the
trials being the winners. A"purse was put up for each class,
to be divided into first, second and third prizes. To give the
dogs a good chase and the judges ample opportunity to
mark them, it was decided that the fox should not be shot
till six hours after the start in the puppy class.
There are about a hundred hounds in the club's kennels,

but the severe tests imposed at the trials caused some own-
ers tobe shy, so that twenty-four cracks were entered to bat-
tle for the honors. I have hunted with the best packs in
Virginia, Maryland, New Hampshire and Maine, and I can
unqualifiedly state that 1 never saw a finer field of dogs,
either in bench or working points; nor do I believe that any
pack could be gotten together in any other part of the coun-
try to surpass them.
The strains represented were Byron, English, Cook, Buck-

field, Natial, various crosses between these, and finally the
beautiful little beagle pack of Mr. W. N. Walling. It is
truly wonderful what diligent and untiring work these
little hounds can do, and the plucky manner in which they
stood up in such an unequal contest against the best hounds
in the country won the admiration of all. The Albany
Hills are precipitous and consist largely of ledges and
boulders, so that no ground could have been selected better
calculated to try the various points of a hound, and especi-
ally endurance, so fox hunters will appreciate it when I

state that every dog ran to the end of every race, and that
for four consecutive days, and were in excellent condition
at the end of the trials.

As the shooting of foxes was prohibited till six hours
after the start, only three foxes were killed, but had shoot-
ing been allowed at all times, many more would have fallen
to the prowess of the members. On one day the dogs scat-
tered into four packs, and fotxr foxes were being driven at
one time within seeing distance of the center of the hunt.
The prizes were awarded as follows:

OPEN DOG CLASS, FOXHOUNDS.
Hunt'Duj.

First, Mr. A. M. Gerry's black, white and tan dog Drive.
Second. Dr. A. C. Heffenger's black, white and tan dot;

Joe Forester.
Third, Mr. Richard Seely's black and tan dog Bugle.

Trailltm.

First, Mr. R. D. Perry's brindle, white and tan dog Jack
of Diamonds.
Second, Dr. F. H. Wilson's spotted aud ticked dog Jeff.
Third, Dr. A. C. Heffenger's black, white and tan dog

Drive ILL
Speed.

First, Mr. A. M. Gerry's black and blue ticked dog Smut.
Second, Dr. F. H. Wilson's black, white and tan dog Jim.
Third, Gerry and Emmons's black, white and tan bitch

Music.
Endurance.

First. Mr. L. O. Dennison's spotted and ticked dog Ben
Butler.
Second, Mr. R. D. Perry's tan and ticked dog Major

O'Rourke.
Third, Dr. A. C. Heffenger's black, white and tan dog Joe

Forester.
Barking.

First, Mr. J. H. Baird's black and tan dog Bey.
Second, Mr. L. O. Dennison's spotted and ticked dog Ben

Butler.
Third, Dr. F. H. Wilson's spotted and ticked dog Jeff.

PUPPY CLASS (LIMITED TO 18 MONTHS).

First, Mr. E. L. Toothaker's black and tan dog Bugle.
Second. Gerry and Emmons's black, white and tan dog

Hunter.
Third, Mr. E. L. Toothaker's black, white and tan bitch

Modest Girl.
FOX BEAGLE CLASS.

Fii-^L Mr- W- N. Waiting's black, white and tan bitch
Belle Diamond.
Second, Mr. W. N. Walling's black, white and tan hitch

Lucille.
Third, Mr. W. N. Walling's black, white and tan dug

Little Drive.
The clu b is desirous to have a series of friendly races be-

tween four or six hounds of its pack, and the same number
from any other pack in the country, and with that end in
view appointed Air. R. D. Perry a special delegate to arrange
the races with any one who may desire to negotiate.

It is hoped that another field trial may be held next
autumn, when more time can be given and the hounds run
in pairs or triplets, thus giving the best possible chance to

further judge the qualities of its dogs.
A. C. Heffenger, Director of the Hunt.

PHILADELPHIA CLUB TRIALS.

THE sixth annual trials of the Philadelphia Kennel Club
were run at Richland, Va., Nov. 11, 13, 13 and 14, Mr.

L. E. Wills judging. The results are summarized as fol-

lows:
W. B. Smith's English setter Ben Hur Franklin (Ike-

Led a) beat J. B. Ellison's pointer bitch Bryn Mawr Mona
(Bang—Vandalia).

T. Harrison's Irish setter bitch Victoria (Berkeley—Nora)
beat B. Ridgway's English setter bitch Sue (Count Noble-
Carrie C).
F. G. Taylor's English setter bitch Katie Noble (Count-

Queen Meg) beat J. H. Winslow's pointer bitch Golden Rod
(Beaufort -Zuba).
B. Ridgway's English setter dog Clipper W. (Dan-

Countess Pansy) beat W. B. Smith's English setter dog
Don Juan (ike—Leda).

E. Comfort's English setter bitch Perseverance (Chalkley
D.—Cassino G.) beat J. B. Ellison's pointer dog Victor the
Blue Stocking (Beaufort—Zuba).

F. S. Brown's cross-bred setter dog Horace (Trover—Nel-
lie) beat Stovell & Thompson's Irish setter bitch Nellie
(Elcho—Rose).
Second Series.—Ben Hur Franklin beat Victoria. Clipper

AV. beat Katie Noble. Perseverance beat Horace.
Third Series.—Clipper W. beat Ben Hur Franklin. Per-

severance a bye.
Final Heat.— Clipper W. beat Perseverance. Katie Noble

beat Perseverance for second. Perseverance took third.

MERLIN HUSCROFT—The English Kennel Gazette con-
tributor "Merlin," whostole Dr. Perry's writings and palmed
them off as his own, turns out to be Huscroft . This Huscroft
is the fellow who started the lie about the Salisbury pedigree.
"Our Special Commissioner'' Huscroft stock has dropped
several points in the American market.
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CANADIAN KENNEL CLUB TRIALS.

CIHATHAM, Ont. .Nov. 14.—The first annual field trials of

the Canadian Kennel Club closed to-day, and the meet
has been a success. The highly flourishing condition of the

club's affairs fully warranted its success in this undertaking,
and there is every inducement to believe that these trials

tnav grow into a prominent feature, with large and larger

attendance as their character becomes better known. It is

true that the largest stake showed only 10 startei-s, yet among
these were several good ones and a smaller number of excep-

tionally fine ones. It, will be noticed also that in some cases

several dogs were entered by the same owner, but this pau-
city in the attendance of actual owners is part of the history

of any association in its younger days, and was only to be
expected here. There will be more next year, and those of

this year were rare iu quality. At least one membex-, Mr.
Thomas Johnson, came all the way from Winnipeg, Mani-
toba, a total distance of nearly 1,500 miles. A worthy sports-
man he is. and he brought the winner with him for each
stake, Mr. Johnson's pointer bitch Ightfield Blithe, winner
of the Derby, is fairly a phenomenal bitch, and has been the
fa vorite of the field. She is imported, is of a family of win-
ners, and iu the field or on the bench is fit for any company.
Mr. Johnson has said that he intends giving Blithe to his
old friend Amory K Starr (Jaeobstaff), of Marshall, Texas.
Should he. do so, Mr. Starr may hold himself one of the
earth's favorites, for it is within the power of but few to

bestow any such gift. Blithe is one dogofathousaud.no
matter what be the breeding or quality, and one might pass
a lifetime and not get, hold of such another, no matter how
many he bought. Pitti Siug, winner of the All-Aged,
is also imported, and is a setter bitch of great field quali-
ties, though not exceptionally fine in looks. She also is

right in a family of winners in' Ireland and England, and is

fit to give account of herself. It should be borne in mind
that both of these dogs saw quail for the first time about a
week and a half ago, and iu view of this fact their perform-
ance is all the more remarkable. Mr. T. G. Davey, of Davey
&Eiehards, London, Ont,, had two good ones in Canadian
Jester and Brighton Pride, but these dogs hardly did them-
selves justice, for their owner had hunted them in company
with careless dogs the week before,and had,to put it plainly,
handicapped their chances in this meet to increase his
chances for a bag. Mr. W. B. Wells and also Dr. Kine, of
t his city, had good ones entered, and in fact there was hardly
a dog down that did not show himself a practical field

worker.
Mr. John Davidson, of Monroe, Mich., acted as judge, and

his decisions, rendered with promptness, justice and ab-
solute impartiality, were received witji only about the aver-
age amount of kicking, which is, perhaps, all that any
judge could ask. Mr. Davidson's brusque and autocratic
ways, and his kind heart, are known in a wide portion of
our sporting world. In one case a certain member of the
club, who had accepted his defeats.with exceptionally bad
grace all along, openly impugned the judge and made a de-
plorable scene upon the grounds. This was smoothed over
later, and it may be best to say little about it. Such things
are called "unfortunate." They are worse than that, and
there is no excuse for them.
The birds were found at distances of four to fourteen

miles from town. For the first day and a half they were so
scarce that moves were made to more distant aiid better
covers, it becoming apparent the trials would be of in-
definite length otherwise. In the later runnings the birds
were plentiful enough, and the country was elegant for the
work, being made up of stubble, thicket, wood and standing
corn in good alternation. The French Canadian farmers
are not the neatest cultivators in the world, but their weedy
little farms are good quail raisers.
Owing to the closely fenced nature of the country, it was

impossible to use horses in following the dogs, and the
judge, handlers and reporters had to walk all day,
Chatham is a quiet old town of about 15,000 inhabitants,

lying on the river Thames. It has treated the club very
nicely. Mr. Frank Bennett, of the Grand Central Hotel,
has been especially clever with the boys.
Following are the officers of the Canadian Kennel Club:

President. Mr. Richard Gibson, Delaware, Ont.; First Vice-
President. Mr. J. Lorme Campbell, Simcoe. Ont.; other
Vice-Presidents. Messrs. J, U, Gregory. Quebec. Thomas
Johnson, Winnipeg, Samuel Coulson, Montreal, and Dr J
W. Mills, Montreal; Secretary, Mr. C. A. Stone, London;
Ont ; Treasurer, Mr. S, F. Glass, London; Executive Com-
mittee, Messrs. C. M. Nelles, Brantford; H. Bedlington,
Hamilton; W.B.Wells, Chatham; H. Martin, Hamilton;
Dr. J. S. Niven, Loudon; ,7. L. Campbell, Simcoe; F. H, F.
Mercer, Ottawa; T. G. Davey. London. The Field Trials
Committee are Mr. W. B. Wells, of Chatham, Mr. .1. I..

Campbell, of Simcoe, Mr. T. G. Daves . of London, Mr. Thos.
Johnson, of Winnipeg. Mr. C. A. Stone, of London, acts as
secretary and treasurer in this work.
The dogs were drawn in the following order for the

ALL-AGED STAKES,
For Setteks and Pointers.

First Series.
PARIS (G. E. A. Walker, London, Ont.), black and white

setter dog, 3yrs. (London—Queen Bess),
against

Canadian Jester (Davey and Richards, Loudon, Out.),
blue belton setter dog, 2%yrs. (Knight of Snowden—Cham-
pion Liddesdale.

Breezo (R. G. Henry, Brockville), liver pointer dog,
14mos. (pedigree not sent in),

against
Bor. (T. H. Nelson, Chatham), chestnut and white setter

dog, 8yrs. (pedigree unknown).

American Beck (Davey and Richards, London, Ont.),
liver and white pointer bitch, 4yrs. (pedigree not sent in),

against
George (J. B. Field, Detroit), black and white setter dog

2%yvs. (Mingo—Ban).

Maggie B. (J. Kime, Chatham), black, white and tan set-
ter bitch, Syrs. (Kink—Lucy B,),

against
Dinah C. (W. B. Wells, Chatham), black and white setter

bitch, 5yrs. (Mingo—Pausta II.).

Mingo (W. B. Wells), black and white setter dog, llyrs.
(Druid—Star), nqainxt
Pitt i Sing (Thos. Johnson, Winnipeg, Man.), liver and

white, setter bitch, 8}<yrs. (Baron Doveridge—Norah).

Ightfield Blithe (Thos. Johnson, Winnipeg), pointer
bitcb, 20mos. (Dancer—Ightfield Bloom),

against
Cambbiana (W. B. Wells), black and white setter bitch,

-lyrs. (Cambridge—Romp).

Brush K. (J Kime), black and white setter dog, 2yrs.
(Kink—Lady Thunder), J

against
Gambol (Item Kennels, Bethany, Pa,), liver and white

pointer dog, ,>yrs (Gough—Larkspur).

Dover ( W. B. Wells), black and white setter dog, oyrs
(Dashing Berwyn—Romp),

'

ayainst
Manitoba Belle (Thos. Johnson), liver, ticked aud white

setter bitch, 4yrs. (Pride of Dundee-Jeannette).

There were withdrawn after entry in the stake four dogs,
Mr. C. A. Stone's Forest Fern, Mr. Thos. Montgomery's
Bruce M., Messrs. Davey and Richards's Locksley and Mr.
Thos. Johnson's Dick Bondhu. Thus there were twenty
original entries in the All-Aged Stakes, sixteen to start.

Monday, Nov. h.
The weather was cloudy and damp-feeling, and it was not

a bad scenting day. The grounds chosen were about four
miles out from town, and in a country of cleared timber,
slashings, thickets, stubbles and corn. The first pair or-

dered down were Paris and Canadian Jester. This was
promptly at 8:30, yet both twenty minutes and forty-five
minutes passed without the appearance of Paris. It was
learned later that his owner had missed his train at a
neighboring railway station. Action as to subsequent run-
ning of this heat was left to the committee, and at 9:35 the
second brace were ordered down.

breezo and bob.

Breezo was handled by J. R. McGregor, and Bob by his
owner, Mr. T. H. Nelson. This pair did hot do much. Breezo
ranged wider in better style, Bob keeping close to heel much
of the time. Bob is eight years old, and appeared stiff and
heavy. Bob made one false point, Breezo backing. The
pair ran two hours even, over good country, but no birds
were found. They were ordered up, to go down again later

AMERICAN BECK AND GEORGE.

American Beck was handled by Mr. Dacey and George by
J. R. McGregor. They went down at 11:40. There was no
great difference in the ranging qualities of these dogs, but
George was the more obedient and easily handled. Mr.
Davey bad but recently purchased Beck, and her former
owner, Mr. Wise, of Virginia, had not even informed him
of the calls and signals used in her breaking. She had been
hunted by Mr. Davey but a day or so, and had not yet grown
into a perfect rapport with him, so to speak. One. of the
reporters put up a good bevy, which scattered on stubble.
The two dogs worked this cover for ten or fifteen minutes,
doing singularly poor work, and not finding all the birds
seen to go down. Each clog scored a royal flush, and that
was about all, although eight birds went off the stubble.
Beck was unsteady once to wing, stopping to order. George
was steady on his flush. Both dogs were steady on a third
bird, flushed wild. Crossing into the woods, George was
seen by the judge to point a single bird in a treetop. Beck
chased a rabbit, giving tongue. Beck was brought up aud
backed George, who stood at an old footscent. Beck was a
busy ranger. No birds found, Ordered up at 1. OS. Shortly
after this Beck caught a rabbit on the fly as it sprang out of
a stump. Pleat given to Georgo.

MAGGIE B. AND DINAH C.

Maggie B. was handled by Dr. Kime, Dinah C. by Mr.
Wells. At first Dinah appeared a bit the better in speed
and range, but at the close of the heat it would be hard
to say this. Maggie was really the more stylish ranger,
and carried a better head. It is said she outclassed herself
in this heat. Dinah pointed a bevy at a brier fence; Maggie
backed, sitting on her haunches. Mr. Wells flushed and
killed to order, both dogs steady to wing and shot. Dinah
retrieved, not any too well or gently. On a stubble field
both dogs began some beautiful work, exchanging a half
dozen cautious stops, and moving on in time to save them-
selves from false points, Maggie pointed and three birds
were put up near her, Dinah not ordered up to back, but
both dogs steady. Going at full speed over this stubble,
Dinah wheeled to a beautiful point, Maggie backing nicely.
Dr. Kime wounded the bird when put up. A moment later
Maggie duplicated this point by one really more brilliant,
wheeling to a point when on full gallop, and nearly falling
to the ground as she tried to stop. Maggie dropped. Dinah
did not back, but appeared to flush. At a thicket, Maggie
roaded slightly and Dinah dropped to a point. Dinah left
her point and came out of the thicket. Maggie, who had
backed, remained pointing, sitting on her haunches. The
bird was discovered sitting on a bush. Dinah swung back,
and, according to the judge, pointed a bevy near by, which
was flushed by handlers. On the stubble Maggie showed
great caution, but did not false-point. Over the fence she
pointed Dr. Kime's crippled bird. Dinah backed nicely at
20yds., She being brought up, Maggie grew a bit jealous
and moved forward a step, the bird taking wing. In the
grass near a ditch Dinah made and held three minutes an
unmistakable false point. The pair were ordered up at 2:11,
and the heat was given to Dinah C, at which some little
mild surprise was expressed. The judge said that, barring
Dinah's false point, neither bitch had made an error, and
that Dinah had five points to Maggie's three, and was a bet-
ter ranger. At all events, this was a wonderfully showy
heat, full of work, and the owners of this merry aud clever
pair were congratulated on having shown as good a heat as
any two dogs could be asked to do.

MINGO AND PITTI SING.

Mr. Wells handled Mingo and Mr. Johnson Pitti Sing.
The pair was put down at 2:45, directly after lunch. Pitti
Sing showed iairly phenomenal ranging qualities, ami was
eager and stylish throughout the heat, which lasted two
hours and a quarter. Both dogs roaded running birds in a
thicket. Mingo pointed a single, Pitti backing, Mingo
then flushed the bird; crowding iu, Mingo pointed again,
Pitti backing elegantly 15yds. distant. Both dogs were
steady to Mr. Wells's shot, the bird going on wounded. On
the stubble, Mingo flushed twice unmistakably. Pitti
pointed on ahead in the wood, the bird flying on what was
probably not her flush. Mingo flushed again in grass near
a fence. Pitti pointed in briers, Mingo failing to back.
Mingo made a good point on stubble, and Pitti made a
grand back at fully 50yds. Mr. Wells passed her, forgetful
altogether of field etiquette, and ran to Mingo; Pitti moved
on a step or so, but Wells flushed and killed, the bird falling
at 80yds,, Mingo retrieving creditably; both dogs steady.
After some roading on old trails, Pitti pointed at a fence in
another field. Mingo seemed not to notice her well, but
crowded ahead and pointed also. A bird went out, both
dogs steady. Up at 4:59, and the heat given to Pitti Sing,
rightly by every means. She showed exceptional quality.
Mingo is 11 years old and deaf, but a remarkable performer
for his age.

It was now nearly dark, aud on calling for the dogs of the
undecided heat, they were found absent. Ightfield Blithe
and Cambriana were put down at 5:12, but beyond learning
that this was a corking good pair of rangers, nothing was
done in their fifteen minutes of daylight. The day closed
with no great satisfaction, because the birds seemed so
scarce that the work threatened to be greatly prolonged.
They were not plentiful enough to warrant' runnings on
the ground covered to-day.

Tuesday, Nov. 12.

The weather was clearer and warmer. The first brace
were cast off at 8:30 sharp. The committee had concluded
not to disqualify Paris for his absence yesterday, and accord-
ingly the first pair down were

PARIS AND CANADIAN JESTER.
Paris wTas handled by his owner. Mi-. Allen, and Jester by

his owner, Mr. Davey. Paris at first showed a trifle better
in range. He had a choppier gait, however, and later on
Jester's steadier swing fully equalized the question of speed.
After a birdless long walk, the dogs were called to a scat-
tered bevy put up by an assistant. Near a ditch in the
woods each dog got a probable flush on rather wild birds to
no great discredit. Allen killing two birds and Paris retriev-
ing nicely to order. Both dogs steady to shot. Paris backed

Jester's roading stop, a bird flushing ahead. Paris false-
pointed beautifully, and Allen struck him with his hand,
driving him away, the judge not seeing this. Paris made
a false point later on in another cover. Jester backed.
Allan, ordered to flush, found nothing. An hour later Jester
Hushed a single in the woods, and on stubble roaded, flushed
and broke in, stopping to order. The dogs were taken up at
12:30, the whole morning having been taken up with not
enough actual work on birds to amount to anything. Heat-
undecided,
After lunch the party drove a mile and a half further out,

hoping to find more birds. The undecided of yesterday
came up,

BREEZO AND BOB.

A bevy was found in an old field near the road, Breeze
flushing. Considerable prancing around and mighty little
work was done in the woods and on the stubble where the
birds scattered. Bob refused to work. Breezo won. Down
at 1:17, up at 2:37.

This stubble was very pooi-ly hunted, and a number of
birds were left on it. The next pair went down at 2:46.

IGHTFIELD BLITHE AND CAMBRIANA.
Each dog was handled by its owner. This was a good

pair, both obedient and good' workers. Blithe showed alto-
gether the better ranger, and was really an exceptional
bitch, of great style, dash and staying qualities. After a
long walk an assistant flushed a bevy, the dogs getting no
work. On these scattered birds a little unsatisfactory work
was done. Cambriana appeared to flush in a thicket; she
did not drop to word. Blithe, going at pace, whirled sud-
denly, just as a bird rose, and dropped just as her handler
called to her. She was credited with a point, and certainly
earned no demerit. The judge also gave her a point on
three birds in a treetop. This was not seen by the reporters.
Blithe won, and this was all right in everyway. She showed
herself a good one. Up at 3:07. Not much work on birds.

BRUSH K. AND GAMBOL.
Brush K. was handled by Dr. Kime, Gambol by Mr. C. A.

Stone. Gambol was a little better in range, though neither
had much style, and both ran with low head. Both fairly
obedient to ranging signals. Brush flushed a big bevy in k
weedy cornfield, and later flushed a lingering single. Both
dogs steady to wing. Brush made a bad false point in the
woods. Gambol was brought up, backed, and then ran in
ahead. Gambol later on flushed a bird, first pausing slightly,
but was steady to wing. Gambol made a good, sharp point
on a bevy in a weedy field; Brash backed. Stone missed,
both dogs steady to wing and shot. Gambol did not drop to
order; Brush only a little better. Brush poiuted, none too
steadily, in the woods. Kime flushed aud did not shoot,
both dogs steady to wing. Brush flushed at edge of thicket,
Gambol close behind, both dogs steady. Gambol flushed a
wild bird a little later. On a stubble Brush roaded. Gam-
bol came up, took up trail better, went ahead and pointed
elegantly, Brush backing. Kime killed to order, both dogs
breaking in rather badly and not stopping so well. Down
at 3:25; up at 4:37. Gambol won.

DOVER AND MANITOBA BELLE.
At 4*5(5 the two friends, Mr. Johnson, of Winnipeg, aud Mr.

Wells of Chatham, came against each other again, each again
handling his own dog, the former Manitoba Belle and the
latter Dover. So far the Winnipeg dog had come out ahead,
much to Mr. Wells's expressed disgust. It became apparent
that Manitoba Bell was also a hard one to beat, she having
very good ranging qualities. A farmer called the party to a
bevy he had seen, but by careful bad management these were
not found. At dusk Dover pointed old footscent at a thicket,
Belle backing. The birds had been seen to fly some mo-
ments before, and Dover went on none too soon, certainly.
It grew dark, and at 5:30 the dogs were ordered up. The
party was nearly ten miles from town and a mile and a half
from the vehicles, after a steady day's walking. The man
agement during the day has not been exceptionally efficient,
but much of this is chargeable to the fact that this is the
first field meet of the club. A better knowledge of the coun-
try and of the birds, and a smoother working of details,
would have saved some time. Thus, at the end of the sec-
ond day only six heats had been decided.

Wednesday, Nov. 13.

The weather was cloudy, light rain falling nearly all day.
The party was taken out to the Big Point Club preserve
near the lake, whei*e birds were far more plentiful. This
was thirteen miles from Chatham, and it was 10:15 by the
time the grounds were reached. The first pair were put
down at 10:25, this being the undecided heat of the night
before

DOVER AM) MANITOBA BELLE.

Mr. Wells handled Dover, Mr. Johnson handled Belle.
There was little difference in range at first, but for some
reason Belle seemed not, to be hunting as eagerly as on the
previous evening. Dover roaded, pointed and retrieved the
bird killed by Mr. Wells out of a bevy. Belle not called to
back. Both made game, and Dover flushed a bevy in briers
at a log pile. Dover now ranged the better. Dover pointed
in brush, Mr. Wells missed; Belle dropped at order; both
dogs steady. But little more actual work was done. Up at
11. Dover won. Mr. Wells, his handler, might take lessons
in the theory aud practice of field handling and field eti-

quette. In this he could fiud no better model than his oppo-
nent, who accepted his defeat good-humoredly. Iu handling,
Mr. Johnson was never noisy or petulant, but quiet andcour-
teous always, never passing in front of his opponent's dog
when on game and never rushing up to his own dog when
on a point.
Paris being absent, the undecided heat of the day before

was given to Canadian Jester.

Second Series.

CANADIAN JESTER AND BREEZO.
Mr. Davey handled Jester, J. McGregor handled Breezo.

Dowm at 11:05. Breezo was hard to handle, and could not
well be got down to close work in heavy cover. Jester
showed himself a handy one in close work, pointing, back-
ing and retrieving, his chief fault being a disposition to
break in and chase, he however dropping at command.
Breezo failed to back once, and although a very likely one
and ambitious, his work was not extra. Up at 11:50. Jester
won,

GEORGE AND DINAH C.

J. McGregor handled George, Mr. Wells handled Dinah C.
Down at 11:55. In range Dinah surpassed, but each dog
seemed as cheerful and obedient as the other. Dinah ap-
peared to flush near a brush pile. Several good covers were
drawn blank, A bevy flushed wild in the woods. George
pointed foot scent and Dinah backed. A hundred yards fur-
ther on, Dinah pointed false at a fence, and again at a brush
pile, with ample time to discover. George failed to back in
the latter case, and drew up and nointed also for a moment.
Ordered up at 12:40 and the heat given to Binah C, the rea-
son for which, it must be confessed, was not very apparent.
They needed more work. The. decision, however, placed the
dogs properly on merit.

PITTI SING AND GAMBOL.
Mr. Wells handled Pitti Sing for Mr. Johnson, Mr. Stone

handled Gambol. Down at 12:45, and ordered up at 1:58,
after lunch, and the heat given to Pitti Sing. In the walk
no practical work was done, but Gambol did not range out,
and failing to go out and hunt on a stubble where Pitti Sing
was ranging beautifully, he lost his chance.
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TGHTEIELD BLITHE AND DOVER.
Mr. Johnson handled Blithe, Mr. Wells handled Dover.

Down at 2:10. In this heat it became apparent that in his
pointer Blithe Mr. Johnson had not only-the better dog of
the pair, but the best dog in the strikes. Her work was
simply admirable, and she showed herself perfectly broken,
of excellent disposition and exceptional ranging qualities.
She outclassed Dover, and beat him hands down, whereat
Mr. Wells made bis customary urgent objections, to which
Mr. Johnson replied with his customary pleasant smile. No
birds were found till late in the heat. Blithe pointed and
roaded. A bevy went up wild. Dover false-pointed, which
is his worst fault; Blithe dropped to order. Blithe pointed
running birds in corn, Dover an indifferently good back.
Up at 3:17. Blithe won.

Third Series.

CANADIAN JESTER AND STEM SING.

This pair were drawn on a guard, Mr. Johnson's two dogs
coming- against each other otherwise. Mr. Davey handled
Jester, Mr. Wells handled Pitti Sing for Mr. Johnson. Down
at 3:35. Pitti had the better of it in range and style. She
was a wide and easy-going ranger. The dogs made game in
a cornfield. Jester' pointed and Mr. Davey flushed, Jester
breaking in but stopping to order. Pitti Sing also pointed,
and dropped beautifully to wing before she was ordered to
do so, as the birds flushed about her. Roading and point-
ing followed, Jester backing well once. A good bevy of
scattered birds was left, by reason of some theory or
another, and the dogs taken across a blank field. Near a
house in corn Jester broke in after a bird that rose ahead of
him. Thereupon the judge ordered the pair up and gave
the heat to Pitti Sing. Down 30m.

DINAH C. AND 1GHTFIELD BLITHE.

Mr. Wells and Mr. Johnson again entered the ring, each
handling his own dog. It was well on toward dark, but
Mr. Wells insisted on running, and the pair were cast off at
4:15. Dinah pointed at a fence in thicket, very possibly on
footscent. Blithe, brought up to back, pointed a bird as
she passed into the thicket. Mr. Wells thought his dog had
been interfered with while on game. Such was not the
case. Mr. Wells showed himself overbearing and discourt-
eous, with which mild comment this matter is with difficulty
allowed to pass. This gentleman has kept his friends busy
apologizing for him for the past three days. There is a
point where this becomes quite threadbare. That all neces-
sity for it be obviated, let the gentleman in question take
example, as before suggested, of his chief apologist and
friend, Mr. Johnson, who is fairly a model of sportsmanlike
courtesy and a perfect observer of the proper etiquette of
the field. At the bottom of this little ripple there is nothing
worse than mere thoughtlessness, for Mr. Wells is known
for a hearty good fellow.
These dogs went on into a wood, drawing several covers

blank. Blithe unfortunately ran into a bevy and flushed.
At the end of the 45 minutes the judge gave the heat to
Dinah, on technical reasons alone, admitting later that he
thought Blithe the best dog in the stakes. A dark and
muddy drive of 14 miles then followed, and it was late when
town was reached.

Thursday, Nov. 14.

Rainy weather still continued, and the party faced an un-
pleasant task as they walked into the muddy fields. This
was about six miles from town.

Final Meat.
PITTI SING AND DINAH C.

Down at 9:45. After casting along a creek bed some time
Pitti Sing blundered over a single, not to much discredit.
Pitti Sing pointed nicely on stubble, Dinah backing off for
an instant, but then drawing down close and again backing.
Dinah false-pointed at the fence. Pitti Sing was the better
in ranging qualities, although Dinah is herself an excellent
ranger and a good field dog of four or five years' experience
on quail. Pitti Sing, as earlier stated, is new on quail. Up
at 10:25. Pitti Sing won.
By agreement of the night before it had been arranged

that the second dog should not run the last dog beaten by
the winner, to determine place, but that second and third
should be decided by the judge on previous work. The
judge now announced Pitti Sing as winner of the All-Aged,
Dinah C. second, Ightfield Blithe third.

Pitti Sing.the winner (Baron Doveridge—Norah),is a 401bs.
white setter bitch, with liver markings on head and ears.
She was in bad condition, but at her best is not perhaps a
show dog. Her ears might be carried a bit lower, and her
ribs spring better, and her coupling stronger. She is, how-
ever, tidy but rangy, and by her work has" shown her qual-
ity. She wins the custody of the American Field cup,
which she must win next year to hold, also $75 cash, also
251 bs. of powder, the latter offered by the Hamilton Powder
Co. A donation of 1,000 shells is to be divided, on just
what basis is not known at this writing.
Dinah C, second (Mingo—Fausta II.), is a compact em9

fair-proportioned setter bitch, white and black, about 43lbs.
weigtit, In coat and quarters she is not perfect. In head
she is good, and she is we.U ribbed and of good loin; in all a
very useful bitch. She w ins $35 cash.
Ightfield Blithe (Dancer—Ightfield Bloom), third, is svell

nigh a perfect pointer bitch. She is about 361 bs. weight,
liver and white in color. She has perfect legs, feet, back,
ribs and loin. Her muzzle is not too long, but her head is

symmetrical and good. If she has fault, it lies in a tail just
a shade coarse, but it is a question if she could be thought
much below par on that point. This cheerful and merry
little one wins $15 cash, also the special pointer prize of $10.
She is a better dog than either of those above her.

SUMMARY:
First Series.

Canadian Jester beat Paris.
Breezo beat Bob.
George beat American Beck.
Dinah C. beat Maggie B.
Pitti Sing beat Mingo.
Ightfield Blithe beat Cambriaua.
Gambol beat Brush R.
Dover beat Manitoba Belle.

Second Series.

Canadian Jester beat Breezo.
Dinah C. beat George.
Pitti Sing beat Gambol.
Ightfield Blithe beat Dover.

Third Series.

Pitti Sine,' beat Canadian Jester.
Dinah C. beat Ightfield Blithe.

Final.

Pitti Sing beat Dinah C. and won.

THE DERBY.
Immediately upon the closing of the All-Aged, running

was begun in the Derby. In these stakes there was but one
forfeit, and the drawings were as follows:
MARCUS (R. G

:

Hervey, Brockville), liver pointer dog,
14m os. (pedigree not sent in),

against
1ghtkleld Blithe (T. Johnson, Winnipeg), liver and

white pointer bitch, 20mos. (Dancer—Ightfield Bloom).

Snap (Ed. Green, Chatham), black and white setter dog,
20nros. (Dash—Belle),

,
agaznsv

Breezo (R. G. Hervey), liver pointer dog, Minos, (pedigree
not sent in ).

Brighton Pride (Davey and Richards, London), blue bel-
ton setter dog, 18mos. (Brant—Belle),

against'
DOROTHEA (J. Lome Campbell), black and tan Gordon

bitch, Kimos. (Jack—Becky Sharp).

First Series.

MARCUS AND IGHTFIELD BLITHE.

Marcus was handled by J. McGregor, a good and quiet
handler. Mr. Johnson handling Blithe. Down at 10:35.

Blithe aid it all, and in thirteen minutes the judge gave her
the heat, Marcus refusing to hunt.
The next pair were Snap and Breezo. Snap was absent

and the heat was given to Breezo.

BRIGHTON PRIDE AND DOROTHEA.
Mr. Davey handled Pride, Mr. Campbell haudled Dorothea.

Down at 10:50. Pride showed a very independent, cheerful
and bnsiness-like ranger, quite surpassing Dorothea, who
was too fleshy and unfit for field work. Dorothea pointed
in a thicket to demerit, no bird being found, after a fail-

delay. Both dogs were obedient and easily handled. Pride
made a very showy point on the stubble", crouching down
with one forefoot doubled under him. Dorothea did not
back. Mr. Davey snapped the bird down, but Pride broke
shot and retrieved without order, the bird falling about
30tt. away. Dorothea now showed a disposition to hunt
close in, while Pride ranged wonderfully well. Ordered up
at 11:30. Brighton Pride won.
Snap was still absent. The judge put down Breezo with

Marcus, for a confirmation of his opinion as to third place.
By agreement, the placing of the winners was left in the
discretion of the judge without further running. His deci-
sion was Ightfield Blithe first, Brighton Pride second,
Breezo third.

Ightfield Blithe, winner of the Derby, has been fully spoken
of before. She wins $25 cash as first money.
Brighton Pride (Brant—Belle), second, is a fine young blue

belton dog, good in head, a bittallish and not of great bone,
but a workmanlike one. He. wins $15 cash. He will be
heard from later, and is much of a setter.
Breezo, third, is just a plain liver and bacon colored

pointer, without much style about him, tall and large, but
wit h the making of a good serviceable field dog in him. His
owner neglected to send up his pedigree, but he is said to be
well bred. He wins $10 cash.

SUMMARY.
First Series.

Ightfield Blithe beat Marcus.
Breezo a bye.
Brighton Pride beat Dorothea.

Finn! Hail.

Under discretion, Ightfield Blithe first, Brightou Pride
second, Breezo third.
A nice little game dinner was served to the field party at.

the Grand Central Hotel in the evening. It was announced
that the club had paid its debts, concluded the business of
the meet, and had a neat little surplus in the treasury for
next year. This is a worthy showing for a worthy club," and
one. which doubtless has a good future before it.

E. Hough.

THE INDIANA FIELD TRIALS.
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.—Editor Forest and Stream: The

third annual field trials of the Indiana Kennel Club
opened at Bicknell, Nov. 1, with the Members' Stake, which
was judged by Messrs. A. J. Gleason and P. T. Madison.
The weather for the first three or four days of the trials

was very pleasant, but the remainder of the time was cloudy
and rainy. The trials were stopped twice on account of the
inclement weather. The grounds were not as good as they
were last year on account of many of the best fields being
full of corn, and the dogs had to be taken from one open
field to another, which at times was very inconvenient and
annoying. The Setter JJerby began Monday morning. Nov.
4, and was judged by Royal Robinson, J. B. Stoddard and
P. T. Madison. On 'Tuesday Mr. Stoddard was compelled
to retire, and Mr. J. M. Freeman took his place and acted
throughout the entire trials. The work done in the Setter
Derby was of a high order, while that of the Pointer Derby
was rather tame.

THE SETTER DERBY.
Monday, Nov. 4,—Preliminary Ser ies.

Each dog must score not less than 60 per cent, in this
series or be dropped entirely out of the race.

FRANKIE FOLSOM AND SIMONIDES.

Mr. A. J. Gleason's orange and white bitch Frankie Fol-
som (Marksman— Don's Nellie), handled by owner, and Rose
and Madison's black, white and tan dog Simonides (Gath's
Hope—Gladys), handled by D. E. Rose, were cast off in a rag-
weed field on the Phillippi farm, half a mile west of town,
at 8:2". The handlers soon walked into a covey; Frankie
being near, pointed a portion of the remaining covey indif-
ferently. Following the birds through a small cornfield, to
where they had alighted in a woods pasture, the spectators
flushed another covey. The dogs soon pointed singles
simultaneously. Both dogs were steady to shot. Gleason
probably thinking he could rattle his opponent's dog, fired
both barrels when his bird flushed. If such were his con-
victions he was badly mistaken, as Simonides held his point
as solid as a stone wall. Judge Robinson informed Gleason
that only one shot must be fired in the future, unless the
judges ordered differently. Mr. Gleason was then ordered
to bring his dog up to back Simonides, which she did nicely.
Moving on Frankie pointed a single, and Simonides backed
handsomely; both were steady to wing. Frankie pointed
again in a bunch of weeds, Simonides backed: Gleason
failed to flush a bird to the point. Being sent on Simonides
pointed a single bird, and was steady to shot. Frankie
soon pointed again, and Simonides backed; Frankie moved
up and flushed the bird. Going down wind Simonides
flushed a single, and dropped to wing. The dogs were
taken up at 9:15, each winning a place in the first regular
series. In style and speed they were equal, Simonides hav-
ing the advantage of range and obedience.

ZULU AND KING LEO'S BOY.
Mr. J. I. Case, Jr.'s, black, white and tan dog Zulu (King

Noble—Nellie Belton), handled by J. L. Barker, and Mr.
W in. Dingle's black, white and tan dog King Leo's Boy
(King Leo—Flaxy Gladstone), handled by Gleason, were put
down in an open pasture at 9:20. Passing into a stubble
field, Leo pointed and moved on, Zulu pointed and was
steady to wing; followed the birds to woods. Leo flushed a
single and was slightly unsteady to wing; being ordered on,
Zulu flushed a single. Leo pointed, but no bird was found
to the point. Then Zulu flushed a single in the briers.
Worked back into the stubble, and finding nothing more,
the dogs were sent into the woods, which was drawn blank.
Going on into another stubble, the handlers flushed a covey,
which was followed. Leo got the first point on a single, but
was unsteady in his poiut, and moving flushed the bird.
Zulu then flushed a single. Leo pointed a single, drew up
and flushed the bird. The brace was taken up at 10:49, both
scoring less than 60 per cent. In style and obedience King
Leo's Boy had the advantage; in all other respects they were
about equal.

HOPE'S RAV AND MODESTY.
Mr. D. E. Rose's black, white and tan dog Hope's Ray

(Gath's Hope—Lady May), handled by owner, and Dr. J.
McDowell's blue belton bitch Modesty (Gath's Mark

—

Esther), haudled by Geo. McLin, were put down in a stub-
ble field on the Horn farm at 11:10. Going across wind, Ray
flushed a single bird of an outlying covey which the judges
flushed a moment later. Following the birds to the woods,
Modesty was the first to find a point; she was very steady to
shot. Going on Ray pointed a rabbit, and was' steady to
fur; moving further Ray pointed a single, but the bird
flushed a moment later; then he pointed a covey. The
birds were followed into the woods. Ray picked up three
points on singles on dry leaves, and won his place in the
next series. Modesty, not scoring 60 per cent., was dropped
out. The dogs were taken up at 11:58. Ray was superior
in everything but obedience. An adjournment was uow
taken for lunch.

TEMPIE CAMBRIDGE AND SAM <!.

Mr. G, R. Howse's black, white and tan bitch Tempie
Cambridge (Count Paris—Nellie Cambridge), handled by
her owner, and Mr. J. I. Case's lemon belton dog Sam C.
(King Noble—Cricket), handled by C. W. Barker, were cast
off in an orchard at 12:55. In ten minutes the judges flushed
a covey, which went to the briers. Sam soon pointed, but
moved on after finding his mistake. In briers Tempie
pointed, but Howse failed to flush a bird to the point; Sam
backed indifferently. Being sent on Sam pointed, and Tem-
pie backed handsomely; no birds were found. The dogs
then began roading, and located the birds simultaneously.
Both dogs were steady to shot. The birds were followed to
the woods, where Tempie got two good points to one fdr
Sam. They were taken up at 1:35, both winning their place
in the next series. Tempie was superior in style, range,
speed and obedience.

DAISY GIRL AND NANNIE B.

Mr. G. R. Howse's black, white and tan bitch Daisy Girl
(Count Paris—Nellie Cambridge), handled by owner, and
Mr. J. I. Case's lemon belton bitch Nannie B. (King Noble-
Queen Vashti), handled by C. W. Barker, were put down in
woods where last brace finished at 1:45. Daisy soon pointed
a single; the bird flushed wild a moment later; she was
steady to wiug. Going on Nannie pointed in fence corner,
Daisy backing beautifully; no bird found to the point.
After a little spin Daisy pointed a covey, and was steady to
shot. The birds were followed, Daisy getting three points
on single, while Nannie got two. They were taken up at
3:20, both scoring over 60 per cent.

BRANTON BRAG AND LILLY BURGES.
Mrs. Geo. N. Whiteley's orauge and white bitch Lilly

Burges (Gath's Mark— Esther), handled by Frank Richards,
and Mr. N, N. Nesbit's black, white and tan dog Braxton
Brag (Roderigo—Lufra) handled by owner, were cast off in
an open stubble at 2:40. Lilly soon pointed but no birds
were found to the point. After crossing a fence Brag
pointed in briers, and Lilly backed, but Nesbit failed to
flush his bird. Going on into stubbie Lilly found and
pointed a covey nicely, Brag coming up refused to back,
went in and flushed the entire covey. The birds were fol-
lowed, but before reaching the place where they were marked,
Lilly pointed another covey. Brag backed, then deliberately
walked in and flushed the birds, Lilly remaining steady.
The birds were followed, and Lilly soon captured three sin-
gles to one for Brag. Then Brag flushed a single, and lost
his place in the next series, while Lilly went in with flying
colors. They were taken up at 2:20. Lilly had style, speed,
range and obedience all on her side.

CLOCHETTE (A BYE) AND BRAXTON BRAG.
Mr. P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black,white and tan bitch Clochette

(Roderigo—Lavalette) handled by D. E. Rose, having the
bye, the judges selected Braxton Brag to run with her.
They were put down in an open pasture at 3:30; working
across this pasture and a newly sown wheat field and find-
iug nothing, the dogs were turned into a stubble field,where
Brag found a covey and pointed it nicely. Clochette backed.
The dogs were steady to wing. Following the birds to edge
of corn Clochette flushed twice and then pointed a single,
ami was unsteady to shot, although she dropped at com-
mand. Being sent on she flushed a single. The dogs were
taken up and carried to stubble on the Horn farm, where
Clochette flushed a covey and lost her place, in the next
series. She was taken up at 4:30.

Tuesday, Nov. 5—First Regular Series.

Zulu, King Leo's Boy, Modesty. Braxton Brag and Clo-
chette having failed to score the required 60 per cent., were
retired, and the new drawing brought out as the first brace,

HOPE'S RAY AND SAM C.

They were cast off in an open stubble, both dogs going
well. They both soon made game, but as they were both a
little, over anxious, they roaded into a covey going down
wind. Sent after the scattered birds. Ray was the first to
locate; he pointed a single in a fence corner very nicely, and
was steady to wing. Passing on, Ray pointed another single,
and was steady to wing. Then Sam located a single and
made a stylish point; he was also steady to wing. The dogs
were now sent on to find a fresh covey. Barker called point;
the birds flushed wild before the judges and reporters could
get near enough to see the dog. Beiug sent on after the
scattered birds, both dogs pointed singles simultaneously,
and were steady to wing. Then Sam false pointed. Moving
on, Ray pointed a single in fence corner; Sam backed indif-
ferently; Ray was steady to shot. Passing on. Ray pointed
a single, which flushed wild a moment later. Then Sam
pointed and Ray backed indifferently. Barker failed to find
a bird to the point. The dogs were then sent on through a
stubble into a woods pasture, which was drawn blank. Go-
ing into another stubble, Sam pointed a rabbit and Ray
backed. Going on into corner of a small cornfield, both
dogs pointed a covey simultaneously; both were steady to
shot. Going into corn, Ray got lost and was out of sight
five minutes; when found he was on a point. Tfte dogs were
then taken up, brought out of the corn and turned loose in a
stubble field. Going up wind, Sam pointed a covey in style;
Ray was not near enough to back; Sam was steady to shot.
The birds went to the corn and were not followed. The
dogs were sent into another stubble. Going down wind at
a clipping gait, Ray flushed some outlying birds, and
dropped to wing. He then roaded and located the rest of
the covey, and was steady to wing and shot. The dogs were
taken up at 10:04 and Hope's Ray declared the winner. The
work in this heat was not of a high order, both dogs being
hard to control. In speed, style and range they were about
equal.

NANNIE B. AND SIMONIDES.
Mr. Madison, having an interest in Simonides, did not

judge in this heat. The brace were put down in a stubble
field on the west end of the Horn farm at 10:35. Nannie
soon pointed a covey and Sim backed; both were steady to
shot. Being sent on into woods after the scattered birds,
Nannie pointed, Barker failing to find a bird to the point.
Then she pointed again in the briers near the edge of the
woods, which also proved false. Going back into stubble
Sim jumped into a beautiful point, going across wind at a
rattling trait; Nannie was brought up to back, which she
did indifferently; Sim dropped to shot. In fence corner
further on, Rose called point; birds flushed a moment later.
Passing on into woods Sim pointed a single, and was steady
to shot. Then he flushed a single from the dry leaves.
Nannie then pointed a single in dry briers and was steady
to shot. Passing on Nannie pointed in briers; Barker could
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find nothing to the point. Later on she pointed a single.

Rim hacked; both dogs steady to shot. Passing out of the

woods into a stubble field, the judges instructed the hand-

lers to work in a notherlv direction. Instead of doing as he
was instructed to, Mr. Barker allowed his dog to get away
from him and work in the opposite direction. She was
soon out of sight, and when found was on a point in corner

Of corn field near a ditch. Barker called point; Sim was
brought up to back, which he did. Barker failed to find

birds to the point. Eeing ordered on the dogs began road-

ing. Sim located and pointed a small covey 75yds. east.

Rose shot and Sim dropped. The dogs were then taken up
at 11:30, and the heat given to Nannie B. I cannot agree

with the judges in this decision, as Nannie was clearly out-

classed. Sim was positive in his work, and the only mis-

take he made was in flushing a single bird in the woods.
An adjournment was now taken for lunch.

TEMPIE CAMBRIDGE AND LILLY BURGES.

This brace was put down in a stubble field on the Horn
farm at 12:45, and immediately went away as if they were
trying to catch a jack rabbit. Tern pie soon came to a point,

pointed twice on rabbits. Going
gait, Lilly wheeled into a point, stood a moment, then
moved on, the judges coming up, flushed a covey. Being
sent on after scattered birds Lilly pointed, but Richards
could not find a bird to the point; Tempie flushed a single

and dropped to wing. Going into woods Lilly pointed a
single, and Tempie backed nicely; both were steady to shot.

The dogs were taken up at 1:45 and the heat given to Lilly.

In style, range and speed they were evenly matched, but
Lilly' had the best judgment on birds.

DAISY GIRL AND FRANKIE FOLSOM.

This brace was put down in a stubble at 1:57. Passing
through this field into another of the same kind. Frankie
pointed in corner of fence, Daisy backing nicely; Gleason
failed to flush. The dogs were sent on into the stubble,
where Daisy found and pointed a covey nicely. Frankie
backed handsomely, both dogs steady to shot. Being sent
on after scattered birds, Daisy soon began roading, con-
tinuing until she located a covey one hundred yards away;
she was perfectly steady to shot. The dogs were sent on;
going down wind Daisy flushed a single, Frankie flushed a
covey in edge of briers, and dropped to wing. The birds
were followed to woods, where Frankie flushed a single,

then she soon false pointed. The dogs were taken up at

3:44 and the heat given to Daisy. In style aud bird sense
Daisy had the advantage, but in speed and range they were
equal.

Second Series.

HOPE'S RAY AND NANNIE B.

This brace was put down in a stubble at 3:20. Nannie soon
located and pointed a covey and was steady to shot. The
birds were followed to the woods where Nannie flushed a
siugie; she next pointed a single, and was steady to wing.
Ray pointed a single on hillside, and was also steady to shot.

Nannie further on pointed a single, and Ray backed; both
steady to wing. The dogs were taken up and carried to the
Horn" farm, where they were put down in a stubble at 3:57.

Naunie cpaickly located and pointed a covey; Ray backed;
both dogs were steady to shot. They were taken up at 4:05

and the" heat awarded to Nannie B. In style Ray had the
call. In speed and range they were about equal.

LILLY BURGES AND DAISY GTBL,

This brace was cast off where last brace finished, at 4:10.

They soon located a covey, both dogs dropping to the point
simultaneously; they were both steady to shot. Being sent
on Lilly soon located and pointed another covey, then she
pointed a single aud Daisy backed. The dogs were taken up
at 4:28, and the heat given to Lilly. In style, range and
speed Lilly had the call, decidedly.

Third Series.

LILLY BURGES AND NANNIE B.

This brace was put down where last brace finished at 4:38,

to run for first honors. Lilly soon pointed a single, and
Nannie backed, both steady to shot. Passing on, Nannie
pointed and Lilly backed; Barker failed to find a bird to
the point. They were sent on; Nannie pointed a covey and
was very unsteady to wing, being inclined to chase. Going
into another stubble Lilly flushed an outlying bird, then
pointed the covey; Naunie then flushed a single and pointed
the remainder of covey. Going on, Lilly pointed another
covey and was steady to wing; passing on both pointed
singles; then Nannie flushed a single; then Lilly flushed a
single and dropped. Being sent, Lilly quickly got two
single points and won. They were taken up at 5:15. Lilly
had a decided advantage in style, and showed better judg-
ment on birds. In speed they were equal, Lilly having
somewhat the greater range.

Wednesday, Nov. (5.

Tliird Series.

HOPE'S RAY AND DAISY GIRL.

This brace was put down in stubble on the Phillippi farm
at 8:08, to determine which should run against Nannie B.
for second money. Daisy soon pointed larks, and Ray
backed; being ordered on she soon pointed, Ray backed;
Howse failed to flush to the point. Sent on into high weeds a
eovev was seen to flush; when the judges got near enough to
see, both dogs were down. They were" ordered on after the
scattered birds and got a single point each. Then Ray
flushed a single. Daisy false pointed and Ray backed. Ray
then pointed a single, the bird flushing wild almost in-
stantly; Ray then began roading, and a bird flushed wild
30ft. ahead of him. Being sent on, Daisy flushed a covey.
Ray pointed a single in briers, and was steady to wing.
Passing into pasture, Ray pointed; Rose failed to find his
bird. Passing through this pasture into woods, Daisy
pointed covey, Ray backed, birds flushed wild. Ray then
false pointed. Later on both pointed in cornfield, and were
steady to wing. The dogs were now taken out of the corn
aud turned down in a weed field to find a fresh covey. Ray
soon pointed a single, and was steady to shot, Daisy'flushed
a single and dropped. Then both dogs flushed a covey.
Passing on, Daisy false pointed. Going into woods where
nothing was found, the dogs were turned back into weed
field; in the bottom near a ditch Daisy made two false
points. The dogs were taken up at 10:38. and the heat given
to Hope's Ray.
Nannie B. having already beaten Hope's Ray, she was de-

clared winner of second money and Hope's Ray third.

SUMMARY.
Bicknell, Ind., Nov. 6, 1889.—Indiana Kennel Club's Set-

ter Derby; open to all setters born on or after Jan. 1, 1889;
$5 to enter, and §15 to start. Sweepstakes purse, after de-
ducting expenses 50 per cent, to first, 30 per cent, to second,
and 20 per cent to third.

Preliminary Scries (dogs to score 60 per cent, or better).

Mr. A. J. Gleason's orange and white setter bitch Frankie
Folsom (Marksman—Don's Nellie) and Rose and Madison's
black, white and tan dog Simonides (Gath's Hope—Gladys)
Both scored.
Mr. J. L Case, Jr.'s black, white and tan dog Zulu (Kin

Noble—Nellie Belton) and Mr. Dingle's black, white an'u
tan dog King Leo's Boy (King Leo—Flaxy Gladstone). Both
failed to score.
Mr. D. E. Rose's black, white and tan dog Hope's Ray

(Gath's Eope^ady May) and Dr. J. McDowell's blue belton.

bitch Modesty (Gath's Mark—Esther). Hope's Ray scored,
Modesty failed.

Mr. G. R. Howse's black, white and tan bitch Tempie
Cambridge (Count Paris—Nellie Cambridge) and Mr. J. I.

Case, Jr.'s lemon belton dog Sam C. (King Noble—Cricket).
Both scored.
Mr. G. R. Howse's black, white and tan bitch Daisy Girl

(Count Paris—Nellie Cambridge) and Mr. J. I. Case, Jr.'s

lemon belton bitch Nannie B. (King Noble—Queen Vashti).
Both scored.
Mrs. Geo. N. Whiteley's orange and white bitch Lilly

Burges (Gath's Mark—Esther) and Mr. N. N. Nesbit's black,
white and tan dog Braxton Brag (Roderigo—Lufra). Lilly

Burges scored, Braxton Brag failed.
Mr. P. Lorillard, Jr.'sblack, white and tan bitch Clochette

(Roderigo—Lavalette), a bye. Failed to score.

First Series.

Hope's Ray beat Sam C.
Nannie B, beat Simonides.
Lilly Burges beat Tempie Cambridge.
Daisy Girl beat Frankie Folsom.

Seeond Series.

Nannie B. beat Hope's Ray.
Lilly Burges beat Daisy Girl.

Third Series.

Lilly Burges beat Nannie B., and won first.

Nannie B, second.
Hope's Ray third.

Previous Winnings.—Bicknell, 1SS7.

Cherry Stone (Trinket's Bang—Pearlstoue), pointer, first.

Zetta King Don (King Don—Queen Faust), pointer, second.
Queen of Tennessee (Gath's Hope—Freda), setter

|
equal

Dash (Royal C—BeUe), setter, \ third,

Bicknell, 188S.

Florence Gladstone (Gladstone—Flounce), setter, first.

Bertraldo (Corner Stone—Bessie Beaufort), pointer, second.
Rod's Gal (Rod—Juno), pointer, I , th

-

Tennie (Rod-Nell), pointer, f
e(luai tbird '

POINTER DERBY.
Preliminary Series.—Conditions same as those of the Set-

ter Derby. At the conclusion of the Setter Derby the first

brace in the Pointer Derby was called.

DEVONSHIRE JILT AND THOMASTONE.
Mr. J. W. Patterson's liver and white bitch Devonshire

Jilt (Fowler—Cherrystone), handled by J. B. Stoddard, and
Mr. W. H. Holmes's liver and white dog Thomastone iCor-
nerstoue—Firenzi). handled by A. J. Gleason, were put down
at 10-50 in a stubble field, which was drawn blank. Crossing
a new wheat field, to another stubble, Thomastone located a
bevy and pointed handsomely, Jilt backed well, both dogs
were steady to shot. Being sent on, Thomastone pointed a
rabbit, Jilt pointed, moved and began roading; covey flushed
wild, 20yds. ahead. Tom pointed two outlying birds of this
covey. The birds were followed to the woods where Tom
pointed a single, then moved up and flushed the bird; then
Jilt pointed, but moved on after finding her mistake. The
dogs were taken up at 11:50 both dogs scoring. In range,
speed and style Tom had the advantage. An adjournment
was then taken for lunch.

ROBERT SPRING AND PEARL'S DOT.

Mr, H. T. Schmidt's liver and white dog Robert Spring
(Hairspring—Diables), handled by Geo. McLin, and Mr. J.

B. Turner's liver and white bitch Pearl's Dot (Trinket's
Bang—Pearlstoue), handled by J. B. Stoddard, were put
down in a stubble field on the Horn farm at 1:04. Going into
briers near a fence, Dot flushed a covey; 50yds. further on
near the same fence Robt. flushed a covey. Going on up the
fence to the corner of the field, Dot pointed a single, Robt.
backed indifferently, both dogs were steady to wing. At
this juncture Mr. Madison was taken ill and was compelled
to retire, leaving the judging to be done by Mr. Robinson
and Mr. Freeman. Nothing more was accomplished by this
brace and they were taken up at 2:03. Pearl's Dot scored,
Robert Spring failed.

ELECTRIC AND FANCY FREE.

Mr. Frank Carlisle's orange and white dog Electric (Crox-
teth—Young Beulah), handled by S. J. McCartney, and Mr.
Worthington Hoyt's liver and white bitch Fancy Free (Don-
ald—Lady Bow), handled by R. B. Morgan, were cast off in
stubble field, on west end of the Horn farm, at 2:10. Neither
had much style, range or speed. The judges flushed a
covey which dropped along a ditch; the dogs were called
over to be put on these birds. Fancy was lost, birds were
seen to flush in corner of field and Fancy was found there.
In ditch both dogs pointed. The handlers moving around
flushed the remainder of the covey. Moving along the
fence, each dog got a point on singles, and were steady to
shot. Going back into the stubble Fancy flushed a single,
then the entire covey. She passed a covey which she should
have pointed, as her handler coming up, following his dog,
walked into the birds. She twice made game but moved on,
and birds were flushed by spectators from these places^
Passing into woods Electric pointed a single and Fancy
backed; then Fancy pointed a single, Electric refused to
back; both dogs were steady to shot. They were taken up
at 2:45. Fancy scored, Electric failed.

First Rerpdar Scries.

PEARL'S DOT. AND FANCY FREE.
This brace was put down where last brace finished. Dot

soon began roading and flushed a single outlying bird, then
she roaded into and flushed a covey. In the woods Dot
flushed a covey, then she pointed a single, and was nicely
backed by Fancy. In briers Fancy challenged, but was pre-
vented from establishing her point by her handler continu-
ally cautioning her; a covey flushed by dog and handler to-

gether. Going over fence, on forbidden ground. Fancy
pointed and Dot backed; the judges called the handlers and
dogs back into stubble. In stubble Dot was missed, and
while her handier was hunting her a covey was seen to flush,
and she was then discovered running in that locality. Dot
pointed and moved on: after she was gone a bird was flushed
from where she had pointed; the handlers then soon flushed
a covey. Going into woods, a covey flushed, both dogs were
within a few feet of the birds, but failed to scent them.
Fancy then flushed two singles in succession. Then Dot
pointed a single, and Fancy also nailed one. Then Dot got
another single, while Fancy scored a flush. The dogs were
taken up and the heat given to Pearl's Dot. Dot did not go
as well in this heat as she did in her other heat, while Fancy
did better. Dot had the best style in motion, while Fancy
made the most stylish point. In speed and range Dot was
superior. This heat lasted 53 minutes.

DEVONSHIRE JILT AND THOMASTONE.
This brace was put down in weed field at 4:05. Tom ran

into a covey and dropped to flush; then Jilt pointed a single
and was unsteady to wing. Later on Jilt pointed, moved
on and pointed again just as birds flushed all around her.
Tom got a point on these birds a moment before they flushed.
Moving on Tom pointed just as two birds flushed from high
weeds; then he got a single in the same way. Further on,
at different times, both handlers claimed points, but they
failed to find birds to the points. Passing on Tom pointed
a rabbit. In another stubble both dogs began pointing and
roading; JiR getting too near flushed the birds; Tom pointed
a moment before the birds flushed. Going to hillside Jilt
pointed indifferently on a single. Tom then pointed and

Jilt backed iudifferently; they were steady to shot. Tom
had the advantage in style, speed and range. They were
taken up at 5:00 and the heat given to Thomastone.

Thursday, Nov. 7.

Second Series. jg
PEARL'S DOT AND THOMASTOXK.

This brace was cast off at 8:30 in stubble to decide first
money. In ten minutes Tom ran through a covey in the
stubble aud dropped to wing. In the woods where the birds
had been marked down Dot pointed a single nicely, and was
steady to shot. Tom was not near enough to back. Across
the creek in an old field Tom pointed a rabbit, Gleason cor-
rected him, turned him loose, when he started on a chase of
the fur, giving tongue. As Tom and the rabbit ran past Dot,
she joined in the chase. This being all that was done in the
heat the dogs were taken up at 9:10 and the heat and first

money given to Pearl's Dot.

Third Series.

DEVONSHIRE JILT AND FANCY FREE.

This brace was put down to decide which of the two dogs
should run against Thomastone for second money. Iu a
thicket Jilt pointed a single, Fancy backed nicely, both
steady to wing; Fancy next pointed in briers; when her
handler tried to flush, she moved up aud flushed two birds.
In an orchard Jilt flushed a covey; going on, several birds
flushed wild, the dogs, handlers and judges all among them.
Going on to hillside in the woods, Fancy made a stjlisb
point on a single, and was steady to wing. In a thicket
close to the creek Fancy pointed a single. Three birds
flushed near Jilt which she should have pointed; she then
flushed a single. The dogs were taken up at 10:05 and the
heat given to Fancy Free.

Fourth Series.

THOMASTONE AND FANCY FREE.

This br-iee was cast off at 10:15 to contest for second
money. They were worked toward where a scattered covey
had settled. Tom pointed a rabbit, which ran through a
covey of birds and flushed four of them. The dogs comin«
along, flushed the remainder of the covey, which they should
have pointed. In thicket near the creek several birds
flushed; the dogs were near them at the time. In stubble
on top of hill Tom pointed in good style. Gleason, going in
to flush, saw a rabbit run from the point and tried to send
his dog on; he held his point, however, and a covey flushed
a few feet in advance of the dog. In weeds near fence Fancy
false pointed. Then she pointed in a gully, but could not
exactly locate the bird, which flushed as she moved on.
The dogs were taken up at 10:50 and the heat and second
money given to Thomastone, Fancy Free taking third.

SUMMARY.
Pointer Derby—Conditions same as those, of Setter Derby.

Preliminary Series.

Mr. J. W. Patterson's liver and white bitch Devonshire
Jilt (Fowler—Cherrystone) and Mr. W. H. Holmes's liver
and white dog Thomastone (Cornerstone—Firenzi). Both
scored.
Mr. H. T. Schmidt's liver and white dog Robert Spring

(Hairspring—Diables) and Mr. J. B. Turner's liver and
white bitch Pearl's Dot (Trinket's Bang—Pearlstoiu )

Pearl's Dot scored, Robert Spring failed.
Mr. Frank Carlisle's orange and white dog Electric (Crox-

teth—Young Beulah) and Mr. Worthington Hoyt's liver
and white bitch Fancy Free. Fancy Free scored, Electric
failed.

First Series.

Pearl's Dot beat Fancy Free.
Thomastone beat Devonshire Jilt.

Second Scries.

Pearl's Dot beat Thomastone and won first.

Tfiird Series.

Fancy Free beat Devonshire Jilt to see which should run
with Thomastone for second money.
Thomastone beat Fancy Free, and won second.
Fancy Free won third.

SUMMARY OF OTHER. STAKES.
(Full report will be given in next issue.)

Members' Stake.—Freeman's Esther beat Comstock's
Hoosier Harry. Hinton's Daisy Hunter a bye. Ksther beat
Daisy Hunter for first. Hoosier Harry beat Daisy Hunter
(absent) for second.
All-Aged Setter Stake,—In preliminary running (to

score 65 per cent.;, Daley's Count Erie, Swanman's Dot,
Belton and Kennedy's Prince Royal H. were thrown out.
First Regular .Series.— King's Mark beat King's Dan.

Dan Gladstone beat Babe Gladstone. Beaumont beat Noble
Dido. Maud beat Stubble. Dashing Dixie beat Sam 0,
Blue Mark beat Nannie B.
Second Scries.—King's Mark beat Dan Gladstone. Maud

beat Beaumont. Dashing Dixie beat Blue Mark.
Third Scries.—King's Mark beat Maud. Dashing Dixie

ran a bye.
Fourth Series.—Dashing Dixie beat King's Mark and won

first. King's Mark took second. Maud third, Blue Mark
and Dan Gladstone divided fourth.
All-Aged Pointer Stake.—Preliminary running (must

score 65 per cent.)—Link's Topsy W., and Stafford¥s Rexi-
mus and Rank failed. In first regular series, Michel's Ban-
uerman beat Allen's Rodman. Daniel's Lord Graphic beat
Billing's Tamarack. Madison's Ossiau beat Link's Rod's
Gal. Judges then placed Ossian first, Lord Graphic second,
Bannerman third, Tamarack fourth. Richmond.

A TRANSACTION IN DOG FLESH.—Cadiz, O., Nov.
11.—Editor Forest and Stream: In regard to the article
published in Forest and Stream, under date of Nov. 2,

will say that if "Jeweler," "D. Fenwick & Co,," will come
out like a man and state facts I will then vindicate myself.
This "Jeweler" of Suspension Bridge, under his lawful
name, has, I believe, been written up on more than one oc-
casion for crooked dog dealing; and as there are always two
sides to a dog trade I will say that if "Jeweler" will come
out in his own name and state the case truthfully then I

will give my side of the story, which wall put a different
phase on the subject.—S. C. G.

VORTIGERN.—Philadelphia, Nov. 17.—I am sorry to in-
form you that the black and tan terrier champion Vortigern
(E.K.C.S.B. 8,633) died Nov. 15; cause, pneumonia. He was
twelve years old last August, and as you know was sire
of more winners than any black and tan terrier on this side
of the water. I feel that I have lost an old Mend.—Edward
Lever.

BUFFALO KENNEL CLUB.—Buffalo, Nov. 12.—Editor
Forest and Stream: The Buffalo Kennel Club has recently
been organized with the following officers: Geo. H. Bush,
President; Otto W. Volger, Vice-President; A. W. Smith,
Secretary; E. W. Greiner, Treasurer. We intend giving a
dog show at Music Hall, March 18 to 21, 1890, and claim
those dates.—A. W. Smith, Secretary.

SPRATTS PROVENDER DID. IT.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: You may be interested to know that the three
winners, Trales, White Lips and Lord Neversettle, at the
Great Bend meeting of the American Coursing Club, were
all trained on Spratts dog cakes.-Spratts PATENT (AMERICA)
LlM?TPI>,
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EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.

THK eleventh annual meeting of the Eastern Field Trials
Cliib began on Thursday, Nov. 14, at High Point, N. C,

witb the Members' Stake, we are sorry to note that the
entries for this stake were so few in number. As we have
repeatedly said this stake should be the most important
event of the yearly meeting, and the members, each and all,

should strive to accomplish this by entering and running
their dogs. A large number of the 'members are practical
sportsmen, and many of them own good dogs and know how
to handle them fairly well, and in furtherance of the inter-
ests which the club was specially organized and is main-
tained to foster, a great* r interest should be tnanifested by
its members in making the stake what it should be, the
principal event of the meeting. By doing this there is no
question that the influence of the club and its consequent
usefulness would be greatly extended; and that in the fu-
ture, as in the past, sportsmen throughout the couutry
would generously support the association, and it would con-
tinue, to prosper and grow in usefulness and maintain its

high prestige for many years to come. It is to be hoped
that next year we shall see an entry for this stake, that will
far surpass that of any previous year, an entry that will
conclusively show that the members of the club are alive to
its interests, and that they are not afraid to exhibit their
dogs in public nor ashamed of their skill as handlers. We
are pleased to note that there was a marked improvement
this year in the manner in which the doss were worked.
There was not a single contestant that did not handle his
dog in a creditable manner, and in some cases the skill dis-

played would have done no discredit, to a professional han-
dler.

Eight dogs were entered, the well-known Buckellew being
the only one that failed to put in an appearance. The start-

ers were drawn in the following order:

MEMBERS' STAKE.
Bob Gates (Jas. L. Breese, Tuxedo Park, N. Y.)„ black,

white and tan English setter dog, 5 years (Count Rapier-
Belle, of Hatchie).
"Whitie (H. Merriam, Weston. Mass.), white and orauge

English setter dog, March. 1887 (Gus Bondhu—Royal Myr-
tle).

Volley (Pierre LoTillard, Jr.. New York), orange and
white Euglish setter bitch, 4 years (Antic— Princess Mix).
Nat Goodwin (I. Norris Cochran, Philadelphia, Pa.),

black, white and tan English setter dog, 4 years (Roderigo

—

Bo-Peep).
Gut (Geo. T. Leach, High Point, N. C). black, white and

tan English setter dog, years (Gladstone's Boy—Lady).
Gloster (Jas. L. Breese, Tuxedo Park, N. Y.), black,

white and tan English setter dog, 5 years (Dashing Rover—
Trinketl.
NORA (I. Norris Cochran, Philadelphia, Pa.), black, white

and tan English setter bitch, %% years (Count Noble—Lit).
The judges were Messrs. H. B. Duryea, F. R. Hitchcock

and W. A. Coster.
Leaving the hotel a few minutes past 8 o'clock, we rode a

short distance east of the town, and at 8:80 Bob Gates and
Whitie were put down in a cornfield for the first heat. The
weather was simply perfect, there was not a cloud to be
seen, a slight breeze, from the northwest scarcely stirred the
tops of the sedge grass, and the balmy air among the fra-
grant pines was never more delicious to the senses than on
this bright, beautiful morning. As our gallant (now don't
lei the compositor set this up galled) steeds gently ambled
over the springy turf, the merry jest and joyous laughter of
the riders gave assurance that the occasion was indeed a
pleasurable one and that all were heartily enjoying them-
selves.
Bob Gates is too well known to need a description. He

was in good form and did his work in a stylish manner,
winning his heat with ease by finding two bevies in very
good style. We have never seen him under nearly so good
discipline as he was upon this occasion, and, although going
at a good rate of speed and ranging wide, he worked better
to the gun than he has done in previous years, and he ap-
pears to have improved in bird sense. Whitie, his opponent,
is a white dog, with orange, markings, of medium size; he
moves fairly well, but is no match for Bob either in style,
pace or range, he also seemed to lack experience, and did
not get round to the likely places nearly so well as his com-
petitor. He was the first to find, however, and he made a
good point to a single that had been flushed by the specta-
tors; he backs and retrieves nicely, and is said to be a killing
dog, and we have no doubt that among scattered birds he
would give a good account of himself; he carries his head
too low for work on bevies. He was a bit unsteady to the
rise of the first bird, but stopped to shot, and during the
remainder of the heat he behaved nicely.

After a short wait the next brace was put down in an
open lot. Volley has made a good record at the trials of the
Philadelphia Kennel Club. She is a heavily-marked orauge
and white bitch, about medium size, with a fair amount of
speed, good range and lots of bird sense; she moves a bit
heavy, and, through being stale from work, she did not
show the snap and dash that she is said to exhibit when at
her best. She was under better control than auy dog in the
stake; she drops on her points and has not much style; she
backs and retrieves nicely, and showed herself to be a capi-
tal dog. Nat is well known; he was quite lame, which de-
tracted much from his elegant style; but he ran a game race
and did some good work. He is naturally hard-headed, and
has not improved in this respect, and did not mind readily.
Some of the work during the heat was very prettily done by
both dogs, and the margin between them was very narrow,
except in style, where little Nat had decidedly the best of it.

Guy and champion Gloster was the next brace. Guy is a
very small, prettily-marked white, black and tan, with a
fair head, good shoulders, back, loin, and excellent legs and
feet, his coat is curly beyond redemption, as the very
thorough combing he gave it among the briers and bram-
bles failed to straighten a single hair so far as we could see.

He has a lightning turn of speed, is quick and stylish on
point and buck, and when he has had the necessary experi-
ence and is brought under good control, he will he fit for
about any company. Gloster came out in good form and
gave a very good exhibition of his finding qualities, but his
work on bird's was not up to his usual high standard of ex-
cellence; his heats were run in the middle of the day, and
the condition of the scent may have had something to do
with this, as he appeared to be all right, in pace, range and
way of going there was not much to choose between the two,
but Gloster's experience gave him a decided advantage.
Neither was under good control, and the heat was a "go-as-
you-please" from start to finish, the dogs at one time being
a half mile apart, despite the efforts of their handlers to get
them together. Near the finish of the heat some very pretty
work was done by both dogs on some birds that were scat-
tered in the big woods at the north end of the Model Farm.
Gloster had the best of it here, and roaded out and located
some of his birds in flue style.

This finished the first series, Nora having a bye. She is a
heavily marked black, white and tan bitch, just under me-
dium size, very taking looking, and is as good as she looks.
She has a very nice, easy way of going that is not excelled
by any dog in the stake. She is rather stylish on point and
back, and roads her birds in a gamy way that is very pleas-
ing. She lacks experience and was not under good control.
She was with Bob Gates in the first heat of the second series.
Bob had the advantage in speed, range and style on poiut;
he nearly lost the heat, however, by an ill-advised chase
after a very fast hare, going out of sight and hearing, aud
as he did not return it.looked like a win for Nora by default,

but he bobbed up serenely in season to finish the heat, which
he won with something to spare.
It was now one o'clock and we went to lunch at our favor-

ite resort, the large barn of the Model Farm. Capt. White,
our host, gave us a hearty welcome, and an hour was very
pleasantly spent in discussing the lunch and talking over
bygone times.

It was nearly half-past 2 when Nat Goodwin and Gloster
were cast off in the open lot west of the barn. Nat was
quite lame, but he soon warmed up and went for all he was
worth, but the champion had the legs of him and outworked
him on birds and won the heat quite handily. Both dogs
behaved well in this heat except that Gloster broke shot
and in spite of orders to the contrary he brought the bird.
Nat could not stand this and he also broke shot and joined
Gloster, but under the circumstances he was not as much to
blame as his competitor.
This finished the second series, Bob Gates having a bye,

and he and Gloster were the only ones left in for First money.
Both are owned by Mr. Breese, and at his request the judges
decided to place the winner without runuing. After con-
sultation the judges announced that Bob Gates was placed
first, and that Nora should run with Gloster for second
honors, and at 3:55 they were cast off in a stubble field near
the creek northwest of the farmhouse. Gloster had the best
of it in speed, range and style on point; in way of going
there was not much difference between them. Glosterfound
the first bevy and the greater number of singles, Nora found
the last bevy and roaded and located them in capital style,

this being the best bit of work done by her during the day.
They were ordered up at 4:40 and Gloster was awarded the
heat and declared winner of second prize, and Nora was
placed third and the stake was finished.

In placing Bob Gates over Gloster the judges decided that
his work was of a higher order of merit, and in this they
were undoubtedly correct, but as Bob did his best work in
the morning, when scent was presumably better than in the
middle of the day, we should nave been loth to decide the
matter without an actual trial between them, especially as
we consider the average work of both dogs in past years, so
far as merit goes, to be of a much higher grade in Gloster's
case than Bob is capable of. In placing Nora third the
judges made no mistake, as she fairly earned the position.
During the morning of the last heat an incident occurred
that caused considerable merriment. Mr. Breese called the
judges' attention to a point and went to the. dog in a thicket,
and as the judges came up he flushed the bird and said,

"There it is !" "I saw it," remarked one of the judges, "but
that is Nora instead of Gloster." We hardly need say that
this was fully appreciated by the crowd and enjoyed to the
fullest extent, and by no one more, than Mr. Breese, who
squared the account upon our return to the hotel. The
day's sport was most eujoyable; nothing occurred to mar
the pleasure of the meeting and everything passed off pleas-

antly; birds were plentiful, some thirteen bevies being
found, and upon the whole, the work of the dogs was com-
mendable and the day was an auspicious opening of the
meeting of 1889.

THE DERBY.
There were (51 nominations for the Derby, 14 of which

filled—10 setters and 4 pointers. They were drawn to ran as
follows:
Beppo IV- (E. L. Mayer), liver and white pointer dog,

April 20 (Beppo III.—Lass of Bow),
against

Flirt (O. W. Donner, Boston, Mass.), liver and white
pointer bitch, April 8 (Mainspring—Merry Legs).

Annie F. (Memphis & Aveut Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.),
black and white English setter bitch, Jan. 6 (Roderigo—
Juno A,),

against
Trip of Kippen (F. E. Lowe, London, Eng., and F. R.

Hitchcock, New York), liver and white English setter dog,
Jan. 17 (Tutsham Trip—Dido).

HARRY C. (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.),
black, white and tan English setter dog, June 10 (Roderigo
—Countess House),

against
Fannie M. (Dr. J. N. Maclin, Mason, Tenn.), black, white

and tan English setter bitch, March 14 (Gladstone's Boy-
Flame).

Lettt Lynn (Memphis and Avent Kennels, Memphis,
Tenn.), black, white and tan English setter bitch, June 10
(Roderigo—Countess House),

ago in*

l

BESSIE W. (C. E. Metzger, Harrisburg, Pa.), liver, white
and tan English setter bitch, May 11 (Count Noble—Fate
Gladstone).

Sam C. (J. I. Case, Jr., Racine, Wis.), lemon and white
English setter dog. May 8 (King Noble—Cricket),

against
Rip Rap (E. Dexter, Boston, Mass.), white and black

ticked pointer dog, May 20 (King of Kent—Hope).

Samoa (N. W. Simpkins, Danville, Va.), liver and white
pointer dog, Feb. 28 (Randolph's Guy—Rita Croxteth It),

against
Rowdt Rod (Memphis and Avent Kennels, Memphis,

Tenn.), black and white English setter dog, Jan. 0 (Rode-
rigo—Juno A).

Nannie B. (J. 1. Case, Jr., Racine, Wis.), lemon belton
English setter bitch, May 15 (King Noble—Queen Vashti),

against
Blue Ridge (E. Dexter, Boston, Mass.), blue belton Eng-

lish setter dog, April 23 (Count Noble—Belle of Piedmont).

Derby Summary.—First Series—Beppo IV. and Flirt
ruled out. Annie F. beat Trip of Kippen. Fannie M. beat
Harry S. Letty Lynn beat Bessie M. Rip Rap beat Sam C.
Rowdy Rod beat Samoa. Nannie B. beat Blue Ridge.
Second Series.—Annie F. beat Fannie M. by default (Fan-

nie not found in time to run). Rip Rap beat Letty Lynn.
Rowdy Rod beat Nannie B.

Tliird Series.—Hip Rap beat Annie F. Then Bowdy Rod
beat Rip Rap for first. Nannie B. beat Harry S. to run with
Rip Rap for second.
Special to Forest and Stream:—High Point, N. C, Nov.

20.—The final heat to-day for second in Derby was a capital
one, Rip Rap beat Nannie B., both doing excellent work.
All-Aged Setter Stake.—The drawing was: Desmond

II. against Bettye S.,Dick Tate against Whitie, Rowdy Rod
against Nora, Toledo Blade against King Leo, Polly II.

against King's Mark, Chance against Orlando. Nora against
Nannie B., Cincinnatus against Guy, Rapid Ann against
Roi d'Or, Cassius a bye. Running began Tuesday. Bettie
S. beat Desmond II., Dick Tate beat Whitie. The setter
judges are Messrs. Lorillard, Hitchcock and Tallman.

AMERICAN PET DOG CLUB.—New York, Nov. 16.—
Editor Forest and Stream: Will you kindly give notice in
your next issue that as the weather was so stormy on Nov.
13, the annual meeting of the American Pet Dog Club was
postponed to Thursday, Nov. 31, at 3:30 P. M., at 129 East
Sixteenth street, and if Thursday should be very stormy,
the meeting will be Saturday, same hour. Also that appli-
cations for membership should be sent to the secretary at
the above address.-^Marion E, Bannister, Secretary.

THE EASTERN COURSING CLUB.—Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Nov. 18.—I have the pleasure of advising you that the first

consignment of Kansas jack rabbits have already been re-
ceived at our preserve, and 1 am advised a second lot was
shipped last Wednesday. Those that have already arri ved
are grand fellows and look as if they would give our dogs a
good shake up before being caught, if they are caught at
all. At present the odds are greatly in favor of the jacks.
Though the trip was a long one, they arrived in magnificent
condition. We are in great hopes that the entire comple-
ment will reach us this week, so that we may hold our meet
next Thursday week (Thanksgiving day.) We shall give
one or two of the jacks a trial to see how they act, and will
be then ready to announce the exact date. A member of
our club has donated a very elegant piece of solid silver for
the winner. This will be very hotly contested for, and as
each is "sure to win it," we expect some fun.—H. W. Hijnt-
ngton, Secretary. __
NORTHERN ILLINOIS SHOW.—The fourth annual ex-

hibition of the Northern Illinois Poultry and Pet Stock As-
sociation, including a bench show of dogs, will be held at
Rockford, 111., Dec. 9 to 14. Competent judges have been
secured and liberal premiums offered in all classes, and
arrangements have been made for special rates on all rail-

roads, and to return free all stock exhibited. The premium
list will be ready for distribution Nov. 18. John Teague,
Rockford, 111., secretary of the kennel department, will
answer all inquiries in regard to the bench show.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be gent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates) are sent for 30 cents.

BRED.
H^W Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Lady Rosalind—Marquis of Stafford. Jas, F. Hail's (Philadel-
phia, Pa.) St. Bernard bitch Lady Rosalind to his Marquis of Staf-
ford, Oct. 24.

Alpina—Marquis ol Stafford. Lorenzo Daniels's (New York)
Sr. Bernard bitch Alpina to Jas. F. Hall's Marquis of Stafford,
Oct. 39.

Belle M.—Gruss Bayard . T. J. McGuinness's (Walfhani, Mass.)
St. Bernard bitch Belle M. to American Kennels' Grass Bayard,
Nov. L
Madam Barry—Boniva.rd. Jr. American Kennels' (Boston,

Mass.) St. Bernard bitch Madam Barry to their Bonivard. Jr.,

Oct . 27.

Nancy Lec—JAttlc, lied Rover. T. J. Hook's (Rome, N. Y.) cocker
spaniel bitch Nancy Lee (Sir John—Renah W.) to his champion
Little Red Rover (champion Obo II.—Woodstock Dinah), Nov. 9.

Nellie—Romeo Oho. A. Jones's (LaFayctte, Ind.) cocker spaniel
bitch Nellie to H. F. Hildebrand's Romeo Obo (Robin—Woodstock
Nellie), Nov. 10.

Lady Dido-Bradford Harry. W. D. Reid's (Elmira, N.Y. I York-
shire terrier bitch Lady Dido (Prince— Flora) to P. 11. Coombs's
Bradford Harry (Crawsbaw's Brace—Beal's Lady), Nov. 8.

WHELPS.
|3P~ Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Colina,. T. J. Hook's (Rome, N. Y.) collie bitch Colina (Kilmar-

nock Bruce—Lady of the Lake), Nov. 7, seven (four dogs), by Dr.
L. S. Quiii's Scott's Jack (champion Dublin Scot— Eflie Dean).
Lady Maria.m. Elmwood Kennels' (South Framing-bam, Mass.)

St. Bernard bitch Lady Mariam (champion Apollo— Flora), July
— , fifteen (ten dogs), bv Teague & Tilton's Beauchamp (champion
Bea uchief—Berengaria).
Queen of Scotland. Elmwood Kennels' (South Framingham,

Mass.) St. Bernard bitch Queen of Scotland (Monarch—Lady Ala-
cia), July — , thirteen (eight dogs), by Teague & Tilton's Beau-
champ (champion Beauchief— Berengaria).
Daisy Bundle. Jake Moreline's (Cincinnati, O.) English setter

bitch Daisy Bandle (Racket—Daisy Cambridge), Nov. 9, five (oue
dog), by J. Shelley Hudson's Ben Hill (Druid—Ruby).

IBeZfie Obo. H. F. Hildebrand's (Indianapolis, Ind.) cocker spaniel
bitch Belle Obo'(Rome, Jr.—Sheeney Obo), Nov. 2, eight (five dogs),
by his Romeo Obo (Robin—Woodstock Nellie).

SALES.
ZW° Notes mnstbe sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Beauchamp—Queen of Scotland whelps. St. Bernards, whelped

July, 1889, by Elmwood Kennels. South Framingham, Mass., an
orange and white dog to Chas. H. Tilton, Highland, Mass,, and a
tawny and white bitch to John Marshall, Troy, N. Y.
Beauchamp—Knm whelp. Tawny and white St. Bernard dog,

whelped March, 1889, by Elmwood Kennels, South Framingham,
Mass., to Jas. Lawrence, Mass.
Beauchamp—Lady Mariam whelps. Three orange and white St.

Bernard dogs, whelped July, 1889, by Elmwood Kennels, South
Framingham, Mass.. to John Bouchard, New Bedford, Mass.
Konig. Tawny and white St. Bernard dog, whelped May, 1888,

by Aip II. out of Myrtle, by Elmwood Kennels, South Framing-
ham, Mass , to W. C. Davol, Jr., Fall River, Mass.
Zana. Tawny and white St. Bernard bitch, whelped 1887, by

Duke of Wellington, Jr., out of Kron, by Elmwood Kennels, South
Framingham, Mass., to E. T. Marvin, Fall River, Mass.
Knight. Brindle and white St. Bernai d dog, wnelped 1887, by

Merchant. Prince out of Nan, by Elmwood Kennels, South Fra-
mingham, Mass., to W. F. Tilton, Natick, Mass.
ElCapUan. Brindle and white St. Bernard dog.whelped March,

1889, by Beauchamp out of Kron, by Elmwood Kennels, South
Framingham. Mass.. to E. C. Gale, Troy. N. Y.
Lady Rosmaud. Tawny and white St. Bernard bitch, whelped

July, 18^9, by Bsauchamp out of Qneen of Scotland, by Elmwood
Kennels, South Framingham, Mass., to Jos. Stiner, New York.
Ben Hill—Texas Daisy wlielp. White, black and tan English set-

ter bitch, whelped May 15, 1889, by J. Shelley Hudson, Covington,
Ky., to Richard Merrill. Milwaukee, Wis.
Sportsman—Lady Zoe whelp. Lemon and white Eoglish setter

bitch, whelped April 11, 1889, by J. Shelley Hudson, Covington,
Ky., to Chas. D. Thompson, Jr., Georgetown, O.
Ben Hill—Tempest whelps. Black, white and tan English setters,

whelped June 12, 1889, by J. Shelley Hudson, Covington, Ky., a dog
to John E. Hendricks, Peru, Ind., and a bitch to J. T. Toohey,
Strawn. 111.

Ben Hill— Dolly S. whelps. English setters, whelped April 27,

1889, by J. Shelley Hudson, Covington, Ky., a white, black and tan
dog to C. Chambers, Gainesville, Tex., and a black, white and tan
dog to J. F. Camphell, Dayton, O.
Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl whelps. English setters,whelped

June 5, 1889, by J. Shelley Hudson, Covington, Ky., a black, white
and tan dog "to J. Norris Cochran, West Chester, Pa.; a black,
white and tan bitch to W. T. Hunter, Wheatland, North Dak.; a
black, white and tan bitch to Man. J. M. Taylor, New York; a
black and white dog to J. Tredwell Richards, New York; a liver
and white dog to Herbert Cox, Glen Loch, Pa.; a liver and white
bitch to Norvin T. Harris, St. Mathew's, Ky., audab-mon and
white dog each to Westport Kennels, Fall River, Mass., and
Richard Merrill, Milwaukee, Wis.
Paul's Bo. Black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped

June 5, 1889, by Paul Gladstone out of Bohemian Girl, by J. Shel-
ley Hudson, Covington, Ky., to T. M. Brumby, Marietta, Ga.
Texas Daisy. Black, white and tan English setter bitch. "-helped

June 19, 1885, by American Dan out of Countess House, by J. Shel-
ley Hudson, Covington, Ky., to P. Lorillard, Jr., Jersey City, N. J.
Tempest. Black, white and tan English setter bitch, whelped

Jan. 8, 1886, by Count Noble, out of Lit, by J. Shelley Hudson, Cov-
ington, Ky., to H. Hulman, Jr., Terre Haute, Ind.
Virginia Dair. Liver cocker spaniel hi ten , whelped Dec. 22, 1887,

by Click (A.K.R. 133) out of Fidget (A.K.R. 308), by F. A. Thomas,
Hudson. N. Y., to Harry W. Doll, Frederick, Md.
Doc Obo. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped Nov. 2, 1889, by

Romeo Obo out of Belle Obo, by H. F. Hildebrand, Indianapolis,
Ind., to Albert Self, same place.

Razzel. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped Nov, 2, 1889, by
Romeo Obo out of Belle Obo, by H. F. Hildebrand, Indianapolis,
Ind., to Jas. T. Smith, same place.

Jollie. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped Sept. 12, 1889, by Red
Rover out of Spunkey, by Theo. J. Hools, Rome, N. Y., to Constant
White, 'yorktown, N.Y.
Boh. Black cocker spaniel dog. whelped Sept. 12, 18S9, by Red

Rover out of Spunkey, by Theo. J. Hook, Rome, N. Y., to J. H.
Eddy, same place.
Zip. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped Sept. 12, 1889. bv Red

Rover out of Spunkey, by Theo. J. Hook, Rome, N. Y„ to J. P. H.
Houk, same place.
Medge. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Sept. 12, 1889, by

Red Rover out of Spunkey, by Theo, J. Hook. Rome, N. Y., fp L,
T. Goodrich, Owego, N. Y.
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SMOKELESS POWDER.
rpHE report just made by Brig. -Gen. S, V. Benet, Chief of Ord-
JL nance, is especially interesting in its remarks upon the now
popular topic of smokeless powder:
"In the absence of a suitable small-arms powder there has been

no substantial progress in the ma tter of a small caliber rifle be-

yond what has been heretofore reported, except in the negative
gain resulting in the apparent abandonment, or tendency that
way, abroad of all powders but the so-called smokeless. This
change, involving the return to a grained powder, is, if perma-
nent, an appreciable gain for all in economy and efficiency of the
product in the manufacture of the small-Arm cartridges, and
may have been brought about as much from the difficulty of ob-
taining uniform and satisfactory results in the way of velocities

and pressures with the compressed powders as from the more
valuable properties of the smokeless. No American has yet sub-
mitted for trial a smokeless powder, and experiment with com-
pressed powders has shown the same eccentricity as developed
abroad Tending to destroy confidence in the final production of a
servicable compressed powder cartridge. All effort, official or
otherwise, to date to obtain a smokeless powder has been abor-
tive, and American powder makers and chemists have not yet
awakened to the lucrative opportunity presented to them. There
is reason to believe, from an application made to an officer of the
(Ordnance) Department more than ten years ago, that smokeless
powders originated, like many other inventions, in America, only
to be brought to the attention of the world in foreign countries,
although in this instance the person concerned met with encour-
agement, of which he did not avail himself.
"In view of the present status of the powder question, it is not

deemed expedient to produce a small-caliber rifle, for compressed-
powder cartridges. Such a rifle, however excellent in itself,

would be inferior to foreign arms using smokeless powder, and
consequently unsatisfactory to the army and the country at
large. It is believed, however, that all the elements entering into
the problem, except the powder, are ready for use the moment
this powder is obtained.
'A .SOeal. rod-bayonet Springfield rifle has been made, and a

rod-bayonet, .30cal. magazine arm is now in progress of construc-
tion in anticipation of the final acquisition of the much-needed
powder, so that no time may be lost in presenting for trial both
single-loading and magazine small-caliber rifles."

RANGE AND GALLERY.
NEWARK, N. J.—The following scores haveheeu made in the

United Amateur Rifle Association series of matches during the
past week:

Monday, Rot). 11.

Essex. Sheppard.
A Coppersmith 110 D Ferguson 92
A C Neumann 105 W Partrige... 97
SShackleford 95 ,T Stratt 85
G D Weigman 110 T Christie 92
C Cooper 108 J Stewart 99
E McOraith 101 W McQuaid 101

C O Weeks 101 .1 Boyd 10,2

C Jenkins 99 J Waustall 81

.IK Walsh 102 W Sheppard 103- 953
A Welters 103-1031

Howard. Excelsiors.
FEDietz 110 O Krauss 116
F P Laute 107 E Flocke 107
F Swing Ill J Gotthard 93
ETheurich 102 C Mink, Jr 102
RNeundorff 94 F Wurtzback 109
J Herter 106 JBerger 108
A Burger 106 F Schmidt 107
J Maver 105 J Bauer 106
J Rurger 113 C Mayer 99
A Graef 108—1062 H Buob 106—1053

Oakland. Annie Oakley.
J Bauer

99

J Thompson 98
C Schuetz 107 J 8 McCallum 106
AMinier 101 A Rothaker 99
A Schmidt 99 G Oberst 98
G- Chapman 107 F Schiel 79

C Bishoff 99 E xMarfing 103
G Schmidt 97 F Heyl 97
A Reiss 99 C Schumacher . 87W Bleier 105 F Brohm. , . , 72
EGrundler 96-1012 GHunkele .100- 939

Friday, Nov. 15.
Lakeside. Electric,

J Herron 105 AC Hagel.. 107
B Limpert ...... .... .108 C Dey 71
JStadelhofer 95 FKlinger 95
O Hoevl 101 B Herron 102
PMcKeone 103 .TJMarkey 95
E Steudle 97 T Flannery 85W Clark 97 J Gesblein 77
H Snyder 98 E Hardenhrock 96
T McGovern 92 W McGovern 91
DJMahoney 95— 991 F Smith 103- 922

Monroe. Puritan.
G Widman 109 G Geork 109W Bridan 92 W Hanselman 72
BARist 104 JBauder 109
G Koke r . 99 Albrecht 107
(t Hedding 102 J Phillips Km
J Reich 103 P Schweib 78
F'Gilliland 95 F Weiler. 102
WWilkins 96 MiDer 107
WDollinger 87 Riem 97
D Erskine 10!>- MA O Kopf 100- y85

North Ward. Newark.
AWillett 9(1 K H Roberts 90
O English 107 Larue 91
II Leonard 107 Hogle L00
BStitts 102 F W Matte 109
H Voget 112 W Hedden 03W Shirk 102 W Yaufman Km"

II Orstman 95 N Garrigan mH Cooper 97 James 93
E Perkins 102 Yeiman 90
G B Target! 103-1017 H Wolfe 109— 975
The postponed match between the Essex and Lakeside clubs

will be shot on the former's range on Friday night.

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 14.—The regular weekly contest for gold
and silver medals of the Gaiety Rifle and Pistol Club was held at
their headquarters. S18 South street, Tuesday, Nov. 12. Mr. k. JT
Wiggins was the winner of the silver medal, while the competition"
for the gold medal was more exciting to the several directly in-
terested, Mr. J. J. Mountj oy the secretary proved to be holding
too strong, and with his new Wurfftem rifle, using the .22 extra
long cartridge, very nearly took all the 10 spot out of the bull, his
score of seven 10s, two 8s, and one 9, a total of 95 out of a possible
100, off-hand, plain open sights, Standard American target. Ten
shot official score at 30yds.;

9 8 10 9 9 10-88
8 8 8 10 8—86
8 8 9 10 6 10-82
9 8 8 7 7 8—78
7 7 9 10 7 8-74
9 5 8 10 10 5—74
9 6 9 6 8 7—73
8 6 7 7 10 7-73
6 6 6 8 6 7—73

..10 6 9 5 7 •9 5 6 9 6-72
,. .6 6 10 8 7 5 7 8 7-71
..7 9 10 5 5 7 6 8 4 6-67

6 5 5 10 7 5 5 10 5 4-62
5 6 9 4 4-61

e 4 7 5 4 4-60
..5 7 9 8 7 6 3 7 3 5-60
.. 3 5 7 3 6 4 4 6 8 4-49

T F ShouertWF Wiggins

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 15.-On Wednesday evening, Nov. 13
the North Broad Street Rifle Club held their regular weekly
practice with the following scores at 25vds., S. A. targets (re'-
duced), plain open sight, rifles, o If-hand:

SA^??? 8 9 10 6 7 9 10 7 10 10-86WWUlnch 5 10 999978 10 9—84A Atkins 9 8 10 10 10 7 8 5 8 8-83HE Jordan 4 9 10 7 8 10 8 10 10 4-80
S.
G
T
e
^?r

r
--i 10 6 7 4 8 8 9 0™ 8-79WJ Wood 9 8 5 9 7 8 8 10 7 7-78

SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 10.—The long-talked-of match between
veterans Lew Townsend and C. L. Lods, which has caused much
interest, among riflemen, came off to-day and resulted in a victory
for Mr. Lods by one point after a hard fight. Mr. Townsend's
eyes are not as strong as they once were, and as the setting sun
began to throw long shadows across the targets his aim became
less accurate, and though he tried hard he was unable to keep up
an average which up to the last ten shots had been excellent.
The scores were as follows:
O L Lod s 4444545544-42 L Townsend. . . 3143144544—39

4324554444-39 4445544444-42
4144444444-40 5544414441 42
4444544343-38 5134444445- i 1

4445443444-40-200 3333443444-35- L99

The conditions of the match were 50 shots at 200yds. with a
Springfield rifle, 61b. pull, Creedmoor rules to govern. A. J. Rud-
dock acted as scorer. A. Johnson and F. O . Young, the celebrated
rifle and pistol shots, held a match with pistols, the scores being
the best ever made on this coast under the same conditions. In a
match shot some weeks ago, between the same gentlemen, Young
was the victor, and this was a return match, with slightly altered
conditions. The former match was 50 shots at 40yds., with regu-
lation revolvers. Creedmoor rules, Young winning by the phe-
nomenal score of 248 to 243.

To-days' match was at 50yds. range, 50 shots, with .44-ealiber
revolvers, Creedmoor rules, and as in the case of Lods and Town-
send. Johnson won hy a point. The scores were as follows:
F O Young 5545554455—47 A Johnson 4555554544—46

5555655555-50 5555454554—48
5545455455-4? 5555555556-50
5552554655-49 5555545555-49
5554555455-48-241 5555555155- 40-243

The scores in the previous match stood:
Young 5555555555- 50 Johnson 5554555555—49

5555515555—49 5555545554—48
5555555555-50 5545555555-49
5555555555-50 5555554455—48
5555554555-49-248 5555455555-59-243

Nothing like this was ever accomplished before in that part of
the country, the cracks say. New Yorkers will get a better con-
ception of what a great achievment Young accomplished when
the fact is recorded that Young has but one eye and has to shoot
left-handed. His mother accidentally put out his eye flogging
him when a boy for climbing into an old-fashioned clock. His
father later on cut off his right hand while mowing. Besides
these mishaps Young has been struck by lightning, hugged by
bears in a hunt, torn by wild cats, and gored by an infuriated
Durham bull. lie is known as the finest pistol shot on the Pacific
slope, and writes splendidly with his left hand.
A rifle shoot between two teams captained by Messrs. Johnson

and Kline resulted in a tie at 213 points. The scores were as fol-
lows: Johnson 45, Young 40, Charles Klein 42. Slitor 37, Lods 43;
total 213. J. E. Klein 44, Stewart 40, Hult 46, Ruddock 41, Taylor
42; total 213.

WILMINGTON, Del., Nov. 12.-The faces of local riflemen
looked very long on Monday when the weather showed no signg
of clearing by afternoon. In consequence the regular weekly
shooting at Healdmoor Rifle Range was postponed until this
afternoon, which turned out very pleasant and in every way
favorable for target shooting. The shooting in all of the matches
was much above the average, hut the work of Darlington in the
pistol match was unusually fine. His two runs of 95. both of
which together with one of his 89's were clean scores, made a
brilliant piece of work. Trooper Leitch's shooting in the military
match with the cavalry carbine was fine, considering his lack of
practice. Following are the scores, Standard American target,
off-hand:

Pistol Match, 50Yds.
E J Darlington 10 10 10 9 9 9 10 9 10 9—95

10 9 8 10 10 10 10 9 10 10-95
8 10 9 9 10 8 9 10 8 8—89

H Simpson 7 10 10 8 9 8 8 10 10 8-88
E Jackson 10 8 7 8 8 9 9 9 8 10—86WH Johnson . 7 8 10 4 9 10 8 7 10 7—83W Floyd 10 5 7 7 10 7 3 7 6 10-72
OEGarmany . 6 8 5 5 8 8 6 10 9 5—70
E Howard. ... 7 6 7 7 6 6 6 8 8 7—68

Diamond State Match, 200Yds., 70 Class.
H Simpson 10 5 6799089 8—77
W H Johnson 5 9 S 8 8 7 5 6 6 9—71
H Philips (mil.) 7 54867 10 86 4-65
E Weston S 5 6 4 4 9 5 6 1 9-00
A J Leitch (car)., 4 76 10 65374 7—59
A Jackson (mil.) 33 5 836705 8—54
J Adams (car.) 5 83445737 5—50

Military Match, 200yds., Creedmoor Target.
Tpr A J Leitch 4445434455—42 Tpr J Adams -1435333454-38
Pvt H Philips 3444434445-40 Corp P Terry S432324434—32
Pvt A Jackson . ..3345344445—39
The club met for practice at their gallery last Friday evening.

Some fine shooting was done during the evening, that of Darling-
ton being particularly fine. His two runs of ninety-four, both of
which were clean scores, and a clean score by Simpson, made the
features of the evening. Some new members were initiated and
their shooting, which was their first attempt, promises well.
Following are the scores at 12]^yds., Standard American target,
reduced from 50yds.:
E J Darlington *10 8 10 8 9 10 10 10 9 10—94

* 9 10 9 8 10 9 9 10 10 10-9i
H Simpson * 8 9 10 10 10 8 8 9 10 8-90
E Jackson 10 10 10 10 8 8W H Johnson 7 10 10 10 7 7

H Philips - 9 10W Floyd 5 10 9 10 8 5
J Naudain. 4

"

J R Grubb 5
WHHill.... - 4

E Melchoir, Jr 7
Clean scores.

9 7 9 6-87
6 9 10 7-83

7 5 8 8 8 8 8 10-81
8 10 8 8-81

3 8 5 10 6 5 8-62
3 10 1 4 6 7 0-58
6 7 3 9 10 4 2-57
4 3 2 2 5 6 7-52

BOSTON, Nov. hi.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle Association was held to-day, with a good attendance.
The day was very pleasant, but the had light beat them all, as
the low scores will show. Mr. Lee won the championship medal
and Mr. Davis won the gold medal in the 20-shot rest match.
Next Wednesday all the prize and practice matches for rifle and
pistol shooting will fie open at 12:30 o'clock. Following are the
best scores finished to-day:

20-Shot Rest Match,
C H Davis 199 J Francis 191
J R Munroe 195 W P Thompson

, 191
Champion Medal Match—200yds.

H L Lee ,...77 A Newman.. 70
Victory Medal Match.

A M Binney 66 AS Hunt 59
Military Medal Match.WM Foster 45 W Manson 42 W Underbill 38

F Carter 44 A S Field 41

C C Lowell 42 O E Pettman 30
-All-Comers' Off-Hand Match—200yds.

H L Lee 83 F W Chester 74 L Ames 69
J B Fellows 81 L Loring 72 AS Field, mil 66
H Severance 79 J E Kelley, mil. . . .71 E James, mil 64
F Daniels 79 A S Hunt 70
A McBean 74 F D Martin 70

All-Coiners' Rest Match- 200yds.
. . ..106 C F Worcester. . . .100 E O Hart.
...104 WPomeroy
...103 MS 11am.
...102 A Ballard

M A Rannev. 93
A L Stone 90

J Francis—
C H Davis . .

.

J R Monroe.

.

T Warren....
CLINTON, Mass., Nov. 14.-The Stevens' Rifle Club recently had

a contest for a gold and silver medal. The shooting was off-hand,
distance 25yds., with the Springfield rifle. The following are the
totals:W C Peck 15 AS Wright 9 Geo W Green 15WE Taylor 13 Chas h Martin 9 Henry McMinn ....3
OH Chute 13 Wm S Stovey 8 Wm Duvoney 2
WJCox 13 Mi- Card 8 AW Ladd 0
C G Jefferson 12 Geo W Langton 6
In shooting of the tie W. E. Taylor had 10 and C. H. Chute 8,

consequently Peck won the gold, and Taylor rhe silver medal.
The club at a recent meet made the following totals:

Martin 23 19 19 21 20—101 ConneU 17 13 13 11 f—62
Chute 18 20 17 24 21-100 Green 13 17 16 19 w-05
Cox.. 20 19 20 17 20— 96 Harwood 14 10 9 18 w—57
Wright 11 13 22 19 19— 84 Cannon 10 15 11 9 w—45
MARION, N. J.. Nov. 13.—The attendance of marksmen at the

weekly shoot of the Marion Rifle Club, which was held on the
club grounds, Marion, N. J ., this afternoon, was very slim on
account of the bad weather, and the only scores worth mention-
ing were as follows: John Spelcher 191, John Rehhan 191, Will-
iam Weber 190, L. P. Hansen 186, and H. Hoersch 144. John Reb-
ham, who is high man in the club championship competition,
gained 5 more points on his nearest opponent, and barring acci-
dents he will win the contest by a close margin. The last club
contest will take place on Wednesday next.

ST. LOUIS, Mo.. Nov. 16.-The members of the St. Louis Pistol
Club are much discouraged over the miserable conditions of
the cartridges which the cartridge companies are placing on the
market at present. Miss-fires, keyholes and squibs are so numer-
ous that good scores are altogether out of the question. Several
members refrained from taking part in the last shoot because the
cartridges are so had. Bauer and Sumraerfield tied on 81 last
Wednesday night, hut on the shoot-off the former won; 20yds.
standard American target is used for all shooting. The score:W Bauer 6 89 10 77898 9—81
MSummerfleld 9 5 10 8 9 7 8 7 9 9—81
JALee ....9 6989897 10 6—80W J Lord 7 8 7 10 8 10 6 7 7 7—77
FAFodde 8 7 7 10 5 6 10 8 5 8—74
E Mohrstadt 7 9 4 10 10 6 8 7 6 5—72
WHHettel 8 7 5 8 10 9 8 4 7 6-72
AEBengel 6 10 0 10 9 8 4 8 8 4-67W C Mackwitz 6 6 7 9 7 6 7 4 4 9-65

Unser Fritz.
HALIFAX, N. S., Nov. 12.—The twenty-seventh Annual meeting

of the Nova Scotia Provincial Rifle Association was held last
evening in Y. M. C. A. hall. There was a very large and repre-
sentative meeting, a good number of members from throughout
the Province being present. Lieut.-Col. Curren presided. The
reports of the council and treasurer were read and adopted. The
following 15 were elected to constitute the council, they to elect
their own officers: Lieut.-Col. Curren, H. G. A.; Lieut.-Col. Mur-
ray, superintendent of stores; Major Weston, 66th; Capt. Max-
well, H. G. A.; Lieut. Jacques, 73d; Capt. Adams. H. G. A.; Major
Garrison, H. G. A.; Capt. Barnhill, 78th; Lieut.-Col. McDonald,
retired; Capt. Harris, H. G. A.; Lieut.-Col. Maekinla.v. retired;
Lieut.-Gen. Laurie, M. P.; Lieut.-Col. Mackintosh, 63d; Lieut.
Stevens, 66th.; Capt. Andersou, H. G. A.

HARTRANFT RANGE—Three special events at 300yds. for
sporting and military rifles. Open to all comers. Thanksgiving
Day, Nov. 28, commencing at 10 A. M., close at 4 P. M. All origi-
nal entries must be made on or before Tuesday evening, Nov. 26,
at W. Wurfflein's, 20S North Second street, by 6 P. M.; at E.
Travis's Shooting Gallery, 818 South street, up to 11:30 P. M.. or to
J. J. Moantjoy, 911 Chestnut street, up to 12 P. M., and must be
accompanied by the cash for the original entry or no notice will
betaken. A full report of the shooting will appear in Forest
and Stream.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication should he made out on me printed blank*
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and Jnrnish-ed gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with chib scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
Nov. 38, 39.—Lincoln, Neb., Gun Club Tournament. Open to all.

C. H. Clarke, Secretary.

ST. PAUL GUN CLUB.
QT. PAUL, Nov. 9.—Yesterday being a beautiful sunny day,O warm as in June, albeit we are supposed to reside near tlie
North Pole, the St. Paid Gun Club had an all day sweepstakes
shoot at their beautiful grounds near Hamline, midway betwean
the Twin Cities. It was uot advertised as it should have been
and none of the sportsmen were down from Minneapolis, al-
though our old friend "Barnes," of Stillwater, was present. He
did not know of it, however, until he arrived in town, bo he did
not have his gun with him. He was badly handicapped by shoot-
ing a light 12-gauge gun, when he is used to a 121b., 36in., 10-

bore. The other members, particularly "Bennett" (who is a. deaf
mute) and "Hamline," did some excellent shooting, as their scores
will show. Some of the old shooters have apparently lost their
grip since the game season came on, this being the first event at
the trap since the State Fair Tournament. The club expects to
have an all day shoot soon, and will shoot at irregular times all
winter, as they have a good warm club house convenient to tlie
station, not more than 30yds. from it, with trains to and from
both cities every hour. It is great fun for the boys to see the
rival gun dealers. Burke and Kennedy, shoot off a tie, as they
never divide, and each is so anxious to win. The loser invari-
ably lays the cause of his defeat, to "poor ammunition."
First event, 10 singles, entrance SI:

Bennett...., 1111111111—10 Kennedy 1111101111— 9
Boyd UlOOiniO- 7 Forbes 1111110111— 9
Hamline 1111101111- 9 Kilby. 0110001100- 4
Holt 111110U010- 6 Burk UUllim-lO
Pfister 1011011111— 8 Skinner 1100110011— 6
Burk first money after a sharp contest.Forbes second,! 'list er third.
Second event, 5 singles and 3 pairs, entrance SI- three moneys-

Benuett 11110 11 00 11- 8 Kennedy 11111 10 10 10-8
111111—9 Forbes 11101 10 1110-8
11 11 11-10 Burk '

. . . .11111 10 10 01-8
11 10 11- 8 Skinner 1011 1 10 10 H-8
0110 10—7 Richardson 10010 1101)11-0

Hamline first, Boyd second, Holt and Skiuner third.
Third event, same:

Bennett tlllOO 1110 01—7 Forbes..- Hill 1110 11—10

Boyd ....00111
Hamline 01111
Holt 10011
Pfister 10111

Boyd OHIO 11 11 10- S

Hamline 11011 11 10 11— 9

Holt 11011 11 11 11-10

Burk 1HU 11 10 10— 9
Richeson 11101 10 11 00— 7
Skinner .11110 11 11 11—10

Pfister 11111 01 11 10— 9 Cummings ...11110 11 00 00— 6
Kennedy 00111 10 11 10- 7 Pen-in 10100 10 10 10— 5
Holt, Forbes and Skinner di v. first, Pfister second after shoot-

ing nine times on tie, Boyd third.
Fourth event, 15 singles, SI, three moneys:

Bennet 111101111111111—14 Burk Illlll01111lhll-13
Boyd .. .111111111111011— 14 Richeson UlllllOOlOlllll-n
Hamline 1111 11 111111011—14 Skinner 111101011111111-13
Holt 10011101111011 1 -11 Cummings .... 111111001011111-12
Pfister OllllOIlimoil—12 Perrin OHiOlOl 1010011- 9
Kennedy 1111 11010111101-12 Barnes 1011101 10110011- 9
Forbes 11011111 1001 111—12
Bennett, Boyd and Hamline first, Skinner and Burk second,

Kennedy, Forbes and Pfister third.
Fifth event, 5 singles and 3 pairs. $ 1, three moneys:

Bennett mil H 11 11—11 Forbes Ollll 01 11 lu - k

Boyd lllll 10 1111-10 Burk 11110 11 11 Oi-

9

Hamline lllll 11 11 11-11 Bicheson 11111 00 11 (10- 7
Holt lllll 11 01 11-10 Cumings 11011 11 11 11-1U
Pfister 10011 10 10 11—7 Perrin ..10010 10 10 10-5
Kennedy lllll 10 11 10— 9 Barnes 00110 10 00 10— 4
Bennett and Hamline first, Boyd and Holt second, Burk third.
Sixth event, same match:

Bennett lllll 10 1110-9 Forbes lllll 11 11 11 -n
Boyd lllll 11 11 10-10 Burk 11101 11 10 11- 9
Hamline lllll 11 11 11-11 Cummings ....,,10101 11 11 11— 9
Holt 11011 11 10 10- 3 Perrin 10011 01 10 10- 6
Pfister 10001 11 01 10- 6 Max 10111 11 11 10- 9
Kennedy lllll 011100-8
Hamline and Forbes first, Boyd second, Bennett third.
Ten Pair Combination Shoot: The five traps are set as directed

in the American rules. The combinations are 1 aud 5, 1 and 4,
1 and 3, 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 2 and 4, 2 and 5, 3 aud 5, 3 and 4, 4 and 5,
thus givingfour hirds from each trap, or 10 pair in all. The com-
bination is announced hy the puller or other person, and a shooter
must be very familiar with the directions to figure ahead where
the birds are going. To such of our shooters as are considered
good double shots, let me lecommend the "combination" to take
the conceit out of them. Owing to near approach of darkness
only a few tried it. Below is the score:
Bennett , 11 11 11 11 U 10 H 10 10 11-17
Boyd , 00 10 11 11 10 11 10 00 11 00-11
Hamline 11 11 11 10 11 11 11 10 00 11—16
Holt 10 10 10 11 11 10 11 11 10 10-14
Pfister 00 10 01 11 10 11 11 10 01 10-12
Kennedy 00 01 10 10 10 10 11 10 01 11—11
Forbes 01 01 10 11 10 11 10 10 11 01—13
Cummings 10 11 11 10 00 10 00 00 00 09— 7
This ended the day's sport. There will be an all-day sweepstake

at the Gun Club grounds on Thanksgiving day, and it is more
than probable that the American Shooting Association will give
one of their popular tournaments here in the early spring. All
the Northwestern sportsmen are hopeful that they will.

Willi a ms.

NEW YORK, Nov. 13.-The Manhattan Gun Club's regular
shoot at Wood side, at 7 iive birds. M. G. C. rules:
Lambrecht 0111111—6 Licbtenberger 11010H—

5

Maisenholder 1100000-2 Eberhardt llUOl-l—

6

Herbrand 1111001—5 Hoffmann 0010100—2
Bayer 1111010-5
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CLASS AND DALY VS. KLEIN! 2 AND IRWIN.

ON Thui'sci;ij , Nov. 14, the match between Frank Class, of Pine
Brook, N. J., and Phil Daly, Jr., of Lout,' Branch, against J.

Frank Kleintz and R. E. Irwin, <f Philadelphia, wis shot 'at Erb'S
Park, Newark, N.J. The conditions agieed upon were 50 live
birds each man, under Hurlintrham rules, and the amount at
stake was said to be 8200 a side. ""The general opinion among the
fraternity was that the Philadelaphia team had much the best of
it, but a live-bird shoot is " one of those things no fellow can tell
anything about." That was exemplified in the present case, as the
Jerseymen finished winners by 8 birds. The race was called for
1:3(1 o'clock, and at that time about 150 spectators were present,
eager for the fray to begin. Some offers of bets were made at
odds of 875 to $50 on Philadelphia with no takers, but consider-
able even money was put up on the individual scores of Kleintz
and Class. At the outset the Philadelphians took the lead and
were shooting in good form, besides which they had the luck of
the birds, particularly in Kleiutz's case; however, that adjusted
itself later, and Kleintz, as well as the others, was obliged to
shoot at some extremely hard ones. Class's birds were a succes-
sion of rapid drivers and twisting quarterers, which he stopped
in tine stylo. Irwin shot well up to the 15th bird, and then his work
became very ragged, as in three different places he made suc-
cessive misses. Daly seemed troubled with nerves at first, but
kept pounding away and finally shot himself into good form, his
work on the last 25 being excellent, as amoug the Jot were some
"corkers." The birds were supplied by John Erb, and were the
finest that have been seen for many a day. With the exception
of two or three that could not, fly, they were all strong, hardy
creatures, and some of them managed to carry two charges of
shot outside of bounds. Hying directly into the wind, which blew
with considerable force straight across the traps. In consequence
of this their flight was mostly directed to the right, aud with the
strong breeze pushing them, rapidity and great accuracy of aim
was necessary to bring them down. Several times when the trap
were sprung the bird did not take wing at once, leading the shoot er
to expect a soft one, when suddenly, *" whiz !

" away he would be
off at a speed that defied stopping. This feature, the unusual ex-
cellence of the birds, made the race a very interesting one. Up
tothe 42d bird Kleintz was 4 ahead of Class, but in the last 8 he
missed 4, and their scores were a tie.

In the appended score the figure 2 denotes second barrel kills,
and o dead out of bounds:
Frank Class, Jr. . .222:2131211 J Frank Kleintz.. ..1211022211

0112221100 1011220111
011U02ool 201220JL21
2011211122 2112112212
121222021 1 —4 1 22(101 tOOll—4)

Phil Daly, Jr ...0110020211 II E Irwin 2120011221
10ll2o0211 2222010121
2111121102 0021021120
0211122201 2009212000
2115111211-40 1011200022-32

81 73

Recapitulation—Class had 20 drivers, 9 loft- quarterers, 16 right-
quarterers and 5 incomers. His lost birds were 3 drivers, 1 left-
quarterer and 5 right-quarterers, with two of them dead out of
bounds. He used his second barrel 19 times, and shot a 12-gaugo
Lefever, full choke. His shells were U. 8. C. climax, loaded" with
3>gdrs. American wood powder, and lJ4oz. No. 8 chilled trap shot
for first barrel and 3J4drs. Curtis & Harvey, Hgoz. No. 7 chilled
for second.
Daly had 13 drivers, 8 left-quarterers, 18 right-quarterers and

11 incomers. His lost birds were 4 drivers, 1 right-quarterers and
2 incomers, with 1 dead out of bounds. He used his second barrel
14 times and shot a 10-gauge Smith. His shells were Kynoeb,
loaded with 4J4drs. American wood powder and l^oz. No. 7>i5

chilled trap for both barrels.
Kleintz had 10 drivers, 8 left-quarterers, 22 right-quarterers and

10 incomers. His lost birds wore 5 drivers, 1 left-quartorcr and
3 right quarterers. He used his second barrel 17 times and shot a
A2-gauge Greener. His siiells were Ely, loaded with 3Hdrs
Sehultze powder and lj^oz. No. 7 chilled trap for both barrels.
Irwin had 15 drivers, 9 left quarterers, 18 right quarterers and

8 incomers. His lost birds were .10 drivers, 2 left quarterers. 5
right quarterers and 1 incomer. He used his second barrel 18
times and shot a 12-gauge Parker, with same shell and load as
Kleintz.
Prior to the match and after it, live birds sweeps open to all

were shot. All were at 4 birds, $5 entrance, 3 moneys, ties all div.
except in last one.
No. 1:

Frank Class 1121—4 S Castle 2101—3
H Leddy 2111-4 J Erb 1220-3
PDaly,Jr 1112—4 ~ "

MF Lindsley ..12U-4
No. 2:

Lindsley 2222—4
E D Miller 1111-4
Class 1022-3

C M Heddeu 0011—2

Erb 1C12-3
Daly Bill—

3

Hedden 0120—2
Castle. 0121—3 Leddy 2100—?
No. 3:

Castle 1211—4 Leddy 2110-3
Hedden ,...1112—4 Erb 1201-3
Lindsley 2122—4 Daly 2102- 3
Miller. 1.211—
No. 4:

Hedden 1111—4

Class 0011-

E Collins " 0111-3
Erb 1112-4 Castle 1100-2
Lindsley 2222—4 Leddy 0110—2
Kleintz 1111—4 Daly 2020- 2
Irwin 2212—4
Miller 0121-3
No. 5:

Collins 1121—4

P Goff 2020--i

Leddy 1111—4
1221—4 Castle 1210—3

Hedden 0102—2
Freche 1111—4

Daly .

Kleintz 1121—4
Irwin 2111—4 _
Lindsley 1222-4 Riggott 0011—2
Class 1122—4 JE Wheaton 0011-2
O von Lengerke 2110—3
Tie for first shot off and div. by Kleintz, Irwin and Class, second

and third div.
At the conclusion of No. 5, and as darkness was fast falling, a

match for the wine and birds was shot at 10 birds each:
Daly 2221111210—9 Lindsley 2200110103-0
Erb 1012220211—8
Lindsley, as the loser, invited the boys to join him, and a merry

party was soon seated around the stove discussing the merits of
the day's events.
The announcement was made by Mr. Erb that a big sweep

would be shot on Thanksgiving Day, open to all, at 20 live birds,
for $20 and the birds. "When this ana the wine had been thor-
oughly discussed, the party separated. It is rumored that Class
and Kleintz will soon shoot another match. Frank Mason.

GRAND CROSSING, 111., Nov. 13.-Tbe South Chicago Gun
Club medal shoot, at 10 live pigeons, 5 ground traps, 30yds. rise
and 80yds. boundary, Illinois State rules:
C F Templeton. . .1101000001- 4 Ed Marsh 0111111111-9
Emery Reeves 0111111111— 9 Alfred Moore 1110111111—9
A. Reeves 1101111110— 8 A E Trowbridge OllllllUOl—

7

Lem Willard 1111111111-10 Chas Amstien 1011111011—8
Geo Kleinman 1610100111— 6 Jo Bayles 10100] 0101—

5

Frank Willard 1101111111— 9 Jno Watson 1011101101—7
Henry Kleinman. .1111111010— S A Kleinman 1110111111—9
Ben Fogli 1110111111— 9 Davy Reid 1001010010-4
Ties on 9: Moore 1, Marsh 3, Reeves 3, Kleinman 5, Willard 5,

Fogli 6, and wins 2d. On 8: Kleinman 1, Amstein 2, Reeves 3 and
took 3d.

Medal shoot same day at 20 Peoria blackbirds:
Emery Reeves 011111 11 1.U011U0111—17A Reeves 01111111110111110011-16
Lem Willard 11010110111011111111—16
Geo Kleinman 1 in u Oil] HUH] 10101—15
Frank Willard 11101)011011011111100—13
C F Templeton 10011101110111011011—14
Henry Kleinman 11000011101011111011—13
Ben Fogli 10011111010110101111—14
Ed Marsh llul 1 11 0(110101] 11111—15
Alfred Moore OOOiOOOOlllOOlOllOOl— 8A E Trowbridge 00000000000101001001- 4
Match between Geo Kleinman and A W Reeves, at 25 live

pigeons, Illinois State rules, shot Oct. 15 (this was not reported
at the time), $25 a side.
Geo Kleinman 1121111221112112111210002—22
A W Reeves 31201121131212112201U1U—23

Ravelrigq.

KLEINTZ AGAINST CLASS.—J. Frank Kleintz, of Philadel-
phia, and Frank Class, of Pine Brook, N. J., are matched to shoot
a race at Erb's Park, Newark, on Friday, Not. 29. Conditions
are 50 live birds each for $100 a side, Hurlingham rules.

NEW YORK SFBU K BAN.—New York, Nov. 16.-At Claremont,
N. J., this afternoon the sunny, bright weather tempted a number
of shooters to indulge in sweepstake shooting. The traps were
strung very hard and the bluerocks and Keystones went hum-
ming through the air, making it difficult to make good scores;
however, they show tip very well. The attendance at these shoots
r3 increasing and will soon be up to the standard of a year ago.
The preliminary steps to organizing tho Claremont Shooting
Grouuds Association were taken this afternoon. The name was
decided upon and the capital stock fixed at $2,500. divided into
100 shares a I $25 each. As soon as the proper authority is re-
ceived from the Spate, the officers will be elected and things begin
to boom. Below are the scores of to-day, matches at 10 bluerocks,
ties div.:
Sutler 5 Mack 2 Simpson 8
Collins 7 Nixou 7 Tatham 4
Sweep No. 2;

Sigler 9 Mack 1 Simpson 10
Collins 6 Nixon 9 Tatham 7
Sweep No. 3:

10 Nixon 9 Tatham 8
....8 Simpson 9 Hathaway 4Collins

Mack
Sweep No. 4:

Sigler
Collins
Mack.

Nixon 8
Simpson 8

Tatham 6
Hathaway 5

9 Collins fi Hathaway S
. 9 Simpson 9 Moifatt 6
. 3 TatUam 5

Sigler, Nixon and Simpson div. first on shoot-off, eac h scoring 9
out of 10:

Sweep No. 5:

Siglor
Nixon
Mack
No. 6, same:

Sigler 9 Collins 6 Hathaway 8
Nixon 7 Simpson 9 Moffat t 7
Mack 1 Tatham 5
Sweep 7, same:

Sigler 9 Collins 7 Tatham 4
Mtxan 6 Simpson 9 Hathaway 7
Moffatt 8

Sweep 8, same:
Sigler lo Moffatt 5 Tatham fi

Nixon 8 Simpson ....10 Hathaway 9
First divided.
Sweep 9:

Nixon 9 Moffatt 8 Tatham 6
Sigler H Simpson H Hathawav 8
Simpson won second in shoot-off:
Sweep 10:

SMer 9 Simpson 10 Hathaway 7
Nixon 6 Tatham 4 Mack 3
Moffatt 8
Sweep U, same:

Nixon 7 Simpson 10 Huthawy 7
Moffatt 9 Tatham 7 Mack 1

CATSKILL, N. Y„ Nov. 18.— Fred. ToUey's trap-shooting con-
test (Nov. 13), and the elements seemed to agree very well on the
dale for a display of rain and shooters. This was the second at-
tempt to have a nice little tournament in Catskill. Loth being
met with rainy days. The attendance was small from local as
well as visiting shooters. Although small, a very good time was
had by the visilirig shots from Saratoga and Albany. The smoke
banked over the traps, which caused considerable annovance as
well as some sport, because the shooter would have to look twice
in order to see the bird, once as it would appear from the trap
and again above the smoke. Following are the winning scores
rnado through above rain and smoke, kingbirds, Keystone sys-
tem, ties divided:
At 10 birds, entrance 75c:

Mattice 10 Rockworth . .

.

Beach 9 Levengston...
At 15 birds, entrance $1.50:

Mattice 15 L e vengston . .

.

Rockworth 15 Hollis
At 10 birds, entrance $1:

Levengston 10 Mattice ...

At 10 birds, entrance $1:

Rockworth... 8 Ramsdill
At 15 birds, entrance $1.50:

Rockworth 15 Mattice ......
Levengston 11 Hollis
At 20 birds, entrance $2:

Mattice 19 Ramsdill
Levengston 17 Rockworth
At 10 birds, entrance $1:

Levengston. Ramsdill.

9 Hollis . 9
. 8

.14

.14 Ramsdill
. , 9
.... 9

. 9
8

Rockworth 9

10
. 8

13
11

19 Hollis .. .18
17

10 .... 9
De Toll.

WALNUT HILL, Nov. 13—The usual number of shotgun en-
thusiasts reported at the range to-day, and put up some credit-
able scores in spite of the unfavorable weather conditions. 4
drizzling rain made the smoke hang low at the firing points, and
rendered it difficult at times to follow the flight of the birds. In
the gold coin match Perry and Stanton tied for first place, while
Messrs. Bowker, Gale and Perry all recorded clean scores and
won each a point in the match for the Standard Target Com-
pany's medal. Gold coin match, 15 clay birds and 15 Standard
targets, Keystone system of squad firing:

Clays. Standards.
Perry 111111111111111-15 011111111011111-13-28
Stanton 110111101111111—13 111 111111111111-15—28
Black 100111110111111-13 11111111111] 111-15-27
Curtis 111110111011101—12 111111111111101—14—26
Chase 010011111111111-12 111101011111111-13-25
Bowker 111111100111101—12 111110111110110—12—24
Lee 111110111101110-12 111111011001011-11-23
Longley - 111101110011110—11 110111111010110—11—22
Nichols 11011011 1 0111)11—11 011111111111000-11-22
Gale 110011001001111— 9 111111U1011100-13-21
Gage 001010110011101— 8 000010101011110 - 7—15
Standard Target Company's gold medal match, 20 Standard

targets, handicap rules: Bowker, B, 20; Gale, C, 20; Perry, A 20;
Longley, C, 18; Nichols, C, 18; Black, A, 17; Chase, B, 17; Lee, B, 16;
Stanton, A, 15; Gage, C, 9.

NEWARK, N. J., Nov. 10.—To-day a pleasant little encounter
was had between two of the most prominent shooting men of the
Orange Gun Clu b. Match for a wine supper at 25 birds each man,
Orange Gun Club rules to govern:
A Crommel in 1011111101011 11 011—14W Furth 1010. :

As it was impossible for Furth to tie, much less to win, he with-
drew, leaving Crommelin an easy winner. The day was a delici-
ous one in its weather, clear, bracing, and more than a suspicion
of wiuter in the west wind that was blowing. The birds were a
magnificent lot of flyers, as good as any that have been furnished
for a shooting match tiiis season. Furth had the worst of luck,
no less than four dropping dead "as a sod" not a yard over the
boundary line. Immediately after the conclusion of the Crom-
melin-Furth contest, the members of the Orange Gun Club inaug-
urated their regular monthly contest at the traps. This club is
one of the most popular in Essex county. The shooting quality of
the men is as good as the club is popular. On this occasion seven
men came to the score to contest for the monev prizes offered by
the club, and for the very handsome gold badge as well. Condi-
tions: Monthly shooting meeting, handicap rises, 8 birds each
man; all ties to be shot out. otherwise modified Hurlingham rules
to govern. Mr. Smith killed his birds straight and captured the
badge and first money. Furth, Raynor, Crommelin, Matthews
tied on 6 kill and divided second. Chapman captured third with
5 killed. Hurlbut scored 4 kills and took fourth.

UNKNOWN GUN CLUB—The members of the Unknown Gun
Club held their regular monthly shoot at Dexter'8 Park, Jamaica
Plank Road, L. I., Nov. 14. The birds were extra good. One bar-
rel allowed only. H. Knebel, Jr., J. Cahill and J. Akhurst tied
for first prize and medal. H. Knebel, Jr., won, out-shooting the
other two. G. Pfoblman and M. Brown divided second prize. H.
Knebel, Sr., won third prize with 4 killed.
H Knebel. Jr (30) 1110111—6 H Knebel, Sr (36) 1101100-4
J Cahill (23) nlUHl—6 S Bohling (35) 1001001-3
J Akhurst (28) 1101111-0 II Van Staden; Sr (24).. 11 00000—

2

F Pfohlman (25) 0101111-5 J Coyle (23).... ' . ouioum-;'M Brown (25) 0111011—5 G Rankin (23) 1000000-1
Ties for first prize and medal, handicap as before: H. Knebel,

Jr., 3, J. Cahill 0, J. Akhurst 0.

WHITE HOUSE, N. J., Nov. 18.—The fourth team shoot
between the respective gun clubs of North Branch and White
House, which was to have takon place Nov. 16, was postponed on
account of the sudden death of Claudius Abbott, one of the mem-
bers of the White House team. Mr. Abbott was an active and es-
teemed member of our club, a genial sportsman and an enthusias-
tic trap shot, and his loss will be much felt by the club. The
shoot will probably take place on Thanksgiving day.—H. Bishop.

WOODSIDE, N. Y., Nov. 12.-North Side Gun Club, of Long
Island, eighth average shoot, at club grounds. Train's Meadow.
Weather fine, birds good and strong. Match at live pigeons, 5
King's patent traps, handicap, 80yds. rise, no back bound, club
rules, 6 money prizes for best annual average:
Duryea 1101110—5 Dr Franz 1100001-3
Bussell 1010111—5 Blanch 1110001—4
Bohmcke 1111101— ti Manning ill 1111—

7

Lyon 0011110-4 Eberhardt 110011O-4
Meyer 1011001-4 Schroeder 1111010- 5
Winholz 0101111—5

THE NEW HAVEN GUN CLUB will hold a tournament on
their grounds on West Chapel street, Thanksgiving Day. Evouts
1. 10 singles, 2. 6 singles, 2 pairs, 3. 10 singles, 4. 5 pairs, 5. Chal-
lenge cup, donated by Connecticut Shooting Association, 80
singles, 5 pairs; traps pulled by indicator. For residents of Con-
necticut only; 6. 8 straightaway, 21yds., 7. 10 singles, 8. 6 singles,
2 pairs. Shooting at 9 A. M.—C. B. Bristol, Pres.
BROOKLYN, Nov. 43.—Heavy fog in the morning, followed in

the afternoon by heavy rains, which discouraged all but the most
enthusiastic of the shooters of the Coney Island Rod and Gun
Club. Despite the downpour the marksmen were all in iolly
mood, and joked and laughed with the water dripping along their
faces and pouring down their necks. Regular monthly club shoot,
• birds each, handicap rises, four prizes and added money. H
Blattmacher, I. F. Schmadke, P. Ward, F. W. Pfaendcr, C. Plate,
D. Monsees and A. Eppig all killed their 7 birds and tied for first.
The tie was shot off at 3 turds each man, and if tied again it was
settled by a tniss-and-out shoot. Pfaender, Plate and Monsees
dropped out of it on the last of the 3-bird shoot-off. In the rniss-
and-oui P. Ward dropped out on his fourth bird, as did Schmadke,
Blattmacher killed his and won both club badge and first. P.
Dettlefsen, I. Voorhees and G. L. Ayres each killed fi out, of 7, tied
for second and divided without any difficulty. J. E. Lake took
third without a competitor, and fourth went to W. Green, the
first named killing 5 out of 7 shot at, and the last killing 3.

RED BANK, N. J., Nov. 15.—The regular monthly shoot of the
Riverside Gun Club took place to-day. First Event—Handicap
for members only, 7 birds, Hurlingham rules, with 13 entries.
William Conover and John Cooper both killed 6 birds and divided
first money; E, M. Cooper, Charles P. Noble. William 11. Little,
Com. Bussell, Dr. Field divided second: Dr. Kinnev, M. F. Corn-
well, F. Throckmorton killed 4 for third; James Cooper, T. Davis
got fourth money with 3 each, and J. B. Bergen brought up the
rear with 2 killed. Open-for-all Event—At 8 birds, 30yds. rise for
10 bore and 28yds. for 12-bore guns. James Cooper won first
money, with 7 out of 8; William H. Little got second, with 6 killed;
E. M. Cooper, M. F. Cornwell, Dr. Kinney, E. M. Throckmorton
killed 5 each and divided third; Commodore Bussell and James
Cooper divided fourth money, with 4 scored: W. T. Conover. J.
B. Bergen, A. R. Coleman each got 3, Charles Noble 2, and Dr.
Field bringing up tho rear with 1. The club will have au all- day
shoot on Thanksgiving day. Blue rocks will he shot in the morn-
ing, and the afternoon wiU be given to live bird shooting.

TORONTO, Nov. 14.—The following match was shot this after-
noon near East Toronto between E. 6- Emoncl, of Lachine, and B.
Adair, of Toronto, at 50 live pigeons for $50 a side, under Dominion
Gun Alliance rules. The shooting throughout was of the highest
class, especially that of Adair, who killed all his birds but three
with the first barrel. Adair promises to be one of the host shots
in America, as he is only 23 years of age. The following is the
score. Mi-

. R. Thompson being referee:
Adair 1111111111110011()llinmilllllllll0011111111imi-46
Emond QHlllHOllllOOlllllOllllOlllll 1110011101110011111-38

BRANCHPORT, N. J., Nov. 10 —A match was shot to-day be-
tween George Cubberly, of Long Branch, and Fred Beal, of Ocean-
port, Hurlingham rules, 50 birds each, $100 a side. Cubberly won,
killing 38 birds. Beal killed 34. Many pigeon shooters were on
hand to see the match. Beal was the favorite in the betting.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Nov. 16.—Several of the crack shots of
the Wellington Club attended the shoot to-day to prevent Sanbom
winning the silver pitcher. He had won it twice, and if he made
the best score to-day the $60 trophy would have been his. Dill
won the match to-day with a score of 13 out of 15. The other
scores were: Perry and Lee, 12; Bond, Leonard and Nichols, H;
Sanborn and Chase, 10; Brooks and Bradstreet, 9: Cowee, 8; Brad-
bury, 6.

THANKSGIVING DAY.—At Erb's Park, Newark, N. J., a 20
live bird sweep will be shot, cpen to all, for $20 entrance and the
birds.

§mai{ing.

A FIFTEEN HUNDRED MILE CRUISE.

With the new year we will begin the publication
of the log of a solitary cruise of 1 ,500 miles,
mjfde in a 1 4-foot Adirondack boat, on the Erie
Canal, Lake Ontario, the St. Lawrence River, and
other waters. The cruise began at Albany, fin-
shing nearly two months later at Philadelphia,
and includes exciting and dangerous episodes.
The chapters will run through several issues.
Cruisers should not miss this serial.

A. C. A. PADDLING TROPHY.
THE amounts subscribed for the A. C. A. paddling trophv i

as follows:
Com. H. C. Rogers $10 Brought forward $
R. W. Gibson 10 W. J Fairweather
E. H. Barney 10 L. W. Seavey
R.J.Wilkin; 10 Fred Jones. .'

F. F. Andrews 10 Wm. L. Dudley
F. L. Dunnell 10 Harry LaMotte
W.R.Huntington 10 B.I.Stanton
T. H. Stryker 10 W. E. Pentz
R. W. Bailey 10 C. V. Schuyler
Paul Butler 10 W. P. Stenhens
Wm. Whitlock 10 E.L.French
Geo. Warder 10 C. B. Vans
Geo. C. Forrest 10 F. J. Baxter
H. T. Keyser 10 G. H. Dartnell
Cash 10 E. J. Toker
Henry Stanton 10 T. B. Dean
M.G.Foster 10 A. Shaw
G. W. Hatton 10 Chas. E. L. Porteous
Cash 5 Wm. English
Bobcavgeon Club 5 W.H.Cotton
H. E Rice 5 W. J. White
E. W. Brown 5

Km
R. W. Gibson, I n .,

.

Wm. Whitlock. f
committee.

A PADDLE ACROSS LAKE WINNEPESAUKEE.
IT was two summers ago, and the scribe and his chum, having

_
just entered the canoeing arena that season, had chosen Lake

Winnepesaukee for their tw7o weeks' cruising ground.
We had purchased two canvas Rob Roys a few days before our

departure for the lake, and had had little chance to become ac-
quainted with our craft, to know how they would sail, or in what
fashion they would behave in a seawav.
Shipping the boats to Lake Village, a hamlet on the western

shore of the lake, we followed two days later ourselves, arriving
late in the afternoon. We at once prepared our ships for sea, and
soon were paddling away up Lake Paugus, an arm of the larger
lake. That night we camped on the west shore of Governor's
Island, aud tried the true canoeist's dodge of sleeping in the ca-
noes. But we soon decided that either our 3ft. cockpits were
three feet too short, or else that we were that, much too long.
This latter conclusion was arrived at by my companion, who
measures 6ft. 5in. in his stockings. At all events, very little sleep
did we get, doubled up like jack-knives all night. And to complete
our purgatory a skunk visited us at early dawn, forcing us to
leave our *• comfortable " quarters for the woods, while the " Gi-
ant's" black and tan, Sancho, drove ;our unwelcome caller out.
After an early breakfast, and a hath in the bright and quiet

lake, we landed and paddled northward round the island, our
course lying to the sotithwestacrossthelaketoTougbtonborough,
where we later established our headquarters. Before we had
covered a mile two fellows hailed us from the mainland, where
we saw their tent in a splendid growth of pine. On going ashore
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we found them to be paddlers also, and my chum immediately
recognized old friends in the two brown and hearty brothers, who
grasped us by the hand witb the true grip of comradeship.

We. found them just finishing their breakfast dishes, and while
they put a finishing touch to pots and pans we took a look at their

splendid boats and fully appointed camp.
On giving them our course for this day they decided to break

camp and accompany us part way. The way those chaps went to

work was delightfully interesting, everything went like clock
work. No stopping to think "what nest?" or "where is this or

that now'/" but with a snap and precision that would have done a
naval corps honors, everything was collected and stowed away in
its own proper place. When all was complete we paddled away
on our course once more.
Nearly 10 o'clock, and the heat, which the chill, cold morning

had not intimated in the least, now began to burn our arms and
blister our cheeks. The little breeze of the morning was gone,
and the lake lay still and dazzling in the scorching sun.
About 1 P. M. we made the southern end of Smith's Island for

dinner, a distance of some five or six miles from Weir's. Here a
long white sand beach allured us to take a swim, and then re-

freshed, we prepared and ate our rations. After dinner a punch
was drunk; then bidding farewell to our escorts, we start out on
our Way alone under a threatening sky.
Scarce a mile had been made when big drops came clown, hut

we quickly pulled up our rubber aprons and kept on, for it was
now 3 o'clock, and being anxious to make. Toughtonboro' that
night, rain or no rain, we must push ahead.
We were now past the Forty Islands and out in the "Broad,"

with three miles of open water between us and Cow island, the
nearest land on our course, and for that point we headed.
This lake, noted for its quick and violent squalls, was a terror

to us, aud especially this "Broad," where the wind has an un-
broken sweep of ten miles north aud south, and four or five cast
and west.
When barely half a mile east of "The Forties," on looking

southward we both detected, almost at the same instant, a line of
dirty yellowish white stretching across the lake about five miles
away. Both recognized it as an approaching squall, and instantly
put about and began paddling for our lives toward "The Forties."
Before we gained the leeward side of the islands the white caps
were running in the "Broad," and shortly a lively surf was dash-
ing on the rocky shores.
As it continued to blow steadily harder, we decided to make

camp on some of the numerous small islands thereabouts, but the
myriads of mosquitoes that we found in possession had a deter-
mination to hold it and to put us out; and despite volumes of
pipe smoke they succeeded. It was evident we must try some
other place, and sighting a cottage on Follet Island, about three
quarters of a mile to the north, we steered for that.
Here we found a good beach, a pretty cottage and a fine lawn,

quite an Eden to us storm-bound mariners. The cottage doors
were locked and its windows barred, so we proceeded to take
possession of the lawn, and pitched our camp under the lee of a
small woodshed. After the cramped and restless time we had
had the night before, no desire remained to try the same mode of
sleeping again, so the foil owing idea was hit upon by the Artist.
The canoes hauled up on the grass were laid parallel to one

another about five feet apart. This intervening space was car-
peted with rubber and woollen blankets, and a roof of sails was
pitched over all, the same dropping down so as to form walls for
camp. Thus we had very comfortable quarters.
The shower of the afternoon having been reinforced by a legion

of heavy clouds from the south, now hung dark about us, and in
the chill air of the evening we could feel the storm that wis close
Upon us. But no matter what the weather might be, we tired-out
voyageurs turned into our shelter, pillowed our heads on our coats,
and closely rolled in the warm blankets s Don fell fast asleep.
By four next morning we turned out, and our first thought was

ef the weather. The appearance of the elements and our situation
brought lo mind a scrap from Addison:

"The dawn is overcast, the morning lowers,
And heavily in clouds brings on the day,

The great, th' important day."

The sky was still heavy, the wind nothing abated, our rations
low and we anxious.
What shall we do?
Whitecaps in the "Broad," making rather a nasty outlook for

us, but cross that "Broad" we must or starve.
We consult the map, and find that by shaping our course north-

ward about a mile to Jolly Island, thence half a mile to the east-
ward to Steamboat island, Ave would escape at least three miles
of the open water and cross seas. From there across the narrow-
est part of the. Broad in a southeasterly course to the southern
end of Long Island, and we could feel secure. This we decided to
do, althougo. it would make three miles more paddling than a
direct course to Toughtonboro would give.
No time, for breakfast. A gill of brandy and water apiece

warmed and braced us, and having stowed all duffle, we launched
with rubber aprons securely battened about. The first half mile
was smooth and encouraging, being under the lee of the islands;
but once out from their protection, the wind sweeping up the lake
from the southeast chopped up the sea and tossed us about in
great shape.
At first the scribe was a trifle scared, but seeing how hand-

somely our craft behaved, we were soon en joying the rather ex-
citing situation. After about an hour's battling wind and wave
we landed on the lower end of Long Island about 6 o'clock, having
covered not quite halt* the distance we must go before break-
fast.
After a short rest we again pushed on, and with the thought of

breakfast uppermost in our minds dug ahead, in spite of the
cold rain that had begun to fall, till we made Sandy Island
where we ran up just long enough to mix another dose of the for-
tifier. Off again, and after half an hour's paddling we caught
sight of the loug-sought shores ot Toughtonhoro'. Here in full
sight of the Promised Land, and within a mile of its shores, the
scribe, almost exhausted, had to make frequent resting spells
and in at tempting to brace himself with the thoughts of a °-ood
breakfast awaiting him ahead, was quite overcome With hunger
and unearthing a loaf of musty bread from among his duffle he
made a cannibalistic attack upon the same. Thus'by a series of
munching and paddling spells he and his companioureached the
welcome shore at last.

Establishing our headquarters here we spent the remainder of
our all to short vacation in making short cruises about this lovely
lake; among its picturesque islands, along its wild and woody
shores, nosing into every lovely nook and corner, where all the
gnomes and fairies of our childhood might well abide, and re-
turning to camp at nighs to see old Sol throw his last golden rays
up from behind the western mountains, whose lines are deeply
reflected in the placid waters of the lake. Chokik.

'

A. C. A. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.—The meeting of the Ex-
ecutive Committee will be held at Clark's, 23 West Twentv-tbird
street, on Nov. 23, beginning promptly at 10 A. M.
A. O. A. MEMBERSHIP, ATLANTIC DIVISION.-Sandford

Northrop, Wm. Northrop, Camden, N. J.; Wm. Potts, Brooklyn.

^"No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

Alex. R. will oblige by sending us his address.
J. C. McA.—For rabbit shooting within three hours of New York

city, try some of the stations on the Newburg Short Cut of the
Erie Railway.
M. F., Rushville, 111.—There are several well-made guns for the

price you name; they are of practically equal merits, and we can-
not make distinctions between them.
N. H., Medina, O.—Application to Chief Game and Fish War-

den John N. Law, Cincinnati, O., will give you the desired infor-
mation. Each county in your State has a game warden.
P. H. F., St. Louis, Mo.—I have a breechloader made by

"Tatham," London, laminated steel. Kindly tell me who is
"Tatham" and what his reputation is. Ans. We know Tatham
(American) shot, but the Tatham (English) gun is not known to us.

like a congenial companion. Expenses will be confined to fare
and proveuder, not exceeding $50.—Chas. M. Grainger.
H. P. W., Norfolk, Va.—Will wild rice or wild celery flourish in

the inlets of Chesapeake Bay. if so which will do better? If it
is planted this fall would it oe up in time for clucks to feed upon
in the spring? Ans. Both flourish there. See article on canvas-
bucks last week. If the rice were planted this fall there would
be nothing for the ducks in the spring; they eat the seed, which
of course does not mature in the spring. See note on page 347 of
this issue.

faceting.

"West India Hurricanes and the Great March Tilizmrd." By
Everett nayden, U. S. Hydr»grophic Office. Large quarto, with 23
lithographic plates. Price $1. Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 1SS8, with praciical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

CLASSIFICATION BY CORRECTED LENGTH.
THOUGH the new classification should not be adopted at once

by either of the clubs now considering it, something has beeu
accomplished in the direction of its ultimate adoption by the pre-
sentation of the. subject in a definite form in the reports of the
two committees. The chief obstacle at present is that yachtsmen
have given little thought to the matter, they are unfamiliar with
its details, and consequently afraid of it without knowing exactly
why. In order to show the practical operation of the rule we have
calculated the amount of sail allowed for each length of waterline
in the single-stick classes from 30 to 77ft. corrected length, as pro-
posed to take the place of the existing classes, 25 to 70ft. waterline
length; also reproducing on a larger scale a part of the diagram
previously published, with the addition of the new British yachts.
The classes and allowance of sail are as follows: The first column
giving the various waterline lengths, the second the correspond-
ing amount of sail, the third the amount of sail for each foot of
length in the different classes, and the fourth the ratio of square
root of the sail to the waterline. We have not gone above the
present 70ft. yachts for the reason that there is now no well de-
fined class, Volunteer and Puritan, the only existing boats, not
racing; and it is impossible to say what the future of the class
will be, or to lay down any limits for it. In the other classes the
table covers rather more than the extreme practical limits; as, in
the 77ft. class for example, no one would be likely to build a 68ft.
waterline yacht with 552ft. more sail than Titania; nor to go to
the opposite extreme of 77ft. waterline. with an allowance of no
more sail than Bedouin to drive the 7ft. additional length. We
have attempted to indicate by the full-faced type the limits for
experiment with any chance of success:

AREAS OF SAIL ALLOWED FOR EACH LENGTH.— SLOOP GLASSES.

Full-face figures denote the practicable limits of length.

USft. Class.

Dif. of S
per ft. of Ij.L

77
70
75

74
73
72
71

It

S
5929
ooai
6211
0400
6561

0889
7056

77/t. Class.

Dif. of S
perft. of L.

155

157
1.59

161
163
165
167
169
171

L
1.00

1.03
1.05

1.08

1.11
1.14
1.17
1.20
1.23

1.26

66 4900 1.06
65 5041 141 1.09

64 5184 143 1.12

63 5339 145 1.16

62 5170 147 1.19

61 5625 149 1.23

60 5776 151 1.26

60ft. Class.
58 3844 1.07

57 3969 i25 1.10

56 4096 127 1.14

55 4225 129 LIS
54 4356 131
53 448ij 133 lie
53 4624 135 1.30

54ft. Class.
53 3025 1.04
53 3136 111 1 07

51 3249 113 1.12

50 3364 115 j 16

49 3481 117 1.20

48 3600 119 1.25

47 3721 131 1.30

46 3841 123
45 3969 135

s
2500
2601
2704
2809
2916
3025
3136
3249
3364

101

103
105
107
109
HI
113
115

USft. Class.

1936
2025 89
2116 91
3209 93
2304 95
2401 97
2500 99
2601 101

S6ft. Class.

1444

1
25
24

1521
1600
1681
1764
1849
1936

1024
10S9
1156
1225
1296

77
79
81
83
85
87

63
65
67
69
71

SCHOONER CLASSES.

Class 2, 100ft, Corrected Length and Over.

Constellation Ramona
Dauntless 110.90 Palmer
Yampa not measured.

100ft. Class, 90 to 100ft. Corrected Length.

Gitaua 95.73 Sea Fox
Montauk 94. 37 May flower
Fortuna 94.22 Sachem
Merlin 93.45 Alert

soft-. Class, 80 to 90ft. Corrected Length.

.88.95 Iroquois
87.79 Halcyon
.86.06 OS none
85.54 Magic
85.08

Elma
Phantom
Grayling
Miranda
Marguerite. .

.

80ft. Class, 70 to 80ft. Corrected Length.

No existing boats.

70ft. Class, 70ft. and Under, Corrected Length.

Quickstep 70.00 Azalea
Clio 67.42 Lotus
Harbinger 66.80 Agnes
Triton

SLOOPS, CUTTERS AND YAWLS.
Class 2, over 77/t. Corrected Length.

Volunteer 91.09 Puritan

77/t. Class, 63 to 77ft. Corrected Lenyth.

Katrina. 76.70 Gracie
Titania 76.40 Redouin
Shamrock 73.73 Fauny

68ft. Class, 60 to 68ft. Corrected Length.

Huron 67.71 Ileen
Vision - - 67.51 Hildegarde
Mischief 67.25 Wenonah
Thetis 68.25

60ft. Class, Oh to 60f. Worrected Length.

Athlon 58.06 Clara
Whileaway 57.66 Isis

Cinderella 57.22 Oriva

BUft. Class, US to Sift.. Corrected Length.

Bertie 53.62 Daphne
Regina • ..51.91 Adelaide
Alga 51.83 Vixen
Fanita 51.52

L
109
1.13

Lis
1.23

1.29

1.34

1.40

1.46.

1.53

l.io

1.15

1.21

1.27
1.83
1.40

1.17

1.54

1.13

1.18
1.25

1.3?

1.40

1.48
1.58

1,06
1.14
1.22
1.3]

1.40

1.50

107.13
..104.01

..in 48

..90.82
. .90.27
..90.05

...:82i84

...81.79
.. B0.62
...80 09

.

: >

• !7L17

.66.12

.05.41

.64.22

-.54.90
..54.74
..54.37

..51.40

..50.67

.50.48

1,8ft. Class, la to USft. Corrected Length.

Liris ...49.86 Chiquita ....46.88
Tomahawk. ..48.68 Nymph

. ...46.87
Gorilla ...48.50 Baboon

. ...46.80

Maraquita.

.

. .48.12 Banshee... ....46.43

Bayadere. .

.

..48.00 Xara ....46.40
Maggie ...47.80 Minerva .. .46.07
Lotowaua.

.

...47.19 Rival ....44.22
Verena — ...47.00 Wave ....42 71
Helen .47.00 Pappoose . ..42.60
Alice ...47.00 Schemer ....42,27

U2ft. Class, i a to USft. Corrected Length.

Hera ..41.94 Shadow ....38.28
Peri ...40,o3 Volusia ....37.33
Iseult ...38.63 Beatrice ....36.05

36ft. Class, .W to 36ft. Corrected Length.

Kathleen . .

.

..37.56 Tom Boy
. 34.90

Saracen— ..3(1.40 Shona ,...34.25

soft. Class, soft, and under Corrected Length.

Yolande ..30.78 Daisy
Gael

In the 77ft. claBS Titania and Katrina are found verv near the
top, their measurements being 76.40 and 78.76ft. In designing a

new yacht for the class one or two feet additional length could
be taken with advantage, but by the time that 73ft. is reached the
sail is considerably reduced, and at 74ft. the proportions of the
old 60-ton aer Marguerite are reached, or say a reduced Genesta.
As Irex, the sole survivor of this type in the large classes, has just
been sold out of racing to be replaced by a much wider boat, there
is little to be feared from the same type here. The present
boats in the class, Bedouin, Gracie and Fanny, would be placed as
they now are in the Eastern and Seawanhaka clubs so far as
Titania and Katrina are concerned.
The yachts in the 68ft. class would be as at present, there being

little or no racing between them, but Mischief, Hildegard, Vision,
Wenonah, Thetis and Ileen have always been considered as fairly
matched together as far as size goes. The clas3 limit, 68ft., pro-
vides for a somewhat larger boat, as Mischief could be a foot
longer with her present rig and yet be in the class. This increase
of size was necessitated in order to take in all the boats of about
Mischief's size and yet make an even number, 08. The desirable
limits in this class would be within 61 and 64ft.; the old British
40-tonners being about 64ft. waterline with 5,000ft. of sail, in fact
Stranger, so well known on this side, would just come at the
limit, of the class by a reduction of 60ft. of sail, her length being
65ft.; and we fancy no one would consider her a very formidable
rival to a Mischief or a reduced Titania.
In the next class there are practically no racing boats at pres-

ent save Clara, neither Cinderella, Athlon nor Whileaway doing
any serious amount of rae.ine; but at the same time the class
would be unchanged as far as the existing boats are concerned.
In any event there is a strong probability of a revival of the class,
lit which case the present boats would be greatly outbuilt, so tliat
their chances as racers will be little altered by the change to cor-
rected length. The new class offers a very good choice of sizes,
from 54x17ft. for a centerboard similar to Cinderella, to a mod-
erate keel boat of 56x13ft. 6in.: a 57ft. boat would be possible, but
the proportion of sail allowed her is very small for a racer.
The next class includes the old 45ft. yachts, none of which art-

doing any active racing; however, they would be very fairly
classed with Alga and the new or promised 45-footers. Bertie
would come within the limit of this instead of the higher class,
and though she has always raced with Clara and Cinderella she
would be placed to much better advantage in the smaller class;
if, however, she did not like, the company, she could still increase
her canvas and remain with Clara, it appears that the new
British 20-raters. Dragon, Windward and Vreda, would come in
this class near its lower limit with such an increase of canvas as
would be necessary for racing in these waters, in which ease there
would be little to fear of their saving time from new boats built
to the top of the class. Should any cross, however, they would
probably be canvassed for the lower class, which includes the
present 40-footers, in which case also they could hardly carry
canvas enough to be very dangerous in a season's steady racing.
The limit of 48ft. for the next class was made necessary not only

in order to preserve a certain uniformity in tho intervals and to
keep the class from crowding closely on the one above it, but
because the next even figure^ 49ft., would leave the. majority of
the existing boats, all new and built for the class, as Nymph,
Chiquita, Verena, Helen. Alice, Baboon, Xara, Lotowana, Awa,
Choctaw, Banshee and Chispa, a long way from the top of the
class; the corrected lengths of all but the very latest boats being
about 17ft. It is proposed to admit t nose forties which exceed the
limit of 48ft. corrected length by a modification of the speeial
clause in the New York and Seawanhaka rules made to admit
'titania and Redouin. The new class would also include several
yachts formerly in the class above, Ulidia, Maggie and Bavadere;
but there is not one of these which would inspire terror in the keel
of a modern 40-foot.er. As above stated, it is possible that the 20-
raters might squeeze into this class, but at a reduced sail area
that would cripple them in the average weather.

In the way of new boats to beat the present leaders there are
two extreme positions from which the question may be con-
sidered. If it be conceded that Minerva can repeat next season
her sweep of this year, and consequently the .Minerva type must
prevail in racing, then an enlarged Minerva, 41ft. 7in. in water-
line and lift, beam, would be a far better boat than the present
craft in the eyes of American owners, and presumably he as fast
in proportion, and able to race on even time, which is more satis-
factory to every sportsman than to receive an allowance. If on
the other hand the brutes are considered able to beat both Min-
erva and the type represented by Baboon and Xara, which is
generally conceded to be a very good one; the man who would
beat either Liris or Gorilla need not do so by a moie powerful
boat on the same length, but may use his judgment in taking 2
or 3ft. more length, with less sail and power and a finer model,
The letters of Messrs. Fife and Burgess in another column have a
very important bearing on this matter, both declaring their belief
in what may be called extreme dimensions, but we are of the
opinion that though the crude elements of 45ft. waterline and
3,000sq. ft. of canvas may in the most skilful hands be moulded
into a fast boat aud may win in an exceptional season and under
favorable conditions of ownership and handling, that most at-
tempts on these dimensions will be unsuccessful", and that the
safer proportions will be found between 41 aud 43ft. length. The
wav will still be open for experiments in the direction of power
in a 39ft. boat rigged as heavily as Liris, aud taken altogether
the class will afford ample opportunity for experiment within
moderate limits of cost.

The next class is thus far a weak one, having few racing boats
at any one point. Shadow, the leader in Eastern waters, aud
Iseult, in New York, are probably the best of the class. Tho new
limits would include Peri, now racing at the bottom of the 10ft.
class, while if she chose Pappoose could cut down to 42ft. cor-
rected length, about, her original rig, and nave a better chance at,

the top of this class, where she properly belongs, than at the
bottom of the class which includes Liris aud Tomahawk. It is in
this class, and not with Kathleen aud Saracen, that the British
10-raters, Decima, Dis and Yvonne would probably come, unless
they reduced then r rigs. They would be in the middle or in the
lower half of the class, and with little hope of winning from new
boats built to the class limit.

Kathleen, like Liris, would have come into the 36ft. class
through the special clause mentioned, being considerably above
the limit, Saracen being about on it, we bare not her official
measurement. This arrangement would give some advantage to
Liris, Gorilla, Tomahawk and Kathleen over newer and longer
boats that might be built to beat them, but as the four were built
this year and yachtsmen are interested in the results of their rac-
ing, no one would grumble at their being allowed every possible
chance to show whether power in excess is worth what it costs,
lu order, in the event of a change, to give every consideration to
boats recently built for an existing class, like the forties and
some of the schooners, we would go further than the committees
in recommending that all yachts built for existing waterline
length classes be allowed to race in the corresponding classes by
corrected length which include the majority of their former class-
mates. The classes in which this exception would mainly apply
would be in the present 40 and 30ft. sloops and the 90ft. BOlioOnelffi
Several new boats, Merlin, Mayflower, Sachem. Alert and Sea

Fox, built for the existing 90ft. waterline class, will measure from
1 to 3ft. corrected length over the corresponding class, 90ft. cor-
rected length. Of course they could reduce sail and come in
the class where Grayling, M iranda and Elma now are, but as the
were not designed for such short canvas it would he unfair!
compel them to cut down to a rig that might prevent any racing.
By admitting them arbitrarily to the class the only harm would
be that they would remain rather larger than any new boat built
to the class, and so for the time have a slight degree of pro
tectiou from being outbuilt by boats especially designed for the
new class; certainly no greater advantage than they are entitled
to. Yachts of the size of Merlin or Sea Fox represent a large
amount of money and demand more consideration in any change
of rule than the small fry. We do not know the feeling of the
owners of the yachts, but such an exception as this, giving them
a certain advantage tor a few seasons, might remove any objec-
tions on their part to the new rule. It is true that there is a cer-
tain prejudice against such exceptions on the part of the clubs,
but some clause of the kind has always been found necessary in

(

the past in attempting to secure a uniformity of classes, and there
is no practical objection to it so far as we have heard.
The 90ft. schooner class has proved a very difficult one to man-

age in laying out, new classes, being in itself the most importantI|
of the schooner classes and at the same time requiring an odd,
limit, Oift., to take in all existing yachts, which limit destroyed!
the uniformity of the series. The limits laid down, 70, 80, 90 aud
100ft. corrected length, are satisfactory in all other ways, the only
difficulty being to accommodate four or five existing boats to the
limit of 90ft. By admitting these boats to the class, together
with a few of the smaller sloops to theirs, the greater part of the
objections from vested interests will be removed.
Two general objections have been made to the new system; one,'

that it will be difficult to tell in what class a yacht belongs; the
other, that yachts may shift from class to class at will. The first

objection is imaginary rather than real, and will disappear with
a sufficient number of classes and boats built to the limit, as ah
new ones will be. The table given above shows that, the water-
line length which may be taken in the new 77ft. class cannot bt
longer than 7oft, at most, and is not likely to be shorter than 70ft,

waterline. In the 48ft. class the lengths of waterline will prob»
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DIAGRAM SHOWING RATIO OF SAIL TO LENGTH IN THE RACING FLEET.
The vertical lines indicate the present limits of classes by waterline length; the inclined lines indicate the limits of classes by corrected length. The relative positio

of each yacht in its class, near the upper or lower limit, is shown by its proximity to lines indicating the class limits.

ably run from 40 to 44 or 45ft., and in the other classes the vari-
ation in length will be from 4 to 6ft.; so that, when once tolerably
familiar with the new classes, a man can quickly place any yacht.
Of course, in theory a yacht of any length can enter any class;
thus one of 58ft. length might be built for the 48ft. class or for the
54ft. class or the 60ft. class; but in the first instance she could
have but 1,849ft. of sail, being little more than a huge canoe; in
the second she could have 3,025f t., and would be a 7-beani cutter,
and in the third she would be allowed 4,356ft., and would be a
larger boat than Athlon or Cinderella. It would even be possible
in theory to go further and build a scow of 53ft. to carry some
7,000ft. of sail; but with all these possibilities on the given length
no one boat could go in all these classes by varying her canvas,
and, practically, the man who selected a 53ft. waterline would be
compelled to go in the 60ft. corrected length class and no other.
It may very safely be assumed, in considering the possible changes
from class to class, that only under exceptional circumstances
Will a man go down in a class, as the influence of the time scale
favors the larger boats, and makes it desirable to give rather than
to receive time.
As to yachts changing at will from class to class, the same

.condition of affairs exists now, though unnoticed because no one
wishes to avail himself of the privilege. It would be perfectly
practical for Sea Pox or Merlin to ship a little ballast and go in
the class with Fortuna; Bedouin and Titania, as we have before
mentioned, technically belong in the class by themselves, and
might refuse to race with the other seventies; half a dozen of the
new forties are over the limit of their class in many races, and
might go in the class above if they wished, while some thirties
push the limit so hard that by neglecting to strip to the last bit of
china or bedding, they would be in the 35ft. class. This state of
affairs has existed without causing any trouble or exciting com-
ment, the main point being that men do not want to go up and be
at the tail end of a higher class instead of the head of a lower one.
Under a classification by corrected length there may be somewhat
greater facilities for a change among the odd sizes of existing
yachts, and at first a man may be in doubt as to which class he
can do best in, but there will be few cases of this kind. Liris
could go into the class above and make a clean sweep, perhaps
winning more pots than in her legitimate class, but she never
would do it; and on the other hand, Clara, finding nothing
in her own class, might reduce her rig and try for prizes
in the class with such boats as Daphne and Alga, but it is
no more likely that she would do so than that she will put in
ballast and a heavier rig under present conditions and go
into the class above her to race with Hildegarde and Mischief.
In a case like Pappoose, an odd size near the bottom of a class, it
would only be good policy to reduce the rig a little and go into
the lower class, and no harm could result from such a change.
This has been done in the smaller classes in England, a boat some-
times shipping a larger rig and increasing her rating from 2J4 to
4, taking time in the 5-rating class, but this is only with odd-sized
craft not especially built to the limits of a class. With a new
boat built to the highest limit of a class, as is certain to be the
case, it will be impossible to carry the very large increase of sail
allowed to the length if she goes in the class above her own; and
equally impossible to drive her with the very small rig allowed
for her length in the class below her, so there is no opportunity
to change. In the case of the change from one class to another
which came up in the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. in 1884, and
which was the cause of the change from corrected to waterline
length, there were but four classes of sloops in place of the pres-
ent eight classes, with few boats in each class, or the fact of a
boat going from one class to another would not have been noticed.

It is too much to expect that the change from one system to the
other can be made without trouble or inconvenience to any one;
but at the same time the practical difficulties in the way are very
slight, especially in comparison with the good points of the new
scheme, and will disappear after one or two seasons of building
and racing.

MEASUREMENT ON LAKE ONTARIO.
THE committee of the Lake Y. R. A. has lost no time since the

season closed in collecting information and in compiling
a very clear report, with the result that the changes recom-
mended were unanimously adopted at the annual meeting. The
following very interesting letters were received in answer to a
circular sent out by Mr. Jarvis, chairman of the committee, some
time since to the leading designers, American and British. The
circular read in part as follows:
"At present our Association classifies bv L.W.L. length, time

allowance being given on the corrected length or rating. Our

rule is that of Seawanhaka Y. C.

KATHLEEN, A GOOD RECORD.—The 30-footer Kathleen ofNew York, owned by William Whitlock, has made a good record
this year, winning nine first prizes out of fifteen starts. In three
other races Kathleen crossed the line first, but. lost twice on time
allowance, and once from being ruled out. The Kathleen has
won the Atlantic Y. C. pennant, as the Arab and Guide refused
to race with her for it.—Boston Globe.

THE CRUISE OPTHE ALERTE.—Mr. A. H. Tredwen, who ac-
companies Mr. Knight on his search for buried treasure in the
yawl Alerte, has wired home the safe arrival of the party at Rio
Janeiro on Nov. 5, haying left England on Aug. 28.

rating. Our present classes are 20, 25, 30, 36, 50 and over 50ft.
L. W.L., and it is our inteution to substitute for these 20,30, 35, 40,
48, 60 and 70ft. corrected length with a length and sail area card,
of which I inclose you a copy: the first column showing the
L.W.L., the second the maximum amount of sail that can be
taken to bring a craft up to the class limit as shown in third
column. Now our idea, of course, in making the alteration is
to produce a moderate vessel, an economical and wholesome
craft, avoiding extremes in beam and draft. Therefore we re-
quest the benefit of your experience, and if not asking too much,
that you would state what amount of length, beam, draft,
sail area and displacement you would take in a design for the
48ft., i. e., the last class on our card for which we have worked
out sail area. In giving sail area figures, kindly quote by Sea-
wanhaka rule. I may mention that few of our fleet have' been
built for the classes, but rather the classes made to suit the
fleet, and that we have not the question of vested interests to
consider to the extent that the seaboard American and English
yacht clubs have. Therefore, if advisable, we wish to make the
change before we have these troubles to contend with."
The replies were as follows:

MK. BURGESS.
I am myself on a committee of the Eastern Y. C. on the subject

of classification, measurement, etc., but we have not yet come to
any decision.
Judging from the success of Minerva, I should think that a

classification based on our rule (Seawanhaka) would form a pretty
narrow type of boat—too narrow to suit my ideas of a good boat.
For a 48-foot corrected length class, I think a boat 45 to 46ft. long
by 10ft. beam would probably be most successful; and it seems to

me that the New York Y. C. rule
^S+2 L

would be safer for

classification.
There is one important consideration that I should want to see

settled before advocating any classification based partly on sail
area; i. e., the question of measuring the sail area. By any of the
present methods all sails are treated as of the same value for
speed and equally taxed. The result will be, when the sail area is
heavily taxed, as m the case of using it for classification, that the
important sail or sails will be increased at the expense of less
valuable sails, and this will produce a bad rig for seagoing pur-
poses. There may be a way to avoid this difficulty, but I have not
found it. One improvement will be to add to the base line any
excess of the spinaker pole beyond the point in the bowsprit taken
for the base line. This will be a premium on keeping the main
mast aft uear its proper place.
If we recommend any change of classification I shall be happy

to let you know. I should think it a good plan if the L. Y. R. A.
fell in with whatever our large clubs do, as this will open a mar-
ket from which you can import yachts for the lakes.
Boston, Oct. 4,

MB. SMITH.
In reply to your favor of Oct. 8 would say that I would make a

boat for 48ft. corrected length, S. C. Y. C. rule, about 44ft. L.W.L.,
12ft. beam and 9ft. draft, sail 2,704ft., and about 28 tons displace-
ment. Of course these figures might be modified when the de-
sign would be worked out, and would vary with the construction;
if made very light the displacement would be less, and if built
cheaply would be more. You will bear in mind that dimensions
cannot be determined until the plan has been worked out. I fre-
quently make a plan and change the dimensions and make a new
one.
New York, Oct. 10.

MB. WILL FIFE.

In the first place I do not consider that the Seawanhaka rule
for taking sail area gives anything like sufficiently accurate re-
sults, and it could be evaded to a very large extent, In fact it

could be evaded to such an extent as to make the result depend
on cleverness m cheating the rule (which is to be deprecated),
rather than on merit in design. I therefore hold that sail area
should be taken in a similar manner to that in which it is
taken by the Yacht Racing Asssociation of Great Britain, and
classify by corrected length as in Seawanhaka rule.
If the Y. R. A. rule were used for taking area, the dimensions

of a boat built to race as 48f l. corrected length would be about:
Length 45ft.
Beam 10ft.
gratt 9ft.
Displacement 26 tons
Ballast 14 tons"
Sail area by Y. R. A. rule 2,605ft.

Corrected length L+ ^S A -4Sf

Fatblie, Oct. 12.

MB. WATSON.
_ I have always had the strongest feeling, ever since the estab-
lishment of the length and sail area rule, that yachts should be
classed on their corrected length, or what is the same thing, on
their rating. This, in my opinion, is a very strong check on ex-
cessive sail spreads, more even than taxing sail area more heavily.

Your proposed rule ^^-f ^ equalling corrected length, gives

exactly the same respective values of length and sail area, as our
present rule does, and in your club I think it should produce fine
wholesome vessels, such as it has done and is doing here.
As to stating what length, beam, draft, sail area, and displace-

ment I would take for a 48ft. corrected length class, this means
practically designing the boat, I would not care to make any
statement just in a rough and ready wav, and would only care to
do so after going very carefully into it. This, I fear, I have not
the time to do.
Glasgow, Oct. 14.

MR. GARDNER.
In the 48ft. class I should use different lengths according to the

circumstance. If for light winds and smooth water, 41ft. and
3,025ft. sail, for heavy winds and sea 45ft. and 2,601ft. sail; for an
all round boat to sail under varying conditions, 43ft. and 2,800ft.
sail. The latter boat would be the most successful in a season's
racing, unless the boat was owned and sailed only at such a place
as Newport, where you usually get a sea, whether the wind be
light or heavy. In such a case the longer boat would have the
advantage. A really superior design might win all the races
though she be anywhere between 41 and 45ft. length. In that
case it would be due to the merits of the design alone and not to
the crude quantities. There have been a great many attempts
made in England to produce a moderate beam boat to defeat the
30ft. Southampton boats. The Minerva is the first of her propor-
tions to do well. On the other hand, the Southampton boats have
been notoriously bad sea boats, plunging and stopping in the sea.
The Kathleen, although of about the same proportions as those
boats, never plunges and is, according to the testimony of those
who have seen her in a gale at sea, an unusually good sea boat
for any type, so you can see how difficult it is to draw inference
from the performance of a single or a few boats. The Minerva
has surprised a great many people here, in fact thoroughly scared
some of them. It is due to the fact that we have of late considered
ourselves invincible on the water. Mr. Fife has been, in spite of
the performance of the Clara, very much underestimated. I do
not consider Minerva's good performance due to the fact that
she has small sails and is a moderate boat, but to the very good
model and wonderfully good canvas and rigging. 1 think it
would be a good change to adopt a classification bv rating on the
lakes, although it would not be so essential there as here. I see
from your letter that your classes are nearly all small ones. In
the smaller classes the change is not so important. It is abso-
lutely necessary in the large classes to have a definite limit to
combined power-and-length in each class. Excessive power to
length in the large classes is a very dangerous thing. If one has
to give up length, which is valuable, to obtain a large sail area,
the tendency would be to prevent the large rig.
Time allowance is, and always has been, a very unsatisfactory

thing. The value varies according to the strength of the wind.
It seems to me absurd to have a lot of boats built to the limit of a"
class and one giving time to another on account of sail, when the
time allowance is based on the increase in speed due to an in-
crease in size in every direction and not to sail at all. I think a
one gun start just as essential as a good rule. If boats start with
a strong wind and finish with a light one, the boat that starts
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four minutes ahead in the beginning may get twelve minutes ad-

vantage at the finish. A boat start ing four minutes late in a light

wind may cover the same distance in a strong breeze in one min-
ute. It is needless to say it can only be guess work how the wind
will be at the finish of a race. Good seamanship gets its reward
all through a race and at the finish: lean see no reason why it

should not get. the same reward at the start. The exact dimen-
sions I would use and the disposition of the sail for a 48-foot rat-

ing boat I could onlv determine after I had a design well under
way. I would not like to state here what I would do, for 1 might
change them before the design was completed.
P. S.-My experience this year has been that large rigs pay from

a racing point of view. The difficulty has been that we have tried
to make too rapid strides. Wo have tried to kill the goose and get
all the eggs. Becau.se we have not put five years' advance in one,
a great many sav the goose was no good after all. That we have
obtained the' highest speed possible in the large rigs I very much
doubt. I would with perfect confidence undertake to produce a
boat with the same sail area that would be 10 minutes faster than
the best performance of the Liris this year. I can see no reason
why we should expect to have very narrow boats.
New "York, Nov. 7.

The point raised by Mr. Burgess and Mr. Fife is quite an impor-
tant one, as under a heavier tax of any form on sail there will be
a tendency to cheat the rule if possible, and it is difficult to fore-
see what form such evasion may take. The changes proposed by
the New York and Seawanhaka committees are intended to pre-
vent any such evasion if possible, but some further restrictions
may prove to be necessary in time. The Y. R. A. rule would not be
practicable in America, as the conditions of measurement are so
different. A very good point is made by Mr. Gardner in favor-
ing a one gun start. The concluding paragraph of his letter is

especially interesting, and bears out.the views we expressed very
lately.

'

YACHT BUILDING IN GREAT BRITAIN UNDER
THE NEW RULE.

WHETHER or no the result of the proposed classification if

carried will be to encourage a very narrow type of yacht,
as some would have us believe, the change is a very important
one, and must exert a powerful influence on the racing fleet

within three or four years after its adoption. While it is impos-
sible to say with absolute certainty what the result of any new
rule will be, there is generally sufficient evidence available on
which to base very fair conclusions; and as a guide in the present
case American yachtsmen have before them the results of three
seasons' experience in Great Britain in practically the same
methods which are now under discussion with a view to their
adoption here. The rule of measurement now in use in Great
Britain was recommended for adoption by a committee of the
Yacht Racing Association on Nov. 17, 18%, after a most thorough
inquiry into the operation of the esisting tonnage rule, its evils
and the best means of remedying them. As the result of this in-
quiry, in which the evidence of Messrs. Watson, Fife, Clayton,
Richardson, Webb, Payne, Kemp and other designers was taken,
all attempts to patch up the existing rule were abandoned, and
an entirely new method was substituted. By this new rule the
length on waterline and the sail area are multiplied toget her, the
product being divided hy a constant, 6,000, and the result being a
rather anomalous unit caUed "'rating": approximating closely
enough to the old tonnage to permit the same time scale to be
used; thus the old 3-ton class is made 5 rating; the 5 ton is made 10
rating; the 10 ton, 20 rating; the 20 ton, 40 rating: the 40 ton, HO rat-
ing, etc. The sail is measured differently from the American
method, as will be noted later, but the formula itself is prac-
tically equivalent to that of the Seawanhaka rule, though one
gives a result in "rating" (which may be called a cubical measure-
ment); and the other gives a result in "corrected length," alinear
measurement. How closely the two methods approximate was
shown in the case of the Volunteer and Thistle, where the differ-
ence was but a few seconds.
Regarding the actual measurement of the sail, by the American

method the spars alone are measured in such a way as to form a
triangle which includes no topsail but the ordinary working sail,
making no allowance for clubtopsail; while in the Y. R. A.
method the measurements are taken, not from the vessel, but
from the spar and sail plan by the sail maker, the head sails be-
ing considered as a triangle, while the mainsail and topsails, to-
gether with the foresail in a schooner and the mizen in a yawl,
are measured to find the actual area of each; the certificate of
rating being based on the topsail, either sprit or club, which the
owner elects to carry while the certificate holds good; many
yachts being rated only for a sprit or yardtopsail and using con-
sequently no "jackyard" or clubtopsail. The question of the
merits and detects of the two methods, alluded to elsewhere in
the letters of Messrs. Burgess and Fife, is quite an important one
in itself; but it has no direct bearing on the one which is now
under discussion, of the proper use of sail as a factor in the rule.
The Y. li. A. method would be impracticable in this country
owing to the number of sail makers, some of whom could not he
depended on to give the correct measurements; in Great Britain
this is practically done by one large firm.
The two more serious objections which have been urged agaiust

the proposed classification are that itwould directly encourage
very narrow yachts here; and also that it would at once put the
existing boats, say of the 40ft. class, at a disadvantage compared
with the corresponding class of 20 raters, should any care to cross
the Atlantic. We propose now to look into the actual working
of the rule in Great Britain in order to ascertain the type of boat
which it has developed there after a tolerably fair trial for
three seasons. The condition of racing and building when
the rule went into effect is familiar to all American yachts-
men: racing has come to a standstill owing to the expense of
beating the existing winners by more extreme craft, aud
the undesirable type of vessel produced in all, especially the
smaller classes. The racing fleet was reduced to Irex and a
few smaller craft, all of extreme narrow beam, and the U class,
intended to give a chance to the older racers, simply resulted in
killing the A class without being a success in itself. The only
opening left to designers was in the direction of length, with a
limit practically set to the speed in the larger yachts bv the draft
which could be used in practice. At the same time the prejudices
of most designers and yachtsmen were on the side of great' lengt h
and corresponding narrow beam rather than of the American
type of wide craft, and as great fear was expressed then bv many
that the new rule would produce extremely wide yachts as is now
felt on this side that the rule will prod uce narrow ones. The
following table coutaius the yachts built under the new rule
within the years '87, '88 and '89, together with several representa-
tives of the old narrow boats which are still in the racing. The
list is of course not complete in the sizes under 30ft., but it in-
cludes all large yachts and all the faster boats in the smaller
classes. We have not included several yachts built for cruising
and that do not race, such as Merry Maid, Woodcock, and the
schooner Asterope. As the sail measurements by Seawanhaka
rule are not obtainable we have based all calculation on the Y.
R. A. figures, which must be borne in mind in comparing the
table with that published several weeks since, ofAmerican yachts.
The Y. R. A. measurement is larger than the Seawanhaka, the
difference in the case of Thistle, in which the official figures for
both are given, being 11 per cent. In Valkyrie as nearly as can
be measured from photographs, the American measurement
would be about 200ft, less than the Y. R. A. with sprit topsail; in
Vreda and Dragon it would probably be about 100ft. less, and in
some cases in the smaller sizes the two measurements would be
about the same. By the Y. R. A. area the corrected length is
thus greater than it would be if the boats were measured in this
country for a race here, and the ratio of sail to length is also
larger than it should be in comparison with the figures previously
given for American yachts, and on which the accompanying dia-
gram is based; so that all through the British vessels are given a
little larger sail s-pread than they really carry by our rules.
The largest yacht yet built under the new rule is the yawl Lethe

the first on the list, a cruiser similar to Wendur, aud a little lar-
ger; the only noticeable point about her being that she is wider,
t ti<- ratio of length to beam being 4.84 in place of 5.21 in Wendur

.

Thistle was built specially to race in American waters and under
i 1h- New York rule, her ratio of length to beam being 4.27, so she
is hardly a fair basis for comparison; but looking at the other new
yachts in the larger Classes we rind that the proportion is nearly
as great, being 4 43 in Yarana and 4.36 in Valkyrie and Deerhound
In the medium-sized yachts the proportions run from 3U to 4*6
beams, and in the smaller sizes the greater number are from 3 to
4 beams.
The standard proportions of the old tonnage yachts is triven in

the following table.

Tons.

Galatea 80
Irex 90
Genesta. < 90
Erycina 90
Marguerite..

L_
B Tons,

5.79 Tara 40
6.57 Clara 30
5.4 Uiidia 10
5.30 Delvyn 5
.49 Currytush.

JL

M5.75
5. 80
5.8b
6.22
6.07

BRITISH RACING YACHTS,
'

Lethe

Thistle ..

Irex
Valkyrie

60- Rating (Has*:
Yarana
Petronilla
ho-Rating Class:

Mohawk
Deerhound
SO-Rating Claw:

Mimosa
Vreda
Dragon
* Windward
Melissa
Queen Mali
10-Ratlng Clas/t:

Dis
Decima
Yvonne
t Doris
Jenny Wren
Di-ina
Darthula
Curtsey
Lollypop
Oread
Fair Geraldine
Flutterlv
2t4-Matina Clasz:

Humming Bird
Cosette
Thief
Queen Mab
Lady Nan
Scaramouch
Astore

L

feet.

61.1

58.*

47
a
45.

is
43

41

36
85
34
33
33
33
33
30
29

29

B

feet.

19.40

20.25

14.99
16.00

14.90
17.00

14.50
13.50

10.80
10.01
10.25
9.15
7.04
7.25

9.10
10.20
8.90
5.58
5.45
9 50

7.60
10.50
9.20
7 30
7.50
8.20

7.66
5.80
5.20
5.20
8.40
7.50
6.30

B

4.84

4.27

5.57
4.35

4.43
3.68

4.22
4.36

4.38
4.57
4.44
4.95
6.00
5.72

3.95
3.50
3.83
G.02
6.02
3.49
4.66
2.89
3.20
3.97
3.99
3.11

3.39
4.22
4.67
4.06
3.73
3.01

2.70

S.
Y.R.A.:

sq.ft.

I 8967
l S957
6978
6588

5266
5337

3890
4065

2534
2fi23

2(536

2628
2668
2538

1657
1680
1725
1680
1704
1801
1803
1430
1324
1241
1000
938

619
652

Y.R.A.

97.0
76.5

58 0
55.7

39.8

20.0
20.0
20.0
19.9
18.8
18.0

10.0
10.0
9.8
9.5
9.6

10.0
9.9
7.2
6.5
6.0
5.0
4.0

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

94.69
99,80
83.50
81,15

72.57
73. 05

62.38
63.77

50. 84
51.30
51.34
51.28
51.65
51.37

40.70
40.99
41 .53

40.99
41.28
42.44
42.4p
37.81
36.38
35.27
31.62
30.02

24.66
24.66
24.88
25.53
25.61

23.02

90.07

98.J3
83.52
75.40

69.33
67.87

61.80
61.31

48.93
48.47
48.43
48.33
46.93
46.44

38.35
38.33
37.82
37.43
37. fit

87.80
37.73
34.10
32.92
32.14
30 , 80
38.06

24.56-

24.50
24.55
24.25
24.10
20.01

1.09
1.15
1.00
Lie

1.10
1.16

1.02
1.08

1.06
1.12
1.13
1.13
1.22
1.24

1.13
1.15
1,22
1.21
1.22
1.28
1.29
1.24
1.23
1.21
1.05
1.20

1.00
1.01
1.03
1.11
1.13

lull

Watson
j- Watson
Richardson
Watson

Watson
Richardson

Clayton. ,

Watson

Clayton
Watson
Fife
Fife
McGildowney
Watson

Fay.
Payne
Fife
Watson
Froude
Kemp
lnglis
Clayton
Payne
Fife
Clayton
Payne

Payne
Watson
Watson
Watson
Payne
Bayly
Fife

Date,.

1887

1889

1888
1888

1889
1888
1889
1889
1886
1885

1888
1889
1889
1885
1885
1889
1889
1885
1888
1889
1888
1888

1889
1889
1889
1889
1888
1889

18.89

* Windward wa« designed late in 1887, but not built until 1889. It is repoi ted that she has had a centerboard inserted this fall.
+ Doris was widened last spring, and is now some 6in. wider than the beam here given.
Queen Mab and Thief are of the same design. Cosette am! Scaramouch are centerboard boats. Humming Bird is rigged with

a large lug mainsail and jib. Her dimensions are only approximate, as is the length of Oread; all the other figures are taken from
Lloyd's Yacht Register and the official Y. R. A. measurements.

From this it will be seen that in all sizes, from 85ft. to 85, the

ratio of length to beam was nearly six to one. A comparison ot

the two tables will show the great change that has taken place
within three years, a widening of the whole fleet from the largest
down. Thistle is 5ft. 3in. wider than Galatea on the same length;
Yarana is 3ft. wider than Tara, both of the same length; Deer-
hound, 58ft.. has the same beam as Marguerite, of 74ft.; Dragon,
for 3ft. of length over the old 10-tonners, has also 3ft. of beam;
Yvonne is but. a foot longer than Shona, but 3ft. wider, while
Oread is also 3ft. wider than Mascotte and the other old threes of
nearly her length. The value of beam has been appreciated from
the first opportunity to use it by all the British designers, and
there is not an instance of a very narrow boat being built since
the rule was changed. The record seems to show beyond question
that the rule has actually produced a fleet of comparatively wide
yachts; the next question then is as to their performance.
While comparatively few narrow yachts were left to race when

the change was made, there wore still some, such as Irex, Melissa,
Queen Mab, Lenore, Foxhound, Jenny Wren, May, Neptune, and
others of less note, that have kept up the fight until now. In the
classes over 20-ratmg it is very difficult to place the winners accu-
rately, owing to the great disparity in sizes, Irex, of 97-rating,

often being matched against Mohawk, Deerhound and even Vreda;
but the general results are sufficiently clear. The new boats are
about as fast, size for size, as Irex, the latter having an advantage
from perfect form and good handling which some of the newer
have not had. Yarana and Deerhound are both considered suc-
cessful boats, though Valkyrie, to Americans at least, is still in

doubt. Neither of the two widest boats, Petronilla or Mohawk,
have been successful, though it does not appear that this is due to

an excess of beam entirely, if at all; the respective designershave
not fallen in with the new rules as well as Messrs. Fife and Wat-
son have. Mr. Richardson, in his evidence before the Y. R. A.
committee before the rule was changed, declared his belief that
it would produce wide boats, and acting on this belief took more
beam than any one else in his first attempt. That she was not a
success is certain, but, like other of the Richardson boats, she
may have needed the best of ownership and a season's tuning up
before winning; and the failure cannot be laid solely to her beam,
though she probably exceeds the proportion which will be found
most desiraule in British waters. Mohawk's failure is commonly
laid to lack of draft, as she draws but little over 9ft., but she is

nearly 3ft. longer, lit. wider and has 200ft. less sail than her suc-
cessful rival; so the fault may be partly in the proportions.
Opinions differ as to the cost, utility and seagoing ability of the
old and new type: but the latter may at least he considered equal
to the former in all of these, as well as in speed, with the prob-
ability that with more boats in each class and closer racing, a
greater improvement will be made. After three seasons Irex has
given up the racing, and her owner will build a comparatively
wide boat to replace her. As she was the fastest of her class in

the narrow boats, this alone shows the value of moderate bjam
under the rule.
Coming down to the smaller classes, there is found, as in this

country, a much more satisfactory collection of facts to guide us.
In the 20-rating class there has been some very good racing in the
past two years, with conclusive results. To sum these up briefly,

neither of the two old boats, Melissa nor Queen Mab, have any
chance with Vreda, as was proved in the latter's first season; and
further, Vreda has in turn been decisively beaten by Dragon this
year, so that the latter now stands at the top of the class. Not
only are the old 10-tonners unable to sail with the new boats, but
the old 20, Lenore, once considered almost as good as Clara, has
been beaten by t hem.

It is impossible to give even an abstract of the large number of
races sailed in this and the smaller classes in '88 and '89, but all

go to show that Dragon can beat Vreda, that the latter can beat
Windward, that none of the old boats have any business beside
the new and wider ones, and finally that Mimosa thus far is not
in it with Dragon and Vreda. This latter boat it will be noticed
is both longer and wider, consequently bigger, than the other
two, while at the same time she is allowed toss sail; and the in-
ference is that her designer attempted to cat his cake and have
it too; first building a larger hull than his competitors, only to
find that he could not drive it with the sail allowed him for the
length he had selected. As similar cases are bound to come up
under the new rule here, designers may take warning, in order
that if they do fail they may not blame the rule, but their attempt,
to evade it by building a larger boat than it will legitimately
admit of. Of the three new and successful boats Dragon is the
widest, having nearly the beam of Minerva and Kathleen. Wind-
ward was designed by Mr. Fife immediately after his return from
America in '87, when he was pondering over the centerboard,
though she was not built until this year. She is narrower by a
foot than Dragon, and not so fast. It is reported that since the
racing season she has been fitted with a centerboard. Melissa has
given up racing and her owner will have a new20-rater for next
season.
In the 10-rating class a very interesting lot of old and new boats

is found; the old ones, Doris and Jenny Wren, being well known
(the lines of the latter appeared in the Forest and Stream of
Feb. 24, 1887). Doris was altered this year by stripping her plank-
ing from the dock to the bilge and hipping the timbers, making
her some 6in. wider, an evidence in itself of the tendency of the
new rule. Florence, another old 5-tonner, is to be treated the
same this winter with a clipper bow added. Of the new boats the
great success has been Decima, the widest, while the least suc-
cessful has been Darthula, the narrowest. Yvonne, a Fife boat of
less than four beams, has been quite successful, but has been
beaten by the wider Decima. In the racing in ihe north, Doris
held her own at the start against the new Yvonne and Darthula,
but soon Yvonne improved sufficiently to beat her. Meanwhile
Decima was doing much as she pleased about Southiimpton, and
the question as to the winner when they should meet became an in-
teresting one. When Yvonne and the others went south the matter
was soon decided, as Decima best them all beyond any cavil; taking
34 prizes to 39 starts, 28 firsts, 5 seconds and 1 third. Three of the
seconds were won when larger yachts, Foxglove, Deerhound or

Vreda, took first; while t wo of the losses were due to carrying away
spars, one to a protest and one to no second prize being given, the
first being lost by only 38s. and four starters. In the last of the
five she beat all her class, but was beaten by Dragon and Vreda.
1 he 7 boats m the 10-rating class represent, all proportions from
extreme to moderate beam, and the work of a number of skilled
designers, making a comparison both interesting and valuable.
The boat ot %% beams wins safely and easily from all the others,
while the other prizes in the class go to the moderate boats, and
the extremely narrow ones are clearly out of the racing. The
a-rating class has furnished similiar examples in the contests of
Oread with the old threes, while the.2^-rating class has developed
a very nice lot of small craft, keel and centerboard, of v arying
proportions, the. winner being under 3X> beams.
The only conclusion to be drawn from the facts is that the result

of the rule in Great Britain has been to produce much wider boats,
and that these boats have beaten fairly the old narrow cutters.
Some examples are found where beam alone has not won, as in
Petronilla and Mimosa, but against them must bo set the many
successful boats of 3.X to 4t£, beams. It is probable that the win-
ning boats of the future will not depart very widely from the
dimensions of Valkyrie, Deerhound, Dragon and Decima; and if
these proportions, result from the rule under such conditions as
have always existed abroad, and starting from the standpoint of
extreme narrow beam, there need be no fear that the sameTTile
here will develop anything uearly as narrow as Valkyrie or Vreda.
In this country the whole education of the yachtsman, from

t he time he first takes the tiller of a toy catboat, tenches him to
reverence and respect beam as the chief, if not the only, desirable
quality m a yacht, and this belief is fostered as he grows until it
becomes the standard by which everything is judged, ft would
be possible, by putting a very heavy tax on sail, to compel a man
either to build a very narrow boat or to give up racing: but with
any opportunity at all to take beam, the American yachtsman
will do so. That the rule has not compelled the use" of narrow
boats abroad is proved above, and if moderate beam can be taken
there, with stronger winds, it will be taken here in nearly every
instance. No doubt the vast beam of the old and new boats will
bo reduced, with great advantage, but as far as the home fleet to
be developed and encouraged by the rule is concerned, there is
no reason to fear that it will not have more beam than has heen
taken abroad, and as much as is compatible with a good all-round
racer, in which convenience and deck room are considered, even'
though they may not be made of paramount, importance. A
classification by corrected length will undoubtedly reduce beam
and draft to a certain extent, but will be most, felt in the re-
duction of the area of the midship section which has been car-
ried to such an extreme of late. The advantages of a, good work-
ing platform, that have made themselves felt in England in such
a short time, have always been realized in this country, and while
the tendency of the rule itself is toward moderate rather than
extreme wide or narrow beam, the tendency of all the conditions
which govern American yachting will act with the rule to pi e-
serve a fair amount of beam, at least a foot or two more on a 40ft.
yacht than would be taken in England.
As to the home fleet that would be built up under the new rule

we have no douot that it would include a most wholesome type or
types of vessels, at least as good as anything known in the past;
let us now look at the probable effect of a British invasion headed
by the dreaded Dragon and Vreda, on the present and also the
prospective home fleet. In the ninth column ot the larger table
will be found the ratio of the square root of the sail area to the
length, corresponding to the fifth column of Table A in our issue
of Oct. 24, except, as before stated, that the Y. R. A. figures are
now used, giving a higher value than in the former table. The
diagram is an enlargement of that previously published, with the
addition of the British yachts. One curious circumstance ap-
pears on the table; with the exception of Irex, a fast boat with
very small sails, all of the narrow, deep boats of heavy displace-
ment require more sail than the new and more moderate type; for
instance, Vreda and Dragon compared with Melissa and Queen
Mab; Decima compared with Doris and Jenny Wren. As the
smaller rigged boats are t he faster it is but reasonable to assume
that they are of better form and model. The average ratio of
sail in the new British boats from 45ft. waterline down is 113 per
cent., equivalent to about 110 per cent, by American measure-
ment. Referring now to the diagram it will be seen that the
yachts which win races in American waters are grouped about
the line representing 140 per cent, iu the smaller classes, and 12(1

per cent, in the 70ft. class. The fastest in each class, Titania and
Katrina, Mischief, Fanita, Vixen, Liris, Tomahawk, Gorilla,
Tom Boy, Kathleen and Saracen, are all near the maximum limit
of their classes. Two exceptions are found lower down. Minerva
and Pappoose at 131 per cent., but even this denotes a sail plan
that would have been considered enormous a few years since.
In all the fleet—and it is a representative one— there is but one

instance of a yacht that is undoubtedly fast with very small sails,
and that is Clara. Bedouin has been a very successful boat, but
she has failed to hold the newer craft, and besides has a larger
sail plan for her length than Clara. Shadow appears as a boat of
moderate rig, but she would have no chance wi th a new boat, built
to beat her. It requires no deep consideration for any one famil-
iar with all the fleet to say that in order to win races a yacht must
be canvassed up at least to the 135 per cent, line in the classes
below 45ft., and to 115 per cent, in the 70ft. class. No one to-day
would be in the least afraid of the boats on the 110 per cent, line—
Shona, Uiidia, Stranger or lleen—even if their canvas were con-
siderably increased, nor would Madge have won here if kept down
to her original rig, near this limit. In order to race in the pro-
posed 4.8ft. class, Dragon or Vreda could have about 2,550ft. of sail
by Seawanhaka rule, making just 48ft., or practically what they
have now. If we may judge by Maggie, I'lidia, Madge and Baya-
dere, the latter of the same dimensions aud by the same designer
as Vreda, they would not have the least show with the best of the
present forties on even time.
Mr. Burgess, in his letter to the Lake Y. R. A. cites a 20-rater as

the winning boat under the proposed rule, and Mr. Fife expresses
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a. belief that such craft wouW beat Minerva, but we do not aeree
with either. It has been argued on the othpr side that as tbe
twenties beat Lonore, and she is as good as Clara, they would
stand to beat the American forties, but we douht whether Lenore
Bver was as good as ^lara; if so, it was not full v proved on tbe few
occasions when they met. If tbe new twenties can sail on even
terms witb the American forties, much more with Olara. then
they are very mucn faster boats than either their dimensions,
their record, or tne performances of other boa's of small sail area
v ouW lead opo to suspect. In como^iring Dragon and Minerva,
the former is !>J4ft. longer. Sin. narrower, and uresumahlv of the
pame draft. In order to race in the iS(t. cla-^s Dragon could carry
but 2.5c0ft.. or 174ft. les* than Minerva; or if Minerva's rig were
r«t on her she would measure ihe same as Liris, over 43ft,
and race on even terms with her, in place of receiving
4tnin. « ver a 24-knot course, as Minerva, now does. Witb
this sail, or with ma-e if required, the longer boat might beat
Liris, whit h at the wor^t would be no such great misfortune, as
she would he a less costly hoat to build and run, and while bv no
means extremely narrow, the type, if adooted here, would almost
inevitably be widened somewhat, to suit American ideas. If,

however, she were kept down to tbe sail area allowed for her
leuth in the 48ft. class, it is very unlikely that she could sail to
windward with the shorter and more heavily rigged boats, what-
ever she might do on a reaoh. nor is it likely in any case that stie

would reaeh the same speed here with her present sail as she does
In England.
la considering Deciuia in the next class Kathleen naturally

suggests herself for comparison, as the two measure tbe same by
Seawai.haka rule and American measurement of canvac

. We
douht very much whether Dc-cima cou'd win from Kathlpen or
the rest of her class, hut if she did there would he a gain rather
than otherwise. As compared with the American thirties Decima
is n« arly 6ft. longer. 3in. wider than Saracen. 4iu. narrower than
Kathleen, and the same hean as Uosalind. Her draft isurobably
the same as Kathleen, while, her ."ad area is less by over 400 ft. If

a boat of 6ft. greater length, the same beam and about the same
draft, poEsesstDg at least as trood accommodations as the average
modern thirty, can be driven as fast with smaller sails, there is

no reason whv she should n t reDlace the shorter and more heavily
rigged hoat to the advantage of yachting. The same is true of
Dis, of nearlv identical dimensions, while even Yvonne. 35X9ft.,
wouic! probably compare lavorably in most respects with the
American thirties, even though her beam was less th.-mis popular
he'e. We be! ieve that one season of trial would lead Messrs. life
and Burgess to seek other dimensions than those named; huteven
conceding that Dragon, as the representative of the 20-rating
class, could win in our 49ft. class, no g-e«t harm would be done.
It is assumed bv Messrs. Fife and Burgess that Minerva represents
the piesent 40ft. class, and that they would replace her with
Dra on. The former ho it is 40ft. l.w.]., 10ft. 6in. beam, and carries
2,724ft. of sail: the latter is 45.50ft. l.w.l., 10ft. 3in. beam, and carries
2,550ft.; the drift, of the two would be the same, the longer boat,

would cost a little but not niu< b more to birld. she coul I lie raced
with the same crew, and she would he much better below for the
addtd 5J/3ft. of length, winle giving up but 3in. of beam.

If it really is 1 rue that, i he big boats are not in it and that a
man must take a small boat to win. he will get more for bis
money out of a Dragon than a Minerva. A visit from Dragon or
Vreda next year would be a most useful test just, now and would
throw needed light on the question of type. If one of these
boats should come ever and race with the 40ft. fleet under the
present Seawauhaka rule of measurement but witb no limit to
corrected length, taking all the «ail she wanted and merely giving
time for it under the rule, as Liris dots now, she might be made
to beat Minerva, and the brute together; but if she comes here to
race under a class limit of 48ft. corrected length, and thus kept
down to a small tail plan, tuere is little likelihood of her winning
from either Minerva nn tne one hand or Liris and Tomahawk on
the other. All this, however, is of comparatively small import-
ance Dtside the larger classes. In the case of Volunteer the pro-
posed change has practically no effect. For ordinary home rac-
ing the 85 or 90ft. class is in much tne same condition as the late

lamented Hnuipty Dumpty, with no prospect of being "set up
again." As far as the America's Cup is concerned it is beyond
the reach of the scheme, as the only thing a challenger can do is

to build the fastest possible machine for American waters on tbe
fixed length of 90ft.; there being no opion of taking length by giv-
ing up sail. In the 70ft. class Titania would allow Valkyrie about
lm. 20i. in 40 knots, and we have found very few yachtsmen this
season who do not. think that she could do this and win easily.

In ulace of this time Valkvrie might be lengthened 2ft., retaining
the same proportion of sail, and even then it would be hard to
convice Americans that she could beat Titania on even time. Mr.
Burge s, f r one, would hardly admit such a possibitity. That
Titania must be beaten some day is a matter of course, under ex-
isting conditions she must be beaten by a wider and heavier
rigged boat on the same length; und°r the proposed rules by a
slightly longer boat of no greater beam or sail, and we fancy that
most Ameiican yachtsmen would prefer the latter. That she
will be beateu by a much longer boat of very narrow beam there
is very little to show.

SKIFF RACING ON THE ST. LAWRENCE.
OINCE the race at Prescott a fortnight ago, tbe boating men of

k5 GrinanoQue. thmkiog if Prescott. could not produce a boat
to beat Brockville, they could, have been talking up the race
which took place at Gananoque on Thanksgiving day. Mr. Wal-
lace's Yukwa again represented Brockville, and the Spray, built

by A. Ramsay and owned by Mr. Nicholson, was selected as the
fastest craft, m the town fleet, this question having been settled

by a series of races before the mam event. The Yuk-va was sailed

by Mr. Wallace, her owner, with Messrs. Ford and Prank Jones
as crew. The Spray was manned by W. Stoue, O. Han-is and W.
L tsbav, well known river ski ff sailors. There was a regular gale
blowing when the race was start< d at 11:50, and the Gananoque
people preferred a postponement of tbe race, but the Yukwa's
crew wished the race sailed at once. It was a flying start and
twice around a five-mile triangle, with a dead heat of two miles
back from Jack Straw Light. The Yukwa got some 20s. lead at

the start and held her lead to the first mark, from wh ich she drew
The
ave

•emen-
dous but both boats got through safely, the Brockville boat es-

pecially, which did not seem to be at all thrown off by them when
on the wind. The first round was timed Yukwa 12:38, Sprav
12: 13. The Spray seemed to sail better on the second round, but
never gained on the leader. The second round and fiuish was
tim-d Yukwa 1:25, Spray 1:34. Yukwa winning bv 9m., having
completed the course in lh. 35m., time that would rather upset
Kemp's limits for boats that S'ze.

The interest in the Prescott race was tame compared with the
amount of excitement over this one. It beiDg a fine day and
holiday, the whole town turned out to witness the race, and two
hands helped the onlookers to enjov themselves. It was scarcely
thought by the towupeople that the amateur crew in the Brock-
ville boat could sail with any chance against such a crew as the
Spray's, but the way they started and sailed their boat upset
many calculations. The Spray carried a large spritsail and a
small dandv. which latter was discarded on the second round.
The Yukwa sailed the whole race with double-reefed mainsail and
mizen ^

This"race clearlv makes the Yukwa the fastest boat of her class

on the St. Lawrence, and reflects great credit on her builder,

Sauve, of Brockville.

NEW JERSEY Y. C—Some days ago a report was current that
the New Jersey Y. C. could not longer retain its present quarters
at Hoboken, that owing to improvements being made to the water
front it would have to go elsewhere; such, we are glad to say, is

r ot the ca9e. It is true, however, that vast improvements are
being made to Hohoken's water front, but these do not and will

not come further north than Ninth street, and begin again at the
foot of Eleventh street, where the Savannah Steamship Company
have bought or leased a large tract of land. The members of the
club were uneasy at tbe shape matters were assumiug, and at a
recent meeting a committee, of which Commodore E, A. Stevens
was ex-officio chairman, were appointed to confer with the own-
ers of the property, at present occupied by the club, tbe Hoboken
Land and Improvement Compa.ny. The committee obtained every
assurance from said company that they would not be disturbed
probably for some years to com". It is possible that when next
season opens the anchorage facilities of the club will be better
than ever. The club at present occupies a large piece of land at
the foot of Tenth street—about an acre—on which are the club
house, originally built for and occupied by the New York Y. C.
by the elder Commodore Stevens—two sets of ways, a splendid
sandy beacb, and all the facilities necessary for hauling out boats.

The club was never in a more prosperous condition. Its fleet of

yachts consists of some thirty-five odd, from the large cutter Ms
and stoop Defiance down to the small 18ft. cat Trankle. Some
recent additions are the cabin cat Henry Gray, 26ft. 4in., the
property of John Ortlieb and Thomas McArdle. and tne large cat
Villard, 25ft, lOiu., belonging to R. Greuen and B. Deetjen. Tbe
next regular meeting of the club will be held on Nov. 29.

YACHT BUILDING IN ENGLAND.—The new order of things
is at least working to the benefit of des-g rers and builders in
Hr gland, and considerable work is already promised, though the
building season has hardly "begun. The new 117-rating cutter to
replace Irex, a wide craft, and perhaps with a ceuterboard, will
be built at Fay's. Another narrow cutter, Mel-ssa, 10 tons,
has given up tbe racing and will be replaced by a 20-rater.
Mr. Arthur Pavne has already two ordeiM for this fashionable
size, one for Mr. Reginald Cox, part owner of Mimosa, and one
for C!apt. Victor Montague, R. N., owner of Humming Bird. Botb
cf these will be designed and built by Mr. Pavne. White & Son,
at Cowes. will build a 20 from Mr. Clayton's design for Mr. Ames,
owner of Fair Geraldme and the yawl Atlantis. Decima has
been sold and her owner will build a new racer. Thalassa will be
replaced by a new 5-rater designed by her owner, Col. Bucknill,
an amateur, while Mrs. Rudston Read and Miss Mabel Cox will
have a new 2J4-rater from Mr. Payne. This is a very good show-
ing for tbe first of November, and promises a large fleet next
season.

A LIGHTHOUSE AT WHITESTONTE POINT.-The Lighthouse
Board give notice that on or about Nov. 15, 1889, a fixed white Post
light will be exhibited from the structuie recently erected at
Whitestone Point, East River, New York. The light will illnmi-
inate 270° of the horizon; its fee d plane is 20ft. above the ground,
and 40ft. above mean low water. The structure consists of a
square pyramidal frame tower, on piers, with gallery for fog-bell
and lantern. Lower part of structure painted white, upper part
wood color. Tne approximate geographical position of the light,

as taken from the charts of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
is as follows: Latitude 40° 48' (2") north; longitude 73° 49' (12")

west. Magnetic bearings and distances of prominent objects are
as follows: Throg's Neck Lighthouse. E. % N., 1% nautical miles.
Old Ferry Point, N. W. % W., % nautical mile. 1 luring thick and
foggy weather a bell will be struck by machinery a double blow
every 30 seconds. Bearings are maguetic, given aproximatoly.
and from seaward.

Forest and Stream, Box 2,832, N. Y. city, has desGriptive illus-

trated circulars of W. B. LeffiniweU's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Svbillene" and
other competent authorities to be tbe best treatise on the subject
axtant,
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FRXGJS, £1.90.

FOR feALB AT THIS OFFICE.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

ABBEY & IHBBIE,
3STo. 18 VE8BT STREET, NEW YORK.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

KTot Sold art Retail toy ttoe HOEa.xi-uLfEi.ot-txxTex*s.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.
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RAINESS

G MEl"medicineA M MmSmm&m euwfof
For Weak Stomach—Impaired Digestion—Disordered Liver.

SOLD BY AIX DRUGGISTS.
PRICE 25 CENTS PER BOX.

Prepared only by THOS.BEECHAM, St.Helens,LancasMre,Eii£*land.

B. F. ALLEN & CO., Sole Agents
TOli. HASTED STATES, 365 & 367 Cl.^AL ST., NEW YORK,
Who (if your druggist does not keep them) will mail Beecham's
Pills on receipt of price

—

but inquire first. (Please mention this paper.)
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How to Build and Furnish Them.

By WILLIAM & WICKS.

_
The brck is llcrcngbVy practical. Every step in the process of construction is ex

p1aiD< d. Tl e ariber is an siclilect who has himself built log cabins, and very handsome
ones, ho, as flcnn in ibe plates. The designs are numejous and varied. Plans are given
f(r calks, laige arri small, wiib details of exterior and interior finish; aad there are also
sene -\ejy nseli) due aliens for comtruclhg temporary shelters—the Indian camp, brush
tense aid tait an'p. The iundsbing consists of tables, chairs, bedsteads and other
?iiicli s, all n ade oi He maleria] at band, are) all in beepirg with the style of the house.
The illustrations are numerous and helpful. Price $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

9
AND

CANOES
WITH SPECIAL CHAPTERS ON MODEL YACHTS

AND SINGLEHANDED SAILING.

C. STANSFELD-HICKS.
Authob of "Otjr Boys, and What to Do With Them.

NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS
AND

WORKING DRAWINGS OF MODEL YACHTS AND VARIOUS SMALL CRAFT
SUITABLE FOR AMATEURS.

DESIGhNS:
Model Yachts —Defiance, Isolde, Bonny Jean, and 10-tonner with sail plan.
Canoes.—Birch, Mersey Paddlmg Canoe, L'Hirondelle, Sailing Canoe.
Sailing Boats and Yachts,—Dabchiek, Wideawake, Myosotis, Una, Singlehander by C. P
on. Puffin. 3-ton Ransr. 3-r,nn Oiiianr ft* t. A ii-Hlliam

bailing mats and Yachts.—Dabchiek, Wideawake, Myosotis, Una, Singlehander by (
Clayton, Puffin, 3-ton Racer, 3-ton Cruiser, 34. t. Aujdlliary (steam and sail) fishing boat.

This volume contains much that is valuable and inteiesting to American yachtsmen and
canoeists. The design, construction and use of small craft of all kinds is treated of in a simple
and entertaining style, and the instructions are clear and easily understood.

Large crown 8vo„ 380 pages and 16 large folding plates.

Price, Postpaid, $3.SO.

FOREST AND STREAM PLTB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. V

Steam Yachts and Launches;
THEIR 7

MACHINERY AND MANAGEMENT.
The Steam Engine as Applied to Yachts; Laws Governing Yachts in American Waters:

Rules for Racing; Rules for B aiding; Pilot Regulations; Specific Types of
Machinery

; Design of Hulls, Etc. , Etc. Witn 96 illustrations.

By C. P. RUSHABDT.
This vomme is intended to be sufficiently comprehensive, tnd elementary at the same

slme. to suit the yacht owner's object of acquiring a general understanding of the subject as
a whole, with specific information and data covering the most recent practice.—From
Author's treface, *

Cloth, 240 pages. Price, postpaid, $3.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, New York.
SAMPSON, LOW & CO., London, England.

im Ms.

Old Colony Trout Ponds
ESTABLISHED 1869.

Three million brook trout eggs for sale. Can
be transported with safety to any part of the
world. Ready for delivery December and Janu-
ary. Also young trout in the spring.
Unsurpassed fly-fishing in its spason.

W. L. GILBERT. Proprietor,
novl4,3mo Plymouth, Mass.

Ferrets vs. Rats.
The best breeds of both young and old Ferrets

for sale at AJDOLPH ISAACSEN'S '-Sure Pop,"
92 Fulton Street, New York City. A complete
book on Ferrets and Kat Exterminating sent by
mail for 15 cents.

Increasing: Sales Attest the Popularity
SHE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE!

SPECIAL FAVOURS
Manufactured only by

:BLii*j"JKr:Enr ibhojs.
(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

ASK YOUR DEALER

Fertilized Willi Brooi Trout Eis
And young fry in due season. Address TROUT-
MER K, Osceola Mills, Wis. novH,3mo

LEATHER CLOTHING
Soft and pliable; black finish oil tan, cold and
waterproof coats, $6.50; pants, $5.50; vest, $3.50.
Delivered anywhere. Sample for stamp. Per-
fect Clothing Co., P. O. Box 2638, New York. It

FOR SALE.—ONE 8-GAUGE DOUBLE LE-
fever action, 161bs. duck gun, cost $125, in

perfect order with lull set loading tools; $30
takes it. Also one Colt new Lightning .22-caliber
repeating rifle, cost with extra sights $19; almost
new; $12 takes it. For terms and descriptions
write to C. C. TRUESDELL,

!t Syracuse, N. Y.

FISH NEWSPAPER FOR SALE; Only one
of class in America; large and profitable

field; price $1,200. Address GOOD REASONS
care Forest ana Stream. nov21.2t

pOMMON PIGEONS FOR TRAP SHO JT1NG-
an

?£>pi?eons and Poultry. T. W. HOOPER'& Co., 433 W, Franklin st., Baltimore, Md.
nov21,3mo

TJVR OTTAIT W SALE. OrdersSj±y 11/ ULI l\±Ju delivered as booked.
- „ LJVE GAME A SPECIALTY.
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant,

1<4 Chambers street, New York.

i^OR SALE FOR SHOOTING PURPOSES —
.
A No. 1 pigeons; no squabs; all kinds fancy

piKeons. FIELES & BRO., Christiana, Pa.
nov7,3mo

fSTT"l\TC! CLOSING OUT FINE SCOTT
*J XV d* Guns at less than cost. Don't

buy before examining these.
CHA RLES L. RITZMANN, 943 Broadway.

novl4,3mo

HUNTING FERRETS, $3.50 EACH. Enclose
Stamp. Cornwell, Box 927, Schenectady,

N. Y. novH 2t

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foxhounds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,

...l .. — bredT and for sale by W.
GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co., Pa,
^end stamp for circular and price list.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepm Amencanus).
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,
Me. declB.tf

For SEtSON'S Cartridge Belt. The onl?
PiSArTICA I- contrivance Jorcarrvfne ammuni-
tion in the field. For Shot Guns, Rifles and Patois,
Nothing like it in the market. Patent lateral action.

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having the patent

INTURNED EDGE.

2,000 shots out of each 1,000 targets on account
of non-breakage in shipping, trapping and fall-
ing upon ground. The only target made with
the Intxjbned Edge, producing the surest break-
er when hit, and surest non-breaker when not
hit. Our traps are sold for the sole purpose of
shooting our tarerets.

BEFELLEIIE.
An Infallible Preventive of the Attacks of <

Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats
and all other Insect*.

Neat, clean and easily applied. No unpleasant
odor, will not stain or ityure the skin, easily
washed off. May be carried without danger of
UaHino or splMno. In neat, oblong round-cor- •

nered box.
Price, SO Cents, Postpaid.

Sold by Dealers In Sportsmen's Goods.
If your dealer does not keep it, I will send It on

receipt of price.

A. FERGUSON, Proprietor and Mannfact'er,
Office. 65 Fulton street, N. Y.

WANTED.
Live Deer, Prairie Chickens, Partridge,

Quail and Turkeys. Address full particulars,
no31,4t P. O. Box 3350, New York City.

UNCLE LISHA'S SHOP.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland.

By ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.
A book that appeals to all who know anything of the old-fashioned New England life.

These are some of the chapters:

J
vne School Meeting in District 13. Uncle Lisha's Spring Gun. In Uncle Lisha's Shop. Con-

cerning Owls. Uncle Lisha's Cour ing. How Zene Burnham Come It on His Father.
A Rainy Day in the Shop. The Turkey Shoot at Hamner's. Sam Lovel's Thanksgiving.
Little Sis. Sam Lovel's Bee-Hunting. In the Shop Again. The Fox Hunt. Noah Chase's
Deer-Hunting. The Hard Experience of Mr. Abija" Jarvis. The Coon Hunt. In the
Sugar Camp Indians in Danvis. The Boy Out West. Breairing Up. The Departure.
The Wild Bees' Swarm.

They make a handsomely printed volume of 187 pages, bound in cloth. Sent, postpaid, on
receipt of price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. 318 Broadway New York.
DA VIES & CO.. London. Eneland,

Canoe andCamp Cookery.
Bv "SENECA."

A practical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical because
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him-
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the
absurdly impracticable disnes given in some so-called camp cookery books. The cooking
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work.
Cloth, 98 pages. Price $1.00.

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway.
LONDON: Davtbs & Co.. 1 Finch Lane, CornbilL

Sam Level's Camps;
Uncle Lisha's Friends Under Bark and Canvas.

A SEQUEL TO "UNCLE LISHA'S SHOP."

By E0WLAND E. E0BDJS0IT,
The two series of papers published in Forest and Stream, with added chapters, An

oimitable portraying of the woods and village life of Danvis folks. Cloth, 253 pp. Price $1,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY.
818 Broadway, Hew York.
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THE THANKSGIVING TURKEY SHOOT.
rpHIETY years ago Thanksgiving Day was immediately

preceded by a day of sport, whose corning was

quite as impatiently awaited by a considerable portion

of the community as was the following day of feasting

by the other. This was the day dedicated to the "turkey

shool f and as on his successful shot at the living target

depended many an impecunious rifleman's next day's

roast turkey, such were far more anxious that that day

might prove soft and windless, than that the sun should

snine on the succeeding one. Then there were others,

who were not in like predicament, but were eager to ex-

hibit their skill in the exciting contest, with a view to

which montbs of practice with their favorite weapon had

been devoted. It was a great day, too, for the boys, with

the cracking of rifles, tbe smoke and smell of gunpowder,

the bustle and no end of opportunities to get in the way.

The provider of such entertainments who was fairest in

his measurements of distance, and most liberal in his

rules, and who furnished the largest turkeys, drew to his

"snoot" the best shots of two or- three townships—

a

motley assemblage of men witb arms of various fashions.

Here might be seen the white-haired hunter, who had

outlived the day of abundant game, garrulous of former

exploits, with the long-barreled rifle, stocked to the muz-

zle with curled maple, its thimbles, guard, patchbox and

peaked heel-plate ail of battered but shining brass. There

was likely to be another old hunter, carrying a similarly

mounted but longer smooth-bore that bad killed deer and

bear where neither had now been seen tor years, or the

last panther that had ever ranged the mountains, and

that had hit its turkey at forty rods many and many a

time, as it might again if eye and hand of the owner

were as keen and steady now as then. Both guns, if not

now flint-locks, were altered from that fashion, with

strikers screwed into the old place of the flint. There

was sure to be at least one target rifle, which, too heavy

to carry or be fired but from a rest, had never been hunt-

ing, nor had its telescope sight focused on living game.

There were "Windsor" rifles with inconvenient and dan-

gerous strikers on the under side; double rifles, rifle and

shot, over and under, and side by side, and a two-grooved

military rifle, a wonder from over the seas that had been

known to put its ball into a barn at short range. Well-

to-do young men brought the best work of some local

maker who had put no end of painstaking labor into the

barrel and covered the stock with a glitter of German
silver ornamentation.

Sometimes the shooting was off-hand at 30 rods—the

distance was never given in yards—but oftener from

a rest at 40, 50 or 60 rods. The rest was a plank, witb one

end sustained by a log or wooden horse, tbe other on the

ground, tbe shooter lying on the plank and resting his

gun upon the raised end. Even this admitted of various

styles of shooting, for there were the hasty and careless

shooter, he who shot with deliberate celerity, the slow and

careful shooter, and he who pottered and aimed so long,

squinting over his uncocked rifle that all became tired of

waiting their turn. There, too, was the wobbler, shaking

with gobbler ague and firing wide of the mark; the man
who shot with both eyes open, and he who shut both eyes

when he pulled the trigger.

The turkey was put up on a barrel or box, to which he

was fastened by a cord drawn through a hole; and bere

he sat in some bewilderment at the cracking of rifles, the

whistling of bullets, the mob of shouting boys rushing

down upon him at every shot, till a bullet grazed or killed

him or the gloaming fell upon the range.

Though there were always some successful shots made,

there was always such a percentage of misses that the

proprietor of the turkeys was certain to receive a good

price for every bird killed, and in the evening the birds

left over were raffled.

In some States the pastime is prohibited by law, and

tbough in some parts of the country it is still kept up, for

the most part it has fallen into disuse. This is not greatly

to be regretted, for witb much of the cruelty of field

sports, it possessed none of their fairness, and the most

that can be said in its favor is that it stimulated rifle

practice. _______________
SNAP SHOTS.

rpHE poets are fond of likening love to fishing; and as

J- it is never too late to hope for success in love, so one

should never despair of luck in fishing. The papers last

Friday reported the case of a man, wbo, voluntarily or

unwillingly having persisted in celibacy for sixty-nine

years, had at last taken to himself a wife. And a cor-

respondent, who tells us that he is seventy-two years of

age and has been visiting the St. Lawrence River for

twenty-two summers, reports that last October he caught

his first rnaskalonge, a beauty of nineteen pounds and an

odd ounce. If congratulation and good wishes for a long-

life are becoming at the wadding of one whose head is

frosted with the lapse of sixty-nine winters, what may
not be said in felicitation of an angler who at seventy-

two marks with a red letter the day he scores such angl-

ing fortune ?

Thanksgiving Day is not all that it once was on the

New England farm—that great feast day of the year,

when sons and daughters gathered from near and from

far, drawn by the strong cords of affection, to meet once

more under the old home roof, to look out with glad eyes

upon the familiar landscape, to drink from the old well,

and so be young again, if only for a day. For the New
England farm itself is not all that it was. In scores and

scores of instances the well-tilled fields have been aban-

doned; and even the houses and barns have fallen into

decay. More than one New England gunner will to-day

flush his game amid the tangled growth Avhich conceals

abandoned garden spots; and perchance eat his frugal

lunch as be rests on the stone ruins of a home which

once rang with Thanksgiving cheer. In many parts of

New England farming is on the decline. Land has lost

value for agricultural purposes. The old men are passing

away. There are no young men to take their places.

Cultivated acres are reverting to their original wilder-

ness. Forest areas are increasing.

Among the suggested new avenues of enterprise and

profit open to the proprietors of declining farm lands,

Judge Charles O. Nott suggests in a recent issue of the

New York Evening Post the industry of raising the new
cattle, half-breed buffalo, which could well withstand

the rigors of the northern climate. Another enterprise

is that of deer farming. If fifty farms were thrown into

one ring-fence, suggests Judge Nott, with hounds and

hunters excluded, they might in time become semi-do-

mesticated like those in English deer parks; they would

be as prolific as sheep, subsisting on lands and in woods

where sheep could not they might be found a profitable

source of income. It is not quite clear in what manner
Judge Nott expects deer parks to be made to pay;

whether by the sales of deer skins and venison or by a

revenue to be derived from shooting privileges. Nor

does he tell us how he would protect the game and

exclude the hunters and hounds. The protection

would be the most expensive feature of a New England

deer farm; and that expense would eat a hole into the

profits. On the other hand, now that the game preserve

system is taking such a hold upon this country, and

there are found so many clubs and organizations ready

to lease and protect game grounds, it may not be at all

Quixotic to project extensive deer parks in New Eng-

land which shall bring in to the proprietors of the land

satisfactory returns in annual rent. But has the time

come when, by the dwindling of her hardy farming popu-

lation and the growth of a class which can indulge in

the luxury of rented game parks, New England must
formally abandon a portion of her cultivated fields and

hillside pastures to wilderness tracts for deer and wood-

cock and grouse?

A correspondent who writes from Delaware reports

that there is great indignation among the farmers of his

vicinity because one of their number has recently been

arrested and fined for shooting game on his own land

out of season. The notion appears to be held by our cor-

respondent and to prevail among the indignant farmers

that this is an "unconstitutional" and highly tyrannical

invasion of their "natural rights." As a matter of

fact, all game laws are based upon the right of the State

to control the taking of game on private property; if

this were otherwise there would be little usefulness

of game laws. The "property" in game on one's

land consists only in the exclusive right, as against

other people, to take that game whenever the State

declares its taking to be lawful. The established

principles of game legislation are that the State shall

conserve the native supply by restricting the destruction,

and jurisdiction is exercised over all land, whether of

public or private ownership, The individual has no

more ''natural right" to kill the game on his land in vio-

lation of the public statutes than he has to manufacture

apples or corn into whisky in defiance of the internal rev-

enue laws, or to market his day-old calf for veal, or

in a well-regulated community to let his Canada thistles

grow, or in the city to maintain a barking dog at night,

or to wave a red flag in Chicago streets. As a matter of

fact, the natural rights of mankind are abridged as he

becomes civilized; and the sooner our Delaware friends

realize that they as individuals must conform to the laws

which are based on public advantage, the sooner will

Delaware game protection be relieved of this " natural

rights " fog.

With the Christmas Number of the Forest and Stream

will be given a double supplement, consisting of four

pages of text and a double page folder with portraits of

elk, drawn expressly for this number. The issue of Jan-

uary 9 will be a special Florida fishing number. It will

contain a four-page illustrated supplement, describing

the fishes of Florida waters; it will be of value and inter-

est to all anglers who may go South this year; and it will

be welcomed also by those who have fished in that sunny

land.

This season appears to be more than any former year

prolific of shooting accidents; and the casualties are in

nine cases out of ten due entirely to carelessness and

recklessness. Age cannot wither nor custom stale the

temerity of the gunner who leans on his gun, pokes

with it, draws it muzzle-foremost, and in divers ways

invites the death concealed in its barrel.

The story of the "Dun Horse," printed to-day, m not

credited to the book of "Pawnee Hero Stories and.Folk-

Tales," because the manuscript of the story was in the

Forest and Stream's possession before the book was

projected,
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THE DUN HORSE.
A Pawnee Folk-Tale.

BY GllO. BIRD GRINNELL ("YO").

MANY years ago, there lived in the Pawnee tribe an
old woman and her grandson, a boy about sixteen

years old. These people had no relations and were very
poor. They were so poor that they were despised by the
rest of the tribe. They bad nothing of their own; and
always after the village started to move the camp from
one place to another, these two would stay behind the
rest, to look over the old camp, and pick' up anything
that the other Indians had thrown away, as worn"out or
useless. Ia this way they would sometimes get pieces
of robes, worn out moccasins with holes in them, and
bits of meat.
Now, it happened one day, after the tribe had moved

away from the camp, that this old woman and her boy
were following aloug the trail behind therest, when they
came to a miserable old worn out dun horse, which they
supposed had been abandoned by some Indians. He was
thin and exhausted, was blind of one eye, had a bad sore
back, and one of his forelegs was very much swollen. In
fact be was so worthless that none of the Pawnees had
been willing to take the trouble to try to drive bim along
with them. But when the old woman and her boy came
along, the boy said, "Come, now, we will take this old
horse, for we can make him carry our pack." So the old
woman put her pack on the horse and drove him along,
but he limped and could only go very slowly.
The tribe moved up on the North Platte, until they

came to Court House Rock. The two poor Indians fol-
lowed them, and camped with the others. One day while
they were here, the young man who had been sent out to
look for buffalo, came hurrying into camp and told the
chiefs that a large herd of buffalo were near, and that
among them was a spotted calf.

The Head Chief of the Pawnees had a very beautiful
daughter, and when he heard about the spotted calf he
ordered his old crier to go about through the village, and
call out that the man who killed the spotted calf should
have his daughter for his wife. For a spotted robe is

ti-iear'-uks-teh—big medicine.
The buffalo were feeding about four miles from the

village, and the chiefs decided that the charge should be
made from there. In this way, the man who had the
fastest horse would be the most likely to kill the calf.
Then all the warriors and the young men picked out their
best and fastest horses, and made ready to start. Among
those who prepared for the charge was the poor boy on
the old dun horse. But when they saw him, all the rich
young: braves on their fast horses pointed at him. and
said, "Oh, see; there is the horse that is going to catch
the spotted calf;" and they laughed at him, so that the
poor boy was ashamed, and rode off to one side of the
crowd, where he could not hear their jokes and laughter.
When we had ridden off some little way, the horse

stopped and turned his head round, and spoke to the boy.
He said: "Take me down to the creek, and plaster me all
over with mud. Cover my head and neck and body and
legs." When the boy heard the horse speak, he was
afraid; but he did as he was told. Then the horse said,
"Now mount, but do not ride back to the rest of the
warriors, who laugh at you because you have such a poor
horse. Stay right here, until the wordisgiven to charge."
So the boy stayed there.

And presently all the fine horses were drawn up in
line and pranced about, and were so pager to go that their
riders could hardly hold them in; and at last the old crier
gave the word, ''Loo-ah"—Go 1 Then the Pawnees all
leaned forward on their horses and yelled, and away they
went. Suddenly, away off to the right, was seen the old
dun horse. He did not seem to run. He seemed to sail
along like a bird. He passed all the fastest horses, and
in a moment he was among the buffalo. First he picked
out the spotted calf, and charging up alongside of it,

U-ra-rish! straight flew the arrow. The calf fell. The
boy drew another arrow and killed a fat cow that was
running by. Then he dismounted and began to skin the
calf, before any of the other warriors had come up. But
when the rider got off ihe old dun horse, how changed
he was ! He pranced about and would hardly stand still
near the dead buffalo. His back was all right again : his
legs were well and fine; and both his eyes were clear and
bright.
The boy skinned the calf and the cow that he had

killed, and then he packed all the meat on the horse, and
put the spotted robe on top of the load and started back
to the camp on foot, leading the dun horse. But even
with this heavy load the horse pranced all the time and
was scared at everything he saw. On the way to camp
one of the rich young chiefs of the tribe rode up by the
boy and offered him twelve good horses for the spotted
robe, so that he could marry the Head Chief's beautiful
daughter; but the boy laughed at him and would not sell
the robe.
Now, while the boy walked to the camp leading the

dun horse, most of the warriors rode back, and one of
those that came first to the village, went to the old
woman and said to her, "Your grandson has killed the
spotted calf." And the old woman said, "Why do you
come to tell me this? You ought to be ashamed to make
fun of my boy because he is poor." The warrior said,
"What I have told you is true," and then he rode away.
After a little while another brave rode up to the old
woman and said, • "Your grandson has killed the spotted
calf." Then the old woman began to crv, she felt so
badly because every one had made fun of her boy because
he was poor.
Pretty soon the boy came along leading the horse up to

the lodge where he and his mother lived. It was a little
lodge, just big enough for two, and was made of old
pieces of skin that the old woman had picked up, and

' was tied together with strings of rawlijde and sinew. It
was the meanest and worn lodge in the village. When
the old woman saw her boy leading the dun horse with
the load of meat and the robes on it she was very much
surprised. The boy said to her; "Here, 1 have brought
you plenty of meat to eat, and here is a robe that vou
may have for yourself. Take the meat off the horse."
Then the old woman laughed, for her heart was glad.
But when she went to take the meat from the horse's

back he snorted and jumped about and acted like a wild
horse. The old woman looked at him in wonder, and
could hardly believe that it was the same horse. So the

boy had to take off the meat, for the horse would not let

the old woman come near him.
That night the horse spoke again to the boy and said:

"Wa-ti-hes Chah'-ra rat ica ta. To-morrow the Sioux
are coming—a large war party. They will attack the

village, and you will have a great battle. Now, when
the Sioux are drawn up in line of battle, and are all

ready to fight, you jump on to me, and ride as hard as

you can right into "the middle of the Sioux, up to their

Head Chief, their greatest warrior, and count coup on
him and kill him, and then ride back. Do this four
times, and count coup on four of the bravest Sioux and
kill them, but don't go again. If you go the fifth time,

may be you will be killed, or else you will lo*e me. La-
kii-'tu-cliioc—remember." So the biy promised.
The next day it happened as the horse had said, and

the Sioux came" down and formed a line of battle. TIipii

the boy took his bow and arrows, and jumped on the dun
horse, and charged into the midst of them. And when
the Sioux saw that he was going to strike their Head
Chief, they all shot their arrows at him, and the arrows
flew so thickly across each other that the sky became
dark, but none of them hit the boy. And he counted
coup on the chief, and killed him, and then rode back.
After that he charged again among the Sioux, where
they were gathered thickest, and counted coup on their
bravest warrior, and killed him. And then twice more
until he had gone four times as the horse had told him.
But the Sioux and the Pawnees kept on fighting, and

the. boy stood around and watched the battle. And at
last he said to himself. "I have been four times and
have killed four Sioux, and I am all rieht. I am not hurt
anywhere; why may I not go pgain?" So he jumped
on the dun horse and charged again. But when he got
among the Sioux, one Sioux warrior drew an arrow and
shot. The arrow struck the dun horse behind the fore-

legs and pierced him through. And the horse fell down
dead. But the boy jumped off and fought his way
through the Sioux, and ran away as fast as he could to
the Pawnees. Now, as soon as the horse was killed, the
Sioux said to each other: ' This horse was like a man.
He was brave. He was not like a horse." Aud they took
their knivf s and hatchets and hacked the dun horse and
gashed his flesh, and cut him into small pieces.

The Pa wnees and Sioux fought all day long, but toward
night the Sioux broke and fled.

The boy felt very badly that he had lost hishor^e; and,
after the fight was over, "he went out from the village to

where it had taken place, to mourn for h<s horte. He
went to the spot where the horse lty, and gathered up
all the pieces of meat, which the Sioux had cut off, and
the legs and the hoofs, and put them all together in a pile.

Then he went off to the top of a hill near by, and sat down
and drew his robe over his head. And he began to mourn
for his horse.

As he sat there, he heard a great wind storm coming
up, and it passed over him with a loud, rushing sound,
and after the wind came a rain. The boy looked down
from where he sat to the pile of meat and bonps, which
was all that was left of his horse, and he could ju t see it

through the rain. And the rain passed by, and his heart
was very heavy, and be kept on mourning.
And pretty soon came another rushing wind, and after

it a rain; and as he looked through the driving rain to-

ward the spot where the pieces lay, he thought that they
seemed to come together and take shape, and that the
pile looked like a horse lying down, but he could not see
well for the thick rain.

After this came a third storm like the others; and now
when he looked toward the horse he thought he saw its

tail move from side to side two or three times, and that
it lifted its head from the ground. The boy was afraid,
and wanted to run away, but he stayed.
And as he waited there came another storm. And

while the rain fell, looking through the rain the boy
saw the horse raise himself up on his forelegs and look
about.
Then the dun horse stood up.
And the boy left the place where he had been sitting

on the hilltop, and wnt down to him. When the boy
had come near to him, the horse spoke and said: "You
have seen how it has been this day; and from this you
may know how it will be after this. But Ti-ra' wa has
been good and has let me come back to you. After tin's

do what I tell you; not anv more, not any less." Then
the horse said; "Now lead me off , far away from the
camp, behind that big hill, and leave me there to-night,
and in the morning come for me; " and the boy did as he
was told.

And when he went for the horse in the morning, he
found with him a beautiful white gelding, much more
handsome than any horse in the tribe. That night the
dun horse told the boy to take him again to the place be-
hind the big hill, and to come for him the next morning,
and when the boy went for him again he found a beauti-
tiful black gelding. And so for ten nights, he left the
horse among the hills, and each morning he found a dif-
ferent colored horse, a bay, a roan, a gray, a blue, a
spotted horse, and all of them finer than any horses the
Pawnees had ever had in their tribe before.
Now the boy was rich, and he married the beautiful

daughter of the Head Chief, and when he became
older, he was made Head Chief himself. He had many
children by his beautiful wife, and one day when his
oldest boy died, he wrapped him in the spotted calf robe
and buried him in it. He always took good care of his
old grandmother, and kept her in his own lodge until
she died. The dun horse was never ridden except at
feasts, and when they were going to make medicine, but
he was always led about with the chief wherever he
went. The horse lived in the village for many years,
until he became very old. And at last he died. .

A Big Bear's Skull.—A correspondent. Mr. M. C.
Mohr, who writes us from Brevard county, FJcida, says:
"By this mail I send you a bear skull killed by me by
moonlight On the night of June 13, 1889. One shot from
a shotgun at 30yds. did the busine-s, but he ran about
150yds. before he fell. Please accept the same with my
compliments." The skull, which has been duly reoeived,
shows that it was carried by a large bear, and Mr. Mont-
is to be congratulated on his good fortune in securing

GUNNING DOWN BY THE SEA.
GRAY SQUIRRELS NEAR CAPE MAY.

AS the years go by I grow fonder of the sports which
fired my youthful zeal among the beech trees and

oak woods of Indiana. Shooting wild pigeons—I mean
in the field—is "a lost art" with me now, because I don't
know where to look for anything but clay pigeons.
But Oh, the joy of it ! as I recall the days when I went

gypsying with a small muzzleloader (cost $6.50), accom-
panied by Bob Shannon with a rifle. Wnen Bob got
tired of knocking the eyes cut of the frisky rodent lying
perdu on the sunny side of a hickory limb, he would
kindly permit me to blaze away at a fugitive gray squtr-
rel making his way across the lofty t"ps of the beech i r

oak trpes, or hastening down the tree trunk scared within
an inch of his life.

These were happy, happy days, and at fifty-five (with
my modern gun)—even after a hot political campaign, in

which I didn't win—I think I enjoy the chase as much as
I did forty-five years ago. My eye kindles up as quickly
when the deep baying dogs indicate a buck near a lun-
way or a squirrel up a tree, and again I feel the old thrill

of pleasure somewhat akin to "the stern joy a warrior
feelo" in a four-footed foeman "worthy of his steel." I
admit I can no longer, as I could readily at twenty-one,
knock a recumbent, reluctant close-hiding gray squirrtl
off a hickory limb at loOyd-., but woe be to the frisky
rodent that thinks he is smart enough "to fit e the wrath
to come," in the shape of a Krider cartridge loaded with
No. 7 shot in my new double-barreled breechloader.

It was the sad, bad, giad and witty Heinrich Heine,
who said he thought the reason he was so fond of hunt-
ing was because his Jewish ancestors had been hunted so
much.
But if I wander away from the s-qu-'rrel woods so far,

FOREST a>"D Stream will think I am like Mailaigne, who
began to write the history of the world and wound up by
telling his readers how some of his ancestors suffered
with the gravel.

Possibly this insouciant, non sequitur kind of writing
is not without a certain charm, at least to the writer if

not to the reader; for with a double-barreled gun and
fifty cartridges, intent on getting the taste of p >litics out
of one's mouth, and honing after an old-fashioned tquir-

rel potpie, one is not txptcted to set himself up straight

on the "blackboards of convention," or to carry Arch-
bishop Whateley's small treatu-e on "Log :c" in his pocket.
So much by way of piemise. "I was tired, my soul

and I," and t really knew no other way to get rested,
save to get out into the woods, when to my aelight my
morning mail brought me a letter from my irrepressib e
and delightful friend, a gentleman and sportsman, Col.

John J. Lansing, witi whom I had taken my pleasure
in the squirrel wojds of Cape May two year^ "ago, all

of which is recorded in the dear delightful pages of
FoRr st and Stream many months ago. Lansing'o letter

simply 8oiJ:

Col. S.: Thp woods are full of them. I know you tee I barTjy
ovpr the election. Hut Election Day. like Christm s

t
conn s once

a year, and vcu may get even with me nrxt year. Bring your g in
atid fifty cHrtridges and I will show yen some fun among the
squirrels.—Lansing.

I stood not upon the order of my going, I went at

once, and at 6:10 I had made the mn down the We.it

Jersey Rnlioid eighty-six miles to Cnpe May City. A
tall shapely man, whose long gray beard gave a semi-
patriarcbal dignity to the father of sixteen children, a
boniface whose siep recalled Sheridan's "stallion shod
with fire," welcomed me right heartily at the door of his

Cottage Hotel, a comfortable mansion built thirty years
ago by Billy Fottereli, of Philadelphia.

By the time the gallant Lansing—for he it was—could
send my satchel up-stahs to a room in which were auks
and dusky ducks and rabbits and squirrel0

,
cunningly

prepared by good friend Lansing, who is a seif-educ it<d

taxidermist, and in the room was snowy linen and a

downy couch—by this time I had my slippers on and was
ready for a supper of broiled rock (c i tight at ebb tide tl at

day), flanked with venison done brown in a charing dish,

and as a side dish I saw an old time game pie, rilled with
quail Lansing had shot that day. The coffee was brown
and fragrant; and, ye gods and diminutive fishes! as good
digestion waited on appetite, I felt as if I never again
wanted to run for office. We talked over our last squir-

rel bunt, and Lapsing explained how his friend Dr.
Walker, at Hot Springs, down in "Arkansaw," enjoyed
that tale as it was told by me in the pages of Forest and
Stream.
At 10 o'clock I was in a dreamless sleep, lulled by the

murmuring waves of the pea under my window. At 6

o'clock in the morning I was up and ready to take my
day's pleasure in the squirrely woods.
A short ride to Cold Spring behind Mulliner's bay trot-

ter brought us to Rube Johnson's grocery store at Cold
Spring. We wanted Eube, but we wanted his dog worse
than we wanted Johnson.
Johnson's wife, a comely woman of thirty, demurred

to Brother Rube's going a gunning, because she had b- nn
promised the horse that day to go to a church fair. But
a solemn covenant on the"part of Col. Lansing that she
should have $1.50 for the use of the squirrel dog, subsi-

dized Sister Johnson so much that she consented that
Rube, her husband, should go with us. Sheriff Bob
Hand joined the party, which was now made up. There
was only one drawback to our happiness, and that was
the fact that Rube Johnson was such a teetotaler and
temperance agitator tint he would not permit any sur-

reptitious flasks of even Hostetter's Bitters to go into the
woods with the party. But as no search was made, B ib

Hand and Taxidermi-t Lansing passed investigation and
got through the lines with their flasks in their inside

p cke'is, Rube Johnson to the contrary notwithstanding.
But it was a trifle amusing to an old soldier like myself
to see Lansing and Sheriff Hand dodge behind a stalwart
oak to get out of sight of Br'er Johnson every time they
wanted a nip of Hostetter's Bitters.

The squirrels were reasonably abundant, and our dog, a
beautiful cross between a spaniel and a beagle h ^und,

made the welkin" ring with the deep-voiced announce-
ment of a find. While the dog local ed the game, I came
in for a lecture on the virtues of temperance, interspersed

with au impassioned account of how Br'er Johnson "got
religion," how he saw "three great light-" fit the n'rth-
west corner of the old meetiug house, and Br'er Johnson,
warming with the theme, told how he went home at mid-
night to tell his wife "how he had got it again/' a«d how
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she said, "Rube, it was real mean in you not to wait and 1

get religion to-morrow night, when I could be there to

see it with my own eyes!" But barring Br'er Johnson's

aggressive views on politics and religion he was as good

a hunter after squirrels as I ever went into the woods
with. Every time Shep (the dog) barked we knew he
had treed a squirrel.

Br'er Johnson was anxious I should do great execution

among the gray and hickory-nut devouring rodents, and
he always gave me the first shot, and I wiped Col. Lan-
sing's eye several times by bringing down the game be-

fore, he reached the tree—I did what I never did before

in my life, killed six squirrels seriatim and never missed

a shot. The trees are not very tall, which gives the gun-

ner a good purchase on the squirrel, the dog frightens

the game, and the squirrel lies close to the limb till he
thinks the danger is over. I killed six gray squirrels and
two flying squirrels before I began to get warmed with

our tiamp through the swampy woods. By firing in the

nests we frequently killed two at a time, and the wounded
one rarely got out of his nest-hiding tree with a whole
skin.

We paused under a huge oak to enjoy the chicken

sandwiches with trimmings, which had been prepared by
Col. Lansing's better half, and we drew inspiration in a

tin cup from a clear trickling stream which ran singing

softly through the woods. Four tired men never more
enjoyed, a perfectly-appointed lunch.
The squirrels came out after that, drawn forth by the

balmy, spring-like air. Scarcely a nest that did not con-

tain a squirrel; but it always took an exploded cartridge

to fire the rodent out. Then the fun began. Rarely one
would escape us by slipping into a hollow tree, whence
the nimble Johnson would attempt to dislodge him. In
the woods we traversed we found eight different kinds of

timber. The changing foliage brought vividly to my
mind Uhland's picture in four lines:

"The dying leaves

A crimson streak disclose,

As on consumption's waning cheek—
'Mid ruin blooms the rose."

Hand, the sheriff, frequently rested beneath a wide-
spreading oak, but generally got away with a squirrel be-

fore he left his perch. I ought to apologize for killing

two soft, silky little flying squirrels, one of which
"levanted" out of a maple tree, flying 60ft. to the foot of

the tree, and I bagged it as it ran nimbly up the second
tree. Lansing is a skillful taxidermist, and for his sake

I slew the flying squirrels. One of them I will reclaim
when mounted.
We saw a good many fish hawks through the woods we

traversed, and examined with interest their nests of

broken sticks. Many of the farmers hereabouts regard
the fish hawk with superstitious awe, and money will not
tempt them to shoot a hawk. Near Cape May Court
House, within a stone's throw of the waters of the bay,
in a stunted pine treetop, is a fish hawk's nest built in

1862. Several times either the male or female bird has
been killed by some adventurous gunner, but the fittest

surviving bird soon got himself another "crest" and an-
other mate, and began punctually in the spring restoring

and rebuilding the old nest, multiplying promptly and
replenishing the brood of young hawks.
At Fishing Creek one of these fish devourers built its

nest years ago in the chimney of a fisherman's two-story
cabin. The smoke did not annoy the birds, young or old.

But the hawks were a nuisance to the family of the jolly

fisherman. Every device save a loaded shotgun was used
to get rid of the nest and its owners. The fisherman was
too superstitious to kill the birds, and the unequal con-
test between the fisherman and the fish hawk ended by
the family deserting their cabin home, and the birds still

rear and feed their young in the old chimney top of the
deserted cabin year by year.

We had good luck about 4 P. M. along the fences which
surround the sugar house, built by the late Tom Scott's

triple millionaire son James Scott, in an unsuccessful
endeavor to produce sugar from the Jersey sorghum or

sugar cane; $200,000 has been put into improved machin-
ery, but either there is not saccharine matter enough in
the cane grown in sandy soil, or from "some other con-
tingency," as General Pike says. Col. Scott has dis-

mantled his sugar factory and disseminated bis costly

machinery and closed up his sugar shop. I believe the
State of New Jersey is making another experiment in

sugar culture, and with a mild subsidy seeks to help the
new sorghum "plant."
At last as the tired beagle hound lapped with his

heated tongue the cool swamp water, now and then wad-
ing up to his belly in the refreshing coolness of the
swamp stream; at 5 P. M. we anxiously looked around
for the gamy game hunter, Lansing. For half an hour
he had not been visible to the naked eye. We were all

alarmed, knowing that his deadly enemy, the gout, some-
times struck him between the joints of the harness and
came on him like a thief in the night. We all, with one
consent, struck through the thick woods for the open
road, hoping to find our genial companion. We found
the road but we didn't find Lansing. Then we hastened
on to the barn where the horses were safely housed.
There, on the sunny side of the barn, on a buffalo robe,
like a warrior taking his rest, lay the gallant Lansing.
He told us how the gout struck him in the woods, and
rather than break up the hunt he had in intense agony
walked over a mile to the wagons. We fully appreciated
his unselfish spirit, true test of every gentleman and
every sportsman ; and with a satisfactory game bag all

around, we hastily caused our colored Jehu to hitch
Mulliner's trotter to our little phaeton and whistled our
willing steed off toward Cape May and the Lansing cot-

tage. Col. Lansing bore the exquisite torture of the
rough roads with Christian and uncomplaining fortitude.

I gently insisted that as a gunner my heroic friend was a
case of innocuous desuetude, that he must surround him-
self with the halo of past conquests with fin, feather and
fur, and repose his angelic adiposity under the asphodels
of the future. "Old boy," said I, "there will be no more
music for you in the Cape May woods, and your rambles
by water in pursuit of the dusky duck have ended."
When we reached the Lansing cottage Lansing hobbled

out of the wagon, and proudly laid out twenty-six gray
squirrels on the piazza. He said, "Well, old boy, it may
be as you say, and the pitcher may be broken at the foun-
tain ; but when the season comes in next July I will take
another whack at the sugar house squirrels, gout or no
gout."

The jackets were soon off half a dozen of the youngest

specimens from our game bag, and with broiled squirrel

and fried eels we soon forgot all our woes, and at 10 P. M.
four tired gunners were sound asleep.

James M. Scovel.

THE "SUMMER HUNT."
Editor Forest and Stream:

I want to express my pleasure in reading "Yo's" ac-

count of his "Summer Hunt with the Pawnees." It is to

be hoped that his forthcoming book will contain all that
he can recall from note book and memory of experiences
impossible ever to be repeated on earth, and as valuable
for science as they are interesting as literature. It has
been the strong wish of many a man to have such experi-

ence, but it has been given to few who have the right
quality of mind to appreciate it and the ability to record
it as "Yo" has done, in style so vivid that we almost seem
to have been participators in the events he describes.

So swiftly has the tide of civilization flowed across the
plains, and up every cafion, and over every mountain
pass of the great West, that it has not only swept out of

existence the old order of things, but with the present
generation will die even the memory of it, and then will

be seen the value of such veracious records, which will

give material to the poet, novelist, historian and ethnolo-
gist of the day. Imagine some dweller in some city of

the future, built on the very ground over which swept
that wild herd of buffalo and their Pawnee pursuers,
reading the account and trying, in the midst of churches
and streets and business blocks, to realize what once had
been. Yet this will surely come to pass, nay, has already
in many an instance. Fortunately many of our Western
towns have not grown up haphazard, but have been de-

liberately founded, the plans of the founders being well
laid before the first sod was turned, and records and
photographs of every stage of its growth are preserved.

In many, in fact, one of the first officials appointed has
been the town historian. In places where such wisdom
prevails it will not be left to dim tradition and myth to

furnish to the future inhabitant a picture of the early

time. C. H. Ames.

OUT-OF-DOOR PAPERS.
V.—WINTER FISHING.

ONCE upon a time a very learned professoress was
met in the way by an Audubon committee. With

dejected looks the committee declared themselves unable
by all their joint and several allurements to entrap any
learned ornithologist into addressing their next Audubon
meeting; ornithologists proved much too shy birds to be
caught by any of their chaff, and had constitutional dis-

inclinations to addressing Audubon societies. But, added
the depressed committee, a certain justly celebrated en-

tomologist who knew nothing at all about birds would
be pleased to aid them in their difficulty. "Ah!" said

the learned professoress, looking very owl-like, "what is

the connection between the two?" The committee always
gave up conundrums. "I see," said the professoress,

looking trebly wise, "birds eat insects. Let us invite the
entomologist." And he came.

If any ill-naturedly ask the connection between birds

and winter fishing, be it known that birds eat fish as well
as insects.

Even in this region, where the mercury curls itself up
in the bulb most of the winter, in order to keep itself

warm, and the wind often blows furiously from the top
of old Katahdin, while four months of unbroken sleigh-

ing is nothing unheard of, winter fishing ranks among
sports. Far be it from us to say anything against an oc-

cupation which demands so much endurance and stout-

heartedness. The man who has tried it will not speak
lightly of the wind-burn and sun-burn, the snow-blind
and the bitter cold of these great fallow lakes, miles in

extent, plowed by the north wind until they lie welted
with long, irregular ridges of snow and alternating fur-

rows of flinty ice. A road across them is marked only by
a line of bushes, set at intervals to guide the teamsters,
and except this line of low, green bushes, nothing breaks
the monotony of whiteness. The lake in winter is one
glittering level, whose length and breadth are indeter-

minable. It is whiteness unrelieved, without perspective,

absorbing everything into itself, giving only an impres-
sion of blankness. The uncertainty of the judgment is

increased rather than diminished by reference to the rim
of the shore. The first impression of whiteness, the
whiteness of molten metal if the sun is shining, is suc-
ceeded by one of loneliness. The open sea, tbe sandy
desert, the barren plain, the lone and skyey mountain
peak, do not give a greater idea of separateness from the
world tnan do these lone, wintry lakes. Then there is

the stillness—oppressive, horrible, obtruding itself into

notice. It is a stillness like a magic spell. No wonder
the owls living in such desolation go stark mad.
But the winter fisherman does not court the solitude

of these great lakes. He bides under the shore—the lee

shore, if a good fishing ground happens to be on that

side—where he can hear sounds more companionable
than the hollow bellowing of the ice. There is always
an awfulness about these heavy groans and mugient
reverberations heard at a distance, and swelling in cre-

scendo as they pass under foot, to which one never can
become indifferent. These muffled noises speak to our
credulity of an unknown about us. It is the voice of the
blinded Polyphemus roaring in his rocky cavern that he is

the victim of Woman. Even the noise of trees cracked
by the frost or beaten by the wind is preferable to these

unearthly and unaccountable sounds.
After the fisherman has cut his holes through the thick,

clear ice, and put in his "gang" of lines, fastening them
to limber "spring poles" or to ingenious "tip-ups,"

which are intended to give notice when any fish bites the
hook, he is free to build him a fire under the shore, per-

haps against some granite boulder, shaggy with tough
black lichen, which, pursuant to the providence that
cares for the shorn lamb by giving him a new suit of

clothes, while it leaves the wind to the charge of the
Weather Bureau, covers these exposed rocks with a gar-

men t like leather ,as if to atone for the inclemencies of then-
position. All along the shores of our lakes and on the
brows of our mountains, wherever the granite crops out,

it is sure to be ornamented with these rosettes, brown on
the outer surface and black beneath, and as dry as if

grown expressly for a hortus siccus. A fire on ice is

certainly good for little unless for its company and the
work needed to take care of it. You cannot Avarm your-
self by it; you cannot dry your mittens by it, except with
great odds on the side of getting them burned; you can
have no comfort near it, for on whatever side of it you
place yourself it will puff smoke into your eyes; but the
red flames are a pleasant reminder of warmth, and the
smoke, rising and drifting away to leeward, often toles a
few small birds to the spot where they may find com-
pany, for the smaller kinds are creature-loving things.

Most of the day is passed on the ice in tramping from
one fishhole to another, bailing out the slush and fast-

forming ice, rebaiting the hooks, and keeping sharp watch
on the spring poles. What little there is to see tends
rather to strain the eyes than to rest them. The slender
spring poles, some of them so far away as to look of

scarcely more than a hair's breadth—such wands as Robin
Hood never shot at—so slight that being gazed at in-

tently, they seem to bend when they do not bend; the
narrow track of a fox stretching away across the lake
until it is lost in the levei whiteness, yet continually
tempting the eyes to trace it a little further; a dark object
on the ice which may be large, may be small, far or near,
but which at all events must be visited before its size can
be known; the wide expanse of dazzling snow, itself as
undetermined as everything upon it; all these things
weary the brain far more than they do the eyes. Even
the sky affords little relief. It is as measureless as the
lake itself. Few of our city dwellers know the wonderful
clearness of our northern winter skies, which in purity
of color rival the summer skies, and in delicacy of tint

surpass them. In bright weather, for days at a time,
there will be scarcely a cloud across the blue, until the
sunset paints clouds where we had seen none. Before an
approaching storm they often assume royal hues—green,
blue and purple, colors whose depth and splendor are
neither seen nor appreciated by inhabitants of smoky
towns.
In such a dearth of sights and sounds our eyes and

ears, both accustomed to being overcharged and capable
of disentangling hardly more than a centesimal of the
impressions which besiege them constantly, now suffer

as if in a vacuum. Instead of selecting merely they are
compelled to change their habit and actually to seek for

sensations. Every little suddenly acquires value. The
chirring of a squirrel, the rattle of a logcock* hammer-
ing a green hemlock, the sharp cry of a hairy wood-
pecker, the lisp of redpolls flying over, become suddenly
prominent. There is a most welcome break in this un-
natural stillness, which makes all sounds seem distant,

and the ears hyper-sensitive, when, after a time, the red-

bellied nuthatches and chickadees smelling the smoke,
follow it up and flit about confiding and curious, fre-

quently making work for themselves in order the better

to watch the fisherman's movements. Sometimes also

those gray-headed miscreants, the meatbirds,f come
whistling about, and succeed before the visit is over in

lugging off an assortment of things they do not want,
chuckling over their knavery. There is no hope for the

meatbird—none; he is incorrigible.

The chickadees are the greatest favorites of all, however,
and the most social and trustful. I shall always remem-
ber some which visited my father and myself five years

ago. It was one of the worst days of the winter—clear
and bright, but bitterly cold, and with a keen north
wind which drove through our heavy robes as if they had
been burlaps. Eight miles from home prudence coun-
seled us to return; ten miles away and pride would have
yielded "if it hadn't come so far already." We got all

the lee there was and built a fire; but there was little

comfort in it. At noon our bait pail made ice, although
it stood full in the sun, and within three feet of a good
fire. At dinner time we partially thawed our frozen food,

and made some coffee to hasten the thawing process a
little. As we ate, some hungry little chickadees that had
been digging for wood worms came up to us, probably
attracted by the smell of food. They lighted on the robes,

looking up confidently with their big heads cocked on
one side, as if to say, "You don't care, now, do you?" and
helped themselves. What a dinner we had ! Two of us
entertaining four chickadees and proud of the honor.

They ate everything—meat, bread, mince pie, orange
even. We tried them to see if they would pick at the

orange peel, but although they were attracted by the

color they never mistook it for the pulp. Fortunately
these winter birds like salted food, so the chickadees
fared well. They grew more and more familial". They
brushed our faces with their wings as they flitted past.

One lighted in my greasy tin plate and slipped about in

it unable to get any footing, looking up meanwhile with
the drollest possible air, which said, "Quite a rink, quite

a rink, for a small chap like me." Another actually

alighted on my hand, and sitting on my forefinger ate

meat which I fed to him. Could any one ever forget the

thrill those tiny, clasping bird's claws gave ? We came
home happy. Fish ? Yes, one about the size of a clothes-

pin ; but we didn't go for fish that day.

The only other authentic instance that I have of equal

tameness of any wild bird was reported last winter by a

woodchopper. He said that several chickadees stayed

about his chopping for a long time, ate his luncheon with
him, frequently lighted on his person, and one even
allowed him to stroke it with his finger as it sat on a bush.

Ostensibly the winter fisherman goes for fish. In

reality who ever believed that a string of slimy, broad-

snouted pickerel paid him for his work and exposure and
suffering ? No matter if their mottled hides outshone
the jaguar's and their bellies were overlaid with silver,

they would not be worth the trouble. They serve only

as an excuse, and their attraction does not compare with
the strength of that savage desire to taste solitude, and
for the space of a day to feel the loneliness of barbarism.

Fannie Pearson Hardy.

*"Logcock" is the hunter's name for the pileated woodpecker
Ceophlceus "Meatus Cab. (Linn.).

'

t "Meatbird" is the common Maine name for the "whisky
jack" or Canada jay, Perteoreus canadensis Bonap. (Linn.).

Hawk, Crow and two Small Boys.—Rockland, Me.,

Nov. 17.—Two boys while out hunting heard a disturb-

ance in the bushes, and found a crow and a hawk fight-

ing for dear life. After watching them a while they
walked up and secured both. While taking them home
the crow escaped, but was shot. The hawk was taken
home and remains a captive. The crow was the smalles

but held its own well.—J, W,
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GAME IN TOWN.
WEBSTER, Mass., Nov. 21.—Editor Forest and

Stream: I inclose a clipping from our local paper
of Nov. 15, which may be of interest to you:
Curious but True.—It is a curious repetition of a strange oc-

currence that four partridges should be taken alive around build-
ings in town this season, and in three cases windows were broken,
two of the birds being found on the floor, while the third was
kept out by a screen. The other instance the bird was in the cor-
ner of a porch. Three of these happened on School street and
three to one man, Mr. E. W. Tourtellott, two at his house and the
other was found in the morning having corns through the window
in front of his bench in Corbiu's cutting room, smashing out the
entire upper sash, such was the force. The last instance was Tues-
day morning when be heard a crash, found the window broken,
the curtain fixture broken, the curtain torn from the roll, and
a fine cock partridge which weighed a pound rolled up in the cur-
tain on the floor. The account of the partridge that Mr. George
Tracy found on the porch of Mr. Butler Bates a few weeks aero
and afterward set at liberty, must have traveled, for a letter was
received by Mr. Bates this week from a gentleman from Toledo, O.
—and an editor at that—iuquiring tor the partridge and saying
he wished to set a hen to mate with some cock partridges he has
to raise parti idge chicks. He is willing to pay a fair price. If
any one is favored with a bird of that descripton hunting him
and will communicate with J. B. Battelle, editor of the BwAna»
World. Toledo, O., he may receive enough to have his windows
repaired.

These four occurrences all happened this season, and I
can add another. Borne two weeks ago my sister brought
a dead partridge to me and asked whether it was good to
eat. She had been sitting at the window sewing and
noticed a large bird lying in the yard moving its head,
and on going out found it to be a partridge, still alive
but in its last struggles. After the feathers were stripped
a large bruise showed on one shoulder and on the side of
the head where it evidently had struck the house. She
lives on an outlying, but well-settled street of the town
and about 200yds. from a point of woods in which a brood
of partridges were reared last summer. C, G,

Editor Forest and Stream:
There are several coveys of quail in the city of Colum-

bus, mostly in a large abandoned cemetery, now grown up
to briers and bushes, in addition to the ornamental trees
there, and all of which makes a grand cover for them.
During the past summer it has been a common occurrence
to see them sitting on the fences around residences in the
vicinity. This location is within half a mile of the State
House. The most conspicuous wild bird in Columbus,
during the warm weather, is the red-headed woodpeCkef.
There are numerous old virgin forest trees all over Co-
lumbus, and many of them have large dead limbs, which
afford ample nesting places for these beautiful birds.
Wherever one goes throughout the city these dead limbs
and treetops are seen to be pierced with woodpecker
holes, and around them, in season, a pair of the birds:
and later on, the young brood. Although there are no
dead limbs in the State House yard, the woodpeckers are
often seen there. They perch upon the house tops, but
rarely, if ever, upon the chimneys. Their single ringing
note can be heard almost any minute during the pleasant
days of warm weather. Many robins and other common
varieties of birds are here in their season, notwithstand-
ing the quarrelsome English sparrow, which is the bird-
nuisance here as elsewhere. Milton P. Peirce.
Columbus, O.

Editor Forest and Stream:
One of my correspondents writes from Lancaster, O.,

that the quail season opened on Nov, 11 and that quail
are plenty. A party of three persons brought in over 100
as the result of one day's shooting. Opposite my friend's
house is a cemetery, and she writes that one or more
broods of quail make that place their home and are quite
tame, no one daring of course to trouble them in their
sacred home.
My correspondent has a little dog named Bob. On

looking out of the window the other morning—she saw
what she thought was Bob, running down the street, but
on closer observation she was surprised to see it was a
big rabbit that had come out of the cemetery. It ran
down toward the railroad: then after a short run set him-
self gravely down on the sidewalk as if to think what
way he would go next; then turned round and came back
to his home among the dead. Medictjs.

RARE BIRDS IN RHODE ISLAND.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., Nov. 18.-Editor Forest and

Stream: There was killed at Natic, E. I., about
Oct. I, a little brown crane {O. canadensis), adult female.
The party who killed it reports there were two of them.
The specimen was sent to this city to be mounted and is
now in the hands of J. M. Southwick, taxidermist. I
saw the bird in the flesh the day after it was killed, and
there is no doubt of the fact.

If any one of your interested readers can give any in-
formation about this species, I for one should be very
glad to learn something about it. Dr. Coues says, to the
best of his remembrance, that it inhabits northern British
America, migrates through the West apd winters in Mex-
ico, but expresses a doubt about the bird. It is a sand-
hill crane iu miniature, say three-fifths, identical in color
and with all characteristics of that bird.

1 have killed many sand-bill cranes in the West, but I
never saw one of this small species there, and how it
should get so far out of its longitude as to get to Rhode
Island is a puzzle.
This little State seems to be a Mecca for estrays. On

the 13th of January last, there was found dead at War-
rens Point, two miles east from West Island, in the town
ol Little Compton, R. I., a purple gallinule not quite in
adult plumage. I fortunately got it with some trouble,
and it is now m Dr. Gardner's collection at his summer
residence at Seaconnett, R. I, This bird has been taken
twice before in the past thirty years in this State to my
knowledge., but both captures occurred in summer. How
could this semi-tropical bird have reached this bleak
coast and in the bitter freezing weather.
Thinking you will be interested to know of these two

captures I venture to intrude on you, and hope I may
learn something of G. canadensis. Newton Dexter.

*

[The little brown crane was perhaps the one referred
to by Mr. Brewster at the meeting of the A. O. TJ. last

Ruffed Grouse Plumage.—Butler, Pa., Nov. 18 —Isend you another skin of what you called a faded grouse
in the Thorncreek region of our county, birds of this
coloration two years ago were plenty, and were found in
coveys the same as those of black markings, but when
found elsewhere they are invariably solitary birds. I in

tend to watch the market and note birds of this colora-
tion, where shot and where they seem to be plenty. This
bird was shot by my son John on Nov. 18, and it was
done in true sportsman style on the wing—G. W. Z. [The
skin is that of one of the cherry-colored or mahogany
grouse. The ruff being a rich, deep, chestnut brown, ex-
cept at the tops of the feathers, which are black. This
plumage is much more common than is generally sup-
posed, and is not precisely what we mean by the faded
or bleached plumage which seems to be an approach to
albinism.

Boffalo in Captivity.—An African buffalo, born in
the Central Park Menagerie, of this city, the other day,
lived only two days. It died of rickets. Superintendent
Conklin is quoted assaying that "its death wras a foregone
conclusion from the first, since all attempts to rear buffaloes
have proved unsuccessful of late years, as the breed has
become so feeble that their offspring has proved hopelessly
rickety. The last buffalo born before the one which has
just now died, lived for six months, but was never able
to stand on its legs. The original stock belonged to Wade
Hampton. He had imported a herd from Africa at an
enormous expense. When Gen. Sherman's army was on
its famous march to the sea the animals were captured
and confiscated. They were sent North and ultimately
placed in Central Park."

The Snowy Owl in New Jersey in November, 1889.—Two individuals of this arctic species have been ob-
served in New Jersey recently. One on the 16th, at Mor-
ristown. and one on the 20th, at Sea Isle City, Cape May
county. This, together with the early appearance of the
pine grosbeak in New Hampshire, and the mulitude of
pine siskins now present at Lake George, N. Y. , indicate
that northern birds will be common this winter south of
their usual habitat. To enable me to map out the winter
home of the snowy owl (Nyetea nyctea), I should be glad
to correspond with observers of this bird. Information to
be of value should be exact as to date, and precise as to
locality. Where possible send note of contents of stomach.—L. S. Foster (New York, Nov. 25).

Snowy Owl in Pennsylvania.—Athens. Pa., Nov. 19.

—On Monday last James S. House, of Sayre, Pa., killed a
snowy owl which measured 5^ft. from tip to tip. The
recent cold snap had probably driven it south. It chose
for a resting place the roof of the foundry at the Lehigh
Valley Railroad car shop at Sayre, and failed to fly at the
noise of engines, whistles, etc. I purchased the speci-
men and will mount it for my collection. This is the
first specimen of the owl that has been killed here in
several years, only one other having been brought to my
notice.—W. K. P.

Ruffed Grouse on Nest.—Mr. J. B. Cooke sends us a
photograph of a ruffed grouse sitting on her nest. It is

an admirable piece of photographer's skill, and as a pic-
ture of bird life most charming.

Whales near thr Orkney Islands.—Two hundred
whales have been taken in the vicinity of the Orkney
Islands, from which locality they were supposed to be
disappearing.

Recent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Gar-
den.—Purchased—One hochear monkey (CercopithecKs nictitam),
oue kinkajou (Cercoleptes caudimlvulus), one white-nosed coati
(A /i«n'ca),one brown capucin (Cehus fatuellu*), three common
seals (Phoect citidina), two cat sciuhrels (Scinrus niger), three
black-handed spider monkeys (Atrlcs geaffroyi), two black ducks
(Anns obscura), two gray-headed parrakeets [AgaporniS cana), two
West African love birds (Agtoiornix pu&aria), two passerine par-
rakeets (Psittuculo pasxerina), two Pennant's parrakeets (Plntu-
cercus pennant i), two cole tits (Pant* ater), one greater tit (PatUs
major), two great spotted woodpeckers (Picas major), two ring-
necked parrakeeta(PfflfOBonii8 (Qrquaim), two European partridges
(Perdix cinerea), ten copoerhead snakes (Ancixtrodtin ctodorlrii)
six banded rattlesnakes (Crotolux horridux), fifteen common water
snakes (Tropklonot us 8ipe(lon),imc indigo snake (Spilt it rx i rebenrius)
two pine snakes (Pitn<>)>his melaunleuvux), one common nog-nosed'
snake (llctcrudon platip-hinus), three kins snakes (Ophibolus gt'tu-
lus), two black hog-nosed snakes (lletcrtnltnt plati/rltinuxniner), (wo
ground rattlesnakes (Crolalnplmrux milutrivs), one common black
snake (Dominium constrictor) and one glass snake (Opheosanrus
ventralis). Presented—Eight opossums (Didclpln/x cirginiana),
one red fox (Cti nix culpes /ulcus), one raccoon (Procyon l.otor), two
great-horned owls (Bubo virgmianus), one Levaillant's ama/.on
(CtirysotiH Ivmilhmli), one red and blue macaw (Ara macao), one
ring-necked parrakeet (PcOcBornis torgual us), one mountain linnet
(Lniota flaviroxtrix), one cardinal red bird (Cardinaiix ciniinianux)
one king lory (Aproxuiictus scapulntus), one Muhlenberg's terra-
pin (Clielopus muhlenbergt), seven garter snakes (Kutania sirtaliS)
three common water snaKes (Trapidauotux xiprtlon), one painted
terrapin ((-hryscmus picta) and four small alligators (Alligator
tuixxixxipiiifttxis). Horn—Three Egyptian geese (Chcnolonc r tvitun-
fifti'n \

r " t

"That reminds me."

387.
T HAD a rather amusing experience, and one which itX may benefit some brother to know. I bought a setter
dog from Messrs. Davey & Richards, of London, Ont., and
I trust the wicked advertising department of this paper
will not prevent my saying that it was an almighty good
dog, with a pedigree that runs right back to William the
Conq. I expect it was about the best dog ever was, and
worth at least $ 1,000 of anybody's money. At least, that
is what I told an innocent-looking party* who was in the
baggage car as we neared the Canada line, and who
asked me what he was worth.
'That's a good deal of money for a dog,

-

' said the inno-
cent-looking party. "He must be a corker."
•'Corker?" said I. "Say, now you have hit it. That

dog is probably the most perfect specimen of symmetri-
cal canine excellence that you ever saw. You want to
look at him before I take him away, because you don't
often get a chance like this. Look at those legs*. Get on
to that tail. Observe the faultless set of his ears. Make
a note of his shotdders. Examine his superb loin. Con-
gratulate yourself on having been permitted to touch a
coat of such quality, and to stroke a muzzle that will
henceforward be adopted as the bench show standard.
Say.that dog's a daisy, and don't you forget it!"

"No, I won't,'" said the innocent "man. Then he figured
a little bit, and said:
"Cost you $200.70 to get 'im over the line."
"What?"
"Two hundred dollars, 20 per cent, ad valorem, 70 cents

entry fee. Come now, be lively, ye know!"
He was a customs officer, and when I knew it I broke

out in a cold sweat. I think my smile must have been
something ghastly.
"As I was saying," I continued, taking hold of the

dogs tail, "this tail would be simply perfect if it wasn't
about fourteen inches too long. If there's anything I do
hate about a dog it is a snipy, pinched-up muzzle, and a
weak back, and no body and wobbly legs. Beats the
world how a fellow gets stuck on a dog sometimes, don't
it ?"

"What'd you pay fer 'irn ?" asked the innocent party
severely.

•Nothing. I stole him. He was given to me. I paid
a dollar and a quarter for him. Say, do you want to buv
him at six bits?"
Then we had more talk, and the end of it was that, be-

fore I got my puppy over the water, I had to leave $5.70
in a place where it will never do me the least good in the
world. All because I was human enough fe6 praise my
own dog. 1 would like to know what fellow lias a dog
that isn't worth at least $1,000 when it comes to a stra ight
question; and I would like to know if it is fair to call a
man down in any such way as that incendiary did me.
For one. I wish immediate annexation of Canada, or else
war, I don't care which. It goes too hard on a sportsman
to bring a dog across the line and not be allowed to state
his correct worth, unless he goes without coal all winter.
I am told that an affidavit stating that the dog is brought
in for breeding purposes relieves one of duty, but that is

a very unsatisfactory solution of the grave question here
involved. E. Hough.

288.
The ducking season having come around again. 1 am

reminded of a rather good yarn I have been promising
for some time to spin. The joke is on a first-class all-

around sportsman, and a jolly good fellow he is, too,
ready for anythingfrom an'early morning start and frosty
wait on the bay for a chance at the ducks to an all day
tramp in the backwoods after the wily fox. He is a pructi-
cal joker as well as sportsman, and is always ready to »vor k
off a "rig" on the boys, so we were all unusually hilari-
ous when at last be had to succumb and own himself
outwitted. He had gotten the best of me on several occa-
sions, and many a minute had I given to concocting plans
for getting even.
At last my chance came, and in this way. Out; on a

gunning trip I had the good fortune to shoot a superb
fresh-water shelldrake, and when I went home I said
nothing to Lucien, but began to perfect a scheme that
took shape inmymind almost as soon as my bird dropped.
Lucien lived on the banks of a pond in which decks
would now and then light, and he always had Mr gun
ready. I carefully skinned my bird, stretched the skin
over a wooden decoy in as lifelike a manner as possible,
and then began to think how best to make it seem alive.
My device was merely to fasten one end of a line to the
decoy under the breast and lead it through a ring in a
stone sunk to the bottom of the pond and from there to
some bushes up on a high bank.
All being arranged I took my position, and one of the

men went to the shop just below the dam and told Ln to
hurry up and get his gun to shoot the queer looking bird
that had just lit there. Lu was at first suspicious, hut
finally went up to take a look. The bird was moving
around, ducking, etc., in such evident life and spirits
that Lucien was, for once at least, completely taken in.
He dodged down behind the dam, crept carefully to his
cabin, got his gun and as stealthily crept back. Reach-
ing the right spot, up he came, looked over to reconnoi-
ter, and being entirely convinced banged away. How
the feathers did fly! and how we all shouted, and how
disgusted Lu looked, I will leave to your imagination.

Rita.

'mm |?## nni %m\.

BEAR AND MAN.
REVELSTAKE, British Columbia, Nov. Q.—Editdt

Forest and Stream.: The snow and dense fogs that
have within the past few days enveloped the mountains
and valleys in this region, have driven the hunters and
Indians out of the mountains, with the exception of a
few hardy trappers who still remain in the larger valleys.
The kill of big game in this vicinity has been a large one
this season. The most notable is that of an old grizzly, a
veritable patriarch of his kind, who was laid low by an
Indian and his klochuian. They followed the bear two
days before they bagged him, the klochman carrying
besides her gun a five-months old papoose strapped to her
back. She came up with the bear first and fired a charge
of buckshot into Bruin, which detained him until the
Siwash arrived and finished him with a couple of bullets.
Then they held high carnival. Seated themselves astride
of their dead game and heaped insult after insult on his
senseless head. Such is the squaw's story, though her
noble lord and wife-beater says that he "over took um
first; had big fight: kill um; then squaw come up, shoot
um, buckshot; sit on um. etc." If they had a big fight
the bear must have charged at them side on, for the
bullets passed through its body behind the shoulders.
The bear was quite likely running past the Indians when
shot.

Regarding a grizzly charging at the hunter. Most
that is written about such facts is "bosh." A bear, either
black or grizzly, will in the great majority of instances
run from the presence of man, as fast as his legs can
carry him. If wounded he may turn his head and bite at
the spot where hit, but will keep running, in fact, as Mr.
Fannin says, "It will 'hump' itself in its efforts to get
away, as the black horse with a -pack on his back' did."
That reminds me. They had gone 200 miles to shout a

grizzly. One fine evening they meet a big one on the
trail. J. F. raises rifle to let the fast waning da\ light
shine through its carcass. Companion calls out, "Don't
shoot, it's a black horse with a pack on." J. F. lowers
rifle. Bear jumps into the bushes and "'humps'' himself
away in the deepening gloom. J. F. runs after him. No
use; bushes too thick, and too dark to get a shot. J. F.
comes back to the trail, and dances then and there, and
indulges in melody and words not found in anv edition
of the gospel hymns.
Bear will occasionally when approached by man, stand

and stupidly gaze for a few moments at the intruder,
until it can gather its wits. Then it will "hump" and
bob away like the walking-beam of a sidewheel steamboat
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If surprised in a coiner, it will then bit out savagely

until it bas cleared a way to escape. Regarding a griz-

zly's trailing a man by scent, charging at him at sight

and climbing a tree after the hunter, etc., all such narra-

tives are mere talk without foundation. If a grizzly

bear ever mounts a tree it must be a prostrate one. An
examination of the claws on a grizzly's front paws will

convince the most sceptical that it is no tree climber.
Stansteau.

SOME FIGURE ANOMALIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have been somewha t interested as the various reports

of vour gun trials have come to hand in noting the va ria-

tions of the shot and powder charges, and it would seem
that either your counting and weighing are recklessly

done, or there is little reliance to be placed on the uni-

formity of the measures used in gauging shot and pow-
der charges or in the fashion of using them.

I have ventured to make a list of the various cartridges

you have used from time to time, correcting several

manifest errors such as the slip of the type in putting

No. 6 shot in the Colt guu paper cartridge instead of No.

8. I have arranged the tables according to the size of

shot used.

Gun. Shot. Wt. Count. Powder. Wt.

Remington 16 lost. Soft No. « 192

Remington 16 loz LeRoy No. « .423

Greener (Am. cart.).H4oz. LeRoy No. S.ulO

Folsom 12 lMoz. LeRoy No. 8.487

Smith 1? IMOfc. Tath. No. 8..S4S

Folsom 10 1%qz. LeRoy No. 8 553

Colt 12 (paper sheOUUfiZ. LeRoy No. 8.482

Hollis 10 IMoz. LeRoy No. 8 609

Greener (Eng. shct).lJ4oz. Newcastle 0.604

Now I find by catalogue that Tatham shot weigh for

the chilled grade: No. 8, 495 pellets to the ounce; No. 1,

a99 to the ounce; No. 6, 223 to the ounce, which would
make an ounce and a quarter of No. 8, 619, of No. 7, 374,

of No. 6, 279, and in not one case does your figures of

analysis carry out their totals by average.
Looking at the LeRoy catalogue I find that No. 8 gives

400 pellets to the ounce, or 500 for an ounce and a quar-

ter, while you make it 560 in one case and 617 in another.

The Cincinnati works make their No. 8 shot to run 445

to the ounce, and an ounce and a quarter would there-

fore be 555 pellets, from which your figures vary somewhat.
The figures I adjoin on the weights and measures of

powder also show variation, but this is probably because

of the various sorts of powder used. E. T. M.

Cleveland, O.

[Our correspondent must not have read our report

aright, or must have little experience in gun matters, to

be surprised over such a matter as this. We say expli-

citly that the charges are stated as given by the holder of

the gun. We then take them apart, and upon the analy-
sis we stand. We know the weight and count to be cor-

rect. We only know in the other case what has been
stated to us. The charges are loaded by those who bring
the gun, or in some instances we order cartridges or buy
them from stock, and put down just what the loader says
he has put in the cartridges. It would have been very
simple indeed to have taken the holder's statement on one
side and the shot catalogue figures on the other, and
given them in our tests, and then our tests would have been
just as valuable and just as useless as many previous gun
tests have been. Such is not the method of Forest and
Stream. We mean to make our tests exhaustive and
standard, and to that end spare no pains, labor nor ex-

pense. We cannot help shot catalogue vagaries nor the
carelessly false and misleading assertions of those
presenting guns for trial. We think now that every one
who has had a gun on test thought they were giving the
exact figures when they told of the gun. How far out
they can be is shown say in the charges presented by ex-

pert Gaines of the Parker Co., who had two sets of car-

tridges in his first test, each of which he said had ljoz. of

No. 8 Cincinnati shot in, but which varied 50 pellets in
count, and he at once saw that one set had l^oz. of shot,

and that he was in error. So of other tests. All our test

loading has either come direct from the gun factories,

or has been made up by the most expert gun shop here.

At another date we will have some tables to present on
shot irregularities, but so far as the gun test goes we
guarantee our analysis and give the charges as stated, and
it is for our readers to judge of then accuracy.]

RESTRICT THE GAME KILLED.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Partridges and quail have been fairly plenty around
here this season, but a couple of men who hunt "for
pleasure" and "sell their birds to cover expenses" have
found it paying enough to give up well-paid work for
four to six weeks to hunt. They are the best shots and
have excellent dogs—guess the rest. C. G-.

Webster, Mass.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Here market butchery is exterminating the game. We

have thousands of acres of sedge and cornfields ; we have
only a short open season, yet we have almost no quaU.
A few days ago I spent a whole day in hunting with an
excellent dog and just at dusk I found the first bevy. I

I killed two and left fully a dozen birds. Two days later

I returned and found but two quail of that large bevy
left. In the meantime the others had been snared and
sold alive hi the Anniston market. A law against snar-
ing would be most beneficial, but why not strike at the
root of the evil rather than at its branches, and make it

a crime to sell a game bird? Because such a law could
not be passed? Not in New York, certainly, but here in

the South, where every good citizen is a sportsman, there
should be no such difficulty. Everywhere the market
butchers are at work exterminating the game, and at

W

this rate we shall soon have no game left. Something
must be done; but what? In New York, for instance, a
law against snaring would be of no use, for the favorite

method of butchers there is to use curs, who drive the
birds into trees and bark at them tuT the "hunters" come
up and shoot the birds. Possibly a law limiting the num-
ber of birds that one person might kill would do some
good, for a man would be afraid to sell more than his

share of birds to one person, or to have it known that be
had killed more than bis share. Here, however, such a
law would be a dead letter, and the only way to secure a
permanent game supply is to prohibit altogether the

marketing of game. Setter
Anniston, Ala., Nov. 18.

THE WORCESTER FOX HUNT.
WORCESTER, Mass., Nov. 21.—That the fourth an-

' liual hunt of the Worcester Fur Company was not

a complete failure was no fault of the weather. Tuesday
the rain fell in torrents, continuing nearly all night, and
only the "veterans" had sufficient sand to start for Wor-
cester in the face of such an unpromising outlook for the

morrow's hunt. But there were those for whom the ele-

ments had no terrors, and this party included President

Ceo. W. Roraback, of the Western Massachusetts Fox
Club, Secretary Shepardson and Orin Beach from Chester,

the latter with his hound Billy. Chas. Pierce, of Rutland,

A. D, Norcross, of Munson, and Ceo. W. Russell, of Fall

River, were also on hand. John White, of Millbury, with
his pack, was on hand at daylight.
An informal gathering was held at the Bay State House

during the evening, and the programme for the hunt, in

case the weather permitted it, was laid out. Observa-
tions wfie taken from many windows during the night,

but little encour agement could be found in the clouds
which hung over the city continually, emitting a miser-

able cold drizzle, which would have discouraged any one
but a fox hunter.
Five A. M. found every one astir, and after a hasty

breakfast a 'bus load was made up and started from the
Bay State House for the Heywood farm, the place of

meeting. A dozen or more private teams followed, and
when the Heywood place was reacbed about thirty

hunters could be discerned through the fog.

They were dispatched to their various localities by
President Kinney and the hunt was opened. Webster
Thayer and party put their dogs out on Milestone Hill,

but were unable to start a fox and worked across on to

Burncoat Plains, where Mr. Kinney's pack had one
started which was run in before any one could get an
opportunity to kill him. Secretary Knowles with Dr.

Shepardson, of Chester, went to the north end of Bond
Hill, where they remained till the middle of the after-

noon without hearing much driving, and came home just

in season to miss the only sport of the day in that locality.

Alva Houghton and Joe Smith went over toward Lovell's,

and just as they concluded they bad got enough of it and
were packing away their guns a fox ran right up within
three rods of thtm.
Uncle Nathan Harrington and Billy Dean went to

Sewall's Hill. They had with them Uncle Nathan's new
bitch Slippery Sal, "which came here with a great reputa-
tion as a flyer, but was something of anunknown quantity,

as she has only been out a few times and it was not known
just what she would or could do. She struck a scent and
soon had one started. The rest of the dogs in that section

of the country joined in, and the woods and pastures
rang with clear voices of the pack as they took a turn
along the ridge toward the shoemakers, with the appar-
ent intention of crossing to the north end of Gushing
Swamp. Right on the crossing was drawn up in line of

battle, about ten rods apart, the party who had put their

dogs in at Cushing Swamp, consisting of E. T. Whittaker,
M. A. Linfield, C. H. Morse, G. W. Roraback, John White,
Will Perry and Geo. Russell.

The hounds came up through tho sprouts within a few
rods of the line, and it seemed every moment as if the
fox must burst out somewhere. Every man stood with
eyes strained and finger on trigger. Mr. Roraback, who
bad the stand on top of the ledge in sight of the rest of

us, kept us informed by a wave of his hand of the exact
location and direction of the pack, from second to second,
and when he signalled that they were coming directly

toward him, and planting himself more firmly on the
rock awaiting the outbreak, the suspense was terrible.

They swept around toward Harlow's, however, without
coming into view, and finally shut down, evidently hav-
ing run them in. Sal led the pack during the entire

drive, and Uncle Nathan was happy.
About this time the rain began to fall in earnest, and

we made a break for the barn, and remained under cover
until the shower had passed, and then sauntered out
toward the crossing, gathering about Mr. Roraback to

talk over our hunt at Chester, and curse the fates that
duplicated their day for us, atmospherically. Not a dog
had been heard for"a half hour, when suddenly one burst
out and a second later was driving; at a lively pace, with
the entire pack close behind. Uncle Nathan's Sal was
again leading them, and Uncle Nathan was radiant.

We scudded for our different stands and the dogs made
two or three turns around the ledges, and they were
"just combing him," too. For about fifteen minutes the
hunt was about as hot as you could get it in our immedi-
ate vicinity, and then they ran this one in. Before he
holed, however, it was discovered that they had had a
rabbit going instead of a fox both times, and Uncle
Nathan was doleful. Sal made up for her break in the
afternoon, though, when she took a fox right away from
them all just as handily as she had the rabbits.

As it had cleared off by noon it was thought best to

strike into a new country and try to jump a fox on some
of the ledges, where they were probably curled up out of

the wet; so we drove over to East Ridge and put out part
of the hounds back of the brick schoolhouse and the rest

down by Rocky Pond, while the hunters strung them-
selves out along the road between the two packs. The
party had been joined by this time by E. T. Smith and
E. F. Swan, Silas Balcom'and Mr. Jackson, G. J. Rugg,
Allie Perry, J. H. Locke, D. M. Earle, Horace Adams
and a number of others; in fact the hunt had been pretty
much moved up there, Locke and Whittaker took the
dogs around by the pond and soon Whittaker's hound
Tilden winded a fox on the ledges, which he started at

once and drove beautifully, while the others joined in

with him, and soon eight dogs were running. Linfield

rode along with John White, and coming to a likely-

looking spot, hopped out, taking by mistake John's gun.

Linfield shoots a Parker hammerless, John a Parker
hammer, and to this exchange one fox owes his life.

As John and Mr. Roraback drove along they suddenly
heard the hounds driving directly toward them. Mr.
Roraback jumped out, grabbed his gun and dashed for a

position, while John hitched the mares beside the road
as lively as possible, and had just time to get to the rear

of the wagon, snatch up Li n field's gun and slip in a
couple of shells, when the fox crossed the road about four

rods off. John felt for the hammers to cock the gun, but
they were not there, so he pulled it up and pulled first

one trigger and then the other, but they were blocked

and it was no use. You, who know John, probably know
just what happened, and can see him in your mind's eye
as he did a war dance in that road, and ejaculated, "How
in the name of all that's cursed do you work one of those

ha.mmerless guns, anyway?"
The fox trotted along toward Roraback, but saw him

when about 16 rods off and turned. Distance estimated

by Mr. R. himself, and undoubtedly correct. He was
down here to shoot and so he "unhitched," and as the

fox rounded a knoll and went out of a bar-way he cut
loose again, but without effect.

The dogs came down the trail like the wind and went
over the wall in a heap, where John White would pick
them up, fire them over the next wall right side up, and
away they would go again. While they were driving,

Mr. Locke selected a stand and soon a fox crossed about
twelve rods from him. He gave him both barrels and hit

him hard, as he could scarcely drag himself up into the
pines, and Locke expected of course the hounds would be
along in a minute and catch him. None came on his

track, however, and it was concluded that this fox must
have been thrown out by the dogs driving the other; so

Whittaker was dispatched to try and catch oiF one of the

hounds and bring him up to catch the wounded fox, The
main pack had, however, by this time swung around
Rocky Pond, and the only dog he could get was old Rail-

splitter, who has not been hunted any this fall and is so

tat lie cannot rim faster than a man could walk. He was
taken up and put on the trail and started the fox where
he had lain down, and in less than 100 rods he went into

a burrow. A fast-running dog would have caught him
before he made half the distance.

This was the nearest we came to getting a fox, although
Mr. Beach, of Chester, shot at one within easy distance

and should have killed him. The old gentleman could

not get over his misfortune, and all the evening he looked
the picture of disgust.
The afternoon hunt had been all that could be asked

for. Nearly every one had been in hearing of the hounds
until they led off out of hearing toward Northboro.

One gentleman was very near them,so near that it sounded
to us (about 50 rods away) as though he shot at the game,
as the hounds turned back directly after the shot, but he
claimed that he was hitching his horse and the fox came
right up to the road, and seeing him turned back. His
horse was hitched there when we drove by before the fox
was started. He was probably hitching him tighter.

About 4 P. M. we started for home and met at the Bay
State at 7 for a fox hrmters' dinner, many being present

who had not participated in the hunt. The dinner was
an excellent one, and after cigars had been lighted and
the experiences of the day, ludicrous and otherwise, gone
over, stories of other hunts were told and a jolly good
time was had. We had not secured a single brush, it is

true, but the weather had made that almost an impossi-

bility. Still, every one had a good hunt, and Mr. Rora-

back was so favorably impressed—I don't know whether
it was with the hounds, the lay of the land, the weather,

John White or Worcester generally, but at any rate he is

coming down in January to spend a week with John and
hunt foxes.

It was talked over and partially decided to hold another
meet and try to get a better day, and if it is arranged,

many who stayed away this time will undoubtedly be
here, now that it has been proved that we can start foxes

enough, even under unfavorable circumstances, right

here in the heart of the Commonwealth. Hal.

GIVE THE BOYS A CHANCE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I think that it is about time for the small country boys
to come to the front and defend their own rights in re-

gard to pleasure in the fields and woods.
I am a constant reader of the Forest and Stream

(which my father subscribes for), and, as a rule, I know
what is going on among the sportsmen in general.

Just to think of "Cohannet" calling himself a sports-

man, and then trying to impose a tax upon the small boy
who uses a rifle. No doubt all he says about the unknown
skeletons being found is true, and those deaths may have
been due to careless shooting; but do not let him lay the
blame on the country small boy, when it is the green city

amateur hunter at whose door it can be laid, for the city

greenhorn would shoot at a sparrow not knowing where
his bullet would land. When a country boy goes a-shoot-

ing, he knows where to go, at what to shoot, and, as a
rule, where his bullet lands; for the country boy knows
the lands upon which he lives and for miles around.

Let all the small country boys join now together in

sending their hearty thanks to "Wacautah" for giving

"Cohannet" a rub in regard to the tax on the small boy
who uses a rifle; for he can say to him what the boys
would not think of.

Now I think I have done my share (as a boy should) to

"defend our rights." J. J. S.

Clove Valley, Dutchess County, N. Y., Nov. 13.

N. B.—Mr. Editor, please insert this, and bear in mind
that "Boys will be boys."

MY FIRST WILD TURKEY.
I left home one beautiful morning in the month of

November, with gun and dogs, in search of game. One
dog, Bang, was a reliable setter, and I felt confident of
finding either grouse or wild turkeys. I trudged along for

some time without success, and tired and disappointed
determined to move homeward. Presently Bang stood;

to my delight and surprise up flew a wild turkey. I fired

away and brought her down with a dull thud. My heart

leaped within me. I felt half afraid to go to her, think-

ing it might be a tame turkey after all. But no, its long
legs and long neck proclaimed it the genuine wild bird.

I hurried home with buoyant step and joyous heart, full

of pride and exultation, and laid my trophy at my
mother's feet, believing myself her man indeed, though
only 14 years old. D. H. Leake.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, III., Nov. 19.—Mr. G. W. Pratt, of Wau-

conda, Wis., and Messrs. Sam and Melville Brown,
. of Curry, 111., are lately back from a trip on tbe North
Peninsula of Michigan, in which, besides a number of

partridges, etc., they killed three deer and a bear that

weighed 3301bs., the latter falling to Mr. Pratt's rifle.

The party went into Michigan from Wausaukee, Wis.
They killed their deer about Oct. 28, but violated the law
by using dogs,
Mr. Pratt says that the deer law is not in the least ob-

served in the North Peninsula. The fact that it is not
observed is the reason urged for its non-observance. The
game wardens are about tbe worst law breakers, and
they make the best guides. There is one warden, by the

name of Beach, I believe, who has the district of Michi-

gan lying east of Wausaukee, who has always been prom-
inent as an illegal deer hunter, if one can gain promin-
ence at that in such a country. This man took his dog
over into Michigan with the party above named. Beach
figures as a sort of desperado, and was leader in a late

hanging-bee in that neck of woods. Doubtless he has
killed and helped kill as many deer illegally as Mr. Jock
Darling. Doubtless there are dozens of Jock Darlings in

our North Woods. They are too common to attract much
notice. The position of game warden is one of singularly
desirable features for a natural Jock Darling. The game
warden system in its true beauty can be seen only in this

big Western country.
Two men from Springfield, O., whose names I could

not get, are just back from a three weeks' trip in the
above-mentioned locality. They are known to have sold
twenty deer at seven cents a pound. They must have
had a game warden for a guide.

I am glad to say, however, that one instance of a hard
path for transgressors has come to hand out here. Owing
to the prosecution of Coroner Henry Hertz, of the Fox
River Fish and Game Association—about the only organ-
ization we have that is of any account for protecting
game and fish—three illegal chicken shooters, Messrs.
Simeon Russell. Geo. Hewson and Chas. Dunnell, all of
Fox Lake neighborhood, were fined $35 and costs each,
at Wauconda, Wis. They have thus acquired some little

information.
I notice in the issue of Nov. 14 Mr, Ames's query as to

the grizzly "Tom," which he states was kept at Union
Park perhaps eighteen years ago, I think Mr. Ames is

right in presuming this to be the bear killed shortly after
he was moved over to Lincoln Park, he having broken
into a pit where there were several other bears with
younger teeth than his. Perhaps Mr. Ames has not re-
membered the name quite correctly. This old grizzly
was known as Bob, and was one of the attractions of the
park, well known to all visitors. He was very tame and
friendly, and possessed of a disposition which nothing
seemed to ruffle. He dearly loved peanuts and candy, and
would wheedle them from the most reluctant pocket.
He was an enormous creature, and a sufficient refutation
of the skeptics who say the grizzly bear does not go over
6001bs, Any one could have "won my money" if Bob
weighed less than 1,500, though I never heard his weight.
Before I had ever seen this bear, a friend told me of him.
"He could scrape the ceiling of this room with his front
feet," said he, pointing to that part of the room in the
modest little city cottage where we were sitting. I
laughed at him. Later on, when I saw the old fellow rear
himself to full height along the side of his cell, I knew
that my friend's statement had been correct.
Nov. 20.—In a late trip I made to Canada small game

seemed as plentiful along the railway in Canada as it is

in this country, and indeed more so. Their lands are
much more closely posted and their game laws are better
observed. As a consequence of this we found plenty of
quail within five to fifteen miles of Chatham, which is a
city of probably 15,000 inhabitants, and constantly heard
of good bags of quail and partridges made by Chatham
sportsmen. A party of four, consisting of Messrs. Nelson
and Goodrich, of Chatham, and Mr. Briggs and another
gentleman, of Toronto, in two half days killed forty-
three quail, some partridges and two wild turkeys near
Big Point, fifteen miles out from Chatham during the
field trials at the latter point. The turkeys were thought
to be half-breeds between the wild stock and tame ones
run wild. All the quail shooters of that neighborhood
were having good luck. At the depot at London, just as
I was taking the west-bound train in the evening, I saw
a hale, hearty-looking old gray-haired gentleman in good
shooting rig and accompanied by a fine-looking setter.
"Well, what luck to-day, Doctor?" some one asked him.
"Oh, fair," he replied; "I got eight partridges." I wonder
if this could have been Dr. Underwood—I believe that is

the name—whom I so often heard mentioned as a
capital shot and steady hunter of London.
We were speaking about the latter gentleman on the

train, Mr. T. G. Davey, Mr. John Davidson and I, and
the former gentleman remarked that the worthy Doctor
could perhaps beat anybody in that end of the world
shooting quail. To this Mr. Davidson took exception, de-
claring himself to be the great original dead shot on
quail, and all others base imitators. Mr. Davidson for-
merly shot for the market for years at a stretch. He says
he has killed 49 quail straight, and thinks that in his life
he has killed 50,000 quail. I submit that this is sufficient
grounds for capital punishment.
We fell to talking at the hotel table about the number

of shells it took to kill a quail. One gentleman present
named an average something like three or four out of
five as being his ordinary record. One or two of us sug-
gested to him that he could gather in some of our sub-
stance if he could take 100 shells and bring back 50 quail,
all shot flying singles, and without especially picking his
shots, but taking them as in an ordinary day's shooting.
I presume this can be done, but there are not very many
men who can walk right out and do it. I would rather
dig post holes than bag every other quail in the brush.
It's easier.

The Forest and Stream gun tests have been watched
with a great deal of interest by our Western shooters. I
have already found a number of shooters out here who
have guns which will discount the best record yet made
by any gun shot in the tests. I am endeavoring to get
some of these guns sent on to the range for trial. I wish
to state that the best gun in the world is owned right
here in Chicago. It is owned by a number of shooters.

Seriously, however, I have met many instances of
patient and curious targeting of guns here, and have seen
some remarkable patterns. One shooter of prominence here

showed me some phenomenal pattern sheets, but would
not give me his formula for loading, though I charmed
him never so wisely. A little later than that, however,
he told me that if I wanted to make my 12-gauge gun
shoot close, I should load it as follows: A 12 gauge card
wad on the shot, an 11-gauge pink-edge, a 12-gauge black-
edge Ely, a 12-gauge black-edge U. M. C. and a 12-gauge
card; then the shot, with a 12-gauge card on that. He
said he had found it a mistake to use much wadding a
size larger than the shells, as the wads in going through
the choke were crushed or broken out of shape, and so
distorted the shot charge. I should think that with the
above load a fellow could get an almighty good pattern,
for wads, anyway.

I wonder how long this mania for close-shooting guns
is going to last. It is all a mistake for most field shoot-
ing, as every real field shot knows: yet no one will buy
a gun to-day which makes as wide a pattern as the gun
with which he has in earlier days done the very best
shooting of his life. You can hardly coax a gun maker
to build you an open gun. The sole question of merit in
a gun seems to be, How many shot will it put in the 30in.

circle? This is all fashion and all nonsense, and the shoot-
ing craft will some day abandon it, if so be we are not
entirely reduced to artificial methods. The shooting of
to-day, general as it is and exact as it is, is not so beautiful
in point of genuine sportsmanship as the broader and
more generously genial exercise of the past generation.
They had more fun than we do. We are too much in
earnest. We have got it down too fine. This is war, not
sport, and science rather than good pleasure. When
will reaction come and we return to broader, mellower,
less selfish and yet more thoughtful days? Not, perhaps,
until the tooth of time shall have bitten the choke out of
all our guns, or until some population of the future shall

say of us, as we do of the gentlemen gone before us

—

"The knights are dust,

Their arms are rust,

Their souls are with the saints, we trust."

If we stopped to think we could see the pity shining in
those unborn eyes.

Nov. 21.—No very great success at ducks is reported.
A good many mallards were seen on Maksawba marsh on
Saturday, but not many killed. Fox Lake has plenty of
ducks in also, but nobody can work them, it seems. One
market got 67 one day not long ago, but that was an
exception. Cumberland marsh does not seem to afford
much shooting just now. Mr. Robt. Sheet, of New York,
a member of Cumberland Club, was out lately, but
had poor luck. He and Mr. Stephens then wen t up to Lake
Koshkowong, Wis., but though they saw plenty of ducks
there, they were not working well and the shooting was
poor.

It is reported to-day that the shooting at Lake Senach-
wine, at Hennepin Club, at Peoria, and indeed all along
that part of the Illinois River, is very good. Gov. Joe
Fifer, of Illinois, was at Hennepin Club yesterday. Mr.
George Davis reports good bags there lately. Yet Mr.
Sibley, day before yesterday, had a letter saying shooting
was not very good on Hennepin marsh.
Mr. Joseph Card, shooting at Toledo, O., reports large

bags of dttcks and great fun.
Messrs. W. W. and H. B. Foss, C. W. Lapham, Thos. L.

Patterson and F. A. Place are back from a trip to Heron
Lake, Dakota, where last year they had great sport.
They got but poor shooting this time, though they say
the ducks were there in good numbers.

Messrs. Mark Baldwin, of this city, L. N. Wood, T. J.

Abt, Dr. Alden, Messrs. Moore, McCloskey and Alexander,
of Duluth, lately had a little deer hunt at Midland
Station in Wisconsin, on the N. P. R, R. They killed
four deer in one day and saw sixteen. Sign seemeu
very abundant, and they thought the country well fixed
for deer. Dr. Alden had killed two good bucks a few
days before this hunt. Mr. Baldwin went on west from
this point for a goose hunt on the Platte in Nebraska, but
found that stream frozen up tight. That was on Nov. 15.

Grand Calumet Heights Club will append to the annual
Thanksgiving festivities a grand coon hunt. Some wolves
have lately been seen near the house.
On last Monday morning the lake between Twelfth and

Randolph street was full of bluebills and redheads, more
than have been seen in a body before this year.
Mr. Fred A. Fodde, of St. "Louis, is in town visiting

sportsmen friends.

Quail are reported fairly plentiful on Mak-saw-ba
grounds. That bird is unusually abundant this year, it

seems.
Nov. $8.—Mr. John L. Stockton, Mr. Thomas Edwards,

and Mr. M. C. Lightner, are recently back from a deer
and bass trip of several weeks duration. They had a
good camp not far from the Escanaba, but far enough
from the railway to necessitate a long drive over a rough
road. They were near a little lake which has no appar-
ent outlet or inlet, but which was abundantly stocked
with small-mouthed bass. I presume these men are as
real and genuine sportsmen as any who go into the woods.
They killed just four deer on the trip, although they
could have killed many more. It is one of then- prin-
ciples to kill no more than can be consumed. The catch
of bass was limited to half a dozen each day. The canqD
was always easily supplied. The hunters thought that
shooting partridges along the old lumber road they
called the "boulevard" more fun than almost anything
else they did. They had in a cook and two guides, and
although much troubled by rainy and cold weather, they
had a most enjoyable fall outing. They do not come
back to brag or a number of deer killed before dogs, and
possibly out of season. I wish some of our other Chicago
shooters would take.them as example.
Speaking of game law violations reminds me of a Colo-

rado story I heard in Kansas last month, and which may
or may not be true. I was told that two game butchers
who had been often warned out of the Middle Park region
by the cowboys, and who persisted in illegal slaughter of
the big game, were finally taken by the cowboys and
cattlemen and hung. This was during the past season
some time. This is an effective way, if not the only way,
to handle the persistent game butcher. It looks a little

tough, but it is probable that in this case, as in most
others, mountain justice was just.

I have some more light on the Manitoba duck egg de-
struction question. Mr. Thomas Johnson, a prominent
commission man and produce dealer of Winnipeg, tells

me that the reports of the gathering and shipping of
ducks' eggs from Manitoba are all nonsense. "I am in a
position to know," said lie, "if any suoh work was going

H. J. Quackenbush,
A. H. Pierce,
E. E. Crawford,
A. J. Uppon,
C. S. Gavcrly,
J. A Merrill,

on, and I unqualifiedly say that nothing of the sort is

done." It is probable that this column was responsible
for the starting of this rumor, although it came to me on
good authority. If the rumor is not true it is cause of
congratulation for duck shooters surely.
Speaking of ducks' eggs reminds one of ducks, and

speaking of ducks reminds one of duck calls. I wonder
how many people know how to blow a duck call. A lot
of us were together on the cars the other day, on a little

trip, and each fellow fished out his duck cail and began
to play, the total result being very melodious but hard on
the window glass. There were more of the Monmouth
metal calls than of any other make—I presume there are
ten of those Fred Allen calls in use to one of any other
make, and there is none better if you will follow directions,
or listen to Fred Allen play on one of them. Charley Bur-
ton could beat any of us, and he used one of these calls.

"You don't want to give a long yowl, and then a lot of
short squawks after it when you are calling mallard," said
he. "That's the alarm call. If you want to simulate fat
and lazy content, and a complete harmony with environ-
ments, you want to make each note of about the same
length, and with a rich, unctuous fullness to it that
speaks of good feed and plenty of it. This is the way it

goes—'Haw ! haw-haw-haw-haw—I'm so happy !' That's
what knocks. The other ducks look on this as a plain in-
vitation to dinner," E. Hocgh.

RUTkAND FISH AND GAME CLUB.
THE second annual game supper of the Rutland, Vt.,

Fish and Game Club, was held at the Berwick, Rut-
land, Wednesday evening, Nov. 20. It was a representa-
tive gathering of the sportsmen and fishermen of the city
and State, as shown by the list:

W. B. Buckingham, 8. A. Howard,
T. A. Clifford, Fred C. Spencer.
Gen. D. Babbitt, Gh E. Chalmers,
E. V. Ross, . Dr. B. C. Sen ton,
Geo. G. Wilson, L. Valiquette, Jr.,

H. H. Brown. A. Kilburn,
S. H. Griswnld, Edward L. Temple, H. W. Chenev,
Charles A. Reese, W.A.Hill, E. J. Grav,
Charles Sterns, C. D. Eastman, .Tobn H. Pollard,
Newton Kellogg, Fred Gay, Fred W. Maxham,
H. A. Smith, C. A. Parkhurst, Albert H. Tuttle,
Fred Feun. L. S. Houghton, G. H. Ross,
H. H. Swift, W. H. Spaulding, George H. Emery,
H. G. Sheldon, W. Warren Burr, H. G. Smith,
C. B. Ross, P. M. Meldon, J. H. JJ. Burt.
A. B. Veassey, J.E.Thomson, W. B. Perkins,
F. S. Weatherhead, M. R. Brown, Fred W. Hay ward,
W. C. Dunton, G. E. Pelton, W. L. Davis,
W. E. Pelton, G. L. Smith, A, W. Higgins,
John H. Norton, E. S. Whit taker, T. Mound.'
T. M. Barrett, F. H. Chapman, Henry R. Adams,
F.L.Hamilton, C. A. Gale, Wm. D. Hul-tt,
E. Wliite, J. H. Mclntyre, Otis W. Liucoln,
Charles Denison, John A. Mead, Chas. T. Freeman,
H. Caldwell Brown, Egbert C. Tuttle, Wm. A. Aiken,
Merrltt C. Plielps, H. A. Sawyer, H. H. Lee,
J. E. Morison, J. B. Hoadley, H, C. Smith,
C. H. West, Henry F. Field, O. C. Badger,
,T. W. Titcomb, L. N. Franklin, y. H. Shinn,
J. E. Slattery, V. A. Gaskill, K A. Valiquette,
Geo. J. Schulze, Geo. E. Graves, D. E. Harrington,
J. B. Moore, C. O. Perkins, W. J. Dolan,
L. G. Brown, T. B. Atchison, M. R. Grain,
H. O. Carpenter, F. E. Sturievant, L. Valiquette,
Henry Clark, C. E. Ross, F. C. Houghton,
A. E. Sheldon, Wm. H. Steele, H. R. Plat I,

Charles P. Harris, F. P. Clement, W. C. Landon,
H. A. Ferguson, John F. Eggleslon, G. B. Rovce,
S. H. Kellogg, J. C. Jones, O. W. St'erl,

H. 1. DilletiDack. C. F. Orvis, O. A. Cunningham,
Geo. A. Churchill, JJ. S. Goodwin, C.L.Howe,
B. F. Pollard, S. A. McClure, V. W, Whitcomh,
E. M. Pond. M. S. Sawyer, O. J. Cain,
F. L. Sherwtu, F. C. Atherton, G. T. Loop.
H. C. Otis, Charles Krans,

The dining hall was decorated with snowshoes, fishing
rods and game bags, with mounted game trophies galore.
The menu included red snapper, striped sea bass, bear,
venison, wild goose, mallard, blue widgeon, bluerock
pigeons, coon, partridge, quail and prairie chicken.
In the much regretted absence of President Charles H.

Sheldon, Club Secretary J. H. Mclntyre presided as toast
master, filling the part most felicitously. The set toasts
were: "Our Guests," by Henry Clark; "The Big Game
of Vermont," by E. L. Howe; " The American Clay
Pigeon," by Dr. C. A. Gale; and " Reminiscences from
Sam Lovel's Camp," by E. L. Temple, the "reminis-
cences " being readings from Mr. Robinson's inimitable
pictures of Vermont life in the times of Sam Lovel and
Uncle Li«ha. Among other speakers were Mr. C. F.
Orvis, of Manchester, who deprecated the posting of trout
brooks, supported the 6in. trout law, advocated a State
hatching house, and suggested the open season for trout
should be from May 15 to Sept. 15; Dr. Swift, of Pitts-

field, who spoke of the value of Vermont trout streams as
profitable attractions to city people. Letters of regrets
from many invited guests were read. The occasion was
a most happy one, and the committee deserve great credit
for its success.

KENTUCKY DEER CHAT.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have been a subscriber to your paper almost from its

infancy, and get many valuable hints from its contribu-
tions. One in particular I saw two or three years ago, in
regard to loading for deer, with two bullets or large buck-
shot in center of shell, and space between bullets and
shell filled with BB's or some size that just fills it evenly.
I had been seeking an opportunity to try that load on
deer ever since, but never found it until last week, when
a large four-prong buck came within range out of a pine
thicket, saw me and wheeled back, but caught the two
bullets from the right barrel lengthwise. Going through
they lodged in the shoulder. Turning to the left the
game gave a broadside at about 50yds. , and got the two
balls from the left barrel, which passed through and out
the other side, besides sprinkling the smaller shot all

around the bullets at each fire, mutilating the carcass and
making a sieve of the hide.
The bullets from my 10-bore go almost as true as any

rifle, and of course the smaller shot are as good for any
uncertainty of aim as ordinary loading. I have had con-
siderable experience with shotguus for more than thirty
years, and tried every device for concentrating shot, but
for all-round shooting at large game I prefer this to any
other load (although I have killed many deer with Ely's
wire cartridges), and for exclusively long-range shooting
I would ask nothing better.

And "that reminds me" that about twelve or fifteen

years ago I sent you a flint or "Indian arrow head," taken
from the shoulder of a large doe that I killed not far from
Rockcastle Springs, in Laurel county, Ky., an account of
which was then published in Forest and Stream. Many
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times, when relating the circumstance aixrand the camp
flie, I would have given a good deal to be able to produce
that flint, in vindication of the story as told by W. M. G.
Hale, Esq., at whose house the venison was cooked and
the flint found. A more reliable man or true sportsman
does not live, although only a plain, unassuming back-
woods farmer.

It is snowing here to-day, which means extermination
for the deer. One good tracking snow at this season will

cause the death of more deer in this section than by every
other means for a whole year. They will soon be gone,
and my camp hunts at an end. But send along our dear
old Forest and Stream: I can at least live over again
in its pages some of the hallowed past, in following the
"Kingfishers" from camp to camp, and others of the
many correspondents, whose writings I have enjoyed so

much. Almost every number calls up associations of a
past, that will not, can not, be blotted out this side the
dark river. J. T. B.

Kentucky, Nov. 18, 1889.

MARYLAND DUCKING CLUBS.

A GLANCE at a map of the country between Balti-

more and the east side of the Susquehanna River, and
from the Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore Railroad
south to the Chesapeake Bay, will show the waters where
the sportsmen kill thousands of ducks each season.

Almost every foot of available land bordering on the
waters where the ducks feed is either in possession of

some sportsman, who uses it for his own shooting, or is

owned by a ducking club. Thousands of dollars have
been spent on many of the shores and the club houses are
as comfortable as money can make them. They are well
constructed, and many are handsomely furnished—gas,

heat, hot and cold water being supplied in some. A few
are especially fitted with a view to the comfort of the
members' wives and families. It is rare that the ladies

try their hands at duck shooting. They usually remain
indoors while their husbands slaughter the ducks. One
Baltimore gentleman, who is often accompanied to his

shore by bis wife, exacts a promise from her before they
start that she will in no way interfere with his servants
or household affairs while at the house.
The club gunner is in the business for the sport it fur-

nishes. He is generally a wealthy city gentleman who
can afford to indulge his love of sport, and who finds

diversion from business cares at the shores. He is equipped
with all the paraphernalia necessary to make his shoot-
ing a success. His clothing is of the warmest kind, and
frequently there is an attendant who carries the club mem-
ber's gun and ammunition, and who brings in the ducks
slaughtered by the aforesaid club man, who remains in a
dry blind or tub. For him the sport loses all its uncom-
fortable features, but all of its pleasures are retained,

The ducks are becoming more scarce yearly. There is

still, however, a supply that makes the sport a choice one,
and it is enjoyed by thousands of Baltimoreans every
season. Many who cannot get shores to their liking on
the rivers at the head go lower down the bay for their

shooting. There has been much complaint among the
gunners that the feeding grounds in the rivers are cov-
ered with mud brought clown by the floods, and especial y
those in the upper parts of the streams, and that the
ducks can be found only at the mouths of the rivers or

in the bay. Just "what chances the ducks have in the
rivers emptying into the upper part of the bay is a mys-
tery, as both shores are a skirmish line of gunners trying
to inveigle the ducks to destruction. One of the best

posted duck shooters in the State, besides being one of the
best shots, is Mr. Jack Williar. He says that many of

the shores fail to furnish good shooting, because the club
members do not know how to lay out their shore blinds,

and when they are laid out bad" management keeps the
ducks away. Mr. Williar thinks that Grace's Quarter is

best situated for sport.

Among the best known ducking shores on Back River,

are Island Point, Japanese and Swann Harbor. "Island
Point" is on the west side of the river, about 74 miles
from Baltimore out the Eastern avenue road. Adjoining
this are the "Japanese" and "Swann Harbor" shores. In
years gone by they were famous places for ducking, but
of late have furnished but little sport. The members of

the club have royal good times, however, and enjoy good
fishing in the summer.
The next shore is Twin Oaks, one of the best known in

the State. It formerly included in its membership Mr,
D. T. Bartlett, Mr. Hayward, Mr. Jerry Mallory, Mr. H.
P. Luca, Hon. H. B. Holton and other gentlemen who
knew as well when a canvasback was cooked to a turn as

they did how to shoot. The shore was rented last_ week
by a club of which Mr. Edward Hyatt. T. Wallis Blakis-
ton and others are members. Though not what it used
to be there is still shooting to be done there. The club
house, stables and surroundings arc the finest in Black
River Keck.
"The Cedars" adjoins Twin Oaks on the south. The

shore is about equal to Twin Oaks, each having a good
river front. The club house is connected with the city by
telephone, and there is also a telephone in the blinds so

that the members can sit in the blind and order more
ammunition, or solid or liquid refreshments. If the river

fails to supply ducks a call through the telephone brings
after a 25-mmute wait, a hot roast canvasback from the
well-supplied club kitchen. The club numbers among
its members Messrs. Keuter & Mallory and Win. H. Cole.
The next shore is the "Bright Lights." It was formerly

Lynch's Point. "Brickhouse Farm" was formerly the
late Samuel Grover's shore. It is now a club shore.

At the mouth of Black River is Cockel's Point, which
was at one time a splendid shore. The point runs into
Miller's Island Narrows. Since the lighthouse has been
on the island the shore has deteriorated. Among others
who gunned the shore was Mr. Hamilton Easter, who
killed many thousand ducks there.

Off the mouth of Black River is Miller's Island. It is

accessible from land by wading or driving. A bridge at

one time connected it with the mainland, but it has dis-

appeared. The island contains about 10 or 12 miles of

shore. The bay front of the island is one of the best

swan and goose shores in the State. Wm. H. Evans
leases the island, and a club of Baltimore gentlemen
shoot there.
Leaving the island and going up the east side of Black

River, the first shore reached is Rocky Point, which is

owned by J. W. S. Brady and Alexander McComas. It

is a good shore, containing several miles of water front.

Adjoining on the north is Jerry Miller's place, which of

ate years has been rented by the day to gunners. This
season it is leased by a club. It is reached, as are all the
shores on the east side of the river, by driving from Bal-
timore over a good shell road, which runs nearly to the
mouth of the river.

North of Miller's is "Porter's Bar." It is owned by Mr.
Matt Townsend. an J. is rented by a New York gentleman.
The shooting privdege is said to bring $1,000 per season.
It is a magnificent shore, and usually furnishes good
shooting all the season.
Next on the river is Mr. George H. Brown's private

shore. Next is "Broadbelt's," which was formerly a
famous tolling ground, and belonged to Moses Fox.
Hyde Park, formerly owned by Mr, Sam Hyde, is the
next up the river. It is a club shore. "Walnut Grove"
is next. It is leased to a club, of which Robert Gilbert,

William Numsen, J. M. Matthews and Dr. Pue are mem-
bers. Several members of the club are crack shots and
belong to the Baltimore Gun Club. Next is "Coxe's
Point." Mr. Joshua Harvey formerly shot there. The
last shore north, which is Just below the bridge, is Mr.
Robert Scarlett's "Newport." The club house is a model
one.
The shores along Middle River are accessible from

Middle River Station or Benjies Station on the P., W. &
B. R. R, Eastern avenue road from Baltimore also leads
to them. The river is about 11 miles from Baltimore.
Near the west side of the mouth of the river is Valmar's,
adjoining Rocky Point, in Back River. It is a big shore,
and occasionally wild geese are killed there. It was
gunned one season by the Messrs. Easters. Around in

the river the first shore is Planter's Point, which is a club
shore. Next up the river comes Bull Neck, which was a
famous place for overhead shooting as the ducks crossed
the necks of land. At times there is good shooting there.

Paster's Point and Log Point are the next. They be-

long to Biddison. Messrs. Andy Poplein, M. Tyson, A.
and M. Jenkins and their friends extract much sport here,

and have been having as good shooting as they could de-
sire this season. It is a splendid shore. Cold Spring is

next. Mr, H. Vonderhorst and Frank Kenley formerly
shot there. Bowly's Bar is next. It was recently pur-
chased by a syndicate of Baltimore and Eastern sports-

men, who have erected a handsome club house. It is a
fair shore and is responsible for the absence of Dr. Delano
Fitzgerald from the city during the shooting season. Mr.
Gillet Gill is also a member. This shore borders on the
river and the bay. Adjoining it on the west and north is

Seneca Creek, where the Seueca Duck Club enjoys the
season, It is a fair shore. Mr. T. Norris, H. Vanderhorst,
Dr. Winslow and other Baltimoreans are members.
The great and famous Carroll's Island is here. It is

partly in Seneca Creek, partly in the bay and partly in
Gunpowder River. The island has numerous gunning
points. Among them are Briar, Lower, Weir, Carroll's

and White Oak points. The island comprises about four-

teen hundred acres of land, a great deal of it being
marsh. A stock club company owns it. The shares are
distributed among twenty members. The original price
per share was $7,500. It is said a New York gentleman
recently offered Mayor Latrobe $10,000 for his share.

Mr. James Frick and several other Baltimore gentlemen
are members, but the majority are Eastern sportsmen.
The club is exclusive. The property was sold for about
834,000 to the club, which has had possession five years,

although many of the original members have been sport-

ing there for many years. The island has not been in the
last few years up to its standard. The overhead shooting
is of the choicest order. Geese are also killed on its shores.

The next shore adjoining to Carroll's Island is "Ben-
jie's," made famous this season by a visit from the Pres-
ident. The shooting there has been first-class this season.

The shore is so situated that it furnishes sport whenever
ducks are to be had in Maryland waters.
The next points in Salt Peter and Dundee creeks are

Marshy and Sandy Point, belonging to Mr. Alexander
Brown. They are private grounds. Opposite them on
Dundee is Mr. Eugene Levering's shore. Mr. Levering,
who has not been in good health for some time, killed

eighty-eight ducks one day last week at his shore, and
could have killed more had he been able to stand the
fatigue.

Persimmon and Marsh)' points, or Grace's Quarters,
are in the Gunpowder and are owned by Mr. Wilmot
Johnson, Mr. John Gill, Mr. Fisher and several other
Baltimoreans. The shore is the finest, in the opinion of
t he duckers, in the State. The five shares in the club are
said to have been sold for $60,000, It is also one of the
finest fishing shores in the State. In the finely appointed
clubhouse many celebrities have been entertained by
the members. Up the Gunpowder, on the west side, is

Wm. McCay's private shore. It is a fair one.
Above McCay's is Hax's shore. It formerly brought

$600 rental per season. Whitely and Gaithe'r leaseo it

some years ago. Mr. Peter Hax, a well-known sports-

man, was a few years ago found dead in one of the blinds
with a number of ducks which he had killed beside him.
Attention was attracted to the dead man by the howling
of his famous dog Drake, who was in the blind with him.
Mr. Hax's death was caused by apoplexy. The shore is

still a good one, though the freshets covered up the grass
to a great extent. The last place up the river is Porter's,

which runs to the bridge. At times there is good toll-

shooting there. Above the bridge are Bird River, Har-
wood Park, Doc. Allison's, and other minor points where
shooting is had occasionally.
Opposite Porter's is the San Domingo clucking shore.

It has for shooting places Piney and Hog Points, which
are guarded by Peter Swanspy, and Canal Point is looked
after by John 'Sweden. San Domingo is the property of

Gen. Cadwalader's estate. The shooting privilege rents

for over $1,000 a year. There are five or six miles of

shore. The club also has a shooting point across in Bush
River, at the head of Dove's Cove. The members include
Messrs. John Stewart. Weild, Gilmore, Hoffman, and
about a dozen other Baltimore gentlemen.
Maxwell's Point ranks with the finest shores in the

State. It embraces point, creek, blind and bar shooting.

It is guarded by John Lynch, The shore brings to Mr.
John Cadwalader, the owner, an income of $2,000 a year.

On Maxwell's Point some of the handsomest imported
fruit and shade trees grow. The estate was one of the
finest in Maryland. The club house is a grand old struc-

ture about 80ft. square. The shore is known as "Gun-
ners' Paradise."
Below Maxwell's are Riekett's and Robbin's Points, fa-

mous for goose shooting. Robbin's Point is at the mouth

of the river, while Rickett's Point is on the bay, opposite
Poole's Island. During a south wind it furnishes good
goose shooting.
"Lego's Point," which is next, is at the mouth of Bush

River on the west side. It was formerly owned by Mr.
John S. Gittings. It now belongs to Messrs. W. and H.
Hurst. The shore furnishes good all-around shooting.
Tt is a, favorite shooting ground for Dr. E. R. Baer, Mr.
W. Hurst's father-in-law. It is a valuable shore. Up
the west bank of the river are Sandy Point and Briar's
Point. They are gunned by clubs. Wilson's Point and
Possum's Cove, at the mouth of King's Creek, comprise
the Philadelphia Ducking Club's shore. It is a good
shore a t times. The shores of Tay lor's Creek are owned
by Messrs. Ed. Bartlett and Thomas Haywood. The Tyd-
ings property, which is included in the shore, furnishes
general first-class shooting. The shore is about twelve
miles long. It is the favorite shore of the many belong-
ing to the owners. Their steam yacht Comfort is a model
craft for gunning purposes The shore of Messrs. Bart-
lett and Hayward extends to the Bush River bridge, and
over on the east side of the river below the bridge is

Stockham's shore, which runs from the bridge to Sod
Creek. The Chelsea Shore is below Barren Island.
Next comes Old Baltimore, a place which bears the

distinction of having been an original site for Baltimore,
and on which rest the remains of the distinguished Paca
family. The property belongs to Mr. James Richardson,
who is an old time duck shooter. He could never be per-
suaded to rent the shooting privileges of the shore, James
Walker's shore is next down the, river. Stockham's
second shore begins at Walker's line and runs down to
the mouth of Redmond's Cove. It is a private shore. In
Redmond's Cove is Lemuel Matthews's shore, and adjoin-
ing this is Mr. Jay Towner's shore, which runs around
into the river, taking in Bar Cove. It is gunned by Chas.
K. Harrison, of Pikesville. The balance of the cove and
river on the lower side running down to Bush Point, and
extending part of the way into South Cove, as far as
Monk's. Island, is owned by Mr. Middleton. The property
formerly belonged to the celebrated sportsman. Jack
Sutton, who, together with the late Billy McDonald,
killed thousands of canvasbacks at Bush Point. It is

still a first-class shore. Adjoining is Abbey Island, the
property of Dr. Farnandis. The island is a good place
for big fowl, and at times ducks trading down the bay on
a south wind furnish shooting. The island is in the bay
at the mouth of the river.

Along the bay shore toward the mouth of the Susque-
hanna are Michael's and Hog Neck shores, where occa-
sionally shooting is had. Abbey Island, as are the shores
on the eastern side of Bush River, is accessible by driving
over good roads from Perryman's station on the P. , W.
& B. Railroad. Up the bay from Hog Neck is Quill Nel-
son's Locust Point Bar, at the mouth of Romney Creek.
It is owned by Mr. Wilde, who lives at Red Bank, N. J.

Locust Point is a first-class shore for big fowl and ducks.
Across Romney Creek is Hairy Hyatt's property, Stony
Point, which is a good shore. Several of Mr. Hyatt's
Baltimore friends shoot there. Taylor's Island is the
next shore. It belongs to a syndicate composed of
Messrs. Bartlett and Hayward, M. Ould and John Bey.
Up the bay shore there are no shooting points of note
until Mulberry Point at the mouth of Spesutia Island nar-
rows is reached. It has quite a reputation. Eastern
sportsmen gun it. In the Island narrows on the north
side are two shooting points, and the southern side is

Middleton's shore, and through the narrows into the Sus-
quehanna River is Swann Creek. "Woodpecker," "Oak-
ington," "Davis," "Old Bay" and ' Mitchel's shores,"
which run up the west shore to Havre de Grace. On the.

east side of the river, at the mouth of Northeast River,
is Carpenter's Point, where the crack shot Perry Barnes
lives. It is reserved for his individual shooting. On the
south is Turkey Point, which is at the lower end of the
flats. Between these shores, beginning with Swan Creek
on the south, are the celebrated Susquehanna Flats,

where sinkboats and sneak or bushwhack boat shooting
is practiced.

—

Baltimore Sun.

The Wildfowl Range.—St. Paul. Minn., Nov. 19.—
I inclose you extract from a letter just received from a
friend, in which he advances some ideas new to me. As
he is an old sportsman they may be worth publishing.

—

F. A. K. The extract reads: "I have seen the ducks work
gradually west, and have kept following them up. At
my time of life I can't make many more moves, but
think I will try Dakota next. People generally think
they will become practically extinct like the pigeons and
buffalo: bub they never will. 1 am satisfied there are as
many ducks now as there ever were, but hunting them
to excess drives them to new routes on their up and down
passages. They go further north to breed each year, as
civilization advances. I have been a close observer of

the habits and characteristics of them, many of which I

cannot account for. The one thing that bothers me most
is this, why are there three drakes for each duck, parti-

cularly among the divers? It is so and has been since 1

can remember."

Indiana Game.—Terre Haute, Ind., Nov. 20.—I see
your numerous correspondents write of the abundance of

game this season in different parts of the country.
Hoosierdom is no exception to the rule. For five years
quail have not been so plentiful as this fall, and as for
rabbits, "the woods are full of 'em." A good many ducks
are killed along the Wabash, and squirrels are found in
large numbers in the bluffs and hills west of the city.

One party of four returned this evening from a two days'
hunt in the vicinity of Cory, this county, bringing in 149
quail and 58 rabbits. Last week Mr. Edwin Seldomridge,
editor of the Argo. and the writer, bagged 27 quail, 3

pheasants and 7 rabbits in a day's shoot, and neither of
us can boast of being good "brush shooters."—H.

Ontario Deer and Moose.—I have been a little while
with the deer this fall; managed to get two fine bucks.
I found moose very plenty all along the line of lakes and
rivers in the Muskoka district down as far as Trading
Lake; they seem to be driven in from the Mattawa Dis-
trict; weather good the whole ten days and not too cold.—Medicus.

Overland Flyers.—To Washington, Oregon and California,
over the Chicago and Northwestern and Union Pacific Railways,
Limited fast mail, through sleepers Chicago to Portland in eighty-
two hours;*Chlcago to San Francisco, eighty-five hours. Denver
limited, solid vestibuled train Chicago to Denver, thirty-eight
hoitrs. Overland express, first-class coaches and colonist sleepers
Chicago t o Portland. Dining cars on fast mail and Denver lim-
ited.—4-dv.
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BIRDS, BEARS AND FISHES.— II.

ONE of the prime requisites for a,journey with Alaskaoi

natives is tea, and of this we carried a bountiful

supply. During the tramp across the portage from Uyak
Bay we halted at noon to give our carriers an opportun-
ity to brew their favorite drink, and on the way up Karluk
River the two halves of our party met at a convenient
point on the shore and drank tea together. The natives

had a simple device for hanging the kettle over the fire

whenever low shrubs were available: they cut off part of

the top. removed the small branches and hung tbe kettle

filled with water on the end of the shrub, the elasticity

of which was sufficient to hold the utensil at the proper
elevation from the fire. When the natives furnish tea

themselves it is made very weak, quantity of the bever-

age rating higher in importance than strength. The
noonday tea we discovered to form one of the essentials

of a happy existence with our helpers, and we never
omitted this mode of ministering to their welfare; indeed
we soon acquired a decided taste for the innocent stimu-
lant ourselves, and were quite ready to join in the "chi-

peet" of the country. Hard bread is the necessary ac-
companiment of tea, ' and if you add to this a supply
of dried salmon, called ukali, a little sugar, salt and
pepper, some matches and tobacco, you will have fur-

nished enough to satisfy the wants of any paxty of

natives. In the fishing season they will easily catch
with their hands or despatch with stones all the salmon
they need in the fresh condition. One peculiarity of

these people is their improvidence. If they receive a
supply of bread, tea and other provisions sufficient to
last several days they will generally consume the whole
quantity in one day. For this reason I found it necess-
sary to deal out rations day by day arid abandon the at-

tempt to teach the natives economy.
The morning of August 18 broke upon us with a per-

sistent fall of rain, which made walking along the lake
shore extremely difficult, owing to the presence of de-
caying vegetation and the residue of last season's dead
salmon. The shores for the most part are composed of
large rounded boulders, and the effect of the mixture of
rain, salmon oil and conferva?, can readily be imagined.
The lake stretched away to the southward, fadinc out
against a low-lying point and a barrier of undulating
mountains. Near the shore the clear water revealed the
bottom of boulders and irregular rocks, alternating
with occasional areas of clean sand over which salmon
in their vivid nuptial colors were hovering, intent upon
reproducing their kind. Lurking in nooks and crannies
on all sides was that small but vicious enemy and con-
temporary of the salmon, the fresh-water sculpin with
several significant aliases, such as "mullhead," "bull-
head " and " miller's thumb." Though always of small
size, the pigmy of his family, he is extremely hardy and
wonderfully prolific. In Karluk Lake his name is legion
and his ravages among the salmon eggs are deplorable.
The fame of this little pest as a destroyer of eggs and of
young trout and salmon is everywhere notorious among
fish breeders and students of the life history of the sal-

mon family. The fish assumes a bewildering variety of
forms and is co-extensive in distribution with the trout
and salmon.
Notwithstanding the steady downpour, Mr. Booth and

I stowed away in the bidarkas a supply of food, our in-
struments, rifles, blankets and other necessaries, and
started on a reconnoissance to the head of the lake. This
sheet of water, roughly speaking, is Y-shaped and con-
tains near the middle of its length a group of three small
islands. On the south island of this group there is an
old barabara, which is used by winter hunting parties,
and this was our objective point for the first stage of our
journey. Two natives paddled the bidarka for each of
us, and we moved along clo?e to the shore at a nearly
uniform rate of about four miles an hour. Mak Cem
kept up a continual chatter, principally in his own
tongue, but the rest were less inclined to talk. We were
greatly hampered in our movements by our oil clothes,
but our companions were very snug and comfortable in
their light kamlaykas, or water-proof shirts made of bear
gut, which were securely tied at the wrists and around
the hatch of the bidarka. We reached the island about
eleven in the forenoon and hurried our belongings into
the barabara, where we soon had a welcome fire burning
and preparations under way for tea. Presently we dis-
covered that we lacked several necessaries of camp life
—salt, sugar, bacon and matches. One meal, a stew,
without salt was enough, and a bidarka was sent back
to our tent for the missing articles. Mak Cem remained
with us and exerted himself to make us as comfortable
as possible in our somewhat dilapidated quarters. A few
bunches of grass to mend the roof and a scanty supply of
wood to dry our wet clothing speedily improved our con-
dition.

About the middle of the afternoon we crossed over to
the mainland to get a lot of dry wood from the cotton-
wood trees, and glance at the tributary lake which com-
municates with Karluk through a short, rapid and very
crooked river. We found the river to be nearly as wide
as Karluk River. Salmon, trout and sculpins were
abundant. Dead and dying fish were all around, and we
were soon made aware that many of the salmon had not
died a natural death. Traces of foxes and bears were
abundant; these animals had beaten down the grass in
many directions and left numerous evidences of recent
feasting on fish. The bears had consumed vast quanti-
ties of berries also, which appeared to be the common
and very showy red elderberry of the region, a species of
Samtntcns. Among the common birds were terns, gulls,
magpies, eagles and several kinds of ducks. The gulls
included a goodly proportion of kittiwakes in very fine
plumage. Magpies were met with frequently in small,
noisy colonies, and the eagles were in family groups,
generally among the tall cottonwoods. The young eagles
were nearly as large as the adults, but not strong in
flight, and very easily obtained. The ducks were as shy
and difficult of approach as they are near the centers of
population. In this little unpremeditated excursion we
had with us only one native, and everything progressed
favorably enough until a moderate head wind raised a
small sea and swell on the lake; then we discovered the
unstable nature of our frail canoe in unskillful hands,
and wished ourselves safe in the barabara.
We resolved never again to veuture out in deep water,

and especially the very cold water of such a lake, except
in the care of two natives for each bidarka. Lisiansky
remarked upon the elasticity of the skin canoe as an ob-

jectionable feature to persons unaccustomed to this form
of boat, but we were more seriously annoyed by the fear
of capsizing. In the event of overturning there would
be practically nothing to do but to breathe a prayer and
indulge a farewell thought of home and kindred. The
position for paddling in the first hatch is attended with
great discomfort to a beginner, since it compels him to

kneel and bring his weight principally on the extended
foot, pressing the instep and soon causing a numbness of
the extremities. The disposition to rise becomes irresisti-

ble, and thus the danger of capsizing is greatly increased.
There is a good deal of misplaced confidence about
handling a bidarka on the part of white men, and numer-
ous accidents are the result. Sudden immersion in water
not many degrees above the freezing point is not a sub-
ject for joking, to say nothing about the great risk of
being immovablv fixed in the bidarka and carried down
with it.

The party sent back for supplies returned to us in time
for breakfast on the 19th, and we were soon ready to
continue our voyage to the head of Karluk Lake. During
the run we made the unexpected discovery that our com-
panions knew next to nothing about the names of the
Erominent headlands, mountains and rivers around us,
ut were always ready after a little consultation and
some half-concealed merriment to give us names manu-
factured for the occasion. Inasmuch as these natural
objects probably have no other nomenclature, we may as
well refer to some of them the names evolved out of the
lively imaginations of our Kadiakmuts. After we had
passed the spot where "Chuck-soo-wak-net,"' the big
mountain of the peninsula between the two arms of the
lake, speaks to "Ning-guh-wuck," the smaller long ridged
mountain on the opposite side of the lake, Goolia's sharp
eye discovered a grizzly with two cubs crunching salmon
near the mouth of •'Nettick'" River, and you shoidd have
seen our swift canoes quiver under the rapid and power-
ful paddles of the thoroughly excited natives.
"Ta-goo-gack !" "ta-goo-gack !" exclaimed first one and

then another, while we substituted the English equiva-
lent, bear! bear! and shared in the general enthusiasm.
We were skurrying to leeward of the bears, which none
hut the trained eyes of the natives could make out, owing
to their distance from us. In a very little while we
gained the shore and hauled up the bidarkas on the
beach. We were not seen by the bears and soon began a
nervous and stealthy descent in force, keeping concealed in
the tall grass. Slowly we neared the feeding place of the
grizzlies, occasionally raising our heads to discover them.
Presently about 100yds. ahead of us a huge hairy head
appeared above the grass and a clumsy paw was t brown
up to steady the sight of the now suspicious beast. A
sudden snap of a stick beneath the foot of one of our
party alarmed bruin just as some of us were preparing to
fire. The shaggy head disappeared and with it our first

chance to slay a grizzly on his native shores. T. H. B.
[to be continued.]

PROTECTION OF FISH A BLESSING.
BY J. LIVINGSTON REESE, D.D.

VTANY arguments and reasons have lately been called
jJJL. forth in the public press for the enforcement of the
game laws, and for the passage of such bill* by the State
legislatures as will preserve the game and fish of our
forests and streams. Almost all of them are written in
the interests of the sportsman who has the time and the
means to spend in hunting and fishing, and perhaps for-

tius reason all game laws are thought by some to be in-
tended for the pleasure of* a small, though important
class of our citizens. No doubt considerable jealousy has
grown up on this account on the part of those who are
deprived of these pleasures by the necessities of life, or
who have no taste for them. And such legislation in
some quarters does not touch the popular heart and is

difficult to be enforced because it has somewhat the odium
of class legislation. And yet there is not a family in the
whole community that should not be particularly inter-
ested in such legislation, especially in the laws wbich
protect the fish in their spawning season, and which pre-
vent their extermination by the net pirates.
There is no civilized country in the world excepting

those countries that stretch their narrow boundaries along
the ocean, and whose people draw from it their living as
the farmers do from the soil, where the markets are as
well supplied with fish and where they are as cheap a diet
as in the United States. And this is as true of the fresh-
water supply as that which comes from the ocean. Our
great inland lakes and our grand rivers furnish food,
good, nourishing food, cheap and abundant, such as is

given to no other nation of the world. Let any one im-
agine how restricted the diet of our people would be, if

by any great catastrophe this supply should be cut off,

or be made so dear as to be only the* luxury of the rich.
Our fish are now so cheap that the poorest can afford
them. But if there were no fish laws and no protection
against netters, they would soon become the dearest
articles of food in the market. In demanding therefore
of the State such adequate protection, we are asking it

not for a small and favored class, but for the masses of
the people. It is the poor, the working man, who wants
fresh fish on Friday, who is especially benefitted by such
laws. The angler can always get his fishing somewhere,
either on his club preserve or in some remote district, far
away from civilization but accessible to men of means,
where they can carry their comforts and where they
can enjoy their sport unmolested.
But the borders of our great lakes and of most of our

rivers and streams are now inhabited by large and ever
increasing populations. Among them, of course, men
whose sole thought is the gaining of the dollar for to-day,
and who give little thought for the morrow. They con-
sider the fish in these streams their natural property.
What care they, if in some few years these great bodies
of water be stripped of the food that should supply the
wants of the people for all time, providing they can
gather together by then- merciless nets the dollars which
wickedly earned are so often wickedly spent. The
poacher and the netter have neither conscience nor pity,
nor care for the morrow. To let them alone is to rob the
poor of the food which the Almighty made for them and
made so abundant as to be upon the table of every work-
ingman in the city and in the country. No class of
people should be "more interested in protecting our

waters than the working classes. Let it be understood
that if in the spawning season, fish, though at that time
not fit for food, are allowed to be caught, and if netters
are permitted by their wholesale slaughter to strip our
streams, there is but one ending of it. Fresh-water fish

will be so scarce that the workingman must restrict him-
self to his salt codfish and his dried herring. We ask our
Fish Commissioners to keep this in mind.
We would rouse the people all over the Jand to protect

themselves in protecting the fish. We tell the Fish Com-
missioners of the State of New York, and some of them
we know personally to be most honorable and high-toned
men, to make it their main object to protect and multiply
the fish that are found on the tables of the working man.
They are not appointed nor paid by the State to stock
private ponds nor to protect club waters. Not a fish*

should be planted in club waters by the State without
the payment of every expense incurred. Fish hatch-
eries and fish protectors and fish commissioners are made
and paid by the State, not for tbe sake of private anglers,
but to keep up and replenish the food supply of fish for
the millions. Let our Fish Commissioners make it their
chief business to protect and replenish our great public
streams, the St. Lawrence, the Hudson, the Mohawk and
the hundreds of smaller streams accessible to the public
without paying for that privilege. If by their efforts

they will so' multiply the fish in such streams, as to make
the supply abundant and cheap, and fishing a means of
livelihood for hundreds of honest fishermen, they will
make themselves the most popular men in the State, and
t heir work will be cherished and encouraged by thousands
of grateful people.
Private lakes and club preserves can and will take care

of themselves, but we ask in the name of the poorer peo-
ple, for our workingmen and our honest artisans, an
abundant supply of food fish. The St. Lawrence associa-
tion of anglers, though it may not know it, has done
more for this than it has done for the pleasure of the cot-
tagers and visitors who frequent those lovely waters.
Will the Fish Commissioners of the State of New York

bend their energies to this one purpose, and make them-
selves and their work a blessing to thousands ?

Albany, N. T., Nov. 22,

CLUBS AND PRESERVES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In your issue of the 7th ult. I see a letter from "R. O.
S." on "Fishing Clubs in Canada." In it he exempts
Quebec; why, I am not aware, for that province does not
hesitate to lease its lakes or any other water by which
they can draw a dollar; and I have yet to know or hear
of New Brunswick not following suit. There are lakes
in both provinces teeming with trout, so far removed
from civilization that it is not possible to reach them ex-
cept in winter by snowshoes—often a journey from
thirty to eighty miles. Few visit them except poor Lo.
who hauls a hundred pounds of fish on his hand sled,

selling them at some station on tbe I. C. R,, or hauling
them to the nearest village, where he realizes from eight
to ten cents per pound: and as he is now shut out from
both moose and caribou this is about his only living for
the long winter.
The pretense made by the local governments, who now

own all the inland waters, is that it will not answer to
exempt any waters from the cast-iron regulation, as it

would b3 a precedent for others to obtain the same priv-
ilege. In the good old days, when Charlie Hallock vis-

ited our country, not much law was in existence, and
what there was, was ignored. But times are now altered,
and without some more stringent regulations I confess
we would have been without a fish in either lake or
river.

For eleven years the Federal Government claimed the
right to the inland as well as the tidvil and coast fisheries,

and they let them at a nominal rental; in fact were almost
glad to get clear of them, in order not only to have as-
sistance in protecting them, but to bring them into
notoriety. In those days every man wa3 nearly a law
unto himself, as far as catching either salmon or trout
went, and the rivers were far behind what they are
to-day.
Riparian rights being acknowledged, changed things

very much. Men of wealth and leisure and fond of sport
came, saw and conquered, by buying from those who had
the power to sell, and by leasing when they could not
buy. Common men, who have to labor for a living, have
neither the mean3. inclination nor ability to undertake
the role of sportsmen; and as any other mode of captur-
ing fish in lake or river is now forbidden, those parties
who regret so much the decay of the old times, when
they could use the net and spear at all seasons, must bow
to the inevitable, and make the most they can in the way
of money out of those into whose possession it has fallen.

Allow7 me now to give you an item on the salmon fish-

eries in the Bay of Chaleur. The net-fishermen in the
bay and estuaiy number nearly 500. catching over 1,000,-

OOOlbs. of salmon, worth in round figures §100,000.
There are some six angling rivers leasing for somewhere
near .$20,000; some 200 anglers now visit them yearly; at
the most moderate calculation they themselves and
guides, with canoe, cost $200, giving $40,000. For pro-
tection, for five months those lessees and proprietors are
bound, not only by the terms of their leases, but in cases
of proprietorship for, I may say. self-preservation, to em-
ploy over fifty guardians at a cost of $15,000. The erec-
tion and maintenance of the buildings, ice houses and
the numerous conveniences men of leisure require make
up a balance more, than equal to the whole net catch; and
when it is considered that all this expenditure of money
arises from the catching by the anglers of, say, 2,500
salmon (not over), while the netters take 50,000 fish to
obtain the same amount of money, I think "R. O. S."
must admit that if they get the sport they pay for it, and
leave a lot of the "dust" in places where otherwise there
would not be a color. John Mowat.
Campbelt/ton, N. B., Nov. 14.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I am not and never was a member of any club, nor do

I have any financial interest in any club or preserve, but
I do feel a growing interest in the good work they are
doing. Oh, that some club might have been organized
twenty years ago to protect and preserve the now nearly
extinct buffalo.
From many parts of our country there has been sent

up the cry that no club can legally acquire the exclusive
right to shoot and fish on any tract of land. Now I would
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like to ask those parties if they ever examined one of

those common legal documents known as a warranty
deed; and if so did they feast their eyes on this clause:
' To have and to hold said granted premises with all the
privileges and appurtenances thereto belonging to the
said grantees and his (or her) heirs, and assigns to hiui (ot-

her) and his only proper use and benefit forever."

As the laws now stand in this State, any person hold-

ing deeds of real estate can prohibit shooting and fishing

on his property; but the law does not prohibit him from
leasing the right to shoot or fish to any persons that he
may choose.

In this State it is lawful to shoot, woodcock, ruffed

grouse, partridges or quail from the first day of Septem-
ber to the first of January: but in order to do the shoot-

ing legally the shooter must either own the land that he
shoots on or have the permission of the owner,

It is quite easy for the observing person to see where
the cry of illegality originates. It is not with the back-
woodsman, but the business men of the cities, who in
summer come up into the country with the regulation
fishing outfit and a carefully prepared package which is

not unwrapped until the fishing ground is reached and
the gaudy flies prove a failure. Then the magazine is

opened, showing several small dynamite cartridges, which
enables the otherwise unsuccessful angler to return to

the hotel with a full basket: and after a couple of weeks
of such villainous work, he is ready to go into the wilder-
ness and contribute his mite toward making notorious
lawbreakers.
Why will business men resort to such means when,

with the same amount of money, and often much less,

they could become members of some club where legal

and honorable sport with the rod and gun would he as-

sured, and not only that, but how much better would he
feel to be able to look his friends squarely in the face and
tell them how and where he lawfully shot his deer or
caught his trout: and last but not least the guide that he
now hires to break the law could be emplo} ed on the
preserve at least a portion of the year, and thus become
a, game preserver and a useful citizen. R, S. F.

NKW HiUtrSHTRE.

WABAN LAKE FISHING.
r |"VHE lake about which I write is situated near Welles-
L ley, Mass., and is well known to every one who has

seen Wellesley College. It was on a misty and unprom-
ising morning last August that I went fishing in Waban,
accompanied by my three neighbors, who may be called
for the purpose of this reminiscence Thomas, Richard
and Henry. We rose very early and seined a pailful of
live minuows in School House Pond. Minnows have
been introduced here and have multiplied wonderfully.
Before 6 o'clock we were on the ground and ready for
sp irt. Richard and I carried common fishing poles,
while Thomas and Henry were equipped with light fly-

rods. I regret to say that in this instance the poles beat
the fly-rods more than two to one, and we had the bulk
of the fun on our side. We took a boat supplied with an
anchor at each end and rowed out to a depth of 10 or 15ft.,

just near the edge of a shoal. This shoal is a long way
off from the shore and makes off gradually for a great
distance, when the water deepens all at once to about
35ffc. On the shoal was a luxuriant growth of lilypads.
The ground is a favorite one and has often furnished us
with excellent fishing.

When we were ready to begin our trials, Richard said
to Thomas as he looked at his little fly-rod, "Humph!
what do you expect to catch with that thing?" "I want
you to understand, young man, there ain't any fish in
this pond big enough to break this rod," and he pro-
ceeded to put on a live bait with the air of a conquering
crusader. Scarcely had the bait sunk in the water, when
Thomas became aware of a tremendous bite and com-
menced reeling in vigorously, when—snap! went his tip,

and he was obliged to haul hand over hand, finally dis-
covering that he had fastened to' a huge eel. We all

laughed as a matter of course. When the eel neared our
boat Thomas exclaimed, "What ami going to do with
this thing?" The "thing," however, answered his ques-
tion very promptly by parting the line along with its

owner's company. "Go down below." shouted Thomas,
"and tell them what we're doing up here, but don't send
any mure of your kind." Then said Henry: "Just wait
till I get something on and I'll show you how the thing-

is done," I will relate to you presently how he kept his
word.
We were soon on confidential terms with the fish life

of the lake and drew up a handsome score of yellow perch,
eels, hornpout and pickerel; but the great bass for which
this locality iE famous gave us a severe letting alone.
Even a few chafin, or dace, which my friend Dr. Bean
tells me are known also as fall fish (Semotilus bullaris).

took the live minnow as readily as the perch and other
fishes. I have occasionally caught chafin before with
live bait, once with a small frog while fishing for black
bass. The perch were very fine, some of the big ones
weighed fully a pound and were very bright orange ia
color. The small perch, on the other hand, were green
or bluish.

But while we were contentedly caring for our growing
ereel , trouble was brewing for Henry of the fly-rod. It

was announced to me by a rush and a great splash, fol-

lowed by a deluge of water over my back, and I soon
perceived that it was caused by a monster black bass
hooked by Henry, who thereupon proceeded to show us
"how the thing is done." Almost instantly his rod bent
double. The reel clicked and sung. Great was the ex-
citement of Henry. We kindly volunteered to help him,
but "this is all right," said he, "just leave it with me,"
and we subsided. The bass jumped out of water several
times and shook his head to get rid of the hook. After a
while he was brought so near to the boat that Richard
tried to lift him in with his hands. The frightened bass
rushed away and Henry, in trying to keep a strain on
the line, got it fouled in the reel. He then attempted to
clear it and unshipped the reel, dropping it into the
water, and the line ran out as the bass frantically sped
away. Henry with great difficulty recovered the line
and "began hauling in again hand over hand. The bass
sulked along to within 10 or 12ft. of the boat, just near
enough to show us his enormous size, and then, with a
mighty breach out of the water, parted the line. Henry
stood up with the broken line in his hand, gazing sadly
into the vacancy caused by the disappearance of the fish,

and deliberately remarked, "Well, I'll be teetotally blank
blanked," and this was the way the thing was done. As

Henry had the instincts of one of "the finest" and soared
above us common mortals, we didn't bubble over with
sympathy for his misplaced confidence and cruel disap-
pointment. With Thomas and Heury honors were now
easy, and as for theplebians with the poles, they had no
mishaps, most of the fish and the cream of the fun.

Washington, P. C. S. F. DENTON.

AQUARIA NOTES.
Occasional Observations of the Fishes in the Aquaria, of the I'. S.

Fish Commission.

MIMICRY IN FISHES.

rr,HERE is an interesting little fish—the Antenna-rim—
JL which is a favorite subject for popular illustrated arti-

cles; but very few persons have enjoyed the opportunity of
observing it in the aquarium, and but little is generally
known of it beyond the mere fact of its living and build-
ing its nest in the floating Sargassum or Gulf weed.
Occasional specimens have been taken by the steamer
Albatross and transferred to the Wood's Holl Aquaria,
where, by reason of their curious form and coloration,
they have been sources of great interest to naturalists as
well as general visitors. Tho Sargassum is one of the
commonest of seaweeds, and may be known when found
dry on the sea beach by the little round balls (not blad-
ders) in the axils of the leaves. When alive the plant is

of mixed shades of yellow and brown, generally speckled
with white, this being caused by the calcareous deposits
of low form of life. The fish is of the same colors so
mottled as to make it difficult to distinguish from the
plant when hiding in it. The fish is also of very curious
and un-fishlike shape (to the popular notion), and is cov-
ered with tufts of leaflike appearance which add to the
similarity. But the oddest characteristic of the fish is

the modification of the pectoral fins into handlike or-

gans, which are used like hands aHd by means of which
it climbs about on the Sargassum, back downward, with
all the agility of a monkey. It is one of the oddest crea-

tures imaginable.
Another queer kind of fish is the batfish, and it is

another remarkable example of mimicry. In coloring
and markings it is so exact an imitation of coral that it

would be almost impossible to distinguish between it and
a mass of Astrangia if it were resting upon it. In color
it changes from dark to light , and vice versa, very quickly.
Its manner of eating is quite curious. It has a proboscis-
like extension of the mouth which it shoots out suddenly
and seizes its food. Should it take hold of a worm at

one end there would be no further movement of the mouth

;

in fact, the fish would appear as if chiseled out of stone:

but the worm would glide rapidly into the orifice, which
would fit closely around it, evidently pulled by some
power within. The head of the batfish is crested or
tufted and looks very much like that of a cockatoo. Its

pectoral fins have the appearance of forelegs and the
ventrals that of hindlegs (what would be the knee joints
bending back in both cases), and it walks about exactly
like a quadruped. These fins are also used in swimming.
Some spring swellfish or burfish were brought from the

Gulf of Mexico by the steamer Fish Hawk last spring.
They are very odd-looking creatures, covered with hard
spines, which, when the fish swells into a round ball by
filling itself either with water or air, which it does as a
protection against enemies, give it much the general ap-
pearance of a giant horse-chestnut in the bur, except in
color. It is said by some of the scientific corps of the
Albatross that they have seen the burfish rise to the sur-

face of the sea, and filling themselves with air go sailing

off before the wind like toy balloons, undoubtedly by
that means escaping enemies. It was not known fcr

some time what food would suit them, as they did not
seem to have a relish for dead food. They did not appear
to enjoy earth worms as most fishes do. One day, how-
ever, they were given some fresh-water snails, which
they ate with avidity, crunching the snails and extract-
ing the meat with evident enjoyment. This giving the
clue they are now fed on small salt-water mussels and
snails, varying with marine worms and oysters, and oc-
casionally' beef, of which they eat sparingly, but for
which they are apparently acquiring a taste.

Wm. P. Seal.

East Indian Game Fish.—A controversy has recently
appeared iu the Calcutta Fishing Gazelle as to what is

the largest mahseer caught in India on the rod and line,

and it appears that a fish weighing lOSlbs.. caught by the
late General Sir Herbert Macpherson in the Ganges near
Hardwar, takes the palm among fish caught fairly on rod
and line, and not on a night-line or bank runner or any
similar contrivance. Mr. Sanderson, in his book, " Thir-
teen Years Among the Wild Beasts of India." records the
capture of one weighing loOibs., but this was on a 400yds.
night-line. There is also a record of an 82-pound er caught
at Torbela. some years back, by an officer of the Rifle
Brigade, and also of 74, 73, 62 and 61-pomiders, caught
all fairly on rod and fine: but according to our contrib-
utor " Shikaree," the general run of mahseer taken in
the Gauges and Ramgunga rivers range from 8 to 251 bs.

Restigouche Salmon Culture.—Editor Forest and
Stream: We are pleased to bear this season has resulted
favorably for the spawning salmon on the famed Resti-
gouche, We are also pleased to learn that over 8,000,000
salmon ova have been laid down in the hatchery there,
double the quantity of any previous year. We under-
stand the river needs all the assistance possible to supple-
ment its stock, owing to the enormous number of nets
and the loose manner in which the regulations are car-
ried out. It is to be hoped the river will have the whole
proceeds of the hatchery, and that the general Govern-
ment, which owns the hatchery, will keep the eggs at
home and let every tub stand on its own bottom.—Scar.

Clackamas River Salmon Angling.—Portland, Ore.
—I have not seen any mention in your columns of the
remarkable sport which was had on the Clackamas River
last spring, fishing for salmon with a fly. The fish ran
from 10 to 861bs.. and it was not unusual to catch twenty
per day to the rod. As the river is only two hours' drive
from this city.the sport was enjoyed by a great many.—B.

Mr. F. C. Gilchrist, a son of Chas. Gilchrist, of Port
Hope, Ont. , has been appointed Fishery Inspector for the
Northwest Territories. If he does as well for that coun-
try as his energetic father has done for Rice Lake, the
fishing interests will be well cared for.

Sawt Mills, Tanneries, Mine Water and Fish.—Cat-
awissa, Pa.—Our trout streams are rapidly becoming
nothing but pleasant memories. A number of small
mountain brooks around here contain a few trout, but
Fishing Creek is the only good trout stream. During the
past few years several large saw mills and a tannery
have been erected at the headwaters, and I fear it is but
a question of a few years more until the trout will dis-
appear from that stream also. The Susquehanna River,
which was once one of the best fishing streams in this
country, is fast being depopulated by tho mine water,
and Catawissa Creek, which fifteen years ago abounded
with trout, pike, white chubs, etc., now contains no ani-
mal life—not a frog, not a snake, not even a turtle. All
this was caused by mine water. It makes me mad every
time I take a walk along the creek to think that such a
beautiful stream should be so desolate.—C. E. R.

The Castalia Club, of Toledo, O., last winter added
to its territory sixty-four acres of meadow land on the
Castalia Creek, and made a new stream, which winds
through the tract, making sixty zigzags, and at con-
venient spots spanned by rustic bridges. At a recent
meeting of the members at then pretty cottage, a number
of trout were transplanted from the old stream to the
new; and some of the pools and bends and eddies were
given names in honor of the club anglers, as follows:
"Bias's Bend," after Capt. G. W. Bills: "Oswald's Pool,"
after Col. John W. Oswald; "Hasbrook's Annex," after a
member from Cleveland; "Waite's Dam," after John
Waite; "Brown's Hole," after Clarence Brown; "Spen-
cer's Stretch," after Joe Spencer; "Reed's Eddy," after I.

N, Reed.

Menhaden.—Wood's Holl, Mass.—In my letter last
week where it read that there had not been seen . south
of Cape Cod any menhaden, it should have been no young
menhaden seen south of Cape Cod, for there were schools
of old ones.

—

Vinal N. Edwards.

Snake Caught on a Hook.—A gentleman of Welles-
ley, Mass., while fishing for pickerel one day with live
frogs for bait caught a water snake.

Seines, Nets of every description. American Net & Twine Co..
Mfrs., 34 Commercial st. Boston, or lfl9 Fulton si.. N. Y.—Atfv.

ILLINOIS FISH COMMISSION.
THE report of the Board of Illinois Fish Commissioners

for the period from Oct. 1, 1886, to Sept. 30, 1888. has
recently been published in a very attractive and instructive
form. We have already called attention to the method of
stocking streams inaugurated by this Commission several
years ago, and now adopted for the more extensive regions
covered by the operations of the TJ. S. Fish Commission.
The sloughs and holes along the Mississippi River are filled

with food fishes during times of high water, and the fish left

by the receding waters would perish if they were not re-

moved before the holes dry up. Men are employed in sein-

ing the fish and placing them in deep water near at hand or
forwarding them to some point for distribution by rail to
inland lakes and streams. A small steamboat was used to

move a 25ft. barge, which could be converted into a live box
capable of holding 4,500 to 6,500 fish, or as many as could be
tranported in one of the ears employed in the distribution.
Two of the cars belonging to the U. S. Fish Commission
were lent to the Illinois Commissioners with the men neces-
sary to handle them, and were in this service from July 15

to Oct. 5. A number of the railroads transported these cars
to nearly all parts of the State without charge, and thus
made possible a beneficent work which would not have been
accomplished otherwise. Black bass, croppies, wall-eyed
pike, pickerel, pike, white bass (Boceus clirysops), yellow-

bass (BoecAis intcrrupius), rock bass (AmMopUtes rupes-
Iris), ringed perch, spotted catfish, channel catfish, white
perch (Aplodinotus grunniens), sunfishes and buffalo were
among the species rescued and distributed. The increase of
native fish from this plan of action is notable. At Quiucy,
in ten days, over 10,000 fish were taken with rod and line-

In early spring fully 500 anglers could have been observed
daily about this city, and they were generally successful,
strings of 35 to 50 white bass and wall-eyed pike' of good size

being very common. F. K. Whittemore's pond of about
eight acres at Lanesville was stocked in 1882 and 1883 with
carp and native fish. In 1887, on account of the dry weather,
the pond had to be emptied of fish; but their number and
size were so great that the transfer was pronounced impos-
sible. Black bass of 3%lbs., croppies of l.U'lbs., and carp
weighing "lbs. were among the fish removed. This result
was obtained in a poud fed by tile and surface drainage.
In the reservoir of the Illinois Central Railroad at Clinton,

which was stocked three to three and a half years, 2,000lbs.

of fish were taken out at one seine haul. This was a still-

water pond, and yet black bass were found weighing I 1
;, lbs.

and carp of 143^'lbs.

Twenty-six carloads of fish were safely deposited iu Illi-

nois streams during the time specified.

The Commissioners engaged in a struggle to secure the
introduction of fishways over all obstructions in streams,
and with the timely and substantial help of the Fox River
Fish and Game Association, they have secured the enforce-
ment of the law regulating this matter. The Association
agreed to advance the funds necessary to build fishways
when dam owners refused to comply with the law, and re-

ceive reimbursement out of sums recovered by prosecution
of the offenders. Mr. Geo. B. Cole, a leading member of

the Association, visited every dam on Fox River and served
notices upon the parties interested. The result of such en-
ergetic measures if applied wherever obstructions exist can
be readily imagined.
The fish laws do not provide sufficiently for their enforce-

ment and do not clearly define violation, nor specify what
kind of nets may be used. In prosecutions the burden of

proof rests with the State, and many offenders go free when
their guilt is plainly evident.
Ten protective, organizations in various parts of the State

exert their influence in favor of law and increased distri-

bution.
The Commissioners ask for a car for use in the transpor-

tation of fish throughout the State.
The growth of carp in Illinois is remarkable. Mention is

made of a 3-year-old fisb, 38in. long and weighing 11 lbs.

The largest one noted was 36in. long and weighed 24)^lbs.

The appendix contains a noteworthy report on the animals
of the Mississippi Bottoms near Quincy, by H. Garmau,
assistant in the State Laboratory of Natural History. Prof.
Forbes, the director of the laboratory, introduces the report
in the following words:
"The investigation of which the present paper is intended

to set forth in a general way a few of the results, has for its

purpose an exhibit of the animal life of the waters of Illinois

as related to fishculture primarily, but also and finally to

nature at large. To this end studies have been carried for
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ward on the kinds and comparative abundance of animals of

every description occurring in the localities and situations

selected for examination, at different seasons of the year,

and under various conditions as to food, temperature, stage

of water, and the like, and as affected by the general system
of relations obtaining among the organisms themselves. In
reporting these studies we shall not confine ourselves to an-

notated lists, but expect to enter into the fullest profitable

detail with regard to habits, methods of association, and re-

lations of mutual benefit, rivalry or injury, and to show
how and to what extent these habits and interactions vary

from time to time with changes of condition."
Mr. Garinan states briefly the physical characteristics of

the localities and of the bodies of water exami ned and names
the chief elements of the fauna, No mammals except rac-

coons occur in the district investigated. Birds were scarce

at the time. Bank swallows are noteworthy because of the

number of winged insects destroyed by them. Only one
species of snake was found. Turtles were taken in abund-
ance. The snapping turtle and soft shells (Aspklowctets
spp.) are important for food. Frogs and toads were almost
entirely wanting. The fishes are divided into groups rep-

resented by creek fishes, pond or slough fishes, and river

fishes. The scientific and common names are stated, to-

gether with notes on breeding and feeding habits, mode of

capture, size and localities where found.
Through the pages of the Commissioners' report are. scat-

tered 28 handsome plates of well known food and game fishes

of Illinois copied from the "Fishery Industries of the United
States." Of these the hickory shad represents the eastern
and not the western species.

We hope the Illinois Commissioners will be enabled to
carry on their proposed work of propagating the whitetish
and enlarge their operations in the Mississippi Bottoms.

%t Mennet

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 5 to 7.—First Dog Show of the Continental Kennel Club
at Denver, Col. A, L, Weston, Secretary.
Deo. 9 to 14—Fourth annual show Northern Illinois Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, Rockford, 111. John Teague, Secretary.

Jan. 6 to 11, 1890.—Annual Dog Show of the Michigan State
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Bay City, Mich. W. F.
Brace, Secretary.
Jan. 13 to 18, 1S90.—First Annual Dog Show of the Georgia Pet

Stock and Bench Show Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Von-
derleitb, Secretary.
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890.—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 11 to 11, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kenne] Club. American Institute Building, New York. James
Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 11 to U, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Rochester

Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 18 to 21, 1890.—Show of the Buffalo Kennel Club, Buffalo,

N. Y. A. W. Smith. Secretary.
March 25 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Dec. 2.—Inaugural Field Trials of the Central Field Trial Club,

at Lexington, N. C. G. H. Odell, Secretary, Mills Building, New
York, N. Y.
Dec. 16.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Amory, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at BakeWfieia, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313
Bush street, San Francisco, Cal.
Jan. 27, 1890.—All-Day Field Trials, at West Point, Miss. F. R.

Hitchcock, 41 Broadway, New York , Secretary.
Feb. 11, 1890.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex, W, L. Thomas, Secretary.

THE INDIANA FIELD TRIALS.
[Concluded from Page 352,~\

THE MEMBERS 1 STAKE.
Judges, P. T. Madison and A. J. Gleason.

ESTHEE AND HOOSIER HARRY.
Mr, J. M. Freeman's blue belton bitch Esther (Doiacaster

—Eudora) and Mr. H. A. Comstock's liver and white pointer
dog Hoosier Harry (Devonshire Sam—Gipsy) were put down
on the Phil lippi in a stubble at 9 o'clock. Harry was the
first to find birds, pointing a covey fairly well, although he
was not rigid in his points. Esther backed. Both dogs
were steady to shot. In a thicket, on the scattered birds,
Esther found and pointed a single nicely, Harry not near
enough to back. Freeman surprised himself by"killing the
bird. Esther retrieved uicelv, jumping a high fence with
the bird in her mouth. Mr. Comstock claimed two or three
points, but, although he produced the birds, the dog wavered
on his points, and was not rigid, Esther next found and
pointed a bevy, and was steady to shot. The dogs were
taken up at 10 A. M. and the heat awarded to Esther.
Mr. J. H. Hunter's orange and white bitch Daisy Hunter

(Gath's Hope— Daisy F.) had a bye in this sei-ies.

Second Series.

ESTHER AMD DAISY HUNTER.
This brace was put down in a ragweed field at 10:20. Daisy

showed more range and speed than either of the other dogs.
Going down by the side of a ditch Daisy stopped, Hunter
claimed a point, but no birds were found. After the dogs
had gone on the spectators flushed a covey about forty feet
behind where Daisy had pointed, The ditch was crossed
and the dogs sent after the scattered birds, but nothing was
found. The dogs were brought back into stubble, where
Esther found and pointed a bevy nicely, Daisy refused to
back and was dropped by her handler, Freeman shot and
missed; Esther steady to shot. The birds were followed to
the woods, where Hunter claimed a point. Daisy stood
wagging her tail, and did not point rigidly. Hunter shot
and missed; Daisy steady to shot. Moved on, Esther pointed
a single, Daisy backed indifferently, both steady to shot.
Moved on, Daisy pointed a single nicely, and was backed by
Esther; Hunter shot and killed. Daisy was sent to retrieve
and flushed two single birds in doing it. She was held to
the road for the dead bird with difficulty, and consumed
several minutes in finding the bird. After she found the
bird she retrieved it very well. Esther next got a point on
a single, Daisy refused to back. When the bird was flushed
Esther dropped to wing. The dogs were taken up at 11:20,
and the heat and first prize, a handsome silver cup, awarded
to Esther.
The next brace, Daisy Hunter and Hoosier Harry, were

called to run for second honors; Daisy Hunter not appear-
ing at the expiration of twenty minutes, the heat and second
prize (Mr. B. Waters's book) were given to Hoosier Harry.

SUMMARY.
Bicknell, Ind., Nov. 1, 1889.—Members' Stake. Each dog

to be handled by owner, a member allowed to enter one dog
only, which must be owned by the member ninety days pre-
ceding Nov. L First, silver cup (the club trophy): second,
Mr. B. Waters's book, wdiich was kindly donated by the
author.

First Series.

Mr. J. M. Freeman's blue belton setter bitch Esther (Don-
caster—Eudora)

beat
Mr. H. A. Comstock's liver and white pointer dog Hoosier

Harry (Devonshire Sam—Gipsy).

Mr. J. A. Hunter's orange and white setter bitch Daisy
Hunter (Gath's Hope—Daisy F.), a hye.

Second Series.

Esther beat Daisy Hunter, and won first.

Third Series.

Hoosier Harry beat Daisy Hunter (absent ), and won second

.

The All-Aged Setter and All-Aged Pointer stakes were
filled with exceptionally fine workers, the work in some of

the heats being the best I have ever seen. Especially is this

true in the case of the t wo winners, Dashing Dixie and Os-
sian. I will speak of the work of the dogs further on.

There were more people on the grounds during the trials

than I have ever seen at any similar meeting. I noted the
following gentlemen in attendance from abroad: Gen. W.
B. Shattttc and C W. Paris, Cincinnati; D. E. Rose, Law-
reueeburg, Tenn.: G. R. Howse and W. B. Stafford, Trenton,
Tenu ; H. J. Gleason, Alma, Kan.; S. J. McCartney, Forest,
O.; P. T. Madison, Royal Robinson, R. P. Daggett, H. A.
Comstock, Wm. Kerr, J. H. Kerr, W. G. Griffith, F. W.
Samuels, W. B. Allen, Indianapolis; Ed. S. Shultz, Attica;
H. A. Foulks, B. Kuhn, Harry Foulks, J. A. Balmer, P.
Tindolph, Dr. McDowell, Wm. McAndrew, L. A. Weis,
Robt. Glass, Pat Galager. Sam'l Gimble, Eugene Hack, H.
J. Hellert, H. Hackman, Hon. Frank Murphy. John Creamer,
John Kirk, Ed. Linler, Mr. Ditterman, T. P. Agnew, Dan
Atton, Jas. Harris, Vincennes: W. H. Shawhan, Petersburg,
Ind.; E. W. Erwin, G. A. Webb. J. B. Stoddard, Koutz, Ind!;

W. B. Shepherd, Geo. W. Ballou, Carlisle, Ind.; J. A. Hun-
ter, Sandborn, Ind.; J. H. Hunter, Washington, D. C; J. W.
Patterson, Noblesville, Ind.; C. W. Barker, Majors, Neb.; J.

L. Barker, RaciDe, Wis.; N. B. Nesbit, Chesterville, Miss.;
Frank Richards, Stewart, Minn,; B. Waters, C. P. Doer, J. B.
Turner, Thos. S. Bell, Chicago; R. B. Morgan, Akron, O.;
Geo. W. Ewing, Ft. "Wayne. Ind., and many others, who
seemed to take a deep interest in the trials. The judging,
upon the whole, was good, although I did not agree with the
judges in every particular.
Esther, the winner in the Members' Stake, is a blue belton

English setter of about fifty pounds weight. She was bred
by the late Arnold Burges, and is by Doncaster out of Eu-
dora. She is used by Mr. Freeman as a brood bitch, and his
private shooting dog. She is kind and obedient, and makes a
nice companion; her puppies will hereafter be greatly
sought after, as she is (besides being the winner of first in
t he Members' Stake) the mother of Lilly Burges, the winner
of the Setter Derby.
Hoosier Harry, the winner of second, is a very handsome,

large-sized liver and white pointer, and is hignlv prized by
his owner as a companion and private shooting dog.
Lilly Burges, the winner of first prize in the Setter Derby,

is a beautiful orange and white bitch, weighing about thirty-
eight pounds. She works with a high head and merry tail,

has a good nose, and knows how to use it. She displayed
wonderful intelligence in her work, and won on her merits;
she was ably handled by her breaker, Mr. Frank Richards,
who made his initial bow as a handler at this meeting. I

bespeak for him a bright future in his chosen profession.
Lilly Burges was bred by Mr. J. M. Freeman, of Bicknell,
Ind., and sold by him to Mr. P. T, Madison, of Indianapolis,
who in turn presented her to his friend, the late Geo. N.
Whitely, of Helena, M. T.
Nannie B., the winner of second prize, is a lemon belton

of about 381bs. weight, is very speedy and a good ranger,
with the exception of her tail (which is of the foxhound
order) she is a stylish little bitch.
Hope's Ray, the winner of third prize, is a handsome

black, white and tan dog, weighing about 501 bs.; he has a
good nose, and is a clipper on single birds, especially in the
woods. If his handler succeeds in getting him under thor-
ough control he will be a dangerous dog in future trials,

DOGS IN THE POINTER DERBY.
Pearl's Dot, the winner of first, was rightly placed, as she

was by far the best dog in the stake: she is a beautiful ani-
mal, liver, white and ticked, works with a high head and a
merry tail, and is very stylish on point; if she were trained
on she would make it hot for the winner next year.
Thomastone, the second prize winner, is a stylish little

liver and white dog, not yet one year old. If Mr. Gleason
works him until next year and starts him in the All-Aged
Stakes you will hear from him again.
Fancy Free, the third prize winner, is like the others in

this stake, she needs work to bring out her merit. Should
her owner decide to have her trained on I will expect to see
her among the winners next year.

ALL-AGED SETTERS.
Dashing Dixie, the winner of first prize, is a beautiful

blue belton English setter weighing about 101bs. , she is a
wide and fast ranger, works her ground systematically, and
is under perfect control; she is what I term a high class
field dog. She was ably handled by Mr. Gleason who knew
his dog thoroughly. With the exception of the work done
last year by Bohemian Girl, Dashing Dixie has shown bet
fcer work than any setter that has ever started on this club's
grounds; I look upon her work as equal in every respect to
that of Bohemian Girl.

King's Mark, the winner of second piize, has often been
described in your columns, he is now a much better dog than
he was last year, and is a dangerous dog in any company;
keep an eye on him.
Maud, the winner of third prize, is a very pleasant bitch,

black, white and tan in color, is thoroughly broken, and
has a great deal of confidence in her own ability. If she had
more range and speed, she would be a good one. She is a
little clipper on single birds.
Dan Gladstone, who divided fourth prize, is a beautiful

little black, white and tan dog, and is just such a dog as
any gentleman would feel proud to own. 1 can imagine
few greater pleasures than a day's shooting over Dan.
Blue Mark, the other fourth prize winner, is a blue belton

with much merit, he ranges wide and fast, has a good nose,
and hunts in likely places for the birds. If he can be brought
to thorough staunchness he will make his mark in future,
trials.

ALL-AGED POINTERS.

Ossian, the winner of first prize, has often been described,
and is well known throughout the country as a winner,
having been placed third in the Eastern Derby in 1887, third
in the same club's All-Aged Stake in 1888, and second in the
Southern trials in 1888. In these trials, as in all his former
races, he was handled by his breaker, Mr. D. E. Rose, of
Lawrenceburg, Tenn. Ossian displayed wonderful judg-
ment in his work, seeming to know just where to look for
birds. In his first heat he did not make a mistake, and
scored 100, It was remarked by many that he was by far
the best dog started in the trials. One of the judges said,
after the trials were over, that he was the best dog that
started in either stake, and was the highest-class pointer he
had ever seen. Mr. Madison took Ossian home with him,
and he will not appear in public trials again, but will be
placed in the stud and used by his owner in his private
shooting.
Lord Graphic, the winner of second prize, has improved

w-qnderfully in Morgan's hands. If Morgan continues with
this dog as he has started, his owner will have no grounds
for complaint of his handler.
Bannerman, the winner of third prize, is a nice little black

and white dog, has considerable range and speed, and works

very nicely on scattered birds. If he were a little more
careful in his covey work, he would be much more valu-
able.
Tamarack, the winner of fourth prize, I look upon as the

second best dog in the stake, as far as natural ability goes.
He is a very stylish little follow; but is very nervous, and in
consequence is unsteady at times to shot and wing. If he
can be brought under complete subjection, he will make a
dog fit to go with the good ones.

ALL-AGED SETTER STAKE.
Preliminary Series.

The rules require each dog to score 65 per cent, to remain
iu.

STUBBLE AND BABE GLADSTONE.
Mr. J. D. Sperry's Gordon setter dog Stubble (Malcolm-

Dream IV.), handled by S. J. McCartney, and' Mr. N. N.
Nesbit's lemon and white bitch Babe Gladstone (Paul Glad-
stone—Bessie A.), were cast off in a ragweed field at 11:05,
Stubble pointed a covey within thirty yards of where he was
put down; Babe across ravine backed in fine style, McCart-
ney shot and missed, Stubble going very fast got out of
sight in another held, Babe roaded and pointed a covey,
Stubble coming back was brought around to back, which
he did indifferently, Nesbit shot and missed. In another
field both dogs pointed, backed and roaded alternately; the
field was full of chickens, which the judges decided the dogs
were working on; Stubble was seen in high weeds just as a
covey flushed therefrom, Babe ran into edge of cornfield,
pointed nicely, and was steady to wing. Dogs taken up at
11:35. Both dogs scored. In style they were equal, Babe
had the advantage in speed and range.

Friday, Nov. 8.

DAN GLADSTONE AND NOBLE DIDO.
The rain which began falling yesterday at noon had

ceased, and the trials were resumed by starting the first
brace down. Col. J. W. Renfroe's black, white and tan dog
Dan Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue), handled by D. E. Rose,
and Gen. W. B. Shattuc's black, white and tan dog Noble
Dido (Count Noble—Dido II.), handled by J. B. Stoddard,
were put down in a stubble field on the Bunting farm at
8:80. Mr. Madison, having sufficiently recovered from his
recent illness, resumed his position as judge in this heat.
In nine minutes the judges flushed a covey in the stubble,
which went to the woods. The birds were followed, Noble
soon pointed a rabbit in a bunch of briers, Dan backed
nicely. Being sent on, Noble pointed in or near briers, Dan
coming up pointed on the opposite side of the patch, Stod-
dard shot and killed, Noble retrieved nicely. Moving on,
Dan located and pointed a single, Rose shot and missed,
Dan steady to shot. Noble pointed in fence corner, Dan
backed, no birds were found to the point. Next Noble
pointed a single, and dropped to wing. The dogs were
taken up at 9, both dogs scoring. In speed and range Noble
had the advantage; they were equal in style.

MAUD AND COUNT ERIE.

Mr. Bert Crane's black, white and tan bitch Maud (Dog
Whip—Juno II.), handled by N. N. Nesbit, and Mr. W. H,
Daley's black, white and tan dog Count Erie (Count Noble
—Fannie W.) were put down where last brace finished at
9:05. Count flushed a bevy in fence corner and jumped to
catch a bird when they flushed. The birds were followed to
thicket, where Maud pointed a single nicely and Count
backed; both dogs steady to wing. On side of hill Maud
pointed and was slightly unsteady to wing: she pointed
again on foot scent, birds flushing wild several yards ahead.
Passing on Count pointed and Maud backed; nothing was
found to the point; then Maud roaded to a point and was
steady towing. She again poiuted a single near a fence;
Nesbit shot and killed; Maud retrieved nicely, but was slow
in finding tho dead bird. The dogs were taken up at 9:51,
Maud scoring, Count failing. In speed and range they were
equal; in ail else Maud was very much superior,

DASHING DLYIE AND KING'S DAN.

Mr. W. G. Peter's blue belton bitch Dashing Dixie (Dash-
ing Dale—Dashing Model) , handled by A. J. Gleason, and Mr.
G. W. Ewing's black, white and tan dog King's Dan (King
Noble—Elsie Belton), handled by W. B. Stafford, were cast
off in a clover field at 10:03. The spectators flushed a covey
in seven minutes: the birds wrere followed: Dixie pointed a
rabbit; Gleason ordered his dog on, and when she moved, a
covey flushed in front of her. They were followed, Dan
pointed a single and Dixie backed; Dan broke his point,
moved on and flushed the birds. Then Dixie pointed and
Dan backed; Gleason shot and killed. When Gleason
ordered Dixie to retrieve, Dan rushed in to get the bird, he
was brought back by his handler with difficulty; then
Dixie went out and retrieved handsomely. Going on Dan
flushed a single. The dogs were taken up at 10:40, both
scoring. In style, range and speed they were equal, but
Dixie had decidedly the best judgment and was better
broken.

SAM C. AND DOT BELTON.

Mr, J. L Case, Jr.'s black, white and tan dog Sam C (King
Noble—Cricket), handled by C. W. Barker, and Mr. Clarence
Swanman's blue belton bitch Dot Belton (King Noble—Elsie
Helton), handled by Frank Richards, were put down in
weed field at 10:52. Going into brush, both dogs pointed
foot scent, a single bird flushed wild ahead of the dogs.
Dot pointed in fence corner and moved on. Going to
another field, Dot false pointed and Sam backed indiffer-
ently. Dot then pointed, moved up, roaded, and located a
bevy, and was steady to shot. The birds were followed to
the "woods. Dot made another false point, then she pointed
a single, and Sam, instead of backing, moved in ahead and
stole the point; Barker shot and killed, Sam retrieved. The
dogs were now taken up. After lunch, which lasted thirty
minutes, the dogs were put down again. They both pointed
where chickens and turkeys had been, and moved on. Sam
soon pointed a covey and dropped to shot. They were taken
up at 12:09, Sam scoring, while Dot was dropped out. In
style, speed and range Sam had the advantage.

KING'S MARK AND BEAUMONT.
Mr. J. I. Case, Jr.'s black and white dog King's Mark

(King Noble—Belle Belton), handled by C. W. Barker, and
Mr. H. R. Huntington's black, white and tan dog Beau-
mont (Prince Royal—Nettie), handled by R. B. Morgan,
were put down in a stubble field at 12:13. Beau soon
pointed and Mark backed; Beau moved on after finding he
was mistaken. Mark pointed, Barker shot and killed,
Mark retrieved nicely, jumping a high fence with the bird
in his mouth. Being sent on in stubble, Beau pointed and
moved on; Mark flushed a single and dropped to wing.
Going into woods Mark pointed in leaves, Beau backed
30yds. away. Sent on, Beau pointed, Morgan shot and killed,
Beau retrieved badly. Beau pointed again near fence, and
moved on. The dogs were taken up at 12:50, both dogs
scoring. In speed and range they were nearly equal, but
Mark was superior in style, both on point and in motion.

BLUE MARK AND NANNIE B.

Mr. Frank Richards's blue belton dog Blue Mark (Gath's
Mark—Lufra), handled by owner, and Mr. J. I. Case, Jr.'s
lemon belton bitch Nannie B. (King Noble—Queen Vashti)
were put down in an apple orchard at 12:55. Going through
orchard into stubble, Mark jumped into a fine covey point,
Richards shot and killed, Mark was slightly unsteady to
shot, but he retrieved nicely; Nannie on the opposite side of
the field pointed a covey at the same time. Nannie was
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steady to shot; being brought together the dogs were sent
away; Nannie soon pointed in or near briers; a rabbit ran
out; Mark backed poorly; the dogs next, worked on after scat-

tered birds. Nannie first pointed falsely, then pointed a
covey, and Mark did the same. Mark now moved up when
Richards went in to flush, and refused to stop at command:
Richards caught and dropped him, Crossed over fence to
weeds where Nannie got two single points and Mark one:
Nannie retrieved to Barker's kill. The dogs were taken up at

1:30, both dogs scoring. In style, range and speed they were
about equal, except on point, where Mark had a decided
advantage.

PRtNCE ROYAL H. (A BYE) AND HECTOR.

Mr. Fred H. Kennedy's black and white dog Prince Royal
H. (Royal Ranger- Daisy Queen), handled by G. R. Howse,
was put down against Hector in an orchard at 1:50. The spec-

tators soon Hushed a covey: the birds were followed, Hector
pointed. Prince backed indifferently, nothing found to the
point, In corner of field Prince flushed a covey, then he
pointed a single and was steady to wing. He was taken up
at 2:4&, failing to score 65 per cent.

First Regular Scrivs-

The drawing for the regular first series brought together
as the first brace,

kino's dan and king's mark.
This brace was put. down in woods on the Bunting farm

at 3:05. Mark went away like a shot, and was seen on a
point 200yds. away, in edge of stubble beyond the woods,
Dan not being near enough to back; Barker shot and killed,
Mark retrieved nicely. Being sent on, Mark pointed again,
but nothing was found to the point. Botti dogs struck
foot scent of birds, and roaded and pointed alternately, but
the birds had flown before the dogs arrived. They were
ordered into the thicket after .scattered birds, where Dan
flushed a single, Mark pointed in thicket by side of ditch,
nothing found to the point; they were now taken tp the
woods pasture on the Horn farm, where Dau pointed a covey;
Mark backed, Stafford shot and missed, both dogs steady to
shot. Dan then pointed and moved one, Mark pointed; Dan
coming up refused to back, both dogs roaded and pointed
alternately, Mark located and pointed staunchly, and was
steady to shot. They were taken up at 3:49, and the heat
given to King's Mark, who was superior in style, speed and
range, and was very much the better broken.

DAN GLADSTONE AND BABE GLADSTONE.

This brace was put down in woods pasture where last
brace finished, at 4:03. Babe bolted, and was gone for 30m.';

she was at last found in a cornfield and brought back, and
the dogs sent on. Babe soon pointed a single, Dan backed,
Nesbit killed, and Babe retrieved; then she pointed again
and was steady to wing. Dan then pointed a single; Babe
backed a moment then moved on, Rose shot, Dan was
slightly unsteady to shot. Passing into stubble on the Phil-
lippi farm, Dan pointed. Rose shot and missed; a dead bird
was thrown for Dan to retrieve, which he did fairly well.
The dogs were taken up at 5:00, and the heat given to Dan
Gladstone. In speed and range Babe had the call, but in
obedience and training, Dan had a decided advantge. If

Babe could be cured of her bolting she would be a danger-
ous competitor.

SATURDAY, NOV. 9.

NOBLE DIDO AND BEAUMONT,
Rain prevented going to the fields until after dinner, when

it cleared away somewhat, and this brace was put down in
a stubble field on the Bunting farm at 1:12. Noble pointed
in briers after passing through the stubble, and Beaubaeked;
both dogs moved on and began roading. but neither could
locate. Going to orchard on hill. Beau pointed and
moved on. Noble scoring a point on a rabbit. Passing
out of orchard to stubble, Noble pointed in fence corner and
moved on. Going up a hill the handler flushed a covey,
Noble got another rabbit point and Beau backed. Going on
into another stubble, Bean found and pointed a covey nicely,
Noble backed, Morgan shot and killed, and Beau retrieved,
Going into another stubble, Beau found and pointed an-
other covey and retrieved a bird to Morgan's kill. The
dogs were taken up at 2:26, and the heat given to Beaumont.
In speed and range Noble bad the call, and had he not been
inclined to false point and had been favored with luck in
finding birds, the decision might have been different.

MAUD AND STUBBLE.

This brace was put down in stubbie where last brace fin-
ished, at 2:35. Stubble was the first to find; he located and
pointed a covey nicely; Maud coming up, caught scent of the
birds just as s>ie saw the dog pointing, and pointed herself.
McCartney shot and killed; Maud was slightly unsteady to
shot; Stubble retrieved nicely. Maud then soon pointed a
single in heavy grass, but when Nesbit went in to flush, she
left her position and moved after her handler; they together
flushed the bird; Nesbit shot and killed, Maud' retrieved.
In this point Stubble refused to back, and was dropped;
Maud then pointed a rabbit. Going into woods, Maud
pointed a single and retrieved to Nesbit. 'a kill. Stubble then
pointed a covey and was very unsteady to shot. Passing into
stubble field. Stubble flushed a covey that Maud was "road-
ing near a fence: Maud dropped r,o a 'point just as the birds
flushed. Stubble deliberately walked into this covey. The
birds were followed to the woods, but could not be found.
Going into an orchard on the top of a hill, Stubble Hushed
a single, and Maud roaded and located a bevy and was steady
to wing. The dogs were taken up at 4:03. and the heat given
to Maud. In style, speed and range they were about equal.

SAM C. AND DASHING DIXIE.

This brace was put down in a pasture on the Bunting
farm at 4:18. Going into stubble, Dixie pointed twice where
quail had roosted; Sam backed one of these points indif-
ferently. The dogs were taken us at 4:30, to be put down
again Monday morning.

Monday-

, Nov. 11.

The running of this brace was resumed at 8:14. The dogs
were cast off in a stubble field on the E. Horn farm. Sam
going down a path near a fence pointed; before Barker could
get to him he broke his point and ran into a covey. Going
into another stubble Dixie took a wide cast to the left and
pointed a covey. Gleason going to his dog flushed the covey,
which was lying between him and his dog; Dixie was steady
to wing. While Dixie was on his point Sam flushed a covey
going up wind: the dogs were sent after the scattered birds:
Sam made another flush, Dixie scoring a point on a single,
which she retrieved nicely to Gleason's kill. The dogs were
taken up at 8:53 and the heat awarded to Dashing Dixie.
Sam had the greater speed and range, but Dixie was far
superior in style, obedience and bird sense.

NANNIE B. AND BLUE MARK.
This brace was put down at 9 o'clock in stubble where

last brace finished. Going into another stubble Nannie
flushed a single and chased it several yards. Mark pointed
a covey and retrieved nicely to Richards's kill. Being sent
on both dogs pointed a covey; Barker shot and Nannie re-
trieved the bird well. Sent on Nannie pointed again, but
the birds flushed before the judges got up. She soon pointed
again, moved up and pointed; Barker ordered her on; she
was undoubtedly pointing foot scent. Mark pointed, moved
on, roading, the bird flushed wild 10yds. ahead. Being sent
in by Richards he soon located and pointed a covey nicely.
The dogs were taken up at 9:30 and the heat given to Mark.
In speed and range they were equal, but Mark had the call
in style and bird sense.

FOREST AND STREAM,

Second Series.

KING'S MARK AND DAN GLADSTONE.
This brace was put down in stubble, field on west end of

Horn farm at 9:48. Mark dropped to a point, soon dis-

covered his mistake and moved on. Passiug into woods
Dan made game, but. could not locate it. Mark coming up
pointed and Dan backed, both steady to wing. Going across
the fence Mark pointed and Dan backed nicely; Barker
failed to flush his bird They were seut on, and both
handlers called point at same time; a single bird was
flushed in trout ot the dogs. In briers Rose flushed a covey
before he saw his dog on the point. Going on Dan pointed,
and birds flushed wild almost instantly. Going on both
dogs got a single point: Mark retrieved to Barker's kill;

Rose shot and missed. Being sent on Mark pointed, the
bird Hushing wild behind him; then Dan pointed and Mark
backed: several birds were flushed, both dogs were steady.
Then Mark pointed and Dan backed poorly. Going on Rose
walked into a covey; Mark pointed, Barker failed to flush.

Sent on Mark pointed again, but nothing was found.
Further on Mark pointed a covey nicely and won. The
dugs were taken up at 10:34. In range Mark had the ad-
vantage, but Dan was the best in style and obedience.

BEAUMONT AND MAUD.
This brace was put down in a stubble field at 10:36. Maud

soon pointed, Beaumont backed indifferently; the point
proved a false one. Beaumont then pointed and moved on.
A covey was seen to flush from a cornfield, Beaumont came
out of the corn, but whether he flushed or not could not be
determined, Going into stubble Beaumont pointed and
Maud backed; Beaumont moved on; both dogs began road-
ing, but could not locate anything. Passing into woods
Beaumont pointed in briers and dropped to shot. Going on
both dogs pointed at the same time, nothing was found to
the point; then Maud pointed a single and retrieved nicely
to Nesbit's kill. Then Beaumont pointed. When Morgan
went in to flush, Beaumont, broke bis point, rushed in and
flushed the bird. Morgan shot and missed. Maud backed
this point nicely. The dogs were taken up at 11:16 and
Maud was awarded the heat. In range and speed Beau-
mont was the better, but in style, obedience and bird sense
Maud was far superior. An adjournment was taken for
lunch.

BLUE MARK AND DASHING DIXIE.

This brace was put down in a clover stubble at 12:30.
Mark soon pointed covey in fence corner, and was steady to
shot, Dixie not near enough to back. The birds were fol-
lowed. Dixie was first to point a single, Gleason shot and
killed, Dixie retrieved nicely. Then she pointed another
single and was steady to wing. She again pointed a single,
and was steady to wing. Dixie then pointed in a ditch; "the
birds flushing almost instantly. Mark then pointed a single
in the briers. Just as the bird flushed crossing the fence,
Dixie pointed a single, then she scored two single flushes
going down wind ; the birds were followed to woods, where
Mark pointed three or four birds in a brush pile, and was
backed by Dixie; Richards shot and killed, the bird falling
across the fence; Mark was not requested to retrieve, but he
did so when, with his handler, be crossed the fence. Pass-
ing through thicket Dixie stopped in briers just as a siugle.
flushed; this was considered an excusable flush. Crossing a
stubble a covey was seen to flush across and near a fence in
the briers. At this instant Gleason called point. When
the judges got up Dixie was standing with her head turned
around almost to her tail, pointing, Mack was backing;
Gleason flushed a covey which was behind his dog. There
were undoubtedly two coveys here, one on each side of the
fence, and Dixie was clearly entitled to a point on the covey
which Gleason flushed. Both dogs were steady to wing".
The dogs were sent on a circuitous route iu order to give
them the. benefit of the wind. In going Dixie took a short
cast to the right and pointed in a fence corner, Mark was
slightly unsteadyin his back, Gleason shot and missed, both
dogs were steady to shot. The dogs were taken up at 1:23,
and the heat given to Dashing Dixie.

Tliird Series.

KING'S MARE AND MAUD.
This brace was put down in stubble where last brace fin-

ished, at 1:37, and was judged by Robinson and Madison.
Dashing Dixie having the bye, was put down at same time
with Dan Gladstone, and was judged by .Judge Freeman,
who reports that she ran a brilliant heat, not making an
error. The rules require the bye dog to run a side heat for
the same length of time that the dog does against whom
she will come against in the next series. Maud pointed a
covey in a brush pile, Mark backed; the birds were followed
along a ditch, where Mark pointed a single; he next pointed
on side of hill, Maud backed, nothing was found. Then
Maud pointed a rabbit and Mark backed. The dogs were
now taken across a barren field and put down in a stubble.
A covey flushed near a stump, Nesbit claimed a point, but
the judges were not near enough to see. Further on Mark
pointed a covey near a fence, and retrieved nicely fco Barker's
kill. The dogs were sent into the woods after the scattered
birds. Maud pointed a siugle and was steady to wing,
then she pointed another and retrieved nicely: Mark was
slightly unsteady to back. Maud pointed and moved on;
Mark flushed a single, then false pointed; Maud pointed;
Mark coming up forced ahead and pointed; both steady to
wing. Then Mark pointed and moved on. Soon after he
pointed a single nicely, and Maud backed; then Mark
flushed three birds and dropped to wing; he then pointed
in close proximity to Judge Robinson, who stepped aside,
and the bird flushed. He again pointed a single and was
steady. Mark then false pointed, and Maud did the same.
Maud then pointed a rabbit and Mark backed, A covey
flushed wild, which Mark had been roading, and settled on
hillside. Mark crossing the ravine, pointed the covey
staunchly and won. They were taken up at 3:08. In range
and speed Mark was superior, but in style and obedience
Maud had the advantage.

Fourth Series.

KING'S MARK AND DASHING DIXIE.

The rules say no dog shall be compelled to run three suc-
cessive heats the same day without the consent of its hand-
ler. Mr. Gleason waived his right in this matter, and started
his dog. By doing so he exhibited his wisdom, as Dashing
Dixie showed up in fine form, while King's Mark was very
weary.
The dogs were put down in a stubble on the Horn farm at

3:50, and had not gone over 75yds. when Dixie wheeled into
a beautiful point on a covey; Mark cut in across her and
pointed a single outlying bird of the covey; Dixie retrieved
to Gleason's kill. Being sent on Mark pointed, moved up
and located a covey; Dixie coming up on the side, pointed
an outlying bird of this covey; Mark retrieved the dead bird
nicely. " The birds, scattered in au open stubble with very
little cover, the dogs were sent in after them, and Dixie soon
pointed. Gleason failed to flush, but King's Mark coming
up flushed the bird and jumped to catch it when it flew.
Dixie then pointed a single in fence corner, and was steady.
Mark then pointed a single and was handsomely backed by
Dixie, then Dixie pointed a single near the fence; Gleason
flushed the bird, which flew toward Judge Freeman, who
killed it with his hand. The dogs were taken up at 4:18, and
the heat and first money given to Dashing Dixie. In range,
speed, style, nose and bird sense as shown in this heat, Dixie
was superior. This ended the running of the All-Aged Set-

1 ter Stakes.

S7i

SUMMARY.
Prelmnin ary Series—The rules require each dog to score

65 per cent, to remain in.

Bicknell, Ind., Nov. 11.—Indiana Kennel Club's All-Aged
Setter Stake; open to all setters that have never wou first

prize in any All-Aged Stake in any recognized field trial in
the world; $10 to enter and $15 to start. After deducting
expenses 40 per cent, to first, 30 per cent, to second, 20 per
rent, to third, and 10 per cent, to fourth; closed Oct. 1 with
89 lioodnations.
Mr. N. B. Nesbit's lemon and white bitch Babe Gladstone

(Paul Gladstone—Bessie A.) and Mr. J. D. S perry's Gordon
setter dog Stubble (Malcolm—Dream IV.). Both scored.
Gen. W. B. Shattuc's black, white and tan dog Noble

Dido (Count Noble— Dido II.). and Col. J. W. Renfroe's
black, white and tan dog Dan Gladstone (Gladstone—-Sue).
Both scored.
Mr. Bert Crane's black, white and tan bitch Maud (Dog

Whip—Harrison's Juno II.) and Mr. W. II. Daley's black,
white and tan dog Count Eric. Maud scored, Count Erie
failed.
Mr. W. G. Peter's black and white bitch Dashiug Dixie

(Dashing Dale—Dashing Model) and Mr Geo, W. Ewing's
black, white and tau dog King's Dan. Both scored.
Mr. J. I. Case, Jr. 's black, white and tan dog Sam C. (King

Noble—Cricket) and Mr. C. Swanman's blue belton bitch
Dot Belton (King Noble—Bessie Belton). Sam scored, Dot
Belton failed.
Mr. J. I. Case, Jr.'s black and white dog King's Mark

(King Noble—Belle Belton) and Mr. W. R. Huntington's
black, white and tan dog Beaumont (Prince Royal—Nettie).
Both scored.
Mr. Frank Richards's blue belton dog Blue Mark (Gath's

Mark—Lufra) and Mr. J. I. Case, Jr.'s lemon belton bitch
Nannie B. (King Noble—Queen Vashti). Both scored.
Mr. Fred H. Kennedy's black and white dog Prince Royal

H. a bye (Prince Royal—Daisy Queen). Failed to score.
The judges then announced the winners. Dashing Dixie

first. King Mark second, Maud third, Blue Mark and Dau
Gladstone divided fourth.
This finished the running for the day.

Tuesday, Nov. 12.

THE ALL-AGED POINTER STAKE.
Mr. P. T. Madison having a dog in this stake, Mr. A. J.

Gleason was selected to act as judge with Mr. Robinson and
Mr. Freeman. The drawing brought forth nine starters out
of fourteen nominations.

TOPST W. AND BANNERMAN.
Dr. J. E, Link's black pointer bitch Topsy W. (Sweep—

—Lady Pape), handled by W. B Stafford, and Mr. C. E.
Michel's black and white dog Bannprman (Osborn Ale—
Keswick), were put down in a rag weed field on the Phil-
lippi farm at 7:56. This field being drawn blank, they were
sent through a woods to a stubble on the north side of the
railroad. In the corner of this field Topsy pointed, moved
on

,
roading and pottering on a piece of ground not over

30ft. square, for fully five minutes, without locating any-
thing. Bannerman had made a cast to the north side of the
field where he made game, and in roading he flushed a covey
which went to the woods; the dogs were sent into the woods
after the scattered birds, Bannerman pointed and moved on

,

both dogs passed by birds without pointing, that were after
ward flushed by the spectators; considerable time was spent
in this woods before a point was established, Bannerman at
last pointed a single and was backed by Topsy; Nesbit shot
and missed; the dogs were steady to shot. Bannerman then
pointed again and was steady towing, then he false pointed,
and was backed by Topsy; then he pointed another single,
and was unsteady to wing. Topsy then false pointed, and
the dogs were taken up at 8:59, Bannerman had some style,
speed and range, Topsy had neither.

RODMAN AND TAMARACK.
Mr. W. B. Allen's liver and white dog Rodman (Rod-

Belle), handled by W. B. Stafford, and Mr. Frank Billings's
liver and white dog Tamarack (Tarn O'Shanter—Croxteth
Rival Queen), handled by J. B. Stoddard, were put down in
a stubble at 9:26, which was drawn blank. Passing into
woods pasture on the Horn farm; Rod pointed and Tarn
backed. Rod moved on after findinghis mistake. Going
into stubble, both dogs made game: Rod located and was
unsteady to shot; Tarn at the same time pointed, but noth-
ing was'found to the point; Rod retrieved to Stafford's kill,

but was very slow in doing so. The scattered birds were fol-

lowed; Tarn soon pointed, but when Stoddard went in to flush

,

Tarn broke his point and followed his handler; nothing was
found to the point. While Stoddard was doing this, Rod
swung into the left aud pointed a covey, which flushed wild.
Then Tarn pointed and Rod refused to back, ran in and
flushed two birds. Going into woods after scattered birds,
Rod pointed aud Tarn backed. Both dogs moved up, and
began roading and pointing alternately until they flushed
the birds. Going on, both dogs passed by birds which they
should have pointed. Near a brier patch 'ram pointed and
Rod backed Indifferently; the point proved false. Further
on Tarn pointed in briers; Stoddard shot and missed. They
were taken up at 10:13, both scoring. In style on point and
in motion Tain was superior. In range and speed they were
about, equal.

rod's gal and OSSIAN.

Dr. John E. Link's liver and white bitch Boil 's Gal (Rod-
Juno) handled by W. B. Stafford, and Mr. P. T. Madison's
liver and white dog Ossian (Croxteth—Amine) handled by
D. E. Rose, were put down in stubble on the Bunting farm
at 10:24, which was drawn blank. Passed through woods
pasture to stubble on the Horn farm, Ossian ranging wide
and fast, found and pointed a covey in corner of the field,

Rose shot and killed. When Ossian was sent to retrieve, he
found and brought in the bird tenderly. The birds having
gone to the corn they were not followed. The remainder of
the stubble was drawn blank. The dogs were now taken up,
and a cornfield passed before the dogs were again sent on.
Arriving at a stubble which adjoined a cornfield on the
west, the dogs were put down in the south end of the field,

the wind at this time was coming from the southwest. As
soon as the dogs were told to go, Ossian went away like a
shot, running close to the corn, evidently intending to go to
the north end of the stubble, and work back against the
wind; he had not gone over 75yds. when he caught the scent
of a covey to his left in the stubble. He had probably gone
past the birds 20ft. before he got the scent, he was in air at
the time, and before he struck the ground he had turned
completely around and alighted with his nose to the birds.
He was going with such force, that when he struck the
ground he slid backward at least 4ft., tearing up the ground
with his toenails. He stood perfectly rigid until after the
birds had been flushed by Rose, and he was told to go on.
After he had gone on, the spectators examined the spot
where he had alighted on his point, and the earth looked as
if a gardner had been at work there with a rake. Going
into oak woods after scattered birds, Rod's Gal pointed two
birds in briers, Ossian backed staunchly, 75yds away. Sent
on, Ossian going across wind jumped into another of his
stylish points; Rod's Gal refused to back, went in and
flushed the bird. Ossian dropping to wing, Ossian's work
in this heat was the finest ever seen on the club's grounds.
Up at 11:25. Both dogs scored.

REXIMUS AND LORD GRAPHIC.
Mr. W. B. Stafford's liver and white dog Reximus (Main-

spring—Dell) handled by owner, and Dr. J. R. Daniel's liver
and white dog Lord Graphic (Graphic—Daphne) handled by
R. B. Morgan, were cast off in a stubble at 11:38. Reximus
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flushed a covey in corner of the field at. 11:47. The dogs were
sent after the scattered birds; Rex flushed a single, Graphic
pointed a single and dropped to shot. Passing on Rex
pointed a single and was backed by Graphic, Stafford shot
and killed. Rex retrieved poorly. Sent on Graphic pointed
near a straw stack; Morgan failed to flush. Going back
into stubble Graphic pointed a single nicely and was backed
by Rex. When Morgan shot Rex broke shot, but was
brought back by command of Stafford. Graphic was then
gent to retrieve the bird, which he did nicely. Going pri in

stubble Graphic flushed a single which he should have
rjointed. The dogs were taken up at 12:17, Graphic scoring,
Rex failing. In style, speed and range Graphic was super-
ior.

RANK (A BYE) AND TOPST W.

Mr. W. B. Stafford's black dog Rank (Manimus—Lady
Pope), handled by owner, was put down in stubble with
Topsy W., also handled by Stafford, to run a heat. At 1:11,

not finding any birds in this field, they were taken to the
stubble at the west end of the Horn farm and started again.
The spectators flushed a covey, which went to the woods
and corn. In going to woods after scattered birds Rank
pointed a covey in fence corner. When Stafford went in to
flush the bird's Rank left his point, went in and flushed;
Stafford shot and killed, the bird falling across the fence;
Rank retrieved fairly well. Passing on Topsy pointed
covey near the woods; both dogs dropped to shot at com-
mand, Topsy retrieved badly. Going to woods Topsy flushed
a single, Rank did the same. Then Topsy pointed, Rank
refused to back, went in and flushed the bird. Taken up at
2:43, Rank failing to score. He had some range and speed,
but very little sense.

First Regular Series.

RODMAN AND BANNERMAN.
This brace was put down in stubble at 3:10. Both dogs

ran into and flushed a covey that they should have pointed.
Bannerman next pointed a'single in fence corner, and Rod
backed. Nothing was found to the point. Moving on, Ban-
nerman pointed a single, and was steady to wing. Rod
pointed a rabbit. The dogs were takeyi up at 3:25 and the
heat given to Bannerman. In range and speed tbey were
equal, but in style, in motion, and on point Bannerman had
the call, he was also superior in nose and obedience.

LORD GRAPHIC AND TAMARACK.
This brace was put down in stubble on the east end of the

Horn farm 3:42. Tarn found and pointed a covey in fence
corner near a thicket, Graphic backed poorly. In the
thicket each dog flushed a single, Tarn very unsteady to
wing. Going on both handlers claimed point, but before
the handlers could flush, the dogs moved on. Then Graphic-
false pointed. Going back into weed field, which was
crossed without anything being found therein, Tain jumped
the fence and a covey flushed ahead of him and went to the
woods. The dogs were sent into the woods after the scat-
tered birds, both dogs pointed at same time; the birds were
running and the dogs moved on. Tarn located and pointed
a single, Graphic not up to back, Stoddard shot and killed
the bird, which fell over the fence. Tarn retrieved well.
While Tarn was retrieving, Morgan let Graphic go over the
fence, where he pointed a single. Morgan shot and killed.
Graphic, after considerable searching, in which he was ably
assisted by Morgan, retrieved the bird. On in woods
Graphic ran into the. main part of the covey and flushed
them, but dropped to wing. Being sent on Tarn pointed a
single. On again he pointed in a fallen tree top. Graphic
slipped in ahead and stole the point. The bird flushed,
Graphic moved up a few feet, and Morgan claimed a point.
Morgan shot and killed, Tarn saw the bird fluttering in the
leaves about twenty-five yards away, broke in, and ran to
the bird, but returned without it after being commanded to
come back by his handler; Graphic then was sent on and he
retrieved fairly well. On over the field Graphic pointed a
single, which was flushed by Morgan. Graphic was steady
to wing. Further on Tarn pointed a moment before the
bird flushed. Sent on, Graphic false pointed. On again,
both handlers called point on same bird, the judges in-
structed Morgan to flush the bird, which he did.

1

The dogs
were taken up at 4:13, and the heat given to Lord Graphic,
1 cannot agree exactly with the judges in this decision. I
think the dogs should have been run longer. Tarn's un-
steadiness and breaking shot is in my opinion offset by
Graphic's point stealing and false pointing. In speed and
range they were about equal. In style Tamarack was
decidedly his superior.

Wednesday, Nov. 13.

ossian and hod's gal.

This brace was put down in the woods on the Bunting
farm at 8:20. Passing into stubble, Gal flushed three birds
up wind and dropped. Ossian pointed on foot scent, moved
on, roading a running bird. Tt~ bird flushed wild 30ft.
ahead. Passing on, Ossian poim 1 a rabbit, which Gal
chased Avhen it ran; she, however, stopped to command. In
edge of corn Ossian pointed and began roading the birds
into the corn; he was called back, as it was impossible to
see his work in such cover. Both dogs pointed at edge of
corn at same time, and moved on. Ossian made game and
roaded a single running bird into bare ground, where it
flushed wild. Drawing blank two other fields, the docs
were sent into another field, where the spectators flushed a
covey which went to the woods. The birds were followed.
Ossian pointed where the birds were seen to drop, moved
up, and roaded to a point near a bunch of briers. Two birds
were flushed by Rose to the point. Rose shot and missed.
Ossian steady to shot. The dogs were taken up at 0:35 and
the heat given to Ossian, who ranged fast and Avide, and
hunted industriously. The condition of the grounds and
weather prevented further running, and the judges placed
the dogs on the work already done, as follows: Ossian first,
Lord Graphic second, Bannerman third, Tamarack fourth.
Thus ended the third annual field trials of the Indiana

Kennel Club, which has in many respects been the most
successful meeting held by the club.

SUMMARY.
BlCKNELL, Ind., Nov. 13,—Indiana. Kennel Club's All-Aged

CfrtVrt. 4-„ „11 H^.'nJ , 1 .
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J" ""o nwi«, «nv i<u BUUBr ajju. jpio w Start. BweepstaKes
purse. After deducting expenses, 40 per cent, to first, 30 per
cent, to second, 20 per cent, to third and 10 per cent to
fourth. Closed Oct. 1 with fourteen entries.

Preliminary Series.—The rules require each dog to score
65 per cent, to remain in.
Dr. Jno. E. Link's black bitch Topsy W. (Sweep—Lady

Pape). Failed to score.
Mr. Chas. E. Michel's black and white dog Bannerman

(Osborn Ale—Keswick). Scored.
Mr. W. B. Allen's liver and white dog Rodman (Rod-

Belle). Scored.
Mr. Frank Billings's liver aud white dog Tamarack (Tarn

O'Shanter—Croxteth's Rival Queen). Scored.
Dr. John E. Link's liver and white bitch Rod's Gal (Rod-

Juno). Scored.
Mr. P. T. Madison's liver and white dog Ossian (Croxteth

—Amine). Scored.
Mr. W. B. Stafford's liver and white dog Reximus (Main-

spring—Dell). Failed to score.
Dr. Jno. R. Daniels's liver and white dog Lord Graphic

(Graphic—Daphne). Scored.
Mr

.
W. B

.

Stafford's black dog Rank (Manimus—Lady
Pape). Faded to score,

'

First Regular Series.

Bannerman beat Rodman.
Lord Graphic beat Tamarack.
Ossian beat Rod's Gal.
The judges then placed the dogs; Ossian first, Lord

Graphic second, Bannerman third, Tamarack fourth.
Richmond.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.

THE DERBY.
THE weather on Monday was rather unpromising. It

rained on Sunday, and the storm had not fully cleared
off. The air was raw, the clouds looked cold, and a chilly
breeze was blowing from the northwest. The ground was
full of water, making the traveling very bad, and the scent
during the morning appeared to be poor, but itiurproved
and plenty of birds were found. As a whole the work of the
dogs was good and would compare favorably with that of
previous years. Messrs. H. B. Duryea. PierreLorilla.nl. Jr.,
and Wm. Tallman judged the stake. Starting from the
hotel we drove about one mile to the well-known Glass
house, and the first brace were put down in a cornfield .-it

8:50, Beppo IV. and Flint, both pointers. They did not add
to the reputation of the short-haired breed, and at the end
of the allotted 45 minutes no work had been done, and they
were ordered up and out of the stake for want of merit.
The verdict just about covered the ground, and it is unneces-
sary to go into particulars.
The next brace, Annie F. and the celebrated winner in

three foreign countries. Trip of Kippen, made a better show-
ing, although neither exhibited extraordinary speed or
range nor anything very wonderful in the way of hunting
qualities. Annie is a sweet little bitch, a rnerrv worker,
and, taken altogether, is quite a promising puppy.' She was
not in good form as she had not fully recovered from a spell
of sickness. Trip was a disappointment to us. Perhaps we
expected too much of him, but his reputation as a winner
abroad led us to think that he must be a wonder, but he
showed up just as a good fair dog, not fast nor a wide
ranger, but with apparently a fair nose, and with more ex-
perience he would undoubtedly make a very good working
dog; he has no tail action and does not work'systematically.
In speed and range there was not much difference between
them, in way of going and style when on game Annie had
the advantage, she also outworked him and showed more
bird sense and won the heat.
The next brace, Harry C. and Fannie M.. ran a very good

heat. Harry is a well-formed, upstanding dog with q iiite a
turn of speed; he runs a bit heavy but shows up well when
on game. Fanny is a cobby-built pretty little bitch, quite
speedy, a wide ranger, and for her age she shows consider-
able bird sense. Both pointed and backed uieely and both
did very creditable work. Fannie M. wou the heat. She is
the wider ranger and had the legs of Harry somewhat,
although she let down toward the finish, while the long-
stride of Harry was still carrying him over the ground at a
good rate. Fannie also showed the most bird sense.
The next brace, Letty Lynn and Bessie M.. also ran a very

good heat. Letty is a heavily-marked black, white and tan
bitch, well formed, with excellent legs and feet, and with
no serious faults in her make-up; she is fast, a wide ranger
and shows considerable style. Bessie is also a well-made,
taking-looking bitch, an easy mover and she is also stylish.
At the start they were about equal in pace and range, but
Letty lasted the longer, and before the finish she was work-
ing outside and going nearly as well as when she started,
while Bessie had let down somewhat. There was not much
of a margin, but still we thought Letty fully entitled to her
win, as she stayed better, had the better style and was not
out-worked.
After the finish'of this heat we went to lunch at the Hol-

ton school house. At 2 o'clock a start was made, and a Pew
minutes later Sam C. and Rip Rap were put down in the
sedge grass. Sam is rather a loosely-put-together dog, above
medium in size, fairly fast, but not a graceful mover, as he
buck-jumps occasionally. He had a little the best of it
among scattered birds, but in other respects he was not up
to the pointer. Rip Rap is a fine-looking, up-standing dog,
with good head, shoulders, chest, back aud loin, and splen-
did legs and feet. He is quite fast, an easv mover, wide
ranger, is stylish when going and on point, 'Take him all
round, he is the best pointer that has shown up for a long-
time, and does credit to his handler. He won well, having
the best of it in pace, range and style, and was not much
behind his competitor in work among the birds.
Samoa and Rowdy Rod were next put down in a cornfield

on Col. Holton's farm. Samoa is a nicely-made, smooth-
looking pointer, fast and stylish, and he ranges well, lie is
inclined to rake and sometimes potter on foot scent, but
upon the whole he is quite a good dog, and gets on his birds
in good rorna. Rowdy is a big little one, with lots of go and
bird sense. He moves better than any dog in the stake, and
appears to have a good nose. He is also quite stylish, aud
goes up to his birds in a gamy way that is very pleasing.
We consider him as promising a puppy as we have seen ma
long time. He won the heat, beating his competitor in pace,
range and style, aud work on birds, although once or twice
he was not quite so staunch on point as he should have
been.
The last brace, Nannie B. and Blue Ridge, were put down

at 4 o'clock in a large stubble field and worked toward town.
Nanny, at first glance, looks weedy, but upon examination
she showed up fairly well, her good quarters, legs and feet
helping her out. She is fast and ranges well, and appears
to nave considerable bird sense: her stvle on point is at
times rather queer, as she throws her head well up audcurls
her tail almost in a circle over her back; this gives her a
funny appearance, and is the reverse of stylish. Blue Ridge
is a handsomely marked dog, above medium in size, well
put together, and has a fair amount of speed, and is quite
stylish when in motion and on game. He is inclined to
dwell on foot scent, and was unsteady to shot. When his
education is finished we shall expect to see something much
above the average, Nannie B. won the heat, beating Blue
Ridge in pace and range, and in work on game. The dog
had much the best of it in style when on game and in way
of going. This ended the work for the day and finished the
first series. Avent, handled Annie F., Harry G, Letty Lynn
and Rowdy Rod; Tucker handled Fannie M. , Bessie '.\'L arid
Samoa; Capt. MeMurdo handled Rip Rap and Blue Ridge;
C. W. Barker Sam C. and Nannie B.: S. W. Everett Beppo
IV.; C. E. Buckle Flirt, and John White, Trip of Kippen.
On Tuesday morning the weather was decidedly cold;

there was a heavy white frost, a chilly wind was blowing
from the. northwest, and overcoats were in demand. Just
after the deciding heat for first money there was a slight
sprinkling of rain; but not enough to cause much incon-
venience.
Annie F. and Fannie M. were the first brace on the card

for the second series, but Fannie broke away from her hand-
ler in the morning and could not be found, and after a short
wait it was decided to start the next brace, Mr. Avent, the
handler of Annie F., consenting to wait until the last heat
of the series, at which time Fannie had not been found, and
Annie F. won the heat by default. It was extremely un-
fortunate that Fannie made her escape, as she was in season
and bad results may follow.

It was late when we left town, and it was 8:50 when Letty
Lynn and Rip Rap were put down in a stubble field about
one mile east of town. Considerable ground was gone over
before birds were found, the pointer showing the best speed
and range. He was the first to find, pointing a large bevym good style. Not. much work was done on the scattered

*

birds, Letty having a bit the best of it, but scent, was evi
dently bad and the work was not satisfactory. Both be-
haved well through the heat, pointing and backing in good
style, and working out their ground nicely. Rip Rap won
the heat, to which he was entitled by his superior pace and
range.
The heat between Rowdy Rod and Nannie B was a very

interesting one, both are flyers and went at speed nearly all
the time from start to finish, ranging wide aud working out
their ground very well. At the end of au hour Rowdy was
declared the winner. He displayed the better hunting-
qualities, searching out the likely places and staying out to
his work better than Nannie. She followed him too much,

- slight advantage .„
respect. In obedience neither was up to the mark, although
Rowdy was under fairly good control.
This ended the second series, and only three were left in.

x\nnie F., Rip Rap and Rowdy Rod. The former two were,
put down a few minutes past 10 o'clock in some weeds just
north of the Model farmhouse. At the end of the heat Rip
Rap was declared the winner. His pace, range and style
were superior, and although Annie outworked him on singles
he was clearly a winner. He was a trifle unsteady to wing
ouce or twice, but readily obeyed the order of his handler.
He is rather inclined to dwell on foot scent, but upon the
whole he behaved nicely. Annie appeared to be better than
when she ran her first heat and handled her birds in good
style, having a little the best of her competitor in this res-
pect. This ended the first series, Rowdy having a bye.
After lunch, which was taken at the 'barn of the Model

Farm, Rowdy Rod and Rip Rap were put down in the large
stubble field south of the house at 1:05. The handlers were
instructed by the judges to let the dogs do their work in
their own manner, without restraint, except such as was
necessary iu order to keep them in the right direction. This
course is eminently proper, and we believe that better and
more satisfactory results would be obtained if handlers
were not allowed to assist their dogs, especially when in
the vicinity of game. One of the most necessary and im-
portant of the qualities that a hunting dog should possess
is bird sense, or a knowledge as to how and where to look
for game and the proper manner in which to handle it
when found. Some dogs possess this quality in an eminent,
degree and these are the dogs that we are all in search of.
Others that are more or less deficient in this respect can be
made by judicious handling to show up fairly well, and
there is no doubt that in some cases good handling has
beaten merit, It is sincereiy to be hoped that in the near
future judging at our field trials will in a great measure be
confined to the grading of the natural qualities of the dogs
according to the merit shown. We would by no meaus
ignore training, as it is of the utmost importance that a
dog should be obedient and free from faults, but it should
be impossible for a fourth-rate dog to win over a first-class
one, simply for the reason that he was better trained, pro-
vided that the first class animal was not guilty of serious
faults.
But to return to Rowdy and Rip. They have been racing

at speed for some time and have covered a lot of ground,
hunting out the likely places without a find, nor have they
let up in their speed. Rip has just a trifle the legs of his
competitor, and is also the more graceful when in motion.
Rowdy has the better idea of where the birds should be, and
be beats out the good spots in a manner that would do
credit to an older dog. As they both swing into a fine
thicket Rowdy whirls in beautiful style to a bevy, and a few
seconds later Rip comes round and*very gracefully honors
the point. On the scattered bevy some capital work was
done by both, Rowdy having considerably the best of it. At
the end of the heat the flag went up for Rowdy Rod, and he
was declared the winner of first prize. He is a son of Rod-
erigo, and for three successive years this stake has been
won by the sons of this grand dog, all of them from different
dams.
The judges selected Harry S. and Nannie B. to run a heat

to decide which should compete with Rip Rap for second
place. They were put down at five minutes past 2. Nannie
had slowed down verv much. Her heat with Rowdy had
about used her up. rJevertheless she ran gamely and out-
worked Harry, aud won the heat. She was too tired, how
ever, to compete with Rip Rap, and her handler refused to
run her. Capt. MeMurdo, under the rules, had the option
of running them or waiting until the next day, and he very
generously agreed to wait till morning. Two heats of the
All-Aged Setter Stake were then run,which finished the work
for the day.
On Wednesday the weather was fair and delightfully cool

for walking and not uncomfortable for those who rode. Rip
Rap and Nannie B. were put down at 8:34. Rip came out in
better form than in any of his previous heats, doing some
capital work and winning the heat and second place. He
ranged the wider and showed more bird sense than Nannie.
She. however, did some good work on single birds, and ran
a good heat. Under the rules, the judges selected Nannie B.
for third aud Harry S. for fourth" place, and the Derby for

IS89 was ended. Following is a complete summary:
First Series.

Beppo IV. and Flirt ruled out.
Annie F. beat Trip of Kippen.
Fannie M . beat Harry S.

Letty Lynn beat Bessie M.
Rip Rap beat Sam C.
Rowdy Rod beat Samoa.
Nannie B, beat Blue Ridge.

Second Scries.

Auuie F. beat Fannie M. by default.
Rip Rap beat Letty Lynn.
Rowdy Rod beat Nannie B.

Third Series.

Rip Rap beat Annie F.
Rowdy Rod a bye.

Final for First Place.

Rowdy Rod beat Rip Rap and won first prize.

Ties for Second Place.

Nannie B. beat Harry S.

Final for Second Place.
Rip Rap beat Nannie B. and won second prize.
Nannie B. was placed third, and Harry S. fourth.
First, Rowdy Rod, $400 and Breeders' Cup; second, Rip

Rap, S200; third, Nannie B.. §100; fourth, Harry S., $100.
Taken as a whole this Derby was the best we have seen

run, and the quality of the dogs was of a high order. The
judges accomplished their difficult task in a very acceptable
manner, and placed the dogs in their proper order. The
high class of the dogs run aud the character of their work
reflect great credit upon the breeder, and shows conclusively
that the improvement of the field qualities of our hunting
dogs is steadily going on.

THE ALL-AGED SETTER STAKE.
There were 36 nominations for the All-Aged Setter Stake,

19 of which filled. They were drawn in the following order:
Desmond II. (C. J. Thompson, Philadelphia, Pa.), red

Irish setter, 3yrs. (Frisco—Grouse II.),

against
Bettye S. (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn.),

black, white- and tan English setter bitch, 3yrs. (Roderigo—
Bo Peep).
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Dick Tate (A. M. Tucker, Ckarlestown, Mass.). black
and white English setter clog, 2yrs. 2mos. (Gus Bondhu—
Lady Dixie),

against
Whitie (H. Merriam, Weston, Mass.), orange and white

English setter dog (Gus Bondhu—Myrtle).

Rowdy Rod (Memphis & Avent Kenuels, Memphis, Tenn.),
black and white English setter dog, Jan. 1888 (Roderigo—
Juno A. ),

against
NORA (I. N. Cochrau, Philadelphia, Pa.), black, white, and

tan English setter bitch, 4>2'yrs. (Count Noble— Lit).

Toledo Blade (J. E. Dager, Toledo, O,). black, white and
tan English setter dog, 2)^yrs. (Roderigo—Lillian),

against
King Leo (E. P. Thomas, Arapahoe, Col.), black, white,

and ta,n English setter dog, 4yrs. (Count Noble—Ruby).

Pollt II. (J. Simpkins, New York), black and white Eng-
lish setter bitch (Josh Whitcorab—Polly),

against
KING'S MARK (J. I. Case, Jr., Racine. Wis.), blue beltou

English setter dog, 3% years (King Noble—Belle Belton).

Chance (Memphis & Avent Kennels, Memphis, Tenn. ),

black, white and tan English setter dog, 4 years (Roderigo—
Bo Peep),

against
ORLANDO (J. Simpkins, New York), black, white and tan

English setter dog, 2% years (Roderigo—Bo Peep).

NORNA (P. C. Ohl, Plainfield.N. J.), lemon belton English
setter bitch. 2% years (Buckellew—Minnetonka),

against
Nannie B. (J. I. Case, Jr., Racine, Wis.), lemon belton

English setter bitch, May Hi. 1888 (King Noble—Queen
Vashti).

CINCIJJNATTJS (J. E. Dager, Toledo, O.). black, white and
tan English setter dog, 2% years (Count Noble—Dido II.),

against
Gtry (Geo. T. Leach, High Point, N. C), black, white and

tan English setter dog, 2>< years (Gladstone's Boy—Lady ).

RAPID ANN (W. F. Towner, Danvdlle, Va.), blue belton
English setter bitch, 2}4 years, pedigree not given,

against
Roi d'Or (O, W. Donner, Boston, Mass.), black, white

and tan English setter dog, Jan., 1887 (Roderigo—Bo Peep).

CASSIO (Memphis & Avent Kenuels, Memphis, Tenn.),
black, white and tan English setter dog (Count Noble—Liz-
zie Hopkins), a bye.

On Tuesday, afber the heat betweeu Nannie C. and Harry
S., in the Derby, the All-Aged Setter Stake was begun".
There were not so many starters as were expected, only nine-
teen of the thirty-six nominations filling their entry. The
judges were Messrs. Hitchcock. Lorillard and Tall man.

First Series.

The first brace were Desmond II., a well-known Irish set-

ter, winner on the show bench, owned by Mr. C. T, Thomp-
son and handled by John N. Lewis, and Bettye S., owned by
Mr. Duryea, although the Memphis & Avent Kennels do not
deliver her to him until after the field trial season closes.
She is the dog that her owner has matched against the
pointer bitch Sally Brass II. She was handled by Avent.
They were put down at 3:10, and both started at a great
pace. Desmond is a very nice-moving dog, with lots of
speed and considerable range. At times he showed up quite
stylish on game, especially when backing, but some or his
points were rather ordiuary. Bettye S. is a flyer and no
mistake. She ranges wide, too wide for the ground we were
working, and was lost to sight twice during the heat, but
came round all right. She is a veryT easy mover and quite
stylish when on game. Both pointed 'and backed nicely.
Bettye refused to retrieve, but Desmond brought a bird
fairly well. Bettye won the heat, having the best of it in
pace, range and style when on game.
The next brace were not flyers and the heat was a bit

tedious. Dick Tate, owned by Mr. A. M. Tucker and handled
by John Lewis, is a fairly well-formed dog of medium size,

he worked steadily, but is slow and did not range very wide.
His competitor Whitie ran in the Members' Stake; he was
handled by S. C. Bradley. The brace was very evenly
matched in speed, range and style. Very little work was
done on game, Dick Tate having the best of it and he was
awarded the heat. This ended the work for the day.
On Wednesday, after the finish of the Derby, Rowdy Rod

and Nora were put down at 9:30 in the sedge field, where the
Derby was finished. Rowdy won the Derby, and Nora won
third in the Members' Stake; she was handled by Bradley.
This heat was run on ground ill-suited to show the qualities
of a fast, wide-ranging dog like Rowdy, as the country was
broken and nearly covered with thicket. Nora is at home
on this ground, as she is not a bevy dog, but on scattered
birds there are few that can bear, her, as she is very stylish
on game and picks up her singles in a masterly maimer.
Rowdy made a wide cast and was lost sight of by his hand-
ler, although he was seen well to the front of "the party,
hunting out his ground in capital style, but as he did not
come round Nora was taken up, and search was made for
Rowdy and he was found on poiut to a bevy, a good piece of
Avork that he got no credit for. as Nora had been ordered up.
Rowdy had hunted the ground in front and had passed no
birds, at least Nora and the spectators failed to find any be-
hind him. It is true he ranged too wide for the ground he
was working, but the blame rests on the country and not on
the dog. Nora, until ordered up while a search was made
for Rowdy, had worked diligently, but she showed no dis-

Eosition to go out and search for birds, keeping close to her
audler. In the work on the scattered birds Nora had the

advantage although both did good work and each pointed,
backed and retrieved in the best of style. At the end of an
hour Nora was declared winner. We were surprised at this
decision as, taking everything into account, it was plain to
be seen that in hunting qualities and natural ability Rowdy
was greatly the superior, he ranged much the wider and
showed lots of bird sense in working out his ground. If the
judges ignored the performance of Rowdy previous to the
work on single birds or even penalized him for getting lost
we do not see how the heat could be decided on the work
as it was far from being a true test of the hunting qualities
of the dogs, and had a portion of the time spent in working
the dogs here and there and back again pottering on singles
been devoted to a search fcr another bevy and a test of the
qualities that go to make up a good dog\ there would have
been something more satisfactory upon which to base an
opinion.

It is often the case that in deciding between two dogs the
judge has a very difficult task, while one may have' done
a portion of the work required of him in a faultless or even
brilliant manner he may have utterly failed in other re-
spects or have so bungled that his work is comparativeljT

worthless. His competitor, perhaps, has done nothing
especially meritorious, but has run his heat in about fourth-
class style and has made no serious mistakes. In striking
the balance between them it is often a bard matter to de-
cide which of the two is entitled to pi-ece.dence, and in many
eases in the past the winner was selected by counting up
the number of points made. Under the old order of things

the fact that the winner had made even one more point than
his opponent was an unanswerable argument in favor of
the justness of the decision, no matter how much he had
been beaten in other respects, This was found to be all
wrong, and the rules now instruct the judges to grade the
dogs by the quality of their work and hob by tne quantity.
Of course if a. dog strikes out and finds his birds by search-
ing for them in a workmanlike manner and points them he
is entitled to greater credit than if hS simply picked up
birds that were shown to him. The mere fact that a dog
points his birds should have but very little influence in de-
termining the value of his work; it is his duty to point
and the manner in which he does it should only be
taken into consideration. The dog that points his
game at a long distance, and in a gamy, stylish way,
is entitled to vastly more credit than the one that waits
until the birds are nearly under his nose and then points
them iu a slovenly manner. In fact pointing should be
judged precisely as we estimate backing or retrieving, and
that is by the excellence of the performance and not by its

frequency. We do not mean that a dog making one or two
magnificent points, and then slobbering his birds or flush-
ing those that he should have pointed, is entitled to much
credit for his work in this respect as a whole, and more or
less work on singles is required to determine this as well as
his staunchness and steadiness, but the principal test should
be of their hunting and finding qualities. Field trials were
established and are ostensibly maintained for the purpose of
improving the pointer and setter especially in field qualities.
Natural ability to do the work required, sense to do it in
the best manner, coupled with proper confirmation and grit

to stay up to the finish, are qualities that we all wish to see
brought to perfection, and the best way to induce the
breeder to strive to produce animals perfect in these respects
is to encourage each step in the right direction by a prompt
recognition of the merit of an animal that in natural ability

and hunting qualities is in advance of his competitors.
The heat between Toledo Blade and King Leo was a very

close one. Not much opportunity was given to test the
ac tual hunting qualities ot the dogs, as the work was mostly
on singles. Both did excellent work that conclusively
proved that each both could and would point every bird that
he had a fair opportunity on. There was not much differ-

ence in speed, range and'style, Toledo Blade having a trifle

the best of it in these respects, and at the end of a very
pretty heat he was declared the winner. Blade was handled
by Tucker and King Leo by John Lewis.
At 11:17 King's Mark, handled by Barker, and Polly II.,

handled by Haight, were put down near where the last

brace was taken up. In speed Mark had a slight advantage,
although neither was fast. In range they were, about equal.
Polly had the best of it in style and was far superior to him
iu bird sense as well as in tlie quality of her work, and she
should have had the heat, but at the end of the allotted 45

minutes King's Mark was declared the winner. It is possi-

ble that the judgesmay have seen Polly do bad work enough
to lose; if so, it must have been very poor indeed, as the
character of the work done by Mark was decidedly ordinary.
We then went to lunch, and at 1:30 Chance and Orlando

were put down. Both are well known field trial winners.
Chance was handled by Avent, and Orlando by Haight.
This heat needs little description. Chance outclassed Or-
lando and beat him in all essential points. Chance was
rank and not under good control, and did not work out the
singles as he should, but his better speed, range, style and
qua lity of work lauded him a winner. Orlando showed only
fair speed and range, but he worked out his ground very
well.
Noma, handled by Lewis, and Nannie B., handled by

Barker, were the next brace. Nannie was evidently tired
from her work in the Derby, and did not go nearly up to

hor form in previous heats. Noma showed finer styde, but
she has no speed nor range, and her work on birds was far
from good. Both were very slow at the finish, and the heat
was an uninteresting one. Nannie B. deservedly won.
The next brace, Cincinnatus, handled by Tucker, and Guy,

handled by Bradley, were put down at 3:37. Both are well
known. Cincinnatus ran here in the Derby of 1887, and last
year in the All-Aged Stake. Guy ran in the Members' Stake.
Cincinnatus has a fair amount of speed, ranges well, and
shows considerable bird sense. Guy was under good control
for a while, but he finally became a bit wild, and not much
could be done with him. Cincinnatus did some good work
on birds and was declared the winner.
At 4:36 the last brace of the series was cast off. Rapid

Ann was handled by Tucker and Roi d'Or by Buckle. After
working half an hour they were taken up to go down again
in the morning. Thursday morning it was raining and it

was after 11 o'clock before a start was made, and at 11:30
they were put down in an open lot to finish their heat.
Birds were found and some uncertain work was done, but
everything was wet and scent was evidently poor. When
time was up Roi d'Or was declared the winner. Rapid Ann
is a heavily marked pretty little bitch with good pace,
range and style. She also has considerable bird sense and
does her work very well. Roi is a fine-looking upstanding
dog with no serious faults in his make up and it wouidtake
a good one to beat him on the bench. He is about as good
as he looks and beat his competitor at all points except,
perhaps, in speed, in which they were about equal. This
finished the first series, Cassio having a bye. Following is

a summary:
Betty S. beat Desmond II.

Dick Tate beat Whitie.
Nora beat Rowdy Rod.
Toledo Blade beat King Leo.
King's Mark beat Polly II.

.

Chance beat Orlando.
Nannie B. beat Norna.
Cincinnatus beat Guy.
Roi d'Or beat Rapid Ann.
Cassio a byre.

Second Series. fft

At 10 o'clock Cassio and Dick Tate were first down at the
north end of the Snow farm to run the first heat in the
second series. Cassio and his work have often been de-
scribed in these columns. He was handled by Col. Merri-
man. He was a good dog and ran bis heat well except that
be was not quite bold enough on the single birds of the first

bevy, which was apparently owing to fear that Lewis was
scolding him when he was only trying to handle Dick, who
seemed to want to do things his own way. Dick showed up
much better than in his previous heat, getting away at a
good pace and ranging fairly well, he also did some fair
work on birds, but was outclassed by Cassio, who won the
heat handily. At the finish of this heat we went to lunch
on the Model Farm.
At 2 o'clock Bettye S. and Nora were put down in the field

north of the farmhouse. Bettye had the advantage in pace
and range, but was evidently a bit off in nose and Nora out-
worked her on birds and won the heat, which was a very
good one, both doing some capital work. Nora was going
better than we had seen her and did some brilliant work
among the scattered birds.
The next brace was Toledo Blade and King's Mark.

Blade had the best of it from start to finish and won handily.
He showed better speed and much the best style both in
way of going and when on game, and also had the best of it

among the singles.
Chance and Nannie B. were next put down. Chance was

under good control and ran his heat in good form and won
it easily. Nannie went better than in her previous heat,
but with such a dog as Chance she had not much opportun-
ity to show her quality. This ended the work for the day

which upon the whole was satisfactory in view of the very
unpromising outlook in the morning.
Friday morning it was fair and cool, but it soon became

cloudy, clearing in the afternoon with a stiff breeze from
the northeast, which made it impossible for the dogs to do
much with scent, unless directly down wind from the birds.
Cincinnatus and Roi d'Or were the first brace put down. In
this heat as well as during the day, the judges ordered the
dogs hunted to better purpose than had in many instances
been formerly done and there was not so much beating out
ground without result. Cincinnatus won the heat by supe-
rior pace, range and finding ability, although Roi had
slightly the advantage on singles, doing some good work.
This ended the second series with the result as follows:
Cassio beat Dick Tate.
Nora beat Bettye S.
Toledo Blade beat King's Mark.
Chance beat Nannie B.
Cincinnatus beat Roi d'Or.
In the third series Cassio beat Nora, Chance beat Toledo

Blade, Cincinnatus a bye. Fourth series—Cassio beat Cin-
cinnatus, Chance a bye. In final for first. Chance and Cassio,
Chance was selected'without running. For second, Toledo
Blade beat Orlando and Cassio and won. Cassio third. Nora
and Cincinnatus equal fourth.

POINTER STAICE.

First Series.—Rip Rap beat Lad of Bow. Consolation
beat Fan Fan. Count Fauster beat Fred. Lebanon beat
Seldom. Duke of Hessen beat Pontiac. Tammany's Boy
beat Roger Williams. Woolton Game beat Miranda. Bon-
nie beat Dalgarouki.
Second Scries.—Rip Rap beat Consolation. Count Fauster

beat Duke, of Hessen. Lebanon beat Tammany's Boy.
Woolton Game beat Bonnie.

SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS ENTRIES.
MARIETTA, Ga., Nov. VS.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I inclose list of entries to All-Aged Stakes of the
Southern Field Trial Club, which number thirty-seven,
twenty-five setters and twelve pointers. The trials will take
place at Armory, Miss., commencing Monday, Dec. 16. The
usual arrangements for transportation have been made with
the railroads, viz., first-class fare going and one-third to re-
turn. The accommodations of all kinds will be ample, and
I will be in Amory three or four days before the trials begin,
and any one who wants arrangements made for horses or
vehicles, can have the same attended to by addressing me
there, care of the Amory Hotel.

T. M. Brumby, Sec.-Treas. S. F. T. C.

SETTERS.

J. Bell's lemon and white setter bitch Hope's Fawn.
J. W. Renfroe's lemon, white and tan setter dog Tom

Hendricks.
Whyte Bedford's black, white and tan setter bitch Flounce

Gladstone.
D. E. Rose's lemon and white setter bitch Daisy F.
W. J. Cannon's black, white and tan setter dog Mark of

Brunswick.
W. W. Titus's black, white and tan setter dog Lufra's

Mark.
H. Holmaus black, white and tan setter bitch Tempest.
A. M. Young's lemon and white setter bitch Hope.
West Tennessee Kennels' black, white and tan setter dog

The Corsair.
West Tennessee Kennels' orange and white setter dog

Tennessee Charlie.
West Tennessee Kennels' black, white and tan setter dog

Tennessee Bob.
J. Shelly Hudson's black, white and tan setter dog Chick-

asaw.
J. Shelly Hudson's black, white and tan setter dog Dad

Wilson's Boy.
J. Shelly Hudson's black, white and tan setter dog Dad

Wilson, Jr.
Fred F. Myles's black, white and tan setter bitch Dimple.
Fred F. Myles's black, white and tan setter dog Ben Hur.
W. W. Titus's black, white and tan setter Rosebud.
H. S. Bevan's black, white and tan setter dog Rowe}7 B.
L. B. McFarland's black, white and tan setter dog Startle,

Jr.
L. B. McFarland's black and white setter dog Duke.
J. E. Dager's black, white and tan setter dog Toledo Blade.
J. E. Dager's black, white and tan setter dog Cincinnatus.
G. W. Ewing's blue belton setter dog King's Mark.
P. H. Bryson's setter dog Treadwell's Sam.
J, W. Renfroe's black, white and tan setter dog Dan

Gladstone.

POINTERS.

P. T. Madison's liver aud white dog Ossiau.
J. G. F. Holston's liver,white and tan dog Count Fauster.
G. W. Amory's liver and white dog Bounce.
Graphic Kennels' liver and white pointer bitch Bloomo II.

Graphic Kennels' liver and white pointer dog Beppo 1 II.

F. R. Hitchcock's liver and white pointer dog Duke of
Hessen.

J. E. Gill's white aud liver pointer bitch Lady Zeal.
J. E. Gill's white and liver pointer bitch Galatena.
B. M. Stephenson's liver and white pointer dog Tribula-

tion.
G. W. Miller's liver and white pointer dog Count.
J. E. Link's liver and white pointer bitch Rod's Gal.
G. A. Castleman's liver and white pointer dog Reximus.

A CARD FROIVI MR. KREHL.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Sir, I should have preferred not to mention Mr. Mayhew
again, but a few words I think are necessary. I think I

ought to explain that the publication of my letter was due
to an accident. It wTas written as a reply to Mr- Mayhew
when he made his revengeful attack upon me; owing to an
accident my letter was mislaid in the office of Forest AND
Stream, and when I heard, long after, that it had been
found and would be published, feeling that the subject was
stale to everybody, 1 telegraphed not to publish, but my
cable arrived when the letter was already in print. I re-
gretted it, as I had also come to the conclusion that the
affair was not worth noticing. Mr. Mayhew has given the
text of his letter wherein he championed the cause'of "trim-
ming," and I may say that it is only here that one could
read between the lines the covert sneers and insults leveled
at Mr. Tinne, who, as recent decisions of our Kennel Club
show, has triumphed over the party to which Mr. Mayhew
lately belonged. Trimming, whether done in Mr. Mayhew's
manner with finger and thumb, or otherwise, is now penal-
ized by disqualification aud suspension. I said tjhat in this
country Mr. Mayhew was a one-breed man, which is a fact
in spite of the friendly letter of introduction he has pub-
lished. He proves the" limited sphere of his kennel knowl-
edge by supposing that it was the only time I judged for the
Kennel Club when I obliged the committee on the occasion
he refers to. His account of once reporting for the Stotik-
Keeper may be true. I confess I do not recollect it, but it is

certain he would have been paid had he followed the rule
here and claimed it. Finally let me say that I should feel
surprised if anybody who knows me thought I intended to
enter into a controversy with Mr. Mayhew; it was only my
intention in my letter to Forest and Stream of Oct. 3 to
knock the bottom out of his pretensions by showing who he
was in his own country. GEORGE R. KREHL,
London, Nov. 7.
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ROBINS ISLAND CLUB TRIALS.
CTJTCHOGHE, L. I., Nov. 35.—Editor Forest and Stream:

ODce again lias a year rolled by, and with the recurring
inonth of November comes the field trials of the Robins
Island Club. The. same faces come to the front each year,

for no club near New York is so strictly conservative as to

membership as this same club of Suffolk, county. Twenty-
five was the number of its charter members, and the consti-

tution was drafted so that that number should be the limit.

No effort yet made has been successful in obtaining an
amendment looking for a larger number. Thus the dog
lovers of the club come together year after year to test the
merits of their setters and pointers, each as against the
other. No one but a member is allowed to run his dog, and
if a member is absent, for any cause whatever, his dog can-
not be run, even if entered, unless some other member comes
to the front and takes charge of the absent man's dog in the
trials. No outside handling has ever been permitted, and
the idea of a professional handler going with a dog during
the trials would not be entertained for a moment.
The start for the island on Wednesday morning, when

many of the members departed for the shooting grounds
froni New York and Brooklyn, was made in weather which
promised anything but success for these trials. At dawn it

was raining furiously, with the wind blowing hard from
the southward. As the morning wore on, however, the
clouds dispersed, and the sun shone out in brilliant fashion.
The run to Cutchogue was made in the usual sleepy man-

ner of the Long Island Railroad; the heavy amount of
watered stock acts as a drag on everything, even the speed
of the trains. Arriving about midday at Cutchogue, seats
were taken in wagons, and the party was speedily trans-
ferred to New Suffolk over roads saturated with the frequent
rains of this most extraordinary season. Reaching New
Suffolk the club sloop, the Abbie and Mabel, moved to the
dock, with the huge mainsail napping in the wind. Men
and higgage were soon aboard, lines cast off, and with a
fair wind all were started for the enchanted land of Robins
Island. The new club house gleamed a mass of glowing
color in the rays of the sun, while the window panes gave
back the reflected tints in vivid red and orange. The dock
was soon reached and the yacht's nose run close to the land-
ing place. Cat-rigged, there was nothing to prevent the
yacht's stem hugging the wharf. All were placed speedily
on shore, and exclamations of delight, as they looked toward
the club house, escaped from the lips of all. Never did
Robins Island look so well. Under the intelligent adminis-
tration of Mr. Wellington, the club secretary, constant im-
provements have been going on. Not a trace of the old
buildings of ten years ago is to be seen. Not a vestige of
the conflagration of two years ago meets the eye. The old
cellars of the burned buildings have been filled up. The
mass of debris left from the fire has been buried, the surface
leveled off; and where last season was a chaotic mass of
dirt, lime and broken brick, is now a sward as rich in color
and strength as if a lawn of 50 years care and growth.
Mr. Beach, the club's superintendent, deserves particular

mention for the order and cleanliness of both house and
lawns. It was the perfection of tidiness in each. Last year
the slopes around the building were in an unfinished state,
and the driving roads and foot paths simply marked out
with the plowing of the sod. Now all is changed. The
slopes from the bottom of the hillock upon which the house
stands, to its top, are sodded, and being well done, the
growth of grass has been wonderful. The paths have been
finished. Filled in as they are with the pebbles of the
beaches, their appearance is pleasing in the extreme. If the
outside was pleasant to look at, what shall I say of the in-
terior? The huge fireplace of the sitting-room glowed with
fiery embers as they dropped from the huge burning logs
upon the old-time andirons; and the agreeable warmth in
all the rooms was delightful after the cold sail across the
bay.
Luncheon was soon served and thoroughly enjoyed. After

that an inspection of the kennels and the dogs. The canines
never looked so well as they do now. I saw no case of dis-
ease, and the animals showed good feed and care. How dif-
ferent from last season when distemper had run rampant,
and reduced many of the dogs to virtual skin and bone.
Now they were fat and lusty. The small herd of Jerseys
looked in good heart and in fine condition. For the first
time since the writer has known the island, the barn was
found full, to bursting doors, with hay and grain. As the
huge doors swung open a dozen gray squirrels scampered
in every direction along the beams and rafters. The cun-
ning fellows were perfectly at home, and enjoying them-
selves in feasting upon the sheaves of unthrashed grain.
The pigeon lofts"had in them a couple of hundred birds!
The poultry yard was full, while in the sty near by a lot of
porkers ate and grew fat.

The old dog cooking house had been replaced by a new
one, replete with every convenience. A huge boiler inclosed
in brick with barrels of assorted food surrounding it occu-
pied the first floor. The men's house, formerly a dilapidated
shanty, had been so altered r did not know it. Thoroughly
repaired and renovated these quarters for the men were all
that could be asked or wished for. By this time it was ne-
cessary to dress for dinner, which at Robins Island is the
feature of the day. The cuisine of the club is excellent, its
wine cellar a capital one—who knows bettor how to live
than the sportsman? Lots of exercise makes the appetite
sharp and the taste keen, in possessing the wherewithal
to purchase, why should there be denial? There is none at
Robins Island.

Thursday.
This day was passed in examining the island. The land

was explored from north to south, from east to west. Quail
were put up in every part of the preserve. Not single birds,
but bevies, large in number, and with the quail luaty and
strong of wing. In size these birds reminded one of" those
found upon the island when the Eastern Field Trials Club
first selected it for the location of their trials and before
the importation of Southern birds. In fact no new supply
has been purchased for two years, and the quail now there
are native and "to the manor born." The most astounding
feature, however, was the vast horde of rabbits (hares) that
now infest the land. Some two years ago the members
wishing a little diversity in their shooting, introduced a
half dozen pairs of our familial- bunny. The idea was to
have coursing with a pack of beagles. The genii of the boy
in the Arabian tales has a counterpart at Robins Island.
Imported solely for pleasure, he has grown to a pest. Never
was shown greater proliticness than is seen here in the num-
ber bred. The plat- e is simply overrun with them. Onecannot
travel a yard without putting up a cotton tail. In such
swarms are they that the wheat fields are denuded of every
blade, and the ground is as bare of vegetation as a sum-
mer fallow. The kitchen garden was a paradise for
them. Watermelons as they ripened were denuded
of their outside covering. Where at night was the promise
of a melon, in themormng was a mass of red pulp and black
seeds. The outer rind had been eaten to the core. Not a
leaf showed above ground but what it was cut off as soon as
grown. As a consequence the order has been issued to kill
and kill again. Four hundred have been done to death since
Nov. 1, yet there appears no diminution in their Lumber
Swedeuborg-like, the club has raised a spirit which will not
down at their bidding.
The acreage sown to grains of different kinds is greater

than ever before. The birds have feasted always. There
never has been a scarcity of food this year. At least a thou-
sand birds are now on the island

, judging from the number of
bevies put up during the walk. Thev were found every-
where. A few were shot and found to be as fat as a Dela-

ware ortolan. Singular to say, each bird's craw was found
half full of bay berries. In the olden times never a bird
would touch them. Their taste has changed, as have their
habits. Then not a bird was found save in the cover or in
the woods. Now we start them from the sedge grass of the
beaches, where a strong wind would cover them with the
spray of the waves rolling up the sands. One is always sure
of finding a bevy 'there.
After dinner was thoroughly discussed and enjoyed, the

first business of the trials of the year was brought forward—
the making of entries. Unfortunately, disease had made
havoc with the dogs, and many members were deprived of
the pleasure of competing for the valuable prizes offered by
the club. The list is a light one, and seems lighter than it

is, because the animals do not run one as against the other.
Consequently there follows no series of heats, as at other
trials.

JOOST (S. B. Duryea, Brooklyu), liver and white pointer
dog, 2yrs. (pedigree not given).
Rheuma (W. M. Van Anden, Brooklyu, N Y,), red Irish

dog, 2yrs (Dietrich's Tip—Spooner's Grace).
Gout (W. M. Van Anden, Brooklyn, N. Y.), red Irish dog,

7yrs. (Massey's Duke—Pratt's Daisy).
GREY (William Stanley, Euglewood, N. j.), blue belton

setter dog. 3yrs. (uedigreeuot given).
Bob (William Hester, Brooklyn, N. Y.), blue belton setter

dog, 9yrs. (Raybell—dam not given).
Daisy (S. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y.), liver and white

pointer bitch. 3yrs. (Don Douald—Nellie IT.).

St. Elmo V. (S. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N.Y.), black, white
and tan English setter dog, oyrs. (St. Elmo IV.—Countess
Louise^.
Berkeley II. (Alden S. Swan. Brooklyn, N. Y.), red

Irish setter dog, lOyrs. (Chief—Gussie).
Jolly Rex (Henry D. Polhemus, Brooklyn, N. Y.), black,

white and tan setter dog, 2Vyrs, (Rex Gladstone— Little
Fraud).
Belle (S. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y.), blue belton setter

bitch, 3yrs. (Count Rapier—Dell).
As soon as the entries closed, the names were placed in a

hat and drawn to run as follows. It will be recalled the
dogs are run in pairs simply to save time, as each animal's
work is judged according to the scale of points adopted by
the club in its running rules. While the work was going
on the ominous patter, patter of the rain was heard on the
outside as it beat against the windowpanes. The disgusted
looks of the sportsmen as they heard it, were laughable to
look at. In most lugubrious fashion did they start for bed-
rooms and sleep.

Friday's Work.
The morning broke with a cloudy sky. At early dawn a

rosy streak struck through a. rift in the cloud banks. It
was but momentary, and the clouds closed up again, making
a solid, dull, leaden hue, gruesome in the extreme. Called
to an early breakfast, it was quickly disposed of, and as
soon as finished the men and dogs started for the work in
hand.

BERKELEY II. AND ST. ELMO V,

The first named, handled by member Channcey Marshall
in the absence of his owner, the last by Dr. Speir. Cast off
at the club house, they were hunted directly west to the
bluff where it overlooks the 100-acre tract of fiat salt mea-
dow. At the very verge the red dog struck scent and pulled
himself to a stiff poiut; this was backed by St. Elmo; the
bird rose wild; shot at and missed. A turn "to the left and
along the edge of the bluff southerly, Berkely again got the
birds, and was again backed by Sauk. Then followed a
beautiful piece of cauiue work. The birds alternately ran
and stopped, the dogs followed, fast or slow, as the occasion
required; the time of the roading was at least 20 minutes,
for the dogs were careful, and consequently slow. At the
end of the bluff where another yard's distance saw it run
down to the sand, both dogs stopped, Berkely pointing,
Sauk backing. The birds got up wild, as the handlers
came up, the Irish dog a little unsteady to wing, but as the
guns were fired be dropped at once to shot. Ordered to re-
trieve Berkely brought in the dead bird in capital fashion
and delivered it to Marshall. Sauk told to retrieve did so,
but very slowly and in bad form. Dogs ordered up at 0,30.

JOLLY REX AND BELLE.

This brace, second in order of drawing, cast off ten min-
utes afterward, and hunted south toward the clay pit.
Belle showed the greater speed, Rex was more stylish in his
work. In quartering their ground they were about equal,
in the briers Rex by far the more courageous. Beforethe race
was over he was a mass of blood, where his head and neck
had been torn by the thorns of the blackberry canes. A t

Black Oak Point, where the scrub oak nearly touched the
waters of the bay, both dogs commenced roading. and after
a few rods located the birds simultaneously. Rex more
stylish on point than Belle, Birds put up," shot at and
missed. Dr. Speir hunted Belle, Polhemus hunted Rex, the
latter having purchased Rex only the night before simply
to run him in these trials. Belle dropped to shot. Hex t'o

command. After this a loug hunt followed down the east
side of the islaud. At the edge Belle roaded up a bird; she
was steady to wiug. A second time she roaded. but the
quail got up wild. She was slightly unsteady, but came
back bO Whistle. Rex followed suit in putting up a bird.
The doctor immediately put up two more, lired a nd missed.
Rex took a short chase after them, but .stopped to order.
Shortly after Rex got a good poiut, in front of which three
birds got up wild as hawks; Rex this time steady as a clock,
and dropping towing as they rose. These birds were ,4*1

lowed, and Belle g it a capital point where they had be"en
marked down; Rex refused to back; bird got up wild.
Another point was had a moment after, Dr. Speir walking
up to dogs started two half-grown rabbits. As they ran
both dogs ran after them, but came back to whistle. The
same thing happened a moment after, this second time,
however, the dogs were steady as a clock when the bunnies
jumped. Dogs taken up at 11 o'clock, and a quarter of an
hour afterward the next brace brought up and cast off.

JOOST AND GREY.
Stanley hunted Grey, and Marshall the pointer Joost in the

absence of her owner, S. B. Duryea. Through the brier lot
southerly aloug the bluff, then a turn northerly back to
Black Oak Point. Nothing was found save hares, which
bounded out of the cover in every direction as the d< _
quartered the ground. Grey the better dog in every respect;
Joost showing a lack of both work and education. Natur-
ally he is a good dog, but natural ability alone does not win
at field trials. While running, Grey found and brought to
his owner a quail which had evidently been shot the day be-
fore. The retrieve was made in good shape. Going on, a
half dozen birds jumped in front of Judge Plum mer. All
hands shot, but not a bird dropped. Grey unsteady to both
wing and shot, but steadied himself to order. Grey again
unsteady as a rabbit jumped out from under his nose. Joost
ran up a bird unconsciously, apparently not knowing the
work required of him. Stanley tried to shoot, but the safety
guard of his hammerless was down, and he could not pull a
trigger. Moving on, Grey l-outed out a half-grown hare,
and was at once off in a short spin after him, comiug back
to whistle; then Grey false-pointed, -j oost failing to back.
Both dogs capital rangers and good quarterers. Taken up
at 12:35.

RHEUMA AND DAISY.
Van Anden handled the Irish dog, and Dr. Speir the

pointer Daisy. They were started at edge of woods on the
western side. Rheuma got up a bunny and bounced after
it. A turn to the bluff, west, and again Rheuma broke

after a hare, running head down like a wolf on trail.

Called back, he worked at the edge of the bluff on the west
side. Here he took scent, and roading a few rods came to a
good staunch point. The birds got up wild before him

.

Again he found the scent where the quail had been marked
down, and got in an excellent bit of work before he stopped
on the bird for good. The bird flushed itself, and Rheuma
indulged himself in a little canine racket, coming- back to
call. At this point Van Anden twisted a tendon in his left
leg, and was at once placed horn dr. COtnbcdt, He was trans-
ferred to the house in the club's ambulance. This put his
dogs out of the race. Member Stanley ran them, and did
well under the circumstances, but the Irish blood was ram
pant and did as it pleased. Babbit and quail were chased
with equal indifference. Daisy did nothing good, bad or in-
different. She acted as if she had never been hunted. Dogs
taken up at 1:05 P. M. , and a walk to the house for luncheon
was taken at once, The meal was soon disposed of.

GOUT AND BOB.

Stauley hunted Gout for Van Anden, Chauncey Marshall
hunted Bob for his absent owner, William Nestor. With
all his hunting skill, he couldn't land Bob a winner. The
dog was too much for him. Leaving the club house at 2:37
a straight walk was had across the island to South Point,
stopping on the way to hunt out the big gully which runs
down to the east shore, cutting the high bluff "in two parts.
Nothing found in all its length. The point was reached at
3:15 and hunted out thoroughly. Not a bird, but lots of
hares Gout getting excited and unsteady. Then along
the whole south beach to the high bluff at its western end,
then a turn inland. Scarcely in when the dogs put up a
big bevy. Gout at once made a rush for the flying quail.
He was called in for punishment which he accepted as part
of the play. The west shore was hunted in northerly
direction. On the high rolling hills Gout found the
birds, and after some good roading located them. It was
a neat bit of dog work. Stanley walked up to shoot,
the birds got up with a roar, Gout couldn't stand the
racket, and away he rushed trying to catch them by the
tail. Instead of catching the birds, he caught the lash.
Did it cure him? Not a bit of it. He shook his hide to get
the hair straight, and then chased a rabbit like a beagle as
it jumped from cover in front of him. Bob pointed several
times, each point being backed by Gout. Nothing was
found, Bob simply thought, this man isn't my boss, see
how I'll fool him. He did it, too. A few moments after
this Gout again did some good work, roading the birds for
a long distance, and then making a good point. This was
the extent of his good behavior. As they were put up he
jumped for them, and put out his chauce of a win. Whistle
and call he paid no attention to, until he had his run out.
Taken up at 4:30 and a move made for the club house. After
a clean up followed dinner. After dinner the judges, Messrs.
Jacob Pentz, A. F. Plummer and E. B. Converse retired to
make up the record of points to the credit of each animal
as made. After due consultation the result was announced
as given in the table below:

Name of Dog.

Berkley
Belle
Jolly Rex....
St. hdino V.
Grey
Rheuma—
Gout
Joost
Daisy
Bob

Merit Points.

- - -
Z- 2- r. c o s

c US' *
8» X "3 % §

1

15

IT
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15

20
20! 3
20 3

If) 0
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fl 5

6 6

0 4

6 6

4 5
5 4
4 0| 5

10 0 3 0 3

5 0 a 2 2

4 10
•i : o
4 0
4 0
2 10

0
0
3
4

3 K
w 2 1

:

f

'Off

.. 8
3 10
3 10

Not having a chance to win a place, dog not tried for a re-

trieve

Thus ended the eighth annual trial of the Robins Island
Club. Among the gentlemen present at the meeting were
Dr. S. Fleet Speir, President; H. D. Polhemus, Vic ' Presi-
dent: W. I. Wellington, Secretary-Treasurer; William
Stanley, Nels F. Carman, Col. S. Richards, Chauncey Mar-
shall, E. B. Convers, W. M. Van Anden. A. F. Plummer,
Shephard Homans and Jacob Pentz. Letters of regret were
received from Judge Pratt, Supreme Court, Brooklyu, S. B.
Duryea and William Hester. All these were detained in
the city by illness, more or less severe. Judge Pratt's letter
to Dr. Speir ran:

Scvkjsmk COURT Chambkiw, Brooklyn, King* County, Nov. 22.

—Dear Doctor: I do not dare to start tor Robins Is)and this morn-
ing. I am too ailing to risk the changes of the weather at this
season. I regret more than I can express the enforced ftbsen.ee.
1 fear the other judges will not drop to your skill iu handling
dogs, and that you will get away with all the prizes. It is not a
fair thing for you to run against the other fellows without some
judge who knows of vour little tricks in hunting dogs. 1 repeat
1 never regretted anything so much as my not being able to be
with you. Give my regrets to Pentz and tell hi in to keep an eye
on you. Very truly yours, C. E. Pkatt.
Judge Pratt's absence was especially regretted, for he has

acted as judge at the trials for many years past. P.ECON'lc.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB.

THE regular annual meeting of the Eastern Field Trials
Club was held at High Point, N. G, on Saturday eve-

ning, Nov. 23. Only thirteen of the members were present,
two less than is required for a quorum, and the election of
officerswas postponed until the regular meeting in January.
The meeting was a very important one nevertheless, aud
action was taken that will have a great influence upon the
future of the club. The corresponding Monday in Novem-
ber was decided upon as the date for the beginning of the
trials for 1890. A committee, consisting of Messrs. Duryea,
Lorillard, Breese, Coster and Cochran, was appointed to
select new grounds for future trials. It was also voted to
abandon the Pointer Stake next year, aud run but one All-
Aged Stake, open to setters and pointers. It was also voted
that it was the sense of the meeting that the spotting sys-
tem of judging should be adopted, aud Messvs. J. O. Donner,
H. B. Duryea and F. R, Hitchcock were appointed a com-
mittee to revise the rules to conform with this system. The
meeting then adjourned until the second Tuesday in Janu-
ary, at the office of Mr. Hitchcock, in New York.

LOTT.—Terre Haute, Ind., Nov. 20.—The prize bitch Lott,
winner of the §1,000 Lott—Grousedale slakes several years
ago, died here last week, She was owned by Herman Hul-
man of this city, and was valued at ¥=700. She was due to
whelp the latter part of this month.—H.

CHICAGO, 111., Oct, 18.—Mr. L. F. Whitman, well known
among dog men in this vicinity, has been appointed Western
agent of tne A. K. C, in which capacity he will doubtless
act very acceptably.—E. H,
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DAD WILSON GONE BACK—Covington, Ky., Nov. 20.

—You will remember about a year ago last April I sold the
white, black and tau English setter dog Dad Wilson (Cam-
bridge—champion Dido II.) to parties east. I had bred several
bitches to him before I sold hitn, and his puppies have proved
themselves such grand field dogs that I have come to the
conclusion that 1 need more of that kind of puppies, and
have repurchased Dad Wilson, and will use him in my
kennel and io the public stud. He arrived .yesterday in fine
condition, and is now I think even better looking than when
I sold him. As for a st ud dog, I think he has but few equals
and no superiors in this country. One of his puppies (Dad
Wilson's Boy) you will remember took first in the puppy
class at Chicago this spring, and was one of my kennel that
took special for the best kennel of four English setters in
the show, and for which I refused a long price at Chicago.
This puppy is entered in this year's trials and will be heard
from furth er al ong. 1 ha ve quite a number of other excellent
youngsters by Dad Wilson that I prize very highly. Bis royal
breeding, together with his power to reproduce himself, ha,s

caused me to again own him, and he will hereafter make
his home with me.—.1. SHELLEY HUDSON.

"A TRANSACT TON IN DOG ELESH."— Suspension
Bridge, N. Y., Nov. 22.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Gener-
ally speaking I think the readers of Eoeest and Stream
would not be interested in reading "A Transaction in Dog
Flesh," but as Mr. S. C, Graff, of Cadiz, Ohio, promises to
explain to readers of this paper how he once sold a dog, re-
ceived his pay i ti full, acknowledged receipt of same, and then
never shipped the dog uorrefunded payment, it seems to ine
this would be very interesting to dog men at least. Mr.
Graff no doubt felt a little sore on reading my article of two
weeks ago; he says he believes I have been "written up"
more than once for crooked dog dealings. If the editor of
this paper has any knowledge of any such writings I would
thank htm to mention the fact.—Charles E. Lewis. [We
have no recollection of anything reflecting upon Mr. Lewis's
fair dealing.]

*

DE BUCH—JRWESS.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Will
you kindly note that the mastiff bitch Jewess, owned by Mr.
John W. Menelv, then of Circleviile, Ohio, visited my De
Buch on March 33, 1884, and on .June '25, 1885; that the first

visit was noted on page 56, A . K. R. , Vol. II. (De Buch appear-
ing under his then kennel name of Tiny). The second visit
is noted on page 117, A.K.R., Vol. HI.; that De Buch is en-
tered in jL.K H. number 1,502; that he has a pedigree veri-
fied by Mr. M. B. Wynn himself; and that he was the first

dog ever owned in this country with a thoroughly complete
pedigree running back to 1835. For some inscrutable rea-
son 1 have been receiving inquiries as to this matter, and
while I am always willing to oblige, there is such a thing as
getting tired of answering the same question a dozen times.
—W. Wade (Hulton, Pa., Nov. 21.)

BLACK AND TAN.—Buffalo, Nov. 16.—"Podgers" seems
to think that my Queen is an exceptional black and tan ter-
rier, and says that if I will acquire another one, and it pans
out as creditably as this one, he will throw up the sponge
and acknowledge himself mistaken. Had I owned but one
I would not have presumed to speak-of my experience with
the breed. 1 have owned and bred them for years, and have
four good specimens at my home now. I will admit that
"Podgers's" experience was discouraging, but mine has
been the opposite. I have always found them faithful
friends, and have never had to advertise for a lost one.
They love their home and show no disposition to scoot from
it—Black and Tan.

A. K. C. QUARTERLY MEETING—To the Delegates
of the A. K. O: You are hereby notified that the regular
quarterly meeting of the Executive Committee of the
American Kennel Club will be held at the club rooms, at
No. 44 Broadway, New York, on Friday, Dec. 6, 1889, at 1

o'clock P. M. A full meeting is desired, as the proposed
amendments to the bench show rules are to be acted upon at
this meeting. By order of the President.—A. P. Vreden-
burgh, Secretary.

LOST SETTER.—On Nov. 17 I lost my English setter
pup, seven months old, well grown, not fat, weight 381 bs.

;

both sides of head and ears black, tan cheeks and spots over
eyes, and tan ticked on nose and paws; body white and black
ticked, and black spot about one inch round on left hind-
leg.—G. A. Colman(123 Bartlett street, Charlestown, Mass.).

AN OPENING FOR DOG BREAKERS.—Portland, Ore-
gon.—Should it chance that you hear of any one casting
about for a locality where they can engage in the business
of breaking dogs, I wish you would recommend such a party
to come out here, as the right party could soon work up a
good business and fill a long felt want.—B.

THE EASTERN COURSING CLUB MEET has been
postponed to Saturday, Dec. 7, when the supply of the jacks
will be ample for a successful meeting. Full particulars
may be had from Mr. H. w. Huntington, 148 South Eighth
street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must lie sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receiptor stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 800 of any one form, hound for

retaining; duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
<0f~ Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Pequot Lad and Pequot Lass. By S. M. Crocker, New London.

Conn., for black, white and tan English setter dog and black and
white bitch, whelped June 12, 1889, by Ben Hill (Druid—Ruby) out
of Tempest (Count Noble—Lit).
Dan,s Boy,Bhx>dy, Rodney and Lulu's Boy. By Michael Flynn,

Jr., Bristol, R. I., tor red Irish setter dogs, whelped Nov. 3, 1889,
by O'Donovan Rossa (Sarsfield—Nino) out of Lulu IV. (Shav'a
Dick-Lulu II.).

BRED.
pT° NoteB must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Tyzah II.— Gitiieroy. C. C. Abbe's (Springfield, Mass.) collie bitch

Tyzah II. (Ayrshire Laddie—Tyzah) to his Gilderov (champion
Charlemagne—Hastvl. July 15.

Tyzah JI.'s Daisy-GMeroy. C. C. Abbe's (Springfield, Mass.) col-
lie bitch Tyzah II. 's Daisy (imported Gaffa—Tyzah II.) to his Gii-
deroy (champion Charlemagne—Hasty), Oct. 9.

Nellie—Me Too. Rochelie Kennels' (New Rochelle. N. Y.) Mexi-
can harness bitch Nellie (A.K.K. (1076) to Mrs. H. T. Foot'e's Me
Too (A.K.R. 6074). Nov. 5.

Emprf.ss-SYar.--r Monarch. S. R. Wiggiu's (Lynn, Mass.) mastiff
hitch Empress (Major—Nellu ) to Wyoming Kennels' Sears' Mon-
arch (Lord Raglan-Dido), Oct. 23.

Empress III.—Scars' Monarch. S. W. Crook's (Aitlehoro, Mass.)
naatiff bitch Empress II (, (Imperial Chancellor—Ruth) to W\o-

- ^aglan
Dn«o), Nov. 2.

Alpine. Queen—PlinUmmon, Jr. Wyoming Kennels' (Melrose,
Mass.) St. Bernard biicn Alpine Queen (champion Apollo—cham-
pion Miranda) to their Plinlimmon, Jr. (champion Plinlimmon—
Princess Beatrice), Oct. 20.

Lady Catherine—PlinUmmon, Jr. Wyoming Kennels' (Melrose,
Mass.) St. Bernard bitch Lady Catherine (Duke of Lancaster—
Dorris) to their Plinlimmon, Jr. (champion Plinlimmon—Princess
Beatrice). Oct, 0.

Belle of Stanton—Bcn BUI. P. Lorillard, Jr.'s (Jersey City, N. J.)
English setter bitch Belle of Stanton (Count Noble—Dido II.) to
J. Shelley Hudson's Ben Hill (Druid—Ruby), Nov. 18.
Tough—Boh Qbo. Oorktown Kennels' (O'tawa, Ont.) cocker

spaniel bitch Tough (Wildair— Belle) to P. G. Reyes's imported
Bob Obo (champion Obo—Nellie), Nov. 19.

WHELPS.
g!P" Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Tyzah II. C. C. Abbe's (Springfield, Mass ) collie bitch Tyzah 1 I.

(Ayrshire Laddie—Tyzah). Sept. 15, eight (two dogs), by his Uilde-
rov (champion Charlemagne -Hasty).
McersTirnolf Girl. Rochelle Kennels' ( N ew Rochelie, N. Y.) black

and tan terrier hitch Meersbrook Girl ( Punch—Meersb rook .lessy),
Nov. 21, seven (five dogs), by their Dick (Prince— ).

Thorn II. St. Bernard Kennels' (New navou. Conn.) St. Ber-
nard bitch Thora II. (A.K.R. 3585), Sept 20, eight (seven dogs), bv
Stephens's Monarch (Merlin—Duchess IV.).

SALES.
JSP" Notes mustbe sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Gilderoy—Tymli ZJ.'s Daisy ivhelps. Black and tan collies,whelped

May 31, 1889, by C. C. Abbe, Springfield, Mass., a doa to Fred H.
Smith and a bitch to Daniel Bixby, both of same place, and a bitch
to Lowell Bickford, Palmer, Mass.
Sears' Monarch—Una whelp. Mastiff, dog, wholped March 10,

1889, by Wyoming Kennels, Melrose, Mass., to Rev. R. Thomas,
Brookbne, Mass.
Sean'' Monarch—Maid of Athens whelp. Mastiff dog, whelped

Aug. 22, 1889, by Wyoming Kennels, Melrose, Mass., to H. D. Ken-
dall, LoweR Mass.
PlinUmmon, Jr.—Maude whelps. St. Bernards, whelped Aug. 13,

1889, by Wyoming Kennels, Melrose, Mass., a dog eacb to Chas.
Meyer, Toomas Long, C. G. Boardman, Boston, Mass.; J. McD.
Crornar, Edmundston, N. IL: F. W. Cowan, Oshawa, Ont.; Frank
Clark, Randolph, Mass.; C. E. Tingley, Reading, Mass., and a
hitch to F. W. Knoblauch, Jersey City, N. J.
PlinUmmon, Jr.—MolUe whelm. St. Bernards, whelped July 5,

18S9. by Wyoming Kennels, Melrose. Mass., two dogs to W. H.
Walbridge, Peterboro, N. H ; a dog to Rev. J. F. McDonough,
Taunton, Mass., and a dog and bitch to Mrs. Kate McShane, Bal-
timore, Md.
Pequot Lad and Pequot Lass. Black, white and tan English set-

ter dog and black and white bitch, whelped June 12, 1889, by Ben
Hill out of Tempest, by J. Shelley Hudson, Covington, Ky., to S.
M. Crocker, New London, Conn.
Dad Wilson. White, black and tan English setter dog, whelped

Aug. 9, 18-4, by Cambridge out of Dido IL, by P. Lorillard, Jr.,
Jersey City, N. J., to J. Shelley Hudson, Covington, Ky.
Sykes. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped June 4, 1889, by Oho,

Jr., out of Tough, by Corktowa Cocker Kennels, Ottawa, Out., to
U. Bonneville, Danville, Que.

Vigil, White, with evenly marked tan head, fox-t rider bitch,
age not given, by Venator out of Nellie, by Oxford Kennels, Lon-
don, Ont., to E. C. Ray, Jr., Mamaroneck, N. Y.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Correspondents.

Sport. Brooklyn,—Cancrum ovis—a disease of the mouth due
to a decayed tooth or disease of jaw bone, or possibly some acrid
poison. The disease is often fatal. The cause should have, been
removed and tonics and stimulants administered.

F. G. T., Pittsflcld, Mass.—I wrote you some time ago about a
bird dog I have which had canker in the ear. He is somewhat
better, but the inside of the ear has grown almost full of what
the doctor here says is proud flesh or something like that. He
says the best way to get rid of it is to cut it out. The dog's hear-
ing is all right, but he shakes and scratches his head. Would you
advise having It cut out? Aus. Either have it cut out or burn it-

down with nitrate of silver stick (lunar caustic). If it is cut out
the base must be touched each day with the silver until it heals.

J. R. F., Rochester, N. Y.—What shall I do for 8 months pointer
pup? He has inflammation of the haw ef both eyes. Some years
ago 1 raised an English setter and he was troubled with the same.
Finally had them removed but the remedy is a little too barbar-
ous. What is the cause and the remedy? Ans. The cause may be
local irritation or constitutional vice. To treat, drop a little
solution of zinc sulphate 2 grains to the ounce in the eyes once or
twice daily, and also wash the eyes wilh borax and camphor
water, 19 grains of borax to the ounce. The operation of cutting
with scissors may be made painless by the use of cocaine.

J. F. L, Philadelphia, Pa.—I own an English setter dog age. 3yrs.
Eor past three months his head has been out of order, and at
times smells like stale dried beef, as near as I can describe the
odor. WilL you kindly inform me what I shall do for him? I
thiuk it is canker of the ear. Ans.:

R Bromo chloral 3 li

Tr.opii 3 li

Aq 5ii
Sig. Let a few drops fall in the ears night and morning. The

ears may also be sponged out with a weak carbolic acid solution
one in fifty.

J. H. A., Saylesville. R. I.—My Irish setter bitch, 18 months old,
was paralyzed in her hindquarters when she was 12 months old;
she has not yet recovered perfect use of her hindlegs, being very
awkward in her gait; the trouble seems to extend to her toes,
which scrape the ground as she walks, and she cannot turn
quickly when runuing. She is, however, able to do a hard day's
work in the field, and never tires. This trouble came oa her three
months after she had recovered from distemper. Kiudty tell me
what are her chances for complete recovery, andwhat'lean do
for her. She is also troubled with incontinence of her urine.
Ans. It is a sequel of disiemner, quite common. The regular ap-
plication of electricity to the hindquarters (lower segment of
spinal cord; will benefit; also give a two-grain pill of the citrates
of iron and strychnine, three times daily. The incontinence of
urine is due to the same cause.

W. T. B., Washington, D. C—I have a pointer dog eighteen
months old which we have been compelled to nickname "Salva-
tion." This dog is possessed of such a phenomenal appetite as to
be the wonder of the community. He will eat six times as much
as any other dog 1 have and yet retain a keen edge to his appetite,
and, iu fact, will gulp his food so fast and iu such quantities, if
allowed him, as to cause choking and suffocation. He is fed
liberally on table scraps, corn bread, Spratts and Spalding's
food, and has never been known since his return from the party
who handled him to get enough. Although fed at one time three
quarts of prepared food, at which time he was swelled out of all
proportions, yet was hungry for more. He is under size, very thin
in flesh, active and nervous. Ans. It would be well to try vermi-
fuge remedies. Purge with castor oil, tablespoon doses, and in
six hours give 30 grains of powdered areca nut made into a pill
with lard. This can be forced down the throat. Only feed milk
for two or three days. Give a 5-grain quinine pill night and
morning.

\ifle Htjd ^hooting.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
CONLIN'S ANNIVERSARY.

ON Monday last Jas. S. Conlin threw his gallery open in gala
attire. It was the twenty-fifth anniversary of his start as a

gallery keeper in this city, and he had asked every one who had
ever snot in his rooms to come up during the day and evening, en-
joy a few words with the veteran bullet director, look over the
tine records of shooting done under all manner of conditions, and
enjoy a ball of the liquid rather than the leaden sort. There was
a great gathering and reminiscences ran riot, while of shooting
yarns there were enough to stock a history of firearms from long
before the war. Mr. Conlin's formal gallery record stands as
follows:
First established, Nov. 24, 1861. Barnum's old American Mu-

seum, Broadway and Ann street. Destroyed by fire July 13, 1865.
In Barnum'snew American Museum, Broadway, between Spring

and Prince streets. Opened Sept. C, 1865. Destroyed bv fire March
3, 1868.
Next in Wood's Museum (now Daly's Theatre). Opened Aug.

31, 1868, Gallery closed June 3, 1872.

Noted Shooting Gallery, 47 Nassau street. Opened Dec. 15, 1868;
closed March 29. 1871,

Corner Broad wav aud Twenty-second street. Opened April 13,
1871; closed April 30, 1872.

No, 930 Broadway, next to the Park Theatre. Opened May 1,

1872. Destroyed by tire March 11, 1875.

The gallery No. 1,223 Broadway. Opened April 18, 1877; closed

for the erection of Wallaces New Theatre (now Palmer's), May
4, 1881.

White Elephant Ride Rango, 1.241 to 1,247 Broadway. Opened
Jan. 15, 1880. C. D. Shepard, proprietor; J. S. Conlin. manager.

Rifle, Pistol and Record Gallery, 1,355 and 1,257 Broadwav.
Opened May 18, 1881, and now open to the shooting world.

BOSTON, Nov. 23.—The regular shoot of the Massachusetts
Rifle Association was held to-day at its range at Walnut Hill.
The weather conditions were good, with atrloderafee wind blowing
from 9 o'clock. Mr. Munroe won the gold medal in the 20-shot
rest match, and Mr. Lee won the gold champion medal. Messrs.
O. E. Pettoiau and W. M. Foster each won a silver military medal.
Next Thursday—Thanksgiving Day— will be celebrated bv hold-
ing an all-day rifle shoot at Walnut Hill for prize and practice
shooting. Following are the best scores made yesterday:

20-Shot Rest Match.
J R Munroe. ...98 107 W Pomeroy 97 103 T Warren 100 68
C H Davis 101105

Champion Medal Match.
H L Lee 85 CO Clarke 83 B Hemmingway . . 66
Silver military medal, won on 10 scores of 42 or better:

W. M. Foster 42 45 43 42 42 42 42 43 45 43
O. E, Pettman .42 42 43 44 42 42 42 44 43 43

Victorv Medal Match.
GF Ellsworth 86 A McBean 82 MBAdams. ... 75
FS Gardner 83 A S Hunt 82

Military Medal Match.W M Foster 45 43 AS Hunt 40 OH Nason 39FF Lowell 43 42 S Field 40 K B Hobbs 36
O E Pettman 42

All-Comers' Rest Match.
J B Munroe 115 M F Ham 105 A Ballard 101
S Wilder 109 S W Warner 103 T P Williams. . 100CH Davis 109 W Pomeroy 102 W D Reed . . .

"
92DF Worcester.... 108

All-Comers' Off-ffand Match.
H L Lee 82 F W Chester 76 SC Sydney.... 72
J B Fellows 82 AS Hunt 75 A Sharp (mil.) . 70
A McBean 81 L C Dunbar 74 E K James 69
F Daniels... 77 C Willard 73 A Newman... . 64
O Howard 77

PHILADELPAIA. Nov. 19.-The attandance of the Gaiety Rifle
and Pistol Club to-night was very slim (owing to the inclemency
of the weather) at their regular weekly contest for gold aud silver
medals. Mr. E. Travis had no trouble to discount those present
eligible to shoit for the gold badge, while Mr. J. Pollock had a
picnic all to himself for the silver badge. Mr. Geo. W. Coulston
aud Mr. H. J. Mehard have joined the forces of the club. Official
fcore stood as fodows on standard American targets (reduced),
80vds. off-hand, Wurfflein rifles, plain open sights, 10 shots, possi-
bly 100:
John J Mountjoy 9 10 9 9 10 9 10 10 10 10—or.

(ieo W Conlston 10 10 9 10 9 9 10 8 10 9—9-1
E Travis 8 9 8 10 8 10 9 10 10 9-91
G Atkinson 10 0 7 6 10 10 7 10 7 5—78
A F Wiggins 5 10 9 8 5 7 8 10 7 8—77
H J Mehard 10 6 9 8 0 10 6 6 8 6-75
J G R-a 8 10 7 5 10 6 7 5 8 7-73
A F Simpson 5 5 3 10 8 6 6 10 6 9—72
T F Shonert 8 7 8 0 9 3 7 6 6 8-68
A McManus 5 46898866 7-67
F Paul 6 5 6 7 7 6 8 6 6 8—65
J A Pollock 3 6-5 7 5 8 9 7 6 7-63W Young 4 8 8 6 6 5 7 5 7 5-61W Wurfflein 6 9 6 6 6 4 10 5 3 4-59

Small-Boris.
SYRACUSE, Nov. 18—The Onondaga Rifle Club has won the

match with the Antrim Rifle Team, tired to-d^.y. by 2(3 points, the
Antrim Team scoriug 1031 to the Onondaga's 1057. These are the
scores of the Antrim Rifle Team:
A H Baker 6 10 8 9 8 9 9 9 7 8-83

9 8 10 11 12 11 9 8 9 11-98-181
J Penrose 8 9 6 11 10 8 0 5 10 10-86

8 10 10 7 8 11 10 11 8 8-91-177
CE Burgess

78999

12 689 9—86
9 VI 9 9 9 11 11 8 7 8—90-176

C Ceaflea

6

7 9 9 8 8 7 7 8 12-81
9 9 9 9 9 10 8 8 8 11-94—175

J Brague 8 8 10 9 9 8 9 8 8 9—86
8 9 5 12 8 8 5 8 9 8 -80—166

M Peters 9 9 9 9 9 7 6 7 9 0—79
10 3 9 4 8 7 8 6 9 9-77-156

Grand total 1031

SMOKELESS POWDER.—A recent United Press dispateh from
Washington says that a Captain Ledyard Ellsworth, of Hartford,
Conn., who claims to be the inventor of the smokeless powder
which has caused such a sensation in German army circles, is in
the city armed with a letter to Secretary Proctor, asking that the
powder be tested with a view to its purchase by the United States
governmenc. Captain Ellsworth has papers in his possession
making over the formula for the manufacture of the powder to
Carl von Anderhtch, of London, representing the German govern-
ment, and according to these documents Von Anderlitoh obtains
for his government from the inventor the exclusive rights for all
countries with the exception of the United States, Mexico and
Central America. For these rights Von Anderlltch pays $500,000,
and is to pay $10,000 per year In semi-aunual payments for ninety-
nine years. The contract further provides that if before Nov. 1,
1860, the purchasers should inform Captain ISllsworth by nersonal
service, letter, cable or otherwise of their desire, thev shall have
the ootiou of purchasing the remaining righ s—that is, for the
United States, Mexico aud Central America—for alike sum—
$500,000 down and $10,000 per year for ninety-nine years. At
present the matter seems to b^. complicated. Toe German con-
tracting parties claim to have sent a letter on Oct. 12 closing the
option, but this, Captain Ellsworth says, he has not received.

BOSTON, Nov. 22.—The members of the Boston Press Rifle
Association, all seated around the festive board at the Parker
House to-night, receive! their friends, reviewed the past history
of their exploits with the rifle, and received the trophies won at
the recent annual match of the association at Walnut Hill.
Among the guests were Col. Horace T. Rockwell, Henry S. Har-
ris, Secretary of Massachusetts Rifle Association, Mr. W. S.
Crown, Mr. Henry H. Faxon, of Quincy, Mr. Henry L. Lovell, of
the Lovell Arms Company. Mr. N. C. Fowler, of the Pope Manu-
facturing Company, and Mr. A. L. Delesdernier. Mr. J. P. Whit-
comb, of the Transcript, the president of the association, sat at
the head of the table. At a large table at the end of the room
were displayed the prizes won at the late matches, which were
far ahead of any display ever made since the organization of the
association, both as regards elegance and value. The prize dis-
tribution was conducted by President Whitcomb, assisted by-
Messrs. W. V. Alexander and S. J. Byrne of the prize committee,
and was one of the pleasautest features of the evening. Over 50
gentlemen were present, and the affair was one of the most suc-
cessful ever given under the auspices of the occasion.

CLINTON, Mass., Nov. 20.—At the last meet of the Stevens
Rifle Club of this place, the totals made by the members present
were as follows:
Chute 18 19 20 18 21-96 Wiight

. 11 18 18 20 20-87
Martin 18 20 22 15 19-94 McMinn 19 17 16 17 17—86
Cox ]9 20 20 19 17-92 Langdon 19 20 15 14 14-83
Taylor 16 16 18 19 19-88

A PESSIMISTIC VIEW OF IT.—New York, Nov. 15.—Editor
Forest and Stream: The American Shooting Association foes not
appear to enthuse the strictly amateur trap shooter with faith
sufficient to induce him to part with his "dust," or "blow it in"
for the benefit of the so-called "amateur," who should be justly
classed first, last and for all time as a professional trap shooter.
It seems to me I have somewhere read that "a fool and his money
are soon parted." If one of the great majority of amateurs does
happen to enter into a shoot in competition with such men as
Siegfer, Lindsley, Collins, Miller, A'onLengerke and others, does
he ever require a second dose to convince him that he is in the
wrong puddle? Even if successful in tieing for a "place," does he
ever "git there?" Mark the result—shot out in tne ties, invari-
ably, and the Withdrawal of another so-called devotee. One ex-
perience generally suffices. Trap shooting as a pastime, pure and
simple, is about "played out," m evidence of which witness the
decadence of the many small local gun clubs, many of whom are
entirely out of the race, and still others keeping up a vain strug-
gle for existence. Tournaments are held with tne object of in-
ducing the unwary one to part with his "tin." That these tour-
naments do not meet with the desired object of enriching a tew
at the cost of many is very evident, from the fact that so few
tournaments are held which are made to pay even expenses.
Gentlemen, have you not killed the goose which laid the golden
egg ? Is it not ab nit time to start on a different tack ? All your
classification rules, trips around the country a lo, base ball, can-
not bring the dead to life again, They go for naught,^- BuiEftQCK.
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THE TRAP.

Scores for publication should be made out on Me printed blanks,

prepared Iry the Forest and Stream,, and furnished gram to club

secretaries. Correspondent* it'/io favor us with dub scores are par-

ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested

to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

FIXTURES.
Nov. 28, 39.—Lincoln, Neb., Gun Club Tournament. Open to all.

O. H. Clarke, Secretary.

THE TRAP-SHOOTERS' TOUR.
rpHE United States Cartridge Company's scheme of touring the

JL country in a private oar, giving exhibitions in various cities,

is now an assured fact, and the preliminary arrangement are be-

ing rapidly completed. The handsome and comfortable 1 ullman
ear Iolant'he has heen engaged to carry the party. The Western
team is now complete with C. E. CahopD, of Freeport, 111., as fifth

man. That tram now includes Al. Ban die, of Cincinnati. Rolla

O Heikes, of Dayton, Ohio, Chas. W. Budd, of Des Moines, Iowa,

.las. R. Stice, of Jacksonville, 111., and C. E. Cahoon. Some un-
certainty still exists as to the formation of the Eastern team,
several desirable men being unable to leave their business for the

trip. The team at present is H. B. Whitney, of Phelps, N. Y.. H.
McMurcbv, of Syracuse, N. Y„ W. H. Wolstencrof t, of Philadel-

phia, and W. E. Perry, of Boston. In all probability Win. Sigler,

of Montclair, N. J., will fill out the quintet. A handsome souvenir
score card and programme will be distributed among the specta-

tors in each city. It will bear on its face a picture of the car
lolanthe with the teams grouped on the platforms at each end.

The proposed trip has aroused considerable interest, throughout
the country, particularly in the cities along the route, and its

effect will no doubt be a boom in shooting matters in all those

places.

EUREKA GUN CLUB.—New York, Nov. 13.—The Eureka Gun
Club held their November shoot on the 18th instant on the grounds
of the Jersey City Heights Gun Club, at Marion, N.J. Club
handicap prevailed in all the events. The Ficken brothers,Mehr-
tens, Strope and Se.mken shooting 10-bores at 18vds. rise; Diffley,

Circle and Swindell, 12-bores at 18yds.; Schortemeier, a 12-bore at

22yds., and the rest 12- bores at 10yds. rise. First sweepstake at 10

bluerocks, 5 traps, all angles, one money: Diffley 8, Buthfer 6,

Swindells. Second sweep, same conditions: Diffley ft, Buthter 3,

Swindell 8. Diffley wins both. Third sweep, same conditions:

Difflley 7, Buthfer 9, Swindell 8. Chaso 8. Buthfer wins, Fourth:
Difflevtt, Buthfer 8, Swindell 9, Chase 8, Both 2, Schortemeier T,

Strope 7, Button 0, J. H. Ficken 1, Semkeh 6, Mehrtens2. Three
moneys. Diffley and Swindell divided first, Buthfer and Chase
seconil, Strope and Schortemeier third.

Main event, prize and medal shoot, 15 bluerocks. 5 traps:

Diffley 110111110(101011-10 Dr Sutton h ,'. vi i [00100000-3

D Buthfer 010110011111111-11 Swindell 1 11000101101010-8

Circle 001111110101110-10 J H Ficken 100011000100010- ft

Chase lllOOOOllOw. Semken 00001 w.
Sehortemeier..0llllll"1110011fi-11 Mehrtens OOlOlw.

Booth 0001O00000100O0- 2 H Ficken 100010001w.
Strope 1010 101 H01 11011— 9

Ties shot off at 5 birds: Buthfer, 00011—2; Schortemeier, 11110—4.

Schortemeier wins medal for November.
Fifth sweep, same conditions as previous sweeps: Duffley 6,

Buthfer 7, Circle 6, Schortemeier 7, Strope 1, Swindell 6, J. H.
Ficken 3, H. Ficken 1. Ties on 7 shot off, Schortemeier winning
first, ties on 6 second. Strope third. Sixth sweep, same as pre-
vious: Schortemeier 9, Diffley 6, Buthfer 7, Strope 5, J. H. Fricken
0, Swindell 6. Schortemeier first, Buthfer second, ties on 6 and 7

third. Seventh sweep, 5 bluerocks: Schortemeier 5, Diffley 2,

Buthfer 4, Strope 3, Ficken 2, Swindell 2. Schortemeier first,

Buthfer second, Strope third. This closed the day. Our next
and last shoot for 1889 takes place on the same grounds Dee, 10.-

L. H. L

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 23.—The Parker Gun Club and Rox-
borough Gun Club met for friendly ream contest on the grounds
of the latter club. Eleven men to each, team, 20 bluerocks per
man, as follows:

Roxborough Gun Club.
F Hoagland - UlOi J 10100 1101 10001—12
A Weir lOOUloOlU lOOol 1 1010-10

F Wi 1lard 10111 lluiOOl 1 1111000-13
John Weir .* 1001001 1110)1 0110110-10
R Gilmore-... lOOlOoil.MiimmooOOOO- 3

HOzias OOUOllllOHOoi 10100—11
John Lager 11111010101KU101001—13
G Blunder 0001100100 101 1100010— 8

Frank Ozeas 011101111 ill 11101111—16

H Blundeu 01101100111101110000-11

ffm French 01011111111101101010-14-121

Parker Gun 01 ub.
J Martin 011 10011100001101111-12

G Jones OOIOOUOIOOOOOINJOOOI— 5W Gildner 1 11001 0100101000011 — 9
J Rowcroft 11011101011101110010—13W Bradbury IOoOI IOuOiiO] [noooiO — 6
J Hotkersall 100111101011 1 1111111-16
T Duffy 11111*01110011111101-15

R Bradbury -. 010010001 00101000110- 7W Kerr. ..." 100111010110] 1000010-10
G Barron - , 00111 011 00 1 001 1 1 1 110 -12
J Hey 00010110001010000001- 6-111

SMALL-BORE.

BUDD VS. ERB—Davenport, la , Nov. 21.—The live-bird match
between C. W. Budd, of Des Moines, and Fred Erb, of Lafayette,
Ind., for the champion cup, was shot here to-day. The conditions
called for 50 birds at 30yds. rise and 80yds. boundary from 5 ground
traps. Erb killed 43 and Budd 42. It was an even race down to
the 46th bird, though at one time, on the fourth string, Budd was
two in the lead. This was overcome in the fifth string, Erb mak-
ing a clean record and Budd losing 3. The pigeons were old ones
and rather wicked flyers, which accounts for the low scores.
Every bird, with but one exception, was hit, but several fell dead
outside the bounds. The day was dark and gloomy, but fully 200
assembled at the Forester Gun Club's park to witness the exhibi-
tion. Both men used 12-gauge hammerless Smith guns and loaded
with Schultze powder. George Ferrall, of this city, acted as offi-

cial scorer, and S. A. Tucker, of the Parker Anns Co., as referee.
The following is 1 he full score:

Budd 1112111002- 8
1112122222—111

2012222011- 8

2122101112— 9
o2oll10212— 7-42

Erb 1111111201- 9
1120221211— 9
1112122o01- 8

1201210022- 7

1122111211-10- 13

o dead out of bounds.

CORRY, Pa., Nov. 21.—Corry Gun Club, Keystone targets, 5
Keystones traps, Keystone rules, wind north:
Penrose 011101 1111111 1 11111111011—22
Mead 1 011111111111111011111011—22
Austin liioiomiiiomiiioimi—21
Blydenburg 0011101101111111111101101-19
Starbird 1011001111101111111011011-10
Wetmore 1111 10111011 1010101101110—18
Lewis 01 1 1 1 1 101 lot 1 11 1 1 100011110—17
AYard 11101 1 0000 1 1 loiooiOllllll-lB
Berliner OOOOIOOOCKKX U 01 0 100100000— ft

Penrose won on shoot off.

Blvdenburg's Team.
Blydenburg 1111111001011111111111111—22
Austin 101 1 11 111 11 1 11 1 1 1 111 11110- 23
Starbird 11101 11101111101001010110 -17—62

Lewis's Team.
Lewis 0111111111 101101010111111—20
Penrose 0111101101111011111111111-31
Wetmore 1111011110101010011101111—18-59

THOMPSON VS. CLASS.—A pigeon match will take place
between James Thompson, of Yonkers. N. Y., and Frank Class, of
Pine Brook. N. J., for $500 a side. Dec. 3. Strict Hurlingham
rules. 100 live pigeons per man, on the White Plains Driving Park,
at Wbite. Plains, N. Y. Take the N. Y. &. N. R. R. to Elmford or
the Harlem R. R. to White Plains. Ample, hotel accommodat ions
may be had at either place. Stage or carriage can be obtained at
the depot to convey yon to the grounds. There will also be on t he
following day, Dec. 4, a grand $500 guarantee event, put up by the
owner of the park, Mr. W. P. Updergrove. Open to the world, 25
live birds per man, $25 entrance, divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent.
American Shooting Association rules to govern. Address all
entries to W, Pi Updergrove, White Plains, N.%

Jirst Class.
Charles W McDowall 9J£
Creathures 12 F Moffatt 8

•

' C Kemp 8

V4

Ligowskys.
tU 1 101101111111-12-24
111111101111011-13-22
ouiooioiiiioio— 9-19
011111111111111-14-21
100111110100011— 9-16

010010010001101— 6—11
11110101 1111 1 1

J—13-23
110111101111101—12—19
110111111011111—13—33
110111111111101—13—2L

TORONTO, Nov. 16.—The shooting at McDowall's grounds to-

day brought out a good number, among whom were several old-

time shooters, attracted no doubt by the announcement that a
pigeon match was to be shot. The day was bright and clear, bm
rather • old. The; shoot commenced with half blackbirds matches
consisting of team sweeps. After the artificial birds a couple or

pigeon matches between Messrs. W. Tracey and W. McDowall
were shot. The birds were a fine strong lot, many of them getting

out of bounds hard hit. The first was for $20, and was won by
Mr. Tracev, and the second, for $5. was won by McDowall. Mr.
Fied Emohd was referee and puller. The score. 25 pigeons, 3byds.

Tracey
°" ?' f!^ 1101101111110101110111100-18

McDowall .

.' 110101101 1 1 10111001011 101-17

Second match: m
McDowall 1111-4 Tracey .. .,vIUB-«

Nav. so.—lho first annual pigeon tournament of the Stanley Gun
Club took place at the Woodbine to-day, and was in every way a
gratia success. The Saucer Club, as it is often called, turned out

almost to a man, three members only being absent. The average
per man throughout the entire match was 12 out of 15, which puts

beyond all florbt that the Stanleys can shoot live birds as well as

anything else. Mr. Briggs, of the Toronto Gun Club, made an ex-

cellent referee and gave, entij e satisfaction by all his decisions.

Stanley Gun Club annual shoot, 15 birds, 26yds. rise, first barrel to

count 1 and second barrel J4- The score:
Fi

Heatheringt.on...l3
J Drasey 12>*
J Rice 12^ NDnk.. 11
T Sawdon , Sr . . . 12>£ F Eniond 10

:

Ties at 12>£ won by Drasey.
Second Class.

C Wiuchel 13 C Harrison U% DBeatty .

Mitchell 12 K McClung 9)4 T S Bayles
G White W4
White wins ties at 11^.

Third Class.

T Sawdon, Jr 8 L J Congor 7H RAMoCready... m
The merchandise shoot at 9 birds: _

Charles 9 McDowall 8 Etnond 7

Sawdon 9 Kemp 8 Sawdon, Jr 7

Mallet 9 Harrison 8 Congor 7

Dick . ...8

On shoot-off. Charles first, Dick second, Emond third.

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., Nov. 23.—Harvard came to the front

this morning when its team of five marksmen defeated the Yale
five in a clay-p>geon shooting match on the Springfield Shooting
Club's grounds by 102 to 97. Shooting was added to the college

curriculum of sports last spring, when the Harvards defeated the

Yales 121 to 98. Each team was composed of five men. Thirty
sho.s were allowed each man, 15 at Keystones and 15 Ligowskys.
The Yale team used 12-bore guns. Bacon and Dodge, of Harvard,
also used the 12-bore, and the others used 10-borc. Keystone rules

"governed the contest. High and variable winds blew constantly
over the field, bringing the "hirds" to the ground on the right and
increasing their velocity on the left. The sky was no' favorable

to good shooting. The shooting was in scores of fives and the
traps were set at"five angles. Harvard led in the Keystones, with
aggregate scores of 45, against Yale's 40. Both teams had better

luck with the clays, each scoring 57 points with these birds. Luce,
of Harvard, took chief honors, with a total of 24; Farwell and
Burdel', of Yale, made 23 each; Captain Quintar, of Harvard,
scored 14 out of 15 Ligowskys, and Captain Sage 13 out of 15. But
for Locke's poor work Yale might have won. The teams and
scores follow:

Harvard.
Keystones.

Luce, '90 101101111011111—12
Bacon, '90 001110100111110- 9

Post '90 110101 110110110-10
Quintan, '91 OllOOOlOUOlOOl— 7

Dodge, '91 010001101101010— 7

Yale.
Locke '91 OOllOHOOOOOlOO— ft

Burrell. '93 100111111100110—10

Pike, '90 110100110110000- 7

Farwell, '92 010110101110111—10

Sage, '90 010010111100110- 8

- N. Y. SUBURBAN SHOOTING GROUNDS ASSOCIATION,
Nov. 23.—Event No. 1, 50 cents entry, 10 bluerocks, all ties div.5

Lindsley 5 Nixon 9 Tee Kay 8

Sigler S Mack 4 Judge 7

Simpson 8

No. 2, same:
Lindsley 7 Simpson 7 Mack 4

Sigler 9 Nixon 5 Judge 7

No. 3, same:
Lindsley 8 Simpson 10 Mack 1

Sigler 6 Nixon 9 F G Sigler 8

No. 4, same:
Lindsley 6 Simpson 7 Mack 4

Sigler 8 Nixon 6

No. 5. same: _
Sigler 8 Nixon 4 Evans 10

Lindsley 7 Mack 4 Moffatt 3

Simpson 6 E F Sigler 8

No. 6, same:
Sigler 9 Nixon 7 Evans 7

Lindsley 9 Mack 5 Moffatt . . - .7

Simpson 8
No. 7, same:

Sigler 10 Nixon 3 Evans 6

Lindsley 9 Mack 3 Moffatt 5

Simpson 9

No. 8, same:
Sigler 9 Nixon 8 Evans 10

Lindsley 8 Mack 4 Moffatt 9

Simpson 10

No. 9, same:
Sigler 9 Nixon 6 Moffatt 8

Lindsley., 6 Mack 7 Evans 7
Simpson. . 7
No. 10, same:

Sigler 7 Simpson 9 Moffatt -6

Lindsley 7 Mack 2 Evans 7

CHICAGO, 111., Nov. 20.—In the shoot off, B class, on ties for the
Park Ridge lot offered in Mr. Stephens' shoot, Mr. O. B. Dicks
last Saturday killed 88 out of 100, to Mr. Henry Sloan's 79, thus
winning the lot. At Mak-saw-ba Club last Saturday Mr. G. W.
Randall won the Shepard suit of bunting clothes. This suit has
now been won by Mr. R. B. Organ, by Mr. Wm. Mussey and by Mr.
Randall. It takes one more win to bold it. Mr. Organ won the
Leiter blackbird medal on ihe same day with the poor score of 15

out of 20. Following are the totals in the hunting suit shoot:
Organ 13 Sloan 12 Holden 11

Mussey... 13 Watson 11 Waldron 11
Randall 14 Dicks 12 Sharp 6

Read 14
The programme is out for Crown Point Club's Thanksgiving

shoot. Seven shoots, A. B and C classes. Keystone system. Key-
stones at two cents, professionals barred, no handicap on gun or
on winners.—E. HOUGH.
RED BANK, N. J., Nov. 22.—A large number of people were on

the grounds of the Riverside Gun and Rifle Club at Red Bank, N.
J., this afternoon, the occasion being the regular weekly clay-
pigeon shoot of the club. The targets were bluerocks, and the
marksmen made good scores. In ihe first event, sweepstakes, 10

singles, the scores were: Edward M. Cooper 10, Edmund W.
Throckmorton a,nd John Cooper 9 each, Wm. L. Conover 6, Chas.
Mintou 3. There were three moneys and the second was divided.
Four took part in the next shoot, which was also a sweepstakes at
10 singles, and they made the following scores: John Cooper 8,

Throckmorton 7, Conover 6, Edward Cooper 4. The third event
was a sweepstakes at 5 doubles. The scores follow: Edward
Cooper 10. Throckmorton 7, John Cooper 6. Conover 4. The con-
cluding event was a sweepstakes shoot at 9 singles. John Cooper
broke 9, and Conover, Throckmorton and Edward Cooper each
broke 8. In the shoot off for second money Edward Cooper won.
Throckmorton and Conover shot for third money until dark with-
out missing, and they divided. The next shoot of the club will
take place on Thanksgiving Day, and arrangements will be made
for the reception of a large crowd. The club has prepared an in-

teresting schedule of events, which comprises shooting at blue-
rocks. Keystones and other clay-birds and live pigeons, the entire
day being given up to shooting.

GRAND CROSSING, 111., Nov. 31.—The Gun Club shoot for
medal at 10 live pigeous, 5 ground traps, 30yds. rise, 80yds. bound-
ary, Illinois State rules:
B Dicks 1121222112—10 Hamline ...2111102200-7
Dr Hutch 2101110211— 8 B Rock 1331110111-9

Price 1211012151— 9 W P Mussey 2115011221-9
Medal shoot same day at 30 Peoria blackbirds: B. Dicks 13, Dr.

Hutch 8, Price 11, Hamline 13, B. Rock 18, wins.

—

RaveIiBigg.

WELLINGTON. Mass., Nov. 23—To-day's sport at the traps of

the Wellington Gun Club was quite interesting, Perry again
coming to the front, his score of 14 giving him his third first. The
other "scores in the pitcher match were as follows: Bond 10,

Warren 13, Dill 12, Porter and Lee 9 each, Bradbury 7, Edwards

birds, Dill and Bond; 5 bluerocks, Dill; 6 bluerocks. Warren; 6 tin

birds. Warren and Smith; 10 bluerocks, Perry and Bradbury; 6

tin birds. Warren; 8 pigeons, Perry, Melcher and Warren; 7 blue-
rooks, Perry; 5 pigeons, Bond and Perry; 5 pairs bluerocks,
Melcher and" Warren; ti bluerocks, Porter, Perry and Warren; 5

pigeons, Brads treet, and Perry; 5 bluerocks, Bond; 3 pairs pgeons,
Bradbury; 5 bluerocks. Bond; 5 bluerocks, Hurlingham rules,

Perry. The club holds a turkey shoot Thanksgiving Day.

THE KEYSTONE SCORE BOOK, which takes its name from
and is made by, the Keystone Manufacturing Co., of Corry, Pa.,

is the handiest score book yet devised. It is handsomely gotten up
and substantially made. It is so arranged that by the use of carbon
paper, five copies of a score may be made simultaneously, the
original being retained in the book and the duplicates detached
for publication, or any other desired use. At the top of the sheet
arc head lines for noting all conditions of each event, the weather,
d i r«etions of wind, etc., etc. This book is an invaluable aid to club
secretaries and managers of tournaments. Several sheets of car-

bon paper and a stylus pencil are sent with each book.

THE NORWOOD GUN CLUB, of Florence, Mass., will gather
a Thanksgiving dinner to-day.

14 fYest India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard." Bi/

EveitU Ttawle.n, U. S. Uu<)n 'graphic Office. Large quarto, with ZS

liih<>iir,iphi<- plates. Price $1. Contains full history of the great

storm of March, 1888, with practical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

A CRUISE TO MARBLEH EAD IN J86.

THE Guinevere is not the ideal cruiser which the Fokest and
Stream has been working so hard to introduce for the past

few vears, but a common everyday catboat of Cape Cod. wThose
lines appeared in the Forest and Stream of Aug. 11, 1887. She is

23ft. 5m. over all, 21ft. waterline, and 9ft. 6in. beam, carrying a
jib set thing on a 10ft. bowsprit. The cabin contained two 7ft.

berths, fable,' lockers, lamp, etc., with stowage room forward for
oilskins, spare line, etc. There were two ice chests under the
seats in cockpit, besides a large boatswain's locker aft.

About the middle of June her owner proposed a cruise to Mar-
ble head to witness the Eastern Y. C. annual regatta, and after
much persuasion he was induced to go, and the •'Captain" and a
certain fat man of the village were prevailed upon to get the 24ft.

sloop Atalanta into cruising trim and accompany them. So on
Saturday, June 26, all the stores were gotten on board, and on
Sunday morning the ice chests and water jugs were filled and the
" Captain " appeared with a large canvas bag containing grub,
clothes, compass, charts, etc., etc.

At 1 o'clock both boats were running down the harbor and were
soon outside, heading for Manomet Point, with sheets well aft, to

a light N.E. wind, jumping into the long head swell. The wind
all died out at sunset, leaving them some twelve miles from the
Gurnet Lights, but about 9 o'clock it nulled around due east, and
with booms well off they headed for the lights. The wind fresh-
ened until the lee rails were awash, and as the Guinevere passed
the Atalanta to leeward, the "Captain's" voice called out, "Stick
by us, 'Brother,' we're half full of water;" so the jib was taken in
and the "Captain" ranged up alongside. A terrible swell was
rolling in and pounding itself out on Brown's Bank to leeward,
and a good lookout was kept for the buoy on Bass Rock, which
was nearly run down in the darkness, but the anchors were finally

dropped under the Gurnet Lights in about two fathoms of still

water. The Atalanta, being a very ancient craft, had opened an
old leak in the port deck just outside the cockpit rati, and on ac-
count of the darkness she was nearly half full before it was dis-

covered. She was pumped out and then her crew was invited on
board the Guinevere to sup on beefsteak and hot chocolate. The
fat man fairly outdid himself, and that supper he remembered to

his sorrow on the following day.
The next morning (Monday) brought a dead calm with occa-

sional showers and a tremendous swell rolling in by the point, but
the "Captain" was on deck at the first streak of dawn, nailing a
strip of canvas over the leak, and was continually getting under
way and coming to anchor again as the light air came and went.
He" had called "Brother" some dozen times, until he finally

crawled out, just as a light air from the N.N.W. sprung up, which
made it a dead beat to Marblehead. These conditions were very
favorable to the Atalanta with her narrow beam, and she went
out to windward, leaving Guinevere bobbing helplessly up and
down in the seaway near the whistling buoy. The boat was slowly
drifting toward High Pine Ledge, so the oil stove was started,

breakfast prepared", and as T. finished wiping the last dish the
breeze freshened. The Atalanta had a long lead, being off Brant
Rock, and was seen to take a reef in the mainsail. A small steam
vacht came out of Plymouth and ran by, headed for Boston. T.
twirled a rope's end and looked at her wistfully, but it was of no
use, so he straightened himself out with a pull on the mainsheet,
took a large drink of water, and called "Brother's" attention to

the fact that the Atalanta had come to grief. She had lowered
all sail and had a man aloft, but soon came running back with a
close-reefed mainsail, saying they had parted their starboard
shroud, could not repair it, and were bound for home, so the
Guinevere was left to complete the cruise by herself.

THE ATALANTA BOUND EOR HOME.

On the next, starboard tack she fetched by Bartlett Rocks, and
tacked off Brant Rock with its long row of hotels and cottages,
then stood off until the land was below the horizon, and came
about heading for Marblehead. At noon Minot's Light was
abeam, and the wind began to die out, theu hauled round to S.W.
just as a large tug came along bound for Boston with three coal
barures in tow. The last barge seemed to be half a mile from the
tug, and as there was just room to cross her bow, in spite of her
warning whistles, it was done, as "Brother" had no intention of
waiting for that procession to pass when he had the right of way.
The steamer bad to slow down for a moment, and T. seized the
opportunity to question the captain with regard to the weather
and the probabilities of an early frost, but he only received a
loud and angry snort in reply.
With a light breeze over the quarter Marblehead was reached

about sunset and the anchor dropped near the ferry landing on
the town side of the harbor, and half an hour was spent in look-
ing at the yachts at anchor. The boat was new and all her faults
had not been discovered, the cabin house had leaked considerably
during the dav (it has since been covered with canvas), and aU the
bedding and spare clothes were wet through; so it was deemed ad-
visable to sleep on shore if possible. "Brother" and T. have
always wondered if every cruiser visiting Marblehead without
the luxury of a brilliant and extensive wardrobe, which only a
large boat can accommodate, has been subjected to the treatment
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t hey received that evening. They had no sooner reached the long
street running down the hill to the railroad station before thev
found a perfect cavalcade of small boys following in their wake,
with loud cries of "sneakers," "sneakers." It was finallv discov-

" SNEAKERS."

ered that t he appellation referred to their rubber-soled shoes; but
rather than discard such useful articles for the satisfaction of
the Marblehead small boy, they hurried on with ill-concealed
terror. "Brother" was kept very busy dodgingtorpedoes which
had been carefully placed in obscure places for hini to step on,
and as they passed a high board fence T. wag thrown violently
against it by a little girl of some eight or ten summers. She had
caught his swinging hand, laid back on it with both feet placed
firmly on the ground, and whirled biniinto the fence with a crash.
They finally accosted a citizen and inquired the way to the hotel;
he had heard of such a place In town, but did not know where it
was. The next man told them to retrace their steps and take the
first street to their right, which they did, and passed a large build-
ing on a hill, brilliantly lighted, and upon asking a small boy
what it was, he replied, "On, that's where they have the nigger
show." "When, to-night'/" exclaimed "Brother" and T. in one
voice. "No," replied the urchin in accents of the deepest scorn,
"durin' the winter, of course." It was afterward ascertained to
be Abbott Hall.
The hotel was finally discovered, but the proprietor being un-

able to procure a liquor license had closed u p. finding it an un-
profitable investment. They were then directed to several board-
ing houses, hut could not gain admittance, and finally wound up
at an ice cream saloon, the proprietor saying he could put them
up for the night. They were piloted up several flights of stairs to
the attic, where a small room had beer, boarded off with box
covers and old boards, it contained a cot bed, a couch, a brush
and comb, and a skylight, and they proceeded to make themselves
comfortable for the night.
They were awakened at daylight by the proprietor, who took a

seat upon the foot of T.'s couch for a good long talk. He talked
on steadily for half an hour, said he had made several gallons of
ice cream that morning, and finally went down to sec how it was
getting on, but returned immediately, evidently being afraid his
guests would take French leave during his absence. The morning
sun streamed into the skylight, shedding its rays upon T.. who
lay blinking his eyes in the strong light. At last the proprietor
missed stays oh some, yarn he was spinning of the past glories of
Marblehead, and T. seized the opportunity to mention breakfast.
The proprietor thought for a moment and then asked how they
would like a little ice cream. T. looked at him, then at "Brother,"
then at the skylight, and seemingly asked if it considered ice
cream a solid repast. The host immediately entered upon a dis-
course on the ingredients of said breakfast, winding up with
and there's a pint of milk, a pound of sugar and three eggs in

BREAKFAST.

We will not undertake to describe the harbor that morning, or
the grandeur of the race which followed, we should be entirely
unequal to the task. Every one must remember it as the May-
flower's maiden effort. The two cruisers reached their boat
safely and found an old chum of "Brother," Billy by name,
quietly seated in the cockpit with several friends from a small
sloop anchored near by. After several bottles of beer, and a
great deal of yachting gossip, the -winning yachts for the day
being picked out, the visitors departed, but Billy decided to ship
on the Guinevere for the day. The mainsail was double reefed,
the anchor shede thrown into the tender, and Guinevere headed
for the mouth of the harbor in company with numberless craft
of all sizes, from boats of her own length and even smaller to the
stately Mayflower, Puritan and Priscilla. It may have been im-
agination, or the ice cream, but the crew were astonished at the
way their craft with her beam and light draft walked away from
catboats and small sloops as soon as the open was reached. In
sailing round before the start, some friends were discovered on a
tugboat laying too well out into the triangle and as "Brother"
wished to speak them the catboat was laid alongside. Immedia-
tely another tug appeared and came up on the other side, the
captains yelling the pleasantries of the day to each other from
their pilot houses. There they lay rolling in the seaway and
gradually drawing together with the poor Guinevere becalmt d
between them. Tnere seemed no escape for the smaller boat, but
just at the critical moment the last comer sheered off, after being
commended to all the bad places the crew could think of. con-
certedly and individually.
At last the racing yachts crossed the line, and a splendid view

of the race was had by sailing a small triangle inside of the course.
As they came up for the second round the catboat was hove to
just to leeward of the first leg and about a quarter of a mile from
the line. What a sight those big yachts made as they crossed the
line, squared away and set all their light canvas ! They all passed
within two or three hundred yards of the boat, and it was worth
sailing a hundred miles to see—yes, even a thousand.
After ihe finish the Guinevere was headed for the harbor and

had an exciting race with a fishing schooner of some forty feet,
and rather got the best of her in the short tacks working in under
the land. The tender was picked up about dark, and after supper
" Brother " visited Hera. During the evening a very sharp squall
game up from the N. W., and on returning he found his noble

cratt m a disabled condition, a white sloop with no one on board
having gone ad rift, taking the Guinevere's bowsprit as she passed,
being unable to keep her oil after paying out all the anchor shode.
On the following morning Billy shipped for the run home and

1 he anchor was broken out, about S o'clock, to a 8.S.E. breeze dead
ahead and very light. At three o'clock in the afternoon it was a
dead calm, and as the boat lay directly off Nantaskef, oul v a short
distance Irom shore, a lauding was proposed and accomplished
in spite of the surf. A game of pool and tintvpes were the only
attractions held out to them by Boston's Coney Island. At six
o'clock the W. S. W. breeze sprung up and the crew returned on
hoard, and at sunset they passed Miuot's Light. When about
N. \V". of the light and some 300yds. distant, 'the bell was tolled
and a man on the.turret called to them several times.but his mean-
ing could not, be distinguished. Finally the words " Go ahead "
were made out, and his advice was taken. What he was trying
to communicate has never been discovered.
The wind had freshened until it had become a good wholesail

breeze, and being right abeam it was decided to make, an all-night
run, and soou the Gurnets were sighted. The crew were divided
into t hree wat ches of t wo hours each, " Brother " taking the first,

THE HAIL PROM MINOT'S MIDGE.

at ten o'clock, and passed the Gurnets just as he called Billy at
midnight. Sandy Neck Light was sighted during the last hour of
T.'s watch, and when he called "Brother" at eight bells they
were off the outside harbor buoys, and the moorings were on
deck just after sunrise. B.

A RUN OUTSIDE IN LIRIS IN NOVEMBER.
Editor Forest, and Stream:
Thinking that a short account of a recent run "down the beach"

in one of the flying forties might interest some of your readers. I
send the following particulars of the trip of Liris from New York
to the James River in Virginia.
Sunday, JS'ov. -1—At noon boarded the Liris off Tompkinsville,

S. I. Stood over to Bay Ridge to land the owner and another
club member who came to see the start and then made our way
down the Bay, weather thick and wind variable. Besides myself
there were left on board the sailing master and two Scandinavian
sailors. The steward was not able to reach Bay Ridge in time to
join and as there was a warranty in the policy of marine insur-
ance upon the vessel, that she should not start unless favorable
weather was anticipated by the naval officer in charge of the
Branch Hydi ograpkic Office in the Maritime Exchange, it was
thought better not to wait for him but to get along, as best we
might, with such cooking as one of the sailors might be able to
manage. Subsequent events showed the soundness of this con-
clusion, as we'cairitd a fair wind down to the coast of Virginia
and yet managed to spread a good table, including such luxuries
as hot pancakes for breakfast, during his absence, partly owing
to our being provided with a gasoline range which worked per-
fectly even with the fore hatch and ventilator closed; thereby de-
monstrating the correctness of the claim which I have made ever
since my catboat days, that, for small vessels, the only practic-
able or useful range is one burning naphtha or gasoline as vapor.
At 4:50 P. M. we took departure from Scotland Lightship, it bear-
ing E. distance J^mile, wind fresh from the west, weather clear-
ing, barometer 29.85, course S. by W., boat under mainsail, stay-
stil, jib and gafftopsail. Hove over patent taffrail log. At 10:15
P. M. Barnegat Light bore N. W. distant about 'Z% miles, baro-
meter 30, wind N.W., fresh, course S.W. by S. At 12 midnight,
Tucker's Island Light bore W. by N.
Nov. A.—At 4:20 A. M. the N E. lightship bore S.E., distant about

two miles, wind N.W., course S.W. by 8.HIS. At 5:20 A. M. the
Five Fathom Bank lightship bore S.E., distant, about two miles,
wind and course as before. At 8:45 A. M. Fenwick's Island light-
ship bore W. by N., distant about 2)4 miles. At noon took a
meridian observation of the sun, using the owner's sextant, the
sailing master using a quadrant. Upon reducing the observations,
found that they gave our position as 38° 05' 59" north latitude,
which must have been very nearly correct. At 12:50 P. M., Win-
ter Quarter Shoal lightship bore E., distant ahout 1J4 miles, wind
N.N.E., course S.W. by S.J^S. The wind had been graduallv
hauling to the eastward and growing lighter, and at 2:80 P. M. it
had gone to N.E., and we jibed over. At 5:30 P. M. the wind was
E. and light. In the early morning wc searched for the lightship
off Oapc Charles without finding it, hut being reasonably sure of
our position we concluded that it had gone astray, and "kept our
course; wc afterward met it coming out under tow near the Riu
Raps. "

Nov. a.—At 4:15 A. M., whistling buoy off Shark Shoal bore N
distant about V% mile, wind N. W., course W. by S.J4S. At (J A. M
Cape Henry light bore S., wind N.W., light.' At~8:45 A. M. an-
chored in Hampton Roads off Hygeia Hotel at Old Point Comfort. -

Before starting Liris was given a cruising rig, main boom plumb
with the taffrail, and her gaff, topmast and bowsprit ahout two-
thirds of the length of the corresponding spars of her summer
rig. Under this rig she was exceedingly handv, and although we
met with no bad weather during the cruise, vet her behavior in
a fresh N. W. breeze, raising big white caps against a swell roiling
upfromE.,andS., leads me to believe that when she does encoun-
ter such she will do well. Like all boats with considerable outside
lead she answers quickly to the least motion of the water in which
she floats, hut the motion is easy and gentle at all times. The
chief point of interest in her behavior to me, however, was that
she was guiltless of the two faults which make living on one of
the deep and narrow cutters when on the wind in a seaway so un-
comfortable, she did not heel to an angle that made walking on
deck out of the question, and, above all, she did not, drop hemose
deep into the water as each sea left the bows, in the manner so
well known to every one who has sailed in or even watched a cut-
ter under way. She moreover carries a good weather helm, which
i like, as one of the things 1 detest and against which 1 "lift up a
fervid (sailor's) prayer" is a boat with a. lee helm, and she is the
only wooden boat I ever was on that literally did not leak a drop.

I have noticed a tendency recently to describe as "brutes" a
class of boats having very heavy lead keels and large or "exces-
sive" sail areas. While I do not for a moment, wish to he under-
stood as advocating boats of such a build, fur I consider them
undesirable to own, I do wish to protest against the use of such a
term in connection with so great a triumph of naval architecture
(for such I consider her) as Liris. I cannot help thinking that
the application of the term must have first been made by some
one who wished to express his disapproval of their general design
but was ignorant of the proper use of the word among seamen, and
that he was thoughtlessly imitated by others who might be bet-
ter informed, as 1 am persuaded that no seaman would ever apply
the term to a boat that answered her helm smartly and behaves
as well as does Liris. A seaman would, I think, reserve the term
for a boat, that refused to do her proper share of the work after
those on board had done their share.

I may add that nothing under sail evertook us on the trip down,
and that we beat to the Rip Raps, by some hours, a large four-
masted schooner that passed down the Narrows ahead of us and
chased us all Monday. Sidney Chubb.
New York, Nov 20.

[Liris was surveyed by the insurers before leaving New York
and her construction was fully approved by the surveyor.]

(/[j/Hnoqmij.

A FIFTEEN HUNDRED MILE CRUISE.
With the new year we will begin the publication-

of the log of a solitary cruise of 1,500 miles,
made in a I 4—foot Adirondack boat, on the Erie
Canal, Lake Ontario, the St. Lawrence River, and
other waters. The cruise began at Albany, fin-
ishing nearly two months later at Philadelphia,
and the narrative includes exciting and danger-
ous episodes. The chapters will run through sev-
eral issues. Cruisers should not miss this serial.

A. C. A. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING.
rFH? niu*h annual meeting of the Executive Committee of the
J- American Canoe Association was held at Clark's restaurant,New York, on Nov. 23, with Com. Stanton in the chair. There
were present from the Central Division Messrs. Huntington andWard well; from the Eastern Division, Messrs. Gage. Brazier,Put-nam and Knappe; and from the Atlantic Division Messrs. Bro-
kaw, Porland, Haviland and Kitchell. The Northern Divisionwas not represented. Sec.-Treas. Dunn ell and Messrs. Oliver andGoddard of the new regatta, committee were also present. The
minutes of the last meeting were read and approved, after which
the following letter from Com. Rogers was read:
To the Commodore ami Offlcerx-FM-ci of the a. C. A •

.,
G
?JTf

LEArEN—? re£ret very much not being able to join you on
the 83d. On retiring from the head of the A. C. A., a position Ihave had the honor of holding for the past, year, I have to con-
gratulate the Association on its continued prosperity, and on its
good selection of officers for the ensuing year, guaranteeing fur-
ther progress. My term has been on the whole a pleasant one
thanks to the assistance 1 have received from my brother officers
in general and the various committees in particular. I am espe-
cially indebted to my secretary, G. W. Hatton, Esq., to whose un-
tiring exertions and thorough business capacity is due to a
large extent whatever success has been achieved during
our term of office, his accounts herewith submitted will
ot course speak for themselves. The meet did not quite realizemy expectations, owing to the fact that for the first week the
elements were against us, and prevented our carrying out a fullprogramme of unannounced events, which could onlv be accom-
j dished in fine weather during the first week, as 'during the
last week the races very properly absorb all other amusement.
In this connection I must enter my appreciation of Mr. Seavey's
exert ions to promote the enjoyment of the camp; ho has, I know,
for years employed his time in camo with that end in view, and
this year he quite eclipsed all former acts by bis unrivalled
circus. I hear him spoken of in comparison with Barnum, but inmy opinion Seavey outdid Barnum, inasmuch as Barnum had the
world to draw from, and Seavey only the A. C. A. camp. At thesame time Seavey can claim a much more select and appreciative
audience. In conclusion, I have to thank all the members withwhom I came in contact for their invariable courtesy to me as
their chief, and their loyalty to the organization, showing that
we are what we profess to be—an association of gentlemen, bound
together by love of recreation in all true manly sport, and I would
strongly impress upon my successors in office, as well as the mem-
bers at large, to cherish and perpetuate the unique position the
A. O. A. holds to-day, viz., an athletic association without any of
the degrading influences that, I regret to say, accompany so many
of the sporting institutions of our age. Bidding you an official
farewell, I am, brother canoeists, your obedient servant,
Pjcterboro, Nov. 1. h. C. Roq ers.
The accompanying reports were then presented:

TREASURER'S REPORT, AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.

Balance from F. L. Mix. Esq $ 84 20
Northern Division account of 1888
Central Division, 1889
Eastern Division, 18 B9
Northern Division, 1889
Atlantic Division, 1889
Camp dues—List A
Labor and lumber—List B

29 55
63 35
09 05

212 45
82 00
179 on

A. C. A. circus, per Mr. Seavey. ... ... ............*.".". 5 55

Expenditures.
Stamps 15 oo
Express on books from F. L. Mix, Esq 5 75
Stationery 22 00
Stamps and telegrams, Com. Rogers ........... 7 50Camp expenses of col. of customs, $15; bugler, $6.35. 21 35
Tent for Sec'y-Treas. and damage to same by fire.. . 20 00
A. C. A. marquee 85 00
Lumber, Rathbun Co., $105, less flag poles, $5 '. 100 00
Stationery at camp 12 00
Carpenter and assistants 180 50
Printing camp programme and badges 78 50
Typewriting 25 00
Sec'y-Treas. expenses 76 00

Regatta committee

—

E. B. Edwards, stamps and express 2 75
Steam launch 8 55
Printing.. ...... "..'..'.[ 5 50
1 owing and setting buoys 8 00
Nails and cord 7 40
E. L. French, disbursements 30 25

Site committee—
C. E. Porteous 4 OO
Flagpoles ?S 60

•J'^L
Turner 15 55

J Z Rogers 8 20

Inciden tals

—

Telegram .55, visitors' badges $3.53, printing $9.25. . . 13 33
Furniture and lanterns $0.60, express $3.81 . . ... 10 41
Stationary .65, lease of island $1, cartage $1.25 .... 2 90
Tools $3.95, towing scow, etc., $8.05, stamps $3 15 00

$877 95

$597 60

$51 35

Balance.
$751 04
126 91

$877 95

We, the undersigned, a committee appointed by Com. H. C.
Rogers to audit the accounts of the secretary-treasurer, G. W.
Hatton, hereto annexed, find the same correct and properly
vouched. Signed, Louts M. Hayes, I A

fi. v RnuKB ',- Auditors.

H. C. Rogers, Com. A. C. A.

CENTRAL DrVISION, A. C. A.

Receipts.

Dues for 1868 * 12 00
Dues for 1889 185 00
Dues for 1890 3 00
Dues for 1891-94 4 00
Initiation fee9.. , 25 00""

$229 00
Expenditures.

Stationery and printing « o 80
Envelopes and postage II 50
Letter file ' 60
Telegram 43
Express. 30
Typewriter 2 00
Dues returned 13 00
A. C. A. treasury, 30 per cent 63 60
Balance Nov. 15, 1889 . . ... 130 77

. $229 hh
Number of members on roll, December, 1888 194
New Mem bers

, , 25
Reinstated ,, , .

'

%
Transferred to other Divisions 2
Resigned 2
Dropped '

' 35
Number of members, Nov. 15 ' '

192
Thomas. H. Sthyker, Purser Central Division.

Rome, N. Y., Nov. 15.

Examined and found corrrect, M. R. Bingham, I

C, R, Wardwblt,. f
Auditors,



ma [Nov, 28, 1889.

EASTERN DIVISION A. C. A.

Balance, Oct. 10. 1888 893 74

Initiation fees -.So XX
Dues (for 1888, $4; for 1889. $169) 1<3 00

Intere8t —$337 30

Expenditures.
^Stationery, printing, etc PJ? £|
Envelopes and stamnp

, m
Subscription to Forget and Stream 4 00

Typewriter copyist •-• • <> OU

Oiips for prizes •

~-f9
Help at meet U m
Buoys, wood, flagpoles and bulletin board. W 50

Steamer and dock—balance —
n m

Incidental expenses •• 9 Ul

Thirty per cent, to O. W. Hatton, Sec'y-Treas 69 30

Balance, Oct. 11,1889 Jfi%327 30

Number of members Oct. 10, 1888 137

New members "|
Transferred from other Divisions a

Reinstated — 69

Dropped, non-payment 33

Transferred to Central Division 1

Died 1

Resigned
gg

Increase. 31

Number of members Oct. 11, 1889 168

AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE.

This is to certify that we have this day examined the books*

papers and accounts of the Eastern Division of the American
Canoe Association, and find the foregoing statement of the purser
correct, and said accounts properly cast and vouched.
OCT. 11, 1889. EMIEC. Knappe,^ditor,

* This includes the purchase of a permanent record book for the
regatta committee and a secretary's record book. As to the
steamer account, we were disappointed in attendance, as (like

other canoe meets) we had rainy and disagreeable weather.
Henry D. Marsh, Purser E. D.

Springpieed, Conn., Oct. 11.

NORTHERN DIVISION, A. C. A.

Receipts.

Received from Purser, S. Britton 1111 58

Interest to December 31, 1888 35

Back dues for 1888 $19 00

Entrance fees 54 00

DueBl
'

01' 1889 ^%344 00

Interest accrued to October 23, 1889 5 25

$361 18

tiisbursements.

Sent Sec.-Treas. Hatton balance due A. C. A. for 1888 $29 70

Tent, tables, chairs, f..r Northern Division and ex-
press $33 45

Application blanks and P. O. Order 1 40
Stationery and printing on account of Northern Di-

vision 3 25

Postage on account of Northern Division 1 18
$37 28

Stationery and printing, A. C. A. collection account..$17 50

Postage, A. C. A. collection account 13 80

Sent Sec.-Treas, Hatton amount due A. O. A. for 1889 212 70
Balance on hand. - 50 20

$361 18

Membership fees collected in 1889 $244 00

Cost of collection $31 30
Balance for A. C. A 317 70

$244 00

Number of members on roll at end of 1888 188

New members elected in 1889 54

Number of old members reinstated 19

Number of old members dropped off 90

Number now on the roll 171

Toronto. Oct. 23. Colin Eraser, Purser N. D.

ATLANTIC DIVISION, A. 0. A.

The following is the financial report of the Atlantic Division,
A. C. A., from Aug. 1, 1888, to Nov. 4, 1889:

Or.

By cash received from Purser E. W. Brown $181.35

Bv dues received for 1887 $6.00
» " " " 1888 51,00

" 1889 289.00 346.00

$527.35
Dr.

To office expenses $ 44.84

30 per cent, paid P. L. Mix, Sec'y 78.81
" Division meet expenses 16.98
" Regatta Committee 72.40
" 30 per cent, paid G. W. Hatton, Sec'y 82.20
" Applications returned 10.00
" Transferred to other divisions 5.00

Balance on hand Nov. 4, 1889 217.12 $537.35

Nov. 4, 1889, check for W. R. Haviland $217.13
F. L, Dejnnell, Put ser.

Number of members, Aug. 1, 1888 171
Number of new members gi
Dropped, non-payment 12
Transferred to other divisions 5
Died 1
Resigned 8
Applications returned 5 31 60

Nov. 4, 1889, total over all 231

Auditors' Certificate.

We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have this day ex-
amined the books, papers and accouuts of the Atlantic Division
of the American Canoe Association, together with the above
financial statement, and find the same correct.

H. C. Ward, Chairman, I Av„,,-f™.
B. H. Nadal. f

Auditors.Brooklyn, Nov. 4.

Nothing could be learned of the whereabouts of the "Special
Committee of the Brooklyn C. C. on Huntington Bay," nor was
any report from it forthcoming; so tlie following report of the
tegular Site Committee was read and approved, the site named
being selected:

REPORT OP THE SITE COMMITTEE,
To the Executive Committee American Canoe Association:
Gentlemen—The Committee on Camp Site and Arrangements

beg leave to report as follows:
Before the formation of this committee, Commodore Stanton,

With the assistance of Messrs. Brown. Gibson, Stephens, General
Oliver and other members of the Association, made a careful and
personal examination of various sites along both shores of the
Sound which had been suggested and talked over informally a t
the last meet and subsequently. The results of this work were
accepted by the committee and investigations continued under
the direction of the Commodore, and so thoroughly has the sub-
ject been canvassed that we feel confident that we are prepared
to submit a satisfactory report. During the investigations of the
committee both sides of Loug Island Sound have been carefully
gone over and considered. Flushing Bay. Huntington Bay, Ovs-
ter Bay, Greenwich Harbor, the Norwalk Islands, Port Jefferson
Harbor, Peconic Bay, Shinnecock Bay have been recently visited
by the committe with this object solely in view. The Great South
Bay, the Thames River near New London, the Thimble Islands
and numerous other places have not been neglected in the con-
sideration, although some, of these were without the territory of
the Atlantic Division. The points in favor of various inlets along
the New Jersey coi st have also been considered. The object of
the committee has been to suggest a site on salt water, and if
possible, on or very near to the ocean.
Shinnecock Bay was originally suggested by Mr. Shedd, of the

Springfield Club, in a letter to Forest and Stream. The place
suggested by him was visited and the visit confirmed Mr. Shedd's
report in every particular; the difficulty, however, arose in the
fact that sundry brick.and palatial residences had been built
since Mr, ghedd's mt directly on th§ site suggested by him, and

the whole bay, most eligible as it is for a canoe meet after you
get there, cannot, be approached from either direction by a boat
large enough to transport our canoes. The railroad does not
offer satisfactory means of transportation to this place, and with
the greatest reluctance the committee were compelled to abandon
this beautiful bay for A. C. A camp purposes.
Tbe Norwalk Islands were suggested and kindly offered for our

use by the commodore of the Corini Man MoStpllto Fleet. These
islands would constitute a most eligible site, and are not reported
favorably simply for the reason that on each one of the number of
points we Ihink that the site wbich we report has a little the ad-
vantage. The committee, however, must not neglect to acknowl-
edge the courtesy of the commodore of the Mosquito Fleet and
his generous offer to the Association. The Norwalk Islands, it

may be mentioned, are not within the territory of the Atlantic
Division.
Huntington Bay was suggested by a letter from the Brooklyn

C. C. This ground has been carefully gone over both by tbe Com-
modore and the committee and no site wbich was entirely satis-

factory could be found.
Your committee presents this preliminary and negative report

as an assurance to you that your work and the interests of the
whole Association have not been neglected.
We suggest as the result of our labor and as the best salt-water

site that could be found a. locality in Peconic Bay known as Jes-
sup's Neck.
Jessup's Neck is situated southwest of Shelter Island, about five

miles west of Sag Harbor.
It may be approached by water either from Greenport or Sag

Harbor, being less than an hour's run from either in a steam
launch.

Its advantages for our purposes are as follows:
1. Transportation from New York by steamboat to Sbelter

Island, a night boat three times a week from foot of Beekman
street.
From New England by way oi steamboat from New London to

Shelter Island of Sag Harbor, and probably stopping at the camp.
By means of these two st.eamnoat routes all members can get

directly to the camp without trucking and with very little trouble
in transportation. Those south of New York alone will encoun-
ter the difficulty of bringing a canoe through New York City;
The Canadians and members from western New York and the
West .may come by Poughkeepsie or Albany, and the various New
England railroads to New London,
Canoeists in the vicinity of New York Bay have only to paddle

their boats and ship their luggage to the boat at Beekman street.
2. Terms of Occupancy.—Jessuo's Neck is the property of Mr.

Sc ville, amember of the Noyac Cott age Association, who propose
selling land for cottages immedia tely m the vicinity of the Neck.
There is no question but that the locating of tbe A. O. A. camp
in that vicinity will be a valuable advertisement for the owners
of this property, and Mr. Scoviile offers us fair terms for the use
of his land.
We will be allowed the ground for our exclusive use free during

the term of the camp.
Mr. Scoviile agrees to clear off all the objectionable underbrush

during the early spring and have the grass burned in time to have
a, fresh crop before August. He agrees to fill in a certain objec-
tionable pool, to clear the shore of seaweed and riff-raff and to
erect a substantial dock running out into water deep enough for
the Shelter Island steamboat to land at the dock and at a place
wbich he has designated and which is acceptable to tbe com-
mittee.

3. Race Course.—We cannot conceive of a more satisfactory
race course than is here laid out, for the sailing races a three or
six mile triangle may be laid out directly in the view of every
portion of tbe camp and in water in which there is practically no
tide, and which, while protected from the ocean, is large enough
to afford steady wind.
The paddling course may be laid out directly in the view of a

bluff about thirty feet high, on which the ladies' camp will proba-
bly be located, and also in view of every part of the camp.

4. Attractiveness. As to natural beauty and surroundings this
site certainly equals any that the Association has ever occupied.
Tbe point projects far out into the water, the shape of a long sand
reef, which is frequently the resort of picturesque flocks of gulls.
From here the ground slopes gradually up to such altitude, that
the whole camp is laid out before one's view when approaching
from the water, and offers a sight of all parts of the surrounding
water from tbe camp. Directly back of the beach at the point is

a small grove of beech cedars, then a large open plateau for the
camp, then a small gully leading to the dock and separating the
mam camp from the ladies' camp, which could be located on the
higher ground beyond.
There is ample shade and pleasant groves surrounding the

camp. The turf is hard and rich and grass of the character not
usually found directly adjacent to a sand beach.

5. We have it on good authority that wafer may be struck any-
where on this Neck within 20ft. from the surface. Wells will
have to be dug either at the expense of the owner or the Associa-
tion.
The beach is hard white sand and small pebbles, tbe tide rising

on it not more than 8 or 10ft., the vertical fail of tide being 2ft. in
Peconic Bay.
It will be necessary for tbe Association to provide a meal tent

or sbelter, and for the proper supply of really good and well-
served table board. This matter will receive the earnest atten-
tion of the commodore and tbe committee, and probably an ener-
getic party can be found who will build dining-room and store
and supply those essentials. In these and other points tbe needs
of the Association do not differ from those of previous years, and
can be more readily arranged for on accouut of tbe proximity of
the town, It may be mentioned in this connection, however, that
there are no towns on this portion of Peconic Bay, and the sur-
roundings of the camp are as attractive, in this particular as any
one could desire. Tbe water is clear and free from seaweed, and
this vicinity is a favorite bluefishing resort.
All of which is respectfully submitted.

R. B. Bdrchard, Chairman of Camp Site Committee.
New York, Nov. 33, 1889.

The date was fixed for Aug. 8 to 33 inclusive. Purser-elect
Shiras, of the Central Division, tendered his resignation owing to
other duties, and Mr. F. F. Andrews, of Rochester, was elected in
his stead. The outgoing regatta committee was not represented
and sent no report, so the work of amending the rules was taken
up by the new committee. A part of the present rules has become
obsolete througn changes in canoeing, and Rule 1 was consider-
ably shortened, the class limits being simply not over 16ft. for any
canoe, not under 28in. for both paddling and sailing canoes, and
not over 30in. for a 16ft. sailing canoe, an increase of beam for a
reduction of length being allowed as before. This removes al

I

distinction between Classes A and B, wbich has not existed in
practice for some years. Canoes to enter paddling races must not
weigh less than 40ibs. The clause relating to the old Childs cen-
terboard was stricken out. The limit of beam of 28m. is made to
apply only to canoes built after this date, as there are one or two
now in the racing that are not quite 28in. wide. A rule that was
once adopted, but omitted by mistake from the book, relating to
fouling buoys, was reinserted, and the rule governing the right to
luff was amendeu in accordance with the rules of the Seawan-
haka Corinthian Y. C. Some important changes were made in
the record and the prizes, the text of which are still in the bands
of the committee. We will publish the full amendments as soon
as the report of the committee is completed.
Mr. W. L. Aid en was elected an honorary member, and also

Misses Ethel Rogers, Flora A. Farr and Edith Draper. A pro-
posal was made by Dr. Gage to change the date of taking office to
the end of the meet, instead of the annual meeting, but no im-
mediate action was taken. The decision of Com. Rogers in the
case of an appeal from the decision of the vice-commodore of
tbe Atlantic Division in rejecting an application for membership
was read and ordered on the minutes, but after discussion the
committee decided that the commodore's interpretation of one
point of precedure was not as intended in the constitution, and
ordered a note to that effect ordered on the minutes. A dis-
cussion concerning the publication of the Year Book then fol-

lowed, some members being in favor of a book without advertise-
ments. As the case was stated the book could be furnished to
members entirely free of expense for publishing or mailing if the
advertisements were retained: wtiile without them the printing
would cost the Association $200 and probably more, as it is pro-
posed to add other matter to the future books. The opinion orthe
majority was in favor of publishing the book with advertisements
provided the latter were only in ttie back of the book. An amend-
ment was offered to Art. V. of the By-Laws, providing that ex-
officers of the Association should be allowed a special flag and
device. On discussion it was shown that as, in addition to the al-
ready large number of ex-officers, they are being added at the
rate of sixteen per year, there was a strong probability that in a
few years every one in camp would fly a commodore's or purser's
flag. The amendment was not passed. Article X. was amended
to add a cap device in place of the sleeve and collar ornaments.
The following amendments were passed:

article vii.

Association Book.—The Secretary shall publish, after each
I annual meeting of the Exeoutlve Committee "The Association

Book," containing the Constitution, By-Laws and Sailing Regu-
lations, lists of officers, members and their canoes, [Treasurer's
report, financial reports of the division pursers for the previous
fiscal year, a condensed regatta report,] and shall send a copy
to each member.

article rs.

Duties of Regatta Committee.—It shall be the duty of each
LDivisionl Regatta Committee to prepare and publish, not later
ihan June 1, an order of races for their respective regattas; to
superintend the liying out and buoying of courses; to provide the
prizes; to appoint judge 0

, starters and timekeepers, and to decide
all protests. They shall post the course and conditions of each
race in some prominent place at least one hour before the race is
called, and shallhave entire control of !the races at their respec-
tive meetings, except that the Regatta Committee of the Division
in which the A. C. A. meetis to be held shall act as a local sub-
committee to the A. C. A. Regatta Comra'tt- e.

[It shall be the duty of the A. C. A. Regatta Committee (1) to
prepare and publish, not later than June 1, an order of races, in-
cluding the Sailing and Paddling Trophy races, the three Record
races for each class of canoe (except Class 1) and such other

A. C. A. is to pay for the prizes): (1) to secure such assistance as
is needed to run the regatta, <5) and to decide al' protests. (6)
They shall post the course and conditions of each race on the
bulletin board al least one hour before the race is called, and
shallhave entire control of all the races at the camp. (7) They
shall take charge of all the A. C. A.'s regatta property when they
assume office, and shall turn the same over to their successors
when appointed. (8) They shall submit a full report to the com-
modore, before the Executive Committee meeting, and a con-
densed report to the secretary for publication in the Year Book.
The chairman shall act as judge and start all races. One mem-
ber shall act as clerk of the course, receive all entries and keep
the official record of the races, and the third member shall act
as official measurer—of the winning canoes.]
Mr. W. P. Stephens was appointed librarian, with permission to

store at his own expense the huge box of books and old records
belonging to the Association, and which has hitherto been sent
about the country to each successive sec.-treas.; the appointment
to hold good during the good behavior of the incumbent, no sal-
ary attached.
The meeting adjourned at 4 P. M., after wbich the commodore

escorted the visitors to the model room of the New York Yacht
Club. In the evening a dinner was given to the visitors at Clark's
restaurant, sixty canoeists being present.

to <H/am8pcndmfa.

giTNo Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondent*.

Bear Dogs.—An inquirer asks for information about the best
breeds of dogs for bear bunting, and the way to train them.
Perhaps •'Bruin," who wrote in our issue of Nov. 14, will enlighten
him,

S. D. N., Newton, N. J.—1. You do not give size of bird, and your
description is rather vague, but we presume that tbe bird is the
red-bellied woodpecker (Meianerpes carolinus). 3. By patiently
following out the directions given in Hammond's "Training vs.
Breaking" you can probably cure your dog of gunshyness, unless
he is too old.

T. G., Savannah, Ga.—1. Is the common upland hare of Georgia
a hare or a rabbit? My impression is that naturalists generally
agree that it is a hare. 2. Have you any knowledge of the aquatic
or swimming hare of the South and, I believe, the West? I know
the animal well, but have only found it described in the works of
Parker Gilmore (Ubique), an Englishman. Ans. 1. It is a hare,
but the name rabhit has been so firmly fixed that only pedantry
will insist upon the name of hare in common every day usage. 3.

We know of no distinct variety that takes to the water readily;
the common variety will occasionally do this when pursued; we
have recorded a number of instances.

F. S. J. C, New Jersey.—What is the southern limit of the At-
lantic tomcod (Microzadtts tomcotD'i The "Fishing Industries"
gives it as New York, but I have caught what I believe to
be this fish on the 25-fathom banks below Cape Henlopen (Dela-
ware) and the 5-fathom banks off Cape May (New Jersey). The
color was a dull, yellowish brown, it had the filament under the
jaw and corresponded with the portrait given in the "Fishing In-
dustries." Ans. There is no reasonable doubt that the tomcod is

to be found off the Virginia coast, although we have not seen a
specimen so far south. The cod, the pollock and the hake, which
are associates of the tomcod, all are found off the coast of Virginia.
This is recorded as the southern limit of the species in "Synopsis
Fishes N. A.," by Jordan & Gilbert.

H. C, Boston.—Kindly answer a few questions about, the fresh-
water eel, or inform me where I could iind out what their habits
ate: 1. How often they breed. 2. How many eggs a female con-
tains. 3. How old an eel would have to be to weigh three pounds.
4. If they eat their young. Ans. 1. It is claimed by several re-

liable authorities that eels spawn only once and both sexes die
after spawning. 2. A female eel of average adult size contains
several millions of eggs. 3. The rate of growth of the eel is not
definitely known, but it is said to mature in three years, when its

weight will depend on the amount of food it can obtain. 4. Accord-
ing to accepted theories of eel migrations the young eels come
up alone from the sea in the early spring and their numbers are
so enormous that the loss by the ravages of the adults must be
small. Eels have been known to descend streams every fall for

hundreds of years, and during the tall,migration they do not feed.

Only a few male eels, certainly recognized as such, have been
caught on our shores, and these were taken in brackish or salt

water, cbiefiy in Great South Bay and Vineyard Sound. It is

believed that male eels do not go into fresh water. The belief is

pretty general that spawning takes place in mud banks at sea some
distance from the mouths of tbe rivers. Forest and Stream of

Nov. 14 contains a figure and description of a male eel. It is

necessary to say that some authorities do not agree with the sea-
spawning theory, among them Hon. Robert. B. Roosevelt. There
is a well-informed gentleman in Pennsylvania who has experi-

mented with fisn breeding for a score of years, and who is of the
opinion that he can propagate eels according to a new system.
The experience of people everywhere who have kept eels in fresh
water is that they increase greatly in size, but always diminish
in numbers. The'best account of the habits of the eel is contained
in the "Fishery Industries of the United States," published by the
U. S. Fish Commission, but now, unfortunately, out of print.

The manumea, in the London Zoological Gardens, has an
interesting history. The home of the ruanumea is in

Samoa, where originally there were no cats. Where these
were introduced, they made short work with the manumea,
killing not ouly the adult bird but the chicks in the nest.

Owing to its habit of nesting upon the ground, the bird
nearly became extinct; suddenly, however, it took to build-

ing its nest upon the treetops, where it could bring up its

young ones in peace; and since that time it has again be-

come fairly plentiful.

About two tons of frogs' legs have been shipped from the
bay district to New York during the past four months, says
the Picton Times. How will these exports be classified in

the trade returns? As "'produce of the fisheries," as "field

products," or under ''animals and their produce" ?—Toronto
Monetary Times.

"Twelve y'ars ago 3,000,000 dogs owned by cull'd pus3ons
war allowed to sleep under de bed. To-day the number is

estimated at less dan 100."—Lime Kiln Club's Review of
Work,

Names and Portraits op Birds, by Gurdon TrumbuU. a
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use ttey can
identify without question all the American game birds which
tney may kill. Cloth, 3^0 pages, price $2.50. Eor sale by Forest
AfcD Stream

Forest and Stream, Box 3,833, N. Y. city, has deserlptive illus-

trated circulars of W. B. Leffin=iwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the BUbjeot
extant.

Beecbam'S Pills cure sick headache.-4d».
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HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Kegs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500Page Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free.
Ctrcassj Fevers Congestions. Inflammation,
» n 1 i?,n?1 ™ eningitis, Milk Fever.
JrJ?'

*"»*ra,n8» fcamenees, Rheumatism.
C.C.—Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D. D.-Bots or Grabs, Worms.

Conghs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
&?. c or GriPes, Bellyache.
Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.

U.H.--I rmary and Kidney Diseases.
1.1.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K—Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Witch Hazel Oil and Medicator, Sky.on
Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhereandm any quantity on Receipt oi Price.

Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders.
PRICE!, 81.0Q.

FOR AT THIS OFFTnu;.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

ABBEY & IMBBIE,
No. 18 VE8EY STREET, NEW YORK.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

KTot Sold ant Retail toy tto«» Blanufacturers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Anns and Ammunition.

For a DISORDERED LIVER

BEECHAM'S PILLS.

25cts. a Box.

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity of
1 HE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

Manufactured only by
EciixrixriES'sr bros.

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old R- liable

SWEET CAPORAL.

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having the patent

2,000 shots out of eacb 1 000 targets on aecrunt
of non-hre;ikage in shipping, trapping and fall-
ing upon ground. The only target made with
the Iktubned Edge producing the surest break-
er when Kit. and surest non breaker when not
hit. our traps are sold for the sole purpose of
sb< otii g our tara-. ts.

TATE 5T»£so. lib. *-\

£«t Mt.

Old Colony Trout Ponds
ESTABLISHED 1869.

Three million brook trout eggs for sale. Can
be transported with safety to any part of the
world. R*ady for delivery Df cember and Janu-
arv. Also youDg trout in the swing.
Unsurpasst d fly-fishing in its season.

W. L. GILBERT. Propriety
novl4,3mo Plymouth, Mass.

Ferrets vs. Rats.
The best breeds of both voung and old F* rrets

fT <*ale at ADOLPH ISAACSKN'S ' Sure Pop,"
92 Fulton Street, New York City. A complete
book on Ferrets and Hat Exterminating sent by
mail for 15 cents.

flTTTVrS CLOSING OUT FINE SCOTT
*-* %J ±* SS. Guns at less than cost. Don't
buy beiore examining these.

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 943 Broadway.
novl4.3mo

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foxhounds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,
bred and for sale by W.

GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
Send stamp for circular and price list.

Fertilized fill Breot Trout im
Ard young fry in due season. Address TBOUT-
MER«\ Osceola Mills, Wis. novl4,3uao

Anyone Can Stuff Birds
By our new process. Full directions w'th com-
plete outfit of instruments, eyes, etc, SI 00.

Natttbatjcsts' SuppTjY Co., 126 Chambers si., N.Y,

FISH NEWSPAPHR FOR SALE; Only one
of class in America; large and profitable

field; price $1,200. Address GOOD RE<VS<>NS,
care Forest ana Stream. nov21.2t,

COMMON PIGEONS FOR TRAP SHO >TING;
fancv pigeons and poultry. T. W. HOOPER,

& Co., 423 W. Franklin st., Baltimore, Md.
nn\21,3mo

LIVE QUAIL delivered as booked.
LIVE GAME A SPECIALTY.

E. B. WuODWARD, Commission Merchant,
174 Chambers street, New York.

FOR SALE FOR SHOOTIN* PURPOSES.—
A No. 1 pigeons; no squabs; all kinds fancy

pigeons. FIELES & BRO., Christiana, P*.
nov7,3mo

HUNTING FERRETS, S3 50 EACH. Enclose
stamp. Oohnwell, Box 937, Schenectady,

N. Y. '

• If

LIVE WHITE HARES (Jjepus A.mencanush
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition or
receipt of orders and remittances at £3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner* J. G. RICH, Bethel,
Ms. deoietff

WANTED.
Live Deer, Prairie Chickens, Partridge,

Quail and Turkeys. Address full partii ulars,
no2l.4t P. O. Boy 3350. New York Di+y.

ryANTED—RI°DS, MOVKEYS AND SMALL
»» animals for a public park zoo. Must be

good specimens, youngv healthy and in good con-
dition. Address PARK, care Forest and Stream,
N.Y. it

ASK YOUR DEALER

BEFELLENE.
An Infallible Preventive of the Attacks of
Mosquitoes, Black Plies, Gnats

and all other Insect*.
Ne«.t, clean and easily applied. No unpleasant

odor, will not stain or injur* the skin, easily
washed off. May be carried with ant danger of
leaking or spilling. In neat, oblong round-cor-
nered box.

Price, SO Cents, Postpaid.
Sold by Dealers in Sportsmen's Goods.

If vour dealer does not keep it, I will send It on
receipt of price.

A. FERGUSON, Proprietor and Wanufact'er,
Office,. 65 Pulton street. N. Y.

For NELSON'S Cartridge Belt. The onl?PRACTICAL coutriv.'tnce for ciirrving ammuni-
tion in the field. For Shot Guns, Rifles and Pi-tols,
Nothing like it in the market. Patent lateral action.

SHALL YACHTS.
Cceir Design and Construction, Exemplified by tb»

Ruling Types of Modern Practice. With
Numerous Plates and UlustrationB.

—BY—
C. F. EUNHAKDT,

Cloth, S70 pages of type and illustrations, and ft

oiates. Size of page, Price $7.00.

rOB SALS BY TUB

WO&S&T AM) STREAM PUBLISHING 00.,

GU11DON TRUMBUIil/S

Names ai Portraits of Birds
Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in

language understanded of the people.

Practically speaking, this is the first popular
volume of ornithology ever issued from the press;
a work which goes far to demonstrate that scien-
tific accuracy mav be as easily maintained in
English as m Greek or Latin. Follows the
game birds all over the continent and gives a
glossary of all the lo^al names in popular use.
Illustrated with admirable portraits from the
pencil of Mr. Edwin Shepard of the Academy of
Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, which, with the
clear descriptions in the text, will enable any
man who can read to identify the contents of his
game bag.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS:
It is the first, so far as we fasuw 38 of

books of which the need is feitmiive.yi.apart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-
Ocean.

I would much rather knowwhat this book tells
me, the various names by which the people call
a bird, than tbe Latin, Greek or Hebrew name
which science gave him for the sake of catalogu-
ing him. * * * It is more value to me to have
a description of a bird in plain English which I
understand than in scientific language which I
do not understand.—W., in journal ofCommerce,

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PRTD1H. •«.««».

FILE BINDERS,
SlCe to SUifc FOSBST AND 8XBXAV,

tOB BALE AT THIS QTOD1'
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The Celebrated Smith & Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

:

'

Unrivalled in Beamy of Finish, Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

mprovements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the
genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels
with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH & WESSON,
uncle: lishas shop.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland.

By ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.
A book that appeals to all who know anything of the old-fashioned New England life.

These are some of the cnapters:

£he School Meeting in District 13. Uncle Lisha's Spring Gun. In Uncle Lisha's Shop. Con-
cerning Owls. Uncle Lisha's Cour ing. How Zene Birrnham Come It on His Father.
A Rainy Day in the Shop. The Turkey Shoot at Hamuer's. Sam Lovel's Thanksgiving
Little Sis. Sam Lovel's Bee-Hunting. In tne Snop Again The Pox Huot. Noah Chase's
Deer-Hunting. The Hard Experience of Mr. Abija Tarvis. The Coon Hunt. In the
Sugar Camp Indians in Danvis. The Boy Out West. BreairingUp. The Departure.
The Wild Bees' 8warm.

They make a haudsomely printed volume of 187 pages, bound in cloth. Sent, postpaid, or
receipt of price, $LoO.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. 318 Broadway New York.
Da VTUS ft CO.. London. Knarland.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
THEIR

MACHINERY AND MANAGEMENT.
The Steam Engine as Applied to Yachts; Laws Governing Yachts in American Waters;

Rules for Racing; Rules for B iMmg; Pilot rteguUti-ms; Sp°ciic Types of
Machinery; Design of Huils, Etc , Etc. Wita 96 illustrations.

By I). P. KUN HAKDT.
This volume is intended to be sufficiently comprehensive, vrd elementary at the same

dime, to suit the yacbt owner's object of acquiring a general understanding of the subject as
a whole, with specific information and data covering the most recent practice.—From
Author's Preface.

Cloth. 240 pases. Price, postpaid, $3.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. 318 Broadway, New York.
SAMPSON. LOW ft CO. r-on«lon. Ens-land

CAMOE HANDLING.
By C. B. VAUX ("DOT.")

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at i he very
beginning, *de-cribes and explains the rudiments in the s mplest ana p'ainest way possible

Everything is made intehiKioie for beginners- and hosides this A. B C teaching there are so

many hi '>ts and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will find pleasure and profit in the

study of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The
subjects treated are the choice of a ca'i'-e, paddliug, sailing, care of the canoe, recipes and
rules. The text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings and the beauty of the

"book is euhanceci by the many ornamental vigneties. Pages 1(58; uniform with "Caode
Budding." Price, postpaid, $ I .

' »6.

NEW YOHK: Forhst and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway.
LONDON: Davtks ft Co.. 1 Pinch Lane. CornhiU.

DOG TEAININGs
BY

g. % HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM,

For Ml* a«m oStofr FrfeMLaoi

LOG CABINS
How to Build and Furnish Them.

By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

9

The l'f( \ is 11 err vghlv practical. Every step in 1be propfss of construction h ex-

plain d. Tleanlcr if- tjj aid jrtci wi o 1*8 bimsdf brilt Jog c» bins, and very baodsome
crte, 1< o, af t\ cwi in ihi plates. The dif-rpns aie i ume 1 ous and -varied. Pkns are eiveu

f< real us. higf aid tvall, \nib eVtfcijs < f ( xftrior and interior fknh; and there are also

fine Aery istli ] djirciicnf ioi cod- iruclii £ tfnporaiy i-bthers—the Indisn camp, hnitb

Ituse aid la'k em p. Tie itnMdrg consists of tables, chairs, bedsteads and otheX

hnUht, aJ] n ade ol lie iraurial at bind, arri all in fceepug with the style of the house.

The illustrations are numeious and helpful. Price $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y,

Sam Lovel's Camps;
Uncle Lisha's Friends Under Bark and Canvas,

A SEQUEL TO «UNCLE LISHA'S SHOP,"

By BOWLAND E. E0BIUS0S.

The two series of papers publiehei in Forest and Stream, with added chapters. Ar
nimitable portraying of the woods and village life of Dauvis rolfes. Cloth, 258 pp. Price $L

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
8X8 Broadway, New Yorfe,



Forest and Stream.
A Weekly Journal of the Rod and Gun.

ffiRM'a, $4 a Year. 10 OiSi a Copy, i

Six Months, $£. (

NEW YORK, DECEMBER 5, 1889. ) VOL. XXXIIT.-No, 30.

/ No 318 Broadway, Nrw York.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
tfay begin a* any time. Subscription price, $4 per year; $2 for six

honths; to a club of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10;

ive copies for $16. Remit by express money-order, registered letter,

noney-order, or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing

Company. The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout

the United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davics
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OUR CHRISTMAS NUMBER.

HPHE issue of the Forest and Stream for Dec. 19 will

be the Christmas Number. Many good things are

in store for that occasion. Here is a list of some of them:

IN FOREIGN LANDS.
On the Trombetas. An account of a daring expe-

dition on the Trombetas River, North Brazil. By
"Nessmok." The story is in the author's best vein,

and we need not add that it is intensely interesting.

Dogs, Dingoes and Kuris. An intelligent descrip-

tion of the native wild and domestic dogs of New
Zealand. By Edward Wakefield.

The Reporter. A sketch of partridge shooting with a

"reporter" dog in Sweden. By "Marstrand."

Fishing a la Mode. An amusing description by

"Podgers" of one of the dude anglers of Paris.

Big Game in Boer-land. A letter descriptive of

hunting in the wilds of South Africa.

First Spear. An account of a novice's first experience

in pig-sticking in Scinde. By C. F. Amery.

A Run after the Long Tails. Kangaroo hunting in

Australia. By W. H. Limond.

Three Days in Jamaica. A short account of a re-

cent visit to the island. By "F. J. M."

Notes from the Ten Thousand Years House.
A letter from Tokio, Japan. By Henry Macdonald.

A vivid and picturesque description of the phases of

life that impress the American traveler in Japan.

DAYS WITH THE ELK.
Running Down an Elk. An account of the pursuit

on snowshoes, and the tiring out and capture alive

of one of the last elk in the wilds of Pennsylvania.

By "Antler."

An Elk Hunt. A story of Rocky Mountain adventure.

By "Yo."

The Trail of It. A mountaineer's story of a scuttle

with a bull elk. By Jerome Burnett.

The Elk in Harness. An account of personal experi-

ence in capturing and taming elk and breaking them

to harness. By Charles M. Donnelly.

Old Joe. Notes on a semi-civilized bull elk, which be-

longs to a Wyoming horse ranch. By Millard.

Illustrations. There will also be a double-sheet sup-

plement with careful drawings of elk. By A. S.

Higgins, Jr. With its double supplement the Christ-

mas Number will contain thirty-six pages.

SNAP SHOTS.

THE Jekyl Island Club's game preserve has recently

been recruited by the receipt from the West of a

female elk and a calf, which were shipped from Chey-

enne and landed in Brunswick, Ga., in excellent order

and condition. Wnen they wore transferred from cars

to boat they entered a protest, as if in their opinion that

sort of thing had been going on long enough, and they

positively refused to be bundled aboard; but by the united

efforts of half a hundred darkies they were carried bodily

on to the boat. When it came to landing them at the

island the same process had to be gone through, requiring

the whole force to persuade them to go ashore. At last

accounts they had thought better of their sulks and were

consuming their rations with great complacency. The

club is in. the market for a gentleman elk .intending to stock

their preserves with that interesting specimen of zoology.

Mr. Austin Corbin, whose attempts to keep in confine-

ment deer, elk and antelope have been regarded with

interest by those acquainted with their progress, has met

with a serious misfortune. A shipment of 21 animals,

all in good condition, left Dakota Nov. 16 for his farm in

New Hampshire. On the way East, while passing over

the Nickel Plate road, the train carrying these animals

collided with another, and the car on which Mr. Corbin's

collection were was wrecked. Four deer escaped to the

woods, an elk was so badly hurt that it had to be killed,

and one moose died from injuries received. Ou.t of the

21 animals, including 11 deer, 6 antelopes and 2 elk and

2 moose, there are left alive only 1 elk, 1 moose, 1 ante-

lope and 2 deer. These are all badly cut up and lame.

These are " hard lines."

The issue of Jan. 9 will be a special Florida number,

illustrated. See announcement next week.

On Sunday. Dec. 1, there was born at the Zoological

Gardens in the Central Park a young hippopotamus.

The parents of the new arrival, known as Caliph and

Fatima, are eight and six years old respectively. The

male weighs nearly three tons, while the female is only

about two-thirds that weight. The young one is a male.

At birth it weighed but forty pounds; its length is about

thirty inches, and it stands fourteen inches in height.

Although there have been several cases of the birth of a

young hippopotamus in Europe, this is the first for

America, and the progress of the youngster will be

watched with interest. Of the three born in the London

Zoo two died. Our specimen has made his appearance

at a bad season of the year, but it is to be hoped that he

may survive.

Senator Vest will at once bring up before the Senate

his bill for the enlargement and protection of the Na-

tional Park. This bill, it will be remembered, has passed

the Senate three times and the House once. It is now

more than ever needed, and there is nothing to be said

against it. The bill has been so thoroughly discussed in

the Senate, that all members of that branch of Congress

must be familiar with its provisions, and it ought to pass

that body without delay, so that it may reach the House

in time to be acted on at this session. As soon as intro-

duced the bill will probably be referred to the Senate

Committee on Territories. Senator Manderson of this

committee has in the past struggles over this bill always

been an ardent supporter of the measure, dividing the

honors in the Senate with Mr. Vest. He will no doubt

again do all in his power to hurry tne bill through the

committee, and bring it to a vote in the Senate.

For shooting, the weather of the autumn of 1889 has

been in this latitude simply execrable. There were sur -

prisingly few October and November days when the air

was crisp and outdoor scenes exhilarating. Rainy, foggy

and dismal days have been the rule. The only consola-

tion to be found in such a condition of affairs is that

it suits the Can't-get-away Club members who profess

to care nothing about weather conditions.

The Long Island duck netters are putting in their fine

work. Thousands of broadbills are coming to the

markets without a shot mark on them; mostly from the

vicinity of Good Ground. The game warden of that

district promised to give this matter his immediate at-

tention; but those wrfo shoot there ought to lend a help-

ing hand.

Thanksgiving was a great day for the dogs. Thousands

of them were out galloping over fields and through brush,

and every one of them had in tow a man or two or three

men with guns.

THE YELLOWSTONE PARK.

'"F'HE report of the Superintendent of the Yellowstone
*- National Park for the year ending June 80, 1889, has

just been issued. As the Park for eleven months of this

year was under the charge of Captain Moses Harris, who
was relieved by Captain Boutelle on June 1, the docu-

ment consists of two parts covering these periods.

Captain Harris mentions the expulsion from the Park

of three persons, two for trapping beaver and one for

drunkenness and disorder. One of the men expelled is

believed to have returned to the Park after being ejected,

and to have maliciously started a forest fire. The scouts

made by Ed. Wilson and Corporal Boyce, noticed at the

time in these columns, are described. Forest fires were

numerous, owing to carelessness of campers and other

causes, but all were extinguished by the troops before

they had caused any great damage. A list is given of

leases and business permits granted during the year.

The hotel accommodations and transportation facilities

toward the close of the season of 1888 were inadequate,

and many travelers suffered inconvenience from this

cause. Owing to the lack of any appropriation no work

was done on roads. Captain Harris again calls attention

to the fact that there is no government in the National

Park, and alludes to the impossibility of enforcing rules

and regulations laid down for the care and management

of the Park, since legislation provides no effective method

for such enforcement. The law passed by the Legisla-

ture of Wyoming Territory, and its failure to work, is

referred to; the visit of the Congressional committee in

1885 mentioned and its report quoted, and the significant

fact is noticed that Congress, notwithstanding this report,

has failed to provide any legislation for the Parle. Cap-

tain Harris, as in previous reports, recommends an appro-

priation for a civil force to protect the Park. His list

calls for one superintendent, one chief game keeper, ten

assistant game keepers, one chief of police, thirty police-

men and one clerk, the pay and equipment of this force

to be, according to his estimates, about $49,000. Captain

Harris urges that it is high time that the question of the

government of the Park should be settled one way or the

other; either that it should be turned over to the civil

authorities or else definitely assigned to the military to

look after. Attention is called to the depredations of

Indians along the southern border of the Park, and papers

on this subject which were printed some months since in

Forest and Stream form an appendix to the report.

Captain Boutelle's report covering but one month is

very brief. He alludes to the clanger of fire in the Park,

and to the entire absence of any proper fire equipment

for the use of the force at the command of the Superin-

tendent. If Captain Boutelle's request for such equip-

ment had been granted when it was first made, many
square miles of green timber burned over this summer

and autumn might have been saved. As it was, the

Department delayed a long time before acting on his re-

quest, and a gentleman traveling through the Park,, who
had heard of the entire absence of buckets, axes, shovels,

etc., offered to put his hand in his pocket and give the

Superintendent a sum of money, with which to purchase

these necessary articles. Had such an offer been accepted,

we should have had the spectacle of the Yellowstone

National Park belonging to the U. S. Government, de-

pending in part for its protection on the charity of a

private individual.

Captain Boutelle's report refers briefly to the good work

done on the roads by Mr. Craighill, to needed work on

the trails, to a possible pasture for elk, deer and antelope

to be inclosed along the road, where they may be seen by

tourists, and to the supposed destruction of game by the

carnivora in the Park. He also refers to the work of

stocking the barren waters of the Park with fish, in

which so good a beginning has been made by Col. Mc-

Donald. He calls attention to the fact that the boundary

line of the Park is nowhere marked, and recommends a

survey. A suitable residence for the Superintendent is

needed. He refers to the fact that there is a scheme on

foot looking to the cutting off of a portion of the north-

western portion of the Park and remarks that such an

attempt should be opposed, as it would thrown open to

the hunter some of the principal winter ranges of the

elk and buffalo.

Captain Boutelle states that the building operations of

the Yellowstone Park Association have been delayed by

the regulation prohibiting the cutting of green timber in

|
the Park, and this regulation has been revoked. The
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syndicate want to cut timber where it will be the least

trouble and expense to them, and in order to get per-

mission to do this, they have made the excuse that they

were delayed because they could not cut green timber.

The permission to cut living timber may, unless the cut-

ting is carefully looked after, open the way for a great

destruction of the forests of the Park, and we should be

very glad to see it revoked.

In the annual leport of the Secretary of the Interior,

Mr. Noble refers at considerable length to the difficulties

met with in caring for the Park, and which are due to

the entire absence of law on this reservation, lie speaks

of the Vest bill, notes the fact that it has passed the

Senate three times and the House once, and earnestly

recommends its enactment as a law. On the whole he

takes a broad view of the subject and urges the carrying

out of the recommendations made in the reports of Cap-

tains Harris and Boutejle.

The closing paragraphs of Mr. Noble's report are as

follows:

So long as tins tract of country shall remain a national preserve

for science, curiosity, and pleasure, it will of course be an object

of cupidity to the covetous, who will see or imagine countless

ways iu whicii its exhaustless wonders and resources can be

turned into private advantage, and who will invent many arti-

fices to beguile and circumvent the guardians of this national

treasure into granting them foot-holds of one kind or another,

whereby they can make personal gain out of this great public

benefit. If it is not to be thus frittered away, deprived of its most
attractive features and measurably lost to science and wonder, if

not to pleasure, the best and surest way to protect it is to permit

no trimming down, no incursions, and no privileges except such

as may be deemed absolutely necessary for its protection and
regulation and for the proper accommodation and comfort of

visitors.

It seems important that there should be an appropriation for a

residence for the Superintendent, whether he is to be a military

or civil officer. If the Park is to remain under the surveillance

of the military, the suggestion of Captain Boutelle that it should

be recognized as a military post and provided with permanent
accommodations for the officers, men, and their animals seems
very pertinent. If it should he the policy of Congress to restore

civil superinteudence, attention is called to the recommenda-
tion of Captain Harris, in whose judgment I have great con-

fidence, as to the number of employees and amount of appropria-

tion necessary, which he places at forty-four men, all told, with

salaries and equipments amounting in the aggregate to §48,800.

he ^jfforlwimi f^onmt

A SAND-SPIT.
BY K. H.

A LONELY, dreary .stretch of beach,

Whether by storms of winter beat,

Or throbbing 'neath the summer's heat:

Whether the cedars upward reach

Their threadbare arms in mute despair,

Or whispered hoarsely on the air

Wild tales the sea-winds teach

Of gruesome deeds done long ago,

In "good old times 1
' when any breeze

That sported with the laughing seas,

Before its salted breath might blow
A rakish rig, with black ensign,

'Cross the horizon's silver line

In the soft twilight glow.

At d some poor skipper's heart would sink

With the last ling'ring flush of light

into despair's fear-haunted night;

And when the stars like owls would blink,

Then draw their shade of silver gray
Against the glare and heat of day,

The sirn fresh blood would drink;

That smeared the splintered, heel-marked deck-
Strewn with waste spoil, and here and there
A clot of loose, bedraggled hair—

Of a dismantled, battered wreck;
Listlessly drifting, as each swell

Would toll anon the foredeck bell,

Toward some rock-bound neck.

And sterner fate for skipper bold,

Who perished not before the horde
Of human fiends that swarmed aboard;

Perhaps bound in the scuttled hold
He watched the creeping water hide
Each plank upon the vessel's side,

Until the end was told.

Or fed the gaunt waves grizzly jaws,
As stumbling from the dreaded plank
He like a leaden plummet sank

Into their ever sateless maws;
Or even now some sand-scoured bone
May tell more plain than graveyard stone

Of savage pirate laws.

Such tales as these you seem to hear,

As hidden by the rustling sedge
That lines the broad bar's inner edge-

Past which a salt creek, deep and clear.

Glides swiftly to the falling tide—
You wait until, first circling wide,

A flock of ducks at last draws near.

The gray flock settles on the stream,
That sweeps them gently down to view;
And now the past is lost to you,

Flown all your noon-day dream
As swiftly as the whirring wings,

(Your gun's report so quickly brings)

On which the sunbeams gleam,
As fortune's favored ones arise

And melt into the distant skies.

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER.

THE COOPER NOVELS.

ON Sept. 15, 1889, occurred the centennial anniversary
of the birth of Cooper, the earliest, most prolific,

and the most original of American novelists. The earliest,

because before the publication of ''The Spy," in 1821, the
only readable American novels were those of Charles
Brockden Brown, and those seemed to be imitations of

English works. The most prolific, as the published works
of Mr. Cooper reach nearly one hundred volumes, accord-
ing to Professor Lounsbury. And the most original, the
Leatherstocking tales and the sea stories being wholly
new in literature, and Cooper is one of the few writers of
the world who has made a new creation. Such is Natty
Bumpo the Leatherstocking, as original a creation as
Hamlet or Falstaff. Such is Chingaciigook the Delaware
Chief, the first and best of the ideal Indians of romance.
And such is Long Tom Coffin, of whom Miss Mitford
wrote "that he appeared to her to be the best thing since
Parson Adams." Like all prolific writers, Cooper was
unequal, and he had his limitations. In the forest or on
the prairie he was at home, and stands unrivaled and
supreme. Said Balzac of the "Pathfinder," "I know no
one in the world save Walter Scott,who has risen to that
grandeur and serenity of colors." When Cooper attempted
to describe the manners and conversation of social or
fashionable life he failed. "If Cooper." said Balzac, "had
succeeded in the painting of character to the same ex-
tent that he did in the painting of the phenomena of
nature, he would have uttered the last word of our act."
In his sea tales Cooper seems to the present writer to be
as unrivaled as in those of the forest. Before him no
one except Smollet had introduced seamen or the sea into
fiction, and Smollet was not himself a seaman. Cooper,
like Dana, had served two years before the mast, and
afterward three years in theU. S. Navy as a midshipman,
and had acquired a thorough knowledge of seamanship.
A recent critic has said that W. C. Russell is a better

sailor than Cooper, but this is not the opinion of those
who are familiar with ships and their management. It

is curious that the United States, which fifty years ago
led all the world in the excellence of her ships and sailors,

and has furnished in Cooper. Dana and Melville the best
writers on naval topics, should now be so far in the rear.

But neglect and unwise legislation have accomplished it.

These works of Cooper have a peculiar value as depict-
ing scenes and events that are fast passing away. The
unbroken forest wilderness, with its savage inhabitants;
the boundless prairie, a waving sea of grass and flowers,

dotted with herds of bison, elk and deer; now covered
with grain fields and farms, and where the scream of the
locomotive has succeeded to the howl of the wolf. So
also with the sea tales; they were written in the days of
sailing vessels, which are giving place to steamers, and
the maneuvers of a ship under canvas, so admirably de-
scribed by Cooper, will in a few years perhaps be a lost

art. The Tom Coffins and Ben Bolts, who carried the
Stars and Stripes all over the world, will be succeeded by
engineers and mechanics, who will handle valves and
levers instead of cordage and canvas. Whether a future
Cooper will evolve romance from steam boilers and don-
key engines may be doubted, but we shall still have these
sea tales to remind us of the men of 1780 and 1812.

In the admirable biography by Professor Lounsbury,
from which much of this paper is taken

,
Cooper appears

as a kind-hearted and generous man, wholly truthful
and of undaunted courage, somewhat prejudiced and
pugnacious, and a most patriotic American, who was
misunderstood and abused—one of the most interesting
figures in American literature. S. C. 0*.

COOPER'S WOODCRAFT.
BY ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.

rpHE recent celebration of the hundredth birthday of
JL the earliest American novelist, suggests to Forest
and Stream readers a consideration of the woodcraft of
the creator of Leatherstocking, the typical backwoods
hunter that is still a unique figure in fiction, for all the
futile imitations which have s© often been attempted.
That Cooper intended to impersonate in Natty Bumpo
the highest type of woodcraft attainable by a white man
is evident enough, for in all the series of tales to which
his name has been given, no other white man at all ap-
proaches him in the science that is not learned of books,
though naturally, as should be, some of the Indian char-
acters surpass him in rapid reading of the forest's faintly
traced records.
One wonders in what degree the author possessed the

peculiar gifts which he bestowed upon his favorite crea-
tion, who holds the chief place in the five volumes on
which the writer's fame most securely rests. How much
of this had he gained by actual experience, how much
from intercourse with the old hunter Shipman. who as
Miss Cooper tells us in her introduction to the "Pioneers,"
"came frequently to offer his game at Judge Cooper's
door, and whose rude equipments, dogs and rifle had
much attraction for the lads of the home," or how much
from the story of his father's adventures in the wilds
where the scenes of some of the Leatherstocking tales
were laid, when "there existed not an inhabitant nor any
trace of a road. T was alone," he says, "three hundred
miles from home, without bread, moat or food of any
kind: fire and fishing tackle were, my only means of sub-
sistence. I caught trout in the brook and roasted t hem
in the ashes. I laid me down to sleep iu my watch coat,
nothing but the melancholy wilderness about me."
The father possessed that faculty of ready adaptation

of slender means to suddenly arising needs which is so
essential a part of woodcraft" This was exhibited when
in a season of great scarcity of food among the settlers
he contrived a net of twigs into which great quantities
of herring ascending the Susquehanna were taken, and
starving people relieved. This is related by Judge Coo-
per in his letters to an Irish exile, and in them he fur-
ther exhibits his woodcraft in describing what soils shall
be found where different kinds of trees flourish.
In the first written of the Leatherstocking tales, " The

Pioneers," there is not the opportunity that the others
afford in their wilder scenes for the display of woodcraft.
But there are vivid descriptions of the wilderness in it

from first to last, and the movements of the old back-
woods hunter are well described in Natty's gait and in

his attitude in the brief but certain aiming of the long-
barreled, ill-balanced rifle of old times. Shipman, steal-
ing up for a "pot shot " at a partridge or squirrel, was no
doubt the unconscious lay figure from which the artist
drew this picture.
Perhaps the panther scene that thrilled us with delight-

ful horror when we read it in our "Town's Fourth Reader*
forty years or more ago, does not seem so real now as
then, and we may offer the criticism that Natty would
not have called out to the wooden " female " to " stoop
lower, gal, your bunit hides the creature's head," but
would have swerved a little to one side for a better shot
in that supreme moment, but yet we must own that it is

well done, and so in spite of the stilted, unnatural con-
versation of the actors, is the escape from the forest fire.

He was a woods haunter and a true woods lover who
put in Natty's mouth the words so often echoed by so
many a one of us who has beheld the ruthless sweeping
away of loved landmarks. " There be scarcely a, tree
standing that I know, and it's hard to find a place that I
was acquainted with in my younger days."
What knowledge of woodcraft, or rather plaincraft, is

shown in "The Prairie," we know was not gained from
actual observation, for the author had not seen the prai-
ries, then more distant than Europe was from the Atlantic
States. Yet the scenes are perhaps as accurately de-
picted as those in the tales whose actors played, their part
in the forests that had not lost their primitive wildness
when Cooper saw them.
In his best work, "The Last of the Mohicans." whose

rapidly-shifting dramatic scenes are all set in the shadows
of the forest, the author has imparted to us the most that
he had gained, by whatever means, of woods lore, and if

it is not always perfect, it serves well its use in the weav-
ing of a romance that must ever delight the lovers of
wholesome and purely American fiction. If his eye
might not detect the displaced fallen leaf, the broken
twig, the frayed moss on a tree trunk or the light imprint
of a stealthy footstep on the forest floor, he could com-
prehend what these might mean to men so wise in
woodcraft as the Sagamore, Chingaciigook. and the "man
without a cross."

It would be hard to give in so few words a better de-
scription than this of the forest in July, "The vast
canopy of woods spreads itself to the margin of the river,
overhanging the water and snadowing its dark current
with a deeper hue. The rays of the sun were beginning
to grow less fierce and the intense heat of the day was
lessened, as the cooler vapors of the springs and foun-
tains rose above their leafy beds and rested in the atmos-
phere. Still that breathing silence, which marks the
drowsy sultriness of an American landscape in July, per-
vaded the secluded spot, interrupted onlyby the low voices
of the men [Leatherstocking and Chingaciigook], the oc-
casional and lazy tap of a woodpecker, the discordant
cry of some gaudy jay, or a swelling on the ear from the
dull roar of a distant waterfall." One feels the sultri-

ness of the woods and hears the voices of its lesser deni-
zens that oftenest and almost unnoticeably break its

silence, yet one can but think near the close of the same
chapter that Hawkeye's ears were a little dull that such
a trained woodsman should be so slow to hear the unac-
customed sound of horses' hoof-beats, and in the next
that the hunter must have been a little careless in his
statement to say, "Nor have the geese done their flight

to the Canada waters altogether." Wild geese flying
northward in July?
Except for occasional slips, Cooper's favorite character

is wonderfully well drawn and consistent from his first

appearance as the Deerslayer to the last pathetic scene in
"The Prairie." The love of nature which such a close
observer must feel, his simple faith iu an over-ruling
Power, his honesty and unaffected simplicity, his cau-
tious bravery, his pride in the skill with "the long-bar-
reled, true-grooved, soft-metaled rifle," are all consistent
traits iu a man who had spent his life in the woods.
His figurative manner of expression is natural in one

who had so long been the constant companion of the Sag-
amore, and in brief words he often gives many maxims
of wood lore, as in his reply to Major Heywood, who
with the treacherous guide Magna was lost in the wilder-
ness between Ft. Edward and Ft. William Henry:
"An Indian lost in the woods!" said the scout, shaking

his head doubtingly; "when the sun is scorching the tree-

tops, and the watercourses are full; when the moss on
every beech he sees will tell him in which quarter the
north star will shine at night ! The woods are ftdl of
deer paths, which run to the streams and licks, places
well known to everybody."

His contempt for the singing master, "the weak soul
who passes his days in singing," is a natural touch. ; 1

'Tis

a strange calling," muttered Hawkeye, "to go through
life like a catbird, mocking all the ups and downs that
may happen to come out of other men's throats." Just
as natural is his poor opinion of the men of the towns, of
books and the writers of books.
"Book! What have such as I, who am a warrior of the

wilderness, though a man without a cross, to do with
books? I never read but in one, and the words that are
written there are too simple and too plain to need much
schooling. 'Tis open before your eyes," said the scout,
"and he who owns it is not a niggard of its use. I have
heard it said that there are men who read in books to con-
vince themselves there is a God. I know not but man
may so deform his works in the settlement as to leave
that which is so clear in the wilderness a matter of doubt
among traders and priests. If any such there be and he
will follow me from sun to sun, through the windings of
the forest, he shall see enough to teach him that he is a
fool, and that the greatest of his folly lies in striving to
rise to the level of One he can never equal, be it in good-
ness or be it in power."

Cooper's Indians do not hit the popular idea of the
present day: his good Indians are too good, his bad ones
not bad enough. Yet Chingaciigook, Uncas and Hard-
heart are such as we read of in truthful histories of olden
times, no more faithful to their friends nor with kindlier
traits than Massasoit or Soyengahratah; and as for Magna,
treacherous, revengeful, bloodthirsty and cruel as a tiger,

and a drunkard withal, it would be hard to outdo him in
wickedness with any modern instance. In expert use of
the rifle, none of them equal the incomparable marksman
Hawkeye, which is true to life, for Indians rarely or
never excel in marksmanship with firearms, while in
turn and as naturally they surpass him in the finer subtle-
ties of woodcraft. But he exhibits great skill in the
art when he detects the difference in the twig bent by
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the captive girl's hand and those broken by the Hurons.
"The outer branch, near the prints of one of the horses,
was bent upward, as a lady breaks a flower from its stem;
but all the rest were ragged and broken down, as if the
strong hand of a man had beeu tearing them! So I con-
cluded that the cunning varments had seen the twig bent
and had torn the rest, to make us believe a buck had been
feeling the boughs with his antlers."

One would imagine though that Uncas or his father
would have been likelier than the scout to detect this,

and he, more accustomed to civilized warfare and the
effect of ordnance, likelier than Uncas to hit upon this

ingenious method of finding the way through the fog to

the fort. "This shot that you see," added the scout
(translating the earnest advice of Uncas for Heyward's
benefit), kicking the harmless iron, "has plowed the 'arth
in its road from the fort, andwe shall hunt for the furrow
it has made, when all other signs may fail."

An old camper who knowTs what a comfortable couch
the twigs of cedar and the various firs afford, wonders
why Cooper should bed his forest wayfarers on sassafras
boughs as in the cavern at Glenn's and on "sweet shrubs
and"dried leaves" as in the decayed block house. But
one forgets such trival matters in the vivid description of

the wild turmoil of waters with their constant and all-

pervading roar swelling and falling with every waft or
lull of the light breeze or of the sombre quietude of the
ruined stronghold whose sole surviving defenders now
revisit it or that which presently follows the last of the
"bloody pond," and the sudden and mysterious taking off

there of the French sentinelwhen the departing fugitives
"looked in vain for the form they had so recently seen
stalking along its silent shorps, while a low and regular
wash of little waves, by announcing that the waters were
not yet subsided, furnished a frightful memorial of the
deed of blood they had just witnessed."
In the "Pathfinder" are frequent instances of the hero's

wood-wisdom, as for example this, "Only the risk of be-
ing shot from a cover, as he forced his canoe up a swift
rift, or turned an elbow of the stream, with his eyes fast-

ened on the eddies; of all the risky journeys, that on an
ambu-hed river is the most risky." Or this, "I hope Eau-
douce will have the wit to bethink him of the damp wood
now." This would give forth more smoke, betokening a
fire made by careless whites, while the comparatively
smokeless fire of dry fuel would be taken for that of an
Indian camp.
The Pathfinder says, "A true woodsman never quits

his piece while he has any powder in his horn, or a bul-
let in Ms pouch." Of this most of us have had personal
proof, when the gun has been carelessly laid aside out of
reach for a moment and the shot of a lifetime lost thereby.
The author endows Eaudouce with moreingenuity than

this master of woodcraft in one instance, when he directs
the branch of a tree to be cast "into the river to try the
current, which sets from the point above in the direction,

of the rock," in the" river on which the Pathfinder is ex-
posed to the fire of the Hurons. Finding it reaches him,
a canoe is sent to him in the same way and he escapes to
cover. The Pathfinder commends this in characterstic
fashion, "This has been done with a frontierman's judg-
ment."

Here Cooper speaks for himself, when the guide's ear
has caught the sound of a branch broken by a footstep.
"All who are accustomed to that particular sound will
understand how readily the ear receives it, and how easy
it is to distinguish the tread which breaks the branch
from every other noise of the forest." "Silence is a
double virtue on a trail," says Pathfinder, and "patience
is the greatest of virtues in a woodsman."
But it is needless to multiply instances from the Leather-

stocking Tales, to prove that Cooper was possessed of
skill in woodcraft, and a fertility of invention and keen-
ness of observation, which if he had been placed under
conditions similar to those in which Natty Bumpo. or as
he is variously called, the Pathfinder, Deerslayer, Hawk-
eye and Leathei stocking, received his training, might
have made him, in this respect, a living embodiment of
the immortal creation of his imagination.
Only by years of study and practice of this unwritten

science, can one learn to read the signs so faintly traced
that mark the passage of man or beast through the puz-
zling sameness of the forest, where to the ordinary eyes
one great tree is as like to another as the unnamed stars
to each other, and where to such untrained vision noth-
ing but the place of the sun in the sky or the pointing of
the magnetic needle tells where is north or south.
Much of Cooper's knowledge of woodcraft was no

doubt acquired when in 1808 he made the journey to Os-
wego in company with other naval officers, and was for
a time stationed at that port.

"Wild animals still prowled through the adjoining
forests," Miss Cooper tells us in her introduction to the
"Pathfinder," "bears, wolves and panthers were not
wanting. Of deer there was an abundant supply, and
one or two fresh beaver dams were only a short distance
from the banks of the river." The young midshipman
threw himself with all his usual spirit into the hunting
and fishing expeditions. Here, too, he must have re-
ceived those impressions of the beauty and grandeur and
solemnity of the primeval forest, which enabled him in
after years to describe so well its varied moods and
asp c ct, and to express through Hawkeye's lips such emo-
tions as these, "In the forest I seem to stand face to face
with my Master; all around me is fresh and beautiful, as
it came from his hand, and there is no nicety of doctrine
to chill the feelin's. No, no, the woods are the true
temple, a'ter all, for there the thoughts are free to mount
higher even than the clouds;" and again, "I want no
thunder and lightning to remind me of my God, nor am
I as apt to bethink me most of all His goodness in trouble
and tribulations, as on a calm, solemn, quiet day hi the
forest, when His voice is heard in the creaking of a dead
branch or in the song of a bird." 1

Some such simple-minded, faithful and honest ranger
of the woods he may have met on the frontier, a worthier
example of the class than the old hunter, the shiftless
hanger-on of the settlements, whom he knew in his boy-
hood.

Yet it is hardly likely that he ever found, perhaps no
one ever did find, in real life such an one as he describes
the Pathfinder to have been.
"Ever the same, utterly without fear, and yet prudent,

foremost in all warrantable enterprises." "His feelings
appeared to possess the freshness and nature of the forest
in which he passed so much of his time, and no casuist

could have made clearer decisions in matters relating to
right and wrong."
He was not without prejudices that were deep rooted.

His "beautiful and unerring sense of justice" influenced
all around him. "His fidelity was like the immovable
rock." '-Treachery in him was classed among the things
that are impossible, and as he seldom retired before his
enemies so was he never known under any circumstances
that admitted of an alternative to abandon a friend."
A nobly-conceived character and truly as Thackeray

said of him, "One of the prize men of fiction." It is

easier to criticise than to create. Cooper created that
which will last as long as American literature endures,
and it becomes us better to be thankful for this than to
be critical over any shortcoming's.
Thackeray was a warm admirer of Cooper. It is thought

by some that he fashioned the death scene of Colonel
Newcome after that of Leatherstocking, and their simi-
larity is certainly striking.
Leatherstocking, feeble with age and life slowly ebbing,

had been placed by his Indian friends in an easy posture
on a rude seat, his rifle on his knee. " Between his feet
lay the figure of a hound." " The aged men of the tribe
had drawn near to observe the manner in which a just
and fearless warrior would depart on the greatest of his
journeys." "The light of the setting sun feli upon his
solemn features." "His gaze seemed fastened on the
clouds, glorious with the tints of sunset." "Suddenly
the old man, supported on either side by his friends, rose
upright to his feet. For a moment he looked about him
as if to invite all in presence to listen, and then with a
fine military elevation of the head and with a voice that
might be heard in every part of that numerous assembly,
he pronounced the word,
"'Here!'
"When Middleton and Hardheart turned to him they

found he was forever beyond the necessity of their care."

SLIDE ROCK FROM MANY MOUNTAINS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The Poet and the Philosopher have again been in the

mountains together; H. G. Dulog and "Yo" have made
their annual hunting trip. During this trip, as a result
of several conversations held about the camp fire at night
after a hard day's work after deer, sheep or'goats, it was
determined to send in to you a series of letters for publi-
cation, if you should deem them worthy a place in the
columns of Forest and Stream.
Each one of these sketches is complete in itself, and

each one is tree—that is to say, is an uncolored narration
of fact, so far as the writers are concerned. Names of
actors in the events related have sometimes been changed,
but in all cases where the writer tells of what he himself
did, the account is exact.
While it is, perhaps, not customary in newspaper offices

for a contributor to "put a head on" his matter, still it is

suggested that an appropriate heading for these papers
would be "Slide Pock from Many Mountains," the events
narrated having taken place in the Rocky Mountains in
several Territories, as well as in the Cascade Mountains
of British Columbia.
The letters are inclosed with this. Yours very truly,

H. G. Dulog.
Yo.

tap/ ^jiistarg.

NAMES OF THE WHITE GOAT.

A GLANCE at the list of names which have been ap-
plied by sysfcematists to the white goat-antelope, as

given below, will serve to show the uncertainty which
existed in the minds of the earlier writers as to the sys-
tematic place which this animal should occupy. The
reason for this ignorance is not far to seek when wTe con-
sider the very slight material wdiich was at then- disposal.
Lewis and Clark, who brought home from their expedi-

tion a hunter's skin, speak of the animal as a sheep. Ord,
who described it from this same meagre material, fol
lowed them, and placed it in the genus Ovis, perhaps for
no better reason than that the pelage of his specimen was
in part woolly.
M. de Blainville, however, who saw the complete speci-

men in the Museum of the Linnean Society recognized its

true affinities, and in his description assigned it to the
genus Antilope, and to tne sub-genus Bupicapra, thus
placing it near the chamois. A year or two later
Rafinesque characterized very imperfectly the genus
Mazama, in which he seems to have intended to group
this antelope, the prong horn, and one or two species
of deer which can probably never be identified. He
stated that the white antelope and another species in this
genus would probably be found to represent a new
group, which he called Oreamnos* and announced that
this group would be fully described in a forthcoming
work, which, however, was never given to the world.
A little later, in 1822, came Hamilton Smith's excel-

lent description in the Linnean Transactions, accom-
panied by a figure which, so far as I know, is to-day
much the most lifelike and the best that has been pub-
lished. Smith had before him a complete specimen of
Mazama ?nontana, and thus avoided some of the mis-
takes committed by A merican writers. He regarded the
animal as an antelope.
Misled by the fact that the wdiite antelope lives among

the rocks and has a tuft of hair on its chin, Harlan and
Godman called it a goat (Capra), as did also Richardson
in 1829, Baird in 1852, Audubon and Bachman In 1853,
and the Prince of Wied in 1862, while Fischer, who in
1829 quoted from Desmouhns (Dictionnaire Classique
d'Histoire Naturelle), throws doubt upon this generic
reference by writing Capra (?) columbiana.

It is not strange that Ltiben should have remarked in
his Saugethiere, that it is difficult from the descriptions
to know whether this is an antelope or a goat.
In 1827 HamiltonSmith formed the sub-genus Aplocerus,

which was adopted by Turner in 1850, by Richardson in
1852, and in tins country by Baird in 1857, by Cones and
Yarrow in their excellent Report of the Zoology of the
Surveys West of the 100th Meridian, and generally in the
Government reports. Rafinesque's name Mazama was

* Am. Month, Mag., Vol. n„ 1617, p. w.

revived in 1850 by J. E. Gray in the Klnowsley Menagerie,
in his paper in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society,
and in his various catalogues down to 1873, and was then
laid aside until brought up by Dr. Gill in Ms catalogue of
the "Collection to Illustrate the Animal Resources of the
United States," which is a "List of the Principal Useful
or Injurious Mammals," a paper published in connection
with the Centennial Exhibition in 1876.
The generic name Oplacerus, proposed by Haldeman

in 1842 (Proc. Phil. Acad. ScL, pp. 187-188), to take the
place of Mazama, only needs to be alluded to, to say that
it evidently has no connection with the species under
consideration. To what use of the term Mazama he
referred seems uncertain, but that it was not to the white
antelope is made evident by the reason advanced for the
adoption of the name Oplacerus instead of Mazama, "this
[latter] name having been preapplied to Ovis or Capra
montana, Ord, by Rafinesque,"
Almost as many specific as generic names have been

given to this animal. Ord, translating the English name
given it by the. explorers who reported it to him, called
it montana, and this name having priority, must stand.
There seems to be no doubt that Rafinesque's genus

Mazama should be adopted for this animal. It is

true that no less an authority than the late lamented
Baird expressed in most unmistakable terms the opinion
that this name "is utterly inadmissible as a genus of
mammals," but this was written more than thirty years
ago. and we may doubt if he would look at the matter
in the same way if he were alive to-day. In his article
(Pacific R. R. Reports, 1857, p. 665) on the genus Antilo-
capra he write as follow- s: "The generic name of Maza-
ma, as established by Rafinesque, II., 1817, 44, has been
quoted by some authors for the American antelope, as
well as for the mountain goat and the smaller deer. An
examination of his diagnosis will show very satisfactorily
that the name cannot be used at all, on account of its
embracing too many incongruous elements, as follows:

Mazama.—Eight front teeth on the lower law, none in the
upper, no canine teeth, grinders truncated; head with solid, sim-
ple, straight round and permanent horns, uncovered by a skin;
neck and legs not very long, cloven hoof. Tail short. Uhs. This
genus differs from Cervm by having simple permanent horns,
from the genus Girajfa by not having a skin over tbe horns, nor a
loug neck, and from the genus Gazeihi by its horns not being hol-
low. It belongs to the family Humlnaliu, sub-r'amilv stereveerta,
next to the genus Girajfa. It appears to be peculiar to America,
and contaius many species which had been taken for deer, sheep,
antelopes, etc.
Mazama terma, Raf.—Yellow-brown above, white beneath. Horns

cylindrical, straight and smooth. This is the Temamazame of
Mexico.
Mazama dnrsata, Raf.—Entirely white and woollv, a mane along

the neck and back; horns conical, subulate, ncute.'slightlv curved
backward, base rough. Obs. This animal has been called Ovis
montana by Ord, but the genus 0»te, or rather Aries, has hollow
and flat horns, etc.

Mazama xr.rice.a, Raf.—White with loug silkv hair, no mane, etc

.

This is the Bupieapra americana of Blainville, but he has not
ascertained the horns to be hollow.

"Were the genusMazama less decided in its expressions,
it might be taken for either the antelope or mountain goat
(better the latter), but when we are positively assured
that it differs from the antelope in having solid horns,
and from the deer merely in the horns being simple and
permanent, instead of branched and deciduous, there is

no alternative but to expunge the name from the systems
until we find an animal with horns like the giraffe, only
much longer, and not covered by a skin."
Except in respect to its so-called solid horns,Rafinesque's

diagnosis of the genus Mazama agrees sufficiently well
with the characters of the white antelope to be applied
to it, and the whole question as to whether this generic
name should or should not be employed seems to turn on
what that author intended to imply by the use of the
term solid horns.

It has been suggested to me in conversation by that
eminent naturalist Dr. Theo. Gill, that Rafinesque's idea
of what constitutes solid horns was not what we under-
stand by the same term to-day, and that the agreement
of the other characters given with those of the white
antelope and the doubt as to the sense in which Rafin-
esque used the term solid justify us in employing this
generic name.

It is perfectly clear that Rafinesque intended his de-
scription of Mazama dorsata and sericea to apply to the
white antelope and to no other animal. Of this there is

no shadow of doubt. The animal is identified beyond a
peradventure. This being the case, and Mazama being
the earliest generic name applied to it, it should be re-
tained, and the white antelope becomes Mazama ?non-
tana (Ord.) Gill.

The local names in use for this species and those
applied to it by various authors are numerous. The
older writers called it mountain sheep, Rocky Mountain
goat and white goat, and these names still obtain iu
various localities where it is found. On the eastern
flanks of the Rocky Mountains and generally in the United
States it is commonly called "goat" or "white goat;" but
among the Canadian Indians, who speak a little English,
it is more often spoken of as "sheep," and this term is

universal among the Indians, and nearly so among the
white population, of the northwest coast through Wash-
ington and British Columbia to Alaska. In southwest-
ern Montana, in parts of Idaho, in eastern California,
and perhaps in other places, it is sometimes known as
"ibex," a name which is also often applied to the
two or three-year-old male of the mountain sheep
(Ovis canadensis). Lewis and Clark state that the
Indians spoke of the white antelope as " white buf-
falo." Mackenzie, according to Richardson, says that
his Indians designated Oiris canadensis by the same name,
but it seems likely that the reference may have really
been to Mazama, to which such a name would be espe-
cially applicable, as will be recognized by any one who
has had ample opportunity of observing these high-
shouldered rock climbers.
Most of the Indian names for Mazama montana, so

far as I have been able to gather them and to learn
their significance, have reference to its color; thus
the Blackfoot name ApoW-mah-lcee-ltinua appears to
mean "white head," the Cree name is Wa-pa-tik, which
signifies "white deer." The Indians of British Columbia,
as stated, call it "sheep," and where the bighorn {Ovis
canadensis) also occurs, the former is known as Taculp
sheep (white sheep), and the latter as Klale sheep (black
or dark sheep). Both these adjectives are from the
Chinook jargon. The Squawmisht Indians of Washing-
ton and British Columbia call the white antelope Hotih-
solken. The meaning of this name is unknown to me.
The name Kwhait-lii given this species by the Comos,
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Indians of Vancouver Island, signifies "very white,"

while Mullukhtlaw, as it is called by those of Seymour
Narrows, means "white beast."

As the local names are all misleading, for the reason
that the animal is neither a sheep nor a goat, nor an ibex,

it is a pity that some one of those employed in the books
could not come into general use, for two or three of them
are very striking and characteristic. Schreber's name,
"wool antelope," iS one of these, so is "white antelope,"

"mountain antelope," and others. Brehm calls it "snow
goat," "white goat" and "mountain goat."

In the synonomy set down below I cannot hope to have
given all the references to this remarkable animal. My
opportunities for consulting any satisfactory zoological

library have been very limited, confined in fact to a very
few hours spent in Washington libraries during two brief

visits within the last year, and while I have turned over
many books in my efforts to get all the references possible,

yet I have been wholly unable to go into the bibliography
of this species with that thoroughness which the subject
deserves. I am especially conscious that I have failed to

record any considerable part of the references to this

antelope which are scattered through the fugitive litera-

ture of sport. If those who see this paper and who
notice these omissions will kindly call my attention to

them, I shall be greatly indebted, and such references will

be supplied if this and the succeeding papers on this sub-
ject should appear worthy later to be published in more
permanent form.

I wish here to express my indebtedness to Dr. C. Hart
Merriam, the accomplished chief of the Bureau of Econ-
omic Ornithology of the Department of Agriculture, who
has kindly looked over my synonymy, and has verified

a number of references which I have been unable to see
myself.

Synonymy of Mazama montana.
Ovis montana, Ord, Guthrie's Geography (2d Am. ed.) II.,

1815, pp.' 292 and 309.— Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci.,

Phil., L, i, 1817, pp. 8-12. — Journ. de Phys.,
lxxxv., 1817, p. 333.— Tilloch's Phil. Mag., 'Hi,

1818, pp. 8-11, fig. of horn.

Antilope (Rwpieapra) americana, Blainville, Nouv. Bull.
Soc. Philom., 1816, pp. 73 and 80.

Mazama sericea and dorsata, Raf. Am. Monthly Mag., II.,

1817, p. 44.

Rupicapra americana, Ord. Journ. de Phys., lxxxvii., pp.
146-155, Paris, 1818.

Antilope americana, Desmarest Mamm., II., 1822, p. 478.

Antilope lanigera, C. Ham. Smith, Linn. Trans., XIH.,
1822, p. 38, pi. IV.—Boston Journal Philos. and
Arts. Vol. L. 1824, pp. 338-40 (Reprint from Linn.
Trans.).—Isi's von Oken, 1826, col. 96-7. —Griff.
Cuv. IV., 1827, pp. 286-9, (plate).—Liiben, Natur-
geschichte der Saugethiere, 1S4S. p. 799.—Giebel,
Saugethiere, 1855, p. 303.—Wagner in Schreb.
Saugethiere, I., 1855, 460.

Capra montana, Harlan Faun. Am., 1825, p. 253, fig. of horn.
—Godman Am. Nat. Hist., Vol. II., p. 325 (plate).
—Harlan Med. and Phys. Researches. Phil. 1835,
pp. 63-67 (figure). — Sundevall Kong. Svensk.
Vetens Handl. for 1844.—Archiv Skand. Beit. H.,
1850, p. 279.

Antilope (Aplocerus) lanigera, C. Ham. Smith, Griff. Cuv.,
V., 1827, p. 354.

Antilope (Aplocerus) mazama., C. Ham. Smith, Griff., Cuv.
V., 1827, p. 354.

Antilope lanata, C. Ham. Smith, Feruss. Bull. Sci. Nat.,
Paris, 1824, p. 375 (from Linn. Trans.).—Lesson.
Man. de Mamuialogie. Paris, 1827, p. 388.—Ben-
nett, Cat. Mam. Zool. Soc. 1828, 14 fig., and 1829,
18 fig.

Capra columhiana, Desmoulins Diet. Classique d'Histoire
Naturelle, III., pp. 580-1.

Capra (?) Columbiana, Fischer, Synopsis Mamm., 1829, p. 487.

Aplocerus, Swains. Nat. Hist, and Classif. Quad., London.
1835, 380.—Brehm. Thierleben, Saugethiere, HI.
p. 335.

Mazama, D'Orbigny, Diet. Univ. D'Hist. Nat., Paris, 1846,
40.

Antilope (Haplocerm) lanigera, Wagner, Suppl. Schreb
Saugethiere, 1843; p. 462.

Aplocerus lanigera, J. Wilson. Encyc. Brit., VIII. ed. XIV ,

211,1857.
Capra americana, Rich. F. Bor. Am.. I., 1829, p. 268, plate

XXII.—Ogilby Proc. Zool. Soc, IV., 1836. p. 137.
—Richardson, J. Report on N. A. Zool., Report
of Sixth Meeting Brit. Assoc. Adv. Sci. for 1836,
Vol, V., 1837, p. 161.—Baird. Rep. TJ. S. Pat. Off.
Agricultural for 1851 (1852), pp. 120-121, (platefrom
Rich.).—Aud. and Bach., Viv. Quad. X. Am., Vol.
III., 1853, p. 128, pi. exxviii.—Maximilian zu Wied,
Reise in Nord Amerika, Saugethiere, Berlin, 1862
p. 231.

Capra lanigera, Schinz, Saugethiere, 1S45, II., pp. 468-9.
Mazama americana', Gray, Knowsley Menagerie, 1850, p. 19.—Proc. Zool. Soc, Lond.', XVI II. , 1850, p. 136!

Ibid. Cat. Bones of Mam., Brit. Mus., 24, London,
1862.—Ibid. Cat. Rum. Mam., 41, London. 1872.—
Ibid. Hand list Bdent., Thick-skinned and Rum.
Mam., Brit. Mus., Ill, London, 1873.

Aplocerus ameneanus, Turner, Proc. Zool. Soc, Lond
XVHI., 1850, p. 174. (Meeting misdated July 9,
1851 instead of 1850.)

Aplocerus montanus, Rich. Zool. of Herald; Fossil Mam-
mals, II., 1852, pp. viii + 131-8, plates XVI.-XIX
(Osteological).—Baird, Cat. N. A. Mam., chiefly
in Smiths. Inst., Wash.. 1857, p. 19 [=p. xlvi Vol
VIII. Pac. R.R. Rents.]—IbidPac. R.R. Rep. Vol.
VIII., pp. 671-672, Wash. 1857.—Suckley, U S P
R.R. Exp. andSurv. 47th Par. , Vol. XII., Part II
No. 2, Chap. II., p. 106, Washington. I860.-- Gibbs
and Suckley, U. S. P. R.R. Exp. and Surv., 47thPar Vnl YTT DaW TT -\T„ o ni 7 it **' .kT

of Sen. on Great Mackenzie Basin'. Ottawa, 1888
p. 263.—Shields, Cruisings in the Cascades, Chi-
cago, 1889, p. 236.

Haplocerm montanus, Baird, A J. Sci. XXVI., 1858 p 145
—Flower and Garson, Cat. Oste. Vert. An' Mus
R. C. Surg., H., p. 257, London, 1884.—Bell Proc
Zool. Soc, p. 579, 1887.—Loder, Proc. Zool Soc

'

p. 58, 1889.
'

Aploceras montanus, Cooper, Am. Nat. II., pp. 537-8 1869
(1868-9).

Aplocerus columhianus, Cones and Yarrow Rept. Exp and
Surv. West of 100th Meridian, Vol. V , Zool
Chap. II,, p. 68, Wash., 1875.—Hallock's Sports-
man's Gaz., p. 40, New York, 1877.—"Mowitch"

fflf^fi 187a
°" Hughes)

' FoBEST AOT) Stream,

Haplocerus laniger, A. W.
,
Encyc. Brit., IX. ed., Vol.

II.. 1878, p. 102.—Standard Nat. Hist., Boston, 1884,

Vol. V., p. 343.

Mazama montana. Gill, Internat. Exhib., List of Useful or
Injurious Mammals, p. 5. Wash. 1876.—Goode,
Bull. IT. S. Nat. Mus., 14, Wash., 1879, p. 7.

—True, Proc. Nat. Mus. List of Mammals, etc.,

Washington, 1884, p. 8.— Allen, Rept. Exp. to
Copper. Tanana and Koyukuk Rivers, Wash.,
1887, p. 150. — Grinnell, Forest and Stream,
XXX., 328.—Shufeldt, Ibid. XXX., 472.

Rocky Mountain Sheep, Jameson, Trans. Wern. Soc. of
Edin., Vol. III., p. 306.

Mountain Sheep, Lewis and Clark, Exped. to Rocky Moun-
tains and Pacific Coast, Vol. II., pp. 149 and 169,
Phil. andN. Y., 1814.

Rocky Mountain Goat, Lord, Student and Intellect. Vol.
I., 1868, pp. 14-21, (colored plate).—Baird, Agri-
cultural Report,Wash., 1868, pp. 218-219.—Merrill,
Proc U. S. Nat. Mus., Wash., 1879., II., pp. 283-4.
—Bendire, Forest and Stream, XXIV. . 84. Bail-
lie-Grohman, Century Mag., 1884, XXIX., 193.

Mountain Goat, Wood, in Wayne's Four Years in Brit.
Col. and Vancouver Isl., London, 1862, p. 417.

—

Batty. Forest and Stream. X.. 421.—Fannin,
Ibid. XYI.,64-5.—Ibid.XVIL, 445.—U.S.A. (pseu-
donym), Ibid. XVIII., 187.—"Stalker" (pseudo-
nvm, (?) W. A. Baillie-Grohman), Field (Lon-
don), LX., 408.—Fannin, Forest and Stream,
XX., 202-3.— Ibid, XXIV., 62.— Garman. Ibid
XXIV., 125 (erroneous).—W. N. B.lyers], Ibid
XXIV. , 125.—Reed, Ibid XXV., 44.—W. B. A.,
Ibid XXVIII., 153.—"Nica" (pseudonym, W. E.
Carlin), Ibid XXX., 430.

White Goat, Geo. H. Wyman, Forest and Stream, XII.,
307.—Bendire, Ibid. XIII., 525 [volume wrongly
paged].—"Ten-Bore" (pseudonym). Ibid. XVIII.,
145.—"Mesatchip" (pseudonym), Ibid. XXm., 45.

—Hughes, Ibid. XXIV., 26.— Baillie-Grohman,
Ibid. XXIV., 468.—Griffin, Ibid. XXV., 82.—Fan-
nin, Ibid. XXV., 144.—Hughes, Ibid. XXV, 325.—
Griffin, Ibid. XXV.. 335,-Schultz, Ibid. XXVII.,
443, 462.—Fannin, Ibid. XXVIII., 66.

Antelope Goat, Baillie-Grohman, Forest and Stream,
XXV. , 225.

SIii i of the Pacific Coast Indians, and generally of the
white population of western British Columbia
and northern Washington; also, to a less extent,
of Indians and whites of the northern Rocky
Mountains.

"Ibex" of the whites in certain parts of Montana, Idaho and
California.

Apuh'-niah-kce-kinna of the Blackfoot Indians.

Wa-pa-tik of the Cree Indians.

Kiohait-lii of the Partlage, or Com ox, Indians of Van Cou-
ver Island, British Columbia.

Mullulihtla w of the Yokwiltulth or Seymour Narrows (B.C.)
Indians.

Hohli-solken of the Squawmisht Indians of southwestern
British Columbia.

Shogkhli't of the Similkameen Indians.

P'ka'lakal of the Ft. Hope, B. C. (Fraser River) Indians.

Matte of the Tsimpsheans (Fort Simpson, B. C.) Indians.

Mut of the Skidigate Indians of the Northwest coast.

Taculp Sheep of the Indians of the interior of British
Columbia.

Illustration: Partington's Brit. Cyclopaedia Nat. Hist.,
Vol. 11., 1836, fig. facing p. 641. [This figure
(slightly modified from Landseer's in Richard-
son's Fauna Boreali-Americana) is one of several
on the same page, illustrating the article "Goat."
But there is no reference to the Rocky Mountain
Goat in the text.] Geo. Bird Grinnell.

NOTES ON THE SNOWY OWL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Nov. 28 mention is made of the snowy

owl, and one of your correspondents asks for information
in regard to winter home of this bird. I will give data
concerning three birds taken in this vicinity during the
present month.
A female shot with a rifle Nov. 7, near Martinsburgh,

Lewis county, N. Y. A male shot with rifle Nov. 14,
near Denmark, Lewis comity, N. Y. Pellets in stomach
of both, ready to be disgorged, consisted of mouse fur
and bones.
Another female was wounded and captured alive Nov.

26 in town of Watson, Lewis county, and is now in pos-
session of C. P. Kirby, M.D., of Lowville, N. Y. (Lewis
county). I may state on good authority that this is their
first appearance since 1886 in this section. But during the
late fall and early winter of that year as many as ten or
a dozen of these birds were taken in this vicinity. Dr.
Kirby, before referred to, tells me that he has a bird of
this species mounted, which is so white that when C.
Hart Merriam, M.D., saw it, he ventured the conjecture
that it is an albino. Osceola.
Northern New York, Nov. 30.

Death from Skunk Bite.—Hot Sulphur Springs, Col.,
Nov. 13.—Editor Forest and Stream: Attached I send a
clipping giving account of death from skunk bite: " A spe-
cial from Baldwin, Kansas, says: About two weeks ago
Joseph Drury, while out hunting, ran his hand into a hole
in a stump after what he thought was a rabbit, when he
was severely bitten by a skunk. The hand and arm be-
came very painful and swelled considerably. Day before
yesterday he became delirious and showed symptoms of
hydrophobia. He rapidly grew worse, and yesterday
went from one convulsion to another ,until 10 o'clock last
night, when he died in great agony.'' About a week
earlier I saw a similar paragraph giving account of death
by hydrophobia from the bite of a wildcat. A fine cow
elk was led through here a few days ago.

—

Wh, N.
Byers.

The Washington Zoological Park Site has been
selected by Secretary Noble, Com. Douglass and Prof.
Longley. The land comprises a tract of 166 acres, lying
along Rock Creek. The prices asked by the present hold-
ers aggregate $106,486. It is probable that the President
will approve the report of the Commission, and that the
work of preparing the park will be undertaken in the
near future.

Snowy Owls in Maine.—Millbridge, Me., Dec—Since
Nov. 16 I have shot five snowy owls on Petit Manan
Island, and one black-backed gull. I have seen nine
owls this fall; they are very wild. A black duck is tame
compared to them.—W. D. U.

0mm §ng mid (j§mf.

Antelope and Deer of America. By J. D. Caton,
Price $2,50, Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with the
Rifle. By W. C. Bliss. Price 50 cents. Rifle, Rod and
Gun in California. By T. S. Van Dyke. Price $1.50.
Shore Birds. Price 15 cents.

GOOD LUCK ON A FRIDAY,
FOREST AND STREAM is always a welcome visitor

with me, for through it I get many useful hints and
become acquainted with some of my fellow men who,
like myself, find great pleasure in the use of the rifle.

My business did not allow me to spend much time out on
the mountains this fall, but I have, however, taken time
enough to bag seven fine deer since the last week in Sep-
tember. The last day's hunt was on the 23d of Novem-
ber, and although it was on a Friday (which some people
superstitiously call an unlucky day) I had such complete
success that I am tempted to let you know of it.

A little after nine o'clock I saddled my favorite horse,
and with a small lunch (which my good wife put up for
me) in my pocket, I took my favorite for big game, the
Martini-Henry .45-85-480 Government rifle, which I have
used for several years. Twelve o'clock found me on a
part of the mountains where I have killed dozens of deer,
but there was no sign of deer except tracks about three
days old. I decided that if I was to have fresh venison
that day I must go about two miles further back, on to
and back of another SYmr of the mountains, where the
deer in this particular locality seem to resort whenever
there are a few days of mild weather through the fall
and winter months, and especially when the wind pre-
vails from the south and west. A brisk ride over rocky
ridges, across gullies, through occasional brush and some
fallen timber, and in some cases good although very
crooked traveling (all of which my horse is very well
used to and able for), soon found me where I was looking
at the tracks of three deer, comparatively fresh. These
I followed some little distance on horseback when I dis-
mounted, and after securely tying the horse to a tree, mi-
limbered my rifle, and with eyes and ears as sharp, and
step about as light and careful, as any Indian in the
country, I followed the tracks of the deer, expecting to
see their hair on the sunny side of the mountain spur,
but I must have been about an hour too late to find them.
The snow was off in many places, and I began to

wonder where the deer could have gone to to lie down
(which I felt sure they had done), when, going along
very carefully and looking everywhere in the gully be-
neath and on the mountain slope beyond the gully, as
well as on the spur which I was on among the rocks, my
eyes suddenly caught an ob ject in a sinall clear place
under a fir tree in the bottom of the gully. It resembled
a deer lying down with its head up. It was too far to
distinguish hair, being all of 300ft. lower than I was, and
as near as I could judge all of 275yds. from where I stood.
I quickly decided to shoot and find out if it was a deer
or not. So I shoved the sight up to something over
200yds., knowing that the rifle would be likely to carry a
little high, as I was all of 300ft. above the level the deer
was on, if it was a deer. So dropping on one knee (my
favorite position when I want to make a careful shot at
game) I took as fine a bead at the middle of what proved
to be the neck of a deer, expecting that with the sights
where I had them the bullet would be more apt to fly
low a little and hit the body than to go higher than my
aim. The sun was shining nicely on me, but the mark
was in the shade of the opposite mountain, and I pressed
the trigger with as fine and careful a bead on the middle
of what I took for the neck as I ever did over the same
sights. When the smoke cleared away (which was very
quickly, I looked and the object was there just the same,
with the exception of the upright stem (that I had aimed
at) which was gone, and presently I saw a motion which
was one hindleg kicking. Then I knew it was a deer.

1
While I was looking I had slipped in another cartridge

and was about to rise off of my knee, when a larger ani-
mal than the other one ran up among some willow' brush
a few feet from the deer I had shot, with his head from
me, I quickly took another fine bead a little high up on
this one and fired again, when he dropped right down in
his bed and made the willows around him shake with hia
kicking. I could see that this one had horns, which were
turned from me as he had stood when I fired: and almost
before I thought what I was doing I had another bead
high up on him as he lay kicking and let drive another
bullet. The kicking stopped then and I rose up and com-
menced looking about as to the best way down to my
meat, when my eyes caught sight of the other doe (a few
yards lower down the gully from where my venison
lay) walking off rather stiff-legged, with head up, look-
ing all around, and sometimes stopping to look back,
evidently not understanding what it all meant. I stood
and admiringly watched her movements for some time
before I started down, but I did not attempt to shoot at
her, as I was sure that I had a little more meat already
in that ravine than was necessary.
When I got down to my game, I found that the first

bullet had crashed through the middle of the slender
neck of the doe exactly where I had aimed; and she lay
right in her bed and had not so much as straightened her
front legs. And, strange as it may appear, my other two
bullets hit the buck in the neck less than' six inches
apart, the one went square through and the other one
came out of his left eye.
These were the only three shots that I fired that day,

and I call them three lucky hits. I have killed many a
deer, but I never before killed two within a few feet of
each other without either of them knowing of my pres-
ence beforehand, or taking one step to walk or run. But
now that the shooting was over, the day's work was not
yet done. I dressed the two deer, a task which did not
take long, but to get back up to my faithful horse and
get him down to the meat; and to skin the doe a little

down on each side of the middle, and cut the meat across
and hack or break the backbone across the middle, so
that it would hang good across the saddle; and to get it

on to the horse and firmly tied with baling rope; and to
put the loose fat and hearts and livers of both deer into
the barrel or between the ribs; and to cut off the buck's
head and lay it on top, with the horns lying horizontally
and the fore part of head and nose down in the barrel of
the doe and firmly tied on—this was work that took me
until the evening shades were about me. I gathered the
buck's feet up under him as well as I could, and piled a
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few sticks and chunks on top of him. to keep the coyotes
off (for hanging him up was out of the question), and
then carrying my rifle and starting my horse (who was
sharp shod) up the steep mountain side, which is pretty
well timbered with fir and balsam, we finally got to the
top (after resting several times), with me hanging on to

the horse's tail and he picking his own way. He is good
at this, as I have trained him to the work, and he has
packed many a deer after dark (with me holding on to

his tail) out of these mountains.
The doe weighed about lTolbs., and the buck, which I

gave an Indian half of for helping me to pack it in on
the following Monday, would weigh about lOOlbs. heavier
with the horns, which are the finest that I have seen of
this specimen of deer. I have mounted the entire head.
I think he was eleven years old; and the head is really a
very fine specimen. The coyotes had not touched the

meat of the buck, although he had lain there two nights
and two and a half days, but they had tracked all around
him at a little distance.
Now, I would not have any one think that I want to

convey an idea that I always do as good work as this

with the rifle, but to the contrary, I have often done very
poor shooting, but when I do I always try if possible to

find out the cause.
In all my hunting there are two things I am always

anxious to' avoid, and they are wounding game without
killing it, and wasting any of the game that I get. I have
had a good many successful days out on the mountains,
and always regard them as free gifts from Him who
owns all nature. I. Lehman.
British Colitmuia.

THE STORY OF A BUCK.

I SAW a most beautiful game picture this season while
hunting with A. H. Maynard, Esq., on Vancouver-

Island. As I reached the summit of a mountain I saw
within 50yds. from me a flat, oval rock, some 10ft. across,

covered with bright green moss. In the center of this

mossy couch a two-year-old buck lay with his left side

toward me. his head erect, his large eye glistening. I

instantly covered him with my rifle; then the true sports-

man part of my nature came up and prevented me from
pressing the trigger. I held the rifle in position and
studied the picture, which was one that even a Landseer
or Vogt could not faithfully portray—the combination of

shades of the dark evergreens in the background and the
brilliant coloring of the mossy carpet that covered,the
rocks, then the deer as it lay there a model of symmetry
and alertness, all combined to make one of nature's per-

fect pictures, one that will never in this life be forgotten.

But once before did I ever see a scene that would rival

this one. Many years ago, at the junction of two moun-
tain streams, hi Belvidere, Vt., there was a deep round
pool of transparent water, bordered by a low fringe of

alders. One day in June, I approached this pool and
peered through the tops of the bushes into the water.

Not a fish was in sight. With a gentle cast, I dropped
my fly on to the surface of the water, when a large trout

darted out from under the opposite bank at the fly. I

struck too quick and missed him, and there in the very
center of the pool—as though suspended in transparent
ether—that fish remained, its every tin quivering with ex-

citement and expectation, and his brilliant colors glowing
with a metallic luster. I drank in the beauty of the pic-

ture for a few moments, then with a slight wrist action

the fly was dropped out over the fish, which jumped in

its eagerness clean out of the water to seize it: a brief

struggle and it was over, the trout lay with a broken
neck in my creel, I left that pool, possessed with a mix-
ture of feelings—shame and regret—that I had spoiled so

pretty a picture, and a feeling of exultation, that I had
secured so fine a fish. We will leave it for our brother
sportsmen to draw their own conclusions, as to which set

of feelings have gained the supremacy.
To return to my deer. As my arm began to tire in

holding out the gun, the old Norse feeling took possession

of me. A quick glance along the sights, a pressure of

the trigger, then the report and the air was full of salt-

peter smoke, and the beautiful deer lay on its side motion-
less. I approached it and saw that the bullet had gone
true to its aim and entered the neck near the shoulder. I

laid my rifle down, stepped on the rock and took it by
the hindlegs to turn it, so that its head would hang over
the edge of the rock as I bled it. The next moment I

was where?—no matter where. It's nobody's business

but my own—and the deer's—where I was, whether re •

clining or erect, head or heels up. Whew! but talk about
a mule's kicking, no double team of mules could kick out
as that dead deer did. I picked myself up and also picked
up my gun hastily. There lay the deer apparently dead.

I cautiously approached it again and punched its head
with my rifle. Not a move. Then I touched his shoulder,

which caused a slight quivering of the muscles of the
shoulder and forward. 1 touched his hindquarters, then
how his heels flew out. There it lay without further
motion. I stooped over and placed my hand over its

heart, and felt it beat; and came near getting my bead
kicked off, which caused that kind of nonsense to be
summarily stopped.
Did I afterward regret that I had so ruthlessly destroyed

that picture? Yes; before I had packed that deer a mile
down the mountain I wished him a hundred times over
back on his moss-covered couch or anywhere else but on
my back. And Maynard? O yes, became up and car-

ried my rifle and acted as guide—went zigzag through the
woods, crawled under fallen trees, made comments about
my style and general make up, told yarns how Jack
Knight could trot away with two deer on his shoulders,
which of course was very comforting to my aching back.
When you are packing a medium-sized deer, and have

had a few sprawls over sharp-edged rocks and have stum-
bed cross-legged over hidden logs, sat down not gently
on the short knots of the said logs, and wrestled for half
a mile in tangle brush, it is really astonishing how the
weight of your deer increases and what gigantic propor-
tions it assumes. It is then the proper thing to do, to lay
your bmden down and satisfy yourself that it is not an
elk instead of a 1501b. buck. I did it several times.
Did Maynard help pack ? Well, yes, when I at last

threw that ticky, mangy, scrub of a blacktail deer down,
declaring emphatically that it might lie there and rot
before I would carry it another yards. He then took it up
and packed it a short hundred yards to the railway track
and triumphantly placed it on a hand-car, and felt him-
self a conqueror—a big Indian. Long may his toma-
hawk wave ! Stanstead,

AIM WITH THE SHOTGUN.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I think this subject has been extensively discussed in
every volume of the Forest and Stream yet published.
Though often tempted to do so, I have never taken part
in the discussions, for the simple reasons given by Dr.
Eobt. T. Morris in last week's issue. His article is the
most sensible one I have ever read upon the subject. I

know, by an experience of over forty years, that no rules

can be successfully formulated for aiming ahead. Sue
cess can only be acquired by long practice. I have killed

large numbers of ruffed grouse on the wing, and during
the latter years of my shooting did not fail to kill at least

five out of six shots. It would be impossible to explain
just how I aim, as it depends on too great a variety of

circumstances. I remember going out one October morn-
ing with a young merchant along the banks of the Min-
nesota River for ducks. As we approached a bluff just
back of a large slough, a flock of seven mallards in a line,

perhaps two feet apart, passed within 200ft. of us. As
the young man had but little experience in wing-shoot-
ing, I told him to fire both barrels at them when they
were just abreast of us, and then I would fire at what
were left. He fired but one barrel and then told me to

fire. He killed the last duck in the line, and I killed the
first and last of the remaining six. He said he aimed at

the leading duck when killing the last, but I do not think
I aimed two feet ahead of those I killed, though at a
greater distance. Mtlton P. Feirce.

Columbus, Ohio.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Dr. Robt. T. Morris, in your issue of the 27th ult., hits

the nail squarely on the head with his timely and practi-

cal remarks. My own experience in the open, in the
brush and at the trap fully bears out his statement, that
if aspiring beginners "do not learn to use the gun as they
do the baseball bat their ambition to become wing-shots
in the brush will lead to disappointment." And he might
have added, "in the open ana at the trap," as well as in
the "brush."
When a youngster I was (mis)taught to use the shot-

gun pretty much as a rifle, i. e., to close the left eye,
squint along the barrel with the right, bring the sight
the "proper" distance ahead of the bird, and then trust

to providence and pull away. I did so, and while at
times I brought the game to bag, my misses were far
more numerous than my hits, and when I did hit it was
probably by chance. In following out this precept at the
trap I met with even worse success, and it was not until
I adopted Dr. Morris's style that I commenced to score
anything but "lost bird." Since I began to shoot with
both eyes open, looking at the bird only, I find that the
gun (always provided that it is of proper balance, weight
and fit) "comes up" and falls into place intuitively for a
good shot, and I find that I can at last make fair scores,

which compare favorably with other amateurs.
I had, and who has not? received lots of well-meant

advice from brother sportsmen and trap-shooters how to
hold, estimate distance, calculate the parabolic (or dia-
bolic; flight of a clay pigeon, etc., etc.; but somehow or
other I never found time between the moment the bird
was on the wing and the trigger pulled to carry my
mathematics into practice. But when I ignored mathe-
matics altogether and adopted the intuitive or "baseball
bat" style I commenced to do well at once, and sometimes
at least got a chance at the "pot." I feel that I have
adopted the only correct style at last, and with a little

more practice see no reason why I should not attain the
front rank.
Let me advise all beginners, young or old, to adopt the

intuitive style of shooting on the wing advocated by Dr.
Morris, and to relegate the mathematical calculate-be-
forehand-and-squint-along-your-gunplanto those who do
their shooting with their mind in their armchair at home
instead of with a gun in the field. Louis Bagger.
Washington, D. C.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of the 21st, Dr. Morris advises beginners

not to aim at all, to look at the bird only. This plan
may be necessary in the woods of Pennsylvania and cen-
tral New York, where Dr. Morris does his shooting, but
from my own experience I think it a most difficult way
of learning to shoot, and one totally unnecessary in our
southern quail grounds. When I was learning to shoot,
for more than a year I tried it, and I was no more near to
being able to kill a flying quail at the end of that time
than I was in the beginning. Improvement, however,
began as soon as I tried "sighting" my birds, when, after
becoming in this way a fair wing-shot, I returned to my
old plan and found I could kill my birds without sight-
ing. Setter.
Alabama.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Dr. Robt. T. Morris hit the nail on the head pretty

squarely, and that reminds me to say that shooting is

very like driving a nail. Does a carpenter ever take aim
with his hammer, or a spikeman on a railroad with his
long, swinging stroke at arm's length watch his maul as
it goes around over his head to see if it is coming down
in the right place ? If he did would he be apt to hit the
spike?
When I commenced trap-shooting I thought it was

necessary to lay my cheek down on the gun stock and
screw around until I got my eye and the sight in a line

with a glass ball. That was before the day of clay-

pigeons and bluerocks. Consequently I was more often
at the foot of the class than the head. One time, after so

many misses that I became ashamed of myself, I got
reckless and didn't care whether I scored or not. I called

"pull," drewup the gun, watching the ball, fired and was
as much surprised as were my companions to see the ball

go to pieces. It took mo some time to get the idea, but I

finally got it, and thereafter I seldom saw the sight or

even the gun when I pulled the trigger, and my success
was surprising. I applied the same rule to field shooting,
and without boasting my hunting companions sometimes
tell me to my face that I can shoot. Of course allowance
must be made for birds crossing, rising or falling, but
that is intuitive and seldom thought of by our most suc-
cessful shots. Indeed, thinking has little to do with it.

If it had, one's bird would be out of range before he could
collect his thoughts.

Doctor Carver never aims at flying objects in his rifle

shooting. He looks at the object and when he fires he
scores. Once, when Bogardus was giving an exhibition
shoot at double clay-pigeous, I imagined I saw him look-

ing at the second bird while firing at the first, breaking
both.
Much depends on the fit of the gun. One cannot shoot

if his gun does not fit him any more, than he can feel

comfortable in an ill-fitting suit of clothes. But that is

an old story to old shooters. J. H. B.

. Mansfield Vallst, Pa.

ADIRONDACK DEER.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am glad to hear from those whose boyhood, perhaps
like my own, was spent in the Adirondack woods, who
early learned to commune with nature in her sacred
temple, and whose playmates were the timid deer, and
whose tender hearts and consciences will not allow them
to remain silent while those beautiful creatures are being
slaughtered as they have been the past fall. For it is

only slaughter to murder deer depri ved of all means of

escape in the water.
Your correspondent "Law" confirms my own observa-

tion.. I had previously come to the conclusion that if

deer were hunted as persistently in all parts of the Adi-
rondack^ as they were within scope of my own observa-
tions, the number killed in the Adirondacks would not
fall much below 1,000 deer, and that nine-tenths of them
were killed by driving them into the water with dogs.
"Law's" statement of his locality is true of this. Every
lake, pond and river has been watched, and Sunday has
been the biggest day with the hounders. Many of the
watchers had no hounds in the woods, but were there to

kill what escaped those who had. Must this slaughter be
repeated? Will the great State of New York, that is fos-

tering a great forest preserve, allow it to be denuded of

its noble game, which without it will not be half so

attractive? I hope it will not be so stupid, but that it will

heed the warning ere it is too late by passing such game
laws as will insure plenty of game so long as the cover
remains.

I am heartily in concert with "Law" in his endeavor
to get a game law that will better protect the deer of

the Adirondacks. I am in favor of the best protective

law, whatever it may be. My views do not fully accord
with "Law's" in this respect: The best possible law
would prohibit hounding altogether. But as this is not
likely to be done at present (but it will eventually be done
when there is nothing left to protect) we will leave that

out of the question. I will give my views of a law as

stringent as could probably be passed at present, and my
reason therefor. Open season to commence Aug. 1.

More sportsmen visit the woods during the month of

August than later in the season, and feel that they are as

much entitled to venison as those that can come to the

woods later. And if allowed by law to have it, they
would kill only enough for camp use; in fact all respect-

able guides would not allow more than this. My obser-

vation has been that nine-tenths of the par-ties that go
into the woods before the open season will have their

venison to eat in camp; and of course have to keep it

secreted; and if they change their locality it is all thrown
away, and. another deer is killed in their new locality.

Whereas if they were allowed to have it they would be
much more likely to respect the law and not to kill be-

fore the open season, and then only enough for camp
use; and they would have more interest in preventing
the June jacking. Thus I think it would be a protective

measure and would give better satisfaction to the better

class of sportsmen who are only permitted to have their

vacation during the month of August.
I would have the open season for hounding in Septem-

ber, of whatever duration it might be. During Septem-
ber the hair of the deer is short and has but little buoy -

ancy; deer do not like to swim, but will try to throw
the hound off the track by skirting along the shore of

the lake or by running along in small streams, and thus
escape the hunter. During October and the later it is

the quicker will they take to the water before the hound,
and most every deer started will be killed. It seems to

me that this would satisfy the greatest number of sports-

men who wish to hunt in this way while they would not
be able to kill so many. Later than September few
sportsmen visit the woods except for the sole purpose of
hounding deer. Pot-hunters take advantage of the late

hounding when deer take to water readily, and so does
most every man and most boys who can command a dog
that will follow a deer, and many who cannot but go in

to watch before others' dogs, and kill all they can regard-
less of the three-deer limit or the one carcass transporta-

tion law. They evade the law by jerking the venison
and often by keeping some one transporting one at a
time for each person. There are so many that go into

the woods because they can kill deer in this way as easily

as the most experienced hunter, that if they only kill

three deer each the number would be enormous. There-

fore I think it would be better to have the open season

for hounding in September. Of course, the shorter the
better. But I do not think as many deer would be killed

if the whole month of September were allowed as there

would be during fifteen days in October.

I think the open season should continue until Nov. 15,

especially if dogs are allowed to run up to Oct. 20. Much
complaint and dissatisfaction has been pxpressed by those
that wish to still-hunt because they are allowed but ten
days immediately after the dogs have scoured the woods
and killed and driven everything away. I should be
willing to give every one a chance to hunt in their favor-
ite way consistent with keeping up the full supply of
deer. Hounding being the easier and most destructive
method should be accorded the shortest time. Hounding
is more destructive than crusting, because practiced more
extensively. But who would think of giving the cruster

an open season ?

I believe a conservative law relative to the deer in the
Adirondacks, one sufficiently stringent to fully insure the
full supply or increase of the deer, should be passed by
our next Legislature; and to this end I am ready to co-

operate with " Law" and every one else interested in the
preservation of the almost only game left in the Adiron-
dacks, and which is fast disappearing under the present
law legalizing a method of hunting for fifty days in each
year, more easy, more sure, and more destructive than
crusting or early jacking. Musset.
NUMBER Foub, N. Y., Nov. 4,
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PATTERN AND PENETRATION.
REMINGTON 12-GAUGE.

RESPONSIVE to the invitation of Forest and Stream,
Messrs. Hartley & Graham, the new proprietors of

the Eemington works, at Ilion, and the makers of the

present model of the shotgun bearing the Remington
name, submitted three guns, two of them were of 12-

gauge, and the third of a 10-gauge size. The two la-

gauges differed in weight and were intended to represent

two popular sizes adapted to different demands of work.
The weapons were of the low hammer type, with top

snap, and very creditable samples of workmanship, espe-

cially when considered in connection with their cost

price. With the arms were sent cartridges. Those for

the 12-gauges were loaded with 3£drs. of Hazard FG, be-

hind l£oz. of Tatham chilled No. 8. This was presumably
the charge which the testing monitor at the Ilion works
thought best adapted to the guns sent. The first gun put
to the test happened to be the heavier of the two 12-gauge
arms, and Supt. Moss did the actual trigger pulling of the

trial. In order to make the trial of the arm as complete
as possible, an order was sent to Von Lengerke&Detmold
to load cartridges with ljoz. Tatham No. 8 chilled, and
use wood and Schultze powder of quantity sufficient to

make the efficiency of the cartridge equal to that of the
black powder, as stated in the Remington invoice accom-
panying the arms to the office. How nearly 1Joz. of shot

as measured in New York correspond with l^oz. as meas-
ured at Ilion, a glance at our analysis will show.
The day was a good one for the test, a cool morning,

with not as much dampness in the air as might be wished
for powder lubrication, but just such a morn as thousands
of gunners are enjoying in the brush and afield. The
black powder cartridge was first fired, then the wood and
finally the Schultze, and upon falling back to 60yds. the
same order was observed, and all through without clean-

ing.
This direct comparative test of the three powders now

upon this market in the same gun of good make is a very
instructive one, and the advocate of each of the makes of

powder will find data to his taste. The black powder
does not make the best average, but it is quite uniform
in action. The wood powder redeems itself after the
display it made in the L. C. Smith gun test, and leaves it

an open question whether after all it was the gun or the
charge which was to blame in that trial. With the com-
ing of the Schultze powder came those fluke shots, where
there was a sudden dropping away of the jiattern 50 per
cent, or more. How is this? The gun was the same, the
powder of course was uniform with the shot, and the
only explanation is to be found in the fashion of loading,
so far as the wads was concerned and their relation to

the bore of the gun. The higher the rate of expansion of
the propulsive gas or the rate of its generation, the
greater the chance of magnifying any error which may
be traced back to irregular wadding as related to the
gun's bore.
But we are not called upon to discuss the why and

wherefore of these irregularities. The fact is that they
exist, and some of our many correspondents may feel

impelled to argue from the facts as we state them to the
cause as it exists. It was plain that the left barrel was
the closer shooting of the two, and every charge showed
this in its averages. So far as penetration is concerned
there would seem to be little difference, with the slight
odds in favor of the white powder. It should always be
borne in mind that there is a difference between pene-
tration and killing power; a light missile or shot moving
rapidly has great killing power, while a heavier missile
moving slowly may have much less, yet the latter will
no doubt show better results in penetration upon
the compactly placed sheets of paper used for measuring
this factor of a gun's work. The velocimeter would give
accurately the rate of travel of the flying pellets, and
give, perhaps, a better notion of the killing power, yet it

would be valueless in noting the penetrative force since
it takes no note in its measurement of travel of the
weight of the flying object. Besides, in our series of
tests, it has been our aim to point out rather how each
man may test his own gun and give him a series of figures
by which to gauge it, rather than pile up a lot of tables
or to reach that other ignis-fatuus, a perfect load.
There does indeed exist a perfect load, but it is for each
gun only, and it is for each gun holder to work out the
effective capabilities of his own weapon. Having reached
this, he may then note whether the arm he possesses
shot at its best is as good as another arm similarly used.
This is the value of our series of trials. Gunnery in all

its branches is essentially an art of experiment, and in it?

own field the Forest ainD Stream has taken up the ta9k
of so heaping up facts that if we cannot actually reach
the point of saying this or that charge is the absolutely
best one, we can at least point out certain avenues of
effort which are sure to lead to disappointment. There
is as much in knowing what to avoid as in finding out
what is best to cling to. But again we are drifting into
casuistry and will stop off short and leave the facts to
stand for themselves as presented in the formal trial of
this arm:

CLAREMONT, N. J., Nov. 15, 1889.

test made at forest and stream gun-testing screen.

Gun—Remington Hammer Gun. Cost, $40. No. of gun,
31,553. Weight. 8 9-161bs. Length of barrels, 80in.
Gauge, 12. Right barrel, full choke. Left barrel, full
choke.

Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 3 o'clock. Force of
wind, 7 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 45° . Do.,
wet, 39° . Humidity, 57° . Barometer, 30.1in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun

:

BOTH barrels.
Shell—Winchester.
Po wder, Brand—Hazard FG.
Powder, Quantity— drs.

( Make—Tatham.
Shot 4] Quantity—1% oz.

( Size-No. 8 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random.

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Powder. Shot.

Card over shot; two 1 1. .. 90 grs. 578 grs. 524 pellets
B. E. wads over pow- 4 2... 89 grs. 574 grs. 538 pellets,
der. (3... 89 grs. 574 grs. 527 pellets.

Average 89 grs. 575 grs. 529 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed SO-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEET BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets. Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets

1. 273 pellets.

2. 311 pellets.

3. 297 pellets.

4. 231 pellets.

5. 302 pellets.

12 sheets.
11 sheets.
10 sheets.
11 sheets.
14 sheets.

1. 230 pellets.

2. 270 pellets.

3. 315 pellets.

4. 314 pellets.

5. 298 pellets.

11 sheets.
11 sheets.
13 sheets.
12 sheets.
10 sheets.

Av. 283 pellets. 12 sheets. Av. 285 pellets. 11 sheets.

REM. 12-G., 40YDS., BLACK POWDER, RIGHT BARREL, 361 PELLETS.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern,

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 345 pellets. 1 342 pellets.

2 361 pellets. 2 347 pellets.
3 348 pellets. 3 3<f0 pellets.

Average 351 pellets. Average 343 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.

Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. " LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 102 pellets. 4 sheets. 1. 100 pellets. 7 sheets.
2. 125 pellets. 3 sheets. 2. 107 pellets. 8 sheets.
3. 75 pellets. 7 sheets. 3. 133 pellets. 5 sheets.
4. 82 pellets. 5 sheets. 4. 112 pellets. 5 sheets.
5. 110 pellets. 8 sheets. 5. 99 pellets. 6 sheets.

Av. 99 pellets. 5 sheets. Av. 110 pellets. 6 sheets.

REM. 12-G., 40YDS., BLACK POWDER, LEFT BARREL, 347 PELLETS.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 149 pellets. 1 130 pellets.
2 153 pellets. 2 146 pellets.
3 161 pellets. 3 121 pellets.

Average 154 pellets. Average 132 pellets.

CLAREMONT, N. J., Nov. 15, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

Gun—Remington Hammer Gun. Cost, $40. No. of gun,
31,553. Weight, 8 9-161bs. Length of barrels, 30in.
Gauge, 12. Right barrel, full choke. Left barrel, full
choke.

Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 3 o'clock. Force of
wind, 7 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 45°. Do.,
wet, 39°. Humidity, 57°. Barometer, 30. lin.

Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—U. S. Climax.
Poivder, Brand—12-bore Trap Wood.
Powder, Quantity—-3 drs.

( Make—Tatham.
Shot 4 Quantity—\% oz.

( Size—No. 8 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random,

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Powder.

Card over shot; P. E. ( 1. . . 36 grs.
wad, felt wad and 4 2... 36 grs.
card over powder. ( 3 . . . 36 grs.

Slwt.
568 grs. 576 pellets.

578 pellets.
573 pellets.

572 grs.
565 grs.

Average 36 grs. 568 grs, 576 pellets,

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern, Penetration, 3 pellets.

L 366 pellets. 12 sheets.
2. 384 pellets.
3. 381 pellets.
4. 383 pellets.
5. 380 pellets.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 340 pellets. 10 sheets.
2. 351 pellets.

3. 366 pellets.

4. 355 pellets.

5. 372 pellets.

13 sheets.
13 sheets.
10 sheets.
12 sheets.

11 sheets.
12 sheets.
12 sheets.
13 sheets.

Av. 357 pellets. 12 sheets. Av. 379 pellets. 12 sheets.

Three Shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL.
1 412 pellets.
2 423 pellets.

3 406 pellets.

Average 414 pellets.

LEFT BARREL.
1 410 pellets.
2 377 pellets.
3 414 pellets.

Average 400 pellets.

REM. 12-G., 40YDS., WOOD POWDER, RIGHT BARREL, 423 PELLETS.

REM. 12-G., 40YD8., WOOD POWDER, LEFT BARREL, 414 PELLETS.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.

Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 173 pellets.
2. 117 pellets.
3. 145 pellets.
4. 145 pellets.
5. 140 pellets.

7 sheets.
7 sheets.
6 sheets.
4 sheets.
4 sheets.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

177 pellets. 5 sheets.
150 pellets.
175 pellets.
1F3 pellets.
162 pellets.

5 sheets.
5 sheets.
3 sheets.
4 sheets.

Av. 144 pellets. 6 sheets. Av. 169 pellets. 4 sheets.

Three Shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 187 pellets. 1 208 pellets.
2 173 pellets. .2 212 pellets.
3 170 pellets. 3 182 pellets.

Average 176 pellets. Average 200 pellets.

CLAREMONT, N. J., Nov. 15, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

Gun—Remington Hammer Gun. Cost, $40. No. of gun,
31,553. Weight, 8 9-161bs. Length of barrels, 30in.
Gauge, 12. Right barrel, full choke. Left barrel, full
choke.

Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 3 o'clock. Force of
wind, 7 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 45°. Do.,
wet, 39°. Humidity, 57° . Barometer, 30.1in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—U. S. Climax.
Powder, Brand—Schultze.
Powder, Quantity—3drs.

( Make—Tatham.
Shot 4 Quantity—l}£oz.

{ Size—No. 8 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Tliree Cartridges Taken at Random.

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Poicder.

Card over shot: P. E., ( 1. . . 42 grs.
'4 2...

3...
felt wad and card-;
over powder.

42 grs.
41 grs.

Shot.
562 grs. 569 pellets.

578 pellets.
571 pellets.

574 grs.
561 grs.

Average 42 grs. 566 grs. 573pelleta,
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TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

EIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, S . .

1. 293 pellets. 12 sheets.
2. 290 pellets. 16 sheets.
3. 329 pellets. 14 sheets.
4. 127 pellets. 12 sheets.
5. 180 pellets. 14 sheets.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets

1. 162 pellets. IS sheets.
2. 366 pellets. 13 sheets.
3. 422 pellets. 13 sheets.
4. 342 pellets. 15 sheets.
5. 356 pellets. 14 sheets,

Ay. 244 pellets. 14 sheets. Av. 329 pellets. 13 sheets.

TtEM. 12-G., 40yds., schultze powder, right BARREL, 373 PELLETS.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
hest pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 373 pellets. 1 393 pellets.

2 337 pellets. 2 426 pellets.

3 373 pellets. 3 364 pellets.

Average 361 pellets. Average 394 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed SO-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 104 pellets.

2. 149 pellets.

3. 86 pellets.

4. 156 pellets.
5. 131 pellets.

7 sheets.
7 sheets.
6 sheets.
8 sheets.
4 sheets.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, ;>' pellets.

1. 173 pellets.
2. 202 pellets.
3. 170 pellets.

4. 143 pellets.
5. 145 pellets.

sheets.
8 sheets.
8 sheets.
6 sheels.
7 sheets.

Av. 125 pellets. 6 sheets. Av. 166 pellets. 7 sheets.

REM. 12-G., 4UYDS., SCHULTZE POWDER, LEFT BARREL, 420 PELLETS.

re; so-lnt
pattern.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 80-inch Circle selected from
best

RIGHT BARREL.
1 186 pellets.

2 146 pellets.

3 189 pellets.

Average 174 pellets.

LEFT BARREL.
1 200 pellets.

2 206 pellets.

3 190 pellets.

Average 199 pellets.

MAINE LARGE GAME.
npHE situation of Maine's large game is, on the whole,
X rather hopeful. But little has been heard about the

moose this year, and yet it is the hope of the best friends

of the game that they are not exterminated, or that they
have suffered any great depletion of numbers. Perhaps
it is too much to hope that there has been an increase, as

in past seasons since the law for their protection began
to be enforced ; but it is gratifying to learn from good
authority that there are still many moose in Maine.
They have been seen this fall in various parts of the
State—in some cases where they could hardly have been
expected. One came down among a farmer's cattle at

Eddington and remained with the cattle till the farmer
had time to get his gun and shoot him. Quite a number
have been seen in the eastern part of the State. They
have not been seen in their usual haunts in the northern
parts of Oxford and Somerset counties, and there is one
very good reason why. A great railroad has been build-

ing through the forests in the northern part of these
counties, and even forward to the railroads already in

operation in the eastern part of the State. Gangs of

Italians and other laborers have inhabited theseVoods
all summer long, and with their legitimate blasting and
other noises on week days and poaching on Sundays, it is

no wonder that the moose have been frightened away.
It is the hope of the Commissioners of Fisheries and Game
that so soon as the construction of this road is done

the moose may return to their old haunts. It is true that
the road opens up a new territory to the hunters and
poachers both, and hence the chances for the moose are
lessened; but the existing game laws should be the better
enforced, and new and better laws should be enacted at
the next session of the Legislature of that State in 1890-
91. A better statute was never proposed than that of
Commissioner Stilwell at the last session of the Legisla-

ture there, that of making it a crime to kill a cow moose
at any time. The enactment of some such a law will

again be tried for when that Legislature again convenes,
and it is hoped that the composition of the two houses
may not include such a volume of the lumber interest as

to kill everything in the form of wholesome fish and
game protective legislation.

But turning from the chances of the moose to the deer
in Maine, the theme is much more pleasing to the true
lovers of the forests and the still-hunt. The increase of

deer has been wonderful, even the past year. Hunters
who go to Maiue after deer are still returning much
pleased. Deer are plenty, and they are able to get them.
A gentleman from Lowell, with his boy, has killed six

—

the full quota that the law allows, even with the boy
counted in. But let us say right here that he ought to be
ashamed of his success, rather than proud of it. One
deer in a season is enough for anybody but a selfish

hunter. Jonathan Darling has at last been brought to

grief, and it looks as though dog-hunting deer had re-

ceived its death blow. Darling has been tried before the
municipal court and fined for killing several deer, his

fines amounting in all to some $250 or $300. He has ap-

pealed , but the cases are so plain that the chances are that
they will never be pressed before the superior courts.

I have this from good authority, and I also understand
from the same authority that his threats about testing

the constitutionality of the law before the full bench are
only brag and bluster. There are already too many more
cases against him. His poaching, cruel dog-hunting and
open defiance of the law are too well understood, and the
attempt of some of his friends to create a feeling of sym-
pathy for what they are pleased to term " a sturdy back-
woodsman of the old school, who believes in his inherent
right to kill game when and where he pleased," will fall

before the fact of his stepping up and paying his fines in

due season. Letters intended to intimidate wardens,
whom he supposed might be on the watch for him, are in

the possession of the proper authorities, and unless Dar-
ling does fight and beat the game laws, he can pose in no
other light than that of a dishonest dog-hunting poacher.
Personally I have no ill will toward Darling, but he has

already been convicted before the lower court of a crime,
which as a writer in a leading publication, devoted to the
protection of fish and game, I cannot do otherwise than
condemn in the strongest terms. His crimes are known
to me, he himself is not. He is also condemned by many
others, lovers of fish and game, who never saw him per-

sonally. They know him as a student of the notorious
Brown, who first established the camps at Mcatous. But
there has been terrihle scattering at these camps—the
camps where the letters of warning say "there are
partyes"—the exact spelling of two instances—"who
would make it hot for any game warden." Then the
threat that "all game wardens must keep away," who did.

not want to go the way of the poor fellows that fell be-

fore the assassins while trying to do their duty at Fletcher
Brook, in the fall of 1886, is not yet forgotten.

_
Jock

Darling may pose as a poet, but he may consider himself
fortunate if his attempts at letters have not led him into

a crime. It will hardly be the thing not to pay those

sportsmen a compliment who have, in response to Darl-

ing's invitations, gone down to Nicatous, and had deer
dogged into the water for them to shoot. That they are
cruel is hardly a fitting term in which to clothe them,
for already I know of one or two of them that are
ashamed of their cruelty. They are more. They are as

bad as Darling himself, and they may rest assured that

if ever Darling or any of his guides should turn against
them, and lay their crime before the Commissioners, it

will only require their presence within the State of Maine
to lead to their arrest. An officer, with authority to ar-

rest these "gentlemen sportsmen," was in Boston the
other day, desirous of working up a chain of evidence,
already in his hands, that may lead to the detention of

certain gentlemen for killing deer at Nicatous, if they
ever set foot on Maine soil again. The chances are that
some "honest, sturdy guide" of former shooting scrapes

at Nicatous has "leaked," in order to save his own body
from fines and imprisonment. It is a cowardly act to

dog a deer into the water and there take its life, and if

Darling and some of his "noble guides" should add
treachery to their cowardice, by turning State's evidence,
those who have employed them will meet no more than
they deserve. Special.

CALIFORNIA DEER.

SACRAMENTO, Cal.—Editor Forest and Stream: Game
exterminators have been operating quite success-

fully in some of our adjoining counties this fall; and a
young gentleman, who has just returned from a trip in
El Dorado and Placer counties, reports a wholesale
slaughter of deer in that locality.

Deputy Fish Commissioner Smith, of Placerville, El
Dorado county, made a raid upon a camp of the game
destroyers last wreek, and captured two of the offenders.

Forty-one deer skins were found in their possession,

thirty-three of which were doe skins, and they are sup-
posed to have slaughtered over one hundred deer. The
men were taken to Placerville, where Justice Carpenter
fined them $30 each, which they promptly paid and de-
parted. This was in direct violation of the game law, as

$50 is the minimum fine prescribed for the killing of

does and spotted fawns. But as it was their first offense

the parties were let off rather too easy. Many of the
carcasses of these deer were left upon the ground to be
devoured by wild beasts.

Nearly two thousand deer skins are lying at the freight

office in this city awaiting a claimant. They were con-
signed to prominent firms doing business here, but said

firms do not seem at all anxious to receive them. One
party has already been arrested and found to have several

hundred hides in his possession; and he is now waiting
the action of the court in the matter.
The Game Commissioners have at last awakened to a

realizing sense of the deplorable state of affairs, and it is

to be hoped that the nefarious business may be stopped
ere deer in our State have become extinct, M,

ALL-AROUND GAUGE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Probably the gun is yet to be invented that will be

found to answer all purposes equally well, but I believe
that the brass-case gun is the nearest approach to a per-
fect all-around weapon. For the uninstructed let me ex-
plain that this is a gun specially bored and chambered
for a very thin brass cartridge case called the "Perfect,"
made by Messrs. Kynoch, Limited. The internal diame-
ter of these cases is greater than that of paper cases of
the same nominal gauge, thus permitting the use of
larger charges; and in a gun specially bored for them the
internal diameter of the barrel is made to correspond
with the internal diameter of the case, the effect of
which is to practically abolish the chamber cone and to
increase the caliber of the barrel about two sizes beyond
its nominal bore. The result is a wonderful increase of
power in the weapon when used with the cases for
which it is specially adapted.
Mr. Greener has published some very interesting re-

sults of experiments made with these guns, and he says:

"A comparison of the tables shows that guns using 'Per-
fect' give patterns of unsurpassed regularity; the force is

greater and the average higher than in the paper-case
guns of two sizes larger in the gauge." He also says that
"a 12-bore brass-case gun weighing only 741bs. is superior
to a 10-bore paper-case gun weighing fl^lbs."

—

"Tfie Chin
and its Development" pp. 524 et seq.

Those accomplished wildfowlers, Lord Walsingham
and Sir Ralph Payne Gallway, writing in the Badminton
Library, say: "A shore gunner will do far better with
a powerful 12-bore, bored for Kynoch's brass cases, than
with any other kind of weapon."

—

Badminton Library,
' l31oor and Marsh," pp. 232. "A double 12 bore gun of

7-pbs.
,
carrying a charge of 34drs. of powder and 1 Joz. No.

4 shot, is as useful a gun as any shore shooter can want,
and powerful enough for anything from a sandpiper to a
swan. With such a gun we have often killed a dozen
and. more ducks and widgeons at a shot, and at other
times fired at a single plover when with a larger gun we
should have grudged the charge."

—

Id,, pp. 234.

The gun is likewise admirably adapted to the field be-
cause of its light weight, and should the shooter object
anru^sqns oi inq SBq oq 'jkioai yevfl. .101 osjoqo rmj B o%
paper for brass cases. To again quote Mr. Greener, "A
brass case gun of fullest possible choke, will fire well
paper cases, and the shooting (providing a waterproof
pink-faced, a thick felt, and a card wad are placed be-
tween powder and shot) will perform fully equal to a
modified chokebore gun of the same size cartridge cham-
ber."

If something more than a modified choke is desirable

with paper cases, it can be obtained at a slight diminu-
tion of pattern with the brass, for, according to this

authority, a middle course is possible and a 12-bore can be
made to average 260 with brass and 240 with paper cases,

the charge being 14oz. No. 6 shot, English standard of

270 pellets to the ounce.
I cannot conceive of a weapon better adapted to the

requirements of one who wishes to shoot all kinds of

game with one gun. In conclusion I advise "W, S. K."
to procure such a work as I have quoted from. The in-

formation there obtained will be far more reliable than
anything likely to be contributed to a sporting newspaper;
and should he then be in doubt, he wall do well to go to

some reputable gun-maker, state his requirements and
depend on the experience of the maker to furnish the
weapon best adapted to his needs. Even then he may
not be suited, but the chances are not against him. A.
November 22.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I had some notion to tell "W. S. K." my ideal of an

all-around, gun; but time is fleeting and if the question
brings out as many ideas as I think it will, "W. S. K."
will have enough to do in making a choice from the be-

wildering mass to occupy his time for one hunting season
at least. For if there is any one thing that a sportsman
wants others to know he knows, it's what he knows about
a gun. J. H. B.

Mansfield Valley, Pa.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In reply to "W. S. K." in your issue of Nov. 21, I

would say that I have used 10, 12 and 16-bore guns, weigh-
ing from 6 to 9£lbs., and find that for an "all-around"
gun a 12-bore weighing 81bs., is the best for such uses as
he mentions. Drift,
Philadelphia, Nov. 22.

WILD CELERY.
WOODVILLE, N. Y„ Nov, 25.—Editor Forest and

Stream: I see in your paper of Nov. 21, an article

on wild celery. I do not understand what your corres-

pondent means by bulbs, as I saw nothing but pods in the
barrel or half barrel we received. The pods are from 2

to 6in. in length and about the size of a clay pipe stem
and each pod contains hundreds of seeds, and when ripe

or nearly so have a small white blossom on the end of the
pod. The vine that the pod is attached to is about the
size of a knitting needle and grows until the pod reaches
the surface and there it stays until the pod and seeds get
ripe, generally in September, and then it sinks to seed
for another year. My belief is, although I may be wrong,
that wild celery roots live but one year and the pods that
sink seed for the next year.

Gathering the seeds or pods must be done in the last

of August or the first days of September, while the pods
are still on the surface.

We took the pods and broke them up into pieces ^in.

long, and sowed them broadcast. We found that they
would not sink while whole, but after being broken up
they sank readily.

This seed was sown in Big Sandy Pond, which is one
mile long, and a half-mile wide ; and the water is from 4
to 10ft. deep. The bottom is soft mud in the center of
the pond, the shores are sandy and gravelly. It caught
splendid , and we have had a big crop of wild celery ever
since it was sowed in 1885.

To make a sure thing, as we supposed, we took some
of the seed to a wild rice marsh on the edge of the pond

,

where the water was from 1 to 2ft. deep, cleared two
or three places of rice, and planted some celery; but
to our surprise the wild rice completely killed it out.

G. M. W,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., Nov. 24.—The Eustis-Donald special

car is back from the trip to Alliance, Neb., mention
of which was made in an earlier issue. It is probable
that the party was too late for the wildfowl, at any rate

they report but poor sport in that line, the most notable

day at that sort of shooting netting twenty- six geese. A
move was then made further east after quail, and at

Hazard, near Broken Bowl, and near Mason, on Elk
Creek, elegant shooting was had at the latter bird. An-
other move was then made to Oxford Junction, on the
Republican, and then they went to Cambridge, on the
Medicine Creek, in the extreme southwestern part of the
State. Here the quail shooting was found to be all that
any one could ask. It was mostly creek shooting, and
the bevies were everywhere. The party of five guns, Mr.
Eustis, Mr. Donald, Major Wells, Dr. Williams and Mr.
Griffith, made bags of 60, 70, 80 and 90 quail a day, bag-
ging in all 600 or 700 birds. The trip, therefore, though
not so varied and uniformly successful as it was expected
to be, was extremely pleasant as it was. Here seems an-
other instance of the story which has everywhere been
common this fall, the ducks are scarcer and the quail
more abundant than known before in a long time.
Another one of these luxurious special car trips is re-

cently finished, having been participated in by Mr. W. L.
Pierce, his brother, and a third gentleman whose name I
do not get. Mr. Pierce will be remembered as president
of the Grand Calumet Heights Club. This party went to
Arkansas, and they struck it rich. They killed two deer,
several turkeys and all the quail they wanted. They
brought home" 160 quail with them, over and above what
they ate and shipped.
More quail. The country seems full of them. Word

comes to me from Indiana again that the quail are very
numerous, and want to be killed. Mr. Hank Smith and
Mr. Frank Arrowsmith, conductor on the Chicago and
Atlantic, are lately back from a run down that line into
Ohio. I expect they shot 'em a flock at a time.
Nov. 28.—Not less than six different parties wrote or

called on me, asking advice where to go on Thanksgiving
Day for such and such a kind of shooting, and I sent
them off, all over the country, with the devout hope that
they might be fortunate. It is mighty risky business
directing anybody where to go shooting, because if a bag
is not made the director is held responsible. Mr. H. S.

Smith wanted some squirrel shooting, and I thought he
might find it near Bureau Junction, this State. Later I
talked with Mr. G. W. Marshall, who was this fall up at
Lake Wauconda, Wis., after ducks. He said they got
but few ducks, but had all the squirrel shooting they
could ask. The squirrels at Wauconda are the fox squir-
rels, and they are noted for being the largest of that
variety found anywhere near here. A wagon ride of
several miles is necessary to get to Wauconda. If Mr.
Smith or other friends will go to Barrington, I think that
good squirrel and rabbit shooting can be had from that
point, though I cannot give the name of any local guide
to the best localities.

It is probable, however, that all the Thanksgiving
hunters of this whole region had a cold, unsuccessful
time. The day was marked by one of the worst storms
known here on the lake, and it was hardly possible to be
comfortable while hunting. We found this the case at
Grand Calumet Heights Club, down on the bleak shore
of Lake Michigan, where a little party gathered to put
in the day becomingly. Among this number were Mr.
Alex. T. Loyd, Mr. J. E. Baggott, Mr. McCauley. Mr.
Stevenson, Mr. Young and wife and Miss Birdie, Mr.
Wilde, Mr. Pittaway, Mr. Lauterbach, Mr. J. Gillespie
and wife, Mr. E. Gillespie, Miss Hattie and Miss Mabel,
Dr. Harlan and three children, Dr. Davis and Mr. Mar-
shall. Mr. W, T. Best, inventor and maker of the Chi-
cago tin pigeon, also came down by invitation to give the
boys a shoot, but the wind was so cutting that only a
few dared face the traps. Some idea of the force of the
wind may be had when it is stated that we gathered
many of the birds 80, 85, and even 95yds. from the traps.
It was hard shooting, but good fun, for when the birds
fell open to the shot—which they did very nicely—they
went fluttering off into the pine trees for all the world
like so many winged cripples.

This sport was watched by the feminine and effeminate
portion of the crowd from the club house windows, from
which points also were watched the futile efforts of some
of the shooters to scratch down a gull or a bluebill from
the flocks which quite frequently passed close along the
beach. There were numbers of ducks flying over the
lake, but none were found on the river. Mr. Lauterbach
had bagged five ducks on the river the day before. Two
or three rabbits were also brought in. The telegraph
operators at Wilson Station are poaching on our Grand
Calumet rabbits, and this must be stopped. After dinner,
the weather being too wild and rough for outdoor shoot-
ing, a rifle range was cleared along the generous extent of
the club house interior, the target back being put up in
the locker room, while the firing was done from the foot
of the staircase in the gun room. This made a very d ecent
range for the .22-calibers, and the boys fell very amiably
to shooting for turkeys, twelve of which Mr. Harns, the
club superintendent, had on hand. We could not go into
this sport as Forest and Stream described it last week,
but our unique method afforded a lot of fun. We shot at
one-inch discs of tin. to hit one of which counted a turkey,
all ties shot miss and out. At 15 cents a shot, the turkeys
sold at a very good figure, after all. In this way Mr.
Baggott won two turkeys, Mr. Loyd won two, and Messrs.
Stevenson, Wilde, McCauley, Marshall and Hough won
one each. In one tie Mr. Loyd shot three of us out. I
never did like Alex. Loyd very much, anyhow. He can't
let a fellow win a paltry turkey to take home and feed
his dog, but he must come in and shoot him out of the
tie. Wears glasses, too!
When we bid Mr. and Mrs. Harns good-bye at the club

house, it was generally understood that the season was
ended for the year. This morning was very cold and
there was a good deal of snow. On the beach there was
some lumber washed ashore, possibly the deck load of
some lake schooner. Last night was a woeful one on
the lake, and the morning papers were full of accounts
of wreck and fatality.

The whole Calumet country noted as a region, of sport,
is also known to a few of its old frequenters as a region
of death and disaster. To-day I talked with a gentleman
who formerly shot at the old Florence Benner box on
Lake Oalnroftt. He said that he personally knew of over

100 deaths by drowning in that shallow but treacherous
lake and the marshes near it. The lake is only about 5

or 6ft. deep, but when it gets a sea on, the waves run
high enough to drown the boldest swimmer. On one day
there drowned in Lake Calumet nine persons, also two in
the main Calumet Eiver and one in Fox Lake. All these
lower marshes are treacherous, and even when one cannot
push a boat it is often unsafe to step out and try to wade.
Once George Kleinman broke through the rushes, into a
new pondhole where we had marked a flight. He found
his spot apparently already occupied by a man who was
standing above his middle in the marsh. Seeing him
motionless, George pushed over to him. The man was
dead, having doubtless perished of exhaustion attendant
upon a struggle of no one knows what duration. His
boat was not found, and to-day this remains one of the
unknown tragedies of the marsh.
On another day a Chicago barber was shooting nearmy

informant's blind. He disappeared, and his body was
found next spring. Some talk was made over this, and
it was reported he had run away and left his family, until
the finding of the body settled it all. Another time, three
boys in a boat stood up and shot at a flock of teal. One
was drowned. The others got out and informed the
Chittenden family, who marked the spot with a stake.
A shooter shot teal there all the afternoon, and the two
boys went on home. The poor boy drowned was not
found until long afterward. At another time three men
crossed the ice when it was not safe, and one broke in
and was abandoned to a slow death by exhaustion. He
could have been saved. A fool on the bank had a boat,
but was afraid to go out on the ice with it. "I wouldn't
have gone out there for fifty dollars!" was his reply when
reproached for his cowardice. He would have run no
risk. Some cowards are pitiful cowards. On yet another
occasion a man was lost on the marsh at night and was
found dead in his boat the next morning, it being cold
weather. Yet again, two men lost the channel, of a dark
night, within sight and hearing of the "bum-boat," where
their companions were camped. They spent the night
trying to go 200yds., and by"morning were barely alive.
I could tell numberless other instances, and could repeat
some of the accidents of the lake shore and of the Grand
Calumet, but this is enough to show why nearly all the
lower country clubs have in their house rules a certain
code of signals to be used by any one lost or in distress
upon the marsh.
The high wind of yesterday blew sand in our eyes.

Acting on the advice of a wise friend we all found that
the best way to detach a grain of sand from the lid of
the eye was to draw that lid out and entirely over the
other lid. This was usually effective and is much better
than persistent rubbing. Does every shooter and traveler
know that?

Lately I saw a gun rod, said to be invented by Billy
Mussey. At the upper end it is pierced to admit the
cleaning rags. The whole rod is of round iron, and the
lower end is sharpened and jabbed down into the floor.

The gun cleaning citizen rubs his barrels up and down
the rod. I don't think much of that. A good straight
hickory stick is good enough. A pointed rod with a little

screw-bead sticking out to make just such a long scratch
as I recently put full length in one of my barrels strikes
me as being the worst sort of cleaning rod there is. Mr.
Loyd, always busy fixing up some scheme in the art of
gunnery, on State occasions uses an iron rod fitted into a
carpenter's brace at one end. He screws the barrels,
well wrapped, in a vise and then everlastingly bores
away with his brace and rod. In this way he can force
a rag through his barrels which he could not budge by
hand. To protect the breech of the barrels he has a brass
shell cut out for the rod to pass through. This shell he
slips into the breech of the barrel, and the rod is thus
kept from touching the barrel at all, the rags holding it

at one end and the brass guide at the other. This is a
good way to polish a gun. if the work is done carefully.

I have found the fibers of a frayed bit of twine, or
small rope, good to take the leading out of a gun. So is
a piece of shot-sack. A bit of very fine wire gauze is
good, but it must be very fine. Some will not use this,
but prefer a rag with a little "crocus powder," or metal
polish. The latter sometimes contains a bad acid. I
have known a shooter to use vinegar to cut the lead out
of his barrels, but don't know much about the advisabil-
ity of that. As to the mere cleaning of a gun, the shoot-
ing world is divided into two parties, the wet and the
dry. Personally, I rarely find it necessary to use water
in cleaning a gun; but plenty of people will tell you you
can't clean a gun without water.

I saw a handy game-carrier, the other day, which was
the property and invention of Mr. C. E. Gordon, of Kosh-
konong Place, Lake Koshkonong, of whom I shall have
more to say later. This carrier was a strap arranged to
be passed over the shoulder and held in position by
another strap. Dependent from the shoulder, and hang-
ing under the arm out of the way, were the two ends of
the solid bit of leather l4in. long, into which ends were
let thongs of stout lace leather. The opposite ends of
these thongs were split so that a running noose could
easily be formed. Into such a noose the he^d or foot of
the bird to bo carried is thrust and caught, and it is held
firmly without danger of losing out. For those who like
any carrier but a pocket, this is a good one.
Mr. Gordon had also another invention for the sports-

man's ease and comfort, in the form of a combination
carrying-strap, dog leash, gun sling and hitching strap.
This strap is composed of two sections, each 30in. long,
which buckle in a flat buckle, which latter lies upon the
top of the shoulder when the strap is used in carrying a
valise or the like. At each end of the strap is a common
harness snap, easily slipped on to any hook or loop.
Above the snap, a distance of I6in., or just far enough to
make a good dog collar, there is let into each leg of the
strap an iron ring, or rather an oblong, into which the
snap can be caught, thus instantly forming a dog collar
at each end of the strap, so that the latter can be used as
a lead for a brace of dogs; or it could be used as a collar
and chain for a single dog. But this is not all. Into the
harness snaps at the ends of the strap are let two little
leather rings, which open with buckles. One of these
rings is just big enough to buckle around your gun bar-
rels, and the other fits the grip of the gun stock. Thus
adjusted you can sling the strap diagonally across the
shoulders and so carry your gun much more easily at the
close of a long day than you could if you had no strap.
" I might go off on a trip without my dog, or perhaps
without my gun." said Mr. Gordon, " but I would nevnt

go without my Btrap. You can pretty near keep house
with that strap, and there are dozens of ways in which
it comes handy. It is not a patented article, and any
sportsman who wishes can make and use one."
Nov. 29.—Mr. Dan Merritt, a well-to-do citizen of Mar-

quette, Mich., on the south coast of Lake Superior, and a
hearty sportsman with a special leaning toward big trout,
was in town last week. Mr. Merritt owns a mile of
splendid trout fishing on the south shore, to which he
does not direct the general public, although one or two
friends of this city have been out with him and can testify
to the excellence of the sport. Mr. Merritt during a talk
said that he this year completed his record kept since his
stay in the Superior country, and that he hadnow caught
just an even ton of brook trout

!

Mr. Ruthven Deane and Mr. Stafford, of the West Side,
had a rather strange experience near English Lake one
day this last fall. They found splendid snipe shooting
on a dry upland which had no water about it. They took
off their rubbei boots and walked in the sheepskin "moc-
casins" worn indide the rubber boots. Thus shod, they
had good fun and good success at snipe shooting with dry
feet. The snipe were everywhere in this country this fall.

Mr. G. W. Marshall complains that this column "gave
away" his private snipe grounds near Englewood, and that
on the following week there were seventy-five shooters
on the ground which he and a friend or two were trying
to keep quiet. There are several readers, if not more, of
Forest and Stream in this city, it seems.
By request of several sportsmen of this city, I offer for

publication the following list of officers of the Illinois
State Sportsmen's Association for 1889: F. C. Donald,
President, Chicago; Thos. Laflin, Vice-President, Milan,
111.; J. M. Hutchinson, Second Vice-President, Chicago;
W. L. Shepard, Secretary-Treasurer, Chicago. Board of
Directors—Abner Price, chairman; Chas. S. Burton, W.
W. McFarland, A. M. Hoffman, H. C. Buechner, all of
Chicago. Law Committee—Wolfred N. Low, chairman,
Chicago; Hon. John Lyle King, Chicago; Hon. Lucius B.
Crooker, Mendota, 111. The regular directors' meeting
was held at the Sherman House last Tuesday night, and
preliminary arrangements made for the annual trap
shoot.
Reports from the English Lake Club state that thous-

ands of mallards were on the marsh last Wednesday,
doubtless driven down by the great storm. Mr. Ab.
Price went down to the club, but his success is not yet
known. This storm must have made shooting some-
where.
Dec. J.—It is probable that another strong organization

will be added to the many shooting clubs which are
reaching further and further out from this city. The
name of the proposed new club will probably be the
Partridge Lake Club, and its membership will doubtless
be made up in this city and in Milwaukee. The projector
of this club is Mr. C. E. Rollins, a prominent insurance
man of this city, who has come back from the territory
in question much impressed with its beauties and its

desirability as a location for a sportsman's club. He
thinks Gill's Landing or the Wolf River the best spot
for the location of the club house, and he has already done
some preliminary work looking toward an organization.
In regard to this the Milwaukee Morning Sentinel has the
following to say

:

"This point is on the line of the Wisconsin Central
road, and Mr. Rollins has enlisted the services of Eirsi
Assistant General Passenger Agent Louis Eckstein to as-
sist him in agitating the question among sportsmen of
Milwaukee and the State. Mr. Rollins promises that he
can secure at least fifty members in Chicago who are
anxious to effect the organization, and more if necessary,
but it is desirable that a fair proportion of the members
be residents of this State. Mr. Rollins went out to Gill's
Landing a week ago and spent several days looking over
the ground and getting figures relative to the enterprise.
He says that there is a tract of land comprising about
2,000 acres, which takes in nearly all of Partridge Lake
and the marsh adjoining, as well as on both sides of
Wolf River for some distance up and down, and what is

known as the Big Bayou, which was formerly the bed of
the Wolf River. This land is mostly low and marshy,
with the exception of 150 acres of high ground on the
banks of the stream and the Big Bayou. The owner of
this land will lease to the club about 1,500 acres, which
will take in all the most desirable portions of the tract
with the exception of a small strip on the south side of
Partridge Lake, containing about 250 acres, which can
probably be leased at a very reasonable figure. The
owner of the large tract wants $200 a year for it, and will
make a lease for as long a period as is required. On the
banks of the Big Bayou, on a bluff, there is a very fine
mineral spring, and a fine location for a club house. All
Milwaukee hunters are probably familiar with the place
described, as it is one of the best known hunting spots in
the State. Mr. Rollins states that while he was there he
saw thousands of ducks of all kinds except canvasbacks.
Partridge Lake and Wolf River furnish aboat the best
fishing in the State. The natives of Fremont, Mr. Rollins
says, take large quantities of black bass every winter
through the ice with the spear, which is clearly illegal.
Last winter one man speared 178 bass in one day. If the
club was organized it would see that this illegal method
of taking fish was stopped. Partridges are to be found
in great plenty and a hunter for jacksnipe generally bags
twenty-five or thirty of them a day. Steps will be taken
to push the project in this city, and if the Wisconsin
sportsmen do not take kindly to the idea the organization
will probably be completed in Chicago. All the local
sportsmen who have heard of it so far express themselves
much pleased with the plan and promise to assist in help-
ing it along."
The above is a good move, and the Milwaukee paper never

was more correct than when it said Chicago would finish
this club if Milwaukee couldn't. Are there any readers
of Forest and Stream interested in this? These organ-
izations of sportsmen all help. They show the trend of
modern sportsmanship, and presently the shooter who
dees not belong to a club will be out of luck at least.
Chicago men realize this, and they are all the time get-
ting hold of good sporting preserves, of which this one
is doubtless a good sample. It is to be hoped we may
have^ater good news from this club. E. Hough.

The Adirondack Shooting Lodge, which is adver-
tised in this week's issue, is known to us to be in a most
desirable location. It is a rare opportunity to secure
excellent sporting headquarters.
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DROP A DOLLAR IN THE SLOT.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The article under the abov« caption and signed " A." in

last week's issue is certainly amusing. "A." says he
"called the attention of the Connecticut Fish and Game
Protective Association to the subject" of sending game
from this State through your columns last fall. "A."
probably did not fully understand that "last fall" we
could not search freight consigned to New York—this

' year we can. Now, the fact that a person did take 2,500
game birds to New Haven is not conclusive evidence that
said birds were shipped to New York. New Haven has
a population of about 70,000, and those 2,500 quail could
have been eaten in 90 days, less than 30 birds a day for
70,000 persons to eat each day.
During September I was informed by a person (who no

doubt meant well) that his friend " picked up two par-
tridge feathers in a market"; but he added that his
friend would not testify to this remarkable evidence in
court. I was instructed that the case ought to be pushed.
Just think of the absurdity of such evidence. ''A."
should remember that the "owner or occupant under
lease," or "a member of the family of such owner or
occupant," can snare on their land. Of course this most
seriously handicaps those who wish to enforce the game
laws by working—not by simply writing to the press.
Give us evidence, Mr. "A.," something tangible, and the
same will be acted on quickly.
Those of your readers who think that we get any pay

from the Stale of Connecticut for enforcing their game
laws should distinctly understand we do not. We have
expended $700 of our own money to make the showing
we have. That the showing is a good one is generally
conceded. "A," says: "Mr. Editor, please encourage
the game wardens and all game protective associations
in rigidly enforcing the law." Now, I will suggest an-
other plan, Mr, Editor. Get a good well-tested baseball
bat (or club) and pound into the frame of some of the
sportsmen a little enthusiasm—say enough to produce a
dollar. There are several "nerve foods" on the market,
and by their use for a few months, perhaps some of them
instead of proffering lvice, might give a dollar. I am of
the opinion that a machine of the order drop-a-nickel-in-
the-slot can be so improved that to drop-a-dollar-in-the-
slot would mean that a game or fish law violator would
get fined. We have one of those machines. Let those
of your readers who are so very solicitous about Connec-
ticut game and her game laws try the machine. lean
safely recommend the machine, having tested it myself,
as have also many of my friends.

Dr. N. W. Holcombe, Treasurer, Pratt Street House,
Hartford, or the writer will drop your dollar into the
machine at any time, and either will duly acknowledge
the same. For further particulars as to the workings of
the machine watch the papers, especially the Forest
and Stream.
The first year the machine was run, all those who had

the courage to drop a dollar in the slot saw twenty fish
and game law violators lined—twenty for a dollar. The
machine will receive dollar bills, silver dollars, gold
dollars, checks for a dollar, or money orders for a dollar.

They all go to pay detectives. The managers do not ask
anything for their services.

The machine has one peculiar piece of mechanism.
If a piece of paper is dropped in with the words, "You
are doing good work, keep at it," if this is not accom-
panied with a dollar the machine has to be closely
watched for several hours; and it's dangerous to be
around it, especially to the party who tried to beat the
machine. The drop-your-dollar-in-the-slot game protect-
ing machine is in position now, try it.

A. C. Collins,
Pres. Conn. Association of Farmers and Sportsmen

for the Protection of Game and Fish.

Hartford, Conn., Nov. 19.

A Quail Banqtjet.—Beardstown, 111., Nov. 26.—Editor
Forest and Stream: Last evening a very pleasant event
occurred at the Park House, the occasion being a quail
banquet given by Messrs. F. H. Peck, of Des Moines,
Iowa, and A. A. Rogers, of this city. The banquet was
the result of a match quail shoot between Messrs. Peck
and Rogers vs. H. H. Cole and C. E. Jones, the losers to
furnish the banquet. Messrs. Cole and Jones won by 14
quail. The score stood: Cole and Jones 30 quail, Peck
and Rogers 10 email. The following principals and in-
vited guests sat down to a most elegant spread of quail
on toast and numerous other viands: Messrs. H. H. Cole,
C. E. Jones, F. H. Peck, A. A. Rogers, Judge C. R. Cum-
mings, Dr. H. H. Ehrhardt, Dr. Geo. Bley, E. S. Horton,
A. A. Greene, C. F. Derr. During the banquet many
toasts were passed between the victors and vanquished;
notwithstanding they were very tired from their long
day's tramp the very best of spirits and repartee pre-
vailed. Altogether it was a very happy affair and will
long be remembered by the entire party, all of whom are
great lovers of the rod and gun.—A. A. Greene.

St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 30.—Where are the ducks? Cer-
tainly they have not infested this locality very numer-
ously: in fact there have never been at any time this fall
enough to furnish fair sport, and the field sportsmen are
all broken up. During the early part of the season the
prospects were most favorable. Now the season is so far
advanced that all hope of a duck shoot has vanished and
shooters have nothing left them but to be patient until
the break up of winter. Sportsmen who have turned
their attention to email have been more fortunate, for as
a general rule the birds are plentiful and quite a number
of good bags have been made. On Thanksgiving day
there was a genuine exodus in quest of quail, and with
few exceptions all secured satisfactory bags. No snow
to speak of has fallen as yet in this locality, consequently
the pot-hunter has not had an opportunity to get in hfs
work on the birds, and they are abundant enough to
furnish excellent sport to the"end of the season.

—

Unser
Fritz.

Mr. L. C. Smith has sold out a controlling interest in
his gun business to a new company, the Hunter & Corn-
stock Arms Co., of Fulton, N Y., to which point the
machinery will be moved. Mr. Smith retains an interest
in the business. It is stated that the new typewriter
made by Mr. Smith has proved such a success that its

manufacture will require all his time and care. Mr.
McMurchy has been, appointed agent of the typewriter.

A Game Commissioner Caught in the Act.—The
Bangor, Me., News of Nov. 28 reports that on Nov. 18
Messrs. James Johnson, a constable, Walter Dresser, a
game warden, and George Miller, a man in the employ
of the Maine Central Railroad, were in the woods near
Simquash Lake, a small sheet of water about ten miles
south of Vanceboro, Me., and its eastern shore not more
than two or three miles from the St. Croix River, which
here forms the boundary between the two countries, so
that a better place for law breakers to dodge across the
line could hardly be found. They discovered here a
party of three New Brunswick men hunting deer. They
had a valuable dog with them, which the Vanceboro men
shot. The unlawful hunters were Frank H. Todd, one of
the firm of F. H. Todd &Son, the heaviest lumber con-
cern in St. Stephen, and one of the three commissioners
of fish and game for the province of New Brunswick.
Peter Morrison, a man employed by the Todds and their
head man in the woods, and Captain John Taylor, a
New Brunswick steamboat engineer. On the return
of the Vanceboro people to their home, they went
before E. T. Holbrook, Esq., a trial .iustice, and made
oath to what they had seen. Justice E. T. Holbrook
issued a warrant for the arrest of Todd, Morrison and
Taylor. When Constable Johnson and Game Warden
Dresser got back with the warrant and approached the
poachers, Mr. Todd told them in an engaging way that
there was no need of arresting them; it would only be a
bother, and everybody knew that he was perfectly re-
sponsible. They would come up to Vanceboro and ap-
pear before Justice Holbrook the next Tuesday and
answer to the charge, or any day the officer might
name. This was promptly agreed to and Tuesday after-
noor at 2 o'clock was fixed upon. When 1 o'clock Tues-
day afternoon arrived a telegram was received saying in
effect: "Do not summon witnesses. Letter by mail."
The letter said that it was impossible for them to be at
Vanceboro that day, and that they would be there some
other day, any other day, in fact, that might be suggested.
There the matter rested at last account s. It is hardly
correct to remark, as might at first blush appear to some,
that now that Mr. Todd and his fellow lawbreakers have
got back to their own side of the line, the case against
them is defeated. Mr. Todd is a man who spends his
time as much in Calais as in St. Stephen, and a man of
such means and with such business interests that he
could not afford to let the matter which two or three
hundred dollars would settle keep him in banishment
on his own side of the line.

Mexican Game Notes.—San Luis Potosi, Nov. 22.—
Ducks are fairly abundant, though in this section water
is scarce on account of a dry year. Recently on a foggy
morning I saw a wedge of geese (Hutchins, I think) fly-

ing over. A conductor on the National Railroad said
there are great numbers of them in a marshy section
about an hour from here southward. Voy a ver. Quail
shooting would be fair if you didn't have to run your legs
off to make the little pests take wing, and if the sun did
not come down with such unmerciful force. The whole
country is full of cotton-tails and jack rabbits, the biggest
and fattest I ever saw anywhere. They are favorite
shooting with the Mexicans, and to please one of these a
friend and I went with him recently and fairly loaded
down his coach. It is a pleasure to give them away to
the poor half-starved peons, as they are really palatable.
—Aztec.

Southampton (L. I.) Sportsman's Club.—At the
annual meeting of the Southampton Sportsman's Club,
held at Southampton, L. L, Nov. 1, at the headquarters,
the house of Mr. Daniel G. Phillips, the following officers
were elected: Edward H. Moeran, President; David T.
Kennedy, Vice-President; Lawrence W. Clark, Secretary
and Treasurer. Messrs. Moeran and Clark were appointed
a committee on legislation to watch the action of the
Assembly at Albany. They would be glad to communi-
cate with similar committees from other clubs of the
State, so that all may work together to influence legisla-
tion for good. The club is in a thriving condition. The
membership is full, there is no debt and a handsome sur-
plus in the treasury. The shooting has been fair; no
great abundance of quail, but enough to give good sport
to hard workers.

Virginia Ducking- Grounds.—Suffolk, Va., Nov. 28.—
In a late issue "M. R." wanted information about good
duck shooting. If he wants fun, let him go to Cobb's
Island, Va., or anywhere in that vicinity. No better
place anywhere in this countrv. Go to Philadelphia by
N. Y., P. & N. R. R. ;

get off at Cheriton Station, near Cape
Charles city, the terminus of the road. From that point
he can work ten miles either way. Plenty of people to
post him. Good places to stop on mainland if he prefers
that to Cobb's Island ; nice j)eople and not very expensive.
I was at Cobb's in July, also in August, and had some
good shooting with the birds. I am behind with my
reading, and am just in Oct. 24th issue of Forest and
Stream.—A. S. E.

Cceur d'Alene Club.—A number of sportsmen from
Coeur d'Alene and Fort Sherman, Idaho, have organized
themselves into the Cceur d'Alene City Rod and Gun
Club, with the following officers: President, R. E. Mc-
Farland; Vice-President, Cant. J. W. Bubb; Treasurer,
F. G. Pettibone; Secreteary, Win, E. Caiiin. The main
object of the club is to protect the game and enforce the
laws, which, by the way, are very lax. There is a great
deal of deer hounding going on at present, and the game
is rapidly disappearing. Trap-shooting and rifle and
pistol shooting will be indulged in two days each week,
and from the present outlook good scores will be rolled
up.—Chelan.

A Game Hen.—I had a queer thing happen yesterday
while exercising my setter, showing how the old instinct
still lingers in our common barnyard fowls. I was pass-
ing an old cornfield, very bare of any grass or weeds,
when my dog made game. Thinking there might be a
stray bevy of quail, I walked in. He worked up care-
fully, and finally stood stiff, but seemed a little puzzled.
I saw something in front of his nose that looked like a
dead owl at first, but I soon saw it was a hen. She lay as
flat as a flounder, head on the ground. As I stepped up
close, she went off with a mighty flurry and caclding,—
M. Holberton.

North Carolina.—A correspondent who has been
shooting at Newbern, N. C, reports that the quail suf-
fered in the low grounds last fall, the bevies being a,bout
half the usual size; those of the young the hen bird could
not cover of course had to suffer from the weather and
perished from wet and cold. The hares are almost en-
tirely exterminated. The most comfortable way to get
there, especially with dogs, is to take the Saturday
steamer on the Old Dominion Line to Newbern. There
is only one change, and that is at Portsmouth or Norfolk
—Portsmouth is to Norfolk what Brooklyn is to New
York. The other game there comprises wildfowl, deer,
wild turkeys and snipe.

Toledo, O.—Squirrel shots report game abundant in
Waterville and Sylvania.

TAXING GUNS-PERSONALITIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
When 1 read the article of "Cohannet" in this week's Forest

and Stream, I was both surprised and amused, that he should
characterize my article in your issue of the 7th as "an attack
entirely personal." I do not apprehend that anv other reader
thought of ii in that light. I certainly d'd not. Upon looking it
over, i find that I called direct attention ro him but twice, whereas
he has named me thirteen times in his alleged reply. I have been
a, frequent contributor to the columns of Forest and Stream
almost from the time of its establishment, and I believe this is
the first time that auy on-i has accused me of being personal. As
between "Cohannet" and myself, I will be content to let the
readers of Forest and Stream decide which of us has descended
to personality, and which has the best of the argument, to say
nothing of courtesy; for all through his article he charges me as
directly as he can, by inuendo, of falsehood. Referring to his Ply-
mouth stock allusions, 1 will incidentally remark that my family
claim that our emigrant ancestor commanded the good ship May-
flower, upon the occasion of her second trip to Plymouth Rock, in
1G24, that he bought a homestead in Plymouth county, Mass., and
that this property has to the present time continued in the family.
This ought to be a satisfactory pedigree with any of the. genuine
stock. Notwithstanding this evidence of "blood," I do not assume
to speak as a representative of the "broad domain of New England,"
as •'Cohannet" charges, hut in my younger days was generallv
called a pretty fair representative of the shooting element. There
are still living quite a number of white-headed old fellows, at dif-
ferent, points between the Atlantic and the Pacific, who would not
hesitate to accommodate "Cohannet" by wagering small amounts
upon my maxkinanship, although I am past 64, with impaired
eye-sight, seriously paralyzed, and confined to the house most of
the time. Still, if I could* getmy muzzleloader out of the window,
and bearing upon auy of the usual ranges, 1 would not hesitate,
to try titles with "Cohannet," though I have never been a "pro-
fessional" in the remotest degree, as he broadly intimates, unless
attending the country turkey shoots forty years ago constitutes,
me one; nor did I ever sell a dollar's worth of game, though I have
given away large quantities to those who were even poorer than
myself. Disabled by an army injury, I have not been hunting for
years, but I wish to see all who enjoy it have the same opportunity
that I have had. The desire and intent of "Cohannet" and those
who, like him, wish to have the gun taxed, even up to $10 per year,
is too glaringly apparent to require explanation, and is the most
audacious and monumental exhibition of sbamelessness yet dis-
played by the "game-bog" element, who would thus endeavor to
deprive forty-nine out of every fifty persons from using fire-arms
"Cohannet" seems to think that the city boy and himself are

strangers. In this he is as correct as in his other conclusions. I
have spent the larger portion of my adult years in Jarge cities,
including New York and Philadelphia, gor in their immediate
suburbs, and have taught the use ot the rifle to hundreds of boys,
many low down in their teens, and some who had become gray-
headed, and many of these were city boys too. But I referred to
this point in my former article sufficiently. The best material in
the armies. North and South, during the late war, were those who
had used the line from childhood.

I am now living in a large city, and when the "Weather and my
physical condition will permit (as has of late been frequent), I
take a street car at the door and step off at the door of tbe lead-
ing gun store in the city; which for some weeks past has been
crowded with gUnUerf", between 9 A. M. to 8 P. M., from, the city
and country for 30 miles around. The Forest and Stream is read
in this gun store and by numbers of its patrons. Not a person
except the proprietor of the store knows that I am the author of
the article complained of by "Cohannet," and this fact gives me a
rare opportunity to learn the unbiassed opinion of the gunners
upon tne subject generally and my article iu particular. In every
instance, the gunners have expressed sympathy with my view of
the case. I would like to see a vote of those who own guns
recorded upon this subject. I believe that 49 of every 50 would
vote against the unrepublican proposition.
"Cohannet" is anxious to know now the use of the gun is to be

restricted. In my first article I answered that question, before
he asked it. And in conclusion, I will add further, that within
three weeks I have read more notices and accounts of farmers'
g3me protective societies than I ever before saw in an entire
season. The game-hogs are steering clear of these societies, and
the farmers and their legitimate gunner friends in all older
States where game exists are enjoying the best gunning season
for many years. The game-hog societies, of which many exist,
will have to seek unsettled regions, as I stated in my former
article, while those who take an occasional day's outing during
the gunning season will, with their farmer friends, enjoy legiti-
mate sport for long years to come. Wacautah.

Editor Forest and Stream:
"By all means let thn boys have their rifle and shotgun, furnish

them a reasonable amount of ammunition and pay their license
to shoot, if we ever come to that protective measure. How else
eau the boy learn to shoot? If I had my way every boy and every
girl should learn to shoot even though they never killed alone a
single head of game. It is not the extinguishing of the vital prin-
ciple of either bird or beast for which men go afield, and the
game butcher should never be classed as a sportsman. The rifle

and revolver are weapons, the use of which demands physical
conditions never found in the indolent, the effeminate or the dis-
solute. They are weapons for men and women, not for dolls of
either sex. If every boy and girl were early taught the use and
the abuse of firearms the death rate from accidents caused by
carelessness would be reduced to the minimum; the number of
corner loafers, cigarette-smoking, round-shouldered, delicate
boys, and girls afflicted with corsets, nerve tire and headaches,
would decrease in direct proportion to the increase of recruits to
the army of those now enjoying such sport.
And what is to hinder ? Any one of a half dozen American

manufacturers makes rifles sufficiently light for ladies or boys to
use; prices are such that any one of moderate means can own
the very best; accuracy is unsurpassed; and ammunition, that is,

the .22cal. cartridges, which are plenty large enough for all ordi-
nary ranges, is very cheap. But alas I fickle fashion has decreed
that the girl child shall be a woman before reaching womanhood,
and must neyer condescend to mingle in manly sports unless the
thin veneer of fashionable polish should be marred. Fathers for-
get they were ever boys and wanted a gun; or being without de-
sires that way , compel their boys to think as they do, or to use
weapons surreptitiously. No! give the boys a chance, and the
girls too. Let those jjarents who are not sportsmen, and are
blessed with children imbued with such ins+incts, take the time
and trouble to learn the art themselves and instruct their boys
and girls. My word for it. such children will love you with a
still deeper intensity, w7ill spring to obey your commands with a
better grace, for has not their father, their ideal of all that is
good and great, associated himself with them in their play? and
where is there a normal child who would not rather associate
with his father thau with any other companion?
You who yourselves love the gun, do not, I beg you, think it a

bore to guide the youngster iu the paths you love so well or think
it tiresome to initiate him in the mysteries of an art fascinating
alike to young and old. Bear in mind your own youth, and your
heart would have gone out to any one who would have taken time
and trouble to help you become a good shot.
Our boys and girls are to be the fathers and mothers of other

boys and girls, and how can we mould the generations of those
who shall take our places unless we now stand sponsors to the
sports as well as to other educational advantages, and where is
there to he found a cleaner, more scientific, more manly sport
than rifle shooting? Pictrs.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon 'i'rumbuu. ».

book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
tney may kill. Cloth. 320 pages

t price 82,50. For sale by Forsk
AM) STBBAlfc
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"That reminds me."
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I HAVE a beagle thai: is first-class at hunting rabbits,

his experience having been entirely confined to cot-

tontails, until the other day, I happened to be with hirn

when he struck a hot scent and went off in full cry. The
devious track led him into a thicket: but almost imme-
diately after his joyous bay was changed into a terrified

yelling. The poor beast seemed frantic with pain or fear,

and at once I concluded he had run into a nest of hornets
or skunks, or both. As poor Tippler rushed out of the
thicket with his tail between his legs and every indica-

tion of terror on his countenance, a pure white bunny of

the domestic kind bounded out of the other side equally
frightened, and the mystery was explained. But never
since have I been able to induce this superstitious dog to

hunt in the thicket where he met the ghostly apparition
of a rabbit. Ernest E. Thompson.

MAINE ANGLING INTERESTS.
rpHERE is still hope for trout and salmon fishing in
JL the future, in spite of all that poaching and the
march of mill dams and sawmills can do. At the same
time there is still a hard struggle to be fought out by
those interested in these sports, and who are aware that
the only salvation of their favorite fish lies in propaga-
tion and the enforcement of wholesome fish laws. About
the greatest menace that has lately stared the propaga-
tion and protection of fish in the waters of northern New
England in the face is the pulp mill with its adjacent
darn; but worst of all, the turning of all the waste chem
icals from these mills iuto the waters. The advent of
manufacturing paper from wood has suddenly made a
lot of second-growth wood in Maine of considerable
value, and streams that were safe from the incursion of
sawmills have recently been dotted with mills for the
manufacture of wood pulp. In some cases the Maine
Fish Commissioners have had a hard fight to make the
proprietors of these mills put in the proper fishways, even
when the entire salmon interest of some of the best
streams in the country were threatened, if such fishways
were not provided. Indeed, it may startle the ordinary
reader to know that the entire salmon supply of the
Penobscot, the last river left to the salmon on the Atlantic
coast, has lately been threatened by these pulp mills. A
single pulp manufacturing concern on the upper Penob-
scot waters has recently ordered twenty thousand bar-
rels of lime in a single order, and all of this lime
is to be turned into the waters of that river. "Will it

poison the salmon to extermination? The best authority
to be had on the subject says that the salmon coidd not
live in such waters for any length of time, but it has been
observed by the Commissioners, and others who have
watched their progress, tha,t the spawning salmon have
this fall taken the opposite side of the river from the
stream of spent lime from the pulp mills. Nature has
evidently been teaching them to seek purer waters. But
at the same time it is suggested by good judges that one
reason for the lack of a run of salmon in the Penobscot
at Bangor last spring was the presence of such a great
quantity of impurity in the waters of the river. Why,
in the case of almost an epidemic of typhoid fever in Ban-
gor this year, an eminent physician testified, when the
question of impure water was being argued as the cause
of the fever, that there was "sulphuric acid enough in
the waters of the Penobscot to completely kill all the
germs of typhoid fever." This sulphuric acid comes from
the pulp mills. The wood and lumber interest is pre-
dominant in the State of Maine. The Legislature is al-
ways under the control of that interest. If any relief
comes, it will come through the interference of the
United States Fish Commission. I understand that that
Commission will be applied to for relief of some sort.
The Maine Fish Commissioners are having good suc-

cess with the landlocked salmon this fall. The full
quota of eggs will be obtained at Edes Falls, on the upper
Sebago waters. It is a very interesting fact that the poach-
ers who, two or three years ago in the night time, armed
with guns and with blackened faces, drove away those
in care of the hatching works at Edes Falls and tore away
the pens, letting loose the salmon that they did not want
to take away, have been caught. One of their num-
ber cautiously mentioned recently that he was con-
cerned in the robbery. He was watched and finally in-
duced to tell still more about the matter. The Commis-
sioners ordered his immediate arrest, and frightened, as
he was expected to be, he has turned State's evidence and
implicated all that were concerned in the business. At
the January term of court in that county they will be
brought to trial.

Another very interesting fact to sportsmen, who for so
many years visited the Androscoggin waters, is that
there is at last a good fish hatchery at Rangeley. The
enterprise of the citizens of that town, with the assist-
ance of several sporting gentlemen who annually visit
the lake, has done the work. Prominent among these
gentlemen is Gen. Harmon, of Connecticut, the owner of
Lake Point Cottage. And best of all, the Maine Commis-
sioners have been applied to for permission to locate the
hatchery and take trout and landlocked salmon for pro-
pagation, and the Commissioners have been up to Range-
ley and have shaken hands with Gen. Harmon and Gen.
Harmon with them, just as honorable gentlemen are sure
to shake hands some time or other when each is engaged
in the same grand object, though there may have been
at one time a misunderstanding as to methods. The
Commissioners have sanctioned the efforts of the citizens
and visiting sportsmen, have sent the hatchery a large
number of trays, and will give the enterprise 60,000 land-
locked salmon fry in the spring.

It is also understood that the hatchery is having good
success with trout this fall. At last Rangeley waters
have a trout hatchery that promises to be a success. The
turning m of a large number of trout and landlocked
salmon into the upper waters of those lakes is bound to
be of great advantage to the fishing in every lake of the
chain. Sportsmen who go there should bear this in mind

and should be willing to contribute toward the enter-
prise. The question may arise as to why the Commission
does not take up the entire work of stocking these waters,
and the answer is that the liberality of the lumber inter-

est in the Legislature of that State has allowed them no
money with which to do the work. Sportsmen who visit

Maine will readily understand the situation, if they take
into account the fact that, if there was no fish and game
interest in the State, no fishways would have to be built

at the mills, and there would be no restrictions as to the
turning of spent chemicals and mill waste into the streams.
Hence the feeling of the lumber interest toward the fish

and game laws and the lack of appropriation for their
enforcement. Special^

SUNAPEE TROUT FROM DAN'S HOLE
POND.

" FT is the unexpected that always happens," according
1 to the proverb: but in the case about to be stated it

is the foretold, searched for and confidently expected
which has suddenly materialized. Col. Elliott B. Hodge,
of the New Hampshire Fish and Game Commission, who
first brought the Sunapee trout to the notice of ichthyolo-
gists, is now the first to recognize the same handsome
trout in a pair obtained, after many disappointments,
from Dan's Hole Pond, in New Hampshire. These speci-
mens were forwarded to the writer about the middle of
November and they are now in the National Museum at
Washington.
Readers of Forest and Stream who followed its ac-

counts of the new trout of Sunapee Lake will recall the
fact that the describer of the species refrained from ap-
plying to it a local or geographical name because its

range was undetermined and might prove to be very
extensive. In this course of action he was sustained by
Col. Hodge and others. The wisdom of that procedure
is now established.
In order that due credit may be given to Col. Hodge for

his,praiseworthy efforts to bring out facts about the New
Hampshire trout it should be stated that he has long sus-
pected that the Dan's Hole Pond trout is identical with
the Sunapee, and has been determined to obtain the
means of settling the question. On March 20, 1889, he
wrote me as follows: [A well known ichthyologist] "had
specimens of the Dan s Hole Pond trout some years ago
and then called it a variety of the brook trout. I under-
stand he now says that it is identical with the Sunapee
-form. I have sent a permit to a fisherman in that part
of the State and promised him ten dollars for specimens
of the Dan's Hole Pond trout, whether they are identical
or not. I have for some time believed that they are very
much like the Sunapee trout. If I get them I will send
them to you as soon as they come."

Th a. recent 1 letter Col. Hodge assured me that he had
been trying to obtain a specimen from this poud for three
years, and had at last got these at a great deal of ex-
pense. The letter accompanying the trout is quoted
herewith:

"Plymouth, N. H., Nov. 14.—My Dear Dr. Bean: I
send you by express to-day two trout from Dan's Hole
Pond, in the eastern part of the: State. I made only a
hasty examination of them, but find them identical with
the Sunapee form. The male is a deformed fish, but
the other is a perfect specimen. As these two bodies of
water are in different watersheds, and as the Dan's Hole
trout have been known to exist for seventy-five years
and perhaps longer, I think I am justified in claiming
that this must settle the question and that I have been
correct in my claim that this fish is a native of Sunapee."
Col. Hodge again, in a letter of Nov. 24, assures me that
there are at least two other lakes in New Hampshire
which contain Sunapee trout and thei'te is a lake in Que-
bec inhabited by a trout which he has every reason to be-
lieve the same as the Sunapee species. The Quebec form
spawns in the lake and is said by the natives to attain to
a weight of 6 to 81bs. "I, as well as others, have whipped
the lake in May and June; but not a fin could I raise,
although I have seen large fish breaking water the same
as the Sunapee trout do. The trout taken by the [Quebec]
natives mentioned above were taken from the spawning
beds."

Col. Hodge very appropriately continues as follows:
"I feel a good deal of satisfaction in being able to produce
this fish [Sunapee trout] from waters in which there can
be no question that they have been caught ever since the
town was settled. I have labored patiently to get at the
truth—not so much to establish my theories as to get at
the facts." Thif is the^ proper frame of mind in which to
undertake all problems' relating to the salmon family, and
will save students from many errors and disappointments.
The Sunapee trout is represented in Forest and Stream

of April 4, 1889, and it is not necessary to repeat the illus-
tration, because there is no difference between the Dan's
Hole Pond specimens and the types from Sunapee Lake.
The female is 21 in. long and her abdominal cavity is
pretty well filled with free eggs, which have a pale lemon
yellow color and measure nearly one-fifth of an inchm diameter. The coloration in both sexes is exactly
the same as in types of Salvelinus aureolas from Sunapee
Lake, for an account of which see Forest and Stream,
Aug. 5, 1886, p.26, and ProceedingsU S. National Museum

,

1887, page 630. The peculiar curling of the tips of the
gill-rakers is very noticeable. The male had his back
broken and was, consequently, deformed; yet he was
sexually mature and up to the standard of destructive-
ness in males, for in his stomach I found about two dozen
ripe eggs. There was in it also a mass of slender worms.
The length of the male is 18in. T. H. Bean.

A Brook Trout for a Cent.—Washington, D?"*n!%
In Pocahontas, Webster and Nicolas counties, W. Va.,
trout have been very abundant during the past season.
Elk River is a favorite fishing stream. In the waters of
the Gauley, trout weighing about lib. were taken with the
fly. Black bass were caught in the same stream and in
the same way. May, June and July are the best months.
The mountaineers claim that worms are the best bait,
and that a piece of bacon or ham is also good for trout.
In the counties named above the people sold us trout by
the hundreds for a cent a piece. The best time to catch
trout is during the rain, just as the Btream begins to rise.—C. E. C.

Fishing in Florida Waters.—Anglers who intend visiting
Florida this coming winter will find it to their advantage to in-
spect the superior tackle for tarpon and other fishes manufac-
tured by Thomas J. Cohroy, 65 Fulton street. New York.—Adv.

DESTRUCTIVE FISH WEIRS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Official duties have taken me to Cape Cod, Massachu-
setts, for several successive summers, and I have often
been astonished and not a little grieved by the relation of
the commercial shore fisheries to the protection and in-

crease of the fishes. I spent last summer at and near
Provincetown, and became more than ever convinced
that the fish weirs are among the greatest engines of fish

destruction on the coast. Men who had been employed
at the weirs confessed to me that they killed great quan-
tities of young fish of all kinds. The only people who
deny the injury accomplished by these traps are those
who have a pecuniary interest in them; the rest of the
community is firm in the belief that legislation is neces-
sary to modify the influence of the nets, and that speedy
measures must be taken to enforce protective laws. The
mackerel fishery out of Provincetown this year was a flat

failure, and yet not many years ago mackerel spawned
in Provincetown Bay, and hook and line fishing for them
was very profitable. Sea bass and bluefish were much
scarcer this season than last year.
After traveling along the coast and learning that every

available point from Provincetown to Plymouth, a dis-
tance of more than fifty miles, has its labyrinth of net-
ting of small mesh extending from near the shore out to
an average depth of six fathoms, I ceased to wonder why
fish were scarce and felt surprised that they were not
altogether swept out of existence. Some of the leaders
of these weirs are nearly a mile in length. The tide rises
and falls 9 or 10ft., and large portions of the netting ex-
posed at low water often contain young fish resembling
herring, which have been tangled in the meshes and can-
not free themselves. At one time in the month of
August a weir company near Provincetown captured
about 200bbls. of young fish in a single day, chiefly blue-
fish, mackerel and scup. The owners sold all they could
for bait in Provincetown and elfewhere, and the balance
were dumped overboard. Shortly afterward the beach
was strewn with the fish destroyed and wasted in this
shocking manner. Large quantities of young cod are
killed in the same way.

It is time that the people who desire to protect and in-
crease our food and game fishes make their influence
felt in preventing such wanton destruction which no one
can justify by any interpretation of law or application of
common sense. " E. E. Haskell.
Washington, D. 0.

SALT-WATER FISH IN FRESH WATER.
THE possibility suggested by Mr. W. P. Seal, in Forest

and Stream recently, of extensive transfers of
marine fishes to fresh water, reminded me of an experi-
ment made by Prof. A. E. Verrill, of Yale College, about
ten years ago. As Prof. Verrill's experience harmonized
very well with that of Mr. Seal, I wrote to the Professor
for information about it, and received the following in
reply

:

"Dear Doctor Bean—The experiment that you refer
to was ni ade some ten yea rs ago. Seeing some very fresh-
looking tomcocl in the fish market here, but frozeu very
hard and stiff on a cold winter day. I got permission to
put a dozen or more into a large aquarium in the market,
supplied with a constant current of city water. My ob-
ject was to see if they would revive after being frozen.
They all revived perfectly in an hour or less. As they
seemed to feel satisfied Avith their quarters in the aqua-
rium, we allowed them to remain, and there they lived
all winter—probably three months or more—till turned
out in the spring to make room for other things. Sin-
cerely yours, A. E. Verrill (New Haven, Nov. 24,
1889)."

Here we have a marine fish suddenly transferred from
salt water to air below a freezing temperature and then
into fresh water without loss of health and vigor. This
was a remarkable case, and the result could not have
been anticipated. There are many anadromous fishes
which ascend rivers from the sea far into the interior for
the purpose of spawning. Among these the shad, ale-
wife and salmon will be recalled by every one. The ale-
wife will even endure perpetual landlocking and continue
to multiply; the same is true of the smelt and white
perch. Doubtless numerous other illustrations of a sim-
ilar nature will occur to some of our readers. Some of
the flounders run into the rivers above tidal waters: the
bluefish and the silver gar ascend far from the sea. Even
the halibut has come up the Potomac to the vicinity of
Colonial Beach, wluue the water is brackish. Examples
of marine species domiciled in fresh water can be cited
indefinitely, and we should not be surprised by any new
developments. T. H. B.

FLORIDA FISHES UNDER GROUND.
WE have been told by Mr. H. S. Farquhar, of Washing-

ton, D. C.,that when the sewers of Pensacola,Fla.,
were being constructed a great centrifugal pump was
frequently used to pump out water mixed with loose
sand which was encountered in the course of excavations.
The elevation of the surface above the bay was about
15ft. and the bottom of the sewer was 8 or 10ft. above the
sea level. On a certain occasion the pump brought up
some crawfish, a couple of small catfish and some eels
about one foot in length. This goes to show what a
wonderful fish country Florida is, for not content with
filling the water and appropriating everything in sight
that resembles a hook, the fishes worm their way into the
vulnerable soil and are liable to be turned up by a hoe or
a spade.
Who can tell us what animal Mr. Farquhar has in mind

in the following description? Living in swamps there is

a creature reputed to be blind and popularly supposed to
be a fish called the conk, or conch. It is a 6tout animal
about a foot long, and, according to negro superstition, it

has a fatal sting. None of the negroes could be induced
to bring Mr. Farquhar a specimen and he cannot give a
detailed account of the species.

THe Bristly Bass.—In some recent comparisons be-
tween trout and black bass and pickerel as game fishes
I did not mean to be quite 6o hard on the bass. I intended
to say '"the bristly bass" and not '-the beastly bass" as
the types made me. I had in mind the spiny dorsal fin
and rough scales of the bass compared to the smooth-
backed and practically scaleless trout with never a spine
about him.—C. H. Ames.
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POND FISHING IN CONNECTICUT.
Editor Forest and Stream:
We have a number of ponds, reservoirs and lakes in

this locality, in which bass, yellow perch, pickerel, bull-
pout or bullheads, sunfish and fish of other kinds abound.
The bullpout is thought by many superior eating to the.

trout, and I am surprised at the number to be found; they
spawn in May and immense numbers are taken in that
month. I have caught them of one pound weighty and a
few are taken of greater size. Bass and perch are taken
mostly at this time in the season with live bait, although
I took two bass and a number of perch last week with
worms, but I find large perch can only be taken with live
bait. I have taken some quite large. Very few, how-
ever, acquire a weight of over two pounds. I use what
we call shiners—not the minnow—of which few are to
be found except in the Connecticut River and the coves
that put up from the same. The shiners also make good
bait for pickerel, as do tadpoles and small frogs. A land-
locked salmon was taken m one of our ponds this week
which weighed 7Hbs.; the pond is celebrated for pickerel
and perch, but this is the first salmon that I have known
caught there. Several have been taken in a lake not a
great distance from the pond. In fishing from the shore
I find considerable difficulty in preventing the shiner
breaking from the hook, being a very tender fish. I have
used small roach or, as you call them, sunfish; but perch
will not take them as readily as the shiner. Carp are
being introduced in some of our waters, but I do not value
the fish highly; yet they multiply very fast, and may
prove a valuable food fish. Trout in this State run small.
Many streams are posted and fishing forbidden, but in
most cases from purely selfish motives. I am in favor of
proper laws to preserve fish and game, but I also am in
favor of cheap fish for the people, and hope to see many
more waters stocked with fish, and proper laws enforced
to prevent taking them out of season. There should,
however, be no favored few to have all the benefits.

Manchester Green, Conn. W. H. E.

ANGLING NOTES.

FISH, flesh and fowl show a peculiar fondness for cer-
tain colors, particularly for bright red. M«ny a

woman has discovered to her sorrow, tl^at her red gown
has brought her in entirely too prominent notice when
passing near cattle, and a turkey will gobble himself into
a fit over a red shawl. It is a well-known fact to hunters
that antelope show a strange curiosity for this color and
are often coaxed to their death by the waving of a bit of
red rag, while ever boy knows that a small piece of red
flannel is the best bait in the world for bullfrogs.

When we come to fish, most varieties that are taken by
artificial lures, show that same fondness for bright colors,
and red seems more attractive than any other. The
majority of artificial flies have red in their composition;
for instance the Abbey, Montreal, royal-coachman, griz-
zly-king, professor, red-hackle, red-spinner, Howard,
soldier, scarlet-ibis, and many others too numerous to
mention, In fact this color is so attractive to chub,
pickerel, perch and rock bass, that anglers often have to
use flies dressed with more sober colors, when fishing
for better fish. The trout and bass that are found in the
wilder districts, seem to have this fondness for red more
fully developed—or perhaps in much fished waters they
become better educated and more refined in their tastes.

Black bass have a great weakness for black and yellow,
Professor Mayer's "Lord Baltimore" and W. Holberton's
"Lottie" are instances of this. In the early part of the
season these two flies will kill more black bass than all

the others, and are the most deadly flies that the angler
can use.

A strange fact is the partiality that Maine trout seem to
show for the ' 'Jenny Lind" Q.y. a combination of bright
red, yellow and blue—as unlike any natural fly as one
can possibly imagine. Bluefish and Spanish mackerel
are attracted by red squid, and striped bass, shad and
weakfish are often taken on bright colored flies. In
waters where pollock abound, the principal lure used is

a big red and white fly.

We believe it is generally understood that salmon do
not rise to flies in tide water, but from the following
statement made by a very excellent Canadian angler, we
are forced to believe that there are exceptions to this
rule. This gentleman states that he tried to kill salmon
on the St. Croix River, New Brunswick, in tide water for
several seasons, with no more success than a feeble rise
or two, until one day he managed to get fast to a fine
salmon in a tide-water pool. The fish was only on the
hook for a moment when he lost him. As there were a
number of persons in plain sight, he concluded to let the
matter drop, as he did not wish the fact to become pub-
lic. The next morning early he was again at the pool,
and in a very little while got fast to a salmon. There
was a mill near by, from which he could easily be seen;
so he dropped down stream a few hundred yards and
landed his fish safely behind a clump of pines,' and was
back to his house in time for breakfast. Since then he
has obtained a lease of that part of the river and killed
many a good salmon there.

At Newborn, North Carolina, they are having splendid
fishing. The weakfish are being taken by hook and line
by the thousands. We are surprised that more anglers
do not visit this place. The big-mouth bass will take the
spinner yet. They call the bass chub there. There is good
shooting there too; see note in our Came Bag and Gun
column.

"Come off the perch," said the fisherman, as he removed
the scales from a snecimen of the finny tribe.—Kearney
(Neb.) Enterprise.

If only for the sake of wood for base ball bats, the Ameri-
can forests ought to be preserved.—Philadelphia Times,

— request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to he the best treatise on the subjectm 1

1

VON BEHR TROUT.
(Salmo fario.)

IN 1883 the U. S. Fish Commission began a systematic im-
portation from Europe of a species of river trout into

waters of the Eastern United States in which none of this
group are indigenous. This was not the first attempt to
acclimatize the species, but the work by the Government was
inaugurated in that year, and was brought about chiefly
through the successful experiments and favorable reports of
Messrs. Frank N. Clark and Fred Mather. One of the com-
mon names heretofore associated with the fish in question
is "brown trout," an English name of limited application.
The German translation, "brauu trout," came here with
some of the shipments received from Von Behr, and was
restored to its original English and passed around with the
distribution of eggs and fry in the United States. The
Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, Col. Marshall McDon-
ald, now proposes to give to this trout a name which is in-
tended to perpetuate in America the memory of the man
to whom we are much indebted for this valuable addition to
our list of noble fishes. He recalls to mind the generous
recognition by the Deutsche Fischerei Verein of the priceless
services of our first Commissioner of Fisheries, Professor
Spencer F. Baird, "the foremost fishculturist of the world,"
and takes pleasure in sending forth the new acquisition
under the name of the old friend and suppoi-ter of fishcul-
ture in the United States—Herr von Behr.
In England the species has many names, none of them dis-

tinctive and only one of them known on the continent of
Europe. The name of most general application is simplv
"trout." Another name of wide range is "brook trout."
Sweden has the species in stony brooks as "stone trout."
Germany uses the terms "gold trout," "white trout" and
"black trout " If we desire to use a name which is really
well distributed in countries wherein Salmo fario is in-
digenous we must call it "brook trout." We already have,
however, a widely known brook trout in our Salveliv us
fontinalis.
A name then for Salmo fario in the United States seems

to he necessary, and we hope that all the people who delight
in the species, will associate with it the name of Von Behr,
to whose kind offices the Government is indebted for its op
portunity to distribute it over a wide range of territory. It
will not be difficult to introduce this new name, as all the
eggs and fry of the species sent out in future from the Gov-
ernment establishments will be shipped as Von Behr trout
(Salmo fario).

NEW HAMPSHIRE WOODS AND WATERS.
CHARLESTOWN. N. H.. Dec. 3.—EdMor Forest and

Stream: 1 fully sympathize with your correspondent,
Mr. C. H. Ames, in his "Protest." in Forest and Stream
for Nov. 21, but I am happy to be able to say that so far as
the waters of New Hampshire are concerned, the invasion
of undesirable "scaly immigrants" is pretty well stopped.
During the years from 1809-75 the Chairman of the Fish
Commission was the late Dr. Fletcher, of Concord, who was
a "black bass maniac," and who devoted his chief energies
to introducing this fish from Lake Cbamplain, where he
was very fond of takiug them in a legitimate manner, by
hook and line. He placed bass in many of the lakes in the
lower end of the State, among others in Winriepesaukee
and Suuapee, both natural trout waters, but Winnepe-
sankee being the home of the namaycush, while Sunapee
had none of them, but was supplied with the genuine Sal-
velinus.
Dr, Quackenbos thinks the bass have not done anv harm

in Sunapee, but I am inclined to the. opinion that our later
efforts to restore the trout would have been more successful
if the bass bad not been there. I have little doubt as to the
ability of the namaycush to take care of himself if he is
not speared on the spawning beds, as was the common
custom in Wimiepesaukee.
In 1875, a political change in the State government put in

a board of Democratic commissioners, who followed up the
introduction of bass, but very wisely only placed them in
such ponds as had always been inhabited by perch and
pickerel, with therr colleagues in the shape of sunfish and
pond shiners.
In 1876. the State turned over again politically, and a new

board or commissioners was apnointed, two of whom,
Messrs. Webber and Powers, were old and enthusiastic trout
anglers, and under their regime a new policy was inaug-
urated. The introduction of bass into any possible trout
waters was immediately stopped and all requests to place
them in such waters refused.
The first hatching house in the State was built at Ply-

mouth, primarily and ostensibly for the purpose of hatching
and restoring the migratorj salmon to the Merrimac River,
but provided at the outset with breeding ponds for trout,
and a stock of breeders laid iu from the neighboring streams.
In 1877, with the aid of Com. Brackett, of Massachusetts,

the first "winninish" were procured and placed in Sunapee
and Squam lakes. In 1878 the aid of Prof. Baird and Com-
missioner Atkins was secured, and since then the introduc-
tion of these fish has been regular, until now we are getting
a good supply for ourselves from Sunapee and New Found
lakes. Of the introduction of the Loch Leven trout into
Sunapee, by Dr. Quackenbos, the public are already in-
formed, as well as of the plant of German saibling, given by
the U. S. Fish Commission, in New Found Lake, and the
introduction from the same source of Lake Superior trout
and whitefish in Lake Winnepesaukea.
A few years since the writer was informed by Commis-

sioner Stilwell, of Maine, that a certain Massachusetts man,
a writer of "guide books" to the Maine waters, had re-
quested him to put black bass into the Rangeley or Andros-
coggin lakes, and on Mr. Stilwell's refusal had threatened
to put them in any way in Lake Umbagog, at the lower end
of the chain, which reaches into New Hampshire.
The matter was at once reported to the New Hampshire

Legislature, who immediately passed an act prohibiting the
introduction of pike or pickerel into any waters of the State
now containing trout, or of black bass into any waters, with-
out the permission of the Fish Commissioners, under a penalty
of $100 for each offense. Since then I have not heard of the
matter again, and I think Mr. Ames may feel sure, that the
influx of these coarse fish has been stooped in New Hamp-
shire.
The present Board of Commissioners, Messrs. Riddle.

Hodge and Kimball, are working on the same lines and
with great success. They have established trout hatcheries
at Sunapee and New Found lakes, and propose to locate, an-
other one somewhere in the southwest section of the State,
possibly at Monadnock Lake, in Dublin. It is safe to say
that the whole attention of the New Hampshire Fish Com-
mission is devoted to the cultivation and extension of the
Salmonidai.
There is another immigration question just now occupying

the public attention, on which I wish to say a word: and
that is the introduction of Scandinavian emigrants to culti-
vate the abandoned farms of New Hampshire! These,
I believe, are estimated at about 800, out of 32,000,
and I wish to suggest that a far more profitable
and available use of them is to restore their original
tenants, the forest trees! So far as I know them, and I
know many of them, they are out of the way "hill farms,"
once covered with heavy forest, cleared 100 or 150 years ago,

and furnishing a good living for a couple of generations,
from the soil left by the old forest and as sheep and cattle
pastures. Sheep husbandry has gone West, where the sheep
do not have to be. housed and fed for six months in the year,
and almost all our beef now comes from the same quarter.
The grandsons of the old farmers have followed the same
current, and many of my old comrades went with it; one
commanded a Wisconsin regiment and one a Michigan
brigade in the late war; and the schoolmates of my sons are
settling in Oregon and Washington. Providence never in-
tended New Hampshire for an agricultural region, although
her valleys will always pay for cultivation, and the sooner
we can re-forest her rugged hills the better.
The State has already appointed a Forestry Commission,

to see what can be done to preserve the forests in the White
Mountain region, whose waters, flowing down the Merrimac
River, support with their power 150,000 people at Mauches-
ter,Lowefl and Lawrence, certainly a hundred foldmorethan
could ever get a living from her salmon fisheries could they
be restored. There are many thousand acres more, all

over the State, now unused and useless, which might well
be clothed with oak and chestnut, beech and birch, if some
one wouldtake the initiative and show the owners of the lands
how to plant them. Some of these deserted farms are being
successfully cultivated again by the sons of the Irish immi-
grants who came into the State to build her railroads forty
years ago, but there are many of them which would he far
more valuable could their original forest be restoi-ed, and
the sooner it is done the better. Von W.

7he Menmh

EASTERN COURSING MEET.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The inaugural meet of the Eastern Coursing Club will be

held on the farm of Mr. England, at Hicksville, Long Island,
Saturday, Dec. 7. The first bracewill be ordered in the slips
at 10 A. M. sharp. Trains leave Thirty-fourth street ferry
at 8:20 and 8-50 A. M. Time one hour.

H. W. Huntington, Sec.
The Eastern Coursing Club reports that evervthing is in

readiness for its meet next Saturday. The jacks are being
well cared for and are fit to run. The last consignment of
jacks was due at the preserve Dec. 1. Iu addition to the
thirty jacks, there is also a supply of wild Maine hares to be
used as a reserve.
A unanimous vote of thanks has been tendered the Forest

and Stream for its liberal donation, thus materially aiding
the club to increase the value of its cash prizes. The win-
ner of second prize will have the privilege of substituting
the money prize for a handsome solid silver cup. The
members at a late meeting also adopted a vote of thanks to
Mr. H. L. Liebfried. of Garden City, Kas., for the eminent
services he bad rendered the club in trapping thirty strong
jacks and shipping them in first-class order. Mr. Liebfried,
seeing the club's dilemma, volunteered to trap the jacks,
and his true sportsmanlike character was shown in his not
taking advantage of its predicament, but simply charging
for actual expenses. It is, therefore, with pleasure that the
Eastern Coursing Club heartily recommends Mr. Liebfried
to any club or gentlemen desiring Kansas jacks trapped for
them.
In the enforced absence of Mr. Graham, the judging will

he by Dr. M. H. Cryer, of Philadelphia, who is an old hand
at conrsing and at home on the back of a horse.
Mr. Peshall has c died our attention to Section 352, Chapter

IX. of Laws of 1881, and expresses the opinion that if the
Hempstead Coursing Cluh or the Eastern Coursing Club at-
tempt to hold a meeting, it is clearly the duty the of S. P. C.
A, to seize both rabbits and dogs, which, under the law, are
forfeited to the State. Chapter IX. relates to gambling and
Section 352 prohibits trials of speed between animals for a
stake, or wager, or bet. Strictly construed the law might
cover coursing with greyhounds, but we do not believe that
the statute was intended to apply to such friendly contests
between gentlemen who own dogs.

If Section 352 forbids coursing, it must also forbid field
trials; if the greyhounds at Hicksville next Saturday shall
be forfeited, it will next be in order to prosecute the Robins
Island Club and to seize their pointers and setters. If the
S. F. P. C. A. shall be induced by Mr. Peshall to prosecute
th« coursing men and the field trial men under this law,
their recourse to a statute relating to gambling will virtu-
ally be an acknowledgment that they cannot reach coursing
and field trials by the cruelty to animals statutes.

THE FOX HUNTS OF AMERICA.
BEING engaged in a throughout systematic "documen-

tary historic account of fox hunting of America," from
time of the colonial trencher packs of Maryland, the North
Riding of York, Long Island, New Jersey, Virginia, Massa-
chusetts and Pennsylvania, to the present season, we there-
fore seek the assistance of your hunt to forward such data
under cover to 168 Willis avenue, New York city, or this
office.

All items as follows, viz.:

1. When your hunt was organized.
2. A titll list of hunts since organization.
3. Names of persons participating and distance covered.
4. A list of its hounds (with names), from first hunt to

present time.
5. A copy of its by-laws, etc., with full list of members

from inception.
6. If convenient, a likeness of M. F. H. and whippers-in.
7. A list of its hoi'ses, with name and breeding; if im-

ported or bred in the States; color, etc.
With any and all information you may consider of im-

portance as to your hunt.
To the masters and members of the following named

hunts, viz.:

1. Queens County Hunt, Long Island, N. Y.
2. Huntington Hunt, Long Island, N. Y.
3. Union Pack Hunt, Long Island, N. Y.
4. Richmond County Hunt Club, Staten Island, N. Y.
5. Meadow Brook Hunt, Westbury, Long Island, N. Y.
6. Roekaway Hunt, Long Island, N. Y.
7. Livingston County Hunt,Wadsworth House Farm.N. Y.
8. Genesee County Hunt, N. Y.
9. Dutchess County Hunt, N. Y.
10. Rose Tree Hunt Club, Chester county, Pa.
11. Suffolk Park Hunt Club, Pennsylvania.
12. Marshalton Hunt, Pennsylvania.
13. Westchester Fox Hunt Club, Pennsylvania.
14. Delaware Fox Hunt Club, Delaware.
15. Clarksburg Fox Hunting Club, Maryland.
16. Elk Ridge Fox Hunting^Club, Maryland.
17. Annapolis Riding Hunt Club, Maryland.
18. T. G. Tucker Hound and Hunt Club.
19. Appleton Hound and Hunt Club, Station 1%, Ga.
20. Essex County Hunt Club, Essex county, N. J.
21. Washington, D. C, Hunt Club, Alexandria, Va., and

all private hunt clubs South.
22. Westchester County Club Hunt, New York.
23. Pelham Hunt Club, Westchester county, N. Y.
24. Dragon Hunt Club, Delaware.
N. B.—There are numerous private packs in the South,

and, mayhap, some hunt packs likewise, hence we invite
communication. Col. F. G. Skinner,

William T, Evers,
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 28.
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EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.
(Concluded from Page 373.)

ALL-AGED SETTER STAKE.
Third Series.

IN the third series Cassio and Nora were the first brace.

Cassio won, beating Nora in searching for birds and
doing some grand wo^k in roading out a bevy that had run
away from his point. On singles no satisfactory work was
done, as they were wild, and Nora had no chance to get
even with him.
The next brace was Chance and Toledo Blade. The heat

was one-sided. Chance out-classed his competitor and won
the heat hands down.
Cincinnatus had a bye, and this ended the series. Follow-

ing is the result:
Cassio beat Nora.
Chance beat Toledo Blade.
Cincinnatus a bye.
Cincinnatus and Cassio were the ouly brace to run in the

fourth series, Chance having a bye. They were put down in
sedge at 11:32. In the actual work done there was not much
to choose between them. Cassio had the better range and
stayed out looking for birds better than Cincinnatus. In
speed and style they were about equal. Considerable work
was done, and some of it, especially that on some running
birds, was very pretty. At 12:15 they were ordered up with
Cassio the winner. This left only Chance and Cassio in for
first money. Both are owned by the Memphis and Avent
Kennels, and the judges, without running them, selected
Chance as the better dog, and he was declared winner of
first prize.
Orlando and Toledo Blade were selected by the judges as

the best of the dogs previously beaten by the winner, and
they were ordered to run to decide which should compete
with Cassio for second place. They ran rather a poor heat,
which was won by Toledo Blade, who outranked and out-
worked Orlando. Under the rules Cassio could not be called
upon to run the deciding heat until the next day, and the
Pointer Stake was begun, and after running two'heats the
work for the day was finished. On Saturday the weather
was clear and cool with a light breeze from the northwest,
just the day for man and dog to range the fields with com-
fort. At 8:48 Cassio and Toledo Blade were put down in a
large open field to decide second money. Both dogs started
off well and each did good work, Blade having slightly the
best of it, and at the end of the heat the flag went up for
him and he was declared winner of second place. This ended
the running for the stake, the judges selecting Cassio for
third place, and decidiug fourth place equally between Nora
and Cincinnatus.
It was xmfortunate that under the rules some of the best

dogs in the stake were snowed under, and consequently
dogs of lesser merit were placed over them. There is no
question that the best dog in the stake was the winner, but
there is also no question that at least two of the dogs that
were unnoticed were much higher class animals than either
of the last four. Both Rowdy Rod and Bettye S. in natural
ability and hunting qualities are far superior to them, but
under the rules they were thrown out. The same difficulty
has been found in previous years and much thought has
been given to the subject by thinking men, but no practical
remedy has as yet been applied. The imperfection in the
rules was never more apparent than in this stake, and
nearly every practical man who watched the running was
thoroughly convinced that a radical change must be made,
and we are pleased to note that at the annual business
meeting of the club measures were adopted to remedy the
evil by voting to adopt the spotting system, and a committee
consisting of Messrs. Donner, Hitchcock and Duryea was
appointed to revise the rules in conformity with the system.
It is to be hoped that something more practical and just
than the. present system will result from their labors. The
stake was finished at 9:35. Following is a complete sum-
mary:

First Scries.

Bettye S. beat Desmond II.

Dick Tate, beat Whitie.
Nora beat Rowdy Rod.
Toledo Blade beat King Leo.
King's Mark beat Polly II.

Chance beat Orlando.
Nannie B. beat Nora.
Cincinnatus beat Guy.
Roi d'Or beat Rapid Ann.
Cassio a bye.

Second Series.

Cassio beat Dick Tate.
Nora beat Bettye S.

Toledo Blade beat King's Mark.
Chance beat Nannie B.
Cincinnatus beat Roi d'Or.

Third Series.
Cassio beat Nora.
Chance beat Toledo Blade.
Cincinnatus a bye.

Foxirth Series.

Cassio beat Cincinnatus.
Chance a bye.

Final for First Place.

Chanco was placed first.

Ties for Second Place.

Toledo Blade beat Orlando.

Final for Second Place.

Toledo Blade beat Cassio and won second place.
Cassio was placed third, and Nora and Cincinatus equal

fourth.

THE POINTER STAKE.
There were 23 nominations for the Pointer Stake and 16

of them filled. They were drawn to run in the following
order:
LAD of Bow (Westminster Kennel Club, Babylon. N. Y.),

liver and white dog, March, 1884 (Graphic—Climax),
against

Rip RAP (E. Dexter, Boston, Mass.), black and white dog.
May, 1888 (King of Kent—Hops).

FAN FAN (J. B. Wallace, Ansonia, Conn.), liver and white
bitch, July, 1887 (Graphic—Lady Belle),

against
Consolation (C. H. Odell. Yonkers, KT. Y.\ orange and

white dog, June, 1885 (Bang Bang—Grace III.).

Feed (Bayard Thayer, Bostou, Mass.), liver and white dog,
2yrs. (Robert le Diable—Trick),

against
Count Fauster (Dr. J. G. F. Holston, Zanesville, O.),

liver and white dog, March, 1887 (Mainspring—Dolly Fau-
ster),

Seldom (N. Simpkins, New York), liver and white bitch
4Kyrs. (Booth—Tuck),

against
Lebanon (Lebanon Kennels. Lebanon, Pa,), lemon and

white dog (Trim—Peg).

Duke of Hessen (F. R. Hitchcock, New York), liver and
White dog, 4Kyrs, (Luck of Hessen—Blarney).

against

Pontiag (E. Dexter, Boston, Mass.), liver and white dog,
3yrs. (Milton Bang II.—Climax).

Tammany's Boy (Miss H. Wooster, Ansonia, Conn.), liver
and white dog, 2yrs. (Tammany—Juno),

against
Roger Williams (C. H/ Odell, Yonkers, N. Y.), orange

and white dog, May, 1886 (Bang Bang—Lalla Rookh).

MikAndA (J. T. Richards, New York), liver and white
bitch, January, 1887 (Mainspring—Beauty),

against
Woolton Game (F. R. Hitchcock, New York), liver and

white bitch, February, 1887 (Gough—Larkspur).

DALGAEOUKI (C. H. Odell, Yonkers, N. Y.), orange and
white bitch, August, 1886 (Bang Bang—Lalla Rookh ),

against
Bounce (G. W. Amory, Boston, Mass.), liver and white

dog, Feb. 26, 1887 (Bob—Sal).

First Series.

Lad of Bow and Rip Rap were the first brace in the Pointer
Stake. They were put. down on Friday after the heat be-
tween Toledo Blade and Orlando was decided. Lad of Bow
was bandied by John White and Rip Rap by Captain Mc-
Murdo. A gale of wind was blowing, making it difficult for
the dogs to locate their birds. Rip outclassed Lad in search-
ing for birds and also had the best of it on singles, and won
the heat. Lad went at a fair rate of speed and ranged well,
but he could not compete with Rap, and toward the finish
he let down somewhat, while Rap kept up to the end.
The next brace was Fan Fan, handled by Bradley, and

Consolation, handled by Luke White. Con started at speed,
and outpaced and outranged Fan from stax-t to finish. He
was not in good coudition and was tired at the end, but he
is very game and did not let down. Both did some good
work on game, with the advantage in favor of Consolation,
and he was awarded the heat. This ended the work for the
day.
On Saturday, shortly after the finish of the Setter Stake

at 9:49, Fred, handled by Height, and Count Fauster, han-
dled by Tucker, were put down on the Snow farm. Both
moved fairly well and at a fair rate of speed at the start, but
they slowed down near the finish and went at moderate
speed. Count won the heat, having a slight advantage in
the work done, although neither of them did any very satis-
factory work when on game.
At 10:48 Seldom, handled by Height, and Lebanon, handled

by Luke White, were put down in sedge grass near a corn-
field. Both did much better than the previous brace, show-
ing up well on game and doing some good work. Seldom
was too fat, and although she went at a fair rate and ranged
well, she was not the equal of Lebanon in these respects; he
also showed the better style both in going and when on
game, and won the heat. He ran here last year and divided
fourth prize with Consolation.
Considerable interest was manifested in this heat. Both

dogs ran last year unplaced, but they were said to have im-
proved, and a good heat was expected. Duke of Hessen was
handled by John White, and Pontiac by Buckle. Both have
greatly improved on their form of last year, and ran a capi-
tal heat so tar as pace and range are concerned. The heat
was run in the middle of the day, and not many birds were
found. Duke had a little the best of it in speed and ranged
wider, working out the ground more systematically. After
working nearly an hour no decision could bereache'l, and
they were taken up during lunch, and at 1:52 they were
agaiu put down, and at the expiration of twenty minutes
Duke found a bevy, which he pointed in good style and re-
trieved a bird nicely, and was declared the winner.
At 2:19 Tammany Boy, handled by John White, and Roger

Williams, handled by Luke White, were put down in the
large stubble field west of the Model Farm barn. Boy is a
big, rather awkward-looking dog, but he goes very level
and moves well, and although he started very slow, he soon
woke up and showed considerable speed and range, and
hunted out his ground fairly well. He was not rigid on
some of his points, but two or three of them were made in
good style. Roger has not improved on his Derby form, and
does not get to his birds in as good style as he then did. At
the start he clearly had the best of it at all points, but when
Boy got agoing he gained rapidly on him, and was soon
working outside. Roger dwelt too much on old scent, and
although he did some very pretty work to look at, it was not
of the character to win at a field trial. At the end of an
hour and twenty minutes the judges awarded the heat to
Tammany Boy. Although the heat was very close, there is
no doubt that, taking everything into consideration, he was
a trifle ahead. Luke thought otherwise, and expressed his
opinion rather too freely, an occurrence that, we feel sure,
he will regret as much as any one after he has thought the
matter over.
The next brace was Miranda, handled by John Lewis, and

Woolton Game, handled by John White. The latter is a
noted English field trial winner in both the Derby and All-
Aged Stakes, and a great deal of interest was manifested
as to how she would behave on our game. She acquitted
herself with honor and won the heat very easily. She is a
fairly good moving bitch with a long stride that carries her
over the ground much faster than is apparent at first
glance. The character of her work on game is of a high
order, and when she has had sufficient experience on the
festive quail she will undoubtedly be a first-class performer.
She evidently has a good nose and considerable bird sense.
Miranda is an easy-moving bitch with a bit more speed and
range than her competitor, but she was evidently off in
nose, as she bungled on her birds.
The last brace of the series, Dalgarouki, handled bjT Luke

White, and Bounce, handled by Poindexter, were put dovn
at 4:35 and worked till a few minutes past five, when they
were taken up for the day to go down again on Monday.
No work on birds was done and but little speed or range
was shown by either.

Monday the weather was delightful, but too warm for
shooting, and some of the work on birds was not quite up
to the mark. Previous to starting Luke White offered the
judges an apology for the hasty words of Saturday, which
was accepted. Dalgarouki and Bounce were cast off at 8:45
near the Glass house to finish their undecided heat of Satur-
day. Both went better than they did on Saturday, but
neither showed much pace or range, Bounce having the ad-
vantage in these respects as well as in the work on birds,
and at the expiration of an hour and two minutes he was
declared the winner. Both dogs are said to be good workers,
but from some catise neither showed much ability. This
ended the first series with the result as follows:

Rip Rap beat Lad of Bow.
Consolation beat Fan Fan.
Count Fauster beat Fred.
Lebanon beat Seldom.
Duke of Hessen bea t Pontiac.
Tammany Boy beat Roger Williams.
Woolton Game beat Miranda.
Bounce beat Dalgarouki.

Second Series.

The first heat in the second series brought Rip Rap and
Consolation together. Although it was decidedly hot some
very pretty work was done by both dogs. At the expiration
of an hour and ten minutes Rip Rap was declared the win-
ner. He had the best of it in pace and range and way of
going, and the character of his work ongame was of a higher
order than that of his competitor. The greater experience

of Con gave him the advantage so far as finding goes. The
little fellow showing up well in this respect, he is also a
busy worker and kept up well notwithstanding his evident
lack of condition for hard work.
Count Fauster and Duke of Hessen were next put down

at 11:11 in an open field near the Holton school house. Count
started off much better than in his previous heat and did
very creditable work, going at a fair rate of speed, and
although his range was limited he kept up to his work very
well. Duke went at a great pace, ranging wide and hunt-
ing out his ground in first-class style, showing up in these
respects much better than any dog in the stake, He also
proved a stayer and was going in capital form at the finish:
his nose, however, was not right, and Count had much the
best of it, both in finding bevies and in the work on singles.
After running an hour and five minutes they were taken up
for lunch, which was awaiting us at the Holton school
house. After lunch they were again put down, and after
18 minutes the heat was decided in favor of Count Fauster.
Although Duke showed the greater natural ability his
lack of nose was too great a handicap to overcome.
The next brace was Lebanon and Tammany Boy. Lebanon

started off well and beat out his ground in a workmanlike
manner. Boy was inclined to loaf, and did not show tip so
well as in his previous heat, and at the end of the allotted
45 minutes Lebanon was declared the winner. He ran his
heat well and displayed considerable bird sense, and near
the finish he worked out a running bevy very nicely, beat-
ing his competitor, who had an equal chance, as they alter-
nately roaded and cast for the birds.
Woolton Game made short work of Bounce in the next

heat, beating him easily at all points. She ranged better in
this heat than she had previously done, and at the finish she
did some excellent work on a ranning bevy. Bounce ap-
peared to be off in nose, and he was unsteady to wing and
unreliable on back. This ended the second series, with the
result as follows:
Rip Rap beat Consolation.
Count Fauster beat Duke of Hessen.
Lebanon beat Tammany Boy.
Woolton Game beat Bounce.
After a wait of more than an hour for the dogs which had

gone in the direction ordered, but which had not been taken
by the judges, we agaiu started. The interval of waiting
was not lost, however, as Col. Mei-riman wishing to test
the field qualities of Mr. Bradley, cast him off in a thicket
among the scattered birds of the last bevy. Bradley had no
dogs to bother him and started off at a fair rate of speed,
but the Col. did not handle with his usual admirable skill,
choosing rather to test the natural finding ability of Bradley
by allowing him to take his own course, which he did, but
erred in judgment by making a cast in the wrong direction.
The Colonel, ho\*ever, with rare good bird sense drew
straight to a single which he jumped and cutting loose
grassed it in a brier patch in capital style. Bradley came
in at the report of the gun and redeemed himself by scoring
a first class retrieve. The Colonel is not a "meat hunter,"
and as he had enough for his breakfast he stopped the
slaughter, but went on and gave us an excellent exhibition
of his finding qualities by going straight to some of the re-
maining birds, kicking them up and giving a shot, just for
fun, at each rise.

Third Series.

The dogs arrived soon after, and at 4:23 Rip Rap and
Count Fauster were cast off in a stubble field to run the
first heat of the third series. We worked over considerable
ground, Count getting in a point to a bevy and one to a
single, while Rip Rap was beating ottt the ground in an-
other direction, going at a good rate of speed and ranging
wide. Finally the dogs were brought together, and we took
a long tramp to a large stubble field, where they were
started upon even terms, and the spectators were given a
capital exhibition of the great difference between high-class
and ordinary work. At the word. Rip took the right hand
side of the field and went at speed to the upper end, when
he made a short cast toward the center and came back with
his head well up, with the wind blowing across him until
within 100yds. of us, when he caught the scent of a bevy
and whirled on a beautiful poiut. Count at the start took
a few strides and struck the trail of the same bevy and
slowly and carefully worked out every bit of the foot scent,
but before he got near enough to locate them Rip had got
in his work in an artistic manner that completely threw in
the shade the good but less meritorious work of Count in
nosing out the trail. It was now nearly night, and although
both dogs did some good work a portion of it was unsatis-
factory, and at dark they were ordered up to go down again
in the morning.
Tuesday morning it was cloudy, with a cold, raw wind

from the northeast. Scent appeared to be good, and some
excellent work was done. Rip Rap and Count Fauster were
put down at 8:50 to finish their undecided heat. At the ex-
piration of 17m. the heat was decided in favor of Rip Rap.
He had decidedly the best of it at all points and scored an
easy win.
At 9:28 Lebanon and Woolton Game were put down, For

some time there was not much difference in their speed or
range, but near the finish Game let down a little and Leba-
non had the best of it in these respects. In the character of
the work done Game was ahead in point of merit, and had
she not made a mistake in working a bevy at the finish, the
decision possibly would have been reversed, as it was a very
close heat and some capital work was done by both dogs.
The heat was a long one and the merit of the dogs was well
tested. At the expiration of lh. 47m. the heat was decided
in favor of Lebanon. This finished the third series with the
result as follows:
Rip Rap beat Count Fauster,
Lebanon beat Woolton Game.
After lunch, which was taken at the Model Farm, Rip Rap

and Lebanon were put down in the large stubble field at
12:55. This was the deciding heat for first place, and it
proved to be the best one in the stake. At the end of the
heat the flag went up for Rip Rap, and he was declared the
winner of first prize. Both dogs went better than in any of
the previous heats, and although Lebanon fairly outdid
himself, the result was never in doubt, as the high character
of the work done by Rip. together with his better pace,
range and style, kept him well ahead, and showed him to be
the best pointer that has ever run at American trials.
Should he train on he will, if nothing befall him, make it
exceedingly warm for the long-haired fraternity, and we
shall look to see him in the front rank. Lebanon also
showed up quite a pointer, and although defeated he was
far from being disgraced.
Count Fauster and Consolation were put down at 2:11 to

decide which should compete with Lebanon for second place.
Con clearly had the legs of Count and outranged him,
and although he gamely kept going to the end, his lack of
condition had evidently affected his nose, and his work on
birds was not nearly up to his form in previous years.
Count showed up better in this heat than he had done
before, and at the expiration of an hour and nineteen min-
utes he was awarded the heat.
At 3:52 Lebanon and Count Fauster were put down to run

the deciding heat for second place. Lebanon was still going
his best, and outclassed his opponent in quality and beat
him in quantity of work, and at the finish he was awarded
the heat and declared the winner of second prize.
The judges then selected Count Fauster for third place

and Woolton Game for fourth, and the stake was finished.
In placing Count and Game in the order named, we imagine
that the judges followed precedent instead of their own con-
victions. In previous years it has generally been the prac-
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tice to place the runner up in the last heat next in order of
merit, notwithstanding the fact that the rules allow the
judges to select for the position any dog in the stake. There
is no question that the character of the work done by Game
when on birds is greatly superior to that done by*Count,
and in other respects he has no advantage, except' that his
greater experience gives him a little the best of it in work-
ing out the' ground. "With this exception the stake was
most excellently judged, and the dogs that possessed the
most natural ability were in front at the finish and properly
graded according to their merit. The work of the dogs
throughout the stake was a great improvement upon that
of last year, and the best, taken all round, that has been
seen since the inauguration of the stake. Following is a
complete summary:

First Series.

Rip Rap beat Lad of Bow.
Consolation beat Fan Fan.
Count Fauster beat Fred.
Lebanon beat Seldom.
Duke of Hessen beat Pontiac.
Tammany Boy beat Roger Williams.
Woolton Game beat Miranda.
Bounce beat Dalgarouki.

Second Series.

Rip Rap beat Consolation.
Count Fauster beat Duke of Hessen.
Lebanon beat Tammany Boy.
Woolton Game beat Bounce.

Third Series.

Rip Rap beat Count Fauster.
Lebanon beat Woolton Game.

Final for First Place,
Rip Rap beat Lebanon and won first prize.

Tics for Second Place.

Count Fauster beat Consolation.

Final for Second Place.

Lebanon beat Count Fauster and won second.
Count Fauster placed third.
Woolton Game placed fourth.
First, Rip Rap, $300; second, Lebanon, $130: third, Count

Fauster, $50; fourth, Woolten Game, $50.

THE CHAMPION STAKE.
Chance had a walkover for the Champion Stake. Roder-

igo was lamed three weeks aero and Gath's Mark did not
start. Chance was put down on Wednesday morning under
Judges Hitchcock, Duryea and Coster, who unanimously
decided that he was entitled to the prize, and the Eastern
field trials of 1889 were finished.
Taking everything into consideration, the meeting has

been perhaps as notable as any in the history of the club. A
nearer approach was made than has ever been done before
toward judging the work of the dogs upon the right princi-
ple, and in most cases the decisions were rendered in favor
of the animal that showed the best qualities that go to make
a good dog, irrespective of the. luck of the birds or the ad-
vantage of handling, and it is sincerely to be hoped that in
the future this step in the right direction will be followed
by others until judging at field trials shall become an exact
science and nothing be more sure than a win for the best
dogs. The club is to be heartily congratulated for inaugu-
rating this course as well as upon the success of its annual
meeting. In closing we wish to sincerely thank the officers
of the club and the judges for the many courtesies extended
as well as for their uniform kindness in imparting desired
information. We are. also greatly indebted to Mr. H. B.
Duryea for his kindness in giving valuable assistance in
taking notes of the work of the dogs.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.
LEXINGTON", N. C, Dec. 1.—The drawing for the Setter

Derby of the Central Field Trial Club took place this
evening at 9 o'clcok. There were 42 nominations for the
stake, 7 of which filled their entry. They were drawn in
the following order:
Rod's Ladt (Roderigo-Gay Gladstone), A. M. Hilder-

brantd,
against

Roval C. (Roderigo—Countess House), Memphis & Avent
Kennels.

Rowdy Rod (Roderigo—Juno A.), Memphis & Avent
Kennels,

against
Nannie B. (King Noble- Queen Vashti), J. I. Case, Jr.

Sam C. (King Noble—Cricket), J. I. Case, Jr.,
against

Letty Lynn (Roderigo—Countess House), Memphis &
Avent Kennels.

Harry C. (Roderigo—Countess House) Memphis & Avent
Kennels, a bye.

The judges are Messrs. Davidson. N. Wallace and W-
Tallinan.

[Special to Forest cmc? Stream.]

Lexington, N. C, Dec. 2.—The weather to-day has been
delightful. There was a heavy frost and scent was poor,
and the work was not very satisfactory. In the pre-
liminary series, Rod's Lady and Marquis N. were thrown
out. In the second series, Royal C. beat Nannie B., and
Rowdy Rod beat Sam C. This ended the work for the day.
There were fifty-three nominations for the Pointer Derby,

sixteen of which filled. They were drawn as follows: Joy,
Jr. against Lou. Carlgrave against Nye. F. F. y. against
Sally P. Miss Mealy against Convex. Tough Nut against
NasoPeshall. Lady Hessen against Mamie Bang. Flirt
against Heineken. Rip Rap against Met.
Lexington, N. C, Dec. 3.—The weather to-day has been

good, and birds were found in abundance. Harrv C. beat
Letty Lynn. In the third series Rowdy Rod beat Royal C.
Harry C. a bye. In the final for first Rowdy Rod beat Harry
C. and won first prize. Second place will be decided to-
morrow. Four braces were run in the Pointer Derby, but
not much good work was done, the most of it being very
ordinary.

THE ALL-DAY FIELD TRIALS.

THE All-Day field trials have been abandoned for lack of
support. Children have been crying for such a stake

for years, but the entries failed to come in, and it is to be
hoped that we have heard the last of the stav-at-homes that,
would not enter for anything short of a race that would test
the staying qualities of their world beaters.

PATSY AFIELD,—Des Moines. Iowa.—I am pleased to
say that I have some very fine puppies out of Nino, by Patsy,
several of which will be prize winners. I shall show some
of them next year if I have no bad luck. Patsy has been
hunted almost continually this fall. He is as fine an Irish
field dog as I have ever seen. He has wonderful energy and
endurance, a good nose and fine bird sense. 1 could not ask
for a better field dog than Patsy, barring the fact that he
was broken not to retrieve, but'to point dead. As to Patsy's
worth as a sire, I am sure his puppies will prove him a
gpod one.—F. H. Pejbry.

THE WESTMINSTER JUDGES.
BABYLON, L. I., Nov. 27.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Herewith I beg to hand you a list of judges who have
kindly consented to act at our coming show.

—

James Mor
timer, Supt.

LIST OF JUDGES.
Mastiffs, Mr. Chas. C. Marshall New York.
St. Bernards and pugs, Miss A. H. "Whitney, Lancaster.

Mass.
Great Danes, Newfoundlands, all terriers (except smooth

fox-terriers and bull-terriers), toy spaniels, Italian grey-
hounds and Mexican hairless dogs, Mr. R. F. Maghew, New
York.
Bloodhounds, foxhounds, deerhounds, greyhounds, Eng

lish and Irish setters, English retrievers, Mr. John David
son, Monroe, Mich.
Pointers, Mr. John S. Wise, New York.
Gordon setters, Dr. H. Clay Glover, New York.
Irish water spaniels. Clumber, field and cocker spaniels,

Mr. A. C. "Wilmerding, New York.
Chesapeake Bay dogs, Mr. Isaac Townsend.
Poodles, Mr. John J. Hecksher, New York.
Collies, Mr. J. D. Shotwell. Rahway, N. J.
Smooth fox-terriers, Mr. Fred Hoey, Long Branch, N. J.
Bulldogs, bull-terriers, basset hounds, dachshunde, Mr.

E. S. Porter, New Haven, Conn.
Beagles, Mr. H. F. Schellhass, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Miscellaneous, Messrs. Davidson and Mayhew.

DOG TALK.
|\JR. CHARLES N. SYMONDS, proprietor of the North
±V1_ Fields Yorkshire Kennels, Salem, Mass., has recently
imported several fine specimens of his favorite breed. They
were selected by Richard Toon, a Sheffield breeder of repute,
who appears to have done his best for his employer. The
gem of the selection isFishpool Gem, only 41bs. weight; has
been shown once and took second to Model, and was re-
garded as the possible coming champion of England. The
others are Prince A I, weight 6>£lbs., a two-year-old with an
exceptionally fine coat, Yenus, a beautifully colored and
coated bitch, S^lbs., and Boon's Bright, a 41b. yearling,
which Mr. Symonds is willing to match against anything in
his class. Fishpool Model, another of the lot, died en route.
Mr. Symonds proposes exhibiting his string of nine or ten
dogs at the coming Westminster Kennel Club's show in
February next, sending them under the care of Mr. Geo. S.
Thomas who brought them across the Atlantic; and we are
requested to announce that in the meantime his kennels are
always open for inspection by any lovers of the breed who
may favor him with a visit.

Mr. Pierre Lorillard, Jr., has engaged the services of Mr.
Chas. S. Tucker, of Stanton Depot, Tenn., to take charge of
his kennel for the coming year. Mr. Tucker will devote his
time entirely to the dogs and will train none for other
parties.

A. K. C. QUARTERLY MEETING.

—

To the Delegates
oj the A. K. C: You are hereby notified that the regular
quarterly meeting of the Executive Committee of the Ameri-
can Kennel Club will be held at the club rooms, at No. 41
Broadway, New York, on Thursday, Dec. 1,9, 1889, at one
o'clock P. M. A full meeting is desired, as the proposed
amendments to the bench show rules are to be acted upon
at this meeting. By order of the President, A. P. Vreden-
bukgh, Sec'y. [Note.—Owing to a miscalculation of time,
during the absence of the secretary on his vacation, the
notice of meeting, originally called for Dec. 6, has been
changed to Dec. 19. in order to conform with Article XIII.,
Sec. 4. which provides that twenty days' notice shall be
given.]

COLLIE STAKES AT NEW YORK.—Rahway. N. J.,
Nov. 29.—Editor Forest and Stream: Please announce that
the following Collie Club Stakes and prize cups will be
competed for at the bench show of the Westminster Kennel
Club, Feb. 11 to 14, 1890: The Collie Club trophy, the presi-
dent's cup, annual collie sweepstakes, produce, futurity
and stud dog stakes. For further particulars address J. D.
Shotwell, Lock Box 36, Rahway, N. J.

ST. BERNARD CLUB OF AMERICA.—The monthly
meeting of the Board of Governors will be held Monday
evening, Dec. 9, at 8 o'clock, at the Hoffman House, New
York city.— Lorenzo Daniels, Secretary.

"OUR PRIZE DOGS."—The price of "Our Prize Dogs"
has been reduced to |5 in cloth; $7.50 in leather. The album
of Typical Dogs to $5. The portraits 50 cents each, 812. 50
per set.

THE CHICAGO SHOW, given by the Mascoutah Kennel
Club, will be held Feb. 19 to 22. John L. Lincoln, Jr., is
the Secretary.

KENNEL NOTES.
NAMES CLAIMED.

|y Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Hayes's Brave. By F. H. Hayes, Dexter, Me., for black, white

and tan foxhound dog, whelped May 30, 1889, by champion Brave
out of Bernhardt.
Madge E. By Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, 0., for silver

fawn pug bitch, whelped Oct. 3, 1880, by Havseed (Douglass it—
Rose) out of Kuby F. (champion Bradford Ruby—Flossy).
Baneho, Frisco Boy, Dawn, Servian. Paula, Claremont Rose

Claremont Heather and Claremont Noreen, By F. H. Perry, Des
Moines, la., for red Irish setters, four dogs and four bitches,
whelped July 23, 1889, by Claremont Patsy (Frisco—Nellie IX.) out
of Nino (champion Elcho—champion Noreen).

BRED.
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Lady Thora- Boycott, Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.)
pug hitch Lady Thora (Santa Claus—Almah) to their Boycott
(Duke— Bonnie), Nov. 19.

Funny McBeth—BoUiek B. McBeth Kennels' (North Lawrence
O.) English setter bitch Fanny McBeth (McBeth—Vick) to M. H
Wise's Rollick B. (Royal Ranger—Kit Killbird), Nov. lfi.

Belle of Stanton—Ben Hill, P. Lorillard, Jr.\> (Jersey City, N. J.)
Eoglish setter bitch Belle of Stanton (Count Noble—Dido II.) to
J. Shelley Hudson's Ben Hill (Druid—Rubv), Nov. 18.
Nino— Claremont Patsy. F. H. Perry's (Des Moines, la.) Irish

setter bitch Nino (champion Elcho—champion Noreen; to his
Claremont Patsy (Frisco—Nellie IX.), Nov. 19.
Htilis Nora—Claremont Patsy. J. W. Hillis's (Des Moines, la.)

Irish setter bitch Htilis Nora (Sarsfleld—Nino) to F. H. Perry's
Claremont Patsv (Frisco—Nellie IX.), Nov. 21.
Bessie Ober— Toby. McBeth Kennels' (North Lawrence, O.)

cocker spaniel bitch Bessie Ober (Prince Ober—Bessie Belle) to
their Toby, Nov. 10.

My Lady Betty—Blacli Prince. Dr. F. W. Kitchel's (Perth Am-
hoy, N. J.) spaniel bitch My Lady Betty to A. C. Witmerding's
champion Black Prince. Oct. 6.

Miss Bend Or—Black Prince. Kltchel & Wilmei ding's spaniel
bitch Miss Bend Or (young Obo—champion Newton Abbot Lady;
to A. C. Wilmerding's champion Black Prince, Oct. 9.

Tyne—Duffer. Kitchel & Wilmerding's Clumber spaniel bitch
Tyne to H. .1. Hardenburgh's Duffer (Trimbusb—Gill), Oct. 15.
Hazel Obo-Doc. Wm. Barnes's (Manayunk, Pa.) spaniel bitch

Hazel Obo to A. C. Wilmerding's champion Doc, Oct. 22.

WHELPS.
jSl?** Notes must he sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Mollie. McBeth Kennels' (North Lawrence, O.) pointer bitch

Mollie (Rod—Nan), Nov. 20. sis (three dogs), by G. E. Wilson's
Don Croxteth (Count Croxteth—Lo Faust); three bitches since
dead.
New Forest Russet-. T. J. Tyrrell's (Philadelphia, Pa.) fox-terrier

bitch New Forrest Russet (New Forest Rustic—Gay), Nov. 15, six
(four dogs), by H. Canor'a Tenbrook (Raby Mixer—Temptation).

SALES.
J3^~ Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Hayeses Brave, Black, white and tan foxhound dng, whelped

May 30, 1889, by champion Brave out of Bernhardt, by The Cook
Kennels, Detroit, Mich., to F. H. Hayes, Dexter, Me.
Madge E. Silver fawn pug bitch, whelped Oct. 31, 1889, by Hay-

seed out of Ruby F„ by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati,' O., to
A. Gittleson, Augusta, Ga.
Ben Hill—Tempest whelp. Black and white English setter hitch,

whelped June 12, 1899, by J, Shelley Hudson. Covington, Ky., to
Chas. K. Harrison, Dclaplane, Va.
Sportsman—Dixie whelps. Black, white and tan English setter

dog and bitch, whclpod Aug. 18, 1889, by J. Shelley Hudson, Cov-
ington, Kv., to G. D. Jav, Kokomo, lad.
Queen Bessie and Lv.ld Willies. Blue and fawn and white Italian

greyhound bitches, whelped Sept. 1, 18S9, by imported Nero out of
imported Daisy, by R. Kostka, Baltimore, Md., to Harry W. Doll,
Frederick, Md.
List. Orange and white English setter hitch, whelped March

11, 1888, by Count Noble out of Fate Gladstone, by J. W. Gross,
Harrisburg, Pa., to Dr. G. G. Davis, Philadelphia, Pa.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
No Notice Taken o* Anonymous Correspondents.

Rochester.—I have a seven months setter bitch who ever since
she was three months old has passed blood from her bladder.
After she urinates naturally she will strain and pass from a few
drops to a teaspoonful of bright red blood; her appetite is not
good and she is thin in flesh. Will you kindlv tell me what is
hest to do ? Ans. Give small doses of ergot and iron in pill form.
Also grams of quinine daily and put acetate of potassium in the
milk you give in order to render the urine bland and less ir-
ritating.

G. L. V. T., West Newton, Mass.—A cocker eight weeks old is
all right every way excepting that he has very little use of his
hmdlegs. At times he will walk several feet, then over his hind -

legs will go and he will drag them after him. Ho has been so ever
s' nee he started to walk. He is perfectly well otherwise. Ans.
Ihe trouble is due to paralysis. The paralysis may be functional,m which case the outlook for recovery is good, or it may be
organic, i. e., due to some structural change or lesion in the
spinal cord. In the latter case the outlook is bad. If functional,
small doses of strychnine or mix vomica will help, also electricity
and rubbing and blister over spine. It may be due to worms.
Purge with oil and give 5 or 10 grains of powdered arecanutinpill
form. Give 5 grains of quinine in a pill everv day for a week.
You can conceal the pill in a bit of meat.
W. D. G , Boyce P. O , Va— Pointer bitch has been sick since

Nov. 1. Her case is viz.: Her fasces come in small quantities,
and often have a bloody appearance. She is very weak and don't
want to move about much. I consulted a doctor, he recommended
Dover's powders and calomel, but she don't seem to improve
much. Any favors will he highly appreciated. Will remit
charges as soon as bill received. Ans. Have the following pill
made up:

? Ext. ergotaa grs. 3ss
Ext. opii grs. iii
Ferri sulphat grs. xii

Mix. Fit pil No. 12. Sig. Give one three times daily con-
cealed in a morsel of meat. If she is very weak, give teaspoonful
of brandy in water 3 or 4 times daily.

\mwm[B to (^omsfitmdmts.

£#~No Notice Taken ot Anonym oris Correspondent*.

G. M. H., Troy, O.—You can get sample tube bullets from Mr.
A. Weed, Tarrytown, N. Y.
J. Y. M» Moor.—Please tell me the best breed of dogs for run-

ning rabbits. Ans. The beagle.

Drive.— If you will send us your name we will he glad to publish
our story of Pike County Shooting.
H. "W. S.. Tom's River.—1. We consider the rifles of the two

makes practically equal in accuracy. 2. A .38cal. would do for
Maine big game, but a larger caliber would be preferable.

P. G., Philadelphia.—Can yon please inform me where I can
purchase a metal scratch brush for cleaning a .SScal, rifle? I
have inquired several places here, hut Dobodv seems to keep
them. Ans. Apply to Henry C. Squires, 178 Broadway, New York.

C. D.—1. How should 12-°auge shells be loaded for duck shoot-
ing? 2. Also for deer? Ans. 1. Use SJ^drs. powder, l^oz. No. 6
shot. 2. See method mentioned in "Kentucky Deer Chat," page
366, last issue.

J. M. B., Newport, R. I.—A letter sent to you has been returned
The trouble with the dog was probably that it was not quite the
right time, and he. knew this. Had you waited it would probabiv
have been all right.

W. S. B., Jamaica Plain, Mass.—Which is the more fashionable
of these two breeds, the bulldog or the bull-terrier, and also what
is the most fashionable color? Ans. 1. Bull-terrier. 2. White is
the only color for bull-terriers recognized bv judges. 2. Brindle
is about the best color for a bulldog.

C. E. K., Bridgeport.—Suppose that a man should take a black
and tan bitch and breed her to a fox-terrier, take the bitch pup
and breed her to a black and tan, and take one of her pups and
breed her to a black and tan, would he have a full blood black
and tan or not? Ans. The last progeny would be seven-eighths
black and tan and one-eighth fox-terrier.

J, A. L., Oswego, N. Y.—1. I recently read that there are no
more copies of Coues's "Key to North American Birds" to be had;
is that so? 2. Is it lawful in New York State to shoot ducks from
a small open yacht? 3. Does chilled shot in anv way injure the
barrels of a gun? Ans. 1. We can supply It. 2. No", except on
Long Island bound, Gardiner's and Peconic Bays, Lake Ontario
and the Hudson River below Iona Island. 3. No.
C. F. L., Cambridge.—1. Will you tell me whether it would be

advisable to clip or shave a Caniche poodle at this time of the
year? The poodle is now seven mouths old and has never been
shown. 2. Why is it that the first litter of pups are considered to
be inferior to subsequent litters? Is it. true that they are inferior?
3. Where can I find the best article on the Great Dane? On the
Caniche poodle. Ans. 1. You had better wait until spring. 2. No.
3. Good articles on both these breeds in "The Book of the Dog," by
Vero Shaw, for sale at this office.

G. H. H., Yamaska, Canada.—1. Is the Canadian partridge
called a pheasant in some parts of the United States? 2. Is what
we call a quail what you call a partridge? 3.1s what all sports-
men here admit and know to be a snipe anywhere in the States
called a "woodcock" by sportsmen? Ans. 1. The "Canada part-
tridge" is, we presume, Denclragapus canadensis, known as Can-
ada grouse, spruce grouse, spruce partridge, cedar partridge,
swamp partridge, wood partridge, wood grouse, black grouse and
spotted grouse. In some parts of Maine it is called heath-hen
(See Trumbull's "Names and Portraits of Birds which Interest
Gunners.") The term "pheasant" is in some parts applied to the
ruffed grouse IBonasa umbellus). 2. The term "partridge" is by
some applied to the quail (Colinus virginianus). 3 We do not
know that the term woodcock is anywhere applied by sportsmen
to the snipe.

T. M. P., Silver Creek, Nebraska.—Please name the best trout
flies for the months of September and October in the headwaters
of the Snake River, Idaho and Wyoming. Also the best leader to
use with the same, and the best line and number of yards neces-
sary. I would be pleased to read in your paper some accounts
from parties who have visited the above country hunting and
fishing. I expect to take the trip myself in the fall of 1890, and
would like all the information necessary to make the trip a suc-
cess. What I need most is details as to fishing tackle, arms,
camp outfit, etc. Will some one answer through Forest and
Stream and perhaps enlighten a large portion of the readers of
this valuable paper ? Ans. The best flies for the Snake River in
September and October will vary with the angler; the black and
brown hackles are recommended by many persons. October is an
uncertain month as to weather. Write to any reliable dealer for
a selectiou of general flies for trout averaging a pound to lj^lbs.
Persons who have fished in the region mentioned have used grass-
hoppers, crickets and natural flies on which the fish were seen to
be feeding. Try to match these flies out of your collection, use
30 or 40yds. of tapered waterproof line of braided silk. No. 3 or E
or No. 4 or F. The leader should be 3 or If t. long, depending upon
the number of flies in your cast, and should be about equal in
diameter to the line. See Forest AND Stream of April 4, Julv
4 and Oct, 10, 1889.
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^tooting.

HOW TO SHOOT.
THE value of winter instruction in the matter of rifle practice

is coming more and more to be understood by those in charge
of troops, and in a recent order the Adjutant-General of the State
of New York goes over th s m itter with such detail, that his in-
structions are of value to every one having a rifle. He directs:
Commanding officers of companies will see that the enlisted men
of their respective commands receive the necessary preliminary
instruction in rifle practice, and, where possible, that they have
gallerv practice, before they are sent to the ranges.
The following instructions prepared by the General Inspector

of Riflp Practice (Gen. Robbins) are prescribed:
Sighting.—I. A sand bag for each squad will be placed on a rest,

which mav be a table, a tripod, or a stack of arms, and so arranged
that the bag will be about fy&tt. from the ground.
The men will be formed in single rank, and in squads not to ex-

ceed teu men in each.
The instructor will then flatten the sand bag with the back of

his hand, lay a full cocked rifle on it, aim at some small object at
as great a distance from it as the drill room will permit (a wafer
on the wall, for instance), and explain to the men the following
simple rules:
The sight should not incline to the right or left.

The line of sight, should be taken along the center of the notch
of the rear sight and the top of the front sight, which should
cover the middle of the mark aimed at.

The eye should be fixed on the mark, and not on the front sight.
Particular attention should be paid to this rule, as beginners are
apt to fix the eye on the front sight and not on the mark, which
prevents the latter from being distinctly seen and greatly in-
creases tbe difficulty in aiming.

2. The instructor will also explain the different kinds of sights,
viz:
Pine Sight—When the point of the front sight is just seen

through the notch of the rear right, the effect of which is to shoot
low. ;
Full Sight;—When the whole of the wedged shaped portion of

the front sight is displayed through the notch on the rear sight,
the effect of which is to shoot high.
Half-Sight—When but half the front sight is seen.
3. At times during this drill the leaf of the rear sight should be

required to be raised.
Aiming— (One.) Come to the position of ready and raise tbe leaf

of the rear sight.
(Two.) Raise the rifle smartly in front of the right shoulder to

the full extentof the left arm. without moving the body, head or
eye; the arms to move close to the body; barrel nearly horizontal
and pointing a few inches below the mark; the eyes fixed upon
the forefinger inside the trigger guard; both elbows inclined
downward.

(Three.) Press the piece smartly with both hands against the
hollow of the shoulder, which must neither be allowed 1 o give
way nor pressed forward or raised to meet it; the left elbow at
tbe same time being brought as far under the rifle as is possihle
without assuming an unnatural position; the right elbow slightly
raised, being nearly squarely with the right shoulder; the center
(or rather the upper than lower) part of the butt to be prpssed
firmly against tbe shoulder with the left band without touching
the collar bone, the top of the butt being as nearly as possihle
even with the top of the shoulder, the forefinger will be phiced
around the trigger like a hook, but without pressing it; the head
and bod>r will be kept perfectly perpendicular the wnole time, no
attempt being made to look through the sights.

(Pour.) Close the Ipft eye and incline the head to the right
over the small of the stock so that the right eye may quickly per-
ceive the coincidence of the rear and front sights, and the object
aimed at.

(Five.) Raise the bead, look squarely to the front and bring the
piece smartly to the first position.
Practice in aiming will be continued until the men »iin quickly

and correctly from the shoulder, after which they should he
taught how to discharge the arm by pressing or squeezing the
trigging, and especially to avoid a pull or jerk ih. so doing.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
NEWARK, N. J.—The Association matches during the week

ending Nov. 23 resuPed as follows: Monday, Nov. 22. Puritan
range—Puritan 1,023, Lakeside 1,016. Annie Oaklev range—Men-
roe 1,070. Annie Oaklev 1.004. Essex range—E?sex 1.048. North
Ward 1,024. Friday, Nov. 22. Newark Range—Howard 1.071, New-
ark 983. Electric range—Oakland 965. Electric 947. Essrx range
Essex 1,083, Lakeside 1,056. Excelsior range—Excelsior 992, Snen-
pard 982.

The standing of the clubs in the Association tournament to
date is as follows:

Won. Lost. Tied. Average.
Howard 5 0 0 1.06045
Excelsior 4 1 0 1.03246
Monroe 4 1 0 1,007
Essex 3 1 0 1.044M
Oakland 3 1 l 1,005' BNerthWard 3 2 0 1,014<
Puritan 3 2 1 1,008'

*

Lakeside 2 3 o 1,0164
BNewark 1 4 0 96Q3

Sheppard 1 4 0 S1426
Electric 0 5 0 931'.
Annie Oaklev 0 5 0 941 -i

6

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Nov. 23.-Seven members of the St. Louis Pistol
Club took part in its last shoot. The scores are again very low.
Alexander made 83 and took the medal. The score, 20yds., stand-
ard American target:
G Alexander 10 8 5 9 7 10 9 6 9 10-83W Bauer 9 5 10 6 10 5 10 10 8 9-82M Summerfield... , 9 6 8 10 B 9 7 10 7 8—80M Billmeyer 8 5 6 9 7 8 10 8 7 8-76
WMackwitz 0 9 6 7 8 8 5 9 7 9—74
WHettel 8677 10 58 9 7 9—74
AEBengel , 669758567 5—64
Nov. SO—The disagreeable weather last Wednesday night was

no doubt the cause of a very light attendance at the St. Louis
Pistol Club's regular weekly shoot. Only five members put in an
appearance. What was lacking in number was fortunately made
up by a really pretty 92 by Mr. Alexander. The balance of the
scores are only ordinary. Standard American 20yds. target is
used by tne club. The scores:
G Alexander 9 10 8 10 10 10 8 9 9 9-92W Bauer 8 9 7 7 9 10 9 8 10 7-84
WMackwitz 9 7 9 10 5 8 9 10 5 7—79M Billmeyer 7 6 8 8 9 8 9 10 6 7—78
O Wallace 9 9 10 7 7 5 9 7 6 9-78

Unser Fritz.

MILITIA PRACTICE.—Rifle practice by the militia hereabouts
has been yvell pushed dnring the past season and the second
classes with the following showing which gives the nnmbers
qualifying, by organizations, in the Qualification and Marks-man s Badge matches and as sharpshooters during the 1889 shoot-
ing season:

-,„A$™ At BotQ Remain- Sharp-
100-200 200-500 Classes ingin2d shoot-

.

Ya
,
r
2 s - Yards. Individ's. Class. ers.

7th Regiment 248 622 638 16 61
23d Regiment 127 294 329 35 sa
9 ill Regiment 26 76 87 11
22d Regiment 27 57 64 7 q
71st Regiment 19 50 55 5 4
13th Regiment 10 31 37 0 8
12th Regiment 9 31 33 1 11
47th Regiment 4 36 29 3
14th Regiment 2 11 12 1 4
69th Regiment 3 11 u I
8th Regiment 2 4 5
32d Regiment 2 2
State Staff 2 2 i

1st Brig Staff 2 3 3 i

2d Brig Staff Ill 1

3d Brig Staff 1 1 y {
S'lpernuni'y Officers. 1 5 g

'"
3

11th Separate Com. .1 1 1
14tn Separate Com 1

37th Separate Com. .. 3 jj 5 i

2d Catling Battery 1 1
2d Brig Signal Corps 1 1

Total 485 1,236 1,322 ~W "l50

The foregoing can be better understood by reference to the
table which follows, giving the number of entries and compet-
itors at the regular match of the Nrtional Rifle Association:

Qualifica- Marksmans ,Sharpshoot-
tiou Match. Badge. ers' Match.

Competi-
tors.

June 8 40
.Tune 15 36
July 4 45
July 13 17
July 27. 5
Aug. 3 10
Aug. 10 14
Aug. 17 29
Aug. 24. , ,

20
Sept. 2 91
Oct. 5 39
Oct. 12 25
Oct. 26 50
Nov. 5 150

En-
tries.
49
44
59
20
5
11

21
37
24
118
07
55

Competi-
tors.
118
112
U5
32
14

40
54

110
78
198
110
110
91
410

En-
tries.
467
104

491
93
40
193
170
300
221
093
300
265
441

1051

Competi
tors.
59

22
54
48
64
00

• En-
tries.
103
91

112
69
42

Total 571 825

75
73
47

110

849

136
138
142
88
156

14341592 5195
In calculating the actual extent of the practice indicated in the

foregoing it should be remembered that each entry in the sharp-
shooters' competition represents three "strings," the qualification
and marksman's badge matches being single-entry contests.
From this statement may be figured the amount of money ex-
pended by each individual in securing the marksman's badge,
pro rata, which in the case of the Seventh Regiment amounts to
a considerable sunt, and showing the extent to which enthusiasm
and personal pride will carry the individual.

BOSTON, Nov. 30.-The Massachusetts Rifle Association held
held its regular yveekly shoot to-day. The scores of Lee and Ells-
worth were very fine. Munroe won the gold medal in the 20-shot
rest match and Lee won the champion medal. Following are the.
scores made to-day:

20-Shot Rest Match.
J R Munroe 98 106 214 N E Norman 90 101 191
T Warren 93 105 198

Champion Medal Match.
H L Lee 10 10 9 10 10 9 9 10 6 8—91

Victory Medal Match.
GF Ellsworth 10 10 9 9 9 8 9 8 8 9—89
S O Gardner 83 AS Hunt 80

Military Medal Match.
JNFrye 44 D T Wigglesworth.41 A S Hunt 38
G F Hall 41 H Garfield 39 S Field 37

All Comers' Rest Match.
S Wilder ..108 F WC hester 100 T B Williams 98HH Ballard 101 TWynan 99 N E Norman 94
FSHam 100 F C Toyvne 98 MB Mar tin 91

All Comers' Off-Hand Match.
H L Lee 83 S C Sydney 77 FW Chester 74
J B Fellows 78 AS Hunt 75 D Bayley 66M B Martin ..60

Military Practice Match.W Murphy 43 S Field 38 H Garfield 35
OT Moore 42 A S Hunt 37 C Corney 33
D T Wigglesyvorth.41

BALTIMORE. Nov. 28.—Company K, Fifth Regiment, Captain
Robert Riddell Brown, went to Darley Park for target shooting.
The prize winners were Private N. B. Hutchinson, first prize, a
gold medal, won by a score of 27 out of a possible 35; second prize,
a gold modal, Private James W. McCuen; third prize, a silver
medal, Corporal C. C. Anderson, Jr. Company F, of the Fifth
Regiment. Capt. J. Frank Supplee, had target practice at Govans-
town. The shooting was at 103yds. range, tor a gold medal, offered
as a first prize by Oapt. Supplee, and a silver medal, offered by
First Lieutenant Moulton, for the second prize. The scores, out
of a possible 25 points, were:
Corp PH Daley... 22 Sergt Adams 9 Pvt Mixter 13
Pvt GW Byrd 20 Corp Putsche 3 Pvt Orndorff 18
Capt Supplee 16 Pvt Burrough. . . .20 Pvt Taylor 20
Isl Lieut Moulton. 14 Pvt Billmire 16 Pvt Thompson. . . .19
2d Lieut Irydng. . . .17 Pvt Durrell 14 Pvt Gumbrecbt. . ..11
Sergt Kiefer. . . .19 PvtGehrman 11 Pvt Zimmerman. .15
A turkey feast followed at Hitter's Hotel, and the medals were

presented to the winners. Corporal Daley and Private Byrd.

WILMINGTON, Nov. 25.—Owing to tbe incessant rains and
high tides HenLimoor Rifle Range, Wilmington, Del.. becama
badly flooded and was too wet for rifle practice on Nov. 25, so that
the marksmen were obliged to devote t he time to pistol practice.
Some very fine shooting was done and in the excitement of com-
petition the riflemen forgot the privation of losing their week's
feast of rifle practice. The shooting resulted in the following
score, Standard American targets, off-hand:
E J Darlington (Gould model)* 10 9 10 8 8 9 10 9 10 10—93

9 10 8 10 9 8 10 9 9 10-92
E Jackson (Gould model) 8 10 10 9 8 10 8 9 7 9—88
H Simpson (Gould model) 9 6 7 10 10 9 10 10 6 10—87W H Johnson (Gould model) 10 9 7
O E Garmany (Gould model) 6 10 10
J W Geyer (Gould model) 10 6 8
E Darlington (Lord molel) 9 8 6W Floyd (Gould model) 6 8 5W S Darlington (Lord model) 8 7 0
Mr McGinty

3

5 0
*Clean scores.

8 8 9 8
9 8

8—81
9-1-0

5—72
6-74
P—61
8-01
0-40

THE TRAP.
Scores for publication should be made out on tne printed bianht

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Currespondeiils who favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

THE NEBRASKA TOURNAMENT.
rpHE Lincoln Gun Club held a three days' tmurnament on the
JL Fair Grounds, at Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 28, 29 and 30. Despite
the weather, which was very cold, with high winds, the attend-
ance was good and a very enjoyable time repaid all the visitors.
A fine hot dinner was served each day on the grounds and did
much to aid in keeping- out the cold. Some remarkly good scores
yvere made, the winners receiving merchandise prizes In addition
to a division of the purses. The scores in full follow, all ties dix.
unless otherwise stated:
Nov. 2S.—First event, 15 single bluerocks, open to members of

Lincoln Gun Club only, five trapB, four prizes in addition to club
badge:
Burr 000000101001010 - 4 Turner 001101100011010- 7
Noble 000001011001110-6 Bush 000000101100111— 6
Hutchins 00010 1000010000-3 Mockctt 000011001000011- 5
Kelley 010000101100010-5 Stout 111111110110111-13
Riser 001101000000000-3 Spears 010111001011111—10
Stevens 110011000111101-9 St John 100101001011100- 7
Rudge 000011000000000-2 Clark 000001100010000- 3
Second event, prize match, 7 single live birds, 21yds., 5 traps,

use of one barrel, 6 prizes:
Parmalee 1110101—5 Hutchins 0110101—4
Cox 1100110-4 Kelley 1001010-3
Phillips 1111111-7 Stout 0111U1-6
Hathaway 0101000-2 Mockett 0111111-6
Harrison . - 1111111—7 Palmer 1111110—6
Houtz 1010111—5 Reynard 1111111—7
Applegate 0110111—5 Spears 1100101-4
Walker 0100110—3 Lowe 1111111—7
Hallett , 1 100111-5 Rudge 0001000-1
Smith 0111111-6 Turner 0110101—5
Carruthers 1111 111—7 Noble Oil 1000-3
Bush 0001111-4 St. John 0110011-4
Clarke 0110011-4 Stevens 1111110-6
Burr 1110100—4
Harrison won first on shoot off for tie. Smith second, Applegate

third. Spears fourth, Kelley fifth, Rudge lowest.
Third event, prize match, 10 single bluerocks, 5 traps, 18yds.,

seven prizes:
Smith 0100110101— 5 Turner 0010000011— 3
Parmalee 1111111111—10 Noble .0010101110— 5
Raynerd 1111111111—10 Bush 1100110000— 4
Cox 110110 till- 8 S P Stevens llimilll—10
Clarke 1111011101- 8
Walker 1101011011— 7
Phillips 1111111101— 9
Applegate 1110101101- 7
Palmer 1001111111—

Hallett 1000110010- 4
Lowe JllllOlllO— 8
Riser 101010 1011— 6
J A Stevens UllllOlll— 9
Mockett 0001001000— 2

Harrison 0101000110— 4 Rudge .lOOlOOiooil— 5
Burr 0110110101- 6 Spear 0001000100- 2

Caruthers 0101011011— 6 Hutchins 0101110100- 5
Kelly Ill 1101000- 6 Houtz .000
Stout 1001101011- 6 Hathaway 1011101000— 5
First div., second Phillips, third Palmer, fifth Burr, sixth Rudge;

lowest score by Spear.
Fourth event, 3 pair live birds and 3 singles, 7 prizes:

Parmalee... 11 10 01—4 011—2—6 Burr 110100-3 110-2—5
Raynerd.... 11 11 11-6 111—3—9 S P Steve11s.ll 11 01—5 111—3-8
Palmer 10 11 10-4 111-3-7 Noble 00 10 10-2 011-2—4
Phillips ... .11 10 11-5 111-3-8 Cox 10 1101-4 111-3-7
Stout 10 10 10—3 110-2—;. Hutchins... .01 01 01-3 111—3-6
Clark 10 10 00-2 110-2-4 Houtz 01 11 11-5 101-2—7
Smith 00 11 11—4 111-3-7 Carruthers. .10 01 11—4 011—2-6
J A Stevens.10 10 10—3 000-0-3 Walter 00 10 11-3 011-2—5
Harrison... .10 11 11-5 111-3-8 Mockett 110111-5 101—2-7
Lowe 10 1111-5 111-3-8 Turner 011111—5 110-2—7
Hallett 10 U 10-4 111—3-7 Riser 10 11 00-3 010-1-4
Hathaway. .11 00 11—4 111-3—7 Applegate. .10 1110-4 111—3-7
Spears 11 10 11-5 101-2-7 St John 10 00 10-2 100-1-3
Bush 10 10 01-3 100-1-4 Kelly..- 00 10 00-1 110—2—3
Rudge 10 11 11-5 101-2-7
Raynerd first, Harrison second, Palmer third, Hutchins fourth,

Walker fifth, Bush sixth, Kelly lowest.
Fifth event, prize match, 5 singles and 5 pairs bluerocks, 7

prizes:
Parmalee.mil 11 11 10 10 10-12 Cox 01101 11 10 10 10 10— 9
Palmer .. .11111 10 U 00 11 11-12 Hutchins .01100 00 10 00 0011—5
Stout 11111 10 11 10 11 11-13 Walter. . . .11010 11 11 11 11 10-12
Phillips... 11110 1110101110-11 Bush.. ..11100 111010 1001-9
Raynerd . .11111 10 11 10 11 11-13 Noble 01101 10 11 10 10 10- 9
J Stevens. 11101 1011 11 10 00—10 Mockett . .10100 01 1011 10 01—9
Clarke 1U10 10 11 11 11 10-12 Riser . .10101 01 11 11 01 00- 9
St .1 ohn . . .10101 10 10 10 00 00— 6 Carruth'rslOlll 11 11 11 11 00—12
S Stevens. 11111 H 11 11 11 00-13 Lowe 11111 0111111111—14
Burr 01010 101010 1110-8 Smith 10011 11 01 00 1011-9
Kelly 11111 10 0110 00 10- 9 Rudge 01100 10 10 0'UO 10- 6
Harrison. .11101 11 11 11 11 00-12 HathawayllOll 01 10 00 10 11- 9
Lowe first, Raynerd second. Palmer third, Phillips fourth, J. A.

Stevens fifth, Bush sixth, Hutchins lowest.
Sweepstakes, 10 single bluerocks, 5 traps, SI, 5 prizes:

Clarke 1011101011- 7 Cox 1111111111—10
Reynard limillll-10 Noble 0101000011— 4
Parmalee 111H11111-10 Stout 1101001011— 6
Carruthers 0001110010- 4 Mockett 0000111101- 5
Stevens 1111111111-10 Phillips 1111111011- 9
Applegate 0001010110- 4 Lowe 1011101110- 7
Harrison 1001111101- 7 Smith U00101000- 4

Palmer 0110111000- 5
Reynard, Parmalee aud Stevens div, first, Phillips second,

Clarke, Harrison and Lowe div. third. Stout fourth, Mockett
fifth.

Nov. 29.—First event, prize match, 10 single live birds, 30yds., 5
traps, use of both barrels, 7 prizes:
Parmalee. 1111111111-10 Noble 0100111000-4
Reynard 1111011111- 9 Hutchins 0100111111—7
Phillips 1110101UO- 7 Bush 1100111000-5
Palmer 1101111111— 9 Turner 1010011011—6
Hallett 0000100111— 4 Houtz 10010011H-6
Cox U111U0U- 9 McNett U101imO-8
Harrison 1011001101— 6 Kelly 0011110110-6
Stevens OOlllllllO- 7 Rudge 1111101111-9
C H Clarke 1100111011- 7 Hathaway 0001100110-4
T A Stevens lOUPdOll— 7 Spears 0H1111110-8
Burr 1110110110— 7 Lowe 1111011111-9
Caruthers 1001011111- 7 Hurgins 1010011111-7
Riser 0101110011— 6
Parmalee first, Palmer second, Mockett third, J. A. Stevens

fourth, Harrison fifth. Bush sixth, Hathaway seventh.
Second match, 7 live birds, 30yds. rise, 5 traps, entrance §5, 5

prizes:
Parmalee 1111111-7 Reynard 1111111—7
Mockett 0101000-2 H Clarke 1001101-4
Spears 1U1011-6 Carruthers 1111101-6
J B Smith 1111010-5 Hallett 1110111—6
C H Clarke 0000010—1 Phillips 1111111—7
Harrison 1111011-6 J A Stevens . . 1110101-5
SP Stevens 0101011—4 Cox 1111110—6
Palmer 0101111-6 Burr 1100110-4
Parmalee, Reynard and Phillips div. first, Harrison and Cox

second, J, B. Smith third, Burr fourth, Mockett fifth.

Third match, 15 single bluerocks, 5 traps, entrance $2.50, 5 prizes:
Reynard UOlHimiOlll -13 Cox 010111011110101-10
Palmer 101001111100111-10 Clarke 011110111111101-12
ParmHee 111111111111111—15 Stevens OllllllOlllOOll—11
L'>we 100 1 11 11 1 1 1 1001—11 Sid Stevens. .. .111111100101111-11
Benton 011100101101101-9 Smith HOiOllIll U101—12
Kelly 001111 1 01011110-10 Carruthers.

.
.111111111111110-14

Harrison loll0l00lililll-l2
Parmalee first, Carruthers second, Reynard third, J, B. Smith

fourth, S. P. Stevens fifth.

Fifth match, 5 pairs and 5 single bluerocks, entrance. $3, five
pTizes:
Kellv ... .01 00 10 01 00 00000- 3 Parmaleell 11 11 11 11 11111-15
Revnard.ll 10 11 11 11 01lll-13 Clark ....10 10 01 01 01 11111-10
Pairner...l0 11 11 11 11 01011-12 Carothersll 11 11 11 10 11101-13
Harrison 11 11 11 01 10 11111-13
Parmalee first, Reynard second, Palmer third, C. H. Clarke

fourth, Kelly fifth.

Nov. 30—First match, 10 single bluerocks. entrance fee $1, two
moneys:
Carothers imillUl—10 H F Clarke 0001100010- 3
Smith 1101111111— 9 Burgess 1111111111-10
C H Clarke 1101001001- 5 Parmalee 1111111111-10
Ties on 10:

Carothers lUUOw —5 Parmalee 1111111111—10
Burgess lmilllll—10
Burgess and Parmalee div. first, Smith second.
Second match, 9 live birds, 30yds., entrance $7:

Carothers 111110111—8 Burgess 111111110—8
Parmelee 111111111-9 C H Clarke 010101001-4
J B Smith 111111111-9 Kelly 100111111-7
Tie for second;

Carothers 11111 Burgess 11110
Parmelee and Smith div. first money, Carothers second, Kelly

third and C. H. Clarke fourth.
Third match, special for merchandise prize, 15 single bluerocks:

Parmelee 111111111111111-15 Smith 11111111010
Burgess 111111011001111—12 Stevens lllllllllllim—15
Carothers 0001 1 1 11 1110 1 11-1 1 Clarke 1110
Burr 111111101010001-10 Kelly 110
Parmelee won.
Fourth match, 25 live birds, entrance $6, (» prizes; Parmelee,

Carruthers, Burgess and Smith stood at 30yds., all other shooters
allowed 4yds.:
Kelly 16 C H Clarke 18 H F Clarke 16
Parmelee 20 S P Stevens 21 Burgess 17
Carruthers 18 Burr 19 Smith 19
Stevens first, Parmelee second, Burr third, Carruthers shot off

the tie and won fourth. Burgess fifth.

Fifth match, 15 single bluerocks, entrance 551, two moneys:
Parmelee. . . . .111111111111111-15 H F Clarke. . . .010000111111110- 9
Stevens 111111101101101—12 Carothers 1010H101110111—11
Burr 011111101111111—13
Pameleee first aud Burr second.
Sixth match, 25 live birds, entrance 86, one money:

H F Clarke 21 C H Clarke 18
Carothers , 21 Burr 20
Score on tie: H. F. Clarke 14, Carothers 13.

The club is very much pleased with the success of their tourna-
ment. They extend their thanks to the sportsmen from other
towns who participated in the tournament and remained not-
yvithstanding the unpleasant weather. C. H. C., Sec'y.

THE SHOOTING TOUR.
T latest advices the United States Cartridge Co. had com-

. pleted their Eastern team for the grand trap-shooting ex-
hibition series by the addition of W. S. Perry, of Worcester,
Mass., and now the Western team is upset by a doubt of Al Ban-
die's ability to go. This is to be a most desirable trip, and every
one who has been invited to go would be glad to accept, but un-
fortunately business interests conspire to prey^ent some of the
best shots from leaving home for the three months as proposed.
It is to be hoped that Bandle will be able to go, as he will prove
a valuable addition to the party, both socially and professionally.
Later—A despatch just received states that J. A. Ruble, of

Beloit, Wis., will complete the Western team in place of Al."Ban-
die, yvho is unable to go.

NEWARK, N. J.—On Thursday, Dec 12, the members of the
Amersfort Gun Club of Long Island shoot a team race against
the members of the South Side Gun Club of Newark. N. J. The
lasi -named club won the American Field diamond badge, in a
contest in which eleven clubs were engaged all parts of the United
States. The terms of the present match are: Teams of 15 men each
club, 52 blue rock tartifical targets) each man, American Associa-
tion rules to govern, and the match to be shot on the grounds of
the South Side Club.
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CHICAGO, 111., Nov. 29.—On last Tuesday. Nov. 26, Mr. R. B
Organ (Wadsworth), of this city, shot" Mr. James Riley, of

Kansas City, at the latter place, a 50 bird match for $50 a side.
The score was 46 birds each. This race will probably not be re-
newed.
On last Wednesday, at the same city, Messrs. R. B. Organ and

C. W. Budd shot a 50 bird race, $50 a corner, with Messrs. James
Riley and J. A. R. Elliott , of Kansas City. The score was:
Organ 45 Riley 46
Budd 47—92 Elliott 46-92
This race will probably be shot over at Davenport, Thursday,

Dec. 5, the stakes being doubled.
Messrs. Organ and Budd will shoot a similar race with Messrs.

Frank Parmalee. of Omaha, and J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City,
at Omaha, Tuesday, Dec. 3. The shooting so far has been under
American Association rules, with a dead line. In the four-corn-
ered shoot Mr. Organ, under these rules, lost four birds dead out
of bouuds, and Mr. Budd two; Mr. Riley lost two dead out and
Mr. Elliott one.
A cracking sweep was shot at Grand Crossing Thanksgiving

Day, in spite of the terrible weather, participants being Mr. Eich,
the Kleinman boys, the Reeves brothers, Mr. Watson, Mr. Shep-
ard and his son. They shot five 5 bird sweeps, and each killed 5
straight, except in one sweep, each killed 4. Thus they made 98
out of 100 and had to divide after all. The birds were a fine lot of
John Watson's best brand, a,ud he. traps the best birds it was ever
this writer's fortune to see in this country.
Mr. John Kleinman is back from San Antonio, Texas, where he

shot quail and fraternized with Frank and Luther James, of the
somewhat celebrated James family of Missouri. While at Sun
Antonio Mr. Kleinman got on a 50-bird pigeon match at $250 a
side with a Mr. Sullivan. The latter l orfeited for some reason or
other. On the day foliowinghe and John went out quail sbooi ing
together and Mr. Sullivan got about all the quaii.
"Well, about how many pigeons is your average?" asked John.

"If you can kill pigeons the way you do quail I don't wont to shoot
with you."
"Oh, I only got 47 out of my 50 in my last match," replied Mr.

Sullivan, "and I ought to have been beaten. I shot 48 and 49 in
the last two races before that. I know I can't shoot along with
you."
"The you can't," said John, "Well, I'm mighty glad you

thought so before we shot. You'd have beaten me easy." "Say,
fellows," John adds up here, "that fellow came awful near taking
my $250. I'm pale yet, every time I think about it." E. Hough.

STANDARD GUN CLUB.—Baltimore, Nov. 28.—The Standard
Gun Club's tournament, held at Stowman's Park, was one of the
best ever held in this part of t he State. A large number of shoot-
ers participated. The weather was fine and everything passed off
to the intense satisfaction of all participants. The main event of
the day was a gold medal contest, which was won by Messrs. Pil-
son and Wroton tying on 19 out of 20. There were several other
sweepstakes. Standard traps and targets were used throughout
and Keystone system, which gave entire satisfaction. Shooting
commenced at 8:30 and lasted until dark. There were 5 resuh-ir
events and a good many sweepstakes.

First event, 20 singles, 5 traps, entrance 40 cents. 3 monevs:
Clements. 010! 10001 10111110011—13 Kaufman. 10100100101110001010— 9
Da'kmey'iOIOOOUOnOllOlllllO-lS Tviuiiek. . ..01001011IOOOH10111—12
Catterton. 10011111011111101101—15 Caulder. ..11100010100111001010 -in
Denny ....01001111110111011110-14 Wroton* .01111101111011011000-13
Volkman.

. 1110111101101001 1 110-14 Gross 1110101 101 110111001 1—14
Twenty singles, entrance 40 cents:

Franklin .11111101100100110111-14 Dorry. . .11100011010111000110-11
Wroton. ..01011111111101100101-14 Dankmy'rlOOlOlOlOOlflOOeiOOll- 8
Gordon. ...10101011101111111101-15 Miohk.. ..11101101101019011101—13
Catterton .11111 11 111 1100111111—18 Kaufman. 10100011011011100011—11
Joey 001100Q10Q1010010110- 8 Dyson 100010001(tt01t010101- 9
Volkman. 10011111101000111100-12 T Bally. . .01110111100101000110-11
A Baily . . .01110110100100110111—12 Hitzel 01110110101111110001-13
Twenty singles, 50 cents entrance, 6 men teams, prize gold

medal donated by the club.
First Team. Second Team.

A Baily. . .10111111100010111101-14 T Baily. . .10111010111111100101—14
Gordon.. ..11111110111101111111-18 Volkman. 01111 111111111111110-18
Piison 11111111111111111101—19 Stowman. llOOlUllllllllllOll—17
Clement...11101111011100111000—13 Gross lllOllllOOOOlllllill—15
Dyson 10011110111101111100-14 Hitzel . . . .1011111111011111101]-];
WrotoD . . .10111111111111111111—19 Catterton.lOOlimilOllllOllOl—15

97 S6
Third Team.

Roberts...11101111000010111111-14 Kaufman.11011110111111010011-15
Dankmy'rOOlOOOOOOOOOllOOOOlO- 4 Chase 00111111111000011011- ];!

Minick... .11010111101101101110-13 _
Caulter . . .01011000011100110101-10 09
Five singles, 5 pair doubles, entry 50 cents, 3 moneys:

Jory 01011 01 00 11 10 10— 8 T Baily, . .10111 11 10 11 10 10-10
Gordon...11011 00 10 10 10 00- 7 VolkmanOOOll 10 10 11 10 00-7
Dorry.... 00100 00 10 11 10 10- 6 KaufmanlOUO 00 00 01 10 00-5
Fssex. . . .00001 00 10 10 00 10— 4 A Bailey.10000 10 0b 10 10 00— 4
Clement..10111 11 10 10 10 10—10 Gross OHIO 10 01 10 10 00— 7
Ten singles, entry 50 cents 3 moneys:

EsBex 1000100100-3 Catterton 1010110100-5
Gordon 0111111101—8 Hitzel 0010O110OO—

3

A Bailey 1011011100-6 Minick H10110101—

7

Kaufman 0101000110-4 T Baily 1111111101-9
Joey 0111111010—7 Wroton lHlOlUJl—

9

Sweepstake, 10 singles:
Gordon 9 Hitzel 4 Piison 7
T Bailey.. 6 Stowman 8 Gross 4
Dankmeyer 6 Catterton 7 A Baily 4
Sweep at 5 singles:

A Baily . ..3 Dankmeyer 1 Hitzel 3
Joey 4 Roberts 1 Kaufman 4
Gross. 3 T Baily 3 Cullen 3
Chase 2 Catterton 3 Piison.... 3
Sweep at 10 singles:

Clement 7 Cantler 5 Volkman 6
Gross 10 Minick 6 Kaufman 7
Sweep at 5 singles:

Clement 3 Volkman 5 Dyson. 3
Gross 5 Kaufman 2 Phillips 1

Sweep at 10 singles:
Joey 3 Essex 2 T Baily 8A Baily 7 Clement 8 Casey 4
Gordon 7 Park 4
Sweep at 5 singles:

Dankmeyer 4 Franklin 2 Catterton 5
Wroton 2 Gross 4 Baily 1
Clement 5 Kaufman 4 Gordon '."2

Dorry ..3 Joey 2 Hitzel 3
Baily 1
Sweep at 5 singles:

Hitzel 3 Gross 3 Volkman.... .2
Richardson 1 Kaufman 6 Dankmeyer... 1
Chase 2 Cantler 3
Sweep at 10 singles:

Gordon 10 A Baily 9 Joey 6
Clement 7 Kaufman .....7 T Baily 3

C. W.
EMERALD GUN CLUB.-Regnlar shoot of the Emerald Gun

Club of New York city, held at New Dorp, Staton Island, Nov
20. Terms, 10 live birds from 5 ground traps, handicap rise, 80yds
boundary, use of both barrels, use of second barrel in ties to count% bird. Eighteen club members faced the traps and enjoyed
themselves like boys on a holiday. The day was a perfect one for
pigeon shooting, there being wind enough to blow away the
smoke and make the birds fly rapidly. The birds were a HrBt-
elass lot and took to wing readily, and as G. Remsen said, " thev
had on a chest protector in the rear." F. Shrader was referee,
and was both efficient and fortunate, as he had only one close de-

. cision to make during the shoot. P. J. Keenan was scorer, and as
usual was distinguished by his extreme modesty. Dr. Leveridge
won the second prize for the third time, and it is now his per-
sonal property. G. Remsen and F. Shrader tied for first prize
and in the shoot-off Remsen missed twice, and Shrader killing

t th

broke down and he had to shoot a strange howitzer""which ^ac-
counts for his small score, and even a new leather patch could
not save him. By the way, T. J. Brady is our newly elected As-
semblyman, and is much respected by those who know him.
RRegan(25) 1100210211—6 M W Murphv (25)... 1112010101—

7

T J Crystal (25) 0200000001-2 T J Brady (21) 1000110001-4
G Remsen (30) 2220321103—8 P J Brennan (31). . . .0101)000101-8
Col J H Voss (32). . . .1022100011—6 J Measel, Jr (30) OlOllOllll— 7F Shrader (30) 0112011221—8 Dr Leveridge (25). . .2121120111-9
Dr G V Hudson (30).1010120211-7 M McMunn (30) . . . . .1112001010-6
L C Gehering (32) .... 2203101001-6 C Horth (25) , 0110102222-7
P J Keenan (25) 0000012010-3 P Butz (30) 2U00031O1-5
T f Maekenna (25), ,3110220112-8 T Codey (30)... „ 2000000120-3

JESSUPS, Md.-The following are the scores of a well-attended
shoot, at Jessups, Md., held by Wm, H. Linthicum, of Baltimore,
assisted by the writer. The majority of those present were mem-
bers of the Patuxent Gun Club, recently organized, which bids
fair to rank high among the good clubs of the State. Messrs.
Franklin, Cantler, Colton and Dr. Brown, of the Baltimore Gun
Club were among the visitors, my friend Brown bringing out hisnew W wchester repeating shotgun for the first time at the traps
with much satisfaction and some success. Keystone trap* and
targets were used in all events. First event, 5 singles, sweep-
stakes, 25cts. entrance:
Bond 11111-5 Willey 01011-3
Lin thicum 11101—4 Brown 11100-3
Second event, 5 singles, for game, cook, won by Bond:

Bond 11101-4 Linthicum 01101-3
Brown 10111-4 Willey 10101-3
Ridgo 11011—4
Third event, 5 singles, SI entrance, 3 moneys:

Bond ... ...11111-5 Oldfield 10111-4
Brown 11111—5 Smith 00111—3
Willey 11011-4 Murray

, 01101-3
Ties on 4 and 5 div.
Fourth event, 10 sineles, $1.50 entrance, 3 moneys:

Bond 11011 101 11 —8 Murray .' 0110111011—7
Brown 011 1111 1 10-8 Wi 1 ley Ill 001 1001-6
Linthicum 1111011010-7 Oldfield 0001111100-5
Ties div.
Fifth event, 5 singles, 25ets. entrance, sweepstake:

Willey 01111-4 Linthicum 01101-3
Brown 11110—4 Elliott 11100-3
Bc-Tld „ -•

11001- 3 Warfield 01110-3
Brown and Willey div.
Sixth event, 5 singles, 3 live turkeys:

Linthicum 11111—5 Willey 11100-3
Wartield 10111-4 Murray ".Oulll-3
Can 1 1er 01111-4 Elliott, 10010-2
Brown 11110-4 Oldlield 1100O—

2

franklin ....01110—3 Denmead... 10001—2
Bond 11001-3 '

"'

Linthicum, Brown and Bond won.
Seventh event, 5 singles, 4 live turkeys:

Bond 11111—5 Franklin 10100—2
Linthicum 10111—4 Murray 10010—2
Warfield 11110-4 Willey '

10000-1
Brown 11101—4 Elliott 00100-1
Cantler. 10,01-3 Bond, Sr 00001-1
Bond, Brown, Cantler and Franklin won.
Eighth event, $3 entrance. 5 singles, 3 moneys:

Cantler 11111—5 Linthicum 10111-4
Franklin 11111-5 Bond " 10110-3
Brown .. . 11111-fc Willey 01110-1
Oldfield 11011-4 Elliott .1100(1-2
Murray 01111—4
Ties on 5 div., Linthicum and Bond won in tios on i and 3
Ninth event, 5 singles, SI entrance, 2 moneys:

Linthicum 11111—5 Brown .... 01111—4
Franklin 11110—4 Bond 01110-3
Cantler 11110-4 Willey 000w-0
,
T1e£01

i,*
: Franklin, 111101010111011; Brown, 111101010111100; Cant-

ler, 011; Franklin won.—PiCUS.

RED BANK, N. J., Nov. 28.-Aboufc five hundred people were on
the grounds of the Riverside Gun and Rifle Club this afternoon,
the occasion betng the largest and most interesting shoot ever held
by the club. A number of prominent gunners were iucluded in
the crowd, among them being "Hank" White, Thomas Compion,
Fred Beale and Leander Campbell. American Association rules
governed the shooting 12-gauge guns, 28yds. rise, and 10-gauge
guns. 30yds. for live birds, md 12-gauge ltiyds. and 10-gauge 18yds.
tor clay-pigeons. Robert Clayton, of Leedsville, was referee.
The purses were divided as follows: Less than 12 entries, 50, SO,
and 20 per cent, of the stake to first, second and third; 13 entries
or more, 40, 30, 20 aud 10 per cent, to first, second, third and fourth.Ounng the. morning the shooting was anything but pleasant, a
heavy rain, accompanied by a strong wind, making it difficult to
sight the birds. In the afternoon the sun came out, the wind
ceased, and better scores were made. Following is a summary of
the events, the ties in the clay contests being divided- First
event, 6 singles:
James Cooper . 6 Edward Cooper 4 John Bergen 3
John Cooper 6 Wm Conover 4
Second event, 9 singles, clays:

Edward Cooper 7 Wm Conover 5 James Cooper 3
John Cooper 6 John Bergen 4
Third event, 9 singles and 3 pairs of bluerocks:

John Cooper 9 James Cooper 6 M Cornwell 5Wm Conover 8 Asa Whvmer 6
Edward Cooper 8 Ed Throckmorton . .6
Fourth event, 5 pairs clays:

Throckmorton 9 Conover 6 Harry Payne 4Edward Copper John Cooper 6 Albert Ivins 3
William Little i James Cooper 6 Whvmer 2Edward Bussell .... 7
Fifth event, 10 siugle Keystones:

Ivins... 8 Conover 6 Edward Cooper .. ..5
James Cooper 8 Whvmer jj Bussell 4
John Cooper 8 William Knapp 5 And y Coleman.'. '. '.

' AThrockmorton ,.7

Sixth event, 5 live birds:
John Cooper 5 Edward Cooper 4 Thomas Compton. .3

£lttle g Cornwell 3 Throckmorton.. ...2
Conover o Bergen 3 Knapp . 1
Bussell 5 Coleman 3 James Cooper.. . .'l
Ivins 4 Whymer 3
First and second money div.; Coleman won in shoot-off for third
Seventh event, 8 live birds:

Edward Cooper 8 Coleman 6 Throckmorton I
Ivins.-

I
James Cooper 5 Cornwell *John Cooper 7 Little. . 5 Sam'l Hend rickson.4

Fred Beale 7 Charles Noble 8 Bussell a
J Campbell 6
Second and third money div.; Noble won in shoot-off for third.
Eighth event, 5 live birds:

Beale 5 Throckmorton 3 James Cooper .. 8Coleman ,5 Hendrickson .3 Ivins 2
r?avis --- x * John Cooper 3 Charles Littletield. '.2
Edward Cooper 4 Payne 3 White 2
Conover 4 Bussell 3
First, second and fourth money div.; John and James Cooper

won and div. in shoot-off for third.

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 28.—The following is the score in the
third of a series of three friendly shoots be tween the Wayne Gun
Club and the Frankford Gun Club, the fir.t of which was won by
the Wayne and the last two by Frankford. Much interest was
felt in this shoot, it being the deciding one of the series. The
best feeling prevailed, and both clubs with numerous friends en-
joyed a splendid day's sport. The shoot took place at the Frank-
ford Gun Club's grounds, Frankford, Pa. The Frankford Club
contemplates a series of matches during the coming year with
the various amateur clubs about the city.

Frankford Gun Club. Wayne Gun Club.
Dawson. . .11110001011101110011—13 Hester.'. . . llllOOllllllllllllll—18
Duffy 11011111011111011111-17 Yost OIOOOIOIOOIOUUOOOIOI- 6
Allen 11011001110011101110-13 Scargel. . .00000110111011110111—1'
Longhead.inOOllOlllllOOlOl 01-13 Clifford. . .11111011010011111011-15
CJOwther.lOllOllillOOIllllOll—15 Davis 10101101011101001011—13
Danser.... 11100110101101100111—14 Mack 101011 1 1001001 100100—10
WBournelllllillllimillOll-18 Band. 1111011010110001110 1—13
Schwartz. 11010110111101101111—15 Br inev.... 0001010'(011100011 011- 9
Hilt 11011111111111110111-17 Hansber'vlOlOllllOOOllOCllOU—12
Betson....mil0101 1101 1111011—16 Merchant 101O00U01111 1110110—13
Delaney.. . 001111 11011011111110-15 Sparks: ... 01 1 001 10010100110101-10

166 131
Referree, Mr. Merchant, Wayne G. C; judges, W. Hester for

Wayne, H. Carter for Frankford; scorer, T. F. Redings. Weather,
high wind.

TORONTO, Nov. 33.-W. Tracey and W. McDowall, both of
this city, shot a friendly match for a small stake, at Woodbine
Park, this afternoon. A large number of friends of the contes-
tants witnessed the shooting, which was very even from start to
finish, resulting finally in a tie, both men grassing 50 out of 25
good average birds. McDowall started well, bringing down 9
straight, while Tracy missed his first and third, and also had hard
luck, the second barrel of his gun missed fire twice. He, how-
ever, took another gun, and did better. At the first tie bird Mc-
Dowall broke the lock of his gun, and the match was declared a
draw, much to the disappointment of those present. A sweep at
10 birds was also shot. W. Hetherington and J. Mitchell killing
9 each and divided first and second P. Wakefield and C.Henry
dropped 8. and divided third.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication in the current issue. It is particularly re-
quested that scores be sent ue as early as possible.

HUTCHINSON, Kan., Nov. 29.—Yesterday morning opened
clear and cold with a biting north wind, which "hie win the teeth"
of the shooters all day. The wind blew across the traps from north-
west to si ru theast and made the shooting difficult. Chas. Smythe
of Wichita made the best general average, and he was closely
followed by several members of the home club. The visitors wereWm. Stancer and C. H. Smythe, of Wichita, Andv Swiggett of
Towanda. John Baer of White City, J. F. Smythe of Wichita,
Messrs. Bavington, Swisher, Wright, Pcnsmore and Merritt of
Lyons, and J. A. Rawlings of St. Lou's. The tournament was
managed by Will Allen, secretary of the home club, and right
we 1 did he perform his duty as master of ceremonies. He is
well up on rules and regulations and possesses the happy faculty
of keeping things moving. There was not a hitch nor a kick to
war the pleasure of the day. The visitors were entertained m a
BUitabe manner and expressed themselves as having had agrand
time. The live birds were a fine lot. They were strong flyers
and many of them proved too swift for the shooters. The shoot-
ing at the bluerocks was difficult and few straight scores were
made. Dmsmoro, of the Lyons club, covered himself with glory
and sustained his reputation by breaking in good shape nine
si tildes and six pair. His double birds were twisters but he powd-
ered them in fine style.

Twelve single bluerocks, entrance Si:
George 111011 1 11 110 -10 Allen 011101011000- 7
Swigget ... 111101110101- 9 Bavington 00001101)101- 6
t; Chamberlain..OlllHtOllOO- 8 Dinsmore 001100000110— 4Young 110111001010- 7 Wright 101100000000- 3
twelve single bluero'ks, entrance $1:

George 111111111101-11 Wright 011011011110- 8>oung 101111111101-10 Dinsmore Ill 000101111—

8

Sw-.gget... . . .... .110011111111-10 Bavington lOHOlOOOlOl- 6G Chamberlain.. 011110111011- 9
Team match, L>ons vs. Hutchinson, 100 bluerocks:

T . „ Hutchinson.

i^.f^f86 1111111111101110111110011-21

S ?
1 Ailel* •• 0000011111011111111111111-19

Wiles Taylor 1 1 100 ! 11 ]0l 1 11 1 10 1 11 10011-19
Fred Burslem HOOlllOHOlOlOOOlOlOlOlO-13-71

TTTlr .
Lyons.

I L Wright 1110011011010010111111100-17
R L Densmore 1 001011 11 1 0010 1 01 001 II 1 1

1—18
George Swisher 1010111 100100000111000000—10
J A Bavington OlOOllllOlOlOOOOOIOOOOOOO- 8-51
Nine singles and 3 pairs of blnerocks, entrance 81.50. ties div.:

Smythe.... Ill 111 111 11 11 10—14 Stancer .. ..111 1000H 1110 11-11
Baer 10111H11 10 1101-12 Burslem. . .110000101 10 11 10-8
Swiggert ..101111111 111111-14 Young 100010011 11 10 10-7
George 111111101 10 10 10-11
Twelve singles, entrance 81:

Smythe 111111111111-12 Stancer 1)1111001110-9
Swiggett 111111111110—11 Rawlings 111011101011—9
Taylor 111110101111-10
Nine singles and 3 pairs, entrance $1.50-'

Diosmore. . 111111111 111111—15 Burrlem .. .011011111 10 1110—11
Smythe... .111111011 111110-13 Young 111011110 10 1100-10
George ...111110101 1110 10-12 Wright. ... 111001100 01 11 10-9
Taylor 111101111 10 1110-12 Rawlings . .100000011 10 10 11—7
Stancer . ..luOll 1101 10 1111—11 Baer 100101000 10 10 01-0
Swiggett ..001111111 11 10 10-11
George aud Taylor div. third.
Twelve singles, em ranee $1:

Smythe 1H111111111—12 Dinsmore .111110110001—8
Swiggett 111111111110-11. Young ... .000111110011-7
Taylor 111011111101-10 Stancer 011101001010-6
George 111111110001- 9 Burslem 100001000011-4
Wright 001111111101- 9 Merritt 010010000010-3
Six singles, entrance 50 cents:

Giant Chamberlain 111111—6 Taylor 011111—

5

Young 011111-5 Wright 011100—3
Dinsmore 111101—5 Burslem 100110—3
Chamberlain first, Dinsmore second.
Ten live birds, entrance $5:

C Smythe 0111111010—7 Rawlings 0001001000-^2
A Swiggett 0111001010-5 Young 1101111110-8
-1 Smythe 0111110110—7 George 1100111010-6W Stancer 0110000U1-5

WALNUT HILL, Nov. 27.-The fornightly shotgun meeting of
the Massachusets Rifle Association was held on this range to-day
under the most unfavorable conditions in the matter of weather
In spite of all difficulties, however, the marksmen present put up
good scores. In the gold coin match Messrs, Bow ker aud Perrv
led the field, while Mr. Rule was the winner in the match for the
gold medal offered by the Standard Target Company. An inter-
esting feature of the meeting was the challenge match between
Messrs. H. G. Wheeler and O. R. Dickey, a detailed score of which
will be found in the following summary: Gold coin match, 15
clay birds and 15 standard targets. Keystone svstem of squad
firing:

. , Clays. Standards.
Bowker 111111111110111-14 110111111111111-1.1-28
Perry 1111110H111101-13 11 llllllll 11111-15-28-
Stanton 111111011111111—14 111111011110111-13—27
Wheeler 111111111111101—14 101111110111111—13-$?
Gale 111110111011111—13 110111111000111-11-24
Rule 010111 UCOl 1011-10 11111111 1111011-11-24
Nichols 111110101111011—12 110111101101011-11-23
Swift Ill 111 1 11000011-11 01111011111 011 0-11-22
Black 011101111101110-11 111011100011 100- JJ— 2.

Lee 100101111101001— 9 111101110110110-11- 20
Piper

,
.101111011010111-11 11110011001 11 01!— 9- 20W in ter 010111000100000— 5 0110001 1 1 01 0001— 7—12

Standard medal match, 20 standard targets, handicap by classes-
Rule (B) 20, Gale (C) 19, Nichols (C) 16, Perrv (A) 16, Stanton (A)
16, Wheeler (A) 16, Bowker (B) 15, Swift (A) 15, Black (A) 13, Winter
tC) 10.

Challenge match, H. G. Wheeler vs. O. R. Dickey, 25 standard
targets:
Wheeler 0111111111111111111111101-23
Dickey 1111011111111111101111111—23
The shoot-off of the tie in this match was very exciting, result-

ing as follows:
Dickey 1111111101111111-15 Wheeler 0111111111110111-14
The next meeting for shotgun practice at Walnut Hill is sched-

uled for Wednesday, Dec. ll. The present series of matches will
then be continued, and the usual number of sweepstake events
wiU be contested.

RIDGEWOOD, N. J., Nov. 28,-Match at 10 Keystones, 3 traps,
16yds. rise, American Association rules, 50, SO and 20 per cent.,
$2 entrance, ties div. Event No. 1:

Rouse 1111101111— 9 M Smith 1010011100— 5
Jochum 0111011101— 7 Gualer 0111011011- 7H Smith 0101011001- 5 Cbopman 0011000111- 5
Rowley 1111111111-10 Roy 1110111011- 8
Event No. 2:

Rouse 0111111110—8 M Smith 0110110011—6
Jochum 1111101111— 9 Gualer 1101111101— 8
H Smith 0010110001— 4 Chopraan 0101100101— 5
Rowley 1111111111-10 Kov llllllllOl- 9
Event No. 3:

Rouse.... 1111111111—10 M Smith "111110110— 7
Jochum 0111011011— 7 Gualer 1111111101— 9H Smith 1000100110— 4 Chopman 0111000101- 5
Rowley 1111111111—10 Roy 1011111110- S
Event No. 4:

Rouse 1110101101- 7 M Smith 1101000101-5
Jochum 1111001111- 8 Gualer 1111111011—9H Smith. 1000011001- 4 Chopman 0111101111— 8
Rowley 1111101101— 8 Roy 1110111110- 8

C. P. R.

DAVENPORT, Iowa—November live bird shoot of the Forester
Ghin Club:
S F Oilman 1010011-4 Chas Culins 1101111-6
C M Leonard

.
.1100100—3 Geo Shado 1111111-7

John Raester 0101111—5 FO Davis 1111111—7
J FKroy 0111111—5 Geo R Fen-all 1000110—3
LMaser.. 1101111—6 J W Howard 1111111-7
Aug Schmidt 1111111-7 G H Young lOlUll-a
G C Branigan 1101101—5

CONEY" ISLAND GUN CLUB.—The Coney Island Rod and
Gun Club's special shoot on Thanksgiving was well attended, a
large numner of marksmen and their friends assembling at the
Woodlawn Park grounds. The shooting for the prize was open
to members only, while the additional sweepstakes were open to
all who wished to compete. First-class birds had beeu provided,
and this, together with a strong wind blowing across the grounds,
taxed the skill of the marksmen considerably. C. A. Siddons
won the first special club prize, a splendid water color, with a
score of 6 out of 7, killing three more on the shoot off and defeat-
ing Blattmacher and Dettlefsen. D. Monsees carried off second
honors, outshooting Voorhees and Eppig. The winners of the
two sweepstakes wrhich followed were D. Cowenhoven, G. EoDie.
W, Webber, D. Dettlefsen and A. Nason.

v m s '
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BROOKLYN. Nov. 27.—The Diana Sportsman's Club held its

regular monthly shoot at Bay View Park this afternoon. Six
members of the club represented the fi est class and five the second
in both events. The targets were glass balls and clay-pigeons.

Although the wind interfered very little with the shooting, the
result, was below the usually high Standard of the competing
marksmen. In the shooting at glass halls Tony Botty won the

first class medal for the second time, and J. Hartinann came off

winner in the second class, the prize being a silver modal. First

prize on the clay-pigeon score went to M. Brown in the first, and
to O. Medler. Jr.. in the second class. A sweepstakes at 3 bine-

rocks, miss and out, C. Midler, Jr., won first money, T. Botty sec-

ond, and C. Koch third. T)ie hand ioa ps of the marksmen and the
number of targets broken were as follows:

Glass Balls, 5 each-First Class.

J Scharff (20), 3 J Koch (18)— 3 T Botty (22) 3

M Brown (20) 2 C Koch (IS) 2 Brower (20) 2

On the shoot-off Botty won with 3 straight, Scharff breaking 2

and J. Koch 1 out of 3.

Second Class.
AMyer(20) 0 Hartmann (20) 3 B Boell (18) 2

C Ring (18) 3 O Medler, Jr (20).. . .3

On the shoot-off Hartmann was victorious with 3 straight, Ring
breaking 1 and Medler 2 out of 3.

Clay-Pieeous, 10 each—First Class.

J Scharff (IS) 1 J Kock (18) 7 T Botty (20) 6

M Brown (18) 8 C Koch (18) 6 Brower (20) 5
Second Class.

A Myer (20) 3 J Hartmann (18) .... 3 P Stein (18) 1
C Ring(20) 5 C Medler, Jr (20)....

4

jV"oi\ 87.—To-day at Louis Miller's Dexter Park (he members of
the Glenmorc Roil and Gun Club of the Eastern District, met for

their usual monthly contest at the traps. The weather was
simply horrible. Early in the afternoon the rain began to fall

heavily, and it came down harder and harder as the day wore on.
The shooting fever must be strong indeed when men go to the
traps on such a clay as that. Ten members faced the storm, but,

not all of these could be induced to shoot after t&jSy got to the
park. Regular club match. Glen more Rod and Gun Club, 7 birds
each, H and T trap, modified Hurlinghani rules to govern. Not a
man made a clean score, neither did a single shooter get even six
to his credit. T. T. Erlgerton. Elias Helgans and P. Van Breel<>

tied for the badge, witn 5 killed each. They shot out the tie, 3

birds each man. Van Breele missed his first and dropped out.
Helgans and Edgerton ea'h got their 3 scored dead. Then the tie

was shot, miss and out. Both men killed bird after bird until the
sixth round. In this Edgerton slipped up on a rapid flying
towerer, and Helgans. killing his, captured both the badge and
first money. These men are both in Class A. In Class B, Van
Breele took the prize with a score of 4 killed out of 7 shot at. In
Class C, R. May took the prize with the same score. Selover got
4, McGrill 3, and Lerens not one out of 3 shot, at. It was the mean-
est, day and the poorest contest the club has ever had.
JVot\ 89 —A young blizzard greeted the members of the Crescent

Gun Club when they assemhled at Louis Miller's Dexter Park to-
day for a, shoot at live birds. The birds were nearly all strong
flyers, and aided by the wind they gave the marksmen lots of
trouble, but the scores were creditable, nevertheless, and the
novel sweepstakes at clay birds were shot at live birds instead.
The feature of the shooting was rhe marked improvement in form
of T. C. Hopkins. The principal competition was at 10 live birds
per man, handicap rises, for tue gold badge of the club. The fol-
lowing were the prominent scores:
Hilmer(26) 10 Hopkins (28) 6 Gilman (28) 5
Simmons (2'i) 8 Matthews (25) 5 Hopkins (25) 5

A sweep at, 3 live birds per man followed, each shooting at 25yds.
rise. Gilman and Simmous both killed their birds, and in the
shoot-off again made a clean score and agreed to divide. A sweep-
stakes at 3 birds followed, in which Hopkins made a clean score
of 3 killed and took first money, while Hilmer, Oxilman and Sim-
mons tied lor the second money, each killing 2. The three ties
were then shot off, miss and out. Simmons securing the money.

CLEVELAND, O., Nov. 29.—The regular badge shoot of the
Cleveland Gun Club was held Thanksgiving afternoon on its
grounds in East Cleveland. The day was very windy, but never-
theless some good shooting was done. Upson broke 24 of his 25
targets and won the Class a badge. Blick. by breaking 20 birds,
won the Class B badge. After the regular shoot there was a
sweepstake, in which 11 shooters entered. Upson won first monev,
$4.50. Storey second, $3.70, and Williams third, 31.80. Then came
a live-bird shoot by two teams, composed of Upson and Roberts
and Calhoun and Forester. The shoot: was at. 5 birds apiece. The
first team won by killing 9 birds. The second team killed 6 out of
tlie 10. The individual scores were: Upsou 5, Roberts 4, Calhoun
4, Forester 2. The scores in the badge shoot were as follows:
Rudolph lllUmi 100111 111 11111 1 1-23
Williams 00111 111 1110100101.1111101-18
Calhoun- — 1101 01111 n 0001.111 llw.
L O Jones 11 1 111 0001 01 1 01 1 100100111-16
F D Wells 0001011001011111111110101-10
J E Joues 1000010101110111111010110-15
M F Silsby 11100 1 HH 1 1 1 00 1 It 101101110—16
Wm Weaver - 01 hi 1011101 1 111110101010-18W Harris C01 1 1000 1 1 U0i a 1 1 01 CMXK3 101—11W M Tamblyn 1111110111111011101011111-21
Roberts 110 1 1

1 01 1 101011m 11 110111-17
Upson - .1111011111111111111111111-24
Flick 1001 1 1 1 0 1 11 1 01 1 1 11 0111 111—20
Wherry 10111010l00000111011tOOH-14
"Bear 0110110110010101101011111-16
Visitors.—C.

KLELNTZ DEFEATS CLASS.-Newark, N. J., Nov. 29.-The
match between Frank Class and Frank Kleintz came off at Erb's
Park this afternoon. The match was an outcome of the Penn-
sylvania Kh intz-Irwin and New Jersey Frank Class- P. Daly, Jr.,
match ot ten days ago, which match ended in a tie. As was stated
then neither man was satisfied, and to-day they are as far apart
as ever. The toilowing is the result of the contest. Match for
$150 a side, 50 birds each man, Hurlinghani rules to govern except
that while each used 7J£lb. guns the ri-e was 30yds.:
Frank Kleintz. .2231121110132122221211211221 1112112122222012311112-47
Frank Class 13113211121123122121101311111112100312301011101103-43
The betting was in favor of Kleintz all through the contest,

except when Class had two birds to the good, then it Was even
On the 34th bird Class killed, but it fell dead out of hounds.
This seemed to rattle him, for he missed his next pigeon, an easy-
flying incomer. From that out Kleintz had it all his own wav,
Class missing no less than 4 birds out of the last 14 shot at. Tlie
birds were an excellent lot of flyers, many of them fighting like
tigers to top the fences, flying until dead in the air and" then
dropping like stones. In the first half of the match Class had the
more difficult birds to grass, but in the second half these birds
fell to his opponent, evening up things. Each man killed the best
and most rapid flyers, the poor ones being the ones the shooters
slipped up on, with few exceptions. Kleintz shot an up-hill race
with great nerve and pluck. Two birds behind, as he was at the
start, was a fearful handicap as a send oft', hut he pulled through
a winner at the end. The match was witnessed by at least 300
persons, all interested in a game pigeon contest. The following
sweepstakes were also decided:

First sweepstake-, 4 birds each, $5 entrance, three moneys J30
$20 and §10, respectively. Irwin, Class and Kleintz killed all
their birds and di v. first money. Ties for second monev, Wiuans
Goff, Jones and Collins killed 3 each. The ties were shot off on
the next sweep, the best score to take the cash. Third money
was won by Eddy, Leddy and Wheatou. This was shot off in
next sweep, Eddy drawing out his pro rata share.
Second sweepstakes, same, conditions exactlv as first: Class,

"Winans and Goff killed all their birds, but could not agree on a
division, and shot the tie miss and out. Winans missed his sec-
ond bird. The others then divided first money. For second
money Irwin, Kleintz, Jones, Collins and Wheaton tied with 3
kills each, aud also shot the tie miss and out. Winans dropped
out on second shot with the hardest ot luck. Lem, the retrieving
dog, jumped at. the bird, which was hard hit, but got only a tail
feather or two. The bird was still flying, and as the bird had not
been in the dog's mouth the referee decided it a lost bird. Whea-
ton went out, on his first shot, Joues on sixth, Kleintz on his ninth
Irwin on his tenth. Collins, killing his tenth, shot, out all the
Pennsylvaniaus and took the second money himself. The shoot-
ing off this tie was a magnificent exhibition of trap-shooting
skill. Erb and Leddy divided third money.

NEW YORK, Nov, 30.—The Bronx River Gun Club held their
monthly Bhoot to-day at 25 bluerocks, on their grounds West
Farm?, on the Harlem River branch of the Hartford & New
Haven Road. Mr. T. N. Jaques won the gold medal.
E P Miller 0111110010100001111011111—17
FPriugle UllOlOullUllol.1111101011-18A Dittmar 111011001 10 1 olnoOl1100001— 13T N Jaques 1111 11 1010111 toll 11001011-19
O T Mackey OOllOllOOlOriOl IIOHOUOOO—13JDuane 0010011110000111110111111-16W Pnngle 1010111 10.10 1 UlOolOlllOll-17
Chas Zoru lOllllOOlOOUHllliomoi-17

J. M,

! CORRY, Pa., Nov. 28.—The last shoot of the Corry Gun Club
took place on their grounds Thanksgiving Day, and although the
weather was the worst imaginable, everything went off pleas-
antly and all present had a jolly good time. The main event of
the day was a 100-hird race for the medalf of the club, which for
the past season have been held in trust from week to week; but
iu this event the medals were to become the personal property of
the winners. The scores made were below the average of the
clnb, but, when taking the weather into consideration, they are
very good, as duriug the entire time of the shoot there was a driv-
ing snow storm and some of the targets did not look larger than a
silver dollar, and the way they were jerked and tossed around was
a caution and kept the boys guessing where to hold to break them.
Following is the store:
Penrose. ~ 111111110011110111111111111111011.11011011111111111

Hiooiiiim i liiioiiioiiiiiiuminimuminn—90
H Arnold llioiioilllioillllllllli 11111111111111011111111111

liiiiioiiiuiioooiiii.uii ioi on n i.ninmnnn 111.-89

Blydenhurg 1100111111111 100111111 111111111111110

lOionoe loou j do i 1 1 o 1 1 1 1 1 n oimil imminin i ii ii—si
Austin lmiimotioioin 1 01 ioi 1

1 i moioimi i 1 i 1 100101101
iiioimn 1 1 loll 110010111 1 1

jomoin not n i.mnni-79
Nhhois loiiiiimmoinmiiioomiiimomoomioiiiio

ooi ioinn oioim 1 10 non o n i omoooi oi im l iinn -78
Edwards 11101 110 it 0101.1.1 10 II 01 o 1 11. 1111 o 1 01.11 1 01 1 1 1 11 11 II 11

On 1101001000110100011001111111101011.0101111111111-73
Laurie 101 011 0001 101 101110111110101 010101O110011 1 11 111.111

onion iioiornionmomioo].n.oiomn.oioiiimi-B9
Wetniore .... 1 10101000000010111 1 01101 1 OjOl ! 1 1 ol0W 011 Ooi 1 1111

1

lOiiiimoiiiioi p.iiii liooi o houn oi on ion ioomm-64
Mead J 01 1 1 01.11 10.lt 1101 1 011101 1 11 001 10101011101101101000

000110100011].100101111(ilt)n(ll0010l0100110111001111-84

M Arnold UOlOllimon.1111011.0111 1101111111111111111111111
011101111110100 withdrew. —54

Ward iiooinoiooioiiiiioimomtxiioommioioiiiooiii
withdrew. —35

Howard 10001001110111011011000111101010111111110100111010
withdrew. —31

Berliner .01 OfKHli ».<n f m lu'tJl W H.wiO' K) 1 0001 011 01011 110000000001111
01000110000 withdrew. —19

Our next shoot of this season will be a team race of the entire
club for a supper, 50 targets per man. I wish some of the old-time
sportsmen would drop ih and take supper with us. We would
give them a good time and supper, with less work and no slaughter
of game, as is usual at annual hunts. I will send vou a copy of
the scores in full aud a description of our banquet when it takes
place—H. A. Penrose.
WELLINGTON, Mass., Nov. 30.—In the silver pitcher match

some wind prevailed, yet, Perry held his own, and felt certain of
his second 'third of the prize. Unfortunately for him the wind
died away as the last on the list came to the scratch, and Cady
swooped in with 14 broken birds. The other scores of 8 and over
were: Lee and Perry 11. Bond 10, Warren, Merrill and Hubbard
9, Chase, Bradbury and Bradstreet 8. In the sweepstakes the
winners of first were: Five pigeons: Short, Cowee and Cady; five
bluerocks: Cady; six bluerocks: Cowee; six tin birds: Chase: five
pigeons: Brooks; five bluerocks: Cady; five bluerocks: Bradbury;
five bluerocks: Lee and Perry; six bluerocks: Bond and Lee; six
tin birds: Cowee, Bond and Bradbury; Eight pigeons: Lee, War-
ren, Cady and Hubbard; seven bluerocks: Cady: three pair blue-
rocks: Perry, Chase and Lee; three pair pigeons: Brooks; six
bluerocks: Bradbury; ten bluerocks (Keystone target): Chase,
Cowee, Perry and Cady; six bluerocks: Pery; ten pigeons: Bond,
Perrv and Lee; five pigeons: Bond and Short.

PELHAM, N. Y., Nov. 28.—The Country Club of Baychester had
a most successful shooting event on their grounds iu that village
to-day. Most of the lot were good lively birds, and favored by a
westerly breeee, which blew directly on the backs of the niarks-
man, had a good chance for their lives. All crippled birds both in
and out of bounds were covered, and were instantly killed by
attendants. The grounds were very fast, and were highly praised
by all the competitors, the water boundary being particularly
satisfactory. The threatening weather and Mr. Watson's lunch-
eon interfered with the attendance, hut there was a good showing
of club members and guests, among whom were many ladies. Mr.
N. D. Tborne and C. Oliver laelin were in charge. The first event
was wou by Mr. Morse, who killed 10 birds straight and won over
15 competitors at 26yds. He did not have to use any of the
three extra birds allowed him, not having made a miss. In the
second event Mr. James took the first place, killing 18 birds at
31yds. rise without a miss. There were 25 competitors iu this
event. Toe prizes in each event were silver cups. The third event
was not finished, only four birds having risen to each marksman,
and was postponed until Saturday, with eight men tied for first

place. The final arrangements for a match between Mr. James
and Mr. Natto were also concluded.

"West India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard." By
Everett Hayden, Z7- $. Hydrograrfhic Office. Large quarto, with ss
lithographic platen. Price $1. Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 1883, with practical informali-on how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

REPORT OF THE N. Y. Y. C. COMMITTEE
ON MEASUREMENT.

WHEN your committee entered upon the work of considering
what amendments could be made in the club's existing

scale of allowances and in the rules for the measurement of racing
yachts, it tound many matters to engage its attention, each seen
to have an important influence upon the interest and prosperity
of yacht racing.
It was considered that the true light, in which to view all rules

to be framed for the regulation and government of the sport
should be such as would put aside or keep out of the way where-
ever practicable all needless and undesirable features and con-
ditions; should favor no especial type or dimensions, should con-
cern itself solely with elements of advantage for speed, or with
such features as would be representative of these elements, and
should make these features or factors as few and simple as pos-
sible. That your committee should give to these as nearly a just
value as it could, and in this way give to the owner and designer
the only real discretion practicable for them, as to the use they
would make of the features which enter as factors into the meas-
urement.
It any of these be given too high a value it can readily be seen

that it will be used only in small proportion, and in some degree
with the result, or producing something different from that which
the owner would have preferred. If, however, any factor be given
a value less than its proper one for purposes of speed, it can be
seen with little reflection that the owner will, to a void disadvan-
tage in competition, be no less compelled to use this feature in
excess of his convenience and wishes. These remarks apply
most especially to the amount of sail which can be carried and to
the number of feet in length which can be associated with it

for any given rating in the measurement for allowance, and to
this part of its work your committee has given much time, thought
and discussion.

It has besides this to consider the following subjects: The suffi-
ciency of the allowance by the present table for differences in
size, and the question whether this table, or any other which
might be recommended, could he so adjusted as to make the use
of it by regatta committees or others more ready and convenient.
Also the question whether the mode of measuring spars could be
improved in detail so as to secure greater accuracy in results,
prevent possible evasions, and remove the pressure toward unde-
sirable developments and tendencies. In other words your com-
mittee has considered the method ot measuring according to the
present rule to see what, if any, were its defects and insufficiencies.
In the consideration of all these matters, and of others con-

nected with them or involved by them, your committee has uni-
formly been governed by an earnest desire to proceed carefully
and conservatively. It has also, however, recognized a fact
which must be clear to the perception of every member of the
club, that if there arc in matters of this kind, affecting as they
do vested interests, evils to be considered or changes to he made,
these reforms should be made sufficiently ample to preclude the
necessity of further changes within a brief period.
When the last report upon this subject was made to this club by

a committee on May 9, 1883, the introduction of sail area into its
rule of measurement was almost an experiment. It has since
then been taken into the formula of every important club in this
country and in Europe. Every style of yacht has been brought
under its iufluence. In every case where sail area has been a fac-
tor in^the measurement it has by the method of its use been giveu
an importance very much greater, and in some cases nearly
double that which it has had in our rule; yet to such an extent
has a large sail spread been relied upon for the production of

( speed, that it appeara to be uniformly true of this club, and of all

others having racing yachts upon their lists, that the winning
yachts have much larger rigs in proportion to their waterline
lengths than those existing when the present: rule of the club was
adopted in May. 1889.
It has not appeared to your committee that it is necessary, or

even desirable, to prevent the production of largely rigged yachts
by making successful racing with them impossible, nor does it
believe that this would be the effect of any rule which it has con-
sidered. Your committee believes that the utmost that can he
looked for as a result of the changes which it has to propose, or
which it feels warranted in proposing, would be, iu the case of
the middle and upper classes, to somewhat reduce the practical
handicap from which the moderately rigged yacht now suffers.
In the 40ft. class, where rigs have been carried to an exaggerated
relation to length not seen in any other, the changes proposed
would provide a strong inducement to more moderate sail plans;
while in large vessels, of 80 or 90ft. , the advantage, vour com-
mittee thinks, though less pronounced, would still be with the
large rigs: and the check upon their extension remain as at pres-
ent chiefly in their unhandiness, and in the difficulty of getting
them to stand. In illustration of the difference which exists in
the proportion of sail carried between the most moderately can-
vassed of the 40ft. clas« and a large rigged vessel of 86ft., it may
be stated that it would require an addition ot 3,385 sq.ft. to the
sail spread of Volunteer to make it equal in proportion 10 load
waterline to that carried by Pappoosc or Minerva; and conversely
it would require a reduction in Pappoose's canvas of 626ft. to
bring it down to the proportion in respect to waterline to that
carried by Volunteer.
In the report upon measurement made to you by the committee

in 1883 there may be found the following passage which it may he
weU to explain has reference to the relative values given iu the
present rule of measurement to the two factors representative of
length and sail area: "In recommending these indicated re-
pective proportions your committee were the more satisfied from
the feeling that the nature of the principle they were recommend-
ing was so elastic and so adaptable that after an experience of its
working it would be a very simple matter to alter any of its pro-
portions which were found to require readjusting." The recom-
mendation which your present committee would make is precisely
in liue with the suggestion contained in the passage which has
been quoted from the former report. It is that the measurement
for allowance shall be obtained by taking the square root of sail

area once and length of waterline once, and dividing the sum of
these measurements by two, instead of taking the length of water-
lines twice, adding this to the square root of sail area, and dividing
the total by three. The effect of the alteration proposed would of
course be to give an increased value to the factor representing
sail area. Your committee, however, does not think that this
change would bo of itself sufficient, to provide opportunity and
encouragement for the production for racing purposes of more
moderately rigged vessels; they therefore propose that the classi-
fication, which is now made by waterline length, shall in future
be made by the same measure which governs the allowance. This
measure, being the product of two factors, will admit of either
of them being increased at will to suit the purposes of an owner
or designer, without change in the measurement or class, provid-
ing the remaining factor is diminished to a corresponding degree.
It will be seen that this method gives great liberty of design aud
opportunity to suit the varying proportions and requirements of
owners.

It also affords that room for change and experiment, the ab-
sence of which has formed one of the worst characteristics of
most measurement rules, aud which charaol eristic has in some
cases been the means of perpetuating crudities of form and devel-
opment which have at once commenced to disappear upon the
adoption of less restrictive rules. «
Being 'desirous of looking at every promising or interesting

aspect of this question, and having had it brought to.their atten-
tion that possibly the present rule of measurement of the club
might give good and adequate results if aided by a classification
such as has been proposed, which would admit of sail being re-
duced and increased length of waterline accepted in lieu thereof,
your committee made calculations to ascertain whether under the
existing rule such an amount of length could be obtained for a
reduction of sail a6 in most of the classes would be likely to prove
acceptable and take practical effect. It was found that an aver-
age 40ft. yacht, to gain 2ft. of length would need to sacrifice 448ft.
of sail; that a 70ft. yacht, to gain 3ft. in length would need to re-
duce her sail by 648ft., and that a 90ft. yacht to gain 2ft. in length
would need to dispense with 736sq. ft. of canvas. It does not ap-
pear at all likely to your committee that the moderate gain in
length of waterline offered by this rule would be accepted as an
equivaleut for the large reductions of sail spread which would be
required by it. The change which has been recommended to you
would require for any given quantity added to the length of load
waterline a very little more than half the reduction of area in the
sail plan which has been instanced as the effect of the present
rule if used to classify by. By the change proposed a 40ft. yacht,
could gain 2ft. in length by losing 228ft. of canvas in place of 448;

a yacht of 70ft. waterline could gain 2ft. by a loss of 328ft. of can-
vas instead of 648ft ; a yacht like Sea Fox could gain 2ft. in length
by a loss of 372sq. ft. instead of 736sq. ft.

The next matter which engaged your committee's attention was
the need of taking spinakers into account iu the measurement
when their dimensions exceed a cej tain limit. So long as this
sail can be made of any size without affecting a yacht's rating,
the zealous yachtsman will feel compelled in self-protection
against his competitors to carry a sail of the largest practical
dimensions, only to find that the limits of the practicable are in
this matter capable under the influence of racing zeal of an in-
definite extent of expansion. Your, committee, therefore, think
that it will be acceptable to owners and others, and conduce to
the equity and prosperity of yacht raciug, that spinakers shall
escape measurement only when within certain well defined limits,
and that such part as is beyond these shall become measurable.
It is proposed, therefore, that a spinaker boom which measures
no longer than tlie distance between the fore side of the foremast
of a schooner or the mainmast of a single-masted vessel to the
forward point of measurement of the baseline, shall remain out
of account; but that any spinaker boom exceeding this limit
shall be taken into account for the length in excess,and this amount
added to the baseline used for spar measurement. Incidentally
this rule is calculated to have a good' effect by giving some in-
ducement for the mast, to be kept "a sufficient distance abaft the
stem of the vessel.
Another matter which received your committee's attention

was the method of working in deta il of the present rule for spar
measurement. It is well known by those who have had any
practical experience in such matters that any at tempt to measure
sails themselves has many serious practical objections and diffi-

culties in the way aud must necessarily yield varying result.B
under common conditions. The present mode will ordinarily
give results very closely approximate to strict accuracy. Since,
however, it was first formulated it has been introduced into
other clubs where occasions have arisen to supplement one of its
provisions in order to secure greater accuracy where a long gaff
was used with a short topmast. In such a case the extension of
the haseliue by adding to the outer end of the mainboom one-
quarter of the length of the main gaff does not fully compensate
for the area gained by the use of the long gaff. A supplementary
rule to meet this case could be introduced here as it has been else-
where, but a close examination of the subject shows that the pro-
portion of gaff added to the baseline by the existing rule can be
advantageously substituted in the formula by subtracting from
the gaff length 80 per cent, of the topmast from hounds to lower
side of topsail halliard block and adding the remainder to the
baseline. This simple rule appears to give good results with all
practical variations in length of topmast and gaff, or with no
topmast at aU, if in such case the throat haUiard block of main-
sad be used as the top of the perpendicular. This change, there-
fore, is recommended by your committee.
An amendment of a similar character has appeared to your

committee to be desirable for reasons of equity and to prevent
evasion in the measurement of headsail. At present the forward
point of measurement is to the jibstay on bowsprit or flying jib-
stay on jibbooui. Within the last few seasons it has become more
than ever before the practice to make effective use of the jibtop-
sail in windward work, and your committee think that the rule
as it stands at present offers some inducement to an evasion of its
purpose, and to correct this it recommends that the forward point
for the measurement of spars should be half-way between the
jibstay and the jibtopsail stay.
The next matter which your committee had to consider was

the allowance table. The present scale gives about 46 per cent,
of the theoretical allowance based upon the principle that oppor-
tunities for speed vary as do the square roots of the varying
lengths. These allowances are in the judgment of your commit-
tee les3 liberal than they should be, and recognizing that the
effect of the present rule to place the yachts higher up upon the
scale where the allowances are lessened than they would be
placed by waterline length, and seeing also that the proposed
changes will, if carried out, still further remove them from the
position on the scale for which their allowances are calculated;
your committee recommends that the scale of allowances be in-
creased from the present, 46 per cent, to 50 per cent, of the theo-
retical scale, It is very douotful if this increase is as much as it
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should be, but your committee recognizes the fact that this scale
can at any time be increased or changed without That disturbing
effect upon yacht building, or that need of preparation involved
in most other changes.
The use of the table of allowances can in the opinion of your

committee be greatly facilitated by having the table calculated
throughout the range of the scale for every interval of a tenth of
a foot, aud by establishing the rule that no smaller interval shall
be used, but that every yacht's corrected time shall be reckoned to
the nearest tenth. This provision will greatly diminish and make
less complicated the work of the regatta committee; with advan-
tage to this committee and also to the yachtsmen interested in its
work; while the greatest deviation from strict accuracy that can
occur by this provision will be due to a possible error of something
lees than sis-tenths of an inch or one-twentieth of a foor.
In concluding this report your commit tee feols that it cannot

ton earnestly ask for the club's serious attention to this subject,
and to the close connection which there may be between its act ion
and the success of future regattas. Upon the measurement rule
more than anything else depends the style of yacht that can suc-
cessfully he built to compete in races; and the more this style of
vessel differs from that which suits the wants and conveniences
of owners, the fewer will he built or appear in the regattas of the
club. A review of the experience of the last few seasons, while it
will nor perhaps show fully what may be looked for in the future,
nevertheless cannot fail to be suggestive in this matter, and
among the members of the club who have expressed themselves
to your committee in favor of an increased charge being put upon
large sail plans, none have spoken so strongly or uumistakeably
aB its representative racing men who have experienced the dis-
advantage of an ever increasing pressure in this direction; to the
fullest development of which no limit can apparently be fixed.
In a class of small vessels like that of 10ft., a class unknown to
this club previous to last season, any extravagance of rig or pro-
portion may bo of little moment, and a sailing machine costing
no more than one of these, may to a person able to afford it be
regarded as a harmless and even interesting means of amusement

.

Some yachtsmen have seen in the success of one or two of the
smaller rigged of these vessels over others more extreme an
answer to the question of other yachtsmen as to where t he en-
largement of sail plans would tind its check; and they would lead
us to infer that these rigs are of sufficiently moderate proportions
to furnish a standard of what maybe properly and advantage-
ously used in relating sail area to length.

It also appears to your committee by no means certain that the
limit to which large sail plans can be used with advantage to
speed has been conclusively shown, even in this class; or that the
superiority of any of ttie smaller-rigged vessels was properly
referable to the size of rig carried. It appears, however, to your
committee self-evident that the more extreme is the sail plan the
smaller must necessarily be the limits of whatever advantage re-
mains to a large rig; aud that the 40ft. class has more nearly ap-
proached this limit than any other class. If, however, the most
moderately rigged of these small vessels is to furnish the index of
that area of canvas in relation to waterline length which may be
carried with success, the case, becomes at ouce an inducement of
the strongest kind for a very large addition to the rigs of those
larger vessels that have always furnished the chief element of
interest in this club's fleet, aud regattas. It has already been
stated that if it wrere practicable to enlarge the sails and spars of
Volunteer to the proportions found in Pappoose and Minerva,
such a change would require an addition of 3,3»5sq. ft. to her pres-
ent sail plan of 9,271sq. ft. Of course it would be found impracti-
cable to carry out any such purpose, or to manage such an un-
handy vessel if so rigged; but under the pressure of an advantage,
seen to be in this direction unbalanced by any counter advantage,
allowance or equivalent, the limits of that which is practicable
will always be found to stretch out, and the yacht fitted to win
races wiil become more and more an undesirable and expensive
thing to possess, and will appear upon regatta courses in a
correspondingly diminished number. From this tendency and
condition it has become urgently necessary that yachtsmen
should be relieved, and toward the devising of conservative
measures for this purpose the best energies and thought of your
committee have been given; and your committee believes that to
the New York Y. C, ever distinguished in its past history by the
size, character and spirit of its racing fleet, the measures pro-
posed would afford a needed help, would cause others to emulate
its example, would increase the number of its racing fleet, and
w^ould contribute in an essential and marked degree to its pros-
perity.

In arranging for the divisions of the schooner classes by racing
length instead of by waterline length, it has not appeared prac-
ticable to change with advantage the points of division or the
intervals as they now stand. It is consequently recommended
that these be as follows:
First class schooners, 100ft., sailing length and over.
Second class schooners, 90 to 100ft., sailing length.
Third class schooners. SO to 90ft., sailing length.
Fourth class schooners, 70 to 80ft., sailing length.
Fifth class schooners, 70ft. and under.
In the division of sloop yachts it is recommended that the

classes be:
First class, 77ft., sailing length and over.
Second class, 68 to 77ft., sailing length.
Third class, 60 to 68ft., sailing length.
Fourth class, 54 to 60ft., sailing length.
Fifth class, 48 to 54ft., sailing length.
Sixth class, 48ft. and under.
It is impossible to give a complete list which would show into

which classes all the yachts in the club would come under ihe
named divisions, for the reason that very many of the yachts
have never been measured for racing purposes. Indeed iu the
largest class of schooners very few have been measured, it can,
however, be assumed with little liability to error that the list
which follows shows the vessels which would under the proposed
rule be classed together, and where the measurement was known
or could be safely approximated, it is in most instances given.
[The list of yachts is practically the same as that published in

the Forest and Stream of Nov. 31.]

In making these divisions in the classes the endeavor has been
to make the intervals proportional as far as practicable and still

to leave classed together the vessels that were fitted to race to-
gether. In a few cases it was found that vessels which have here-
tofore raced well together, but which varied considerably in size,
could not be fitly included in any such divisions as your commit-
tee could recommend for general and long use, aud these were
necessarily separated under the new classification.
It was also, atter much consideration, thought undesirable to

fix the upper limit of the smallest class of sloops higher than 48ft.
corrected length; but this limit will not include four of the mast
largely rigged of the 40ft. waterline sloops. A continuation in
force of the proviso now existing which admits yachts ah ead v
built to a class when they do not exceed its upper limit by more
than a fraction of a foot, would, your committee thinks, best meet
the cases which have been referred to, and this provision would
be much preferable to raising the limits of the ciass beyond the
point named.
There appears, however, to be no end to serve by extending this

provision to any other than the smallest class of sloops; and it is
accordingly recommended tnat the three lines contained iu the
club book which at present read, "Any yacht which shall have
been launched prior to the 30th day of June, 1888, exceeding the
higher limit in any class by not over the fraction of a foot shall
be included in that class," shall be changed to read as follows:
"Any yacht in the sixth class of sloops owned by a member of

this club which has been launched at the date of this report, and
which shall not exceed its limit by more than part of a foot, shall
be included in the class."
In presenting tbis part of the report your committee desires to

say that it has found much interest and support from members of
the dub who were aware of its views and purposes. It has been
found, however, that in some instances the precise aim of the
committee and the special needs of this club as seen by it have
been misconceived, and there has beeu a disposition shown by
persons interested in the work of the committee, but imperfectly
mtormed as to its figures aud scope, to discuss the questions as if
the whole, or at least the greater part of it, could be included in
some measure which would meet the needs of correction in the
40ft. class. This is not practicable, and is not, as your committee
see the matter, even a relatively important part of its task.
This class of small vessels has iu the past season developed

an extent of rig in relation to length that is without parallel in
the experience of this or any other club.

If, in order to become winners of races, vessels in the larger
classes are to be required to have rigs even approximately as
large in relation to length as the smallest rigged of the racing
40ft. yachts, it may safely be assumed that in the next fifty years
not one such vessel would be sailed over a race course. The rules,
however, as they at present stand, leave advantage prineioally to
progress in this direction, and it has been the purpose" of this
committee by taking sail more largely into account and by mak-
ing it as well as length of waterline count in classification, or in
other words, by making classification depend upon corrected
length, in some degree to lessen the pressure toward advantage in
the use of extravagant sail plans. It may be contended that in the
40ft. class as large sail plans have been used as there is advantage

in. If, however, the least extreme of these can be carried with
advantage, it. must be allowed that such advantage has not been
availed of in the larger vessels, nor can it be of service to the in-
terests of this club or of racing, that there should continue to
exist as nt present such a coercive necessity to follow in this
direction. It must be apparent with even a cursory view that in
the smaller classes such a rule as would make it: possible to win a
race with a reduced sail plan or an extended length would admit
the production of vessels much more in accordance with the wants
of the average, yachtsman, and much more likely to remain in
favor for racing and cruising purposes than the present over-
sparred craft: while in the laiger classes where a Targe margin
of advantage yet appears to remain to the development of rig, it
seems clear that a prime necessity to the production and appear-
ance of racing vessels upon the course, is that such vessels should
not be unfitted to a needless degree for cruising purposes, that the
owner and designer should be given a reasonable alternative to
take such advantage as added length gives, with its conveniences
and speed, instead of sail—that sail should not in the equation
be made too cheap, nor length too dear.
That the effect of the proposed changes will be very moderate

may bo seen by an inspection of the examples of well known ves-
sels, haviug different proportions of sail in length, which are gi ven
below.
That such changes will still leave the best opportunity with the

largely rigged vessels seems quite probable; the. direction moved
in is, however, believed to be right, and the measure urgently
needed in the interest of yachting. John HtstjOp,

Latham A. Fish,
E. A. Willabd.
A. Cart Smith.
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CAPTAIN ROBERT B. FORBES.

NO better framework could be found for a history of the rise
and decline of the merchant marine of the United States

than the life of Captain Robert Bennett Forbes; himself the most
remarkable of American sailors. His life began among the thrill-

ing experiences of the war of 1813, with its privateers and letters
of rmuque; as a young man he sailed under the American flag to
all quarters of the globe; in middle life he was known not only at
home but in the most oistant parts as an upright aud honorable
merchant; in later years he served his country unselfishly and
most efficiently; while throughout his entire life, from boyhood
to his latest years, his active brain and generous mind were given
to the aid of all who go down to the sea in ships.
Captain Forbes was born at Jamaica Plain, near Boston, on

Sept. 18, 1804, his parents being of Scotch descent. When but a
child his mother, with him and an elder brother Thomas, sailed
for Marseilles to join her husband; the vessel being captured by a
Britisn ship. Alter several years in France the uuitcd family
sailed from Bordeaux in an American schooner for Boston; but,
after outsailing two British cruisers and heating off a third, the
schooner was taken by a British frigate and sailed with a prize
crew for Plymouth. After losing her spars she put into Corunna,
in Spain, and the Forbes family re-embarked in a brig, only to
be captured after a week and sent to Lisbon; whence they finally
found passage in a ship to Newport, K. 1.

After some time at school at Milton, and a year in the Perkins
store on Foster's Wharf, Boston, youug Forbes, then 13 years old,
sailed in the ship Canton Packet, owned by his uncle, Thomas H.
Perkins. At the age of 16 he was a third mate, and four years
later he was a captain. After following the sea for eight years
more he settled m Boston as a member of the great firm of lius-
seil & Co., long famous in the China trade, in .1834, wnen 30 years
old, he married Miss Rose Green Smith, who died four years
since. The panic of 1837 crippled the firm and made it necessary
for Capt. Forbes to go to China, where he not only built up a large
business, but took a leading part in the protection of foreigners
during the opium war in 1841. When the Rebellion broke out
Captain Foroes at once came forward, organizing a coast guard
and doing a great deal, both as an officer of the Government and
through his private means, to build and equip gunboats and
blockading vessels. Of late years he has lived quietly at his home
in Milton or Boston, his death occurring at tne Uwter place on
Nov. 33.

To tell of a few of his many acts of bravery or benevolence
would make a very long story. During the Irish famine in 1846-7
he was placetl in command of the sloop-of-war Jamestown, loaned
by the Government to carry provisions to Ireland; later on, while
returning from Europe in the steamer Europa, the bark Charles
Bartlett was sunk in collision, Capiain Forbes being one of the
most active in saving life; after tbe war he was a leader in the
great fair by which $240,000 was raised to establish the National
Sailors' Home at Quincy, Mass.; while he has ever been active in
inventing and introducing appliances for increasing the safety
and comfort of seamen and tor saving life in case of wreck. To
him is due the invention oi double topsails, while tneir geneial
introduction was brought about through his able writings. A
brave and skillful sailor, an ingenious mechanic, an able and
honorable merchant, a ready and powerful writer, his time and
talents have always been freely given to others, and he leaves a
place that no one can fill.

DIRECTOR STANTON'S NEW YACHT.— New York has
always been noted as the birthplace and home of marine nonde-
scripts, but the latest addition to her fleet Is tbe worst we have
yet seen. The owner of this craft is Mr. E. L. Stanton, the popu-
lar and efficient director of the Metropolitan Opera, and her sail-
ing master, Heir Reicnmann, probably commands a higher salary
than Capt. Haft or Terry, hut the vessel itself would disgrace the
boat-letting establishments of Uowanus Bar, a square dry goods
box, with a stick in the middle and two little red rags for sails.
It is to be hoped that as Mr. Stanton is a member of the New-
York Y. O. he has deposited a model in the club, so that in the
event of a fire in the Opera House, some suitable record will be
preserved of such a historic craft, in these days of realistic tank
dramas, with real, water, real shells and real steam launches,
such a tub as the vessel in the Flying Dutchman is a disgrace to
the scenic resources and the reputation of the finest theater in
the country.

WHAT IS A SPINAKER? -The question has arisen abroad as
to whether, in a race in which spinakers were barred, a "bowsprit
spinaker" could be carried, tbe latter being practically the same
sail as is erroneously known in America as a ''balloon jib," and
properly termed a balloon jibtopsaii. The cutter Stranger in the
match in question, set her "bowsprit spinaker" twdce, once fly-
ing and once hanked to the stay; and on being protested by May
the case was appealed to the council of tbe Y. R. A., which de-
cided that under the terms of the match no sort of spinaker
could be carried. The English "bowsprit spinaker" and the
American "balloon jibtopsai]," the two being practically the same
though cut and used a little differently, are both endowed with
rather clumsy names, but the latter seems to be the more appro-
priate.

A SOUTHERN YACHTING ASSOOTATION.—The lively sport-
ing paper, The Sjririt of the Sotdh, published in New Orleans, has
lately taken up the idea of an association ofSouthern yachtsmen,
from the Carolinas to the Gulf, aud is now pushing it vigorously.
There is a wide field for yachting in Southern waters, and much
may be done to attract Northern yachtsmen in the winter, as
well as to encourage the local interests of the sport and to nro-
mote inter-club racing. The best means to this end is an organi-
zation which shall include all the clubs, with a few simple rules
a t the start.

BEVERLY Y. C. DATES FOR 1890.—The Beverley Y. C. is tie
first to announce its dates for the season of 1890, the following
being set for the races north of the Cape: June 14. 28; July 5. 19;
Aug. 3, 16, 30; Sept. 1,20. With a calendar and a list of last sea-
son's fixtures it is an easy matter for a club to arrange its dates in
good season, and we hope to have a full list of fixtures for 1890
before the new year. The earlier such work is done the less
danger there will be of confusion and disputes over dates at the
beginning of tbe racing season.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices iu advance of meetings and races, aud
report of the same. Cauotists and all interested in canoeing are
reauested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses,with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items
relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OFFICERS, 1889-90.

Commodore: Henry Stanton ) wOTO. v™.i,
Secretary-Treasurer: F. L. Bunnell... J

aew lorK -

fiee-Com. Rear-Com. Purser.
Central Div..Geo. A. Warder E. L. French F.F.Andrews.

4 Exchange place, Rochester.
Eastern Div. .Dr. J. A. Gage .A. S. Putnam. Ralph Brazer,

Lowell, Mass.
N'thern Div. .W. J. White W. J. Read CM. Whitelaw,

Montreal, Can.
Atlantic Dlv..M. V. Brokaw I. V. Dorlnnd W. R. Haviland,

Yonkers, N. T.
Applications tor membership must be made to division pursers, accom-

panied by the recommendation of an active member and the sum of $3.00
tor entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
the general A. C. A. camp shall pay $1.00 for camp expense*. Application
sent to the Sec'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will bo furnished with printed forms of appltcati on by address-
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—C. J. Stedman. Cincinnati, Ohio,
Viee-Comniodore—T. J. Kirkpatrtek. Spriucrfleid, O.
Rear-Commodore- -Thos. S. Gates, Columbus, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J. B. Keogh, 31 Montauk Block, Chicago, 111
Applications for membership should he made to theSec.-Treas., on blanks

which may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by $9 as
Initiation fee and dues for the current year.

A FIFTEEN HUNDRED MILE CRUISE.
With the new year we will begin the publication

of the log of a solitary cruise of 1 ,500 miles,
made in a 14-foot Adirondack boat, on the Erie
Canal, Lake Ontario, the St. Lawrence River, and
other waters. The cruise began at Albany, fin-

ishing nearly two months later at Philadelphia,
and the narrative includes exciting and danger-
ous episodes. The chapters will run through sev-
eral issues. Cruisers should not miss this serial.

IANTHE C. C.

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C—Arrangements have
been made for a series of eight or ten lectures on yacht design
and construction, to be given this winter at the club house by Mr.
A. Carey Smith. The lectures are intended chiefly for yachtsmen
who wish to obtain a general knowledge of how a yacht is de-
signed and built, and will be similar to those delivered by Air.
Smith before the Seawanhaka Corinthian V. C. six years since.
The idea has met with general favor, and the class promises to be
a large one. The usual course of club lectures will be resumed
soon. Among the additions to the club's models is a very inte-
teresting one of the old cutter Mosquito, built in 1818, a remark-
able craft in tnat she was not only the first iron yacht, but the
first of the long-bowed craft iu England. The model was pre-
sented to the club by Mr. John Harvey through Mr. George
Mackrow, of the Thames Iron Works, Blaekwell, England. The
club has lately added to its library twenty volumes of yachting
scrap books made up by the late Captain Coffin, covering a period
of nearly twenty years.

A LARGE STEAM YACHT.—Mr. \V. C. Storey, of London, has
completed a design for an auxiliary steam yacht of 830 tons,
whicn will be built by Kamage & Ferguson, for Mr, E. J. Wythes,
Who will start in her next summer on a two-years' cruise around
the world. The yacht will be 184ft., tonnage length, 32ft. beam,
With engines 20, 30)4, and 51x30in,, and two boilers lift. 6in. long
and lift, diameter. Her oallast will be 100 tons of lead, half on
keel, with iron and cement in addition. She will carry thiee
masts, square rig on foremast, and will be fitted with a full
complement of electric lights, including a search light. Her
rating will be the highest ever given by Lloyds, 24 years, Al.

YACHT PORTRAITS.—Mr. N. L. Stebbins has now in press a
handsome volume of photo-gravure reproauctions, 75 in number,
containing most of the new racers builr since his book "American
and hmglish Yachts" was published in 1887, and forming a valua-
ble supplement to the latter work.

NEW YORK Y. C—A small pamphlet has just been published
containing the letters and telegrams concerning the JUunraven
challenge, which were received after the discnarge of the com-
mittee, July 18, 1889, All of them have been previously published
in our columns.

THE Ianthe C. C, of Newark, is rapidly making a place as one
of the leading racing cluos of the Atlantic Division, and in

spite of some disadvantages of location, especially for sailing, its
record for the year compares favorably with clubs which have
far better courses. One result of the limited sailing ground is
that the club is turning out good all round canoeists, as the fol-
lowing records show. «

The club held fourteen record races during the past season, a
summary of which is printed below7

. There has beeu a great deal
of interest and skill displayed, and a marked improvement over
last year's work noticed. The junior record has been a pronounced
success, having brought out talent that never went in a race
•'because they did not have any show," The seniors had it nip
and tuck all the way, especially in the paddling, for Mr. Fred-
ricks held the lead until the very last race, when Mr. Douglass
passed him. Mr. Stewart did the best work in the juniors, while
Mr. Hobart did well to hold second place. Handsome silk ban-
ners for prizes were presented at the camp-fire held Nov. 25.

SENIOR RECORD.
Club. Canoe. Sail'g. Paddl'g. T'l

2. B. Fredericks. . Ianthe Bachelor'..

4. F. B. Collins Bayonne Spray
5. P. F. Hogan Brooklyn Wind
(j. W. M. Myers Bayonne Nahma
7. C. Y. Schuyler... Arlington.. ..Nipsic
8. O. F. Coe Crescent ...Sybil

JUNIOR RECORD.

3. E. W. Edinger . . .Crescent She ....

4. W. B. Daly Arlington....Kisco .

f>. J. Duguici Ianthe Nilo...

7. G. L. Metze Hoboken Lasata. ...

8. O. T. Connor Ianthe Anita
9. W.Scott Crescent Addie S

10. G. Manly Orange Naids
11. F. McLees Rutherford..Rutherford .

.

12. H. S. Farmer— Ianthe Falcon
13. C. V. Schuyler. ..Arlington—Nipsic
14. H. Morgan Arlington. .. .Lillian

6 16 22
15 15
8 12

4"3
3
•>

I 2
1 1 2

11 18 29
T 6 13

11 11
8 10
7 7

B 6
'a 6
5 5

5 5
1 3 4

4 4
3 3
3 3

'i 1
)t compete for the
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THE A. C. A. RACING RULES.

THE foliowing is an official copy of the changes proposed in the
racing rules by the new regal ia committee, and adopted at

the meeting on Nov. 23. While the changes are quite important
there is nothing radical about them, and they need cauBe no
trouble in going into effect. Rule I. is materially changed in
form, but practically all thai is done is to drop the distinction
between classes A and B, which has ceased to exist for some time
past, and to combine the two. The investigation of the com-
mittee showed plainly that all racing is done in canoes within
the maximum limit ot 16ft.x30m. and the minimum of 88m,, and
the old limim for certain classes of 17ft. and 26m. are dropped.
Even in paddling canoes the getteral minimum limit of beam is

28m., there being no 27 or 26in. canoo left to race, so the former
limit, has been set as the least beam allowed. The old class 1, any
canoe, has been incorporated in the present rule, and will still be
a part of the programme, so that, a field is left open for experi-
ment, an 18x24 canoe being eligible for this race. As onlv one
17ft. sailing canoe has been built, and she has not proved faster
than the shorter ones, this size has been dropped. While the
limits of size for sailing and paddling are now the same, there is

added a minimum weight limit of 40ibs. for paddling races. No
distinction is made between open and decked canoes, nor between
sailing canoes which may wish to enter, and those built for pad-
dling only, but a reference to Rule V, will show the application
of the rule. In order to enter for the paddling trophy, a man
must "Win a place among the Jirst six in the principal record pad-
dling race (unless selected arbitrarily by the regatta commi tee)

and the winner will probably use a specially built paddling canoe
16x28 and 411bs. weight, in order, however, to gain a place in the
record, a canoe must complete the course in three, races, sailing,
combined and paddling, consi quently the all-around canoe,
though at a disadvantage for the paddling trophy compared with
the paddling craft, has still open to her the A. C. A. Trophy, the
chief prize (the record), the first prizes in the sailing and the eom-
hined races, and also a fighting c hance for a prize in the record
paddling and for the paddling trophy.
This arrangement promises to be fair alike to the all-around

canoeist and his boat, as well as to the paddling man, and cer-
tainly offers sufficient inducement to cultivate the paddling qual-
ities of man and boat, an end which has long been needed. As a
result we shall probably see next year some very fine all-round
canoes, 16x28 or 29in., suitable for both sailing and paddling;
while there will be a number of handsome paddling craft built to
the limits of size and weight. The sliding scale of length and
beam is retained, so that a 15x31}^ or 14X33 canoe is still practi-
cable, If any one cares to experiment further on these or similar
dimensions. The old clause relating to folding boards fastened to
the keel is dropped, there being no futther need for it, but the
limits of weight of boards were retained, as they might be of use
in the future, though not built up to now; the same being the
case in regard to limits ot keels.
The clause allowing J4m. latitude in measuring was dropped, as

canoes need no longer be built exactly to a limit, neither going
under it for paddling nor over it for sailing, as was the case in
classes 3 and A and 4 and B. It is now only necessary t ha t a
canoe shall not be under 28in. to enter a paddling race or over 30m.
(if 18ft. long) to enter a sailing or combined race, and these limits
are esaily built to. It might be a good thing if the regatta com-
mittee would for a couple of seasons measure to the last fraction
of an inch and admit no canoes that exceed the limit, as the prac-
tice now is to build a canoe so long and wide that it. takes a very
close measurement and an equally elastic conscience on the part of
the measurer to keep a canoe in the class. The added speed due
to a quarter of an inch of length or an eighth of an inch of beam
would be hard to estimate, and the attempt to lake a little more
than the rule allows is the cause of a great deal of trouble and
extra work for the measurer and the regatta committee.
Rule II. is changed only in the wording, the object being to pre-

vent some quibbling over the old rule, though the meaning has
always been plain: that one man, and one only, can use any one
canoe at a meet.
Rule IV. is practically the same, though simplified.
Rule V. has been considerably changed, as noted in connection

with Rule I. It is now necessary to enter all three races to win
the record prize, and a man cannot make sufficient points in sail-
ing alone to win without paddling, or vice versa. At thu same
time the sailing or the paddling man has a race for a special
trophy, and also the first prize in the regular event; although, as
is proper, the greatest inducements are offered to the man who
both paddles and sails. The method of computing the record is so
simplified as to lessen greatly the work of the. committee.
The conditions laid dowu for the new paddling trophy limit the

canoes to 16x28 and not over 401bs. weight, and do not allow a
special paddling canoe to be used by men who wish to compete
for the record as well. This gives the advantage to the man who
gives up all else but the trophy, and builds for it, over the man
who, with one canoe, enters all the races; but there is still a
chance that a good canoe like Narka or Eclipse may win against
the lighter paddling boats. Nothing is said about competition by
foreign canoeists, as in the ease of the sailing trophy, which is
probably an oversight, the two trophies should be offered under
the same, conditions, both open to foreign challenge.
Rule VIII. has been amended by the addition of an article

once adopted but omitted by mistake in printing, relating to foul-
ing marks.
Rule XIII. has been improved by the addition of the clause

formerly printed only in the regatta programme and not a part
of the rules. A windward start is made compulsory unless it can-
not be had.
Rule XX. is very materially changed, the new wording being in

accordance with the best yachting practice. All luffing is forbid-
den after a canoe has established an overlap, while a clear defini-
tion of an overlap is added. It is very satisfactory to find that the
improvements made are in the direction of simplicity rather than
of added complication, and at the same time they are changes of
detail rather than the remedying of radical faults in the existing
rules. The full text of the new portions is as follows:

RULE I.

A canoe, to compete in any race of the A. C. A„ must be sharp
at both ends with no counterstern or transom, and capable of
being efficiently paddled by one man, and must come within the
prescribed limits as follows: Maximum length, 16ft., and for that
length a maximum boam of 30iu. Minimum beam, 28in. Beam
may be increased J^in. for each full inch of length decreased.
Depth, inside from gunwale to garboard streak at any part of
canoe not less than 9in., and at fore eud of well, from under side
of deck amidships to garboard streak not more t han 16in. In pad-
dling races the minimum weight of canoe shall be 4Ulbs.
In centerboard canoes, the keel outside of the garboard shall

not exceed l}4in. in depth, including a metal keel uand of not over
Min. deep. Tne total weight of all centerboards shall not exceed
BQlbs., and they must not drop more than 18m. below the garboard
and when hauled up must not project below the keel. In order to
be admitted in races without ballast, the centerboard or boards,
including bolfs and other movable parts, but not including fixed
trunks or cases, must not exceed 15lbs. in total weight. Canoes
without centerboards may carry keels not over 3in. deep from
garboard, and not weighing more than 361bs. Leeboarcls may be
carried by canoes not having centerboards.
Measurement.—The length shall be taken between perpendicu-

lars at the fore side of stem and the aft side of stern. The beam
at the widest part, not iucludiug the beading, which shall not ex-
ceed IWn. in depth. If deeper it shall be included in the beam.
The word "beam" shall mean the breadth formed by the fair lines
of the boat, and the beam at and near the waterline shall bear a
reasonable proportion to the beam at the gunwale.
There may also he a special class of paddling cauoes without

limit, for which special races may he arranged; but such canoes
shall not be eligible to compete in any other races. The foregoing
rules of measurement shall not be interpreted to disqualify anv
canoe built prior to Jan. 1, 1890, which conforms to the rules prior
to that date.

RULE It.

Amend second paragraph to read: "A member can enter but one
canoe fur races at any one meet, except for such races as the pro-
gramme shall specially state otherwise, and no other member
shall ne permitted to enter the same canoe. Crew.—The crew ot
each canoe shall consist of the owner only unless the programme
of the regatta states to the contrary." * * * Strike out: "And
must not exchange canoes for racing purposes."
Rule III., the same.

RULE IV.

Every canoe entering, except for an upset race, must have her
entry number conspicuously placed on can- e or man when paddl-
ing, and on both sides of mainsaU while sailing. The clerk of the
course will provide eachman, wnen he makes bus entrv. withthree
prints of his numuer on cloth.

RULE V.

Flags shall be given as prizes as follows: A first prize in each
race, and a second in each race, where more than two finish. The
winners of the Paddling Trophy, the Sailing Trophy and of the
five best scores of those who contest in all three Record races,
Shall be given large practical bunting flags, with the year and

race plainly marked thereon; that of the highest Record winner
to be specially distinguished in color from the others. Prizes
donated for special races or competitions may he acccepted at the
discretion of the Regatta Committee. No prizes of money shall
be raced for.
Races—There shall be three record races. No. 1, paddling; No.

2, paddling and sailing combined; No. 3, sailing. To obtain a
place on the reeood a contestant must enter and finish in all three
record races. Only such contestants will receive a credit num-
ber according to position, relative to each other in each race;
the highest number given in each race being equal to the number
of such contestants, ihe next one less, and so on; the three num-
bers given being; added give the credit amount on the record. The
contestant obtaining the highest aggregation of points becomes
the leading honor man for the year. There shall be a race for the
paddling trophy. Tne total number of contestants shall not ex-
ceed eight, and shall be selected from comoetitors in No. 1 record
paddling race as follows: The first six at the finish and two at
the discretion of the, Regatta Committee. There shall be a race
for the A. C. A. sailing trophy. Conditions as follows: Bailing
canoe, A. C. A. rules, no limit to ballast or rig, lime limit 3 hours,
distance miles. Accredited representatives of foreign clubs,
not exceeding live in number, shall be eligible. In case of more
than five foreign entries the first five received shall be eligible to
start. The total number of starters shall not exceed fifteen, and
the ten or more vacancies (after deducting tbe foreigh entries)
shall be selected from competitors in No. 3 record sailing race as
follows: Two at the discretion of tbe Regatta Committee and the
balance the leading men at the finish.

Rules VI. and VII., the same.
BULE vra.

Amend first sentence as follows: "A canoe touching a buoy or
other canoe, unless wrongfully compelled to do so by another
canoe, shall be disqualified." Add to end of rule as follows: "If
a canoe in consequence of the violation of any of the rules shall
foul another canoe, or compel another canoe to foul any canoe,
buoy or obstruction, or to run aground, she shall be disqualified.

Rules IX., X„ XT. and XII., the same.
rule xni.

Five minutes before the start a signal will be given and a flag
hoisted, and four minutes later a second signal will be given and
the flag lowered, and one minute later a third signal will he given
to start by firing a gun, and the flag hoisted and left up. Any
canoe, etc. * * * (Same as old rule, addiug) A blue flag dis-
played signifies that buoys are to be left to starboard, a red flag
means to port. The regatta committee may vary the manner of
starting at their discretion, but all sailing races should be started
to windward when practicable.

Rules XIV., XV., XVI., XVEL, XVIII., XXIX., the same.
RULE XX.

A canoe may luff as she pleases in order to prevent another
from passing her to wiDdward, provided she begins to luff before
an overlap has been established. An overlap is established when
an overtaking canoe has no longer a free choice on which side she
will pass, and continues to exist as long as the leeward canoe by
luffing or the weather canoe by bearing away is in danger of foul-
ing. A canoe must never bear away out of her course, etc. * * *

(barne).

Reles XXI., XXII. and XXIII., the same.

LAKE WINNIPISEOGEE AND MERRIMAC RIVER.

AS I read '•Ohokie's" experience on Lake Winnipiseogee in last
week's Forest and Stream it calls to mind a few days spent

on that lake preparatory to running the Merrimac. Not only
were we caught in a violent squall out on the Broad, which w'.-

weathered by running with the wind, using our raddles for steer-
ing only; but as usual our trip was full of incidents both laughable
and otherwise, and may prove interesting reading for some.
We had my old reliable 18ft. birch and were stopping at Wolf-

horo, taking daily cruises out among the many islands near there.
Invariably on our way out and in we met the steamers from
Weirs and Alton Bay - the Lady of the Lake and the Mount. Wash-
ington; both good sized side-wheelers, the latter being considerably
tbe larger, about the size of our harbor steamers.
We taokled the Lady first, and soon grew so bold that we would

run our canoe within a few feet of her wheel, so that as soon as
she passed we got t he full benefit of her waves, which would vary
from 4 to 5ft. high. Finally, these becoming tame, we tried the
Washington, which gave us more excitement. I remember one
day just as we were starting out, a dudishly dressed young man
on the wharf, who from his talk knew more about canoeing
than any one I had ever before fallen in with, asked us where we
were going. He was a stranger, and I afterward found out a
drummer on his first trip. We told him we were going over
among the islands and should probably try the steamer waves on
our wav—we would anyway if he would like to come along. This
was a challenge he could not stand, so down lie came and got in.
Tipping a wink to my friend off we went. We had on our old
clothes, but our dudelet. sitting on the bottom of the canoe, was
carefully dressed and had on a new pair of lavender pants. We
always tok the. waves bow on, otherwise they would have
swamped us. As a natural consequence in an open canoe when
the bow went down we generally shipped three or four inches of
water; this time was no exception to the rule, and our little dude-
let seeing the water coming in tried suddenly to raise himself,
lost his balance and shot overboard. It has always remained a
mystery to me why we did not follow suit, but we didn't. We
towed him ashore hauging on to the stern, and we found out
afterward that he took the next train out of town.
The next day was very squally and stormy and after staying in-

doors all the forenoon we concluded to take the waves of the
Washington when she came in at 3 o'clock. It was noised
around the different hotels unknown to us, so that when we
started out quite a number had collected on the wharf and along
shore to "see us drown" as one. spectator put it. We generally
met the steamer ab^ut a half or three-quarters of a mile out.
This day we had prudently stripped ourselves of everything ex-
cept Jerseys and trousers, taking nothing in the canoe. We had
exciting sport getting out and finally met her as usual. As we
were going to leave here and continue our trip around the lake
the next day this would be our last chance. So I steered the
canoe within eight— yes, 1 guess six—feet of her wheel. She
passed and we got over the first wave all right, but the second—
don't mention it. It was at least ten feet high and going over
was like climbing a mountain. Getting on its top the bow went
down and I in the stern went up into tbe air. It was only a
second that my paddle was out of tbe water, but that was time
enough for a gust of wind to strike us and throwing us into the
trough of the sea the next wave covered us completely, tbe
steamer going right on. Coming up we did not think of danger,
but vented our wrath on the canoe. We were so disgusted we
thought we would sink her, so each took one end, filled her and
pushed her as far down as we could. She did not sink or rise, but
stayed there. Looking toward shore we saw a great commotion
and soon two boats started out and picked us up, after having
been in the water some fifteen minutes. I then found that I had
omitted to leave my watch on shore and after the jeweler had
had it some two months I footed a nice little bill ot $21 for clean-
ing it.

The next three days we spent in paddling around the lake,
camping out, as usual, without tents. It was on the third day
that we encountered a squall similar to that so well described by
"Chokie." It soon subsided and we paddled to Weir's where we
stopped over Sunday.
Early Monday morning we commenced our cruise in earnest.

Paddling down what is locally called Long Bay about five miles,
we reach Lake Village, where we leave Lake Winnipiseogee and
carry across (about yj. mile) to Lake Winnesquam. Reaching
Laconia we carry around the dams, which arc on a small stream
connecting the upper and lower parts of this lake. I t was a per-
fect, day, warm but not hot, there being just enough breeze :o
temper the heat. After leaving Laconia, we paddled five miles or
so to the end of the lake, where we carry around a dam into tbe
Winnipiseogee River, one of the lake's outlets. Before making
this carry we found a shady nook, and after a refreshing swim
had our lunch. When cruising I always make it a practice of
taking a short nap after dinner, so lighting my pipe I dozed off
and was soon asleep.
Aftf r tour or five miles paddle down the river, which isapretty.

nar iowand winding stream, we reach Tilton, quite a manufactur-
ing village. Here we were informed that there were nine or eleven
(I fotget which) dams in the next four miles and we coucluded to
carry around to FranUin Fails, the source of the Merrimac,
which is formed by the joining of the Pemigewasset and Winni-
piseogee rivers; so hiring an express wagon we were soon across.
It was now late in the afternoon, so keeping an eye open for a
camping place, we soon found one near a sparkling brook. Upon
looking around we saw a farmhouse about a quarter of a mile
away, and were as usual kindly received. During six years of
cruising, I have yet to find a farmer or his family, who would
not put themselves out for me, very often refusing any money,

which however, I invariably left where the good housewife was
sure to find it. Of all good-hearted people, give me the New Eng-
land farmers. It was strawberry time and they turned us into
their strawberry paten, where we picked four quarts and ate with
fresh cream and homemade bread. We then went to work on our
"lean-to," and gathering pine boughs for our bed, we had iust
finished the preliminaries and got. our fire under way—for the
nights were cold—when Ihe old farmer and his hired man rcme
down. We entertained lln-m for several hours with our stock of
chestnuts, which were new and fresh up there. Finally bidding
us trood night, they went home and we turned in.
Upon getting up the next morning we took our regular plunge

bath and were on our way by 5:30; the best hours in the day are
from 5 to 8 o'clock in the morning, and we aiwavs paddled an
hour or so before eating breakfast. We had no regular hours for
meals and no regular diet. We were as likelv to have pie for
breakfast as anything else, it depending entirely upon our mfHit
the night before; and still how we did thrive. I could and per-
haps sometime 1 will tell you how a whole mince pie once savedmy life, tut as it was not on this trip it must wait until next timeWe lived royally, although we carried no cooking utensils, only
a tin can and pail. It was this mornine that mv friend distin-
guished himself milking a cow. We had stopped for breakfast
and he saw several cows in a neighboring field. Now he had
never milked in his life, but "knew it all," so started with the
pail. I quietly awaited developments, having been there myself
"Co, boss, co. co boss, there, there, that's it, co boss," and iust as
he gets ready she quietly moves away. He follows her up and
"co bosses" some more. This time she waits with a knowing
look. But why this delay, the milk does not come. She evidently
does not like the way she is handled, so lifts her hmd foot and
over he goes. No more "co, co boss," but " that cow,"
and he starts for another, when there is a loud bawl haw! near us,
and looking around there stands the old farmer who owns tbe
herd. We, of course, wanted to buy some milk, but he said that
the cows had all^een milked that morning, and if we wanted any
we had better go up to the house, which we did. This was the
last time my friend tried milking.
We leached Concord a little after noon. Leaving our canoes,

we wen* up to the hotel and had a first-rate dinner. Every canoe-
ist knows what that is. There is no class of sportsmen that have
such appetites. On one trip last year we made an iron-clad rule
to have something to eat at every carry, and the first morning out
we had thirteen carries and still ate a hearty dinner.
Leaving Concord, we paddled on until late, when we began to

look around for a camping ground. Having picked out a spot we
landed, when my friend complained of a sore back. During the
last two days he had, outside of the town, stripped to the buff in
his desire to get a good tan on his back and arms. Consequently,
upon looking at his back I discovered three blisters fully as large
as an egg. Knowing Suncook was not very far distant, we con-
cluded to go on and stop at the hotel, as it would be impossible
for him to sleep on pine boughs. After suoper I, with the help of
the housekeeper, made him comfortable for the night. He suf-
fered with pain and had no sleep, but was ready to continue in
the morning after 1 had again doctored the blisters
Carrying around Hookset Falls, we stopped at the village for

some milk and ran across a traveling photographer, who took our
pictures after three attempts. Reaching Amoskeag, we were very
kindly received by the Cygnet Club, of Manchester, who invited
us to stop over for a clambake a,-id dance that evening. Not feel-
ing that we were in condition, we turned into the canal after re-
ceiving permission from tbe superintendent, and passed through
Manchester flying, carrying witu us the eood wishes of some five
thousand factory girls, who crowded to the, open windows as we
passed. The superintendent outdid himself in kindness. As we
reached one end of the canal and got out to carry over into the
lower canal and from that to the river, we found at both places
he had telegraphed orders to his men to take out our canoe and
assist us in every way they could.
I have omitted to speak of the many shallow and rocky rapids,

as wo passed them all after several narrow escapes for the
canoe, but the rapids at Goff's Falls are not to he passed over so
lightly. There is but one passage through this, the worst place I
ever was in, and that was well over to the left through a verv
narrow chaunel, ending with a fall of 3 or 4ft. Knowing this was
the only passage I steered for it, following the current and barely
got through. Shooting out, grazing a rock here and there, we
finally landed on a fine sandy beach below. I doubt if I could do
this again, and was told at the village where we stopped over
night that very few attempted it—only in two instances before
had it been run successfully.
The next morning was cloudy—the first poor day we had had

since leaving Weirs. Wo were told that there was a very danger-
ous rift below about two miles, so started out prepared for some-
thing dangerous, but found only long, but swift and rocky rapids,
which we ran with ease. Just before reaching Reed's Ferry it

began to rain. We paddled on through the day, stopping at a
farmhouse iu Litchfield for dinner. Here they gave us the use of
their sitting room to dry up in. We built a large wood fire in the
ancient fireplace and stripped. After drying up and getting
something to eat we started again. We paddled along through
the rain, pasfing Nashua, and finally drew up at Merrill's in
Tyngsborough, having passed out of New Hampshire into Massa-
chusetts. Here we stopped over night and spent tbe next day,
for it still rained. We advise auy one to stop here in preference
to either Nashua or Lowell; as far as hotels are concerned, they
will get better treatment. Carrying around the dams at Lowell
and Lawrence, we reached Newburyport two days later, when we
packed our canoe and shipped her home. We then took a ' flyer"
down Buzzard's Bay for bluefish and had three days of royal
sport. A. H.Forrush.
Boston, Nov. 27.

CANOE YAWLS—The following definition of a canoe yawl
has lately heen adopted by the Royal C. 0.: "Length over all not
exceeding 20ft., beam not less than 3ft., depth from upper side of
deck to under side of keel, measured at any point, not exceeding

3ft.; rating *L
^Q

A )
not to exceed 0.5; no ballast outside or below

the garboards, excepting centerplate or drop keels; no transom
or counterstern.

THE A. C. A. TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE.—The fol-
lowing named gentlemen are herehy appointed to oe the commit-
tee on transportation of the A. C. A., the first named being chair-
man, n;imel>: C. V. Winne. of Albany, N.Y.;N. D.Bill, ot .Spring-
field. Mass.; M. T. Bennett, Jr., ot Garden City, L. I.—Henry
.stanton, Commcdore.

BOATING IN CHICAGO.—An effort is being made in Chicago
to have an inclosed watercourse laid off in Lincoln Park for run-
ning races and boating, to be l^m. long and 300ft. wide. If suc-
cessful it will be a novelty and should add greatly to the interest
in rowing and paddling races.

CANOE FITTINGS. —The Baker Mfg. Co., whose factory at
Watertown, N. Y., was lately destroyed by fire, have completed
their rebuilding and are now running 14 hours per day to replace
stock for the spring trade,

A.C. A. MEMBERSHIP—Atlantic Division: Dudley D. Gessler
New York city.

MOUNTAINEERING IN COLORADO*.
T will be remembered that in the February, 1889, Scribner there

X appeatvd an illustrated article by Mr. Frederick H. Cuapin, en-
titled "Photographing the Bighorn," which at the time attracted
deserved attention. From the same pen we have now a delightful
little book sent forth from the University Press by the publica-
tion committee of the Appalachian Club. The volume is abund-
antly illustrated by photogravures made directly from photo-
graphs taken by the author, and it is in these illustrations that
tbe chit f value of the book lies. We have never seen any illustra-
tions which give so true an impression of Rocky Mountain scen-
ery as these. The text of the book is distinctly readable, and is
very pleasantly wiitten from the standpoint of a mountain
climber to whom the Rocky Mountains are new. It gives a cap-
ital notion of the higher peaks, which are reached usually only
by tne big-game hunter. An account of the Hallett Glacier is
very interesting, and the game seen in the bjgb mountains is told
of in an entertaining wav. An extremely interesting appendix
to the volume contains a partial list ot plants growing in Esies
Pat fe, Colorado, observed during the mouths of July, August and
Sepi ember. The book is handsomely made and "throughout a
creditable one, but to our mind a serious blemish is its lack of an
index.

*Mountaineering in Colorado | The Peaks about Estes Park
|
by

I
Frederick H. Chapin

|
Boston

|
Appalachian Mountain Club

|

Beecham's Fills act like magic ou a weak stomach.—Adv,
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HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POUIjTRY.

500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free.
cubes (Peyeps, Congestions, Inflammation,
A.A. } Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
£r'J?

I
""

ni?F
rains

» lameness, Rheumatism.
C.C—Distemper, Nasal Discharges,
l», U.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.
E.E.~-Conghs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
Y:¥s"V.?} lc or Gripes, Bellyache.
;4"

V'—iliscarriRge, Hemorrhage!,.
H.H.~TJrj,lary and Kidney Diseases.
!. I, --Eruptive Disease*, Mange.
J.K,--Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

. Witch Hazel Oil and Medicatov, $7.00
.Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhereandm any quantity on Receipt of Price.

Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders
FBICUS, S1.0&

WOR SALE AT THTH OFFICE.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

ISTo. 18 VEBEY STREET, NEW YORK.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ash your Dealer for them.

Wot Sold at Retail toy tlxe Manufacturers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

PAINLESS

^rEAT ENG
MEDICINEPILLS>7h

GUINEA^
For Bilious and Nervous Disorders, such as Wind and Pain in the Stomach, Sick Headache, Giddiness,
Fulness, and Swelling after Meals, Dizziness and Drowsiness, Cold Chills, Flushings of Heat, Loss ol

Appetite. Shortness of Breath, Costivenes, Scurvy, Blotches on the Skin, Disturbed Sleep, Frightful

Dreams, and all Nervous and Trembling Sensations, Ac. THE FIRST DOSE WILL GIVE RELIEF IN

TWENTY MINUTES. This is no fiction. Every sufferer is earnestly invited to try one Box ofthese
Pills, and they will beacknowledged to be a Wonderfullttedicine.-'"Worih aguinea abox."-
BEECHAM'SPII,IvS, taken as directed, will quickly restorefemales tocompletehealth. For a

WEAK STOMACH; IMPAIRED DIGESTION; DISORDERED LIVER;
tfew doses will work wonders upon the Vital Organs ; Strengthening

-- edgr
-'

they ACT LIKE MAGIC
their
and a
These a
tees to the Nervous and Debilitated is that BEECHAM'S PILLS HAVE THE LARGEST SALE OF ANY
PATENT MEDICINE IN THE WORLD. Pull directions with each Box.
w Prepared only by THOS. BEECHAM, St. Helens, Lancashire, England.
Sold by Druggists generally.* B. F. ALLEN & CO., 365 and 367 Canal St., New York, Sole
Agents for the United States, who, (if your druggist does not keep them,) k

WILL MAIL BEECHAM'S PILLS ON RECEIPT OF PRICE 25 CENTS A BOX.

Life in a Corner of Yankeeland.
By ROWLAND B, ROBINSON.

A book that appeals to all who know anything of the old-fashioned New England life.

These are some of the chapters:

}
vne School Meeting in District 13. Uncle Lisha's Spring Gun. In Uncle Lisha's Shop. Con-

cerning Owls. Uncle Lisha's Courting. How Zene Bumham Come It on His Father.
A Rainy Day in the Shop. The Turkey Shoot at Hamner's. Sam Lovel's Thanksgiving.
Little Sis. Sam Lovel's Bee-Hunting. In the Shop Again. The Fox Hunt. Noah Chase°s
Deer-Hunting. The Hard Experience of Mr. Abija'i Jarvis. The Coon Hunt. In the
Sugar Camp. Indians in Danvis. The Boy Out West. Breajring Up. The Departure.
The Wild Bees' Swarm.
They make a handsomely printed volume of 187 pages, bound in cloth. Sent, postpaid, od

receipt of price, $1.00,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway New York.
__

DAVIES Sc CO.. London. Eneland.

DOG TKAIiNING;
BY

tt i HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM.
War sale aft thfe oflle*. Price $1,09,

FUR
Lined and Trimmed

COATS.
In many varieties and at very

moderate prices.

Lined and Trimmed Genet $75.00
Lined Black Muskrat \ fiQn nn
Trimmed Colored Beaver' *8UUU
Lined Mink I

Trimmed Natural Beaver f

Lined and Trimmed Persian.. $165.00
Also many others, including Sea Otter

and Russian Sable. Some
Buffalo Coats.

C. G.

Gunther'sSons
184 Fifth Ave., N, Y,

REPELLEHE.
An Infallible Preventive of the Attacks of
Mosquitoes, Black Flies, ©mats

and all other Insect*.
Neat, clean and easily applied. No unpleasant

odor, wUl not stain or injure the skin, easily
washed off. May be carried without danger of
leaking or spilling. In neat, oblong round-cor-
nered box.

Price, 30 Cents, Postpaid.
Sold by Dealers in Sportsmen's Goods.

If your dealer does not keep it, I willsend it on
receipt of price.

A. FERGUSON, Proprietor and Manufact'er,
Office, 65 Fulton street, N. Y.

By C. F. AMEBT.
This series of thirteen adventurous jour-

neys into as many regions of Dreamland has

been admirably characterized as the most

delicious nonsense ever written, and is now
being brought out in a handsome quarto vol-

ume of 116 pages, profusely illustrated.

Price, $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO
318 Broadway, New York,

GURDON TRUMBULL'S

Names ana Portraits of Birfls
Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in

language understanded of the people.

Practically speaking, this is the first popular
volume of ornithology ever issued from the press;
a work which goes far to demonstrate that scien-
tific accuracy may be as easily maintained in
English as in Greek or Latin. Follows the
game birds all over the continent and gives a
glossary of all the local names in popular use.
Illustrated with admirable portraits from the
pencil of Mr. Edwin Shepard of the Academy of
Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, which, with the
clear descriptions in the text, will enable any
man who can read to identify the contents of his
game bag.

OPINIONS OP THE PRESS:
It is the first, so far as we ]? .w,y tii ... w , 3S of

books of which the need is feltm eve-ay » apart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.

—

Chicago Inter-
Ocean.

I would much rather know what this book tells
me, the various names by which the people call
a bird, than the Latin, Greek or Hebrew name
which science gave him for the sake of catalogu-
ing him. * * * It is more value to me to have
a description of a bird in plain English which 1

understand than in scientific language which 1
do not understand.—IF., in Journal of Commerce.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

prior, as.BO.
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ST^ 1 I ^% ^% has crowned our efforts to produce a Shaving Stick superior in everyOWVVCwO w^rf to any other. WILLIAMS) SHAVING STICK is

the result. 'Those who have used others pronounce this /ar superior.

The lather is richer and creamier, and tvill not dry on iheface while shaving. The perfume is that of the
finest selected attar of roses. The case is covered with leatherette, and is most attractive and serviceable.

Do you not think it would pay you to Try it? It costs no more than others. It is a genuine toilet luxury.

If your Druggist does not have Williams 1 Shaving Stick, we will mail you one neatly

packed, postage paid, for 25c. in stamps. One Williams' Shaving Stick is enough for

250 shaves. 10 comfortable, refreshing shaves for One Cent. Try It.

Address THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO., Glastonbury, Conn.,
Established half a hundred pears. Makers of the famous Genuine Yankee Soap

YACHTS, BOATS9

AND

CANOES
WITH SPECIAL CHAPTERS ON MODEL YACHTS

AND SINGLEHANDED SAILING.
BY

C. STANSFELD-HICKS.
AUTHOB OF "OtTR BOYS, AND WHAT TO Do WITH THBM.

NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS
AND

WORKING DRAWINGS OF MODEL YACHTS AND VARIOUS SMALL CRAFT
SUITABLE FOR AMATEURS.

DESIGhNTS

:

Model Yachts.—Defiance, Isolde, Bonny Jean, and 10-tonner with sail plan.

Canoes.—Birch, Mersey Paddling Canoe, L'Hirondelle, Sailing Canoe.
Sailing Boats and Yachts.—Dabchick, Wideawake, Myosotis, Una, Singlehander by C. P

Clayton, Puffin, 3-ton Racer, 3-ton Cruiser, 34ft. Auxiliary (steam and sail) fishing boat.

This volume contains much that is valuable and interesting to American yachtsmen and
canoeists. The design, construction and use of small craft of all kinds is treated of in a simple
and entertaining style, and the instructions are clear and easily understood.

Large crown 8vo., 380 pages and 16 large folding plates.

Price, Postpaid, $3.*0.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
THEIR

MACHINERY AND MANAGEMENT.
The Steam Engine as Applied to Yachts; Laws Governing Yachts in American Waters;

Rules for Racing; Rules for Building; Pilot Regulations; Specific Types of
Machinery; Design of Hulls, Etc. , Etc. with 96 illustrations.

By C. P. KUNHAKDT.
This volume is intended to be sufficiently comprehension, and elementary at the same

Dime, to suit the yacht owner's object of acquiring a general understanding of the subject as
a whole, with specific information and data covering the most recent practice.

—

From
Author's Preface.

Cloth, 240 pages. Price, postpaid, $3.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, New York.
SAMPSON, LOW & CO., London, England.

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

EtI3XraNTESY BROS,
(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

Ligowsky C. P. No. 3
The only target having the patent

INTURNED EDGE.

2,000 shots out of each 1,000 targets on account
of nou-breakage in shipping, trappiug and fall-

ing upon ground. The only target made with
the Inturned Edge, producing the surest break-
er when hit, and surest non-breaker when not
hit. Our traps are sold for the sole purpose of
shooting our targets.

ABOUT GLOVES.
When you are buying eloves, kid or

dogskin, for driving or street wear, remem-
ber that there is such a thing as a price that
is too cheap. It is best to pay a lair price
and get good gloves like Hutchinson's.
They are made from selected stock in the
best manner and are waiTantedtobethe
most serviceable made. If youwant to know
more about gloves in general and Hutchin-
son's gloves m particular, enclose stamp for
the book "ABOUT GLOVES."' Nomat-
ter where you live or what vou do it will

interest you. It gives a history of gloves and illustra-

tions of their use. prices of the different styles and qual-
ities, directions for measurement and ordering, also
testimonials from those who know the value of
Hutchinson's gloves. KstabliMlied 186ii.
JOHN C. HUTCHINSON, Johnstown, N. V.

gm Mt,

CAMAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
sible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of

any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made clear
before proceeding to the next. Illustrated; paper
48 pages; price 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broad way. New York.

THISTLE.
A BEAUTIFUL AND CORRECT LIKENESS

OF THE

Scotch Cutter Thistle,
LITHOGRAPHED IN COLORS FROM A
PAINTING BY THE CELEBRATE© MARINE
ARTIST BARLOW MOORE.

Thistle is represented in broadside view, heel-

ing over to a full press of sail in the Royal Har-
wich regatta, Irex is also shown under the lee,

with Wendur and Genesta following.

Size 24X15, with 4-inch margin for framing.

Price $3.00 each.

Forest and Stream Publishing Co„
NEW YORK CITY.

(field Trial Winners.
We now have ready for delivery pictures of the

following celebrated dogs, winners of prizes at

Field Trials, on toned pauer, size 10x12.

RANGER, SEFTON, CROXTETH.

Price for the full set of three pictures, 40 cts.

or 25cts. each sent post paid. Address

Forest and Stream Pub. Co.,

P. O. Box 2832. New York Ctty

The Diseases of Horses;
Their Pathology, Diagnosis and Treatment. To

which is added a complete dictionary of
equine materia medica. By Hugh Dalztel.

A very complete, concise and intelligible trea-

tise, conveniently arranged. Every horse owner
should have such a hook. Paper, 102 pages. 75c.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..
818 Broadway N»w York.

Pedigree Record Book
Containing 175 blank pages arranged for carry-
ing out a dog's pedigree to the filth generation
with a lettered index for ready reference. $2.50

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO
811 Broadway. New York.

TROUT ALE.
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JK..
Caledonia, Livingston Co.. N. Y.

Shooting Box For Sale.
Completely equipped shooting hox near en-

trance to Cranberry Lake, Adirondacks, com-
prising two story matched log lodge having six
rooms, wi th kitchen adjoining, house for guides,
ice house, throe boats, boat house and dock. All
in perfect condition, together with 25 acres of
land on which the same are situated. For infor-
mation address or call at Room 32 Boreel Build-
ing, New York city, where photographs can be
seen. det5,4t

Old Colony Trou? Ponds
ESTABLISHED 1869.

Three million brook trout eggs for sale. Can
be transported with safety to any part of the
world. Ready for delivery December and Janu-
ary. Also young trout in the spring.
Unsurpassed fly-fishing in its season.

W. L. GILBERT, Proprietor,
rtov!4,3mo Plymouth, Mass.

Ferrets vs. Rats.

City.
book on Ferrets and Rat Exterminating sent by
mail for 15 cents.

Fertilized fM Brook Troit typ
And young fry in due season. Address TROUT-
MERE, Osceola Mills, Wis. nov!4,3mo

COMMON PIGEONS FOR TRAP SHOOTING;
fancy pigeons and poultry. T. W. HOOPER,

& CO., 423 W. Franklin at., Baltimore, Md.
nov31,3mo

T TV 17 (Ml ATI FOR SALE. Orders
JL/1 V JEj WXJ J\l Ij delivered as booked.

LIVE GAME A SPECIALTY.
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant,

174 Chambers street, New York.

FOR SALE FOR SHOOTING PURPOSES —
A No. 1 pigeons; no squabs; all kinds fancy

pigeons. FIELES & BRO., Christiana, Pa.
nov7,3mo

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus Americanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,
Me. deelB.tf

/^TTWC CLOSING OUT FINE SCOTT
\Jl %J JLM ijt Guns at less than cost. Don't
buy before examining these.

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 943 Broadway.
novl4,3mo

HUNTING FERRETS, $3.50 EAOH. Enclose
stamp. Cornwell, Box 927, Schenectady,

N. Y. dec5,lt*

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foxhounds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,

_ bred and for sale by W.
GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
Send stamp for circular and price list.

A GERMAN FISH BREEDER SPEAKING
English and French, who was the leader of

some of the biggest German fish hatcheries,
desires an adequate position in the United
States. Excellent references. Address P. PAN-
CRITIUS, New York city, 226 Eastl02d at. dec5,lt

WANTED.
Live Deer, Prairie Chickens, Partridge,

Quail and Turkeys. Address full particulars,
no21,4t P. O. Box 3350, New York City.

ASK YOUR DEALER

For NELSOK'S Cartridge Belt. The onl?
PRACTICAL contrivance for carryinpr ammuni-
tion in the Held. For Shot Guns, Rifles and Pistols,

Nothing like if in the market. Patent lateral action.

SMALL YACHTb.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by the

Ruling Types of Modern Practice. With
Numerous Plates and Illustrations.

—BY—
O. F. KUNHAKDT.

Oloth, 370 pages of type and illustrations, and 70

olates. Size of page, W«xl2}$. Price 87.00.

rOB SALI BY THE

'ORB8T AND STREAM PUBLISHING 00.,
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
May begin at any time. Subscription price, $4 per year; $2 for six

months; to a club of three annual subscribers, three copies for $10;

five copies for $16. Eemit by express money-order, registered letter,

money-order, or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing

Company. The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout
the United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davies

Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill, and Brentano's, 430 Strand,

London. General subscription agents for Great Britain, Messrs.

Davies & Co., Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, Searies and Riving-

ton, 188 Fleet street, and Brentano's, 430 Strand, London, Eng.

Brentano's, 17 Avenue de l'Opera, Paris, France, sole Paris agent
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OUR CHRISTMAS NUMBER.

rW^ HE issue of the Forest and Sibeam for Dec. 19 will

be the Christmas Number. Many good things are

in store for that occasion. Here is a list of some of them

:

IN FOREIGN LANDS.
On the Trombetas. An account of a daring expe-

dition on the Trombetas River, North Brazil. By
"Nessmde." The story is in the author's best vein,

and we need not add that it is intensely interesting.

Dogs, Dingoes and Kuris. An intelligent descrip-

tion of the native wild and domestic dogs of New
Zealand. By Edwabd Wakefield.

The Reporter. A sketch of partridge shooting with a
* 'reporter" dog in Sweden. By "Mabsteand."

Fishing- a la Mode. An amusing description by
"Podgebs" of one of the dude anglers of Paris.

Big Game in Boer-land. A letter descriptive of

hunting in the wilds of South Africa.

First Spear. An account of a novice's first experience

in pig-sticking in Scinde. By O. F. Ameey.

A Bun after the Long Tails. Kangaroo hunting in

Australia. By W. H. Limond.

Three Days in Jamaica. A short account of a re-

cent visit to the island. By "F. J. M."

Notes from the Ten Thousand Years House.
A letter from Tokio, Japan. By Heney Macdonald.
A vivid and picturesque description of the phases of

life that impress the American traveler in Japan.

DAYS WITH THE ELK.

Running Down an Elk. An account of the pursuit

on snowshoes, and the tiring out and capture alive

of one of the last elk in the wilds of Pennsylvania.

By "Antleb."

An Elk Hunt. A story of Rocky Mountain adventure.

By "Yo."

The Trail of It. A mountaineers story of a scuffle

with a bull elk. By Jebome Bubnett.

The Elk in Harness. An account of personal experi-

ence in capturing and taming elk and breaking them
to harness. By Chables M. Donnelly.

Old Joe. Notes on a semi-civilized bull elk, which be-

longs to a Wyoming horse ranch. By Millaed.

Illustrations. There will also be a double-sheet sup-

plement with careful drawings of elk. By A. S.

Higgins, Jb. With its double supplement the Christ-

mas Number will contain thirty-six pages.

The issue of Jan. 9 will be a special Florida number,
illustrated. See announcement next week.

MORMON ENCROACH3IENTS.
rpROM an entirely trustworthy correspondent it is

learned that during the past season there have been

considerable encroachments on the southwest corner of

the National Park by the Mormon settlers of Idaho. It is

reported that on the Falls Eiver meadows several thou-

sand tons of hay have been cut and stacked, some of

it in the National Park. Thousands of acres of country

here have been burned over. The Mormons claim that

these fires were set by Indians, who, after they had fin-

ished hunting, fired the country when they left. This is

not the Indian way of setting fires for hunting purposes.

On the other hand the hay haulers, most of whom are

Mormons, have left a great many camp-fires, and it is

probable that from some of these the fires got out. Much
of the heavy timber was burning in October and Novem-
ber about JEueas Park and Lake. The only person who
is known to have camped there is a German or Austrian

count, whose men were certainly careless about their

camp-fires, as appears from the fact that they left at least

one burning in the Park, near Yellowstone Lake. They

had thrown water on the middle of the fire, but it was

still burning about the edges.

A fire started on the West Gallatin from the camp of a

well-known New York gentleman who was hunting-

there. It appears now—although it wTas not known at

the time—that this fire was due to the criminal ignor-

ance of the cook, who, while the party was out, whittled

kindlings and fired a "fat" pine tree "to see it burn."

This fire is said to have burned for twenty miles. The

cook ought now to be in the Deerlodge Penitentiary.

It is further reported that at least one fire got out from

a Government road camp on the Firehole above Kepler's

Cascades. The road gang, it is stated, left their fire

burning when they broke camp in the autumn. In this

last case, if we had any laws for the Park, the offending

persons could certainly be detected and punished.

If any further proof were needed of the importance of

Congress enacting laws for the protection of the Park,

the terrible fires which have raged there this season and

which have destroyed so many thousands of acres of

living forests furnish that proof. Through the supine-

ness of Congress the beauties of the National Park are

being destroyed by fire, and there can be no remedy for

this until laws shall be made for the punishment of care-

less and malicious persons.

SOME RECENT HAPPENINGS.

HPHE great football contest in this city on Thanksgiv-
-L ing Day between Princeton and Yale has moved the

New York Observer to view with alarm the hold athletics

are taking upon popular attention, and to deplore the

growing importance of "sport," under which designation

it lumps together athletic games, "hunting for amuse-

ment, racing and trotting horses, and the brutal exercises

of the prize-ring." As may be inferred from this jumbl-

ing of diverse ' 'sports," there is an odd mixture of sober

sense and fantastic nonsense in the writer's argument.

He fails to discriminate. And this subject of "sports" is

certainly one which calls for intelligent discrimination.

There is a point up to which athletic sports are justifiable

and praiseworthy. The harmful tendencies of the gen-

erous competitions of rival college students are hardly

deserving of grave discussion. It has been demonstrated

again and again that undergraduate interest and partici-

pation in college sports are not in the least incompatible

with a high attainment in scholarship. The young man
who excels in baseball or football often excels likewise

in Latin, and Greek, and chemistry. The leader in

athletic games may lead in the class-room as well. Some-

thing more than mere physical strength is required to

captain a football team : the same traits that put one to

the fore in athletic games may lead to success in college

work and in subsequent fields of activity after college

days are past. A striking example of this is afforded by

this number of the Observer itself, for on the same page

with the discussion of the harmful tendencies of college

athletics is printed a paper from a clergyman in the

West, who, when in college, was one of the foremost

baseball players of his class, and who since leaving col-

lege and entering the ministry has achieved in his special

field a success not attained by any of his classmates.

The prosecution of a New York clergyman, Dr. W. S.

Eainsford, rector of St. George's Church, for having

killed a quail out of season on Long Island, has as a

matter of course, attracted much popular attention. The

affair ended in Dr. Rainsford's paying $25 fine, not for

the offense with which he was charged and of which he
protested his innocence, but for another quail, which he
confessed to having killed unlawfully, but of which, he
said, no one knew.

The discussion of this case has brought out in the daily

press certain criticisms on the propriety of a clergyman's

indulging in the recreation of shooting wild game. It

has been urged that the use of the gun for the killing of

game is at best only a relic of barbarism, inherited from
the more brutal ages of the past, that "hunting as a
sport is opposed to the humane spirit that is glorifying

and ennobling modern life," and that a Christian minis-

ter cannot engage in it without impairing his influence

and bringing reproach upon his calling. If it were true

that hunting ought properly to be classed among degrad-

ing pastimes, it would as a matter of course, be conceded

that no self-respecting individual, whether clergyman
or layman, should take part in it. But the fallacy of

any such contention is clue to the abnormal perspectives

with which mawkish closet philosophers regard field

sports. In their imagination, the sportsman delights in

cruelty, in the sight of suffering, in the infliction of pain;

and the effect on the hunter of indulgence in the pursuit

of game is debasing. As a matter of fact, there is no

reason nor shadow of truth in such a view. The facts

do not sustain it. Field sports do not brutalize those

who participate in them. Quite possibly the theory that

they should debase their followers is a very beautiful

and logical theory, as theories go; but in experience the

facts are not found to fit the theory. This does not and

never will daunt the closet theorizers. They will go on

denouncing the practices of shooting and fishing; and
holding up field sportsmen as monsters of brutality and
cruelty; and never omitting to take advantage of every

incident like this Eainsford case to air their fallacious,

foolish sentiment alism.

If shooting and angling are, instead of demoralizing,

healthful and ennobling in their effect on the individual

and on society, it follows that they may with propriety

be engaged in by all men, of whatever profession and

standing in the community, so long as the participants,

however high their social position or important their

calling, shall respect the laws which are made to govern

all alike; and shall pursue their recreation in what the

consensus of their fellow men recognizes as a proper

manner. It is encumbent on each individual who shoots

to obey not only the letter, but the spirit of the game
laws; and the more prominent may be the place held by

a sportsman in the public eye. the more strongly is he

bound to conduct himself in the field without giving

cause for reproach.

The Eastern Coursing Club, which is composed of gen-

tlemen who are known as owners and breeders of grey-

hounds, has been making an effort to introduce the sport

of coursing to Long Islanders. There being no native

supply of game suitable for this purpose, the club has

procured a number of jack rabbits from the West. These

were put out in a field at Hicksville; and when the men
and dogs gathered for the meet, one of the jacks was let

out of the corral, as described in our Kennel columns,

and the dogs were slipped. The fleeing rabbit was

turned from its course by an officer of the Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, and was

thus forced into the jaws of the greyhound and

killed. Two of the handlers were thereupon arrested

by the Society's officers; and one of them was

immediately given a trial and was acquitted. The

second trial was held last Tuesday. In the absence of

Col.
'
' Bob " Ingersoll, who was expected to represent the

Society, Mr. Chas. J. Peshall took part as associate coun-

sel for the prosecution. This trial ended like the first, in

an acquittal of the charge of cruelty. The coursing

club proclaims that it will course, and the Society pro-

claims that it will arrest. The end is not yet. As we
said of the Hempstead Coursing Club, the charge of cru-

elty as here involved is not one that will appeal to the

healthy mind. The practice of the Eastern Coursing

Club appears to be free from the objectionable features

that characterized the Hempstead mode of rabbit killing:

and the Hicksville coursing, as done last week, was not

open to the charge of unsportsmanlike surroundings.

If the truth about the Eastern Coursing Club's mode

wTere generally known, we are convinced that it would

meet no opposition among the humane friends of the

animal kingdom,
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SPORT IN NEW MEXICO.

ONE of the most beautiful and well-stocked streams in

New Mexico is the Brazos, an arm of the Chama.
About the !2tli of June the big fish begin to runup;
then is the time to be out, and the angler will surely be

well rewarded. On the 14th of Jung, last year, my friend

E, caught 88 huh averaging 1 Albs. Three-pound fish are

plentiful al thin season; but as time advances they ascend
from pool to pool, till they are only to be met with near
the headwaters, which is in an extremely rough country
and somewhat high up in the mountains; consequently
the inconvenience of getting then- is considerable. This
year we made very good baskets during June, the early

part of July, and September, when the fish began tocome
down. During the latter month my friend Mr. E. made
the best catch of the season, as far as our camp was con-
cerned, not in numbers, but according to weight. He
had over titty fish, the smallest being very little short of

half a pound, and the three largest weighing 121, respec-

tively 4*, 44 and %%, the rest ranging down, there being
several about 21bs., and so on.

Late in August three gentlemen came to camp with
us, who were very anxious to engage in a hunt and see

a live bear in his natural state and proper place in front
of the hounds. We took a preliminary canter over the
mountains in search of (racks, which were found about
four miles from the main camp OH a small stream.
Owing to the scarcity of rain this year the so-called

stream had degenerated into an insignficant water-hole
and held only .just enough aqua impiira for ourselves,
our horses, three donkeys and the bear. However, we
could do no better, so here we camped. The river being-

only about a mile and a half below, we took our rods, as
well as the guns and nine dogs. On our arrival the first

evening it was too late to hunt with hounds, so 0. and I
went after grouse, while E. and J. took a turn at the
trout. A., who was out for his health, remained in

camp, promising to attend to the culinary department.
"We were not very successful, for although C. had an ex-
cellent pointer, the brush was so thick and the traveling so
rough that our shooting was certainly faulty; we called
it "bad powder." Be that as it may, we only got a brace
of birds out of at least twelve that were Hushed. The
other two did not do much better, for J. was unaccus-
tomed to the ways of the wily trout, and the big fish

were for the most part higher 'up the stream. He did.
however, hook one of about 21bs. and tried to throw him
out over the back of his head, w ith the usuaJ heartrend-
ing result. No matter. They brought back plenty for
supper and breakfast: and no one had cause nor excuse
to grumble as yet; indeed Mr. G. performed his part well,
and all went on swimmingly.
Early next morning we started with the hounds through

fa-lien timber, stumps and thick undergrowth. The dogs
were all coupled exe mt Spot, a reliable old hound, who
hunts like a pointer and rarely ranges out of sight until
he strikes a fresh trail. I guess we traveled or rather
rolled, fell and stumbled along in this way for a mile or
more, Inn ing to go back every now and 'then to loosen
the dogs, who have a wonderful knack of tying them-
selves up in all kinds of sailor's knots and other fantastic
intricacies. Two will run in opposite direction around a
bush; the rest jump over them, dive in between each
others' legs and come up on the other side; and the
thing is done, which takes ten minutes struggling and
puzzliug to undo. During this performance a puppy will
usually escape, with one or two couples dangling" from
his neck, and go bawling through the wood as if on a hot
trail, until caught and replaced.

After a mile and a half more or less had been traversed,
we came to a creek with very steep ascent on either side.
Here the old dog began to ye'll with all his might and we
let t he rest loose, in another three minutes the whole
pack were in full cry, going up the worst side of course.
They ran up for about half a mile and baved in some
quaking asp, but we were all too far behind to see any-
thing; and they soon went on again upward you may be
sure. All the time the rocks were getting rougher'and
the way more precipitous, but on we toiled. G. and 0.
were left in the dim distance. E. was ahead and J. and
1 a few yards behind, were not a little interested in the
mineral we continually passed. However, he being
better versed in mineralogy than myself, was sooner
satisfied as to its intrinsic value and waddled on; thus it

came about that I was left behind toiling slowlv but
surely. When I arrived near the suinmii, E. and J. were
about oOOyds. in front: on getting there I shouted and
received no answer: they had gone! dogs and all,
goodness knows where. Thus I reflected. "Any animal
doubling on the hounds will have to come down the
pass 1 have just come up: and if he does not double
1 have no chance on earth of ever seeing him or mv
dogs till sundown." So I lit a pipe and while taking
in the situation, a fine pair of elk horns caught my eye.
They were lying on a rock at the edge of the' efitt',

probably having been placed there bv some Indian.
A short examination satisfied me that I had not
come all this way for nothing. Accordingly I shouldered
them, with the intention of hiding, and getting them at
a future date. But, alas! when 1 was well coiled tip in
them something rushed past me about 50vds. to my left
through the brush, and made for the pass'. I cannot tell
what possessed me, but for some reason or other, or no
reason at all, 1 thought it was a deer, so I took my time
getting to the brink of the precipice, for we were not
hunting deer. When 1 did get there 1 heard a "jap" be-
hind me, and here was a hound in close pursuit; and
about 800yds, below, disappearing into some scrub, was a
cinnamon bear with two tinv cubs. I tired two or three
random shots without effect! Then f>. tired three times
from the opposite hill, but the bear was too fast and too
far off. The old hound went on. and then came a pup.
both were tired and footsore, not having been out before
this since early in t he spring. The rest were in Jerusalem
for all I knew, many of them being young dogs and wild
from want of exercise: I reckon they overran the trail;
anyway, they did not put in an appearance until late
that evening. Having satisfied myself that the tired old
hound and pup would never overhaul that bear with her
two cubs to protect, I again shouldered mv elk horns and
rifle and began my descent, soon to meet 0. and J. , which
latter gentleman was somewhat excited at having seen
and shot at his first bear. -It was a Ulster," at least he

said so.'and of course it must have been, but I thought it

was rather small. Someway below we met J. and E.,

who had gone round and come down ahead of us, having
seen nothing. That evening I went out after trout, leav-

ing G. in camp, somewhat fatigued after his tramp: E.

and C. took a turn at the grouse, and J. went out explor-

ing generally.
But the tale of the day has yet to be told, for shortly

after we had left in the morning the Mexican tending the
stock had run in to acquaint G. with the welcome fact

that a bear was within 50yds. of his tent and had not yet
seen him. Out he went with his little .44 Winchester,
and there sure enough was our old cinnamon, minus her
cubs, taking a bath in our drinking water to cool off a

bit after her run. This was too much for G.'s nerves,
and tip went his gun. Snap ! There was no cartridge in.

She heard the click and was gone. Oh, mortifying mo-
ment for 0. ! He fired into the brush, but that was the
last time the old lady visited the locality. 1 think had
she been hit she probably would ha,ve turned to fight at

such close quarters, That night the cubs came around
camp to hunt their mother. I wished they had found
her before, for they caused an awful commotion among
the stock.
The next day we had another unsuccessful run, I think

after the same bear; but she had been traveling all night
and we ran all day without overhauling ber. An amus-
ing incident occurred to C. and G. They were again left

behind, sitting on a log in the road indulging in the fra-

grant weed, when G. suddenly jumped up and shouted,
"There's a bear!" ('. fell backward over the log in his
hurry to rise; and his gun flew over his head. He gained
his feet, however, in time to take part in the roar of in-

effectua 1 shots that followed the intruder. It was a small
brown bear, aud was walking steadily toward them about
25ft. away, when first observed, doubtless having been
frightened out of its midday slumbers by the distant
baying of the hounds.
However, a great part of our object was achieved: and

if we had not been able to kill a bear for our friends, we
had shown them four in two days, running about wild in
their native woods. They were pleased, and so were we,
for the bears were thin and the hides poor: so there was
not much lost, unless it was the $20 bounty on their
heads, $o a head, which would most likely have been in-

vested for the benefit or misery of the crowd in that dia-
bolical concoction of sulphuric acid and tobacco juice,
blessed with the great name of whisky in New Mexico.
The next day we parted, J. G. and C. to their gold mine

about thirty miles distant, and we to Stinking Lake, so
named from its sulphuric properties. Here we brought
to camp 45$t ducks, mostly canvasbacks, 18 coyotes, 2
Canada geese, which my friend E. shot right and left

with his 12-bore, a bald eagle, a pelican and numerous
other specimens. Those ducks must have had a rough
time, for the day before we left a large party from Den-
ver arrived with boats and decoys. But there were plenty
lor all, and more too. Had we gone in for slaughtering
them from the edge of the lake and on the water, the
number of slain could not have been counted, much less

used. But we prefer driven birds, for ducks flying over
a hide on a narrow strip of land, from one water to an-
other, go very fast and afford rare sport, besides requir-
ing a certain amount of practice, as any of your readers
are well aware who have tried it.

Duck shooting is getting stale, and having all the
smoked birds we want for winter, we wend our way in
the direction of Sefior Patricio Chavez's ranch at the
head of the Galena Canon. We meet him on the road,
and he tells us where one of his steers has been recently
killed by a bear. The following morning the dogs are
off again: we soon find the bear's track and it is fresh.
Away they go, and after five miles scrambling and crawl-
ing over hill and dale, we come to a fine old cinnamon
treed about 500ft. below us. The dogs are all there, yell-
ing lustily at the foot of the gigantic pine, in which he
considers himself safe. There he sits and smiles a sweet
ursine smile at his pursuers, as a house cat will at a ter-
rier, as much as to say, "Don't you wish you could catch
me?" A glance showed that there is nothing for it but to
run a mile or more around the canon before commencing
the descent. However, we are in for it now, so stumb-
ling over anything and everything we roll to the bottom
amid a shower of loose earth and rocks, some unpleas-
antly large ones, too. The first man who arrived within
shot was Charlie, who fired at once, as the old fellow
showed signs of coming down to make a firmer acquaint-
ance with us; but this we did not at all desire. He fell,
shot through the brain, and proved to be a beauty, with
a long coat and a hundred pounds of lard on him. The
meat was also very acceptable, for lie had fed chiefly on
the sweet little nut known as the pinon, with the addi-
tion of the prime beef he so lately brought to his larder.
The next day we got two black-tailed deer: but seeing

no more bear sign we moved into the Chama Canon: and
here we are with 2in. of snow outside and six turkeys
inside. There were more turkeys killed, but unfortun-
ately the boys hanged them up with the intention of
fetching them next day: the wild turkev has a strong
scent and the cats and coyotes got there' first. To-mor-
row I go to hunt a good winter camp and something
more rare in a sheep and cattle country than bears, that
is winter grass for my stock. When this is found, we
will make off camps till the end of this month, among
thepihons, where the Mexicans tell me our quarrv are
feeding in great numbers. I expect the foot of the
Sierra Valdais or Pedro Xal will find us during the cold
weather, wherever it may be. I will let you know with
what success we meet. So Odto&, fellow sportsmen, and
if you do not hear from me again before Christmas I wish
you all a merry one and lots of good cheer.
New Mux mo. A. P. F. Coape.

Weight of Oeouse.—Chews Landing, New Jersey,
Dec. t>.—Thinking that some fellow sportsman who p'e-

ruses the columns of "the Old Reliable" will be interested
in the following little item I jot it down. While shoot-
ing quail to-day a pair of ruffed grouse flushed about
30yds. from where I stood. I killed one and hit the
other hard, but 1 had only small loads of No. 10 shot, and
he got away. The one I killed proved to be a young
cock, and the largest 1 ever saw. weighing no less than
3lbs. loz. on two different scales to-night. I also killed
the largest hen quail 1 ever pulled a trigger on not lOOvds.
from where the grouse fell: she pulled the scale at "just
9oz. More than a dozen saw these birds weighed —
Rroor.FH V^x Ok .

PHOTOGRAPHY AS A PASTIME.
WITH the advent of the falling autumnal leaf the i

peregrinations of the amateur photographer, as he ,

pushes his way through the trackless avenues of nature, I

become invested with surpassing interest. When old fi

Mother Earth begins to robe herself in the cerements of
crimson and yellow and the grand old forests drop upon ,

her bosom the brown garments of decay, it is then that
i

the knight of the tripod is in his glory.
The wonderful growth of amateur photography as a ,

popular outdoor pastime illustrates in a marked degree
the elevating tendencies of the modern devices for

]

health-giving recreation. To the lover of those polite
diversions that are devoid of the elements of daring
adventure and the prowess of reckless exposure the study
of field photography presents attractions that are incom-
parably superior to those of other outdoor pastimes.
Photography enjoys an acknowledged supremacy over

all other outdoor sports in that it cultivates the finer in-

stincts and depends not for its fascinating features upon
any exhibition of physical hardihood or athletic train-

J

ing. The pursuit of the pastime is beyond question en-
nobling and refining in its influence. It develops a keen
and artistic eye for the beautiful in nature. Through the
mystic and enchanting alchemy of the "darkroom" it

brings the receptive mind into close contact with the
great Artist who has filled the earth and sky with such
regal beauty.
The whole realm of nature with its green fields and

woodland symposium of daisies and buttercups, its bab-
j

bling brooks, where the laughing rivulets go clattering
with their silver heels over the stony depths and the

J

nodding lilies drink in copious libations from the per-
petual fount—all this is the kingdom of the amateur
photographer.
The pastime is one that not only conduces to physical i

exhilaration, but, through the fascinating mystery of its

results, it engages our admiration and enlists our ripest
mental endeavor. Other outdoor sports are largely cal-

culated for the development of the body without render-
ing to the mind any adequate recompense. Moreover,
such pastimes as hunting, fishing, lawn tennis and base-
ball combine elements of roughness that are incompatible
with the refined delicacy of the gentler sex. Photography
is a recreation admirably adapted to both sexes.
Those who imagine that outdoor photography is a mere

sport are laboring under a lamentable misapprehension
of the scope of this delectable diversion. Photography is

a study; and to that fact it is indebted in a large measure
for many of its elements of irresistible charm. Pure
physical'exercise is not satisfying to the cultivated mind.
The pastime that makes only"brawn and muscle does not
adequately fulfill the requirements of .a perfect ideal
American pastime.
To the young man or young woman who seeks mere'

sport, photography will be a vexatious disappointment.
Its tedious details' cannot be mastered in one summer, i

To the patient student who is willing to give to it a fairi

allowance of time and study it has a fund of pleasure that)

is constant and exhaustless.
He who is gifted by nature with an instinct for discern-

ing the beautiful, and is endowed with some inventive
faculty, will find the rarest enjoyment in photography.*
No lunkhead ever made a success of it or thoroughly en-:

joyed it. Not every one who can wield a lawn-tennis
racquet can develop a good negative or make a perfect,
"exposure." The cameras which come under the "touch-
the- button" class are eschewed by the votaries of the art
and are relegated to their proper place on the shelves of
the toy shops. They are not designed to be used by per-
sons who have artistic talent.

Those who contemplate joining the grand army of
amateur photographers should be admonished that the
only true satisfaction is to be derived from a camera that
has been made for the professional artist. The average
••amateur outfit" is to be abhorred by those who would!
be en rapport with the beautiful art. Such outfits are
designed for the entertainment of boys, to be cast aside
at the end of a summer's campaign to repose in the bric-

a-brac of the garret. An investment of a twenty-dollarl
bill with one of those amateur concerns will bring in re-l
turn a cheap box, a cheap lens and a varied assortment!
of nameless chemicals, together with a cheap lot of toy!
appurtenances that will be of no use to the genuine artist.!

If you want a camera it is advisable to go or send tol

a photographic stock house and purchase a good instru-l
ment that will be a constant source of pleasure. If you!
have fifty dollars to invest put twenty-five of it in a lens.l
The remainiug twenty-five can be judiciously expended!
in a box, tripod and plate-holders. A good formula for
developing the negatives may be obtained of any local
photographer. It is not advisable to purchase a box thai
is embellished with complicated mechanisms that are
constantly getting out of order. A plain box. with a re
volving front and swing- back, are preferred by artists oi

experience, who have studied the art with reference tc
accomplishing the best results. There are those vcho dc
not feel that they are properly equipped for a photo-
graphic outing until they own an expensive shutter witM
rubber tube and bulb." But some of the most skillful
amateurs prefer the old-time "cap" for ordinary exi
posures, while the instantaneous exposures may be "made
with a wooden drop-shutter, that can be made for fifty

cents.

After all, the excellence of the results accomplishec
are dependent upon the skill of the artist. The time o?

the exposure must be regulated according to the ligh
and the character of the subject. To make indiscrimi
nate "shots" at all sorts of objects is the pastime of th<
schoolboy and not of the artist. The most beautifu
effects are obtained by a proper study of the lights anc
shadows of the landscape, coupled with a skillful expos;
ure of such duration as is best calculated to draw out al!

the beauties of the scene. The dark foliage of trees wil!

require a longer exposure than a house that has beeji

painted white. And in this connection it is proper I
remark that the most inane and insipid feature of tin

pastime is the photography of houses. No artist who ii

in love with the art will waste any of his precious nega,
tives upon houses, except, perchance, those that an,

singularly beautiful and rustic in their architectural con-
ception. "

I

Landscapes constitute the poetry of photography. The^

I

make up the rhythmic beauty of the photographic rneil
ody. A proper appreciation of the art is predicted uporl
the delicate impressionableness of the artist with refer I
ence to natural scenery. '
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The photography of faces that have been previously

prepared for the "ordeal" should be left for the "profes-

sional," whose appreciation of the art is circumscribed by
the limitations of the almighty dollar. It is his business

to flatter human vanity for sordid lucre. The amateur
must not prostitute the art to such base ends. If he de-

sires to embalm a sweet face or a graceful form on the

unfading tablets of photography,"be should "take" them
by the instantaneous process, when they are not posing
for it. Groups of merrymakers, taken at a picnic or out-

ing, without any warning from the operator, form a
laughable feature of photography, and the pictures have
the rare merit of being exceedingly "natural."
The time is coming when an educated man will not

think of starting upon a pilgrimage without his trusty

camera, upon whose never-failing power he may depend
to secure a panorama of his journey, which will be one
of the comforts of his declining years. A glance at the
pictures will revive a thousand* tender associations of

earlier days.
The time is also coming when every educated man who

builds himself a home to live in, will give as much atten-

tion to the construction of the "dark-room" as he does to

the library. In the dark-room, where may be developed
at leisure the results of a day's tramp in field and forest,

are to be found the true delights of photography. Here
are evolved by the wand of the photographic wizard, the
pictures that will hang on memory's wall for many yeai's

to come. After the day's battle and the ignoble strife

for gain is ended, it is sweet to retire into the quiet seclu-

sion of the enchanted dark-room, and bring to light the
hidden sun-pencilings of a long ramble through the woods
in the autumn days.
The dark-room is an institution that will mollify the

asperities of connubial life and dissipate the corroding
perplexities of business care. Truman A. DeWeese.

CIVILIZATION VS. SAVAGERY.
THE enthusiastic letter of John Elliott Curran in re-

gard to Mr. Grinnell's "Pawnee Hero Stories and
Folk-Tales," suggests a few reflections as to the real

value of such a book and as to the true view to take of

savage as compared to civilized life. I heartily agree
with Mr. Cm-ran as to the great value of such a faithful

study of savage life by so competent and so artistic a
hand as Mr. Grinnell's, and I welcome the book with
great pleasure. It brings that breath of the prairies, that
sense of contact with nature, that unrestrainedness and
freedom which are always so refreshing and exhilarating

to civilized men of healthy tendencies, but which are such
mainly by way of needed vacation and rest and change
from too long-continued confinement and routine. But
over and above afi this, the value of this book and others

like it lies in the data they furnish for students of the
great, growing and vastly important science of anthro-
pology. The debt we owe to the men who were far-

seeing enough to preserve these materials before general
intelligence awoke to their value can never be paid.

The time will come when all this will be appreciated , and
when every remaining trace of primitive man will be
carefully treasured, every burial mound and cairn and
fortification and shell heap and cave will be faithfully

studied; but it will not be till after millions of them have
been ignorantly and ruthlessly destroyed, and many a
dialect and many a body of folk-lore is hopelessly lost or
remains in dim and unverifiable tradition, but which
would have furnished priceless data to the specialists who
are slowly and patiently gathering up and piecing to-

gether the story of man's advent upon and his gradual
conquering of the earth. To the grand science of anthro-
pology all the subordinate sciences—archaeology, eth-

nology, philology, etc.—lend their aid, and nothing that
can assist is unimportant.
In different ways the tribes of men have reacted upon

their environment and wrestled with their problems, and
the record of each may throw unexpected light upon
every other. It is here, by the way, that the intelligent

sportsman may often render yeoman service. Penetrat-
ing further and further every year into the wilds in

quest of the retreating game, he is often the sole witness
of important phenomena, which without his record would
be lost to the world; and, therefore, his note-book should
be as constant a companion as his rifle.

But my special wish was to say a word about a true
and a false sentimentalism in regard to the savage and
the savage life. As cities grow and as civilized life be-

comes more and more complex, we shall increase rather
than diminish our love of nature, and our zest for a vaca-
tion stay in the wilderness will grow as the wilderness
itself becomes hard to find, but it is not wisdom to mis-
take the life of the savage as in any sense higher or more
desirable than tbat of the civilized man. The return to

savage simplicity of fife is only desirable as a temporary
change and rest. Neither is it true in any true sense that
the savage understands nature or is ennobledby his contact
with it. It is because of his very submersion in nature,
his failure to have arisen above it and out of it, that he
is a "savage" and low in the scale. It is true, as Mr. Cur-
ran says, that "his first care is to get something to eat,"

but that is not to his credit nor to his ultimate advan-
tage, nor is it true of any race of men, whose first or chief
concern was to gratify the immediate demands of nature
that they have risen much above the brute, over whom
in the nature of the case they could claim no superiority

of aspiration. It is never until men acquire the faculty
of prevision and, even in the desire to minister to their
bodily wants, can make the wants of the future superior
to those of the present, that they can attain the best and
surest means of gratifying them, and it is never until

men conceive of moral and spiritual wants, for which
they are willing to give up all other gratifications, that
they become truly civilized and human.

Civilization with all its terrible evils is yet immeasur-
ably better than savagery, and moreover, civilization sets

itself intelligently and consciously to cure its own defects.

Mr. Curran says that the Indian "has, in the main, much
grander and more dignified thoughts and conceptions
than are likely to fall to a man who, for instance, is

always poring over books of account, or always writing
letters, or always trying to get rich by trading with
people." Again, in speaking of the intense physical life

of the Indian, be says, "And living, he gets much nearer
to God, nearer than we do who trot over our pavements
day after day, enter our stores and do and think all

things in our own miniature, unlasting world, erected by
our own hand to the exclusion of nature."

This is the false sentimentalism of which I spoke, and
the fallacy is that of taking, on the one hand, some real
or supposed defect of civilization and holding it so close
to the eye as to shut out the view of the universe, and,
on the other hand, of imagining a universe of solid struc-
ture where little more than a vacuum exists. Yet this

fallacy appears so often that it may be worth while to
speak of it. Born of the same stock is the conceit that
puts trust in the " doctor "whose only claim, forsooth, is

that he has never in his life studied anatomy or medicine
and never availed himself of one of the helps to knowl-
edge which the combined study of thousands of men has
furnished. It is of the same piece with the ignorance
which scouts "book learning" and supposes that the
Digger Indian, who lives on and whose whole concern is

about roots and acorns and snakes and snails, must there-
fore know more about these very things than Professor
Gray, the botanist, and Agassiz and Huxley and Darwin.
The truth is that the average civilized schoolboy has

in one day far more "grand and dignified thoughts
and conceptions " than a real savage has in the whole
course of his life. Some recognizable germs of these
thoughts he does have, and they are genuine as far as
they go, but, compared to the far-reaching generalizations
of civilized man, they are infinitesimal. The truth is

that those who live in closest physical contact with ma-
terial nature know least about nature and see the least in
it. By so much as they depend upon the sharpness of
the bodily senses, by so much are they ignorant of that in-
finitely more important secondary sense which avails itself

of the thinking and reasoning of all other men combined.
The savage knows things in their isolated singleness.
The civilized man knows them in their far-reaching re-

lations, and this is the only true knowing.
That which Mr. Curran calls "our own miniatui-e, un-

lasting world erected by our own hand to the exclusion
of nature," is precisely the reverse of what he describes
it to be. It is the world higher than mere nature, the
world of human nature, the world of art, the permanent
world of institutions. The world of the savage is the lit-

tle world, the immediate, and of all things the least per-
manent. It is a world so little as to neither merit nor
secure for itself its own recorded histoiy, unless that his-

tory is written by some one else and that, too, from a
motive which would be unintelligible to a savage. A few
dim and fanciful traditions, interesting as they may be
to us for various good reasons, are not in any true sense
history. An Arctic explorer questioned the leader of a
tribe of Esquimaux as to the great decrease in numbers
of his people, and showed him that in a generation or
two the tribe would probably be extinct, but he found it

impossible to arouse in the savage any emotion or con-
cern at such a prospect, the truth of which he acknow-
ledged with a grin. So long as his own belly was full he
cared nothing for the future. Of course there are savages
and savages, and many North American Indians are
far more advanced than this, but because they are capa-
ble of somewhat less selfish interests, and just in propor-
tion as they are, we call them "higher in the scale."

A lady, who lived two or three years with the Cree In-
dians and who learned their language thoroughly, and
entered in all things into then life and interests, told me
how extremely limited and commonplace these were.
Beyond the few stock excitements of the hunt and the
fight it was inane to an amazing degree. Because of re-
flection and study the civilized man becomes acquainted
with principles, and thereby can truly know and inter-

pret nature and make its most hidden powers serve him,
and for this reason it is that, other things being equal, he
will always in time surpass the Indian in the latter's own
chosen field.

Mr. Curran declares that the Indian has been despised
because he "has savage, that is natural ways." He should
be reminded that it is only as man has brought art to his
aid and conquered his natural ways that he became
cleanly and self-respecting and able to combine with his
fellows, and to transmit in ever-increasing volume the
advantages he has gained to those who come after him.
Mr. Curran says that the test of greatness of mind is not
the power to "do calculus," but rather "that simplicity
that bares the human breast to final things, to time, to
space, sky and earth, to the last of human motives—the
last in the crucible when all others are evaporated—the
desire of life and companionship." This is indeed a
strange confusion of thought. If "the desire of life and
companionship" is the test of "greatness of mind," then
it is one which can be triumphantly passed by nearly all

the lower animals, and is certainly not the test by which
any of the distinctions at present in vogue in the world
have been established! As to the "simplicity which
bares the breast to final things, to time, to space," etc.,

it is not simplicity but profound thought alone which
conceives of space and time at all as such, a thought far
profounder than any real savage is capable of; and it is

just his simplicity itself which makes it impossible for
him to do it, for he lives naively and unreflectingly in
time and space, and for the most part innocent of any
attempts at philosophy about them.
The whole matter has long ago been rightly summed

up by Tennyson in "Locksley Hall," where, after indulg-
ing for a short time in some such bilious notions as I
have been criticising, he comes to his senses and sees the
folly of it all. He has been disappointed in love and
"the world is out of joint" for him, and in the bitterness
of his pain it seems to him that civilization is all wrong,
is only a diabolically complex machine to torture a man,
and that it would be far better to turn one's back on it

and flee to the wilderness, to "burst all links of habit"
and to "wander far away" where no echo of the civilized
world can reach him. Listen to him:

"There methinks would be enjoyment more than in this march of

mind,
In the steamship, in the railway, in the thoughts that shake man-

kind.

"There the passions, cramped no longer, shall have scope and
breathing space;

I will take some savage woman, she shall rear my dusky race.

"Iron-jointed, supple-sinewed, they shall dive and they shall run.

Catch the wild goat by the hair, and hurl their lances in the sun;

"Whistle back the parrot's call, and leap the rainbows of the
brooks;

Not with blinded eyesight poring over miserable books.'"

From the standpoint which I have criticised the pic-
ture seems to be attractive and complete. But it turns

out that the thinking of the world for the last few thou-
sand years has not been done for nothing, and there is

some validity to human institutions after all. Listen to
the poet after his delirium has passed and he can see
things clearly:

"Fool, again the dream, the fancy I but I know my words are wild,

But I count the gray barbarian lower than the Christian child.

"I, to herd with narrow foreheads, vacant of our glorious gains,

Like a beast with lower pleasures, like a beast with lower pains!

"Mated with a squalid savage—what to me were sun or clime?

I the heir of all the ages, in the foremost files of time."

No, the picture is not a pretty one, and his wise and
firm conclusion is that no amount of the sensuous pleas-
ure of savage life would be a fair price for which to
barter the smallest of the benefits of civilization, or as he
states it in a single line,

"Better fifty years of Europe than a cycle of Cathay."

Having already in another number of Forest AND
Stream expressed myself as keenly appreciative of Mr.
Grinnell's fine book, I am glad to join hands with Mr.
Curran in his warm praise of it, only dissenting from
some of his side reflections and philosophy.

C. H. Ames.

ROD AND GUN IN SISKIYOU.
EVERYBODY knows that the railroad line between

Portland, Ore., and San Francisco, Cal., passes
through immense regions where the hunting and fishing
are especially fine, and which were not accessible until a
few years ago. The country along the upper Sacramento,
the McCloud, and the lesser streams of Shasta and Siski-

you, is covered with great forests; it is, in fact, one of
the last fastnesses of the superb coniferous forests of the
Pacific coast, and it is being pierced in a dozen directions
by the lumber men. Wood, flumes are being built, rail -

roads are surveyed into the heart of the pineries, and in-

side of twenty years this magnificent mountain paradise
of animal and vegetable life will probably be as desolate
as the worst wastes of the Adirondacks, Therefore let

those who can afford it come while the woods are still

unviolated.
Fishing is said to close in northern California with

October, but I heard and saw enough in a few days spent
in this region during the middle of November this year,
to justify any sportsman in trying the journey, ordinary
seasons, even later. I can promise a man a good time
almost all winter.
The territory which I wish to describe lies in an irreg-

ular square, cut north and south by the railroad, and
comprising a district perhaps fifty miles square. It lies

around the base of such noble peaks as Eddy, Muir, Scott
and the giant of Shasta. The weather the middle of Novem-
ber in Strawberry Valley, and in fact everywhere at that
elevation—of about 4,000ft.—was clear-, bracing and de-
lightful. No snow had as yet fallen mucb below the for-

est line, above which the great white domes of Eddy and
Shasta rose, the latter the most noble and satisfactory
sight imaginable. There was frost at night, and a fire

was very comfortable after sunset, but all day everywhere
in the streets of the mountain towns, men went to and
fro in their shirt sleeves, or worked in the lumber mills.

Green grass was springing under the pines and in the
meadows, while through innumerable ditches ran the
cold snow water from the heights. Such a region of con-
trast it has seldom been my good fortune to discover.
The Sacramento River heads a little beyond Sissons in

a. large spring bursting from the mountain side. Among
the larger tributaries are the Pitt and the McCloud; and
all are fed by the glaciers of Shasta. North again, the
Shasta River, rising at the foot of Scott- Mountain, flows
many a tortuous mile into the Klamath , one of the great
rivers of California. The lesser streams are almost count-
less, and there are a number of mountain lakes, besides
lagoons in the larger valleys. All winter wildfowl
abound in the region. They frequent the lakes and
lagoons, and the meadows in the valleys. The Indians
snare ttiem; the pioneers count them a timely addition to

the bill of fare, and their numbers do not appear to
diminish in the least. Hardly a hunter finds his way to

the region iri the winter, and it is almost virgin soil in
that regard. The manager of a large lumber mill told

me that ducks, geese, curlews and other wildfowl in
little Shasta Valley "are often too tame and too plenty
for real sport." There are no fences for miles. One
drives about the rolling foothills, the lava rocks, and the
meadow borders, and gets shots every few minutes,
either at birds flying over head or by flushing them from
the pasturage or the small ponds.

Fly-fishing on the McCloud closes with October. The
native fly of the region has a yellow body and brown
wings. "Benn's McCloud" is a good one; so is the
"golden-brown hackle," the "blue miller," the "royal
coachman," and "Benn's orange-gray and brown." The
pot-fishermen are guilty of using salmon roe, which every
true disciple of the line abominates as nothing less than
murder. The rainbow trout (Salmo it-idea) is most
abundant, but the large Dolly Varden trout offer the best
sport. Salmon are very plentiful in the season. All
along the Upper Sacramento, from Redding north for
several hours of travel, the railroad trains pass within
casting distance of the beautiful river, and one can see
trout from the window of his car, "head on" below the
rocks, or moving across the shallows.
The Indians spear them at this season (November) and

they are in excellent condition, but in the whole country
one cannot find a devotee of the rod; it is the society
season in San Francisco, and besides there is a supersti-
tion abroad that the weather is too cold up here. The
pioneers and the loggers and mountaineers could tell a
different story. They love the winter better than any
other time of the year.
The large game of this mountain region is very inter-

esting. The Rocky Mountain sheep still live and breed
13,000 or 13,000ft. above the sea on the Shasta crags.
Muir speaks of "the cradle of this little mountaineer,
aloft in the sky, rocked in the storms, curtained in clouds,
sleeping in thin icy air." Another extremely rare ani-
mal is the American chamois {Aplocevus montanus).
The antelope is another, though thirty years ago there
were many thousands of them in California. Mr. Sisson,
the old pioneer of all this region, says there were a
few specimens of a species of polar bear with black heads
and snow-white bodies living on Mount Shasta, and there

\
were others that were all white. The pioneers of Siski-
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y ou killed a number of these bears and learned to dread
them more than the grizzlies, but it is twenty years since
the last oue was seen. Elk used to be abundant and there
are probably a few left.

The days when deer were shot by the hundred,' and
wagons loaded with the hides, are gone, and the game
laws are reasonably well enforced, but an even closer

season is desirable if this region is to maintain its repu-
tation. An effort to pass a stricter law to apply to these
northern counties will be made before the next Legisla-

ture. . The blackballs (Cervus columbiana) are the most
numerous species of deer in the Siskiyou forests, and
any respectable shot can pick up a few. The whitetails

(0. leueurus) are more difficult to find in this district.

The large mule deer (C. macrotis) is one of the finest

game animals left. Black bears are often seen. The
grizzly is less common, but not unattainable to the hun-
ter who is certain that he wants grizzly. The cougar
and the lynx complete the list of large game of the Mount
Shasta region.
A young Pullman car conductor met on this trip, W.

C. Marshall, formerly of Chicago, proved to have had con-
siderable hunting and fishing experience in the South-
west. He thinks that the Gallinas River, New Mexico,
some fifteen miles from Las Vegas, is the finest trout
stream in the Territory. His last expedition to this dis-

trict was with J. Winslow Judson, Jr. , a railroad director
from St. Joseph, Missouri. "We could have caught," he
said, "300 mountain trout in half a day; we lived mainly
on trout all the time we were there."

In 1885, Marshall and Tom Coulson, a noted hunter
from Wichita, Tex., started from Herold, in that State,
and went to the ''Forks of Pecos River," 150 miles west, on
the hills, where the scrub oak of that district grows in

great thickets, and in November they are crowded with
deer fattening on the acorns. In thirty days they made
the trip and returned to Herold with the hams and hides
of fifty-four deer. Coming back, they camped a day in
a motte, near Herold, and "filled the wagon box of the
second wagon" with wild turkeys. One of them carried
a Winchester and the other a Marlin.

It is now Marshall's fate to go back and forth across
this magnificent game region, and see it in the distance
without being able to leave his Pullman. He crosses the
Shasta range and the Siskiyou range, and sooner or later

sees every sort of wild animal to be found in the district;

here a deer drinking at daybreak at a spring, there a bear
grubbing roots on a hillside for his breakfast. The thing
he seems most to regret is that the train passes for miles
so near the Sacramento, that if it were not for the tele-

graph poles he could cast a fly into a pool now and then
from the platform of his car as it slowed up on a difficult

grade. He is said to watch the river with longing and
loyal eyes from Redding to Upper Soda, and when the
salmon begin to go up the Sacramento a straight jacketmay
become necessary. I tell him that he is being punished
a little for his "dried venison Texas trip," which resulted
in the death of three times as many deer as he should
have been responsible for, and he replies that the Cali-
fornia Siskiyous have taught him a lesson.

Apropos of the wisdom of knowing when one lias had
enough, I have a story to tell. An old Shasta pioneer
was going up the mountain with John Muir, and they
came ou a band of mountain sheep. The settler raised
his rifle, but Muir yelled and spoiled his shot. Said the
old hunter to me, "Guess Muir knew I had shot one only
the night before, and be thought that was enough."

Charles Howard Shtnn.
[The black-headed and black-bodied polar bears must

have been creatures of mythology

SPORTING IN THE FAR WEST.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In a recent trip to the Pacific coast not a buffalo, elk,

deer, mountain sheep, goat, bear, panther, nor lion (ex-
cept in captivity), not even a prairie hen nor quail (Ortyx
virginianus) was seen. We regarded this as quite singular
since we passed over sections once the home of all these
animals. Forty years ago grouse were plentiful, even
around Chicago, and we bagged our first prairie chicken
(about that time) within the present hmits of that city.

"We had confidently expected to see game in crossing the
plains or along the river bottoms, and especially in the
Yellowstone Park, where all animals are exceptionally
exempt from fear of man. The squirrels and small birds
seem to know they are protected by Uncle Sam, and will
almost come and take food out of one's hand. But the
large animals kept well out of sight. One of the tourists
claimed to have seen a deer in the Park, another a moun-
lain sheep near Pueblo, a third a bear in Firehole River.
We did see at the Lower Geyser Basin beaver working
and feeding on the river. They come out of their house,
which looked like a big pile of logs and driftwood, at
even tide, swim around, dive and pull up grass and roots,
then get upon a low stone and munch as undisturbed as
if the dozen pair of tourists' eyes that were fixed upon
them were not there. Any one who has seen musquash
playing, feeding, building nests, and attending to do-
mestic affairs around in our waters, has seen in miniature
the far-famed beaver in his home, for in many of their
ways and habits they are almost exactly alike.
Coming out of the Yosemite Valley, near the Grub

Gulch silver mine, we saw a real coyote, a mean-looking
pirate, every inch the cunning thief he is reputed to be.
He fearlessly stood up on the top of a knoll, within easy
gunshot, and coolly exhibited himself as the stage stopped;
he then trotted on with nonchalance. The leer of those
eyes and the smart, erect ears indicated a desire to dine
on one of the lambs in a near pasture.
In the same neighborhood we observed several Cali-

fornia quail. But their habits are not gamy. They do
riot lie well to a dog. but run on the ground, hop on to a
rook or low spreading tree and run along the branches or
step from one to another, acting more like barnyard
fowls than wild game. We should think they would
afford a sporstman or his dog very little satisfaction. In
fact, this was the report of the gunners in that section.
Nor do they fail to find the most inaccessible coverts

,

among ebapparal, cactus, manzanito and the meanest
tangled vines, rendering pursuit of cripples almost im-
possible, and even finding dead quail quite difficult.

Hard by were two or three mountain quail (Oreortyx
pichm Baird), but these, too, took to then heels and were
instantly out of sight in the thicket. One may occasion-
ally see, in forest ranges, gray and red squirrels. They
have in the Park the queerest little striped squirrel with

a short tail, and a little darker color than ours, and about
half as large as our chipmunk. In fact, the fauna and
flora of the Facific side of the Rockies differ from the
Atlantic. For instance, take the bluejay, kingfisher,
brant, and most of the woodpeckers. Even the crow,
lark and blackbird, so common everywhere, appear dif-

ferent. The crow seems smaller and less enterprising,
the lark is also smaller and has a different note, and the
blackbird appears like a cross between ferrugineiis and
quiscaluSf They have many species that we do not, and
ince versa. The cormorant and the pelican, so common
there, are almost unknown here. Gulls are numerous

—

no pun intended—and seem to differentiate our own, and
terns we do not remember having seen. Nor did we see
a hawk that looked like a New England species. The
swallows, swifts, robins, bluebirds, solitary sandpipers,
turtle doves and a few other specimens, if not identical,
very much resemble our own. No ruffed grouse nor
woodcock in that section. Near the celebrated Ramona
ranch we observed a beautiful white heron, and at Bue-
naventura were flocks of large shore birds, probably cur-
lew, though the distance and motion of the cars rendered
it impossible to determine. Everywhere from New Mex-
ico to southern California one sees those filthy, lazy fel-

lows, turkey buzzards, lying almost motionless on out-
spread wings. It really seems as if they were asleep
and had no movement of a pinion for nearly half an
hour. Is he inflated with gas ? Touch him and see. One
experiment will satisfy you. But certainly he is a mas-
cot. Both these and the mockers are identical with those
of the Southern Atlantic States. The ground squirrel
resembles one of our very fat gray squirrels with a short
tail and white ring about his neck, and the little perky
prairie dog, so common everywhere in southern Cali-
fornia, would deceive almost any one into the belief that
he is a mere stub.

One may sit the livelong day at the Cliff House, in San
Francisco, and be amused by the sea lions, disporting
themselves on the "Seal Rocks." Great monsters, they
are, the largest ones reported to reach a weight of at
least y,0001bs. It is laughable to see the huge creatures
wriggling their way slowly on to the rocks, 30ft. from
the water, looking dark brown or seal color as they
emerge from the water, but after basking in the sun and
becoming dry, assuming a sort of grayish drab. And
then the struggle to get back to the water is a queer ex-
hibition of their awkwardness, but they will leap many
feet from a precipice to the liquid element. They growl
fearfully at each other for place on the rocky islets, and
the sound is much like that of a big hog, though they do
not seem to bite. Some of them bark like a dog, remind-
ing one of a hound in pursuit of a fox. Mixed up with
the seals were immense numbers of cormorants. They are
lazy creatures, all they seem to do is to just skip down
to the water, dive, bring up a fish and return to their
rocky perch and devour it. The sea lions generously
concede the right of joint occupany, and the two diver-
gent families get on harmoniously together. The same
thing may be seen at Monterey and other places. That
the sea lions, cormorants, pelicans, and other predacious
species lead such an idle life, is abundant proof of the
myriads of small fish inhabiting those waters.
But the fishes of the Pacific differ as widely from the

Atlantic as do the other animals. A codfish from the
Pacific Coast would hardly be recognized as a congener
of the fish at Cape Cod by the same name. And so of the
smelt and other species. But we hardly think the West-
ern waters produce as fine fish as the Eastern, They seem
to lack that fine flavor, that edible quality that makes
the fish of the Atlantic in request all over the world.
Baracouda and salmon when fresh and in good condition
are very fine, but the mountain trout and other fish do
not compare with ours. Most of the mountain streams
are fed by melting snow, and this may be less favorable
to fine flavor than the pure spring water flowing from
hillsides in New England. Nor do the trout of the far
West bear the same markings.
We had some trifling experience in trout fishing during

our tour—at the Yosemite Valley, Chamber's Creek, Lake
Pend d'Oreille and on the Yellowstone River. Our first

attempt was in the Yosemite. The valley is some eight
miles long by one and a half wide, and is walled in by
mountains whose almost perpendicular sides reach an
altitude of three to four thousand feet above the valley,
or seven to eight thousand above tidewater. Through
this valley flows the Merced River, whose source is in the
gn.ow-capped mountains that environ it. These elevated
streams come rushing along and plunge down into the
valley. One, the Yosemite, leaps at a single bound
1,502ft., and the pretty little "Bridal Veil" exhibits a
length of 860ft. Great stories were told, for the amuse-
ment of tourists, about the size of trout in the Merced,
reaching 5 or 61bs. We had seen some small trout caught
in the river, and desired to try our hand at the large ones.
On the 29th of May, rambling about the valley, we met a
Digger Indian with some thirty small trout on a withe.
The Indian is the principal fisherman in that section, and
it is from him that the hotels draw their supply. Fishing
tackle and bait are not easily obtained. We tried to nego-
tiate with "Lo" for the use of his pole, a mere sapling
sprout, 7 or 8ft. long; but "Indian no talk much," and we
found it difficult for the "high contracting parties" to
arrive at a definite arrangement. Finally it was agreed
that a trial should be made. He had no' flies, but a few
Avorms, which he carried in a rudely constructed bag
made of long grass, through which the worms would
crawl as fast or faster than he could use them. A cheap
hook and line completed the outfit, and with this simple
gear we essayed our first mountain trout. After about a

half hour of patient, and at times discouraging, effort,

a bit of a "gnaw" was felt. A nervous jerk of the pole

—

and see the big fellow jumping in the sand on the river's

bank. He was immediately released from the hook and
taken to the hotel by his captor, washed, weighed, and
an accurate sketch made. Over the portrait are these
"significant words, "Length. 7fin.; weight, 2£oz." The
trout caught at Chamber's Creek, which we should call a
small river, twelve miles from Tacoma, Wash., were all

small and were at once returned to their native element.
These, with the small ones taken in the Yellowstone
River, were identical with the one caught in the Yo-
semite, but the large ones were not.
On our return home over the Rockies via Northern

Pacific R. R., we were detained several hours for repairs
to a burned trestle near the great Lake Pend d'Oreille.
The lake is some sixty miles long by twenty-six miles
wide and has the reputation of being well stocked with

trout running up to 6 or 81bs. Our desire to capture one
of these large trout became much inflated, and as we had
ample time we secured a boatman, boat and tackle, and
set out with buoyant heart, thanking our stars that at
last fortune had so smiled upon us as to offer this rarest
of opportunities. We cast here and. there, along the
shore, in the cove, around the point, in deep water and
shoal water, tried different flies, small fish, grasshopper
and frog for lure, but not a rise. It took four hours for
our ardor to cool, when a signal from the train summoned
our return; we cheerfully responded, leaving our benison
for Lake Pend d'Oreille and its big blotched denizens.
Our next and last effort in the way of trout fishing was

on the, Yellowstone River above the Upper Falls. Most
of the streams in the Park are so impregnated with
mineral matter as to destroy any fish that might enter
there, and the hotels are supplied from the Yellowstone.
Through the courtesy of the landlord of the "Norris" we
were shown into the ice house where were two large
boxes of the beauties from 4 to l|lbs. On arriving at the
Grand Canon Hotel we at once secured a rod and tackle,
with a son of W., of Hyde Park, as a companion, and
taking a peep at the Upper Falls, hurried on for a dash
at the big trout. Now the goal of our ambition was
reached. We should certainly be rewarded for all our
toils and disappointments. We made casts at intervals
along up river for about two miles, but did not get a rise.

Downcast and disappointed we started for the hotel. It
was mortifying to be obliged to return "skunked." On
the way down river we espied a point of rocks which had
escaped observation on the way up. It was getting late
and our youthful companion began to clamor for dinner,
but generously waited for us to make a last effort to
retrieve the day. A few casts were made, and lo

!

floundering on the greensward in silvery sheen, lies the
symmetrical 12£in. beauty. A few more casts and an-
other of 14+in. in length lies a fit companion to the first.

Another of 7£in. is landed, and our joyous steps are quick-
ened for our hotel and dinner.
The next day, July 2, we accompanied the party to the

Grand Canon and Lower Falls, which are among the
marvels of this wonderland. The river, which discharges
a large volume of water, has cut itS'Way for miles through
the soft rock to the Lower Falls, or even to the Upper
Falls, leaving cliffs some two thousand feet high. Some
parts of the rock formation is much harder than others,
and these, having resisted the erosive current, are left in
various shapes, some in columns, as if hewn out by human
hand, several hundred feet high. On the top of one of
these columns a bald eagle had built her nest, just below
Prospect Point. Some of the tourists became anxious to
see more of our national bird. We screamed; she re-
sponded shrilly. Another yell and response, and the
majestic creature stood up, spread her huge wings, and
from her eyry floated gracefully away up and down the
canon, apparently determined to resist any attack or de-
fend her young to the last extremity. She was soon
joined by her consort, who flitted about as if in search of
some intruder, and after some twenty minutes, passing
up and down the canon many times, now high, now low,
the female, which seemed the larger of the two, hovered
over the nest, and finally dropped into it as gently a3 a
snowflake. Everything about the canon is on such a
grand scale that objects look small. While the alar ex-
tent of the bald eagle is about eight feet, this one did not
appear over one-third that size, but we were five hundred
feet above her and probably half to three-quarters of a
mile distant. From Inspiration Point, lower down river,
another nest was witnessed, that of a golden eagle. On
a similar column on Gardner River, as we came out from
the Mammoth Hot Springs, we saw still another. Nature
seems kindly to have reserved these pyramids for these
noble birds. In the afternoon we again tried for large
trout without success, except in a single instance. We
took several small ones seven or eight inches in length,
and of the seven captured three fell to the fly of young-
Whiting; and we cannot help thinking the small ones
are of a different species from the large ones, though the
natives persist in calling them all "mountain trout."
But the large ones have no lateral red lines, have square
tails, and almost entire absence of the black blotches.
The small ones seem to be a true rainbow, while the
others do not, and the little ones are constantly breaking
water at eventide for insects, while the large ones do not
seem to feed at top. Large trout are said to be abundant
in Yellowstone Lake, some sixteen miles <vway, but as
they are reported at this season of the year to be infested
with worms, no one cares to go for them.
We hardly know where the line between the speckled

trout of the East and the blotched trout of the West is

drawn. We could not say those of the Pacific slope have
black spots and those inhabiting the waters that empty into
the Atlantic have red spots. The Snake River and the
Yellowstone both rise in the immediate vicinity, and the
trout of each have the same markings, and yet one
empties into the Pacific and the other into the Atlantic
via the Gulf of Mexico. In Minneapolis we saw the real
speckled trout (Salmo foniivalis), which were said to
ha ve been taken in Canada.

Buffalo shooting was, no doubt, to the man who could
perpetrate such inhuman slaughter, very exciting. The
number of animals destroyed about fifteen years ago, in
many cases simply for their skins and horns, is truly
astonishing. "Col. R. I. Dodge"—we quote from Dafoe
in Pop. Sci. Monthly—"author of the 'Plains of the Great
West,' estimates that in the three years ending with 1874
no less than 5,500,000 buffaloes were slaughtered." Let
those, however, who mourn the loss of the rich, light,
warm robe when out sleigh-riding on a cold whiter day.
be consoled by this bit of information, that through the
experiments of Mr. C. L. Bedson, near Winnipeg, Mani-
toba, a better robe has been produced by crossing the
buffalo with the Galloway or polled Angus cattle, and
that Mr. C. J. Jones, of Garden City, is continuing the
work so nobly begun by Mr. Bedson. We trust others
may be induced to embark in an enterprise which not
only promises financial success, but bridges over the
chasm made by the loss of the buffalo. Again, let us
consider that the millions of domestic cattle now feeding
upon the old buffalo ranges, are worth to a beef-eating
community, immeasurably more than the displaced buf-
faloes. There is undoubtedly a matter of .sentiment
about these noble animals which prompts a desire for
their preservation. The Yellowstone Park is now spe-
cially se,t apart for this and kindred purposes. Still it is

found to be very difficult to keep the buffalo on the Park
and the poachers off: not generally Indians, but white
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renegades. The two troops now stationed there in sum-
mer cannot patrol a tract of wilderness 65 miles long by 55
wide, or over 3.000 miles of territory. In winter there
seems to be very little protection of any sort to the an i-

mals-and it was estimated when we were there this sum-
mer that not more than 200 or 300 were resident there. If
Our Government means to preserve the buffalo and other
animals in the Park, so that future generations may look
upon them, more stringent measures must be resorted to
before it is too late. We see no other way of prevent-
ing the animals from getting off the Park and being
killed than by running a palisade fence entirely
around it. It would cost next to nothing except
for labor. There is abundant of the finest timber
in the world for such paling right on the ground. The
thick growth of pines is perfectly wonderful; not large
enough for lumber, but trees from four to eight inches in
diameter, about as thick as they can stand, and running
up fifty to seventy feet without a limb, except the clump
at the top. Let these be cut in poles twelve or fifteen
feet long and set close together in the ground, where that
can be done, or spiked together with lateral supports.
As the trees are cut along the boundary line a road could
be cheaply made, so that patrolmen could pass around
the Park to guard the property; or tourists that are com-
ing here every year by thousands from all parts of the
world to see the marvelous works of nature, could utilize
it as a popular driveway. Many species of animals from
foreign lands might be introduced, in fact there is hardly
a limit to the variety that could be successfully intro-
duced or kept there, and then this country would possess
a zoological garden as much superior to that of any other
country as it is nobler, grander and more prosperous than
any other. It would fitly symbolize the progressive spirit
of our people. The cost would be comparatively trifling.

Is any man's soul so dry that he would not cheerfully
pay a contribution of one or two cents for each member
>f his family to gratify the national pride ?

W. Hapqood.

OUT-OF-DOOR PAPERS.
VI.—THE BROOK.

HPHERE is a brook—a tiny little brook, so small that it

JL might properly be called a brooklet—which trickles
down through a hillside orchard so old and mossy and
shagbarked that it can scarcely tell itself from the' pine
grove on the knoll above, and drops musicaJly (the brook
now, not the orchard) over stones not thicker than your
hand, gurgling with a diminutive murmur suited to its

own diminutive size, around clean pebbles, spreading out
over sandy shallows as large as your palm, or maybe
larger where they are very large, and losing itself in a
great forest of forget-me-nots a, rod square, until after a
quarter-mile of such wandering it gets clown to the pond
where the great bullfrog lives. It is strange if you never
heard of this brook; lor a poet lives right beside it, a lady
whom you all know, and a novelist, a very famous novel-
ist, whom you all know, too, lives just beyond, and near
by a professor whom you all ought to know: but I am not
aware that the poet or the novelist or the professor care
very much for the little brook, which is left to babble on
to its ferns and apple trees and its pines and forget-me-
nots.
However, the birds know it, all of them, and trim little

sparrows delight to flirt in and out of brush piles on the
bank, playing hide-and-go-seek with themselves; warblers
beyond number inspect the old apple tree boughs every
morning, and great fat robins take the whole stream to
bathe in, covering both banks with their motherly wings

.

There is no danger of the birds forgetting the little brook-
let. All winter long in the far South they think of it,

and it is the first place they visit in the spring, passing by
the pond where the great bullfrog says per-r-uTte and the
middle-sized frogs say tr-r-ronk, and the little ones
(which the learned professor declares are not frogs at all

but toads), being neither wig dealers nor trunk makers,
keep up an auction din by proclaiming that their articles
are cheap! cheap! In the spring the birds fly directly
past this Vanity Fair and seek the brooklet cuddled down
among the apple trees and pines.

If any one has a mind to wait here, lying at the foot of
the big white pine on a bed of brown pine needles, with
curtains of low bushes and the sky for a tester—if any
one has a mind to lie here all the morning, and can forget
chat he belongs to a very busy world which is moiling
and toiling and hammering its life out half a mile away,
he may see wonders. For the little birds, after they
have splashed and drunk and drunk and splashed to their
hearts' content, grow very tame and come close up to
him, so close that he can seen their bright little eyes, the
bristles about their tiny bills and their sharp little toe-
nails. Somehow everything about the brooklet is little,

ust as it should be: and if any one lies down beside it for
i time, and doesn't think too hard, he will find himself
ihrinkmg, small, smaller, until at last he is about as large
as a happy, well-fed baby, and there is no mistake about
this, though the professor didn't tell it me.
This may be the reason why the birds are so tame, but

whether it is or isn't, they will come to you as you lie

there, just as I have told you, a long procession of them.
First there is the robin; but he doesn't come very near,
for he knows all about you, has seen you down town
mauy's the time, and you can't tell him anything. So
liter his bath the robin sits on the fence-post and tries to
nake you believe that the welfare of the world depends
m his being in that particular place. But the song thrush
md the veery who have not moved in society as much
is the robin, show their country breeding by their curio-
lity, and come and perch on the dry pine limb near by,
mite shy and silent unless the veery gives a tender little

serenade that seems to come from far, far away. By and
jy, when you least expect it, there is a soft flutter of
brown wings and the large-eyed visitors are off.

Hardly have the thrushes gone before an inquisitive
olack and yellow warbler in ail the bravery of his new
raring coat lights on the swaying limb and eyes you with
is much self-possession as if you were the intruder, not
le—a gay fellow with his striped waistcoat of black and
yellow, a regular " blazer," his gray jockey cap, and the
slack coat which he seems to wear not because of its ap-
propriateness to the rest of the costume but because he

has it; shrewd, energetic, and like most nervous people,
with a sharp, incisive voice. But the brook, bless you,
doesn't mind that at all; it doesn't mind even the chat-
tering red squirrels and the bluejays in the pines with
voices as harsh as a rusty gate hinge. The brook keeps
on blab, blab, blabbing to itself softly as a baby, not car-
ing whether any one listens to its sweet voice or not. The
novelist would tell you that is what makes it so sweet to
hear when any one does stop to listen.

But the procession keeps marching along, big birds and
little, all busy until the shadow of a hawk's wings fright-
ens them into silence; gay orioles, testy as the Lords Bal-
timore whose livery they wear, sweeping past with a
blaze of black and orange and the snap of wings: droll,
big-headed fly-catchers that remind you of a boy you
used to go to school with—the same boywhom you could
beat seven times running at " four old cat," but who
always outwitted you at " tag," the boy that is now a
judge in the Supreme Court, while you are—no matter
what; gay, little redstarts, so unlike in color that you
never imagine they are mates; neat black and white
creepers as trim as barbers' poles; grosbeaks with their
breasts red as a pelican's in her piety. And how the trees
have to be inspected by this keen-eyed crowd ! Busy
vireos travel along each limb, peering in every crack
and warbling snatches from old songs; warblers of
all kinds go round and round the branches,
heartlessly tearing baby caterpillars out of their silken
cradles; woodpeckers inspect the trunks by traveling
upward, nuthatches repeat the operation "in reverse
order, so that, like Jack Spratt and his wife, between
them they leave nothing, and brown creepers search the
ground over again, following a special direction round
and round. What a company there is of them, each
seeming to find plenty which the other has left behind,
as if worms were a sort of heavenly manna to birds and
increased by being fed on. But how do the poor worms
manage to five? The professor, if you asked him, would
talk to you for an hour about "the survival of the fittest:"
but you would best not mention the matter to him, for
the birds all believe in "natural selection," and they have
an undoubted taste in worms.
There, now, across one of the shallows of the brooklet,

walks a water wagtail, walks, not hops, while a chewink
and a chipping sparrow sit on the fence to watch the feat
and criticise his gait. A kingbird swings in the top of
the apple tree; a catbird down in the alder bush is trying
to make himself heard: and now, just as you are going
off into a drowse and are ready to believe wonders, an
animated windmill spins up to you, buzzing as if struck
by a "norther." It is only a humming bird come to in-
spect. He frequents the place, for he knows a spot up
the brook where the jewel weed hangs its golden horns
among tender leaves, and he was on his way thither.
The windmill buzzes off again, but there is no more time
to dream by the brooklet; for the world will no longer
stay outside the happy valley, and the noon whistles,
seconded by a ready response within, urge you to leave
the brooklet. But it stays there still, and will be there
long after you have ceased to visit it; and so long as it

remains hard by the house where the poet lives, near
to the novelist and not far from the professor (for it is so
very small that it has now and then to remind itself of
its own existence by these famous landmarks)—so long
as it stays the little birds will seek it early and it will be
there, as now, a part of "Paradise" to all "who know how
to make the best of what this world gives.

Fannte Pearson Hardy.

We are willing to forgive the compositor much—mis-
spellings, abbreviations which we never thought of writ-
ing, and a free and easy style of punctuation which puts
most of the work on the commas; we will bear in meek-
ness all reasonable objurgations on the subject of poor
penmanship; we will even forbear to scold the editor if

matters are not borne according to our mind; infallibility
is as far from us as from the compositor. But is it not a
little too much to be made to say that Polyphemus was
"the victim of Woman?" We protest against the use of
our name in any such libel on a sex of which we are
justly proud, and of which we would say no harm , what-
ever the room for improvement.
The allusion was to Ulysses's visit to the Cyclops, to

whom he gives an assumed name:
"Cyclops, thou hast asked me my illustrious name.
No-man is my name, and No-man father, mother and
All my comrades call me."—(Odyssey IX., 363-366.)

Later, when Ulysses has blinded the Cyclops, the
wounded giant calls out to his fellows:

"No-man is slaying me by craft and not by force,"

who, understanding him to say that no one is troubling
him either by craft or by force, reply:

"If no one harms thee, and thou art alone,

Reflect there is no way to escape great Jove;
But pray thou to thy father Neptune."—(410-413.)

But the joke—one of the grimmest in literature—ac-
quires a new and heightened horror by making poor, un-
offending Woman the giant killer.

Brewer, Me. Fannie Pearson Hardy.

A Lono-Haired KABBlT.^St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 7.—Mr.
Fred Hugunine, of this city, the past week received from
a friend who resides in the vicinity of Fairfield, 111., a
rabbit which is without doubt a remarkable freak of
nature. It is about the size of the common cottontail,
but was covered with long hair of a golden yellow
color. Mr. Hugunine exhibited the rabbit on 'Change
Friday, where it was seen by hundreds of people, and all

without a single exception, stated they had never seen
anything like it before in their lives. Mr. Hugunine
will have the rabbit set up so as to preserve it.

—

Unser
Fritz. [A Lepus sylvaticus differing from the one
spoken of only in the color of its long hair, which is blue,
was brought to this office some years ago, and was at
that time noticedin Forest and Stream. It was mounted
and is now in this office, where it may be seen by those
curious in such matters.]

Snowy Owl in Massachusetts.—Boston, Dec. 4.—On
Nov. 15 I shot a fine female snowy owl (Nyctea nyctea)
on the beach at Scituate, Mass. She was in good con-
dition and in beautiful plumage, with very heavy black
bars. Stomach empty save a few partially digested
pieces of coarse grass. She was intently watching small
birds, enabling me to creep within range. Extent of
wings spread five feet.—C. W, C.

Snowy Owl in Connecticut.—Portland, Conn., Dec.
9, 1889.—On the 25th of November a male snowy owl was
shot at Westbrook, Conn., and is now in my cabinet.

—

John II. Sage.

Recent ARRIVALS at the Philadelphia Zoological Gar-
den.—Purchased—One green monkey (Cercopithecus caMtrichiis),
one Rhesus macaque (Macacun erythraius), three- Campbell's mon-
keys < VerenpH

h

<••<• tm cumpheili), ihree white-crowned maugabevs
(Ocrcoeehue irtfi fops), two sooty mangabeys (Cercoce-lmsfuliginosm),
four beaver [Cantor jiher rannden*i&),one wildcat (Lynx- ruftts), <me
short-eared ow] (Brachyotns pnlv^tris'i, two sparrow hawks (Falco
?iMrvcrim), two royal pythons (Python n-<rivs), two Fox's snakes
(Coluber mil pi mix), one green snake (Ci/chiphis vernal is), one garter
snake (Evlu'-n'm airialM, one brown snake (Storwia dekayi), six
hog-nosed snakes (Heterodan platyrhinus), one corn snake (Colu-
ber ifntiaiitx), one Osceola's snake (Osceola dapsokiea), two pine
snakes (Pityoplm nielaitotruc-uft), one Cyclops watersnake (Tro-
pUhmnlm Hiflojti-um). one indigo snake (Spiiole-s ,-rebennm), four
ground rattlesnakes (Crotcdophorns miliarias), and one American
crocodile (Croc-od ilun ameriearais). Presented—One coyote (Canis
latmw), one turkey vulture (Catluirtex aura), one red-tailed buz-
zard (Bvl en horrid it), one. alligator (Adieiator mLixteiipjrlensia), one
banded rattlesnake tCrotnlus horridits), two Arizona diamond rat-
tlesnakes (C. adainonteus atrox), and one wood frog (Ram sil-
witmi). Born—One leopard (Fells pardun), and three king snakes
(Opllihnlnx ffctulus).

)Htne j§tig md
DUCKS IN GREAT SOUTH BAY.

WE have hunted through forests and have fished fresh
water streams, but for all-round pleasure there is

nothing that can equal a week spent on board a catboat
in the Great South Bay after ducks. And ducks do not
seem to decrease in number; we were told last month, by
an old bayman, that there were more ducks there this
season than he had seen before in years.
For several seasons past we have used the Lilly S., a

catboat 24ft. long, owned by Johnny, one of our party,
and built just as he wished her to be. She will easily
accommodate six. On either side of her cabin are benches,
which are not fastened, and so can be picked up and
placed outside when we wish to turn in, leaving room on
either side of her centerboard for two, with room in the
forecastle for two more. There is no waste room on
board. Extending fore and aft on each side of her cabin
are shelves where we can stow our small duffle, and in
her stern are lockers for our guns, etc. In one corner of
the cabin is built a three-cornered closet for our dishes
and cooking utensils; and opposite is placed a kerosene
stove burning four wicks, which is large enough to cook
a good square meal. This stove, too, will keep the cabin
so warm at night that we do not need many blankets.
What an appetite we build up out here and how sleepy

we become. We have to turn out before daylight, for
there are so many gunners we have to be early to secure
the best points. We have tried battery shooting, but it

is such tiresome work that we prefer point shooting.
True, we can slaughter more birds from a battery, but we
are sportsmen.
Our party this season consisted of Uncle Dan, Ell, Capt.

Jack and Doc. Johnny, who was with us last year, is in
Texas after email. We missed the jolly yams he used to
spin after supper, but hope he will more than make up
for the loss by relating to us, at some future period, his
hunting experiences in the South.
For twenty years Uncle Dan and Ell have spent a week

together each fall after ducks, and how they do love to
sit and talk of the dunks they bagged, and the bars they
ran on to; and to relate anecdotes of baymen who used to
take them out—some of them long since gone under.
Our trip this season lasted six days. All through the

first five we had fine weather with winds from the north-
west; this is bad weather for ducking, as it keeps the
birds east. What we want are cloudy days with east
winds. Our last day out was of this kind, but it rained
so hard we preferred to hug the cabin rather than take
our points.
The old bay furnished us with our fresh food. As Ell

said, "Boys, we have oysters, we have clams, we have
fish and we have eels. What more does a man want?"
And as for cooking, in our opinion Uncle Dan's duck
stew or Jack's oyster fry cannot be equalled by any
French chef.

We bagged about sixty birds during the trip; sheldrake,
black duck, broad bill, coot and bitron. We left Freeport
at 8 A. M. Monday morning. Arrived off Amityville
about 6 A. M. Went immediately to points. Ell and
Jack put out stool on south side of Thatch Island, and got
nine sheldrake and one bitron. Uncle Dan and Doc
rowed over to North Island, and returned after the flight
was over with five sheldrake. In the afteraoon Ell and
Jack poled over the flats in search of oysters, while Uncle
Dan and Doc hoisted sail and went flying before the wind
over to the beach, two miles away. Here we whiled
away the afternoon watching the surf and hunting the
sandhills for owls. We did not see any, however. On
returning to the Lily just after sundown we found Ell
and Jack there with a fine basket of oysters and a black
duck, which Jack had shot.

So the week passed only too quickly. The wind was
too strong for battery shooting until Friday. Then we
heard the guns booming all day to the east, over by Fire
Island. Hundreds of ducks must have been shot that
day.
Friday afternoon we wended our way westward, spear-

ing a fine basket of eels on the trip, which gave us an
eel chowder for supper. That night we anchored off a
point at the Jones's Inlet, which is one of the best places
to put out stools in the vicinity of Freeport. Here we
hoped to get a number of coot in the morning; but when
morning came it rained so hard we did not go out.
Toward noon th8 rain moderated and we started for the
boat house, arriving in an hour, and the trip was over.
To those sportsmen who have never shot ducks in the

Great South Bay, our advice is, try it; there are plenty
of boatmen to take you out, and it does not matter where
you go, ducks can be fouud at all points in the bay.

B. L. L.
[By "bitron" does our correspondent mean bittern?]

A Score Near New York.—New York, Dec. 10.—J.
and H.von Lengerke killed in five days' hunting, including
two rainy days, within fifty miles of the City Hall of
New York city, in New Jersey and New York State, this
Ust of game: Fifty-four ruffed grouse, twelve woodcock,
eleven quail, ten rabbits, one gray squirrel, What two
guns have beaten this within ten years?
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GAME PROTECTION IN WYOMING.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I desire to correct beforehand some impressions sports-

men may receive after reading a communication from
"¥, H. W." in Forest and Stream of Oct. 81, headed
"On a Wyoming Ranch." I think, in the first place,

there must be a mistake in the date of the letter from
Mrs. Frost, as the incidents related in that letter occurred

about a year since. I have myself heard that worthy
lady tell of the killing of the bear and cubs and I know
myself all about that dance, as I have been there myself.

I recollect also hearing of the hunt of that "Eastern gen-

tleman," and also recollect hearing that for that or a

previous hunt he was arrested by the game constable,

taken before a Justice of the Peace, but on promise of

not again breaking Wyoming game laws was let off with
a gentle reprimand.
The Mr. Frost mentioned by "W. H. W." is one of o"ur

worthiest and most law-abiding citizens, who at one time
acted as guide to hunting parties. But when told of the

strictness of Wyoming game laws, and of the efforts,

then for the first time assuming tangible form toward
enforcing them, at once gave up his predilections for

hunting and became a strong advocate for enforcing
them. He is now making money on his road and stock

ranch, and I don't believe could be hired as guide for

hunting parties where there was the least probability of

breaking the game laws.
Wyoming has been for years past apparently at the

mercy of the skin and meat hunter and of the so-called

sportsmen. It is difficult to say which class have ruth-

lessly destroyed the most of our big game. From the
time of the advent of that English sportsman, Mr. Bail-

lie-Grohman, ten or twelve years ago, who in the columns
of the Field (London) boasted of having killed 400 head
of large game, within the space of a few months, to the
present time, this slaughter has been going on. That
sportsman (it was said) was driven from the Territory by
his indignant countrymen, his steps being foliowed by an
officer of the game laws, but his place was soon taken
by so-called sportsmen of lesser caliber of both the for-

eign and domestic kind, until at this time our large game
has been almost completely exterminated. This class of
sportsmen embraced all phases of life, lawyers, doctors,
politicians, statesmen (not Christian statesmen) and
divines, among the latter a noted clergyman of your city.

Even as late as last summer some so-called sportsmen
passed in from Eawlings and Lander to the head of Wind
River, got among a band of elk, and the result was that
they passed out through Lander with the heads of twelve
bull elk. If this party killed twelve bulK how many
more elk died from wounds afterward? Doubtless
double that number. Unfortunately through the negli-

gence of the sheriff and his deputies this party was not
arrested and passed out of the Territory unscathed.
Their names are, however, on file, and if the Grand Jury
at its next session can bring them back through a.n in-

dictment, a very strong effort will be made to do so.

Next season arrangements will be made to intercept such
vandals, either going or coming from their hunting
grounds.
The foregoing recapitulation of facts are given in jus-

tice to the people of Wyoming to indicate from what
causes resulted the present rigid game lavvs. Since the
days of Baillie-Grohman, at each biennial session of the
Legislative Assembly the game laws have been made more
rigid, until at the present time a non-resident of the Terri-

tory can kill game on no account whatever, and a citizen

can kill only a limited quantity for purposes of food for
himself and family.
Game laws, as with other laws, never enforce them-

selves; and unless there is a power behind them sufficient

to furnish the money to employ officers to see that they
are enforced, they generally remain a dead letter on the
Btatute book. So it was found with our game laws.
This experience led in this locality to the formation of
the North Wyoming Game Protective Association, com-
posed of persons in northern Wyoming who took a de-
cided interest in preserving the big game. For the first

two years moral suasion was tried in the shape of procla-
mations and offers of rewards for violators of the law.
This had little effect on what may be called the vandal
class of sportsmen or the skin and meat hunters from
Montana. As grass and sods had no practical effect, it

was determined in the summer of 1888 to try what virtue
there was in stones. Funds were raised among those
interested, and game constables were employed, whose
duties were to patrol the foothills of the mountains and
arrest all violators of the game laws whoever they might
be, and particular attention was given to that part of
the Montana line contiguous to the western edge of the
Yellowstone Park, from whence a good deal of game had
been killed and taken into Billings and Red Lodge,
Montana.
Altogether about half a dozen arrests were made last

fall and winter of sportsmen and meat hunters, princi-
pally from Montana, some of whom have the reputation
of being desperate men, and had made threats that they
could not be arrested. The game constable on that part
of the line had some reputation himself of " being on
the shoot," and had no trouble in bringing them before
the justice, one of them being arrested at his camp high
up in the mountains. As soon as it was demonstrated
that the game law was to be enforced, most of those en-
gaged in its violation skipped across the line. The task
was made the easier from the fact that the great majority
of the citizens of northern Wyoming were heartily in
accord as to game protection, and every instance of its
violation was promptly reported.
The effort last winter was so successful that it was re-

solved to redouble the effort this summer and fall, and
accordingly posters were distributed along the Northern
Pacific road giving the details of the law and that con-
stables would be on the watch along the northern line in
search of violators of the law. Fortunately thus far
there has not been a necessity for making arrests, as both
sportsmen and hunters from Montana have kept away,
and our own people conform to the law and report all
violations of it by others.

I have thus given in some detail the result of enforcing
the game laws in Wyoming, in the hope that similar
efforts will be made elsewhere. You may rely upon it,

that unless there is sufficient force in public opinion to
employ officers to see that these laws are enforced, they
will forever remain a dead letter on the statute book.
The letter of "W. H. W." is misleading in regard to the

abundance of large game in northern Wyoming, He

who comes to Wyoming expecting to find game any-
where except in the high mountains and among the

snow (except antelope and deer at certain times in the

late fall) will be very much deceived. Besides, I am sure

if any sportsman journeys to Mr. Frost's ranch, in hopes
of his assisting them in violating the game laws, they
will also be equally disappointed. He would in all likeli-

hood advise them to return the way they came.
Any one deserving the name of sportsman will not

knowingly violate the game laws of any locality.. Any
sportsman who knowingly violates such laws deserves no
consideration if arrested, and will not receive it in

Wyoming. We have magistrates who will execute all

laws whenever instances of their violation are brought to

their attention, and in this they will also be backed by
public opinion.
The people of Wyoming are becoming very restive

under the long-continued and repeated violation of her
game laws, as described heretofore. About a year since

this took shape in the summary hanging of two hunters
for gross outrages on the property of a ranchman who
had merely remonstrated with them for breaking the
game laws. This was of course all wrong, but here, as

elsewhere in almost all the States, a resort will occasion-
ally be made to the "higher law" when the ordinary pro-

cesses of law fail or are too slow in operation. It is to be
hoped the letter of "W. H. W." may not be misleading
to other sportsmen in regard to Wyoming game and
game laws.
In making my first bow to the readers of Forest and

Stream I feel a good deal as the boy did when making
his first speech before the public—

Don't view ine with a critic's eye,

But pass my imperfections by.

Otto, Wyoming, Nov. 20. J. Q. A. JONES.

A FIRST BUFFALO HUNT.

IT WAS in 1881. My brother Robert and I started from
our ranch in Dakota the first part of December to be

absent about two weeks. Our ranch is situated in Law-
rence county, close to the Black Hills, just at the foot-

hills of Crow Peak, five miles west of the town of Spear-
fish. Our neighbors had been, out and got a winter's
supply of buffalo meat, and we thought we would do the
same. We procured two rifles, one a .50 70 Springfield,
which was stamped 1864 and was originally a muzzle-
loader, usually called a "long Tom." The other was a
mate to it in size, age and weight, a Remington. After
practicing so that we could hit a box 2ft. square at a
hundred yards, we were ready for game. We took three
ponies and started. Striking the Little Missouri where
it is now called Stoneville in Montana, from there we
followed up the river twenty miles, and leaving that we
went over the divide and struck Little Powder River.
This trip occupied five days, and we traveled twenty-five
miles a day. We expected to find game over there and
asked a cowman we met on the road if there was any
game near by. He said, "No, but you will find plenty
up the river forty or fifty miles." We traveled up stream
two days and then made camp. We had a good time
going out. The weather was fine, and there was plenty
of grass for our horses.

We had seen several coyotes, but did not shoot at any
or anything. We had a little experience that night
which was laughable after it was over, but quite the re-

verse just at the time. We had found a splendid place
to camp, and hauled our wagon up close to a large Cot-
tonwood tree, about 40ft. high and 2ft. 6in. diameter and
perfectly dry. After unharnessing our horses and picket-
ing them out, we lit a fire close to the tree, so that the
smoke would follow up the tree instead of into our eyes,
as it had been in the way of doing. We had nearly
cooked our supper, when all at once we heard a tremen-
dous roar. Robert looked at me and I at him for a moment
without saying a word, and then as the sound seemed
overhead we looked up and there was a stream of fire

coming out between the main forks of the tree about
25 ft. high like a blast furnace. We looked at our camp-
fire and the whole blaze was going into the tree where it

had burned a hole into the hollow of the tree. In a few
minutes the tree would fall and set the whole prairie on
fire, and probably come down on our wagon. It was just
the distance off to receive a crushing. My! didn't we fly
around. We got in our horses and harnessed them up as
quickly as possible and hauled the wagon away, and then
picked up most of our^camp equipage and grabbed a sack
each and ran to the water to get them wet to tight the
fire with. The grass was at least I4in. high and as thick
and dry as could be. We had no sooner done this than
down came the tree right where our wagon had stood ; and
of all the lively times we ever had it was for the next few
minutes that followed. It seemed as though it was im-
possible for us to stop the flames. They were every-
where at once. If any person could have seen our antics
just then without the fire they would have thought we
were raving maniacs, more fit for the lunatic asylum
than the prairies. However, we conquered it at last and
learned a lesson we shall not soon forget.
The next day we went to some hills about two miles

from camp and could see any number of buffalo, herd
after herd, on the hills and in the valleys. We crawled
within 50yds. of a herd of about fifty and commenced
shooting at them. They did not know where we were, and
all rushed together in one bunch and stood there. We
kept on shooting until we had fired from fifteen to twenty
cartridges each, and then decided that we must have
killed a dozen. We rose up so they could see us; and as
soon as they did, they scampered off over the hills. We
looked around to see how many dead ones there were,
and, lo! not a single one. They had all gone.
We were thunder struck, and could not imagine why

we had not killed any. Looking around, Robert spied a
lone buffalo down in a low place, and said, "I am going
down to see if I can't get that fellow."
Away he went. When he got at about 200yds. from it

(he could not get nearer) he shot at it, and in an instant
the buffalo took after him. I have seen Robert run before
in foot races, but I never saw him throw so much energy
into it as he did on this occasion. He fairly flew. He
might have touched the ground occasionally; but from
where 1 was I could not swear to it. But he still hung on
to the "Long Tom." Ail at once he came to a ravine or
v^asbout that was about 1 5 ft. deep, and the sides were
perpendicular. He hesitated a moment, and then glanc-
ing around saw that the buffalo was pretty close. (He
said afterward he looked like a mountain coming.) He

jumped down and sat on the brink, intending to jump
over if the buffalo came right up. In the few moments
he had to wait for developments, he hastily slipped a
cartridge into the chamber of his gun, and prepared to
jump or shoot. When the buffalo got up within a few
feet of Robert in his mad charge, he must have noticed
the ravine, for just as Robert was sliding off, the animal
wheeled about and disappeared. Robert caught himself
by the grass and drew himself back before he was over-
balanced. I asked him afterward why he did not shoot
as soon as the buffalo wheeled off; and he said he was
perfectly satisfied to have come out of it as he did with-
out any more trouble. What troubled him most after-
ward was that when he jumped down to a sitting posture
on the brink, he landed on a sharp rock, which made it

very uncomfortable for him for several days.
We hunted for four days and could not kill a buffalo.

Game was very plentiful, and we had no trouble at all to
get plenty of shooting. Several times in those four days
deer would jump up and run off at a distance of about
100yds. and stand and look at us; but we would not shoot,
because we thought if we could not kill a buffalo at
50yds. we couM not kill a deer at 100yds.
The next morning as we were trudging to the hills

Robert said: " Now, to-day let us both shoot at the same
buffalo and see if we cannot kill it." It was not long
before we sighted buffalo, and in half an hour we were
within 15yds. of a fine cow. We both shot at her simul-
taneously and saw her fall, and thought we sure had one
at last; but she jumped up again and ran off to the mam
herd about 100yds. away; and there they all stood, about
seventy-five of them. We kept firing until we were
tired, and finally concluded we had one if not more, so
we got up in sight and away they went, every one of
them, our cow with the rest. We decided then that our
guns were not powerful enough for buffalo and gave ii

up. The next thing in order was to find a hunters' camp
and try to get some meat to haul to Deadwood on
shares, that being home and twenty-five miles further.
After considerable traveling around we found two hunt-
ers encamped and told them what we wanted. One of
the hunters said if we.would stay with them for a week
and help to haul game into camp we could have all the
meat we wanted and keep it ourselves: that he didn't
want us to haul on shares, and that he was going to
Deadwood in that time and would go back with us, so
we concluded to do that. One day one of the old hunt-
ers said: " Why didn't you kill your own game?" We
told him our experience, and he said he had a gun like

the Springfield once and he could kill anything with it.

He wanted to try it a shot. He shot at a black knot in a
tree about 125yds. away, and the bullet came within
an inch of the center of it. He said he could not see
what was wrong with the gun, and then said: "Maybe
you don't hit 'em in the right place," We told him we
thought if we hit them at all we ought to kill thetn.
" Oh'no," he said. " Now, I'll tell you where to hit 'em."
He drew out a rough sketch of a buffalo in the sand with
a stick and pointed out the vital spot behind the shoul-
der; and told us we must take as good aim as if we were
shooting at the head of a chicken. Tnis was new to us,

and we thought now we could kill a buffalo if we had
the chance.

In a day or two we were to start for home, and were
very anxious to try our hands once more on a buffalo;
but did not get an opportunity until the day came that
all were to stay in camp and prepare for the start for
home on the morrow. In the morning I looked over the
bank close to our tent and saw six buffalo not a mile
away. I grabbed the needle gun and a handful of cart-

ridges and struck out to bead them off. I soon got ahead
of them and awaited their coming. A fine cow took the
lead, and as they were walking by me, at about 100yds.
away, I took careful aim at the vital spot and pulled
trigger. Down she went a dead cow. I soon got another
cartridge in the gun; and after they ran about 100yds.
they stopped. I hastily took aim and fired at a two year-
old' bull, and down he tumbled. Then the other four
stampeded toward the hills, and not finding a way clear
they turned and came almost direct toward me. I hid be-

hind a big sage bush, and as they rushed by, about 30yds.
away, I fired at the leader, a fine heifer three years old.

After running about 75yds. she dropped dead and never
kicked. By this time the young bull I had shot was up
again, and I shot at him twice at 200yds. distance and he
fell for good. I was then going to turn loose on the re-

maining three, and found that I had no ammunition. I
sneaked up to camp and told Robert if he wanted some
meat to take the gun and some cartridges and go down
the creek and shoot some buffalo. He went and I with
him to see him shoot. When he got up to about 125yds.
he commenced to shoot at them. He killed two with
three shots, and the fourth shot wounded the last buffalo,

which struck off for the hills and disappeared. It was
not yet noon. After dinner we skinned the buffalo, cut
off the hams, humps and shoulders, took out their

tongues and suet and took it all to camp, and left the
carcasses for the coyotes.

The next day we pulled for home. One little accident
happened on the road which was annoying. The third
day the roads were frozen harder than usual; it had
snowed some during the night; and the wagon made a
great clatter. The hunter was about 50yds. ahead of us
when our horses became frightened at the rattle of the
wagon (they were real Lidian cayuses) and smarted to run
away. Robert was driving and walking by the side of
the wagon. He hung on to the lines, but the ground
was slippery and I saw him slide, and then pitch head-
long to the ground, and after plowing it a little he stop-

ped. The team went on. They ran up close to the hun-
ters' wagon and wheeled off to the left, when the rim of
the front wheel struck inside the rim of the hunters'
wagon and in an instant the whole rim (felloes and tire),

was completely torn off the hub of their wagon. Every

,

spoke had been broken at the felloe and at the hub, which
let the hub down to the ground. Our team circled; and
%e caught them without further harm. After procuring
a pole and tying it up, so that one end dragged like a
sled, we continued our journey and came home by way
of- what is now the town of Sundance, Wyo. We were*
gone five weeks and one day.
We have been out on several trips since and my la8^

buffalo >>unt was a very curious one, with a great many
more adventures than the first. We secured fifteen buf-
falo, four deer, two antelope, several jack rabbits and
chicken. The above story is a true one.

John T. Lilly. .
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
DY mere accident I am placed in a position to give the
J3 exact facts as to the death of the grizzly bear, old
Bob, of which late mention was made in other columns.
In the issue of Nov. 28 I stated, for the benefit of Mr.
Ames, that Bob broke into a cage where there were other
bears, and was killed in the general fight. That was the
local paper account of it. It was wbile talking of some-
thing not in the least apropos of this subject! the other
evening, that my friend. Mr. A. H. Harryman, editor of

the Sanitary News, of this city, happened to say that he
"saw the biggest fight of his life when old Bob was killed,

ovt r in Lincoln Park."
•'Did you see that?" I asked, and he replied that he did,

and to further questioning described the affair as follows:
'*I lived near Lincoln Park at that time—the early

summer of 1880, I believe it was—and I used to go over
every Sunday afternoon to look at the animals. On this

afternoon I was standing directly above the bear pit,

and I saw the beginning of the fight. Old Bob was lying
in his corner of the pit, where he always staid—he was
kept in that pit with five or six other beare—and he was
quiet and peaceable as he always was. There was a
smaller bear, a black, or very dark brown bear, a good,
chunky bear, very wide a,nd strong looking, and weigh-
ing 6001bs., I should think. This bear was a younger one
than Bob, and though not so large, by any means, was an
ugly looker. This fellow came out of his hole in the
rocks and stood square in front of Bob, and humped up
his hack and growled out something at Bob. Old Bob
raised up on his forefeet and answered. He knew in a
minute that he had to fight, right there. Then the Utile

bear said something—I suppose he called Bob a liar—and
then with a great roar both rears sprang directly at each
other. They caught each other square in the mouth, and
you could hear their teeth clash at a great distance off.

'The polar bears in the next pit quit walking and came up
and looked on through the bars. The cinnamon bears in
the pit next to that, all climbed up their trees, and there
they lay all through the fight, as quiet as mice. They
seemed frightened. All over the park, while this fight

was going on, the animals.were restless and uneasy, and
made a great deal of noise. They all seemed to know
that something big was happening.
"The bears remained clinched and worrying this way

for quite a while. It was strange to see old Bob. He
" knew very well that he had to husband his strength. He
kuew he was old, and that this was a fight for his life.

i

He would work himself around, easy like, till he got his

hind feet under the other bear, then he would give a rak-
ing kick that always lifted the other bear up and made
h im grunt. If Bob's claws had not been so old and worn
he would have ripped his enemy wide open. As it was,
you could hear his nails tear down the other bear's ribs

and belly till it seemed as if they would disembowel him
any way.
"The other bear was a fighter, and he came back at

Bob right along. He got Bob by the neck and they
clinched again, and he nearly choked Bob to death.
While Bob was fairly gasping, with his mouth wide open,
the keepers began playing two streams of water on the
bears. One of these streams was directed right into Bob's
mouth as he lay there, I declare I felt like whipping the
keeper who did that. There was a big crowd there by
this time, and there wasn't one of the crowd but what
wanted to see Bob kill that other bear. Everybody knew
Bob and liked him.
"I think the bears fought this way fully an hour, and

they couldn't get them separated. At last the little bear,

wet but not whipped, drew off and went back into his
hole.

"I hung around the pit awhile after that watching poor
old Bob. He was bleeding a little on the neck. The
other bear did not seem much hurt. Bob's teeth were
too worn and old to hurt him. There was quiet for
about an hour, and then the other bear came out again,
walked over to Bob's corner and called him the same
name over again, humping up his back the same way.
With another great roar the bears sprang at each other
and clinched. They fought savagely this way for three-
quarters of an hour, I should think, and then the keepers
got them separated again, and each bear retired to his
part of the pit again. No attempt was made to put these
bears ip separate pits. They were left where they were.
"I do not think there was* any more fighting that week,

but next Sunday, at about the same time, these bears got
to fighting again, and kept at it a long time. They got
them apart again, but on the next morning, Monday, old
Bob was dead in his corner when they went down to the
pit. There was a general sadness when this was known,
and Bob's murderer was universally hatect.

"Old Bob was skinned, and his carcass, after the skin
was removed, without disemboweling, weighed l,6001bs.

The skin was mounted.
"It is a mistake to say Bob was killed in a general

fight. He was killed by one bear, a smaller one than
himself, in a prolonged fight in which no other bear took
part, and it was right in the pit where they all lived.

Bob was too old to fight. But you comd see in the old
fellow's eye, as he grappled with his younger adversary,
that he wished for but one tenth of his former strength.
And I am sure we all wished he had had it."

Dec. 2.—During a recent visit to Lake Koshkonong,
Wisconsin, I had opportunity to learn something of the
wdd celery which gives that lake suoh a reputation as a
resort for the canvasback duck. In company with Mr.
W. Y. Wentworth, superintendent of the Blackhawk
Club, and Mr. Duane Starin, perhaps the best-known
shooter of that locality, I went out on the lake and was
shown how the wild celery seeds are gathered from the
bottom of the lake—for that is where they must be gath-
ered, if at all. These gentlemen probably have more
practical knowledge of the wild celery plant and its seed
than any one else, for they used to sell the seed to parties
wishing to plant waters to wild celery. They experi-
mented for themselves and found that the seed taken
from the bottom of the lake would grow, and they have
heard from successful results from different lots of seed
they have shipped to clubs, etc. It is a simple matter to
plant the seed, the only thing necessary being to drop the
pods at the spot where the celery is wished to grow.
The seeds should doubtless be kept wet all the time, as
that is their natural condition. In Koshkonong Lake the
wild celery grows out of sand, clay, mud, or almost any
other kind of bottom, and there is no apparent reason
why it should not grow in any shallow water where it

was well planted. To head off anybody, however, who

may wish to send Forest and Stream of myself, or either
of the above-named gentlemen, with letters asking about
wild celery seed, I will state plainly that the seed cannot
be had at koshkonong, for the reason that it is too late to

get it out of the lake and. there is no supply on hand. I

have sent in some samples of the seed pods to Forest
and Stream, and if there is time to have an engraving
made, anxious inquirers can look at the picture, which is

abou t as close as most of them will ever get to this rather
rare article of duck furniture.
The scientific description of this plant will be the best

premise to this method of gathering the seed,' and that is

as foliows:
"Valisneria spiralis—A genus of plant remarkable on

account of the very curious manner in which the process
of fertilization is effected. A perennial herb bearing a
tuft of thin, narrow, green, grasslike leaves. The two
sexes are borne on separate plants. The male flowers are
extremely minute and sensile, but when mature they
become detached and rise to the surface of the water.
The female plants, on the other hand,|are borne singly on
the end of a long, slender, spirally-twisted stalk, uncoils
more or less, according to the depth of the water, so as

to allow the flower to float on the surface, where it ex-
pands and is fertilized by the floating pollen, after which
the spiral stem coils up again and conveys the flowers to

the bottom of the water."
At the bottom ot the water the fertilized seed-pod lies

until moisture and decomposition have released the seeds
from their covering. At any time before the pods have
reached the bottom on their return journey, it is pi-ob-
able they are not fertilized sufficiently for growth. It is

on the bottom, therefore, that the celery hunters look for

the seed. The only implement they use is a rake with a
wooden head about 16in. long, into which are set lOin.

teeth of stiff wire, about fin. apart. Koshkonong is a
shallow lake, hardly more than 6 or 8ft. at its deepest, so
that the rake needs not be very long or ponderous.
We rowed out of the mouth of the pretty Rock River,

crossed the head of the lake, along where the canvas-
back blinds are, and in front of the big bluff where
"Koshkonong Place" sits looking out over the lake.

We fell to raking like toilers of the seas. Three or four
ineffectual hauls were made, bringing up moss, pickerel
weed, decayed stems and a few young croppies and bull-

heads, when Mr. Wentworth called my attention to a
long, dark, slim-looking affair, tapered at both ends and
slightly curved. It was five or six inches loug and
an eighth of an inch thick, and looked more like a frozen
and disgruntled angleworm than anything else.

" There's your celery seed," said he. And in this way,
after a half hour of hard work in the icy water—this

was Nov. 24—we got half a dozen pods or so, including
a good specimen, and several in which the natural de-
composition had gone so far as to leave the seeds exposed
to view. We then went home, and it appeared to us that
the acquisition of wild celery seeds was a very slow and
laborious process.
That night we divided a pod into lin. sections, and

counted the number of seeds carried in a lin. length of

the pod. We found that the seeds ran about 60 to
the inch, and we figured that from this there must be
about 500,000 seeds in a quart jar of the pods. It is very
probable that there are normally more than 60 seeds to
the inch, as the specimens we counted had already partly
opened and perhaps some of the seeds had escaped. The
seeds are very minute, slender and pointed. They re-

semble ant eggs, but are very much smaller and a little

darker in color.

From what we saw of the seeds and their great num-
bers, it would appear that the wild celery is a plant
which could easily and abundantly be sown' and grown
in any shallow waters. I have heard of, and I believe in
the mention of the Hennepin Club last winter I described,
an attempt to plant the wild celery roots. This attempt
was, I believe, unsuccessful. I don't believe it is the
natural or rational way to plant wild celery, and I think
any one who would tear up the roots of this plant from a
water where it was native, would be doing a very un-
wise, wasteful and foolish thing.

Dec. 3.—Mention has been made several times of "Kosh-
konong Place," and I shall need to speak of it once or
twice again. This pleasant abode is managed and partly
owned by Mr. C. E. Gordon, once president of the Na-
tional Humane Society, a former member of the Audu-
bon Society, and well acquainted with all the men promi-
nent in the latter organization. Mr. Gordon has about
him a very choice collection of mounted game birds, and
a few rare specimens of other sorts. During our visit
there he called our attention to an odd-looking and
diminutive bird, whose contour was rather similar to
that of the auk, apparently. None of us could identify it.

"It is no wonder that you can not," said Mr. Gordon,
"for that is the second bird of its kind ever known in
North America, and the only one ever killed in the
United States proper. I shot that bird in 1882, in the
midst of one of the worst blizzards I ever faced. The
canvasbacks were flying splendidly, and I was having
grand shooting in my blind. A big canvasback and this
little bird dropped in to my decoys together, and I killed
them both. I sent the bird on to Dr. Coues. He men-
tions it as the black-throated guillemot, found once in
Alaska, once in Wisconsin. The latter was my speci-
men. I value this bird rather highly therefore."
Talking of other and allied topics, Mr. Gordon re-

marked as follows:
"I wish you would ask, in Forest and Stream, whether

any one knows of a canvasback duck ever having been
killed in Europe at any season of the year; and I would
like to know, too, whether anybody knows of an instance
of the canvasbacks nesting in any part of North America.
I believe the canvasback nests only in Asia, far north in
Siberia. It is knowm to nest there in untold numbers,
and in that place it loses all its fear for man, so that it

can be approached within a few yards. I should like to
know if it nests anywhere else. It seems to me that this

bird goes yearly, all those thousands of miles north into
the circumpolar regions, and yearly returns solely for the
benefit of us, the favored people of the earth. When I

think of the tremendous flight of this bird, and of its

patient though mysterious persistence, I cannot help
feeling an added respect and sympathy for it."

Wisconsin has had respect and sympathy enough for
this bird and its kin to prohibit its killing in the spring,
and to hedge about its killing with all the difficulties

possible. I should say that Mr. Gordon has been-active
always before the Legislature in his efforts for proper

game laws. Before the committee he was once reproached
by a market-shooter who was present in the interests of
butchery.
"Mr. Gordon," said the latter, "what are you driving

at anyhow? It looks to me as if you didn't want us to

kill any canvasbacks at all
!"

"That's precisely it," was the reply. "I don't want
you to. Failing of that, I want to see such a law as will

make it just as hard as possible to kill a canvasback duck
inside the State of Wisconsin; and I only wish we could
legislate for the other States also."

Mr. Gordon was formerly a minister of the gospel in
an important charge of Milwaukee, and is valued as a
forceful speaker. In connection with Mr. Geo. W.
Esferly, a prominent citizen of Whitewater, Wis. ; Mr.
W. Y. Wentworth, game warden for the southeastern
district of Wisconsin, and keeper of the Blackhawk
Club, and Mr. E. D. Coe, chief clerk of the Wisconsin
Assembly, and very probably the next Secretary of State,

he has worked hard and given much time to the cause of
rational game laws. I should not like to name one of these
men before the other in this work, but I believe I am
right in saying that the present rigid State laws on duck
shooting arc due to the efforts of these four men more
than to any other cause. They all live near Lake Kosh-
konong, and much remains to be said about their locality

and their work. They are mentioned in this column
because each of them loves a live bird more than a dead
one.
On Nov. 25 four white swans settled in an open bit of

water within 200yds. of the foot of the big bluff. Thous-
ands of bluebills and golden-eyes remained in the open
holes. The canvasbacks had all departed on that date.

A great flight of waxwings occurred on Blackhawk
Island last year. Last spring thousands of sparrows
perished in that neighborhood in a sudden cold wave
that caught them.
Dec. 5.—Holzhay, the Gogebic murderer who killed

Mr. Fleischbein on the stage coach last summer, has been
sent up for life.

Mr. G. O. Shields, of this city, and Fish Commissioner
McDonald, nf Washington, give a stereopticon lecture

before the Fish and Game Club of Louisville, Ky., in a
few days, for which extensive preparations have been
made.
Mr. C. D. Gammon, Mr Harry Loveday, Mr. John

Grey, Mr. Major and Mr. Nichols start next week for the

St. Francis country. Arkansas, after quail, deer and bear,

for all of which they are duly loaded.
Weather here at this date is warm and rainy. Our

first cold wave is past. No ducks to amount to anything
reported as left in this country. There has been no duck
shooting here this fall except on Tolleston Marsh, and
some of the old shooters sigh and say the flight has gone
permanently West. Yet ducks in adjacent bodies of

open water have undoubtedly been seen, if not sfeot, in

exceptionally large numbers this fall. Another freak of

duck-shooting fortune. E. Hotjgh.

NEW YORK ASSOCIATION.

THE Association for the Protection of Fish and Game
held its first meeting for the season of 1889-90 at

Pinard's Monday evening, Dec. 9.

As it was the first appearance of its president, the Hon.
Robt. B. Roosevelt, since his return from Holland, the
meeting was, as might have been expected, one of the
best-attended and most enthusiastic ever held. After the

usual dinner the Association adjourned to the big parlor,

where they devoted the evening to the regular business,

including the reports of committees and officers, reading
communications, etc. Mr. Simeon J. Drake mentioned
the fact that Mr. Pond, the game warden having the
counties of Essex and Franklin in charge, had been very
energetic; and had arrested twenty-three or twenty-four
persons, including hotel keepers, visitors and others, for

killing deer out of season. Mr. Holberton called the at-

tention of the club to the fact that around the Raquette
Lake and Blue Mountain Lake region there were a num-
ber of instances of violations of the close season for

grouse and deer, also that netting of ducks was going on
m the neighborhood of Good Ground, Long Island.

There was some talk of asking the Legislature to pro-

hibit the killing of does in the North Woods at least until

Sept. 15, but while they thought such a law wise, "the

majority were of the opinion that it would be very dan-
gerous to attempt to change the present law, particularly

regarding deer, as it had been hard work to get it passed.

All needed, it was thought, was to try and have it en-

forced. All agreed that the season for selling venison in

this State should end Dec. 15, and not Nov. 15,

Mr. Imbrie called the attention of the club to the diffi-

culty of understanding the many complex clauses of the

game laws and urged the appointment of the commission
to codify and arrange them.
Mr. Blackford, on behalf of the Fish Commission,

promised to have the abstract of the game laws ready for

the association as soon as the next Legislature adjourned.

The club adjourned to meet the second Monday in Janu-
ary, 1890.

GUNS AND GAUGES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent "Cohannef'has undoubtedly made

a grand point in reference to light guns with small bores.

What is the use of carrying a 9 or 101b. gun all day,
fatiguing yourself, and doing no better work perhaps
than with a lighter weapon? The many advantages he
names are very evident. As for killing qualities, a 14 or

16-bore will generally do as good shooting as a 12 gauge.
According to the tests which Forest and Stream has
kindly given, the 16-bore that was tested ranks high both
in pattern and penetration.

Early last fall I saw a "water hen" killed at 40yds. with
a 16-bore, and a moderate charge of powder and shot;

this bird, by the way, is very hard to kill.

The pattern and penetration tests have been interesting

and instructive, and would like to see a few more of the
smaller gauges tested. E.

Fobicst and Stream, Bos 3,832, N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-

tra,ted circulars of W. B. Lefflu^well'a book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
tug," which will he mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
extant.
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PATTERN AND PENETRATION.
FRANCOTTE 12-GAUGE GftfN.

THE gun which was put to test on Nov. 20 was one of

a make which has so far been little known on the

American market, although it comes from a maker who
has a world-wide fame, and whose works at Liege do an

immense amount of work of all grades in the gun line.

The Francotte gan conies from the shops of Auguste

Francotte. and while he makes all sort and manner of

arms, in this particular one he has aimed at making the

lightest possible weapon, consistent with safety and good

execution. A gun running less than 61bs. in weight

would be considered by many shots, especially our Western
friends, as nothing more than a toy. How much of a toy

this particular feather-weight weapon is a glance at the

record will show. The particular arm tested is one

FRANCOTTE GUN, 12-G., 40YDS.. RIGHT BARREL, NO. 8 SHOT, 335 PEL

which had been sent over on a special order, and its cost

of $400 is due in no small measure to a display of extra

fine engraving upon the lock plate and other exposed
parts. Besides, it has an extra set of barrels in which a
cylinder and choke are linked together. In the pair

tested both barrels were choke. The ordinary price of

this arm with a single pair of barrels and with less en-

graving on the plate is about $110. Von Lengerke &
Detmold, the American agents, expect by another season

to have a sufficient supply of the new arms to meet the

large demand which they confidently expect will spring

up as soon as the merits of the dainty little weapon be-

come fully known. '"The owner objects to the injury
which would result from the use of black powder," said

Herr Von Lengerke as he started out with the Forest
and Stream man to make the test. So Schultze powder

FRANCOTTE GUN, 12-G., 40VDS., LEFT BARBEL, NO. 8 SHOT, 338 PEL.

only was used, but to bring out the full capability of the
arm and make a comparative double test, two sets of
charges were loaded, one with No. 8 and the other with
No. 4 shot. Really it was a test for pattern with one
charge and for penetration most particularly with the
other. The illustration is taken directly from the arm
used in the trial. It has a full ejector device, and when
this is omitted the weight of the arm may be reduced.
The locking action is very similar to the Greener, with
the cross top bolt, and so perfect was the fitting that
when shut a pair of microscopic eyes would be necessary
to discern the joint at the breech.
The day was not altogether a happy one for a test. Yet

with expert Von Lengerke at the firing point manipulat-
ing the arm, it is fair to say that the best possible work
was done. There was an ugly wind, a gusty one blowing
from the 12 o'clock quarter, right up the range from the
targets toward the shooter. Now and then a charge of
shot seemed to take a drift to one side of the circle aimed
at, but in striking the selected circle for best pattern it

was not found necessary to shift the center many inches
at 40yds. ; for instance, with the No. 8 shot the average
variation of both barrels for the entire 10 shots was oin.,
and with the No. 4 shot it was 4in. with the left and 2*in.
with the right barrel. That is the distance between the
point A, the center of the aimed circle, and C, the cen-
ter of the selected circle, as shown in the diagram averages
as given. At 60yds. the aberration due to wind or per-
sonal irregularity was 4$£n. for the No, 8 and 3-J-in for the
No. 4 shot, and in not a few instances there was nothing
gained in pattern by any shifting of the center of the
30in. circle,

The hard-hitting quality of the arm, especially when
taken in connection with its light weight, is deserving of

special attention. With the No. 8 shot at 40yds. the pene-
tration was above the average of a dozen previous guns,
while with the No. 4 shot the record ran high enough to

convince any gunner that a duck would drop if hit at

60yds.; the falling off here was not great enough to call

for special comment, or rather, to deserve comment, for

the well-sustained average. The gun was shot through-
out without cleaning, and the test, judged by our corre-

spondent " Nick's " fashion of reducing results to per-

centages, shows that with the No. 4 shot the 40yds. record
leads the entire procession of guns so far tested, wdiile at

60yds. it held up very well. At a future date another
Francotte is promised to be fired with all the varieties of

powder, and then we may see the captivating little

feather-weight beauty in a new light.

FRANCOTTE GUN, 12-G., 40YDS., RIGHT BARREL, NO. 4 SHOT, 134 PEL.

The formal record of the test shows:

Claremont, N. J., Nov. 20, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

Gun—Francotte Hammerless Ejector. Cost, $400. No. of
gun, 17,910. Weight, 5 15-161bs. Length of barrels, 27in.
Gauge, 12. Right barrel, full choke. Left barrel, full
choke.

Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 12 o'clock. Force of
wind, 6 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 48°. Do.,
wet, 45° . Humidity, 79° . Barometer, 29.8in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun

:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—Von Lengerke & Detmold Metal Lined.
Powder, Brand—Sch ultze.
Powder, Quantity—-2% drs.

f Make—LeRoy.
Shot s Quantity—1M oz.

( She—No. 8 Chilled.

FRANCOTTE GUN, 12-G.. 40YDS., LEFT BAI»SEL, NO. 4 SHOT, 116 PEL.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random.

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Powder.

Card over shot; P. E. i 1 . . . 40 grs.
wad, felt wad and-; 2... 41 grs.
card over powder. I 3. . . 39 grs.

Shot.
552 grs. 494 pellets.
546 grs. 490 pellets.
551 grs. 494 pellets.

Average 40 grs. 549 grs, 493 pellets,

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed. 80-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pa ttern. Penetration, 3 pellets. Pattern^ Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 304 pellets.
2. 304 pellets.
3. 317 pellets.

4. 294 pellets.

5. 255 pellets.

13 sheets.
17 sheets.
15 sheets.
16 sheets.
15 sheets.

1. 337 pellets.
2. 330 pellets.
3. 326 pellets.
4. 330 pellets.
5. 286 pellets.

16 sheets.
16 sheets.
14 sheets.
15 sheets.
14 sheets.

Av. 295 pellets. 15 sheets. Av. 322 pellets. 15 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 335 pellets. 1 358 pellets.

2 330 pellets. 2 35D pellets.

3 335 pellets. 3 345 pellets.

Average 333 pellets. Average 351 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel Jrom rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pelleti

1. 107 pellets.
2. 146 pellets.

3. 123 pellets.

4. 117 pellets.
5. 100 pellets.

9 sheets.
6 sheets.
4 sheets.
8 sheets.
3 sheets.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 110 pellets,

2. 99 pellets.

3. 101 pellets.

4. 115 pellets.

5. 102 pellets.

4 sheets.
5 sheets.
5 sheets.

10 sheets.
4 sheets.

Av. 119 pellets. 6 sheets. Av. 105 pellets. 6 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern:

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 156 pellets. 1 131 pellets,

2 137 pellets. 2 118 pellets.

3 132 pellets. 3 119 pellets.

Average 142 pellets. Average 123 pellets.

CLAREMONT, N. J., Nov. 20, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM GUN-TESTING SCREEN.

Gun—Francotte Hammerless Ejector. Cost, $400. No. of
gun, 17,910. Weight, 5 15-161bs. Length of barrels. 27in.

Gauge, 12. Right barrel, full choke. Left barrel, full

choke.
Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 12 o'clock. Force of

wind, 6 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 48°. Do.,
wet, 45°. Humidity, 79 0

. Barometer. 29.8in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—-Von Lengerke & Detmold Metal Lined.
Powder, Brand—Schultze.
Powder, Quantity—2% drs.

.

I Make—LeRoy.
Shot-l Quantity—1% oz.

( Size—No. 4 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random.

BOTH BARRELS.
Loading. Powder.

Card over shot: P. E. (1... 39 grs.

wad, felt wad and-' 2... 39 grs.

card over powder. ( 3. . . 40 gi-s.

Shot.
533 grs. 157 pellets.

537 grs. 152 pellets.
534 grs. 149 pellets.

Average 39 grs. 535 grs. 153 pellets.
1

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets. Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 115 pellets.

2. 104 pellets.
3. 124 pellets.
4. 103 pellets.
5. 128 pellets.

26 sheets.
32 sheets.
26 sheets.
26 sheets.
30 sheets.

1. 108 pellets.

2. 115 pellets.
3. 89 pellets.

4. 115 pellets.

5. 106 pellets.

27 sheets.
31 sheets.
25 sheets.
25 sheets.
25 sheets.

Av. 115 pellets. 28 sheets. Av. 107 pellets. 27 sheets.

Three Shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 117 pellets. 1 116 pellets.
2 124 pellets. 2 115 pellets.

3 134 pellets. 3 115 pellets.

Average 125 pellets. Average 115 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed. 30-inch Circle

RIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, * pellets.

54 pellets. 21 sheets. 1.

48 pellets. 20 sheets. 2.

59 pellets. 20 sheets. 3.

41 pellets. 14 sheets. 4.

62 pellets. 23 sheets. 5.

LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets ,

49 pellets. 18 sheets.
58 pellets.
52 pellets.
47 pellets.
51 pellets.

22 sheets.
.. sheets.
16 sheets.
20 sheets.

Av. 53 pellets. 19 sheets. Av. 51 pellets. 19 sheets.

Tivree Shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 60 pellets. 1 til pellets.

2 62 pellets. 2 58 pellets.

3 67 pellets. 3 55 pellets.

Average 63 pellets. Average 58 pellets.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Dec. 5, while commenting on the re-

sults of pattern and penetration trials of Remington gun I
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you ask how it is that with the use of Schultze powder in
this gun one or two patterns dropped considerably below
the average of the other shots with same ammunition. I
account for these '"unaccountables'' in this instance as
follows:
The gun which made these patterns was bored so large,

in common with many American-made guns, that by
putting a wad of same size as bore of gun into the barrel
daylight could be seen all around the wad throughout the
whole length of barrel until the choke was reached. For
this reason the 12-bore wads contained in the shells were
not enough confinement for a powder burning as cleanly
and giving as high initial velocity and pressure as Schultze
does. The better and stronger the powder and the cleaner
and quicker burning it is the more necessary it is to use
large enough and sufficiently good and thick wadding
over it to prevent any gases from coming in contact with
the charge of shot by burning past or through the wads.
To this same cause I attribute the rather irregular and

mediocre results of your trial of wood powder in a Smith
gun. It is impossible to load cartridges which will act
equally well in all guns. Wadding which will do well
in one gun wil I be worthless in another. Also wadding
which will do well with one load and kind of powder
will not prevent flukes or occasional open patterns with
another powder in the same gun. As you correctly say,
"There does indeed exist a perfect load, but it is for each
g,un only, and it is for each gun holder to work out the
effective capabilities of his own weapon,"

Justus Von Lengerke,

RIFLE AND REVOLVER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
My main reliance for a rifle is a "Winchester .45-60.

Once in a while for a few moments I take it out of its

case just to feel it in my grip, to glance through the
barrel to see if it is bright and to put it through a dumb
show; but during forty-eight to fifty weeks in the year
it rests undisturbed in its case. I use the regulation am-
munition and never reload a shell, and am not deeply
versed in trajectories and the different theories in load-
ing, etc., but with my old Winchester on my arm I feel
a deal of confidence and am never tired. With it I have
made some good hits (and misses) at long distance, and
would rather have a heavier than a lighter arm. I used
to take with me to the Maine woods an assortment of
guns, consisting, in addition to the aforementioned

i Winchester, of two Maynard rifle barrels, a .44 and a .22,

and a Maynard shot barrel, all fitting into one stock

—

each an admirable piece and entirely satisfactory in its

particular sphere—but of late years I am prone to leave
the Maynards in their case and to use the Winchester for
everything.
There are seldom enough broad-billed ducks on the in-

land lakes of Maine to be worth consideration, at least at
the time of my autumn trips, and I can kill with the
Winchester all the partridges I need for camp use; and
for everything else in the way of real game the rifle is

the proper weapon. If one is collecting small birds, that
is another matter; but if one learns to rely on the rifle

alone, he will never be caught with the wrong gun in
that particular and unexpected moment which sooner or
later comes to every man, when the possession of a re-

peating rifle will give him noble spoil and memories of
triumph, and when the absence of it will leave him last-

ing regret and chagrin. My guides seem generally to
have known little about any heavier rifles than .44cal.,

and to be perfectly content with them; but are always
surprised at the greater power of the larger caliber, and
to admit its superiority under certain circumstances. It
is interesting to see then- surprise at the distance to which
it will throw a bullet on a still lake.

One day on Seboois Lake, an Indian summer day in
October, a day so beautiful that no words could convey
its charm, the sky one absolute sapphire and the surface
of the water absolutely motionless, I succeeded in an ex-
periment which I had tried many times before, but in
which I had always failed, viz,, discharging my rifle into
the air and hearing the returning ball strike the water.
Sitting in the canoe I held my watch and both guide and
I almost held our breaths. We waited long without a
sound and had given it up when we distinctly heard the
faint "zip" with which the bullet cut the water some
distance away. Encouraged we tried again and the
interval was between 51 and 52 seconds. How far up
into the clear air must have leaped that bit of lead ! I

suppose the height could be calculated easily enough
from the single datum, and wish some of the '"trajectory"
men with talent in that line would solve the problem and
let me know. At the same time I wish they would tell

me why the bullet is made of the precise shape it is.

What would be the objection to a bullet with perfectly
conical point? Is it made blunt that it may spread on
meeting resistance and make a more tearing wound? I
have repeatedly sharpened a bullet with my knife arid
found its penetration to be greater (3 or 4in. greater in
seasoned timber) than that of the blunt bullet, and that
it more nearly retained its shape, while the blunt bullet
would spread and make a much more ragged hole.

I am reminded of another question I want to ask about
pistol shooting. For my own part, and as far as I ever
had anything to do with the pistol, I heartily wish it had
never been invented. I believe that for one case where
it has served a good man a good turn there have been
five hundred where it has done harm, and that it is, gen-
erally speaking, a nuisance. There are. however, men
who are so expert with it that in their hands it rises into
dignity and usefulness. They are usually trappers, who
often have to tramp long distances carrying heavy
loads of traps or peltries, and who find a rifle-pistol or
revolver no trouble to carry and who have learned to
make it serve all the purposes of a gun. I know one such
man, a handsome young fellow, one of the best shots and
canoemen in Maine, a successful hunter and trapper, and
whose services as a guide are deservedly in great demand.
To him the revolver is rifle and shotgun combined. With
this he can "head" a partridge almost every time, and it

is his favorite weapon when still-hunting deer. But the
peculiarity of his method is that it is two-handed. He
grasps the butt with both hands and holds the revolver
straight before him, and thus can take the steadiest aim
and without the slightest tremor of muscle.

I should be glad to know of others who have tried this
method. I never knew of but one other expert with the
pistol who used it. He was a Texan, and pistol shooting
was his one acromph'-Timmit, For a small sum he wa.s

always ready to give an exhibition of his skill , and would
snip off the heads of chickens at an amazing distance,
and seldom made a miss. I am no shot at all with a
pistol held in the ordinary way, but with the two-handed
method I hit my own visiting card pinned to a tree the
first and second time I ever tried it and at a distance at
which I would not have been at all sure of hitting the
tree by the one-handed method. Let any one make the
experiment who has never tried two-hand'ed pistol shoot-
ing, and I think I can assure him that he will surprise
himself at his success. It will be worth trying once for
amusement at any rate. C. H. Amus.

A Florida Side-Hunt.—Marianna, Fla., Nov. 29.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: It was my pleasure to ac-
company the Jackson County Gun Club on a 24-hours'
shoot, ending Thanksgiving Day at noon. The Jackson
County Gun Club was made a permanent organization
Tuesday, with about thirty members, with G. A. BozeJl
president, and J. D. Smith secretary and treasurer. The
meets are to be every thirty days, open to residents of the
State and to visitors, the contest to be in Jackson county
fields. On this occasion the club presented a gold medal,
which was won by an old hunter here, J. P. Perry, on
the killing of a 1461b. deer and twenty-five quail. There
were fifteen hunters who left the Chipola Hotel Wednes-
day at noon, and although they encountered very un-
favorable weather, owing to rains and strong winds, they
returned Thursday at noon with 155 quail, one deer, one
wild turkey, 61 squirrels, 14 doves and 6 rabbits. Aside
from this 22 birds were thrown out by referees on account
of having been killed on the ground. Other birds and
game were killed, but no points were given on them. A
Thanksgiving supper, at which the hunters took their
lady and gentleman friends, was given by A. J. Sweetser,
proprietor of the Chipola, a new, large and well-kept
hotel, to whom the game was turned over on the return
from the shoot. Toasts and speeches, together with a
meeting of the club, were included in the order of the
evening. The next hunt will take place Jan. 10, at which
sportsmen from everywhere are invited, and may be sure
of bagging plenty of game and having a good time,—H.
P. Hevenor.

Fox Hunting in the City.—Lockport, N. Y., Dec. 7.

—Editor Forest and Stream: On Thanksgiving Day
John Gooding, of the second ward, shot a fox within the
city limits, on the C. L. Hoag Niagara White Grape
Vineyard. Mr. Gooding presented his claim for the
bounty to Supervisor M. C. Conlin and received an order
on the County Treasurer for $3. Reynard probably
thought that he could cheat Mr. Hoag out of his Thanks-
giving turkey. There are a good many foxes killed in
this county on which the bounty is paid. The slayer has
only to present and make oath before any Supervisor or
Justice of Peace, that on such a day he killed the fox,
the officer then mutilating it by cutting off or making a
hole through the ear. Some of the orders presented to
the County Treasurer are unique as to composition, as
the following (neatly written) document will show:
•'You solemnly swear, that on the 10th day of Nov.,
1888, you killed a full grown red fox, so help you God.
[Signed.] J. S. H , Justice of the Peace of the
town of C."—J. L. Davtson.

THE CONNECTICUT ASSOCIATION.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I, as well as Mr. A. C. Collins, noticed the communication of
"A." in Forest asb Stream of Nov. U, and I heartily agree with
Mr. Collins in all his article of the 5th implies. "A." did not
mention the place of his residence, which is, and has been for
some time, Brooklyn, N. Y., although he formerly resided in Had-
dam, this State. I perfectly recall his article of last year referred
to by Mr. Collins, in which he stated that in his ride over the
Shore Line road he encountered a certain messenger who was the
party carrying the 2,500 birds to >iew Haven that season, and in-
timating there were many snared birds in the string this messen-
ger had that morning, etc. Now, 1 am well acquainted with the
messenger mentioned (Mr. T., of Clinton), and know him to he a
man of integrity, and one who would not knowingly violate the
State laws by handling snared birds. He has been on the road in
that business for years, and is well and favorably known all along
the shore. "A." forgot to mention how he purchased some of
Mr. T.'s string of birds to carry out of the State, and also how he
wished to sell his dog, etc.
Mr. Collins and his deputies are doing a grand work in this

State. Any sportsman who has hunted any section of Middlesex
county this fail will agree with me when I say that snares are
seldom met with. I myself have hunted from Clinton on the
west to Chester on the north during the past fall, and have only
run across one snare fence, and this not set. This one was quickly
up-rooted by a few "foot ball" strokes of my foot.
In conclusion, we have no "patent coffee mill" in this State,

which every spring grinds out a different code of laws for each
county, but we have ample laws for the protection of game and
fish, and I for one speak from experience when I sav they are fullv
s.s well enforced as are those in "A.'s" State. A. W. J.

"

Center Brook, Middlesex County, Conu.

The Hartford Telegram-Record of Dec. 6 reports:
Orrin J. Whiting sent some game [ruffed grouse and quail]

from Thompson, Conn., to New York city, which is contrary to
law. Game Warden A. C. Collins laid violent hands on that game
in the Adams Express Company's office in this city. Yesterday
Detective W. C. Fielding, of this city, arrested Whiting and
brought him before Justice of the Peace Randolph H. Chandler,
of Thompson. Whiting pleaded guilty, and his fine and costs
amounted to nearly $80. While the Connecticut Association of
Farmers and Sportsmen for the Protection of Game and Fish of
this city occupies this mundane sphere, it behooves game and fish
violators to look out. Here is what the New York World says of
the Association: "Never in the history of the Nutmeg State'have
the game and fish law violators got such a fearful shaking up as
in the past year. The work of the Association is bearing fruit;
the illegal shippers, shooters and snarers are awakening to the
fact that they 'can't monkey with the buzz-saw' without leaving
a finger or two as a pleasant memento of their sport."
The success of the Connecticut Association of Farmers and

Sportsmen for the Protection ol Game and Fish has been phenom-
enal, out of thirty-six cases brought into Court they have only
lost two. One of these, the famous Simsbury decision, the justice
did not agree with the two Supreme Court decisions on the point
in question and discharged the party. It may be fair to add that
the justice in this case did n6t know of these decisions or of any
other. The other case the justice (a very facetious one) discharged
the party because he said "he was in fun" when he offered several
snared partridges for sale. "Mark Twain" had better hang his
laurels on a tall sapling when in the vicinity of Kent, Conn.

Book buyers are reminded of the crowding of
the mails as Christmas approaches, and are urged
to send in their orders to the Forest and Stream
Publishing Co. in season to prevent vexatious
delays and disappointments.

Fishing in Florida Waters.—Anglers who intend visitin
Florida this coming winter will find it to their advantage to in-
spect the superior tackle for tarpon and other fishes, manufac-
tured by Thomas -1. Omroy, 6fi Fulton strepf, Nptv York. - 4 r/r.

m ni\d §mr fishing.

THE MATERIAL BENEFITS OF FISH
PROTECTION.

THE sole aim of the organizers of the Anglers' Associa-
tion of the St. Lawrence River in 1883 was the pre-

servation, protection and perpetuation of game fishing
in the St. Lawrence River. Probably no one of the
persons active in its organization had any other idea in
view: but they builded better than they knew.
At the time matters on the St. Lawrence River were

at a standstill; there were very few persons going there
for the sake of the fishing for the simple reason that,
owing to the activity of the netters, it had been almost
destroyed. But a small number of the islands had cot-
tages built upon them. There were a few people who
passed down the river on tourists' tickets from Niagara
Falls to Montreal, but there were no inducements for
tbem to stop over on the way. Some of the anglers who
had resorted to the river for many years for fishing still

continued their yearly visits. The organization of i)h'e

Anglers' Association created a sort of excitement in
reference to the possibilities to be accomplished by it, so
that its members lived for two or three years upon faith,
believing that the efforts of the Association in ridding
the river of netters would very soon have its effect in
much better fishing. Its members continued to visit the
river year after year and to induce their friends to do
the same. The results of the exertions of the Anglers'
Association are now known to every one who is inter-
ested, and its efforts in ridding the river of fish netters
have been attended with so great success that it is now
possible, and has been for the last three years, for any
angler to obtain all the game fish he desires. The object
of the organization of the Association has thus been ef-
fected, in part by increasing the supply of game fish in
the river, and in part by ridding the river of the fish
pirates. Its efforts in preventing net fishing will not
be slackened, but will, on the contrary, be increased.
The material benefits which have come from the efforts

of the Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence River
have been entirely unexpected, but they are, however,
no less welcome. As an object lesson which should be
carefully read, marked and inwardly digested, the fol-
lowing facts are given, showing the material benefits
which have come to Jefferson county from the Anglers'
Association of the St. Lawrence River.
Jefferson county, the county lying along the St. Law-

rence River, from Cape Vincent to Alexandria Bay, a
'distance say of fifteen miles, embracing the celebrated
Thousand Islands, is naturally one of the most attractive
regions in the county for the tourist and sportsman. Its

exquisite river scenery, its banks and islands and its de-
lightful ah- leave nothing to be desired—if the fishing is

good.
There were in 1.889 about 600 persons employed as oars-

men on the river: in 1883 there were perhaps 100. In
1886 there were about 250 employed in connection with
steam and other boats; in 1883 there may have been
thirty. There were last summer thirty-six hotels capable
of accommodating 4,000 people. Six years ago the hotels
could accommodate scarcely 1,000 people. Besides these
there are now thirty boarding houses, with a capacity ©f
500 guests; there are between 600 and 700 cottages used
exclusively by summer residents. From $1,000,000 to
$1,250,000 was spent on the river last summer by tourists,
exclusive of railroad fares. A large and increasing busi
ness has also grown up in building steam yachts and the
celebrated St. Lawrence skiffs.

The total tax assessed against the town of Alexandria
(the central point on the river) was $10,906,97, of which
$2,351.28 was paid by summer property holders. In other
words, nearly 22 per cent, of the taxes of the town of
Alexandria was paid by summer property owners. The
assessed value of summer hotels and island property in
the town of Alexandria in 1888 was $256,000, the basis of
assessment being one-third of the actual value, while the
total amount assessed was $1,218,029.
Here then is a veritable gold mine lying at the feet of

Jefferson county by which every resident of the county
is benefited either by a reduction in his taxes, by being
given employment, or in his business. The population
of Jefferson county is 66,000, every one of whom is con-
stantly being benefited by the Anglers' Association.
That is one side of the question. The other is this: there
were during the netting season of 1888 about sixty or
seventy persons engaged in illegal net fishing within the
limits of the comity, and of this number more than one-
half were non-residents. When it is borne in mind that
these net fishers do not make nearly as much if allowed
to carry on their netting as ordinary farm workers, it

will at once be apparent that Jefferson county could , as
a business speculation, afford to hire and pay them a fail-

salary to remain perfectly idle, and to pension them in
their old age.
Would the property owners of Saratoga consent that

their celebrated mineral springs should be ruined if it

could be shown that half a hundred men would gain a
precarious living thereby? Should the taxpayers allow
the prosperity of an entire county to be jeopardized by
the unlawful pursuits of a score or two of men? Emphat-
ically, no.
The Anglers' Association does not propose to give up

the fight in which it has been engaged during the last
five or six years, and the ringing letter of Mr. H. H. "War-
ner in accepting the presidency of the Association at the
last annual meeting is a reflection of the feeling of all of
its members.
The organization of fish protection associations accom-

plishes three distinct things: protects the fish, furnishes
the people with cheap fish food, and last, but not least, is

of enormous material benefit to the surrounding country.
New York, Dec. 6. H. S. Chanih,ek.'

National Rod and Reel Association.—New York,
Dec, 8.—Editor Forest and Stream: The National Rod
and Reel Association will hold their annual meeting for
the election of officers, etc., on Saturday, Dec. 14, at 2
P. M., at the laboratory of Mr. E. G. Blackford, Fulton
Market. Business of importance will be transacted, and
a full attendance of members desired.—G. Poey, Sec'y.

Smkes, Nets of every description, American Net & Twine Co.,
Mfrs., 31 Commercial st, Roatnn, or 199 Fulton st„ N. Y.- A dv.
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AN OPEN LETTER.
0. H, Ames, Esq.:
Dear Sir—Through the kindness of au angling friend,

I now and then see a copy of Forest and Stream, which
I greatly enjoy in my retired home. But in the issue of

Nov. 21 1 was painfully shocked to come upon the severe,

and, I think I mavadd totally unfounded, strictures which
vou pass upon the lamily to which I have the honor to

belong. In their behalf, and " By Way of Protest," I re-

spectfully address you this open remonstrance. I might,

it is true* have communicated with you privately, but as

your aspersions were made publicly, it is not out of place,

! think, to choose the same vehicle of reply.

You say " he " (referring to our family in general) " is

no friend of mine," " is only better than a pickerel." and
you call us "coarse " and " beastly."

As to the first charge, it is a matter which I, for one,

greatly regret and deplore, but which, I can assure you,

is no 'fault of ours. Though we are personally unac-
quainted, yet Ihave heard of you often, and more particu-

larly from a certain young relative of mine, who once, in

the heedlessness of youth , mistook an invitation addressed

by you to Salmo Fontinalis, as meant for himself, and to

this day he is never tired of extolling the gentle courtesy

with which you received the unbidden guest, the tender-

ness which you showed in endeavoring not to inflict un-
necessary pain while rescuing him from the false posi-

tion in which he had placed himself, the patience which
enabled you to bear undisturbed his petulant "kicking"
when he discovered his mistake, and the pains you took
to restore him safely to the school of which he was a
member. In short. I am well acquainted \vTith your re-

putation as a genuine angler, which I have found to in-

clude most of the virtues and few of the vices which are

the lot of humanity, and knowing you to be such, I ex-

press the sentiment of all the connection, in regretting

the lack of personal friendship between us. So you are

wrong in saying, "he is no friend of mine." Had you
written, "I am no friend to him," your meaning would
doubtless have been more clearly expressed, since, on our
side of the house, there are none but friendly feelings

toward you, and, as I have already intimated, it is a
matter of genuine regret with us, that those feelings are

not reciprocated.
But to your second charge—"only better than a Pick-

erel!" My dear sir, what have we ever done to you that
you shonld rank us thus low in the scale of animated
nature ? I appeal to all who know both families, if the
charge is not totally unfounded and unjust? There
never was a Pickerel yet who was not a tyrant, a bully,

a coward and a thief—qualities which no one has ever
imputed to us. Do not Jordan, Garlick, Thad Norris, Dr.
Heushall. ''Kingfisher," "Wawayanda" and a host of
others bear witness to our conjugal fidelity, our zeal and
assiduity as pai-ents, our pluck and gameness, and our
fair, equal, straight-forward style of fighting ? Did you
ever know a Bass to "sulk," as every Pickerel will, and
even as royalty, in the person of Salmo Salar himself,
sometimes does ? Did you ever know a bass to yield him-
self abjectly at the first prick of the steel, and then, when
he thought his captor's attention was momentarily di-

verted, meanly endeavor to escape, as a craven Pickei'el

will? "Only better than a Pickerel !" That misbegotten
progeny of a water snake and an alligator, that slimy,
speckled, slab-sided cousin of the shark, and foster
brother of the eel ! Take back the charge, my dear sir,

and acknowledge that you spoke in haste, as did David,
after he had been listening to the tales of some members
of the "Galilee and Gennesaret Fishing Club."
You say we are "coarse." If by this you refer to out-

looks, I will admit that we ha ve not the personal come-
liness of the Salmo family, and yet—with modesty let

me say it—there have been some good judges, such as
Maurice Thourpson, Myrou Read, Jay Beebe and others,
who have not found us wanting in elements of beauty.
After all, it is simply a question of taste, as to whether
one prefers the siimness of shape and the pink and gold
prettiness of the Salmo family or the greater embonpoint
and the green and bronze blazonry of the Basses,
But if "coarse" refers to our manners or customs, I

respectfully, but firmly, deny the allegation, and defy
the alligator. That our tastes are refined can be proven
by the care which you and your brother anglers exercise
in finding suitable viands to set before us whenever, in
homely phrase, you ask us "to take a bite" with you.
You acknowledge we are cleanly, else why be so careful
that the meats—whether minnow, frog, grasshopper or
cricket—shall not be tainted with even a suspicion of
staleness. You recognize our fastidiousness, else why
the great variety you so generously provide to tempt our
appetite, ransacking earth and air and water for tid-bits
to tempt our appetite—offering us May-flies in August
and soft (rubber) crayfish in October? * You realize that
we are aesthetic, else why the splendors of the scarlet-ibis,

the royal-coachman, the Seth-Green, the Cheney, the
oriole and others?
Again, if by "coarse" you refer to our gastronomic

qualities, may I ask if you ever tried one of us, fresh
from cool water, with the accompaniments of abed of
glowing hard wood coals, a clean gridiron, a hot plate,
and a dash of lemon juice? Have you not perhaps mal-
treated us by allowing us to die slowly in the bottom of
a boat, kicked around for hours in the hot sun, and then,
when our subtle evanescent flavor had all exhaled, added
insult to injury, by simmering ouv poor remains in a
greasy skillet, with—I shudder to mention it—more or
less lukewarm malodorous bacon fat?
Lastly, you call us "beastly." The only beast with

whom we are acquainted is the one you skinned in that
self-same article, the bass hog, and you certainly can not
mean that we resemble him. That would be ""the most
unkindest cut of all," and I cannot think you would be
so cruel as to bring such a heavy charge as that against
us.

May it not be, my friend, that your acquaintance with
us has been confined mostly to that branch of the family
who reside in the South, especially Florida, and whom
the hot sun and sluggish waters of that country have
caused to deteriorate from the normal type? Sure am I,
that if you will visit certain localities I could name, such
as Lost Lake in Minnesota, the North Fork in Ohio, or
Metawasset in Canada, you would find there certain
relatives of mine, whose pluck and vigor would fill your
soul with delight, and as you saw their bronze armor
glittering in the air, as the silvery drops fell from their
6ides like a shower of pearls, or as you took breath after
the last fierce rally and relaxed the tension of your ach-

ing rod arm, you would frankly acknowledge, in the

words of the great historiographer of our family, Dr.

Henshall, to whom I lift my operculum in friendly greet-

ing, that "inch for inch, and pound for pound, the Black
Bass is the peer of any fish that swims,"
With assurances of the highest respect and esteem, and

the hope that I have disabused your mind of some errone-

ous impressions concerning a family who would feel

themselves honored by the friendship of so genuine an
angler and so worthy a gentleman,

I am,
Yours very truly,

MlCROPTERUS DOLOMIEU.
P. S.—My present address is The Riffles, Crystal Brook

county, State of Coldwater. where, if you are pleased to

drop me a line, I shall be glad to give it my prompt atten-

tion.

TROUT AND GAME IN WEST VIRGINIA.

WE are indebted to Mr. Jones, of New York, for

recent and valuable information about the fish

and game of one of the wildest and most picturesque
regions within our borders. Mr. Jones penetrated the
wilderness on business connected with the utilization of

the forests, and came away at the close of his mission
with the most lively impressions also of the glories of the
moTintain streams. He found brook trput unusually
abundant and easily caught in Gandy Creek, a tributary
of Dry Fork, which empties into Cheat River, in Ran-
dolph county, West Virgina. The nearest railroad station

is Hendricks, on the West Virginia Central, and this is

forty miles distant from the lumber camp on Gandy
Creek. Wagons and horses are to be had at Hendricks.
Horses are usually hired by the initiated for $3.50 per
week.
The Randolph (W. Va.) Boom Company own the An-

derson tract, comprising about 60,000 acres of unbroken
forest, and this tract contains many things calculated to

arouse the enthusiasm of the sportsman and the student
of animated nature. We are assured that gentlemen
who brave the fatigue of the tramp through the wilder-
ness will meet a hearty welcome at the camp of the com-
pany above mentioned.
Gandy Creek, at the ordinary stage of the water, is

about 40ft. wide and 2-Jft. deep. It is about thirty miles
from the lumber camp to the source of the stream. The
creek is very crooked and moderately rapid. The bottom
is made up of slate, boulders and sand. Wading is every-
where easy. The largest brook trout caught by Mr. Jones
were 13in. long, and he never failed to get at least one
about a foot long every time he went fishing. The average
size of the trout, however, was 6 to Sin. Artificial flies

of various kinds were tried faithfully, but without suc-

cess. These trout crave worms, and will touch nothing
else, unless the anglers experience differs altogether
from that of our informant.
Brook trout are not the only attraction in the Gandy

Creek Valley. Wild turkey, bear, deer and ruffed grouse
abound here. By traveling a half mile from the lumber
camp, the sportsman can reach open country, suitable for

grazing and overrun with quail. Raccoons are very
plentiful. The people are peculiar and interesting to the
ethnologist.
In order to reach the camp one must penetrate nearly

ten miles of unbroken forest. Spruce is the prevailing
timber associated with hemlock, white pine, beech, ash,
walnut and wild cherry. The last grows so large that
certain trees cannot be encircled by three men with their
hands joined.
The Dry Fork contains a fish locally known as "sal-

mon." The species grows to a length of from 12 to 20in.

and is caught plentifully at the dams below Hendricks.
We suppose this fish to be the wall-eyed pike (Stizoste-

dintii vitreum),
Mr. Jones is very much in love with the fine scenery of

this locality, and we are prepared, from personal* ac-
quaintance with similar mountainous portions of West
Virginia, to fully appreciate his enthusiasm. We spend
a lot of money and waste a deal of time, in attempting to
reach remote localities with far less of interest to recom-
mend them, than this wild region in West Virginia, so
near at hand, so beautiful to look upon, and so full of
creatures dear to the heart of the lover of nature. Be-
sides the animals we have named, there is a great wealth
of birds of beautiful plumage. Thousands of acres of
deadened trees near the camp attract an endless number
and variety of woodpeckers and other birds. There must
be, also, many species of beetles and butterflies. A few
gentlemen from Pittsburg visit this angler's paradise, but
there is room for many more and we trust that the fame
of Gandy Creek will go abroad.

BLACK BASS IN BAKER'S POND.
BAKER'S POND, in the vicinity of Wellesley, Mass.,

is a favorite body of water for anglers, although its

bass for the most part are unusuaDy small. Some of us
who are interested in the fishing, have introduced full
grown shiners, hoping that they will multiply and im-
prove the size of the black bass. One day last fall, in
company with a friend, I tried the water in several parts
of the pond and caught next to nothing. Finally we
started homeward and arrived at a shallow place where
the water was about 2ft. deep and full of weeds, lily pads
and sunken trees. In sheer desperation I cast in with a
live frog, not expecting to get a strike. The bait bad
scarcely touched the water, when a bass took it and I
landed him. My companion had the same experience.
In a very brief time we caught seven bass of fair size,

weighing from lib. to lilbs. , after which we could get
no more and our success elsewhere during the day was
not worth mentioning. I discovered by a mere chance,
that there were bass in the deeper water near our shal-
low fishing spot. Upon throwing out a live frog it dis-
appeared very suddenly after a few lively struggles. We
then made preparations for casting in a rather primitive
fashion, made necessary by circumstances. The line
was extenned to its full length on the grass behind us,
and we then threw the frogs as far out as possible. The
bait was hooked through the body under the backbone.
The frogs never remained long kicking in the water, be-
fore they were in the jaws of the bass. These fish seem
to run into shallow places of the kind described, in small
schools, and at certain times they will bite until the last
one is hooked. My brother caught 13 one day in a brief
time, in a locality such as I have mentioned,
Washington, D. a S. F. Denton.

ANGLING NOTES.
1%/TR. J. C. HERBERT, of New York city, an enthusi-
_LtJL astic fly-fisherman, and well known to anglers
who frequent the Chateaugay Lakes, has just returned
from a crip to the Pacific coast. Though on business, he
managed to put in a few days with the trout and salmon
in the waters near Seattle.

He relates that while stopping at a ranch some sixty
miles up the Snoqualmie River, he had a little spare time
and made up his mind to try the fishing, though assured
it was too late to use the fly. An Indian was called in
who was supposed to be an authority and questioned as
to the chances. George replied with a shake of his head,
"Him too late; maybe you try salmon egg, you catch
him."

"But, George, if thev will take salmon spawn, why not
flies ?"

With a discouraging shake of the head the Siwash only
answered, "Well, you try him." So they did. George
led the way to a dilapidated wet and muddy dugout,
which be called his canoe. Mr. Herbert had to seat him-
self on the bottom of the boat near the bow (there were
no seats), while, a young friend, who wished to see the
fun, took his position in the center. At first they did
not meet with much success, but after a while the
Siwash suggested casting inshore instead of in the deep
pools, and almost immediately he hooked a trout which
was soon killed. He caught quite a number, and was
about to quit well satisfied, when a big one took the
hand fly. Mr. Herbert says he has taken very many
trout, but he never saw such antics before, jumping, run-
ning, sulking and every other trick to get rid of the fly

were tried in quick succession. After half an hour's
fight the Indian put him ashore on a sandbar, where he
thought he could land the fish, for he had no net. He
handed his rod to his friend, thinking to wade in and
throw the fish on the beach, but no sooner had he taken
a step into the water than away started the trout with
100ft. of line, to go through the whole performance
again. Finally George threw the fish ashore, using his
broad-brimmed cowboy hat as a scoop, and killed him,
Siwash fashion, by pounding his head with a stone.

It was a superb specimen of the black-spotted trout
(Salmo piirpuratus), measuring 22in. in length, and
when weighed several hours later turned the scales at

4ilbs. The fly was a coachman dressed on a No. 6 sproat.

George said, "Him much big," and at the ranch they told
him it was the largest specimen they had ever seen taken
out of the river.

Mr. Clarence M. Roof, of this city, who owns several
miles of the west branch of the Neversink, states that
while visiting Ms stream this summer he saw a salmon
that was certainly over 24in. long. He learned upon in-

vestigation that some eight or ten years ago the Fish
Commission had placed salmon in the Delaware River,

but that this was the second instance only of one being
seen in the Neversink.

A gentleman recently returning from the West over
the Northern Pacific Railroad, was told by a fellow pas-
senger that last season, while fishing on the Columbia
River, he had the good fortune to kill several California
salmon on the flv one afternoon. This was the only time
during an experience of several seasons that he had been
successful in taking salmon with the artificial fly, though
he had tried time and again.

SMELTS AT PLYMOUTH.
ONE noon I found myself in old Plymouth, Mass. I

always make it a point to find out about the fishing
when I am in a fish country, and I soon learned that
smelts were very plenty. Business would^keep me in

Plymouth until Monday noon, so I determined to have a
"good square meal" of fresh fried fish. For a fellow that
knows how fresh fish taste, the article under that name
found in the markets has no charms. I had no time to

fish, so the only tackle I took was my pocket-book.
The first fisherman I came to was a very diminutive

gentleman of color. I could not understand why he
caught his hook on the logs under the wharf at every
cast, until I looked over and saw that it was his ambition
to hook on to a tin can lodged there. I walked to the end
of the wharf where some boys were fishing; but they
were not catching anything. I was about to turn away,
when a boy in a dory laid down his rod to bail his boat.
Now, I thought, he will have a bite if there is a fish in the
harbor. Sure enough, no sooner had he dipped up his

first bailer full than down went his tip. He grabbed his

rod and pulled in a smelt about three inches long. I

waited until I was satisfied that this was the only fish in
the harbor, and then walked away. This day, for some
reason, was an off day for the smelt, so I had to content
myself with stories about them. A man who runs a fish

market told me he had done a rushing business until
people had learned that in each smelt was a worm about
an inch long.
People tell me that every night after half past six the

wharves are crowded with men and boys, fishing, every-
body catching all they wanted. A gentleman caught a
smelt 13in. long, and thinking he had beat the record,
offered $5 for one that would measure 14in. This fish

was caught and the gentleman offered $10 for one loin,

long. One this length was taksm; and I could not learn
that the gentleman had offered any more prizes.

Bhockton, Mass., Nov. 19. DARBY.

BRASS FERULES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Some time ago one of your correspondents, in giving

advice about the loosening of fishing rod ferules, made
the curious statement that if a piece of brass be heated
and at once plunged into cold water it would become
hardened after the manner of steel treated in the same
way. I have been waiting for somebody (including the
editor) to contradict such a very simply absurd assertion.

As a matter of fact a hot piece of brass plunged into cold
water at once becomes softer than copper. Inclosed here-
with you will find some brass wire that I have just
treated to your correspondent's "hardening" process on
one-half its length. You can test the matter with your
finger and thumb. After doing so heat the hard end red
hot on a gas jet, then plunge it in a glass of water and
note the result. Thomas Clapham.
Roslyn, Dec. 6.
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The Eutopia and Trout Lake Fish and Game As-
sociation was organized in June, and has secured one of
the best fishing privileges in New Brunswick. Lake
Eutopia. about six miles long, near the village of St.

George, N. B., besides being famous for its trout, is one
of the most beautiful lakes in the Province. During the
last season a club house was erected on the "Bluffs," a
high point overlooking the lake, which commands a most
charming view. Mr. Haudren, president of the club,
erected a mammoth tent, where he remained during
August with his family, and other members and visitors

availed themselves of his generous hospitality, and sev-
eral remained during September. Besides others, Dr.
Vosburgh, Vice-President, and daughter; Mr. Barclay,
Treasurer; Dr. Tucker, Dr. Cameron, Mr. Taintor, Mr.
Bigelow, Mr. O'Thayne, Mr. Clark, Mr. Marsh, and Mr.
and Mrs. Street visited the grounds, and were charmed
with the place. Miss Vosburgh distinguished herself
with the gun as well as the rod. She shot eight part-
ridges within a few yards of the club house. The prop-
erty of the club covers about a thousand acres, and
includes a stream which connects Eutopia with Trout
Lake. Few trout weighing less than two pounds are
taken in those waters. Dr. Vosburgh and Dr. Tucker
were so favorably impressed with the climate and scenery
that they purchased several acres adjoining the club
property, and intend to build summer cottages. There
are already about fifty members on the list. Gentlemen
desirous of joining the club may get further information
from the secretary, Mr. T. McGrath, Equitable Building.

MISSOURI FISH COMMISSION WORK.
ABOUT ten days ago the work of draining the fish-breed-

ing ponds in Forest Park, this city, which are under
the personal supervision of resident Fish Commissioner
Capt. H. C. West, has been completed, the fish all sepax-ated,
and the superintendent is ready to distribute a large number
of young fish to residents of this State for stocking private
ponds. German carp, croppie and bass are the species propa-
gated by its Commission. Of the three kinds, the German
carp has been much the most successful, and the croppie come
next, with the bass bringing up the rear. As near as could
be ascertained from Superintendent Chaplin, the number
which the Commission has for distribution is as follows:
German carp, 200,000; croppie. 125,000; bass, 75,000. These are
now all in separate shallow ponds, where they can be easily
taken when wanted for parties who wish to obtain them.
)The stock fish have all been placed in deep ponds for the
winter season. Among the stock carp there are several which
are quite large, weighing in the. neighborhood of 201bs. Of
the stock bass there is not one that will weigh over 61bs.,
while the largest croppie will not exceed l}<lbs. Consid-
ering the number of ponds which the Commission has, tbis
season has been a most successful and entirely satisfactory
onje. Unser Fritz.
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 30.

FISHCULTURE IN WYOMING.—It is understood that
Fish Commissioner Lou Miller, of Laramie, Wyo., has
drawn up the plans and specifications for enlarging the fish
hatchery. The land has been purchased and the appropri-
ation of $2,000 for that purpose is now available. The pro-
posed addition will increase the producing capacity three-
fold. Wyoming Territory has with but small appropriations
made a great start in fishculture, and promises to make a
thorough success of it.

OPPOSITION TO GILL-NETS.—Gill-net fishing for
mackerel is arousing public opposition on Prince Edward
Island, and meetings have recently been held to memorialize
Parliament in behalf of legislation, prohibiting this method
of fishing.

7he MienneL

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Deo. 9 to 14.—Fourth annual show Northern Illinois Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, Rockford, 111. John Teague, Secretary.

Jan. 6 to 11, 1890.—Annual Dog Show of the Michigan State
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Bay City, Mich. W. F.
Brace, Secretary.
Jan. 13 to 18, 1890.—First Annual Dog Show of the Georgia, Pet

Stock and Bench Show Association, at Augusta, Ua. A. H. Von-
derleith, Secretary-
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890.—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. ll to U, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club. American Institute Building, New York. James
Mortinvr Superintendent.
Feb. 19 to 22, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah

Ker nel Club, Chicago, 111.

March 11 to 14, 1S90.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Rochester
Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 25 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.
April 15 to IS. 1890.—Show of the Buffalo Kennel Club, "Buffalo,

N. Y. A. W. Smith, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Dec. 16.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field

Trial Club, at Amory, Miss. T. M. Brumby, Secretary, Marietta,
Ga.

Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary. 313
Bush street, San Francisco, Cal.
Jan. 27, 1890.—All-Day Field Trials, at West Point, Miss. F. R.

Hitchcock, 44 Broadway, New York, Secretary,
Feb. 11, 1890.—Fourth Anuual Field Trials of the. Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.

THE inaugural meeting of the Central Field Trial Club
began on Monday, Dec. 2, at Lexington, N, C. The

weather was all that could be desired by the sportsmen, al-
though it was hard to find birds in the moraine, as there
was a heavy frost and they did not move much, but toward
evening they came out on the stubble fields and were found
in abundance. The grounds worked over were very similar
to those at High Point, except that there were not'so many
dense thickets here; the briers, however, are just as thorny
and a trifle more plentiful. We are assured that m uch of
the remaining ground is vastly superior in character to that
on which the Derby was begun. Birds were in abundance,
in fact there are too many, as in order to thoroughly test
the merits of the dogs it is absolutely necessary to see them
at work where they must get out and search^ for game in-
stead of being put down right in its vicinity when a few

strides will take them up to a bevy. It is certain that the
old order of things is doomed and that "points will count"
will perhaps never again be the watchword at any field trial
of importance. The natural ability and bird sense of our
hunting dogs is what we all wish to bring out, and. we are
far from pursuing the right course when we take them up
to the birds and teach them to hustle for points instead of
learning them to search for their game in a workmanlike
manner over a country where there is at least some di
culty in finding it.

THE DERBY.
The Setter Derby was the first event on the card. There

were 42 nominations, 8 of which filled. They were drawn to
run as follows:
Rod's Lady (Roderigo—Guy Gladstone), owned by Mr.

A. M. Hildebrandt and handled by F. R. Bevan,
n gainst

Royal C. (Roderigo—Countt ss House), owned by Mem-
phis & Avent Kennels and handled by J. M. Avent.

Rowdy Rod (Roderigo—Juno A.), owned by Memphis &
Avent Kennels and handled by Avent,

against
NANNTE B. (King Noble—Queen Vasbti), owned by Mr. J.

1. Case, Jr., and handled by C. W. Barker.

Sam C. (King Noble—Cricket), owned by Mr. J. I. Case,
Jr.. and handled by Barker,

against
Letty Lynn (Roderigo—Countess House), owned by

Memphis & Avent Kennels and handled by Avent.

Harry C. (Roderigo—Countess House), owned by Mem-
phis & Avent Kennels and bandied by Avent,

against
MARQUIS N. (King Noble—M'liss C), owned by Mr. G. W.

Ewing and handled by W. B. Stafford.

When the drawing took place Marquis was not in, but as
Mr. Ewing, his owner, had telegraphed to Stafford to com-
plete, the entry and he had not received it in time, he was
allowed by unanimous consent to start and was run with
Harry C.
The running was watched with great interest, as all were

anxious to see the working of the new rules, which in the
first or preliminary series are in conformity with the spot-
ting system, the remaining series being run In heats as at
other trials. We believe in the spotting system, and nntil
it has been demonstrated by a thorough test to be more
faulty than the heat system, it should be adopted at all our
field trials, not in a half-way, compromise sort of way, but
in a manner that will bring out what good there is in the
system, and at the same time show up its faults if any there
be. If a set of judges are qualified to fill their positions,
they are certainly competent to select the best dogs in the
stake and place them in their proper order, unhampered by
any rule or thumb or set of instructions as to how or why
one dog should be placed over another. When this course
is pursued we shall hear no more talk of dogs being placed
over their betters "under the rules." It fs often the case
that a fourth-class dog will run for an hour and do woi'k
that will carry him info the next series, but it is generally
the case, as has often been shown under the heat system,
that he cannot repeat or stay up to his work well enough to
win a place over better dogs, unless he has the luck to run
through the stake by meeting dogs of less merit than he
possesses. On the other hand, a really good dog may
not be at his best, although showing sufficient merit
to remain in, but if given an opportunity his superiority
will in a large majority of cases be clearly demonstrated.
Of course if a dog shows no merit whatever during
an hour's run he is either worthless or not in condition to
compete and consequently he should be retired. A dog may
for the moment be off in nose, but unless he is seriously in-
disposed he will plainly show the judges by his behavior
whether he is worth a future trial; then again, the weather
conditions may be such that scent is poor and consequently
the dogs do not show up to advantage. Many dogs of high
courage, with good speed, range and lots of bird sense,
become rattled when they find that they cannot smell the
birds, and losing confidence, their pace and range are re-
stricted, and they are for the time entirely different from
their usual form, while the dog with little sense will go
his usual gait, the flushes will not disconcert him in the
least, and often he will show to better advantage than his
high-strung competitor, who may really be several classes
above him in all that constitutes a good dog. There is also
an element of luck that attends all competitive trials of
whatever nature they may be; especially is this the case at
field trials, and it is hoped that under the spotting system
much of this element will be eliminated, and that far more
satisfactory results will be obtained than under the old
system.
In the preliminary series nearly all of the work on game

was of an unsatisfactory nature, scent was undoubtedly
very poor, and a lot of ground was worked over where birds
are known to be plentiful, but they evidently were not mov-
ing and but few of them were found. The judges were
Messrs. Davidson, Wallace and Tallman.
The first brace in the series were put down at 8:48 and the

last brace were taken up at 2:17. In selecting the dogs for
the second series the judges kept in six of the eight, and
threw out Rod's Lady and Marquis N. Both were either
sick or very stale, and evidently were in no condition to run;
of the others, Rowdy Rod, Nannie B. and Harry C. had done
much the better work, but the judges probably were not
satisfied with the test given the others, as they had all
shown more or less disposition to hunt, and they decided to
give them another trial. The rule in relation to the draw
for the second series was waived by consent, and the dogs
were run in the order in which they were drawn in the first
series
Royal C. and Nannie B. were the first brace in the second

series, and as Nannie had done much the better work in the
first series, it was expected that she would have an easy
win, but she had let down greatly in speed and did not
range at all well, while Royal let out a link and worked out
his ground fairly well, and won his heat with something to
spare.
Rowdy Rod and Sam C. then came together, Rowdy scor-

ing an easy win. He ranged wide and was lost in the early
part of the heat, but soon showed up and worked out his
ground in good shape. Sam did not show much speed, and
his nose appeared to be wrong, as his work on birds was not
at all satisfactory. Near the close of the heat a very wicked-
looking bull-brier somehow got under the tail of Dr. Glover's
horse, and for a few minutes the fun was simply indescrib-
able. The gallant steed bucked, kicked and jumped seven
or eight different ways at once. The doctor did not appear
to enjoy the situation nearly so much as the spectators did,
as amid their enthusiastic plaudits he gently slid to the
ground and, with the assistance of the bystanders, removed
the cause of the trouble. It was hinted that the brier was
purposely placed in position, but, knowing the boys as well
as we do, we can hardly believe this. This heat ended the
work for the day.
Tuesday the weather was fair a portion of the time, but

some cold-looking clouds were banked in the west in the
afternoon, giving promise of rough weather; but toward
evening they cleared away and it was warmer, and the pros-
pect was bright for good weather. There were now only
four in for first money, all of them owned by the Memphis
& Avent Kennels, it was nearly 9 o'clock when Letty
Lynn and Harry C. were put down. Harry won the heat,

having the best of it in pace and range and in the character
of his work on game. Letty did much better than in her
trial heat, and some of her work was very good.
This ended the second series, and at 9:55 Royal C. and

Rowdy Rod were put down to run the first heat in the
third series. Rowdy scored an easy win, having much the
best of it all around. Royal did better than in his previous
heat, and beat out some of his ground in a workmanlike
manner. Harry C. and Rowdy Rod were now the only dogs
left in, and at 11:08 they were cast off in an open lot to de-
cide first money. It was plain to be seen after a short time
that Rowdy was a sure winner, as he had the best of it at
all points, and when the allotted hour was up he was
awarded the heat and declared winner of first prize.
The more we see of Rowdy the bettter we like him. The

timidity when working among scattered birds that he some-
times showed to a marked degree at High Point appears to
be wearing off, and his work through the stake was greatly
improved in this respect, and take'him all round he is un-
doubtedly the best dog that has ever run in the Derby
Stakes in tbis country/ At the conclusion of the heat we
went to lunch, when it was announced that the remaining
heats would be run on Wednesday, and the afternoon was
devoted to the pointer division.
On Wednesday the weather was all that could be desired,

hardly a cloud was to be seen, the air was cool and bracing,
just right for comfort, and we left the hotel in anticipation
of a good day's sport. The judges decided to run a heat
between Royal C. and Sam C. to decide which should com-
pete with Harry C. for second place. The dogs were put
down some five miles south of this town on the best ground
of this club and worked toward home. These grounds are
much better than those worked over on the previous days
and are most excellent for the purpose Large open fields

where the work of the dogs can be readily seen, with plenty
of birds, make this an ideal ground for holding trials.

The dogs were cast off at 9:35. They were about equal in
speed, Roy showing the better range." In work on birds we
could not decide which was ahead, or rather which was be-
hind. The work was nearly all of it wretched, as the dogs
were hustled for points when on singles and turned and
twisted around until they did not appear to understand
what was required of them, and flushes or indifferent work
were the rule. Near the close of the heat they were given a
chance in the open, but neither did anything of consequence.
When time was up Sam was awarded the heat, and the
pointer division were taken in hand and ran until 2:30, when
setters were again brought up and the last heat was run.
Harry C. and Sam C. ran to decide second place, which
Harry secured very easily, beating Sam in speed, range,
style' and in character of work. This ended the Setter
Derby, which was excellently well judged throughout.
Following is the summary:

Preliminary Series.

Rod's Lady and Marquis N. ruled out. The others ordered
to run in the order in which they were drawn.

Second Series.
Royal C. beat Nannie B.
Rowdy Rod beat Sam C.
Harry C. beat Letty Lynn.

Third Series:.

Rowdy Rod beat Royal C.
Harry C. a bye.

Final for First Place.

Rowdy Rod beat Harry C. and won first prize.

Ties for Second Place.

Sam C. beat Royal C.

Final for Second Place.

Harry C. beat Sam C. and won second prize.

Sam 0. placed third.

THE POINTER DERBY.
The pointer division of the Central Field Trial Club's

Derby begun Tuesday, Dec. 3, after first money in the setter
division had been decided. There were fifty-three nomina-
tions, sixteen of which filled, and they were drawn in the
following order:
JOY, Jr. (Flockfmder—Ion), owned and handled byMr.W.

B. Meares, Jr.,
n gainst

Lou (Reximus—Katy), owned by Castleman Kennels and
handled by W. B. Stafford.

Carlgrove (Lou—Neno), owned and handled by Mr. W.
B. Meares, Jr.,

again*'
Nye (Naso of Kippen— Virginia), owned by Lebanon Ken-

nels and handled by Luke White.

F. F. V. (Flockfmder—Ion), owned and handled by Major
J. R. Purcell,

against
SALLY P. (Graphic—Meally), owned by Mr. Charles Heath

and handled by W. T. Mitchell.

Miss Meally (Graphic—Meally), owned by Mr. Charles
Heath and handled by Mitchell,

against
Convex (Consolation—Graceful), owned and handled by

Luke White.

Tough Nut (Consolation—Grace), owned by Col. C. H.
Odell and handled by Luke White.

against
NAso Peshall (Nick of Naso—Jipsy P.), owned by Mr.

Wm. Hepsley and handled by John Lewis.

Lady Hessen (Duke of Hessen—Lemon), owned by Mr.
Thos. Bond and handled by Luke White,

against
Mamie Bang (Devonshire Sam—Nellie Bang), owned by

Mr. W. H. Hyland. (Did not start.)

Flirt (Mainspring—Merry Legs), owned and handled by
Mr. Alex Morten,

against
Heincken (Flockfmder—Ion), owned and handled by

Major Purcell.

Rip Rap (King of Kent—Hops), owned by Mr. Ed. Dexter
and handled by Capt. C. E McMurdo,

against
Met (Lumbryer's Phil—Nell), owned bv Cashman &

Meeker and handled by A. Vaughn.

The judges were Messrs. Davidson. Wallace and Tallman.
Col. Merriman was to have acted, but was called home by
the death of his sister, and Mr. Wallace filled his place.

Preliminary Series.

In the preliminary series the average quality of the work
was of a very low grade, and many of the heats were tire-
some in the extreme. The judges selected eight of the six-
teen starters as worthy to compete in the second series, but
upon what grounds some of them were allowed a further
trial our notes fail to show, and their performance in their
subsequent heats clearly proves that our notes did them no
injustice. The judges informed them that they were more
liberal in spotting than they were inclined to be by request
of the club. This is all wrong, and the club had no voice in
the matter, and their request was not entitled to the slight-
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est consideration, and the judges owed it to themselves, to

say nothing of their dutv to others and to the best interests

of' field trials, to have, followed the dictates of their own
judgment in selecting dogs that will now pose before the
public as being in the judges' opinion good enough to win a
place at a field trial. Not only was the spotting system
emasculated, but great harm was done, unintentionally of

course, by bringing it into dispute by keeping in dogs that
neither of the judges would give a five dollar note for.

The dogs selected were by consent placed by the judges to

run as follows: Joy, Jr., against Miss MealJy, F. F. V.
against Convex, Lady Hessen against Met, and Flirt agaiust
Rip Rap.

It is not necessary to describe the work in the prelimi-
nary series in detail, as in a large majority of eases there
was not much of merit in the performance of the dogs. Joy,
Jr. did some very good work when on game, but he did not
get out and hunt in very good form. Miss Meally, F. F. V.
and Convex, all pointed some of the many birds they were
shown, and all flushed some, but neither of them showed
iuuch inclination to hunt, nor any bird sense, although
Convex did strike out a little at times. Lady Hessen ran
her heat alone, as her brace-mate was absent and she did
fairly well, both in searching for birds and when they were
found. Met did not show much pace or range, and hunted
but little: he did some quick and accurate work on singles,

but showed little bird sense. Flirt was ordered up at High
Point for want of merit. She showed up here, however, in
better form, and had a little speed, worked her ground and
handled her birds fairly well. Rip Rap totally eclipsed
everything in the stake, going as well as he did at High
Point. Had the judges selected Joy, Ji\, Lady Hessen, Flirt
and Rip Rap, to run for the money, they would have been
very near the mark.

Second Scries.

The first brace in the second series, Joy, Jr. and Miss
Meally were put down at 9:45, Thursday moruing, in a la.rge

stubble field, some four miles south of the town. It was
cloudy iu the morniug and it looked like rain, but the clouds
broke away soon and we had a very good hunting day.
The fields were large and open, with but few thickets and
birds are said to be abundant; not many were found, how-
ever, but enough to test the dogs. Joy had much the best of
it in pace and range, and showed the most bird sense; both
pointed and backed nicely. When the hour was up, Joy
was awarded the heat. Miss Meally showed up better than
in her previous heat, and with more experience she may turn
out a fairly good dog; she appears to have an excellent nose,
and is quite stylish.

The beat between F. F. V. and Convex was decided in
favor of F. F. V. She made two or three points when taken
to the birds, but neither showed much ability.

Lady Hessen won over Met. She beat him iu pace and
range and bird sense. Met loafs and does not appear to be
hunting at all. He is quite good on scattered birds, and if

he takes to hunting he may make a good one.
Rip Rap had an easy win over Flirt, ranging wide and

working out his ground in a manner that few old dogs can
equal. Flirt ranged fairly well and showed some speed, but
she had not much chance at the birds, although sne got the
first point on a single, Rap finding two bevies in capital
style. This ended the second series with the result as fol-
lows:
Jov, Jr. beat Miss Meally.
F. F. V. beat Convex.
Lady Hessen beat Met.
Rip Rap beat Flirt.

lliird Series.

The first heat in the third series was between Joy, Jr. and
Pi F. V. At the start, First Flight Virginian, as she was
slowly walking along, put her nose to the ground and inch
by inch puzzled along in the grass for at least four feet and
greatly to the surprise of every one, rooted up a quail.
After this we worked slowly along with Joy well iu the lead,
but finding nothing until they had been down 59m. 30s.,

when Joy made a nice point to a bevy, and before the birds
were fairly in the air the dogs were ordered up with Joy the
winner of one of the most tedious heats we ever saw' run.
This was the last heat for the day, as through some mis-
management no further progress was made, although there
was plenty of time to run another heat.
On Friday it was quite warm and a few drops of rain fell

in the afternoon, but soon cleared and toward evening the
weather was delightful. At 8:37 Lady Hessen and Rip Rap
were put down iu a sedge field aud worked through to a
large stubble. Lady started out fairly well, but she was not
well acquainted with her handler and did not show up so
well as in her trial heat

;
and her work on birds was far

from good. Rap won the heat very easily, although he was
not quite up to his form in his previous heat. This ended
the third series with the result as follows:
Joy, Jr., beatF. F. V.
Rip Rap beat Lady Hessen.

Final for Firs*.

Joy, Jr.,' and Rip Rap were the only ones left in and they
were put down at 9:56 to run for first place. Joy had im-
proved in speed and range and worked out his ground fairly
well. His owner informed us that he had been worked only
a month previous to the trials, and that he was a bit stale
when he ran his first heat Rap won his heat easily and was
declared the winner of first prize. He did not show up at
his best in this heat, owing in a great measure to the man-
ner in which he was handled, being pulled here and there on
short turns before he had finished his casts until he became
somewhat confused, and in consequence his speed and range
were contracted. The heat and the briers undoubtedly had
something to do in slackening his speed and wind. Under
the circumstances we thought he held up remarkably well.

Final for Second.

The judges selected Flirt to run with Joy, Jr., for second
place, and after a long wait Flirt., who had been, through
mistake of one of the drh'ers, taken in a wrong direction,
they were put down at 11:56. There was considerable talk
of throwing out Flirt on account of her absence, but as no
one seemed to know just how the mistake occurred, and as
Mr. Mears refused to take advantage of an accident, she was
allowed to start, Joy ran fairly well and had no trouble in
winning the heat. Flirt hunted as well as in her previous
heats, but spoiled it all by her behavior when on game,
being uncertain when she had scent and flushing most of
her birds, and she was also unsteady to wing. At the ex-
piration of the allotted hour Joy, Jr., was declared winner
of second prize, and the judges placed Miss Meally third.
In placing Rip Rap and Joy, Jr., at the head of affairs the

judges made no mistake, but right there they should have
stopped, and shown by refusing to award third prize that
they placed a proper esti mate upon the performances of the
other do£s in the stake. The houor of a win, even of the
lowest position, at a field trial, is held in high estimation,
and it should be won by and awarded to merit alone. The
standard of field trial excellence is a high one, made so by
the ability of the very many good dogs that have gallantly
contested for supremacy, and wrested their hardly won
laurels from worthy competitors. Let us not then lower
this standard by placing upon the roll of honor the name of
any contestant that has not conclusively shown by good
performance that he is worthy.

W"e have no doubt that a number of the dogs in the stake
with experience and proper handling will be able to do
creditable work, but of course nothing of this nature can be
taken into consideration in a competitive trial. In select-
ing Miss Meally for third place, the judges, perhaps, did as
well as any one else would have done under like conditions

Had Flirt in her last heat behaved as well to birds as she
had previously done she would undoubtedly have won, and
even with this against her we thought her a little the best
of a bad lot. This ended the Pointer Derby, and it only re-

mained to run the winners of the two divisions, Rowdy Rod
and Rip Rap, together to decide which was the absolute
winner. As Rap had already run two heats and Rod was
to run in the All-Aged Setter Stake next day and Rap was
entered in the AllAged Pointer Stake, it was decided to
postpone the running of this heat until such time as would
place them upon even terms, and they will probably not run
until after the finish of both All-Aged Stakes. Following
is a summary of the Pointer Derby:

Preliminary Series.

Joy, Jr. , beat Lou.
Carlgrove beat Nye.
F. F, V. beat Sally P.
Miss Meally beat Convex,
Tough Nut beat Naso Peshall.
Lady Hessen beat Mamie Bang (absent).
Flirt beat Heiniken.
Rip Rap beat Met.

Second Series.

Joy, Jr., beat Miss Meally.
F. F. V. beat Convex.
Lady Hessen beat Met.
Rip Rap beat Flirt.

Third Series.

Joy, Jr., beat F. F. V.
Rip Rap beat Lady Hessen.

Final for First Place.

Rip Rap beat Joy, Jr., and won first prize.

Final for Second Place.

Joy, Jr., beat Flirt, aud won second prize. Miss Meally
placed third.

First, Rip Rap, §400; second, Joy, Jr., S200; third, Miss
Meally, S100.

THE ALL-AGED SETTER. STAKE.
The running of the All-Aged Setter Stake begun on Fri-

day, Dec. 6, at 1:37. There were 16 starters, and they were
drawn to run in the preliminary series in the following
order: Cora of Wetheral and Chance,Princess Beatrice II. and
Little Gift, Count Howard and King Leo, Cassio and Des-
mond II., Rowdy Rod and Roger, King's Mark and Whitie,
Blue Mark and Miss Monarch, King's Dan and Dash. The
work in this series covered a wide range from very good to
very bad, and some of the heats were tiresome. The judges
profited by their experience in other stakes, and iu spotting
the dogs they made an excellent selection, keeping in only
those that had showu considerable merit. The 8 left in
were drawn to run as follows: Little Gift against Roger,
Chance agaiust Desmond II., Cassio against King's Mark
and King's Dan against Rowdy Rod. The last named brace
was drawn first, but as King's Dan ran in the last heat in
the first series the order of running was changed, and Little
Gift and Roger were put down at 3:35 to run the first heat in
the second series, Rogerwas showing the better pace,range
and style when in motion. Gift showed the most style when
on game. Both were steady to wing and shot and did fairly
good work; with the advantage slightly in favor of Roger.
Chance and Desmond II. were tout down at 4:37, and after

running a half hour they were taken up to finish their heat
on Monday. This finished the work for the week. The
weather has been as good as could be wished and with the
exception of a few unnecessary delays as good progress has
been made as was possible under the rules. The club has
been very fortunate in securing good grounds for the trials
and good accommodations for those who attend, The
March House, where most of us are stopping, is excellently
kept with plenty of well cooked food and good comfortable
rooms, and no pains are spared to make the guests feel at
home, and, as the trials will continue at least two weeks
longer, we are all thankful that we are so pleasantly
situated. Matters so far have run with perhaps as little
friction as could be expected at a first meeting, and as ex-
perience is gained we have no doubt that the management
will be all that could be desired.

[Specirt? to Forest and Stream.']

Lexington, Dec, 9.—The weather to-day has been warm
and cloudy. In the unfinished heat between Chance and
Desmond II. both did good work, Chance winning. Rowdy
Rod beat King's Dan and King's Mark beat Cassio. In the
third series Roger beat Rowdy Rod and King's Mark beat
Chance. This ended the work for the day.
There were fourteen that filled their entry for the Pointer

Stake. They were drawn as follows: Arthur and Duke of
Hessen. Bannerman and Roger Williams. Rod's Sal and
Tammany Boy. Sally Brass II. and Rip Rap. Ajax and
Pontiac. Meally and Lebanon. Duke of Vernon and Lalla
Rookh.
Lexington, Dec. 10.—In the deciding heat for first place

won first prize. The heat was a long" and very poor one.
Chance then beat Roger for second place, and Roger was
in the All-Aged Setter Stake, King's Mark beat Roger and
placed third. Three heats were run in the Pointer Stake.
Weather warm and birds not plentiful.

INDIANA KENNEL CLUB.
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., Dec. 7.—Editor Forest and Stream:

The annual meeting of the Indiana Kennel Club was
held Dec. 2. The following officers were elected: D. C. Ber-
gundthal, President; R. P. Daggett, 1st Vice-President; J.
E. Dougherty, 2d Vice-President; J. M. Freeman, 3d Vice-
President: S. H. Socwell, Treasurer: P. T. Madison, Secre-
tary; J. W. Patterson, Royal Robinson, A. P. Craft, W. B.
Allen, F. W. Samuels and H. Hulman, Jr., Directors. The
reports of the treasurer and secretary were accepted. On
motion of Mr. Socwell, the awards of the judges at the club's
late field trials were concurred in.

On motion of Mr. Allen,which was seconded by Mr. Daggett
the club decided to hold field trials again next year, and de-
cided on the first Monday in November as the date, at which
two stakes will be run, viz.: a Derby for all setters and
pointers born on or after Jan. 1, 1889, and an all-aged stake
for all setters and pointers that have never been placed first,

in any all-aged stake in any recognized field trials in the
world. The forfeit in each stake will be £10, with $20 to fill.

The sweepstakes plan adopted by this club will again pre-
vail. The purses will be divided as follows, after deducting
expenses: 40 per cent, to first, 30 per cent, to second, 20 per
cent, to third and 10 per cent, to fourth.
After the chair had appointed Robinson, Socwell and

Madison a committee to revise the running rules the meet-
ing adjourned. P. T. Madison, Sec'y.

SPANIELS AT TORONTO.—Editor Forest and Stream,:
Mr. P. G. Keys, of Ottawa, Canada, writes me as follows:
"My attention has been called to your report of the Toronto
(Ont. ) show in the Forest and Stream, in which you have
my dogs misnamed, or rather the right name applied to the
wrong dog. It was Bob Obo and not Obo, Jr., that won
first and special at Toronto; Bob is a new importation,
made by me last summer; Obo, Jr., has been in this coun-
try for some years. Your criticism of Obo, Jr., applies to
Bob Obo, and vice versa. The mistake no doubt arose
owing to an error in the catalogue of the show, which gave
Obo, Jr., the number attached to Rob Obo'scnllnrand stall.''—Chas. H. Mason.

THE EASTERN COURSING MEET.
A MORE perfect day for the inaugural meet of the Eastern
xjL Coursing Club could not have been bad than Saturday,
Dec. 7. The cold snap had vanished, the sun was warm, the
air balmy as an October day, the ground jusfr right, and all
the dogs in perfect condition and spirits. The owners and
guests of the club were jubilant over the prospects of an en-
joyable day. for they had had an inkling that the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals would not inter-
fere unless they saw evidence of wanton torture and cruelty.
So firm were they all in the conviction that the meet was
sportsmanlike in the broadest and truest sense of the word,
that they felt sure of generous treatment at the hands of
the society.
The large preserve where the jacks were kept was furn-

ished with a corral, and from this a gate opened into a long
and wide lane, beyond wdrich was an immense field, which
opened on to the Hempstead Plains, reaching far beyond
the vision.
The following is the drawing of the dogs as was to have

been run, and among them will be found some rare good
ones, with wonderful field and bench show records and blood
from the best and raciest stock England possesses:

VVoodhaven Kennels' blue bitch Fleet
against

Mr. J. H. Watson's fawn dog Waverly,

M. H. W. Huntington's black and white dog Balkis
against

Hornell-Harmouy Kennels' black dog Hazelhurst.

Mr. W. R. Caminoni's blue bitch Wanda
against

Mr. W. H. Huntington's white and black dog Highland
Chief.
Hornell-Harmony Kennels' black and white bitch Har-

mony against
Mr. R. Lambert's black dog Timor.

Mr. C. L. Griffith's brin die bitch Gypsey
against

Mr. H. W Huntington's black and white dog Andv Mc-
Gregor.
Mr. C. S. Webber's black bitch Sister in Black

against
Ide & McCoy's fawn dog Glenboig.

Mr. W. H. Blackham's black bitch Clio
against

Mr. E. A. Garbtttt's fawn bitch Forest Queen.

Mr. J. H. Work's brindle dog Princ e
against

Mr. C. D. Webber's white and black bitch Mother Dem-
dike.
After some delay the blue bitch Fleet (George Washington— Loisette) and the large, well-muscled fawn dog Waverly

were put into the slips and made ready to decide which wa's
the faster and better dog. Quick from out the cover shot a
wbitetail jack rabbit, the quickest and wariest of the whole
family. It seemed but a second before he had gained his
freedom, for with great bounds he flew over the ground,
beading for the plains. Tbe slioper watched her closely,
his 100yds. law was increased to 125 ere he was able to sight
his dogs, when quicker than thought both dogs strained to
the jack, the slips were loosened, and the first brace of grey-
hounds of the Eastern Coursing Club meet bounded after
the nimble, fleet-footed jack. Fleet was thought to have
been sighted, but as the slips fell it was seen that she had
not been, and seeing her owner she made for him; but a
"Loo! loo!" to her directed her attention, she sighted her
game, and away she went, straining every muscle and mak
ihg every effort to do her best. Waverly, however, had full
ten lengths the start. The jack was scarcely touching the
ground, when right in front of her, not 50yds. away, she
caught sight of the Society officers' blue coats. Of ail the
wild animals, none perhaps is so afraid of man as a jack rab-
bit; and puss, true to her fears, turned not less than 45 de-
grees from her course. Fleet, coming up at a rattling good
pace, forced her again to turn, when Waverly got in a
rapid succession of points, held her well in hand, and fin

ally killed, with a score of 20 to the bitch's 6, A season's
coursing could scarcely have brought out a prettier sight of
nimble, quick turning on the part of the jack; and had she
not been frightened out of her course by the presence
of the S. F. P. C, A. officers, she would never have
been headed, and the officers would have been deprived of
the excuse for arresting both slipper and slip steward. This
they did; and the officers with their prisoners set off for the
Court house. Here Judge SteinerJaeld session, and the slip
steward demanding immediate trial bv jury one was im-
paneled and the trial for "willfully and unlawfully set-
ting on foot, instigating and engaging in an act of cruelty
to a certain animal, to wit, a rabbit," was begun. The de-
fense admitted the killing, but claimed it to be as legiti-
mate, honest, and as sportsmanlike as any other mode. Dr.
Cryer on cross-examination stated that the sport was
acknowledged and recognized all over the known world;
and it was the law to allow 60 or 80yds. before slipping the
dogs, whereas the Eastern Coursing Club gave him, as
judge, instructions not to give order to slip till full 100 to
to 125yds. had been allowed. He further added and was
corroborated by Mr. E. H. Morris that this particular jack
was allowed even more than instructed to him, aud had not
the officers of the S. P. C. A. been so situated in the field,

the jack would never have been caught and would probably
have reached the end of Long Island before the jury was
impaneled. The officers in question stationed themselves
at the far end of the large lot, and though twice requested
by a gentleman on horseback to return to the center of the
field, so as not to be in a position to interfere with the jack
reaching the plains, they stubbornly refused to stir one
foot. The result was that when the jack was within 50yds.
of them they were sighted, and quick as lightning she
darted across the field at a perfect 'angle of 45deg., which
enabled the dogs to close in upon her. To them alone
should be attributed the kill of the jack and not to the E.
C. C. or the dogs. She was simply dying over the ground,
gaining rapidly on the dogs, but once turned from ber
course her death was certain, and though she doubled and
turned with great quickness she was unable to elude her
pursuers. One of the Society officers acknowledged on
cross-examination that the jack could not be caught by a
greyhound if she was allowed fair play, and the interference
of the officers by their presence in an obstructive position
led to her death.
The jack was taken from Waverly's mouth, her back and

leg broken, yet because there was still a slight pulsation of
the heart the officer who claimed he was a sportsman clubbed
the poor dead animal till he broke her thick frontal bone,
and the blood flowed copiously from her nostrils. The society
tried to prove this flow was caused by the dog's bite, but Dr.
Cryer, an expert from the Philadelphia College of Surgeons,
proved it was the inhuman, unnecessary blow of the officer.
Such an officer as this is called upon to decide what is

and what is not true sportsmanship, and his utter ignorance
of the fact that a rabbit needs but one stroke of the hand on
the neck to kill it, proves he knew as little of sport as he
does of humanity. The wretched complaint of the society,
the want of knowledge of distance, L e, calling 100yds, 100ft.,
in apparent ignorance of the fact that the dividing fence on
the plains was taken down, and many other items of vital
importance to a defender of the jack elicited such outbursts
of repeated laughter from the people who crowded the court
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room that Judge Sterner had many times to call for "order.

"

TJpoa examination of one of the witnesses for the defense,
it was stated and proved by the rules of conrsing, that the
sport is not for the purpose of killing or torturing the rab-
bit, but rather to prove the speed, endurance and cleverness
of the dogsi-and as the society's officer acknowledged in
open court, that a greyhound could not catch a jack rabbit
if it was not interferred with, the complaint fell flat, and
the jury was sent out for a verdict without being even
charged by the judge. A few moments later it returned
bringing a verdict of acquittal. The shouts and hurrahs,
the cheers and applause that welcomed this verdict were
simply deafening, and it was considered all the more grati-
fying to the club and its development of the sport of cours-
ing, since not a member of the club knew a single man in
the town or neighborhood, except the. owner of the ground,

H hi

GROUND PLAN.
A, Preserve. B, Vacant lot. C, Corral. D, Wire gate leading

into 25. E, Lane opening into field G. F, Slipper's box. G. Open
field. H. Hempstead Plains. I, Position of S. P. C. A.'s officers.
J, Point where jack saw officers. K, Fence, removed previous to
slipping. If, Where kill was made.

Mr. England, and he was known only to two of them. Judge
Weller addressed the jury in a very able speech and carried
conviction to every one in the court room, that the society's
action was uncalled for: that the sport was conducted in a
legitimate manner, as is done in our Southern and Western
states, and California, etc., where no interference would be
tolerated, nor a jury be found to convict a man for enjoying
the sport of coursing. One gentleman stated he had come
400 miles to see the sport, uot to see the rabbit killed or tor-
tured, for that he could do on his own farm, if his inclina-
tion was that way; but that he came to find out if his dogs
were good ones, to compare their speed and endurance not
only with the other dogs, but with the jack; and the state-
ment, that a man would travel all that distance to see a dog
kill a jack was as preposterous as the society's complaint.
The jack rabbits provided for the running were absolutely

free in a large 8-acre lot. From this lot they were by means
of a long canvas net forced into the corral. Here a gate led
into the long lane opening into the open lots, and as soon as
a jack approached it wras opened, the jack shot through it.

and the gate closed quickly to prevent the escape of others
approaching it. The officers of the society tried to prove
that the jack bad been handled by the slip steward, but the
evidence of any one's inability to catch it was so well known
by all in the court that the statement evoked great merri-
ment. The same officer ou cross-examination stated he
judged the hounds were fullj^ 5 minutes in pursuit of the
jack before catching it.

From the East there was present one of Maine's most
ardent sportsmen, Mr. N. Q. Pope. From Massachusetts
there was Mr. Heald (of Mr. Thayer's kennels), from Covert,
N. Y,, Mr. Wixom; from New Jersey, Mr. Webber and Mr.
Rackham; while from near by were Messrs. DeLancey Kane.
L. C. Whiten, Judge E. P. Vacheron, J. H. Watson, C. L.
Griffiths, H. W. Huntington, German Hopkins, H. W. "Lacy,
W. R. Caminoni, E. A. Garbutt, Harry Baird, P. Segur;
Dr. M. H. Cryer, of Philadelphia, noted both as a horseman,
sportsman and breeder of far famed pugs; Mr. Chevalier,
and many other gentlemen well-known in greyhound circles.

Felix.

AMERICAN FOX-TERRIER CLUB.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A committee was appointed in the spring, consisting of

Messrs. Wiuthrop, Rutherfurd and Fred Hoey, to inquire
into and report upon the feasibility of holding a summer
show at either Long Branch, Coney Island, or some suitable
place other than Saratoga and Newport, the summer shows
at the last named places not having been financially success-
ful for the past three years. After careful inquiry Messrs.
Rutherfurd and Hoey report unfavorably respecting a sum-
mer show.
The question of holding a specialty show in November or

December at Boston or New York was thoroughly discussed
by the board of governors, and it was decided that, while
the prospects for a show in the autumn or early Avinter
were favorable, it would be better, in view of the fact that
the treasury had suffered somewhat during the past years
from the heavy expenses of the club, to forego holding a
club show during the year. To offset such a loss to the fox-
terrier fancy it was decided to distribute the various Stakes
of the club and add special prizes among the different dog
shows during the spring of 1890 in such manner as to serve
the best interests of the club. The following programme
was therefore adopted:

STAKES AND SPECIALS OFFERED BY THE AMERICAN FOX-TER-
RIER CLUB, 1890.

New York, Feb. 11.—Stud Dog Stakes, second division of
Grand Produce Stakes of '89, first division of Grand Produce
Stakes of '90, grand challenge cup, Yankee Stakes 1889, $10
for the best fox-terrier in the show, *10 for the best fox-ter-
rier in the open class, $10 for the best fox-terrier in the
puppy class, -$10 for the best brace of fox-terriers.
Chicago. Feb. 19.—Tomboy Stakes, $10 for the best fox-

terrier in the show, $10 for the best fox-terrier in the open
class, $10 for the best American-bred puppy in the show.
Rochester Kennel Club, March 11.—$25 for the best exhibit

of fox-terriers.
Buffalo Kennel Club, March 18.—$35 for the best exhibit

of fox-terriers.
Massachusetts Kennel Club, Lynn. March 35".—$35 for the

best exhibit of fox-terriers
New England Kennel Club, Boston, April 3. -Home-bred

Puppy Stakes, grand challenge cup, $10 for the best fox-ter-
rier in the show, $10 ten- the best fox-terrier in the open class.
Albany Kennel Club.—Apollo Stakes, $25 tor the best ex-

hibit of fox-terriers.
Philadelphia.—Tomboy Stakes, $25 for the best exhibit of

fox-terriers. H. P. Frothengham, Sec y and Treas.
Dec. 4.

'

THE CLUMBER SNOW.—I have purchased of Mr. H. H.
Simmons, of Crouch, near Sevenoaks, England, the well-
known Clumber bitch Snow (champion John o' Gaunt—
Foxley Beauty, a K. C. first prize winner). From her photo
Snow looks a lovely bitch, [all white, and, as she is litter
sister to Clover, Cherie and Cynic, and the best of the lot at
that, comes by her good qualities honestly. Among many
firsts, she has won first at the Jubilee show and first at
Birmingham. My blue belton setter dog Ben II., vhc.
PUPPY class, Ottawa, died on the 2d inst. of distemper. He
was of the very best blood and of a grand working family,
consequently 1 greatly regret his loss.—F. H. F. Mercer.

*

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

BRED.
^jp~ Notes must be sent on tbe Prepared Blanks.
Satellite—Bruce IT. Alpine Kennels' (Fairfield, Conn.) St. Ber-

nard bitch Satellite (Monk II.—Sheila) to J. S. Bache's Bruce II.
(Beresford—Banshee), Oct. 1.

WHELPS.
Jg^" Notes must be sent on tbe Prepared Blanks.
Satellite. Alpine Kennels" (Fairfield, 'Conn.) St. Bernard bitch

Satellite (Monk II—Sheila), Dec. 3. six (two clogs), bv J. S. Bache's
Bruce II. (Beresford—Banshee).
Lady Alice. Norham Kennels' (Joliet, 111.) St. Bernard bitch

Ladj Alice (champion Valentine— Miss Meg), Dec. 3, ten (four
dogs), by Marmion (Nero III. —Hetty),

Trixie. R. J. McLaughlin's (Cleveland. O.) Yorkshire terrier
bitch Trixie (Tiny— Flossie), June 20, three bitches, by P. H,
Coombs's Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Beat's Lady).

Flossie. Thus. McAlvon's (Bangor, Me.) Yorkshire terrier bitch
Flossie, Nov. 10, four (one dog), by P. H. Coombs's Bradford Harry
(Crawshaw's Bruce—Bea-l's Lady).

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Correspondents.

Subscriber, N. Y.—Terrier's ear has large swelling which con-
tains pus. I have cut it and taken pus out aa much as possible,
but it has swollen again and is as large as ever, and is painful to
touch; has also lameness in hindquarters. By kindly advising me
what to do for same you will oblige. Ans. Abscess must be
opened freely so that all matter maybe evacuated. Rub hind-
quarters with chloroform linament.

\hootin$.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
ST. LOUIS, Mo., Dec. 7—The scores of the members of the St.

Louis Pistol Club show a very marked improvement over those of
several shoots previous. This is attributed to the fact that the
club has dispensed with the short cartridges and are now using
tbe special long exclusively. The medal for the coming week was
won by Summerfield, who made a beautiful 90. This is the first
time lie has quit high on the present tourney, and to say that he
is proud of 1 lie trophy would be putting it mildly. But two more
shools remain of the present tourney, when it is quite probable
the club will drop the standard American target aud return to
the one it used when first organized. A 20yds. standard Ameri-
can target is used for all shooting. The scores:M Summerfield 9 9 7 10 8 10 9 9 10 9—90
E Mohrstadt 10 9 10 9 9 8 8 8 9 9—89

7 10
7 7
7 5

-78
0-71
0-69

G Alexander ..7 7 9 10 9 9 8 9 9 8—85W Bauer 9 6 6 9 9 10 10 6 8 9-85
WHettel 8 8 9 7 9 5

"

W J Lord 5 9 8 9 8 8
A E Bengel 9 6 9 8 6 i _
The annual meeting of the club for the election of officers took

place at the Laclede Gallery last Wednesday night, and resulted
as follows: J. A. Lee, President: W. Bauer, Vice-President: W.
J. Lord, Secretary and Treasurer. W. Mackwitz, W. II. Hettel,
E. Mohrstadt and M. Summerfield with the officers constitute the
Board of Directors.

—

Unseb Fkitz.
SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 1.—Harbor View Rifle Range was Die

scene of several club medal shoots to-day, and, despite the rain
and wind, good scores were the order of the rlav. The Germania
Schuelzen Club held its regular monthly medal shooting, the fol-
lowing being the winners in the various contests: Champion
class, G-eo. Helm, 125 rings; first class, C. Heeth, 401 rings; second
class, R. Finking, 405 rings; third class, B. Overmohle. 364 rings;
fourth class, G. H. Bahrs, Jr., 322 rings. B. Overmohlo secured
the first and last best shots. The Kintraeht Shooting Section also
held a medal shoot at Harbor View with the following result:
Champion class, F. A. Kuhls, 391 rings; first class, H. Patt, 345
rings; second class, A. Winner, 359 rings; third class, A. Thick,
256 rings. H. Roepke made the first best shot. The shoot of the
Gruetli Club resulted in the following marksmen winning medals:
First class, G. Orsi, 399 rings; second class. W. Van Wye. 368
rings; third class, E. Weber, 366 rings. Shell Mound was compar-
atively deserted, though a num ber of marksmen assembled for
practice. The independent Rifles turned out, however, and made
the following scores at 200yds.:
Lieut F Staude. . . . 5345434434—39 Corp Tonneraaeber5444445444—43
Sergt H Staude. . .. 4434454444—40 Corp T 0 Hamann.2434444344—36
Capt T Schmalholz5443344334—37 J G Wintien 4314433443-36
Lieut R Beverson.. 3433444053-33
On Sunday next companies C and G of the First, and tbe San

Francisco Schuetzen Verein will hold regular shoots, and Messrs.
Carr and Hovey, using Sharps' rifles, will shoot Messrs. Young
and Johnson, using Springfield rifles, a BO-shot match. These
gentlemen are among the best riflemen on the coast, and the re-
sult of the match is looked forward to with much interest.

ST. PETERSBURG, Dee. 3.—The Russian army is to be supplied
as rapidly as possible with a new rifle of Russian manufacture.
The new arm is lighter than the Berdan rifle now in use, and has,
it is claimed, a great advantage in economy of ammunition, be-
cause it can be used for single fire or with a repeating apparatus,
the repeating breach being easily adjusted or detached. The
soldiers will carry separate cartridges for single fire, and will not
use the rifle as a repeater except in urgent circumstances and by
special orders.

REVOLVER CHALLENGES.—Springfield, Mass., Dec. 7.—
Editor Forest and Stream: The Smith and Wesson Revolver Club
are open for a challeuge from any club in the United States.
Conditions: Each club to send marked targets. Score 10 shots, 5
shots on a target, off-hand: scores to be telegraphed after match.
Distauce 10yds.. 10 men on a side. Who will be the first to give us
a challenge?—D. W. Was, Sec'y,

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blan.ts
prepared by Vie Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor its with dub scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

LINCOLN, 111.—The score of the monthly badge shoot of the
Lincoln Gun Club, held Tuesday, Dec. 3, is appended herewith,
The match is shot at 15 singles and 5 pairs Peoria blackbirds.
American Association rules. Weather cold and strong wind in
face of shooter. Birds out of left and middle traps frequently
"sky scrapers," and right trap as often foul:
L C Schwerdtfeger limllllUOUO
George Atweli 101U00101U110
Robert Schuster 111110011010010
Jerry Parker .101101111010111
Robert M. Wildman (M001010111000
Harry Webber 001001010001000
Schwerdtfeger takes gold medal and YVebhcr will weaj Irhe

leather badge for 30 days—Sa.OHBM.

11 10 11 11 11-22
11 10 11 01 00-10
10 10 10 11 11—10
00 10 10 11 01-16
10 11 11 01 10-14
10 00 01 11 01— 9

CLASS VS. THOMPSON.
TUESDAY afternoon, Dec. 3, at the North End Driving Park,

White Plains, N. Y., these men came together, to see which
was the. better man at the traps. The Westchester county people
swear by Thompson, while the Jerseymen stuck to Class to a
man. There was so much money, however, ready to be wagered
on the Yonkers man, that the betting, which was even at the be-
ginning of the match, turned strongly in favor of Thompson.
Ten to six was finally offered ou Thompson. The dav was a very
peculiar one. Iu the morning the sun rose clear and bright, the
ruddy clouds betokening pleasant weather; an hour afterward
the sun went behind a bank of clouds, and at 10 o'clock, when a
large party of interested men left New York for The grounds, the
sun was again shining and the air soft and springlike.
The grounds were in the inclosed space, surrounded by the trot-

ting track of the Westchester Agricultural Society. 'These are
located ono mile north of the village, and apart from the trouble
of getting there, were admirably situated for the purposes of a
shooting contest, being level as a floor. No less than 400 persons
were interested spectators iu the match from start to finish.
Before the main event was started, a little 5 bird sweep was

started. Score:
First event, at 5 live birds, American Association rules, two

moneys, ties div.:
Golf 02011—3 Class llfl2-6
Irwin 21111—5 Riggotts 11211- 5
Erb 12101—4 Welch 21112—5
At 1 o'clock it began a spitting rain, and at: 1:30 o'ekek, when

the big shoot was started, the outlook was gloomy in the extreme

.

Al Heritage was selected as judge for Class, while Charles Row-
ley acted in the same capacity for Thompson. John Erb officiated
as referee. Thompson won the toss and sent Class to the score.
The match was for 8500 a side. 100 birds each, Hurlingham rules:
Class 2112212021111012120201021-20

202132-;' !,:•
.'i r, , V

1101210U2020001102210122—17
1110222112011122222222112-23-80

Thompson 0121021212221 122331212001—21
1031011011(132010221112210-18
1211100112122221 112210221-22
2221210222022111101111211-22-83

The birds were not a hard lot for picked ones, not 100 being
capital flyers. The others were somewhat slow in getting oft
and of slow flight when started. Thompson, in his use of second
barrel, was wonderfully effective; in the use of first barrel be was
deficient, and in a single-barrel race would be heavily handi-
capped. In the luck of the birds he had sligh tly tbe best of it.

He used his second barrel 39 times and had 2 drop dead out of
bounds. Class had 5 dead out of bounds and used his second bar-
rel 43 times; his last barrel was used, however, to put a bird out
of misery and not owing to amiss. On the contrary, many of
Thompson's birds were clean misses, and then a kill followed
with the second. The Yonkers man made some magnificent
shots with his second barrel.
Thompson used a 7-Mlb. L. C. Smith gun, Climax shells, loaded

with 3J4drs. Schultze powder, II-qoz. No. 7 chilled shot in both bar-
rels. Class used bis favorite Lefever gun, 7J^lbs. weight, Climax
shells loaded with 3J/gdrs. trap wood powder in first barrel and
3V£drs. Curtis & Harvey black powder in second barrel. At 2J4
o'clock the rain changed into hail, and at 3 o'clock it again
changed into snow, and from that out the match was shot in a
blinding snow storm. Never was there a more disagreeable day
for a match. At the conclusion of the affair so much talk was
indulged in that a match was arranged to take place on Dec. 18.

The following day a guaranteed purse of $150 was hung up by
W. P. Updegrove, owner of tbe park, and had 13 entries, over fill-

ing, which made it 8195, divided into three moneys, 50, 30 and 20
per cent. The day was just the reverse of the one before, the sun
shining brightly, but owing to the cold it made the boys hang
around the fire, or chasing themselves around to keep warm. Be-
fore this event a 4-bird sweep was shot to a finish, ties div ; score;
Gettle 1101—3 Manly 0101—2
Lindslev 2200-2 Welsh 1221—4
Heck; en 1212—4 Castle 1011—3
Following came the main event, and after this, all the boys

being satisfied, all thanked Mr. Updegrove very heartily, and
left for their homes. Mr. Updegrove returns tie thanks of all
and hopes to see them up again very shortly.
Match at 15 live birds, 8150 guaranteed, Association rules, three

moneys:
Class 211221222102212—14 Welsh 1022103 -

'

Manly 122111202211121-14 Rowley. . 1111021 1

1

Lindslev 1 320211 22001022—1 1 Riggot t 21132111321 1222-1

5

Dittmar 120221120122101—12
Hedden 111121022121112—14
Collin s 110212221211221—14
J Thompson. . .122012220112122-13
All ties divided.

Caatle 112302121011218—13
Harrison 021i.1il.-3V 1002— 9
Gettle 1120221 233; ,

'in

..1

..7

. . 9 Simpson .

...10

Simpson .

9 Simpson

NEW YORK SUBURBAN GROUNDS, Claremont, N. J., Dec
—Sweeps at 10 bluerocks, 50 cents entry, ties div.:
Sigler 6 Collins 5 Tee Kay
Miller 8 Lindsley 7 Simpson
Sweep 2, same:

Sigler 9 Collins 6 Tee Kay
Miller 7 Lindsley 8 Simpson
Sweep 3, same:

Sigler 10 Collins 6 Tee Kay
Miller 8 Lindsley 8 Simpson
Sweep 4, same:

Sigler 9 Collins 8 Tee Kay.
Miller 8 Lindsley 7 Simpson
Miller won second on shoot-off.

Sweep No. 5:

Sigler 10 Collius....
Miller 9 Lindsley..
Miller won second on shoot off.

Sweep No. 6:

Sigler 8 Collins—
Miller 10 Lindsley ..

Swetp No. 7:

Sigter 9 Collins—
Miller 10 Lindsley
Sigler won second on shoot off at 25 birds.
Sweep JNo. 8, 25 bluerocks:

Sigler 22 Collins 16 Simpson 30
Miller 20 Lindsley 31
Sigler, Collins and Liudsley's score count for Lefever trophy.
Sweep No. 9, 10 bluerocks:

Sigler ..10 Lindsley - 9 Simpson 10

MiRer 9

NEWARK, Dec. 7.—The Orange and Blooming Grove gun clubs
shot the first match of the series yesterday afternoon at Erb's
Park, Newark. Tbe score:

Orange Gun Club.
Senaj 1112112211221 2221 22021122-24
Nampake 0212122111111102111112111- 23
Thims 2U020132H2113lIOia00101-19
Sommins 0200101 1121 201 00221210211-17
Nilmmorc 1121202001100202102332021-17
Thurf 0211222202000220011220212-16—116

Blooming Grove Gun Club.
Ecnerwal 2010012121222111101212110-20
Eigne 0121 201 021122201 3211 10321 -20
Neddeh 0112122010022112012111110-19
Thims 0120012101000222002201222-15
Snave 1020200 1 00001000001000110—13
S) ie 1010022020013112200010012—13-100

The Orange Gun Club .won by 16 birds and could have won by a
larger majority had they been so disposed. Tbe club from Pike
county, Pa., was away off in the shooting quality of its members
on this occasion. They fell in the rear so early in the race that
they were practically out of it from the start. The men are not
all Arabs or Swedes or Russians, as the names would indicate.
They have simply indulged in the harmless freak of using nomx
de fusil,

LONG BRANCH, N. J., Dec. 2.-Tbe Central Gun Club had its
opening shoot at, this place to-day. Clay-pigeons (bluerocks) were
used. William C. Price, 16yds., and Philip Daly, Jr., 19yds., shot at
15 each, Daly knocking down 14 and Price 11. A sweepstake fol-
lowed, in which Philip Daly, Jr. won first money and Frederic
Loeb and John Shaw divided the second. In the third shoot, 10
pigeons each, Messrs. Van Djke, Shaw and Elisha Price tied with
9 each, while Philip Daly, Jr., took second money and William C.
Price took third money. Price. Van Dyke and Shaw shot off their
tie in the next match, also of 10 birds, in which Price and Shaw
again tied at 8, when they divided first money of both events.
Luke Bright and J. Van Dyke divided second money, while C.
Woolley took third. Six birds each was the last event, when
Price. Daly and Van Dyke tied at 5. They shot is off, miss and
out. Van Dyke and Daly dividing first money, Edward Rpid tftk-
ing second and Woolley third.
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TORONTO. Dec. 4.—A contest took place at the Woodbine to-day
between the trap-shooters of the eastern section of the city and
the trap-shnoters nf 1he western section. Yonge street being the
dividing line. Mr. George H. Briggs, the promoter and originator
of the mafcK captained the west end Team, and Aid. O. C. Small
the east. end. The weather, though oold, was well suited for
shooting, and the result was a contest of intense interest, on the
issue of which considerable money depended. The birds were
decidedly lively, and compelled a steady hand and a watchful
eye. Mr. W, Pearson, fo ' the winners, did some excellent shoot-
ing, bringing down his ten straight, and only twice using his
second barrel. Messrs. Ellis and Sawdon also grassed their birds
Straight, while Messrs. Townson, McDowall, Wright, Beldan and
Parker were each unlucky enough to miss a teaser. For the
losers Mr. Rice killed his ten in good sportsmanlike style, and
Jeff Word en wounded one that got away that might have tied the
score. Messrs. Bugsr, Staneland, Barrett and Clark also each
missed a single that might have been dropped, but wasn't, and
that might have turned the scale, hut didn't. The captain of the
west-enders has. however, this much satisfaction, that he outshot
the leader of the other band, and that had the result depended
upon him alone he would have won. As it is, the westerners
have to pay for two barrels of the best flour for the Boys' and
Girls' Home. Mr. Joseph Taylor was the referee, and neither
sound nor murmur was heard at. anything he said. Following
are the scores:
Teams of 14 at 10 birds each, 26yds. rise, Bast Toronto vs. West

Toronto, Toronto Gun Club rules to govern:
East End.

pparson 10
Ellis 10
Sawdon 10
Townson 9
Parker 9
McDowall 9

Wright 9
Belden 9
Smith 8

Ayre 7
Armstrong 6
Jones 6
Andrews 5

West End.
Rice 10
"W orden. 9
Staneland 9

Bugg 9
Barrett 9
Clark 9
Loudon 8

Wakefield 8
Purse 8
Sinclair, Jr 8

Sinclair, Sr.

Blea...
6
6
4-110Small 4—111 Maugban

Dec. //.—The Stanley Guu Club held its sixteenth fortnightly
shoot fur the president's gold watch at McDowell's grounds this
afternoon. The day w;is delightful, and a large number of sports-
men were present. Several good scores were made, but Mr.
Emoncl went to the front in grand st le, scoring 23 out 25, which
gave him the handsome gold watch as his person--)! property. Mr.
Emond shot a 10-bore Greener hammerless, using SJ^drs. of Hamil-
ton trap powder, and 1%oz. of No. 7 shot. His handicap was 28yds.
from the traps. A number of sparrow shoots were also shot.
These are the scores; watch shoot, handicao from 15vds. to 28jds.:
Emond (28) 22 Bayles (18) 18 Mallett (23) 11
Beat ty (19) 21 Dralsy (22) 1(3 McDowall (32) 11
Carruthers (19)... .20 T Sawaou, Jr (24). .11 Harristsn (18) 3
T Sawdon, Sr (24).. 19

The following are the scores of the former winners:
Wrn McDowell. ...19 T Sawdon, Jr 19 Charts 19
J Wells 20 SMcClure... 18 F Emond 23W Felstead 23 Charts 23 F Emond 22
T Sawdon, Jr 22 T Sawdon, Jr 18 Charts 19
F Mallett 21 T Sawdon, Sr 17 Draisy 18
The winners of the sweeps, which were at 10 sparrows, were:

First sweep:
Pickering 9 Smith 7 Heatherington 4
Peterson 9 Daisy 5 Orr 4
Pickering and Peterson div. first and second.
Second sweep:

Emond 8 Pickering ti Smith 5
James 8 Winchell 5
Emond and James div. first and second.
Third sweep:

George 8 James 7 McDowall 6
Emond 7 Cook 6 Wright 5
Pickering 7 Jones 6 Phillips...; 4
Tracey 7
NEW HAT ION, Conn., Dec. 6.—Regular shoot of the Elm City

Guu Club. The day was very windy and not favorable for large
scores, nevertheless some fair shooting was witnessed. On New
Year's day we will give an all-day shoot, which all are cordially
invited to attend.
Event No. 1, match at tongueless bats, three Keystone traps, 15

and 18yds. rise:

Bates 111111-0 Hill 011011—4
Gould 111111-6 Whitney 011110-4
Ortseifer 1 L1110—5 Bristol 111001—4
Tyler 11H01-5
Event No. 2, same conditions:

Ortseifer 111111—6 Whitney 111011—5
Bates 111111—6 Bristol 1 11011—5
Tvler . 111111-6 Gould 110110-4
Hill 011111-5 Sackett 000010-1
Event No. 3. match at tongueless bats, three Keystone traps, 16

and 18yds. rise, 6 singles a^d 2 pairs, 50 cents durance:
Bates llllll 11 10-9 Bristol 111010
Whitney 0101 11 11 11-8 Gould
Ortseifer 011011 11 11—8 Sackett....
Tyler 101010 11 11—7 Hill
Event No. 4, 12 birds, Hurlnigham rules:

Gould - . .111111111111- 13 Bristol
Bates 111111011111-11 Hill
Tyler ..111011111110-10 Ortseifer. .

.

Whitney 111011111011—10 Sackett

....110011
..000010
- .010001

01 11-7
10 11-7
11 11—5
10 01—4

001111011111- 9
oin ioihod:— 9
onmoiooii- 8
.001011011111— 8

Event No. 5, 7 tongueless bats S(raightaway, 3 Keystone traps
21jds. tise:
Ortseifer 1111111-7 Bristol 0111111 -6
Tyler 11U111-7 Bates 1111011—6
Sacket Ill 1111-7 HilT. 1101101—5
Gould 1110111-6 Whitney 1101000-3
Event No. 6, 5 pairs:

Ortseifer 11 11 11 11 11—10 Bates 10 11 01 10 11-7
Tyler 11 10 11 01 11- 8 Gould 10 11 11 10 00-6
"Whitney 13 10 10 11 11— 8 Hill 00 11 10 11 10—6
Bristol ..- 11 10 10 11 11- 8 Sackett 00 10 10 10 11—5
Event No. 7, 6 singles and 2 pairs tongueless bats, 3 Keystone

traps, 16 and 18 yds. rise:
Whitney llllll 11 11—10 Ortseifer 011111 01 10—7
Bristol llllll 1111-10 Bates 001111 1111—8
Tyler llllll 11 10- 9 mil 100111 01 00-6
Gould OJllll 11 11- 9
Event No. 8, 13 buds, 21yns., use of one barrel:

Ortseifer . .1 1111111 Hll-12 Tyler .011011111111-10
Gould llllll I '1111—13 Bristol .. ..lilOllOUOll—

9

Eaten . .111111111110-11 mil 011O010HO11—

7

Whitney loliMl] 111-11
IKWi N VS. VAN C VMP. -To-day at Holt's farm at Wilburtha,

N. J.. Irwm and Van Camp, noted trap shots, had a close run of
it. Van Camp is prominent among the very best of the local
shots at Trenton, while irwm is equally well known to the sports-
men of Philadelphia as an expert with the breechloader. The
shooting was done in a large pasture field. The weather was cold
—the coldest of the season. This with a raw easterly wind made
things quite unpleasant for the spectators, of whom there were
some 200. Scouts fired recklessly in all din ctions and no less than
four spectators were shot. William Ferry was struck, in the chin,
J. Grigg caught it in the lip, while one unhappy individual caught
it on the jaw bone and chin. Still another got a grazed cheek.
As all these wounds bled freely the looks of the men can be im-
agined, rhe match began promptly at 10:30 o'clock and was
rapidly shot to a conclusion. The match was for $100 aside, 35
pigeons each man, Hurlingham rules to govern. The boundaries
were staked out by pegs driven in the ground and a while cord
run from peg to peg until the 80yds. circle was thus marked out.
The rise for both men was 80yds. The rear line was some 15yds.
back of the contestants, and a post and rail fence defined it
clearly. Van Camp won the toss and decided to shoot first.R Irwin. 1011011211220:; 1 2 1 0233 1 2312031232030-28
C Van Camp 20222121 1111312200320120012212221112-27
Tne pigeons were a singular lot. Of strong muscles and quick

of wing when started, they were so slow in getting off as to be
wearisome to both contestants and onlookers. Ouce up, how-
ever, they went like bullets and taxed the shooting power of hotn
men to the uttermost. Van Carra missed with his first barrel
many times, but was singularly effective in the use of his second.
Irwm shot, a clean ram;, and never lost the advantage he secured
at an early stage of the match.
THEY THINK THEY HAVE THE RECORD.-Crown Point,

ltd., Dec. 4. -Editor Forest and Stream: The Crown Point Gun

2o0 English sparrows. We have a curiosity to know if there are
any country clubs that con "knock out" our score on the number
of lr.aninaates usid since the above date. We feel like challeng-
ing any club of ten men lor §100 that can beat our record.—H.Mabble, Pres. C. P. G. C.

MONTREAL, Dec. 1.—The first big handicap shoot of the season
was held on the Athletic club house grounds yesterday afternoon,
and was in every way a big success. It was the inaueural winter
event of the Montreal Gun Club, and was also the first of the
Montreal Gun Club, and was also the first of the club's series of
three open handicaps, the remaining two of which will be shot off
Dec. 14 and 28. As the prizes offered are costlv and handsome,
viz-: first, a canoe, value $125; second, a silver cup, value $25;
third, gold medal, value $15, much interest had been excited
among patrons of the gun, and as a consequence the number of
competitors and spectators at the first match of the series was
very large. The weather, though slightly cold, was otherwise de-
lightful, making the drive out fo the clubhouse behind the moun-
tain most enjoyable. The light at the traps was also excellent,
and consequently, notwithstanding the cold, the shooting was
above the average. Of the thirty-two who had entered for the
match, twenty-five put in an appearance at the traps; among
whom will .be seen the best shots of Montreal. The shoot was
under the conditions of the Montreal Gun Club, 20 birds, 18yds.
rise. The following is the result of the shoot, the handicap num-
ber of birds following the name of each competitor, these handi-
caps being in every case included in the number of kills:

L Thackwell (2) 01111111111101111111—20
A Boa (5) lOOmOlOOOlllOlOlll—17
J McLaren (6) 1 01 lOinjOlllOili 00011 17
J Redmond (2) 11010101110111101111-17
j Paton (3) mmoiooioioimio-17
R James (3) 1101100111111101000]—16
d G Hadley (3) 00 1 1 111 1011010011011—16
WGOleghorn (6) O000ll0mil00100l0l-16
J Randolph (6) 01001000101911001011-15
J Hutchison (6) OH1010010000010001]—15
F Taylor (1) OOlOOOOllllOllOOim-15W Henry (Scratch) 11010111111011010111—15
D Robertson (2) ] 0 j ] 00 1 1 01 1 1 1 1100010—1

4

J Campbell (5) 0010110000011010101 1—14
JIngraham (2) 11000001111111001101—14
J Alexander (•»)

, 01001110001110001100-13A Brault (5) 01 000111 1 001 00001010-13
J G Rosshire (6) 00000101011001001000-12W Robertson (2) OlOOOOlnOOlOl 1111001—11
L Sharp (5) 00100100100010001100-11
FTrunsdule (2) 10001 1010001)0100100— 10
F Octave (2) miOOOlOOOOOOOOUlO 10
B Cooper (2) 0111 00101 0100 1 00100 J -10W Barton (6) 00OOO0C000 1 001000000— 8
J Smith (5) Withdrawn.
The New Haven Gun Club will hold a tournament on Christmas

Day, to which all are invited.—C. B. Buisfou, Pres.

TOWANDA, PA—There will be a New Year's trap shooting
tournament, at Towauda, Pa., under auspices of Towanda Rod
and Gun Club, Wednesday, Jan. 1, 1890. Open to all comers.
Prizes consisting of bags of shot, loaded shells, primers, wads,
etc., will be competed for, also sweepstakes. Commencing at 9
A. M., and continuing throughout the day. All communications
will receive prompt attention by addressing W. F. Dittrich, Sec'y.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication in the current issue. It Is particularly re-
quested that scores be sent us as early as possible.

"West Tndto Hurricanes and Vie Great March Blizzard ." Tin
Everett Hoyden, U. S. Hydrogra.phtc Office. Large quarto, ivtth $8
lithographic plates. Price $1. Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 1888, with practical information how h) handle, a
vessel in a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

A
THE CHANGES IN THE RACING RULES.
T a meeting on Dec. 4 the following report was presented to
the Eastern Y. 0.:

To the Eastern Yacht Clulr.
The undersigned committee of the club, appointed to report on

any changes which may seem desirable in the sailing regulations,
begs to call your attention to the changes of measurement and
classification now under the consideration of the New York and
Seawanhaka Y. C.'s.

Reports by special committees have been made to these clubs
advocating the adoption of a classification ba=ed on racing meas-
urement instead of the present classes limited by waterline length.
It is also proposed that the New York Y. O. shall adopt the Sea-
wanhaka formula for rating in place of its present formula.

It is, of course, of the greatest importance for the development
of yaeht racing in this country that the leading duos should have
similar rules of measurement and classification, so that yachts
built by members of one club may not be practically debarred
from racing under the rules of another club. Your committee
supposes that the object sought by American yachtsmen in wish-
ing to impose a greater tax on sail is simply to prevent the pro-
duction of enormous rigs, such as we have seen in some recent,
boats in the smaller classes, and not to radically change the type
of American yachts; but your committee holds iho opinion that
the classification proposed by the New York committees taxes
sail so severely that its general adoption would produce a racing
yacht comparatively long and narrow, and would lead either to
the total extinction of centerbnard racing vachts, or else the de-
velopment of a dangerous and undesirable' craft of the "canoe"
type, thus going much further than what we have above supposed
to be the wish of American yachtsmen.
In addition to this objection t hat the proposed rule will develop

an undesirable type ot hull, there is also the objection that any-
such severe tax on sail—at least as sail area is computed and
valued by amy present or ptv posed rule for its measurement—will
be an irresistible temptation to spoil the shape of good rigs in
order to obtain such sail plans as will yield the maximum effect
with the least sail, or, still worse, with the least sail measure-
ment.

If, however, a classification on racing measurements under the
present New York Y. C. formula should be adopted, your com-
mittee, believes there is less reason to fear that the tax on sail
would be severe enough to confine racing to long and low-powered
yachts, and, although the objection on the score of danger of
badly-shaped rigs is not entirely removed, it will at least be
diminished, and your committee believes it quite clear that the
object above stated -preventing tEte production of over-sparred
yachts— will be accomplished bv such a classification.
Your committee, therefore, suggests th it the following vote be

passed by the club: Voted, That the Eastern Y. C. is prepared to
adopt, in conjunction with our other leading clubs, a classification
based on the formula which places twice the value on waterline
length that it does on sail area. C. J. Paine,

Augustus Hemenway,
C. H. jov,
G. ti. RlCHABD,
EDWABD BuiiGESS.

The committee give no reasons for their belief that the pro-
posed New York rule will produce lone and narrow craft, either
deep or narrow. Mr. Burgess lately conferred with the New
York Y. C. committee and suggested that it accent cor-
rected length by New York rule, a8 mentioned in the report. It
is of course essential that the rules of the New York, Seawan-
haka and Eastern clubs should not conflict, but at the same time
a rule that is bao in itself cannot be adopted merely for the sake
of uniformity. A meeting of the New York Y. C. wil be held to-
night, at which the several important Questions touched on in
the committee's report will be acted on. Tne first and most im-
portant is the basis of classification, whether it shall remain hsnow—the waterline length, or be changed to corrected length
The principle involved is an important one, and deserves to be
considered alone on its own merits, and not merelv in the light
of the effect on any one boat or class. Closely connected with it
is the particular formula which must accompany it, and which
exerts a controlling influence over the yachts to be built. In the
opinion ot the committee of the New York and Seawanhaka
clubs, and of many who have given thought to the subject the
present formula of the New York Y. C. will give little or no
chance for experiment, and will do little to restrict the growth of
sails; while on the other hand the proportions of the Seawanhaka
formula are better in both respects, and at the same time offer no
inducements to extremely narrow boats. Besidse these two ques-
tions there is the division of the classes, a very difficult matter,
but one that should not stand in the way of the adoption of thenew rule if it be considered desirable in other ways. Some diffi-
culties must be looked for in any marked change of rule, and
tho?e attending the divisions of the new classes can probably be
adjusted to suit all interested. As the largest of the three clubs

concerned, the action of the New York Y. C. is of special impor-
tance, and will undoubtedly have a great influence on a number
of other clubs. A rule, if adopted at all, should be made for a
period of fi>e years at least, in order to test it fully, and the idea
that Eome have of a lopping corrected length bv a series of small
bites, first by the New York formula, then by the Seawanhaka,
and then perhaps by another, is utterly impractical. Any good
rule adopted now by the New York Y. C. will in all probability
be very generally adopted by the leading clubs; bur an attempt
to try a rule for a little while and then perhaps to change it again
shows a lack of self-confidence that will deter others from fol-
lowing,

A BRITISH 1 0-RATER.

IT has been claimed by the opponents of the proposed new rules
in the New York and Seawanhaka Corinthian clubs that the

immediate result of the change would be to produce a very long
and narrow keel yaeht with small sail" that would drive out the
existing yachts, both keel and centerboard. Such figures and
statements as have been presented in support of this view have
been very indefinite and unsatisfactory, but still thev have carried
weight with some yachtsmen who have taken them on faith with-
out the trouble of a personal investigation. The ultima' e result
of this line of nrgument is a cur.ous sort of craft that has been
evolved chiefly from the inner conciousness of the opponents of
the new rules, and is held up by them as a sort of "bugaboo to
scare American yachtsmen. This phantom ship is long, narrow,
deep, with no deck room nor accommodation, costly to build, and
with all the disadvantages of the old tonnage rule cutters, while
at the same, time she is warranted to do what they did not, to out-
sail, with very small sails, all moderate American craft. Such
yachts are pictured as racing and winning now in Great Britain,
and as ready to up kilhck and cross the western ocean for fresh
prizes as soon as classification by corrected length is accepted by
the clubs here.
In our issue of Nov. 21 we gave a list of the new British yachts,

with a description of the principal ones, and in a previous issue,
Aug. 8, was published the interior of a 20-rater. We now give,
through the kindness of Mr. Arthur K. Payne, of Southampton,
Eng., the sail and cabin plans of the must successful yacht yet
built under the new rules in Great Britain, the tO-r'ater Deciiha.
The dimensions of Deoima are: Length over all, 48ft. 6in.; J.w.l.,
S5ft. Bin.; beam, 10ft.; draft., 8ft. Tne sail plan is interesting as
forming a basis of comparison between the British and American
methods of measurement, as alluded to in previous articles on
measurement. The plan is peculiar in one respect; the sail al-
lowed for the length is 1,680 q. ft. b? actual measurement from
the sail plan, except that all headsails are measured bv triangle
bounded by mast and headstay. In disposing of this amount of
canvas Mr. Payne has taken a comparatively large mainsail, a
small clubtopsail, and has thrown away entirely all jibtopsails
and the usual spinaker, using a spinaber as shown. I hat hoists to
the masthead only. In this way the area of the head triangle,
which would be 759sq. ft. if measured to hounds of topmast as
usual, is but496sq. ft., being measured to jihhalliard block only.
The official measurements of the sails are:

Mainsail 9063q. ft.
Clubtopsail 277sq. ft.
Headsails... 490sq. ft.

i,679sq, ft.

With the whole head triaugle measured the area would be
1,942ft., or yPSft. more; so that if the jibtopsails and large spinaber
were to be carried, the base and height of the sail plan would
need to be reduced to give an area about 13 per cent, smaller than
that shown.
The merits of this sail plan are still doubtful; in some cases in

which it has been tried it has not been an improvement; hut Mr.
Payne is of the opinion that Docima is faster than she would have
been with the usual distribution ot canvas.
The measurement of the sail plan by the present Seawanhaka

rule gives an area of 1,760ft., while by the proposed method the
area would be 1,793ft,, or 88ft, greater. The Seawanhaka rule is
supposed to measure the headsails, mainsail, working or iib-
headed topsail; the area of the same sails by the Y. R A. method
would be 1,857 ft. This difference, 98ft. in the case of the present
method, arid 69ft. in the case of the proposed, shows that in this
sail plan at least the American measurement is nearly enough
correct for all practical purposes.
As Decimais the direct offspring of a similar rule to that pro-

posed for the American clubs, and built too under conditions that
have heretofore oncouraged very narrow yachts; the fact that
she, the widest, has won against all comers, is conclusive proof
that the rule does not produce narrow yachts, and that it docs
produce yachts of moderate proportions and cost.
There are so few racing craft of her length in American waters,

that the 30ft, class affords the best basis of comparison. The
largest yacht of this class is Kathleen, shorter by 5fb, sin., wider
by din. and with 4 to Oin. less draft. Her sail area is 2.045ft, by
Seawanhaka rule, compared with 1,769ft. for beeimahv tins same
rule. Kathleen's corrected length is 37.57ft., and Decima's is
39.03ft., so that under her present rig, but allowed to carry the
usual jibtopsails and spinaber, Deoima would allow Kathleen Im.
12s. over a 32-bnot course, the average distance sailed by these
yachts. YV hether Deeirna with this rig could allow Kathleen her
time must remain a matter of opinion; but all observation and
experience shows that speed cannot be had in ordinary facing
weather here with so small a proportion of sail, but 117 per eenl.
ofl.w.l. Judging from successful yachts of all types that have
raced in America, Decima's rig would need to be increased until
the square root of sail area was at least 135, if not 130 per cent, of
her waterline. The former figure would he practically putting
Kathleen's sail plan over the longer boat, with an increase in the
allowance from lm. 12s. to over- 3m.
When it is considered that Decima, as she stauds, is about as

wide, as deep and with the same sail as the Burgess thirty, Tom-
boy, and at the same time nearly Oft. longer, it does not seem that
she could allow the shorter boat a couole of minutes or more and
yet beat her with the same sails, yet this is what the problem re-
duces itself to. If she can do this, then why is she not a better
boat, with i he same beam, far greater accommodation, and no
longer spars? If she cannot do it, but must increase uer sail and
her measurement considerably, in order to attain her maximum
speed under the conditions which maintain here, there is no
reason of being afraid of her.
The faults of the present Sd-footers are very apparent, however

speedy they may be; they are lacking in room, tne Burgess boats
in particular. Kathleen is comparatively roomv, but at the ex-
pense of an extravagant rig, requiring 0 or 10 to race her. If
sailed here under her present rig. Decima. would iu all probability
be under-canvassed for ratine and would not be successful; but
if canvassed more nearly m proportion to Minerva and Pap.ioose
she would undoubtedly be vt»ry fast, Even then she would re-
quire a crew no larger than Kathleen's.
The accommodation plan shows a rather peculiar arrangement,

one long cabin, with two permanent berths forward, with draw-
ers under, and i he solas and buffets aft, in place of the "ladies'
cabin" of Kathleen. The headroom under a flush deck is 6ft
8V*jin„ or about lft, greater than iu Kathl en. The extra length
gives a great advantage over the American thirties in two ways;
the forecastle is much longer and roomier, and a Kood space is
given besides for a toilet room on one side and a pantrv on the
other. Iu addition, the boat has a good cockpit and plenty of
space for sails. Comparing Decima briefly with the thirties, she
has the same breadth and even more available room on deck; her
stability is as great, she has betier accommodations below, boiJi
tor owner and crew, she requires no larger crew and costs no
more to i un, while her first cost is but little greater.
Just as Decima has been the winning boat in the 10-rati'ng class,

so Lollypop and Humming Bud have won in the 5 and classes.'
both designed and built by Mr. Payne. Lollypop is 29ft. f.w.l., 9ft.
beam, and 7tt. draft, a handsome little Dluuib-stenimcd cutter
with pole mast and very moderate rig; whiln Humming Bird is
2Cft. l.w.l., 7ft. Oin. beam and 5ft. 8in. draft, with pole mast, single
jib, and a lug mainsail, with a yard on head in place of a guff.
Her stern is nearly square, and with her open cockpit aud cuddy
hatch she might readily be mistaken lor an Am. man boat. Mr.
Payne is now busy on a SO-rater which will meet Dragon and
Vreda next year, and as she is likely to be considerably wider
than either, the experiment will he a very important on- .' With
sucu yachts as tbrse built aud racing successlully in England to
tue practical exclusion of the oil narrow cutters, there are no
grounds for asserting that the same rule will produce very narrow
yachts in America.

THE NEW RULE ON LAKE ONTARIO.-A very lively and
interesting controversy is now being carriei on in the Toronto
Mail over the measurement question, one writer, who boasts that
he never reads any yachting books or journals, attacking the new
rule and advocating a rating by sail area alone. The result has
been a number of letters fr m various yachtsmen defending the
new rule. The lake yachtsmen on both shores are all active and
pre giestive men, and the comments on the rule thus far show
that they know pretty elt&rly what thev want and when thev
have it.
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"DECIMA" 10-Rating Cutter, Designed by Me. Arthur E. Payne,
Length, 35ft. 8in. Beam, 10ft. Draft, 8ft.

THE RIGHT TIME TO TACK.
THE first rule of racing, as all yachtsmen know, is "Never

leave your opponent when you are beating him." If this is
true m sailing a race, it is no less true when applied to rules and
methode, and no better guide can be had in the question now be-
fore the clubs. The continual contest which must always exist
between the two great yachting nations, and which is but a race
on a large scale, has resulted very decidedly of late years in the
favor of America. Convinced that the tack 1hey were on was awrong one, Brinish yachtsmen went about in 1887 and started on anew and very different course, under a rule that is by far the
most perfect in theory of any yet tried. Not only have the
immediate results in the way of a revival of building and racing
been most satisfactory, but the new yachts are in themselves of a
moderate and healthy type, and, most of all, designers are given
a greater opportunity than ever in the past. Thus far there is
but one verdict from both designers and racing men, that the
new rule is a success; and while time will probably show some
defects, there is no doubt that the rule is the best thus far known.
Meanwhile, in spite of the complaints against existing rules in

America and the huge rigs which they have produced, there are
some who propose that the same state of affairs shall be con-
tinued, or if any change be made, it shall be so small as to have
no practical effect.
Just now American yachtsmen are carried away with their late

victories, perhaps to a point of over-confidence, and are giving

little thought to the different directions in which they and their
opponents are going. The whole force of the rules here tends to
the development of big rigs on a limited length; and, though the
yachts thus far built have proved successful, there is no guaran-
tee as to the future fleet. The British rules, on the contrary, have
produced boats of moderate proportions in hull and sail, giving
good accommodations and requiring small crews; and while de-
signers are trying various proportions, the one fact that is most
unmistakable is, that a reasonable amount of beam is essential to
speed under the rule.
At present there is a cessation of international racing, and no

one can say how the yachts of the two nations which have been
built since the Volunteer-Thistle race will compare; but with one
side running in a very deep rut and the other branching out in
every direction in which progress is promised, there is a strong
chance that when the two meet again in tacking, the positions of
'85, '86 and '87 may be reversed, and that Britain may be to wind-
ward instead of to leeward.
The recommendation of the measurement committee is briefly

that American yachtsmen shall tack with their opponents and
follow them in a modification of the British rule to American
conditions. The opponents of this course bring forward no argu-
ments, offer no facts or figures, but rest their case on the bare as-
sertion that the proposed change will bring in very narrow boats;
an assertion with nothing to support it and everything in the
actual fleet built abroad to contradict it.

If those yachtsmen whose votes decide the fate of the rule will

consider the question on its merits, weighing such facts as are
advanced on each side, there is little doubt that the decision will
be that now is the time to tack, before the other craft is so faraway m the course of progress that she cannot be overtaken.

SEAWANHAKA COR. Y. C—The following programme of
lectures and entertainments has been announced: Dec. 14, 8:30
P. M., musical entertainment; Jan. 18, Cruising Yachts and Yacht
Cruising, by Vice-Corn. Robert Center; Feb. 1, annual dinner;
Feb. 8, an Account of the Hurricane at Samoa, by Lieut. R. G. M.
Brown, U. S. N. Navigating Officer of the U. S. Flagship Trenton,
one of the lost vessels; March 15, Tides and Ocean Currents. The
lectures on Yacht Construction by Mr. Cary Smith will begin
early in January on alternate Tuesdays. The weekly mess din-
ners on Thursday evening have become a popular feature in the
club.

A POSSIBLE CHALLENGER.—The time for a challenge for
1890 has about expired and none is forthcoming, but there is a re-
port that Sir Roderick Cameron, a member of the New York Y
C. and owner of the schooner Lady Evelyn, will build a 90-footer
trom Fife designs and challenge for the Cup.

YACHT BUILDING ABROAD.—Messrs. Forrest & Sons, of
Wyvenhoe, will build a 40 rater from Mr. Watson's design for
Col. Bagot, owner of the Clayton 40, Mohawk. Fay & Co. have
east the keel of Mr. Jameson's new cutter.
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INTERNATIONAL SKIFF RACING.
Editor Forest and Stream
In your edition of Nov. 7, in giving an account of the sailing race

atPrescott, Canada, between Yukwa and Evangeline, both Cana-
dian built skiffs, you say, "They are undoubtedly the fastest design

of boats for their size that are sailed on an y water." Tins we deny,
and claim that the Clayton design of St. Lawrence River skiff, as
built bv the St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and Steam Launch
Co., familiarly known as the "Bain boat" is the fastest sailing boat
of its size built, and this is admitted by all aquatic sportsman,
and proved by actual contests, times without number. We are
the original builders of the present design and style of boat peculiar
to the St. Lawrence River, and have kept the lead in improve-
ments. Others have followed and imitated. Theseboatshad.no
notoriety until taken hold of by our Dr. Bain, when they were
known as the "Bain hoat" until he gave them the name of "St
Lawrence River Skiff." Skiff sailing was first introduced at Clay-
ton, and the. first folding centerboard with watertight trunk was
manufactured at Clayton and put into a Bain boat, owned and
used, by Dr. Bain for nearly two years before any others were used,
or wTere on the market. There have been more skiff races, both
for honor and money, sailed at Clayton, than at all other places
put together, and These races have always been open to the world.
None from Brockville or Prescott has ever offered to enter one
of these contests, and Mr. Wallace of Montreal, the owner of
Yukwa, admits they could not compete successfully with us, when
he writes to Mr. Sauve, ordering another boat, and at the same
time expressing the wish that "she might be fast enough to enable
him to carry out his long cherished idea of crossing the line and
doing battle with the Yankees." (See Brockville Recorder, Nov.
28). At the A. C. A. meet at Stave Island last summer, Mr. Ford
Jones, winner of the A. 0. A. trophy, and also one of the Yukwa
crew, was telling the boys that he had, with his canoe, beaten all

the Brockville and Prescott skiffs, and though he could beat a
Clayton skiff, and would like to try it for $100 a side. Mr. Praser,
book-keeper to the St. L. R. S., C & S. L. Co., heard of the conversa-
tion and immediately offered to accommodate him,;and put up the
money right there, and arrange the details of the race to Mr. Ford
Jones's convenience. Mr. Gto. C. Forrest, another crack canoeist,
who was of Mr. Jones's opinion until a week or two previously,
when he had come in contact with the Clayton boats a few times,
advised him to keep his money in his pocket, so there was no race.
The Clayton boys are never backward in accepting challenges,
and when Mr. Wallace "crosses the line" with his new and tast
skiff, if he comes to Clayton, be will find our boys with their
"lamps trimmed and burning," and their sails ready to unfurl to
give trim a lively race. A. Bain, Manager,

St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and Steam Launch Co.

"ILL-CONSIDERED RULES."
"CLASSIFICATION BY CORRECTED LENGTH WOKKS BABXiT."

"rVESIGNER BURG-ESS made a little haphazard drawing last
XJ week, which turned out to be an effective commentary on
the system of classification by the corrected length, proposed to
the New York Y. C. He took the Baboon's sail plau, placed the
mast a trifle further forward, and then erected a sail plan which
would measure the same as the Baboon's by the proposed rule.
He drew a mainboom of the same length as Baboon's, a gaff one
foot longer, a mast one foot longer, and a topmast two feet longer.
The new sail plan had a larger mainsail, a considerably larger
topsail, a slighty smaller foresail, and even a larger jib than
Baboon's. The proposed sail plan contained IQQft. of effective
sail more than the Baboon's, while measuring the same by the
proposed rule.
''While this sail plan was not as good as the Baboon's for all-

round work, it is the one which will be used by our racing craft
if the rule proposed is adopted. By placing the mast further for-
ward a designer can add 100ft. of sail without extra tax, or can
add a foot to the length of his boat and still put on the same sail
as he had on the shorter boat with the mast further aft.
"Mr. Burgess recently got a letter from a gentleman in Belle-

ville, Ont. This gentleman ordered a 80ft. centerboard yacht
before the recent change to a corrected length classification in
the Lake. Vacbt. Racing Association. After the change was made
he countermanded his order for a centreboard boat, as he knew
that such a craft could not win under the new rules. He then
thought that he would build a cutter, but found that she would
cost so much more than the centerboard boat that he gave it up.
"He now writes that since the rule was passed there is a great

deal of objection to it in the Hamilton Yacht Club, and a move is
to be made, to go hack to the old rule. The members are finding
out that they have made their whole fleet obsolete.
"A 30ft. centerboard boat, with the usual sail plan, would just

come into the 36ft, racing length class proposed for the L. Y. It". A.
Such a boat would stand no show at all against a 33ft. cutter,"
with smaller sails racing at the same rating. The gentleman
referred to writes that he expects the rule to be changed back
when he will goon with the centreboard boat, which he wants."
The Bosto n Globe, in its zeal to defeat the proposed change of

rule, lately printed the above article and heading, which have
been copied into oiher papers and have turned up in the Canadian
papers in the guise of special correspondence from Boston. The
statement in regard to Baboon's sail plan was made by Mr. Bur-
gess to the committee of the New York Y. C. when on a visit to
New York recently as a representative of the E astern Y. C. Mr
Burgess did not even show the sail plan, and the figures which he
gave were so obviously incorrect that they convinced none of tho
committee. The effect may be as he states, but men will not be con-
vinced by mere statements when it is so easy to show the actual
drawings and calculations, which has not yet been do ae. Even
if it is true that the new sail plan is inferior to the old one, which
is as yet very uncertain, the most that can be proved from it is
that the details of the method of measuring sail are as yet im-
perfect; and not, as the Globe would infer, that the principle of
classification by length and sail together is entirely a false one.
The latter part of the Globe's story reads very prettily and con-

tains the following premises aud conclusions: A centerboard
yacht of 30ft. cannot race against a keel yacht 2ft. longer of the
same corrected length; the keel yacht costs so much more than a
centerboard that none will be built; consequently the new rule
kills racing. If Mr. Burgess now thinks that, the centerboard has
no chance with a slightly longer keel boat, he did not. think so
two years since, when he designed the centerboard Merle, 31ft
l.w.l., for Lake Ontario under the same classification by corrected'
length that has just been re-adopted there. Ue had "the option
then, as now, of taking length in place of sail, but did not do so
Merle has been a very successful boat for three soasons and'
though she might be outbuilt, now by a longer boat with less sail
there is nothing in her record, or in the racing elsewhere to
justify the assumption that she has no chance in racing against
a long, narrow keel yacht with small sails. Keel boats have always
been in great favor on Lake Ontario, but there has been, and still
will be a large number of centerboards.
Tfie statement that the keel boat will cost more than the cen-

terboard is one that can easily be disproved; boats such as Nvmph
and Baboon cost practically the same, the keel craft being if any-
thing cheaper through the absence of the centerboard and trunk
and of a cabin house; in fact, the whole structure is less compli-
cated and costly than a centerboard boat, while the latter nowmust have practically the same lead keel as the keel craft. The
keelhoat that would be built under the Lake Yr . R. A. rules for
the 35ft. class would be 32x9ft.X6ft. Gin., with l,444sq. ft. of sail
and this boat would cost no more, if as much, as the centerboard
30xllft. 6fn.X», with l,600sq. ft., that would race on even terms
with her.
"We nave assumed thus far for the sake of argument that the

GfWoe'S statements were facts, but a careful i uvestigation leads to
the belief tnat they are all without foundation. The Belleville
Intelligencer prints the above story with the following editorial
note: -'ihe above item is erroneous m that no person in Belleville
has ordered or is likely to order a yacht from Mr. Burgess If is

able and persevering exertions of Mr. Jarvis.'

The following letter in the Toronto Empire settles the Hamilton
matter, and is corroborated by similar information from other
sources to the effect that the new rule is generally satisfactory to
lake yachtsmen:
Editor Empire:
In your issue of the 4th inst. you publish information received

from a correspondent in Boston, who gives you a gist of an inter-
view he had with Edward Burgess, to the effect that the members
of the Hamilton Y. C. are objecting to the new classification rule,and that a move is going to be made to go back to the old one. 1
beg to say that your correspondent has been wrongly informed as
to the feeling of the members of the club. Up to date I have notheard a member say he was dissatisfied with the new rule; on the
contrary, those to whom I have spoken on the subject are all of
the opinion that it is a just and fair one, and that it was passedlustmtime to stop the introduction on our lake of a class of
boats that would be very expensive and unwieldy, on account, of

their extensive sail spread, etc. In reference to our members
finding out that our fleet has become obsolete, I think Mr. Bur-
gess's informant, is also wrong. The following is a list of yachts
that shows in what manner the H. Y. C. fleet will be classified

next year under the new rule, which classifies them as almost
every member of this club says, "in much fairer form than what
they were under the old rule:"********
Our fleet is not obsolete under tho new rule. But it would have

been in a couple of years under the old one.

eaders that the members of the H. Y. C.
new rule; on the contrary, they give the

This will show to you
are not objecting to th_ ..

committee which proposed it great praise for suggesting a rule
that compels yachtsmen to build boats that cost less and carry a
sail spread within reason and common sense.

J. H. Fearnsiue, Hon. Sec Hamilton Y. C.
Hamilton, Dec. 5, 1889.

The Hamilton Evening Times of Dec. 5 reprints the Globe's story
with the foUowing comments: "Surely there is some mistaKe
here. No rule that has ever been adopted has been more univers-
ally acceptable to the members of the Hamilton Y. C. than the
classification hy corrected length. Instead of making the fleet

obsolete it has classified them in such a manner that far better
racing must ensue. The Belleville gentleman who keeps Mr.
Burgess posted about the H. ¥. C. must be anxious to furnish the
d.esignor with material for his fight against the new classification
in the East, but why should ha not stick to facts?"

Perhaps we can enlighten the Globe as to the real facts in the
case. Some time since a Lake yachtsman, but not of Belleville,
wrote to Mr. Burgess on the strength of Merle's success for a de-
sign for the SOft. l.w.l class. Mr. Burgess recommended a center-
board yacht 30ft. l.w.l., and the owner decided to build for next
year. When the classification was changed Mr. Burgess advised
instead a keel boat of 33ft. l.w.l.. whereupon the owner counter-
manded the order because he preferred to go to Fife or Watson
for a craft of that kind. Apart from any other considerations a
32ft. keel yacht can he delivered from England on Lake Ontario,
for less money than a 30ft centerboard boat from Boston, while
she would be as much superior in finish and outfit as Minerva is

to most American forties. The owner in question is himself in
favor of the change, just made, and will probably have a new
yachl for the 35ft. class this winter

.

A SHORT TRIP ON THE PACIFIC.

WHILE attending to my usual routine of business, the mail
brought me a note, the stamp on which—a tiny flag—sent a

ray of sunshine into my duty-burdened mind. Said the note:
"You are ordered to report on board the Aggie Friday morning,
for a trip to San Diego."
The days passed slowly until I met our generous host, D. A.

MacFarland, the owner of the Aggie, and the rest of our jolly
company at the depot early on Friday morning.
Arriving at San Pedro we saw the beautiful Aggie lying along-

side the wharf. Our traps were soon aboard and we left the har-
bor at 11:30 for Catalina Island, course south by east.
As we got outside the harbor we were delighted by a view of the

seaside hills; back of them the fields of grain; then orchards, and
beyond aud over these the lofty Sierra Range, with old snow-
capped Mount. Baldy oyertopping all. A distinctive feature of
southern California in the dry season is the brown and yellow
color of its hills, which in the distance have a lovely appearance.
When outside we threw lines over, and were soon fast pulling

in the bonita, a gamy fish averaging from 10 to 151bs. in weight.
Getting beyond the fishing grouuds we had leisure to look over

the Aggie. She was in line shape as usual. Everything tirst class
above and below, and a new set of sails made her look more
beautiful than ever. You maybe sure we did not overlook the
well-stocked larder, which promised good things for the sailor's
appetite.
An easy breeze brought us into harbor at Avalon, a pretty ham-

let on Catalina Island, in good season. The bottom is bold close
too, and we anchored within 200yds. of the shore in 20 fathoms of
water. Some of us took the tender, and rowing to a point were
soon catching smelt, sheepshead, perch, bass, and a peculiar-
shaped flat, brown eel. The fish called smelt here are not like
those with which we are familiar in the*East, of the salmon
family, but are evidently of the herring tribe.
The little harbor of Avalon is a paradise for yachtsmen, water

wondertully clear and mild in temperature, while shoals of fish,
gulls, seals, etc., give life to the place. We were too early for the
jewfish, which are caught in good numbers here in season, some
weighing over SOOlhs.
Saturday morning saw us on deck early enjoying the magnifi-

cent weather. Our brother yachtsmen of the East never kuow
how the wind will blow or whether the day will be fair of foul.
Here the days are always sure to be clear, and the breeze as suie
to blow from the same quarter as before, the southwest, and to
commence at. a certain time.
After a fine breakfast of rock bass we again tried the fish with

good success. A native was seen coming from the hills with a
wild mountain sheep which he had shot, both goats and sheep
running wild on the island.
After a row about the harbor, which is like an aquarium on a

grand scale, we left Catalina at 3 l
J
. M. Our course wan laid for

San Juan, distant thirty-three miles, east-northeast. Being near
the high hiUs of the island the wind was light, and droppsd away
at sundown to a zephyr. We dropped anchor off San Juan on the
following morning near Dana's Point, a place made known in
Dana's "Two Years Before the Mast."
A Spanish barbecue was to be given at San Juan on this day,

and our host, the Commodore, and through him our company had
been invited to go ashore and enjoy it.

I am reminded just here of an amusing incident which will not
be forgotten while I am capable of Smelling cheese. A good friend
once said to me, "I have heard that Lirnburger cheese is not con-
sidered to be in prime condition until its odor can be detected at
least one mile from the factory." His statement seemed a little
wild at. the time, but I now think the distance under-estimated.
While enjoying the sleep of innocence as the yacht was rolling
between Catalina aud San Juan, one of our company became
slowly and painfully conscious of a most overpowering and lone-
some sensation. What could be the matter'/1 Had any old Bah
been stowed near his berth V Pillows and bedding were hastily
examined and no cause found, And yet the thing was terrible
and constant in its assafcetida-like odor. In despair he happened
to push up his mustache, when, heavens! his defeat was complete,
and he was struck by somethi ng worse than a squaU, and returned
in haste to the wash room. To explain, a sportive companion had
anointed said moustache with Lirnburger cheese.
Breakfast over, part of our company remained onboard. The

rest were landed through the surf at the point where Dana once
scaled the hides down from the high cliffs and lowered tallow
down on a "riata."
Our host for the barbecue, Don Marco Foster, a wealthy ranch-

man, met us and drove us to San Juan, some three miles distant.
On the way a runaway horse was seen coming toward us. A man
and wife had stopped at, a brook and unloosed the horse to driuk.
Our company being gallantly inclined, jnmned from the wagon
and formed in line across the road. One was lucky enough to
catch the animal, and feeling quite elated by his success, and
sure of Iris bold, he cried exultantly: "Now go, you devil, go!"
The beast, a powerfull spirited mare, had evidently heard the
word go before, for giviug a quick turn to her head, and taking
in the vain man at her halter at a glance, she gave a bound and
was off like a deer. Her woulk-be captor held on, but his feet
were more in the air than on land, and things grew more squally
fast. So all sheets were let go and the beast was off. The yachts-
man came to anchor suddenly, while his companions rolled on
the ground in laughter.
Arriving at the barbecue, we were at once placed at tables

loaded with the best of eatables served in Spanish style. Near us
were holes, in which were hot fires each tended by a Spaniard, who
spitted the tender meat and delicious ribs of beeves and roasted
them in a style far superior to anything cooked in an oveu.
Dinner over, Don Marco had us driven back, loaded with good

things for those on the yacht, the band playing "La Paloma."
Leaving our anchorage at 3 P. M. we sailed for San Diego. Be-

fore breakfast the following morning and just outside of San
Diego Harbor we caught 22 bonita. We passed the light at 12 M.
and went, up the harbor with a fine breeze aft. J. A. Osgood.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.

In this city and surrounding country are a large number of
gentlemen who, in the seasons for field sports and angling, are
worthy disciples of Niuirod and Walton. Some of them have
Forest and Stream, that elegant caterer to the enjoyment
found in handing the rod and gun, but not all realize the pleasures
which its weekly visits afford to those who are its constant
readers. This publication has such a fascination about it that
when its broad pages—diversified in every department of its class
of literature, embracing much history and many sit etches of
life as it is found in the forest, the field, the seaside, and along
the streams—are opened, they are not closed till all are taken in.
—Staunton Spectator, Staunton, Va., Dec. U.

The list of officers and directions for joining the A. C. A. and
W. C. A. will be found in the first issue of each month.

A FIFTEEN HUNDRED MILE CRUISE.

With the new year we will begin the publication
of the log of a solitary cruise of 1,500 miles,
made in a 14—foot Adirondack boat, on the Erie
Canal, Lake Ontario, the St. Lawrence River, and
other waters. The cruise began at Albany, fin-

ishing nearly two months later at Philadelphia,
and the narrative includes exciting and danger-
ous episodes. The chapters will run through sev-
eral issues. Cruisers should not miss this serial.

THE RACES OF THE A. C. A. MEET.
All EPORT has been received from the ?89 regatta committee,

which was forwarded to Com. Rogers too late for the meet-
ing of Nov. 23. As it contains merely a summary of the races and
prizes we do not publish it. The following complete record of all

races, similar to that published in former years, was compiled In
Mr. C. B. Vaux:

ENTRIES.

5 &
A.C.

IB
% p
~ K

Name. A.

No.

Canoe. Class. Club.

x. YV G. M cKen drick 995

t

B IV Toronto
2 11. F. MeKendrick 957 Chum B IV Toronto
s\ Colin Eraser 284 Una B IV Toronto

Will. IT. Eraser 740 Beaver A. Ill Toronto
W. F. Lees 1501 Levite B IV Ubique

|! Ford Jones 869 Canuck BII Brockville
D. B. Jaques 990 Hyla B IV Toronto

b'. J. Wilton Morse 153(1 Gwen B IV Ogdeu'burg
9. D. A. Poe 1345 Inez. A III Montreal

1C. W. J. Read 1454 Effa B IV Robcayg'on
11. W. A. Smith 1306 Erie BIV Toronto
12. 11. B. Tille.y 1561 Dixie B1V Toronto
13. M. .1. Collins 1304 Little Boh B IV Bobcayg'on
14. T. MeOamus 1394 Rokeby Lass A III Bohcayg'on
15. Geo. Sparrow 1404 Petrel B IV Toronto
16. J. Wilson 1603 lola B IV Bobcayg'on
17. Kobt. Baldwin 86 Irene A 111 Ottawa
18. Root. Tyson 66 Isabel BIV Toronto
19. A. Macgachan 991 Kate B IV Lindsay
20. A. H. Mason 903 Cecebe BIV Toronto
21. Geo. P. Douglass 1239 Nenemooska B IV Ian the

Reade W. Bailey 240 Nntus B IV Pittsburg
23! Everett Masten 1291 Alpha BIV Yonkers

H. L. Quick 1217 Eviingeline BIV Yonkers
W. E. Pentz 1046 Molly BIV Knickerb'r
B. W. Wood WCA Wood BIV Tippy

27

.

J. W. Cartwright 1484 Ilex Bill Puritan
28. Paul Butler 754 Fly B IV "Vesper
29. J. A. Gage 1303 Owl BIV Yesper
80. D. S. Goddard 11193 Blanche BIV YTesper
31, R. F. Brazer 1302 Elida B IV Vesper

Chas. Archibald 1513 Mah B IV Montreal
New York0. BowyerVaux 33 Atom All!

;u. A. S. Putnam 1033 Mad Cap 11 Worcester
35. Wm. Whiflnck 35 Cvrus B III Brooklyn
36. G. W. Ruggles 804 Hero B IV Rochester
37 A. R. Post 1396 Ixion BIV Ogden'burg-
38. G. C. Forrest 1005 Dimple B IV Hartford
39. Geo. C. Dempsey 1321 Drift B IV Vesper
40 F. F. Walsh 1323 Wasp BIV Vesper
41. Geo. A. Warder 114 L It B IV Jabberw'ck
42. H. S. Rogers 539 XX BIV Petersboro
43. H. M. Stewart 458 Marie BIV Rochester
44. C. F. Wolters 798 Sofronla B IV Rochester
45. W. 8. Lister 1071 Bat BIV Lakefield
46. F F. Andrews 371 Hornet BIV Rochester

M. F. Johnson 217 Ada III Toronto
Henry Wright 1413 Sheila IV Toronto
Alex. Torrance 1587 Kaloola III Brockville
J. F. Smillie 1588 Koorale
J. N. MeKendrick Wm. English IV

"

Ubique

THE RECORD, 1889.

Name. Canoe.
1. W. G. McKeudrick Mac
2. J. A. Gage Owl
3. R. F. Brazer RUida
4. H. L. Quick Evangeline..
5. Colin Eraser Una

6. D. S. Goddard
'!. Wm. Whitlock
8. Paul Butler
9. M. F. Johnson*
9. A. Torrance
9. H. Wright

12. Ford Jones
13. J. W. Cartwright
14. F. T. Walsh
15. B. W. Wood
16. R. W. Bailey
17. G. C. Dcmpsey
18. C. B. Vaux
19. P. F.Andrews
20. O. P. Douglass
31. A. F. Putnam
21. J. F. Smillie
23. J. W. Morse
24. G. C. Forrest
25. T. McCaun
25. D. B. Jaques . ...

27. Chas. Archibald
28. H. S. Rogers
29. E. Masten
30. C. F. Wolters
31. G. W. Ruggles
32. Geo. A. Warder
33. W. S. Lister
34. R. W. Baldwin
35. D. Strickland
35. J. N. McKendrick

Blanche
Cyrus
Fly
Ada
Kaloola
Sheila
Canuck
Ilex
Wasp
Wood
Jv'otus .

..Dritt
Atom
Hornet
Nenemooska.

.

Mad Cap. . . .

Koorale
Gwen
Dimple (3) . ...

Rokeby Lass.

.

Hyla
Mab
XX
Alpha
Sofronia
Hero
It
Bat
Irene

Points.
...27.837
. . . 24.478
....23 479
...20.242

. .16.674

.15.523
...15.027

. .12.887

. . .10.000

. .10.000
. .10.000

.. 9.650
... 9.180
.... 8.574

... 8.268

... 7.924

... 7.09

. . . 6.882

... 5.53U

... 5.844
. . , 5 500
. . . 5.500

... 5,498

4.806

. 3.76S
3.422

. 3.076

. 3.000
2.730
2.384

,
2,038

. 1.692

. 1.346

. 1.000

. 1.0(10

THE RECORD RACES.
* No. 1. Paddling, half-mile. Classes II. and III. Monday, Aug. 19:

1. Johnson 10.0 points. 3. Masten 10 points.
2. Putnam 5.5 points.
This race was so published on the bulletin, as also was the

Record. The regatta committee, later ruled out Johnson and Put-
nam—therefore they should be ruled off the Record, and Masten
given 12 points instead of 3.

* No. 3. Paddling, half mile, Class IV. Tuesday, Aug. 20:

Points. Points.
1. MacKendrick 10.000 7. Quick 5.090
2. Cartwright 9.182 8. Butler 4.272
3. Fraser 8.364 9. Wfiitlock 3.454
4. Brazer 7.546 10. Denipsev 2.636
5. Gage 6.728 11. Forrest 1.818

6. Goddard. . 5.909 12. Walsh 1.000

There was but 36 seconds between first and last, man.
No. 3. Paddling, half mile, open canoes, Classes II. and III.,

single blades. Monday, Aug. 19:

1. Torrmce 10.0 points. 3. Strickland. 1.0 points.
2. Smillie 5.5 points.

No. 4. Paddling, half mile, open casoes, Class IV.:
1. Lees 10.0 points. 3. J. MacKendrick 1.0 points.
2. Wright 5.5 points.
No. 6. Combined sailing and paddling, three miles, all canoea.

Monday, Aug. 19;
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,
Name. First Round. Time. Points.

1. Quick. 3 3 52 45 10.000
2. MacKendrick 1 3 54 04 8.S75

f gage 5 3 54 25 7.750
f Brazer 3 3 54 28 6.625
2' S?^?"1

, •
- 6 3 57 50 5 . 500

6. Whitlock 7 4 (30 13 4.375
7. Forrest 9 4 02 15 3.250

« F/aser i.m!0 4 03 24 2 . 125
9. Masten 8 4 03 40 1.000

Douglass. 4 Upset while paddling.
lotaltameof winner. 49m. 51s., best on record. Start was made

&t 3;03;07 P. jVI.

No. 6. Unlimited sailing, Classes A and B, three miles, Monday
Aug. 19, start was made at 10:12:

Name. 1st Rota
1- Gage 1
2. Jones 6

. Brazer 3
MacKendrick.,

5. Butler 5
6. Wood. 8
7. Bailey 4
8. Walsh 7
9. Whitlock 12

10. Vaux 10
11. Andrews 9
12. Fraser 20
13. Douglass 21
14. Morse 17
15. Quick 15
16. McCanii 33
17. Dernpsey* 16
18. Goddard 23
19. Jaques 19
20. Archibald 18
21. Rogers* 25
22. Wolters 22
23. Ruggles 26
24. Warder 29
25. Lister 30
26. Baldwin 31
27. Masten 11

H. F. MacKendrick 24
Tflley* 33
Pentz 27
Cartwright 14
Forrest . ja
Post* 2«

L Round. Time.
1 . 11 14 07
3 11 Uj 07

11 16 52
fi 11 17 07
4 11 17 15
8 11 18 00
5 11 18 01

11 18 30
12 11 19 30
11 11 19 53
10 11 20 00
14 11 21 07
17 U 81 45
16 11 22 CO
13 11 22 07

11 22 45
15 11 22 52
18 11 23 00
19 11 26 52
20 11 28 00
22
21

23
26
24
29

Canoe filled.

Withdrew.
Withdrew,
Withdrew.
9 Fouled,

28 Withdrew.

Hunts.
10.000
9.654
9.308
8.962
8.615
8.268
7.924
7.574
7.228
6.882
6.536
6.190
5.844
5.498
5.152
4.806
4.460
4.114
3.768
3.422
3.076
2.730
2.384
2.038
1.692
1.346
1.000

Iprrest got eleventh place at the finish, hut was ruled out for
fouling Whitlock on wrong tack. The first twelve in were en-
titled to enter the Trophy race. The other three Trophv contest-
ants were selected hy the regatta committee, Douglass, Forrest
and Goddard. Goddard also sustained a foul in the above race
Which upset him and put him far behind. One hour aud 10 min-
utes was winnei 's time.
The novice race was included in the above event on the result

of the nrst round. Tabulated it stands thus:
1. Dempsey. 3. Tilley.
2. Rogers, 4. Post.

THE TROPHY RACES.
No. 7. Trophy sailing, TJjj miles, 5 times around triangle. Tues-

day, Aug. 20, starr mnrfn ar S-as p tvt •

1. Jones
2. Butler
3. Douglass
4. MacKendrick.. .

.

5. Goddard
6. Gage
7. Brazer
8. Fraser
9. Andrews.. .

,

10. Walsh
11. Vaux
12. Forrest
13. Ratiov
14. VWood
15. Whiilock
Winner's time wai_ _

W^- 8 - Paddling, Classes II., III., IV., open or decked, Trophy.
Wednesday, Aug. 21:

1. Johnson Sm. 59s. 4. J. Sinillie 9m. 55s
2. Putnam 9m. 09s. 5. Cartwright.. 10m 05s
3. Jas, Torrance 9m. 28s,

The regatta committee unanimously declare Messrs. Johnson
and Putnam ruled out, of race No. 8, as their canoes do Hot com-
ply with the conditions regulating such race, their boats not
being properly equipped sailing canoes. This rule also applies to
all other races in which these gentlemen took part.

D. B. Jaques.
(Signed) R, W. Bailey.

, .
E. L. French.

I orranue, therefore, was awarded the honor flag, aud will re-
ceive the Trophy cup when purchased.

OTHER EVENTS,
No. 9. Paddling, tandem, half mile. Class IV., open canoe*

single blades, decked, douhle. Monday, Aug. 19:

1st 2d. 3d. 4 th. 5th. Finish.
. 3 3 3 1 1 5 15 40

.. 5 4 4 2 5 16 26
3 3 5 17 50

.'. 4 5 4 4 5 17 58
sr 6 5 5 C8 39

'.10 e 6 5 18 56
. 6 9' 8 a 20 52

10 10 8 8 5 21 01
13 13 11 9 9 5 24 28
.14 14 13 10 10 •

5 25 08
.13 18 12 11 11 5 27 31
.11 11 14 12 12 5 31 08
.. 1 1 1 Tiller broke
. 9 7 9 Dropped out.

Dropped out..15
ti— 15 15

I McKendrick )

1 H. Wright
I

Open canoe. 3. . Open cauoe.MKf [Decked canoe. 4.{Jgg^ j

.. .Decked canoe.
No. 10. Club fours, half mile. Tuesday, Aug. 20:

1. The Four MeKendricks Ubique crew.
2. W right, Shaw, Tulgee, Mason... Toronto crew.
No. 11, Paddling Upset, 150yds. Monday, Aug. 19:

1. Andrews Decked canoe. 4. Whitlock Decked canoe
2. McKendrick.. .Decked canoe. — Johnson .Open. Did hotfinish.
3. Goddard Decked canoe.
No. 12. Hurry-Scurry. Thursday, Aug. 22:

1. A. Torrance. 3. Cartwright.
2. Douglass. 4. Smillie.
No. 13, Sailing Upset. Tuesday, Aug. 20:

1. Goddard. 3. Rogers.
2. Andrews. Forrest and Douglass could

not finish.

No. 14. Sailing, cruising race, 3 miles. Thursday, Aug. 23 The
start was made at 10:07, with sails on deck, and at the end of the
first round they were lowered and hoisted again. The four start-
ers were:

1st Round. 2d Round.
1. H. L. Quick 10 29 09 10 52 37
2. D. B. Jaques 10 32 52 10 58 23
3. W. G. MacKendrick 10 36 09 11 01 27
4* ,9-

Po
>

e
- - i* i

« -10 39 05 Withdrew.
MacKendrick capsized on first round, but righted and finished

the race.

No. 15. Gymnastics. Thursday, Aug. 22: Won by Forrest. No
tournament was held.

EXTRA RACES.
- Pecowsie Cup, Thursday, Aug. 22. Presented by Mr. Barney in
memory of his son, the late George M. Barnev. The cup must be
sailed for at each annual meeting until won twice by the same
man; the winner of the A. C. A. Trophy not being eligible for
this race. The distance was set at 6 miles, but for this race was
reduced to 3. Start at 11:35:

1st. Round. 2d Round
1. Cyrus W. Whitlock 11 53 37 12 13 15
2. Owl.. J. A. Gage 11 53 23 12 15 29
3. Blanche D. S. Goddard. 11 5 17 12 15 30
4. Alpha E. Masten 11 57 55 ljj 16 46
5. Neuemooska &. P. Douglas3 11 f6 00 12 17 30
6. Drift J. C. Dempsey 11 59 48 12 23 26
7. Uno Colin Fraser 12 01 2S ig 24 "0
8. Fly Paul Butler 11 54 11 12 25 21
9. Mac ". W. G. MacKendrick.. Broke rudder.

10. Olmin H. F. MacKendrick. ..Capsized at start.
11. XX H.Rogers Capsized.
12. Evangeline H. L. Quick Mast step broke.
13. Ellida R. S. Brazer Steering gear broke.
Cyrus mistook the flags at the starting line and did not cross

properly, so the cup goes to Owl. Owl sailed her last leg, a reach,
with htr well full of water. Nearly every boat which finished
capsized during the race, but was righted by her crew and con-
tiuued.
A special race, paddling, with turn, for a Brough centerboard

presented by the maker, was won by A. Smillie, or Brockville,
The Toronto crew won the tug of war.
Northern Di vision cup race. Six miles. Friday, Aug. 23:

, First. Second. Third. Fourth.
1. Colin Fraser 3 1 l 11 15 00
2. D. B. Jacques 3 3 2 11 16 08

w a£- 4rh^hal1- i 4 * 11 16 45
4, W. G. MacKendrick... a 5 5 Jl 19 30
5. W. Lee 1 3 3 11 19 40D - A- Poe 8 8 6 11 35 00

I-
A.H. Mason 6 7 Withdrew.

« r &?li
rrow 1 6 Withdrew.

in 1KB,-Illhe J Withdrew.
10. Root. Tyson.. .10 Withdrew.
Glass 1. Paddling. Not on programme:

£• SmiHee 9 52 S. Cartwright 10 40
3. Torrance 10 OS 4. Johnson Did not finish,

TORONTO C. C. ANNUAL DINNER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I've just come in from an annual dinner with such an air of

comfort and fullness pervading that portion of mv anatomy cov-
ered by waistcoat that I feel as if I would be guilty did I not send
you a short description of the event.
The menu card, gotten up by our club artist, Mr. John D. Kellv,

is so artistic and thoroughly emblematic of the sport that 1 send
it along.
The cruising canoeist on the first page, as he sits in his comfort •

able craft with a geuerous portion of bread and jam, which deftly
balanced on his right, hand, he is just, about to discuss, has hismmd withdrawn from it for a moment as he views with pleasure
and contentment the beauties of the rising sun, partly hidden bv

the sails of the schoouers in the distance. Methinks I hear him
remark as he turns front this scene of beauty, "Who wouldn't he
a canoeist! to rise wi'b the lark in the morning and drink in the
fresh morning breezes ere our brothers in town are out of their
comfortable bunks." Spread out before him is his "box of tricks,"
around the plate of which there is just a faint odor of bacon,
while on the saucer is seen a couple of numbers of "hen fruit,"
which, we trust, for his sake, are of a recent issue. The spirit
lamp, with an eye to business, burns merrily along, sending its
bluish-tinted flames dancing around the tin kettle, which, also,
taking in the beauties of the scene, has commenced singing to
itself in its own peculiar way.
On page 3 Commodore Powell, with tooting born and clanging

bell, has just announced "Dinner!" Last year the start was with
"single blades," but finding that, for soin* of the boys, the pace
was so hot they could not keep stroke, the artist very thought-
fully gave the lean chap the double blade. A close examination

OYSTER. , ~J&T>f7

•rijrt
BOILED LAKE TROUT WITH tAUCE:

CHICKEN PATT1EI

•ffeOAJT

ROAJT TURKEY OY/TER /AucE.. "KiaYttKyutMlwi-a

R0AJT BEEP flOR/RADIfH SAUCE,

PARTRJDQE BREAD fAUCE

DUCK CURRANT JELLY

•nnmEnEMT/
CABINET PUDD1M0

CHARLOTTE, RuyfE. Af.TOUTED CAX£jr

ICE CREAM
VUlBLLA - ST RAV< BERRY

•frU/lT

rorrcE

of his personal appearance at the "finish" will give the reader an
idea of the use he made of that double ended article.
The turkey was discussed with all the solemnity due to the occa-

sion, and we found " Old Dan MeCan, the foreman," not such a
bad old cuss after all, provided be got a place among the five and
sixty tarriers that drilled the old gobbler.
After passing Partridge Point the fleet bore down on Duck

Ibland with all sail set, but the first half dozen to get under the
" lee " of the island made such a demand for clothes pegs that,
barring a few gamie-e chaps who like their fruit a trifle (s)hy, the
fleet passed to windward of the island. WT

ith eased sheets, and in
some cases waistcoats and backstraps, they headed for Puddin
Marsh, in the neighborhood of which some of them got so mixed
up that it's "drop rudders agin screw-nails" they don't just
know what wharf they tied up at, or who did the tying.
In the upper portion of page 3 can be be seen the veteran form

of Major Leigh with his single blade as he gently paddles along,
keeping his weather eye on the novice who is out for a spin with
brand newest of canvas, which he is afraid will drown him ere he
gets ashore.
From the peculiar shape of his hat with the grommet ventilators

in it and from the general rig of his craft I should judge the other
chap was he who wears shoes so large that he can't conveniently
stow them in a 30in. canoe, and so had to take to the hiking seat,
where he can be seen taking his doiee far niente. As he sits com.

placently smoking an Havana he is troubled with a little twang
of conscience when he thinks of the time, not long ago, when he
wanted to see all such bits of machinery kicked into the back
yard where the small boy might make kindling wood of them.
After the toast the Queen, Mr. Jacques proposed "the Craft,"

which was duly replied to by Henry Wright—"Jock McCraw"—

THE qVEEfl. SF)

THE cnr\rr.

•OUR SISTER. CLUB)"'

OUR. GUESTS

for the paddlers, H. Tilly for the novices and Mr. Colin Fraser for
the racers. Mr. R, Baker proposed "the A. C. A." and dwelt at
some length on the fun we had at the last meet, and the gentle-
manly, good-natured amateur sportsmen we met there. Ex-Vice-
Corn. Tyson respmded and finished up by singing "Drill ye tar-
riers, drill." In responding to the British Canoe Association, Mr.
VV. G. MacKendrick remarked the great difference in the propor-
tions of the three American honorary B. C. A. members from
those usually attributed to Johnnie Bull, as a longer, leaner or
hungrier trio than Messrs. E. B. Edwards, Peterboro; W. P.
Stephens, New York, and the. speaker could scarcely be gathered
together under one roof, but it would be a sorry day for the
owner of the aforesaid roof should he have the misfortune to have
them foregather there about meal time.
Dr. E. E. King responded to the W. C. A. in a very happy man-

ner, considering that five minutes previous to his rising he was
not aware that there was such an association. He said he was
much pleased at being present as the representative of the W. C.
A. , seeing that it included the invitation and also a free pass to
and from his home in the West. Com. Powell had claimed for
the T. C. C. a very old record, but he wished to state that long,
long ages ago the VV. O. A. had been enjoying canoeing in the
West, that many of their Past Worthy Grand Chief Commodores
were in the realms beyond, but he had no hesitation in stating
that, provided the canoes would not warp where thev had gone
to, these old chaps were still hitting it up with the single blade.
The W. C. A. he stated were going ahead very rapidly, and as the
representative of that body he wished to extend 'to all those
present a very hearty invitation to call at the W, C. A. club
house headquarters at—at [sotto Uofeej to his neighhor on the right,
"Where the d—1 are our headquarters, anyway'?"). The laugh
was general when several of the boys who did not know that the
speaker belonged to the club, thougnt he had actually come over
from Cincinnati or some of the cities out West to tuck a few pre-
visions under his waistcoat.
"Our Sister Clubs," proposed by Mr. W. H. P, Weston, was re-

sponded to by Mr. Fraser, of the Argonaut Rowing Club: Mr,
Gomlock, of the Toronto R. C; Mr. Schofield, of the Lacrosse
Club, and Mr. Sherrard, of the Tammany Club.
During the evening Mr. A. Mason sang' that rollicking song—

"We don't look gay in our camp array,
But we're dudes when we're in town."

Mr. Klesier gave a couple of recitations which were encored.
"Quiet, but not secluded." was one of the hits on the programme

thai caused much conjecture, and each of the ladies' men were iu
turn heard to declare that they were never in such a position.
The identity of the sinner was placed beyond a doubt when the
carelessly thrown down hat was examined.
At an early hour in the morning the "Unc" ambulance was at

the door, so that those (if any.) who found a 12-foot sidewalk just
a trifle too narrow for them might be accommodated with a good

,

firm seat, warranted not to wobble. Mac.

NEW YORK C. C—The annual meeting of the New York C. Oi
was held on Dec. 6, the following officers being elected: Com.-
B. H. Nadal; Vice-Corn., Dr. B. F. Curtis; See'y-Treas., C J
Sterens; Executive Committee, Poultnev Bierelow and Schuyler
Schieffelin. The club has decided to build during the winter a
large floating house to replace its present one, which will be
sold. The date for the annual regatta is set for June 21, 1890.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlantic
Jones, New York.

Division: Frank Bowne

"BIRDS THROUGH AN OPERA GLASS."
Birds Through an Opera Glass. By Florence A. Merriam.

Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

IN this little volume we have another and very welcome addi-
tion to the list of popularly written natural history works

based on original observation, aud its author will at ence take
her place among the older writers in this field, who, headed by
Burroughs, appeal to that large class of readers who love nature
in her woods and fields and care not to follow the specialist to his
study. Miss Merriam seeks to implant ornithological love in the
mind of the most unlearned in birds and bird-ways, she takes her
student into the fields and in the clearest manner points out to
him the feathered kinds they meet, and further instructs him
how alone he may discover and recognize birds which to him were
before unknown. Our author has in this no easy task; a first day
afield with glass and notebook is very apt to result in a confusion
of sights and sounds—hieroglyphics on a previously blank page of
our experience; but her methods are clear and cumulative. We
must go easily and content ourselves with a gradual acquisition
of knowledge, which she shows how to label and pigeon hole, and
not imagine we shall learn it all in our first outing.
These are, it is true, but first lessons, and herein lies the chief

value and importance of the work, How many of us, without
desiring to acquire a complete or scientific knowledge of orni-
thology, would gladly call by name the songsters of our lawn and
orchard; we "hate botany but love flowers," and in our search
for some simple, pleasantly written volume devoid of technicali-
ties, find only advanced text books which appall us by the weight
of knowledge they display, and render it an apparently hopeless
task to trace therein the name of some especial bird friend whose
acquaintance we would gladly cultivate. Fortunately for us, we
have this growing class of writers whose, works address a p.pular
audience, nor can the importance of their writings be easily over-
rated, for in the popular audience of to-day shall we find the
sen mist of the future.
The leaders of American ornithology should remember this aud

also their own early strivings after knowledge; their experience
should more than teach them that naturalists are born, not made
and it is, therefore, as much their duty and as worthy their rank'
to guide the first steps of their possible successors, as to address
the most abstruse paper to their equally scientific co-laborers.

For a disordered Liver try Bekcham's PiLLs.—^dy.
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HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,
AND POULTRY.

500Page Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free,
curas t Fevers, Congestions, Inflammation,
nw' * §1>in:l1 Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, ^Lameness, Rheumatism*
£«C.--.Disteinpe:r, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs, Worms.

Conghs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.-Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G—Miscarrip.ge, Hemorrhages.
H.H.~Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
T.I.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.—Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

. Witch Hazel OU and Medicator, $7.00
Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

andin any quantity on Receipt ot Price.
Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream Pile Binders.
FBIOH, 91.00.

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW

OF

FISHING TACKLE?
It is the most elaborate and magnificent book ever published in the Sporting

Goods line. Send us 25 cents and we will forward you a copy post paid.

ABBEY & IMBUE,
No. 18 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

told. SLt >to.ll toy tire Manufacturers,

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY.

Beecham's Pills
For Bilious and Nervous Disorders.

"Worth a Guinea a Box"—out sold

for 25 cents,
BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

FUR
Lined and Trimmed

COATS.
In many varieties and at very-

moderate prices.

Lined and Trimmed Genet $75.00
Lined Black Muskrat i eQn
Trimmed Colored Beaver* *8U,UU
Lined Mink I ai „,
Trimmed Natural Beaver *

* 1 'Jfc,.UU

Lined and Trimmed Persian..$165.00
Also many others, including Sea Otter

and Russian Sable. Some
Buffalo Coats.

C. G.

Gunther'sSons
1 84 Fifth Ave,, N, Y.

Increasing Sales Attest tJtte Popularity ot
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

REPELLENE.
An Infallible Preventive of the Attacks ol

Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats
and all other Insect*.

Neat, clean and easily applied. No unpleasant
odor, will not stain or injure the skin, easily
washed off. May be carried without danger of
leaking or spUlimg. In neat, oblong round-cor-
nered box.

Price, 30 Cents, Postpaid.
Sold by Dealers in Sportsmen's Goods.

If your dealer does not keep it, I willsend It od
receipt of price.

A. FERGUSON, Proprietor and Mauafact'er,
Office. 65 Fulton street, N. Y.

GURDON TRUMBULL'S

Which Interest Ounners; with descriptions in
language understanaed of the people.

Practically speaking, this is the first popular
volume of ornithology ever issued from the press;
a work which goes far to demonstrate that scien-
tific accuracy may be as easily maintained in
English as m Greek or Latin. Follows the
game birds all over the continent and gives a
glossary of all the local names in popular use.
Illustrated with admirable portraits from the
pencil of Mr. Edwin Shepard of the Academy of
Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, which, with the
clear descriptions in the text, will enable any
man who can read to identify the contents of his
game bag.

OPINIONS OP THE PRESS:
It is the first, so far as we km***/-. ^ «J 38 of

books of which the need is felt in ivci-yuapart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-
Ocean.

I would much rather know what this book tells
me, the various names by which the people call
a bird, than the Latin, Greek or Hebrew name
which science gave him for the sake of catalogu-
ing him. * * * It is more value to me to have
a description of a bird in plain English which 1
understand than in scientific language which 1
do not understand.—IF., in Journal of Commerce.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PRIOR. SB.KO.

Book Publishing.

Possessing peculiar facilities for publishing

new books on field sports, adventure, travel,

and open air life, the Forest and Stream Pub-

lishing Company begs to invite the attention

of authors to its book department. Corres-

pondence solicited and estimates furnished.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
THEIR

MACHINERY AND MANAGEMENT.

By C. P. KXJNHARDT.
This volume is intended to be sufficiently comprehensive, »nd elementary at the same I

ttaie, to suit the yswrnt owner's object of acquiring a general understanding of the subject as
i\ whole, with specific information and data covering the most recent practice.—From
'Author's Preface.

Cloth, 240 pages. Price, postpaid, $3.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, New York.
SAMPSON, LOW & CO., London, England.

CANOE HANDLING.
By C. B. VAUX ("DOT.")

A complete maaual Jor the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simplest and plainest way possible
Everything is made intelligible for beginners' and besides this ABC teaching there are s<

many hints and wrinkles tbait the oldest canoeist afloat will find pleasure and profit in the

study of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle betweeD its covers. Th'i

subjects treated are the choice of a caaoe, paddling, sailiDg, care of the canoe, recipes antf

rules. The text is fuirther elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of the
oook is enhanced by the mainy ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with "Canoe
Building,'' Price, postpaid, $1.00.

NEW YORK: Forkst and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway.
LONDON: Davos & Co., 1 Finoa Lane, Cornhill.
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The Celebrated Smith £ Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

mprovements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the
genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels
with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH &, WESSON,
TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JK.,
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Shooting Box For Sale.
Completely equipped shooting box near en-

trance to Cranberry Lake, Adirondacks, com-
prising two story matched log lodge having six
rooms, with kitchen adjoining, house for guides,
ice house, three boats, boat house and dock. All
in perfect condition, together with 35 acres of
land on which the same are situated. For infor-
mation address or call at Room 32 Boreel Build-
ing. New York city, where photographs can be
seen. dec5,4t

Old Colony Trout Ponds
ESTABLISHED 1869.

Three million brook trout eggs for sale. Can
be transported with safety to any part of the
world. Heady for delivery December and Janu-
ary. Also young trout in the spring.
Unsurpassed fly-fishing in its season.

W. L. GILBERT, Proprietor,
novlt,3mo Plymouth, Mass.

Ferrets vs. Rats.
The best breeds of both young and old Ferrets

for sale at ADOLPH ISAACSEN'S "Sure Pop,"
92 Fulton Street, New York City. A complete
book on Ferrets and Rat Exterminating sent by
mail for 15 cents.

Anyone Can Stuff Birds
By our new process. Full directions with com-
plete outfit of instruments, eyes, etc, $1.00.
Naturalists' Supply Co., 126 Chambers st., N.Y.

Fertilized Wilft Brook Trout Em
And young fry in due season. Address TROUT-
MERE, Osceola Mills, Wis. novl4,3mo

COMMON PIGEONS FOR TRAP SHOOTING;
fancy pigeons and poultry. T. W. HOOPER.

& CO., 423 W. Franklin St., Baltimore, Md.
nov21,3mo

FOR SALE.^«85 PARKER GUN, WEIGHT
81bs.. 30-in. Damascus barrel, 12-bore, good

as new. Price $45. Address S. AMES, 780 Lafa-
yette avenue. Brooklyn, N. Y. decl2,lt

im Mlt.

FOR SALE.-10-G. 10-LB. DIAMOND DALY
hammerless gun; also 16-g. 7%lb. Parker,

finest grade; both made to order and nice as new.
Address for particulars M. M. BEST, 251 Win-
chester avenue. Chicago, 111. It

ITVP OTTATT FOR SALE. Orders
.iJl \ Fj IcJ U 1\1 1 j delivered as booked.

LIVE GAME A SPECIALTY.
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant,

174 Chambers street, New York.

AND

GANGES
FOR SALE FOR SHOOTING PURPOSES.—

A No. 1 pigeons; no squabs; all kinds fancy
pigeons. FIELES & BRO., Christiana, Pa.

nov7,3mo

HUNTING FERRETS, 83.50 EACH. Enclose
stamp. Coenwell, Box 927, Schenectady,

N. Y. decl2,lt"

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus Amencanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fisb
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel.
Mb. ffar.1ft.tr

fiTTTVTQ CLOSING OUT FINE SCOTT
1v* %J JJt 0* Guns at less than cost. Don't
buy before examining tbese.

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 943 Broadway.
novl4,3mo

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foxhounds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,
bred and for sale by W.

GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
Send stamp for circular and price list.

WANTED.—A TRAVELER WELL POSTED
in guns and sporting goods, visiting tbe

large cities of U. S. and Canada, would like to
arrange with manufacturer or large sporting
goods house to represent them in connection
with other goods in the same line. Address
TRAVELER, 251 Winchester ave., Chicago, I]].

It

TXTANTED.
»V Live Deer, Prairie Chickens, Partridge,

Quail and Turkeys. Address full particulars,
no21,4t P. O. Box 3350, New York City.

Field Trial Winners.
We now have ready for delivery pictures of the

following celebrated dogs, winners of prizes at
Field Trials, on toned patter, size 10x12.

RANGER, SEFTON, CROXTETH.
Price for the full set of three pictures, 40 cts.

or 25cts. each sent post paid. Address

Forest and Stream Pub. Co.,

WITH SPECIAL CHAPTERS ON MODEL YACHTS
AND SINGLEHANDED SAILING.

BY
C. STANSFELD-HICKS.

AUTHOR OK "OUR BOYS, AND WHAT TO DO WlTH 1 HEM.

NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS
AND

WORKING DRAWINGS OF MODEL YACHTS AND VARIOUS SMALL CRAFT
SUITABLE FOR AMATEURS.

DESIGNS:
Model Yachts.—Defiance, Isolde, Bonny Jean, and 10-tonner with sail plan.
Canoes.—Birch, Mersey Paddling Canoe, L'Hirondelle, Sailing Canoe.
Sailing Boats and Yachts.—Dabchiok, Wideawake, Myosotis, Una, Singlehander by C. P

Jlayton, Puffin, 3-ton Racer, S-ton Cruiser, 34ft. Auxilliary (steam and sail) fishing boat.

This volume confcseins much that is valuable and interesting to American yachtsmen and
canoeists. The design, construction and use of small craft of all kinds is treated of in a simple
and entertaining style, and the instructions are clear and easily understood.

Large crown 8vo., 380 pages and 16 large folding plates.

Price, Postpaid, $3.10.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. V.

UNCLE LISHA S SHOP.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland.

By ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.
A book that appeals to all who know anything of the old-fashioned New England life.

These are some of the chapters:

The School Meeting in District 13. Uncle Lisha's Spring Gun. In Uncle Lisha's Shop. Con-
cerning Owls. Uncle Lisha's Courting. How Zene Burnham Come It on His Father.
A Rainy Day in the Shop. The Turkey Shoot at Hamner's. Sam. Lovel's Thanksgiving.
Little Sis. Sam Lovel's Bee-Hunting. In the Shop Again. The Pox Hunt. Noah Chase's
Deer-Hunting. The Hard Experience of Mr. Abijan Jarvis. The Coon Hunt. In the
Sugar Camp Indians in Danvis. The Boy Out West. Breaidng Up. The Departure.
The Wild Bees' Swarm.
Thev make a handsomely printed volume of 187 pages, bound in cloth. Sent, postpaid, on

receipt of price, $1.00. • ' - •
'

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway New York.
f)AVIES *; CO.. London. Eneland.

P. O. Box 8838. New Yorfc City

DOG TKAlWiJNCi:
BY

4 T. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM,
For uie at thli offlea Price IL00.
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Charles Daly Automatic Hammerless.

Made under DEELEY'S PATENT, the strongest and simplest, equal in every particular to any other

AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS costing DOUBLE the price. No. 150, price $175. No 250, Diamond Quality,

price $275. Charles Daly Hammerless, $100 to $225.

Charles Daly Three-Barrel Gun.

THESE GUNS HAVE DRIVEN ALL OTHERS OUT OF THE MARKET. IF YOU HAVEN'T SEEN ONE,
INSIST UPON YOUR DEALER ORDERING IT. SHOOTING QUALITIES AND FINISH PERFECT.

SOLE N. Y. AGENTS FOR THESE CELEBRATED SKATES. SEND FOR SPECIAL LIST AND PRICES.

We have renewed our agreement with Messrs. Wright & Ditson for Lawn

Tennis, and A. J. Reach & Co. for Base Ball Goods, and shall be better prepared

than ever to fill orders for these goods. Wholesale dealers in Indian Clubs,

Dumb Bells, Foot Balls, Gymnasium Goods, Bicycles, Fishing Tackle, Canvas and

Leather Jackets and everything in the Sporting Goods line.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 BROADWAY and 84 DUANE ST., NEW YORK.
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OUR CHRISTMAS NUMBER.

THIS issue of the Forest and Stream consists of

thirty-two pages, with an added illustrated supple-

ment. Tt is the largest number ever issued; and in the

wide geographical range of contents and their diversified

character and entertaining qualities, our Christmas Num-
ber has never been surpassed by any issue of a sports-

man's paper in this country. Without emulating the

ignorant and arrogant cartographers of the old times,

who used each one to reckon his own city as the exact

center of the world, we may yet with a good show of

reason claim that the Forest and Stream office is a

center to which converge good things from the remotest

corners of the globe.

Our pages to-day are rich in accounts of sport, life and
adventures in foreign lands—Jamaica, Brazil, France,

Sweden, South Africa, India, New Zealand, Australia

and Japan—what a world-embracing list it is. And the

best of all is, that for the most part, these strange scenes

are described as seen by American eyes. "Nessmuk " in

the Brazilian forests is a live Yankee, looking at things

from a Yankee standpoint; "Podgers," an American in

Paris, finds in the Seine mode of fishing a ludicrous ele-

ment not recognized by French eyes; Henry Macdonald,

who will be remembered as the author of a series of

papers we printed last year on Western frontier life,

paints a picture of Japan as it presents itself to American

eyes, and an exceedingly vivid and living picture it is.

Taken all in all, there is material in these pages for more

than one evening's entertainment in this Christmas week;

and with this substantial contribution to his pleasure,

the Forest and Stream wishes each one of its thousands

of readers and friends a very Merry Christmas.

NETTING WILD DUCKS.
HPHE business of netting and snaring wild ducks for

market is carried on extensively on the Atlantic

coast, particularly in Virginia, whence hundreds and
thousands of the fowl are shipped to the cities. There

are laws forbidding this, but not by any means prevent-

ing it. In the case of a Maine duck netter something

has been done; Detective McNamara, of the State game
warden force, recently arrested and secured the convic-

tion of a man who has for a long time netted ducks on

one of the lakes of Township 10. The netting has been

carried on to such an extent in Maine that some species,

notably the beautiful little woodduck, have become quite

rare.

New York has a law forbidding the taking of ducks in

nets, but it does not amount to anything, for when taken

to task the netters have always found an easy way out by

lying. They claim that their nets are set for fish, not for

ducks, and if the ducks will persist in getting into the

nets, they, the netters, cannot help it. This plea usually

works well. It will be remembered that State Game
Protector Whitaker, of Long Island, made trouble for

himself wdieu he destroyed certainnets which he declared

(and we have no doubt truly enough) were designed for

taking ducks, but which the owners claimed were set for

fish. Now Protector Armstrong, who has been investi-

gating the duck-netting at Good Ground, which we re-

ported the other day, states that under the law this abuse

cannot be reached, since the old claim is made that the

nets are intended for fish only. If that is the case, a

revision of the law is in order.

THE LONG ISLAND COURSING.

AS was reported last week, the slipper of the Eastern

Coursing Club, who had been arrested for partici-

pating in the sport at Hicksville, Long Island, was

acquitted of the charge of cruelty preferred against him
by the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

This was the second case decided against the Society and

in favor of the club; and the members were quite justi-

fied in accepting the result of the two trials as at least a

local indorsement of the propriety of their mode of cours-

ing. They then proceeded to finish the programme of

the meeting, only to see the officers again interfere and

arrest the slipper for the second time.

Tne practice followed by the Eastern Coursing Club at

Hicksville was described last week in our Kennel

columns. In brief, the jack rabbits are driven out from

a corral, are given a fair start, and have a free field be-

fore them. The point at issue between the club and the

Society is as to the cruelty herein involved; and inasmuch

as the Hicksville methods differ in no essential details

making them more cruel than the established and popu-

lar form of coursing as practiced in the West and in

other countries, the question resolves itself into the

cruelty, or freedom from cruelty, of coursing.

There is nothing whatever in the Eastern Club's mode
of procuring the jack-rabbits in the West and restricting

their liberty in a large field that affects the question of

cruelty. If there is any cruelty involved it must be in

the actual chase of the jack and in the actual putting to

death of it by the dog. A studious effort has been made
to befog the public mind as to the conditions preceding

the actual chasing. It has been represented that the

jacks were dropped from the hands of attendants in

front of the hound, and that the victims were then torn

apart; but all this is purely imagination on the part of

those who make such statements. The Society has an
appearance of having been misled by these mistaken

descriptions of the Club's mode; to have made up its

mind when so misled; and now to be persisting in its

prosecution—or persecution—of the members purely for

the sake of consistency. We have so high a respect for

the Society and for the magnificent work it has done that

we regret exceedingly to see it thus led into what appears

to us to be a grave mistake.

If it be cruelty within the statute to chase a jack rab-

bit with greyhounds, it must likewise be cruelty within

the statute to chase hares with beagles or other dogs; yet

this is a regularly recognized form of sport, and has

never been interfered with by the authorities. Again,

hares are killed with the shotgun. It is well understood

that when a hare is killed by a greyhound, the death is

instantaneous. This is not always the case with a hare

wounded by the gun. Of the two modes, the actual kill-

ing by the dog is quite as speedy as by the gun: and the

pain inflicted surely cannot be greater. If it be cruelty

within the statute to kill hares with greyhounds, it must
likewise be cruelty within the statute to kill hares with

guns. If one be allowed by law and by public approval

so must the other be also.

After all, it is a reasonable view to take of it. that the

members of the Eastern Coursing Club may be quite as

competent and worthy judges of the ethics of the case as

are the officers of the Society. These coursing men are

not, as some of the hysterical editorial paragraphers of

the press allege, dudes, nor dudlets, nor apers of British

customs, nor idle young fellows with more money than

brains. They are business and professional men, holding

positions of trust, engaged in honorable pursuits. Taken
one and another, they are fairly representative of the re-

spectable right-thinking, intelligent class of society. In

coursing they seek and find the recreation which others

find in lawn tennis, boating, yachting, deer hunting or

fishing. They participate in their form of sport led by
much the same motives that induce others to go shooting

or fishing. It is equally untrue to aver that the man who
goes hunting is led by a morbid taste for blood , and that

coursing men enjoy the infliction of pain on a jack rabbit.

If on the ground of cruelty coursing is to be condemned,

we see no logical halting place short of abolishing all

field sports where animal death is involved. As a matter

of fact, coursing]has been practiced for years in the West;

it has been there approved by public sentiment. There

is no reason to doubt that rightly understood it would be

approved by public sentiment in the East.

A PARK FENCE.

TTHE project of fencing in the National Park, suggested

by a correspondent in last week's issue, is not new.

It has been brought forward a number of times before,

but never, we fancy, by any one who had thoroughly

familiarized himself with the reservation and its needs.

The matter is not one that requires to be seriously dis-

cussed at present. Before this is done the boundary lines

of the Park must be settled by law, and a survey made to

show where these lines run. After this has been done,

which will not be this year, it will be time enough to

show the inpracticability of fencing in the National Park

as suggested. At the same time it is always encouraging

to receive suggestions of this kind, for they indicate the

great and increasing popular interest which is felt in

this reservation.

OUR FLORIDA NUMBER.

THE issue of Jan. 9 will be a special Florida number,

with an illustrated supplement giving portraits of

the fishes of those waters, with descriptive text; and
accounts of shooting, fishing and adventure in that sunny
land. It will be a welcome addition to the Forest and
Stream's already voluminous and many-sided literature

relating to that State.

OUR illustrations of the elk have been very carefully

drawn from instantaneous photographs, and they furnish

accurate, as well as life-like representations of this grand

American game. Quite the most noteworthy point in all

the papers which accompany the illustrations is the fact

that the scene of "Antler's" exploit in running down a

live elk was amid the mountains of Pennsylvania. In

that region to-day the elk is as unknown as the mega-

therium. That within the memory of men now living

this game should have roamed the wilds of the Eastern

States, and should long ago have been exterminated,

is only a presage of what will soon be accomplished in

the West, where the species is not gradually nor unwit-

tingly but rapidly and wantonly being destroyed. Under
present conditions the elk in the West is doomed to ex-

tinction. It is high time that the intelligent citizens of

Western States and Territories joined in a concerted

and determined movement to secure for this species some
adequate system ©f protection. At this stage of civiliza-

tion it should be known that there is a better use for

large game than to permit it to be butchered by the

wholesale for its hides or for market, or by trophy-mad

foreign sportsmen.

Next week we shall give a most interesting chapter on
the white goat in captivity; also a record of the work
accomplished by the New York Association for the Pro-

tection of Game.
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OUT-OF-DOOR PAPERS.
VII.— A. BOY'S EYES.

AFTER all, a boy is your ideal naturalist, for he pur
sues the logical method in scientific discovery, see-

ing first and theorizing afterward.
I am happy to say that I know some boys who already

deserve the name of observers. For one, there is my
Japanese friend, who expects some day to go back to his

country as a scholar and physician. When he is one of

the best and greatest of Japan's scientific men, will he
still keep up his love for birds and occasionally wear an
opera glass strapped to his shoulder? We hope so. But
this young Japanese is too much of a public character
to be talked about without his knowledge and consent.
The boy of whom I write has no public career planned

out as yet, unless to run full tilt through the streets of the
town may be called a "public career." He is still in

knickerbockers, a tight-built youngster with legs as firm
as a two-year-old's, aback as straight as a rush, and well-

set shoulders, on which his head balances as squarely as

a rocking stone: a lad not yet twelve, excelling in all

boyish sports, full of quaint thoughts and labor-saving
devices, cautious without being cowardly, brave without
rashness, honest and open-hearted always, a pleasant
boy to have talk with you because he is sure to have
something worth the saying.

So far as I can determine, the secret of his popularity
with his mates and elders is his eyes. They are not par-
ticularly handsome nor striking; honest blue eyes, very
steady when sober and very merry when amused.
What is remarkable about them is the way they spy out
reasons for what they see. Now we all know that every-
thing has a reason under it, but most of us are too dull-

eyed to see the reason even if we lift the object and look
all around it, "hot"' and "cold," "cold" and "hot" as the
children say. But these blue eyes see the why in things,
and are continually on the alert, watching birds, toads
and beetles with equal interest, to see why they do this
or that and what they are going to do next.
Two years ago, at the seashore, this boy amused him-

self by watching the great black hornets hawking at the
flies on the piazza. The girls were annoyed at the hornets
buzzing so close to their ears and every now and then
bumping against them, but the small boy was ready with
a reason. "They're scared, you see, the flies are, and
they light on you; but the hornets get them all the same."
So after that the girls harbored the flies against the
hornets and the boy still continued to watch. After a
short time he saw something more. "Their eyes are
poor. See that big one there? He just lit on a nail head;
thought 'twas a fly; he got fooled."
He is never at a loss to find something to observe.

Last year a heavy shower caught him while he was fish-
ing. (In summer, showers, night, mosquitoes, other
boys—everything finds him fishing. ) From his retreat he
kept an eye out to see whatever there was to be seen, and
shortly observed the dragon flies, great and little, sett ling
in the tall brook grass for shelter from the rain. Before
the shower was fairly over he saw the cedar birds come
and drive the dragon flies from their covert, hunting
them down in all their lace-winged finery. The great
three-inch dragon flies, painted with black and yellow,
were too strong for the birds, but the little slender fellows
done up in fancy colors, brown, green, blue and dusky,
became meat for the hunters. This fall, when paddling
up Caucomgomoc stream, we saw cedar birds sitting out
on the rush beds near the middle of the stream. This
was just after a shower. Had they been catching dragon
flies? The boy was not there to tell us. Some time ago
I remonstrated with him for throwing stones at a king-
bird, but I was told that he was doing it only to please
the bird. True enough it did please the bird. ' From his
perch on a high twig the kingbird calculated the curve
of each stone, chattering his defiance as the missile
whizzed by, rising a few feet when he saw that it came
too near, only to settle again in the same place. As it

amused both bird and boy, I allowed it to continue, and
for several days the kingbird returned daily to enjoy the
sport.

One could not be even the best of boys and not some-
times enjoy hectoring other creatures; but frequently the
most distress is caused by the most innocent intentions.
The boy is always bringing home "chippies" and young
robins, leaving the distracted parents tomourn until then-
offspring is returned. One poor song sparrow doubtless
denounced him as a murderer because he choked one of
her yellow-mouthed nestlings by feeding it with straw-
berries against her expressed wishes, although the jury
impaneled on the case gave in an acquittal. Once I knew
him to catch in his hands a full-grown yearling common
tern, perfectly able to fly. From" babyhood this boy's cry
has been for "sumsin live to play wiv." No matter what
the creature was—a dog, a kitten (any stray kitten was
treated by him like a princess in disguise), a bird, a young
mouse, or even a toad. The great frog transaction, too
long to tell here, was the most original and laughable
of all his schemes for getting "sumsin live to play wiv."
As a fisherman he is unexcelled. He can angle you

any kind of fish out of water. A different length of line
a change in bait or in the time of day, and he can give
you cunners, flounders, tomcods or sculpins. He has the
"knack" of catching breams—not an easy fish, as voumay know, to hook. Chubs, suckers, eels, minnows,
bass and perch seem unable to resist him. He can land
a pickerel skillfully, and the shy brook trout often sees
the world from his fish basket. No kind of fish is un-
worthy of being caught. He is as painstaking in angling
for minnows as for trout. He has the unwearying patience,
the delicate hand, the contempt for discomfort which
mark a true fisherman. Then he has theories of his own
about bait, lines, hooks and sinkers, and tome he divulges
at times the secrets of his art which the vulg/tsprnfmnnv
may discover for themselves, if at all. Dead clams he
tells me are poor bait; the fish do not like them. The
operculum of the white rock snail, properly trimmed, is
a dainty morsel for a cunner. A black rock snail does
not meet their fancy. At your request he will tell you
how sculpins eat little crabs, and how big crabs eat little
sculpins, which is a fairer arrangement than obtains
generally. He will catch you either crabs or starfish if
you want them. For the former a piece of fish lowered
io the right spot; for the latter a line left to lie on bot-

tom. They will crawl some distance to get at it. "How
do they know it is there when they can't see?" I ask. "I
should 'spose they must smell the bait," he answers, mis-
led by the analogy. One day I met him coming up from
the shore with a disappointed look. '

'What luck?" said I

:

"good?" "Not very," he replied, "they bit too fast."
This is a boy full of thoughts and fancies, seldom at

loss for an apt answer. "Walter, why are you buttering
your bread on both sides ?" mquired his father. "1 had
to," was the quick reply. "1 buttered it on the wrong
side first." At the age of five some misdemeanor called
down his mother's displeasure. He fled and managed to
intrench himself strongly. Recognizing the disadvan-
tages on the side of justice, his mother called a parley,
hoping for a capitulation. "Will you promise never to
do it again, if I let you off this time?" she asked. The
young rebel saw his chance. With dramatic effect he
sent back a spirited refusal, "I will not promise. I can-
not tell a he:" and the mother surrendered uncondition-
ally. It was not long ago that he worsted his grand-
mother in an argument on Abraham's obedience. "Seems
to me, grandma," objected he, "A.bram was awful slow
'bout 'obeyin', 'cause God said He'd send a lamb for sac-
rifice, and when Abram got there it had grown up into
a ram."
"Eyes and no eyes"—did not we all read the tale in our

school days ? It was from "Sandford and Merton," I be-
lieve, how two boys took a walk, and while one saw noth-
ing the other was able to tell bis tutor of many remark-
able things which he had noticed. Both had eyes. But
it is not so much the eyes that see as the bram'that lies
behind the eyes. We never see truly until we are inter-
ested in what we look at, and the secret of having eyes
is nothing less than knowing how to use them, trying
like this boy to see the reasons in things, making the
brain do most of the work and the eyes help the brain.

Fannie' Pearson Hardy.

NOTES.GROUSE
Editor Forest and Stream;
Commissioner Stilwell's story of the grouse that had

been " tamed " by starvation recalls an experience of my
own some two years ago. A Toledo friend who is an en-
thusiastic sportsman, and who knew and sympathized
with my peculiar weakness, met one day an honest far-
mer who had brought into town a fine live ruffed grouse,
evidently a female. It was one of several, so he informed
my friend, which had become quite tame under his skill-
ful care. The bird was in perfect plumage, apparently
unruffled by captivity, and seemed to have become quite
accustomed to the presence of its greatest natural enemy.
My friend bought the bird at once, and placing it care-
fully in a basket in his office telegraphed me to come
down. I took no time in reporting, and after hearing a
graphic account of his purchase returned my thanks to
Mr. L., who insisted on presenting me with it. But not
till we had talked the matter over fully did I go
to the basket which contained the prize. The bird was
dead. Dead as a last year's campaign document,
without a scratch upon it," and without a feather ruf-
fled. A close examination showed that it was scarcely
more than skin and bone, and the presumption was strong
that it had died of starvation. It was evidently too weak
to make any show of alarm at its proximity to man, and
had evidently been found by the honest farmer in some
situation similar to that of Mr. Stilwell's bud, the story
about having several grouse on hand and taming them
having undoubtedly been manufactured for the occasion.
Both my friend and I have often sought for the gentle-
man who had such skill in handling grouse, but unfor-
tunately we have never encountered him again. The
bird was probably so near gone when brought in that, it
only needed the excitement incident to handling to cause
its death.
Your correspondent "G. W. Z " (Forest and Stream,

Nov. 38) does not say whether his "faded grouse," so-
called, was a male or female. Very probably it was the
latter, and a young bird as well. At one time I should
have thought it an indication of immaturity, but 1 have
had within a few years a Massachusetts female (adult),
which had a liver-colored ruff and light plumage. This
bird was in my possessien nearly two years, and laid a
nest full of eggs the second spring. But what I wished
to say was that few persons who are familiar with the
ruffed grouse in only one locality realize what a wide
range of coloration these buds exhibit in different terri-
tory. During the last six years I have acquired some
seventeen live grouse, which represented Maine, Massa-
chusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan,
Iowa, Wisconsin and the Province of Ontario. The dif-
ference in color and markings was geat enough almost
to lead to the conclusion that they were of different
species. The birds of the more northerly latitudes, espe-
cially those in tlie pine regions, are of a gray or ash
color, while as we come further south and into the terri-
tory of the oak and the beach, the ashy tones are gradu-
ally replaced by the brown shades. More than this, birds
brought from the more northerly latitudes, when they
moult here after a year's stay, lose the ashy shades of
plumage and acquire browner ones. Perhaps I may be
pardoned for the suggestion, but the Ohio birds have
seemed to be the handsomest grouse in all the collection,
the brown shades in their plumage showing the greatest
variety and richness. The birds from Canada and Maine
are the strongest and boldest, becoming more readily ac-
customed to captivity, while their feathered legs would
seem to indicate a closer relationship to their cousins,
the ptarmigans. This of course is only a climatic modi-
fication, which becomes less marked in warmer latitude?.
I have never owned any grouse from the Pacific slope,
but specimens of the plumage show that these birds have
the "faded plumage" that your correspondent describes.
Somebody sent me the other day a copy of the Webster

(Mass.) Times, containing the article on the capture of
grouse in that town, afterward republished in the Forest
and Stream. And speaking of this leads me to express
the surprise I have often felt that in all these accounts
no one alludes to the interesting legends of the ruffed
grouse, which explains why it is that these birds so com-
monly seek the settlements in the fall. If no one else
does it, I shall hope some day soon to tell the story as it
was told to me by an old Ind'ian guide in northern "Michi-
gan, Indeed I am only waiting now till I can verify by
a little research some of the vague pre-historial traditions
on which it is based. It is very curious if true.

Jay Beebe.
Toledo, O., Dec. 5.

THE SWIMMING HARE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In answering "T. G.," of Savanah, Ga., about the

"aquatic or swimming" hare, you said you had no
knowledge of such a distinct variety, but that the com-
mon hare will occasionally take to the water when pur-
sued. That there is such a variety has been held by
several first-class authorities. It was first scientifically
described, I believe, before the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia and the account" published in
their Transactions in 1836. It may be distinguished from
other hares by its color, its marked habits, its short and
broad ears, its short tail, which is never pure white
underneath, by its narrow hindfeet, which have so little
hair on them that the nails are exposed, and by the size
of the eyes, which are fully one-third smaller than the
common variety. Its scientific name, is Lepns palustris,
and its common name marsh ,hare." Its" geographical
distribution is from the southern part of North Carolina,
through the South Atlantic and Gulf States to Mexico.
It has not been found in the West, and never on high
ground nor salt marshes. It is most abun dant in Georgia,
Alabama and Louisiana.

Its marked characteristic is of course its fondness for
water. It not only takes to the water when pursued and
swims streams and mill ponds with ease, but resorts
thither for sport, swimming and playing: about in deep
water with apparent pleasure. It will, when started,
hide in deep water among weeds with only its nose and
eyes exposed like a frog, and when kept in captivity, if
given water, will lie in it for hours at a time. J. B. B.

[Our correspondent has our thanks for calling our at-
tention to the inadvertence in the answer referred to.
Two species of water-loving hares are found in the
southern United States, Lepns patkistris andiv. aquatieus.
The former is about the size of the common gray rabbit
{Lepus sylvatiens); the latter, which appears to be some-
what more western in its distribution, about as large as
the varying hare, L. americanus. The first named, the
marsh hare, has been observed on the Atlantic coast as
far north as South Carolina, but will very likely be found
to range northward as far as southeastern Virginia. It
seems to occur along the whole southern coast, at least
as far as Vera Cruz, Mexico, and the opinion is expressed
that it may exist along the Mexican coast from Texas
to Yucatan. It has also been found inland, in swamps
and along streams as far north as southern Illinois. The
habitat of L. aquatieus is from Alabama west, through
Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas. It has also
been taken in southeastern Mexico and Yucatan. The
range of this species also extends inland, and it is abundant
in southern Illinois, near Mount Carmel and Cairo. The
marsh hare is slightly smaller than the gray rabbit; it

has shorter ears; its eyes are one-third smaller than those
of L. sylvatiens. The body is proportionately heavier,
and the legs shorter than in that species. The feet are
sparsely clothed with hair. These are the most obvious
physical differences between the two species. The home
of the marsh hare is in swamps and low wet ground
along the coast, or on the borders of streams. It is
abundant near the rice swamps of Georgia and in
the low, muddy meadows of islands along the coast. It
is rarely or never found on the high, dry land far from
water. It is extremely slow of foot, and can be over-
taken, it is said, by any dog: but the situations in which
it is found are not often invaded by men or dogs, and it

is seldom disturbed. It is a capital swimmer, and when
alarmed readily takes to the water for safety. Very
often when pursued it plunges into the water, and al ter
swimming a short distance lies hidden among the float-
ing vegetation of a pond or sluggish stream, with only
its nose and eyes above water. It often enters the water
not only for safety, but for amusement as well, and
sometimes in localities where it is abundmt a number of
these animals may be seen swimming and playing in the
water. So rapid are their movements in their element
that it is stated that some escaped from a Newfoundland
dog which was pursuing them. The marsh hare is readily
tamed, and after a short captivity becomes very gentle.
One owmed by Mr. Bachman freely took food from the
hand a few days after it had been caught. It was fond
of lying for hours in a trough of water, and seemed un-
easy and restless when this was removed from his cage.
When the trough was replaced it plunged into it, lying as
deep as possible in the water. The nest of the marsh hare
is rather large for the animal and is usually constructed
of rushes, and is often more or less hidden by bending
rushes or other surrounding vegetation over it. The
mother enters by a hole in the side. The young are said
to number from five to seven. The larger water hare
(L. aquatieus) in many of its habits resembles the marsh
iiare, and so differs from the northern hare, with which
in its physical character it would naturally be compared.
It is a good swimmer and very much at home in the
water, and its feet, as in the marsh hare, are but thinly
clothed with fur. It is noticed that the tracks of betli
these water hares made in soft earth leave distinct im-
pressions of the individual toes and nails. The swamp
hare runs with great swiftness, and when pursued usu-
ally takes a course toward water, and throws off its pur-
suers by swimming.]

A December Robin's Nest.—Meadville, Pa., Dec. 12.—
Editor Forest and Stream: On Monday, Dec. 9, I found a
robin's nest with two eggs in it. It was built on one of
the under timbers of the N. Y. P. & O. R. R. bridge,
about three miles below this place. The female bird was
on the nest when found. Both birds were contented and
happy as if it were May instead of December. We usu-
ally have very cold weather during this season of the
year, but the weather has been mild. Robins began mi-
grating from this latitude about Sept. 1. Game of all
descriptions is scarce here, except rabbits, which are
very plentiful, hundreds being shipped to Eastern mar-
kets.—A. C. Kirkpatrick. [A singular case and one well
worthy of record.]

"DlTRON."—Brooklyn, N. Y., Dec. 13.—Editor Forest
and Stream: As you supposed, in ycur 'issue of Dec. 12,
I meant by "bitron" bittern (Ardea stellaris). It may be
not generally known that bitterns are fine eating. They
are fat, their flesh is tender, and when properly cooked
with bacon they are equal to chicken. The common
heron (Ardea einerea) also is considered quite a delicacy
among us: and when in the bay we hunt these birds quite
as eagerly as we do ducks.—B. L. L.
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ON THE TROM BETAS.

THE Rio Trorubetas rises in the highlands a few leagues
north of British Guiana, and in latitude 2° N.; flows

in a southeast direction for some twenty-five miles, and
pnters the Amazon about four miles above Obidos, a
Brazilian town of 500 habitants. It is a "fever river."
and not much visited by Europeans on that account.
Just below the falls tertianos are very bad, and often
fatal.

It is a wide river, and the water is clear; unlike the
Amazon, which is rnuddv; or the Rio Negro, which is

wine-colored: or the Rio Blanco, white and milkv. The
natives call the valley of the Trombetas " a world by
itfelf," urder the impression, J suppose, that it is pretty
well cut off from the rest of the world. It is a strange
country. You may leave the main river at almost any
point below the eaxoeiras or rapids, following the deep
canos or channels far into the gloomy forest, and cruise
for weeks and weeks without coming in sight of the m iin
liver. Game—nowhere abundant in the Amazon Val-
ley—is more plentiful on the Trombetas than elsewhere;
and perhaps it was this that caused me to plan a canoe
voyage up that river.
Let me'premise that I am a live Yankee, and had been

waiting on Brazilian officials with their tardy ways from
May until August. It was driving me to the verge of insan-
ity, LikeSterne :

s starling, I wanted to "get out." Not that
the city of Para, North Brazil, is a bad place for an indo-
lent man who can enjoy swinging in a hammock twelve
hours per day, in a climate where the mercury does not
drop below 80° nor rise above 95% summer or winter, by
night or day. But there are fragile constitutions that
cannot stand so much sleep. Wherefore, when I had
waited three mortal months for nothing; when I had
gone daily to the palace, only to be put off with " paei-
enza" and " logo rnais" ; in 'a word, when my stock of
Yankee patience was utterly exhausted, I suddenly re-
solved on a canoe trip.

It was in August, 1867. Professor Agassiz had made
his celebrated exploration the year before, and his lec-
tures, delivered in Cooper Institute the previous winter,
were in my pocket, while I had the gist of them in my
head, and found them of little practical value. I had
what was better, 4*. e., letters of introduction from the
highest officials and best known scientists at home. The
letters helped amazingly. Without them I should have
been a sort of pariah. With them, I could go anywhere.
Among others, I luckily had a letter to Major Coutinho,

the officer who had been detailed as guide to Prof. Agas-
siz and his party, and the Major was supposed to know
more of the Amazon aud its tributaries than any living

,
man. 1 found him alfable and ready to give all the in-
formation in his power. He dissuaded me from my
original intention of ascending the Tapajos, and recom-
mended the Trombetas instead. Obidos was a cheaper
town to fit out from than Santarem. To the eaxoeiras
of the Trombetas it was a short two days' paddle; to the
rapids of the Tapajos, twice as far. And game was much
more abundant on the former stream. He even thought
it likely I might get a shot at a jaguar, an event for which
I was pining. Lastly, I could make a canoe trip cheaper
than I could live in the old Hotel de Europa, by nearly
one-half. He said, "You can hire a good montaria for
s2 per month. Pay your paddlers $2 a month each, and
your puntevo $4. with their salt fish, farina and coffee.
Your crew of four, with the canoe, will cost $12 a month.
Provisions and your own expenses Avill about double
that. You can live a river life for a dollar a day, pro-
vided you can stand it. And you can pay off your crew
in hickory shirts and cheap jewelry at 100 per cent,
profit." The Major gave me letters to several of the
principal men in Obidos, and after the usual amount of
vexatious red tape that pervades Brazil, I found myself
afloat in one of the fine iron steamei'3 that plow- the
waters of the Amazon. Prom Para to Obidos is 700
miles, and the steamer made it, against the current, in
less than two days and a half.

At Obidos I was in luck. My letters to the delegado
and the padre were invaluable. Another letter to a com-
inerciante put me in possession of a good room, and I

soon had my little chest, double rifle, fishing tackle and
hammock in good shape. The padre, Senor Jose Gual-
dina, introduced me to the best gxiide in Obidos, one
Senor Dom Diego, who had just finished a montaria 28ft.

long by 30in. beam. The montaria was thought to be the
swiftest within a thousand miles. Dom Diego, with his
crew of three tapnyos, had been practicing with her for
three days before my arrival, and he was just hankering
for a party to "take care of." I was his customer. In
ten minutes we had struck a bargain, by which I was to
pay $4 per week for montaria and crew, with rations,
the voyage to last as long as I chose.

I gave him carte blanche on the commereiante, as re-
garded her outfit, and he did not abuse confidence. I
laid in my own small stores to suit myself, and in two
days we were off.

Dom Diego spoke the lingoa geral, Portuguese and a
little English. The padre spoke English quite intelli

gibly. He made a bad mistake when he solemnly turned
me over to Dom Diego as a sort of helpless babe-in-t he-
woods, to be carefully looked after, kept out of danger,
and returned at the end of the cruise in sound condition.
For the lithe, muscular puntero chose to consider him-
self as a sort of dry-nurse thenceforth, and the way he
assumed charge of my physical safety and well being
was most exasperating. For instance: The padrone or
capitaine of a river boat is supposed to sit aft holding an
umbrella over his head, while his crew do all the paddl-
ing—a style of amusement that is apt to become monoto-
nous after the few first hours, Nosv, I had bought a fine

Indian paddle in Para; and was disposed to use it, at
least enough for exercise. But hardly had I made a
dozen strokes when the Doin walked aft, calmly took
the paddle from my bauds, and politely substituted the
spread umbrella in a fatherly, superior way that led me
to conclude that he thought that I thought myself not
so much capitaine as an infantile charge.
Again, with the wonderful fish stories of Prof. Agassiz

in mind, I had laid in a supply of handlines, squids aud
artificial minnows, all of which had failed to take fish on
the lower Amazon. But I said that this might be on ac-
count of the muddy water, and the Trombetas was clear:
just the. water where fish ought—if anywhere—to take
a, spinning bait. So I got out a trolling line with a bone
squid for a lure, and commenced fishing, when the Dom
walked calmly aft, and remarking that it was no bono,
commenced hauling in my line.

A man may take implements of manual labor away
from me. paddles, boes, axes, etc., and not excite me to
a high pitch of wrath. Interfering with my hunting or
fishing arrangements is a different matter altogether.
Whence it happened that he got a furious box on the ear,
at the same time the line being snatched from his hand.
He took it with a look of reproachful surprise, as a
mother might take a blow from a spoiled child, but sub-
sided at once, and thereafter allowed me to fish as I
pleased, only remarking that it was muito mal, no bono.
For an hour or more I towed the long line behind the

swift-moving montaria, and then there was a jerk that
nearly took me overboard. I thought at first it was a
snag, but it turned out a veritable fish, and a lively one
withal, also exceedingly handsome. I was obliged to call
on one of the crew to help get him alongside, where he
was stunned with a blow from a paddle and taken on
board. He was entirely new to me. In color he was
similar to a salmon trout, but his mouth was like that of
a catfish, only not so coarse, and he had long barbels or
streamers on either side of the mouth that were longer
than his body. The caudal and dorsal fins were very
much cuiwed, and the outer spines of each were also
ornamented with long pennants that streamed behind as
he swam. And he was useful as well as ornamental,
being excellent when cooked. I estimated his weight at
501bs. Thereafter no attempt was made to interfere with
my fishing, nor did we lack fresh fish.

On the whole, the trip was most interesting. The
canoe, long and narrow, shot up the stream with marvel-
ous speed under the four well-handled paddles, the
scenery was constantly changing, and every mile brought
to view something strange and novel. The hills on the
Trombetas are higher, and approach the Amazon more
nearly than those of any other tributary, so far as I have
seen.

It seemed wonderful to me that so many canos, furos
and igarapes (all meaning channels) should lead away
from the river, away back into the unexplored, gloomy
forest to heaven only knows where. No guide of the
Amazon, not even Major Coutinho, ever was or ever will
be acquainted with the interminable windings of these
mysterious, endless water courses. Starting from the
border line of Peru and Brazil, there are fifteen large
tributaries which enter the Amazon between Tabatinga
and Para. And there is not a living man who is a com-
petent guide for any one of these, with its complicated
network of waters. Human life is not long enough to
learn the lesson. Local guides there are on every river,
men who know the tortuous channels for hundreds of
miles. But don't trust them too far. Their reverence
for the educated white man, with his superior outfit, may
lead them too deeply into the complicated depths of a
trackless forest. Remember that the Amazon rises at
certain points as much as 40ft. in the rainy season, at
which time all creeks, canos and feeders set back into
the forest with a strong current. Then the dry season
approaches, the main river falls rapidly, and countless
thousands of canos. creeks, etc., reverse their courses and
flow toward the Amazon. Of course, at certain stages of
the water some channels will have no perceptible current,
while others will flew outward, and still others will be
flowing to the central stream. And as of the Amazon
proper, so of its larger tributaries; making a wilderness
of waters so labyrinthine, puzzling and bewildering, that
no one man is or can be a competent guide for the water
channels of a single large river.
Probably this accounted for the fact that Dom Diego

persistently refused to leave the main river for more
than two or three miles, though I desired to make longer
explorations, and called his attention to the fact that as
it was the dry season all side streams must be flowing to

the river. He in turn explained that there were several
main rivers; that the back channels, furos, canos, etc.,

flowed to all points of the compass; that we might follow
some of them for a week and then come out at last on
the Amazon, or we might get lost. Then there were
crocodiles, jaguars, and last, but not least, gentes, sav-
ages, who would ambush us and shoot poisoned arrows
from their pueunas or blowguzis. This last was the thing-

he feared—perhaps with good reason, for the Indians of
the Amazon, who refuse to be domiciled in villages and
submit to the domination of the priests, are treated pre-
cisely as on a footing with wild beasts; and in return it

must be confessed that they do shoot poisoned arrows
when they get a chance.
We were longer reaching the first rapids than was at

all necessary, for I frequently ordered a halt for the pur-
pose of exploring or hunting where the ground looked in-

viting, and also to climb some of the mountainous hills

that seemed easily accessible. Truth to say, the hunting
was not good, and one soon gets enough climbing in that
climate, where, the blood being heated with the mercury
above 90% it is not easy to "cool off."

We saw many jaguar tracks, and at one point a wrell-

worn path, where tapirs had a runway from the river to
their feeding grounds, but the animals kept out of sight.

At several places the Indians called my attention to the
feeding grounds of the peixe-boy or fish-ox, but although
1 offered a new hickory shirt as a bribe, they could not
put me on to a shot at one. Howling monkeys, spider
monkeys and other simians were plenty enough, and the
Indians, who like them cooked, were anxious that I

should kill enough for camp use.

I tried it once—only once. Thev ran me up a channel
in the direction of a band of howlers that were making
more racket than a pack of wolves, and we happened to

cut them off just as they were laying plans to cross the
igarape. There were only six of them, but they made
noise enough for six hundred. As the montaria came
swiftly up they became silent and took refuge in the
dense foliage of a huge sipo, where, had they chosen to

remain in hiding, they would have been safe; but curios-
ity got the better of caution, and a face was constantly
being poked through the leaves with a comical look of
fear and inquiry. Finally, the one who appeared to act
as leadpr showed within 30ft. of the ground and I dropped
him with a bullet through the neck. As he lay at the
roots of the sipo (pine), bleeding to death, he gave me a
look of pitiful appealing misery—a look of little-old-man

horror and reproach that haunts me to this day. The
Indians made a stew of him, of which I did not partake;
nor have I ever drawn a bead on one of the species from
that day to this, despite the constant urging of my crew
to shoot monkey enough for camp use.

I seldom went on shore where the land was high and
dry without flushing the n'ambu, a bird with the mark-
ings and appearance of a wild turkey, but about the size

of "a common hen. I was anxious to get one, but the
sudden flight, the thick foliage, and the fact that I could
not catch one sitting, left the double rifle in a decided
minority. Diego had a cheap ,20cal. Belgian gun, which
he never loaded with anything smaller than No. 1 shot,

and with this he killed several riambus—always sitting.

He did not think of shooting on the wing. When, sub-
sequently, I borrowed his gun and cut one down on the
rise at the first shot, he was half in awe of his gun, evi-

dently thinking it bewitched.

What, with frequent landings and short excursions in-

land, it was late on the third day when we arrived within
hearing of the lower cascade, and the montaria was
turned sharply into the west bank, where there was afine
camping ground, with a barrata, or cabin. The cabin
consisted entirely of posts and a paida, or palm-thatched
roof, being open at sides and ends. The paula was well
laid and rain proof, though not proof against reptiles, for
hardly had we taken possession when a black scorpion
dropped from overhead, anrl, with his tail elevated for
fight, commenced to make his escape. He was des-
patched without ceremony, and Diego commenced punch-
ing the paula with a pole. This brought down a coral
snake and a shower of spiders. I had misgivings about
swinging a hammock where reptiles seemed so numerous,
but Diego assured me it was all right; and, thinking I

could stand as many snakes and scorpions as the next of
the party, I stretched my hammock athwart the barrata,
and prepared for a stay.

The spot was well chosen for a camp, and had evidently
been used a great deal as such. The barrata was 20ft.

long by 12ft. wide, and the open sides made little differ-

ference in that climate. The site was on dry, high land,
in an open palm grove, and the soft murmuring roar of
the rapids above came to the ear drowsily in the still

night, with somnolent effect. And here, at last, just be-
low the eaxoeiras, were fish in such abundance as I had
never before seen.
Probably salmon in the spawning season are more

numerous in the rivers of Oregon, but these were of
many varieties and did not come there to spawn, but to

feed. And, so far as I could learn, they remain a con-
stant quantity all through the year, not only on the
Trombetas, but on the Toc-an-tins, the Tapajos, the

Madeira and all tributaries where there are eaxoeiras.

At the foot of the rapids I selected a clear spot just op-

posite a promising pool, and whirling a bone squid

around until it had sufficient impetus, launched it 30yds.

away. As it struck the water several large fish dashed
savagely at it, and one was hooked on the instant. He
fought gamly as a trout, and my fingers were bleeding
before he was finally landed. I judged him to weigh
about 201bs., and he had the general appearance of a
Spanish mackerel, with the addition of rich carmine
markings along the lateral line, and slender, graceful
pennants on the first x

-ays of dorsal and caudal fins. A
handsome fish, and also game, making several high leaps
before coming to hand. Two more casts resulted in as
many fish, one of them similar to a yellow perch; and
then it struck me I had enough, quite as many as the
camp could use; and I do not fish nor hunt for the love
of slaughter,
Just then Dom Diego appeared to me. In fact, he was

always appearing. He was simply obeying the padre's
injunction to take care of me, keep me in sight, and
bring me back safely. I could not get away from him.
When I thought myself alone there was always a silent,

coffee-colored shadow on my trail, keeping mostly out of
sight, not interfering with my movements and always
within easy call. I came to like it. A Brazilian forest
is a fearful place in which to get lost, and it inspired
confidence to know that I always had a muscular, com-
petent guide within whistling distance, and the Dom was
cheap. A single guide iu the Adirondacks, at home,
would have cost me $3 per day and his board, say $4 per
day. Here I had a crew of four men, with a first-class

montaria, for $16 per month.
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The Dom gathered the fish on a hooked stick and led

the way to camp, where he took the liberty to explain

that it was not at all necessary for me to fish, as the crew
could take a week's supply in an hour by stunning them
with a paddle; in proof of which three of them paddled
out near the foot of the rapids, and returned in half an
hour with more than 501bs. of fine, large fish. They had
a way of dropping some sort of lure overboard, and as

the fish rose eagerly to it, they would select the finest at

a glance and kill him with a sharp clip of the paddle.

Such a plethora of large, handsome fish, allowing them-
selves to be slaughtered so foolishly, rather cooled my
ardor as an angler; though I still claimed the prerogative

of taking what we needed with hook and line. But the

sport would have been much better had they been scarcer

and harder to take.

It had been agreed that the montaria should go as far

up the river as she could be taken in a month, or should
stop at any point on the river I might chose, as long as I

wished to stay , and I had intended to ascend for some
two weeks, go into camp for a few days, and take one
week for the return. But the 28ft. canoe of green wood
proved too heavy for carrying, and it was such a man-
killing job to truck or tow her up the caxoeiras that I

gave it up at the first trial, and contented myself with
making trips up the river on foot. On these trips I was
always accompanied by Diego, whether I chose or not,

for it was useless to order him not to follow me. He
would mildly say (l Si s?«o/\" as we say yes, to please a
child: and when I was out of sight, pick up his old shot-

gun and stick to my wake all day. Sometimes I would
not see him for hours, but I always knew he was not far
off, and that if needed a shrill whistle or halloo would
bring him to my side in less than two minutes. Oftener,
however, I would have him along and let him precede
me as guide.
Very interesting, very pleasant, were these foot excur-

sions, sometimes up the river, sometimes into the deep,
gloomy forest, at other times climbing one of the moun-
tains that Prof. Agassiz says nowhere rise to an alti-

tude of much more than 700ft, They looked much higher,
and climbing one with the thermometer at 90° in the
shade did not detract from the altitude. Once on the
summit, however, one was well paid for the hot, toil-

some climb. To the west and south the view was only
limited by the power of vision, one vast, unbroken, mo-
notonous forest, not of Jiving green, as most people sup-
pose, for a Brazilian forest is mainly composed of decid-
uous trees, and there is not a month in the year in which
a portion of these are nOt bare and leafless. This gives,
on a broad and distant view, a sort of dingy, brown fore-
ground that is not pleasant, and as the endless dead-level
landscape recedes into dim, smoky haziness, the scenery
becomes absolutely depressing and dreary. Standing on
the highest point of one of those mountains, I have gazed
at the stupendous waste of wilderness until my senses
seemed leaving me and drifting away to the bewildering
labyrinths of these never-to-be-ex plored, mysterious
regions, and it was with a feeling of relief that I turned
to the northward and westward, where the monotony
was relieved by successions of hills and mountain spurs.
There has been a deal of nonsense, written and spoken,

concerning the wonders of tropical scenery. Mashallah!
it is bosh. A bright June or October morning, viewed
from a high spur of the Alleghanies or Adirondacks, is

worth all the dull- dead-level scenery between Para and
Peru.

I soon tired of climbing and took to long daily walks
up the river or hunting about the cainpos and in the for-
est. (A campo is a small or large Tu-airie-like meadow.)
I haunted and hunted the campo* a great deal because it

was there that the beautiful little Brazilian deer came to
feed in the evening or early morning, and I was anxious
to secure a specimen. They are the neatest and most
graceful members of the deer family it has been my good
fortune to fall in with, and I think they are less than
half the size of the Virginia deer, which they nearly re-
semble in every point except size. They were very wary
and not to be had easily. Moreover, on the level dead-
grass colored meadows my judgment proved faulty on
distance, and my first shot fell far short. I amended
this one morning when Diego drove a buck and two does
within 30yds. of my stand, having made a detour of more
than a mile to get on the far side of them. As they were
loping leisurely past I sent a bullet through the buck's
vitals and he subsided at once. A splendid little fellow
he was, with a set of five pronged antlers, very symmet-
rical and very light—a similar pair of antlers from the
head of a Virginia deer would weigh thrice as much. He
was scarcely heavier than a black sheep, and Diego,
wrapping the deer around his neck and bringing the legs
forward, carried it whole to camp.
The buck was plump for that climate, but there was no

fat on him, and the meat, though sweet and juicy, was
tough, as is the case with all wild meat in the tropics.
By dint of much hard pounding with the hatchet head I
managed some excellent broiled steak; but the bulk of
the meat was used by the crew in making a sort of hotch-
potch stew, of which the basis seemed to be the fiery
little peppers of the country. It was many degrees too
hot for a northern palate.

#

Above the lower rapids, and two or three miles from
the barrata, there was a fine, clear stretch of river, some
two miles long by half a mile wide. The banks were
rather open, rocky, and mainly free from jungle; and
here it was that peccaries, deer, and even the lordly
jaguar delighted to resort at night. The two first came
to feed on the banks, drink and bathe. The jaguar came
to fish. Now, if there was anything for which I was
hankering, it was a fan- shot at a'jaguar: and I explained
this fully to Diego, who siniply threw cold water on all
my plan3 in that direction. If I were to believe him,
the jaguar was the most dangerous animal that roamed
the forest. He could seldom be killed with a single shot,
and always attacked the hunter who wounded him!
Then, he was so powerful! Why, he could kill and drag
QP a psixt uoy weighing more than a thousand pounds;
and one could only get a shot at night, when the aim was
uncertain. Much of which was true. All the same, I
ordered my crew, who were mostly idling about camp,
i • -uild a new barrata on the west bank of the still-water,
about half a mile above the rapids. People work very
leisurely in that climate. Four pairs of strong hands

were two days getting up and thatching a paula 10X
But when done it was fresh and rain-proof. It was als°

a more pleasant camp than the one below, and I came to

pass more than half the nights in it.

And here a word about my crew. Dom Diego, who
liked to be called by his full title, is already sufficiently

outlined. He was strong, active and faithful. Manoel,
a light, tall Mameluco, a good paddler, but, after the
manner of his race, indolent. Pedro, a Muri Indian,
short, strong, a good worker, but surly and reticent.

Lastly, Antone, a brisk little Cabozo from the Rio Bianco;
the best axeman of the crew, good-natured and a. tireless

paddler. On the whole, my crew was a good one. Per-
haps decent treatment, good pay and no attempt to take
unfair advantages of them made some difference. At all

events, if I were about to make a canoe voyage in the
Amazon valley, I would be glad to take my chances with
the old crew.

In a general way we may reckon the grand valley of
the Amazon at a length of 2,000 miles and a breadth of
500. Not reckoning the smaller streams, there are over
twenty affluents, each of which is a large river, besides
the three large streams which give the Amazon its grand
inaugural from the base of the Andes. There are more
than fifty smaller rivers, all of which are navigable by
common river steamers many miles from their mouths.
Let us assume that the valley of the Amazon proper is

that low -lying portion through which, in the rainy sea-
son, water will set back from the main river to the higher
lands beyond. The distance will vary greatly at dif-

ferent points. On the Madeira we shall have over -100

miles of navigable river before reaching the caxoeiras or
rapids, and the rapids extend for over 300 miles. Once
past the rapids, there is more than 1,000 miles of naviga-
ble river among the plateau lands of Bolivia. The
caxoeiras of other rivers, notably the Trombetas, are
scarcely more than fifty miles from the mouth, and the
rapids may not cover more than a score of miles.
Now, a northerner, making a canoe voyage through the

low, swampy lands of the valley, is apt to consider him-
self in a very unhealthy region. But, on arriving at the
caxoeiras, where bright water dashes and foams over
clean, cool-looking rocks, with high, dry banks on either
side, he infers that he has reached a much healthier
region . The exact reverse is the case. With proper care
one may live a boat-life along the Amazon for months,
with no especial danger to health.
But every vaxoeira is a Pandora's box for malarial

d iseases.

A little reflection will make this plain. All the larger
affluents rise on the higher lands, far back from the
Amazon, and as a rule, flow for a long distance through
regions nearly kivel. Tu such a climate and country it

goes without saying, that a deep, calm river, having a
run of from one hundred to a thousand miles without
break of surface—save from the ruffling of the breeze—
must of necessity receive and retain an incalculable
amount of minute vegetable and animal matter, which,
being of about the same specific gravity as water, is

quietly carried along with the current to the point where
the plateau ends in a steep decline to the valley. Here
the water is dashed and tumbled over a succession of
rocky cascades and rapids until the whole volume has
been aerated over and over, and all that it holds of mala-
rial evil has been set free. Hence it is that the most un-
healthy localities of northern Brazil are found near the
caxoeiras of the larger streams.

I was well aware of all this, but I chose to consider
myself exempt, and was not in the least surprised when
the tall, graceful Manoel succumbed to a mild attack of
sezoengs, and announced himself a subject for medical
treatment. I dosed him with caehdea (raw cane rum)
and quinine, which is the orthodox treatment: but he
got no better and wanted to go home. All my crew com-
plained bitterly of insect bites, and with good reason.
The Dioqnivis, saiieudos, flies, etc., were a constant quan-
tity, active and venomous, and the scanty clothing of t he
natives affords little protection against them. None of
the men had mosquito netting or any preventive. I had
both and suffered comparatively little.

As regards these pests I cannot do better than quote
from Herndon's "Valley of the Amazon," page 309:
"From the rising to the setting of the sun clouds of in-
sects blind the traveler, and render him frantic by the
torments they cause. Take a handful of the finest sand
and throw it above your head, and you would then have
but a faint idea of the number of these demons who tear
the skin to pieces." It is hardly exaggerated. I have
seen northerners who had spent a season on the Amazon,
whose faces and hands were turned to a dingy blue color
by the bites of poisonous insects, and this in spite of the
fact that they had mosquito nets, which afforded partial
protection at night.
The comparative immunity I enjoyed from the bites

and stings of these pests was attributable to the copious
use of a "fly medicine," that I had found effective in the
swamps of the north, where mosquitoes and gnats are
nearly as bad as in the tropics. As it is cheap, simple,
wholesome and inoffensive, I will give the recipe for the
benefit of future travelers. It is as follows Three parts
pine tar, two parts castor oil, one part oil of pennyroyal.
Simmer and mix thoroughly. Bottle for use and shake
before using. Apply copiously at firgt until a good glaze
or varnish is established, and don't wash it off, but add
to it from day to day. Cleanliness may be next to godli-
ness, but poisonous insects are simply diabolical.

It was in the new of the moon that the new camp was
made above the rapids, and there was scarcely an eve-
ning on which I did not get out before sundown to hunt
and haunt the banks of that placid river stretch for two
or three hours. Tracks of the peccary, deer and even the
jaguar were numerous and fresh, but the animals had a
knack of keeping well out of sight. A week of pretty
faithful hunting resulted in shooting one little deer and
a stray peccary. I could do better at home.

It was not until the moon was nearly full that I man-
aged to strike anything like an adventure—the party of
the second part being a huge alligator, which was lving
flat directly across my path. Mistaking him for a log, 1

was just raising a foot to step on or over him, when he
suddenly raised up breast high, and, as I instinctively
squatted to the ground, his powerful tail swept over me
with a force that would have killed an ox.

I squattled away on all fours with more speed than
grace, got an offing of some thirty feet, and gave him a
couple of bullets just back of the foreleg in much less

time than it takes to tell it. It altered his belligerent
notions very sensibly. He scrambled down the bank and
plunged into the river with a guttural, savage bellowing
noise, like a strangling hog. And there, at my side, was
Dom Diego. I had not seen him in two hours, but he had
never lost sight of me. He was following the padre's
injunctions—to bring me back safely. Just as he was
giving me a mild scolding in bad Portuguese, the wounded
cayman ro3e to the surface and commenced swimming
aimlessly about in a zigzag manner, all the time keeping
up a low, grunting, bellowing noise. Diego said he was
mortally wounded. As my nerves were too much rattled
for rifle shooting, we went to camp.
On the following day we made a canoe excursion sev-

eral miles back from the river. Pedro, the Muri, was the
only one of the crew who could use the pueima or blow-
gun ; and he had one with him at my request, for I wanted
to see it perform on game. Hitherto he had only killed

small birds with it, but on this occasion he had a
fair shot at a large howler, distance about 30yds. On
receiving the slight missile the monkey quietly disap-
peared in the thick foliage, and for several minutes all

was still. Then he came tumbling to the ground, stiff

and helpless. He looked at us with a wild, terrified look,

that I thought showed intelligence; and I judged that
while the nerves of motion were paralyzed by the won-
rail poison, eyesight and consciousness were compara-
tively unaffected, It was half an hour before he was
fairly dead. The crew converted him into a stew. I did
not partake of it.

That evening I went again to the still water and met
with another incident. It was hardly an adventure, but
may be worth relating. Letme premise that a m i 1 e above
the rapids there was a strip of clean, sandy beach, and
in the edge of the river there were large rocks, several
of them flat, and rising only a few inches above the sur-
face at low water. Here it was that the jaguar came to
fish. We saw his fresh tracks everyday; but, though I
had watched every evening for a week, I had not caught
a glimpse of his spotted hide. Now that the moon only
lacked one day of being full, I decided to watch until
after midnight, or until the moon was low enough to
throw the shade of trees over the western bank.

It was a tiresome vigil. The sancudos and mosquitoes
drifted into one's face in a way to suggest a sifting of
coarse sand; and though they did not bite through the
glaze, they were quite capable of getting into ears, eyes
and noses. 1 stood watch about two hours, when, having
seen nothing to shoot at, I became tired, and started up
the bank for a walk of a few hundred yards, then to re-

turn to camp. Some eighty rods above the l-ocks there
was a clean grassy bank of some forty yards long by half
as much in width. It was of a light, dead-grass color in

the moonlight, and 1 had come to look on it as a land
mark. On the present occasion I noticed as I approached
it a dark brown patch right across the path, that I was
certain I had never seen before. Still I walked on, and
was within twenty yards of the patch when a voice be-
hind me said tremulouslv. "Oh, senor ! come back, wild
pig r

It struck me like a revelation.
There they were, a solid, silent, close-packed drove of

peccaries, all heading toward me. their sharp noses
and lance-like tusks ready for fight or flight, as circum-
stances might dictate.

Quietly and silently I changed step to backward
march, cocking the rifle as I did so, in case of a sudden
charge. There was a slight rustling and changing of
positions in the closely-packed, brown mass, and my hair
fairly stood on end as I thought they were about to

charge, but they kept the peace. And I never saw a
crowd I was so glad to get away from. An attack by a
drove of peccaries, with no available tree at hand, means
a horrible death.

It was on the very next eveniug that these vigils were
at last rewarded by my first and last chance at a jaguar.
I was watching near the rocks just after sundown", stand-
ing in the shadow of a palm tree, when a long, yell.nvi h
animal came gliding into the grassy open within twent y-
five yards of me. My heart gave a hard thump and t

1 en
stood still as I realized that I had a large jaguar at L.sc

within easy range.
Silently and quickly the cocked rifle came to i

f s pl;-ce

as the practiced eye got the perfect bead; a m >m» rt

more and the bullet would have done its deadly work,
when a shadowy brown hand seized the rifle, elevated
the barrels to an angle of 45°, and a powerful arm was
wound about my waist with a vise-like grip, dragging
me rapidly backward.
Diego, the faithful Diego, was there!
Disregarding orders and objurgations, he kept up a

steady quick retrograde movement until we were out of
the animal's sight. It was the culmination of cool cow-
ardice.
The jaguar calmly raised its head and gazed after us

with a wild wondering look, not at all "as if in fear
rather as if debating whether this new game might no
be preferable to fish.

When Diego had dragged me to a safe distance he
released his hold, only remarking that he had saved iny
life.

I said nothing on the way to camp, but put in the time
mentally arranging my scant stock of Portuguese and
Ungoa geral in the most abusive forms, mixed with some
terse Saxon expressions that I thought might hurt his
feelings. On arriving in camp I let him have it. I
showered abuse on him in a jumble of three dialects for a
quarter of an hour, but he was imperturbable, listening
indulgently, as to a spoiled child. I grew pathetic, and
explained that I had journeyed nearly 4,000 miles, my
chief objects being the shooting of the jaguar and peixe-
boy. or Paca morina. And his cursed meddling coward-
ice had defeated the prime object of the expedition. He
listened patiently and acquiesced with a polite "8t
senor," I was beaten.

*

I had half a notion of ordering a return on the follow-
ing morning, but we had plenty of supplies, and one of
the leading points of the trip had hitherto been neglected.
i. e., a search for the fine, dark, ornamental woods of
Brazil. Some of these were said to be quite plenty on
the Trombetas; and I issued orders for a raid on the
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timber the next morning. The woods I wanted were
palo crnz. moira caia-a-ri and moira. pinima (tertoise

shell wood). The latter is the most valuable and beauti-
ful wood known to commerce. My crew did not take
kindly to the change from lounging about camp to wood
chopping, but I was in earnest, and they got out a little

after sunrise for a tramp of two miles to a point where
Diego assured me there was plenty of moira pirvima. He
was right. The trees were plenty enough—for such a
crew of axemen as I had. It is true the trees were scat-
tering., after the manner of Brazilian forests, where you
may find 300 varieties of timber on a single square mile.
At the north, two-thirds of the growth on a square mile
would be comprised in from one to three varieties.

We were, fortunate in finding a tree loin, in diameter,
which the natives declared to be muito grande (very
large), and Antone set in to fell it with a light, thick,
dull Brazilian axe. Our axes consisted of one clumsy
boat hatchet, one Brazilian axe, my pocket hatchet, and
a bright, keen, American axe, that 1 had put in order be-
fore leaving home. It was so sharp and thin that I was
shy of using it on the hard woods of the tropics. But,
after watching Antone hack and haggle for half an hour,
I lost patience and struck in on the opposite side; in less

than ten minutes I reached the dark, flinty heart, and
almost immediately broke a liberal slice from the lower
corner of the bit. Then I desisted and allowed Antone
to finish the job.
The trunk made two straight logs of 9ft, in length, of

which the only part of any value was the heart, and this

was scarcely 5in. in diameter. All wood outside of the
heart was light colored like our hickory or maple, and
had to be hacked, hewed and split to get at the valuable
portion. It was a slow process. My thin, sharp axe did
more than half of the work, but when the sun set the
task was not finished.

A single American axeman with proper tools would
have done the job in less than a day, and the two sticks,

9ft. long, and 4 to 5in. in diameter, would bring from $5
to $10 in New York, according to color and grain. Oc-
casionally an extra fine, dark colored stick of moira
pinima will sell for a fabulous price. I saw $20 offered
and refused for a small log 80in. long by Sin. thick. It

was in the hands of a Paraense cabinet maker, who got
it from the Madeira, and was the finest piece of tortoise
shell wood I ever have seen. I should say that a couple
of Yankee axemen, with two or three natives like Diego
or Antone, might make a paying thing of "getting out"
moira pinima and palo cruz. The labor of splitting and
hewing the outside wood from the heart could be done
with fine steel wedges and sharp axes in less than one
quarter of the time taken by the natives, and the supply
is never equal to the demand.
My lumbering operations on the Trombetas were not

heavy, the stock consisting of five moira pinima sticks

from 6 to Oft. long. We could find no polo cruz. And
the moira cata-a-ri, of which more than half the trunk is

available, was too bulky for transportation in canoes.
Moreover, Antone took it into his woolly head that he
had the sezoengs, and went into hospital accordingly:
while Pedro, the Muri, was beginning to weaken with a
low fever.
Old Dom Diego and I held out. It was a cause for

pride that, in the matter of health or endurance, I was
outstaying the natives: but it came to a crisis.

One morning, in the hottest part of the dry season, I

awoke in a cold sweat, with a general disposition to shake
and clatter my teeth. I thought at first a cold wave had
swept down from the north; but, finding the mercury at
87°, I concluded that the caxoeiras were getting in their

work. I got half drunk on caehaca and quinine, which
quelled the attack for the time; but at night I had fever
and delirium, seeing tapirs, jaguars and peccaries enough
to start a small menagarie. I had sense enough to know
it was all illusion; but saw them just as plainly, for all

that. Another chill in the morning, more severe than
the first; more rum and quinine: and I ordered a move to

the lower barrata, to be followed by a move down the
river, unless there should be decided improvement among
the invalids. A night at the lower camp did not mend
matters in the least, and I decided to return. My crew
could not conceal their delight at this decision ; three of
them were sick, and all had a wholesome dread of caxo-
eiras, They had been passively obedient, and though a
little lazy, uncomplaining and faithful. They stowed the
montaria with eager alacrity; and at 9 A. M. of a parch-
ing hot day in September we swung out into the current
for the voyage to Obidos.
A canoe voyage down stream is one of the most pleas-

ant things imaginable. No sail nor paddle is absolutely
necessary to progress. You can lounge, smoke, take in

the scenery, and possess your soul in patience, knowing
that every hour brings you nearer your destination. But
the crew were disposed to make time. Even the sick
Manoel handled his paddle with some vigor, and long be-
fore sundown we reached the bank where we had last

camped on our way up. Here, in an eddy formed by a
bend of the river, we found the swollen carcass of a huge
alligator, slowly turning round and round with the cur-
rent. Diego was positive it was the one I had shot above,
but to make sure, we laid him alongside and soon found
the two bullet holes, low down, and about 3Ln. apart. At
least one of them must have gone through the heart.
When I remembered the way his tail swept over me as I
flattened to the ground, I was not sorry for him. Judg-
ing his length by the montaria we estimated him as a
little over 25ft. in length, which I thought immense,
until I was assured on good authority that they had been
killed on the island of Marrajo considerably more than
30ft. long.
As the river was low the cm-rent was not strong, but

we made good headway, for the men who were anxious
to reach Obidos and be paid off. kept the paddles going
pretty constantly. And the sick mended rapidly as wTe

got away from the malarial effects of the caxoeiras.

Only one incident on the downward trip seems worth
special mention. We had landed on the left bank for
dinner about 2 P. M. on the second day; and, as the
walking seemed fine and dry to the eastward, I set the
compass (I always did that) and strolled into the forest
with the rifle, for anything that might happen to turn
up. In less than half a mile I came to a narrow igarape,

over which was a fallen log on which I might have
crossed; but there happened to be a large wasps' nest
hanging over the log, and I did not wish to excite the
occupants. I quietly took a seat at the roots of a palm
tree, and had not been there five minutes when I saw a
beautiful onca. (tiger cat) come to the opposite bank and
gaze wistfully at the wasps' nest. The rifle came quickly
to shoulder. The onca stepped out on the log, intent on
wasps, when there was a sharp crack from the rifle, and
he went overboard with a bullet through his head. And
as he fell a swarm of wasps darted down on him and
fastened on his spotted sides. They were soon satisfied.

And at my side—as usual—there was the ever-faithful
Diego.
He waited until the wasps were quiet, then crept out

on the log and recovered the onca. It was a beautiful
animal, lithe, graceful and with the yellow and black spots
of the large jaguar. 1 put him in the montaria, and
when we were afloat, spent the afternoon in taking off

and preserving the skin. But I had only salt and alum,
whereby it happened that the head spoiled, and I con-
verted the balance of the skin into a knapsack—which I
afterward lost by lending it to an honest friend.

It was late on the third day when we came in sight of
the broad, open space of clear atmosphere, that told us
we were nearing the Amazon, and in an hour we were
passing to the left of the little island that divides the
mouth of the Trombetas into two channels. As we swung
around a bend into the grand river, the crew struck up
an Indian boat-song, and bent to the paddles with a vim
that brought us to the landing at Obidos in less than an
hour. Obidos is about five miles below the mouth of the
Tiombetas. In another hour I was swinging in my ham-
mock with all my impedimenta arranged about me. I
dismissed my crew with instructions to come back the
next morning for their pay; and addressed myself to
rest and sleep, for I was weak and exhausted. But the
padre and commerciante called around almost immedi-
ately, and the latter dragged me off to a late dinner,
which, after a month of boat and camp life, I enjoyed
hugely, though feeling far from well. The commerciante
suggested that I had better let him settle with my crew:
I w as paying them too much ; the month was not up, and
he thought he could save me several dollars. The propo-
sition was decidedly Brazilian. It simply meant that i

should pay him the money and leave him to cheat the
men with goods from his store. I explained that 1 had
already made advances, and had given my word to pay
the balance in coin of the realm; whereat he seemed dis-

appointed and a little less cordial. It is bad for Brazil
that she constantly cheats, discounts, overtaxes and de-
grades labor.

I slept well that night, with no fever; and on the fol-
lowing morning all my crew were on hand betimes. 1
settled with them for the full month and paid them in
silver, besides making them presents of American knives
and Borba tobacco. They were more than well pleased,
and made some comparisons between American and
Brazilian gentlemen, not very complimentary to the lat-
ter. Diego urged me to employ him with his montaria
for a trip up the Tapajos in search of moira pinima,
which he declared to be plenty within 100 miles of San-
tarem; but I declined—and was afterward sorry.

I spent a couple of days very pleasantly roaming
among the cocoa plantations between Obidos and Alem-
quer; and then the steamer put in an appearance opposite
the town on her downward passage. Dom Diego helped
me on board with my traps, and I bade adieu to the pleas-
ant little tropical town of Obidos forever. On the third
evening thereafter, I was lazily smoking and swinging a
hammock at my old quarters, the Hotel de Europa.

Nessmuk.

THE REPORTER.

I WONDER if we have reporters in America ? What a
question ! Are not our newspaper reporters the best

and most indefatigable in the world? But I do not mean
the reporting homo; it is the reporting canis I am won-
dering about. Do we have reporting dogs in America ?

If so, I have not seen them, neither have I heard of
them. Our stories about the pointing dogs revolve about
"the point," and of the dog's sticking to it like grim
death. "He's so steady on a point that you can't kick
him forward on to the bird," says the dog trainer in high-
est praise of the brute he is trying to sell. And we all

recollect the story of the crack Western dog, thai was
lost at the close of a day's shooting. Search was made
next morning, and the dog was found in the brush, close
to where he was missed the night before, and still point-
ing the game he had come upon as darkness overtook
him. So I doubt if we have "the reporter" in the Land
of the True, and perhaps a word about him may not be
uninteresting to American readers.

I was out partridge shooting in the south of Sweden in
the fall of 1884. I had a sprightly fellow, Joseph, as
guide and bearer of cartridges and game, and was shoot-
ing that day over an old German pointer a friend had
loaned me, so that I could give my own dog a day's rest.
We had enjoyed a fairly good day's sport, and toward
evening were returning down the valley of the river
Nissa, toward our headquarters at Oscarstrom. We were
tired, the shooting was over, and our dog was allowed to

roam at will. As we sauntered along I saw old Lila
make her appearance over the top of a distant heathery
ridge. She looked up and down over the valley, and as

soon as she caught sight of us came toward us in a
straight line on a brisk gallop, wagging her tail in a joy-
ful sort of way. Coming in she raised a forepaw, placed
it on my leg, looked up inmy face, wagged her tail briskly,

turned about, took a dozen leaps back in the track she
had come, then looked around at me and wagged her tail

again.
" Well, what does all this mean ? " asked I.

" Oh ! Lila has got a covey of partridges over the hill
yonder, and has come in with the report," answered Jo-
seph.

' ' Nonsense !

"

But Lila rushed on a dozen steps more, looked back,
and seeing I did not follow, her came in, put up her paw
and again went through all her motions.
" Well, old girl, lead on ! " I said at last, " we'll follow

and see what you've got at all events." So over the hill

we went, Lila leading and ever and anon looking back

—

down across a valley, then straight up the further hill-

side where she came to a point at a bunch of bushes.
Before I got within shot the partridges began to whirr
up; at least a dozen flew, but old Lila stuck now to her
point, and on my reaching her side the last bird of the
covey flew, which I knocked over and Lila retrieved, We
now hunted along the bosky hillside, and Lila pointed and
I shot six more of this covey, bringing up my bag for the
day to nineteen partridges and a hare.
" You din't know Lila was a seporter ?" quoth Joseph.
" No. I did not know before this day that there was

such a dog in the world."
Since then I have made the matter of " the reporting

dog" the study of some leisure hours. The reporter
occurs most often among German pointers, or in crosses
between German and English pointers, but even among
them not more than one trained dog in twenty is a re-

porter. The trait is rare among English full bloods, and
I have never yet seen a setter report.

It is asserted that a dog cannot be trained to report.
The reporting instinct must be born within him, and then
he takes to it naturally. I, however, am inclined to
think that any dog that "rings" game, or from any
cause breaks his point to take up another, may be trained
to report, by whistling him in, whenever he comes to a
point, and then advancing with him to the quarry. "Re-
porters" have different ways of imparting their informa-
tion; not every dog is so clear as old Lila. Some come
back only till they make themselves seen, then return
directly to the game. Others hop up on a hillock or
stone and jump and wag their tails till you approach.
Here in Sweden a reporter readily sells for one-third

more than an equally good dog without this faculty, and
I can assure American sportsmen that the report lends
an additional pleasure to the chase.
As the shooting season approached this year I looked

about for a reporter, and at last bought a large, powerful
pointer, a cross between the German and English. The
German dog is exceed ingly kind , faithful and obedient,
but too heavy and slow. The English pointer, with all

his good quality, is apt to be too hot and headstrong.
The half-breed is best for Swedish shooting, and, I be-
lieve, admirably adapted for America. -

I shot black cock and capercailzie over Nero, and as
the season advanced partridges, but as I always kept well
up with him never saw him report, and had half forgot-
ten that he possessed the accomplishment. One day my
boot hurt me, and leaning my gun against a fence I sat
down, took off my boot, pulled off my stocking and made
a general readjustment. As I was lacing up my boot in
came Nero over a rise of the field, and looking up at me
turned about and came to a half point, then looking up
once more shot along the track whence he came. Fol-
lowing over the hills I came in view of the blue waters
of Lake Nefode: Nero was still rushing on in a straight
line over the field. When he reached the lake shore he
came to a point at a tuft of dry rushes. But it was an
easy kind of a point. Every few moments he looked
back at me, and expressed his satisfaction at my ap-
proach with one wag of the tail, which instantly stiffened
into business again. Reaching his side a little flock of
seven partridges hustled up, and I had the pleasure of
dropping a couple, and Nero the satisfaction of retrieving
them. Since then I let Nero hunt as far and wide as he
pleases, confident that he will come in and report all

game he finds out of my sight. I frequently whistle him
in when he points at a distance, and then advance over
the field side by side with him. Sometimes when Nero
points at a distance, and is sure that I see him, he will lie

down, so as not to scare the birds, rising on his forepaws
now and then and looking back at me if I make any un-
reasonable delay.
The other day he came to a point far away over a vast

plowed field. Looking around and making sure that I
saw him, he backed in his tracks a dozen steps and then
disappeared from view as absolutely as if the black
plowed field had swallowed up his white body. We kept
on toward the spot where he was last seen, and after
some five minutes' plodding over the soft upturned earth,
Master Nero arose out of a dry ditch just in front of us
and quietly resumed his point. Coming up with the dog,
two great coveys of partridges arose, my friend made a
right and left shot out of the flock to the right and I took
a bird with each barrel out of the left covey.
The trait of reporting causes a dog to be freer and

easier on his point, he is less like a cast-iron statue, more
like a reasoning being.

As Nero and I advance on a running covey, he lifts his
ears, looks up at me and takes in the situation "like a
little man," pointing now here, now there, and ringing
the game in between us if necessary.
A reporter really seems to go through a chain of reason-

ing something like this, "Here is game, but where is my
master? Of myself I can do nothing. Here's for it. I'll

go hunt him up, for it takes both of us to do the shoot-

ing."
Frequently when Nero makes game I hide to see him

go through his motions. Gradually he stiffens into a
solid point, then loolrs around, first one side, then the

other. No master in sight. Then he slowly backs out of

it, step by step, a dozen steps or so; next he turns round
as slyly as a snake, then sneaks away, and in another
moment is in a full gallop toward where he last saw me.
I always meet him with a pat on the head and a "Bravo,
Nero!" It seems to me that the advantage of a reporter
is at once apparent, whether it be on the wide prairies of
the West, in the hill country of the East, or in the dense
woodcock coverts of New England. What a comfort and
luxury to have a dog who will come in and report game
and then lead you quietly to it. How many forced
marches in the alder swamps one might save, and how
lazily he could saunter along the ridges, leisurely waiting
for the report of his faithful four-footed friend. Ameri-
cans are never satisfied with anything short of the best.

If we have not the reporter in America, we have not the
best possible pointing dog.

Is not the subject worthy the attention of our dog
breeders and dog lovers? Wl y not import the German
reporting pointer and cross with our best pointers of
English blood? Or why not develop and perfect the re-
porting instinct whenever it manifests itself among our
own dogs?
Of one thing I am sure, the American sportsman who

has once shot over a reporter has experienced a new joy
in life, and this joy he will ever keep, if he can, among
the many pleasures which give zest to the life of the true
lover of the chase. Makstrand.
Stockholm, Sweden.
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FIRST SPEAR.
THE 1UG-STICKING EXPERIENCES OF A. PAIR OF NOVICES IN

SINDH.

HOW the years fly ! 1 caught myself indulging in

reverie on the enjoyment of a Christmastide, the
scenes of which were as "fresh in my memory—perhaps
fresher than the scenes of any recent Christmas—and
when I came to fix the date I found it was away back in
the early sixties, when I was having my first experiences
of sport in what I may call a really good game country.
My camp was at Metanee, a considerable village on

the banks of the Indus in the rainless region of Middle
Scinde, and consisted of a main dwelling about forty by
sixteen, divided into sitting room and bedroom, with
adjoining outhouses for servants, and stables. The walls
of the buildings were simply basketwork, and the roofs
thatch, and the buildings so arranged as to occupy two
sides of an oblong square, the other two sides of which
were inclosed with a high light fence.
Here I lived for five years far remote from any other

Europeans, and twelve miles from the main road through
the country, but I was far too busy a man to feel any sense
of loneliness. I was running an extensive saltpetre re-
finery, which engaged my activities, physical and mental,
from dawn of day until sunset, with the exception that,
as the work became thoroughly systematized, I indulged
in an occasional day off—generally once a week—for
shooting, and this with my periodical trips to the Sukkur
market, where I bought the crude material, rendered my
life sufficiently diversified to be enjoyable. I had an oc-
casional visit, too, from the officer in charge of the tele-

graph line, a young fellow of my own age named Keith,
who generally once or twice in the course of the cold
season would leave his camp on the road and ride over
to spend a night with me.
Well, one 23d of December, I think it must have been

either '62 or '63, I took a day off for shooting, and rode
home at evening with a pretty fair bag of duck and black
partridge, and on nearing my camp I saw Keith's groom
approaching it with a led horse, and as I rode up to him he
made a profound salaam, and reported that the Sahib
was coming on his camel and might be expected immedi-
ately. This was good news. There was a hasty consul-
tation with the Portuguese boy, who filled the" office of
chief cook and butler, another dish was added to the
menu, and a quarter of an hour later the two of us were
seated at the table, polishing our countenances in the
sunshine of each other's presence, and as happy perhaps
in the Scinde wilds as any two men in Christendom.
Keith had planned his tour so that he might spend two
days with me, and we were thoroughly resolved to have
a royal good time of it.

"Have you done any pig-sticking yet?" asked Keith,
as we sat back in our easy chairs after dinner, smoking
and sipping our coffee.

"Not much," I replied, "I rode one half-grown pig and
rolled him over as a bit of training for myself and horse,
and after that I had a dashing gallop after an old tusker,
but I didn't get him."
"How was that," asked Keith, "did he get into cover?"
"Well, not exactly," I explained, "but he turned the.

wrong end toward me. I was going along in grand style,
spear well poised, when the high banks of a canal loomed
up before me, and I made a burst to come up with him
before he could reach it, for I had no idea of going into
the canal without knowing how I should get out again.
It was no use, the boar spurted too, and finding I could
not come within twenty yards of him, I began to pull in.
At that moment the boar reached the bank, wheeled
sharply round and prepared to receive cavalry. My horse
decided the matter for himself, wheeling round so sud-
denly that I had enough to do to keep my seat, and when
at length I was able to look over my shoulder, it was
quite a relief to find the boar was not after us. Wheeling
round, I saw the old gentleman trotting leisurely along
under the canal bank, and as that was on my left, I lost
interest in the chase."
"But," said Keith, "you might have headed him and

turned him back the other way."
"Possibly," I rejoined, "but he would have been wrong

end on at the charge, and 1 was bashful."
We sat and chatted for an hour or two, and made plans

for the following day's sport, and the programme included
pig sticking if a pig could be found to give us a run. I
had two spears, Keith was yearning to flesh one of them
in a boar, and now that I had a comrade to aid me in the
fight, I too was fired with a spirit of emulation.

With the first dawn of day we sat down to a breakfast
of coffee and omelettes and good home-made bread and
butter, and before the sun was well above the horizon we
were in the saddle with our guns, trusting the spears to
a servant who rode behind the camel man, and had
charge of the luncheon.
A leisurely trot of two miles carried us across the

barren salt tract that skirted the village, to some lands
cultivated by water from the canal, raised by Persian
wheels, and another mile brought us to a jheel or lake,
the principal duck grounds of the neighborhood. A
fringe of tamarisk trees skirted the lake in places, but
with this exception there was hardly a bush in sight: on
the wide undulating plain two or three flocks of blue
crane were visible, and as we neared the lake an oc-
casional quack, quack warned us that the ducks were at
home.
We dismounted at a hundred yards distance, and

headed for cover to separate points about a hundred
yards apart. We made cover simultaneously, and before
I had time to look round Keith fired, setting the whole
lake in commotion ; hundreds of ducks were on the wine
at once, and a flock of mallards wheeling by me I shot at
the duck and killed a drake which was following some
six feet behind him, and a flock of teal following, I dis-
charged the second barrel into the midst and brought
down one. Kei'th had killed two mallards and wounded
one, which was recovered with difficulty after some time,
and after; a dozen more shots which resulted in adding
three morN ducks to the bag, we left the lake and headed
for the. lov\ ^ailaba lands on the banks of the river.
The itiiila, n lands are recent silt deposits, sometimes a

mile or two in width, which, being under water all the
summer, and containing a great deal of organic matter,
are easily cultivated for winter crops such as grain, wheat'
barley and vetches; but the population being scanty, and
having their permanent homes in distant villages, only
half the tract is cultivated, the remainder being covered
with low tamarisk jungle, which is found in plots of I

from an acre to a hundred acres. This makes a splendid
game country. The para, or hog deer, and the boar lurk
in the jungle by day and feed in the fields at night; black
partridge, quail and hare are in the fields nearly all day;
and here too are the feeding grounds of the geese and
blue cranes. It is a grand shooting country, and practi-
cally my preserve, for the native sportsmen seek only
big game.
Reaching this country we opened out to nearly four

hundred yards apart, the camel in the middle, and in this
order rode slowly on for two or three miles in the quest
for pig; we saw several flocks of blue crane and occasion-
ally put up a black partridge, but we disregarded them.
At length I sighted a hog deer feeding in the open, and
signaling to Keith, he was soon cantering across country
toward me. The deer sighted us and walked leisurely
into a small clump of tamarisk jungle, and reaching the
spot we sent the camel through the jungle, Keith and I

riding at a walk a little to the rear on either side.
"Will your horse stand fire?" I had queried of Keith in

a whisper.
"Oh, I think so, I don't know, I never tried him," he

replied, "but at any rate he will stand while I am
firing."

And so we started, but the camel went through from
end to end without putting out the deer, and as it was
only a narrow strip we made straight for another clump
some two hundred yards ahead. Here we pursued the
same tactics, and presently Keith's gun woke the echoes,
and I pushed my way through, and saw him some fifty

yards off pulling in his horse and feeling for his stirrups.
He soon wheeled around, and meantime the camel-man
had brought his camel out of the bush and was dismount-
ing.

"Is he down?" called Keith. "I thought so," he con-
tinued, as he got the reply in the affirmative; "he just
put out his head at about twenty-five yards and I fired,
and after that I had enough to do to keep my seat and
hold on to my gun." It was a small doe.

It was now too late in the day to give much chance of
seeing pig in the open, and after a consultation we de-
cided to shoot for birds for an hour or so, then lunch,
and work down to a village some two or three miles off,

get half a dozen beaters, and drive the plots of jungle for
Pig-

We were soon afoot, the camel man and the servant
with the horses skirting the fields, while Keith and I
went through them, doing our own beating. Scoring
about half our shots, we made up a bag of five or six
brace of partridge, two brace of quail and three hares,
honors about equally divided, excepting that I shot all
the quail, having had more experience with that bird
than Keith, who missed all his.

We then sat down to lunch, which consisted of game
pie baked the night before for the occasion, some bread
and cheese, and a bottle of Bass, and by a supreme effort
succeeded in disposing of everything but a piece of bread.
Then, stretched on the light sandy soil, we enjoyed our
pipes, the horses meanwhile getting their feed of corn,
and the camel browsing the tamarisk, with a longing eye
on an adjoining field of vetches. The two servants, too,
had brought their dark cakes of bajri meal, and the
scene was one of pleasant animal enjoyment.
While enjoying our pipes a quiet honk was heard

from the river side, and apprised us that geese were feed-
ing near at hand; we decided to look them up before
we made for the village; and following the direction of
the sound, which was occasionally repeated, we came on
a flock of several hundred of them close to the river's
bank. Between us and them was a bit of tamarisk
jungle, and making straight for this, Keith and I dis-
mounted, and having drawn our small shot and replaced
it with wire cartridges, we crept through to reconnoitre.
The geese were from 100 to 200yds. off. but the more dis-
tant appeared to be close to the edge of a high bank,
which would give cover from the river side, and draw-
ing back, it was arranged that I should remain in cover
while Keith should make a long detour and approach
them from under the bank.
He had been gone fully twenty minutes, when his shot

rung out, and as the flock rose I saw one bird down at no
great distance. They did not come directly toward me,
but went straight down river, The nearest birds were
perhaps not 80yds. from me as they flew by, and I raised
my gun to fire, but as I did so the cry of a blue crane
close at hand bademe pause, and looking up I saw a dozen
of them within 20yds. of me, and in the act of wheeling
to avoid me. Singling one of them out I brought him
down dead, the cartridge having gone into him like a
ball and burst, and as I picked him up I saw Keith in
pursuit of a goose which he had winged. He stopped
and gave him the other barrel, and then resumed the
chase.
Picking up the crane I made for the goose which I had

seen on the ground when the flock rose, and found him
dead with a shot through the eye. The camel now came
on the scene, and aided in the chase for the other goose
and turned him toward me, enabling me to put in a shot
at 70yds., which made him fall forward; he was up and
off again in a minute, but after another 20yds. he
staggered and rolled over.
Keith was astounded to learn that he had shot a second

goose. He had covered his bud at about 40yds., and the
second had fallen to a stray shot at least 100yds. from
where he stood.

We then made straight for the village, about two or
three miles off, got half a dozen beaters, and as we were
ten miles from home and the sun two hours past the
meridian, we turned our faces homeward, beating all
the larger clumps of tamarisk, the beaters opening out
and shouting as they went.
At the very first clump three half-grown pigs were

put out on Keith's side, and he with a "whoop" started
in pursuit. I cantered on to the edge of the plot, and
saw him going at top speed across the fields, and not
wanting to tire my horse I kept on leisurely until I saw
him turn, ride back a few yards, and draw up. Then I
knew that he had killed, and when I came I found him
in high feather. It was a half-grown boar, and the spear
had gone in high up and well behind the shoulder, strik-
ing downward and killing the beast in his tracks.
Another hour or more was spent in beating plot after

plot of jungle without success, and the December sun
was getting near the horizon, when on our way toward
a big piece of jungle which was to be our last beat, an
old tusker trotted out of the end, and was 40yds. from
cover before he saw us. He made no effort to" return to '

cover, but sighting us he gave a grunt and dashed off at
top speed toward the river.
For the first half mile we gained nothing on him. We,

too, had started at top speed, but knowing from reading,
if not from experience, that that was bad tactics. I re-
strained my horse and called to Keith to do the same.
There was a big piece of jungle about half a mile to our
right, and the boar made at first as if he didn't want it,

but as we began to gain on him he wheeled suddenly
and made straight for its cover. This wheel gave me
the lead of Keith, and I pressed on. steadily diminishing
the distance between us and the boar. The 40yds. were
reduced to 30, the 30 to 20, the 20 to 10, but' now the
cover loomed up not 40yds. off. Now for a spurt. I
poised my spear, drove my heels into my horse, and the
distance between me and 'the boar diminished at every
stride. He was within a yard of cover, I urged my horse
to a last effort, drew back"my spear to strike, and with a
misgiving that it was too late, I struck between the hams
some 4 in. below the tail.

With a savage grunt the infuriated boar wheeled upon
us, my horse wheeled as suddenly, but I was no party to
the maneuver. I saw dimly the black boar below me, as
I shot out of the saddle and over his back into the tama-
risk bushes, I felt the spear almost wrenched from my
grasp as it drew out from the wound, and then as I fell I
heard a groan and a heavy fall and the thundering of
horse's hoofs.
Springing to my feet I shortened my spear for the

charge. I could see nothing, for I was eight or nine feet
inside the edge of the jungle, but I heard the sound of
some animal struggling, and advancing cautiously to the
open—there lay the boar pierced just behind the shoulder,
and the spear standing in the wound. Looking further
afield I saw Keith getting back from his horse's nock
into the saddle, my own horse enjoying his vetches a
few yards beyond, and the camel man trying to ap-
proach him. Then I drove my spear through the boar's
ribs, and as the fallen beast bore it quietly, 1 gave a vic-
torious yell for Keith. "First spear," I exclaimed as he
dismounted. "Last spear," he replied, and then for the
first time I realized the danger that his plucky charge
had rescued me from, and we shook hands over it, Keith
feeling exultant, and I that we had come out of it as
well as might fairly be expected of a couple of griffins or
tenderfeet as a Westerner would express it.

Before long the camel and the beaters, with my re-
covered horse, were on the scene, and giving the beaters
a rupee on account, I;instructed them to get as many
more villagers as were needed and carry the two boars to
my camp. They agreed to start about midnight, and
covering the big carcass with tamarisk, to keep off the
jackals, we made the best of our way homeward, reach-
ing camp an hour after sunset, eating our dinner with
hunters' appetites; and as wc afterward lingered over our
pipes and coffee, we experienced a thrill of satisfaction
such as no later achievements in the hunting field could
ever bring us. C. F. Amery.

ACADIAN AND CANUCK.
Lake Charles, La., Sept. 13, 1889.

R, E. Robinson, Esq.:
Deh Seh—Meh fren' Miche Ahfod, haf to inch read

a lill boogue whad you hwrite, call "One Lesha Shap,"
hwich mek heemsef to me hoff gret interess, hann the
moah, biccause hwon mans in heem, Antoine Bissette,
Ah thenk he been meh cussin.
Hwan the Hangliche, he drife meh hann cestors from

Acadie, meh gran'-gran'-gran'-pere, Emile Le Blanc, He
come to Lou is si hannah, mais meh gran'-gran'-grau-
mere—Ah ham miss-tekhen—meh odder gran'-gran'-gran'-
pere, hon me modder side, Achille Bissette, he gone
Quebegue. Diss Antoine, he wass be some discendence
hoff dass Achille, yass?

Besside, bees hwife's name TJrsule, dass de name meh
boldest dotter, so Ah tink she mus been meh cussin, hein?
Hnex tarn he see you, hit mek meh glad hyou tell

heem Ah wrot you hann lake heem Ah lak ackshange
pigshoo wid heem.
Hif e nod lak san pigshoo, biccause he nod can hwrat

de Hangliche, tell heem class mek no deefence, he nod
haf the hadvantage, possib, E nod live in Loo hi si hannah,
dass nod hees faut.

Meh childen, he all can reads han hwrite Hangliche
moss good hass me, hann Ursule—she ver' fine bed
hucate, she mos cas whrite hlegal note, all she herseff.
Poar mah, mos, sometams, peops tink me Mericain, Ah
spik Hangliche so hwell—hann dey ver' moch supprise
hwan odder peops say, "Heem Crehole, yass."
Hif you hwrite me leddah fob meh cussin, you hwrite

heem to me fren, Miche Ahfad, Ah can gat heem so
sooner hass hwan you hwrat heem mehseff.
E hwrite thees fah me, so hyou plis hegscuse misstek.

Ah ham, votre, etc., Arsene LeBlanc.

Danvis. Vt., Nov. 10, 1S89.
M'sieu Offa:

Hoi' M'sieu Robyson he 'Id handle me dat Iett what you
'11 wrote for dat Frenchmans ant it what he '11 tink he
'11 was cussin for me prob'ly 'f he '11 ant cussin for mah
waf Ah do' know, me. Prob'Jy he '11 was, prob'lv he '11

ant.
Ah '11 rembler hear mah granpere, he '11 gat great many

hole wan he '11 come dead, spik of it hees one' nem At:-

sene Bissette leeve in Quebec, Ah guess yas. But Ah '11

tol' you Ah '11 gat brudder-law me. what hees nem be
Zhoe le Blanc w'en he '11 leev in Canada. Now he'll gat
leev in Masschusin an' work on m*l , he gat hees nem be
Mistah White an' he '11 feel pooty plump, Ah "11 tol' you.
Lak nough he '11 been cussin for you Men fore he '11 gat
White, Ah do' know 'f he '11 hown it naow.
Ah '11 be glad for see you frien' hees photygrab see 'f

he '11 look lak mah peop. Ah '11 ant never see Crehole a rf
Ah '11 ant know haow was he look lak someboddee. But.
Ah '11 ant gat mah'n take so Ah '11 can' sen' heem of it.

Ah do' know 'f Ah can wrote Angleesh. Ah 'II ant try.
Ah '11 gat M'sieu Robyson wrote dis. He '11 gat so blin'
of hees heyesaght he '11 mos' can' see, so 'f dese lett ant look
putty goode you '11 ant blem to me.
Ah -'11 was you frien' Antoine Bissette.

Forest and Stream, Box 2,832, N. Y. city, has descriptive ilru«-
trated circulars of W. B. Leflm<\veu's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced Toy "Nanit," "CSloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best, treatise on tbe subject
extant
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DOGS, DINGOES AND KURIS.

THERE is no point more undecided in natural history,

or more difficult to decide, than the origin of the
commonest of all domestic animals, the dog. The prob-
lem to be solved may be briefly stated thus: Firstly, is

the dog a wild animal which has been domesticated? and,
secondly, does it revert to a wild animal if it ceases to be
associated with man?
There are, of course, many wild animals of the dog

family, such as wolves, hyenas, jackals, foxes, and so on.
But none of these become dogs' by being domesticated.
They always have been wild animals and they always
will be wild animals. The dog, on the other hand, has
been a domestic auimal at least as long as there are any
historical records of human life; and even with the
remains of pre-historic man are found the remains of
pre-historic, but domesticated, dogs. The lake-dwellers
of Switzerland, who lived in the "bone age," whenever
that may have been, had dogs with which they hunted
the bear and the deer. On the other hand, there is no
instance known, as far as I am aware, of dogs having
ever existed in the feral state.

The Eskimo dog was at one time supposed to be a wild
dog brought into subjection by the Arctic races. But
Lieutenant Schwatka shows not only that it is not a wild
dog, but that it is not even a distinct type of tame dog.
The Eskimo dogs, he says, include all sorts and condi-
tions of dogs, and do not materially differ from the dogs
in any American or European town.
In the course of my travels, I have come across three

kinds of so-called wild dogs, and I shall be happy to
describe them for the readers of Forest and Stream.

In many parts of New Zealand the hills are infested
with "wild dogs," which attack the sheep and often in-

flict great loss on the farmers more by harrying and ter-

rifying the flock than by what they eat. The shepherds
shoot them or poison them whenever they can, and
liberal rewards are given for all that are brought in. I
have seen numbers of these brutes and have shot a good
many myself. They are merely the progeny of dogs
•which have strayed away from sheep stations or taken to
the wilds from starvation when driven from some farm.
They are nearly always a cross of the collie, or else of
the pig-dog, which is a bull-mastiff or a large bull- terrier,

and though they develop great size, strength and ferocity
from their predatory life, they never lose their domestic
characteristics. They are easily tamed, and are not then
to be distinguished from the dogs ordinarily found about

i a sheep station or a farm.

Mr. Denton, an American gentlemen who made the
tour of Australasia some years ago, and has published an
amusing book upon it, makes great fun of the vast num-
ber of dogs which surround the visitor at every New Zea-
land homestead, and even—so he says—invade the cars
and other places from which dogs are usually excluded.
He exaggerates the facts a good deal, and fails altogether
to see the good use of them; but there is something in
what he says. Australia and New Zealand have more
sheep than any other countries iu the world, and New
Zealand, being a small and fertile country, has its flocks
closer together than Australia. But where there are
sheep there must be dogs, for the whole management of
the flock is done by dogs. Every shepherd and every
man about a station has at least a couple of dogs at his
heels, without which he would be perfectly helpless.

Then a great many additional dogs are employed to kill

rabbits and wild pigs and other enemies of the sheep
farmer, and in some localities the boundaries of the run
are kept entirely by dogs, which prevent the flock from
mixing, though the fences are open where the roads pass
through. Hence, it will be readily understood, there
actually are a great many dogs about the homestead
when the men are all in from their work. But there is

not a single useless dog among them, and many of them
are worth from twenty -five to a hundred dollars, accord-
ing to their pedigree and their capabilities with sheep.

It is the strays from these that have produced the
"wild dogs" of the hills, which are only wild in the sense
that they do not belong to anybody and do not live any-
where in particular. In that sense there are multitudes
of wild dogs in every American city except, perhaps,
New York, which is singularly free from stray dogs.
There is, or was, another kind of dog in New Zealand,

which has a somewhat better claim to be called wild. I

allude to the Kuri or Maori dog, at one time supposed to
be an indigenous animal. When the colony was occu-
pied by the British fifty years ago, the Kuri was very
common among the Maoris and was the only dog in the
country. The Maoris ate its flesh and used its skin for
robes or mats. I have often seen the Kuri in the early
days, but now there is nothing to be seen of it but the
skin—a good dog skin mat being an heirloom and a treas-

ure in the families of the chiefs. I never heard that the
Kuri was at any time a wild animal, and though it was
commonly called the Maori dog, I am convinced that it

was merely the progeny of European dogs put ashore by
Captain Cook or some of the early navigators. The fact
of the Kuri appearing to furnish a distinct and uniform
type, as it undoubtedly did, is easily accounted for by
the very probable supposition that only a couple of dogs
or so were landed, for in those days a ship did not visit

the islands once in twenty years or moie, and that all the
Kuris in the country came of one stock. They were
small rough-haired dogs, black or bluish black, some-
times spotted with yellowish or rusty white, with a long
muzzle, cocked ears and a thick tail, ugly little brutes on
the whole and certainly not assignable to any known
European breed. Yet there is practically no doubt that
they were the offspring of some mongrels brought from
Europe; and there is not a trace of evidence of their ever-

having been otherwise than domesticated. They were
not at all numerous at the time of the European settle-

ment, and after that they were soon crossed out of all

recognition by the settlers' dogs, except in the remoter-
settlements, where the type survived until quite within
recent years.

I now come to the Australian dingo, the most disputed
of all "wild dogs." This curious animal has been com-
monly assured to be the progeny of a domestic dog gone
wild,' for a single reason. It is the only mammal on the
continent of Australia or the island of Tasmania that is

not marsupial. All the others, whether herbivorous or
carnivorous, are pouched animals, a peculiarity which
distinguishes them from all other creatures whatsoever
in a very decided way. They form, in fact, a separate
section of animated nature, of which only one or two in-

stances are found in any other part of the world. Hence
it is contended that the dingo, being something like a
dog and not being marsupial, must have been introduced
from other countries; but no such animal exists or has
ever been described in any other country; therefore it

must be the wild descendant of dogs brought by the
early navigators.
This is not very logical reasoning, nor is it at all con-

vincing to me. On the contrary, I think the evidence
against the dingo being a dog gone wild, is overwhelm-
ing. In the first place, it is not really very much like a
dog. It is a small animal, no larger than a coyote, but
quite dill erently proportioned, being longer iu the legs
and shorter in the back, yellow in color, with a pointed
muzzle, pricked ears, and" a stiff brush tail qivite unlike
the bushy tail of the collie dog, which, in general, it re-

sembles more than any other. Secondly, it is, or was,
found all over Australia and Tasmania, and evei-ywhere
it presents the same appearance and characteristics.
Now, Australia is a very large country, as large as
Europe, and a vast proportion of it is uninhabited. It

was only discovered two hundred and fifty years ago,
and the first navigators founded no settlements and made
no explorations. It was not until the latter part of the
last century that the British came and brought their dogs
with them. At that time dingoes abounded, and the
settlers had the greatest difficulty in protecting their
flocks from their ravages. If, therefore, the dingo is the
progeny of domestic dogs introduced by the discoverers,
it must have assumed the wild form and spread all over
the continent, notwithstanding that large rivers and vast
tracts of waterless desert intervene, within one hundred,
and fifty years. This is quite incredible, and in my
mind, it settles the question of whether or not the dingo
is a dog.

I have seen great numbers of dingoes in parts of Aus-
tralia very remote from one another: but I never saw the
slightest difference among them. One may be a little

bigger than another, or a little darker or lighter yellow
than the common herd, but the animal is just as distinct
a type of animal as a fox or a jackal. The dingo is most
numerous in Queensland, which is sometimes jocularly
called Dingoland, the last of the Australian colonies to
be settled and still a very wild country in parts. It is

sometimes so fierce there that it will invade homesteads
and even carry off children; though, generally speaking,
it is a cowardly animal, skulking away from a man, and
commiting its" ravages by galloping through a flock of
sheep, snapping right and left with a bite that is almost
always fatal, and driving the sheep in terror in all direc-
tions. It is a nocturnal animal, and would never come
out in the daytime, I believe, unless compelled by hunger.
It seems always to be on the verge of starvation. The
shepherds and boundary riders commonly carry a quarter
of mutton, well dosed with strychnine, at their saddle
bow, and as they ride along toward evening, they cut off

pieces and throw them on the ground. If there are any
dingoes about, they are pretty sure to find these tempting
morsels and to be found stretched out with intense rigor
mortis not very far off next morning.
Away in western Australia, at the other extremity of

the continent, dingoes are also found, looking and be-
having exactly as they do in the east; that is to say, look-
ing and behaving like wild animals indigenous to the
country.

One of the tests which has been sometimes propounded
to prove whether an animal living in a wild state is iden-
tical with the domestic variety, is whether the two will

interbreed or not. This, however, is in my opinion quite
delusive. It depends entirely on the extent to which they
will interbreed. I have known a dog and a fox to inter-

breed. A cross between a pheasant and a barndoor-
fowl is common enough. Yet no one would say that

a fox is a wild dog, or a pheasant is a wild barn-
door fowl. None of these mules have any progeny,
which is the surest evidence of miscegenation. In this

way dingoes occasionally interbreed with domestic dogs,
and the cross is not by any means a bad animal. But the
process goes no further than that. The Australian dogs
do not become half-dingoes, neither do the dingoes [be-

come half-dogs. In New Zealand, on the contrary, the
so-called wild dogs breed freely with domestic dogs,
while the Kuri, the so-called Maori dog, as I have already
said, is altogether merged in the various European
breeds.

Then, there is another ingenious theory that the bark
of the dog is an imitation of the human voice and that
wild dogs do not bark, though they soon learn to bark if

brought into the society of mankind. Upon that theory,
dingoes ought to learn to bark because they constantly
hear dogs barking and men talking at the stations. But
they do not. They have a peculiar cry of their own , more
of a howl than a bark, and this never varies, as far as I

am aware. I have known several instances of dingoes
being tamed , but they did not bark. They kept their

own cry or else were silent. A friend of mine, an officer

on a man-of-war, caught a young- dingo in the far north
of Queensland, and brought it up on the ship. It became
a great pet of the sailors and conducted itself in a most
exemplary fashion, though always rather too ready to
snap and worry with its formidable teeth. The first time
I saw it, my attention was at once attracted by its appear-
ance.

" What an extraordinary looking dog," I said to my
friend. " What sort of breed is that?

"

" It is not a dog at all," he replied. " It is a dingo that

I got in Queensland."
I then examined the animal carefully, and the more I

studied it, on many occasions, the more convinced I was
that it was a purely wild animal, not domesticated nor

capable of being domesticated, in the proper sense of the

word, but merely tamed by kind treatment from youth,

just as foxef , wolves and even lions and tigers are some-

times tamed. The dingo has a foul smell, which also, I

think, goes to prove its wild origin.

The notion that the " bow wow" of the dog is the
result of an effort on the part of the faithful animal,
through many ages, to imitate the voice of man, is very
taking from the sentimental point of view; but I should

doubt if there is a shadow of scientific authority for it.

As well might it be said that the " moo moo " of a cow,
or the "baa baa" of a sheep, or the "meaow vieaow"
of a tomcat is an imitation of the human voice. No
dog that ever was pupped can imitate the human voice

half so well as a jackal, for the very reason that the

jackal does not say " bow wow woiv," but articulates in

all kinds of notes and cadences, like a. human being
under strong emotion.
While on the subject of dogs at the antipodes, I should

like to mention a fact which is probably not known in
America, but which is so remarkable as to be worthy of
some scientific attention here. It is that, notwithstand-
ing the great number of dogs in Australasia, and not-
withstanding that a large part of that territory lien in the
torrid zone—the mean temperatme being higher at Adel-
aide than at any other spot in the British Empire—there
has never yet been a case of hydrophobia there. I be-
lieve I am right in saying, that the disease is also un-
known in South Africa; and from many inquiries I have
made, I am inclined to think it is entirely confined to the
Northern Hemisphere.
This belief was held so firmly for many years in the

colonies, that no precautions were taken against the in-
troduction of hydrophobia. Since the introduction of
other diseases, however, from which the Southern Hemis-
phere had previously been supposed so be exempt, a six
months' quarantine of dogs has been established, and is

enforced with inflexible strictness. When the Earl of
Onslow came some months ago to New Zealand as Gov-
ernor, the Countess pleaded hard to have the garden of
Government House proclaimed a quarantine ground, so
that she might not be separated from her pet poodle.
The authorities, however, were inexorable, and the vice-
regal lap-dog had to go to the island set apirt for that
purpose, like any common cur. Edward Wakefield.

THREE DAYS IN JAMAICA.
JAMAICA has been called a land of birds Without song,

flowers without perfume, and women without virtue.
We visited the island in a fruit ship to see tropical scen-
ery, and found the true picture at Port Antonio, more
real than the imagined—mountain and valley clothed
with fruits and flowers in green and gold; dense foliage
from the water's edge running " over the hills and far-

away;" the cocoa palms in their plumage of oriental-
like fern, saluting with solemn grace those who sought
their welcome shade. The cocoa palm grows luxuriantly
on the shore, in the valley and on the mountain.
Jamaica is all mountain and valley. The mountains

and valleys are one mass of foliage. The white houses
of the estate owners may be seen perched on hills over-
looking the estates, monarchs of all they survey. The
chief item of export is the banana, several fleets of
steamers being employed in carrying this fruit to United
States markets. Sugar, limes and oranges are cultivated
for export. The estates are owned by single individuals
and by companies who own the steamers that carry the
products of the island. The negroes of the island carry
everything, including fruits, on their heads. We saw an
umbrella with the inside to the gale carried on a ne-
gress's head, and we are told that the first wheelbarrow
was carried on the head. It is a pleasing sight to see
thirty or forty colored lads and lasses loading a fruit
ship, carrying bunches of bananas on their heads, chant-
ing ditties, lightly dancing, with their figures presenting
the fine arched appearance that the custom of carrying
everything on the head gives. The natives are polite
and cheerful. We were told that on Sunday those com-
ing from country places to church carried their clothes
and shoes till uear the town, where they washed in the
river, and then donned their Sunday's best and marched
' all dressed to heavenly rest."

The whites on the island are open-handed in then hos-
pitality, admitting strangers freely to their houses with-
out introduction, and entertaining them liberally. Our
host's house at Port Antonio was built on a hill over-
hanging the town, reached by a white shell lane, and
embowered by tropical fruit trees, with sufficient space
on the plateau to form an escarpment around the house,
from which a view of the town, harbor and bay could be
had in front, and of the mountains inland. The cool
verandahs looked out on the deep blue sea. Our dinner-
consisted of mountain mullet, turtle steaks and turtle
eggs, ring-tailed pigeon and cocoauut pie, with abundant
choice of yams, bread fruit, okra, tchaw-tchaw, plan-
tain, banana fritters, guava jelly, pineapple, jelly and
blanc mange of arrowroot.
At St. Ann's Bay, wdiere we loaded some fruit, Mr.

Gordon Black, chief of constabulary, in the neighbor-
hood of whose house we photographed some tropical
scenes, took us in hand, and with his wife and daughters
procured us cuttings of tropical shrubs, flowers and ferns
to raise in our vineries at home. Negro boys were made
to climb palm trees and procure us green cocoanuts for
refreshing drinks of cocoaunt milk, which is drunk with
Jamaica rum. A negro boy with red cap, climbing the

delicate stem of a palm tree and peering his head through
the great palm leaves, as he forces the cocoanuts from
their nests, is a sight to be remembered. Mr. Black in-

troduced us to the merchants of St. Ann's Bay and put us
in the way of making a fortune out of the innumerable
commercial products of the island.

The roads of Jamaica are composed of a hard white
shell-like stone. They are clean and pleasant to look at.

There were no flies toward the end of June, so that our
fears of centipedes and tarantulas were groundless. We
did not even get a mosquito bite. It was cooler in

Jamaica than in Philadelphia, and here we wei*e pleas-

antly disappointed again, for we expected to get yellow
fever at least, if we did not leave our sun-baked bodies

on the island. Extreme heat in Jamaica seems iw
sible with such health breezes from the mount? 1'"!

when the projected railway is built around ic i-laud.

Jamaica will no doubt become a
n

Iqyg wuitci

resort.
The mongoose has cleaned out snakes and rat:-, also the

quail, which used to form the chief source i'urspon ,

Fruit and oonltry are now the mongoose's food. Hi: i<-

troduction"to kill rats has proved a remedy worse tl

the disease.

We loaded with fruit at Ajaito Bay. 1 Om
Cabessa, Orange Bay and Buff Bay. besides yt. Ann's
Bay and Port Antonio. The flying netj of the Gulf
Stream did nob roost in the rigging oi the ship as is popu-
larly 'supposed. Every morning the sailors soused us
with sea water- itom the ship's hose, and what with sea

baths, swinging in hammocks and drinking soothing
drinks, singing and banjo playing on the ~ ship, the

scenery of the island, the cliuiate and the agreeabienesa
of the people—all this rendered our trip an enjovable
one. F. J. M.
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BIG GAME IN BOER-LAND.
LYDENBERG GOLD FIELDS, Spitzkops, Feb. 9.—My

Dear . Another new year started; they seem to
be about one-fourth the length that tbey used to be at
school. My beard is getting gray in the center of the
chin. * * *

I had two months hunting in the fly-country; I asked a
friend from Pilgrims, who was Tery anxious to have a
hunt, to join me, He was very keen, most excitable
and a great talker; the best fun was to hear him at night
giving his day's experience. We captured buffalo, lion,

rhinoceros, giraffe, wild beast, zebra, koodoo, wart hog,
impallah, rietbok, crocodile, waterbok, dinker, wolf,
wild dog and jackal. Buffalo and lion were not bagged
although knocked down. We found all the game driven
off the open bush country where we used to find them,
and had to hunt in thick thorny bush, with very bad
going, sometimes creeping, and by the river reeds 12ft.

high, where my friend's lion when wounded took shel-
ter; also the buffalo bull; and it does not pay to follow
either of these two animals when wounded into thick
cover without dogs.
Two English farmers from the colony came to join us;

they were very decent fellows, and this made a party of
four, but two are plenty. They took a Scotch cart and
six oxen. I took an American horse wagon, 14ft. long,
and inspanned eight donkeys and two oxen in the pole.
Five of their oxen died in fly and two donkeys of ours:
but as I had four spare donkeys I was able to help them.
The first night we camped in the fly we did not take the
precaution to put two or three fires around the donkeys,
and we all but had a mishap. One of the Kafirs heard
something walking in the grass, and made the fires all
blaze up, but said nothing until next morning, when we
looked around the camp, and sure enough we saw the
spoors of three lions within a very short distance from
the cattle and the donkeys—8 or 10yds.—and they did
not make a whimper, a pretty sure sign that they meant
business. We killed twelve giraffe, one a magnificent
specimen, a very ancient bull, the finest I ever shot. (It

is next to impossible to prevent moths from eating heads
and skins. Since beginning this letter I have had the
skins out to air a bit, and one of my dogs has eaten three
feet and claws completely off a tiger skin. I have shut
him up so I may get the claws to send with the skin.)
One morning with two Kafirs I struck the spoor of a

white rhinoceros bull, and from the direction I was
afraid some of the party would cut the spoor ahead of
me, and so I hurried along, but soon found on the spoor
that one of my friends had also taken it: so when I came
up with him we agreed to divide the spoil whoever shot
it. We followed steadily until a half hour from sun-
down. Every two or three hours we would come across
a big barrow load of dung; but now we came to one lot
which was warm and a bed that he had just risen out of.

He had got our wind, so we hurried on on tiptoe through
the thick thorny bush, and heard a crash away. We ran
our best, and presently saw the hindquarters of the huge
brute, trotting ahead about iOOyds. After running about
a half mile he stopped for an instant and looked round.
We took a snap shot through the bushes, and on again
on a blood spoor; but he put on more steam, and we lost
sight of him. I had to shoot with the Martini, as my
Kafir was behind with the .577 expre-s. My friend shot
with a .577 express solid bullet, which I lent him. The
Kafirs wanted to sleep on the spoor and follow on at
daylight, but I objected. We had had nothing to eat
since leaving camp; we never carry grub and I never
drink all day. It is no use sleeping on spoor with Kafirs,
they rise in the morning hungry, follow the spoor for an
hour or two and purposely lose it, especially if it is after
an animal that may show light. Although it got pitch
dark we reached camp all right, barring a few scratches.
I was in great hopes of getting him, as my friend N. was
a good shot and said that he took him behind the shoul-
der. When I fired I could not see his foreend at all. To
our surprise one of the others had had a like experience
with a black rhinoceras cow. He gave it a good shot in
front of the shoulder with larger bore than .577. 6 drams
powder; but she cleared out, and as she was dangerous
and he was a long way from camp, he came back to
sleep and to get another to help him.

In the morning we started two and two. We took our
spoor from where we left off, a blood spoor showing on
the bushes 4ft. from the ground, for a short time. To
our annoyance we found that the'other party had taken
the spoor of our white rhinocerous instead of going after
their black rhinoceros. However, we followed on
grumbling, until we saw that they had disturbed him.
He had gone off at a run, their spoor still on him. That
put the finishing touch on, so with disgust we turned off
for camp. We were tramping along a dry creek, when
we suddenly heard a snort and saw 200yds. off the hind-
quarters of a rhinoceros. He had got our wind and was
standing snuffing. Then he made a rush into the thick
thorns. We lost no time after him, but crept silently on
the spoor for about twenty minutes, when one of the
Kafirs points him out about 60yds. off. I couldn't make
out his form for a good shot until he moved his head,
nose in the air, trying to get our wind. I fired and struck
him in front of the shoulders, which dropped him. N.
gave him one behind the ear to make surer. On exam-
ining him we found he was our friend of yesterday; we
were doubly glad after two days' spooring. It was the
first that N. had seen, so he took the head and I the tail,
dividing the skin. Our two friends, after following our
game and giving him up for lost, took their spoor of yes-
terday, and were following through the bush, when they
heard and half saw a big scrimmage in front, A lion
jumped off a sloping bough of a tree and another sprung
out of a dip in the ground immediately beneath him; but
being m an awkward place they did not get a shot.
However, they go on the spoor of a rhinoceros, and pres-
ently he was seen by one of them only, who opened the
ball with a shot, but what followed I ban hardly explain.
There was a deal of rhinoceros snorting and prancing
around. Kafir phelebags and ornaments lost, shirts torn
in the thorns, some skedaddling, some up trees, and all
terrified. My friend from Pilgrims eventually jumped
down out of a tree and finished her. Nobody was caught.

I saw only one lion; there were plenty about, but the
cover was too thick for them to be seen. The one I saw
had heard me and stood up at 70yds. I was carrying the
Martini at the time, and firing struck a bush behind him
2ft. too high. I shot through some bush and the bullet
had tipped a couple of twigs, which threw it up. I set a

spring gun for four lions that used to come and drink
near our camp. I set the gun carelessly, and it shot a
little bit out of his cheek only. I was on the spoor when
I got the fresh spoor of a black rhinoceros, which we fol-

lowed in the afternoon, when every minute I expected
to come up with it. We could hear it, for it had caught
our wind, and went crashing away. We hurried on
through the thick thorn. At last I could see it, but in-

distinctly. 1 moved to one side to get a clearer shot. It
was standing 60yds. or 50yds. off, nose in the air, dead
on, facing me. I waited a second until it turned its head
to one side; then I shot it behind the head, smashed the
neck bone with my .477 solid bullet and 6 drams. I

never use hollow bullets for big game. The rifle is one
of two we had made to order, 9Jibs., Martini-Henry
action, India rubber heel plate, and it cannot be im-
proved so far as I can learn.
As I had only one Kafir and one little boy with me, we

left the rhinocerous to the mercy of lions and wolves until
next morning, when we took the wagon for it. When
we got the skin off and the head, I let about ten Kafirs
loose, each with a knife. My Pilgrim friend and I stood
back out of the splash. After getting what they could
outside, they went inside, half up to the knees in blood
and dirt, scrambling and squabbling and pushing, just
like a lot of youngsters for pennies. One or two got cut,
but not badly. However much beef a Kafir has, he al-

ways wants more. I think he will eat as much beef at a
sitting as any twelve or fifteen whitemen; and for dessert
immediately afterward a bath of porridge that a big-

Scotchman could not manage.
I have been getting a few koodoo here at home lately.

A koodoo bull will weigh 4001bs. , and is about the hand-
somest animal in South Africa, having long spiral horns,
4 or 5ft. long. *

A RUN AFTER THE LONGTAILS.
SINCE Australia has become such an important com-

mercial factor in the enterprise of the Southern
Hemisphere, especially regarding India, and steam com-
munication advanced" to the stage of a weekly service
between the two countries, it has grown to be the place
before all others where heat-fagged Indian officials may
pass a short sojourn and recuperate. The Australian
bush or upcountry fife is not now what it was years ago.
for with the rapid advance of civilization the supply of
large game has sensibly decreased, but hospitality still

reigns supreme, and visitors to the leading cities, no mat-
ter what their nationality, find little difficulty in procur-
ing through their consul a traveler's introduction to the
clubs, from whence to the station or ranch is a certainty,
for the squatters are only too glad to extend invitations,
if properly introduced, for a month's stay among the long-
tailed marsupials.
Australian sheep stations or ranches are conducted

much the same as those in the western United States,
excepting perhaps that the head station is arranged with
better regard to comfort, so that visitors have every luxury
of city life combined with the outdoor sports peculiar to
the country, the most popular of which is hunting the
kangaroo. To be successful a kangaroo hunt requires no
little judgment, a good horse and a couple of brace of
well-trained dogs, for although when undisturbed he is

as harmless as a rabbit, an old man kangaroo when
brought to bay is an ugly customer, and one not to be
carelessly tackled. Since cattle raising has reached its

present enormous magnitude, and proved so safe and
lucrative an investment, anything that interferes with
its success must go under, hence the marsupials have
been slaughtered by the thousands to preserve feed for
the stock. Owing to this fact a few days are required to
arrange a hunt.
When the day has been determined on, a few of the

black hands employed on the station are told off to scout
the district for new tracks. The Australian aboriginal,
although the lowest type of humanity to be met with,
is a keen sportsman and can run down an animal by its

track, with as unerring certainty as a full-blooded hound.
He is thus an invaluable help on a kangaroo hunt, and
enters into the pursuit with a zest which always insures
good sport to those joining in it. Kangaroos are run
down by sight with coarse strongly built dogs, a cross
between the mastiff and rough Scotch deerhound, speed
combined with enormous strength being essential. So
soon as a kangaroo has been located, the news is brought
to the head station, when each mounts his horse and fol-
lows the guide. The approach must be made from lee-
ward, as the animals scent is peculiarly sharp, not allow-
ing the dogs too much law through fear of dispiriting
them. The dogs are not slipped as in coursing hares;
they merely follow the guides anxiously, jumping in
high occasional springs when any sign is given them that
game is near by. At first a kangaroo takes matters
easily, seeming to think a novelty has been sprung on
him for his especial amusement, but when he finds the
dogs are pressing him close, notions of danger and the
necessity of clearing out bursts on his feeble imagination,
and away he goes like the wind, in a series of such comi-
cal bounds, that one leans to the idea he half flies. No
time must now be lost saddles are tightly pressed and
the well-trained horses obey every knee motion and keep
close to the yelping dogs. If the chase is across the open,
no danger exists except from an earth fissure or a passing
snake, either of which entails a cropper with perhaps a
broken limb or an ugly sprain, but my experience is that
such mishaps seldom occur, if the .horse is altogether
trusted, for as a rule the Australian bush horse is so per-
fectly trained that it can be safely depended on. But
when the line runs under low-hanging gum and wattle
trees, with a thick undergrowth of scrub, no little cau-
tion must be used, else a mishap similar to Absolom's
may ensue.
Forward you bound, with your horse yielding every

ounce to keep the dogs in sight; past immense gnarled
primeval denizens of the plains, which at another time
would demand undivided attention, over dry water
courses in steeple chase desperation; onward, until the
pace begins to tell and your animal shows unmistakable
signs of being pumped out. and a " not-in-at-the-death"
record awaits you. Should it be your first hunt, this will
inevitably be the case, unless you strictly follow your
host's tactics, when you will find many little short cuts
taken, prompted by his experience of kangaroo habits
and his knowledge of the ground. Perhaps your horse
has bottom enough, and bravely carries you close to the
hounds, until suddenly, a few yards in front of you, you
almost ride over the varmint and the dogs engaged in a

determined, but cautious, encounter. The dogs, not un-{
mindful of many previous engagements, are wary of

j

approaching too near, for they have a wholesome remem-
|

brance that sharp claws tear and that a kangaroo can I

kick straight and strong. Such a contest might last a I

long time, but dogs and horses are done up, so you use I

your revolver or sporting rifle and humanely dispatch the I

game; otherwise your dogs may grow desperate and be-

1

come so maimed as to be of no further use in the field. I

A kangaroo runs, or rather jumps, hard for his life:
jand the pace in following a pair of good dogs in hot pur- 1

suit of an "old man" is simply terrible, for unfortunately
little judgment is used. The horse, excited beyond meas-

1

ure, acts on his own training and experience, and his
rider, unconscious of the animal's motion, and regardless
of mishap, is so carried away by excitement that he be-
comes completely forgetful of consequences in his en-
deavor to keep the chase in view.
When the game is brought to bag a great deal of cau- .

tion must be observed. In illustration of this, the writer
once saw an old man kangaroo (full grown and standing
nearly 5ft. high) snatch an immense hound in its arms
and deliberately rush into a neighboring creek up to its
loins in the stream, where it submerged the dog's head
and endeavored to drown it. In this it would have suc-
ceeded had not a bullet released poor old Bismarck from
such an unexpected bath. W. H. L.

CHAT FROM MEXICO.
1AM going to write a little letter that will scatter as

badly as the old army musket with which I hunted
when a boy. Dear old musket of the battered breech pin
that wouldn't come out, the big nipple and the mighty
hammer. How closely you are associated in my memory I

with a barefoot, sun-tanned boy, now far from the hills

and fields he carried you over and the creek which ran
among them, waded in summer, ice-bridged in winter !

And let me record it to Old Betsy's credit that if she
did scatter, some of the load always "got there," and by
my being liberal with shot both as to quantity and size,
the meat was mine. Many a cottontail and squirrel—we
wouldn't waste a shot on Bob White—and not a few 1

ducks and turkeys answered to its friendly voice. But
what a trial that big nipple was ! Rarely could we get
any caps adapted to it, and it flattened out an ordinary
one till it looked like a wind-turned umbrella. Some-
times in this state it would stick in the hammer, some-
times lie on the uipple, sometimes by an unguarded
moment fall off or lose the precious fulminate. Weil do
I remember the Christmas morning when I stood in the
falling snow fumbling with that misfit cap while two
long-necked young turkey gobblers stood on the hillside
about 80yds. above me and said put, put ! Now this
that I have written about that old musket was a part <

the scatter load I really wasn't prepared for.

I sympathize with "Podgers" on the dog question
Haven't 1 had my trials? My wife doesn't like dogs; thai
is to say, she is afraid of dogs in general, and does noi
make proper distinctions. I have tried to beguile her
into some of my enthusiasm by reading the best dog
stories I could find in Forest and Stream and elsewhere,
but about half the time she sniffs with skepticism. And
of all the places in which to inspire one with a proper re-
gard for the canine family, Mexico is about the worst
Of all the currish, mangy, sneaking, filthy, barking, quar-
relsome, detestable dogs the world, affords, the average
Mexican dog is about the worst. He is an exceedingly
numerous individual, too. Mexican houses are usually
built without yards, so the dog's place is either in the
house or in the street, usually the latter. The theory of
the "survival of the fittest" gets a black eye here surely,
unless the standard of fitness be wide of that usually
accepted by dog fanciers.

Another difficulty I have contended with is luck. 1

must be that. True, I haven't, like "Podgers,'' spen_
much money on dogs—written a (chcck)book in their
honor, so to speak. But I have tried in various economi
cal ways to secure a good dog, a sensible, intelligent dog,
that would be useful as well as companionable. The only
one my wife liked was a handsome English setter of
shady pedigree, which learned to follow the baby's buggy
and allowed the aforesaid baby to cuff him and pull his
tail. His only other accomplishment was to decorate the
front yard with fragments of the morning paper. Ham-
mond's counsel and my patience were alike wasted on
that numbskull; he absolutely could not or would not
learn a thing, and I gave him away in disgust. Next I
had a little black witch, a crossed Gordon setter and
spaniel, that was as bright as the other fellow had been
dull. She was a perfect little prodigy for field work, and
though not allowing the baby so many liberties, was
fairly welcome in the house. While trying to settle

down into a new home we lost her. This was all in
balmy California.
There are a very few good dogs in Mexico. I got hole

of a smart young dog, of German blood, I think, thai

was quite intelligent, but had a strange and unnatural
antipathy to little children. I say, unnatural because I
never before saw a case. Is it not unnatural? So I am

This is a poor country for dogs anyhow. The cactus
and thorns and horrible dryness would be a dreadful
trial to a good dog, and as the quail will not lie close and
there are no woodcock nor grouse, duck retrieving is about
all the use—aside, of course, from companionship—which
one has for a dog. And yet a gun without a dog seems I
but half an outfit for hunting.
I went to San Antonio recently. That is quite a lively

town in shooting matters. And from all I could learn I

suppose that Corpus Cristi, a sleepy little town down on
the Gulf, is about the finest spot in the United States for
winter wildfowl shooting, with deer and turkey and quail

j

in easy reach. There are three varieties of quail along

.

the Texas Mexican border. Bob White, the California
valley quail (which some of your correspondents have re-
cently spoken of wrongly as mountain quail), and the Mex-
ican quail with a white topknot (Cyrtonyx moiitezuvtm.
I make this statement not from personal observation, but 1

from what I have heard. I only saw from the train Bob
White and the Mexican quail, the former after crossing
into Texas in great abundance. In fact I saw none on
this side of the line, though they are doubtless there. It
seemed just as it should be to be greeted on Uncle Sam's
soil by this little brown sprite, whom I had not seen for
five years, and I was sorry press of business did not
allow me to pay^ny respects to him. Aztec.
Sax Luis Potosi, Mexico.
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AS THEY LIVE IN JAPAN.
TEN THOUSAND YEAR HOUSE, Tokio, Japan,

Sept. 12.—One's first impressions of Japan are as if

he had been suddenly deposited in an enchanted fairyland.
The hurry and bustle of the small people as they clatter
on their stilted wooden shoes; the streets crowded by the
ubiquitous ginrikisha man, always on a run with his
baby-like carriage: the crowded shops where every one
sits on the floor with his curious wares around him; the
pretty girls in pejamyas; the Kate Greenaway-dressed
babies carried on their mothers' backs: the ghastly look
of the married woman with her shaved eyebrows and
blackened teeth; the heavy loads hauled by men; the
bullock carts; the carriage of some official preceded by
his runners: the grotesque-looking junks and sampans;
the naked boatmen and workmen—all form a sight be-
wildering to the foreigner.
The harbor ofYokohama is too shallow to admit vessels

landing at the wharf, so when ours anchored it was at
once surrounded by boats called sampans, which are in
appearance a cross between an Indian canoe and a gon-
dola. The sampans are for hire, and some of them have
hotel runners, who at once rush on board and "rustle"
for customers; the hotel runners are not encumbered
with clothes, being usually contented with a small breech
cloth: others, more pretentious, wear a shirt, but all are
excessively polite, bowing with the grace and freedom
acquired from unencumbered limbs.
I went at once to Tokio, a city of more than a million

inhabitants, and with the cleanest and best conditioned
streets I have ever seen.
There is an European hotel here, but wishing to seethe

country an. nuturdle, I tookup my quarters in a Japanese
me, with a mental proviso, to help myself on the outside
in the food line, a precaution no one can appreciate who
has not dined d la Japanese. Shoes of all description are
required to be removed before entering any Japanese
lotels, temples or houses, a necessity required by the
•onstruction of their buildings. The woodwork of the
nterior is polished and beautifully finished; the floors
i,re of handsome bamboo matting, which shines from
•onstant polishing. The closets of the rooms, and they
ire many, close with sliding doors, every joint being

fitted like cabinet work. Each room is furnished with a
Laliputian tea set; a box containing charcoal fire, over
vhich constantly simmers a kettle of hot water, with
which to make tea; a little box with a bronze cup con-
taining fire, with which to fight a pipe, a bamboo cane
mbout 6in. long, for a spittoon; a toy bureau with a swing-
ing looking glass, and a half dozen leather mats to sit on.
The walls are sparsely decorated with pictures of impos-
sible beiugs. The ends of the rooms are paper screens
which are left open in the daytime. Privacy is unknown;
every one, from the dish washer to the proprietor, comes
in without notice—except to bow the head to the floor-
takes a seat on a mat on the floor and proceeds to drink
tea with you. The beds are simple comforters, laid on
nhe floor with a pillow like an oblong box. made of wood
and covered with leather. This pillow is an exquisite
implement of torture, which I feel convinced must have
been invented by some Japanese sage, as a terror to slug-
gards. In the morning, before I am up, the women come
and make tea for me, and then,despite my modest protesta-
tions, insist on dressing me, and help make my toilet. In
Pact the whole Japanese domestic,economy exhibits a total
want of what we usually call modesty, although they
are extremely moral. I have never yet seen a street

Buarrel, nor a sign of vice, drunkenness nor beggary,
hey are extraordinarily polite, acquaintances when meet-

ing or parting, bowing almost to the ground. They are
not at all servile, however; and you can distinguish by
the proud step and haughty demeanor the disarmed two-
3worded man, whose former business in life, like that of
jut old knights-errant, was resenting fancied injuries.

The foreigner, by his ignorance of the punctillios of
Japanese life, often unwittingly gave offense to these
high-minded gentry, and I was shown the grave of one
unfortunate Englishman, who by crossing the street, be-
tween the knight and his prince, was at once killed to
3atisfy the offended dignity of the two-sworded. Quixote.
The English Government demanded reparation in the
shape of a fine and execution of the murderer; the fine
was paid, but a meaner victim was executed; and I am
told the real offender lives in Tokio to-day.
The feuds of rival nobles and clans in Japan would

Eurnish material for an Iliad, or a chronicle that would
rival those of the Scottish Highlands.
The Japanese vegetables and fruits are all different

from ours. Their watermelons are good; bat their peaches
ire hard and ill tasting; pears are juicy, but taste more
like a raw potato: muskmelons look like our cucumbers.
Even the animals have a peculiar look; cats are tailless;

eery diminutive bantam chickens are numerous; other
roosters have tail feathers from three to four feet long,
and there are many small red fish who in tail develop-
ment endeavor to rival the roosters. The horses are of a
Tartar breed; the cattle are East Indian.
In the center of the city is the palace of the Mikado,

where a large space is surrounded by a wall and moat;
bhis is surrounded in a circular manner by other walls
i,nd moats. All the Government buildings are in the
walled portion ; the moats are crossed at short intervals
by bridges, which can be easily defended from an enemy.
The troops present a creditable appearance. The streets
are sprinkled by large buckets, with a bottom like a sieve,

carried on a bamboo pole across the shoulders. Work-
men are naked except a breech-cloth, and sit on the floor

it their work. Carpenters pull the saw toward them-
selves. Almost all work is done by hand power. Rice is

ground by being poured into a hole and pounded by a
heavy hammer-headed lever, which is worked by a man
jumping on one end of it—a most laborious task. The
women appear to have an easy time, as their house-keep-
ng is very slight. They throng the streets, hair plastered
In a peculiar manner, and faces painted so prodigally as
if to assure the passer by they could afford the paint."
Some of their streets present a gay appearance by night,

lighted up by lamps and lanterns of every possible pat-
tern. Some are for the exclusive sale of flowers and
shrubs, which are presented in the most marvelous pro-
fusion and beauty—shrubs loaded with fruits and flowers
of endless types and colors. Other streets are devoted to

jne-cent shows and pei formances, pictures of horrible
dragons and monstrosities, jugglers, swordmen, fakirs,

etc. The weird music, constant drumming and shouts
and speeches of the actors, present a wonderfully stirring

and grotesque entertainment

The principal mode of conveyance is by ginrikisha, a
! neat little carriage on two wheels, drawn by a man whose
cloth es consist of a blouse and drawers about Gin. long. He
will carry his passenger with tireless speed for seven cents
an hour, his bare feet never becoming sore, and his legs
showing a model from development.

In religious matters the educated classes are agnostics
or Buddhists, but the belief of the great majority is Shinto-
ism . Christianity is not noticeable. The Buddhist temples
are comparatively bare, but the Shinto temples are rich
in grotesque ornamentation. The principal ones are
about the size of Solomon's temple, and, like it, the wor-
shipers do not enter, but pay their devotions from the
outer court. The entrances' to the temple grounds are
high gates, guarded on either side by terrific, ogre-like
giants, about eighteen feet high and large in proportion.
The walls of the inclosure are a mass of ornamented wood-
work in bojd relief, lilies, cactus, lotus and other flowers,
in inextricable confusion, with peacocks, lions, tigers,
dragons and the nightmares of Oriental imagination.
Inside the gates, a stone pavement a half mile long leads
up to the temple, through an immense avenue of stone
lanterns about twelve feet high. Scattered through the
grounds are colossal statues of lions with forked tails,

dragons, obelisks, saints' tombs and stone statues of saints
with halos. The temple stands on an elevation reached
by stone steps, sometimes as many ts a hundred.
Inside all is gilt and tinsel, with lanterns, some the size
of a small balloon, pictures and images; all of which, in
their hideous grotesqueness. look like the tortured dream-
ings of insanity. At theprincipal shrine is a large money
box, about twenty feet long by ten wide, covered by dia-
mond-shaped slats, into which the worshiper throws his
coin before praying. Before each shrine is a large gong
with a rope hanging in front of it. The devotee grasps
the rope and gives it a jerk, which sounds the gong to
summon the god. The signal in the East for summoning
an attendant is to clap the hands together, and as the
Shintoists stand with bowed head or kneels before his
shrine, rubbing and counting his beads, he frequently
claps his hands to insure the attention of his saint, while
he mutters his prayer in a monotone. Nowhere have I
seen people so devout. The stone pavements are worn
by countless feet; the prayer-log they kneel on is polished
like glass by numberless knees; while a shower of com?
is constantly poured into the money receptacles. There
are shrines for almost everything. Stone saints with
halos round their heads have tapers burning before their
shrines. Sacred horses, pigeons, roosters and turtles are
fed by food, sold in little plates, and purchased by their
admirers. Some of the stone images in the shrines
are Japanese forms answering to the Madonna and Child,
and are usually hung with some offering. Others have
fox heads or monkey heads, and one I saw with a pig
head. One shrine is a large prayer-wheel, 12ft. in diam-
eter, filled with prayers. The worshiper puts his money
in the box and turns the wheel. This is religion by
wholesale. The most crowded shrine was a wooden
image of a woman seated. The worshipers rubbed that
part of their own bodies they wished healed, and then
rubbed a similar part of the goddess. Cripples wishing
their limbs cured, childless women wishing children,
ugly girls wishing beauty, struggle with each other to
get a chance to put their money in the box and place
their hand on the goddess. It speaks strongly for their
vanity, that every feature of the face was rubbed off, and
its smooth surface glistened with a brilliant polish that
only the smoothing of countless hands could give it.

The worshiper forgets his former failures. The faith of
superstitition is immortal. Every shrine has its money
box. Credulity always pays those who administer to it.

But taking Japan from every point of view, it is a
pleasant country to live in. It is beautiful, it is cheap,
and its climate is unsurpassed. The people are indus-
trious, obliging, orderly, clean, polite, moral and honest.

cy^^x^X^
Henry Macdonald.

FISHING A LA MODE.
I SAW in some newspaper recently a description of a

dude sportsman, gunner or fisherman, I forget which,
and "that reminds me" of a fellow I saw one day last
summer, just outside of Paris, fishing in the Seine.
To prelude, the laws are very strict over there in regard

to fishing and shooting. The seasons open and shut like
a jack knife with a snap, and woe to the transgressor.
Oh. a certain day in July, I think, the season opens, and
long before daylight of the day the banks of the river all
along the Bois de Boulogne are lined with fishermen sitting
side by side and almost elbow to elbow. I strolled down
to the river one day and witnessed the sport. Taking out
a cigar I paid a woman two sous for a chair, and sat down
to get a wrinkle in French fishing. For half an hour all

sat in silence, with not a movement. Presently one fellow
had a nibble. Immediately every eye was turned on the
little red float on his line. The float moved perceptibly.
The man, with every nerve strained and eyes riveted on
the float, breathless with excitement, watched. The
float dipped again. The man pulled, the cork came to
the surface, but no fish. All along the line of fishermen
there was an ejaculation of Ah! The disappointed fisher-
man put on a fresh bait and waited. Presently the fish

took hold again; and this time he bad him. Carefully
he worked him in to the bank; and an attendant slipped
a delicate landing net under the fish and carried him up
the bank. There was a cry all along the line of fifty or

more fishermen of Bon, bon, tresjoli. Several laid down
their rods and gathered around the basket, lined with
leaves, in which the fish was carefully placed. He was a
monster, nearly six inches long, and must have weighed
about four ounces. Then all went at it again with re-

newed hope and courage.
Presently a cab drove up, and there descended from it

a dude in an elaborate sporting costume— eye-glasses and
a broad-brimmed hat. Walking leisurely to the bank, a
man who had evidently been sent ahead to secure a posi-

tion, vacated. A servant brought from the cab a folding
stool and placed it on the bank; returning to the cab he
produced a delicate rod and satchel. The rod was put
together; the satchel was opened and a small silver bait

box, a toAvel, a piece of soap and a bowl were placed on
another stool alongside.
The servant opened an umbrella and held it over the

fisherman's head to screen him fronitheBun,and the fish-

ing began. It was a long wait for a bite. Finally there
was a nibble and a miss; several more nibbles and misses,
and presently there was a fish, sure enough. The excite-
ment all along the bank was intense. With the aid of
the landing net the fish was secured. The servant
essayed to take it off the hook; but the fisherman antici-
pated him, and held it up in triumph. But this operation
wet the dude's gloves, and he took them off and threw
them away. Things were getting intei-esting and excit-
ing, and blank the expense. Presently another fish,
which being secured, the servant dipped up water from
the river and handed the dude the soap and towel; and
he washed his hands. This was repeated every time he
caught a fish. All this time a gen d'arme had been walk-
ing up and down; and approaching the lucky fisherman,
there followed an animated conversation, with much
gesticulating, seemingly a protest against such indis-
criminate slaughter. The dude waxed indignant and
quit. The servant unjointed the rod, gathered up the
stools, umbrella and fish basket, and placed them in the
cabs which had been waiting. The dude entered and
was driven off with his catch, numbering about six, the
aggregate weight of which might have been 21bs.—an
immense success. I have no doubt this great catch made
an item in next morning's paper, with the usual lie about
the weight of the string and the big one that was lost.

I had learned how the French do it. Evidently a little
fishing goes a long way with a Frenchman. No doubt
my little man went home, took a rose water bath, and
lay down for a rest after such a fatiguing and exciting
episode. I thought to myself, how I would like to get
that chap out in the Rockies on a thorn brush creek, of a
hot day, and make him wade the stream, with an occa-
sional stumble over a slippery boulder and a souse under.
What a power of good it would do him, and what fun for
me! Podgees.

QUAIL SHOOTING ON THE LOUP.
AFTER my Thanksgiving dinner last year I sat down

and spun a yarn for Forest and Stream, and I am
minded to-night to tell of how I procured my dinner.
Last year I had a chum and we were joint monarchs of a
bachelor's sanctum; but he went back to New York last
summer and returned with different game from that
which we had been accustomed to pursue. " 'Twas ever
thus." Just as soon as I set my affections upon a man
he gets married, and for a year quail and chickens have
no attractions for him.

Last Sunday there was a good tracking snow, and early
the next morning Ben Marston and I were off for the
Loup. I was disabled as to one foot, and so was useless
except as driver; but I wanted to see the sport. We took
Dude, a Llewellin before mentioned in these columns,
and about twelve miles north of Kearney picked up an-
other sportsman, Grant, who owned a most villainous
pointer, that accompanied us during our subsequent
rambles. About 2 o'clock we reached Uncle Billy Mc-
Cord's, on the Loup, and as it had again commenced
snowing, we spent the remainder of the day in telling
stories, smoking and discussing dogs.
An early breakfast put me in first-rate condition for

the day's work. Ben and Grant took guns and dogs and
I followed with the team. The Loup at this point divides,
making a large island, heavily covered with timber and
underbrush—just the place for quail, but most vexatious
to the hunter. Here my confreres were to do their work,
while I watched them from the bluff. The sky was
clearing and we had every prospect of a pleasant day.
When I reached the bluff a strange scene presented it-

self. The river was covered with thin ice near the edge,
but was open a few feet from the shore. Here was an
immense flock of mallards, while around and close beside
them the cattle were taking their morning drink. The
hunters had already seen them and were sneaking up
among the steers, with the dogs well to heel. Grant was
a considerable distance in the lead, and under cover of a
great red two-year-old reached the water's edge. Then
his impatience got the best of him. and without waiting
for Ben he showed himself and blazed away as the flock
rose. I could almost hear Ben's pious ejaculations, but
he fired at long range with both barrels, and each shot
counted. Eleven fat young mallards were the result of
the first hour's work, and it was only 8 o'clock.

I drove down to the river and picked up the game,
while Ben and Grant put on their hip boots and waded to
the island. In a few moments the music began. It was
one crack followed by another, and the work had to be
quick, for a quail no sooner showed himself than he was
lost to sight. Dude stood Ms birds like a. little man, and
it was a pleasure to see him strike a scent, follow it in an
instant with wagging tail and then stiffen like marble.
He invariably found the dead birds, even in the thickest

underbrush, but he has not yet got retrieving down to a
science. But Grant's dog ! It riles me to think of it.

He ran for every gun crack. When Ben fired he would
leave his master, and when Grant fired he would desert

Ben. This took so much of his time that he forgot to

exercise his nose, and so failed to demonstrate the ability

of which his master had been so confident. Finally Ben
persuaded his comrade and the "purp" to cross the river,

and from that time all went well, as the quail when
flushed on one side of the stream flew to the other, and
gave each hunter a shot. About 11 o'clock they returned
to the wagon with about three dozen bu ds, and we hur-
ried back to Uncle Billy's for an early dinner, as we
wanted to reach Kearney before dark.

The afternoon was quite cold and we devoted a portion

of it to pot-hunting. It was unsportsmanlike, but it

could not well be helped. Whenever we passed a tim-
ber claim there were chicken? in the trees, and when we
passed haystacks there were chickens on them. Being
in Nebraska we could not find stones to throw at them,
so we had to take them sitting, but then we limited our-

selves to just what could be used at home.
A day or two since, Dr. Amos, of Kimball, Nek. and

P. T. Lambert, of Kearney, went up Wood River, and as

a result of an evening and morning shoot bagged 137

quail. Indeed, quail shooting this .-reason has more than
compensated for tlfe lack of chicke,, - Ducks have been
fairly abundant ever since AugiiGt, 60* do they yet

show any signs of departing for the south? but geese
are much scarcer than they have been for many years.

Antelope ^^le quite abundant from Lincoln county
north and west, and a few small bunches are to be found
south of North Platte, between the Union Pacific and
Burlington & Missouri railroads, Shoshone,
Kearney, Neb., Nov. 38,
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DAYS WITH THE ELK.P-

THE ELK.

THE elk is exceeded in size by only one species of deer;

that is the moose. But while the moose is long-legged

,

short-necked and big-headed, the elk is as delicately pro-

portioned as the Virginia deer, and no more thrilling

sight can be imagined than a band of these animals trot-

ting swiftly and gracefully through a mountain park.

The elk is nearly as tall as a small horse, but is more
light of limb and shorter coupled. Its speed is great, and
it takes a very good horse to overtake one on the trot.

The elk's gallop, while faster than its trot, is also much
more fatiguing, and a running elk will soon tire itself

out; while the trot can be kept up all day without appar-

ent fatigue. The body of the elk is a rich cream color,

winch changes on the nock, head, legs and rump to dark
brown. On the rump about the tail is a large triangular

patch of pale cream color, which shows out very dis-

tinctly against its border of dark brown. The tail is very

Short, the ears small, and the horns widely spread, grace-

ful and branching.
The range of the elk formerly extended over the greater

part of this continent. They were found from the Atlan-

tic to the Pacific Ocean and from the longitude of Hud-
Bon's Bay south to Mexico. This range is now greatly

restricted. It is possible that there may be a few in Min-

nesota, but there are now no localities where elk are

plenty east of the Rocky Mountains. In the Yellowstone

Parle, where all large game is protected, the elk may still

be found in large numbers. They still occur in western

Washington in moderate numbers.
The articles which accompany the illustrations will

give a good notion of the habits of the elk.

AN ELK HUNT.

Dekp in the Rocky Mountains, not very far from Fre-

mont's Peak, and within sight of the Three Tetons, stands

a great mountain. High up on its eastern slope, from
among the rough blocks of lava, which lie piled up in

confused masses as they fell from the beetling cuff above,

flow tiny streamlets, which with cool tinkle and noisy

rush take their way down the slope, and joining to-

gether as they advance, at length form a mountain tor-

rent. It hurries on with never a pause, past giant bould-

ers, among tangled willow thickets, under oending
alders, by close groves of young pines, through gloomy
gorges and thick forests,' until at last, reaching the val-

ley, its headlong speed is slackened, and it flows with a

more even current, at length pouring itself into the Yel-

lowstone River and joining the flood which after watering
the wide plains and the States of the South finally empties
its drops into the great Gulf. In the wide rolling meadows
on the upper western s.ope of this mountain, rise other

springs of clear cool water. These flow toward the west; at

first gently, with pleasant shallow pools in which you can
see the tiny trout slowly oaring themselves against the cur-

rent, or if alarmed darting like silver flashes to the shelter

of the banks, or up or down the stream. By and by these

rills, like the others, come together; like the others form a
wild rushing torrent, and like them at length reach a
valley. But this stream pours itself into the Snake River,

and after long and devious journeying across the plains

of Idaho, Oregon and Washington, is lost at last in the
waters of the great Pacific.

Here on the Continental Divide is still the home of the
elk.

The Geologist and I had started out to climb this great
mountain, which, high as it is, has not yet been deemed
worthy to receive a name, since it stands among others
nearly as huge. We had ridden our unwilling horses
nearly to the summit, and then leaving them at the
foot of the rocks had dismounted and breasted on foot
the last of the steep ascent. At length we reached the. comb
of piled up lava blocks which formed the summit's crest,

from which we could see, far in all directions, mountains
piled on mountains.
To the northwest the Three Tetons reared their pin-

nacles toward heaven, superb in their covering of
newly fallen snows, while to the south other mountains,
only less high, presented a jagged mass of gray, ver-
dureless rock, seamed here and there by canons, which,
though to us they looked like mere fissures in the
mountains, must be both deep and wide. To the east and
north were lower timbered mountains, separated from
each other by deep black gorges, with here and there a
gray rock peak, sometimes patched with snow, rising far

above the dark green of the coniferous forest.

In the wider view there was nothing of the picturesque,
but its immensity, its grandeur and its majesty awed and
held speechless the men who looked upon it. For a while
they said nothing, for they were striving to take in the
view, and even when their wondering intelligences had
become somewhat accustomed to the scene, they had no
words in which to talk of it. At such times a gesture, a
hand pressure, or even a movement of the head, is more ex-
pressive than any language, if only there subsist between
the gazers that perfect sympathy which is necessary to
true companionship everywhere, but which is above all

needed in the mountains. Long they gazed on the
wide view spread out before them, thrilled by its immen-
sity. Gradually, as they became more accustomed to it.

they began to look at what lay closer to them and to takem tu6 details of the mountain on which they stood.
On all sides, saveone, the mountainbroke off sharply:but

oft to the south stretched for two or three miles a rolling,
grassy tableland, dotted here and there with thickets of
quaking aspens or with patches of low willows, and wa-
tered by many a tiny rill. The grass was sere and brown
now. and the leaves of the deciduous trees were yellow-
ing in the crisp September air. From the height on
which we looked down on this tableland we could see no
irregularities of surface; it looked like a great park,
mi'oUih undulating, well kept, picturesque and charm-

ing. Looking at it more carefully, examining the aspen
thickets in detail, L .saw that this tableland was peopled
with elk. Some were so distant that it was only by care-
ful inspection with the glass that they could* be seen,
and then it would be necessary to watch the objects for a
little time until they uiovtjd hi order to be certain that
they were not rocks nor old stumps. Other groups, nearer

at hand, could be made out with the naked eye, and in

others, still nearer, the bulls could be distinguished by

their horns, and each movement detected.

Less than half a mile from where we sat on the moun-
tain crest, and almost at the base of the great cliff which
fell away from beneath our feet, was a grove of aspens

which gave shelter to a family of elk. We could see a

number of cows lying in the shade of the trees, and

several heifers and calves picking at the grass or drink-

ing at the little brook, but the master of the herd, the

great bull that ruled it, was nowhere visible. Although
we could not see him, we knew that he was near at hand,

watching his family, and ready to do fierce battle for his

rights as its lord. He was feeding on the other side

of the trees, or was lying down in some dense thicket

among them, or perhaps he was cooling his sides in the

thick black mud of some spring which gave rise to the

little brook that flowed out of the timber. Even as we sat

there intently scanning the scene, his appearance was her-

alded by a distant bugle call, like the whispered strain of an

^Eolian harp, or the faint trumpet tone of some elfin horn

sounded by gnomes who dwelt among the crannies of the

piled up rocks about us. A moment later the grand bull

appeared among the trees. He paused for a moment and
then walked slowly out into the open and drove back to

the edge of the thicket one or two cows that had strayed

further away than he. liked. As he walked toward his

cover he stopped, and facing the west threw back his

head and looked long toward the distant mountains,
while his smooth coat glistened in the sun, and the white

polished tips of his mighty antlers reflected its rays. He
made a fine picture.

The elk which we were watching could have been
readily approached by a careful hunter, but we did not
disturb them. Our camp and our horses were on the

other side of the mountain, and to have killed an elk on
the south side would have meant a long climb carrying

heavy loads up one side of the mountain and down the

other, with every probability that we would not reach

camp that night. We contented ourselves, therefore,

with watching the unconscious animals, an occupation

to my mind always far more interesting than killing

them.
At length it was time to move, and putting up our in-

struments we walked, scrambled, slipped and slid down
the mountain side to where our horses were tied. The
way was so steep that we led the animals instead of

riding them, and down the hill we plungad. Over steep

grassy hillsides, through patches of cool green timber
and down slippery dirt" slides we took our way until we
had gone down perhaps 2,000ft., and were just passing
out of a piece of green timber and about to start down a
long sharp slope, rough with the fallen trunks of great

trees killed by some fire of long ago. At the foot of this

hill was a little grassy bench, and beyond this could be
seen the tops of evergreen trees, showing that the moun-
tain fell off sharply below. As we were about to pass

out on to this open hillside, my eye was caught by a little

yellow patch on the yellower grass of the bench at its

foot. It looked like the back of an elk, but the head
could not be seen. I made a sign of caution to my com-
panion, who stopped; dropped my horse's bridle to the
ground and ran cautiously to the top of a little knoll near
by. Here raising my head very slowly and looking
through the dead branches of a fallen tree, I could see

two cow elk. one of them feeding, the other walking up
the hill.

Returning to my friend I told him what I had seen
and asked him if he wished me to kill an elk. ''By all

means get one if you can," said he. "Trout are very
good, but it is possible to get tired even of trout. We
need some fresh meat in camp."
"Very well," said I, "I will do the best I can, but

the wind is wrong and they may catch my scent before I

can get within range." Slipping off my coat, glasses and
barometer, I tied the lot to the saddle, and then with
rifle in hand, started down the mountain. For the
first few hundred yards there wasxio difficulty in keeping
out of the elk's sight, for the hillside was seamed with
little gulches, whose crests were rough with rocks and
fallen timber. The wind gave me some anxiety; it

was blowing eliagonally up the mountain side, but as yet
the currents of air which passed me went well to the
right of and above the point where a part of the band of
elk were probably lying. I could now guess at the prob-
able distribution of the herd.
On the mountain side above the little grassy bench

already referred to and overhung on three sides by ver-
tical cliffs, was a shallow basin, timbered with pines,
spruces and aspens. From this basin a little brook flowed
across the grassy bench, scarcely more than 200yds. from
where I then was. Beyond this brook rose a steep knoll
100ft. high and plainly marked by half a dozen game
trails. I made up my mind, judging from the time of
day and the general surroundings, that most of the elk
were lying down in the timber, and that those which I

had seen were only some outlying members of the herd.
This made the matter of approaching within shot still

more difficult, the animals being scattered, and some of
them no doubt above me on the mountain side. It ap-
peared probable, however, that when the elk ran they
would either have to pass down the draw near me or else
over the high knoll beyond the brook, and as they had
200 or 300yds. to run from the timber before they could
pass me, 1 should very likely be able to race down, cut
them off and get a shot at 100yds. Keeping as high up
the hillside as I coultl without exposing myself to
the view of the keen-eyed sentinel, I worked my way
along toward the stream. In crossing the little ravines
I only had to stoop low, but over the rielges I wornied
myself along on my face, careful never to crack one of
the dry sticks with which the ground was strewn, creep-
ing under logs, around great rocks, by tangled clumps of
sage brush, until I began to see that whatever the posi-
tion of the elk I should surely get a shot.

I was still a huudred and fifty yards from the brook
side, when I heard among the trees a shrill note of alarm
that told me that the game had either seen or windedme.
At the same moment there was a tremendous cracking
of sticks and a hammering of many hoofs upon the
ground, and there burst forth from the clump of timber

thirty-five or forty elk—all cows and calves—which in a

close body trotted like the wind down the valley toward,

the high knoll. A moment later these were followed by-

two or three others, and immediately behind them came
a splendid bull, traveling with great speed, and threaten-

ing with his long horns any one of the herd that showed
the slightest disposition to lag. As they rushed from
their cover I left mine, and raced down the steep slope

toward the brook to cut them off. I had little more than
a hundred yards to go before coming within shooting dis-

tance, and they had three hundred to cover before passing

over the crest of the hill and out of sight. By shooting

at the thick of the herd from where I was I could prob-

ably have killed three or four, as they strained up the
slope broadside to me, but I never like to take shots of

this kind. Besides what you may kill, you are almost
sure to break legs, shoot through the pa,unch, or in some
other way to maim and cripple from two to half a dozen
animals that you do not get. In this case I was not obliged

to " brown " the herd.

After running perhaps fifty yards as hard as I could,

jumping gullies, bounding over logs, and in all ways mak-
ing the best time that I could, I had thrown myself on the
ground about a hundred and twenty-five j^ards from where
the elk would pass. I hael a brief space to look them

'

over before they reached the crest of the hill, and was
trying to select my meat. The bull I did not want, for

as the rutting season was well advanced, his flesh, though
fat, would have a strong taste. As I looked at them and
threw up my rifle to draw down upon a fat cow, I saw^
out of the corner of my eye two other cows to my left,

and hardly seventy-five yards from me. They had evi-

dently been lying clown away from the main bunch, and ,

were probably the two that I had first seen on coming!
out of the timber. They were apparently not themselves^
alarmed, but were running because the others ran. Just

as I saw them, the hindmost, a fat two-year-old heifer,",

slackened her pace, and in a moment stopped and looked,

over toward the bull, which seemed surprised at the ap-

pearance of these two, and a little undecided as towhat he
should do. The position in which the heifer waffl

standing was a bad one. A single dead pine tree,

two feet in diameter, stood on the knoll, and thee

cow had stopped just behind this, so that her wholeu
body from tail to shoulder was covered. In turning heis

head to look at the bull, however, she exposed the whole
neck. The distance was only about seventy-five yards!
and I felt pretty sure that even if I missed her neck, P
could kill her before she reached the top of the hill.

Throwing up the rifle, and catching a fine sight for a

.

point on the neck vertebras about ten inches below the-;

ears, I fired , and through the clearing smoke could see tha]

cow rolling down the hill, now with all four legs in th<M

air, and again tumbling end over end down some steera

bank.
I lost no time in hurrying toward her, for I thought if>

possible that she might be merely creased; that is to say,

that the ball might have passed so close to the neck bone]
as to merely stun the animal, instead of breaking the"

vertebral column aud killing her. I have lost not a few'
head of game at which I have taken the neck shot, by.

slowness or carelessness in going up to them, and I 1

wished to make sure of this cow. As I walked towaril
her, I saw that a number of the herd had stopped aud
were looking back at me. while the bull had come up to

within 50yds. of where the cow had stood when I shot
her, and seemed disposed to approach still nearer. Find-

ing that I paid no attention to him, and continued to ad-
vance, he at length thought better of it, trotted off a little'

distance, stopped and looked back again, and then toss-

ing his head defiantly, gathered up his scattered cows
and drove them off before him.

It proved that there had been no need for haste in going
to the cow—she was stone dead, her neck broken. As I
rolled her over and drew my keen knife to take off the

meat, I looked back at the hillside and saw my friend

slowly approaching writh tbe horses. By the time he had
reached me, I had removed both hams, anel it did not take
long to cut out the sirloins. Then taking the lariat and
putting it through slits cut between the tendon achilles

and the bone of each leg, just above the hock, I lashed,

the hams firmly together at this point. The cinches of

my saddle were now loosened, the saddle set well back,
since we were going dowm hill, and the latigoes drawn,

pretty tight. I then tied the sirloins behind the saddle

by its strings, and with some effort drew one of the hams
across the seat of the saddle, so that the two would bal-

ance each other and rirle well. With the remainder of

the lariat I lashed the load on, so that I felt quite sure

that it would *e secure; and then, after a wash and a
drink of the cool water—for the butchering was warm,
disagreeable work—we started on toward camp. Yo.

AN ELK FARM.

The fact that elk are readily captured, tamed and reared,

has suggested to a number of ranchmen who live in an
elk country, the idea of raising these animals for beef,

and we know of several ranches where there are small
bunches of these animals. One such is mentioned in a
Wyoming newspaper which bears the suggestive name of

the Platte Valley Lyrv.
"Between the two forks of the Grand Encampment:

Stream, in the upper portion of the Platte Valley, lives,

Cushman. the hunter. Mr. Cushman , known to his many
friends as 'Gush,' owns a magnificent hay ranch, compris-
ing 250 acres, all under fence. But Mr. Cushman owns
something else besides this noble ranch, and that some-,

thing else is his dog Thong. And now you see that spot;

of fifteen acres in the midst of Gush's hay lands, and.'

which is inclosed by a fence fourteen poles high? Well,
it is entirely owing to Thong, the dog, that those fifteen,

acres are so inclosed and that they graze the stock they
do. In that inclosure there feed and thrive five elk, and;

they were all caught by Thong.
" In one spring Thong caught seven young elk. Two

of them his master sold for fifty dollars each, and thej

other five are inside the 14ft. fence. From these five elk;

Cush proposes to breed, and in a few years his magnifi-
cent hay ranch will have attained the unique and profita-j

ble distinction of an elk farm. The five elk now possessed!

by Cush are thoroughly domesticated. They will cornel

at his call, eat from his hand, and in the winter occupy!
stalls in the stables, and feed from hay racks with the
same facility an 'I fattening results as do the horses ana
cattle.

"Cush's ranch is finely adapted to the purpose of elk
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raising. It is near enough to the mountains to be as
much of a liome to the elk as their own wild and native
feeding grounds; it is dotted with springs, and has.
besides, the peculiar water source of an immense snow
bank which lies for three-fourths of the year on the
mountain side overlooking the ranch, and from which are

• sent streams of purest water to traverse and enrich the
broad hay lands calling Cush master; and again, the
ranch, situated as it is in the immediate vicinity of
mountain and forest, affords the best of opportunities for
Thong to recruit the domesticated elk herd by timely
raids on the wild elk bands.
"Thong is of mixed bull and staghound blood, giving

him endurance, speed, courage and tenacity of grip, and
'is nearly as famous for his exploits in defeating the
mountain lion as in the capture of the elk."

THE TRAIL OF IT,

Three men, including the maker of this brief chron-
icle, were seated on a bench before a fire in a log
cabin on Grand River. Colorado, smoking and elaborating
adventures. These narrations differed from the usual,
because they were true in every particular. You can see
if you read the following, which is a sample of many,
that it has the plain, rugged appearance of the inflexible
fact.

One of the trio, a man of Scotch descent, fifty years of
age, a mountaineer and hunter of rare experience, told
of a scuffledie once had with a bull elk. He looked at
the lire as he talked, twirling his pipe iu his fingers by
way of emphasis, and spoke in the measured tones of one
who has outgrown the necessity for dramatic illustra
linns.

•'I was over in the Wet Mountain Valley winter before
last hel pin' some men tend 800 head o' cattle. We put
up a cabin, 'bout like this, and made a corral that took
in nigh on to three acres of ground, The fence was,
well, say ten foot high, of pine poles, good and strong.
"One time the boys was off, and the corral had not

been used for a week. The big gate was open, squirrels
played on the fence, grouse come and lit on the stakes,
and things generally was layin' 'round loose. Sometimes
I could hear panthers jump offn the fence by the gate,
where the woods made a kind of corner close up. It was
a little lonesome when a fellow had to stay there alone,
but Ave got used to it, you know, and didn't mind it

much.
"Sometimes the greasers would come 'round, mostly

when the boys was away, but they knowed the guns we
ha d could talk, and say what yon will, there isn't a greaser,
or an Injun, or any of 'em that likes to have a shooter
stunk into their faces.

' One mornin' 'bout daylight, I heard something walkin'
'round in the corral. It's hard work, you know, to tell

every time just what kind of a noise it is that wakes you
up out'u a sound sleep. You know it's a noise, but what
it is and where it is, is hard to settle on. With us it was
a rule to git up and find out all about it, and then you're
satisfied. So I got up and looked out o' the winder.
"Well, sir, you can call me Dennis if there wasn't two

elk out there, a cow and a big fellow with tremenjus
horns, makin' for the haystack at the other side of the
corral.

" ' Good enough,' I said to myself ,with a sort of chuckle.

J

I'll just go out and kill a couple of elk. Just think of
it!' I kept on saying, 'Two elk in the yard, already
delivered > and no express charges ! Why, it'll be easer'n
falling off a log.

'

"I put on my duds lively, took my carbine, one of the
old-timers, slipped some cartridges in my pocket, went
and shut the gate, and there I had 'em. ' Seotfy, old
boy,' I said to myself, still feeling good ,' you hold a
purty hand, three aces and a gun !

'

" 6f course, there was no use being sly about it, so I
just walked right out, and when I got to about sixty
yards, the elk buckin' up agin the fence and tryin' to git
over. I just pealed away and downed the cow right in
her tracks.
" And there's where I made a mistake. The old bull

saw it, and came for me worse nor a runaway horse, and
tossin' his horns in a way I did not like. Quick as pos-
sible I put in another cartridge and blazed away. The
ball struck too far back, and 'stid o' gittin' him down, it

only made him madder. I couldn't load agin before he'd
be on to me, and so I skipped for the fence. But the old
fellow got there about the same time, and while I was
tackling the poles he gothis horns where there was a good
deal of purchase, and I went over backward like a flap-

jack, and landed 'bout ten foot behind the bull. Of course
I lost my gun , and got a gash a foot long in my arm

—

there's the trail of it now," said he, rolling up his sleeve
and showing an ugly scar.

"You'd better believe I got behind that haystack
mighty quick, the bull follerim, snortin' and tearin' up
the ground. He knowed it was a fight for life. He
knowed it well as I did, and he made it lively fur me.
Five or six times he made me hop 'round that haystack.
O! he meant business, and he trembled all over, he was
so mad. Finally he stopped to notice the cow, tier big
eyes glarim right up at him. Just then I made fur the
gun, and when I got it I never loaded a carbine so quick
in my life. It was like this: in-down-snap-cap-ready!
and blood all over everything, from that arm.
"I was runnin' all the time, the bull after me, every

snort soundin' like he was cussin' mefurkillin' his mate.
Then I whirled, and excited as I was, I handed him one
right between the eyes.

"If you believe me, that elk turned a perfect summer-
set, his hindlegs comin' within two inches of me as he
went overt

"Well, that let me out, and I got to the cabin as quick
as I could, and tied up my arm, and fell over on the bed
the tiredest man you ever see. When the boys came in
at noon and saw my arm in a sling, and wanted to know
if there'd been any Injuns to see me, I up and pointed out
o' the winder, and told 'em it wasn't as easy to kill a
bull elk as you'd think, even when you've got 'em in a
corral, with the gate shut, and everything comfort-
able."

And then half musing, he said: "I'll tell you, boys,

I've found out in the last forty years, that lots o' times
when you think you've got a snap makin' money, or git-

tin' married, and prospectin' generally, it may be one of

the most disappointing things you ever tackled."
Jerome Burnett,

THE ELK IN HARNESS.
The elk, although naturally of a stubborn disposition,

can, if properly and carefully handled, be made per-
fectly tame and can also lie made to do light driving.
The best time to capture these animals is when they

are young calves in May, when they are from two to four
weeks old. They can "then be easily reared on diluted
cow's milk. After the first six months they grow rapidly,
and I think become stronger than if they had run wild.
At from six to eight months they should be made to wear
a halter and be taught to lead , and from this on they
should be constantly handled until they are past year-
lings. At this age a light harness may be put on the
animal, and after it has become used to this it should be
hitched up with an old steady work horse. It should be
driven frequently in this way until it is past two years
old, when the amount of work can be increased until the
animal is from three to four years old, at which time it

is in its prime and ready with its mate to take a light
buckboard 100 miles "between suns."

The hardest part of the work is halter breaking, which
takes three or lour days of hard patient work. I use a
hackamore and nose ring on the head, which serves well
to guide the animal.
In rearing calves it must be remembered that the bulls

after they are yearlings are very dangerous to handle
during the latter part of September and October.
My experience has not been so much with rearing

young calves as in capturing older elk out of large bands
on their prairie winter quarters. And as the method by
which this is done may be new to some of your readers I

will give an account of the best run we made.
Two of the boys came in one night and told us that

during the day they bad seen and run into a band of 700
elk, mostly cows and spike bulls. They reported them as
quite tame. The next morning at sunrise five of us
caught up our "top" horses and started to find the band.
We went about six miles before we struck their trail,

then followed it for a mile, and then changed horses.
About a mile further on we found the band feeding in a
gulch in the "bad lands" and about 250yds. distant from
us. They were quietly feeding and did not seem to be
in the least afraid of us. After a short consultation we
started toward them and got about 100yds. closer before
they "strung out" on that peculiar long trot for which
elk are so noted.

The fun then began. To say it was exciting is to put
it mildly, for no one except a person who has experienced
such sport can understand the sensations experienced by
a man going along at full speed in a foot of snow, not
twenty feet from a band of nearly 1,000 elk, never think-
ing of any of the possible mishaps of the wild ride, but
just vainly trying to turn them from their course. At
first we endeavored to head the band for the ranch, but
this proved impracticable and at last we gave it up in
despair, and then each man got down his rope, and "took
after" a single elk. In a few minutes we had two two-
year-old cows and a yearling, and were at work "hog
tying" them. Just then one of the boys, who by mistake
had got his "twine" on an old bull, yelled out, "Boys he's

on the fight. For God's sake give me a hand;" but we
were all busy with those we had caught and could not go
to him, so he was forced to cut his rope and the old bull,

after giving a parting snort, joined the band and that
was the last we saw of them.
Two of the men went back to the ranch, harnessed up

four horses to the sleigh and started back to haul in the
captives, and it was late at night when we got in with
the three cows, after one of the most exciting days I ever
experienced. One of the two-year-old cows that we cap-
tured has since died from an old bullet wound in the
neck. The other two are doing well. They eat hay, and
are particularly fond of oats. They drink four large
bucketfuls of water every day. My old pet elk Calamity,
that I caught two years ago, treated the newcomers with
the greatest disdain. She positively refused to stand or

eat near them. During the first three or four days after
their capture these elk were perfectly gentle, but after
that they became sullen, and if they got a chance would
strike, kick and bite. In such a case the person in charge
must at once conquer them, and often has to resort to

very harsh and even cruel means to do so. This point of
breaking their will is of the utmost importance. Should
an elk once find out that you are afraid of it, it becomes
worse than useless.

My latest experience with elk raising, however, is as
follows:

Last May I caught two bull calves. They were about
two weeks old, and exactly the proper age to commence
work on. For the first two or three days I kept them
tied up in the stable, and fed them every two hours on
milk and luke-warm water, making the solution very
weak—about one part milk to three of water. After three
days I turned them loose, and they showed no inclination
whatever to escape. In fact they became perfectly tame
and even affectionate, followed me and seemed to seek
my company at all times. When hungry they made the
fact known by vigorous bleating. I gradually strength-
ened their diet, until at the end of ten days from the date
of their capture I fed them pure milk, and from that time
on they improved rapidly. The milk treatment I dis-

pensed with when they began to graze, which was in

about two mouths.
W hen about six weeks old I made a hackamore for

each of them, and began the work of breaking them to

lead. Being young and having been handled from the

first, the work was comparatively easy, and at the end
of the seventh week I could not only lead them, but could
walk behind and drive them nicely. I worked on them
in this way an hour or so every day that I was at home,
and noticed that they became more and more tractable.

When they were hungry, however, they were unmanage-
able, and manifested their repugnance to working on an
empty stomach by striking and kicking at every one

about.
About the first part of September I harnessed them up

in turn with an old work and pack pony to the front

wheels of a light wagon. For several trials they balked
and showed in every way that they did not know what was
expected of them. The old horse would drag them along

until at last they would start off with a plunge. I was
entirely satisfied with the results of my labor and was
looking forward to having the "top" team of the country,

when one morning Jeff (one of the calves) was taken
sick. He seemed to have difficulty in swallowing. I

examined his throat and took out of it three bones about

as large as the end of my thumb, which were lodged
there. This operation seemed to relieve him somewhat,
but in an hour or two he was worse again and finally be-
came so weak that he could not stand. Next morning
he was barely alive, so I had one of the boys put him out
of misery. To satisfy myself that the cause of his death
was an accident I cut him open and to my astonishmen t

found in his stomach some meat and five or six bones.
He had evidently been eating the refuse elk meat lying
about, and I have never been able to account for his
unheard of appetite. If any of your readers have ever
known of elk eating meat I should he obliged for the in-
formation.

I was nearly heart-broken at poor Jeffs death, but
shall of course try to supply his place next spring. His
loss was the harder to bear because last June my favorite
elk cow Calamity was killed by the vandai bullet of one
of Uncle Sam's highly-privileged red gentlemen. There
was no color of excuse for the shot. The poor thing was
dragging a fifty-foot rope at the time, and was wearing
a large cow bell. She was known for miles around as
my property. As her carcass and hide was untouched
it cannot be surmised that she was killed for food or
gain. "Pure cussedness" is the only explanation of this
and many another Indian outrage.
The experience I have had with elk confirms me in the

opinion already expressed, that the animal is not only
susceptible of domestication, but can be made eminently
useful for light draft purposes. It would hardly pay to
breed them for sale in the market as a staple of food,
but the scheme of raising and training them for work
seems to me quite feasible. At all events I propose to
undertake it, and as I have a splendid hay ranch, and
can conveniently make a corral pasture, I am confident
of success. Charles M. Donnelly.
Wyoming.

OLD JOE.

It is many a long day since I promised to write you
about Joe, the elk belonging to the PostPercheron Horse
Association. He is now four years old. He was pur-
chased when a few months old from a hunter who cap-
tured him in the Casper Mountains, Wyoming. He is

spending this winter at the home ranch. His most inti-

mate companion is a motherless colt. I have several
times noticed Joe taking his afternoon nap in a little

snow-drift in the southeast corner of one of the corrals,
while the horses and cattle would be getting all the
warmth they could on the opposite side.

Last summer he had the run of the creek from the
home ranch to the Schwartz ranch, visiting as he took
the notion all the intermediate ranches, and stopping a
day or two at each. Occasionally he would go out into
some of the immense pastures, and joining a bunch of
cattle would at once show he was the controlling spirit.

The middle ranch was a favorite watering' place cf quite
a large bunch of cattle under the leadership of Joe. Late
in the forenoon they would come down to the creek to
drink and rest. When Joe had had enough of it and
ready to go back to the grazing grounds, he would stir

up the bunch; and if none were disposed to move, Joe
would down his head, giving them to understand that it

suited his convenience for them to go; and they invari-
able went. He always followed the bunch and kept the
stragglers well up.

Wire fences four or five strands high are no impedi-
ment to his roving notions, he can change his pasture at
a bound. He is a great favorite, and will come at the
call of his name as quickly and willingly as a well broken
dog. He shows no displeasure at being handled, and
dearly loves to have his head scratched.
He is continually picking up pieces of rope, getting

them tangled and twisted in his horns, and then asking
as plainly as in words for some one to take them off, and
standing quietly wlnle it is being done. An old gunny-
sack or a piece of blanket is a rich find for him. He will
take it on his horns, and trotting around, shake it among
the cattle, until tired of the fun, when he will drop it off

if he can, or if unable to do so he will whistle for some
one to come and help him. Once he got all tangled up in
an old horse power, and foimd out the best thing he
could do was to whistle for help and wait until it came.
He was fast horns and legs and had too much sense to_
hurt himself by struggling to get free, and we lifted -him
out without hurting him, but he has given the old ma-
chine a wide berth ever since.

He weighs now about 7001bs. and is as handsome and -

graceful as can be. The extreme points of his antlers
are 34in. apart. Millard.
Ariosa, Wyoming.

AUSTIN CORBIN'S ELK.

There is in the neighborhood of New York city a fine

band of elk, wThich when we last saw them were in ex-

cellent condition, and give a capital notion of the elk in

This band of elk, the property of Mr. Austin Corbin,

of this city, are at this gentleman's country place at

Babylon, L. I. Here these animals share with about

thirty deer and a few antelope a fine range of seventy

acres, part of it meadow, part woodland, and a part dense
underbrush. It would be hard to find a location more
admirably adapted to the elk than the one on Mr. Corbin's

farm , and judging from the condition of these elk they
are doing just as well as we should expect. The band
of eighteen elk includes two large bulls, two young ones,

and fourteen cows and heifers. They form' a beautiful

group, and are well worth traveling a hundred miles to

see.

There seems good reason to believe that with care and
patience Mr. Corbin may in time have a fine herd of elk

on Long Island. The specimens he has there now came
from Montana and Dakota, and it is understood that he
purposes increasing his herd by further importations

from the West, as well as by the natural increase from
breeding. That the elk does well in captivity is shown
by the experience of Judge Caton, who m his park at

Ottawa, 111., bred them with success for many years. In

his excellent work on "The Antelope and Deer of Amer-
ica" he tells us that not far from one hundred were born

in Ms "rounds, and there is no reason for believing that

the conditions on Long Island are less favorable than

were those in Illinois.

The progress of Mr. Corbin's experiments in domestic

eating a&d breeding the elk will be watched with wmk
interest,
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RUNNING DOWN A PENNSYLVANIA ELK.

In the latter part of the winter of 1854, the last one, or

one of the last remaining elk that were left in the wilds

of Pennsylvania, was run down and captured alive by
three Indians. It was a doe, and was supposed to be
three years old. When led out of the woods it was a

sorry-looking animal, poor in flesh, with much of the

hair and skin worn of its legs by the snow crust, and
otherwise badly used. But after being housed and well

fed for a few weeks, and when it bad shed the winter

coat it became quite a respectable looking elk. Subse-

quently it was purchased by my brother and turned in

with a small herd of elk which he kept bra park. She
soon became as tame as the others, and in the latter

part of the following April she dropped a buck fawn.
Now, this fawn, as it grew up, was very wild, much
more wild than the others, of which there were three or

four of nearly the same age, and during the summer and
fall he kept out of sight much of the time, which he
could easily do, as the park was large and full of woods,
thickets and brush. As he grew older his wildness
seeraed to increase rather than to diminish. He re-

mained in the park through the first winter, also through
the next summer, but late in the fall he broke out of the

inclosure.

The park was situated on the western border of a pretty

extensive tract of rough and mountainous forest land, so

that the elk had a free run and was, in fact, as wild and
untamed as his ancestors that roamed over the same
ground half a century before. It was seldom that he
was seen during that winter, but his tracks were dis-

covered occasionally near the park.
The next summer he was hardly seen at all. It was

rumored that he had been shot at by some hunters: if so,

it only sharpened his instincts, and he never was wounded
by a gun shot. In the fall, after the first snow fell, two
or three young hunters offered, or rather craved the
privilege of hunting down and shooting that elk for a
share of the meat. Accordingly they started, and did find

his track, and followed him two days. But he was too
sharp for them and they gave it up. I have had some
experience with elk: I have studied the nature and habits

of the animal both wild and tame, and I have yet to find

the creature that I believe to be more keen or sharper-
scented than the elk.

I heard no more rumors of tbis elk until after the mid-
dle of January, when it was reported that bis tracks had
been discovered on the mountain side, not very far from
the par-k. The snow had been Sift, in depth, but had
settled to about 2ft. ; a stiff snow but not a very sharp

crust. Now, a live elk when caught was worth much
more than a dead one, so I proposed to my brother

that I would put on snowshoes andmake an effort to find

him, run him down, and tie him up. My brother thought
it possible that if the elk were found he might be run
down, but the tying up was a matter of doubt.

_

I started the next morning at early dawn, taking thirty

feet, more or less, of strong hemp rope, and after walk-

ing three-quarters of a mile across the park I reached

the main woods, where I strapped on my snowshoes. I

was as much at home on snowshoes as an amateur skater

would be on skates, and although I was somewhat past

my prime, there was enough of the boy left to prompt
me to try the speed and endurance of tbat elk, providing

that I could start him in the early morning. I struck

out over the mountains, and had the good luck to start

him before I had traveled more than a mile. It was yet

early, and the chances seemed to be good. I thought
from the appearance of the track that he ran the first

half-mile pretty quickly, when he turned around, evidently

watching to see if he was followed. But I saw no more
signs of his turning around again until the end of the

race. I noted that his jumps grew shorter after the first

mile; and I thought that he spread bis tracks too much
for his own benefit. Am elk is an awkward jumper any-
how. This one had to jump or to walk, whereas his nat-

ural gait is a shambling trot; but he could not do that,

the snow was too stiff.

He led me a long, circuitous route before I saw the first

glimpse of his yellow rump; but in the afternoon I saw
him often, for he would squat in the snow until I came
in sight, and then run again; and he kept on repeating

this maneuver until late in the afternoon. Finally, when
some twenty rods in the rear, I saw him follow up a
small gully or dry brook up to the extreme head. Here
was a small basin or depression formed by the water
course, and here he turned around, backed up against

the bank and would go no further. I walked along near
the edge of the gully until I came within three rods of

his elkship. There he stood sullen and defiant, and look-

ing about as savage as an elk can look. To say that he
was mad would hardly express it. I do not believe

that I could have driven him out from there if I had at-

tempted it.

I unstrapped my snowshoes and sat down in the snow
for a few minutes' rest. My success had depended wholly
on a forced gait, which had been kept up for nearly ten
hours, without stopping or slacking up in the least, and
I believe that I was as nearly fagged out as the elk. He
had led me a long, circuitous route, besides many smaller
circuits, and had run to earth not far distant from the

place where he started in the morning. The abrupt bank
which curved around the upper side of the nook, into

which he had backed, was some 6ft. high, including 2ft,

of snow; and I noticed, some saplings which were stand-

ing on either side, a circumstance which proved an im-
portant factor in the capture of that elk.

I uncoiled the rope, made a strong noose at each end
and cut it in two; and near the edge and on one side of

the basin, I tramped a slightly broken path on a curve
with the bank until I made the end of a half circle of
perhaps 20ft., the elk pacing around and keeping a wicked
looking eye on me all the time. I moved near the edge,
and he came up as far as the bank would admit, looking
furious and curbing his neck just enough to throw his

horns forward, when 1 dropped a coil of rope over one
horn and took a hitch around a sapling, leaving him
some slack rope. He did not mind the rope at all, but
kept curbing and watching my motions; and in less time
than it takes to tell it I had a noose over the other horn.
I walked back on the path a few steps; and the elk moved
along; and as soon as he straightened the slack of the
first rope, I made a quick move and tied up to another
sapling, which stood at the other end of the path. When
he found that he was caught (as he did almost before I

had taken the last hitch), he cut a sorry figure for a few
moments. But he could do nothing, and soon ceased his

struggles. He was securely tied with the two ropes, their

ends being fastened at points nearly opposite and some-
what higher than his head ; and I concluded that he was
safe for the night.

I now felt the need of another short rest, but the late-

ness of the hour would not admit of such a luxury. I

had started out, of necessity, thinly clad, and had kept
warmed up to white heat through the day; and now, the
night being cold and stormy, it began to dawn on my
mind that if I was to get out of the woods that night I

must make the effort pretty soon. So I put on my snow-
shoes again and pushed out. I succeeded in getting out,

or rather getting in; but I was—well, I was played out.

The next morning some less than a half dozen men
went in to lead that elk out of the woods. But there was
one who did not go, I had had enough of elk hunting,
had a surfeit in fact, and was quite williug that any one
else should hunt elk who wanted to. They found him,
where I had left him, and brought him in. He was not
poor in flesh, was of fair size for the age, and carried a
very pretty pair of horns. He was put in a stable and
kept until some time in May, when he and two or three
others which were taken out of the park were shipped to

some foreign port. Antler.
Grand View, Tennessee.

tl L -V 3 S hit. J-u fK
FROM A LETTER WRITTEN BY HELEN KELLER.

HELEN KELLER AND HER MASTIFF.
READERS of St. Nicholas will not have forgotten the

account given in the last September number of the
little blind mute Helen Keller. Born in 1880, she was at
the age of eighteen months afflicted with total deprivation
of sight and hearing, and as a consequence, of speech. The
relation of how, when she was in her sixth year, her little
mind was released from its dark prison, and how by the
patient

,
ingenious and in many respects remarkable instruc-

tion of her teacher, Miss Annie M. Sullivan, of the Boston
Jb-erkms Institute for the Blind, she was taught to appre-

»™ ??Bresf ideas °y use of the
,
toueh alphabet; andhow eagerly and with what marvellous rapidity she ac-

quired knowledge; all this is a most pathetic story, and
yet full of brightness and cheer and courage and hope,' One
of the child's strongly marked traits is that of exceeding
tenderness toward animal life. Here is an extract from her
diary, given m St. Nicholas, which appears to have been
written when Helen had first learned of fish-in^:

March 8, 1888.—We had fish for breakfast. Fish live in deen
water. There are many hundreds of iish swimming about in the
water. Men catch fish with poles and hooks and lines Thevput a lit tie tiny fish on the hook and throw it in the wafer anri
hsh does bite the little fish and sharp hook does srick in hoorhsh s mouth and hurt him much. I am very sad for the poor fishlush did not know that very sharp hook was in tiny fish. Meumost not kill poor fish Men do pull fish out and take them home,
and cooks do clean them very nice and frv them, and thev are
very good to cat for breakfast.

TTnwp
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^tensely," says Miss FlorenceHowe Hall, the writer of the eketch, "for her sad deprivations,

we should remember that even these afflictions have their bright
side, and while they wrap her from the outer world, as in a dark
garment, they also shield her from all uakindness, from all wick-
edness. Every one who comes near little Helen is so moved with
pity for her infirmities that all treat her with the utmost gentle-
ness—she does not know what unkindness is, her teacher tells us,
and we may fully believe it. Thus, while she can neither see the
trees, nor the flowers, nor tlie bright sunshine, while she cannot
hear the birds sing, she knows the best side of every human being
and only the hest. She lives in a world of love, and goodness, and
gentleness. Were we speaking just now of pitying little Helen?
It may be she does not need our pity—perhaps some of us may
need hers! You will not he surprised, after what I have said, to
hear that our little friend is very kind to animals. When driv-
ing in a carriage she will not allow the driver to use a whip be-
cause, as she says, 'Poor horses will cry.' She was much distressed
one morning upon finding that a certain dog named Pearl had a
block of wood fastened to its collar. It was explained to Helen
that this was necessary, in order to keep the dog from running
away; but still sne was not satisfied, and at every opportunity
during the day she would seek out Pearl and carry the block of
wood herself that the dog might rest from its burden."

One of the illustrations in the magazine shows Helen with
her pft clog. Seeing this, and being moved by the child's
tender love of pets, one of our correspondents, who is well
known to the readers of Forest and Stream, but whose
modesty forbids our making public his name, sent to the
little girl a choice mastiff puppy. In return he received
from her a letter, which we take to be in all respects the
most valued and cherished of all the returns he has ever
received or is likely ever to receive in exchange for a dog.
lhis letter he has loaned to the Forest and Stream, and a
portion of it, with the text of all of it, is here given. The

page of the original, written in pencil, which we have had
engraved, is given full-size, just as it was written. This is

the letter:

South Boston, Mass., Nov. 20, 1889.

My Dear Mr. •;

1 have just received a letter from my mother, telling me
that the beautiful mastiff puppy you sent me had reathed
Tuscumbia safely. I thank you very much for the nice gift.

I am very sorry that I was not at home to welcome her.
But my mother and my baby sister will be very kind to her
while her mistress is away. I hope she is not lonely and
unhappy. I think puppies can feel very homesick as well
as little girls. I should like to call her Lioness for your
dog. May I? I hope she will be very faithful and brave
too.

I am studying in Boston, with my dear teacher. I learn
a great many new and wonderful things. I study about the
earth and the animals, and I like arithmetic exceedingly.
I learn many new words, too. Exceedingly is one that I
learned yesterday. "When f see Lioness I will tell her many
things which will surprise her greatly. I think she will
laugh when I tell her that she is a vertebrate, a mammal, a
quadruped,and I shall be very sorry to tell her that she belongs
to the order Carnivora. I study French, too. When I talk
French to Lioness I will call her Mun beau chien. Please
tell Lion that I will take good care of Lioness. I shall be
happy to have a letter from you when you like to write to,

me. From vour loving little friend,
Helen A. Keller.

P. S.—I am staying at the Inst, for the Blind.—H, A, K.
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PAWNEE HERO STORIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

. Of all books carrying us out of doors, uoue has so
bold a sweep and so strong a wing as Mr. Grinnell's In-
dian book, "Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales." It
sets us down among a people whose life was altogether
that of the open air, a people of warriors, hunters and
campers. I confess 1 had grown somewhat skeptical as
to the ability of any book to interest me again, for there
comes to any one who writes a contempt for writers and
for authors, and a horror of paper and type; but I am
honest when I say that it appears now there was room
for another book. The sensation is novel—to read a book
that is really interesting. I remember the first novel I
ever read. It was "Ivanhoe," and I never dropped the
book from beginning to end. I treated this book the
same way, and felt the same pang that the volume was
not longer.
Mr. Grinnell's book is interesting and noteworthy, for

all or any of three reasons. First, because of its literary
matter; second, because of its literary style; and third,
because of its historical value as regards the little-known
and fast-fading Pawnee tribe. I place this reason last,

because so few know enough about the Pawnees as to be
really interested in their history. After one has read
this book, so that he really does know something about
the Pawnees, and about their history and habits, he will
be entitled to place, and doubtless will place this reason
first, where beyond doubt the author intended it should
be. For Mr. Grinnell wrote this book for love of the
Pawnees, because no one who really did understand them
was saying anything about them, and because they are
changing and passing away. He wanted it to be, not his
own book, but the book of the Pawnees. He had a field

for that one reason, and doubtless many will read the
book for that reason. Beyond all doubt, the book has on
this ground a great historic and scientific value.
When you say "history'' or "science" you drive some

people away, and we ought to be careful how we apply
such terms to Mr. Grinnell's book. Certainly any one
who begins the book will soon forget those words and
fall at once upon the second merit of the book, which is

its beautifully simple style. This is the English of little

words, and that never does fail to hold and charm us,
though often we do not stop to ask why. This is not
"Indian talk," bombastic, figurative, imaginative and
imagined, but the actual talk of the Indians, given just
as the author actually took it down. This is unique lit-

erary handling in these days of indirect, bodyless. tech-
nical or would-be pyrotechnic stuff. Mr. Grinnell dis-
claims credit for this, but it is not probable that very
many men would have had sense or ability to do this
thing in just this way.

In his preface the author says, "Finally, I have re-
frained from commenting on the stories, though there is

abundant opportunity for comment." Well, if he can't
comment on them it is time somebody else should. Each
of us may claim the privilege of liking a book for any
reason he pleases. I prefer to like the Pawnee Stories
for my first reason, because their literary matter is worthy
of the comment that the author ie afraid to give lest he
be charged with lack of modesty in finding it. The fact
is that instead of a few turgid, childish or foolish Indian
stories and stories of Indians, there are in these covers
nothing less than a bundle of strong American epics.
They are epics of the plains, stories fit for men, and above
all purely belonging to this country. If we look to
Homer for our heroes, we shall find that Homer's heroes
fought under heavier armor than the Pawnee heroes,
that Greek or Trojan strategy was not finer than that of
the Pawnees, nor any Homeric disregard of life above
the personal bravery of some of these plains Indians.
The Crusades do not show us any more general war or
more persistent system of attack, or more skill or courage
in defense. And if we come to sentiment, I don't know
that any of our novels go much beyond the heroism of
Comanche Chief, who loved a girl at first sight, stole
back into her house hi the midst of his enemies, lay down
upon the bed beside her, and calmly sakl when discovered,
"Kill me if you will, for I would gladly die for her."
Nor do many novels end better than with a marriage and
reconciliation of two peoples who had been at war. And
vif we go into super-naturalism, does even Mr. Haggard
do more for us than the story of the Dun Horse; or can
spiritualists ask much more than the story of the Ghost
Bride; or did iEsop give to animals quainter attributes of
human life than we have here in the Na-hu'-rac; or did
the wise men of Egypt do, or appear to do, much more
than make ripe corn grow in an hour, or to kill a man
and then bring him back to life; or does our philosophy
hold anything much simpler and stronger than the credo,
"From this we were convinced that there is a life here-
after" ? Any one of these lines of literary matter would
serve and has served for a whole book. What hook has
them all? They say the world is divided into men,
women and hired girls. Then here are thrills for the
hired girls, love for the ladies and thought, and war for
men. Room enough for comment.
Our interest is that of men. The Pawnees were men.

I submit that the following advice given to Lone Chief
by his mother is good talk for men, and good for some of
us to remember, in our heartless, ungenerous, unfaithful
and all too unmanly social scheme: "Take pity on people
who are poor, because we have been poor, and people
have taken pity on us." "Love your friend, and never
desert

^
him,

_
If you see him surrounded, do not run

away." "It is not the man who stays in the lodge who is
great; it is the man who works, who sweats, who is
always tired from going on the warpath." "It is better
to be killed in the open air than to be smothered in the
earth." "Be killed on a hill, high up!"
There is toue, stimulus, manhood, in every word of that

philosophy. "Be killed on a hill, high up!" We white
men have inglorious wars and ignoble enemies every day.We have nothing better to offer to a man than that in-
junction. The Pawnee man who had such teaching was
worthy of triumph over the despondencv that overtook
him when he was "poor in mind," and worthv of the
friend who said to him, simply almost as did Naomi of
old, "Wherever you go, I will go, and whatever you do,
I will do."
There is nothing wrong in a book like that, and nothing

wrong in the idea of offering such a book to the world to
read. The only twinge the bright and lofty pages give
one is the mournful one that comes when we think of
the fading away of the old order of things. It is like
the Passing of Arthur, ' E. Hough.

unit §uq mid §ittj.

" FOREST AND STREAM " GUN TESTS.
THE following guns have been tested at the Forest and

Stream Range, and reported upon in. the issues named.
Copies of any date will be sent on receipt of price, ten cents:
ConT 12, July 25. Parker 10, hammer, June 6.
Colt 10 and 12, Oct. 24. Parker 12, liaunneilesB, June 0.
Folsom 10 and 13, Sept. 26. Remington 10, May 30.
FrAncotte 13, Dec. 12. Reminoton 12, Deo. 5.

Greener 12, Aug. 1. Scott 10, Sept. 5.

Greener 10, Sept. 12, Sept. 19. L. C. Smith 12, Oct. 10.
Holms 10, Nov. 7 Winchester 10 and 12, Oct. 3.

TUBULAR BULLETS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The "Weed bullet," described in the numbers of your

paper for July 11 and Nov. 7, is an illustration of a fact
which I have frequently noticed, that similar ideas are
liable to occur to men either living at widely separated
periods of time or living at the same time in widely sepa-
rated countries, without any apparent means of commu-
nication with each other.

A tubular bullet was invented many years ago by the
late Captain Forsyth, Conservator of Forests in Central
India, and perhaps one of the greatest experimenters with
rifles that ever existed. In the second edition of his
book, "The Sporting Rifle and its Projectiles," published
in 1867, he says, after describing a large-bore rifle for ex-
plosive shells: "I have lately been trying tubular pro-
jectiles, and am satisfied that they meet all the require-
ments of a sporting projectile. Their trajectory is

remarably low and accuracy quite equal to that of a solid
ball. The resistance they receive from the air is quite
insignificant, which accounts for their very high mean
velocity. It would be easy to show that the moment of
rotation in this form of projectile is the highest of any;
it will, therefore, shoot accurately with less twist than a
solid ball of similar length. The weight of a tubular
projectile, with the hollow equal to half the diameter,
and two diameters long, is scarcely greater than that of
a spherical leaden ball of the same gauge; the extra fric-
tion in the grooves is amply balanced by the absence of
resistance in the air, and thus you have a projectile with
a very low trajectory, large striking surface and extreme
accuracy, which can be used Avith a light shell rifle."

An engraving is given showing a projectile for fitting
the grooves mechanically in a muzzleloading rifle. For-
syth says, "It will be seen to be hollow from end to end:

a h

a thin sheet copper wad a, and a thick felt wad b, are
placed behind it to receive the force of the powder, and
drop behind as soon as it is out of the rifle."

To obtain the best results, these projectiles should be
hardened and the hole must be exactly central from end
to end. No roughly made bullets can be depended upon.
I tried this in 1886-from a .450 express rifle with 110 grains
of powder, and again last February from a .550-bore
muzzleloader with 90 grains, but could not make either
of them shoot very closely, doubtless owing to the pro-
jectiles being inaccurate in form. I made them by cast-
ing hollow pointed express bullets and then boring the
holes through to the base, but could not always bring
them exactly in the center with the tools at my command.
Wooden wads about as thick as a half-dollar were placed
under the bullets and felt wads between those and the
powder.

It may be asked why, if the tubular projectiles tried by
Captain Forsyth were so perfectly satisfactory, they did
not, like the large-bore rifles invented by him, come into
general use among British sportsmen. The fact is that
the .450 and .500 express rifles brought out within two or
three years afterward, soon superseded all other weapons
for killing thin-skinned animals, because they com-
bined better than any others, the various qualities of
lightness, accuracy, flat trajectory at sporting ranges,
and power of killing quickly. For use against very thick-
skinned game with large bones, Forsyth's spherical ball
rifles from 8 to 12-gauge still maintain their ground
among sportsmen of the greatest experience.
In Forest and Stream of October 17, there is a short

paragraph about a man seeing a bullet during its flight.
Many doubt the possibility of this, but bullets even at
high rates of velocity can be seen under certain circum-
stances. At Wimbledon in 1888 I was standing behind a
noted marksman who was firing with a Ballard .38-55-255.
Looking closely over the shooter's shoulders I repeatedly
saw the bullet, like a thin streak of light, about 50yds. in
front of the rifle. J. J. Me srick.
Nohth Bevon, England.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CCHICAGO, Dec. 10.—A good commentary on adver-

1 tising in general arfd advertising in Forest and
Stream in particular has recently fallen under my notice.
Something like a year ago a manufacturer of a good
sporting article placed an advertisement in Forest and
Stream. I saw him not long ago, and he told me he had
received over 1,000 and he thought nearly 1,200 letters
naming this paper as the cause of their inquiry. Very
many of these letters contained money and orders for the
article in question, and the great bulk of them meant
business. "I could have made sales in three-fourths of
these cases," said the manufacturer, "if I had had the
goods to ship, although unfortunately I lost some orders
by not being able to fill them fast enough. As it was,
the advertisement has proved a valuable investment for
me."

This gentleman sold a $25 article. Suppose he sold 400
orders at a profit of $7.50 each, a profit which he ought
to make, at least. The net result would be $3,000, out of
which he could pay for his advertisement two or three
times and still have a decent living for himself, or could
add to his capital. Therefore it would require no capital
to advertise, but the result would be an increase of
capital. For other papers, I can't say whether advertis-
ing in them pays or not. I am only speaking for Forest
and Stream, and I know what I am talking about when
I say that it don't cost anything to advertise a good

article in it. Once in a while I grow thoughtful in this
way, but this mention is offered simply because of the
casual statement made by the gentleman above referred
to. E. Hough.

The Todd Case.—Anent the case of Mr. Frank Todd\
alleged deer hounding at Simquash Lake, Maine, of which
we copied the Bangor, Me., News report two weeks ago.
a St. Stephen, New Brunswick, paper says: "Since cue
appearance in some of the papers of the severe and damag-
ing articles accusing Frank Todd, Esq., of St. Stephen,
of grossly violating the Maine game laws, we have in-
terviewed that gentleman. He says he feels sure if the
editors who printed the articles had only taken time to
inquire into the matter, or even to reflect, they would
never have given them a place in their columns, they
being unreasonable on the face. Mr, Todd's dog was
shot, the warden claiming that he was following the
track of a deer. This Mr. Todd most emphatically denies,
as the dog had been with him but a few moments before,
and was only a short distance away wheu shot. The
dog had never hunted or followed a deer, had run foxes
hundr eds of times, where there were deer tracks in plenty,
and paid no attention to them. Mr. Todd says that he,
and every member of Ms party, was innocent of intent
even to hunt illegally, and the warden evidently came to
the same conclusion, as he wrote to Mr. Todd, under date
of Nov. 26, that he had withdrawn the complaint, that he
was now convinced that Mr. Todd did not intend that his
dog should hunt deer, and that he regretted shooting
him. Mr. Todd is not and never has been a game warden,
but is in full sympathy with the game laws. While we
believe in game law rightly administered, we feel that a
law allowing any one to shoot a dog following a deer is;

liable to abuse, as any irresponsible person can shoot a
dog, claiming he is hunting deer, and make, if he wishes,
trouble and cost for his owner."

Weight of Grouse.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Under the above caption Mr. Von Ohl in Forest and
Stream for Dec. 12 describes the killing of a ruffed grouse
weighing 21bs. loz. There is something very odd about
the development of these two-pound grouse, and I would
suggest that hunters examine similar specimens for the
purpose of determining whether these large specimens
may not be "capon grouse." The average weight of the
fully developed northern ruffed grouse is about 23oz.,
and it is rarely that a fat old drummer will weigh 25oz.;
but every now and then some one kills a grouse that
weighs 32oz. I have seen perhaps half a dozen of these
two-pound grouse, but none of intermediate weight (be-
ween 25 and 32oz.). If a young male fowl be caponized,
we know that the resulting capon reaches a very large
size, and it has occurred to me that the extraordinarily
large grouse may have rudimentary organs. I have not
had an opportunity to make any* observations on this
point, or since the explanatory idea came to mind.

—

Robert T. Morris, M.D.

Death from Wildcat's Bite.—Editor Forest and
Stream: I send you this clipping from a Colorado paper:
"Trinidad, Colo.", Nov., 2.—[Special.]—Nearly a month
ago a young man who worked on a ranch twenty miles
from Folsom, a nephew of F. D. Wight, came to Trinidad
nursing a sore hand. While looking after bis cattle, he
ran across a catamount, and was attacked by the animal.
After the wounds were dressed they began to heal, and it

was thought nothing bad would result, so he returned
home. News came to town to-day that tbe young man
was suffering from hydrophobia in a very bad form. As
there are no trains running south, there is no means of
reaching the man with medical aid except by driving
across the country. Dr. Palmer and F. D. Wight left
this afternoon in a buggy, but before they had been gone
long word was received that the young man was dead."
It would be interesting to learn of other cases of like
death from tbe bites of wild animals.—W. N. B.

A Mound-Building Rat.—Mr. J. C. Van Hook, of San
Diego, Cal., informs us that the city park at that place
contains, among numerous other curiosities, a great num-
ber of mounds constructed of sticks and leaves, some-
times reaching a height of 4ft. In the center of these,
mounds is a small and softly-lined nest, whose occupant
he vainly tried to capture. Indians told him ii is a rat.
He had great difficulty in opening the mass of debris
even with a pick. The rat is said to be a species of Neo-
toma, probably N. mexicana; but little definite is known
about the relationship of the animal. The nest-building
habit, however, points to this identification as the cor-
rect one, for the best known species of Neotoma are noto-
rious for the enormous nests which they construct.

Lewis County. N. Y., Non-Export Law.—Lowville,
N. Y., Dec. 10.—Editor Forest and Stream: During the
present session of the Board of Supervisors of this county
a bill was passed to prohibit the shipping from the county
ruffed grouse, woodcock, hares and speckled trout.

Credit for the passage of the bill is especially due Super-
visors Partridge, Kent and Boshart. It is believed by all

sportsmen that this law will stop in a great measure the
snaring and pot-hunting which was fast robbing us our
game birds and fish. Quite a number of foxes have been
killed in this section this season, but as the snow has left
us for a time the foxes and also rabbits are having a rest.—Osceolio.

Skunk Trapping.—The Gloucester Daily Times reports
that a young man in East Gloucester has recently secured
42 skunks by trapping and shooting. He has orders for
all he can get at one dollar each. The skins have a mar-
ket value and the fat is said to be utilized. The corre-
spondent very justly remarks: " The aroma as they are
passing a given point is anything but pleasant." The
favorite fur known to the trade as " brown rnarten" is

skunk pure and unadulterated.

Mr. H. C. Miner, of this city, has recently been duck
shooting at Back Bay, Md. He i-eports excellent luck,
getting from nine to eighteen at each flight, i. e. , morn-
ing and evening, shooting from batteries. Mr. Miner has
leased the Miller ducking shore, which is opposite the
famous ground of the Carrol's Island Club, where the
shares are held at $6,000 apiece; and it is one of the best;

shores in that region,
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Pattern and Penetration Tests.—New York, Dec.

16.—Editor Forest and Stream: We are delighted with

the excellent showing Mr. H. E. Thompson's little fea-

therweight hammerless ejector Francotte gun made at

your trial, and are much obliged for your fail' report, of

the same. As we wish the little baby gun to get all the

credit due it for beating the big ones, we wish to draw
your attention to your statement as; to the velocity of

the wind, which was certainly more than six miles an

hour. The wind was from the south on the afternoon of

the trial, and Sergeant Dunn of the AVeather Bureau
records the velocity of the wind during the hours of the

trials at from 12 to 20 miles per hour in New York city

and vicinity. It is fair to assume that at Claremont,

where the wind had a clean sweep across the bay, it was
nearer 20 miles than 12 miles per hour. At any rate, it

was so strong that it was almost impossible to keep the

paper on the target, so that your representative suggested

to shorten and postpone the trial. Was your statement

of 6 miles per hour not simply a mistake ?—Von Len-

gerke & Detmold. [Our notes of the test show a record

of 12 miles of wind per hour, and it was so marked on

the copy, but the types made it otherwise.]

Snowshoes.—Dec. 14.—The Hackensack, N. J., divi-

sion of the Oritani Snowshoe Club turned out in full force,

including several lady members, on the evening of Dec.

14, and enjoved one of the finest snowshoe tramps we
ever took. The unhappy residents of New York city

would not have recognized the pure white glistening

mantle that covered the earth to the depth of 7in., but it

was snow, the first we have had of any account since the

famous blizzard.—W. H.

A NEW JERSEY GUN TAX.
Editor Fnrest and Stream:

„ ,

The 14th of the present month will see the close of the quail

shooting season in New Jersey: at least it should close on that
day; but the probabilities are that while the evening of that day
will see the true sportsman putting away his gun for the winter,
ana calling his dog to heel for the last time, the market-shooter
and his relation the pot-hunter will continue to kill Bob White
as long as one of the birds remains outside of the market stall or
within the outlaw's reach.
And right here is a fact well worth bringing to the Jersey sports-

man's mind, viz , that the game laws are the least observed, I
might say the only unobserved, laws of his State. And another
equally important, following as a sequence of the former, is that
the constant violation of These laws is rapidly putting the oppor-
tunity for the enjoyment of legitimate sport within the State's
bounds at au end.
He must remember that every year increases the number of

shooters, and consequently the slaughter among the birds, and in
the same ratio every day increases the need of a thoroughly
enforced closed season.
In old times, when few men owned or could use a shotgun, the

violation of the laws, although wrong per se, and much to be re-

gretted, did not to any appreciable extent diminish the amount of
game that was at the sportsman's disposal with every recurring
season; bu t now all this is changed. Where there was one gun
(even ten years ago) there are now twenty, and where there was
one man who could shoot on the wing ten years ago, there are
now forty. And yet the birds have less protection in proportion
from the laws now against the increased number of guns than
they did ten years ago, against the one man who could then shoot
on the wing.
There is an old saying that he who runs may read; but another

way of expressing the same idea in relat ion to shooting would be
that he who stops and looks the facts of the case squarely in the
face, can easily see the end of quail shooting in New Jersey.

It is full time then that something should be done to prevent
this indiscriminate slaughter, some law passed and euforced, and
the market-shooters, pot-hunters and their kind taught that the
laws are made to protect the game, and are not merely for the
purpose of preventing the law-abiding citizen from shooting and
allowing the outlaw to do so with impunity, which is practically
the effect of the laws now as administered.
To attain this most desirable end and give the necessary pro-

tection to the game, there is another element necessary besides
the mere passing of acts. There are laws enough now upon the
books for this purpose, if they were enforced; but unfortunately
that is just what they are not. It is undeniably true that any
law, which every individual in a community is capable of enforc-
ing against a wrongdoer, is the very law which every individual
in that community leaves for his neighbor to attend to; and as a
consequence, this duty is more honored in the breach than in the
observance. This state of the case renders necessary the creation
of a corps of men, whose duty should be to hunt out and bring all
offenders to trial, conviction and punishment—in other words,
game wardens. And to maintain this corps, all guns should be
subject to a certain yearly tax. The sum to be raised would pro-
vide ample funds for this put pose, and secure us once more, not
only our game birds, but also our song and insectivorous birds,
now so indiscriminately slaughtered.
Therefore, by all means, let us tax the guns.
Elbbron, N. J., Dec. 12. Happie-oo-Luokie.

0. Prohibit exportation from the State of any game at any time.
10. Make possession of game during the close season a mis-

demeanor.
11. Grant the power of arrest to any citizen witnessing a viola-

tion of the game laws.
13. Appointor electa game warden in each township: swear

him to perform his duty, pay him a salary and punish him for
wilful neglect.

13. Prohibit the organization or participation in any hunting or
flsning match for game.

14. Require all sportsman's clubs owning preserves or lands to
annually stock their premises with game, and require the officers
thereof to file articles of incorporation in the County Clerk's
office and pay a special license with a bond for his faithful ob-
servance of the game laws, also require each member thereof to
enter in a docket kept by the club the daily extent of his capture,
which he shall attest or sign, submit this docket or report of the
officers at the annual meeting of the board of town auditors.
Grant at all times public inspection by the game wardens of the
property and premises.

15. Set apart a fund for annually restocking the lauds and
waters of each township, the service to be in charge of the game
warden.

19. Offer by law a premium to the person who shall rear and
turn loose when half grown to run wild any litter of four-footed
game or flock of game birds or fowl named in our game laws from
stock imported from another State.

17. Pay annually, to any land owner a sum per acre, not exceed-
ing twenty acres of woodland or brush, who shall maintain such
cover for game, and throw same open to public shooting during
the open season. This applying only to agricultural townships,
where the arable land exceeds at least by 75 per cent, timber and
brush land.

18. Make ample provisions for stocking public waters with
game fish.

19. Provide a premium annually per acre to owners of marsh
tracts, adjoining public waters, who shall sow and grow thereon
wild rice, wild celery or other natural food of wildfowl and
throw same open to public shooting.

20. Require any person or association, not owning, but leasing
the exclusive privilege of hunting any lands or fishing any
waters, to take out a special license, at a fair fee per ac re.

21. Require, every person who shall market any game, to file on
the first of the month with the town clerk, a, sworn statement of
the amount and kind of game sold the preceding month, in what
town captured and to whom sold or consigned. Also require
every consignee or dealer, at the close of the open season to file a
sworn statement of all game received and sold aud where pro-
cured.

22. Let every annual reissue of any license be given upon pay-
ment of the fee, and the applicant making oath that he has not
violated his expired license. Cayuga.

A GAME PROTECTION SCHEME.
Editor Forest and Strmm:
Midway between Cayuga and Seneca Lakes, New Yark, lies the

hamlet of Mecklenburg, in Schuyler county. Situated at the
opening of a long valley, hemmed in by wooded hills, where the
lordly grouse, the dainty quail and the frisky squirrel thrive in
fail- numbers, the inhabitants live bountifully upon the products
of the soil of the Hector foothills and possess an average amount
of intelligence and education. Like all rural centers, the popu-
lation owns hundreds of inuzzleloading arms and scores of fairly
made breechloaders, supported, however, by a large contingent
of heedless game exterminators. Hitherto the region has been
kept under a fairly respectful observance of the game laws, but
this fall the ruling spirit of destruction broke loose in the persons
of some thirty-two self-styled sportsmeu, who organized a hunt-
ing match with sixteen guns on each side lo go forth and slay by
fair or foul means every living thing found wild in the field and
forest, and at the round-up the party that has committed the
least slaughter provides the champion lot of butchers with a
supper. And this is sport, sanctioned under the present system
of game legislation.
Much has been written of late on taxing the gun, while other

propositions have been considered for the preservation of game.
Kvery mind is probably capable of formulating some sort of
theory and believing in its efficacy, be it tenable or not; and per-
haps among the pile of chaff accruing may be found a few good
kernels that can be added to the accumulating store, from which
the lawmakers will grind out the grist of laws. Pending a re-
vision of the game laws and anticipating the annual tinkering of
the batch existing on our statute books the following proposition,
are submitted tor consideration and criticism:

1. Enact a general State lawmaking the open season available
for shooting and fishing only when game has reached maturity,
protecting not only the breeding season, but also caring Uts«uggimg infancy.
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THE DEATH OF DR. JOBS.
HAVING seen many contradictory statements in the papers as

regards the sad accident that befell Dr. Nicholas O. Jobs, of
Springfleld. and among others that the accident was caused by
his drawing a loaded gun toward himself by taking hold of the
muzzle and thus discharging it, I think it only right to give the
full particulars to bis many friends, and to show them that
although he might have been careless in some respects, that such
a foolhardy piece of business was not the cause. On Friday
afternoon, Nov. 15, Dr. Jobs, having an hour or so to spare, de-
cided to go for a little hunt on the side of the Springfield Moun-
tain. On his way he picked up his friend, Mr. George Pudney,
and on arriving at the place where they intended to leave the
horse, George jumped out and started to tie the horse, the Doctor
remaining in the buggy to get out the blanket to cover her. While.
George was tying the horse, he heard I he report of a gun directly
behind him, and naturally looked all around t o see what the
Doctor had shot at. While thus engaged he heard, "George, I'm
shot. Catch me." Running around to the right hand side of the
phaeton, he was just in time to catch the Doctor, as he fell out,
while trying to get out by himself. He told George to tie his
handkerchief above where the wound was. This was promptly
clone, and seemed to stop at once the flow of blood. On going to
untie the horse so as to back her out, he found that both guns
had slipped out of the buggy and were fast in the left front
wheel. Dr. Jobs was tenderly conveyed to his home, and on the
arrival of Drs. Chandler and Pierson from Orange, it was de-
cided to amputate the arm at the shoulder, but before this was
finished Dr. Jobs had passed away, surrounded by friends who
saw that everything that was possible to bo done was done. His
wife and son were away aud did not reach home until late the
next morning.
As regards the cause of the accident, it is evident that the guns

slipped out of the phaeton, and in so doing one of them struck
the side of the lower part of the frame of the phaeton, breaking
off the thumb piece of the hammer; and breaking the rebound,
allowed the plunger to strike the primer, thus exploding the shell.
On the frame, of the body is a dent fully half an inch deep, show-
ing with what force the hammer must have struck, and the
broken part of the same was found in the buggy next morning.
Too much credit cannot be given to Mr. Pudney for what he did
under the trying circumstances.
Dr. Jobs was a man esteemed and loved by all with whom he

came in contact, and the loss to this community is appalling and
far reaching. Not a dry eye was to be seen when the news spread
that he was dead, and every one felt that they had lost a near and
dear friend, as well as the best physician in the State. Whenever
any one was sick, his presence seemed to inspire, confidence and
hope, no matter how grave the case might be, and the sick one
would brighten up the moment his step was heard in the house.
He was a friend well worth having, and was always the same,
clinging to you through everything. Taken away just in the
prime of life and usefulness, it seems strange that such things
can be. The once happy home, where all was sunshine and light,
a devoted wife and loving son, now all is sadness and gloom.
They have our heartfelt sympathy, but the dear one is gone for-
ever, never to return.

Springfield, N. J., Dec. 16.

J.

\w nt[A

\ ember; men were fishing in the early part of November
when we left the field. Anglers come in wagons or on
foot from places 100 miles away to fish for pike; they
camp out in the timber and keep their lines working day
and night, sometimes varying the routine by a lively coon
hunt. Pike are said to grow 4ft. long iri'the forks; we
did not see any of this size, but the statement is never
challenged by any one. This fish is sometimes caught
on hooks baited with large minnows. One man will

watch three or four lines. The lines are supplied with
cork floats. The rods are long hickory poles, weighted
at the butt. When a large pike is hooked he needs to be
played carefully up and down the stream until a com-
panion can strike him with a gig or spear fastened on a
long pole. V-shaped fish traps are used here, and I am
sorry to say dynamite, although interdicted by law, is

freely employed. Seines are in use, and one measuring
about 100ft. took 500 fish at a haul. Besides pike, the
chief fish are black bass, redeye, suckers, catfish and
perch. In the forks bass vary from lib. to 51bs. in

weight.
One party of nine able-bodied men was kept well sup-

plied with choice fish every day by Capt. Billy Martin , of

Hazard. The Captain is a great fisherman, and thor-
oughly enjoys the pastime with his entire SOOlbs. of
anatomy. Nature was in a generous and sportive mood
when she called forth Billy Martin, and he is a credit to

her handiwork. He scorns traps and repudiates dyna-
mite, but when he go a-fishing he enteres into the spirit

of the thing soul and body, for he alwaps dives after the
fish and either catches them with his hand under rocks
and logs, or spears them with a three-pronged gig. It

seems to us occasionally that the Captain remained be-

neath the water two or three minutes at a time.
This region is full of game too. Eaccoons, possums,

quail, pheasants and squirrels are all very common. Bear
tracks are seen frequently. Fifteen years ago deer were
in excess, but now none are to be found. Snakes ! Reader,
are you afraid of snakes ? If so you will shun Perry
county, Kentucky, in spite of its wild beauty and its pop-
ulous streams and forests, for there are snakes and snakes
in that county, and they are not of the kind tha t circulate

under a hat band. While traveling along a stream from
9 to 12 one morning, I counted fifty-seven so-called water
moccasins. Rattlesnakes are found, chiefly in wheatfiekls

and cornfields; copperheads are more abundant than
rattlesnakes, and frequent the same localities. A rattle-

snake which almost struck a guide was shot by one of

the party, and found to contain a whole gray squirrel.

The county is full of black snakes. The people have very
little dread of these reptiles, and we were not much
annoyed by them.
The nights are very cool and comfortable. Mosquitoes

and other insect pests are unknown,
Guides charge from .$1 to $1.~>0 per day for their ser-

vices. Provisions can be obtained from London and
Hazard, and the necessaries are for the most part very
cheap. Chickens are ten cents each, eggs eight to ten
cents a dozen, butter ten cents perpound, and all of them
are excellent. Therefore, if you are not afraid of snakes
and love the wild woods and the clear cool stream, with
its redoubtable knights in armor of scales, go to Perry
county. Kentucky, and teach new and better ways of

fishing. C. G. Van Hook.
U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.

KENTUCKY FISH AND GAME.
A PARTY of the United States Geological Survey

penetrated last summer into the wilds of south-
eastern Kentucky and carried on explorations in a region
which is full of interest for the lover of unconv%ntional
nature. In order to reach the scene of our duties we trav-
eled from Washington by Louisville and Nashville Rail-
road to London, and thence by wagon across country
about seventy miles to Hazard, in Perry county, where we
established our camp. Travel ifc -very rough

,
principally

on paths; roads are scarce, and we were often obliged to
cut our way through the undergrowth. The whole region
is a mass of hills ranging to 1,000ft. in height, and densely
timbered to the top with trees which do not decrease in
size with altitude. Poplar and walnut are the principal
species. The former grows to a diameter of 4ft. and
sometimes exceeds 100ft. in height; it is as straight as an
arrow. Five logs, worth from $5 to $7 each, can be cut
from a single tree. The biggest walnut does not much
surpass 2ft. through. Logs are drawn down to the forks
of Kentucky River by oxen and then floated onward at
high stages of water. A magnolia with flowers as big
as a man's head is one of the characteristic trees of the
country. Laurel everywhere makes a dense and well
nigh impenetrable undergrowth. There is no good graz-
ing land, and flowering plants are not common. Cannel
coal occurs here abundantly in veins 7 to 10ft. thick:
pieces can be broken off and lit with a match.
The Kentucky has three forks in this region, known as

North, Middle and South Fork, and there is an abund-
ance of small streams besides. The water is warm enough
for comfortable wading. The streams are from 6in. to
10 or loft. deep, and it is said there are pools 40ft. in
depth.

Fishing is good at almost any time from April to No-

BOAT FISHING FOR STRIPED BASS.
rpHERE is pleasure in being comfortably seated in a
JL spacious fishing- boat, anchored in a tideway, and
in angling for the striped bass that forage there for suc-
culent crustaceans and other tempting bits of food. At
such a time there comes to the appreciative angler a joy
and satisfaction at once ineffable and supreme. He is

conscious of the full enjoyment of every pleasing thing
that contributes to his environment. The motionless
heron on a distant rock, intent on securing one more
morsel before winging his lazy flight to his secluded
haunt, admonished by the coming day; the sprightly
kingfisher, chattering his sweet notes from his vantage
ground hard by, as he awaits with keen eye the approach
of a luckless minnow; the flight of garrulous crow?,
alighting in yonder meadow for their morning meal; the
kindly influence of the morning sun; each in turn serves
to render the situation one of contentment and fascina-
tion. It is in the midst of such surroundings, with the
air laden with sweet perfumes from the neighboring
fields and saline odors from the ocean, that the lot of the
salt-water angler frequently falls and that he finds him-
self contending for the mastery over his sulking adver-
sary. Amid these peaceful scenes he brings to boat his
beauteous and noble spoil. The summit of his happiness
is reached, when in a lucky moment he is signalled from
the far end of his well-placed line that the lure has been
taken and the hook fastened to the object of his quest.
Then, with rod buckling in a graceful curve to the strain
imposed on the flax by a 201b. bass 200ft. away, alert to
every movement of the wily fish, giving line in play only
on compulsion, never voluntarily, retrieving as oppor-
tunity offers, then it is that he brings every energy
into action to the end that his hopes may be realized
and his arts successful. In the fight for supremacy
the well hooked fish, now tugging with persistent
and savage jerks at the unyielding line, and anon, with
a vigorous show of strength, and despite the pressure of
the thumb on the half vacant spool, adding a dozen yards
to the distance between himself and his antagonist," tests

to the full the skill of the angler. The veteran is never
given to the rashness of snubbing the fish in one of these
furious breaks. With prudence born of experience he
patiently humors its eccentricities and confidently awaits
the first intimation that his is the master hand. Nor
long is the delay, for the violent efforts of the fish to
escape and the killing influence of the rod's spring so tell

against his powers that his giving over is foreshown by
the relaxation of the line and the approach of the rod to
its accustomed rectitude. With rod well in hand and
eyes fixed on the pool beyond, the angler, well at ease,
inch by inch at first and soon with greater speed, lessens
the distance between himself and his prize. The victim
nears the surface, and, breaking water 50ft. away, makes
a last desperate effort for his life. Down comes the
ready thumb on the revolving spool: lightly at first but
quickly, then with added power, the rod buckles and
trembles a moment from tip to reel, then the revolutions
of the spool cease, the line slackens and the combat is at
an end. In another minute the lost line is recovered and
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the ftsb, open-mouthed and exhausted, is drawn floating

on his side within reach of the gaff. With a deft in-

sertion of the pointed steel beneath the chin or gill- cover,

and a single dexterous movement, the dying fish is

transferred to the bottom of the boat. Stretched full

length he lies before the victor's gaze with no trace of

blood revealed to mar his beauty nor to mark a clumsy
use of the gaff.

This is not a fanciful sketch, brother anglers. It is

a portrayal of the experience of many of us who find

solace and health within sight and sound of the sea.

Some of our brothers find their greatest enjoyment along
the mountain streams and meadow brooks in whipping
the auspicious pools for speckled trout. Others in brav-

ing the wilds beyond our northern border for the dreamed
of bout with the salmon and winanishe. These avenues
of enjoyment have many votaries and yield generous
returns. But comfort, ease and the full need of recrea-

tive pleasure unattended by hardship, can be more read-

ily attained in boat fishing than any other way, and that

which has for its object the capture of striped bass occu-
pies a foremost place. One. of the chief features of boat
fishing is its companionableness. Where three or four

congenial fishermen are anchored, each in his own boat,

and all within easy chatting distance, anecdote, repartee

and small talk add a charm to the occasion not vouch-
safed to the lone fisherman ashore.

For this style of striped bass fishing most any boat that

can be obtained, if the angler does not possess one, will

serve the purpose. To be the owner of a boat is much
more satisfactory. With a rod of two pieces only—butt
and tip—its length between 5 and 6ft., an easy running
multiplying reel holding a linen line not heavier than
liMbread and 200yds. in length, an assortment of knobbed
books, a scoop net and a gaff, the angler has an equip-
ment that will afford him much enjoyment if he can
only get among the bass.

Allusion has been made to the satisfaction derived from
being the owner of a boat. With such a possession the
angler is sure of being well boated, and finds in the care
of his craft much pleasing occupation when not other-

wise engaged. To tinker around a boat is never distaste-

ful, for every true fisherman takes naturally to such
work. I have in mind a well-known bass fisherman who
will spend a day in odd work about his boat as con-

tentedly as can be imagined. A strong attachment cen-

ters around a boat that remains long in one's possession,

and a good one is always parted with reluctantly.

On a fishing station like that to which attention has
been drawn in this brief sketch, one makes many ac-

quaintances among those of like inclinations with him-
self. Friendships come into existence that make men
brothers. It is the good fortune of the writer to number
among bis fishing companions many that are famous as

striped bass fishermen, some of whom are long past the
meridian of life. In the breasts of the latter, who in the
days of their active business life were prominent among
men, the ardor of youth is securely lodged, and each
year they find undiminished enjoyment in casting their

lines in the familiar waters. Truly the gentle art, in a
pre-eminent degree, holds fast to a spot in the bosoms of

its followers that remains perennially green.
Arthur Martin.

ANGLING NOTES.
THE Potaluck Rod and Reel Club, of Newtown, Conn.,

instituted a criminal prosecution last spring against

one John H. Parmalee. for fishing in a certain stream,
which the club claimed to own. The statute under
which the prosecution was brought requires that a notice

shall be posted adjacent to the stream forbidding entry
for the purpose of fishing. The defense of Parmalee was
that at his request the stream in question had been
stocked with trout by the Fish Commissioners of the
State, and that this made it a public stream free to every
one. The case was tried at Bridgeport last Thursday,
and the defense made by Parmalee was absolutely over-

ruled by the Court. It said that such a claim was not
only repugnant to the spirit of the law protecting private
streams, but that it was ridiculous to suppose that a
stranger could in this unauthorized way make private
streams public ones. The Court further held, however,
that the notice above referred to should be signed, and
as the club had not done this directed that Parmalee be
acquitted. Although the club, through neglect to com-
ply with the statute requiring the notice to be signed,

lost the suit, they established a point that will enable
them to fully protect their stream in the future, and it is

also a decision of great value to other clubs.

More About Burning Out a Brass Ferule.—Editor
Forest and Stream: It looks as if your correspondent, Mr.
Thomas Clapham, has experienced a backset and been
delayed somewhat in getting in his information on the
effects of heat on brass. He writes in Forest and Stream
of Dec. 12 that " some correspondent has made the curi-

ous discovery that plunging heated brass in cold water
hardens it like steel or iron,"' or words to that effect, and
then goes on to tell that this treatment makes it " softer

than copper," etc. Now, in Forest and Stream of Sept.

19, '89, in giving brother Hough and others of the craft

a pointer on burning out a ferule, I wrote: " When brass

is heated red hot and plunged in cold waters the effect is

exactly opposite that produced on iron or steel. It takes
the stiffness out and makes it so Eoft that it may be
readily chipped or whittled with a knife." If Mr. Clap-
ham refers to this ' 'curious statement" (and I have noticed
nothing else in Forest and Stream on the subject), he
must have read it holding the paper upside down, or be
the possessor of obtuseness that has never been through
a " softening process."

—

Kingfisher (Cincinnati, O.).

Artificial Flies in Alaska.—We are informed by a
member of the U. S. Fish Commission that Paymaster
Williams and Ensign McCormick, of the Albatross, caught
300 Dolly Varden trout in about one hour's fishing in a
small lake near Eagle Harbor, Shumagin Islands, last

summer. The trout were from 5 to Sin. long and were
hooked so fast that the fishing ceased to be fun and really

resembled the hardest kind of work. We have not learned

what flies were used, but.presume they were small and
showy.

Fishing in Florida Waters—Anglers who intend visiting

Florida this coming winter will find it to their advanta ge to in-

spect the superior tackle for tarpon and other fishes, manufac-
tured hy Thomas J. Conroy, 65 Fulton street, NewYork.—Adv.

Colorado.—A Denver correspondent writes: "I have
been too busy this summer to go a-fishing. Did not cast

a line. But the fishing in Grand River and its tributaries

was exceptionally good the past season. It has been im-

proving year by year for three or four past. There was
the greatest abundance of young trout in the streams the

past fall that I ever saw in any water outside of a fish

hatchery. I was by the water every day.—B."

National Rod and Reel Association.— Editor For
est and Stream: The storm of last Saturday evidently

restrained many members from attending the annual
meeting of the National Rod and Reel Association called

for that day; and the meetingwas adjourned until Satur-

day, Jan. ll, at 2 P. M., in the laboratory of Mr. E. G.

Blackford, Fulton Market, New York.—G. Poey, Sec.

The Kentucky Fish and Game Club had an informal

supper at Alexander's Hotel, Louisville, Tuesday even-

ing. As our columns have testified, this is one of the

live game protective societies of the country.

SAWDUST AND FISH.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In tbe Halifax (N. S.) Ilorald of Nov. 29 a letter on the

benefits of sawdust in rivers appears, signed W. IT. Rotrers.

Mr. Rogers was formerly Inspector of Fisheries for Nova
Scotia. A certain river in Nova Scotia, called Le Hare, has
a lot of sawmills on it. For years sawdust has been allowed
to escape, so blocking the channels and harbor that where
formerly a 1,000-ton ship could load, a fight schooner is now
unable to float, and the fish have deserted the stream. The
Minister of Fisheries, in reply to a petition asking leave to

continue the desecration, plainly and forcibly shows the

fallacy of their demand, and says stop it, burn up your saw-
dust, or quit. This I would expect from his previous -acts,

and it is better late than never to lock the stable door.

Mr. Rogers in supporting the mill owners, describes the
sawdust as becoming vegetable soup, so necessary for the
sustenance and production of anadromous fishes, although
he admits they eat nothing while in fresh water, excepting
an odd drink of this soup of his. True, we find no food in

the stomach of the salmon while in fresh water, hut the
trout is not so particular; he requires something stronger
than soup; anything from a salmon smolt up to a mouse or

a squirrel is more to his taste; he may take a little sawdust
as dessert, but don't make a practice of it. "Mr. Rogers des-

cribes truly the clean rapids which are selected by those fish

in which to lay their ova," instinct no doubt teaches them,
that the sawdust is death. Some of our pisciculturists

could decide this question easily, by giving a tray of eggs a
coating of Mr. Rogers's favorite sawdust. Mr. Rogers re-

pudiates the idea of sawdust getting into the gills of a fish

or their being killed by swallowing it. No man ever yet
found sawdust in the stomach of a newlv killed fish, but it

is a well-known fact that dead fish are often found with the
gills ulcerated and the sawdust adhering. Mr. Rogers in

describing the mode adopted by the fish in laying their eggs
tells us, "The fish plow furrows a few inches deep with
their nose and after depositing the 'fertilized ova,

1

cover it

carefully over several inches deep with their tails." I fear

Mr. Rogers never had much experience with the salmon
family: if he had, he never would have written such non-
sense.
The facts are simply these. The salmon never touches the

gravel with his nose while excavaring the ridd, the work is

performed solely by the action of the tail and body, and by
suction, lifting the gravel by the hard quick motion of the
strong membranes and holding it in solution while the
rapid current sweeps it clear of the ridd, and not a few inches
deep satisfies the fish; the general depth- is from Sin. to a
foot. As to the fertilizing process, it is often the case that
the male may be engaged in a fight with another, or chasing
some big trout who approached too near, and the male can
be often seen alone ejectine the fertilizing fluid on the ridd,

allowing tbe germs of life to find their way to the eggs
lying in the interstices of the gravel. Owing to this fact
thousands of natural-laid eggs are never fertilized, the male
fluid never reaching the egg. Mr. Rogers closes by declar-
ing that all who dispute his theory of facts, are uninformed
or have political axes to grind. I have none, but I have had
some experience both with fish and sawdust, practically, not
theoretically, and must say so far as it benefits rivers, har-
bors or fish,*I am ANTI-SAWDUST.

RESCUE QF ILLINOIS FISHES.

THE TJ. S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries is informed
by Dr. S. P. Bartlett, of Quincy. Illinois, who had

charge of the work of rescuing and distributing native
fishes of the Mississippi Bottoms, that he has sent out by
the cars of the Commission 131,311 fishes, as follows: Black
bass 64,951, crappie 18,434, redeye (Ambloplites rupesiris)
350, sunflsh. 7,028, ringed perch (Perm amerieana) 15,483,

wall-eyed pike 700, striped bass (Rocevs ehrygops") 10.484,

white perch (Aplndutntvs arunniem) 350, pike 270, buffalo
2.285, spotted catfish 10.976. These were forwarded to locali-

ties in Arkansas, District of Columbia, Illinois. Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
Ohio, Texas and Wisconsin. The cars traversed a total of

28,000 miles to accomplish this work. In appreciation of

the value of the undertaking the railroads hauled the cars
without charge all but 1,000 miles of this distance.

The fish rescued and distributed to living waters would
have perished by desiccation of the ponds in summer and
freezing in winter. They were all half-grown and adult,
varying in length from four to twelve inches. Besides the
number 'shipped to distant points Dr. Bartlett states that
more than a naif million were deposited in the Mississippi
and other rivers of Illinois at or near the place of capture.

U. S. FISH COMMISSION WORK.

CAR No. 1 has brought from Illinois for distribution in

the East 500 black bass. 400 striped bass (Roccus inter-

ruptus), 600 erappies, and 300 ringed, or yellow perch. The
crappies will be deposited in the headwaters of the Shenau-
doah River Some of the black bass have been distributed in

Howard county, Maryland. The work of taking whitefish

e°-gs is closed for the 'present season. The total number of

eggs taken is 220,000,000. This is about twice as many as

were taken last year.
Sandusky and Alpena hatcheries are full. Northville has

60,000,000, which are to be cleaned up and sent to Duluth;
10,000,000, are to be hatched at the Erie station by the Penn-
svlvania Commission for Lake Erie; 10,000,000, are to be

developed at Washington, D. C. These will be planted in

the eastern portion of Lake Ontario.

BLACK BASS PLANTED IN VIRGINIA. -About Dec.

5 1S89, the U. S. Fish Commission deposited 675 large-

mouthed black bass in the North River, at Lexington, Va.
This river is a tributary of the James. Mr. E. R. Lucas was
in charge of the shipment.

ALASKAN SALMON PACK OF 1889.—In order to give
our readers an idea of the abundance of salmon in Alaskan
rivers we record here the largest catch known in tbe Terri-
tory to date. 634,260 cases, representing fully 6,000.000 fish,

were shipped to San Francisco, and t he number of barrels of

salted salmon was 6,930^ containing 3001 bs. each. The total
number of salmon, therefore, was not less than six and a
quarter millions, taking 51bs. as the average weight of a fish

in the marketable condition. The value of this catch ex-

ceeds $3,000,000, If we could transfer one-half of these, noble
fishes to eastern waters what an outing our experts with the
rod might enjoy.

SALMON CULTURE IN MAINE— Excellent result
have been obtained by the, U. S. Fish Commission at the
Craig's Brook station during the season just closed. From
110.000 eggs of the sea salmon collected in October, 1888,

upward of 83 per cent, of yearling fish, numbering 92,000,

were reared, 78,000 of these were placed in the Penobscot
and the balance will be kept another year. 26,000 Schoodic,
or landlocked salmon eggs, furnished 17,000 yearlings, all

of which have been planted in Green Lake, to establish
therein a supply of breeding fish for future operations in

salmon culture.

PENNSLVANIA FISH COMMISSION.—The annual
meeting of the Fish Commissioners of Pennsylvania was
held in Washington, D. C, during the present week, to give
the members of the Commission an opportunity to confer
with the U. S. Commissioners and investigate the methods
of work by the Government.

%t Menml

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Jan, 6 to 11, 1890.—Annual Dog Show of the Michigan State
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Bay City, Mich: W. F.

Brace, Secretary.
Jan. 13 to 18, 1 890.—First Annual Dog Show of the Georgia, Pet

Stock and Bench Show Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Von-
derleifh, Secretary. _ _
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890.—Dos Show of the Colorado Poultry and

Pet, Stock Association, at Denver, Col.

Feb. 11 to 14, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster
Kennel Club, American Institute Building, New York. James
Mortimer Superintenden t

.

Feb. 19 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Maseoutah
Kennel Club, Chicago, 111.

March 11 to It, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Rochester
Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.
March 26 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 1, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.
April 15 to 18, 1890.—Show of the Buffalo Kennel Club, Buffalo,

N. Y. A. W. Smith, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.

Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313

Bush st reet. San Francisco. Cal.

Jan. 27. 1890.—All-Day Fwld Trials, at West Point, Miss. F. R.
Hitchcock, « Broadway, New York. Secretary.
Feb. 11, 1890.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall. Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary.
Feb. — , 1890.—Meet of the Brunswick Fur Club, New Meadows,

Me.

EASTERN COURSING CLUB'S MEET.

[Special Report.]

AFTER many trials and tribulations, the members of the
club met at Hicksville, Long Island, Dec. 11, and con-

cluded the meeting, which had been commenced on the pre-

vious Saturday, which had •fiften stopped after the first

course by the S. F. P. C. A.
The case of the slip steward McGregor having been dis-

posed of Saturday night and the culprit acquitted, the trial

of slipper Black, put down for Tuesday at 5 P. M., had also

resulted in an acquittal. The case was prosecuted for the
Society by Mr. Elliott, assisted by Mr. C. J. Peshall, who,
loaded down with legal tomes, presented a very formidable
appearance as he swooped down upon the Hickvillites. He
did not disconcert them nor the jury very much, for with
the law, (which he expounded from his books) and the
eloquence of Mr. Elliott, the case fell flat for want of legs to

stand upon, and Judge. Weller, the club's counsel, scored
every point to a "finish and kill." In fact so to shreds and
tatters did he tear the Society's case that at one time it

looked as if Justice Steiner would issue a warrant for his
arrest for "willfully, cruelly and with fiendish inhumanity
lacerating and otherwise killing the Society's case." In an
able and impartial charge the Judge gave the case to the
jury at nearly midnight. The interest on the part of the
citizens never flagged for a moment: and when the jury
went out, the room was being crowded into by newr facet!

anxious to know the result. Ahalf-hour's absence brought
the jury back to their places and the verdict of acquittal
brought forth a salvo of cheers that was simply deafening.

The jury no doubt looked upon the. case as striking at the
very root of their liberties, and so they defended them with
their verdict.
The club, anticipating a verdict of acquittal, inasmuch as

the S. F. P. C. A. had at the very best a poor case, had agreed

to conclude the meet on Wednesday, The day broke most
wretchedly. It did not rain, it simply poured; and the out--

look for a successful meet was anything but encouraging.

Soon however, the rain ceased, the sun came out, and with

it the spirits rose. Mr. Watson met Mr. Peshall, and the

outcome of it was that the latter took the first train to New
York with a proposition to Mr. Haines, of the Society.

Word was given that no movement would be made toward
coursing till 12 o'clock, which would give Mr. Peshall am-
ple time to telegraph the result of the conference. Haying
given Mr. Peshall an hour's grace, even as the club gave the
jacks fifty extra yards of law, the members quietly started

for the coursing field, while Mr. Watson engaged the

Society's officer in earnest conversation. Everything being

in readiness, the first brace was ordered to the slips.

First Series.

BALKIS AND HAZELHUKST.

This was a most unfortunate drawing, as Balkis was the

sire of Hazelhurst. The former had severed an artery four

weeks ago while in training, which, of necessity, laid him
np-Sn the hospital for that time. Consequently, when he

went to slips he was greatly out of condition, not having a

mile's run for weeks. Nevertheless, there being but fifteen

dogs entered, Mr. Huntington concluded to let Balkis run
and so fill the sixteen-dog stalce. The lack was let out of

the preserve and proved to be the big black tail so much
desired on Saturday. Out of the lane he went like a shot.

Mr, Black made a most elegant slip at about 125yds. , and
Balkis started at a pace simply marvelous, leading up to the

iack aud making the first turn in true workmanlike style.

Hazelhurst now forged ahead and got a go-by and two turns

in rapid succession. Balkis coming up at a rattling pace

scored another go-by, then two turns and holding his jack

well in hand, made a wrench. So closely did father and sou
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work together that the jack, though he turned repeatedly,
could not get to the plain. From this point on Hazelhurst
scored all the points, Balkis keeping close in the rear. The
jack was a very strong one, and gave Hazelhurst a good
gruelling, till he by sheer force of speed drove her close to

fence and killed in grand style. Balkis was thoroughly
pumped, while Hazelhurst was not perceptibly the worse
for his hard work. Hazelhurst won.

WANDA AND HIGHLAND CHIEF

were slipped on a strcug whitetail. "Wanda was at first

unsighted, which gave Highland Chief fully 50yds. lead.

Wanda soon sighted, however, challenged Chief, and to-
gether they worked to the jack in fine style, Wanda turning
the jack to Chief. From this point onto the finish Chief
kept selfish possession of the jack, got in some very quick
work and won with a good kill. Wanda being very much
out of condition was consequently greatly pumped. High-
land Chief showed great speed from start to finish, scoring
10 to Wanda's 6.

HAEMONT AND TUNOB.

For the first 25yds. Tunor led toward the jack, when
Harmony got settled down to a rattling pace, took a go-by
with perfect ease, wrenched, turned, wrenched again and
killed in short order. From first to to last she did all the
work, beating Tunor pointless. A course of moderate
length, made so by Harmony's quick and beautiful work.

GIPSEY AND ANDY M'GKEGOR.

This was, with one exception, the longest slip of the day,
the jack getting fully 125yds. away before the dogs were let

go. After a short gallop Gipsey stopped working, but soon
recovering started off at a beautiful pace, but not fast
enough to prpvent Andy from quickly getting in two turns,
conrsing the jack down toward; the lane, when he quickly
turned "her, forcing her back over the upper field. Here
Gipsey again sighted, challenged Andy, and together over
main Held and adjoining one they coursed her in beautiful
style, till Andy, forcing the jack toward the lower corner,
wrenched, killed and won. An excellent course, occupying
fully seven minutes. Gipsey was well winded.

ZOE AND FOREST QUEEN.
Despite the fact that she had had no training whatever,

Zoe showed up in excellent style, being strong aud full of
fire. The jack was a rare good one. Zoe did all the work
at first, scoring in rapid succession fifteen turns to Queen's
eight. The two bitches did their work most beautifully
from start to finish, which was made by the jack getting
away, at which point the judge declared it an "undecided''
much to the outspoken dissatisfaction of every one. From
first to last it was never in doubt that Zoe won the course,
and it might have been ended twice, in both instances mak-
ing Zoe a very easy winner. This was indeed a marvelous
decision and worthy of the judge's great experience. When
asked by one of the stewards to give the store on which he
based his award, he was utterly unable to do so, which fact
did not tend to make matters any pleasanter.

GLENBOIG A BTE.

Wanda went into the slips with him, aud they we're let go
on a marvelously strong jack which was given fully one
hundred and twenty-five yards law. Puss made straight for
the plain and reaching it was lost to sight before either of the
dogs had got anywhere near her. With the exception of
this very short run, Glenboig did literally nothing but jump
up and dowu trying to locate the jack, which he was unable
to do. The entire distance covered by him was not 200yds.,
yet the judge awarded Glenboig the course. This was all
wrong and showed an utter want of knowledge of the first
principles of coursing. If the spectators had the least doubts
of his total ignorance as shown in his previous decision, this
egregious blunder dispelled them. Glenboig ran the bye with
a beateu dog, so that he should do as much work a's those
dogs which had had good punishing courses in order to put
them all on an equality, and not let one score a bye doing no
work at all. The result of the decision was that Glenboig
nothaving donethe slightest possible coursing was perfectly
fresh and had one course scored to his credit. From this
point on to the very finish ^the meet the question as to
which would bejthe winner was never for a moment in doubt.
In every one's mind it was dollars to doughnuts that Glen-
boig must win, and any bookmaker would have quickly
given odds of 100 to 1. No one member could have taken
the decision to himself, yet all were affected by it. It was
gross injustice to the dog himself, not to mention the disad-
vantage every other dog was subjected to. The owners of
the next brace of dogs should have challenged the decision
at once, and had it occurred in England it would not have
been allowed to stand one moment; in fact, no judge would
have dared to do it. A short course even with a kill may be
judged an undecided one.as was done in the case of Mr. Web-
ber's Sister in Black two years ago at Great Bend. The advan-
tage here given to Glenboig was by far too great to be'overcome
by any of the remaining dogs, as Hazelhurst, Highland
Chief, Harmony, Andy McGregor and Forest Queen had
done all the work they cared to do, for a while at least. Mr.
Black, the slipper, had up to this time kept his temper
well down, but now he rose in his righteous indignation
and threw the slips violently down, refusing absolutely to
slip any more dogs to such decisions. Mr. Black, in his de-
sire to see coursing introduced into this country, had again
most generously agreed to slip for the club, though he felt
quite sure of arrest. The annoyances of arrest and trial
were bearable, but this judging was more than he could
stand. He was, however, won over by Mr. Watsou, and
agreed to slip as before.

Third Series.

HAZELHURST A BYE.
Hazelhurst went into the slips with Gipsey. A very

strong jack flew out of the lane and made for the plain
in fine style. This sight drove Hazelhurst nearly wild with
excitement and eagerness to get away. In some unaccount-
able manner he slipped his collar and made for the jack at
lightning speed. Gipsey was held in theslips by Mr. Black,
and Hazelhurst had to do all the work alone. Up and down
he coursed the jack in true workmanlike style, making
turns, wrenches and trips in rapid succession; but so strong
was the jack that it was evident he would never be able to
catch her He, however, forced the jack by sheer workdown to the lane, which it entered; then as the dog, greatly
pumped, was taken up, the jack turned up the lane toward
IrSiS ,1- Mx-hacy quickly dropped on his knees right in
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Chief was drawn too fine, though he showed wonderful
speed and great fire and heart. Harmony won with many
points to spare.
After Harmony's kill Mr. Black the slipper was again

arrested by the S. F. P. C. A.'s remaining officer, who had
put in an appearance after he found the club had left for
the coursing grounds. Mr. Black was worn out, the road
was muddy, and he could not walk fast; so by the time he
was brought before the Judge and the officer got back to the
grounds the meeting had been concluded. As soon as the
officer had disappeared, Mr. Garbutt, one of the field stew-
ards, volunteered to slip the remaining dogs, and performed
the office very satisfactorily.

GLENBOIG AND ANDY M'GKEGOR.

Mr. Huntington's nomination of Mr. Erastns Hopkins's
black dog Andy McGregor proved to be a good one. Glen-
boig came to the slips as fresh as a daisy. This course was
the grandest and most punishing of the entire meet. The
best jack of the day, a big strong blacktail, rushed from
the long lane like the wind, making straight for the plain.
The slip was made at about 100yds., and then began a ter-
rible gruelling. Up and down the first field they coursed
in excellent style for over two minutes, Glenboig scoring
four turns to Andy's three. Andy here pressed the jack so
closely that she made a desperate break for the plains, he
still leading, however, and holding her well in hand for over
half a mile straightaway over the plains. Here Glenboig
ran in, scored a go-bye, and ran fully a quarter of a mile
further on with Andy hugging him close. Glenboig pressed
the jack so closely that she turned and made a terrible dash
for the fence far down to the left. As she flew under it

Glenboig went through it and killed. Andy held on re-
markably well, and at the finish was not 10yds. behind. The
taken time from start to finish was nine minutes. Andy
was thoroughly exhausted from this punishing course, and
for a half minute reeled about like a drunken man and was
hardly able to stand. Willing hands, however, were ready,
a bit of brandy braced him up, and he was soon all right.
Both dogs had a terrible gruelling; and had Glenboig not
been so fresh on account of the bye he "ran," the result
might have been different. Both dogs showed great fire,

speed and bottom from start to finish and grit to a remark-
able degree. As Andy had never seen a jack or cottontail
before this meet, his work and kill were very meritorious.
The judge was asked by one of the stewards for the score,
but was unable to give it.

FOREST QUEEN AND ZOE.

A good jack was slipped to this brace of fawns and away
she went at a rattling good pace. At the upper end of the
field, all of a sudden, she squatted, to the surprise of every-
one. On came the dogs at full speed, and she let them get
within about 10yds. of her, when up she jumped like light-
ning and sped over the field at full tilt, both bitches in hot
pursuit. From this point on to the finish the gamy little

Forest Queen did nearly all the work, and after a course of
moderate length killed, winning easily with many points to
spare.

Third Series.

GLENBOIG AND HAZELHURST.
A good jack made the pace for this brace. The slip was

perfect, both dogs getting away together. The jack in-
creased her speed to her full capacity, Glenboig leading well
up to her in fine style. Hazelhurst now began working in
earnest, feeling that he had an antagonist of metal and
speed. From this point on to the finish Hazelhurst showed
wonderful bursts of speed, holding his hare well in posses-
sion. The jack then made a dash and ran down the field,

both dogs pressing her jclose. Here Hazelhurst made five
quick turns to Glenboig's three, and with three go-byes and
a trip turned the jack to Glenboig, who killed in fine style.
The beauty of the latter part of the course was marred by
the jack being forced so close to the fence, where the kill
was effected. This was another one. of Mr. Morris's queer
decisions, and which, if it had been properly given, would
have landed Hazelhurst a winner.

HARMONY AND FOREST QUEEN.

This was one of the most punishing courses of the day and
both bitches received a terrible gruelling. From the very
outset Harmony did all the work, only letting Forest Queen
in at the turns. The latter is so very small, that she was
enabled to turn herself more quickly than Harmony. Har-
mony, however, scored six go-byes in quick succession, four-
teen turns and four wrenches, to the Queen's seven trips,
eight turns and one wrench. Harmony showed marvelous
speed from start to finish; and the course was ended by her
catching the jack, dropping it and then turning it right
into Queen's mouth, who caught and killed. Not a single
point should have been allowed Queen for the kill, for it had
no merit. The peculiarity of this course was, that every
turn of the jack that Harmony made was just in the direc-
tion of Queen. The jack was a very strong one, and de-
served to have gotten away. The judge awarded this course
to Queen, who scored at least twelve point less than Har-
mony. This decision did not improve the general feeling,
as every one saw it was Harmony's course, with plenty to
spare. This course showed off her running as never seen
before. Of all the greyhounds that had run, her motion
was the most poetic and finished. She lacked nothing in
style and worked her jack with consummate skiU. Queen, a
wee bit of a bitch, is a little wonder. She ran like a demon,
held on to Harmony with wonderful tenacity and showed
herself to be game from the word go, but was badly beaten.
The dogs now remaining to compete for the four prizes

were Glenboig, Forest Queen, Hazelhurst aud Harmony.
Mr. Watson, the only steward on the. grounds, had to go
with Mr. Black and the officer. Mr. Garbutt, the field
steward, was slipping, and consequently there was no one
to attend to the drawing of the dogs. Glenboig and
Forest Queen were ordered into the slips. Mr. Morris
acted so queerly about the drawing that it caused
most unfavorable comment. Repeatedly he had ridden up
to the slipper, Mr. Black, and asked the names of the dogs
then in the slips, which Mr. Black as often refused to give.
This was perhaps the strangest proceeding ever Derformed
by a judge on the coursing field, and many wondered why
it was done. Queen was greatly distressed afterthis course
and had not recovered when again ordered into the slips for
the

Final Series.

GLENBOIG AND FOREST QUEEN.

In Forest Queen's previous course she had had a terrible
gruelling, and was, consequently, greatly distressed. Ten
minutes after it she was ordered to the slips with Glenboig,
who, on account of having done no work in the bye, was
still comparatively fresh. The brace was slipped on a very
poor jack, and as Forest Queen had not yet recovered en-
tirely she had no show against her antagonist. Glenboig
led up to the jack in fine style, and quickly scored four
turns and five wrenches, while Queen could only get in two
turns and two wrenches. Glenboig now increased his pace,
and killing his jack, won a course of moderate length. This
gave Glenboig first prize and the cup, with Forest Queen
winner of second prize.
Mr. Morris showed his utter and lamentable ignorance in

contending that Hazelhurst and Harmony should run off
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to allow it. The result was that Mr. Morris was routed,
and here ended his wretched display of ignorance of the
very first principles of coursing:

SUMMARY.
RED. WHITE.

Woodhaven Kennels' blue )„„„:„„ f t Mr. Watson's fawn dog
bitch Fleet f

against-
( Waverly .

Mr. Huntington's black and / Q „„j_„t ! Hornell-Harmony Kennels'
white dog Balkis j- against

( black dog Hazelhurst.
Mr. Oaminoni'g blue bitch j „.„„•_„* t Mr. Huntington's white and
Wanda J-

against
j blackdog Highland Chief

.

Hornell-Harmony Kennels' I Mr. Lambert's black dog
blk and w. b. Harmony [

againSt
| Tuner.

Mr R.Hffiih'<= Virinriie. Viifor. /
Mr - Huutlngton names Mr.

rin A
brindle Dltch -against- Hopkins' black dog Andy

,Tipsey
\

{ McGregor.
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r
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j
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j

M
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Mr. Work's br. dog Prince
f

against
j

The result of the running was as follows;

First Series.
Waverly beat Fleet.
Hazelhurst beat Balkis.
Highland Chief beat Wanda.
Harmony beat Tunor.
Andy McGregor beat Gipsey.
Zoe and Forest Queen undecided.
Glenboig a bye.

Second Serifs,
Hazelhurst a bye
Harmony beat Highland Chief.
Glenboig beat Andv McGregor.
Forest Queen beat Zoe.

Third Series.

Forest Queen beat Harmony.
Glenboig beat Hazelhurst.

Final.
Glenboig beat Forest Queen.
Glenboig first, Forest Queen second, Hazelhurst and Har-

mony divided third aud fourth.

Great credit is due to Mr. Watson, the treasurer, and Mr.
Huntington, the worthy secretary, for their indefatigable
efforts and untiring zeal. These two gentlemen had every-
thing to contend against, and together they saw to the pur-
chasing of the jacks, renting of ground, designing of preserve,
corral chute, securing of counsel for defense, etc., and to
them belongs all the praise for making the meet such a suc-
cess. It was deeply regretted and openly deplored by every
one on the ground that neither of these gentlemen secured
any of the prizes. Time after time, to their own loss, they
gave up their trainers and sent them down to Hicksvil'e to
oversee the carrying out of their designs, not seeming to care
whether they won or not, provided the meet was a success.
It was a case of want of selfishness which should be thor-
oughly appreciated by the club. Mr. Huntington, however,
has the consolation of having bred thethird and fourth prize
winners. Harmony and Hazelhurst, the former being by
Doubleshot out of Clio, and the latter by champion Balkis
but of champion Cassandra.

It is a thousand pities that Dr. Cryer could not have
attended the meeting of Wednesday. The decision which
he gave on the Saturday previous in the Fleet-Waverly
course was prompt and intelligent, in marked contrast to
Mr. Morris's bungling work. The interference of the
Society was annoying enough, but the judging of Mr. Morris
was such that it spoiled the pleasure of the whole meet.
This gentleman grossly imposed upon the club, and con-
vinced them somehow that he was perfectly capable; and
relying upon his statements he was allowed to officiate in a
capacity to which he himself should have known he was
wholly unfitted. He sought notoriety and got it, and the
Eastern Coursing Club had to suffer irreparably by it. Had
Mr. James Black or Mr. Landon been appointed, everything
would have passed off satisfactorily, for both gentlemen are
eminently qualified to act.

I have repeatedly referred to the decisions Mr. Morris
rendered and which caused such unfavorable comment both
from the members and the spectators, and to substantiate it
all I will quote from Mr. Morris's report in a Chicago paper
of Dec. 13. Speaking of the Fleet-Waverly course he says:
'And when about 100yds. distant the two dogs were slipped.
Waverly threw up his head in fine style and kept well up
with Fleet's superior speed." Mr. Campbell, one of the
greatest coursers that ever lived and breeder of Canaradzo
and a hundred other grand greyhounds, wanted his dogs to
run "low in front andT high behind." Mr. Morris wants his
dogs to run high in front, heads up in fine style. I leave it

to the public to decide how much weight is to be given to
Mr. Morris's opinion, decisions and remarks. How he dared
palm himself off on the club iu such a manner passes all
comprehension. Time after time he was asked by the
stewards for the scores and was unable to give them and he
also acknowledged it. The question then arose, how could
he make his decision? At every turn and corner his ignorance
was most apparent and deplorable. His assumption marred
the entire meet and the Eastern Coursing Club now realize
how they were imposed upon.
The evil done, however, cannot be repaired now. The

jacks were strong, wonderfully strong some of them, and
quite used up the dogs. The dogs were all thoroughbred,
of the very best blood that England can boast of. and some
of them as beautiful as they were fast. The work both of
jacks and dogs was of excellent quality, being equal to many
and superior to that shown in some of the large meets held
in England. The sport was conducted in a perfectly legiti-
mate manner.

Sister in Black and Mr. Webber's beautiful bitch Mother
Demdike, who ran into the last four at Haydock Park, were
on hand Saturday to try conclusions, and it was deeply re-
gretted they were absent on Wednesday. The running of
these two noted dogs (Sister having been in the Great Bend
meet two years ago) was looked forward to with great pleas-
ure. The rain that came pouring down early Wednesday
morning no doubt led Mr. Webber to conclude there would
be no meet, but the sun finally coming out enabled the club
to carry out its programme. CARNAEIS.

NEW JERSEY KENNEL CLUB —The adjourned annual
meeting of this club was held on Tuesday, Dec. 10, at Tay-
lor's Hotel, Jersey City. In the absence of the president,
Mr. K. E. Hopf occupied the chair. The treasurer's report
showed a balance of over 8100 in bank. The motion of C.
J. Peshall, to reduce the annual dues from #10 to So, was
carried, and on motion of Mr. Shotwell the dues for the
present year were remitted to the members. The advis-
ability of holding a bench show next spring was discussed,
but no decision was arrived at. The following officers were
re-elected: C. J. Peshall, Presideut; E. R. Hearn, Vice-
President: W. Shotwell, Treasurer; Geo. Wilson, Secretary,
and A. C. Wilnierding, delegate to the A. K. C.

LADY TEMPLE'S EUROPEAN TRIP.-Caum.sett Ken-
nels, Lloyd's Neck, N. Y , Dec. 1 1.—You may be interested
to know the Caumsett Kennels' The Lady Temple (Beaufort
—The Lady Margery) sailed on the steamer Holland on Dec.
14 to be bred to Mr, W. K. Taunton's Hotspur.—R. H.
Perby, *
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CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.
THE ALL-AGED SETTER STAKE.

THERE were sixteen starters for the All-Aged Setter
Stake of the Central Field Trial Club when the drawing

came. They were drawn to run in the preliminary series
in the followiug order: Cora of Wetheral and Chance.
Princess Beatrice II. and Little Gift. Count Howard and
King Leo. Cassio and Desmond LI. R6.wdyB.od and Roger.
King's Mark and Whitie. Blue Mark and Miss Monarch.
King's Dan and Dash.

Preliminary Series.

The running of the preliminary series began on Friday,
Dec. 6, after the finish of the Pointer Derby. Messrs. David-
son, Wallace and Tallman were the judges.
The well-known bench show winner Cora of Wetheral,

and the equally well-known field trial winner Chance, opened
the ball. Cora was in the worst possible condition for work,
being very thin and weak and lacking muscular develop-
ment. She made a wretched exhibition so far as speed,
range and searching for birds goes; she made a couple of
very pretty points to singles and showed considerable style.
We hardly knew what to make of Chance; he was not the
same dashing, free-going dog that we saw at High Point,
his speed and range were not nearly up to his form, al though
at times he let out, and seemed himself for awhile, he did
not get away as he usually does, and two or three times he
worked over the same ground twice, and seemed afraid that
he would lose his handler; he was also somewhat uncertain
when on birds, and instead of going up boldly, as is his
usual custom, he more than once stopped to foot* scent; and
although he drewr on and located his birds, it was not done
in the snappy, positive manner in which he generally does
his work. At the end of the heat we inquired of his handler
the reason for the change, and he informed us that during
the running of the Derby the judges had explained to him
their ideas as to the manner in which a dog should do his
work, and that in order to bring Chance down to the re-
quired form he had used the whip to keep him from ranging
so wide, and consequently the dog was all broken up. We
cannot believe that Mx\ Avent correctly interpreted the
opinions of the judges, for we think them to possess too
thorough a knowledge of what constitutes good field work
to promulgate any ideas or give any intimation that would
force a handler, in order to win, to break up a dog with such
high courage and grand natural ability as Chance. In any
case, it was a mistake, and great injustice was done a noble
animal.
Princess Beatrice II. and Little Gift were next put down.

Princess was in the same bad condition as her kennel com-
panion Cora, and was unfit to start. She went a trifle better
than Cora and did some fair work on birds. Gift got around
fairly well, doing some good work and some bad. She
showed some style when on game and hunted her ground
fairly well, but did not range very wide.
Count Howard, like the others in Mr. Windholz"s string,

was in no condition for work, and he showed no inclination
to hunt. King Leo did fairly well, but was not up to his
usual form.
Cassio and Desmond II. were put down at 4:42, and after

a half hour's work were taken up for the night to finish
their heat in the morning. On Saturday they were put
down at 9:55 to finish their heat. Both had shown up well
the previous day, pointing, backing, retrieving and work-
ing out the ground in good form. No birds were found in
the last half of their heat, although they went at a good
pace and hunted well.
Roger and Rowdy Rod both showed up well, although

Roger was a trifle unsteady once or twice. He showed good
pace and range and considerable bird sense. Rod went full
as well as he had in his previous heats.
King's Mark and Whitie were the next brace. Mark

showed up much better than he did at High Poiut, going at
a better pace and ranging much wider. Whitie appeared
to be stale from overwork and did not show to advantage.
Miss Monarch and Blue Mark did nothing to show that

they were worthy the praise bestowed upon them by those
who have seen them in every-day work, and the heat was
rather a tame one.
In the next heat Dash also went back on his record and

did nothing brilliant. King's Dan ran fairly well, but had
not much chance to show up on birds.

This was the last heat o£ the preliminary series, and the
judges in selecting the dogs to remain in performed their
duties in a praiseworthy manner, keeping in some that had
shown considerable merit.

Second Series.

The judges selected S of the 16 starters to run in the sec-
ond sei'ies and they were drawn to run in the following
order: King's Dan against Rowdy Rod, Little Gift against
Roger, Chance against Desmond II. and Cassio against
King's Mark. As King's Dan had run in the last heat of
the preliminary series, it was decided to run Little Gift and
Roger first. Roger won easily, running in good form and
behaving nicely. He had much the best of it in pace and
range as well as in the work on birds. Gift ran fairly well

vand showed considerable style when on game.
Chance and Desmond II. were next put down at 4:37 and

taken up in half an hour to finish in the morning. The
work was not at all satisfactory in the evening, but when
put down on Monday morning both started off well and ran
a very good heat. It was uncomfortably warm on Monday,
with a slight breeze from the south. Scent appeared to be
fairly good, although not many birds were found, as they
were not moving. Both did some very good work on birds,
with not much of advantage to boast of by either, but the
superior pace, range and style of Chance landed him the
winner.
King's Dan and Rowdy Rod were next put down, and

although Rod had some fun with the birds all to himself he
won his heat, being vastly superior in pace, range and bird
sense.
The next brace, Cassio and King's Mark, were put down

at 11:36. Mark ranged better than in his previous heat and
did very fair work on birds. Cassio also ranged well, and
bunted' his ground out better than Mark, but he became
rattled when on singles by the loud handling of Barker,
who was cautioned by the judges, but Cassio did not regain
his confidence, and Mark outworked him and won the heat.
This ended the second series with the result as follows:
Rowdy Rod beat Kings's Dan.
Roger beat Little Gift.

Chance beat Desmond II.

King's Mark beat Cassio.

Tliird Series.

After lunch Rowdy Rod and Roger were put down in a
large field to ran the first heat in the third series. Tom
Aldrich, who handled Roger, had the misfortuue just be-
fore the dogs were put down to injure one of the small
tendons in his right leg and was unable to walk. Johu
Lewis took the dog in hand and landed him a winner. He
ran in good form and showed that he was well trained by
the manner in which he worked for and obeyed a compara-
tive stranger. Rod went in his usual dashing style, but the
handlers were ordered to change their course so often that
he was lost a portion of the time, and although the dogs
were ran 15 minutes over the hour, the only birds found
were a bevy that Roger pointed, and he also got another
point to a portion of the same bevy and was backed by Rod
a second or two, when he caught scent of other birds and
also pointed. With the exception of a flush by Roger this
was all the work on birds during the heat and was not

enough to enable one to form an opinion as to the relative
merit of the dogs when on birds, in fact, Rod had no oppor-
tunity to show whether he would point or not and more
time should have been taken before deciding the heat.
Chance and King's Mark were the next brace. They were

put down at 2:45 and when the allotted hour had elapsed
Mark had to his credit a point to a bevy that he stumbled on
in a small thicket while Chance had pointed two bevies, one
of them in about the same manner in which Mark had found
his, and the other by making a wide cast and working out a
bit of stubble in masterly manner, deserving of the highest
praise. Not only was the character of his work greatly
superior to that of Mark, but he was also ahead of him in
pace and showed much more bird sense, and we thought
him clearly entitled to the heat; the judges, however,
thought otherwise, and ordered them on, and at the expira-
tion of 50m. more they decided the heat in favor of King's
Mark. If in the opinion of the judges the dogs were equal
at the expiration of an hour they were justified in giving
the heat to Mark, as toward the finish he was going a trifle

the best and had found two singles and a bevy while Chance
had found none. It is due to Chance, however, to say that he
was not going up to his usual form, which was owing in a
measure to his having been called back more than once to
hunt out ground that he had already been over. It was now
4:35 and no more work was done.
Tuesday Roger aud King's Mark, the only dogs left in,

were put down at 9:33 to run for first place, and at 11:30
( hey were taken up and the heat was decided in favor of
King's Mark, and he was declared winner of first prize.
The heat was along and tiresome one, and for a heat for
first money it was the most commonplace imaginable, no
brilliant work was done, and but little that was even ordin-
ary, while a portion of it was decidedly'bad. Neither dog
went with any dash, Mark starting very stale but picking
up a little near the middle of the heat for a short time and
then slowing down again, Roger did not go nearly up to
his usual form, but he started fairly well and maintained
his pace throughout the heat much the best. Neither
ranged wide nor hunted out the ground at all well, and the
work of both was of far less merit than that of their pre-
vious heats.
We then went to lunch, and after a long rest Roger and

Chance were put down at 1:43 to run for second place.
Chance ran much better than in any of his previous heats,
and had no trouble in beating Roger, aud when the hour
was up he was awarded the heat and declared winner of
second prize. Roger appeared a little tired, but the example
of his competitor put new life into him, and he ran better
than he did in the morning. The judges placed Roger third,
and the setter division of the All-Aged Stake was finished.
Followiug is the summary:

Preliminary Scries.

Cora of Wetheral aud Chance.
Princess Beatrice II. and Little. Gift.
Count Howard and King Leo.
Cassio and Desmond II.

Rowdy Rod and Roger.
King's Mark and Whitie.
Blue Mask and Miss Monarch.
King's Dan and Dash.

Second Series.

Rowdy Rod beat King's Dan.
Roger beat Little Gift.
Chance beat Desmond II.

King's Mark beat Cassio.

Third Series.

Roger beat Rowdy Rod.
King's Mark beat Chance.

Final for First Place.

King's Mark beat Roger and won first prize.

Final for Second Place.

Chance beat Roger and won second prize. Roger placed
third.

First, King's Mark, $250: second, Chauce, $150; third,
Roger, SI 00.

ALL-AGED POINTER STAKE.
There were 32 nominations for the pointer stake, 14 of

which filled. The preliminary series was run as follows:
Arthur and Duke of Hessen, Banuerman and Roger Will-
iams, Rod's Gal and Tammany Boy, Sally Brass II. and
Rip Rap, Ajax and Pontiac, Meally and Lebanon, Duke of
Vernon and Lalla Rookh. Eight were left in for the second
series and they were drawn and run with the result as
follows:

Second Scries.

Duke of Hessen beat Lalla Rookh.
Bannerman beat Sally Brass II.

Lebanon beat Rip Rap.
Pontiac beat Roger W illiams.

Third Series.

Duke of Hessen beat Banuerman.
Lebanon beat Pontiac.

Final for First Place.

Lebanon beat Duke of Hessen and won first prize.

Final for Second Place.

Duke of Hessen beat Pontiac and won second prize.

Final for Third Place.

Pontiac beat Banuerman and won third prize.

Absolute Winners.
King's Mark beat Lebanon and was declared absolute

winner of the Setter and Pointer All-Aged Stake.

THE DERBY.
Rip Rap beat Rowdy Rod and was declared absolute win-

ner of the Pointer and Setter Derby.

THE FOUR-HOUR STAKE.

There were 6 starters in the Four-hour Stake, drawn to

run as follows: Nora against Rowdy Rod, Roger Williams
against Chance and Lebanon against Roger.
Nora beat Rowdy Rod in a close heat and Chance beat

Roger Williams in rather a poor heat. Chance appeared to

be entirely out of condition and did not run nearly up to

his usual form,
[Special to Forest and Stream.']

Lexington, N. C, Dec. 17.—In the Four-hour Stake to-

day Roger beat Lebanon and Chance beat Nora. Weather
cool and cloudy. Birds plentiful, and the work has been
first-class. Roger and Chance will run the final heat on
Thursday.

SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS.

[Special to Forest and Stream.']

AMORY, Miss., Dec. 17.—Derby started fourteen. Bettie
M. won first. Simonides and Transit to run to-

morrow for second. X.

THE ST. BERNARD CLUB PRIZES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The St. Bernard Club of America offers the following

club prizes to be competed for during 1890 (competition open
to members only):
Westminster Kennel Club Show, New York.—Sterling

silver cup, value $25, for the best smooth-coated stud dog
with two of his get.
Sterling silver cup, value .$25, for the best rough-coated

stud dog with two of his get. (The dogs, competing with
their sires, must have been sired in America and must be
the produce of different dams).
Club medals, one each for the best American-bred smooth

dog and bitch over 18 months. For the best American-bred
smooth dog and bitch under 18 monts. For the best Ameri-
can-bred rough dog and bitch over 18 months. For the best
American-bred rough dog and bitch under 18 months.
Total, two cups and eight medals.
Mascoutah Kennel Club Show, Chicago.—Eight club

medals, same as for Westminster K. C.
New England K. C, Boston.—Sterling silver cup, value

$25, for the best smooth-coated brood bitch with two of her
produce.
Sterling silver cup, value $25, for the best rough-coated

brood bitch with two of her produce. Eight cluo medals,
same as for Westminster K. C.
Buffalo K. C—Four medals, one each for best American-

bred smooth dog and bitch, and for best American-bred
rough dog and bitch.
The awards have to be made in accordance with the rules

of the St. Bernard Club, and the acceptance of these specials
on the part of the respective clubs (or bench show commit-
tees) makes it binding for them to provide the same number
of classes and to offer the same premiums for smooth-coats
and rough-coats alike.
You will notice that with the exception of the cups for

stud dogs and brood bitches, all the prizes are for American-
bred dogs exclusively. This was done so as to meet the
wishes of many members, who did not think it was fair that
the cups offered at the different shows should be won by
the same dogs, as was the case this year, In offering a
larger number of specials (of small value, it is true) the
committee on prizes (composed of Mr. W. H. Joeckel, Mr.
John Lohman and Mr. K. E. Hopf) has endeavored to en-
courage the small members of the club rather than the
owners of large kennels. K. E. Hopf, Pres.
Lorenzo Daniels, Sec'y.

FOXHOUNDS IN BENCH SHOWS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
At the recent field trials of the Brunswick Far Club, the

position of the foxhound in our bench shows was freely dis-
cussed, and every one thought something should be done to
give the hound the prominent place he deserves. The
managers of the bench shows seem to think that the fox-
hound is of so little importance that a passing consideration
is all that is necessary, and a few paltry prizes only are
offered for his competition. Now, the Brunswick Fur Club
has determined to do all in its power to improve the position
of the foxhound, and at the field trials voted to agitate in
every possible way the offering by the various bench shows
of prizes for the best, bitch, best puppy under 18mos., best
brace and best pack to consist of not less than four dogs.
The club owns some fine dogs, and if the managers of the
shows will put up these prizes, entries will be made in
every one of these special classes. It is earnestly hoped that
the managers of the bench shows throughout the country
will consider this matter and show their appreciation by-
offering the prizes asked for.

The club further discussed the question of a standard for
judging American hounds, and asks that a special standard
be inaugurated for them next season. It is manifestly un-
just to place American hounds in the same class with Eng-
lish, as was done at the Boston dog show last April, and
give the first prize to an English dog simply because he
happened to be large-boned, rough-coated and cropped.
Let tne English andAmerican hounds be separated, or rather
let the English hound have a special class to himself, for he
is a variety, only one being shown at Boston last April.
The Brunswick Fur Club will have another hunt next

February. A. C. Heffenger, Director of the Hunt.
Portsmouth, N. H.

DOG TALK.

MR. E, B. SEARS, of the Wyoming Kennels, Melrose,
Mass., writes of his newly-imported Hesper thus:

"My late purchase, the rough-coated St. Bernard dog cham-
pion Hesper, has arrived; and I am pleased to say is a mqch
better dog all round than I expected. I inclose his stud
card, which gives an honest opinion of him by the press
of England. I weighed him to-day, after being here one
week and two days, aud he turned 1801bs.; he was very
light in flesh on arrival. He has the name of being a poor
feeder, yet I hope to get him in show form by the time the
shows begin."

The Buffalo Kennel Club has at last secured a suitable
building, the Curling Club Rink, for their dog show, which
will be held April 15 to 18, 1890. Mr. John Davidson will
judge pointers, setters, foxhounds, beagles, deerhounds and
greyhounds. Spaniels, mastiffs, St. Bernard", collies and
all other classes will be judged by Chas. H. Mason.

Mr. E. B. Goldsmith, the well-known forwarding agent
of this city, received on Monday on the steamer Holland,
from London, the fine mastiff dog Ormonde, owned by Mr.
Charles E. Bunn, of Peoria, 111., to whom the dog was for-

warded. He is from the kennels of Mr. Charles W. Cun-
ningham, of West London, England.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must bo Bent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 800 of any one form, bound forj

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED,
jja^- Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Pancks. Alfarata and Juniata Belle. By T. S. Thompsastt-.Toonipn.
sontown. Pa'., for white, red ticked, English setter dog-* and white,
black, tan and ticked and black ears, white ami birred, bitches,
whelDed Aug. 15, 1889, by Warwick Belton (Bel tQT> High—Mag-
nolia) out of "Garda (A-K.R. 4190).

Brady. Buckeye, Bumper, Logan and Jolly Joe. By Mc3Xurray»
Rogers & Peters, North Baltimore, O., for one bJack and tan. one-

brown, white and tan. one white, brown and tan. and two white,

black and tan foxhound dogs, whelped July U, lfi*9, by champion
Brave out of Blanch.
Mage C, Lady Sport and Blanch. By McMnrrav, Ropers &

Peters* North Baltimore, O.. for white, black and tan texnound.
do" and white, black and tan and black and tan bilches, whelped
June 2 1888, bv Sport (Frank—Spot) out of Queen iKing—Coaly),
Boh G., Norma, Madge E., Essie, Manola. and Bettie. By Eber.

hart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O.. for stiver fawn pug?, one dog
and five bitches, whelped Oct. 19, 1889, by Hayseed (Doug-lass II —
.Tune) out of Ruby E. (champion Bradford Ruby—Flossy).

Fete, Brno, Dido and. Ding Dong, By Geo. H. Sherman, Pough-
ke»psie, N. Y., for sabla collies, two doses and two bitches, whelped
•Vug. 30, 1889, by Scotilla (Dublin Scot—Flurry II.) out of Lady
Bess (James—Haight's Bess).

Natural Gas Foxhound Kennels. By McMurray, Rogers& Peters.
North Baltimore, O., for their kennels of foxhounds. 1
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American St. Bernard Kennels. By C. H. Tobey, manager, for

ken els oTsL Bfrunr.l-. situ»1ed at Tomab, Wis removed rem

Eau Claire, Wis,, and formerly Coughcura Medicine Co. 8 Ken-

nels.
BRED.

^= Notes must be seut on the Prepared Blanks.

GolumMne-S^wond Tiger. J. Lee Taller'* ^Hdog bitch Col-

umbiue to John H. Matt) "vb's champion bpota^ r,ge^e b.

Beatric.e-Xi>>>l*ii:<««i Tiucr. John H. Matthews s(JSew ioim

biUldoR bitcK Beai rice to his champion Spotswood Tiger Dec. 3.

(^aSKSmX n
BoM?Carnahan's (New Haven Conn.)

ta^St^t^^it^W, 1^?^^ t0 F - F - Doles

Hinks (White.S^PM^^^^rask, 111.) boll-terrier

x A. Stevens's (Hoboken, N. J.) bull-ter-

jyai" lose (Randolph-Nell) to F. P. Dole's Bendigo

ttSSih-nrndiao J H. Naylor's (Mt. Forest. 111.) hull-terrier

biSli Dinab (Youn g Marquis—Nell) to F. F. Dole's Bend.go (Mar-

quis-Kit), Sept. 26.

Royal Rose—Bendigo. .1.

rier bitch Royal Rose

<^n-™^ t,,

D.
Ct
S.

1
Gamble's (New Haven, Conn ) bull-terrier

bitch Nell to F. F. Dole's Hinks (White Sam-Duchess III.),

°C
n-r,}^iri—Warwieh Belton. T. S. Thompson's (Thompsontown,

pff&iKetter mteh Garda <A.K.R, &Q) to W D. Reynolds's

Warwick Belton (Belton High-Magnolia), June 19.

WHELPS.
Notes must be sent on tlie Prepared Blanks.

Tnn OC Hinckley's (Lee, Mass.) pug hitch Loo (Othello II.-

Stoel's Loo'"noS four (two dogs), by H. C. Burcher's Cricket

T
UfrTlmmplon's (Thompsontown Pa.) English setter

bitch Garda A.K.R. 4190). Aue. 15 eight four clogs), by W. D.

IlyioldH'S Warwick Belton (Belton m^%W^,.^_ ....
Marie F. O. McGuire's (Bangor, Me.) 1 orkshice terrier bitch

Marie, Dec! 3, four (three dogs), by P. H. Coombs's Bradford

H-iT-rv fCrawsbaw's Bruce— Beats Lady). .«m Sa "F F. Dole's (New Haven. Conn.) bull-terrier

wSfi^iiX^Sttafe (B^oigo-May), Oct. 20, three (two dogs),

v Fred Hii ks's White Sam (Silver Kmg-Kettenng Maggie)

•lfcSS Opota Kennels' (Pittsfield, Mass.) Irish setter bitch

Daisy (Chief-Leigh Doane) did not prove in whelp to Desmond

IL SALES.
Notes must be sent on tlie Prepared Blanks.

Bell of Dutchess. Sable collie bitch, whelped Aug. 30, 1889; by

Sco la out of Lady Bess, by G H Sherman Pmighkeepsie, N.

V to Eugene Ham, Meadow Brook. Verbank, N. Y.

mweVL. Sable collie dog. whelped Aug. 30,.188» by Scotil a oiit

of Lady Bess, by G. H. Sherman, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., to John N.

Le
2all/C™d

Rel Irifn setter bitch, whelped March 18 1886, by

Bravo out of Leonic, 'by Fred T. Munson, New Haven, Conn., to

RSS*S™eW April 23, 1889. by champion

Treasure out of Ruby F?, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati,

(1 to ,T W. Porter, Binghamton, N. 1.

KUvGlenrock. White, black, tan and ticked English setter

bitch whelped Aug. 15. 1889, by Warwick Belton out of Garcia, by

T Sr Thompson, Thompsontown, Pa., to Dr. L.M.Thompson,

MpaS.
C
wTiite*' orange ticked, English setter dog, whelped

\ug 5. 1889, bv Warwick Belton out ot Garda, by T. h. Thomp-
'son7 Thompsontown, Pa., to E. B. Peale. Schuylkill Haven, Pa.

Warwick Belton-Garda whelp. White black and tan English

setter bitch, whelped Aug. 15, 1889, by T. S. Thompson, Thompson-

town, Pa., to Mr. Piatt, Hazelton, Pa.

dog,
T. 8. -
noy City, Pa.
La

Oomi.TreE prComstock, Providence, R'. I.

Hinks-StaHight whelps. White bull-terrier dogs, whelped Aug.
3 ism bv" Frank F. Dole, New Haven, Conn., one each to Mr.

Rolker, same place; Albert Wetmore, Warren, Pa., anaWVT.
H
Wn^SflW-i«dMiVeH-ine whelp. White bull-terrier dog,whelped

July 26, 1889, by F. F. Dole, New Haven, Conn., to Mr. Bolton,

'F^tff'Sant—&adeh Bendiyo whelp. White bull-terrier dot.

whelped Oct. 20, 18-9, by F. F. Dole, New Haven, Conn., to Arthur
F. Wilgren, Cohourg, Ont.

,
,'

'

, „>mrc. White bull-terrier dog, whelped July 4,1889, by

Rocky out ot Nell Bright, by F. F. Dole, New Haven, Conn., to

Dwight Moore, same place.

Kaiser. Black and ran terrier dog, whelped February* 188t, by
Punch out of Young Luce, by F. F. Dole, New Haven, Conn.,

R B Sawyer, Birmingham, Conn.
White Daisy. White bull-terrier bitch, whelped Aug. 23, 1887.

by Bendigo out of Rose, by Frank F. Dole, New Haven, Conn., to

R. Carnahan, same place.
, T . 1Mt) .

Young Bendigo. White bull-terrier dog, whelped July, 188'<
, by

Bendigo out of Queen of Spain, by Frank F. Dole, New Haven,
Conn., to D. S. Gamble, same place.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

PHILADELPHIA, Dec. ll.-Dau Wray's rifle gfllttft &02

Ridge avenue, was not large enough to-night to accommodate all

1 he rifle, shooters who assembled there ^ witness the ritte con-

fcest between "Mexis," the rifle queen, and Thos II WUtoes
,
Of

the First Regiment, N. G. P. This match was a inO-shot matchat
20yds. off-hand, plain open sights. Stevens rifles were used by

both contestants. Mr. W. W. LHrich judged tor Mexis, J. J.

Mountjoy judged for T. H. Willsey, CD.^ Douglass referee, official

scorers, Geo. W. Coulston and H. J. Mehard Shooting com-

menced at 9 P. M. and finished at 10:15 P. M. "Me^'WMIre
choi.-e and led off. It was plain to be seen alter the first taiget ot

each contestant was finished that "Mexis" had a complete walk-

over. Following are the scores in detail:

raraeti . "^Mio" 0 9 10 8 9 8 10 6-89

IwlU 9 10 9 10 9 8 9 8 10 10-92

ktSi . ...10 8 9 10 10 9 9 10 10 10-95

Tarflt!
.' 8 9 9 10 10 10 9 9 9 10-93

Tarlets: :::::. w g
71010 ».? .?.».? -a

Target 6 10 99
Target 7 9 9 10

Target 8 9 9 1"

Tareet 9 9 10 9

Set id io in 10largetM
T. H. Willsey.

Tnro-et 1 78 10 7 10 788
T^ets ::::: * * .sir? «j J
f fl?let 1 10 9 10 ? 9 10 9

rtl^tti i.. 8 9 9 8 10 8 10 8

iSfiftt-S' 10 8 9 91010 8 9

Tarlet 6 8 10 6 8 10 8 10 10 10 7-87

Tarlet 7 8 8 10 0 8 8 10 9 8 10-85

r["Set8 fi 9 7 9 9 5 9 9 10 10-83

Target" 9 8 10 8 10 8 9 10 8 9-90

TareetlO / 10 10 1C 10 8 10 8 9 10-93- 819

Great credit is due "Mexis" for the remarkable score she made
in this match, 927 points out of a possible -1,000-only foui shots

being out of bullseye. This match led to an argument if this

score could be beaten. Dr. Openshaw ottering to hack Mexis"
against a number of those present, which was at once taken by

several local rifle shooters present. As a result the following

match was made: $500 per side that Mr. E. Travis could not equal

•'Mexis's" score of 927 points, Mr. Travis to use any Meal, rifle

off-hand, anv ammunition, and to use one hand only, match to be
,, „; „.- '.„-„.. n„,.,. i.m->-Ririo-P nvpnnp. on Fr dav evening. Dec.

V OltV t'il

lala. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped July 1887, by cham-

sn Black Pete out of Miss Nance, by F. F. Dole, New Haven,

KENNEL MANAGEMENT,
. No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Correspondents.

S Van W., Hackensack.—1 . Beagle pup six months old is greatly

troubled with worms. 2. Which are the best dogs for rabbits,

German or English beagles? Ans. 1. Give thorough purge ot

castor oil one or two teaspoonsful, follow this in 3 or i hours by a
large pill, 30 grains, of powered areca nut. The pill can be made
of lard and foiced down the throat. Before, during and after the
treatmeut for a few days feed milk only. 2. For rabbits choose
the "American-English" beagles.

9 9 9 10 30 10 10—95
9 7 10 8 10 8 7—94
9 7 10 8 10 8 7—87
7 10 10 10 10 10 10-95
9 10 9 10 8 10 10-96-927

6 8—79
6 7—70
5 10-86
7 8-86
9 9-91

PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 10.—About one-half of the members of

une Gaiety Rifle and Pistol Club met this evening at the club's

headquarters, 818 South street, for weekly competition of the

gold and silver club badge, Mr. H. Buehn winning the gold medal
and Mr. J. A. Felix becoming the owner of the silver medal. The
weekly badges of the club for members in their respective classes

were won as follows: , , . no
First class, Wurffiein medal, John J Mountjoy 9o

Second class, silver medal, Geo Attrinson •«>

Third class, bronze medal, J Hunsinger o»

Fourth class, booby medal, F P Maher ............... 4o

Messrs. Felix, Hays and Kirschner's scores placed thsm trom
fourth class to second class. Mr. J. Frank Carlin, of the First Regi-

ment, was elected a member of the club. The club will not meet
for practice on Tuesday evening, Dec. 24 (Christmas Eve), but will

shoot on Thursdav evening, the 36th inst. Official score at 30yds.,

Standard American targets (reduced), Wurffiein rifles, plain open
sights, off-hand, 10 shots per score, possible 100:

First Class.

J J Mountjoy 10 10 10 10 10

Geo W Coulston 8 10 9 10 10

E Travis 10 9 9 10 10

HJMebard 10 9 9 7 9

F M Frees. 6 8 10 10

10
10

6

5 10 10 8 6 10
8 6 10 6 10 7

9 6 6 7 6 8
8 9 6 5 5
7 4 5 6 8

6

10
Second Class.

Geo Atkinson 10 6 10 9 6

A McManus 9 10 6 8 7

J G Rea 7 9 6 8 10 9

F Paul 8

W Wurffiein 6

C Beutelspacher <

J F Shonert § .

R Hunsinger 3 8

Third Class.

J Hunsinger 7 4 5 10 6 6

J H Pollock 7 7 10 a h 6

H Buehn 8 5 5 10 10 3

Fourth Class.

FA Maher 0 4 8 0 6 7

New Members not Classified.

W Kirschner 9 10 8 6 6 6

,T A Felix 7 8 8 8 9 1

tLIrHays.V.V:. . . .V.V. . . . 8 6 6 7 10 8

6 10-93
9 9-90

_ 9 10-90
8 10 9 8—87
7 10 9 10-86

8 10 9
9 9 7

7 8 8

8

7 8 10-83
7 9 8-81
9 7 6-78
7 8 6-78
9 9 7-77
7 5 10-71
5 4 7-63
4 5 7-57

6 10 5-68
4 9 10-674

7 5 7 7—6T

7 5 4 4-45

8 9 10 10-82
8 10 10 6-81
7 8 7 8-75

SPItINC!FIELD.

^hooting.

(HL-JlctJl'I, i:L II V . tllliu Ll II 1 hi mi, ami v ^ -
"— * "

.

shot, at same gallery. 1 102 Ridge avenue, on Friday evening, Dec.

13, commencing at 9 o'clock.

Dec. 13.—To-night at 9 o'clock the match was commenced as

outlined above. Mr. J. J. Mountjoy shot alterna te scores with

Mr. Travis to rest him. Shooting finished at lids P. M. Mr.

Travis used a special .22cal. Wurffiein rifle weighing i lbs., 20m bar-

rel, plain open sights. The referee was Geo. W. Coulster. Judge

for "Doctor," Dr. Wray; judge for Mr. Travis T..F. bhonert.

Scorers, W. W. Ulrich and H. J. Mehard. Considering that Mr.

Travis had an average of 92' K , or 927 points to beat, it was seen

that Mr. Travis had to shoot very strong and make an average ot

93 or better to win. Many were in doubt as to the possibility of

him accomplishing the feat, but he did It and won by 5 point, an

average of 93- u, or total of 932 points m the 1,000 shots. Score in

Tareet 1 9 8 7 10 10 9 10 10 9 10-92
B

2 , . 10 10 10 8 10 10 8 9 10 9-93
§ . . 9 10 10 8 10 6 10 10 8 10-91
i . .10 8 10 9 10 8 10 10 10 10-95
.-. 10 10 8 10 9 10 9 9 9 10-94

6 . .10 10 10 10 8 10 10 9 9 10-96

7 10 0 10 10 10 9 10 8 10 10—95
a .'.'lO 9 9 7 10 8 9 10 9 10-91
o . . 9 10 9 9 10 9 10 10 10 9-95

•

jo 10 « g 8 9 0 10 8 10 10-90-93?

Only four shots being out of black, this remarkable score with

only one hand stands, I think, first in the records of rifle shoot-

ing'both in this country and Europe.

SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 8.—The inclement weather deterred

many marksmen from visiting Shell Mound range to-day, and the

conseouence was that the club and company shoots were not as

well attended as they otherwise would have been. The rain also

made shooting somewhat, uncertain and caused the marking of

shots to be less accurate than usual. Company B ot the Id Regi-

ment, N. G. C, held a monthly medal shoot. Company B is prac-

ticing hard for the Toniu trophy shoot, and present indications

are that t hey will come out on top in the struggle.

Tne members of Company C and G of the 1st Regiment, com-
posing the Nationals, held their monthly shoot, the following

being the best score" at 200yds., off-hand;

C Mever 5444554554-45 O Noltc 3454544344-42

A Johnson 4545444545-44 C Klein 3415454534-41

F O Young 4454554544-44 W S Alexander .... 3444415444-40

TFT P in "14444:>14h—43 E H Slitor 44d?«S434-39

JGHult 4144454454-42

The monthlv medal competition of the San Francisco benuetzen

Verein resulted as follows: Champion medal, K. W ertheimer,

422 rings. First class, II. A. Kurlfmke, 386 rings: second class, H.

Thode, 3ti6 rings; third class, A. Mocker, 320 rings; fourth class,

A. Roster, 296 rings. , _ „ „
The 50-Bhot match between A. Johnson and F. O. X oung on one

side and Howard Carr and Edward Hovey on the other, which
was to have been decided at Shell Mound, was declared oft, as the

parties could not agree upon certain conditions insisted upon by

Car' 1
. The ownership of tne much-coverted American field medal,

for which the members of the members of the Bay City Rifle Club

have been competing this season, has been declared in favor ot

A lohnson. Six shoots were held, Mr. Johnson and H. R. Brown
pq'cb winning two. The tie was to have been shot off, but the

were sou ami »•'•>. cwu o

won the trophy, o£ which he becomes the permanent owner by a

good majority.

SYRACUSE, Dec. 11.—There was a good attendance this after-

noon at the shoot of the Onondaga Rifle. Club at the Valley Range.
Perhaps the most peculiar wind that riflemen ever encountered

was met. It was longitudinal, latitudinal, diagonal, spiral, semi-

circular, circular, above, below, inshoot, out-curve, and came
from every conceivable quarter and in aitfnfinite variety of shapes.

A A Stilimau, D.D.S., won the gold medal, and Fred A. M. Ball

BOSTON, Dec. 14.-The shooting conditions were very poor to-

day, as a thick snowstorm almost shut out the targets from the

shooters. Munroe won the gold medal in the 20-shot rest match
and Lee won the champion medal. Getchell won the silver medal.

Following are the best scores made to-day:
20-Shot Rest, 200yds.

J B Munroe . 212 T Warren 196

Champion Medal.
H L Lee 84 T P Cullman 76 S C Sydney ob

Victory Medal.
A. McBean 72 AS Hunt h; >

"
Silver military medal, won by 10 scores of 42 or better by W. I.

ripti-hpll 42 44 43 43 42 44 42 43 44 42UCtCneU
Rest Match, TOyds.

J R Munroe 108 Dr Ball 94 A B Barnes 90

FJRobbeth 107 AG Home 92 HWLowe 87

H Williams 103 W R. Thompson. . 91 A L Stone N
T Warren 103 BP Warner 91

Off- Hand Match. 200yds.

SC Sydney 84 S S Winchester... 73 FW Chester

J AFrye 82 Brooks 72

J B Fellows 77 A L Stone H
C S Moore 74 B P Warner. . . . 70

Military Medal.
W I Getchell 44 H L Lee 42 AS Hunt 42

F J Lounsbury.... 44 G Williams 43 J F Farmer 43

AS Field 43

WILMINGTON, i^J^S'^S^LS^iS^^S^' ;

Tbe lf^ht

AG Home 68
FD Martin 67

e.verv one was in too glad
who got a miss after claiming a bullseye. Geuerally good scores

were made in all of the matches and are as follows. Standard

target, off-hand:
Match_50yds. .

o qi
FTTlflTlinston 9 8 10 8 10 10 0 8 10 9-91

Hiinm-ou 71010 91010 8 8

FTackson 9 10 10 8 9 8 6 7 10 9-

jEvanl ? 7 s 8 s 91010
E J Lee.. 8 9

9-86
9-84
8-80

9
4 9 9 10

9 10 6 5

5 9 7 5 5
4 7 4 0 6

5-74
8—68
7-67
4-58
5-51

4-45

tk

NEW ENGLISH ARMS.

TWO important rifle matches were fired at, Hythe last mouth,
the details of which will doubtless prove of much interest at

the present time, affording some comparison let ween "is shoct

lo<r capabilities of the old and new arms at the fixed distances ot

300 500 and 600yds. The teams consisted of 8 men on each side, all

belonging to the School of Musketry Staff, and the conditions

were that every man should fire with the Martini-Hem y rifle and
also with the magazine rifle, 7 shots at each ot 3 ranges, with
Wimbledon targets, position and scoring.

, ,,
In the first match Maj. Harlev's team fired first with the Mar-

tini-Henry rifle and then with the magazine at each distance,
Lieut. Dutton-Hunf's team commencing with the Magazine; but
in the second match the order was reversed, this arrangement
being made so as to make tbe conditions of light, etc., as fair as
possible for both rifles. The swords on the Magazine rifles were
fixed at 200yds. to enable the men to use the lowest or "fixed"
sight, which is true for 300yds. when tbe swords are not fixed,
™4 about true, for 200yds. when they are fixed.
in considering the results it must be borne in mind that the

competitors had had, comparatively speaking, verv little pre-
vious experience in Oiooting with the new rifle, and that the
new • Lewes sights, without doubt, require a considerable
amount of practice befove one becomes quite accustomed to
using them correctly; timber, the Magazine rifle is sighted to
shoot a nitro" powder, but, as t Ids particular powder has not vet
been finally adopted, a compressed black powder is being used as a
temporary measure, and this does not give sueb good result, more
elevation being required at the longer ranges. The light failed
on both days during the shooting at 600yds., but, notwithstanding
this, the shooting was very good. The highest individual scores
were two 98s, made in the socond match by Captain Bagnall and
Lieut. Dutton Hunt, made up by the former with 33, 35 and SO.aud
by the latter with 33, 34 and 33, at the three distances; both these
scores were made with the Martini- Henry rifle, and it may be
noticed that 98 has never been beaten in a School of Musketry
match on the Hythe. ranges. The highest score with the Maga-
zine rifle was 79, made by Q.-M.-S. I. Hills, also in the second
match, with 31, 33 and 33. It may be mentioned that all the offi-
cers and non-commissioned officers who belong to corps forming
part ot the First Army Corps, and who are undergoing the pres-
ent course at, Hythe, are armed with the new ritle, as also are all
the officers at the ' temporary Musketry School at Aldershot —
Canadian Militia Gazette.

isthe^scoi-e made in the different classes:
Rest.

Ward II 9 11

Tuger 8 5

Smith % aLathrop 7 » 11

Ball & 6 »>

Zisehong 1"

Knapp •

7 8 9 9 13 11—95
7 5 10 8 8 7-73
8 7 4 7

6 8 8 8

. 10 13 10 13

8 10 11 13 10 10

8 9 10 5 9 9 10 7

8 10 8 7 7 10

fvpva.no ,
7 8 10 9 8 9 IU

Diamond State Match-300yds.-70 Class.

H Simposon (mil.) 4 6 9 10 7 8 10

WH Johnson.
<J

°

H Phillips (mil.) \
A H Carlisle j*

jjMcGmty"
Military Match—300yds'.-Creedmoor Targe"t.

Sergt H Simpson 4 4 5 5 4 a 5 5

CorpW Johnson * H ! 1 i I I
Sergt H Phillips & i *

f
«

f o |
Pvt S Howard A 5 4 4 5 4 3 5 ,...^

ST LOUIS, Mo., Dec. 11.—To-night's shoot of the Pistol Club is

the last but one on the present tourney and considerable interest

is manifesting itself owing to the extreme closeness ot two of the

members to quit high for the possession of the medal. As matters

SandI now there is such a slight difference between Alexander

and Mohrstadt, that to determine who is in the lead on the

general average it is necessary to carry out the figures into

decimals before a conclusion can be reached. Alexander leads

bv three one-thousandths of a point and the indications are that

the next shoot will be a most interesting one, as Mohrstadt will

make a desperate effort to pass his opponent, aud the latter willm
rive hard to increase his lead if he can. Alexander, as the score

to-night shows, quit high for the night and the medal will be m
bis possession until next Wednesday night. Should he beat

Mohrstadt out on the final, then it will be his personal property

to do with as he likes. A 30yds. Standard American target is

^A^"U,W
-..!?

e.!^
:

....10 6 9 9 10 10 9

» M-hrs 1 1 It 9 1 10 8 3 8 9

Kmme4eid::::: 910 umu
1 1 1 ? lw 10 710-5-79

A FBengel 6 8 6 4 4); e 10 10 ':-C7

NEWARK, N. J., Dec. 16.—The standing of the clubs in the

trailers' association tournament to date is as follows:aw ' w/vn Lost. Tied.

9 9 8
9

5
7
9

7
9

9 13

7 8
3 4

7-71
8-81
9-83
9-95
8-84
7-94

4-61
6-64
9-30
8- 78
6-63
4-66
4-123
8—30
7—37

stiiiman'.:.'::::::::....: 91011 tnn
Off-hand.

Dailey 5 5 5 6 6 4 9

Seng 8 | .9 6 10 5 10 9

Lathrop 10
J

10 4 4 o 4

Merritt » 8 10 M 6 6 5

Smith 0 0 0 5 6 5 0 4

Ivnanp ?,
!

: 3 0 3 5 4 4

BaU
PP

::".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.V..
.' .'

. 7 5 5 3 6 1 1 0

NEWARK, N. J., Dec. 14.—The friendly rivalry existing for a

long time between the Lakeside and Howard rifle clubs, ot New-
ark, has at last been settled by a meeting between two representa-

tives of the clubs. The Howards selected F. C. Dietz. whom they
considered the best rifle shot of their team, while John Stadle-

hofer represented the Lakesides. The match was shot off on tbe

Howard range, and was one of the most interesting meetings ot

tbe season. The rules were: Ten regulation targets for each
man, 10 shots at each, or 100 in all. Stadlehofer made an average
of 110 our of a possible 1:30, while Dietz's average was 108.90.

Stadlehofer^ highest score was 113. his lowest: 107; Dietz's highest
was 114, and his lowest 100. Stadlehofer fired his 100 shots in 67

minutes, while Dietz consumed 71 minutes. The score on the

Stadletiofer 109 110 107 HI 107 113 108 113 112 111-1,100

Dietz 110 111 107 100 106 113 110 110 108 114-1,089

QUEENS, L. I., Dee. 1.—The rifle match on the Queens Amateur
Athletic grounds. Queens, L. 1.—conditions, open to any team of
three men from any amateur athletic or bicycle club, 7 shots
each, at a Creedmoor target—began to-day. The score:

Queens Bicycle Club. Hempstead Ramblers.
T Lloyd 5534344—38 JThouet 4333445—35
A L Stontenburgh4443443—26 G H Coakley 3433333—20

1 L R Doughty 3033453-21-75 G W Donuer 3344420-19-64

9 8—86
8 10-84
7 10-82

Average.
1,011

1,0*4}*
1-028*,

1,039^
1,004%
1,036}<j

1.015*,
9733 T

1,0135
„

970%
9m

Won.
Howard 8

Essex j?

Excelsior j>

Oakland ?
NorthWard *

Lakeside *

Puritan - a

Annie Oakley j
Newark JMonroe 4

Sheppard \
Electric 0

WORCESTER, Mass., Dec, 13-At the meet yesterday of the

Worcester Rifle Association, the first this winter, the following

results were announced:
Sporting Rifle. . .

ta ^
Creedmoor. Standard. Creedmoor. standard.

L Thomas. .45 48—93 71 81-153 S Clark. .. 44 44-88 71 ,3—14o

M G Fullerlo 45—90 73 74-146
Military Rifle. n al no

Macomber.43 43-86 58 67-135 Pepper 40 46-86 44 68-113

The officers of the association have been reorganized as follows:

President, Steadman Clark; Vice-President, Moses H. Lowe; Sec-

retary and Treasurer, M. G. Fuller; Executive. comniHtee, tin-

officers, also C. L. Macomber and L. J. Thomas.

"Baby McGmty," the only hippopotamus ever born in

Ameiwca. lifted tip his voice at i A. M. yesterday (Dec. 4) m
his cage at Central Park, delivered a last verbal message and
departed this life. It was pneumonia that interrupted the

brief existence of Baby McGmty. Until Thursday morning
he was a baby that anv hippopotamus mother might well be

proud of. Then he sneezed. It is no slight matter when a

hippopotamus sneezes, even a baby hippopotamus, aud Baby
McGinty's sneeze was the beginning of his end. In spite

of quinine and hot foot-baths he sneezed himself into an

early grave in less than twenty-four hours. He will be

stufied and presented to the Museum of Natural History.—

N. T. World.
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THE TRAP.

Score* for pulmcaMon dfcflMlH be made out on tne minted hlmto
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished (/rati* to cluh
secretaries. < lorrcspandcnts who favor us with etui, scare* are par-
ticularly requested to write on one Mite of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we mav
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

CORRY GUN CLUB.
CORRY, Pa., Dec. lS.-The Corry Gun Club closed the trapshootmg season ot 1889 to-day with a grand team shoot. Had
any sportsman without, knowledge of the occasion happened upon
the club grounds they would have thought a splendid tournament
Was m progress, so numerous were the participants, so uniformly
good the scores made and so earnest, and enthusiastic the con-
testants, with an entire absence of the bickering and unpleasant-
ness so common on such occasions.
Corry has every reason to feel proud of its guu club, the rapid

progress H: has made and the high position among organizations
ot t os kind it holds. Within the last year it has grown from
nothing to one ot the ocst in America. A year ago probably there
were not two hainmerless guns in the city. Now 50 or fid of themembers ot the club are provided with the newest and best guns
made. A year ago such a thing as gun club; grounds was h<ivdlv
thought ot. Now our club has one. of the finest, if nor. the finest m
the world, with all the newest appliances supplied by the Keystone
Manufacturing Company, of this city. Also a beautiful club
house erected thereon for the use and convenience of the mom-

,

hers and their friends.
The organization of this and similar clubs throughout the

country has bad a very beneficial effect upon enforcing the gamelaws, in getting large numbers interested in a subject that at the
present time is Of considerable importance, as through the unre-
stricted killing of game it would not have been long before itwould have all been destroyed.
A great deal of the growth and success of the Corry Club is due

to the courtesy of Captain Penrose, who organized it and lias
since carefully watched over its welfare.
The grounds furnish a place of recreation not only for the mem-

bers, who annually break thousands of Keystone birds, but also
for Others who come and see the sport. Among the latter the
ladies figure conspicuously, and it is anticipated that in the nearfuture Corry will have a ladies gun club.
The club finds that shoot ing at t he trap affords far more pleas-use and gives better satisfaction than turning out and scouring

the country for game, and hereafter it will decide by shooting atthe trap which side shall settle for the supper
B

To-day's shoot was by team to fix the payment of the annual
supper, and the scores ran at Keystone targets from five traps:

Laurie's Team.
Laurie iniiiiioioiiomoiuiiii-21
Anstm Ull 110011 111110111 1 1 1 111-22
^;e

y,;.
ni iiiiiioioiiiii n loin i Ufa

SlY
1 1101110110111111 111011 11 i_2iMe

.
art-^ 1011 111111101111111111010-21H Arnold - Ill 111001 111111 1001 111 1 01-20

nmiiiiooniwiinoi iotu-18
Sft\£? • 0101011101111111010110110-17
Gkver fJOllqiUflOJ 00010110011110—13

ke
l£
her woamioiooiooooiioiiS-13

5u,ffy 00100111 i rdOllOHOClOClH;- 1
:

Tylei 1011000001 10000101101 1 110-13Gordon. lOOOOOUllOOllOOlUUOllOtil-llHammond 010000101 0100000010000010- G
MSF** poioooioop^rxKiorjoooiJOio- 3Wilcox

I IOOOO00O0OO000OO00O0O0 100- 1

£cott 110011001010011011011 1001-HReeso PQ0000100O0HO0O00rX)0l001- 5Messrs. Swan, Howard, Nantes. Newman and Parker ofLaurie's team, tailed to appear, and the captains decided to count
their scores as nothing. uwu

Lewis's Team,
Lewis.. 1111111101010010110111101-18
Blydonburg 1 j 1 1 I fill i | 1 11 11 1 11 11] nn _ "tPenrose 1100111111110111111111111-22

S^'-ij 1111 110110111101111111111-22M Arnold lOKHlin 101 11 1 J 1 111] 1 1 01 1- 20
Starbird 1101110111111101100110110-18

^-Vlt t Olouimm 10011011111110-18
Ward. 1101010110001101111111110-17
B 1 y denburgh 1 1 1 110001 0011101 0 1 1001011-15

,

[i -"; h r.coiioouooiiiooiiiioiono-14
vwbax i oi ontiio i loonoi oiioi ino- i iMcCray lllOOllOlOlOOOOHOlonooii-12

^r !

1 - 01J 11000000111101Q0101001000 -inS
f:
lte 0000

1
oooo 1

!
1 1

30i KJOQftUXI 11—10
IP' 8 000101(1010010001110100000- 8
Blair OlOlOOCKmoiOOOlOOOOOOOlO- 7
Shell burg OOIOIOOOIIOOOIOOOJOOIOOOO - 7
Kiddelsperger ' OlOOiUOiXiOOUOOOlOOOllOOOO- 4Wagoner HuOl ioiuioooiooiliioon-15
V\ etmore 1111OOIOIUOOIOI100111 00 1 -1

5

; - -
1

-
' lOOlOOOOi 1100000000001- 3

Button OJOIOIOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO- 2
Eastman. . . . OSOOOflOfBTjOhOOOUOOOOOOOO- 0

.

lOo'clocfc P. M. tlie participants in the day's shoot assembled
at the Phoenix Hotel, where Mr. and Mrs. Edwards had pn
an elegant, supper at the expense of the defeated team. The
large and spacious dining-room was completely filled with the
sport-loving gentlemen of the cluh, and no more 'glowing encom-
iums could have been paid the repast in language than each in-
dividual present exhibited in the absorbed and absorbing atten-
tion given it, and the extra dry which contributed to the hilarityand good feeling of the occasion. After brief and pithy toaststrom Penrose, Lewis, Laurie, Marsh, White and others, in which
good council and good cheer predominated, the gathering dis-
persed with the conviction that they had just enjoyed one of the
pleasantest occasions of their lives, and with the fixed determina-
tion that this should he but one of many more to follow.

NlMBOI).

KINGBIRD TOURNAMENT.
CfATSK1LL, N. Y., Dec. 14.-Fred Tolley's third kingbird tour-

I namenf, took place Tuesday, Dec. 10, on the Catskill G-unChub grounds. It was a beautiful day, but the attendance was
small. The 11:03 West Shore R. R. brought Levengston, Hansonand Pike, of Saratoga. Derby and Gardiner, of Albany Thev
having made arrangements to goto the Syracuse shoot the next
day, took the 1:41 train, on their return to meet engagement* Theymade the most, of their time while here as scores will show ~ On
their departure two new arrivals put in an appearance Pidgeon
and Roinhard of Saugerties. The shooting continued the" cue
squad seemed to be the extent of shooters. About 3:30 Talmadse
.aud Short, of Kingston, appeared on the grounds, which kept an
the one squad order of shooting till daTk. The Saugertie* and
Kingston gentlemen were so well pleased with the Keystone ayS .

fern of shooting, that they have joined tne Catskill Club, in order
that they may attend the weekly practice shoots.
First event, 5 kingbirds, entrance 50 cents:

Mattice 11111—5 Tolley 00110—3
Lewis 11100 -3 Shufelt OMO-I
Beach 01101-3

1 6

Second event, 10 kingbirds, entrance 81:
Mattice 1111011110—8 Leveugston 0101001011—5
Lewis 1111011111-9 Fikt OlOCioill 1—

G

Hanson 0100101000-3 Beach '

1011111011-8
Third event, 10 kingbirds, entrance $1:

Mattice 1011111111—9 Levengston
Lewis 1111111101—9 Pike. ,.

Hauson 1101011010-6 Beach... .

Fourth event, 10 kingbirds, entrance $1:
Mattice 1111111111—10 Levengston
Lewis 1111111101— !l Pike ....
Hanson OlOIOlOlOO— 4 Beach
Fifth event, 15 kingbirds, entrance $1.50:

Mattice 111111101111111—14 Levengston
Lewis 1001001 1 10101 10— 8 Pike. . .

.

Hanson 01 1 100100111101— 9 Beach
Sixth event, 10 kingbirds, entrance $1:

Mattice 0111111011— 8 Levengston,
Lewis 1101101010— 6 Pike
JfcLanson 1001011100- 5 Beach
Seventh event, 10 kingbirds, entrance SI:

Mattice 8 Levengston 9 Beach 10
Lewis 7 Pike 7 Gardiner 9
Hanson 5

Eighth event, 15 kingbirds, entrance ?1.50:
Mattice ..15 Hanson 9 Pike 9
Lewis 10 Levengston 11 Beach 14
•Gardiner ..13

1101001111—7
1110111101-8
1101111 110—

S

1111110111— 9
1010111101— 7
11011011.0- 7

..010101101111111-11
...111010 1 lOlllln—12
..imiioiiimoi-Ki

U11U.UU—10
1011111111— 9
11 0111 1111- 9

Ninth event, 10 kingbirds, entrance $1;
Mutt-ice

I J»aol» 7 Rhinehardt
Mfftaa V Foote 6 Dove
Tenth event. 10 kingbirds, entrance 50 cents:

J*ntl "« » Lewis 8 Rhinehardt....Van Bergen 7 Dove ,.1 Brooks
Foote 4
Eleventh event, 10 kingbirds, entrance 50 cents:

lattice 9 Lewis 10 Beach
Van Bergen 4 Dove 3 Hummell
xooto 4
Twelfth event, 10 kingbirds, entrance 50 cents:

Mattice 10 Tolley 4 HummellVan Bergen 8 Beach 9 Foote
Extra, first, 10 kingbirds, entrance 50 cents:

Ma«ice f Tolley 7 Foote
\ an Bergen 6 Reach 9
Extra, second, 10 kingbirds, entrance 50 cents:& ! luorf I

Tallmadg°

Extra, third, 10 kingbirds, entrance 50 cents:
V '' s Tolley 0 TallmadgeB#Dh 9 Short 9
Extra, fourth, 10 kingbirds, entrance 50 cents:

VVoodeock 4 Tolley 3 Tallmadge
Beach 8 Short 8

five pairs of Southern quail or "Bob Whites," and turned them
Ia^V?!™"8 pal

,'.
,

'n
of taetojra. If these birds shall thrive, as

*m™ ri
h ther

u
can bo much doubt, provided they are given auy-

w?S,? ft
a

.

f:h»n<* by gunners, next year and each year other
lots will be imported, until the fields have been well stocked with
rwI^tniV°f g^

me
- J'\e black bass fishing in the Catskill and

Oauterskill Creeks, and the vastly improved trout, fishing in the.other streams of the town, results of restocking the waters

that a decent regard be paid to the fish and game laws by othersas well as themselves; if this be done, in a few j ears there will beabundant sport tor everybody in the streams and fields of ourtowu - Did Toll.

NEWARK) N. .1 ., Dec. 12.-This afternoon, at their shootin
grounds, near Newark, the members of the Newark Gun Cluomet for their regular monthly shooting at the traps, but with the
club's president, in North Carolina, the secretary away and sevenmembers scattered through Maryland and Virginia, a large holewas made 111 the number of men usually present ou those occa-
sions. The shoot was: Ten birds each man, for money prizes and
the club emblem oi superiority at the trap, Hurlinghara rules to
govern: C. S. tieddon killed 10 straight, as did John Krb. They
divided first money between them, and the score in the. nextmonth s shoot is to decide the possession of the club trophy. S
Castle killed 9 and captured second, C. R. Hedden, the club treas-
urer, got 8, \\ . Holhs 7 aud .T. Whoaton 5. After the main event
a series of sweepstakes were shot as follows, $3 entrance, 3moneys. 4 birds each man, ties to be shot off in the sweepstake
following the one in whiof) they were made:
Event No

. l.-S. Castl© and J Krb killed all straight and tied
for first. C. R. Hedden and Holhs tied for second with 2 kills each,
all others out of it.

'

Event No. 3.—.1. Erh 4 straight, taking first money in this and
preceding sweep. Castle and Hollis and C. R. Hedden tied for
second with 3 kills each. Hollis and C. R. Hedden divided
second ofithe preceding sweep and the money of this one with
Castle.

.
Evert1 go-J-Tf- Castle captured first money with 4 straight

kills, C.R. Hedden and J.Erb killed 3 and divided.
Event No. 4.—S. Castle and J. Krb divided first money in this

sweep, making clean scores. C. M. Hedden and Hollis missed one
each and divided. The others in the cold.
Event No. 5—Same conditions as the others, also the last of the

afternoon, 8 entries, Castle and Erb clean scores and took first
money, C. R: Hedden captured second all by himself.

o--?
eoA J" -TTuis afternoon the Amersfort G un Club and the South

Side Gun Club, one of Flatbush, Long Island, the other of New-
ark, JN. J., met on the grounds of the latter and battled for vic-
tory, bor some months the question of supremacy was an open
one. After much discussion regarding the skill of'the members

American Association rules to govern the contest. The challenge
so holdly issued was promptly accepted, with this result:

South Side Gun Cluh.
Whitehead ^ 21 J von Lengerke ... 24C M Hedden 19

Hobart 20
Phillips 17
Thomas 19
RH Breintnall ...30
Team total 292.

Kowenhoven 12
G S K Remsen.. ..30
Van Wyck 18
Selover 24

Jeoffrey . 17
Manitz
Beam.. 31
MQuad 20

O von Lengerke. ..24
Heritage 21
Terry .15
Hunt 13

Amerfort Guu Club.
ID Remsen 15 Balsser 13
Wyckoff 17 C Bennett 15
Lee 19 Lott 12
Ryder 19 Suydam 17

Vandeveer 19Eldert 15 J Bennett . . . . . . . . . .17
Team total 244.

TORONTO, Dec. H.-The McDowall shooting tournament com-menced to-day at Woodbine Park, and its opening was a great
success. The weather was cold and very windy, but there was a
large gathering ot men and the shooting was exceptionally o.00(j
In fact it was above the average. Thirty experts taeod the traps
in the open shoot, which was not finished owing to darkness
Live pigeons were the targets, and the birds were extra strong
flyers. Several blackbird sweeps were also shot, and altogether
it was a grand day's sport. The scores: Open shoot, purse SlSO
divided, at 13 live pigeons earn. 26vds. rise:
Cant Tyman 111111111111—12 J Draisey 111111011011-10
C Budd lUUHUUl-13 [ Beldam 111111011 11-10
Charles 111111111111-13 I Waype. 111111101011-10
T Sawdon 1 11 11111 1110-11 J Jones ,'. 11 ill 1101011-10DBlea ,...111111110111-11 W Traeey 110111111001- 9W Sinclair 011111111111-11 J Barrett. - 01 1111110011- 9
C Sinclair 111111011111—il J Simons 111001110111-9

CLASS Vs. KLEINTZ.—Newark, Dec. 13.-At Erh's Park, to-day i he return match was shot between Frank Class and FrankKlemtz. The day was not one favorable to the making of good
.-cores. There was no wind blowing and I he air was too warm forcoinlort and heavy overcoats were at a discount. The birds werefat and lusty, and had the wind been blowing never a better lotcould have been asked for. As it was, many of \henfwere sl^yv
111 gelt ng off. When they did go, however, they were rasners-
out ot the 20TJ shot at not less than 100 were hummers, so.fast thatthe lulling of them stamped the men equal as trap-shots to any
I?

*he country. Singular to state, 1 bo be. tor birds were the ones
1 were downed. The easy ones, the poor in flight fellows, werethe ones that got away. In the first half of the match Kleintz hadthe worst lot of birds Class was in wonderful form, and got on

w>.-> njjeou. ii vraa «i cry or pun, a bare-
0

r
he gun. and a killed bird. Class was at least. lOvds the bet 1

Oi I. is opponent in this matte,,- of getting on. Kleintz was wonder-
1 illy effective with his second barrel, but with his first manyfert ile 'slobbered' too much. The match was for 8500, 100

i B>n f'V
H'trlingbam riiles to govern, except rise of 30yds.Job krb'acted as referee The shooting began promptly at 1:50P M, At 2:50, when one-half the match was shot, an intermission

ot ten minutes was had. The race was an interesting one, and
t^b^nr

8
,^ ^n\°n «l^i««!.^ Orally applaruled

k<

Co

the Jerseymari. The odds were on the start, 10 to 8 on the Penn-
sylvanian. Ibese odds rapidly veered to the side of Class, andincreased in his favor as the match progressed.
Frank Class 221011221221211221 1220011-22

2121 12112001 1 12121 21 10111-22
1111 1 121211221221 2211 1101-24

„ , ... . ,
1132112111111220121121021-23-91

Frank Klemtz 24)2021212210221222201102-20
1122212011212210101122201-21
22123 201 IP .1 ' j. 111120-21
3202222102111022022212111-21-83
Qfii o.»„ A . ,„„!„u*. ivik. -n _

Each man had a dead out of bounds. Class used his second bar-
retM tinies, Kleintz lb. Immediately after the main event, a few

entries: Col-

and at once shot itVffrmTss"and ouL ^KleTntz' missed' liiffiraLCollins and Castle their second, arid then Campbell and Lindslevdiv Erh, Thompson and Williams tied for second with 3 kill'sand carried over to next sweep.
Event No. 2, same conditions, except 12 entries and 3 moneys:

Ca.tle Erb, Thompson aud Got? won first with clean scores and
&Ti $3JP£' £SJ*%k wi"iams and Kleintz tied for secondwith 6 kills and div. Third money went to Hedden and Carstairs.

BROOKLYN, Dec. 10 -The North Side Gun Club, of Long Is-
land, held its regular monthly shooting match at, WoodsidS to'-nflV (twiner tri t ho fnnt f hot t I, ^-.« .11 , .

MC Manning 7 William Bohurcke..5 A H Eberhardt

E G Bussoll 6 C Me ver 0
This was followed by a sweepstakes, at 5 live birds, $1 entrance-Manning and Helgaus div. the monev:

r-P^'A ^-~i
At

VP.
wa^7 l

\ ^a!"^ t.0 -day the members of the ConeyIsland Rod and Gun Club held their regular monthly shoot. Thebirds tor the season oi the year, were an excellent lot of flyers"Indeed, many of them were as good as were ever put, in a trap formarksmen to shoot at. Very feyv had to be started bv the trao-
pers, and the majority of these were called no birds by the refereeand another pigeon ordered placed in the trap for the shooter to'
test his skill upon Regular monthly meet, 7 birds each man, 5

C Casey 111111100001— 8
-1: [;::o;;ir,.i

,

- :

J Townsonn 111100100111- 8
D Wright 011101001111- 8
S Staneland 101001011011— 7
C Smiley OOlOw.
F Bright 11000 w.

WHeatheringtonllllllOlllll—11
Geo H Briggs 111111111101—11
J Rice 101111111111—11
I) Chapman 111011111111-11
H George 11 101111111 l-ll
C Coburn 111111110111-11W McDowall 01111111 1011—10
J Mitchell 111111111010—10

Dee. Jfi.-Mepowall's pigeon tournament at the Woodbine was
brought to a close to-day, after two days' excellent sport. The
birds were in splendid condition, and the shooting considerably
above the average, as a glance at the scores will show. "Mr. C
Charles shot in good form, grassing his 12 birds straight at 2(!yds.
aud 5 straight at 30yds., thus winning first prize. Capt. Tymon
and C. Budd also did good work, winning second and third re-
spectively. The following are the scores of the winners- C.
Charles first, H. Tymon second, C. Budd third, D. Blea fourth, T.
Sawdon fifth, J. Rice sixth, Chapmaud H-atheringtou divided
seventh and eighth.
Sweep at 7 live pigeons, one barrel only:

McDowall 111111 1-7 T Sawdon 1010111-5
Heatherington 101111 1—

B

Wayper 1111H0-G
D Blea 1 01 1111—

6

P Wakefield 0111111—6
Charles 0111101-5
F Bright 1001111-5
C Tymon 1010111—5 __
At the close of the tournament there was

Cockburn and C. Charles at 20 live pfgei

- Budd 0101111-5WG Sinclair 1100101-4
J Chapman OOlllOO— -

JH Dixon 10001(11—2
J Draisy 0100100—2
J Mitchell 001100O—2
H Symonds OOCOOw.

match between C.
.... for S25 a side. The

shooting throughout was a line exhibition of skill and was not
won until the last cird was killed. The score:
O C harles 11111HI 1 1 111 11110II—19
O Coekbuin 11111110111 1 10111111-18
Mr. Townson was referee. Mr. Sinclair was judge for Mr. Cock-

burn, and Mr. Blea for Mr. Charles. Ths pullers were Mr. Way
for Cockburn aud Mr. G. H. Briggs for Charles.

WALTHAM, Mass.-The Crescent Gun Club had one of their
enjoyable dinners at the Prospect House, last week. After dinner
speeches were made by several of the members. The secretary's
report showed the eiub to be in a prosperous condition. After
which the club adjourned for one year.—W. N. F,

competitor D. Blattmacher, C. Dottleffsen, J. Kowenhoven and
J. F. Schmadke killed 0 birds each and shot the tie off, 3 birds
hrst and then miss and out. Kowenhoven missed his first anddropped out. Schmadke followed him on I he second shot, and then
Blattmacher and Dettleffsen, having killed their 3 tied birds
divided second money. For third D. Monsees. O. Dwyer and L*Eppig tied with 5 kills each. The tie was shot out as above.'Dwyer slipped out, on his first shot, Eppig on his second, and Mon-
sees killed all and got the cash. For fourth T. Buckler A Etroie
and Frank Lanzer tied with i kills each. On the shoot-off each
killed 2 out of their 3 tie hirds and then shot off miss and out,Each of the three men missed bis first bird. Buckley and \'

Eppig divided the money, Lanzer having dropped out on a miss'Immediately the main event was concluded a sweepstakes was
arranged. Three birds each man, $20 entrance; three moneys 50
30 and 30 per cent.; ties to be shot miss and out, Schwartz iv c <
Monsees, Dettleffsen and Blattmacher tied for first place with ali
killed birds. Dettleffsen missed his first, Ayres his second Mon-
SOBS' did the same and all stepped to the rear. Blattmacher stavedm to the fifth round, when be went out by a dead out of bounds
Dr. Schwartz capturing first prize. No less than five tied for
second. They were Schmadke, L. Eppig, Buckley, A. Eppig and
F. Lanzer. Schmadke missed his first and went out; L Lpnlo- a
Eppig and Lanzer slipped up on goose eggs in the second round,"Buckley taking the. pot. For third money Lake, Sheridan andKowenhoven tied with one kiU out of the three birds shot atThis was an exciting shoot-off. Lake went out on his second shotKowenhoven stayed m until the fourth round, when he missed,"
giving the money to Sheridan, who killed his pigeon in handsome
fashion. Monsees, Ward, Ayres and Orr each had a dead out ofbounds in the mam event.
Dec. 12.—The Unknown Gun Club closed the season to-day with

a well-attended and successful shoot at Dexter Park. Consider-
ing the difficult rules under which the club shoots the members
acquitted themselves well, five of them succeeding in bringing
down six out of seven birds. The rules provide that the gun
shall be held below the elbow until the bird is 011 the wing, and
that pigeons killed with the second barrel shall be counted as lost
birds. These rules are strictly enforced, as well as the very proper
one which imposes a fine on the marksman who indulges in dis-
criminate shooting from the platform of the club house during
the. progress of the club shoot and the sweepstakes. The birds
were a well selected lot with only a few sleepers among them.

Schwartz (25) 5, G. Pfohlmann (25) 6. in the shoot off of the tie
for first priae, 3 birds each, then miss and out, Vroome killed "

Winchester 3, Knebel, Sr. retired, Hass 2, Pfohlmann 3. "Win-
chester, who is one of the oldest members in the club, was the
w inner. Dr. Schwartz defeated Ellerhorst for second money bv
killing 2 birds out of 5 to Ellerhorst's 1 killed and 4 missed. In a
subsequent, sweepstakes, same rules, B entered, 3 birds each H
Kflebel, Sr. and Pfohlmann divided Hrst prize on 3 straight, each'-
Dr. Schwartz took second money and M. Winchester third.

'

OMAHA, Dec—The Budd -Organ Elliott- Parmalee team «iatch
came oft this afternoon, and the many spectators present had the
pleasure iOf witnessing a great shoot. The wn*tner was not the
best, The< sky was overcast, and the background was dark,
caused partially by a heavy smoke from the smelter. But little
wind was blo'wing, but what there was only assisted the birds to
get over the boundary. The American Association rules governed
the match. Each man used 12-gauge guns, at 30yds. rise. J. A. R.
Elliott was the first, man at the score, and from the start to the
finish the enthusiasm was great, as his continued score of fifty
straight caused him to be the favorite. Parmalee lost his 1st, 5th,
3: st, 30th, 33d, 10th, and 44th bird, five being dead out of bounds.
R, B. Organ lost his 7th, 12th. 15th, 19th, 21st, 24th, 25th, 31st lad
44tb, and 50th. Budd lost, his 24th, 35th, 39th, 47th. aud 50th. Con-
siderable money changed hands, though
$100 up ou a side. To-morrow R. B. Orgai
will shoot a match at fifty live birds
score was:
Elliott 111222211122211 1111111221 Ilk
Parmalee, . . . o223o;U 131 111211 U21o2212222c
Organ 221 1 1 2c 1 31 2o22o21 2ol022oo2221 .
Budd 11121213221311 Ilo2,'.'1212ol211211112ol21o2122211oll0—45—84
oDenotes dead out of bounds.

the principals had but
1 and Frank Parmalee,
ch tor $50 aside. The

.'11222112111112211—50
J22111imio212111—44—94
1312111111Uijlll*2o-39
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WELLINGTON, Mass., Dec. U.-The Wellington Gun Club held

its annual all-day shoot to-day. The weather was favorable for

the sport up to 8 o'clock, when a severe snow storm set, m, maKing
it difficult for good scores. In the silver pitcher match at 7 blue-

rocks and 8 cTav-pigeons, Wheeler and Field tied with 14 each,

and in the shoot-off Wheeler won. The other scoresm this match
were: Moore. Porter and Sanborn 13, Perry 1:3 Cowee, White,

Lee Brooks and Dan 11, Bradbury, Nichols and Short 10 Leslie 9,

CliaV, Roxton, Dickey, Stone, Green and Warren 8, Webster and

Gale 7. The winners in the several events follow: 10 clay-pigeons,

Chase and Melcher: It) bluerocks, Lee, Chase and Dickey; 10 blue-

rocks. Chase, Wheel er and Leonard: 20 bluerocks, Bowker and

Wheeler; 10 tin birds, Leonard and Chase; 6 bluerocks, Chase,

Wheeler and Yerrington; 10 clay-pigeons, Wheeler; 10 bluerocks

Warner,W heeler and Yerrington: 10 bluerocks, \errington and

Wheeler: 10 tin birds, Cowcc, Yerrington and Bradbury; 10 clay-

pigeons. Bond, Wheeler, Yerrington and Perry; 5 pairs bmerocks,

Keystone match. Perry; 7 tin birds, Cowee and Wheeler;,15 clay

birds Wheeler's favorite, Perry and Dill; i bluerocks, Boston,

Dill '
and Gale: 10 bluerocks. Keystone match, Wheeler, Roxton,

Dill and Perry; 7 tin birds, Wheeler; 5 pairs bluerocks, Wheeler; 8

clay-pigeons. Field. Leslie and Lee; 7 bluerocks, Field, Wheeler,

Porter and Moore; 10 bluerocks, Keystone match, Chase,Wheeler,

Dill Moore and Bradbury; 10 bluerocks. Bowker and Dan; Klclay-

nigeoiis, Perrv and Leslie: 10 bluerocks, Keystone match Wheeler,

Moore Bradbury and Short, The Wellington Gun Club held its

annual supper and election of officers at the Crawford House in

the evening. There were fifty members present, and among them

and Hhumway. rue uusiuueo mwuus "*

dinner President Warren presiding. Eight new members were

admitted. The following officers were elected for the ensuing

vear- President, Chas. W. Dimick; Vice-President, Dr. C. G.

Weld; Secretary, H. F. Amsdell; Treasurer, A. W. Gore; Execu-

tive Committee, G. D. Pushee.

TORC
Dowall
the thii
becomes
times sit
ithe scores of Saturday.
Gun shoot, at 25 birds, 5 traps, handicap:

T S-i ivdtm SrM vds) . . . • • aUQll 1111001111 11101111-31

W Bovle" 18) .
•" llllllllllllOUUlOlloOlU-20

r nraisev 22 " " [OlOlllulllQOlllOUOlllOl—17

F Emond (28) . .

." lOOOOOOOOlret.

ttv.it; •
liiiotKlioooio-.iret

GMoreyOD lOOOOllllDret.

White (23) imSuH! ®J"
Fenelon (18) .. lOlOlOOOlOret.

Sweep No. 1, at 10 birds:

F Emond 10 TSawdon. Jr 8 J E Cook 6

FTims 3 DBcatf. 8 W Tracey ')

T Sawdon, Sr. - . . 9 W McDowall....... t

Emond first, James and Sawdon dividing second.

Second sweep, at 10 birds:

W McDowall 9 G Morley 8 W Tracey 7

F Emond 8 T Sawdon, Jr 8 F James 7

WBeatty 6

B^ff.!^8?^2
1^W Money urn inn no -13

p Messrs W.1Erac0y and W. McDowall shot their third pigeon

match for a stake of $20, Tracey winning by one bird, as follows,

Key each' 35yt18
:

ri8e:
- 1111111111101011110101011-20

McDowall" 0101111101101110111110111-19

WALNUT HILL, Dec. 11.—Early comers at this range to-day

were a bit discouraged by the driving rain, but at noon the

weather condition changed, and the delegation which arrived at

that time found the circumstances favorable for high scores. In

The two main events of the day the shooting was remarkably
strong. Stanton's clean score led in the gold coin match, while

in the competition for the medal ottered by the Standard Target;

Company both Bradbury and White scored lull 20s. Summary of

the day's shooting. Gold Coin Match, 15 clay birds and 15 stand-

ard taigets; Keystone system of squad firing:

Clays. Standards.
Stanton ....111111111111111-15 111111111111111-15-30

Perrv ... .111111111111111-15 111111011111111-14-29

White 111111111101111-M 111111111111111-15-29

Wheeler . . .11111111 1111111—15 101111111111110-13—28
T,ee .11111001 0111101-11 101111111111111-14—25

Short ...11110111 1110111—13 111111110111010-12-35

.Chase." '.
. . .

.OllllOllolOlllO-lO 111111111111101-14-24

Torrv 10001011 111! 101—10 101111111111111—M—24

Bradbury • •
•'.

. . .111110110110111-12 111100101111011-11-23

Sale . nnoioiiooiou-io looimn 110111-12-22

Brooks.'/ UOllOHlltWQll—10 010011101 111111-11-21

.Bowker 11011011 1100011—10 OllOllllUlOOOl—M-20
Nichols' 010101 II imOHO— 9 .HilOlOonoiOll—10—19
Winter 001011010001010— 6 01100000U10010— 6—13

WEST TORONTO, Dec. 13.—The several prizes not competed
for at the annual shoot of the West Toronto Junction Gun Club
last month, were decided this afternoon at D. Blea's grounds at

West Toronto Junction. Owing to a misunderstanding in the
date there were not as many members present, as would have
been otherwise, and the shooting was only fair, the wind being
strong and the light bad. The birds, too, were unusually strong
river- Those present, however, enjoyed themselves. D. Blea
wiuning the live pigeon contest, killing his 10 birds straight,

while. C. Kemp captured the artificial blackbird contest after a
tie with P. Wakefield. The scores:

Club shoot at 10 live pigeons, three prizes:

D Blea 1111111111—10 Boswell 1100101110- 6

P Wakefield 1111011111- 9 D Walton 1010111010— 6

,C Hinton 1U1101111— 9 Sinclair 1101000111— 6

,C Kemp 0D10101 11- 7 E Gabel 1100001w.
Club shoot at 15 artificial blackbirds, five prizes:

,C Kemp 111011111111101-11 D Walton 101101011111110—11

p Wakefield.. .1100111 11111111-13 W Blea 101101011101011-10

<C Hinton. . .000111101111111-12 D Blea 010111010110010—8
Ties: O. Kemp 111111—0, P. Wakefield 101-3.

CHICAGO, Dec. B.—In the Omaha 50-birds shoot Messrs. Budd
and Organ were handsomely defeated by Messrs. Parmalee and
Elliott. The score: Budd 45, Organ 39—81; Parmalee 44, Elliott

49—93. Budd had 1 bird dead out of bounds and Organ 8; Parma-
lee 3 and Elliott L Elliott shot a beautiful race. The other scores

were not very beautiful. The tie shoot between Messrs. Budd and
Organ and Messrs. Kiley and Elliott will be shot at Chicago about
Jan. 1, at §100 a corner. Several shooters expect to go from here
to Mr. Elliott's Christmas shoot at Kansas City, Dec. 24, 25 and 20.

—E. Hough.
BLOOMIMG GROVE PARK ASSOCIATION.-New York,

Dec. 14—The return match at live birds between teams from the
West Orange. Gun Club and the Blooming Grove ParK Associa-
tion will take place on the grounds of our Association on Dec. 21,

After the matcli sweepstakes will follow. A deer hunt and also a
bear hunt may be arranged. Those intending to go at this time
will please notify the secretary at once. The party will go up on
Friday, Dec. 20. on the train leaving Chambers street ferrv at
3;30 P.M.—CHA6. A. Biddings, Sec'y, 103 Broadway.
CAPT. BOGARDUS.—The veteran champion is again coming

East. His young son, a lad of 14 years, comes with him. The
Captain has arranged to shoot a series of matches with Frank
Kleintz, of Puiladelpaia, The terms of these mat, lie- are 511

pigeons and 50 English sparrows, 30yds. rise, for tloo a 'side in each
race, Huriingbara rules to govern. The Captain will also match
himself against any man Hove for any reasonable sum. t hat Le .-an
Kill 50 sparrows in 17 minutes, 'the first of the pigeon races will
he shot at Philadelphia, the next at Erh's Park and the third at
Trenton.

DITMAR VS. THOMPSON,—West Farms, N. Y.. Dec. 13.-CaTl
Ditmar and E. Thompson shot a match to-day. The match was
or $100 a side, 20 birds each, old Long Island rules to {govern
viz.: Gun below elbow until bird is on the wing, single barrel
only to be used. On the eighteenth bird Thompson had hii on-
pouent shot out, having kilted 13 to Ditinar's 10. The young men
will come together again, for neither was satisfied—Ditmar at
being behind and Thompson with the poor score made.
WORCESTER, Mass., Dec. 15.—At the meet this week at Coal

Mine Brook range of members of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club
the principal contest was the Norcross trophv match, possible 30
birds, thrown from open traps. There were 28 entries- George W
Russell, of Fall River; H. E. Burbank, of Whitonsville• E t"
Smith and H. Wr

. Webber, of this city, each had 26, and they will
shoot off the tie at the next meet.

y 111

ANNIE OAKLEY IN FRANCE.—Communication dated Lyons
in Southern France, Nov. 27, tells of what one clever little Ameri-
can shot is doing in that section, it says: The Sportsman's Club
arranged a pigeon shooting yesterday in honor of Col. Cody and
Miss Annie Oakley. The king of the Wild West sent his regrets

the last minute, but Miss Oakley upheld the honor of America in

a truly brilliant manner against some of our very best shots.

Shooting commenced at 10 o'clock. A splendid lunch was served
at noon, during which a member of the club thanked Miss Oak-
ley for kindly accepting the invitation of the club, tendering her
at the same time a large and costly medal as a souvenir of the
event. Miss Oakley thanked the members of the club in English.

Shotting then recommenced, but a heavy rain stopped the pleas-

ant progress at 3 o'clock.

K k NSAS CITY, Mo.—The J. A. R. Elliott shoot will take place
Dec. 24. 25, 20, 2< and 28. The shoot will be one of the most impor-
tant held this vear, 81.150 in prizes being guaranteed by J. A. R.
Elliott. On each day there will be at least two guaranteed purses
of j&IOO, with $5 and '|10 entrance. Budd. McMurchy and all the
crack shots of the count ry have signified their intention of taking
part. On the last day of the shoot there will he a match between
Al Bandle ot Cincinnati and Elliott for $125 a side. This race will

be 100 live birds. __

The list of officers and directions for joining the A. C. A. and
W. C. A. will be found in the first issue of each month.

A FIFTEEN HUNDRED MILE CRUISE.

With the new year we will begin the publication

of the log of a solitary cruise of 1 ,500 miles,

made in a 1 4—foot Adirondack boat, on the Erie

Canal, Lake Ontario, the St. Lawrence River, and
other waters. The cruise began at Albany, fin-

ishing nearly two months later at Philadelphia,

and the narrative includes exciting and danger-
ous episodes. The chapters will run through sev-
eral issues. Cruisers should not miss this serial.

WHY WE DIDN'T.
HOW HARD WORK MAY BE AVOIDED.

"TTTHAT discount will you give us on this ? " asked Ned of the
VV grocer, pointing to a couple of barrels of provisions.

"How would 10 per cent, do?" "All right," says Ned, and the bill

is paid. These provisions are to be the sustenance of five canoe-
ists for a three weeks' trip upon the West Branch of the Penob-
scot River. We were five, Ned, Ted, Jud, the Major and Jim. It

was our plan to go down the West Branch in our canoes, two
Robertson open paddlers and a canvas open canoe.
At five o'clock P. M. our party boarded the steamer Levviston,

bound for Bangor. We had the three staterooms aft of the pilot
house on the hurricane deck. The sea was like a mill-pond, and
we thoroughly enjoyed the sail. The moon shone in all her
glory, and sitting in our little group we sang merry songs until
9:30, 'when we turned in.

Early the next morning t he steamer stopped at Rockland, so
we donned our shore togs and otherwise made ourselves ready to
enjoy the scenery of Penobscot Bay and river, than which no
other common every day steamer trip can boast finer. Passing
up the river between rocky and wooded banks, we stop at Cam-
den, Belfast, Bucksport, Soarsport, Winterport, Fort Point, etc.,

finally reaching Bangor at half-past two. Here we found that
trains were running up to Moosehead empty to bring down peo-
ple to the State fair. So after meeting Supt. Brown we got per-
mission to take the canoes as baggage if we would handle them
ourselves. This we were glad to do, for if there is anything that
will put a man into a cold perspiration it is to see a good canoe
turned over to the tender mercies of a couple of brawny baggage
smashers. The canoes are soon loaded into the baggage car
bound for Greeuviile. Some more supplies are purchased at Ban-
gor and at half-past five the train starts for the lake, arriving at
midnight.
While on the way up the Major stretched himself out upon a

settee in the baggage car and went to sleep. Presently Jud was
seen to take up a long piece of rope and gently pass it around the
settee and the recumbent form of the sleeping beauty. Going to

the door near the Major's head he slammed it violently, disturb-
ing the sleeper, at the same time shouting "Greenville ! Green-
ville!" The Major, in a frantic attempt to get up, capsized the
seat, and after every one had enjoyed a laugh he was untangled.
Alter reaching Greenville we bunked in the cars, getting up the

ne-.it morning at 4:30 A. M. to allow the train to start on its re-

turn trip to Bangor, and at. about noon we started for Kineo on
the little steamer Fairy of the Lake, getting there at about two
o'clock. Hero we bought some fresh grub, and then started for
Northeast Carry. Camped about sunset at Duck Cove on a rocky
shore. Ned made his first loaf of bread for this cruise. Well, we
ate it.

Next morning all were astir before sunrise, a phenomenal oc-
currence. Breakfast over we made our way to Northeast Carry,
arriving at about 9:30 P. M. Here is the carry to the West
Branch, and hiring the team the three canoes and duffle are
loaded on to it and started across. We buy a loaf of fresh bread
and some cookies from the proprietor of the Winnegarnock
House, and eat them as we trudge across the carry behind the
team. Here would be a fine place for a switch-hack railway. As
soon as the river is reached the canoes are packed aud launched,
and with a cbeer we are floating on the bosom of the West Branch.
Everything was lovely, we were well fed, dry, rested and the

sun shone beautifully. But, alas! for how long? After about
three miles of dead water we began to notice that the current
was rapidly increasing, and finally a line of rifts, so -called, hove
in sight. We did not know the channel from a hole in the ground,
but making a big bluff, we dashed on. Ilex leading, we took the
rips, the Maj.'s and >Jed's canoes soon struck rooks, aud there
were four men splashing and sputtering in the water. Hex sud-
denly took a "chassez" up toward two big rocks between which
the water was p. airing; there was no alternative but to go be-
tween, and as Jim thought the distance was about equal to his
beam. Ilex was headed for the narrow opening. The waters were
dashing against the rocks and then gurgling through the opening,
but with a few strong strokes the canoe was kept straight, and
she dashed through in safety, just grinding the beading on the
rocks. Waiting for the others to come up we continued until an
old camp was found, where we camped. I need not mention the
fact that what the guide book puts down as rapids are bad ones,
aud that about half the rips are not mentioned. To the guides
these rips are of no account, but to the ordinary canoeist they do
mean something. By comparison, what are known as rapids up
there are like Hunt's Falls, on the Merriinac, at Lowell, when
there is considerable water on them, and nine-tenths of the rips
are worse than the quick water graced by the name of Mitchel's
Falls, on the same river.
Between Northeast Carry and Chesuncook Lake there are

about 30 miles of river, alternating dead and quick water all the
wav. Out of the 30 miles about one-half are rapids, and to go to
Chesuncook one must pass through Lobster Stream Rips, Kemy's,
Ragmuff, Big Island, Fox Hole and Rocky Rips, and finally Pme
Stream Falls. Our camp was above Rocky Rips, and we ran the
rapids and Pine Stream Falls, coming to grief in the latter, which
are pretty violent, having a drop of about 12ft. in three falls.

Farrar's guide says of them, "The most considerable so far, but
easily run by an experienced canoe man." True, oh king! but it

wants a good big canoe, too. Here we concluded that our canoes
were not properly constructed for this work, all having more or
less keel, so we decided to go back and camp on the lake. But
now dark clouds had obscured the sun and it looked like sloppy
weather.
The next morning it was cloudy, so we did not move our camp,

preferring to keep as dry as possible in a good camp ground to
going on in the rain. Opposite the camp were some big rocks,
from which we enjoyed a swim. Jud neatly slipped off the rock
with his clothes on. much to the amusement of Ted, who laughed
so violently that he capsized the canoe in which he was sitting
aud wet his own clothes. In the afternoon it rained hard and we
all stayed in the tent to keep dry. How tediously time does pass
in such a case, but we worried it through some way or another.
Pulling a rubber blanket over us we went to sleep and forgot the
ram.
The next morning when we awoke, we could feel the spray

coming tlirough our not over-thick tent, and knew that it was
still raining.
To while away the day we read a novel, each one reading a

chapter aloud to the rest. Had a lunch of hard crackers, potted
ham and smoked beef-oh yeBl—and water, must not leave that

out, variety is the spice of life. Entry in Jud's diary: "We are
not exactly homesick, but I'd give anything to he back in Mar-
blehead. This morning sang, "The Mill," "The Blacksmith,"
"Put Me in My Little Bed," "Tell Me, Beautiful Maiden," etc.
made it worse. Played poker for about an hoar and a half.
"We'll probably be stuck in the tent all day. Oh, curse Ihe
weather, it's beginning to blow now," etc.
In the afternoon, however, the sun came out, the rain ceased aud

things began to dry out. The W7est Branch to Chesuncook is a
regular thoroughfare, thirteen canoes passed in that afternoon.
Some loggers came up and made their lunch on our fire. They
drink tea altogether, and such tea. We tried it out of curiosity,
and it was so strong that, it fairly tanned the inside of our mouths.
They put in a little fresh tea each time and then boil it for a
short while, making a regular decoction of tannin.
We left "Camp Tired," as we called it, the next morning, Ned

having baked a loaf of bread, a sheet of biscuits and a sheet of
corn bread. We had decided to go back up stream, so started
about noon and poled, paddled and walked up the rapids until
late in the afternoon, when we made camp upon a high bank.
After supper and a festive pipe, we turned in fairly early. The
next day we finished up the rapids, and went up Lobster Stream
into Lobster Lake. Jud shot a black duck and a sheldrake, so we
had a game dinner. As one comes out from between the marshy
banks of Lobster Stream into the lake he can hardly restrain an
exclamation of admiration. Wre went to Camp Jumboline and
put up our tent, made our fir beds and tidied up the camp. It was
well we did, for in the afternoon a squall came up and we got
some rain for a change. After an hour of poker it cleared up,
and we had our game dinner. Camp Jumboline is a fine camp,
but from the name we concluded that June and July were good
months to steer clear of it. It being September, we were all
right.
The following morning every one was up bright and early. Ted

and Jud cut wood up the beach, while Jim carried it to camp in
Ilex. This camp was about as pretty as any one could wish: it was
near a beach of small pebbles and sand, and in a grove of white
birch. It had seats and a table, etc. So passed a couple of weeks,
shooting, fishing and boat racing, playing games, cooking, etc., to
our hearts' content.
The boat racing is worthy of a word or two. Near the camp a

brooklet gurgled over the pebbly beach into the lake; it was fur-
nished with miniature rapids, dead waters, etc. Some one con-
ceived the brilliant idea of racing chips down the brook, so we
made little birch bark canoes and raced them down the stream
for five-cent sweepstakes, whereby Jud and the Maj. each lost a
quarter.
Jim went fishing one morning and Jud bet Ted that he (Jim)

would not get a fish. However, James returned with a huge chub
and Jud was again the loser. Jud got mad and bet Ted three ice
cream sodas that he could not eat three inches of raw bacon. Ted
ate it like a man, whereupon Jud bet no more.
A couple of loggers came into camp and Maj. and Jim ferried

them across Lobster Stream. When they came back the Maj.
capsized about 151C. from shore. If there had only been a camera
along, some star pictures would have been obtained. Jud with a
sore throat had the legs of a pair of heavy drawers tied around
his neck in a four-iu-hand knot.
Saturday, Sept. 10.—More unpleasant weather, more poker,

more out for Jud. WTe decided to start home early Monday
morning if pleasant. It was a very cold night and in the morning
there was a quarter of an inch of ice on tne water in our birch
bark water pail. We did not wash until the noon sun had waTmed
things up on that Sunday. At 7 o'clock there was ice on the pail,
and at, 11 a cake of chocolate melted in the same place.
Monday, Sept. 12, we started on our homeward journey, and

after a light breakfast broke camp and left the lake. Arrived at
N.E. carry at about 9 A. M, and went across. We swapped off
our surplus flour, etc., for cooked food at the Winnegarnock
House and here met two gentlemen sportsmen, Messrs. J. C.
George, of Baltimore, and W. H. Addicks, of Philadelphia. We
all went down to Kineo together.
When we got down to Kineo the conductor of the steamer said

that "a gentleman with a brown beard" had paid for us. We
took his word for it, Ned remarking that it must have been Jim,
who is smooth-faced. We took dinner at the Mt. Kineo House
and then hired a special steamer to take three canoes, seven men
and their luggage, twenty miles down Moosehead Lake, at half
past ten at night, and all for §3. As our train went at 3:30 A. M.,
we woke the hands up, loaded on our canoes and then camped in
the baggage car. The hands remembered us, and so with tne aid
of some cigars and quarters the canoes went as baggage. The
traiu took nine hours to go 90 miles, getting us in Bangor at 12:30

P. M. Hastily putting the canoes aboard the steamer for Boston,
we ate dinner in the depot, taking the "Flying Yankee" for Bos-
ton at 1:40 P. M., arriving at 9:35 P.M. This was the only trip
where railroading had to bo done upou which we have not had to
pay big prices to take the canoes around. WT

e saved $16 on
freight fares, which fact Mr. W. H. Addicks told us not to send
to Forest and Stream, because no other crowd of men could
work it. In the woras of Farrar, "A canoe is indispensable for
this trip, and if you take our advice you will also take a guide."
As to the latter point— well, we didn't—but if you contemplate
taking this trip without that useful creature, all we can say is

don't. James W. Cartwright, Jr., Sec'y Puritan C. C.

RED DRAGON C. C.

A REGULAR monthly meeting of the Red Dragon Canoe
Club was held on Dec. 0 at the residence of the Commo-

dore. The constitution was amended, making it necesary for an
applicant for membership to be admitted to the A. C. A. Tne
dues were raised to §12 per year, entiance fee to $5. The officers'

reports were deferred until the meeting in January. The com-
mittee on new boat house after being heard was continued. The
officers elected for the coming year were: Com., C. B, Haag;
Vice-Com., H. M. Kreamer; Purser, F. Wr

. Noyes; Captain, Wood-
ward Norgrave; Quartermaster, Byron Fortiner; Bugler, M. Bond.
The office of corresponding secretary will not be tilled until the
January meeting. Geo. D. Gibson, the well-known cycler, was
admitted to membership. Great things are expected from him
when he becomes familiar with a lift*, paddle, it is just possible
that the club will own a monster canoe in the Bpritig, capahle
of accommodating sixteen, as negotiations are now being made
with a well-known builder for its construction.

Editor Forest and Stream;
On Sunday night the Red Dragon C. C. house was entirely de-

stroyed by fire, and with it the greater part of the fleet. The loss

has been very heavy, but the Red Dragon is still alive and in large
spirits. A new fleet will take the place of the old at once, though
several schemes for next season's recreation will have to be
abandoned until a more propitious occasion. Only four boats
were saved of a fleet of twenty-five. The loss cannot be accu-
rately computed, but cannot De less than $2,000. The most unfor-
tunate feature of the whole affair is that we would have moved
into our new quarters this week. However, we are putting on the
best face we possibly can, and will replace what has been de-
stroyed with all possible haste. Among the boats destroyed
were Lassie and Ramona. Max.

Editor Forest and Stream:
At a very early hour on Monday morning Mr. Daniel Haswell,

of the Public Ledger, discovered flames issuing from the boat
houses, located at the foot of Second street, Camden, and occupies
hy the Philadelphia C. C, Red Dragon C. C. and the Quaker City
C. C. He immediately notified the hre department, wnosoon^ap-
peared on the scene.
Of the ten houses occupied by the three clubs eight, were com-

pletely burned out. Tne Philadelphia C. C. presents the most
desolate appearance, where but a tew hours before in their berths
rested a number of fine cedar canoes, nothing now remains but a
few lumps of "canoe jewelry" strewn here and there among the

The' canoes in the Red Dragon—those that are not totally d
stroyed—are beyond repair and of no use, save kiudling wood,
the 45 or 50 canoes in the two clubs, but four of the Red Dragon
were saved. The Quaker City C. C. and adjoining houses escap
the ravages of the flames. The loss is estimated at about 85,000
divided equally, although the Red Dragon Club will be the hea
iest loser, naving no insurance. The origin of the fire is unknown

J. A. B.

ROCHESTER C. C—Officers 1890: Captain, H. J. Wilson; Mate
S. B, Perkins: Purser, Geo. H. Harris; Meas.. ira S. Davis: Execu
tive Committee, C. B. Woiters, C. F. Wolters, C. A. Bruit"- Re
gatta Committee, F. F. Andrews, C. A. Moody, A. B. Dodge. The
regatta committee reported the result of the 1889 series of races
for the Wolters cup. F. F. Andrews 16 points, H. M. Steward isl

and Harry Moody 6. The last two prizes are A. C. A. pins. The 1

cup will be contested in two more series—18H0 and 1891.
j

ATLANTIC DIVISION REGATTA COMMITTEE.-Vice-ComJ
Brokaw has appointed C. V. Schuyler, Arlington C. C, Chairman]
W. S. EUiott, Marin « and Field Club, and James R. Steers, Jr.
Kniokerboclwr C. C •
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LARGE CLUB CANOES—As was predicted last summer,
when the big club canoe Uuk-ta-kee waB introduced at the A. C.
A. meet at Stave Island by the Toronto C. C. , it has introduced a
new branch of canoeing and one that we think will add very
much to the interest and sociability of the sport. It will intro-
duce a new phase in competition, and racing these craft will give
an opportunity for uniform and scientific training of crews. A
race between different clubs will be a very exciting feature. The
St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and Steam Launch Co., of Clay-
ton, N.Y., anticipating the demand for these craft, sent a set, of
drawings to several different clubs for inspection and approval,
and have already received orders for three of them.

BROOKLYN C. C—On Dec. 10 the Brooklyn C. C. held its annual
meeting. The reports of officers and committees showed the
club to be in a remarkably healthy condition. The subject of in-
corporation, which has been under consideration for some time,
was finally settled; and the necessary alterations to constitution,
etc.. were made, and trustees elected to govern an incorporated
club. Two of the members' carnp-nres have proven a success,
and it is expected to terminate the series with one at which the
club may entertain all their friends. It was decided to celebrate
the fifth anniversary in the customary manner, with a dinner on
Jan. 11. Officers elected for 1890: Com., R. J. Wilkin; Vice-Corn.,
P. F. Hogan; Purser, M. V. Brookaw.

GEORGIAN BAY AND ITS ISLANDS.

POl NT OF D EPARTURE. -"Swarthmore Camps" (consisting of
a picturesque log cabin and cluster of tents), located on south-

west shore of Georgian Bay, nestled amid a most charming com-
pound of bill and dale, green forest, green glade and blue water.

"

Craft.—Schooner yacht Christine, about 30ft. long, moderate
draft, with centerboard, not decked, except about 10ft. of a fore-

ca stle.

Party.—]. The Captain and owner, a good amateur sailor. 2.

Will, who tried to pass himself off as an able seaman. 3. Jack, a
youth of seventeen, having no experience in sailing, but feeling

as large, and competent as anybody. 4. The Scribe, about whom
there is not much to be said, except that he was old enough to
know better. , .

Destination.—Across the bay. and then as St might happen.
Log.—First day (in August. '88). The Christine, sailed by the

Captain alone, came in from Meaford and cast anchor off the
camp about ft A. M. Stores got on board. The SUppI y of groceries
and provisions gave rise to impertinent inquiries of bystanders as
to a trading expedition to the Indians or opening a store among
the islands. Good-byes said, ail hands embarked, anchor up and
full sail set. Christian Island, our objective point, 26 miles off,

just, vi=ible. Wind fair, but light. All jubilant except the Scribe,

who is especially liable to seasickness on the slightest provoca-
tion. Captain steering and in general command. Crew not par-
ticularly obedient or respectful. Discipline loose in fact, but a
feeling pervading that the Captain knew what he was about, and
that it was best to do pretty nearly what he said, especially afteT
some of his gentle admonitions.
When seven or eight miles out a thunderstorm appeared in the

northwest, coming down pretty rapidly. The wind also changed
some and freshened considerably. Before the storm came fully
upon us the Captain had all sails down except the jib, as there was
no telling what might come next. The shower passed and then
all was calm. The sails were still kept down, waiting for the ex-
pected squall. After a while a slight breeze sprangup, and think-
ing that was all there would be, the sails were again set. The
Scribe was given a lesson in steering by the compass, the sight of
land ahead having been obscured bv the passing thunder cloud.
While he was watching the tbiug and wondering why the needle
would persist in pointing in any but the right direction, the Cap-
tain shouted, '-Put her up to the wind." What that meant was
more than the Scribe could tell, but he guessed it had something
to do with the tiller, so he ga ve it a push over, fortunately the
right way. Just then something broke, and looking up, he saw
the mainsail wrapping itself around the mast, and the crew,
amid some excitement, trviug to get the foresail down. The
squall, or whirl wind, passed as quickly as it came, repairs were
soon effected, and we were under way again, with a, good breeze
on the beam. Then came time for lunch, which was duly attended
lo. Christian Island and main land of Tiny came into full view.
Made for the channel between them, and on past Beckwith's
Island and Giant's Tomb to the North Shore islands.

The Christian Islands include the island of that name and Hope
and Beckwith islands, and these and the mainland opposite are
classic ground, as the scene of many of the occurrences so graph-
ically related by Parkman in the most interesting of his works.
The islands are still Indian la nds, and on the largest an IndiaD
village, though of a different tribe, keeps up the remembrance of
the former inhabitants.
The sail along here was simply delightful, especially to a novice

in such sailing. Approaching and among the other islands sail
wa« shortened, as caution was required. The Captain attended
ro tiller, mainsail and jib. and Jack to the foresail. Will stood at
the bow looking out for sunken rocks, and the Scribe attended to
the centerboard. raising it when necessary to clear the rocks
b^low. What between breaking bis back liftiug that heavy iron
thing, and getting his head whacked by the boom when the "vessel

came about, every five minutes it seemed, he beean to think there
might be other things just as pleasant as sailing. Among the
more intricate channels, or with fresh wind, the foresail alone
was used.
These islands are of all sizes and conditions, from bare rocks

just, showing in or above the water to niceiy-wooded ones of hun-
dreds or even thousands of acres. They are all of the same Lau-
rentian rock, some bare, but most nf them have alight covering
of soil, and vegetation wherever there is a chance for it. The
outlying ones are generally barren and bleak-looking, but as the
mainland is approached this appearance gradually changes to
verdure and beauty, and delightful vistas open up in every direc-
tion. How many islands there are it is impossible to say. Bou-
chetteis said to have charted 27,000. Double tbat number is a
modern estimate.
After getting fairly in among the islands it was decided to lav

Up for the night. A landlocked bay was found and the yacht
safely moored. Provisions and cooking utensils were taken
ashore, a good fire made, supper cooked, heartily partaken of.
and, needless to say, enjoyed. All did their best, but in cooking
as in sailing the Captain was easily first. In the eating line there
were others just as able as he. For night quarters a light tent
was rigged extending from foremast to stern; excellent protection
under ordinary circumstances, but hardly sufficient to keep out
the storm that night. The Captain and Will bunked down in the
cockpit. Jack and the Scribe one on either side of the centerboard.
A thunderstorm that bad been threatening for some time came
on in full force soon after we had retired. It rained heavily, the
wind blowing in all directions. The tent was hardly wide enough
amidships, and the rain, beating on the deck edge, was driven in-
side. Jack was first to grumble, and was discovered trying to
keep off the wet with his tarpaulin. Presently the Scribe was
engaged in the same way, and finally both took refuge, in the fore-
castle. The lap-lapping Of the water against the vessel's side,
within a few inches of his head, was a new sensa'ion to the
Scribe, but. it soon assumed a rhythmic form and sent him to
sleep, instead of keeping him awake, as he first feared. A differ-
ent tune was thus played every night, each haying its own sooth-
ing effect as soon as the particular rhythm or cadence was caught
hold of.

Second Day —Morning fine and clear. Landed, cooked and ate
breakfast. While tent and dunnage were drying, the Captain
took the small boat to look for a channel, and the others rambled,
over the island, a large one, in unsuccessful search for huckle-
berries. Got under way in due season, haste not having any show
on this cruise. Found the steamboat channel. Stopped a little
while at Muskoka Wharf, an uninhabited landing where goods
are left for Musquash Mills and such campers as may be among
the neighboring islands. Followed the channel for a few miles,
and then the Captain determined to find a. (to bim) new way into
the Musquash, the chief mouth of the Muskuka River. There
was no direct channel or course; we just threaded our way, keep-
ing as near the desired direction as the maze of islands would
allow. In no place could we see more than 100 or 200yds. ahead,
and a choice between two or more apparent openings had con-
tinually to be made. At length we met some canoes going to the
"wharf," and felt we were near the right course. Further con-
firmation was given by meeting a tug. The Scribe, who was
steering, asked the Captain which side of the channel to take. He
replied, "She (the tug) will let you know which side to go on; if

one whistle, to the left; if two, to the right." Just then two
whistles sounded clear and distinct. The Scribe, who for the
moment apparently thought himself on board the tug, at once
turned toward her right, but soon recovered himself uuder the
mild remonstrance of the Captain, and the passing was safely
effected. At length open water was reached, beyond* which the
mills and village appeared. The yacht was anchored pear the

shore, the Scribe left on board to watch, and the rest took the
boat and went over to the village.
All went well for a time, until a good breeze sprung up. The

attention of the Scribe, who had been taking it very comfortably
was attracted by a neighboring raft of logs, which appeared to he
moving against the wind. The movement, increasing, a more ex-
tended survey was made, when he found it was the yacht that
was moving, the anchor having dragged. He then let down the
centerboard and steered toward the village where the others were.
All together again, the yacht was moored to the shore, and we
landed for lunch. As to meals generally, we had a hot breakfast
and supper, cooked and eaten on shore, with coffee or tea and a
cold lunch at noon, with lemonade. The Captain and Will did
most of the cooking, Jack attended to the fluid comforts, and the
Scribe, well, he always managed to be on hand when meals were
ready.
Lunch over, the Captain and Scribe visited the mills and spent

some time there and at the village, leaving the boys to clear up.
Sail was then again made, and we took the broader and more
direct channel for the outer islands. Sailing nicely along, we had
not got as far as we intended to go that night, when a well shel-
tered bay, with a sandy beach attracted the Captain's attention,
and there he determined to stay, though still rather early in the
afternoon. Bathing was indulged in, and after supper Jack and
the Scribe took the boat to troll for pike or bass. They did not
catch any fish, but did find among the islands some of the most
beautiful spots imaginable. One in particular they stayed long
to admii'e. It was a rather deeply indented angle or bay in a
large island, with small islands opposite. Op these and the larger
island the trees and shrubs came down in various shades of green
to the water's edge, the white birch poles and graceful foliage
showing on the higher ground. Between the islands were vistas,

some extending quite a. distance, of still waters hemmed in by
green hanks, broken here and there by brown or gray rock. The
lights and shadows from the setting sun added to the beauty of
the scene, and the perfectly still water gave back everything eo
distinctly that it was difficult to trace tho line between reality
and reflection. The Scribe has often regretted, and then more
than ever, bis inability to sketch from nature. But no sketch, or
photograph, or description could do the subject justice.
Third Da?/.—This, like all the rest, was full of interest and en-

joyment, but of our proceedings there is little to note. We sailed
quietly along toward Parry Sound, dodging in and out among the
islands or out to open water as whim or fancy suggested. Met
the steamer Maxwell on her daily trip from Parry Sound to Pene-
tang and Midland. Rounded Moose Point, a spur of the mainland
reaching out through the islands almost to the open lake, as if to
find outior itself what the latter was like. Passed a party fishing
from a rocky inlet, who very ungallantly read the name of our
trim little craft as "Chestnuts." Lunched on one of the outer
reefs. Callod at a few camps on the islands. Visited a fishing
establishment and saw the men unloading the day's catch,
brought from the nets set far out in the lake. Admired their
vessel, a long two-masted open boat, graceful in form, said to be
quite safe, and with its deep centerboard, capable of sailing very
close to the wind. Finally the Captain saw a place to his liking,
and there we stayed for the night.
Our location was on a large island, chiefly a mass of gray

granite, with some patches of soil and small timber and shrub-
bery. Before us was the steamboat channel, 200 or 300yds. wide.
Directly opposite, the white tents of a party, said to be from
Pittsburgh, made a picturesque addition to the scene. Further
on were two small houses occupied by Torontonians, and near the
latter a tug lay at anchor, wind-bound with her tow of logs. This
was tho only night during our cruise that we had anybody but
ourselves within sight or hearing.
A nice boat on the beach near us caused some speculation as t o

its occupants and their whereabouts. Afterward a party of ladies
appeared with pails of huckleberries gathered on our island.
They had some difficulty in getting the boat launched, when
Will's native gallantry overcame his diffidence and he rushed to
their assistance, shoved off the boat and handed them in with all

the grace of a Chesterfield. But he was so overpowered hy the
thanks and gracious smiles of the fair ones that his appetite for
supper was taken away and bis sleep so disturbed that the Cap-
tain lay awake a great part of the night watching him for fear of
an attempt to emulate Leander or perform some other desperate
exploit.
Some boating was done, as well as some bathing and some

rambling about the island. In the evening the moonlit scene
was beautiful, and interest was added by the passing of the Max-
well and her slowing up to land visitors or supplies for the camp
opposite.
Fourth Day—Took things very leisurely in the morning. De-

bated for some time whether to start for home or go to Parry
Sound, eight or ten miles further on, and finally chose the latter.
After going two or three miles, a clear channel opening out to the
lake was a. temptation the Captain could not resist, the rest
yielded without demur, and the bow of the Christine was turned
homeward. The wind was fair enough, but the Scribe soon found
the open water too rough for his comfort, and, out of deference to
his feelings, the shelter of the islands was again sought. Enter-
ing hy the Haystacks, a tpair of rocks somewhat of that shape,
we passed a, large American encampment on an island near where
the remains of the ill-fated Waubuno lie. The Captain had never
been at the Moon River, and having learned the approximate dis-
tance and compass bearing, he determined to try for it. This was,
perhaps, the most pleasant sail of all. It was like sailing through
a series of small lakes and short channels. The lakes had a simi-
larity to each other in limited expanse of water, irregularly out-
lined by green banks, broken here and there by rocks, and with
higher trees beyond; but each was different from all the rest, and
had its own peculiar beauty, which for the time appeared to sur-
pass that of the others. Uncertainty as to the course gave addi-
tional zest to the sail, and interest, then and throughout the croise,
was kept up by Will's numerous inquiries in search of informa-
tion, and the prompt, though not always strictly relevant, replies
of the Captain. Jack had by this time developed into a first-class

sailor, and no doubt feels perfectly fitted to take command of a
full-rigged ship. The Scribe was also getting along nicely, having
learned how to dodge the boom and be out of the way when the
centerboard had to be lifted.

Having at last reached something that looked like the mouth of
a river, the yacht was moored in a side channel and the Captain
and Scribe went forward to explore. After going for a mile or so
they found open water and other channels, and that the mainland
and river were still some distance off. On returning, they found
also that the boys had taken their lunch and had eaten all the
Scribe's apple sauce, which he had taken so much trouble to make
on the evening before. They attempted to cover their crime by
pretending that it had got lost in their effort to keep it cool in the
water.
Proceeding further, we found one of the fire wardens encamped

on a small island. These men are employed by the government,
and spend their time traversing the forest in all directions,
watching and warning campers and settlers, and generally on the
lookout to prevent forest fires, sometimes so terribly destructive.
He had came down Moon River alone in his canoe, reporting
twenty-seven portages in twenty-five miles. From him we learned
that wo were on the right course, and soon after we reached the
river itself and went up to the first fall. It was not much of a
river, as the greater part of the water was diverted to the main-
stream, or Musquash, but we had the satisfaction of finding it.

The warden joined us, and after the locality was duly examined,
entertained us until supper time from his stores of information
as to forest, stream and lake. After supper the Captain determ-
ined to work out of the river. The task was a difficult one, as
the wind was dead ahead, but was at last skillfully accomplished.
It was then almost dark, the trees shut out the light of the rising
moon, and there was some trouble in getting the vessel moored
for the night. That done, the tent was soon put up, and all re-
tired and slept souudly.
Fifth Day.—Up early and off, as the wind, though light, was

fair, and not likely to continue so. After we had gone a couple of
miles or so, it failed altogether for the time, so we anchored and
prepared for breakfast. Just then the warden turned up again
and suggested fresh fish. He thought it a shame not to have
them when they were all around anxious to be caught, and vol-
unteered to get some for us. We lent bim trolling tackle, and
almost as soon as the fire was ready he had an abundant supply,
more than we could use, of pike and bass.
By the time bathing and breakfasting was over the wind sprang

up again, almost dead ahead, and we started on our homeward
way. the warden accompanying us. Observing a smoke in the
woods he bade us good-bye, and went to reconnoitre. Soon after
we met a party of ladies and gentlemen in boats and canoes, led
by an Indian guide. The countenance of the latter plainly showed
his disgust, at seeing a yacht sailing along where he tried to con-
vince his patrons that nothing but a small boat could go, and not
even that, unless guided by him. About this time the Scribe was
in a state of deep dejection at having lost overboard his hunting
knife, a much prized present from the Northwest. His .-satisfac-

tion at its recovery was all that saved the juveniles from being
pitched overboard in punishment for practical joking and want
of respect for gray hairs.
Going about, on one of our numberless short tasks, a shout

cajjed our attention to the warden, who was doing his best to

overtake us.lThe smoke he had gone to see about was from the
remains of a camp fire, and he had got there in time to prevent
its spreading. He was trying to catch us to return our trolling
line. We took him aboard and towed bis canoe to near the outer
islands, where he left us, and we saw bim no more.
Outside the islands tho wind was not favorable for an attempt

to cross the lake, so we headed for the Western Islands, about
twelve miles off. When within about four miles of these the
wind fell altogether and we lay becalmed. We anchored and
waited for the wind, which did not come. Then the Captain and
Scribe took the boat and rowed to the islands. These are a clus-
ter of rocky islands, mostly barren, lying away outside the other
islands. Four or five may be half an acre or more in extent, the
rest smaller, down to a mere speck. We estimated the highest at
70ft,., and they are of all heights from that down to reefs at or be-
low the water line. Only one is wooded. It is truly a scene of
desolation, but the view is magnificent, for all that. These islands
are the summer home of hundreds of gulls, which resented our
intrusion by almost deafening screams.
After a couple of hours there came enough wind to enable the

boys to bring the yacht into the small and not. very secure harbor
between the larger islands. Climbing the rocks and enjoying the
view; rifle target shooting and generally harmless shooting at the
gulls, to say nothing of preparing and demolishing supper, put in
the evening very pleasantly. All retired in good time, Jack and
the Scribe to sleep soundly, not so the others. During the night
the wind came on to blow hard, with changing direction, and the
Captain and Will were on the watch, together or alternately.
nearly all night. All that the Scribe noticed was a quickening of
the tune played by the waves near his head.
Sixth Day.—Vv early and anxious to be off. Wind dead ahead

and lake, rather rough. Captain decided it would not be prudent
to attempt t o cross the lake, and suggested running down to the
Christian Islands- This was at once agreed to, as the idea of
staying over among these rocks was not at all pleasant. Soon
after starting the wind began to shift around to the northwest,
and the Captain kept as close as he cnnld, hoping he might yet be
able to reach home that day. The wind freshened somewhat and
all was going on nicely, the. yacht keeping well up and making
good headway, when all at once there was a crash, and the fore-
mast with sail and jib disappeared over the side. Things looked
rather bad for the moment, but the Captain soon took in the
situation, and by his exertions, ably assisted by the boys acting
upon his gentle suggestions, and all encouraged by the Scribe's
serene contemplation of their efforts, the wreckage was got on
board after a good deal of trouble.
We then drifted down under reefed mainsail only to Hope

Island Lighthouse for repairs. Obtaining tools there the mast
was re-stepped, some 5ft. shorter than before, rigging set up and
sails re-set. It was then about noon, most of the: crew had worked
pretty hard, and all were hungry. The boys set out their very
best, spread for lunch. In addition to this the good lady of the
lighthouse sent us some line f resh fish, cooked to a turn, and pies
and fresh homemade bread. A right royal meal was enjoyed,
and the whole party joined in certifying Hope Island Light a
good place to be shipwrecked near, at, least while the present
occupants are. iu possession.
After resting a while the Captain suggested sailing down between

the islands to Christian Island Light. This was soon done, and
then came the question whether to attempt the open lake or not.
The Captain wished to get home. Will was cautious and doubt-
ful. Jack apparently anxious for the excitement, and the Scribe,
looking out on the rolling waves, thought of his weakness, and
prepared to submit to the inevitable and endure a few hours of
misery and rather sided with the Captain.
Everything being close reefed, we set out, Will alone protesting.

The wind was a point or two before the beam and kept in-
creasing, but so gradually that it was hard to say when the gale,
for such it came to be at last, actually began. The wind hie

w

more and more fiercely and the waves rolled higher and higher
and we found ourselves in one of the worst of the summer storms
for which Georgian Bay is famous. After a short time even the
reefed sails were too much, the jib and mainsail were stowed and
we went on under reefed foresail alone, and making good time at
that. The way that the yacht, under the skillful guidance of the
Captain, would climb one side of a wave apparently many times
higher than itself and gracefully slide down the other was some-
thing wonderful to behold. A wave, higher than its fellows,
would come rushing madly on, with top curled into foam and
threatening to engulf our seemingly defenseless craft, so that
escape from destruction appeared impossible. But as it came on
tiie vessel would rise to it, higher and higher as the wave came
Closer until the top would be reached, and the yacht shake itself

clear with a bound as of satisfaction or triumph, and the wave,
as if disappointed with its prey, would hurl its combing at us in a
final despairing effort. Even these high waves had something
like a rhythm of their own, a maximum and minimum of height
in apparently regular time, the lowest, however, quite high
enough for all practical purposes. The Scribe regrets that he did
not think of counting the waves in several of these periods, as he
believes the numbers would correspond either altogether or al-
ternating at regular intervals. Very little water was shipped
and bailing was not required, though we all were thoroughly
wetted by the splashes from the combing waves and somewhat
chilled by' the wind and wet.
The Captain tended the tiller and Will the foresail sheet. The

latter, more cautious or timid than the former, wonld ease the
Bheel off as far as he dared under the watchful eye of the Captain.
When it would go too far the Captain would mildly suggest haul-
ing the sail closer, and Will, after making a great show of com-
plying, would gradually let the sheet slip until the sail was again
as far out as ever.
The boat had to be hauled close to prevent i ts swamping, and

as it was. some of the. provisions and cooking apparatus kept in it

were washed out. The trolling line, which the warden had thrown
into the boat, was also swept out, but the hook caught in some
way, the line unwound, and the stick to which it was fastened
came skipping over the waves 30 or 40yds. astern. Strange to saj\
the seasickness which the Scribe so much dreaded, did not even
hint its presence. The Captain explained that old Neptune him-
self dare not undertake the contract of removing that lunch laid
in at the lighthouse. This may be a useful hint for some who go
down to the sea in ships.
The gale kept on increasing in violence, and when we got safely

in between the piers at Meaford the waves were dashing high over
them. Our vessel had been seen and recognized while still a long
way out, and many were at the harbor anxiously watching our
progress. Dry clothing and a hot supper put an end to the tem-
porary discomfort, and no memories of the cruise were left save
pleasant ones
Before closing, another word may be said about the islands.

The scenery among them is in many places surpassingly beauti-
ful, but there is nothing of the sublime and grand about it. None
of the islands are high, few, perhaps none, reaching over 100ft.

There is simply the ever-varying and ever-pleasing combination
of water, wood and rock. For boating or camping parties it would
be difficult to find a fairer spot. Weeks upon weeks could be
spent among these islands, with daily or hourly changes of scene,
and always with smooth water. Fishing is said to be good in
many places. One drawback is the want of good, safe bathing
iaqflities, nice sandy beaches being few and far between. And
there would not be much satisfaction in a deep-draft yacht, as it

would be confined to the principal channels. But even with suoh
a yacht, used as a floating home, and plenty of boats or canoes to
go around with, a capital time covld be had. S,

NEW YORK Y. C—The special meeting of the New York Y. C

.

for a final action on the report of the Measurement Committee
was held on Dec. 13, with Com. Gerry in the chair. The attend-
ance, especially of yacht owners, the only voting members, was
quite small. The first proposal of the committee, to adopt the
Seawanhaka formula in place of that, now used by the club, was
adopted by a vote of 16 to 1. The other proposals relating to de-
tails of measurement and to the allowance tables, were also r -

ried. The proposal to class by corrected instead of \v-^rime
lems'h was briefly discussed. The report of the Ea«- --f,'

1/ \
v
r
as

read, but no action was taken on it. A letter read trom Mr.
Burgess in connection with the report. <?r'POaing the proposed

classification on the basis of the Scawanbaka rule; and also a let-

ter from. Mr. N. G. Herreshoff strongly supporting the. proposed
classification, and advocating even a heavier tax on sail than mat
proposed by the committee. After the. discussion a vote was
taken, and the proposal to class by corrected length was not car-

ried. The same committee was continued as a standing commit-
tee to confer with other clubs in regard to a uniform classification

and measurement rule.

YONKERS COR. Y. C. 1890.—Com., Alanson J. Prime; Vice-
Corn., A! bert Skinner; See., William Clark: Treas., Halcyon Skin-
ner; Fleet Captain, Howard Clapp: A. J. Prime,Thomas E. Booth
and John Thorne, delegates to the New York Y. R. A.

YONKERS Y. C. 1890—Com., Charles T. Mercer: Vioe.-Com.,
Da-iid Stewart; Corresponding Sec, Herbert Shipnian; Financial
Sec, W. H. Devon, and Treas. John Noshitt.

CAPT. WM. SMCTH.—On Dec. 15 Capt. Wm. Smith
7

of t'ne

schooper Montauk, died at his home in Brooklyn,
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A SMALL SINGLE-HANDER.
ONE of the interesting features of the great maritime exhibi-

tion in Boston is the handsome little craft whose lines we
publish beneath. The little yacht, a perfect example of good work-
manship in all details, stands with sails set on the floor of the Me-
chanics' Institute. She was designed for a member of the Pleon
Y. C, of Marblehead. to race in the 16ft. class, and will be used
next summer l>y her owner.
The plans were furnished by the Boston Yacht Agency; and the

yacht was built by Mr. James Mclntyre, of South Boston, in ac-
cordance with his patented method of composite construction;
the hollow spars are Mansfield's patent; and the sails are by
Adrian Wilson, of Boston. Her dimensions are as follows:

Length over all 33ft. Sin.

L.W.L 15ft. Sin.

Beam Wt. fiin.

Uraft. 3ft 6in.

Displacement 4.0771bs.

Ballast 3,0001bs.

Her construction is as follows: Keel, a hollow-cast iron trough
lft. 6i-n. deep, hulkheaded at every 2ft., with stem and sternpost
scarfed into it. The steel angle frames are riveted to each of these
bull<head=. the former -M^MX^in., with a filling of wood, the
face of which comes in and is beveled to the lines to receive the
nlanking. Between each pair of steel frames are two wooden
framps of the same dimensions as the steel frames. Her planking
is of Spanish cedar %m. in thickness in full lengths, except the
garhoards. which are of mahosanv; deck of white pine in %X%m.
strips, sprung to sheer and blind-nailed. She is finished bright
throughout, thus preserving the handsome appearance of the
woods. Some further details will he found in the Fobest and
Stbeam of Oct. 3. Her sails are of 8oz. duck, and spinaker of silk.

CLASSIFICATION BY CORRECTED LENGTH.
THE vote of the New York Y. C. on Friday last decides the

matter of classification for the present in favor of the pres-
ent method bv waterline length. The question has been argued
warmly for some time, the chief onponent of the change being
Mr. Burgess, and though he has offered verv little in the way of
facts or fierures to refute the arguments of the committee, the
mere fact that he was opposed to the change has influenced many
against it. Mr. Herreshoff. on the contrary, has warmly advo-
cated the proposal of the committee. It would have been quite
possible to have passed a classification by corrected length with
the New York formula, but this so-called "compromise" propo=ed
hy the. Eastern Y. C, that the New York committee should give
up everything which it did want, while the other side accepted
nothing which it did not want, was not rrceived very warmly hy
the New Vork Y. C. The result is much better as it is; a classifi-
cation by the New York formula would have been only a nominal
change; and once in force it would have heen difficult to alter it

in the face of vested interests. As the matter stands now the
New York Y. C. has gone a great way forward in adopting the
Seawanhaka rule in place of its old one, and at tbp same time in-
creasing the allowance tables. This brings the New York, Sea-
wanhaka. and Eastern clubs together with the same measurement
rule, and practically puts in force a heavier tax on sail than has
ever existed here before. It is now probable that both the Larch-
mont and Atlantic clubs will adopt the same rule, in which case
one very great end will be gained, the union of the five great coast
clubs under one common rule, and that a very good one so far as
it goes.

The advocates of the new classification need feel in no way dis-
couraged hy such a result. The change they proposed was too
novel to be instantly adopted in all the clubs, but it is one that
improves on acquaintance, and we look for its general adoption
within a couple of years. With one rule in use hy all the clubs
and giving general satisfaction, as it is likely to, the transition
from a classification by watei'line to one hy corrected length may
he made without any serious disturbance; and the final results
will he more satisfactory than if the rule had been carried
through now in one or two clubs in the face of determined oppo-
sition.
The tax on sail imposed by the Seawanhaka rule will of itself

tend to restrict rigs to a certain degree, and for a season at least
it will be very materially aided hy the Influence of Minerva, and
the prejudice against the big forties, based on the mishaps of
Liris. Thus there is no immediate danger of the extension of
sail, and by the time that it does reappear men will be ready to
accept corrected length as a, necessary check on it. In the mean-
while there is plenty of work to he done in perfecting the many
details, the measurement of sail, the limits of the classes, etc.. so
that when the measure is finally passed it shall be so complete
and perfect, as to be safely adopted for a term of six or seven
years.

LAUNCH OF THE JET PROPELLER EVOLUTION.-The
new jet proneller Evolution, huilt for the .Tackson Navigating Co.
under the direction of Dr. Walter M. Jackson, was launched at
Lennox's yard. South Brooklyn, on Dec. 11. The craft is 108ft. over
all, 99ft. l.w.l., 23ft. beam and 3ft. 4in. draft; and is built with a
triple skin, two inner diagonal skins of cedar and an outer longi-
tudinal skin of mahogany. Her motive power includes a 1.500
H. P. Robprts tubular hoiler and a duplex compound Worthington
mimp. snrc'ally built for the purpose, the steam cylinders being
25 and 43 3in .x36in.: the pump cvlinder being 9.25in.in diameter.
The inboard delivery is by two 8in. pipes near the keel; while the
water is forced out through nozzles hut %m. diameter, which may
he turned in any direction in order to steer. It is expected that
the boat will attain a very high speed, and will revolutionize the
propulsion of vessels by steam.

NEW YACHTS AT CAPE ANN.-Ca.pt. Aaron Brown, owner
of the well-known Black Cloud, has sold her and ordered a 30-
footer from Mr. George Wheeler, of Wheeler's Point. The new
yacht will be named Satan, and will be 40ft. 4in. over all, 29ft. 6in.
I. w.l., 12ft. 9in. beam, 5ft. Bin. depth; with centerboard, cabin
house, and 4,0001bs. lead keel. She will have a clipper stem and a
big sailplan; mast 37ft. to hounds, 6ft. 61n. head; topmast, fid to
sheave. 20ft., bowspirit outboard 18ft., with single jib. At Vin-
cent's Point, Mr. Thos. Irving is busv with a 30-footer; 41ft. over
all. 29ft. Bin. l.w.l., lift, 9in. beam. 6ft. draft, 2ft. 6in. least free-
hoard; 7.C001bs. lead keel. Mast. 32ft. 6in., deck to hounds; top-
mast 27ft... bowsprit outboard, 18ft., mast from stem, 12ft., boom
38ft , gaff 25ft. Mignon, Mr. Babson's 30-footer, is at Essex for
furtner alterations.

THISTLE. LENORE, VANDUARA.—Mr. Jas. Bell will change
Thistle to the yawl rig this winter, and she will race next season
with the yawls. Lenore, schr., will also be converted to a yawl
and will join the racers. Vanduara. cutter, has been purchased
by Mr. Hodgens, owner of Vreda, who will visit the Mediterranean
this winter. Vreda is now for sale. Deerhound, the new 40 rating
racer, will cruise in the Mediterranean, as will Lethe, the new
Watson yawl; both taking part in the Nice races. Mr. Watson
has orders now for 15 sailing yachts and a number of steam craft;
Mr. Fife has 18 orders, and Mr. Arthur E. Payne has 8.

BISCAYNE BAY Y. C—We do not look for new club books in
mid-winter, but while the first snow was falling in New York
there came to us the new book of the Biscayne Y. C, whose sea-
son only opens when its members find the North too cold f^r
yachting. The club, whose station is on the southern point of the
Florida peninsula, has a fleet of 24 yachts, its membership includ-
ing some New York and Brooklyn yachtsmen; while strangers
always find a warm welcome.
PAVONIA Y. C-The officers of this club for 1890 are: Com., D.

W. Kohn; Vice-Com , W. A. Smith; Treas., L. Mittelsdorf; Finan-
cial Sec, B. H. McClain; Corresponding Sec, S. A. Chester; Fleet
Captain, A. P. Curtis; Fleet Surgeon. Dr. H. Schweig; Meas., R.
Fowle; Delegates to the New York Y. R. A., N. L. Rowe, D. W.
Kohu and R. Puhlman. The club will build a fine club house at
Atlantic Highlands, opposite to Sandy Hook, the land, 250x50ft.,
having already been purchased.
MARGUERITE AND CENONE.—The cup for the record has„lp.™ a warded to Marguerite in place of CEnone on a re-

mcd-feUHjraem, oi the latter. A correct measurement early in the
season, as specany requested hy the club of all owners, would

measurer
a dea

'
°f tl'ouble to the reSatt!l committee and

EDWARD N. DICKERSON.-The death of this gentleman
occurred last week at his home on Long Island. Mr. Dickerson
was one of the leading patent lawyers of the, conntry; he had
been for some years a member of the New York Y. C, owning
the schooner Wave Crest.

CRUISING.—Helen, schr., of Philadelphia Hattie, s'wp, and
the steam yachts Reva and Wampanoag, are reported at Charles-
ton and Beaufort on their way south. Iroquois, Mr. R. N. Ellis,
and Nonpanelle, Mr. S. B. Pomeroy, will also cruise in the West
In lies this winter,

NEW ICE YACHT CLUB.—The Orange Lake Ice-Yacht Club
was incorporated on the 17th inst., and a certificate filed with the
Secretary of State at Albany. The deed of gift of the challenge
ice vacht cup of America from Gardner Van Nostraad to ilieClub was also recorded.

BODY PLAN, SINGLE-HA NDEft-

—

-Mechanics' Institute, Boston.
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SAIL PLAN SINGLE-HANDER.

^mwt\B to (^arresgandmts.

I !C. S., Toronto.- Six and one-half inches will be large enough
tor the mast.
A. E. E., Lodi, O—1. For squirrels, rabbits and birds, what bore

would you have m right and left barrels of 12-gauge double-bar-

reled gun? 2. What is best dog for rabbits and squirrels? Ans.
1. Right, cylinder; left, modified choke. 3. The beagle.
H. C, Boston.—Kindly inform H. C, of Boston, that I can give„. uuowju.—rnumv iinui Lu n. u., oi Boston, mat. i can give

him a copy of the report of U. S. Fish Commission of 1879, contain-
some good information regarding the eel question.—H. E. B.ingsome„_.

M. H. G., Canton, Ohio.—Will you kindly tell me if rabbits are
classed as game in England, and if there is any law protecting
them there? Ans. Both hare (Lepus timiclm) and rabbit (L. cuni

cuius), are both considered fair game for the gun in Great Britain:and there are laws protecting them.
Southern Cat/ifornia. Yachts are caulked with "caulking

cotton;" raw cotton specially spun for the purpose in heavy
strands. Oakum is not suitable. Paint the seams, using a nar-row brush, as soon as the caulking is completed, then stop with
putty. Marine glue is the best for deck seams.
B. W. G., Shenandoah, Pa.—1. Are the produce of a red Irish

setter dog and cocker spaniel bitch good bird dogs? 2 Would
you recommend the cross? 3. Give me best food to feed dog beforehuutmg to produce best scenting power? Ans. 1. Not so good as
the pure bred animal. See recent notes on cross-breds. 3 Feedhim sparingly on his accustomed food.
W, -W-£" Whitman, Mass.—If a bevy of quail are not brokenup will they breed as well and as fast in the following season?

Ans. It is generally believed that there is a tendency on the part
of quail that pass the winter undisturbed to remain in a park
during the summer, but we fancy that this rarely occurs. The
reproductive instinct comes with the spring and leads the birds to
pair and separate.

F. W. U., Pittsburgh, N. Y.-To whom will I write to obtain™^ f
-V£ •

stock a brook with, and what will be the expense?
JVii a

d r
\ce F?w a

.

nd d0 as weU if S0Vfn in the spring as in the
\xPl L JA1

AnnlI1 < J*., Caledonia, Livingston Co., New York:W. L. Gilbert, Plymouth, Mass., and Troutmere, Osceola Mills,
Wis., have trout eggs and fry for sale, and will send you price
lists on application. 2. Yes, if sown early enough.
Angler, Philadelphia.—Please tell me why this citv stopped

fishing m the Wissahickon Creek, a tributary of the Schuykill
River, how long it, has been this way, and when we will be allowed
to cast our bait again. Ans. A member of the Pennsylvania Fish
Commission informs us that he thinks Wissahickon Creek was
stocked with black bass by M. Russell Thayer, of the Pairmount
Park Commission, in the fall of 1887, and was protected for three
Ie.

ar8
i iLthat De tne case it be allowable to fish there in the

fall of 1890.

J. E. W., Asbury Park, N. J.—1. In what month do bass deposit
their eggs m New Jersey waters? 2. Do they protect the spawn
alter it is deposited or do they destroy it when there is ample
other food? 3. Under favorable circumstances, what weight bass
can be obtained in twelve mouths from the time they are hatched?
i. Should a hatching box be placed in still or running water? 5.Would you advise hatching or using the fish to populate a pond?
Ans. 1. May, June and July are the spawning months of black
bass m New Jersey. The female yields from 5,000 to 20,000 eggs,
which are adhesive and stick to stones and twigs on the bottom.
Sometimes nests, instead of being prepared on the bottom, are
tormed of vegetable matter deposited on the top of brush heaps,
which extend almost to the surface of the water. Nests three or
four feet in diameter are recorded by "Homo" in Forest and
Stream. 2. The parents protect the nests most vigorously and
successfully against all intruders, and take the best possible care
ot their young. The average period of incubation is from eight
to ten days. Small bass are said to prey upon one another for the
first two or three weeks of their lives, but not afterward. When
natural food is plentiful the probability is that they will not de-
velop cannibalistic tendencies. 3. No less than im. 4. Black bass
have not been hatched artificially so far as we know. 5. We
would introduce the fish. Wonderful and almost universal suc-
cess has followed the transplanting of bass. The fish thrive in
ponds, when properly and sufficiently fed, as well as in ©pen
waters.

Names and Portraits or Birds, by Gurdon Trumbim. jl
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
tney may kill. Cloth, 220 pages, price $2.50. For sale by Forest

Beecham's Pills cure bilious and nervous ills.—Adv.

HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Logs, Hoffs.
AWD POULTRY.

3«0 Pane Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free.
"*""«»

AX* I SSEEV £on?es«°P9
. Inflammation,

B B a
5
BM*»*»t.8, Milk Fever,rrm?"' lameness, Rheumatism.C.C.-Distemper, Nasal Discharges.D.D—Bots or Grnbs, Worms.E.E...Con8rhs, Heaves, Pnenmonia.

F«*~S?-Ilc or .
G"Pes, Bellyache.

^.^.-Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.H.fl...Unnaryimd Kidney Diseases.
I.l.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.—Diseases of Digestion.
Stabwl ?^?e » ,

with Specifics, Manual,
Witch Hazel Oil and Medicator, $7.00trice, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - ,6o

Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhereand in any quantity on Receipt of Price.
Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders,
PRICK, Ol.OO.

FOR &ALK AT THIS OFFICE.

ABBEY <fc IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of every dessription of

Fishing- Tackle.
No. 18 VB8EY STREET, NEW YORK.

(FOURTH DOOR FROM THE ASTOR HOUSE.)

The unusually fine quality and large assortment of our goods
make them particularly well adapted for those who are looking
for useful

HOLIDAY PRESENTS.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

IXTot Sold at Retail toy ttoe Manufacturers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 83-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.
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ACTUAL

For Weak Stomach—Impaired Digestion—Disordered Liver.

SOLD BV ALL DRUGGISTS.
PRICE 25 CENTS PER BOX.

Prepared only »y THOS.BEECHAM, St.Helens,Lancashire,Englan<l.

B. F. ALLEN & CO., Sole Agents
FOR UHITEI> STATES, 365 & 367 CANAL ST., NEW YORK,
Who (if your druggist does not keep them) will mail Beecham's

Pills on receipt of price

—

Ht inquire first. (Please mention this paper.)

YACHTS, BOATS
AND

CANOES
YACHTSWITH SPECIAL CHAPTERS ON MODEL

AND SINGLEHANDED SAILING.
By

C. STANSFELD-HICKS.
Authob of "Otra Boys, and What to Do With Them.

NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS
AND

WORKING DRAWINGS OF MODEL YACHTS AND VARIOUS SMALL CRAFT
SUITABLE FOR AMATEURS.

DESIGHSTS

:

Model Yachts.—Defiance, Isolde, Bonny Jean, and 10-tonner with sail plan.

Canoes.—Birch, Mersey Paddling Canoe, L'Hirondelle, Sailing Canoe.
Sailing Boats and Yachts.—Dabchick, Wideawake. Myosotis, Una, Singlehander by C. F

Clayton, Puffin, 3-ton Racer, 3-ton Cruiser, 24ft. Anxilliary isteam and sail) fishing boat.

This volume contains much that is valuable and interesting to American yachtsmen and
canoeists. The design, construction and use of small craft of all kinds is treated of in a simple

and entertaining style, and the instructions are clear and easily understood.
Large crown 8vo., 380 pages and 16 large folding plates.

Price, Postpaid, $3.40=

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO,, 318 Broadway, N. 7.

UNCLES LISHA S SHOP.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland.

By ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.
A book that appeals to all who know anything of the old-fashioned New England life.

These are some of the chapters:

The School Meeting in District IS. Uncle Lisha's Spring Gun. In Uncle Lisha's Shop. Con-
cerning Owls. Uncle Lisha's Courting. How Zene Burnham Come It on His Father.

A Rainy Day in the Shop. The Turkey Shoot at Hamner's. Sam Lovel's Thanksgiving.
Little Sis. Sam Lovel's Bee-Hunting. In the Shop Again. The Fox Hunt. Noah Chase's
Deer-Hunting. The Hard Experience of Mr. Abijan JarvLs. The Coon Hunt. In the

Sugar Camp. Indians in Danvis. The Boy Out West. Breaking Up. The Departure.
The Wild Bees' Swarm.
They make a handsomely printed volume of 187 pages, bound in cloth. Sent, postpaid, on

receipt of price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway New York.
DAVTE8 & CO.. London. Enaland.

FUR
Lined and Trimmed

COATS.
In many varieties and at very

moderate prices.

Lined and Trimmed Genet $75.00
Lined Black Muskrat 1 g„Q qqTrimmed Colored Beaver 1

*

Lined Mink ( nn
Trimmed Natural Beaver * *uo,uu
Lined and Trimmed Persian . $165.00
Also many others, including Sea Otter

and Russian Sable. Some
Buffalo Coats.

C. G.

Gunther'sSons
1 84 Fifth Ave., N,Y,

Steam Yachts and Launches;
THEIR

MACHINERY AND MANAGEMENT.
The Bteam Engine as Applied to Yachts: Laws Governing Yachts in American Waters;

Rules for Racing; Rules for Building; Pilot Regulations; Specific Types of

Machinery; Design of Hulls, Etc. , Etc. With 96 illustrations.

By C. P. KUNHARDT.
This volume is intended to be sufficiently comprehensive, and elementary at the same

time, to suit the yacht owner's object of acquiring a general understanding of the subject as

a whole, with specific information and data covering the most recent practice.

—

From
Author's Preface.

Cloth, 240 pages. Price, postpaid, $3.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, New York.
SAMPSON, LOW & CO., London, England.

CANOE HANDLING.
By C. B. VAUX ("DOT.")

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simplest and plainest way possible.

Everything is made intelligible for beginners and besides this ABC teaching there are so

many hints and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will find pleasure and profit in the

6tudy of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The
subjects treated are the choice of a canoe, paddling, sailing, care of the canoe, recipes and
rules. The text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of the

jook is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with "Canoe
Building."' Price, postpaid, $1.00.

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway.
LONDON: Davibs & Co.. 1 Finch Lane, CornhiU.

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

KuxrjxTETr bros.
(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

ASK YOUR DEALE

For NELSON'S Cartridge Belt. The onl?
PRACTICAL contrivance for carrying ammuni-
tion in the field. For Shot Guns, Rifles and Pistols,

Nothing like it in the market. Patent lateral action.

HUTCHINSON'S GLOVES
ABE THE BEST MADE
For driving or street wear. Made with
care from selected stock and warrant-
ed. Those wishing serviceable gloves
and to learn how to get them and save
money, send stamp to the manufac-
turer for his book about gloves.

Established 1863.

JOHN 0. HUTCHINSON, Johnstown, N. T.

REPELLENE.
An Infallible Preventive of the Attacks ol

Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats
»nd all other Insects.

Neat, clean and easily applied. No unpleasant
odor, will not stain or injure the skin, easily

washed off. May he carried without danger of

leaking or spitting. In neat, oblong round-cor-
nered box.

Price, SO Cents, Postpaid.

Sold by Dealers In Sportsmen's Goods.
If your dealer does not keep it, I will send it os

receipt of price.

A. EEK.GUSON, Proprietor and Manufact'er,
Office, 65 Fulton street, N. Y.

GUBDON TRUMBULL'S

TROUT FOR SALE,
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

rown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Pkovince of Quebec.

PublicNotice.
Public sale of leases of lands conveying

fishing rights.

Leases to expire on the 31st December, 1889, of
the angling privileges pertaining to the ungrant-
ed lands, bordering on salmon rivers and others,
and a number of lakes, will be offered to public
competition, at the Department of Crown Lands,
Quebec, on Thursday and Friday, the 9th and 10th
January next (1890), at 10:30 A. M.
For further particulars address to the Depart-

ment of Crown Lands, Quebec.
Lists of those lakes and ri vers may be procured,

gratis, on application to the Department of
Crown Lands, Quebec, or to the offices of the
"Forest and Stream," and "American Angler"
New York. GEO. DUHAMEL,

Commissioner of Crown Lands.

Shooting Box For Sale.
Completely equipped shooting box near en-

trance to Cranberry Lake, Adirondacks, com-
prising two story matched log lodge having six

rooms, with kitchen adjoining, house for guides,
ice house, three boats, boat house and dock. All
in perfect condition, together with 25 acres of
land on which the same are situated. For infor-
mation address or call at Room 32 Boreel Build-
ing, New York city, where photographs can be
seen. dec5,4t

DOG TRAINING:
BY

& T. HAMMOND, KENNEL EDITOR OF FOREST AND STREAM,

tor ule at this office. Price 11.00.

Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in

language understanded of the people.

Practically speaking, this is the first popular
volume of ornithology ever issued from the press;

a work which goes far to demonstrate that scien-

tific accuracy may be as easily maintained in

English as m Greek or Latin. Follows the
game birds all over the continent and gives a
glossary of all the local names in popular use.

Illustrated with admirable portraits from the
pencil of Mr. Edwin Shepard of the Academy of

Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, which, with the

clear descriptions in the text, will enable any
man who can read to identify the contents of his

OPINIONS OP THE PBESS:

It is the first, so far as we know, ex &, - is of

books of which the need is felt in a\ szy cspart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press.

The hook should find its way to a choice place

in every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-

Ocean.

I would much rather know what this book tells

me, the various names by which the people call

a bird, than the Latin, Greek or Hebrew name
which science gave him for the sake of-catalogu-

ing him. * * * It is more value to me to have
a description of a bird in plain English which I

understand than in scientific language which I

do not understand.—IF., in Journal ofCommerce.
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ANOTHER PHASE OF COURSING.

A CORRESPONDENT, whose communication is printed

in another column, takes a pessimistic view of the

introduction of coursing. His argument in brief is that

in England, the great center of coursing interests, the

sport has largely degenerated, until it has become simply

a huge machine for gambling, and that once started in

this country, although introduced by gentlemen whose

motives may be perfectly proper, and their practice, as

at Hicksville, devoid of objectionable features, the sport

will here too degenerate into a feeder for the pool rooms
<

and be a new and eagerly welcomed device for gambling.

This phase of the subject is quite distinct from any con-

sideration of an element of cruelty, which some contend

is involved in coursing, and it is more deserving of serious

discussion than is the cruelty question. A parallel is

found in the sport of carrier-pigeon flying, which from

the diversion of a few amateurs has become a vast organ-

ized system of gambling, with its regular sale of pool

tickets on the birds, similar to the betting systems of the

race track.

While there may be no unreasonableness in the appre-

hension that inclosed rabbit chasing, if it shall ever be-

come popular in America, will be on this low level, it

would be a mistake to fail to distinguish between the

positions occupied by the several coursing clubs, with

respect to this contingency, The more nearly in spirit

and practice the mode of coursing adopted by any club

shall approach the spirit and mode of open, free field

coursing, the less will it partake of the objectionable

features deprecated by our correspondent, The Eastern

Coursine Club, for example, is mads up of gentlemen

who would, if they could, course in the open; they are

actuated by the same spirit that impelled the sportsmen

of the old school, when coursing was at its best; they

adopt a modification of perfectly open coursing, not at

all because they prefer it to open coursing, but because

it is the next best thing, and the nearest possible ap-

proach they can attain. In spirit and practice this is

not the form of coursing concerning which moralists

may entertain apprehension.

There is, however, another mode, now being pushed to

the front, which if successful will almost certainly be

marked by the objectionable features that disgrace the

"box coursing" meetings of Great Britain. This is the

inclosed coursing, undertaken by a company in the West.

In spirit, aim and practice it differs from the Long Island

greyhound coursing. The plan is to run the course on an
inclosed field or race track, where ;it may be witnessed

by a large gathering of spectators; and the purpose is

purely speculative; the end is to rake in gate money.
However cunningly such an enterprise may be veiled

under the guise of sport, there is nothing of the love of

sport impelling its promoters; but on the contrary they

are moved by a desire for gain.

A little consideration will show that if this mode of

inclosed coursing is ever to fulfil the expectations of its

originatoi-s and draw crowds to witness it, the crowds
must be attracted, not by any such taste for sport as

impels the devotee of open field coursing; but by the

opportunities the races give for betting. No considerable

attendance will ever support inclosed coursing simply to

see dogs chase rabbits, without wagers on the results. If

inclosed coursing shall succeed, the gambling elements

of it will give it success. If we are to be cursed in this

country with the moral plague of " box coursing" meets,

the plague will be an outgrowth of inclosed coursing, not

of the practices followed by the Eastern Coursing Club

and others like it. In any intelligent discussion of the

present and future of coursing in this country, care must
be taken to distinguish between the opposite motives that

are impelling the promoters of the two forms we have

alluded to.

SHALL THE BOY HAVE A GUN?

YES and no. It depends on the boy, on how the gun

is given to him, on his opportunities for a right use

of it. If this question is of immediate interest and per-

sonal application to any of the readers of this journal, we
commend them to take note of the letter printed to-day,

from a mother, who relates her experience. If a boy's

bent be toward guns and gunning, in the majority of

cases the judicious course is to indulge his tastes; give

him a gun and teach him how to use it. The pretense

that a boy cannot use a gun just as safely as a man can

is not entirely well founded. Caution in the handling of

deadly weapons must be taught, whether the novice be

young or old. There is no quality inherent in mere

youth that precludes care in using arms, nor is there any

quality in mere age that insures that caution. Care in

handling of guns, when once acquired, becomes a thing

of habit, a second nature; it is just as much a matter of

course to carry one's gun in a safe position and not men-

acing human life, as it is for one to walk erect instead of

on all-fours. Habits are more easily acquired in youth

than in later life. Every experienced sportsman knows

that the dangerous comrade in the field is not the small

boy with his first gun, but the "old boy" who has just

taken to shooting and has recently learned to distinguish

the breech from the muzzle. It is a characteristic of

gunners who take up the sport late in life to have a

higher disregard of the danger of firearms than is felt

by those who in early youth are accustomed to the use of

guns and rifles.

Give the boy a gun; and teach him how to use it. The

gun will make a man of him. The effect in this way
is often as surprising as it is gratifying. To be trusted

with a gun, a manly weapon, is that which will bring

out the traits of responsibility, self-reliance, self-respect,

caution, dignity. To handle a gun is to do away with

toys.

The best possible training a boy can have in the sports-

man's art is that given him by his father; such experience

in the field is often the beginning of that new relation

which holds between a boy and a man, when they pass

from the relation of father and son to a higher com-

panionship as friends,

Most men Who are themselves fond of field sports, wish

to see their sons blessed with the same tastes; and per"

feefcly familiar with the hazards attending the use of

firearms, they are yet confident of the ability of the young
people to take perfect care of themselves when in the

field. Those who cry out loudest against the danger
of the use of guns by young people are they who have a
terror of firearms, no matter by whom employed.
A favorite theme of the writers for a sportsmen's jour-

nal is the first gun they used; and it is a noteworthy fact

that the guns about which cluster the tenderest memories
of men in middle life or in old age were the arms they
bore about the home fields and through the dear old

woods in their youth. Many and many a man has
blessed the forethought and wisdom of those who when
he was a boy inducted him into the pleasures of field

sports; and an unnumbered host are they who in those

years provided for themselves recollections of happy days
out of doors to cheer them all through the course of after

life. They are the last to cry out against the use of guns
and the pursuit of game by the boys; and nothing in the

realm of sportsmanship is more beautiful than the cheer-

ful and sympathetic commendation and encouragement
these veterans bestow on the younger generations who
are coming after them. Indulgence in outdoor sport

with gun and rifle leaves no sting behind it; the boy, who
shall receive at this holiday gift season his first gun,
will receive with it an open sesame to treasures of pure
delight.

PUT IT INTO PLAIN ENGLISH.

TT OW shall it reasonably be required of a person to re-

spect a law if he can neither make out for himself

what the law is, nor learn from the officials whose duty

is to explain and enforce it? For instance—and a capital

example it is of the shiftless, careless, bungling, happy-
go-lucky legislation of the times—take that portion of the

New York game statutes which relates to the sale of

venison.

The dealers were in doubt, the other day, as to when
the selling season would close. They appealed to Com-
missioner Blackford to know whether the old date held

good, or whether the statute extended the time. Corn-

misssioner Blackford gave it as his opinion that the old

law held. The dealers in compliance withdrew their

stock from sale. Then the Attorney-General gave his de-

cision, which was just the reverse of Mr. Blackford; "and

thereupon the game was again put on sale; and the

dealers were not unnaturally wroth over the causeless in-

terruption of their traffic.

Is it not preposterous that the law on such a subject,

which to be effective must be known and understood,

should be beyond the understanding of even the intelli-

gent men who are charged with looking after its enforce-

ment ? The game laws should be first of all simple and

intelligible, and easfiy comprehended without referring

to Attorney Generals.

The present statute relating to deer and other game is

a complicated patchwork, the product of successive years

of tinkering at the original. Its several provisions have

been amended and the amendments amended, and

amendments of amendments amended, with exceptions

and exceptions of exceptions, until now it takes a smart

lawyer to hazard a guess at what some of the provisions

mean, if they mean anything.

Last winter it was proposed to unravel this snarl by
submitting the entire bodyof game and fish laws to a

commission of three, who should codify the statutes,

simplify them, harmonize the inconsistencies, and put

the whole into plain, simple, grammatical, properly punc-

tuated, intelligible English, to the end that a well-mean-

ing man might not be obliged to pay his lawyer a fee to

tell him what it means. There was so much ceiling scan-

dal investigation and other pressure of business connected

with corruption past or prospective, that the Legislature

failed to pass the measure. We are advised that another

effort will be made this winter to secure the creation of a

codification commission. It is the most important thing

likely to come up in relation to game and fish protection.

Individuals and associations can do no greater service to

the cause than by combining their efforts to secure this

commission.

It was a very pertinent suggestion Mr. A. C. Collins

made the other day, that all persons wh* sincerely have

at heart the success of his efforts to protect game and fish

in Connecticut, should contribute some money toward it,

His comparison of a game protective society to a nickel*

slot machine is a very happy one.
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THE BLACK TRACKERS OF AUSTRALIA.

IT is commonly stated that the natives of Australia are

the lowest type of savages, but the assertion is far

too sweeping to be accurate. There are many tribes of

natives in Australia, differing widely from one another.

Borne of them, doubtless, are very degraded; but others

display a great deal of intelligence and have institutions

and customs, whicb seem to be the survival of a highly

complicated order of society. Others, again, though

savages, are very fine savages. That is to say, that as-

suming ' they are to live as wild men, they possess in a

high degree the qualities that are required for mating
the best of their conditions. Palgrave, the celebrated

oriental traveler, and the best narrator of travels, per-

haps, that ever lived, declares that the lowest type of

humanity he ever met or heard of, is to be found among
some of the wandering tribes in the Arabian desert. These

miserable wretches, he says, have not sense enough to

get a sufficiency of food where it might be got, but eat

the seeds of a kind of grass, and when that fails them,

are reduced to starvation, which they suffer with con-

tentment out of sheer stupidity. When he came among
them with his servant and camels, in the course of his

journey to Central Arabia, they showed no interest in

him or his belongings, though he was well provided

with all sorts of good things; and, as far as he could

make out, they had no ideas on any subject, not even the

instinct of a grazing animal, which leads it where the

beat pasture is to be found.
Now, the worst of the Australian aborigines are noth-

ing like as bad as that. Even in the most barren parts

of the continent, where it seems wonderful that any life

can exist, the natives contrive to get on fairly well.

They cannot afford to be fastidious. In fact, they eat

everything that is eatable, including some things which
to civilized folks would seem perfectly uneatable. For
example, they devour ants and seem to enjoy them im-
mensely. There are several kinds of ants in Australia,

some of which are exceedingly venomous, while others

are harmless. They make peculiar hills or mounds of

earth, in which they swarm in innumerable multitudes.

The natives break open these mounds, and filling both
hands with ants, stuff their mouths with them, and go on
grabbing and stuffing and chewing until there are none
left. They even feast on some of the venomous varieties

in this way. and do not appear to suffer any ill conse-

quences. They also depend largely for their subsistence

on reptiles, which can only be caught by the exercise of

much ingenuity and by the employ went of faculties

more resembling those of animals than of mankind.
They hunt them both by sight and smell, and there ap-

pears to be no doubt that those two senses have been
developed in them to an almost incredible extent by the
hereditary instinct for getting food in places where it

could not otherwise be got.

It should be said here that the Australian desert, as it

is invariably called by the people there, is not really

desert in the sense of being void of all vegetation. It

doe3 not at all resemble the Zaaras of northern Africa,

those low-lying plains of mere sand which literally pro-

duce no green thing except in scattered oases hundreds of

miles apart. It is not nearly so inhospitable as the
alkali deserts of western America. It always grows salt

bush, or mallee, or some sort of stunted plants, often
many varieties, and very beautiful and interesting ones,
when viewed by the discerning eyes of a naturalist; and
among these plants, though the earth is like the floor of

a brick kiln, there are to be found live creatures, snakes,
iguanas, lizards, "native cats," and sometimes kangaroo
rats and other small marsupials, It must not be sup-
posed that because an animal is called a native cat, it

has anything feline about it. Not at all. The Australians
have a habit of calling all sorts of queer beasts, birds and
plants "the native this" or "the native that," without the
slightest regard to resemblance, even in outward ap-
pearance.
The "native cat" is a marsupial animal, carnivorous

and frugivorous, perhaps omnivorous, about a foot long,
with a pointed nose and a long tail, and beautiful soft
gray fur spotted with white. It is as great a scourge to

the poultry yard as a fox, and it is also one of the most
dreaded pests of the vineyard by its penchant for grapes.
It is a nocturnal animal, and on moonlight nights in sum-
mer it does serious damage by climbing up the low-grow-
ing vines and eating or nibbling all the ripest grapes on
each bunch. In the desert it lives on the "native cur-

rant," a berry which is no more like a currant than the
"native cat" is like a cat. It also preys on kangaroo
rats and mice, when it can get them. Kangaroo rats

and mice are mere diminutive kangaroos, a few inches
in height, pretty little creatures, somewhat akin to the
jerboas of Egypt and Arabia, but, of course, marsupial.
They are found in the most arid parts of Australia, and
appear to subsist entirely without water. Iguanas, or, as

the men in the brush invariably call them, "go annas,"
or "go Hannahs," are reptiles like enormous lizards,

weird-looking brutes three or four feet long, with a
peculiar dry skin hanging in folds upon them as if it had
formerly belonged to a much larger animal and been
bought second-hand by the iguana or appropriated when
cast off by its first owner. The iguana has formidable
teeth and bites like a dog. It is also very quick and cun-
ning, and is altogether one of the queerest beasts in that
queer country. *
Here, then, are the chief constituents of the blackfel-

low's cuisine. It takes a black fellow, however, to find
them; for an unsophisticated European might live in
those parts for months and not be able to find them. It

is very interesting, when a camp in the desert has got
bare of food, when the mutton and damper have given
out, and there is no prospect of getting any more for
many days, to not ice the air of importance of the black-
fellow, who is generally to be found at every camp and
at every sheep station. Hitherto he has been despised
and treated with little more consideration than one of
the dogs. The rest of the party have grudged him his
share of the scanty stock of " tucker," and toward the
end, indeed, he has got little but bones and scraps. Now
all is changed. Everybody is very civil to him, and he
shows by his looks and manner that he feels himself quite
a personage, with weighty responsibilities devolving upon
him. He is responsible for nothing lefs than the life of
every man -in the camp, for he is the only one among

them who can get food. In those trackless wastes the

oldest and most experienced European bushman is always
in danger of being " bushed," that is, lost, if once he

goes out of sight of the camp. The scrub is about the

height of a man, a little higher, 6 or 7ft., and is so decep-

tive in its monotonous variety that the traveler loses

himself in next to no time and becomes utterly bewil-

dered the moment he tries to find his way back to where
he started from. Hundreds of men have walked round
in a circle in the scrub till they dropped and died of

starvation or thirst without ever having gone a mile from
their companions. Not so the natives. No blackfellow

ever yet got bushed; and if one were bushed for weeks
or months, he could always get a living.

So when the tucker question arises in the camp in its

gravest form, the blackfellow ties round his waist a thing

that looks not unlike a woolen comforter, but is in

reality a netted bag, made of fibrous bark, three or four

feet long and four or five inches wide; and thus lightly

attired he bids farewell to society with much grinning

and gesticulation and glides noiselessly into the scrub.

The next day, or, perhaps, the day after, if lie has had to

go far afield, he returns. His netted bag is still tied

tightly round his waist, but it is distended to its utmost
capacity by "rats and mice and such small deer," while

hanging to it by their heads and dangling from it to his

heels are perhaps three or four snakes, a couple of "go
Hannahs," and a varied assortment of lizards and native

cats. Loud congratulations welcome the successful

hunter, who is the most popular man in the camp for the

time being. The embers of the fire are fanned into a
flame with a cabbage tree hat, mallee roots as dry as tin-

der are piled on them, a cheerful blaze springs up, and
before long there is a nice clear fire for broiling or frying

or stewing, Then follows a royal feast, every man eat-

ing as much as he can, since meat won't keep in that hot

climate, and there is no knowing when he may get any
more. Although the animals are numerous and various

indeed, there is but little meat on any of them, for they
in their turn are half starved. The fleshiest of them all

are the snakes and the iguana, which live on insects, and
seem always in good condition. Their meat is very

white and delicate, with a curious flavor of its own,
something like chicken, but distinctly gamy. The meat
of the marsupials is not to be distinguished from hare,

only there is more on a ten-pound hare than there is on a

score of kangaroo rats and native cats. Men living in

the open air, who have fasted for two days, however,
pick very clean, and there is no waste at a meal like that.

If there are any parts which even the strong stomachs of

the bushmen reject, the blackfellow is not proud. He
eats them all, and is not very particular either as to

whether they are cooked or raw.
Now, how did this untutored savage contrive to catch

these wiliest and most agile of all wild animals on their

own ground and amid t-urroundings the most favorable

to their concealment? He caught them by simply exer-

cising the faculties of a superior wild animal. With
those wonderful great brown eyes of his he could see the

faintest trail where a snake had zigzagged through the

dry moss and leaves, or the lightest footmark where an
iguana had fled from his approach to its refuge in a hol-

low tree. When daylight failed him and the dews of

evening began to fall, his broad nostrils took up the chase,

and stooping down among the bushes, with a tough
forked stick- in his hand to support him in his tiring atti-

tude, he followed the track as unerringly as any blood-

hound. When he ran a snake to earth, if he could not

surprise it in the open and kill it by a sudden blow of his

stick, he squatted over its hole, holding the forked end

of his stick downward, and made a low hissing or whist-

ling sound with his lips. Soon the snake put his head
oufof the hole and peered around. In an instant the

forked stick descended and fixed it to the ground by the

neck, and the blackfellow, seizing it firmly with his

muscular hands just behind the head, so that it could
not bite him, dragged it out of the hole and twisted its

head off; or, if it were too strong for that, pounded it on
the ground till its back was broken. So with the iguanas

and all the other animals. The blackfellow never lost

their trail when once he got upon it, and having followed

them to their lair, he patiently waited until they came
out or until ho was able to get a hand in and pull them
out.

The blackfellows declare, and I believe with truth,

that not a single animal can escape them if they have
time to hunt a piece of desert country thoroughly. When
they want to return to camp, they can follow their own
trail by sight with the greatest ease, but they say they
cannot follow their own trail by scent at all. It has no
scent for them, though another man's has a strong scent.

This is one of the most curious facts connected with these

strange people; but it is only in accord with well-known
natural phenomena.
The governments of the several Australian colonies no

sooner became aware of the blackfellows' faculty of

hunting by sight and scent, than they discerned what
valuable auxiliaries they would be to the police. The
practice of employing black trackers to detect crime and
fugitives from justice dates from the time when New
South Wales and Van Piemen's Land were penal settle-

ments, and when the convicts frequently made their

escape from the stockades and. took to the bush, from
which they emerged to become the terror of the high-
ways, and often to commit frightful outrages at the set-

tlers' homes. There was nothing these miscreants were
so much afraid of as the black trackers; and they had
reason to be afraid of them, for more bushrangers were
brought to the gibbet by their means than by any other.

They have been employed ever since and still form a
valuable adjunct to the detective force.

The horrors of the bad days in the colonies are not
pleasant to recall. But I may briefly describe how a
shocking crime was brought to light and the criminals

were brought to justice by the aid of black trackers not
many years ago.

A certain district in the interior of New South Wales
had long been notorious for horse-stealing and robberies

of various kinds, and several most mysterious crimes had
been committed. The police were entirely baffled. It

stood to reason that some desperate scoundrels must be
at work. But the locality was very sparsely populated,

every house was known, and the inhabitants were ac-

counted for as respectable settlers, while those jjarts of

the district where there were no houses wrere so ragged
and inhospitable that it was not thought possible that the
bushrangers could subsist there. Bushrangers as a rule

are very self-indulgent gentry, like most criminals, and
they seldom or never carry on their operations long in

any part of the country where they cannot get snug
quarters in the houses of relatives or sympathizers among
the settlers. Here the authorities, after the most searching-

inquiries, could not discover a single dwelling in which a
bad character would have a chance of shelter. The whole
district was divided into large cattle farms, and though
some of the homesteads were buried in the bush in very
lonely situations, they were large and comfortable estab-

lishments, with a number of people about them, and be-

longed in every instance to men of wealth and standing
—the very class who were most inimical to the bush-
rangers, the horse stealers, and all other descriptions of

rapscallions. There was not a single shanty in the neigh-
borhood, the large proprietors having bought out, or

squeezed out, every "free selector," as the small settlers

are called, a class who had never been numerous in that
purely pastoral region. Yet the district was grievously
infested by bushrangers. Scarcely a month passed with-
out some audacious crime being committed, and more
than once leading settlers were stopped on the roads by
masked men, robbed of all they had about them, and
cruelly maltreated. There are degrees of villainy even
among bushrangers; and the gang who were at work in
this district seemed to belong to that odious class of des-

peradoes who committed brutalities for their own sake,

One day two boundary riders, who had been going the
rounds of the cattle station to which they belonged, re-

ported a terrible discovery. In the bush, not far froin a
back road leading to the principal town in the district,

they had found the remains of a man under circum-
stances so revolting to humanity that they might well be
deemed incredible. The indications showed beyond a
doubt that the unhappy wretch had been placed naked
upon an ant hill, fastened by the hands and feet to trees,

and left there to be devoured alive by the venomous
insects. This was a mode of torture well known to have
been inflicted in many instances by the very worst class

of bushrangers upon travelers who had shot any of the
gang or had refused to accede to their terms of ransom.
In this case it was manifest that the atrocious crime had
not been committed many days. The skeleton of the
victim Was white and dry—for the ants make quick
work—but the joints still hung together by the ligaments,
and some of the internal parts were not yet destroyed.
The news of this horrible discovery aroused an intense,

feeling of indignation throughout the district. A meet-
ing of settlers was held and a sum of $10,000 was sub-
scribed toward instituting a vigorous effort to detect the
criminals. The authorities at Sydney were communi-
cated with, and the police were allowed carte blanche,
They at once resolved to secure the services of the most
higfily trained blacktrackers to be obtained for money.
They came from Port Darwin, in the far north of Aus-
tralia, where they had been in the service of the Govern-
ment of the Northern Territory. No inkling of this was
allowed to get abroad in the afflicted district, but all

plans having been secretly laid, a couple of pleasant
looking elderly gentlemen, dressed in the garb of new
chums from England, rode up one evening to the home-
stead of the station where the body had been found, and
early the next morning three black cattle drovers arrived
at the same place with a mob of steers. The new chums
were two of the smartest police officers in Australia and
the colored cattle drovers were the black trackers from
Port Darwin. The latter were little fellows with enor-
mous heads, large, wistful, beautiful eyes, and straight

noses with blunt points and wide open nostrils. They wore
greasy cabbage tree hats, and the usual ragged breeches
and boots costume of the bullock-punching fraternity;

but it did not need much observation to see that this was
only a disguise in which they were very uneasy.
On the night of their arrival they went bareheaded

and barefooted, clothed only in a light serge jumper and
trousers, and carrying a short stick in their hand, to the
place where the ghastly skeleton of the murdered man
still lay, with its wrists'and ankles fastened to the trees.

The police officers had a long consultation with them in
their own language, and immediately afterward (he
three men began beating the bush just like setter i beat-

ing a field for partridges. The attitude was mos' pecu-
liar, the body being bent so low that the head was on a
level with the hips, if not lower, the back being hnllowed
in a very singular manner, and the weight of the fore-

part supported by the stick held in the hand. Yet, in

this cramped position, as it seemed, the blackfell .ws

were able to run at a very rapid pace. They scourt d
every inch of ground for hundreds of yards in every di-

rection, often going right down on their faces and press-

ing their noses to the earth for several minutes at a time.

In about half an hour they reported that they had found
a trail of two horses going in the direction of the hills,

and being put on that, they trotted off at a rate of fully

five miles an hour. After' a run of nearly three hours
they stopped short, and, closely examining the ground,
decided that they had reached the first halting place of

the criminals. They showed where the horses had been
tethered and where their riders had rested, and they
here made the startling assertion that there were three

iu the party, of whom one was a woman. The police dis-

believed this, but nothing would shake the trackers'

opinion. Following the trail on, they found another
camping place about twenty miles further toward the
bids, and here again they insisted that a woman had
been there with two men. What was more, they de-

clared that there had been a struggle, and that the track

of the horse which had borne the heaviest burden before

was lighter on leaving this spot. The police were incre-

dulous, and were for pressing on, but the trackers were
so positive they were allowed to have their own way. It

was now broad daylisht, and they were able to track

both by sight and scent.

They followed a trail of men's feet and other indica-

tions in an adjoining thicket, and there found the remains
of a woman's body, horribly mutilated and partially

charred, an attempt having evidently been made to burn
it.

The pursuit was at once resumed, and on the following

day the trackers ran the trail into a stockyard at a home-
stead buried in the bush on one of the roughest cattle

stations in the district. The police waited until a body of

troopers who were following them arrived. They then

surrounded the homestead and called on all the inmates
to surrender. No answer being given and all the doors

being found barred, the police prepared to set the build-

ing on fire. Upon that the owner of the station and two
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or three of his hands rushed out and gavethemselvesup.
The police made them fast and continued the burning.
Presently three other men made a bolt out of the house,
but were shot down and captured. These proved to be
the three escaped convicts, who had been twice convicted
of bushranging in other parts of the country. One of
them died of his wounds. The other two were hanged,
and the people who sheltered them were sentenced to
a long term of imprisonment. It came out that the cat-

tle station had been bought for the express purpose of af-
fording shelter for bushrangers under the guise of respect-
ability, and that the station owner, who, by the bye, was
a justice of the peace and a churchwarden, was brother
of one of the criminals. The " plant," as the police call

it, was a very clever one, and it would probably never
have been discovered had not the police brought the best
hlack trackers on the continent to follow the trail by sight
and scent. Edward Wakefield.

NOTES FROM ALASKA.
SITKA, Alaska, Nov. 5, 1889.—More than a year ago,

when it was announced that I was to come to
Alaska, to discharge important official duties, I received
letters from old friends in San Francisco, deploring the
fact that I was about to exile myself "among the seals
and icebergs" of this "inhospitable country.

1
' San Fran-

cisco has maintained quite a close commercial intercourse
with southeastern Alaska for twenty years, and her
papers have taken an interest in everything which has
concerned the new territory, so that it is almost incom-
prehensible how intelligent persons there, my corres-
pondents, could have formed such an inaccurate notion
of the couutry, that it is simply a land of "seals and ice-
bergs." This feeling, however, prevails among about
two-thirds of both houses of Congress, and has hitherto
resulted in the neglect which the Territory and its inter-
eats have suffered ever since the acquisition. A singular
manifestation of this want of knowledge and indifference
is apparent in the legislation of the last session of Con-
gress. The most important developed industry of Alaska
is the salmon fishery. Congress declared that all ob-
structions at the mouth of streams, against the ascending
of the salmon for breeding purposes, should be removed,
and none maintained. At the same time no appropria-
tion was made for policing the waters of Alaska, in order
to enforce this provision. I might enumerate other in-

stances of neglect and indifference. The seal industry
seems to engage all the attention of the authoiities at
Washington, while others, equally important to the
country, are ignored.
The topograyhy of the country, the ruggedness of the

mountains, the fact that the narrow valleys of the main-
land, and upou the thousand islands off the coast, are
occupied almost entirely by glaciers, which feed the
small short streams which reach the sea, will always
prevent Alaska from becoming the paradise of the
sportsman. The mountains are the steepest in the world,
and are everywhere. The valleys are nowhere wider
than the space occupied by the glacial streams which
find their way to the countless bays and inlets. The
mountain sides are clothed well up with fir, spruce, hem-
lock, yellow cedar, and a small species of birch, but the
undergrowth is a perfect jungle everywhere. The
timber, which has ^fclen, in some places for centuries,
seldom decays. In a few years, on account of the in-
tense humidity of the climate, the moss grows over this
fallen timber and from it shoots a new growth, so that
in thousands of instances great hemlock trees 5 or Oft, in
diameter, have with their roots straddled their fallen
predecessors, while cutting into the bodies of the latter
shows them to be as sound as when they first fell. Be-
sides this destruction of fallen timber, the devil's club, the
alder and the salmon berry bush create a dense thicket
at all points. It is the labor of hours often to penetrate
half a mile through this jungle. The devil's club is a
kind of thorny cactus which grows 10 or 15ft. high in
most places and throw out lateral branches, which inter-
lace with the alder and salmon berry bush and present
such an obstacle as is difficult to overcome. Besides that,
it has a poisonous thorn whose sting creates a pain as
enduring and acute as that of the hornet or the yellow
jacket. Where the mountains reach a height of 3,000ft.
the timber ceases at an elevation of about 2,000ft.
Before the timber extremity is reached, the wild cow-

slip begins, and this is the favorite food of the deer in
summer, and extends beyond that nearly to the summit.
The deer feed in great numbers on the islands in the
summer during the day in these cowslip pastures, where
there is no snow and no water. At night they find their
way from the heights and pasturage grounds to the mar-
gins of the fresh-water streams to drink, and early in the
morning again return to the pastures further up the sides
of the mountains. The snow did not begin to fall as
early on the tops of the mountains this fall as it did last,

though the loftiest of them are now very white, and every
day during this almost constant rain it is encroaching
downward more and more. In another month, in the
usual course, the snow will be four and five feet deep,
not only above the timber line, but far down into the
timber. This compels the deer to seek entirely new feed-
ing grounds. In the daytime they will then travel far
down into the timber to secluded' and sheltered spots,
where they remain until night. From December to
April they seek the beach at night, and feed on the short
kelp which abounds and is easily accessible at low tide.

Alaskan deer are very small. I have seen hundreds of
them brought in by the Indians for sale, and very few of
them will weigh more than 1251bs. when dressed. The
flesh has a taste much more like that of mutton than of
venison captured elsewhere. The bucks have no such
magnificent antlers as the deer of the Alleghenies and
the Blue Ridge range. I have never seen an antler where
the main stem exceeded ten inches, but notwithstanding
this, they are of great beauty and graceful proportions.
There are no wolves of any kind on any of the islands off

the coast from the British boundary to Sitka, nor have
deer been found near the coast on the mainland. The
wolves of the mainland seem to have driven the deer
across the narrow straits to the islands, where they are
unmolested by their enemy.
Deer stalking is utterly out of the question in south-

eastern Alaska. A small party of us, having confidence
that it was possible, notwithstanding the jungle and the
thickets, attempted it, but soon gave it up as wholly im-
practicable. In the summer and fall the Indians resort
to places where the deer come to the fresh water for
drink at night, and kill them, Few of the Indians have

improved firearms of any kind. The sale of such is pro-
hibited to them. Many of them have double-barreled
muzzleloading fowling pieces and old-fashioned percus-
sion rifles, and with these they kill the deer at short
range while hiding in the thickets close by where the
animals come to dxink.
At intervals of a mile, and often three miles, small

landslides have started well up toward the crests of the
mountains, and extended in narrow strips to the base.
These are never more than a few feet wide, but are worn
to a considerable depth by the water from melting snows.
Here there is no underbrush, but the courses are very
steep, and in very few instances can they be trodden by
human beings. The deer, as agile as the mountain goat,
use them as pathways, and when frightened from their
feeding grounds, among the kelp along the beach, clisap-

appear as quickly as thought up these narrow and steep
gulches, and are soon out of sight and hearing. The
coyote dog of the Indian will follow them when wounded,
and feed on the dead carcasses. In the winter time the
Indians kill the deer from their cedar canoes. They
paddle close in shore with the stillness of death, keeping
in the shelter of every jutting rock, aiming to round a
point where deer are feeding on the beach. Frequently,
after they are startled, deer will pause and gaze at the
hunter in his canoe, and stand there until the fatal shot
is fired.

At the present rate, the deer of southeastern Alaska
will soon be exterminated. There is no local legislation
in the Territory of any kind, and no legislative body.
While Congress has made some abortive laws looking to
the preservation of the salmon fisheries, and a great stir

over the international question of the seal rookeries, not
a single step has been taken to prevent the slaughter of
deer out of season. There is no close time, and the con-
sequence is that hundreds of pregnant does are killed,

and their carcasses simply abandoned in order to secure
the skins. The Indiris who are more interested in pro-
tecting these animals at that season than any others, do
not seem to have the slightest regard for consequences.
When spoken to about it by white men who h,ave given
the matter some consideration, they simply grin at you
in a style which they intend for an incredulous laugh,
and that is the end of it.

The sea otter, by far the most valuable fur animal in
Alaska, has been almost entirely exterminated in the
southeastern portion of the country. Formerly it was
the most abundant fur-bearing animal on this coast.
During Russian occupation limits were placed upon the
numbers taken, in order to insure a constant supply, but
from the date of our acquisition, in 1867, nothing has
been done to check extermination. Within the past few
years the sea otter of the western coast of Alaska has
been rapidly undergoing the fate of that animal in
the southeastern part. Scores of American and other
vessels go to the Asiatic coast opposite, with cargoes of
firearms and alcohol, and thence a trade is illicitly car-
ried on with the natives on the American side. With
breechloading and magazine rifles and nets as substi-
tutes for the old-fashioned spear shot from a long bow,
natives and whites are both totally exterminating sea
otters and all the other fur-bearing animals of that part of
the coast. This evil is becoming so formidable that the
period is not very far off when the Government will be
called on to support the natives on this coast, when with
proper foresight they might have remained self-support-
ing for an indefinite period. J. H. K.

THE HILL FARMS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
ptHARLESTOWN, N. H.—Editor Forest and Stream:
KJ Since writing you a few days ago on the "Woods
and Waters of New Hampshire," my mind has often
wandered back half a century to some"of the happy days
spent on those old hill farms, and I have thought of a
few more things I would like to say on the subject of
restoring the forests of these highlands, rather than to
attempt to repopulate them by the introduction of immi-
grants, whose children after the first generation would
probably become emigrants, and leave them for more fer-
tile fields, as did the sons of the early settlers. Let me
preface with a few words of geographical and geological
description.
Here, where I write, is probably one of the most fertile

sections of the State. The Connecticut Valley is about a
mile wide, and through it the river takes its usual sinu-
ous course, leaving a broad stretch of fertile meadow on
either hand, now in New Hampshire and now in Ver-
mont, from which the hills rise steeply on each side to a
height of 300 or 400ft. above the river. Then comes a
depression and then a higher rise, and so on till the
height of land is reached, either in the Green Mountains
or at the "backbone" of New Hampshire.
Many of these high ridges were the first points selected

by the early settlers, perhaps for the sunny exposure,
perhaps for the lookout, affording more safety from
attacks from the French and Indians, who were in the
habit of coming down the river on their raids hi the "old
French war," and it is to some of these farms, which 1
knew well when a boy, that my memory turns.
The underlying rock here in the valley is a coarse mica

schist, which four miles east of the village forms a long
ridge about 1,000ft. above the sea, or 700 above the river,
with several peaks rising to 1,300 or 1,400ft. above sea
level; then comes a deep valley, in which about east of
the village head two brooks, one flowing north and one
south: and then the land rises again to the village of
Acworth, 1,400ft. above the sea, and the rock changes to
the genuine New Hampshire granite.
Just four miles east of the village, on the Acworth

road, stands the old "Prospect Hill Fa?'in," from which
went the two of my schoolmates, whom I spoke of in my
last, as leading Western troops to victory in the war for
the preseveration of the Union. The old house stands as
it stood then, bare and bald by the roadside, with not a
tree near it save a few scrubby lilac bushes, for these old
pioneers hated a tree as the devil is said to hate holy
water, and the grandfather of my friends, who settled
this farm in 1780, cut down everything within reach ex-
cept the "sugar hush," which used to stretch up a rocky
swale toward the top of Prospect Hill, itself rising 200ft.
higher just east of the house. This was as bare as my
hand, and was used for a sheep pasture, and is as bare
now, save that the summit is crowned with a cairn of
stones and a flagstaff, which weire used as a landmark in
the topographical survey of the State made some thirty
years since.

It is well called Prospect Hill, for from its bald summit
the viewr is clear in every direction. The great granite
dome of Ascutney lifts itself 3,000ft in air, clean from
the river bank, unbroken by any foothills, about sixteen
miles to the north; a little to the east of this is the range
of the Croydon Mountains, with Moosilanke beyond them

;

nearly east is Sunapee Mountain, and in the opening be-
tween you get a distant, view of Cardigan, and beyond
that in a clear day of Mt. Washington itself. To the
southeast is Monadnock; arid the whole west is one great
panorama of the Green Mountain peaks for eighty miles.
Mt. Equinox, Mt. Tabor, Mt. Holley, Shrewsbury Moun-
tain and Killington Peak, and in good weather the Cam-
el's Hump, are sharply outlined against the sky.
From the front of the house the "mowing lot" sloped

away down into "Rock Meadow," which then held a
sparkling trout brook, fed by the waters from the heavy
forest of oak, beech and maples, which then clothed the
northeasterly slopes of Prospect Hill beyond my friend's
domain. There was but little arable land near the house,
enough to furnish the necessary supply of potatoes, rye,
Indian corn and pumpkins for the family use, and that
was all.

Many a happy day have I spent there, going out first

in the spring to the "sugar mahing," then trout fishing
in Rock Meadow later, and in the fall squirrel shooting,
winding up in the evening with a coon hunt, or a tramp
across lots to the "old red school house," set on a cross
road as near the geographical center of "the district" as
possible, to the meetings of the "Debating Club," for
these old farms raised lots of boys then , and we used to
discuss the same old questions which have vexed the
minds of hoys and opened their lips since the days of
Cain and Abel. Not that we ever came to blows, but I

have never doubted that that historic quarrel arose in
some discussion on land- tenure, or the single tax! I

wish our Mend, the author of "Uncle Lisha," would give
us a description of one of these country debating societies;

he could do it justice.

In the winter my friends came into the village to their
grandmothers' to get some higher shooting than the out-
lying district afforded, for they bad then made up their
minds to "go West," stimulated by the exanqile of some
cousins who had gone from the village to Illinois about
1830, and they wanted to study land surveying and some
other matters not quite in the reach of the ordinary
country schoolmaster. After thoy and a still younger
brother had gone, their father sold the old farm and
moved into the village. Here he bought a bit of pasture
land on the edge of the plateau on which the village
stands, and down which sloped the road to the meadows,
bordered by a beautiful row of old oaks and butternuts.
These he at once cut down, and converted into firewood,
leaving it as bare as he had left his hill pastures.
Those were pleasant days, though, for the boys at the

old hill farm. The dining table was always set in one
corner of the big kitchen, and amply stored with rye and
Indian bread and butter, doughnuts and cheese, cold
baked beans, apple and pumpkin pies, and a big pitcher
of milk, and there was no delay nor trouble about meals,
it' we wanted to go for gray squirrels before daylight, or
lingered late by the brook for the last big trout in the
evening. I will not attempt to ring in the old device of
comparing the provender to that of some noted restaura-
teur, but there was plenty of it, and we were always
hungry.

The old house and the big barns still stand there, but
the next house is utterly gone, save the cellar wall. The
bare pasture ridge stretches away a mile to the south, and
then on another road which crosses it to the valley of the
"Great Brooks" stand two more deserted farms, the shells

of the old houses and barns left, but windowless and for-

lorn. Then comes "Brier Hill," once well wooded, but
now deserving of its name; then comes another road
which sweeps round the base of the next peak, "Sam's
Hill," so-called from an old Revolutionary colonel who
owned it. This, although joining the ridge at its east end
and overtopping it, is of a different formation ; it is sim-
ply a great wedge of white quartz, thrust up from below,
in some early geological convulsion, shaped for all the
world like the front sight on an old-fashioned rifle; steep
to the east and south, but sloping easily to the west,
toward the village. This was too rough and steep for
pasturage, and the old wood was left untouched until
within the last twenty years, when it has been cleared
for lumber and fuel; but not being burned over, the hill

is just springing up to woodland again.
South of this hill comes a deep meadow, through which

runs a once favorite trout brook, and in which stood a
hay barn. The farmhouse to which it belonged stood in
another meadow, an eighth of a mile to the west, with
another pasture ridge between—but there is noth ing left

now but the old well.

The clearing of the forests dried up the brooks in the
summer, and exterminated the trout, as at Rock Meadow.
The alders grew up thick in the sluggish water, and
then roots choked it back into the meadows, which have
become tussocky swamps instead of good mowing.
Next, and last on my list, which is getting too long

already, comes Page's Hill. Over this stretched the
"Old Crown Point Trail," by which the Colonial troops
from the seaboard marched to Ticonderoga. The old
road stretched straight awTay to the southeast, uphill and
down, and here on this hill are two more old vacant
farms.
One of these I used to visit often, for the big pastures

were full of old solitary chestnuts, left as a shelter for
the sheep, and it was a great place for gray squirrels. I

well remember the day when President Harrison's grand-
father, "Old Tippecanoe," was elected, for two of my
cronies came out here, and returned at night with thir-

teen gray squirrels and one black one. The old farmer
died childless, his widow moved into "the street," and
the farm passed into the hands of the next neighbor,
whose family has run out entirely, but whose old house
still stands tenantless on the western brow of the hill,

commanding one of the most beautiful views in New
England. Down through the valley of the little brook
just mentioned, 1,000ft. below and four miles away, you
get a glimpse of the waters of the Connecticut, sparkling
in the sunshine, with the long ranges of the Green Moun-
tains for a background.
But I have taken too much time in description, for my

memory has run away Avith me.
Here are these miles of breezy, billowy pasture lands,

once covered with thousands of sheep, now vacant and
solitary; what shall be done with them? The sheep, I
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remember, were known as Saxony merinoes," a small-

boned, fine-wooled race, which were too tender for our

climate, and which I have seen die of the " foot rot " by
the thousand. They have been sent to the West,where in

Michigan and Iowa' their frames have grown larger and
their fleeces longer. And the sons of the farmers have
followed the sheep.

I do not agree with the common statement that the

farmers' sons have gone to the cities. It has been the

sons of the village minister and lawyer, the doctor, the

tavern keeper, and the country merchant, who have made
the exodus to the large towns. The farmers' sons have
stuck well by the soil, and have gone where it is less

rocky and more fertile. I have often talked with my
farmer friends about restoring the sheep husbandry by
the introduction of the coarser-wooled and more hardy
Cheviot sheep, which would furnish good mutton as well

as wool, for the flesh of these grassy- wooled " Saxonies "

was too rank to be agreeable and too small to be profit-

able; but they pronounce my notion impracticable, and
say the pastures are worn out. As the lands lie now they

would hardly give a comfortable living to a family of

skunks, much less of Scandinavians !

Here and there are patches where long tongues of sap-

ling pines or white birches are stretching out into them;
but the greater part of them are given up to sweet fern,

hardback and thistles. The rocky ribs stick out in all

directions through the thin soil, in which burning and
grazing seem to have destroyed all the seeds and sprouts

of the trees. The birches and maples springup along the

stone walls by the roadside, mingled with sumachs and
blackberries, and here and there an oak, a butternut or

an apple gives evidence of the droppings of some wan-
dering squirrel or jay.

It seems to me that the great need, not only of New
England, but of the whole of the Northern States to-day,

is a knowledge of some system of judicious forestry.

Coal is in some part taking the place of wood for fuel,

but the old hardwoods are being constantly used up for

railway ties, furniture, baskets, bobbins, etc., etc., and
are now being largely drawn upon for wainscoting and
floors, to take the place of the pine, which is practically

gone. I trust I have not wearied your readers, but as I

look from my window on the range of hills once covered
with old forest, now bare and rocky, or slowly starting

into a fresh growth, which I shall never live to see

developed, I cannot help being somewhat prolix on the
question, and hope that I may find some to sympathize
with me.
Although, as I have said, never intended by nature for

an agricultural region, New Hampshire is becoming year
by year more and more the great sanitarium for the
northeastern seaboard States.

Thousands of visitors from Boston, New York and
Philadelphia fill her hillsides and valleys every summer
in search of health and recreation; and the number stead-

ily increases. Restore her forests and you restore her
fisheries, and the $3,000, which is the extreme that the
State has ever spent in any year for her Fish Commission,
is repaid an hundred fold annually by the anglers who
visit her waters. If New Hampshire cannot produce
beef and wheat to compete with the prairies of the "West,

she can devote her energies to raising strong and healthy
men and women, and the State which has furnished
Lewis Cass to Michigan, John A. Dix to New York, Jere-
miah Mason and John Sullivan to Massachusetts, and
Daniel Webster to the Union, need not be ashamed of her
products. VoN

THE WHITE GOAT IN CAPTIVITY.
BY JOHN FANNIN AND GEO. BIRD GRINNELL.

THE fact that Mazama montana produces a wool
which may be valuable lends an added interest to

the question of its possible domestication. The following
paragraphs include all the cases known to the writer's in
which individuals of this species have been held in cap-
tivity. We should be gratified to learn of other instances
of this kind, and will gladly receive communications on
this subject, which should be addressed to the office of
the Forest and Stream.

Some time about the 15th of May, 1881, an Indian
came to my house, at Burrard Inlet, with the request
that I would accompany him to his canoe and look at a
tenctss mowitch (small animal) which he wanted to sell

me. I followed the old fellow down to the water, and
stood by while he drew the thing out from the folds of
an old blanket and stood it on the beach. A little bullet-

shaped head surmounted by a pair of tiny, sharp-pointed
ears, a mere handful of a body propped up on four long
and clumsy-looking legs, it was certainly the most un-
gainly animal I had ever seen. Its coat was of pure
white wool, very short and slightly curly, and with very
little appearance of hair except in the beard, which just
showed itself beneath the lower jaw. There was no
sign of horns, although slight protuberances could be felt

beneath the skin where these would come. It was a male
and probably not over a week old, and the Indian had
run it down on the side of a mountain after shooting its

mother. I gave the Indian his price, %%, and, picking
the little waif up in my arms, carried it to the house.
For two weeks I fed it on cow's milk weakened with

water, feeding it about every hour and allowing it only a
very little milk at a time. Then for a day or two I added
a little oatmeal to the milk, and before long almost any-
thing of a vegetable nature was eagerly gobbled up by
it. It appeared to be always hungry, but strange to say
it would allow no one to feed it but myself. It soon be-
came a little troublesome

,
though, for, no matter where I

went, the goat followed at my heels like a dog. At meal
timas it would accompany me to the. hotel, and repose at
my feet under the table. It would follow me into the
woods, on my short trips after grouse, and the report of
my gun had little or no effect on it. If I climbed up on
a stump and sat down for a smoke, the goat would climb
up too and sit down on its haunches by my side, and with
its nose straight out in front gazing solemnlv into the
gloom of the deep forest, so long as I kept quiet it woidd
remain motionless. The chirrup of a squirrel or twitter
of a bird failed to attract its attention in the slightest
degree, but if I made the least motion to get down, it
was up at once and ready for a spring.

It had a great passion for high places, which I imagine
is born with the animal. When I first got it, I made a
bed in one corner of the shed by filling a low box with
clean, soft hay, the goat standing by watching the oper-

ation. When it was finished I picked him up and put
him on the hay, pulling his legs from under him and mak-
ing him lie down; in fact giving him t£> understand that

that was to be his bed. But as soon as I took my hands
off him he jumped out of the box. At the further end of

the shed, which was about fifteen feet long, stood a pile

of fir bark, six feet high, corded up in the usual way of

cording firewood. When he jumped out of the box he
walked over to this pile and stood for a moment looking
up at the top of it. Then he backed away from it till

within a few feet of where I stood, and taking a run
climbed up that bark like a eat, and lying down on the
top looked at me as much as to say, "This is the way we
do in the mountains." From then till the day he died his

bed was always on the top of that bark.
He was an early riser, and long before my usual time

of getting up he would rout me out by butting against the
door. There were two domestic animals it could not bear
t he sight of—a cow and a dog. But while it would al-

most break its neck in its endeavors to get away from the
former, the appearance of the latter aroused all the com-
bativeness of its nature. One day a gentleman came
into my shop accompanied by a setter dog, when the goat
immediately assumed a belligerent attitude, walking
around the room Stiff-legged, his little hoofs coining down
on the floor with a loud tap at every step. Finally he
halted at a respectful distance from the dog, and with
his head lowered, bracing himself for a last effort, he
seemed to be awaiting, or about to begin, an attack. The
dog surveyed the little creature for a moment, and then,
probably thinking it scarcely worth bothering with, lay
down on the floor and went to sleep. As the dog re-

mained motionless, the goat relaxed its rigid attitude
and moved cautiously nearer, until, by stretching its

neck, it brought its nose within an inch of that of the
dog. Just then a fly disturbed the dog's slumbers, and
in bringing up its paw to brush away the insect, it hit the
goat a sharp tap on the nose. Like the Tecoil of a steel

spring, quick as a flash, the goat sprang into the air, and
in coming down and trying to alight as far away from
the dog as possible, he got tangled up in the legs of a
wooden chair, which, in his hurry to get out of the house,
he carried off with him. When he shook himself clear
of the chair and looked round and found that the house
had not fallen and that the dog was perfectly quiet, he
put on a look of utter disgust and skulked off into a
corner of the yard, where he lay down in a clump of
weeds and remained out of sight till the dog was clear of
the premises.
As a general rule he was quiet, in fact mopish ; but

when he did break out in a playful mood, some of his
tricks were simply ludicrous. One day I was sitting
with a friend in front of my house, when the goat, which
had been cutting up pranks, evidently for our amuse-
ment, came and lay down at my feet. The cutting for
the stage road, which ran past the house about 50ft.

away, had left a steep bank about 5 or 6ft. high; that is,

the road was so much lower than the plot on which we
were sitting. Presently the goat got up, and walking
over to the edge of this bank, stood looking down this
miniature precipice to the road. Suddenly he sprang
into the air and pitched headforemost down the bank. I

ran across, expecting to find the little brute with its neck
broken, instead of which he was standing at the bottom
shaking the sand out of his eyes and nostrils. When he
got through he climbed up the bank, and turning round,
performed the same act again, turning a complete sum-
mersault on the way down. He did this about half a
dozen times, occasionally throwing himself on his side
and rolling down, covering himself from head to tail

with dirt and sand.
I allowed him the full liberty of the house, in fact I

could not control him, and it was this unlimited freedom
that cost him his life. He was always with me in my
work shop, and would always jump up on my bench and
stand sagely watching every movement I made. He had a
great habit of picking up and chewing anything he came
across, and one day he did this with one of my poisoned
bh-d skins. He had taken the skin outside the house,
and the first I knew about it was when the little fellow
came running through the door toward me, and fell

before he quite reached me. I suspected what was the
matter, and lifting him up poured some sweet oil down
his throat, but he died in about half an hour.
His horns at this time were about one inch long, and

considering that the horns of some young males in Sep-
tember are from four to five inches long, it is more than
probable that these appendages are of rapid growth the
first year. J. F.

Unusual as is the white goat, and few as are the hunters
who have killed it, there are yet known many instances of
its having been captured and kept alive in a state of semi-
domestication. The results of our investigations into
this matter have somewhat surprised us. and show that
with ordinary care there is no reason why this species,
if captured young and permitted to remain in its native
country, may not be reared in captivity and become as
tame as any domestic animal.

It has been reported that a number of years ago—the
dates vary from 1869 to 1876—several white goats were
caught alive in the mountains somewhere near Deerlodge,
Montana, and we have seen a carte cle visite photograph
of what appears to be a large male, which is said to have
been of one of these animals. Of these individuals we
have been able to obtain no detailed account. More re-
cent, and more to the purpose, is the narrative of the cap-
ture in 1879, near what is now Phillipsburgh, Montana, of
eight individuals of this species, the details of which
were related to us by Mr. David Dobson, one of the three
men who took part in the hunt. David Dobson, bis
brother Thomas and a man named Palmer made up the
party, and the ground where they captured the goats
was the nearly flat top of a rock-covered mountain
about 20 miles from the head of the Bighole, near where
Phillipsburgh now is. Above the general level of the
mountaintop rose, here and there, isolated pinnacles of
rock. This flat mountaintop was the home of a band of
about thirty goats. They had been discovered by the
men , who supposed that live specimens of Mazama could
be sold for large sums of money. Having provided them-
selves with a number of dogs, one or two of which had
been trained to this chase, they started out about June 10,

1879. Proceeding with their horses as far up the moun-
tain as convenient, they camped, and the next morning-
ascended the rocks on foot, taking with them their dogs
and ropes. The goats, conspicuous by their whiteness
against the gray rocks, were soon discovered. They were
quite unsuspicious, and permitted a near approach
When they began to move off, the men loosed the dogs,
which soon drove a part of the band up on to a rocky
pinnacle, where they stood at bay, defending them-
selves by fierce thrusts of their sharp horns at the dogs.
They paid little heed to the men, who were able to ad-
vance so close to them as to throw the noose of a rope
over the head of one of them. This having been done,
the loop of a second rope was slipped over the first one
and run up close to the animal, when it was dragged
from its perch. Two men, one on either side of it, each
holding a rope, could so far control the creature as to
keep it from reaching either of them. In this way they
caught in three trips up the mountain eight goats. At
each visit, the goats were wilder than they had been the
time befoie, and after they were chased the third time,
they deserted the mountain, and were seen on it no more!
The animals when first caught resisted fiercely and

made vigorous efforts to attack their captors. So vio-
lent were their struggles that several of them were
seriously injured and afterward died from this cause.
They were necessarily handled roughly, for they would
not lead, and the men were obliged to throw them down,
tie them and then carry them on a litter down the moun-
tain to a point where a horse could come. Here they
were transferred to a travois, and so transported to the
camp, where they were picketed out. Of these animals
four were young and four were adults; there were three
males and five females. The young ones soon became
tame, but the old were always savage and morose. All
of the latter died within a few days, either from injuries
received at the time of their capture or from hurting
themselves by dashing about when picketed. One of
the young ones died, probably from having been given
some molasses to eat.

Mr. Dobson stated that of the three survivors one was
given to the owners of the trained dogs, in return for the
use of the latter; one was pledged for provisions, and
one was left at a ranch to be cared for, and is supposed
to have died. The subsequent history of these animals is

not known, but it is possible that one or more of them
may be identical with other captive goats to be men-
tioned later—those, owned by Mr. Dickson.
Nearly ten years ago our friend, J. C. Hughes, told us

of having seen, some 1 ears before, at Yale, B. C., two
young goats which had been captured and brought into
the town by some Indians. He stated to me as an ex-
ample of the jumping and balancing powers of these
animals, that if put in an empty barrel these little things
would jump out of it, and balance themselves on the
chine of the barrel.

Captain Chas. E. Bendire, about the year 1876, in
Idaho, between the towns of Rocky Bar and Atalanta, in
Alturas county, heard of three tame white goats. These
belonged to a German citizen of the former place, were
allowed full liberty, and were often seen on the stage
road between these two points. We have tried to obtain
some detailed information about these specimens, but so
far without success.

Through the kindness of Mr. Howard Rogers, of Fern-
dale, Washington, we are able to give an account of a
tame white goat received by him from the Rev. John A.
Teniiant, an early settler of Washington Territory, who
writing to Mr. Rogers about this individual, says:
"I saw the goat on the Columbia River, at the mouth

of the Wenatchie, in the winter of 1871-72, I think in
December, 1871. It was caught by an Indian hunter in
the Cascade Mountains, near the headwaters of the
Wenatchie, where they are quite abundant. It was very
small when taken, and was given to a trader living at
Wenatchie, and raised by him. It was a male and less

than a year old, but seemed nearly grown. It ran around
the house and was a great nuisance, as it could not be
kept out of the house, but would hide itself under beds
or wherever it could, and would be found in the morn-
ing sleeping on the cook stove. It would go out and eat
hay with the cattle, and was most pugnaciously inclined,
and woe to the cow that dared provoke its wrath, as it

would follow her for half a day. butting her at every
opportunity. Like the true goat it was omnivorous, and
this caused its death, as it found a pair of old buckskin
pants and devoured the same, which was the cause of
its untimely decease shortly after I saw it. From what I
saw of it I think there would be no difficulty in domesti-
cating the animal if taken young."
There is said to have been, about twel ve or fifteen years

ago, a white goat on exhibition at Woodward's Gardens,
in San Francisco, Cal. We have been unable to learn
any details of the history of this specimen, but through
the kindness of Mr. F. Gruber we are given to under-
stand that it reached the gardens in bad health and lived
but a very short time. We have an impression that it

came from British Columbia. Its mounted skin is at
present on exhibition at the gardens.
In the year 1888 we heard from Mr. Joseph Kipp, Indian

trader at the Blackfeet Agency in northern Montana, of
some domesticated goats at one time owned by a resident
of Silver Bow or Butte, Montana. His information about
these animals came from Mr. James Ross. It was stated
that they were perfectly tame and roamed at liberty over
the country. Usually they were docile, playful and
good-natured, but at times they would be seized with
sudden fits of anger and would attack calves and dogs,
inflicting severe and often fatal wounds with their sharp
horns. So troublesome did they become in this way,
and so expensive to their owner, that he had brass knobs
put on their horns to protect the animals which they at-

tacked.

Soon after hearing of these goats we wrote to Mr.
Ross on the subject and received a reply stating that
the owner of the goats referred to by Mr. Kipp was Frank
Dickson, of Butte City. Mr. Ross says, further: "When
I left Butte City, four years ago, he had three of these
animals. Whether they bred or not I am not able to
answer. He (Dickson) was living close to the timber
and allowed the goats perfect freedom to go where they
pleased. I myself have seen them in the timber, several
miles away from home, but they were always sure to be at
home by sunset. They were captured when about six weeks
old, in the Cable Mountains, about eighteen miles from
the present city of Anaconda, or about thirty-six miles
from Butte." Mr. Ross further said that he would com-
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municate with Mr. Dickson, and on receiving fuller par-
ticulars would let us hear from him again, but up to this

time we have received nothing from him. It seems not
improbable that these animals, or some of them, may
have been those captured by Mr. Dobson's party in 1879.

At all e vents they must have been taken in almost the
same locality, though fuller information is needed to

absolutely connect the individuals.
On May 24, 1889, a Cree half-breed named Burd cap-

tured on Red Eagle Mountain, overlooking Red Eagle
Lake, in Montana, a young female goat whose mother he
had killed. Of this animal Mr. J. W. Schultz, Burd's
partner, wrote: "We feed the goat mare's milk, three
pints a day, and she is doing finely. She seems to be
much more hardy than a young sheep [i. e. , Ovis cana-
densis], and when she is not asleep she is jumping about
and playing all sorts of antics. I notice that she uses her
knees a good deal when climbing a steep place. Instead
of bleating, the noise she makes is more like the mew of a
cat." This little animal died June 11. The cause of its

death is not known. In a letter received from Mr. Schultz
in November, 1889, it is stated, on the authority of Burd,
that a Blood Indian recently caught a goat alive on the
McLeod road near Lee's Creek, and took it into the settle-

ment, where he sold it to a rancher for $8. It soon died.
The history of the various individuals already men-

tioned seems to indicate that with proper care and feeding
there is little difficulty in rearing and domesticating
Mazama montana. if it is captured when quite young,
and is not removed from the region to which it is native.
These domesticated individuals become, like many others
of our American herbivorous animals, so familiar as to
be very troublesome. They are too affectionate. Their
life in captivity is somewhat precarious, owing to the de-
praved appetite which seems to be common to them and
to tame mountain sheep, antelope, deer and elk. All
these animals pick up and chew or eat a variety of sub-
stances which are not food. They will devour paper,
cloth, tobacco and even meat, and this extraordinary
appetite often causes their death.
The adult white goat probably cannot be tamed. We

have never heard of one that long survived captivity, and
Mr. John Willis, who has had some experience with them,
wrote us some time ago, "They are very easy to trap, but
I do not think they would live out of the mountains. I

had one kept in. [It did well] as long as I staid in camp,
but when I brought it down out of the mountains it did
not seem like the same animal. It just grieved itself to
death." G. B. G.

A TAME SNIPE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A domesticated surf snipe your readers may say is im-

possible, and yet it is an undisputed fact. Every shooter
who goes to the sand dunes of the Great South Bay dur-
ing the summer months, to sit for hours at the time in
the broiling sun, lying in wait for the restless snipe, has
probably seen the beautiful turnstone (Strepsilas inter-
pres), commonly called the horse-foot snipe, coursing the
sands alone or in company with one or two of its own
species. One of these handsomely plumed birds fell a
victim to my 12-bore, or rather was made a captive last

July while crouching behind a few highly scented empty
barrels 30yds. away from my stools, out on Rockaway
Beach, better known as the "Point." The bird appeared
to be stunned, and was but very slightly injured on the
tip of the right wing.

I caught it after a brief chase, and being struck by its

extraordinary beauty, resolved to take it home and try
to keep it alive. My friends assured me that my experi-
ment would prove a dismal failure, as the snipe would
not feed in captivity, and furthermore, it would be very
difficult to find out just what kind of food to offer it.

Our noble turnstone was very reluctant the first three
or four days to partake of any of the tempting morsels
put before it—boiled rice, the white of a boiled egg,
mockingbird food and meal worms; all these remained
untouched. Then I tried an oyster on the half shell.

The bird fairly pounced upon the bivalve as soon as
placed within his reach, and devoured it in short order.

Oysters, mockingbird food and an occasional meal
worm form its regular bill of fare now. It seems to
thrive on it, is growing fat and plump, and has become
thoroughly tamed; it takes its food from my hand, and
leaves at d re-enters its cage whenever so inclined.

Wm. Schott.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE SNOWY OWL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
My request for information as to the winter zone of the

snowy owl (Nyctea nyctea), appearing in your issue of
Nov. 28, 1889, has brought me such a considerable volume
of information frommany willing correspondents that Iam
encouraged in attempting to further ascertain all I possi-

bly can concerning this bird. I shall be exceedingly
obliged to any one who will send me facts about the
snowy owl, telling particularly of early, late, or extreme
southern appearances. I suggest the following heads as
convenient for grouping the information to be sent, and
as outlining the ground I wish to cover: 1. Where and
when you have seen the snowy owl. 2. What you know
of the observations of others in your vicinity. 3. If these
birds occur in about the same numbers annually with
you, and if they arrive and depart on uniform dates. 4.

Of any local or common names for this bird, also of
names in other languages than English. 5. Of the cry
of the snowy owl. 6. Food of this owl; state if informa-
tion is from examined stomachs. 7. Measurements and
weights. 8. Plumage of adults, albinos, or melanistic
specimens. 9. If its flesh is ever used as food by man, or
by other animals, i. e., its enemies. 10. If at any time
they are gregarious. 11. Nest: eggs; plumage of young.
12. Newspaper clippings. 13. Thermometrical and bar-
ometrical records bearing on the movements of this spe-

cies. 14. Of the life of the snowy owl in confinement.
L. S. Foster.

New York, Dec. 12.

Editor Forest and Stream:
About Dec. 1 a large snowy owl was killed eight miles

east from this place > and since that time no less than ten
have been reported to me. I have never seen or heard of
one in this locality before, and old settlers say the same.
We have had very mild weather all the fall; in fact, the
ducks have not left us yet, and yesterday (Dec. 12) I

killed three jack snipe, which would seem to indicate

a continuance of pleasant days. Owls of all species are
more abundant than I have ever before seen them, par-
ticularly the great horned owl. C. P. Hubbard.
Broken Bow, Nebraska.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Within the last month five snowy owls have been shot

near here; and two have been captured alive and are ap-
parently doing well in coufinement. Some of those
killed were very large, measuring nearly 6ft. from tip to
tip. The contents of the stomachs of some of those
killed show them to have been feeding on birds. This is

their first appearance here for some seven or eight years.

H.
Edgar, Nebraska, Dec. 12.

A Late Fawn.—Thetis, Washington.—Editor Forest
and Stream: On the farm of Mr. Robert Legerwood,
near Thetis, Washington, was found on Nov. 10, 1889, a
dead doe, which, at the time of her death, a few days
previous, was carrying a fawn. Mr. Legerwood had
fired at a large buck the day before, and observing his
dog sneaking into the bushes in the direction where last

he had seen the escaping buck, he went, accompanied by
his neighbor Mr. R. B. Lane, to see if the dog had not
found his deer dead. They found instead the dead doe.
The day following (Nov. 12) I hastened to Bee for myself
this strange sight. I found the dead deer, a large doe of
the white-tail species (Cervus virginianus), and the fawn
was a doe apparently perfectly developed and almost
ready for birth. It was the opinion of all who saw the
little wonder that had the mother been unhurt its birth
would not have been later than Dec. 1. The mother doe
had been shot with a small solid bullet, which struck her
too far back, and the unlucky hunter had in consequence
lost a really fine specimen. Another illustration, by the
way, of the practice of carrying pop-guns in pursuit of
large game. Four persons stand ready to testify to these
facts, Mr. Legerwood, Mr. Lane, my son Bruce Belknap,
and myself. So out of the usual order of nature is this
strange fact, and so contrary to my own observation for
thirty-five years, that I call upon my brother sportsmen
and hunters to produce if possible a parallel instance.—
Orin Belknap.

Wanted—A Devil Fish.—There is not in the National
Museum a good skin of the devil fish, sea devil or manta
(Mania birostris), which is so effectually described in
Elliotts's "Carolina Sports," published three decades ago.
This immense ray, with a disk breadth of twenty feet, is

said to be common enough still in the Gulf of Mexico,
and we have seen many individuals off the coast of Yuca-
tan. As the delight of many of our angling fraternity
is in big game, we invite their special attention to this

huge creature, which will furnish sport for a boat's crew.
The museum will pay the cost of transportation, and in

winter it will not be necessary to use ice for packing: the
ray can be shipped in a box or cask, simply wrapped in

gunny sacks, canvas or some other coarse material, and
addressed to the Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
D. C. This ray will be readily recognized by its great
size and the long ear-like appendages on its head, com-
monly referred to as horns. A figure of the species is

given in DeKav's "New York Fauna," Fishes, plate 67,

fig. 219.
*

Great Grat Owl in New York.—An adult female
specimen of the great gray owl ( Uhda einerea) was taken
by John Wright, of Watson, Lewis county, N. Y. . Dec.
17. The big bird flew into the yard where they were
butchering and perched in a tree near them. Mr. Wright
had been told by Mr. James BL. Miller, of this place, to

shoot any owls he might see and bring them to him.
When Mr. Miller was shown the bird and was informed
that it had been purchased for him, said, "I will take
this as a Christmas present and ask for nothing else."

When he told me where it had been shot and by whom,
I could but heave a sigh, for only the day before I had
been rabbit hunting in the very woods the bird flew out
of when first seen, and my horse had been hitched in the
very yard where the bird was shot. The measurements
were: Length, 24in.; extent, 58in. The stomach was
empty. This is the first authentic record of this species
having been taken in Lewis county, so far as I am aware
of.—O. Stewart Bamber, M.D. (Lowville, N. Y.).

Locked Antlers.—Kankakee, Mich., Dec. 14.—Messrs.
Harrison Loring and F. S. Campbell have just returned
from a hunt in the Upper Peninsula. They report game
very scarce and wild, and hunting bad on account of
being dry and very noisy in the timber; nevertheless the
party killed eight deer. Mr. Campbell killed two very
large bucks caught fighting. When they were surprised
their antlers were so firmly interlocked the bucks could
not separate themselves, and thus fell an easy prey. The
united efforts of Mr. Campbell and Mr. Loring with their

naked hands could not separate the antlers, and they had
to resort to levers. Mr. Loring and Mr. Campbell say
that if any of their friends should go to Metropolitan,
Mich., and desire a lively rig they recommend their
friends to call on Case Anderson. They received many
courtesies from Peter McCrimon, a foreman of the Ford
River Lumber Company, near whose quarters they were
camped.

Albino Squirrel.—Granby, Conn.—I have just had
brought me to mount a pure white (albino) common
ground squirrel (TttWias striatus). Man had kept it in a
cage for over a year, but it got out and his cat killed it.

—

N. E.

Photograph of Grouse on Nest.—The gentleman
who left at this office recently a photograph of a grouse
on her nest will greatly oblige by sending in his address.

Those Antoine Bissette Letters.—New York, Dec.
20, 1889.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I can not help
writing to thank Mr. Robinson through you, for those two
Antoine Bissette letters. I have read and re-read them;
finding more and more points in them each time, aside
from thepatois, which is inimitable in itself. They bring
to mind "Uncle Lisha's Shop" and good "Sam Lovel's
Camps," which with my pipe have been my solace on
many a rainy evening at home. A Merry Christmas to
"Hoi' M'sieu Robyson." May his "heyesaght" last and
may "he gat great many hole wan he'll come dead,"

—

D. A. W.

"FOREST AND STREAM " GUN TESTS.

THE following guns have been tested at the Forest And
Stream Range, and reported upon in the issues named.

Copies of any date will be sent on receipt of price, ten cents:

Colt 12, July 25. Parker 10, hammer, June 6.

Coi/r 10 and 12, Oct. 24. Pahtceb 12, hamrnerless, June H.

FolSOm 10 and 12, Sept. 26. Remington Ifi, May 30.

Francotte 12, Deo. 12. Remington 12, Dec. 5.

Greener 12, Aug. 1. Scott 10, Sept. 5.

Greener 10, Sept. 12, Sept. 19. L. C. Smith 12, Oct. 10.

HoT.nrs 10, Nov. 7. Winchester 10 and 12, Oct. 3.

THE SMALL BOY AND THE GUN.
FROM A MOTHER'S STANDPOINT.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Ten years ago, the question of allowing my son, a boy

of eight years, to use a gun was a vexed one in my mind.
One day it was decidedly settled—first in my own, and
later in the minds of the boy's father and grandparents,
and in this wise:

It was a beautiful sunny day in October; a day when
young people, as well as their elders, felt it almost a sin
to remain indoors, when my aforementioned son of
eight years came rushing into my sitting room where
the family were assembled, with a white scared face and
trembling voice. "Oh, ma, Mrs. Perkins says Jimmy
has been killed out in the woods. She wants you to go
right over there!" This exclammation, although a trifle

incoherent, was lucid enough for me to understand that
some accident had happened; and I left the house, only
to return some hours later saddened by the sight of the
death of a promising lad of ten years, caused by the care-
less handling of a shotgun. "To think!" exclaimed the
heart-broken mother, while she was surrounded by sev-
eral sympathetic friends, "I have always had such a
horror of firearms, and never allowed Jimmy to handle
a gun. Where could he have gotten hold of this one?"
Poor child, and poor mother! My heart ached for her;

but it did seem to me as if she had not cared for her boy
in the right way, and that she was almost to blame for
his death. Almost any boy will get hold of some sort of
firearm and "go hunting." If he has to do it by stealth,

so much the worse, but do it he will, and to the astonish-
ment and wrath of Jack's grandmother, the horror of
Jack's grandfather, but with the approval of Jack's
father, Jack had a gun. It was a small light gun, but
well made and entirely reliable; and the boy's delight
and dignity were indescribable. Do you suppose he had
it to play with or unconditionally'!' Not at all. It was
in vain I tried to quiet the apprehensions of the mothers
of the neighborhood by telling them my reasons for the
gift. In time two or three came to argue with me, and
their sons had the same privilege as mine, but it was a
long time before I had any followers.

In the first place, as Jack's father was not much of a
sportsman, I took the boy to a man who lived in the
neighborhood, who often spent a day in the woods, and
told him just what I wanted, viz., that Jack should learn
the proper use of a gun—that he should know the dan-
gers of firearms and also tbe pleasure of a day spent in
the pursuit of game; and after applauding my ideas, Mr.
Stearns readily agreed to take Jack as a pupil. After
this, on Wednesday and Saturday, if the weather per-
mitted, Mr. Stearns and Jack would "go a-hunting."
Sometimes I went also; and when Jack was twelve years
old Mr. Stearns's company was sometimes dispensed with
and we went together. As Jack grew older, he saw more
and more the necessity for care and caution, and now
when he goes off with dog and gun I feel no uneasiness.
Why is it, I wonder, that mothers so often fail to under-

stand the natural longings of their sons. Is it too much
to ask that they put themselves occasionally in the boy's
place, and feel that the gun, the bicycle, the new base
ball bat or the camera will save the boy from the tempta-
tion of the cigarette, the saloon, the vicious literature or
other evils of the day? Let some other mother be heard
on the gun question. Olivia Hoard.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The excellent letter of "Picus," in the issue of Dec. 5,

would be perfect if it spoke of the shotgun as it does of
the rifle. With him I say not only that every boy, but
every girl should learn to shoot. Why should our sex
monopolize the most delightful of recreations? In these
days of small-bores, light weights and powders of slight

recoil, why should not the girls accompany us in the
field, shoot, handle the dogs, and, while greatty increas-

ing our enjoyment, themselves taste the pleasure of
shooting over setters and pointers? It is true that, as a
rule, they do not seem to care about it. But is not this

merely because they do not know what they are declin-

ing? Indeed, many women go so far as to believe that
our only object in going out is to kill, that we cannot en-
joy a day in the field unless we return with a big bag!
No wonder they think it a cruel sport and do not care to

join us. But let them once see our dogs work, and
understand wherein our enjoyment lies, and they will

appreciate and share it. As for conventionalities, if it

is proper for a young lady to take a walk, it is certainly
quite as proper for her to carry a gun while she walks;
and if a chaperone is necessary, let her come—she can
carry the game and extra cartridges. Setter.
Annibton, Alabama.

Smith's Mills, Pa., Dec. 9.—Four of our hoary-headed
hunters accompanied by Bruno (an all-around dog),
sallied forth on the 30th ult. to the head of Moshannon,
to show the young bloods what their sires could do.
They were back inside of six hours with an immense
specimen of a wildcat and excited tales of having seen
two more. Bruno did the business in connection with
their old-time muzzleloaders. Some of the lads bagged
an oppossum in a neighboring swamp last week. I have
never heard of one being captured before in this section.

Small game of all kinds continues abundant. You should
have seen the Doctor and the Professor from Houtzdale,
with five dogs, scaring the fife out of a poor little cotton-
tail which had hid in a brush pile. But I must close; my
pipe is out, also my fire, and the wind howling around
the sanctum seems to foretell snow, and that means get-
ting up at 8 o'clock to go to the happy hunting grounds.
Did you ever hear of three deer at one shot? It has been
done. I may some time tell you of it.—C. D.
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THE NEW YORK ASSOCIATION FOR
THE PROTECTION OF GAME.

ON Monday, May 20, 1844, a number of gentlemen met
at the house of Mr. Win. Senn, corner Forsyth and

Broome street, New York city, for the purpose of form-
ing a club to protect sporting dogs from the oppressive

laws then in force.

Mr. B. J. Meserole was elected president, T. D. Howe
vice-president, and Jas. McGay secretary. After a brief

address the president offered the following resolution,

which was adopted unanimously: Resolved, that the

gentlemen here assembled form themselves into a sport-

ing association, to be known by the name of the New
York Sporting Association, the object of which will be
to attend to the interests of game and sporting generally.
The roll was then signed by the following named gentle-

men present: B. J. Meserole, Thos. D. Howe, Jas. Mc-
Gay, D. H. Carpenter, "W. S. Thompson, D. L. Brown,
John Rae, Jr., T. B. Smith, T, A. Fowler, Ed Voeikner,
Robt. Sinclair, Wm. Senn. At the next meeting a con-
stitution and by-laws were adopted, and the initiation fee

fixed at $3 and' dues $1 per year. Thus began the life of

an association that was the parent of hundreds of similar
associations throughout the country, an association that
was the means of starting a movement toward procuring
proper legislation for the protection of fish and game,
the value of which cannot be estimated.
The reader should remember that at this time there

were no State laws in force, only a few city ordinances,
to which no one paid the slightest attention. There were
no game protective societies in existence, and a sports-

man was looked upon with suspicion. From that date
up to the present time this association has, in the fa*ce of

the greatest difficulties, in face of the opposition of influ-

ential poachers and unscrupulous dealers, carried on a
steady warfare against violators of the game laws, and
brought the laws to their present state of perfection.

• They also, by their good example and widespread influ-

ence, created a healthier sentiment in the community, so
that the people no longer thought it good form to serve
game on iheir table out of season.
In addition to this their constitution served as a model

to hundreds of new clubs, and every year the secretary
received numerous letters asking for copies of their con-
stitution and game laws, and for advice about bringing
suits and forming clubs.

People as a rule have little idea of the amount of time,
labor and money spent by this association, or the obstacles
they have had to contend with. Some suits have dragged
for years through the courts and been carried up to the
highest tribunals before they could be decided in favor of
the club.
To illustrate some of the difficulties of such law suits

we cite the following example-: One season while two
of the members were at Albany urging important changes
in the game laws, their attention was called to a man
who was openly i-elling quail out of season. Suit was
brought and the dealer acquitted by the jury; his defense
being that they were not qu dl, but curlew! He had
cut off the bills and feet, with the intention to deceive
the public. This in the face of the evidence of two good
witnesses to the contrary.
Another euiD was brought against a restaurant keeper

for serving venison out of season. It was down on the
bill of f tre as venison, and the witness who ate the veni-
son pronounced it venison without doubt, but the of-
fender escaped by swearing it was buffalo meat.

It is impossible in a short article to go into a detailed
bis'ory of ibe club covering a p riod of forty-five y^ars,
so we c*n only mention a lew interesting fucts.
Among the early members we find the name of Henry

W. Herbert (Frank b'orester). who, whatever may have
bpen his failings, did more than any other writer to
teach people what true sportsmanship was. His old
crony Thos. Ward (Tom Draw), of Warwick, was also at
one time a member. Among many other prominent
citizens and sportsmen who signed the rolls are Christian
Schwartzwaelder, Jas. Harper, Orison Blunt, Genio C.
Scott, Pnilo T Buggies. Recorder Hackett. Chas. Banks,
Chas. E. Whitehead and Royal Pnelps.
The first suit brought by the Association was against

one Daniel Young, of Fulton Market, on June 8, 1841.
From that date to the present time there have always
been more or less suits in the hands of the counsel. Mr.
McMahon and Recorder Hackett were the first counsels
for the club.
Royal Phelps, who for many years was president of

the Association, was elected on May 24, 1858. He was
one of the most energetic members the club ever had

;

and under his administration the Association was brought
to its present efficient stat*. Hi* name became a terror
to all violators of the game laws. Mr. Phelps was instru-
mental in obtaining sufficient subscriptions among the
members to purchase the magnificent collections of heads
and antlers that Mr. J. W. Hays left, and which were
presented to the American Museum of Natural History.
For a number of years the club had rooms at "754

Broadway. During Mr. Phelps's term of office the Asso-
ciation met at the houses of the different members where
they were always handsomely entertained. At this time
Mr. W. J. Hays, the artist, was secretary and Mr. Chas.
E. Whitehead counsel.
In 1868 the Hon. Robt. B. Roosevelt made the first at-

tempt to have a State Fish Commission appointed; and
on Feb. 10 reported such an act, which was afterward
passed, and which has been of the greatest benefit to the
people of this State.
In 1870 tbe suit against Middleton & Bros, was com-

menced; their defense being that the game laws were un-
constitutional, but the courts decided this vexed question
in the clubs favor. .

In 1871 Mr. Phelps was able to congratulate the Asso-
ciation on the fact that, through their influence, good
game laws had at last been passed, and had been signed
by Gov. Hoffman after he had subjected them to the club
tor approval,

In 1873 a suit was brought against one Laird for selling

trout out of season. The penalty was $1,000.
On March 10, of this year, the club voted to change the

name "New York Sportsmen's Club" to the "New York
Association for the Protection of Game." The club was
incorporated under this name in 1883.

Jan. 18, 1875, the secretary, Mr. Thos. N. Cuthbert(who
also acted as assistant counsel), reported that he had ob-

tained a judgment against Middleton & Carman for

§2,500 for having 100 speckled trout in possession con-
trary to law. At the February meeting Mr. Whitehead re-

ported that tb e Court ofAppeals had affirmed the judgment
against Jos. H. Racy, of Centre Market, for the amount of

$3,000. Mr. Racy had been sued for having 100 quail in
possession in July. His defense was that the quail were
purchased in the open season and kept in cold storage
rooms; but the Court overruled this defense.
In 1880 and 1881 a number of dealers in game made a

strong effort to have the game laws so changed as to

practically allow them to sell at any season, but through
the efforts of the Association this movement was defeated.
In 1877 Mr. Royal Phelps was obliged to resign his office

on account of ill health: and Mr. Clinton Gilbert, Presi-

dent of the Greenwich Savings Bank, was elected to fill

the position. Shortly after he also resigned for the same
reason; and Hon. Robt. B. Roosevelt was elected Presi-

dent of the Association in hi6 place. Mr. Roosevelt has
filled this office ever since.

The Association has raised the initiation fee to $50 and the
annual dues to $10. It meets, as it always has since 1844,

on the second Monday of the month during the winter
and spring. The meetings are generally held at Pinard's.
Dinner is served at 6:30, and by 8:30 the club adjourns to

the big parlor, where they devote the rest of the even-
ing to business. The membership is limited to 100, and
is nearly up to that limit.

The appointment of State wardens under the super-
vision of the Fish Commissioners has relieved the Asso-
ciation to a great extent of the work of bringing suits,

but they still keep a sharp eye on poachers, and on the
various game laws that are annually presented at Albany.
The thanks of the writer are due to Mr. Thos. N. Cuth-

bert, the Secretary of the Association, for his valuable
assistance in preparing this article.

AIMING THE SHOTGUN.
I HAVE read with great pleasure the article in your

valuable paper of Nov. 14, by "W.," entitled "Aim-
ing Ahead," which coincides so exactly with the views
expressed by me on the subject in Forest and Stream
some months ago. I noted the criticism of "Ancient" on
my article, also the recent remarks of Dr. Morris, Louis
Bagger, M. P. Peirce and others, I must confess I do
not understand exactly what these gentlemen mean.
They surely do not mean to deny that the shot can ac-
quire a lateral motion by the swing of the gun while it is

driven forward by the powder, to do so would be to deny
a law of mechanics so well established that it is useless
to argue on the subject. Neither "W." nor I claim to
make these calculations at the time of shootirg; when
we shoot our aim is taken, I imagine, as "iutuiiively" as
that of either of our critics, but that the shot from all

our guns must take on just that lateral motion in cross
shots is certain, unless we adopt the other style of mak-
ing these shots, which is to hold ahead of the crossing
game with the gun held still. You will recollect it was
in trying to reconcile the facts that game is killed by
both'methods that my article was written.
Tbe above-quoted gentlemen say we do the young

sportsmen harm by our analysis of how cross shots are
made. I think they do more harm by recommending
what I may call the slap-dash style, without considering
distance, the direction in which the game is moving, or
anything else, but to fire the gun. I think what I will
style cool, calculating quickness will make the best shot.

You will remember that "W." and I did not claim that
one was obliged to think out all the calculations we spoke
of while in the act of firing, but only claimed that what
we stated actually took place. About the necessity of
aiming all shots, I think there is no question even in tbe
thickest brush work; in this kind of shooiing it is done
instantaneously, and I believe it is done by those gentle-
men who write about the baseball and hammer and
nail idea, without their knowing it, which illustrations,

while very pretty on paper, have nothing in common
with the successful handling of guns. I should think the
gentlemen who think the ball and bat idea applies to
shouting would not be particular to have their guns
stocked to suit them, as if they do not sight the bird
along the barrel they might just as well shoot from the
hip or hold their guns out pistol fashion.
On this subject I will quote A. H. Bogardus's remarks

about sighting, versus the style recommended by Dr.
Morris and his friends. I presume they will acknowledge
that he in his prime was a fair shot; it is even possible
that he might have been able to make as good a day"s
bag as any of the gentlemen above named. Bogardus
says in "Field, Cover and Trap Shooting," page 14:

"Some people pretend that there is no need to look along
the rib at the bird in order to shoot well: they shoot well,
and they say they do not do so. I believe they are mis-
taken. Taking aim does not mean dwelling on the aim
and pottering about in an uncertain way with the gun at
the shoulder. Even in snap shooting there is a distinct
aim taken, though when a good-fitting gun is brought to
the shoulder the aim is instantaneous and the discharge
follows at the next instant. At pigeons some men seem
to shoot without sighting the bird. * * * This sort of
thing is impracticable in the field, and there, if not any-
where else, the man who sights his bird along the rib of
his gun makes the best bag. There are, of course, some
situations in which you must practice snap shooting; at
woodcock in cover, or grouse or quail in corn, you can
get but a glimpse of the bird, and you must aim just
where intuition, as it may be called, tells you where the
bird will be. In places where the bird can be plainly
seen it should be distinctly aimed at. It is not a question
of quickness. In the time matches where I must neces-
sarily shoot very quick, and in the matches where I stand
between two traps, which are pulled at the same time, I

sight my bird before pulling the trigger. If I did not I
could never accomplish the feats which have become
easy to me." So much for what one of the best shots
thinks about aiming.
That cross shots can be made in two different ways is

well illustrated by the story of the seven mallards by

Mr. Peirce; where his young friend killed his duck (the
last) pointing at the head duck, and Mr. P. his two. By
swinging his gun he did not have to shoot much ahead.
In conclusion I say to the beginner, do not try the

baseball idea nor the hammer- and-nail idea, but sight
your bird either with one or both eyes open. It can be
done in the closest cover shooting. In making many
shots in cover you will learn to kill even though you only
catch a glimpse of the bird when he rises and do not see
him at all when you shoot. I do not know how these
shots are made by the sportsmen who do not think when
they Bhoot. I find I have to think and calculate in these
shots more than in any others, but it must be done
quickly. In all cross shots swing the gun on to the bird
from behind, and do not stop it until after you fire, and
you will not have to shoot so far ahead of the most
rapidly-flying game as by the' method of holding your
gun ahead in these shots and keeping it still while you
pull. SlNKBOAT.
Easton, Md.

PATTERN AND PENETRATION.
REMINGTON 10-GAUGE.

THE 10-gauge gun which came down from the Ilion
factory, where Hartley & Graham turn out the late

models of the old-time favorite Remington arm, was put
to trial on the Forest and Stream shooting stand at
Claremont on Dec. 2. It was one of those pleasant win-
ter days with which those who delight in open winters
have been so far blessed. There was plenty of wind, and
the gauges ran up to 10 miles of velocity at times, but
otherwise it was a good trial day with moist atmosphere
and no heat to cake the barrels with powder debris. The
cartridges used were the black powder ones sent down
from the. factory with the gun and a set of wood powder
and Schultze powder cartridges, loaded especially for
comparative results. The directions to the loading firm
here was to put in an ounce and a quarter of the same
shot with which it was said the black powder shells were
charged . The discrepancy in weight and count of pellets
is large, but not more so than generally obtain in
like circumstances. The trial was in the same order as
with the other Remington gun, black powder first, then
wood powder for 10 shots, and then Schultze, with the
same order repeated at 60yds. A pair of shots were first

fired as warmers, and to put the barrels in a dirty state,
and after that there was no cleaning nor material wait
for cooling. The arm handled well, and only once was
it necessary to throw out a target, being at' 40yds. with
the Schultze charge, when a "pull off" on the part of
Marksman Moss sent the charge too far up into the
corner. In such a case, of course, the record is not taken.
The barrels were both of them choked, and seemed to be
a very even pair, though the slip from a crowded to a
very sparse pattern came with too great frequency, and
were noted both in the black and white powder charges.
In order to secure a comparison with another arm in our
series of tests, and to use up a few surplus cartridges, a
series of a dozen shots were fired with the black and
Schultze powder cartridges remaining over from the
Hollis gun test of Oct. 80, and reported in Forest and
Stream of Nov. 7. The cartridges were used only at
40yds. in the Remington gun, and three of each sort were
put in each barrel. The charge, the record of the Hollis
and the record of the Remington gun stand as follows:

BLACK POWDER CHARGE.
U. 31. C. Club Shell-#i'lis. Dead Shot, powder, V£oz. No. S Le

Roy Chilled shot. Average ISSgrs. of powder, 617 pellets of shot
weighing 609grs.

HOLMS GUN—40VDS.
Right Barrel. Left Barrel.

Aimed Selected Fenetra- Aimed Selected Penetra-
Circle. Circle. tion. Circle. Circle. tion.
Pellets. Pellets. Sheets. Pellets. Pellets. Sheets.

Average 224 Average Average 284 Average
five 228 five five 299 five

shots. 218 shots. shots. 348 shots.

197 222 15 259 310 14

REMINGTON GUN—40VDS

.

315 375 300 323
244 341 9 360 378 10
339 361 8 376 358 13

299 359 9 353 10

SCHULTZE POWDER CHARGE.
U. S. Climax Cartridge—

4

rlrs. Schultze powder, l^oz. Le Roy
No. 8 Chilled shot. Average 52grs. powder, 503 pellets of shot
weighing 586grs.

HOLLIS GUN—40TDS.
Right Barrel. Left Barrel.

Aimed -« 1. , ted Penetra- Aimed Selected Penetra-
Circle. Circle. tiou. Circle. Circle. tion.
Pellets. Pellets. Sheets. Pellets. Pellets. Sheats.

Average 148 Average Average 211 Average
five 199 five five 298 five
shots. 197 shots. shots. 240 shots.

ii 181 17 163 250 17

REMINQTOS « U R —4QXUS.
3 0 333 15 303 212 17
330 315 16 308 326 14
237 86 17 312 343 20

295 311 16 308 330 17

It will be seen as a pattern maker the American arm
was far in advance of the English weapon, whether tested
with black American or white English powder.
Looking at the regular test of the day with the three

powders after the percentage fashion of our correspondent
; -Nick," we find that the wood powder is well ahead with
an average of 7 1 per cent. , with black a close follower
with 67 per cent., while the Schultze powder lags behind
with 58 percent., all this at 40yds. At 60yds, the two
first named powders were running even with 30 per cent,

of the charge accounted for on the selected circles, while
the Schultze fell below 20 per cent. In penetration,
however, the Schultze powder was a slight leader at each
distance.
The formal record of the test stands:

Claremont, N. J., Dec. 2, 1889.

test made at forest and stream gun-testing screen.

Gun—Remington Hammer, latest model. Cost, $45. No. of
gun, 31,924. Weight, 9%lbs. Length of barrels,' 32in.

Gauge, 10. Right barrel, full choke. Left barrel, full
choke.

Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 6 o'clock. Force of
wind, 14 miles per honr. Thermometer, dry, 35° . Do.,
wet, 33° . Humidity, 71° . Barometer, 30.1iu.

Charge, as given by holder of gun:
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BOTH BARBELS.
Shell—Winchester.
Powder, Brand—Hazard F. G.
Powder, Quantity—idrs.

(
Make—Tathatn.

Shot< Quantity—\%oz.
{ tSize—No. 8 Chilled.

REM. 10-G., 40YDS., BIGHT BARRET,, BLACK POWDER, 359 PELLETS.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.

Three Cartridges Taken at Random.
BOTH BARBELS.

Powder.
Card over shot; two(l... 109 grs.

B. E. wads over <2... 110 grs.

Loading.
)ver
E. i

powder. (3... 108 grs.

Average 109 grs. 576 grs.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.

Shot.
577 grs. 531 pellets.
576 grs. 534 pellets.
575 grs. 533 pellets.

533 pellets.

Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

EIGHT BAEEEL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 266 pellets.

3. 349 pellets.
3. 317 pellets.

4. 342 pellets.

5. 183 pellets.

12 sheets.
15 sheets.
12 sheets,
16 sheets.
13 sheets.

LEFT BAEEEL.
Pattern, Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 331 pellets.
2. 228 pellets.
3. 300 pellets.
4. 322 pellets.
5. 360 pellets.

13 sheets.
11 sheets.
15 sheets.
13 sheets.
12 sheets.

Av. 291 pellets. 13 sheets. Av. 308 pellets. 13 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

EIGHT BAEEEL. LEFT BAEEEL.
1 340 pellets. 1...... 344 pellets.
2 358 pellets. 2 - .... . 336 pellets.
3. .... . 359 pellets. 3. .... . 369 pellets.

Average 352 pellets. Average 349 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

EIGHT BAEEEL. LEFT BAEEEL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 138 pellets.

2. 115 pellets.
3. 95 pellets.
4. 114 pellets.
5. 137 pellets.

6 sheets.
6 sheets.
7 sheets.
8 sheets.
9 sheets.

1. 140 pellets.
2. 123 pellets.
3. 123 pellets.
4. 158 pellets.

5. 129 pellets.

7 sheets.
6 sheets.
7 sheets.
8 sheels.
8 sheets.

Av. 119 pellets. 7 sheets. Av. 134 pellets. 7 sheets.

REM. 10-G., 40YDS., LEFT BARREL, BLACK POWDER, 369 PELLETS.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 80-inch Circle selected from
. best pattern.

EIGHT BAEEEL. LEFT BAEEEL.
1 175 pellets. 1 175 pellets.
2 162 pellets. 2 181 pellets.
3 152 pellets. 3 150 pellets.

Average 159 pellets. Average 167 pellets.

Claeemont, N. J., Dec. 2, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STEEAM GUN-TESTING SCEEEN.

Gun—Remington Hammer, latest model. Cost, $45. No. of
gun, 31,924. Weight, 9%lbs. Length of barrels, 32in.
Gauge, 10. Right barrel, full choke. Left barrel, full
choke.

Weather-—Clear. Direction of wind, 6 o'clock. Force of
wind, 14 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 35° . Do.,
wet, 33°. Humidity, 71° . Barometer, 30.1in.

Charge, as given by holder of gun

:

BOTH BAEEELS.
Shell-JJ. S. Co. Climax.
Powder, Brand—Wood Trap 10-bore.
Powder, Quantity—3% drs.

(
Make—Tatham.

Shot-l Quantity—1% oz.

( Size—No. 8 Chilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges Taken at Random.

BOTH BAEEELS.
Loading. Powder.

Card over shot; P. E. ( 1... 47 grs.
felt, P. E. and card 4 3, . . 46 grs.
over powder. (3... 48 grs.

Shot.
594 grs. 578 pellets.
595 grs. 596 pellets.
584 grs. 573 pellets.

Average 47 grs. 591 grs. 582 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

LEFT BAEEEL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

356 pellets. 11 sheets.

EIGHT BAEEEL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 325 pellets.
2. 384 pellets.
3. 368 pellets.
4. 320 pellets.
5. 413 pellets.

9 sheets.
12 sheets.
15 sheets.
13 sheets.
13 sheets.

335 pellets.
385 pellets.
375 pellets.
421 pellets.

15 sheets.
12 sheets.
15 sheets.
8 sheets.

Av. 362 pellets. 12 sheets'. Av. 374 pellets. 12 sheets.

REM. 10-G., 40YDS., RIGHT BARREL, WOOD POWDER, 464 PELLETS.

REM. 10-G., 40YDS., LEPT BARREL, WOOD POWDER, 431 PELLETS.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 80-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

EIGHT BAEEEL. LEFT BAEEEL.
1 402 pellets. 1 407 pellets.
2 390 pellets. 2 397 pellets.
3 464 pellets. 3 431 pellets.

Average 418 pellets. Average 412 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.

Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

EIGHT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 173 pellets.
2. 162 pellets.

3. Ill pellets.

4. 180 pellets.
5. 114 pellets.

4 sheets.
6 sheets.
8 sheets.
5 sheets.
5 sheets.

LEFT BAEEEL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

139 pellets. 5 sheets.
106 pellets.
162 pellets.
122 pellets.
144 pellets.

4 sheets.
8 sheets.
4 sheets.
5 sheets.

Av. 148 pellets. 6 sheets. Av. 135 pellets. 5 sheets.

Three shots at 4-foot square; 80-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

EIGHT BAEEEL. LEFT BAEEEL.
1 200 pellets. 1 162 pellets.
2 196 pellets. 2 165 pellets.
3 186 pellets. 3 172 pellets.

Average 194 pellets. Average 166 pellets.

CLAEEMONT, N. J., Dec. 2, 1889.

TEST MADE AT FOEEST AND STEEAM GUN-TESTING SCEEEN.

Grim—Remington Hammer, latest model. Cost, $45. No. of
gun, 31,924. Weight, 9%lbs. Length of barrels, 32in.
Gauge, 10. Right barrel, full choke. Left barrel, full
choke.

Weather—Clear. Direction of wind, 6 o'clock. Force of
wind, 14 miles per hour. Thermometer, dry, 35°. Do.,
wet, 33°. Humtdity, 71 0

, Barometer, 30.1in.
Ch-arge}

&s given by holde^ of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—U. S. Climax.
Powder, Brand—Schultze.
Powder, Quantity—3% drs.

( Make—Tatham.
Shot-l Quantity—1% oz.

{ bize—No. 8 Chilled.

REM. 10-G..40YDS., RIGHT BARREL, SCHULTZE POWDER, 359 PELLETS.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.

Three Cartridges Taken at Random.
BOTH BARRELS.

Loading. Powder. Shot.
Card over shot; P. E. (1... 48 grs. 588 grs. 547 pellets,

felt, P. E. and card 4 2... 53 grs. 590 grs. 559 pellets,
over powder. (3... 52 grs. 591 grs. 555 pellets.

Average 51 grs. 590 grs. 554 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.

Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

RIGHT BAEEEL. LEFT BAEEEL.
Pattern. Penetration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets.

1. 322 pellets. 15 sheets. 1. 271 pellets. 17 sheets.
2. 245 pellets. 15 sheets. 2. 283 pellets. 13 sheets.
3. 329 pellets. 16 sheets. 3. 148 pellets. 16 sheets.
4. 193 pellets. 15 sheets. 4. ... pellets. . . sheets.
5. 305 pellets. 14 sheets. 5. 302 pellets. . . sheets.

Av. 279 pellets. 15 sheets. Av. 251 pellets. 15 sheets,

Tliree Shots at 4-foot square; 80-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

EIGHT BARREL. LEFT BAEEEL.
1 359 pellets. 1...... 284 pellets.
2...... 325 pellets. 2 307 pellets.
3 331 pellets. 3...... 335 pellets.

Average 338 pellets. Average 308 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 80-inch Circle.

EIGHT BAEEEL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. Penetration, 3 pellets. Pattern, Penetration, s pellets.

1. 73 pellets. 8
-

sheets. 1. 62 pellets. 9 sheets.
2. 64 pellets. 7 sheets. 2. 105 pellets. 9 sheets.
3. 70 pellets. . . sheets. 3. 59 pellets. 10 sheets.
4. 91 pellets. 9 sheets. 4. 117 pellets. 7 sheets.
5. 66 pellets. 5 sheets. 5. 73 pellets. 5 sheets.

Av. 73 pellets. 7 sheets. Av. 63 pellets. 8 sheets.

REM. 10-G., 40YDS., LEFT BARREL, SCHULTZE POWDER, 335 PELLETS.

Tliree Shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BAREEL.
1 87 pellets. 1 123 peJlets.
2 110 pellets. 2 139 pellets.
3 84 pellets. 3 95 pellets.

Average 93 pellets. Average 119 pellets.

Florida.—Weir Park, Fla., Dee. 15.—Weather fine,
waterfowl becoming more plenty on Lake Weir, especially
divers of all kinds. -Very little hunting on lake, conse-
quently game not shy.—W.

Mr. William Lyman has just returned from a pro-
longed visit to the Continent, where he made a record as
an amateur aeronant,
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MAINE DEER.

LIGHT snows in Maine, followed by not very cold

weather, have made excellent opportunity for deer

hunting, and it has been improved to some extent. Still

the reports of success are not just what might have been
expected. Three hunters from Boston laave been in the

woods for a week or more, and yesterday a letter an-

nounced that one of the party had killed his first buck. The
story is that the deer, though fairly plenty, are very wild

and hard to approach. Still it is probable that a want of

skill in hunting that very timid animal is what is gener-

ally lacking. B. F. Coburn, of South Moluncus, informs

a friend here that he is in possession of the skin of a white
deer. It was taken o?f from a deer killed in that section

this fall, and Mr. Coburn says that it is very white;

nothing in his experience ever having been seen like it.

His friends desire to ask the Forest and Stream if such

an animal is on record in scientific works?
It seems that the shipping of deer from Maine to the

Boston market in barrels has been stopped by some means
or other. Only one haB been seen of late, though there

were a good many of them here a few weeks ago. It is

evident that commissioners and wardens have taken the

matter in hand, for one chap writes a commission house
here that he would like to ship them several more deer,

but that the game wardens have got on to him. The
head of the house answered his letter discouraging
the further shipment of such game. In this case only
the fact of the letter can be obtained, and not the name
of the illegal shipper of game. The shipments of deer to

this market are heavy from Minnesota. The other day
there came in one invoice, fifty-two whole deer and
about half as many saddles. It is a shame that game
must be slaughtered in such a wholesale way. Generally
the best of marketmen are not pleased with it. They
do not make very high profits, especially of late years,

since public opinion has come to be against the traffic.

I know of several gentlemen, very fond of venison, who
will not buy a pound in the market, for the reason that
they are lovers of field sports, and they do not like to see

game in the market, and they will not encourage the
trade by their patronage. A prominent dealer in veni8on
tells me that the trade is not what it was formerly.
Venison that has been rotted in the market with the skin
on. is not received with the favor it was formerly, not
even on the tables of fashion. Special.

December Hi.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
/ CHICAGO, Dec. 6.—Mr. W. W. Carney writes from
v Great Bend, Kan.: "I stole off last week and went
on my annual quail hunt. I alone killed forty-seven;
had I had company could have killed several more, as
they got cunning and would all get up on the opposite
side of the hedge. There has been fairly good duck
shooting since October, but there was almost too much
water to be pleasant."
Rabbits have been numerous about Vandalia, 111., this

season. Over 8,000 have been shipped from Vandalia
alone. The crop extends over three counties, according
to reports.

Messrs. A. M. Fuller, Chas. Morris and S. Dingee start
this week for an extended quail shoot in southwestern
Arkansas.
Large strings of quail are being brought into this city

every day by countrymen from south of this city. It is

very probable that extensive trapping of quail is going
on in this State and in Indiana.
Comment has been made in earlier articles on the fact

that the ducks of Western waters have changed their
habits. Mr. Sellers, president of the Nee-pee-nauk Club,
remarks that on Puckaway Marsh the mallards now sit

down on the open water nearly all day and feed like
deep-water ducks, even diving in 4 or 5ft. of water.
Other shooters are beginning to notice these propensities
in the mallards, and perhaps this is the reason the birdB
have been so hard to "work" this fall. They have learned
that their only safety lies in the open water. Some
shooters do not believe that the ducks have changed or
will change in their habits. To them may be offered the
following in regard to a bird called the Diduneulus, a
specimen of which is mentioned as being kept in the
London Zoological Gardens: "'This little pigeon is inter-
esting for the ingenious way in which it has defeated the
machinations of that enemy of the bird tribe, the cat.
Didunculus lives in Samoa, where there were originally
of course no cats. These were introduced and made
short work with the "manumea," as the natives called
the bird, killing not only the adult, but the chicks in the
nest. Owing to its habit of nesting upon the ground,
the bird nearly became extinct; suddenly, however, it

took to building its nest upon the treetops, where it could
bring up its young ones in peace, and since that time the
bird has again become fairly plentiful."

I met Mr. Ward the other day, and he had a grieved
look on his face. "Say," he began, "I used to think a
good deal of you, till you wrote that story about my
buying a cow for a retriever. Any one that will let a
fellow like that man Cook, load him up with a lot of
stuff about me that way, is no longer entitled to my con-
fidence. Why, do you really think I'd buy a cow for a
retriever, and lead her—it, I mean—forty miles down
through the Indiana mud? It don't stand to reason!
Now, I wouldn't tell a story like that about Cook for any-
thing in the world. But say," and Mr. Ward's voice
sank to a tone of infinite pity as he led me aside out of
hearing of the lady stenographers, "do you know what
that man did while he was down at the club house, that
time he told you he got a 'nice string of mallards?' Well,
he hunted twelve days and never killed a thing but three
fish ducks, and his pusher says he killed them all at one
shot! Sent up to town and got a hundred tin birds, and
counted them all in the bag! I don't know whether he
shot them in the box or not. Why say, he couldn't hit a
duck, and he went to hunting mnskrats out in the marsh!
Staid down there two weeks, and then he 9ent home to
his wife three fish ducks and a wooden decoy, with 'Killed
by E. C. Cook, Nov. 30, 1889, on De Golyer Marsh. Great
sport,' written on the bottom of the decoy. I tell you,
that decoy is the only mallard that man Cook ever shotm his life. Next morning after he got home, Mrs. Cook
told him it cost him just $100 or she'd give the decoy
story away to every friend he had. He didn't put up the
f100, and now every man that meets Cook on the street
just laughs and says, 'Great times down on the marsh

hey?' Why, I'm sorry for Cook, I am actually, they guy
him so."

"Oh now, see here, Mr. Ward," said I, "you don't

mean to tell me Mr. Cook ever sent that old decoy up to

his wife with any such inscription !"

"Oh, I don't, don't I?" Well, now, if you don't believe

it. you go ask Mrs. Cook, and she'll say she got just such
a decoy. Or—say, you go upstairs and ask Holt. Holt'll

tell you the same thing."
I went upstairs and asked Mr. Holt, and Mr. Holt said

he guessed it was so; at least he knew all the boys were
saying "Great times down on the marsh, eh, Cook?" To
be perfectly sure I was getting the facts straight, and not
doing Mr. Cook any injustice, I asked Mr. Ward once
more if he was positive as to his statement.
"Why, of course I am," he replied. "A man that

would deliberately say I bought a cow for a retriever,

and led it forty miles down to the marsh, wouldn't stop

at anything, let alone sending a wooden mallard home to

his family,"
I don't know what will become of these two men.

They never seem to agree about anything. E. Hough.

RIFLE AND PISTOL,
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of the 12th hist., I notice a communi-

cation from Mr. C. H. Ames in regard to form of rifle

bullets. I sincerely hope Mr. A. is not in the habit of

placing the cartridges in the magazine of his gun after

he has so sharpened them. If such has been his custom,
and he finds life worth living, let him not delay in thank-
ing a merciful providence that this mortal coil still en-

circles him, and that he also retains the frame of his

rifle intact. I supposed that every gunner understood
that the peculiar shape of the fl&t end bullet was simply
to protect the primer of the following cartridge in the
magazine from an accidental discharge by the preceding
bullet, which would, of course, discharge the whole
magazine in rotation and might lead to a surprise party
of the first magnitude for the shooter.

Replying to Mr. A.'s other inquiry, I have always used
the method of two-hand revolver shooting he mentions
and found it very effective, especially in shooting game,
a great deal of which I have killed with this weapon, in-

cluding even the partridge or grouse. While I might be
called a very indifferent shot on a target, I find it an en-
tirely different matter shooting at game. As in archery,
that instinct which wraps the undivided attention for the
time being seems to guide the hand and eye until it is

almost an impossibility lo hit other than the object
aimed at.

Let shooters try the following lor the revolver: Bluet,

the extended fingers and thumb of the left hand on the
right breast just below the arm, with the left elbow well
elevated above the horizontal. Now grasp the pistol in
the right hand in the usual manner and place the right
forearm resting upon and parallel to the left (right hand
shoald rest on left elbow) and you have a solid rest on a
level with the eye, with which the pulsations of the heart
and the action of breathing will not interfere.

Oneonta, N. Y. Americus.
[Our correspondent is quite right in drawing that dis-

dinction which is so often found between target and
game shooting, so it is that in testing shotguns, an after-

noon of fifty shots at the paper screens is far more weary-
ing than a double number of shots fired at game, and
while target shooting admits of being taught by precept
and drill, field shooting must come through individual
practice. Our correspondent is somewhat wrong, how-
ever, in assuming that flat-pointed bullets are made so
only for safety in magazines. This form of bullet helps
much in securing steady flight.

THE ADIRONDACK DEER LAW.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Now that the season for legal deer hunting has closed,

it is proper to look back and view the results obtained
through a very limited channel. The present law, while
a very good one in some respects, in the clause relating
to transportation of carcasses of deer especially—in others
is not strict enough, as we will try to show.
The open season, Aug. 15 to Nov. 1, is too long: but by

far the greatest menace of deer is the hounding season,
Sept. 1 to Oct. 20. From Sunday morning, Sept. 1, 1889,
until Sunday evening, Oct. 20, wherever deer were to be
found the deep baying of hounds could be heard relent-
lessly searching on the trail; beside every lake and pond
men and boys with guns of all kinds kept the ranks full;

and they came from far and near.
A young man from this place had to go as far as Indian

Lake, Hamilton county, during the hounding season.
This man in his own words said: "I'll bet you I saw over
a thousand deer beside the road, in wagons and every
way." Another young man, who worked in one of the
hotels at Saranac Lake, told me that six Vermont farm-
ers went into the woods, taking only one guide, and
brought out twenty-one deer—all the law would allow

—

"and they were not out a cent only what they paid the
guide, for they brought their grub with them." Another
hunting crowd from Philadelphia brought in twelve
dogs and violated the law so badly that they were fined.
The hotel keeper with an eye to business paid the fine;

and the hunters stayed long enough so that a balance
resulted to his credit.

Eleven deer were killed ahead of two hounds at the
State dam, foot of Ragged Lake, one Sunday. No ex-
ceptions being made in favor of does and young fawns,
they suffer the fate of the antlered king. Can such
slaughter oontinue without deer being a thing of the
past, and that very soon, too?
Then there are the cruster and June jacker, who get in

their silent work. There are those who know where to
put salt in the spring of the year and in the warm eve-
nings of June and July watch by the lick and bring them
down. There are lazy wretches who will not work, but
who will don snowshoes and tramp to the yards and
slaughter at pleasure. All through the Adirondacks are
such men; still the law is strong enough in regard to
penalty, but it lacks one essential, and that is to pay the
informer.
To me it seems that the legal season is too long. I

would like to see the game law in relation to deer so
amended that it would in substance Hbe: "Open season,
Sept. I to Nov. 1, hounding season, Oct, 10 to Oct, 20,"

with the exceptions in such counties as are now in force
to remain so. A ten days season is long enough to hound,
for there is the great danger of their extermination. Let
there be a $25 reward to the informer, to be paid by the
State upon presentation of certified copies of the court's
sentence upon an offender against the deer law. I
would strongly urge this reward to informers for this
reason, that everybody's business is nobody's business, and
no matter who he may be, the June jacker or cruster has
his friends, who will try to shield him, and if a person
will make nothing—only enemies—by informing, they
escape trial oftener than they are brought to justice.
Another reason why the State should be made responsi-
ble is that nine out of ten illegal hunters are not worth
enough to pay the fine, and so if the informer is sure of
his pay he will be sure to give the desired information.
Put a money value upon the proof of such illegal deer

hunting and there will be some one who knows, and will
for the money try and land the illegal hunter in the
officers' hands. In my opinion the State will not be out
much on account of payment to informers, for when the
would-be lawbreaker knows there is a ' price on his
work," he will stay at home. Michigan has prohibited
hounding, but in a recent article I observe that one of
the State game wardens put out the dogs for a. party of
hunters. Would he have done so if some one could have
got $25 for proving he did so? Our game warden is an
energetic and faithful officer, but he is very often ham-
pered instead of helped by the friends of illegal hunters.
As a native of those grand old woods and a friend of
those beautiful yet timid creatures, I am moved to lifting
my pen against leaving the avenue open to their slaugh-
ter. Will any and all who are of my mind please send
me name and address with such ideas as may suggest
themselves, and perhaps by co-operation we may accom-
plish the desired end. Wm. H. Gordon.
Ellenburg Center, Clintou County, N. Y.

THE CHOICE OF RIFLES.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The extremists have had the most to say in this discus-

sion, and though their views may not be accepted by a
majority of your readers who are. interested in rifle

shooting, they are worthy of respect, being, to a certain
extent, the results of experiments and practical tests.

To this class we are indebted for many improvements,
and from them we expect still more. Only create a de-
mand, and Yankee ingenuity will supply the article.

The perfection of the small calibers well illustrates this,

as does also the development of the express principle.

There are other things, however, to be looked after in

selecting a rifle than the most suitable caliber and the
charge of powder and lead. Leaving the question of
action aside, which is largely a matter of choice, and
presuming that the rifling is properly done, attention is

directed to the barrel. For a given charge, what should
be its length and weight? It would appear that the
lighter a gun is and the shorter its barrel within certain
limits the more convenient it is for hunting ; but it is

likewise apparent that reducing the weight diminishes
its accuracy and penetration and increases its recoil,

while shortening the barrel to too great an extent would
raise the trajectory and affect the accuracy also.

Now, the question is how far can this reduction of
weight and length be carried without materially impair-
ing the efficiency of the aim for hunting purposes.
A considerable variation in weight and length of barrel

is noticeable in rifles using the same cartridge, even
when made by the same company. For instance, guns
ranging from 7 to 10 lbs., and from 24 to 82-inch barrel,

use the same charge. If the lighter weight is sufficient,

of what use is it to carry around tilbs. extra ; if 24 inches
is long enough, why is it necessary to stick 8 inches
more on the unhandy end of a gun ?

We look first for accuracy, but if we can put dow-n the
weight and reduce the length of barrel without ma-
terially affecting this condition, we gain an important
point, and one that is appreciated more at the close of a
day's tramp than at its beginning. F. H. G.

Elizabeth, N. .T.

QUAIL IN NORTH CAROLINA.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have just returned from a three weeks' trip to Little-

ton, N. C, The weather was simply perfect, not a drop
of rain, with the thermometer averaging 60°. There are
as many birds there now as at any time in the past, and
they are large and fat. The lands are, some of them,
posted, but only against the pot-hunter, which will insure
good shooting for years to come. It is not an unusual
thing for hunters to put up from four to eight coveys of
quail each day; add to that the fine climate and high
elevation of that part of the State, and the average man
can be dry happy and healthy there.

I was very fortunate in finding accommodations with
a private family, who made my stay exceedingly pleas-
ant. "Mine host," Mr. Garrett S. Bellis, is a native of
New Jersey, and is glad see and entertain his former
neighbors; parties or individuals from the North can
have such cooking as they are used to at home, with
good sleeping accommodations. The law allows the
shooting of quail until April 1 , and those contemplating
a trip South could not do better than write to Mr. Bellis,

Littleton, North Carolina, and then pack up and follow
by next train. C. M. Hathaway.
New Tobk.

Staten Island Rabbits.—A petition was recently
presented by about sixty residents of Richmond county,
requesting the board to prohibit the shooting or trapping
of rabbits during the month of January, as the rabbits

were liable to become extinct altogether. The season
usually ends on February 1. The signatures were headed
by Francis Endicott, the president of the Game and Fish
Protection Society.

Virginia Quail.—Buffalo Lithia Springs, Va., Dec.
10.—I am engaged in surveying a railroad here and am
consequently out pretty much all the time. I never in

all my life have seen such a quantity of quail. It is a
a common thing to see three or four coveys of thirty or
forty in an hour. Yet the people here do not seem to
take any interest in shooting at all.—A. B. G.
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CONNECTICUT GAME AND MARKETS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Those who make public utterances subject the same to public

criticism; but when 1 asked the encouragement through your
valuable journal of the Connecticut Association of Farmers and
Sportsmen for the Protection of Game and Fish, in their laudable
endeavors to enforce the game laws of that State against the
violators of the same, I did not dream of subjecting myself to a
personal attack in a public journal, nor of having my genealogy
or residence advertised. We do not always in writing express
clearly to others what we intended to say—and often what we do
write appears quite differently to the eyes of others from what it

does to our own. Although neither of tbe items sent you by me.,

Now 14, last year, nor the one last fall are at hand. 1 am quite
sure I made no accusations agaiust any one, but simply £ave the
information that came in my way, hoping it might be or service
in the good cause of preserving the game and fish of old Connec-
ticut; but the special pleading for the dealer in game whom 1

happened to meet, made by your correspondents of the 5th
and 12th inst., leads me to think that markot hunting and
marketing game, if not worthy of a prize, are certainly very
highly commended by some sportsmen. Shooting for market
and selling the game when shot are undoubtedly legitimate occu-
pations, and men of integrity can undoubtedly engage in them,
but it is well known that these very occupa tions are annihilating
all kinds of game throughout our entire country. Very few true
sportsmen favor this, even though (be letter of the law be not
Violated. It matters little to me whether the few game birds
that happen to be in rav neighborhood, when lit erally extermin-
ated by mark'-t-hunters, have been sold to Hartford and Now
Haven or New York and San Francisco; the result to those who
desire an occasional day's shooting is the same their game lias

been wiped out, and they have a barren field over which to tramp
and an empi v bag to take into camp.
My suggestion that game might possibly he ubipped nut. of the

StateIrOU Mew Haven and Hartford was not based entirely on
the fact that I saw one man taking game to one of these places;
for it was quite certain to my mind that many others were en-
gaged in the same business. One of your correspondents has
proved by bis prompt action that in some cases attempts have
been made to ship game outof tbe State from Hartford; and I can
assure him that the locality in his State where I have been wont
to look for a few days' sport during the hunting season has been
so thoroughly depicted of game by market-hunters, that one de-
siring sport has to depend on the tramp and the recollection of
by-gone days for it. Tn the locality alluded to one market-hunter
reported that he sold in Hartford this fall the proceeds of 16 days'
shooting, for which he received $56. and there are two others in
the same locality who have made a continuous business of market-
hunting the entire season. This certainly does not tend to the
preservation of game. A few years ago I made a slight effort to
restock the locality with quail, putting out three dozen live birds,
but I found that my feeble efforts only increased the hags of the
market-hunters. The facetious remarks of one of your corre-
spondents in regard to the "slot" and " dollar " business were
quite pleasant to read, and perhaps as applied to me are quite
pointed. I have several times thought of dropping my dollar as
suggested, and may do so yet if the " slot " is not closed against
me; one thing is quite certain, that as long as you see fit to give
toe space in your Journal T shall occasionally give my views on
market-hunting, notwithstanding the allusion to "baseball bats,"
" nerve food " and tbe " danger " from the " machine '•' when a
few remarks are made unaccompanied by a dollar. A.

December 16.

Editor Forest, and Stream:
I am in sympathy with the St. Lawrence Anglers' Association,

which has doue so much for the St. Lawrence fishing waters, and
the Connecticut Association of Farmers for the Protection of
Game and Fish, which has done great good in this State. The
Spjrtsmen of Connecticut have reason for gratulation that they
have so able a brother to champion their cause: the standard ad-
vocated by the president of the Connecticut Association is a
noble one) and it is to be hoped that the members will seek to
emulate it. and do all possible to forward the good work, and
by their courtesy aud good usage of the furmers enlist them as
assistants and friends in the good cause. For the farmers have
occasion for complaint. During the past four months each week
I have been over quite a large part, of Hartford and Tolland
counties. 1 have seen only two lines of snares; and birds have
been more plenty this season than for several years, hut during
these months 1 have found many fences which had been thrown
down by hunters and fishermen, leaving openings for cattle to

escape from the pastures and do damage to crops. 1 always put
Up such a fence, for I have owned a farm in this county, and am
aware of the trouble caused in this way. It is true tha.t some
farmers (they are the exception and not the rule) engender ill

feeling by leasing the streams which run through their land, and
also their woodlands to men who put up notices forbidding hunt-
ing aud fishing, and although most of the notice would not hold
in law, still the feeling exists, and a few unprincipled men retali-

ate by destroying property.
But the crying evil is the hunters who hunt for market; the

Stopping of snaring has been a boon to them. I know of two
hunters who have four dogs, aud use. two dogs on alternate days.
I know of others at it all the time. It is safe to say of four hunt-
ers in this part of the country that tbey shoot game enough to
supply two hundred sportsmen, and until we have a law limiting
the amount to be taken by one hunter, we shall not increase the
game to any appreciable extent, for what was taken by snares is

now shot by the market-hunter.
Hunting and fishing are done here Sundays. Not a Sabbath

during the fishing season that more or less fishermen have not
been on the waters here, and after the hunting season came in
the Sunday hunter was out. I do not think there is much hunt-
ing out of season, or any amount of game taken in snares, but
fishing, except for ti out, is done every month in the year. Rab-
bits are hunted with ferrets with impunity. I don't believe
enough could be shot in a week to furnish a good meal. There
seems to be no attentiou given to the law, and rabbits are nearly
exterminated.
The most important question that now confronts us is, shall the

amount of game to be taken bjT one person be regulated by law,
and if so, what shall the limitation be? The pot-hunters will take
all they can get. They have no conscience, the usufruct that the
public have m hunting grounds and fishing waters, must have
some determinate limit, and in this connection a word in relation
to the article published iu Fokest and Stream of Nov. 7 on the
"Association of the St. Lawrence." In that article it is stated "that
many tons of game fish were annually taken from the river by
net fishers prove to the organization of the association." This,
without doubt, is true, but here the question of limitation comes
in. These fish were utilized for food by some persons, perhaps by
those who could not have had them except for this method of ob-
taining them, and it becomes a question of right, between these
people and some others. Now, I am opposed to net-fishing and
pot-hunting, but a nice question confronts us here. What is

honest and just, as between man and man? The article further
says "that it is believed that in 1889 over one thousand boxes of
fish were shipped by tourists to their friends, three times as many
fish were eaten by'tourists as were consumed six years ago, and
that it is perfectly apparent that there were three times as many
fish caught by the angler and tourist in 1S89 as were caught in any-

one of the years immediately preceding the organization of the
Anglers' Association." In other words, over thirty tons of fish

were sent to friends, and probably enough consumed to make the
amount taken forty tons or more. This would look something
like "robbing Peter to pay Paul;" the fish are taken in another
manner and consumed, but by different parties, therefore it

becomes difficult to draw the line, and the question arises, shall
those to the manor born or the tourists and their friends consume
the fish, or can some equitable and just plan be formulated that
will do equal and exact justice to alt? Jonathan,
Manchester Green, Conn.

Antelope and Deer of America. By J. D. Caton.
Price $£.50. Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with the

Rifle. By W. O. Bliss. Price 50 cents. Rifle, Rod and
Gun in California, By T. S. Van Dyke. Price SI. 50.

Shore Birds. Price 15 cents. Woodcraft. By "Ness-

mtifc." Price $1. Trajectories of Hunting Rifles. Price
50 cents. Wild Fowl Shooting: 'sec advertisement,

FoitusT wo Stream, Box B,882, N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-

trated circulars of W. B. LeffingweU's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot*
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
uounoed by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller." "Sybulene" and
otter compf t authority to ha the best treaty nq the subject

"That reminds me."
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SOME weeks ago while we were making our first day's
hunt in the Rockies, oue of our party came on a band

of elk feeding in a small opening in the thick timber.
Hiding himself behind some trees, he began shooting,
and brought down two fine cows, when the band broke
and ran. One large bull with fine antlers came directly

toward our hero, who imagined that the elk was looking
for him, and so, s«curely hiding himself, he let the elk

pass within a few steps of him without shooting. When
relating the incident around the camp-fire that night he
remarked, "It's no use, boys, I was just too badly scared
to shoot." It is needless to add that we were nearly all

tenderfeet. H,

Euqar, Nebraska.
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When the little party of TJ. S. Fish Commission ex-

plorers, oa their return from Karluk Lake, were resting
their tired limbs in the genial company of Capt. Larsen
in Uyak Bay. they found themselves temporarily storm-
bound behind a little island which makes a good lee for

the salmon fleet in westerly winds. The steamers Hay-
tien Republic, Bertha and Aleut, and the bark Coryphene
were anchored in this snug harbor when Capt, Larsen's

Ella RohlfsS dropped anchor in their company. Our
natives speedily paddled themselves away to the bara-

baras of their friends, and we joined a sociable gathering
in the cabin of Capt. Brown, of the Haytien Republic,
Here Capt. Anderson, commanding the Bertha, related

one of his celebrated bear stories in language somewhat
as follows:
An exceptionally brave man of Kadiak was noted for

his intimate acquaintance with all the appliances for kill-

ing big game, and particularly bear. There was appar-
ently nothing about the pattern and caliber of rifles, size,

shape and proper combination of parts in shells that this

man did not know to the tips of his fingers. The vulnera-
ble points of a bear were open as day to this mighty man
of the gun.
A short time ago this bear slayer went forth heavily

armed to search for his favorite quarry. He stepped
briskly and confidently into a densely wooded glen,

through which a salmon stream tumbled' and sparkled on
its way to the sea. A sudden noise startled him and,
looking for the cause, he was astonished, grieved and
finally terrified in beholding a bear which looked totally

different from the one he was gunning for. The bear
was not in the least disconcerted by the unexpected
meeting; he welcomed the intruder and acted altogether

unlike the conventional bear of our hunter's experience.

What did the hero do thenV I blush to say it, but he
promptly and unmistakably ran toward a convenient
tree, and the shameless brute came lumbering after. It

was a tremendous dilemma, with a bare chance of ' es-

cape from both horns, if the odds in climbing turned in

favor of the man. The precious rifle fell from the ner-

vous grasp of the climber, whose sole activity (both soles

in fact), was concentrated in the effort to get up higher.

The bear had not seen a gun of that pattern before and
he sat down to look it over, while the hero barked his

shins in agony overhead. Bruin felt comfortable with
his new toy, and, not being in a hurry, lay down to wait
for its agile owner. Time passed and it was growing
late and the hunter was becoming cold, hungry and very
red in the face. Presently a small boy appeared in the
distance, and the prisoner was horrified to see him com-
ing in the direction of the bear. He shouted at the top

of his voice, "Boy, run for your life! Danger! Bear!"
Apparently the boy did not realize the dreadful state of

affairs, for he came straight on. "Boy! Danger! Go
away! Run for your life!" again shrieked the frantic

hunter. But the boy heeded him not. Right into the

jaws of death he marched. He deliberately walked up
to the bear, took him by the ear and said, "What are

you doin' here, you young scamp. Come home and let

the gent come down outen that tree." T. H. B.
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I have heard the following story, which, I believe, has
never appeared in print. A gentleman who was visiting

a certain part of Newfoundland where, a few years be-

fore, a giant squid had been captured, was much im-
pressed with the rugged, broken character of the region.

He thought this was possibly due to some seismic disturb-

ance, and asked a fisherman if there had ever been an
earthquake there. The native had never heard of an
earthquake before, but feeling that it must be something
very remarkable, and knowing of no other incident

which had created so much local interest as the capture
of the big devil fish, he exclaimed, "Yas, sar, skipper

Garge catched one on 'em up to der bottom of de bay, sar,

in his net." J. W. C.
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The following story is told at the expense of one of the
Maine Fish Commissioners, who has been very active and
efficient in bringing to justice fishermen who have tried to

evade the law by catching and selling "short" lobsters.

On one occasion the gentleman was driving with a friend

along the country road, near the coast, when he met one
of those peculiar characters—half-farmer, half-fisherman

—so frequently seen in that region. The latter was driv-

ing two young cows. The State Fish Commissioner ac-

him with, "Halloa ! where are you going with those

cows ?" The fishermanhad probably been a sufferer from
the vigilance of the official, and having this in mind he
replied in a peculiar nasal drawl which gave special effect

to his words: "Oh, I was jest going ter take 'em up an'

hev ver measure 'em ter see ef the"r long enough !"

J. W. 0.

Fishing in Florida Watkhs.—Anglers who intend visitmg
Florida this coming winter will find it to their advantage to in-

spect the superior tackle for tarpon and other fishes, manufac-
tured by Thomas <T, Conroy, 65 Fulton street, NewYork.—Ad<\

Ifcnrflitl, NETti of every description. American Net <fc Twine (

i%, IH Commercial ft, Boston, or }W> folton ar>, N, J--Ad'\

m m\d Jfit^r fishing.

AQUARIA NOTES.
Occasional Observations on the Fishes in the Aquaria of the U. 8.

Fish Commission.

AVERY minute microscopic parasite, which infests

the goldfish in enormous numbers when confined
in aquaria, I have never been able to have it positively

identified. Dr. Joseph Leidy once told me that it is one
of the commoner rotifers. Some of our younger biolo-

gists, who sometimes complain that "everything is

worked up and there is nothing left to do," might make
an interesting study of this creature and its parasitic

habits. The material will be found in abundence on the
diseased goldfish in aquarium stores. Its presence upon
fish is made manifest by a generally depressed appear-
ance. The fins will be folded close to the body, fre-

quently being actively flapped, as though the fish were
suffering from itching or other irritation. The lobes of
the fius will become narrow and sharply pointed. The
fish will frequently dart about, spasmodically rubbing
its sides on the sand or rocks. There wilJ also soon be,

when not speedily relieved, a raw or bloody appearance
at the bases of the fins and the edges of the scales. This
is due to the irritation caused by the blood-sucking pro-
pensities of this leech -like parasite. The fish will refuse
food when in this condition and if not relieved wilJ

speedily die. Rub the finger gently over the skin of a
fish in this condition, scrape the adhering mucus into a
drop of water in the glass slide of a microscope, and a
microscopic examination (a very ordinary microscope
will do) will reveal numbers of what appear, by their

movements, like small leeches, a movement similar to

that of the measuring worm. They are soon destroyed
by giving the fish salt water baths at least twice a day.
Without a salinometer it is difficult to judge of the
strength of salt water and care must be taken not to

leave the fish in the bath too long. If it should turn over
on its side or back it should be taken out at once. Un-
less the fish is far gone, repeated baths will restore it.

Upon opening a box of algae recently, shipped by ex-

press fron i W ( rod's Iioll, Mass. , to Washington , and which
had been forty-eight hours on the road, I was much sur-

prised to find at the bottom a living fish (Fundidus hetero-

clitus) about two inches long. It was as lively as could
be, and showed no signs of having been affected by the
journey. On being placed in water it swam away, as if

delighted to return to its natural element. It should be
stated that the alga? were simply packed in a box in a
damp or moist condition, but not wet, so that during the
forty-eight hours the fish must have breathed air alone.

There are some species of blenny and goby which live

in the empty shells of mollusks. A Washington oyster

dealer, who takes considerable interest in the Aquaria,
frequently brings specimens which he finds in empty
oyster shells. How long they may have been out of the

water it is difficult to learn generally. In some cases it

has been found to bo two days, but in others it has prob-

ably been four or five days. These beautiful and inter-

esting little fish are thus a long time out of water without
apparent inconvenience, for they are as lively as crickets

when placed in the water again.
The are no fishes more beautiful and interesting than

our^conainon sunfishes, of which there are a large number
of species. Reference is made here particularly to the
genera Enneacanthus and lepomis. Some of them,
notably the common pumpkin seed, are gorgeously
colored, and if they hailed from some remote part of the
globe would no doubt be recognized and appreciated.

They are generally voracious and pugnacious, and are.

interesting inhabitants of the aquarium. Of course,

it does not do to keep them with gold fish or others of

that nature, as they will harass them, biting their fins,

and may possibly kill them. But kept by themselves
they are much more interesting than the more peace-
loving vegetarians among fishes. They are carnivorous
in habit and will only eat vegetable food (bread, cracker,

etc.) when very hungry. They soon become so tame
that they will jump out of the water to take a bit of

meat from one's finger. They generally choose a place
in the aquarium, which is held courageously against all

comers, and from which they sally out upon all intruders
upon their claim. Squatter sovereignty is fully recog-
nized among them, unless the squatter happens to be the
weaker, in which respect, however, they do not differ so

much from ourselves.

Throw an angle worm among some of them not big-

enough to swallow it. Two will seize it, one at each end,
and will go gyrating around around like tops, the others

making frantic efforts and rushes to snatch it away, tug-

ging and jerking, pulling and hauling, this way and that,

their fins erect and bristling, and their colors glowing
with increased brilliancy. They have a habit of sidling

up to one another with a waving, undulatory motion
which may be sexual manifestations, or the angry defi-

ance of males, but I think this has not been carefully ob-
served. They have also (at times) a curious backward
and forward movement which appears akin to the rest-

lessness displayed by all carnivorous animals in captivity.Wm. P. Seal.

About Heated- Brass.— Editor Forest and Stream:
Thanks are due your correspondent "Kingfisher," both
for affording me an opportunity to admit my error in
misquoting him and at the same time enabling me to

give him another shot. "Kingfisher," did not say in his

communication of Sept. 19 that heating brass and then
plunging it in cold water would harden it, but he did say,

"The next time the worthy brother has occasion to burn
out a ferule, let it cool off in the air and he will find it

jest as stiff or a leetle might stiffer 'n it was before." Now
I will not call your correspondent "obtuse," nor in any
other way attempt to emulate his chastely beautiful

phrasealogy, but simply inform him and his confreres

that the most elementary works on metallurgy teach
that brass when heated and then cooled, "in the air," or
out of it, becomes much more pliable and softer than it

was before so treated. Will you kindly examine the
two samples (inclosed kerewith) of nickel plated brass,

cut from the same piece, one heated red hot and cooled

iu the air, the other not heated at all, then editorially

state the result? If "Kingfisher" finds that he has made
a hasty statement not supported by fact he should admit
it precisely as does your correfepon.den.f-—Thomas C lav-

ham , (The heated is f;he eoftev,
j
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SPOON-HOOK IN BIG KLAMATH LAKE.

'•^7~0U feel better now, doncher!" This was Ephe's
X way of felicitating me as at about sundown on a

certain day of the past summer I finished weighing four

trout at our camping place, whither we had made our
way for the night a few moments earlier. Our tent was
pitched in a notably out-of-the-way nook of Uncle Sam's
dominion, its site being on the margin of Pelican Bay,
an arm of Big Klamath Lake, Oregon. We were newly
arrived here, scarcely two hours having elapsed siuce

our camping arrangements were completed. As will be
understood, our errand was of a piscatory nature. At a
friend's ranch, situated on the shore of the lake, some
twenty-five miles distant, where we were guests, the
fishing in this particular bay was so greatly vaunted
that we had been moved to test the matter by actual

trial. The conveyance to which we had recourse in the
emergency was the readiest that turned up—a bulky sail-

boat. Besides the ordinary run of stores, camp equipage
and sporting paraphernalia of sundry sorts, needful for

such an enterprise as the one we were embarked upon,
our cargo included—Sophronia, our hostess, pressing the
matter upon us so vigorously that we could not say her
nay, and as it proved giving in to her greatly to a good
purpose—an empty barrel and a sack of rock salt.

Our passage had been made quite leisurely. As it was
the midsummer season and therefore the period when all

through the region hereabouts the wind, save at inter-

vals, is absolutely a dead letter, we were, of course,
mostly forced to rely upon our oars for our propelling
power. Although humanity will rarely own up to the
fact, it is still true that there is no bore much more griev-

ous to it than this same delectation of rowing. Further-
more, the scenery of the shore of the lake being novel and
odd to a marked degree—want of space forbids particular-
izing—frequently arrested our gaze as we passed along.
Such were some of the influences that held us back. At
the close of our first day out, happening to sight a scow
at anchor ahead of us, we made our way to this craft with
the view of examining into its capacity for affording us
acceptable sleeping accommodations for the night. As it

turned out, the sole navigator in charge of the vessel was
an acquaintance of Ephe's, and therefore the hospitality
of his homely argosy was extended us with not a little

entrain. Sharing a snack with our host, and listening
for a while to his speculations as to the future prices of
hay and rails, in which sorts of merchandise he was a
dealer, we at last spread our blankets on the portion of
the scow floor offering the most inviting inducements for
the purpose and turned iu. In the morning with the
dispatch of breakfast, and a parting gift of a spoon-hook
to the scow owner, for which we were later remembered by
him by a sort of retort in kind of almost priceless value
to us, we re-embarked in our own boat and began plying
our oars again. A stretch of some twelve or fifteen
miles was yet to be covered by us, and we determined, if

possible, that the task should be completed by noon. But
as we managed to lose ourselves for quite an interval in
a labyrinthine ditch that we vainly took to be a cut- off.

it was fully three o'clock before we reached the point
marked on our chart as our goal. An hour and a half
later, or thereabouts, saw us through with the establish-
ment of our camping quarters, as well as our efforts to
fill our inner bodily void. And now, as if intending to
extend us a thoughtfully pat greeting, ^Eolus let loose
from his cave (if this is the right way to put it) a pattern
angling breeze, and under the influence of which the bay
was soon in a state of brisk corntuotiori. Needing no
prompting relative to the fleeting quality wont to char-
acterize favors of this sort in these latitudes, we hurried
to our beat with such fishing tackle as was nearest to be
come at, and put off.

Our fishing ground had been described to us as compris-
ing a deep, lengthy channel, following the outline of the
shore, and with one opening within a mile of the site of
our camp. Having at last succeeded in locating this
watery defile, while Ephe took the oars and kept the
boat under easy headway, the writer paid out overboard
a hundred feet or thereabouts of line with one of the
larger sized Skinner spoon-hooks made fast to the end of
it. The day was now rapidly waning. The close of an-
other hour would witness the sunset. If good luck was
to be our portion on this occasion, that it needed to be
forthcoming with little delay was plain. It had beed de-
creed, however, that narrow as the opportunity was, it

was to prove a golden one to us, as a few turns—the
work of not over fifteen minutes at the longest—made by
our boat back and forth on our fishing ground resulted in
the victimization and landing of fourtrout, each of which
was a double hand's grip in girth, and fully as long as
one's forearm. With the nightfall so close at hand and
sundry evening camp chores—one of which was the cook-
ing of our supper—imperatively claiming our attention,
we now agreed to end our fishing bout on existing terms
and withdrew shorewar*d. Ere long on consulting the
balance as to the weight of our prizes tbe aggregate score
was found to be somewhat in excess of 24lb3. Of course,
as Ephe's salutatory exclamation put it, I felt decidedly
better at the juncture, both by reason of the luck vouch-
safed to us, as well as the prospective outlook held out to
us therefor; and this, too, if the entire truth is set forth,
our catch just effected was not altogether clean cut work,
its instrument having been simply the hand line; the full
outfit of gear that piscatorial virtuosity holds duly meet,
having been, through our over-eagerness to get after the
fish, neglected to be brought together. As is needless to
remark, we saw the expediency right away of bringing
our empty barrel and bag of salt into requisition—the
validity of Sophronia's argument that these things were
indispensable to us already beginng to be made manifest

—

and when our prizes were duly dressed, pickled and given
lodgment in the repository named, we disposed of our
supper, and, later in proper order, disposed of ourselves
a bas, submissive subjects of the drowsy god.
That the Oregon waters are notably fertile in fish

everybody is aware. This is particularly the case with
Big Klamath Lake, where the conditions favor the pros-
perity of fish life as in but few places. After a not un-
common piscine predilection, the trout incident to the
locality are signally prone to roving. During the colder
months they mostly confine themselves to the main body
of the lake. As summer sets in, however, they leave the
lake proper almost en masse and take up their quarters in
the bays, where inflowing mountain streams at once
vivify the water as well as keep it comfortably cool.
The bay, on the shore of which we were encamped,

received the influx of two mountain streams, each of

larger volume by considerable than the average mountain
stream hereabouts. This being the case, it followed
naturally that t}& place Was in great vogue with the
trout as a summer resort; no other similar part of the
lake, in fact, as the story ran, being at all equal to it in

this particular. Such were the main facts by which we
had been led to undertake our venture, and which, as we
naturally felt, abundantly warranted it. Wanting at the
time in the actual experience in the fishing, and wherein
Sophronia had the better of us, we really took no stock
in her recommendations touching the barrel and bag of

salt, being quite convinced that her true design in the
matter was to play off ft huge joke on us. But as we
had fidl reason ere long to know, her pressing of these
things on us was an act of entire seriousness and good
faith, and as a way of sizing up the scope of the sport

nothing could well have been more to the point.

On the morning following our arrival we were natur-
ally impatient to have another go at the fish, and after

breakfast, being equipped with gear in which the rod
and reel bore their rightful parts, we took to our boat
and started again for the fishing grounds. We had
scorned to bother ourselves with the question of the wind
this time, and, in fact, there was almost an entire dearth
of it. Under these circumstances, as is obvious, a good
deal of management was requisite in the handling of the
tackle, and accordingly the lure was weighted sufficiently

to keep it well down in the water while making its

rounds, and the length of line paid out was preeminently
generous, in order that any feeling of disturbance ex-
perienced by the fish as they chanced to see the passing
boat might be done away with when the bait caught
their eye. Proceeding in this manner we bagged some
twelve or fifteen fish in perhaps an hour's time. In
weight, however, not one of these captures would overgo
a couple of pounds or thereabouts. With the memory of
the take of the previous evening still firing our minds,
we were not the men to stomach the catching of mere
two-pound fish with unhurt pride, and consequently
with the achievement of such results as have been noted,
we gave over fishing and turned the head of our boat to
our landing place. The water being still and wonder-
fully clear withal, we noted as directing our attention
that way, very many fish in the glassy depths as we
passed along. These mostly consisted of trout. But a
few enormous suckers were also included in the multi-
tude, as well as a liberal admixture of chubs; the last of
which were doubtless privileged in the providence of
nature to contribute in goodly store to the epigastric ease
of the first named preeminently kind feeding species
with whom they were apparently so amicably associated,
The most impressive sight, however, to which we were

treated at this time was altogether of another stamp,
although the water was its scene. It was Ephe who first

described it, announcing his discovery in the following
graphic utterance: "O-r-e-a-t Scott! Look astern there!
There's a deer a-putting it across the bay," And such
indeed was the fact; as on looking stemward the head of
a full-antlered buck met the eye about two gunshots off,

and which faced a promontory on the bay shore at right
angles with our course, and whither the creature, as was
seen at once, was bound. Under what circumstances it

had reached the point where it first became visible to us
was a mystery. But here it was, and plainly in the best
of fettle, and prosecuting its journey totally tmconcerned
as to our presence in its neighborhood. We were with-
out weapons of any sort, and besides to attempt the pur-
suit of the animal in such a boat as ours was not to be
thought of, and hence its safety from harm on our part
was beyond question. All that was left us, therefore,
was the natural human mode of procedure under the cir-

cumstances, which was to assume the sour grape atti-

tude toward it, and so marked its final emergence from
the water and disappearance in a distant sea of sedge
grass, magnanimously deciding that venison was to be
religiously kept out of ours anyway.
That subsequent to our above turn with the fish we

were unalterably committed to the doctrine that the
summons of the breeze should alone be recognized by us
as the true call to take after them will be understood.
Our attitude now for a good deal of the time was there-
fore a waiting one. But an entire day never passed
without an interval when the surface of the bay was
well ruffled, if it was a brief one. These periods, I need
not say, ever found us ready for action, and so far as in
us lay we made the most of them. Our efforts in this
direction were greatly aided by an almost incalculably
advantageous favor rendered us by our friend, the scow-
owner. This was the loan of his scow-tender, made us
while his larger craft was tied up for an interval in our
neighborhood waiting a charter. When I say that this new
navicular appliance thus furnished us was a regular two-
oared skiff, and duly light and swift, the reader will
readily understand that the work of getting about on the
fishing ground was greatly lessened by its agency, and
therefore we accomplished more within a given time, a
matter of vital importance with us. Our captures now
as we had hoped were made up almost exclusively of fish

of the more cunning and hence riper stamp. Occasion-
ally a juvenile light-weight was included among them,
but virtually these representatives of the breed were
strangers to us at this period. The weight of the great
run of our prizes would average from 6 to 8lb3., and a
trip was voted a failure which did not yield us at least

half a dozen such fish. The extreme limit of bigness
reached by any one of our trophies was Hi lbs. It was
the writer's good fortune to bring this lusty fellow to
gaff. Two 9-pounders followed next in the "class of our
bulkier takes, both of which succumbed to Ephe's prowess
during one run over the fishing ground as his turn came
to take a hand in the fun.

The fortunes of our barrel, as will readily be supposed,
throve apace right along. Yet at the same time a liberal

portion of our spoils were disposed of otherwheres; we
ourselves getting outside of them very freely almost
every day at dinner, while the scow-owner, as well as
sundry ranchmen living adjacent to us, whose habit it

was to visit us now and then, were ever well-laden at
their departure with oar finny remembrance*. With
the lapse of a week or a little thereafter, however, the
barrel proved to have fulfilled its office, being even full

to the chine. The way was prepared for us mw to put
up our rods to be coveted above all others; sport galore
could be our boast, and yet the overstepping the line
into the field of murder was not chargeable against us.

Packing up therefore bag and baggage, we handed the

scow-tender over to its rightful proprietor, inwardly
blessed the scene all about us—being all the more ready
to do so as the region was absolutely mosquitoless, ana
left.

As doubtless few of my readers are unaware, the com-
mon trout of Oregon of which our bag consisted, is dis-
tinguished by the authorities as the black spotted trout;
and according to Prof. Goode, the species is not a trout
in a strict sense, but a salmon trout. In the water fished
by us, as we found, the larger representatives of the
breed—truly salmon shaped as they were and clothed in
rich changeable purple—were pronounced beauties; and
when it is added that their destructiveness of tackle was
measured by a goodly little sum of dollars during our
experience with them, their success as furnishers of
sport is affirmed as emphatically as need be.

W, L. Tiffany.

THE NEVERSINK.
THE famous Neversink waters, in Sullivan county,

New York, formerly controlled by the Neversink
Club, are now in the hands of private parties. Mr.
Clarence M. Roof, formerly a member of the club, bought
four miles of the west branch of the. Neversink; and Mr.
R. M, Cook, of this city, purchased that part of the stream
above Mr. Roof's waters, which belonged to Mr. Satterly.
The west branch of the Neversink was at one time famous
for its trout fishing, but the people who used to visit it

fished it in the most ruthless manner. It was a common
occurrence for parties of two to four to take away four or
five hundred trout, the result of a couple of days' fishing.
To put a stop to this, a few gentlemen leased from Parker
and others, four miles of the best part of the stream, re-
stocked it, and did their utmost to protect it. The mem-
bers were not allowed to kill more than twenty-five fish a
day, and the fish had to be at least seven inches long.
The fishing soon began to improve, and even the free
waters above and below felt the benefit of these wise
measures.
Of course, many people objected to being deprived of

their fishing, and at first the club had great difficulty in
preserving their stream. The natives particularly 'felt
very sore at being ordered off, though they did not object
to taking the club's money, which in 'some instances
saved them from bankruptcy. Several serious encounters
took place on the stream, and some arrests were made,
resulting in suits which were ended in favor of the club;
but at last the owners were left in comparatively peace-
ful possession. While the Neversink Club was in exist-
ence, Mr. Alfred Roe, of this city, was its president and
managed its affairs for a number of years with great
skill.

ANGLING NOTES.
THE number of lady anglers in this country is con-

stantly increasing, and a large proportion of them
can handle a fly-rod with great skill. There is one young
lady in this city who deserves to rank high among the
angling fraternity. Last year she visited" a number of
the Western States in searching for black bass and mus-
kallonge fishing, ending with a trip up the Nipegon,
where she enjoyed the best of trout fishing. This year
she made an extended trip into Alaska. In the harbor of
Sitka she caught a great many fish resembling our sea
bass, and during her visit she killed a great many trout
(Salmo pxrp/'ratus) on the fly, although every one assured
her that they would not take flies. The march-brown,
brownstone and grouse were the most killing. Two days
out from Port Townsend the steamer Anchou (Alaska
line) was wrecked and Miss Taylor passed five days on an
island in the company of 200 passengers before they
could be taken off. Among her numerous exploits was
the hooking of an immense king salmon on a Brandreth
fly, while a small rainbow salmon took the pearl bait at
the end. Unfortunately the rainbow gave the salmon
a purchase, and after leaping two or three times in the
air, slinging the rainbow after him, he tore out and es-
caped. Miss Taylor is of slight physique and quite deli-
cate looking. Most of the time she made these trips
alone, with only letters of introduction to the different
missionary posts. She brings back numerous specimens,
sketches and photographs, and will probably put them
into shape to publish before long.

A resident of Rockaway beach informs us that flounders
are still taken in the bay.

ALBINO CATFISH.

AT the central station of the U. S. Fish Commission
in Washington may be seen two very handsome

catfish which have recently been obtained from the
Potomac river in the vicinity of Fort Washington. They
belong to the common species known to every small
boy in the East as "bullhead," "hornpout," or "cattie,"
and are described in the books under the name of Ameiu-
rus nebulosus. The coloration of those two fishes is
remarkable. One of them has the top of the head and
the back as far as the dorsal fin velvety black. The
body is faintly tinged with yellow on a silvery ground.
The eye is colored like the body. The barbels on the
nose are black at the base. This example is about seven
inches long. The second specimen is about six inches
long. In this the head and lips are yellow. The top of
the eye, the nape and the upper half of the body as far
back as the tail are very dark olive. The sides are
slightly mottled with yellow and olive. The lower parts
are a little paler than the body. The first dorsal fin, the
soft fin and the caudal are pale yellow. The pectoral,
ATentral and anal fins have some dark patches. The
barbels are pale yellow.
Specimens showing similar freaks of color have been

caught in the lower Susquehanna near Havre de Grace,
and the National Museum has a couple of beautiful casts
made from these.

An effort will be made to propagate this beautiful
albino for the aquarium. The fish is much handsomer
than a goldfish and ought to prove hardy. The golden
colors are believed to be due to incipient albinism; com-
plete absence of pigment cells seems to be unknown in
the catfish family. T. H. B.

Angling Talks. By George Da wson. Price 50 cents. Fly-
Rods and Fly-Tackle. By H. P. Wells. Price $2.50. Fly-
Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. By J. H. Keene.
Price S^. 50. American Anglers Book. By Thad. Norris.
Price $5.50.
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ACTION OF LIGHT ON FISH.

WE have been requested by Mr. Starbuck to answer,
in Forest and Stream, this letter: "Petoskey,

Mich., Dec. 9.—Alex Starlmclc, Esq.: We have a problem
that has provoked much discussion among fishermen and
other 'philosophers,' which we would refer to you for
an opinion. It is this: When spearing fish does the light
used simply blind the fish and they remain stationary, or
does the light attract them and the fish move toward it?

Also, if an electric light were put in thirty fathoms of
water and remained there all night, what would be the
effect on lake whitefish and trout? And, thirdly, if such
a light were inclosed in the center of an immense glass
jar filled with minnows and dropped in the water among
lake trout (mackinaw trout) would it prove a successful
decoy?—R. Connable & Sons."
The experience of persons who have frequently speared

fish by the aid of a bow light is that the fish scarcely
move at all one way or the other, but generally remain
stationary, so that the spear can be advanced to within a
few inches of their bodies before striking. When any
motion has been observed it was directed away from the
light. Electric lights have been freely used of late years
at sea, both at the surface and at varying depths, with
the invariable result of attracting many kinds of fish,

wliich have repeatedly been captured by a sudden sweep
of a scoop-net. If an electric light were submerged in
one of the great lakes it would doubtless attract the
Mackinaw trout, either with or without the minnow de-
coy, but we cannot recommend such a method of cap-
ture.

Pennsylvania Wall-eyed Pike.—Pennsylvania Fish
Commissioners H. C. Demuth and W. L. Powell tell us
that fishing for wall-eyed pike in the Susquehanna con-
tinued good even up to the middle of December. During
the week ended Dec. 14 Charles Franciscus caught forty-
three at Mud Island, near Columbia, the largest of which
weighed I0*lbs. John Keech, at the same place, took
five ranging from 51bs. to Tibs. The Harrisburg anglers,
according to Mr. Powell, have suffered greatly on ac-
count of muddy water, but they had one good day in the
week above mentioned, and caught thirteen running
from 21bs. to 91bs. These were taken at Cove Fort, four-
teen miles above the city. The killing bait in both locali-
ties was lamprey on si spoon. lu the lower Susquehanna
the bait is kept near the bottom in deep eddies, near the
heavy swirls caused by the current parting around rocks;
such places are common at Fite's Eddy. Near Harris-
burg, however, the river is shallow and "otherwise differ-
ent in character, and the method of still-fishing gives
place to trolling. Mr. Powell finds it necessary to locate
the wall-eyed pike before proceeding to actual fishin g.

YOUNG SALMON I D/E FED ON LARVAE OF FLIES

AT the Craig's Brook station of the U. S. Fish Commis-
sion excellent results have been obtained by the use of

the larva? of certain flies as food for young salmon and
trout.
Mr. Chas. G. Atkins, superintendent of the Maine stations

of the XT. S. Fish Commission, under date of Dec. 4, 1889,
writes Col. M. McDonald, U. S. Commissioner of Fish and
Fisheries, as follows:
"We have been feeding young Salmoniclm at this station

for three seasons— 1886, 1888 and 18S9—and have each season
made considerable ttse of larvae of several species of flesh
flies. We expose the flesh of any animal, if possible while
still untainted, to access of tbe flies, and as soon as it is well
charged with their spawn, put it away in boxes and let it
remain until the eggs have hatched and the larva? grown to
a sufficient size to feed to the fish, which is commonly within
three or four days after the deposition of the eggs.
"In outline the process is very simple, but in our practice

it has become somewhat complicated in consequence of
many impediments and limitations that we have encoun-
tered. The offensive character of the odors exhaled from
the flesh as soon as the larva? had attacked it, compelled us,
in the first place, to remove the scene of this work to a dis-
tance of 500ft. from the hatchery and quarters; and in the
second place, to cover the flesh and larva? with loam or pul-
verized clay. Under such conditions the odors seldom
reach us.
"The presence of so much loam as we have used has com-

pelled us to choose between throwing it in quantities with
the larva? into the fish troughs or separating it by some
means from the maggots before throwing the latter to the
fish. We have arranged a series of screens and sieves, so
that both the coarser and finer rubbish can be removed.
"From 90 to 100 degrees F. appears to be a suitable temper-

ature to these larva?, and in it they grow apace, but it is
quite common to find a temperature of 110 degrees F. in a
box of them, while the air outside is below 80 degrees. The
heat at times becomes unsupportable, and then a general
stampede ensues, the larva? surmount the sides of the box
and ecape. To prevent their escape we sprinkle the sides of
tbe boxes with dry dust or rub them with chalk, which pre-
vents the larva? from climbing. Covered boxes will not
answer. Our favorite form is an open box 3ft. wide, 2ft.
long and Sin. deep. Moisture in the loam helps to keep
them cool, and to retard them very much we sometimes wet
them down with cool water. In some cases we have found
a very deep covering of loam to retard them for a long time.
In cool weather when we wish to hasten their growth we
cover the larva? with paper or cloth, or apply a board cover
to the box.

"It is sometimes desirable to use partly grown larvae as
food for very small fish, and this we accomplish by covering
the box up until the heat drives them from the meat. The
best arrangement for this purpose is to use two boxes, an
outer wooden one with a tight bottom, and an inner one
with a wire cloth bottom standing on short legs. The wire
cloth is covered with straw or other similar rubbish, and
the meat and feeding larva? placed upon the straw, with
perhaps a little paper under them; a high degree of heat
will drive the larva? down into the outer box, irom which
they can be taken free from dirt and rubbish.
"To protect the larva? from carrion beetles, which svyarni

to the feast by the thousands, we built a small house with
screen doors. This was intended to be bug proof, but it did
uot prove to be so. The beetles effected an entrance, and
in spite of much work on our part to rid the house of beetles
they increased upon us so rapidly that at one time they
threatened to put a stop to this method of feeding fish. One
day we killed over 2,000 of them, including 1,857 by actual
count of a single species. It was only after a systematic
and persistent warfare of several weeks that we conquered
them. Other enemies of the larva? are mice and birds,
which are fond of the young flies in both the larval and
pupal stages.

It will readily be understood that if all the fly larvaa ob-

tained are fed to the fish there will soon be a dearth of
adults, and in any extended operations it would doubtless
be necessary to rear the adult flies in a systematic way.

It is desirable and almost essential to have untainted raw
flesh to attract flies and receive their spawn. Fresh fish is
excellent, and we use it whenever we cau get it at the proper
season. Our principal dependence is butcher's refuse, such
as the head and haslets or calves and lambs. A discovery
of great promise made this season is that fresh fish my be
pitted in the ground for many weeks and when taken out
forms good food for the fly larva?. We buried three boxes
of fresh herring in July and the contents of one of them,
exhumed after fifty-nine days, were greedily devoured by
the larva? and were not very offensive.
"The necessity of uutaihted food for fly-spawning is not

absolute, for last winter we dried several barrels of flounders
by impaling them on sticks and hanging them up under a
roof where the frosty air had free access to them, and when
summer came we were able, by soaking them in water until
they were softened up, to use them to great advantage, both
with the flies and with the larva?, although their odor was
villainous.
"By the method thus indicated we have been able to pro-

vide living food for many thousand young fish, graduating
the size of the food to the size of the fish, feeding out froni
five to twenty quarts of the larva? a day. I think that for
several weeks in succession late in the summer we were
feeding out nearly 200,000 daily of the little wrigglers, and
beyond a doubt the fish so fed have made a better growth
than those fed upon chopped meat. This food is also less
likely to contaminate the water than chopped meat, and
makes the cleaning of the ponds and troughs less impera-
tive."

PENNSYLVANIA FISH COMMISSION.-The annual
meeting of the Fish Commission of Pennsylvania was
opened in Washington, D. C, on Dec. 17. Philadelphia
has been the usual place of meeting, but as the Commis-
sioners wished to confer with the U. S. Commissioners and
examine into the tishcultural methods at the central station
of the Government they decided to meet at the capital.
There is a strong probability that the annual meetings will
be regularly held in Washington hereafter. It is hoped by
so doing to win the co-operation of the Maryland Commis-
sion in measures looking toward the protection of fishes in
the lower Susquehanna. At present the protective legisla-
tion of one State is neutralized by the lack of similar legis-
lation in the other, and particularly in the matter of fish
traps. All of the Pennsylvania Commission were present
at the meeting except one member. The Commissioners
were delightfully entertained by Col. McDonald on Tuesday
evening.

Mmncl

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Jan. G to 11, 1890.—Annual Dog Show of the Michigan State
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Bay City, Micb. W. F.
Brace, Secretary.
Jan. 13 to 18, 1890.—First Annual Dog Show of the Georgia Pet

Stock and Bench Show Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Yon-
der 1 ei th . Sc crotary-
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890.—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 11 to 14, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, American Institute Building, New York. James
Mortimer Superintendent,.
Feb. 19 to 22, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutak

Kennel Club, Chicago, 111.

March 11 to 14., 1890.—Second Annual Dos Show of the Rochester
Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harrv Yates, Secretary.
March 25 to 23, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.
April 15 to 18, 1890.—Show of the Buffalo Kennel Club, Buffalo,

N. Y. A. W. Smith, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast

Field Trial Club at Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313
Bush street. San Francisco. Cal.
Jan. 27, 1890.—All-Day Fi«lrl Trials, at West Point, Miss. F. R.

Hitchcock, 44 Broadway, New York. Secretary.
Feb. 11, 1890.—Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall. Tex. W. L. Thomas, Secretary.
Feb. — , 1890.—Meet of the Brunswick Fur Club, New Meadows,

Me.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.
THE ALL-AGED POINTER STAKE.

THE All-Aged Pointer Stake of the Central Field Trial
Club began on Tuesday, Dec. 10. Of the 32 nomina-

tions there were 14 starters that were drawn to run as fol-
lows: Arthur and Duke of Hessen, Bannerman and Roger
Williams, Rod's Gal and Tammany Boy, Sally Brass If. and
Rip Rap, Ajax and Pontiac, Meally and Lebanon, Duke of
Vernon and Lalla Rookh. The first brace was put down at
11:40. Arthur did not show up iu very good form. Duke of
Hessen ran well, but not nearly with so much dash as when
at High Point. He found the only bevy that was found
during the heat. Bannerman and Roger Williams were put
down after the finish of the Setter Stake at 3 o'clock. Both
ran very well and some very pretty work was done, Ban-
nerman showing up a capital dog among the singles, being
snappy to point and with a good nose. Roger

1

did much
better than he did at High Point.and the heat was a very good
one. Rod's Gal and Tammany Boy did nothing brillfant.
Gal went better than she did at High Point, while Boy did not
do nearly so well as he did there. This ended the work for
the day.
On Wednesday it was clear and quite warm, birds were

not moving and were hard to find. Sally Brass II. and
Rip Rap were put down a half-mile west of town at 8:15 and
worked over considerable ground where birds were known
to be plentiful, but none were found until nearly the end of
the heat, when a bevy flushed down wind just beyond Rap,
and soon after another bevy flushed near him. "Sally did
not do anything worthy notice except to make a pretty point
where the bevy had been flushed. She did not range nor
stay out at work at al 1 well, aud showed but little bird"sense.
Rap ran somewhat stale, but worked out his ground in good
style. Ajax and Pontiac were next put down and the heat
was watched with interest, as Ajax Avas said to be a very
killing dog, but he was heavily handicapped, as Aldrich,hls
handler, was unable to work him, and he was not acquainted
with John Lewis, who could not show him to advantage. He
was also apparently off his nose and his work was not very
meritorious. Pontiac ran fairly well, and some of his work
on birds was well done.
Meally and Lebanon, both well known, were the next

brace. Meally was too fat for work, but she kept going
through the heat at a moderate rate and searched for birds,
but did not range very wide. Lebanon ran fairly well, but
was not up to her best form.
Duke of Vernon, well known on the show bench, and Lit-

tle Lalla Rookh, also well known both as a winner in the
field and on the show bench, were put down at 11:37. Duke
moved fairly well, but much too slow, and he did uot work
out his ground in very good form. Rookh went in her usual
merry style and beat out her ground well, searching for
birds and finding them, too. She carries her years well,
and was going even better the last half of the heat than

when first put down. They were taken up for lunch in the
middle of the heat, and again put down at 1 o'clock, this
heat ending the preliminary series.

Second Seizes,

The judges spotted out six, leaviug in eight to run in the
second series. They were drawn to run in the following
order;
Duke of Hessen against Lalla Rookh.
Bannerman against Sally Brass II.

Lebanon against Rip Rap.
Pontiac against Roger Williams.
After waiting 20 minutes the first brace in the second

series were nut clown at 1:48. Rookh had run in tbe last
heat of the preliminary series, and no fault would have
been frmnd had the second brace in order been run first, but
Col. Odell, her owner, stated that she was ready to go on
and they were started. Duke went at about the same pace
as he did in his previous heat, and hunted out his ground in
a workmanlike manner, and showing better nose than we
have ever seen him do, pointing a bevy and pinning his sin-
gles very nicely. Rookh ran as well as in her previous
heat, and did some very pretty work, once or twice she was
somewhat uncertain and did hot properly locate her birds.
When time was up the heat was awarded to Duke. He had
much the best of it in pace and range, as well as some ad-
vantage in the work on birds.
Bannerman and Sally Brass II. were put down at 3:03.

Bannerman had an easy win and did some very pretty work.
One point that he made in the woods, was as good as any-
thing we have seen for a long time. He was going at speed
and as he caught scent of a single, he partly wheeled round
and jumped into a very gamy point. Nesbit went in front
of him and beat about for some little time, but failing to
flush he ordered the dog on, aud he drew a few steps to a
large log, and with his chin resting upon it, he again be-
came, rigid and the bird was flushed from under his nose on
the opposite side of the log. Sally did not get out to hunt
at all well and was clearly no match for her competitor.
Lebanon and Rip Rap were put down at 4:14, and after

running fifty-five minutes they were taken up to go down
again iu the morning. Lebanon went fairly well, while
Rap was a bit stale and did not go at his usual rate of
speed, although he went a good pace and worked out bis
ground in good style. A bevy found by Lebanon was all
the work doue.
On Thursday the weather was delightful, it was clearand

cool in the morning, but during the middle of the day it
was too warm for comfort. The dogs were put down at 9:03
in an open country with large stubble and sedge fields,
where they could be seen to advantage. Lebanon was
somewhat inclined to loaf and did not range nor stay out
at work for a short time, but soon went better and ran* for a
time fairly well. Rap started off in something like his
usual good form, and went at a good rate of speed and
worked out in good style, showing good judgment in going
to the likely-looking places. After beating out considerable
ground without a find Lebanon challenged a foot scent and
roaded a short distance, but the bevy flushed before he
located it, and the dogs were ordered "in the direction in
which they went. They were not found, but Lebanon
struck the trail of another bevy in tbe thicket and roading
too close he flushed them. We then crossed the railroad
and Lebanon made a couple of points to which nothing was
found. Rap made a cast into a thicket, was called back by
his handler, and ran into a bevy which flushed. The dogs
were then ordered back on a short turn, when Lebanon
challenged and drew on and pointed an outlying bird of a
bevy. As White went to him the bird fiushe'd from under
the dog's nose and the bevy went also and settled in a brier
patch that was worked out by both dogs, but they failed to
find them and were ordered on. After going a short distance
Lebauon swung back to the briers and flushed a single.
After working out a little more ground without finding
them, the dogs were taken back across the railroad to a
large stubble field, which was beat out, and as Rap came to
the upper end he made a very wide cast through a cornfield
to a thicket, when he took the edge of it and swung back
down to a branch and then down the branch until he met
the party. This was a very good piece of work, although no
birds were found. Shortly after Rap cast into the cornfield
Capt. MeMurdo flushed a single bird iu the sedge, but his
dog was too far away to hear tbe whistle. We could not see
whether Luke marked the bird or not, but he worked his
dog in the direction it went and obtained a point to it. The
dogs were then taken across the branch and worked on the
hillside where birds were known to freqxieut. Both dogs
had let down in speed, although Rap was still going much
the best and ranging well, while Lebanon was "going slow
and not doing much hunting. Rap made a cast down Avind
through a piece of woods, and, turning at the upper side, ran
along the edge with the wind blowing across him, and
catching scent he made a very stylish point. Lebanon was
200 or 300yds. away, working out a strip of sedge, his hand-
ler and one of the judges beiug the only persons near.
When Luke was called to bring up his 'dog to back, he
claimed that he was making game, and the judge, not aware
that Rap was on point, allowed him to work out the scent
and then to cast his dog into a likely-looking corner and
beat it out, and it was several minutes before Lebanon was
brought up to back, which he did, and Capt. MeMurdo was
ordered to flush the birds, but they had run some 50yds. to
one side and into the woods, and he failed to put them up
and ordered on his dog. Rap had stayed there so long that
the scent had become cold or was* blown away, and be
made a cast further along the edge of the woods,
aud before he came back Luke had thrown Lebanon
on the bevy aud he made the only really good point that he
had made during the heat, and the birds were flushed and
the dogs-were ordered up and the heat was awarded to
Lebanon. Just previous to the decision Col. Odell rode up
near the judges and said that it was .time that the heat was
decided as they had run two hours and one dog had not
made a point, while the other had pointed two bevies. We
do not for a moment believe that this interference had any-
thing to do in the way of influencing the judges in their
decision, but some thought otherwise, and the least that can
be said of the unfortunate occurrence is that the action of
Col. Odell was as ill-advised as it was unprecedented iu the
history of field trials so far as our experience goes. We
have attended nearly a score of field trial meetings and
never before have we heard an officer of the club say
one word that could be construed as an attempt to in-
fluence the judges in any manner, and for the welfare of
field trials we sincerely hope that we shall never again have
occasion to record anything of the kind. In managing the
heat after Rap made his point a serious blunder was made,
the rules were violated and we believe that great injustice
was done one of the best dogs iu the stake. Under the rules
the judges are instructed as follows- '"Judges shall avoid,
as far as possible, holding a dog so long on a point, for the
purpose of securing a back or otherwise, as to enable the
birds to run; and if the pointing dog be held on a point, by
order of the judges, for a competing dog to secure a back,
the pointing dog shall not incur any penalty for results.
Dogs shall be brought up to back only when the opportunity
offers, without interfering with the pointing dog, and a dog
drawing on or pointing game which he has found independ-
ently, shall be afforded ample opportunity to locate the
game without competition, and the handler shall have
ample time to flush the bird."
Rap had undoubtedly made his point to the hot scent of

the bevy, and had his handler been allowed to go on as he
should have done there is every probability that the dog
would have been able to have drawn straight to his birds
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along the fresh trail and completed his work by locating
them. At all events this course should have been pursued
and the behavior of the dog alone should have determined
the merit or demerit of the performance. Even after he was
ordered on, had he been treated as the rules demand in such
cases, and given "ample opportunity to locate the game
without competition," there is scarcely a doubt that he
would have found the bevy and it would have been time
enough to have penalized him had he failed to do his work
in a proper manner. No one is more clamorous for ample
time for his dog to work out his game without competition
than Luke White, and very few handlers excel him in alert-

ness in casting his dog in ahead of a pointing dog as soon as
the latter moves. In this ease there was no excuse for holding
Rap on point, for the judges well knew that Lebanon backs
promptly, and it was still more inexcusable for them to allow
the latter to steal the point that by all the rules of fair play
belonged to the dog that had by showing bird sense and
doing a good bit of work, earned the right to better treat-

ment.
Pontiac had no trouble in scoring a win against Roger

Williams, showing the best pace, range and style, and the
character of his work was also of better class. This ended
the second series with the result as follows:
Duke of Hessen beat Lalla Rookh.
Bannerman beat Sally Brass II.

Lebanon beat Rip Rap.
Pontiac beat Roger Williams.

Tlivrd Series.

The first brace in the third series. Duke of Hessen and
Bannerman, were put down at 1:05, and after running an
hour and eleven minutes they were taken up with Duke the
winner. He had much the best of it in pace and range, and
showed the most bird sense in working oat the ground. It
was hot and dry and birds were hard to find. Bannerman
found and pointed a bevy early in the heat, and no more
birds were found until near the finish, when Duke made a
wide cast, and as he came back he swung up to a likely-
looking place and dropped to a large bevy, doing the work
in a very creditable manner, and when sent on Duke made
a point to a single, this being all the work on birds during
the heat.
When the next brace, Pontiac and Lebanon, were called

up to start, Col. Odell rode up, evidently greatly excited,
and announced that he had graduated and had enough of
field trials, and that he would have nothing more to do
with them, and thereupon started toward town. As he
was leaving the ground he met a gentleman who made
some remark about the defeat of Bannerman, and the
Colonel replied, "Not beaten, but robbed." Of course
the judges knew nothing of this last remark, but as
may well be imagined, the speech and actions of the
Colonel in their presence was a profound surprise, and
we were informed by one of them that only his sense of
duty to those who had entered their dogs prevented him
from at once resigning his position, and that under the
circumstances he would continue to act until the stake was
finished. Upon our arrival at the hotel in the evening Col.
Odell stated to the judges and to others that his remarks in
their presence had nothing to do with the decision in the
Duke of Hessen—Bannerman heat, and that he intended no
reflection upon the action of the judges, aud that the cause
for his behavior was that he and Mr. Coleman had disagreed
in the matter of compelling Mr. Coleman's dog, Lebanon,
to run three heats in one day. The judges accepted this
explanation, but we did not learn that the Colonel ex-
plained to them just how he came to the conclusion that
Lebanon would be called upon to run three heats, as at the
time he had ran only one; in any case the matter was in the
hands of the judges, and the management had nothing
whatever to do with it. It is greatly to be regretted that
the harmony of the meeting should be marred by such an
occurrence, and we have no doubt that no one regrets the
unfortunate affair more deeply than Col. Odell. The heat
between Lebanon and Pontiac was decided in favor of Le-
banon. To say the least, it was a close thing between them
with the advantage slightly in favor of Pontiac, as we saw
the work. This ended the third series, with the result as
follows:

Duke of Hessen beat Bannerman.
Lebanon beat Pontiac.
It was nearly half-past 3, and as Lebanon was to run in the

next heat, the running was postponed until the next morn-
ing. Mr. Coleman expressed a willingness to have his dog
run if Mr. Hitchcock insisted upon it,but he generously con-
sented to a postponement.
On Tuesday morning at 9:02 Duke of Hessen and Lebanon

Avere put down to decide first money. It was a beautiful
morning, clear and cool, with scarcely a breath of wind.
There was some white frost and scent appeared to be poor.
At the expiration of lh. and 58m. the heat was awarded to
Lebanon and he was declared the winner of first prize. The
heat was a very unsatisfactory one, as no really good work
was done on game. Lebanon clearly had the luck of the
birds, and made two or three very indifferent points to birds
and several others where nothing was found. He went fairly
well at the start, but did not cover one-quarter the ground
that Duke did, and at the end of the half-hour he was going
slow and not working out his ground at all well, while.
Duke went from start to finish at a great pace and beat out
his ground with great judgment. It is true that he did not
find the birds, with the exception of one at the end of the
heat, but it was in some short stubble, and although he
caught scent enough to half-point, the bird flushed before
he could locate it. Taking everything into consideration
and comparing the character of the work of the different
dogs in all their heats, Duke clearly showed up the best dog
in the stake, and, although the heat had already been a long
one, it would have been more satisfactory had a little more
time been *aken to give him an opportunity to demonstrate
whether he could handle his birdsm a proper manner or not.
Pontiac was selected by the judges as the best dog beaten

by Lebanon to run with Duke of Hessen for second place.
They were put down at 2:50, and at the end of an hour and
thirteen minutes Duke was declared the winner. Duke
clearly had the best of it at all points including the luck of
the birds. He found and pointed the first bevy, but there
was no particular merit in the And, as the birds were almost
stumbled on after he had returned from a long cast, but he
showed that his nose was all right and that he would point;
he also pointed a single in first-class style, while Pontiac
had the bad luck to flush one, but even had he pointed it,
Duke was so far ahead in pace, range, style and bird sense
that the result would not have been different.
The judges could not determine whether Pontiac or Ban-

nerman best deserved third place, and on Saturday mornin^
at 9:17 they were put down to decide the matter, and at 10 39
the heat was awarded to Pontiac, and he was declared win-
ner of third prize. Bannerman had run two good heats,
doing some brilliant work in each, and many were confident
that he would easily defeat Pontiac, but the' latter ran fully
up to his form, while Bannerman did not do nearlv so well
as in his previous heats.
This finished the pointer division of the All-Aged Stake

and the winner, Lebanon, and King's Mark, the winning
setter, were now to run to determine the absolute winner
The beat between the setter and pointer Derby winners was
first decided, and at 2:27 the winners in the All-Aged Stake
were put down, and at 3:36 they were ordered up and the
heat was awarded to King's Mark and he was declared the
absolute winner of the All-Aged Setter and Pointer StakeMark had much the best of it in pace and range, as well as
IH the work nn.birds. being positive in locating them, while

Lebanon was at times uncertain in his work. Following is
a complete summary of the stake:

SETTEES.

Preliminary Series.
Cora of Wetheral and Chance.
Princess Beatrice II. and Little Gift.
Count Howard and King Leo.
Cassio and Desmond II.
Rowdy Rod and Roger.
King's Mark and Whitie.
Blue Mark and Miss Monarch.
King's Dan and Dash.

Second Series.
Rowdy Rod beat King's Dan.
Roger beat Little Gift.
Chance beat Desmond II.
King's Mark beat Cassio.

Third Series.
Roger beat Rowdy Rod.
King's Mark beat Chance.

Final for First Place.
King's Mark beat Roger and won first prize.

Final for Second Place.
Chance beat Roger and won second prize. Roger placed

third.
First, King's Mark, $250; second, Chance, $150; third,

Roger, $100.

POINTERS.

Preliminary Series.
Arthur and Duke of Hessen.
Bannerman and Roger Williams.
Hod's Girl and Tammany Boy.
Sally Brass II. and Rip Rap.

'

Ajax and Pontiac.
Meally and Lebanon.
Duke of Vernon and Lalla Rookh.

Second SeHes.
Duke of Hessen beat Lalla Rookh.
Bannerman beat Sally Brass II.

Lebanon beat Rip Rap.
Pontiac beat Roger Williams.

Third SeHes.
Duke of Hessen beat Bannerman.
Lebanon beat Pontiac.

Final for First Place.
Lebanon beat Duke of Hessen and won first prize.

Final for Second Place.
Duke of Hessen beat Pontiac and won second prize.

Final for Third Place.
Pontiac beat Bannerman and won third prize.

First, Lebanon, $250; second, Duke of Hessen. §150; third,
Pontiac, $100.

Absolute Winner.
King's Mark beat Lebanon aud was declared absolute

winner of the Setter and Pointer All-Aged Stake.

THE DERBY.
The final heat of the Derby was run on Saturdey, Dec. 14,

after the finish of the pointer division of the All-Aged Stake.
Rowdy Rod, the winning setter, and Rip Rap, the winning
pointer, were put down at 10:51 to compete for the title of
absolute Derby winner. They were taken up for lunch at
12:25 and again put down at 1:35 and run until 2;08, when
they were ordered up and the heat was awarded to Rip Rap,
and he was declared absolute winner of the Derby. Both
started off well at a great pace and in something like their
form when at High Point. There was not much to chose
between them in speed, range or style in their way of going.
Rowdy did not work out his ground nearly so well as he had
done in some of his heats, as he persistsd in beating the
thickets instead of the open ground and was lost for several
minutes at a time, twice during the heat, while Rap worked
out his ground in capital form, and found two bevies by
making a wide cast for each and pointing them in his best
style. This was all the work on birds during the heat, as
Rowdy did not succeed in scoring a find. Following is a
complete summary:

SETTERS.

Preliminary Scries.
Rod's Lady and Royal C.

Rowdy Rod and Nannie B.
Sam C. and Letty Lynn.
Harry C. and Marquis N.

Second Series.
Royal C. beat Nannie B.
Rowdy Rod beat Sam C,
Harry C. beat Letty Lynn.

Third Series.
Rowdy Rod beat Royal C.
Harry O, a bye.

Final for First Place.
Rowdy Rod beat Harry C , and won first prize.

Tics for Second Place.
Sam C. beat Royal C.

Final for Second Place.
Harry C. beat Sam C. and won second prize.
Sam C. placed third.

POINTERS.

Preliminary Scries.
Joy, Jr., and Lou.
Carlgrove and Nye.
F. F. V. and Sally P.
Miss Meally and Convex.
Tough Nut and Naso Peshall.
Lady Hessen and Mamie Bang (absent).
Flirt and Heiniken.
Rip Rap and Met.

Second Series.
Jov, Jr., beat Miss Meally.
F. F. V. beat Convex.
Lady Hessen beat Met.
Rip Rap beat Flirt.

Third Series.
Joy, Jr., beat F. F. V.
Rip Rap beat Lady Hessen.

Fin nl for First Place.
Rip Rap beat Joy, Jr., and won first prize.

Final for Second Place.
Joy, Jr., beat Flirt and won second prize, Miss Meally

placed third.
First, Rip Rap, $400; second, Joy, Jr., $200; third, Miss

Meally, $100.

Final.
Rip Rap beat Rowdy Rod and was declared absolute win-

ner of the Derby.

THE CHICAGO SHOW.—Maseoutah Kennel Club, Chi-
cago, Dec. 19.—Preparations for our second annual bench
show are progressing with flattering results. The dates al-
ready claimed we find it necessary to change, and have
selected March 4, 5, 6 and 7 iu place' of the previously pub-
lished fixture. In addition to the armory used last season,
we have secured the adjoining armory, affording more than
double the area occupied during our first show. Premium
lists will soon be ready, applications for which should be
made to Frank C. Farwell, Esq., Chicago, -^-John L, Lin-
coln, Jb., Secretary.

ANENT THE COURSING CLUBS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I see by reports in your columns that "box coursing" of
jacks or rabbits by greyhounds or fox-terriers is being intro-
duced despite the efforts of the S. P. C. A. j$bw I'm an old
courser. Many a time I have marked puss in her form
among the rushes, slipped the dogs on even sight as she
loped away, slung the leash around mv wrist and marked
the course by points. Many a good day's sport I have had
on the sidehills of Tippefary where the steep slopes bettered
her long hindlegs over the Undulant dogs that leaped be-
hind her, or on the broad meadows of Fermanagh where
she knew the vents and gaps and had a fair chance to escape
from the sight of the gazehounds.
In those days we coursed for sport, Kills were infrequent

and we had old friends mid furze and furrow that we could
locate ti me after time almost to an inch. When we wanted
game for the pot we knew where to get it, but there was no
wholesale murder of creatures cramped by confinement
done to death like so many rats in a pit.
Things have changed; coursing has become dog racing in

England—a gamble where you have something like a fair
show—for the dog (until he runs cunning) does his level best
all the time. Take Waterloo, Mourne. Kempton Park,
Scawa. It's the betting that makes theni go. The sport iu
nowhere, it's the money that tells every time.
So it has come that I have been at a "box meeting," where

one hundred live hares were turned down one by one, each
before a pair of greyhounds, and when the stln set there
were one hundred dead hares ranged aloug the side, of the
pen. Not one got away, they were there to die—for your
gambling crowd enjoys a "kill of merit''—and there they
lay. dead. Roundabout the field, some twenty acres ringed
with noble trees, were some forty bookmakers, in strange
fantastic costumes, yelling odds on each course; around
them all the blackguards and thieves from all the country
round. They gambled, cursed, drank and fought, wilder as
the day grew older, and when the slaughter was over they
broke iu on the corpses and stole and slugged each other
with the dead relics of their day's amusement.
That is what, a "box meeting" comes to. It is bad enough

with greyhouuds, and infinitely worse with whippets and
fox-terriers, because the first do cost money, while the latter
come much cheaper.
There was a terrier meeting last fall near Belfast in the

North of Ireland, where some of the scum of the city tried
to ring in a whippet specially bred out of an Irish terrier
and a rough greyhound. The beast was ruled out, and there
followed the finest free fight that the county ever saw.
There always is a row at these dog races, but this beat any-
thing on the record, and the club went into retirement for
six months.
I've been to Cedarburst. We were Very select, our knieker-

breeches and butcher-boots very fit; tbe'ladies in trim habits
had a good time: the lunch at the club house quite enjoya-
ble; the champagne beyond reproach. Some of the rabbits
did get away, for the field was so large that you could see
mighty little from the fence that served as a grand stand,
after speed from the slips was scored. But I saw rabbits
lving smothered and dead in the confined boxes in which
thev were carried to the field. I was told that they had to
be brought there in that way, separately, because if they
were put in crates or baskets they ripped each other up with
their hindlegs. I saw rabbits squat in fear, motionless before
the screaming terriers, and when one bunny ran round and
round and I asked what was up, the answer was that he
was blind of one eye and "they wrould not have used him
only they were short—and it was a d—d shame anyhow."
This was at Cedarhurst, undei' distinguished mangement,

with gentlemen and ladies in attendance and no wagering
worthv the name, with such names as Belmont, Rutherfurd
and Frothingham on the programme as patrons. What
sort of a time would come off at Oak Point or Flushing
with Harry Hill or some of the chantprs from the Jersey
race tracks in control. The Hempstead Coursing Clnb and
the Eastern Coursing Club may ran in some semblance of
sport, but thev are opening the gates for "box meetings" by
scoundrels who will run to kill in confined spaces where
every point can be seen by every spectator, and who will
hail with delight this improved method of baiting rabbits
to death for gambling purposes. That's what it will come
to. It has got there in the old country. The sport is gone,
but there is money in the murdering.
Right here—on my desk—as I write these lines sits my

fox terrier. She is ray steady comrade and company by day
and night, by my side when the sun shines and at my feet
when the gas goes out. She has gone over big sea with me
three times, a cabin passenger every time and no objection.
She has killed mice when she caught them round the house,
rats when we were moving the stacks in the yard or hay in
the loft, rabbits in the whins and bracken; she has trailed
winged grouse in the heather and pheasants in the bramble.
She quivers on view of a cat, though so far there has never
been a cat-astrophe. She is game all in and out. Loving as
herself when gentle, and wild as a fiend when stirred to
passion. She has a rare turn of speed, and her turns are
rare in their speed; quick, graceful, full of character, and a
grand set of wicked white teeth. I've hunted her after
game and vermin and hope to do so again, but I would as
soon enter her for a "box coursing" stake as I would get a
litter of kittens just old enough to be cunning and feed
them to her and Jack—her prospective mate—one by one on
an empty floor, and count points during the worriment and
killing that would follow. Graydon Johnston.

WHAT ABOUT THESE BEAGLES?
Editor Forest and Stream:
Year after year I return to my old hunting grounds, not

so much for the game I can bag as for the pleasure of tramp-
ing through the well known woods and over the old marshes.
I find less game; there arenot so many partridges, the coveys
of quail take to the thickest swamps, and now to complete
my discontent, the marshes aud beach, where I shot sea
fowl and occasionally a brant or Canada goose, are posted,
and we can shoot there only " under penalty of the law."
But there is one thing left—the rabbit. Last year I hunted

him with one beagle and found the sport more enjoyable,
but in the spring by an unfortunate accident my dog was
killed. Poor old Jip ! may he have a warm kennel and
lots of sport in the " happy hunting grounds."
This fall I have been training two beagle pups, and though

they are but seven months old I have had considerable sport
with the little fellows. Now, will some admirer of the bea-
gle kindly give me some advice and information:-' I hunt
in woods where the underbrush is thick, and the numerous
swamps are almost impenetrable with thickets of bull-
briers and hornbeams. I wish to know how many beagles
I can hunt together to advantage in such a country. I want
to hunt as large a pack as will work well together. I don't
care for the game; I want lots of music and fun. Can I get
together a pack that I can depend on to catch the rabbit if he
stays above ground ? If some who have had experience will
give the results in your columns, it will be of great interest
to me and no doubt to otherreaders of Forest and Stream,

Bradley.

Dugs: Tlicir Management and Treatment in Disease. By
Ashmont. Price $2. Kennel Record and Account Book.
Price p. Training -vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond.
Price 4t First Lessons in Dog Trainina, v>Uh Points of
all Breed*. PrtwMimm,
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AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB.

THE quarterly meeting of the Executive Committee of the
American Kennel Club was held at 44 Broadway, New York,

Dec. in. Vice-President Terry in the chair. Present: Associates,
Dr. J. F. Perry: Philadelphia Kennel Club, J. H. Wiuslow; South-
ern Field Trials Club, J . L. An thorn ; Great Dane Club, G. Muss-
Arnolt; Michigan Kennel Club. J. M. Taylor; Westminster Ken-
nel Club, T. H. Terry; Collie Club of America, G. B. Cromwell;
St. Paul Kennel Club, A. D. Lewis; Mascoutah Kennel Club, J.

Mortimer; American Spaniel Club, J. Watson; New England
Kennel Club, F. B. Fay; New .Jersey Kennel Club. A. C. Wilrner-
ding; Fox-Terrier Kennel Club, W. Rutherfurd; Beagle Club, H.
F. Sehellhass.
The Secretary'* report was read as follows:
To the Dekaalt* of the American Kennel Clvh: Gektltmen—

Since my last report I have receh'ed an application from the
Continental Kennel Club, of Denver, Col., for admission 1o tbis
Association. This application was duly forwarded and received

:

in accordance with the rule laid down in your constitution, and
said applicant is eligible to membership, and is hcehy recom-
mended. As this club held its first bench show December 5th,

and has complied with all the requirements of our rules, I would
respectfully recommend the adoption of a resolution at this meet-
ing, by which the awards made at said show shall be recognized
bv the American Kennel Club. At the last mcetinsr of this club
the application of the California Kennel Oiub was laid
on the table until your pecretary could correspond with the
Pacific Kennel Club, on the expediency of admitting another
member from San Francisco. Your secretary mailed communi-
cations to both the committee of the California Kennel Club and
the secretary of the Pacific Kennel Club, to which he received in

due course a reply from the latter, which will be laid before you
at this meeting. .

The Brooklyn Kennel Club was promptly no'ined of their re-

jection at our last meeting, and upon its order, the dues for-

warded to rue with tire application wore returned, and the receipt
for the same is on file in ibis office. The Southern California
Kennel Club was duly notified of its election to membership, and
of the fact that the awards at its show held prior to its admission,
would not be. recoguized to which no reply has been received
from auv of its officers, but under date of Dec <$. President Bel-
mont forwarded me a communication from Mr. J. B. Martin, of
San Francisco, an exhibitor at said show, asking this club to

reconsider its action, so far as the recognition of (lie awards is

concerned, upon the ground that as the chow was advertised to
be held under A. K. C. rules many entries were made by ex-
hibitors from a great distance, expecting that wins would count,
and that; the action of this club is a hardship to innocent parties;
and further, such action ou the part of the American Kennpl
Club would encourage and assist doe shows on the Pacific coast.

This matter is now before you for further action if you deem it

advisable.
The special committee on the "revision ot trie rules." appointed

at last meeting, completed its labors, and published its report
and recommendations in the November Gazette. In this con-
nection 1 would advise you that Mr. .las. L. Anthonvwas ap-
pointed on said committee in the place of Mr. F. R. Hitchcock,
who resigned on account of absence from the city.

A communication from the German Mastiff or Great Dane
Club of America, submits a copy of Its rule No. 29 as follows:
"This club adopts the standard of points and the scale of meas-
urement* aw approved Sept. 4, 1889, as the correct standard and
scale of points for judging in this country, and this club will not
through its membership exhibit German mastiff, or great Dane
dogs at bench shows, unless they arc to be judged hv standard
points, and scale of value as adopted by this club." The German
Mastiff or tircat Dane Club requests the American Kennel 01 ub
to take action in this matter. The members feel that their stan-
dard is correct, and in order to make it effective in this country,
would respectfully ,-v-k this club to udopt same for the judging
Of this breed of doga, at all shows held by members of the Ameri-
can Kennel Club. T „ , „

I have r eceiv ed from D>- J. Frank Perry notice of proposed
amendment to Article IV. of the constitution, and published
same in the November issue of ihe American Kennel Gazette. It

Mill be submitted Ear your action at this meeting.
Charges have been preferred by Mr. Lorenzo Daniels against

Mr William Graham, in the matter of the St. Bernard dog Visp
II. Mr. Daniels claims that Mr. Graham misrepresented the dog,
and owing to such misrepresentation, said Daniels was put to an
exnense that should in his opinion be paid by Graham. In a letter
following said charges, Daniels states that he can produce wit-
nesses to testify to* the above mentioned misrepresentation. I
also received a letter from Mr. Graham requesting the return of
all papers deposited in tbis office as part of the testimony in a

ions case between these gentlemen respecting the dog Visp
II. Tbis correspondence will be submitted to you at this meeting.
Under the provision of Art. XVIII. of the Constitution, the an-

nual dues of active members must be naid on or before Jan. 1 of

each year, under penalty of forfeiture of all right to representa-
tion in this club: and such delinquents may be snsnended or
dropped from the roll. I would respectfully request this meeting
to adopt a resolution delegating the power to the Advisory Com-
mittee, to suspend or drop such clubs as may be in arrears on Jan.
3 next, if in t he judgment of said committee it should be deemed
proper.
Your Secretary would recommend and urge the adoption of a

resolution at this meeting whereby the American Kennel Club
shall donate at each show held by its members in the ve&.v 1890 a
sppcial prize, consisting of a complete set of the Stud Books, to be
competed for members of the specialty clubs that are members in

in good standing of 1 be American Kennel Club, and to be given to
the best kennel of four owned by one exhibitor. The choice of

club to which this special shall be first awarded to be determined
by its date of membershin in the American Kennel Club—that is.

the. oldest, speeialtv member to compete at the first bench show of

1890, and a a tb e sh ows progress the special to he designated accord-
ing to seniority of membership.
As treasurer of this club. I would say that I could see no good

reason why I should depart from my usual custom in presenting
the Treasurer's report, and will submit the usual one showing the

gross amounts received and disbursed and the balance on band,
but would ask the adoption of a resolution at this meeting direct-

ing the publication of a detailed financial statement of the club
for the vear ending Dec. 31, 1889, and to appear in the Kennel Ga-
zette of 'January. 1890.

. t . a
In conclusion I have to ad vise you that I am just m receipt of

the resignation of the Fort Schuyler Kennel Club, of Utica, N.Y.,
which will be submitted to you for action. And by the same
mail I received the application of the Duquesne Kennel Club, of

Pittsburgh, Pa., for admission as an active member. The appli-

cation inclosed the necessary papers and annual dues in proper
form, and the club is eligible to membership. As this application
did not reach me until 5 o'clock this day, that portion of the rule
requiring it to be filed at this office at least ten davs previous to

election has not been complied wi+b. 1 submit this application
with the above remarks. Respectfully submitted.

A. P. Vredenbukgh, Sec'y.

This report was adopted and the treasurer's report, was read
and adopted: New York, Dec. 18, 1889.—The treasurer begs to re-

port as follows:
Receipts from all sources from Jan. 11 to date -- S7.649.41

Expenses for same period 6,483.30

Balance on hand $1,167.11

Respectfully submitted. A. P. Vbedenbitrgh, Sec'y.

Mr. Anthony—In connection with the recommendation made
by the secretary, I would iike to offer, if it, is in order at the pres-

ent, time, before any other business is proceeded with, the resolu-

tioutbathe has embodied in his report, namelv: That he be re-

quired to prepare and publish in the January Gazette a detailed

statement of the financial condition of the club, and of every
account upon his book, showing exactly the sources of rev-

enue derived and the expenditures, on account not only ot

the club, but the Stud Book and all other accounts that the secxe-

tarv and treasurer has charge of. I sincerely hope that the reso-

lution will prevail, because we desire the public and every dele-

gate here to know exactly what has been done this year. I am at

liberty to Say to you, because I have examined the accounts, that
after the items have been charged to their proper account, there

is shown a surplus, a thing that I do not believe has been accom-
plished before by any club under similar circumstances.
The report of the advisory committee was read and adopted,

and is as follows: Meeting Advisory Committee. Dec. 19, 1889.

Present: T. H. Terry in the chair; Dr. J. F. Perry, J.L. Anthony.
Absent: A. Belmont, Jr., J. S. Wise. In the matter of American
Pet Dog Club the secretary having advised us that at a meeting
of said said club it was voted to abolish the entire list of dogs as
now designated as pet dogs in their list, on motion said club was
recommended for election. , i . •_,

In the matter of the non-payment of the prizes by the Albany
Kennel Club, t he secretary- was ordered to suspend said club, and
to notify the officers that if the several amounts now due exhibit-

ors are not paid within thirty days, that the penalty under Rule
28 will be enforced.

Lu'.tee matter of the charge made by Andrew Jjftidlaw against

H. P. Rennie, the secretary was ordered to notify sard Rennie
that if proper explanation or defense be not made or the matter
satisfactorily adjusted between the complainant and defendant
within sixty days, the prayer of the petitioner will he granted.

The. appeal of .las. Watson against the action of the Rochester
Kennel Club in not allowing the protest against the entry of the

collie Metchlcv Surprise-In the challenge class, was laid over until
such time as Mr. Watson produces evidence to sustain his appeal.

In the matter of Mr. Huntington's resolution asking the A. K.

C to nay the tra veling expenses of their associate delegates to

and from meetings, it' was resolved that said resolution be re-

ferred back to the full executive committee of the A. K. C. to he
ac+ed upon by them. ^
The following resolution was offered and adopted:

"Whereaz Evidence, has been received from Mr. Wm. Graham
informing this club that Mr. L. Daniels has failed to pay the

amount due, said Graham as per decision of this committee of

June 10, 1S89, amounting to $50.10.
.

"'Resbftjod, That Mr. Lorenzo Daniels be and hereby is sus-

pended. Th"thebe given sixty days within which to pay the

award as made hv tbis committee to Mr. Graham; that it said

payment is not furnished this committee on or before the expira-

tion of said sixtv days, said Daniels shall he disqualified. Signed,

T. H. Trrry, J. Frank Perry. J. L. Anthony.'
The report of the special committee on rules was made and the

matter laid on the table for subsequent action.

Applications from the American Pet Dog Club and the Conti-
nental Kennel Club were read by the secretary, and on motion
both clubs were admitted to membership in the American Ken-
nel Club, and on motion the awards at the show held by the Con-
tinental Kennel Club on Dec. fi were recognized.
The application of the California Kennel Club, winch was laid

over at the September meeting untd advices were received from
the Pacific, Kennel r'lub if in their judgment it would be advis-

able to admit two clubs from the city, was submitted. The sec-

retary read a communication on the subject, in which it was
stated that there, being a plan now on foot, to consolidate the sard

California Kennel Club with the Pacific Kennel Club, in the.

opinion of the menders of said Pacific Kennel Cltlb it was deemed
that it would be to the best interests of both the American Ken-
nel Club and the dog matters on the Pacific, coast, to delay action

on the apnlication of the California Kennel Club until further
notw. Oi motion said application was laid over for future
ao< inn nenrPng advices from the Pacific Kennel Club.

Pm id- n' Relmont, here arrived and took the chair.

A communication was read from an exhibitor, requesting a
reoeus ; dcration of the action taken at the last meeting of not re-

congnizing wins at the Southern California Kennel Club show.
Major Taylor moved to reconsider such action. Motion.
The secretary then read a, com munition by Mr. Lorenzo Daniels

preferring charges against Mr. Wm- Graham in regard to the St.

Bernard dog Visp II., Mr. Daniels claiming that Mr. Graham mis-
represented the dog, and owing to such misrepresentation he
(Daniels) was put to considerable expense. On motion of Mr. An-
thony the communication of Mr. Daniels was laid on the table.

The following resolution by Dr. Perry was adopted:
Resohied. That attestested copies be made of all documentary

-vidence furnished by William (Graham in the case of Lorenzo
Daniels, and the original he returned to him, as he has re-

A communication was read from the Great Dane, Club, the sec-

retary stating that they had furnished a copy of standard and
scale of points adopted by the club, and also a cony of their rules,

and that they requested the American Kennel 01"b to recognize
that standard at their show. Mr. Muss-Arnolt offered a resolu-

tion that, only dogs which shall conform to the standard of the
Great Dane Club shall be registered in the Stud Rook, regardless
of pedigree. Motion lost. The request of the Great, Dane. Club
for the American Kennel Club to enforce their standard was re-

fused.
The secretary called attention to the resolution ottered '>t, las

,. lectins; try Mr. Huntington in regard to the American Kennel
Club puvirg the traveling expenses of the associate delegates,
which resolution was referred to the advisory committee. The
secretary stated that that committee bad decided to refer the
matter back to the executive committee, preferring that they
should act upon tbe matter.
Mr. Anthony—It seems to me it would be proper for the secre-

tary to be instructed to make an appropriation of $100 per annum
from money received from the associated members, which amount
should be used to pay tbe, expenses of tbe. delegates coming here
to attend anv meeting on business, and I make a motion to that
effect. Motion seconded and carried.
The President—I should like to bring up a. subject that seems

to me of some importance. Tbe Kennel Gazette ix published under
the auspices of the American Kennel Club, but its officers are re-

sponsible for it. and tbe form and the matter has been in a great
measure left to their discretion, and they have acted as best they
could. There has been some criticism made with respect to the
editorials in the Gazette, and that criticism was of such a nature
that I thought it best at the time to shoulder the blame, person-
ally, so as to put a stop to it. and then refer the matter to you.
and ascertain whether, in your judgment, it wss best to eliminate
that, feature from the Gazette, entirely, or continue it. If you look
at the editorials I think you will find that they have never re-

ferred to any subject which did not concern the American Kennel
Club itself, and I personally have felt that the Gazette ought at
to times speak for the American Kennel Club. The Advisory Com-
mittee, through its meetings, feels the pulse constantly of what is

going on, and there are attacks made upon the club, or misinter-
pretations appear in the. public print which the breeder and ex-
hibitor desires to have cleared up. Ido not knowwhy it should be
necessary for the secretary or the president, or for anv officer of
tbe Kennel Club, to go in print over his own signature in the wav
of sporting papers. If the subject is to be treated from a club
point of view, I don't see why it should not be treated in the
Gazette. If other official organ" speak for their organizations, T

do not see why the Gazette should not. It need not be persona).
I don't think any case was personal, although it. seems to have
been takpn so. No names were used . The principle only was
treated of. and I should like to ask the delegates for action on the
subject. It has not been brought up before the Advisory Com-
mittee at all. The subject was discussed hv letter to a certain
extent, with the members of the, Ad visorv Committee, and also
talked over, and some were in favor of continuing the editorials

and others were not; but it was never settled, and really it was
not in the province of the Advisory Committee to settle that
question. Inasmuch as the matter has been made the subject
of discussion I should like to ask your action on the question, and
if you will allow the matter to come up now so I can retire I will
be' obliged to you
MaJ. Taylor—I move, in order to get the views of tbe delegates

here, that the action in this respect in the oast he approved, and
continued in the same line. Motion carried.
At this point Mr. Terry took the chair on the departure of Mr.

Belmont.
Mr, Anthony—I move that the treasurer be requested to make

an itemized statement to be published iu the January Gazette,
showing the receipts and disbursements from all sources, and
also showing the amount of credit on each account, the sources
from which the revenue is derived—in other words, a complete
itemized account, so that anybody who is familiar with figures
can take it and see how we stand.
Mr. Watson thought before heing published, the account should

be carefully examined and verified.

The secretarv suggested that, he should make out his statement
for the year 18S9 for publication, and that the chair appoint a
committee who would indorse on the bottom of his account that
they had examined his accounts and found them correct as stated.

Mr. Anthony—In order to comply with the suggestions made
by Mr. Watson and Mr. Vredenburgh. I will add to my motion
that, before nublication, an auditing committee consisting of
Messrs. A.C. Wilmerding.Maj. Taylor and F. B. Fay.be appointed
to audit the accounts. I name these gentlemen because they are
ex-officio, and 1 ask that they be appointed to audit the accounts
and' to state whether they are correct, whether they have been
correctlv kept, etc. Motion carried.
A communication was read from the Fort Schuyler Kennel

Club, tendering their resignation from the American Kennel
Club. On motion the resignation was accepted.
The secretary called attention to the recommendation con-

tained in his report in regard to the matter of special prizes to be
competed for by members of specialty clubs, and on motion of
Mr. Anthony his recommendation was adopted.
The bench show rules as published in the Gazette were then

read and slightly amended, and on motion adopted.
The following amendment to the Constitution was adopted:

That all articles of the Constitution and all rules and regulations
aifecting associate members or referring thereto be canceled
and that Article IV. of the Constitution read as follows:

AKTICLE IV.

Section 1.—Any person vouched for iu writing to the secretary
of the American Kennel Club by not less than two members of
any club a member of this Association, or by two associate mem-
bers, shall upon payment of $8 annual dues, and the indorsement
of his-application by the .president of the American Kennel Club

and of the associate members, become an associate member and
he announced as such in the next issue of the Kennel Gazette.

Sec. 2. An associate member shall be entitled to the Kennel
Gazette and Stud Book for one year, and to two free registrations
in the Stud Book.

Sec, 3. The annual dues of $5 shall he payable on the first of
each year to the secretary of the American Kennel Club, and
any person whose dues are not paid on or before Jan. SO, shall
thereby forfeit his right, to be included in the list of members
eligible for election to office, and to vote for officers for the en-
suing year; and if his dues shall remain unpaid at the next an-
nual meeting of the associate members his name shall be stricken
from the roll, provided however that upon remitting the $5 dues
with an application of membership he shall be reinstated upon
the indorsement of his application by the two presidents as herein
before provided.

Sec. 4. The annual meeting of the associate members shall he
held on the day preceding the annual meeting of the American
Kennel Club, at which meeting the reports of the retiring officers
shall be presented, which together with a copy of the official

minutes of the meeting shall ho filed with the secretary of the
American Kenuel Club.
Sec. 5. The officers of the associate members shall be a presi-

dent, vice-president, aud secretary. The president shall be a
member of the Advisory Committee. The associate members
shall have the right to be represented by three delegates, to which
positiou the officers may be elected. Aud for every 100 members
over 300 they shall elect an additional delegate.
Sec. 6. No associate member shall be eligible to hold office or

act as delegate who is a member of any club a member of this
associa tion other than a specialty club.
Sec. 7. That all elections shall be by mail vote, a.nd the annual

election of officers a.ud delegates shall be conducted as follows

:

On Jan. 21 of each year the secretary of the American Kennel
Club shall forward to each and every associate member in good
standing a printed list of all members eligible to hold effice, to-
gether with an addressed envelope for return, on which the word
"Vote" is legibly printed or written. The member receiving such
printed list shall mark thereon his choice for president, vice-
president and secretary, and the delegates to which the club is

entitled, in such manner as maybe indicated, and return the same
in the envelope provided.
Fifteen full days after the mailing of such slips to the associate

members the secretary of the American Kennel Club shall in the
presence of the presidents of the American Kennel Club and
associate members, or such person as either of them may deputize
to represent him, open all such mail votes, and the result of the
election shall he certified to by the three officials present.
Immediately upon the signing of such certificate, the secretary

of the American Kennel Club Bhall notify each and every person
of his election and also send notice thereof to the president of the
associate members.
In the case of a tie vote for any office the tie shall be decided by

a majority vote of members present at the annual meeting, and
in the event of an officer elected declining to serve, the member
receiving the next highest number of votes shall at the annual
meeting be declared elected.
Votes for additional delegates as each quota of one hnndred

additional members is filled shall be conducted upon the same
principle as the annual mail vote for officers and delegates, the
vote being taken as soon as the one hundred additional members
have qualified. The same rule shall also hold good in event of a
vacancy in the. ranks of officials or delegates.

A. P. VREDENBtjROH. Secretary.

ENGLISH KENNEL NEWS.

THE notoriety obtained by your correspondent, who was
wont to sign himself "Lillibulero," was very wide-

spread both iu this country and on the continent, and
although the author's identity has not (so far as I am
aware)~ever yet been discovered,' one frequently hears wishes
expressed that instead of the drivel which some American
cloggy papers deem it judicious to publish, Forest and
StiU'IAM would once again induce "Lillibulero" to con-
tribute some of his clever and smart work, so that the Eng-
lish doggy news might be more correctly represented in
American newspapers, and also a little more literary skill

thrown into the matter than now exists.

The principal doggy men here are much amused by the
tone adopted by the ''Kennel Club Member," who contrib-
utes English doggy notes to your contemporary the Fan-
ciers' Journal; and although a good many of us think his
method of explaining things just a little bit too severe or
viol ent, yet all agree that he is very truthful in the majority
of his remarks. The English Fanciers' Gazette has simply
gone mad over the statements made in the Jo urnal concern-
ing Millais, who is one of the bosses of the Gazette, and
characterizes the work as a "disgrace to journalism." Now,
Without being quite sure who the gentleman is whose work
is thus stigmatized by an amateur journalist like Millais as
disgraceful, I do think it impudence on the part of the Eng-
glish paper—which is about the most miserably-conducted,
rwigranimatically-written, and least-entertaining paper in
England—to attempt to teach an American paper how to
conduct its columns. It's akin to teaching one's grand-
mother to suck eggs

!

Bulldogs seem to be one of the most prominent breeds in
England at the present time, and certainly no other fancier
gets so many opportunities of showing his dogs, and win-
ning so many prizes as does the bulldog man. The club
devoted to tbe breed holds an annual show during the sum-
mer time in London, and in the winter the brothers Jack-
son, I. e., C. F. W. and E. A.—not A. C. the Kennel Club
committeeman—hold an annual show at Bath, in Somerset-
shire, a district as will probably be well-known to my
readers is frequented very much during this time of the
year by the aristocracy of this and other countries on ac-
count of the salubrity of the climate, the loveliness of the
surrounding hills, and the wonderful curative properties
of the hot mineral springs which flow from the hills.

A bulldog show will take place there on the 15th and 16th
of January next, at which all the celebrated specimens of
the breed will turn up as usual. Twelve classes are pro-
vided and the special -prizes which range in value from £10
to £1 are given at the rate of four in a class in addition to
the prize money. W. H, Sprague, of the Law Courts, has
cousented to judge, and as Master William Henry is rather
a determined' individual who has tbe reputation of not car-

ing a tinker's darn for anybody, and is moreover the holder
of ideas on bulldogs which do not, I think, quite accord
with some of the other so-called judges of this breed, I shall

look forward to some "larks" at this charming and well got
up show.
A little show took place this week at Beckton, near Wool-

wich, a town entirely populated by gas stokers and others
engaged in the manufacture of gas. Even among the rough
customers down there a dog is often the pet of the house-
hold; and one of the judges told me he had never seen dogs
more kindly treated and carefully looked after than at
Beckton.
Birmingham show used to be considered the boss show of

the year, but it certainly isn't so now, both the summer and
winter exhibitions of the Kennel Club knocking "Brum"
into the provei*bial cocked hat. Not only has the general
good quality of the dogs fallen off, the prize money been
reduced and the tone of the whole thing been lowered , but
the very people who frequent the show seem to be more like
town sportsmen, instead of the good old-fashioned country
gentleman one used to meet there; and none of that real,

good, genuine, rollicking fun goes on which used to when I

was younger. The show which was held this week was un-
doubtedly a good one, eepecially as regards sporting dogs,
but still not up to the old form, and so far as concerns what
I term "fancy" dogs

—

i. e..,dogs who fulfil no part of a
sportsman hobby, but are simply kept to look at and win
cups, money and bring in stud fees—it was simply lament-
able, for the lack of competition was noticeable indeed.
The executive of this show are a very bumptious, stuck up
lot of people, who seem to take the view that exhibitors
should be obliged, and fall down and worship them for hav-
ing provided, a show at which dogs may be shown aud small
prizes won. This notion ought; to be quite exploded nowa*
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days; it was, perhaps, well enough when Birmingham was
Birmingham, but since Birmingham show is nothing more
than other provincial shows (and, in fact, does not come up
to some), the committee ought to know that the proper way
to treat an exhibitor is to regard him as one who has been
graciously pleased to bestow his patronage upon the show.
As usual, bloodhounds came first in the catalogue, but

only seven had been entered, and consequently not much
interest was centered in them. The black coroneted bitch

Koodoo beat Barnaby, a decision which seemed to please

most people who knew anything about the breed, and a
friend of Brough's told me, too, that B. approved the de-

cision, but I doubt it, for Mr. B. is generally inclined to
think all his geese are swaus; and I know he thinks the
world of Barnaby. Personally, I prefer Brough's hound, for

Koodoo is not typical enough in head properties, nor is

Barnabv, but still his head is longer and leaner, his eyes
better set, and his flews deeper than the bitches; in body
properties both are exceptionally good. Bono, the winner
in the open dog class, is a new comer, and a very fair dog all

over for a seventeen months' old pup; if he goes well he
will make a hot one, but many of the best judges here seem
doubtful about his improving. Dignity, second, is getting
a bit coarse. Tantrums, the bitch winner, is another clink-

ing good new one, who made her first bow to the public here.

She was bred by F. B. Craven, and was sold by him when a
puppy for £12 and is now worth a hundred. Glendyne is

pretty and typical, but very small, while Barbara Allen,

got by Burgho, is a brute, but in type and color, like her sire,

whom she much resembles, showing a lot of the new Forest
blood, which if bred into will be the curse and ruination of

this lovely and—if properly trained for hunting purposes-
hunting breed of hound.
Deerhouuds were fairly good, in the challenge class Dona-

vourd Ossian was beaten by Fingal II. I prefer the former,
as he shows a great deal more of the true old type loved by
Scottish noblemen and ladies of yore, but he was dead out
of form, which made Fingal look the stronger of the two.
Robin Hood, second, is much of the same type as the win-
ner, but with a bit more substance about him all over.
Oscar VI., the property of the Duchess of Wellington, is

one of the old type which present judges don't seem to care
for—rather a mistake I think—for the old type has that
dignified appearance about it which seems to make a deer-
hound say, ''I was not made to be the companion of common
people." Cora II. won in bitches, she is just fair and on
the. small side. Six so-called Irish wolfhounds turned up,
and to the unobservant eye would pass for bad deerhounds.
It certainly seems to me to be the biggest piece of cheek
imaginable, to cross a Scotch deerhound with a German
great Dane and to then call the progeny Irish! It's posi-

tively funny and ridiculous to do so, and how on earth the
Kennel Club can countenance such a state of affairs puzzles
me beyond measure, but yet it is so. Smokie should certainly
have won in greyhound champions over Charles Davis, the
former is one of the best longtails on the benches, but the
judge couldn't see it and eventually called in another man
to help him decide. I agreed with th e a ward which placed
Conspirator first, a dog with immense propelling power
about him.

The beagle judge—Parson Lovell—gave a lot of dissatis-

faction when'he placed the rough and commonplace Game-
ster over that universally admired old beagle Ringwood,
and everybody round the ringside positively had a fit wheu
he went for Dunmurry Melody in preference to the best
beagle in the world—Lonely.
The smooth fox-terrier classes were fairly strong, and the

awards made by C. E. Longmore were well received. Vesu-
vienne continues on her victorious career, but in the chal-
lenge class she had only Dane Baffler against her, whom she
promptly and properly defeated. It was surely a bit pre-
sumptuous to lead the dog in against the bitch, for the dif-

ference between them is so very great that the veriest be-
ginner could see that it was a million to one on the bitch.

The open dog class had sixteen in it, and Vicary's Venio
was after a long time declared the winner, a nice, stylish
terrier all over, with plenty of dash and go about him, but
whose ears are badly carried, a fault which will mar his
progress when he gets into the challenge class. He subse-
quently won the cup for the best fox-terrier in the. open
classes. Redmond's Domino is a well known dog, but he
was very fairly beaten by the winner, who is much better in
head properties. Tinne's Eric II. (third) was preferred by
many for second position, while a few thought that Rational
(fourth) should have had that honor. I am inclined to
agree with the judge, for in this class he certainly stuck to
type, and taking Vesuvienne as his model, the dogs who
nearest approached her were selected for honors. The re-
mainder of the class, which included Ebor Spendthrift (re-

serve), Very Uneasy (vhc), Priory Pepper (he.) were of a very
common order. Tinne, the Fox-Terrier Club's justly es-

teemed and hard-working secretary, had it somewhat easy
in open bitches with Brockenhurst Lottery, a corkily built
terrier with a good body but a bit inclined to run off coarse
in skull. Ditto Charity got third, the pair being divided by
Surety, a first-rate type all over but getting a bit wide in
front. The dog puppy class did not produce a red-hot one
for future reference, although the winner, Vicary's Valens.
is full of promise. In front he is exceptionally good, his
legs and feet being about perfect, but he is defective in ter-
rier expression, has faulty ears and anything but a tail to
please a fox-terrier man.
Busbey Broom won in the wire-haired challenge division

from Derleton Nettle, both looking their very best. The
dog is a little wonder, and unlike most of his breed, seems
to keep up his good nroperties as he gets on in years. Harry
Jones's Jack St. Leger, who is only a ten-months-old puppy,
won in the open class and also the cup for best wire-hair in
open classes. He is undoubtedly a nice terrier, with a head
one dreams about, but seldom sees, and in ears he is about
perfect. There is, however, something about him which
takes away that cobby appearance which is a sine qua noil
in a terrier of the right stamp.
Pointers are always very strong at Birmingham, both in

numbers and in quality, and this year the number was up
to the usual standard, but there was admittedly a great
falling off in quality. In the challenge class Naso of Upton
met his son Saddleback and eventually defeated him, a de-
cision whieh did not please the majority of the pointer men
present—the oldest breeders strongly preferring Mr.Norrish's
dog. The old pointer is getting thick in shoulders, but he
still possesses that wonderful skull and body, which have
helped him so often to victory. Saddleback is not quite so
good in head as his sire, but his shoulders, legs and feet are
a study for any one who knows what is required from a
pointer in the field. lima was alone in the bitch class.
Heavy weight dogs, open class, found Totnes Parody to the
fore, a massive framed dog with a typical head and ears
and good about the legs and feet. Sangford Bang, second,
is only apuppy, buthe hasthe makings of a very fine pointer
about him, and with luck should develop into a very tough
customer in the future, even for his kennel mate Saddle-
back to encounter. Gladys III. was the best big bitch, and
a very nice one, too, Devonshire Fan, a bit out of sorts,
coming second. Bulled, who by the way generally does
well under Mr. Lort, won in small dogs with Devonshire
Nero, and in small bitches Madge of Upton won, although
the judges openly stated that had Devonshire Judv been in
anything like candition she would have won with ease, in-
stead of being behind both the actual winner and Lady.
I must reserve the remainder of my criticisms for next

week, as I am anxious to catch the mail so that you may
have this letter in good time. I may just add that a remark-
able collie came out at Birmingham and succeeded in beat-

ing the whole lot in show. This was Morton Campbell's
Stracathro Ralph, a lovely specimen of the breed, and ad-
mitted by all to be about the best collie seen for *tges. His
owner refused £250 for him. and since then I hear the offer

has been increased to £400 and refused.
The curly-coated retriever has had a dub formed to look:

after its interests, aud a whole host of influential names are
mentioned in connection with it. including the Dukes of
Portland and Hamilton, Viscount Melville and Sir Robert
Moncrieff. The breed is slightly neglected in England at
present time, but with an influential club at its back 1 ex-
pect to see it knock the wavy-coated ones nut of favor very
soon, for the curly is equally as good in the field as the wavy
and twice as handsome. A Lively Lobd.

THE EASTERN COURSING CLUB'S MEETING
Editor Forest and Stream:
In writing a reply to your singular remarks regarding

this meeting, I wish it to be distinctly understood that I do
so not from feelings of wounded pride, for any one of ynur
reporter's ignorance utterly destroys the force of his b'ows,
but. I do so in the interests of coursingaudthe Eastern Club,
and do not intend to be drawn into a discussion.
Six go-byes in Harmony-Forest Queen heat is simply

monstrous. Six go-byes, 14 turns and 4 wrenches in a course,
which may be counted by seconds and by one dog only, is so
utterly absurd that it requires no answer, but as ''C.iruaris"
is not quite alone, I will just say that at no time during the
course, except when going from the slips and when Har-
mony threw up her nose at a turn, was there an opportunity
to score a go-bye without unfairness. All reports agree that
the dogs kept well together throughout, and go-byes are not
intended to discount good work, and calculated as ''Carnaris"
does, any green, speedy sapling could carry off a course
against an experienced courser that makes every point for
turns and other real work. Then Queen is credited with
seven trips, when she did not make one. Does "Carnaris"
know what a trip is ?

Admitted that after consulting the steward, Mr. Watson,
the judge declined to give a special report and count of

Eoints to every one on the course. No English judge would
ave done different; and as the judge still continued to show

his notes to gentlemen of the press, your remarks are un-
just, and the same applies to references to third and fourth
prize winners, for the judge, not being aware of ownership,
said, "What of third and fourth prizes?" and when told
circumstances, he merely remarked, "All right."
The terms used with reference to the judge's inquiries for

the names of the dogs slipped at the conclusion without dis-
tinguishing colors, are unparalleled. The truth is, that the
judge asked aloud of the steward for names of dogs, so as to
announce the winner.
As to soliciting the post of judge, those members of the

club who consulted at Jamaica on the way to Hicksville,
and there decided to ask me to oblige the club, may auswer
the charge if it is worthy of more than contempt. At best,
judging is unpleasant work, and many are aware that 1

have always avoided being made a target of; and since I
have been in America all know that I have never pushed
myself forward, like other ill-bred, presumptuous fellows.

I notice "Carnaris" says there were six turns in the final
heart;. Now, I maintain that there was not one, and that the
few curves taken were scarcely wrenches.
Then the slipper did not throw down the slips because of

any fault of mine, but as he has just told me, because he
knew the rabbit would be killed and he did not want his
slips taken by the officer when he was arrested, but as they
were demanded they were given up and the coursing con-
tinued without slips.
In conclusion I must thank "Carnaris" for unwittingly

paying me the highest compliment he could pay a judge, in
saying that the judge, although alone, rather than go with
the outspoken feeling and decide in favor of Zoe, he said
undecided; hewas certain that the spectators mistook green-
ness for speed, aud the cutting of corners and bounding all

over the course for turns and wrenches of merit, or real
work, coursing. The second trial between these dogs con-
firmed the judge i u his opinion, and convinced the public
and even "Carnaris" that he was right and knew what he
was doing. Edwix H. Morris.
New Youx, Dec. 22.

COURSING AND THE S. P. C. A.

Editor Forest and Stream:
May I be allowed most heartily to thank you for your

editorial on this subject in your issue of Dec.'Wf I do this
as having been concerned in Societies for Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals for very many years. You have taken
exactly the right ground of condemning the perverted views
of the Society and its officers, and avoiding damning it in
heaps. Any one, who has had as much experience in such
societies as I have had, knows how constantly sympathy,
enthusiasm and over-softheartedness lead devotees into very
much mistaken cotu'ses, and that the agents of the societies
are really sometimes practicing cruelty instead of repressing
it, but any thoughtful man ought to know that no great
moral work was ever carried out without the aid of senti-
ment, enthusiasm, fanaticism, and all the antitheses of
sober judgment of what is wisest and best; and the work
lying before leveler heads is to restrain the exuberance of
enthusiasm within reasonable bounds. The articles ap-
pearing in a certain quarter (in which I grieve to see my
always friend "Porcupine" practically joining) simply lead
to the statement that all societies for this purpose must be
suppressed because they sometimes take mistaken views
of the rights of "sportsmen." Suppose for argument's sake
that the S. P. C. A. had gone to the length of arresting the
whole Eastern Coursing Club, including my valued friends
Huntington and Wixom, would even such a wrong as that
obliterate all the great work the Society kas douein repress-
ing the beating, overworking and starving of horses 1 ! trust
in the future often to see Forest axd Stream condemning
the mistakes that the S. P. C. A. will make, in the same
tone employed in this editorial. No better service can be
rendered the work of prevention of cruelty than calmly,
sensibly and kindly pointing out the mistakes mad-, and
nothing can do more to exaggerate mistaken views of riarhf

and duty than vulgar sneers and ridieife; these on y hurt
the sober, thoughtful, temperate workers in th> cause, and
are like water on aduck's back to the fanatical, umeasoniim
division. Mr. Peshall and I have exchanged letters on This
matter, and I have dissented in the strongest terms I cat
muster from the action of the S P. C. A , but that in uo w y
lessens my respect for the Society, its work and Mr. Pesh < 11.

I have not the excuse of being a sportsman iu this; I detest
"sport," and wouldn't walk a quarter of a mile to see all

the field trials, coursings, etc , that ever were hatched; hut
because my tastes don't lead me in that direction, is no
reason I should Condemn thosj who are so led.

Do not forget that there was a distinction as wide as the
Atlantic between the recent coursing and the "rabbit be-
deviling" of the fox-terrier folks; the latter was simpiy
murder of the innocents, where the game hadn't a ghost of
a show; the coursing seems to h ve carefully provideu
against this, and certainly is as "legitimate" as a? y kind ol

game killing or hunting that I ever heard of. W. vVADE.
Htjxton, Pa., Dec. 20.

[The slipper of the Eastern Coursing Club, who was
arrested by an officer of the S. P, C, A., at the second meet
of the club at Hicksville, on his trial last Saturday wa«
acquitted of the charge of cruelty preferred against him by
the Society,]

BANG BANG, the well-known pointr-r. belonging to the
Westminster Kennel Gub of this city, died Dec. 19

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be cent: on prepared blanks, wliicli are fur-

nished free on r«-e«-lpt of stamped and addi'i-i<sod envelope
of larte leter size. *ets of i0° <" »n? oue fo.in, bound for
retaining duplicates, are e-nt for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
<%W Notes uius + be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Zara. By Mrs. Al O Eberhart, Cincinnati, O., for fawn and

write Dalim gre\ hound bitch, whelped Nov. £2, 1889, by Duke
(Vf In"—Blanche) our of Flossy (Rex -Pearl).
Monte Crista and Ofho. By Col. Oeo. D. Alexander, Knox Point,

La., tor liver pointer doge, whelped Oct, 25, 1889, by Davis's Trump
oiu of Rlar-k Maud.
Rado and Jeff Davis. By Col. Geo. D. Alexander, Knox Point,

La., for hlack pointer dogSfWheloed Oct. 25. 1889, by Davis's Trump
out of BUck Maud.

BRED.
J5^~ Notes must be sent on tUe Prepared Blanks.
Woodstock Floss—Little. Red Rover. W. B. Underill's (Syracuse,

N. Y.) cocker spaniel bitch Woodstock Floss (Robin—Woodstock
Nellie) to Theo. J. Hook's champion. Little Red Rover (champion
Obo II—Woodstock Dinah), Dec. 19.

SALES.
J!3f Notes must be sent on Hie Prepared Blanks.
Zara. Fawn and white Italian greyhound bitch, whelped Nov.

22, 1889, by Duke out of Flossy, by Henry Eichler, Covington, Ky.,
to Mrs. Al. G. Eberhart, Cincinnati, O.
Prlham. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped July 11,

1888, by Jack out of Becky Sharp, by J. L. Campbell, Siincoe, Ont.,
to C. fit. Johnson, Port Richmond, N. Y.
Simcoe. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelpad July 11,

1888, by Jack out of Becky Sharp, by J. L. Campbell, Simcoe, Ont.,
to Jos. Yorke. Toronto, Ont.
Donovan. Red Irish setter dog, whelped Nov. 2. 1889, by O'Don-

ovan Rossa out of Lulu IV , by M. Fiynn, Jr., Bristol, R. [., to
Edward J. Watson, same, plane.
Jet. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Sept. 12, 1889, by Red

Rover out of Spunkev, by Theo. J. Hook, Rome, N. Y., to John
G. Burns, Buffalo, N. Y.

DEATHS,
Jack. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped May 9, 1879,

by champion Grouse out. of Moll, owned by J. D. Campbell, Sim-
coe, Ont., on Nov. 2.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
EST* No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

F. C. S., Vicksburg, Mich.—I have a foxhound dog 18 months
old, that acts well, eyes bright, nose cool, but keeps poor and has
no appetite, not when he hunts hard all day even. Please let me
know what to do to increase his appetite and take on flesh, and
what do you think ails him. Ans. Give a 5 grain quinine pill
night and morning. Look for worms. If you discover any, give
full purge, of castor oil. and follow this with 30 grains of areca
nut, made into a large pill with lard.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

BOSTON, Dec. 21.—The regular weekly shoot at Walnut Hill
was held to-day, with a good attendance of riflemen. Weather
conditions were unfavorable, high wind and bad light. Christ-
mas day will he celebrated by the riflemen with all the prize and
practice matches open all day. On nest Tuesday the trup-shoot-
ers will hold their last shoot for 1889, and the final competition
in the gold coin and merchandise match and for the Standaid
Target Company's medal, and prizes will he awarded instead of
on Wednesday, as before announced. Following are the scores
made to-day:

Twenty-Shot Rest Match.
JBMunroe ...104 105-2(19 P Thomas 94 93—187

Cha.mpion Medal Match.
CC Clarke,. r 72 T P Pullman .. ..69 S J Sydney 65

All-Comers CiT-Hand Match, 200yds.W Charles 81 AS Hunt ...74 F W Chester 70
S F Hawley 79 C F Brco'-cs.- 13 O C Bridge 69
C H Eastman— ..77 ASharp 72 S Winn 68
SC Sydney 77 B C Farmer 72 F D Hart 07
KE Johnson.. ...76 W Gardner 71 A A Newman.. ,05

Military Match.
J A Frye 40 J J Colony 32
T P Pullman , 39 A S Field 23

Rest Match, 200yds.
J RMuuxoe 106 S W Bart 100 T Adams 80
F S HanT 103 Dr Ball 87 B C Farmer 80W P Thompson . . .101 P W Bowers 86

SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 15.—The German Riflemen were out in
full force at Harbor View to-day, and ihe merry crack of the
rifles resounded across the ranere from early morning until the
shadows of evening put an end lo further opern.tlons. The
weather, though cold, was clear and bracing and on au average
the scores were the best ever made at the mnge. The California
Schuetzen Club, Grutli Shooting- Sec ti"U. San Francisco Turners'
Shooting Section, and the Gerrnania Rifle Club held matches, a
largo number of members participating. The California Schuetzi n.

Club shoot was a consolatiou shoot, and the hist of the year.
Those who were already winners of medals were barred, and the
ownership of t he diamond medal for the highest score of the year
was decided. The prize winners were as follows: Champion class,
A. Strecker, 452 rings, medal and $25; first class, George Helm, 424
rings, $25: second class, H. Kurlfinke, 399 rings, §25; third class,
Win. Gliudemanu, 388 rins»s, $2"i; fourth class, F. Attinger, 305
rings, $25. The shout which went up when it. was announced
that Adolph Strecker had made 452 rings could belheurd a long
distance, and the excited marksmen took him upon their should-
era and carried him about the pavilion in spite of his protests.
The cause of all this demonstration was the fact that his score
broke the coast record at the ring target, marie by Fred Kuhnle,
of Petaluma, by 6 rings. Thouah not definitely known, this is
also supposed to be the world's iccord. The following was his
wonderful string by shots: 19, 24, 24, ?3. 25. 24 24 24, 18.24 24,24,24,
24.20,21 21. 17. 24. 24—452. U- M Laug.di came in xr with 443
rings. Mr. Kuhnle made Ins record of. 446 rings in May lasi, aud
until to-day's shoot no one ap - ran la d it. Mr. -Im k> r now he-
comes the permanent owii't of ihe undid, which is very hand-
some and valued at $75. The i hampion das- me al of the club is

now permanently in the possession ot A Johnson, who has won
it three successive tun s this yp^r.

SAN FRANCISCO, Ui c. 15 -Pbilo Jac t»y, the famous rifle shot
of San Francis o, in i "mpany with three or I ur members of ihe
California Schu tzen Club will leave in M^y n< xi f >r Germany.
Mr, Jacob y a-d his ti urn o" cr c i shots will prr' .c'pate in the
great thooting fesi Vul wnich will bo held in B srltn ui July next,
nd wb ch wdl < oiiunue fo- tar. e ivi cks. 1 l.e California rcpte-

setir-tive marksmen wdl ol-o laki pari in the biu; shooting toui-
ani' nt to be held iu Swnzi rland immcuiately after the Berlin
iljOOt.

NttAV YORK, Dec. 20.—The Barry Rifle Club held its annual
m>etii,t; to-night ana elected the following officers: Dr. F. W.
O'Brien, President: E. Keller, Vice-President; J. A. Boyken, Sec-
ttary and Treasurer; C. Hutch, Sergeant-at-Arms, ana Oh. Mid-
dght Snooting Master. The headquarters of the club has been
entirely n built, and two 85-foot ranges put in, where we expect to
have our practice shoots every Friday. A match with the Albig
Hfle team will be shot on Wednesday, Jan. 8.—J. A. Boyken,
Secretary.

ILLINOIS ASSOCIATION PRIZE MATCHES.—Chicago, Dec.
10.—To the members of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association
—Gentlemen: In compliance with a reauest from Messrs. W. P.
Lvlussey, John Watson, R. B. Organ, W. W. McFarland and Geo.
Farmer, you are advised that the association trophies known as
the Herald diamond medal and the Jenny & Graham Lefever gun,
now held by Mr. Eich, will be contested for under the conditions
stipulated, at Watson's Park, Grand Crossing, on the second
Thursday of January, proximo, at 11 o'clock A. M.—F. C. Dojsald,
President.

LONG BRANCH, N. J—There wiU be live-bird sweepstake
shooting matches all day at the Central Gun Club grounds,
directly opposite railroad depot, on Christmas Day, 10 A. AL
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EASTERN TEAM.
Wm. E. Pebby. VV. EL Wolstenguoft. H. B. Whitney. ^ W. S. Perry.

WESTERN TEAM.
Chas. W. Bitdd.

Rolla G. Heikes. Jas. R. Stice.
S. A. TtTCKEB.

John A. Ruble. O. E. Cahoon.

THE TRAP,
Scores for publication should be made out on ttie printed Man**

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to dub
secretaries, correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
tmuarly requested to write, on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to beep us advised or the dates of their shoots, ho that we mav
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

THE U. S. CARTRIDGE CO. TOUR.
THE great tour of the U. S. Cartridge Co.'s shooting teams maynow be said to be inaugurated, for although the shooters' car
does not start till the latter part of January, the advance agent isnow loose; which the same is Tee Kay. Anv trap-shooter and
almost any sportsman, of the country will know it lSTifcnecessan
to remark that Tee Kay is not a Japanese gentleman, but a
straightcut American irom New Jer&ev, and a whole aggregation
of talent in himself. To a lev/ intimate friends it is known that
his real name is Thos. Keller; but this fact is rapidlv becoming
obscured in the drift of time, and Tee Kay goes. The only mis-
fortune that, can happen to the hoys in the Iolauthe is that thev
can't have Tee Kay with them, hut must follow after, vainly try-
ing to stop the hole he leaves in the air or ahead; and if any im-
putation dare be put upon the management, it is that of possible-
bad judgment m selecting an advance agent who mav leave a
doubt in a town as to whether he was the front man or the whole
show himself.
Mr. Keller goes first to Dayton, O., where the first shoot of the

tour will be given Jan. 27. After securing the grounds and bill-
ing the town properly, he departs for similar duties at CincinnaH.

Leadville, Denver, Kansas City, Omaha, Des Moines. Ht.Pd.uJ,
Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago, Detroit, Toledo, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Syracuse, Albany, New York and R'.-a i»
This is the route to be followed on the grand tour, and a more
magnificent trip could not be imagined. It would seem a large
strip of country for one hmd to hold down, but :f any one m.m
can do it it U, the Tee Kaj aforesaid. It is to be h rpt d that he
will not dally too long in Kentucky, or pause unuulv in the Cixole
city, or look too Ion

.
upon the sra lions at the Gulden Gate, 01

stop to play solitaire in the Muj iVe d< sert. Ku matter wbece he
is he will not be lonesome- U is the buys otbind him who will te
lonesome. Suru ss go witn nim. aud with ti.e iuttlligent and
enterprising movement of which he is ihe preface.
The route of the party and tue names of cue shooters have been

published in these column - before, and the cotiatrj isuowwell
acquainted with the enterprise ,n nand. It. may u >L be amiss,
however, to give once m .tv tiie names of the linal teams for con-
venience of ref. lenee in b matter oi such importance. The East-
ern team is compo-$eU of H. MeMuroriy. S

,
raeu^e, N. Y. (captain);

H. B. Whitney, Phelps, N. £.; VV. H. Wolsteneroft, Philadelphia,
Pa ; W. E. Per. y of B , a ton, aud VV. Si Perry, of Worcester, Mass.
Mr.W. Fred Quinioy goes as substitute. The Western team is com-
posed of C. \\

. liadd, D' s Moines, la. (captain); J, R. Stice, Jack-
sonville, 111.; Ku la i .. tle.iie;, Dayton, O.; J. A. Ruble, Beloit. Wis.;
C. E. Canoon. Freep.it, 111. Mr. S. A.Tucker, Davenport, la.,
goes as su'ostituie.
There will he a large number of very interesting live bird races

shot during the tour, of which the following are part: At Louis-
ville, Mr. Heikes vs. Mr. Ruble, 25 birds a side: at Sr. Louis,
Messrs. McMurchy and Whitney vs. Messrs. Budd and Stice, 50
birds a side; at, New Orleans, the Eastern vs. Western team, 50
birds a side: at Los Angeles, Mr. Quimby vs. Mr. Tucker, 25 birds
a side; at, San Francisco, Mr. Budd vs. Mr. Stice, 35 birds a side,
and also Mr. McMurchy vs. Mr. Heikes. 35 birds a side; at Den-
ver, Mr. Ruble VS. Mr. Whitney, 25 birds a side; at Leadville, Mr.
Budd vs. Mr. McMurchy, 25 birds a side: at Kansas City, the
Eastern vs. the Western team, 100 birds a side; at Chicago,' the
Eastern vs. Western team, 100 birds aside. This will furnish
diversion in the target programme, and still further complete
the attractions of what is already accepted as the most unique
and perfect trap-shooting undertaking on record. The tour will
he a succession of admirably appointed tournaments, and sport,
at the trap will be set before the public as it has never been
before.
Mr. Dimick, as manager of this trip, has not been satisfied to

turn the first forward wheel of the Iolauthe until every arrange-
ment for the comfort of his teams and for the success of the trip
was perfect, nothing less; therefore the starting date is now put
at Jan. 27, that being the date of the first shoot. Under manv
vexatious delays and disappointments Mr. Dimick has held to his
purpose, and there is now tairly under way, as stated in our first
paragraph, the first step in what is a thoroughlv well-conceived,
well-equipped, truly American enterprise. Therefore, joy go with
the herald and his following friends.

ESSEX GUN CLUB.
MARION, N. J., Dec. 10.—This afternoon at the club grounds at

Marion, N. J., the members of the Essex Gun Club held one
of their regular quarterly shooting meetings. No less than
twenty-two men put in an appearance. Sweepstakes were shot
until 11:30 P.M.. when an intermission was had for luncheon.
Then the two teams were selected, and the event of the day was
fought to a conclusion. This resulted as here given. The cap-
tains were R. II. Breintnall and Wm. Hayes. The match was
begun promptly at 1 o'clock, and was shot out by 4 o'clock. The
team led by Hayes won by 2 birds, killing 86 out of the 1C0 birds
shot at, against 84 killed by the team led by Breintnall. The men
shot alternately, first a member of one team, then a member of
trie other.
W. Hughes got 10 straight kills, A. B. Hedden, S. S. Hedden, B.

Freeman and VV. Babbidge each killed 9, E. Nichols, R. Heinisch,
I. Keast, W. Hayes and B. Morris each got 7 birds to his credit,
and Terrill got 5; total 86.

On the losing side C. M. Hedden and C. R. Hedden each scored
9 kills; G. Freche, L. Thomas. E. Tillon, R, H. Breintnall and Dr.
Nicholas each got 8, L. O. Jones got 7, H. Leddy and I. Mix got 6
each; total 84.

The birds were a fair lot, somewhat uneven iu character; many
excellent, many fair, and a few poor. The day was a delightful
one for the trap shooters. The sweepstakes were all of similar
character, viz.: 4 birds, $2 entrance, 3 moneys, Essex Club rules to
govern.
First event.-Breintnall, Freeman and Mix killed all their birds

and divided first, mouev. Second was won by Terrill, and third
by Thomas.
Second event.—Breintnall was the only man who killed the four,

and he took first money. Freeman, Mix, A. E. Hedden, White
aud L. O. Hedden scored three kills each and divided secoud. A.
Freche took third with two kills.
Third event.—Breintnall and Thomas killed four straight and

divided first money. Freeman was all alone for second. Third
was divided between Mix, A. E. Hedden, White and L. 0, Hedden.
Fourth event.—S. S. Hedden took first alone; Babbidge and

Leddy got 3 killed each and divided second, while third was won
by E. Tillon.
Fifth event.—Fifteen entries, Babbidge, C. M. Hedden and W.

Hughes made clean scores and divided first; A. B. Hedden, S. S.
Hedden, H. Leddy, t. Mix, B. Freeman and J. Nichols got 3 each
out of the 4 shot at, and divided second. Third monev went to
Breintnall, Freche, L. O. Hedden, D. D. Terrill and J. Tillon, share
and share alike.
Sixth event,—Sixteen entries, four moneys. L. O. Hedden, W.

Hayes, A. B Hedden, T. Keast and R. H. Breintnall made clean
scores and tied for first. It was at once shot off, miss and out.
L. O. Hedden and Keast missed their first bird and went to the
rear. Hayes and A. B. Hedden followed suit on the second bird
shot at, and R. II. Breintnall got the plunder by killing his bird.
C. M. Hedden, Babbidge. B. Morris, G. Freche, W. Hughes, I.

Nichols B. Freeman aud J. Tillon all tied for second, and also
shot iff the lie, as did the first men, miss and out. Babbidge,
Freche, Hushes and Till in slipped nut quietly on their first shot.
C. M. Hedden and J. Morris on their second shot came to grief.
1. Nichols and Free nan killed and then divided the money. Third
money was separated arnhaMy by Jerry Monahan and S. S.
Hedden. Dr. Nicholas won fourth, being the only one in the
class.
Old SAuth Paw (AL Herittg 1

) managed the accessories of the
mee'ing in his usual capital fashiou.

NEWARK, Dec. 18 —At Ero's Park to-day there was to have
been shot the match between Frank Glass of Pine Brook, and
James Thompson nt Yonkers. Both men pat in an appearance,
hut each man was a phy-icil wreck. Cla^s was suffering from
an attack of neuralgia, and Thompson was in no better shape, so
the shoot was postponed to Thursday, Dec. 26. A large number
of spectators were on hand, all interested in pigeon contests, so
a number of s vecpstakes were at once gotten u|i and shot to a
finish. The sweepstakes w< re all shot under the following con-
dition?: Pour buds, 83 entrance, under 10 entries, 2 moneys. 60
aud 40 per cent; ovtr 10, 3 moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent,., Hurling-
ham rules to govern.
First event (l'J entries): C. M. Hedden, S. Castle, J. Thompson,

Frank Ciasj and C. Reinhardt killed all their birds and tied for
first m mey. They shot off the tied in the next sweep, the best
score to take the mouey. Erb, Wheaton and Collins tied for
second and did the same, as did also Taylor and E. Thompson,
who tied for third.
Second event: C. Reinhardt, E. Collins and J. Thompson killed

4 straight and tied for first. The money was div., and Thompson
and Reinhardt div. first, monev carried over from the first event.
C. M. Hedden, S. Castle, J. Wheaton, F. Class and E. Thompson
killed 3 each and shot the tie off in the third event. Reinhardt
missed 2 birds and captured third money by himself.
Third event: Htdden, Castle, Erb, Wheaton and J. Thompson

got 4 straight kills and shot off the tie in the next sweep. Rein-
hardt got 3 kills out of the 4 shot at, and again captured the pot
without a competitor in his class, this time second money. Third
money was tied for by Class, Collins, Taylor and E. Thompson
with a half and half score, two misses and two kills each. It was
shot for in the next sweepstakes.
Fourth event: Fir<t money was tied for by Hedden, J. Thomp-

son, Class, Collins, E. Thompsou and Hugh Leddy. Each killed
all his birds. They refused to div. and snot it oft, miss and out.
Here followed as hot a race as is seldom seen. Before it was set-
tled the cost of the pigeons amounted to more than the monev in
the pot. J. Thompson f lipped up on his fourth bird and was out.
Hedden followed suit on his seventh, a clean miss, for the bird
fooled him. E. Thompsou dropped out on his ninth bird. Collins,
not to be outdone, also missed his tenth. Class killed his and took
the first money of this and the third money of the preceding by
shooting out alt others. Second money was amiahlv div. between
Erb. Castle and Whea ton. Chris Reinhardt again 'raked in a pot
all by himself.

GRAND GROSSING, 111., Dec. 11.—The South Chicago Gun
Club medal shoot, lOlive pigeons, 5 ground traps, 30vds. rise, 80yds.
boundary, Illinois State rules. They also shot 'the blackbird
medal the same day at 20 Peoria blackbirds:

Live Pigeons.
L Well and 7 F Willard 9 Monroe 5
GKleinman 8 E Reeves 9 J Watson 8AW Reeves 9 A Kleinman 9 F Templeton 6
CAmstein 6 E Marsh 9 Dr Larkin 10

Blackbirds.
E Marsh ,...13 F Willard 16 C Amstein 15
E Reeves. 18 A Kleinman 12 AW Reeves 19
G Kleinman 15 S Willard 19
Messrs. Willard and Reeves shot their tie off at 5 birds each,

killing 20 straight; of the last 5 Willard killed 4 and Reeves 3,
giving Willard the medal.

Dec. Mi—Match at 50 live pigeons per man, 5 ground traps,
30yds. rise and 80yds. boundary, Illinois State rules: Organ and
Payson vs. Ashley and Phillips:
R B Organ . . .122202120320222011 20121 2222 1232222 1 012122 1211 22120-43W G Payson .212in0220201(K)20211020211212102120121212222202202-38- 8]

WEPhlUips.ll52il222Uj22il220212l.'321Hl()0011120201211013SOOOO-3T
J H Ashley . .

.01211222001210201222011 113111002100182201001112000-34-71
Ravelbigg.

MONTREAL, Dee. 19.—The Athletic Club House Company are
devising improvements that wiU no doubt prove attractive to
hundreds of young men. One of the latest ideas is to establish a
hundred yards range for sporting rifles with running deer targets.
There will also be a flying target; 6ft. in diameter, with a mova-
ble clay bird. The advantage of this will be that novices who
shoot at clay birds, and when they miss, never know why they
miss, will have an opportunity to see their mistakes aud correct
them.
The annual meeting of the Cote St. Paul Gun Club showed the

affairs of the club to be in a most flourishing condition, Vice-
President Westcott occupied the chair, and after routine business
the election of officers resulted as follows: President, G. Prevost;
Vice-President, A. O. Westcott; Secretary-Treasurer, A. Aubin;
Captain, B. W. Higgins; Committee, James Masterson, V. Hen-
riohon, W. Plato. The opening shoot will be at the club grounds
on Christmas day,

at Lyons, 1890, under the auspices -of the Spencer Sportsmen's
Club, respectfully announce that they have selected June 9, 10, 11,
12 and 13, 1890, as the dates for holding the convention. The asso-
ciation contests will be governed by American Association rules,
so far as the shooting at inanimate targets is concerned, using
three traps with indicators. Birds to be thrown at required
height and at a distance of from 45 to 50yds. as near as possible.
The American Association rules will not govern classification of
shooters, etc., but simply apply to the trap rules. In view of the
disregarding of the classification followed at Albany and Auburn,
and in the absence of any definite plan given by the association,
the committee will endeavor to give the shooters several different
systems or methods of arrangement so far as the association con-
tests are concerned—introducing such as they think will be most
acceptable to all. Full information in this regard will be given
in the programmes to be issued in due season. The committee
are in possession of very flattering prospects and assurances for
the coming convention and ask the co-operation of all snortsmen
throughout the State to the end that the next meeting may be
made the most successful in the history of the association. Lyons
being centrally located, with ample hotel and railroad accommo-
dations, we have reason to expect a large attendance and desire
to extend a hearty invitation to all clubs now members of tlio as-
sociation and trust that many newly organized clubs will be rep-
resented. We also extend to all sportsmen and trap-shooters
throughout the country a welcome to the sweepstake shooting,
and in this regard it is proposed to make a place for both the pro-
fessional and the amateur. The committee of arrangements are:
Dr. J. W. Putnam, chairman; Henry Killick, H. G. Hotchkiss, Jr.,
H. B. Whitney, R, J. Parshall, M. L. Forsyth. W. S. Gavitt, secre-
tary.—Spencer Sportsmen's Ct.ub.

ALBANY, Dec. 19.—Trap-shooting in this section is each suc-
ceeding year becoming more popular. A project is now afoot to
establish a league among the artificial target shots of a number
of cities and towns in eastern New York, to be known as the
Eastern New York Trap Shooting League. The scheme as now
outlined embraces several of the features of the baseball league
idea. It provides for the initial association of gun clubs in Al-
bany, Troy, Johnstown. Saratoga Springs, Catskilland Hoosick
Falls. Each ot these places has a club of trap-shooting enthusi-
asts, averaging twenty members. It is proposed to adopt certain
rules making it obligatory for each club to hold a shoot on its
local grounds once every week during the trap-shooting season,
and arranging for a, general tournament once every six weeks at
one of the six localities, in turn. The men who have thus far been
most prominent in advocating the new league are: H. M. Leveng-
ston, of Saratoga; C. A. Rockworth, of Albany; J. H. Patten, of
Troy; Marcus T. Pierson, of Johnstown; Geo. F. Tolley, of Cats-
kill, and C. F. Johnstone, of Hoosick Falls. With the opening of
the trap-shooting season in the coming soring months efforts will
be made to form a compact organization, elect a competent corps
of offi, ers and managers, secure suitable grounds in each of the
above-mentioned places, and perfect the necessary details for
making this new species of shooting circuit. If the venture proves
as successful as its advocates and promoters assert, the circuit
will be extended to take in. such other well-known associations as
the Onondaga Sportsman's Club, of Syracuse, and the gun clu bs
of Auburn and Lyons.

BROOKLYN. Dec. 19.—The Parkway Gun Club held their final
shoot of the season at Dexter Park, on the Jamaica Plank Road
to-day. The club formerly shot at the old mill on the Rockawav
road, but have completed arrangements to use the Dexter Park
grounds in the future, as they are more easy of access. The scores
made were very good considering the exacting rules under which
the competition is conducted, and which do not allow a bird as
killed unless the gun is below the elbow before the pigeon is on the
wing. The principal shoot was for the gold badge of the club, at
7 live birds per entrant, handicap rises. The score:
Elias Helgans 1111111—7 Henry Ehrichs ,1100011—4
William Levens 1111111—7 Henrv Bramwell 1 tOlOlO—

4

August Lehman 1111110—6 Emil Steinheuser 1011001—

4

Richard Plaster 0111111—6 Henry J Selover 1001110—4
James L Savage 0011111—5 Henry S teinheuser. . .1001001—3
William Bunder 1111010—5 Henry J Bookman 0100000—1
The tie between Helgans and Levens was shot off at live birds

miss and out, the result being as follows:
Helgans 111111111—9 Levens. ... 111111110—8
Thus Helgans wins the gold badge of the club and first money.A sweepstakes shoot at 3 live birds for the entry fee followed the

regular competition, the money being divided 50 per cent, to first
30 per cent, to second, and 20 per cent, to third. The scores were'
E Helgans .,111—3 H J Bookman 101—2"W Levens 111—3 W Duyrea HO—

2

E Steinheuser 111-3 H Steinheuser 100—1
J Phohlmann .. 111-3 W Bunder 001—1
R Phister 111-3 H Bramwell 010—1
A Lehman 011—2
As it was too dark to shoot any longer the money was divided

the ties not being shot off.

DAYTON, Ohio, Dec. 19.—The Dayton Gun Club team often
shot its end of the match with the East End Gun Club, of Cleve-
land, at Lew Lang's, near here, tc-day—50 Standard targets to
each man. all using 12-gauge guns, except Buntain, who had Capt.
Ritty's splendid 10 gauge Lefever. Paul North, of the Cleveland
Club, witnessed the shoot here, and Rolla Heiiies, of the Dayton
Club, was in Cleveland to represent, the shoot, there. The weather
was as bland as a June morning, and all conditions for fine shoot-
ing were, as perfect as though made to order, and the shooters had
the bright sun behind them. Members of the club had a 25-bird
race in the morning to decide who should be in the team, aud the
following were successful: Walter Keenan, David Bacon L K
Buntain, Scott McDonald, Charles Tippy, Ed Rike, Dolph Sander!
Ed Cain and WTilliam Pratchett, Heikes was the tenth man, his
score being shot at Cleveland. North's score made here to-day
goes in with the Cleveland team score. William Pratchett was
captain of the Dayton team; Ed Wolf and Dick Fowler iudges-
George W. Knecht referee: Keenan it, Kike 43, Cain 43, McDon-
ald 43, Bacon 46, Prachett 30, Buntain 40, Sanders 38, Tippy 42,
North 45. Heikes lost his fifth, thirty-fifth, thirlv-eigbtli 'and
forty- first birds, making his individual score 46, and the Davton
team score 424. Cleveland total 430.

GLEN EY"RE, Pa., Dec. 21—The West Orange Gun Club to-day
beat for the second time the famous Blooming Grove Gun Club
The score was: Orange, 118; Blooming Grove, 109. The shooters
of Pike county took their defeat with the utmost good nature, as
they could afford to, and at once offered a handsome Bilver
pitcher to any club that would do it again.
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BROOKLYN, Dec. 20.—One of the oldest scooting organizations

in the State, the Falcon Gun Club, held a regular competition
shoot to-dav at Louis Miller's Dexter Part, in the presence of a

large number of interested spectators. The targets were live

birds and clay-pigeons, and as the former wore a strong lot ot fly-

ing birds, the sport was very interesting to both the spectators

and the wing shots who were facing the traps. Some excellent

scores were made, J. Voght doing especially well, as he did not
miss a bird, either olav or live, in the 23 targets he shot at, while
he resorted to his second barrel but twice to score kills. It. was an
excellent bit of shooting, and drew forth deserved applause from
the spectators and competitors present. The first event was for

the regular gold medaL of the club, at 10 birds per man, 35yds.

rise. The three prize winners were J. Vogbt 10, F. Moller 9, H.
Miller 7. Voght thus won first money and the club medal, and
Moller the second prize and Miller the third. Asweepstakes shoot
at 5 live birds followed. Miller and Voght divided the first

monev, Moller got third, alt three shooting from the 25yds. line.

The score: H. Moller 4, J. Voght 5, F. Miller 5. An extra sweep-
stakes shoot at clay bluerocks came next, the score sheet showing
Voght the winner of first money, with Moller and H. Krebeh Jr.,

dividing second. The score showing as follows: J. Vosht. 5, H.
Krebel, Jr., 4; F. Moller 4. The second extra sweep at 3 birds per
man, 25vds. rise, resulted as follows: J. Voght 3, H. Krebel, Jr. 3,

F. Moller 2. By reason of darkness, the two first contestants
divided the money, and one of the best day's shoots of the season
came to an end.

WELLINGTON. Mass., Dec. 21.—Several of the crack shots of
the Wellington Club attended the regular weekly shoot to-day,

and several good scores were made, notwithstanding the strong
wind, which greatly increased the flight of the birds. In the sil-

ver pitcher match at 7 biueTocks and 8 clay-pigeons Dill won with
ascoreof 13. The other scores in this match were: Chase and
Perry 12, Schaefer, Bacon, Wheeler and Lee 11, Bradstreet, Por-
ter, Roxton. Webster and Warren 10, Comee, Bond and Ward 9,

Short and Stone 8, Scott 7, Pushee 6. The winners in the sweep-
stakes follow: Ten bluerocks, Wheeler; 5 clay-pigeons, Roxton: 6

blcerocks, Comec and Payson; 10 bluerocks. Keystone match,
Comee and Wheeler; 5 clav-pigeons,Wheeler; 10 biuerocks,Comee;
6

"

and 'perry; 8 'clay-pigeons, Dill; 10 bluerocks, Keystone match,
Wheeler: 5 pairs bluerocks, Roxton and Warren; 5 clay-pigeons,
Wheeler and Dill; 5 bluerocks Wheeler; 5 bluerocks, Webster.

RED BANK. N. J., Dec. 20.—The regular monthly live-bird

shoot of the Riverside Gun Club took place this afternoon, with
the following results: First event, 7 birds, $1 entrance—A. Ivins,

E. Cooper and J. Cooper 7, Dr. E. Field ti, Wm. T. Conover, J. B.

Berger and F. BeaJe 5, Chas. Littlefield, Jr., A. Whymer and M.
Cornwell 4, E. Bussell 3, D. Belshaw 2. Ivins won in the shoot-off

for first money, and third money was divided. Second event, 3

birds, $1 entrance—E. Cooper, CornweU, Ivins, Conover, Little-

field and Field 3, Beaie and Bergen 2, E. Throckmorton 0; moneys
divided. Third event, ti Keystones, SI entrance—Bergen, E.
Cooper and Throckmorton 4, Randolph, Cornwell and E. Crater 3,

Bussell and Whymer 2, Dr. W. Whitmore and Belshaw 1. Throck-
morton won in shoot-off. for first, Cornwell won second and Why-
mer third. On Christmas Day the club will shoot at both live

and clay birds. The shooting will begin at 10 o'clock and last all

day.

TORONTO, Dec. 20.—At Newcastle to-day Riggs, of this city,

defeated Wilmot, of that place, in two matches. The first match
was for $100 a side, at 50 live pigeons, 26yds. rise; and the second
for $50 a side, at 25 birds, same rise. Riggs got 38 in the first

match and Wilmot 34. In the second Riggs got 24 and Wilmot 19.

The shooters used both barrels, and the scores are not therefore
very good.

The list of officers and directions for joining the A. C. A. and
W. C. A. will be found in the first issue of each month.

A FIFTEEN HUNDRED MILE CRUISE.

With the new year we will begin the publication
of the log of a solitary cruise of 1 ,500 miles,

made in a 1 4-foot Adirondack boat, on the Erie
Canal, Lake Ontario, the St. Lawrence River, and
other waters. The cruise began at Albany, fin-

ishing nearly two months later at Philadelphia,
and the narrative includes exciting and danger-
ous episodes. The chapters will run through sev-
eral issues. Cruisers should not miss this serial.

THE ADIRONDACKS WITHOUT A GUIDE.
" rPHAT must be fun," remarked my friend, Harry Vail, as,

-L seated in a room of a New York club, he indicated in the
paper that he handed me the item which had drawn his attention.
The paragraph was about canoeing. As I perused it I agreed

with Vail, and it suddenly occurred to me that here might be a
pleasant and profitable way to spend the short time which I
should be able to take from business during the approaching sum-
mer.
Vail was a gentleman of means and leisure; and, though an ard-

ent, lover of sport, had always followed it luxuriously, paying
subordinates liberally to remove all elements of roughness. I
was a common, every-day work horse, who thought a canter out
of harness would do him good.
" What do you say to a week spent that way ? " I asked.
"I'll go with you!" he exclaimed, jumping up and grabbing

my hand. The open air life and exercise would benefit both of
us—you because you have worked too hard, and me because I
have not worked enough. No guides or helpers of any kind. We
want to do it all ourselves and be as nearly like two jolly savages
as possible."
So it happened that on a beautiful morning in August, 1887, we

found ourselves at Blue Mountain Lake, the southeastern en-
trance to the heart of the Adirondacks. A ltift. cedar Canadian
built open canoe, flanked with duffle sufficient for a two weeks'
cruise, lay snugly packed in a wagon at our side.
We were bound for Rock Lake, the headwaters of one of the

principal sources of the Hudson, down which latter river we
intended to float as far as it suited our convenience, A seven-
mile trip by road, and our driver reined up at a place where the
woods showed no signs of being less dense.
" Gents, if you want to get to Rock Lake this is the best I kin

do for you. I can't get my wagon through that path nohow,
'specially as my hoss is so fond of climbing trees that we dasen't
trust him too near them. The panthers in there a bit is m ghty
fond of dudes. Aint you afraid ?

"

We had paid this fellow in advance, or he would not have tried
to thus harrow our feelings. Vail gave him a stony, head-waiter
kind of a glare, but never having been snubbed by that autocratic
hotel functionary, the backwoodsman survived and helped to put
our duds beside, the dusty road.
When he had driven off and we were left to our own resources

without knowing what was demanded of them, we began to feel
somewhat feeble about the knees. The afternoon was on the
wane, no one might come that way for we knew not how long, the
nearest house was further than we cared io walk even without
encumbrance, and the path to our proposed starting point was
as uncertain as a country parson's salary. What were we to do ?
"Here is the poetry of wilderness life," said Vail, emphasizing

the remark with a resounding slap at a deer-fly that was absorb-
ing nectar from his ear. "Don't let us forget our sink-or-swim
compact. 1 have a good imagination and can pretend I know
where that trail is or should be." Then lifting one end of the
boat, he continued: "I am a pretty carelees fellow and guess I
had better trust you to carry this. Besides, they say it weighs
only701bs., and, as I am not good at calculating weights, I would
very much like your unbiased opinion after walking a mile or so
with it on your shoulder."

I could not resist such delicate flattery. Placing the neck-yoke,
specially prepared for the purpose, in position, I got under the
apparently unwieldy structure to find that it balanced excellently
The bow was slightly elevated in the position in which I held the
boat, allowing me to see to a limited degree what lav directlv in
front.

Vail went ahead with one of the meal sacks containing part of
the duffle, while I took up our boat and walked in the rear,
stumbling and shuffling along. What fun it was! The scarcely
distinguishable trail twisted and curved. In trying to avoid a
tree in front, the Btem of the canoe would swing around andwhack one on the opposite side of the path, This would confuse

me. and, letting the bow rise up to see where I was getting to any-
way, the tail end would see-saw so low as to drag along the
ground. Resuming the march, after walking carefully up hill

and down for a few hundred yards, out from their leafy bowers
would swagger several thousand assorted gnats and mosquitoes,
with a few deer flies and black flies to keep them company, and,
sauntering under the capsized navy, immediately come to the
conclusion that it was a man trap for their special benefit. Act-
ing upon this understanding, they would proceed to sample my
blood by a liberal application of corkscrews on various exposed
parts of my anatomy, not forgetting to get on the under side of
my glasses and buzz around in my optics. Unable to take my
hands off of the canoe, and annoyed past endurance by their iu-

timacy with my eyeballs, I would wink my eves rapidly, partially
closing them for some seconds, to be suddenly remiuded of their
use by finding my feet siuking into a rich, alluvial, apparently
bottomless quagmire in the path. Rocks and roots under foot
would offer unexampled inducements for sitting down rapidly,
and occasionally a fallen tree lying breast high would bar the
way.
Many halts were made to rest, moan, wail, rub barked shins,

and try to induce the other fellow to do all the hard work. Time
passed rapidly with these, kid-gloved diversions. The golden sun-
shine became copper-colored, thrusting only an occasional bar
through the recesses of the still forest. Suddenly a silvery gleam
mingled with the brighter ray, and pressing forward a short dis-
tance, we found ourselves near the borders of the longed for lake.
Before us for a quarter of a mile lay an oozy meadow of tall
rushes extending to the water's margin. All round the pond the
forest rose dense, black, appalling—a mighty fence of millions of
uusawed boards interposed between us and civilization. Taking
this in at a glance, we also saw what then interested us more, a
small log lumber shanty close at hand. This had in front one
opening, tilling the office of door, and another small aperture high
up at the side answered the place of window. The ground was
strewn with hemlock boughs, and here we determined to pass the
night.
We sat down to rest. We reflected silently. While engaged in

chewing our mental cuds, a clashing was heard down the path a
short distance. We held our collective and several breaths,
politely wishing to avoid wafting our visitor on onion-laden
zephyrs, when a shaggy brown ooat disclosed itself through the
foliage, we held our breath some more and made a bee line for the
shore. The bear crashed and we splashed. When we had waded
up to our knees in the mire and discovered that the beast was
making still more rapid time in the opposite direction, we recol-
lected that we both had revolvers and that bear skins made fine
parlor rugs.
Filled with an unquenchable thirst for blood, we pretended to

try to beat each other to as near as we dare go to the spot where
we last saw bruin.
"T think it went in there," I said, in a subdued whisper, ex-

citedly pointing a finger toward the woods and unconcio'usly
directing with the other hand my cocked weapon as Vail's devoted
person.
"Well, I don't care to go in there," he remonstrated, indicating

the ground, "uuless you really wished to kill me, in which case
i should feel perfectly safe, 1 would rather take my chances
with several bears, than with you when you are trying to hunt
one with that young pocket canon you have got in your hand.
The law against carrying concealed weapons will never touch
you, the statute does not discriminate against Gatling guns."
We then banged a few times to let the menagerie know we were

on deck. Wending our way in the gloaming back to camp, we
stacked wood into a pile, and lighting it, put things in shape for
the night.
Perhaps you never camped in the pine woods, nor located near

low ground. You do not know what midges are? The theory is,

that they are very small gnats, but we claim that they are ani-
mated grains of cayenne pepper, having the power to get under
the cuticle and lay next to the raw flesh. At any rate they are
almost invisible, swarming in millions, smarting, humming and
finding a way under any covering.
With these and other insects we held sweet converse until

morning. We had heard that they wrere averse to smoke; and.
building a fire directly in the front opening of the cabin, we made
a grand smudge, which floated back into our shelter in great
style, compelling us to lie flat and gasp for breath. Only when
the fumigation became so bad that our death from suffocation
seemed imminent, did the pest show any signs that it appreci-
ated our attentions. It was only a question or endurauce between
us and the mosquitoes. Vail, who would joke at a funeral, said
that the difference between a youthful tobacco user and our-
selves was, that one would smoke if he could and the other was
smoked in the wood. This blow coming so unexpectedly from
my only available friend, produced a partial insensibility that he
was heartless enough to call sleep.

After a hearty breakfast of the simple but well-relished viands
which were within our ability to prepare, we set down to discuss
our Stoddard's map of the Adirondacks, a very trustworthy and
accurate guide, without which we would not have been able to
travel. We saw that in carrying out our proposed plan, before
we reached a house or a settlement we would be obliged to make
a trip of between 75 and 100 miles through the uncombed wilder-
ness. Taking the previous night's experience as a sample of life
in wayback, it was decided by acclamation to wrestle with our
outfit back to the road, and there wait for some wagon to come
along to take us 20 miles southeast to where the Hudson, consid-
erably enlarged at that point, flowed in by the highway.
The catch-as-you-can ninety-falls-in-half-a-mile tussle of the

foregoing afternoon was repeated with variations. After doubl-
ing on our carry several times we at last arrived with all belong-
ings at the road. Here we lounged in meditative ease for several
hours. Short naps, tobacco, and the concoction of lies to tell
our friends made the time pass away very pleasantly.
"Ha! what have we here? A solitary mounted traveler in

charge ot a treasure train approaches. Prepare the ambush for
yon unfortunate," tragically exclaimed Vail, as rising from a
position where he had been alternately looking up the road and
gazing at his feet, elevated at a dizzy altitude far above him, he
flourished a 7in. hunting knife.
The wagon was indeed a treasure wagon, for it was empty, and

finally we got our outfit safely stored and climbed aboard.
Our friend in need, an employee of a Blue Mountain Lake hotel,

was going to push afternoon and night right through to the rail-

r. ad terminus, North Creek. He was a typical mountain char-
acter, huge of frame and limb, rough in form and speech, but not
without originality and sturdy independence. He had a flood of
information to give us concerning all that we passed. At this
point a deer was killed, here a terrific fight with a bear, or, yeais
ago, near still another place, lived a band of renegade Indians, or
resided a family of lawless whites. We somewhat suspect that
he tried to place his own mental panorama before us as actual
pictures. However, his lies, if so they were, proved very enter-
taining. As we topped a large hill he pointed out a remote forest
and mountain environed lake visible in a side valley, and said:
There is a place where my brother Sam had quite a little 'spert-

ence. 'Spose you might perhaps like to hear it ? Well, Sam was
up thet Indian River country there a huntin' one fall all alone by
hisself. He went in his canoe one mawnin' just arter he got up,
before he had his breakfust, over to take a look at some night
lines he fixed the evenin' before. He didn't take no weepon of no
kind, and jess as he got well out onter the water he see a big fat
buck start to swim across half a mile down the shore. You bet
Sam didn't stop to think thet he had nary a shootin' iron nor even
pocket knife—he just made up his mind mighty sudden like thet

he hankered arter thet buck and mus have it. The beast saw
Sam and swam hard, but Sam he paddled faster nor what the
deer could go. He came up to it clus to the shore, paddled along
side and jumped right out and caught hold of the critter's neck,
tryin1 to drown it. Well, Sam be a big feller, but the deer was
hefty too, Jus then it got its feet on the bottom, and then they
be a peart scrimmage to see who be the master. Once or twice
Sam was downed and stepped on by the sharp hoofs, but he never
left go his holt on the critter's neck, and waitin' for the best time
he tripped it up, and gettin' its head under, hel' it thar until they
be no life in the animal."
The wagon had no springs. Just as the sylvan annal was con-

cluded, Vail, who was sitting on the side to give the canoe room,
and who had been listening intently, received an electric shock,
imparted by the wheels going suddenly and rapidly over a stone
in the road, tumbling him neatly off from his perch into the dust.
The wagon bounced and jumped. We exchanged seats fre-

quently and often stood up. Tne twilight, deepened round us.
Still and black the shadows climbed the mountains at our back.
As we slowly wheeled up the steep ascents and rattled down into
the hollows beyond, the stars were one by one thrown into the
sky by an invisible hand; and the endless line of forest on both
sides seemed to come close together in front, growing toward one
another, like silent, magically constructed walls, to bar our pro-
gress.

Stories, songs, and even poetry were copiously administered to
drive off the attack ot oppression and weariness. No use, tired
nature would assert herself. The road began to wavo and flaunt
itself like a flag in a gale; deer jumped from bough to bough;
forests became a dense blanket, lifting up from the earth to en-
fold and smother us; the horses would then make a mighty effort

to break out of the Bhafts and travel right up toward the stars;
and with a lurch we would suddenly start up to find all the same
as before we stirred up the real witn the creations of dreamland.
The driver was toughened to this, to us novel experience. After
watching us for several hours in our semi-comatose, somnambu-
listic condition, he remarked not. unkindly: " I believe if you fel-
lows had a rope tied onter yer legs and wuz dragged along in the
road behind ye would go on sleepin' jus the same. But if ye are
tryin1 to get.to somewhare you had better wake up quick—here
he North River."
A tavern built close to the road, the Hudson bawling loudly

across the way, and a man with a lantern standing beside the
wagon, made us suddenly realize that all creations existing in the
night are not exclusively the product of sleep-steeped brains.
Sending our driver on his way rejoicing we turned toward the
house, full of rich anticipations of mattresses and spring beds.
What, then, was our consternation at being informed that every
room in the hotel was occupied

!

"What's the matter with the hay mow?" asked the undaunted
Vail.
"I guess we can stand it if the horses can," I replied, glancing

at our woefully dust-begrimed clothes. "When the boy comes
around in the morning to care for the horses I am going to ask
him to curry us the first thing he does."
Our blankets stood us in good stead. With a reckless abandon,

disregarding grasshoppers and crickets, we were soon steeped in
sleep and hayseed. We now felt tough enough to decimate a
chicken roost or rob a train of carE; and next morning, after a
thorough wash in the hotel office, we slouched into the dining-
room and the presence of civilized tourists, each of us with flan-
nel shirt and belt, ornamented with weapons, joyfully oblivious
of those conventionalities of dress and appearance which under
ordinary conditions neither of us would for a minute have thought
of disregarding.
Breakfast concluded, it was soon understood by every one in

the hamlet that we intended to descend the river in; the incom-
prehensible little canoe, which none of them could tire of exam-
ining and handling. The Hudson here was no insignificant
stream; broad and deep it introduced itself to us in a swift half-
mile rapid, which all evidently expected us to run. Alas for
publicity! We would have very much liked to become initiated
by launching in the still water below. The people became im-
patient—no one likes to be cheated out of a free show—and so as
the easiest way out of the difficulty, putting the diminutive hark
in the water at the head of the rapid, after packing in all our
outfit and assuming the conventional positions, Vail in the bow
and I in the stern, we grasped the paddles, with whose use we
were hardly more than theoretically acquainted, and with many
misgivings, pushed off.

"You can run it all right," shouted after us a facetious old lum-
berman. "After you once get started it is just as easy as falling
out of a fourth story window." This comparison we found only
too faithfully described the situation. Wo headed for the middle
of the stream. Suddenly the banks began to climb past us with
the rapidity of the shifting of stage scenery when the flies depict-
ing a quiet pastoral la ndscape are quickly drawn aside to disclose
the heavy villain on the point of raising some one's scalp. With
a rush and ahiss, a bound and a plunge, we were tossing about in
a breath-taking style. What a revelation to our unaccustomed
senses! We were going neither faster nor slower than the Water
on which we floated; and, consequently, the stationary waves, the
rocks and even the banks seemed on a mad, wild rush up bill.
Our experience was very much thritof the raw recruit for the
first time under lire. To heighten the illustration, all the pro-
jecting stones m the river appeared to be singling us out, coming
for us like spent cannon balls. To our good genius must be
ascribed the credit of getting us safely through. Certain it is

that we were almost paralyzed by conflicting emotions. By the
time we took a stroke the necessity for the movement had tu-
tirely gone by. About all we did was to keep the boat from drift-
ing broadside, which on this occasion, on account of the depth of
the channel, was fortunately all that was necessary.

It was all over in a minute. We could no more tell where we
had been than a man who had just experienced being tossed in a
blanket. We bad a faint recollection of waves, paddles, arms and
feet, but that was all. We were now in clover, or its equivalent
to canoeists—swift water of uniform depth and current. All our
tribulations seemed to have ended. The landscape was per-
fection, the sun shone warm, the clear water without obstructions
ofanvkind danced anil sparkled. Holding the stern paddle to
guide the canoe, invisible hands moved us along to the tinkle and
gurgle of the water and the notes of birds. In this earthly flight,
this exertionless progress, we continued until, all too quickly, we
found ourselves drifting into the village of North River, where
we were obliged to stop for mail.
It was now well along m the afternoon, and we could ill spare

the time, butwielders of the paddle, however rugged their mould,
are always vulnerable to the wiles of the fairies, whose other
name is woman, and certain it is that with regard to a blooming
and vivac ons postmistress here we in this particular developed
all the characteristics of veteran canoeists. She knew who we
were and all about us, through the oft referred to intuition of the
sex (or the instruction of postal cards awaiting our arrival); and
opening a conversation which we were not cruel enough tooui-
K."lves to refuse to sustain; until we were suddenly brought to
realize that we must choose between flirtation and North Creek
for the night or the river and camp,
Thougo after five, we had made the journey from our place of

embarkation so quickly and easily, that we supposed that River-
side, some nine miles below, could be readily reached by night-
fall. The highway now left the river. Once more we gazed
where nature's green garments were unseamed by roads. The
woods crowded the water iu jealous, thick-growing, impenetra-
ble barriers of evergreens. The stream which, earlier in the day,
had sported with us in kittenish gambols, now showed canine
traits. Rapids, in the midst of which were numerous rocks
strewn with drifted timber, became frequent. We were now
obliged to continue until wre found a camping ground.
We had grown reckless. Like the habitual opium eater, whose

system will not respond to a less dose than the quantity .suffi-

cient to kill several average men, so as rapid after rapid was
passed in safety, our whetted appetite for excitement was given
expression in my shouti tig, " Let us paddle, as hard as we can down
the next one. We have learned how to select the proper channel
and there is no use iu losing time on aecout of ruffled water,"
Adeep sustained roar, well calculated to cause more experienced

voyagers to investigate carefully before proceeding, now smote
our ears, growing louder as we advanced. With the temerity of
boys throwing stones at dynamite we continued, oblivious of dan-
ger. As round the bend we swung, a foam-crested, rock-studded
declivity, boiling, eddying, auimate with fury and passion, chal-
lenged a passage, which, now that we were on the first eager
undulations of this resistless current, we must inevitably make.
The first numbing fear was succeeded by a. desperate nerving of
our strength. Onward we dashed. What mattered that the
waves washed over the gunwales, wett ing our goods and persons;
what mattered that we slid by this rock or shoved past that so
close as to feel the wind of our lightning progress; with muscles
rigid and eyes bulging, we strove with clear brain and instant
stroke to keep our course and avoid total shipwreck. When we
had run I'our-fiiths of this gauntlet of water and rook, as we
looked below, the channel beyond a certain point ahead had a dis-
tant, far away appearance, an interruption evidently occurring,
which we were not slow in comprehending was caused by a fall

We were in for it n*w—it was useless to attempt to escape. That
our boat might have sufficient velocity to shoot over at as slight
an angle as possible, we paddled straight for the most promising
spot at as great a speed as we could command. The verge of the
falls was shallow. The bow went over all right; but the stern,
being weighted down, as the boat made the plunge, scraped
against a flat rock a few inches below the surface. The effect was
immediate, if not sooner. We were both thrown violently for-
ward, i being in the stern, caught hold of the gunwales, but Vail,
away forward, with nothing before him, lurched over, and, antici-
pating the descent of the canoe, took an independent plunge on his
own account. The boat swung partly around by the shock and
sudden lightning of its load, almost simultaneously with Vail's
enterprising performance shot quartcringly over, sending its re-
tarded bow well under water, but landing right side up close
beside where Vail had disappeared.
Up bobbed Vail with the canoe in the. lead. It was impossible

for me to check my speed, and I was, therefore, much relieved to
hear Harry splutteringly shout, "I am all right. I've got hold of
a boulder. Go through and then come back and help me out."
A few more strong, well applied strokes found me in still water

at the foot of the rapid. Hastily landing, picking up a long pole
as i walked, I was soon opposite where vail took his unannounced
and informal swim. On the top of a high rock, with deep water
rushing all around, he sat; presenting much the appearance, in

his bedraggled state, of a Newfoundland dog that had just come
ashore with his master's stick in its mouth. Stepping and jump-
ing out on a succession of partly submerged rocks,I got near enough
to reacn my friend with the strong green sapling which I carried,
lie took hold of the other end of the impropmtu life line, and, let-

ting himself gently into the current, through our uuited efforts
soon stood beside me.
"Harry," I remarked, "the next time you become dissatisfied
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with my company, please give me a little notice that vou intend
to leave. As a friend you might at least afford me the satisfaction
of saying good bye."
"Never mind, old follow, 1

' he retorted, "you will get your dose
sometime. Every fox has to run from the dogs sooner or later,
and I'll bet you will break for cover before long. Bui all joking
aside, that's a fin© little current, there. It tore off every sus-
pender button on my clothes. Why, while I was roosting on that
beastly stone I saw about a hundred black bass dashed against it
by the water and carried lifeless down stream. Fish brains flew
through the air su for a while that I was completely smeared, and
was glad of the opportunity yon offered me to another batb."

1 like a good liar, and L guess that is why I am so fond of Vail.
We proceeded to take our bearings. Our canoe was on a sand-

bar. Climbing a rather high bank, a house close at hand in the
midst of several cultivated fields, and nearly a mile further an-
other, suggested the probability that we were not far from River-
side. It was now dusk, and building a large lire of driftwood, we
dried our clothes and partook of supper. The house, upon inves-
tigation by the light of the full moon, was found to be deserted.
Carrying up our bedding and placing it upon the porch, we were
Boon lost in that healthy oblivion which follows a hard day's work
in the open air.

A rough shake and a harsh voice saying, "What are ye doin'
here? Get off from my house," was my rude awakening. Before
I had a chance to open my eyes or collect mj wandering senses a
violent reminder with a stick on the sSankable part of my anat-
omy, and another invitation to "Move out lively," caused me to
sit up without more ado.
There was Vail standing over me with a club. "Ha! ha!" he

laughed, "I told you you would have your time. 1 ha ve been
waiting to get even with you. i thought at first I would like to
lift you gently and caiefully roll you over I he bank into the river.
You are too heavy for that, though; and so I did the next best
thing. You won't trifle with a gentleman's sensitiveness again,
wiJl you?"
"No, I won't trifle, IT1 get down to business," 1 replied, reaching

over in the path for a clod of earth, and sending it with well-
directed aim where it would do the most good.
A truce agreed upon, after a breakfast we loaded the canoe and

dropped down stream to Riverside, a railroad station with one
house and two barns, or two barns and one house, we have for-
gotten which. We here learned on authority which we were dis-
posed to accept that for the next ao miles, all the way to -where
the Sehroon swells the Hudson at Tiiurman. the river was abso-
lutely impassable for any kind of craft. The Adirondack R R
express for Saratoga and New York was due in a few hours'
Putting things in shape we shoved our outfit into the baggage car'
and by 12 o'clock were left at Thurman, beyond the canoe-pul-
verizing section of the river.
The next score of miles to Luzerne, the termination of ourriver

trip, was perfection. The harmonious blending of the rugged
and the refined features of nature were here manifest. Only
when the art, of the painter and the poet is expressed in one com-
plex, combined outpouring, can this landscape he described to
him who has seen it not. A chain of mountains; a succession of
cultivated bottom lauds, rich, but not rank, dotted with shapely
trees and thrifty farmhouses; a bold rocky headland, here rising
abruptly from the water, and again a beautiful forest-covered
slope, green as a sprinkled lawn; and by it all and through it all
a stream, which can only be likened to the celestial river, flowed
clear, sparkling and melodious, always strong, occasionally swift,
but never rough.
Truly, it was an ideal scene, a dream of harmony and peace

materialized. And so we floated on and on, occasionally dropping
a paddle into the limpid water to make sure we M-ere in a world
of substance. We drifted, time drifted, but wc cared not. "Let
Anything happen that Will, whatever if is it cannot bo unpleas-
ant," we said in our sumptuous ease and contentment. Like the
frame to a beautiful picture, the Divine artist at length placed
the night about his perfect day.
We were brought back to the world of our creature comforts.

What should we eat? Where should we sleep? We passed a
meadow, came to a steep bank running off from the river at right
angles, and encountered a small creek which followed this low
hill to empty into the river. Running into an eddy we paddled
up the brook for a quarter of a mile. Landing, we prepared to
carry oar blankets and provisions up the bank to the vicinity of a
house which we saw above. Just theu we observed on the 'other
side of the creek, walking across the meadows, a nattily dressed
gentleman in high top boots, a rod over his shoulder, and a fish-
ing basket hanging to his side. We supposed him to be a city
sportsman. The mosquitoes were now hovering about the low-
lands ready for business. Wo hailed the stranger and asked him
to direct us to a suitable camping spot. He proved to bo a fanner
living half a mile away: and, learning who we were, cordially in-
vited us to spend the night with him. Having unbacked the boat
we did not care to take the trouble to cross over; and thanking
him for his kindness, scaled the heights. The house we found to
be a mass of dilapidated ruins. There was no place to camp.
Determined then to follow the road to our friend's house we
trudged along in the dark. By this way it was fully a mile.
Arrived at. last we had a good supper set before us, and were

made cordially welcome by Mr. Heni-y Cameron and his family.
His house had most of those comforts usually lacking in country
houses, even in the better class; and through the orchard, maple-
planted door yard, and across the road was conducted in an open
wooden trough from the mountain back of the dwelling a run-
ning stream of ice cold spring water sufficient to operate a small
mill or supply a village. Upon their offering to show us our
rooms we requested, much to their astonishment, to be allowed
to sleep in the barn.
The. barn was full of new hay, and, opening wide the second

story doorway close to our heads, we were soon sleeping the sleep
of the elect. A curious impression of movement near by awoke
me in the middle of the night. "Harry," I whispered, and thrust
out my hand to where I had seen my chum make his berth. The
place was empty. "Oh, Vail!" I now exclaimed in a louder key.
My answer was the rustling of the hay in many places and a little
body running across my prostrate form. I now understood that
my partner had earlier in the night been annoyed as I then was
by field mice; and 1 followed his example of going down stairs
and lying in my blankets on the bare but clean floor of the
carriage room. We were not again disturbed.
The next day was like its predecessor, full of pleasure and all

too short. Luzerne we knew was a fashionable resort, and
Cameron had told us that frequently parties came up from there
on the cars with their boats to Thurman, for the enjoyment of
returning by the river. He also indicated a place called the
"boiler" where boats were frequently capsized. This spot we
took pains to hunt, out and paddle through. We had only a few
miles to go and drifted lazily. I usually had the stern paddle
and guided the canoe. Yielding to soporific influences I cuddled
down m the bottom of the boat and went to sleep.

I was wahened from a comfortable nap by Vail's] calling mv
name. "Confound it, why couldn't you have left me alone?" 1
exclaimed rather testily.

"Sleep if you want to," he said, "only if we go to smash in this
rapid, I doa't want to take the responsibility."
The thought of some more swift water brought me too like

magic. It proved to be a disappointing little rush We were now
in the outskirts of the town. Our trip was practically concluded.
Indications of wealth and fashion, such as liveried turnouts roll-
ing along the river road, reminded us that savage life to men in
our station could be tasted not eaten.
We were certainly deplorable objects to tackle swell hotels. A

week's growth of beard, battered hats, tattered and dusty clothes,
marked us, when away from our canoe at least, as belonging to
the mighty army of cold victual bummers. Our only recom-
mendation was abundance of cash, but recollecting that that
point is the strongest of them all, we took heart.
After anight of apprehension through the fear of recognition,

we proceeded to Saratoga, where our civilized regalia was h wait-
ing us. Going to a little hotel across the. way from the rail-
road station we sent for our belongings. But even clothes were
not a sufficient disguise, we must have had some of the artificial
veneering of society worn off by our wild life. Appearing in our
familiar New York haunts our friends would remark, "Hello!
Been working in the harvest field at .ft per day, or have you been
driving spikes on the railroad, Paddy? Confidentially, though,
where have you been and what have you been doing?"
"There is no 'confidentially' about it," we would reply. "We've

been canoeing in the backwoods; and don't fail to tell everybody
that we have found more heahh, had more fun, and obtained
more substantial benefit in one week's rough-and-tumble outing
than we ever acquired in any way or at any time."

Ralph K. Wing.

PHILADELPHIA. C. C—The club house of the Philadelphia
C. C, at Cooper's Point, Camden, and its contents, including the
canoes and personal effects of the members, was entirely
destroyed by fire shortly after midnight on Dec. 15. The
fire started in an adjoining boat house, and in a short time it

and the. club house were entirely" enveloped in flames; a negli-
gence on the part of the watchman to immediately sound an
alarm resulting in the total loss of both buildings, the majority
of the canoes, however, being fully covered by insurance. Of the

33 boats comprising the fleet but one was saved and that, as is
seldom the case, was fortunately one of whom her owner can
,i ustly he proud; as while being one of the most graceful in model,
and general appearance, she is at the same time the fastest canoe
now to be seen in our waters. As some of the members will learn
through these columns for the first time of their terrible loss,
and at the same time learn that the Muriel was saved, how their
hearts will swell with thankfulness, and I am sure they will feel
that all, all, is indeed not lost. But while this is cheering news,
it, will go but a short way toward lifting the weight, of grief that
hangs like a pall over our organization, at the loss of our
cherished darling, our pet, our peerless flag ship, the "Noune-
moosha." How often in the past lias the gleam of her snow-white
sails far astern seemed as the foam upon the wave crest, through
which she plowed her way, and for how many long years has she
"followed" the fleet, and at night as the tired crews have been
peacefully smoking a last, pipe, canoes beached, supper over, tents
up, everything coiled down, and the camp-lire burning low, has
the soft si illness of the night been broken by the splash of the
double blade and the well-known hail of her commodore, just-
getting in. Nevermore, will the gentle fair ones (and their names
were legion) be slowly, very slowly, wafted over summer seas
by the brawny arm of the commodore, erstwile entranced by the
sweet tones of his melodious voice. Rut right here, with the editor's
permission, let me extend to any and all brethren of the sail and
paddle as cordial an invitation as ever to our new club house,
which will be designed, built, occupied, and ready for their enter-
tainment,, with the opening of the spring season. The second
annual "Smoke" of the club will be held on Dee. 37.-1490.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlantic Division; Elbert A. Bennett,
Garden City, L. I.

fatfiting.

THE FLOATING BEACONS OF NANTUCKET
AND VINEYARD SHOALS.

HOW LIGRTBOATK ARE BUIX.T, MANNED AND MOORED OVER THE
TREACHEROUS SAND.

THERE is a fatal spot on the coast of Massachusetts, but a few
hours' sail from Boston, where many a brave heart and many

a gallant ship lie buried in one common grave. The Shoals of
Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard are known and dreaded by
every navigator on the Atlantic seaboard, and among the great
number of "missing" vessels recorded at the insurance offices
there are doubtless many that have been swallowed up in these
treacherous quicksands. It is the common practice of naviga tors,
bound from Southern ports to Boston or other ports on the New
England coast, to run into Vineyard Sound and between Gay
Head and the island of Cut tyhunkand lie up at Vineyard Haven,
Falmouth or Edgartown, rather than take the risk of a passage
over the shoals, if there are indications of fog or heavy weather.
Providence has, by a law of nature, placed a mark on'these dan-
gerous sand bars, which is eternally useful to the mariner. The
rapidity of the tides, which sweep along the sides and over the
uneven surface of these shoals causes what are termed tide rips,
which are in effect breakers, running confusedly together and
sometimes of such magnitude as to be dangerous to coasting craft.
Nothing can be more terrific and grand in appearance than the
pyramids of foam that are piled up on the south shoal of Nan-
tucket after an easterly storm.
The group known as the Nantucket Shoals extend off to sea-

ward from the island of that name, 6 to 30 miles. The group com-
prises about 50 shoal spots, single and in clusters. They are com-
posed of sand, with depth of 16 to 18ft. at mean low water, and
are scattered over an area of about 350 square miles. The direc-
tion of the current through the group is entirely around the com-
pass at every successive flood and ebb. The velocity of the tide
is about three miles an hour, with a rise and faU of nearly 3ft.
In common with all parts of the Eastern coast the entire group
is enveloped by fog for many days at a time. The course from
Sandy Hook to the seaward face of Nantucket Shoals is about E.
% N., and thence due north or nearly to a right angle to the
mouth of the Kennebec River.
The limited depth of water over the shoals, their number and

small size, and the great velocity and ever-changing direction of
the currents, in almost every instance running across the shoals,
and the prevailing fogs, coupled with the prominent position of
the group, will show at the same time the relation these shoals
hold to the course, of a large portion of the commerce, of the
countrj ; the great danger to which it is exposed in passing them;
the necessity of marking their seaward face, and the extraordin-
ary difficulties which lie in accomplishing so desirable an object.
Vessels engaged in the foreign trade approach this locality under
reduced sails or steam. The coastwise trade, for the most part,
passes between Nantucket, and the mainland, and in these con-
tracted waters are found sandbars, rips and currents, which are
only second to the great south shoals because they are more
accurately lighted and buoyed. Some thirteen light beacons are
maintained in or on the coast of Vineyard and Nantucket sounds,
besides a large number of important buoys which mark the ends
of the lesser obstructions. One-half of these, beacons are floating
lights, which are indispensable to navigation. This thoroughfare
is only rivaled by the English Channel in point of number of ves-
sels that, ply through its waters annually, and on no other coast
in this country are so many lightboats in use as on the sound
side of Cape Cod.
Of all the homeward bound commerce, to that from European

ports is the making of Nantucket south shoals of the greatest
importance: To fully understand why this is the case, it is only
necessary to state that the usual course of this most valuable
trade is to make Cape Race, the eastern point of Newfoundland,
and then run down the coast inside the Gulf Stream, which, by
the jutting out into the ocean of Nantucket and its shoals, here
approaches nearest the land. The passing of the shoals is, there-
fore, a proceeding of great peril, causing a corresponding anxiety
to all those engaged in the trade. Nor are the peril and anxiety
confined to the navigators of sailing vessels; thev are largely
shared, not withstanding the more perfect means of "dead reck-
oning" in the absence of the usual observations to determine a
vessel's position, by those in charge of steamers.
New South (Davis) Shoal is the most seaward of the Nantucket

group. It lies out of siebt of land, S. by E.J-gE., broad off from
the island of the same name, 30 miles distant. It is composed of
fine white sand. The least depth of water on it at mean low tide
is 8ft. The extent of the shoal within the two fathom curve is iy.
miles. It falls off rapidly into deep water particularly on the
seaward side. The nearest harbors to this shoal are, Nantucket
40 miles, Edgartown 43 miles, and Vineyard Haven 4f% miles.
No work of a solid character placed on a submerged sandbank,

at so exposed a point as the South Shoal, were it possible to build
one, could long withstand the power of the ocean. Instances are
not wanting of beacons founded at positions exposed to the vio-
lence of the ocean, which have triumphantly defied its power,
among which may be mentioned Eddystone and Minot's. Those
structures were founded upon a rock, they are less distant from
land and a harbor, and opea to the sweep of the ocean through a
smaller arc. Where it possible to erect a solid structure on these
shoals, it might withstand the direct assaults of the sea, but it
would be overthrown by the wasting of the sands, through the in-
sidious working of trie waves upon the mass. So the government
had recourse to a floating light to warn mariners of the hidden
dangers,
Alightboat. as these beacons are styled in sea parlance, is a boxy-

looking craft devoid of gingerbreadwork and the graceful lines of
a sailing vessel; she is constructed to withstand the ceaseless
battering of heavy seas, the crunching of drift ice and the wear
and tear of time. As these vessels, when at their stations, gener-
ally lie. with their bows to the wind, it is impossible to air the
hold sufficiently to prevent dry rot in the timbers, and about
every five years they require repairs that cost nearly as much as
new vessels. They range i n size fro n 100 to 500 tons, the larger
ones being placed on the most exposed stations. Thev vary in cost
when ready for sea from $1,000 to $7,000. These lights, however,
are never adopted for any situation in which a lighthouse can
be built for any reasonable sum, for they are not only driven
from their moorings, often when most needed, but in the frequent
repairs and in the number of men kept aboard they are two or
three times as expensive as lighthouses of the first class. This
branch of the lighting service of our country has in times past
been very defective, and until quite recently, properly modeled,
equipped and moored floating lights were far between. Forty
years ago most of the light boats were kept by men (landsmen)
who had farms within their vicinity, and who employed others at
low wages to attend to their duties, or wholly neglected them.
Nautical men as a rule are now employed to superintend these

matters t hat belong more exclusively to the profession. Float-
ing lights are placed for the convenience and safety of seamen,
and none but seafaring men are capable of appreciating the im-
portance of a proper vigilance in the management of these in-
d ispensable guides. There are numerous contrivances and modes
of communication known only to the seaman, by which the
masters and pilots may be directed in times of anxiety and

danger. 1 he salaries ot keepers range from $300 to $600 a year,
and the crew and cook receive wages equivalent to those paid at
the nearest maritime port. The. rations a,re of the quality usedm the navy.
The Nantucket South Shoal lightboat is one of the best on th e

coast, and the greatest precautions are necessary to keep it
anchored over the sandbank it is intended to mark. Of the
various instruments employed in anchoring the screw mooring is
undoubtedly the surest and best, it is constructed on the prin-
ciple of a screw, but differs in form; for while the spiral thread
makes lit l ie more than one turn round its shaft it is extended to
a very broad flange, and the hold which it takes on I he ground is
proportional to its broad Mi of disk. The method of laying down
tnlsmoormg is briefly thus: A strong mooring chain is so at-
tained to it as to allow the screw to turn freely without, carrying
the chain around with it; a powerful iron shaft is then fixed
firmly to the upper part of the mooring, which is formed square
tor that purpose, fitting in the same manner as a, key to a watch
in wmdingitup;it is then lowered by the mooring chain, joint after
joint being added to the shaft till the mooring has reached the
ground. Levers are apphed to the shaft after the manner of a cap-
stan, and the operation of Bcrewingtthe mooring into the ground
commences. Two boats or barges having been anchored head and
stern close alongside each other and the upright shaft rising be-
tween them and amidships, men place themselves at tho bars andwalk from one boat- to the other, the two gi ving a con ven ieut, plat -

torm. When the screw is firmly imbedded a bb . <
,i ,

,

the mooring chain and the job is completed.
A lightboat must ride easily in a seaway or the heavy pitch and

roll will seriously affect the quality of the lights. Toe severe
shocks received in heavy weather are modified by a rope cable
attached to the mooring chain, which "gives" instead of bringing
the craft up all standing when riding over a running billow The
hawse pipes, through which the cables enter the hull, are cut just
above the wateiiine, enabling the boat to ride more easily tlian
an ordinary sailing craft when exposed to similar conditions
The vessels are schooner- rigged, with short masts which'give

the lanterns an elevation of about 40ft. A deck house encircles
each mast, and in the. daytime the lantern is lowered into it for
cleaning and filling. There is sufficient space to pass around it
and for ventilation from below. At the mastheads are hoop iron
balls which serve as day marks. On the forward deck house are
the fog bell and whistle, which are used as signals in thick
weather, the intervals between the blows or notes indicating the
location of the shoal in the stormiest night or densest fog almost
as plainly as the large letters upon her sides in clear weather
A suit of sails is bent ready for use in case of disaster or when

the boat gets adrift, as she frequently does. There are two crews
to each vessel, one of which is always ashore ready to go aboard
in case of emergency. For a number of months these men face
the ocean in all its moods, and for weeks at a time they have no
communication with the mainland except through the. occasional
visit of the buoy setter Verbena, with headquartei s at Wood's
Holl. The man who is brave enough to ship on a lightboat in the
winter season is courageous indeed. At times the boat is encased
in solid ice and the spray freezes as fast as it comes aboard. The
stays and rigging become many times their original size, and it is
with the greatest, difficulty that the lantern windlass and weights
are kept in order. For hours during extreme weather the crew
pound ice, when the question must- be decided whether the ice be
thrown overboard or accumulate and sink the beacon.
Another danger is that of collision. The mooring chain is often

paid out several hundred fathoms in times when big seas are run-
ning. Perhaps a vessel has been driven to leeward and fouls the
chain. As the heavy hull of the drifting craft presses down upon
the cable, and drags broadside toward the formidable bow of the
pitching lightboat, the latter gathers headway and the two come
together with a crash that opens the planking of the helpless sail-
ing vessel as if an iron steamer had crushed iuto her. Very likely
the blow and strain willpirt the cable, and the lightboat, at the
mercy of the gale, is borne away from the sinking vessel.
The monotony of this existence is something unknown to the man

of cities and everyday-life, yet there are always niany applica-
tions for a berth on the most exposed stations. The chief amuse-
ments are basket making, the building of toy boats and card
playing, which become very monotonous in a few weeks, and then
reading and even fancy work are indulged in.
Cross Rip lightboat, in Vineyard Sound, is not only invaluable

as a beacon, but of immense use as a. buoy by day. This station
was established in 1861. The floating light on Pollock Rip, off
Chatham, was established in 1853, and is of great, importance to
vessels passing north of Cape Cod. Shovelfull Shoal lightboat
was established in 1853 and marks a very dangerous bar in the
path' of coastwise commerce. The Handkerchief lightboat is
stationed over the dreaded shoal of that name and was estab-
lished in 1885. There are floating lights over Succannesit Shoal
and at the western entrance, to Vineyard Sound. A number of
relief boats are tied up at the Government wharf in Little Harbor,
Wood's Holl, and in case of repairs upon a boat one of these are
substituted, so the light is rarely missing. At the Wood's Holl
wharf is a large variety of buoys of various kinds under the
superintendence of Captain Gibbs, of the Verbena.
Woburn, Mass. Geo. S. Hudson.

SULTANA.
ABIT of the old-time chorus that once made New York famous

in all the ports of the world was heard on Wednesday of last
week in the Erie Basin in South Brooklyn, where the merry ring
of iron mauls on oak and teak wedges made an appropriate over-
ture to the opening of anew ship yard in the port ofNew York.
The big dry docks of the Erie Basin, with their machine shops'
and building plant, have hitherto been used for -epairs only; but
Messrs. Handren &Robbinshave determined to ko into building
as well, their first contract being the auxiliary sf>am yacht Sul-
tana, designed for Mr. Treuor L. Park: by Mr. ,T. Beavor Webb
designer of the t wo Fredas, Genesta, Galatea, Tara, Medusa and
the steam yacht Carmen.
The new yacht, is 187ft. 6in. over all, 155ft. l.wl., 37ft. 6in. beam

17ft. 6in. hold, and 14ft. fiin. draft. She is fitted with a triple ex-
pansion engine, 13, 24 and 33 by 34in., built by Henderson & Co
of Glasgow, and with a two-bladed Bevis feathering propeller'
the pitch being variable from the inside of the vessel. As the
model shows, she is designed for canvas as well as coal, and will
carry about ll.OOOsq. ft. of canvas, being rigged as a three-masted
lopsail schooner. Her smokestack will telescope, and her screw
will be feathered when sail alone is to bo used for any length of
time. The yacht has been planned and built with great care, and
will receive the highest rating from the American and British
Lloyds. The construction has been under the charge of Capt. W.
B. Dickey, an old graduate of Harlan & Wolf's famous Belfast
yard, and the result is in every way a credit to the new ard. The
plating and seams are equal to the work of the best yards, and for
a first attempt are specially creditable.
The hull is entirely of mild steel; the planksheer, bulwarks and

rail, as well as all deck fittings, are of teak. The deck house is of
steel, all galvanized, sheathed with teak. The deck is. payed with
Jeffries marine glue. The yacht will be steered by steam from
the bridge, with an auxiliary steering gear aft that will be used
when sailing. The fore end of the deck house contains a chart
room, and the after end the galley; the middle portion forming a
saloon and entrance way to the owner's quarters forward. The
apartments of the owner and his wife are abaft the main saloon,
with a study on the starboard side of the latter. Forward are
extra staterooms and maids' rooms; then the collision bulkhead
and forecastle. The after cabin contains more staterooms, abaft
which are the officers' staterooms and mess room. The large fore
hold is reached by a square shaft down which trunks or stores
may be lowered. On either side of a long passage are store
rooms, the forward one being for trunks and luggage, while one
is specially fitted as a photographic dark room. The yacht will
be fitted with ice machine, electric bells and lights, and other
modern appliances, her owner intending to start on a cruise
around the world as soon as she is completed.
The weather on Wednesday was as bad as it could be, a chilly

drizzle with an east wind, and the shipyard was nearly as muddv
as the sidewalks in New York; but a number of guests, including
some venturesome ladies, were on hand before high water. The
yacht was sent away at 4 P. M., Miss Bessie McCullough breaking
the bottle. After a little delay when the lashines were cut, the
handsome vessel, with the Corinthian Y. O. butgee at the fore,
the New York at the main, and the American ensign at the miz-
zen, gathered way and slid rapidly into the water, making her
bow as her forefoot left the ways, and i tinning awav at consider-
able speed. Work will be commenced at once on the same spot
on two large barges of steel.

THE NEW RULE OF THE NEW YORK Y. C.-Tlie Roston
WercjM falls into a curious blunder in regard to the action of the
New York Y. C. in stating that no rule is yet adopted. Tne club
adopted the Seawanhaka formula, but declined to accept, a class-
ification by corrected length. The Herald published a report of
the action of the club, though in a verv mixed form, in its issue
of Dec. 14.

ST. LAWRENCE Y. C.-This lively little club is holding a
series of monthly meetings, with practical talks on yachting
topics.
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THE NEW BRITISH RACING FLEET.

THE recent discussion of the measurement question has at-
tracted considerable attention to the new 20 and 10-raters on

the other side, most of which have been described in tbo Forest
and Stream. The following summary of their performances,
from the Field, will be of interest in view of future international
competitions, in which yachts of this type may be matched against
the new American craft:
"The most, striking, md at the same time most satisfactory,

features during the yacht racing season of 1889 were, no doubt,
the certain signs of a. revival of racing in the classes of 20-rating
downward, and the excellence of the racing in the handicap
classes. The 20.raters of to-day are pretty much what the 20-ton-
ners were sixteen years ago, when the Vanessa appeared on the
scene and aroused emulation among yachtsmen of all sorts and
ages—aii enthusiasm, too, which lasted for quite a dozen years,
and which might have lasted until now had it not been for the
chilling effect of 'bad times.' The 20 tonner, as represented by
Vanessa, we know developed into a vessel 5ft. longer, with about
l,000sq. ft. more canvas: nevertheless the 20-rater of the present
day fair] v represents Vanessa, which has a waterline length of
47ft. and a. sail spread of 2,000sq. It.; while Vreda^he first of the
successful 20-raters, has a waterline length of 4o.4ft., and a sail
spread of 2,641sq. ft. The weight or displacement of the boats is

about the same, the accommodation is about the same, and the
cost is about the same. Vanessa cost £1,250, and that is about the
cost of a fashionable 20-rater.
"We were just now speaking of the effect the success of Van-

essa had on the minds of yachtsmen in 1873, and it can he fairly
said that the prowess of Vreda since her debut in 1888 has had a
similar effect on yachtsmen of the present day. Thus in 188!) we
had three new candidates for fame in the form of Windward,
Dragon and Mimosa; beyond these accomplished facts there are
at the present moment at least three new 20-raters building for
next season. Vanessa, it will be remembered, held her own well
for seven seasons, that is until Freda made her appearance iu
1880; she had been able to do this because lead keels "developed"
very slowly, and necessarily so did length and sail spread. How-
ever, in Freda Mr. Beavor Webb showed that what had been
proved to be possible in the 10-tonners—the putting of the whole
of the ballast on the keel—was also possible in the 2U-tonners; and
then came a marvelous extension of length and sail spread, coup-
led with a great increase of weight. We mention these circum-
stances mainly to show that the position of a 20-rater like Vreda
is very much more secure than was that of Vanessa. So far at
human foresight at present carries us, she cannot be outbuilt by
mere expansion. If a 20-rater is giveu more length sue must have
less sail; and if she has more sail she must have less length. Of
course we are not determining off-hand that Mr. Watson hit off
the right proportion of sail to length at his first trial; but he must
have been very near it, and it is unlikely that designers will show
much variation from the proportion of Vreda. Thus a well-mod-
eled vessel under the existing rating rule may have an unlimited
career if she is kept up to the mark in the way of condition of
hull and equipment. Vreda, of course, did not have such a good
average record this past season as she had in 1888; and it could
not be expected that she would have two such antagonists as Mr.
Fife turned out in the form of Dragon and Windward to compete

" Vreda opened the season on the Thames, where, however, she
had no yacht of her own rating to compete against. Neverthe-
less, she won some valuable prizes, and, after "a bootless visit to
Harwich, went on to Dover, where she won a prize from Vanessa.
From here she went to Queenstown, and on the first, day of the
Royal Cork Yacht Club Regatta had practically a sail over. On
the following day she entered the lists against Valkyrie. Yarana,
and Irex for alQueen's cup, and after a teodious sail of 17>o hours,
Vreda was declared the winner. It is. however, only just to say
that all the honors of the day belonged to Valkyrie", as she had
obtained a long lead when she sailed into a clock calm near
home, while Vreda brought along a little brneze and passed
her. On the Mersey, in the regatta of the Cheshire Yacht
Club, Vreda met the new Mimosa, and in a nice breeze, beat her
Ave minutes. In the Royal Mersey match the following day, in
a lighter breeze, Mimosa was still further out of it, her smaller
sail plan being much against her in the light airs. After this
Mimosa came away south for some alterations, but Vreda went
on to the Clyde to tackle Dragon and Windward. The former of
these two had already made a name on the Clyde by her defeat
of Windward, and her meeting with such a swell of 'the ocean as
Vreda was consequently looked forward to with mucli interest by
the members of the Royal Largs Yacht Club. The first encounter
left victory with Dragon, but by a very narrow margin, and the
critics were not yet all one way of thinking about the merits of
the two boats, especially as the wind was light and variable. In
the two encounters under the flag of the Royal Northern Yacht
Club the wind was also light and variable, and the Dragon re-
peated her victories. These consecutive successes appeared to
convince every one that Dragon at any rate was the better boat,
of the two in light winds, and no one could account for the re-
peated reverses of Windward, as Dragon is modeled much like
her, hut has five or six inches more beam, and perhaps as much
more draft—at least so the gossips said. There was a continua-
tion of the light, pleasant weather for the two nays' Mudhook
regatta with amateur helmsmen. On the first day Windward,
with Mr. Win, Fife, Jr., at the helm, scored a rather hollow vic-
tory over Vreda a,nd Dragon ; on the following day Vreda, with
Mr. W. G. Jameson as helmsman, had an equally notable victory
—in fact her first since the Mersey. In the Clyde Corinthian
Yacht Club match, which followed, Dragon had her turn at win-
ning, under the clever timoneering of an amateur helmsman.

"It was not until the regatta of the Royal Civde Y. C. was
reached that anything like a breeze tested the persevering 20-
raters, and then Vreda appeared to be upsetting all preconceived
opinions of her merits by roundly heating Dragon. But the trial
came to an untimely end through Vreda losing her bowsprit, and
Dragon obtained the prize. On the following day there was again
breeze enough for second topsails, but Vreda, with a jury bow-
sprit, was easily defeated by Dragon—Windward not being among
the competitors. From the Clyde. Dragon and Vreda crossed the
North Channel to Belfast Lough, where the Royal Lister Y. C.
as usual had provided a two-day's regatta.. The wind was light on
both days, and it must be conceded that Vreda appeared to have
a slight advantage to windward, and it was only the reaching
speed of Dragon which enabled her to score on both days. From
Belfast they went on to Dublin Bay, where, in the Royal Irish
Y. C. regatta, in a moderate breeze. Dragon scored another
double-barreled victory; but, as in Belfast Lough, Vreda ap-
peared to be quite her equal to windward. From Kingston Vreda
and Dragon crossed St. George's Channel, and Vreda looked in at
the west country regattas: but Dragon pushed on for Solent. At
Plymouth Vreda reckoned up Mimosa again, and Dragon did the
same at Cowes in the match of the Royal Loudon Y. C. In the
second day's regatta at this club Dragon, Vreda and Mimosa ap-
peared, and there was a stirring southeast breeze. This certainly
was a fine opportunity for Vreda, but in turning out to the
Warner Lightship Dragon worked out a long lead, weathering
the ship about four minutes before Vreda, and eventually beat-
ing her more than double that time. Their next appearance was
in the Royal Southern Y. C. regatta, and Dragon repeated her
victories; and it was so on to the end of the chapter, although
Vreda scored two first prizes—one through Dragon going the
wrong course, and the other through the same craft carrying
away the jackyard of her topsail in the Royal Albert Y. C. re-
gatta. After this latter regatta Dragon went on the mud, and
Vreda had no trouble in disposing of her competitors at Wey-
mouth and Torquay.
"Probably, taken all round, Dragon is three or four minutes

better than Vreda on a 25-miles course; but it was mainly at,
reaching that Dragon obtained the longest lead. However, the
sailing of the two in the Royal London match at Cowes must not
be overlooked, and certainly on that occasion, whatever the
cause, Dragon had much the better of the encounter to wind-
ward.
"During the seasou of 18SS the 10-rater, Dis, made a great reputa-

tion on the Solent, and she was regarded as well nigh invincible,
although she was uever suspected of being quite first-rate to
windward; at all events, it was thought, she might be improved in
that respect. However, when a boat wins twenty-five prizes for
twenty-eight starts, as Dis did in 1888, if isnot usual to consider
whether or not she has defects. Dis,indeed,was considered so good
that she quite gave a new start, to the class both on the Clyde and
on the Solent. In the South, Decima was built from a design bv
Mr. Arthur Payne, with a plumb stem, and about, the same water-
line length as Dis. She had more canvas in her mainsail than
Dis. and more draft— two circumstances which made the judges
think the new craft would be a masterpiece to windward, and so
it proved; but Decima also excelled at reaching, the result being
that she had practically a sail over every time they started.
Nevertheless, Dis kept hammering away in the most plucky
fashion, and was beaten by a sort of regulation interval of time
in every match. Another craft named Drina shared in her fate
She was originally laid down as a sort of fast cruiser, of about
8-ratiiig, and 38ft. on the waterline; hut in the end she was can-
i'^ed^ t0J£? iWtinih tor a h>rater, having l,800sq, ft. againHt
l,660sq, ft. of Die and Decima, it waB expected that she might

win some prizes on very light days; but those days never came to
pass, and Drina won no prizes in the company of her longer-
bodied sisters. The fame of Decima excited the curiosity of the
owners of the 10-raters on the Clyde, and the most successful two
crossed St. George's Channel after the Royal Irish Yacht Club
Regatta. These were Yvonne and Doris, the latter being the laBt
and most successful of the old 5-tonners. As to whether she or
Yvonne could claim to be the better boat was a. moot question on
the Clyde, but we think it was settled in favor of Yvonne on the
Solent. Yvonne had an advantage in sail spread over Decima,
but not to the extent Drina had; however, in light winds and to
windward she proved a better boat than Decima. They met eight
times, and out of these encounters Decima won five races and
Yvonne three. Against Doris Decima started fourteen times
and beat her eleven. Au enthusiastic compiler of statistics in-
forms us thatin the three racesin which Yvonne beat Decima they
sailed 100 miles, and Yvonne beat Decima 5"94 seconds per mile.
In the five races won by Decima they sailed 103 miles, and Decima
heat Yvonne 9

-

ti8 seconds per mile. The inference, of course, is

that in a summer like the past, distinguished by good whole-sail
breezes, the extra length and smaller canvas pay; but we do not
think that anything has yet transpired in the races between the
10-raters to warrant any one exceeding a watGTline length of 30ft.

THE BABOON SAIL PLAN.
THE Boston GZobe takes exception to our comments in a recent

issue on the question of Baboon's sail plan, speaking as fol-
lows:
" To charge that the statements of a designer of Mr. Burgess's

prominence in regard to such a simple matter as a comparison of
sail plans are obviously incorrect is to charge that gentleman
with a lack of good faith in his dealings with the committee, At
Mr. Burgess's request I measured with him the Baboon's sail plan
and a sail plan designed to measure the same, as the Baboon's by
the Seawanhaka formula. As a matter of fact the second plan
measured 9ft. less than that of the Baboon.
" In the new plan the mast was 3ft. 9in. further forward than

in the Baboon. The rig was 3ft. shorter on the baseline and 2J^f(.
longer on tbe perpendicular. By actual measurement the pro-
posed mainsail measured 49ft. more than Baboon's, the working
topsail 48ft., and the jib 16}^ft. more than the Baboon's, the fore-
sail measuring 18ft. less. This makes a net of 95ft. more sail in
the new plan than in the Baboon's, yet the two plans measure
the same by the Seawanhaka formula. So much for Mr. Bur-
gess's statement being obviously incorrect. Mr. Burgess hap-
pened to have some rough figures which he showed to the com-
mittee lo illustrate his point. He has the drawings in his office,
and they will be shown to the committee at. any time they desire
to see them.
"To offset this gain of 95ft. of effective sail there is a los3 of

51ft. in the spinaker, which can he well borne. This plan, it must
be understood, was only a moderate departure from the old style,
and it is easy to see how much more the measurement of the
mainmast may be cheated as the mast is moved forward, and the
' cat rig ' is approached."
The whole matter of Baboon's sail plan is a very trivial one, and

not worth the time that has been wasted on it, but it has been
forced into a fictitious importance from the fact that it is the only
thing in the nature of an argument which Mr. Burgees has
brought forward to oppose corrected length. Mr. Burgess is an
expert, a close student, of yachting, and with a large amount of
valuable data relating to American and foreign yachts at his dis-
posal. He has lately been very strongly opposed to the measures
advocated by the two New York committees; but with every in-
ducement to present a strong argument, backed by facts "and
figures, his opposition has only amounted to this: a si atement that
under the proposed rule he would build a long and narrow cutter,
or a "canoe;" and the "little haphazard drawing" of Baboon's
sail plan. The first point is more than covered by the actual
figures which we have given of the boats built under such a rule,
and also by the correspondence of the Lake Y. R. A. committee
with other designers, published in the Forest and Stream of
Nov. 21. The second point, of the possible, evasion of the sail
measurement, relates at best only to a detail of the rule, ami not
to the principle involved iu a classification by corrected length;
and as far as the figures given out are concerned, even the former
point is not yet proven,

vVe are willing to admit that Mr. Burgess has made a sail plan
measuring the same as Baboon's by Seawanhaka rule, and yet
containing 95ft. more of actual area in the sails; but we are hot
willing to accept the conclusions which he would draw frc
these meagre figures. In the first place, it is not even stat
which method of measurement was used, the old one, or the n
one just adopted by the New York Y. C, and proposed for t

S. C. Y. C; the latter in most, if not all cases, measuring s

tiling to accept the conclusions which he would draw from
these meagre figures. In the first place, it is not even stated

ew
the

measuring sail
more accurately than the former. In the second place, it is not
stated what the effect would be on the centers of lateral resist-
ance and of effort in such a change of plan. Under the old method
of measurement, it would have been possible to have put. a cat rig
on Baboon (on paper), which would have evaded the measure-
ment entirely, or even a, rig like Harbinger's, which was very im-
perfectly measured; but it does not follow that the yacht would
be equally fast under such rigs, or that classification by corrected
length is a mistake. Granted that Mr. Burgess is correct in his
figures, we should wish to see the sail plan and know more about
it than has yet been made known to the public, or to the New
York committee, before accepting if as conclusive.
What we said in regard to the matter was as follows, and we

still believe it to be substantially correct,
"The statement in regard to Baboon's sail plan was made by

Mr. Burgess to the committee of the New York Y. C. when on a
visit to New York recently as a. representative of the Eastern Y. C.
Mr. Burgess did not even show the sail plan, and the figures which
he gave were so obviously incorrect that they convinced none of
the committee."
Mr. Burgess came to New York specially to oppose the new

classification, and the "rough figures," which, according to the
Globe,, he "happened to have," formed the mainstay of his argu-
ment. These same figures did not check off correctly when shown
to the. committee and Mr. Burgess was asked to send the correct
calculations and the sail plan itself to the committee; neither of
which were ever received. It is needless to say that the commit-
tee has not yet gone to Boston to inspect the drawings in Mr.
Burgess's office.

Tne Globe also publishes the following extracts from tho cor-
respondence of the Burlington gentlemen referred to:
"You can send me as soon as prepared the plans, specifications,

design, etc., for a 30ft Lw.L
"After consideration I wish to say that if you can givo me as

fast a boat with a centerboard I would prefer it, but if vou think
you can give me more speed with a keel or deep draft I will
build the latter.
"1 regret very much to have to write you that I will not be able

to build this year, as the gentlemen interested with me decline to
go to the extra cost of a keel boat. In addition to this there is
a growing dissatisfaction in the H. Y. C. over the new classifica-
tion, as the majority have centerboards, and it, has begun to dawn
on them that tneir boats will all be outbuilt in every class, and
consequently useless. I would not, therefore be surprised to see a
strong effort made to change the rule, iu which case, if successful,
I would try my chances with a cenierboard of your design."
Unfortunately the Globe does not give the figures showing the

entire cost of the keel boat, but accepting these extracts as com-
plete and authentic, after some further investigation we can only
conclude that the persons in question have availed themselves of
a convenient excuse to break off negotiations with Mr. Burgess.
If, as we are informed on reliable authority, Mr. Burgess coun-
selled them to build a 33ft. waterline cutter for a 35ft. corrected
length class, we are not surprised at their disinclination to orde

about 1,700ft, ot sail could fit the class. Very few yachtsmen
would pick out the former as able to beat the latter under the
Seawanhaka rule on nine days out of ten.
We can forgive tbe Globe the epithets it applies to us, we have

heard them before and they have not proved fatal. The Lake
yachtsmen need not take very deeply to heart the biting comment
on their action; the Globe does not venture into the question of
relative cost of various types and builds delivered on Lake On-
tario, but the way it scolds at the Lake yachtsmen for adopting a
classification by corrected length, it evidently considers i hat by
this action they have spoiled a promising market for the Boston
yards. __

"YACHT PORTRAITS."—Mr. N. L. Stebhins, of Boston, has
just issued a new and handsome volume entitled "Yacht Por-
traits," containing 75 pictures of tbe leading American yachts,
nearly all the iihotos having been made this year. All the new
yachts are included, the Burgess schooners Constellation, Merlin
and Quickstep; Liris, Gorilla, Minerva and the rest of the forties;
Kathleen and the 30ft. class, including the Cape cats Harbinger,
Kiowa and Surprise, and the yawls Clara and Moptecico. The
pages are 9^xi3in.

RQYAL CANADIAN Y. C.

THE sailing committee of the Royal Canadian Y, C. has ar-
ranged the following classes for the club fleet to race in next

year. The range m length is quite large, owing to the many old
yachts and the mixed character of the fleet, but, the arrangement
is as good a one as is possible, the limits of the skiff ciass, however
are drawn so as to exclude the srnafl canoes that have raced this
year with the 19ft, skiffs:

1. Cruising Class—Yachts over 30ft., up to and including 50ft.,
corrected length.

2. Standing Keel Class—Yachts 30ft. corrected length and
under.

3. Twenty-five Foot Class.—Centerboard yachts over 21ft., up to
and mcluding2oft., corrected length.

4. Twenty-one Foot Class.—Centerboard yachts 21ft. corrected
length and under.

5. Skiff Class —Boats not more than 19ft. l.w.l.; beam not to ex-
ceed 5ft. nor to be less than 3ft.; no ballast; centerboard not to
weigh more than lOOlbs., and crew limited to three. Under the
above classification the club fleet at present would he distributed
as follows;

NO. I —CRUISING CLASS.
Cor. Cor

L.W.L. Length. L.W.L. Length.
Cygnet 48.42 48.13 Iolanthe 34.68 39.23
White Wings ... 43.60 45.90 Verve (Tor.) 37.60 39.80
Verve (Chic.) 41.68 44.29 Merle 33.99 38 32
Aggie 36.91 .13.35 Psyche 32.68 37.43
Condor 39.00 42.70 Vision 30.08 35.00
Rivet.... 39.00 41.68 Cricket 33.59 31.66
Sagittal 36.00 41.00 Cyprus. 29.03 32.08
Wlnstlewing. . . 39.16 40 76 Seabird 29.33 32.30
Deerhound 36.00 39.41 Bonita 30.00 30.30

NO. U.—STANDING KEEL CLASS.
Escape 30.75 29.96 Alert 23.00 24.70
Molly lit. 92 27.58 Imogene 22.50 21.04
Naiad 25.00 26.30 Christabel 19.33 21.00
Kelpie 21.50 25.56 Viper 20.00 21,97
Finette 22.08 24.86

- no. in.—25ft. class.
Peerless 30.50 24.16 Brenda 21.08 22.98
Maine 24.50 24.70 Mischief... 21.08 23.39
CEnone 22.16 24.06 Hilda 20.08 23,69
Volante 30.16 23.39 Whisper 21. r>8 21 36

sw • NO. IV.-21ET. CLASS.
Ellida 19.91 20.77 Daisy 18.30 19.04
Mollie 19.11 30.76 Pilot 10.41 17 50
Caprice 18.00 20.45 Dot 15.21 15 90
Woos 18.75 20.2!) Freida
Irene 17,75 19.60

NO. V—SKIPJF CLASS.
Uneasy. Puritan.
Rob Roy. Water Kelpie.
Ruby. __
NEW YACHTS.—Mr. Burgess has now two forties, one for the

Adams Bros , and three thirties under way. The 45ft, yacht begun
last spring for Mr. C. D. Owens, and lately sold to Mr. A. B.
Turner, was launched on Dec 21 at Lawley's. At the same yard
the Sears 50ft, keel and the 15ft. yacht are nearly in frame; and
the Foster 40 under way. A story is current that Gen. Paine is at
the head of a syndicate, that will build to beat, Minerva,, a yarn
that needs much confirmation.

E3^~No Notice Taken ol Anonymous Correspondent*.

B. C—We should advise the hammerless and 12-gauge.
A. J. de E.—The rifle "is not too large for deer and is large

enough for moose.

W. A. W., Washington.—We know nothing of the cheap gun
uamed. Begin to train the puppy when he is six months old.
Read Hammond's "Training vs. Breaking."

J. K. L.. Pennsylvania.—I want to settle in Washington till
spring; what gun would you advise me to get for the kind of game
they have there ? Ans. Select a 12-bore, double barrel.

A. C. J.—Dr. Perry's manual on "Dogs, Their Management and
Treatment in Disease," is tbe best book for you; price $3, for sale
at tnis office. The chapters will give you sufficient information
on all needed points.

Ten-Bore.—It is impossible to name an age at which all spaniel
puppies may begin their training, because some are more pre-
ocious than others. A puppy born in February should be old
nough to do a youngster's work the next fall,

Bot Naturalist.—When puppies have been weaned they
should be fed on Indian meal or oatmeal well cooked and mixed
with plenty of sour milk. .Once in u. while tho mush may be
made with meat broth, instead of pure water; and they may have
an occasional meal of well cooked meat, When they are teething,
large bones with little meat on them are the proper thing.

Triote, New York.—Please inform me where 1 can obtain for
practical purposes a thoroughly reliable map of the district em-
braced by i he following route: From Bethel, Maine, on the Grand
Trunk R. R„ to Lake Parmachene near the Canadian boundary,
via Upton, Lake Umbagog and the Magalloway River, or in other
words a detailed map of Oxford county, Me. Ans. Farrar's
Guide to the Androscoggin Lakes has such a map; the book costs
"1, and we can supply it.

G. G. H., Butte City, Montana.—Some time ago I read an article
in some paper concerning a new powder which was noiseless and
smokeless. Do you know anything of such powder and where it
can be bought? Ans. The powder spokeu of is only as yet to he
found in the arsenals of European powers,where various attempts
have been made and are making to adapt it to small-arm use. It
has not as yet been adapted to sporting arms. The nearest ap-
proach to it are the various nitro-powders.

F. W., Delaware. Ont.—Kindly inform me whether German
carp will take the fly readily, whether they will fight hard or not
when hooked, and whether they spawn in the spring or fall after
being put in the pond early in spring; also the best way to treat
them after they are caught to make them fit for the table. Ans.
In Forest and Stream of Aug. 19, 1886, will be found a descrip-
tion of successful fishing for carp with a fluttering fly. Grass-
hoppers have been used with good results for surface fishing.
The usual baits are corn bread, wheat bread or dough mixed with
cotton. In Germany, according to Dr. Goode, the baits are the
tail of angle worm, grains of barley or wheat, maggots, larva? of
the wasp and balls of dough. Small hooks suitable for black bass
will answer for carp. The capture of carp by rod and line is re-
garded as difficult and uncertain. The beat time for stocking
ponds is in the early fall; if the fish are old enough and the condi-
tions favorable, they will spawn the following spring. Carp re-
quire no special preparation for the table if taken from pure
water. Sometimes they are skinned. We prefer carp f'-om open
waters, and consider broiling and baking the best methods of
cooking.

J. O., Pleasantville, N. Y.—There are a number of streams in
t iis vicinity inhabited by trout, but fished to death. There were
a number of good catches made in them last May aod June. My-
self and friend on several different days caught from 18 to 36, the
last named being the highest in one day's catch, ranging from Sin.
til%ft. This season has been the best for trout fishing known
here in years. We intend to start a club to stock these streams
and protect them from illegal fishing, also for the protection of
game, etc. Where can I procure printed instructions for organiz-
ing such a club? What amount of trout fry can a club procure
from our State hatchery? Ans. For a copy of the constitution
and by-laws of an incorporated society address Secretary, Ang-
lers' Association of Eastern Pennsylvania, 1020 Arch street,
Philadelphia, Pa. After your preliminary meeting, in which you
will adopt similar articles, employ a lawyer to draw up the neces-
sary application to the court of your county tor a charter. We
are'informed by Mr. E. G. Blackford, President of the New York
Fish Commission, that: "Any club or person who applies to the
New York Fishery Commission for trout, will ho furnished with a
blank form which should be filled out, giving all of the details of
the waters that the trout are to he placed in, and then, at our Feb-
ruary meeting, we make the assignments of trout to the different,
applicants, giving those preference that have suitable waters,
and that promise the best care and protection from them. We
award from 1,000 to 10,000 fry, according to the volume of water
to he stocked."

Bbsoham'b Pulb cure sick headache.-.4cft>.
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HUMPHREYS 5

VETERINARY SPECIFICS
For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,

AND POULTRY.
300Page Book on Treatment ofAnimalsand Chart Sent Free.
cures (Fevers, Congestions, Inflammation,
n „ < §P«»al Meningitis, Milk Fever.

rn"1H ' Lameness, Rheumatism.
V; ,V" ,,

,stei" I>,>r ' Nasal Discharges.
D.D.-Bots or Grubs, Worms.

Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Cplic or Gripes, Bellyache.

Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
U.U.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.

Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J. K..--Diseases of Digestion.
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual,

Wlteh Hazel Oil and Medicator, $7.00
Price, Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - .60
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.
Humphreys' Med. Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

81.00.

hAUE AT THIS OFFICTC

ABBEY & IMBUE,
Manufacturers of every description of

Pine Fishing: Tackle.
No. 18 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK.

(FOURTH DOOR FROM THE ASTOR HOUSE.)

The unusually fine quality and large assortment of our goods

make them particularly well adapted for those who are looking

for useful

HOLIDAY PRESENTS.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPEE SHOT SHELLS.
Ash your Dealer for them.

Mot Sold £2>~t Retail t>y the manufacturers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

BEECHAM'S PILLS
(THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY.)

Cure BILIOUS and
Nervous ILLS.

25ct$* a Box.
0m all piu-ficasm

FUR
Lined and Trimmed

COATS.
In many varieties and at very-

moderate prices.

Lined and Trimmed Genet $75.00
Lined Black Muskrat *

Trimmed Colored Beaver ^

Lined Mink I

$90.00

Trimmed Natural Beaver >
$125.00

Lined and Trimmed Persian. $165.00
Also many others, including Sea Otter

and Russian Sable. Some
Buffalo Coats.

C. G.

Gunther'sSons
1 84 Fifth Ave,, N, Y.

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch
Collies, Foshounds and
Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,„ 1 bred and for sale by W.

GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co.. Pa.
Send stamp for circular and price list.. decl3,«m

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

Manufactured only by

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors),
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

EEPELLEHE.
An Infallible Preventive of the Attacks o;

Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats
and all other Insects.

Neat, clean and easily applied. No unpleasant
odor, will not stain or injure the skin, easily
washed off. May be carried without danger of
leaking or spilling. In neat, oblong round-cor-
nered box.

Price, 30 Cents, Postpaid.

Sold by Dealers in Sportsmen's Goods.
If your dealer does not keep it, I will send It or

receipt of price.

A. FERGUSON, Proprietor and Manafact'er,
Office, 65 Pulton street, N. Y.

By C. F. AMERT.
This series of thirteen adventurous jour-

neys into as many regions of Dreamland has

been admirably characterized as the most

delicious nonsense ever written, and is now

being brought out in a handsome quarto vol-

ume of 116 pages, profusely illustrated.

Price, $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

HILL ON
THE 8TANDABD WORK ON THEIB

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES.
Pries S3.Ce.

JTOBKBT AND 8THEAM FUBLISffiNtt QV.m Broad.way, i?gTF fopfe>

YOST
Writing Machine

The NEW and HIGHER STANDARD.

NO RIBBON. BISECT FEINTING-.
PEKMANENTALIGNMENT.
Exhaustively Tested and Guaranteed as to

Speed, Strength and Mani-
folding Powers.

MUIR, HAWLEY & MAYO CO., 343 Broadway, N. Y.

AND

WITH YACHTSSPECIAL CHAPTERS ON MODEIj
AND SINGLsEHANDED SAILING.

By

C. STANSFELD-HICKS.
AtJTHOB OF "OUB BOYS, AjSD WHAT TO Do WlTH THEM.

NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS
AND

WORKING DRAWINGS OF MODEL YACHTS AND VARIOUS SMALL CRAFT
SUITABLE FOR AMATEURS.

DESIGNS:
Model Yachts.—Defiance, Isolde, Bonny Jean, and 10-tonner with sail plan
Canoes.—Birch, Mersey Paddling Canoe, L'HirondeUe, Sailing Canoe.
Sailing Boats and Yachts.—Dabchick, Wideawake. Myosotis, Una, Singlehander by C. P

Clayton, Puffin, 3-ton Racer, 3-ton Cruiser, 24ft. Auxilliary (steam and sail) fishing t.oat.

This volume contains much that is valuable and interesting to American yachtsmen and
canoeists. The design, construction and use of small craft of all kinds is treated of in a simple
and entertaining style, and the instructions are clear and easily understood.

Large crown 8vo., 380 pages and 16 large folding plates.

Price, Postpaid, $3.§G.

FOREST AND BTMAM PCTB, CO,, 318
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The Celebrated Smith £ Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

mprovements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the
genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels
with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH <&, WESSON,
UNCLE LISHA'S SHOP.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland.

By ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.
A book that appeals to all who know anything of the old-fashioned New England life.

These are some of the chapters:

Jfiie School Meeting in District 18. Uncle Lisha's Spring Gun. In Uncle Lisha's Shop. Con-
cerning Owls. Uncle Lisha's Courting. How Zene Burnham Come It on His Father.
A Rainy Day in the Shop. The Turkey Shoot at Hamner's. Sam Lovel's Thanksgiving.
Little Sis. Sam Lovel's Bee-Hunting. In the Shop Again. The Fox Hunt. Noah Chase's
Deer-Hunting. The Hard Experience of Mr. Abijan Javvis. The Coon Hunt. In the
Sugar Camp. Indians in Danvis. The Boy Out West. Breairing Up. The Departure.
The Wild Bees' Swarm.
They make a handsomely printed volume of 187 pages, bound in cloth. Sent, postpaid, on

receipt of price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway New York.
DAVIES & CO., London, England.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
THEIR

MACHINERY AND MANAGEMENT.
The Steam Engine as Applied to Yachts; Laws Governing Yachts in American Waters:

Rules for Racing; Rules for Building; Pilot Regulations; Specific Types of
Machinery

;
Design of Hulls, Etc. , Etc, With 96 illustrations.

By C. P. KUNHARDT.
This volume is intended to be sufficiently comprehensi*-.,, »nd elementary at the same

Dime, to suit the yacht owner's object of acquiring a general understanding of the subject as
a whole, with specific information and data covering the most recent practice.-~.PVom
Author's Pre/ace.

Cloth, 240 pages. Price, postpaid, $3.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, New York.
SAMPSON, LOW & CO., London, England.

GANOE HANDLING.
By C. B. VAUX ("DOT.")

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simplest and plainest way possible.
Everything is made intelligible for beginners and besides this ABC teaching there are so
many hints and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will find pleasure and profit in the
study of these. The book is complete and concise—do useless duffle between its covers. The
subjects treated are the choice of a caooe, paddling, sailing, care of the canoe, recipes and
rules. The text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of the
^ook is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with "Canoe
Building." Price, postpaid, $1.00.

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway.
LONDON: Davies & Co.. 1 Finch Lane. CornhilL

DO0 TBAININGi
fa? #s!e %i m& o^se, mm Sloo,

&M Mt.

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Province of Quebec.

PublicNotice.
Public sale of leases of lands conveying

fishing rights.

Leases to expire on the 31st December, 1899, of
the angling privileges pertaining to the ungrant-
ed lands, bordering on salmon rivers and others,
and a number of Takes, will be offered to public
competition, at the Department of Crown Lands,
Quebec, on Thursday and Friday, the 9th and 10th
January nest (1890), at 10:30 A. M.
For further pai'ticulars address to the Depart-

ment of Crown Lands. Quebec.
Lists of those lakes and rivers may be procured,

gratis, on application to the Department of
Crown Lands, Quebec, or to the offices of the
"Forest and Stream, 1

' and ''American Angler"
New York. GEO. DUHAMEL,
deel93t Commissioner of Crown Lands.

Shooting Box For Sale.
Completely equipped shooting box near en-

trance to Cranberry Lake, Adirondacks, com-
prising two story matched log lodge having six
rooms, with kitchen adjoining, house for guides,
ice house, three boats, boat house and dock. All
in perfect condition, together with 25 acres of
land on which the same are situated. For infor-
mation address or call at Room 32 Boreel Build-
ing, New York city, where photographs can be
seen. dec5,4t

Old Colony Trout Ponds
ESTABLISHED 1869.

Three million brook trout eggs for sale. Can
be transported with safety to any part of the
world. Ready for delivery December and Janu-
ary. Also young trout in the spring.
Unsurpassed ny-flehing in its season.

W. L. GILBERT, Proprietor,
novl4,3mo Plymouth, Mass.

Ferrets vs. Rats.
The beet breeds of both young and old Ferrets

for sale at ADOLPH ISAAOSEN'S "Sure Pop,"
92 Fulton Street, New York City. A complete
book pn Ferrets and Rat Exterminating Beat by
mail for Ih cents.

in Mt,
FOR SALE.

One share in the Monroe Marsh Company.
The celebrated duck preserve owned by this

company lies between Detroit and Toledo, on
Lake Erie, at the mouth of the Raisin River.
Apartments in the club house, and a room in the
boat house, pass with the share. For particulars

inquire of FOREST AND STREAM. decl9,4t

Anyone Can Stuff Birds
By our new process. Full directions with com-
plete outfit of instruments, eyes, etc, $1.00.
Naturalists' Supply Co., 126 Chambers st., N.Y.

Fertilized Will Brook: Trout Eip
And young fry in due season. Address TROUT-
MERE, Osceola Mills, Wis. novl4,3mo

COMMON PIGEONS FOR TRAP SHOOTING;
fancy pigeons and poultry. T. W. HOOPER,

& CO., 423 W. Franklin at., Baltimore, Md.
nov21,3mo

T TT7"I? HIT A TT FOR SALE. Orders
±JL V 1j \J U J\±l-J delivered as booked.

LIVE GAME A SPECIALTY.
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant,

174 Chambers street, New York.

FOR SALE FOR SHOOTING PURPOSES.-
A No. 1 pigeons; no squabs; all kinds fancy

pigeons. FIELES & BRO., Christiana, Pa.
nov7,3mo

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus Americanits),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish
ind Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,
Mb. der.16.tf

f^YTKIGi CLOSING OUT FINE SCOTT
\3T \J All t9* Guns at less than cost. Don't
buy before examining these.

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 943 Broadway.
novl4,3mo

YACHT PICTURES
IN COLORS.

PURITAN AND GENESTA on the home
stretch. Size of sheet. 26X30 .... $1.50

MAYFLOWER, saluted by the fleet. Size
of sheet 28 x40

V0MJNTEER. Size of sheet 36x36 ,,,

2.00

8.09

FOB SALE BY

forest and Stream Publishing Co.,
318 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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A DECADE'S CLOSE.
TVHE 80s are numbered with the past and the 90s have

been ushered in. The transition from the old de-
;ade to the new marks the rounding of a completed
;erm of ten years, during which the Forest and Stream
las been under the editorial control of its present man-
igement.

The period has witnessed a number of notable changes
n the development of special fields of interest to which
he journal relates. The international long-range rifle

natches, which ten years ago filled so large a measure of

rablic attention, have become but a memory, and long-
ange work is to-day almost wholly relegated to the butts
>f the State and National soldiery. With trap-shooting
he case is quite the reverse. The glass ball, once our only
Substitute for game, long since gave way to improved
(artificial targets, and trap-shooting has increased a thou-

and fold. Field trials and bench shows, then compara-
ively experimental in this country, have grown in num-
ier and importance beyond anticipation of the most
toguine: while the old National Kennel Club, then in

sontrol of the kennel affairs of the country, has passed
way, and a new body has taken its place. So, too, the

National Sportsmen's Association, which ten years ago,

ndeed, had already filled its complete measure of activ-

;y and influence, has been almost forgotten; and another
ssociation, whose lines were laid with the same anibi-

k)us scope, has had its brief day and passed away. If

he decade has proved anything with respect to game
'roblems, it has demonstrated the absolute futility of

iccornplishing anything substantial by convening in

lational assemblage and passing resolutions.

It was at the beginning of the decade just passed that

he game protection enthusiasm of the time found cul-

mination in the organization of State associations for

he protection of fish and game. Of the numerous soci-

lies of this character then established few are now in

xistence; and of those few a small proportion only is

dominated by the aims and enthusiasm of the founders;
game protective features have given away to the trap-
shooting activity, witness the New York State society
There is, however, no reason to suppose that the interest
in game and fish protection is any less sincere now than
formerly; the truth is that in these ten years the cause
has made substantial and notable advance. It is now on
a sounder basis than ever. In several States the work of
protecting game and fish has been taken up by the Legis-
latures, and State warden systems have been adopted.
The machinery may not do all that it should, nor all that
under better management it might, but this legislation is

in itself a recognition of the fact that the State has at
last come to appreciate the necessity of undertaking to

conserve of its game and fish wealth, and that game
protection has passed beyond the personal interest of a
class and has taken its rightful place in public economy.
When we recall the stupid apathy that reigned ten years
ago we may find here the sure evidence of distinct pro-
gress and abundant reason for hopefulness.
Perhaps the most notable of the changes wrought in this

period, has been the growth of the hunting and fishing

club preserve system. The open territory accessible to
the shooter and angler has been enormously contracted.
Famous districts once free to all have been depleted of

their game, ruined by the incursion of new railroads, or
having fallen into the control of individuals and clubs
have been posted and withdrawn from the public. The
area of preserved territory is constantly growing. If the
movement progresses at a like pace for another ten years,

the game protection problem will have been solved in a
way altogether unforeseen by the older generation of

sportsmen.

For the Forest and Stream the decade has been a
period of substantial growth, of broadened influence, of

more cordial recognition, warmer regard by its friends

and patrons. The numerous and hearty indorsements
it so often receives from new and old subscribers are sub-

jects of unalloyed satisfaction. Whatever the paper
has thus far attained has been in generous measure due
to the co-operation and support of its friends. We have
gathered about us a corps of correspondents whose inter-

change of experience, opinion and sentiment week by
week contains in itself after all the secret of the Forest
and Stream's success. Not content with the gains al-

ready made, but determined to seek still broader in-

fluence and popularity in the future, we must look to

that same co-operation.

the hotel wing and to inclose it so far as might be necessar
for the protection of his workmen and of his kiln for dry-
ing lumber. As we stated, this structure was erected,
before the site for the hotel had been approved by the
Secretary of the Interior, The reason for giving this per-
mission to build was that work on the Lake Hotel might
be pushed forward so that it may be ready for visitors
next summer.
There is reason to believe that in the paragraph refer-

ring to the sale of liquor an'implied.injustice has been
done to Captain Boutelle, the Superintendent of the
Park. It might be inferred from the quoted lines that
this sale of liquor has gone on without his knowledge,
and so without any effort on his part to stop it. This is

not the case. Captain Boutelle has watched the sale of
liquor, and has expelled at least one barkeeper from the
Park for selling liquor to persons to whom he should not
have sold.

YELLOWSTONE PARK AFFAIRS.

T N our issue of November 21 appeared a review of the

past season in the Yellowstone National Park. Two
paragraphs in this article contain certain statements

FLORIDA GAME FISHES.
/^UR next issue, Jan. 9, will have an illustrated supple-^ ment with portraits of more than twenty of the
game fishes of Florida waters. The accompanying text
will describe the several species and give directions for
their capture. In addition there will be accounts of fish-

ing in Florida, with other papers, all of which will make
this number of special and permanent value. The
supplement will be similar in preparation to the trout
number of last April, which was so well received. It is

our intention to publish from time to time illustrated

supplements on other subjects, and thus in 1890 to make
this journal more than ever a welcome visitor in the
sportsman's home.

MOUNTAIN ADVENTURE IN THE WEST.
Y\J E take pleasure in announcing that we have on

hand a new series of papers descriptive of sport and
adventure in the Eocky Mountains and the Cascade
Range. The sketches are from the pens of "Yo" and "H.
G. Dulog," two of our contributors whose pen names are
ever welcomed. The first of the series, a poem, "The
Sleeping Sentinel," is published to-day. The others are
prose, and will be given early place, the second one,
"A Bull Moose and Bear," in our issue of Jan. 23. Those
to follow are: "Charity," "Meat in the Pot," "Batiste,"
"A Tale of Blood," "A Night in the Forest," "The Lost
Sheep," A Story of the Old Frontier," "On a Glacier in
Summer," "A Desert Home," "At Last."

SNAP SHOTS.
QOME fishing clubs offer special rewards to their mem-^ bers who capture the biggest fish, and occasionally
journalistic enterprise exhibits itself in a like manner,

which are in some degree misleading and which require rewards being held out to those subscribers who shall

explanation. The paragraphs referred to read as follows:

"The Yellowstone Park Association—the Syndicate, as

it is locally called—has completed its new hotel at the

Falls. It has also put up at the Lake, on a site which,
we believe, has not been even submitted to the Secretary

of the Interior; much less approved by him, a building

which they call one of the wings of the hotel there, but
which contains a hundred rooms. We do not clearly

understand how they could have obtained permission to

erect this before the locality for the hotel had been ap-

proved at Washington.

"Another matter in this connection needs looking after.

We have reason to believe that although once put down,
the liquor traffic in the Park is again assuming alarming
proportions. This traffic is carried on at the hotels of

the Association, and liquor is openly sold to mechanics,
laborers, freighters, and even to the soldiers. We have
heard of more than one drunken man in the Park dur-

ing the past season, and it is reparted that the manager
of one of the hotels boasted of the heavy receipts of his

bar just after pay day. This is a serious matter, and will

demand careful attention by the proper authorities next
season."

The statement that the building erected by the Hotel
Association at the Lake contains one hundred rooms is in-

correct. As a matter of fact no partitions have been run
up in this building; it is not, as yet, divided into rooms
at all. It is called a wing of the hotel there, and is a
large building of three stories, so constructed as ulti-

mately to contain a large number of sleeping apartments.
The manager of the Hotel Association was given permis-
sion by the Superintendent to put up the frame-work of

land the heaviest bass, or trout, or tomcod. But we hold
that when a man takes in a big one, angling, like virtue,
is its own reward. We shall not mark the beginning of
a new year by holding out any such tempting bait for
angling readers in 1890. But it shall be our endeavor to
make each number of Forest and Stream so full of
acceptable and entertaining and valued reading for
anglers that he who catches the biggest fish may find in
these columns something to add to his joy, and that he,

too, from whom the biggest one shall have got away may
find an assuagement of his chagrin.

We were not exact in our statement last week that the
notice given to dealers in venison in this city, that the
season closed Nov. 15, was given by Commissioner E. G.
Blackford, on his own interpretation of the law, for it

appears that the decision to that effect was made by the
Attorney-General on reading a part of the Statute only.

But wherever the mistake was made, the incident affords

a glaring example of the complexities and incongruities

of the New York game law, and emphasizes the urgent
need of codification and change from their botched text

into clear intelligible English.

We commend to the attention of students of the ways
of wild game, as a specimen of personal testimony valu-

able because simply and honestly given, the notes con-

tributed by Mr. T. M. Aldrich, on the habits of the wood-
cock. Such records of the observations of a lifetime are

exceedingly valuable. If it were possible to gather the
experience of such men we might with some degree of

accuracy and fullness write the life histories of our game
birds.
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SLIDE ROCK FROM MANY MOUNTAINS,
I.—THE SLEEPING SENTINEL.

f~\ N the Pacific's softest shore," Where land and sky and ocean blend
In the blue distance, I look o'er

Fair scenes that change but never end:

The fog bank spreading on the sea

Far off its gray and fleecy wall:

Beyond in purple majesty
The island summits looming tall:

The ruffled channel, dark as wine.

Dotted with white where rollers foam,
Within the seaweed's sheitering line

The emerald shallows' quiet home.
Eternal summer dwells around
The Cyclades as poets sing.

We envy not their holy ground,

For here is everlasting spring;

And through the clear night sky there rolls

The cbariot round the brigbt pole driven.

And star-lamps shine, hung by blessed souls

To light the mounting path of heaven.

And yet, and yet my restless blood
Wearies at times of .joys so mild,

Yearns for the lands of storm and flood

And "antres vast and deserts wild,"

Where rock-torn rapids roar and flash

And waterfalls their rainbows fling

On swift smooth sweep and boiling dash
And swirling eddy's dizzying swing;

Above the dark woods' virgin zone,

In the great radiant silence spread
On cliff and cloud to breathe alone

The glory of the mountain's head.

Enough ! Enough ! The spirit wills.

Heed its higb promptings. Hasten forth

And learn the secrets of the hills

That nurse the rivers of the north.

Swiftly awbile on ocean borne.

Then speeding on the steel-paved road
Past fields of vine and fruit and corn,

The panting steam transports its load.

Scanty the settlers. Seedlings these

That swell to fill their hastening fate,

Grow like Sequoia's mammoth trees.

And make a proud and splendid state.

Trite is the thought how few the years
Since Indians owned this empire vast,

Whose cruel joys and savage fears

Darken the vistas of the past.

Yet some were trained with pious care
And chastened by a gentle creed,

.And the old mission's records fair

Tell of high thought and generous deed.

The engine trails its serpent smoke
In fading coils along the plain.

The heavens furl their murky cloak,

Through brightening sunshine leaps the train,

And timing to its rhythmic jar

My wayward fancy's dreamy flow,

From faint-heard sources dim and far

A legend comes of long ago :

An echo from the sunset land
That lies so lulled in rest profound,

Whose long sea line of sloping sand
Guards undisturbed her peaceful ground.

Only slow nature's gradual change
Tells that the seasons come and go,

Whitening the tall crests of the range,
Or dallying with the waves below.

Forever 'round the channel isles

The veering sea gulls hold their flight

Where, for one frown, a thousand smiles
Witness old ocean's fresh delight,

With now and then a silverflash

And now and then a golden gleam,
And fleece of froth where breakers dash
And lines of fog that landward stream.

Here when the western world was young
Men of the dusky native race,

Heard Christian lessons from a tongue
That preached to all the path of grace.

Happy the Father when he saw
On what rich ground the good seed fell!

How simple men revered the law
His pious life was given to tell.

And grateful hands brought humble gifts,

flude vessels wrought with careful pains,

And iris-shells from sandy drifts,

And rough unburnished yellow grains.

Though fenced by virtue like a wall,

Most human hearts conceal within
Some secret vice betraying all,

If once you find the gate of sin.

So with the Father. When his eyes
Beheld the gold the Indians brought,

From his soul's depths began to rise

Greed, selflsh wish and wicked thought.
He dreamed of all that wealth would bring,
The powers and dignities at home,

Cathedral choir, and bishop's ring,

And the brave gauds of pompous Rome.
To find where the great treasure lay
He questioned his submissive flock.

But never would they point the way,
Stolid and dumb as senseless rock.

Some relic of their pagan creed,

Some prophet thought of coming wrong
To follow from that evil seed,

Kept the dull converts silent long.
Till, threatened by the church's wrath,
The frightened peons so far yield

That they will bear him on the path,
Blindfolded to the golden field.

The litter comes. The livelong day
With bandaged eyes through deserts lone

He rides. They pull the cloth away
And show bare earth and barren stone.

This was the place! The Father sighed,

His thirst for wealth was all a-flame,

And fruitless now his darkened ride,

Unless he knew the way he came.
Slow marched the tired Indians back

.

And, on the path the bearers trod,

He dropped his beads to mark the track;

Beads that should mark the road to God.

They reached their home again at morn
Nor counted the long, toilsome night.

As over fields of murmuring corn,

Peered the first sunbeams joyful light.

And from among the way-worn band.

Soon as the Father's litter stopped,

A kneeling man with open hand
Returned the beads the priest had dropped.

Rage filled the churchman's fevered breast,

Thus were his hopes again thrown down.
Lost were his dreams of bishop's vest

And scarlet hat or mitred crown.
He raised his arm to deal a curse-
When from the corn-stalks' rustling throng,

Sweeter than David's sacred verse

A thrush poured out its throbbing song.

"Voice of the Lord!" the Father cried.

Thou teachest me the way to bless;

Forgive my greed! Forgive my pride!

My sinful baseness I confess.

My children, rise! By me, to-day,

Is penance done. And while you live

For me, your fellow sinner, pray,

Rise with all blessings church can give."

The priest and all that gathered round
Lie covered by earth's kindred sod,

Forgotten even the burial ground
Whose dust was consecrate to God.

Still from the corn-stalk sings the thrush,
His mellow music full and clear

Thrills through the evening's purple hush,

Enchanting all with hearts to hear.

Thus musing as we onward whirl.

By smouldering forest fires we pass;

And through the vapor's filmy curl

We glimpse at times some towering mass.
Shasta and Rainier looming high,

Their bases hid by smoky haze,

Their snow-spread summits in the sky
Floating amid the sunset's rays.

And the white snow drifts tapering down
Seem giant fingers to portray.

As if upon each mighty crown
God's hand in benediction lay.

Then, after, sailing quiet bays,

Misty or sunlit, fir-fringed shores.

Tangled and curved in tortuous maze.
Where ruder ocean never roars.

The girding mountains wall with green
These sheltered seas for miles on miles,

Soft ripples break the even sheen,
And gurgle 'round a thousand isles.

If a tried friend but share the joys

Here spread by nature without price.

Angels might waver in their choice
Of Puget Sound or Paradise.

Beyond the Fraser's rushing green.

Across the range's low divide,

Till borne down crystal Smilkameen
The waters seek Columbia's tide:

Amid the cliffs and gorges deep,
Stretching far southward from the vaU \

On grassy slope and talus steep

We wind along the ragged trail.

Bewildered by meandering tracks
We climb some toilsome height in vain.

Through tangled trees with swing of axe
We hew a pathway for our train,

Still mounting toward the summits bare.

Hardly by foot of man explored;
Realms bathed in waves of upper air.

Where the shy mountain ram is lord;

To hang his frontlet in our halls,

Twin spirals mightier than laid low.
With blast inspired, the heathen walls
When Joshua conquered Jericho.

Stormy the days. From the dark south
The clouds crowd on, the winds complain,

And from the canon's sombre mouth
Gusts whirl across the great moraine.

And poor our efforts' first reward.
By scrambling stalk and breathless climb

We learned alone the lesson hard
That sure success needs skill and time.

But patience brings an end to ills,

The sullen skies begin to change,
And bright above the pine-dark hills

Glitter the snow-peaks of the range.
And night brings solace and repose.
With cheerful talk and freshened zeal.

The crackling camp-fire flames and glows,
The smoke spires dance in merrier reel;

The new moon's frail canoe's afloat

In a fair sea of starry blue.

The screech owl sounds its omened note,
The coyote howls his weird halloo;

We augur not from beasts that prowl.
Our oracle's the leaping flame.

Let screech of owl and wolfish howl
Bode evil to the threatened game.

So through our canvas door we creep,
Weary yet hopeful, and we lie

In dozing warmth or well-earned sleep
Till dawn's pearl luster tint the sky.

The sun has fired the mountain's head !

On saddles now ! Be quick ! Away !

Before the morning's glory spread
To the full blaze of Alpine day.

We climb betimes the dim-seen trail,

Our panting horses strain and bound
Across the wind-felled timber's pale,

Through oozy marshes' treacherous ground,
Up, up we mount, through forest dark,
That fringe the torrent's stony bed.

By willow glade and grassy park,
Past waterfalls by snowbanks fed,

We leave our steaming horses spent
Where the last slant its front uprears,

And breast on foot tue sheer ascent
That tries the hearts of mountaineer*.

Then, after rest, and incense burned
In the sweet pipe's enchanted bowl,

Our pulses' rhythm again returned,
Again we rose and sought our goal,

Where at the head of a rough reut,

In the high peaks the sheep loves best,

Solely for them by nature meant,
Some clambering flock might chance to rest.*****

The mountain ram had sought a band
Of mates that well deserved his care;

Bold at their head he took his stand,

No rival could his prowess dare.

He watched his ewes with jealous guard.
And, perched on rock or swelling hill,

As sentinel, kept faithful ward
To save them from all menaced ill.

To his fine ear t he mountain air

Would waft a sound however faint,

And carry to his nostrils rare

The warning of a hostile taint.

But fierce the autumn's noonday heat
To this warm-coated son of snow.

And cool the canon's dim retreat.

Sheltered from heaven's unclouded glow.
His wives lay near him in the shade;

What reason that a watch be kept ?

What chance was there of midday raid ?

He closed his careless eyes—and slept.

A scent floats 'round his dreaming head
Unknown, but full of vague-felt fear,

And clink of steel and booted treafl

Rouse with alarm his drowsy ear.

He starts. He feels a mortal shock.

The high walls roar with echoing din,

As when down cliffs falls thundering rock,

And tongues of fire come flaming ia.*****
Above my hearth the noble head
Rears its proud spirals. They will tell

How great the victim was who bled

When died the Sleeping Sentinel.
H. G. Dttlog.

A WEEK IN BRIER LAND.

WE wish to have it announced that what there is left

of our former physical entireties has returned and
resumed work at the old stand. The rest, with plenty of
clothing to hide its nakedness, hangs high and wet on
briers and bushes of Brier Land. But let me begin
further back. In the first place. I am a very fortunate
man, i. e., for a patent attorney. I base this statement
on the fact (which several fishermen hereabouts will
swear to), that I am so good and so busy the tempter
comes to me but once a year ! And then it is always in
the guise of a friend, who talks eloquently and most per-
suasively of the need of change and rest, besides throwing
occasional sops to my vanity, in the form of references to
a ''great over-worked brain," impairment of my "extreme
delicacy of mental perception," and so on. Once a year,
too, I yield, and so it was a week ago.

Jesse M., the -'lone fisherman" of this locality, and the
all round sportsman of many others as well, played his
part so deftly that, forsaking books, p^pers, level's and
wheels, I joined him and our mutual friend Tom T., a
well known crack shot, and accompanied by five dogs,
a No. 20 and two 12-bores, with baggage" bags and
blankets too numerous to mention, we three sailed away
in the gorgeous Mattana, a side-wheeler so old that no
man remembereth her origin, to Shamrock, forty-five
miles down the ever-muddy Potomac, where our host-to-
be, Peter Wolfe, met us with all the honors due to so
distinguished a party, and escorted us on foot three
miles to his log castle on the hill, in the very heart of
the brier country, while an ox team, maneuvered by his
eleven-year-old boy Addie, hauled our baggage over a
more circuitous route. Three years before I had accom-
panied Jesse M. to this self same place, and over the
nom deplume of "Novice," I ventured to tell the readers
of Forest and Stream something about it, especially of
the half dozen preserves which our hostess always placed
on the table, morning and night, and how few were left

to muster when we went away. Then, there was a little

girl, K. ; this time there met us at the door beside her
mother a beautiful Miss K., with dark flashing eyes, red
cheeks and Hps, and last, but not least, a cheery, amia-
ble smile that said "thrice welcome" to our young hearts
and old heads. How she made our stay pleasant by her
engaging manners, her chat and wise talk, and helped
eook the pancakes we ate at every meal with an appreci-
ation born of hunger and experience, all this and more I
need not detail; suffice it to say, on the day of departure
we knew not whether we loved K. less or pancakes
more, so we loyally hurrahed for both!
But I fancy some one who has flattered me by reading

thus far, interrupts by asking out of the depths of his
pitiable ignorance, " What of this Brier Land and the
hunt?" Unto him, from the supernal heights of our
knowledge, we shall answer, we shall tell, it is a part of
that county in Virginia which was once loyally named
after King George, and is a most remarkable region. Go
where you will, briers short and low, long and tall, thin,
stout and medium shall be found under and around you,
ready to trip, to catch, to hold, to tear you, while trying
to bid them a tearful good-by. (No pun). I am now having
an indictment made out against one particular giant brier
who tried hard to cut my throat ! An most remarkable
anatomical knowledge he (or she?) possesses, for the cut,
long and deep, extends across the left jugular (I'm glad
it was left). It is time botanists examined this race of
briers, and revised their text-books and theories as well,
for when briers can act humanly and yet so inhumanly
at the same time, there's ground for reflection spiced with
painful regrets.

Day by day, when it didn't rain—and it rained every
day but two out of the seven—we went, saw, and were
conquered anew, and returned to pancakes and preserves
sadder and wiser, torn and bleeding, but happy in the
hope of a better to-morrow, that never came. It rained
and briers Teigned triumphant to the last, and we tore
and swore the like had never been seen; indeed, it must
be said we haven't don© swearing yet—to that effect,
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Now as to the hunt, Birds big and fat there were in

Slenty, but so cunning, wise and strong, far-flying ones

oubdess never lived before. Probably this superiority

is due to a process of natural selection, for a bird capable
>

of dodging the briers must possess it. Most of the stupid,
t

ignorant, weak birds must have been caught and hung-

up on the briers in the davs of their youth; that is to say,

all save those that didn't escape the numerous hawks
which infest the locality. Between the briers and hawks
a bird's life can hardly be "an 'appy one." No wonder
the living are hard to kill, and harder to follow where
they fly into woods, underbrush, swamps and fields, far

beyond big brier patches or hedges, or wide, deep ditches

that could not be forded.
How we balanced on logs and trees across the raging

waters; how we often saved our lives by extraordinary

presence of mind in balancing a la Blondin: this and
more it were superfluous to tell. Suffice it to say, we
bagged near a hundred birds, despite rain and other

difficulties. Our biggest bird was a lOlbs. coon, which
was found snoozing away the precious time up 65ft. in

the branches of a huge chestnut, which, when cut down,
was found to measure 4ft. in diameter. No. 10 shot

waked him up, but No. 4 quickly put him to sleep again

in the self-same crotch, where he hung fast. It is certain

his second nap will be the longer, for his skin adorns my
sanctum. One thing should be mentioned here, as a
salve to the vanity of my two friends aforementioned,
namely, that they killed more birds than I. In private

conversation this fact is accounted for thus: Either the

birds flew too fast for me, or a tree or bush was in the

way, or I abstained from shooting ("just to give the

others a chance, you know"), or contented myself mainly
with cross fires (I was cross after I made them).
Secondly, I went rabbit hunting two days—"just to

give 'em another chance, you know." In this sport two
local hunters, Messrs. Askins and Newton, kindly lent

their aid for a day, and their eight fine foxhounds made
the welkin ring and Br'er Rabbit skip for dear life in a
fashion quite new and entertaining. We bagged twelve
in three and a half hours, and ran several into holes in the

ground or into the hounds' stomachs (for while those
particular hounds will respect a fox to his last hair, they
consider a rabbit a hare to be eaten eo imtanter). But, as

a question in psychology, I am yet studying how the rab-

bits knew just where I stood and thus escaped instant

death. But they did. Probably the aforementioned
brier-kawk-natural-selection theory will account for it.

For extreme truth's sake, it may be said that, putting
theory aside, I covered myself with mud and mortifica-

tion more than glory, on that memorable Sabbath day.
Before closing I must refer to some other things seen and
heard in that wonderful Brier Land. There was the won-
derful cat, which climbed every morning up the back of
our host's 13-year-old daughter A., and sitting calmly on
her shoulder, rode to school over three miles away, re-

turning with the team contented and happy. Was ever
another cat like unto this one? Then there were the
wonderful tame ducks and chickens that walked boldly
into the kitchen and ate greedily out of the hand or dishes,

besides even standing between our feet looking on while
we greased our shoes and actually seizing the piece of
tallow out of our hands. Did ever ducks and chickens
help grease shoes like unto these?
Then, there was the wonderful blind ox, which would

travel and be docile by day, but, strange to say, became
utterly rebellious at night ! For example, the boy A.
was directed to go for a barrel of flour—^what appetites
we had !>. Instead of hitching up horses, he thought to
save labor by simply yoking the blind ox and another to
the two-wheeled cart. (Oxen are driven there by voice
and whip as readily as horses by rein and bit.) The
shades of night were falling fast, when it was discovered
the boy, team, and flour were all absent. An hour later,

ditto. Still another hour, no news. Then the anxious
father mounted his horse, and, with lantern in hand,
rode hurriedly away. About two miles away he was
hailed by plaintive tones coming from a thicket ! The
lost was found. There were assembled the discouraged,
tired, hungry boy, the oxen which were ditto, the stalled
•cart, the flour not eaten. Nobody hurt.

Ques. "What's the matter? "'

-Ans. (plaintive) " The oxen won't go."
Ques. "Why not?"
Ans. " I don't know. They went pretty well while it

was light, but won't travel in the road now."
Our host, filled with wonder, rapidly surveyed the

beasts, and the truth soon dawned on him. By mistake
the boy had yoked two " off" oxen together, and one of
them deemed it his duty to get in the other's place

—

no-
lens nolens.

There was the dog that looked a Methusaleh, but was
very young, and the other dog that loooked so young,
but was the real Methusaleh. There was the mink, or
his skin, which was caught with a chicken in jaws, and
actually held on while Mr. M. pulled hard to get it away,
and was killed for his pertinacity.
There were two flocks of sheep that would not feed to-

gether, but remained apart like two political factions.
The explanation is that the sheep of one flock had long
tails, while the other had none to speak of.

Last, but far from least, there was C.,the old but
young looking colored help of our host, whose sayings,
etc., amu-ed us much. For example, when asked how
old he was, he replied, "I'se dun forgot." "Are you 65?"
"I'se a little older dan dat; I'se about 55." Again, "Do
you pray, C, before you go to bed?" "Oh, yes, boss, I
prays." "Do you say the Lord's prayer?" "Oh, yes."
"Well, what is the first line?" "Deed, boss, I forgot
that." Oue day he was told to count the sheep. When
asked, "How 'many did you count?" he answered,
"Seventy-five." "Why, O, there are but thirty in all."

"Well, boss, I counted some !" When asked If he had
counted the rails in a pile, he said, "Yes, but I dun
slipped and fell down so much, I'se dun forgot how many
there was."
When hurt, he said, "I'se painified." He has a fourth

wife, who is good looking and buxom. When asked "if

you were to marry again, and had had several women to

choose from, which would you take?" He replied, "I'd

dun take the handsomest one."

One day a calf ate his vest and C. said, "Mr. Wolfe,
that call's the meanest calf in the place. He's got the
meanest condition inside of 'irn I ebber knew !"

Last Christmas morning, C. came over from his Bnug
log cabin, and bowing in his politest manner, said,

"Mildred says Bhe sent this bag over, and is wanting

Kiss Kingle to put something intoo't for Kissmas." Mil-

dred was his last addition, being then three months old 1

Despite the briers and rain, we left reluctantly, and as

we pressed the hand of our kindly host at parting on the

shore, we half promised ourselves to come again. And
now, though still nursing our wounds, we are not happy,
for in our dreams by clay and visions by night, we see

and live over again our experiences in field and thicket,

in bush and bramble, in kitchen and parlor. There is a
confused picture of quail, woodcock, rabbits, coons and
hawks set in a frame of briers and brambles of gigantic

growth, and through them all we see outlined the family
group around the fireside, and stronger yet the dark
eyes whose flashes light up the dull routine,of life that

must occupy us till next time. A. W. H.

Washington, D. C.

THE WARRIGAL DINGO.

I READ Mr. Edward Wakefield's interesting article on
dogs in your Christmas number, and thoroughly

agree with him in his conclusion that the Australian
dingo, or to give him his full name and title, the Warri-
gal dingo, is not the off-spring of European dogs set

ashore by Capt. Cook or any other navigator. Mr. Wake-
field's argument , based on the wide distribution of the
animal, and his several distinctive characteristics are con-
clusive as to this point. But this has never been a point
in dispute among nat uralists. Wallace and others regard
the dingo as an alien in the marsupial region, but they
refer his origin to the islands of the Indian region, from
which they suppose he came, or was brought over at

some remote period; the only rational basis for this con-
clusion being the inference that a true mammal cannot
be native to an otherwise purely marsupial region. I am
not disposed to attribute any weight to this argument,
and I find the conclusions based on it open to weighty
objections.
The dingo, if an importation of foreign stock, must

either have come unaided across land which once bridged
the straits between northern Australia and the Indian
region, or he must have been brought by the natives at

their settlement of the country. It goes, of course, with-
out saying that to whatever extent the argument may
be applicable to the dingo, man cannot be aboriginal to

a countiy whose fauna, fossil and existent, includes no
connecting finks between him and marsupial mammalia.
That the dingo came unaided is a theory that may be

dismissed with but little argument. Dogs and other
Canidce, if they no longer exist wild in the islands of the
Indian Ocean, are /eras naturw proper to the Indian re-

gion, which includes those islands with southeastern
Asia, India and Africa; but close as is the present prox-
mity of some of the islands to Australia, the argument
that they have never been connected in any age by land
passage is rendered conclusive by the fact that although
numerous species of birds are common to both regions,
there has never been any infiltration of the mammalia of
one region into that of the other. The mammalia of the
islands of the Indian Ocean are more widely separated
from their representatives in Australia than are the
mammalia of South America, and any connecting land
which could have given passage to the dog would have
afforded a means for the infiltration of the mammalia of
each region into the other. The fact that there has been
no such infiltration is conclusive argument against the
theory that the dingo was thus introduced.
Nor is the argument for his introduction by the natives

more satisfactory. In this case he would have come as a
domestic dog, the property of a people who must have
known and appreciated his usefulness, or they would not
have brought him, and to suppose that a savage people
who had once used, dogs to aid them in the chase and
quest of game, would wantonly dispossess themselves of
them over a whole continent; or that even a single tribe,

driven by hunger, would sacrifice its dogs, and make no
subsequent effort to replace them from neighboring
tribes or wild stock, is to deny to savage man his most
distinctive characteristics. The natives, if they had
brought the dingo to the countiy, might subsequently
have rendered the race extinct by eating them, but it is

too much to suppose that with their omnivorous habits
they would have driven a once domesticated animal away
from their camps to provide for himself in competition
with them, if they had found no better use for him.
Such a conclusion is inconsistent with the common in-

stinct of self-interest. The Warrigal dingo is fern naturce,
and has been so as long as he has been known to the
natives: and that they never discovered his capacity for
domestication is evidenced by the fact that since the
colonists introduced the domestic dog the natives have
shown a very proper appreciation of his value, and have
stocked their camps with them all over the country, pro-
ducing a mongrel breed, which, subsisting solely on
flesh, has reverted to a common type approaching that of
the street dog of the East.
In the face of these insuperable objections to any

theory of foreign derivation, I see no escape from the
conclusion that the dingo is indigenous to the soil, and
direct offspring of one of the primeval marsupial dogs of
the region.
Mr. Wakefield committed a lapsus plumoz when he

wrote that "the dingo is common to both Australia and
Tasmania." There are no dingos in Tasmania; their
place in that country is occupied by the marsupial dog,
an animal similar in character and habits to the dingo,
but of a more generalized type, bearing aB strong a re-
semblance to the hyena and jackal as to the dog.
The marsupial dog was once common to Australia, but

is extinct. He was not exterminated by the natives.
They may possibly have exterminated many of the now
extinct fauna of the country, but the motives which
would have prompted to the extermination of the mar-
supial dog, would have been equally potent in respect to
his placental congener. Nor is it a very plausible theory
that the marsupial dog was driven to extinction over a
wide continent by competition with an imported animal
of kindred type and habits. The marsupial dog was the
mould in which the Warrigal dingo was cast, and got
broken in the process. It is a simple instance of evolu-
tion of a placental from a marsupial type, not merely in
an isolated individual, but along the whole line. The
dog was the first Australian mammal to bridge the gulf,

which all placental animals in other regions have bridged,

and which all existing marsupial types will bridge in due
course, unless they be exterminated in the struggle for

existence. Such at least appears to me to be the only
tenable conclusion, and if any professed evolutionist con-

tend that such a conclusion is prima facie inadmissible,

without at the same time satisfactorily accounting for

the dingo's possible derivation from a foreign stock, I

can only attribute his non possumus to a want of living

faith in the process of evolution as an actual working-

process of nature.
The dingo is a true dog, and if it be tentatively held

that he istet the first stage of development from marsu-
pial stock it would be interesting to fix precisely the

period of his gestation, so as to determine whether the
domestic dog is a first or second step in advance of his

marsupial ancestors.
Mr. Wakefield's assertion that the cross between the

dingo and the domestic dog is a hybrid, is new to me, and
if well authenticated would indicate a difference in the
period of derivation from marsupial stock.

The dingo, if taken young, is easily tamed, and is as
affectionate and gentle as any domestic dog, but he can-
not be taught to "ware chicken." I had one once in

South Australia which showed strong attachment to me,
but ho appeared stupid. Perhaps it was because wherever
he went every domestic dog thought it his duty to attack
him. It was impossible to walk the streets with him; his

one object in life appeared to be to get between my legs

and keep there, and my efforts to get rid of him, combated
by his efforts to recover his place, were disturbing, to

say the least.

One fine clay he ventured into a neighbor's chicken
yard and rushed home with a dose of strychnine that

had been laid for him, ran to me in agony, got my caress,

then rushed under a chair, and was deaden two minutes.
The dingo does not bark, his note is a howl, and as far

as my recollection serves me, it is impossible to distin-

guish between it and the howl of the domestic dog.

Dogs in the Australian bush pick up the habit readily,

anci howl in concert with the dingos; and whatever may
be the facts as to the bark being an acqiiired habit, the

howl is certainly a call proper to the dog. No dog at-

tempts to imitate the call of the jackal. C. F. Amery.

WEIGHT OF GROUSE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I note in the issues for Dec. 12 and Dec. 10 what two
correspondents say in regard to the weight of ruffed
grouse. I have probably weighed more grouse than any
other man living, it having been my practice for years to
weigh all the birds coming to my hand, and as I handled
them largely for several years I must have weighed a

good many thousands of them all told; and the result of
my weighing is this. The average weight varies from
year to year, according to circumstance—food, weather,
etc. It also varies indifferent localities; for instance,
birds shot in a territory covered with beech trees, in a
year when beechnuts are plenty, are always heavy, while
birds in an oak and chestnut territory always run smaller.
Then again, a large crop of blackberries means an addi-
tion of at least 3oz. average over a year when there are
no berries.

The smallest average I ever took was of 20oz. This
was very unusual and happened eight or nine years ago.
The birds were very poor and were evidently ill-fed.

With the exception of this one season the average has
been pretty regular at 23oz., which corresponds with Dr.
Morris's opinion, until this year, when it was 24oz.
Now a word as to the big birds. Out of the tens of thous-

ands that I have weighed the heaviest bird weighed
29oz. , while the same year I killed two or three that
weighed 28oz. ; and altogether I have weighed probably
five or six, not more than that number, weighing 28oz.,
probably twenty-five weighing 27oz,, 100 or probably
more weighing 26oz.,and so on down. Now I have
heard of these phenomenally large birds weighing 2pbs.

,

2-Jlbs and 2|lbs., "as large as a hen," "as large as a
turkey," and even as large "as an old Tom turkey." I

bunch these stories all toge'her and simply "want to
weigh the bird myself." At this moment there comes to
me the recollection of a story told me of a bird killed in
Litchfield, Conn. It ended something like this: "And
what do you think that bird weighed? Well, sir, that
partridge weighed just 21bs. and £." Now the man was
drunk when he told the story, he was probably in the
same condition when he weighed the bird : and all that
I believed was, that it was a lie pure and simple. I do
not wish Mr. Ohl to think that I discredit his story of
the 2 1-1 61bs. grouse, nor Dr. Morris's account of half a
dozen 21bs. grouse, but I look at it this way: There is

a chance that the scales might vary on that, possibly a
mistake was made by the weigher. Noltiks.

Crabs from the Skies.—The winter rains have brought
a variety of experiences to San Francisco, some good,
others bad, and now we hear reports of one which is

unclassified for lack of information from the Academy
of Sciences, whither, some representatives of the celestial

visitor have found then- way. We refer to the shower
of crabs on Morgan street the other day. San Francisco
is hard to satisfy. She already had an ample supply of
crabs, big enough to provide a meal for a whole family.
Doubtless Dana had this in mind when he named one of
the species Cancer magister, which may be translated for
our purpose the boss crab. Now, the master crab, the
red crab, the rock crab, the kelp crab, and the curious
red rock crab, which can outweigh and outclass at all

points a male Felis domesticus, since it has hair, teeth
and tubercles on its claws, no longer meet the cravings
of the forty-niner. He must have rain crabs and forth-
with clown they come by the streetful, to soothe this
spoiled child of fortune. We congratulate San Francisco
on her new method of increasing the crab supply, and if

the species prove to be undescribed we hasten to propose
for it the name Cancer descensus.

A Wild Pigeon Flight.—Harrisburg, Pa., Dec. 28.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: An unusual sight was wit-
nessed here on Christmas morning; a flock of wild pig-
eons, estimated at three hundred, was seen flying north-
ward along the Susquehanna River. We have had no
wild pigeons here before in over ten years. This flock
came up the river from the south.

—

Keohk.
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THE WAYS OF THE WOODCOCK,
]PROGRESS, N. C. Nov. 4.—Editor Forest and Stream:

For the past ten years I have noticed in the differ-

ent sportsmen's journals articles on the habits of wood-
cock, how they make the whistle, or twitter, as some
term it, their mode of feeding, etc. Not havingread any
of the works of Audubon or any other authority on wood-
cock, I am not able to quote from them, but will give
from wbat has been learned from my own experience. I

can remember very distinctly, in the years 1848 and 1849,
when a boy, chasing them about the spring and springy
sidehill orchard, their flight so short that I thought I

could catch them. I can also remember quite plainly
the lirst I ever saw shot, in the year 1850. There was a
point of land covered with alders, which made out into
the Valley Falls Pond, called the Intervale, where wood-
cock were very plentiful. (Since I have been large
enough to shoot I have killed a good many there myself.)
A party of six men, my father included, took stands on
the mainland; my father would send his hound dog (old

Hero) over and he would put up every cock on the Inter-
vale: some would fly to an island, but those that came to
the mainland would take a chance to be bagged. The
next man I ever saw hunting them in the fall of the same
year was the great Daniel Webster. He had two black
and tan setters, the first I ever saw, and was hunting
with a friend from Providence, R. I., I think of the name
of Anthony. My father explained to me who the man
was, and that the dogs were what they called setters.

After that I can remember the late Crawford Allen, of
Providence, quite often in summer and fall hunting a
red dog in the towns of Cumberland and Smithtield.
Woodcock were about all he cared about, and at that
time twenty-five woodcock were not thought to be a very
large bag. I think the Blackstone Valley produced as
many woodcock as any place I have ever had the pleas-
ure of hunting. These boyhood recollections 1 record to
show that i have seen and known what a woodcock was
for over forty year's.

In the year 1856 I began to hunt on my own hook, and
in that year 1 killed my first grouse, something I shall
never live long enough to forget. I was hunting with
what is called a fice, a little yellow and white dog with
curly tail and pricked ears. He flushed the grouse and
treed, it; I shot, and to my surprise it still sat and looked
at the dog; so with great excitement I loaded again, and
this time was more fortunate. The game had hardly
struck the ground before I had it and was on a full run
for home with my grand prize.
From the year 1856 up to 1861 I was in the woods at

every opportunity I got, and I tried hard to make it every
day if possible. My great delight in those years was a
hound dog, and 1 killed a great many rabbits, besides
doing a good business in mink and muskrat. The years
'61, '62 and '63 I put in carrying a gun for Uncle Sam.
In the year 1805 I bought the first bird dog I ever

owned—a pointer. Since that time I have never been
without one of some kind; and from that time up to 1878
I hunted as much as my business would allow me to. In
that year I began breeding and breaking dogs for a liv-

ing, and have done no particular business since. So all
in all I think I can claim as extensive experience as the
majority of those that are writing up the habits of the
woodcock, and how he makes the whistle or twitter.
In looking over some of your back numbers I find in

Aug. 1 and 22, 1889, articles from Mr. Wm. Brewster,
which are so ably written and agree with my views so
closely on the subject, that there is little need of my try-
ing to explain them further. That the woodcock does
make the whistle or jingling sound with his wings there
is no doubt in my mind. Notwithstanding your cor-
respondent "C. H." in yours of Sept. 12, to the contrary.
I don't know how to express the surprise I feel for a man
who claims that he has shot them for forty years and
that he has not in all that time by accident, or otherwise,
learned that the sound was made by the wings, not by
the bill in any form. He says, "If I am proved to be in
the wrong, I had better go slow, keep dark and put the
shot in first," I should think he had been going ex-
tremely slow and putting his shot in first all the time.
Had he been a common bushwhacker like myself, I
could have overlooked it, but a man holding as responsi-
ble a position as his friend "Canonicus" claims he does,
should be able to tell the difference between the note
from a bird's bill and a whistling or jingling sound
caused by the wings. In answer to both "C. H." and
'"Canonicus" I will ask them how the dove when flushed
from a stubble or a treetop makes the whistling sound?
Very much like the woodcock except being stronger; the
same is true of a number of our waterfowl, such as the
whistler, the teal and the sprigtail. I should feel much
more pleased at seeing a woodcock sitting up in a shady
nook, manipulating that long bill of his in whistling,
than I ever was at the old clown in a circus. The sound,
however made, is something I have never heard imitated;
and it seems to me if it was caused by the bill some Yan-
kee would make a whistle that would sound like it.

Some of those who believe in the bill theory ask why
the bird does not give the sound all the time, and they
say that it only gives it at certain times of starting, and
when on its flight it makes no noise at all, except when
it is frightened on its flight; all of which goes to show
that the force of the wing to start it is what gives the
sound. Again, they claim it is frightened when it makes
the sound. I claim it makes the sound anytime it makes
a sharp turn in any direction: and this is to me one of
the surest guides I have to go by. When I start a wood-
cock in a thicket and fail to kill it, I listen to tell by the
sound if it turns, and in which direction, so as to go
where it is. . I have a great many times started one, and
had it make a complete circle of the swamp and alight
within a few feet of me.
On these occasions any one wishing to study the habits

of them can get a good chance by keeping still and watch-
ing them. After turning their head in all directions to
see if anything is around, they will smooth their feathers,
then take a few quick steps, then perhaps drop their
wings and strut like a turkey cock, then quickly smooth
their feathers and seem to listen. The time they are at
this sport is, I suppose, that when your correspondent
"Paul Pastnor" describes the bird as a little old wood
witch. The best I ever saw of this sport with one was in
July, 1877. I was hunting on the banks of the Blackstone
River in Smithfield, R. I. The liver was very low, and
while going from one cover to another I took the railroad
to make a short cut. On a point where the road had
been built out into the river there was a small clump of

alders not over 50ft, square, that was generally covered,
with water. The railroad company had dumped great
quantities of rock down the bank here to protect the road
from the river. I had passed it a great many times,
never thinking of hunting so small a place. On this occa-
sion my setter bitch, old Smut, well known to many of
your readers, would not go past and was determined to
go down over those rocks. I spoke sharp to her, but see-
ing her so anxious I told her to go on. It took her some
time to get down, but before she had got under cover
she made a staunch point. This pleased me, as I had
full command of the ground if a woodcock should spring,
being above it; and I well knew that if I killed it and it

fell into the river she would bring it to me, so I got ready
to shoot and told her to go on, which I could generally
make her do on such occasions, but now she would not
move. I gathered up some good sized stones and threw
until I began to think something was wrong, but nothing-
flushed. Then, getting very angry, I tried to make her
go on: but it was of no use. The best way out of it

seemed to be to go down myself; so I put down the ham-
mer of my gun and worked my way to her the best I
could; and I have never been sorry I went. As I said
above the river was low, and it had left a place about
20ft. square, which had dried enough so that a bird could
not make a plain track and was perfectly smooth. There
upon the mud was a woodcock having the finest time I

ever saw one have. It didn't seem to notice me nor the
dog; if it did it was trying to show us what it could do.
It came so near to us at times that I could have touched
it with my hand; then it would dart across to the far
edge, then drop its wings and make about the same noise
as a turkey gobbler when strutting, or more like a sneeze.
It would then draw itself together, and after listening
a while would make a dart for some insect on the mud.
On this occasion it did not bore, but fed from the surface
altogether. I watched it for a half hour or more, and it

kept busy in this way all the time; and at last when the
bird was near to me and I made a small stick snap in try-
ing to change positions, it flushed and left me and the
dog looking at one another as much as to say, "Wasn't
that a great treat?" It flew across the river, where it

wovdd take about two miles to walk around to get it. and
I was not sorry, for I did not feel like killing anything
that had given me so much pleasure, although at that
time the bird was worth seventy-five cents to me.
Some of your correspondents claim that the woodcock

does not feed in daylight. I would be pleased to take
them to some woodcock cover in Rhode Island the last of
June or up to the middle of Jidy, and let them see the
bird feed at liberty. I never had the opportunity of see-
ing one in confinement, so I do not know how they feed,
but I have watched them a great many times in the
swamps of Rhode Island and Massachusetts; and I never
saw them go through the wing business or dance, as
some say they do, except as I explained above. In good
feeding ground it takes them five or six thrusts to send
their bill down to full length, and as a rule they put it so
deep that they muddy the fine feathers around it for an
eighth of an inch. I never could tell how they managed
the worm, but supposed they sucked it down about the
time they withdrew their bill from the ground, the bill

having a small hook shape at the point to enable it to
draw the worm up until it could get it to touch the
tongue; then I think it sucked or swallowed the worm.
I never saw one raise its head as if in the act of swallow-
ing, but I have killed one and found the worm in its bill.

We will return once more to the sound. Some say it is

a twitter, some a whistle. I think it sounds more like
the jingle of a small bell. The nearest I ever heard it

imitated was by my dog's collar when he would shake
within twenty feet of me; the ring and buckle would
strike together, and this has caused me to tbrow my gun
in position many times. What I think some call the
twitter is made by the cock bird; he makes a finer note
than the female, and I can tell the difference without see-
ing them ; his flight is much more irregular and causes
more missing when shot at.

Everybody claims that during mating season the wood-
cock has a song or note which he produces with the bill.

Mr. Brewster, in his article of Aug. 1, says that the wood-
cock possibly has a song. There is no doubt about this,
for the fact has been recorded and more or less freely
commented on by several observers.
About his having a note at this time of the year, I will

not claim that he has not, nor claim he has. I have
taken great pleasure in watching them in spring and
summer at twilight, when they would raise themselves
into the air and produce a very peculiar sound, but as
they stood nearly still, and their wings were going so
fast and in a different position from that in which they
would be in flying, I always thought the wings pro-
duced as much of the sound on these occasions as any
time.
After making his ascent, he almost always on alighting

would make a noise something like a snipe, he would
say spate, spate, three or four times and then after a rest,

of a few minutes, would begin another upward flight.

If any one wishes to watch woodcock in the spring
time, they can do so in North Carolina. I think I have
seen more of them here in February and March than in
any place. Take any one of what they call old fields
here, where small pines trees are scattered through it,

and you can most any evening see them at their play;
and when you do see one you will not have to go far
before you can flush the female from under one of the
small pines or a bush, near where the cock is making
his spiral ascent. My observations are, that they produce
the sound when rising; but when they come back, they
drop as if shot, without any sound, until they reach the
earth, then they make the cry or note, spate, as I have
said.

I have seen the time within four years, on the same
ground I am hunting every day now] when I could start
from 25 to 50 woodcock a day in February and March,
and some years they breed here quite plenty. In 1886,
they came here very early: then there came a cold snap
which drove them back; and when they came again their
eggs had formed so that they laid and bred here: and I
have got as many as a dozen points a day on sitting-

woodcock, while hunting quail. On these occasions you
can find the cock bird near the nest under a pine or
juniper, and I am very sorry to say, that about every-
body who hunts in this section, kills all they can of them,
and when they are dressed, the eggs ready to drop are
taken from them, not only the people here, but men who
call themselves sportsmen from the North, do this. Their

excuse is to say, "Everybody does it and why not we?"
T remember a case of this kind. Two gentlemon came

here and asked the pleasure of sheeting a day with me
and my dogs. I was pleased to give them a days sport
and started out. At about the first thicket one of my
dogs pointed. Before we got to the dog I told them he
was pointing a woodcock that was sitting there. They
hurried up at that, and said that was Just what they
wanted. Said I, "Do you want to kill a woodcock sitting
on her eggs?" One of them said, "Ye?, everybody is kill-
ing them, we have killed a number t he past week." Then
said I, "You cannot kill any over my dogs or on my
ground. If anybody else does it, I do not, and I want
you and everybody to understand it." One of them said,
"All right, we will not kill any then." "Now," said I.
"I will show you that it is a woodcock, and will show
you her nest." So after kicking the brush a few times
she flushed; and to my surprise one of those gentlemen
shot at her, the muzzle of his gun not more than a foot
from my ear. Now I do not claim to be ranch of a church
goer, and on that occasion I think I said anumber of cuss
words to that gentleman, and if I remember right, he
went a double quick off my territorv, at the muzzle of
my gun. They thought I was a rough customer, and I
did not care what they thought. Yet one man cannot
stop it; and it is nothing strange to go into places where
"sportsmen" are putting up, through this State, and see
woodcock eggs lying around, taken from birds that they
are killing every chance they get, through the months of
February and March. If "Canonicus" thinks summer
shooting is wrong, what can he think of this; their being
killed with eggs in them, and while sitting?
While speaking of the woodcock in North Carolina, I

wish to back up a statement made in Forest and Stream
of Sept. 5 by Mi-. H. B. Soule, as to their gentleness while
sitting. On this farm, Mr, John Aldridge's, not over
500yds. from where I am now writing this letter, in the
month of May last, 1889, a woodcock laid three eggs and
hatched them all. They were found by one of the
family, and hardly a day passed that some of the family
did not go and look at her; and as Mr. Soule says, one of
the boys used to stroke her on the head, which she
seemed to like. There was only one member of the
family she ever flushed for—a young lady. They took
one of the eggs to the house and back, and*it hatched the
same as the rest. Mr. Aldridge watched her until she
hatched, and saw her in the act of carrying her young
away. He went to see how she was getting along one
day, and she flushed, and he thought she looked very
large; the young ones had gone, and as she only went a
short piece and stopped in an open meadow, he 'went to
see what made her look so large, and found she had her
young sticking on to her, but he could not tell how she
managed it,

About carrying their young I never was sure, but I
always thought the young bird laid his long bill over the
butts of one of the old bird's wings, and hung on to her
back. This I saw but once, and "the young were nearly
large enough to fly. I was working a pup oh them, when
the old bird would come, make a good deai of fuss, then
get one on her back and fly away with it, until she had
taken all of them from the litter.

As soon as the young birds can fly the old one takes
them to good feeding grounds, and as they grow strong
they seem to be on the travel all the time. * Good feeding
grounds will supply about so many every day through
July, which goes to show they are wandering all the
time.
" Canonicus " says that on the borders of a spring rill

were found on the 30th of last August two woodcock set-
ting on nests not 30yds. apart. He does not say what
kinds of nests or who the observer was. I don't like to
dispute any gentleman on this point, but as I never saw
or heard of a woodcock laying or setting later than the
month of May, I would like to have any one who ever
saw one in July or August say so, or to know if any of
the works on birds speak of them setting so late.

There is one thing I have never heard any one speak of
in regard to the woodcock; that is his gaminess, only Mr.
Brewster's letter, where he says the owl did not seem to
frighten him. I have seen one not wounded badly bristle
up and show a great lot of fight to a dog, enough so that
a dog did not dare to pick it up; and I have heard one
making a hissing noise like a drake, only not near as
loud, when my clog brought it to me.
As I am not hunting woodcock this fall and arn only

working my dogs for the field trials, I do not expect
to find as many as if I were looking for them. Up to
the present, Nov. 28, I have killed fifty or more that 1
have picked up while hunting quail: and in killing that
number I have wing-tipped two that I have brought to
the house to show the people how they made the whist-
ling sound. On one occasion there was a party here to
hunt with me. Everbody who saw the birds held and
allowed to raise their wings said right away: "The wing
makes the sound." And I hope when any one writes
about any such of our game birds they will tell the public
the facts: if they don't know, then they should not write;
for a great many are interested in- all such things and
want to learn. I have never talked with an old hunter
yet about it who didn't say the sound was made by the
wings.

Three times this fall my dogs have flushed birds that
came and alighted within ten feet of me. On all occa-
sions they have tmoothed their feathers, then after look-
ing around, spread themselves flat on the ground with
bill straight out, which I took to be in the act of hiding

;

and on two occasions the ground was clear of any cover
except leaves. All the birds I have killed up to within a
week have been found upon what I term summer grounds,
where it is wet and springy, in alders ; but for a week I
have found them on sidehills and in old fields. I began
finding them on my arrival here, October 17, which I

have never done before, and ' think all I found up to a
week ago were bred here. Although all I have found
were on good feeding ground, I have never seen a boring
place that I thought had been made by a woodcock in
this or any other Southern State : and I have killed a
good many of them from here to New Orh-ans. In spring
time I find where snipe bore as thick as I ever saw wood-
cock bore. I have come to the conclusion that from Oc-
tober they do not bore in this pare of the country, but
feed on beetles and worms that they get by turnmg
leaves over.
Once more I wish to say to your readers that the wood-

cock's bill is one of the most sensitive of all things I ever
saw ; and if T evfr hit the bill of one with a No. 12 shot.
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I was sure to get the bird, although I have hit them hard
and seen them liit very hard in the body and fly a long
way before they dropped. One small 'shot in the bill

stops them immediately.
In conclusion, let me suggest that any one wishing to

study the woodcock, wants first an A 'No. 1 woodcock
dog, then let him begin early in the spring and go every
day, and lie will soon learn that, they are one of the most
peculiar of our birds. T. M. Alprtch.

"Eyes and No Eyes."—Charlestown, N. H., Dec. 25.—
Editor Forest and Stream: Your delightful correspond-
ent. Miss Hardy, is in error in crediting "Eyes and No
Eyes" to the author of Sandford and Merton. It will be
found in "Evenings at Home," a little book written by
Mrs. Barbauld and her brother, Dr. Aiken, and published
in this country some sixty years ago. It was one of the
delights of my childhood, and I think did much to give
me a taste for natural history. The author of Sandford
and Merton never wrote anything half so good. I remem-
ber that well, too, and used to get very toed of the pros-
ings of Mr. Barlow and the "goody-goodiness" of Harry.
I always thought that, in spite of his escapades, Tommy
Merton would prove much the more useful member of
society, if he did not get drowned or shot. I forget now
what happened to him. Somebody, I think Burnand of
Punch, wrote a very good burlesque on the story a few
years since.—Von W.

" FOREST AND STREAM" GUN TESTS.
HPHE following guns have been tested at the FOREST AND

I JL Stream Range, aud reported upon in the issues named.
Copies of any date will be sent on receipt of price, ten cents:

Colt 12, July 25. Parker 10, hammer. June 6.

Colt 10 and 12, Oct. 24. Parker 12, hammerless, June 'i.

Folsom 10 and 12, Sept. 26. Remington 10, May 30.

Francotte 12, Dec. 12. Remington 12, Dec. 5.

Grjlenkr 12, Aug. 1. SCOTT 10, Sept. 5.

(j'rjoener 10, Sept. 12, Sept. 10. L. C. Smith 12, Oct. 10.

Hollis 10, Nov. 7- Winchester 10 and 12, Oct. 3.

TRAMPS WITH A POCKET RIFLE.

IN the comfortable glow from the student lamp the
hawk that guards the entrance to my "den"' appears

almost alive. The light is not strong enough to show up
the deception of glass eyes and varnished bill and legs.

Birds reign in undisputed sway in my '"bunk," and at
times, like this evening, when I am in a retrospective
mood, as my eyes wander from one feathered form to
another, there returns a glimpse of the places and cir-

cumstances under which each bird was procured, con-
jured up by memory's marvellous power. In one corner
is the gun rack, presided over by the omen of misfortune
—a specimen of a loi.g-eared owL One little gun. with
its short barrel browned by the use it has seen, is nearly
hidden by the shadow of its big brothers. Size does not
always indicate the amount of pleasure to be extracted
from a gun; and that little brown tube has given me
more enjoyment, and accompanied me oftener on my
tramps, than the guns standing alongside.

AN OCTOBER DAY.
"There is a beautiful spirit breathing now,
Its mellow richness o'er the clustered trees:

And, from a beaker full of richest dyes,

Pouring new glory on the autumn woods."—Longfettoxc.

Aye, truly some unseen hand has passed over these
trees. The autumn's breath has left its impress upon the
glowing maples; and down in the valley, across the wav-
ing field of wheat, the vivid yellow of the hickories con-
trasts strongly with the dark background of forest interior.

How glorious are the tranquil, peaceful days of October;
how few, how very few of them are we permitted to

eDjoy. Over this mass of innumerable shades of color
hung the soft, purple haze of light, stretching far away
till blended into the blue distance. The sky of fathom-
less cerulean, the lazily-drifting clouds—but why attempt
to describe these pictures to those familiar with them,
and who can recall similar scenes with the aid of their

own imaginations more vividly than pen of mine can
ever hope to present ? It is only when I essay a descrip-
tion of nature's moods that I realize fully the futility of
conveying any of the thousand inexpressible, vague
thoughts that ' even the recollection of such days revive
within memory's wondrous pale.

"Walking slowly along one of those blind trails, absorbed
in contemplation of the beautiful combinations of color,

I fell into a reverie of other days, and had actually for-

gotten that I carried my old companion in my hand.
Stepping from the path into a small opening recalled my
wandering senses. Sweeping the treetops with the swift
gaze of an observer of nature, I caught sight, perched
upon the top of a dead tree, whose gaunt, limbless trunk
extended above its more fortunate brethren, of a motion-
less, erect form. Could I get within fair range of the
wily robber? Making a short detour to the right, so that
several large trees intervened, I crept cautiously from one
trunk to another, and finally slid up behind one not oOft.

from the base of his unsuspicious hawkship's perch. With-
out losing any more time than necessary to regain com-
plete composure (it takes steady nerves to hold these light
rifles true), 1 laid the little tube carefully alongside the
bark, exposed just enough of my face to run my eye
throtigh the peep sight, and as the black bead showed full

I pressed the delicate trigger. A crack, a slight impatient
recoil was the answer, and a full plumaged male red-
shouldered hawk was numbered among my trophies.
Stanching the blood with absorbent cotton, I wrap him
Tip in a cornucopia of brown paper and stow him away
carefully in the satchel.

There still remain scattered individuals of the enor-
mous flocks of wild pigeons that years ago astonished
the farmers with their prodigious multitudes. They
have dispersed now over the country, and feed in pairs
or shy flocks of four or five. Seven of them rose from a
field of buckwheat, circled around to the left, corning
back nearly over my head. Two lit in an oak on the
other side of the field. The same old tactics were brought
into play and resulted even more successfully than when
used against the previous victim. This time I man-
euvered until both the upright passengers were in line.

A shot, and "speak it low," a clean miss. Seeing no

enemy the stupids remain motionless, but when the
smoke drifts off in little curls again both birds go to

keep the hawk company.
Wandering aimlessly onward I crossed a clear space

covered witft long, fine bladed grass that still retains its

fresh, green hue. Throwing myself upon this inviting
bed, I watch the few belated swallows as they hurry
swiftly along the blue railing of the heavens. How
slowly that Bvten sweeps the circumference of his long
circles, without perceptible motion of those broad wings.
Shall I waste a couple of shots? Why not? There is cer-

tainly no danger to him if no lead's flying, and some
strange fatality may guide a bullet straight, if there is,

so here goes. Beyond the last shot making him flutter

his wings a trifle, the shots produced no effect.

On the borders of the woods in some spots the Wilson
thrushes are very numerous, flitting along in front like

pigmy gray ghosts. They are silent, as are also the
wood thrushes and robins that are feeding upon the rem-
nants of the wild cherries. Unconsciously 1 turn in the
direction of a plaintive, cloe-e that comes faintly to my
ears. There he is, perched upon the top of an old fence
rail uttering at frequent intervals the sweet call across
the field of stacked corn. Approaching as near as I

dared I lay still and watched the self-satisfied little fel-

low. Does he realize how soon these mellow days will

fade away? Surely there is some instinct that warns him
that these glorious days are too beautiful to endure for
long, and influences the sad inflection of his simple notes,
blending so perfectly with surrounding nature. I could
not raise my little "shooting-iron" on that hazel body, if

my life depended upon it. Ingratitude is the blackest of
all sins, and were I capable of sacrificing the author of
peaceful emotions I should consider myself little less than
ungrateful.
May be I am unjustly prejudiced against the sable

marauder, but be that as it may. I certainly entertain an
unconcmerable dislike of the crow; and he comes in for
the full benefit of my vengeance whenever opportunity
offers. Some distance ahead about a dozen were making
things lively around a single pine tree with a very heavy
growth of branches. Each individual of this clamorous
group was exerting to its fullest extent the harsh voice
nature has bestowed upon them. I suspected instantly
that the ohject of these kind attentions was some member
of the owl fraternity. So intently were the black ruffians
engaged in blackguarding the indifferent representation
of wisdom, that they did not notice another enemy until
I had cut one of their number out. Big-eyes appeared
considerably relieved when his tormentors departed, and
I also relieved him of his grasp on the perch.
Not a bad day's sport's, but if a bird was expected for

every cartridge' fired it would be the reverse. It is one
of the pleasantest features of a .22 rifle that you may
blaze away at anything, alive or inanimate, without feel-

ing you ought to have something to show for each shot,
as is the case with a shotgun or heavy rifle.

The forest aisles are growing dimmer, the perfect still-

ness of the dropping autumn eve broods over all. It is

seldom such absolute quiet reigns above wood and held
as when the slanting rays of sunlight from out the golden
west shoot athwart the tree-tops at the close of an Octo-
ber day. Once more the geutle monotone of the thou-
sand soft-blending voices of nature arose from the woods
and fields. A flock of bluejays disturb the tranquillity
for a few moments; and far from the distance comes the
plaintive call of a plover hurrying toward the shore.
Coming out from a narrow belt of pine woods I found

myself on the edge of the line of hills which extend
through Long Island. The view was so enchanting that
for a few moments it held me fairly enthralled, so that I
did not even attempt to shoot at a whisk of a white cot-
tontail diving into the field of buckwheat.
Within the last hour clouds had been gradually in-

creasing, and now the main mass lay along the western
horizon in a dark, low breadth of steely gray. The sun
just touched the top of this stratum, appearing as if it

shone above the rim of a great indigo sea. It sunk
slowdy down, but in what a brilliant glow of colors!
Almost to the zenith the bits of cumuli were tinted a
soft crimson, and closer to the light played a grand com-
bination of orange and gold. I lay and watched the
picture until the dusk comhienoed to creep along, blot-

ting with its soft shadows the detail of field and wood.
By one of the hedges there rose into the air the tall, leaf-

less branches of a dead sassafras, and perched upon one
of its loftiest limbs, outlined against the clear light, was
a chewink. With sweet, unvarying rhythm his clear
notes fall upon the surrou nding fields, so perfectly in ac-
cord with end of the day and fading nature that he
seems to voice the spirit breathing above the woodlands.

jhad two miles still to go before I get to the station,

and while passing through a strip of trees I found myself
among a perfect army of robins. They were everywhere,
and except a short note when one flew, were silenL
There was a feeling of uneasiness among them, and they
were careful not to allow me to approach too close.
This is but one small detachment of the vast army mov-
ing southward, but a collecting of individuals. This air
of eagerness and uncertainty was plainly apparent, for
they waited but the coming night to wing their way
further along.

Before I arrived at the depot it was dark, and some-
times, from the space above, I would catch the faint
whistle of those feathered wayfarers pursuing their
journey toward sunshine and unending summer, guided
by an unseen power, through the darkness and gloom of
the October night.
A short whirl, wjjh glimpses of ruddy lights from farm

houses, and I am again amid the hurry of the great mass
of beings who are traveling homeward. The brilliant
sparkle of the electric lamps, the yellow glow from the
long rows of shop windows, the crowded cars and end-
less stream of humanity, seem almost something novel
after the quiet of the country. I am going down town
and they are bound the other way—toward home—but I

am going home, too. Bex B.

Orange County, New York.—Middletown, Dec. 24.

—The Board of Supervisors of Orange county has passed
an act prohibiting entirely the killing of any "quail within
the county for a term of three years after its passage.
The same act restricts the open season for hunting hares,
rabbits, ruffed grouse or partridge, and woodcock to the
months of October and November in each year. Another
act was passed providing for the payment of $1 bounty
from the County Treasury for any fbx killed,

FLOATING FOR DUCKS ON THE FRENCH
BROAD.

THE people of western North Carolina have a method
of shooting ducks that is, I think, practiced nowhere

else. As it is usually very successful there, probably
only the want of the necessary geographical conditions
prevents its more general employment. Numbers of
ducks coming northward in the spring turn from the
Ohio into the Tennessee, and so find their way into thp
French Broad. Soon seeing that continuing to follow
the river is merely returning southward, yet unwilling
at first to desert the water, they collect in great quantities
in the neighborhood of AsheVille before taking flight.

Then is the gunner's chance. Seated in the bow of a
boat, with a pilot in the stern, he drifts down the cur-
rent, and is hardly ever out of sight of a duck while he
keeps on the river.

I took a trip of this kind in the spring of '88. Ducks
had been reported "thick as peas" for two weeks, when
in a four-mule wagon, with three punts, as many coun-
try boys, my two companions Ed and Cliff, and of course
a driver, J started from Asheville for the Long Shoal«.
After eight miles of shaking and bumping we arrived at
Glenn's Ford, at the head of the shoals, and finding all

our bones still in order proceeded to launch the boats and
embark. We weighed anchor at 9:45 A. M. and formed
in iine of battle, Ed taking the left, Cliff the center and
I the right. As the average width of the river is less

than 100yds., no clucks in 50yds. of the water could pass
without coming in good range. Hardly had we gone by
the first bend when a bunch of bluewing teal shot out
from the mouth of a small creek directly in front of me.
Bot h barrels of my Davis rang out, and the teal—minus
three—turned sharply to the left, flew right between Cliff

and Ed, who dropped five with their four barrels, and
sped away up stream. We had just collected our ducks,
several of which had to be shot down, wmen like a bullet
the flock flew past us again and settled in the water some
two hundred yards below. Two barrels sent after them
had failed to stop a single one.
We were now at the head of a shoal or rapid, from the

lower end of which extended, a long stretch of smooth
water. As we shot down the shoal what was our excite-
ment at beholding not merely our little bunch, but a vast
flock of ducks in the smooth water below. Mallards,
teal, black ducks and redheads—they were all there; but
in another moment they weren't there, for -with the noise
of a freight train they had rushed away down stream.
Loud were our lamentations as we glided through the
deserted water and looked ruefully around and back at
the place where they had been; but startled by the cry of
"Yon' dey come" from one of our pilots, we looked
around, to see the whole lot returning about twenty-five
yards above the water. Now they were over us, and we
cut loose." Down came two mallards in answer to my

shots, one so close to the boat that be was dispatched
with the paddle, the other dead in the water some ten
yards above. Cliff had two teal and a redhead, and Ed.
another mallard. As we paddled down the stream, sud-
denly a succession of reports far astern told that we were
not the only hunters on the river, and looking eagerly
back we saw the flock coming toward us again, but away
up out of range.
To my surprise Cliff, as they passed, put up his gun and

fired both barrels, with the astounding result of bring-
ing down a fine mallard drake. But instead of glory-
ing in his success, he looked sorrowfully after the disap-
pearing flock, and berated himself for missing with his
second barrel! How he had killed with his first was
more than I could understand, for the distance must
have been upward of 80yds.; but he explained that he
had used thread-wound cartridges which would kill even
at ninety. Ed and I thereupon registered a vow never
to go ducking without thread-wound cartridges again.
Half a dozen mallards flew out as we passed a creek

on the left and curved down stream. Ed's first barrel
brought one down, but his second had only the effect to
make the rest turn and fly right over my head. I scored
a clean miss with the first barrel, and thought I had suc-
ceeded no better with the second, when one of the ducks
began to lag, and then, to my joy, dropped. A minute's
swift paddling and we found him, floating on his back,
with his feet gently kicking the air. Soon after I had
regained my place in the line three redheads came to-
ward us, but before coming in range they swung off to
my right, over a cornfield, and then turned again toward
the river. As they came opposite, my well-choked left
barrel laid one low, but what was my grief to find no
place where I could land. What would I not have given
for a good retriever, small enough to lift to the top of
the steep clay bank which extended on either side as far
as I could see.

As we rounded the next bend a large flock appeared
about 150yds. below. They rose, however, before we
were in range, and flying about 100yds. further down,
turned into the mouth of a large creek on the left. As
they had evidently alighted at some distance from the
river Ed and I landed on either side of the creek, leaving
cliff stationed at the mouth. We came in sight of the
ducks when we were about 150yds. from the river. They
were in a small pond, on both sides of which grew thick
bushes, tall enough to hide us. After creeping back out
of sight I ran to a point opposite the pond, and quietly
made my way through the bushes till I could see the
game. Then, lying flat and holding my gun ready, I
awaited the signal for action. Soon Bob White sounded
his call from the opposite bank. I answered the call,

and covering a pan of mallards who had swam into line
with me, pulled trigger, then springing up, with the
second barrel stopped a black duck on his way to the
French Broad.
Though I had been too excited to hear Ed's shots, they

had certainly been fired, as two black ducks and a green-
wing teal testified. And two reports from the river told
us that Cliff was not asleep, so gathering up our spoils
(with the aid of cartridges) we returned to him. He
showed us a nice brace of teal and reported that the rest
had flown up stream. We left them for the men behind
us and kept on down. Now we found the ducks more
scattered. Instead of being in flocks they were spread
in twos and threes over the whole course of the river.

So numerous, were they, too, that till we reached the
mouth of the Swannanoa, two miles above Ashevilie,
our barrels were kept quite warm. At this point we
landed about noon, with twenty-three, nineteen and
twenty-six ducks respectively. Setter,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
THE NEE-PEE NATJE: CLUB, PERE MARQUETTE AND 'STETTB

I>E LA SALLE.

ONE of our city papers here recently published a long

article describing the discovery near Peoria, in this

State, about Nov. 15, of the ruins of the old fort of

Creve-Cceur built by the soldier and explorer Robert de
La Salle, upon the banks of the Illinois River, and written

of by Father Hennepin more than 200 years ago. The
ruins were found in Fond du Lac township. Tazewell
county, upon the summit of a lofty bluff overlooking the

river for many miles each way. The location was ad-

mirably chosen from the simple military standpoint of

the time, which was in the year 1680. As the writer of

the interesting narrative points out, that was the time of

Charles IT., of Peter the Great, of Louis XIV., of Dryden,
of Moiiere, of Sir Isaac Newton, of William Penn. La
Salle and his devoted followers, pursued to the last

moment by treachery and misfortune, had made their

stand here by the Illinois, near where our hunters of to-

day part the receded waves of the river-lake with their

ducking boats. Craft of another sort then glided across

those same waters, and hunters of a more savage sort

lay in camp on the banks above the bluffs. Anions: these
savage hunters enemies had spread dissension. Fear of

surprise and treachery created dissatisfaction in La
Salle's little party. Some of his followers deserted him.
He knew not when he might expect an attack. So, fear-

less, determined, manly in his worst extremity, but suf-

fering keenly of those near hurts which come from the
faithlessness of friends, La -Salle slowly and laboriously
erected the simple fort which was to be his home for a
time, and in his sadness called it Fort Creve-Coeur, or
the fort of the Broken Heart. There are tears in the
lines which tell of the discovery of these old enibattle-

ments, and record the proof which make their identifi-

cation complete. The writer of the article alluded to is

Mr. Charles T. Lambert, of Peoria.
The spirit of Robert de La Salle broods over all this

great Western country, restless, discontented, misfortun-
ate, but noble and determined. He was the very Achilles
of our explorations. His was the battle, not his the
victory. The very type of early destiny, he stands out
clear on the dimming page which tells us of those days,
bold, romantic, melancholy, grand, possessor of a life

which we might envy in spite of its distress and grief.

When we look at that life, when we read his fateful his-

tory and when we reflect that he time and again passed
over the country that is now our pleasure grounds, the
temptation is strong to take space to write about La Salle.

That must be, however, only on the way toward writing
of somebody else.

La Salle was the first white man to launch a boat on
the Great Lakes. He sailed across Lake Erie and up the
lake system to Mackinaw, and from there down Lake
Michigan to Green Bay, the starting point of the great
Indian water trail which led to the Mississippi Valley.
He did not, however, go inland, but bought a cargo of
furs, which, with his little vessel, was swallowed up by
the waves of the inland sea. When he knew his ship
was lost, La Salle gave up the route he had at first

thought led to China and Japan. He coasted Lake Michi-
gan till he struck the St. Joseph River, on the east shore.
This stream he ascended with eight canoes, to a spot
within six miles of the Kankakee—so says the narrative
above mentioned—and then portaged over. Descending
the winding and swamp-lined Kankakee, he struck the
broader Illinois, and as stated above, erected the Fort of
the Broken Heart.
About seven years before this time, however, white

men had visited these same waters, and chief among
those earlier voyagers was the gentle figure of the old
priest Pere Marquette. The latter, with Louis Joliet, a
fur trader, left Quebec in the spring of 1673, we are told,
and made the water journey all the way to Green Bay,
Wisconsin. The5r paddled down the wide stream which,
drains the great Lake Winnebago, passed through that
lake into what we now call the Northern Fox River, and
ascended that stream to the spot of the old Indian port-
age, just where the modern city of Portage now stands.
At this point the Northern Fox runs within two miles of
the Wisconsin. Here our priestly-guided party—we can
almost see the ghostly train—carried over and swam on
down the Wisconsin, until they reached the Mississippi.
Down the great river they sailed till they reached the
Illinois—further than that, indeed, for they went to
where Memphis now stands. They then ascended the
Mississippi, went up the Illinois River, crossed to Lake
Michigan and coasted to Green Bay, which they reached
in September, after a canoe voyage of 2,500 miles. Then
followed ill health and misery for the gentle priest- ex-
plorer. He lay sick all winter in camp just where the
city of Chicago now stands. But he wanted to go back
to the Illinois River country, to keep his promise of visit-

ing again the Peoria Indians he met there. He did fo,
going by the St. Joseph and Kankakee, as La Salle did
later. Then he knew he must die, and started back for
Mackinaw. His lonely, but noble and devout death, at
the altar in God's first temples, in the wailing pine woods
of Southern Michigan, has become one of the most
touching and best known bits of the early history of our
country.

All this is preliminary, written because one cannot
help writing it after he has read Mr. Lambert's story of
the fort of the Broken Heart, and after he has begun
some sort of an investigation of the modern sporting re-
sources of The lakes and streams which lie about this
point, and whose names, familiar as they are to all of
this section, appear so often the above brief recountal.
These early adventurers passed through a country teem-

ing with game of all sorts, and especially with wildfowl.
Gentle Father Marquette must often ' have looked in
wonder at the ranks of wildfowl as he passed Winnebago
and ascended the winding Northern Fox. This stream
often broadens out into marshes and lakes wherein the
character of the river is lost. One of these lakes to-day
is known as Puckaway Lake. Time out of mind it has
been a wild celery lake, and time out of mind it has been
a great resort for wildfowl. It is known all through this
country as one of the canvasback lakes. There are a few
canvasbacks that stop on Swan Lake, on the Illinois
River: the next point above there is Fox Lake, of which
so much is written; there is wild celery there also". To
the north of that lies Lake Koshkonong, in Wisconsin, a
great celery lake and a great canvasback point. Yet
above this, and the most northern of any shooting lake

taken into definite view by our Chicago sportsmen, lies

Puckaway Lake. Father Marquette passed through this,

and near here his dusky pupils must have lived and loved,
warred and died in great numbers, for on the bluffs of

the lake shores the curious hunter may even to-day find

relics of their time, and large collections have been made
in the neighborhood of axes, skinning knives, spear
heads, arrow head3, and all the simple tools or weapons
used by the savages of that day. They say there are
ghosts of Indians in those woods, and that spirit canoes,
led by a white Marquette, at times sweep silently along
those* storied streams.

It was at the end of Puckaway Lake, a nice little

steamer ride from Princeton, that the men of the Nee -

pee-nauk Club selected their site, erected their service-

able club house, and began the acquisition of the land,
which resulted in their present domain of between 5,000

and 6,000 acres of land, which includes both the valuable
marshes of that locality and secures, perhaps, the best

natural canvasback grounds we have in this part of the
country.
The 'methods of the Nee-pee-nauk Club, its organiza-

tion, etc., are much similar to those of other Chicago
clubs described earlier in these columns. Its members
may be called wealthy and disposed to be recherche.
Nearly all are middle-aged men, and there is, I believe,
only one young man on the list, a son of one of the
officers. Gen. Phil. Sherislan was one of the members of
this club. The club is amply able to make such additions
to its territory as it wishes. It owns one main club house
with eight sleeping apartments, and several smaller
buildings obtained with certain parcels of land. It

owns the tidy little steamer that comes down to Prince-
ton to meet the members, and it owns the further belong-
ings that such an organization needs in such a spot.

After writing of so many different clubs it is a relief to
the writer, and doubtless also to the reader, to find a

club which may fairly be said to write up itself. I can-
not do so well in attempting to convey an idea of the
club and its environments as to quote literally from the
report made in 1886 by the president of the club, Mr. A.
H. Sellers:

"There are but few duck shooting places in northern
Indiana, Illinois, or the southern 200 miles of Wisconsin
that I have not visited, as well as many in Kansas, Iowa,
Minnesota and on the Pacific Coast, and I unhesitatingly
say that I know of no better grounds for a duck and
snipe preserve than those now partly controlled by our
club under long leases. To make a good duck-shooting
place, there must be large open water where ducks can
sit undisturbed. This constitutes the reservoir: con-
tiguous to this must be marshes, one or more, with good
feed. The ducks flying 1o and from these marshes and
the reservoir afford the shooting. All these require-
ments are found at our club house at the head of Lake
Puckaway. The lake, seven miles long by about two in

width, is a shallow, open water lake, varying in depth
from two to eight feet, with its bottom thickly grown
with wild celery (Vallimeria) and other aquatic plants,

with its accompanying life, such as leeches and fresh
water mollusca, upon all of which, plants and animal life,

the different kinds of ducks feed. The favorite food of
the mallard, teal, and several other kinds is, however,
principally to be found in the marshes. At the head of
the lake, and in front of the club house, is the Puck-
away Marsh, two miles wide and four miles long, through
which winds the crooked channel of the old Fox River,
and runs the swift current of the new Fox, made by the
Fox River Valley Improvement Company. In this marsh
are many holes, ponds and sloughs, with a fine growth
of wild rice and the Indian potato, the best of duck food.
Lying parallel to this marsh and the lake, and separated
therefrom only by a low range of hills from three-fourths
to one mile in width, is the Grand River Marsh, from one
to two miles in width by five miles long, running east
and west, and turning north at its western end and con-
necting with the southwestern portion of the Puckaway
Marsh. This (Grand River) marsh is one of the finest

duck marshes in the State of Wisconsin, growing a pro-
fusion of wild rice, and owing to its seclusion much
frequented by ducks and easily protected.

Thus it will be seen that in this lake and the two fine
marshes we have one of the finest habitats for ducks to
be found in the State of Wisconsin, and one in which,
owing to its profusion and variety of food, ducks would
be inclined to remain, when on their migrations, as long
as the weather would permit. Our superintendent and
myself have, from careful observation, become convinced
that the length of the stay of each species (excepting,
perhaps, the mallard) is each year growing shorter. The
cause of this is clearly the multiplicity of guns. Last
year the daily flight from the lake to the Puckaway Marsh
was markedly less than it was the year previous, and
this year there was almost none; in fact, the marsh was
all but deserted by everything except hunters. Of course,
the low water had much to do with this, but the main
cause was the fact that when a bird had succeeded in
passing the guns on the marsh lake front, he found a
hunter at every slough and pond hole ready to receive him,
"The remedy for all this is clear; protect them, and

allow them and their kindred species several days' weekly
undisturbed access to the marsh.
"The east end of Puckaway Lake is owned and leased

by the Caw Caw Club, of Milwaukee, who will protect
their grounds; thus the two clubs working in unison
would protect a tract of forty square miles, and forming
one of the finest and grandest game preserves in the
country. I am informed that the shares of stock in the
Caw Caw Club have cost $500 each, with dues of $80 per
year."

*
That will do to show what the Nee-pee-nauk Club pos-

sesses. As a matter of fact, however, forty-five canvas-
backs is the largest bag I can learn of to a single gun in
a day. Young Mr. Sellers, who shot on this marsh for
about three weeks this falls, tells me he only averaged
about ten birds a day. He said there were thousands and
thousands of canvasbacks on the lake, and they had
fairly filled the water with torn-up celery; but they kept
to the open water and steered wide of the points in their
flight. Had it been lawful to use a sneakbox beyond the
line of the natural cover very large bags could have been
made. Singularly enough, precisely the same reports
came down from Koshkonong and Fo.t Lake. The law
stopping the sneak-boxes seems to have been a good one.
Under this head, also, Mr. A. H. Sellers's remarks as to
the change in the habits of the ducks are particularly
noteworthy and true.

It is necessary to make quite a long run from the club
house to the shooting grounds at Nee-pee-nauk, but the
boat in general uae is well adapted to this. In the Nee-
pee-nauk boat we have yet another distinct club model.
The boat is a modeled bow, low-sitting, roundish-bot-
tomed model, with no ribs visible except under the deck-
ing, fore and aft of the cockpit. It is a comfortable and
easy paddling boat. It is not clinker built, but is more
nearly that than anything else. It is built altogether of
tin. strips, square, fastened one directly on top of another.
The boat is built on a frame; when done, it is a shell per-
fectly smooth, within aud without, yet very stiff . The
shell is smoothed with sandpaper, in and out, the deck
put on and the cockpit adjusted. A little canvas cock-
pit is so arranged that it can be thrown up to keep the
navigator dry in a sea, for the boat sits quite low to the
water. These boats are built by the club keeper, and
probably every member has one. We have not found any
similar boat in our travels among the various clubs.
Nee-pee-nauk is a delightful summer club. The bass

fishing there is magnificent and very many, perhaps
half, of the bass taken are the small-mouthed bass. Fly-
fishing for these noble fish is very successfully practiced
in the Northern Fox River, Following is the member-
ship of Nee-pee-nauk club: President. Mr. Morris Sellers:
Vice-President, Mr. Edward E. Flint; Secretary and
Treasurer, Mr. James S. Carter; Board of Directors,
Messrs. Morris Sellers, Edward E. Flint, Ira. S. Young-

of Geo. C. Campbell. H. P. Crane, John Cudahy, Geo. L.
Dunlap, Geo. C. Eldredge, W. K. Fairbank, E. E. Flint.
Robert Forsyth, R. H, Fleming, James J. Gore, Alpheus
M. Hawes, Albert Hayden, Marvin Hughett, Jr.. N. S.
Jones, Samuel M. Jones, Clifford P. Johnston, Sidney A.
Kent, J. C. Knickerbocker, Francis J. Kenneth, Win.
Kent, W. R. Linn, William H. Locke, C. F. Lawrence,
W. G. McCormick, Charles D. Peacock, A. B, Pullman,
John Parsons, Charles W. Rodman, Theodore Rogers,
D. G. Reid, Norman B. Ream, Peter Schuttler, Morris
Sellers, A. H. Sellers, Chas. J. Singer, Philip E. Stanley.
W. R. Stirling, Chas. T. Trego, N. C. Turner, Geo. C.
Walker, Francis T. Wheeler, Lewis D. Webster, Wirt D.
Walker, Ira S. Younglove, Francis W. Goddard, F. O.
Wyatt. E. Hough.

INCIDENTS OF FORTY YEARS.

MY first deer was killed in the Adirondacks, when
but a lad of ten or twelve years old. The great

North Wood was but little traversed by white men then.
Wild animals were plenty, and the Indian trail between
Canada and the Mohawk Valley was still plain if not
fresh.

A long heavy rifle rested on its wooden hooks in the
kitchen of my father's.house, and it was a subject of
ambition with me to learn to shoot and kill some large
game. Early one morning, I saw two deer in the
meadow down by the river, and at once I climbed into
a chair placed so as to reach the rifle, and got it out of
the house without being seen. But, before I had gotten
to the rail fence where I went to get a rest for the rifle,

my mother and sisters discovered me with the. gun, and,
with much alarm, made all effort to have me returr.
It was too late, for just then I fired and killed a large
buck. The news of my exploit soon got out, and my
playmates regarded me as a sort of hero, and I was for
weeks one of the proudest boys in all the North Woods.
Wolves and panthers were troublesome in these days.

I remember of seeing the carcass of one of my father's
sheep in the crotch of a big birch tree, fully forty feet
from the ground. Wolves and panthers, hunting to-

gether, had raided our farmyard the night before, nor
did they cease their raids until all our little flock of sixty
sheep had been destroyed.

It was my ambition when a boy to catch some does in
winter when the snow was deep, and without injury to
put them in a park and raise some fawns. One day, with
my brother and a three-months-old pup, I went to the
hills to catch a doe. From the top of the hill, where was
a deer yard, we soon started a deer, but could not over-
take it until it reached the river. The stream had been
high from a recent thaw, and in that condition had frozen
over with three inches of ice. It had suddenly fallen,

leaving the middle free from ice, with a strip several
yards wide adhering to the banks but a foot or more
above the water. The deer was discovered lying on the
bank and under the ice nicely hidden. I prepared to
cross the river and break down the ice above the deer, by
jumping upon it, and, as the ice fell, to catch the deer
about the neck and hold her until my brother could fasten
a birch withe about her neck.
This I did, but my doe was a full-grown buck, his

horns had dropped off some time before. As I caught
him about the neck he took me out into the middle of
the stream. It was as full of rocks and boulders as could
be, with plenty of water rushing between. During our
short journey together the deer and I were in all possible
positions, and what with the cold water, the bumps on
the recks, and the kicking received, I was never more
bruised nor more angry in my life. But I field the buck;
and my brother put on the withe. We then got the deer
to a smooth place on the bank, and holding on to the
withe let him up. The deer gave a jump high into the
air, fell on his back, and putting his hindfeet into the
loop about his neck did his best to break the loop. Not
succeeding he got up, and we led him quietly toward
home. Several times on the way he cropped buds from
the bushes; but after a few days, "in spite of the greatest
care, he died, and. as we said, from homesickness. But
if he bruised himself as badly as he did me, his death
might well be attributed to another cause.

Our club was once having its usual fall hunt on the
Au Sable River in Michigan. We drove deer with hounds
into this swift-flowing river and shot at them as they
came down the stream toward the hunter, who was
lucky enough to be the first one placed where the deer
took to water. Judge H., of Cleveland, was one of our
party that season, and we were anxious to give him some
shooting. The first morning he took station with me on
the bank of the river. Soon we saw a buck with a fine

head of horns coming down the river toward us and 200
or 300yds. away. I said to the Judge that, when the
deer had come down to a place indicated, he should
shoot, and I would fire later if the deer was likely to

escape. This was quietly assented to, and we waited.
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with rifles cocked. Just a moment before the deer

reached the place where the Judge was to fire,

the foot of the deer touched bottom on a sand

bar or rock and he rolled over on to his back,

with legs |bigh into ;the air, head and horns disappearing

under water. We recovered arms and the affair was so

ludicrous I could not refrain from a hearty laugh. The
deer had been shot by one of our party up the river and
lege and horns so tied that he could better float down to

the camp and save our canoeman a mile or two of tow-

ing. It was in vain that I protested to being my-
self perfectly deceived. My generosity in the matter of

firing was regarded as a suspicious circumstance. And
I fear the Judge believed me guilty of intending a joke.

But I still protest my innocence and believe the appear-

ance of that floating buck would have deceived the very

elect. G. H. W.
Boise City, Idaho.

REMINDERS AND OLD MEMORIES.

I WAS much interested in "Aztec's" chat of Dec. 19,

especially with his account of his experience with
the "old musket, with the big nipple and mighty ham-
mer."

It took me back at once to the long ago, when similar

tribulations oftimes attended my early, not my earliest,

efforts for fur or feather. I say not my earliest, for back
of the "big nipple" was the flint lock, which by the way
*was the most graceful and pleasing form the gun ever

took upon itself since gunpowder was invented. I am
free to admit that for safety in using, beauty of work-
manship and perfection of all its parts, there is nothing
in the past historv of the fowling piece that approaches

the breechloader of to-day, but for beauty of style and
graceful appearance it bears about the same relation to a
Manton flint lock fowling piece that a cropped-ear cm-

does to the English greyhound. I never pass a shop
window where one is on exhibition as a relic but I feel

like stopping and taking off my hat to it.

As to the present fashionable hammerless. I consider it

an abortion or worse, and never see one but it reminds
me of a black snake w.th neither ears nor mouth, there-

fore I avoid it.

How many active sportsmen among the many thousand
readers of Forest and Stream can relate of their per-

sonal experience with the old Queen Anne, or similar

arms, before they were relegated to the garret or dark
closet by the nipple and the cap?
Many" a mile has the writer trudged over hills and

through vales with the old family musket—some inches

taller than himself—calling it sport, yes, and enjoying it,

too; for he seldom came home with an empty bag. His
first rabbit, partridge, woodchuck and muskrat fell vic-

tims to the same old musket. Game was then plenty,

and there was no "close season." Wing-shooting was
unknown , except as a chance snap shot.

But notwithstanding the many pleasant memories of

those long past days, memories that will remain ^while

consciousness continues; I have never regretted the change
from the flint to the fulminate, nor from the muzzle to

the breechloader of the present day. Safety is the most
important characteristic in all guns. With this secured,

we can afford to sacrifice the elements of grace and
beauty, and accept the gun if it does look snaky, or like

an ox Without horns, or a dog without ears. J. H. D.

POFGHKEBPSIE. v

AIMING THE SHOTGUN.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The method of aiming recommended by Mr. R. Morris,

in Forest and Stream of Nov. 21, is advocated by many
of the finest shots, but one condition is necessary for its

success, viz., that the gun so fit the shoulder that when
raised quickly it will point straight to the object at which
the sportsman is looking. If too much bent in the stock,

or if top heavy, it will shoot under the game, or if too
straight it is liable to shoot over, though the latter fault

is far Ie#s common than the former.
The best method that I am aware of for ascertaining

whether a gun fits properly is to fix both eyes on an
object, and while holding the head erect, pitch the weapon
quickly to the shoulder, then lower the right eye to the
brepch. If. after trying this a great number of 'times, it

be found that the barrels almost invariably point level to
the object, there is no doubt about the fit being good.
When a man is not lucky enough to have a gun which
fits him, his surest method of shooting well is to look
along the barrels. He, of course, must not be as slow
and careful as when aiming with a rifle, but the eyes
should be lowered nearly to the breast and see that the
muzzle is about at the proper level. In this way aim can
be taken almost instantaneously, and, when thoroughly
accustomed to the gun, accurate snap shots with the head
erect can be taken if necessary.
In spite of all that is said in favor uf the latter method,

it must be admitted that plenty of first-class shots look
along the barrels. There is indeed no other way of ac-
counting for the fact that some men can shoot well with
almost any gun, no matter what shape the stock may
have, the first time it is put into their hands. No one
will assert that Captain Bogardus is a bad or even a slow
shot; yet in his book on " Field, Cover and Trap-Shoot-
ing" (published by the Forest and Stream Company) he
expressly states that he sights Iris birds along the barrels,
and adds that he believes those men do the same, uncon-
sciously, who think that they never see their guns. I

myself was never more than a second-rate performer
with the shotgun, though always very fond of it. I had
been in the habit of firing without looking along the bar-
rels until I heard of and obtained a copy of Captain Bo-
gardus's book, shortly after it was published. I tried his
way of aiming and at once found my shooting much
improved, especially at snipe.

I was once talking to an intimate friend, one of the
best and quickest shots I ever knew, and remarked that
I could not understand the use of a sight on the muzzle
of shotguns, as I never saw it when firing. He replied,
"I nearly always see it and find it a great guide to the
eye."
A gentleman living in England, well known as one of

the beet judgeB of everything connected with guns, and
also a first-class shot, stated some months ago in a letter
to the London Field, that he keeps his head up, and, at
point blank ranges, pulls the trigger the instant he sees
3 or 4in. of the muzzle just under the bird. Doubtless
his guais are made to fit him so that the barrels are at the

proper level when held in this way, and. of course, the
muzzles must be swinging in the same direction as the
bird flies, or they would shoot behind.
That the method of aiming without paying attention

to the barrels is really less accurate than the other way
is, I think, shown by the fact that very good snap shots
nearly always shoot badly with the rifle at running game.
When living abroad t was in the habit for years of

killing all kinds of animals on the run, from large deer
and antelopes down to jackals and wildcats. I feel sure
even when an animal in galloping hard through the
thickest brush I almost invariably saw the foresight of
the rifle and often the hindsight also. J. J. Meyrick.
North Devon', England.

A TEXAS GAME COUNTRY.
BEEVILLE, Bee County, Tex., Dec. 17.—Editor Forest

and Stream: There is a river which runs through
this portion of the great Southwest, that is destined some
day to be a great sportsman's retreat, it is known on the
map as the Nuecus River and empties into the Gulf of
Mexico. The country along its course is covered with a
dense undergrowth, with now and then an open glade,
and abounds in game of almost all kinds common to the
South, except bear. Four of my friends have just re-

turned from there, having brought down twenty tine

deer in about five days of hunting. Another party of
two brought in six; and still another party composed of
inexperieuced hunters killed five in four days.
The writer, in company with his family and two other

gentlemen, struck camp for the night a short time ago in
that vicinity, and the weather being threatening and
rather disagreeable, the hunters of the party did not
leave the camp before sundown; when to our surprise
turkeys by the dozen. I may say by the hundreds, began
flying up to roost all around the camp-fire. We killed
fifteen, which was all we. wanted, within 200yds. of
camp, in some instances the ladies witnessing the kill-

ing from their tent doors. One^ of the party shot five
from one large live oak tree.

Fire-hunting is a favorite sport among our profession-
als, and perhaps more deer are brought down in this
manner than by any other method. The river above re-
ferred to is about 18 miles from Beeville, but the country
adjacent to the town is well stocked with turkey and
quail, and it is of frequent occurrence for parties to kill a
brace of fine gobblers in an afternoon's hunt a few miles
out.

Quail are so common that our local sportsmen think
nothing of bagging a hundred in an afternoon with well
trained dogs. The Beeville region is fast becoming
famous as a hunter's paradise, and the mildness of the
climate renders camping agreeable. T. J. Skaggs.

MAINE DEER.

IT seems that other white deer have been killed in
Maine this year besides the one mentioned in my

letter to the Forest and Stream of the other day. Mr.
A. W. Robinson, of the Robinson Engraving Co., No. 32
H'l wley street, Boston, has in his possession the legs of a
white deer which he is having mounted for the supports
of an ottoman. These legs Mr. Robinson secured when
on a recent hunting trip into the Moosehead region. The
deer was killed by an old hunter and guide named Ben
Woodan. Mr. Robinson came across the deerskin at
Wcodan's camp, some twenty miles north of Moosehead,
and he tried to secure the entire pelt, but Woodan would
part with nothing but the legs. The pelt is declared to
be almost milk white except the ears, which are black.
It is the only wnite deer that Woodan has ever seen or
heard of in that part of the country. Otherwise than
being white, the deer was declared to have been like
other deer of that section. The antlers were short, and
with one or two prongs, indicating that the buck was a
young one.
The Maine moose and deer season will close on the

31st of December, and it is hardly possible that as many
deer have been killed this year as last, though they are
evidently more plenty. But the hunters have not been
as numerous, if reports are true. As for moose it is plain
that very few have been killed, and indeed but few have
been seen. Still they are by no means extinct. One has
come out into the open fields in Kingfield. The men
were at work not far from the house, when all at once
a cow moose appeared in the opening. She ran directly
toward the house and the men, clearing the fences and
stone walls with as easy bounds as a cat would clear a
pumpkin. She ran almost up to the cattle, which were
feeding near at hand, scarcely appearing to notice them,
then turned and disappeared into the wroods, towards the
mountain. Hunters followed her tracks the next day,
but without success. But A-ery few caribou are reported
this year, and the theory is that they have migrated;
whither no one knows. Special.

THE CHINESE PHEASANTS.
WHEATLAND, Oregon.—Editor Forest and Stream:

The Chinese pheasants introduced into this State
by Judge O. N. Denny in 1882, have multiplied very
rapidly. Two years ago in this vicinity, forty or fifty

miles from where they were liberated, one was seldom
seen, while now they are numerous.
The males are very gaily colored, having many shades

on the body, while the head is principally green with a
red patch around each eye and a white ring around the
neck.
The two longest tail feathers are about 18in. in length,

and the whole bird from tip of beak to end of tail is near
3ft., and the weight of the male is about 2-f or 31bs., while
that of the female is about 21bs. The females are of a
very sober color compared with that of her mate.
The males have a cackling noise that they make some-

times which resembles that of a pileated woodpecker
more than any other sound that I ever heard.
When they take wing they nearly always cackle at

this season of the year, but there is a slight difference
between the sound made while on the ground and that
made when flying.

They are a very cunning bird and well able to take
care of themselves. They frequent brier patches and
low brush, coming out into the fields to feed, and can
come as near hiding on bare ground as any bird of their
size that I ever saw.
Their legs are rather long and naked below the knee,

When alarmed while feeding in a field'they put down
their head and strike for cover at a 2.40 gait. When they
fly they light running and are not easy to flush again.
They are accused of destroying quantities of wheat by

fiying'along just over the tops of the ripe grain and beating
out with their wings more than they can eat. They are
said to be easily domesticated, but about this and their
destruction of grain and fruit I have no personal know-
ledge, having been acquainted with them but three
months. They are protected by law for about a year
yet, but where they have become plentiful some of them
''get into the soup" regardless of the law. J. F. L.

Days With the Elk.—Berthoud, Col.—We returned
Nov. 80 from a five weeks' hunting trip over the range
on Snake River and its tributaries in both Colorado and
Wyoming. We had a hard trip for man and beast on ac-
count of storms and deep snows, but had lots of fun.
Saw hundreds of elk. Our party hilled and brought
home twelve elk and one deer, besides one big bull elk
killed by myself that had the mange and was as poor as
a crow and was left where he fell except his head, which
I now have. You would be surprised to go into that
country in September and October and see the terrible
slaughter of elk that is going on there, especially in Wy-
oming, for heads, hides and hindquarters. A great deal
of it is done by English parties, who have more money
than brains. "Just for sport, you know," I saw four-
horse loads of hindquarters pull out for Rawlins, Wyo.,
to sell on the market. None, of the meat killed by my
parts' was wasted, but all was brought out; I have enough
to do my family for some time and it is very fat this
year. Kept camp notes and will write my trip up for
Forest and Seream later.—A. A. K.

California Notes.—This year, duck .shooting, owing
to the heavy rains and floods,* which scatter the game, is

poorer than usual. The Sonoma and Suisun marshes
are tolerable, and daybreak shooting at Point Reyes is

excellent. Canvasbacks and bluebills are numerous
there. Snipe shooting is good in the Laguna of Santa
Rosa, about forty miles from San Francisco. Many mal-
lards are being' shot at night in the Watsonville* grain
fields. In Colusa county, geese are more plenty than
last year, and hunters are loading wagons with the game,
and shipping to market. A hunter recently arrived in
San Francisco with two large elk skins, and heads with
fine antlers. They were shot on the head-waters of the
Coquille River, near the California line, in one of the
wildest mountain regions on the Pacific Coast. There
are a few elk left there and in Del Norte county, but
hardly anywhere else. In 1836 elk fed on the plains of
the Santa Clara Valley, and as late as 1856 there were
a great many in the San Joaquin.—Charles H, Shtnn.

Wyoming Non-Restdent Law.—In response to an in-
quiry we give this section of the Wyoming game law.
which became a law March 9, 1888: "Section 1. Sec-
tion 1251 of the Revised Statutes of Wyoming is hereby
amended and re-enacted, so as to read as follows: 'Sec.
1251. It shall be uulawful to pursue, hunt or kill any deer,
elk, moose, mountain sheep, mountain goat, antelope or
buffalo, save from Sept. 1 to Jan. 1 in each year, and it

shall be unlawful to capture by means of any pit, pitfall
or trap, any of the above-named animals, at any time of
the year. No non-resident of this Territory shall pursue,
huut or kill any of the above-named animals by any
means whatever; provided, however, any actual and bona
fide resident may at any time pursue, hunt or kill any of
the said animals' for the purpose only of- supplying him-
self and his family with food: but it shall be unlawful to
sell or offer the carcass of any such animal, or any part
thereof , except as is provided in this chapter.' "

The London Game Market.—London, Eng., Dec. 19.—
This is now the height of the game season in Great
Britain. Markets are full of grouse, pheasants, ducks,
partridges, snipe, hares, rabbits, deer, etc. I am greatly
surprised to notice the low prices prevailing here. For
instance, pheasants, $1.00 and $1.25 per pair; partridges,
25 cents each; plover, 12 cents; widgeon, 25 cents: wild
ducks, 35 cents: hares, 60 cents; capercailzie, the great
Norwegian grouse, 85 cents each; ox-eye snipe, 15 cents
each; golden plover, IT cents each; larks. 30 cents a
dozen. Referring to this latter "game bird" I was
astonished to know that this sweetest of English soug
birds is sold for food. They are captured in vast numbers
in the following manner. Two men carrying a long net
a hundred feet in length, and about six feet in height,
drag it over the ground. The larks flying up. are en-
tangled in the meshes. It is darkly whispered, how-
ever, that many of the so-called larks are English spar-
rows.—Geo. Shepard Page.

The Todd Case.—Saint Stephens, Canada, Dec. 16.—
Editor Forest and Stream: A statement has appeared in
Forest and Stream that Mr. F. Todd, the well known
sportsman of New Brunswick, had been engaged in
hounding deer in Maine. I have seen Mr. Todd and
ascertained beyond a doubt, not only from him, but also
from the evidence of others, that the charge made against
him is false. Should Forest and Stream require any
further confirmation of the falsity of the charge, E. M.
Stilwell, Esq. , of Bangor, cau be communicated with.
From the standpoint of one well acquainted with the
country I must say that it would have been extremely
absurd for Mr. Todd to hare gone fifty miles from home
into a foreign country, where game laws are being vigor-
ously enforced to secure game illegally, when he could
easily have done the same thing within a few miles of
his own residence in the Province of New Brunswick,
where, I am sorry to say, the execution of such laws is

almost totally neglectad.—Edward Jack.

After Breakfast.—You may take the most elegant and com-
plete vestibule train ever constructed, leaving Chicago daily at
10:15 A. M., via the Chicago and Atlantic Railway. The maguiB-
cent trains offer unsurpassed accommodations for all classes Of
travel for New York, Boston and Eastern cities. Pullman dining
gars are a feature of this new departure, and run through in
either direction between Chicago and New York. Instead of ex-
acting extra charges for fast time and the peerless accommoda-
tions proffered, the Chicago and Atlantic through its own agen-
cies and those of connecting lines quotes fares to Eastern cittea
from $1.50 to $3.00 less than is charged by other routes. Consult
your local ticket agent on this important item, or for maps, fold-
era and time cards giving full information of the Chicago and
Atlantic, New York and Chicago Vestibuled Limited carrying all
classes of passengers. Address for prompt reply F. C. Donald,
General Passenger Agent, Chicago. Inclose two green stamps
for an amusing, novel and paradoxically ingenious toy. A harm,
less, tireless, powderless, everlasting fire cracker,—
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Suggestions for Reform.—Easthanipton, Mass.—
Editor Forest and Stream: The idea suggested by your
correspondent, "Cayuga," of shooting only three days
in the week during the open season, I think is good, for

it will reach just the ones who are killing off the game,
that is the inarket-hunter.who plies his business every day
in the week, and the man of leisure, who is not confined
so closely but what he can go hunting every day if he
wishes to do so. Govern these two parties, and there
will be some chance for those who can only go out for a
short afternoon once a week, or once in two weeks, to get
a few birds. I would also suggest that September—at

least the first half it—should be close in this State, and
when the law closes the season on partridges it should
close on quail at same time. As it is now, the excuse for
hunting quail gives all so inclined a chance to shoot par-
tridges, as these two birds are usually found in same
cover in New England.— S. H.

W. L. Colville ("Dick Swiveller"), now connected
with the Baker Gun Co., wandered slowly into the office

one day this week. Like nine-tenths of the inhabitants
of New York city, he had been touched with the prevail-
ing influenza and his customary brightness of eye and
cheery manner were somewhat dimmed, butenough vital-

ity yet remained for one of his old-time grips. He was
loud in praise of a wonderful cure for colds, which con-
sists of many ingredients confined in a glass receptacle of
suitable shape to be carried in one's pocket. Dick has
just started on his annual trip to the Coast, with his new-
model Baker, and we presume, with the aid of this won-
derful cure, that his cold was a thing of the past before
he had left New York 100 miles behind.

TAXING GUNS IN NEW JERSEY.
EilUiir Forest and Stream:
Some time ago 1 saw a notice in some newspaper to the effect

that some gentlemen connected with a New Jersey Fish and
Game Protective Association had prepared a law taxing guns in
New Jersey and would urge its passage at the next sessiou of the
Legislature. Since that time this project has been discussed iu
various newspapers, and a correspondent in your issue of the 19th
argues in favor of it on tiie ground that game needs protection in
Now Jersey and that the game laws are not observed.

1 am heartily in favor of anything that will protect hunting and
fishing, but I fail to see how taxing guns is going to accomplish
the object. The tax, of course, would have to be equal, despite
the fact that one gun may do more mischief than a dozen others.
1 am not. at all surprised to find that, sportsmen are casting
about for some remedy when they look at the present state of
affairs and like drowning men grasping at straws are willing to
do anything that will prolong their lives as sportsmen; Will
taxing guns accomplish this? It is true that the present laws of
the State i elating to dsh and game are freuueutly violated, hut
where is the guarantee that every gun will be, taxed, even ad-
mitting rliat such a taxation will protect game? Would not. the
same spirit fit indifference svhtch permits violations of the
lirer^ciji laws also conduce towards making a gun tax law a
nullity? In my humble opinion it might be better to pass some
iaNVS providing lor the e.n force-meet of the present laws. Let us
first trv this remtdy before casting about for others.
As the law stands at present in New Jer.iey_there is no pro-

there l as been for several years a vacancy in the Commission.
The Commissioners appoint fish wardens and these wardens are
charged wirh the enforcement of ihe fishing laws. They have no
authority whatever to enforce the taws concerning gunning with
one exception; if the Board of Freeholders of any county instructs
the wardens to enforce the game laws the wardens are authorized
to do so on Suuday; during the rest of the week the game can
take care of itself, and if the Board of Freeholders takes no action
the poacher can have his own way about it for 52 days a year
more. Might it not be well to provide soms officer to enforce the
game law? It might be argued that every person has a right to
make a complaint. True enough, but aside from the fact that
what is everybody's business is nobody's business, the laws cer-
tainly extend no encouragement to a person to look after the
game laws. There arc so many loop-holes in the law that the
chances are always iu favor of a person accused escaping, and the
law provides that the prevailing party shall recover the cost".

If a man makes a complaint against another for violating the
law he always runs the risk of being required to pay costs,
amounting to from 8-5 to $6Q, and when there is a contest he is
compelled to employ the services of a lawyer, even if he succeeds
in obtaining a conviction, after spending his monev and time,
the fine is ouiv §20 in most cases; of this the complainant gets
one-half, with which to pay his lawyer and the risk he ran of
being required to pay the costs. This is in addition to the proba-
bility that the convicted will take an appeal, which would neces-
sitate further outlay for costs and lawyer's fees, with the chance
that at the end the prosecutor may he compelled to pay $100 or
more for costs. I sueak from experience, for 1 could cite half a
dozen cases iu my experience within the past year in which I ob-
tained convictions and found myself out of pocket. Such victor-
ies are not apt to encourage a person to enforce the game laws.
Although in the abstract I have the greatest respect for game

laws, I cannot say that this respect, extends to the jumble of acts
constituting the fish and game laws of New Jersey. A law which
provides that a person may take perch, for instance, out of the
streams of the State at all times of the year and which sends a
man to State prison for six months for taking a perch out of a
lake does not call for particular admiration. The trout law pro-
vides that trout shall not be caught except after the 1st of April
and before the 15th of July, but it is not contrary to law to have a
trout in possession at all times of the year; the poacher may at all
times dispose of his loot, and no one can prosecute unless be can
prove that the poacher caught the trout in the State. The law
sends a boy to prison for shirring a sucker; the law concerning
wens has been repealed, and it is well known that trout, bass,
pickerel and all kinds of fish are continually being caught, in
weirs and openly sold, for there is no law mentioning weirs.
Rabbits may be trapped under certain conditions for six weeks
every year, but the dealer who procures prairie chickens from the
West is punished if he sells them after the 1st January, although
1 have not heard of prairie chickens in Jew Jersey for many
years. Might it not be well first to enact a code of laws which
would be consistent and engender respect and then provide some
means of enforcing these laws? Charles A. Shhinbr,

Fish Warden of Passaic County.

"That reminds me."
294.

MR. E, HOUGH'S yarn of shooting a prairie chicken
as it rose up between him and the full moon, re-

minds me of an experience of mine, many years ago.
when spearing fish at night. It was in southern Michigan
where clear lakes abound. We had a "jack," a frame
made of iron cross bars, on which we burned finely split
dry wood. This would make a great blaze, and by it we
would spear the fish. One night at the period 'of full
moon, our wood became used up at about midnight, and
we started for our landing place. The moon was shining
brightly nearly overhead, and on looking down in the
water I saw the moon reflected from the dark bottom of
the lake, and the next instant a large pickerel appeared
between the reflection and myself. In an instant I had
him on my spear and into the boat. Izaak, Jr.
St. Lours, Dee.jJB.

FoiiKST and StC-RBAJU has illustrated circulars of Mr. (i. O
.shi;ll* ue-.v bo k (.raisings in the Cascades which will L—
sent to any address on application. The hook is highly com-mended by T. S. Van Dyke, "P.," W. B. Lefflugwe-ll and otherprominent sportsmen, as one of the best that has ever been writ-ten on big game hunting.—Atlr.

ANGLING NOTES.
ONE of the greatest charms of angling among the

Thousand Islands is the custom of spending an hour
or two at noon under the shade on some convenient island
while the guides cook the fish you have just caught,which,
with steaming potatoes and hot coffee, make a very ex-
cellent dinner, particularly with the addition of the good
things furnished by the hotels. Often a number of boats
will meet by appointment and make quite a dinner party,
among which will be found as many ladies as men. The
boatmen have of late years added, many little conve-
niences to their outfit in the shape of folding tables,
chairs, etc. So that instead of the old-time way of din-
ing on the grass where the different varieties of the insect
world could meander over the food at their own sweet
will, and the angler had to almost break his back to reach
his plate, one can now eat like a Christian in peace and
comfort.

Mr. Wm. P. Esterbrook, formerly the efficient building
inspector of this city and a well-known St. Lawrence
River angler, has added another luxury to the outfit
which he carries in his boat. His invention consists of a
light sheet-iron stove, made only of three pieces and
without any pipe. The directions for making it are as
follows : Take a piece of stiff sheet iron, 32 inches wide
at one end, 16 inches wide at the other end, and 30 inches
long. Fold down an edge 2* inches wide all the way
around and finish the edge with stout wire : this stiffens
it and prevents the sides from spreading apart when the
stove is set up. The two sides, each 8 inches high, should
be fastened to the top inside of the edges with hinges so
arranged that they can fold inwards when not in use. A
hole 7 inches in diameter must be cut near the small end
of the top for the kettle to fit into, and this kettle should
be made with a shoulder, so that it will sit down at least
2 inches below the level of the top in order to heat more
quickly. Cut a few good sized holes in the turned down
edge at the small end so the fire can draw through. In
setting up the stove, place it so the large open end will
point toward the wind, and if the fire burns too fiercely,
a stone or piece of wood can be put before the opening to
shut off the draught. The coffeepot, cups, etc., can be
carried inside the kettle, and a gridiron can be carried
with the folded stove in a canvas bag. The angler will
find this simple arrangement a. great convenience, and
ran cook on it lu perfection. The smoke will not bother
him nor the ashes fly into his food i besides this, it will
need but little fuel,

The fishing for speckled trout in the Ohaleaugiiy lakeb
was not up to the mark this season. They say that the
miners are spoiling those far-famed waters by using set
lines, giant powder, etc. The hotel keepers, who dare
not complain for fear of having their property destroyed,
will be the principal sufferers, as anglers will have to
seek other fishing grounds if the poaching is not pre-
vented. Deer were unusually plenty this fall, and too
many were killed for the good of that region.

THE TROUT OF THE YELLOWSTONE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Recalling my promise I will endeavor to give you the

result of my observations on the trout of the Yellowstone
region during the past summer.
Although a well-known fact, it will be perhaps well to

recall to readers of Forest and Stream that the trout
of Yellowstone Lake, of the Yellowstone River and its
tributaries, are not fish of the same species as our East-
ern trout. They differ not only specifically, but even to
a greater extent, and fall properly into the genus Salmo,
having teeth upon the vomer, and distinct, well devel-
oped, though small scales. The difference in color is of
course apparent at the first glance, but mere difference
in coloring has very properly long since ceased to be a
means of discriminating between any species of fish.

The Yellowstone trout, in fact, are much more closely
allied in structure to Salmo fario, the common trout of
Europe, than to Salvelinus fontinalis, our Eastern trout.
Perhaps I should apologize for offering those well known
facts to your readers, but they constitute a necessary
postulate to a most interesting question and to my dis-
cussion of it.

As is well known, both the fauna and flora of the west-
ern Rocky Mountain region is much more nearly allied
to that of Europe and Asia than is that of our Eastern
States—and this not only as to the species represented,
but even the genera. The question then arises: Why do
we find fish of a form belonging to the Pacific fauna
in Atlantic waters? Why do we find a species of Salmo
in headwaters of the Missouri and Scdveliims in head-
waters of the Mississippi, when both these rivers belong
to the same fluvial system? Why have these two forms
never mingled? And again, why do we find these fish
above the grand falls of the Yellowstone and also above
the great falls on the Snake, while we do not find them
above much lower falls on all of the tributaries of these
streams, as, for example, the Gardiner, the Gibbon,
Ciark's Fork of the Yellowstone, in Shoshone Lake and
many others that might be mentioned. The whole
region of the National Park is full of such apparently
curious anomalies. On Soda Butte Creek, for example,
I saw large trout lying in a pool below a falls scarcely
10ft. high, while a magnificent stretch of natural trout
waters lay utterly Ashless above.
These are curious facts which must present themselves

to every inquiring person who is so fortunate as to be
able to visit those attractive regions. A careful study of
the topography of the continental water-shed in the
National Park and its geological history as worked out
by the U. S. Geological Survey, to which I am indebted
for these geological details, will furnish us, I think, with
at least a partial solution of these problems.
The family Salmonidw is one which we now know dates

back as far as the Tertiary period. Analogy would indi-
cate that they developed in the fresh waters of the North-
ern Hemisphere in obedience to the law of equal condi-
tions; and some of them gradually acquired the habit of
going to sea, and this, as in the case of the salmon, became
permanent. In obedience to the law of evolution which
requires each individual to pass through in bis short
cycle, the same changes that his various forms of ances-

tors have in the slow progress of ages, the young must
be born and live for a time at least in fresh water, and
hence we find our salmon coming into the rivers to
deposit their spawn,

It is probable that at the opening of the glacial epoch
the fresh waters of North America swarmed with various
salmonoid fishes. If they existed in the streams flowing
from the continental crest within the Park, they must
have been destroyed by the time the point of highest
severity of that epoch was reached. For this whole
region was covered with enormous glaciers, whose slowly
retreating ice may still be seen in spots, and the power
of whosw presence is plainly shown by the great moraiual
hills they left and the great valleys they plowed out.
All streams were obliterated in the mass of ice, and then-
former beds were ground and gouged by the irresistible
force of the vast and moving mass. At the close of this
epoch all streams that had been subjected to their influ-
ence were Ashless. On the Yellowstone these glaciers
reached below the falls. How can we then explain the
presence of fish in the Yellowstone Lake to-day. Whde
in many ways it is possible to imagine the populating of
a river with fish from above, downward over falls of
almost any height, scarcely any conceivable and reason-
able hypothesis can be advanced which would get them
up over falls more than 300ft. high.
The presence then of this Pacific form of trout in the

Yellowstone system must be explained otherwise, and
the key to the problem lies in Two-Ocean Pass on the
continental watershed. At this place lies a swamp
flooded in the spring, and at one end its waters flow by
Pacific Creek into the Snake River, and so westward into
the Pacific, and at the other end eastward by Atlantic
Creek into the Yellowstone.
During the glacial epoch the ice melted oil to the west-

ward above the great falls in the Snake. At its close
when the lakes and streams were released from their icy
fetter?, the fish in the Snake above its falls ascended the
river to its head. They also ascended its tributaries
until stopped by falls, and so to-day we find them, in no
lake or stream which has falls in it which they could
not surmount, but up to its very foot. Crossing at some
period of high water, they went through Two-Ocean Pass
and descended into the Yellowstone Lake, and so on
down the river, and in like manner ascended all of the
tributaries of this system, unless stopped at some poiut
as before. In those streams which have no falls, as for
example the Stinking Water. I found them up to the
very head.
This hypothesis explains the presence of this fish in At-

lantic waters only not, but also 1 think all the facts
brought forward as to their presence or absence in given
waters of the Yellowstone system.
The problem of having the fish m L lie Snake ki\er,

originally above its tabs,, is the same one that confronts
us in hundreds of instances all over the continent.
In this particular case it might be answered by saying,

that either they developed above them or ascended from
below, before the falls were cut. The general condition
is one that must be left to the pakeo-ichthyologists to
solve.

There are some other points about the Yellowstone
trout that may be of interest to readers of Forest and
Stream. In size they have been much over-estimated.
While below the falls they attain good size, even running
up to 81bs. or so in rare cases, and are well fed, well
flavored and gamy, in the river above, in the lake and in
tributary streams they very rarely attain a weight of
over 21bs. Of hundreds caught by our camp not one
would reach that weight. I weighed a great number,
the largest scaling lib. 12oz., and this was taken in the
river. They almost uniformly average about lib. in the
lake. They are not, generally speaking, so well fed as
the trout of other regions. One of our ordinary Eastern
trout the same length as a lib. Yellowstone trout would
certainly average i more in weight. The reason of this
uniformity of size and lack of plumpness can be readily
seen when we know that their only food (for all trout in
the system above the Yellowstone falls) consists of insects
and small crustaceans. The insect food, though abun-
dant at times, lasts only a part of the year. A diet like
this is most excellent for young trout, and these, of which
one often sees considerable schools in the lake, are well
fed and apparently in good condition. But it is not
suited for carrying mature trout beyond a certain size,

and in the lack of small fish of all kinds for food we can
hardly be surprised at then- present condition. It is

earnestly to be hoped that the efforts of the Fish Com-
mission in planting the whitefish above the falls will be
successful, as they form a constant diet for the large
trout below.

It used to be a mistaken impression which still prevails
to some extent, that there were two species of trout in
these waters. This came evidently from not distinguish-
ing between the sexes, the female being generally paler
and more silvery in lustre, while the male tends more to
an orange coloration beneath, and has besides most gorg-
eous hues of scarlet near the gills, the colors growing
more vivid toward the breeding season.
On an average I should say about one trout in four is

infested with the parasite peculiar to these waters. I did
not attempt to establish any ratio by count, but accord-
ing to my recollection this holds good for the lake; in
Pelican Creek the percentage must be larger, as nearly-
half of those I caught were so infested, and I recall one
of our packers bringing in twenty, of which nine had to
be thrown away. At Sylvan Lake, which empties into
the Yellowstone Lake by Clear Creek, not one diseased
trout was taken out of several hundred taken for food
during our week's stay. E. Hofer informed me that to
his knowledge no diseased trout has ever been taken be-
low the falls on the Yellowstone, and \o a limited extent
this is confirmed by my own experience. Nor did I ever
take such an one among great numbers caught in the
tributaries to the river below the falls. For the benefit
of anglers who may fish in these waters in the future I
may say that trout infested with these parasites are
almost universally marked by an excrescence or swelling
of the skin, generally below the median fine. On cutting
into this a white worm about the size of a knitting needle
will be found snugly coiled up, just beneath the skin, the
head projecting through a hole in the abdominal wall
into the body cavity.
Besides this form of parasite two others were noticed

often infesting otherwise healthy fish. One was a white
mass clinging to the body externally and just under the
pectoral fins. Its point of juncture was accompanied by
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a sore red spot. Whether this form had any relation to

the former can at present be only conjectured.
The other form was a leech-like parasite, apparently

chitinous in outward covering, about the length and
diameter of a small pin, holding fast to the fish at any
convenient point by a sucker-like disk.

These parasites seem to infest only mature fish, as no
individual which retained in the slightest degree the parr
marks, wTas ever taken with them upon it or in any way
differing from a, well-fed, healthy trout. It is to be earn-
estly hoped that so interesting a phase of trout life in

these regions may be carefully worked out in the future
under the auspices of the TJ. S. Fish Commission.
Perhaps in closing a few words for the benefit of

anglers who may chance to tish these waters in the future
may not be out of place.

The sine and weight of tackle suitable for these lakes
and streams has been overestimated, as has the size of the
fish. An 8oz. fly-rod is heavy enough, with reel and line

to match. The device first recommended I believe by
Mr. Henry P. Wells, of a handle detachable from the butt
of the rod, is particularly well suited for Rocky Mountain
travel. The handle can then be stowed in any convenient
place, and the butt and joints can be carried in a stout

brass tube, where they will be protected from harm. I

made one by obtaining a strong brass tube of suitable
length, then soldered a cap over one end and closed the
other by a ecrew-cap. The diameter of the tube was
about l£ih., inside measurement. In this, the rod can be
packed upon a mule, rolled up in the bedding, or it can
be tied by strings to the saddle and carried under the leg
like a rifle.

In this manner I carried a rod all summer through
hundreds of miles of mountain travel, caught great
quantities of fish with it and brought it back in as good
condition as that in which it started. For flies, those
tied upon books of a si/.e from 5-7 Sproat are sufficiently
large for the rivers and Jakes, while 8-10 is right for the
small streams. For kinds, the brown-baekle is above all

others best on these waters. The Alexander and black-
prinee are excellent in the swift streams. I tied the fol-

lowing combination a good deal and found it very useful
on the lake: Wings and hackle lead-colored, body red.
tail white and rather large and full. We caught great
numbers with this, and in default of a name called it

the Yellowstone. Any modest-colored flies will prove
serviceable, however. Perovtval.

NOTES FROM WORCESTER.
WORCESTER, Mass., Dec. 13.—Editor Fores! and

- Stream: The year 1889 has been an exceptional
one. for sportsmen, in Worcester county at least. Not for
years has the trout fishing been as good as it was last

spring. No especially large catches were made near here,
but every one had better average success than has been
known for a number of years. The season was a wet
one, and particularly favorable for a good run of trout;
and a better observance of the close season is undoubt-
edly having a good effect on the fishing. Some of the old
trout streams which dried up entierly during the drought
in ?

82-'8;i are slowly beginning to restock themselves,
and where trout have been unknown since that time,
last season a few were taken. The question of restock-
ing these streams is receiving considerable attention, and
at the annual meeting of the Sportsmen's Club the matter
will be agitated, and if the idea meets with favor, a com-
mittee, which will give its attention to the fish problem
especially, will be proposed.
That such a committee, if composed of the right men,

could do a vast amount of good there is no doubt, and
that in taking hold of this work the sportsmen's club
would greatly increase its membership and popularity is

also true. But the work must be done intelligently and
unselfishly to bring about the best results. The per-
nicious practice of leasing brooks cannot be too severely
condemned, and although this practice has so far been
confined to a very few, it has resulted in the posting of a
number of brooks in this vicinity.

The idea of those interested in the proposed work of
improvement is broader, and will undoubtedly meet
with the hearty co operation of sportsmen and farmers
alike. The proposition to be made to the landowners is

not that they will be expected to watch the brooks and
drive anyone, friends and neighbors included, off their
land, but in return for the benefit which they and their
friends would derive from' having their now worthless
brooks stocked with trout the only favor asked is that
they will not post their lands, leaving them open to
everyone.
The feasibility of stocking Lake Quinsigamond with

trout and landlocked salmon is also talked of quite gener-
ally, especially by fishermen who make frequent trips to
the Maine lakes, and the general opinion is that our lake
has natural advantages equal if not superior to any of the
Maine lakes. Deep, cold, with numerous spring holes, it

offers a retreat for trout or landlockers where the pick-
erel could do them no harm, and the numerous brooks
emptying into it would afford excellent spawning
grounds. At present it is worthless as far as fishing goes,
a fewr pickerel and pouts constituting its fish supply.
A little money judiciously expended yearly for a few

years would give us as good fishing at our very doors as
we now have to go hundreds of miles for. The cost of a
two-weeks' trip to Maine or New Brunswick for a single
persons would, if spent in stocking Lake Quinsigamond
with yearling landlockers yearly for ten years, save
Worcester anglers hundreds of dollars every season.
The past season has also been a remarkable one for

birds. Good bags have been made from Sept. 1 up to the
very last day of November, and while fox hunting since
Dec. 1 1 have put up enough partridges to insure a good
number of breeders for next season.

Closing the bird season Dec. 1 has proved a wise move,
as with an open month, such as we are having now, the
hunters could kill more birds during December than in
any other month. Woodcock have also been very
plenty. Though some of the old covers held but few
birds they were found on new grounds, and those famil-
ial1 with the covers made good bags, both of native and
flight birds.

Quail are more plenty than usual, but our winters are
so severe that we can probably never expect very good
quail shooting in this section,

If ilis shooting continues to hold its o«n w« cannot
tioropi&iu in Wore-ostet ay a hutn'mg grocad, hat w« n&ud
ij&o&mnx m&f S9 then*m mors shelters hm sW+

in any city in the East of its size. New ones are coming
out every year, and there is not a better class of men in

the city than the shooters. Doctors, lawyers, ministers,

Congressmen, the most prosperous of our business men
in every line, are numbered among the fortunate possess-

ors of a love for the sports of woods and stream. Hal.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST,

CCHICAGO, Dec. 24.—Mr. E. C. Burton, lately men-
> tioned to me one of his possessions, for which

he says he would not take a farm. He calls it a minnow
trap. It is made entirely of glass, stout but transparent.

The principle is that of the funnel trap or fyke net, there
being a conical lead of glass running from the mouth
into the middle of the big jar which the trap in the main
resembles. The apex of this cone is cut off, leaving an
opening through which the minnows may freely pass.

In the body of the jar some cornmeal or similar food is

placed, and the trap is baited and ready for work. It is

placed on its side in clear water known to be inhabited
by minnows. A school of minnows noticing the feed
will work around the sides of the trap until they find

the opening, and if two or three go in the rest crowd in
after them, and are unable to find the way out. Charlie
says be caught 800 in a half an hour one day in a Minne-
sota lake. This sounds a good deal like a fish story, but
he says it true. The trap is said to have been the inven-
tion of a Tennessee man, and to have been in use in the
South for a number of years. Not many have been seen
in the North. I never saw one. but should think it would
be interesting to watch the minnows fill one up.
The mildness of the winter up to this date has doubt-

less saved many thousands of good game fish from being
taken by legal or illegal ice-fishing on our Western
lakes. Last winter was also a mild one, and the result

of the two years should be favorable, if the ice will only
keep off for a couple of months longer this season.

Speaking of ice-fishing reminds me of mi account a
friend gave me of the bullhead fishing on Lake Koshko-
nong in the winter time. "I went out on the ice to one
of the holes,*' he said, "where they wen- catching and
skinning the bullheads. The fish were all skinned alive,

a pair Of sharp steel pincers being used to jerk off the

skin. As soon as a fish was skinned, it was thrown on
the pile, without being killed, cleaned or having the
head taken off. That great pile of live skinned bull-

heads was the most horrible sight I ever saw. It writhed
and moved all through itself , from top to bottom, and
the whole sight was such that it made me sick. I pro-

tested to the brutal fellows who were doing this work,
and insisted they should kill the fish, but they said they
'didn't have time for that.' I think this is one of the
most brutal things I ever saw or heard of. Doubtless it

is the same up there now, and if so something ought to

be done to stop it."

I have myself seen the bullhead skinning at the great
fish port of Sandusky. The hands there use pincers
similar to those mentioned above, but the fish is first be-

headed. . 1 wish Mr. G. E. Gordon, of Lake Koshkonong,
would inquire about the case above mentioned. It is not
probable that he would long endure its continuance if he
knew of it.

A curious but very practical and very deadly device
used by these same Koshkonong pot-fishermen has come
under my notice. This is called the '"Koshkonong reel,"

and is used by all those fellows who have discarded the
old tip-ups. It consists merely of a crotch, the legs of

which are about five or six inches long. To the top of

this crotch—which is simply cut out of a stout forked
twig, perhaps as thick as a lead pencil—the line is tied

fast and attached to a stick, which goes across the hole
in the ice. This part of the line is long enough so that
the crotch or "reel" is suspended entirely below the sur-

face of the water. The long part of the line is wrapped
around the crotch, the spring of the wood holding it on
tightly. One leg of the crotch is split slightly at the end,
and into this split the fine is passed, so that it is held
tightly there after enough has been wound about the
crotch. Below this split end the short line and the baited
hook depend. When a fish bites he jerks the line free

from the split that holds it, and goes off with the bait,

the "reel" slowly unwinding the line as it whirls around
in the water. When the line is all off the "reel" the fish

is at the end of his rope, and by that time is gradually
hooked fast. The actual object of the reel is to keep the
line coiled without freezing. It does not freeze when
kept quiet under the water. If coiled up on the ice it

would freeze stiff, and so not run out well. The ways of
the marketman are simple, but fatally direct to their

purpose.
The market-fisher is a naive sort of creature, truly

childlike and bland. One of them sat in Blackhawk
club house one night as we were talking about the pro-
gress in matters of fish protection on the lake. Some
one spoke of the law prohibiting netting and spearing,
and remarked that it would protect such fishes as the red-
horse, which does not take bait.

"How vill ve ketch redhorse, den?" asked the market-
fisher, whose mind was first of all filled up with the
necessity of catching any and all fish. We tried to ex-
plain to him that it didn't make any great hole in the
national safety even if he didn't ketch 'em. That is not
an uncommon question among these gentry. "If you
won't let us float for canvasbacks and won't let us shoot
outside of natural cover, how will we kill canvasbacks?"
They are firm believers in their divine right to kill. That
anybody else has any right to the game is a fact they
can't get through their heads. Any effort to hedge in
their ancient right of butchery they meet with the old
cry about the down-trodden farmer who wants a mess of
fish for Ms suffering family.
They tell some rather grotesque stories on this head up

in this country about which I have lately been writing so
much. There was an old German who lived on the edge of a
stream that ran into the lake, and who was repeatedly
caught in the act of netting fish in the stream. He was
remonstrated with, and even fined, but on trial setup the
novel plea of self-defense. ' 'Shudge," said he, ' 'dose bick-
erels dey svim up and bite off de leaves off my dobacco
blants vhat I haf down near de vater. Oont dey lays eggs
all ofer de grass. So ven de catties comes down to eat dey
goes • Bah \ bah !

' Great grashus ! I must prodeot my
catties fon dose dings, on spide of all you tarn RehubUoan
dievesl" And yet> "on spite " of his argument ibis

I
gentleman later b» got six tnm#i»\» 1*P His tettftlitar

Mr. G. W. Esterly, of Whitewater, Wis., comes for-

ward with two bass stories. One day Mr. Esterly was
fishing and hooked a bass which, on attempting to swing
it into the boat, he knocked against the gunwale of the
boat and disengaged from the hook. The bass started
for tall corn, but Mr. Esterly made a grab for it, caught
it by the back and landed it in the boat. At another time
a bass carried away all of Mr. Esterly's line, and was
playing horse with a lot of other bass, when Mr. Esterly
fished the end of the lineup out of the depths and landed
his fish. These stories are vouched for by eye witnesses.

I am reminded by a friend that it is wise for an unsuc-
cessful hunter returning from the chase and wishing to
buy a few ducks to take home to his wife, never to buy
an even number of birds, like six, or twelve, or a dozen
and a half. That looks too much like "Thre« dollars a
dozen, sir," or some other price established on the dozen
basis. The truly wise hunter will buy some odd number,
like seven, or eleven, or seventeen birds. Observation of
this apparently simple little matter would have kept
peace in many a family before now.

Dec. -27.—I see "Kingfisher" and Mr. Clapham are hav-
ing a war about how to stiffen a rod ferrule. Now, I was
the innocent cause of that war, for it was I who told of
the time when I tried to mend a, broken rod and found
the Ferrule soft after burning out the wood. "King-
fisher's" first kindly advice about cooling the ferrule in
the air was given to me. I have never had time to try
any experiments on the matter as Mr. Clapham has; but
1 know one thing, if either "Kingfisher" or Mr. Clapham
had been right where I was, and had seen those big bass
jumping near him all the time he was tinkering with his
rod. he would have done just what I did, and have jabbed
that ferrule into the lake as far as he could reach, in the
effort to cool it quickly as possible. 'Twasn't a question
of stiffness, it was a question of time. If I can ever get
"Kingfisher" into just such a scrape as that I will bet
him all he wants that he can't sit still and wave his hot
ferrule in the air until it cools, any more than he can
write without emitting wisdom. I think he would call

it "onpossible." Will some other worthy brother tell us
what to do in a case like that—something that can be
done "to onct." E. Hough.

Black Bass in England.—London, Dec. lit.—Editor
Forest and Stream: I had the pleasure of being present
last evening at a meeting of the Piscatorial Society of
London. By request of the chairman and others I gave
them many particulars concerning our famous game
fish, the black bass. A strong and growing feeling exists
in Great Britain respecting their introduction into waters
for which they may be well suited. The collection of
game fish of Great Britain owned by the Piscatorial So-
ciety is the finest in the world. I wish especially to

express my appreciation of the special courtesy extended
to me by Mr. E. Sachs of the Piscatorial Society, one of
the editors of Land and Water.—Geo. Shepard Page.

California.—Sea fishing is excellent this year, along
the rocks of the north side of San Francisco and San
Pablo bays. Rock cod, perch, sea trout and smelt reward
the hook and line fisherman within five miles of the city.

The run of salmon to their spawning grounds will begin
soon. The State Fish Commissioners have ordered their
deputies to arrest all fisherman taking "trout or salmon
trout, or the young of salmon at this season," and several
arrests have been made.

—

Charles H. Shinn.

FISHCULTURE AND PROTECTION IN INDIANA.
Editor Forest and- Stream:
Indiana is waking up to the necessity of paying some at-

tention to her fish. A state fish and game protective society
has been formed at the State capital, with Fish Commis-
sioner Dennis at its head, and Col. Lilly, Judge Davidson,
Mr. Butler and Mr. J. P. Applegate as an executive eom-
mittee, with a vice-president in each of the thirteen con-
gressional districts of the State. The Commissioner, aided
by persons interested in the preservation of our game fish,

has secured the building of fishways over dams in rivers
emptying into Lake Michigan in the northern part of the
State, and will have ways put in around dams on streams
emptying into the Ohio at once, to be followed by securing
ways around or over all the dams in the State. The laws of
the State are being enforced, numerous indictments have
been found and there have been a number of convictions of
violators.

I promised to inform you how the scheme of making road
supervisors act as fish and game constables worked. It
does as well as could be expected of an entirely new law,
and in time will prove the means of preserving our fish and
game from anihilation.
The work of stocking the streams is being intelligently

and vigorously pushed. The Southern Indiana Fish and
Game Protective Association is doing a grand work. There
is also capital work being done in Shelby and Montgomery
counties, and at other points. A stock company at Turkey
Lake is very efficient in protecting the fish. We confidently
expect in a few years to see our loved Indiana famous for

the game fish in her streams, and for the sportsmanlike
manner they are taken on the fly, and the hospitality with
which her anglers will greet the rod and reel men of sister
States. Jap.

WORK OF THE U. S. FISH COMMISSION.

ONE of the cars of the Commission has started out from
Wytheville, Va., with about 60,000 yearling rainbow

trout for distribution in public waters of Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina and
Tennessee.
Another car is taking carp into the South , and at the same

time some adult red-eye perch, European tench, carp and
golden ide to the new Government station at Neosho, Mis-
souri. This station will soon he furnished with 100,000 front
of several species for stocking the mountain streams of the
Ozark region. The rainbow trout has taken a strong hold
in those waters.
Cod are appearing all along the coast in waters stocked by

the efforts of the Commission. Mr. Chas. H. Stevenson,
writing from Stouington, Conn,, reports that many small
codfish, recognized by fishermen as the product of the
hatcheries, are now being taken.

SAWDUST AND FISH.— Amherst, N. S., Boo, 81 —
Editor Forest and Stream: If your ! 'anti-sawdust corres-
pondent had the manliness to pat hjs uanu to .yhat ha
winter j might ask. a. iittlo ^nva If; e.m&>; Iks Wishes and
f t.bt.Hu>,,-i^ u* n in, i

,

1ph'« n.o ?:•?•!" t.) n>it*im-?ii<'fih nam
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHOW8.

Jan. 6 to 11, 1890—Annual Dog Show of tbe Michigan State

Poultry and Pet Stock Association, at Bay City, Mich. w. F.

Brace, Secretary. _ „, 4
- t . . . _ •,

Jan. 13 to 18, 1890.—First Annual Dog Show of the Georgia Pet

Stock and Bench Show Association, at Augu6ta, Ga. A. H. von-
derleith. Secretary.

, „ . , T, ,

Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890.—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and
Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.

.

Feb. 11 to 14, 1890.—Fourteenth Annual Show of theW estmmster
Kennel Club. American Institute Building, New York. James
Mortimer Superintendent. . „ „.
Feb. 19 to 22, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show ot the Mascoutati

Kennel Club, Chicago, 111. . -

,
March 11 to 14, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Rochester

Kennel Club, at Rochester, N. Y. Harry Yates, Secretary.

March 25 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.
Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
April 1 to 4, 1890.—Sixth Annual Dog Show of the New Englaua

Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.
April 15 to 18. 1890.—Show of the Buffalo Kennel Club, Buffalo,

N, Y. A. W. Smith, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Jan. 20, 1890.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast

Field Trial Club at. Bakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313

Bush street, San Francisco, Cal. „ _
Jan. 27, 1890.—All-Dav PWd Trials, at West Point, Miss. F. R.

Hitchcock, 44 Broadway, New York, Secretary.
Feb. 11, 1890.— Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas. Secretary.
Feb. — , 1890.—Meet of the Brunswick Fur Club, New Meadows,

Me.

SOUTHERN TRIALS.
[By a Special Reporter.']

THE Southern Meld Trials Club's second annual meet at
Amoiy, Miss., commenced Dec. 16 with the Derby and

ended with the Pointer Stake Saturday, Dec. 30. The judg-
ing; was done by Col. James Gordon, Col. W. C. Sherrod
and T. M". Brumby, and in the main we never saw judging
done any better or more satisfactory. Only twice did we
find any serious reason to differ from them. Their treat-

ment of handlers was gentlemanly and polite, and in return
the handlers, with one exception, obeyed cheerfully every
order and request of judges. We never saw more quiet
orderly handling; there was no blowing of whistles, nor
loud boisterous commands to dogs, but every handler seemed
to have bis dog under good control: if he was not he would
not let the fact be known by storming at him. The dogs
were given thirty minutes in each heat; then if there was not
enough work to decide they were run fifteen minutes longer,
or in fifteen-minute heats until a decision could be made.
The quality of the dogs as a whole was much higher than
the average, and considering the weather, which was hot
and dry all bbe week, the performance of most of the dogs
was wonderful. There were plenty of birds and the grounds
were good for testing a dog's range, speed and finding qual-
ities. The land owners were kind and pleasant, and you
found none of them snarling around, which is so common at
other trials grounds, about sportsmen going on their places.

The people of Amory were very kind and reasonable in their
charges; they have not yet learned to look upon sportsmen
as legitimate prey, nor to think each one has a bank account
that they can draw on at will, as is common at so many
other places where trials are held. The horses and vehicles
were good and charges reasonable.

THE DERBY.
There were fourteen of the fifty-one nominations of the

Southern Field Trials Club that filled. They were drawn
to run in the following order:
Tempest (Graphic Kennels), liver and white pointer dog,

April (Beppo III,—Lass of Bow),
against

Cxochette (P. Lorillard, Jr.), black, white and tan Eng-
lish setter bitch, February (Roderigo—Lavalette).

Gath's Hope II. (Dudly & Fisher) , lemon and white set-

ter dog (Gath's Hope—Daisy F.),

again ft

TRANSIT (Tbos. Blythe), liver and white pointer dog, April
(Beppo III.—Lass of Bow).

Bessie M. (G. Metzger), liver, white and tan English set-

ter bitch, March (Count Noble—Fate Gladstone),
againtit

. Fred Gates (Hamilton & Jackson), black and white
English setter dog (Bob Gates—Lilly B.).

Dad Wilson's Boy (J. Shelley Hudson), black, white and
tan English setter dog, July (Dad Wilson—Dolly S.),

against
SIMONIDES (Rose & Madison), black, white and tan Eng-

lish setter dog, March (Gath's Hope—Gladys).

Quadroon (P. Lorillard, Jr.). liver, white and tan English
setter bitch, February (Roderigo—Lavalette),

against
Tribulation (West Tennessee Kennels), liver and white

pointer dog, April (Beppo III.—Lass of Bow).

Dad Wilson, Jr. (J. Shelley Hudson), black, white and
tan English setter dog, April (Dad Wilson—Lit),

against
Hope's Ray (D. E, Rose), black, white and tan English

setter dog, January (Gath's Hope—Lady May).

NAnon (West Tennessee Kennels), black, white and tan
English setter bitch, January (Ben Hill—Mary),

against
Fannie M. (Dr. J. N. Maclin), black white and tan Eng-

lish setter bitch, March (Gladstone's Boy—Flame).

First Series.

TEMPEST AND CLOCHETTE.
Graphic Kennels' white and liver pointer dog Tempest

(Beppo III.—Lass of Bow), handled by Short, and P, Loril-
lard's black, white and tan setter bitch Cloehette (Roderigo
—Lavalette), handled by D. E. Rose, were cast off at 8:30, in
open country, running around a pond. Tempest pointed
standing in path. Cloehette passed in beyond, caught
scent, and pointed same bevy, both dogs steady to shot.
Sent on Cloehette pointed single in grass. Sent on Tempest
pointed single; then Cloehette pointed single in high grass:
then Tempest pointed and Cloehette backed. After drawing
much country blank, ordered up at 9:25. In pace and range
they were equal; in style on point Cloehette was best.

GATH'S HOPE AND TRANSIT.
D, E. Rose's white and lemon setter dog Gath's Hope,

handled by owner, and Thos. H. Blyfche's liver, white and
tan pointer dog Transit (Beppo HI.—Lass of Bow), handled
by Short, were cast off at 9:30, in open cornfield. Gath
pointed bevy; as Rose called ''point" birds flushed wild.
Sent on Gath made game, but nothing was found. Then
Gath flushed an outlying bird and bevy went. Sent on,
Gath pointed a bevy in high grass. A point on singles for
both dogs was not allowed, as time was called, 30m. Dogs
were again sent on. Transit pointed bevy, Gath backed,
both dogs pointed in sedge, nothing found. Sent on, Tran-
sit pointed single; sent on, Transit drew in on bevv and

flushed. Up at the end of an hour, Gath won. In pace and
range Gath was much the best.

BESSIE M. AND FRED GATES.

G. Mptzger's liver, white and tau setter bitch Bessie M.
Count Noble—Fate Gladston), and Hamilton & Jackson's
black, white and tan setter dog Fred Gates (Bob Gates—
Lillie B.), were cast off at 11:30. Fred, in thick grass, ran
into bevy and pointed just as they rose. They were fol-

lowed into pines. Fred pointed single, Bessie backed. Sent
on Bessie picked up two single points in good style. Fred
backed. Fred ran into another bevy in high grass and
stopped about time birds rose. Sent on, Bessie scored two
false points. Sent on, Fred pointed bevy in sedge. They
followed, Bessie picked up two single points in good style,

and won. This was a close heat, and if Fred had been
steady to shot he would have won- In speed and range
both were good. Down one hour. Tucker handled Bessie.

8IMONIDES AND DAD WILSON'S BOY
were cast off at 11:50. Soon after starting Dad flushed a bevy
in sedge. Sent on in swamp. Simonides pointed on foot
scent and bird flushed wild. Then each dog flushed a single
in high dry grass. Taken up at 12:20 for lunch. At 1:45

they were cast off. Dad made game. Simonides went in
and pointed bevy. Sent on in high grass, each got point
on singles about the same time. Sent on, Simonides made
two more points on singles and Dad one. At 2:00 dogs were
oidered up and Simonides won. In speed and range they
were equal ; on birds Simonides was best. Both dogs were
steady to wing and shot.

QUADROON AND TRIBULATION
were cast off at 2:05. Tribulation soon pointed a bevy;
Quadroon backed; birds went to thicket, where Quadroon
got two nice singles, and Tribulation one. Worked out in
open, Tribulation making a cast ran into a bevy which
flushed. Sent on in thick grass Quadroon pointed in high
grass. Bird must have run from the point as nothing was
found. Time up; down 30min. In speed and range both
were good, with the odds in favor of Tribulation.

HOPE'S RAY AND DAD WILSON. JR.
were cast off at 2:40. Soon after starting, Ray made a point
on foot scent. Sent on he ran about 30yds. and pointed
bevy in good style. Birds were put up. Birds settled in
high grass, when Bay eot two points on siugles, and Dad,
Jr. one. Then dogs were sent in woods and a great deal of
work was done, on singles, Ray getting in several very styl-

ish points and a false point. Dad, Jr. got one point and a
false point. Taken out in open a great deal of country was
drawn blank. Working down a. fence row in a peapatch
both dogs stopped to a point, Dad in front or nearest the
birds. Birds were put up; both dogs steady to shot. Fol-
lowing birds to thicket no work was done, up at 4:15,

After a long consultation, the judges gave the heat to Dad,
Jr. This we thought au error for this reason. While both
dogs had good speed and range, with the odds in favor of
Dad in speed and style in motion, Hope's Ray found the
first bevy and outworked him by far on birds, Ray stamp-
ing up to his game, and pointing in good style, while Dan
would point and wag, just as if he was looking for his
handler.

NANON AND BESSIE M.

were cast off at 4:20. Nanon soon ran a rabbit through a
bevy and flushed it. Fannie came on and pointed one of
the 'birds that did not go with bevy. Sent into woods. Fan-
nie picked up a couple of single points. She next pointed a
bevy. Nanon backed. Sent on Fannie pointed single
and Nanon pointed single. Fannie next pointed a bevy.
Down 30min. Fannie M. outclassed as a bird dog and was
better in in every respect. This ended the first series.

Second Series.

TEMPEST AND GATH'S HOPE II.

were put down Tuesday morning in open sedge. Hope over
a hill pointed a bevy. Rose moved him up and birds flushed
wild into thicket, where it was impossible to work. Sent
on, Tempest flushed a bevy, which went to woods. Work-
ing on scattered birds in woods, Tempest made one point
aud a flush and was unsteady to wing. Ordered up at 8:15.

Down 30m. Tempest won. In speed and range Hope was
much the best; in style they were about equal. This brace
might have been given a little more time on birds.

A change was here made in the order of running that
Fannie M. might be run a side heat, as she had the bye in
this series, and the next brace were put down,

TRIBULATION AND DAD WTLSON, JR.,

were put down at 8:40 in nice open to show dogs' speed and
range. Tribulatiou flushed a bevy, which went in pine
woods. Both dogs pointed

t
drew in and bird flushed wild.

Dad pointed, handler went m and bird went out ot tree near
by. Od, Dad false pointed, Working out in open Dad
pointed rabbit. Tribulation next pointed bevy on edge of
briers. In cotton patch Stephenson shot, both dogs steady.
Sent on Dad pointed a single, which flushed wild. Tribula-
tion got a flush. Dogs ordered up at 9:15 and Dad Wilson,
Jr., won. In speed and range they were equal, neither were
very decided on birds. This was a very close heat and Dad
Wilson, Jr., had little to spare.

SIMONIDES AND BESSIE M.

were cast off at 9:30. Soon after starting, going down wind
at a fast gait, Simonides flushed four birds. Working in
sedge Bessie pointed a single and Simonides backed. On,
Simondies ranging off to the right, pointed a bevy in good
style and Bessie backed, the birds were put up and dogs
were steady to shot. In thicket, Simonides got three points
and Bessie two. Working out in open, dogs were found on
point by fence, Simonides nearer the birds. A fine bevy
were put up to this point; both dogs behaved well to wing.
On, Bessie pointed a single; about the same time Simouides
Efinted a single. Up at 10:00. Down 30m. This was a nice
eat and a great deal of work done on game. Both dogs

had good speed and style. Simonides won by his positive
woik on game.

Third Series.

EANNIE M. AND TEMPEST.

At 10:06 this brace were cast off. In pine woods Fannie
pointed a bevy in good style. Sent on, Fannie drew to a
point but abandoned it and went on and pointed a bevy.
Tempest brought up to back, pointed an out-lying bird; both
dogs" behaved well to shot. Sent on, Fannie dropped to
point as the bird flushed. Then Tempest false-pointed.
Then Fannie scored another point on a single, then pointed
a rabbit. Up at 10:36. In speed and range Fannie wasmuch
the best, out-classing Tempest in every way. She won.

SIMONIDES AND DAD WILSON, JR.

This brace were cast off at 10:45. Working in pines Sim-
onides pointed bevy. Dad backed promptly. Rose shot
and both dogs were steady to gun. Sent on both dogs scored
a flush in high grass. After a long run in corn Dad flushed
an outlying bird of a bevy, and as the handler went up the
remainder went. Working around edge of thicket Simon-
ides got three single points, and time, 30m., called. Sim-
onides won. This was a good brace, both dogs having
good speed and range with the odds in favor of Dad W., Jr.,

but his competitor outworked him on game.
Here a change was made in the order of running to decide

which was the best pointer in the Derby. Mr. Anthony
having offered a prize of $100 for the best pointer run in this
stake, Transit and Tribulation were selected by the jndges
to compete for this prize. They were cast off at 11:36. In a
cotton patch Tribulation pointed a bevy, left point and
Transit went up and pointed. Short put up the birds, both

dog3 steady to wing. On, in thicket Transit got two points
on singles. Working back in corn Tribulation pointed a
bevy in good style. Sent on Transit soon pointed a siDgle.
Time called 12:06, and we went to lunch. In range and speed
Tribulatiou was much the best and outclassed Transit. On
singles Transit outworked bim.

Fourth Series.

FANNIE M. AND SIMONIDES.

After lunch at 1:02 Fannie M. and Simonides were cast
off to run for first money. As they weut off Simonides went
to the left and Fannie ran through an old fence row into
grass not more than thirty yards from where they were put
down and pointed bevy. Tucker put up the birds. Sent on
Fannie poined a single and the point was honored by Simo-
nides. On, Simonides nailed a single going at a rapid gait
cross wind. About the same time Fannie caught scent
coming up wind and pointed the same bird, both dogs drop-
ped to wing; working by side of fence flushed a single. Sent
on in thicket Fannie pointed a single in good style. Work-
ing down edge of thicket Fannie pointed a bevy and Simo-
nides backed. Dogs were then worked in thicket where
each dog scored a point on siugles. Time was called.
Down 30 minutes. Fannie was declared the winner of the
beat and first money.
After consultation Tempest was called up as the best dog

beaten by Fannie to ran against Simonides for second
money, but as Simonides had ran three heats that day, and
Tempest had only run two, the judges decided to postpone
this race until the next morning. Wednesday opened up
cloudy and a little more pleasant than the two previous
days of the trials.

SIMONIDES AND TEMPEST
were put down to run for second money at 8:34, Soon after
starting both dogs made game in bottom. Crossing over
branch Simonides pointed a bevy in briers on branch. Rose
put them up aud Simonides dropped to shot. Birds were
followed over hill but not found. Working back in same
field—in thick grass—Simouides ran into and flushed a bevy,
which was an excusable flush, as he was going down wind.
Working dogs over branch Simonides pointed a single.
Time was called 9:04, and Simonides declared the winner,
with much to spare, as he outclassed Tempest in every way!
The judges then divided third between Dad Wilson, Jr.,

and Tempest. Following is the summary:
First Series.

Tempest beat Cloehette.
Gath's Hope be*t Transit.
Bessie M. t>eat Fred Gates.
Simonides beat Dad Wilson's Boy.
Tribulation beat Quadroon,
Dad Wilson, Jr., beat Hope's Ray.
Fannie M. beat Nanon.

Second Series.

Tempest beat Gath's Hope.
Simonides beat Bessie M.
Dad Wilson, Jr., beat Tribulation.
Fannie M. a bye.

Third Series.

Fannie M. beat Tempest.
Simonides beat Dad Wilson, Jr.

Final for First Place.

Fannie M. beat Simonides and won first prize.

Final for Second Place.

Simonides beat Tempest and won second prize.

Third Place.

Dad Wilson, Jr., and Tempest placed equal third.

ALL-AGED SETTER STAKE.

On Wednesday, immediately after deciding first money
in the Derby, this stake was start ed,

First Scries,

As the first brace was not present, by consent of handlers
the second brace was put down.

DUKE AND ROWEY B.

L. B. McFarla*nd's black, white and tan setter dog Duke,
handled by B. M. Stephenson, and H. S. Bevan's black,
white and tan setter dog Rowey B. (Roderigo—Juno A.),
handled by owner, were put down in a large stubble field at
11:55; both dogs went off at a good gait and ranged well.

Working through this field Rowey pointed, Duke brought
up to back did so well, handler failed to flush and dogs
were sent on. Duke soon repeated this performance, and
no bird was found to his point. Working over road into
another large field, one of the judges flushed a bevy that
both dogs went very near. Working dogs in the direction
the birds went, Stephenson called point in briers but no
bird was found. About this time Rowey false pointed in
edge of briers. Crossing field and working in woods Duke
made a good point on a bevy, Stephenson shot and both dogs
were steady. Sent on in woods Duke false pointed. Work-
ing out in woods Duke made game, being cautioned by his
handler, he pointed, which proved a false point; had the
dog been let alone we don't think he would have got a false

point, but as it was handler failed to flush. Sent on both
dogs made game but failed to find. Time was called, aud
the judges sent the dogs on. Over a fence both dogs pointed
a bevy with Duke nearest the birds. Stephenson shot and
missed. On, in thicket Rowey pointed a single. Working
out in cane Duke false pointed, Time called at 2:55. Duke
won, but he had very little to spare, as it was a very poor
heat.

LUFBA'S MARK AND FLORENCE GLADSTONE.

W. W. Titus's black, white and tan setter Lufra's Mark
(Gath's Mark—Lufra) handled by owner, and W. Bedford's
black, white and tan setter bitch Florence Gladstone (Glad-
stone—Florence) were cast off at 3:11. Working in open
country to try their range and speed a bevy was flushed by
spectators which Florence should have found, she having
passed very near them. On in the sedee and briers Mart
flushed a single, he then pointed another and retrieved
well, but was a little unsteady to Titus's kill. Soon after

this Mark was lost and while Titus was looking for him he
walked into and flushed a bevy which went to woods. Go-
ing into woods Mark scored two good points on singles, and
Florence pointed a single. As her handler went up she
jumped in and flushed, which was a bad piece of work. She
soon pointed another single which Short shot on the ground
and the bitch made a fair retrieve. Time 3:55. In speed
and range both were good, but their work on birds was iu-

different.
BEN HUR AND DAD WIL30N. JR.

F. F. Miles's black, white and tan setter dog Ben Hur (Paul
Gladstone—Lady Rake) and J. Shelly Hudson's black, white
and tan setter dog Dad Wilson, Jr. were put down at 4:25

and worked toward town. After running 10m. they were
ordered up and ali went in.

Wednesday morning this brace was put down at 8:04,

Working around a swamp Dad pointed a bevyin high grass
aud was steady to gun and retrieved well. On in woods
Dad flushed a single; on, Dad made point on single and bird
flushed wild. Working out in corn Ben pointed and roaded
on and failed to locate, as his handler worked him off the
birds which were flushed by the crowd. Time 8:34. Dad
won easily, outclassing and outworking Ben. Short handled
Dad and MeCargo Ben.
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DIMPLE AND CINCINNATUS.

Fred F. Miles's black, white and tan bitch Dimple (Gordon
—Blanch), handled by MeCargo and J. E. Dager's black,
white and tan setter dog Cincinnatus (Count Noble—Dido
ID, handled by Chas. Tucker. This brace were put down
in open country near where the last brace were taken up.
They were both ufcrry, good workers, bnt seemed to have
very little bird sense. Working around a thicket Cincin-
natus pointed a bevy, and to Tucker's kill he made a very
nice retrieve. Sent on in pines he made game, pointed, bnt
went ou. Soon after Dimple pointed a single m good style.

No more work was done on birds. Time was called at 9;48.

Cincinnatus won on his range and speed.

DAN GLADSTONE AND MARK OF BRUNSWICK.
J. W. R en froe's black, white and tan setter dog Dan Glad-

stone (Gladstone—Sue), handled by D. E. Rose, and W. J.

Cannon's black, white and tan setter dog Mark of Bruns-
wick (Oberon—Light of Hatchie), haudled by Poindexter,
were cast off at 9:55 in open; both went off at a clipping
gait, ranging and hunting well. Going into cornfield Dan
wheeled into point on a bevy. Mark coming up. backed
well. Rose flushed; both dogs steady to shot. On in
thicket Dan soon pointed a single, then over a fence Mark
pointed a single. Working back in corn Dan located an-
other bevy at upper eud of field in sedge. To Rose's kill
Dan made a good retrieve. Sent on, Dan pointed a single.
Working through thicket Mark, out in weeds, got a good
noint ou a bevy. Dan coming in down wind from a cast,
flushed one of the birds and the bevy went, Poindexter
shot and missed; both dogs behaved well to gun. Sent on
in pines Mark flushed a single and was not very steady to
wing. TimeSOm. Dan won. In speed and range both were
good. In style in motion they were equal. Style on point
Dan was best.

TOLEDO BLADE AND STARTLE.

J. E. Dager's black, white and tan setter dog Toledo Blade
(Roderigo— Lillian), handled by Chas. Tucker, and L. B.
McFarland's. black, white and tan setter dog Startle, Jr.
(Startle—Light of Hatchie) , handled by Stephenson,were put
down where the last brace were taken up. Running around
the edge of some pines, Blade pointed a bevy and retrieved
well. Sent into pines on scattered birds Blade made a point
evidently on foot scent, as there was no cover for birds to
hide in. Sent on Startle false pointed, then Blade pointed
a single. Time was called 11:07 and Blade won easy. Star-
tle was no match for him on any part of the ground.

CHICKASAW AND TENNESSEE CHARLEY.
J. Shelly Hudson's black, white and tan setter dog Chick-

asaw (Gladstone—Sue), handled by Short, and West Tenn-
essee Kennels' Tennessee Charley (Fred W.—Ida), haudled
by B. M. Stephenson, were the next brace. They were put
down at 11:15. Working into edge of pines Chickasaw
pointed, which proved to be false. Sent on over a good
scope of country blank, Chickasaw pointed a bevy and
Charley backed, both dogs steady to shot. In pines 'Chick
pointed, moved on and flushed; then Charley false pointed.
Chick then pointed a single. Sent on Chick pointed a sin-
gle and retrieved. Then Charley secured a good point on a
-ingle,, and made a good retrieve to Stephenson's kill. Both
dogs pointed singles just as time was called. In speed
Charley was best, range was equal, style on point Chick
was the best. Chick won. Down 30 minutes.

C ORSAIR AND DAISY'S HOPE.
West Tennessee Kennels' black, white and tan Corsair

(Dan Gladstone—Haidee) handled by Stephenson and A. M.
Young's orange and white setter bitch Daisy's Hope (Gath's
Hope—Daisy F.) handled by Titus. After lunch at 1:05 this
brace was put down they; went at a race horse gait and Hope
stopped to point at the edge of thicket a quarter of a mile
away. Corsair backed well, Titus flushed a big bevy and
both dogs behaved well to wing. Then Hope got two points
on singles and made a good retrieve. Working out in open
Hope was lost and found on point, to which Tifcus flushed a
fine bpvy. Going into woods Corsair got two points and a
flush and Hope one point. Moving back in field Hope soon
pointed, bird was flushed, time called. Hope won with a
good deal to spare. This finished the first series =

Second Series.

DUKE AND DAD WILSON, JR.

were put down at 1:48 in open sedge field. Soon after
starting Duke made game. Dad was allowed to go in and
trying to get the point flushed the bevy. Working into
thicket on scattered birds Duke flushed a single and was
steady to wing. Working back in the field, Duke pointed
a single. On, Dad showing signs of game his handler cau-
tioned him and called point, but failed to flush, making the
dog score a false point, which he would not have done if let
alone. Time was called and the judges sent the dogs on in
high grass. Dad made a point on a bevy and made a fair
retrieve. Working in woods on scattered birds Duke
pointed a single. Time up and judges again sent dogs on.
In woods Dad, going cross wind, flushed a single, then soon
made false point which his handler was partly responsible
for. Hunting out a piece of woods Dad made game and as
he was drawing in the birds flushed wild. He then got
two good points on singles, to Duke a false point and was
declared winner of the heat. Down in all 1 hour. There
was no very high class work done. Both had good range
and speed with fair style. Duke showed he had been used
too often as a shooting dog. 9

CINCINNATUS AND LUFRA'S MARK.
This brace was put down in a good field to test their

range and speed; both went well, with speed rather in favor
of Cincinnatus, but in this, as in nearly every heat he ran,
he seemed to be just showing his speed, with no desire or
inclination to find birds. After a long run they were taken
up for water, as they both were showing signs of fatigue,
the day being extremely warm for the time of year. Sent
on Cincinnatus made game but abandonedit, andspectators
coming up flushed birds. In sedge Cin. flushed a single,
then false pointed. Then Mark pointed a single. Then
Cincinnatus got a good point on a single: to order he re-
trieved well. Time was called 30m., and the judees sent
them on. After this each dog scored several flushes on
birds that they had good opportunities to point, which
made the heat a very poor and uninteresting one. Ordered
up at 4:30, down in all lh. and 20m. Both dogs backed and
behaved well to shot. Cincinnatus won.

DAN GLADSTONE AND TOLEDO BLADE.
At 4:24 this brace was cast off. Both dogs went at a clip-

ping gait, working their ground well, showing they were
hunting for game. Working over the railroad Dan made
game and commenced drawing on an outlying bird of a
bevy. Blade coming in from a cast ran between the bevy
and Dan and pointed. Tucker shot and Dan's bird went
when the bevy flushed. Sent on, Blade going at a rapid
gait ran over and flushed a single. Dan working out to the
right pointed a single. Then Blade in briers pointed several
birds. Dan coming around caught scent and pointed the
same birds. Tucker shot and both dogs were steady. Blade
soon got another point on a single. Dogs then worked out
in open to find another bevy. Before any more work was
done time was called, and it being about dark everybody
started for town.
Thursday morning was a little cloudy, but bv 10 o'clock

the clouds were gone and it was warm and sultryWe got an early start, and at 7:50 Dan Gladstone and Toledo
Blade were put down to finish the undecided heat of the
evening before. Both dogs went off with great speed, rang-
ing fast and wide. In stubble Dan commenced drawing on

a covey. Blade, coming in from a cast, ran into them and
flushed. This was an excusable flush, as it was cross wind.
Working dogs in pines after scattered birds Blade jumped
into a point ou a single. Dm backed, Tucker killed and
Blade made a good retrieve. Right here Dan displayed his
cool level head and resisted a temptation that very few bird
logs can resist. This bird dropped within 5ft. of his nose
and lay fluttering in the leaves, but the dog never moved a
step or changed his position iu the least. Sent on Dan
stopped to a point and the bird flushed wild. Soon after
this, working up through pines, Dan was lost, and before
he was found time was called, 8:05, and dogs ordered up.
Rose soon found Dan on a point at the edge of thicket and
put up the bird. Judges consulted some time and gave the
heat to Tolado Blade. This was the best and most interest-
ing heat that had been run in this stake, both dogs being
fast, stylish and perfectly broken, and doing work that was
of the highest order of merit.

CHICKASAW AND DAISY'S HOPE
were put down at 8:20 in open near where the last brace
were taken up. After a long hunt with uo good results,
Hope painted a bevy in edge of thicket. Birds were, flushed
and both dogs behaved well towing. The thicket was too
deuse and birds were not followed Working around the
thicket Hope, was lost, and after some time Titus found her
on point in thicket and high grass; birds were flushed to the
point. Working back out in open Chickasaw pointed in
thin sedge. Nothing was found to the point. Time was
called and dogs sent on. This we thought an error, for
under the same opportunities the dog had done nothing but
make one false point, and the bitch had fouud a bevy and
made a noint on scattered birds, and to run either of them
lo iger, as hot as the day was, would seriously impair their
cUances in their future running. After a long run Hope
was much the best. In style on point Chick, was decidedly
the best.

Tlilvd Series.

DAD WILSON, JR., AND CINCINNATUS,

At 10:00 this brace was put down near where the last brace
was taken up. This was a brace that abounded in much
running around on the part of Cincinnatus and very little

work. He was headstrong and refused to obey the whistle.
They did but little work on game. Soon after starting Dad
made game but failed to locate and after going on the bird
was put up by spectators. Both dogs made several false
points and Dad made some flushes, finally he made a
good point on a single and to Short's kill made a decidedly
good retrieve. They were given one hour's work and Dad
won with plenty to spare.

TOLEDO BLADE AND DAISY'S HOPE.
This brace was put down in thicket where some, scattered

birds had been seen. Soon after starting Blade pointed a
single and made a good cheerful retrieve. Working up by
fence at the edge of briers he pointed and was well backed
by Hope. Tucker could find nothing to the point, but as
scattered birds went that way it is probable they had run
off. Dogs taken up for water. After a few minutes the
dogs were sent on and Hope working to the right soon
pointed a bevy. To Titus's kill she made an ordinary retrieve,
bent on in cotton patch on scattered birds both dogs got
several points. Blade doing some very brilliant work of
the highest order of merit and won the heat. Up at 11:58.

Hope was at least seven pounds too fat and it was so hot
she showed signs of great fatigue before the race was over.

Fourth Series.

TOLEDO BLADE AND DAD WILSON, JR.

After lunch the judges decided to move about a mile and
try some new territory, but it proved the wrong move, and
they soon discovered their mistake and came back on the
same farm they had been running on during the morning.
On returning soon after the dogs were, turned down, Blade
pointed a bevy and Dan backed well. Working the dogs in
pines and high grass. Blade got four good points to Dad's
one, and time was called and he was declared winner of the
heat, which decision carried with it first money and all the
honors of winning the All-Aged Setter Stake.

Fifth Series.

Dan Gladstone being selected by the judges as the best
dog beaten by winner of first, he was brought up to run
with Dad Wilson, Jr. for second money. Dad's handler
claimed his dog had ran three heats that day, and it would
be unjust to make him run before the next morning, and
the race was postponed until Friday morning, and the first
brace in the pointer stake was called.
Friday morning the clouds were flying and it rained a

little, but not enough to stop our work. By 10 o'clock it was
clear and hot.

DAN GLADSTONE AND DAD WILSON, JR.

At 9:55 this brace was cast off to compete for second place.
Both dogs went out fast and stayed out working their
ground well. In sedge by fence Dan was lost and found by
one of the judges on point. When handler tried to flush
the birds nothing was found. From the movements of the
dogs it was evident the birds had run from Dan's point while
he was lost. Ordered on both dogs commenced circling for
them and went over fence in pines and sedge. After a little
circle in pines, the dogs working up fence, Dad in front and
Dan following.Dan wheeled to a point down wind. Rose put
up thebirds,shot, andbothdogs were steady to wing audgun.
This was a good piece of work, the birds were only about
40yds. from where Dan first pointed them. Sent on in thicket
Dan got two points on singles and a flush. Dad made a
false point. Dogs were again worked back in open, from
there into pines and sedge, dogs coming in and meeting
made a mutual back. There was no more work on game.
Pace and range were about equal, in style on point Dan was
much the best. Dad has shown himself a good puppy, run-
ning through the Derby and All-Aged Stake, always show-
ing good range and speed. In the last heat he stood no
chance with Dan, as his experience and bird sense was too
much for a puppy to contend against. Dan won the heat
and second place. The judges then divided third between
Dad Wilson,Jr. , and Daisy's Hope. This ended the All-Aged
Stake. Following is the summary:

First Series.

Dad Wilson, Jr., beat Ben Hur.
Duke beat Rowey B.
Cincinnati beat Dimple.
Lufra's Mark beat Florence Gladstone.
Dan Gladstone beat Mark of Brunswick.
Toledo Blade beat Startle,
Chickasaw beat Tennessee Charley.
Daisy's Hope beat Corsair.

Second Series.

Dad Wilson, Jr., beat Duke.
Cincinnatus beat Lufra's Mark,
Toledo Blade beat Dan Gladstone.
Daisy's Hope beat Chickesaw.

Third Series.

Dad Wilson, Jr., beat Cincinnatus
Toledo Blade beat Daisy's Hope.

Final for First Place.
Toledo Blade beat Dad Wilson, Jr., and won first prize.

Final for Second Place.
Dan Gladstone, beat Dad Wilson, Jr., and won second prize
Dad Wilson, Jr., and. Daisy's Hope were placed equal third!

ALL-AGBD POINTER STAKE.
The All Aged Pointer Stake began on Thursday immedi-

ately after deciding first money in the AU-A.ged Setter
Stake. There were seven starters, but before the running
commenced the handler of Beppo III. asked permission to
withdraw him, the dog being out of condition. The order
of running was as follows:
Bounce against Bloomo II.

Tribulation against Galena.
Lady Zeal against Count Fauster.

First Series.

BOUNCE AND BLOOMo IT

G. W. Amory's liver and white pointer dog Bounce (Bob
—Sal) and Graphic Kennels' liver and white pointer bitch
Bloomo II. (Lad of Bow—Bloomo). At 3:31 this brace were
cast off in open field. Working in pines Bounce pointed
bevy in good style. Bloomo backed. The handler did not
go out far enough to flush and the dogs were ordered on.
Both dogs ran into the bevv and flushed, both dogs steady
to order. Sent on in pines Bounce in crossing branch flushed
a single; he then pointed a single which handler failed to
find, and it was flushed by one of the judges, About this
time Bloomo off to the left pointed and roaded a bird some
40vds. To Stevenson's kill Bloomo made a good retrieve.
Seven more birds were flushed by the judges aud reporters,
and the dogs were ordered back in open. In sedge and pines
Bloomo made game, but her handler got in too close and the
birds flushed. Time was called and the dogs sent on.
Bloomo soon pointed a single which was put up. Working
out in corn Bouuce pointed a. bevy; before his handler got
up he moved in and flushed. Both dogs were unsteady to
wrng. Before any of the siugles could be found time was
called and Bloomo won. In speed, range aud style Bounce
was much the best, and if he had been properly handled
should have won, but under the work done the judges did
right to give the bitch the heat. They were down in all 45
minutes.

TRIBULATION AND GALENA.
B. M. Stephenson's liver aad white pointer dog by Beppo

III. out of Lass of Bow, and J. E, Gill's liver and white
pointer bitch Galena, by Trinket's Bang out of Cremorne,
both dogs handled by Stephenson, were cast off and worked
toward town; both showed good range and speed. There
was no work done on game and at 5.00 they were ordered up.
Friday morning was cloudy and every sign of rain, but the
clouds soon drifted away and it was clear and hot. Tribu-
lation and Galena were put down at 8:05 to finish the heat
commenced the evening before; both went off well. At edge
of a thicket by a fence Tribulation pointed and Galena
backed. A fine bevy was put up to the point, which went
to thicket in a bottom, where Galena made two flushes in
quick succession. There was too much water to work and
the dogs were again ordered out in the open. Running into
pines Galena flushed a bevy and Tribulation flushed a
single. Time was called, dogs ordered up. Down in all, lh.
There was no good work done bv this brace. Neither showed
any bird sense, and seemed better satisfied running about
than pointing a bird. Tribulation won.

LADY ZEAL AND COUNT FAUSTER.
John E. Gill's liver and white pointer bitch Lady Zeal

(Croxteth—Amine), handled by B. M. Stephenson, and Dr.
J. G. F. Holston's liver, white and tan dog Count Fauster
(Mainspring—Dolly Fauster), handled by Chas. Tucker,
were next cast off at 8:38. In open country, working around
edge of cornfield Zeal made a stylish point on a bevy and
was well backed by Count. Stephenson put them up and
shot and both dogs were steady. Working on scattered
birds Count soon pointed a single. Over fence in woods
Count again pointed and made a. good retrieve to Tucker's
kill. When Count was sent to retrieve Zeal broke in and
went off hunting. Handler finally got her back and claimed
he sent her on. The judges didn't see it that way and cut
her for unsteadiness. Working back in field Count made
game in briers. Zeal coming up both dogs drew and Count
pointed. Nothing was found to the point. Sent on, Count
going very fast dropped to a point in corn. Zeal backed to
order, nothing was found to the point. Time 9:08, Count
won. There was some dissatisfaction at the decision in this
heat, but we followed it very closely, saw all the work and
saw no ^reason for it, as Count was better in range, better
on game and stayed out at his work all the time, while the
bitch was cutting in and out and seemed to be looking for
orders.
Here Dan Gladstone and Dad Wilson, Jr., were put down

to decide second place in All-Aged Stake.

Second Series.

COUNT FAUSTER AND BLOOMO II,

were cast off in open cover and sedge. After working some
distance Count pointed a bevy in a cotton patch. Bloomo
went up to back. To Tucker's kill Count made a good,
cheerful retrieve. Sent on at sedge of thicket Bloomo made
a point on a single, and to Stephenson's kill she made a
nice retrieve. Time was called and judges sent them on.
Bloomo soon made a stylish point on a bevy in thin grass,
and was steady to wing. Crossing railroad Count pointed'
at edge of corn and sedge. The birds had moved out of
corn down wind from the dog. Sent on Bloomo came on
them first and stopped just in time to save a flush. In
woods Count made two good points on singles. Time was
called at 11:28. Count won. This was the best working
brace that had been down ; both dogs showed well on game,
and backed and retrieved well. We then went to lunch.

Third Series.

TRIBULATION AND COUNT FAUSTER.
At 1:00 this brace was put down to decide first money.

Both dogs went off well. After a long run both dogs made
game and finally Tribulation located a bevy in briers.
The birds were put up and went to thick heavy briers. The
dogs were worked to find them with no success. By this
time both dogs were showing very hot and tired. The sun
was shining bright and the heat up in the eighties. No
more work was done on game before time was called and
the heat went to Tribulation. As Count had run three
heats Mr. Tucker asked to wait over and run the heat for
second place Saturday morning, which was a great deal to
ask as the judges had made all their arrangements to get
away that night, but to give the dog a fair chance they
consented to stay. And the party went to town.
Saturday morning the weather indicated rain. An early-

start was made, and at 8:50 Count Fauster and Galena were
put down to decide second place. After a run in open Count
flushed a bevy, then made several false points. Galena
made two points and a flush. They were ordered up at 9:30
Galena won. The judges then placed Count Fauster third.'
Tribulation, the winner, proved to be a surprise. No one

who saw him run in the Derby thought he stood any chance.
While he had fine range, speed and good style in motion, he
never showed well at any time on birds. He seemed to
want experience; his owner explained this by saving that
he had not been worked on birds more than two weeks He
is a trim-made dog, below the medium size, and built to be
a good stayer. We congratulate Mr. Stephenson, his owner
on bringing a puppy in the stake that could run to the
front. The summary is as under:

First Series.

Bloomo II. baat Bounce.
Tribulation beat Galena.
Count Fauster beat Lady Zeal.
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Second Series.

Count Fauster beat Bloorao II.

Tribulation a bye.

Final for First Place.

Tribulation beat Count Fauster and won first prize.

Final for Second Place.

Galena beat Count Fauster and won second prize.

Count Fauster placed third.
First, Tribulation, 3250: second, Galena, $150; third, Count

Fauster, §100.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.
FREE-FOR-ALL, STAKE.

THERE were 14 entries for the Free-For-AIl Stake 6 of
which filled. The t-take was open to all setters and

pointers for a purse of $1,000, with no second money, $50
forfeit and $50 to start, each heat to continue four hours.
The same judges who had officiated in the other stakes also
acted in this. The starters were drawn to run in the fol-

lowing order:
Nora against Rowdy Rod.
Roger Williams against Chance.
Lebanon against Roger.
The first brace, Nora and Rowdy Rod, were put down at

8:22 on Monday morning, Dec. 16. There was considerable
white frost and it was quite foggy, making it impossible to
see the dogs for any great distance, and the birds could not
be marked as they were out of sight almost as soon as they
Avere in tho air; in addition to this everything was very
wet, and within a few minutes after starting dogs and
handlers were completely soaked. Both started off at a
racing gait, Rowdy in his best form and Nora going very
much better than she did at High Point; not quite so fast
and snappy as she did there, but her rauge was much better
and she staid out at her work and beat out her ground in
capital style, showing by her excellent behavior throughout
the race 'that Bradley "had during the intervening time
worked her to some purpose, and the condition in which she
started and the manner in which she did her work reflects

great credit upon her handler. During the first hour Rowdy
had considerable advantage in pace and range; in the
character of the work on game there was little difference
between them, bot h pointed, backed and retrieved in capital
style and both were steady to shot and wing. During a
large part of the second hour Rowdy, evidently enamoi^ed
with the beautiful Nora, followed her closely and did not
show much disposition to hunt, while she kept steadily at
work and more than recovered the advantage that he had
over her. The last half of the heat Rowdy again let out
and worked independently in capital style, having best of it

in pace and range. Nora maintained a very uniform pace
throughout the heat, and at the finish both were going at a
good rate of speed and showing no distress nor indication of
letting down. At the expiration of the allotted four hours
the heat was decided in favor of Nora. Both ran a capital
race and the heat was a very close one. Had Rowdy not
fooled away the time the second hour in following Nora,
the decision would probably have been reversed.
The next, brace, Roger Williams and Chauce, were put

down at 1:34. Chauce started in something like his best-

form, and for two and one-half hours he cut out the work
in capital style and completely smothered Roger, but at the
end of this period he let down completely, and although he
kept going bis pace was very slow, and he had evidently had
enough of it, The tremendous exertion necessary to carry
him at the rate of speed he had maintained was' too much
for him. Had he been prepared as he should have been for
a long race, we have no doubt that he would have held out
to the end, but his handler trusted that his well-known
"grit" would carry him through all right, and but little

preparatory work was given him, other than his regular
work for ordinary heats. Roger did not go at anything ap-
proaching the rate of his competitor, and consequently he
lasted the longest, but he also quit near the finish and both
appeared to be about equally tired. We had thought that
the object of the four-hour heat was to test the endurance
of the dogs, and supposed that their behavior in this respect
would have great weight in the final summing tip, and we
fully expected to see the flag go up for Roger, as he had
lasted the longer, but the heat was awarded to Chance, and
we were informed by the judges that the stake was to be
judged the same as the other stakes, and that the perform-
ance of the dogs through the heats would be considered
when making their decision. Li nder this ruling there could
be no question that Chauce was entitled to the heat.
On Tuesday it was cloudy and damp, with a slight breeze

from the south; scent was good, the birds were moving and
were found in abundance. Lebanon and Roger were put
down at 8:28, and when time was up the heat was decided in
favor of Roger, and so apparent was his victory, that Luke
did not kick agaiust the decision. Roger started at a good
rate of speed, which he maintained until near the finish,
when he let down somewhat, but kept on hunting and at the
end was going fairly wel I. In pace, range and style in going,
Roger was many points ahead. a,nd he outfound and out-
worked his competitor as well. Aldrich was still unable
to walk and John Lewis handled Roger in a very creditable
manner. This ended the first series with the result as
follows:
Nora beat Rowdy Rod.
Chance beat Roger Williams.
Roger beat Lebanon.

Second Scries.

Nora and Chance were put down at 1:09 to run the first

heat in the second series. Nora ran even better than in her
heat with Rowdy, and during the first half of the heat she
had the best of it at nearly all points, but Chance had
gained wisdom from his previous heat and started at a pace
that he could hold, and through the last half he let out a
link and regained what he had lost and something more,
and when time was called he was the winner of a very close
heat, that was pronounced by every one who saw it to be
one of the best contested heats ever run at afield trial.

Both dogs ran wel 1 from start to finish and did their work
in capital style. Birds were found in abundance, and each
did some capital work both on bevies and singles. The
bold, positive work of Chance on his birds probably carried
him through, Nora at times being a bit uncertain or in-
different on her singles.
Roger having a bye in this series ran a side heat on Wed-

nesday under judges Wallace and Tallman.
On Thursday Chance and Roger, the only dogs left in,

were put down at 8:47 to decide which should have the
honor of capturing the rich prize of $1,000 that awaited the
winner. Roger came out in good form and ran the heat of
his life; Lewis handling him in an excellent manner. He
started off well and maintained a good pace for a few min-
utes over three and one-half hours. He was then given
some whisky, but it had the opposite effect from that in-
tended, and for the last twenty-seven minutes of the heat
he was going at a very slow trot and not hunting at all.

Previous to this he clearly had the advantage in pace, range
and style of going, and a trifle the best of it in the work on
birds. Chance started at a moderate pace, for him, but he
gradually increased his speed and ran a good heat, but was
not up to his usual form either in speed, range or in his
work on birds; he kept going, however, and after Roger
quit he gamely continued to the end at a good gait and
worked out his ground in good style. When time was
called the judges consulted for 28 minutes, and announced
Roger the winner, am} the meeting was wicM, Following

First Series.
Nora beat Rowdy Rod.
Chance beat Roger Williams.
Roger beat Lebanon.

Second Series.
Chance beat Nora
Roger a bye.

Final.

Roger beat Chance and won.

The club is to be congratulated upon the success of its

inaugural trials, the weather was all that could be desired,
entries for the different stakes were numerous, many good
dogs were present, and the work as a whole was of a high
character. The grounds are excellent, except that there
are too many briers, and birds are fairly plentiful. As is
nearly always the case in new undertakings of this kind,
mistakes were made; but we feel confident that they will
not occur again, and wehave no doubt that the next meet-
ing of the club, which we are requested to state will be held
at Lexington, Dec. 1, 1890, will be as well patronized and as
successful as the one just held. The working of the rules was
watched with interest by all. Some of them were untried,
and, as is generally the case in such matters, it was found
that improvements could be made. As we have before
stated, we are in favor of the spotting system, and would
like to see it adopted as a whole instead of in part, as was
the case here, but in either case the rules should be changed.
The rule requiring that each heat should be continued at
least an hour is cumbersome in the extreme, aud much
valuable time was wasted in the preliminary heats in run-
ning to kill time long after the judges had determined
whether or not the dogs possessed sufficient merit to war-
rant a further trial. The rule requiring that the dogs shall
be drawn for the second series should be changed and the
judges should have the power to mate the dogs as they
think best. Perhaps the most senseless rule in the code is

the one that prohibits any one from giving information as
to the whereabouts of a dog that is out of sight of the
judges aud handlers. Itwas often the caseduringthe trials

when a dog was so lost that much time and much racing
to and fro by the judges could have been saved by simply
allowing the spectators to have given the uecessa'ry infor-
mation, as is done at other trials. The judges performed
their duties in a painstaking manner worthy of all praise,
and while not agreeing with them in some of their awards,
we know that their decisions were honestly given and that
their integrity is unimpeachable, We are under great obli-

gations to the officers of the club for the many courtesies
shown, and to the judges for their uniform kindness in im-
parting desired information. We are also greatly indebted
to Mr. If. B. Duryea, who kindly devoted an occasional day
to taking notes in order that we might enjoy needed rest.

We had a very pleasant time during our stay at Lexington,
and shall look forward with pleasure to the meeting next
year, when we hope to meet old friends and new, and with
them again enjoy the beautiful days of the sunny South
while beating out the brown stubble fields or rambling
under the whispering pines.

THE EASTERN COURSING CLUB'S MEETING.

[N replying to Mr. Morris's exceptions to my report in

1 your "paper, I will only ask your Indulgence for a
moment in order to convince your readers as to his utter
incapacity as claimed in my report, using his own words as
verifications.
In his letter to you he says he declined after consultation

with Mr. Watson to give "a special report and count of

points to every one, but still continued to show my notes
(Mr. Morris doe'sn't say score) to the gentlemen of the press."

After the Zoe—Forest Queen "undecided," one of the field

stewards asked for the score. He refused, yet he says he
gave his notes to the press. Why should Mr. Morris refuse
To give a score to one of the field officers of the club for

which he was judging if he had one ? The solid fact is Mr,
Morris didn't have any score, and so could not give what he
didn't have. Instead of sitting quietly on his horse as Dr.
Cryer did and scoring promptly as points were being made,
he was all over the place on his Rosinante after the jacks «s

vigorously as the dogs were, and as is graphically illustrated

in one of this week's sporting papers.

Mr. Morris's whole letter is so cutely worded as to mis-
lead the casual reader, and 1 must disseet some parts of it.

He says, "The judge's inquiries for the names of the dogs
slipped at the conclusion, etc." I claimed and still do claim
that Mr. M. did go to the slipper while the dogs were in
slips, not at "the conclusion," as he puts it.

As to whether he ever "pushed himself forward like other
ill-bred presumptuous fellows" is a question for the public
to decide. The fact still remains that he acted as judge
when he must have known he was wholly incapable. This
may perhaps not be termed "pushing himself forward like

other ill-bred, presumptuous fellows," but it has this com-
plexion. We are greatly surprised to hear that Mr. Black,
whom Mr. Morris stated ought to make an efficient "slipper"
should repudiate the expressions he used when he threw
down the slips. The reports of the Forest and Stream and
other journals being alike in all essentials, a mere denial is

and Mr.
asks
'cut-

ting corners," calls a dog "a courser," and finally, who says,

"and rather than go with the outspoken feeling and decide
in favor of Zoe" (there was no expression of feeling till after

the "decision" was rendered and marveled at), finally crowns
all by publicly stating that he was the only one who could
see the brilliant finale of the Glenboig—Andy McGregor tie.

and reports that Gleiiboig "went over or through the fence,"
should present his case in a more convincing light if he
wishes the intelligent public to accept both his statements
and judging. If the judge wasjreally present, how is it he
doesn't know whether Glenboig went under or through the
fence? I will not trespass further on your valuable space,
but give the case to the jury. Carnaris.

not sufficient evidence to prove they are wrong,
Morris right. A judge who rides up to the stewards and a*

if his decision is satisfactory, who in bis reports talks if "c

NEW YORK DOG SHOW.
THE premium list of the fourteenth annual dog show of

the Wesminster Kennel Club is now ready for distrib-
ution. The show will be held Feb. 11 to 14 at the American
Institute Fair Building, on Third avenue and 03d street.
Following is a list of the judges: Mastiffs, Mr. Charles C.
Marshall; St. Bernards and pugs. Miss A. H. Whitney;
Great Danes, Newfoundlands, old English sheep dogs, all
terriers except smooth fox and bull-terriers, toy spaniels,
Italian grayhounds and Mexican hairless, Mr. R. F.
Mayhew; blood hounds, deerhounds, grevbounds, fox-
hounds, English and Irish setters, Mr. John Davidson:
pointers, Mr. John S. Wise; Gordon setters. Dr. H. C.
Glover: Irish water spaniels, Clumber, field and cocker
spaniels, Mr. A. C. Wilmerding: Chesapeake Bay dogs and
poodles, Mr. John G. Heckscher; collies, Mr. J. Shotwell;
smooth fox-terriers, Mr. Fred. Hoey: bulldoes, bull-terriers
basset bounds and dachshunde, Mr. E. S. Porter; beagles.
Mr. H. F. Schellhass: miRcellaneous,"Messrs. Davidson and
Mayhew. There are 171 classes provided for, with premiums
amounting to over $3,000. The classification and principal
prizes are much the same as they were last year, as are also
the cash and cup specials. The principal changes are, all
third and fourth prizes are cash instead of medal, the St.
Bernard novice class is divided by sex, Newfoundlands have
but one class, deerhounds and greyhounds have no puppy
classes, English and American foxhounds compete together,
there is no class for retrievers, Clumber spaniel open class
is divided by sex, field spaniels (liver) have but one class;
other than black or liver the same; the collie novice class
is divided by sex, the limit of weight in bull-terriers is
301bs. instead of 25, dachshunde have a challenge and puppy
class, the fox-terrier novice class is divided by sex, Irish
terriers have a challenge, class, the Dandie Dinmonts have
two classes, there are two classes each for prick-eared and
drop-eared Skyes, black and tan terriers have a challenge
and two opeu classes, there is a challenge class for toy span-
iels and also a puppy class. The prizes in some of the prin-
cipal challenge classes are $20 and $10, with $20, $10, $5 and
$3 in open, and $10, $5 and $3 iu puppy classes. In a few of
the other challenge classes the prizes are $10 and $5, with
$1."), $10 and $5 iu the open, and in the remaining challenge
classes the prizes are $10 and $5, with $10, $5 and $3 in the
open. In addition to the special prizes offered by the club
the ""specialty clubs and individuals offer cash and valuable-
cups, and it is expected that a large addition to the pub-
lished list will be made before the closing of the entries.
The address of the Superintendent is Mr. James Mortimer.
44 Broadway, New York.

THE BETTYE S.-SALLY BRASS II. RACE.

I^HE match between Mr. H. B. Duryea's English setter
. bitch Bettye S. (Roderigo—Bo Peep) and Mr. Charles

Heath's pointer bitch Sally Brass II. (Graphic—Meally)
was run at Lexington. North Carolina, on Friday, Dec. 21.

The match avhs for $250 each, one-half forfeit. Mr. Heath
selected Mr. T. F. Taylor, of Richmond, Ya., as judge,
and Mr. Duryea selected Mr. F. R. Hitchcock. Mr. Taylor
was not present, and Mr. John Davidson acted in his place.
Mr. S. C. Bradley was the third judge. The race began at
1:38 on the grounds of the Central Field Trial Club, and at
the end of the stipulated three hours the judges unanimously
decided that Bettye S. was the winner. She had the advantage
in speed, range and style when on game, and showed the
better bird sense. Both pointed, backed and retrieved, and
both were obedient to whistle. Sally showed up to much
better advantage than during the trials, but she would not
face the briers and did not stay out to her work so well as
Bettye. Sally was handled by W. T. Mitchell and Bettye
by J. M. Aveut. The match was run in a sportsmanlike
manner and the occasion was thoroughly enjoyed by all.

M<STIFF CLUB SPECIALS AT NEW YORK.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The American Mastiff Club offers the followiug prizes in

mastiff classes at Westminster Kennel Club's show, to be
held Feb. 11-14, 1890, New York city:

The Westminster Challenge Cup (value $300) for the best
dog or bitch, under three years of age, owned by a member
of the American Mastiff Club.
Taunton Gold Challenge Medal (value §50, breeder's prize)

for the best American-bred mastiff, under two years of age.
The Club's Challenge Cup (value $150) for the best Ameri-

can-bred mastiff dog or bitch.

The Club's Silver Challenge Cup (value $100) for the best
mastiff dog. the property of a member of the American
Mastiff Club.
The Club's Silver Challenge Cup (value $100) for the best

mastiff bitch, the property of a member of the American
Mastiff Club.
A prize of $15 for the best mastiff bitch.

R. H. Derbv, Secretary,

9 West Thirty-fifth street. New York.

REPORTER DOGS.

—

Editor Forest and Stream,: \ see
in Forest and Stream, for Dec. 19, a very interesting paper
from "Marstrand," who asks, "Do we have reporting dogs
in America?" I can answer him yes, although 1 think they
are very scarce'. I have seen but two, both setters. The
first was a dog owned by Sage, of Great Barrington, Mass.
He came to the edge of the brush and made a half-point,
then went iu out of sight. Sage seemed to understand him
and followed, and after going perhaps 150yds. he came to a
solid point on a woodcock, which he evidently had found
and came back to report, as the wind was from dog to bird.
Whether he was in the habit of doing so I cannot say, but
from what I saw I thought it probable that he was. The
other instance was of a dog owned by me a long time, Old
Tommo. He has come back to me hundreds of times to re-
port, and led me many a jolly tramp through briers and
brush, to find at last a woodcock, the only bird I ever saw
him report, in a springhole in the midst of a dense thicket.
There must be others; let us hear from them,

—

Notli KS,

GORDON SETTER CLUB.

BALTIMORE, Md., Dec. 20.—Editor Forest and Stream:
As some of the members of the American Gordon Set-

ter Club have requested a report from the treasurer, Mr. F.

T. Washington, I herewith inclose a copy of same which he
sent me. It is a full statement up to Nov. 2, 1889.—H. Mal-
colm, Pres. A. G. S. C.

ff, T. WASHINGTON IN ACCOUNT WITH THE AMERICAN GORDON
SETTER CLUB.

Dr. „ Cr.
To cash ree'd from mem- By cash paid the Ameri-
bers in payment of dues. S95 00 can Keanfl Clnb, dues

To personal subscription for 1S58-1S89 g20 00
for Richmond show by Printing of Constitution,
several members 25 00 Standard, etc.; also sta-

tionery for secretary and
treasurer as per voucher 36 65

Special prize, solid silver
cup, Richmond, Va 25 00

Two special prizes for
Rochester 30 <!0

Balance or hand .
;

. . 8 35

sskTw %m 00

St. Units, Mo., .S
T
.w, 9, 186.4. u .

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, wbich are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Zara. By Eberhart Pug Kennels. Cincinnati. O., for fawn and
white Italian greyhound hitch, whelped Nov. 23, 1889, by Duke
(Volna—Blanche) out of Flossy (Rex -Pearl II.).

Tim. By P. Despaignet, Brooklyn, N. Y., for white, black, tan
and ticked English setter dog, whelped Oct. 13, 18fc9, by Bravo
(Dash Dale—Dot B.) out of Clara (Roy Bell-Lucy).

Clyde. By Bradford S. Turpin, West Yarmouth, Mass., for
whitf, black and tan beagle dog. whelped April 30, 1889, by Frank
Forrest (Riot—Skin), out of Susie (Little Oomeroe—Sup).
Spencer's Guy. By T. F. Spencer, Sandusky, O., for liver und

white pointer dog. whelped Dec. 2, 1888. by Faust. Jr. (Faust—
Gertrude), out of Marguerite (Spencer's Dan—Devonshire FLO.

BRED.
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

DW^-Brmforfi f?t% It §> 0.' BrinK's {Chattanooga. Term.)
pug bitch Diste to EberWt Pa* Eetmeis' Bradford Ruby JL
4ci»H.mpion Bradford guby-Puss B->, pe*. 31 and%
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Grit—Partmcaod Titter. John H. Matthtws's (New York city)

bull bitch Grit, (Morgan's Crib— Kittic) to his Portswood Tiger
(Paul Clifford— Hussevj, Dec. 24 and 26.

Merry Duehtss—Bradford Hurry. P. H. Ooorabs's (Bangor, Me.)
Yorkshire terrier bitch Morrv Duchess (Young Royal—Juno) to
his Bradford Harrv (Cmwshaw's Bruce—Seal's L»dy>, Nov. 26.

Bijou—Penny. W. H. Murphv's fOelenshure. N. Y.) fox-terrier
bitch Bijou (Sport,-Sbj) to Gilbert A vereU's Penny, Aug. 10.

King's Girl—Tamarack. Spencer & Butler's (Sandusky, O.)
pointer bitch King's Girl (King's Boy—Dndie L.) to Frank Bill-
ing's Tamarack (Tarn o' Shanfer—Oroxteth's Rival Queen), Dee.
17.

WHELPS.
¥W Notes mU8t h<6 ,«rit oil Die Prepared Blanks.

Toody. Dr. Geo. W. Dixon's (Worcester, Mass ) Yorkshire ter-

rier hitch Toody, Dec. 36, two (one doe), by P. H. Coombs's Brad-
ford Harry (Orawshaw's Bruce— Seal's Lady).
Bijou. W. H. Murphy's (Ogdensburg. N. V\) fox-terrier bitch

Bi.iou (Sport—Shy), Oct. 10, threo bitches, by GilVrf Averell's
Penny.

SALES.

^SF" Notes must bo sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Ben. White, black and white head fox-terrier dog, whelped
May 8, 1888. by Bacchanal out of Surry Clove, by Berkshire. Ken-
nels. Uiusdale, Mass.. to Geo. M. llolurook, Spriugfield, Mass.

tiff bitches, whelped
lit Of Nina, by Berkshire
Harhuler, Harrisburg, Pa.,
Y.
'n I fi«. Fawn mastiff pups,

. 25, 1888, hy Berkshire Oau-

Bcrkshire Cant ion—Nina whelms
Aug. 20, 1888, by Berkshire Cant
Kennels, Hinsdale. .Mass., one to L.
and one to John Q. Burps. Buffa lo. 1

Berkshire Caution—Berkshire 'Aviv.

one dog and two bitches, whelred Ja ...

Hon out of Berkshire Zulu, tiv Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale, Mass.,
one dog to Daniel Upton, Adams, Mass., and two bitches to John

Burns, Buffalo, N. Y.
Guy. Fawn mastiff do?, whelped Jan. 25, 1888, by Berkshire

Caution out of Berkshire Zulu, by Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale,
Mass.. to Albert K. Guv, WolfsbDro, N. H.

Pilot. Fawn mastiff dog, whelped Jan. 21, 1889, by Berkshira
Caution out of Berkshire Zulu, by Berkshire Kennels, Hin9dale,
Mass.. to 0. E. Maxwnll, same place.
Don. Fawn mastiff dog. whelped Nov. 17, 1887, by Berkshire

Caution out of Floss, by Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale, Mass., to
E. C. Watkins, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Samter, Fawn mastiff dog, whelped Sept. 9, 1889, by Berkshire

Caution out of Berkshire Zulu, by Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale,
Mass., to L. W. Biseaisa. Charleston. N. C.
Berkshire Caution—Lady Belle whelps. Fawn mastiff pups, four

dogs and one bitch, whelped March 26, 1889, by Berkshire Caution
out of Lady Belle, by Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale, Mass., one. dog
to John II.'Boies. Hudson. Mich.; one dog to R. T. C. Crouch, Elk-
ton, Md.; one dog to L. D. Stebbius, Milwaukee, Wis., and one dog
and bitch to John G. Burns. Buffalo. N. Y.
Berkshire Caution—Lady Belle whelp. Fawn mastiff dog, whelped

Oct. 5, 1888. by Berkshire Caution oul of Lady Belle, by Berkshire
Kennels. Hinsdale, Mass., to Hasson & Son, Indianapolis, Iud.
Berkshire Caut ion—Be rksli i re Zetta whelps. Fawn mastiff pups,

four dogs, whelped Sept. 6. 1889. by Berkshire Caution out of Berk-
shire Zetta., by Berkshire K< nnels, Hinsdale, Mass., one to F. B.
Zimmer, Gloversville. N. Y.; one to Rev. Chas. H. Baldwin, Am-
sterdam. N. 1\, one to Chas. II. Ensign, North Adams, Mass., and
one. to Win. Appleyard. Sebee, Me.

Philip. Orange and white St. Bernard dog, whelped March 4,

1889, by Merchant Prince out of Snowdrift, by Berkshire Kennels,
Ilindsdale, Mass., to R. F. Winslow, Readville, Mass.
Berkshire Prince—Jewell whelp. Orange, white markings. St.

Bernard dog, whelped November, 1888, by Berkshire Prince out of
Jewell, bv Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale, Mass., to R. T. C. Crouch,
Elkton, Md.
Jarl. Oranee and white St. Bernard dog, date of birth not

given, by Tell out of V*ida, by Berkshire Kennels, Hindsdale,
Mass., to G. W. Flint, Seio, N. V.
Bismarh. Orange tawny and white St,. Bernard dog, whelped

July 1, 1889, by Berkshire Prince out of Berkshire. Juno, by Berk-
shire Kennels, Hinsdale, Mass., to E. D. Ballou, Becket. Mass.

BvtftgSoS. Bull bitch, date of birth and pedigree not given, by
John H. Matthews, New York, to Lloyd Phcenix, same place.
Tippo. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped Sept. 12, 1889, by Red

Rover out of Spunkey, by Theo. J. Hook, Rome, N. Y., to John G.
Burns, Buffalo, N. Yr .

Ceesar. Bulldog, date of birth and pedigree not given, by John
H. Matthews, New York, to Warnam Whitney, Rochester, N. Y.

Clyde. White, black and tan beagle dog, whelped April 30, 1889,
by Frank Forrest out of Susie, by A. Parry, Linden, Mass., to
Bradford S. Turpin, West Yarmouth, Mass.

PRESENTATION.
Penny—Bijou whelm. White, with tan and black heads, fox-

terrier pups, three bitches, whelped Oct. 10, 1889, by Penny out of
Bijou, presented by W. H. Murphy, Ogdensburg N. Y., one each
to \Vm. M Keenan, Troy, N. Y., and Henry Sullivan and Hugh
Curry, of Ogdensburg, N. Y.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Dee. 21.-The eighth tourney of the St. Louis
Pistol Club came to an end with the shoot held last Wednesday
night at the Laclede Gallery, corner Broadway aud Chestnut
street. Alexander, who was in the lead with a very small margin
at the close of the previous week's shoot, was beaten out by Mohr-
stadt after an exciting shoot. The latter's record of 95 is within
one point of the record as made by F. E. Bennett, of Boston.
Mass. Alexander shot strong, hut fell short of a sufficient num-
ber of points to hold the prestige he had gained at the shoot pre-
vious. The medal is a very handsome bauble of gold, valued at
$15,and Mohrstadt can well feel proud of the trophy,now that it has
become his personal property. In the handicap department there
were five prizes, and the winners are: Mr. C. Mackwitz first, E. C.
Mohrstadt second, G. Alexander third, W. Hettel fourth, and
W. Bauer fifth. A 20yds. Standard American target is used by
the club for all practice. The scores:
E C Mohrstadt in 10 9 8 9 9 10 10 10 10-95
G Alexander 9 9 10 6 9 10 9 9 8 8-87
Fred A Fodde 8 7 7 9 8 9 10 10 8 8-84W H-ltel 7 10 8 7 5 7 8 8 10 9-79
W Bauer 10 10 6 6 8 5 7 9, 9 9-79
O Wallace 0 9 7 7 8 10 9 10 9 9-78
M Billmever 6 10 8 7 5 5 6 0 8 7—78
AE Bengel 10 67 10 74606 0—64
A meeting will be called in a few days to make arrngements for

the holding of another tourney to begin after the holidays.—
Unseb Frttz.

MARTINI VS. MAGAZINE.—In a. recent number of the Forest
anu Strtcam mention was made of a trial of anew Magazine rifle

against the old Martini- Henry. Two teams were made up of 8
expert men each. Every man fired with the two arms, 7 shots
each at 200, SfJQ &»(! 600yds. Wimbledon targets, positions and
scoring. Two tests were mode The following are the aggregate
.scores of each side- First match (Nov. 11).- Ma j. Harley's team:
Martini-Henry rifle, 065 point?; Magazine rifle, 671 points; total,

LB36 points. Lieu'. Dull on- Hunt's team: Martini-Henry rifle,

690 points; Magazine rifle, 641 points: total, 1,336 points. Result
of match, a tie, with 1,336 points for each side and 38 poiuts in
favor of Martini-Henry ritle.

Marfini-Henrv. Magazine.
Major Harley's side 665 671
Lieut. Dutton-Hunt's side 690—1,355 646—1,317
The second match was shot Nov. 14, and resulted as follows:

Major Harl •,« 's team, with Martini-Henry rifle, 693 points; Maga-
zine rifle. 68

»; total, 1,381 points. Lieut. Dutton-Hunt's team.
Mart sin- Heory rifle. 724 points; Magazine rifle, 649 points; total,
1,373 poiuts Result of match. Major Harley's side won by 8
points, and 78 points in favor of the Martini -Henry rifle.

Martini-Henry. Magazine.
Major Harley's side 692 689
Lieut. Dutton-Hunt's side 729-1,416 649-1,338

BOSTON, Dec. 28—To-day was the last rifle shoot of the Massa-
chusetts Rifle Association for 1889, aud all the matches are closed,
it has been a year of much interest to riflemen, and the many
matches have drawn out a large attendance at most of the shoots.
J. B. Munroe is the final holder Of the gold medal in the 20-shot
rest match, having won it 31 times, J. Francis being the next,
highest, 27 times. H. L. Lee is the final holder of the gold cham-
pion medal, off-hand, having Avon it 28 times, H. Severance being
the next highest, 23 times The association opens the new year
on Jan. 1, with the most extensive list of matches that it has ever
offered. Among the prizes are 42 gold, silver and bronze medals.
Following are the scores made to-day:

Champion Medal Maton.
.IB Fellows 89 WComey 71 L Grippe 09
P Fitz 79 D Pedro 79 J C Winter. 63
S O Merville 71

Twenty Shot Rest Match.
PFilz 89 93-182 J C Winter 61 53-114

Victory Medal Match
SO Merville 76 ASTIunt .72 FT West. 7U
B J Cook 72 D W Ma rti n 71

Military Medal Match.
F J Lounsbury . . 44 A S Field 42

O ft'-Hand Match—200yds.
.85 S Webster 7« A Sharp

^haating.

RANGE AND GALLERY,
BOSTON, Dec. 25.-The Massachusetts Rifle Association cele-

brated Christmas with a rifle shoot at the Walnut Hill range.
Many shooters were on hand. The conditions were unfavorable
for high scores on account of a strong 3 o'clock wind. Mr. Fel-
lows won the cl ampion medal, and Mr. Eames won the gold
medal in the 20-shot rest match. Mr. Durward won the silver
and Messrs. Nason and Brown each won the bronze military
medal. Mr. McBean won the bronze victory medal. Next Satur-
dey will be the last rifle shoot of 1889, and all matches will close
that day. The scores of to-day: Twenty-shot rest match:
J N Ames 100,104 T Warren 90,87 S P Williams... 91, 81
Champion medal match:

J B Fellows 80 W C Johnston. Jr. 72 J K Edwards 67
C H Eastman 74 J C Winter 68 A S Hunt 65
Silver military medal, won on 10 scores of 42 or better:

J Durward 44 43 42 42 42 43 42 43 42 43
Bronze military medal, won on 10 scores of 36 or hetter:GH Nason 39 36 37 38 40 38 40 42 36 36W J Brown 10 37 38 37 39 37 38 37 36 36
Bronze victory medal, won on 10 scores of 75 or better:

AMcBean 82 86 77 75 82 79 79 76 81 83

All-comers' off-hand match:
.IE Kelly 79 CH Eastman 74 A S Hunt 67
I. Law 78 J C Winter 68 F D Martin 66
A. Lamb 76 C B James 67

Rest, match:
J N Ames 112 NESimonds 96 A G Homes
FOTowne 104 L Lamb 76

~

J W Soule 98 F D Martin 93
A S Hunt 97 S C Sydney. 93

Victory medal match:
A McBean 83 SO Merville 75
OT Moore 81 B J Oornev 74
M Barney 76 AS Hunt 71
Military medal match:

J Durward 43 F D Martin 42
O B Cook 43 W J Brown 37
DC Thomas 42 L Lamb 36
Military practice match:

P S Spofford 44 C H Ridgwood. . . .41 DC Thomas
C Everett 43 A S Field 39 OB Cook....
S Samp=on 43 H H Sweetser 38 NESimonds
C B James 42 L Lamb 37

WORCESTER, Mass., Dec. 27.—A few of the members of the
Worcester Rifle Association went out to Broad Meadow Range
on Christmas Day. With a glaring light and a strong wind the
score was not as large as on many previous occasions. Military
as well as sporting rifles were used. They were aUowed two
points on the Creedmoor and five points on the standard targets.
The work of each man follows:

Creedmoor.

S P Williams 91
A Ballard 85

F D Martiu 60
C B James 60

N E Simonds .86AS Field 35
C B James...... ..,§0

36
O B Cook 34

..32

M G filler 46 46—92
L G Thomas 48 46-92
S Clark
E R Shumwav .

C L Macomber.
James Logan. ..

D Starr
J HDupois..,,.

.43 45-8!
. 43 42-85
,.45 43-88
..42 42-84
.41 41-82
..40 38-7S

Standard.
79 83-162-254
75 83—158-250
66 73-135-228
77 60-137 -222
70 64—134—222
64 58-122—206
50 5^-108-190
M 98—170

W Charles
S THawley....
L Daniels 79
C F Barstow 79
P Fitz 77
S O Merville 77

J Francis 108
S Wilder 105

FT West 76 TC Brown 70
C H Eastman 75 W Carney 70
C F Brooks 74 AS Hunt 66
F W Chester 72 D W Martin 65

Rest Match-200yds.
LBAvay 100 W A Ballard

. WS Green 99 A S HuntW P Thompson... 104 P Williams 98 T B Day
T Warren 103 A R Lang 97

SEVENTH REGIMENT RIFLE CLUB.—There is no range
which is in more constant use than that under the armory of the
7th Regiment, and to this constant practice is due the proud
position which the regiment holds as a shooting body. Thus far,
the present season has been the most successful ever"given by the
club. The club recently elected the following officers to serve for
the ensuing term: President, Col. Daniel Anpleton; First Vice-
President. Captain and Assistant Surgeon, W. A. Valentine; Sec-
ond Vice-President, Sergt.-Maj. Wm. B. Coughtry; Secretary,
Ordnance Sergeant J. W. Cochran; Treasurer, Corp. F. S. Ken-
nedy; Executive Committee, Capt. W. H. Palmer; Inspector of
Rifle Practice, ex-officio, Corp. Harry W. Jansen, Lieut. S. W.
Merritt, Sergt. H. B. Thompson, Corp. F. W. Pohle, Lieut. W. S.
Wilson, Corp. O. E. Dudley, Sergt. R. M. Dunn, Corp. G. L. Hoff-
man, Sergt. A. C. Clayton, and Pvt. H. E. Chapman.

CARVER'S BIG EFFORT.—In a few days at the Royal Aqua-
rium, London, Dr. Carver will attempt to hit 100.000 wooden balls
in ten days. His wonderful performances with both rifle and
shotgun are well-known, but tne task he has now set for himself
requires almost superhuman strength and stamina, in addition to
skill. The Doctor has offered repeatedly a big prize to any one
who succeeded in lifting one of his rifles to the shoulder as in the
act of shooting for five consecutive minutes, aud although many
have attempted the feat none have accomplished it. The Doctor
in his coming feat will try to break 10,000 per day, and to do this
will have to lift a gun weighing lOlbs. that number of times to the
shoulder. Allowing ten misses in every hundred, it can readily
be seen how many extra pounds he has to raise. A year ago he
accomplished the feat of hitting 60.000 balls in six days, so that he
is aware of the nature of what he will soon attempt to do. When
he performed last year's feat he missed only 650 balls.

NEWARK, N. J., Dec. 23.—At the semi-annual meeting of the
Excelsior Rifle Club the following gentlemen were elected to
office for the ensuing six months: President, Chas. Mager; Vice-
President, M. Eisenburg; Secretary, H. Buob; Treasurer. Otto
Krauss; Sergeant-at-Arms, A. Aurnhamer; Captain, John Bauer;
Assistant Captain, Chas. Burger; Rifle Inspector, Wm. Watts;
Club Judge, John Berger, and Association Judge, J. Bauer.

THE TRAP.
Scores for publication should he made out on tne printed blanks

prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are pair-
licuki/rlu requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

CHRISTMAS DAY SHOOTS.
BOSTON, Dec. 25.—To-day the Jamaica Plain Gun Club held

its Christmas turkey and sweepstakes shoots at its range, at
Clarendon Hills, the shooting commencing at 9 o'clock and clos-
ing at 3 o'clock. The day was an excellent one for shooting and
a large number of the members of the ciub participated in the
sport. Following are the different events and winners: Six clays
—Savage first, Newcomb second, Barrett aud Melcher third. Ten
bluerocks—Barrett first. Melcher and Boothby second, Need ham
third. Three pair blackbirds—Boothby aud Newcomb first,
Melcher second, Swan third. Ten clays—Cilley first, Melcher
and Newcomb second, Johnson third. Miss and out, 35yds.—Won
by Savage. Three pairs clays-Newcomb first, Johnson second,
Savage, Cilley and Barrett third. Six blackbirds—Johnson first.
Savage and Heifer second, Melcher third, Needham fourth. Six
clays, 21yds., Hurlingham rules—Nichols first. Barrett second,
Johnson and Brown third, Savage fourth. Six bluerocks—Savage
first

,
Melcher, Nichols and Newcomb second; Cilley and Savage

third, Needham fourth. Six clays—Barrett first, Newcomb seo-
ond, Nichols third, Boothby fourth. Six straightaway black*
birds—Barrett first, Baker and Cilley second, Needham third,
Six clays—Baker first. Nichols second, Melcher third. Three
pairs blackbirds—Boothby first, Barrett and Savage second. Cilley
third. Six bluerocks, walk up match-Cilley firak.B&Jcer.. Melefiap

and Boothby secoud, Barrett and Savage third. Six clays—Cilley
and Nichols first, Barrett second, Boothby third.

Chicago, Dec. 25.—The inaugural pigeon contest of the Wash-
ington Park Club took place to-day, aud was productive of some
excellent sport. The shoot was held on the club's grounds, a very
handsome portable pavilion having been erected by the house
committee on the infield directly in front, of the indees' and
timers' stands. A new contrivance for the trapping of birds,
worked by electricity, was used for the first time, and proved a
success. Many members of the club aud their friends were
present, and during the latter part of the afternoon the betting
was very heavy. Fifteen contestants entered in a grand sweep-
stake of $10 each. Forty birds were allowed each man. They
were of excellent quality, most of them being of the species known
as bluerocks. The device used for trapping would not allow the.

shooter to ascertain in advance from which of the five traps the
bird would rise. Some of the scores made are considered excel-
lent when the conditions are understood. G. A. Schwartz carried
off the honors with a score of 33 killed out of 40. The sport began
at 10 o'clock and lasted until dark. Steward Westland provided
a substantial lunch, which was served in the pavilion.

G A Schwartz 40
Frank Floyd 40
H S Griswold 40
Walter Dupee.. . . 40WR Linn 30
D S Babcoek. . .. 30
Chas Carhart 30
O R Glover 80

Shot at. Killed.
33
28
27
27
24
22
16
15

H O Stone 20
George Linn 20
Dr Rowe 20
J J Knickerbocker 20

Edwards 20
O II Roche 15
Marvin Hughitt J r 15

Shot. at. Killed.
12
1

J

9

12
12
12

. .5 W McDowall 5 E Charles
. . 5 F Emond 5 D Beaty .

.

...6 Emond 6

..5 D Beaty.

...9 Draisey 6

...7 Budd 6

...'} Morgan .2
...3 SMcOlure 2

Id

.... 3
S McClure
Cook.

T Harmer
T Mitehel .

.

...3

Toronto, Dec. 25.—The following long list of matches was shot
at McDowall's to-day. The targets in the first. 12 shoots were
bluerocks, and in the next 8, sparrows, one prize going to the win
ner in each event:
Shoot No. 1:W Heatherington...« F Emond .4 OSpaner... 4

T llarmer , ...5 T Emery 1

Shoot No, 2:

E Emond 6 S McClure 4 O Spauer 4

T Harmer 5
Shoot No. 3:

F Emond 0 T Mitchell 4 W McDowull 4
T Harmer 5 T Draisy 4

Shoot No. 4:

F Emond 5 T Draisey 3 W McDowall 3
C Harrison 4 S McClure 3
Shoot No. 5:

F Emond 6 T Draisey 6 W McDowall 5
Shoot No. 6:

F Emond 5 T Draisey 4 S McClure 4

C Harrison. 5
Shoot No. 7:

C Charles 6 Budd 6 F Emond 6
C Tomson 6
Shoot. No. 8:

T Pants 6 C Charles . . .6 T Sawden 6
Shoot No. 9:

T Pants ,

Oben
Shoot No. 10:

T Prints 6 Budd
C Charles 6
Shoot. No, 11:

0 Charles 6 T Pauls
F Emond 6
Shoot No. 2, double rise, 5 pairs:

0 Charles 8 James — ..

Pants r 8 Beaty..
Sparrow shoot No. 1, 5 birds:

C Harrison 5 T Draisey
F Emond 3 WM eDowali...
Shoot No. 2:

W Heatherington .5 F Emend.W McDowall 4 O Harrison

.

G Heatherington. . .4 Morgan
Shoot No, 3:

F Emond 4 C Harison.

.

W Mc Dowal 1 3 T Draisey .

.

Shoot No. 4. at 10 sparrows:
GMorley... 9 G Heatherington.. .8 Mitehel t
F Emond 9 Pnts 5
Shoot No. 5, at 5 sparrows:

C Charles 5 E Emond 9 Leroy 3
E Reid 5 Townsend 4- Mitehel 3
TReid 4
Shoot No. 7:

C Charles 4 Budd 4 Rice 3
F Emond. 4 Kemp 3 Townsend 3
James 4 Reid ....3
The shooting at Stark's grounds on Eastern avenue to-dav for a

prize presented by Mr. C. Ayer for the best average score at pig-
eons and sparrows was won by H. Page, who killed 11 out of 15
pigeons and 17 out of 20 sparrows, which was considered good
shooting, as the birdc were strong on the wing and only the use
of one barrel was allowed.

Newahk, Dec. 25.— Erb's Park on Ohristmas Day was the
scene of one inscessant roar. It was bang! bang! dead! los» ! from
dawn till dusk. The shooting was all sweepstakes contests at
live birds.
First event: Four birds each man, $3 entrance, only one mouev

Hurlingham rules modified to govern all contests. Baite, C. M,
Hedden, Erb and Chris. Reinhardt all got clean scores, and
agreed to carry the money over to the next sweep, the best score
to take the money.
Second event: Same conditions Reinhardt was the only one

who got a clean score and he won in this and the tie money
brought over from the previous one. All others out.
Third event: Castle and Hedden tied for first, and Erb and

Reinhardt for second. The money was carried over to the next
sweep.
Fourth event: Hedden, Erb, and C. M. Hedden got all their

birds straight and captured the money of this and the preceding
sweep.
Fifth event: Same as all others, but with two moneys instead

of one. Jones, Castle, Hedden and Erb killed four each. The
tie was shot out in the next sweep, the best score to take if. Ben-
jamin and Reinhardt tied on 2 kills each, and divided rather thau
shoot out the tie.

Sixth event: Two moneys; all other conditions same. Castle,
Hedden, Erb, and Jones tied for first with 3 kills each out, of the
4 birds shot at. First money was again carried forward to the
next, sweep. Second divided between Reinhardt and Ben jamin.
Seventh event: Same as preceding. Jones, Reinhardt, Erb. C.

M. Hedden, and Castle, again got all their birds, and the first
money was once more carried forward. Ben jamin took second,
with three kills.

Eighth event: Same as other?. Jones, Erb and Castle got each
4 straight kills. Erb got his with single barrel each time, and
"gathered in the shekels" from the money brought forward, win-
ning first money from the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh sweep-
stakes. Second money went to Reinhardt.
Ninth event: Same as all others as to conditions. Jones, Hed-

den and Reinhardt got all their birds, 4 each. Again was first
money carried forward, Erb capturing monev brought forward
from other event. Castle and Jones div. second.
Tenth event: A repetition as to conditions. Castle and Jones

tied for first and agreed to shoot it off in the next sweep. Erb
Beniamin and Reinhardt won second, and that money was car-
ried forward, as was first.

Eleventh eventh: Differing in no way from previous ones.
Jones, Reinhardt. and Castle got each all the 4 birds shot at, and
once more first money went in advance of the shooters, Reinhard
taking the second money brought over from the preceding sween-clciVaD t

Twelfth event: Wheaton, Castle and Reinhardt got straight
scores, Castle thereby winning first brought from No. 10. Erb
Benjamin and Jones killed 3 each and agreed to shoot the tie offm the next event. Castle and Reinhardt div. first, brought over
from No. 11. Benjamin and Erb div. second brought over from
same sweep.
Thirteenth event: Same. Wheaton and Castle made clean

scores and div. first money. Erb, Reinhardt, Jones. W"heaton
and George got 3 kills each for second money and carried it for-
ward. Benjamin captured second money brought from No 12
Fourteenth event: Same. Burrall, George, Hedden, Jones and

Castle killed all their pigeons and shot the tie off miss aud out
George scored a goose egg on his first shot. Burral and Jones'
each added another, and Castle aud Hedden secured the cash by
killing 3 straight and they fdiv. Cannon, Hughes. Wheaton, Erb
and Reinhardt got three kills each and carried, the tie over to
next event,
Fifteenth event: At 7 birds, entrance $f. ft moneys, modified

Hurl neham rules: Benjamin and Erb made clean scores, killing
7 each and rby, i}poxm Wbwim. 0»nou, Castle Hedden. ajjj
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Bernhardt gnt 6 kills each to their credit aud shot the tie off im-
mediately, miss and out. Hedden and Wbeaton did the howling

act. and each got a Dig round O "n the first shot. Castle and Rern-

hardt followed suit on their third sbo'. Cannon and George each

killed their 3 birds, won and div. the cash. Hughes won third

mmey alone, getting 5 cut of 7 birds shot at.

The'enlrtes for the different sweeps ran from six to fifteen m
each.

Red Bank, N. .T., Dec. 25.—The Riverside Gun and Rifle Club
hpld an all-day shoot to-day at hotii live aud clay birds. An un-
usually large crowd was present, and the spectators were treated

to some fine sport. The day was perfect and the live birds w ere

3wift. and strong flyers. The events were governed by American
Association rules. Oscar Hesse was the referee. Following is a

summary of the evpnts: „„
First event—Nine clays, 8 entries, entrance 35 cents.-John

Cooper first, 9; Win. T. Conover and E. M. Cooper second, 6; M. F.

Cornwp 11 third, 5. „„
Second event—Ten bluerocks, 9 entries, entranced cents.—

W. Throckmorton first, 10; John Cooper second, 9: E.M.Cooper

^Third event—Three pairs bats. 11 entries, entrance 35 cents— A,

Ivins. first, 6; Throckmorton, E. C»oper and John B. Bergan sec-

ond, 5; Cornwell. John Cooper and Ten. Davis third, 4.

Fourth event—Team shoot, 6 singles -E. Bussell 1, lvms 4, John
Coopei 4, Geo. Coley 3. Puvis 0; total 13. Jas. Cooper 2, E. Cooper
3, Throckmorton 4. Conover 2, Field 2; total 13.

Fifth event—Five bluerocks. 7 entries, entrance .->0 cents.—jas.
and John Cooper and Ivins 4. Conover, Field and Throckmorton
2 Jas. Cooper won first in shoot off and second divided.

'Sixth event—Four live birds, 11 entries, entrance 82.—H. R.
Coleman and D. Carney first. 4; John and E. Cooper . Conover,
Throckmorton and Ivins 3; Field third, 2. The Coopers won in

shoot off for second money and divided.
Seventh event—Eight live bir^s, 18 entries, entrance S3.—John

Cooper firs', 8; D. Belshaw, E. Cooper and Ivins 7; R. Bates. B. S.

Pavne, Field, and Coleman 6; John Day, 8. W. Hurley, Bussell

and Throckmorton 5. Second and fourth divided. Colman won
in shoot off for third.

Chas. Stillwell, of Shrewsbury, and Edward Cooper, ot Middle-
town, have arranged a match at 20 birds. S50 a side, to take place

in Middletown Township, on Saturday, Jan. 4.

Long Branch, Dec. 25.—At Prioe and Daly's Central Club
grounds. Long Branch, to-day, there was a succession of matches
at live birds from early in the morning until darkness put an end
to the sport. The day was a great one as to weather. Unseason-
able, perhaps, in its warmth, but most grateful to shooters at the

traps at this season of the year. Overcoats and wraps were dis-

carded, and the contestants shot in shirt sleeves and cardigan
jackets. A cool, but fresh westerly wind was blowing across the
grounds. This wind did much to help the'flight of the birds when
the traps were pulled. It made the good ones rattlers and the
medium ones good. As for the poor ones, nothing will help them.
The majority of the pigeons trapped were of excellent quality,

and many of them made even the best of the men "put up" a goose
egg. The first event of the morning was a little match between
Fred Beal and L. Loeb. There was to have been a private match
between Stale Senator W. H. Campbell aud Loeb. The former,
however, was unable to put in an appearance on account of sick-

ness in his family. The one between Beal aud Loeb was a scratch
race got up on the spot. The conditions were 25 birds each man
for icO a side and the cost of the birds. Hurlingham rules to

govern. F. Loeb killed 19 to his opponent's 16, winning the match
by 3 birds to the good. Then came the club match. It was the
Central Gun Club's monthly match between members, 10 inani-
mate targets each man. American Association rules to govern,
for the silver loving cup pre=ented by John Hovey, Jr., and to be
known as the Hollywood cup. Also for the gold badge given by
Phil Daly and his partner. W. H. Price. Twelve members out of
the twenty-eight neloneing to the club put in an appearance to

« . i . — : t •• .... , o 1.1. . ..l . - i l . i/\ . .— :..i.i. r>

OipOTieiJ e;icu, li.uniuci mm 1 c"v "! t . v.. uuou
broke a half dozen out of the 10 shot at; & Fitch got the same
number; J. B. Morris 5 and Messrs. W. F. Campbell and J. White

* Second event, sweepstakes, open to all, 4 pigeons a man, S3
entrance, over 10 entries three moneys, under 10 but two, Hurling-
ham rules to govern: W. Armstrong killed 4 straight and took
first money; F. Loeb and E. Tabor tied for second and divided.

Cuhberlv divided second. The others were o t of it.

Fourth event, Milt F. Lindslev and G. Cubbeny each secured
4 dead to their credit and divided first money. Beal, Armstrong,
Daly, Jr., Vincent and Van Dyke tied for second. Vincent drew
out his pro rata share, and the rest, as the money was too small
for a "divide" among four, agreed to shoot out the tie in the next
sweep, the best score to take the pot.

Fifth event. G. Cubberly, Loeb, Woolley and Van Dyke got
clean scores and took first money and separated it without a
fight, while Lindsley, Armstrong, Eddy and Dalv, J., got 3 each
and divided the second amount hetween them. Third money was
won by F. Beal, he being the only one who had 2 kills out of the 4
birds shot at. Second money was carried over from the preced-
ing sweep, all the others being shot out by him.
Sixth event, G. Cubberly, F. Loeb and A. Van Dyke killed all

their birds and divided first money. Beal, Lindsley, Eddy and
Woolley each got 3 kills and agreed to divide the second money.
The retrieving was done by Phil Daly, Jr.'s red Irish setter dog

Dick, and, although the dog*s first appearance before the public,
he performed his part in fine fashion. Wuh more practice lie

will hurry that great crack among canines at this work, Erb's
black dog Lem.

Bergen Point, N. J., Dec. 25.—The gunning contingent of the
New Jersey Athletic Club enjoyed several hours of fine sport at
clay-pigeon shooting on the organization's ground at Bergen
Point to-day. After concluding the programme of championship
and other prize events the marksmen indulged in sweepstake
matches, and many of them did not leave the traps until after
dusk had fallen. The chief even's of the day were the fifth and
last matches of the series for the Virden Club championship gold
medal and for a valuable Marlin repeating rifle. In the shoot for
the medal Bayard Taylor Kissam broke 18 of 20 targets and took
first honors. The trophy was won, however, by C. A. Pope, of
Roselle, who caDtured two of the five matches. Major J. M. Tay-
lor scored his third victory in the. series for the rifle by winning
the. final match with a score of 19 breaks aud 1 miss. He in con-
sequence carr ed off that trophy. Elmer E. Bigoney broke 16 of
20 hlueio ks and won second prize. Bayard Taylor Kissam got
third prize with a score of 14 breaks and 6 misses.
In a match at ten singles and ten in doubles, Richard Sunder •

maun scored 10 successive breaks at the singles ar d shattered 5

of the doubles, winning first prize. Major J. M. Taylor captured
second prize for breakmg9 of the ten siugles and 5 of the doubles.
Edward L. Vredenburgh won third prize with a score of 4 breaks
in the singles and 8 in the doubles..
Elmer E. Bigoney captured first prize in a match at five singles

and six in doubles, by smashing four single targets and five of
the doubles. With a score of five straight at tha singles aud three
br aks in the doubles. Bayard Taylor K'ssam carried off second
prize. G. A. Pope and Edward L. Vredeuburgh divided third
money, each breaking four in the doubles and three singles.

Col." Thomas D. Day, a New York lawyer, made the lowest
score in the last of the sweepstake events, and was mulcted for
the shooting expenses of all. Eaward L. Vredenburgh camp off
with first honors in four of these matches, and Major J. M. Tay-
lor won one. Each used a Le fevre rifle. They were the only-
marksmen to shoot at eighteen yards rise, the others having
seventeen yards and under to ten.

Brooklyn. Dec. 25.—The regular monthly shoot of the Glen-
more Rod and Gun Club, held at Dexter Park, on Jamaica plauk
road, to-day, proved to be one of the bast meetings ever held by
this veteran club, as there was a big crowd of spectators and
plenty of competitors on hand to enjoy the sport. The birds were
a specially good lot. and were the best ever trapped at this popu-
lar shooting ground. They were from Dayton, O., and were the
means of causing seve'al splendid trap-shooters to lose their
money, although they furnished excellent sport. The scores
made were all good, as the contestants were a lot of well-known
shooters, and the bright weather gave excellent light for the
work. Three events were decided, the first heing the. class shoot
at 7 live birds per man. handicap rises in classes A, B and C, for
the club medal, at which the following scores were made:
A Reed 6 W Selover 6 C MoGee .,2
E Helgans 5 W Levens 5 P Sutter... 2
D Boehme .5 Dr Powell 5 H Bookman 2
J McLaughlin 5 H Schliehtner 2
Selover and Reed then shoi off their tie for the medal at 8 birds,

aud Selover won, killing 3 to Reed's 1.

Two sweeps followed. First sweep at 3 live birds, 25yds, rise'
Helgans, Powell and Bookman each killed 3 birds and divided

first money. Boehme, Reed and Levens each fouling over 2 birds
got second money to divide, Selover taking the third prize alone.
Second extra sweep, similar rules, won hy Helgans, who again

killed thrpo birds, Bookman, Powell, Reed, Levens, Boehme, but-
ter and McLaughlin taking the balance of the pot with 2 killed

each. Referee *nd scorer, C. A. Dellar.

Gloucester Gity, N. J., Dec. 25.—Five hundred persons were
present at the Wild West show grounds to-day. and witnessed a
shooting match between Capt. A. H. Bogardus and Frank Kleinz.
of Philadel phia. Each shot at 25 sparrows, four traps, 35yds. rise,

Kleinz winning by 2 birds. The score follows:

Wntrnrrtns 000.3210001010011011202012-13

KW' .000200ll&1101£mil020100-l&

A match foliowed with 10 birds each, four traps, double birds.

Mr. Kleinz won this match by one bird. The score:

Bogardus 10 00 11 00 10-4 Kleinz 10 10 10 11 00-

o

Claremont, N. J., Dec. 25.-Sweep No. 1, 10 bluerooks, 50 cents

Tatham 6 Lyons 4 Moffatt 6

Siranson... 7 Evans 7 Rose 9

Sweep No. 2, sams: ^ w v
Lvons 6 Simpson 8 Reuben 6

Moffatt ...5 Vincent 5 A Rose ti

N Rose 4 Evans 8

No. 3, same: - „ „ ,

Lvons 5 Simpsen 8 Reuben 4

Moffatt .3 Evans 7 A Rose 6

Rose 9
No. 4, same:

Tatham 0 Moffatt 3 Evans 8

Simpson 7 Roberts 6 Rose 8

Lyons ,..4

No 5, same: , _
Tatham 6 Roberts 4 Vincent 4

Simpson 8 Evans 4 Moffatt 3

Lyons . .....9 Rose 5

No. 6, same: „ „
Tatham 5 O'Connor 0 Granger 8

Vincent 4 Simpson 8 Barnard 4

No. 7, same:
Tatham 8 O'Connor 4 Granger 6

Vincent 6 Simpson 7 Barnard I

No. 8, same:
Tatham 8 O'Connor 4 Granger 5

Vincent 7 Simpson 8 Barnard 4

No. 9, same:
Tatham 6 Simpson 10 Nadal 3

Vincent 5 Granger 5 Lyons 8

O'Connor 4 Barnard 3 Roberts 0

Catskill, N. Y.—The lon?-talked-of team shoot came off at
Tolley's shooting park on Christmas Day. The opposing teams
were made up of amateurs, mostly members of the Catskill Fish
and Game Club, and a jolly time was had by all. The scores are
small, as most of the shooters never had faced the traps before,
although they are good shots in the brush. Beach's team has
challenged for New Year's Day, when look out for better scores,

as quite a rivalry has sprung up. The day was delightful and the
shooters turned but in large numbers, indicating that trap-shoot-
ing is growing in popular favor. The shooters were loth to leave
after the match, so sweepstake-shooting was arrauged, with quite
a number of entries. Following are the scores of team and
sweepstakes: . ,

'

„
Roberts's Team. Beach s Team.

Roberts... 1111111011 11111 11111-19 Beach lmiOlllOllOllllOll-ie
Olwell 100 001 1 1 1 0101 1 1100 1—10 Benter . . .

.
0911101 0111111111111-16

Jimsen.. 110 1K 1 1 00 i 0000 1 1 (X) 1 0— 8 Hand 10011110000100011011—10

Tollev .lOlOllOllOlDOOlOlOl—12 Shufelt. . .10000101011100111100-10

Kline* .. 011000300111X11101001- 8 Yellot . ..00000100100101(100111—?

Stowe .OOOiniOOUOOOOlOlPOQ— 6 L Beach . .11100100010000100000— 6

Whiskers.UiJOlWOlOllOOOhKKUO- 7 Burgh.... 0000000101 0000010010- 4

Board 0001000111 OIOOOIOOOI- 7 Koop OQOlOOOOOOOOOOOOOCKXi- 1

Rosa 101 00001OOUOOOOIOOIO- 5 Jump 01 101 01 "OJOUlOOOl 111-10
Vine OllOUOOOHlOlOOlhll—11 Better. .. 01100100001110000110- 8

Stone OOOOOOOIOIOOOIOOIOIIO- 4 Gooden'h.lOOOOOlOOiXlOOOrHXlOOO- 2

98 5K)

First sweepstake, 10 kingbirds:
Roberts . 8 Hand 6 .Timson 2

Beach.: 7 Betts 9 Goodenough 0

Benter 7 Rosa 4 Stowe 0
Jump 7 Better 3 Burgh. 2

Second sweepstakes, 10 kingbirds:
Roberts 10 Jump 7 Hand 5

Beach .- i Betts .6 Ross ...5

Benter 8
Third sweepstakes, 10 kingbirds:

Roberts 9 Tolley 4 Burgh 3

Clinton 5
De Toll.

Philadelphia, Dec. 25.—The North End Gun Club had a pro-
gramme o* matches to-day. First prize sweepstake shoot, at 15

single Keystone targets; National G. C. rules; for sundry prizes:

Jas Wolstencroft.12 S Richards 12 Jacob Kroeson 10

A L Lumb . 14 Wm M Pack 9 J W Lumb 7

Wm ti Pack 10 Elmer Ridge 9 Geo E Pack 15

WH WolstencroftU Henry Jacobs 7 Nath'l Swope 10

Howard Ridge. 7 Daniel Hartley . .. . 5

Second prize match, s hot under same rules and conditions:
Jns Wolsiencrofr.. l3 H Uidge 9 Henry Jacobs 9

A L Lumb U Samuel Richards.. 11 Geo E Pack 11

Wm H Pack 14 Wm M Pack 10 Nath'l Swope 12

WH Wolstencroftl3 Elmer Ridge 9

The Franklin Gun Club had a club shoot for prizes on its

grounds on Christmas Dav. The conditions were: Twenty Key-
stone targets per man, American Gun Association rules govern-
ing. William Bourne, with 16, won first prizp—a gunning coat-
in the No. 1 team shoot. E. Betsom was second with 15, L. Clark
third with 14, and T. T. Allen fourth with 13. Darkness prevented
jtheNo. 2 team from finishing, there being two ties to shoot off.

An interesting experience occurred at the hotel of Mr Rogers,
when a proposed rifle match was to have taken place, (but failed

to come off) on Christmas Day. While standing on the perch of
the hotel, attention was called to a pigeon sitting on the ground
some distance off. John Hnnsinger and bis charming daughter,
Rachael. (little Hawkeye), of the Gaiety Rifle and Pistol Club
being present. Some one suggested for John to try a shot at the
pigeon. Quickly loading his daughter's "Special WurlhVin" rifle,

with a .22 long cartridge, he took deliberate aim and fired; over
flopped the bird, shot clean through the body.
When the distance was measured off it rolled out 125 yards;

pretty good guessing for a shot at unknown distance.

NEWARK, Dec. 28.—At Erb's Park, to-day, on as fair a day as
was ever vouchsafed to sportsmen in this latitude, Bogardus
and Kleintz came together in a little match arranged for §100 a
side at, 50 pigeons and 50 sparrows. The race was somewhat of a
disappoint mmt, for it was impossible to obtain the smaller birds.
There has been no snow, and, therefore, no trapping could be
done. Quite a large number of persons witnessed the shooting
with a good deal of pleasure. Among ihese were W. Williams
of Newark, E. Bellman of Madison, W. Green of Kearney, C. K.
Westbrook, Tom Morehouse. W. S. Canon, the great one-armed
shot, and J. Morford, Jr., of Newton. After considerable talking
on the part of the principals, it was agreed to shoot at 25 birds
each, man, as many present were anxious to shoot in sweepstakes.
While the arguments pro and con were taking place the short
races were shot out as follows:

First Event—Four birds each man, $3 entrance, two moneys,
Hurlingham rules to govern. Frank Class, John Riggott, and M.
F Lindsay tied for first money with 4 kills each and divided. W.
Siegler and John Erb, 3 kills each, followed the example of their
superiors and did likewise.

Second Event—W. Seigler, M. F. Lindsay, aud J. Erb led for first

on straight scores and divided the cash. Frank Class and John
Riggott. with three dead each out of the 4 shot at, captured and
divided second.
Third Event—Four birds each; three moneys, 50, 30. and 20 per

cent, respectively; otherwise same as preceding events. This had
no less than 15 entries. Riggott, W. Seigler, J. Erb, F. Class, R.
Irwin, O. Van Camp, S. Castle, F. Kleintz, E. Collins, and Gus
Manitz killing each four straight and as there were so many in
for the money they agreed to carry it forward and shoot off the
tie in the next 3weep. Lindsay (with a dead out of bounds), J.

Wbeaton, and Capt. Bogardus tied for second money, and did
the same as the first men. C. M. Hedden and Z werlein tied for
third and divided.
Fourth Event—Same conditions as preceding event, but with

13 entries instead of 15, two of the contestants finding the pace
too hot for them. W. Siegler, T. Class, R. Irwin, C. Van Camp,
j. Wheaton, and Frank Kleintz again got all their birds and
divided first money. J. Erb and 8. Castle amicably divided

second money with 3 kills each. C. M. Hedden, J. Riggott, Zwer-
lein and Bogardus captured third, and settled the matter by
taking it share and share alike.
At 2:45 o'clock the main event was begun. Capt. Bogardus said

his shells were loaded with small shot for the sparrow shooting,
and as he had only a few left after the sweepstake shooting he
would have to ask the match to be reduced to 25 birds each man,
and the stakes to be $1 a bird. As all the men present were in
for sweepstake shooting it was agreed to. The result was a tie.

The birds were a fair average lot, somewhat uneven in quality,
but with some of them good enough to tax the skill of the best of
the shots present. Indeed it is a matter of doubt if 15 men have
been brought together this year where skill in handling the
breechloader could surpass that of the men present on this occa-
sion. It comprised the very cream of the shooting men of this
vicinitv

.

Capt. Bogardus 2211012311111222111211101-23
Frank Kleintz 20111c,2?121imi21UT2222-3S
After this event the Captain's son, Henry, gave an exhibition

of rifle and pistol shooting. In the former he did well; in the
lattpr he was off.

Fifth Event— Seven birds each man, #5 entrance, 3 moneys;
usual rules to govern. C. M. Hedden, C. Van Camp, and C.
Bernhardt killed all their birds and divided first money without
a shootoff. W. Seigler. F. Class. R, Irwin, S. Castle, F. Kleintz,
Capt. Bogardus, and W. S. Canon, tied for second, and thev shot
the money off iu the next event a miss and out. John Erb, J.

Wheaton and Zwerlein were in for third money, and did the
same with it as the second money men did with theirs.

Sixth Event—Miss and out sweepstake, $2 entrance, moneys
brought forward to follow the miss and out. This had thirteen
entries Bernhardt, went to the rear on his first shot, a hard-hit
bird that crossed the boundary. Zwerlein followed suit on his
second shot. R. Irwin, and F. Kleintz fired and fell back on the
fourth round. W. S. Canon did the same on his third shot. C.
M. Hedden, J. Wheaton, and S. Castle each took a back srat on
thiir fifth bird. Bogardus went out on the n^xt round, the sixth.
On the seventh Van Camp Was out of it. This left Siegler, Erb,
and Class in for the money, and they separated it amicably.
Siegler, Class, Castle and Bognrdus divided second money brought
down from the previous sweep, after disposing of Irwin, Kleintz,
Canon and Bernhardt. Third monev of that sweep went to John
Erb, he shooting out Wheaton aud Zwerlein.

NEW YORK SUBURBAN GROUNDS.-Claremont, N." J..

Dec. 21 —Sweeps at 10 bluerocks, 50 cents entry, 3 moneys, ties

divided. No. 1:

Sigler 6 Simpson 10 Mack 7

Mfller 7 Tatham 9 Nixon 7

Lindsley 8 Lyons 5

No. 2:

Sigler 9 Simpson 9 Nixon S
Miller 10 Tatham 6 Apgar 10

Lindsley ....4 Lyons « Mack 4

No. 3:

Sigler 10 Simpson 8 Nixon 8

Miller 9 Tatham 5 Apgar 8

Lindsley 7 Lyons 6 Mack 2
Simpson and Apgar div. third.

No. 4:

Sigler 8 Simpson 8 Nixon 4

Miller.. 9 Tatham 7 Apgar 8

Lindsley 7 Lyons S Mack 6

No. 5:

Sigler 8
Miller. 8

Simpson 10 Ni xon

.

Tatham..
Lindslev 10 Lyons 7

No. 6:

Sigler 8 Simpson.. 9

8 Tatham
Nixon 4

Mack 5

. 9 Simpson
8 Lindsley.

•9 Tatham 5

. 7 Lyons 6

.10
Simpson 10 Nixon.
Tatham B

Lyons 3

6

Lindsley..
No. 7:

Sigler..
Miller ....

No 8:

Sigler
Miller
Lindsley.

.

No. 9:

Sigler 10 Simpson 9 Lyons 4
Lindslpy 8 Tatham 6 Mack 9

No. 10:

Sigler ...10 Simpsou 8 Nixon 4

Lindsley . 9 Tatbam 3 Mack 3

Dec. 2S.—Sweep No. 1, 10 bluerocks, 50 cents entry:
Miller ..8 Swiveller 4 Tatham «

Simpson 9 Richards... 4 Smith.. ., «

Jones H Hathaway 2

No. 2, same:
Miller ....9 Swiveller. .5 Tatham.
Simpson 7 Richards. .7 Quimby 1

Joues 7 Hathaway 5

Simpson and Jones div. second, Tatham third on shoot off.

No. 3, sams:
Miller 8 Swiveller 6 Tatham 8

Simpson 9 Richards 4 Quimby 8

Jones 9 Hathaway . .6 Lindsley 9

Jones first, Miller second, Swiveller third in shoot off.

Sweep 4, same:
Miller 10 Swiveller 8 Tatham 6

Simpson 7 Richards 6 Quimby 9

Jones 10 Hathaway 3 Lindsley 9

No. 5, Same:
Miller 8 Swiveller 6 Tarbam 8

Simpson 9 Richards 5 Quimby 10

Jones 10 Hathaway 5 Lindsley , 9

Sweep 6, same: „ J

Miller 9 Swiveller 6 Tatham 7

Simpson 9 Lindsley.. 5 Quimby 7

Jones 10 Hathaway 6

Sweep f, 5 pairs doubles:
Miller 10 11 11 10 11-s Hathaway 10 00 11 10 10-5
Simpson 11 10 10 11 11-8 Quimby 11 10 11 11 10—8
Jones 10 11 11 11 11-9 Lindsley 10 10 10 10 11—

3

Swiveller 00 10 00 10 00—2
Second money shot off at 2 pairs: Miller 3, Simpsou 4, Quimby 2.

Sweep 8, same:
Quimby., 10 Lindsley 8 Joues 10
Miller' 7 Hathaway 6 Swiveller 8

Simpson 8

NEW HAVEN, Conn.. Dec. 21. -Scores made at the Elm City
Gun Club shoot on their grounds, Friday afternoon, Dec. 20. The
attendance was small, but the scores were very good considering
thp day which was very dark and foggy, especially those of
Mes rs. Bates and Gould, who each missed but two birds during
ihe afternoon, which is considered good shooting for these pans.
No. 1, match at 6 tongueless bats, Keystone traps, 10 and 18yds.

Gould 111111-6 Savage 1111C1—

5

Bates 111111-6 Hill 110110-4
Whitney 011U1-5 Beers 011110-4
Sackett' 111011-5
No. 2, 6 singles and 2 pair:

Gould 111111 11 11-10 Albeit 111111 10 10- 8

Bates 111111 11 11-10 Sackett 011111 10 11- 8
Whitney Hllll 11 11—10 Beers 1U110 10 10- 7

Savage llllll 1110-9 Hill 111010 00 00—4
No. 3, 12 birds, Hurlingham rules, both barrels:

Gould 11111 llllll1—12 Albert 111111111111-12
Bates 111111111111-12 Beers Omilllllll—11
Savage 111111111111-12 Sackett 111111111011—11

Whitney 111111111111-12 Hill 011011111111-10

No. 4, 8 straightaways, 21yds.:

Bates imilll-8 Whitney 10111101-6
Gould 11011111—7 Sackett - 01100)11—5
Savage 01110111-6 Hill ,. U000111-5
Beers. ,.,..*. 11110101-6 Albert 01100110-4

No. 5, 5 pair:
Whitney 11 10 11 11 11-9 Beers 00 11 10 11 11—

t

Gould... 11 11 11 10 11-9 Albert 10 10 10 11 10-6
Bates i 10 11 11 11 11-9 Sackett 10 01 01 10 10-5
Savage U 01 10 11 11-8 Hill 00 00 10 11 10-4
No. 6, 9 singles:

Sackett milllll-9 Hill - 111101111-8
Gould 111111111-9 Beers 111011111—8

Bates ..110111111—8 Savage 011U1DO- 7

Albert 111U0111-8 Whitney 110101011 <.

No. 7, 6 birds, walking match:
Bates 111111-6 Hill .011U0-4
Gould 111111—6 Whitney 100101-3
Savage lOllll-o Sackett 100100 2

Alhert 111101-5
I No, -8, 15 singles:
Bates. .imilimillU-15 Albert 1111 0110111H11-13
Gould. milllumill-15 Savage 111101001111111-12

Whitney lllllimilllll-15 Sackett 11011UOllHllO -12
I Hill ,.111111101111111-14 " Elm City.
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WHITE HOUSE. N. J., Dec. 21.-At laat tbe day appointed for
the team Fhoot "between the clubs of North Branch and White
House, N. J. was a fair one, exceedingly so barring the mud, and
the teams met at White House for t he fourth time to contest their
supremacy at the trap. The visiting team was full of grit, and
bad the home team been fully awake to the situation they might:
have easily won ihe day; as it was. however, they only held their
own and the scores resulted in a tie. Below are scores of team
shoot:

North Branch. White House.
Dan MeG-inty..011 111011011101-11 J H Davis 00001011 UOllll- 9
F Cramer 011111100101000— 8 H Bishop 111110111111101-13
Duyckinck. . . .100 00011100010 -10 R K Large OlOOI'OlOiOOlOOl - 5
G Cramer - . . 1 0111 100100 1 111— 10 B Pickle 001 00111 0110010- 7
T Welch 100111011011111-11 M Anderson. ..0110110101 lllll-U
L Dishrough. ..010000011010111- 7 F Pideock OlOlOOOimiOOi- 8

63 53

GRAND CROSSING, 111., Dec. 9.-Audubon Club shoot at 15
live birds each man, handicap, 80vds. boundary:
C Wilcox (30)..oi:0T.v.]0loi200l- 7 C Howard*. .. .011010113310100- »
J Kleinman(ol;0r:i)]iRiiM(il0w. G L Dieter*. . .,311201101100021-10
J Price (32) 11101000313101 1-10 Dr Ashlev*. . . 3113110231211000-10W Foss (32) ... 1 20931212200020— 9

'* Denotes visitors.
J. E. Price wins medal.
Sweep same day, 5 birds, ,¥3 entrance:

•T E Price 32020-3 J J Kleinman 01121-4WW Foss 20111-4 E J Reeves 12001-3
Dr. Ashley 10112-4 A W Reeves 11111—5
G Kleinman 11322—5 C S Wilcox 11011—4
GLDeiter 02201-3 C Howard 31011-4
G. Kleinman and A. W. Reeves div. first, J. J. Kleinman and C.

Howard div. second, E. J. Reeves third.—Raveijmgg,

WEST FARMS. N. %, Dec. 25.-The second match between the
Mile Square and Bronx River Gun Clubs was shot on the grounds
of the latter club, resulting in a victory for the Bronx River Club,
thus giving them the two matches.

Mile Square Club.
M N Hunter lOllOHmOOUUiiOOUHKiOOlOl— «
O Wilson 11011 1 101 1

1

'

Km u I (
1 1 i n ini ioo -14

D Valemine 1 101 01 1 01 1 1 11 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 111—22
C Truer 1010111100101011010101011-15
J W Thurston 00000000101 1000001 1000110- 7
F Tbeold OimooouooiOOIOllllOOlo—13W Wilson lllKKdlOOlOlOllilOlUlOOO—13
J B Valentine OlOnOOinoililOOOlOOlOlOOO— 8
J Herrador 10001(K>HO;H11000101101101—11H Russell .0111010101101010101001000—18-183

Bronx River Club.
T N .Taques 1111010111100100110111101—17W Pringle lOlOiHWOOinmOtlUUOil-lS
A Dittmar OUOIOIOOH 10111111010011—16
C Zoon. 111011111191011111 1 11 1111—22
Jas Duane 0101000111101111111011110—17
E P Miller 1011111111111110111010111-21W Brudeubach 11010101 111 ] 01 011 11 1111101-18
J Murphy rn loonoi UOuiulOOllOHO—15W Fisher 00001 1 OOUOi II fit ( f] 1 01 110111—10
F Arnold 1001 1*10011 m it > Imm 11 Kilo-iO-161

J.M.

BLOOMING GROVE PARK, Pa., Dec. 20—The winter visit to
the park to-day was for the purpose of shooting the return match
at pigeons between Ihe Orange Gnu Club, of Orange, N. J"., and
the Blooming Grove Parii Gun Club, of Pike countv. Pa. At. the
first contest between the two clubs, some two months ago. the
Orange team scored an easy victors'. The prize contested for was
a silver tankard or "loving cup" of hammered work. Among
those present were three brothers Firth—John. Thomas and Harry

Laurence, of Long Island. Early this morning preparations were
made for tbe event of the day. The shooting commenced promptly
at 10 o'clock, and was continued without intermission for three
hours, when the victory of the Orange men was accomplished.
Team contest for trophy, six men of the Orange Gun Club, ol
Orange, N. J., and pis men of the Blooming Grove Park Gun Club,
of Pike county, Pa., 35 birds each man, Hurlingham rules to
govern.

Orange Gun Club.
Rahson !Hai822122oil2232i22t1232- 23
Chapman 1 11 1210221 1 121 1 1 1122222o0-32
J Firth 122022o2222<)2202222112100-20
I Lee Smith 03121020o222003121 2221122-19
Crommerlin 0230122223010201 210223020—17
Simmons 2001102i20o21100220222212-17—118

Blooming Grove Park Gun Club.
Lawrence 22101221201222112L2011022—21
Engle 1881138300208112120121121—20
Hedden 21l001ioo.*2i 1 2 222J III 1 1110—19
Yonmans 12c0U122133222()0220a22120-17
N S Smith 222ck-22122202223002201200-17
Ells 11021220ol022o02020i02l01-15—109

o Dead out of bouudB.

Tneviciting club won by nine birds to the good. The Orarjge
men used their second barrels 78 times. The Piite county men 65
times. As soon as the main affair was brought to a settlement,
sweepstakes were gotten up and shot out with varying results
to the contestants until darkness put a stop to the shooting.
First Sweepstakes.—Three birds each man, S3 entrance, 3

moneys: Breintnall, Babson and J. Firth killed all their birds
and divided ihe first money; Engle, Crommelin and You mans did
likewise with second, and Chapman and Hedden took third.
Second Sweepstakes.—Same conditions: Entile, Chapman,

Lawrence, N. S. Smith and Breintnall got 3 straight each and
settled the tie by agreeing to shoot it off in the next event. Crom-
melin, Youmans, Firth and Davidson did likewise with second.
Hedden took third.
Third Sweepstakes.—§3 entrance, miss and out: Hedden, Crom-

melin, Youmans and Davidson each missed their first shot and
stepped to the rear. I. L. Smith, Babson and Lawrence missed
their second bird, N. S Smith, Engle and Chapman got out on
their fourth birds. Breintnall and .1. Firth killed 4 each and
divided the monev. Breintnall captured the money oi the first
tie in this shoot-off and Firth took the second.
Fourth Sweepstakes.—Ten bluerocks each man, $3 entrance, 3

moneys, American Association rules to govern: Lawrence and
Chapman broke each 8 and divided first: Breiatnall took second
unto himself, and third went, to C. R. Hedden with a half dozen
breaks. Engle, Eils, Youmans, N. S. Smith. T. Firth, H. Firth,
Simmons and Davidson in the soup.
Fifth Sweepstakes.—Same as preceding in all respects: Breint-

nall first, breaking 8; Lawrence. Simmons and Chapman, with 7
each bioken, tied for second; third went to Youmans. Hedden
and N. S. Smith. Engle, Eils and H. Firth out of it.
Sixth Sweepstakes.—Same as foregoing: Breintnall and Hed-

den broke 8 each and divided first. Chapman secured second with
7 broken. Third went to Lawrence. Engle* EHs, Youmans, N. S.
Smith, H. Firth and Simmons again were left.
Seventh Sweepstakes.—As all the previous ones: Lawrence

broke the 10 straight. Hedden was good second with 9 breaks.
Third went to Chapman with 7. Engle, Breintnall. Eils, Vou-
mans, N. S. Smith, H. Firth and Simmons out.

SPRINGFIELD, N. J., Dec. 37,-The last meeting of the Union
Gun Club for the current year took place to-day on the club's
grounds at Springfield, N. J. One meeting of the club waB post-
poned on account of the death of Dr. N. C. Jobs, who was one of
the most energetic and enthusiastic of the members of the club.
After the shooting a collation was served in the club hous», which
was thoroughly enjoyed by all present. Then came t he distribu-
tion of the prize winnings for the closing season. One hundred
dollars is usually the amount expended, and the division, or
rather the winnings, by each man was as follows: Seventeenth
prize, E. D. Miller, the gold Keystone troohy; second prize, A.
Sickley, $10 gold eagle; third prize, W. Sopher, leather gun case;
fourth prize, George Pudney, $7.MJ in gola: fifth prize, L. Terry-
leather shell case; sixth prize, M. Rull, $5 m gold; seventh prize!
J. Briant, corduroy hunting coat: eighth orize, W. Nanes, $2.50 in
gold; ninth prize, G. Eager, one keg gunpowder: tenth prize, V.
Sayre, one set loading tools. The prizes on best averages made
throughout the year were: First, prize, Erisch D. Miller, §10 in
gold, average 98 per cent ; C. H. Johnson, second prize, $5, aver-
age 96 per cent.; A. Sickley won third prize with an average of 89
per cent., and R. Williams got fourth with an average of 72 per
cent. The prizes offered for the coming season of 1890 are numer-
ous and valuable, aggregating some §200,

LONG BRANCH.—On Jan. 4, at the Central Gun Club grounds,
a match for §100 a side and the cost of the birds, 50 pigeons, will
be shot between Q. Cubberly and Phil Daly. Jr.

CLASS VS. THOMPSON.—Newark, Dec. ii.-The postponed
match between these two craok shots was fought to a conclusion
at Erb's Park to-day. The day broke anything but pleasant in its
weather. At dawn the rain was tailing fast, and it continued
until 10 o'clock, when a heavy shower passed over the shooting
grounds. This shower was accompanied by heavy thunder and
vivid lightning. At this season so unusual an occurrence occa-
sioned a good deal of comment. After the shower the wind came
out strong from the westward, blowing cold and in gnats. At one
time during the afternoon it amounted to a gale. This, of course,
helped the pigeons in their flight. As a whole, the birds were a
lot of raspers. Out of the 300 shot at but 5 refused a flight when
the traps were pulled. Class was shooting in magnificent form.
The last few birds were shot by him left-handed—that is, with
the gun from the left shoulder and trigger pulled with the left
hand. In celerity Class was at least 15 seconds quicker than his
antagonist in getting' on his birds, this making a terrible handi-
cap for a man to overcome, especially so when the birdB happen
to be of so good a quality. The match commenced promptly at 3
P. M. The men shot steadily until 3 o'clock, when a ten minutes'
rest was had. Class got a lead on the start, and gradually in-
creased that lead to the end.
Match for $250 a side, 100 birds each man, loser to pay for the

pigeons, Hurlingham rules to govern:
Frank Class.... 222,-UI 221321 1222001 120113-80

122H211221 1 1.021.002110111—21
1312011 1 21 12 1 » 1 1 1 21 1 1 ol 11—33
21131 1 1 21 1 11012131 1 1 1 1220-23 - 80

J Thompson 2021 11 121 loll 20:.'2ol 32,2001—19
01 1110 1 2 1 1 1 Ool 11111 222212- 31

03301 12 1 1 ol 102110 11 1 1 2012— 19

121210111 21 101 02120121110—23-79
oDead out of bounds.
Each man bad a no bird on a misstire, and shot at another with

a blank shell in first barrel. Thompson's twenty-sixth was an
awfully hard hit bird, but recovered and got out of bounds. His
thirty-first was a right quartering rattler; he got on with both
barrels, but carried it out. His forty-third was knocked down,
but pulled himself together and went on his winning way. Class's
twenty-eighth bird was as hard as nails. He was well stopped,
fell, got up, fell again, rose and dropped once more and then was
over the fence and out. His thirty-ninth was a repetition of that
work. His sixty-fourth bird was hard hit. It flew to fence and
fell dead on the top rail. An outsider put his hand over the top
and gather* d the bird in. The eighty-fifth bird or Class's was the
best of the 200 shot at: he was .a hummer of a right-quarter er.
Quick as he was the shot was quicker. The bird fell 70yds. off
with both wings broken.
First open sweep, 4 pigeons each man, S3 entrance, 3 moneys.

Hurlingham rules to govern: Erb, Remharnt and Castle 4 ana
dividedT first. Class and Thompson 3 and also divided.
Second event: Erb, Reinnardt and Class 4 and divided, Thomp-

got second with 3.

Third event, Castle, Class and Thompson each got » and shot
the tie off. Castle.dropped out on his fifth bird. Thompson and
Class killed theirs and divided. Second money was captured by
Collins and Reinnardt and divided.
Fourth event, miss and out, $1 entrance: Manitz, Geoffrey, Erb,

Castle and Reiuhardt slipped up and were out on their second
shot, Collins on his fourth, and thus Bakew and Hedden divided
the pot.

TORONTO, Dec. 21.—A number of West End gun enthusiasts
gathered to-night at McC ready's sporting store. Queen street
west, for the purpose of reorganizing tbe old West End Gun Club.
The meeting was well attended, and a rousing one it was. The
new club will be known as the West Toronto Gun, Dogs, Sports,
and Angling Club. The officers elected are a good set of men, of
the pusher class, and are as follows: President, Ex- Aid. George
Evans; Vice-President Mr. D. Beatty; Secretary, Mr. R. A Mc-
Cready; Treasurer, Mr. F. Habart. The club prides itself on
having secured the. services of Mr. Evans as presidents, as no
effort will be spared on his part to make it a big success. About
25 names are already on the list, which looks fair for the start.

BROOKLYN, Dec. 26—The final shoot of the last half year was
held by the Diana Sportsman's Club, at Bay View Park, South
Brooklyn, to-day, the shoot having been postponed on account of
the holidays from last Tuesday by order of the president. The
members try their skill at glass halls as well as at bluerocks. and
are divided into two classes, so that the less experienced shooters
also have a chance of winning a prize. In the bluerock shooting
the shooter winning the medal the greatest number of times dur-
ing the six months is declared the winner, while in the contests
at glass balls the member breaking tbe largest aggregate cap-
tures the prize. M. Winchester carried off the honor in the first
class, and also winning the gold medal for bluerock shooting with
three shoots, in August, November and December. In the second
class. C. Medler won the silver medal with a total of 16 glass
balls broken. The gold medal went to C. Ring, who won the blue-
rock shoots in July, October and November. Thursday's results
were as follows: Shoot at 10 bluerocks:
H Brower 6 M Winchester 6 C Medler, Jr -

A Batty 5 J Koch 4 J Scharff 5
Shoot at 5 glass balls:

P Adamfki 3 M Winchester 4 C Medler, Jr 4
H Brower 3 J Koch i J Scharff
A Batty 3
The two sweepstakes which followed were won by Batty,

Brower, Scharff and Medler.
DAYTON, O., Dec. 24".—Tbe Dayton Gun Club was in the field

again to-day for a team live pigeon shoot, McDonald and Heikes
captains ot the rival team of five men, George W. Knecht referee,
ten pigeons to each man, five traps, association rules.
Mc Donald 1111110110—8 Heikes 1011111 111—9
Racon 1111101001—7 Buntain 0101100010—4
Kid 0001010111—5 Pratcnett 1111111111-10
Rike 1110001101—6 Troup OOllillHl-8
Tippy 0001011101—5- 31 Col t H11111011-9-40

CLEVELAND, O., Dec. 8L—The much-talked of and long-ex-
pected match shoot between Dayton and Cleveland shooters came
off yesterday with Cleveland on the top of the heap. The Cuya-
hoga county shooters won the match, but by a majority of six
birds only. The race was almost too close for comfort. The
Cleveland shooters and Rolla Heikes, who represented the Dayton
Club in the city, shot on the grounds of the East End Gun Club.
The day was perfect for shooting and the traps worked perfect lv.
The scores though high are not so nigh as were made in former
practice shoots. Two of the East End s best men did not arrive
until after the shooting commenced aud this fact cut down the
majority for the Cleveland team. In Dayton, too. every con-
dition was favorable for good scares but, for some reason, the
Daytonites did not do as well as was expected. This can be
accounted for by the fact that the Dayton club in Its practice shoot
hns set its traps to throw a slow-flying, lazy bird, only one trap
throwing the bird as far as prescribed in the association rules.
The full scores of the Dayton and Cleveland shooters follow:

The Cleveland Scores.
Cathian 01010011110101010111111111010011111111001111111 111—31
Phare . 01111 11 1 1111 1 ill 11 0 1 11 1 111 11101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1101110111010—43
Bi ockway . . 111111011 1 1101110001111 11111111 1 1 11 101101111111111.—43
Auid liiinoiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiioioiimmimiiii—40
Forrester. . ..111110 j irnioj MMOlllllOillllllllllllOriOllllLllOlO—41
Gauit liiiioioinoiniinimLiiiiiiiniiioi 101111110111-44
Elworthy.

.
.1111011110111111111111111111111111111111 lllimill—48

A B Jones.. 1011010110101111 1111011111101011111111111111111011—41
Byrnes 11110110111111111111111011111101101001101111111111-42
*North 1non1r11011110111111111111111r1101nm.il iinoii-45-430

The Dayton Scores.
Keenan. .0111111 11111111 11 loll 11 1 10] 101 11 111010111111111111—14
c Bib. 11001011101 ioi 11111 10111mini 1 111 11 1111101111 1 11-43
Bacon ino]iniiiimmimmniomiiimiiiimooin-46
Buntaine. . .

.1 1110100011111111111101110100010111111111111111111—40
Ryke 11111111011100011111110111101 rlimilliiilliioiin—43
McDonald. .lllOlOOOllllllllimiOUlim 10U0U U 111] 11111111—43
Pratchett.. . 11011101111101111101011101 10111 1m 0110111111001 11—3ft

Sauder 10' 101 111011001111111011101 L11000mmi01im0111-3S
Jippy lioioiioioinoiiinonm mi ionninnmmiuo-43
•Hieikes ni01111111inillllllllllimnillOn0110111llllll-46—434

* Shot in Dayton. + Shot in Cleveland.

BROOKLYN, Dec, 37—The Crescent Glee Club held its regular
monthly shoot at the Dexter Park to-day. Although the wind
was at times quite strong and the birds good flyers, the scores
made were fair, especially in the sweepstakes which followed the
club shoot. Long Island rules, gun below the elbow and first
barrel only, governed. L. Hopkins won tbe club shoot with five
killed, Bolton was second with four, ond W. Gilman third with
three. In toe first sweepstakes Smith and Hopkins tied for first
prize, the other four for second. The prizes were pooled for a
purse, which was increased by additional stakes of the four men
who tied for second money. 50 per cent, to go to first. 30 to second,
and 20 to third. Schultz won on three straight, Smith outshot
Hopkins for second, and Gilman took third.
In the third sweepstakes Smith and Schultz were tied for first

Place. Smith ultimately winning with, a clean score of seven.

KANSAS CITY, Mo., Dec. 38.-Jim Elliott, of this place, and J.
A- Ruble, of Beliot, Wis., shot a match here to-day for $100 a
side. The former conceded Ruble 25 dead birds. Each used a
12-gauge gun, at 28yds. A. poor lot of bird-< and a strong wind
across the traps made the birds very slow. This is the first match
Ruble had shot, and some of the boys th night he showed a little
lack of nerve. Mr. O. W. Budd, of De* Moines. Iowa, acted
as referee. Under the rules of the A. S. A . the score stood:
J A it Elliott 1112110111231111121111111-24

1 1 012121 1 11021111 22323 1 11-23
1102112021120111 111231223—33
82121H221oll0n 1 1 1 111321-33—92

J A Ruble. 33121-T2003I10111 1 2111222—22
2321010.323111121111111200-21
311221203101 121201 1 1 12121—23
11111111111111 mniiiiii-25—90

Unseb Frith.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Dec. 28.—To-day's shoot was a remark-
ably good one, both in attendance and in the scores made. In the
pitcher match, Perry shot a new gun for the first time, and cap-
tured the pitcher fov the day with a clean score of 15. The other
scores of 8 and over were: Webster, 14; Lee, 13; Schaefer and
White, 12; Eager, Roxton and Bond, 11; Bacon, 10; Field and
Edwards. 9; Short, Chase, Dill aDd Porter, 8 each. In the. other
events the first winners were: Five pigeons, Chase and Cowie:
6 bluerocks, Cowie; 5 bluerocks, Chase; fi single bluerocks and 2
pair bluerocks. Eager: 10 bluerocks. Eager: 10 bluerocks, Chase;
10 bluerocks, Eager, Field, White aud Bacon; 10 pigeons. Eager,
Schaefer, West and Perry; 10 tin birds, Chase; 6 oluerocks, Lee,
Eager and Perry; 8 pigeons, Webster, Roxiou and Perry; 10 blue-
rocks, Schaefer, Edwards and Roxton; 5 pair bluerocks, Webster:
10 tin birds, Eager, Chase and Field; 10 bluerocks, Chase; 10
pigeons, Chase. Bond and Field; 10 bluerocks. Keystone, Roxton,
Bond and Perry: 10 pigeons, Porter and Chase.

BALTIMORE, Deo. 17.—The death of Mr. Heury D. Harvey to-
day removes a well-known Baltimore merchant. He was seventy-
six years of age. He was a partner of the once famous firm of
Hopkius & Brothers and which for many years conducted a large
wholesale grocery business. The firm used to handle quantities
of shot, and in this way he became interested in the Merchants'
Shot Tower Company, which owns the mass of bricks, 234 feet
high, at the corner of Front and Fayette streets. He was elected
president of the company some years before his retirement from
the grocery business, and continued to occupy the position for
about thirty yeirs. He became very well known to merchants in
Maryland and the South, where most of the shot made at the
tower was sold. In 1878 the old machinery inside the tower
caught fire and transformed the structure into a huge blazing
torch, which was watched by a great crowd of curious persons.
The machinery was entirely burned out, and, under Mr. Harvey's
superintendence, was replaced with that made after the latest
and most improved models. The tower was built in 1828 by the
old Phoenix Shot Company, whose uaine was afterward changed
to the Merchants'. Its remarkable height aud round shape, slop-
ing slightly from the bottom, have mane it one of the conspicuous
objects familiar to all Baltimoreans. The first shot tower in the
city was built five years before the Merchants', on North Gay
street, above Fayette, under the direction of Colonel Joseph
Jamison, but was taken down in 1815. It was 187 feet high. An-
other tower, on South Eutaw street, was removed in 1851, and the
bricks were used in building live warehouse 3. Tae tower still

standing is forty feet in diamater at the bottom and twenty feet
at the top. The brick woru, which commences at the surface, is

four and a half feet thick from tne ground up to a height of
about fifty feet, when it. diminishes four inches in each story.
The parapet, which crowns the summit is three feet high. The
tower is used for dropping shot in the process of manufacture.

"West India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard." By
Everett Hayden, U. S Hydragraphic Office. Large quarto, with S3
lithographic plates. Price $% Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 1888, with practiced, information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; %ise of oil at sea, etc.

HULL Y. G.

T\HF Hull Y. C. has at last resolved to build a club house suit-
-L able to its wants, and the money has been raised, the ground
purchased, and the plans prepared for a very complete and elab-
orate house. The new site is on the Moody Merrill and Tower
properties, lately purchased by the cluh, near the present house.
The club house proper will measure 50ft. on its front or water

side, and 55ft. in depth. There will bo a piazza on three sides of
the two upper stories, and possibly the upppr one will be contin-
ued on the land side. The house will be set in the midst of a plat-
form having a frontage of 100ft. and depth of 81ft. The platform
will be surrounded on three sides by a sea wall. The house wall
rest on foundations which are entirely separate from the sea
wall, and will go down below the beach level. There will be a
space of at least 15ft. between t he wall and the piazzas, wnich
will be used as a garden. The upper or hall floor will be
reached from the street by a bridge, which will lead to the piazza
and a lobby at tbe northeasterly corner of the house from which
a door will lead into the hall, which is somewhat lareer than the
present, ball in the house on the Hull pier, being 39x 49f t. Ample
doors will open upon the piazza, and will be so arranged that they
can, upon the o> casion of receptions and aances, be thrown up
and out of the way, making the piazzas, which will be ab jut 10ft.
wide, practically a part of the hall. A retiring and toilet room
for ladies leads off of the corner opposite the lobby. There is
also asmall room between the lobby and the stage connected
with the ladies' retiring room by a passage behind the stage. The
stage itself will be 24x10ft., and with tne rooms and passage
will give ample facilities tor the production of entertainments.
Leading from the loboy a flight of stairs will take one to a small
hall on the next story, and continuing straight on one goes down
still further to the platform. From this hall on the left a mem-
ber's door will lead into an inner hall 8ft. wide and about 35ft.
long.
On the right side of this hall will be the billiard room, 40x23.

accommodating three tables, having a toilet room leading from
it in the corner. Beyond the billiard room and ovtrlooking tbe
bay is ihe card room, 10x15ft., and a smoking room, which is also
a continuation of the hallway, about 12x 16ft. This latter has an
opeu fireplace and will oe a most cheerful place. Next to This
room auo in the southeast corner of the house is the reading room.
15x17ft., which with the dining room, which comes next, has an
opeu fireplace. The dining room is 17X20ft., having a butler's
pantry off from it of 7x16ft. A cook room uuder the upper stairs
8x11ft., completes the arrangements of this floor. From the loog
hall stairs lead to what might properly be caUed the mezzanine
floor, as while there are two floors below the lower piazza, the
architecture so makes it that the house appears to be but three
stories. The stairs bring one to a gallery, from which you look
down on to the ground floor. Leading trom this gallerv are a
kitchen and pantry immediately under the butler's pantry and
coat room, a janitor's room and about 30 lockers from 3 to 4ft.
wide and 7ft. deep. Two flights of steps lead from the gallery to
the floor, and here are a storage room 6x14ft., a bath with shower
and tub, a toilet room, a waiting room for crews and about 25
lockers similar to those on the gallery floor. On the west side,
and taking the height of both locker floors, is the bowling alley.
The alley is 73ft. long and has two alleys. Stairways will lead
from the lower piazza to the platform.
The Merrill cottage, near by, will be fitted up with sleeping

rooms for members, and if the experiment proves successful,
permanent dormitories will be built next year.

A NEW SINGLE-BLANDER.—Messrs. Douglas & Co., of Wau-
kegan. 111., have lately added to their list a new single-bander,
a combination of keel and centerboard. She is 21ft. over all, 15ft.
l.w.l., 6ft. beam, 3ft. draft without board, 5ft. draft with board,
least freeboaid 15in., overhang at each end 3ft., displacement
3,500, keel fiOOlbs. if of iron, 900lba. if of lead. The little yacht has
the sheer plan of the 40ft. Tomahawk, while the board is'long and
narrow, being entirely out of the way. There is a cabin with
two lockers for sleeping, and 3ft. headroom above each. The rig
has a large mainsail only.

YACHT HARDWARE.—Yachtsmen and canoeists who are
contemplating any changes or additions to their craft will find
everything which they may require fully described in the cata-
logue of L. W. Ferdinand & Co., of Bostoo,

ATLANTIC Y. C—This club proposes to build a new club
house on its present bulkhead, and bonds to the amount of $20,000
will be issued to cover the coat,
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SEA FOX.
rpHE accompanying drawings show the interior- arrangement of

1 the han't some schooner Sea Fox. whose lines were published

in the Forest and Stbeam of April 5, 1888, and sail plan on June

Mth of the same year. Sea Fox was designed by her owner Com
A. Cass Canfleld, of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C toi such

mixed racing and cruising as the seasou affords m our waters

,

for both of which uses she has proved a complete success, tfesiae

the reputation which she has made for speed in the past two

seasons, she has been in CO mmission throughout the whole ot each

season, cruising to Halifax in 1888 and to New Foundland this

season! The size of the Sea Fox, nearly 90 it. 1. w. 1. by 23 fU. a
beam, together with her build, the hull being entirely of mild

steel, gave a large amount of room compared with the ordinary

centreboard vessel of wood; and by very caretul planning this

space has been thoroughly utilized, not only tor the comtoit and

convenience of the owner, but of the officers and crew as well.

While the owner's apartments are roomy and elegant, there has

been no attempt to gain space there by crowding m other depart-

ments, but the interior has been laid out from a sailor's stand-

point, giving ample space for the crew, the galley, and stores tor

cruising. The depth of the yacht, together with the absence of

the bulky futtocks and keelson of a wooden vessel, give a large

hold for the entire length, adding greatly to the stowage ca-

Pi
Th

t

e
y
'entr ance to the cabins is by way of a wide winding stair-

way, leading down from a handsome cornpanionway of teak, and
opening on a passage on the port side; the forward end of which

leads to the main cabin. This is a room about 12ft. bin. long and

32ft wide, with nearly 7ft. headroom. The joiner and cabinet

work is all in quartered oak, with trimmings of pxydized brass.

On the port side is a long sofa, at the head of which is a bullet.

The fireplace and mantel is on the after side, while the octagonal

casing of the mainmast forms the center of the foreside. On the

starboard side is a second large sofa, broken m two by a writing

desk. This is shown in the plan only, the elevation representing

the port side reversed. The center of the room is occupied by a

large extension table, while in the forward corner on the star-

board side is a small breakfast table. This latter is fitted with

extension leaves, and also with a very ingenious arrangement oi

levers and weights, making an improvement on the ordinary

Opening aft from the main cabin on the starboard side is a

stateroom 8ft. long, with washstand, bureau, a wardrobe under

the stairway, and a shelf and lockers at the foot ot the berth.

On the opposite side of the stairway is the steerage and chart

ELEVATION.

CHART CABINET.

room. Beneath the stairs are two closets, one for deck lamps, and
one for oilers and boots. Back of the sofa is a very complete chart
cabinet, the details of which we give on a larger scale. Below
the sofa is a long locker, the front opening, for ro iled charts, etc.

Immediately back of the sofa are two large drawers. Oft. 6in. long
and 2ft. wide. Above these is a sloping front, similar to that of

a secretary, which opens and forms a wide table. Within is a
series of five drawers and a shelf for charts, with a narrow shelf
above for scales, rulers, etc. This portion of the cabinet is 4ft.

long in the clear, leaving a locker 2ft. 6in. wide for nautical in-

struments. The top of the cabinet forms a large shelf, with a
sidelight above it. The whole arrangement is most convenient,
as the charts are easily accessible from the deck without risk of
soiling carpets and cabins with wet clothing; and they can be
kept flat and are readily opened; while the wide table allows a
large chart to be used easily.
The after cabin was fitted up by the owner for his own use.

The space between the doors is filled with a desk and bureau in
one; and on the starboard side is a chest of drawers, on which is

the chronometer case; at the head of the berth on the same side
is a shelf and lockers. On the port side the lockers are at the
after end of the berth; a large closet with doors, a hanging ward-
robe, and alow locker for soiled clothing. In the center of the
after bulkhead is a cheval glass, set in a door which opens into
the toilet room. This is fitted with a w. c. on port side, behind
which is a shoe locker, and with a washstand on starboard, with
a medicine closet above. The steerage is finished in teak and the
after cabin in black walnut.
The fore side of the main cabin is very cleverly arranged to

give as much apparent room as possible, there being no doors but
a passage way on each side of the centerboard trunk, making the
cabin longer in appearance than it really is by about 9ft. The
corner of each of the forward state rooms is cut away as shown
to harmonize with the octagonal casing of the mast, the same
oak panelling being continued in each passage way. On the star-
board side are two large state rooms, the after one lighted by a
window in the side of the passage. The forward one has an ex-
tension bed that may be made wider at will. The after state
room is duplicated on the port side; forward of it being the toilet
room and steward's pantry. The linen press forms the forward
end of the passage, to the left being the door of the steward's
pantry.
This room is fitted up with a table, china locker, plate rack,

press for glass and silver and a small refrigerator with a folding
table. The. mess room is entered from the steward's pantry and
is fatted with a dresser and folding table. On the starboard side
is the sailing master's room with desk and bureau in one; and on
the port side there is a room for the cook and the steward, similar
to the other, but with two berths. This latter room is shown re-
versed in the elevation.
Forward of the mess room is a large and complete gallev, with

a store room on the starboard side. The range and boiler are
placed against the fore bulkhead and the table and lockers are on
the port side, the former extending around to the sink. High on
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the bulkhead, above the sink, is a hopper with a pipe lead tne:

below the waterline, by which all slops may bs emptied direct
without being- carried over the deck. The store room is very con •

FLAW.

STORE ROOM.

veniently fitted, as shown in the larger sketches. Around the
three sides are five tiers of shelves. On the first shelf is a large
bread tin, with two large tins for beans and peas. In the forward
orner is the flour tin, with a hinged shelf above: and in the after
corner is the. harness cask, with another hinged shelf, each form-
ing a table, The three shelves along each bulkhead are fitted

with oannisters and boxes for various dry groceries. The outer
side of the room has two shelves fitted with large tins, the lower
shelf holding five and the upper six tins. These are used for
sugar, rice, oatmeal, etc. Beneath the lowest shelf are two lock-
ers for canned goods, with extra space on the highest shelf, while
the deck beams are provided with hooks for smoked meats, etc.
Forward of the galley is a room for the mate and boatswain on
the starboard side, and oa the port side a room for the two quar-
termasters.
The forecastle is large and airy, with hammock berths for six

men, four nn port and two on starboard : beside which are ample
clothes lockers. The forepeak is fitted for a lamp room, and also
contains the crew's water closet. The arrangement of the lower
hold is as follows: Chain locker under forecastle, paint room and
boatswain's storeroom under mate's room, quartermaster's stores
under quartermaster's room, coal and wood under fore side of
galley, the ice room is under the mess room, and only accessible
from it, but beneath the. after side of the galley is a cold storage
room, entered from the galley by a hatch. This room is partly
surrounded by the ice room, and is thus always kept cool, while
the waste of the ice through the frequent opening of the door is

avoided. Beneath the steward's pantry are the oil and wine
rooms, and under the staterooms and main cabin are the water
tanks, with extra stowage space for trunks, boxes and spare
stores of all kinds, including sails and cordage. It is impossible
to give any idea of the details of finish and furniture without
elaborate drawings; but the finish of the yacht throughout,
though rich and elegant, is of a substantial and serviceable
character that is perfectly in harmony with the uses of a sea-
going yacht.

GOOD RESOLUTIONS.

AS this is the season of the year when cluhs, like individuals,
may be presumed, to lay in a stack of good resolutions, the

opportunity seems fitting for some easily-made but important
changes on the part of several clubs. The recent agitation of
the measurement question has resulted in the adoption of the
same rule of measurement by three of the principal clubs; a re-
sult which, apart from all question of tie merit of the rule, is a
substantial advance in the direction of a uniform system of
measurement, classification and racing rules. The question of
various changes has been agitated in several other large clubs,
and nearly all the clubs now have committees appointed to
consider all matters of measurement in connection with the com-
mittees of other clubs.
The necessity of uniform rule is now generally admitted, and at

the same time the form of length and sail area rule now used by
the New York, Seawanhaka and Eastern clubs has been proved
by seven seasons' use to be at least a safe and moderate rule, with
nothing dangerous or radical about it. The rule is one that can
be easily and safely adopted by all clubs racing cabin yachts of
any size; and if generally adopted the result must be uniformly
beneficial, especially to those in charge of the racing.
There is no reason why a yacht which races in the New York,

Eastern, Larchmont, Seawanhaka, Atlantic andCorinthian cluhs
to-day should have more than one official measurement, be in
more taan one class, be measured by more than one or oue of two
measurers, or saiPunder more than one set of sailing rules. The
changes of the details of measurement have improved the rule.
And with the calculation of the allowance table to tenths of a
foot, as will be done with New York and Seawanhaka clubs, the
whole application of the rule is very simple. The extension of
the allowance table is a very important step, greatly lessening
tne work of computation; and with but one rule for the measure-
ment of all the yachts of the Atlantic fleet, a great, deal of the
work of managing the racing will disappear.

It should be possible now, at a conference of the committees of
»11 the large clubs, to agree on the rule, the method of measuring,
the classes and the allowance table of the New.York, Eastern and
Seawanhaka clubs; to arrange a system of sailing rules that,
would be acceptable to all the clubs; and also to settle on some
uniform system of starting signals and intervals; thus removing
one great source of confusion. It is not necessary that any one
method of starting shall be made compulsory in all races, some
liberty may be left to the iregatta committee; but if one uniform
system were indorsed as the standard, (for instance, 10 minutes
preparatory aud 5 minutes to cross, the line) it would be followed
mall great races. At present the intervals may be 10 and 5 on
one day arid 15 and 10 on the next.
While there are many little differences in all details of racing

regulations in the various clubs, there are. very few important
points of difference, and by a little united action at least the five
largest clubs might agree on a uniform set of racing regulations;
the same, in addition to appearing in each club book, being printed
in a small pamphlet, which would give a man all the information
ue could require about racing rules. Such a book would at
once become t he recognized authority, and its rules would be gen-
erally followed by the smaller clubs. We are by no means satis-
fied that the measurement question will rest where it now is, with

the Seawanhaka rule and a length classification; but neither the
friends nor opponents of the latter can object to doing thoroughly
and completely the work that has been undertaken. By a gen-
eral adoption of the rule of the New York, Eastern and Seawau-
baka clubs, its merits may be very thoroughly tested in a couple
of seasons, and the. clubs which have worked under it will be in a
position to considor carefully any proposals for a change; aud if
any be adopted it will have the support of a number ot clubs. In
this way the danger of hasty and premature changes on the part
of one or two clubs is greatly lessened, aud the chances are greatly
increased that when another change is mae'e it will not only be a
very good one, but will be adopted for a terra of years which shall
insure a thorough trial.
The question of classification by corrected length is one that

yachtsmen have hardly become acquainted with in the brief
crusade that has been made in its behalf this fall. It is by no
means dead, and it is most important that something more should
be learned of it from actual trial as soon as possible. The sug-
gestion was made to us by Mr. J. Beavor Webb about a year ago
that the 40ft. class should be made atrial class, with a 'limit of
48ft. corrected length in place of 40ft. waterliue length. The idea
is a good one, and though it could not be applied to the. 40ft. class,
it might to the 30ft., or if not, to a new 25ft. plass or 30ft. corrected
length.
If half a dozen of the clubs which race 30ft. yachts, the Sea-

wanhaka, Eastern, Atlantic-, Larchmont, Corinthian of Marble-
head and some others, would establish a class of about Stiff, cor-
rected length and guarantee a certain number of races during
the season and good prizes, there would be a large experimental
fleet built and raced, from which much might be learned. If the
vested interests in the present, 30ft. class were opposed to such a
measure, the experiment might be tried on smaller scale, in New
York and Boston separately, as such boats would hardly go around
the Cape, by a new class 30ft. corrected length, which would in-
clude from 24 to 28ft. l.w.l. Such boats could be cheaply built,
but a fleet of them, with plenty of racing would settle the ques-
tion of the prevailing type under the proposed classification. The
matter is important enough to be worthy of the attention of the
largest clubs and the owners of the largest racing yachts, as all
have a vital interest in the question.

FEARLESS.—The little craft. Fearless, whose departure from
Chicago on Nov. 4 was lately mentioned in out columns, reached
New Orleans on Christmas Eve; her crew, Messrs. B. T> Ball and
W. C. Brain a rd, being well. The Times Democrat describes the
boat as follows: "The fearless is a well-constructed boat, built
on the lines of the best class of steamers' long boats and capable
of carrying twenty persons safely. In her present rig more at-
tention has been paid to comfort and safety than to an ideal
yachting appearance. Extra oak frames have been added, and
all precautions used to prevent injury from the dangerous salt
water insects, which attack the submerged parts. A tough white
cedar spar and booms combine stiffness and strength with light-
ness. The dimensions of the Fearless are, 23ft. long, titgft. beam,
and about 2ft. draft. The area of canvas, including light sails. La
about 150yds. The sails consist of a mainsail, jib, spinaker for
light winds, and a storm trysail for heavy weather. Iter speed
under favorable circumstances will be about nine knots an hour.
The cabin is 12ft. long, 4ft. high, aud 6ft,. wide. Running ath-
wartships, at the forward end of the cabin, is the locker. It is a
capacious compartment, and stored therein suugly, and every-
thing in its place, are compasses, leadlines, charts, spare tiller,
guns, revolvers, fishing tackle, flare lights, torches, marine
glasses, speaking trumpets, fog horns, distress signals, medicine
chests, and the like. The commodore and captain will spend ten
days in New Orleans, as it will take thai time to prepare the
Fearless for sea. From Chicago the Fearless sailed through the
Illinois and Michigan Canal on Nov. 4 at 1:30 P. M., thence down
to Grafton, where the Illinois and Mississippi rivers meet, thence
down the Mississippi. The gentlemen stopped at St. Louis, Cairo,
Memphis, Vteksburg and Natchez, where they were most hos-
pitably entertained. From here they will go to the Florida coast,
and passing down the peninsula they will visit Cuba and thence
go to Yucatan and to Central America." The expedition was
fitted out by the Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings aud races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
reauested to forward to Fohest and Stream their addresses,with
logs of cruises, maps, and lnformition concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fit tings, and all items
relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION,
OFFICERS, 1889-90.

Commodore: Henrv Stanton. . ...... > — _ ,

Secretary-Treasurer: F. I,. Dunneu... J
rleyk iorK.

Vice-Corn. Bear-Com. Purser.
Central Dlv. .Geo. A. Warder E. L. French .F.F.Andrews,

„, ' , . „ . i . , 4 Exchange place, Rochester.
Eastern Div.. Dr. J. A. Gage A. S. Putnam Ralph Brazer,

Lowell, Mass.
N'thern Div. .W. J. White W. J. Read C. M. Whitelaw,

Montreal, Can.
Atlantic Diy..M. V. Brokaw I. V. Dorland W. R. Haviland,

_ yonkers, N. Y.
Applications forTneniDershlp must be made to division pursers, accom-

panied hy the recommendation of an active member and the sum of $2.00
for entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
the general A. C. A. eamp shall pay $1.0U for camp expenses, Application
sent to the Sec'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnished with printed forms or applicati on by address-
ing the Parser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—C. J. Stedman. Cincinnati, Ohio,
Vice-Commodore—T. .1. Kirknati-ick. Snrinefield, O.
Bear-Commodore- -Thos. S. Gates, Columbus, O.
Secretary -Treasurer—I. B. Keogh, 84 Moid auk Block. Chicago, HI
Applications for membership should be made lit the Sec-Trias., onblanks

which may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by S3 as
initiation fee and dues for the current year.

1,500 MILES IN AN ADIRONDACK BOAT.

rpHE cruise whose story is told in the following log is the long-
JL est of several made by the writer in the same boat, an ordi-
nary "Artirondacker." lift, long, in 1883, '84 and '85. It occupied
nearly two months of the fall of 18S4, in which time a distance of
about 1,500 miles was covered by oars alone, no sail being carried.
In preparation for a previous cruise in 1883 I sent to JNewcombe
Settlement, in the New York wilderness, for a boat which my
father had had built for me some five years before. As soon as all
my plans were mapped out. I wrote to have the boat, the yoke, the
detachable middle seat, two paddles and the oars, ooxed" up and
shipped to me with all dispatch, and it arrived in wood order
shortly before my first trip. It is of the regular "Adirondack"
model, sharp a: both ends, light draft, and similar to a wide, canoe,
the length being 14ft., and beam about 3ft. It is rowed by pivot
oais, from the bow when two or three persons are cart led, and
from amidships when one constitutes the crew. The boat is in-
tended principally for paddling from the boi\' or stern, and the
oarsman's seat is not in the proper position, and the speed when
rowed is about equal to that when paddled by an experienced
hand. It was specially designed for roughing it in tne North
Woods, where I have taken it over almost the whole regiou, killed
deer from it, caught trout and traveled by day with its aid, fre-
quently using it for shelter, and carried it miles through the for-
est. The planking is but 3

1
,|in. thick, smooth lapped, with neatly

fitted joints secured by screws. The materials are cedar and
pine, and the boat, though once painted anew, has never been re-
paired, notwithstanding it has gone through rougher experiences
aud more trying ones than pernaps any boat of its kind. Tho
bottom is shod with strips of steel by way of protection ia shoal
water and in beaching. The floor is rounding, and the boat is
somewhat crank, though steady when properly handled, while it
will carry a very large load. 1 was careful, before starting on
each of my cruises, to have the boat well soaked to tighten the
seams. My attire whs simple; blue shirt, stout cavalry knicker-
bockers, aud serge jacket, both blue, high-laced watertight shoes
and buckskin gloves for the protection of my hands. A trip of
over 500 miles in 18S3, over the rivers of Pennsylvania and Chesa-
peake Bay. had proved the qualities of my little craft; but in view
of a longer voyage on more open 1

waters, she was fitted with a
complete deck of canvas, wita a copper air tank in the bow, and

on May 20, 1884, 1 started on a short preliminary cruise ur trial
trip lo test the boat in rough water.
The start was made at 7:30 P. M Irom the 1il.Ho boat house below

the Falls Lane bridge on the BehuykUl River, at Philadelphia.
With a blanket; or two, a poncho, rubber coat, air cushion and
ample provisions for several days, I rowed down the quiet. Schuyl-
kill, the light rapidly waning as Fairuiount Dam was reached.
This 3% miles passed, I was soon descending in the lock around
thodain, and a minute later the canoe shot out into tide water.
The 8-mile row from the lock to the Delaware River was without
event being rather tedious withal. The only light I had was from
the numerous illuminations on bridges, ships, and from house io
house along the river through the city. Twice I ran aground, as
the stream made some sharp turns, and it was difficult to distin-
guish the mudflats from the water. The river was reeking with
escaped oil from the Standard Oil Company's burning works near
Gray's Ferry Bridge, which was exceedingly disagreeable.
I reached the Delaware about 10:30 P. iVI

.
, ha ving gone half a

mile out of my course, and being detained some little, lime in the
lock and in running aground, etc. I made Cor a light not tar off.
but was refused permission to "tie on." Rowing half a mile
further on another schooner appeared, but the watch informed
me that they would leave at 2 or 3 A. M. Finally I found a vessel
near the old fort ai the mouth of the Schuylkill River, and tied to
her rudder. A rain coming on t quickly slid under inv cover, and
pulling a roll of canvas over the well from the outside could hear
'the rain pelting down within two or three inches of mv lace, and
trying vainly to effect an entrance, which afforded me much
satisfaction. I spread my blankets and was soon fast asleep,
lulled by the gentle motion of the boat on the water.
At 1 o'clock I was awakened by a light shining through my

deck, and by subdued voices, evidently discussing me in awed
whispers. Fearing a missile I popped my head out and reassured
two meu who were endeavoring to make, mc out. The disturbance
was caused by the bumping of my boat against the other, as the
tide had turned. Tins noise sounded so loud inside that I cast off
and rowed an eighth of a mile away, running up into a lot of
weeds, and so sleeping until morning-
Below Mouth of Scltvylhill, May so, Friday.—The crows and

marsh hens woke mo about 5 o'clock, when I pulled out from the
swamp, starting up a wild duck or two on the way, and made my
toilet from the boat. Shaking out my bedding and stowing all
away, I rowed to tho fort and had my coffee-pot filled with milk,
breakfasting well on this with some mutton, etc., out in the
river; then, after a few minutes rest, I started off about '/ A. M.
down the Delaware. The morning wa; pleasant aud cool, hut
the wind, which soon became heavy, was against me all the way
to Chester. Considerable water from the choppy river slopped
over, but not more than enough tj keep mv canvas deck moist.
I passed the long islands midway to Chester, and about 12 M.
made Claymont. Putting in here, I called on ruy aunt for a few
minutes and then went on. I rowed steadily until opposite Wil-
mington, Del., when a steamer passed close to me and some young
ladies on tho upper deck waved their hankerchiefs to the lonely
voyager, which was quite cheering. I ate some chocolate, and
drank some milk to their healt hs, then went on. The waves were
quite high and made the rowing tiresome. 1 passed all sorts of
craft, and generally had achat with the men aboard, keeping in
the middle of the river below Wilmington to Newcastle, with a
mile and a half of water on either side. In an hour or two more
I was opposite Newcastle, and could just discern Fort Delaware
on its mland over an expanse of eight miles of water. The river
widens so much here, and the distances are so great, that I mis-
took my direction, running two miles out of my course before
being warned by some fishermen concerning the right direction,
'ihe tide, as well as the wind, set pretty strongly against me, and
I had much difficulty to reach Delaware City before 2:30 P. M.
it seemed at oue time as though I should never get there, as the
wind blew me away across the bay. Finally, after some hard
pulling, I ran up into a small cove near the little hotel, and
secured my boat, haviug rowed 44 miles since mo.tning.

I was well tired out, not having exercised in this way since the
previous fall, but I bad a good shad dinner and a little prac tice
on the piano, both of which are good remedies for exhaustion.
Then, inquiring about the weather, distances, etc., I pulled down
on the bay for Bombay Hook. Owing to the curvature of the
shore line I was compelled to keep within a mile or two of the
Delaware shore, making nearly five miles extra distance to be
traversed. The country below Delaware City is flat, with fine
beaches along the bay, and some pretty pieces of woodland. I
saw a few flourisliiug farms, but the country was sparsely settled .

Just below Reedy Island 1 passed Port Penn, a very beautiful
little village with one church spire; and farther down Augustine
Pier. I rowed by several schooners engaged in sturgeon fishing
south of Port Penn. The evening was beautiful, and 1 could see
the sun, like a ball of red fire, descend clear to the horizon; the
country being so flat and the air so clear. The reflection of the
western after-glow on the bay was very fine; the wind had gone
down entirely, but the rollers came in from the Atlantic in long
undulations. I rowed within a mile of the winding shore until
after sunset, but as evening came on I hugged it closer. No
houses, nor the sign of any living thing, could be seen thereabouts;
the shore consisting of sand dunes and hummocks of river grass,
while inland were extensive marshes. I pulled along this shore
until the moon rose, trying to make some inlet. Failing in this, -

and wishing to get ashore before night, I ran ashore near a United
States signal, which was the only thing which broke the mo-
notony of the landscape. Jumping out into the surf, the boat
was run up above high water mark. From the top of the dune I
discovered a clump of trees about a mile off, and what appeared
to be a house. Taking my tea-pot therefore, I walked across the
marshes and came out on a huge peach plantation, extending as
far as one could see. The people were rough but hospitable, and
having obtained some information about the country, crons, etc.,
I. returned to the boat. I was told that Smyrna was the nearest
town, and the railroad was twelve miies distant. Three will-o'-
the-wisps accompanied me for quite a while, and the swamps
were very dreary. I took a swim in the bay and then made a
hearty supper, watching two or three coons which came out on
the beach. As the tide went down the moonlight lit up the wet
beach very prettily. The night was quite cool and I kept under
cover, excepting head and shoulders, while eating supper. The
land on the opposite side of the bay is from ten to fifteen miles
off, while none is visible on the. southeast horizon. About 10 P
M. I ducked under, and making all tight, fell asleep. This point-
is about fifteen miles from Delaware City, making in all fifty-
nine miles row for the day, the longest consecutive run I ever
made.
Delaware Beach, May 31—Saturday.—About 6 o'clock I was

aroused by the waves breaking within a few feet of me, the
tide coming in. I had breakfast, and about 7 o'clock launched
my boat, which twice nearly capsized in the breakers, and lowed
ori against a brisk wind. The country looked very pretty indeed
and quite luxuriant. There were a few bays and indentations on
the shore, but I cut across several, keeping aoout one mile from
the shore on the average. After an hour's hard rowing Bomhay
Hook was sighted, which drew near very slowly, as the wind and
waves were against me. Arriving opposite a little hotel, the only
building in sight, I ran alongside of a large vessel anchored off
shore, engaged in sturgeon fisuing, and had quite a long chat with
the hands on board, who took considerable interest in my boat
and cruise. I had come 5 miies from the bivouac of last nigbt
and 7fi miles from Philadelphia (home). Rowing ashore, I ran on
the beach and took a swioi out to the schooner again, wbere 1

lent a hand at hoisting the mainsail and anchor. As she came
around into the wind I dove off and rejoined mv boat.
After a Jigbt lunch I started on the return trip, attempting to

make Reedy Island Light, 12 miles across the bay, this being a
more direct route than when coming down, but the waves by this
time had become so threatening that 1 had to keep nearer shore.
The apron was faslened securely about, my waist before venturing
out aud the deck "cleared for action." The waves were tremend-
ous, and it was all that I could do to row in them and keep from
capsiziug. It was like being on the side of a steep hill at times,
and 1 could not discern any object ashore when in the trough,
the wind coming directly from t he ocean and having a long sweep'.
The roaring of tne water as the waves broke was verv loud, and
oftentimes I had a very narrow escape from them/ Two huge
rollers broke just before reaching tho boat, drenching me com-
pletely. The decking worked like a charm and no water entered,
though frequently it would dash clear over the boat. I had a
great tossing around, and could aca:
several hours of this I passed Reedy
reached Delaware City about 3 o'cloc
to regard me with much astonishmeu
crossing the bay under full sail, and 1

Another shad dinner here, and abor
ing for the western extremity of Fort Delawaie Island. I had to
row across the wind, an awkward matter; as one oar would shoot
high in air on one side whon the boat tossed on the crest of a
wave, while the other would be buried up to the rowlock in
water and become immovable. From the Fort to Newcastle is
the worst place, as the river is several miles wide there, and the
wind had unbroken sway. However, I passed a mile and a half
out from Newcastle without mishap; and rowing within half a
mile of the Jersey shore until past Wilmington, made a beeline
for Claymont yet invisible, 5 miles distant, but I knew the oourse.

my seat. After
played out, and
e people seemed
arge ships were
ey were,

lock I rowed on, mak-
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On the way I passed several fine vessels. As tbe wind died down
toward evening. I began to overhaul the sailing vessels which had
scudded bv rue in the afternoon under flying colors. Beginning

to feel verv weary in passing Wilmington, I strove to keep up
mv spirits 'bv singing, the varied sentiments of the songs being

heartily indorsed bv the sailors whom 1 passed. I reached Olav-

niont about 7:45, a little hefore dark after a long interval ot steady

pulling. Mv position had been fast growing unbearable for some
time, as the' water was so rough that I could not shift it or cease

rowing' Tying my bo it at the foot of (Ten. Wister's large pier, I

walked to 'the house. The land felt strangely under toot, it ap-

pearing to be rocking about incessantly. They kindly invited me
to take tea, but beiug a little too rough for that 1 supped in my
boat, though spending the evening with them afterward. It was
hard work resisting their kind endeavors also to persuade me to

sleep in the house, hut I conquered my inclination and stuck to

tbe boat, tied up at the end of the pier. From the previous night 's

camp to Bombay Hook and thence to Claymont, is a distance by
my course of 51 miles. ., ^ ^
Cloymant, June 1. Sunday.-With a pot full of milk from the

house, a nice breakfast was made in the boat. The morning was
very still and I tarried at Claymount until about noon, when I

started on, rowing against the tide up to Chester. The day was
verv warm, tbe sun beating down powerfully,and a head tide made
the'progress very slow indeed. Coming up with a fleet of North
German ships at anchor in midstream, and running to the side of

the largest, the sailors threw me rope, when I was soon on deck
admiring the proportions of the vessel. I had a talk with the old

captain in the'eabm, spending an hour also in chatting with the
"ailors. two of whom could speak English, and climbing the rig-

gin^. Then, rowing on after leaving most of my eatables with
the°lack Tars, I passed Tinicum Island, dining in midstream be-

yC
Tbe row thence to the Schuylkill was long and hot, and passed

without incident. From the Delaware to Fairmount was tire-

some also, and when I came into the city the smells were exceed-
ingly disagreeable. Once more through the lock at the dam, and
rowing up to the Falls I reached my destination about 8 P.M..
having made from Claymont 30 miles. The log for the trip was:
Portion of Thursday 12 miles. Friday 59 miles, Saturday 51 miles,
portion of Sunday 30, rowed out of course 5: total 157 miles.
Well satisfied with the trial of my boat, I was ready for a much
longer and more dangerous cruise, and early in September I

shipped her by barge from Philadelphia to Albany, while I fol-

lowed by rail and steamer.
Albany, N. F., Sept. 6 -Saturday—Landing from steamer Drew

at 8 A. M., I walked up the wharf to the Flanagan Line Co.'s dock,
and boarding their barge, just arrived, found my boat snnglv en-
sconced on a pile, of freight, exactly as I had seen it depart from
koine three days before. Repairing to the Delevau House, I had
breakfast ; then unpacking my trunk I donned a flannel rowing
suit The change in my appearance caused some astonishment
on the part of the hotel officials, as my costume, though well
adapted for my work, was not cut in a fashionable way. Express-
ing my trunk to Buffalo, I secured a darkey to aid with my nu-
merous traps, and was soon aboard the barge again, putting the
boat in working order. I was much amused at the baggage clerk
in the hotel: he evidently thought me a mild sort of lunatic upon
mv ordering him to express my piece through, and not check it,

as I intended going by the "boat" inste-od of by train to Buffalo,
Upon removing the canvas covering from the well of my boat,

and taking out her varied eareo of ba^s and traps, more lespect
for the diminutive craft was evident on the captain's part, as he
saw what a load she could contain. Several interested roust abouts
aided me in launching, quite a difficult matter from a high-decked
baree, and a hearty " good by and good luck" followed as I pulled
the first stroke, of my long journey at 9.20 A. M.
The tidal rise at Albany is ahout one foot, and the current was

against me. TheTe were so many boats at the Erie Canal lock,
iust above the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad
bridge, a tow having just amvea from New York, that I rowed
on up the Hudson to Troy. Immense lumber stacks covered a
large area of ground at the entrance to the canal, and masses of
freight of different kinds were piled all about the place. The scene
along the nver was quite pretty, and one could trace the valley
of the Hudson for some distance, by the high ranges of hills that
flanked the river on each side. 1 passed a huge tow. making
slowly up. and made haste to reach the lock below Troy before it.

Six milps from Albany brought.me to the upper Brie Canal lock,
known as the "junct.on," the Cnamplam Canal from the north
coming m here. After some little difficulty in making the lock-
keeper hear me, I entered a high lock which joined another of
equal dimensions, the latter ushering me out of tide-water into
the. Erie Canal, my watery road to Buffalo. This entrance to the
Canal is about one mile below Troy.

For two miles the canal ran between huge masses of lumber,
seemingly interminable, the b vel endingin t he suburbs of Cohoes,
where the outlook was tar from interesting. Small bovs were
too numerous for one's comfort, and their remarks anything but
nattering. The next lock was one ot a group of 1(5, the rise being
considerable in each. Fortunately 1 was ahead of the morning
tow, and not, therefore interupted. These locks are double, side

bv side, thus allowing boats to ascend and descend at once. All
the Erie Canal locks are similar, exceptiug those at tide water.
The masonry is of a high order, and the canal itself in an excel-
lent condition. The weather was clear, but very sultry, and the
rowing laborious, as I had not handled the oars tor nearly a, year,
excepnn my trial trip in May. Though my pass from Mr. Sweet'
The Chief Engineer of the State Canals, was frequently examined,
I was not otherwise challenged, lhis canal i-s "free," but one
would have serious trouble in getting through the locks if not

upon I advised him to ,iump into the canal; this eliciting a long
string of choice oaths. His jurisdiction, however, was passed,
and 1 procet ded unmolested. In the next lock, the one after this,

a bov had just been di owned, and as Lhey were proceeding to run
the water out to find his body, I had to obtain help to carry my
boat around the two following locks. It was sugges Led bv several
in a crowd that lined the banks as I passed that I should try and
dive for the body, but I declined with thanks.

At the third gate above some more roughs would persuade me
that this level also had to be let out; their object being to get a
quarter for carrying the boat. As the lopknnn naturally sided
with them, matters did not look promising, but I stuck to my
point, and was locked througo. Some words with the discom-
fited took place as I was passing on, and, overhearing a remark
to the effect, that "That fellow won't, get along much further,"
and oorerving at the same time several of them walking rapidly
ahead, I laid my revolver quietly down by me on the seat, it was
in a leather holster, but the snape was apparent, and this seemed
to have a due effect, as I was unmolested. These levels were but
100 to 200yds. in length.

I stopped at one ot t he locks m Cohoes, where dinner was served
at a miserable little hotel. Tarrying about one hour, I put off

again, soon passing the gi^at Harmony Mills. At the fiftu lock
from Cohoes I entered on a nine-mile level which commanded a
good view of the Hudson Valley, and ushered me into the open
country. Albany county ends at this point, and Saratoga county
begins. Cohoes is eleven miles from Albany. There was consid'-

erable eel grass floating m the canal, whicn made hard rowing.
Two or three miles from the lock the canal crosses the Mohawk
on a tine granite bridge half a mile in length, the river below
being shallow and full of rifts and small rapids. From this point
the canal l<ept close by the Mohawk, and the view on all sides
was beautiful. One could see for some distance up and down the
valley, between the long curv es on tue river. The hills were lofty
and rolling, I saw but few houses along the water, but here and
there occasionally appeared a small hamlet, every one of which
boasted of a mineral spiiug and each spring advertised as "The
best and finest on the Erie Canal." At Crescent, a town fourteen
miles from Albany, the caual took a westerly course, having thus
far tended in a northerly direction. One mile beyond the lock at
the end of this level, I stopped at a small village called Clifton
Park, and had supper at an inn. It was a remarkablv pretty
place of about a dozen families. While sitting on the stoop of the
inn. a fine- looking young farmer drove up, and seeing the name
on the wagon I saluted him therewith, whereupon he gazed at
me, much surprised, remarking, "Well ! You've got me." Point-
ing to the name aforesaid, I showed him how his acquaintance
had been made. This was conducive to good fellowship, and it

was necessary to decline an invitation to drink.
Starting on again at dusk, I rowed three-quarters of a mile to

a little lagoon where a stream entered the canal, and there tied
to some trees hanging over the water in a pretty and secluded
spot. The total run to-day was twenty-one and a half miles.
Owing to the heat, the unusual wear of my unaccustomed occu-
pation, and the great number of locks, the day's work was not
very extensive. Wrapping up in my blankets, i made aluxurioas
seat on the floor of the boat, and read by lamp-light until bed-
time. The splashing of a curious muskrat, distant cow bells, and
the "noise of the captains and the shouting" from the canal
below, were the only souuds which broke the still night air, ex-
cepting the roaring of the Mohawk River. As I had taken the
canvas cover off the well on retiring, a poncho was adjusted
instead, to &eeP off the dew,

Eric Canal, Sept. 7, Sunday.—I was up at 5:30 A. M., and rowing
to the next lock, a mile and a half, got breakfast at a little store
bv the lock, where they gave me some nice bass, caught, in the
river. The canal kept close by the Mohawk on its north side, and
I enjoyed continuously a far and wide prospect; it was cut on the
nillside quite a distance above the river, which, for several utiles,

was hemmed in by precipitous rocky ledges and bluffs. This
level was about four miles long, when I came to two locks close
together, rising to a level about six miles in length: and three
miles beyond these locks I passed through Schenectady, the city

of beautiful residences," 30 miles from Albany. Ahout one half

way over the preceding four mile level, the canal crossed the
Mohawk again, on another magnificent aqueduct, the piers or
which were of solid granite. Just beyond this a smaller bridge
crossed a tributary stream. Hereafter the Erie Canal runs on the
south side of the Mohawk, and about midway between the last

aqueduct and the end of this level, passes into Schenectady
county. At Schenectady the New York Central and Hudson
River R. R., heretofore running on the south bank, crosses the
valley and keeps on the opposite side. The canal throughout
winds about considerably, and its route is much longer than that
of the railroad. For instance, Schenectady is only 17 miles from
Albany by rail, but it is 30 miles by canal. This city was founded
a,s a settlement in 1661. The engine shops of the N. Y. C. & H. R.
R. R. here are very extensive, and among the largest in the
country. It is also a great. marKet for "broom" corn, a staple

product of the region.
Soon the surrounding hills became mountainous, those to the

south being part of the Catskill range. The weather was in-

tensely warm, cloudless skies and not a breath of wind. The eel

grass grew very bad and was exceedingly troublesome, effectu-

ally preventing me from making any respectable rowing time. I

had to wear gloves to keep my hands from bhstering^as they
were constantly wet with perspiration; but it was difficult to

avoid being badly sunburned. The flowers along the route were
varied and beautiful. The next level was about. 2J^ miles in
length, then came one of about 2 miles. At the end of the latter

I put up at a lock, and after a few failures to obtain dinner I

found a hospitable Canadian-English family. Though living in

a wretched little house they had seen better days, and still

possessed a good piano, on which one of the two buxom daughters
played very well. I stayed here an hour or two, partly on account
of the scorching weather—partly ou account of the pretty
daughters, who were quite deeply interested to learn that I was
going through Canada.
The next level was B miles long, on which I crossed two aque-

ducts, each having five arches over streams flowing into the river.

Opposite the second, the large town of Amsterdam could be
plainly seen across the valley. Next came a one-mile level, then
one of about four miles, half way across which last was Port
Jac kson , 46 miles from Albany. Near this place was still another
small aqueduct. The country became wilder and more moun-
tainouF,while the summits of the eminences were densely wooded.
Some of the cliff formations along the shore were singular, show-
ing the geological strata of the rock to advantage. The level was
about Smiles long, and on rising from this passed into one of the
same length. It was now dus«, aud a thunderstorm wuich had
been threatening during the latter part of the afternoon came
up. I rowed hard for a mile more, when a great wind rose, and
not relishing a ducking, 1 ran the boat in and dragging her up on
a grassy bank, threw my tent over the well, just being in time to

get all tight and to duck under when a tremendous pour ensued,
with heavy thuuder and lightning.

I was in a secluded spot, with woods and rocks on all sides, and
listened for some time with anxiety to the great noise the rain
made on my tent and deck, as they were heretofore untried: but
not a drop entered my sanctum. After such fears subsided, I un-
dressed by the light of my "Buckeye" lamp, slung inbide, and
went swimming in the canal. One canal boat captain was con-
siderably startled to see me clamber over his tiller, as it was pitch
dark and raining hard. After enjoy iug to the full the delicious
water, I crept under my little teut into the boat again. While
eating supper in these narrow quarters, the lightning struck a
tree near by, splitting it, with the accompaniment of a dreadful
clap of thunder. Supper consisted of crackers, jam, chocolate
and fruit, of all of whit h 1 had a hearty generous stoie. My lent
was about 6ft. long, making a good mattress in dry weather, or a
tarpaulin in wet, and made oi very thick canvas. A stout, manilla
rope serves as a ridge pole, running through the tent and exteud-
ing«at either end so as to fasten to the rings at bow and stern,

elevated In front by the paddle and boat hook, it can be blung in

ten minutes. The sides aie fastened down by iron pins. A poncho
covers the open end, and makes the occupant very warm and
snug inside, where oue can just manage to dress and undress.
For sitting, lounging or sleeping there are many little conveni-
ences. 1 read my Bible, as becomes a civilized man, and after
writing a little, rolled up in the blankets and stretched out in the
arms of Morpheus. Juot 30J4 miles of rowing to-day. East of
Port Jackson I passed into Montgomery county. M. B.

Philadelphia, Pa.

[TO BE CONTINUED.}

CHRISTMAS CANOEING.

CHRISTMAS, 1889, was a day to be remembered hereabouts, if

only for the wonderful weather whicu Santa Clans brought
to everybody. A gentle oalmy breeze came oat of the warm
southwest, and tempering the otherwise loo ardent sun, and
tempting the owners of canoes and sailooats not yet laid up to

try their white wings just once more ere hoary winter should
congeal the bosom of tneir native element. (Copyright secured
according to law.) '

' "
'

By noon the mercury had climbed to a prdUigious height
( Fahren-hett), and was peeping over the 80th degree to see what
uad become of the beautiful snow that ought to have been cover-
ing the emerald verdure in which the earth was clad. (This

style §1.75 per yard. Usual trade discount.) That, however, was
where the sunbeams had a chance to kiss it. Where it hadn't, it

got tired at the 66t h degree and rested there. All nature seemed
tnrilled with vernal ecstasy, and wreathed her tace in smiles,

like one wnose enemy is writhing in the clutches of ' La Grippe."
Sneezy thing to eaten it now, they say. (Send stamps for
illustrated catalogue of sample jokes?

Gnats danced gaily in the sunshine, and so did children, while
ever and anon a casual mosquito, doubtless wafted nitnerward
from Florida (we never have mosquitoes here) would fain investi-

gate the contents of our Yuletide stockings. These are cold en-
tomological facts. Here are some more facts, botanical, ornitho-
logical and agricultural, to wit: I plucked, aye, withmy red right

hand I gathered seven nodding violets which grew unsheltered
in the open air—"but dot vas noddings!" The friend of a friend

of mine found a pansy blooming out of doors, and Jedge Paterson,
my neighbor, planted potatoes in a straw hat. He wore the hat.

And, as if to make assurance of the springtime doubly sure,

three robins came to wish us a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year, and having done so in their own quaint, sprightly fas-

hion, disappeared in the blue ether, doubtless to glaaden other
eyes and ears than ours. J. L. K.

Perth Ambot, N. J., Dec. 38.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The Nancy and Random of the New York Y. C= were out sailing

on Christmas bay. v> eather delightful, but wind off shore and
very squally. Random.
New Yoeb, Dec. 26.

MASSASOIT C. C—A meeting of the Massasoit C. C. was held
on Dec. 14 By-laws were adopted, and the following were elected
the officers for the ensuing club year: Com., Byron G. Dudley;
Vice-Com., Charles WT

. Morgan; Sec, James J. Brooks; Treas.,
Emil Johnson; Meas., John A.- Langford; Directors: Com., Vice-
Corn., Sec, John J. Kelleher, Vincent B. Johnson and Joseph A.
Frizzell. The club, although a new one, embraces in its person-
nel many old canoeists, two of whom, last season, in their canoes
Willie A. and Elaine, made a successful and highly enjoyable trip
from Boston Harbor to New York, completing the trip in 10 days.
The club is really an offshoot from the South Boston C. C, and
includes the latter club's founders iu its roll of members. Tho
totem of the club is a tomahawk, in red, not adopted as signifi-

cant of the fact that we cleft from the South Bostons,but adopted
as appropriate io the character of our illustrious namesake, tbe
first, but not the last Massasoit. The burgee has the tomahawk
in red, on a blue ground, wita the letter M in white, crossing the
tomahawk. One of the club's by-laws provides that each mem-
ber of the club shall become a member of the A. C. A.

SAILING AND PADDLING—The Toronto Globe of Dec. 26
publishes a page of special articles on various sports, including
one on canoe paddling by Mr. W. A, Leys, and one on sailing by
Mr. W, G> M*cKendriek,

PHILADELPHIA C. C.

THE second annual smoke of the Philadelphia C. C, like every-
thing else that goes, "has went," but has left behind it a

pleasant remembrance, like a good cigar, a genuine Havana, with
a steamboat on the box. At the invitation of one of our members,
Mr. W. S. Runk, and through the courtesy of tbe CJndine Barge
Club, the "smoke" was held at Riugstetten Castle, which is
the Barge Club's up-river house. It is a most picturesque little
place, situated on the banks of the Schuylkill River, near the
falls village, and was in every way most admirably adapted for an
entertainment of ibis kind. Dr. Behrens, who had kindly con-
sented to act as chef (and in which capacity he has no superior
aud few equals), together with his staff of assistants, arrived at the
castle early in the afternoon, and hastily donning the long cook-
ing aprons, were soon deep in the mysteries ox oysters in various
styles, salads, Hamburger steaks, etc. Later on the men came in
by twos and fours, and ranging themselves about the huge log
fire in the banqueting room, were soon discussing the effects of a
fire of another kind which had so recently made niany of us poorer

^ANNUAL • SMOKE. £

CASTLE —
I NGSTCTTEN -v^

Friday- [Ven in g- k§
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Cigars-

by several dollars. The last touches being given to the tables, the
men now took their place?, and, according to an old custom of the
Castle's, tossed knife and fork, let fall, and gave way, at the first

course with a will. Course followed course, each being voted
better than the last, until at last, in came, the Doctor, and "the
Old Man," each bearing a huge howl of the famous "Ringstetten
punch," whose arrival was greeted with prolonged applause.
The Purser', who had kindly e nseuted to act as toast master,

arose, and after a few words, introduced in his inimitable way
Mr. Dixon, the oldest member of the club. Mr. Dixon spoke with
an ease and grace which well became him of the organization
since his connection with it, and of his hopes for its future pros-
perity. Dr. Behrens was then called upon, and on bphalf of the
Undine Barge Club, welcoimd the canoeists to Ringsietten. Mr.
Warr followed with most, amusing reminiscences of last, sum-
mer's A. C. A. camp, which Mr. Goddard and Mr. Butler would
have heartily enjoyed couid they have been with us. The club
was particularly fortunate in having for one of its guests the
well-known artist Mr. Gerome Ferris, who, assisted by hisfriend,
Mr Beaver, gave some exquisite Spanish music ou the mandoline
andguitar. The toasting and speaking was kept up until a late
hour, when with cheers for the Undine Barge Club and its repre-
sentatives the men groped their way through the circling wreaths
of smoke out into the night, and t ne smoke of '89 was over.

The Directors of the Philadelphia O. C. would like to express
their thanks to tbe Undine Barge Club and their appreciation of
the courtesy shown our club by their representatives, and partic-
ularly to Mr. Behrens, whose trying and laborious duties as chef
places us under lasting obligations to him. 1480.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlantic Division: Mailler Searles,
Sing Sing, N. Y.

Canvas Cannes ana how to Build Them. By Parker B. Field.

Price 50 cents. Canoe ami Boat Buildiiw. By FT. P. Stephens.
Price $1.50. The Canoe Aurora. By C. A. NeidL Price $1. Canoe
Handling. By C. B. Vaux. Price $1. Canoe and Camera. By T.

S.Steele. Price 1.50. Four Months in a Sneakbax. By A. H. Bishop.
Price $1.50. Canoe and Camp Cookery. By "Scneca." Price $1.

]mwt\n to (^orresgandmts.

j£gr"No Kotloe Taken of Anonymous Correspondents,

A Constant Reader.—The Great South Bay, on Long Island.

Prof. J. R., Lincoln, 111.—The animals are not bred in a domes-
ticated slate.

J. E. C, Bolivar, N. Y.—The New York concern has gone out of
existence. The Illinois firm is at Rockford.

W. R. M., North Pembroke.—If you will read the article you
will see that the all-round gauge gun is a subject under discus-
sion.

Fishing in Florida Waters.—Anglers who intend visiting

Florida this coming winter will fiud it to their advantage to in-

spect the superior tackle for tarpon and other fishes, manufac-
tured by Thomas J. Conroy, 65 Fulton street. NewYork.—Adv.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. JS,

book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Identify without question all the American game birds which
tuey may kill. Cloth, 320 pages, price $2.50. For sale by Forest
a*d Strbjlm.

Forest and Stream, Box 3,832, N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-

trated circulars of W. B. Lefnn^well's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free ou request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller," "SybilleDe" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
extant.

Biecham's Puab act like, magic on a weak Rtomftob*—Adv.
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HUMPHREYS'
VETERINARY SPECIFICS

For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,

AND POULTRY.
500 Page Book on Treatment ofAnimals

and Chart Sent Free.
cubes ( FeversjCongestions, Inflammation
A.A. j

Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.—Strains, Lameness, Rheumatism.
C. C.--Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D.D.—Bots or Grubs. Worms.
E.E—Coughs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.--Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.--Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.— Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I. I.—Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.—Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle cover 50 doses), - - .60
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual.

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medlcator, $7.00
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - - 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.

Humphreys' Medicine Co., 109 Fulton St., N. Y.

FKIOB, 81.00,

TOR SALE AT THIS OFFICK

Anglers contemplating a trip to Florida this coming season will find it to their advantage to inspect our

|| celebrated

Tarpon Rods, Reels and Lines.
The largest tarpon (184 lbs.) ever killed on a rod and reel was taken with one of our Noibwood Tarpon Rods.

They are pronouuced "PERFECT" by all who have used them.

OUR NEW SOFT L.INEN TARPON SNELL IS THE BEST.

Manufacturers of every description of

hxte: pishing t-a.
1 8 "Vesey Street (Fourth door from the Astor House), New York.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ash your Dealer for them.

XKTo-t Sold SL-t Retail lay tla.» HfK^xi-u.fa.e-t-u.r'ex-ss.

WINCH
312 Broadway

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Anna and Ammunition.

.Ess effectual

'PILLS GUINEA/^
For Bilious and Nervous Disorders, such as Wind and Pain in the Stomach. Sick Headache, Giddiness,

Fulness, and Swelling after Meals, Dizziness and Drowsiness, Cold Chills, Flushings of Heat, Loss ol

Appetite. Shortness of Breath, Costivenes, Scurvy, Blotches on the Skin, Disturbed Sleep, Frightful

Dreams, and all Nervous and Trembling Sensations, &c. THE FIRST DOSE WILL GIVE RELIEF IN

TWENTY MINUTES. This is no fiction. Every sufferer is earnestly invited to try one Box of these

Pills, and they will beacknowledged to be a Wonderful3fedicine.-"Worth ^guinea abox."-
BEECHAM'SPIUS, taken as directed, will quickly restorefemales tocomplete health. For a

WEAK STOMACH; IMPAIRED DIGESTION; DISORDERED LIVER;
they ACT LIKE MAGIC:—afew doses will work wonders upon the Vital Organs ; Strengthening
the muscular System; restoring long-lost Complexion; bringing back the keen edge of appetite,

and arousing with the ROSEBUD OF HEALTH the whole physical energy ofthe human frame.
These are " facts " admitted by thousands, in all classes of society, and one of the best guaran-
tees to the Nervous and Debilitated is that BEECHAM'S PILLS HAVE THE LARGEST SALE OF ANY
PATENT MEDICINE IN THE WORLD. Full directions with each Box.

> Prepared only by THOS. BEEC IIA SI, St. Helens, Lancashire, England.
Mid by Druggists generally. B. F. ALLEN & CO., 365 and 367 Canal St., New York, Sole

Agents for the United States, who, (if your druggist does not keep them,) t

WILL MAIL BEECHAM'S PILLS ON RECEIPT OF PRICE 25 CENTS A BOX.

UNCUS LISHA'S SHOP.

Writing lactone

The NEW and HIGHER STANDARD.

NO RIBBON. DIRECT PRINTING.
PERMANENT ALIGNMENT.
Exhaustively Testei and Guaranteed as to

Speed, Strength and Mani-
folding Powers.

MUIR, HAWLEY & MAYO CO., 343 Broadway, N. Y.
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AND

in
By ROWLAND E. KOBINSON.

A book that appeals to all who know anything of the old-fashioned New England life.

These are some of the chapters:

The School Meeting in District IS. Uncle Lisha's Spring Gun. In Uncle Lisha's Shop. Con-
cerning Owls. Uncle Lisha's Courting. How Zene Burnham Come It on His Father.
A Rainy Day in the Shop. The Turkey Shoot at Hamner's. Sam Lovel's Thanksgiving.
Little Sis. Sam Lovel's Bee-Hunting. In the Shop Again. The Fox Hunt. Noah Chase's
Deer-Hunting. The Hard Experience of Mr. Abijaii Jarvis. The Coon Hunt. In the
Sugar Camp. Indians in Danvis. The Boy Out West. BreaJdng Up. The Departure.
The Wild Bees' Swarm.
They make a handsomely printed volume of 187 pages, bound in cloth. Sent, postpaid, on

receipt of price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway New York.
DAVIES <fe CO.. London, Eneland.

D O & TRAINING:
BY

& f. HAMMOm KSB2SBL EDITOR OF FOREST AUD BXRBAVt
Wos mi$ as Utji m.m. Pries $!=Q?,

WITH SPECIAL
AND

ON MODEL YACHTS
SAILING,

by

C. STANSFELD-HICKS.
author of "Our Boys, and What to Do With Ihem.

NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS
AND

WORKING DRAWINGS OF MODEL YACHTS AND VARIOUS SMALL CRAFT
SUITABLE FOR AMATEURS.

LTESIGHNTS:
Model Facets.—Defiance, Isolde, Bonny Jean, and 10-tonner with sail plan
Canoes.—Birch, Mersey Paddling Canoe, L'Hirondelle, Sailing Canoe.
Sailing Boats and Yachts.—Dabchick, Wideawake, Myosotis, Una, Singlehander by C. P

Jlayton, Puffin, 3-ton Racer, 3-ton Cruiser, 24ft. Auxiliary tsteam and sail) fishing boat.

This volume contains much that is valuable and interesting to American yachtsmen and
canoeists. The design, construction and use of small craft of all kinds is treated of in a simple
and entertaining style, and the instructions are clear and easily understood.

Large crown 8vo., 380 pages and 16 large folding plates.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB,
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has crowned our efforts to produce a Shaving Stick superior in every
respect to any other. WSLLIAfflS' SHAV1NK STICK is
the result. Those who have used others pronounce this Jar superior.

The lather is richer and creamier, and will not dry on thefn.ce while shaving. The perfume is that of the
finest selected attar of roses. The case is covered with leatherette, and is most attractive and serviceahle.
Do you not think it would pay you to Try it? It costs no more than others. It is a genuine toilet luxury,

pf" If your Druggist does not have Williams' Shaving Stick, we will mail you one neatly
packed, postage paid, for 25c. in stamps. One Williams' Shaving Stick is enough for

250 shaves. 10 comfortable, refreshing shaves for One Cent. Try It.

Address THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO., Glastonbury, Conn.,
Established half a hundred years. Alakers of the famous Genuine Yankee Soap

Steam Yachts and Launches

;

THEIR

MACHINERY AND MANAGEMENT.
The Steam Engine as Applied to Yachts: Laws Governing Yachts in American Waters;

Rules for Racing; Rules for Building; Pilot Regulations- Specific Types of
Machinery; Design of Hulls, Etc. , Etc. With 96 illustrations.

By C. P. KTJNHARDT.
This volume is intended to be sufficiently comprehensive, »nd elementary at the same

6ime, to suit the yacht owner's object of acquiring a general understanding of the subject as
a whole, with specific information and data covering the most recent practice.—From
Author's Preface.

Cloth, 240 pages. Price, postpaid, $3.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, New York.
SAMPSON, LOW & CO., London, England.

Audubon Bird Portraits.
Twenty-four of the famous plates by J. J. Audubon, reproduced by the half-tone pro-

cess, carefully printed on fine paper, size of plate 10 by 6£ inches. The set of 24, postpaid on
receipt of price, $1. These plates were reproduced for the Audubon Magazine. There are

but a few complete sets left. The subjects are as follows: Baltimore Oriole and nest.

Chimney Swift. Great Auk. Cedar Bird. Purple Martin. Golden-Winged Woodpecker.
Wood '1 h/ush. Spotted SaDdpiper. Brown Thrasher. Nighthawk. Cliff Swallow. Euro-
pean Magpie. European Coot. Tufted Titmouse. Kingbird. Fish-Tailed Flycatcher.

Tovvhee Bunting. Fileated Woodpecker. Crow. Black and White Warbler. Night Heron,
Mocking Bird. Rusty Grackle. Green Wodpecker. Hermit Thrush.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New York.

By C. B. VAUX ("DOT.")

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the very
beginning, describes and explains the rudiments in the simplest and plainest way possible.
Everything is made intelligible for beginners • and besides this ABC teaching there are so
many hints and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat will find pleasure and profit in the
Btudy of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. The
subjects treated are the choice of a canoe, paddling, sailiDg, care of the canoe, recipes and
rules.

_
The text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of the

000k is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with "Canoe
Building.'' Price, postpaid, $1.00.

NEW YORK: Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway.
LONDON: Davths & Co., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

TROUT
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Province of Quebec.

PublicJNTotice
Public sale of leases of lands conveying

fishing rights.

Leases to expire on the 31st December, 1899, of
the angling privileges pertaining to the imgrant-
ed lands, bordering on salmon rivers and others,
and a number of lakes, will be offered to public
competition, at the Department of Crown Lands,
Quebec, on Thursday and Friday, the 9th and 10th
January next (1890), at 10:30 A. M.
For further particulars address to the Depart-

ment of Crown Lands. Quebec.
Lists of those lakes and rivers may be procured

,

gratis, on application to the Department of
Crown Lands, Quebec, or to the offices of the
"Forest and Stream," and '-American Angler"
New York. GEO. DUHAMEL,
decl93t Commissioner of Crown Lands.

Old Colony Trout Ponds
ESTABLISHED 1869.

Three million brook trout eggs for sale. Can
be transported with safety to any part of the
world. Ready for delivery December and Janu-
ary. Also young trout in the spring.
Unsurpassed fly-fishing in its season.

W. L. GILBERT, Proprietor,
novl4,3ino Plymouth, Mass.

FOE SALE.

One share in the Monroe Marsh Company.
The celebrated duck preserve owned by this

company lies between Detroit and Toledo, on
Lake Erie, at the mouth of the Raisin River.

Apartments in the club house, and a room in the
boat house, pa?s with the share. For part iculars

inquire of FOREST AND STREAM. decl9,4t

Ferrets vs. Rats.
The best breeds of both young and old Ferrets

for sale at ADOLPH ISAACSEN'S "Sure Pop,"
92 Fulton Street, New York City. A complete
book on Ferrets and Rat Exterminating sent by
mail for 15 cents.

Fertilized Will Brook Trout Eip
And young fry in due season. Address TROUT-
MERE, Osceola Mills, Wis. novl4,3mo

TO LEASE FOR TWO YEARS, THE PROP-
ei t-y of W. A. Griffith, the finest Winanish

land-locked salmon fishing in the world, at the
Grande Descharge of Lake St. John. Quebec,
Canada. Furnished lodge and canoe included.
Apply to H. T. MACH1N. ESQ., Treasury De-
partment, Quebec, Canada. jan2,5t

COMMON PIGEONS FOR TRAP SHOOTING;
fancy pigeons and poult ry. T. W. HOOPE R,

& CO., 423 VV. Franklin st„ Baltimore, Md.
nov21.3mo

T T^ri? rVI T A TT FOR SALE. Orders
\jt VlV V,U ^\1JU delivered as booked.

LIVE CAME A SPECIALTY.
E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant,

174 Chambers street, New York.

FOR SALE FOR .SHOOTING PURPOSES.-
A No. 1 pigeons: no squabs: all kinds fancy

pigeons. FIELES & BRO., Christiana, Pa.
nov7,3mo

LIVE WHITE HARES (Leptts jLmericamw),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., m good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
R«fer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. J. G. RICH, Bethel,
Me. flUrlfi.tf

f^YT'KTG. CLOSING OUT FINE SCOTT
%X %J s5»>» Guns at less than cost. Don't
buy before examining these.

CHARLES L. RITZMANN, 943 Broadway.
novl4,3mo

Chester White, Berkshire
and Poland China Pigs,
fine setter dogs, Scotch

,
Collies, Foxhounds and

a, Beagles, Sheep and Poultry,
bred and for sale by W.

GIBBONS & CO., West Chester, Chester Co.. Pa.
Send stamp for circular and price list. decl3,«m

By C. F. AMERT.

This series of thirteen adventurous jour-

neys into as many regions of Dreamland has

been admirably characterized as the most

delicious nonsense ever written, and is now

being brought out in a handsome quarto vol-

ume of 116 pages, profusely illustrated.

Pbick, $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING! CO.,

818 Broadway, New York.

Increasing Sales Attest the Popularity ofTHE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

Manufactured only by
iKLUKraxnE-sr bhos.

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

ABOUT GLOVES.
When you are buying gloves, kid or

dogskin, for driving or street wear, remem-
ber that there is such a thing as a price thac
Is too cheap. It is best to pay a lair price
and get good gloves like H uichinson's.
They are made from selected stock in the
bestmanner and are warranted tobe the
most serviceable made. If you want to know
more about gloves in general and Hutchin-
- >..v. - • l'»'i's iu narticalnr, enclose stamp for
the book*'ABOUTGJ,OVE!*." No mat-
ter where you live or what you do it will

Interest you. It gives a history of gloves and illustra-
tions of their use. prices of the different styles and qual-
ities, directions for measurement and ordering, also
testimonials from those who know the value of
Hutchinson's gloves. Established 1862.
JOHN C. HUTCHINSON, Johnstown, N. Y.

BEPELLENE.
Ac Infallible Preventive of the Atfcacxs of
Mosquitoes, Biack Flies* Croats

and ail other Insects.
Neat, clean and easily applied. No unpleasant

odor, will not stain or injure the skin, easily
cashed off. May be carried without danger of
leaking or spilling. In neat, oblong round-cor-
nered box.

Price, 30 Cents, Postpaid.
Sold by Dealers in Sportsmen's Goode.

If your dealer does not keep it, I will send It on
receipt of price.

A. FERGUSON, Proprietor and Mannfact'er,
Office, 65 Fulton street, N. Y.

LOG- CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim-
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

A BEAUTIFUL AND CORRECT LIKENESS
OF THE

Scotch Cutter Thistle,
LITHOGRAPHED IN COLORS FROM A
PAINTING BY THE CELEBRATED MARINE
ARTIST BARLOW MOORE.

Thistle is represented in broadside view, heel-
ing over to a full press of sail in the Royal Har-
wich regatta. Irex is also shown under the lee,
with Wendur and Genesta following.

Size 24X15, with 4-inch margin for framing.

Price $3.00 each.

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
NEW YORK CITY.

TAGHT PICTURES
IN COLORS.

PURITAN AND GENESTA on the home
stretch. Size of sheet. 26x36 $1.50

MAYFLOWER, saluted by the fleet. Size
of sheet 28X 40 2.00

VOLUNTEER. Size of sheet 26x36 3.00

FOR BALE BY

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,
318 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

The Still-Hunter,

T. S. VAN DYKE.
PBIOK, F08TPAID, J2.OT.

THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR

MAN45BMENT AND DI8EA3E&

rOBBST AND STREAM POBIJ8H1NB 00.
818 Broadway, New York,
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
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UNIFORM STATE LAWS AGAIN.

AS shown by the reports of its officers at the last an-

nual meeting of the Cuvier Club, of Cincinnati,

last Saturday evening, the organization is in a prosperous

condition, and has made substantial progress in securing

the enforcement of the laws by the work of the new
game protector, whose convictions secured during the

year numbered thirty-five.

One subject discussed in the report of the trustees was

that of a code of laws uniform in adjoining States.

This is something that has come up before various soci-

eties in different parts of the country and at different

periods for lo these many years. Unifoimity of game
seasons is conceded to be a most desirable factor in secur-

ing protection ; it is urged here and there with enthusi-

asm, talked about, written about, hoped for, and never

attained. Sometimes sportsmen have gathered in national

conventions and discussed the subject for the whole

country; again it has been proposed for two or three

adjoining States; and, as a matter of fact, there is to-day

just as much of diversity and contrariety as ever in the

laws of adjacent States.

The condition of affairs that has prompted the Cuvier

Club to give attention to this topic is thus stated in the

report read before the meeting:

* * * The primary object of the club, in suggesting protective

legislation, is that all our people may be benefitted by having in

the proper season an abundance of the choicest food at prices

that bring it within the reach of all. In this connection the de.

termination of a proper open season especially for quail becomes

important. In Ohio the open season for quail is from the 10th of

November to the loth of December, both days inclusive, while in

Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois it commences sooner and ends

later. It seems that all agree, or should agree, that the open season

should be the same in all these States, and perhaps, also, in West
Virginia, the difficulty being in fixing satisfactory dates. That

these opinions may be reconciled, to the end that we may have a

uniform law, it is suggested that the Game Committee of the

Ohio Legislature take the inioiative, and invite similar commit-

tees of the Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois and West Virginia Legis-

latures to a conference. The difficulty of enforcement and the

hardship of the Ohio law are in this: Our people are deprived of

quail lawfully killed in these States, and in prime condition for

the table, because their use is prohibited in Ohio at that time, it

being a misdemeanor to have them in possession. That such a

uniform law would be in the interest of the legitimate shooter is

clear; then he could enjoy friendly hospitality in another State,

carry his birds home without concealment and with pardonable

pride, speak of his success.

It is difficult to see how the people of Ohio can be given

the privilege of a market season for quail unless the

open season shall be made te cover more time; Ohio

sportsmen we fear cannot hope to have the open seasons in

other States shortened to correspond with their own.

Indeed if we understand the subject such an extension

of the Ohio open season will be the only practicable way
to secure anything approaching uniformity. In that

event, is uniformity to be counted as a gain, when

secured at the expense of protection?

We take ip that the members of the Cuvier Club are

conversant with the condition of the quail supply of their

State, and can judge intelligently of the probable effect

on it of a longer shooting season. If the extension of

the season means less efficacious conservation of Ohio

quail, it will be better to keep the dates as they are now.

even if the people have to forego their quail. Unless

the birds are more abundant in Ohio than in most other

sections of the country, the market price will never be so

low that the birds can be counted as cheap food for the

people.

THE SPORTSMAN'S FLORIDA.

IF any evidence were needed to demonstrate the charm

Florida possesses for the angler and the sportsman, it

would be found, varied and abundaut, in the files of this

journal almost from the first number. Not a volume

but contains its generous quota of sketches of travel,

sport and outdoor life in that favored sunny land. In

the earlier years, when many portions of the State were

as yet an unknown and practically unexplored wilder-

ness, the readers of Forest and Stream followed, with

all the interest that attends the pioneers in strange lands,

the footsteps of "Fred Beverly" penetrating the Ever-

glades, and the shining sail of "Al Fresco's" boat chart-

ing the fishing resorts of the west coast. From those

early days to the present the southern migration of health

and pleasure seekers has been chronicled in these pages.

If Florida has been the source of so much that has added

to the interest and value of our columns, it is not too

much to say as well that this journal in turn has done

much for Florida. Multitudes of visitors to the State

have been prompted to seek its game resorts and fishing

waters because the Forest and Stream has made them

known.
In Florida the material changes of the past ten or fif-

teen years have been on a scale possible only in what

was practically a frontier State. The past twenty years

have virtually witnessed the settlemetit of Florida anew

by a population drawn thither from other States. The

inrush of new citizens, the building of new towns and

cities, the multiplying and extension of railroads, the

conversion of vast wilderness tracts from pine and

hamak lands into orange groves and farms—all this has

greatly changed the face of the country; and the State

has ceased to be in many respects the great shooting

resort it once was. Nowhere is this more readily

observed than on some of the lines of river travel.

The great abundance and accessibility of feathered

game encountered on the waterways, once made it pos-

sible for the cads and cockneys—not in any remotest

sense sportsmen—who shot from the moving craft, to

slaughter foolishly, wantonly and wastefully, thousands

of birds of plume. As time went by and the fusillade

has kept up, the birds were destroyed or scared away
until the river banks became practically barren of game.

Then as the new railroads fortunately diverted the tide

of travel away from the rivers, and the haunts of the

birds were left unmolested, they multiplied and have in

many districts become abundant. The time has gone by

when a majority of Florida tourists are equipped with

firearms; but those who are seeking legitimate sport

with game birds are still to be found in hosts; the game
supply is rich; and the tangible rewards of one's outing-

are generous. Florida is to-day more than ever before

the winter home of the sportsman.

And more than ever before is it the salt-water fisher-

man's Mecca. The fish of Florida waters—their name is

legiou—have not been , and give no sign of being in the

near future, diminished. Of course in some certain locali-

ties the supply has been largely lessened, but as a rule,

especially on the West Coast, the fishing is as good to day

as it ever was. Each year, as access is made more easy

and accommodations are bettered, and the fame of the

fishing grows, the number of anglers is larger. The re-

nown of the tarpon has gone forth to the end of the earth,

and expert masters of the rod from abroad make their

winter pilgrimage to Charlotte Harbor to win new ang-

ling renown by pitting their patience and skill against

the caprice and strength of the silver king. Year by

year our knowledge of Florida fishing waters and of

Florida fish is made more complete; but there is yet a

vast amount to be learned; and the Forest and Stream
indulges the hope that it may do its fair share in the

future, as it has in the past, to increase popular informa-

tion on these subjects and to cultivate popular appreci-

ation of them. Our old-time contributor "Al Fresco,"

Dr. C. J. Kenworthy, of Jacksonville, who has already

done so much to discover new fishing grounds and to

direct his brother anglers to them, has in contemplation

new explorations on the lower West Coast; and he has

promised to give our readers the results of the trip.

Year by year less of hardship and more of comfort at-

tend the sportsman tourist in Florida. As related else-

where by our contributor "F. S. J. C." the resorts of the

peninsula, even those most remote, are within two days'

travel from Northern cities. It is practicable for those

who must limit their absence from business to "take a

run down to Florida," without sacrificing very much of

their precious time on the way. The State enjoys a con-

stantly growing popularity among sportsmen and anglers,

and it would be the part of wisdom for Florida's citizens

to take the steps so urgently needed to insure a continu-

ance of that popularity by adopting judicious game laws.

Under the present condition of affairs game is killed all

the year around, deer afre shot in proper season and at

times when decency and manhood should recoil from

murdering the mother doe. Citizens of Florida towns

have not yet learned better than to encourage the robbing

of mocking-birds' nests by idle boys. Small insectivor-

ous birds have no protection; and in St. Augustine, where

the native song birds have been largely killed off, some

foolish people are actually talking of importing that hor-

rible pest, the English sparrow, to fill their places.

THE FISH OF FLORIDA WATERS.

IN April of last year the Forest and Stream presented

to its readers a very large series of illustrations of

the salmon and trout of North America, accompanied by

a brief sketch of the distribution and chief characteristics

of the species. This effort to please its friends was met

with hearty praise and encouraged the idea of occasional

supplements of a similar nature.

To-day we bring together illustrations of twenty-five

species of Florida fishes, many of which anglers visiting

that State will be pretty certain to meet in their travels.

As there is a bewildering variety of fishes in this favored

land, certainly not fewer than fifty of which can be

caught by the angler, it is manifestly too great an under -

taking to group them in one supplement. We have,

therefore, selected those that seemed to us the best

known, while some others of considerable importance

are for the time being necessarily omitted.

The remarks on the fishes have to do with their com-

mon names, distribution, habits, haunts, food and feeding

habits, size, reproduction, growth and mode of capture.

Dr. James A. Henshall, who has in past years contri-

buted to our columns more than one entertaining serial

descriptive of cruising and fishing in Florida, has en-

riched the text of this Forida number to-day out of his

varied experience in angling for the fishes discussed.

His remarks form the concluding portion of each section,

and are set off by quotation marks.

The excellent figures, it will be observed, are mainly

from that rich source of supplies for modern illustrations

of fishes "The Fisheries and Fishery Industries of the

United States," prepared by the United States Fish Com-

mission. _

There was involved in Mr. Aldrich's notes on the

woodcock, which we published last week, a question

much more important than any that relates to the habits

of any one bird or of all birds. That problem is of how
in this year of grace, 1890, we can cure the diseased

mind of one who finds pleasure in shooting mother birds

scared from their nests. Perhaps the wisest conclusion

would be that there is no hope of ridding a grown man
of such depraved tastes; and that effort should be

directed to instil nobler sentiments into the souls of the

younger generation of shooters.

.The annual dinner' of the Massachusetts . Fish and

Game Protective Association will be held January 30.
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A FLORIDA RETROSPECT.
TUST seventeen years have gone to rest since I intro-

tf duced myself to the land of flowers, oranges, alli-

gators, Ponce de Leon and the Fountain of Youth. True, I

had often read of these things in a very disinterested way,
but never dreamed that I should ever set foot in the
"Italy of America," until my curiosity was aroused by
reading the letters of a medical gentleman, whose '-sands

of life were fast running out," and who had made a
pedestrian trip from Ohio to that land in order that, by
the way or at the thither terminus, he might find sand
enough to replace that which had slipped away from him.
He found it in plenty. His experiences and observations
were given to the public through the columns of the Cin-
cinnati Commercial. They fired my soul. I wanted to

go and surfeit my visual orbs with banana plantations,
whose myriads of satiny fronds, "like an army with ban-
ners," responded to the caresses of the balmy zephyrs,
and wafted delightful odors upon every breeze. I would
gaze entranced on the laden orange groves, trees of which
had been known to bear, according to our M. D., " ten
thousand oranges apiece. But say five thousand. This
at a cent apiece, and they are now selling at two cents on
the tree, and seventy-five trees to the acre, makes a grand
total of three thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars
per acre ! There is a gold mine in an orange grove." I

did not know any better and thought that ten acres at
the utmost would fill all my needs. Then there were
bananas and pineapples, besides deer, alligators and
other game, and fish galore. Result, I went, I saw
(though not all I had been told of) and was captured, like

thousands of others.

It was not ages ago by any means, though we have had
electric lighting, cable roads, phonographs, telephones
and such things since, but the railways were anything
but satisfactorily efficient south of the Ohio River. "We
were behind time long before we reached Nashville, and
continued getting more so as we dove into the bowels of
the Old Confederacy, until what with hot boxes, break
downs, belated freights, burned bridges and missed con-
nections, we were a generation or so behind when we
jolted into Savannah, in those days, and for years after-
ward, passengers were not whirled at the rate of forty
miles an hour by the Waycross route from Savannah to
Jacksonville, but were taken away out toward Texas
until far enough into the turpentine solitudes to flank the
Okefinokee Swamp. Then they jibed and bore away
toward Jacksonville at twelve miles an hour and were
shaken up until they lost their identity. At Jacksonville
railways ended for southbound travelers, who took the
anything but palatial steamer to destination on the
coffee-colored St. Johns, broad and magnificent to Pa-
latka and crookedisnonameforit the rest of the way. At
Jacksonville I fell in with two or three others bound for
the Promised Land, and finding that our chronic lateness
had caused us to miss the only decent boat on the river,
which ran but three times a week, rather than delay we
went aboard the Lolly Boy, a gorgeous floating palace
about twenty paces long and nearly as wide, and began
to plow the waters of the noble river at the dizzyiug
rate of three miles an hour'. One of my companions was
from Virginia, and had much to say of a "Majah Mawks,"
Avho had, as a land agent, secured certain lands for him.
It was not until some months afterward that I recognized
in the land agent Major Marks, with whom I became
well acquainted. He had the reputation of being as keen
as a brier; and of course he couldn't have been buncoed
in New York city a few months since, as some one was
reported by the papers who hailed from his county, bear-
ing his name and identical initials. Perish the thought

!

When at last we reached Mellonville, a little village on
Lake Monroe, I at once sought out Col. B. F. Whitner,
who lived at a little settlement called Fort Reed, three
miles inland, and whom I had written for information
before starting. He was a true type of a cultured, Chris^
tian Southern gentleman, formerly a planter and sur-
veyor of note in Madison county, and like the hospitable
nobleman he was, took me, a stranger, into his home
while I was there, and with his lovely wife—now, I am
sad to say, an invalid—treated me like a son. He has
crossed to the other shore, but so long as memory serves
us will we keep his memory green. His beautiful place
was located on the shores of Silver Lake, along the im-
mediate edge of which a fringe of hundreds of bananas
was growing, and as I stood in the path leading from the
house to the boat landing, on the evening, as it happened,
of the full moon, with the orange grove around me and
the lake gleaming between the majestic banana leaves,
while the southern moon shed her effulgence through the
balmy air on that January night, I needed not to apolo-
gize for brimming with enthusiasm. After looking
around briefly J purchased a poverty-stricken bit of sand
on Golden Like near by, < n which Cul. Whitner killed a
six-toot rattler while surveying it; and in just a year
from that time, with my household gods and goddesses,
in which latter were comprised my wife and baby daugh-
ter, I totk possession of my "Araby the Blest," and began
the dire conflict with paimetlo and scrub oak roots, and
the entomological creation of that section of our glorious
republic. I chose the spot because it was adjacent to
school, church, stores and excellent neighbors, and not
with any reference to its adaptability to orange culture.
At least, that conviction, though perhaps but dimly recog-
nized then, was afterward, continues to be, and will con-
tinue to be to my last breath, stamped on my conscious-
ness in fast colors. I don't mean to intimate that the
average of Florida land was like my "gold mine." Some
was worse, if possible, and much was infinitely better*.

Pine woods land or sand, "high pine land," was of dif-
ferent degrees of fertility or barrenness as you please, and
what was called the best, might be for horticulture or
agriculture, infinitely better and then be none too good.
It had to be fertilized once every year and yearned for it

all the time. What I mean is that the average pine land
upon wbioh so many millions of orange trees have been
planted would not make an orange grove unless the roots
were given something to feed upon. The soil or sand
gave them nothing worth mentioning except a bed for
their roots. Then there was the "flat woods" land,
deemed too utterly worthlessfor any use, and "high" and
"low hamak," the former the choicest land in the State
for orange culture, and the latter rich, but too low and
wet for cultivation, but excellent in which to hunt tur-

keys and fight mosquitoes. However, I found that I was
not the only one who had come a long distance to pur-
chase a sand bank.
There were black bass, called trout here, in the lake in

front of my door, and in the reaches of forest and dwarf
palmetto around, there were coveys of quail, from which
I drew rations occasionally, also plenty of rabbits: in fact
they were much too numerous. They watched me
through the fence as I planted sweet potatoes, and after-
ward raised potatoes faster than I could. I had an
idiotic idea that I could frighten them away by stretch-
ing a line lengthwise the rows, about 2ft. high, and from
this at intervals suspending two or three empty cans to-

gether, here and there, and from this line running a line

to my bedroom window. Then, whenever the baby
waked in the night, which about that time was oftener
than seldom, I'd jerk the lanyard and the artillery would
jingle-jangle all down the line. The first night' or two
it worked nicely and was effective, and then the cotton-
tails, on better acquaintance, would sit up during the
performance of the orchestra, as the neighbors called it,

and enjoy it with great gusto, after which they indulged
in refreshments again. 1 bought my potatoes that sea-
son, for I could hardly afford to sit up o' nights to watch
my potato rows, but I made the bunnies suffer, and with
their aid and that of the quail and bass, reinforced the
larder beautifully.
The St. Johns was only a few miles away on one side,

and Lake Jesup, a body of water twelve or fifteen miles
by four in extent, the same distance on the other. To
either water we made frequent excursions, and were
always sure of fish or game, for in the bordering hamaks
or prairies were turkeys, gray squirrels, deer, and an oc-
casional bear or wildcat. Picket Point, a spot in the
St. Johns near its junction with the lower end of the
lake, so called from pickets being stationed there in the
Seminole war, was a favorite picnic ground, having large
clusters of palmetto trees for shade, and here frequently
a number of families would come for a pleasant day, A
folding boat was usually taken along, and in an hour's
trolling the bottom could generally be covered with fine

bass, which afforded the desired "fish dinner." Alliga-
tors were very numerous there in Jesup and were hunted
for their hides, which netted the slayer a dollar or more
each; and speaking of 'gators reminds me that once while
trolling for bass my hooks, that happened to be very
strong, caught in a 'gator that happened to be swimming
across the river just below the surface, when the hook
came along, and before it broke away there was the live-
liest kind of a circus.

It was a common thing to see large schools of bass
breaking water and leaping here and there, and fre-
quently the boat would pass directly through one of these
schools, the oars striking among fish on either side. On
one trip I hooked a large gar, a trifle over 5ft. long, and
when I succeeded in getting him on a bar I was forced
to beat his life out with a piece of drift wood before I
could release the hook.

These occasional days off served to break the monotony
of digging around orange trees, grubbing out oak and
palmetto roots, or reclaiming bits of swamp, besides help-
ing out the table wonderfully, for the beef of those days
was not calculated to tickle one's ribs, but to weary his
patience and jaws, and had almost as much flavor as a
dish of fried scrap iron. Cow's milk was nearly as scarce
as goat's milk, and there wasn't a goat in the country.
If a pint could be got from the average Florida cow,
after the measly calf had a pull, it was cause for a day of
thanksgiving. Very frequently the cow produced the
calf in the swamps and had little or nothing to let down
to it. Then the buzzards did the scavenger act. Or if

the lacteal supply was forthcoming, the calf was too weak
to get to it and the end was the same. By one who has
seen the herds of cattle on the prairies, or in the swamps
searching for nourishing food and running almost like
deer from the presence of man, the condition of Florida,
beef will be readily ruiderstood. The local butcher, who
slaughtered the bovine shadows, came around twice a
week, usually, in his little old greasy wagon and blew
his conch shell at the gate, and we took what we could
get, meekly, and ruminated until next the conch sounded.
Two or three times, I think, we tasted fresh milk during
our stay at our first home. That was sufficient. The
foreign element in the bottles instigated rebellion in the
inner man. During our eight or nine years of Florida
life, two gallons, possibly three, would cover all the fresh
milk we used, anri much of that was the gift of a kind
neighbor at Twin Lakes. But we spent a small fortune
on the condensed article, as I suppose Floridians do per-
force to-day. The great bulk of vegetables was bought
in cans in those days and we had no ice. There was no
railway south of Jacksonville and Cedar Keys, and sup-
plies of all kinds were considerably dearer than at the
North. Now a network of railways, quicker time, more
demand and better supply, ice, refrigerator cars and
"Chicago dressed," longer experience and better adapta-
tion to the needs of that latitude make life much better
worth the living. But notwithstanding the utmost that
can be said in favor of Florida, her admirable winter
climate and attractions for tourists and certain classes of
invalids, it was and is my opinion that the influence of
her climate on permanent residents is debilitating and
enervating. Some of my friends there vigorously combat
this idea, I'll admit, and I'm content not to argue the
question. Perhaps the thousands of Northern settlers
and tourists have unconsciously carried the breath of
winter and ozone of the mountains in sufficient quantities
to change the conditions during recent years.

It was during my residence at Fort Reed that I had my
first experience in deer hunting at night. A friend in-

vited me to go with him to the ranch of a friend down
on the Wekiva River, some eight or ten miles distant,
and I gladly accepted, for I had never witnessed this pe-
culiar method of sport, though I had read and heard
mueh about it. From the tales told of the number of
deer in the country, I anticipated having something to
show for trouble when we returned, but although we
wandered through the darkness with our little spot of
light, stumbled over logs and palmetto roots, stopping
now and then to replenish the bag of lightwood knots or
moisten our throats from a pool or spring, we bagged not
a deer—only one poor little grinning possum. For three
nights we roamed the woods, shining a pair of eyes at
long intervals, but getting only a shot or two at long
range at deer that had evidently been there before. My
enthusiasm oozed away little by little, until I was bank-
rupt, and we returned home.

For nearly two years I wrestled with leathery beef, the
grubbing hoe and the general situation, only to see my
little orange grove, which I had set in the sand and
watered with tears, wasting away and covering itself

with scale insect before my distorted vision, when there
came aman who was, as Ihad been, pleased with the adja-
centness of things, and who wanted the place worse than
I did, far worser; so amid a shower of blinding tears I
gave him possession of my love and purchased a better
piece of sand at Twin Lakes, four miles back of Sanford.

It was here that I renewed my experience in fire-hunt-
ing under more favorable circumstances. I found that
the deer came from the swamps at night in the fall to
feed on the black jack acorns fallen from the trees scat-
tered about in the pine woods. Not fancying the fire pan
and lightwood business, I sent to New York city and
purchased a lamp with miniature headlight that would
shine a deer's eyes at a hundred yards; and rigged a con-
trivance to wear it on my shoulder. I well remember
the first time I used it, on a bright starlight night in Sep-
tember, when I left the house at about 8 o'clock, ad-
justed my lamp, took my Parker and a half dozen buck-
shot shells, passed through the grove, climbed the fence
and entered the pine woods. I drew up the gun two or
three times, changing the angle of the light so that it

would show clearly what I aimed at, and began my
tramp. How quiet everything was. There was scarcely
air enough stirring to show me when I was going up
wind, but I had noticed during the day the direction of
the wind, and so was enabled, with the aid of the North
Star, to shape my course. As I turned my shoulders
from side to side, so as to cover as much space as possi-
ble with the light, the shadows darted right and left, and
tree trunks flashed into view and disappeared again in a
very uncanny way. In a pond off to my left the frogs
were holding a very noisy concert, in which the tenors
had it all their own way. A rabbit scuttled off with a
faint rustle in the wire grass, a little bird flew up from
his grassy hiding place, and down in the swamp an owl
saluted the night with his Hoo, hoo-hoo, hoo-hoo-ahl My
ears and eyes were keenly alert as I picked my way as
carefully and noiselessly as possible, wondering if I was
to be so fortunate as to shine a pair of eyes that night.

I came ere long to an undulating bit of ground, and
as I passed up a little slope and looked over, there, just
at the right shooting distance, was a pair of eyes sure
enough, but down near the ground. I stopped and stood
at a ready. For a second the eyes remained stationary.
Then they rose, were motionless a second and dropped
again, and I knew it was a deer feeding, I waited until
they rose again, and holding a little under them, so as to
strike the neck, pulled. What an awful roar broke the
silence and went rumbling away into the night, giving
place to silence greater by contrast than before; and
what a stream of fire shot into the darkness, and how
pitchy black it was again. I listened. Not a sound.
Slipped auother cartridge in. Stepped forward a few
paces, turning my light. No eyes; no movement. Moved
forward again a few paces, wdien something light-colored
attracted my attention lying on the ground, and a few
steps more found me looking down at a handsome doe,
that gasped pitifully once, and with glazing eye lay dead
without a struggle. As I stooped down, alone with my
first deer shot at night, with the silence of the forest
around me, and looked into those beautiful eyes, I con-
fess that for the moment I regretted having taken the
innocent life, but exultation at my success came with a
rush as I drew my knife and prepared the quarry for
carrying. In less than an hour from the time I left the
house I was back again, the deer strung up and I betook
myself to rest. That was the first of a goodly number of
deer shot at night within a short walk of my house. I

thought at first that prowling around through the woods
and palmetto thickets, or by the edge of bays with a fire

pan, alone, with an occasional stumble that threw the
coals among my back hair, in danger of stepping on a
rattler and not knowing which way to jump, with hoot
of owl and pipe of frog for company, as I strained my
eyes to catch the first gleam of eyes from out the dark-
ness, was very monotonous and tiresome business; but
with my lamp and pipe and various voices of the night
for company, I grew to love the sport exceedingly.
Sometimes a neighbor accompanied me. and when tin d
we built a fire if the night was chill, and sitting by it,

with pipes alight, enjoyed a pleasant chatty half hour.
My orange and lemcn trees wpre growing apace under

the encouraging influence of cultivation and commercial
fertilizers, brought from New York at $40 a ton, notwith-
standing the disheartening influences of scale insect and
poor soil. I could see that they grew and that was a
gain on the other place. My guava bushes were bearing
and much enjoyment and jelly we got from them, if I

did have to roof them all over with palmetto beams
every winter, and have them frozen sometimes in spite

of it. Watermelons and sweet potatoes throve and com-
prised about everything I raised for the table. A few
banana plants waved (heir plumes in the breezes, but an
occasional frosty nigl t prevented much enjoyment of
fruit. I had a little garden plot inclosed by a light fence
to exclude rabbits, possums and chickens; and in the in-

closure I spent some of the most agonizing moments of
my life trying to persuade Lish potatoes, peas, beans and
such things to do as I had known them to do elsewhere;
but it came within an ace of being a pitiable failure.

Night after night after the blazing sun had left Florida
in a wilt, I "toted" water from the well to my sufferinsr

cabbages and hesitating tomatoes, and the insatiable sand
sucked it all in and sizzled for more. My sweet corn
grew about three feet high, with stalks as large, may be,

as a chicken's leg below the hock; and made a pitiful

attempt to put out ears, but gave up the useless attempt.
From a little collection of pineapple plants we enjoyed a
frequent treat, and by the way, no one has a faint idea
of the possibilities of a pine unless he has eaten it

thoroughly ripe from the plant. Picked when nearly-

ripe and hung up in the house, it fills the premises with
an aroma that sends the inhaler to the seventh heaven of
olfactory delight, and he goes one story higher when
the nectar reaches the palate.

My gardening experiments were on what is called good
pine land. In the hamaks fine vegetables were, raised
without trouble, and orange groves throve, and their
thriftiness and beauty made a pine woodsman's mouth
water. But it was only here and there at wide intervals
that hamaks suitable for orange growing were to be
found, and then good health demanded that the owner

fcCpitfinued on Pace J#hJ]
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The Tronkfish
(Ostracion bicaudalc).

'HE TRUNK-
FrSH (Ostra-

cion bicau-

dale), of
which we
show a front

view, is not

sought by

the angler,

but it is one

of the most

curious of

the Florida

fishes, and

one of the best known in collections. This is the pesce toro, or bullfish, of Oozumel

and the West Indies. Cofferfish is a general name for the species of Ostracion. Cow-

fish is the name applied to the common O. quadricorne in the Gulf of Mexico.

The subject of our sketch is a West Indian fish, but we have caught it at Oozurnel

and believe it may be found at Key

"West. In the clear waters of shelt-

ered bays it is a conspicuous object

while browsing around the rocks

forming the shore line. Its jaws are

armed with a single series of small

slender teeth, well adapted for seiz-

ing the barnacles and small mollusks

upon which it feeds. We took sev-

eral individuals with small hcoks

baited with half grains of corn.

The covering of the body consists

of hexagonal bony scutes, protecting

all exposed parts except the snout,

bases of the fins, and the hind portion of the tail. In tropical countries some

cases of poisoning are reported from eating the flesh of the trunkfisb, but it is

probable that the fish was spoiled by keeping it too long. When baked in their

shells, the trunkfishes, in some localities, are highly esteemed.

The Spanish Mackerel (Scomber-

omorus maculatus).—This handsome

and active fish is sometimes styled

mackerel and bay mackerel. It is

found in summer as far north as

Cape Cod. Southward it extends to

the Gulf of Mexico. It has been re-

corded in the West Indies and on the

coast of Brazil. Jordan reported it

abundant in spring and summer at

Pensacola in 1882. Individuals have

been taken in rare instances north of

Cape Cod, as, for instance, the one obtained by Capt. N. jR. Atwood, off the Maine

coast; but such occurrences are traceable to some unusual climatic condition. The

species is a lover of warm water, preferring a temperature of 70 to 80 degrees Fahren-

heit. The species is gregarious and migratory, traveling in immense schools, scattered

over large ocean areas. It comes on

to the coast in the spring, probably

as the mackerel comes, from the

Gulf Stream or from southern wa-

ters, advancing further and further

north as the temperature becomes

agreeable, reaching the northern

limit of its migration about the end

of July. The approach of cold

weather causes a reverse movement;

the end of October witnesses its dis-

appearance north of the Carolinas.

The Spanish mackerel feeds on the

menhaden, alewife and other fishes

that school at or near the surface.

In pursuit of its prey it often leaps

out of water and returns to it in a

long curve, cleaving it noiselessly

with its sharp and tapering muzzle.

The fish is voracious and associates

with the bluefish in preying upon the dense masses of herring-like fishes that appear

off the mouths of our bays in suavmer. The menhaden is said to furnish a large part

of the food supply of the Spanish mackerel, and we believe it does minister largely to

•the wants of its rapacious follower; but many other small species are surface swim-

mers in the region frequented by

menhaden, and share its fate. o -,~

Silas Stearns mentions specimens

measuring 40 in., but these large fish

were generally solitary; 24in. is a

individuals do not often exceed 2 or

31bs. in weight. The largest ex-

amples recorded weighed 8 or 91bs.

The spawning season begins in

April in the Carolinas and becomes

later and later northward; at Long
Island it dates from the latter part of

August. The eggs are very small,

from -h to of an inch in diameter,

and a quart measure will hold over a

The Spanish Mackerel (Scomheromnrus mavilutu*).

The L'ero (Scomberomorus regains).

million. A <Ub. Spanish mackerel is

estimated to yield 1,500.000 eggs.

Spawning takes place in warm and

very shoil water. The newly hatch-

ed embryo is about of an inch in

length. It is believed that the species

grows very little in the first two
years of its life, and does not exceed

a half pound in weight at the end of

that period.

"The Spanish mackerel is one of

the best food fishes, as well as one of

the most beautiful in form and color-

ation. It swims in schools and is a

surface feeder. I have seen it as early as January in Florida, though last winter,

owing to the temperature of the water along the coast, I did not meet with it until

the first week in March. The leaping of a Spanish mackerel while feeding, on a

bright day, is a beautiful sight, but the fish are shy and difficult to approach in a

boat for rod- fishing: therefore, on

open waters, trolling with a long-

line is more successful, for which

small pearl or bright metal squids,

or the pilchard, anchovy or small

mullets may be used.

"The most successful rod-fishing

is from the points of inlets and
passes, and from the end of long

piers in the tide-ways. Ordinary

black bass tackle may be used, as

the inshore schools do not often run

above two or three pounds in weight.

For baits any of the small fishes just

named are suitable. The best Spanish mackerel fishing I saw last winter was at San

Carlos Pass in March, and from the piers of Port Tampa in April, where large schools

were running at those times, at the latter place in company with the salt-water

'trout.' The mode of fishing is by making as long casts as possible, and slowly reeling

in the bait, no sinker being used.

"The Spanish mackerel takes the

artificial fly pretty well. Grayish or

y ellowish flies on No. 2 Sproat hooks,

and rods and other tackle made for

black bass fly-fishing, are all that

are needed for this, the most enjoy-

able and most sportsmanlike method
of angling for the Spanish mack-
erel. And it is a fish worthy of

The Kingfish (Scomberomorus cuvatla). the fly-fisher's highest regard, be-

ing very gamy and exceedingly

beautiful. Its manner of fighting when fast to the angler's hook is principally

on the surface of the water—darting here and there with dazzling rapidity, in

straight or curving lines, and leaping into the air— its bright form shining

resplendent in the sunlight—like an animated silver arrow."

The Cero (Scomberomorus regalis)-

—King cero, spotted cero, sierra and
pintado are the names for this spe-

cies.

The cero abounds in the West In-

dies, and has been recorded from
Brazil. On the east coast it migrates

northward occasionally as far as Cape
Cod. About the Florida keys it is

very common associated with other

species of the genus.

The cero feeds on other fishes, but

little is recorded of its habits; it

swims on the surface and is taken
there in large numbers by fishermen.

The species reaches a length of 5

or 6ft., and weighs up to 20 or 301bs.

It resembles the Spanish mackerel
in a. general way, but may be im-
mediately distinguished by the nar-

row stripes along its sides, which are not present in any of the other American species,

"Its spots are dark, where those of the Spanish mackerel are yellowish-bronze. The

cero is caught in company with the kingfish by trolling along the Florida keys

from Cape Florida to Key West, and they form the principal supply of food-fishes

in the Key West market, where both
species are sold under the name of

'kingfish.'

"The cero is sometimes caught
from the wharves and piers of the
Florida keys, or from anchored ves-

sels by still-fishing, or rather by
casting pilchard bait; but the usual
and most successful method of fish-

ing is by trolling with hand-line

from a sailing vessel, using a small
codfish hook baited with a strip of
pork-rind cut in the semblance of a
small fish. A wire snell is necessary
on account of the sharp, lancet-

shaped teeth of these fishes. A

The Cavalli (Caranx hippos)

" v-
; '

The Dolphin (Coryphmna hippwi w).
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bright metal, or a pearl or bone

squid answers just as wells for troll-

ing as the pork-rind, but is neither

so cheap nor convenient for the

'conch' fisherman of Key West."

The Kingfish
(
Seomberomorus

cavalla).—This is also the silver cero

and kingfish.

The kingfish abounds in the West
Indies and ranges southward to Bra-

zil. It is very common about the

Florida keys. On the east coast in-

dividuals are occasionally taken as

far north as Cape Cod.

The species is a powerful and swift

forager at sea in company with the

cero and Spanish mackerel. It preys

on other fishes and is caught in great

numbers at the surface by trolling.

This is the largest species of its

genus, attaining a weight of Solbs.

Concerning its reproduction and
growth nothing seems to be on record. --As has just been mentioned, this is a larger
species than the others of the Spanish mackerel group, and is nearly as good for food.
It is caught by trolling along the Florida keys with hand line and pork-rind bait,

as mentioned in fishing for cero. A
large fleet of fishing smacks is en-

gaged in its capture, but the angling

for this fine fish by regular and or-

thodox methods, with rod and reel,

is yet to be developed, as I have no

doubt it will be in the near future,

for some piscatorial Alexander, sigh-

ing for new worlds to conquer, will

be sure to find it.

"As a game fish the kingfish is sec-

ond to none, being built for extra-

ordinary bursts of speed, and leaps

higher than any other fish, I believe,

that swims. Its graceful form is

spindle-shaped, very regular in outline, with small, conical head and wide mouth—

a

slender, keeled caudal peduncle, and a large, powerful, crescentic caudal fin—ju^t the

shape for quick and agile movement?.
I have frequently seen it leap fully / V
10ft. above the water. It is even better ffi/ /
built for speed and leaping than the

salmon, and among other fishes is as

the Puritan or Volunteer among a
fleet of oyster boats.

"I have taken several on the rod,

off the keys near Bahia Honda, with
pilchard bait, and venture the pre-

diction that when its habits become
better known it will some day rank
higher, as a game fish, than ail other

coast fishes in Florida. I have no
doubt that it will rise to the arti-

ficial fly, though I have never tried

it, but I once took one on the bunch
of feathers usually attached to a

trolling spoon, by trolling with it after the spoon had been broken off."
The Cavalli (Caraiuv hipgos)*—This handsome and active fish has various names,

depending on locality. About Cape ///
Cod it is confounded with a related IL
species, the yellow mackerel. The. /'///A.
best-known name is crevalle: other

appellations are horse crevalle and
cavalla.

The cavalli abounds in the Gulf of

Mexico and East Florida. It occurs

throughout the West Indies. North-
ward its range includes Cape Cope,

and rarely it is extended still fur-

ther. H. S. Williams considered the

south end of Merritt's Island and the

inlets opposite old Fort Capron to be
centers of abundance of this fish.

Clarke took it freely at Indian River
Inlet. Jordan records it as common
in Lake Pontchartrain. The same
form is credited to the Pacific coast from Panama to the Gulf of California. The
cavalli is a fish of prey, and one of the swiftest, moving in schools near the surface.
It feeds in shallow water near the

shore. There is a migration north-
ward in summer, and the young
especially move along frequently to

Cape Cod in moderately large num-
bers. Great Egg Harbor is a favorite

resort for small individuals in sum-
mer. In two examples, from 4 to

6$m, long, taken at Ocean City and
Longport late in August, we heard a
very distinct croaking sound when
the fish were held in the hands, but
could not determine how it was pro-
duced.

In the Gulf of Mexico the cavalli

feeds principally on the mullet and
the menhaden, but there is a be-

wildering variety of other small
fishes which will answer its purpose

The Pompano (Trachi/not.us carolmus).

The Sea Trout or Weakfish (Vynoscion maculatum).

The Whiting or Kingfish (Menticirrus americanus).

The Redfish (Sciccna ocellafa)

.

The Red Snapper {Lutjanus blackfordii).

equally well. The size is large, indi-

viduals weighing SOIbs. being re-

ported; such a fish would measure
3ft. or more. The young of about a
pound are considered very fine for

the table: large ones are dark and
insipid.

Stearns observed that the cavalli

arrives on the West Florida coast

in May containing mature eggs, and
believed that it spawns in the salt-

water bayous. He saw the young
come out of such places in the fall

and move seaward.

"The cavalli and its allied forms

are good game fishes, and respond

eagerly to the angler's lures, whether

artificial fly, bait, trolling-spoon, or

a bit of white or red rag. It makes
a very strong and determined re-

sistance when hooked, and always

fights to the last gasp. It is, more-

over, an exceedingly beautiful and gracefully-formed fish, but being so common
and so easily captured, its merits are often overlooked."

"For bait-fishing, heavy black bass or light striped bass rods, or the Little Giant

rod, are all suitable, with multiply-

ing reel, E line, Sproat hooks, 2-0,.

and sinkers adapted to the strength

of the tidal currents, or if in shel-

tered, quiet waters, the lightest

sinker should be used.

"Any small fish makes a good bait,

or shrimp may be used—fishing from

the sand spits and shores of inlets on.

the flood tide or from an anchored

boat. Trolling with the spoon
,
bright

squid, pork-rind or bit of white rag

is more successful than sportsman-

like. The cavalli will rise satisfac-

torily to a medium-sized, gay-!inted

fly of almost any color, and it is by all odds the fittest and most desirable method
of fishing for the cavalli and its kindred. In bait-fishing or fly-fishing for

cavalli near the inlets and pas es the

angler will often take the 'lady,' or

'bonefish,' and the Hen-pounder,' both

of which are game to the backbone,,

and fight as well in the air as in the

water. They are long, slender and

round, spindle-shaped fishes, belong-

ing to the herring family, and are as

gracefully-formed and as bright and

silvery in appearance, and when fast

to the angler's hook fly through the

air and water like animated silver

shuttles. They run from one to-

three pounds usually. I consider

the Madyfish' to be the gamiest fish

of salt water in proportion to its-

size/'

The Pompano (Trachynotus caro-

linus).—The name of this delicious species is corrupted into pompynose on seme

parts of the Gulf coast. The Cubans style it palometa. The common poinpano is found

at the Bermudas, in the West Indies,

northward in summer on our coast

to Cape Cod. southward to the Gulf

^;$f^$^ > of Mexico at least. It has been re-

^ ported in the Gulf of California by

Prof. C. H. Gilbert. In Florida, ac-

cording to Dr. Henshall, "it is very

abundant on the west coast, about

Charlotte Harbor, and on the east

coast at Jupiter Inlet and Lake
Worth."
The species is migratory, and the

number on our northern coast flue-

tuates greatly. The young are more

confirmed travelers than the adults;

they come north in force during

some seasons, and again may scarcely

be found at all in localities in which

they have appeared in abundance. It loves warm waters and frequents sandy

coves. On the south Florida coast, according to Stearns, it is a permanent resident^

It comes on the coast at Pensacola

from the eastward in spring in

schools containing from fifty indi-

viduals to several thousands, swim-

ming near the shore, but seldom at

the surface. Its favorite feeding

grounds are holes and gullies in

sandy beaches, where it finds shells-

and sand flies. Dr. Henshail writes

concerning it as follows: "It feeds

principally on the 'pompano sbe!],*

a very small and beautiful bivalve

that is very abundant on the sea

beaches of the localities named. It

is fond also of beach fleas." Stearns

mentions the spa beach from Tampa
Bay to Charlotte Harbor as probably

the favorite ground for pompano,

because of the abundance of shell-
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fi-h there. The pompano is stated to

reach a length of 19*in. arid a weight

of Gjlbs. . but the average size is much
smaller.

Pompano are in the best condition

in the fall. I have seen great num-
bers of the fry about an inch long in

August in various bays from New
Jer&ey to Cape Cod, from which T

infer that some individuals spawn in

the spring in our waters. At Pensa-

cola the greatest runs of pompano
occur in April; some appear there in

March, and the arrivals continue un-

til late in May. It is supposed that

the spawning takes place soon after

the i incoming of the great schools.

"The pompano is the very best fish

that swims for the table, and is a

fine game fUh as well if we are so

fortunate as to get the hook fast to

one. which does not often happen.
•'It has quite a small mouth and

is seldom known to take the hook.

It runs to a pound or two in weight, usually. I have taken several with clam bait

and mussel on the flood tide, near the inlets, as they were coming in to feed, but T

have had more pompano jump in

my boat of their own accord than I ih&fdtdbdyi
ever caught by angling—more's the

pity." ^s^^^^^^^^m
The Dolphin {Coryphana h ip-

j;wrwi).—The dolphin, or dorado, is

a pelagic fish, found most abundantly
on the high seas. It is said to bi>

common, also, in the Gulf of Mexico.

Our species is believed to occur as

well in the Mediterranean, the At-

lantic, the Indian Ocean and the Pa-

cific.

This powerful swimmer eagerly

pursues the flying fishes and other

surface species. Sailors prize its flesh

very highly, and every one becomes
more or less enthusiastic over its

changing hues while dying. The fish is not weU known to the angler, chiefly because
of its inaccessibility. Silas Stearns has secured a moderately large number of indi-
viduals in the Gulf of Mex'co. Dr.

Henshall has ''seen several taken on
heavy trolling lines at sea near the
Gulf Stream."

The Sea Trout or Weakfish
| Oy-

noscion mamlatumJ.-Pojyuiar names
of this fish include spotted sea trout,

salt-water trout, gray trout, sun
trout, shad trout, salmon trout,

speckled trout, weakfish and spotted
weakfish.

The spotted weakfish is found oc-

casionally as far north as Long-
Island, and is common southward,
extending into the Gulf of Mexico.
It runs up the tidal creeks after its

food. In east Florida the species is

very abundant, and also in the Gulf,

where it ranks next to the channel
ba«s in importance. In the Halifax
River it is plentiful in March. The
spotted weakfish is migratory within short distances, moving south in winter; it is an
associate of the bluefish, and suffers greatly from the. depredations of that tyrant. It

swarms in brackish water, but does
not enter fresh streams and ponds.
In Florida Dr. Kenworthy found it

abundant in rapid waters an si on
oyster beds and weedy flats. It feeds

voraciously on small fishes, being a

dear lover of anchovies and mullets.

It takes the bait with a rush, fights

hard, and is difficult to bring to net
because of its tender mouth.

In some parts of Florida this fish

varies in weight from 1 to olbs. In
the Gulf it sometimes reaches 101b?.,

and measures 2ft. The spawning
season is in the spring and sum-
mer, and the young will grow to 3 or 4in. in length by the middle of September.
The annual increase in length has been estimated to be Gin. The best time for fishing
is on the young flood, and mullet bait is preferred. Shedder crab and shrimp are

The gear is similar to that

salt-water trout, is very abundant on
both the east and west coasts, and
withal is a better and gamier fish

than its Northern brother. The
'trout' is usually taken of 2 or 31be.

in weight, and occasionally of 6 or

81b? . It is a bold biter and given

considerable play, and being a sur-

face feeder rises well to the artificial

fly. It is found not only in the bays

and about the inlets, but it runs up
the streams to fresh water, where it

is frequently taken with bait and fly.

"The Henshall black bass red of

8oz. is just the tool for bait-fishing,

or the 'Little Giant' rod previously

mentioned will answer for those of

the heaviest weights. A medium-
sized multiplying reel and a braided

'E' line, linen or silk, with Sproat
hook, 3-0 to 4-0, on gimp snell, con-

stitute the tackle for 'trout' fishing

on the Florida coasts.

"The bait should be pilchard, an
anchovy or a small mullet, all of which swarm in "great schools in Florida waters.

The shrimp is also an excellent bait, and the artificial rubber minnow may be used if

kept in constant motion. The anglers

Ufa

The Dkim {Putfomas cluomis).

The Black Bass (Microptervs salmoidex).

The Sea Bass {Centropristis striatus).

The Bluefish (Pomatomus saltatriz).

used for the weakfish of Northern
waters. A rod of 8 or 10ft. supplied

with a multiplying reel and drag is

recommended by Clarke. Hooks of

the Cuttyhunk pattern on 15-thread

lines of 100yds. or more and hollow
sinkers weighing loz. complete the

outfit. As tlpis fish often moves in

large schools the angler will not find

time hang heavy on his hands when
they begin business.

"The spotted weakfish, or, as it is

called in Florida, spotted trout, or The Cobia (Elacate canada).

of Tampa have great sport in taking

the 'trout' from the piers at Port

Tampa in March and April, when
they appear in schools on the flood

tide following the swarms of pil-

chard and other fry.

"For fly- fishing a heavy black bat s

fly-rod of not less than 9 or lOoz. is

preferable to a lighter red. for there

is no knowing what fish may take a

fancy to the angler's fly, it not being

unusual for a ravallia or tarpon of

201bs. to snap up the feathery lure.

The line should be of enameled silk,

size E, and the fly tied on a 3-0 Sproat

hook. Almost any style or color of

fly may be used, but one with some
red or brown in it is best. If the tide serves right about sundown or later the

fly-fisher will not be disappointed in the 'trout' of Florida."

The Whiting or Kingfish (Men-

ticirrus ameriemms). — Among the

popular names of this fish are: Caro-

lina whiting, ground mullet, barb

and kingfish.

The whiting is found on the south

Atlantic coast from New Jersey to

Florida, and in the Gulf of Mexico.

It frequents the deep channels and
rarely approaches the shores. It pre-

fers sandy bottoms. Stearns states

that it rarely leaves the sea water,

but specimens have been taken in

fresh water in the Appalachicola

River. Its dark coloiation and dif-

ferent habits distinguish it readily

from its associate, the pale colored

surf whituig.

The whiting subsists upon crus-

taceans, including crab? and tlirimp.

It seizes the bait with a strong rush

and fights hard for liberty. In Florida the average weight, according to Goode, is

about three-quarters of a pound; Clarke states it to be lib. The maximum is recorded

as about l|lbs. Spawning takes

place at sea in April and May. The
rate of growth is not recorded.

"The whiting, or barb kingfish, is

more common on the east coast than

on the Gulf coast of Florida, though
I have never found it abundant any-

where in that State, and it is rare

about the Florida keys—it is rather

a brackish water fish of the bays and
estuaries. I took but one adult last

winter in Florida, owing to the un-

usually cold water along the shores;

it weighed nearly 21bs., and was
taken at Cape Haze, at the upper

end of Charlotte Harbor. The whiting is quite palatable when perfectly fresh, and
is a fair game fish, giving considerable play, and weighs from 1 to 51b?., though
usually about 21bs. in weight. It has a small, tough mouth and holds the hook well-

Black bass, or similar tackle, is quite

suitable for this fish.

"In all coast fishing the weight of

the sinker must be adapted to the

strength and swiftness of the tidal

currents, and may vary from the

smallest size to one weighing 4oz. or

more for rod and reel fishing. Small
Sproat hooks, not larger than No. 1,

are best, and the bait may be crab,

fiddler or clam. On the Jersey and
Long Island shores the kingfish is of

more imp utance, being found in

greater abundance than in Florida.

"
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. The Drum (Pogonias chromis).—

Common names of this species are

black drum (adult), banded drum,
striped drum and little dium (young).

The name is
;
derived from the sound

produced by the fish in some uncer-

tain way.

The drum is found along the east

coast from Cape Cod to Florida, and
is abundant in the Gulf of Mexico.

The young ascend rivers for short

distances. In the St. Johns Goode
records them at Jacksonville and
Doctor's Lake. North of New Jersey

the drum is a comparatively rare fish,

and none but adults are seen. In

Great Egg Harbor Bay, N. J., the

prettily banded young were found in

abundance by Prof. Baird in August, 1854; but in 1887 the writer could not find them
on the same grounds, and the adult was only taken occasionally. The drum migrates

in schools along the coast, but its northern limit in winter is not recorded: it

The Yeltx)wtail (Ocyurus chi-y.mrus).

does not arrive on the New England

shores until July. It lives on the

bottom, where it passes a sluggish

existence among the oysters, crabs

and shrimps upon which it feeds.

The chin is provided with sensitive

barbel?, which are supposed to aid

the fish in its search for food. In the

pharynx are series of large molar

teeth, which enable the fish to crudi

oysters and other shell fish with

great ease. Some naturalists believe

that the drumming is caused by

clapping together the pavement-like

teeth of the pharynx; others think

it due to some action of the air blad-

der; some ignorantly attribute it to

the fishes beating the tail against the

bottom of the vessel, to rid them-
selves of parasites infesting that re-

gion of the body. The sound is heard more especially in the breeding season,

and is sometimes regarded as a signal between mates. The drum is generally con-

sidered very destructive to oysters.

The drum is one of the largest

game fishes on our coast. It is said

that individuals have been taken ex-

ceeding lOOlbs. in weight and meas-

uring 4ft. in length. The usual size

is far below this; examples weighing

201b3. are mature. The bands are

said to continue in specimens of 10 or

12lbs., and such fish are preferred to

larger ones. Its food, as already

stated, is hard-shelled invertebrates,

and especially oysters, mussels,clams
and crabs. Scallops have been given

to it in aquaria. The male is larger

than the female and more noisy. The
spawning takes place in salt water
during the spring months. In the

salt-water rivers about Halifax Inlet

March is stated by Clarke to be the breeding season, while Silas Stearns found April
and May to be their months in the vicinity of Pensacola. The eggs sink to the
bottom; they are brown and as big as-

B shot. The young are banded. They
grow very fast and become "black
drum," according to Mr. A. W. Rob-
erts, at the age of about three years.

"The drum is found everywhere in

Florida where there are oyster banks
and mangrove roots laden with coon
oysters. Their -drumming' is con-

stantly heard, especially at night,

when one is anchored in the tide-

ways and in the bays. The largest

ones, of 20 to GOlbs. , are taken near

'the inlets, and those of smaller size

further up the bays, and the char-

acter of the tackle to be used will

depend on the locality to be fished.

"For the 'Jumbos' heavy striped

bass tools are required, while that

recommended for the spotted weakfish is more suitable for those weighing less than

101b?. They are often taken while fishing for sheepshead, and the smaller ones are
barred in a similar manner. It feeds

r>n mollusks mostly, and the best oAllh&iLa.

'

/

baits are clam and fiddler. Thedrum,
unless of large size, is not much of a
game fish, though it pulls and tugs

strongly and bores toward the bot-

tom like the sheepshead
,
being also a

bottom fish.''

The Redfish {Scimia ocellata).—

Drum, red drum, bass, red bass,

spotted bass, channel bass, spot, red

horse, poisson rouge, pez Colorado,

bull redfish, are some of the names
of this valuable fish.

This is one of the most important
ashes of the Gulf of Mexico, and ex-

The Red G-roupeh (C'erna morio).

tends northward in summer to the

Chesapeake, and possibly to New
Jersey. ' At Somers Point the fisher-

men were positive that they had
caught the red drum occasionally.

It is more abundant on the Texas
coast than anywhere else, exceeding
in number all the other food fishes.

The redfish is not much of a wan-
derer, and its limits are pretty sharply

defined. It moves along the coast in

La rge schools, which break up in the
bayous and bays, where it improves
greatly in flesh and color by feeding.

In west Florida, according to Stearns,

it arrives from sea in March and
April, its coming being influenced
by the temperature of the water. It

remains for some weeks in shoal water near the inlets, or conceals itself for protection
from its enemies. It spends the summer in brackish water, and sometimes ascends
the streams into fresh water. The young fish are permanent residents in some

regions, but the adults leave in a
body after spawning.

j The species is carnivorous subsist-

^^^^^^KS^t^ ing on shrimp, crabs and small fish.

It is said to root among the grasses

and sea weeds with its head obliquely

downward, in search of crustaceans,

and to pursue schools of small fishes

at the surface, when it sometimes
breaches out of water.

Specimens taken in the rivers and
inlets in the spring range from 5 to

lOlbs. in weight, but adults reach a
weight of 601bs., when they are
known in the Gulf of Mexico as bull

redfish. Large individuals are not
as well liked for eating as moderate
sized ones. The species is rather
elongate; an example of the largest

size would measure more than off.

The spawning season is not definitely known. Clarke says they begin to breed in
August and September in shallow bays and inlets, and are then unfit for food. D r. Goode

learned on the St. Johns that school-

The Striped Bash (Ruecus lineatug).

The Jewfish (Promicrups itaiara).

ing begins in November and the fish

are then gravid, but in December
they are all spent. Jordan and
Stearns found the young in Pensa-
cola Bay in April, ranging from
2|in. upward. The eggs, according
to Clarke, are buoyant.

"The channel bass, or redfish, is

abundant in all Florida waters ex-

cept along the southern keys from
Cape Florida to Key West. It grows
to 40 or 501bs. in weight, and is then
a difficult fish to handle on the rod.

It is a good game fish and pretty fair

for the table. When hooked it gives

good play, and does not bore toward
the bottom like the drum, but will

test the angler's skill and tackle by
frantic rushes and long runs, varied by energetic tugs and jerks. It has a large

mouth and feeds on small fishes, crustaceans and thin-shelled mollusks, all of

which are good for baits.

"For the largest redfish heavy
striped bass tackle is just right, for

it is not very unlike that fish in its

way of taking a bait and its mode of

fighting after being hooked, though
it is not so active and succumbs
sooner. The largest redfish are

caught near the inlets and passes,

and the smaller ones further up the

bays and in the streams emptying
into them.

"The mode of fishing for the large

fish is by casting mullet bait, exactly

as in striped bass fishing, though
there is no necessity for long casts

in Florida waters. Most of the 40-

pounders, however, are taken on
hand lines. I once killed one of

3olbs. on an 8oz. Henshall rod and black bass tackle iu twenty minutes; and with a rod

of lloz. I have killed them upto401bs., also drum and tarpon of as great a weight with

the same rod, but a stout, well-made

gkggc
_

^^OTMEgw, striped bass rod i:- the proper tool

for such work.

'•'For the smaller (2 to lOlbs.) chan-

nel bass of the streams and coves,

light striped bass tackle, or the 'Lit-

tle Giant' rod, braided line, size E,

and 3-0 Sproat or O'Shaughnessy

hook will answer admirably. For
bait use pilchard, anchovies or cut

mullet, fiddlers or crabs.

"The smaller bass will also rise

pretty well to the artificial fly, with
predominating tints of red, brown
or yellow. The best location for fly-

fishing is under the mangroves on

The Sea Catfish tGateichthi/s felta).
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The Silver Mullet (Mvgil ourema).

the deep-water side of channels and streams, the angler's

boat being anchored 30 or 40ft. away."

The Sheepshead (Archosarsus probatocephalus).—
This is one of the few common fishes of our coast winch
has only one popular name. It is remarkable in a species

having such a wide range.
The sheepshead is not known to occur north of Cape

Cod, and is rarely found that far north. In some North-
ern waters it is less abundant now than it was half a
century ago. Souae Northern localities in which the
sheepshead is found in greater or less abundance have a
varying supply of this fish. In 1854 Professor Baird
failed to find it in Great Egg Harbor Bay, but in 1887 it

was not at all an uncommon fish there, and was found to

be breeding in several parts of the bay. From Virginia
southward its abundance increases, and in the Gulf of

Mexico it is very common from Florida to Mexico.
In the Northern States the species is not found near the

shore during the winter, but in Florida and th*» Gulf it is

a permanent resident. It is not common in New Jersey
after Septembtr. It remains on the South Carolina coast
until November. In mild seasons naturally the date of
leaving becomes later. The sheepshead ascends certain
rivers beyond the limits of brackish water. The species

frequents the bottom in the shelter of high barks or the
vicinity of submerged log?, wrecks, etc., in moderate
depths. On the Florida coast it delights in the vicinity

of mangrove roots on which barnacips are growing.
From the peculiar structure of its teeth, which are
adapted for crushing clams, oysters and other shell fish,

we would naturally infer its recurrence in localities

where such food can be easily obtained. The young hide
under sod banks and in the shelter of leafy seaweeds.
The natural food of the sheepshead includes barnacles,

•oysters, crabs, clams and mussels. It is particularly de-
structive to the oyster and may be attracted to a locality

by placing crushed ovsters on the bottom. The sheeps-
head is greatly affected by the condition of the tide. The
best time for fishing is usually during the latter half of

the flood.

Tlia Florida sheepshead are smaller than those in
Northern waters, averaging only 3lbs. or olbs. in weight.
Some anglers mention Tibs, as a rare siz?, but Silas

Stearns claims 20lbs. as the maximum weight at Pensa-
cola. In Northern waters the average will reach Gibs.,

and specimens of I5lbs. are occasionally taken.
Thanks to Capt. Piatt, of the U. S. Fish Commission,

we now have definite information about the spawning
time of the sheepshead. Forest and Stream has re-

corded his successful development of eggs of this fish in

Charlotte Harbor, in the latter part of last March, which
resulted in planting about 10,000,GG0 of the young fish. In
Great Egg Harbor Bay young individuals of fin. to l^in.

in length were seined on the 10th of August, and on the
331 of the same month examples about 2in. long were
taken at Beesley's Point, N, J.

The spawning season in Florida is said to continue
until May. In fishing for sheepshead the bait should lie

on the bottom and must be held down, of course, by a
sinker varying in weight with the strength of the tide.

Special hooks are made for this fish because of the won-
derful strength of its jaws and grinding power of its

teeth. Clarke recommends the tautog hook used at
Newport, and also the Virginia hook. Spangler uses the
largest size Chestertown hook. The short shank hook in
use in Great Egg Harbor Bay is one of the best we have
been able to find. The line should be light but strong
and very free from liability to kink; a twelve-thread
Cuttyhunk is recommended.
For bait? there is nothing better than the clam, which

may be used either raw or boiled. Small soft-shell clams
are very successful, shedder crabs and hermit crabs are
particularly effective, and fiddler crabs, shrimp and
conchs are also used.

•'The sheepshead is as ubiquitous in Florida waters as
the catfish. It is very abundant on both the east and
west coasts, though rare about Key West. "Wherever
there are oyster beds, or barnacle-covered posts or piles,

or mangrove roots laden with coon-oysters, the sheeps-
head will be found, its food being principally mollusks.
It is the most abundant game. fish, in Florida, and is

found not only in salt and brackish water, but runs up
the streams to fresh water, where I have frequently
taken i- t ten or twelve miles above tidewater, Between
Cedar K y and Anclote, on the west coast, are several
rivers that issue from the base of a high sand ridge in
the form of immense springs, 50 to 75 t. deep and an
acre or more in extent, Tti^ water of tnese rivers—the
Homosassa, Crystal, Pitblachesticootie, Withlacoochie,
Weckawachee, etc.—are perfectly fresh, pure and tran-
sparent, and sheepshead can be seen in them in great
numbers along their entire course, and even at the bottom
of these large springs.

«'At the fishing ranches of the west coast immense

numbers of sheepshead are taken in the seines and salted
with the mullet, and the settlers take them with the cast
net whenever they need them. The angler can hardly
go astray for sheepshead anywhere in Florida waters,
except, as I said before, about the keys near Key West,
the waters there being, I think, too salt, and their food is

not abundant. About the piles of old wharves sheeps-
head can be taken as fast as the angler can bait his hooks.
I know of a man taking four hundred on a single tide at
the old cattle wharf at Punta Rassa. (I do not mention
ibis as a meritorious performance, or a feat to be emu-
lated, but to show the abundance of this fish in Florida.)

The SHEEPSHEAn (Archosargus probatoeephalus).

•'The Florida sheepshead, however, is smaller than on
the Jersey coast, running usually from a pound to five
pounds in weight. At the lighthouse wharf on Sanibtl
Island, opposite Punta Rassa, they run larger than at the
cattle wharf, and at Little Gasparilla, some thirty miles
abeve, they are still larger. At any of the inlets or
passes of the east or west coast, on the deep-water side,
under the mangroves, sheepshead can be taken ad libi-

tum, with fiddler bait, which can he scooped up by the
peck on the inside beaches of the inlets and bays.

\
The Angelfish (Chcetodipterus faber),

"For sheepshead fishing a short, stiffish rod is best, as
this fish does net give much play, but pulls hard and
bores constantly toward the bottom. The 'Little Giant'
black bass rod, or a very light striped bass rod are just
the tool 5

. An impromptu rod, and one that answers
pretty well, can be made in a few minutes from the leaf-
stem or mid-rib of a large palmetto leaf, to which the
line is to be tied, as a reel, of course, could not be used
with a such a rod—and moreover, there is but little use
for a reel in 'sheepsheading' in Florida.

•'The line should he strong, about size E, and the hook
should be of the best qu lily to withstand the sharp in-
c'sor teeth of the tish; it should have, moreover, a long
shank, or else a wire snell should be used for the ^ame
rpason. There is a specitl hook called 'black fish hook'
that answers a good purpose for sheepshead if the thick
barb is kept sharp by a file, otherwise it is useless, I
have found the Sproat hook all-sufficient and strong
enough even for sheepshead, and prefer it to any other;
the size should be 3-0 to 5-0, with gimp snell.

"The best bait in Florida is the fiddler, and is very
easily obtained; it is taken by the fish as readily as clam
or crab bait. A whole one is put on the hook (and but
one hook should be used), passing it completely through
the center of the body. Hook the fish—if you can—upon
the slightest nibble being felt, otherwise tou may lose
your bait—and you will lose a good many despite every
precaution—but then you will be able to take all the
sheepshead you need in any event."

The Red Snapper (Lutjanus blaclcfordii).—Tbe pargo
Colorado of the Cuban fishermen in the Gulf of Mex.co is
the famous red snapper of Americans. Although long
known to the residents of the Gulf States and sparingly
shipped to Northern markets for many years, it wa3 first
introduced into the literature of science by Goode and
Bean as recently as 1878 and associated with the name
of the president of the American Fisheries Society and
the New York Fish Commission.
The red snapper is now a familiar and appreciated

species in most large cities of the East and helps to cheer
the passage across the Atlantic on many ccean steame»s.
The favorite grounds of this brilliant fish are in the

Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea. Northward on
our coast its range extends almost to Cape Cod. Mr.
Blackford has recently found the young in Great South
Bay. We may say, however, that Savannah Bank is the
usual northern limit of the species.
The red snapper lives among the recks in depths vary-

ing from 5 to 45 fathoms, changing its locations some-
what with the season. Off Pensacola, we are informed
by the xecords of Silas Stearns, it appears to move in-
shore in the fall. It consumes an almost endless number
of bottom fishes, including many forms that are never
seen except in its interior. Crabs and prawns also form
a part of its food.
We have seen red snappers weighing upward of GOlbs.

Stearns has recorded the maximum weight at Pensacola
as 351 bs. It is rot uncommon to find an average weight
of aolbs. in lots of 200 fish.

There is not a more showy species known to us in
Florida waters nor a more palatable one.
Red snapper fishing is a favorite pastime on the banks

near Jacksonville. Off Egmont Key is a famous place
for the species. About a jear ago fifteen men, each using
two lines, caught nine tons of there fish in a few hours.
We have seen the deck of the Fish Commission steamer
Albatross covered with red snappers on the Pensacola
grounds in a very short time. The areas covered by the
fish are usually small and vessels often drift away "from
the feeding place in a few minutes. We used groupers
and porgies (Calamus sp.) for bait. Almost any kind of
bright-colored freBh fish will answer. Dr. Goode says
they will sometimes bite at a white rag. The line must
have a sinker and be strong enough to withstand the
weight and brief struggles of a large fish, or of a pair of
large fish, for it is not uncommon to haul up two of a
kind.

The Yellowtaix {Qeyurvs ehrysurus).—This is the
rabimbia of the old ichthyologists.
The yellowtail is an elegant species inhabiting the West

Indies, the Gulf of Mexico, the Caribbean Sea and ranges
southward to the coast of Brazil. About Cozumel it is
one of the commoner fishes.

It is found in moderate depihs and is sufficiently vora-
cious to take almost any fre*h bait. At Cozumel we were
fibbing with salt mackerel and, doubtless, the silvery color
of the skin more than anything else attracted the yellow-
tail.

Poey states that this species reaches the weight of 151bs.
Our examples were under 31bs., and we found them very
palatable.
The yellowtail is a bottom fish with a moderately large

mouth and a good appetite. "It is common in the waters
of southern Florida, and is taken about Key West with
sea-cra wfish bait along with the grunts, porgies, porkfish
and other pan fish. The same tackle recommended for
thp red grouper, and the same baits will do for the vellow-
tail."

The Black Bass (Micropterus salmoides).—The iarge-
mouthed black base, known also as the green bass, Oswego
bass, bayou bass, jumper, moss Lass, chub, Welshman and
trout, is one of the btst known and most widely distrib-
uted of our fresh-water fishes. It. extends to the north-
west as far as Manitoba and is common in all the Gulf
States. In Florida, writes Dr. Henshall, " it is abundant
in all fre-h-water lakes, ponds and streams, ard even in
the brackiih water at Lie mouths of livers." The species
is not indigenous to New England and the Middle Atlantic
States.

It would be superfluous for us to discuss here the babits
of the black bass after what Dr, Henshall has written in
his exhaustive monographs of the two species. The
leaping of the large-mouth has often been referred to and
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adds greatly to the sport of its capture, Dr. G-oode has
seen them rise five or six feet above the water.
May and June are the usual nest-building months of

the biack bass in Florida, but this season is extended in

some instances by early and late spawning. In the FOR-
EST and Stbeam office is the mounted head of a black
bass caught in Florida, which weighed 23£lbs.

For giant black bass the angler must go to Florida:
here, according to authentic records, he will find individ-

uals reaching a weight of 201bs.. with powers of resistance
equal to the struggles of a winninish. He will learn,

also, that a veteran angler has taken three tons of black
bass in Lake Monroe during a single winter.

" In running waters it is as gamy as in the North, and
is a much better food fish. It rises well to the artificia.1

fly of the conventional patterns and colors, and can be
taken by any of the usual baits, or by trolling with the
spoon, or even a bit of white rag.
"In view of its greater weight than at the North, a

somewhat heavier rod should be used, from 8 to lOoz.

,

both for bait and fly-rods, otherwise the same tackle is

employed: and it will be found in Florida, as elsewhere,
that inch for inch and pound for pound it is the gamest
fish that swims."

The Sea Bass (Centropristis striatus).—This is the black-
fish of Florida and the black will of South Carolina. We
have for years believed it to be distinct from the Northern
sea. bass (Centropristis nigricans). According to this belief
the range of the species would not extend much north of
South Carolina. In the Gulf of Mexico the species is

rather abundant in some localities in west Florida and
about certain of the keys; on the Texas coast it is rare or
wanting. On the east coast of Florida it is common,
Clarke found them in abundance at Mosquito Inlet.

The sea bass is a voracious feeder and one of the most
persistent biters known. The young are found in the
channels of shallow bays and around the piles of wharves
and landings. The large fish frequent deeper waters of the
off-shore banks where they hide under stones or in rock
crevices. It is not necessary as a rule to locate the sea
bass: the angler's fervent desire generally is to locate
where he is " conspicuous by his absence."
The food of this fish includes shrimp and crabs, squids,

sea worms, small fishes and all other animals of suitable
size. The species is a bottom feeder.
The size of the Florida sea bass is much below that of

its Northern relative, seldom exceeding ] 2 or I4in., with a
weight of a pound or less.

Silas Stearns recorded the spawning season in the Gulf
of Mexico to occur in early summer, and he has caught
the young in July and August. The male develops a
prominent hump on the top of his head during the breed-
ing season and takes on great brilliancy of colors.

"I have seldom taken the sea bass on the Gulf coast of
Florida with rod and line, though I have found it more
common on the east coast, on Indian River. It is not
much of a game fish and is usually but of a pound or two in
weight.

" Ordinary black bass tackle will answer very well for
the sea bass, but as it is usually met with in the tideways,
in rocky situations, and where a rather heavy sinker is

required, the " Little Giant" i-od is more suitable. For
baits—shrimp, fiddler and clam are all good."
The Red Grouper (Cerna mono).—Other names of

this inrportant fish are brown snapper, red snapper, red-
bellied snapper, groper, red groper, Cherna, CJieima
amerieana and Cheima de vivero.
The red grouper is one of the commonest fishes of the

Gulf of Mexico, and occurs in less abundance in the West
Indies. It is associated with the red snapper on the off-

shore banks, where invf>rtebrated animals are plentiful.
Grouper banks are located eight miles due west of Clear-
water Harbor. Along our east coast it comes north in
summer occasionally as far as the bays of Long Island.
Off the coast of Yucatan the Grampus found it on the
Campeachy Banks. Along the Florida Keys small-sized
grouper are the rule.

This is decidedly a bottom fish in moderate depths, but
comes into the bays and inlets to spawn, and the young
are most abundant in the inlets. At Mosquito Inlet small
fish of 1 to 31bs. are common. Indian River Inlet con-
tains examples of 10 to 121bs., and in the Gulf very large
specimens are plentiful. The red grouper is a voracious
destroyer of small fishes, and is very fond of crabs and
other crustaceans. It is said to be wary in taking the
hook, but we have never experienced any difficulty in
catching even more than we needed when fishing for red
snapper.
We have caught many individuals weighing 301bs. or

more on the red snapper banks, and Silas Stearns has
recorded a maximum weight of 401bs. for this species.
The spawning season appears to be late spring; Stearns

has obtained the young an inch long in June.
An interesting account of red grouper fishing is pub-

lished in Forest and Stream of May 2, 1889.
"This is a pretty fair game fish with light tackle, and

tries to keep near the bottom.
"The 'Little Giant,' or a light striped bass rod, multi-

plying reel, braided line, size E, and Sproat hook, 3-0, on
a gimp snell, with sinker adapted to the tide, constitute
the best tackle. For bait may be employed sea crawfish,
shrimp, fiddler or clam. In the channels near Key West
it is taken along with grunts, porgies, snappers, hogfish,
etc., and with the same baits."
The Jeweish {Promicrops ibaiara).—The guasa of

the West Indies, changed into warsaw at Pensacola, and
know also as jew fish and black grouper, is the largest
scaled fish of Atlantic waters.

It inhabits both coasts of tropical America, coming
north as far as the Savannah banks and the Gulf of Cali-
fornia, and extending southward to Brazil, where it is
the merou.

i

We know almost nothing about the habits of this spe-
cies except that it lives on the bottom in moderate depths
and preys on other fishes. When its appetite gets control
of its movements the best thing its neighbors can do is to
make themselves invisible.
Dr. Henshall tells us something about his own experi-

ence in catching the jewfish, and we will yield the
column to him, merely pausing to remark that Prof.
Poey records the maximum weight of this leviathan as
6001bs. It should be mentioned also that the jewfish is
quite distinct from the black grouper (Epinephelus
nigritus), and may be at once distinguished from it by
comparing the very low spinous dorsal of the first with
the high triangular first dorsal of the black grouper:
"The jewfish is a fair game fish, and the smaller ones

can be caught in the deep portions of inlets and passes,
where there are holes among the rocks, or on the sides of
channels that are being washed away by the tide, leaving
the banks perpendicular and the water deep, especially
if the bank or shore is well wooded and the roots are ex-
posed by the washing away of the soil. They are taken
m such localities from 5 to 201bs., generally with the hand
line and mullet or crab bait. Light striped bass tackle
answers well for the jewfish of these weights and it gives
good sport, being a strong and active fish.

"The jewfish grows to an enormous size, however, and
passes in and out of the inlets with the tide when of great
weight. I helped to capture one on a shark line at
Jupiter Lighthouse that weighed on the steelyard 3401bs.
Col. Matt. S. Quay, of Philadelphia, was a witness to the
taking and weighing of this immense fish. During the
same winter I helped capture another on a shark line at
Little Gasparilla Inlet that weighed fully 300 lbs. These
fishes were 7ft. long and of about the same girth at the
pectoral fin.

"One of the best places I know of for jewfish of mode-
ate weights is at Gordon's Pass, three miles below Naples,
on the south shore of the pass, where the bank is steep
and rocky and the water deepest. A similar situation,
though on the northern side of the inlet, is at Little
Gasparilla, and other good points for jewfish are on the
south shores of Bocilia and Stump Passes, where the
banks are wooded and steep and the water deep."

The Striped Bass (Roccus lineat-us).—The striped bass
is known on the southern coast of the United States, from
New Jersey southward, as rock or rockfish. In New
England large individuals found occurring at sea are
styled greenhead and squidhound. Streaked bass is one
of the old names of the species.
The striped bass ranges along the entire Atlantic coast

from the St. Lawrence to the Gulf of Mexico, everywhere
entering rivers. It is now definitely known to occur in
the Alabama River in moderate numbers and is repre-
sented there by some very large examples. Centers of
abundance are the great bays and sounds from southern
New England to North Carolina. Large specimens are
said to be very abundant in Albemarle Sound.

Dr. Goode says it is unusual in the St. John's River; he
knows of the capture of only two there since 1873. Silas
Stearns obtained one or two in the vicinity of Pensacola;
he reports them more common about the Mississippi
River mouths; only in this region are they taken in
seines. In 1850 Capt. John Washington, of Mystic, Conn.,
stmounded a large school of wild fish, only a few of
which were saved, and were striped bass of 15 to 401bs.
At New Orleans it is often found in the market.
The species was introduced into California soon after

the successful planting of shad in that State, and is now
occasionally found in the San Francisco markets.
The species lives indifferently at sea, in brackish water

and in fresh water, ascending streams unless prevented
by obstructions, and may be kept in artificial ponds. It
is one of our permanent residents and may be taken
under the ice in winter in the rivers and sounds. When
ice-bound in shallow water, especially in the northern
part of its habitat, it is said to hibernate. The bass is not
a lover of warm water.
The striped bass is carnivorous and predaceous. In the

streams it feeds upon small fishes, apparently taking
great delight in the alewife or river herring, and the
young of other members of the herring family.
In brackish water it obtains an abundance of killifish,

silversides, anchovies, lant and other small species. In
the bays and sounds they feed upon crabs and other crus-
taceans, and upon squids, clams, mussels and other niol-
lusks.

The movements of the striped bass while feeding are
governed largely by the tides; favorite feeding localities
are at the mouths of small creeks and in tideways where
an abundance of living prey is constantly brought within
their reach.
At Avoca, North Carolina, fish weighing 951bs. are re-

corded by Dr. Capehart. The limit of the weight of this
species is about lialbs. In Northern waters the large fish

appear to be getting scarcer, and fish markets show for
their principal supply great quantities of small fish, some
of which weigh only a few ounces.
The striped bass spawns in May and June, either in the

rivers or in the brackish waters of the bays and sounds.
Eggs have been artificially hatched on Albemarle Sound
in May, In the Delaware River Dr. Abbott has found
young an inch long in the second week in June, which
grew to a length of 4|in. by the middle of October.
By reference to Forest and Stream of March 14, 1889,

it will be found that striped bass kept in a pool 10ft. in
diameter and 3ft. deep, and fed on crabs and oysters, in-
creased in about eleven months from 6in. in length to
20in.

It is said that bass weighing from ^lb. to lib., placed in
a Rhode Island pond in June, weighed 6lbs. in the fol-
lowing October.
In fresh water salted eel tail is a favorite bait, and the

spoon or spinner is effective. Live minnows are pre-
ferred, however, to all other baits. For surf fishing
shedder crab well secured to the hook is especially suc-
cessful.

"The methods of fishing for the striped bass vary with
its size. The "Jumbos" of from 20 to 601bs. are taken on
the New England coast from Gay Head to Montauk Point
with menhaden bait. This is the top notch of striped
bass fishing, requiring strong and excellent tools. The
rod should be 8 or 9ft. long, of ash and lancewood, natural
bamboo or split-bamboo, and should weigh .from 10 to
16oz., according to the material of construction. The
reel should be a multiplyer of large size and excellent
workmanship; the best, in fact, that can be purchased,
capable of holding 600ft. of 12 to 15-thread line. The
best hook is the knobbed Sproat or knobbed O'Shaugh-
nessy, from 6-0 to 8-0. The hook is affixed to the line "by
two or three halt- hitches. The bait is cut from the pos-
terior half of a menhaden and doubled around the shank
of the hook, fleshy side out, with a half-hitch or two of
the line around its upper portion to retain it in place.
The portions of the menhaden left, after cutting off the
baits, are chopped up and thrown into the water to
'chum' the bass by the oily 'slick' it occasions on the sur-
face of the water, which is quite attractive to the fish.

"The bait is then cast from the shore or 'stands' from
50 to 100yds. out into the surf, which procedure can be
followed exactly in Florida, wherever the bass may be
found in sufficient numbers, except that mullet bait can
be substituted for menhaden.

"Striped bass weighing from 2 to lOlbs. are taken in the
estuaries and lower parts of streams with such baits as
shrimps, sand worms, shedder or 'peeler 5

crabs, squids,
soft clams, young eels, etc., and much lighter rods and
tackle can be employed. The bass will also rise to a
gaudy fly in such situations."
The Bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix). Popular names

of this widespread species are horse mackerel, mackerel,
snap-mackerel, snapping mackerel, snapper, blue snap-
per, skip mackerel, whitefish, tailor, greenfish, skip-jack,
salt-water jack and bluefish.
On our coast the range of this fish extends from Maine

to the Gulf of Mexico. The bluefish is found in varying
abundance, and sometimes disappears for a long term of
years. Omitting certain localities where it would be ex-
pected to occur, the species frequents warm seas of both
continents. The young are scarcely known until they
have reached a length of li or 2in. Smaller ones have
been taken occasionally at sea. The young often af.eend
rivers into entirely fresh water.
The bluefish is one of the'most destructive in existence

to other fishes; its delight in life is to gorge itself almost
to the point of bursting and then maim and destroy its
helpless victims for the mere love of killing. It follow.*,
within certain limits, the vast shoals of menhaden and
alewives that migrate along our coast in summer, and
the young and half grown crowd fiercely into our bays
and sounds in pursuit of anchovies, silversides. young
herring and any other fish of suitable size that may be
found.
In Florida the species is best known by small examples,

but schools of adults occur at certain seasons. Two or
three pounds is a fair average weight. Further north
large individuals are common: specimens weighing 40
or 501bs. and measuring 5ft. are recorded, but the average
weight now is under lOlbs. The young fish are very
thin, but the old increase greatly in plumpness.
The spawning grounds are undiscovered. It is proba-

ble that the bluefish, like many other marine species, has
floating eggs and the young are developed at the surface,
ready to begin their piratical career. The Fish Commis-
sion steamer Albatross and the schooner Grampus have
taken specimens under an inch long off shore, and Dr.
Bean seined examples from l|toliin. long at Ocean City
N. J., on the last of August. In the same month indi-
viduals of 8in. to lit. were obtained in Great Egg Harbor
Bay. The rate of growth is very rapid, as it appears that
the fish doubles its weight in the course of a summer.
The best known method of taking bluefish is by troll-

ing at the surface with a squid of metal or bone, to which
is attached a piece of white rag or part of an eel skin. In
tide rips with a moderate breeze, this is very effective
land full of excitement. Heaving and hauling in the
surf, particularly near the mouths of small streams, into
which alewives are passing, is a favorite pastime. At
Indian River Inlet, according to Dr. Kenworthy, "small
bluefish congregate in numbers during the winter months
and at times will not refuse a fly." Artificial minnows
are used with a light rod where schools of the young are
seen feeding near the surface, and shrimp make a good
bait under similar conditions.
"The bluefish is abundant on the east coast of Florida,

though not so common on the Gulf coast. Last winter I
took the young of 2in. in length on the southwest coast.
At Jupiter Inlet and Lake Worth I have had fine sport
bluefishing. The usual way of fishing for them is by
trolling with the hand-line from a sailboat with a pearl,
bone or metal squid, trolling spoon, or even a bit of pork
rind or a white rag affixed to a hook. They are taken in
this manner up to lOlbs. weight, though they usually run
from 3 to 61bs.

"The hand-line for trolling should be 50yds. of No. 1
braided linen or cotton line, or even a larger size, to pre-
vent cutting the hands. The hook should be a Sproat or
O'Shaughnessy—4-0 to 6-0 is large enough.
"But the preferable and sportsmanlike method of

angling for the bluefish, or for any other fish for that
matter, is with rod and reel. A light striped bass rod or
a heavy black bass rod can be utilized, but a rod that I

have recently devised for the black bass fishing of Lake
Erie (where a very heavy sinker is used) is just the tool
for bait-fishing for bluefish and most of the coast fishes
that run up to 10 or 151bs. in weight- and where a heavy
bait or sinker is cast from the reel.

"This rod is in two pieces (one joint), is 74ft. long and
weighs about 9oz., and is made of ash and lancewood or
split-bamboo. It will be described in a future number
of Forest and Stream as the 'Little Giant' black bass
rod.
"A good multiplying reel of medium size and a braided

linen or silk line No. 3 or size E and Sproat hook 4-0 to
5-0, with gimp snell to withstand the lancet-shaped
teeth, are the other necessary articles of tackle for blue-
fishing,

"For bait, a small mullet or other small fish, 3 to 6in.
long, is best, which is to be cast from the reel as in striped
bass or black bass fishing. A sinker should not be used,
except a small brass swivel. The fishing should be prac-
ticed from an anchored boat in the tideways, though in
Florida the shores of some of the narrow inlets answer
as well. The sport of the angler will be more assured if

he will employ 'chumming' as for striped bass by chop-
ping up the mullet and throwing on the surface of the
water to attract the fish. The bluefish is very gamy on
the rod, frequently leaping from the water when hooked
like the black bass, and will do his best to smash the
angler's tackle."

The Cobia (Elacate Canada).—This striking fish has
received many local names, among them crab-eater,
bonito, coalfish, sergeant fish, snooks and ling. One of
the largest and most predaceous of the salt-water inhab-
itants, resembling an overgrown pike in appearance and
manners, it is a conspicuous objecs of the angler's search,
and is capable of satisfying completely his ambition for
a trial of skill.

The cobia is found in the West Indies, the Gulf of
Mexico and northward on our coast, rapidly decreasing
in numbers above Cape Charles, and occui-ring only occa-
sionally as far up as Cape Cod. The British Museum has
specimens from Indian seas and the North Pacific which
are referred to our species.

In the Indian River Clarke has seen it lurking under
mangrove roots waiting for its prey. Holbrook describes
it as a solitary fish, frequenting clear deep water. On
the Carolina coast it is found from May to September.
The cobia feeds on crustaceans and fishes. In confine-

ment it will destroy its fellow captives without remorse,
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It reaches a length of 5ft, and a weight of twenty pounds.
The cobia breeds in Chesapeake Bay. and, perhaps, occa-

sionally in Great Egg Harbor. Very little is known about
the rate of growth of the young. I obtained two ex-
amples, the first I have seen, in Great Egg Harbor Bay,
in August, 1887. and one of these is figured in the Bulletin
17. S. Fish Commission for that year. A most remark-
able thing takes place in the development of the caudal
fin, which departs from the common rule and changes
from a rounded and somewhat produced fin to one which
is deeply forked when the fish becomes adult. The ven-
tral fin of the young also is very much longer than in the
adult, and the dark stripes of the sides are less sharply
defined.
"The cobia is more often taken on the east coast than on

the west coast, though it is not common in any portion
of Florida. It has been confounded by anglers with an-
other fish, the 'snook' or 'ravallia/ which is a very
abundant fish on both coasts. The latter fish has two
dorsal fins, like the pike-perch (wall-eyed pike), and a
head and mouth somewhat similar, but has not the long,
canine teeth of the pike-perch.
"The cobia has a single dorsal fin, extending from the

middle of the back almost to the tail, and the anal fin is

nearly of the same extent.
"The snook (Centropomus undecirnalis) is greenish on

the back and bright silvery on the sides and belly, with a
single very black stripe or band running along the side

from the gill-cover to the tail.

The cobia (Elacate Canada) is brownish or olivaceous
on the back and silvery below, with a dark band or stripe

along the side, which, beginning at the snout and run-
ning through the eye and gill-cover, extends to the tail:

summer, according to Stearns, and the young remain
until October.
"The moon fish, or as it is universally called in Florida,

the 'angeifish,' is abundant on both coasts, but is a much
better fish for the table than for the angler. It is one of
the best fish for the frying-pan of the camper, but it has
a very small mouth and is seldom taken with the hook.

It grows to several pounds in weight, about 6lbs. being
the heaviest I have seen, though it is oftener taken of
but a. pound in the seines of the fishermen. Light tackle
is needed for its capture."
The Silver Mullet (Mugil ciirevia).—This well-known

and abundant fish has the additional names, jumping
mullet, white mullet, blueback mullet, big-eyed mullet
and liza. It is not included here because of its game
qualities, but on account of its universal application as a
bait fish and its excellence for food.
The silver mullet is recorded from the warm seas of

both sides of our continent, in the Pacific extending
north to Lower California, and in the Atlantic to Cape
Cod. Southward it ranges to Peru and Brazil. In the
West Indies the species is commonly called liza. In
Florida the silver mullet is one of the most abundant of
the fishes and one of the most useful to man, the fish-

eating birds and the predaceous fishes. Swimming in
shoals at the surface, it is constantly followed by myri-
ads of birds and shoals of porpoises and fish as well as by
the fishermen with their gill nets, seines and casting nets.

The mullet frequents shallow mud flats and runs up
small creeks. It lives in fresh water during several
months of the ypar. Its food consists of minute or-

ganisms imbedded in the bottom mud and is sifted before
entering the gizzard-like stomach by passing through a

following them far up the river into fresh water. The
young are said to enter fresh waters very freely. One of
the most striking traits of the tarpum is its leaping high
into the air. On this account it is difficult to handle and
plays havoc when surrounded by a seine by breaking the
net and sometimes maiming or even killing the fisher-

men. A fish of heroic size and endurance and of sur-

passing brilliance in its mail of burnished silver, it plays
tantalizingly in the shallows, where it tempts the angler
to come and match his skill and armor against its strength
and energy.
The tarpum is the giant of its family and much larger

than any member of the related herring family. It at-

tains a length of 8ft. and a weight of lTOlbs. Nothing is

known to us about its reproduction and rate of growth;
anglers could do good service by recording their obser-
vations on these points.
" The tarpon has achieved a notoriety as a game fish

within the past five or six years, principally through the
writings of Dr. C. J. Kenworthy, and Mr. W. A. Wood
has received credit, generally, of killing the first tarpon
of over lOOlbs. with rod and reel, in March, 1885; but
justice compels me to state that the first event of this
kind occurred in the winter of 1880-81, when Mr, Samuel
H. Jones, of Philadelphia, killed a tarpon of 1701bs., on
ordinary heavy striped bass tackle, in the Fort Pierce
channel of Indian River Inlet, on the east coast of Flot"
ida. I was at this locality the winter following this feat
and learned the full particulars of this extraordinary per-
formance from Mr. Thomas Paine (son of Judge Paine,
of Fort Capron), who was Mr. Jones's boatman on the
occasion referred to. Afterward I received a. full account
of it from a son of Mr. Jones, who was also with him

and both above and below this stripe are fainter parallel

stripes or bands.
"The cobia is hardly common enough to rank as a

game fish of Florida, while the snook is very abundant,
and is a gamy, hard-fighting fish on the hook. The
name 'sergeant fish' has been applied to both fishes on
account of the black stripes along their sides, and this

name has led to most of the confusion of the two fishes

by anglers.
"The cobia can be taken with mullet or crab bait by

casting under the mangroves in rather deep water, near
the inlets. Striped bass tackle should be used, as it runs
up to 20 or 801bs. in weight, and is a very voracious,
strong and active fish.

"The snook or ravallia is taken in both brackish and
fresh water almost anywhere along the coasts, in the
bays, sounds and lower parts of streams with mullet,
crab or fiddler bait, or with the trolling spoon. It is a
vigorous, hard fighter, and good tackle is required for its

capture. A light striped bass rod, multiplying reel,

braided E line, and 3-0 to 6-0 Sproat hooks, with gimp
snell, are about right for the snook up to 151bs. It also
rises well to an artificial fly of large size, composed
mostly of red and yellow feathers, though, in fact, to

almost any gay-colored fly. A heavy bleak bass fly-rod

is needed for this fish, as its first rush, when hooked, is

somewhat demoralizing to a timid angler and very trying
to his tackle, It is not a bad fish for the table, being
better, I think, than either the channel bass or drum."
The Angelfish (Chcetodipterus faber).—On the St.

Johns and Indian Rivers and in most other parts of

Florida and north to South Carolina this fine food fish is

known by the name at the head of this sketch. It is the
spadefish of the western part of the Gulf of Mexico. At
Beaufort it is called porgee. Names said to have been
used by New York fishermen are three-tailed porgee
and three-tailed sheepshead. We have heard it styled
the triple-tail also. Moonfish is still another name for

the species.

The angeifish appears to range from Cape Cod, where
it is an occasional visitor, to Brazil. It is known in the
West Indies and is common in the Gulf of Mexico, In
the warm portions of the Pacific it is recorded as far
north as San Diego, but it is too rare in California to

figure as an important food fish. Gunther includes it in
fauna of the East Indian seas.

Owing to the fact that the young is banded and the
adult unicolor, two species were until recently credited
to our coast.

A striking peculiarity of the skull of old specimens of
the angeifish is the globular bony mass formed by the
enlargement of some of the bones of the top of the head.
As a curiosity this ranks as high as the molar-bearing
pharyngeal bones of the drum.

Silas Stearns states that it is common on west Florida,
Alabama and Louisiana shores, but not is south Florida,
frequenting wharves, rock-piles and wrecks. It forms
in large schools in October and November preparatory to
leaving the coast.

The food of the angeifish is crustaceans. The fish

reaches a length of 3ft. The spawning season is early

filter in the pharynx. Steams relates his experience in

I transferring mullet from salt to fresh water: "In 1879 1

took a dozen or more medium-sized mullet from the
warm shoal water of the bay and placed them in cool,

fresh spring water. They swam around very rapidly
for about half an hour, then sank to the bottom of the
spring, where they remained, apparently comfortable for
twelve hours. Before leaving the spring I returned them
(o their native waters, seemingly in as good condition as
when first caught. The bay water was at that time 77°

Fahrenheit, and the spring water 71°, a difference of 6°,

and a change from pure salt to pure fresh water."
The average length of the silver mullet is 12in., and

the weight about l^lbs. Stearns has seen individuals of
20in., weighing lbs.

The spawning season begins in summer and lasts until
November. Spawning takes place in fresh or brackish
water, in bayous, river mouths, or heads of bays, where
the proppr combinations of grass, sand and mud can be
found. The roe of the mullet is a great delicacy and an
important article of commerce. The fresh mullet, in our
estimation, is one of the finest pan fishes on our coast.

"Neither the silver mullet nor the striped mullet are
game fishes. I once took one of the latter on a small ar-

tificial gray fly, as an experiment, but although it was
hooked in the mouth, I think it was an accident, for I
never succeeded in taking another. The mullets swarm
in countless myriads in all the shallow waters in Florida,
both salt and fresh. They furnish food for fishes, rep-
tiles, birds and man. They are important to the angler
only as bait-fishes, and, because so easily captured with
the cast-net are important as food fishes to the settlers of
Florida. They are very valuable commercial fishes, like-

wise, being the principal objects of pursuit at the fishing
ranches, where they are split, cleaned and salted."
The Tarpum {Megalops atlanticus).—This renowned

fish is known also as tarpon, tarpun, grande ecattle,

grandacoy, silver fish, silver king, sabalo, sevanilla and
jewfish.

It is evidently more common in the West Indies than
in our waters, for the only young examples we have seen
are from Cuba. Occasionally an individual finds its

way north to Cape. Cod and the species ranges southward
to Brazil; it is abundant everywhere in the Gulf of
Mexico, but its appearance in certain localities depends
largely on the warmth of the water. The tarpum has
been taken in the Bermudas. Concerning its distribu-
tion last winter in Florida Dr. J. A. Henshall writes as
follows:
"Last winter I saw plenty of tarpon on Barne's Sound

and Card's Sound, east of Cape Sable, early in February,
but north of the Cape I did not see a single tarpon,
owing to the unusually cold water. When I arrived at
PuntaRassa, early in March, I found a score or more of
Northern anglers who had been fishing for several weeks,
but the first tarpon had been taken only the day before
my arrival."

The total catch at Punta Rossa to April 26, 1889, was
only forty-tyvo.

This is preeminently a predaceous species and very
active in its movements. It preys upon smaller fishes,

and witnessed the capture of this immense fish, with
striped bass rod and tackle and trolling spoon for bait.

Mr. Jones was two hours in securing the fish. Honor to

whom honor is due. Mr. Wood has glory enough in
being the champion tarpon slayer of 1885, and he has an
enviable record. He was the first to make known through
the sporting press how the thing could be done. I was at
Punta Rassa in March, 1886, and saw him bring in, from
Estero Bay, his famous 1461b. tarpon and two others
weighing nearly lOOlbs. each.
"Mr, Wood's record, however^ was broken by Mr.

Walter Man, who in 1886, 1 think, or may be in 1887,
killed nine tarpon, near Punta Rassa, aggregating more
than a thousand pounds: the largest two weighed

, respec-
tively, 151 and 1491bs. These fish were all killed on
heavy striped bass rods and ordinary striped bass tackle.

" The largest tarpons I have seen in Florida—and I have
seen thousands—were at Indian River Inlet, in the Fort
Pierce channel (where Mr. Jones killed his big fish), and
were from 6 to 8ft. long—a large school of them—rolling-

out on the surface like porpoises, and within a few feet
of my boat. I have never fished for the largest tarpon
with rod and reel (I once took one, on a shark line, weigh-
ing about 1251bs.), as I do not fancy, particularly, the
sport.
" The rod for large tarpon should be a heavy striped bass

rod, about 8ft. long, of natural cane or split-bamboo, the
first, for so large a fish, being preferable on account of
lightness. Most tarpon fishers, however, use a very short,
stiff and heavy rod, from 5 to 7ft. long, more like a bil-

liard cue than a rod, it being used more for the purpose
of casting the bait and holding the reel than playing the
fish.

"The tackle consists of a large, perfectly-made, freely-
running multiplying reel, capable of holding 600ft. of 12
to 18-thread striped bass line, and knobbed 8-0 Sproat or
O'Shaughnessy hooks, with braided linen snells, 2 or 3ft.

long and t of an inch diameter—the braided linen snell
is better than wire or chain, which are often used.
"The bait is cut from a mullet and fastened to the

hook as the menhaden bait in striped bass fishing, and is

cast in the same way, but suffered to lie on the bottom,
as the fishing is done in comparatively shallow bays and
coves where there is no current,
"The angler proceeds to such places in his boat, accom-

panied by his boatman. After casting his bait, prefera-
bly on a clear sandy bottom, but near to mossy bottom,
he reels off a quantity of line, ten or fifteen yards, in the
boat, so that the fish can take the bait, move off with it,

and swallow it, without resistance; and when it swims
away quietly and the slack is all taken up the angler
hooks it in the throat or gullet, when it is only a question
of time, if the angler is level-headed and the tackle holds,
before the colossal fish exhausts itself in its grand and
terrific leaps and vain efforts to dislodge the hook or
smash the tackle, while towing the boat and its occu-
pants. The angler holds the rod and gives and takes line
when necessary, the grand fish, meanwhile, leaping out,
sometimes to a height of six feet, and may be for a dozen
or more times, until finally it lies on the surface utterly
exhausted, when it is either gaffed or towed ashore.
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"The tarpon's mouth opens vertically and its jaws close

like a pair of shears, and are nearly as sharp, hence the
necessity for using a chain, wire or braided snell. Its

mouth is quite tnny, with but little flesh or loose bMq
about it for holding the hook, so tbat it is a rare occur-
rence to safely play and land a large one so hooked, as

the fish in its extr lordinary and wonderful leaps and
violent shaking of its head and jaws is pretty sure to free

itself.

"Tarpon of from 10 to 40lb=(. run up the streams to

brackish and fresh water, where I have had grand sport

taking them with a large, gaudily-colored artificial fly

and a heavy fly-rod. It does not matter about the color

or the pattern "of the fly if it is gay anil attractive in ap-

Eearance. Of course, but one fish in a dozen or mor%e
ookpd, is landed, but it is fine sport all the same. On

the St. Sebastian and St. Lucie rivers on the east coast,

and the Caloosahatehie and Myakka on the Gulf coast,

and on Biscayne Bay, I have had such sport with tarpon
of these weights that the hooking in the gullet of the
giants of the bays pales before it as the morning stars

before the rising sun. I say this in no captious spirit of
comparison, for it i* indeed a feat to be proud of, and to

boist of, to hook, play and land a fish of 15i)lbs. with rod
and reel, but as I said before, I do not particularly fancy
that kind of angling "

The Sea Catfish (Galeiehthys felis).—Welcome or un-
welcome, this is one of the angler's tithes in Florida, and
must come into the array with more desired forms. Blue
cat and salt-water catfish are names applied to this

species.
The sea catfish is accredited to our east coast from New

York to Mexico; in the Northern States, however, it is

not common. Florida has it ad nauseam, as will be ob-
served while reading the remarks of Dr. Henshall later

on. The species is, apparently, not recorded from en-
tirely fresh water, although it runs into the rivers for
some distance.

This is a bottom fish, which lives upon worms and
crustaceans, and will refuse nothing in the shape of flesh.

As a grunter, the sea catfishcm give points to the grunt,
the drum, croaker, cavalU, mademoiselle and other ven-
triloquists. Stearns complains of many nights on the
water made sleepless on account of the noisy catfish.

Twelve pounds is the maximum weight recorded for
this fish, but the average size is much smaller.
The most striking peculiarity of the species is its habit

of carrying the fertilized pggs, which resemble white
grapes in size and shapp, in the gill cavity. Protected in

this manner, they reuidin until the young are sufficiently
developed to support themselves.
There is a second species of marine catfiah, known as

the gafftopsail cat from the peculiar shape of the first

dorsal fin; this fish comes northward more frequently
than the one just described. The gafftopsail has large
eggs and is similar in habits to G. felis.

"The marine catfish is omnipresent on the coa«ts of
Florida, rather more so than the angler desires, and often
to his extreme dis°:u-t; for it takes both bait and fly in-
tended for other and more desirable species—though it is

more readily taken toward dusk or after dark. Any-
thing in the way of bait will answer for the catfish, as it

is not at all choice or fastidious in its tastes and desires,
and will grunt its satisfaction just the same, when in the
angler's possession, whether chewing up his best fly or a
bit of white rag.
"I have never known it to be eaten. I tried it once as

a matter of experiment, and, although my curiosity was
satisfied, my palate was so outraged and disgusted that I
have ever since been almost ashamed to look one in the
face. And n ally I have no gastronomic use for a fish

that maki s a cradle of its mouth by carrying its eggs and
young in it.

"There are several fresh-water species, any of which
can be taken with any kind of bait and almost any kind
or tackle; the only difficulty with the angler is to avoid
taking them."

A FLORIDA RETROSPECT.
{Concluded from Page h86.)

should put his dwelling elsewhere. About the time I re-
moved from Fort R»ed an elegant tract of high hamak
was being offered tor sale in lots to suit on the south side
of Lake Jrt-up. What I thought was an exorbitant
price was asked for it; but I went through it, and rode
around the edge of it, through the pine woods, search-
ing for a suitable bit of pine land for a home, but failed
to find what I sought. I did not wish to live miles away
from my grove. Col. Whitner purchased twenty acre's
in that hamak and planted a grove after great labor in
clearing off the dense growth of trees and vines, living
at his home at Fort Reed. He was ably seconded by his
son, Capt. B. F. W., an old Confederate officer, a chip of
the old block, who was, and is, one of my dearest friends.
On that twenty acres is to-day one of the finest groves I
ever saw, and very profitable. It might have been
money in my pocket had I purchased there and it might
not. Col. W.'s arduous labors ana exposures in that
hamak and journeying to and fro no doubt shortened
hiss useful life. Capt. W. still cares for the old grove,
and in addition has a fine one of his own adjoining.
Many a very pleasant visit I made there Avith him, where
in the little cabin, around the camp-fire or table at meal
time, with our pipes in the evening, deer driving with
a neighbor in the adjacent woods, or fishing at the
mouth of Soldier Creek, we passed some mighty happy
hours. On Dec. 20, 1878, we left his boat landing for a
duck hunt across Je-up and up the St. Jolms. The day
was "just too lovely for anything," though the ash breeze
that kept us company was a trifle warm, and as we
skirted the sawgrass, pulling in a bass here and there or
bowling over a duck now and then, stopping at noon to
lunch in the warm sunshine, I thought the situation
could not easily be improved. Emerging from the lake
we entered the river, and rowed along up easily until
sunset warned us to camp. We found an unfurnished
cabin back a pi^ee from the shore on dry ground in the
woods, roofed and sided, but frontleiss. Under the pro-
jecting roof at one end, where the outside chimnev was
to be piaced, we made our bed on the ground, built a
fire, brought up some extra wood, got supper, and after
pipes and a chat turned in. I harpent d to be on the
windward tile, though tlere was scat cely any wind then.
A day or two before a blizzard had organized a raid

away up among the ice and buow and other features of
Hudi-on'a Bay, and with all the " imps of the air " started
for the identical spot where our innocent and unsuspect-

ing selves were slumbering, gaining impetus as it hummed
past Baltimore until, in the vernacular of the engineer,
it " pulled her wide open " at Jacksonville, and some-
where about midnight struck our camp, as Uncle Remus
says, " ker-blam." I had b'ren dreaming for an hour. I

suppose, as the temperature fell, that I was lost in a snow-
storm on the plains, and that, overcome by the cold, the
process of congelation had begun in my limhs, when 1
awoke to find that I had kicked the blanket < ff and was
about to fret ze to death on the spot. I was nearly stiff-

ened out, but alter a while managed to get on my feet,
when wiih chatterine: teeth I beat my arms across my
body, and braced against the wind that drove the rain
like No. 10 shot from a chokebore at forty yards. Suf-
fering Nicodemus ! I was never so cold iu my life. My
very bones cried out, and I don't know as it was to be
wondered at, for I had on no underclothing. Presently
I got control of my fingers sufficiently to seize the ax,
which I grasped for in the darkness, and though the wind
had blown most of the fire bodily away, I succeed in re-
building it, andafter thawing out awhile turnedin asrain,
only to repeat the experience before morning, when Capt.
W. wielded the ax. We did not get ducks enough on
that trip to pay for our trouble.
But the nicest, easiest duck hunting I ever did in Flor-

ida or elsewhere, was over by Sylvan Lake, three or four
miles from my place, shooting wood duck. Early in the
fall the young ducks had a fly-way from their roosting
place in some inland lake to the St. Johns in the morn-
ing and back in the evening. Driving o\er about 3 P.
M., and hitching the horse to a tree a little distance back
in the woods, I took my stand by a tree near the margin
of the lake, where I had a good view out over the water
and could see the incomers afar off. They skimmed
along above the treetops just a "zoonin," and when the
gun spoke, if killed, they letl on the pine carpet just in
the rear. If winged, thpy could not escape; and it' they
went along unhurt, why, I had a shy at them some other
day. No dogs, no wading in mud and water, no shiver-
ing in a Wind, no lying spitted on one's back in a boat
until half frczen, or blinded looking into the zenith, no
chasing diving cripples—no trouble or annoyance of any
kind. When the flight was over, pick up your ducks,
put them into the wagon, and mocey off home as com-
fortable as ycu please.

For turkeys I went to Sulphur Creek Hamak, five
or six miles away, sometim< s starting horseback long
before day, so as to be oh the ground when the turkejs
flew down; and again fire-hunting for deer down through
the flat woods with a companion, camping in the edge of
the hamak about midnight. I started one morning
on muleback on a hunt of this kind, when the fog was so
thick that it trembled like jelly on each side as I rode
through it; and I had not been on the trail, just outside
my gate, five minutes when the mule wandered off at his
own sweet will somewhere else, and by the time I had
seized the fact I was, as I found out later, away down at
the lower end of my place, half a mile away from the
trail, and as completely lost in the pine wood sameness
as if I had been set down in the Okechobee swamps; and
Dt-fore I found myself I had run an oak limb in my eye
and was too late to go turkey hunting. Gray squirrels,
called there "cat squirrels," were very numerous in that
ha mak, and I have shot as many as twenty in an hour.
They do not frequent pine woods, and the lox squirrel is

not iound in hamaks. The latter is as large as his North-
ern congener, but the former smaller, as are rabbits, quail
and deer.

But time and space fail me to tell of the many, many
happy hours spent in the vast stretches of pine lorest or
shady depths of hamak, in the almo-t impenetrable
"scrub" or on the far-reaching prairie sentineled by pic-
turesque round-headed palmetto trees; of excursions to
inland Jakes for fish, on camp hunts for deer, or of trips
to the Upper St. Johns, Lake Harney and Indian River,
and the comfortable camps by the shore beneath wide-
branching oaks with their swaying canopies of moss,where
the moon and the owl looked down upon us, and the great
blue heron hoar<-ely squawked to his following mate as
he leisurely led the way in search of fresh pastures.
The scenes of those days in many ways are wonderfully

changed. Where then we journeyed by wagon and
ground the slow and weary miles out in the yielding
sand, beneath a merciless sun, while the great black flies

bled the reeking horse unmercifully, leaving the blood
trickling in a tiny stream from the pierced flesh, as it

flew gorged and heavily away, now the firm rails bear
the swift train to its dt stination, the iron horse heeds not
the buzzing insect, and the comfortable passengers are
whisked across river and prairie, through pine woods
and gloomy hamak, by lakes and orange groves, speedily
to their journey's end. Where formerlv it took from
twenty-four or more hours to go from Jacksonville to
Sanford by the snaky coarse of the St. Johns, now bv
rail the distance is compassed in four or five. Yet to
the stranger the river scenery would be the most
interesting and instructive. Villages whh villas,

fine schools and churches, gas and water works
have sprung up like Jonah's Gourd (let us hope they
will not have worms and peii-b). Church bells call
to wo- ship; the noise of trade and Iraffic and whirr of
mills drown the hoarse bellow of the alligator; the engine
bell and whistle frighten the timid deer and su-picious
turkey ; and thousands of orange groves dot the land,
wherein their owners hoe crab-grass, grub out stumps,
set traps for the cunning and destructive gopher, mix all

sorts of villainous compounds with which to dose "scale
inserts," raise swept potatoes, gather oranges if they can,
fight fleas, pick ticks, spend their little all for fertilizers,

and do it again, get sand spurs in their legs, swear, hunt
wood lice, experiment with all sorts of foreign truck that
won't thrive, buy Northern hay in the bale at $30 the ton,
ditto oats at ruination the bushrl, have hen lice travel off

with the poultry, and attempt the same with the horses
on occasions, have roaches run off with the kitchen,
scratch jiggers and ho«J, kill 'possums under the house,
get Florida sore e) es, congratulate each other that th> y
are not covered up by snow drifts, and curse the man who
said that five thousnud oranges were grown to the tree.

I do not mean to be underwood, you understand, that all

these recreations were indulged in every day. By no
means. They were sandwiched in with ordinary labor
and other pleasures from time to time so as to avoid
monotony.

I have enumerated a few of the entertainments pro-
vided for me. As I have intimated, I have had many
funny and other experiences in Florida, J have enjoyed

unspeakably the companionship, assistasce, and enter-
tainment of friends and neighbors, without which life
would have been a burden, and in their company, when
irresponsible cattlemen have set the woods afire, have
fought to protpct our groves and fences until reeking
with pre-piration, eyes blood hot, throats parched with
thirst, smutched from head to foot with grime and smoke
of pitch, and on the verge of exhaustion with stride, life
was as big a burden as we cared to "tote" hack t>> the
houre. This is one of the recreations which I did not
mtntion.
And yet, notwithstanding all the discomforts, I wculd

not be robbed of my Florida memories for all the ice
palaces and frczfn noses from Maine to Oregon. Toe
Florida winters as a rule are incomparably beautiful, the
summers incomparably lengthy, and some of the alore-
mpntioned occupations incomparably incompaiable.
There is probably no one locality on tht« globe that

has every imaginable requisite for profit and happiness
and not a single exception, excepting Calfomia. (For
excursion rates see small bills.) We can not all lo k
on these things plike. For those who are suited with
Florida, that is just the place to suit them. For in-
valids whose health is benefited by that climate. that
is their Mecca. For hotel keepers and land agents it is
more of a "gold mine" than an orange gTove. For
tho-ewho are in limited circumstances and who go down
there expecting to amass a fortune in a pine land grove,
it is a delusion and a fenare. For those who have gone
there from other sections and having burned their
bridges behind them, can't get away, it is a lovely place
to cultivate patience, endurance and economy. For the
owner of a large and profitable grove it is an admirable
place to raise oranges, while for any who have abundant
means to "monkey" with a pine land grove and not feel
it, or purchase one in a hamak, having a winter resi-
dence at Lightwood Villa and a summer ditto at Bar Har-
bor, I am willing to act as legatee if they will act
promptly. O. O. S.

CHARLOTTE HARBOR.
FOURTH PAPER.

" The stormy March is come at last

With wind and cloud ai.d changing skies:

I htar the rushing of the blast

That through the snowy valley flies.

"Ah 1 pas-ing few are those who speak,
Wild, stormy month, in praise of thee.

Yet, though thy winds are loud and bleak,
Thou art a welcome month to me.

" Thou bringst. the hope of those calm skies,

And that soft clime of suany showers.
Where the wide bloom on earth taat lies.

Seems of a brighter world than ours."

I HAVE spent four successive months of March at the
southern end of Charlotte Harbor: the novelty has

passed away, and the place and its incidents have become
almost as familiar as my home, and it needs the genius
of a Walton or a White to make the rec tal of fa-niliar
and homely iEcidents interesting. However, I observe
that I eagerly read all stories of Florida journeyiugs

—

especially when they tell of scenes and regions with which
I am familiar—and it may be that there are others to
whom some notes of my six weeks' sojourn on Pine Island
of the season of 1889 will be of interest,

The yellow fever scourge of 18S8 had, last winter,
thrown a pall over Florida. Northern visitors were very
few. The great hot* Is were aim st empty of guests.
Many were closed. To emphasize the general glo >oj, the
weather was execrable. The whole nothern part of the
State was under water. I observed at Sandford that the
palmetto trees that used to fringe the shore were well
out in the St. Johns, There was one compensation, the
trains ran promptly on time, and there was plenty of
room.
North P. Norris, my companion, and myself, arrived

at Jacksonville by the West India Mail at noon of Sun-
day, Feb. 24. We had taken our t'cket for Pdlatka, and
spent the hour's stop at Jacksonville visiting the Sub-
Tropical Exposition. The sky was gloomy and the streets
deserted. The big Everett was closed; no one was visi' le

at the Wind-or; and two persons stood on the v« randah
of the St. James. At the Exposition there w<re n > vis-

itors but ourselves. A dude flamingo stalked about the
ai J.es, turning his toes out with laughable precision, and
apparently commenting in hoarse tones upon the exhibits.
My old acquaintance, the manatee, was covered with a
growth ot moss, but devoured the lily p ids thrown to
him with relish, using the little claws which prefect from
his nostrils to clutch them, A covey of quail roamed
about the building, seemingly very little alarmed, but
shy enough to show their faculty of quick concealment.
A prominent official of the railroad was the only pas-

senger in the Pullman, besides ourselves, for Palatba, and
learning our wish to reach Punta Gorda as soon as pos;-i-

ble, informed us that there was a Sunday night train from
Lakeland, near Tampa, and kindly h-d our baggage re-
checked for us. We arrived at Punta Gorda shortly after
midnight, being the only passengers from Lakdand
southward. So we reached the head of Charlotte Har-
bor in two days from Philadelphia.
The next morning gave us typical Charlotte Harbor

weather; clear sky, and a warm, soft breeze. The hand-
some hotel was admirably kept, as u ual, but there was
the prevailing gloom on the manager's countenance,
which indicated that there was no profit in the season.
In the morning we hired a wagon and drove through the
woods five miles to Alligator Creek—a little stream—and
took a half dozen black bass, the largest three pounds.
After dinner we sailed down to the railroad pier, and
witnessed the taking of a jew fish weighing y001b-=. The
next noon we arrived at San Carlos Hotel, St. James city,

had a handle put on my gaff by the blacksmith, arranged
our rooms and prepared for six weeko' fishing.

There is something very homelike about' this little

hotel. I found many of the same pi ople there who wit-
nessetl its opening. The hotel itselt was neaily full, but
there was no oveifliw into the ancex < r cottages a- in
fcrmer years. The service was very good and the tab'e
excellent. A professional fish cook had I een brought
from Boolon, and the guests could have their fi-h pre-
pared in any manner they liked. Spanish mtckerel
never appeared on the bill of fare, yet enough of that
delicious fish were taken by the guests and prepared by
private orders to keep the table well supplied. The at-
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tendance at the table was by neat- looking girls from
Maine.
A most important duty was also performed: 1hat is,

the selection and employment of a boatman, for upon
that ind-vidu 1 the rleasureand success of the expedition

largely depends. Through Capt. John Smith—the Rus-
sian Finn who is commander-in-chief of the wharf and
the boaimen— we obtained an honest and reliable colored
man, who owned an excellent catboat, the Gracie, and
who was tolerably familiar wilh Ihe holes and rocks
and reefs where the Ash congregate. His name was
Theodcre D inatban, shortened by Capt. Smith to "Dode."
He was our guide during our whole stay, and we had no
cause to com; lain of him.
The invariable routine of days fit for fi-hingwasan

early break 1 ast, so that a start from the dock might be
made at eight o'clock at the latest. A basket or bucket
of provisions, ordered the evening before, was furnished
each boat for luncheon. At s>x o'clock in the evening
there was served a good dinner in courses.

The first duty in these waters is to oispose of the sheeps-
head, so that there will he no further desire on the part
of the Northern comrade to pursue tiiat fish to the pre-

judice of the rarer and more vigorous varieties. When
I told Norris, I el ore our Southern journey, that he could
take a sheepshead a minute, and that one trial—I said

one day, knowing Ids preference for that fish over all

others—would suffice for his whole sojourn, I saw that,

while he expressed no doubt as to the rap dity of catch,

in word?, he bad mental reservations, and he was not
Flow in saying that sheepshetd were good enough lor

him. and that he would be content to leave tarpon and
lts-er fith to others. Many a day have he and 1 spent at

Cross Ledge Light, and in the Cape May sounds, patiently

waiiiug for the sheepshead's "nod,'' and well repaid were
we if we could carry back at nightfall only one of the
fish.

Dode was directed to have the Gracie ready for the
nexr morning, and meet'us at the dock at 8 o'clock pro-
vided vvi h a bucket of "pink fiddlers."

Piomptly on time we started, the morning air, warm
and sweet," and though gentle, favorable. In an hour or
two, we tied our boat at the steps of the government
docii at Sanibel. The trail line, as the breeze freshened,
captured a trout and a Spanish mackerel before we
reached our moi rings.

Sanibel d< ck is a. short pier, extending about 50ft. into

deep water of San Carlos Bay, m front of the lighthouse,

which is y00\ds. distant from the bay, and stands about
two-thirds ot the distance, across the island to the Gulf
of Mexico. The lighthouse (or houses) consists of two
neat, low, white buildings for the three keepers and be-

tween them is the high iron 1 ght tower. The dwelling
houses are elevated on open foundations 15ft. high. The
ex remit y of the island, and surrounding the buildings i^

covered wilh a heavy growth of Spanish bayonet, beach
grape, palmetto-, flowering vines aud other semi-tropical
growths, very oud and plea-ing to the Northern eye.

Along i he gallery toward ihe south, numerous rude bird
cages hung, rilled with nonpareil birds and cird nal gros-

beaks which had been trappt d by the keepers.
Upon the dock were piles of lumber collected from

wieckage, and we found a shady place and prepared for

the sheepshead. I alo had a desire to take a jewfish,

and had brought with me a shark hook and tOOit. of

clothe* line. The jew fish aie said to be numerous under
the d ck, but it is an extremely rare thing to take one,

becau e of cutting the line on the barnacles which crowd
the pilings I tied four snells to my line, and filed the
barbs from the hooks so that the fish could be quickly
disengaged w hen landed. Norris said he would not risk

barbless hook-, and evidently suspected that I was mak-
ing sport of him and not the fish. I proposed that we
should take one hundred fish, and then 1 should stop. I

directed Dode to bait the jewfish line with the first

sheepJiead, and cast out. We then moved to the edge
ot the whaif. and drorped the fiddlers into the water.
The bait reached boLtom without molestation, and I

feaied that the infallibility of the place was gone. But
in an instmt there was a gentle nip and I was playing a
fish, which wa-i at once transferred, to the jewfLh line,

which Dude cast out, and in fifteen minutes there were
as many sheepshead flopping on the rlock. These were
cast overboard, very little injured. Just then the jew-
fish line began running out, and seizing it, we allowed a
run ot tOft. or so, fortunately away from the dock, and
then struck. Dode seized the ball of line and ran ashoTe
and down the beach so as to prevent the fish from run-
ning under the dock, while we worried the fish until

Dode was ready, and then threw the line clear and ran
ashore to a-siot. In ten minutes the big fish was drawn
to the beach, and Do^e bad a gaff and a boat hook in his
gills and we drew him ashore—a young jewfish, looking
like an enormous bright brown perch, and weighing

We hoiked four more jewfish during our stay at St.

James, bat this was the only one saved, and the only one
tiken by any one at the lower end of the harbor ,. so far
as we c uld learn, during the season. The flesh of this

fish is highly prized, and it was relished at the hotel
table.

Returning from this episode, an horn- more completed
the task of taking the one hundred sheepshead. When
I called to Nonis that the score was complete, he made
no comment, but quretly remarked that he woultl go
over on the beach and get some shells, and left me. I
lay down in the shade and took a short nap. Then,
Norxis not returning, I biited up again, and when he
came hack the score was 157—all taken, jewfish included,
in about three hours.
Sd far as Southern sheepshead'are concerned, Norris is

cured. 1 believe neither he nor I cast a bait lor them
again during the trip.

The most abundant and one of the most beautiful fish

in these waters is the trout, or Southern weakfish, orna-
mented with scattered circular black spots ou a ground
of opal. They differ from their Northern brethren in
seizing the troll with avidity and in taking a very large
bait in preference to a small one. They are also of firmer
flesh and of finer flavor. Some of the guests who were
fly-fishermen seemed to have great sport taking them
with trout rod and fly. Norris and I, while trolling for
channel bass, took four in succession that aggregated
24ibs.

The most reliable and altogether most satisfactory
denizen of these waters is the channel bass, generally
called redfish in Florida and on the New Jersey coast,

where the largest ones are abundant in autumn, always
known as red drum. On the incoming tide they swarm
along the shoreB and oyster bar reefe, and in the shallow
water they can often lie seen and the liaifi C*st to them.
They are not so large here as on the New J» rsey coast,

the largest recorded here being 34lbs. The average
weight is, I should judge, lOlbs. I had a delightful

afternoon, when Norris was unfortunately confined to the

bouse, and I had started out late, the Gracie reaching
the "Six Mile Rookerv," where I purposed fiJiine", about
2 o'clock. In the skiff, with Dode at the oars, I trolled

slowly around the islands now and then taking a bass
or trout, until I happened on a sand bar, over which the
flood tide was peurmg. I knew this to be the place,

anchored the skiff and cast my bait over the bar and into

the eddy. It was exciting and exhausting work, for by

the time I had to leave, to save daylight and the wind
for my nine-mile trip homeward, I had taken from that

spot twenty-five channel bas-s and twenty-five trout.—

a

skiff load of beautiful fi -h. A few days later a lady took
from the same place twenty five bas=i.

There was one kind of fishing which Norris and I de-

veloped during our trip, and that was the pursuit of the
grouper. Norris thinks this the most excitmg and inter-

esting of all fishing, and in my opinion it is of the highest
rank. There are two kinds of grouper, the black and the
red. The black grouper is a powerful, symmetrical fish,

with mottled dark green sides, and looks a good deal

like the black bass. The red variety is shorter and of

wider build, and has an enormous mouth and throat of

most brilliant scarlet hue. The body is of bright reddish
hue, which as the fish dies turns to a sickly gray, the
colors returning after death. Both varieties are highly
prized as food, even the boatmen at the dock begging
the luckv fisherman who has more than he can use.

Leigh Hunt never heard of the grouper when he wrote

—

"The fish is swift, fmall-ueeding, vague, yet clear,

A cool, sweet, silver life, wrapt in round waves.

Quickened with touches of transporting fear!"

For the grouper is fierce and a glutton. Dode says it is

the only fish which doe sn't know when it has enough. The
more it is fed themore it wants, and the biggest "chum,"
the largest bait, the largest hooks and stoutest tackle
aiein order. I had often taken grouper, now and then

—

rari nantes—when fishing lor channel bass or tarpon, but
never until last season had pursued them systematically.
Dode, eaily in his engagement by us, often spoke of a

great habitat of the fisn which he had discovered while
'•turtiin'" in summer, and to which he was anxious to
guide us. Our first trip was a failure, owing to high
winds. We reached the ground and fished a half hour
without any success. We found the bed to be close along
shore, near the mouth of the haibor and in the Gulf of
Mexico. Patches cf coral rock made vague, black, cloudy
spots on the yellow sands, and in these rocks the grouper
has his lair. For his first impulse, when he feels the
prick of the hook, is to wedge himself in the rocks, and
he can with difficulty be db lodged by the heaviest tackle.

When captured, the scratches made by the rocks, from
which he has been pulled by main strength, are plainly
visible. Of course the fisherman, as soon as his fish is

hooked, must exert all his strength to keep the grouper
from the rocks; and alter that is done, there is plenty of
tight in the fish until it is brought into the boat and a
quietus administered with the "paralyzer."
Dode did not take kindly to our scoffs at his famous

"grouper hole," after our failure, and finding a day
which be thought propitious, we made another visit

there. As we pas-ed Smibel Point, with a gentle breeze
making the Gracie slip swiftly through the pale green
Gulf water, we found the inlet alive with gulls and peli-

cans, all in great excitement, for below them, all over
the i-urface, were the silver flashes of Spanish mackerel,
looking like the flash of raindrops from a summer shower
on the surface of a placid pond, The Spanish mackerel
is shy of the lure, but by making several tacks through
the schools and scoring many strikes and many misses,
we took five of the fish—ample for our needs.
We reached the "grouper hole" and prepared for action.

We med the tarpon outfit, except that the snells were the
damaged ones in stcck which we would not risk on the
greater fish. Dode cut up a great quantity of mullet
chum in large pieci s, and cast it around the boat. It was
a full hour before there was a &trike, and then a grouper
rushed into his hole m the rocks and the line had to be
broken to continue fishing. This occurred two or three
limes, and then when we had a strike we would keep the
fi?h away from the bottom by main strength. We then
began to take the fish in rapidly and ran the score up to

thirteen black and three red groupers, in weight from 4
to lolbs. Two instances showed the power of the fish.

In each case Norris's rod was jerked below the surface,
and his line spun out against his strongest pressure on the
reel, until it broke. "Jewfish !" quoth Dode, "There are
plenty of 'em here," Great was our surprise when
shortly after we took two groupers of about 12lbs. weight
each, with the missing snells hanging from their mouths.
Another of bode's "jewfish" was very difficult to handle,
and gave Norris a protracted tussle which ended in dis-

closing a 831b. green turtle, which was a welcome addi-
tion to the larder at the hotel.

During our stay we made three other excursions to
this ground, and took thirteen, fourteen and thirty
groupers. Dode took great pride in keeping its location
a secret, and refused $10 to disclose its whereabouts, and
was much chagrined when we innocently revealed our
knowledge of it. Our directions must have heen too
vague, however, for no one besides ourselves brought
grouper from there.

And the tarpon, which is the final cause;

—

raison <TStre

—of this Ultima Thule of fishing resorts.

The great silver king classed with the herring ! It

may be correct as a scientific grouping; just as the jew-
fish—most bulky and uninteresting, though savory—is

a perch. But think of a perch weighing 600ibs., and
picture a herring seven feet in length (as Colonel Kew's
fish was), clad in mail of solid silver, with a mouth big
enough to engulf a man, and so powerful that he can,
and does, throw his great bulk six feet in air aud, while
above the suiface of the sea, twist every muscle with
frantic contortion. For beauty and power he has among
fishes no equal. Those wh© have once pursued him—ex-
cept now and then an Englishman, who cannot forget
the traditions as to a tlmon and the literature appurten-
ant—acknowledge his supremacy, and come again and
again and invoke the old thrill. And it is not necessary

to creation and sustaining of interest to have taken his

majesty: for has not my friend, the Colonel (from Ken-
tucky, of course), spent three solid winter?, anil deviled

many ingenious mechanical patented appliance for his

capture? and has he not had m^ny strikes? and has he
captured one king? Nay, veiily. But he will come-
again this winter.
There are some canons as to the taking of tarpon which

have not been einphasizetl in writing; some have not
been mentioned. What Mr. W. H. Wood says is good,
for he is the chief of tarpon fishermen. Col. Pinckney
tins related what he gleaned from Mr. Wood and others
during a short stay at the harbor, when he did not take a
fish. Mr. S. C, Clarke, whn-e Writings are agreeable
reading, relates the old opinion of the fish by cb scribing

a terrifying monster, "with scales as big as a half dollar,"

which can never be captured with a rod, and only by
tying a barrel to him or fnstening a dip°ey by which the
tarpon can beat his own brains out. This is perhaps to

be excused in one who is content to while away his time
at Mosquito Inlet, instead of crossing the peninsula to

Charlotte Harbor, where the only tarpon fishing is. Let
me give two or three canons of my own.
First—Procure a long pole, and when anchored attach

the stern of the skiff to it by a cord. Never allow the
boat to swing. Amoving boat draws the bait over the
bottom, collecting seaweed and fouling the line. It

makes it necessary also for the fisherman to constantly
give out and take in line as the boat swings, a nuisance
to the placid soul who wishes to read a book or take a nap.
Second—Do not coil any spRre line on the stern sheets.

The boat being (according to the first rule) without
motion this is not necessary, for a well-built reel will

give out line without a check or friction. The tarpon,
while a caul ions fish, will not notice such resistance.

This rule is valuable, although contrary to the accepted
notions. Almost all the tarpon are taken on the incom-
ing tide, and as it makes, the wind risf s until toward
high water there is a stiff breeze. The line coiled on the
after thwart in the conventional fashion offers a favorite

plaything to this brisk air, and it will be twisted and
tangled in many loops, and one single kink means a lost

fish.

Lastly—Do not strike. Let the fish alone, and he will

book himself. If the hook is not gorged he will eject it

anyway. I have known two fish taken which were
hooked in the mouth; mere chance, which does not avoid
the rule. The prick of the hook in the walls of the
stomach sends the monster with sudden impulse into the
air, and his contortions imbed the steel firmly in his

system, when after his first leap you see him flash by,
with only a foot of snell streaming behind him, you may
know he is your fish—barring accidents.
To this I should add that no great strain should be put

cn the fish while he is leaping. Let him have the floor

the fir-t fifteen minutes. He will be out of the water a
good deal of that time, and every leap he makes is at the
expense of his vitality. Merely keep your line tnut
enough to prevent fouling and save your strength for the
next fifteen minutes. Then he will be weary and you
fresh, and you can yank anel haul and "lift" him with
deadlv effect. If he comes to the surface to breathe—as
he will— lift him with all your strength: don't let him
uet a mouthful of air.

Many fishermen have fallen exhausted and spent in the
bottom of the boat because of useless struggles with a
fresh fish. I have made it a practice to stop"tarpon fish-

ing after the annual fish. The chance of a strike is too
uncertain to justify the waste of time. There is abund-
ance of other fi-h which give constant pleasurable ex-
citement, and pursuit of them contrasts favorably with
the long and tiresome waiting and sleeping attendant on
pursuit of their greater neighbor. This year, I gave the
king four solid dnys before he noticed me.
Match 2*6, I anchored just inside of Punta Blanca, in

the mouth of the Oaloosahatcb'e, at the precise point
where I took my first tarpon, in 1887. The skiff's stern,
pointed toward the land, was firmly fastened to a pole.
A hundred yards off was the nearest yacht, anchored per-
manently on the fishing ground, and beyond that, another
yacht, both of them the winter homes "of New York tar-

pon fishermen. Soon the boats from Punta Rassa, a half
dozen of them, appeared, and then two or three from St.

James, among them Dr. K.'s, nearly out in the channel.
I case my bait toward the shore and to the left, and Nor-
ris his to the right of mine, and then we made ourselves
comfortable and awaited—as Uncle Reams says—"what
the news was gwine to be."
About eleven o'clock we were aroused by a great splash

behind us, and, out near the channel, saw a great silver
body rem1

itself in air in front of Dr. K. Immediately
from those old mossbackers of Punta Rassa, came the
simultaneous shout of "Tar-pon! Tar pon!" which war
c y they kept up during the contest. The fight was brief.

Dr. K. had the theory that he could take the fi-h in a few
minutes, and putting a tremendous strain on his rod, he
smashed that— with a report like a pistol shot—and,
singularly enough, the line broke at the same time.
The day was lovely, scarct ly any wind, and the occu-

pants of the different boats discussed the late contest
with freedom, every one satisfied, as usual, that be would
have improved on it. Norris and I betook ourselves to
our lunch-basket. We had renewed our bftita which had
been torn by the catfish, thousanels of which swarmeel
about our boat. Dode would now and then scale a mullet
for bait or chum, and, as the catfish swarmed to the sur-
face for the scales or offal, he would strike quickly with
bis knife and a dead catfish would float away with the
tide. He killed not less than twenty ia this way.
We were finishing the post-prandial grape fruit, when

my reel handle began to revolve. There is no more vivid
and intense emotion on earth than that simple revolution
conveys to the sensoria of the tarpon fisherman. I threw
the remains of the luncheon into the basket, put the din-
ner table—a board—across the boat, seated myself upon
it, facing the stem, yelled to Dode to take up the grapnel,
untied the line from the pole at the stern, and then picked
up my rod. The reel, by this time, was going so fasttbat
the handle was invisible. Dode had the grapnel in the
boat, and Norris his line half reeled in, when out of the
brown water shot a magnifieent fish, to be saluted by the
Punta Rassa, contingent with their war cry. After his
leap he went by me, right at the surface of the water,
with about a foot of chain snell visible, I knew then
that there were two good feet of it in him, and that he
was mine, barring accidents.

W« were now adrift, with Dode at the oars, keeping
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the stern of the boat toward the course of the fish. How
the beauty did leap! He was the liveliest fish on record,
for he cleared the surface twenty-three times. As we
passed one of the yachts, a handsome fish came out of
the water, making a straight course for us, but we es-
caped him (as we learned afterward) because the fisher-
man had coiled spare line on the thwart, which became
entangled with the reel handle.
After fifteen minutes or so, the fish had finished his

acrobatic feats, and I took my turn, and, in fifteen
minutes more I am sure he was ready for the gaff, but I

preferred to kill him, because our skiff was small and
heavily laden. I had him in the boat in forty-four
minutes—dead.
"Heavens!" said Norris, "I don't want one of these fish,

I am so nervous now looking on that I am tired out."
Dode's comment was characteristic, "O, Mr. Tarpon,

he's a man!"
The fish was a most symmetrical specimen, and was a

fac-simile in every respect, except weight and length, of
that taken by Mr. Robert Grant, and described by him
in Seribner's Magazine. These two were the most beauti-
ful fish I ever saw at St. James. Mine was 5ft. lO^in.
long and weighed 12 libs.

I had heard many accounts of the tarpon fishing at
Estero Creek—called by Dode Lasterre—which i3 a net-
work of lagoons lying below the mouth of the harbor.
So the last three days of our stay were devoted to a trip
in the Gracie of exploration in that locality. A big dry-
goods box was filled witb provisions and Apollinaris bot-
tles, and on a brilliant, cloudless morning we started in
tow of the little steamer Harry C This useful little boat
had been chartered by a gentleman from Philadelphia,
who was taking a party of friends out in the Gulf to kill
a devilfish. But for his kindness in offering us assist-
ance we would have been unable to reach Carlos Pass,
well down Estero, before night, for there was no breeze
until our line was cast off well out in the Gulf, and the
steamer went on its way looking for the great sea bats,
which on calm days are accustomed to bask on the sur-
face.

We were moving swiftly clown the coast, and had passed
the steamer, when we heard pistol shots, and saw that a
devilfish had been harpooned and was towing the steamer
at a rapid rate, his great wings throwing spray high in
the air. The pistol was being used as rapidly as possible
to kill the fish, and after a while the effort was success-
ful, the fish—a medium-sized one of 15ft. width, as we
afterward learned—was taken in tow, and our friends
steamed back to the hotei.
About noon we drew near Carlos Pass. As we ap-

proached the entrance a school of great fish, dimly seen,
shot past us, coming from within the pass, which Dode
pronounced tarpon. From the pass poured a flood of
white water—an ill augury of success for us. As we
drew near, my trail line was snatched fieicely, and I
landed a 101b. cavallii—a beautiful fish. Within the
pass was a large flock of white pelicans, now a rare bird,
and many egrets on the sand bars. We landed opposite
an old wharf, beyond which was a cabin, in a clearing
looking like a gash in the mangroves and palmettos, and
further up the stream was a schooner in which was living
a surveying party engaged in running lines for a, railway,
projected probably with an eye to land grants. Close by
us the lance of a tarpon slowly moved along. Water
perfectly opaque, so that prospect for fishing was poor.
After luncheon we started off, however, for we needed
bait, and fish for our table. We entered, and ascended
for a mile or two, a broad lagoon studded with mangrove
islands. I never saw so many mullet; they were leaping
everywhere, but the water was so roiled that Dode's cast
net took but few of them. Our fishing was a failure: we
hardly secured enough trout for supper and breakfast.
Returning toward the Gracie. we found a good-looking

catboat, hauled up near the cabin, and Dode informed
us that its occupants were August, a Portuguese named
Juan Augusta, and a man who lived with him. We
landed and I waliced up to the cabin and found the place
swarming with dogs and cats. A single room was all
the structure contained, and in it lived August, his
friend, and his friend's wife. I found August and Nor-
ris in animated conversation when I reached the shore.
August was exclaiming, "Ta'-pon?" With a sweep
of his arm, "Hunneds ta'-pon! One dem s'veya fellar,
he tol' ma he gi" ma ten-a-dolla put' 'iui on a ta'-pon,'
A tol' 'im a fin' 'im a-plenty un un>, he come-a July or
August!" The disgust on Norm's countenance was ludic-
rous, and I think he repented certain incentives to loqua-
city which he had expended.
The next morning we spent in searching along the

shores for tarpon, and we anchored and fished an hour
or two, taking a number of large cavallii, and one large
blue shark, which leaped from the water four times,
turning himself over and over lateralis until he twisted
the line about his body and broke it.

In the afternoon, we sailed through Estero Lagoon,
arriving in the narrow Estero Creek opposite the "Lime
Grove," after passing over lagoons of great extent,
just about sunset. Here the water was clear, and we
spent two or three horns fishing for tarpon by moonlight.We had plenty of runs, which gave momentary excite-
ment, but all proved to be from sharks. We removed
the "cool, sweet, silver life" from a dozen of these pests,
by means of the rod and a revolver.
The next morning at ten o'clock saw us anchored on

our old grouper ground, with Dode ashore with his cast
net getting bait. He soon returned with an ample supply
of mullet. It was agreed that we should stop at tliirty
grouper, and by three o'clock in the afternoon we had
that number, and so closed my trip to St. James of the
season of 1889. F S J C

A ST. AUGUSTINE HUNTER.

NO sketch of St. Augustine would be complete without
some account of Mr. James Ponce, familiarly called

"Jim," the famous guide and hunter, to whom every
trail and lurking place of deer, bear and other game, for
many miles, are as familiar as his own domicile. Indeed,
this intimate knowledge of the countrv extends over a
great part of eastern Florida. Mr. Ponce is about fifty
years of age: and his heavy frame and clean-shaven,
weather-beaten countenance give evidence of his pow-
ers of endurance. His whole make up is that of a typi-
cal hunter.
He still uses a muzzleloader, with the old powder horn

and shot pouch slung over his shoulder; and there is yet
to be found the sporting tourist, with his elegant breech-
loader, who will bring home as much game as the hunter
with his rusty muzzle-loader, which he always carries
ready for use on his Mexican saddle in front of him.
How he manages to ride at a sharp canter for ever so
long a distance, without once touching his gun to keep it
in place, is something I could never understand.
At the near approach of the hounds the deer breaks cover,

Pence's pony at the word springs with all eagerness into
a sharp run, until his rider judges he is near enough for
a shot; then a sudden pull up to a dead halt; and the
rider from the saddle with a well-aimed shot brings down
the deer. A sight worth seeing and long to be remem-
bered.

His record now shows over a thousand deer, and of
bears nearly four hundred. Mr. Ponce can imitate the
call of any bird or animal so perfect that he always
gets an a nswer from the forest dweller. Numerous anec-
dotes of the results of this faculty might be told did
space permit. A pronounced stammer adds zest to his
speech and enhances the interest with which one list-
ens' to his stories. During the season his services are
always in demand. One of the later incidents, which
found its way into almost all the Southern pipers,' is that
accidentally coming upon a conibat between a wildcat and
a large alligator, he killed them both and brought themm triumph to St. Augustine. W.
St. Augustike, Fla., Dec. 24.

A FLORIDA COAST ADVENTURE.
LAST Friday morning about four o'clock Keeper J. M. Hop-

kins, of the Cape Malabar House of Refuge, near Melbourne
discovered a small sloop riding at anchor about a mile oil shoreHe signalled the boat, and presently three persons-two men and
a boy—emerged from the cabin, and, entering a dingey, sculled
slowly towards th* shore. A heavy surf was on, aud it seemed
impossible tor the little boat to live in the breakers. Half thetime the boat and its crew were wholly hidden from sight hut it
arose safely to the crest of the following wave every time until
within almost a rod of the beach, when a huge breaker lifted itup and threw it forward like a rocket. So terrific was its speed
that the persons were unable to hold on to the seats. All threewere thrown into tbe breakers. The oldest man managed to
grasp the stern ol the boat as it shot past him, and when the boatwas thrown high on the sands he rolled like a ball half wav up
the beach. *

Anticipating the trouble. Keeper Hopkins had run to the beach
a
??u

wa
i
ded °St mt0 the surf- When the three were thrown out

i'i iw.i
0^' Mr - H°Pkins plunged iuto the breakers and caught

the little boy and succeeded in drawing him safelv to the shore,then he ran back into the water and rescued the voung man inst
as the undertow seized him. But for bis prompt "action the little
'"'p,' 1

i

.voung man would have been drowned.
lhe old man was still lying where the waves had thrown himwhen Mr. Hopkins was aMe to give him attention. Although he

sain, his rough-and-tumble on the beach had not hurt him anvhe was trembling violently and unable to rise. He was too weak
i -

a cuP°r coffee, which was at once carried to him, but
fitter drinking it he revived enough to tell that for four days the vhad been without food. Then the poor old colored man, with
tears of joy running down bis wrinkled cheeks, poured out prayers

drownin
t0

"
G0<* f°r saving tllem from starvation and

The young man and the little boy walked to the house, but the
picl man was so feeble that food was carried to where he waslying on the sand. The spark of life in him was very low, butm an hour or two the old man was able to walk to the house, onthe edge of the bluff. Later he was able, to give an account
of his experience, which was a fearful one. He was what North-
erners would deem a typical "Uncle Tom," tall and venerable in
appearance, simple and religious in his conversation, humble, and
polite in his actions. His age was perhaps sixty, and ho was bornm slavery at St. Augustine, where he was owned by Daniel Rolle.His own name is Simon Rolle, and he is the father of fourteen
children, all of whom are living. The little boy, aged about nine
> ears, who was m the boat, is his youngest son. The other wa«an adopted son, about twenty years old, named James Evans,the following is a condensation of the old man's storj :On June 8 I left my home in Nassau for a trip to CourtneyKey after turtles, taking along a week's provisions. \\Y had
rust got off the Bahama banks when a calm, which lasted t wo
days, settled down on us, and we drifted into the Gulf Stream,which carried us along rapidly. Our anchor cable was only teniathoms long and we tried to row back to the banks but could
not do it. The third day a gale struck us. I've lived all mv life
on the salt water, but 1 never saw such a sea as there was in
that Cult Stream. I've seen mo™ there in the last week thanmy grandfather saw in all his life. The waves rolled t wice ashigh as our mast. We gave up all hopes but by tbe power of Godand a good understanding we kept the boat from sinking. After
the gale broke 1 headed the boat west-south west, thinking I'd
btnice the t lorida coast somewhere. 1 thought we were nearer
St. Augustine, and knew our provisions would not last until we
struck land, although from the day we were blown off the Ha-hama bank we limited our food to two crackers a day, and finally
to one a day. But four days ago Ben ate the last crum. We had

praised the g,.od

plenty of water, though, and that kept us from' getting so .hungry.We sighted land last night at, six o'clock. 1 ;
' '

"
Lord for letting me see the land once more.
"But I was afraid that perhaps we would be killed by the

Itidians or wild beasts. I didn't sleep any last night for thinking
about, them. We sailed on until midnight, guided by two lights
pn the shore. We anchored before the first one. It was the goodLord that ordered it. He brought us safe out of that wild, raw
sea, and to the very door of the good keeper of vour Goverment's
house He has done everything in the world for us. We would
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10:15 A. M., via the Chicago and Atlantic Railway. The magnifi-
cent trains oiler unsurpassed accommodations for all classes of
travel for New 1 oik. Boston and Eastern cities. Pullman drain"
cars are a feature of this new departure, and run through in
either direction between Chicago and New York. Instead of ex-acting extra charges for fast time and the peerless accommoda-

have drowned and died of starvation but for Him."' As long asGod lets me live I'll pray for him."
There is little more to be told. Mr. Hopkins gave the men

enough provisions to last them six weeks, and Sunday morning
they started south. It is their intention to enter the Indian
Kiver at it. Capron bar, and sell their sloop there. Nothing
could induce them to cross the Gulf Stream again, although their
boat has proved itself to be wonderfully seaworthy. It is but
twenty-one feet long, ten-foot beam, draft three feet.' It is on the
English model, without centreboard. The boat cleared from
Port Semini, New Providence, Capt. James Evans, although the
old man. Simon Rolle. is her owner.—.Melbourne (F'a.) Yens
August, 1889. . '
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0?** amusing, novel and paradoxically ingenious toy. A barm-

less, tireless, powderless, everlasting fire cracker - a dv

Forest and Stream, Box 3.833, N. Y. city, has descriptive Illus-
trated circulars of W\ B. Lemn^well's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be tbe best treatise on the sublec*
octant..

Fishing in Florida Waters—Anglers who intend visiting
Florida this coming winter will hud it to their advantage to in-
spect the superior tackle- for tarpon and other fishes, manufac-
tured by Thomas. J. Conroy, 65 Fulton street, NewYork.—_4<7i\

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trnmoun. r
book particularly interesting to gunners,;for by its use they can
identity without quest ion all the American game birds which
tuey may kill. Cloth, 330 pages, price $3.50. For sale by Forest
ajto Stream.

NESTING OF THE LOGGERH EAD TU RTLE
[Read before the Linnaaan Society of New York, at its meeting

held Nov. 15, 1889.1

BY MRS. F. E. B. LATHAM.
[While collecting in Florida during the spring of 1889, the

writer was located at Oak Lodge, the residence of Mrs. Latham,
on the last, peninsula opposite Micco, Brevard countv, and pro-
cured from this lady for the American Museum of Natural His-
tory, a series of embryonic loggerhead turtles, collected by her,
representing tbe third to sixtieth, or last, day of incubation.
Mrs. Latham accompanied these specimeus with her observa-
tions on the npstiug habits of the species, which are so valuable
and interesting that it has been deemed advisable to publish
them. In addition to the loggerhead turtle, which nests at Oak
Lodge m great abundance, Mrs. Latham has found one nest of
the green turtle containing 100 eggs, the turtle being captured;
and also one nest of the hawksbvll turtle, containing 300 eggs,
trom which she secured fully developed young. She. further
mentions seeing a peculiar "crawl" or trail on the beach which
differed from any with which she was familiar, and may have
been the leather-backed turtle.—Frank M. Chapman (AmericanMilium of Natural History, New York city,) ]

ON the beach the turtles commence to lay about the
middle of May, and the latest date at which I have

observed thern was the full moon of September. A full
moon night is generally selected for a hunt, as at that
time the tide is higher and the turtles seem instinctively
to know that the waves will help them on their journey
to a nesting place. Closely watching the water, we often
fancy we see a black object nearing the .shore. If the
sea be rough we know none will land, for they seem to
fear being caught by a breaker and thrown on their back,
when they would be totally helpless. At last our patience
is rewarded; creeping up out of the waves, the turtle
stops and looks around; should anything now alarm her
she quickly slips back into the sea; but if the coast is
clear she laboriously mounts the sandy beach in a direct
line. When near the barrier she commences to dig.
First one hindfoot removes some sand, then slightly
shifting her body sideways, the other is used, until a" hole
from 12 to 20in. deep and from 14 to 18in. in diameter is
formed. She now deposits Iter eggs, covering them
loosely with sand, the whole operation taking from thirty
to forty minutes.
During this time the turtle completely ignores our pres-

ence; her large bulging eyes seem to have lost all fear in
her anxiety to accomplish her maternal work: indeed so
intent is she upon her task that one may take the eggs in
his hands as she drops them, or may catcli them in a bag
or pail, curious as the statement may seem, and the turtle,
apparently unaware of her loss, will proceed to fill in the
cavity, even after every egg has been removed. Having
scraped the sand back into the hole, heaping it higher
over the nest than the surrounding beach, she seetusin a
hurry to return to her native element. In returning
they seldom take the same crawl, but ascending and de-
scending trails generally resemble a contracted letter V,
Jn the earlier part of the season the turtles seem to

feel a desire to nest before the eggs are developed enough
to be deposited. I assume this for the reason that I have
often found false nests, that is, where excavation, have
been made and no eggs deposited. As we have no
neighbors nearer than eight miles the nests could not
have been tampered with. I also have found crawls
where the turtles bad dug from three to five holes on
their upward journey, and finally placed their eggs in a
nest close under the barrier.

I have taken great pains to dissect and examine the
turtles killed since our residence here, and from evidence
furnished by such dissection, I have come to the conclu-
sion that these turtles lay several nests of eggs in a sea-
son. We have permitted the turtle to deposit her eggs
in a nest, cover, and leave them; then, on her return to
the ocean, "turned" her and taken her home. From one
such specimen we took 300 matured eggs, and from the
nest she had previously made we took 140. I also counted
800 immature eggs, yolks, and there was also a mass of
yolks I did not try to count. Comparing the length of
empty egg-sac with that which was filled with matured
eggs, I concluded that the turtle had already laid
one nest of eggs previous to the one at the time of cap-
ture.

Our last turtle, captured in July, I also examined, and
the length of empty egg-sac compared with previous
examinations led me to the conclusion that the turtle had
already laid three nests of eggs, as she contained only
140 matured eggs, and there were no indications of any
more eggs coming to maturity this season. This turtle
was very fat; from the green fat I made two and a half
gallons of fine, oil, and I could have saved more had I

cared to do so. The contents of its stoinach were com-
posed of sea weed and a few bits of barnacle shells; there
as also a quantity of parasitic worms, quite slender in

shape and about Sin. long. A still larger mass of these
was found in the throat.
Having determined to watch the process from laying

to hatching, I began to bunt for new nests and to num-
ber them, knowing that the bears would probably claim
their share ere my work was accomplished. To com-
mence with, therefore. I dated and numbered nineteen
nests, this within a distance of three miles along the
beach. Each day at 3 P.M. I took my six eggs from the
nest; for the first three days I failed to secure an em-
bryo, but the third day, or fotuth morning. I procured a
few embryos out of 100 eggs, for they were so delicate
that a touch destroyed them. Thus far the waste of eggs
was so great, that I began to consider how to avoid it.

Noticing that the shell was changing from a delicate
pink-white to a dull opaque-white at one spot on the egg
at the age of twenty-four hours, and that each succeed-
ing day increased the size of this spot, I searched there
for my treasure, and there I found it.

The collection of each day from the same nest showed
a marked difference in development according to the
position of the egg, and this difference continued until
the day of hatching. I also found in each nest about
twenty eggs that never; developed an embryo; this I
considered a wise provision of nature and supposed that
these eggs were in some way useful to the young turtle.
Some nests I found were buried by the drifting sands
deeper than the mother had placed her eggs, so deep in
fact, that without assistance the young turtles must in-
evitably have perished; but the ''•spirit crabs," for the
sake of the unfertile eggs and perhaps young turtles,
makes a fine tunnel direct to the nest, and of this the lit-
tle prisoners avail themselves to effect their escape.
When the turtles unaided leave the nest, they seem
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to accomplish the feat by constant crawling and climb-

ing, dislodging the sand above them until they emerge on
the beach, and hasten to the sea. Of the many young-

turtles I have liberated, carrying them as close to

the barrier as possible, not one made a mistake in go-

ing straight to the ocean: and although repeatedly tossed

back by the surf they always righted themselves a,nd

made for the water again.
For an experiment 1 brought part of three nests home,

handling them with great care, placing them in warm
moist sand in the same position and depth as I had found
them, and where they would be exposed to the full heat
of the sun. They did not develop as rapidly as the eggs
on the beach and the embryos were poor and feeble. The
first indication of life and movement 1 found on the
twentieth day, and sixty days from laying to hatching I

found to be the correct time' for the twenty-three nests I

have carefully observed.

HAWKS THAT KILL HENS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Here in Howard county, Maryland. Ave have just now

extraordinary numbers of hawks, broadwings predomin-
ating. This morning, Dec. 30, my son, Mr. J. Murray
Ellzey, surprised and shot a broadwing, which had seized

near the house a large Plymouth Rock rooster, which he
had lacerated and almost* denuded of feathers along the
back, and certainly would have killed but for timely
rescue in a very few moments. This is the second in-

stance this season in which Mr. Ellzey has shot this

species in the act of seizing poultry. At West River in

this State some weeks ago broadwings appeared in greater

numbers than ever before remembered, and numerous
complaints of their attacks upon poultry were made.

Redtails are also very numerous this season. This
species is well known as a hen hawk. A short time ago
I saw a roughleg seize and carry off a red squirrel. Those
who know the quickness of this animal will recognize a
feat more considerable than Mr. Audubon's chronicle of

the seizure of a "lethargic frog" as the most considerable

feat of this species witnessed by him. I also saw a marsh
harrier seize and carry awTay a partridge not many weeks
ago.

I do not know what would be found mostly in the

stomachs of hawks around here now. I take it mice, as

there are more mice than partridges or Plymouth Rock
roosters or red squirrels to be had by them. There is no
doubt that the professional ornithologists have been led

into error as to the innocence of many species of the
hawk by deduction from the contents of their stomachs,
which rather represent the food supply for the time
being accessible to them in the district they are foraging.
Three weeks ago any hawk killed near here would very
likely have had remains of partridge in his craw. To day
I doubt if there is a partridge in Howard county. About
the middle of December every year they leave here;

where they go I cannot say, I suspect to the Potomac.
About the "same time numerous hawks of various species

appear here, and T believe drive the partridges off.

M. G. Ellzey, M.D.

Snowy Heron on Lake Ontario.—Mr. E. E. Chapman
writes us from the shores of Lake Ontario as follows:

"Looking down upon me from his perch over my head is

a bird that I am told is a white or snowy heron. This
bird was shot by me at Mexico Point, south shore of

Mexico Bay, Lake Ontario, in July, 1888. The taxiderm-
ist who put him up for me says that so far as he can
learn this is the only one ever seen as far north as Lake
Ontario. Thinking that this might be of interest to you
1 take the liberty of making it known. The bird is per-

haps 30in. from end of bill to tip of tail, pure white with
yellow eyes, light bronze bill, and legs and feet black."
[If this is Ardea candidissima it is certainly an unusual
occurrence, and is very near the northern limit of its

range.]

Large Antlers.—From a private letter received from
our correspondent "Persyval" we extract the following
notes on large antlers. He says: "My friend Mr. B. tells

methatinthe post-office at Lusk, Wyoming, he saw a
blacktail

|
mule] deer head with a very abnormal growth

of antlers. H counted fifty-four points on them. They
tried to secure the specimen, but were not able to do so.

Lately Mr. H. returned from the field and brought in

an elk's head, obtained in the Bighorn Mountains, which
has an enormous pair of antlers. The crown is at least

4in. in diameter, and the pair have nineteen points be-

tween them."

A January Frog.—Scarborough, N. Y,, Jan. 3.—

A

half-gro%vn bullfrog put in an appearance here yester-

day. He' found the weather so delightful that he couJd
not resist the temptation to give himself a sun bath. We
have dandelions in bloom and caterpillars crawling
around. The frog was not musical.

—

Stillaboy.

mine 1&g mid

"FOREST AND STREAM " GUN TESTS.
rpHE following guns have been tested at the Forest AND
JL Stream Range, and reported upon in the issues named.
Copies of any date will be sent on receipt of price, ten cents:

Colt 12, July 25. Parker 12, hammerle&s, June <>.

Colt 10 and 12, Oct. 21. Remington IB, May 30.

Folsom 10 and 12, Sept. 2fi. Remington 12, Dec. 5.

Francotte 12, Dec. 12. Remington 10, Dec. 26.

(tREEner 12, Aug. 1. Scott 10, Sept. 5.

G-reeneb 10. Sepr. 12, Sept. 10, L. C. Smith 12, Oct. 10.

Hollis 10, Nov. 7. Winchester 10 and 12, Oct. 3.

Parker 10, hamtner, June 6.

HOUNDERS AND STILL-HUNTERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In a recent issue was a letter from the pen of Wm. H.

Gordon, setting forth the destruction of deer in the past
open season by hounding in the Adirondack country.
He reports that a young man from Clinton county, in

going as far as Indian Lake, Hamilton county, during
the hounding season, had said, "I'll bet you I saw over a
thousand deer beside the road, in wagons and ©very

wray." What a scene! Nevertheless, but a few years
since that same thing could have been said by a person
passing through some portions of the State of Pennsyl-
vania. Never was there a country in evesy particular
more suited to the deer family than the Keystone State.

It was argued at the time that the dog and deer flourished

together. True of the former, but where is the latter?

"None left to sing his requiem." And now the Adiron-
dack country is being denuded of its game in the saute

manner and by the same class of sportsmen, while the
laws of the State uphold them, allowing two months and
a half for driving deer in warm weather to ponds and
lakes, where they can be potted over while in the water,
and completely at the mercy of the hunter. And this

crusade going on season after season, while men call it

sport to destroy hundreds of animals, when not one-
fourth of the meat—owing to the temperature of the
weather—can be utilized.

I recently had a conversation with a noted hunter who
used to hound deer in Forest county, Pennsylvania, and
said to him, "If you had some of those deer back again
in the woods, that you used to kill by dogging into the
river, off of Bald Hill, you could now—since the law
prohibits hounding—go down in November or December
and kill one or two by still-hunting to use in your family
through the winter."' I knew that he had spent a week
the fall before down on his old stamping ground, still-

hunting upon snow, seeing but the track of one deer and
a man ahead of him on that, and came home quite out
of sorts about still-hunting deer,
"Yes," said he, "1 can now see where we missed it, for

we did clean the deer all out of that section in two or
three falls' hounding."

It will be just the same in this State within a very few
years, unless the law is altered. It does not pay the dis-

tant still-hunter to visit the Adirondacks any longer, for

the sake of bagging one deer in warm weather, among
the baying of hounds, which game, if shipped, would be
found stinking at the end of the route. Not many, I pre-

dict, will be found visiting those woods under such cir-

cumstances.
The State of Maine, thanks to her law makers, has a

good wise game law, giving the still-hunter the months
of October, November and December to follow the trail,

limiting the number to three deer, two caribou and one
moose for each hunter during open season. There he
can go and pursue his chosen game unmolested from the
noise of the dogs, and bag it late enough in the season, so

that every pound can be utilized before it spoils; and
there game is plenty and increasing steadily from year
to year. . Cap Lock.
Frewsburgh, N. Y., Dec. 30.

TRAMPS WITH A POCKET RIFLE.
IT.—A WINTER DAY.

THE December morning was well advanced by the
time the sun had risen above the bank of leaden-

hued vapor stretching along the horizon. For over an
hour, in the chill of the gray dawn, a rigid form pre-

served its motionless position, seated on a rock in the
center of a grove of chestnut trees. At intervals there
issued from this apparently inanimate object a faint

"bark." The perseverance of this human squirrel is re-

warded ere long. Suddenly I discovered several of the
wily rascals among the treetops. One came' down a
chestnut and commenced skirmishing for breakfast
within twenty feet of me. My long vigil on this old stone
had rendered nay nerves a trifle unsteady, and I could not
trust myself to draw on him until be ceased scampering
around. Slowly, without any sudden movements, the
little elongated pistol rose to my face. He stops for an
instant, raises himself on his hindlegs. and looks sus-

piciously in what he has perhaps imagined to be an old

brown stump. The sight paused for a second in line with
his pert head; a delicate pressure released the hair trig-

ger: a tiny spurt of fire; a sharp report—but one little life

had gone where noises of this earth no longer have
power to frighten him into a break for safety toward
some hole.

Like a ball of dull fire the sun appeared in the south-
east for but a few minutes. Gradually the fog swept
between in thicker stratas. The sky clouded over with
neutral vapor that betokens storm, and the noises of the
forest resolved into a softened hum. Along the edges of
the wood some of the oaks have still retained their dead
and dry leaves, and the wind that comes in scarcely per-
ceptible breaths, as it moves among them awakes a mur-
mur of protest against the hand of winter. It is not to

be one of those still storms, in which the earth is wrapped
in a dream of unbroken silence. In increasing and vary-
ing gusts the vanguard of the storm comes out of the
nor'east, rousing the sleeping music of the gaunt limbs,
now singing in wild cadence, suddenly sinking low into

a strain so weird and mournful that it haunts the memory
of the listener months, yes years, after. How strangely
in sympathy with each other nature's moods are some-
times. Solemn as these mutterings are, yet they are in
perfect accord with the desolate appearance of brown
fields and bare, striped branches of the wood.
And now come the tiny, innumerable advance scouts,

traveling swiftly downward and noiselessly dropping
upon the grass. Howfinethe flakes are at first; butw'ait;
their size will increase fast enough. Soon the storm is

under full headway, and the fitful gusts of wind hurry
the driving bits of white onward in great curves like the
spray from the break of some enormous surge. How the
wind does rollick among those swaying, tossing branches,
and pipe a lively accompaniment to the dance of the old
North King's breath. Even the pines are forced to suc-
cumb to its power. The soft snow is the only garment
that can change the foliage Of the evergreen pines. They
rise in silent majesty like a troop of white-robed spectres.

In many a snug little crevice old Br'er Rabbit is safely
ensconced, and the cheery quail have huddled together
beneath the sheltering junipers, while the feathery flakes

drift over their warm bodies, keeping them still better
protected from the cold without. The area of vision is

bounded by a restricted radius, and yet sometimes there
comes a lull, the snow ceases for a few moments and I

catch a glimpse of the lowlands in their white shroud; and
then the waves of wind recommence, shutting out the
distance. The deathlike silence, intensified rather than
broken by the mournful sobbing of the wind, forced my
thoughts into a channel of dejection. I had fallen into a
reverie upon the shadowed side of life.

Wandering aimlessly on, 1 followed unconsciously an
old road through the woods and was absorbed in kicking
up the dry powder underneath my feet. Suddenly a
whirr startled me, and I collected my senses just in time
to see five or six hustling brown balls disappearing in the
underbrush. Now for a still-hunt, with the chances ten
to one in Bob White's favor. The trees in t he direction

the bevy flew were all opeu and tall. Swiftly, the car-

pet of snow making my advance noiseless, I crept for-

ward as far as I judged they had gone and found myself
on the border of a clump of white birches. The stump
of a decayed button-ball was just the thing for an am-
bush, and I stowed myself behind it. For five minutes
nothing but the harsh quank-qnank of a cheery little

white-bellied nuthatch broke the stillnesss, as lie circled

thej rueged bark of an oak, head downward. Faintly at

first, and then perhaps gathering courage from the an-
swered call, the notes grew louder, and soon by scruti-

nizing carefully the underbrush I detect one of the flock.

Slowly I reached my hand around to the pocket where I

had the noiseless conical cartridges, opened the breech
and inserted it instead of the .22 short. The background
of leaves and dark shadows render a clear sight or even
a sight at all a matter of extreme difficulty. I held the
rifle to my shoulder fully three minutes before I got a
chance. He paused a second in front of a little opening
and the white snow behind made him stand out plainly.

The light snap, scarcely louder than the breaking of a
small twig, of the cartridge, did not frighten away the
remaining birds. Two more ran up against a small
leaden pill and then the rest took warning and departed.

It is about time for me to vamose also, for Ihavenearly
an hour's walk ahead before I reach the way and means
of transportation. How the vacillating wind plays with
the driving snow, twisting it around in great columns and
anon sweeping it along in great sheets with such power
that its Hakes sting when they strike the unprotected
face. For two miles along this dreary, lonely road I

walked before I saw the welcome glow from one of the
houses of Hinsdale. The light was dimmed so by the
intervening feathery blast and gathering darkness that I

was almost abreast of the house before its gleam was per-

ceptible.
"Unwarned by any sunset, light,

The gray day darkens into night."

And still through the gloom come the low, fluctuating
moans of the wind, and when there comes a lull, the sift-

ing of the snow through the trees along the roadside fills

the short respite with a steady, incessant sound. Every-
thing seemed muffled and unreal. A wagon passed by
like a mass of animated shadow—a. couple of forms, muf-
fled to the eyes, I see advance for a second and fade
swiftly back into obscurity, like spectres. The thin, far

away whistle of a locomotive comes trembling through
the air, sounding like a mere wraith of an echo. Even
the train seems to glide instead of coming to a stop with
a grating of the brakes and jumble of cars. It moves
much more silently, but none the less swiftly, for I have
just begun to review the incidents of the day when
"Brooklyn" from the other end of the car settles matters
in that line, until I recline again in my "den." Rex B.

WID MEDFORD.
^pHE enterprise of Mr. J. C. S. Timberlake, manager of
JL the St. Elmo Hotel at Monticello, Fla., deserves
recognition. Having genuine attractions for sportsmen,
in a country blessed with game, Mr. Timberlake tells of

them in a full-page advertisement in this issue, to which
we invite attention. The quail shooting at Monticello
has frequently been reported in past years in our columns,
and the letters of Mr. Hoey and others show that the
game supply still holds out.

In response to our request for some particulars about
WidMedford, Mr. Timberlake writes:

This remarkable personage, who is referred to in the
article on Monticello, Florida, is extensively and most
favorably known by the thousands of summer visitors

who for the past fifty years have thronged the mountains
of western North Carolina. He has been from his youth

.

up a " mighty hunter before the Lord," in which capacity
he has slaughtered more bear, deer, panthers, wildcats
and rattlesnakes than any living citizen of the United
States.
In personal appearance, in manners, in independent

bearing, in quaintuess of phrase, originality of expression
and sterling integrity, he is an exact representative of

Cooper's celebrated character "Old Leather Stocking.''

He has often been aptly described as the Leather Stock-
ing of the southern Alleghanies.
There is not a cove, nor mountain height, nor trout-

bearing streamlet in that majestic chain of mountains
with which he is not perfectly familiar.

His feats of prowess and bloody encounters with deni-

zens of the woods are innumerable, full of romance, and
a simple narrative of them is of never-failing interest to

the listener. The courtly deference which he pays to

the ladies, with whom he is invariably a favorite, is as

marked and admirable as if he had obtained bis educa-
tion in the ball rooms of fashionable society.

Though his hair is bleached with the snows of seventy
winters, his eye is undimmecl, and the vigorous step with
which he scales the mountains is as elastic as m the days
of his early manhood.
This unique and celebrated sportsman with his pack of

well trained bear hounds will spend the winter at the

Hotel St. Elmo, at Monticello, Florida, during which it

will be determined whether the tactics of the dogs trained

to pursue the bear among the laurel thickets of the
Balsam Mountains will be equally successful among the

bay galls, palmetto brakes and 'chapparal of .Jeffer.sou

county, Florida.

It is suggested that our friends who contemplate join-

ing in the "hunt for large game take with them their

Winchester rifles as well as their bird guns and fishing

tackle for gentler game.

Two Biblical Allusions —Baltimore, Sept. 23.—
Editor Forest and, Stream : I beg to congratulate you on
your Christmas number. Forest and Stream is always
interesting, but this number particularly so. Apropos,
is not Mr. Hough a "little off"' in his Biblical reading
when he wrote, " almost as did a Naomi of old, wherever
you go, I will go, etc.?" It is Ruth who is recorded as

having said to Naomi, not Naomi. I like my brother
sportsmen to be correct, even in their quotations from
Scripture,—E. S. Y. [This is not so bad as something
the Churchman did the other day. In this city a certain

plot of ground, to which an Episcopalian church sup-
posed it had good title, has been successfully claimed by
a Roman Catholic institution, and the Episcopalians have
been holding a fair to raise funds for buying off the other
claimants, "determined," says the Churchman, "that no

i Romish Naboth should possess that vineyard."

|
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THOSE CHERISHED MEMORIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
My last fox chase resulted in a good wetting, and

though I didn't catch the fox I did catch a bad cold, and
for three days I have been nursing a fust-class case
of influer.zi. Not being able to go outdoors further than
to see that Fannie, my foxhound, was well taken caie of,

I "rummaged through the attic" to-day and brought
down my old files or the Forest and Stream, and after
going over the paper critic illy, and comparing it care-
fully with this year, I notice a. marked improvement. I

congratulate you' on being on the right side of every
question discussed, and I cheerfully commend the paper
to every tme sportsman.
Jan. 1 will close the game season in Pennsylvania

on all kinds of game except bears, foxes, wildcats and
coons. Altogether the season has been a favorable one
for the deer, and because of the scarcity of tracking
snows but few have been killed. We have a few Jock
Darlings here, who still continue to hound and kill deer,
though the season closed Dec. 15. They are being looked
atterbyafew law-abiding sportsmen, who it is hoped
will see the vandals brought to justice. Just here a word
concerning the Pennsylvania game laws. The laws are
all right so far as they go, but the Legislature has always
failed to provide for their enforcement. What is every-
body's busine-s is nobody's business, and as a result our
game laws are generally a dead letter. Unless the good
people of the State take the matter in hand and secure
the proper enforcement of our game laws, by such means
as are provided in Maine and some few other States, we
will wake up about Jan. 1, 1900, to find our last deer,
wild turkey, pheasant and quail slaughtered by pot-
hunters. They are going just as surely as did the elk,
that roamed over these hills fifty years ago, and whose
horns still lay whitening on the mountains when I was a
boy, a last sad reminder of that noble animal.
The excellent article by "Von W." in last week's

Foe h.st and Stream, oh the "Hill Farms of New Hamp-
shire," recdls many pleasant memories of boyhood da\s
spent on the hill farms of Pennsylvania, and of the trout
streams, long since dried up, where, with birch rod and
thread line borrowed from mother's sewing basket, and
with hook puccha-ed from that prince of merchants,
Israel Cooper, the Quaker, we lured the speckled beauties
from their hiding places under old log and stump and
rock.

"Shall the Boy Have a Gun?" by the editor, in the
same number, will elicit a ready answer from all the old
boys who had to wait through many long years for a gun,
and then perhaps buy it themselves. Too many parents,
on the principle that you must not go near the water
until you have learned to swim, keep a gun away Irorn
their boys when they should teach them how to use one
intelligently and carefully, and by so doing sow the seed
of many of the brightest memories of after years. The
memories of my brat gunning exploits carry me back to
1856. when I first met John W. Mitchell, a Hoboken boy,
a year or two my senior, who was the happy owner of a
douhle barrel shotgun, once the property of Joseph Bona-
paite. The memories of the days we spent together
came back like strains of music from 6ome far off shore.
A prince of sportsmen, though but a boy, the lessons he
taught me in the use of a gun and in a thousand other
good things came to stay. Afterward a captain in the
Twelfth New Jersey Volunteers, he wrote me many
letters from the front. When the war clo.-ed I learned
of his going West. For years I have heard nothing from
him. If his eye shall somewhere fall upon these lines I
know he will stand up and answer to his name, and if he
will but wander back again to the old hills of his boy-
hood days he will find at least one warm friend, the
latch string will be outside the door, the best gun shall
be his, and we will live over again the clays of long ago.
But my letter grows long. A happy New Year to the

Forest and Stream and all its readers.
Frank G. Harris.

Clearfield, Pa., Dec. 29.

A CHRISTMAS MISADVENTURE.
rpHE Massachusetts season on ruffed grouse closed with
J- but few bags of good size being made. " The birds
were very wild," is the verdict of all the gunners, espe-
cially when the trees were stripped of their leaves. For
this reason many of the gunners have sought for better
fortunes in Maine and New Hampshire and in the ex-
treme northern part of Massachusetts. A party of Bos-
ton gunners spent Cbrislmas in New Hampshire. The
day was magnificent, but they got no birds. They were
very wild, starting before the gunners had got within
shooting distance, and flying with tremendous speed till
out of sight. Other gunners, with rather more experi-
ence, tried the method of posting members of their party
just on the borders of swamps, and in other places where
the birds would be likely to turn, and shots were obtained,
with good results in some cases. Quail shooting has
amounted to but little in this State this fall, at least such
is the verdict of some of the Boston gunners who have
tried their hand.
Just here a rather amusing story may be told at the

expense of a newspaper man and his friend, who went
"out to Dedham" after quail on Chri-tmas day. The
.newspaper man is a good wing shot, and has a very fine
setter bitch, of his own training. He is a man of kind
he

.
r t and very fond < if his dog. He is good to his friends

also. Among his friends may be named the secretary of
a prominent Boston in-titution. This friend is entirely
green as to the use of the erun. He was reared in Boston,
and his knowledge cf field sports is about as Unfiled as it
is possible to imagine, and his ideas of game are equal,
designating a woodchuck as a "sort of a squirrel"—ex-
act words of the Secretary—when speaking of this animal.

% t!- i

is anxious to become posted on these matters,
and his kind friend, the newspaper man, is willing to aid
him in acquiring the coveted knowledge. Thev planned
for a gunning trip on Christmas. The newspaper man
borrowed a gun for his friend, a double breechloader,
teaching the field, he instructed the Secretary in its use.He was al,-o particularly anxious that his friend should
see the splendid working of his dog. The Secretary was
instructed to cock hia gun when the dog pointed, and to
blaze away when the bird was flushed. But he was
not instructed how to get out of the scrape if the
bu-d did not flush. Soon the dog came to a point
on something. The gun of the Secretary was duly
*ooked. His nerves were not quite as steady as those of

a veteran shootisf, for he had never fired a gun in all his
life, but he could not afford to tell his friend that he was
really a little gunshy. The bird did not flush at ad, and
the clog went on hunting for a better point. The Secre-
tary lowered his gun, with rather uncertain movement
born of too great re-pect for what the thing might do.
He very carefully placed his thumb on the right-hand
hammer and his finger on the left-hand trigger. He
pulled just a little to see if he was right. The old thing
spoke right out in meeting and nearly kicked the Secre-
tary over. The poor dog cried out with pain. She had
received the whole charge of fine shot in her side, at long
range, as good luck would have it. The newspaper man
thought she was done for, but the poor thing is now
a bout over the shooting, thanks to good care and nursing.
The shooting for the day was over. The agony of the poor
dog covered with blood was too much for both. The Secre-
tary feels very badly over the first time he ever fired a shot-
gun, or rather the first time a shotgun ever fired him.
He made the. newspaper man promise not to till of the
circumstance, and that is the reason the names are not
mentioned here. The moral of the story is, that the boy
should have a gun.
Dr. French, of Boston, has been down in North Caro-

lina shooting. He found the d- er quite plenty in the
section he visited, and other game lairly plenty. He
succeeded in killing three deer, one. a specially fine buck,
he sent home to his friend, Geo. C. Moore, a manufac-
turer of North Chelmsford, in this State. The deer came
through in due season, as due seasons go on these South-
ern railways, and the express bill was unduly heavy.
The deer was spoiled by long delay. Here is another
moral. Go shooting and fishing as often as you can, and
you will live the longer and happier for so doing, but do
not send home the game or fish to your friends.

Special.

Cape Cod Quail.—Taunton, Mass., Jan. 2.—I was
rather surprised upon skinning a quail recently to find its

crop completely filled with medium-sized beans. This
bird was shot on Cape Cod, about the middle of Decem-
ber, after the crops had all been harvested, with the
ground frozen at the time; and how and where the bird
got the beans is a mystery to me. In skinning a dozen or
more quail shot on Cape Cod andju the vicinity of Taun-
ton, Mass., I noticed that they were all fat, indeed, more
so than I have ever seen quail before at this season of the
year. This is, I think, owing to the mildness of the sea-
son and the absence of snow.—J. C. C.

Minnesota Deer.—Forest City, Iowa, Dec. 24.—Veni-
son has rasped throuth this city this week en route
from St. Paul to Des Moires. This does not look much
like enforcing the Minnesota game law, when they allow
game to be shipped from the seat of government in their
own State to Ihe capital of another. Now how can
it be expected that small local clubs can be successful in
enforcing our game laws, when such acts of open defiance
as the above are winked at by persons who should keep
(and whose duty it is) to enfoice them?

—

Wm. H. Steele.

A Tame Female Grouse.—Moorefield, West Virginia.—We read the other day a story copied from your paper
about a tamed ruffed grouse. Last week Col. W. H.
Harness, from near Wardensville, this county (Hardy),
spent a night with me. He is an old sportsman, and told
me, among other clever feats, of capturing and taming
a female pheasant. Here is a pair for you, gentlemen of
the feather. We only claim for our services a pair of the
domesticated birds when we get to be President of the
United States.—Young America.

Killed on the Track.—Huntington, Mass., Jan. 4.—
Thursday morning, Jan. 2, while the track walker was
making his rounds over his section of the Boston &
Albany Eailroad, at Huntington, about a mile and a half
west of our village, he came upon the dead body of a
woods gray fox, which had been cut in two at the small
of its back and both its forepaws had been cut off, other-
wise it was not mutilated. Who ever heard of the wily
fox being killed by the cars before?—H. W. M.

TAXING GUNS IN NEW JERSEY.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Where I am now living in New Jprsey tbere are very uiany true

Ion era of the dog and gun, men who will tramp ovpr hill and dale,
through wood or sw amp for hours, and be perfectly contented at
the end of a long day's hunt if they have obtained a half dozen
shce. These m-n are for the most part former?, caip r nters,
masons, boat builders, e'e, and of course cannot afford either the
time or monev necessary to t aire them to where game may be
more abunnant. It must also he remembered that the days are
f«iw and far hetwpen that, they Citn spare for an outing. This ismy first season for sr,me y^ars in this neighborhood, but these
Rind fallows seemed to vie witu each other in their efforts to pro-
cure me the best shooting to be had: but though my dogs were
excellent and mv patience 1 think most commendable, I have
only too often returned home at night with my gun as clean as
v\ heu I started in the morning.
One day tow ard the end of November, returning from an almost

fruitless r unt, and acromnanied by two other equally unsuccess-
ful sportsmen, and three tired and jrded dogs, we sionped at a
wayside inn, f. eling ourselves and our dumb companions in need
of something cheering affi-rour somewhat di- heartening dav's
tramp. There ' eared or standing about the big stove weie grouped
some e'gl.t or ten farmers and mechanics, having dropped in f-a-
a bit of chat before returning home to their si'ppers. Upon our
appearance there was the usual question, "What luck?" and
what had come to be the usual answer, "No luck.'"
Our landlord, somewaat or an auLborhy upon gunning and

gunners, here s owly removed his pipe from his mouth a-d em-
phasizing bis words by gently tapping the palm of his left hand
with the stem, < xpressi a the following dpcided opinion: "Pro-
tec'ioii, yes, proper game protection, that's what we want; and
until we get i\ there'll be no shooting hereabouts worth speaking
about, and that I will tell ye. I've been reading in this paper
[and here he produced a copy of Forest AjN'D Stream] something
ahout a gun tax, and I think it a good idea. Why, Mr. Everett
[ind here he turned and addres6e i himself directly to me"), I'll
venture to say.land I think'I can speak for every man here nrts-
ent that wi»h the pxception of those dirty sr.eak thieves who kill
or di?perse before the law is up what little game we might have,
every sportsman in these parts would cheerfully pav a gun tax • f
$5. or maybe more if necessary, in order to see the proper offic rs
ready to enforce proper game laws as they should be enforced."
There was a general murmur of approval here, and there nemg
no dissenting voice our host continued. "As to any surplus af ier
having paid the officers, why that of course should be expended
in restocking the country with whatever game is best suited to
the locality."
The landlord's speech was heartily approved of and applauded

by ev. rt one present, and in the general discussion that followed
his remarks before the dispersal of the party to their several
homes, I could see that this su 1- jeet had taken a firm hold upon
their minds, and that they were of one opinion, and that certainly
in favor of a gun tax. H. B. Everett.

'

A
A BEAUTIFUL CATALOGUE.

S one of the oldest advertisers in the Forest and Stream,
Mr. Henry C. Squires, of No. 178 Broadway, tnis city, has

long been known to th« readers of this journal a* an extensive
deah r in guns and other goods f ir the fleid. We have just re-
i eived from Mr. Squires his new illustrated catalogue of spor's-
men's supplies. In the preparation of what may justly be termed
an elaborate and artistic publication, Mr. Squires has gone quite
beyond all previous catalogue makers in this line. An illustrated
price list of guns and fishing tackle always possesses an in+erest
for sportsmen, because there is some desree of satisfaction in
studying even the pictures of a field outfit; but to the interest of
the things which are cai-alogued, Mr. Squires has here added on
almo=t every page tangible suggestions and reminders of the game,
the fish, the forests, streams, fields, mountain and shore, and out-
door i leasnre life In its widest and most charming phases. From
these beautifully printed pages the, moose looks out upon you, the
dter stands by the river t aLk, the woor'coek is found at home,
the mother giot:se gUhrds ter chhks, the trout leaps-; and iture
are bass and grayling, and flashing waters, with glimpses of old-
time log shanties; and soon inasu cession of kaleidoscopic views,
which irarifport one to sceutsof summerand autumn. For these
suggestive pagfs the catalogue is sure to be appro fated and val-
ued, and many a delightful reverie is in store for those who turn iis

leaves. Of the high character of the drawings, 'he admirable
taste shown in their selection and the excellent manner in which
the catalogue has been ptinted, by the Knickerbocker Press, it

would be difficult to speak in terms of too high praise.

As an inventory of merchandise the catalogue fairly represents
the development so far made in the perfection of the appurte-
nances for land and water sport. The firearms, fishing tackle,
camping outfits, water cralt and kennel supplies of to-day, as
here displajed, are far more varied and more perfect than could
be shown in a catalogue ten years ago. If we would know just
what progress outdoor seort is msking in this rountry, and on
what substantial and varied linps thai progress is laid, we may
perhaps learn it more qu; cl;ly and lotti] lehc-nsively" by turning
over the pages of s ch a catalogue thru in any other way. It
sets one to wondering what the next quarter of a century will
bring forth.

ANGLING NOTES.
THOUGH so far the season has not b^en one to hurry

sportsman South, still quite a number have already
left for Florida, among them Mes&rs. A. W. Dmimock, of
Elizabeth, N. J., and H. M. C ttling, of this city.
Mr. Dimmock, wkh his soft ft It hat and spectacles,

does not suggest the famous sportsman that he is, but
though small and rather delicate looking, wi;h quiet
manners and soft of speech, he is famous for his nerve,
and faces a grizzly as coolly as he catches a trout. He is

an exot-llent still-hunter, and not long ago succeeded in
stalking a big bull elk and took his photograph before
killing him with his Wincbe ter. J. Q. A. Ward, the
sculptor, another excellent sport-nnan, is generally Mr.
Dim mock's companion on his hunting trips to Colorado
and Wyoming.
Mr. Dim mock does not believe in tarpon fi-hing with

the rod and reel, but inclines to the more excitiDg sport
of'following these fish in a small boat and harpooning
them, though he prefers the great bat-like devilfish for
fport, and a big shark is not to be despised. His ac-
counts of this method of hunting up the fish and then
killing them is certainly very exciting and must be not
without, danger to the sportsman. A collection of pho-
tographs taken on these trips have been received from
him by Mr. Chas. F. Imbrie, 18 Vesiey street, whero they
can be seen by those interested.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CCHICAGO, Jan. 1.—All the way from Winnipeg, Mani-
J toba, there comes to me Christmas greetings from

Mr. Thos. Johnson, in the form of an elegant Manitoba
souvenir, in which the photographer's ait, in some very
beautiful and wonderful way, has managed to combine
scenes of the Indian, sportsman and set ler life of that
north country, wreathing the whole with cereals ar-
ranged tastefully about the margin. The center piece of
the card is one of good cheer about a well-laden table,
and there are placed about this the figures of game birds,
the upper center being occupied by a buffalo skull and
jaw bones. The whole card is very tasty and suggestive,
and it would be hard to contrive a neater or more appro-
priate memento for a sportsman to send to a friend,

I am airn id th' t the correspondent who writes about
"Locked Antlers" in the issue of Dec, 2G has chronicled
a case of law-breaking for his friend, who at Dec. 14,
"had just returned from a. hunt in the Upper Peninsula"
unless they had remained in the woods without hunting
for something like thirty days. The deer season for the
Upjier Peninsula close » Nov. 15, if my dates are right. Is
this another case of ''Oh, nob idy mmds the lavt?"

In writing of Mr. Giinnell*s Pawnee book, Dec. 19, I
am afraid I got Ruth and Naomi a little bit mixed in
my allusion. A friend reminds me of it. I am glad to
see that there are readers of Forest and Stream who
can set one right on the Scriptures *s weil as other things.
1 ought to have been able to get this right, for I remem-
ber that when I was a boy I thought for a long time that
Naomi was a man, until my good parents taught me
better.

A year ago last fall I wrote for Forest and Strfam a
little description of the efforts we made to catch "Jim
Curry's trout," in the Rio Grande, Colorado, not far
from Del Norte. Jim Curry is a conductor on the D. &
R. G, and I stopped at his ranch, near which is the pool
where this big tiout lies. As stated in the article, this
fish has been hooked often, but nobody can stop him.
He is thought to weigh 8 or lOibs. 1 was not fortunate
enough to raise him, but promised to come back some
day and fish till I did. On Dec. 19 Mr. Curry wrote me
from Alamosa, "I bad my rod out of the case just once
the pat season, on the Chama. I didn't get a chance at
the "big tin," and suppose he is there yet. Proved up
on the ranch in November after you were there, and
haven't seen it since. Bought some lota here and built.
Last March I laid off for a week, went to Espanola and
bought me a ranch, am going to make a fiuit ranch of it.

The wife, Grace and little Jim are well Don't forget us
if you should come this way. Always glad to show you
where the big fish b'e,

—

Jim CURRY,"
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There is no discount on Mr. Curry'a ability to do that
htter. Late as it was when we fished the big pool
(Oct. 13), the party ciught two trout, either of which
would weigh 4lbs. One of these was mine, and it was
the lnrgf st t>out I ever landed. If Jim Curry's "big un"
is ever caught, however, it will be so well-known in that
country that we are pretty sure to hear of it.

E. Hough.

Lake Ohamplain Fishing.—We are indebted to Mr.
Thomas Lee for information about the fishing betweerj
Westport and Essex, on Lake Ohamplain. Black bass
have been taken in goodly numbers with live minnows,
called chubs. Artificial flies were less killing. The fish-

ing was influenced a good deal by the direction of the
wind. The boatmen show considerable skill in locating
the fish, and it is best to secure their services if one cares
for a big creel. On the St. Lawrence Mr. Lee used yellow
perch up to 5 or 6Ln. long in bass fishing, and while they
were not taken so freely as minnows, they proved quite
efffC'ive. Pickerel, elsewhere known as pike, will snap
at such perch most ravenously. Wall-eyed pike are said
to be increasing rapidly in Lake Ohamplain, and they
furnish excellent sport.

The McGinty Bait.—Our ever vivacious and always
veracious contributor, "J. M. S.," has invented a specially
alluring bait for red drum fishing in the deep sea. The
working formula is to fasten the new bait on to the hook,
drop it overboard, and utter the charm, "Down goes
McOinty to the bottom of the sea." It never fails.

ANOTHER HEATED FERRULE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Life is too snort, and space in "the good old paper" too valuable,

to waste ma war of ink between a couple o' loon-atics about
heated brass, albeit. I am glad it.has givan Bro. Clapham an op-
portunity to air his knowledge on metallurgy, and to give me
"another shot," but I crave j our indulgence for a few more "last
words."
What I wrote in Forest and Stream of Sept. 19 was not the

result of an elaborate exieriment, seeking the exact degree of
softening that would insure from heating a brass ferrule and
plunging it in cold water, or allowing it to cool in the air; it was
simply a fact learned by having occasion to burn the brokeu
stump of a rod out of a ferrule, when on refitting it, after letting
it cool in the air. 1 muni it, seemingly as stiff and serviceable as
before. Another one treated to a cold water bath while red hot
I found to be soft and utterly worthless as a ferrule. That was
all, and that was all I cart d at that time to kuow about, audi
told it in my own way. As to mv "chase and beautiful phraseo-
logy," it seems to usually express mv meaning aud reach the
foot, and I am sorry to note, too, that it sometimes strokes the
fur the wrong way.
I am aware that backwoods "dialect" is not as a rule "chaste,

or litauntul," and "Ihev shed bar'ls an' bai'ls o' tears" over my
inability to steer clear of it wnen wriiiog—as I>ick Mc would
say—for "facetious" reader.--; but to no purpose, and if any one
wants "anotner sho." at me for it thsycan blaze away and waste
their ammunition. I will say, moreover, that I did not use 'h"
word "obtuseness" in my last communication. I used another
word not calculated to generate quite so much "heat," and if
that was tbe off' nd ins? word, "cha-te, beautiful," or otherwise,
that "heated the brass" in your worthy and painstaking corres-
pondent, 1 heartilv beg his pardon, as it was the fault of the
type and not mine, "an' that's my hand on 'i.

F«»r the sake of peace I may say that my statement "may hev
bin a leetle mite h.t?-ty" as far as it went, hut I didn't see the
fairness in Bro. 0!apham*s turning the information sought to he
given (brief aud hasty though it mav have been) completely up-
side down, giving it an entirely different meaning from that
which was plain on the face, and then claiming to have made the
discovery himself; hence, I was moved to object, in "chaste aud
beauiiful phraseology." I trust, however, that the editor's deci-
sion, "The heated is the softer," wUl "cool" me ferrule question
without tne use of water (or more ink) and cause the fur to re-
sume its natural pasiiion. Kingfisher.
Cincinnati, Dec. 29.

Seines. Nets of every description. American Net & Twine Co..
Mf rs., 34 Commercial st. Roston. or 199 Fulton nt... N. Y.—Adv.

TROUT SPAWNING BELOW HIGHWATER MARK.
—Roslyn, L. L, Dec. 31.

—

tSd&tor Forest and Stream: 1
have recently noticed a, to me, n cw performance in the
spawning of brook trout. During the past two weeks we
have been finishing up a 40ft. yacht, and while doing so sbe
was moored in a creek, the outlet of my trout pond. At
high tide the water in this crpek is 3 or 4ft'. deep, and is salt.
Right alongside the yacht, scarce 10ft. distant, several trout
have made their spawning beds. There is a fine swift stream
for about 200ft above the spot to the pond, also a still better
stream above the latter. The trout have a free run to and
from the pond and tidewater, but I have never before known
tbem to spawn below higbwater mark. Is It a common
thing?—Thomas Clapham. [We have never heard of such
a spawning locality for the brook trout, and believe nothing
of the kind has been observed before. We should like to be
informed about the further history of these trout and their
ova.]

TROUT FROM CORRY, PA.—The Pennsylvania Fish
Commission has presented to the U. S. Fish Commission a
lot of beautiful living trout, which are now exhibited in the
Central Station at Washington. We have referred before
to the efficient work of Mr. William Buller, superintendent
of the hatchery at Corry, and these trout are an additional
proof of his skill. The shipment includes lake trout about
five or six years old, rainbow, brook aud Von Behr trout,
and some curious hybrids, resulting chiefly from the cross-
ing of lake and brook trout in different ratios of the two
forms. The Pennsylvania Commission has concluded to
place its rainbows in landlocked bodies of water, to control
its migratory habit.

YELLOW PERCH SPAWNING.—Some of the ve'low
perch (Perm, americana) in the U. S. Fish Commission
aquaria at Washington have begun spawning in the latter
part of December, nearly three months ahead of their timem the wild state. Some of the ovaries containing fertilized
eggs are in a hatching jar at the central station. The mass
is fusiform and is made up of a series of irregular lobules,
which are twisted into a screw-shape and pressed more or
less closely together. The eggs are about as large as a No. 7
shot. The form of the embryo can be distinctly seen. The
usual period of incubation is about two weeks.

EASTERN BROOK TROUT IN COLORADO.—The new
station of the U. S. Fish Commission in Colorado had ob-
tained, up to Dec. 25. a total of 550,000 eggs of wild brook
trout from breeding fish belonging to Dr. Laws. It is be-
lieved that 1,000,000 eggs will be collected before the season
closes. The low temperature of the water, which is uni-
formly 43 degrees Fahrenheit, will greatly lengthen the
season for taking eggs. According to the experience of Dr.
Laws, the period of incubation will be 120 days. Mr. Rob-
inson reports that eggs at the end of thirty-eight days do
not show the eye spots,

PENOBSCOT SALMON FOR PENNSYLVANIA.—The
State of Pennsylvania will receive its allotment of salmon
eggs from the United States station at Bucksport, Maine,
and will hatch them at Allentown for distribution in the
headwaters of Delaware River. This plan will be continued
several years in succession, in order io test its results lull v.
The captures of salmon in the Delaware last year encourage
the Commissioners to keep up the efforts at stocking the
river.

Jpu? fennel

FIXTURES.
FIELD TRIALS.

Jan. 20, 1800.—Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast
Field Trial Club at Bakersflehl. Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary. 313
Bush street. San Francisco. Cal.
Feb. 11, 1890. -Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, at Marshall, Tex. VV. L. Thomas. Secretary.
Feb. — , 1890.—Meet of the Brunswick Fur Club, New Meadows,

Me.

THE FOX-TERRIERS OF TO-DAY.
Editor Forest and St ream:
Not a great while after the publication of Mr. Mason's ex-

cellent book, "Our Prize Dogs," I heard a very influential
exhibitor of fox-terriers say that Mr. Mason had commit-
ted most serious blunders auent the past and present status
of the fox-terriers. The criticism to which the fox-terrier
breeder took exception is on page 554: and I was told that it
was not only "untrue," but that it had already been "con-
demned" by English judges of the breed. In this criticism
Mr. Mason, after giving one of the most perfect descriptions
of a dog that I have ever read, launches forth on a subject
of vast import to fox-terrier breeders in general, He writes:
"A question we have frequently asked ourselves of late is,

are the terriers of the present, much or any better than those
of ten or fifteen years ago ? Are they better as a whole, or
are there to-day individual specimens that could beat the
old champions ? A dog like Trimmer would not of course
be able to beat one of Lucifer's quality, and a badly-coated
specimen like Tyke would be equally idfeapable of winniug
over Mr. Belmont's crack. A bitch like Bellona would be
outclassed by Richmoud Olive, Richmond Dazzle and
Safety. But what would be the position on the beuch to-day
of such dogs as Buffet and Dorcas ? How many are there
that could beat Oiive ( Murchison's) ? How many in this
country would be able to beat old Fussy ? For a brace prize
where could two be found to oeafc Buffet and Dorcas ? How
many of our dogs show the character that was seen in old
Belgrave Joe ? When we consider the great inducements
that are offered in the way of valuable prizes and extrava-
gant prices for good specimens, we are forced to the conclu-
sion that the old fanciers were more than a match for the
new in the science of breeding."
This was decidi dly unpalatable to certain owners who

had paid exorbitant prices for imported dogs, so it must be
"condemned" and "untrue." I had. never seen the dogs re-
ferred to in this criticism, excepting of course those that
had been exhibited in this country, aud I was unable to give
substantial indorsement to Mr Mason's views, so a rather
heated discussion terminated with my saying, "Mason don't
write like that without knowing what he is about," the re-
joinder being, "Mason is right so very often on these dos
questions that it's about time he got things mixed, and
this time we have got him." I suggested having the set-
tlement of the matter to the London Field or StocU-Keeper,
vvith a new hat on the res lit for the winner; but expt-rience,
or something else, had taught my friend that betting
against Mason on matters pertaining to our canine friends
was a decidedly risky business, and so the thing was
dropped then and there.
A recent issue of the SloclirKcepcr contains a strong letter

by Mr. W. Allison, headed "Concerning the -Front' of the
Fox-Terrier and Other Matters." That Mr. Allison is one
of the oldest, most experienced and b jst judges alive no-
body will deny; and this being the case, i claim that bis
opinions, as expressed in this article, are the strongest pos-
sible indorsement of Mr. Mason's pungent criticism.
Mr. Allison writes: "As to terriers of to-day being better

than those one can call to mind, the thing is absurd. Such
bitches as Fussy, X. L., Burbidge's Nettle, Dorcas and Fan
were miles ahead of anything 1 have seen at the Kennel
Club shows. Wire-haired terriers have improved, and that
to a very great exteut; but smootli ones are on the down
line, and will continue so unless some radical change is
made."
I claim for Mr. Mason's criticism thst instead of bping

"untrue" and "condemned," it is correct in every particu-
lar, and will be indorsed by most eminent anttiority.

BELVOIll.

DOG TALK.

MR. F. R. HITCHCOCKhasdisposedof his pointers to the
Hempstead Farm Ken u el. Seven in all were sold, in-

cluding Duke of Hessen, Woolton Game, Gem of Kippen,
Tory Tanner, Tory White, Stella and Tory Dick, the latter
a puppy by Lad of Bow ou; of Gladys. The price paid lor
Duke of Hessen and Woolton Game was $2,000.

The Hempstead Farm Kennel has also purchased from
the Westmiuster Kennel Club the litter of nine, five dogs
and four bitches, by Naso of Kippen out of Lass of Bow.
Their kennel now contains 2(5 pointers, and it will take a
very strong team to beat them either on the bench or in the
field.

Every member of the Eastern Field Trials Club should be
present at the annual meeting next Tuesday, as business of
great importance will be brought before the club, and it is
desirable that all who can should attend.

GIVE THE AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS A PLACE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I was glad to read in one of your recent issues the article
over Dr. Heffinger's signature in regard to foxhounds at
bench shows. Yes, we have talked it over at our meetings
held by the Brunswick Fur Club, and I have also had the
subject mentioned to me by owners of fine foxhounds who
do not belong to the club, and they agree with the members
of the club that there should be a standard for the Ameri-
can foxhound. I think that we have in the American-born
foxhound just as good blood and just as g odtype for points
as can be found in any foxhound m the world, and I cannot
see why we should not have a standard to judge by as well
as the English. The managers of our New England bench
shows must bear in mind that a great many of our Ameri-
can dog men own tine braces and packs, and'do not consider
it worth their while to enter hounds for the small prizes
offered at bench shows held in this section, and furthermore
judged under English rules. Now if the managers of the
Boston bench show will, as Dr. Heffinger has suggested,
offer some handsome prizes for the best bitch, the best
puppy under eighteen months old, best brace and best pack, !

in addition to the regular single dog. I am sure that the
j

patrons of the Boston bench show will see as handsome a
collection of genuine foxhounds as ever was seen together
in any part of the country. I certainly hope that this

matter will be taken into consideration before our next
show season.
As vice-president of the Brunswick Fur Club, I take this

opportunity of extending an invituion to the m maaers of
the New England bmch shows aud all oihers wV> are iut°r-
ested in foxhounds and t ie m inly snort of f >x hunting to
the meet of this c'ub. whi"h takes place at New Mead"ws,
Maine, fr un Feb. 1 bo Maroh L L, O. DE3SNI302J.

Waltham, Mass.

THE REPORTER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
lu the article on "The Reporter" in your issue of Dec. 19,

your correspondent writes: "It is asserted that a dog can-
not be trained to report." I trained a setter to report. Out
of five dogs that I have owned I have trained two to report.
I consider that any dog that is not inclined to be timid can
be taught to report. I use a dog cal I and whistle on it while
I am feeding him and whenever I want him to come to me.
Then, suppose I am in the field and be should run off after
a rabbit or birds and does not come hick at once when I
whistle; as soon as I catca him I give him a severe thrash-
ing and whistle all the time. Thus he learns that he must
come when he hears the whistle. I also whip or scold him
every time he flushes a p iriridge, whether I have called him
or uot. Teach the dog (1) that he must come to the whistle,
(2) that he must not flush a bird under any circumstances.
Then he will reason out the matter for himself. If any one
will try this 1 do nob think he will have any trouble that
will not be well repaid when hunting in a rough country.

B.
King William County, Va.

Editor Forest and Stream:
As I was reading over your paper of Dec. 19, I was quite

interested with the article entitled "The Reporter," and I
would like to inquire through your much esteemed paper
where I can obtain a poiuter dog pup that would be likely
to possess such qualities for reporting. E. E. B.

[This habib is not peculiar to any strain of pointer or set-
ter, so far as we know, as we haveseen individuals of almost
every strain that would at times practice if. We do not re-
member having seen a dog do this until be had considerable
experience on game. The first instance of the kind that we
saw took place more than forty years ago. A full descrip-
tion of it may be found in the history of "My old Dog Trim"
in "Training vs. Breaking."]

THE ALL-ROUND DOG.
Editor Forest and. Stream:
You have been publishing articles of late on the "all-

round dog." They are readable, as the "all-round dog" is
the most interesting: animal of the doe kind. I had one,
a cross between a collie and a so-called Newfoundland. He
was as black as jet, with a beautiful face; and was much
more trustworthy, affectionate, useful and intelligent than
many of my human acquaintances.
He was a coon dog from the word go; and moreover, he

was a military engineer. I heard him giving the coon
signal in a piece of swamp near my place one day; and 1
went in to see wbf.t was the matter. He had raised a big
swamp coon and the animal had taken refuge in a high
hollow stump, a perfectly impregnable position. On my
approach Dufferin showed the wildest delight and implored
me to help him out with the coon. This I refused to do.
being determined to leave him to his own resources. Bring
at a complete disadvantage, as the coon would have been
nearly his match on fairgiound, and as he s«w noway of
nulling the beast out at the top, my dog set to work and
burrowpd under the stumn, tearing away the partially
decayed roots with his teeth, and forced his head in,
seized the coon by the haunches, pulled bim down and cut
of the stump, and then after a masnificent battle killed
him. Now here was a clear case of intelligent »nd logical
reasoning. When he found I would not help bim. after re-
peatedly and eloquently asking me to do so, and knowing
that it was impossible to pull the coon out at the top. he
deliberately laid bis plans to mine the em m.\ 's position,
which he did. It was a piece of reasoning which would do
credit to a man. I dressed the coon, stuffed him with sage
and onions, and Dufferin ana I ate it th» following Sunday.
He was a noble sheep dog, a good heeler, a ptrfect watch-

dog, would lie down beside a grip, a parcel, a coat, or meat
or arouse and watch it for a day In short it would take up
too much of your space to give a list, of bis aood qualities.
Old age came on bim, and I put bim cut of misfrv with my
own hand, preferring that than to permit a stranger to do
it- The Khast.

DIP AND DASH,
DIP is an imported pointer belonging to Mr. W. H. Force,

General Manager of the Post Per.m^ron Horse As-
sociation, at Ariosa, Wyominr; and Dash is a liver-colored
pointer belonging to Major Woipple of Cheyenne. Dash
was iuvited to the P. O. ranch, and as Dip 'had not been
consulted in giving the invitation he rather resented the
presence of Dash and made kuowu his objections in no un-
certain manner, especidly when he thought Dish was
paying too much attentioa to Bessie. Linu, aud Dimples;
and after rppeatedly giving voice to his displeasure he made
a savage onslaught ou the stranger, but Dash was all there,
game as a pebble and willing to scrap, despite the fact of his
having but three legs iu good condition. When he was a
pup he had b^en injured in on" of his shoulders and never
fully recovered and was ob'iged to do his runt ing mostly on
three legs. This unpleasantness continued for several
weeks and until the two dogs struck up a friendship in
rather a peculiar manner.
One morning I had to go abou f

. four miles from the
ranch, on horseback; and the dogs followed me. Ou com-
ing back I noticed that Dip was giing lam*, and i-alling
him to me I examined the foot but found nothing at fault;
and let him go. Away he went sou id as a d >ltar, uabil he
jqjned Dash, when again he went lame; and again I dis-
mounted but failed t ) discover the cause of bis limping.
He started away all right, but no sooner catching up with
Dash than again the lameness appeared and I understood
the reason. It was a perfect, imitation of Dash's gait and
resulted from sympathy and good fellowship. He seemed
to realize the disadvantage Dash was laboring under, and
from that morning they were inseparable companions aud
thebest of friends; and there was never anything too good for
Dash during the remainder of his visit, and Dip was appar-
ently lame half the time; and even now when his thoughts
revert to his quarrel and reconciliation with Dash, he goes
lame with a dot and carry three sort of motion. Millard.
Ariosa, Wyo. '

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB MEETING.
NEW YORK, Jan. V.—A special meeting of the American

Kennel Club is hereby called for Saturday. Jan. 18,
1890, at 12 o'clock M., for the purpose of ratifying the adop-
tion of the changes in the rules, and the articles in the
constitution at the last quarterly meeting, to conform with
the technical requirements of Art. XIX. of the Constitution.
The annual meeting is hereby ordered to be held on

Thursday, Feb. 13, 1890. at 1 o'clock P. M. Both meetings
to be held at the office of the club. By order of August Bel-
mont, Jr., President. A. P. Vredenbtjrgh, Secretary.
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A. K. C. STUD BOOK REGULATIONS.— Editor Forest
and Stream: I have bad two mastiff pedigrees sent me
lately with a view of the animals being entered in that com-
pendium of blunders, the official Stud Book of the American
Kennel Cluh. In one case I was able to supply all the links
of the three generations required, in the other there was a
fatal defect in the animal's granddarn having no ascertained
pedigree. Now for the. animals: the first was a fifty cent
mastiff owned in the West, and in the entire pedigree, the
only animals of the least merit were Hero II. and my late
De Buch. The other was none other than the famous Cam-
brian Princess, the greatest prize winning bitch that ever
appeared in England, a bitch that has beaten every crack in
England save Jack Thyr and perhaps Beaufort, a bitch,
litter sister to the famed King Canute, said to be the best
all-round dog ever seen in England, and to crown all, the
dam of Minting. Yet plenty of miserable scrubs and mon-
grels, whose pedigrees are nothing but a string of names,
can get into the Stud Book, and such a bitch as this is ex-
cluded. Volumes could not more clearly show the intense
stupidity of the regulations that guide this ridiculous bant-
ling and money-making expedient.—W. WADE (Hulton, Pa.,
Jan. 3).

COLLIE STUD DOG STAKES.—The attention of the
executive committee has been called to the unnecessary re-
striction as to date of birth of the progeny, by which the
stud dog is to be judged, and it being the object to encour-
age and not restrict competition, it is hereby ordered that
the date be extended to include any born since Jan. 1, 1888,
provided they have not previously competed for the stake.
Stud dogs and their progeny may be entered for competition
any time previous to Jan. 27. No blanks required: send
names and description with fee inclosed to J. D. Shotwell,
secretary, Rahway, N. J.

EASTERN COURSING CLUB MEET.

—

Editor Forest
and Strea.)n: The Eastern Coursing Club's meet was held
to-day. The S. P. C. A. officers were there in full force, but
did not interfere with the coursing. The result was as fol-
lows: Winner of the cup, Mr. P. Hoey's Minnie Staton;
runner up, Mr. W. B. Growl age's Zoe: Mr. BT. W. Hunting-
ton's Highland Chief and Mr. W. R. Caminoni's Wanda
divided third. Darkness prevented further coursing. The
Puppy Stakes did not fill.—H. W. Huntingtok, Sec'y.

RABBITS IN ENGLAND.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your answers to correspondents (Dec. 19) "M. H. C." asks
if rabbits are classed as game in England, and if there is
any law prot ecting them. Unless the law has been changed
of late years, rabbits are not classed as game, nor is there
any law to protect them, except that you cannot shoot them
without permission of land owner or of tenant. You can
shoot them without a game license, but must have a gun
license costing about $2 50 per year.—R.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB MEETING.—The
adjourned annual meeting of the Eastern Field Trials Club
will be held at the office of Mr. F. R. Hitchcock. 44 Broad-
way. New York, at 2:30 P. M., on Tuesday, Jan. 14. A full
attendance is specially requested, as in addition to the elec-
tion of officers, business of importance will be transacted.
All who are unable to attend should send a written proxy
to the secretary, Mr. W. A. Coster, 44 Broadway, New York.

ST. BERNARD CLUB MEETING.—The January meet-
ing of the Board of Governors of the St. Bernard Club of
America will be held Jan. 13, at 7 P. M., at the Hoffman
House, Nesv York. A full attendance is requested, as a
uumber of applications for membership are pending. The
annual meeting will be held Feb. 11, at 7 P. M., at the West-
minster Kennel Club show, American Institute Fair Build-
ing, New York.—Lorenzo Daniels, Sec'y.

BELGIAN HARES—Rye, N. Y., Dee. 2Q.—FfJUor Forest
and Stream: Will some one kindly give me some informa-
.tion through Foeest and Stream. I am at present engaged
in breediug Belgian hares for the purpose of turning them
loose in the spring. Will they make good work for a dog
when hunted:'' How will they compare with the cottontail
or the English hare in the chase?—G. W. G.

FOXHOUNDS LOST.—Six foxhounds, one spotted, two
black and three black, white and tan, with collars marked
"Myopia Hunt, Hamilton, Mass.," have been lost. Any in-
formation regarding them will be thankfully received and
a reward of $5 each will be paid for ther returu. Address
Mr. John M. White, Tourtellott House, Millbury. Mass., or
Mr. Frank Seabury, 60 State street, Boston, Mass.

I EASTERN COURSING CLUB.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: The officers of the Eastern Coursing Club are as
follows: Pres., N. Q. Pope; Treas., L. C. Wheton; Sec., H.
W. Huntington; Board of Directors. N. Q. Pope, L. ('.Whe-
ton H. W. Huntington, I. H. Wolson. W. R. Caminoni, C
L. Griffith, Dr. F. J. Henshaw, R, Lambert and K. A. Gar-
butt.—H. W. Huntington, Secretary.

BEAGLE LOST.—The beagle bitch Melody strayed from
the studio of Mr. J. M. Tracy, New York, Jan. 6. She is
white with black and tan on head, a large patch of black
on left side, and two very small dots of black on right flank.
Any information concerning her will be thankfully received
by her owner, Mr. H. F. Schellhass, 171 Broadway, New-
York.

LIVER, WHITE AND IjEMON.-Editor Forest and
Stream: I ha ve a fine-bred pointer dog marked in the three
distinct colors of liver, white and lemon. Is the marking
anything unusual ?—J. F. Wright. [This combination of
color is not often seen. We remember but two cases of the
kind where the different colors were well defined.] »

ANDY MCGREGOR.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I wish
to say through your valuable paner that my dog Audy Mc-
Gregor, which showed up so well in the Eastern Coursing
Club meet, has really the name Scudding Cloud Li, K,B.
6022). The. name of Audy McGregor was a mistake.—
Erastus Hopkins (Worcester, Jan. 3).

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bound for
retaining: duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
$ZW Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Authority, Edgewood Fancy and Edgewood Maiden. By F. F.PpK.New Haven, Conn., for white bull-terriers, one dog and two

hitches., whelped Aug. 3, 1889, by Hinks (White Sam-Duchess
M Starlight (champion Grand Duke-champion Maggie

BRED.
Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Primrose- Poriswood Tiger. R. Winthrop's hull bitch Primrose
o J. H. Matthews's Portswood Tiger. Dec. 19.

Lady Bonaparte—Douglass II. A. W. Albright's (Chattanooga,
Tenn.> pug bitch Lady Bonaparte, to Eberbart Png Kennels' Doug-
lass II. (Douglass I—June), Jan. 3.

Rose—Parson. Damon & Taggart'e (Miller's Fall?, Mass.) St.
Bernard bitch Rose ( Fanny) to Contoocook Kennels' Par-
son (Bello—Thvras), Sept. 7.

Yum Yum—Parson. Contoocook Kennels( (Peterborough, N. H.)
St. Bernard bitch Yum Yum (Marco—Heroiita) to their Parson
(Bello-Thyras), Dec. 26.
Burton Belle—Parson. Contoocook Kennels 1 (Peterborough, N.

PT.) St. Bernard bitch Burton Belle (Guide-S>ms Peur) to their
Parson (Bello-Tuyras), Dec. 8.

Regina—Sir Herbert. Contoocook Kennels' (Peterborough, N.
H.) St. Bernard bitch Regina (champion Siri us—Hilda Josephat to
Chequasset, Kennels' Sir Herbert (ohamuion Plinlirurnon—Queen
Jura), Dec. 3.

Princess—Parson. F. A. Bragdon's (Peterborough, N. H.) St.
Bernard bitch Princess (Grimsell—Yum Yum) to Contoocook
Kennels' Parson (Bello—Thvras). Dee.. 15.
Flossy T.—Capl. Stubbs. G. L. V. Tyler's < West Newton. Mass.)

cocker spaniel bitch Flossy T. (Col. Stubbs— Pet) to Handsome
Brook Kennels' Capt. Stubbs. Dec. 23.
Jule C—Prince Oho III. Handsome Brook Kennels' (Franklin,

N. Y ) cocker spaniel bitch Jule C. to their Prince Obo III.,
Dec. 20.

Gypsie C—Prince Oho III. Handsome Brook Kennels1 (Frank-
lin, N. Y.) cocker spaniel bitch Gypsie C. to their Prince Oho III.,
Dec. 25.

Lady Mellville—Bendigo. F. F. Dole's (New Haven, Conn.) bull-
terrier bitch Lady Mellville (champion Trentham Dutch—Old Dill)
to his Bendigo (Marquis-Kit), Dec. 19.
_Starlight—Bcndiqo. F. F. Dole's (New Haven, Conn.) bull-ter-

rier bitch Starlight (champion Grand Duke—champion Maggie
May) to his Bendigo (Marquis—Kit) Dec. 20.

WHELPS.
JSP" Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Lady Bernard. P. H. Hurley's (Worcester, Mass.) St. Bernard

bitch Lady Bernard (•Grimsell—Yum Yum), Oct. 31, eight (live
dogs), by Contoocook Kennels' Parson (Bello—Thyras).
Rose. Damon & Taggart's (Miller's Falls, Mass.) St. Bernard

bitch Rose ( —Fanny). Nov. 11, six (three dogs), bv Contoo-
cook Kennels' Parson (Bello—Thyras).
Chloe. J. B. Blossom's (New York) Gordon setter bitch Chloe

(champion Argus—Rhona), Dec. 20, nine (four dogs), bv Humberto
(Royal Duke—Nora)

Whisper. M. H. Daley's (Rangor, Me.) Yorkshire terrier bitch
Whisper (Bradford Harry—Belva), Nov. 30, five (one dog), bv P.
H. Coombs's Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Beal's Lady).

• SALES.

KIT" Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.
Rush. Black, white and tan beagle dog, whelped March 24 1889,

by Tony out of Spangle, by G. W. Proctor. West Gloucester, Mass.,
to Wm. H. Patrick, Gloversville. N. Y.
Tony—Uno whelps. Black, white and tan beagles, age not. given,

by G. W. Proctor, West Gloucester, Mass. a dog each to Samuel
Pelingill, Swampscott. Mass., and S. C. Huidekoper, Dover, Mass.,
and a bitch to Associated Fanciers, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pilot. Black, white and tan beadle dog, whined May 6, 1889, by
Tony out of Uno. by G. W. Proctor, West Gloucester, Mass., to
Frank Sheffield, Athens, N. Y.
Sport. Black, white and tan beagle dog. whelped March 8. 1889,

by Tony out of Skippy, by G. W. Proctor, West Gloucester, Mass.,
to Wm. N. Le Page, Gloucester, Mass.
Hunter. Sable, white and black collie dog, whelped June 18.

1888. bv Glenwood out of Raspberry Girl, by W. R. Adamson, Bon
Air. Va., to O. W. Thomas, Gloversville. N Y.
Gem. Orange and white St. Bernard bitch, whelped April 1,

1889, by Grimsell out of Yum Yum, by Contoocook Kennels, Peter-
borough. N. H., to Phil P. Seigu, Troy, N. Y.
Grimsell—Yum Yum whelps. St. Bernards, whelped April 1, 1889,

bv Contoocook Kennels, Peterborough, N. R., an orange and
white dog to Rev. A. Striemer, Sleepy Eye, Minn., and an orange,
white markings, dog to J. W. Heard. West Point, Miss.
Jewel. White and orange St. Bernard bitch, whelped June 12,

1880, by Keeper out of Regina, bv Contoocook Kennels, Peter-
borough, N. H., to P. T. Betts, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Count. Orange and white St. Bernard dog. whelped June 12,

1889, by Keeper out of Regina, by Contoocook Kennels, Peterbor-
ough, N. H.. to Dr. C. J. Allen, same place.
Judith. White and oranere St. Bernard bitch, whelped June 12,

1889, bv Keeper out of Regina. by Contoocook Kennels. Peterbor-
ough, N. H., to G. P. Wiggin, Lawrence. Mass.
Rena Bondhu Blue belton English setter bitch, whelped April

20, 1889, by Gus Bondhu out. of Rural Neva, bv Rural Kennels,
Wakefield. Mass., to John G. Rachbnbtr, May ville. Wis.

Prince Oho—Queen Bess whelp. Black cocker spauiel dog,
whelped Nov. 9. 1889, by Handsome Brook Kennels, Franklin, N.
Y., to O. B. Hatk. Bethlehem, Pa.
Copt. Stubbs—Princess Obo whelps. Orange and white cocker

spaniels, whelped Nov. ti. 1889, by Handsome Brook Kennels,
Franklin, N. Y., a dog to Maud H. Stevens, St. Joseph. Mich,, and
a bitch to C. L. Brandeis, Spencer, N. Y.
Conine. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped June 6, 1889, by

Prince Oho out of Black Beauty, by Handsome Brook Kennels,
Franklin, N. Y., to S. P. Heartt, Parkersburg, la.

Milo. Liver cocker spaniel dog, whelped March 23, 1889, hy
Capt. Stubbs out of Queen Bess, by Handsome Brook Kennels,
Franklin, N. Y., to A. B. Smith, Trumansburn, N. Y.

Nellie. C. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped June 6, 1889. by
Prince Obo III. out of Black Beauty, by Handsome Brook Ken-
nels, Franklin, N. Y., to O. B. Hark, Bethlehem. Pa.
Richard Obo. Liver cocker spaniel dog, whelped April 7, ls89, by

Capt. Stubbs out of Princess Obo. by Handsome Brook Kennels,
Franklin, N. Y., to S. C. Barrows, Storr's Corner, N. Y.
Colonel J. Black and white and ticked cocker spaniel dog.

whelped July 3. 1889. by Capt. Stubbs out of Maud S. 1 1., by Hand-
some Brook Kennels, Franklin, N. Y., to G. C. Jones, Emporia,
Kan.
Dilly J. Black and white and licked cocker spauiel dog.wbelped

Juue 6, 1889, by Prince Obo III. out of Black Beauty, hy Hand-
some Brook Kennels, Franklin, N. Y., to G. C. Jones, Emporia,
Kan.

Bonier. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped June 6, 1889, by
Prince Obo III. out of Black Beauty, by Handsome Brook Ken-
nels, Franklin, N. Y , to W. H. Byram. Dover. N. J.

White Sam—Queen Bendigo whelp. White bull-territ-r hitch,
whelped Oct. 30, 1889, by F. F. Dole, New Haven, Conn., to J. H
Day, Jr., Saybrook, Conn.
Bessie. White bull-terrier hitch, whelped July 25, 1889, hy White '

Sam out of Lady Mcllville, by F. F. Dole, New Haven, Cnnn.. to
'

Perry A. Fuller. Providence, R. I.

Capsicum. White, black and tan wire-haired fox-terrier dog,
whelped March 31, 1887, by Knaveswire Jest out of Goldhanger
Nettle, by F. C. Wheeler, London, Ont., to NeuviUe Kennels, same
place.
Billet. White, black and tan wire-haired fox-terrier dog,

whelped April, 1887, by Knaveswire Jest out of Blemish, by F. C.
Wheeler, London, Out., to NeuviUe Kennels, same place.
Glencoe, Jr. Briudle .Scotch terrier dog, whelped Feb, 12, 1888,

by Glencoe out of Jessie, by E. A. Buck, Chattanooga, Tenn., to
NeuviUe Kennels. London, Ont.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
AT CONLIN'S IN 1889,

During the past year a great many very interesting indoor
records with rifle and revolver have been made at Conklin's gal-
lery, Tlnrtv-flrst street andiBroadway. this city. Among the feats
accomplished with the revolver at 12srds. are the following six best
scores of a large number on the Standard Decimal target. The
possible on this target is 60, size of bullseye is l'4in.; to make the
possible it is necessary to hit a circle, of K'in. Major W. R. Pryor
and Ed Wassermann have each a perfect score. A. A. Cohen and
Theo. E. Beck have 59. Geo. Bird and J. T. B. Collins have 58. C.
F. Stagg has 57.

Shooting at suspended musket bullets is another very difficult
feat with the revolver. The four leaders and their records are:
Major W. R. Pryor, 8 consecutive 11 in 12 shots; J. T. B. Collins, 8
consecutive 9 in 11 shots; Geo. Bird, 6 consecutive; Capt. T. B.
Swift, 5 in 6 shots.
On the Massachusetts target the bullseye is l^in. diameter, bur

in OTder to make, a full score or 73, it is necessary to hit a circle of
%in. Among the best of the many the leading ones are: George
Bird and A. A. Cohen, full score each of 6 shots at 12vds.
distance. J. T. B Collins and Geo. L. Garrigues have each 71.W. R. Pryor, Theo. E. Beck and A. L. Brackett have 70 each.
Edward Wassermann has 69 to his credit
What can be accomplished with a double-action revolver can

be seen by the following, each shot being fatal at 12vrls. if filed at
a burglar: A. A. Cohen and Wm. Kent have each fired 5 shots in
Mof a second. George Bird, Pierre Lorillard, Jr., and Capt.
Thpo. H. Swift have fired 5 shots in 1 second.
To split the edge of a playing card with a rifle bullet is a thing

most people will not credit, still the following will show what
some of Conlm's patrons can do in this line: R. V. R. Schuyler
succeeded in splitting 10 consecutively at the word, Geo. Baird,
M. Bixby and W. K. Griffin have 9 in 10 shots. P. Lorillard has
7 consecutive of 8 in 10 shots, E. H. Wales and Fred Sands have
Teach. J. L.Webb and J. B. Blydenburerh have 6 in 10 shots.
The size of the bullet used is .22. With the revolver it is more
difficult, as you are only allowed the use of one hand, still the
following few will show what can be clone with this weapon of
defense: The revolver used is the .Ileal. Smith & Wesson, single
action. Geo. Bird split 10 in 13 shots. A. A. Cohen has 6 consecu-
tive in 12 in 14 shots.
The silver coin target was designed by Mr. J. S. Confin to give

an exact idea of what could be done with the American weapon
in the hands of a good shot. The whole diameter of the target is
the size of a silver dollar and counts 1, the second ring counts 2
and is the size of a 50 cent piece, the third i iug counts 3 and is the
size of a 25-cent piece, the bullseye counts 4 and is the size of
alO-cent piece, inside of the bullseye is a white ring which counts
5, it is the size of the old 5-cent piece. On this target at a distance
of 100ft. the following gentlemen have succeeded in hitting the 5-
cent piece or center the following number of times: H. C." Stark-
weather 35, W. C. Althause and Chas. Mehlig 28. C. F. Stagg and
C. C. Hiscoe 21, D. Crocker and C. L. Pottie 7. With revolver
this same object has been hit by Geo. Bird, Ed. Wasserman, W.
R. Pryor and A. A. Cohen 5 times in 6 shots each; on the "expert"
target, which is designed for very close work with rifle and re-
volver, the rings on this target are .22in. apart. The best rifle
records on this target are H. L. Lee 98, C. C. Hiscoe 98. Mai. D.
Crocker and H.C. Starkweather 97, C. F. Stagg, Geo. Bird, Ma J.
v\ . R. Pryor and W. C. Althause 90 each. These scores are only
a few of the thousands on exhibition which can he seen in the
record room of this celebrated gallery-

_
BOSTON, Jan. 1.—The Massachusetts Rifle Association opened

its new matches at Walnut Hill to-day. Only a few shooters were
present, but the shooting was lively. The conditions for shooting
were poor, it being dark, and a ti o'clock, fishtail wind blowing.
Mr. Burnite won the silver military medal. Following are the
best scores made:
Record off-hand match: S. O. MerviUe, 83; S. T. George, 70; P.

Fitz, 61; A. R. Long, 45.

Champion medal match: H. Severance, 82; S. O. Merville, 72;
P. Fitz, 70.

Rec ord rest match: L. B. Avav, 102.
Victory medal match: S. O. Merville, 75; F. T. West, 72.
Military medal match: R. Robertson, 39; S. B. Black. 36; A. S.

Field, 35; O. S. Moore, 35.
Silver military medal, won on 10 scores of 42 or better: W. O.

Burnite, 44, 44, 43. 43, 12, 46, 44, 44, 43, 42.
Off-hand match: P. Fitz, 81; F. T. West, 67; O. S. Moore, 65; A.

R.Long, 58.

Rest match: L. R. Avay, 109; S. W. Cook, 105; T. Warren. 101;
A. H. Ballard. 101; A. R. Long, 99; O. S, Moore, 9«; S. B. Black, 97;
A. L. Stone, 84.

THE TRAP.
Sevres for publication should be made out on the printed blanks

prepared by the Forest, and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
icularlii requested to write on one side of the paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we mav
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

AMERICAN SHOOTING ASSOCIATION DATES,
Feb. 13, 13, J4.—Birmingham, Ala.
Feb. 20, 21, 22.— New Orleans, La.
April 30, May 1, 2.—Columbus, O,
May 7, 8, 9.—St. Louis, Mo.
May 20, 21, 22.—Minneapolis, Minn.
May —.—Kansas City, Mo.
June 4, 5, 6.—Lafayette, Ind.
The Kansas City dates have not yet been determined, but they

will probably be May 25, 26 and 27.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
|31?~ No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Correspondents.

E. E. G., Providence.— A ns. Give the dog 5grs. of quinine highl-
and morning in a pill hidden in a bit of meat, and give also a tea-
spoonful of syrup of buckthorn each day for fo r days.

R. O. S., St. John.N. B.—A_ns. 1 . Give 2 teaspoonsful of castor oil
and follow this in three hours with lOgrs. areca nut powder made
iu a pill. Give 2grs. of quinine twice daily. 2. Letter received
and will be published.

J. B. T., Hudson, Mich.—English setter puppy 3^ months, have
had about 10 weeks; when he came from the kennel he was cov-
ered with lice and small sores. I have got rid of the lice, the
sores are all healed except three or four, which are much better;
but when the skin is broken by cat scratches or any other cause
the places do not heal readily. Is his blood in bad condition, and,
if so, what medicine should be given ? Ans. Give 2grs. quinine
pill three times daily, paint the sores with balsam of Peru, give
half a teaspoonful of syrup of buckthorn.

C. E. P., Hartford.—Can you tell me what to do for a 9-months-
old St. Bernard bitch that is lame ? Seems to be in the left leg, or
at the loin where the leg joins backbone. Has been so about 8
months; does not affect running or walking, and is only lame
after resting. Seems to be in part mentioned, and I think she
does not stand full on that leg—think she stands on the toes of
that foot. Ans. Looks like rheumatic joint trouble. Give 5grs.
salol three times daily. Keep bowels easy with teaspoon.doses of
syrup of buckthorn.

ELLIOTT'S KANSAS CITY SHOOT.
KANSAS CITY. Mo,, Dec. 24.—The third annual tournament

given by J. A. R. Elliott, opened this morning to continue
four days. There was not a very large attendance in the moro-
i tier, owing to the fact that many were interested in the outcome
of the Erb trial and they remained down town expecting it to
come off. The weather was somewhat cloudy part of the day,
although not enough so to mar the sport. The temperature was
exceptionally mild. The park where the shoot was held is a new-
one. The shooter faces directly north and a rapidly rising hill
acts as a background. This is not so serious for live bird shoot-
ing as for targets, still if the shooter is not careful on live birds
he is very apt to undershoot, because when tailing or quartering
to the lett they are constantly rising very rapidly.
Among the prominent trap shots from a distance present, the
jim,,-;.-... 1 ... ....... i ; .... ..,7 . i 1 \\7 ij ,i .5 i . . i . . , /i v. : 1 1 ii i

Mo., president of the Missouri State Sportsmen's Association; <\
W. Schnieder, Cameron; Ed. Spencer and Chas. McAninch, Car-
rolton, 111.; D. A. Swiggett, Towanda, Kan.; Frank Parmelee,
Omaha: C. E. Strawn, Jacksonville, 111., and many others.
Crabiil certainly had on his shooting clothes, for he managed

to take a slice of first money in every shoot he took part in. Budd
shut very well, but could not forge to the front often. The live
birds used were with few exceptions a splendid lot. For the single
live bird events ground traps were used exclusively, but for the
double events plunge traps were substituted. The rules of the
American Shooting Association with a few minor changes applied

.

Instead of measuring 80yds. from where the shooter is accus-
tomed to stand, the boundary was laid off 60yds. from the center
trap.
On the opening day there was no classification of the shooters

in the target events. Major J. M. Taylor.manager of theA S. A.,
had promised to be present to attend to the matter, but for some
unknown reason he failed to come. There was some little kick-
ing because the announcement had been made in the programme
that all target shoots would be held under the classification of the
A. S. A. Toward the latter part of the day the 6cheme w as agi-
tated to appoint a committee to classify the shooters, which wai-s

acted upon immediately, and C. W. Budd, Dr. Underwood and
Jim Elliott were unanimously chosen to perform the thankless
undertaking. " :

As a whofe the shooting on the opening day was of a very high
class, enough to sustain the reputation of this city as the greatest
trap-shoot ing place in all this land.
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At the live-bird traps Mr. D. Underwood acted as referee. The
scores are as follows:
Match "No. 1, 10 sing'e bluerocks, entrance $2:

Twitchell .1111110011-8 WC Wiggins 0110111100-6
CEStrawn . . .1II0101011L—« CWBrnld 1111110111-9
J Anderson I11100U11-8 S Crabill 1100111101—7
Spencer 1110111111-0 Grimm ..1110011111—8W C Beck 1110111010—7 F Parmalee 1011111011-8
Hert 0001111001-5 W E Nason 0111110111-8
Swiggei t 0111101111—8
All ties were divider! except second, which was won by Parmalee.
Match No. 2, 10 Ligowskv clavs, entrance $2:

F Deii'er 1111110111—9 Budd .'.11011(0111—8
Crabill . ..1111111111-10 Strawn 1101011O01—

6

Anderson 1111111011— 9 Ed Spencer 1111111101— 9
C M Grimm 1011101110- 7 " Lone Jack " llOlOlllll— 8

Parmalee 1100111111-8 Hert OlOHHOlO- 6
li Scott 1101101100— 6
L Porter 11101 til10— 8
Mason 1110111110— 8W B Twitchell . . .1101111011-

"

Mack 1010011OH— 6
S A Miller 1111101111- 9

Swiggett 0111101101— 7

Wiggins 0101111110- 7

Beck 1010101011- C J A Ruble 1111111111-10
Crabill and Parmalee first, Andorson second, Twitchell third,

Swiggett fourth.
Match No. 3.—Guaranteed purse, $100, 10 live birds, entrance

S10:
Hawk ins 111821 12SI—10 Elliott. - llllll 1 111 - 10
Crabill 1111111111—10 Scott 0110112111- 8
Parmalee 1101211111- 9
Budd... 2011111311— 9
Nason 2100210112-
Thomas 2110221101— 8
Twitchell 2101211111— 9
Spencer HlOlol'll— 8

J Porter.: 11112112ol— 9

J Anderson 2122111121—10
Four moneys and all ties div.
Match No. 4,15 Peoria blackbirds, entrauoe $2.50:

Grimm 2121011101— 8

Hert 1111111211—10
"Lone Jack" 1131212211—10
Deuser 1312121111—10
Beck 11111110(11- 8

Strawn 0111001o2I— 6

L Porter lllllOloo!- 7

Ruhle 111111111111111—1!
Crabill 111111111111111-15
LScoti iuiouonomi-12
Grimm 111111111111111-15
.1 Arjderson . . . 101101111111111—13

Parmalee 111111111111110—11
J Porter 110111010111011—11
Beck 111111011111111—14
Miller. lOOlllOlOOw — 5
Budd 10111111UU111—14

Spencer 100100110110011- 8 Brown 110010111110011-10
Elliott 011011111111111-13 Nason llOOOlOw -3
Swiggett 10110110101 1111-11 Hickman 011101001101011- 9
Deuser 11 lllKHOll 1001—10 Eads 111111111111111-15
Mack IIIIIOIOIUOIOL-Il Twitchell . . ..OOmiOlllOllll—11
Lone Jack 110111010001111-10 Mulligan 011000101101100- 7
Strawn 111111110111110-13

Four moneys, all ties div.
Match No. 5, 7 live birds, entrance So:

Budd 1211121-7 Lone Jack 1011011-5
F Smith 0102001-3 Beck 1121101-6
Eads 1021110-5 Twitchell 2221112-7
Grimm 1122111-7 A E Thomas 1112012-0
Brown 1111111-7 D Uunderwood 2020000-2
Wiggins 3121000-4 W Rieger 2220222-0
Stuckwell 1111221-7 Swiggett 2112011-6
rtrabill 1112111—7 Miller 1211200-5
L Potter 1H2112-7 Parmalee 1112111-7
L Scott 1112121—7 Nason 2101121-6
Hawkins H11101—6 Spencer 1211111—7
J Anderson 0121201—5 Deuser 1111111-7W Anderson 1111201—0 Ruble 1011122—6
Hert 2111011-6 Elliott 1121111-7
J Porter 1110211-6
Grimm, Brown, Crabill, Twitchell. Elliott and Parmalee first,

W. Anderson. Thomas and Ruble second, J. Anderson, Lone Jack
and Miller third, Wiggins fourth.
Match No. 6, guaranteed purse $100. 20 Keystone, targets, en-

t ranee So:
Grimm . . .11110101111111111110-17 Brown. . . .11111111111011011111—18
Ruble . . .

.11101111111111111111-19 Reck 10110101111101111111-16
Crabill. ...linn. 11011:1110111111—16 Milligan. .01010011010010011011—10
JAuders'nllllll 11 111111111111-20 Elliott. . . . 111101010011011111w-
Eads 10100111110111111101—15 Parmalee.1010111011100 1101111-14
Spencer . HlOUOniOOw. Scott.. ..11011101110111011111—16
Budd . . . .11111110111111111110-18
Anderson first, Ruble second, Budd and Brown third, Grimm

fourth.
Dec. 25.—When the guns began cracking at the park this morn-

heavy threatening clouds hung overhead, but the temperature
wss mild. About noon the clouds parted and passed away. As
expected the localites were out in full force and a heavy pro-
gramme was gotten through with to the satisfaction "of all
present. The surprise of the day was the result of the double
bird event. Of the thirty-three parties entered in the shoot but
one, D. W. Edwards was the only one of the number to make a
straight score, which made him $107.45 richer in pocket. J. A.
Ruble was in hard luck. Just after shooting at his third pair the
belt of his gun broke, and he was compelled to use a strange gun.
Edwards was in extra luck, for the second bird of his second
pair, called dead by the referee, took to its wings when the boys
went out to fill the traps and alighted unou the club house, in the
rear of the shooting score. No one offered a challenge on the
bird, since no one looked upon him as a winner. After this
straight scores became very common and several hotly contested
shoot -offs were witnessed by a large crowd of onlookers. Crabill
fell slightly to the rear and his visits to the cashier's department
were not sn frequent as the day previous.
Charley Budd, the western cyclone, is not setting the world

afire by the number of birds that he is having attached to his
score as being dead. He lays the blame to the fact that the gun
he has been accustomed to shooting, falling out of a wagon while
on a recent shoot and sustaining the breaking of the stock, the
one he is using here being entirely too croked for trap work.
Another good Jot of live birds were trapped for the various

events, and some remarkable stops with second barrels were
quite numerous. The two sets of target traps were kept running
quite steadily, and quite a number of the so-called "mud saucers"
were broken. The classifivation conui' tee made its report, and
all target events hereafter will bp conducted under the classifi-
cation as arranged bv it. Some little kicking was heard but on
the AVholc the classification gives satisfaction. All live bird events
to-day were reforeed by Ed. Hickrnan. The scores are. as follows:

Match No. 7. gnaranteed purse $100, 4 pairs live birds, plunge
Irans: en1 ranee S10:
Grimm 01 01 00 11—t Stockwell 01 00 00 01—2
Beck 11 01 01 10-5 Swiggett ... 01 01 10 CO-3
Ed Bingham 11 11 00 11-6 J Anderson 10 11 11 10—6
Riley 10 11 11 lo- 6 W Anderson 11 10 11 11-7
D Underwood 11 10 00 10-4 Lone Jack 11 10 00 01—4
Parmalee 11 01 11 11-7 S A Tucker 11 11 10 01—6
Budd 01 11 10 11-6 Ruble U 11 H pj-7
Hert 11 10 10 11 - 6 W H Skinner 00 11 01 11-5
Maegley 00 10 10 11-4 S'ott 10 01 11 11—6W B Crosby 10 01 10 01—4 Miller 01 0o 10 10-3
Spencer ..II 00 01 10-4 Payne 11 11 00 01—5
Hawkins 11 11 10 01—6 DW Edwards.. ..11111111-8
Elliott 11 01 11 11—7 Hickman 11 10 10 01-5
Deuser .00 11 lo 11-5 JH McGee.. ... ...10 11 10 11-6
Twitchell 01 10 11 11—6 L Voiles ...11 10 11 01—0
Nason 10 11 11 01—6 Thomas 00 11 11 10-5
Crabill 11 10 10 11—6
Edwards first; ties on 7 divided second; Vories. Hawkins, Bing-

ham Twitchell and Brown third; ties on 5 divided fourth.

Mate!) No. 8, 10 champion clay birds, entrance S2:W H Skinner 1011101111— 8 Cosby OHUOlOil— 7
J Anderson 1111111111-10 Budd 0111111111- 9
Mulligan.. OllllOOOOl— 5 Naso i 0UU01011— 7
Grimm 1101111111-9 Ruble. 1111111111-10
Scott .0100011011- 5 West 1101 "11010- 7
Crabill 1111011001- 7 Miller 1111111111-10
K H Young 1110011111— 8 Deuser 1101111010— 7
Bu hanan 1111100110— 7 Spencer 1011111011— 8
Strawn 1101111111— 9 Payne... 01111H0I1— 8
Elliott 1111111111-10 Scoville 1101111111- 9
Swiggett 1110011011-7 Lone Jack 1111101101—8
Parmalee llllllll'U— 9 W B Cave 1111101011- 8uettie 0111011101— 7 Rickmers 1111111111—10
Back 1111111100- 8

Ties on 10 and 9 div.; Payne and Lone Jack, third; Pettie fourth.

Gr um 11211 oll02- 8 Deuser ...2100211021-
Nason :..

Twitchell ....

0101210200- 5 Budd ....1111011211-- 9
1221111111-10 Hawkins ....1110011102-

Tucker 2111112112—10 J Anderson ...1212110011-- 8
Smith .... .1111111221-10 W Auderson .

.

...iiiimui- to
Sp;-neer 201211oll2— 8 Edwards. ........ ....0121111020-
Bc-k .... 0200111222— 7 Crabill . .0011011111-
Elliott llinio211- 9 Lone Jack ~ ., . .2111111111--10
Hert.. 1311021011- 8 Young ...12112112):.' L0
Parmalee 0212111111- 9 J E Riley . ... 111101 LIU

-

- tt

Cosby . . ,0l0l0ol202- S Wiggius .... 1112111111--10
Bingham. .. 2111111 112-1U Ruble ..1112012112- - 9

to all present. The luck that people have in live bird shooting
is proverbial and in their case it was no exception. Both had easy
birds.
There was some talk to-day of a team match between Elliott

and Riley on one side, and Budd and Parmalee on the other, but
as yet nothing definite has developed. Elliott has a liking for
match shooting, and appears to be out-of-sorts unless he has
some sDecial event on his bands. Owing to the care upon his
hands this week his shooting in the various events has been of a
low standard.
Mr. Hickman again officiated at the live bird trans, with Mr.

Jenkins keeping tab on the score. The scores follow in detail:
Match No. 14, 5 pairs standard targets, entrance $2:

Skinner 10 10 00 11 10- 6 Swiggett 10 00 11 10 11— 6
Elliott 11 10 11 11 10- 8 Jones 00 11 00 10 11- 5
Grimm 11 11 11 11 11—10 "Lone Jack"... 11 11 11 00 01— 7

Budd 10 U 10 10 10- 6 Crabill 11 00 11 01 11— 7

Brown 10 11 10 10 11— 7 Bolen 10 01 11 11 11— 8
Parmalee 10 11 11 11 11— 9 Hayson 11 11 01 11 11— 9
Ruble 10 11 01 11 11- 8 Petty 11 11 00 11 00- 6
Jenkins 11 10 10 11 01- 7 Miller 11 10 11 11 11- y

Watson 00 10 10 11 10- 5 Strawn 11 10 11 00 10— 6
Rieger . .. ... - .10 10 10 10 10— 5 Edwards 00 11 11 01 01— 6
Twitchell. 11 11 10 10 10- 7
Grimm first, ties on 9 and 8 div., Twitchell and "Lone Jack"

fourth,
Match No. 15, 5 single live birds, entrance 83:

Cosbv 21020-3 Bolen 10222-4
Grimm 21101—4 J Porter 01111-4
Halliwell 10012-3 Buchanan 10001 -2
C P Fairman 11222-5 McGee 10100-2
Spencer 11111-5 Elliott 11122-5
Budd 21122-5 Deuser 11210-4
Brown Ill22-5 Thorpe 20000—1
Tucker 11111—5 Cave 12121—5
Pettie 01111—4 Beck. 11221-5
L Porter Ulll-5 Best 22212—5
Smith 00022-3 Biscol 21221-5
Underwood 02121—4 Ruble 21111—5
Edwards 02210-3 Parmalee ol200- 2
Hunt 12120 -4 Bombcck 0IOO0 -1
Craig 01221-4 Rieger 10111—4
Young ... . ...11111—5 Wiggins ..03118—3
Havson 11101—4 Crabill 12111-5
Graham 21012—4 Jenkins 10111—4
Watson 10211—4 Twitchell 11102—4
Brown. Budd, Biscol, Cave and Beck drew out their share of the

pot, and Paimalee, Porter, Ruble and Crabill div. balance after
shooting out the others; Twitchell. J. Porter, Watson and Hayson
second, Wiggins third and McGee fourth.
Match No. 10, B class, 15 single Ligowsky clay-birds, entrance

§2.50:
Skinner 1011010111111 1

1 -12 Spencer 10111001 1111111 — 12
Swiggett Ill lllllOOlllll -13 Beck .101101111011101-11
Grimm. .. 11.1111111011111—14 Mason... 111101111011011—12
Strawn 1 11111111111111—15 Young 101111011111111-13
Eicholtz 110111111101111—13 Yeoman... ....110100101111001— 9
J Porter 111101111111100-13 Cosby 101011001110111-10
S A Miller 111100010111001-12 Deuser 0101010010W.
Dalton 010010001000000— 3 D Underwood. 110100001111111— 9
Halliwell 100001001101111— 8 Jenkins 111011111111111-14
Havson 111111110110111-13 Petty 10101 0101010001— 7
Bolen. 011101011111111—12 Lone Jack. .. .100001110110110— »
S<rawn first, Grimm and Jenkins second, ties on 13 div. third,

Bolen and Speucer shot out the other ties on 12 and div. fourth.
Match No. 17. for teams of two. 5 singles and 2 pairs live birds,

entrance S15 per team:
Thomas lloll 01 01-7 Tucker UU0 01 11—7
Twitchell.. .11112 10 11-8-15 Ruble 1111 1 10 11-8-15
Budd 11122 11 10-8 Deuser 20010 01 01-5
Parmelee... 11002 10 11-6—14 Scott 20U2 1100—6—1]
J Porter Hill 00 11—7 McGee 00100 10 10-3
L Porter 11110 1110-7-14 Bolen 11110 11 lo-7—10
Brown 01121 11 11—8 Young 11101 10 01—7
Elliott 11031 10 11—7—15 West 01111 1110-7-14
Hawkins ...11011 1111—8 Cosby 10111 1111-8
D L7nderwo'd21212 0101-7—15 Fairman. . . .11111 11 10—8—16
Smith 12110 11 U-8 Grimm. 11101 11 11-H
Edwards 102il ol 11-7—15 Spencer .01111 00 H—5-14
Ruger 10011 00 00-4 Beck.. 10011 0110-5
Schroeder.... 00110 00 10-3- 7 Yeoman 11101 11 01-7-12
J U aderwood 11 2ol 00 U—

6

Nas n 11122 10 11—8—14
Fairman and Cosby first; Brown aud E'liott, Thomas and Twitch-
ell second, Budd aud Parmelee third, Beach aud Yeoman fourth.
Match No. 18, 7 single live birds, entrance 85:

Brown ...2112111-7 Edwards... 1132120—5
Hailiwell 0111112—6 Deuser .2111120-6
Bingham 1113111—7 Nason 1113031—6
Pett'e 1221111-7 J Porter 1101211-6
Fleming 0101100—3 Beck.. . 1120002-4
Cosby 0011101—4 Hayson 01U002—

4

Maegley;. 0101210—4 Wiggins 1212200—5
Orr. 02olll0 -4 Hurt 101102.2—5
Budd 2Uloll—6 Bolen 0102010—

3

Parmalee 1111111—7 Ruble 2220210-5
Thomas. 2111212-7 Lone Jack. .1 lOoiOi—4
Smith..' 1100101—4 ti VY Jenkins 2032111-0
Rieger. 1211120-6 Strawn -2201131-6

Twitchell !f02112i-6 Watson lolOlll-S
Shroeder 1112110-6 L Porter 2111211-7
Elliott 1211112-7 Scoville 0010010—2
Grimm 0211110-6
Bingham, Pettie. L. Porter and Thomas, drew their share of the

pot and Parmalee and Brown shot the others out; Shroeder and
Deuser drew down and Budd, Edwards, J. Porter and Strawn div.
what remained of second money; ties on 5 div. third: Cosby and
Smith fourth after shoot off.

Match No. 19, 10 single bluerocks, entrance SI. 50:
Cave 1100011100-5 H E Porter 0110111011-7
Dalton 0110100010- 4 Thorpe. 0110100911-5
Mack 1111111101-9 McGee 1111111001-8
Scovill 1110111111-9 Craig 1010110101—6
Yeoman 0101101100-5 Bolen 1101001111—7
D Underwood loollooolo-t Bed: 0011010001—4
Smith lOllllOlOO—O Bird 0001010111—5
Best 1110111101—8 Hirt 1101101110-7
Four monevs, all ties div,
Dec. 27.—There was plenty of push and dash about matters to-

day and the consequence was that an extra large number of
shoots were, brought to a termination. The weal her was again
favorable and a splendid crowd of trap-shooting enthusiasts were
present to try conclusions with each other.
Al Bandle, in reply to Charley Budd's message asking about the.

return match promised last September with Elliott, arrived to-
day as follows:
"I was under the impression that the. shoot took place in Decem-

ber, 1890, having heard nothing from Elliott. Give the boys my
regards and regrets Merry Christmas to all."
When this was read aloud ou the grounds many sarcastic com-

ments were made and Bandle will surely have to stand a great
deal of roasting from the fraternity for some time to come for
his action in regard to this match. Several programmes were
sent him of the present tournament with the announcement of
the match printed in large tyne, and his JicUs achate*, whose
shooting flora 6c plume is "Wick." but a few days ago wrote quite,
an item about the coming match.
There was considerable "ginger" in many of the birds used to-

day and the way some of them did go was a caution. Very few of
the cracks being compelled to interview the cashier to any extent.
Mr. Hickman again give perfect satisfaction in the thankless

position of referee. The scores are as follows, all ties div :

Match No. 20, Class C. 10 single bluerocks, entrance $1.50-
Best 1011011011—7 Craig 10001111CO-5
Webb 0110010000—3 Edwards 1101001011-6
Hutton 0111111100-7 Halliwell 1101100111-7
Lotterer 1101111110-8 Hurt .1101111011—8
Cave 011 1 11 1110-8 McGee 1 101111011—

8

Beck 1010>10001-5 Smith .....0011100100—4
D Underwood till 1 111100— 7 Tenderfoot 0100100001—3
Match No. 21, Class C, 10 single bluerocks, entrance $1.50:

Halliwell 1110100011— 6 Smith 0011000101— 5
Cave 1111111011— 9 Meier 1110010011— 6
C E McGee 1111110011— 7 Craig 0011011010— 5
Yeoman 1111011010—7 Jones 0010010000—2
Webb 1011101110- 7 Biscoe 0111111111— 9
Hutton 1001111100- 6 Rest . . . OlomoiOl— 6
Latterer 1101101111—8 Stockwell 1111111111-10
Hurt 0110111011- 7 D Underwood 0011110101— 6
Beck UHOIOOIO- 0 J A Bolen 1110001110— 5
Scoville 1101101111— 8
Match No. 22, C class, 10 single bluerocks, entrance SI.50:

Cave 1011111110—8 Scovill lOllHuoi-H
Fairman 0010001001— 3 Smith 1010111010- li

Halliwell 1101001101- 6 S Underwood 1011101000—5
Bolen 0U0011111— 7 Hern 1110011111 8
Nelson 0101011100— 5 Hutton OltOoillH—

7

Latterer 1010011000— 4 D Underwood ItillOlOlll—

7

Webb 1110111101- 8 Beck OIIIIIHH-9
Best Olllllim- 9 Milligan 0100110110—5
Meier 1111111111—10 Bisco 1111011111-9
Match No. 23, C class, 10 single bluerocks, entrance $1 50-

Milligan 1111101100- 7 Biscoe 1010111111—8
Cave 0101111110- 7 Holliwdl 1010110: 00—4
Hutton 1001111111- 8 Fowler 0001101001-4
Webb 0011111101- 7 Smith .. HllUlGlO-s
Scoville 1111111111-10 Beck OOOlDOw
Lat terer 0100911011- 5 Hurt 11 10101111—8
Eicholiz 1010001110- 5 Beet 0211011111—9
Meier 1101011011- 7
Match No. 24, "C" class 10 single bluerocks, em ranee $1.50:

D Carlos 0100101000— 3 Bisco 0111111001— 7
C E McGee 1101111111—9 Beet.. 0111011100— 6
Craig 0100100011— 4 Dalton 0101111101— 7
Best 1101 111111— 9 S Smi- h 0010011011— 5
Hurt... 0110111110- 7 WC Beck lOllllOOiO- 6
Thome .OlillllOOO— 7 Paramore (011100001— 4
Scoville : ....1111100101—7 Mack 1111111111-10
J Underwood 101000U001— 3 S Underwood 0O10O1011O— *HWCiane 1011010101-6 Milligan. 10011110(0-5
H E Porter . ... . IdlOOolOl 5 J Boien 1010001011- 5
Cave biiioima- 8
Match No. 25, open to all, 15 single bluerocks. entrance $2, four-

moneys:
Grimm UH1U11110111—14 Tucker 111101100101111—11
Budd 111111111110111—14 Browny Dominium—14
Strawn 11111101 1011110—12 Twitchell 11 0101 11 1111 101— 1 a
Scott 111111011011010-11 Thomas 110110111111010-11
Ruble 111111111111101-14 J H McGee. . . .010100111010111— 9
Parmalee ....011111111111110-13 Gray 110010111010!
Meier 001100101011111- 0 Swiggett 1111101 11111111—14
OraMll 111111101100110-18 Lone Jack OlOlllllOlOHll—11
Nason 111111101100110-11 Miller 111111000011110-10
Spencer 111111111110111—14 Deuser 010101111011000— 8
C E McGee— 0101110101011 11 10 Hayson 111111101111110-13
Hutton Ill 101101100111-11 Fairman 100100111001111- 9
Skinner 101111110101111—13 Nelson OlUOoiOOlOlOlO— 7
Match No. 26. Class B, 15 single bluerocks, entrance $2.50:

Swiagett 111111101111111—14 Meier 011111011011011-11
Skinner 101 1011 1 1110011— 11 Hayson 111111110101001—11
Nelson OUOOOlllw. Hutton 101110011111101-11
Strawn 011111101111110-12 Navson 01 1111111111111—14
Grimm 111111111111011-14 Best - 111011010001110-9
Spencer UllllUtjlllllO—IS Mulligan 011011011101010— 9
March No. 37, 7 single live birds, entrance «6:

Halliwell 2100313-5 Hurt.
Grimm 2111110—6 Hayson
J Porter 0121111-6 Ruble. ..

Twitchell 1121111-7 Lone Jae
....lllim-7 Elliott...
....1111221-7 Watson.

Beck
Scott.-..
Young...
Spencer

.

Edward

..llni2ll-e. Smith
...2112111-7 J H McGee....
-.2212110-6 L Porter

.. 0221110-5
... -lOOnOw.

1112321-7
1112111-

7

IlUlll-7
. . .0111111 (1

...0121011-5
2111001-5
1111111-7

Gray 21U111-7 Fairman... 1111120-6
Cosbv 2211001—5 D Underwood 1212310-

0

Budd 1011201-5 Wiggins 112111 1- 7
Parmalee ..1131112-7 Beat 1020110-4
Yeoman 2212121—7 Meier 0002101-3
Craig ll1022o-5 Riley ..1021111-6
McGee 0111320-5 Thomas - 1213211-7
Of the ties on 7, Scott, Beet,, Lone Jack and Yeoman drew out

tin is share, and Ruble and Twitchell after shooting out the others
div.; D. Underwood, Grimm, Porter and Young div. second after
a shooi-off, which required but three birds to decide; Halliwell,
Cosby and Budd third: Best won fourth.
Match No. 38, B Class, 10 singleEhluerocks, entrance ?2:

Strawn 1111101 110-8 Spencer 1111111111—10
Skinner 1111101111-9 Swiggett 1111111111—10
Hayson 1111111110-9 Scovill 1111111011- »
Nason 11100/0111—7 Pettie ..1111000111- 7
Jenkins 0111011111-* Grimm 0111111111— M
Miller 0111011111-8 Mack 1111111011- 9
Mulligan 1010011111—7
Match No. 29, B Class, 10 single bluerocks, entrance 82:

Grimm 1111111111-10 Best
Skm-jer lOmillll— 9 Gray
Strawn 1111111111-10 JMcGee
Swigget t 1 111 1 11 111 -10 Ha yson
Young 0101111111- 8 Beck
Spencer 1111111111—10 Meier
J "Porter 1111111101- 9 Wiggins
"Lone Jack" 1011111111— 9
Match No. 30, 10 single live birds, entrance $7.50:

Brown 1121021222— 7 D Und erwood
Grimm. ...1112221111—10 Gray
Halliwell 1211021001- 7 Young
Smith 0010221112- 7 Yeoman
Crosby 2002000021— 4 Watson
J Porter 1211011102— 4 Rock!-
L Porter 2211121102— 9 Crabill
Parmelee 1111211212-10 Elliott
f airman, Oil o°2ol2— 7 Hayson
J H McGee. 1202021112— 8 Vorbies...
Budd ...2OU1O1010-6 Ruble
Thomas . .1121131111-10 Edwards..

..1111000111- 7

.0011111101- 7
..1111111111-10
..oimiim— .9

..1111111100- 8
. .1110111110- 8
. 1111001011- 7

..1021002120— <j

0112110110— 7
. . 1011110111- 8
..0110111222- K
. .1 111020121— 8
.1101112211— 9
.1321212221—10

. 0122111101- 8
..002101 Ow

. .2111211212-10

..2122211011- 9
0221000300- 4
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Twifr-bell rnrmW!?- 8 Tnoker./w. 122ri111l- 10

Kflcop 1121120111- 9 Wiertrins 13'U0112»- 9

Tipp on 10 and 9 r 1v1l«»d r, r«t and second respective!) ; Twitchell.
Wn+?nn. Vnu^e and EUWt birr'; t.|"8 on 7 div.

Match No. 31. 5 single V*"* hii-ds. entrance $3:
Bmwn 02F2-4 Young .32111—5

JTalKwell... 2*Il(V-4 J Potter
JL1

'11—

5

Cwe .10111—1 nnShy 01220—3
S-^tt. 10012 .1 Meipr ... JO^I—

4

Smith 1TV1-3 ^armnlee..... H22I-5
Farman 1 "222-5 PrvwilK 20212 4

Rudd Iim—5 Yeoman (10°1—a

R<sco 12110-4 "sra<=on 211'2-S
G-nnm 11211—n Underwood 001'2-3

JHMcGee TWO. 3 Pnl^n 11111-5
Wipeinc 21101—4 Porter mil—

5

Walmsley 0211 2-4 FuMe 11111—

5

Fleger. 1 1200-3 Hert. 10021-3
Wa'son 11020-3 B°ek 00121-2
Thomas 2"122—5 S ockwell 10110—3
TwirVpll 222o2-4 Fowler 00010-1
Vorhlps ...111'l-5

Vn'-l'ipQ. Parmalr-p and Na«"n, fir=t; Brown won second, nftpr
HalliweU. Cavp. Wigems and Walmsleyhad drawn; Bison. Wat.
son and Hprt drew r-nt anr> Mr-Gee pVot the balance of the 3 men
ont and took third: Beck won fourth. So ended a emo^ 4 nays'
shoot. Unsek Fritz.

ELM CITY GUN CLUB.

NEW HAVEN. Conn.. Jan. 1.—Tt>p foil- winfer are lie scores of
the tnuroampnt, hel ' bv the Elm Citv Gritn Clubonthpir

grounds *o-dav. The wpather was not, first-class, but we bnd a
pretty fair attendance of shooters, an"! the .spectators witnessed
some very good shooting indepd. Among the visitors mvsent
were Verr'neton. of Norwich. Conn.; T. P. Bill, of Mlddletnwn,
Conn.: Dr. W. Craisr Burke, of Sou*h Norwalk, Conn., and B>n-
dric. of Stamford, all of them s'ayinguntil tbel"st eun was fir.d.

It was thpn too dark to finish the ninth event, so we split it, in two
and called it quits for the time being.
No. 1, 9 tongueless bats. Keystone trap, entrance 50 cents, four

monevs:
Gould 111111111-9 Folsom ...mniOll-8
Tvler l'imm-9 BT) 11'lllHO—

8

Ra*-es iinnin-n woods innouo-7
Hendrie ...111 '11111-9 Savaee HlOlO'11—

7

Sherman 111111111-9 Beers 1IH10011-7
Yerr ington 111111111-9 Saund el a 11101 1 01 1-7
Brstol ...111111111—9 Smith 110P0H11-6
On=eifer Oinillll—8 Uhl OiOI'O'll— fi

Hdl ........ .111111011-8 Hazel 111010100-5
Ties div.
No. 21. 10 bats, 6 singles and 2 pairs, entrance 50 e-p-'+i. 4 monevs:

Goulrf .......... 111111 1111—10 B-oNtol 111111 10 10—8
Sherman 3 '1 111 1111 10 Bill O'lllO 1111-8
Beers 101111 11 11— 9 Sounders 111111 10 10— 8
H^zel 111110 1111—9 W Smith. .... ..1111H 00 11—8
Pi 1 1111CI 1111-9 Tyler 111110 10 10-7
Ypirintrton.. . ..mill 1110-9 Savage 011110 0111—7
J P Smith... 111111 10 11—9 Folsom 011111 10 10-7
Ortseifer 111H0 1110—8 Pomeroy 111011 00 11—7
Ba'es 111111 10 10-8 Ed'v Ol'OlO 10 11-6
Woods 111010 1111-8 Hendrie....: ..011001 0110-6
Fi'SN se- ond and fourth div., third shot off at 3 singles and 1

pair and won hv Ort«eifer and Saundors.
No. 3, 8 straightaway hats, 18 and 20yds., entrance 50 cents, 4

moneys:
Gould. mimi-8 Yerriugton 01111H1-7
Bales 11111111-8 Bill 0IH1111-7
Savage lUlll'1-8 Ortseifer lllOHOl-fi
Sherman ll'i'111-8 Fnsom 10110111-6
B--i?t>1 11111111-8 Plan 10111011-6
J P Smith nmill-8 Longden 11111100-6
Sackett 11111111—8 Pnmetov '0101111—6
Hendrie oni'111-7 H-ll 10011101-5
Beers 11 10111—7 Eddv H'101101—

5

Hazel 01111111—7 Shutter O'll 101—5W Smith 11101111—7 Tvler 100110 0-4
Saunders 11111101-7 Whitney lOlOlCOl—

4

Ties div.
No. 4. 5 pair hats, entrance 75 cents, 4 equal monevs:

Bates ....11 11 11 11 11-10 Saunders 11 11 11 11 00— 8W Smith 11 11 11 11 11-10 Praig 11 10 11 1L 10- 8

Lonefen 11 II U '1 10— 9 Tvler 11 10 10 11 10— 7
Fohom 11 11 11 11 10— 9 Bill 11 11 10 10 10- 7
Savage 11 10 11 11 11- 9 Hendrie 11 01 10 10 11— 7
Whitney 11 11 11 11 II— 9 Gou'd 10 10 01 10 11- 6

Ort>eifer 11 11 11 10 01— 8 Woods 10 10 01 01 II- 6
Sherman 11 10 II 11 10- 8 Y> rrington 10 10 l;i 10 10- 5
Hazel 11 11 11 10 10 - 8 Bn'stol f0 11 10 10 01— 5
Hill 01 11 10 11 11- 8 Beers 11 10 10 10 00- 5
Tie* div.
No. 5. $25 guarantee, four moneys, 15 singles and 5 pair, en-

trance
Longden lmimiinill 11 11 11 11 11—25
savaetp minimum 11 n n n 10-24
Baes 111111 1 11111 11 11 10 11 10-23
Widmau '1F1111111 111 11 11 10 11 10-21
Bii ni'innouiii 11 11 10 10 11-22
Whitnev...' , 11101111313 Oil 11 11 11 10 11-22
Sherman IMllllllOllU 11 11 00 11 11-22
Saunders 1 1?0 1301 1 1 11111 II 11 11 11 11—22
o-mid ..limmmio'i 11 10 01 nil 3.2W Smith HO '1011 mm .11 11 11 11 10-22
Sackett .... 'llllt 111101111 11 10 11 11 10-21
Beers 1UU1I11 01111 10 10 10 II 11—21
^ erriogton... .11111111 111 I >U 1010111010^-20
Haz-L. I'll 1 10 1111101 11 U 10 10 10-20
C>aie 110 nilllllllO 11 10 11 10 10-20
Or'seifer 110111'llUliei 10 10 11 11 10 £0
Hill ;o 1111 loooiii 11 01 11 10 11—19
Hendrie H011 1111U01101 II 10 11 10 11—19
Folsom 0 OOUOmiim 10 10 11 11 10—13
Rristol.... 110111101 111111 10 10 10 1110—19
Pomeroy 0.0011101010110 11 11 10 10 01—15
Ties d'vidpd.
No. 9, team match, 12 birds per man, single bats, four moneys,

team entrance 82:
Bill .11111111111-12 Hill nnoiiiooii—

9

Bates... ..Ill 11111111-12—24 Hobh 111111111111-32-21
Savage .11111111 111-12 Beers 1 10111 1 lllll -11
Sherman 111111111111 -12-24 F Jsom 110101011 ill— 9-20
Wbi ney OIlll'llllH—11 Strong 1111.3111110—10
Yerrinetou.. .111111111111-12-23 Merriinan. .. .111 '00 Jlllli— 9 -19
Longden lllOUUllll— 11 Allen lOlOulOlllll-

8

Widmau 111111111111-12-23 Craur imililluil-11—19
Brstol ..... miiillllll—12 lies cli v.
Saunders ..111111001111-10-22
No. 7. State Cualle.ige Cup. open to any shooter in Stare of Con-

necticut, entrance 50c. for cup. which goes to the holder; optional
svveeu four monevs anl cup; h*ts. 30 singles ani 5 pairs:HO Whitney 111111111111111111111111111111 11 11 11 11 11-40
J Sacked lllinilllllOllOllllllllllim 11 11 11 11 11-38
L Widman 111111111111111111111111111111 10 11 11 10 11-38
WCraiur 1 11111111111111 1 lllll ! 111111 '1 11 11 11 00 10-37
GS-undens lOlillll 1 11 .HllllilllU 1.1 U10 11 11 11 10 11 37
Sherman 11 lOlllllllll 3 II 111111111 1 1111 10 11 10 11 IO-06
-avage lllllimillOlllllllOlll 101111 11 11 01 11 11-36
Bites liimaiioii.mionmimio 11 10 11 11 11-56
j p smith imioioii 1 nimiimimiiu 11 10 10 11 n-3o
b is'oi n 11

1
limn 11 11man imi 1 10 11 10 10 11 n—35

Yerring^on 011111111111111101111111111110 11 11 11 10 10-35
Bpts iiimmmi'iiiiiioiiiiiiim 11 10 11 11 10-35
Bill llllllimm llllllimillllll 10 00 10 10 11-35
Cobb limiiimimmiimoioioii 11 00 01 10 11—32w smith looiioiimimmionmioju 10 10 u n 11-32
Tyler 0101111101 .vuhdrew.
Longden OllllllllOlOlllllwirhdrew.
Hiii umiiooioiimiiommiim n 01 11 11 00-33
Folsom. 11111111 111001 111 0110111011 111 10 10 10 10 11-31
Penrose lllOOllllOlOllllllimCHimm 1 10 11 11 10-31
Ortseifer mOOllllOllimOwitbdrew.
Whitney wins cap, the others div. sweep money.
No. 8, 20 sinele hats for gold badee, emranoe 81:

Folsom....imiiminmniii—so Bill .......mmmmomiioi—is
Widman..mmimillimill-20 YeiT'ston.lll0110111illlll!lil-lS
Savaue. . ..11 11111111111111111-20 Tyler 11111011111011111011-17
Ba-es 1111301111 1 11 Lll 1011 - 19 Snunders-JlOll 1101 1111 1 110111 -17
S e rman ..IIlllim Hill; 10111— 19 Ortseifer. . 1 10111 lllll111111100—17
Whitney. .11111111011 illlillU-lO Hill 1101H0001 withdrew.
Craig Ill il 1011 1 1 111 111 11—19
Folsoiu bought off Wioman and Savage, and got the badge.

Sweep div. m 8 moneys, all div.
No. 10, 6 singles and 2 pairs, 4 moneys, 50 cents entrance:

Sherman. .

'. ..mill 1111—10 Bates 111111 11 10—a
Bui. ,

. ami a a-io mn nan a «T$Widman. -.,.":...ail01 1110—8 Saunders lUlOl 10 10-7

Folsom. ..........011111 1110—8 Merriman 11 1101 10 10—7
Ha7el 331111 10 10-8 Cobb , 110011 It 01-7
Savage 111111 10 10- * Henarie.. 11000 10 11-6
Yerrmgton.. ..lllll 10 10—8 Craig ....010010 w.
B.ers O.Lll 10 11— 8
Ties div.
Extra No. 1, 3 Keystones, Keystone rules, sweeDstake Drizes,

two moneys:
Ortseifer 111111—6 Bates 111111—6
Gould llllll -6 Woods 111110—5
T>hr 111111-6
Bates first, Woods second.
Extra No. 2. 9 tonguples* bats, two monevs:

Ortseifer lllllim-9 Bat"S 311111101 8
Gould .....1111111 9 Herdrie ....1110101 11-

7

Tvler 111111111-9 Woods liOOi0110-5
Beprs 111111111-9
Ties div.
>o. 9, 15 single bats, both barrels, money divided in four equal

parts, entrance $1:
Widman 1 111 11 111- 9 Haze 111111011—

8

Bates... 11 1 1 lllll—9 Allen ..101111111-8
Hendrie 111111111—9 Brisiol 110111111 8
Hill aillllll-9 Yerriugton 311111010-7
Savage 131111111-9 Be*rs 111101011-7
Sherman 111111111—9 Strong 101111011-7
Cobb 101111111—8 Tvler 001011111-6
Craig 111110111-8 Bill 010110310—

5

Merriman 111111110-8 Pomeroy 011*0.010—5
tolsotu 11 1111011—

8

Owing to darkness ev< ry oee was satisfied to stop at 9 birds, so
we all divided iu tne ties and quit. Elm City.

WATSON'S PARK.
GRAND CROSSING, 111., Dec. 26—Sweepstakes shoot held at

Watson's Park to-day. No. 1. 5 live pigeons, 30tdR risp.

SOyds. boundary, Illinois State rules, entrance ?3, divided 50, i'O

and 20 per cent.:
A W Reeves 22121—5 J E Price 11201-4
A Kleinman 12220—4 Geo Washington 011 U- -4

Ed Reeves 12311-3 J J Kleinman 22002-3
MJ Eich 01111—4 P P-nal.. II 111-

5

Barto 21010—3 J Watson 10213-4
Reeves and Pinal div. first, ties on second settled bv score in

next shoot, Barto and J. J. Kleinman div third.
No. 2, same:

A Kleinman 22211-5 Ed Reeves 11101—4
J E Price 02111—4 A W Reeves lllll—

5

.TJKltiunian 10112—4 G Washington (1)111-3
M J Eich 10211- 4 P Pinal.. 21121-5
Barto 02010-2 J Watson.... 11121 5
A. W. Reeves and P. Pinal div. first. A, Kleinman and J. Watson

div. second in No. 1, ties on second settled in next shoot. G. Wash-
ington third.
Nn. 3. same eonditions:

A Kleinman 01211-4 Ed Reeves 2O!0l—

3

J E Price 12101-4 A W Reeves 221H-5
J J Kleinman 3 '111—5 Geo Washington '20011—3

MJ Eich 12201-4 P Pmal 11011—

3

Barto 10101-3 J Waison.. . . 011 2-4
Reeves and J. J. Kleinmin div. first, the latter -vins second in

last shoo*. Ties on second and third bettled in next shoot.
No. 4, same conditions:

A Kleinman 11231—5 E J Reeves 22120-4
.1 R Price. 102*0-3 A W Reeves 21101 4
J J kleiumau ... 0C122—3 J Watson 21 1 1 0- 4

MJ Eich 11'00-3 P Pinal , .11031-4
Barto 2130i—4 G Washington Iu2 1—4

A. Kleinman wins first in this and spcnnd in last shoot, P. Pinal
wins sec.oQd iu this and third inlast. M. .T. Eich third.
Dec. 28.—Sweopstakes shot, at Watsou's P <rk to-day: No. 1, at

5 live pigpons. 30yds. risp. 80yds. bourdary, Illinois State rul^s, en-
tr .uce S3, div. 50, 30 and 2') per cpnt.:
Geo Kleinman 21101—4 Geo Washington 01101—3AW Reeves ..lll'O—4 Fiv.nli Willard 20110—3
EdRe.ves IhVO 3 L Willard t>0;03—2
ESt.ck 1C120-3 J Ohurch .22001—3
J A Price 11 21—5 J Watson 22212—5
A Kleinman 23 01—4
J. A. Price and J. Waison div. first. Geo. Klpinman and A.

Kleinman div. spcond, Eu. Reeves and Geo. Washington div.
third on shoot-off.
No. 2. same conditions:

Geo Kleinman ...12U0-4 J Church 20102-3AWR eves 21101-4 J Watson 11301—4
Ed R- eves... . 122.2-5 RB Wadsvvorth 0uirt2—

2

«; Ste k 22000-2 HoResion 01011-3
J A Price .11101—4 C E Willard -021 1—i

A Kleinm n 22111—5 Jim Smith 10001—2
Geo Wa-hineton 1I01L—4 Charley Burion 10I1O—

3

F Willard 11311-5 Houston, 10ai—

4

L Willard 00100-1
Fd. Reevte, A. KL'iumau .aid F. Willard div. first, Geo. Kl"in-

man and A. W. Re.evps div. sfecood on shoot- off, J. Church, Holies-
ton and Oharley Burton div. th'rd.
No. 3, 10 live nigpons. 30yd". lise, 80> ds. boundary. Illinois State

rules, entrance §5, <iivd< d 50 ?0 ^nd 20 p=r cent.:
Eddy steck 1011101111— 8 F W-Jlard ..2120110221- 8
R. B Wadstvorth... '011222101- SAW R eves ,'12nOI011l- 7
Holliston 102000P10— 5 E I Reeves 1112111121-10
Buroak 1000)21110- 5 .1 Watson 21.2211010- 8
H E Willard 1021 ^llO.'— 8 C Temple' on .. . .. ,112 >2-'0l0i— 8
GeoTQpintnan oa22ll.22— 9 Fred i ona d 1210101120- 7
A Klenman 011 til Oil— 8 G«" Washington. ..10'1032 11- 8
J K "rice 12121011.'0- 8 iiou.-ton . . . .

.". 211.112001— 8

L Wi'h.rd 92r.*21°032- 8
Ed. Reeves first, Geo. Kleinman second, R. B.;Wads»vnr»h and

L. Willard div. third. Raveliugg.

THE TRAP-SHOOTERS' TOUR.
"'"pEE KAY," who goes as an advance agent, has reached S 1

;.X Louis, and he has met with mns- encouraging success. He
writes und-^r date of Jan. 3 from St. Louis:
"I have met with a very hearty receptioa everywhere, and if the

boys art* favored with good weather tbev will h ive large attend-
ances. The Davton Gun Club are going to g.ve the team a re-
ception the evening of the snoot, and will give them a g lod seni-
off. I shot a match at Cincinnati witti Kouffm in. '<-hD shoots
under th* name of "Bohfemian " I was told I ha l a soft sn ip, but
at the tirst p irt of the match it looked as if f was in the coup. I
shot Bandl. 's gun ami missed 9 out of the first Is I shot ;-t. I thpn
got a gun that 6tted me and pounded out 21 straight, which nroke
my onponea"s heart. He went all to pieces and I finished with
S7, which was good enough after su<-h a inar beginning.

••I have made arrangements for tnefo'lowing regular and extra
matches: Jan, 27, Dajr, n. Ohio, on the. fair grounds; regular
ma'ch betwten East and West at 200 Lluerocks a side, and a 25
live bird match between Heikes and McMarchs'. Jan. 28, regular
No. 2. East and We4, a> Cineiauati 3 ise B ill Park. Jan. 29.
regular No. 3, Louisville B ise B i'l grnuuls. Extra matca at 25
livp hir.-is between \V. H. Wjlsrenoro.t of the E.ist and J. A.
Ruble of the Western team."

NEW YEAR'S DAY AT NEWARK.
NEWARK, Jan. 1.—At Erb's to dav some 200 persons watched

the progress rf the shooting in the d-fftrent contests. The
birds were a great lot of flyers. Of all tho'e shot, Ht not a half
dozen had to be pat by the tra<jp3rs. The shooting began at
11 A. M. and continued until the foirs put an end to it. At 3:30 it
was so dense that not a bird could be seen in the thick air. All
the events were of similar character, namely, 4 birds each man,
3 entrance, if under 10 entries, t wo$m'>neys; if over 10, three, Hur-
lingham rules to govern:
First event—Chris Reiahard took first money. Castle, C. M.

Hedden, E. Huff and J. Erb tied for second and carried it forward
to the next contest.
Second event—Huff, Reinhardt and Erb tied for first and

divided it, Castle and Hedden did the same with second, Huff and
Erb took the undivided second money from previous sween and
amicably separated it.

*

Tnird event—Castle and Hedden this time captured first be-
tween them, Reinhard' dropped a bird, as the company wa3 hot
and took second all by himseif.
Fourth event—Castle and ErJi separated first between thpm

with 4 kills each. Hedden and Reinhardt, with S each, took
second.

Fiftli event, 8 entries—Erb and Reinhardt were first with
straight scores, Redden, Newhouso and Castle tied for second and
shot it off in the next sweop'take.
S xth event, 8 entries—Hedden. Castle and Erb tied for first

with clean scores of killi and agreed to shoot it out, the b at
record made in tue next contest to take the whole. Again Rein-

hprdt was foxv and dropped a V.rd for place and captured second
money all alcne.
Seven b event. 9 entn'e=—C!as'l= and Reiiharlfc th'* ti"i"> mado

clean scores and divided the c«sh, Frb. Hedden, Bereaueh and
Wheafon tied for secoal, with 3 kills, and earned it o/erfor a
shoot-ofTin the nex' sween. The fir^t moaer of sw-ep No.6 was
won bv Ca:>tk'. he snooting our nil other* interested.
Eig .th event—As usual Cistle, n. M. Hedlen and Erb tied

and divided; Whea on and R 'inh irdt separated second betwetn
tbem.
Ninth event-Re^hardt and Cistle divided flrs r

, Harris.
Wheaton aDd Erh ried for second and carried the tie forward to
the fcllowing sweep.
Tenth event. 8 entries—0. M. Hedden, J. Erh, C. Rpinhardt and

J. Wheaton killed 3 bird* and agreed t0 bhnotit off m the next
event. Sam Castle got 3 ort of nis 4 and gathered m the money,
with no one to claim a pxrt of it.

Eleveuth event, and list regular of the day, 9 entries—C. M.
Hedden was the only mm who g it a c'eiu score and so took firsl
money of t nis and tirst money of the sweep preceding—a beauti-
tul little jackpot.
Twelfttiand finishing contes*. miss and out sweepstake, $1 en-

trance—Wheatou and IWv Castlo slipped out on the'r first bird,
and Bereaueh on his secord. Then the bird* gave out too, after
Castle. Hedden. Erb acid Reinhardt had killedo each, so tbey
were forced to divide the cash.

The South Side Gun Club had one of its outing da^s to-iay. It
is probibiy the strongest club in the Stat" of Npw Jersev. Such
men as B.-ientnall. W. R. H 'hart, Quod, Phillip* and B llmao.
can he d-p^nded upon <0 vavs to roll np great scores, whetner in
club contests or in competition with teams of other • luns.
First event—10 him-rocks per ma-, 3 moneys. £1 enirauce.

Brientnall and Hobartbroko8 each an l divided first. I. H. Ter-
nll, L. Thomas and E. Bill -.an 7 faeh and divided second. E.
PhilhpB. with fi broke out of the, 10. took third.
S cond event—Si entrance, 3 moneys. 15 bluerocks eaph man.

BrientnaU broke 33 out, ol his 15 and took first. L Thomas hroke
10 and took second. Phillips and Hoharc 9 each nnl divided third.
Third ^ent—"^ntranee $1, 5 pairs bluerocks, 3 moneys. D. D.

Terrill broke half of th" 10 and cayturi-d first monpy. Pnillip*,
Hobart, Thomas and Orton broke 4 each and shot the tie off at 3
pairs of saucers eacu. Thomas broke 4 out of the 6 and captured
the money.

F. urth event—Entrance SI, 3 moneys, 10 bluerocks each. R. H.
BrientnaU made a clean rt-ore of breaks and took first money.
Hobart and Phillips divided second on 8 brtaks each: Tuomas
took ttiird with 7.

Fiftn event

—

$•> entrance, 15 single h1uerock c
, 2 moneys. Brient-

naU broke 13 and took tirst. Hob*ri aed Pnillips tied for second
with 12 breaks each. Phdlips too c tnird with 9.

S- vpnth and eignih events of similar character, viz . 10 single
bluerocks each man, $1 entrance. 3 moneys in each. In the first
n»ni»rl Hohart took first, B'tentnall second, e'billips and Thomas
dividing third. In the last Brientnall s-cuted a straight 10 breaks
and won first. Tuomas sec -nd with 9, an i Phi. lips third w : th 8.

Niuih event-E itranc-; 83, 50 single nlu.-rocks, three inone\s.
Buentnall broke 42 and took first, moaey, W. K. d.ioa,rt broke 41
and took second, Thomas brok' 39 and captured third.
Tenth and eleventh events—Ten -mgl° bluerocks. $1 entrance,

three monevs. In tne foi mer Quod and Phillips broke S each and
divided fir-1. I. H. Terrill and Dukes broke 7 eaco and nividtd
st-coco

1

. Si. kles took second on 4 breaks. In ihe litter Dukes
and Terrill got 9 nreairs each an 1 divide 1 fir-d, S'ckles and Q i d
hroke 8 ea. h and separated third amicably. Third we;ittoPuulips
with 7 smashes.

The Mutual Gun Club has Deen recently reorganized. The
m tubers have pui up a u°at littl» cluu house in vVcidemeyer's
Park, ano expect to nnld che u u-1 club competitions. The snoot-
ing is at iti .uimate targ t3 altogether, and uii the first tne scores
ran:
First event, entranc-p $1. 5 bluerocks each man, three monevs:

Sihieff and.B ansom broke all ana div'ded first; O-stra.idor oroke
4 and captured seconrf; Bear, Fc ment Schoewassen and C. von
L< n^erke lie I for fc"irl a id divided.
Se on ' event, same cooditions! SchiefT, Permmt and Bransom

broke firsc and divided flrj*; Outran ler took se jond all alon-, and
tnird was divided b- tween B-ar and Voi Leage.rke.
Third e enr. 5 t air bluerock-. $1 entrin-e: (.'. von L9ngerke

broke his 5 pur and took First; S maafc, 4>^ oair, and tooii tecond;
and Bear. pair, s-coop^d thi-d.
Fourth ey-nt, 81 entn net-, 10 single bluerocks each man, th'ee

moneys: Schaa ft oroke 9 of the 10 shot at an I took 'irst money;
Kee'er broke his a. asdid Hassi-ger. and h^se two di videdsec jnd

;

third went to Krassler witti 6 killed out of 10 shot at.
Fifth event, SI entrance. 5 -mgle bluerocks each man, three

mone\s: Hassinger broke 5 strai-ht and to >k first monpy; C.
Hiissingpr and As'ain broke4.aeh and dividtd second: Kramer
and Hilh-rts with 3 br.-afcs • ach out of the 5 sho', at, divided third.
S'xi.h ev nt, entrance $2, two m mevs, 10 sinarle hluerockt: Hil -

era brrke 8 and took uvat mone-; J. aillcrs, Kramer and Per-
ment broke 7 each and d-vHed -6-ou l.

Seventh event, entrance $1, o single ulneror-ks, two monevs: C.
von Lengerke and Ktlier tfof. clean s.-ons and div ded first; Hes-
el. g^r, Sehuaft, West anl Kramer missed one each and diviaed
second m mey.
Eiahih eve if, similar to former one: H^s^inger was the only

one out of nine entiies who got m.- 5 straight, an 1 he look the
fiist money; Baer took second, h ving but a single miss.

BERGEN POINT, N J.. Jan. l.-The gunning contingent of the
New Jersey Athletic Cluo spent muco of t >e moruine and all of
the afernooo at tt.e t taps on the organization's grou- ds at Ber-
gen Point. The da\'ssporr comntited a number cf prize iLv-
p gi on shoo'ing matches and several twu pstake events, in wtrch
ao >ur. twelve hundr--d shells were e::pl'"'ed and over half that
number of blupnv ks sha^iered. I i connection with tne prize
shoots ih- guun-ng < nmmitt.ee began a n»-\v aud somewhat novel
compe'iiion for p >inis. This feature entif !• s those who a'e first,
second, thiid aud fourth in prze events to n specnvely score 5, 4,
3. and 2 points to their twoid:'., At the end of the vear the three
marksmen who are red i ted win fie big'aest scores of points will
he awarded %'aluah'e prize-". T'»e recor.is niad-i in to- -av'- shoot
were as follows Maj r J. M. Taylor 13. J. V. Lawrence' 10. C. A.
Pope 8. Rufus Stor* P-iret 7, R chard Sundermann 5, Elmer E.
Bigorey 4, Henry M. Popham 4, George W. Purdy 3, A. Ciintou
Wilmerding 2.

Thp prize matches and their results were as suhjoined: Event
A, lOb'rda eacti— First, C. A. Pope, 7 breaks,-iiid3 mis es; second,
Upnry M. Pop lam. 6 bveaKS. and 4 'nissts; t 1 i.d, G V. L .vvrence,
5 breaks an l 5 misse:; fourth, A. Clinton '.V.lui.jrdiug, 4 breaks
and 6 nr^se-*.

Event B, 5 singles and 3 p urs-Firs^. Richard Sund -rmann, 8

b'e*R8 anil 3 raibSff; 'ecoi.d, M j->r J. M.Taylor. 7 breaks and 4
mi^se^; third, J. V Lawrencf, 6 b.e^ks and 5 missses; fourth,
Rnfus Story Paret, 4 bivaks ar.d 7 misses.
Event C. 20 bird~ each—First, Rufns Storv Paret (3 birds al-

lowed) 18 1 reak- and 2 misset; ae. ood.Maj. J M, Tavlo- (si rat. L),
17 bt-paks and 3 misses: third,0. A. Pope (2 hirds alio wen), 13 br. aks
and 7 misse,-; fourth, Elmtr h. B ^onty (3 nirds allowed), 12 breaks
and 8 mi=ses.
Event D, 5 birds eaoh—Firs', M >jor J. M Taylor. 4 breaks and 1

misi: i-econd, J. V. Liwr ive, 3 bivak- anl 3 misse ; third, G- o.

W. Purdv. 2 breaks and 3 misses; fourth, Elmer E. Bignney, 1

break aud 4 m'sses.
Eveni E, 20 birds each -Fir't, M i j W J. M. Tavlor. 19 successive

breaks aunlmts ; -^ejond, J. V. L«wreuee (2 oirds allowed). 1)
breaks a d 10 mis e-; third, Elmer E. Bigoney, (j birds aUoweul.
9 breaks and 11 miss-"?.
Event F, 10 oird-=, one of five traps sprung while marksman is

walking—Firs r
, Major J. M. Taylor, 7 breaks and 3 uihsns; sec-

ond, Richard Sundermann, 5 breaks and 5 m!S;e=; third. J. V.
Lawrence. 4 breaks and 6 nrsses.
Event G, 5 pairs eacn—First, J. V. Lawrence, 6 breaks and 4

mis-.e.-; second, Richard Sunlerm.mn, 4 creaks and 6 misses.
The prizes were s'lk umbrellas, portions of shooting outfits,

jewelry, and quantities of cartridges.
Of the sweepstake events the cbief was a shoot at 20 b:rds for

each entry. Major J. M. Taylor won first money witli a score of
17 breaks and. 3 misses. J. V. Lawrence hroke 11 and missed 9,

winning second money.
ELIZABETH, N. J., Dec. 30. —A pigeon shooting ma'.eh for £25

a s'de. took place to-day between Wm. Dackerman. of ihe Eliza-
beth Gun Club, and Frank Lfi Matte, of the East End Gun Club.
The conditions were each man to shoot at 15 birds. SOyd- use,
80yds b undary. both barrels to be used. La Motte killtd . rds
and Dackerman a. One rf the latter's, however, dropp -.j .iu«t
out of bounds, and the match was declared a tie. B th men a rew
tneir stakes, and will stioot next week for 8100 a side. The birds
were strong erratic flyers and difficult to kill.

NEW BEDFORD, Mass., Jan. l.-On the Russell Mills Gun
Olub's grounds to-day, the Russell Mills Gun C ub defeated the
Wesrport Gun Club 105 to S3, iu a clay-pig- on shooting contest.
In a coutest between T, F. Allen and Dr. Post, of this eity, at 25
birds( Allen won, breaking 22 to 21 for PobL
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TOWARDA, Pa., Jan. 4—The New Year's tournament of the

Towauda Rod and Gun Club was verv successful in attendance at
lea«t. but the scorps as given l«elo\v show tr> a dis-advant-
age as to the partieipapfe being experts witl. the shotgun, A
number for (he first t'tne faced the traps in a tournament,
and while making good seres on the^r home grounds wen' to
pn res anions strange, trans an i entectainin-r an an lieuc . Two
of ihe rarticipaa's have male grouse buattng for fcae mirke' a
busn ess for days the p i«t sea^m, >md bigg-d many birds, hut
mi sf d the flying hlnerooke as well as the otner«. VV. K. Park, of
Athens P.I.. is an expert with the shotgun at fiving fa>g ts, and
had very Utile trouble >vina ag first mmev nearl? every 'ime.
He shoots a 12-gauge Colt himmsr gun. W. A. Gh iinberlin, of
this pla> e, is the champion livrt bird shot, and although over 60
years of ag», makes all the youngsters take a back seat. Live
birds w. re ihro.vn fro n one trap, while Cie inanim ites were
thrown from three. Blu^i-nck targ ts wero u-c.1. A n;rictn As-
sociation rules governed h both. E lira ,v6 m .my was t h i same
in alUveats, an 1 divided 40 30, 20 and 10 par rent., giviug alia
chance to win at least a sm .11 amount. Miuy shoo'eis used
American woid p iwier, shiwuig UidK it is coming in u e "even
oai k in the wood-.." Nea'r'S all of nur Am riean guns were repi e-
sei jed. Smith, Lefever, P„irk-r, D ily, Colt, also m.ny foreign
maker?. Scores, as follow-:
First event, 6 single t^an<r:

Dittrich 0 0110-3 Montauye 001POI—

2

P«i k 011- 11-5 Frutchv 010 101-3
Binder HOJOd—2 Ritrenburv 11J110—

4

Park first, Uittennury second, Dietrich tuird, foarth div.
' econd event. 6 sing e largets:

D1 1 1rich 1 031 10 - 3 Crausk i 001000-1
Park Ill lOi)—4 Ri tteubury 00100 1 -2
Snider 110010—3
Park first Dittrich and Snider div. second, Rittenbury third,

Cr;iuska fourth.
Third event, 3 singles and 2 doubles:

Dittikn ....011 00 01-3 Adams Ill 0103-4
Park 011 10 11-5 Streeter. 110 01 00—3
Km'der ....Ill 1110-8 WHTyrell 101 01 00 3
Oauska 010 0110-3 Moore ... ., 010 10 10—3
RitteDhury 010 00 11-3 Tha-chii' OX) 10 00-1
Frmchy 001 11 10-'' Lang 011 10 (HD—

3

Mamai.ye 001 0L 11-4 Hamaker 001 00 00-1
Clapn 010 11 11-5
Snider first, ties div.
Fourtn event, 5 single tnrwts:

Snider 0101C-1 LiPlant 10100-2
Ciauska 01100-2- Benjamin OHQOO-0
Park HI 1 1—5 Larg . .00111-3
}iamak-pi 00001-0 WH Tyrrell... . 01111—4
Thatcher (10000- 0 Moor- 000 0-0
Clapp 0.1011—2 Streeter 10111-6
Adams 1011 3 Hitnicn Oil 10-3
Uittenhury 11011-4 D C rjri.eU 10000-1
Park first, tbs div.
Fifth event, 5 siugle targets:

Park 11111-5 Mmtiuye fOlOO-l
Snider 00301—1 Adams loull—

3

Hamaker OOOOU—0 Clapp „ 10110-3
DiOrich Illl l -5 Thatcher.... .. 01000-1
Fru chy 00110-2 Lan- . 01100-2
Ritenbury 01 ill—

4

P.iik and Dittrich div. rirst. RiUenbury second, ti?s div.
Sixth event, a live. bird c :

Dittrich 21111—4 Lwg 11022—4
Park 01201-3 LaPiant 01000-1

0102i-3
. ...21111-5
...01021-3
....21011—4
....00101-2
...20021-3

..00 01 10-3

..10 00 03-1
..00 00 00-0

03 01—1

Thatcher 01010—3 W H TyrrellM ut.nve 20.01—3 Chamberiin ...
Snider 2.02.3-4 Mooiv
Clapp.. 01UI0-2 DCTvrrell ...
Hamaker 00010-1 Worthing
Adams 10110—3 VNTvirell. .

Chambt-rlin first.

Seventh event, 3 dour le targets:
Th tcher 00 00 00—0 Snider
Crauska 10 00 00— I Frutchy
Park 10 00 11—3 Hamaker
Clapp 01 id 00-2 Rutenhury
Montanye 10 00 00—1 W H Tyrrell 00 01 01-2
Adams... , „fl 10 03—

3

Park and Adams fjr«i, tics div.
Eighth eventh, 5 single targe's:

Rtt.nbury 1 101—1 Dittrich 11101—4
Crauska iU01l-3 Ostnaus 0000)—1
Snider ,...03101—3 La PL.nr 11011—4
Ties shot "If in next event.
"Ninth event:

Ritienhury 11000-3 Mr-Oann 10101—3
Crausia , 1O031 2 Turner 00001—1
Snider 1100 1- i U ttrich 0110L-3
La Plant O1H0—3 VV. F. DirnucH.
CINCINNATI. Jan. 1.—Over 1,030 people weathered i he rain and

otmr inconvi niences ir-lay to wruess the first un-meD team
shoot on the Er-t Knd Gun Club Ground*, between 10 picked shois
of the Dayton (O ) Gun Club and an equal number selected from
the Cincinnati^. The Da > tor. Club some lime ago announced
their ieadiEessto meet any 10 shooters in the universe. The
Cir.cinna.ii shcoleis and aspi- ants for tr.in-shooting honors took
exception ther-to, the consi.queuce heing the match of tn-iavam results—a def-at. Generajlv soeaknig, a defeat for t^e local
club was expi-cted, the match heing strn ilv the Dayton bovs'
cho ce of conditions and r*ce. The weather was of the uor t pos-
sible nature—the flight cf the hiids apparently easy, and tnai
there was not one perfect score made a m'racle. Mr. Bandle,
with the disappointmi nt i.f Shu't, McPhee and S» haller's ab-
ppnoe, used go id judgment in the. s lec ion of his men. Mr.
Walter Keenan. in place of Mr. xieik. s, officiated as captain tor
the Daytonians. Cincinnati won the cho'c-e and sent their opao-
nents to the score first, Win. E Limn-ig oemg chosen as judge for
Cincinnati, Wm. Praichett for Da v ton, ana S. 8. I'r nip-, a vei v
modesl gentlem-.u ihc Dayton delegation brnuah' with teem, being
select, d as referee. The ma. ch opme I at 11:20 A.M., the fir.t gen-
tlhman to the score being Da\ ton's leading shor, Hei-es. Five
Dayton and an fq-.al numb- r of Cincinnati shots weie sand-
wiched in the first squad. Heibes, with 4">, s'.coting aeaiust (Jin-
ciunaii's ' Old Reliable" Ed. Taylor, with 47; the Davton boy won
der, Keenan, with 30, ag .iust Stewari's 39; McDonald, wiMi 45,
again t. Miller's 41; Rike 39. against BandU V 47; Runtain. Mia ni
county's enteri rising en me wa>dtn, with 39, against Richacds's
Z7. Resole, a lead of 12 birds foi Cincinnati. After a v< ry flight
intermission toe second squad selected was oidered to shoot,
which, though it. was supo ,»ed to be the awkward one, virtual] v

won the race. The friends of the defeaied claimed that some of
the Daytonians were not proo r members of the club, but no for-
mil protest was made. Conditions, 50 single standard birds,
^National American Shooting Association rules:

Davton.
Heikes.....,111100111111in'lllinii11 11111 101111011111111 1101-45
E. enan 11110 1.1100 ullOJiOOHlOllll 011 1 11111101 01011.11—36
McDonald...11 lllllOltllOnilll illOJHll UnillllOU inillllll 45
Rike 01111 lOif1111100 lOlhhl llilllllllillonilull0111-39
Buntain.... llllllOllOUO.aillllllO.QOliai I1T11001 01 11111101—39
Racit llOHlOIUlollllillllll lHiJOl omiooioniaiiiii—41
Priii in u iiaiiiiiiiiiiiiin mi imuiimnoiioii ui-48
J'r Hyde.. . 10030111101 UOOOlllilllUOllllllOlilllOrJlOU 11111 1-33
Knight UU01010 1100,0 111 0 11 1 1101 100 llOUlli 101011101-35
Bacon llilllllll 10111. 11111111 11)1111111111111111111111-43—412

CM'tini ati.
Taylor oiimmiiiiiiomoimiiiiiiiiimimm miiii_47
S'ewart ... .010110imi010101olOmomiOllllllllllUMJ,mii_39
Miller liimmnmuii oui.o iiooHiiiiniiOnoioiom-41
Bandle 1 ill 11001 11 H lllull 1111 1 1 1

1 111 11 11 1 11111 1111111 11 1—47
Rickard OlUUlllOl'llimoi 11111000111011101111001111 11110—37
Mnipbv uoooiiomm lomouioiuinoiioiio oiomimi—3&
Langdon . . . . 1 11 1 1 ill 1 110

1OlOUlllomm HOlul Ulllll 01 1 101100-39
Merrick Ill Kill 101*111111110101111 1111110111111 lOi] 1110111—41
Bohemian. . 1 Ull Hi II 1 llUOOOOOl 1 1 1 10101011 1 001 10 LH001 10011 111—34
Vincent 1 1 10110101 illlOOOlllllllllOllllHiOOJliO .010101 110 -35—£99
MONTREAL, Jan. 1.—The a mot given by the Dominion Gun

Club tc-day was a gr at success. Seventy-lve en'ries we'e re-
ceived in the merchandise match, and from noon to 5 P. M.,
shooting was (he or. er of tug day. Tne fir-t prze w is cat ried off
hy cue of ihe tra< k shot- cf the Monireal Gua Clnh. and in view
of I he large numl.tr nf exp i t shot' competing, Mr. Jame s mav
Wrll fee] proud of his victory. Score:
R J.unes ...10 V Hpnncbon ...8 Pa ton. 7
fl beniy 10 W Giee er 8 Br. r Coon 7
Llh.ckwtll 10 B Higgins » Jones.. . . 7
JCn.ke. .. 9 Plato 8 Masf rson '.'.....6

C Anbiu '3 Smith 8 Hulley,. 6
E Octave.... 8

Fvery week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication In the current Issue, it is particularly re-
quested that scores be sent us as early as possible.

Tatham r.8
No. 2;

Tatham.
No. 3:

Tatham. .....9 Hathaway
^o. 4:

CLAREMONT, K. J.. Jam 4.—At the newly.orgauized Clore-^nt %£99TinS Grounds many pleasant "weeps were shot to-day.

NoV-
CkB6aCh

'
AU Bh0i ° ff 0n foUovvin& sweep.

Hathaway..... 5 Lyons 5

7 Hathaway 7 Lyons

.. 6 Lyons 7

Tatham. 6 Hathaway 7 Lyons 5
No. 5:

Tatuara 7 Hathaway 8 Lyons 6
No. 8;

Tatham 7 Hathaway 0 Lyons.. .

K o. 7:

Tatham is Hathaway 4 Lvons....
No. 8;

T thaiu 8 Hathaway... 5 Lyons 7
No. 8!

Tatham 9 Hhthaway 5 Lyons....
No. V ;

Tatham g Hathaway 7 Lyons....
No. 11:

Tatham 8 Hathaway 3 Lyons....
No. 12:

Ta' ham 8 Hathaway 4 Lyons 8
No. 13:

Tatham 1 Hathaway 7 Lvons
No. 14:

Tatham 4 Lvons 4 Chapman 7Hathaway G Moffatt ....5
No. 15:

Tatham, 9 Lyons 7 Moffatt 6
Hathaway 2
L»fever Trophy Shoot: Tatham killed 22, missed 3; Hathaway

killed 13, missed 12.

CATSKILL. N. Y,, Jan. 1.—New Tear's day beingrawand driz-
Tflv, the attendance at the Catskill Gun Club grounds was some-
what smaller than that at the Christmas shoot. Teams were
made up with Lever and Roberts at their heads, Leyer's winning
Dy9pnio'B through a fortunate selection of shooters—Shufelt
with 16, Burg with 15 and Rosa with 13. making remartahle scores
for amateurs. The comforts afforded by a club house with a hot
B'ove and all the conven'encts were appreciated by all present.
A jolly time was had in the two hours' shooting. Below are the
scores made in order of shooting:

Lever's T'-am. Roberts' Team.
Lever. .

.
.niOlO'lllOllJlhlOm-H- Roberts. ..milimilOOlllllll-18

Y>llot 100 000000001 1010010- 6 Benter.... 11111111101101111100-16
Tolley llllOOOlOiilllOjOOOOl- 9 Hand 001 10 00010000000110- 5
Shufelt. ..H01101 Iil1l!0mi0-I6 Jump ... .0000000 lOiOlOHOoOJl— 6
Rnsa OlolllOriollonoim - 13 Kline Illi00,1l001iimoi01-13
C Burg....lllil0110H1111l00Jl-15 T Burgh. OOOOlOOOOOOllOlOJlOl- 6

73 64
Six sweepstakes followed.—Dr Toll.
DAVENPORT, (owa, Jan. 1.—The Forester Gun Club held its

Tenular holidav shoot to-day. The weather was anything but
propitious for a large attendance, a drizzling rain falling all day,
but nevertheless a fair number of good shots were pres nt and
made t he I est of a poor day. Only two matches were shot with
the folio -ving results:
No. 1, 6 live birds, 5 ground traps, 30yds. rise, Keystone rules, 8

prizei:
John Racrster HO 101—4 Friday 011100—

3

Kray U0H1—5 Scheef 111110—5
Emerson 1HI11—6 Collin 101010—3
Davis lllill—G Goos 101110—4
Tucker UoOlO—3 Howard 111100—

4

J a> ss 111111—8
Emerson and Janss div. first, Scbeef was awarded second, Race-

ster third.
No. 2, (Hive birds, 5 ground traps, 30yds. rise, Keystone rules, 3

prices:
EmerMon 010111—4 Scheef 0)1111-4
Tucker 101101—4 Janss 010111-4
Howard 111011—5 Goos ..001011-3
Kray lliOol—4 Davis 111010—4
Cdlin 110111-5 Rucester 111011-5
Friday 111011-5 Bran gan 101111—5
Howard and Racestex first. Janss second, tne third money was

add^d -o first. w. N. PrritCE.
CtEUR I.i'ALENR CITY, Idaho, Dec. 23.—The Cceir d'Alene

Rod and Gun Club's turkey shoot and sho'g'in rifle and pistol
ma'cbi s closed to-day. The 22.1 opened with plenty of snow and
winos, but the hoys got on to tne turkeys in fiue shape, killing two
dozen before 11 o'clock. Tne shooting was nt the head- at 65ui3.
At about 11:30 the pistol match was open: d with 7 entries only,
owing to a terrific wind and blinding snow. Had the weather
been favorable we should have had manv more. The cores of
llie winners i-tood as follows, 50rds. off-hand, ifandnrd American
T->igei: J. Warren first, 79; Fred S. Bud-i second. 73; J. Fellow-.
70. The next event was a rifle mj.tch at 100yds. off-hand, standard
American target, with 19 entries. Scores of winners as follows:
Bergman f-7 Quinlan ..19 Millias 75
Wi.ite 84 J Warren .79 Pollock.... 74
Eckhardt 80
Dec. VS.—The day opened with turkey shooting till ab->ut 11

o'clock, bv which tim" the boys had deposed of about 24 turKeys.
Next onme the shotgun at blackb rds and biuerocks.
Firtt event, 6 singles, sweepstakes:

Cailin 101111-5 Nor f on,..
Hernck 00i111-4 Warren
Eckbsr.lt.. 011110-4 Pettibone.
rVllock 100101—3 McFarland „
Ties on 4 div. second, Pollock third. Second event, 15 singles,

10 entries:
Herrick. ...... .011111101011111-12 Norton OllOOOOHOOllli— 7
Canin mill 011011111—12 Quinlan OilOOlOHlODlftV- 7
Pettibone.. .001111101110)0 10 Pollock O 0011' 10 01 .001— 6
Warr n .101 11. 1001 1 001 1-10 McFarland. .. . OOtiOlOOOOi inr,ru KV- 1
Eckhardt 01 J 01000101 1,10— 8
Herrick flrst, Pettibone seco id, Eckhardt, third.
Third event, 12 singles, 11 e.nfr.e^:

Herrick 111111111111-12 Norton 00)111111000-6
Warrer. 0111101111 1 1—10 McFarland 0011i0100.lt>-

6

Bubb 11 1 1 1001011!— 9 CuOer 10X11 HOllOO-S
Eckhardt 001111010.01— 7 Pettibone C001OJCH10I-6
Oa-bn 11000111 OtO— 7 VS hite njuJi:u0O0O)l-l
Pollo.-k 10.011001110- 7
Fourth event, 6 singles and 3 pairs:

Herrick 111111 11 II 00-iO Bubb 101100 11 00 10-6
Carliu 110111 111100-9 Petti hone ...010011 10 10 10-6
Eteknardt ...OlOll HOull 9 McFarland.... 03H01 11 10 30-6
Warren 01J001 10 II 11— 7

1 cU h»rdt won tie for second after shooting at 12 birds. McFar-
land fourth.
Taking it all in all everyone had a very pleasant time. The

weather was very unfavorable f >r good shooting. Mr. Herrick
made a splendid ruu of 27 eonse. utive birds, w'yich was very fine
under tb^ circumstances Mr. Warren won the banner for hign-
est average in rifl-i ana pMol matches. Chelay.KANSAS CITY, De- . 24 -The trial of Fred Erbhy the Board
of Directors of the Mittouri Fish and Game Prot* efive Associ-
ation, which was to l ave been h> Id here to-day, was postponed on
aci ouot of lack of a quorum until the meetmg of the convention
of ihe auove association, to he In Id at Cameron, Mn., some time
r.e*t.lune. President P. D. Watson and Secretary C.W. Schneider,
of Cameron. Mo., and J. E Riley, of this city, were present at the
appointed time. The latter was not eligible to serve on rbe com-
urttee because be is a witness in the case agains+ Erb. The miss-
ing members who fe„rted to be present are Dr. J. Q, Parrish, of St.
Lous; P. i'allmeyer, of Jefferson City, and J. B Bates, of Pal-
myra. As the Board consists of six members and but two pr- sent,
the tri»l of the case could not pioceed. Dr. Joseph Ingersol], of
L.faye.'te, Ind., who generously con«enced t act as Erb's counsel
in the ma(t» r, was here with Erb and was ready to proceed with
the case. The whole trouble was brovght on by tne recent Budd-
Erb controversy over the champion cup, the former refusing to
ac epo the inter's challenge for r, owit-e\ a< Budd claimed, to
8e\eral shady iransactioi s of the Litter while a resident of t.hi«
citv some yenrs r ack, Budd wa- finally compflled to meet Erb,
and the Infer defend him for the trophy at Davenport, la., re-
centb .—Uasek Fritz
PiNte BROOK, N. J.-Frarik class has arranged to have a big ARLINGTON C. C.-The annual mee'ing of the Arlington C Oopening shoo, a- toe oiras ao his pb.ee at Pine Brook on Friday, was held on D. c. 28, the following officers heiue flebtedsJan. 10; 1,000 birds w ill ha on hand. It w.U be the first big sunol R. E. Molloy; Vi.-e-Com., F. Placefjr.; SecV-Treas!.. C V Sch™v-at the ne.v place, and invitations have been s^nt out to all the \

1- r. Execu ne C .mmittee, H. Morgan and Wm B Dai v Th\>ci-.ck P|irb, Wi'ttiu a hundred mnVe. Among tW who have 1 club now has a membership of 17, and with the aidota Sir kinsentered »i-e Cables, Erb, Pig] er, Leddy, Harri-on. Riegctt, Uptc I tunc! staried some time since, it is endeavoring to purcha^se smi igiove D-ily. Heritage. Green Lever, Charles Smith William
,
ble land for its house, which is now on leaseSVroKy : 1 Sm!Vijqrbee- beymour Smith Milt Lin-sley, CoUins Go ff Frank

|

mittee has beeu appointed to look up good nlacerror shmt clubbJemtz, Ricl'ard twin, Thompson, Tay or and C. M. Hedden. .ruises this season. Last year tne club, in additionito a uoodTherewiUbeaandicappingto btwt all, and snooting will last all representation at the division m,et.MVMvenCmhe»ti.?fiB
j
A. C. A, me«t, a»d tnie year a 8ttfi larger attendance is prot^eti,

turKeys

. .101100 - 3

..0110.0-3

. OOlolO 2
..t 00001—1

WASHINGTON HEIGHTS, N. Y., Jan. 1.-One of the most in-
tPif stmg pigeon shooting evpnts of the season was decided on the
grounds of the Washington Heights Gun Cmb, at 186th street and
the Bloomingdale road, to-day. The prim ipal event was a match
for $50 a side, between W. J. Elliott of West Farms, and Hugh
Hurr'son of the Washington H sights Gun Club. The condi ion«
were from 30yda. rise, at 25 live p>goous, inside of nOvds. boundary.
Harrison had defeated Elliott in a similar match, and was a
favoiite in th» speculation on t'.ie remit. Mr. E. A. Fountain -f
the Washington Heights Gun Club officiated as referee. Elliott
sunt first and kilb-d his first bird, musing the n^xt. and turn
bowling over eig'.t straight, missing the eleventh bird, and then
killing three straigut, missing the next, and then killing seven
straight. He f.nled to kill the twenty -fir.-.t bird, and killed the.
remaining two. Harrison led off with eight straight lulled. miss<-d
the next two, k-lied the next couple, and missed the nexi. hird.
R. brought down the next br.ce. and agaio missed the sixteenth
bird. The seventeenth and eighteenth birds were dropp d, and
the next bir ). a swift qumerer got away, ana be missed the next
three, which were lively birds, and killed the remaining two.The score:
Kiltot* ioimm ioi i ioi iimion -2i
Harrison

. . lillllUOOlllMOllOlOOOU—\7
.A sweepstakes at 7 live birds followed: For the birds, handicap

T-ses. entrance |5 divided. Tne awe: Elliot, 30 /ds.. 7: Preyer,
28yds.. 6; Peters, ^6vds.. 6; Fortunito, 21iyds., 2: Mullen, 24ves„ 1.
Elliott thus raked in the first money, Preyer and Peters dividing
the second.

PHILADELPHIA, Jan. 1.—There was a good crowd to witness
a spirrow-shooting match between Capt. A. H. Bcgardus, the
veteran marksman, and J. Frank Kleintz, the well-known local
shot. Each man shot ar, 25 sparrows. 30yds.. 5 traps being n-ed.The sparrows were strong flyers, and Ft required' \ ery skillful
shooting to bring them down, Bogardus killed his first two birds
?
n
i. i

ni
^
S('d lbt! tnird. Kleintz aid tne same. Then eacb man

killed the next three. Bogardus killed two out of the next four,
and then took the lead, as Kluintz only brought down one out of
his four. Kleintz caught up, however, on the next thiee birds,
and at the, finisb the score was a tie, each man having killed 16
oirds, as follows:
Bogar.ius

, Iirail011010010111ul01011-16
Kleintz ....... ... 1101110010111010101101011-16
Referee, E. R. Irwin. This was the fourth match shot by Bo-

gardus and Kleintz, each having won two.

TORONTO, Jan. 1.—The members of the Owl Gun Club held asparrow shoot at C. Stark & Co.'s grouuds to-day, and taking
into consideration the bad weather the shoot was a very success-
ful one every way. The attendance was rather light, but tuospwho shot made very good scores.
Notwithstanding the disagreeable weather of New Year's Day

a very successful shoot was carried out at MeDowall's grounds,
tbeseor/ s being among the best ev.i made Tbere. The comfort-
able bonding nt the grounds was never more appreciated th-.n on
this ocoasion, as without it a postponement would have been ne-
cessary. Several small matches were shot, and the afternoon's
spu-t was brought to a close by a 50-bird sweepstake, the scores
being as follows:
Fif'y biuerocks, entrance $2, 2 prizes:w McDow-aiL...niionioiiiioiiiii(.iiiiimiimiiioniiimnioii-43

ccnaries iiommoiioiiiiniiiiioinoiioiiioiiiinumiio-42
j Draisey liomiiiomnoiii i iiooiiiiniioiiionioiioiiom-40
C Budd 0110101111011101001111101010111110110111111111010-37
Double rise mulch, -5 pairs:

Charles ... . .11 U 11 01 11-9 MeDowall 11 11 10 10 11-8
Jan. 3.—The West Toronto Junction Gun Club held a shoot to-

day at D. I lea's ground at live pigt ons. The birds were a lively
lot and the shooting was very good.

COUNTRY CLUB, N. Y., Jan l.-The members of the Country
Club enjoi ed the first day of the new ytar by a shooting tourney
at live pigeons over the finely equipped shooting plant of the
organization on Pelham Bay. Many of the best-known society
people of the metropolis were present. Annus those who pMr ic1-
pated m the shooting wen : Messrs. Allen. 25 yards rise; Srorv 22
yards rls»; Duane, 29 yards nsp; Iselin, 30 yards lise; Hoyt'24
yards rise; Potter, 25 yards rise; Gladwin, EfcJ yards rise; and M. D.
Thome, 25 yards rise. Ic whs a poor day for the sport, as trie
unfavorable conditions of the atmosphere tried both the flying
qualities of the b rds and th» sk'll of the contestants. Tne birds
were an exception .Uy strong lot of tuig-ts, ana many of tuem
managed to get away from the guns of the amateur shooters
who were not as profie'ent as tney might have been with the com-
plete shooting paraphernalia which they had, everything bei un-
ci the best quality, both ni shells and guns. The shooting hfgan
promptly at 11^ o'clock, and the first event was for a cup offered
by a member or tne duo. at ten oirds per man. go en' ranee fee, 40
percent, of the entrance to go to a second man, 10 percent, to
the third man, and the remainder to the club, all contestants
who wtiM handicapped at 26 yaids rise or under to stind where
th.y pleased, and all above that mark at handicap rises, Mr
Story won this event, w.th a d -an score of ten buds killed. The"
second event was for a cup valued at $250. and the winner had
the privilege of accepting the same amount in cash m lieu of the
trcphy. It was at ten birds per man, entry fee $10 per man, •

handicap rises; all comp-ticors standing at the gfyds, rise tr
unoer; one miss to couutas no bird. Mr. Story won this event
"lso.

LONG BRANCH, Jan. 1.—A big crowd attended the shoot on
the grounds of the Central linn Club to-day. There were several
sweepstakes shjt at live birds, and some remarkabJe shooting
i as done oy Cannon, the one-armed shoou r. The principal eventwas the shoot tor a heavy silver cup, to go to the member of the
Central Gun Club making the beet score in the year's monthly
snoots. The prize, a silver drinkiug cup, was presented bv John
Oney, Jr , son of John Hoev, President nf tue Adams Exnress
Company. The conditions were: Seven birds eacb. Hurlindiam
rules to govern. Th) ee men killed seven straight rdrds, five kdled
six each, four men five each, and two m n four each. The best
score was made by Mr. Shaw, who shot f r Mr. Hoev. Mr. Shaw
k.lled his seven Vrds with his tir3t baml. E. Taber killing seven
b'rus with eight barrels, and W. Taber seven with nine barrels,
toevei al matcm s were shot with biuerocks.

r — — — w— ...... v.« v .^a uuuo iruir apiiiug |t'i CeMJil
mpetitfri ana r< suited in the following s. ores; Murphy 5, Mil-

ler Brcidenbaehfi, Jacques 4, and Zorn 4. The firs, three divided
the first prizr, and rhelat er two divided the second prize. This
shoot was followed by another sho, t at live hires and resulted »S
follows: Jacques 5, Mnrpay 4 Dittmar4, Breidenbacn 3, and Zorn
3. The first prize wa« awarded to Jacques and the second was
OiVldea between Murphy and Dittmar. The third and last event
wasasweerstaa.es shoot at cla\- birds. 6 birds being sprung for
each m n. with the following n suit: Muiphv 6. Jacques G. Diu-mar 5, W. Prb.gle 4, F. Prmgle 3, and * Jim " Pilking.on 1.' The
first prize was divided between Murphy and Jacques, and the
second w as scooped in by Dittmar.

•Maying.

™T «eli
st0£°mcers a?.d directions for joining the A. C. A, andW. C. A. will ne found in the first issue of each month.

Secretaries of canoe cluv>s are requested to send to Forest andStream iheir addresses, with craie, membership, signal, etc. of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and Taces aud
report of the same. Canonists a. d all in erested in canoeing are'
requested to forward to Forest and steeam iheir addresses;with
logs ot cruises, maps, and inform ttion concerning their local
waters, drawings or descr.puons of boats and tit tings, and all items
relating to ibe sport.

"

'

PlXrURES.
June.

7. Marine and Field Club, Bath 21, New York Annual.
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I.50O MILES IN AN ADIRONDACK BOAT.
PART II.

ERIE CANAL, Sept. 8, Monday.— t was out of bed at 6, to find

that the rain had ceased, but had left everything damp and
reeking, with a heavy fog that did not rise until 8:30. Packing
up, 1 launched and rowed one mile to the lock, where I bad
breakfast at the usual little store. They informed me that a bear

was killed hard by not long before. Putting off -again I rowed
through another one-mile level, beyond which came one fourteen
miles long. At the last locK. I met two interesting and interested
inhabitants, who gave me much information about the country.

Three mik-s further on f passed a small town, Auriesville: and,
shordv be\ ond, Fultom file, fifty-six miles from Albany. Oppo-
site here is t he town of Fonda, whence is a railroad to Glovers-

ville, ten miles distant. On this level the canal once more
crosses the Mohawk on a fine aqueduct, and three small streams
on lesser bridges. The next village was Yatesville, sixty-two
miles from Albany, and three miles beyond came, the lock at
Speakers. The mountains above here rose still higher and had
some fine timber on them; they form the southern base of the
Adirondacks. The valley and the river grow gradually narrower,
and several of the gorges are extremely picturesque. The bottom
lands are covered with pretty groves, and occasionally a farm
appears. The whole scene was very beautiful, and I had an un-
obstructed view all along.
At Fultonville 1 stopped at the bank and bought some fruit and

a watermelon at the store without leaving the boat. The water-
melon was completely disposed of within the next five miles: 1

kept it between my knees, with a big spoon handy, and a lump of

ice inside it, while a sponge at my elbow was frequently called

into service to wet my bursting head, the heat being terrific. As
a consequence I took matters very easily, though making seven
miles in an hour and a quarter, and the whole fourteen-mile
level in two hours and forty-five minutes, in spite of the heat,
watermelon, and eel grass. This last was the worst, being so thick
as to completely stop the boat several times, which proved ex-
ceedingly exasperating to my already overtaxed feelings. The
mules and horses on the towpath generally have fearful galls on
their shoulders, but otherwise seem to be tolerably well treated.

The boats are numerous and ruu often all night, making Buffalo
from Albany in t^n days. The heavy boats, those that are loaded,
run two miles per hour; and the light boats about three miles.

The profanity is uiisin passed by anything 1 have ever heard; and
the language'of the skippeis and muleteers seems to consist alto-

gether of a set of choice oaths and profane expressions. The
captains, and the underlings too. always have a word for one;
and I generally cultivate those going my way; being apt to see
them agaiu. My boat distances theirs quickly, but they catch up
during the night. They invariaby believe that 1 am bound on a
fishing excursion; and consequently think that all I tell them is

very "fishy."
Though quire worn out by the heat at the end of the long

stretch, having reached the terminal lock, 1 pushed on three miles
to Canajoharie, half way over a six-mile level and sixty-eight
miles from Albany. This is a large town, and the prospects for a
dinner ahead being slim, 1 dined here at a fair hotel; having run
nineteen miles thus far from the bivouac of last night. A tarry
of an hour and a half to cool off was grateful, and then I started
on in a thunder storm, but did not get more than a slight wetting.
Three miles from Oana jobarie comes another lock, opening on a
five-mile level. Owing to the action of a feeder above, the cur-
rent was pretty strong against me; and tine, together with a head
wind and floating masses of I he ever-present grass, made the work
very irksome. However, the fine scenery almost made up for all

this. The broad country rolled on as far as the eye could very
well see, fine farms and heavy timber lines alternating through
the hills. The pine groves were especially hue, consisting of large
trees. At the commencement of this level is Fort Plain, quite a
sizable place. There was much delay there on account of an accu-
mulation of canal boats; but at last I got through, though the
tenders allowed a canal boat to get in ahead of my turn. This
was the first piece of such negligence as I had met with, and I

gave the tender my views on the subject, he admitting his fault.
The number of boats going and coming on the canal is astonish-
in0'. There are some hard-looking characters along the route, but
so'far 1 have had no trouble with them.
The lollowing level was three miles long, and while in the lock

at. the end a great swirl of water, caused by a damaged gate,
forced me to pull hard on the port oar to avoid disaster, where-
upon the oar broke tn the. neck—a serious mishap. Kooky Rift
feeder from the Mohawk comes in on this level, and Herkimer
county begins at Mindenville, a little hamlet at the lock, where 1

had supper in a wretched shanty; afterward proceeding for half
a' mile under my double-bladed paddle until I found a wagon
maker near the canal who promised to mend my oar in the morn-
ing. This man owned a dog of a very enterprising disposition,
who proved averse to my landing: but I conquered his scruples
after a little parleying, in which a club took part. Paddling to a
oniet spot a quarter of a mile away, I drew the boat up on a high
hank, and as the moon rose went in swimming; then, after read-
ing for an hour, turued in under my blankets. Thirty and one-
half miles run to this point since morning.
Erie Canal, Sept. u, Tuesday.—I rose at 6 and found two inquisi-

tive youug builoeks discussing me, and anxiously awaiting fur-
ther developments. I first went for the oar, which my tarrier
had repaired, making it half a pound heavier at the end, a serious
defect, as It "was much hairier to row with thenceforth. Break-
fast was had iu a vile little house where a domestic row was in
progress. The proprietor's better, and much more muscular half,
threatening to go up and haul him out of bed if he did not get up
"right oft." The master of the- house had evidently been on a
spree the night before; in fact everybody about this country
seems to get drunk whenever opportunity offers. The eel-grass
was not quite so bad as yesterday, but I had a strong head wind
all day to tight against.
This level was a three mi ler, and uext followed one 5^ miles

long, on which were two aqueducts over small streams. East
f'anada Creek, from the Adirondacks. comes into the Mohawk 3
miles above Mindenville. At the end of the level Little Falls ap-
pears situated in a romantic place and surrounded by very pretty
scenery. There are 10,000 people here. The canal makes quite a
rise hereafter, there being four locks near together; while on
r-ither side rocky cliffs rise abruptly from the water. The place
iiself seems to be cut out of tne solid reck, the canal resembling a
i-iver in some wild locality. Above the falls of the Mohawk-

a

feeder comes into the canal. After passing through five levels
as-'gregaiing 5J^ miles, I reached another of three miles. Next
comes a two and then a one mile stretch, the latter ending at, the
town of Mohawk, and on this level is Fulmer's Creek Aqueduct,
Mohawk has 1,800 people, and reminds one of a New England
town. On the far side of the valley opposite is Herkimer, the
capital of the county. The surrounding region is beautiful, hav-
ing all the features of an attractive landscape, hills, mountains
and valleys; while from the canal one has a noble view of it.

There was a good hotel at Mohawk—and two pretty girls, one a
waitress and one a fair boarder. These attractions within, and
the dread of the great heat outside, nearly tempted me to stay
until the next day; but, although the boarder was remarkably
handsome, and played the piano very well indeed, I pushed on,
callous to all allurements, at 3 P.M., having run 18J^ miles during
the morning.
This levei was three miles long, ending opposite the town of

Hi on, across the river; then a one-mile level ended at the begin-
ning of a ninc-miler, wbich terminated at Utica, 110 miles from
Aloany. Ilion Creek feeder comes in the one-mile level, and at
the end of it is the little village of Frankport. Three-quarters of
a mile across the following nine-mile stretch Oneida county be-
gins. Having rowed one mile on this level I observed some choice
"king" apples, and soon obtained permission to gather them; they
proved exceedingly fine and large.
A hearty young farmer and his wife lived here, and an invita-

tion to sup following, I was regaled with honey and other good
tilings at their generous board. It was somewhat early for tea,
but 1 thought best to take advantage of such a golden opportunity.
From here to the Adirondacks is but twenty miles, and those
mountains flank the valley on the north; while a lovely scene
stretched between. The Mohawk here is but a small stream,
meandering slowly in long windings through the peaceful land-
scape. Having had a pleasant conversation with the farmer, 1

put off again, stopping after dark within one mile of Utica.
Al ter the usual swim and reading 1 turned under the canvas,
feeling tired and sore witli sittiug so long in the boat; and having
had to contend with a stroug head wind, a broiling sun and a
head current all day. Thirty and one-half miles to this point
from Mindensville.
Erie Canal, Sept. 10—Wednesday—I was aroused this morning

by the cheery voice of a capiain through a dense fog; 1 had seen
him and passed him two days ago, and his surprise was great at
finding me here. I had bivouacked upon a high bank, and, as
there was no screening shrubbery, my domestic arrangements were
all in full view of the ladies on the canal boats; but they were
evidently accustomed to such scenes, as they did not appear to be
at all abashed. 1 rowed a mile to the lock in the city of Utica,
where, showing my letter to the lock-tender, and leaving my boat
under his protection, 1 chartered a friendly rough to show me the
way to the "beet hotel in the place," He took tne straight to a

dirty little saloon around the corner, but seeing my unqualified
disgust, had the kindness to walk half a mile into the city, and
then, with an air of patronage, took me into BaggV Hotel. It

was a good house, and Utica struck me as a beautiful city.

1 was away again at 9:30, and, as the fog and heavy dew be
tokened, had another day of broiling heat, with a brisk head
wind, and quite a current in the canal. This is a "summit" level,
the canal descending from it iu both directions, and it is CO miles
long. At Utica, from the south, comes in the Chenango Canal,
which boasts 60 or 70 locks close together; all within 24 miles of
Utica. This canal runs south to Binghamton, there joining the
Susquehanna River system. The sun was so overpowering that. I
had to keep my head wet all the time, and even then it utterly
exhausted me. This level ends at, Syracuse, and though a "sum-
mit" level is neither the only one nor the highest on the Erie
Canal. After rowing through a line farming country for 15 miles,
I came to the city of Rome, of 13,000 inhabitants. Leaving my
boat here in the charge of an obliging engineer at a mill, I re-
paired for dinner to Stanwix Hall, the largest house here, and
found an atrocious meal. The canal heie was very dirty, quite
an unusual thing, as it un iformiy has had beautiful water through-
out. There appeared in it dead horses, mules, cats, dogs, rats,
musk rats and cows; besides which it served as a receptacle for
various other kinds of filth, the odors of course being fearful.
The entrance of the Black River Canal is here; it runs north to
Lyons Falls, and has a succession of locks for miles. 1 stayed
some little time in Rome to purchase a few necessaries, and then
pushed on, passing Port Bull, New London and Higginsville. The
latter place is 135 miles from Albany.
When within 5 miles from Durhamville, 1 broke my oar again,

just above the former splice, and then paddled 4 miles, to within
one mile of Durhamville; passing the little hamlets of Dumbarton
and Loomis. Having reached the point of my bivouac some time
after dark, I was driven ashore by an imminent thunder storm.
The wind suddenly became a gale, and the thunder boomed nearer
and nearer, while I hauled my boat out, on a grassy bank by the
aid of the lightning, it being inky dark; and having hastily
pitched my tent, ducked under just in time to escape a tremendous
downpour of rain. It was a line storm, and very violent, but my
canvas was faithful, and kept all dry inside. After lighting up,
I went in swimming during the storm. It was so dark that po
object could be discerned save the cheerful light glowing through
my tent. Before going to sleep I ate a canteloupe and read a
little. Made 35 miles to-day rowing and paddling.
Erie Canal, Sept. 11- Hmrsday—it rained hard during the

night, but I slept the sleep of the j ust, and at 6:10 A. M. was under
way, paddling one mile to Durhamville, where I got a good break-
fast at a little count ry inn, and found a Yankee named Hank
Palmerly, who mended my oar. He had to put two heavy iron
clamps along the neck for a foot, making it very htsavy. As the
weight was at the extreme end of the oar, the unusual strain on
my arm made me sore for many a day, the work being not only
tiresome, but the oar was very troublesome and clumsy. The
town has a population of only 1,000. Fox & Co. have exteusive
glass works here.

I finally got away at 9:30, the day being bright and sunny, but
somewhat cooler. One misses the Mohawk River after leaving
Utica, as it branched off there; in fact, afterward it has but the
proportions of a small creek. Just after leaving Durhamville the
canal crosses Oneida Creek, one of the inlets of the lake of that
name, which is not far north of this place. Its outlet joins the
Oswego River further west. When four miles beyond Durham-
ville a heavy gust came up, giving me quite a soaking in spite of
a poncho and a convenient bridge, though by reason of the gaping
cracks in the latter I would have been better off perhaps from
under it, as streams of mud poured through. The wind was so
violent tiiat rowing was out of the question, so I amused myself
by eating a huge canteloupe and laughing at some of the canal
boats, wnich, blown together by the wind, were in an apparently
inextricable mess. The crews relieved their dampened feelings
by swearing profoundly.
Alter this the wind blew hard against me, hindering the pro-

gress of the boat very much. At Canastota, five miles from Dur-
hamviUe, Cowasselon Creek comes into the canal. From Cana-
stota the direction of the canal was westerly, having been nearly
due south from New London, thus avoiding Oneida Lake. New
Boston Landing, a small place, was four miles further on, and a
short distance beyond the feeder from Cazenovia Lake, rejoicing
in the name of Chittenango Feeder, flows in. Here is also the
little town of Chittenango, half a mile fcom the canal, and walk-
ing there 1 got a cold lunch. It, is a pretty spot, high ridges en-
compassing the town, covered with fine timber, and the two lakes
are hard by. They told me about the bicyclist who is traveling
across the continent, and who stopped here to dine. A consider-
able product of this region is hops, and a goodly-sized corn can-
ning factory stands near the canal.

1 started on at 3:30 P. M., in the face of a gale of wind which
blew without intermission until night. At first the clouds we~e
lowering, but it cleared off cold, ana the sunset, together with the
afterglow over the water and the surrounding country, were ex-
quisite. I rowed without a break for 12 miles, though having
some serious impediments, especially that of my broken oar,
which made the recover tiresome, and greatly fatigued my wrist.
The other oar now gave signs of weakening, and I had to be very
careful, not daring to pull hard upon it. Quite a number of steam
canal boats went by to-day; they are generally pushing another
boat, and sometimes towing one as well. Their speed is about
that of alight barge. Passed the villages of Bolivar and Kirkville,
near Chittenango, and 8 miles thence Manlius on the north,
where the De Ruyter's Reservoir conies in. Onondaga county
begins at Canastota. After passing two other villages, Clarksville
and Th' mpson, I stopped at a fine farmhouse to get some milk. I

had a disagreeable adventure with an energetic dog of large size,

but got off unscathed.
About this neighborhood there are several large basins in the

canaL/Some of them almost lakes; and the sceuery was very beau-
tiful about them. The country lately has not been thickly settled;
on the contrary, except around the villages, I have seen but few
houses. For the most part, toward the north, was one wide ex-
tent of swamp land, as far as the eye can see, dotted over with
forests and apparently uninhabited. It was rather flat also, hut
on the south there was much pasture and farm land, with rolling
hills. I passed Green Lake just beyond Canastota Lake, and was
told that people had in vain tried to fathom it. Large rafts of
pine logs, on their way from Michigan to New York, are fre-
quently met with; each raft entire is nearly half a mile long, but
it is towed in sections, so as to get through the locks.
I ran within half a mile of Syracuse, and, considerably after

dark, tied up at a little boat house on the water at the edge of a
large basin, where one could hear the sounds and see the lights of
the citv. Ha ve made to-day hut 35Va miles, owing to my grievous
detentions. After a supper of bread, milk ana jam, and some
reading, I turued under the blankets, though not before a hospita-
ble inhabitant, attracted by the light, had come down and offered
to do anything for me, remarking that he " had often been there "

himself.
Erie Canal, Sept. H—Friday—At 6 A. M. I rowed into Syracuse,

passing through two locks. They were "machine" locus, and fell

to the west. At the third, M mile from my camp, I left my boat
iu charge of the lock-beeper, and proceeding through the town to
the Vanderbilt House, had breakfast. The city is well laid out
and very pretty. On returning I bad to wait half an hour for my
turn at the lock. The next level was 4ii miles long, and uninter-
esting; passing for the greater part through rows of houses, salt
works, etc. A good view of Onondaga Lake, half a mile distant,
can be had from the canal. Just below Syracuse the Oswego
Canal branches off to the north, Oswego, on Lake Ontario, being
38 miles distant. The great watery highway, after leaving Syra-
cuse, passes iuto Onondaga Lake on its east shore, and the outlet,
which flows into the Oneida River, is navigable to Three Rivers
Point, where the junction of these waters forms the Oswego River.
The following level was 11 miles in length. A strong west wind

sprung up, which had a bad effect on my speed. The country
hereabouts was quite desolate, and I saw but few houses, except-
ing in some villages by the way; Camillus, opposite which the
Camilius Creek comes into the canal, called Nine-Mile Creek;
Peru and Jordan at the next lock. At Camillus begins Cayuga
county. Just east of Jordan the outlet of Skaneateles Lake comes
in. At 1:30 P. M., when half a mile beyond the little village of
Memphis, 1 got my coffeepot filled with hot water, and landing
on a shady spot made some chocolate and dined on canned
chicken, wafers, jam and canteloupe. After dining I saw a
tramp on the towpath opposite, and threw him tbe remainder of
my chicken. It fell short into the water, but he captured it aud
ate it nevertheless. One meets some dangerous-looking rascal3
now and then; strange and eccentric character* too are frequent,
but they are always known by the questions they ask. The hills

dotting the country are very beautiful, and makes an attractive
picture.
My dinner station from bivouac this morning was about 13%

miles. I left again at 3 P. M. aud rowed to the lock, then came a
7-mile level, on which was the town of Weedsport, and the small
villages of Cold Spring and Centreport. Just north of Weeds-
port, the outlet of Seneca and Cayuga lakes flows into Cross
Lake, which itself empties into the outlet of Onondaga. A feeder
comes in at Westport, and the canal itself is 403ft. above tide-

water, being 22ft. lower than the highest level I have yet been on;

the 60 miles ending at Syracuse. Port Byron ended this level be-
yond Weedsport, aud the next was 17 miles long. I stopped for tea
at Port Byron, a characteristic western New York town, has 3,000
inhabitant and resembles closely a pretty New England village,
with broad lanes, lined with tall aud fine trees, among them
many elms arching across. The surrounding country is not so
hilly as heretofore, but exceedingly picturesqe. 1 have seen all
along much arbor vita, or white cedar, the banks at places being
lined with it for some distance. Plum trees also are plenty, and
other fruits, but I am told that the former were ruined this year
by the eaily frost killing the blossoms.
I started on at dusk, much refreshed by a "strum" on the hotel

piano, thougli my fingers are getting very stiff for that amuse-
ment from continued rowing. I soon passed the lock about half
a mile beyond the town, and when the huge gates closed behind
me I lit my buckeye and placed it on the forward deck. There
was a dense tog rising from the water, as the night was cold, and
it was so thick as to plainly show my shadow in the lamplight.
The night was a quiet one, not a sound disturbed the silence, save
the plashing of my oars. I rowed 4 miles to a large basin near
the town of Montezuma; here my boat ran into a flock of tame
geese, which were so dazed by my lantern that I could put my
hand upon them, as I proved by grasping one old fellow around
the neck, which action caused a great fluttering and flying of
water and feathers. Further on, while nosing along shore to find
a good place to tie up, I got as near a pair of wild woodducks, and
tuuskrats were quite numerous. The boat makes no noise and
consequently approaches without alarming these creatures.

I tied up to a bank near this place, having made all told 331-53

miles. There was much eel grass to-day, and this together with
the wind detained me sadly. After reading and a swim I went
below, tying a poncho over the well, as the night was cold. To-
night turns up just one week from Albany and a distance of 207
miles. I have daily had a full day's rowing, except UJjjs hours loss
on account of the broken oar, thus making 30 miles per day on
the average. With no extra detention at the locks, no head winds
and none of the ubiquitous eel grass, f would have made 35 miles
per day at least.
Erie Canal, Sept. IS.—Saturday.—A cloudy morning and raining

a little. Rowing around to the bridge at 0:30 A. M„ on which the
town street crossed the canal, I got breakfast at a small inn.
Apples are plenty here and a store was laid in. Plums are a drug
on the market hereabouts, and 1 procured a peck of them also to
lighten the way. Started again at 8:30. Five wild ducks greeted
me on leaving Montezuma. Ntar the town one passes the mouth
.of the Seneca and Cayuga Lake Canal. Cayuga Lake is 40 miles
long, Ithaca at its head, being 56}^ miles from the Erie Canal.
Seneca Lake is 39 miles in length, and 61 miles lie between Monte-
zuma and Watkins" Glen at its head. Union Springs and Auburn
are but 13 or 15 miles distant also.
Iu the vicinity numerous salt springs and deposits are found.

The old stage road from Albany to Buffalo passes t hrough Mon-
tezuma, and 1 have been following it all the way along. Some-
what west of Montezuma, tbe canal crosses the outlet of the
above lakes on a magnificent aqueduct, the outlet being a large
river. Marshes covered with a curious reed extended on all sides
for miles, and beyond they were flanked by thick masses of
forest. It was a wild-looking place, and doubtless a great feed-
ing ground for wild ducks. The current appeared to be quite
swift, while the reeds were 8 to 10ft. high, lining the river com-
pletely. These reeds, not rushes, are only found at, this pla/e.
and are cut, stored, seasoned and shipped all over the country for
coopers' use, being the best for this purpose found any where in

the country. This business forms the chief industry of Monte-
zuma.
Ahout half way to Clyde, at the end of this seventeen-mile level,

I passed into Wayne county and Section 8 of the Erie Canal. The
eel grass was especially bad on this level, and dodging it w;ih very
fatiguing. Running into a lot of the stuff would bring the boat
to a complete standstill. A strong head wind olew throughout
also, and these two evils detained me a great deal. At Clyde
ended the wild part of the region, then br^an a three-mile level,

at the end of which stands the village of Lockberlin. This is a
great grape-growing locality, hut on account of the vineyards
being planted on the southern exposure of the hills and ridges
south of the canal, I have actually seen but few. The various
orchards were large and well kept. Along this last level appear
euormous conically-shaped mounds and hills in rows, generally
some distance from and parallel to the canal. Though evidently
artificial, their origin is entirely unknown.
At the end of the following level of three miles came Lyons, of

6,000 inhabitants, where I dined at a good hotel, having run
eighteen miles since breakfast. Pushed off again at 3:10. The
next level was short; then came one of one and one-half miles;
next came three locks close together, which brought me to a
twelve-mile stretch. The village of Arcadia is built on one of the
shorter levels, and I passed Newark, 224 miles from Albany, about
one mile beyond the lock on the twelve-miler. Thence I rowed to
within one mile of Palmyra. At dark some hot water was had at
a farmhouse, and thus making chocolate, I had supper in the
boat. Proceeding agaiu, 1 stopped for the night at a bank whereon
were some tall trees, these being desirable as a protection from
the heavy dew. Tying up here, a swim was indulged in.

The night was c id and cheerless, with a thick fog, though be-
fore the latter began to rise a fine Aurora Bore-alls lighted niv
way. An unusual number of boats passed me to-day, mostly
bound east. A large flock of wild duck3 gladdened my eyes dur-
ing the afternoon. Have made 32 miles to-day. After leading
for an hour I turned in.

PHtt.At)Et/PH£A, Pa. M. B.
[TO BE CONTINUE!).]

PURITAN C. C—The annual meetiug of the Puritan C. 0. was
held on Jan. 2, the foUowing officers being elected-. Com., Fran-
cis J. Baxter; Vice-Corn., Josiah S. Dean; I* ar-Com.. Joseph E.
Hill; Treas.. Lothrop Hedge; Sec, Jas. W. C • iwright, Jr.; .Vleas.,

John R. Robertson. The commodore, vice-cjmmo. lore, reai-com-
modore, secretary and treasurer, together with Samuel A. Brown
and Charles F. Dodge, form the Board of Directors. The House
Committee comprises Messrs. Brown, Baxter aud Hedge. The
Membership Committee comprises Messrs. Hill, Hedge and G. R.
Underwood. Tbe Regatta Committee consists of Messrs. For-
bush, MaeDouald and Cart-wright. The treasurer's report showa
a balance on the right side. The secretary's report upon the mat-
ters under his control shows that the club has a membership of
26 active members aud 12 associate members. The fleet consists
of 28 canoes. There are more coming, a 10X30 racer for A. H. For-
bush, from Joyuer, and two IKigxA) Class C canoes for Messrs. J.

E. Hill and Lothrop Hedge, from Robertson & Auburndale. Of
the 26 members in the club 15 are A. C. A. men, or will be as soon
as their applications have gone through the proper course. The
weather has been so mild here that on no bolidav has it been un-
comfortable canoeing. Christmas Day was but t degrees colder
than the Fourth of July. The annual dinner of the club will he
held at the Thorndike on Jan. 22.—James Weld Gartwright,
Jr., Sec.

FIXTURES.—We publish this week the first fixtures for tbe
year 1890. Now is the Lime to fix the dates for all races, and clubs
doing so at once will avoid much trouble later in the season.

NEW YORK C. C—Arrangements have been made for a series

of three "smokes" during the winter, the programme including
canoe talks, music, stereopticon views, etc.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Eastern Division—James Craddock,
South Boston, Mass.

"Went India. Hurricam* and the Great March Blizzard." By
Everett Hayden, 17. S. Hydrographie Office. Large quarto, with US

Utlmyraphie plates. Price $1. Contains full history of the great
stnrin of March, 1SSS, with practical information how to handle a
vessel in a cyclone; use of P« at sea, etc.

14, 28. Beverly.

5,19. Beverly.

FIXTURES.
JUNE.

JtJXY.
IS). Sippican, Open.

AUGUST.
6. New York. Rendezvous for 2, 16. 30. Beverly.

Cruise. 10. Sippican, Club.
SEPTEMBER.

1, 20. Beverlv. 30. Sippican, Sweepstake.

BRETAGNE.—The steam yacht. Bretagne, built in Baltimore,
iul881, for Mr. Leon Say, has just been sold to a Norwegian
yachtsman for 125,000 francs.
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SHAMROCK.—Mr. J. R. Maxwell's sloop is now hauled out on
Wintringham's ways, where sbe will be materially altered, the
greater part of the planking will he stripped off and the frames
will he hipped from the turn of the bilge up, while at the same
time the waterline will be lengthened 2ft., and the forward deck
3ft. The beam at waterline will be increased about 8in., and the
forebody, from the chainplates to the stern, will be filled out
considerably, the entire forward waterline being made straighter.
The hipping will be carried aft, each frame in the counter show-
ing a slight increase. The displacement will be about 5 tons
greater. The sail plau will be practically unchanged. Mr. Win-
tringham made all the drawings for the alterations. He has now
planked and decked two new compromise boats of his design, one
being 44ft. over all, 35ft. l.w.l., 13ft. 9in. beam, and 5ft. Sin. draft,
with 5 tons of lead on keel and 2 tons inside. The other is 31ft.
over all, 24ft. 8in. l.w.l., 9ft. lO^in. beam, 4ft. draft, with 3 tons of
ballast, all of which may be put in the keel. Both boats are of
the fashionable type, with clipper stems and very nice looking
counters. They will have centerboards and trunk cabins. Kath-
leen, now hauled out on Wintringham's ways, is having her after
cabin remodelled, a watercloset being added. A scag has been
lately added to the heel of keel to improve the steering.

INTREPID.—The schooner Intrepid, now lying at Tebo's wharf,
has lately be^n altered on deck af l, the officers' quarters and part
of the after cabins, below a flush deck, having been removed, and
a deck house, from bulwark to bulwark, the top level with the
rail, has been built in their place. This house, which is entered
from the after deck, near the wheel, makes a very light and com-
fortable saloon.

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C.-The annual meeting
will be held oi S iturday night at 8:30. The annual dinner will be
held at Delmonico'j on Feb. 1.

S1PPICAN Y. C—The Sippican Y. C, of Marion. Mass., has
chosen the following dates tor 1891): July 19, open race; Aug. 16,
club race: 30, sweepstakes.

SmaR Yacht*. By C. P. Kunha.rtit. Price $7. Steam Yachts and
Launches. By C. P. Kurihardt. Price $3. Yachts, Boats and
Canoes. By C. Stansficld-Hicl;s, Price $3.50. Steam Machinery. Bi
Donaldson. Price $1.50.

lmwer
L
s to (^orrespandmte.

i3?*~No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondent!.

E. S. E., Binghamfon, N. Y.—Write to Dr. H. H. Smith, Mal-
vern, la.

S. C. C, Marietta, Ga.—A well-bred mastiff would probably
answer your purpose.

F. F., Falls Village.—Write to Win. Macnaughton's Sons, South
Fifth avenue, New York.

W. J. B.—What breed of the bull-terrier is the most fashionable
and also what color? Ans. The modern hull-terrier is pure white_

A. W. B., Sheepshead Bay, L. I. -Write to Colton & Co., 180
William street, New York, for maps. We do not pay for logs of
cruises.

H. W. S.. Toms River, N. J.—You can reach Georgian Bay bv
rail from Toronto, Can. The latter point may he reached by rail
from New York or by cruising over the route now being described
in "M.'s" cruise. The best plan would be to buy a cheap canoe in
Canada.

A. G. B., Holland, Mich.— Brass shells do not injure a gun, but
if the shell is so thin that the shot strikes the shoulder of the
chamber, you should have the chamber shoulder reduced by bor-
ing out the barrel, so that the shells will fit snug. The objection
to brass shells is the difficulty in keeping the charge properly
wadded.

W. W. B., Boston.—The following case actually occurred; please
decide: 1. Four men shooting one pair each, two moneys. Three
men break 1 each, one man breaks none, who wins second money?
2. Also six men shoot same terms, four break 1 each, two break
none; three moneys. Who wins second and third ? Ans. 1. Ties
of 1 divide first and the fourth man takes second. 2. Ties of 1

divide first, ties of 0 shoot off for second and third, If in each
case it is class shooting.

A New Subscriber, Providence, R. I.—Among tbe many good
points for black bass in Florida are Homosassa, on Homosassa
River, where a record of Hi bass, weighing i 81bs., in VA hours'
fishing, is published. The largest of these weighed 7Mlbs. En-
terprise, on Lake Monroe, is another famous resort. In a little
over three months at tbat place a New York gentleman eaught
7,2871bs. of black bass, the daily average being 86J^lbs. In 1886
Mr. Benson took nearly three tons during the wlater in this lake,
the largest of them 13>4lbs. The upper St. Johns, the tributaries
of Indian River, the Kissimmee, and the streams ani lagoons of
the southwest coast are all full of black bass, locally known as
trout or black trout.

A. C. Co:li.ins, Hartford, Conn.—Will you kindly give the pedi-
grees for five generations ba<-k of the English setter Duke (A.K.
C.S.B. 3408) and Vic (A.K.C.S.B. 3858)? Ans. Duke, by Dan Pur-
cell (Duke Gladstoue—Beauty) and out of Bess (Rake—Phvllis).
Duke Gladstone, by Gladstone (tdewellin's Dan—Petrel) and out
of Lavalette (Druid—Princess Draco), Beauty not given. Rake,
by Llevvellm's Dan (Duke—Rhcebe) and out of Ruby (Fred—
Rhcebe). Phyllis, by Leicester (Dan -Lill II.) and out of Pretrel
(Prince—Lill ID. Druid (Prince-Dora). Princess Draco (Rob
Roy—Livy). Duke (Graham's Duke—Corbett's Slut) Rhcebe
(Hackett's Rake—Psyrhe). Fred (Rock— Belle). Lill II. (Dash
II.—Lill I.). Prince (Dash II.—Moll III.).
Vic, by Ted Llewellin (Druid—Gussie) and out of Blanche Lewis

(Young Lark—Alice Lewis). Druid, oy Prince (Dash II — Mo'l III.)
and out of Dora (Duke—Rhcebe). Gussie, by Dash III. (Blue Prince
—Armstrong's Old Kate) and out of Modjeska (Leicester—Peer-
ess). Young Lark, by champion Lark (Phil—Dido) and out of
Belle (Dash—Lady). Alice Lewis, by Con (Rock—May) and out of
imported Jessie. Dash II. (riling—Cora ID. Moll Hi. (Fred I.

—

Belle ID. Duke (Duke-Slut). Rhcebe (Rake-Psvche). Blue
Prince (Pride of the Rorder—Llewellin's Nellie). Old Kate (Blue
Dash—Kate). Leicester (Dan -Lill II.). Peeress (Prince -Lill ID.We have no record of Phil, Dido, Dash, Lady, Rock, May and
JVssie.

For a disordebed Liveb try Beecham's Pji ls.—Adv.

VETERINARY SPECIFICS
For Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs,

AMD POULTRY.

cuREsj Fevers,Congestions, Inflammation
A. A. ) Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever.
B.B.--Strains, Lameness, Tf heumafism.
C. C.--Distemper, Nasal Discharges.
D. D.—Bots or Gi-nbs, Worms.
E.E.—Congbs, Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.F.—Colic or Gripes, Bellyache.
G.G.—Miscarriage, Hemorrhages.
H.H.—Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I. 1.--Eruptive Diseases, Mange.
J.K.—Diseases of Digestion, Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses). - - .60
Stable Case, with Specifics, Manual, ^

Veterinary Cure Oil and Medicator, §7.GO
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - - 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price.

Humphreys' Medicine Co., 109 Ful toa St., N. Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders,
FBICBs s 81.00.

COR KALE AT THIS OFFICE

Anglers contemplating a trip to Florida this coming season will find it to their advantage to inspect our

celebrated

Tarpon Rods, Reels and Lines.
The largest tarpon (184 lbs.) ever killed on a rod and reel was taken with one of our Noibwood Tarpon Rods.

They arc pronouueed "PERFECT" by all who have used them.

OUR NEW SOFT LINEN TARPON SNELL IS THE BEST.

PIN Manufacturers of every description ofFISHING TAOK.L.
1 8 V«B©y Street (Fourth door from tbe Astor House). Now Verb.

LOADED PIPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

3$8*ot Sold s*t ^Soteiil oy the ItSB,nufacturers.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS
312 Broadway, IM. Y.

Send for 82-page Catalogue of Arms and Ammunition.

BARGAINS.
All Fishing Tackle

Gunning Goods
IN STOCK

Will be sold regardless of cost during the month of Jan-
uary to make room for new goods

Now is the time to lay in your spring stock.

318 Fulton Street, Brooklyn. 1ST. Y.

UNCLES LISHA S SHOP.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland.

By ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.
A book that appeals to all who know anything of the old-fashioned New England life

These are some of the chapters:

j
%he School Meeting in District 13. Uncle Lisha's Spring Gun. In Uncle Lisha's Shop. Con-

cerning Owls. Uncle Lisha's Courting. How Zene Burnham Come It on His Father.
A Rainy Day in the Shop. The Turkey Shoot at Hamner's. Sam Lovel's Thanksgiving
Little Sis. Sam Lovel's Bee-Hunting. In the Shop Again. The Fox Hunt. Noah Chase's
Deer-Hunting. The Hard Experience of Mr. Abijai. Jarvis. The Coon Hunt. In the
Sugar Camp. Indians in Danvis. The Boy Out West. Breaking Up. The Departure.
The Wdd Bees' Swarm.

They make a handsomely printed volume of 187 pages, bound in cloth. Sent, postpaid, on
receipt of price, $1.00.

.i

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.. 318 Broadway Nbw Yobs,
DAVIES & CO., London, England,
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Go to DeLAND and LAKE HELEN.
THE MOST DELIGHTFUL PLACES IN THE SOUTH.

Why go to DeLAND and LAKE HELEN P
We reply, because they are not only two of the most delightfi'l places in Florida, but are universally conceded to be

among THE Hd-ALTHIEST PLACES IN THE UNION
Impressions of DbLand—My impression of .DeLand on viewing it from the balcony of the Parceland Hotel, was

that it was one of the prettiest cities in Florida. My conviction as I viewed it from the balcony on the third story of the
University bui. ding, was that it was wi'hout exception THE PRETTIEST IN FLORIDA.. Most Florida cities
convey the impression under a bird's-eye view, that, like Topsy, "they just growed." I JeLand shows every indicat.on of
having be;n care.u ly planned, an I develope i in accord nice with a preconceived design. It is a ci y of ample spaces, wi h
park-like stretche- of the original pine forests and a vast area of orange grove within the city limits. Para. land Hotel has
a i orange g:ove n one side and an acre of lofty, heavm-kissing pines on the other. So it is with private residences. Most
of them are either in the mi 1st of oranse groves, or situated on one sidi of the lot, with orange trees filling the remainder.
From any commanding point the cuy 1 .oks like a vast orange plantat on with a clustering town in the center, and houses
dotted here and there amid the verdurous foliage. -C. H. Jones in letter, February, i838, in Times-Union.

L^KE HELEN, FLORIDA. -The uncommon beuity of the place caught the eye of wealthy visiiors. and immedi-
ately cottages began to spring up on the shores of Lake Helen. Queen Anne cottages, design dbv Mace, the Ohio architect,
and roomy, verandahed d veilings vie with each other in beauty. These are painted in delicate and pretty shades—grays,
drabs, creams, etc. -with gables, towers, ba'conies and other features in keeping with their styles. In fact everything
about Lake Helen is ornamental. Even the shops and stables are prettv enough to live in

HOTELS OF DeLANJJ AND LAKE HELEN, FLA.- DeLand has four and Lake Helen has two good home-like
hotels, with tables good enough for the most fastidious taste, and at prices that will strike every one as very reasonably
besides a score or more of well-kept boarding houses. The hotel at Lake Helen, which Mr. DeLand has named the Harlan
House (or Pmey Woods Hotel of Florida}, is as a whole elegant and complete, with absolutely everything in a style that
must suit the most fastidious.

Harlan Hotel,
OR, '

Piney Woods Hotel of Florida.
Enlarged and improved. Capacity doubled in 1886, and
again in 1887. Elegant new furniture, electric bells, etc.,
tennis, croquet, billiards, boating, bowling alley, etc.
Table supplied with the best of everything. Fresh vege-
tables and berries from hotel garden every day. Milk in
abundance. Lake Helen, Fla , is on the Atlantic & West-
ern Railroad, eight miles from Blue Springs Landing on
the St, Johns River.

The Harlan Hotel,
Lake Helen, Fla.,

Is located in a pine grove overlooking a beautiful lake. It
has accommodations for over one hundred guests. It is
new and modern. Convenient y arranged, and its sur-
roundings are in the highest degree cheeriul and pleasant.
The climate here is celebrated for its evenness and

HEALTHFULNESS.
The Harlan was opened for its sixth season on Nov. 2.

1889. Terms, $2 00 lo $2. ro per day.
K. A. WYATT. Manager.

H. A. DELANO, Proprietor.

The Granville.
IS LOCATED IN

The Garden Spot of Florida,

Amid High Rolling Pine Lands on the Banks of beautiful

LAKE HELEN.
The house offers the best accommodations at from

$7.00 to $10.00 PER WEEK
5

And for the price is the best in the State.

TABLE FIRST CLASS.
For further particulars address

M. L. GRANVILLE, Proprietor,
LAKE HELEN, FLORIDA.

DeLand and Lake Helen. C" I f\ nin A
The most delightful places in rLUnlUn,
Own a Home in one of them. You can purchase House
and Lot, Orange Groves of any age or size. Tracts,
Blocks and Lots of land near and in DeLand and Lake
Helen on terms to suit you. For full particulars address

H. A. DeLA-ND, D^LluiJ, Fla.

Make a choice investment i

OWN A HOME IN
Own an Orange Grove in Florida. Great Bargains at
DeLand and Lake Helen, Florida, in Orange Groves all

ages and sizes. Houses and Lots, and Blocks and Lots of
land of all sizes, improved and unimproved Terms to
suit purchasers. Send for Florida pa* ers. circulars and
full particulars to H. A. DeLAND, DeLand, Fla.

FLORIDA.

P$J A°iS
n

6
e^e

ik
n FLORIDA.

Great Bargains at DeLand and Lake Helen. $25 pay-
ments and upwards accepted. Terms to suit purchasers.
For Florida weekly papers : nd ciiculars an I lull particu-
lars address H. A. D^AND, DeLand, Fla.

Best Bargains in Real Estate FLORIDA.
are at DeLand and Lake Helen. Houses, Lots and
Orange Groves in DeLand. Blocks and Lots of Lan 1 of
all sizes in DeLand. Orange Groves, all sizes and ages,
in Lake Helen for sale. Terms to suit purchasers. Send
for Florida papers and circulars to

H. A. DeLAND, DeLand, Fa,

BEECHAM'S PILLSACT XiX3HTJES

ON A WEAK STOMACH,

OF ALL DRUGGISTS.

SPORTSMEN SMOKERS
SHOULD ALL SMOKE OUR CELEBRATED

HAVANA CIGARS.
The favorite cigar of Rod and Gun Clubs generally.

These cigars are made of the choicest tobaccos, grown
and selected with the greatest care. They cannot fall
to suit the taste of all lovers of the fragrant weed. Each
cigar has the brand impressed on it, and every box has
a label, fac-simile of the title of the popular Journal,,
and our firm signature, without which none are genu-
ine. We are the only authorized manufacturers of the
above brand.

We will deliver free of express charges

LONDRES PERFEGTO .@ «750 per 100
CONCHAS ESPECiALS.... @ 6.50

"

Upon receipt of price.

A. W. FOOTE & BO., Sole Manufacturers,

125 Maiden Lane, New York.

increasing saiea attest tile Popularity of
1HE GENTLEMEN'S CIGAKETTE.

FECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

jaLiigrjxriETr bros.
(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

BEPELLERE.
&n Infallible Preventive of the Attacks of
Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Gnats

and all other Insects.
Neat, clean and easily applied. No unpleasant

odor, will not stain or injure the skin, easily
washed off. May be carried without danger of
leaking or spilling. In neat, oblong round-cor-
nered box.

Price, 30 Cents, Postpaid.
Sold by Dealers in Sportsmen's Goods.

If your dealer does not keep It, I will send it on
receipt of price.

A.. PBKGU80N, Proprietor and Manufact'er,
Office, 65 Fulton street, N. Y.

Celebrated Smith £ Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beau y of Finish, Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvements——Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought Steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived

by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the

genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH &, WESSO
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MONTICELLO, FLORIDA,

The Coming Mecca of American Sportsmen.
WHERE shall we go for sports afield? Where can tbe

lover of rod and reel while the idle hours away, in-
dulging to satiety in his favorite fascinating pastime? Shall
he tuni again to the truly great Northwest? great in agricul-
tural and mineral wealth, great in rich development of
material resources, great in its ever-increasing population,
which but a decade or two past was numbered by scant
thousands, but which now spread over the face of the land
in teeming millions? Shall lie go to this once vast reservoir
of sport, whither the tide of an empire of millions of'active,
restless, enterprising American citizens has taken its flight?
Nay! The very greatness which is the proud boast of the
West of to-day has riseu as if by magic out of the ashes of the
game-seekers' West of ten and twenty years ago. What is

tbe history of the great Northwest? A few years since a
vast domain of uuexplored territory, where sectional land-
lines were unknown, and where the savage Indians con-
tested the right of homestead with the little more savage
bear, and the buffalo, elk, moose, antelope and deer roamed
the forest and tramped the plains ''with noue to molest
them or make them afraid," where every stream was a ver-
itable Izaak Walton's paradise, and where nature ruled and
reigned iu undisturbed simplicity.
Such was the West in the days of our fathers; the ideal

land of every boy in whose bosom burned the ambitious
spirit of adventure; the veritable "happy hunting grounds"
of the red man. Alas for the sportsman of to-day! The en-
terprising sous of toil, those who till the soil, turn the
spindle, delve in the bowels of Mother Earth and span this
continent with scores of lines of steel rail and electric wires,
have stamped upon, this Mecca of the Fathers the inefface-
able "Ichabod," for to him the glories of the West "nave
departed," the red man and his contemporaries, the bear,
buffalo, elk, moose, antelope and deer, have yielded to the
superiority of the Anglo-Saxon. The vast forests have
melted away before the axe of the pioneer, the fertile plains
are turned by the thrifty ploughman, and yield a rich har-
vest of grain where once pastured the numberless herds of
wild animals, the course of every stream is a beaten foot-
path for the school boy, and the tourist sees "the desert
blossom as the rose." With a sigh the sportsman yields to
the inevitable and casts about for "green fields .and pastures
new." He realizes that it is only a question of short time
when wild game shall be a thing of the past, and individual
preserves a last lone semblance of what was once so plen-
teous and free. Indeed, he realizes that even now the scope
of territory open to the sportsman and worthy of his love, is
closely circumscribed.
In view of this state of affairs, which must concern every

true sportsman, it must be a relief to know that there is
still one spot at least where the sportsman can revel in a
season's feast of sports afield, and angle, in the wilds of
nature, far away from the chill winds of the North, and
where the blizzard is experienced through the Associated
Press alone, there is a quiet little town, resting upon
beautiful hills and drained by pleasant valleys, little known
beyond its individual limits: a town which although settled
over sixty years ago has developed gradually, not rapidly,
and although substantially, is still a little town and not a
city. It is the home of a refined, hospitable, happy people,
who number fifteen hundred souls, and who have been
reared in the grace which bids the stranger welcome and
speeds the parting guest. It is the center of a rich agri-
cultural county, and surrounded by the country homes of
hospitable country gentlemen. It is distant from the
Miceossukie Lake on the west three miles, and the Aucilla
River on the east nine miles; from the Wacissa River on the
south fifteen miles, and the Gulf of Mexico on the south
twenty-five miles. It is easily accessible from Jacksonville
by the F., 0. & P. R. R., after five hours run, and from
Savannah, Ga., by the S., F. & W. upon a run of six hours.
From New Orleans it is approached directly through the L,
& N. R. R., and from the West by lines basing upon Atlanta,
Ga., or Montgomery, Alabama.

It is the town of MONTICELLO, iu the county of Jeffer-
son and State of Florida. It has been the quiet home of a
limited number (limited by its capacity only) of Northern
visitors for ten years past, and their regular annual visits

have semi citizenized them, and they have really become
part and parcel of the community; they have proven such a
sati sfa ctory samp le th at the " old t imer" asks for a larger sup-
ply, and has built a large hotel to suit the tastes of the most
esthetic, and now that the ST. ELMO, under the manage-
ment of Mr. J. C. S. Timherlake, has thrown open its doors,
the town of Monticello bids the tourist welcome, and offers

to the sportsman the. finest quail shooting in the State.
With thousands of unbroken acres in cornfields, with an
aftergrowth of "beggar weed," rich in food seed, with here
and there a broom-sedge patch for cover at the first flight,

with running rills for water, and hedges to protect "the
young in breeding season, this country has more natural
advantages for the propagation of ttie quail, and more
attractions for the sportsman, than can be found elsewhere.
It is a matter of record that the Monticello Gun Club turned
out for a day, and dividing its fourteen members into pairs,
hunted in different parts of the county, and basged 406
quail, an average of 28 to the gun. The rules were, "noth-
ing but quail on the wing." This shoot was in February,
1888; the individual scores were from 1 to 66; one gentleman
with a good dog and fair chances but bad aim earned his
seat at the club dinner by scoring one. There is a larger
area of free shooting ground around Monticello, and a more
friendly hospitable class of land owners perhaps than can
be fouud in any community North or South. The "posted"
farm is the rare exception, and as a rule the least desirable
of all places to the sportsman. The best grounds are free.

The lakes and rivers abound in wildfowl, and they pass the
winter here almost without molestation. The mallard, teal,

raft duck, widgeon and others winter here. It requires
some extra preparation to shoot ducks with comfort any-
where, and the native and tourist as well neglect this rare
sport, preferring the more easily accessible quail.
A ride of two and a half hours will reach the head of the

Wacissa River. This stream springs from the earth a full-
grown river, and flows a canoe day's journey into the Gulf
of Mexico. From start to finish it is one of the most typi-
cal pieces of wild tropical scenery imaginable. There is not
a human habitation to be seen from source to mouth, except
one hunter's cabin at the mouth. A whole clay's journey,
perhaps, without a sign of human life except that which
you carry in your boat. As one glides along the stream,
overhung by Spanish moss, pendant from the cypress, cedar
and live oak, and sees reflected iu tbe clear, crystal water
the stately palm, the evergreen myrtle, and fragrant wild

. rose, which fringe the banks, he may be excused if he.

'

1

sees
visions and dreams dreams." The time is propitious and
tbe place fit to worship God in nature; no sound sate the
whirring of the wild duek, ag flight after flight make way
for the intruder, and stir the still air with their fleet wings,

or the chirp of the ivory-billed woodpecker as he calls to

his mate, or the rush of the deer which is startled from his
rest on the river bank, or perhaps the crash of a black bear
as he escapes through the cane brake. These sounds, with
the. cry of the heron, the bittern, the snake bird, and the in-

numerable host of the smaller members of the feathered
tribe, with the hoot of the great owl, or the whirr of the
flock of wild turkeys you have surprised near the water's
edge, are all that is' left to console you for the other world
you have left "so near and yet so far."

East, or west from this river the sportsman will find ample
use for his Winchester or breechloader, as the country
for twenty miles from the Gulf inland, and lyiug west of
the Wacissa to Pinhook and St. Marks rivers, and east of
Wacissa to Aucilla and Econfena rivers, is nature's pre-

serve in this portion of the moral vineyard for the black
bear, deer and turkey. It is no exaggeration right here to
sa y that such game is very plentiful. Boats, guides, dogs
and complete camping outfits can be secured at very reason-
able rates from parties in Monticello. The celebrated bear
hunter, "Wid Medford," of the Balsam Mountains, a pro-

fessional woodsman and bear hunter of fifty years' experi-
ence, will spend the' winter and bring his_ famous pack of

bear dogs down with him, and any ambitious sportsman
who thinks he has lost a bear can safely come to Monticello
and find one, when "old coon skin" leads in the chase. Now
if open field shooting, where the find of quail in a day will

run from twelve to twenty coveys, and deer, turkey and
black bear, mallard, teal and other wildfowl don't suit you,
take your rod and line and try for a ten-pound black bass or
the lively pickerel, the red breast perch or lucious bream.
Tbe rivers and lakes abound in these varieties, and rare
sport is within easy reach. Monticello is not limited to the
sportsman's fancy alone, but for pleasant drives and walks,
comfortable homes, rare flowers, good churches, fine schools,
first-rate horse flesh, nice vehicles, gallant men and lovely
women, the little town is squarely to the front. With its

new hotel and the boarding houses, all of which are worthy
of their town, it bids the stranger welcome.

Adams Express Co., I

59 Broadway, N. Y., Dec. 16, 1889. )'

My Dear Mr. Timherlalve:
You have asked my opinion and impressions regarding

sport afield uear Monticello, Florida. I can inform you as
to quail shooting only, for that to me is the sport, of sports,
and in my experience I have never found any locality to
compare with that section of Florida. I have' loved a dog
and gun for nearly thirty years, and I have enjoyed all the
pleasures their association brings, both North and South,
off and on, for that time. To a man not physically strong, like
myself, I can fancy no place to compare to this part of Florida
for quail shooting. I can ride or drive all over the adjacent
country, follow up my dogs without getting exhausted, as
the country is quite open, dismount or get out of the wagon,
when they find birds, and put in a full day's sport afield,
and reach Monticello in fair trim at night. Then again
there is less posted land there than any place that I have
ever visited, and even then a little courtesy will generally
be rewarded with permission to shoot over the most exclu-
sive plantations. I get but 50 per cent, of the birds I shoot
at

;
and still I get a good bag. For hospitality and courtesy

,

Middle Florida is indeed a favored land. To this, I who
have so long enjoyed its privileges, can heartily testify.
There is a gun club there too, well-known, and it'has gone
through the brunt of many a hard fought struggle, and
it has always been victorious. To one who enjoys shooting
for its true pleasure, the love of the fields, the good work of
one's dogs and wishes quail shooting in a true and sports-
manlike spirit, I know of no place like the surroundings of
Monticello, Florida. Sin cereiy yours, J. S. Hobv.

Bristol, Pa., Dec. 20, '89.

J. C. S. Timber-lake, Monticello, Fla,:
DEAR Sir—Having spent the last eight winters in Monti-

cello, Fla., and having hunted.quail in other States of the

Union, I can say that I consider yours the best country that
I have ever shot in. Quail in abundauce iu all directions
from Monticello, hunting the easiest that can be found any-

where, an open country, well watered, and good traveling for

man, dog and wagon. First-class teams and careful drivers

are to be had at all times. I am, yours respectfully,
R. F. Harnlit.

"HAPPY HUNTING GROUNDS."
THE BEAUTIFUL WACISSA.

In asserting that a few miles below Monticello is located
the finest natural hunting park on our continent, we defy
challenge. A broad stretch of open pine woods, covering
over 200,000 acres, is filled with game of all sorts—partridges,
turkeys, deer, bear and foxes. It is free to all, and if there
is a "Hunter's Paradise" here it is. Hunting parties can
leave the St. Elmo in the morning and enjoy a day of pleas-

ure in the chase and return by; nightfall. Ample livery ser-

vice is at hand and every facility which huntsmen can
demand. Sometimes parties spend several days in the
woods and return with from three to a dozen deer, numbers
of turkeys and hundreds of quail. Numerous other kinds
of small game can be had iu a mile or two of the town.
The Wacissa, a beautiful river which has it source fifteen

miles below Monticello, is in the midst of the hunting park
referred to, and is one trf^he loveliest streams iu the South-

A writer who visited it several mouths ago has this to say
about the drive to the place and about the river and its en-
vironments:
"Here a hundred gushing springs mingle their waters,

clear as crystal and pregnant with mineral wealth, forming
a river over a hundred yards in width and teeming with
myriads of the finny tribe. The waters are as cold as moun-
tain springs, and as one quaffs its cooling draughts a thrill-
ing sensation seems to tingle the whole body with its invig-
orating refreshment.
"Two large springs constitute attractions which no visitor

can afford to overlook. As one floats on the surface of these
immense pools and looks down into the fathomless depths
of their limpid waters, he feels as if he were suspended in
mid-air. On the craggy lateral surfaces of these streams,
and beyond the reach of'measurement, lazy alligators can be
seen lying around in sluggish langiior. Fish of all sizes,
and some of them of immense proportions, loiter in these
azure waters, *nd the whole scene lends a peculiar enchant-
ment to the observer. The river grows broader as it proceeds
to the Gulf and schools of fresh water mullet and myriads
of trout and bream and blackfish can be seen all over it. The
entire stream is as clear as distilled water and deep enough
for large craft. The day cannot certainly be far distant
when this stream will be utilized for commercial purposes.
To the sportsman what more can he wish than the fish that
are here, the thousands of ducks that make this their winter
home, and hundreds of deer and turkeys that abound. We
doubt if the United States has a spot more favored than
this."

T. B. Simpkins and John E. Turnbull returned from a
camp hunt in the flat woods on Wednesday. They killed
seven deer on the trip.—Monticello {Fla.) Tribune, Dec. SO,
1889.

A Successful Hunt.—A party of hunters, consisting of
M. J. Nicholson, S. B. Love andT. R. Smith, of Quincy, and
J. J. Ch'aires and E. K. Moore, of this county, have just re-
turned from tb6 Pinhook valley, in the neighborhood of "the
so-called Florida volcano. They were out ten days aud
killed ten deer and several wild turkeys, besides numerous
smaller game.—Tallahassee Cor. Sav. Morning News.
Note: The Pinhook valley above mentioned is but a few

miles south of Monticello, Fla.

Parties desiring information concerning the agricultural
or horticultural interests of Middle Florida, price of lauds
etc., should address G. S. Van Buskirk So Sou, Monticello,
Fla. -

Hotel St. Elmo.

J.
C. S. Timberlakh, Manager. Monticello, Florida.
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LADIES' and GENTLEMEN'S
Silk and Cloth

MACKINTOSH
GARMENTS.

The Most Beautiful Ever Shown in

this or any other Market.
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for Samples and Directions for Measuring,

BARKER & CO.,
Maiden Lane, Cor. Nassau Street, lew York City.

VON LENGERKE
Branch at 843 Broad St.. . N. J. 8

T7. & m AC3rJ3Nr aI*& FOR

DETMOLD,
ST., NEW YORK.
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AUGUSTE EEAICOTTE, London and Liege FINE GDIS.
Hammer Guns from $50.00 up. Feather Weights, 12-bore, 53i to 5% lbs., with Hammers, $100.00 up. Feather Weight Hammer-

less, $110.00 up. Hammer-less from $70.00 up to $350,00. The FRANCQTTE FEATHERWEIGHT has made the highest record at the
"Forest and Stream" Gun Trial, beating all 10 and 1 2-bore guns.—See Forest and Stream, Dec. 12, 1889, page 408.

E & DETMOLD. 8 Murray St.J
U. S. AGENTS FOB THE

(LIMITED).

ESGUND.

Sehultze Powder has made the highest pattern percentage at the
"Forest and Stream" Gun Trial, in progress for three months, and
has always beaten all other powders from 10 to 75 per cent, in
penetration.

YON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, 8 Murray St.,
NEW YORK.

Most extensive loaders of Fine Shotgun Ammunition in America.
All ammunition loaded to special order. Finest Match Cartridges in
metal-lined cases, $5.50 per 100. These cartridges are used in
nearly all important big money matches in the country. Cheaper
cartridges from $2.50 per 100 up.

LENGERKE & DETMOLD,
8 & 10 MURRAY ST., NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Canvas and Leather Sportsmen's Goods.
Having our factory at No. 10 Murray Street, we are ready to

furnish fine special goods to order at the very shortest notice.

Send for Catalogue containing details of every article for Field Sport and Trap Shooting.

iff
BRANCH AT 843 BROAD STREET, NEWARK, N.'iJ.
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WILD TURKEYS FOR MASSACHUSETTS.
"VTOT many Aveeks ago we printed several notes on the

former occurrence of the wild turkey in Massachu-

setts. The bird has been known and hunted there within

the memory of men still living; and one of our contributors,

Mr. Milton P. Peirce, suggested that if the turkey should

be introduced into the State wilds and duly protected,

the supply might again be permanently renewed. This

scheme of restocking the woodlands of Massachusetts

with wild turkeys and other game birds has been a pro-

ject long cherished by some of the more enterprising

and public-spirited members of the Massachusetts Fish

and Game Protective Association. As reported in our

shooting columns to-day, the subject came up for re-

newed consideration at a meeting of the Association last

week, and it was decided to undertake the work. The

members have raised a fund for purchasing live wild

turkeys, and a special committee will have in charge the

task of securing the birds.

It is quite clear that in this thing the Massachusetts

sportsmen have undertaken what is not at all child's

play. They will have many difficulties to overcome,

from procuring the live game to its putting out and pro-

tection; but there are brains and money in the Associa-

tion sufficient to carry the enterprise through. Tf the

Boston society shall succeed in restoring to the Bay

State this magnificent species, it will deserve a large

share of public gratitude.

All these endeavors to increase the game supply of a

section are admirable in purpose; and such enterprises

are watched with keen interest. A correspondent re-

ported in our issue of Jan. 2 the success that has crowned

the importation of Chinese pheasants into the Northwest.

California has just contracted for 200 dozen quail from

Texas to be put out at San Mateo, Menlo Park and else-

where; and it is possible that part of the money appro-

priated by the Legislature for increasing the game sup-

ply may be devoted to the purchase of wild turkeys.

Here and there all through the country local clubs are

engaged in stocking the quail covers. The gun club of

Passaic, N. J., has just received a consignment of birds

from the South.

BRITISH COLUMBIAN BUTCHERS.

A NOTE concerning the destruction of large game on

the newly opened line of the Chicago and North-

western Railway system up the North Platte River in

Wyoming appears in our columns to-day, and is very

suggestive. Men who hunt large game in the mountains

of the West know how swift and sure is the extermina-

tion of the game in any region reached by a new railway

or which is at all accessible. We have seen this process

of destruction take place in many localities, and though

it occurs less frequently now than in former years on ac-

count of the practical extinction of the game in many
sections where it was once abundant, we expect to see it

happen again and again. Wyoming, once one of the best

game countries in the West, has been especially the

scene of such wholesale destruction. We well" remem-

ber the time when in the Shirley Basin it would have

been possible for an ordinary hunter to kill in one

day to his own gun from fifty to seventy-five elk

and as many deer, besides scores of antelope, while

seven or eight years later one might have hunted for

months without seeing an elk, deer were almost un-

known, and the only game to be seen were a few wild

antelope on the sage brush prairie. The same thing has

taken place in Colorado, which, however, as a more

thickly settled State, has passed laws protecting its game,

though these laws were not enacted until the large game

had been exterminated almost everywhere except in the

rough mountains. Wyoming, with a small population, a

population which consists largely of stockmen, has been

careless of its game, and has attained a bad eminence as

a scene Of wholesale butchery.

We are accustomed, and very naturally, to deplore the

destruction of the game within our own borders, and to

think that this is more important than game destruction

elsewhere, yet there are hunting grounds in Her Majesty's

Dominion accessible to sportsmen of the United States,

where game slaughter for a year or two past has gone

on in a brutally wholesale fashion, which has not been

known in the United States except among the skin hun-

ters, who exterminated the buffalo over the whole country,

and the elk over a large part of it.

On certain tributaries of the Smilkameen River, deer,

sheep and white goats have in the past been quite abund-

ant. In winter these auimals are driven down into the

valleys by the deep snows, where they are slaughtered

by whites and Indians for their meat, for their hides, for

their heads and for food for the settlers' hogs. One white

man killed a year or two ago in the beginning of the

winter ninety-three deer. The weather was cold, the

carcasses froze, and the man taking his horse into the

mountains snaked down the frozen carcasses to his house

a dozen at a time. These deer were used to feed and

fatten his hogs that winter. Hide hunting goes on with-

out let or hindrance. It was begun by white men and has

been taken up by the Indians. A few years ago the latter

killed only what meat they needed to eat fresh and to dry

for winter supplies, but now, having been taught by the

whites, they have become as bad as they.

A year or two ago somebody residing in this section

thought that he had found an easy road to fortune by

shipping the heads of mountain sheep to a London taxi-

dermist. He made a contract to deliver a lot at a certain

price, and in the beginning of winter announced to the

Indians that he would pay $3 per head for them. Before

spring over one hundred had been delivered to him. He
was careless, however, and neglected to prepare the

heads, feeling sure that they would take no harm while

the cold weather lasted. One day it became warm, and

before he knew it the whole lot had spoiled on his hands.

He probably learned a lesson.

The country in which this extraordinary and wholly

inexcusable destruction of game takes place is sparsely

settled, and contains but few white people. The land

produces little, and the rough mountains are not known

to contain precious metals in paying quantities. The few

old mining camps are most of them "busted" ones. Very

little money is brought into the country except by hunt-

ing parties, who come to it in search of game. Every

such, party pays out, at a moderate estimate, for horse

hire, packers, guides, provisions and outfit from $500 to

$1 ,000. If the game is all killed off, as it seems likely

that it has been or soon will be, such hunting parties

will speedily find out the fact, and will certainly not

come into the country to look for game that is not there.

The section therefore will be deprived of a revenue which,

if not enormous, at least amounts to a respectable sum
yearly, and which is divided up so that it benefits a con-

siderable part of the population.

British Cohimbia has* game laws which are good

enough, but they are not enforced. Worse than this,

there is no strongly expressed public sentiment on these

matters. If men like Mr. John Fannin, Mr. Corson, Mr.

J. Wardel, Mr. Allison and others, would explain to the

white and Indian population of this district that the

game preserved means money in everybody's pocket,

and that the game destroyed means that a revenue,

which at present is steady and regular, will be cut off,

we venture to say that Indians and whites would become

a very effective body of unorganized game keepers, and

that skin hunting, head hunting and wanton butchery of

all descriptions would be so frowned upon that before

long they wrould altogether cease.

SNAP SHOTS.

WE publish elsewhere two letters called out by our

suggestions in the issue of Dec. 26 in relation to

inclosed coursing and its possible tendencies. The only

pertinent comment on these two communications is that

the reader of them will do well to refer again to the edi-

torial remarks to which they allude. It will there be

found that there was no good basis for any implication

that our expressed opinions were prompted by sectional-

ism: and that we did not "in the least reflect on the

managers as gamblers," nor suggest even remotely that

those who had introduced this mode of coursing had any

intention of turning it into a gambling machine. What
we did mean to say, and to say very clearly, was that

inclosed coursing, because it is dependent for its support

on gate money, which implies a crowd of spectators, was

in its future development more likely than open coursing

to be adapted to the purpose of gambling. This was say-

ing not one whit more than Dr. Royce concedes in his

letter, when he writes, "That the exhibitions may yet be

controlled by dishonorable parties we will admit, and

then be run ha the interest of the pool seller." As to the

possibilities of inclosed coursing, as thus expressed by

Dr. Royce, there is no difference of opinion between him
and ourselves. If our inclosed coursing friends will

eliminate the personal equation, disabuse their minds of

the notion that our remarks were an attack on them-

selves, and consider this subject dispassionately and

philosophically, they will perhaps assent to all that we
have said about the possible future tendencies of the

sport,

There is everything in the standpoint. And the stand-

point from which the shooting man looks at things is

that of shooting. Does a gale rage, it is good weather

for ducks; does the October frost bite, it is just the day

for the partridge cover: does an ice storm enshroud the

earth, it means that the quail supply will be diminished.

In these days of extraordinary mid-winter mildness the

professors of woodcraft are telling us that it is a great

year for the birds. The wet summer and autumn gave

a big crop of weeds, and the supply of seeds on which

birds feed was unusually heavy. The quail and grouse

have been well fed and strong; they have had little ice

and snow to contend against; and even if hard weather

should set in before spring, the birds will be in excellent

condition to withstand hardship. All this gives reason-

able ground for anticipating a large game supply next

season.

In striking contrast with the prevailing reports of a

warm sun in January, comes the story of two Rock

Springs, Wyoming, men who went hunting in the moun-

tains last Sunday. Overtaken by a snowstorm, and the

weather turning bitterly cold, both became greatly ex-

hausted; one managed to make his way back to the town

and a searching party went out for his companion, who
when discovered was so badly frozen that he died before

he could be carried home,
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"PAWNEE HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES."
"VX^HEN the deft hands of cuuuing science frame,
^" From t.be rough fosails found in long-dried lakes,

A jointed skeleton, each fragment takes
A meaning new, ind the vast wreck can claim
Its place in time's long list. With kindred lore

Here one has woven from a hundred shreds
Of myths' and legends' many-colored threads
The stately robe a vanished nation wore.

No ! not yet vanished. For the stalwart hones
Are clothed with living flesh. The nerves can thrill

With hope at the grave leader's earnest tones—
The gallant records that these pages All

Would rouse to mutiny the Roman stones,

And give despair heart for the future still.

Dec. 4, 1889. II. G. Dulog.

WINTER GLIMPSES.

THE snow came hard all night and the following
morning:, hut ceased in the afternoon, Sunday after-

noon. The first winter landscape is complete, and there
is a place where it might, be fairly viewed, but the path
to Jason's Hill is a mile Ions: and a foot deep. Once in
the road, a primitive country highway, we are chagrined
to note that the wilderness of snow, yet unscarred by
wheel or runner, has been invaded by a pedestrian, "We
can only fall in and take a lesson in trailing—an easy
lesson. Deduction first, a boy, from the diminutive
track. Deduction second, top boots, for see how he
shuns the easy places, and kicks through the drifts.

Third, a whip, from the serpentine coils and lengths im-
printed. And lastly, the proof of it all in the full-length
mould where he threw himself, arms extended, whip and
all, in very wantonness of life. The snow retains it all,

but the wand has gone off w'ith the whistle and laughter.
"f " * " '#' ' " # #

A low farmhouse, a black barn and a barnyard, with a
bunch of young stock—yearlings and over—black and
white, the whole six. They simulate an interest in a few
trampled cornstalks. Their coats are rough, unkempt,
cowlicked. A melancholy group.*******
A farmer, in a yellow sleigh, breaking track toward us.

Can this spirited Dobbin be the drooping plow-slave of
the spring? He has forgotten his spavins. His nostrils
spurn every breath to try another. The check hangs
loose: his neck arches from side to side: the knees act
high and the hoofs strike through to the ground, thud,
thud. He goes by with a plunge that strains all the fast-
enings and alarms the bells into chime.

• * " v

Jason's Hill, a massive white house with closed blinds
and nailed doors, well back from the road in conserva-
tive fashion. A clump of laurel in the corner of the
wall, a rustic seat, newly upholstered in snow, and a
magnificent spruce, gracefully bending under its new
weight of foliage, an ideal Christmas tree. The clouds
have not dispersed, but are drawn out in ranks to show
their linings, while the sun has taken advantage of an
opening low down to establish a throne. The view
slopes gently down to the valley a mile away, where a
single smoke from the village, a thin graceful smoke,
pours aspiringly up, up, up. Above and beyond the
woods begin, thin at first and interspersed with frozen
acres, mere snow patches at this distance, but growing
thicker and ending in a forest of oak with its withered
foliage blending with the sunset to make a purple horizon.
A patch of leafless forest in shadow shows absolutely
black, and the pastures with underbrush above the white,
furnish all the shades of brown, but only the evergreens
seem really indigenous to the scene. The oak rustles and
shivers under the obnoxious burden, but the pine spreads
its hospitable arms, and the tiniest needle is a perch for
a snowflake. At the foot of the hill the swamp, inac-
cessible at other seasons, is recognized now by its fringe
of alders, and the black streak of ice kept clear by the
wind among the yellow bogs.
The sun is beginning to abdicate his reign, and all

the splendor of the scene is gone. The apparent sparkle
of warmth has become a genuine glitter of cold, and the
attenuated air seems full of invisible icicles. Darkness
comes and brings the wind of the night before to acceler-
ate the retreat of the intruder and obliterate the obnox-
ious tracks. Jefferson Scribb.

HUNTING THE HORSE-HEAD SEAL.
THE great gray seal (Haliehxerns grypus) is known at

the Mingan Islands as the "horse-head." This
name has been given to the species by the coast residents
because in shape and size the gray seal's head has a
fancied resemblance to the head of a horse.
About the Mingan Islands is one of the very few local-

ities where this animal can be found, and the fact that it

still exists here is sufficient proof of its extreme shyness
and acuteness, qualities which are essential to protect it

from extermination. Could it be easily approached it

would soon be destroyed by the coast fishermen and the
Indians of this region, who would kill the animal for its
pelt to barter with the traders. And it would also be-
come the target for the rifles of sportsmen who not in-
frequently visit southern Labrador in summer, and who
would no doubt find much gratification in shooting at
such noble game. That the gray seal has been shot at
more or less goes without saying. Its larger head and
heavy snout, seen occasionally above the water among
the Mingan Islands, are too great a temptation for the
average individual to resist who chances to have a "shoot-
ing iron" handy. But these chance shots seldom have
any other effect than to frighten the seals. The conse-
quence is that they have been educated to the extent at
least of learning that man is their most deadly enemy,
and the wariness and intelligence they exhibit in avoid-
ing Ins immediate presence, while remaining in his prox-
imity, is remarkable. With a keen scent and quick ear.
this animal depends more on the sense of smell and hear-
ing than on sight for protection, or rather for escape
from its enemies. While it appears to be not at all de-
ficient in sight, and quickly notices the approach of a
vessel, boat or man, if the latter is walking upright, the
great luminous eyes cannot, however, so certainly detect
the presence of an enemy as the organs of hearing and
scent. An Indian dressed in seal&kin, crawling along

the shore among the boulders and carefully imitating
the actions of a seal on shore, may deceive the
wary watchers hauled out on some projecting
ledge. But let them once get a sniff of Mr. Lo, even at a
distance of a hundred yards, or catch the sound made by
a stone falling beneath his feet, and instantly they plunge
into the water. Nor will they always haul out again un-
til they have patrolled the shore for some distance, watch-
ing, listening and sniffing to detect the presence of a foe.
On the occasion of our first visit to Mingan Island we had
a fine opportunity to note this peculiarity in the habits of
this species. Although Mr. Lucas and the writer had
secured a position where we lay in perfect concealment
from the seals off shore, and which were to leeward of us,
we repeatedly saw them come to the surface, raise their
heads and shoulders out of water to look around, and an
instant later disappear with a great splurge as they got
our scent that the stiff breeze wafted down to them. " The
gray seal is said to haul out invariably on the lee side of
the island or reef which it frequents. The Indians, who
concede that this animal is "heap smart," believe that it

has a double purpose in thus choosing its hauling ground.
By doing this it has smooth water, and no surf, where it

approaches the shore, and, in choosing a projecting, iso-

lated ledge or reef to leeward, it is able to scent the ap-
proach of an enemy from the landward side. Thus, tak-
ing into account the wariness of this creature, and its

almost human intelligence in avoiding danger, together
with the fact that it immediately sinks and is lost, if shot
in deep water, the task of securing specimens of it is by
no means so easy as it might seem to be.
Commander Wakebam, of the La Canadienne, very

kindly interested himself to secure for us the services of
two Indians who were at the Hudson's Bay Po.; t, at Min-
gan Harbor, to assist us in the attempt to get specimens
of the horse-head. One of these was a half-breed, and,
like most half-breed voyagers, who figure in stories of the
North and Northwest, be answered to the name of Jean
Batiste. The name awakened half forgotten memories of
stories we had read in years long gone by, wherein adven-
tures with wild animals, frontier fights, portages, elc,
were inextricably mixed with some remarkable being of
the half-breed persuasion, who gloried in the name of
Jean Batiste, and who, unlike his famous prototype, John
the Baptist, never lost his head.

On Monday, Aug. 15, the Indians paddled alongside at
an early hour in the morning, and though they expressed
their doubts about the fitness of the day for seal hunting

—

their opinion being that the wind would blow "heap too
hard"—they were willing to go. Immediately after they
came on board our anchor broke ground and the Gram-
pus went skipping out of the harbor, and we steered for
the Perroquets, a group of islets and rocky, wave-washed
reefs, about two miles to the westward of Mingan Island.
This group is said to be tho favorite haunt of the gray
seal; and here a great number of puffins (or perroquets)
breed, also a few gannets, murres and terns.
The wind,which wasfrom west-north west,blew so strong

by the time we had reached our destination, that it kicked
up a choppy sea of considerable size that broke heavily
on the Perroquets. The Indians shook their heads sig-
nificantly, grunted in disapprobation, and finally told us
that nothing could be done on the reefs while such a
wind and sea prevailed. We were determined, however,
not to lose the day absolutely, if we could help it; there-
fore, we up helm and ran down under the lee of Mingan
Island, where we anchored. It was our intention to land
on the island and collect birds, plants, etc., but a small
herd of seals were seen hauled out on a projecting point,
about a half mile from the vessel, and their discovery
was followed by an instant resolve to try and bag one, at
least. Jean Batiste and his more aged coadjutor had
little hopes of success with such a breeze blowing, but
they were willing to try. The possibility of achieving
success, coupled with the fact that failure would leave
us no worse off than before, and the interest we had in
watching one of the Indiana personate a seal, fixed our
determination to make the attempt. Accordingly,
Mr. Lucas and the writer went on shore, accom-
panied by our two native assistants. Our landing
wTas effected about 1,000yds. from the seals. Soon after
the oldest Indian drew on a garment of sealskin, with a
hood attached to represent a seal's head. Having made
this change in his dress, and loaded his gun with bullets,

he started for the seals. But, notwithstanding, he crawled
and crouched, worming his way among the boulders and
elevated ridges of stone, with the proverbial cunning of
the aboriginal hunter, and although his external appear-
ance at a distance bore no mean resemblance to a seal,

nevertheless, all of the seals but one, were so suspicious
that they flopped off into the sea and began their usual
cautious patrol of the shore, their great heads being seen
now and then a little way out as they rose to make a
reconnoissance. The imagination cm best picture the
intense interest with which we watched that seal on the
rock, and our hunter wriggling hi-? way slowly toward
the animal. Unaided by our glasses, we could not dis-

tinguish either seal or man from the ledges, but the binoc-
ulars enabled us to watch closely every movement. At
last the Indian, having approached the seal as closely as
possible (perhaps within 30yds.) without getting directly
to windward of it, rose on his knees and fired. We had
many regrets and some mortification when we saw the
animal flounder off the ledge and plunge headlong into
the sea. We knew full well that, even if mortally
wounded, its first instinct would be to get off shore into
deep water, where, in the event of its death, it would be
lost to us. Besides, it was certain that seal hunting was
ended for that day, for, if badly frightened, these animals
often leave the locality for some other island. And soon
we saw them swimming past, as fast as they could go,
pokiug their heads out now and then to talie a hasty
glance around, and then diving beneath the surface.
Our noble red claimed that he had killed the seal and
that the latter had sunk near the shore. But this state-

ment in its entirety was accepted with a reasonable
amount of salt, though no audible doubts were expressed.
The seals having gone, Mr. Lucas and I turned our at-

tention to shooting birds. We met with the best success
in bagging snipe or beach birds (Tringa ruficoUis), which
were very abundant. I knocked over 47 of these birds
with one discharge of both barrels, and my companion
did nearly as well.

The next day proved more favorable. A party was
left on Mingan Island early in the morning, to make col-

lections of such game and other material as could be
secured there, while the Grampus went over to the Per-

roquets and anchored. It was flood tide at this time, and
since the seals haul out only on the ebb, I improved the
opportunity thus presented of visiting two of the inlets.
We went entirely unarmed, for it would have frightened
the seals to have fired a, gun.
However, we did not return empty-handed to the ves-

sel. A fine series of young puffins, in various stages of
plumage, an adult bird of the same species, several mur-
re's eggs, and a young and an adult rutin e were obtained.
These were taken from their nests and the birds, of
course, alive when we got them and in first-class condi-
tion for specimens. The adult murre was put into the
well of the Grampus, and though it was extremely shy
at first and would dive on the smallest provocation, it

soon became quite tame and would eat fish from our
own hands, with as much readiness as a chicken would
take crumbs, The securing of live specimens of these
sea birds is often of considerable advantage to us, for the
naturalists are thus enabled to study more closely their
attitudes and habits.

As the tide ebbed Mr. Lucas, the two reds and I went
on shore upon a rocky reef, around which we saw a
dozen or more of the great horse-heads, some of them
evidently somewhat disposed to haul out, though none
of them would stay on the rocks longer than a few min-
utes at a time. During the afternoon we all did a rea-
sonable amount of crawling and crouching & la Indian.
But before Mr. Lucas and I entered opon this we gave
the Indians a reasonable opportunity to distinguish
themselves. The seals were too shy, however, to be be-
guiled by even the wily old red hunter, who tried in vain
all his arts of imitating the calls and movements of the
animals that were watching him from a 3afe distance,
their curiosity being blended with sufficient caution to
keep them out of danger. Jean Batiste wounded a seal
pretty badly in the water aud probably it died, but before
we could reach the spot in our dory it had vanished.
Other shots were fired at the seals, but although we
thought some of them hit the mark no game was secured.
A low barometer and the rather threatening appear-

ance of the weather, together with the desirability of
taking the Indians home, induced us to start for Mingan
Harbor in the evening. On our way we picked up Mr.
Palmer and Capt. Baxter, who had bagged a good lot of
specimens at Mingan Island, among which wore some
young black ducks in three varieties of plumage.

J. W, Collins.
U. 8. Fish Commission, Washington. D. C.

MIXED FEATHERS.
" ¥ A GRIPPE" has been upon my trail ever since I

returned from Maryland, where I had been tarry-
ing for several weeks sampling the quail of the Eastern
Shore and reviewing old landmarks; but that European
disorder has at last brought me to a point where the doc-
tor steps up and bangs it into me right and left.

Since I last wrote for these columns I have had the
misfortune to lose my dog Dan. Poor old fellow, I trust
he has found comfortable quarters in dog heaven, for he
richly deserved reward for his good work on earth. His
death determined me to drop the gun and resort to rod
and reel for amusement. Now, 1 had never attempted
fresh- water fishing, and to prepare for the new order of
things I read all the finny literature in sight and pur-
chased an outfit. The first trip was to the headwaters of
the Hudson after black bass, and resulted in no fish; but
I acquired considerable aptness in the matter of procur-
ing bait. Next Milton Lake, in New Jersey, was tried.

I know there are bass in that lake, for I have seen and
talked to them. The first day the weather conditions
were not favorable. The next day, after fishing several
hours and expecting a strike every minute, it began to
rain. I was beginning to grow discouraged, and had I

not met a man who had seen another man who had
caught a bass in Milton Lake two years before, I should
have given up in despair. So I tried again, and carried
with me this time six different kinds of bait, one of them
being raw beef. The bass did not seem to want it, but it

must have attracted a large, unfriendly-looking dog that
came sauntering down through the woods, and who
made me feel very uncomfortable by his presence. But
he departed without doing violence to my person, and
left me discontented and meditative beside that pretty
stream. It was as likely a bit of water as I ever read of
in which to fish for black bass. Placid p>ols, noisy rapids,

moss-fringed rocks and overhanging banks, and a perfect
autumn afternoon, with the birds hoppingabout in search
of food and the leaves fluttering to the ground as the trees

disrobed for their long winter sleep. A pretty picture to

dream over, but I had come for bass, and did not feel

"fully repaid" for my ill-success by the beautiful scenery,

as I have read others have. I am now calculating the
probable cost of my first bass.

So far falling had not been the brilliant success I antic-

ipated, and when the bird* grew ripe I concluded to

pluck a few. Last month I bought a ticket for Easton,
Maryland, on the eastern side of"the Chesapeake Bay, my
former home, and where I first learned to handle a gun.
My mission was quail, with jrobably a rabbit hunt by
way of variety. The quail of Talbot county are scarce,

strong flyers, and educated to a degree that is simply
astonishing. When the young brood are able to navigate
and retain impressions the mother hen calls them about
her and points out all the magnolia swamps and impene-
trable thickets in the vicinity of their feeding grounds,

and they never forget the way to these retreats. She
also instructs them to rise early and get breakfast over
before the gunner gets around, and then retire to the

woods untifthe afternoon is well advanced, when tbey
may come out and take supper, not forgetting lo remind
them to always sleep in a clearing or open field in a
bunch, with their heads out, I have often been asked
how far quail can fly. That depends entirely upon how
far they are feeding from a swamp or thicket. They
always manage to get there.

I fancy they fly a little mite faster and spend more of

their time in the woods than they used to in the "good
old days" before pot-hunters and hawks were so numer-
ous. Speaking of hawks, Talbot county for many years

paid, a bounty of fifty cents on hawks, but several years

ago a great flock of hawks crossed the bay into one of

the districts of the county, and by night there was hardly
a charge of powder and shot remaining in that portion of

the county, aud when the returns were all in the county
treasury was about as empty as the guns. There ia no
bounty'on them now.
Quail shooting in Talbot necessitates a great amount of
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walking-, even under the most favorable circumstances,

though" there are no hills to climb, tbe country being only

slightly rolling, but many of the stubble fields are large

^nd separated from each other by fresb-sown wheat land.

I located at my brother's tbe first week. His farm is

about three miles from the town of Easton, 6. is not

much of a shot, but loves to poke around after the birds

and see them fly. He generally keeps a dog, but this

time I found hioi"without that important animal, so he

borrowed for the occasion a large pointer by the name of

Prince, a splendid field dog, but hunting too wild for

cover shooting. Accompanied by Prince we started out

the afternoon of my arrival to sample the shooting. We
found only two covejs, getting but four birds from both

of tbem. The next morning we were joined by a young
friend from town, "We found eight or ten coveys, and I

had eight or ten as nice shots as one could wish, but for

the life of me I could not stop a bird. Again and again

I sighted carefully, but the bird kept on, and the only

quail killed that morning was by my brother. 1 could

not account for this, as 1 had killed four out of five shots

the first afternoon.
I did not try the birds again until the following Tues-

day, and then under circumstances which almost induced
me to pack my grip and start for New York, If any of

my readers have ever hunted quail with worthless dogs
where quail were scarce I feei reasonably sure of sym-
pathy. A friend, whom 1 shall designate as B., and my-
self, made the start from Eiston, where I had gone to

stay over Sunday, He had no dog, so we bad to borrow,

the owner of Prince having taken his dog for a few days'

hunting. There was nothing to do but skirmish around
for the necessary equipment of four-footed helpers. A
fine-looking Irish setter came into view, following Dr. T.,

such a do? as would attract attention at a bench show.
"Say, Doc," called out B., "whose dog is that?"

"Don't know," says Doc, "but take him out and try

him."
B. put a handkerchief around redely 's neck and took

him to the stable, both of us well pleased with our prize

and expecting great things of him in tbe field. We
secured two more dogs, one a red pup that a friend

desired me to break in and the other an old setter by the

name of Bruce. Strong in numbers, if uncertain as to

quality, we got off as soon as the team could be hitched
up. I will spare myself tbe pain of recalling in detail the

story of that afternoon's bunt The bench show dog was
gun* shy. the pup flushed all the birds that old Bruce
could find, and B. fell off a slippery log into the water.

The combined bag was one quail. Hot and weary we
wandeied back to my brothei's, where we had left our
team, to find that he bad gone to town and brought back
another dog for me to try. We took him out in the

orchard to ob erve his style. He hunted that piece of

ground twice befure we had. walked half way across it.

He was a hummer, and no mistake, and his name was
Cato, but I obseived a merry twinkle inmy brother's eyes

ithat made me feel uneasy.
The next moi ning tbe horse wa s hitehed to tb e carriage,

and with Bruce and Cato as companions, I started lor

Chapel, a cross-roads settlement where lived a friend of

my youth. The two red rangers I had sent back to town
with B. I would seek out Charlie P. and get his dog.

On the road to Chapel, spying a likely piece of stubble, I

thought to give Cato a trial. I had hardly finished mak-
ing the hor&e fast to the fence before Cato was into the
field and yelping: jes, actually giving tongue, after a
covey of quail that he had flushed. I groaned inwardly.
Was this to be my fate? I tied Cato to the fence near the
horse, hoping he might choke himself before I returned,

and with Bruce, followed the birds into the woods. I got

two of them, and returning to the carriage, continued my
journey to Chapel,

I found Charlie running his sawmill down in the woods.
Seated upon a sawlog 1 unfolded my '"tale of woe." He
was pretty much the same Charlie of by-gone days, only
just a trifle more serious. He knockeei off work for the
day, and after a good dinner we i.-sued forth, with many
misgivings as to the conduct of Cato. Charlie had loaned
his dog to a friend. He would get him in the morning.
We found five coveys of birds, but that confounded dog
flushed them all before we could get near him. Once,
exasperated beyond endurance, I shot him when he was
off a safe distance. He yelped a little, but forgot the
lesson with the very next birds he found. I afterward
heard that Cato had been shot eight times in one after-

noon. It does-n't take long to lose all interest in gunning
when the dogs are worthless. You become so disgusted

that you hardly care to, shoot, even when the birds get

up from undt r your very feet.

"Pete," says Chailie, it was my old nick-name; "if you
will come up in the morning I will get my dog and we'll

have some sport; but don't bring Cato." The next morn
ing found me on hand, and with old Bruce and Charlie';

dog Frank, a white native setter, we had two days of

fair sport. The dogs worked beautifully, not flushing
half a dozen quail in the two days. This was something
like old times, and it was a sati -faction and pleasure to

see those two dogs stand and back each other. We never
had to hurry ourselves to reach the dogs when a point
was made. They pointed as steady as a frozen weather
vane. Frank, tbe younger dog, found nearly all the
coveys, but old Bruce would get in his work on the
singles. He seemed to have a knack of trotting up on a
single bird and dropping beside it with an easy familiar-

ity that charmed it. No bird could take exception at his

style of approach, and he was up to all their little tricks

Though quite old his nose was excellent, and his judg
ment the very best.

I inquixeel of Charlie how went the world with Jim S.,

a former companicn of our gunning excursions, and to

my sorrow heard that he was dead. I remember once
that while the three of us were gunning one day many
years ago we grew desperately hungry* The nearest
store was several miles away, and we were not acquainted
with a single farmer in the neighborhooel. Crossing
farm we intercepted the farmer as he was carrying
bucket of slops to his pigs. "Say, mister/' says Jim.
"are you going to waste that nice bucket of slops on
those hogs?" at the same time placing his hands on his

empty stomach and Bmacking his hps. But this delicate

and eloquent appeal had no effectupon the horny-banded
son of the soil, and we tramped three mihs before we ran
afoul of a country store and filled in on crackers and
cheese.
After bidding Charlfe good-bye I located in Easton and

made several trips out through "the country. I was stay

ing with Dr. S. , an old cbutn and one with whom I had
engaged m many hunts. 1 think his wife one of the most
amiable women on earth. Guns, cartridges, coats, boots

and gunning clothing were scattered all over that house,

besides several dogs constantly in the kitchen, yet she

never complained once, however often she found it

necessary to gather up our belongings and put them in

their proppr places. Doc was too busy to do much gun-

ning, but we did lots of talking over old times and the

dogs we had owned. One afternoon I enticed Mm from
his office and found that be could shoot as well as ever.

On another occasion we took the beagles out for a run.

He had four of them, and very good dogs they were. We
found more sport in watching the dogs run than in shoot-

ing the rabbits, and some of tbe cottontails made desper-

ate efforts to throw off their pursuers. One little fellow

came out of the woods and squatted hardly a dozen paces

from us while the dogs were circling in the woods after

the lost trail. Presently they started him, and when he
came out again one of the dogs was right behind him.

He maele a break for the branch across a plowed field.

Well, that dog was dead sure Mr. Rabbit was bis meat,

and as he wanted him all to himself he never opened his

mouth, but the way he dug across that field was a cau-

tion. However, the rabbit beat him io the branch, and
when the dogs ran him around again some one shot him.

A little further on we got in with another party of rabbit

hunters, but as the two packs of dogs were strangers to

each other they ran very p-orly together, and eight dogs
(the other party had four) are too many to do good work;
four will give much better satisfaction.

B. and myself agreed to have another go at the quail.

He secured a young pointer named Pilot and I took

Prince. Old Bruce hael a sore foot and had to be left at

home, We got off between 8 and 9 o'clock, with a boy
in the wagon to drive while we hunted, and the grub
stowed away in a couple of baskets. Our first attempt
was a piece of new ground bordering a woods. A fine

covey got up ahead of Prince anel went to the woods
without giving us a shot, and were so wild that they

would not lie to the dogs when found again. We got

two of them. Went to the wagon and drove about half

a mile, starting in at a peach orchard. Instructed the

boy to wait for us a mile or two up the road while we
made the circle. Prince found again, Pilot backing in

fine style; but the birds flew before we got near enough
to shout, and we failed to start them again in the woods.
Hunted over some nice-looking ground on two farms
without striking a scent. Met a farmer who had a horse

sick with the colic. B. prescribed for the horse and in

return got permission to gun on his land, but found no
birds. It was now after 12 o'clock, and we were growing
tired and hungry. B. saiei the wagon was at least three

miles away, and that the boy had one of the most ungov-
ernable appetites in the county; that quite likely be
would eat both lunches before we reached him. This

arming. We climbed through several more wire

ditch bank. Tbe doge work well and we succeed in bag-

ging nine of tbem, B. getting the majority of the birds.

Back to the wagon and off again, this time for the

county poor house farm, where B. says we are apt to

find birds. A likely piece of stubv.le tempts us before we
reach the abode of the poor, and Prince draws up on a

fine covey, out of which we only secure two birds, mak-
ing a sad mess of it. The birds fly through a grove of

trees in front of us that shelter the ruins of White Marsh
church, a stone structure over two hundred years old,

and our dogs hunt over sunken graves, now overgrown
with briers that contain the dust of some of the first

settlers of Talbot county. The little village near by for

many years struggled along under tbe name Hole-in-the-

Wall. "
It looked much as it did years ago, and changing

its name to Hamilton or Hambleton seems to have added
nothing to its prosperity. I remember stopping there one

day with my father, about tbe days of my first pair of

pants or red top boots, and the good lady at the store pre-

senting me with a white-handled knife full of tin blades.

"Pete," says B., and I notice a sort of parched look

about his mouth and a huskiness to his voice that alarms

me, "there's a club at this place and I am a member of it;

would you like some beei?' We appeal to the president

of the club, B. assures him that his name is upon tbe roll

and we are admitted to the sanctum. But the name can-

not be found. "Must have been destroyed in the last fire,"

says B. ' Shall I put her there again?" and down she goes

and mine also. Being now full-pledged (fledged) mem-
bers we partake of the hospitalities of tbe club and depart
much refreshed.
Once more we are behind the dogs, as they hunt a

large stubble of tbe poor farm, but find no birds until it

grows too dark to shoot, so we climb into tbe wagon and
start for home, fairly satisfied with our bag of twenty
birds.

I would like to tell of several more-hunts I had around

Easton, Kit I have already claimed too much of your

space. Next year I hope to repeat my visit, and I shall

most certainly take with me a dog of my own, broken

by myself. There are any number of dogs in and about

Easton, and not one of tbem properly broken, and only

about one in a dozen worth following into the field. It is

not the fault of the dogs; the masters are to blame for it.

The dogs are of a goorl hardy stock, capable of nice work
if intelligently handled when young. I care little for

blue blood. Give me a dog with a good disposition, stay-

ing qualities and intelligence, and the other fellow may
have the pedigree. A great many gunners pet their dogs

too much; it is not good lor the dogs, as I have found

to my loss. Old Man.

fences; there seemed to be no other kind of fence in that

section. Down by a raspberry patch we found another
covey of birds, but away they went as wild as deer. It

began to look as if we should find nothing but wild birds

that day. One consolation, we were slowly approaching
the place where the boy and wagon should be. At last

we struck the road. Then Prince was missing. After
calling and whistling for about five minutes we went to

look for bim, B. found him with a covey of birds a few
feet from his nose, but misSed with both barrels: said be
couldn't shoot on an empty stomach. I marked a bird

that pitched on the limb of a large oak tree. My feet

grew lighter and the pangs of hunger ceased to gnaw at

my vitals. I got as near as I thought safe, and blazed

away; but off went the birds. We looked in the tree&for

more, and shot seven out of a clump of tall pines within

a circle of 20jds.; big, plump birds they were. We fin

ished by firing three charges into a pine knot that bore a

striking resemblance to a quail, but wasn't. Shooting
birds out of trees was something we had not bargained
for, and, to say the least, was not legitimate sport. But
all the birds so far had refused to lie for the dogs, and
to leave them roosting in those trees was going dead
against Providence; besides, we wanted them.

This piece of luck cheered us up immensely anel was
an experience, I believe, that never before happened to

any two gunners in Talbot county, and will probably
never occur again. I have often seen one or two bircis

out of a covey take to tbe trees, but never the entire lot.

and then to sit there like pine burs, while we knocked
them out, the dogs looking em in amazement and won-
dering where tbe dead birds were coming from.
Our good luck continued by sighting the boy and wagon

up the road by a gypsy camp, and finding that he bad
not disturbed the grub. We were soon in the wagon with a

sandwich in each hand, while one of the gypsies was trying

to trade horses with us. What a lazy contented lot they
were, the men sitting around in the sun, the dirty-faced

children playing in the road, two of the young girls drt ss-

ing their hair in front of a small glass banging irom the
bow of a tree, while the older women were talking to-

other or attending to the duties of the camp. A little

istance away were two colored damsels of the neighbor-
hood, timidly awaiting an opportunity to cross the palm
of the fortune-teller with silver and learn what fate had
in store for them.

Scattered about on each side of the road, and a hun-
dred yards or so apart, are a dozen or more negro shan-
ties, collectively known as Ivjtown. Some of the lots

look to be excellent feeding ground for email andB. wants
to try them, but the boy has told us of a large covey he
saw crossing the road as he drove to meet us, and I insist

upon looking for them, although B. takes little stock in

the boy's yarn. We drive on half a mile to a country
store. I begin, to yearn for a glass of cider, real cider-

made from apples, such as 1 used to suck through a str ;iw
years ago not many miles from this very spot. But no,

we are just out, expect some next week, says the proprie-
tor; and not caring to wait and this being- a local option
county we take water. Leaving the boy and wagon at

the store we start to find that covey of birds. We hunt
down the edge of the woods and around a pine thicket
into an old sedge field without finding the birds. I am
fast losing confidence in that boy's story, and climb on
top of the rail fence to get back into the woods. Snap
goes the top rail and up get a large covey of quail. Hang-
ing by one leg I take a snap shot, but on they all go.

One bird pitches in the woods and I walk him up anel

score a kill. B. works them down out in the sedge field.

We drive them from tbe field into the woods and along a

THE SNOWY OWL.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. L. S. Foster's inquiries concerning the snowy owl

(Nyctea nyctea) come very opportunely. The southern

flight of these birds during the past two weeks has been
remarkable, only exceeded by the great migration of

'76-77. At present the snowy owl is to be found in great

numbers between the Platte and Loup livers in Buffalo

and Dawson counties, Nebraska. A Kearney taxielermiht

has received nine specimens within tbe past week. These

will average 24in. m length, with 17m. wings. There

have been all shades, from the heavily mottled female to

the immaculate male, two specimens being without spot

or bar. A marked peculiarity was their emaciated con-

dition, the entire digestive apparatus being in some cases

empty. One specimen that 1 examined contained shreds

of gopher hair. Tbe great body of owls arrived about

eight days before the recent cold wave, and their advent

is a sure precursor of low temperatiu-e. Shoshone.

Keakjjey, Neb,, Jan. 1.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A correspondent in your paper of Dec. 26 makes in-

quiries about the snowy owl, to some of which I can re-

pjy. On the prairies around Chicago, in the winter
months of 1840 to 1850 this owl was common; many were
shot, and the writer stuffed some specimens, which were
in good condition. This owl was supposed to feed on
grouse and other game, which in those days was abund-
ant in that region. The plumage generally was white,

with minute black spots, though some were pure white,

supposed to be the older specimens, The writer had a
fine specimen in captivity one winter, it had been slightly

wounded, and was kept in a garret, where it soon recov-

er eel. It was fed with raw beef, and with birds, such as

grouse and quail, and became rather tame. A large liv-

ing red-tailed hawk was turned loose into the garret, and
on the first night it was killed and partly eaten by the

owl. This owl is less nocturnal in its habits than most
owls, being often seen flying about in broad daylight.

After keeping tbe bird for two months or so, it was liber-

ated from ihe housetop, and made a beehne for the prai-

ries. This owl is probably rare in those parts now, on
account of tbe disappearance of the bhels on which it

subsisted. S. C. Clarke.

Marietta, Ga.

Notes From Iowa—Coralville, la., Jan, 1.—Last fall

there was a family of meadow larks about here which
contained several albinos. One of them a younjr man
shot and presented to the State University Museum at

Iowa City Not long since the pastor of the M. E. Church
at Tiffin, I*., informed me thai the flying squirrels bad
literally taken possession of tbe church attic, and the

noise they made scampering about and rolling nuts
around was strongly suggestive of spirits. . . .A jack rab-

hit weighing 81bs. was killed not far from this place last

November. It is said that nothing of the kind was ever
seen here before.—V. S. W

.

California Academy of Sciences — The following

officers were re-elected Jan. 6: President, H. W. H«rk-
ness; First Vice-President, H. H. Behr; Second Vice-
President, George Hewston; Corresponding Secretary,

Frederick Gutzuow; Recording Secretary, J. R. Scup-
ham; Treasurer, I. E. Thayer; Librarian, Carlos Trover;
Director of Museum, J. G. Cooper. Trustees: Charles F.

Crocker, D. E. Hayes, S. W. Holladay, Geo. C, Perkins,

E. J. Molera, Irving M. Scott, John Taylor.
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AN ARTICLE OF LUXURY.

A LITTLE swallow, scarcely larger than a sand mar-
tin, finds its home among the islands washed by the

warm waters of the East Indian Achipelago.
This little creature, measuring but 4 Jin. in length, 11

in spread of wing, and dainty in all his build, seems to
be hardly heavy enough to balance his ponderous scientific
name of Hirundo esculenta. Fortunately he is commonly
called by another not quite so formidable, the salaugan
swallow.

His plumage, like that of all swallows, is quiet in color,
but its texture is extremely rich and lustrous. He has a
dusky brown back, a breast ofpale ash color, and his forked
tail is prettily tipped with white. His flight is almost
incredible in its speed-and precision.
These little swallows congregate in vast flocks, and

build their nests within dark and sombre caves, lying at
the base of the highest and most precipitous rocks to be
found in the Indian Ocean. Against these walls of rock
the surging waves are continually dashing, beating and
breaking themselves into clouds of the finest spray, in
the midst of which swarms of the tiny fellows seem to
be ever darting about.
By fixing the eye on the surface of the water it is possible

to discover the holes, now flooded, now open again, which
form the entrance to the caverns. The birds, watching
their chance during the moment when the holes are bare,
dash into them with lightning speed, and find there a place
of safety wherein to build their nests, which they fasten
to the arched roofs of the. caves. These nests weigh
scarcely half an ounce; but small as they are, it is as
their architects that otir birds have been able to achieve
a world-wide fame; for they are the edible birds' nests—
that luxury, par excellence, of the wealthy Chinese. The
nests are built in two parts, one being a sort of bracket,
fastened upon the wall of rock and supporting the true
nest, which is made principally of seaweed and bits of
grass. The bracket is that which forms the delicate por-
tion of the bonne boutihe. It is built in two shapes, one
flat like an oyster shell, the other deeper and more spoon-
shaped, and is composed of a semi-transparent moss that
reminds one of isinglass.

It was once thought that this gelatine-like substance
was produced in the bird's crop from a partial digestion
of seaweeds, but this is now believed to have been an
error. In these little birds, as in all species of the family
of swifts, the crop is wanting; and an examination of the
contents of the stomach during the period of nest build-
ing shows that it contains no vegetable matter. The
salivary glands, however, are greatly developed at this
time, becoming so large as to form considerable swellings
beneath the tongue, one upon each side. From these the
bird draws much of the material for its nest, while it is
not unlikely that certain largely-developed glands of the
stomach contribute their share to the work. The secre-
tion is of gluelike tenacity, and can be drawn directly
from the living birds in long threads, which soon dry in
the air, and correspond under the microscope in the tex-
ture with the substance of the bracket.
When the swallow is making ready to begin its nest, it

flies again and again to that spot in the top of the cavern
which it has selected for its site. There it presses its bill
against the rock, leaving a little saliva dropped from the
tip of its tongue. This action it repeats from a dozen to
twenty times, circling off for a brief flight between each
visit. Finally it alights, and proceeds to spread out the
gluey stuff into a sort of horseshoe shape upon its rocky
base, adding to it all the while. The motion of the little
creature's body from side to side, while engaged in this
spreading process, drops the softer saliva over that which
has partially hardened, and gives rise to the undulatory
bands which form a distinguishing feature of the nest.
When finished, the structure is about the size of a goose
egg, of an irregular, shallow, bowl-like shape, scarcely
thicker than a silver spoon, and in color is white, slightly
tinged with red.

The process of incubation is so brief that the little home
is vacated within a month, and it is never used a second
time. Indeed, after the brood has flown it quickly
dries, becomes brittle and falls to pieces, dropping upon
the floor of the cave. Its quality as a merchantable
article varies greatly, being wholly dependent upon its
age. If secured before the eggs are laid its value is at its
greatest; if it contains eggs that are unhatched it is still
very valuable; but should the young have been hatched
in it, or, still worse, should they have used it until nearly
ready for flight, it will be found to be discolored, soiled,
perhaps streaked with intermixed masses of blood,
feathers and dirt, and is hardly worth the trouble of
bringing away.

The men whose trade it is to "pluck" the nests are
nearly as dexterous and surprising in the feats which
they perform as are the tiny birds themselves. They are
from a separate craft, or caste, of which the goddess
Loro is counted special guardian. Loro, queen of the
coast and ruler of the surge, is held by all in deepest
reverence. Her temple is upon the crest of a high rock
near which no mortal dwells; and none will venture to
pass before it without bending low, with hands uplifted
m humble salutation.
The goddess is believed, like Venus, to rise from the

sea, whence she comes to enter her temple, which is filled
with couches, rich hangings and all sorts of luxuries and
things of beauty for her use and pleasure. On pain of
death no one is permitted to enter the sacred precincts of
this place save the priest, who is also chief of the caste of
"nest-pluckers." Even in his case incense must be burned
upon the threshold, no word may pass his lips, and he
remains only long enough to perform the menial services
of the temple. Previous to the plucking of the nests, a
solemn feast is held before this sacred place, in worship
and honor of the goddess; during whose supposed presence
all prostrate themselves in silent awe, with faces pressed
upon the ground. When ample time has elapsed for her
to regale herself and bless the feast, the priest gives the
signal that she has passed within the temple. The men
then rise from the ground and their feasting begins to the
sound of merry music, and the peaceful, swaying motions
of dancing girls, decked with wreaths of flowers.
In final preparation for the gathering the nests, the

plucker strips himself of all clothing, save a cloth about
his loins. A knife, a netted bag and a torch are fast-
ened at his side. Then comes the peril of the descent.
Occasionally it is possible to accomplish this with less of
danger by means of rope or bamboo ladders attached to
the rock; but oftener the man is lowered by a rope, at

the end of which a crossbar is lashed. Upon this bar he
sits, pushing himself as far as possible away from the
rock with a rod held in his right hand, while with his
left he clings tightly to the rope. In his descent of often
several hundred feet, the plucker's vision is confused by
the rapid flight of numberless swallows passing and re-
passing before his eyes in endless swarms, while his ears
are nearly deafened by the roaring of the breakers.
At last he is opposite the salaugan hole; he gives a signal

and the lowering is stopped. By the aid of his rod he
now begins to swing himself, gradually increasing the
length of swing, until he judges that he may with some
hope of safety spring from the rope with a leap that shall
either carry bim into the hole, and to a footing upon
some projecting ledge, which he has marked, or, terrible
alternative, be dashed to instant destruction amid the
jagged rocks and tumbling waters below.
Once safely landed inside, the plucker detaches from

the rock such nests as are within his reach, and then,
fastening the knife upon the end of his rod, he manages
to cut off those upon the higher points of the cave. But
to accomplish even this part of the task is no easy mat-
ter; on the contrary, the greatest skill and prudence are
indispensable, for the rock beneath his feet affords at
best but scantest standing ground, and is, moreover,
slippery, while phosphorescent waters are flashing below,
and frightened birds flit here and there, adding their
quota to the confusion in a gloom which is scarcely
broken by the dim light of the torch. He clings by his
spare hand, as well as his feet, to every crack and pro-
jection, and finally his bag is filled.

Now he makes his way to the entrance of the hole,
where he has fastened a small cord, which is attached to
the larger rope and serves to draw it toward him. If all
goes well his task becomes comparatively simple, and he
mounts his bamboo perch with tolerable ease; but, should
the cord have played him false, and broken, then there
remains but one thing for him to do. He must leap for
the larger rope; leap straight out into space, over all those
thundering, boiling waters, through those ever-flitting
swarms of birds to catch, if he can, that small dangling
thing on which his life depends. It speaks volumes for
the nerve and training of these daring men that the leap
is usually successful.
When he arrives, at last, in safety at the top, his glean-

ings are so pitifully small, his risk has been so great, that
the price of twice their weight in silver, which is what
the wealthy Chinese give for the most perfect nests,
seems but paltry pay. Even this, however, is denied to
the poor plucker. There are middlemen, and other men,
more than can be told, all waiting for, all getting then-
portion of the price, until the brave man who ha3 so
risked his life to procure the coveted dainty, hardly re-
ceives a tenth part of the money which is finally paid
for it. S. L. Clayes.

EL CARPINTERO.
FOR the California woodpecker (Melanerpes formicio-

orvs bairdi), I prefer the good old Spanish name, El
Carpintero, the carpenter. It is a most appropriate name,
for a better carpenter never struck chisel into wood. He
does no work by measured rule, line or compas, but with
a true workman's eye, and with no other tools than a
chisel and mallet combined in one instrument he con-
structs his dwellings, forms his storehouse and earns his
daily bread. It may be that, like most others of the
woodpecker family, he is degenerating into a fly-catcher,
but he has not got nearly so far down the grade as many
of his congeners. True it is that he will arise from some
branch of his favorite oak or pine, or from a favored
roosting place on a fence post, and after a short flight,
ending in a somewhat awkward flap, capture a festive
fly and return to his old perch with as careless an I-told-
you-I-could-do-it-if-I-wanted-to air as the veriest old fly-

catcher of them all. And after all, are the woodpeckers
really degenerating into fly-catchers, or were their ances-
tors fly-catchers that accidentally discovered the juicy
succulence of the wood-boring insect, and so developed
into a higher form? But then again, are the Bidden
really a higher form than the Tyrannidm, or vice versa?
I give it up.
But to return to El Carpintero and to his carpentering.

How did he ever discover the fact that an acorn, thrust
into a hole in the bark or decayed wood of a tree, would
after many days yield up a large, fat, white worm that
would gladden the heart and fill the belly of the most
fastidious woodpecker in all this great arboreal world ?

That is what I want to know. Certainly the fact was
duly figured out in the great unwritten past of his race.
It is probably inherited memory now that causes him to
store up the bitter nuts in safe repositories, dug with
much labor in the family tree, knowing that a sure re-
ward awaits his foresight. It is no credit to the present
generations to do this, but the original ancestor that
cyphered this problem out must have had a very high
forehead.
Speaking of ancestors naturally suggests the idea of

the family tree. Here you have a family, every member
of which has a magnificent specimen of this peculiar
kind of tree, and yet they cannot trace their genealogy
back worth a cent. Although this family is so careless
about its genealogical record as to leave it written on
such perishable material as a rotten oak or pine, and
never to grave it in imperishable marble, granite or
metal, yet I have the most implicit faith in the purity
and blueness of its blood from a careful examination of
its family tree. This tree is usually an oak or pine,
though others are at times made use of. A large white
oak, however, with thick bark, and, I think, indigenous
to California, is the favorite. .Next to this comes the
Pinus sabinianm, commonly called Digger pine or nut
pine. In the bark of these and in the wood of their de-
caying branches El Carpentero displays his workmanship.
He there builds his home, rears his family and stores up
his future grub—literally and figuratively. When the
acorn ripens his season of active work begins. Without
any measuring or laying out of circles, or the taking of
diameters with callipers, he smoothly and artistically
chisels out a hole, goes after an acorn, pushes it in butt
end foremost, and carefully drives it home with a delib-
erate and workmanlike air. ts the acorn a good fit?

You can wager your boots it is
s
every time. There is no

laying down the acorn to enlarge the receptacle here, nor
the necessary choosing of a larger one to replace a mis-
fit. Not much! The nut that is brought just fits snugly
and comfortably every time, no more, no less. And so
El Carpintero goes on, carefully intent upon his work,

until by the aid of his fellows every available spot upon
the tree is studded with the evidences of his toil, and no
more room is left for another acorn.
At times, if he is working in thick, soft bark, or de-

cayed wood, he will dig his hole deep enough to hold two
acorns, and, right here, he gets fooled occasionally. Isn't
it Mark Twain who causes one of his characters to relate
a story about a California jay trying to fill an old deserted
miner's cabin with acorns, pushed through a knothole in
the board roof? Well, no matter who told it, it is a good
story, and our woodpecker sometimes unwittingly im-
itates the jay in question. In boring his hole he some-
times pierces through into a hollow, and he will try most
industriously to fill that hole with acorns. In the slang
of the day, he soon "tumbles to the racket," however,
and as acorn after acorn disappears into this mo^t unac-
countable hole, he becomes suspicious, and finally certain
that there is something- not just right about it, and pro-
ceeds to "block the game." How does he do this? In
the simplest manner possible. He simply goes and gets
a nut a size larger, and drives it into the hole as far as it
will go and leaves it there. I have never seen this fact
noted by any other observer, but I saw the whole per-
formance one afternoon when out shooting doves.

I never shot but one dove in my life, and will never
knowingly shoot another, but when some of my friends
come along and say, "Jump into our wagon, Doc, and
go shooting with us this afternoon," I take my gun as an
excuse and go with them to enjoy an afternoon in the
woods and fields. On such an occasion as this I had
taken a seat on a fallen, moss-covered branch in the
shade of a large oak, when I observed El Ca rpintero at
work over my head. He was just driving in an acorn
when I first saw him, the blows of his beak attracting
my attention. He drove it in prettv deeply, and with
the last blow his head went in after it to such a depth
and so suddenly as to show me that the nut must have
dropped into the hollow of the branch on which he was
at work. As a Scotchman would say he "keeked" into
the empty hole for a moment with a comical air, and
then with a disappointed quee-cho, quee-cho, flew after
another acorn. This he did nine different times, and
then it was that he seemed to "get on to" the game. He
"keeked" into the hole several times, pushed his head in
as far as it would go, looked at the hole from all sides,
and then went off and procured a large acorn and drove
it about two-thirds its length into the tree, Then with
a seemingly triumphant quee-cho he flew to an adjacent
branch ana took a well-earned rest.
Quite a large number of the birds make the family tree

their home, and dwell together in amity, always keeping
a keen lookout for the family good. When the season

i advances into our so-called winter, and acorns get some-
what scarce and hard to find, a marauding gray squirrel
occasionally attempts to levy tribute on El Carpentero's
store. It is seldom that he succeeds without attracting
the notice of some one of the lawful owners, and then
ensues a lively battle. With a loud warning cry El
Carpintero calls his companions, and at once flies to the
rescue of the jealously guarded grub. The squirrel
dodges the attack, in the meantime attempting to ex-
tract an acorn; but pretty soon he receives a jab from
some sharp beak that puts him to ignominious flight.
After the skirmish is over the birds carefully examine
their store, and give utterance to many an exulting quee-
cho at the success of their defense.
El Carpintero is a handsome bird, with very many in-

teresting traits to reveal to the loving and careful ob-
server. He is a very kind and assiduous parent, ever
ready to give battle in defense of his young. He has
not many enemies, fortunately, outside of that needless
destroyer, the small boy, but now and then a dastardly,
thieving California jay attempts to rifle the nest. He
scarcely ever succeeds, as he stands in too much awe of
the formidable weapon carried by our friend, and of his
well-known disposition to use it.

El Carpintero is accused by our naturalists of the
crime of apple eating. It may be so, but I do not believe
it. I believe him to be a strictly insectivorous bird. He
does attack apples, without doubt, but only to extract
the larvae of the codlin moth that lurk within. T do not
believe he ever stuck his beak into a sound apple in his
life, nor ever will. And now I will close this already too
long letter by again inquiring how did his ancestors ac-
quire the knowledge that by storing up a supply of acorns
they were storing up a future stock of grub?
California. Arefar.

Notes ox the Woodrat.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I see a short article in Forest and Stream of Dec. 19,
giving some interesting information concerning the
mound-building rat. This calls to my mind an incident
which occurred in April, in 1870, in Gilroy, Cal. I was
clearing a piece of willow land and saw several mounds,
such as Mr, J. C. Van Hook describes. When I first saw
them I did not know what they were, and for our con-
venience brush was piled upon them and the whole set
on fire. When the fire was well kindled in one of these
heaps I saw a small animal escape from the burning
mass; it seemed to be hampp-red m some way and was
easily overtaken and killed. On examination I found it

to be what was locally called therea"woodrat," and the
cause of her easy capture was that she was carrying two
young ones with her. The young had not got their" eyes
open. The singular part of the story is to come, i. e., the
manner in which the mother rat was carrying her young.
This rat had but two teats, and they were in the same
position as those of a mare. After I had knocked her in
the head with a stick I rolled her over and found the two
baby rats, each with a teat in its mouth, holding on
firmly, with its little body drawn up in as compact a
bail as it could get. This rat was about the size of a
large house rat, and if my memory serves me rightly,
she was rather lighter colored.

—

Watson Bishop (Kent-
vine, N. S.).

An Albino Hairy Woodpecker.—We have receutly
received from Mr. J. Montgomery, Jr., of Owensville,
Ind., what appears to be an almost perfect albino hairy
woodpecker (Dryobaies villosm), The tail is smoky
gray and one or two quill3 on either wing are normal in
color, but except for these feathers it is everywhere pure
white.

Recent Arrivals at the Philadelphia Zoological Gar-
den.—Purchased—Four Azara"s opossums (Didclphys azartx), two
badgers (Taxid-ea americana), two white-lipped peccaries {Dicotyles
labiatm), two Tovi parrakeets (Brotogerys tovi), one undulated
grass parrakeet (Melopsittacus widulatm), two grav-headed par-
rakeets {Agapornte ccma), two Pennant's parrakeets (Flatycercus
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pcttficmf-f), one European quail (Cotwnkc communis), one black bul-
(puT (Pycnonolus pygmus) one kin-? snake (Ophibolus getulus), one
oommon black snalse {Bnscaniav constrictor), one garter snake
(Euttciria sirtolU) and one scarlet snake (Ccmoplmra coccineo).
Presented—One whistling swan (Q/flwtts awcrican-Ks), one specta-
cled owl (Syriiium pcrspictllatum). one duck h»wk (Faleo cornmu

-

wis), two alligators (Allifjator missUssi-ppiemtn), three red-bellied
terrapins {Pscudemys ruuosa), one horse snake (ChUomeniscrt^
cphip}iicws), one siren (Siren laccrtina).

wine j§ug m& 0tnp

" FOREST AND STREAM " GUN TESTS.
THE following guns have been tested at the Forest and

Stream Range, and reported upon in the issues named.
Copies of any date will be sent on receipt of price, ten cents:

Co lt 12, .1 uly 35. Parker 12, hammerless, June fi.

OoJLTlOand 12, Oct. 24. Remington lfi, May 30.
Folsom 10 and 12, Sept. 26. Remington 12, Dec. 5.

Francotte 12, Deo. 12. Remington 10, Dec. 26.
Greener 12, Aug. 1. Scott 10, Sept. 5.

Greener 10. Sept. 12, Sept. 19. L. C. Smith 12, Oct. 10.
Hollis 10, Nov. 7. Winchester 10 and 12, Oct. 3.

Parker 10, hammer, June 6.

QUAIL IN ROANOKE AND WYTHE.
TTAVING accepted an invitation from General T. J.
JLX Houston, formerly of Chester, Pa., now of Roan-
oke. Va., manager of the Crozer Steel and Iron Com-
pany's works near the latter place, to engage in a few
days' quail shooting, I met the General and his friend
Captain Davis, mechanical engineer of the works, in
Washington. The Baltimore & Potomac train being be-
hind time, it was one hour late when we steamed out of
the station, our destination being Lynchburg, Va. The
environments of railroad traveling in the wee sma' hours
o' the night are not favorable to viewing the beauties of
the country through which you are passing, and we were
soon lulled into meditation on the personality of the trio
of hunters. The General is 6ft. 3in.

, commanding, grace-
ful and dignified, educated and gentlemanly, wealthy
and libera], as a host the peer of any one; we could not
but feel that for the following week we were to be in the
hands of one who would care for our wants and comforts.
Captain Davis was a Union soldier in the late unpleas-
antness; he is constructed on the spare model, intelligent,
reticent and the possessor of a gentlemanly deportment
that captivates all with whom he comes in contact. The
third of the company is known as the Doctor. Nature
has been lavish in dispensing adipose material over his
body, which sadly interferes with his suppleness; he was
a surgeon in the army during cde wah,' and he is rheu-
matic, grizzled, and looked careworn

, appearing untrained
for the task of clambering over the Alleghenies during
the following week; and such proved to be the case, as
twelve blisters on his feet testify to his tenderfoot condi-
tion.

The officers of the train made every effort to regain the
lost time, but one hour behind schedule time landed us in
Lynchburg, where we had the mortification of seeing
the Roanoke train pull out of the depot just as we came
to a standstill. Two minutes halt would have been suffi-
cient time to enable us with others to have boarded the
train, but we were left to admire the beauties of that an-
cient town for eight mortal hours. We spent some of the
time interviewing Station Master Fairfax, and in point-
ing out to him the great and irremediable injury he had
done to us, and in telegraphing to the superintendent of
the road for permission to board a freight train, but that
worthy being absent from headquarters we could not ob-
tain the desired permit.
Being Pennsylvanians the Lynchburgers looked upon us

with suspicion, believing that we were Mahoneites, and
they were not disposed to extend unto us the usual hos-
pitality extend to strangers by Virginians; but when we
were introduced as near relations of the late lamented
Col. David F. Houston, all fears of Mahoneism were dis-
sipated and we were extended a cordial greeting to the
sacred soil. At last we were at Roanoke.
Morning came ail too soon, yet we were ere long seated

around the bountiful board discussing the relative merits
of the good things before us. Here the General unfolded
the programme, or rather orders of the day. He and
Capt. Davis would inspect the new furnace with the view
of releasing the contractor, while I, guided by a tonsorial
artist known as Mose, was to spend the day in search of
the "speckled beauties" of the held. You can imagine I
felt somewhat anxious to know what manner of man
this was who was to be my guide for the day, and I may
as well introduce the reader to him now, as I saw him at
that time, and unfold his character as it subsequently de-
veloped itself to me in our peregrinations. His name was
Moses Johnson, but he was universally known through-
out that region as Mose the barber. He is a dark mulatto
of good physique, surpassing foxhounds in endurance.
As a gu'de he attends to his duties and is always in the
advance, keeps the dogs well in by means of his whistle,
and being a good snap shot he succeeds in getting in
about five shots to your one. 'Tis true, you can impress
Mose with the fact that his place is in the rear, but then
your head is in danger from his gun, for he is so consti-
tuted that he must shoot at everything moving of the
game kind, whether it be dead or alive. Should you re-
solve to hunt apart, the first thing you hear is Mose's
whistle, and you have the knowledge that your dog is

speeding in his direction, especially if the dog belongs in
the region round about Roanoke, as all the canines know
him. But for those shooters who desire to make a big
bag, Mose is a valuable guide.
Soon we are at our destination, and with loaded guns

proceed in the direction of the mountains. A half-mile
walk and Dan comes to a stand on a covey of birds. Mose
suggests that 1 flush the birds, but I inform him that that
is Ins duty. So with a rock the birds are flushed; two
fell to my gun, and Mose claims to have killed one; but
ere we had secured all the owner of the property put in
an appearance and expressed a desire that we' depart
thence, but in sympathy for me, a stranger in a strange
land, he ventured the information that pheasants and
wild lurkeys were to be found up a mountain ravine in
close proximity to us. Full of hope we commenced the
ascent, expecting to be greeted with enravishing sights
from the mountain top, and after climbing over rocks and
logs, resting every hundred yards, we finally gain the
summit, but no soul-enchanting sight met our view, only
mountain peaks as dreary as the one upon which we
stood. When half way up Dan, ranging on the mountain
side, started a pheasant, and in a vain attempt to reach
the opposite mountain it came within range and fell to
our guns. Mose, true to his impulses, had also discharged

his gun in such close proximity to my head that, although
a military man, I was startled. Two other pheasants out
of range and a wToodcock which sought refuge in an im-
penetrable brake were ail the game we saw on the moun-
tain.

Retracing our steps we sought the lowlands, determined
to devote our energies to hunting quail on the pastures.
We were soon in cultivated fields, and ere long Dan flushes
a covey of birds, out of which we each secured two at the
first fire. The birds were not in the least prejudiced against
the mountains, for with one accord they halted not until
well up a diminutive Chimborazo. But flushed with
bright anticipations we essayed to follow. I secured an-
other bird, and had the satisfaction (?) of seeing Dan flush
and Mose shoot at a half dozen more with negative
results.

On returning to the pastures and meadows we began
to feel the necessity of food. After visiting several
farmhouses we finally obtained lunch. While enjoying
our repast the proprietor of the ranch entered into con-
versation with me, and finding I was a native of Lancas-
ter county, Pa., and acquainted with relatives of his in
that locality, and could give him all desired information
regarding them, although he was opposed to shooting, he
kindly gave me all information desired regarding the
haunts of the birds and permission to shoot over quite an
extended acreage in the direction of the railroad station,
where we desired to board the inbound evening train. We
secured quite a respectable bag before we reached the
station; soon we were on board, and in due time reached
Roanoke.
The next morning at half-past four the General, Capt.

Davis, the irrepressible Mose and myself, with Ponto,
Don and Dan, embarked for Pulaski. Ponto, a grandson
of old Bismark, is the best setter dog I ever shot over.
He was kindly loaned to us by my cousin, Capt. Geo.
Houston, a brother of the General. We had expected
that the Captain would be one of our party, but pressing
business engagements prevented him. At Pulaski we
embarked on the Cripple Creek extension and landed at
Rich Mountain. Here' we were greeted by Capt. Bibb
and Mr. Body, who did all in their power to make our
visit pleasant for us.
This day by order of the General, Captain Davis, Mose

and myself constituted a hunting party, while he and Mr.
Body were attending to business. We had hard tramp-
ing and mountain climbing to get upon the tablelands
where the birds were to be sought; but I had the satis-
faction of having the Captain along with whom to divide
Mose's inattention. By means of his whistle he kept the
dogs well in hand and he certainly had good shooting.
Birds were plentiful and by marking down Mose's coveys
we managed to have occasional shots. The afternoon of
this day Mose got in the line of flight of a covey of birds
the Captain was firing into and received a shower of No.
8 shot, which impressed him with the extended range of
chokebores.

Dr. Butler, a true representative of the Southern gentle-
man, an ex-Confederate surgeon, and now surgeon to the
mines, joined us during the day, and with genuine hos-
pitality, placed his horses and dogs at our disposal. He
remained with us until too dark to shoot, and then piloted
us in the homeward direction. We enjoyed his company
very much, the time being spent in discussing the Vir-
ginia campaigns during the late war. Can it be that
these men sought to take each others' lives a few years
since, and now are vieing with each other in their en
deavor to entertain and extend all of the amenities of
refined and cultured society? Yes, it is true, the old
soldiers of the late war bear no malice toward each other;
verily reconstruction is progressing.

It was quite dark and we were weary when we returned
to the commissary, but Mr. Johnson, the gentlemanly
superintendent, had anticipated our wants and a warm
supper was awaiting us, and soon we were seated around
the board.
After a good night's rest we were up and soon ready

for the field, even before we could see to shoot. As the
General had business at Ivanhoe to transact and could
not be with us, Capt. Davis and I preferred to hunt by
ourselves, taking Don, Dan and Queen, a pointer Gyp.
We had a very pleasant time and secured good bags.
Mose, after a lecture by the General, hunted very success-
fully by himself.
The next day, with many thanks to the General for his

kindness and with a promise to come again, we boarded
the train for the North. As we passed through Culpepper,
Orange, Manasses and other battlefields, we were carried
back in memory to the scenes enacted there nearly a
third of a century since, and although I have often
thought I would like to visit those scenes, when there I

involuntarily shut my eyes to obscure the sights memory
presented. I have no desire to recall the horrors of those
times.
Altogether we had a most enjoyable time, all with

whom we came in contact extended unto us genuine hos-
pitality and endeavored to make our stay among them
pleasurable. We are especially under obligation to
Messrs. Sproul and Hodgson of Roanoke for kind atten-
tions. Quail are very plentiful in that region, but our
visit was too soon in the season to find full grown birds.

I made a: mistake in taking a 10-bore full chokebored
gun. What you want early in the season is a 16-bore,
right barrel cylinder and left barrel modified choke; later
the close-shooting gun might be desirable. Grouse.

THE "FOREST AND STREAM" TESTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

"She'll kill a robin ten rod every time," was in my boy-
hood the accepted formula in New England to denote
the properties of a good shotgun. Of course she wouldn't
and she couldn't and she didn't; but the owners, I think,
really believed what they said. I did then.

I recall these remembrances in consequence of looking
over your shotgun tests. I am glad your range is a per-
manent institution, for I regard it as a great moral
agent. People within range of that range will not hence-
forth be able to tell such unmerciful lies about their guns
without being invited to test their performance at Clare

-

mont.
Now let there be the merry sound of some of these shot-

guns advertised to kill at from 75 to 100yds,, and let us
see a few charges of buckshot fired on that range. People
talk of killing deer at 80yds. quite as a matter of course,
but I never saw a shotgun that wouldn't scatter its

charge of buckshot over a span of 5 or 6ft. at least in
50yds. or less. Did you? Kelpie.

GAME BIRDS OF THE PLAINS.
LAST spring, as I reported through the columns of

Foeest and Stream the arrival and departure of
the ducks and geese, I thought that careful observation
for the year would reveal the presence of many more
species of game birds, especially of the Limicolse, than
the average sportsman is accustomed to credit to the re-

cently settled slope that extends from the foothills of
Colorado to the Missouri River. All the species named
below have been seen by me or carefully studied by those
who are perfectly familiar with Coues and Ridgway.
My observations commenced on Feb. 25, when the geese
put in an appearance, and closed on Dec. 26, when 1 saw
a small flock of teal on a pond near LaSalle, Colorado.
The list is as follows:
Anas bosehas Linn.—Mallard.
A. diseors Linn.—Blue-winged teal.

A, carolinensis Gmel.—Green-winged teal.

A, cyanoptera Vieill.—Cinnamon teal.

A. strepera Linn.—Gadwall.
A, americana Gmel.—Baldpate, widgeon.
Spatula clypeata Linn.—Shoveler, spoonbill.

Dafila acuta Linn.—Pintail, sprigtail.

Aythya americana Eyt.—Redhead.
A. vallisneria Wils.—Canvasback.
.4. marila nearctica Stejn.—Scaup duck.
Glaucionetta clangula americana Bonap —Golden-eye.
Oharitonetta albeola Linn.—Buffleheacl, butterball.

Hisirionicus tiistrionicus Linn.—Harlequin duck.
Oidemia americana Sw. and Rich. —American scoter.

Erismatura rubida Wils.—Ruddy duck.
Chen cceruleseens Linn.—Blue goose.
C. hyperborea Pall.— Black-winged brant, lesser snow

goose.
Anser albifrons gambeli Hartl.—White-fronted goose,

speckled brant.
Branta canadensis Linn.—Canada goose.
B. c. hutchinsii Sw. and Rich.—Hutchins's goose.
Olor buccinator Rich.—Trumpeter swan.
Fulica americana Gmel.—Coot.
Phalaropus lobatus Linn.—Northern phalarope.
P. tricolor Vieill.—Wilson's phalarope.
Recurvirostra ameneana Gmel.—Avocet.
Gallinago delicata Ord.—Wilson's snipe, jack snipe.
Macrorhamphus scolopaceus Say.—Long-billed dow-

itcher.

Tringa maculata Vieill.—Pectoral sandpiper, little

snipe.

T. minulilla Vieill.—Least sandpiper.
Ereunetespusillus Linn.—Semipalmated sandpiper.
Calidris arenaria Linn.—Sanderling.
Limosafedoa Linn.—Marbled godwit.
Totanus melanoleucus Gmel.—Greater yellowlegs.
T, flavipes G mel.—Yellowlegs.
T. solitarius Wils.—Solitary sandpiper.
Symphemia. semipalmata inornato Brews.—Western

willet.

Bartramia longicauda Bechst. — Bartramian sand-
piper.

Numenius longirostris Wils.—Long-billed curlew.
N. hudsonicus Lath.—Hudsonian curlew,
JV. borealis Forst.—Eskimo curlew.
Charadrms squatarola Linn.—Black-bellied plover.
C. dominicus Mull.—Golden plover.
uEgialitis iiocifera Linn.—Kildeer.
JE. montana Towns.—Mountain plover.
2E. semipalmata Bonap.—Semipalmated plover.
Colinus virginioMUs Linn.—Quail.
Tympamiehus americanus Reich.—Prairie chicken.
Pedioccetes phasianellus eampestris Ridg.—Sharp-tailed

grouse.
Zenaidura macroura —Mourning dove.
It is not claimed that this list contains all the game

birds and allied species of this section, but other species
must be rare visitants. The mallard, blue-winged teal
and gadwall breed in the lake region of Nebraska. The
common teal which I saw was a straggler on the lake
near Greeley, Colorado, and the harlequin duck came
from the same locality. On these eastern Colorado ponds
ducks feed principally on a species of utricularia, Den-
ver sportsmen report very poor duck shooting this fall,

and claim that the flight went east of the State. This
accounts for the excellent shooting in Nebraska. The
Colorado waters have been visited by more than the usual
number of redheads and canvasbacks, but by very few
teal and mallards; while in Nebraska the reverse has
been true.

The goose flight has been very light; so light, in fact,

that I think they must all have gone over in the night.
One small flock of Canadas made a long stay this fall,

but it sailed southward on Dec, 21. This scarcity of
geese has been noted throughout the entire region west
of the Missouri.
Our jacksnipe is a variable quantity. This season he

has done remarkably well, but he may disappoint all our
hopes for 1890. I have often wondered at the absence of
snipe from pools and marshes that seem especially de-
signed for them. It seems as though this soil, sandy and
somewhat alkaline, is not a congenial home for the worms
upon which the jacksnipe thrive. But let the soil about
some pool be cultivated for a year or two, or let cattle
frequent the spot and by their droppings change the
character of the soil, not only are jacksnipe to be found,
but dowitchers, sandpipers, yellowlegs and plover3make
it their stamping ground.
The sanderling, shot in September, is a very rare visitor.

So is the mountain plover, which I obtained in August on
the upper Wood River. Nebraska.

Sharp-tailed grouse (the prairie variety) are becoming
yearly more scarce. Except in very cold weather they
do not come into the settled portions of the State. At
present they are found in the northern and western coun-
ties of the State and in adjacent counties of Dakota and
Wyoming. The mourning dove here, as throughout the
entire West, is regarded as a game bird. July is the
month for it, and from its ubiquitous habits it is found
not only in the timber but by roadsides, in sunflower
patches and wherever a pool or brook affords an oppor-
tunity for a bath.

1 have not mentioned the meadow lark, which here is

the principal ingredient of summer pot-pies. I cannot
look upon it as a game bird, but it is the target upon
which every small boy tries his gun, and it is shot at all

seasons of the year. It is an outrage that men who call

themselves sportsmen allow this wanton butchery of
small birds, but until there is a radical change in public
sentiment such a state of affairs cannot be prevented.
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This naturally leads to a, discussion of sportsmen's
ulubi, and apart from the genial fellowship which they
foster, of the practical good which they may effect

in the preservation of game. It is a lamentable fact

that the West, the far West I mean, is destitute of
proper sportsmen's clubs. We have dog clubs that make
a specialty of coursing, and gun clubs whose members
devote themselves to the trap, but these do not reach
the point, Last week I vi-ited Denver, and was sur-

prised to find in so enterprising a city, where every other
man is expert with rifle, rod or gun, no organization or
club room where the gentlemen, who spend months each
year in the finest hunting fields of the world, can meet
to recount their adventures and profit by each other's

experiences. To find a brother sportsman you must call

at his house or office.

It is senseless to believe that the wanton destruction of
large game can be prevented without the united action
of tho^e most interested in its preservation. The lever-

age must be applied en masse, and not individually. I
fairly boded at some of the tales of slaughter of elk, deer
and sheep, and, though I made allowance for exaggera-
tion, I could not pardon the spirit that lay back of the
story. The sentiment prevails that if one man does not
kill all the game he can another will, and what the white
man cannot corral the red man will destroy, and so the
rivalry can end in nothing short of extermination. This
begins to read like a tirade, but there are noble excep-
tions, and they are to-day, if they can .become acquainted
with each other, willing to unite to enforce legitimate
hunting in the Rockies, and I hope that before another
new year the initiative will be taken and a new era will
have opened in the hunting annals of the West.
Keabnet, Neb., Jan. 1. SHOSHONE.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST,
THE BLACKHAWK CLUB OF LAKE KOSHKONOXG.

f N183G the unfortunate chieftain, Blackhawk, led north
A through Wisconsin the inglorious pursuers who
figured on one side in that most inglorious ''war." He
passed far above Lake Koshkonong and was captured,
we are told, near where Portage now stands. But Black-
hawk formerly lived on beautiful Lake Koshkonong,
and even to-day there remain traces of his residence
there. The island formed by Rock River, at the head of
the lakf, is known as Blackhawk Island. Over on the
big bluff , a mile from there, the wandering hunter can
still see the odd knobby little hills, thrown up by the
squaws who labored in Blackhawk's cornfield, and he
can easily find old settlers who can remember seeing the
cornstalks still standing in these hills. All over that
great and beautiful bluff, which looks out over as fair an
inland picture as any in a thousand miles of travel, young
trees have now grown up thick and strong. Yet the set-

tlers can remember when all that slope was cleared, save
for a few great oaks, and when all its surface was cov-
ered -with the curious mounds of the forgotten Mound-
builders and the later groves of the Indians. These
mounds exist to-day, and to-day you may see upon the
highest point of the great bluff the old signal mound,
which in days before history flashed its bale-fires in the
great signal system running north and south across the
country. To-day. were the timber cleared from all

the eminences, white men could do as former possessors
of this country did and send a message, fire answering
to fire, and pillar of smoke speaking to other pillar, from
the shore of Lake Superior far down the Illinois River
and perhaps nearly to the Ohio. Blackhawk may have
used this chain of Bignals, and doubtless did use part of
it. The "Blackhawm trail" still runs over these hills,

faint, but legible as when Gen. Atkinson woundup it to
found Fort Atkinson, which exists to-day, a. sleepy and
contented village, unused to war's alarms. You get off
here when you take the C. & N. W., for the Blackhawk
Club of Lake Koshkonong. For it is matter of fact and
matter of course that; there is a shooting club on Kosh-
konong, and that its name is the Blackhawk Club.
The writer was sent up to this club on the investigating

trip, through the courtesy of Mr. John L. Stockton of
this city, one of the members, to whose pains and fore-
sight much of the pleasure of the visit was due. This
was on Nov. a3, and the shooting season was officially de-
clared eioted and the club hou?e abandoned for the win-
ter. Nevertheless a telegram or two mitigated matters,
and I was met at 10 P. M. by Mr. W. Y. Wentworth, the
superintendent of the club, who on the following morn-
ing gave me a seat hi his buggy for the frosty ride of
six or eight miles down to the club house.
Our road for the greater pirt of the distance lay along

the Rock River, which is here a very amiable pleasant
stream and, thanks to the long effortsof Mr. Wentworth,
who is gams warden of the southern district of Wit-con-
sin, also a very good fishing stream. Sd delightful a
trip does it offer to the canoeist and angler that I cannot
help commending it for a run, beginning at Ft. Atkin-
son, passing through Lake Koskonong, and ending at the
M ssissippi near Rock Island, This stream was used as
one of the water trails between the Great Lakes and the
Mississippi in the old Indian and fur trade days. Let
summer tourists not forget it. It is a beautiful stream
and it has fish in it, in spite of the foolish Wisconsin law
which holds back the construction of the Wisconsin fish-

ways until after the Illinois fishways have been put in.

This is a siterly sort of law, or more properly, an old
woman sort of a law. There has been no run of fish up
Rack River for years, by reason of the lilmois and Wis-
consin dams, among which are the Indian Ford, Janes-
viile, Monterey, Beloit, Rockion and Rockford dams.
There are eight in all. Catfish are no longer taken in
that stream near Koshkonong. Its supply of bass and
pickerel comes from prolific Koshkonong, and the rapa-
cious pot-fishermen are draining at that souice as hard as
they can. Last winter fifty tons, mostly game fish, were
taken through the ice by market-fishers. Lake Koshko-
nong is four miles by eight atmo#t, and averages not 8ffc. in
depth. Yet the wise men who live upon its shores, men
born with the joint butcher-miser instinct, tell us pla-
cidly to-day that this does not affect the fish supply, and
that winter fishing will not diminish it. Such rot is not
good nonsense. Look at the story of great Winnebago.
Eighty barrels of fish shipped per day at Oshkosh alone.
Tney don't do that now, even with miles of illegal twine.
To-day the Winnebago robbers are beginning to squeal.
Later on, the Koshkonong robbers will also snivel and
cry out that the poor man has no show. The Koskonong
poor man needs some one to think for him, and to antici-

pate his future whine. To-day he is eating Ins own cake
and everybody's else too.
We counted eight shanties and one big cabin boat as we

drove on down to the club house. In each of these were
two or three down-trodden market-fishers and hunters
waiting for the lake to freeze. These folks are called
'•rats" by the sportsmen of the lake. They made a living
formerly by legal or illegal "floating" of canvasbacks,
legal or illegal netting of fish, and a side line of rat trap-
ping. Mr, Wentworth has broken, up their "floating"
and netting, and to-day they must restrict themselves to
weeping for the old days, to fishing through the ice,

which is idiotically legal, and to plain rat catching.
Poor, poor unfortunates, born too tired to do an honest
day's work! Earth has no more pitiable a creature. For
their comfort it may be said, however, that the numerous
rat houses about Koshkonong this falt bespeak a crop that
would delight the soul of a fur trader. We trust
there will be no further violation of "rat" etiquette
in the premature tearing down the houseB and spearing
the muskrate, of which an over-aoxious "rat" was lately
guilty, much to the horror of his associates. There
should be honor among these honorable men.
We found the big and comfortable club house standing

just upon the bank of the river, whose edge was now
some thirty yards from the front stoop. The river is now
lower than it has been for twenty years. In one spring-
time the water rose four feet deep over the club house
floor: so that the members lived npstairs and went to bed
out of their boats.
Mr. Wentworth's son was within, and he had a fire

started. We passed through the house, finding it to
have eleven good sleeping apartments, while the down
floor held the usual gun room, sitting room, dining room,
etc, , and a large and very well furnished kitchen. In the
latter department Mrs. Wentworth, the stewardess, is

ruler. She allows no liquors on the table and no games
of chance on Sunday, and otherwise generally rules the
boys with a rod of iron; but from her domicile beside the
club range she sends forth such culinary compensation
that they bear their subjugation meekly.

BUCKHAWK CLUB HOUSE, LAKE' KOSHKONONG.

Through the house there passes a stream of living
water from the great artesian well, 330ft. deep, which the
club had sunk to assure a good water supply. This well
also throws a stream into the great fountain-tank in the
front yard. In the pool thus formed, holding several
hundred barrels of nearly i^e cold water, the mem bers
keep their fish alive as in a live-box. There were twenty
or thirty fish in this pool that had been there for several
weeks. This is the best fish box yet on record, and I
shali later testify to the excellency of its product.
There is a good barn on the place, and there are two

boat houses, one holding the big sail boat belonging to
some of the members, the other being devoted to the
hunting boats. Under tarpaulin outside was the sail-

boat belonging to the sons of 3ome of the members. The
wreck of a steam launch held a flower bed, and all about
and on the water front were either remnants of boat3, or
boats in actual use. There were some live-boxes in the
water near the boat landing, and Mr. Wentworth, Jr. had
some rods set from the end of one of the boats. As we
sat by the stove and talked we could watch the rods
through the window, and in this way we caught a perch
and three pickerel, one of which weighed four pounds.
The river at this point is not very wide, but low as the
water was, we found it 10 or 13ft. in depth.
The club house is up the river a little way from the

main lake, but the shore of the latter sweeps around be-
hind the house, and a few steps through the woods bring
one to it. The club owns 50 acres on the island, and con-
trols the river and lake front clear around on both sides
the point, making about 387 acres in all. Steps are now
being taken to get possession of additional shore territory,
up to and including the point iurther up the shore line
behind the club house, It is desirable also that the club
should join upon the other side with what is known as
ths PecK preserve. This latter amounts in all to some-
thing like 500 acres, and runs out well on the fiat that
lies opposite the club house across the little island. If
this were accomplished, there would be a continuous
preserved strip clear about the best pail of the lake, and
controlled by sportsmen whose iuterests are practically
identical. In the matter of executive protective measures
it can not be said that the Blackhawk men have been
very active or earnest. They once hired a patrol for the
river mouth point for a while, but for work of this sort
Koshkonong Place contributed $50, much more in pro-
portion. The men on the bluff have always been Aery
active and efficient in protective work, both in and out of
the Legislature, and they are the best of neighbors for
the Blackhawks.
In the boat house we found the whole theory and his-

tory of duck shooting on Koshkonong. It should be re-

membered that the chief object of pursuit here is the
canvasback duck, and therefore we should expect to find
the greatest ingenuity devoted to machinery for its cap-
ture. Such precisely is the case, and the result is ap-
parent in a boat, or indeed several boats, quite distinctive

and different from any we have yet found among our in-

land duck shooters.
The old way of canvasback shooting in Koshkonong

was a very restricted one. A large fleet of decoys, per-
haps 200 or 800, was put out on afeed bed. well out in the
shallow lake. The hunter then withdrew his boat to the
shore and waited until he saw a large enough number of
canvasbacks alight among the decoys and go to firing.

His boat was a short and square-sterned skiff, so arranged
that it sank pretty well down in the water. The bunu
lay full length upon his back In the boat, with his feet to
the bow. He propelled the boat with a short sculling
paddle, which he worked with his right hand pasted
across his chest. The hole for the i-eulling oar was
directly above and behind the shooter's left shoulder. AT
peg in the right hand side of the boat served as a rest for
the gun, whose stock lay convenient to the shooter'?
shoulder. Sometimes an extra gun lay in the bottom of
the boat.

.
With his eyes peering just above the edge of the boat, I

the concealed hunter carefully and silently propelled his
engine of death in among the feeding ducks. Very often
he got within 20, 15, even 10yds.; for the canvasback,
wary as it is in many ways, has a large streak of gulla-
biliiy in its nature. When in the thickest of the flock, the
hunter sat upright in the boat and discharged his gun or
guns. In this way numbers of market-shooter* wtre
always hammering away at the ducks. Mr. Duane Starin
one of the most successful shooters of the lake, whocamt
over to his own shooting house on the lake the day we
were there, told me that he used formerly to kill daily
fifty canvasbacks—just as many as his little float would
hold. It was this same float of his that I saw in Blacks-
hawk boat house. Mr. Starin wished to see the old law
permitting float shooting restored, and called our att*

n

lion to the fact that, although the number of canva
backs seemed this fall as great as ever, no one could rnals

any bags. Mr. Starin will yet live to see the wisdom of"

this law, and will realize that it is not all-important thai
anybody should make large bags. Far more nndern,
thoughtful and consistent with the be?t spMtof this day
is the utterance of Mr. G. E. Gordon, quoted in anothei
column: "I wish to make it as hard as possible for an?
one to kill a canvasback duck."

I should not, however, pa^s mention of this vicinit;
without fuller mention of Duane Starin. who is a very

,

well-known figure about the lake. Mr. Starin has had
the misfortune to lose both legs below the knee, and
walks upon his knee?, with the lower portion of the limbs
incased in leather boxes. He u-es a short pair of crutches,
and to any friend is simply a stalwart, hardy and rugged-
looking man. He is the best duck hunter about the lake,
and is also a formidable antagonist at the trap. Due to
him are many of the ideas on shooting used about the
lake. It was Ira Bingham who first used the Koshko-
nong "float," but Duane Starin was the inventor of the
hardly less^ destructive "float boat" which was and is so
largely use'd in this locality. Mr. Starin laid aside his
float when the law commanded it. Armed with power-
ful field glasses which enabled them to detect at a dis-
tance the approach of a warden or any other intruder,
numbers of less scrupulous shooters persisted until within
the past season. I shall speak of the arrest of the chief
offender in this line ine in a later column, dt voted to a
look at the game question as presented to me by 1b
only intelligent and effective game warden it was evi

my fortune to met;—Mr. W. Y Wentworth, so often me:
tioned before.
The law which was passed two years ago forbad

shooting at wildfowl "beyond the line of natural gras
or rushes then and there projecting above the water, 1

that is about the wording. Of course this law could be
stretched a great deal, but it did break up the bhootiag
on the open water feeding ground. The blinds, pushed
as far out as possible, soon became points of education
for the ducks. Even the floating "Koshkonong blind, 1

*

constructed of heavy 2x4 stuff in a frame, into which the
boat could be run, and consisting of a, wire net stuck full

of rushes, the whole floating and easily towed, grew in-

tffective. Canvasbacks, alt the deep-water ducks, and
even the mallards, gathered in a merry body safe out in
the middle of the lake. Now became manifest the beau-
ties of the "flat boat.'" invented be' ore this by Mr. S arm,
and found so effective that he has killed sixty canvas-
backs in a day from one of them. It was Mr. Starin
who built most of the flat boats now in use by the Black-
hawks.

The Koshkonong "flat boat" is nearly of the shape of
a pumpkin seed. It is about lfrft. long and Oft. wkIp over-
all and isbuiltonthe batfrry or sinkboat plan. In th
center of the boat and projecting below its bottom am
under the waterline is a long pit in which the shoote
lies. This is one foot deep to the top of its slight coam-
ing and jut-t wide enough for easy position to the shooter.

The "wings" of the boat s-tretch down and out from th
top of the pit, running obliquely till their edges just 1L
awash in the water. The wings have a top and bottom
to them, and near the center of the boat they are several
inches apart, permitting the stowing on either side of the
shooter of a number of small articles. The wings are not
detachable or hung on hinges, but the whole boat, broad
and bulky as it is, is stiff and solid, all of pine. To re-

peat, it exactly resembles a mammoth pumpkin seed,
with a hole cut through the median line. Were it not
for the pit, which projects below the bottom like an asb
pan, the whole boat would lie like a pancake directly

upon the top of the water. As it is, the boat can easily

be towed about and does not pull very hard.
In using the fla t boat, the shooter puts out his decoys-

by means of another boat, which he hides or has taken
away by a companion. The fl-it boat is merely used as a
blind, and the decoys are arranged about it as the
weather and wind dictate, No grass is u-ed about the
boat. The dead color of the boat and its half-submersion
in the water make it impossible to distingui-h it at any
distance". I have had shooters tell me that a flat boat
properly ballasted can not be seen over sixty yards or
by any one, especially if there is the s-ligbtest wash to the
water. The deadliness of such a device is well known to
all Eastern shooters. The cost of a hill-sized flat boat is

865, The pit is usually made of tin, or covered with tin

or sheet-iron, the edges of the latter coming up and lying
on the top of the wings in the best models, thus insuring
dryness.
Another pure Koshkonong type is the "Monitor." ani

this is the boat in general use. It is about 15ft. or so ii

length and 3ft, wide, and is a modified "flat boat," in-

tended for rowing. The sirles of its "winj-s" are but a
few inches apart, and sits close down in the water, its

contour exactly resembling that of the famous war ship
model, from which it takes its name. The boat is pro-

pelled by oars, the rower sitting in a cockpit, abcut which
he can elevate a canvas extension, full length of the
cockpit, in case of a high sea or a cutting wind. This
boat is just a little Monitor, with a cockpit instead of tur=
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retc The first "MonitoT" on Koshkonong was built by
one Van Git son. In it the oval was irregular, the swell

of the lines being broader at the stern, and the boat run-

ning smt»ll-end first. In the present model, which is also

lighter and trimmer, the ends are both alike. The boat

is flat on the bottom, and is cased with tin or copper as

a protection against ice. In a few specimens the deck-

ing, or top of the "wing," is made of heavy canvas in-

stead of wood, but this is not favored. In the old Van
Gieson boat the rowlocks were not good; they were
clumsy and caught in the grass. In the modern boat the

rowlocks are simplicity itself, and yet -very effective.

They simply consist of a length of gas pipe, something
over a fo^i of which is dropped into a bored block to hold

it firmly. The stem of the oarlock is dropped right into

the end of the liollow pipe, and is kept from creaking by
a washer of rubber. This is the simplest form of row-
lock, and in passing through rushes or grass it can, with-

out any trouble, be lifted out of the socket, leaving the

baie skin of the boat to elidejalong with little friction.

This is a very clever device, indeed, the whole get-up

of the Monitor is clever, and it is a mighty good boat for

shooting in light cover. It is usually run into one of the

portable blinds hastily described above. The cover close

to the edge of the legal limit on Koshkonong is very
light. The beauty of this boat is that it is suited to its

environments. Indeed, it was evolved from them. One
Pahaska, of Fort Atkinson, builds most of the Monitors
used by the club.

There are forty-three boats now owned by the club,

among which are several different styles, although the

above are the interesting ones. There was a light cockle
shell of a varnished canoe, capable of being carried under
the arm, belonging, I believe, to a son of Mr. Geo.* W.
Peck, the Milwaukee Sun man, who is a member of the
club. Mr. Peck will be remembered as the author of the

"Bad Boy" papers. There was also a long, double-ended
boat, flat-bottomed, heavy and sharp, practically the

same as the lodging batteau of the North, and a model
copied in lighter and shorter form in the Tolleston marsh
boat. Then there were just plain boats, snub-nosed or

otherwise. I have spoken in a previous number of fflie

Nee-pee-nauk boat, smooth skin, made of strips nailed

one on top of the ether. Here on the Rock River I saw
Duane Starin using a wide and open fishing boat, made
of built up strips just in that way. That was the boat we
used when we went out after the wild celery seed.

Blackhawk Club is fifteen years of age. Its member-
ship was at first limited to 25. It is now limited to 50.

The membership fee is $100 and the annual dues are $10.

Mr. Wentworth has been superintendent of the club for
' eleven years, and has seen it grow to its present propor-

tion *, When he went into his place there were but seven
boats owned in the club. As above stated, there are now
43. The club house of to-day is also a material improve-
ment over the old form it had.
This club is a steady and conservative one. It has

always been counted a hard one to get into. Sinee the

pa-sage of the rigid wildfowl laws in Wisconsin, the
shooting has of course been curtailed. Let not the hearts

of the shooters be troubled, however. The wild celery

of Koshkonong will not lose its power to charm, and
the future will show the grand game of that lake again
so plentiful that any self-respecting hunter can by haTd
work kill all he ouuht to have. It is time the ducks were
given a chance. This is their innings.

Mention of this club and of the Koshkonong region

could, of course, be closed here. There is, however,

too much of interest in that locality to pass without
mention, and I shall beg to add some notes upon the

game, etc., of tbat lake and vicinity in next week's paper,

and also to present what seems to me some very interest-

ing facts upon the game warden question as learned

direct from Warden Wentworth. Following is the mem-
bership of the Blackhawk Club:

Presidenr, B. M. Johnson, of Whitewater: Vice-Presi-

dent, A. J. Ga-ton, of Beloit; Secretary and Treasurer, B.

Bulkley, of Whitewater Members: John W. Parme-
lee, R. A. Peters, Geo. W. E -.terry. F. G. Bigelow, C. S.

J^ckman, Col. L. A. Harri=, Judge Thos. A. Logan
(' Gioan*'). Benj. Rohinson, Lawrence Pike, J. A. Part-

ridge, O. P. Posey, B. Bulkley, F. W. Tratt, Thomas J.

Stephens. Phil. Trautman, Edmund B. Sears, Dan'l Bul-

lock. A. W. Ke^ney, A. J. Gaston, F. H. Starkweather,
John L. Stockton, W. J. Doolittle, Edward A. Austin, B.

M. Fre.-s. A. D. Forbes, M. V. Dovle, D. W. Miller, C. A.
Still, H. B. Allen, N. L. James. Frank R. Cheney, J. B.

Doe, Jr., Wm. A. Talcott, S. S. Kimball, L. W. Flershem,
Chas. F. Allen, E. M. Johnson, Geo. W. Peck, Louis
Auer, Geo. B. Hawlev. How. S. Salisbury, W. B. Keep
(Gen'l Ati 5

v C. & N. W. Rv.), M. Hughitt, Jr. (Div. Fgt.

A<jt. C. &*N, W. Ry.), E. W. Herrick, Chas. McAvoy,
Geo. R. Grant, Geo. B. Hawthorne. E. Hough.

Chicago, Jan. 0.—In the death of Judge J. C. Knick-
erbocker, which occurred yesterday Jrom a sudden
stroke of paralysis, the world lost not only an able attor-

ney and accomplished jurist, but also a thorough and
generous hearted sportsman, Judge Knickerbocker was
a member of the Tolleston and Nee-pee nauk clubs, and
was one of the most enthusiastic and successful sports-

man of this city. His start in life here was a modest one,

but never in his later days of success did he forget the
lessons in charity his youth had taught him, and he was
always kind and. thoughtful, as well as rigorously just.

This city and the whole guild of sportsmen could ill afford

the io.-s of such a man.
Jan. 7.—Our winter still holds off. The season is re-

markable. On last Sunday I was walking along the lake
front and saw a boy rolling up some lines. On inquiry,

he told me the perch had been biting freely along the
wharf all the morning. That was Jan. 5. The lake was
altogether open. On the day before, at the Grand Calu-
met Heights club house, Dr. Harlan, Mr, Wilde and Mr.
Bird put out a few decoys in the lake in front of the
house and got nine ducks. They say they ought to have
killed twenty. The funny part of this is, that none of the
party can tell what kind of ducks it was they killed.

T iey say the birds were about as big as mallards, looked
like black mallards (dusky duck), and were as good eat-

ing as any mallard. That is ail they know about it, and
tney are unable to produce even the head of one of the
birds in question,
Mak-saw-ba marsh had more mallards on it last Thurs-

day than at any time for two years. That was Jan. 8,

and usually at that time the whole country is frozen
tight and the thermometer is at 20

s below. A pusher at

the club killed 10 mallards the other day and ran out of

shells. Another party saw about 500 mallards last Sun-
day up Eagle Island way. Good shooting could now be
had by any enterprising man on Mak-saw-ba marsh if he
would work up as far as Hailstorm and Winchell's Like.
Mi-. C. D. Gammon was lately down at Cumberland
marsh, and reports mallards plenty there also. This is a
state of affairs that strikes everybody as being singular

in the extreme. To-day, Jan. 7, the temperature is hardly
below freezing.
Writing to his friend Mr. Loyd, of thin city, Mr. C. W.

Parent, of Marshall, Md., in a recent letter, says: " I have
had a great deal of good shooting here this fall, as every

Saturday was spent fronting, quail. My last three trips I

killed 48, 53, 61, and that, too, on one farm, which will

give you some idea of the number of quail in this sec-

tion, f have a splendid dog I got from the Deal Beach
Club grounds, Long Branch. N". J., and I have had good
success in breaking him. I have not got him so that he
will take a target out and tack it up for me as yet, like

Grouse."
Grand Calumet Heights Glub had a business meeting

Thursday evening and discussed the question whether to

buy or to lease a plot of ground. The owner will not sell,

except with a reservation to the deed which robs the club

of all profit by way of increasing value of the property.

The matter was laid over till next Wednesdays.
E. Hough.

WEIGHT OF GROUSE.
Editor Forest and Stream •

Notes in your issues of Dec. 12 and 19, also "Notliks" in

issue Jan. 2, has called my attention to weight of ruffed

grouse. Have handled grouse for the market for the

past ten years and spend a few days each season for re-

creation in hunting them. Have noticed as "Notliks" says
that the weight "varies from year to year according to

circumstances, food, weather, etc." The past two sea-

sons having very open weather, little or no snow during
the months of October, November and December, the
grouse are found in 'the neighborhood of grain fields,

especially those of buckwheat, where they find a quantity
of easily procured rich feed. The weights this season
with us have averaged unusually heavy, partly o«ing to

the lateness in gathering the buckwheat crop. We pur-
chased of A. P. LaPlant, a market-hunter of this place,

among other birds, a cock grouse that weighed 30 plump
ounces; it was a very large bird and from appearances a
very old one. Its crop contained no unusual amount of

food and was not distended as were many at limes that
we bought. Have had grouse brought in, their crops be-

ing so filled with buckwheat that you would imagine
they were fed in a poultry yard with* tame fowl. Others
not in the neighborhood of grain fields had fed on the
young and tender shoots of clover leaves, and one bird

had at least a pint of wintergreen berries in its crop,

showing i hey accustomed themselves to their surround-
ings and fed on whatever was in that neighborhood that

pleased them best. On my shooting trip this season
where I found a buckwheat stubble adjoining timber or

brush lots so sure was I to find grouse if they were in

that locality, and it took mighty quick work to bring one
to bag, being e-trong and quick on the wing from well

filled crops twice each day. For a tahle bird the grouse
that feeds on buckwheat cannot be beaten.

Towanda, Pa. Sus. Q. Hannah.

MISSISSIPPI NOTES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Find inclosed a roi-e pulled to-day from bush in open

air, where they have been blooming all winter. Up to

date we have had no cold weather. The mercury stands
from 65° to "5° almost every day. Had no frost through-
out the entire month of December. Have not seen a
duck this winter. Quail are abundant, but the weather
has been so warm that very little shooting has been done.
During last summer therewere more squirrels here than
ever before, and everybody turned out to shoot them.
The fusilade in the woods sounded like a lively skirmish.

The deer and turkeys have almost disappeared from this

vicinity. A nephew of mine killed a very large gobbler
a few days ago while out bird shooting, the only one I

have seen here within a year. This old fellow was run
into and flushed by the dogs, and tumbled by the bov
with a close overhead shot, and brought home with
mighty exultation. A son who has just returned from a
trip through Texas, Mexico and to the Pacific, had some
splendid sport after game of all kinds, from a quail to a
cougar.
In consequence of the extremely warm weather I have

shot very little this season. We have had very little rain
and the winter has been Arcadian. I would like to live

in a climate where it was never any colder than it is here
to-day, with the mercury at 70°, and the birds singing as

if 'twere May. I am sitting at'an open window as I pen
these lines, but we may catch it yet ltaer on.

Since I saw you last in !New York, four years ago to-

day, 1 have gained in avoirdupois, and when afield I

generally throw down two or three panels of worm fence
every time I have to climb over one, and get awful hot
if it is a warm day. Guvon.
Cohinth, Miss., Jan, 10.

Sportsmen and Landowners.—We find in a late num-
ber of the Monticello (Fla.) Tribune this note, which is

worth attention, for it points to one solution of the sports-

man vs. landowner problem: "Messrs. Harned, Heston
and Hoey, while out hunting a few days ago, pulled a
fine calf out of a branch near D. H. Bryan's plantation

on the Thomasville road. It was badly mired, and but
for this fortunate discovery woukl soon have perished.

Mr. Hoey, who still claims to be somewhat of an invalid
(though we think our fair country has entirely cured
him), did not do any pulling, but just bossed the job. lie
claims tbat Britt, the driver, tugged for him, and did the
biggest part of it, too. Twice this same party have put
out fence fires by the roadside. Surely if all shooting
parties will act in this humane and considerate way, our
farmers will invite their visits rather than post their

lands." Mr. Hoey is a guest of the St. Elmo, noticed last

week in our Florida number.

Megantic Club's Dinner.—The annual dinner of the
! Megantic Fish and Game Club, will be held at Young's
j
Hotel, in Boston, on Jan. 28.

MAINE BIG GAME.
THE season on big game in Maine has closed, Jan. 1

being the end of the open term, and it is hoped
that all hunting has been stopped. It is well understood
that crusting and poaching is indulged in fo some extent,

but that there is a decided growth of better feeling and
respect for the game and fish laws, is also equally well
understood. The number of moose killed has been small.

Among the late reports are accounts of a big black moose
killed in the neighborhood of Austin Stream in Somer-
set county. This stream flows into the Kennebec above
Bingham.'' The moose is said to have stood (>|ft. high
and to have weighed l,0001bs. The story also goes that

he had treed several lumbermen and hunters and driven
the hunters out of the woods. Later Lawrence Hayden,
and Milton Merrill of Madison and Joseph Baker of Skow-
hegan, were in the woods on Austin Stream, hunting for

caribou, when Hayden came upon the big moo=e. He
says the huge beast immediately charged upon him.
Hayden says that he looked like a great land slide from
the side of Old Bunnside mountain, but that he stood his

ground. He let the moose come up to within a couple of

rods, when springing aside he had a chance for a shot at

his shoulder, and put a ball through the shoulder blade
and through his lungs. Still the moose kept on his feet,

and showed fight, though evidently his shoulder was dis-

abled by the shoot so that he could neither run nor ad-
vance. But this gave Hayden time for another shot,

after which the moose fell, but with awful struggles and
bellowings that startled Hay den's companions, who were
nearly two miles away. His hide was split sufficiently

to roll out his entrails. Then by considerable brushing,
a road was made so that it was possible to drive a pair of
horses to the spot, and he was toted to Skowhegan,
where his skin is in the hands of a taxidermist. His
age was estimated to have been 10 years.

Another moose hunting story comes from Charleston,
Maine. Mr Elbridge Lord has been in the woods after

caribou and deer, and has lately returned. He started

one morning from camp, on a moose trail in the snow,
which laid some six inches deep on the ground. Toward
noon it began to rain, and the snow to disappear. He
succeeded in capturing the moose toward nightfall,

after following him some 10 or 12 miles. But the rain

had obliterated all his tracks, and the hunter was com-
pletely lost with night coming on. He succeeded in

starting a fire with about bis last match, and by this

means he managed to keep liimself alive, and with the
aid of broiled moose steak. The weather turned so cold
that the hunter dared not lie down, but stood upright all

night, leaning against a. tree. At daylight he started to

find his way out of the woods. After traveling nearly
all day, he "was enabled by the aid of engine whistles to

start in the right direction and came out to the settle-

ment. He has since found that his wauderings were all

within a compass of a few miles.

A Straton, Mp., dispatch to the Boston Herald, the
other day say s that Dr. Heher Bishop of Boston . Secretary
of the Megantic Fish and Game Club, has shot an ennr
mous meose. Mr. W. B. Hastings, of the same city,

was hunting with Mr. Bishop. They were in the Kibby
Valley, on the Maine side ot the club's territory. W. E.
Latty, of the Three Lakes, was guiding Dr. Bishop, and
Winn Emery, of Eustis, was with Mr. Hastings. They
all came upon a moose yard about three miles from the
Moose River camp, and soon after they came upon two
moose, a bull and a cow. The cow was immediately
shot dead by Mr. Hastings, the more is the pity. She
was evidently a three-year-old and would have produced
calves in the spring. Right here let me say, in the
interest of the game in the future, that both Mi-

. Hastings
and Dr. Bishop ought to be ashameei of their hunting.
The moose are going fast enough at ihe very best. It

is a pity that the Maine Commissioners' proposed law is

not in force, making a fine of $1,000 and imprisonment
for killing a cow moose at any time. I have spoken
plainly because I am interested in the future of moose
in Maine, that State is about the last ditch that these
noble game animals are being driven into, and to kill a

cow moose at any time should be made a crime by stat-

ute, and the sooner the better.

The bull moose got away for the time, though followed
by the Doctor and his guide. The story goes that he was
fatally wounded by the Doctor before he started, though
still able to make through the woods with a terrible crash-
ing. He was easily followed by his tracks and the blood
on the snow. They came in sieht of him three times,
long enough each time for the Doctor to get a shot, and
each shot took effect, but the mighty giant of the forest

did not fall till the fourth bullet had been put into his
body\ Even at the last shot he was plucky and turned
and faced the Doctor, though his wounds had told upon
his strength to the extent that he could go no further.

The bull moose was eight years old and weighed l,1001b3.

The cow weighed 8001bs.

Deer shooting in Maine has been excellent, especially

since the snow has become a fixture. Eight have been
killed in one town this season, the town of Carthage, in

the vicinity of Weld, in Franklin county. Other towns,
more remote, have doubtless done better, but tbis record
is a good one, especially when it is consideretl that in the
days before game protection to have seen a deer in Car-
thage woidd have been the wonder of the whole town.
The Maine sportsmen who have killed deer in that State
this fall could be numbered in hundreds, but sportsmen
from other States have not fared* so well.

Bear are also plenty in Maine this year. Capt. Jason
Crowley has recently killed one at Indian River, the skin
of which was 8ft. long. The meat, when ready for ship-

ment weighed 4001bs. The bear was trailed in the light

snow by the Captain till shot. Special.

St. Lodis, Mo , Jan. 11,—The webfeet have made their

appearance in fair numbers, and several moderate bags
are reported. A telegram was received yesterday from
the superintendent of the Dardenne Club, in St. Charles
county, reporting a good flight of ducks. A party of the
members left last night for the club house. A report
was current in shooting circles to-day, that large num-
bers of ducks and geese could be seen about 75 miles
north of this city in the Mississippi River, The geese in

particular are said to be very plentiful, in fact they have
been there all winter. A Miv Russell from this city a few
days ago brought home four which he bagged with a .32

Colt's repeater. He shot one while about 100 were sit-

ting unconcerned on a sandbar in the river, dropping the
other three before they got out of range.

—

Unser Fritz,
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WYOMING BIG GAME;
Editor Forest and Stream:

X have just received tue following letter from a friend
who is foreman on one of the big ranches in Wyoming,
in regard to the game in that Territory, He says: "There
are two houses m Casper that buy all the horns they can
and dress them and ship them East. I have a pair of elk

horns that I will have dressed and shipped to you. There
are many hunters here from the East who want horns and
such things to teke back with them. There have been sev-

eral here from Europe. As to the game, there are plenty of
deer and antelope and a few elk. Elk pretty scarce. I have
seen but four this winter. There are some about fifty

miles west on the Big Horn Mountains, and a few buffalo

on the Red Mountain and some bear, but the country is

so full of hunters that I think game will be scarce by
next fall. As to deer and antelope, there are more ante-

lope here than sheep in Barton county. I think there
are a thousand in one drove near here; but they are being
killed by the carload. Although it is against the law to

ship them out of here, they are boxed and shipped by the
hundred. Winchesters, .45-70, are used here chiefly. If

you come here to hunt next fall I will do everything T

can for you."
How is that for a chapter to add to the story of big

game destruction? * It. W. A.
Golden City, Mo.

AIMING THE SHOTGUN.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The late articles in your paper on "Aiming with the

Shotgun" are interesting and well worth the attention of

those who do not always kill their bird.

Mr. J. J. Meyrick, in the Jan. 2 number, says some
very sensible things. My own observation is that the
best shots with the shotguns do very little snap shooting,
but aim in the proper sense of the term, e, , they see
the relative position of the barrels of the gun with the
bird.

The small, inconspicuous sight that is on most shot-
guns helps very little in aiming, but a large white sight,

such as I have devised, is a material help. The shooter's
chief attention should be always on the bird, and when
aiming the barrels should be seen under the bird, and if

a cross-shot, in the direction of the bird's flight.

In choosing a gun it is well to get one having as straight
a stock as can be used comfortably, for the shooter should
do his aiming well above the barrels. Many people think
that -they cover the bird with the sight, or if holding
ahead have the sight as high as the bird. This is diffi-

cult to do and very few do it. Furthermore, it is the
wrong way to shoot. Particularly in live bird shooting,
the breech of the gun should be much below the line of
sight, so that a good view of the barrels can be had, or if

not the result is under-shooting. William Lyman,

Sedgwick, Kan., Jan. 8.—Will you kindly mail me a
copy of by-laws suitable for the formation of a gun club?
The game in this section is being mercilessly slain by
market-hunters, and it is with a view to game protection
that we wish to take steps toward the organization of a
club. Quail are numerous, and if not hunted out of sea-
son will make fine shooting next year. Duck shooting
has been finer this season than for several years previous.
But few geese have been killed, as these birds have not
appeared in their usual numbers. Some small flocks,
however, have taken up temporary quarters in this
locality, and on the morning of Dec.*31 Mr. B. F. Wright,
of this place, and myself, brought down six fine birds,
victims of our decoys.—H. W. C. [We mail by-laws^
which, however, are of a club apparently more interested
in trap-shooting than game protection. Secretaries of
game protective societies are invited to send us copies of
their club books for distribution in cases like this.]

Moose and Train Collide.—Windsor, Nova Scotia,
Jan. 3.—The W. & A. R. train going east Tuesday night
struck a moose on the Mountain road, near Lawrence-
town, breaking his leg. The train was stopped, the
moose killed and taken to Halifax, where it was disposed
of. A large herd was seen in the same neighborhood
about two weeks ago. Engineers on the W. & A. speak
of the moosecatcher of an engine instead of the cow-
catcher.

Adirondack Deer.—A bill has been prepared by Sec-
retary Jolin D. Collins, of the Utica Fish and Game Pro-
tective Association, to make the deer season Aug, 15 to
Nov. 15, with hounding during month of September
only. The full text of the bill will be given in our next
issue.

"Locked Antlers."—We have a note from Mr. H.
Loring, of Kankakee, 111., which will be published next
week, in which he explains that the Michigan deer,
mentioned in a recent item, were killed in the last of
October and the first of November.

GAME PROTECTIVE SOCIETIES.
MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION.

rpHE Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association heldX its corporate annual meeting Jan. t\ in Boston, and 91 mem-
bers sat clown at the tables of the Thoradike, and as invited guest
Prof. Watson of Bus^ey Institute. Five applications for member-
ship were presented, and John M. Call, Jr.. and John L. Mcintosh,
proposed at the lust meeting, were elected members. The past
year has been the most prosperous the Association has ever seen
The membership now numbers over 300, not from one locality, but
from almost every portion of Massachusetts, there being a few
iruni otner Mates also. The finances are in most excellent con-
dition, the treasurer having a balance left over of more than $700
and the fund committee has also $250 deposited in a savings bank
to the credit of the Association.
With such an excellent showing, the meeting was an unusually

happy one: and the members were great!v encouraged for the
success of the various workj now in hand, and readv for a new
undertaking which it was known would be presented at ttas meet-
ing.
The following officers were elected for the year: President,Edward A, feamuels; Vice-Presidents, Charles L. Woodbury, Hoi-

lis Hunnewell, Augustus Hemenway, Walter M. Bracket!, John
T. Stetson, Warren H«pgood, Benjamin C. Clark; Treasurer, Fred-
1 . Sb

febatttick; Secretary, Richard O. Harding; Librarian,John Fottler, Jr : Executive Committee—John P. WoodburySamuel Hanson H. H Kimball Henry C, Litchfield. Charles GGibson H. A. Mansfield, Ivers W. Adams. Edward E. Hardy, John
$c

K "ber
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lhe retiring secretary, A. W. Robin-

son, was elec ted an honoary member.

The following committee report was read:
Your committee appointed at the November meeting of the

Association to consider "What policy, measures and action may.
in the opinion of the committee, best secure the welfare of our
Association" respectfully oiler the following report:
The present work of the Association is mainly in three direc-

tions:
First—The publication and distribution of yearly amended

copies of the Game and Fishery Laws.
Second—The investigation of such cases of violation of these

laws as are brought to our notice, and the reformation or
prosecution of the offenders.
Third—Appearance before legislative committees at hearings

on proposed changes of these laws, opposing those we believe to be
wrong and advocating those we think to be needed

.

In all these directions the work should be continued; in the
first we alone attempt it; in the second the State Commissioners
now have power to act, but as so many cases are continually
brought to our attention and it is often inconvenient or even
impossible to refer them to the Commissioners it seems best to
continue as in the past. In both these directions the present
work of the Association need not be enlarged to any great extent.
In the third, we should also continue as in the past; our existing
laws are by no means perfect and there are constant efforts to
make them even worse. But in this connection there is a large
field of work which we have never as yet touched.
Our State Commission should have at its disposal an annual

appropriation at least four times as large as at present, and this
increased amount should he mainly expended in just one way.
If there is any one thing in our line that we have learned by
experience it is that the artificial propagation of trout and the
re-stocking of worn out streams with them can he successfully
accomplished. The trouble in Massachusetts is that it is attempt-
ed to such a limited extent. Lender their present appropri-
ations our Commissioners can do almost nothing towards re-
stocking with trout, or other valuable fish, or towards prevent-
ing their illegitimate destruction, and the facilities for hatching
and rearing are altogether too small. Further tfban urging suit-
able legislation it is not desirable, we believe, for our Association
to enter th's field, preferring to leave this matter entirely in the
hands of the State officials, who are the proper persons to effi-
ciently and economically accomplish the work, but your committee
does recommend that an earnest effort should be made by the
Association in favor of an increased appropriation.
The practicability of enlarging the scope of our organization

by embarking in the venture of a club house, or of a preserve for
the propagation of game has been carefully considered, but your
committee do not deem it advisable under our present charter to
entertain either propositions, believing that the former would be
too great an expense at the present time and the latter might
subject the Association to much adverse criticism.
The committee earnestly recommend to your notice and action

the subject of introducing various species of game, having, after
much deliberation, thought and correspondence been convinced
that it can be accomplished in a practical manner and that work
in this direction will be repaid by substantial results and lasting
honor to our Association. In regard to subjects we have many
varieties of game to choose from, but with due reference to ease
in procuring and smaller cost, we believe the most promising
ventures to be such varieties as pinnated grouse, sharptail grouse,
Western quail and, if it can be done without too great expense,
the wild turkey. This latter bird, wherever it has formely been
abundant, can probably be successfully reintroduced if trapping
can be prevented, and so general is the sentiment now through-
out the State against all kinds of trapping and snaring that we
believe the experiment well worth our money and time. The
reward, if we are sucessful, is worth the risk. Other species
might be enumerated, such as California quail (mountain and
valley) and Messina quail. Suitable legislation to protect these
new birds will be necessary, but can doubtless bo easily obtained

,

and the question of setting out varieties of food for game birds,
which we believe to be feasible, can also be acted on in the same
connection.
Now this work to be successful should be undertaken in a care-

ful manner and on a generous scale; there is no use in doing a
little or in acting spasmodically, nor can we at the best expect
any great returns until after several years of effort. At the least
a thousand dollars per annum will be needed. The treasury of
our Association can afford a part of this; we trust to the well
known generosity of our members to supply the rest by private
subscription.
Your committee therefore recommend that the Board of Man-

agement appoint a special committee on this subject with full
powers of actiou, and that they be authorized to call upon the
Treasurer for funds for such purpose to the extent of $350 per
annum for the next two years.
the report was the occasion of much discussion; it was unani-

mously voted that it be accepted, and that the Board of Manage-
ment appoint a committee to carry out its provisions in regard
to the introduction of game and useful plants.
The appropriation of 8350 per annum was voted, and a subscrip-

tion list passed round, which was very generously signed, it being
found at the adjoinment that no less than $530 had been guaran-
teed, which with the $350 voted by the ^Association made the
handsome sum of $870, with many hearty friends of the Associa-
to hear from.
After business of the evening was disposed of President Sam-

uels introduced Prof. Watson, professor of Arboriculture and
Horticulture at the Bussey Iustitute, who gave a very interesting
discourse upon trees, shrubs and plants useful to our different
varieties of game both for food and protection, instancing many
species especially favored by partridges and quail as noticed in
the extensive grounds of the Institute. Hun.

BLACK RIVER ASSOCIATION.
The Black River Fisb and Game Protective Association held its

annual meeting at Holland Patent, N. Y., Jan. 8. There was a
large attendance and much interest was manifested.
Secretary W. E. Wolcott, of Utica. presented his annal report,

which showed that "Although the Association is only one year
old, it has made a record and established a reputation of which it
may justly feel proud. Organized Dec. 8, 1888, with a score or
thereabouts of charter members, it gained ground rapidly, and
before spring had an active membership of over sixty* Composed
of gentlemen interested in the protection of fish aud game in the
counties of Oneida and Herkimer, and more especially that por-
tion of the North Woods embracing the headwaters of Black
River, the Association immediatelv began a work which, it is
hoped, in a few years will bear fruit in the district to which at-
tention was devoted; 35,000 fry of the brook trout, 35,000 salmon
and 14,000 German or brown trout have been put out in North
and South lakes, and in streams in Trenton, Rcmsen and
Forestport. Appreciating the need of a change in the
game laws to insure the preservation of deer, partridges
and woodcock, the Association adopted a resolution asking
ing the representatives in the Legislature from this county to
endeavor to have the laws amended so as to make the open season
for deer begin Sept. 15 and close Dec. 1, and the open season for
partridges and woodcock open Sept. 15 and close Nov. 1. A bill
was prepared providing for these changes, but it shared the fate
common to nearly all proposed game lawlameudments last year.
Th3 influence of the Association was felt in shaping game law
legislation at the recent session of the board of supervitors of
this county, and in securing the passage of salutary laws relat-
ing to fish and game. Other steps in this direction are needed,
and it is to be hoped that the present Legislature will see
the wisdom of shortening the season for hounding deer
Recognizing that the protection and preservation of the forests
of the State are both desirable and imperative, the association
inaugurated a movement early in March which was everywhere
heartily commended and indorsed. Petitions were prepared
asking the Legislature to enact such laws as would result m
restoring to the commonwealth the Adirondack woodlands now
held by individuals, clubs and corporations, and preserving the
wilderness tor the benefit and enjoyment of the whole people.
These petitions were widely circulated throughout the Sta te, and
nearly every person to whom they were shown signed them
gladly, expressing the warmest sympathy with the movement.
Ot the loO petition headings used ana sent away by your seere-

S^J& a
-

U but about 50 were returned, and attached to them were
.,',000 signatures. Of the names received Utica furnished 567,

er places a
goodly number. Most ot the petitions not returned to the associ-
ation were,forwarded direct to Albany. The State Forestry Com-
mission, with whom the association was in correspondence in
relation to the matter, heartily seconded our efforts and obtainedmany signatures, of which they made effective use. The petitions
returned to the association contained the name« of many of themost prominent citizens in the places named. Ti l

< sv signatures
were forwarded to Assemblymen A. B. Baker, in Mav. but as the
latter could not then use them to advantage they were subse-
quently returned to the association, and can be presented at this
session of the Legislature, together with others. It is evide.Dt

that public sentiment is ripe for legislation on this subject, audi
it is believed if the question of Adirondack protection were suthS
lmtted to a popular vote the expression would be overwhelmingly
in its favor. The association has made a wise move, and sh
follow it up. 5 '

George G. Chassell, Holland Patent; Friend Bristol, Biou H. I

Rernsen; Frank C. Woicott, Trenton; F. X. Salzman, Forestport. JA committee, consisting of Messrs. F. B. Spriggs, I. C. Mcintosh,"]
and F. Bristol, was appointed to draft a bill to send to Albany
providing for the purchase by the State of forest lands in the
Adirondackfr. A resolution was adopted by the board of d irertors,
"That the sense, and feeling of this association is that the whole,
of the month of August should he struck out of the open season !
for killing deer; and further, that hounding should not he lawful 1

until the 15th day of September. In suoport of this resolution,
the board submits the tollowing facrs, namely: That of the thiv-.
teen States and Territories east of the Rocky Mountains, and the
two principal provinces of Canada, New York is the onlv one '

which allows the killing of deer in August, and prohibits killing
them m November."

NEW YORK ASSOCIATION.
Hon. Robt. B. Roosevelt gave a very handsome dinner to theNew York Association for the Protection of Game at his residence

on Fifth avenue. Afterward the Association proceeded to the
election of officers, this being the 45th annual meeting. The foL
lowing were elected: President, Hon. Robt. B. Roosevelt; Vice-
President, Col. Alfred Wagstaff: Secretary and Treasurer, Thos.
N. Cut.hbert; Counsel, Thos. N. Cuthbert. Executive Committee,
in addition to the above officers, Chas. F. Imbrip, H. N. Munn
Robt. Lawrence. The Association Is in a flourishing condition ij

membership and financially; and it has made arrangements fo
a more vigorous policy the coming year.
Fish Commissioner Blackford gave a detailed account of th<

difficulty the wardens had to bring suits to trial, the District At-
torney's office being so overcrowded wii h work that it is practi
cally impossible to bring the cases to trial. It was strongly urgec
that a special warden for this citv be appointed.

w
TO RECORD TIME'S FLIGHT.

E have received from the Union Metallic Cartridge Co. their
calendar for 1890. It is a copy of the well-known painting,

The French in Algiers," by Eugene Girardet, the scene picturing
a band of French troops bursting their way into the enemy's
stronghold, with their carbines loaded, it is to be inferred, with
U. M. C. shells.
The Winchester Repeating Arms Co. send us their calendar,

which as usual is in design suggestive of the srrortsman's use of
their rifles for various species of game, from moofie to wild
turkeys.
The enterprising Spratts Patent have published a calendar

which has twelve hunting scenes, most of them in the olden time,
in which various breeds of game dogs are shown in pursuit of
their game.

After Breakfast.—You may take the most elegant and com-
plete vestibule tram ever constructed, leaving Chicago dailv at
10:15 A. M., via the Chicago and Atlantic Railway. The magnifi-
cent trains offer unsurpassed accommodations for all classes of
travel for New York, Boston and Eastern cities. Pullman dining
cars are a feature of this new departure, and run through in
either direction between Chicago and New York. Instead of ex-
acting extra charges for fast time and the peerless accommoda-
tions proffered, the Chicago and Atlantic through its own agen-
cies and those of connecting fines quotes fares to Eastern cities
from $1.50 to $3.00 less than is charged by other routes. Consult
your local ticket agent on this important item, or for maps, fold-
ers and time cards giving full information nf the Chicago aud
Atlantic, New York and Chicago Vestibuled Limited carrying all
classes of passengers. Address for prompt reply F. C, Donald,
General Passenger Agent, Chicago. Inclose two green stamps
for an amusing, novel and paradoxically ingenious toy. A harm-
less, fireless, powderless, everlasting fire cracker.—A.dv.

NEW ENGLAND TROUT AND SALMON
CLUB.

NESTLING at the foot of the southernmost range of the
Green Mountains of Vermont, miles away from

human habitation and deep in the forests of the southern
portion of the old town of Marlborough, lies a small and
beautiful lake of crystal water. Prom the earliest times
tradition tells of the trout in this lake. A favorite tale
of the elderly people of this ancient burg is, that during
the years following the first settlement of this section it
was a common occurrence for a farmer to go to the lake,
taking with him an ordinary cart, drawn by a sturdy
yoke of oxen, and at the close of the day return to his I
home with the body of his cart full of trout, as fine as

)human eye ever gazed upon. However much of truth
there may be in the story, it is well established that Lake
Marlborough is a natural breeding ground for trout, and
has been so as long as the memory of man can tell.

Many are the fine strings of beauties that bear testimony
to this fact; and the catches of trout taken in these waters
which have graced the table at a convivial gathering of
the followers of Izaak Walton ha\e given rise to the tra-
dition that Marlborough trout for peculiar delicacy of
flavor surpass those of any other locality. Su limpid and
clear are the waters that at a depth of" 20f t. fish may be
seen lying upon the clear gravel of the bottom or darting
away at the approach of the intruder.

It is not strange, therefore, iu these days when good
fishing can only be had by a long and tedious excursion
to the wilderness and a denial of every comfort of civili -

zation, that steps were taken to preserve this most re-
markable fishing ground from the ruthless hand of the
pot-fisher and other thoughtless specimens of humanity,
whose only apparent mission upon earth is to kill and de-
stroy. Then, too, the anticipation of the action of the
Canadian Government in increasing the rentals of the
public waters leased by fishing clubs, many of whose
members are scattered throughout New England, and the
consequent appreciation in value of suitable waters easily
accessible, made more apparent the desirability of intel-
ligent control and regulation by true sportsmen of such a
natural fishing ground as this.

In the spring of 1889 a few gentlemen who love and
appreciate good fishing and who had long cherished the
idea of a private ownership of this water, which had af-
forded them so many days of first-class sport, took de-
cided action in regard to it by the formation of the New
England Trout and Salmon Club. The purpose of this
organization was the purchase and control of Lake
Marlborough, and the breeding and propagation of trout
and salmon in its waters, and also the building of a club
house, stables, hatcheries and artificial ponds and other
incidentals to a sportsmen's club. Through the friendly
aid of Lieut,-Gov. Fuller, who also became a member of
the club, a charter was obtained from the Legislature of
the State providing for a club of one hundred members,
and authorizing the holding of lands and other property
incidental to its purposes. The charter members of the
club were from all parts of New England and New York,
State. In Boston. New York, Worcester. Hartford and
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other cities was made up a congenial list of kindred

Spirits. The president is Col. Geo. W. Hooker, a genial

yet dignified gentleman, whose popularity in Vermont
and wide acquaintance in other States, and especially

among politicians, is said to have given rise to the story

which a certain resident of Vermont tells. The story is

that once upon being introduced to a prominent citizen

of a Western community, as a gentleman from Vermont,

the aforesaid Western citizen remarked: "Vermont, oh

yes, that's where Col. Hooker lives." The vice-president

is Lieut.-Gov. Levi K. Fuller, of the Estey Organ Co.

The directors are Geo. S. Dowley, the well-known banker:

E. S. Bowen, a prominent physician; J. L. Martin, a lead-

ing lawyer of the State; Chas. B. Hopkins, a New Hamp-
shire paper manufacturer; J. B. Eeynolds, a shoe manu-
facturer of Orange. Mass.; F. L. Houghton, of Boston,

and W. S. Moore, treasurer, and C. H. Pratt, secretary.

Both the last named gentlemen are of Brattlehoro, which
is the shire town of the county in which the club's

property is situated, and a most beautiful village it is,

too. v :

To reach Lake Marlborough one must pass through
Brattleboro, but no admirers of nature will ever regret

the time spent here. It is a place of unsurpassed natural

beauty, celebrated the country over as such, and for

generations has been famous in song and story. Allu-

sions to it are scattered thick through American litera-

ture. Its charms have always made it a favorite sum-
mer resort. It is in the southeast corner of the State, on
the Connecticut River, and on one of the prominent lines

of railroads connecting New England and the city of

New York with Quebec, Montreal and the West. "Situ-

ated in the heart of New England and built on a succes-

sion of natural terraces, with an environment of green
hills, the town is certainly one of the most beautiful be-

tween Long Island Sound and the Canadian frontier. It

is not at all surprising that the pilgrims from the Massa-
chusetts colony made their first settlement in Vermont
near the site of the village of Brattleboro as early as 1724.

The wonder is that they did not come here at a much
earlier date. There are scores of pleasant drives in the

vicinity, and new trips may be enjoyed for weeks over
roads winding along the banks of the Connecticut and
its tributaries and through groves and over hilltops, each
drive having distinctive features of interest and beauty.

The village thoroughfares are lined with spreading trees,

which form continuous arches of green overhead. The
homes of the people show tidy and tasteful sm-roundings,
trim hedges, velvety lawns and beds of flowers seen on
every hand. A stroll through the winding avenues of

the place discloses as lovely landscapes as can be seen in

any English country lane or hamlet. Now and then,

through parted boughs, vistas of placid water courses

and valleys green are observed by the stroller. The hotel

accommodations are very good.
Leaving Brattleboro by one of its most beautiful drives

in an hour's time, during which all traces of human hab-
itation are left behind, the road through the woods lead-

ing to the club's property is reached. Two miles and a
half from the highway, through the woods, the club pur-

chased a strip of land two rods wide and built and fenced
in a sustantial roadway to its possessions. Here are sev-

eral hundred acres of land to which the club holds the
title, including the land beneath the lake and a strip

many rods wide around it, and a thirty-acre piot most
favorably situated on which stand the buildings of the

club. This land was purchased of the descendants, in

some instances, of the original grantees, who received
their titles from Lord Marlborough, to whom belonged
this whole section in the time of King George. Passing
out of the long drive through the woods and on to a
slight rise, the lake in all its beauty flashes suddenly into

view in a most charming vista. Surrounded by wooded
uplands reaching down to the clean gravelly shores, it

lies before the visitor a veritable fisherman's paradise.

The club buildings, keeper's house, stables, hatcheries,

rearing ponds, etc., are tastefully arranged upon the
thirty-acre plot, which is on the north side of the lake.

No marshes or low lands surround it. The breeding of

trout has already begun on a very considerable scale, and
100,000 of the strongest and liveliest yearlings that it has
been our privilege to examine are already sporting them-
selves in the rearing ponds. Fifty thousand landlocked
safinon of the same age are occupants of another of the
rearing ponds.

The club house will be a model in its appointments, and
will be kept ready for members at all times during the

season. A telephone brings instant communication with
Brattleboro and the telegraph stations. So, while located

miles away from the town and to all intents as far away
in the woods as one would be by a long journey to Maine,
the fisherman can at all times maintain communication
with his friends or business.

Six artificial ponds for rearing purpose have been built

and others are in process of construction. These are
abuudantly supplied with running water from springs.

The hatchery which has been in process of erection the
past season has just been completed, and is a model in

its way. It is said by experts to be as fine as any in the
United States. The club has been fortunate in securing
the services of Loren W, Green, a nephew of the famous
Seth Green, for twelve years superintendent of the IT. S.

hatchery in California, to aid them in preparing the de-

signs for the building and its interior fittings. The build-

ing has a hatching capacity of two and a half million
eggs, and is convenient to the lake and the keeper's

lodge, and about sixty rods from the club house site.

The great feature is the peculiarly fine water, not alone
for the hatchery, but the lake itself is a grand body of

the purest spring water. It is believed that the club is

especially favored in this respect, for with pure cold
spring water the problem of successful rearing of trout

is a comparatively simple one when in the hands of ex-
perienced persons. The building which contains the
hatchery troughs, filters, feed boxes, etc., is of tasteful

design and neat appearance, and is of ample dimensions
and two stories high. The water supply enters the filter-

ing tank in the top of the building, and is very abundant.
Flowing from the filtering tank, which has a capacity of

ten barrels, it passes into the feed box on the second floor

and thence into the hatching troughs, which aggregate
120ft. in length. These troughs are of best pine, I8in.

broad and Oin. deep, thoroughly coated with asphalt.

The whole system, presenting the appearance of a terrace
of troughs, extending the entire width of the building.

The hatching trays which set into the troughs are Sin.

deep,made ofwire eight meshes to the inch and thoroughly

coated with asphalt paint, while about the top is a rim of

wood, conveniently arranged to lift the tray to permit of

a careful examination of the spawn, for the removal of

dead eggs or other purposes. These trays are set in the

trough so as to be entirely submerged and the spawn will

receive the constant action of flowing water, without
being washed away. Rearing boxes to receive the fry

are provided in suitable numbers for the capacity of the

hatchery. The hatchery has recently received from
various sources about lOOjOOO trout and 40,000 land locked
salmon spawn. These with other large additions, soon

expected to arrive, are under the care of Mr. Green, who
expresses himself as greatly pleased witli the location

and the possibilities of the club. It is doubtless true that

there is much in the future of the club. With the 150.000

already in its rearing ponds, the 100 two-year-old breeders

and the 25(1,000 spawn now being hatched, it has a very
encouraging outlook.
Though purely a sportsman's affair, this club is in the

hands of men whose business ability is quite equal to

their enthusiasm, and who will accomplish their ends
and make their grounds the favorite resort of true sports-

men. E. S. B,

Bk attleroro, Vt.. January, 1890.

TEXAS BASS IN CHRISTMAS WEEK.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I have a son at Cornell who is rather an enthusiastic

hunter and fisher, and almost every letter he writes he
asks if I have been hunting any, and then he wants a full

account of the whole matter, and so I have concluded
that if I have to give him the account I might as well
tell your readers about it too, which can easily be done
by manifolding my account and sending you one copy to

be used or consigned to the waste basket as to you may
seem best.

It is not often even in this genial clime that thoughts
of a fishing trip attack one here during Christmas week.
The disease seems to require spring weather to fully de-

velop it. and bring out the attendant symptoms, of rod
and reel, fish basket and lunch basket, and the inevitable

discussions about place, time and preparation. But so it

is this year: we have now (Dec. 29) roses in bloom, and
on Christmas morning I picked and sent a large bouquet
to a friend in New York State; and for weeks we have
no fires, and have slept with our windows open; and so

the piscatorial fever has begun already to attack some of

our citizens, being as yet, however, rather sporadic than
epidemic.
Only a few days ago I heard that a friend had been

down to Black's Bayou, about fifteen miles below our
city, and had caught twelve fine black bass, besides perch,

and then and there I resolved to spend at least one day of

Christmas week in the same way. He had caught one
bass, which after it was cleaned, weighed 41bs. ; and I

thought some such luck might happen to me, or some one
of the party that went with me, should I be able to get

up a party. Then too, late in the fall I had bought a new
outfit, which I had never used, including a new multiply-

ing reel and oil silk line that I thought would hold any
thing, and a lot of long-shanked gutted Carlisle hooks,
sharp as a needle, and I wanted to try them, and feel a
large bass at the end of my lOoz. rod, and thwart his

frantic efforts to escape, and at last land him safe and
sound.

I had never been to Black's Bayou, but I could find it,

so after a bank meeting of our National Bank I proposed
to the president that we should strike out .early Friday
morning for Black Bayou and see what we could do in

the way of capturing the bass, agreeing with him that if

he would see to getting the bait I would get the team,
and we would try to get off by daylight.

This being settled, I met Ed. L., the genial and enthus-
iastic fisherman, home from Eagle Pass for the holidays,

and suggested that he should join the list for the mor-
row, to which he made reply, "If I can just get Bill D.
to go. I will." To stimulate his imagination I told him
with embellishment of the fishermen, covered with the
glory of the 51bs. bass, and then I thought I had fixed my
hook into him and would surely drag him. too, to the
fishing grounds, for I knew that the Right Honorable W.
L. D. was as fond of fishing as he was of going to the
Legislature, and as fond of Ed L. as he was of fishing,

and that he had a buckboard and a handsome mare equal
to her 2.40. So I concluded that we would have a nice
party, and went home to prepare rod and gun, for

sometimes there are fine mallards to be had on the ponds
on the way.
My old pointer Dash watched all the preparations with

interest, and I am certain if I had gone to the barn and
put my gun and tackle in my buckboard that there he
would have camped for the night, to be on hand for the

early start in the morning. It was not in the programme,
howrever, that he should go, as we were not going hunt-
ing, but fishing, and he has a strong desire to assist in

the fishing business, and more than once I have had him
jump in the pool I was fishing in to explore it to see if

he could catch any fish or help in any way; and notwith-
standing my scoldings, I have no doubt that he has often
thought that he had helped me very much.
At six the next morning behold the two solitary fisher-

men, as they loom up through a fog dense enough to be
cut with a knife, and by the struggling watery light of

the street lamps are seen wending their way down the
dim lane, which melts into obscurity a few yards away,
and hardly resembles a street in that dense fog. They
travel, however, at a lively gait, for they have a good
horse, and soon are out in the open country, cutting their

way through the fog almost as a steamer plows her way
through the briny deep, with the spray of the morning
settling on beard and hats and clothing, until they drip
with moisture. We reach the fishing ground about half-

past eight, and land in a bayou from 4 to 10ft. deep, about
half a mile long and narrowing at each end to a thread,

but for the most of the distance 25 or 30yds. wide. We
prepared our rods and threw in, but for some time we
didn't get a nibble, and there was about that time one
huge disgusted banker in that crowd of two. By and
by, however, as your correspondent went further down,
and industriously coaxed the denizens with wriggling
earthworms (our fish have the most supreme contempt
for flies and artificial follies of the educated fish of
Northern waters), I had fine strikes, and hooked what I
was sure was a 51b. fish. Then we tried conclusions with
each other a while, he to eecape, I to land him; and at
last, after be had exhausted himself, I towed him to the

shore and lifted him out, a fine game clear water blue

catfish, of about 51b. weight. These fish are considered

very fine table fish; and muoh encouraged. I baited and
threw in again, and was rewarded by several perch, then

a black bass of a pound, then another fine blue cat which
weighed about 81bs. and tried my tackle and skill, and
that I was not able to land at all, but had to call in the

help of a darky, who was watching me play him. He
went down to the water's edge, and after he was com-

pletely fagged, hooked his finger in his gills and so landed
it. My banker friend, however, was still in the suds.

He hadn't had a nibble.

About this time I heard a "hello" from the hillside,

and looking back there were my Eagle Pass and Legis-

lative friend and the fine mare bearing down upon the
live-oak tree that spread its green arms over our buggy,
and very soon they were ready for the fray. I continued

to have fair success, and caught several tine t>ass with
small perch hooked in the tail and thrown in alive. If

there is anything a bass likes it is one of those little yel-

low fellows, just large enough to slip easily into his huge
mouth. Ed. L. and Hon. D. took the other side of the

bayou, and then the fun increased. L. is a fine fisher-

man , learned in all the varieties, and knows the habits of

all the finny tribe, and has angled all the way from
Mexico to Montana (I had almost said Maine), and he gen-

erally can give any man odds and get more fish than any
body. My partner had retired for a time with a head-
ache, and sought relief from it by taking a short nap in

the shade of our live-oak, so that for a while I held the

fort alone on the east side, while L. and D. took the west
side. I know they had the best of it in position, because
Ed. bragged, when the day's fishing was over and we
had assembled to eat a 3 o'clock dinner, that he was not
sunburned as much as P. was, which was true, a6 he had
his back to it and I my face. After Mr. E. had had his

nap, I exchanged rods and tackle with him, that he
might try mine, and he -sat down at a place where the

perch were biting finely, and from that time on the way
he laid them out was a caution to little fishes. The air

was white with shiners, not the smallest one would he
fail to secure, and from him from thenceforward I

secured all my bait in live minnows. Representative D.
was capturing the small fry on the other side too, and L.

was running two lines, catching perch and bait with one
and bass with the other. Once he had to call to D. to

help him land one, having struck a fine bass with his

perch hook, and fearing a loss should he try to land him
without assistance. Every now and then I would hail

him with a triumphant "Got him again, Ed. Look here,''

and I would hold up a fine bass. "Here is his match,"
he would reply after a struggle with his catch, holding
up his fish to view on the other bank.
And so we fished the length of the stream, until I began

to feel that my inner man was remonstrating vigorously
for replenishment, and even bass fishing had to yield to

the more pressing demand. So we sought the shadow of

the green-leafed live-oak, and baskets being unpacked,
and ale opened, we began the most welcome task of satis-

fying a sharp appetite. L. and D. were a little slow in

getting in from the other side, and before they arrived all

that delicious cabbage and pickles put up by Mrs. B. and
brought by the banker, had gone, gone, gone; with not a
fragment to tell the tale. But with the Kentucky
sausages and ham that D. was bragging on (sent him as

a Christmas present all the way from "Kaintuk"), the
second relief fared well.

When we compared strings B. and myself had ten fine

bass, and the two catfish. D. and L. had ten bass and
some fine perch. We had also a lot of perch, etc. Caught
the largest bass, and I caught one the most of any of them

;

I caught nine, L. eight, D. two, B. one.
"That fish," said L., holding up the large bass he had

caught, reflectively, "that fish will weigh about 41bs.

"And this," I said, holding up my largest, "will weigh
2$lbs." Then it was agreed that we should not clean
these two, but weigh them at a neighbor's house on the
way home; but the "rest of the large fish we cleaned, that

they might keep well. L.'s fish did weigh 4lbs. and mine
31bs. upon the scales, and the rest we caught would have
averaged, we estimated, nearly 21bs.

The beginning of the end of this pleasant outing came
when at our respective homes we sat down the next morn-
ing to a breakfast of nicely fried bass, but for me. at

least, the culmination was at noon, when I sat down to

that three-pound bass, nicely baked, with a mustard dress-

ing and fresh lettuce, and the et ceteras of a dinner. If

you have never tried it, all I have to say is just try it

once and you will never fail to have your largest bass

stuffed and baked for dinner. Texas.
Victoria, Texas, Dec. 29.

North Carolina Angling.—Fly-fishing is a thing en-

tirely unknown in this section, although we have in our
waters "rock" and "welchmen." the former of which, I

believe, is known among anglers as "striped bass" and
the latter as "black bass." We likewise have perch, both
white and speckled. These fish may be found in almost
every one of our rivers. Hook and line fishing around
Nag's Head is at times unsurpassed anywhere in this

country. This is the name given to that portiou of the

narrow strip lying between the ocean and Roanoke
Sound. There you may find sheepshead, white perch,

logfish, spots, rock and others,\while at the inlet, only a
few miles from the hotel, you can get very fine bluefish

trolling. About two miles to the north of the hotel the
beach "widens. At Nag's Head it is only about half a
mile wide; two miles to the northward it is more than a
mile wide. At this point, about midway between the
Sound and the ocean, is a small fresh-water lake with no
outlet, that abounds with all kinds of fresh-water fish.

In this lake those who frequent Nag's Head in the sum-
mer do most of their fishing. The lake is about two miles

in circumference, is beautifully situated, and one never
fails to enjoy a day's fishing on it.— W. J. G. (Elizabeth

City, N. G).

Our Florida Number,—Editor Forest and Stream:
Your Florida number is by all odds the best of its kind
yet issued by any sportsman's paper, and from an angler's

point of view leaves nothing to be desired. In all de-

partments it forcibly shows to what perfection a periodi-

cal of its class can be brought, when by the quality of its

reading matter so many contributors of actual experi-

ence can be attracted to its columns.—Big Reel (East

Orange. N, J.).
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FLORIDA FISHING.
Editor Forest and Stream;
In reply to your inquiry regard tig the winter habitat

of the tarpon I can only say that I cannot furnish infor-

mation of a reliable character. It is a warm-water fish,

and when the in-shore water becomes chilled it is prob-
able that it seeks off-shore water or the edge of the Gulf
Stream, to return when the water in the streams and
lagoons is heated by the sun of lengthening days. Much
has yet to be learned regarding the winter home of the
tarpon and its spawning grounds. At an early day I
expect to make a marooning trip around the peninsula
to Bay of Biscayne, and shall endeavor to collect infor-
mation regarding the borne of the tarpon during Decem-
ber, January and February.
By the bye, my friend, Senator Quay, should be cred-

ited witrT the capture of the first tarpon with rod and
reel in Charlotte Harbor. On his return to Jacksonville
he exhibited the head of the fish and was so elated by
the capture that he presented me with the rod, reel and
line used on the occasion; and I have treasured them as
a memento of the first capture of a silver king by the use
of a rod and reel.

Grouper fishing- is exciting sport and seldom engaged
in by visitors to Florida. At almost any point along the
Gulf coast, where the water is from two to six fathoms
in depth with a rocky bottom, this excellent fish can be
captured in great numbers. Off the Anclote Keys and
on the easterly side of Egmont Key this exciting sport
can be enjoyed.
A notaide fishing resort has, to a great extent, been

overlooked. I refer to Lake North, south of Jupiter In-
let, on the eastern coast of Florida. Barring the winter
months bluefish from 2 to 71bs. are found in the lake in
countless numbers. They will eagerly appropriate a
squid or other movable bait. Fly-fishing can be enjoyed
in the capture of cavalli and sea trout. If the sea is
calm (which is usually the case) fishermen can pass out
of the inlet of Lake North, and capture sea fish on the
reefs off, but near, the shore.
Anglers visiting Florida should carry with them a 10

to 12oz. fly-rod, 12ft. long, with a supply of large flies.

If they intend engaging in the capture of ravallia the
hooks should be snooded on fine steel wire, or else flies
and fish will be lost, and language unworthy of a fisher-
man indulged in. As a rule the hooks upon which flies
are mounted are too light for Florida fishing. The best
flies that I have found are the small spoon-fly baits
made by Hall & Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich. The feather
portion is large and gaudy, the spoons small, and the
hooks of large tize and of extra quality. The smallest
baits, No. £, 1, H and 2 are best adapted to fly-fishing in
Florida. In using the artificial fly in salt-water fishing
in Florida it should be allowed to sink a short distance
beneath the surface before an effort is made to bring it
home. I would advise intending fly- fishermen to use a
heavy fly-rod, a large reel,and at least from 50 to 100yds.
of line. I prefer a 12oz. split-bamboo rod lift. lone, the
finest Cuttyhunk line and an Abbey & Imbrie quadruple
multiplying reel. Such an outfit is necessary to capture
cavalli and ravallia ranging from 10 to 20ibs., and chan-
nel bass weighing from 5 to 301 bs. Al Fresco.

ANGLING NOTES.
THE time is rapidly approaching when fishermen will

begin to think about next season's trout fishing, and
many will need a new rod. This to an outsidermav seem
to be a very small matter; but to the angler, particularly
if a fly-fisherman, it is a very serious affair, second to
none, unless possibly selecting a gun. If he is a begin-
ner, he will probably ask the advice of some anglin°-
friend, who will tell him to get a cheap machine-made
rod, as he will smash it the first time he uses it; but we
think this is a mistake, for cheap rods are not as pleasant
to cast with as good hand-made rods, and if properly in-
structed there is no reason why a beginner should break
his rod if it is a good one. A hand-made rod of either
section bamboo or wood will be much better for him
and he will naturally take a certain amount of pride
in it.

*

The question whether to get a wood or a split-bamboo
rod must be left somewhat to his pocketbook Each
style has its ardent admirers. An old angler's advice is
not to get a cheap split-bamboo. A good, well-made
wood rod, hand-made throughout, can be bought for
about $12 to $15. while the same grade of section bamboo
will co*t not Jess than $50.
Having made up his mind which of the above to buy

the next thing is the weight and length. Formerlv the

S^f??6 J
od Wt^ ,

about Vm
-
lon8' weak in the back, so

that the tip could be made to toucn the butt, and weighed
at least 10 or lloz. These rods were slow in their action
hard for a beginner to handle, and a decent-sized fish
would go under the boat or into the treetops or anywhere
else he liked; the angler was powerless to prevent 'it The
modern style of rod is built on different principles'- sel-dom over 10 or at the outside lift, long, weighing from 5
to 9oz., and rather stiff in its action. With a rod of this
kind f he angler has some control over his fish, neither does
he require an hour of the best part of the dav to kill his
victim when hooked.

If the angler must content himself with one rod let it
be about 10ft. long, weighing about 7oz., unless he fishes
mostly m Maine or Canada, when he should select one of
10ft. Cun. length and weighing as near 8oz. as possible-
that will also answer better for black bass fishing If he
can afford a perfect outfit, we would suggest a rod 8ft
6in. long for the pool-fishing, this need not weigh over
ooz;; one of 10ft., 7oz. and one of lift., 9oz., for land-
locked salmon, lass and big trout. Of course the unbe-
lieving outsider, should he by accident read this article,
will say: " What rubbish ! Any boy with a stick and a
string will beat your fancy fisherman out of sight." But
this old saw is all bosh. After thirty years of experience
in fly-fishing the writer can say that he has never yet met
this wonderful boy. People lose sight of the true facts,which are these: ISo amount of good tackle will make up
tor a want of knowledge, but neither will fine tacklemake a good angler fish the worse. To kill trout or black
bass on the fly in much-fished waters requires experienceand skill and a thorough acquaintance with the stream
is halt the battle.

i* !S I
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heFeate6t importance in selecting a line that
it should be of a size and weight in proportion to the rod.

STOP anSler
.
has had trouble in casting and blamed

the rod, when it was because the line was too light or

heavy, generally the former, A line too light curls back
with every breath of wind and it is impossible to cast it

straight and true. We should say a No. 5 is about right
for the rods weighing from 5 to 7oz., and a No. 4 for the
heavier rods.

Prof. J. S. C. Wells, of Columbia College, and a mem-,
ber of the Oritani Saowshoe Club, has ju-f returned from
a three weeks' trip to the Megantic Club in Maine. He
was not after trout this time, but was in hope of finding
caribou. The snow was heavy and bis snowshoe practice
was put to practical use. Unfortunately a crust pre-
vented any attempt at still-hunting; it would break with
a loud, crunching noise at every step. Tracks of deer
were plentiful, but only one caribou track was seen.
The weather w as as bad as it is here. One day the
mercury would drop below zero and the next it would
rain.

Fresh bluefish have been very plentiful this winter in
our markets. This is an unusual occurrence, and goes to
show how easily fish are affected by the weather. The
first cold snap will probably send them to deep water.

CANADIAN SALMON LEASES.
THE auction sale of salmon rivers, at Quebec, Thurs-

day and Friday, resulted in better prices than have
heretofore been paid for fit-lung privilege?. Anglers
from the States were there in force, and as will be seen
by the list, they secured their share of the waters. The
leases are to run for ten years. Purchasers and prices,
which represent the yeaily rental, were as follows, for
such waters as were actually offered for public compe-
tition:

Rivers (North Shore).

Murray—D. C. Thompson, $60.
Laval—C. W. Philips, $91.
Trinity—J. D. Gibnour, $130.
Moisic (upper pari)—W. O. Rogers, $405.
Little Saguenay—N. P. Rogers. $4U5.
6>t. John (Chieou«imi)—Senator Price, $180.
A Mars— * * $305.
Siinte Marguerite (West Branch)—St. Ma*1

iSainte Marguerite ( Mori h Branch)—W. M. i

Sainte Marguerite (from t he head of tidal *-„,
of the two branches)—St. Marguerite Club, at.-.

Little Trinity—Edson Fitch, $45.
Little Bergerou St. Marg»erue—W. E. Russell,
AuxRats— * * $50.
Little Bergeronnes— * * $85.
Margaret and tributaries—Judge Dugas, $260.
Mamtou—Mr. Greighton. M-unreal, $55.
St. John and tributaries (North Shore)-H. W. de Forest, $550.Mmgan-Dr. F. W. Campbell. Moutieal, $425.
Romaiue— E Charles Fitch, Waltham. Mass., and Clarence M,

Roof, New York, $1,000.

merite Club, $355.
^rackett, Boston, gP5.
ater to the confluent

Washeecootai—J. G. A. Greighton. $210.
Olomonasheeboo—Capt. Jonas, $170.
Etamamiou-J. ft. A. Creighton, $55.
Saint Augustin and trihutaries—d. C. Campbell, Montreal, $75.

^
Samt Paul and Little Esquimau—Alphonse Letteltier, Quebec,

South Shore.

rt^SSS^^frl^L-f^'-,*0* ?old ! second part, Ristigouche
Club, $.'50; third part, Risticrouche Club, $205; fourth part, not
bold; tifihpMrt, Mr. Robinson. Montreal, $105.
Patapedia—Restigonehe Cluh, $100.
Nouvelle—Mr. Ward, New York, $105.
Little Cascapedia—Mr. Ramsay and Dr. Campbell, $255.
Bonaventure -Mr. Tliorne, St. Johns, N. B., $1 250
Little Pabos—Louis Cabot, Boston, $455.
Saint John (Gaspe)—Richard Turner, Quebec, $600.
Dartmouth—Henry P. Well*, New Yort, $505.
York—Mr. Murdoch, Chicago. $555.
Cap-Cbat— * * Chicago, $100.
Matane—H. B. de Forest, $105.

Lakes.
Point Jerome—D. C. Thompson, Quebec, $5.

^,
C
^
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-
s ' lias sell. Islands and Lawson—Marguerite Salmon

Club, $6 >.

Charles (Township Falardeau)—Mr. Pelletier, Quebec <20
Des Passes., etc., and tributary waters—A. L. Light. Quebec, $51.
Grand Batiecan and river of Lake Batiscan, lakes connected—

A. L. Light. $126.
Bon La<-—Archer Gingras Quebec, $11.

^Johm, Croche and Robert and other small lakes withdrawn

A La Croix—A. L. Light, $101.
Clair (Canton LaSalh )—Withdrawn at $25.
Mekinae—Withdrawn at $125.
Clair (Canton Alton)—W. & P. Greenough, Buston, $15.
P. arl-A. L. Light, $35.
Black River—A. L. Light. $75.
Des Commissaires—U. S. Consul Downs, Quebec, $26.
Pemetchougan—Mr. Lapointe, $25.
A Francois - Withdrawn at $5.
James, Judge. Cuancey, Brewer, Half Moon. Parcher, Green

a' d Burnt— Withdrawn at $20.
L-mrent, "dts lies"—Withdrawn at $30.
Aux Brocbets—B. Scott, Roberval. $6.
Au Sable, Montague hru'ee-L, E. Panneton, Three Rivers, SI.
Ciair (Champlain)—Withdrawn at $25.

^Long, Henri, Kashonia (Canton Kenogami)—S. Dumars,M.P.P.,

Saint Ann (Grand and Little), Township Chapais—Withdrawn
&t>

"
_v i-0.

Lakes Edward and Kiskisink were resold privately to
the Lake St. John Railway Co. for $200 rental. At
private sale the Stadacona Fish and Game Club, of Que-
bec, secured Lake Aurognons and its river for $100; Les
Laurentidtts Club secured Lakes Long, des lies, Verte:
the Shawemgan Club took Lakes Brodeur and Pez <gonka;
the Metabachouan Club secured their waters for §150.We have heard some complaint at the course of Crown
Lands officials in withdrawing fr»m public sale waters
advertised. It is contended that the sale throughout
should have been open to public competition.

National Ron and Reel Association.—New York,
Jan. 11.—Editor Forest and Stream: The annual meet-
ing of the National Rod and Reel Association for the elec-
tion of officers, etc., called for Dec. 14, was postponed on
account of bad weather, and will now be held at the
laboratory of Mr. E. G. Blackford, in Fulton Market, on
Saturday, Jan. 18, at 2 P. M. Business of importance
will be transacted and a full attendance is solicited G.
Poey, Secretary pro tern.

Fishing rs Florida Waters.—Anglers who intend visitiug
Florida this coming winter will find it to their advantage to in-
spect the superior tackle for tarpon and other fishes, manufac-
tured by Thomas J. Conroy, 65 Fulton street, NewYork.—Adv.
Forest and Stream, Box 2,832. N. Y. city, lias descriptive illus-

trated circulars orW B. Leffln^well's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing." which will be mailed free ou request. The book is wo.
uounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene 1

' and
other competent authoritiea to be the best treatise on the subject

Names and Portraits op Bihds, by Gurdon Trumbun. &book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identity without quest'on all the American game birds which
tney may mil, Cioth, 220 pages, price $2.50, For sale by Forest

OUR ANNUAL LIST OF COMMISSIONERS.
""VTEXT week will be published the FOREST AND STREAM'S
i. i annual list of the Fish Commissioners of all the States
revised up to date. The list will be supplemented by a very
full review of the work of the several Commissioners. The
information has been obtained by extensive correspondence,
and is fuller and more complete than has ever before been
brought together in a single number.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Jan. 13 to 18, 1890 —First Annual Dog Show of the Georgia Pet
StocK and Bene i Show Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Von-
derleith, Secretary.
Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, 1890.—Dog Show of the Colorado Poultry and

Pet Stock Association, at Denver, Col.
Feb. 11 to 14, 1890.—Fourteeuth Annual Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club. American Institute Building, New York. James
Mortiimr Superinfpndent.

T-
Feh

- r^i",
22' 1880 —Second Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah

Kennel Club, Chicago, 111.

March 11 to 1<1, ls90.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Rochester
Kennel Club, at Roehesler, N. Y. Harrv Yates, Secretary.
March 25 to 28, 1890.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Mass.

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams. Secretary.
April 1

1
to 4, 1890.-Sixtb Annual Dog Show of the New England

Kennel Club, ar Rnsion, Mass. J. W. Newman, Secretary.
April 15 to 18 1890.—Show of the Buffalo Kennel Club, Buffalo

N. Y. A. W. Smith, Secretary.

FIELD TRIALS.
Jan. 20, 1890 -Seventh Annual Field Trials of the Pacific Coast

Field Trial Club at Rakersfield, Cal. H. H. Briggs, Secretary, 313Rush street. San Francisco. Cal.
Feb.,11, 1890.-Fourth Annual Field Trials of the Texas Field

Trial Club, fit, Marshall, Tex. W. L. Thomas. Secretary
^Feb. — , 1890.—Meet of the Brunswick Fur Club, New' Meadows,

m Noy.17.-Tw*4fth Annual Field Trials of the Eastern Field
Trials Club. W. A. Coster, ^aratogo Springs, N. Y., f-ecretary
Dec. I.—Second Annual Field Trials of the Central Field Tritils

Club, at Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Mais Building, Mew York.
Secretary.

"ANOTHER PHASE OF COURSING."
CHICAGO, 111., Dec. 29.—Editor Forest and Stream- I

bee space for a few words suggested by the editorial
entitled "Another Phase of Coursing," which appeared in
the issue of Dec. 26. Some of the inferences therein drawn
seem to me hardly just to a number of men who are friends
of mine, or to a form of sport, which at this time is not per-
fectly understood in all parts of this country.
We may not doubt the accuracy of Mr. Graydon Johns-

ton's description of the scenes of a British box meet. I have
never attended such a meet. I have, however, attended
meets of the "company in the "West" to which allusion is
made, and I can say unqualifiedly that they furnished no
similarity, nor any indication of future similarity to such
scenes as those of the British box meet. I know you wrong
those Western men when you dream that, for money or for
anything else, they would allow their enterprise to drift
into any phase so low as that. Moreover, you wrong this
whole country of America if you fail to distinguish the dif-
ference between it and Great Britain. At least we can speak
for the West when we say that our people, are not of the
sort described as attending the British box meets. The
conditions are not the same here as there. Therefore, it is
altogether too hasty and long-ranged a logic to say that
"this (Western) mode, if pushed to the front, will almost
certainly be marked by the objectionable features that dis-
grace the 'box coursing meetings' of Great Britain."
To be sure, if we damn such an enterprise out of hand, we

may drive it away from the better ranks of sportsmanship-
but if we meet it frankly and fairly, giving it all the con-
sideration it deserves, we may make of it one more worthy
sporting feature of the year. Forest and Stream has
accepted and indorsed the Eastern Coursing Club, even
after all the arrests and interferences and squabbles which
have marked its brief career. WhyDotindorsetheNational
Association, which has, I take it, ever after its first hurried
and imperfect meeting, given on each occasion a cleaner,
prettier and more sportsmanlike exhibition of coursing
than the E. C. C. has done? The E. C. C. does not practice
open coursing. The repugnant feature of inclosed courting
lies in the trapping and turning down of the hares—in the
putting in jeopardy of life and libsrfcy for a second time a
wild animal that has once been reduced to possession. For
the rest, the E. C. C. will kill three hares to the National
Association's one, even if the latter did not run the grey-
bounds muzzled, as they always do. If I were a jick rab-
bit, I would far rather be coursed a half mile over ground I
knew, pursued by muzzled dogs, and knowing just where
safety lay, than to be coursed for perhaps five miles in the
open with no certain escape before me, or than to be turned
out of a corral into couutry I had never seen before, and
coursed for my life while I wras trying to explore the coun-
try. When we come right down to facts aud reason, the
method of coursing employed by the Eastern Coursing Club
is the most nearly barbarous, inhuman and unsportsman-
like of any, except the pure nbbit-baiting sort. I do not
wish to be thought as stigmatizing the Eastern meet, or as
calling it unsportmanlike. There is no quarrel with the
Eastern club, and no quarrel of the West with the East. All
I want to know is why, if the paper supports the sportsman-
like Eastern meet—and I wish to call it so—it should not
support the yet more purely sportsmanlike Western meet ?
And why should the really less humane and sportsmanlike
meet be chosen by Forest and Stream for a pure and spot-
less future, while an enterprise which has been conducted
with the most exceptional care, by a number of men whom
I know to be big-hearted and lovable sportsmen, is selected
for a future history similar to that of British box meets?
There is no apparent answer for this uuless in the reply that
history repeats itself." But history doesn't repeat itself

in different countries This is America. "We have straight-
ened out a good mauy things in this country that were
badlv mixed in Great Britain. This is America. The men
handling this Western enterprise are Americans. These
men are friends of mine. I have ridden many a day on the
prairies with them, and know them. What hurts th^m
hurts me; and I do not think it right or fair for me to be
silent' under statements which might produce on certain
misinformed minds the idea that the Western Association
is a scheme much like the Hempstead rabbit coursing nuis-
ance, orat least, liable to develop intosomesuch form. Noth-
ing could really be wider of the fact than that. We will see
the Eastern Coursing Club become gamblers and rabbit
baiters just a3 soon as the National Association. I am not
worried at the prospect in either case, but I am looking
hard at the facts in the matter, and the inferences we may
properly draw from the facts.
Let us set aside all question of cruelty or inhumanity in

the method of conducting the meets. The editorial in ques-
tion does not touch upon that, and I would like to join issue
with it in perfect fairness, and not with any evasion or
trickery. The two charges actually made are (1st), that ' 'the
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purpose (of the Western meett is purely speculative," and
(2d) "that the crowds must be attracted not by any such
laste for sport as impels the devotee of open coursing, but
by the opportunities the races give for betting."

I do not see bow the first objection is any more valid a one
than can be urged against any of our sporting goods dealers.

Tbey are in business for money. Yet we do not bar them
from the ranks of good sportsmanship. We leave individual

merit to decide that, and so we should do here. But even if

this objection were valid against the projectors of this enter-

prise, and even were it the case—as certainly it is not—that
these men had '-nothing of the love of sport impelling them,"
there would be serious injustice in making the charge.

Even it' these men were not sportsmen and therefore entitled

to our fellowship and kindness, the force of this first ob-

jection lies against them, and not against the people who
attend their meets. It is in these people, in the crowds of

spectators, that the spirit of inclosed coursing lies. It is

against them, and against that spirit that we should direct

tfre argument. 1 do not believe, therefore, that the first ob-

jection, i. e., that of mercenary motives, cuts any logical

figure in this case.

As to the second charge,that these meets must be supported
by betting men, and not by men who go out simply to see

the dogs chase the. rabbit. If there be any validity in that

1 confess I am unable to see why it does not lie against the

Eastern Coursing Club as much as against the National As-
sociation. But I do not believe it has validity either in the
one case or the other. We will never be able to entirely

prevent a man's making an iccasional wager on a sporting

event. It is the very element of chance that makes sport

sport. We rebel at a sure thing, even in fishing or shoot-

ing. There is a wager in every little sweepstakes reported
in the Trap columns of this paper. Why do we not decry
tbst? But let all that go, and let us stick yet closer to the
text, which is that the inclosed meets will come to be fos-

tered solely or chiefly by gambling men. Now, we have no
right iu justice to simply assume this. We should show
some reason for such an assertion. I would like to inquire
what reason has so far shown itself ?

I presume there was as much betting at the meet of the

E. C. C. as there was at any meet of the National Associa-

tion. But, since this is a mere assumption on my part, and
since we should not go on mere assumptions, let me stick

closer yet to the safe reasoning ground of facts. Let us
compare pure open coursing and pure inclosed coursing, on
a betting basis and in trie light of facts actually seen in

this country.
It was my fortune to attend all the open meets of the

American Coursing Club, at Great Bend, Kas. I did not see

very much betting there. It didn't wo rry anybody. There
was no noise nor confusion resulting from it, I should say.

Bear in mind that, this is America. We didn't have any
howling mob of book-makers, dressed in "strange fantastic

costumes," at Great Bend. And yet, do you know, I believe

that on the whole, there was rather more betting at Great
Bend open meet than at St. Louis inclosed meet, which lat-

ter I also saw and watched closely. I am ready to say, em-
phatically, that that good-natured and well-dressed St. Louis
cr^wd came out not to gamble, but to see those dogs chase
the rabbit. I don't think our lives or morals would be in

danger in either crowd. Bv what right of reason, logic,

argument, or indepd of good justice, are we, therefore, to

predict good from the meet that has the more betting, and
evil from the one that has the less?

If the editorial alluded to was written iu a spirit of pure
prophecy, I confess myself unable to cope with it; but if

these things are to be governed by fair reasoning and good
logic, it certainly can be coped with. If I should take on
the veil of prophecy, 1 should dare say that, if ever we are

to be cursed in this country with the moral plague of "box
coursing" meets (which we are not) the plague will he just

as apt to be the outgrowth of the Eastern Coursing Cluo or
others like it, as of this "company in the West" whose real

methods and intentions seem so poorly understood. For my
nrophecy I should have for foundation the axiom that like

causes produce like results. Shall I be thought rude if I

beg to say that I am not able to see where our editor has the
premises for either his argument or his prophecy? In a
conclusion bearing so keeuly upon what might at least be
fostered and befriended, and nursed up and encouraged into

a new and worthy form of American sport, it would cer-

tainly appear better to have both of the pr°mises located in
America, aud not the minor premisein this country, and the
major in Great Britain, clear across an ocean of difference,

and leagues wide of our actual facts.

1 have always found this paper fair and just, and open to

the voice of any one who sought to be just and fair. I do
not wish to be thought wise, or learned, or even "smart." I

do not claim to have all of the facts, but only a part of them.
All I seek is justice and fairness. Therefore, I am confident
that what 1 have written—unwelcome, at least, as it might
naturally be thought to be, and perhaps a trifle presumptu-
ous—will be given a place in the columus so long kept clean
for truth and justice. I feel confident also that fair and
temperate talk from our Western friends will be given
place. And I sincerely hope that they will so bepester our
editor with good-natured facts, and with clean aud gentle-
manly coursing meets, that in the end he will be obliged to

reconsider his position—taken, in justice to him we should
remember, very early in the day of inclosed coursing in this

country—or until he will be obliged, at least, to place the
coursing of our Western club on a level with that of the
Eastern Coursing Club, both as regards its present form
and as regards its probable future development in genuine
sportsmanlike features.

I insist that nothing herein be twisted or construed as im-
plying the least prejudice against the Eastern Coursing
Club, whose growth our Western men all watch with
friendly pleasure. I should hail that, as I should the West-
ern cl ub, as one more worthy sporting feature, and the more
the merrier. There is no close communion in sportsman-
ship. There is no East nor West in sportsmanship, if it all

be governed by fairness. But I insist that the friendship
and charity we extend to the East be extended to the West;
and I tear much that we shall indeed ere long have an Ease
and a West, if we have so sharp writing as that of this well-
meant but biting editorial, which I honestly believe to be
unjust to a number of hearty good sportsmen, UDjust to a
clean and legitimate form of sport, and moreover, unjust to
that spirit of liberty and fairness which prevails in this
country more than it does or ever can in that Great Britain
upon whose customs we are asked to model estimates of
ours. E. Hough.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Coursing in this country is, of course, in its infancy, and

although four successful *meetings have been held on the
Kansas prairies, where, there are no obstacles to interfere
with the running, either iu the form of an ovpr-zealous
society for preventing harmless sport or by a lack of good-
running rabbits, the number of those who are interested
who can attend the meetings is naturally very limited; and
means must be devised by which the sport cm be provided
for those who are equally interested, but unable to leave for
a two weeks' vacation, and which must necessarily be
attended with considerable expense.
In order to bring about these results the National Coursing

Association of Hutchinson, Kan , was organized, the object
being to arrange a series of meetings in inclosed grounds in
i is :i large citiesEast and South. There would necessarily be
considerable outlay of time and money to so perfect plans
that an enterprise" of this kind could be carried on success-
fully, and it could not be expected that any one with his

senses intact would undertake to present to the public a full

fr?e exhibition: and it is only good common sense to think
that fair return would be expected for the investmeu*-, and
not in the least reflect on t*ie managers as gamblers or to

even have a suggestion of their being other than high
toned gentlemen sportsmen. Aud in the three meetings
that have been given under the management of the Associ-

ation no improper conduct has been tolerated and no gam-
bling encouraged; and, furthermore, there has never been a
dollar made, but on the other hand, a loss has been sustained

at every meeting.
It was understood that no gambling or book-making

should be allowed in connection with the meetings, and
that the sport, should be given in its purity, snd perfectly

fair and honest contests rigidly upheld. Local dogs alone
competed for the prizes in the Eastern cities, and points

were accurately counted in every course.
That the exhibitions may yet be coutrolled by dishonor-

able parties we will admit, and then be run in tue interest

of the pool sellers; but to say that this was and is the object

with those who have the management in hand is a little be-

yond the privilegeof anyjournal, for reflection is cast on the
motives of those interested; and if the individual who wrote
the editorial in your very worthy journal could suggest a
method that appears to him the proper way of popularizing
coursing the Association will gladly listen, and if practical

follow the advice, for the true motive has been thus far to

bring their sport before the public with all its beauty and
without loss. Surely it would be pleasant to work in con-

nection with local clubs as suggested in the reports of the

fall meetings, but this can be doue only after showing them
the interest that it at once stimulates in those who see the
running.
There have endless difficulties arisen in organizing the

American Coursing Club, even though it was and has been
simply a private gentleman's club. One wanted to be this

and another that, and all wauted to win or there was foul

play somewhere. Another wanted to be considered the main
organizer and so stated it all over the country. Jealousy
and back-bitiug and selfishueas have nearly broken up the

club, and it willin time have to be reorganized, and this, too,

a private club with no expectations of ever being more than
self-sustaining. It is perfectly proper to ask and expect
those who enjoy the entertainment to contribute a small
sum for the privilege and for those who meet the expences
and perform the labor to receive remuneration forthe same.
It would be a peculiar philanthropist indeed who would give

all his time and pay the expenses of a coursing meeting for

the benefit of the public. Coursing is a pleasant pastime
and pleases the masses, and in time coursing meets will be-

come as numerous as horseraces, and we hope and pray that

they may be kept pure and free from any suspicion of jockey-
ing or jobbing, and this will certainly be the case as long as

the writer takes an active part in the management.
G. Irwin Royoe.

INTER-STATE FIELD TRIALS.
ISpecial to Forest and Slream^

LAFAYETTE, La,. Jan. 13.—The first meeting of the
• Inter-State Field Trial Club began here to-day witb 10

entries in the Members' Stake, 19 in the Derby and 25 in the
All-Aged Stake. The judges are A. R. Starr, Judge Cleg°'

and N. D. Wallace. There is a large and enthusiastic crowd
present with quite a number of the best professional hand-
lers. Among them are Rose, Titus, Stephenson, Avent,
McCargo, Short and others. The birds are too plentiful and
cover too thick to show off a high-class dog to the best ad-

vantage. In the first heat run there were eight bevies found.
The weather is all that could be asked for to-day.

In thp Members' Stake Orner Villere's pointer bitch Lil-

lie Talbot beat R M. Hutchibs's pointer Spring, in a long
and poor heat. F. F. Myles's setter Ben Hur beat Omer
Villere's setter Ten, having a decided advantage in nearly
all qualities. F. F. Myles's setter Bob McCargo beat R. W.
Foster's setter Capt. Bethel T., both showing up badly. N.
D. Wallace's setter Bang and J. K. Renaud's setter Ned
White ran one hour, found three bevies, made one point,

quite a number of flushes and chases, and were ordered up
for want of merit—^ just decision. F. F. Myles's setter

Dimple beat Judge J. M. Thompson's setter Mark Twain
in a close heat, but Dimple clearly had theadvantage. This
ended the first series. Bern Hur beat Lillie Talbot in a long
heat that might have been decided in his favor much sooner.
This ended the day's running with only three dogs left in

for first, all belonging to Mr. F. F. Myles.

THE DERBY.
Out of 40 nominations in the Derby there were 19 filled,

and they were drawn to run as follows:

F. F. V. (J. R. Purcell), liver and white pointer bitch
(Flockfinder—Ion).

against
SlMONlDES (Rose & Madison), black, white and tan Eng-

lish setter dog (Gath's Hope—Gladys).

Hope's Ray (D. E. Rose), black, white and can English
setter dog (Gath's Hope—Lady May),

against
Bang (N. D. Wallace), black, white and tan English set-

ter- dog (Mark Twain—Lena R.).

Transit (Thomas Blythe), liver and white pointer bitch
(Beppo III.—Lass of Bow),

against
Lillie Talbot (Omer Vnlere), liver and white pointer

bitch (imported).

Ned White (J. K. Renaud), white and ticked English
setter dog (Mark Twain—Lena R.).

against
ANNIE F. (Memphis & AveDt Kennels), black and white

English setter bitch (Roderigo—Juno A.).

Dad Wilson's Boy (J. Shelley Hudson), black, white
and tan English setter dog (Dad Wilson—Dolly S.),

against
Flake of Flockfinder, Jr.. (J. R. Purcell), liver and

white pointer dog (Don—Lady Spotswood).

Dad Wilson, Jr. ( J. Shelley Hudson), black, white and
tan English setter dog (Dad Wi'son—Lit).

mgainst
Harry C. (Memphis & Avent Kennels), black aad white

English setter dog (Roderigo—Countess House).

Heiniken (J. R. Purcell), liver and white, pointer dog
(Flockfinder—Ion)

,

against
Fred Gates (Hamilton & Jackson), black, white and tan

English setter dog (Bob Gates—Lilly B.).

Daisy Girl (G. R. Howse), black, white and tan English
setter bitch (Count Paris—Nellie Cambridge),

against
Royal C, (Memphis & Avent Kennels), black, white and

tan English setter dog (Roderigo—Countess House).

Tribulation (B. M. Stephenson), liver and white pointer
dog (Beppo III.—Lass of Bow),

against
ROWDY Rod (Memphis& Avent Kennels), black and white

English setter dog (Roderigo—Juno A.)«

Roy Wilson (R. W. Wehrle), black, white and tan Eng-
lish setter dog (San Roy, Jr.—Roberta II.), a bye.

THE ALL-AGED SETTER STAKE. '

'"^

There were thirty-two nominations for the All-Aged
Stakf. twenty-five of which filled. They were drawn to ran
as follows:
FRED GATES (Hamilton and Jackson), black, white and

tan English setter dog (Boh Gates—Lilly B.),

against
Don's Don (J. R. Purcell), liver and white pointer dog

Don—Lady),

ROY Wilson (R. W. Wehrle), black, white and tan Eng-
lish setter dog (San Roy, Jr.—Roberta II.),

against
F. F. V. (T. R. Purcell), liver and white pointer bitch

iFlocknnder--lon).

Stubble (J. D. Sperry), black, white and tan Gordon set-

ter dog (Maicol in--Dream If ).

against
Ben Hub (F. F. Myles), buck, white and tan English set-

ter dog (.Paul Gladstone—Lottie),

Tennessee Bob (West Tennesson Keunels), black, white
and tan Euglish setter dog (Fred W.—Ida.),

against
Chance (Memphis & Avent Kenuels), black aud white

Euglish setter dog (Roderigo— Bo Peep).

Daisy's Hope (A.M. Young), orange and white setter bifeeh

(Gath's Hope—Daisy F.),
against

Beppo III. (Graphic Kennels), liver and white pointer dog-

(Piiam—Meally)

.

Heiniken (J. R. Purcell), liver and white pointer bitch
(Flocktinder-Ion),

against
Transit (Thomas Blythe), liver and white pointer bitch

(Beppo HI,—Lass of Bow).

Capt. Bethel (R. W. Foster), white and black setter dog
(Gordon—Blanche;,

against
Flake of Flockfinder. Jb. (J. R . Purcell) liver and white

pointer bitch tDon—Lady Spotswood).

Tennessee Charley (West Teunessee Keunels), black,
white and tan English setter dog (Fred W.—Ida),

against
Rowdy Rod (Memphis & Aveat Kennels), black and white

English setter dog (Roderigo—Juno A.).

Corsair (West Tennessee Kennels), black, white and tan
English setter dog (Dan Gladstone—Haidee),

against
Spring (R. M. Hutchings), liver and white pointer dog

(Mainspring—Curfew )

.

Dad Wilson. Jr. (J. Shelly Hudson), black, white and
tan English setter dog (Dad Wilson—Lit),

against
Lady Zeal (John E. Gill), liver and white pointer bitch

(Croxteth—Amine).

Toledo Blade (J. D. Dager), black, white and tan Eng-
lish setter dog (Roderigo—Lillian),

against
Joy of Prince William (J. R. Purcell), liver and white

pointer bitch (Flockfinder—Ion).

Dimple (F. F. Myles), black, white and tan setter bitch
(Gordon—Blan che)

.

agains*
Galena (J. E. Gill), liver and white pointer bitch (Trin-

ket's Bang—Cremorne),

Bloomo II. (Graphic Kennels), liver and white pointer
bitcb (Lad of Bow—Bloomo), a bye.

Lafayette, La., Jan. 14.—It was stormy and rather dis-
agreeable at timt-s to-day for good work. The grounds we re
somewhat better than yesterday. While the Derby was
running, under the same judges, new judges were select* d
to finish the Mt-mbers' Stake, which resulted as follows:
Ben Hur beat Bob McCargo. Ben Hur beat Dimple find
won first money Dimple beat Lillie Talbott and won sec-
ond. Lillie Talbott was placed third. First and second
prize winners are both English setters, and belong to F. F.
Myles.
The Derby: Simonides beat F.F.V. in a closely contested

heat. Hope's Ray beat Bang, both dogs about equal in
natural qualities. Bang would not back. Transit beat
Lillie Talbott. Lillie had a decided advantage in work on
game and would have won if she had not broke shot and
chased. Annie F. beat Ned White, outclassing him in
nearly every respect. Dad Wilson's Boy and Flake of Flock-
finder were run two hours without making a singlp point.
Flock making two chases. Both dogs were ordtred up for
want of merit. Dad Wilson, Jr., and Harry C. ran a close
heat for one bour and fifteen minutes, both doing very high
class work; decidedly the best heat run during the trial.
They will be put down again to-morrow morning.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS CLUB MEETING.
THERE was no quorum present at the adjourned annual

meeting of the Eastern Field Trials Club on Tuesday
last, and the meeting was adjourned to Tuesday, Feb. 11, at
the American Institute building, A full attendance is re-

quested, as business of importance is to be transacted. All
members who cannot be present should send their proxies
to the secretary, Mr. W. A. Coster, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
After the adjournment there was a meeting of the Board

of Governors, President Donnerin the chair, The members
present were Messrs. Donner, Hitchcock, Dexter, Breese,
Thayer, Lorillard, Duryea and Coster. The minutes of the
previous meeting were read and approved. The committee
on rules reported progress and were given further time.
The committee on grounds also reported progress, and Mr
F. R. Hitchcock was appointed to mab arrangements fo
the use of suitable grounds for the clab. and he %vill depar
for the South on Thursday—tf>-3ay—for the purpose. The
report of the treasurer showed a balance t<"> the credit of th
club of si,597 46. Mr. E. W. Durkee, New York, was elected
a member, and the resignations of Messrs. J. E. Thayer, E.
R, Wharton, Arthur M. Hunter, J. G. Heckscher and Geo.
B. Raymond were accepted. The secretarv was instructed
to notify all delinquents that unless their dues were paid by
Feb. 11 "their names would be dropped from the roll.

THE BEAGLE CLUB.—Whisted, Conn., Jan. 13.—All
persons interested in the keeping or breeding of beagles are
cordially invited to apply for admission to membership in
this club. Our dues are but S3 a year. Copies of the consti-
tution and by-laws, and also the standard may be had by
addressing Frank D. Hallett, Secretary.

THE APOLLO STAKES.—New York, Jan. U.—Editor
Forest and Stream: Owing to the Albany Kennel Club not
having a show this year, the Apollo stakes have been trans-
ferred to be judged at Rochester,—H. P. FEOTHINGHAM,
Sec'y and Tresis.
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DOGS OF THE DAY.

MR. J. A. LONG, of St. Louis, who has during the past
six years purchased some choicely-bred collies from

English breeders, has just secured a very important addi-
tion to his kennel in the bitch Matchless. When in England,
in November, 1884, I saw Matchless at Mr. Boddington's
kennels. She was then eight months old, and I did not see

a better bitch during the three weeks I spent there. Mr.
Boddington said he thought he would win with her at
the Birmingham show, then only two weeks off, and it was
no surprise to me thai he did, and to hear that Mr. Pirie, of
London, had claimed her at her catalogue price of £100.

Very unfortunately she cauerht distemper, and this was fol-

lowed by chorea, which put a stop to her show career. She
was bred to Eclipse, and after Mr. Pirie had given away the
runt of the litter the diseases of puppyhood carried off all

but one of the remainder, I believe. The runt turned out
well, and as Pitch Dark created quite a sensation when
she was shown at the Crystal Palace. She soon went off,

however, and was consigned to the ranks of the brood
bitches, being eventually purchased by the Chestnut Hill
Kennels, where she now is. I believe she came over in
whelp to Caractacus, but I am trusting to memory in say-
ing so.

Matchless is by Rutland out of Bess, and she out of Nesta,
the greatest of that great trio of brood bitches—champion
Loi'ha Doone, Nesta and Floss—that came from the union
of Duncan and Bess. The pedigree of Bess we know, and it

is only another illustration of the wonderful excellence of
the Carlyle blood in the female line, but Duncan is a blank.
I have seen it stated somewhere or another that a stolen
service figured in his case and that put a stop to the publi-
cation of any pedigree. As I am interested in this strain I
have often threatened to myself to write to Mr. Wheeler, of
Birmingham, who bred Bess to Duncan, but I suppose I will
procrastinate till Mr. Wheeler or I will be beyond the reach
of the letter carrier.

Mr. Long had Matchless bred to Eclipse before she sailed,
in hopes ot getting another Pitch Dark, but I would rather
have tried Sefton for a Metebley Wonder, as it was out of a
bitch bred very similar to her that Mr. Megson's crack
came—Minnie, by Loafer out of Catrine (one of the Bess
family).

A question was propounded to me the other day which is
of interest to exhibitors and clubs. It was this: "The
Club is not going to hold a show here this yeai', and some of
the dog owners want to get up a club that will hold a show.
We want to hold it under A. K. C. rules and would like to
know whether we can do so, and what we ought to do to
become a member of the A. K. C," My advice was to com-
municate with the local club and get from it a statement
that it would not hold a show. Then organize a club, and
with the application to the A. K. C. for membership file the
letter from the other club.

The A, K. C. very properly declined to elect another club
in San Francisco without hearing from the original mem-
ber as to whether it had any objection to make. It will be
noted, however, that the A. K. C. did not positively decline
to do so, it did not at once say, "No, we cannot do so, we
have a member there already." By its action it admitted
that two clubs might be elected from the same city provid-
ing there was no objection made against such a course.
This was a very proper view to take 1 thought, and follow-
ing up the same line it would seem to me that the A. K. C.
delegates in taking action upon such a case as I have stated
would give due weight to the present member declining to
hold a show. The object of the A. K. C. is to encourage
shows, and it would not be doing so if it stuck to a non-
showing member and kept out a club willing to get up an
exhibition.

It is right in this connection that my idea of recognizing
shows without electing a club to membership would be so
beneficial. I am no advocate and never have been of this
universal election to membership in the A. K. C, though
voting for such elections as the onlv method of getting
shows recognized and thus benefitting exhibitors. It is
not so easy to formulate a rule that would cover the ground
completely and satisfactorily. One great stumbling block
in the way of the A. K. C. has been the framing of badly
prepared rules and without a proper knowledge of the scope
they cover. When a rule is passed by the A. K. C. , or by
any club, it should be framed carefully and passed under-
standingly, so as to avoid the necessity of resciudiug or
amending it within a month or two.

The poll of membership of the A. K. C. is full of practi-
cally dead clubs, and it was a pity that old rule was done
away with which provided for the* dropping of clubs which
did not hold a show within a certain limit of time, Quite a
number of these will probably drop out when called upou to
pay their 1890 assessments. I believe the point of a quorum
was raised a year ago, and the chair decided a ma jority was
required. With such a membership as the A. K. C. now
has, a majority is out of the question, so I suppose the
whole business of the club is illegal if it comes to a hair-
splitting technicality. But I am uot of that way of think-
ing at all.

Speaking of illegality reminds me of Mr. PeshaTPs having
pointed out that the passing of the amendments to the
dog show rules by the executive committee at its last meet-
ing was illegal. The charge is correct. However, in look-
ing over the Kennel Gazette for January last, I found in it
the report of a meeting held on Dec. 8, at which a number
of amendments were made to the dog show rules. The
status of this meeting was thus defined, as soon as the min-
utes of the previous quarterly meeting of the executive
committee and the treasurer's report had been read:
"The President—I should have stated, in calling this

meeting to order, that through inadvprtence in the call for
this meeting it was stated to be the regular annual meeting
This confusion arose from the fact that the 6th of December
has usually been our red-letter day, and has been the im-
portant meeting of the year. This should have been called
as the regular quarterly meeting,"
Mr. Peshall was called upon for an explanation of my

oversight in connection with the illegal business of last
December, and I plead guilty with a petition for clemency on
the score of Rule XIX. of the constitution having been
enacted while I was not a member of the executive commit-
tee. It will now be in order for Mr. Peshall to explain how
it was that within a short time of his assisting in passing
Rule XIX. he assisted in passing amendments in violation
oi that rule.

The Westminster Kennel Club has done the handsome
thine by the Spaniel Club. The latter had to give $25 to
the Westminster Kennel Club for having adopted "Classifi-
cation No. 1" and appointing an approved.rjudge, but at the
late meeting of the Spaniel Club committee, at which the
payment of the $35 was approved, it was suggested that the
Y' ¥' Q. might possibly donate the $25 to the challenge cup
fund. Mr. A. C. Wilmerding interviewed Mr. Thomas H
lerry on the subject, and the latter gentleman has notified
the Spaniel Club secretary that the W. K. C. will do as re-
quested.

,

The Spaniel Club, though the oldest of the specialty clubs
in the country, is not a wealthy affair; but, considering the

amount received from dues, the work done by the club de-
serves every commendation. It will be a bit of uphill push-
ing to get funds for a cup, and even when that is done, just
as hard work is still ahead in deciding the destination of the
cup. The club takes care of all varieties of sporting span-
iels, and wishes to offer a cup on conditions which will be
satisfactory to all members. Irish water spaniels and Clum-
ber spaniels are not in the running, and that leaves field

spaniels and cockers with about equal claims. The desire
of the club committee is to have two cups, for spaniels over
and under 281bs.; but the trouble will be to place the first of
these cups.

Mr. F. R. Hitchcock is stated to have given up his point-
ers in order to make room for English setters. If that is

the case, it is ratbera facer for the short-coated division, as
we must conclude that Mr. Hitchcock arrived at his deter-
mination after witnessing the season's field trials. As I aai
neither a setter nor a pointer man, I am not taking sides,
but simply stating what he who runs may read. The course
taken by Mr. Hitchcock has been followed by that staunch
supporter of the "red dogs," Mr. Charles T. Thompson, of
Philadelphia, who has disposed of Desmond II. and the
champion bitches Mollie Bawn and Nellie to the Item Ken-
nels, of Bethlehem, Pa. It is Mr. Thompson's intention, I

believe, to try the English setters; but this information I
get second-hand, though from an usually reliable som<

c

The Item Kennels will make a good showing this year,
and money is not being spared in the purchasing of dogs
the proprietors take a fancy to. I am betraying no secret,
although it is not very widely known, when I say that Mr.
Weiss and Mr. Charles Pharo are the Item Kennels. The
former gentleman is the financial man and Mr. Pharo the
working partner. I do not want that sentence to be misun-
derstood and connected with the old story of money and ex-
perience, for Mr. Weiss is anything but lacking in experi-
ence, but he has plenty of more important business to
attend to than the immediate management of the kennels,
and in Mr. Pharo he has a most enthusiastic fancier, and
one who has shown good judgment in selecting doers to fill

the kennel. I am only waiting to receive word that the new
kennels at Bethlehem" are ready for tne inspection of visitors
when I will make a trip to the home of Pbaro's host, at the
head of which. I suppose it is no error to say, comes Sir
Tatton.

Men may come and men may go, but shows go on for
ever. Every one must remember the prize-sweeping kennel
of English, Irish and Gordon setters and pointers Mr. A.
H, Moore, of Philadelphia, had eight years ago. Thunder,
Berkley, Leo II., Bob, Donald, etc. Well, I should not be
at all surprised to see Mr. Moore's name once more figuring
in the catalogues. He has recently purchased a large farm
at Colmar, on the Doylestown branch of the North Pennsyl-
vania Railroad, and about an hour's ride from the city.

This he has named Cloverdell Stock Farm. He has there a
splendid collection of trotting stock, headed by Mambrino
Dudley, which he bought at the Secretary of the Navy's sale
of the Marshland stud. Mr. Moore gave 88,000 for this horse
and at that price I believe he was the cheanest trotting sire
sold last year, for as prices go now $25,000 would be a low
figure for him. But I did not start out to write horse, nor
will your dog readers thank me much; I fear, for adding
that at Cloverdell the collection of trotting mares would be
hard to duplicate anywhere. Then there is chewiug the cud
in the spacious barn the best herd of Jerseys in the country.
This paragraph is getting very mush-like, with the busi-
ness part all at one end, and here it is. When at Cloverdell
on Monday I saw a range of kennels. Now, Mr. Moore
doesn't build kennels simply to look at; those, kennels will
be occupied, and when Mr. Moore gets through giving from
$2,000 to $5 000 for brood mares and 11,000 to $3,000 for Jer-
seys we will hear of dogs at Cloverdell, and the lights of
Cloverdell will not be hid under a bushel, but assisting in
beautifying Spratts benching.

The Squire is not to leave England till Feb. 1. Such is

the advertisement in the English papers. That seems to
be drawing it very fine if there is any intention of showing
him at New York, for he is not likely to arrive before Feb.
10, and may not be here until the judging at New York is
over. The explanation may probably be that Mr. Harrison
does not want The Squire to interfere with Maney Trefoil
qualifying at New York for the challenge class. I saw him
on New Year's day, and he was looking better than any
thing at Chestnut Hill Kennels, and that was saying a good
deal, for Mr. Jarrett somehow never has a dog out of con-
dition, barring the necessary out of coat. This has been a
particularly hard winter on coat growing, but Maney Tre-
foil is, if anything, in better coat than when he came* from
England. I didn't see the new entry of youngsters, and if I
had it would be a breach of good manners to say anything.
1 was invited to go, but as both Jarrett and I had the grip
I declined, and we sat by the stove and talked dog while
not otherwise engaged with our snochterdichters. J. W.

THE POINTER CLUB.

NEW YORK, Jan. 6.— Editor Forest and Stream: The
postponed meeting of the Executive Board of the

Poiuter Club of America was held at 44 Broadway, New
York, Jan. 6. Meeting called to order at 2 P. M. by Presi-
dent Wise. Present, Messrs. Wise, Hitchcock. Anthony,
Heath, Swain. Arnold and La Rue. Report of treasurer,
showing receipts $314.34, expenditures £17.60, balance cash
on hand $296.74, was presented and adopted. Resignation
of G. W. Lovell was read and accepted. Applications for
membership received from Westminster Kennel Club and
Hempstead Farm Co. They were duly elected by ballot.
The following distribution of special prizes was agreed

upon:
Boston Show, 1890.— Pointer Club Produce Stakes, $30

cash, for pointer puppies whelped on and after Jan. 1, 1889.

Blanks will be furnished by the secretary upon application.
Entries close at the same time as the regular entries of said
show. Open to all. $10 for best poiuter dog; $10 for best
pointer birch that has been placed or won a heat at any
field trial run in America. Open to members.
Chicago Show, 1890.—$10 for best poiuter dog or bitch ex-

hibited and owned by a member of the Pointer Club. Am-
merican Field Pointer Cup (value $100), uuder the rules gov-
erning same. Open to all.

New York Show. 1890. — $10 for best pointer stud dog
shown with two of his get, the latter to be not over 3yrs. of
age, and not necessarily owned by one person. $10 for best
brood bitch shown with two of her progeny (same conditions
as stud dog prize). Geo. W. La Rue,*" Sec. and Treas.

NOT REGISTERED.—Clinton, Mass., June 7.—Editor
Forest and Stream: Kindly inform me what the register
number of my Gordon setter Rab II. is. He was winner iu
puppy class, Boston. '89, second prize; Worcester, '89, third.
Sire, Rab; dam, Nora (A.K.R. 5009). Probably as the
property of Mr. Buchan, the breeder.—G. W. Langdon.
[Rab IL. as well as a number of other dogs shown at the
Worcester show, are not registered. The Secretary of the
A. K. C. should attend to this.]

A LARGE ST. BERNARD PUPPY —Mr. Geo. S. Tay-
lor, of Portland, Oregon, writes that he has a St. Bernard
puppy that weierhed 121lbs. when seven months old

A TRAGEDY! ,'OF THE FIRST SNOW-
TT happened sixteen years ago, yet the whole stands out
JL in memory clear as an event of yesterday. I stand in
the doorway of what in summer is a kitchen, a woodshed
in winter. It is early November, and early rooming, At
dusk the evening before it began to mow iri- a damp", chill
air. Now the air is dry, almost balmy. Not a cloud is
floating. From end to end the deep, narrow valley is
vaulted with the brightest blue (whenever I msgt the phrase,
"Heavens own blue," I think of that morning eky). The
ground is white, covered to the depth of several indies, soft
and immaculate. There is no glare, yet the eye tirei* while
it roams afield, and it finds no relief when it turns to the
sun-bathed blue above.

I was about to return to the breakfast table when f.

detected the bay of hounds, two—three. They were approach-
ing, far- up the western slope. For a few minutes they
mouthed their perplexity in a piece of woods on the south-
east. At length the tangle was left behiud. and With a lnurt
bay of triumph the leader burst into the clearing. He was*
closely followed by another, and ten or fifteen rods hi the
rear a third hound, fat and lazy, came floundering along.
They tumbled over the heavy log* fence. They skirted tbtr
wood across one broad field, and then went plunging through
the fringe where the forest hung lower down the slope.
The hounds had disappeared from view, but their short,

impatient yelps betokened a freshening scent. They were
now slowely making their way down the slope in the woods
on the north of the clearing. Again I was on the point of
turning to go in to breakfast wben I perceived a large red
fox emerging from the woods. He trotted out into the field
a little way, and paused in a listening attitude. An instant
later he made for.a great flat rock, ran around it aud then
sprang upon it, ran around the margin and leaped off, He
then trotted diagonally up the hill to a large chestnut tree,
made another circle and again leaped. It is easy to account
for the slow progess of the hounds in the timber. His fox-
ship now leisurely crossed the field to a clump of bushes,
pausing every few seconds to listen. After maneuvering
among the bushes he set up the hill along the fence for a
few rods, crossed into the adjoining field and came down
on the other side almost to the clump. He then crossed,
the second field to a deep, oval-shaped depression, where he
disappeared. Sumac and larger trees abounded in the
depression, and the fox remained there some time. I fancied
that I knew what he was doing. Finally he emerged at
the lower end and trotted up hill, around the ruartdn of
the pit. He circled about an oak just above it, took the
usual leap and came down almost to the point where he-

had entered the pit. He then struck a bee-line across fields
for the woods, and entered them forty rods above where he
came out. He had doubled on the hounds and was off for
his den, but before going he had cut them out a nice bit of
work. It was a beautiful performance.
Brute against brute, vulpine cunning had triumphed; but

at this stage another actor appeared. Soon after the fox
went back into the woods the dogs emerged on his trail
below. At the same time a man approached it. He allowed
the two foremost to pass "before advancing to the trail, but
seized the third hound, snapped a leash on him and hastily
led him up the hill. Arriving at the trail he set the dog
free. The latter with a savage yelp of delight bounded into
the woods. The man shouted to a companion, seated in a
wagon in the road below. Thereupon the latter whipped
up his horses. I understood the significance of this act. A
half mile above the clearing extended to the brow of the
ridge, and in all probability the fox would essay to cross
these fields. It was the design of the man with the team to
intercept him. I saw him tie his horses at roadside, lift his
gun out of the wagon, go across the fields and take a stand
in a fence corner. I watched him until my eyes ached. At
last I saw a puff of smoke, and heard' a rifle crack. I

thought that I discovered a dark object lying in the biww
up the hillside, The man advanced and raised it up, and
then I knew that reyuard was dead. B.'F. Henley.

NEW YORK DOG SHOW.
NEW YORK, Jan. 10.—Editor Forest and Stream: The

following railway, steamship and express companies
have replied favorably to our application regarding the car-
riage of dogs for exhibition at our coming show:

The. Adams, American, Wells, Fargo& Co., United States,
Long Island and ISew York & Boston Express Companies
will return dogs free on which their usual rates have been
prepaid one way.
The Stonington Line will return dogs free.
The Xew York, New Haven & Hartford, the Long Island,

New York & Northern, New York, Ontario <& Western and
Delaware, Lackawaua & Western Railway Companies will
carry dogs free when accompanied bv their owuers or care-
takers. The N. Y. C. & H R. and the Pennsylvania Rail-
way Companies will carry three dogs free.

Other railway companies to be heard from.
Jas. Mortimer, Supt.

GORDONS AT NEW YORK.—New York, Jan. 13.-
Editor Forest and Stream: Some lovers of the Gordon
setter intend to provide a competent man at the New York
show to look, especially and only, after the comfort and
safety of the Gordon setters on exhibition there. This man
will be iu addition to the regular care furnished by the
superintendent ot the show. The same persons hereby'oifer
cash prizes to the amount of $40, viz., $10 each for the Gor-
don setter bitch aud dog winning second in the open class,
$5 each for the best Gordon setter dog and bitch winning
third in the open class, $5 each for the best Gordon setter
dog and bitch puppy. This, with the prizes offered by the
Westminster Kennel Club and Dr. John H. Meyer, makes
8315 in all ($250 of which is cash) offered at the New York
show in the various Gordon classes, and should draw out a
fine exhibit of our beautiful setter. Entries close Jan. 27.

—

Gordon Setter.

GORDON SETTER CLUB —Baltimore, Md., Jan. 1.1.—

Editor Forest ami Stream: Please publish the following
request. This is to give notice that a general met tingof the
American Gordon Setter Club will be held wfc the New York
show, Feb. 12, at 8 P. M., by request of ten members to the
president, and which he has granted-— I. 'I.'. NoiJRis, Sec'y
A. G. S. C. Editor Fo rest and Stream: A petition request-
ing a meeting to be called at the New York show Feb. 1.2,

1890, has been forwarded to the president, Mi'- Malcolm,
bearing the signatures of thirteen (13) members, All mem
hers are urgently requested to be present, as business of im-
portance vvill be brought before the meeting.—A Member.

SPECIAL PRIZES AT NEW YORK.—In addition to the
special prizes noted elsewhere, that will be offered at the.

New York dog show, the Beagle Club will give a suitable
collar each to the best beagle dog and hitch owned by a
member of the club. The American Pet Dog Club offers a
silver cup for the best pug dog, also one for the best pug
bitch in the opeu classes. Open to members only. A silver
cup, value $25, is offered for the best couple of deerhouuds
in the open classes owned by one exhibitor. The pug breed-
er^ challenge cup, offered by Dr. M. H. Cryer. will also be
competed for. Other valuable specials are promised that
will be duly announced.

MR. F. R. HITCHCOCK has been invited to judge
pointers at the Rochester show.



Jan. 16, 1890.J FOREST AND STREAM.

SPANIEL CLUB SWEEPSTAKES.-The sweepstakes of

the Spaniel Clnb of America for 1800 will be decided at, the

New .York show. Sweepstakes fov field spaniels whelped in

18S9, entry &8 each, with $10 added by the club. Forty per-

cent, to wiuner, 30 per cent, to breeder of winner, 20 per

cent, to second and to per cent, to third. Sweepstakes for

cocker spauiels the same. Ail entries to be made with the

treasurer of the Spaniel Club. Mr. William West, 110 North
Second street, Philadelphia. Pa., by Jan. 27. All must be
entered in their regular classes at the show.

V. B. M. -l. 1 have a setter dog about 2vrs. old that, now and
then is subject to a wheezing cough. A dose of castor oil generally ..

relieves him, but ft- the cough—comes back in about six weeks, quarters, 818 South street, Mr. J. Reitsnyder was declared the

Can you give me a better remedy than the oil? 2. Are animal
,
wlhnbr Of the gold medal, and Mr. T. A. Pointer won the silvei

"Is., such as lard ana t-.p.erm, as good for gun oiling purposses as megjah The Wnrffleln gold badge was won by E. V. lfavs, ana

PHILADELPHIA, Jan. T.-At the regular weekly meeting of

the Gaiety Rifle and Pistol Club, held this evening at their bead-
" was declared the

KENNEL NOTES.
Note* must Tie sent on prepared Manks, which are fnr-

nlslicd free ou receipt of stamped and addressed envelope

of large letter size. Sets of 300 of any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
|^°* Notes must he sent on the Prepared Blanks.

amrmcr. Bv C I. Blackford, Bellefonte, Pa., for black, white
and tan heaglo bitch, whelped April 80, 1889, by Rock II. (Rustler

-Vic) out of Topsy (Ring—Rell).

BRED.
f^F" Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

Belie Randolph—Spat Dash. Fleet View & Reading Pointer
KennelS' (Lvnn and Reading, Mass.) pointer bitch Belle Randolph
(Sam-Juno' III.; to their Spot Dash (Sir Philip Sydney—Topsy),

Beauty—Spot Dash. O. J. Stoddard's (Lynn. Mass.) pointer bitch
Beauty (Bonnie—Bess) to Fleet View c% Reading Pointer Kennels'
Spot Dash (Sir Philip Sydney—Topsy), Dec. 11.

Taffy— Virtu of Vernon. L. Gardner's (Mt.Vernon, N.Y.) pointer
bitch TufTy (imported Pilate—Fairy il.) to his Duke of Vernon
(Glendale—Spotless), Jan. 7.

Nellie Belton—Jerry. Forest Kennels' (Groton, N. Y.) English
setter bitch Nellie Pelton (Warwick Albert—Princess Belton) to

D. Francis's Jerrv (Rex Gladstone—Mina), Jan. 1.

Galatea—Roger. W. Tallman's (New York) English setter hitch
Galatea (Mack B.—Chica) to L. Gardner's Roger (Count Noble-
Queen Meg). Dec. 30.

Princess Neuion—tihrck Prince. Richards & Tat ham's (New
York) spaniel bitch Princess Newton (Newton Abbot Lord—Lady
Princess) to A. C. Wilmerding's champion Black Prince, Dec. 29.

Chlae—Oho U. R. S. Smellie's (Toronto, Can.) spaniel bitch
Cbloe to J. P. Willey's champion Oho IL, Jan. 11.

Sis V.- Oho II. Henry Hashrouck's (Pougbkeepsie, N. V.) cocker
spaniel bitch Sis F. to J. P. Willey's champion OboIL, November.
1889.
Shi»«—Jersey. J. P. Willey's (Salmon Falls, N. H ) cocker span-

iel bitch champion Shina (champion Obo IL—Blaclcie III.) to bis
Jersev (champion Oho II.—Darkie), December, 1889.

Miss Oirieier—Jersey. J- P. Willey's (Salmon Falls, N. H.) cocker
spaniel bitch Miss Ginger (champion Oho II.—Blackie III.) to his

Jersey (champion Obo IL—Darkie), December, 1889.

WHELPS.
fW Notes must be sent on the Prepared Blanks.

VeidaW. F. M. Shelley's (Sheridan, N. Y.) beagle bitch Velda
W. (Cameron's Racket—Pussie), Nov. 2, seven (three dogs), by his
Speculation (Ringwood—imported Fanny).
Say. Fleet View & Reading Pointer Kennels' (Lvnn and Read-

ing, Mass.) pointer hitch Say (imported Bang—Belle Rita), Nov.
25, eight (four dogs;, by their Spot Dash (Sir Philip Sydney—

~°Duclicss of Hcathfield. C. H. Spring's (Newton Lower Falls,

Mass.) St. Bernard bil eh Duchess of Heath ft>ld (Rip Van Winkle
—Recluse), Jan. 3, seven (three dogs), by E. H. Moore's Ben Lo-

mond).
Marcclla Gladstone. F. M. Shelley's (Sheridan, N. Y.) English

setter bitch Marcclla Gladstone (Gladstone's Mark—Chautauqua
Belle), Jan. 6, eight (seven dogs), by his Chautauqua King (Knight
of Suowden—Lady Brighton).
Bezel Olio. W m. Barnes's (Manayunk, Pa.) cocker spaniel bit eh

Hantl Obo Dec. 19, four (three dogs), by A. C. Wilmerdmg's
ehauapien Doc; three black dogs, oue red hitch.

Lady Dido. W. D. Reid's (E)mira, N. Y.) Yorkshire terrier bitch
Lady Dido (Prince—Flora), Jan. 2, three (one dog), by P. H.
Cooinbs's Bradford Harry (Orawshaw's Bruce—Beat's Lady).

SALES.
pm~ Notes must be sent on the Prepar ed Blanks,

Samcho. White and liver pointer dog, age. not given, hy Hector
nut of Old Lou, by Fleet View & Reading Pointer Kennels, Lynn
and Reading, Mass., to Mr. Cbaffln, Boston, Mass.
Dash and Sir Hector. White and liver pointer dogs, whelped

May 11, 1887, by Hector out of Say. by Fleet View & Reading
Pointer Kennels, Lynn and Reading, Mass., to S. O. Warren, Bos-
ton, Mass.
Tory White. Liver and white, pointer dog, whelped October,

1887, hy Tammany out of Juno IL, by F. R. Hitchcock, New York,
to Hempstead Farm Kennels, Hempstead, N. Y.

Stella. Liver aDd wlc'te pointer bitch, |yrs. old. by Naso of Kip-
pen out of Borki, by F. R. Hiichcock. New York, to Hempstead
Farm Hennels, Hempstead, N. Y.
Wooltun Game. Liver and white pointer bitch, 2yrs. old, by

Gougli out of Larkspur, by F. R. Hitchcock, New York, to Hemp-
stead Farm Kennels, Hempstead, N. Y.
Duke of Hesscn. -Liver and white pointer dog, tj^yrs. old, by

Luck of Hessen out of Blarney, by F. R. Hitchcock. New York, to
Hemustead Farm Kennels, Hempstead, N. Y.
Flirt. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped April, 1888, bv

Mainspring out of Merry Lass, by O. W. Donner, Boston, Mass..
to A. Morton, New York.
Sam C. Lemon and white English setter dog. whelped May 8,

1888. by King Noble- out of Cricket, by J. I. Case, Jr., Racine, Wis.,
to H. C. Glover, New York,
Annie F. Black and white English setter bitch, whelped Jan. 6,

1888, bv Roderigo out of Juno A., by Memohis & Avent Kennels,
Memphis, Team, to F. R. Hitchcock, New York.
Princess Newton. Black and tan spaniel bitch, age not given,

by Newton Abbot Lord out of Lady Princess, by A. C. Wiluier-
ding, New York, to Richards & Tatham, sa.me place.
• Walkill Bess. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped June, 1880,

hv Walkill Silk out of Walkill Blanche, by Theo. JT Hook, Rome,
N. Y., to F. P. Jobes, Honeoye Falls, N. Y.

mineral oils, such as vaseline and cosmoline. Do the animal oils

possess properties injurious to guns, Ans. 1.

n
Oreasote * 3 ss.

Glycerine. 3 ii.

Spts. Fiumenti.. 1 .

.

Mix. Sig. Teaspoon in wine glaHS of water three times daily.

Ans. 2. No. Fine machine oil is a lard product. Vaseline is com-
mended because of its handy shape and general accessibility.

Mojpano, Providence, R.. I.—A six-mmths-old pointer has
symptoms of the mange. Some time ago a spot about the size of

a 10-uunt piece appeared over each eye. The hair fell off and the
fles-h was much inflamed and swollen. Previous to this the pup
was taken frequently with vomiting. Thought it might have
been caused hy his shedding teeth, hut since the spots came he
has been taken in the same way twice. I treated as follows:

Washed spots in carbolic soap and applied an ointment called

earbolated petroleum. Spots continue to grow larger, but are
not as irritable. Have, fed three times daily and given Ian- amount
of exercise. Have also given sulphur and lard. Pup is rather
fat, but in excellent spirits. Ans. Syrup of buckthorn, teaspoon
each morning for three days; 2-grain quinine, pill morning and
evening concealed in a bit of meat; 4 drops of Fowler's solution of

arsenic twice daily in the food. Rub a little zinc oxide into the
spots each day.

. .

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
No Notice Taken or Anonymous Correspondents.

J. R. G., Ellicott City.—Distemper takes various forms, and
when an animal is very much run dowu .sores and abscesses are
liable to appear. Give a 2-grain pill of the citrate of iron and
quinine three times daily concealed in a morsel of meat. Give a
teaspoon of syrup of buckthorn each morning. Put 5 drops of
Fowler's solution of arsenic iu the food each day. Exercise regu-
larly and do not feed much meat.
T. S., Brooklyn.— i have a hound that is troubled with a dry

cough; he keeps continually coughing, but brings nothing up. He
has been that way for about three weeks. He is about 7 years
old. Ans.

R Creasote gtt. xii

Glycerin 3i
Mix. Fit. capsules, No. 6

Sig. One three times daily, hidden in a morsel of meat. Give
ogrs. quinine night and morning for a week.

F. R. B.—My Irish setter, medium size, has tapewoim. He has
passed portions, 1yd. and l^yds. on two occasions; but the head
still remains in him. He has always been fed on meal and milk.
Has a ravenous appetite, but is very thin. Ans. Purge the dog
with large dose (2 tablespoons) castor oil. Feed only milk for 24
hours prior to giving vermifuge. Give capsule of oleoresin of filix

mas, 10 drops iu capsule, repeat in two hours, and follow this iu a
few hours with a second purge. Powdered areca nut, 60grs.,

may be substituted. It should be given in large pill.

A. L. R., Gt. Barrington.—I have an English setter Sya years old.
About nine months ago he commenced to have tits, sometimes
lias four or five a day, and then goes from one week to six or
•even without having any. He always has them in the morning,
and falls down, struggles, froths at the mouth, and when he gets
up appears dizzy; does not try to run away, is stupid for a day or
two and then seems as well as ever. He is in good condition, is

smart and hunted weU, except just after a fit. Do you think
there is any hope of his get ling over it? If so what can I do for
him? I feed him on corn meal mush and milk and scraps from
the table. An?. Keep bowels open with syrup of buckthorn, one
teaspoon each day. Give 2gr. pill of citrate of iron and strych-
nine three times daily. Put 5 drops of Fowler's solution in the
food. Exercise regularly.

^hooting.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

PHILADELPHIA, Jan. 10.—The rifle match between Mrs. Ken-
nedy ( " Mexis ") and Lieut. Geo. Coulston, Inspector of Rifle Prac-
tice of First Regt., N. G. P., for $50 a side, 100 targets, standard
American, to be shot in 25m. each at 25yds., came off this evening.
Lieut. Coulston won hy 105 points. It is claimed that " Mexis "

was somewhat indisposed, hut as she wis at the gallery practicing
each evening preceding the match, there is not much in that ex-
cuse for defeat. Friends of both contestants were on hand early
and fairly packed the gallery of D. Wray, 1.402 Ridge avenue. The
following woll-known gentlemen were selected: Referee and
stakeholder. Wiu.Hildcbrand Fitzgerald. Judge for " Mexis," W.
W. Ulrich; scorer, W. Kennedy; timekeeper, Ed. Cole. Judge
for Lieut. Coulston, J. F. Shonert; scorer, H. .). Mehard: time-
keeper. ,1. J. Mowntjov. All preliminaries being settled, "Mexis"
having won the choice took her position at tiring point promptly
a I 4:05 P. M. Time was called and she fired her first shot.

Fu-at 5 minutes. 29 shots.

Second 5 " 21
"

Third 5 " 18
' v

Fourths " 23 "

Last 2 " 33Ms 9-100
" Mexis's" time was 22ni. SS^'s., deducting 2m. and 30s. for clean-

ing rifle four times, making actual time of shooting 100 shots 20m.
3%s. " Mexis " used a Stevens ride and V. M. C. short .22cal. car-
tridges. No coaching or spotting of shots was allowed. The fol-

lowing is the lady's score in detail:
Target 1 to 10 7 7 10 9 6 7 9 10 9 10-84

10to 20 -.10 9 7 5 5 9 9 10 10 9-83
20 to 30 9 8 7 7 9 8 9 8 9 6-78
30 to 40 7 10 9 8 8 5 7 5 10 8-79
40 to 50 10 5 6 6 6 8 10 7 7 8—73
50 to 60 7 8 8 10 10 8 6 6 8 3-80
60 to 70 8 5 8 8 7 6 6 9 10 10-77
70 to 80 7 6 6 6 9 S 8 9 10 9—78
80 to 90 9 9 8 8 8 ' 7 7 9 8 10-83
90 to 1(10 10 8 10 8 7 8 6 6 7 10-80-795

At 9:10 P.M. time, was called and Lieut. Coulston fired his first

shot, au.l at 10:03:29 he finished the 100 shots as follows:

Fi rst 5 min utes 29 shots.

Seconds * , 21 ?"

Third 5 »> 20 »»

Fourths »* 18
"

Last 3 "29sec 12-100
Lieut. Coulston's lime was 33min. 29sec; be used the celebrated

Wurfflein rifle and U. M. C. .22cal. short cartridge. Deducting
2rain.from bis time for resting ani wiping the moisture from his
glasses, made his actual time, of shooting the 100 shoots 21miu„
and 29sec. Lieut. Coulston did not clean his rifle daring the con-
test. The following is his store in detail:

Target 1 to 10. ., .. 7 8 10 8 7 10 10 6 9 9—84
10 to 20, ... - ....9 8 8 10 8 9 10 8 8 9-87
29 to 30 8 10 10 9 10 9 10 8 8 9-89
30 to 40 7 10 10 10 8 10 10 8 10 9-92
40 to 50 9 10 8 9 7 10 10 10 9 10—93
50 to 60 9 9 9 10 8 9 10 10 9 9—92
60 to 70 10 10 9 8 8 10 10 10 9 8-92
70 to 80 10 9 8 8 8 10 9 9 10 10 91

80 to 90 10 10 10 7 10 9 9 9 7 9—90
90 to 100.! 9 7 10 9 10 7 10 9 10 10-91—900

An improved target box was used iu this match—the invention
of Theodore F. Shonert, Co. H, First Regiment Drum Corps. This
box is made in substantial stvle, cased inside with steel and Iron;
the backplate is a heavy steel plate, such as is used by safe manu-
facturers. There is a hinge door, and a hole cut in the center of
the door extends to the figure 7 on the Reduced Standard Ameri-
can Target. A ledge below the top of the door shows fixedpins,
on which the target is placed. A neatly arranged drawer pulls
out from the lower part of the box, to remove the accumulation
of metal in a prolonged contest. The Improved Shonert Tar-
get Box is compact, substantial and a decided and admirable ad-
vance on any invention of the kind offered for consideration. Its

mints are such that it deserves to receive general recognition.
It is estimated by Mr. Shonert that in the course of ordinary
shootiner such a box will last for a considerable length of time
before the renewal of the hinged front of the box will become
necessary, while in the saving of lead alone it pays for itself.—
Springfield.

WILMINGTON, Del., Jan. 6.—Although the weather looked
gloomy enough, it turned out very favorable for target shooting
at, Healduioor Rifle Range, to-day. The light rains during the
morning caused the spirits of local riflemen to lower rapidly, aud
their elongated faces betrayed their fear of disappointment in
being deprived of their usual weekly out-door sport. But. by
noon the clouds thinned and produced a mellow, leaden light,
which is just the thing a marksman likes to meet with. This
lasted all of the afternoon and Healdmoor Rifle Range echoed
with the sharp crack of the rifle until dark set in. Everybody
was a little "out of tone" and no one seemed to get just the right
"giip," but some fair scores were made ia spite of the kicking
each one wanted to give himself for an occasional wild shot.
Following are the scores. Standard target off-hand:

Pistol Match, EOyds.
H Simpson 9 8 8 10 10 10 10 7 10 9-91
WH Johnson 10 9 10 9 8 6 6 8 8 8-85WH Floyd 7 8 9 7 9 10 10 10 7 7-84
J Harvey 8 9 7 10 8 10 8 8 9 7-84
G Edwards 10 8 9 9 7 5 8 9 6 7—78
H Williams 10 7 8 9 6 7 10 7 5 7-76

Diamond State Match, 200yds.
J FMcCau'erty 10 9 7 9 8 10 10 5 6 8—32
J Scott. 6 9 7 9 8 8 7 7 7 9-75
H Simpson , $ 10 8 4 6 8 8 10 5 9—73
C Heinel, Sr 8 6 5 4 6 6 10 7 9 5—66
A J Leitch (mil ) ..5 6 7 4 3 9 7 4 10 6—61
F James 7 9 6 4 7 5 5 8 6 8-65
G Edwards. ..5 7 7 3 6 8 7 6 7 8-64
O Smith (mil) 7 4 9 4 7 5 4 3 3 2—48
J Adams (mil.) ..... 1 3 6 8 4 5 5 4 6 6—48

Military Match. Creedmoor Target, 200yds.
Sergt A J Leitch 4 4 4 4 3 5 4 5 5 4-41
PvtJAdams ,..2 3 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4-38
Corp C Smith 3 3 4 3 4 5 4 4 4 4-38
Sergt A Jackson i 2 3 3 5 3 4 4 4 4—35
The Wilmington Pistol Club met for weekly practice at their

gallery to-day. Several members were suffering from the grip,
which interfered materially with the scores, or prevented them
from shooting altogether. Following are the scores at 12Vs>'ds.
Standard larget, reduced iu proportion from 50yds.:
H Simpson 10 8 10 10 8 9 10 7 10 10-92
JNaudain 10 10 9 8 10 6 7 10 8 8—SBWH Johnson 10 7 8 9 6 10 10 8 9 7—84W Floyd 10 10 9 9 9 9 10 5 5 7—S3
A J Leitch... 9 8 6 10 8 9 7 9 8 7—81
H Garland 8 10 5 9 6 6 7 8 7 9—78
H Foster 9 8 7 9 9 7 fl 7 5 10-77
H T Price 7 i 6 6 8 5 7 4 6 3-56

Ti X. Pointer took the silver medal, while Mr. Ji A. Pollock, hav-
ing no opposition, was entitled to the bronze medal. 0. Beutel-
spaclier was again the winner of the leather prize. The official

scores on standard American targets (reduced), 30yds. rise, Wur*
fflein rifles, plain open sights, off-hand, is as follows!

Pi rst Class,
J .1 Mountioy , 10 10 10 9 10 10 10 10 8 10-97
E T Travis 8 10 9 10 8 9 10 9 10 10—98
G W Coulston 10 9 10 10 7 10 10 9 8 8-91
H J Mehard 6 8 10 10 8 10 10 9 10 10—91
A McManus. .. ...9 7 8 10 6 7 9 10 6 8-80
JReifsnyder. 9 7 6 6 10 6 6 9 6 6 -70

Second Class.
T A Pointer 10 10 6 9 10 10 8 8 g 10-iK)

Miss P, Hensinger 0 9 9 7 9 6 9 111 9 10-85

T F Shonert 10 8 10 8 10 10 10 5 6 7—84
G F Root 9 0 8 6 20 7 10 7 8 10- 81

W Wurfflein.. 8 10 6 6 7 9 8 0 9 8-80
JGRea 76 10 778789 7-74
John Hensinger 58 10 8 68988 7—74
FPaul 5 7 5 7 10 7 fi 10 8 9-74
J A Felix -.,< 7 9 9 « 8 5 7 8 5 9-78
C Beutelspacher , 8 5 7 4 7 f) 9 7 9 3-64

Third Class;
J A Pollock 10 9 10 6 8 6 10 S 6 6-75
Pistol scores at 12i^yds„ using the S. A. targets, Wurfflein pis-

tol, plain open sights: . .GW Coulston 10 10 9 9 9 9 9 8 7 7-87
E T Travis 6 7 8 8 10 9 10 9 9 10-86
JGRea..., 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 10-83
J "Reifsnyder 10 9 9 8 8

0 F Root - 10 8 8 8 8 7

H J Mehard 6 9 6 9 8 7

A McManus 10 10 8 7 6

T F Shonert 4 5 5 G 5

W Wurfflein 3 4 4 8 5

J A Pollock 4 4 6 6 7

J A Felix 0 0 0 0 0
J Hensinger 0 0 0 0 0
Miss R Hensinger

8 fi '7 7 7-81
7 7 7 4-76

. 7 7 6 7-73
5 5 5 4 0-62
5 7 9 9 5-e0
5 6 6 7 10-58
7 0 8 0 9-51
4 4 5 5 5-88
4 4 5 5 5-23

0 00000046 4-14
Springfield.

BOSTON, Jan. 11.—The Massachusetts Rifle Association held its

weekly rifle shoot to-day with a good attendance of shooters, and
nine matches were shot, with some good results, though the
weather oonditions were very unfavorable. Next Tuesday even-
ing this association will hold its annual meeting and dinner at

the Thorndike. Following are the scores made to-day:
Champion off-hand Match—200yds.

W Charles 82 J B Fellows 81 J A Frye 79

Record Off-hand Match- 200ydc.

J B Fellows ....83 W Charles 76 FW Chester 51

J A Frye 76 S T George 70
Record Rest Match.

H Severance .103 T Warren 88
Fifty-yards Pistol Match.

H Severance 82 F Bowman 87 W Hawlcy 60

J C Winter 39
Victory Medal Match—300yds.W Charles 78 A S Hunt 77 O Moore 75
Military Me'dal Match -200yd 8.

W M Foster 45 M Wilson 41 O Moore. 40

F F Lowell 44 W Farmer 41 A S Hunt 39

G F Hall 42 AS Field 40 FD Martin 38

TBond 42
Ail-comers' Off-hand Match -200yds.

J A Frye .81 A Sharp 77 A S Hunt 69
S C Sydney 81 S Comey 75 O Moore 65

J C Mill3 81 F W Chester 73 AN Mann. . . 65

ST James 79
All-comers' Rest Match—200yds.

J Francis. 107 AH Ballard 9S J D Cutts 85
T Warren .107 O Moore 94 A L Stone 78

B G Barker 100 F Ames S6

ST. LOUIS. Mo., Jan. 8.—This evening the initial shoot of the
St. Louis Pistol Club's ninth tourney took place. The return to
the old metal target seems to have stimulated renewed interest
in the club's shoot, for the attendance was somewhat larger than
it had been for several previous shoots. The ring of the old
familiar bell appears to please the members, and there was con-
siderable enthusiasm manifested. Mr. Alexander made the top
score and he will hold the medal for the coming week. As a
whole, the shooting was of a very high grade. All shooting is

done at a VAm. bullseye, distance 12yds., possible in 10 shots 120.

The scores:
G Alexander 13 12 11 12 12 11 12 12 11 12-117
E Mohrstadt 12 11 11 12 11 11 12 12 12 12-116
M Summerfield 11 12 12 12 12 11 12 11 12 11—116
O Neuhaus - 10 12 12 11 11 11 12 11 M 12-114
W H Hettel 12 11 12 12 11 13 9 12 11 12-111
J A Lee . 12 12 12 12 11 12 10 10 11 12-114
W Bauer 10 12 11 13 11 12 12 12 10 11-1 13

O Wallace... 12 11 11 12 12 11 9 12 11 11—112
Jav J Schaefer 12 10 11.12 12 11 12 11 10 10-111
F O Fodde 10 11 12 11 11 11 11 12 11 11-111
A E Bengel 12 11 10 11 11 11 12 12 10 10—110

Unseh Fritz.

SOMERVILLE, N. J., Jan. 4,-Co. H, of the 3d Regiment. N. G.
N. J., formally opened its new rifle range here to-day. Governor
Green, with his private secretary. R. S. Green, Jr.; Colonel John
C. Owen, Assistant Inspector of Rifle Practice; Comptroller An-
derson and Colonel John T. Van Cleef, of the Governor's staff,

were present. Governor Green fired the first shot over the 100-

yard range scoring a 3. On his second shot he scored a bullseye,
and finished that range with a total of 20. The 200, 300 and 500-yard
ranges respectively were then shot over, the 0 overnor makimr
good scores on each. The full scores made by Governor Green
were as follows:

100 Yards.
Governor Green I 3 S 4 4 4—20

200 Yards.
Governor Green 3 3 2 3 3—14

300 Yards.
Governor Green 3 2 4 3 4—16

500 Yards.
Governor Green. 2 2 3 2 3—13
NEWARK, Jan. 10.—The standing of the clubs in the tourna-

ment, of the United Rifle Clubs to date is as folioWs;
Won Lost To shoot Won Lost To shoot

11 0 11 . 7 i 11

. .10 2 10 NorthWard . .5 7 10
Essex .... 1 8 13 Annie Oakley. ..4 8 10
Puritan . .

.

6 3 13 2 9 11
4 11 1 10 11

Oaklaud .... 6 5 11 Electric ..Q 12 10

DR. CARVER.—This famous rifle and trap-shot has been
stricken down with pneumonia in Loudon, Eng., and the attack
has been so sudden and so severe that little hopes are entertained
for his recovery. He had a congestive chill on Tuesday morning,
hut refused to stay indoors, altbough warned by his physician
not to go out. He went to the Aoaarium to superintend the ar-
rangements to break 100,000 glass balls in ten days, the posters
announcing that he would commence the feat on "January 8, at
10 A. M., and continue until the last ball had been broken." A
second chill seized him while at the Aquarium, and he was soon
so weak that he had to be taken home in a hack. Three hours
afterward he became delirious, aud an announcement was posted
at the Aquarium that he was in a dying condition from pneu-
monia and that his contract to appear bad been cancelled.

TORONTO, Jan. 7.—The Off-Hand Rifle Association clubs shot
their second match of the year to-day with the following results,
together with the number of matches won and lost by each team.
Teams of 10 men, 10 shots each, at 100 and 200yds., possible 1,000
per team:

Points. Won. Lost. Points. Won. Lost.
Oriilia...... ...795 18 0 King City 721 10 8
Scarboro. 778 16 2 Midland 625 6 12
Bradford.. ..735 13 3 Alliston 592 3 15
Newton Brook 742 11 7 Point Edward. . 2 16
Aurora....... .731 10 8 Tottenham... 517 1 17

CONLIN'S REVOLVER MATCH,—A revolver tournament is
to begin at Conlin's Broadway gallery, New York city, on Jan,
15. The new French target is to be used. This target is placed
at a distance of 33yds., and is ll%in. diameter, with a bullseye
corresponding to a silver dollar. It has been u^ed with success at
the Concours National de Tir, and at Vincennes at the last grand
shooting festival. The best score made on the target was made
hy George Naude, of Paris, 56 out of a possible 60.
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SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 5.-To-dav being the last opportunity

the marfcsfepn of the Third Regiment, N„ G. O.. had to practice

for the Tobin troDhy, which takes place od Sundav nest they

wpre out in full foice, and the rang- at Shell Mound Park, BerVe-

lev" was crowded. The scores made ra practice by the different

companies have hitberio been guarded jealously from the public,

so that each comnanv was in almost complete ignorance of what
the others were doing. It was con -ed<- d, however, that Company
B of this oily was doirg snlendid work, and stood a good chance

of winning Captain Kennedy aud Lieut. Burns of B company
have been indefati arable in their exertions to keep their men at

work praelieincr. and the result of toda^ 's shoot shjws that their

labors were not in vain. In spite of the cold weather, which is

not calculated to steady the nerves of riflemen, the scores were
the best ever made by the company, and should the weather be as

cnod next Sunday B's success is assured. The best scores m the

practice were as follows: Captain Kennedy 38, Lieutenant Burns
P9. Sergeant Mahone 41, Sergeant Priehard 40, Sergeant Brusher
37, Sergeant Oestiich 40. Private Nelson 44, Corporal Donahue ,-.6,

Corporal Hail v 41, Sergeant. Kennedv 41, Private Shea 43, Private
Johnson 41, Private fitey 34, Private Kebrlein 42, Private Heath
43 Private Brown 46, Private Carroll 41, Sergean -Maior Middh-
ton 45. Private Stettin 40. Companv C of Oakland also turned out

in full force and practiced as though they intend to give B a hard

harbor View -was also well attended, and the first monthly
shoots of the California Schutzen Club and Germania Rifle Club
took. pises.
The California Sehntzen Club competition resulted in the fol-

lowing scores: Champion class, A Strecker. 435 rings; flr-t clas j
.

G H. Brown, 433 Tines; second cla«s, William G'endemaun, 421

rings; third class, A. Burmeister, 378 rings; fourth class, H. Enge,
878 lings. These scores are exceptionally high.

In the Geruiania Rifle Club shoot the following scores were
mari< : Champion elaes, George Helm, 412 ring?; fiist.cliss, H. A.
Kurlfmka, 360 rings: second class, W. G'endemann, 403 ring?;

third class. H. Patt. 378 rings; fourth class, F. C. Miller, 345 lings.

The Gruetli Veiein also held a sboot in which the following
were tie best scores: A. Rohwyler 390, J. C. Huguenin378, J.

Scheibli 32\
The Eii tracht shooting section held its first sboot for 1890 at

Harbor View, the prize winners being as follow?: Champion
medal, F. A. Kuhls, 433 rings: first class medal, H. Hagerup. 371

rings; ?econd class nWal, B. Ovemiuhle, 346 rings; third class

m6dal, J. Blinner, 319 rings. Capt. Kuhle took the prize for the
best shot, a 23-ring.

THE TRAP,

Score* for pubvicatiun should be made out on tne printed blanks
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and fivrnished gratis to club

secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of th-e paper only.

Secretaries of clubs and managers of tournaments are requested
to keep us advised of the dates of their shoots, so that we may
give due notice in our column of fixtures.

AMERICAN SHOOTING ASSOCIATION DATES,

Feb. 15. 13, 34.—Birmingham, Ala.
Feb. 19, 20, 31.—New Orleans, La.
April 30, M»y 1, 2.—Columbus, O.
May 7, 8. 9.—St,. Louis, Mo.
May 20, 21. 23 —Minneapolis, Minn.
May —.—Kansas City, M>.
June 4, 5, 6.—Lafayette, Ind.
The Kansas Citv dates have not, yet been determined, but they

will probably he May 25, 26 and 27.

CHICAGO TRAP-SHOOTERS.
CHICAGO, Jan. 7 —There is quite a flutter in the trap-shoo>ing

world here at present, and although nobody is shooting very
mach. about ev<-r> body who can carry a gun is goiner to shoot a
mutch with 6% erynody else right away pretty ouick. The coming
trap shooting tour of the U. S. Cartridge Co. car seems to have
started up the fever.
Mr. J. H McGee, of Kansas City, will come up here some tiuie

in the lat'er part, of this month and shoot a matf-h with Mr. C. E.
Felton, at 100 live birds, $100 a side, 16-gauge guns. If Mr. Felton
we're bis new yellow-topped boots he will paralyze Mr. McG«e
and heat bim easy. -

Some time about t.h6 end of the month, too, the tie will be shot
off here between Messrs. Itiley and Elliott, of Kansas City, and
Messrs. Budd and Organ. These, folks have, been laying for each
other a good while, and have now got on a match that will be in-
teresting. We all hope the Kansas City bovs will win—if they can
kill more pigeons than the other fellows. This is at $100 and 100
biros a corner. -

Mr. K. B Organ-Wadsworth (that makes his name look as
t1 ' oneh he were an English lord) Las sgr« ed to shoot a match with
Mr.W W. McFarland at 100 birds for $100. No money posted yet,
but this i< he dago.
Mr. Organ-

W
'adsworth, assisted by Mr. Ben Phks, has also

co tracted to wipe up rhe earth with Mr. Billy Mussey and Mr,
G. W. Randall, at the Mak-saw-ba Club grounds, ne*t Saturday—
unbss the latter gentlemen should wipe up the earth with the
former. It is not yet determined.
Mr. Billy Mussey and Mr. Organ-Wadsworth and Messrs. E. I.

and A. W. Reeves ha e, also gore into au earth-wip-ng contract
similar to the a hove, for some time in the near future.
Mr. W. W. McFarland and Br. Ashley, of Austin suburb, are of

the opinion that they can kill a good many more pigeons than Mr.
Organ- vVadsworth and Mr. Billy Mussey. Dr. Ashley is sick ju=t
now, but when he gets well this match will be shot.

If Billy Mussey doesn't win some of his matches, the bovs will
have td give him a henefit,. He and Mr, J. S. Oi vis have been
walking on each other's coats for quite a while, and the result is

that they will have to shoot amateo for S100 a side, some time in
February, probably, when they both have got their nerve up.
I have not had full scores of the whole shoot at Lake George

Club, on RVw Year's Day, but believe I have announced that Mr.
Place heat Mr Loyd, Mr. Dicks beat Mr. Place, and Mr. Loyd
heat Mr. Hamline.

But, the above list does not cover all of Chicago's ambition in
the challenging line. Chicago will challenge the two Pan-Ameri-
can teams as they pass East through here at the close of tneir
great tour, and will produce ten men who, until spring at least,
will nourish the fond thought that they can kill more live birds,
at 25>de„ $25 a corner, than the whole carload of experts, East
and West combined. I like Chicago's nerve. If she does tackle
the Pan-Americans, we will see some fur fly.

But I have kept the, best news for the last. It is now an open
secret of some days standing that, the great, the unparailelel, the
mucb-ialked-of and mighty-ltttle-matenalized ten-men match
between Kansas City and Ch'cigo is really and actually going to
be shot. Tell it not in Gath! They say it will be shot at Grand
Crossing, our shooting grounds heie. Feb. 20, 21 and 22. Tne ma<ch
will be between Kansas City and Chicago, aud not between Mis-
souri and Illinois. This is rather against Chicago, as she has
trou le in getting the last three men of the team, which she ought
topics: outside of the city. This match is for glOO and 100 birds
per man, Kansas City will probably shoot Messrs. J. Rile*\ J. &
W. Anderson, J. K. Guinnotte, J. H. McGee, J. A. R. Elliott
Drury Underwood, Frank Smith, B. Rieger and Ed. Bingham.
Chicago team is not yet certain, but by permission of Mr. Organ-
Wadsworth Im >y name Messrs. R. B Organ-Wadsworth, W. P.
Mussey, C. E. Willard, John and Abo Kltinman. W. Payson, A.
W. Reeves. M. Eich, W. W. McFarland and J. S. Orvis. There
may be changes from this, but it is somt where in the neighbor-
hood of right. Now let down the bars and pull the collars off'm
the dogs of war! There is blood on the face of the pale-visaeed
moon, and there will be twenty men scared clear through until
after Washington's Birthday. E. Hough,

Jan, a.—The South Chicago medal shoot was held at Grand
Crossing to-day, 10 live pigeons, 30yds. rise, 80yds. boundary, Illi-
nois State rules:

Geo Kleinioan Hill 11111—10 AW Reeves 00101 Hill— 7
Abe Kleiuman 1111111111-10 C FTempleton. ...Ulllioill—

9

Anrtein 1101000001- 4 L Willard 1111111101— 9
E JR(-eves 01010I1H1- 7 F Willard 1111010111- 8
Ed Marsh 1111111000- 7 *J Oi vis , Ullllllll-10
0 Miller OHIO 0111- 7 *J E Price .1011011101- 7
J Watson 1111111111-10 *J Kleinnian 0111111011- 8
Ike. Watson 1110111111- 9
Ties of 10 div. first and will shoot off at aext meeting for medal.

* Not members,,

Twenty blackbirds, for meflal: , _ . . . .
fc

LWiliardlOlllllOlimfll 1111-18 E Marsh..1001in000l000001003- t

G Klein- Amstein. .1100111110 10H1H10-15
m-in . . . .00111111111111101110-16 Miller. . . . .uOi»10j0O3OUOOOUO311— 5

F Willard 1 llOlllllIll lllllull —18 J Wa+s.m.lllOiOlOllUOlOOlOOl-13
Templet'nlllltlllOOlOUIllOlO-lo Abe Klein-
AWLteeve-llllOlimilOllULll-17 man OOllOllOOlOOOOOUOll- 9

E.IReeve? 111U11H" MlUlOll-lS
Ties of 18: L. Willard 4, Reeves 4, F Willard 5 and wins.
Jan. 9- Contest at Grand Crossing for the Herakl and Jenny &

Graham Gun Co. trophies, 20 live pigeons, entrance ,*20, divided
40, 30. 20 and 10 per cent., ground traps, 30yds, rise, SOyds. bound-
ary, Illinois Sta t'6 rule 1

EJReeves 11111111121311201111—19
T Luflin . . .1 1111121101132201 110- 17

J Watsou.HH 1 1210111,21121113-19

Malcolm. . l02;:siG£t>l''i21 2222023-13
B Dicks. . .21120210112122120221—17
Abe Klein-
man .... 11122112012101111111-18

Foss 11312020110112221 112—17

M J Rich , .11111021011 1 122 1 2012—1

;

R B Organ 1111 1 1222 3102 202 1221 — 15

J R Price. .001 11111111001222001-14
Geo bdein-
man . . . .01011110121022112112-16

J J Klpin-
man . . . .01111122221212112222—19

i iji'v;;...U'.jill(:ijr';:i[i^yi| -if,

AWRei'VeplllllH1211221212i22-20
Ties on 19 div. second, oa 18 div. third; on 17: Eich 2. Laflin 5

and won, Dicks 0, Foss 8. Ravelriog.

SYRACUSE, Jan. 9.—The Onondaga* had a club shoot to-day
and Courtney made the boys hustle at a lively rate. He set the
shooting pace so fast that all the coa'estants were han HcaDpid,
and the day ended without recovering from the "break." Court-
ney not only won in the first class, but also first money in the
two match sweeps that followed. He was suffering from La
Grippe, but it didn't seeji to affect his shouting, which was first-

class throughout.. The shoot was for club medals, 25 bluerocks
at 18yds., and 25 bluerocks at 30yds., for first class: 18yds. for
both events, second class:

First Class.
Geo C Luther 18yds. 1011 til 3 lini 1011111111 110—21

SOyds. 11101 lllOiOOllllllllllOll—20—11

J Montgomery 18vds. lllillOliniimOUOlsiOOl—20
SOyds. llOltOlOimOl HO II 001011—17—37

AG Courtney, 18yds. 0111111111111111111111111-24
3i)vds. llllllllltiO1101111110ilOl-30-44

Second Clas^.
H Chase . . . . . 18 vd s. 11101011 10000000000111111—13

18 yds.
Fred Strange...

Wm Prettie....

Dr Neering

Dr Holden

Harry Ayling.

18yds.
18yds.

111111110111100,001111111—21—34
111 1 110 1 1 1101 1 0 1 1 1 I I M il l I -21

11 011 1100! 101C01 1 011 01 111—17 - 38
1010000 1 101 1

01O1000 01100-11
1111 10000001111111] 1 00011—16-27
01100100000111 100 1110100-13

' •! 1 • i 1 ( , 1 • I ::•

imiioiooiinouiiioini-21
1110011 00 1 1 1 111 0 1 1 1 1 1OHIO- 1 8 - 39
111110110 1 01 100110 i fl, 11-17
0001001 1 0 1 101 10100 1 1011 10 -13-S018s ds. _.

Courtney won Lefever medal in class A; Or. Holden won K. &
P. medal in class B.
Match No. 1, at 10 bluerocks. entrance $3:

Courtney 1111111111-10 Ayling 0111111010—7
Luther loOlllllll— 8 Strange 11I1011U1-9
Montgomery, 0111111110- 8 Neering 1111101011-8
Couitney first, Strange second, Montgomery and Luther div.

third.
Match No. 2, satnw conditions as No. 1:

Courtney 1111111111-10 Strang 1111111001-8
Luther ill I 111 101- 9 Neering 00000101 1

1-4
Holden.... HlOOOllOl- 6 Ayling llllllllOl—

9

Chase lOlllOOlU- 7 Prettie .10101100x1-1-

Montgomery 1101111011— 8

Couituey first, Luther shot out Ayling and won second; Mont-
gomery shot out Strange and won third.

WORCESTER. Mas«., Jan. 10.—At the meet this week at Coal
Mine Brook Range of members of tho Worcester Sportsman's
f'lub the first event was the shooting off of the ties in the Norcross
Trophy mad» at the last meet. The men tied were E. T. Smith,
G W. Russell, E. B. Burbank and P. W. Webber. The latter was
sick and unable to be present, but i* to be allowed to shoot later
against the hem score. The work of the three follows:

G W Russell .1111111111 -10 1111011111-9-19
R T Smith 1111111111-10 1111101110—8—18
E B Burbank 11011w
The remaining event was the nest in the series of the Norcross

Trophy contests. Each man had a possible string of 30 birds. The
number broken by each man follows:
A B Franklin 30 Dr Bowers..., 24 A R Bowdish 20

G J Rugg. , - - .28 A L Gilman 23 M A Li nfield 13

Geo Sampson c 28 C R B Claflin ?3 H D Jourdan IS

ET Smith 26 E Welch 23 WT L Davis 17

WE Johnson 25 C Croroptou M C K Holman 15

C B Holden 25 E B Burbank 21 W S Welch 12

G W Russell 24 E F Swan 20

SYRACUSE, N, Y., Jan, 7.—At our regular medal shoot here
yesterday scores were a« follows: Ten bluerocic*, 3 traps, entianee
$5—G. C. Luther and Jas. Montgomery each 8, div, third; A. G.
Courtney 10, firs'; Fred Strange 9. sei cud.
Medal shoot, Class A. 25 hluerocks at each distance:

18yds, 30vr!s. 16yds. 30vds.
GC Luther.... 21 20 41 AG Courtney... 24 19 43
J Montgomery 20 17 37
CIhss B, 50 bluerocks at 18vds. for Lefever meda1

: Dr. Holden
39, Fr» d Strange 38, H. Chase 34, Dr. Neering 82. Harry Ayling 30;
Wm. Prettie 30.

Ten bluerocks, $'d entrance: Ge,o. C. Luther 9, Ja-. Montgomery
8. Fred Strange. 8, Dr. Holden 8, A. Courtney 10, H. Chase 7, Dr,
Neering 6, Harry Ayling 6, Wm. Pretrie 7. Ties of 8 div, second.
We, are to shoot a return mat' h with 10 men a side for the supper
and all expenses with 10 men from Lyons, N. Y. We beat them
the last time and they gave us an elegant supper, and we had a
fine time. Will give you mil details nest time, as I must go to the
other shoot.—La Gbippb.
POHLMAN V-*. MONAHVN.-G. Po'>lman. of the Unknown

Gun Club, and James Monahan, of the Northside Gun Club, shot
at 25 birds each, 25vds. rise, for $50 a side, on Jan. 8, at Miller's
Dexter Park, Brooklyn, on the Jamaica road. The contest re-
sulted in a tie, hut on the shoot-off Pthlmin won. The birds
were fast flyers and strong. The score follows:
Pohlman,... ., OOlll 1 1000H riOCO ' 01 11 101 1 1—13
Monah « n lOlXb 11 1 10000110 1 11001001—13
In the shoot-off Pohlman killed 3 out of 5 and Monahan 2.

BROOKLYN, Jan. 8.—The Parkway Gun Club held a sboot at
M Uer's Dexter Park to-day. The birds were one of the finest
lots of flyers ever tossed from the traps, and furnished capital
sport for the well-known wing shots whof iced the i.raps through-
out the afternoon. The main event was the regular comuetiuon
for the club badge. The score of the main event was as follows:
E. Helgans 0, R. Phisti r li, 'J. T. Savage 0. James Bennett 6, Brom-
well 5, H. T. Selover 4, H. T. Bookman 4, P. Hale 3. M. Meyer 2,

C. btemneuser 2, and M. J. Borden 1. Helgan thus won the
medal and Borden received the leather trophy. An extra event
at 3 live birds per man followed, at 25yds. rise. In this event
Buckman, H. Von Wyckhoft and R. Phister each killed 3; Sav-
age, Meyer, Philman, Bromwell, B-nnett, Below.* and Helgans
each 2; while Steinheuser and Borden each killed 1. In shooting
off the ties for second money, miss and out, Selover killed 4 birdB,
Meyer 4, Biomwell 2, Bennett 3. Savage 1 and Helgans 0. The
first two contestants divided. A second extra sweepstake, under
the same conditions, resulted as follow*: Heitrans 4. Von Wyck-
hoff3. Bookman 2, Bennett 4. Phister 3. Van Sicklen 3, Philman
5, Selover 4 and Cbarlick a. It was loo dark to admit of fur' her
shooting; the money was divided, after the birds were paid for.

RED BANK, N. J., Jan, lO.-The Riverside Gun Cluh held th< ir
weekly meeting to-day. Clay birds only wi-re used as targets.
The opening event at 10 singles resulted as folic ws: John Cooper
won with 8, Fred Beal was second with 7, Wm Little third with
6, and Wm. Conover hroke 5. Second event -it 10 singles; John
Cojper won with 7, Wm. Conover second with 6, Wm, Little aod
Fred Beal divided third, J. Bergen fourth with 5, M. Cornwell
hroke 4, David Belshaw 3 and Asa VVhaymer S, Third event 10
siugles: John Cooper won with 10, M. F. Cornwell was second
with 8, Oscar Hesse third with 7, Fred Boal fourth with 6, Asa
Whavmer got 5, Wm. Conover 4, D. Belshaw 3, and P. Hendi ick-
son 2. Final event at 10 pairs: John Cooper won with 8, Fred
Beat was second with 7, Asa Whaymer third with 4, Wm. Con-
over broke 2.

PHILADELPHIA.—The following officers of the Wiugohock-
ing Gun Club, Germantown, have been elected: Prep., Joseph
Thurmau, Jr.; Vice- Pres.. Mahlon Bolton: Trean., Roderick Pro-
vost; Sec, S. W. Ktohart; Field Capiaio, Harrv Thurman- Ex-
ecutive Committee, Frank Knhn, Theodore Mitchner, James
Broadhurst.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.—The Atlantic City Gun Club has

elected the following officers for the ensuing year: Pres., L. Ad-
ams; Vice-Pres., Dr. C. C, Raitb; Sec-Treas., R.C.Griscom; Cap-
tain, C. C. Minerd; Executive Committee, W. Hayday, A. C,
Griscom. Robert Stroud, R, O. Griscom andC. C. Raitb.

WALNUT HILL, Jan. S.—The opening shoteun meetine of the
year was held on tn6 range to-day. under the most favorable
weather conditions, and with an unusually large number of con-
testants on tti6 ground. It was expe -ted that the 100-bird match
between Bowker and Knowles would prove an ex'-itWg feature, of
t he meeting, hut the latter was wa^ly out of form, owing t o recent
illness, and felt obliged to withdraw nftrr the tin rtietb round.
Bowker thus won the opnl stud for which the match was shot,
but Knowles was presented with a handsome split-bamhno trout
rod as a consolation prize. Tne sweepstake events were ho'ly
contested, and the scores made were extremely creditable. °8 the
following summary shows: Five Keystone targe's—Bowker 5, first;

down, Dutch. Rule, 4 second; Knowles, Nichols, 3, third. Si^
standard targets—Bowker, Rule, Nicbol", 5. first; Crown, Grese,
4, second; Knowles3. third. Five elay-hirds, squad system—Crown
5. first; Bowker, Du*ch, White. 3, second; Brooks. N'Chols. Rul«,
2, third; Gregg 1, fourth. Six standard targets— White 6 firs*;

Bowker, Nichols, Rule, 5. second: Brooks, Short. 4, third; Br«d-
burv, Crown, Knowles. 3. fourth. Seven clay-b^rds, Kevstone
rules—Chase, Gregg, Knowles 7. first; Bowk»r. Crown. Nic hoi »,

White, 6, second; Dutch Rule, S rort. 5, th'rl; Bradbury 4, fourttu
Six standard targets—Black, Bradhury. Brooks, White, 6, first;

Hosmer 5, second; Gregg, Knowles, 4, third: Rule 3. fourth. Six
standard targets—Bowker, Crown, Nlchhois. White, 0, first; Hos-
mer 5, second; Knowles 4, tbi id. Six s*andaid targets—In this
event there were 12 entries. Messrs. Bradbury, Bowker aud Chase
made clean scores. In shooting off the tie Chase wod, and the
prize, a bamboo fly-rod valued at $10, was awarded to him. Five
keystone targets, squad firing— Chase 5, firs'; Bradburv 4, second;
Black, Gregg. 3, third; Brooks 2, fouith. Seven standard target —
Bradbury, White. 7, first; Rowker, Dutch, Gregur. Hosmej-, 6. sec-
ond: Shool 5, third. Ten Keystone targets, squad tiring—Black,
Brooks. Knowles, Rule. 10, first; Chase. Gregg. 9, second; Nichols,
Perry, Wh''te,8,tbird: Bradbury, Crown Dutch,Hosmer. 7,fourth.
Five t-tandaras-Bnoks, Chase, Whil e, 5, first; Black, Hosmer, 4,

second; Bowker 3, third: Greg^ 1, fourth. Fifteen Keystone tar-
gets, squad firing—Bowker, Short, White, 15, first; Brooks. Rule,
14, second: Black 13. third; Chase 12, fourih. Six standard tar-
gets—Black, White, 6, first; Knowles 5, second; Orogg, Rule, 4,

third; Bowker 3, fourth. Five clav-blrd«—Ohase 5, ftrsrj Crown.
Rule, Short, 4, secoud; Bowker 3, third: Gregg.Knowle, 2, fourth.

BROOKLYN, Jan. 8. -This afternoon at Woodlawn Park the
members of the Fountain Hud Club held their first shooting
meeting of the season of 1890. The weather in the morning was
delightful, but iust as the shooting ws about to begin the mas=
of heavy clouds which had been gathering in the west rolled over
the shooiing grounds, making things dark and dismal. So dim,
indeed, was the light that it interfered materially with t,ho=e en-
gaged in the competition, although it was hardly rnidaffcrnoon.
The birds were a poor lot. in fact the worst in flight, the men of
the club have ever had to shoot at. C W. Wingert, Louis T.
Davenport and C. A. Seddons tied for first; place with clean i-cores
of 7 kills each. A. Alfred a:-id H. W. Blattrnacher tied with 8
kills each. W. Selover was all alone with 5. W. A. Stewart, W.
E. Dudley and R. Grant scored 4 each, and F. H. Garrison 3. The
tie for first place was shot off at once, and as fine a display of
shooting skill was then witnessed as is ofteu seen. Seddons
mi?sed his sixth bird and dropped out. Wingert and Davenport
then shot round after round until the fourteenth, when Wir gert
killing and Davenoort missing, the former took first position.
These were all in CTass A. and stood at 25yds. rise. Eddy, Blatt-
rnacher, Grant and Selover were also in Class A. Stewart in
Class B, 23yds. Dudley and Garrison (Snapper) iu Class B, 21yds.
Just as the mnin event closed a heavy ehower passed over the
grounds, putting a stop to the f-hooting for a few inomonts. A
sweepstake wa.s then shot off, ties shot off, m'ss and out. En-
trance $2, 3 birds each man, 3 moneys—Louis T. Davenport and C.
W. Wingert killed all their birds and divided first monev, after
shooting out Detleff^en and Stell, who missed their first fie b: rd3.

Selover enptured second money after shooting out W. H. Dudley,
Grant and Garrison. Stewart took third without a competitor in
his class. The two hest shots of the day were made by C. A. Sed-
dons. Both were almost straightaway birds, quartering a little

to the left. Each bird was killed at a distance of 75yds., a re»
markable distance to get a scoring shot.

FRANK CLASS—The announcement that Frank Class would
have a house- wbrming and a live-bird shoot at bis new hotel ju*t
over the Passaic Piver, in Tine Brook, on Friday. Jan 10, drew a,

lnrge number to that place. The day was cold and r iw. and the
clouds seemed to be ready at any moment to send dowu a torrent.
Many of the visitors had their shooting implements with them,
and as John Erb had furnished a supply of good pig* o . s. tbey
had lots of fun at the trap'. The shooting was all of the b« rep-
stake order, the conditions being 4 birds each man, S3 entry, 3
traps, Hurlingham rules to govern, and 3 moneys. The results
were as follows:

First, Sweep—Frank Class, Chris Reinhardt and John Riggdtt
killed straight and divined first monev. C. M. Hedden, Geo) ge
Innis, Jr., E. Jones and Hugh Leddy tied for second on 3 kills

each, and sh' t off, miss and out, Bedden and luuis taking the pot
by oulshooting their opponents. Third money went in with first.

Second Sweep— Hedoeii and Riggott. with 4 eac'% tooK first

boodle. Class, Jorm Erb, Sam Cas'ie, Bernhardt, Jones, Leddy,
Innis. Miller and Harrison tied for second, aim on the shcot-off
Jon< s killed 5 straight bnd took the pot. Third was again put Id

with first.

Third Sweep—Miller, Jones and Rein'ardt tied on leach, and
on th" shoot-off Miller was shot out. ttif oihoisdividing. For sec-
ond C) iss, Erb, Gistle Leddy and Riggott tied and t-hnt off; Re'r»
hardt and Jones proved to be the b» st stayers and c iptu red the
money. Tmrd wis split even by Hidden and Harrison.
Fourth Sweep—First w^stiel for by Heddt n.Castle. Reimhardt,

L ddy aud Riggott with all down, and nn the shoot- ff Led y and
Riggott pocketed the cash. Enoch Miller ana Class took second,
while third was divided even by Erb and Jones.
Fifth Event—Castle, Leddv, Riggott and Miller killed straight

and shot off, Castle and Riggott, finally dividing first cash. Cail
von Lengerke, Erb, Reinhardt, J. E. Wheat on »nd Jones tied for
second and also shot off. Von Lengerke and Erb finally dividing.
Third went to Hedden aloue.
The final event was a migs-and-iut. f2 entry, with 9 entries.

Sam Castle captured the $18 by killing 9 straight, Jones missing
his ninth, Hedden his seventh, the rest dropping out early.

DAVENPORT, la , Jan. 9.—Monday evening, Jan. t3, the For-
esttr Gun Club held its annual meetirg in the parlors of the St.

James Hotel, and elected Ihe following officers for the ensuing
year: Presiden', F. O. Davis Vice-President, O. M. Leonard;
Secretarv and Treasurer, J. M. Howard; Board < f Directors K.

O. Dav"s, C. M. Leonard, J. M. Howard, John Krav, C.Collins,
Harry Y'oung, E. Emerson. Tbe treasurer's report showed the
dub to be in a good condition financially, bt-ing out of debt and
with a, balance on hand of $263,99. The new board of directors
were authorized to erect a club house in the soring to er»t from
$500 to fifiOO. Gold medals were awarded to C. Collins, tC. C. Bran-
igan and J M. Howard. It was decided to put up a cup, to cost

not more than $1.% to be, contested for by the members in live

bird matches. C. M. Leonard was designated as t he first holder
of the cup, and J. M. Howard has challenged bim for a match, 25

birds a side, which will be shot next, Friday. The one who holds
the cup in four successive contests will be declared the champion
of the club and will be entitled to keep the prize. At a meeting of
the dire ;tors, held Tuesday evening, Jan. 7, tbe following were
anpointed to make arrangements for the February tournament:
F. O. Davis, C. M. Leonard, J. M. Howard, John Kray, and Harry
Young.—W. M. Puhce.

PHOTOGRAPHIC IDENTIFICATION CARDS.-New York,
Jan. 9. 1890.—E Htor Forest and Streams The American Shooting
Association have provided a very convenient and appropriate
classiftcat'on card, having on it outside a monogram wi<h proper
wording in gold letters on tne inside, printed on one side, is tbe
classification, and on the opposite a photograph of the shooter.
Thi< at one* identifies the shooter wherever he may go, and io

many ways will serve him, principally as a card of intrndu tion,

and secure for him his proper place in shooting contests wherever
he may be. The Association wants to place one of these in the
hands or every shooter classified by it, and will do so for anv one
sending a photograph and fifty cents. The photograph will he
reduced to proper size for card, and the original returned if de-
sired. Already large numbers have been sent out, and without
exception the holders say they would not he without them for
twice the cost. In fact, they could not duplicate themtheirselves
for less than that amount. Tbey are so conveniently arranged
that the classification can changed at any time without charge
to balance of card.—The American Shooting ass'k L'd, Rrom
184 Stewart Building. New York City, S. M. Taylor, Manager.

NEW Y'ORK, Jan. 7.—The members of the Unknown Gun Club
elected the following: officers at their annual meeting to-night;
H, Knebel, Sr., President; J. Akhurst, Vice-President; R. N. S ill-

well, Secretary; H.Van Sraden, Treasurer. The club will continue
to shoot on the second Thursday of every month at L. Miller's
Dexter Park. Some valuahle extra prizes have been offered by
some of the members, besides the usual club medal, the Midas
badge.
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WEST JERSEY GUN CLTJB.-Camden, N. J., Jam L-fcWtur
Forest and Stream; The West Jersey Gun Club, having j'unt closed
an eminently successful year, w« tlrnk it rating to eend you a
brief summary of our work, and ask if any similar orgnnlzat son
can r< port a, more active and prosperous period. To our member-
ship we have added twenty active name?, and established a rev-
euue much in excess of our clnb needs. Our records disclose that
ov«-r 25 0..KI targets have been shot chirms; the year from our
grounds, not including those used in oar fcoasn matches with
other r iuhs. On Christmas Da> we shot. 1.7011 targets. Our new
year opened to day with our regular modal suoo% and over 2.010

targets were shot, the number being limited only by our trapping
capacity. Our t- am average for the year is 73 per cent. We arc
now arranging our schedule of matches tor thus vcr, ami will be

pj eased to hear from clubs in this vicinity.—WasT Jfrsby Gun
Club.

WYALUSTNG, Pa.—The Wyalosing Bod and Gun Club was
organized

*

J.
TJ .

M. Alls, A. W, Savage Regular practice shoots at bluerock
pigeons will be held weekly. Only members and guests of the
club from a distance alio we'd" to sh -ot. If ales of the American
Associ -.tion were adopted. Tne following officers were elected:
Pres., ?m. H. Allis: Vi -.e-Pre^., Fisher Welles See.-Treas., J. S.
Hamaker; Executive Committee, ). S. Hamaker, cbaiimar.; J. A.
Shumau. N.A.Welles. The club has been shooting for about
two mouths past without being organized, and Bomo very good
good scores male. One object of t he club is to see that: the game
la«s are enforced] as they ha ve not been in this vicinity.

NEWARK. Jan. P.—At Erb's Park to-day the members of the
Newark Gun Club beid their first regular meeting of the year.
Regular clui match. 10 birds each man, Hurlinghaai rules, modi-
fier, 10 gov* rn. A money investment was made by each man of
$5, so that the competition was really a sweepstake as well as a
monthly club match. The purse was divided into three moneys
—for the 10 per cent., 9 per cent, and 8 per cent. John Erb and
Carl Von Lengerkegot clean sjores and divined first money with
10 killed b^rds each wan. Sam Castle and Chris Reiuhardfc cap-
tured second money on a tie of S tilled each, and divided. John
R'ggoit took third money. C. M. Hedden killed 4, J. Pent?; and
tins Frerhe 5 each, while J. Wh?aion, C. Heath and W. Hoilis
had to content themselves with 4 kills each man. Immediately
at the conclnsiou of the cluh event, sweepstakes were got up and
rapidly fought to a conclusion.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Jan. ll.-The storm to-day kept a good
many gunner* away from th« regular weekly shoot of the Well-
ington Gun Club., although there was a Kuflicienfc number pres-
ent to make the sport, interesting. lu the silver pitcher match,
at 7 blueroeks and 8 < lay-pigeons: Meloher won with a clean score.
The other scores in this match were; Pei rv and Bond 13, White,
Sanborn. Brooks and Cause 11, Lee 10, Dill, Short and Bradbury 0,

Warren 7, The second shoot in the merchandise match, which
was opened last Saturday, the scores in the 'silver pitcher match
counting as t he first contest, was shot at 16 hluerocks. The con-
ditions of the match are that the man making the best three
scores out of four at the one! of the month to be declared the
winner. The scores in this match to- lay were: Perry, White
and l>ill 13, Bond and Brooks 12. Sanborn, Chase and Warren 11,
Short 9, Bradbury 7. Sweepstakes followed.

SOUTH SIDE GUN CLUB.—At the regular semi-annual meet-
ing of the South Side Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., Jau. 9, 1890, the

jjiers are waiting for the
sh before entering into an-
,y Rolla Hefkes scored 86:
if a, possible 100.

Fvery week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication in the current issue. It is particularly re-
quested that snores he sent us as early j?s possible

The list of officers and directions for jotuhig the A. C. A. and
W. O. A. will oe found in the first js^no of each month.
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l.oOO MILES IN AN ADIRONDACK BOAT.
PART in.

7RIE CANAL. Sept. H.-S"nday.- A cold, foggy morning. I
j had to endure the critic) ms of the boatmen as well as theE

low temper
blankets. 'J

tempting or
myr.i. react
Sunday moi
in p'aying h
guests. Tin
at Fre

, and was loth to turn out of the
3 1 iiiftl lie re is very clear and limpid,
irfl ng bath. 1 rowed one mile t') Pal-

, 15, but had to await the 8 o'clock
The intervening rime yvas employed

ano, thus effectually arousing all the
jopd, however, and i started on again
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the eel grass, at places oosctirinf
large islands. At the first Big]

stop to my trip unies3 some com
aud viewed the situation witl
finally the thought of elevalin ! the hoat's cutwater above the
surfaco presented itself, and it whs carried out by removing my
trapB ana baggige to the steni. The rowing was harder and it

prevented tne uoa.c runnirg so fa st, hut J. observed the satisfactory
resultwith aelight. Tne litiln boat would not hold inside i. p.,

ui.der the dei-.k, all the biggage iind fruit, so I had to put much on
the rttck abaft cue coaming, a latne oox of plums and other such
delicacies making qu»te a pile. Tnis induced every one to think
thatl was peodhm-', and was pr u .).,mive of much mirth at my
txpeuse. Aiy joy was great at ctrending the eel grass, it being
a po. itive pltasure to row over the mai ted masses of the pestil-
iftious weeU without detention. Tiie canal boats are often difft-

cult to pass, and the delay thus caused is quite an item against
my time.
At tne end of the level, ne;u Macedonville, I passed through

four locks < lose togrtiiKr. taping titans ushered on a seventeen-mile
3iretch, ihree mnes nf which 01 oukIic me 10 Monroo cunty, ana
as far bej ond the line w:»s i he 10

to Busbueli's Basin, thence tw
wn of Fairport. Then four miles
o miles 10 Carterdville. and one

mile
appeared Pittilord, where 1 amvea at 2 P. M., making from Pal-
myra nineteen mne* and from bivouac twenty miles. Some of
these little towns are beautiful, being well laid out, and having
many pietty residences, br^ad, shady lanes and fine trees, mostly
elms and maples. 1 passed many superb orcuards to-day, mostly
of Baldwin apples. The landscape, especially the last few m le3.

was charming, toough the imus^f were lew. At F»Trparl the
camil turns nt-arly south, having oecn northwest from Busbnell'e
Bas n; aficr lettVing PittfctOiO H foes nun a to JBrighton, thence
strikiu
Thei

the tt.

too. 1

The fa

icy of bass a
I saw some !

ht running
the little wo

; from
lugbt,
eight.

which the uumerous lanes and roads cross ibe canal. The bass
lie in theshado under these, and the fishermen lie flat on the
boaras above, with nothing but thtir beads visible. Sometimes a
bridge would be lined with heads and poles extending thus.
When a wily fisherman wants to change his ground he jumus
from his perch on to a passing boat, and is thus carried to the
m%t bridge.

Ahout the middle of the morning I bought a watermelon of a
farmer and ate it, together with a sprinkling of six or eight
apples oud rlom-

,
nearly • ating out the iardey of the amall hotel at

Putsford, wheie 1 dined, besides. I was advised to-day by a
canalboat Kent, who seem-d to take a lively interest m me, and
whose ri quot-tfor the article had been lvfused, to huckster whisky
alone:, thereby supnlying thirs y sonln, as a good living could
be easily mide by ko doing. The advice was well-meant, but I

could not rel'sta it; doubtless it was sound, too, as everybody asks
for a drink, and seem surprised at being refused. Tbo prevailing
opinion regarding mv expedition is that I am going fishing,

though sometimes 1 am a peddler, or rowing on a bet. This last

ororaleot. when. 1 am pulling hard, and is peruaps the favorite
ide.a: everybody becomes gloomy wh^u told to the contrary. The
following questions are put to me from canal boats 1 meet and
continue to be shouted out as long as I am within hearing dis-

Tance: 'Whar you goin 1?" "Whar you from?" "Rowin' on a
bet?"' ''What d' thar thing cost?" "How fast can she go?"
"Got any whisky?" -Why don't, you hitch on to a light boat?"
Af.er this, sometimes, 'Tdon'c begrudge you the rowin', but l

7
i

hue to have that there boat." Aud, "What'll you take for her?"
Then the chaff element begins: "Say, boss, whar did you get
thai boat?" '\n Philadelphia." I reply. "'Now, then, come out
o" that an' I'll la-rn yer," etc. On two occasions I just avoided a
fight, the language becoming unbearable, and dignified silence
having been ot no" avail: but generally the men aud boy« are a
good-hearted set of roughs and would do a kind turn for one if

necessary.
I left Pittsford at 4 P. M., and after the two miles to the end of

the level there came five locks within a mile or two of each other,
and at each gathered a curious crowd "to see the ..little skiff go
through the lock." This last ushered me into a 60-mile level. I

passed Brighton, at the end of one of the above snort, levels, and
one mile from the last lock brougnt the handsome city of
Rochester. 1 had to row some distance through the town, where
the \ anal crosses the roaring Genessee River on a huge aque-
duct, and a short, distance further I stopped at a drawondgo in
the center of the city. I arrived at dusK, but the electric lights
made everything very bright. It is but a short distance from
Rochester to Lake Ontario, iroadequmt Bay comes far inland,
and Its head is near Brighton: the river forming it crosses the
Erie Canal but a few miles west, of Fairport. Rochester is 8 miles
west of Pittsford by canal, and I have rowed to this point to clay,

28 miles. There was but little eel grass in the water for the last
7 miles, and I made good time then by trimming the boat, on a n
even keel.
At Rochester I left my craft in charge of the bridge tender and

went to the Powers Hotel for supper. This is a very fine house,
and the appearance of. the city about the square reminds one of
the best part of Boston. While writing up my log in the elegant
reaimg-room a reporter appeared, note-book in hand; I tried hard
to bounce him, but he would not be bounced; I therefore gave,
him my loeas about, matters in general and nothing in particular,
but it all appeared in the leattng paper next day, for 1 wa3 shown
an account of it two days later 6U miles beyond. This was the
first defeat of the kind, as I generally succeeded in getting off

without committing myself. I was told, however, that my advent
was heralded in a llcchesSer paper two weeks before I appeared;
but bow it was known is a mystery, as I always make a point of
being very reticent. The reporter met me with, " You are" here ac
last ? We have have been expecting you for some time."
After purchasing some, canteloupes, 1 Jett about8:;Ki. Tho canal

for the next 2 miles led through the city, and was gloomy and
dismal, with a great many street swing bridges. Under all of
these I could pass but one, and that was raised for me after much
shouting. This was a p mderous railroad affair, and worked by
water p wer. Rowing 214 miles beyond Rochester, camp was
made in the ooat. moored to the hank by meaDS of a handy fence
post. My run for the da v was 31i4 miles.

Erie, Qcmal, Sep/. 15. Monday.—I sh-pt very soundly until 7 A.M ,

ami was not so chilly as the previous night, t hough the weather was
very com, having made some improvements, suggested by expe-
rience, in my sleeping arrangements. Rowing half a mile to the
"four-mile grocery," a small shanty that distance from Roches-
ter; where forim rly was a canal-boat supply store, I prevailed on
the Hutch proprietress to give me some breakfast. The result
was altogether so filthy that I was forced to draw from my own
larder, tuough the old lady was willing and obliging enough. It.

was a d rty little, hovel, and I was glad to escape it, though in my
haste 1 accidentally leftray beloved coffee pot; nenceforth no more
chocolate.

1 then rowed to Brocfeport, 16 miles from " four-mile grocery,"
passing Hpencerport, aud Adams's Basin. At Brockport begins
Orleans county. The town has 1,000 inhabitants, and is a pretty
place, with many nice residences. I went to the Betty House, a
quarter of a mile from the canal and from the railroad too, where.
I had a very good dinner. Since leaving Rochester the country
nas oe n flat, and covered with fine orchards, principally apple.
The trees are well headed, with the "branches well pruned and
symnn trical, and the ground remarkably weil cultivated. At
Adams's Basin thpre is scarcely any otuer occupation than apple
raising, aud from this pla.ee great quantities are snipped to Pui la-

delphia The apple yield in western New York alone tins fall will
exe. ed 4,000,000 oarrels, representing about $10,000,093. Ther a was
a bad curreuc on this level, which kept me back marly 1 mile in
every 5 or 6 rowed; while toe grass was so troublesome that I had
to elevate the bow a3 before.

I left Brockport. at 3 P. M., and rowing on, passed the towns of
Holley, TnttUs, Halonrton, Br.jckville, Hin,7.sburg and Albion.
Toe last mentioned was a- large place, and boasted a drawbridge
over t he canal. Beyond this town 1 went two miles, and camped
at dark, making 32fe miles to-day. Though the current, of course,
continued strong, tueie was little head wind a nd eel grass during
the afternoon. Tue country is a beautiful farming region, and
besides splendid orchards and crops, L saw much lino stocK. ot
various kinds. Frequently the whole barnyard population is

gathered on the hanks, lining tne water for some distance; while
the peddling portion of ihe community would be in the canal
itself. They all regarded me with unmixed astonishment ttnd
perplexity. The account of tu6 trip in the Rochester Herald has
evidently preceded my comiug, as in several of the towns mmv
people lan together at the sight of the boat, and frequently woull
line the bridges. The questioning I had to underg > was fearful;
but as it is important to keep on good terms witn everybody, all
queries had to be anBWrred. In one or two cases men actually
rushed our from their work, 200yds. oi so distant, with such ex-
cJamatiohS as, "Tne re he goes B !!," "Here ho is." or "He's a
cotninV and without except on they would shout out to know the
size of the bet, this being the all-interes.iug part of it to their

I minds. Among the boating part of the community this or
whisky is the first question, but I think that the balance is a

Clouds came up during the afternoon, and at dark looked very
fhreateningj so when night came I "lit up" and went to work to
sling the tout. Having found a nice grassy ban*, in a lonely spot,
t hauled tho boai our,, and after lixm« the tent over it 1 took a
swim; then crawling into my quarters I ate a dozen nice peaches
and crackers, and spent the rest, of the evening in reading. The
light attracts an infinite number of insects, great and small; and
these creep over everything. The tent cover itself seems io be
moving, as tho bugs completely cover it while running about.
Pornuhately it is too cold for them, or else the mosquitoes would
be thicK also, as the. country further back is quite swampy and
uncultivated. •

Erie Canal, Se-pt. 1G, Tv.eadoiy.—I was up ai; 5:45, the wind blow-
ing a gale, b it the tent, atood firm, and 1 had been undisturbed
during the uight. save by the roaring overhead, I tighteued up
my canvas decuing. preparatory to launching, on account of hav-
ing rontmually put, heavy articles on it, using it for drying
blanke.ts, tent, etc.. which had sagged it somewhat. I rowed one
mile against a powerful west wind to Eagle Harbor, a little ham-
let, where 1 had breakfast at a amall cottage dignified by ^he
name of "ilotel." It was as neat and clean as could be, and the
old fellow who kept it showed me some stuffed owls and loons he
had shot on Lake Ontario,
I Jeft ar, 8:30 and tried to row on, hnt. the wind was fearful, pre-

venting me from making a third of my usual speed. Growing
stronger by degrees, it finally became so violent that to pull
against it was impossible, and afier striving hard for a mile from
Kagle Harbor 1 got out and towed the boat, fastening one line
amidships and taking a turn about my waist and taking the bow-
line in my hand, thus causing the boat to run parallel with the
bank. This was contii ued until Middleport was reached, a small
town 14 miles from Eagle Harbor, where I dined and rested a pair
of weary legs, as the wrind makes a serious undertaking o* an
attempt to walk against it; and all the morning I had this hard
labor, while huge clouds of du«t blew over the country. A few
canalhoats tried to run, hut by far tue most of them wers tied
up. I passed many large quince orchards with beautiful Print,
they seeming to fi mnsh as well as the apples.
At Middleport the New York Central R. R. again meets the

Canal, having deflected at Brockport. I passed this morning
Knowlesville, Medina and Shelby Basin. At Medina, quite a large
town, Oak Orchard Creek feeder comes in; this creek has been
j.lined to Towanda Creek, several miles south, by a cut. The
stream rises near Attica, and flows west into the Niagara River
near Towanda, "Old Shelby" ie a $lac« of twelve ancient houses,

and here tho scene of the exploits of Mark Twain's character
Retell is laid, and this is the (-pot thai the famous character
hailed from. The village looked as if it could produce some, more
like him too, as I ^eheld many nondescript specimens of human-
ity. But 8 m 4 les stretches betwn n the shore of Lake Ontario and
Shelby Village. I. wa« much impressed with P. having approached
the venerable hamlet so suddenly, and longi d to have a compan-
ion for a minute or two to talk it over. Instead of this I stopped
a curious old r-hap who lived near at hand, and told him the story
of Nicodemus U»dg->, the above-mentioned hero, but he remained
unmoved, merely" remarking "Ther be some folks be that name
hereabout0 ."

Not very much of the country could he seen, as the dust and
wind were s» Winding. I left Middleport again at. 3 P. M., row ed
two miles, a^ first keeping close to a high bank which partly broke
the force of tho hurricane, but after leaving this shelter i could
not make a foot against it, and during several gusts to .recover
one's oar was an utter impossibility. Of course the only thing
•was to foot it again, so disembarking I trudged on once more,
passing two or three towns, atone of which, Orangeport, 1 hap-
pened to see a pretty lass m a small store hard by, I was feeling
very much in want, of comfort in some shape or other, and so
went in. This Western New York Hebe, however, was uncommu-
nicative, save in shy glances and an embarrassed smile; so I drank
a glass cf cider to her heahh and went on my weary way. I
rf ached Lockport, 13 miles from Middleport and 26 miles from
the last bwouae, at 7:30 P. M., footsore and exasperated, having
rowed but, 4 miles all day.
It was probaoly the hardest day's tramping I ever had. The

towpath being uneven, it was all that I could do to walk against
the wind, and this pushing against my right side while the noat
pulled the left around, made very laborious work. Some amus-
ing scenes occurred among the few canalhoats that were'endeav-
oring to run, particularly when they passed each other. The
wind at such a juncture Invariably caused a collision, and after-
ward tangled their lines in great confusion. She country gener-
ally was flat, but fine and fertile; here and there were peach
orchards, but, apples still predominated.
At Lockport I once more got into the boat, and as it was very

dark, and The prospect ahead was gloomv, 1 bribed some boys to
run up and tell the lock keeper thar. a man with a pass wanted to
he locked up. Five locks are here of large s^ze and connected to-
gether, forming as many large step*, so it appeared at a distance.
The walls of solid granite made an impressive sight, tending
much to raise one's respect for the great, Erie Canal. As all t hese
lo"ks are double, there are actually ten water compartments,
each having 14ft. rise. They looked really terrible In the dark,
with the water roaring through them like heavy thunder. It
was fortunate that I found the boys, as no one would either have
heard or noticed me in such a place, my boat being a mere speck
in the great f>asin. The first lock, damp, reeking and cold, with
dim lights 20 or 30ft. above on tho parapet, together with the
lower gate of the next, also 30ft. high, with the water thundering
over its upper gates into the chasm where I waited, was a 'sight
to unnerve one. I could neither see nor hear any one while going
through, naught but the troubled waters, the huge gates appear-
ing to work by magic or of their own accord.
When the last chamber is gained a singular sight meets one in

looking down on those below. It is strange that a boat could rise
so high on water in such a short distance. The heavy granite
balustrades, steps and platforms presented a very fine appear-
ance. I went to the .Tudson House, ate a hearty supper, a' d then
pushed on west at 9 P. M. The canal, beginning half a mile from
Locknort, is cut out of the solid rock for two miles, the walls
rising fcOit. on either side; one could not get out of the water if
swimming, as the walls extend upward in a perpendicular line.
It is a dark, silent and loholy place. A ghos tly canalhoat or two
passed by here and I saw- a tug steaming toward bockport, a sure
sign of approaching Buffalo, Hierh hanks lined the water even
after passing tne cut, and the journey throughout was a very
solitary one. The wind had nearly gone down, hut there was an
unusually strong current against me. 1 passed a fine guard lock at
Sulphur Sprines, 5 miles from Lockport. and after rowing 1M
miles beyond tins 1 tied up to a sttep bank.
The nifdit was very cold, not a house had taeeu visible since leav-

ing Lockport. While taking a swim about. 10:30 P.M. I found the
current so strong that I could scarcelv swim against it. I have
made miles to-day, rowing 10?^ miles and walking 22 mile?; so
that I am .iustly tired. From Buffalo to Lockport there is but one
level, divided into ihree divisions by two grand locks; so to-nigbt
I went to sle°p -wi^h the happy consciousness of being on the last
stretch of this stupendous canal, and having come, nearly 830
mile* from Albany. Just before n aching Lockport I passed luio
Niagara countvj after Pendleton, balf a mile west of my bivouac
to-night, Erie county begins. This is my longest day's work so
far, as I have been "going it" since 5:15 A. M.. or 1&% hour?.
Philadelphia, Pa. M. B.

[to be GON'rxNtrjm.l

CORINTHIAN MOSQUITO FLEET.
HPHE annual meeting of the Corinthian Mosquito Fleet will be
JL held at tho Sturte\ .*nt House, Broadway and Twentv-ninrU:
street. New York, on Jan. 20, at 8 o'clock P. M. The following
amendments have been proposed:
B> -La.ws—Change Chap. L, headed "Meetings," to provide f«r

the second meeting in April instead of Mav. Chap. III., Sec. II.,
change to read "three dollms" instead of "one dollar." Chap,'
III , Sec. Ill , strike

-
! out "May" and insert "March"; strike out,

"June" and insert "April." Insert the folio ving under Chap.
VII.: Sec. 1—The commodore shall fly a rectangular blue pennant
having in its center a white star. Sec. 2—Tiie v !co-commodore
shall fly aTeotangular red pennant having in its center a white
star. Change "Chap. VII." to "Chap. VJ.II." and to read as fol-
lows: These by-laws may be amended at any regular meeting of
the association by a two-thirds vote of all prese it. the proposed
amendment having been stated in the call for such meeting ten
days in advance.
Sailing Rul a.—Rule II.—All boats shall be classified according

to their rig and liad wateiiine measurement, lime allowance, being-
given m their respective classes on load waieriine measurement,
except canoes, winch shall be classified and tailed according to
the ruh?3 governing regattas of the American dnoe Association;
this classification is subject to the decision of the regatta com-
mittee. Change the above and present rule to read as foJLiws:
All b iats, except canoes, shall be classified according to their rig
and load waternne measmement, time allowance being given in
tneir respective classes on load wateiiine measurement, Canoes
shall be classified and sailed according to the rules g iverning re-
gattas uf the American Canoe Associa ion, except wheo in com-
petition with other boats for fastest time nver the course, in wlrch.
event they will sail on the corrected time of this association, In-
sert the following under tne present heading "Prizes": When
five or more boats m a class start, a second prize shall be awarded.
A prize shall be awarded to the boat making the best corrected
time over the course in a regular regatta.
The following names have been oroposed for membership: A.

de F. Wheeler, Straiforri, Conn.: M. T. Bennett, Jr., Garden City,
L. I.: Win. Boyce, New York.

SOUTH BOSTON AND MASSASOIT CLUBS.—Editor Forest
ond St.reom: In the Forest and Stream ot Jan, 2 appeared an
article relating to the Massasoit C, C, of Boston, whicii contained
a flagrant misstatement which 1 desire to correct. The writer
says: "The cluo is really an offshoot from the South Boston C.
C, and includes the litter club's founders in its roll of members.''
Whether made from ignorance or fr mi some less excusable rea-
son, the statement is grossly misrepresenting. The South Boston
C. C was organized with six founders Jan. 1, 1883: of tbuse six
founders, one, Wm, Barrett, left the club two joars ago, while
four of the remaining five, Jas. OraddoiJk, Thos, Atkiaud, C. W.
Hird and W J. Mai tin, are still active membirs of tbe South
Boston C. C. The fifth, J. A. Frizzell, is the onlv founder whoEe
name can be found on the rolls of the Massascit C. C.—Josy J.
Mabtib, Sec. S. B. CO. (Boston, Jan, II).

WINTER CA^'OEIVG —The members of the Trrawadi C. C, of.
Davenport, la., have been making late fall cruises every year, out
thi3 seat on they have fairly beaten all previous reeordp. On
Thanksgiving Day the entire club had an all-day cruise, up the
Mississippi, and on New Year's Day several took a snort cruise
and weie not seriously incondenienced by tho cold and not at. all
by the ice, as there is none in the river at, this ooint. Tbe bovs
are preparing for an active campaign in the spring.—C. M.
Purce.

A. C A., CENTRAL DIVISION.—Com. Stanton lias sent ont
the following notice: "To the executive committee and membt rs
of the A. C. A, Gentlemen—You are hereby notified teat in ac-
cordance with Article VI., Sec. 1, of the Constitution, I have this
day declared Mr. James K. Bakewell, of Pittsburgh, Pa., elected
purser of the Central Division, in the place of Mr, F, F, Andrews,
of Rochester, cresigued,"
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A 15X31^ RACING CANOE.

THE canoe whose lines are here given has been raced for two
seasons, and has proved a very successful boat, being very

fast in smooth water, but at her best in a strong reefing breeze
and a heavy chop sea, under which conditions she goes very well
to windward, while being fast off the wind and reaching. She is

sailed wittt a sliding seat and no ballast, the board weighing but
141bs. Her rig consists of two Mohican sails, 75 in main and 40 in
mizen, 115ft. in all, the area being well distributed fore and aft.

The actual length of the canoe is 14ft. 10in., but we have extended
the lines to 15ft., in uniformity with the lines of Fly, Vagabond
and Charm, all other dimensions being unchanged. The displace-
ment for a draft of 5in. is 3251bs. in salt water. The same design
expanded to 16ft. would displace S471bs. at the same draft. The
canoe is raced at a draft of about 5)^in. forward and 5%m. aft.

BODY PLAN OF 15X315^ CANOE.

The bottom of keel has a shoe %in. deep, which is not shown in
the drawing. The boat is somewhat slow in stays, and woultd be
improved by a moderate rocker to the keel, about 2in. in a length
of 5ft. at each end. This is not shown in the table of offsets,.but
can be put in when laying down. The mainmast is 1ft. 23^in. from
the bow; the mizenmast lift.

ri%ia. from bow. The centerboard
is 26in. long, the fore end of slot being 5ft. from fore side of stem
The board comes above the coaming, dropping the full 18in. when
(Town. These lines are specially interesting in comparison with
those of Fly and Vagabond, each of the three being radically dif-
ferent from the others. The following is a table of offsets:

Stations.

Heights half Breadths.

Deck. Deck lOin. 8in. 6 n. 4in. 2in.
Dia.

1

Dia.
2

Dia
3

0.. 1 7 0 1

1.. 1* 5i 3s 2" 2i I6 li 06 3* 2 4 1°

.2.. 1 3* 6" 53 46 37 l4 63 52 3*

3.. 1 2 1 94 82 75 6* 47 2* 91 75 5

4.. ' 1- l2 11« 11 10s 9 7 2 42 11 5 9« 61

5.. 1 06 1 l3 1 07 1 02 lis 92 57 1 1» ll3 67

6.. V 02 1 2* 1 gs 1 l 6 1 06 10s 1 2T 1 0*

1 0 1 32 1 3 1 & 1 1* ll 4 I 36 1 l 1 74

11 s 1 3* 1 3? 1 2" 1 1' 1 0 8i 1 2* 1 l3

9.. 1I« 1 3 3 1 3' 1 2= 1 1« 1 0 1 3 6 1 l a

10.. 1 0 1 1 24 1 Ss
2 1 li IP 7i 1 1 09 7a

11.. 1 02 1 1< 1 li 1 0* 11* 94 1 l7 11 s 67

12.. 07 U3 101 9 7i 43 II s 9 6 67

13.. 1 2 8* 7* 67 5' 43 26 8 3 6i 4°

14..

IS,

1

1

33

45

P

0i

3« 3i 2* 17 li 44 3 6 24

GLIMPSES OF THE A. C. A.-Under the above title Mr. S.
R. Stoddard has published a very handsome series of photo-
gravure pictures of the A. C. A. meet of 1889. The views of the
racing canoes are among the best we have ever seen. The twenty
pictures, which include the camp, the great A. O. A. circus and
the racing fleet, are very well printed in different tints.

ORANGE C. C.-The Orange C. C„ on the Passaic River, held
their annual meeting of Jan. 8 in Arlington. The following
officers were elected for the present year: Com., J. C. Massa;
Vice-Corn., G. Mun'ev; Purser, R. W. Strachan, Jr.; Trustees, D.
E. McMullen, C. W. Burroughs. C, G. Dans. The club proposes to
put an addition on its house this spring.

NEW YORK C. C.—The first race of the season of 1890 was
sailed on Jan. 14 over the usual course on New York Bay, being a
private match between Walpus, W. W. Howard, and Kittiwake,
Col. C. L. Norton. Kittiwake led for a time at the start, but was
finally beaten by Walpus.

KNICKERBOCKER C. O.-Offlcers for 1891.: Com., L. W.
Seavey; Vice-Corn., E. L. Hopkins; Sec, J. K. Hand; Treas., C. C.
Foster; Meas., F. C. Moore.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Atlantic Division-Geo. D. Gideon,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Canvas Canoes and how to Build Tliem. By Parkw B. Field.
Price 50 cents. Canoe and Boat Building. By W. P. Stephens.
Price $1.50. The Canoe Aurora. By C. A. Neide. Price SI. Canoe
Handling. By C. B. Vaux. Price $1. Canoe and Camera. By T,
S. Steele. Price 1.50. Four Months in a Sneakbox. By N. H. Bishop

.

Price $1,50. Canoe and Camp Cookery. By "Seneca." Price $1.

Small Yachts. By C. JPKunhardt. Price $7. Steam Yachts and
rtn^e% %vv?-

P
* Kwrtardt. Price $$. Yachts, Boats and

mnaTd P ^tai^ff
a-H'ldks- Price $3'69. Steam Machinery. By
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CAPE COD "CATBOAT" MAGIC. Built by Crosby Bros.

§iacffting. .

"I^est India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard.'' By
Everett Hayden. U. S. Hydrographic Office. Large quarto, with ts
lithographic -plates. Price #1. Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 1888, with pr-ictieal information how to handle a
vessel in a, cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

THE CAPE "CATBOAT" MAGIC.
THE Magic, though in reality a "jib and mainsail" boat by vir-

tue of her rig, is one of the family of Gape Cod catboats,
made famous by such racers as Harbinger, Surprise, Mucilage
and Kiowa. Though all were originally catrigged, and many still
carry but a mainsail, there are some which use a jib at times,
and others, like Harbinger, which carry it habitually, and are
thus no longer catboats, but sloops. Magic was built in 1887 for
Mr. Thos. P. Lewis, of Barnstable, Mass., by Crosby Bros., of Os-
terville, a firm well-known in connection with these craft. Her
dimensions are:

Length over all .20ft.
L.W.L.. ... . 17ft. iO^in.

Beam, extreme . ...8ft. 8in.
L.W.L., 8ft. Sin.

Draft without board 2ft. lin.
Freeboard lowest 1ft. 3in ,

Centerboard, length 5£t. 8in.
breadth 3ft. 4in.
pin from fore end of l.w.l .... 7ft. Bin.

Mast, length . 30ft.
diameter at deck Via.

Bowsprit outline 9ft.
Boom 28ft.
Gaff 17ft. Sin.
Hoist of mainsail 18ft. 6in.

M
jib ..20ft. Sin.

Area of mainsail 512 sq ft.
jib 73 sq.ft.

Magic held the championship of the Cape Cod Y. C, in the 18ft.
class in 1887 and 1888.

C.SEAWAN HAKA CORINTHIAN Y.

THE annual meeting of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. was
held at the club house on Jan. 11, with Vice-Corn. Center in

the chair. The following officers and committees were elected:
Trustees, Wm. B. Simouds and Chas. A. Post; Com., Robert

Center, cutter Medusa; Vice-Corn., Geo. H. B. Hill, schooner
Miranda; Rear-Corn., Ralph N. Ellis, schooner Iroquois; Sec'y,
Leon P. d'Oremieulx; Treas., Walter O. Hubbard; Meas., John
Hyslop; Fleet Surgeon, J. West Roosevelt, M.D.; Fleet Chaplain,
Geo. R. Vandewater, D.D.; Race Committee, Wm. A. Haines,
Morris M. Howland, Walter C. Kerr, J. Langdon Ward, Wm. B.
Simonds; House Committee, Herbert L. Satterlee, Wm. A. Haines,
Ashton Lemoine, Alfred Ely, Wm. B. Ogden; Committee on lec-
tures and entertainment, J. Frederic Tarns, Leonard Chenery,
Lieut.-Comd'r U. S. N., Chas. A. Post; Committee on lines and
models, John Hyslop. A. Gary Smith, Wm. P. Stephens; Library
Committee, Henry W. Tyler, Henry W. Hayden, W. C. Brown.
CommiTte on Exhibits, John F. Lovejoy, R. Alexander Rather-
furd, Geo. P. Blow, ensign, U. S. N.; Law Committee, Chas. W.
Wt-tmore, Sidney Chubb, Henry P. Rogers.
The measurement committee made a recommendation to

the effect that thp proposed amendment regarding waterline
length should be laid on the table, in order that the rules of the
club should be in unformity with those of the New York and East-
ern Y. C, which was done, the same committees being continued
to confer with the committees of the other clubs in regard to uni-
form rules. The proposed changes in the details of measurement
were all adopted. Tne clause relating to the spinaker boom was
objected to on the ground that it was liable to be evaded, hut was
finally passed as proposed in order not to conflict with the same
rule as adopted by the New York Y. O.; the committee being in-
structed to bring the matter before the other committees when
they meet in order that the wording of the rule may be revised.
The trustees' report showed the club to be in a prosperous condi-
tion; it suggested also that the club should endeavor during the
coming seaeon to hold some races under conditions that should
test as far as possible the merits of various rules of measure-
ment. The other reports showed a membership of 318, or 11 more
than last year; a fleet of 137 yachts, a gain of 20. and a net sur-
plus of $1,000. The retiring treasurer, Mr. Simonds, has held the
office for 11 years, while Mr. Foulke, the retiring trust.ee, has
held the same office since the formation of the club. The first
of the lectures on design and construction by Mr. A. Carey Smith
was given on Jan. 7, and the second on Jan. H. The annual din-
ner will be given at Delmonico's on Feb. 1.

DEATH OF OAPT. CUTHBERT.—Captain Alexander Cnth-
bert, of BeUevalle, Ontario, builder of the yachts Countess of
Dufferm and Atalanta, died at his home on Jan. 14.

CORRECTED LENGTH AND "CANOE TYPE.'
THE Field comments as follows on the recent report of the

Eastern Y. C. committee:
' The Eastern Y. G., of Boston, U. S. A., appointed a committee,

consisting of General Paine, M*. Edward Burgess, and three others
to consider the advisability of adopting a rating rule like that of
the Seawanhaka Y. C. (as recently adopted by the New York
Y. C). The committee have reported that they are afraid to
adopt a rule which is so easy on length and hard on sail—in these
respects it is not so easy or hard as the Y. R. A. rule—because it
might produce "an undesirable craft of the canoe type," to the
extinction of the centerboard yacht.
"We certainly think these are groundless fears, even if the rule

referred to be taken in conjunction with the new classification of
sailing length instead of actual length of loadline. There cer-
tainly are no indications at present in this country (so far as
yachts are concerned) that anything approaching a canoe type of
yacht would succeed. Certainly the objection made to a simple
sail area rule three years ago was that it might produce a canoe
type of yacht in the smaller classes, and probably there were
grounds for that apprehension, although it was not put to the

test; but, at any rate, we do not see how the canoe type of yacht
could exist without the centerboard even in small craft. If there
is a deep fixed keel or 'dorsal fin,' such as the Humming Bird
and others have, coupled with great beam, there is nothing
'canoe' about the type; if there is, then we might call the Julla-
nar of the canoe type, and she is usually spoken of as anvthing
hut an undesirable craft. The fact is, however, that both we in
this country, and the best informed Americans, have now seen
enough of the length and sail area rule to be convinced that a
'canoe type' of yacht is not possible under it. It may possibly
yet come to that in the small classes of 5-rating and tinder, but
the superiority of the type for match sailing would have to be
very clearly proved before it became of universal adoption. And
after all, if the type proved to be a bad one, it could easily be
checked in its development."

WRECK OF A FOREIGN"YACHT.—A very meagre report has
come by cable from Cadiz to the effect that an English schooner,
Inva by name, has been wrecked of the coast of Spain and 6 men
drowned. The only yacht of this name is a schooner-rigged steam
yacht, formerly the Argo, now owned by Count Straganoff and
hailing from St. Petersburg,

SAIL PLAN OF MAGIC,
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THE NEW YORK STATE NAVAL RESERVE.

THE >Taval Reserve Artillery of the State of New York is now
permanentls established, ard the actual work of drilling tiie

jiewlv enlisttA members has lommr-nced. The battalion has its

headquarters on shore, where ins-tructions by means of a model
ship will be given as far as possible; and in addition broadsword,

lowitzer and machine gun piactue will be given on board the
Minnesota. The following orders have been issued:

OENEKAL ORPUB, NO. 1.

1. By virtue of an act of the Legislature of the Stale of New
York, entitled, "An act to establish a State naval militia.'' Chap.
492, Laws of 1889, and t ur: nam to an election by The members of

tue First Provisional Battalion of the Naval Reserve. Artillery,

it Id Oct. 28, 1889, 1 hereby assume command.
2. George Ldward Kent is hereby appointed adjutant of the

battalion with the rank of lieutenant, and will be ooeyed and re-

spected accordingly. '

, ,
- '

, ,

8. The following named members having been duly elected

captains of the respective companies, are hereby directed to as-

sume command of the same with the rank of lieutenant, and will

be obeyed ana respected accordingly : First Company, S. Dana
Green; Second Company, F. R. Calvin; Third Company, L. M.
Mowhray; Fourth Company, W. P. Williams.

4. Headquarters of this battalion have been established at No.
878«isth avenue, New York city, where two members of the re-

cruiting committee ot each company will be in attendance, every
Tuesrtay evening at. 8 o'clock umil further orders.

5. All business of the battalion will be transacted by the board
of officers. .

6. The U. S. S. Minnesota, having been named by the Hon. Sec-
retary of the Navy for the ute of the battalion for two evenings
per week, the same is hereby aecfpted. Notice of drills will be
given on board said vessel. Pjetxlif B. Low, Lieut. Commanding.

Official: Geo. E. Kent, Lieut, and Adjutant.

SPECIAL ORDER, NO. 1.

ti Monday and 'Thursday evenings of each week are de*isrnated

as drill nights for this battalion. The first and third compani* s

will drill on Mondav evenings, and the second and fourth com-
panies on Tbursday'ovenmgs. Drill call will be sounded promptly
at 8 o'clock. These orders to take effect immediately. By order
of P. B. Low, Lieut. Commanding.

Official: Geo. E. Kent, Lieut, and Aojutant.

Under the law lately passed by the State of Massachusetts, the
Adjutant-General h^s authorized the organization of two com-
panies of naval militia in Boston, and the Massachusetts Y. C. is

now working for the enroiiment of recruits. Quarters will be as-

signed in the new armory ou Dartmouth street, and permission
aas been obtained to use the U.S. vessel. Wabash for practice
afloat. ______

THE LIMITATION OF SPINAKER BOOMS.

THE Field of Dee. 28, mak^s the following criticism ^n the
wording of the spinaker boom clause lately adopted by the

New York Y. C:
"The New York Y. O. has formulated its new measurement

rule and thus deals with t le spicafcer boom: 'The length of base
line shall be modified in any case where toe snwaker bonm meas-
ures more than the distance tmm the fore side of mast. 10 the for-
ward point of b/tse line' at the bowsprit end. The Y. R. A. rule
reads: 'In all cases, if the distance from the center fore and aft
line of the mast to the ou'er end of the spinaker hoom (when
abipp* d m its place and square to the keel) exceeds the distance
from the fore side of the mast to the eranse iron on bowsprit end,
the excess shall be added to the base line.' Of couise the New
York _. C. regulation is muca more simple; hut at ilie time when
the Y. R. A. rule was passed it was thought that any such simple
regulation would lead to long shanks to goose, necks, or to con-
trivances for shipping the boom ou tbe rail, etc., hence the
regulation, which at first siffht certainly looks rather obscure.
After all it is the spread which tue doom and its connections
em give the spinaker which has to be considered, and the
Y. R. A. rule takes full account of it, and the New York rule does
rut."

1

Ihe present wot ding leaves room for an evasion in the sbape of
a very long gonsenecK, or of shipping the boom on the rail iu very
light winds, both of which are contrary to the spirit ot" the rule.
Tne wording of the Y. R. A. rule is better, aa it will prevent
any sui_h evasion.

expense of being drenched with persuiratibn. I read with much
interest your process of waterproofing with sugar of lead, etc.,

which I have heard of before, but was alwavs afraid to try, from
a fettr that there might be a danger of had poisoning from wear-
ing things so treated, especially as they would generally be worn
when the skin was warm, and consequently more open. Perhaps,
to satisfy mv scruples, you will be kind enough to answer tbe an-
nexed queries. _ Is there any risk whatever of lead poisoning
from wearing clothes treated with the solution of sugar of lead
and alum as recommended in the Field of the 12th inst. ? 2. Sup-
posing it is quite safe to wear a coat so treated, would it be
equally safe to wear knickerbockers and stockings treated in the
Fame way, these being in immediate contact with the skin ? [If

properly prepared, the acetate of lead is all converted into sul-

phate of lead, which, being a white, utterly insoluble powder,
:-hou)d not be allowed to get into the cloth, and would be per-
fectly harmless if it aottherp.—Ed.]" " Referring to a paragraph
in your last issue, and your remarks thereon, I think it only right
your readers should be cautioned how they use sugar of lead.
Some years ago I tried the process m question through seeing it

mentioned in your columns, and, although I only stirred the
sugar of lead with a stick, and never touched it with my hands,
the fumes caused me to be severely lead-poisoned, and were it

not for good medical treatment, I think the result would have
been fatal. As it was 1 lost Tibs, weight in a fortnight, and felt

the effects for months. I would much rather get wet than make
my waterproofs for the future.- E. B. T. L^ugar of lead is not
volatile, and it is probable that some may nave been taken into
the mouth unconsciously by our correspondent, as, though very-

poisonous, it is not readily absorbed by the skin, being constantly
used in lotions and so-called hair-revivers.—Ed.]"

WATERPROOFING FABRICS.

NO question is so often asked of us as that of the best method
of waterproofing, cur ma^l this week bringirg two suehin-

qwri> s. We _ave lrequently printed receipts, Lhat by means of
alum and sugar of lean best. The following correspondence con-
cerning this method has lately appeare I in the Field:
"A porous waterproof cloth ts the best for ouier garments

during wet weather tor th se whose duties or lahor causes them
to perspire tree! v. The best way for preparing such cloth is by
t_e process adopted for the tunics of tne Fv nch soldiers during
the Crimean war. It is as follows : Take 2}4fbs. alum and dis-
solve in 10 galloris cf beili_g water; then in a separate vessel
dissolve the same quantity of sug»r of lead in 10 gallons of water
and mix the two solutions. The cloth is now well handled in this
liquid until every part of it is penetrated, then it is squeezed and
dried in the air ot m a warm apartment, then washed in cold
water and dried again, when it is fit for use. If necessary the
cloth may be dipped in the liquid and drird twice before being
washed. The l ; qunr appears curdled when the alum and lead
solutions are mixed together. This is the result cf double de-
composition, the s-ulphate of lead, which is an insoluble salt,
"being formed. The sulphate of lead is taken up in the p^res of
the cloth, and it is unaffected by rains or moisture, and yet it dots
not render the cloth airtizht. Suuh cloth is also part<y uninflam-
mable. A solution of alum itselt will render cloth, pi epared as
described, partially waterproof, but it is not so good as the sul-
phate of lead. Such cloth—cotton or woolen—sneds rain like the
leathers on the bar k of a duok. As to cost, alum islj^d. per
pound and sugar of lead 8d. per pound, and doubtless eaclTc uld
he had for less in quantities. Fxperience will tell the amount of
liquor nt ees=ary for, say, a score of cares; but anyway the pro-
cess will he found to be sufficiently inexpensive and effectual.—
W. V. W. [The dt tails as given by our correspondent will be
ustful to manv of our readeis, but his explanation is not correct,;
the essential parts of the alum, namely, the sulphate of alumiua
ann the acetate of lead (sugar of lead) «re mutually decomposed,
acetate of alumina and sulphate ot lead heing produced. The latter
is a perfectly insoluble and useh as-white powder: it is the acetaie
of alumina that repels the water when dry upon the. fibers of the
clo b.—Ed ]
"I have used many ways and materials to try and keep dry when

shooting, but I must confess without much success, except at the

UNIFORM RACING RULES-

IN view of the action of the New York Y. C, and in order to be
in comDlete harmony with other clubs, the Measurement

CommitLee'of the Seawanhaka Cor. Y. C. at the last meeting
made a recommendation that the amendment providing for a
classification by corrected length, as recommended by them, be
laid on the table. It was further moved that the same commit-
tee be continued to confer with other clubs on the subject of uni-
form rules. As the New York, Larchmont, Atlantic and Eastern
clubs now have similar committees, it is likely that a joint meet-
ing will be. held very soon, in order that such work as is deemed
advisable may be completed before the beginning of the season.

MASSACHUSETTS Y, C—The annual meeting of the Dorches-
ter Y. C, was held on Jan. 3 at the winter quarters m Boston,
with Com. Soley in chair. A very important amendment was
made to the by-laws, the name of the club being changed to tbe
Massachusetts Y. C. The. following officers were elected: Com.,
J. C. Snlev, Diana: Vice-Com., w. T. Lambert, Bohemian; Sec'v,
W. B. McClellan: Treas., H. B. Calendar; Mens , Hartford D ivc-n-
port. Lydia Adams; Ac«'t Meas., 0. H. Dood, Deuce. Directors,
the commodore (ex- officio), H. W. Savage" tClylie), C. H. Nute,
Eras'us Wiilard, C. it. Whiting. Membership Committee, A, L.
Jacobs, C. F. Rice (Winsome). Chester Guild. Jr., T. W. King
(tCthel), E. H. R. Revere, J. Dearborn (Mirage). A. Underwood.
Regatta Committee, L. M.Clark (Paradox). Phillip Little, W. O,
Oay (Nomad), W. T. Mann (Aid!.), C. H. Guild (Beeth). House
Committee. A. J. Clark, Francis Gray (Psj che), Eben Putnam,
Frederick Gray, E. N.Pierce. The total memhi-rship. including
the names now under consideration, is 294. Tbe following amend-
ments were also made to tbe bv-laws: Art. 20. Sec. 9. By adding
the words, "The membership shall be limited to 300. but in case
of yacht owners applying for membership the committee Is

authorized to increase that limit temporarily." Insert Art. 14
(and change numb' rs of following articles): "fliers shall be three
standing committees as follows: Regatta committee, membership
committee nna nous* committee. No member of the club snail
be a member of more than one standing committee at the same
lime, and no officer shall be a member of a standing committee.
The club has made arrangements for leasing a club house on
Rowe's wharf, and landing privileges on India. Wbarf.

LTONY. C—At the annual meeting of the Lynn Y. C, held
Jan. 7, the following board nf officers were chosen for the ensuing
year: Com., F. E. Baker; Vice-Corn., H. L. Parkei ; Treas., J. W.
Attwell; Sec'y. F. E. Newhall, 22 Newiiall street, Lvnn. Directors.
B. W. Rowelf, E. B. Newhall, H. K. Wheeler, J. W. Haines, E. 11.

Dunbar. Membership Committee, J. H. Tufts, W. A. Estes, F.
H>] brook. The annual Teport of the treasurer showed an advance
in a year from a debt of $800 to a surplus of SSJfi, tbe annual re-
ceipts of the year S2.226.21, the expenditures $895.87. The net
receipts of the recent bazar wcrs $036.-33. On Jan. 1, 1889, the club
had outstanding debts of $830. Jan. 1, 1890, the enure debt had
been paid and $200 added to the sinking lund and over $206 in the
treasury. M. O. J. Bleiheu is to float a npw catboat this spring,
to be -.0ft. Bin. over all, 17ft. waterlme, 9f r. beam and llin. draft.
Com. Baker and II. K. vv neeler are building a 40ft. steam launch.

HULL Y. C—The annual meeting of the Hull Y. C. was held on
Jan. 11. witn Com. Whitten in the chair. The following officers
were elected: Com., C. V. Whitten: Vice-Corn., J. J. Hem v: Rear-
Coni., J. J. Souther; Sec, W. A. Gary; Treas., C. C. Hutchinson;
Assist. Sec, H. W. Friend; Meas , W. E. Soerriffs; Executive Com-
mittee, W. D. Lovell, J. B. Forsyih, W. B. Lambert and J. R.
Hooper; Membership Committee, F. L. Dunne, O. B. Waldo, H.
W. Friend and H. TaKgard; Delegates to the New England Y. R.
A., J. F. Brownand P. M. Bond. Thememhershipisnow 252. The
foundation of the new house being completed, the committee was
empowered to contract for the building at a cost of qoc ovei $6,000.
A proposal was made to change the club flag, but was not acted
on at this meeting. Mr. W. D. Lovell was appointed Fleet Cap-
tain.

THE NEW JAMESON CUTTER.—The composite yacht, now
building by Fary & Co., of Southampton, for Mr. John Jameson,
late owner of Irex, will oe 111ft. over all. 83tt.6in. l.w.l. ,39ft. beam,
13ft. 6in. draft,, and will have a centerboard, the trunk being
below the cabin floor. She h -s the clipper stem and raking stern-
ly isr. Her lead keel weig'is 70 tons. It is very unlikely that she
will challenge for the America's Cup, in spite of the reports to
that effect that have lately been current here. Mr. Jameson pro-
noses to own tno fastest British racing yacht m the future, as he
has for some years in the past; and to that end has ouilt to the
largest practicable limits iu order to realize the advantages
which size gives. Capt. Wm. O'Neil, who has sailed Silver Star,
Sam oena and Irex, all Richardson boats, will command the new
craft.

L \RCHMONT Y. C —At a meeting of the Larchmont Y. O. on
Jan. 8, it wa>- voted, after a long discussion, to raise the annual
dues from $25 t j $10.

SIPPICAN V. O.-The Sippican Y, c., after rather a doubtful
existence sinre its organization, will enter upon its fourth season,
that of 18H0, in an extremely flourishing condition. Nearly all
the pruminein. yachtsmen of Buzzards Bty are among the mem-
bers, and the fleet comprises many famous yachts. Among the
other yachts are the catboats Mattie and Climax of the first class,
Widgeon and Lestus of the second. Daisy, Hera and Edith of the
third, and Capt. Bird's fast little sloop Ziueara. The treasurer's
report shows a clear surpluR in the treasury. Tbe club's head-
quarters are at Marion, Mass., on Sippican Harbor, a branch of
Buzzards Bay. The races are sailed on the open waters of the
bay. The lollowing dates have been fixed for next season; July 19,
open race; Aug. 16, club race; Aug. 30, open sweepstakes. Larger
prizes will be offered in the coming r<= ees than in former ones,
ana therefore large attendance is expected.

"WINTER CRUISING—The only sailing yachts now cruising in
Florida and the West Indies are Iroquois, Itear-Com. Ellis, Sea-
wanhaka C. Y. C. and Whim. Both of these schooners were de-
signed by Mr. A. Cary Smith for .Mr. Chapin, the present owner
of the large cruising schooner Yampa, by the same designer, Mr,
Smith is now at work ou a design for a fast-cruising centerboard
schooner, similar to Iroquois, but Si't. long. She will be of steel,
with her board below the cabin floor. Augusta, steam yacht, was
at Norfolk, Ta„ on Jan. 11, on her way to Jacksonville. Vedette,
steam yacht, Mr. F. W. V'anderoilt, has been at Elizabeth City,
N. C„ for repairs, on her way south.

BROOKLYN Y. C—Officers, 1890: Com., Benjamin F.Sutton;
"Vice-Corn,, Geo. P, Fonte; Rear-Corn., P. H. Jeannot; Pres , Dan-
iel O'Reilly; Treas., Wm. Bttrk; Sec'v, Wm. Cogger; Meas., R, C.
Hopkins. Regatta Committee, Willis HoPv, w. A. Taylor and
A.. S. Richoffer. Membcship Committee, Henrv Re'lly, Edward
Chandler and O. E. Tredwell. Trustees, Edward F. Drayton,
John P. Tribken, Wlllard Gornam, G» orgeH. Lyons, M. F, Tobin,
John Cottier, A. M. Lochnead, Franklin Prentiss and J. J. Welsh.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE U. S. NAVAL INSTITUTE.—The
last quarterly number for 1889 contains a very interesting article
on the works of the Bethlehem Iron Co., by W H. Jaque«; a piper
on "Our Future Navy." by Rear-Admiral Luce, U. S. N.; and a
valuable paper on the Management of Boats m Surf, by Ensign A.
A. Ackerman, U. S. N.; in addition to much other interesting
matter.

HARLEM Y. C.-OfHcers, 1890: Com., F. Lalor: Vice-Corn., W.
J. Cooper; Recording Sec'v, W. H. Porter; Financial Sec'y, H. B.
McAllister; Corresponding Sec'y, J. Hutenings; Treas.. Charles
Hutchinson; Meas.. John A. Lalr.r; Steward, Robert Pavton.
Trustees, Geo. W. Fuller, J. C. Ebmeyer, Thos. Hendry, R. L.
Fersenheimer and Ed. McEvoy.

_ HUDSON RIVER Y. C -Officers 1890: Com., Henry F. Allen;
vlce-Cnm. John E. Drew: Sc., Edwaid R. Wilson; Treas.. Rich-
ard V. Freeman; Meas., James K, Tucke.-, and Steward, John _.
HufnageL

THE MARITIME EXHIBITION.—The Maritime Exhibition,
which lately closed in Bos ot, has not proved a financial success,
the loss being stated at $n0,000.

A CENTERBOARD PILOT BOAT.-Boston will soon have a
novelty in the shape of a centerboard pilot boat; the only one, we
believe, on the coast;

E_T"2?o Notice Taken of Anon; mens Oonreapontie^tt*.

V. K„ Ithaca, N. Y.—"We have no record of the fastest mile
made by a greyhound. •

W. A. "W., Portland, Ore.— The design published this week
should answer your purpose.

T. M., New York.- We are not at liberty to give the writer's ad-
dress, but will forward a letter to him for you,

T. W. S„ Fond du Lac,Wis., and S. W. D., "Wellesley, Mas3„wiU
find directions for waterproofing in another column.

G. R. M., New Boslon, 111.—Write to the Patent Office, "Wash-
ington, tor a pamphlet giving full information for taking out a
patent.

L. F. J„ Trenton, N. J.—We know of no safe method to pro_iret>
abortion in a bitch. Would advise you to let nature tato Its
course. There have undoubtedly been cases where the inftmmee
of previous sires has been shown in the offspring, out such e ases
are so extremely rare that the matter is hardly worth cansidera*
tion.

M. G. C, Cape Cod, Mass.—You may secure the live ja<"k rabbits
from Mr. H. L. Liebfried, Garden City, Kan. They co-t $2.50 each
boxed for express, and the express ebaige to New YorK is $3 for
each rabbit. The Eastern Coursing Club secured their jicks
from this source and we understand they were satisfied with the
transaction.

"W. R. C. W.. Port Hammond, B. C—The description of the ani"
mal, as given you by the old trapper (who is more afraid of awoman than a grizzb ) is too meagie to enable us to identify the
creature, but it is probably the shotl, sewellel, or mountain heave"
(Aplodontia lepnrina), though tbe description does not quite
answer to this.

W. D. C, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Does the law allow a citizen of this
city or the vicinity to carry a pistol loaded or empty, if it docs
not, please inform me where, under what conditions and by whom
can a license be granted and its cost ? Ans. Apply to police cap-
tain of the precinct in which you live. He will, if you are a
proper party for it, issue a license at a small fee.

A. S. R .Springfield, O.—Champion Gloster is owned by Mr.
jHme.B' L, Bieese, Tuxedo Park, N. Y. He was whelped Julv 24,
1881, and is by Dashing Rover (Dash II.—Noma) and out of Trinket
(Crack—Diana). He was very high commended at, New YorK 1887.
His field trial record is first Memhers' Sttikn and divided second
All-Aged Stake, Eastern Field Trials, 1886; first All-Aged Sake,
and first Champiou Stake, Eastern Field Trials, 1887; fnrst Mem-
bers' Stake, Eastern Field Trials, 1888, and secoud Members''
Stake, Eastern Field Trials, 1889.

Bejscham's Piils cure bilious and nervous ills.—Adv.

VETERINARYSPECIFICS
For Horses, Cattle, Sheep

?
Logs, Hogs

f

AND POULTRY,

cmES \ Fevers,Congestions. in 11 u?rmiation
AoA. 5 Spinal Meningitis, Milk Fever,
B.B.—Strains, Lameness. Rheumatism.
C.C.—Distemper, Knsal Discharges.
D.D.=-Bots or Cirnbs? Worms.

Coughs. Heaves, Pneumonia.
F.K."Colic or Gripes, Bellyache-
G-G.—MiscaJTiajrej Hemorrhages,
H.H.— Urinary and Kidney Diseases.
I. 1.-.-Eruptive Diseases. Mange.
J.K.--Diseases of Digestion? Paralysis.
Single Bottle (over 50 doses), - - ,60
Stable Case, with Specifies, Manual, _

Veterinary Cure OU and Medicator, St.OO
Jar Veterinary Cure Oil, - - 1.00
Sold by Druggists; or Sent Prepaid anywhere

and in any quantity on Receipt of Price-

Humphreys' Medicine Co., 109 Fulton St., „. Y.

Forest & Stream Pile Binders
FBIOB, SLOG.

FOB feALB AT THIS OFFICE-

Anglers contemplating a trip to Florida this coining season will find ifc to their advantage to inspect cuht

celebrated

Tarpon Rods, Reels and Lines.
The largest tarpon (184 lbs.) ever killed on a rod and reel was taken with one of our Noibwood Tarpon Rods..

They are pronouueed "PERFECT" by all who haye used them.

OUR NEW SOFT LINEN TARPON SNEIX IS THE BEST.

FIWE Manufacturers of every description of

PISHIKTG T_3_0 3ESL
18 Vesey Street (Fourth door from the A_tor House). New York*
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WINCHESTER

Ask your Dealer for them.
HTot Sold at Retail toy -tJa.es XMtenwiteo-tru.xrex'a.

WINCHESTER REPEATING
312 Broadway, N

Send for 83-pagfe Catalogue of Arms and Ammn-nition

N ffABaXMEDICINEA MLflMkhV eulNE

leak Stomacfi—Impaired Digestion—Dison

SOU) BY All DRUGGISTS.
PRICE 25 CENTS PER BOX.

Prepared only fey THOS.BEECHAM, $t.Helens,Lancasliire
?
Englaiul.

B. F. ALLEN & CO., Sole Agents
FOIl WiTE© STATES, SOS & S67 CAMAL ST., NEW IOSE,
Who (if your druggist does not keep them) will mail Beecham's
Pills on receipt of price

—

but inquire first (Please mention this paper.)

t is as

Runs the saying. The 61 1 hints in

HAVANA CIGARS
The favorite cigar of Rod and Gun Clubs generally.

These cigars are made of the choicest tobaccos, grown
and selected with the greatest care. They cannot_faiI
to suit the taste of all lovers of the fragrant weed, jiaeh
cigar has the brand impressed on it, and every box has
a label, fae-simile of the title of the popular journal,
and our firm signature, without which none are genu-
ine. We art; the only authorized manufacturers of the
above brand.

We will deliver free of express charges

LONDKES PERFEGTO @ $7.50 per 100
CONCHAS ESPECiALS @ 6.50

"

Upon receipt of price.

k. W. FGOTE I 00., Sole Manufacturers,

125 Maiden Lane, New York.

Increasing saiea Attest tlie i"0(jularity ol
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

8

Manufactured only by
sE:x:Kri«r:E3-sr bros.

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO. Successors). Also
manufacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

By C. F. AMERY.
This series of thirteen adventurous jour-

neys into as many regions of Dreamland has

been admirably characterized as the most

delicious nonsense ever written, and is now

being brought out in a handsome quarto vol-

ume of 116 pages, profusely illustrated.

Prick, $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING- CO.,

8i8 Broadway, New York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finoh Lane, Cornhill, Eng.

WOODCRAFT.
By "NESSMUK."

A book for people who love outdoor life:

for the hunter, the angler and the canoeist.
The work has been of service to thousands of
outers, and will help thousands of others. It

is full of practical advice and information
from one who has spent his life in learning
by hard experience what he now tells hia

readers. No camper can afford to be without
it. Cloth, 160 pages, illustrated, ^ice $1.00.

FOREST AND STRKAM PUB. CO.,
New York.

Davttcs * Co., 1 Finch Lane, London. Eng

GURDON TRUMBULL'S

Which Interest Qunners; with descriptions in
language understanded of the people.

Practically speaking, this is the first popular
volume of ornithology ever issued from the press;
a work which goes far to demonstrate that scien-
tific accuracy mav be as easily maintained m
English as m Greek or Latin. Follows the
game birds all over the continent and gives a
glossary of all the lo -al names in popular use.
Illustrated with admirable portraits from the
pencil of Mr. Edwin Shepard of the Academy of
Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, which, with the
clear descriptions in the text, will enable auy
man who can read to identify the contents of his

OPINIONS OF THE FEES8

:

It is the first, so far as wo h3io«-, ... . 33 of
books of 'which the need is felt in avety udpart-
rnent of natural history.—Troy Press.

The book should find its way to a choice, place
in every sportsman's library.—Chicago Inter-
Ocean.

I would much rather know what this book tell?

me, the various names by which the people call

a bird, than the Latin, Greek or Hebrew cam«
which science gave him for the sake of catalogu-
ing him. * * * It is more value to me to have
a description of a bird in plain English which 1

understand than in scientific language which 1

do not understand.— TF., in Journal of Commerce.

SOLD BY
Forest and. Stream Publishing Co.

THE STANDARD WORK ON THEIR
MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES

fries S*,OS,

ffOBEST AND STREAM FDBUSHESQ GO,
318 Broadway, Naw York,,

COMPILED BY " SENECA,"

Relate to Shooting., Fishing, Camping, Canoe-

ing, Dogs, Guns and all branches of sports-

men's activities. It is a good book to have in

the house and in camp. Price, $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO
318 Broadway, New York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill, London.

•f

BARGAINS.
Fishing Tackle

Will
uary

N

318

Gunning Goods
IN STOCK

be sold regardless cf cost during the month of Jan-
to make room for new goods.
ow is the time to lay in your spring stock.

XX. XX* XSLXFFJES9
Fialton Street, Brooklyn, 1ST. Y.

UNCLE LISHA'S SHOP.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland.

By ROWLAND E. BOBINSON.
A book that appeals to all who know anything of the old-fashioned New England life.

These are some of the chapters:

i
vhe School Meeting in District 13. Uncle Lisha's Spring Gun. In Uncle Lisha's Shop. Con-

cerning Owls. Uncle Lisha's Conning, How Zene Burnham Come it on His Father.

A Rainy Day in the Shop. The Turkey Shoot at Hamner's. Sam Level's Thanksgiving.

Little Sis. Sam Lovel's Bee-Hunting. In the Shop Again. The Fox Hunt. Noah Chase's

Deer-Hunting. The Hard Experience of Mr. Abijan Jarvis. The Coon Hunt. In the

Sugar Camp Indians in Danvis. The Boy Out West. Breaking Up. The Departure.

The Wild Bees' Swarm.

They make a handsomely printed volume of 187 pagea, bound in cloth. Sent, postpaid, on
receipt of price, $1.00,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Bhoawav New YOBK.
DAVIES & CO., London, England
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Charles Daly Automatic Hammerless.

Made under DEELEY'S PATENT, the strongest and simplest, equal in every particular to any other
AUTOMATIC HAMMERLESS costing DOUBLE the price. No. 150, price $175. No. 250, Diamond Quality
price $375. Charles Daly Hammerless, $100 to $225.

Charles Daly Three-Barrel Gun

ShotgunSizes

10, 12 & 16-BOBE.

leu tt of Barrel,

28 to 30 Inch.

Rifle Sizes

.82W.C.F., .32-40, .38-55

.40-70, .45-70.

Weiffhts, 8 to lOlbs

THESE GUNS HAVE DRIVEN ALL OTHERS OUT OF THE MARKET. IF YOU HAVEN'T SEEN ONE,
INSIST UPON YOUR DEALER ORDERING IT. SHOOTING QUALITIES AND FINISH PERFECT.

SOLE N. Y. AGENTS FOR THESE CELEBRATED SKATES. SEND FOR SPECIAL LIST AND PRICES.

We have renewed our agreement with Messrs. Wright & Ditson for Lawn
Tennis, and A. J. Eeach & Co. for Base Ball Goods, and shall be better prepared

than ever to fill orders for these goods. Wholesale dealers in Indian Clubs,

Dumb Bells, Foot Balls, Gymnasium Goods, Bicycles, Fishing Tackle, Canvas and
Leather Jackets and everything in the Sporting Goods line.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.

SCH0VERLING, DALY & GALES
302 BROADWAY and 84 DUANE ST., NEW YORK,

I














